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ABSTRACT  


A compiled database of 53 tests of FRP-reinforced concrete deep beams with shear span–depth ratios of less than 


two was used to evaluate the strut-and-tie models (STM) provided in ACI 318 (2014), CSA S806 (2012), CEB-fib 


(1999), and JSCE (2007). All provisions were found to be inadequate in calculating the capacity of FRP-reinforced 


deep beams due to inherent shortcomings in each provision. Hence, a new STM-based procedure for FRP-reinforced 


deep beams was proposed. The new model incorporates the effect of shear span–depth ratio (a/d), concrete 


compressive strength (fc
’), and tensile strain in the adjoining tie (ε1). The contribution of the web reinforcement on 


the strut efficiency factor was found to be insignificant. The new model was capable of predicting the ultimate 


capacity of the compiled FRP-reinforced concrete deep beams with satisfactory conservatism. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 


Reinforced-concrete deep beams are structural members with discontinuity regions (D-regions) in which the plane 


section does not remain plane; hence, the Bernoulli hypothesis and beam theory are not applicable (MacGregor 


1997, Collins et al. 2008, Tuchscherer et al. 2011). Stresses in D-regions are dominated by shear, and shear stresses 


are resisted by arch-action mechanism. Accordingly, the design of D-regions must be treated differently from 


designing conventional sections (or slender beams). Researchers and code provisions have adopted the use of the 


strut-and-tie model to design and detail deep beams (ACI 318 2014, CSA S806 2012, CEB-fib 1999, JSCE 2007). 


 


The strut-and-tie model (STM) is based on the lower-bound theorem, in which the stress applied on the elements of 


the STM should not exceed their maximum capacities, and the truss model shall be in equilibrium. When these 


conditions are met, the truss will exhibit the deformation capacity required by the lower-bound theorem to 


redistribute the internal stresses and form the arch action. Deep beams have varied applications as load-distribution 


elements such as transfer girders, pile caps, and bridge bents. When such elements are located in aggressive 


environments in which steel corrosion is a crucial factor, the use of fiber-reinforcement polymer (FRP) instead of 


steel bars is prudent. Therefore, various experimental investigations have been conducted to examine the behavior of 


FRP-reinforced deep beams (Kim et al. 2014, Latosh 2014, Andermatt and Lubell 2013, Farghaly and Benmokrane 


2013, Nehdi et al. 2008). The test results show that an arch-action mechanism was able to form in FRP-reinforced 


deep beams. In addition, the deep beams tested exhibited sufficient deformation to redistribute the internal stresses 


as required by the STM (Andermatt and Lubell 2013, Farghaly and Benmokrane 2013). Only the Canadian CSA 


S806 (2012), however, recommended the use of the STM for FRP-reinforced deep beams. 
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The main objective of the current study was to assess the STM introduced in ACI 318 (2014), CEB-fib (1999), and 


JSCE (2007) for steel-reinforced deep beams and CSA S806 2012 for FRP-reinforced deep beams. The parameters 


affecting the strength of the deep beams were identified, and the tendency of each parameter was individually 


assessed using the data on experimentally tested deep beams in the literature. Finally, a new STM-based procedure 


was proposed for the design and detailing of FRP-reinforced deep beams. 


 


To achieve the objective of this paper, the authors compiled a database of 53 experimental tests for FRP-reinforced 


deep beams from the literature (Mohamed 2015, Kim et al. 2014, Latosh 2014, Andermatt and Lubell 2013, 


Farghaly and Benmokrane 2013, Nehdi et al. 2008). Table 1 presents details of the deep beams included in the 


database. Specimens described by the authors as having a failure mode other than shear (flexural and/or anchorage 


failures) were excluded. In addition, significantly smaller specimens (with effective depths of less than 200 mm) 


were also excluded, as it is difficult to present dimensional accuracy in reinforcement details, concrete geometry, 


and testing setup using highly scaled specimens comparing to deep beams in reality. An effective depth limit of 200 


mm could be reasonable, however, more investigations are needed to identify the size effect on the RC deep beams. 


The deep beams included in the assessment had a/d values ranging from 0.83 to 2.10, concrete strengths ranging 


from 26.1 to 68.5 MPa, various combinations of web reinforcement, and different types of FRP bars (AFRP, CFRP, 


and GFRP). 


 


Table 1: Details of database specimens 


Specimen 


ID 


b 


mm 


d 


mm 
a/d 


lb1 


mm 


lb2 


mm 


fc
’ 


MPa 


Type of 


FRP Bar 


Afrp 


mm2 


Efrp 


GPa 


ρv 


% 


ρh 


% 


Pexp  


kN 


ACI 


318 


CSA 


S806 


CEB-


fib 


1999 


JSCE 


2007 


P
ro


p
o


se
d


 


M
o


d
el


 


Pexp/ 


Ppred 


Pexp/ 


Ppred 


Pexp/ 


Pprop 


Pexp/ 


Pprop 


Pexp/ 


Pprop 


CF-d-2501 150 250 1.35 50 50 41.7 CFRP 506.3 134 - - 298.1 0.79 2.24 1.76 1.33 0.77 


CF-d-3501 150 350 1.21 50 50 37.6 CFRP 635.3 134 - - 468.2 1.31 3.20 2.92 2.21 1.00 


F-d-2501 150 250 1.39 50 50 42.0 GFRP 521.3 40.8 - - 243.1 0.64 2.74 1.42 1.07 0.80 


F-d-3501 150 350 1.25 50 50 48 GFRP 656.3 40.8 - - 422.5 0.93 3.69 2.06 1.56 1.13 


A1N1 310 257 1.07 100 100 40.2 GFRP 1188 41.1 - - 814 1.00 1.86 1.00 0.78 1.08 


A2N2 310 261 1.44 100 100 45.4 GFRP 1188 41.1 - - 472 0.66 1.68 0.66 0.50 1.15 


A3N2 310 261 2.02 100 100 41.3 GFRP 1188 41.1 - - 244 0.55 1.89 0.55 0.41 1.44 


A4N2 310 261 2.02 100 100 64.6 GFRP 1188 41.1 - - 192 0.28 1.13 0.28 0.20 0.99 


B1N2 300 503 1.08 200 200 40.5 GFRP 2576 37.9 - - 1274 0.81 1.50 0.81 0.63 0.88 


B2N2 300 501 1.48 200 200 39.9 GFRP 2576 37.9 - - 800 0.68 1.66 0.68 0.52 1.10 


B3N2 300 502 2.07 200 200 41.2 GFRP 2576 37.9 - - 432 0.53 1.82 0.53 0.39 1.40 


B4N2 300 496 1.48 200 200 40.7 GFRP 3168 41.1 - - 830 0.69 1.53 0.69 0.53 1.04 


B5N2 300 497 1.48 200 200 66.4 GFRP 3168 41.1 - - 1062 0.54 1.44 0.54 0.41 1.16 


B6N2 300 505 2.06 200 200 68.5 GFRP 2576 37.9 - - 376 0.27 1.14 0.27 0.20 1.03 


C1N2 301 889 1.10 330 330 51.6 GFRP 4224 42.3 - - 2270 0.68 1.36 0.68 0.53 0.87 


C2N2 304 891 1.49 330 330 50.7 GFRP 4224 42.3 - - 1324 0.53 1.38 0.53 0.40 1.00 


G6#83 300 1097 1.13 232 130 49.3 GFRP 2280 47.6 - - 1477 1.17 1.96 1.17 0.90 1.26 


G8#83 300 1088 1.13 232 130 49.3 GFRP 4054 51.9 - - 1906 1.51 1.97 1.51 1.17 1.30 


C12#33 300 1111 1.13 232 130 38.7 GFRP 856 120 - - 1191 1.19 1.83 1.19 0.92 1.06 


C12#43 300 1106 1.13 232 130 38.7 GFRP 1520 144 - - 1601 1.60 1.85 1.60 1.24 1.07 
A3D9M-1.44 200 250 1.40 100 100 26.1 AFRP 190 80.70 - - 136.1 0.50 1.32 0.50 0.38 1.07 
A3D9M-1.74 200 250 1.70 100 100 26.1 AFRP 190 80.70 - - 98.98 0.45 1.42 0.45 0.34 1.23 
A3D9M-2.14 200 250 2.10 100 100 26.1 AFRP 190 80.70 - - 88.00 0.52 2.03 0.52 0.38 1.26 
A4D9M-1.74 200 250 1.70 100 100 26.1 AFRP 255 80.70 - - 121.0 0.55 1.55 0.55 0.41 0.91 
A5D9M-1.74 200 250 1.70 100 100 26.1 AFRP 320 80.70 - - 134.0 0.61 1.57 0.61 0.45 1.40 
A5D9L-1.74 200 310 1.70 100 100 26.1 AFRP 255 80.70 - - 134.3 0.59 1.69 0.59 0.44 1.48 
C3D9M-1.44 200 250 1.40 100 100 26.1 CFRP 190 120.2 - - 169.3 0.62 1.40 0.62 0.48 1.15 
C3D9M-1.74 200 250 1.70 100 100 26.1 CFRP 190 120.2 - - 106.5 0.48 1.31 0.48 0.36 1.16 
C3D9M-2.14 200 250 2.10 100 100 26.1 CFRP 190 120.2 - - 52.60 0.31 1.04 0.31 0.23 1.00 
C4D9M-1.74 200 250 1.70 100 100 26.1 CFRP 255 120.2 - - 96.1 0.43 1.06 0.43 0.33 0.95 
C5D9M-1.74 200 250 1.70 100 100 26.1 CFRP 320 120.2 - - 151.4 0.68 1.54 0.68 0.51 1.39 
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Table 1: Details of database specimens (cont’d.) 


Specimen ID 
b 


(mm) 


d 


(mm) 
a/d 


lb1 


(mm) 


lb2 


(mm) 


fc
’ 


MPa 


Type of 


FRP Bar 


Afrp 


(mm2) 


Efrp 


(GPa) 


ρv 


(%) 


ρh 


(%) 


Pexp  


(kN) 


ACI 


318 


CSA 


S806 


CEB-


fib 


1999 


JSCE 


2007 


P
ro


p
o


-s
ed


 


M
o


d
el


 


Pexp/ 


Ppred 


Pexp/ 


Ppred 


Pexp/ 


Pprop 


Pexp/ 


Pprop 


Pexp/ 


Pprop 


C5D9L-1.74 200 310 1.70 100 100 26.1 CFRP 255 120.2 - - 145.4 0.64 1.14 0.39 0.29 1.01 
A1/1005 230 621 1.00 180 180 49.8 GFRP 1710 47.6 0.14 - 560.3 0.57 1.36 0.78 0.37 1.24 
A1/755 230 621 1.00 180 180 52.2 GFRP 1710 47.6 0.10 - 552.4 0.53 1.30 0.73 0.35 1.20 
A1/505 230 621 1.00 180 180 52.5 GFRP 1710 47.6 0.06 - 493.7 0.47 1.16 0.65 0.31 1.08 


A1/005 230 621 1.00 180 180 52.7 GFRP 1710 47.6 - - 416.9 0.55 0.98 0.55 0.43 0.91 


B1.5/1005 230 447 1.50 180 180 51.8 GFRP 1235 47.0 0.15 - 322.4 0.47 1.80 0.62 0.24 1.95 


C2/1005 230 328 2.00 180 180 50.8 GFRP 760.2 46.3 0.16 - 125.9 0.28 1.63 0.36 0.15 1.53 


C2/755 230 328 2.00 180 180 51.0 GFRP 760.2 46.3 0.10 - 98.7 0.22 1.27 0.28 0.12 1.20 


C2/505 230 328 2.00 180 180 51.3 GFRP 760.2 46.3 0.06 - 102.7 0.23 1.32 0.29 0.13 1.24 


C2/005 230 328 2.00 180 180 51.3 GFRP 760.2 46.3 - - 93.5 0.26 1.20 0.26 0.20 1.13 


G1.476 300 1088 1.47 232 203 38.7 GFRP 4054 66.4 - - 1849 1.50 2.48 1.50 1.12 1.66 


G1.47H6 300 1088 1.47 232 203 45.4 GFRP 4054 66.4 - 0.68 1695 0.78 2.05 1.17 0.45 1.48 


G1.47V6 300 1088 1.47 232 203 45.4 GFRP 4054 66.4 0.42 - 2650 1.22 3.21 1.83 0.70 2.31 


G1.136 300 1088 1.13 232 203 37 GFRP 4054 66.4 - - 2687 1.84 2.34 1.84 1.43 1.36 


G1.13H6 300 1088 1.13 232 203 44.6 GFRP 4054 66.4 - 0.68 2533 1.01 1.96 1.44 0.64 1.24 


G1.13V6 300 1088 1.13 232 203 44.6 GFRP 4054 66.4 0.42 - 3236 1.29 2.51 1.84 0.82 1.59 


G1.13VH6 300 1088 1.13 232 203 37 GFRP 4054 66.4 0.42 0.68 2904 1.39 2.53 1.99 0.88 1.47 


G0.836 300 1088 0.83 232 203 38.7 GFRP 4054 66.4 - - 3000 1.62 1.59 1.62 1.30 0.80 


G0.83H6 300 1088 0.83 232 203 43.6 GFRP 4054 66.4 - 0.68 3166 1.11 1.56 1.51 0.78 0.82 


G0.83V6 300 1088 0.83 232 203 43.6 GFRP 4054 66.4 0.42 - 3387 1.19 1.67 1.62 0.83 0.88 


SG1.136 300 1088 1.13 232 203 43.1 GFRP 3928 66.0 - - 2928 1.72 2.35 1.00 1.33 1.46 


SG1.13VH6 300 1088 1.13 232 203 43.1 GFRP 3928 66.0 0.42 0.68 3110 1.28 2.50 1.07 0.81 1.55 


 Mean value 0.80 1.77 0.94 0.64 1.20 


 CoV 54% 33% 64% 65% 24% 


b is the beam width; d is the effective depth; a/d is the shear span-depth ratio; lb1 and lb2 are the loading- and 


support-plate widths, respectively; ρv is the vertical web-reinforcement ratio; ρh is the horizontal web-reinforcement 


ratio; Pexp is the ultimate load at failure recorded during testing; Ppred is the predicted load. References: 1Nehdi et al. 


(2008), 2Andermatt and Lubell (2013), 3Farghaly and Benmokrane (2013), 4Kim et al. (2014), 5Latosh (2014), 
6Mohamed (2015). 


2. STRUT-AND-TIE MODEL 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 1: Details of a one-panel strut-and-tie model 


 


Researchers and practitioners consider the STM to be the most convenient tool for D-region design when the 


conventional plane-bending theory does not hold. The use of the STM allows for easy visualization of force flow 


and reduces complex states of stress within a D-region in a reinforced-concrete member into a truss comprised of 


simple, uniaxial stress paths. Each uniaxial stress path is considered an STM member (Figure 1). Members of the 


STM subjected to tensile stresses are called ties and represent where reinforcement should be placed. STM members 
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subjected to compression are called struts. The intersections of truss members are called nodes. Nodes are named 


based on the bounded elements. For instance, nodal zones are called CCC, CCT, or CTT nodes, respectively, 


depending on the number of struts bounding them (three, two, or one). 


 


To avoid tie failure, codes and provisions require a sufficient amount of longitudinal reinforcement to be placed as a 


tie. Generally, the area of the longitudinal reinforcement should be more than or equal to Pu / tan θ.fs, where Pu is the 


maximum applied load and fs is the allowable tensile strength (yield strength for steel and ultimate strength for FRP 


bars). In our database, no failure in the FRP longitudinal reinforcement was observed as the measured strains in the 


longitudinal FRP-reinforcement were below 60% of ultimate tensile strength of the bars (ffrpu). Hence, this value is 


recommended (ffrp ≤ 0.6ffrpu) to achieve an adequate amount of FRP longitudinal reinforcement. 


 


To avoid crushing of the concrete elements, most researchers and code specifications limit the compressive stress of 


the concrete (fce) as the product of the concrete compressive strength (fc’) and an efficiency factor (β) as follows: 


 


[1]   
'


cce β.ff    


 


As can be seen from Eq. 1, β can be defined as the ratio of the stress in the concrete element to the concrete’s 


compressive strength. Generally, the procedure was to account for all the parameters affecting the concrete’s 


compressive strength (such as the reinforcement details, stress and strain conditions, and concrete softening) in a 


single factor referred to as β. While various studies have been conducted to assess the value of β for steel-reinforced 


deep beams (Reineck and Todisco 2014, Brown and Bayrak 2008), its value differs (see Table 2) for struts and 


nodes designed according to ACI 318 (2014), CSA S806 (2012), CEB-fib (1999), and JSCE (2007). 


 


Once fce has been calculated for concrete elements (struts and nodes), the maximum resisting force of the element 


can be calculated by multiplying fce by the area of the element (Ac), as shown in Figure 1. Calculating the depth of 


the top horizontal strut (hn) and thus the diagonal strut angle (θ), is an iterative process required to select the critical 


admissible solution and the maximum predicted shear strength based on the lower-bound theorem. 


Table 2: Efficiency factors according to code provisions 


Element Efficiency Factor (β) 


ACI 318 


(2014) 


CSA S806 (2012) CEB-fib (1999) JSCE (2007) 


Struts without web 


reinforcement 


0.85×0.60 









2


FF1


1


cot)002.0(


85.0
1708.0


1
 


0.85×0.60* 0.60 


Struts with web 


reinforcement 


0.85×0.75 









2


FF1


1


cot)002.0(


85.0
1708.0


1
 


0.85×0.60* 0.80 


CCC node 0.85×1.00 0.85 0.85×0.60* 1.00 


CCT node 0.85×0.80 0.75 0.85×0.60* 1.00 


CTT node 0.85×0.60 0.65 0.85×0.60* 1.00 


where θ is the angle between the strut and tie, εF is the tensile strains in the tie bars adjacent to the 


compressive strut, and fc
’ is the concrete compressive strength in MPa.  


* β in according to CEB-fib (1999)  should be less than 0.85(1-fc
’/250) 


3. ASSESSMENT OF CURRENT DESIGN PROVISIONS 


The efficiency-factor equations in Table 2 were used to calculate the capacities of the FRP-reinforced deep beams in 


our database. Table 1 provides the predicted capacities according to ACI 318 (2014), CSA S806 (2012), CEB-fib 


(1999), and JSCE (2007). Figure 2 shows the comparison between the experimental results and the predicted 
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capacity for each code provision. The results of the predicted capacities for all of the codes were scattered and not 


adequately predicted, revealing that each provision has different deficiencies. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 
Figure 2: Comparison of experimental and predicted capacity using the STM in code provisions 


 


The STM in the ACI provision produced unsafe and arbitrary estimations for the capacities of the deep beams in  


our database, with a mean experimental-to-predicted value of 0.80 and coefficient of variation (CoV) of 54%. These 


unsafe estimations have also been reported for steel-reinforced deep beams without web reinforcement (Reineck and 


Todisco 2014, Tuchscherer et al. 2014), but with lower levels of safety in FRP-reinforced deep beams. This could be 


attributed to the fact that the efficiency factor recommended in ACI 318 (2014) accounts only for the presence of 


web reinforcement (see Table 2), and neglects other major parameters, such as concrete softening, fc
’, and a/d ratio. 


Additionally, the effect of web reinforcement on the strength of the FRP-reinforced deep beams was found to be 


insignificant (Mohamed et al. 2014). 


 


The STM in CSA S806 (2012) yielded safe yet conservative estimations for the deep beams in our database. The 


level of conservatism—with a mean experimental-to-predicted value of 1.77 and CoV of 32%—could lead to 


uneconomical design for FRP-reinforced deep beams. As shown in Table 2, the STM in CSA S806 (2012) explicitly 


accounts for the concrete softening coefficient in the diagonal strut by calculating the strut efficiency factor as a 


factor of the strains in the longitudinal reinforcement (εF). This implicitly accounts for the shear span–depth ratio by 


taking into account the angle between the strut and tie (θ), and does not account for the effect of the concrete 


compressive strength (fc
’). 


 


The calculation of the strut efficiency factor in CSA S806 (2012) is the same as that for the design of steel-


reinforced deep beams in CSA A23.3 (2014). It is expected, however, that the softening coefficient of FRP-


reinforced members is higher than that of steel-reinforced members due to FRP bars having higher tensile strain than 


steel bars. In steel-reinforced deep beams, the longitudinal steel bars should not yield, thus strains in the longitudinal 


steel bars would be lower than 0.002. On the other hand, FRP bars have low elastic moduli and higher strains 


compared to steel bars. These higher strains induce higher strains in the concrete surrounding the FRP bars, which 


could lead to higher concrete softening in FRP-reinforced members. This could explain the underestimated capacity 


produced by the STM in CSA S806 (2012). 


 


The strut efficiency factor (β) recommended by CEB-fib (1999) takes into consideration the effect of the concrete 


compressive strength (fc
’), but for fc


’ ≥ 100 MPa. Therefore, the fc
’ had no impact on the strut efficiency factors for 


the deep beams in our database, and a constant value of β equal to 0.85×0.6 was taken instead. This led to the unsafe 


scattered estimation of the capacity prediction according to the STM in CEB-fib (1999), with a mean experimental-


to-predicted value of 0.94 and CoV of 64%. 
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Similar to ACI 318 (2014), JSCE (2007) stipulates constant values for the strut efficiency factor depending only on 


the presence of web reinforcement. JSCE (2007) was also unable to satisfactorily predict the capacity of the FRP-


reinforced deep beams, with a mean experimental-to-predicted value of 0.70 and CoV of 61%. As in the case of the 


ACI code, these unsafe and arbitrary results could be attributed to the negligence of the concrete softening 


coefficient, fc
’, and a/d ratio. Nevertheless, the lower level of safety provided by JSCE (2007) in comparison to the 


ACI code could be attributed to the higher value of strut efficiency factor recommended by JSCE (2007). 


4. PROPOSED STRUT-AND-TIE MODEL 


The selected database was used to identify the parameters affecting the strut efficiency factor of the FRP-reinforced 


deep beams. Figure 3 provides the individual effect of each parameter influencing the strut efficiency factor. These 


parameters were found to be the strain in the longitudinal reinforcement (ε1), the concrete compressive strength (fc
’), 


the shear span-depth ratio (a/d), and the web reinforcement (ρw). The trend of each parameter affecting the strut 


efficiency and the curve best-fitting equation are also presented in Figure 3. 


 


 


 


  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 3: Influence of parameters affecting the strut efficiency factor 


 


Figure 3 (a) shows the effect of the longitudinal-bar strain on strut efficiency, as increasing the tensile–tie strains 


decreases strut efficiency. Farghaly and Benmokrane (2013) illustrated that reducing the longitudinal reinforcement 


ratios—while maintaining all other pertinent variables constant—increased the measured tensile-tie strains, leading 


to a noticeable enhancement in the diagonal-strut strength, and thus the overall capacity of the specimens. This could 


be explained by increased tensile strains in the ties exposing the adjacent concrete strut to tensile stresses, thereby 


reducing concrete strength due to concrete softening (Vecchio and Collins 1993, Zhang and Hsu 1998). Concrete 


softening is commonly referred to the reduction of concrete strength and stiffness due to the presence of high tensile 
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strains in the direction normal to the compression. As discussed previously, concrete softening in steel-reinforced 


deep beams could be relatively lower than that in FRP-reinforced deep beams, due to the relatively higher tensile 


strains exhibited in FRP bars at ultimate load comparing to steel bars prior yielding. 


 


It is worth mentioning that concrete softening in compression is a function of the principal tensile strain (ε1) rather 


than direct strains in the longitudinal reinforcement (Vecchio and Collins 1986). Therefore, the efficiency factor in 


Figure 3(a) was related to ε1, where ε1 can be calculated as suggested in CSA S806 (2012) as follows: 


 


[2]   2


FF1 cot)002.0(  


 


Figure 3 (b) shows the negative effect of fc
’ on the efficiency factor of the concrete strut. This effect was explained 


by Andermatt and Lubell (2013) by testing identical specimens with different fc
’. Andermatt and Lubell (2013) 


found that the more brittle nature of the high-strength concrete limited the deformation of the deep beams, and 


reduced the diagonal strut’s efficiency. Many researchers (Kim et al. 2014, Andermatt and Lubell 2013) have 


reported on the effect of a/d ratio on the strength of deep beams, since increasing the a/d ratio decreases strut 


strength, as shown in Figure 3(c).  


 


Mohamed et al. (2014) studied the effect of web reinforcement on the strength of FRP-reinforced deep beams by 


using different web-reinforcement configurations (including horizontal only, vertical only, and vertical and 


horizontal). Generally, based on the limited available data for FRP-reinforced deep beams (total of 10 specimens), 


the presence of web reinforcement had no significant effect on the strut efficiency factor, as shown in Figure 3(d). 


This was also observed in the steel-reinforced deep beams tested by Birrcher et al. (2013). 


 


Based on the results shown in Figure 3, and performing least-squares regression to identify the effect of each 


parameter affecting the strength of the strut, the following diagonal-strut efficiency factor is proposed: 


 


[3]  
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8.0'
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  where ε1 is given in Eq. 2. 


 


Figure 4 shows the comparison between the experimental results and the capacity prediction using the proposed 


model (Eq. 3) for the deep beams in our database. The proposed model produced safe capacity estimates with a 


mean experimental-to-predicted value of 1.20 and CoV of 24%. Additionally, the predicted capacity was governed 


by diagonal-strut failure, which is consistent with the experimental results. Nevertheless, the model underestimated 


the capacity of some specimens, most of which were found to have vertical web reinforcement. Therefore, it is 


suggested that the vertical bars may develop a more refined load-transfer mechanism than that assumed in the one-


panel truss mechanism shown in Figure 1. Brown and Bayrak (2008) indicated that, for steel-reinforced deep beams, 


increasing the amount of vertical web reinforcement can shift portions of the load to a two-panel mechanism. 


Additional research is needed to investigate such a mechanism in FRP-reinforced deep beams. 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 
 


 
Figure 4: Predicted capacity using the proposed model 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 


In our study, a database of 53 FRP-reinforced deep beams was compiled from the literature to assess the adequacy 


of the current STMs in ACI 318 (2014), CSA S806 (2012), CEB-fib (1999), and JSCE (2007), and to propose a new 


strut-and-tie-based model. The following conclusions were drawn: 


 


1. The STMs in ACI 318 (2014), CEB-fib (1999), and JSCE (2007) use constant values for calculating strut 


efficiency, which led to unsafe estimations of the capacities of the deep beams in our database with mean 


experimental-to-predicted values of 0.80, 0.56, and 0.64, respectively. 


2. The STM in CSA S806 (2012) produced conservative yet underestimated predictions of the capacities of the 


deep beams in our database, which could lead to uneconomical designs of FRP-reinforced deep beams. 


3. The strut efficiency factor is negatively affected by increased strains in the longitudinal reinforcement (ε1), 


the shear span-depth ratio (a/d), and the concrete compressive strength (fc
’).  


4. The limited data available for FRP-reinforced deep beams showed that the web-reinforcement ratio (ρw) had 


an insignificant effect on the diagonal-strut strength. More experimental investigations are needed to verify 


this effect. 


 


The new strut efficiency factor was proposed based on the parameters affecting the strut strength (Eq. 3). The 


proposed model was verified against the compiled database and produced safe capacity estimates with an acceptable 


level of conservatism. The compiled database had a/d values ranging from 0.83 to 2.10, concrete strengths ranging 


from 26.1 to 68.5 MPa, various combinations of web reinforcement, and different types of FRP bars (AFRP, CFRP, 


and GFRP). More experimental investigations are needed to further verify the proposal model. 
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ABSTRACT  


Pipe bends are frequently used to change the direction of a pipeline. The location of bends in a pipeline system is often 


the location that shows high stress levels. The increase in stress is due to the high flexibility of the bend resulting from 


the ability of the cross-section to ovalize when subjected to bending or internal pressure. Moreover, the surface 


geometric characteristics of bends may lead to a host of unbalanced thrust forces caused by the internal pressure. The 


internal pressure results in an outward resultant force that tends to straighten out the bend causing an increase in the 


deformations and stress levels. This phenomenon is known as "The Bourdon effect". If this outward force is not taken 


into consideration, unanticipated deformations and high stress levels could occur that may not be accounted for in 


traditional stress analysis. A better understanding of the influence of the Bourdon effect on the elbow design 


parameters is required. The increase in stress levels is considered using stress intensification factors presented in 


current codes. In this paper, the stress intensification factors presented in the current code were revisited for the case 


of different loading conditions and compared to FEA results. The study showed that the direction of applied bending 


moment on the bend has a significant effect on the distribution and magnitude of the stresses depending on the level 


of applied internal pressure. 


 


Keywords: Elbow, Bourdon, pressure, Ovality 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Elbow fittings are used in any pipeline system to change the direction. These elbow fittings are found to be the location 


of high stresses within the pipeline. The main reason for the high stress levels are: 1) the ovalization effect; which 


results from the ability of the bend to ovalize when subjected to internal pressure or external bending moment. 2) The 


Bourdon effect which is the tendency of a pipe bend to straighten out when subjected to internal pressure. This latter 


phenomenon results from the difference of the surface area between the inner surfaces of the intrados and the extrados 


as shown in Error! Reference source not found.. The resultant outward force causes additional stresses and 


deformations that could affect the pipeline system which are not considered using the current design method. There is 


no clear understanding on the influence of Bourdon effect on bends and currently it is not addressed in any code or 


specifications, and this phenomenon was not well investigated in past studies.  


 


When bends are subjected to bending moment, it will undergo deformations in the cross-section in addition to the 


usual beam deformations. The bending moment causes longitudinal forces on the extrados and intrados surface of the 


bend which either pull the pipe wall away or push it towards the neutral axis. These deformations cause the bend to 


ovalize and the major axis of the oval cross-section will depend on the direction of applied bending moment (L. 
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Asnawi et al. 2004). The increase in bend flexibility results from the ability of the bend to ovalize. Pipe bends subjected 


to an opening in-plane bending moment will have a deformed oval cross-section with the major axis in the plane of 


bending as shown in Figure 2 (Shalaby M. et al. 1999).  This means that the axial forces resulting from bending 


moment is distributed as tension forces below the neutral axis and as compression forces above the neutral axis where 


both will have resultant forces that pull the cross-section further from the neutral axis. However, a bend with closing 


in-plane bending moment will have a deformed oval cross-section with the major axis perpendicular to the plane of 


bending (Shalaby M. et al. 1999). This shape of ovalization is due to the compression forces below the neutral axis 


and the tension forces above the neutral axis having resultant forces pushing the cross-section towards the neutral axis 


as shown in Figure 3. The stress distribution due to bending the pipe walls due to ovalization will depend mainly on 


the direction of the applied bending moment and the shape of ovalization.  


 


Current codes consider the effect of ovalization on the stress distribution of pipe bends by using a flexibility factor 


and stress intensification factor that accounts for the increase in flexibility and stress levels (CSA-Z662, ASME B31.1 


& ASME B31.3). The flexibility factor and stress intensification factor are simply the change in curvature and 


maximum stress of bends under bending moment to those values of an equivalent straight pipe calculated from simple 


beam theory. These factors were developed from past studies that were based on 90 degree pipe bends subjected to an 


applied external in-plane closing bending moment (R. A. Clark. et al. 1951), (E. Rodabaugh et al. 1957) & (L. Asnawi 


et al. 2004). The case of bends subjected to internal pressure or/and opening bending moment were not investigated 


(L. Asnawi et al. 2004). Therefore, the stress intensification factors used in current design codes may need to be 


reviewed for the case of pipe elbows subjected to internal pressure and in-plane opening bending moment. The objective 


of this paper is to present the influence of Bourdon effect on the bend stresses and deformations. The second objective 


is to investigate the applicability of applying the stress intensification factors used by current codes to the case of an 


opening bending moment bend. 


 
 


AExtrados =  πr(R + r)α 
AIntrados =  πr(R − r)α 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 
Figure 1: Difference in forces acting on a 


pipe bend. 
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Fig.(1-a) In-plane opening bending moment
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Fig.(1-b) In-plane closing bending moment
 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


2. 3D FINITE ELEMENT SIMULATION 


In this section, the Bourdon effect due to internal pressure acting on pipe bends is investigated using ABAQUS 


software. 90 degree pipe bends with attached straight pipes are modelled for different pipe size and bend radius (R) 


as shown in Table 1. The same models are subjected to applied external moment to study the effect of ovalization.  


 
Table 1. Geometric parameters of pipe system 


NPS 


Outside 


Diameter, D 


(mm) 


Radius of Curvature 


of Elbow (mm) 


Elbow Thickness, t 


(mm) 


Pressure, P for 


80% SMYS 


(MPa) 


12 323.85 323.85 9.525 16.94 


24 609.6 609.6 9.525 9 


42 1066.80 1066.8 9.525 5.143 


 


The elbow fittings are connected to two straight pipes with equal length. The straight pipe has a length of 3 times the 


outer diameter of the pipe cross-section. The pipe system is fixed-free and the straight attched pipes has the same pipe 


size of the elbow fitting as shown in Figure 4. Both ends have reference points assigned at the center of the pipe cross-


section. One reference point (RP-2) is fixed from rotation and translation while the other one is free. These reference 


points (RP-1 & RP-2) are tied to the circumference of the pipe using kinematic coupling where the radial displacement 


is allowed to enable the pipe to expand freely under the effect of internal pressure. The lines of intersection between 


Figure 2: Pipe elbow ovalization shape under in-


plane opening bending moment. 
Figure 3: Pipe elbow ovalization shape under 


in-plane closing bending moment. 
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the pipe wall and the plane of symmetry are prevented from translation in Y axis and rotation about X and Z axes as 


shown in Figure 4Error! Reference source not found.. The pipe system is subjected to two loading cases as shown 


in Table 2. A linear elastic material is used with yield strength (Fy = 360 MPa), young’s modulus (E = 207000 MPa) 


and Poisson’s ratio (υ=0.3). Nonlinear geometry is considered in the modelling to account for the nonlinear behaviour 


of the bend cross-section due to the ovalization of cross-section. To investigate the effect of the applied bending 


moment direction and the shape of ovalization on the pipe stresses, the stresses from the opening bending moment is 


compared to the stresses from the closing bending moment.  


 


Table 2. Loading cases evaluated according to CSA-Z662 


Load case Internal Pressure only Internal Pressure and Bending 


moment 


Load P = 0.8*SMYS*2*t/OD P = 0.5*SMYS*2*t/OD 


M = 0.5*SMYS*I/(OD/2) 


 


Figure 4: Pipe model geometry and boundary conditions 


 


3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 


3.1 The Bourdon effect: 


Figure 5) & Figure 6) show the effect of internal pressure on the pipe stresses. Figure 5) shows the hoop and 


longitudinal stress results for the case of pipe bend subjected to a closing bending moment only (solid lines) and the 


case of adding internal pressure to the closing bending moment (dotted lines). By adding the internal pressure to the 


closing bending moment, both the hoop and longitudinal stresses decrease. This implies that the outward forces from 


the Bourdon effect are acting in an opposite direction of action from the closing bending moment. This leads to a 


decrease in the stresses which is known as the pressure reduction effect explained by Rodabaugh and George (E. 


Rodabaugh et al. 1957).  Figure 6) shows the results of the hoop and longitudinal stresses in the case of opening 


bending moment only (Solid lines) and the other case of adding internal pressure loading in addition to the opening 


bending moment (dotted lines). In the opening bending moment case, the internal pressure causes to increase the hoop 


and longitudinal stresses when added to the opening bending moment. The shape of ovalization due to the internal 


pressure is the same as that from opening bending moment, therefore the two effects are added to each other. Therefore, 


the stress intensification factors proposed by Rodabaugh and George and currently presented in the ASME B31.3 code 


should not be generalized for all cases of pressurized pipe elbows.  
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To understand the methodology of the current codes in accounting for the Bourdon effect in design, the same pipe 


system shown in Figure 4) is modelled but with fixed-fixed end boundary condition. The pipe system is subjected to 


internal pressure causing 80% SMYS hoop stress. A comparison between the FEA and the predictive stress according 


to the CSA-Z662 is conducted in this section. The CSA-Z662 evaluates the stresses on a pipe elbow under internal 


pressure only using Eqn. [1] which considers the hoop and longitudinal stress of a pipe bend the same as for a straight 


pipe. Twice the maximum shear stress according to the CSA-Z662 is considered to be the difference between the hoop 


and longitudinal stress is compared to twice the maximum shear stress from the FEA which is the “Tresca stress”. 


 


[1]   𝐬𝐡 − 𝐬𝐋 ≤ 𝟎. 𝟗 𝐒 ∗ 𝐓  


 


Where, 


S = specified minimum yield strength, 


T= temperature factor, 


sh =
PD


2t
  


sL = ϑsh −  Eα(T2 − T1) 


(SL is only considered if compression) 


 


Figure 8) andFigure 7) show the results of twice the maximum shear stress evaluated according to the CSA-Z662 and 


the Tresca stresses evaluated from the FEA model. The figures show the variation of the stresses along half the cross-


section from the intrados to the extrados of the bend. The readings are evaluated at the mid length of the bend which 


is the location of maximum stresses. The results show that the maximum tresca stress is at the intrados and the 


minimum is at the extrados.  In addition the stress at the crown location is not affected by the bend radius and equals 


the stress for a straight pipe. This behaviour could be explained as when the bend is pressurized, the cross-section 


deforms into an oval shape with the major axis perpendicular to the plane of symmetry. The inner surface of the pipe 


wall at the intrados and extrados will be subjected to tension bending stresses due to ovalization. However, the outer 


surface will be subjected to compression stresses. The bending stresses resulted from the ovalization will be higher at 


the intrados than the extrados since the Bourdon effect  will try to push the extrados surface area away from the neutral 


axis, which will reduce the ovalization effect at this side of the pipe. Therefore, when the tension bending stresses due 


to ovalization is added to the tension membrane stress due to internal pressure, the maximum will be found to be at 


the intrados. The results show that the maximum stresses from the FEA at the intrados are higher than that estimated 


according to the code by up to 33%, especially in the case of large pipe sizes where the influence of the Bourdon effect 


is more significant. The outward opening force due to the Bourdon effect is a function of the pipe cross-sectional 


radius (D. Abdulhameed et al. 2016), therefore as the size of the pipe increases, the outward force increases which 


leads to higher stress levels. The comparison shows that the current codes do not consider the Bourdon effect outward 


forces for bends. 


Figure 5: Effect of internal pressure on the 


pipe stress for the case of in-plane closing 


bending moment. 


 


Figure 6: Effect of internal pressure on the 


pipe stress for the case of in-plane opening 


bending moment. 
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3.2 The ovalization effect: 


The normalized hoop and longitudinal stresses measured from opening and closing bending moment cases are 


measured from each model and compared as shown in Figure 9) through Figure 12). Figure 9) and Figure 11) show 


the hoop (σh) and longitudinal (σL) stress results for the case of a pressurized pipe subjected to opening and closing 


bending moment. When the pipe is subjected to internal pressure, the case of opening bending moment causes higher 


stresses in comparison to the closing bending moment case. This agrees with the concept explained earlier that the 


opening bending moment tends to straighten out the pipe elbow and acts in the same direction of the outward forces 


resulting from the Bourdon effect, therefore both actions are added to each other which leads to higher stresses. 


However, in the case of closing bending moment which acts in the opposite direction of the outward forces, the stresses 


tend to be reduced when added to the internal pressure loading. For pressurized pipe elbows, the results show that in 


case of opening bending moment, the stresses increase when the pipe size increases and the opposite for the closing 


bending moment case. The outward forces increase when the pipe size increases which forces the pipe to straighten 


out and lead to higher stresses on the pipe wall (D. Abdulhameed et al. 2016). Therefore, when the pipe size increases, 


the stresses due to pressure and opening bending moment increase. However, in case of closing bending moment the 


stresses decrease when the pipe size increases and this is due to the opposite stress sign of the internal pressure and 


bending moment. In case of pipe elbows subjected to external bending moment only (Figure 10) & (Figure 12)), the 


case of closing bending moment shows higher stresses than the case of opening bending moment. This could be an 


indication that the shape of ovalization has a significant effect on the pipe flexibility. The pipe flexibility in case of 


closing bending moment could be higher than the case of opening bending moment which leads to higher stresses. 


 


The results show that adding the internal pressure will change the stress distribution on the pipe wall and will have a 


reduction or magnifying effect on the stresses based on the moment direction. Therefore, future work will be conducted 


to develop a modified stress intensification factor for the case of bending moment and internal pressure considering 


the direction of applied moment and the level of internal pressure. 
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Figure 7: Comparison between twice the maximum 


shear stress calculated from Code and those from 


FEA for pipe elbows with R=1D. 


 


Figure 8: Comparison between twice the maximum 


shear stress calculated from Code and those from 


FEA for pipe elbows with R= 5D. 
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Figure 9: Effect of bending moment direction on the hoop and longitudinal stresses for pressurized pipe elbows 


R=1D 


 


   


Figure 10: Effect of bending moment direction on the hoop and longitudinal stresses for pipe elbows with R= 1D 


 


 


   


Figure 11: Effect of bending moment direction on the hoop and longitudinal stresses for pressurized pipe elbows 


with R = 5D 
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Figure 12: Effect of bending moment direction on the hoop and longitudinal stresses for pipe elbows with R=5D 


4. COMPARISON BETWEEN THE CODE AND FEA 


Past studies developed the stress intensification factors (SIF) based on the case of in-plane closing bending moment 


only (R. A. Clark et al. 1951), therefore the SIF presented in the code needs to be revisited and investigated for the 


case of opening bending moment in addition to the internal pressure as well. In this section, a comparison between the 


current code equations and FEA predictions is conducted to investigate the applicability of the SIF in the cases of 


combined loading (internal pressure and external bending). The code design procedure is based on a combined stress 


that is limited to a certain value depending on the load type. The combined stress according to CSA-Z662 is the 


maximum difference between the hoop and longitudinal stresses. For bends subjected to internal pressure and bending, 


the combined stress is as follows; 


 


[2]   Sh - SL + SB ≤ S*T 


 


Where, sB =
i M


Z
 


 


The code results are compared to the Tresca stress from the FEA results and are presented in Figure 13) Figure 15). 


The results indicate that the stresses from the FEA are higher than the code results in case of opening bending moment. 


However, for the case of closing bending moment the FEA results are slightly lower than the code results for short 


bend radius (R= 1D) and higher than the code for longer bend radius (R=5D). The CSA-Z662 is found to be higher 


than the B31.3 since it does not consider the pressure reduction effect. However, the codes results show that for small 


pipe sizes, the internal pressure does not have a significant effect on the stresses when compared to the bending 


moment stresses. Moreover, the code results show that the stresses tend to decrease when the bend radius increases. 


However, the FEA analysis indicated an increase in the stresses by increasing the bend radius (R) which is related to 


increasing the bend flexibility and therefore the stresses increase.  
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Figure 15: Tresca stresses for pipe bend size NPS 42 and varying bend radius. 


5. CONCLUSIONS 


 The internal pressure results in an outward force due to the Bourdon effect that causes higher stress levels 


and deformations. These forces are found to be a function of the pipe size and bend angle of elbows.  


 The CSA-Z662 does not consider the Bourdon effect in evaluating the hoop and longitudinal stresses of the 


pipe elbow. This phenomenon was found to increase the maximum shear stress by up to 33% for the pipe 


sizes considered in this study (NPS 12, 24 & 42). 


 The stress intensification factor used currently in the ASME B31.3 code that was based on the study of 


Rodabaugh and George for the case of bends subjected to closing bending moment and internal pressure was 


found to be not applicable for the case of opening bending moment and internal pressure.  


 The internal pressure has a reduction effect in case of pipe bends subjected to closing bending moment. 


However, in case of pipe bends subjected to in-plane opening bending moment, the internal pressure tends 


to increase the pipe stresses. 


 In case of pressurized pipe elbows, the case of opening bending moment results in higher stresses than the 


case of closing bending moment. 


 


 


Figure 14: Tresca stresses for pipe bend size NPS 12 


and varying bend radius. 


 


Figure 13: Tresca stresses for pipe bend size NPS 24 


and varying bend radius. 
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NOMENCLATURE 


R Pipe bend radius, mm 


r Radius of the pipe cross-section, mm 


D Outer diameter, mm 


SIF Stress intensification factor 


t pipe wall thickness, mm 


M In-plane bending moment 


P Internal pressure 


I Second moment of inertia 


SMYS Specified minimum yield strength 
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ABSTRACT  


This paper proposes a connected vehicle based approach to improve the throughput at signalized intersections and 


ultimately increase the mobility of a transportation system. Connected vehicle technology demonstrates tremendous 


potential for improving safety and mobility, as it enables the real-time sharing of vehicle data, including position, 


speed, acceleration, etc., not only among vehicles but also between vehicles and infrastructure. The proposed 


approach takes advantage of such real-time data to develop a strategy that maximizes throughput of an isolated 


intersection locally. Accordingly, the problem is formulated as a two-step centralized optimization. There are two 


main processes in this method: optimization for vehicles in motion, and optimization for stopped vehicles.  The first 


step maximizes the intersection throughput of vehicles in motion using advisory acceleration. The second one 


minimizes the total delay of the stopped vehicles by adjusting the positions at which vehicles stop. A case study is 


also presented to show the efficiency of the proposed approach, which improves the traffic flow throughput of an 


isolated signalized intersection and reduces the total delay of all vehicles. 


 


Keywords: intersection throughput, traffic operation, connected vehicles 


1. INTRODUCTION  


Maximizing the throughput of intersections is critical for urban road systems in terms of traffic operations, safety 


and environmental influences. Increasing the intersection throughput, and in turn the capacity, can help achieve 


benefits such as reduced congestion and fuel consumption (Milanés et al., 2014). Traditionally, in the highway 


capacity manual (Transportation Research Board, 2010), an intersection’s capacity is defined as a fraction of the 


connected lanes’ vehicle flows (Lioris et al., 2015). 


 


The connected vehicle (CV) is an emerging technology in the area of intelligent transportation systems (ITS) that 


uses wireless communication between vehicles, infrastructure, and pedestrians based on dedicated short-range 


communications (DSRC) to enhance existing transportation systems. For instance, researchers have demonstrated 


how CV technology can significantly enhance traffic safety (Park et al., 2015; Goodall et al., 2013; Sengupta et al., 


2007; Stephens et al., 2014). Another interesting application of CV technology is to improve traffic capacity and 


reduce potential of congestion within transportation systems (Milanés et al., 2014). Two typical types of wireless 


communication used in CV are vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication and vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) 


communication. These types of communication enable the sharing of real-time data from traffic systems, including 


position, speed, acceleration, signal phases and timing (SPaT), etc. Via using these real-time data, various methods 


are proposed to significantly reduce oscillations caused by preceding vehicles and improve the traffic efficiency.  
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In previous studies, some experimental results have shown that V2V communication can improve the vehicle-


following performance between two consecutive vehicles (Milanés et al., 2014; Ploeg et al., 2011; Rajamani and 


Shladover, 2001; Robinson et al., 2010). Moreover, some studies investigate the string stability of cooperative 


adaptive cruise control (CACC) systems using V2V communication (Dunbar and Caveney, 2012; Xiao and Gao, 


2011). The goal is to deduce the propagated disturbances from the leading vehicles of a platoon in a CACC system. 


These approaches are using CACC to increase a highway’s capacity other than to increase an intersection’s capacity 


(Lioris et al., 2015). In addition to the vehicle-following performance, other researchers have studied departure 


sequence optimization of multi-traffic streams in an intersection for improving the efficiency of intersections via 


V2V communication (Guler et al., 2014; Yang et al., 2015) World Conference on Transport Research . Increasing 


the efficiency of intersections of multi-traffic streams will not increase the throughput of the intersection which is 


limited by intersection capacity. 


 


Another important type in CV is V2I communication. The types of real-time information that CV-enabled vehicles 


can obtain from traffic infrastructures include signal phases and timing information from roadside signal controllers 


and travel times from traffic management centres. V2I connectivity has the potential to improve the acceleration 


process of vehicles by using traffic light data (Kasać et al., 2011; Park et al., 2015; Szwabowski et al., 2010). 


Acceleration performance optimization can be achieved when a vehicle is in continuous communication with the 


traffic light. Via this communication link, the stopped vehicle obtains a prior acceleration rate, which helps improve 


traffic flow (Park et al., 2015). In addition to the optimization for stopped vehicles, some researchers have focused 


on green light optimal speed advisory strategies for vehicles in motion using the real-time signal phase and timing 


data when vehicles are in motion. (Katsaros et al., 2011; Rakha and Kamalanathsharma, 2011; Seredynski et al., 


2013). By combining the signal phase and timing information with real-time vehicle position data, the optimal speed 


for each vehicle can be determined and suggested to the driver to improve the traffic throughput and reduce the 


traffic stop time.  


 


However, the potential of using CV technology to improve intersection throughput can be further exploited for both 


stopped and moving vehicles, which is not considered in previous studies. In this paper, a two-step optimization 


algorithm is proposed to improve intersection throughput. To achieve the objective, the proposed algorithm exploits 


real-time signal phase and timing data received from roadside signal controllers via V2I communication, and 


combines it with built-in GPS data obtained locally from probe vehicles. The main contributions of this work are 


listed as follows. First, the proposed method uses CV positioning, which is commonly available in CVs with built-in 


GPS devices. Also, the signal phase and timing information is also captured and transmitted to the target vehicle via 


V2I communication. Compared to previous research (Guler et al., 2014; Park et al., 2015) that uses positions and 


signal phases and timings, the proposed method features multi-data sources and can be used to update the 


trajectories of both stopped and moving vehicles. With this method, throughput can be improved to a greater extent 


than in previous studies, using these two types of real-time data: position and SPaT data. In addition, many DSRC 


products have be released recently, and it is ready to be implemented with the development of CVs. Second, a two-


step optimization algorithm is proposed to improve the performance of intersection throughput. Compared to 


previous studies (Dunbar and Caveney, 2012; Guler et al., 2014), the throughput is improved by optimizing both the 


ending and beginning of departure vehicle sequence in this method. From our results, it can be seen that for different 


average vehicle speeds, the traffic throughput of an intersection will increase if the last vehicle in the sequence in 


motion can accelerate to an appropriate speed. Also, by relocating positions of stopped vehicles via calculating the 


optimal space headway, total delays are reduced, which means optimizing the beginning of the departure sequence 


can further improve the throughput. This indicates that the proposed method can simultaneously improve traffic 


flow throughput for both moving vehicles and stopped vehicles  


 


The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the problem definition and introduces the proposed idea. 


Section 3 presents a CV-based throughput optimization algorithm. Section 4 describes the experiment setup for 


evaluating the proposed method and the numerical results that demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method. 


The last section gives the conclusion of the paper. 


2. PROBLEM DEFINITION 


An algorithm is proposed to improve the throughput of an isolated intersection, taking into account all individual 


vehicles approaching the isolated intersection from west bound. A typical signalized intersection consisting of two 
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streets and no turning is considered as the scenario and shown in Figure 1. The objective of this algorithm is to 


develop a method to maximize the number of approaching vehicles from west bound during the green phase and 


minimize the total delay of these vehicles.  


  
Figure 1: Typical Scenario  


 


As shown in Figure 1, there are n vehicles approaching Intersection A in a segment when a current signal is switched 


from a green phase to the next red phase. A general signal timing cycle with only two phases is considered so there 


are no permitted or protected left-turn phases. There have some lost time for vehicles to start from zero speeds when 


phases switch from green phases to red phases. The problem is to minimize these lost time of both vehicles in 


motion and stopped vehicles. 


 


Considering the approaching vehicles as a queue, we split capacity improvement process into two stages. First, the 


purpose is to make sure more vehicles in motion can pass through the as possible as they can. This makes sure these 


vehicles will not have to stop (i.e., due to a red light). Second, to make sure all the stopped vehicles can pass through 


the intersection in the next green phase as fast as they can. Here we can optimize the positions for stopped vehicles 


to achieve minimum delays when they pass through the intersection, which means at a fixed time period (for 


instance, a cycle length), the throughput is largest. In other words, we improve the throughput again.  


 


In order to simplify the problem and better demonstrate the benefits of CV, one lane is used as shown in Fig. 1. Each 


vehicle is equipped with an on-board equipment (OBE), which can obtain the speed and location information of the 


vehicle. There is roadside equipment (RSE) by the intersection, which broadcasts the signal phase and timing 


(SPaT) of the local intersection. Using V2I communication, real-time data, including speed and location, can be sent 


from the vehicles to the RSE. Meanwhile, the SPaT data, such as remaining green time, can be delivered from the 


RSE to the vehicles. Next, the method of maximizing the throughput and minimizing the total delay of n vehicles is 


presented. 


3. CONNECTED VEHICLE-BASED THROUGHPUT OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM  


In this section, the main steps of the proposed algorithm are developed. There are two main processes in this 


method: (1) optimization for vehicles in motion, and (2) optimization for stopped vehicles.  The first one is used to 


maximize the intersection throughput of vehicles in motion via advisory acceleration. The second one is to minimize 


the total delay of the stopped vehicles by adjusting stopped vehicles’ positions. 


3.1 Optimization for vehicles in motion 


In order to maximize the throughput of intersection A (Fig. 1) during a green phase, providing an advisory speed to 


vehicles is used to optimize the cut-off of the traffic stream. With CV technology, we can obtain two types of data: 


the speed vi and location xi of each vehicle i (Guler et al., 2014). Using the location of each vehicle, the distance li 


between the vehicle and the center of the intersection can be calculated. In addition, the SPaT data, such as 
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remaining green time g, of the intersection can also be captured (Ding et al., 2013). In order to maximize the 


throughput, we need to minimize the following objective function: 


 


[1]  
1
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where, n is the number of vehicles stopped at the intersection when the phase switches to beginning of the red phase, 


and {0,1}ib   is an integer indicating that car i stops before the intersection ( bi = 1 ) or does not stop ( bi = 0 ). In 


this objective function, smaller n means a smaller 1 in the summation function, which means more vehicles do not 


stops and pass through the intersection. 


 


Considering the speed profile, there are two possible outcomes for a vehicle based on the recommended speed: 


passing through the intersection or not. The first case is that the vehicle cannot pass through the intersection, even if 


speeding up to the speed limit. In this case, the vehicle must stop. The second case is the vehicle can pass through 


the intersection by speeding up to an appropriate speed (not exceeding the speed limit), or by maintaining the current 


speed. Because of existing speed limits, the speed constraint for green phase can be formulated as follows using 


basic kinematic laws: 
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where, li is the distance between vehicle i and intersection j; g is the remaining green time for current intersection; 


vmax is the speed limit for the current road; vi,0 is the original speed; a is the acceleration rate; amax is the maximum 


acceleration rate; yi and M are redundant variables for problem formulating, which can convert the if-then 


constraints to normalized optimization form and solving them by some standard algorithms, such as the branch-and-


bound algorithm. M is large enough here. The following are the original straightforward if-then constraints based on 


basic kinematic laws: 
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Here, if a vehicle i is following the advisory speed and the travel time to pass through the intersection is less than the 


remaining green time g, this vehicle will not have to stop and the corresponding bi is zero. Though equation (2) is 


formulated for when the signal is in green phase, it is straightforward to derive similar constraints for when the 


signal is in red phase. Here, the green phase scenario is used to illustrate.  


3.2 Optimization for stopped vehicles  


Following equation (1), there are n vehicles stopped during the red phase and the assumption is that they will pass 


through during the next green phase. As all approaching vehicles are stopped slowly when drivers face the red 


phase, this will create the jam density. When the signal switches from red to green, each vehicle will start to 


accelerate to free flow speed, one vehicle at a time. The reason why each vehicle needs to accelerate one by one is 


that the headway between two consecutive vehicles is too small. The downstream vehicle needs to wait for the 
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upstream vehicle to move far enough ahead before it can start to move forward (Oglesby and Hicks, 1982). For 


example, the nth (the last) vehicle needs to wait n-1 times of an average acceleration delay waiting for previous n-1 


vehicles before it can accelerate. If several vehicles can start to accelerate at the same time, the total delay will 


decrease. By optimizing the space headway between two consecutive vehicles, it is possible to let several vehicles 


start moving at the same time. The objective function can be expressed as follows: 
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where, a is the acceleration rate; sm is the saturation rate; i is the stopped vehicle index; Lin is the length of the 


intersection; vmax is the speed limit of that road; p is the stopped vehicle index whose headway is optimized; and P is 


the maximum number of optimized vehicles. Here, the decision variable is the number of the optimized headway 


vehicles. As shown in the equation (4), the previous total delays minus the current total delays is the objective 


function. In term of the current total delays, this function is composed by the delays of the non-optimized vehicles 


and optimized vehicle’s delay. It is straightforward the time headway of the optimized vehicles have is time 


headway corresponding to the saturation flow.  In order to get the delay time of the non-optimized vehicles’ delays ti 


for vehicle i, we use the following equation (5) based basic kinematic laws when vehicles pass through the 


interactions. 
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where, we use the kinematic laws to calculate the delays when the vehicle passes through the intersection with an 


advisory acceleration ratio a. When the vehicle passes through the intersection, the speed can be 
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vmax because of the existing posted speed vmax. 


 


The main constraint is the current number of approaching vehicles and the length of the segment, which can be 


shown as the following: 
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where, Lseg is the length of the road segment; km is the jam density of the road segment; and n is the current number 


of approaching vehicles. The term max


1
* *seg


m m m


n P
L P v


k k s
    is used to make sure the space headway 
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between two consecutive vehicles is safe enough to start moving forward. Another term 0seg


m


n
L


k
   is defined 


to make sure there are some redundant space at the end of the stopped vehicle queue to be used for optimizing the 


position of the vehicles.  


 


Here, by optimizing the headways of the vehicles at the queue beginning, there will be P vehicles starting at the 


same time. This means P vehicles will start accelerating with the same acceleration rate as calculated by the RSE, 


because there is enough space for them to accelerate from zero simultaneously. Technically, this strategy can be 


achieved by using vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) communication. With V2I, each vehicle will receive location 


information determining where it needs to be stopped before it faces the next green phase. After the positions of the 


selected P vehicles are optimized, the vehicles can move in synchronization as a single vehicle because of enough 


existing headway space. When the signal phase switches to green, P vehicles can accelerate at the same time, which 


will reduce the releasing delay for the whole queue. 


4. EVALUATION AND ANALYSIS 


Numerical calculation is used to demonstrate the performance of the proposed optimization methodology. All 


calculations are conducted using MATLAB. The speed limit is 65 km/h; the saturation flow is 1800 veh/h; the 


length of the segment is 500 meters; assuming there is one lane and lane width is 12 meters; and the jam density is 


200 veh/km (Transportation Research Board, 2010). The acceleration rate is decided by the current speed and is 


calculated (Maurya and Bokare, 2012) using the following equation: 


 


[5]  
-0.041.70 vacc e  


 


where, v is the average original speed of a considered vehicle. 


  
(a) Number of vehicles that passed through the 


intersection 
(b) Number of additional vehicles 


Figure 2: Throughput Improvement of Vehicles in Motion 


 


As shown in both Figure 2(a) and 2(b), the benefits of more vehicles in motion being able to pass through 


intersection A are shown. From the Figure 2(a), we can see that for different average speeds of approaching vehicles, 


the optimized number of vehicles passing through is larger than the original non-optimized number if the vehicles 


can accelerate to the maximum allowable speed, i.e., the posted speed limit. Thus, throughput will be increased. 


From Figure 2(b), when the average original speed is low, the benefit is that more vehicles can pass through the 


intersection.  
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(a) Total delays of the stopped vehicles (b) Reduced total delays of the proposed method 


Figure 3: Total Delay Results of the Stopped Vehicles 


 


As shown in Figure 3(a) and 3(b), both the total delays and benefits of the proposed method are shown. From the 


Figure 3(a), we can see that for different densities of the current segment, the optimized total delay is smaller than 


the original total delays when the headway of some vehicles is optimized. This means at a fixed time period, the 


throughput is largest. In other words, the throughput is improved. From Figure 3(b), we can see that with the 


increase of the density, the benefits keep no increases because of no enough spaces for position adjustment. 


CONCLUSION 


This paper proposes a CV-based approach to improve the throughput at signalized intersections and thereby increase 


the mobility of a transportation system. The proposed approach takes advantage of real-time data to develop a 


strategy that maximizes the throughput of an isolated intersection. Accordingly, the problem is modeled as a two-


step centralized optimization problem, which can optimize the vehicles in motion and stopped vehicles 


simultaneously. A case study is also presented to show the efficiency of the proposed approach. From the results, we 


can see that for different average speeds of current vehicles, throughput will increase if vehicles can accelerate to the 


maximum allowed speed. Also, by assigning vehicles optimized headways, the total delay is reduced. That means 


the proposed method can improve traffic flow throughput of intersections and reduce the total delay of all vehicles. 


However, as shown in the optimization formulation part, there are some limitations in this study. In optimization for 


vehicles in motion, the average speed of the vehicle in motion is critical and high vehicle speeds mean fewer 


benefits are obtained. In optimization for stopped vehicles, the greater the density of traffic flow, the fewer the 


benefits, which means this method can have limited performances in large density scenarios. In the future, more 


works using optimization methodology will explore improving the throughput with greater speeds and densities.  
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ABSTRACT  


Currently, friction shear dowels (steel stirrups) are being used in bridge construction at the interface plane between 


the cast-in-place deck slab and the precast girder to ensure the composite action for stronger cross section. As the 


bridge deck slab deteriorated over time due to the environmental conditions, these shear steel dowels are also 


susceptible to sever corrosion and will need replacement, especially when de-icing salt is used. This results in gradual 


loss of the composite behavior and strength of the composite section. Fiber reinforced polymers (FRPs) reinforcements 


have shown to be an effective alternative to black steel as flexure and shear reinforcement for RC elements over the 


past 10 years. This research project aims to investigate a new application for FRP reinforcement as friction shear 


reinforcement between the precast and cast-in-place concrete members to overcome the corrosion problem and the 


corresponding high maintenance cost. This paper investigates the visibility of using FRP as shear-friction 


reinforcement (connectors) through push-off experimental tests on concrete specimens with Glass FRP (GFRP) shear 


connectors. The tested parameters included the shear connector’s reinforcement ratio, geometry and layout. Test 


results are presented in terms of comparisons of the ultimate capacity and failure mode against steel reinforced ones 


as well as load-slip and load-strain relationships.  Test results indicates an outstanding capacity and behavior of GFRP 


shear connectors compared to steel ones.  


Keywords: Friction Shear, Composite Section, GFRP, Dowels 


1. INTRODICTON  


Composite construction is being extensively used in bridge design and construction for quite some time. In the earlier 


applications, composite beam referred to a concrete slab provided on top of a steel beam along with shear keys at the 


junction of the slab and the beam. However, composite concrete beams, which are a combination of cast-in-place slabs 


and precast girders, are widely used nowadays (Loov & Patnaik, 1994). Precast girders are usually fabricated in the 


industrial facilities before they are moved to their final position. The slab is then cast on top of the precast girder with 


its form supported by a fixed base in the case of shored construction or supported by the precast girder in unshored 


construction. When the composite action of the cast-in-place and the precast parts are ensured, the overall strength 


and stiffness of the composite section can be used. Therefore, lighter and shallower beams can be used leading to 


efficient and economical construction method. However, the reinforcement crossing interfaces remain the key 


parameter that allows the process of shear transfer along the joints to occur. Up to date, steel reinforcement crossing 


the shear plane between prefabricated girders and their cast-in-place flanges is being used according to different design 


models and expressions.  Deterioration of the deck slab caused by the environmental and loading conditions results in 


extensive corrosion of the steel reinforcement between the slab and the girder especially when de-icing salt is used. 


This results in gradual loss of the monolithic behaviour and strength of the composite concrete beams. Epoxy coated 


steel reinforcement was proposed as a substitute of black steel at the joints, but it was shown to be ineffective in 


providing the desired corrosion resistance or in reducing the long-term maintenance cost (Pianca, Schell, & Cautillo, 
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2005).  Fiber Reinforced Polymers (FRP) reinforcements, bars and stirrup, have shown to be an effective alternative 


to conventional steel as a flexural and shear reinforcement especially Glass FRP. In addition to their non-corrodible 


nature, the superior high tensile and bond strength as well as ease of handling of FRP reinforcement due to lightweight 


promoted their application in reinforced concrete structures. This research project aims to extend the application of 


FRP to be used as shear transfer reinforcement across interfaces of concrete cast at different times (Cold-joint 


condition). To explore the feasibility of the proposed technique and to optimize the effect of different design 


parameters, the entire research program was divided into two phases. In Phase-I, a series of push-off tests were 


conducted on large-scale concrete specimens with FRP reinforcement provided across the cold-joint interfaces of the 


push-off specimens. Phase II will further investigate the application through full-scale testing on composite concrete 


girders. This paper describes the details of the experimental program and the findings of Phase I. 


2. PREVIOUS RESEARCH 


Because of their sensitivity in the design of the composite structures, concrete-to-concrete connections have been 


justifiably and continuously studied over time. In the earlier practices of composite construction, it was believed that 


the shear transfer capacity of the concrete connections interfaces was equal to the shear strength of unreinforced beams 


(ACI Committee report 711, 1953). Accordingly, the interface was assumed to provide adequate shear strength if it 


was properly roughened and combined with shear keys. However, an extensive research was triggered by the 


appearance of the shear friction hypothesis. This hypothesis was first introduced by Birkeland and Birkeland (1966) 


and was later investigated and refined extensively by different researchers for different situations of concrete-to-


concrete interfaces, over the past five decades. Push-off specimens were first introduced by Anderson (1960), since 


then, they were used extensively in the investigation of the shear transfer across concrete joints. A large number of 


design expressions were proposed for the ultimate shear transfer stress. However, the shear friction concept was the 


background on which the majority of these expressions were based on. There were six distinct studies that provided a 


significant advancement regarding this topic at the time of their disclosure, namely: (1) the first publication of the 


shear transfer theory by Birkeland and Birkeland (1966); (2) the modified shear friction theory by Mattock and 


Hawkins (1972), where the contribution of the concrete cohesion at the interface was incorporated; (3) the first non-


linear equation for the shear transfer strength proposed by Birkeland (1968); (4) Loov (1968) was the first researcher 


to include the effect of the concrete strength in the evaluation of the shear strength of concrete interfaces; (5) the 


design expression developed by Walraven et al. (1987) after an extensive statistical analysis of a large number of 


push-off test results.; and (6) the first expression that accounted for the three shear transfer sub-mechanism (cohesion, 


friction and dowel action) introduced by Randi (1997). The main parameters that were shown to influence the shear 


transfer strength of concrete-to-concrete interfaces in the existing literature concerning this topic are: (a) reinforcement 


crossing the interface shear plane; (b) interface roughness; (c) normal stresses at the shear plane; and (c) the 


compressive strength of the concrete. However, no previous research or applications were found to utilize GFRP 


reinforcement as a shear transfer reinforcement in connections with concrete cast at different times. 


3. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM  


3.1 Test Specimens  


The specimens reported in this paper were of large scale push-off type as shown in Figure 1, with a shear plane of 


0.115 m2. The specimens were loaded as indicated by the arrows shown in Figure 1, so the shear with out moment is 


produced in the shear plane. The investigated variables between the test specimens were, the GFRP reinforcement 


strength, ratio and geometry. Accordingly, the specimens were designated so the first letter in the specimen ID refers 


to the reinforcement type: S = steel and F = FRP, the second letter stands for the reinforcement geometry as follows: 


A =angle; H = headed bar; and S = stirrups, and the third character represents the number of the reinforcement parts 


of the same type and shape. All specimens were built using a custom from work to allow the formation of the cold-


joint condition at their interfaces. Four specimens were cast at the time in the horizontal position as indicated by Figure 


2. One part of each specimen was cast first with their interfaces left as-cast with no additional treatment. After three 


days, the interface was cleaned before the second part of each specimen was cast (see Figure 2). Additional 


longitudinal and shear steel reinforcement were provided away from the shear plane to avoid failures other than that 


along the shear plane. To allow for comparison, a control specimen was tested using one steel stirrup across its shear 


plane.   
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Figure 1: Push-off specimens 


                                                                             


Figure 2: Test specimens casting 


 


3.2 Material Properties  


The specimens were fabricated using normal weight concrete with an average compressive strength of 50 MPa, at the 


day of testing. Since the concrete was cast at different times, a mechanical mixer at the laboratory of the University 


of Windsor was used to obtain consistent concrete properties. At least six 100x200 mm and three 150x300 mm 


cylinders were prepared for each concrete batch and cured under same conditions with their reference specimens to 


evaluate the compressive and tensile strength of the concrete in the testing day. The concrete compressive 𝑓𝑐
′ and 


tensile 𝑓𝑟 strengths were evaluated in accordance to ASTM C39 (2015) and ASTM C496 (2011), respectively.  


 


Figure 3 shows the shear transfer reinforcement used across the joints in this study.  No.4-12M (V-RODTM) GFRP 


bars were used as a shear transfer reinforcement. All of the GFRP reinforcement had a sand-coated surface and was 


made of continues longitudinal fibers. GFRP stirrups and angles had a tensile modulus of approximately 50 GPa and 


the headed bars had a modulus of 60 GPa. Table 1 lists the mechanical properties of the GFRP reinforcing bars as per 


the supplier (V-RODTM Canada).  
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Figure 3: Shear transfer reinforcement 


Table 1: Properties of GFRP bars 


GFRP 


Reinforcement 


Nominal 


Cross-sectional 


area, mm2 


Tensile 


strength, 𝑓𝐹𝑢 


(MPa) 


Tensile  


modulus, E  


(GPa) 


Tensile  


strain 


(%) 


Poisson's  


ratio 


stirrup 126.7 1140 50 2.17 0.26 


angle 126.7 1140 50 2.17 0.26 


headed bar 126.7 1312 60 2 0.26 


 


 


3.3 Test Setup and Instrumentations  


 


After the desired strength of 50 MPa was attained, each specimen was centered in its vertical position under the 


hydraulic jack of the testing machine as shown in Figure 4. Specimens were subjected to a monotonic loading up to 


failure at an average rate of 10 kN/min. In all cases, the relative slip and longitudinal strain of the shear transfer 


reinforcement at the level of the interface were measured. To do so, on either side of each specimen, a linear variable 


displacement transducer (LVDT) was provided, with its first end attached to one part of the specimen and the other 


end resting on an aluminum bracket fixed to the other part of the specimen as may be seen in Figure 5. Reinforcement 


strains were measured using electronical foil strain gauges glued to the reinforcement at the shear plane.  


 


 


                           Figure 4: Test setup                                                          Figure 5: Test instrumentations  
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4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  


A comparison between the test specimens with respect to their experimental ultimate loads and their axial stiffness is 


shown in Figure 6 and 7. If the control specimen SS1 was taken as a reference with its ultimate load and stiffness 


taken as 1, specimens FS2, FA2 and FH3 would have ultimate strengths of 1.23, 0.76 and 0.99 of that of specimen 


SS1 respectively, and axial stiffness’s of 0.63, 0.22 and 0.57 of the axial stiffness of SS1, respectively. These 


observations indicate the exceptional performance of the GFRP reinforcement in this particular application where the 


stiffness appears not to have a major role in the ultimate shear transfer strength within the range of these specimens. 


Despite the low tensile modulus of elasticity of the GFRP reinforcement, which usually controls the design of FRP 


reinforced concrete structures, the results were inspiring as compared to the control specimen. The shear load 


capacities and the reinforcement stiffness’s of the test specimens are compared with respect to the control specimen 


in Figures 6 and 7, respectively. It can be seen from these figures that although the GFRP reinforced specimens had a 


reinforcement stiffness much lower than the stiffness of the steel reinforcement in the control specimen, the shear load 


resistance of these specimens was not proportional to the stiffness and was compatible to the control specimen. For 


example, specimen FS2 (i.e. the specimen with two GFRP stirrups) has a reinforcement stiffness (EA) equals to 0.63 


of the stiffness of the one steel stirrup provided in the control specimen, SS1. However, FS2 had a strength about 23% 


higher than that of SS1. 


 


           Figure 6: Ultimate load of test specimens                            Figure 7: Axial stiffness of shear reinforcement  


 


Figure 8 illustrate the shear load-slip behaviour of the specimens. It is noted that post failure ductility is the main 


behaviour that distinct the FRP specimens from the control specimen SS1. Relative slips were 0.45, 0.15, 0.14 and 


0.14 for FS2, FA2, FH3 and SS1, respectively. The load-slip diagrams show the change in the behaviour when 


different shapes of GFRP reinforcement are provided with almost the same area as discussed in the following. The 


control specimen SS1 was also included as reference of these diagrams. The failure of the specimen SS1 was relatively 


brittle where the load decreased rapidly with the increasing slip right after the cracking of the shear plane. The 


reinforcement ratio of this specimen equals to 0.17% which is very close to the minimum shear transfer reinforcement 


of 0.15% suggested by Mattock and Kaar (1961). For this ratio, there was no additional strength provided after the 


cracking. In other words, the shear friction theory was not utilized, in this case, due to the lack of the compressive 


stresses that are needed to mobilize the friction at the interface. Both of FA2 and FH3 failed in a similar manner, so 


the failure occurred at the cracking of the interface, but they exhibited higher post failure ductility, as maybe observed 


from Figure 8. Hanson (1960) recommended a slip limit equal to 0.13 mm at which the interface failure maybe 


considered to have occurred. This finding is consistent with slips at the ultimate load of FA2, and FH3 which had 


reinforcement ratios of 2.2 and 3.3% respectively. However, it can be seen for the load-slip curve associated with 


specimen FS2 that a post cracking resistance was developed and the slip at failure was higher (0.45 mm). After 


cracking occurred at about 73% of the ultimate load, an additional 112 kN of shear resistance was delivered by the 


mean of friction with the increasing of the relative slip between the blocks of the specimen.  


 


Specimens FS2 and FH3 reported an exceptional ductility as compared to SS1 and FA2, where about 76 and 91% of 


the ultimate load was maintained up to the total failure of specimens FS2 and FH3 respectively. A shear resistance in 


both of the referred two specimens were developed at roughly 1-1.5 mm. This resistance is believed to be caused by 


the dowel action of the reinforcing bars across the interface. It worth to note that the dowel resistance of the steel 


reinforcement in SS1 was not developed until a slip of 3 mm was reached, as maybe seen in Figure 8. This finding is 
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consistent with the observation made by Mattock and Hawkins (1969) in their investigation of the contribution of the 


dowel action in the shear transfer resistance.  


 


                                                             
                                                            Figure 8: Load-slip behaviour of test specimens  


 


Cracking of the shear plane of the steel specimen SS1 was sudden and associated with an extensive spalling of the 


concrete at the shear interface as shown in Figure 9(a). Whereas, hairy crack developed along the interface of the FRP 


reinforced specimens and developed slowly with increasing load up to failure. However, quickly after the crack was 


initiated, the concrete cover of one of the GFRP angles spalled in specimen FA2. This spalling appeared as a triangular 


crack with the shape of the reinforcement angle on one side of the specimen as can be seen in Figure 9(c). This side 


was later verified to be the one with less concrete cover after the specimen was cut open at its interface. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


                          


                     (a) SS1                             (b)   FS2                                   (c)   FH3                                   (d)  FA2 


Figure 9: Failure mode of test specimens 
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5. CONCLUSION  


The objective of this research was to explore the effectiveness of the use of GFRP reinforcement as shear transfer 


reinforcement across construction joints with concrete cast at different times, for better stimulation of the interfaces 


between precast girders and cast-in-place concrete. Different reinforcement ratios and shapes of the GFRP 


reinforcement were used. The interface surface of the joint was left as-cast with some aggregates protruded from the 


surface. A comprehensive analysis was conducted and the following conclusions were drawn: 


 


 Glass Fiber Reinforced Polymers showed an outstanding shear resistance, even with much lower axil stiffness 


as compared to the stiffness of the steel reinforcement. 


 Post failure ductility is the main characteristic of the FRP reinforced specimens that distinguish them from 


the control specimen with steel reinforcement. 


 When a small GFRP reinforcement ratio (𝜌𝑣 < 0.44 %) was provided, the failure occurred immediately after 


the cracking of the interface.   


 Dowel action resistance associated with shearing of the GFRP bars at the interface level was observed to take 


place at a relative slip in the range of 1 to 1.5 mm. being associated with these high values of slip, the dowel 


action resistance may not be suitable to be incorporated in the strength design of the concrete interface. 


 For properly reinforced concrete-to-concrete interfaces with GFRP reinforcement with a ratio equals to or 


greater than 0.44%, the shear friction theory appeared to be applicable where an additional resistance can be  


delivered after cracking by the mean of friction.  
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ABSTRACT  


Pipeline with multiple corrosion defects are often observed in the field. The strength of pipe with multiple corrosion 


patches depends on the corrosion patch intensity, their locations along longitudinal and circumferential directions of 


the pipe, in addition to the parameters influencing the strength of pipe with single corrosion defect. The existing design 


codes recommend the spacing between the corrosion patches when the interacting corrosion patches can be considered 


as a single patch for calculating the burst pressure of the defected pipe. In this paper, the strength and deformation 


characteristics of corroded pipe are investigated using finite element analysis. The parameters considered in the 


analysis are pipe geometries, number of corrosion patches, spacing between multiple corrosions, edge conditions (e.g. 


sharp and elliptical edges) and the locations of the corrosion patches. The spacing of the corrosion patches are varied 


along the pipe length and pipe circumference with both symmetrical and unsymmetrical orientations. The study reveals 


that the effect of the interaction of adjacent corrosion patches exists if the patches are located within a distance of 8t 


and 1.5√(Dt), where D is the pipe diameter and t is the pipe wall thickness. This distance is similar to the distance 


recommended in DNV-RP-F101 code. The distances recommended in ASME B31G and CSA Z662-15 codes appear 


to be un-conservative. The finite element results are compared with different burst pressure prediction models for 


corroded pipelines.  
 


Keywords: Burst pressure, Corroded pipe, Multiple corrosion parches, Interaction, Stress intensity factor  


1. INTRODUCTION 


Pipelines are used for transporting hydrocarbons, municipal water and waste water, and for other industrial 


applications. The pipes often carry corrosive substance and/or are buried in corrosive environment that causes wall 


corrosion. The corrosion reduces the strength of the pipeline significantly and may lead to failure. A prediction of the 


remaining strength of corroded pipeline is required to assess the structural integrity of the pipe.    


 


Corrosion in pipeline may occur in a single patch or in multiple patches. Researchers extensively investigated the 


effects of single corrosion patch on the strength of pipelines (e.g. Mondal and Dhar 2015, Chen et al. 2015a, Swankie 


et al. 2012, Zhou and Huang 2012, Li et al 2012, Fekete and Varga 2012). The pipe strength is generally expressed in 


term of the burst pressure, which is the internal pressure at the plastic collapse of the pipe. The researchers are still 


contributing to the improvement of the burst pressure model for determining the remaining strength of corroded 


pipeline. Studies on the strength of pipeline with multiple corrosion patches are also available in the literature (e.g. 


Dhar and Mondal 2015, Chen et al 2015b, Andrade et al. 2006, Benjamin et al. 2006, Li et al. 2011, Silva et al. 2007, 


Peng et al. 2011). In most of the studies, the identical sizes of corrosion patches were applied symmetrically about 


either a longitudinal line or a circumferential line. The effects of the spacing of the patches are however not 


investigated extensively. However, for multiple corrosion patches, the defects may interactively contribute to the 


reduction of the pipeline strength that requires additional research attention. 


 


Design codes such as CSA Z662-15 2015, DNV RP-F101 2015, BS 7910 2013, ASME B31G 2012 codes incorporate 


design procedure for calculating the strength of corroded pipeline with single or multiple patches of corrosion. The 
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models used in the codes are however found to provide conservative and un-conservative estimations of the burst 


pressure (Swankie et al. 2012). Further evaluation of these design models is therefore required to calculate the burst 


pressure correctly. 


 


The current paper presents a finite element (FE) investigation of the remaining strength of corroded pipe containing 


multiple corrosion patches. The strength of the pipe is evaluated for different orientation of the corrosion patches. The 


results of FE analysis are compared with those obtained using existing pipe design codes.    


2.  INTERACTION RULE 


An interaction rule is employed to account for the interaction of multiple corrosion patches in the calculation of the 


burst pressure. The interaction rule states about the limiting distances along the circumferential and longitudinal 


directions, (Sc)lim and (Sl)lim, respectively, between two successive corrosion patches beyond which the effect of 


interaction of the adjacent patches is negligible. Three basic types of interacting corrosion defects are generally 


considered, which are termed as Type 1, Type 2 and Type 3, respectively (Kiefner and Vieth 1990). In Type 1 


interaction, the projections of two or more corrosion patches overlap in the longitudinal direction when projected onto 


a longitudinal plane passing through the wall thickness, as shown in Figure 1.  The corrosion patches are separated in 


the circumferential direction (at distances of Sc1, Sc2 …Scn etc.). In Type 2, the corrosion patches are separated in 


longitudinal direction (at distances of Sl1, Sl2… Sln etc.) as shown in Figure 2. Type 3 corresponds to a larger corroded 


area with localized deeper zones. The following parameters are consistently used within this paper.  


 


D: Outer diameter of the pipe 


t: wall thickness 


d: maximum depth of corrosion patch 


l: longitudinal extent of corrosion patch 


w: circumferential extent of corrosion patch 


Sl: longitudinal spacing between adjacent corrosion patches 


Sc: circumferential spacing between adjacent corrosion patches 


 


The effect of interaction of adjacent corrosion patches depends on the distance between the defects. Design codes (e.g. 


DNV, ASME, CSA) recommend the limiting distances (spacing), (Sc)lim and (Sl)lim, in terms of different parameters. 


DNV code expresses the spacing in terms of pipe dimensions (diameter and thickness). ASME B31G and CSA Z662-


15 codes express the spacing in terms of pipe wall thickness and the dimension of corrosion patches, respectively. 


Table 1 provides a summary of different recommendations for the spacing and the criteria for interaction between the 


patches.   The effect of interaction between the defects exists when Sl ≤ (Sl)lim or Sc ≤ (Sc)lim.  


 


The interacting corrosions are treated as a single corrosion for calculating the burst pressure. ASME B31G (2012) 


code recommends using a length equals to the total length of corrosion group, lmn and a depth equals to the maximum 


depth in the group, dmax. The width of the corrosion defect is not included in the ASME B31G model. DNV code 


(DNV-RP-F101-2015) also uses the length similar to that recommended in ASME method.  The depth for corrosion 


group in the DNV code is calculated using Equation 1.  


 


[1] 𝑑𝑚𝑛 =
∑ 𝑑𝑖𝑙𝑖


𝑖=𝑛
𝑖=𝑚


𝑙𝑚𝑛
      


 


Here, di and li are the maximum depth and length, respectively, of ith corrosion of the interacting corrosion group as 


shown in Figure 1. 


3. FE ANALYSIS 


The FE analysis provides a powerful tool for modelling complex problems with non-linear material responses. Among 


the commercially available software for FE analysis, ABAQUS is most commonly used for analysis of pipeline. 


ABAQUS has the capability of modelling the non-linear deformation during yielding of corroded pipeline under high 


pressure. ABAQUS/Explicit module is used in this study for calculation of burst pressure of corroded pipes with 


multiple corrosion defects.  
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3.1 FE Model 


Although the actual geometry of corrosion patch is very complex, existing literature reveals that the failure behavior 


of corroded pipeline mainly depends on the maximum depth and the longitudinal extent of the corroded area. A 


rectangular area with constant depth (flat at the bottom) is therefore considered for idealization of the corrosion patch. 


The corrosion defects are created on the external surface of the pipe wall as shown in Figure 3. Sharp and smooth 


(curved) edges (Figure 3) are considered to investigate the effects of the edge conditions of corrosion patch on the 


burst pressure. An ellipse with a ratio of the major to minor axis of 2 is fitted to produce the curved edge.  


 


Projection Line 
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Figure 1: Type 1 Interaction (DNV RP-F101 2015) 
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Figure 2: Type 2 Interaction (DNV RP-F101 2015) 
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To investigate the interaction of different corrosion patches, 35 numbers of 3D Finite Element Models are developed 


and analyzed using ABAQUS/Explicit module. The spacing between the patches is varied independently along the 


longitudinal, circumferential and oblique directions. The depth of corrosion as 50% of the wall thickness is considered. 


The dimensions of the corrosion defects and the pipes considered in FE analysis are summarized in Table 2.  


Table 1: Interaction Rule  


Source Longitudinal limit, (Sl)lim Circumferential limit, (Sc)lim Criteria for interaction 


DNV RP-F101 (2015) 2√𝐷𝑡 360√
𝑡


𝐷
   (𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒) 


𝑆𝑙 ≤ (𝑆𝑙)𝑙𝑖𝑚 


𝑆𝑐 ≤ (𝑆𝑐)𝑙𝑖𝑚 


ASME B31G (2012) 3𝑡 3𝑡 
𝑆𝑙 ≤ (𝑆𝑙)𝑙𝑖𝑚 


𝑆𝑐 ≤ (𝑆𝑐)𝑙𝑖𝑚 


CSA Z662-15 (2015) 𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚(𝑙𝑚  𝑡𝑜 𝑙𝑛) 𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚(𝑙𝑚  𝑡𝑜 𝑙𝑛) 
𝑆𝑙 ≤ (𝑆𝑙)𝑙𝑖𝑚 


𝑆𝑐 ≤ (𝑆𝑐)𝑙𝑖𝑚 


Kiefner and Vieth (1990) 𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚(6𝑡, 𝑙𝑚  𝑡𝑜 𝑙𝑛) 𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚(6𝑡, 𝑤𝑚 𝑡𝑜 𝑤𝑛) 
𝑆𝑙 ≤ (𝑆𝑙)𝑙𝑖𝑚 


𝑆𝑐 ≤ (𝑆𝑐)𝑙𝑖𝑚 


Pipeline Operator Forum 


(2005) 
25.4 mm (1 inch) 6𝑡 


𝑆𝑙 ≤ (𝑆𝑙)𝑙𝑖𝑚 


𝑆𝑐 ≤ (𝑆𝑐)𝑙𝑖𝑚 


 


The efficiency of FE analysis could be achieved by applying simplified boundary condition (such as symmetric 


condition) to the model. It is however difficult to apply simplified boundary condition to the pipes containing 


unsymmetric corrosion patches such as Model D and E in Table 2. For this reason, fully restraint boundary conditions 


at the end of the pipes are applied. To avoid the effect of boundary conditions within the corroded zone, the length of 


the pipes is chosen to be sufficiently long (longer than minimum length as determined by Fekete and Varge 2012).   


Table 2: Pipes dimensions and corrosion geometries 


Model  ID 
Corrosion 


arrangement 


D 


(mm) 


t 


(mm) 
d/t 


l 


(mm) 


w 


(degree) 


Sl 


(times t) 


Sc 


(times t) 


A Un-corroded 300 10 - - - - - 


B  300 10 0.50 60 20 - - 


C  300 10 0.50 60 20 0-10 - 


D 
 


300 10 0.50 60 20 0-10 0-10 


E 
 


300 10 0.50 60 20 
3 


(overlap) 
0-10 


F Un-corroded 500 15 - - - - - 


G  500 15 0.50 60 20 - - 


H  500 15 0.50 60 20 0-10 - 


I 
 


500 15 0.50 60 20 - 0-6 


 


 


A mesh sensitivity analysis was performed to determine the optimum mesh size. Fine mesh is applied within and 


around the corroded area where stress concentration is expected. Coarse mesh is applied where uniform stress is 


expected. Appropriate gradient between coarse and fine mesh is also considered. A typical finite element mesh used 


in this study is shown in Figure 4.  
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The pipe domain is modelled using eight-node continuum element (ABAQUS element “C3D8R”). The bilinear elastic 


material is considered. The material properties used in the analysis are shown in Table 3. The von Mises failure 


criterion is used for the pipe material. The failure is thus assumed when the minimum equivalent von Mises stress on 


the pipe wall reaches or exceeds the ultimate tensile strength of the pipe material. Automatic time increment is chosen 


for the solution process in ABAQUS. The pipes under the loading of internal pressure are only considered.  


 


  
Transverse section Transverse section 


  
Longitudinal Section Longitudinal Section 


(a) Sharp Edge (b) Round Edge 


Figure 3: Edge condition of corrosion patch 


 


  
(a) Full Pipe (b) Zoomed in near corroded area 


Figure 4: A typical finite element mesh 


 


3.2 Validation of FE Model 


Adequate test results on the burst pressures of corroded pipes are not available in the literature for validation of FE 


models for different pipe dimensions and corrosion geometries. To this end, FE models for un-corroded pipes are first 


validated through comparison with the results from thin-wall pressure vessel theory.  Corrosions are then applied to 


the pipes in the validated FE models. The burst pressures for un-corroded pipes, calculated using FE analysis, are 


35.91 MPa and 40.01 MPa for 300 mm and 500 mm diameter pipes, respectively. These bust pressures are comparable 


to those obtained using the thin-walled pressure vessel theory (within 3.25% for 300 mm diameter pipe and within 


3.65% for 500mm diameter pipe). The thin-walled pressure vessel theory assumes uniform stress distribution within 


in the wall of the pipe, which may affect the burst pressure calculated using this theory.          
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Table 3: Material Properties 


Property Value 


Density, ρ (kG/m3) 7080 


Young’s Modulus, E (GPa) 210 


Poisson’s Ratio, ν   0.30 


Yield Strength, σY (MPa) 452 


Ultimate Strength, σU (MPa) 542 


Total strain at failure, εU 0.043 


4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 


4.1 Edge condition of corrosion patch 


Table 4 shows the burst pressures calculated considering smooth (elliptical) and sharp edges of the corrosion 


patches. The last column of the table shows the percent difference of the burst pressure calculated using the two 


models (sharp edge and smooth edge). It reveals that the difference of the burst pressure is insignificant for using the 


smooth edge and the sharp edge. However, the development of models and the analysis considering the smooth edge 


of the corrosion defects are complicated and time consuming compared to those of pipe modelled using sharp edge. 


Sharp edge condition is therefore considered for the rest of the analysis.  


 


Table 4: Burst pressure for different edge conditions 


D (mm) t (mm) d/t l (mm) w (degree) Edge condition Burst pressure (MPa) Variation (%) 


300 10 0.50 60 20 Elliptical  33.07 
0.60 


300 10 0.50 60 20 Sharp 32.87 


300 10 0.50 120 20 Elliptical  27.27 
0 300 10 0.50 120 20 Sharp 27.27 


500 15 0.50 60 20 Elliptical  31.91 
1.10 500 15 0.50 60 20 Sharp 31.56 


500 15 0.50 120 20 Elliptical  27.89 
1.90 


500 15 0.50 120 20 Sharp 27.36 


   


4.2 Interaction of corrosion patches  


Figure 5 plots the burst pressure of the corroded pipe against the spacing between successive corrosion patches. The 


burst pressure of the corroded pipe (P) is normalized with the bust pressures of a un-corroded pipe (P0) and plotted in 


the figure. The spacing are normalized using the pipe wall thickness and a dimensional parameter, √𝐷𝑡 , as shown in 


Figure 5 (a) and 5 (b), respectively. In Figure 5, the burst pressure of the corroded pipe increases with the increase of 


the spacing between the patches. At a spacing of 8t and 1.5√(Dt), the increase of burst pressure is stabilized.  It can 


thus be concluded that for the corrosion length (i.e., 60 mm) and the pipe conditions considered, the effect of  


interaction of the adjacent corrosion defects is minimized if the defects are spaced at a distance of 8t (and 1.5√(Dt)) 


or greater.  This spacing is similar to the limiting spacing (Sl)lim recommended in DNV code (i.e. 2√𝐷𝑡), indicating 


the DNV recommendation to be applicable for the investigated pipes.  However, the values recommended in the other 


codes in Table 1 are un-conservative (the recommended spacing is less) with respect to the value obtained from this 


study.   


 


The location of the corrosion patches appears to influence the effect of interacting corrosion defects on the burst 


pressure. Models C, D and E provide different burst pressures for the same pipe (300 mm diameter), as seen in Figure 


5. Here, Model C corresponds to a pipe with corrosion patches on a same longitudinal line where the spacing between 


the patches is increased in the longitudinal direction (Sc = 0, Sl = 0 to 10t where t is the wall thickness). Model D 


corresponds to a pipe where the spacing (between the corrosion patches) in the longitudinal is equal to the spacing in 


the circumferential directions (Sc = Sl = 0 to 10t). Model E corresponds to a pipe with a constant spacing (between the 


corrosion patches) in the longitudinal direction while the spacing is varied in the circumferential direction (Sl=3t 


(overlap), Sc = 0 to 10t).  
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(a) Corrosion Spacing in terms of pipe wall thickness (b) Corrosion Spacing in terms of pipe dimensions 


Figure 5: Effect of interaction of corrosion patches 


 


Similar results are obtained for 500 mm diameter pipe. Model H corresponds to a pipe with corrosion patches on a 


same longitudinal line where the spacing between the patches is increased in the longitudinal direction (Sc = 0, Sl = 0 


to 10t). The normalized burst pressure for Model C and Model H are almost parallel, reaching the maximum value at 


a distance of 8t and 1.5√(Dt).  


 


For the pipe with the corrosion patches spaced in the circumferential direction (Model I in Figure 5), the variation of 


the burst pressure with the spacing of the defects is less. This is due to the fact that the effect of circumferential extent 


of the corrosion on the burst pressure is not significant.     


4.3 Stress and Deformation  


This section investigates the influence of interacting corrosion patches on the stress in the pipe wall. The stress is 


expressed in terms of stress intensity factor (SIF), which is defined as the ratio of stress in the corroded pipe to that of 


an un-corroded pipe subjected to the same internal pressure. Figure 6 (a) represents the SIF along the longitudinal 


direction of pipe passing through the centre of corrosion patches. The pipes contained two identical corrosions spaced 


at a distance of 8t with each other. The SIFs have been calculated at the outer surface and inner surface of pipes under 


the internal pressure of 25.27 MPa.  


 


Figure 6 (a) indicates that the von Mises stress is increased significantly within the corroded zone.  The stress between 


the corroded zones is also increased. For larger diameter pipe (Model H), the stress within the corroded zone and 


between the corroded zones (un-corroded area) is almost the same.  This indicates that the effect of interaction between 


the corrosion patches exists for the large diameter pipe.   


 


 Figure 6 (b) shows the pipe wall deformation along the length of the pipe along the centreline of the corrosion patches. 


The figure reveals that the localized outward bending is developed within the corroded zone due to internal pressure 


which leads to stress redistribution within that zone. 


4.4 Comparison with Design Models 


The results of FE analysis are compared with design models (Modified ASME, DNV RP-F101 and CSA Z662-15) for 


evaluation. The results of burst pressures calculated using different codes and the FE model are included in  
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(a) SIF along longitudinal direction of pipe 


 
(b) Deformation along longitudinal direction of pipe 


Figure 6: Stress Intensity Factor and deformation [l/t=8, P=25.27 MPa]  


 


Table 5 along with percent deviation of design code predictions from the FE predictions. The deviations have been 


calculated using the Equation 2. Five corrosion configurations (Models C, D, E, H and I in Table 1) and three 


spacing (l/t = 3, 6 and 8) between two identical corrosion patches are considered for the comparison.  


 


[2] 𝛿 =
(𝑃𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑−𝑃𝐹𝐸𝐴)


𝑃𝐹𝐸𝐴
× 100   


 


Figure 7 plots the variation of the burst pressure calculated using three different codes with respect to the FE 


calculations for a 300 mm diameter pipe (Model C3 in Table 5) and a 500 mm diameter pipe (Model H3 in Table 


5). The figure indicates that CSA and ASME codes are highly conservative while DNV code is less conservative 


in calculating the burst pressure of the corroded pipe.   


5. CONCLUSIONS 


This paper investigates the burst pressure of corroded pipes containing two corrosion patches located with different 


orientation. The following present the findings from this research: 


 


1. FE model can be developed for corroded pipes through applying localized wall thinning. A study with a 


sharp and rounded edge for the corrosion patches has indicated that the effect of rounding the edges on the 


burst pressure of the pipeline is not significant.  Corrosion patches with sharp edges can therefore be used 


avoiding the complexity associated with rounding the edge (smooth edge). 


 


2. For the corrosion length (i.e., 60 mm) and the pipe conditions considered, the effect of the interaction of 


adjacent corrosion defects is minimized when the defects are spaced at a distance of 8t (and 1.5√(Dt)) or 
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greater. This distance (spacing) is similar to the value recommended in DNV code (i.e., 2√(Dt)).  The ASME 


and the CSA codes however provide a shorter distance and thus might be un-conservative. 


 


3. The burst pressure of corroded pipe determined using different codes varies significantly from each other. 


Among the codes studied, the CSA and the ASME codes are found to be highly conservative while the DNV 


code is found to be less conservative. 


 


 
Figure 7: Deviation of burst pressure of corroded pipes [l/t=8] 


   Table 5: Burst pressure determined using different codes and their deviation 


Model 


ID 


l 


(mm) 


Sl 


(mm) 


Sc 


(mm) 


lmn 


(mm) 


dmn 


(mm) 


PFEA 


(MPa) 


PASME 


(MPa) 


PDNV 


(MPa) 


PCSA 


(MPa) 


Deviation, δ (%) 


ASME DNV CSA 


C1 60 30 - 150 4.00 29.27 23.27 28.73 20.66 -20.50 -1.84 -29.42 


C2 60 60 - 180 3.33 30.87 28.09 29.67 26.15 -9.01 -3.89 -15.29 


C3 60 80 - 200 3.00 31.27 28.09 30.16 26.15 -10.17 -3.55 -16.37 


D1 60 30 30 150 4.00 30.07 23.27 28.73 20.66 -22.61 -4.46 -31.29 


D2 60 60 60 180 3.33 31.67 28.09 29.67 26.15 -11.30 -6.32 -17.43 


D3 60 80 80 200 3.00 32.07 28.09 30.16 26.15 -12.41 -5.96 -18.46 


E1 60 -30 30 90 6.67 30.47 25.76 24.51 23.43 -15.46 -19.56 -23.10 


E2 60 -30 60 90 6.67 31.27 28.09 24.51 26.15 -10.17 -21.62 -16.37 


E3 60 -30 80 90 6.67 31.67 28.09 24.51 26.15 -11.30 -22.61 -17.43 


H1 60 45 - 165 5.45 29.81 22.46 28.43 20.27 -24.66 -4.63 -32.00 


H2 60 90 - 210 4.29 30.86 27.34 28.85 26.06 -11.41 -6.51 -15.55 


H3 60 120 - 240 3.75 31.21 27.34 29.10 26.06 -12.40 -6.76 -16.50 


I1 60 - 45 60 - 31.56 27.34 31.42 26.06 -13.37 -0.44 -17.43 


I2 60 - 90 60 - 31.56 27.34 31.42 26.06 -13.37 -0.44 -17.43 


I3 60 - 120 60 - 31.56 27.34 31.42 26.06 -13.37 -0.44 -17.43 
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ABSTRACT  


Tornado is a complex flow structure, where high swirling flow closer to the ground converges to the center and then 


moves upward. As a result, it creates a high suction pressure at the ground near the center of the tornado. The main 


objective of this study is to analyse the impact over flow structure and ground pressure by implementing 


topographical changes. For the present study a one-celled tornado replicating a real EF-2 scale has been chosen. 


Previous study suggests that suction ground pressure is highest at the tornado core center, also it changes more 


sharply near the core center. As a result, the authors decided to raise the surface in the form of a hill at the tornado 


core center. In this study, two different types of hill based on their slope are implemented for analysing the impact of 


two different types of topographical changes. It has obtained that as the slope becomes steeper the peak speed up 


value increases. Also, unlike the synoptic flow case, maximum speed up does not occur at the crest of the hill. 


Presence of the hill hardly has any impact on the overall pressure distribution at the ground. 


 


Keywords: Computational modeling, Tornado, Hill. 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Tornado has a very complex flow structure; especially near the ground where most of the engineering structures are 


present. For years laboratory and numerically scaled models have been used to analyse the impact of tornadic flow-


structure due to the vulnerability of gathering actual tornado data. Although some efforts have been made to gather 


data from actual tornado, still the gathered data are not sufficient enough to analyse the flow structure completely.  


 


In 1972, Ward built a tornado vortex chamber (TVC) with geometric and dynamic similarity to a real scale tornado 


(Ward, 1972). Following these studies, several laboratories scaled models have been built by various researchers to 


analyse different aerodynamic properties, such as those developed by Wan and Chang (1972) to analyse the velocity 


field in a simulated tornado using three dimensional velocity probe for two different swirl ratios. They obtained 


from their study that, the direction of radial velocity is inward (towards the tornado center) near the boundary, 


however the direction changes at some distance from the center depending on the swirl ratio values. They also 


obtained, vertical component of the flow strongly depends on the swirl ratio values. Coincidently, at the same time 


Davies Jones (1972) found the dependency of core radius over swirl ratio using Ward’s tornado simulator. Church et 


al. (1979) used a tornado simulator similar to the Ward’s one and were able to notify the important transition points 


in a tornadic flow structure. Mitsuta and Monji (1984) used their laboratory scaled model to simulate one and two-


celled tornadoes and they found that maximum horizontal velocity occurs near the ground surface and the height of 


this maximum velocity is insensitive to swirl ratio. Diamond and Wilkins (1984) analysed the impact  of translation 


using modified Ward’s tornado simulator and translation causes a local increase in the swirl ratio and also increase 


the size of the core radii over stationary vortex.  Haan et al. (2008, 2010) used their tornado simulator to simulate 


tornadoes of different swirl ratios, they also compared peak load from the impact of tornadic load on a model low-


rise building with those prescribed by the ASCE 7-05 for straight wind over open terrain. Matsui and Tamura (2009) 


simulated tornadoes of different intensity for different floor roughness conditions and found that floor roughness is 
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more effective for low swirl ratios than higher ones. Zhang and Sarkar (2009) used their ISU (IOWA Tornado 


Simulator) to analyse the flow structure near the ground and found that the tangential velocity is the dominant 


component of flow and its peak value is three times higher than radial velocity component. Tari et al. (2010) also 


simulated tornadoes of different swirl ratios and found the radial and tangential velocity components of flow as well 


as the core radius increase with the higher swirl ratio values. Refan et al. (2013) used Mini WindEEE Dome to 


simulate tornadoes of different swirl ration and compared the location of the maximum tangential velocity point 


with the actual scale tornado to develop a geometric scale factor.  


 


In parallel with these experimental efforts several numerical analyses have also been performed such as those by 


Harlow and Stein (1974) using high speed computers to simulate tornadoes of different intensities and analyse 


several flow related parameters. Rotunno (1977, 1979) numerically modeled Ward’s tornado simulator and obtained 


that core radius is independent of the Reynolds number. He also analysed the flow structure for different swirl ratio 


values.  Church et al. (1993) also numerically simulated the tornado and obtained that as the swirl ratio increases the 


altitude of the vortex breakdown decreases until swirl ratio, S = 0.45. Nolan and Ferrell (1999) obtained from their 


simulation that vortex Reynolds number controls the structure and maximum wind speed of the tornado flow. 


Lewellen and Lewellen (1997, 2007) numerically simulated a three dimensional tornado and analysed the flow 


structure near the ground. Kuai (2008) et al. replicated the ISU tornado simulator numerically and compared their 


results with the laboratory model.   Hangan and Kim (2008) used their simulation to analyse the dependency of flow 


dynamics over swirl ratio and also its relation with the Fujita scale. Ishihara et al. (2011) simulated tornadic flow 


using LES turbulence for two swirl ratios which represented one and two-celled tornadoes and obtained from their 


study that, for one-celled type vortex peak vertical velocity occurs at the center, however for two-celled vortex it 


occurs near the radius of the maximum tangential wind.  Hangan and Natarajan (2012) used LES simulation to 


analyse the impact of ground surface roughness and translation and obtained from their study that translation 


reduces the maximum mean tangential velocity for low swirl ratio, however for high swirl ratio it increases slightly. 


Again roughness decreases the mean tangential velocity at all swirl ratios.  


 


In the best of our knowledge limited studies have reported in literature on tornado/building interaction using 


laboratory scale models (Chang, 1971; Mehta et al. 1976; Jichke and Light, 1983; Bienkiewicz and Dudhia, 1993; 


Wang et al. 2001; Fouts et al. 2003; Mishra et al., 2003; Sarkar et al., 2006; Sengupta et al., 2006; Haan et al., 2010). 


In accordance with this, several CFD analysis were also performed by several researchers (Selvam and Millet, 2003; 


Sengupta, 2006; Nasir et al., 2014; Nasir and Bitsuamlak, 2014).    


 


Although most of the research works on tornado flow structure are based on the roughness effect or translational 


effect, there are no significant analysis have been done on the tornadic flow structure under the influence of 


topographical changes in the previous. However, some analysis can be found in the literatures regarding the straight 


wind flow over a complex terrain (Bergeles, 1985; Paterson and Holmes, 1993; Maurizi, 2000; Bitsuamlak, et al., 


2003; Lun, et al., 2003 and Chung and Bienkiewicz 2004). In the present study, topographical changes have been 


implemented on the ground by two different types of hills (based on the slope of the hill). The hills are presented on 


such manner so that the peak of the hill coincides with the center of the tornado. 


2. METHODOLOGY 


2.1 Numerical model for tornado simulator and topographical change 


For the present study, a numerical model depicting the Purdue tornado simulator is used (see Figure 1a). The actual 


Purdue tornado simulator is cylindrical in shape, where flow enters into the simulator from the bottom. Guide vanes 


are provided at the inlet to provide desired angle in the inflow. Once the swirling flow enters inside the simulator 


through the confluent region it reroutes vertically upward in the convection region. To emphasize this vertical 


movement of swirling flow, an exhaust fan is installed at the outlet to suck out the air from the simulator. Keeping 


the main operational mechanism in mind, some modification is made into the simplified numerical model (see 


Figure 1b) 


 


The simplified numerical model is also cylindrical in shape. Despite of providing with the guide vanes, a computer 


code has implemented to achieve the desired angle in the inflow. A “shear free” sidewall was provided and at the 


outlet “outflow” boundary condition has been provided. Purdue tornado simulator is a laboratory scaled simulator 
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which is the modified version of the Ward’s tornado simulator. Purdue tornado simulator is around 2m in height and 


0.4m in radius. As a result, the original simulator is scaled up in the present numerical analysis keeping the aspect 


ratio similar to the laboratory scaled model. 


 


   
 (a) (b) 


Figure 1: (a) Laboratory and (b) simplified numerical model of Ward's tornado vortex chamber. 


 


 
 


Figure 2: Location of hill in the simulator. 


 


Inside the simulator, ground surface is altered at the center of the simulator in the form of a hill. The reason for such 


location of the hill is that the crest of the hill coincides with the center of the tornado (see Figure 2). 


2.2 Geometric scaling factor for full scale simulation 


As already mentioned in the introduction that one of the main features of this current study is the full scale 


numerical modeling. As a result, a geometric scale factor is required to scale up the Purdue tornado simulator. The 


scale factor for the tornado simulation is chosen by a matching process developed by Refan et al (2013) based on 


experiments carried out at the mini WindEEE Dome. First, the maximum tangential velocity of numerically 


simulated tornadoes is determined for different swirl ratios ranging from one to two-celled tornadoes. Then, the 


horizontal distance from the tornado center and height above the ground corresponding to the maximum tangential 


velocities for each simulated tornado are obtained and compared with actual tornado data. Since according to fluid 


dynamic solution there can be only one length scale, it is expected that both the horizontal distance and height of the 


maximum tangential velocity will converge to a similar length scale value for a particular swirl ratio. Thus, a 


specific swirl ratio that represents the target tornado is identified. 


 


For the present study, an Enhanced Fujita scale-2 (EF-2) tornado is chosen that took place in Happy, Texas in 2007. 


The reason for choosing such an EF-2 scale tornado is that, in nature about 90% tornadoes are EF- 2 scale. CFD 
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simulations for various swirl ratios are carried out and the geometric scaling between the field measurements and 


CFD is plotted as shown in Figure 3 following the procedure explained earlier.   


 


The core radius and height of the maximum tangential velocity point for the actual tornado and the CFD simulated 


tornado converged for swirl ratio 0.4 at scale factor of 4222 (see Figure 3) for the target tornado case.  


 


 
Figure 3: Determining scaling factor for small-scale numerical depicting Purdue tornado simulator. 


 


2.3 Computational domain and topographical changes 


 
Figure 4: Dimensions for (a) full computational domain and (b), (c) dimension of the hills 


 


For the present study two different types of hills (slopes are different) are chosen (see Figure 4). Although the 


dimensions are different but the slope of the hills are kept identical to the previous study by Bitsuamlak et al. (2006) 


to compare the results between the impact of hill on straight wind and tornado flow.  


 


For the simulation, commercial software STAR-CCM+ is used. The main advantage of this software is the 


availability of octagon mesh elements which simulates more efficiently cylindrical shape domains. Although, the 


base mesh size is kept comparatively coarse because of the large domain size, the mesh size near the ground and 


also around the hills are kept very fine (wall Y-plus < 2) to capture the sharp velocity changes near the solid region 


(see Figure 5a, b and c). 
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Figure 5: Mesh distribution: Finer mesh close to the ground (a), and around study hill elevation view (b) and plan 


view (c). 


2.4 Boundary condition for tornado simulator and building 


The following boundary conditions for tornadic flow are used:  an exhaust fan at the outlet of the laboratory model 


is replaced by the outflow boundary condition in the numerical model and at the inlet the flow velocity has two 


components (radial and tangential) in order to produce the swirling flow field. The equation for the radial and 


tangential velocity components are as follows: 


 


 


[1]   


 


 


 


[2]   


 


 


where, Vr and Vt are the radial and tangential component of velocity at ‘z’ height from ground surface respectively. 


‘S’ is the swirl ratio which actually determines the intensity of model scale tornado. Here, S = tanθ/2a; θ is the 


inflow angle at the inlet and ‘a’ is the aspect ratio. Ho and Ro are the inlet height and radius of inlet respectively. V1 


and z1 are the reference velocity and height respectively. For the current full-scale numerical model, reference 


velocity, V1 and height, z1 of 10m/s and 106m are chosen respectively based on the actual data obtained from the 


tornadic event that took place in Happy, Texas in 2007. 


2.5 Turbulence model used for simulation 


The present analysis is limited to the steady condition of the flow, as a result Reynolds Average Navier-Stokes 


(RANS) equations are used together with the Reynolds Stress Model (RSM). RSM turbulence model is chosen over 


k-epsilon and other two equation models because of its better accuracy for rotating flows. The two equation models 


are based on the Boussinesq assumption which postulates that, the Reynolds stress tensor must be proportional to the 


strain rate tensor. However, for complex flows, such as tornadic flow, this particular assumption does not work 


because of the curvature effect. Again Large Eddy Simulation (LES) turbulence model is not considered because of 


the nature of the simulations which makes it computationally costly. 
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 


To analyse the effect of hill at the center of the tornado, Fractional Speed-Up Ratio (FSUR) is calculated for both 


steep and shallow hill. For synoptic flow-field FSUR is defined in terms of U(z)/Uo(z), where U(z) is the velocity at 


height ‘z’ above the hill surface and Uo(z) is the upstream velocity at the same height (see Figure 6).  


 
Figure 6: FSUR calculation for synoptic flow 


 


Unlike synoptic flow, tornado has a very complex flow structure where the flow characteristics change with the 


locations inside the tornado. As a result, FSUR value is calculated in a slightly different manner. For tornado, FSUR 


is obtained by U’(z)/Uo
’(z), where U’(z) is the velocity at height ‘z’ above the hill surface and Uo


’(z) is the velocity at 


the same height at the same location inside the tornado but with the absence of the hill.  


 


 
Figure 7: FSUR calculation for hill at the tornado core center 


 


For the present study, line-probes are provided at 50m interval from the crest of the hill surface up to 500m from the 


center of the hill as well the center of the tornado core. Each line probe is 500m in height so as to cover sufficient 


space within which most of the engineering structure falls (see Figure 8). Line-probe has not provided at the crest of 


the hill because coincidently that is the core center where near the ground flow velocity is almost zero for flat 


ground case. As a result, a slight increase in the flow velocity due to the presence of the hill increases the FSUR 


values a lot (sometimes > 1000) which makes the analysis impracticable.     


 


 
Figure 7: Location of line-probes for steep and shallow hill 
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3.1 Comparison of FSUR between steep and shallow hill 


 
Figure 8: Comparison of FSUR values between steep and shallow hill 


 


From the figure it can be obtained that, closer to the crest of the hill FSUR values are greater than 1, however closer 


to the feet of the hill FSUR values are almost 1. This indicates that the raised surface of the hill speeds up the flow 


and this speed up started to decrease and at ultimately diminishes as the raised surface blends with the ground 


surface. Another important finding is that, the effect of the presence of the hill is very much localized within its 


location. It hardly impacts the overall tornado flow structure (see Figure 8), because the size of the hills is 


comparatively much smaller than the size of the entire tornado simulator.  


 


Now irrespective of the hill type, maximum speed up value occurs for the location where the line-probe is 100m 


away from the tornado core center or the crest of the hill. This indicates that flow velocity speeds up at some 


location just away from the core center and very close to the crest of the hill.  


 


Although the location of the maximum speed up is identical for steep and shallow hill, but the FSUR value is higher 


for steep hill than shallow (see Figure 9).  


 


 
Figure 9: Peak FSUR value comparison 


 


3.2 Comparison of Cp  


Pressure coefficient, Cp on the ground is obtained using following equation, 


 


[3]  
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Here, ‘po’ is the maximum pressure at the ground, ‘ρ’ is the density of air and ‘uo’ is the reference velocity which in 


this case is the maximum tangential velocity at the crest height of the hill in the absence of the hill.  


 
Figure 10: (a) Pressure distribution and (b) minimum Cp on the ground 


 


In Figure 10(a), for all the cases the plots are cropped to the size of the radius of the shallow hill to facilitate the 


comparison. For all the cases, the pressure distribution is similar where maximum suction (minimum Cp) occurs at 


the center of the tornado and decreases as it moves away from the center (see Figure 10(a)). This indicates, presence 


of the hill does not disrupt the general pressure distribution of Cp on the ground (Nasir et al., 2014). Also, maximum 


suction on the ground for flat case is slightly higher than the shallow hill case and more or less equal to the steep hill 


case. 


3.3 Comparison with synoptic flow   


For synoptic flow over a hill FSUR is calculated at the peak of the hill surface because maximum speed up occurs at 


this location (Bitsuamlak et al., 2006). However, for tornado maximum speed up occurs at a location 100m away 


from the core center. The main reason for this discrepancy is due to the complexity of the tornadic flow. 
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Figure 10: Comparison of FSUR values 


 


Irrespective of the types of the hill, for synoptic flow maximum speed up occurs near the ground (<10m from the 


ground). However, for tornadic flow it occurs at higher distance from the ground (>50m from the ground). Now for 


steep hill case maximum FSUR value is higher for tornadic flow than synoptic flow. Unlike this, for shallow hill 


maximum FSUR is higher for synoptic flow than tornadic flow.  


4. CONCLUSION 


Some concluding remarks can be obtained from the present study which are as following, 


 


The impact of the hill over the flow-structure is very much localized within the vicinity of the hill. It does not 


disrupt the overall flow structure. Unlike synoptic flow case, maximum speed up does not occur at the crest of the 


hill. It occurs slightly away from the crest of the hill. Speed up increases with the increase in the slope of the hill.  


Overall pressure distribution on the ground does not disrupt by the presence of the either types of the hill. 
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ABSTRACT 


This paper presents the test results of an experimental study aimed at investigating the axial behaviour of CFFT 


columns internally reinforced with steel and FRP bars. A total of eight reinforced concrete (RC) and concrete-filled 


FRP tube (CFFT) columns were constructed and tested until failure. All columns had 1900-mm in height and 213-


mm in diameter. The test parameters were: (1) internal reinforcement type (steel, glass FRP (GFRP), or carbon FRP 


(CFRP) bars) and amount, (2) GFRP tube thicknesses, and (3) nature of axial loading type (i.e. monotonic and 


cyclic). The experimental results revealed that the CFFT columns reinforced with GFRP bars exhibited similar 


responses compared to their counterparts reinforced with steel bars with no significant difference in terms of 


ultimate axial strength and strain capacities. Providing the GFRP tubes of the CFFT columns significantly enhanced 


the strength and strain capacities and attributed to change the mode of failure from axially dominated material 


failure (for the control columns) to instability failure (for the CFFT columns). Furthermore, the envelop curve of the 


CFFT reinforced column tested under axial cyclic loading is almost identical to the axial stress-strain curve of the 


same specimen tested under axial monotonic loading. However, the ultimate axial and hoop rupture strain was 


slightly larger for the specimen subjected to axial cyclic loading. Finally, using FRP bars instead of conventional 


steel bars in the CFFT columns can provide a step forward to develop a promising totally corrosion-free new 


structural system.  


 


Keywords: FRP; Concrete; CFFT; Tubes; Column; Axial.   


1. INTRODUCTION 


Fiber-reinforced polymer (FRP) composites have recently gained wide acceptance in the construction industry 


particularly of the aging infrastructures exposed to harsh environment conditions. An important application of FRP 


composites is as a confining material for concrete, both in the seismic retrofit of existing reinforced concrete (RC) 


columns and in the construction of concrete-filled FRP tubes (CFFTs) as earthquake-resistant columns in new 


construction. The promising concept of CFFT system, that may be further reinforced internally with steel or FRP 


bars, has raised great interest amongst researchers. The FRP tube acts as a stay-in-place structural formwork, a 


noncorrosive reinforcement for the concrete for flexure and shear using the multidirectional fiber orientation, 


provides confinement to the concrete in compression, and the contained concrete is protected from intrusion of 


moisture with corrosive agents that could otherwise deteriorate the concrete core (ACI 440. R-07-2007).  


To date, most of the experimental investigations performed on FRP confined concrete columns have considered 


short, unreinforced, small-scale concrete cylinders, tested under concentric and monotonic axial loading (Mirmiran 


et al. 2001; Fam et al 2003; Lam and Teng 2009; Ozbakkaloglu et al 2013; Vincent and Ozbakkaloglu 2014). In 


contrast, only few studies have so far investigated the effects of the slenderness ratio and internal longitudinal 


reinforcement type (steel or FRP bars) on the behavior of FRP confined concrete long columns (Mirmiran et al 


2001, Mohamed et al 2010, Fitzwilliam and Bisby 2010, and Masmoudi and Mohamed 2011). Yuan and Mirmiran 


(2001) carried out a comprehensive parametric study on the buckling of over 11 500 CFFT columns. They found 


that instability of CFFT columns might occur at a lower slenderness ratio than that of ordinary RC columns (without 
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FRP tubes); however, the ultimate capacity of the former might be higher than that of the latter. This attributed to 


the bilinear stress-strain behavior of the CFFT columns in which the buckling mode of failure initiated at the plastic 


branch of the curve, which was characterized by a lower Young’s modulus. They also recommended that the current 


slenderness limit of 22 for steel-reinforced concrete columns bent in single curvature be reduced to 11 for CFFT 


columns. Masmodui and Mohamed (2011) conducted an experimental investigation on the axial behavior of CFFT 


columns internally reinforced with steel or carbon FRP (CFRP) bars with different slenderness ratios ranging from 4 


to 20. The test results showed that the CFFT columns reinforced with CFRP bars behaved similar to that of CFFT 


columns reinforced with steel bars. The axial capacity of steel or CFRP-reinforced CFFT decreased as the 


slenderness ratios increased. This can draw the conclusion that the increase of the slenderness ratio of CFFT 


columns reinforced internally with steel or CFRP bars might be a critical factor that controls the mode of failure and 


might prevent such columns from attaining their ultimate load capacity.  


FRP bars have emerged as a realistic and cost-effective solution to overcome such corrosion problems. Using FRP 


bars instead of conventional steel bars in the CFFT columns can provide a step forward to develop a promising 


totally corrosion-free new structural system. Nonetheless, the axial behavior of FRP bars as longitudinal 


reinforcement in compression members has been quite limited, especially for the CFFT columns. To the knowledge 


of the candidate, no investigations have addressed the behavior of FRP-reinforced CFFT columns under axial cyclic 


compression loading. To address such knowledge gaps and properly understanding the general behavior of FRP-


reinforced CFFT columns under axial cyclic loading more experimental studies are needed.  This paper presents the 


test results of an experimental study aimed at investigating the behavior of CFFT columns reinforced with 


longitudinal steel or FRP bars tested under axial compression loading. A total of eight RC and CFFT columns were 


constructed and tested until failure. All columns had 1900-mm in height and 213-mm in diameter. The effect of 


internal reinforcement type and amount, GFRP tube thicknesses, and natural of loading (i.e. monotonic and cyclic) 


were addressed. 


2. EXPERIMENTAL WORK 


2.1 Material Properties 


All columns were constructed using a ready-mixed normal strength concrete (NSC) with an average compressive 


concrete strength of 44.1 MPa. The actual concrete compressive strength was determined from testing six concrete 


cylinders (150 × 300 mm) on the same day of testing the columns. Three types of longitudinal reinforcement were 


used to reinforce the control and CFFT columns: (1) deformed steel bars M15 (16 mm in diameter; 200 mm2 in 


cross-sectional area); (2) GFRP bars No. 3 and No. 5 (9.5 mm and 15.9 mm in-diameter; 71 mm2 and 199 mm2 in 


cross-sectional area, respectively); and (3) CFRP bars No. 3 (9.5 mm-in diameter; 71 mm2 in cross-sectional area). 


The mechanical properties of steel bars were determined from the standard test according to the ASTM 


A615/A615M-09 (2009) based on five representative specimens. Mild steel bar 3.4 mm in-diameter was served as 


transverse spiral reinforcement for the control specimens. The FRP bars had a sand-coated surface to improve the 


bond between the bars and surrounding concrete. The FRP bars tensile properties as provided by the manufacturer 


(Pultrall, Inc. 2009) are presented in Table 1.  


 


Table 1: Tensile properties of the GFRP, CFRP, and steel bars 


Reinforcement 


 type 


Nominal 


diameter 


(mm) 


Nominal area 


(mm²) 


Tensile modulus 


of elasticity 


(GPa) 


Yield 


strength 


(MPa) 


Ultimate 


strength 


(MPa) 


Ultimate strain 


(%) 


GFRP 9.5 71 45.4 - 856 1.89 


15.9 199 48.2 - 751 1.60 


CFRP 9.5 71 128 - 1431 1.20 


Wire (mild steel) 3.4 9 200 675 850 0.30* 


15M (deformed) 16  200 200 419 686 0.21* 


* Yield strain 
 


Two types of GFRP tubes (namely Type A and B), with an internal diameter of 213 mm and 2.9 and 6.4 mm wall 


thicknesses, respectively, were used as structural stay in-place formwork for the tested specimens (see Figure 1). 


The GFRP tubes were fabricated using filament-winding technique; E-glass fiber and Epoxy resin with different 
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fiber angles respect to the longitudinal axis of the tubes. The fiber orientations of the tubes were mainly in the hoop 


direction with no fibers in the longitudinal direction. Table 2 shows the dimensions and mechanical properties of 


FRP tubes. More details regarding the mechanical properties and standard tests of these tubes can be found 


elsewhere (Mohamed and Masmoudi 2010).  


 


 


Figure 1: Filament wound GFRP tubes 


 


Table 2: Dimension and mechanical properties of FRP tubes 


Tube 


type 


D 


(mm) 
frpt


 
(mm) 


No. of layers Stacking sequence 
fFRPU 


(MPa) 


εFRPU 


(%) 


EFRPU 


(MPa) 


fX 


(MPa) 


εX 


(%) 


EX 


(MPa) 


A 213 2.90 6 [60 º, 90 º, 60 º] 548 1.70 32260 55.2 0.62 8865 


B 213 6.40 12 [±60 º, 90 º, ±60 º, 90 º] 510 1.69 30200 59.2 0.75 7897 


D and tfrp are the internal diameter and thickness of the FRP tubes, respectively. fFRPU, εFRPU, and EFRPU  are, 


respectively, the ultimate strength, ultimate tensile strain, and Young’s modulus in the hoop direction; while fX, εX, 


and Ex are the ultimate strength, ultimate tensile strain, and Young’s modulus in the axial direction, respectively. 


2.2 Test Specimens 


A total of eight RC and CFFT circular columns were fabricated and tested under concentric axial monotonic or 


cyclic compression loading. Two RC control columns and six CFFT columns were internally reinforced with steel, 


Glass FRP (FRP) or CFRP bars. All columns had the same height (h=1900 mm) to diameter (D=213 mm) ratio of 


9.0. The investigated test parameters were: (i) GFRP tubes thicknesses (2.9 and 6.4 mm); (ii) internal reinforcement 


type (steel; GFRP; or CFRP bars) and amount; and (iii) natural of loading (i.e. monotonic and cyclic). The control 


RC columns were reinforced longitudinally with reinforcement ratio (ρL) equal to (3.4%), one specimen reinforced 


with steel bars and the other specimen reinforced with GFRP bars. Steel spiral stirrups (pitch = 50.6 mm) were used 


as transverse reinforcement and designed to have approximately similar hoop stiffness as the GFRP tube (Type A). 


The CFFT columns were laterally confined with GFRP tubes (Type A or B). One specimen was internally 


reinforced with deformed steel bars (6 M15; ρL = 3.4%) and laterally confined with tube type (A). Four specimens 


were reinforced with 6 GFRP bars No. 3 or No. 5 (ρL = 1.2 and 3.4%, respectively) and laterally confined with tubes 


type (A and B). Besides, one specimen (A-C(3.4)-C) was reinforced with longitudinal CFRP bars (6 No. 3; ρL = 1.2 


%) and laterally confined with tube type (A) and was designed to have similar axial stiffness as in specimen (A-


G(3.4)-C). All specimens were tested under single complete unloading/reloading axial cyclic compression loading, 


except one specimen (B-G(1.2)-M) which was tested under monotonic axial compression loading. Table 3 shows the 


test specimens’ details.  


 


The test specimens were labeled as follows: the first letter S, A, or B is defining “the type of lateral reinforcement: 


steel spiral stirrups, GFRP tube type (A), or tube type (B)” then followed by a letter S, G, or C indicating “the 


longitudinal reinforcement type: steel, GFRP, or CFRP bars”, respectively. The number between brackets indicates 


“the longitudinal reinforcement ratio”. The final letter refers to the natural of loading type “M for monotonic or C 


for complete unloading/reloading cyclic loading”. 
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2.3 Instrumentations and Testing Procedures 


Several strain gauges were mounted on the internal reinforcement bars prior the concrete casting and on concrete or 


GFRP tube surfaces before testing. Two strain gauges were bonded on two longitudinal bars at 180o degree apart at 


the mid-height of the column. Eight strain gauges were located at the column mid-height in both axial and lateral 


directions to measure the axial and lateral strains, respectively. Figure 2 (a & b) shows the strain gauges 


instrumentation on the reinforcing bars and GFRP tube surface. Two displacement transducers (DTs) were used to 


measure the axial deformation of the column over the full height as shown in Figure 3 (a). Additionally, two in-


plane linear variable displacement transducers (LVDTs) were located at the mid-height to record the lateral 


displacements of each column.  All columns were capped with a thin layer of the high strength sulphur to ensure 


uniform load distribution during testing. Before testing, both ends of the columns were further confined with bolted 


steel collars made from 10 mm thick steel plates in order to prevent premature failure at their ends. The specimens 


were loaded under axial compression loading using a 6000-kN capacity-testing machine. Loading and unloading in 


compression tests were achieved with load control at a rate approximately equal to 2.3 kN/s. During the test, load, 


axial and lateral displacements, and strain gauges were recorded automatically using a data acquisition system 


connected to the computer. Figure 3 shows the test setup: a) the test specimen inside the testing machine and b) data 


acquisition system.  


  
                                            (a)                                                                                 (b)                                                                                                                               


Figure 2: Instrumentations: (a) reinforcement bars instrumentations (Mohamed 2010) and (b) vertical and horizontal 


strain gauges on the GFRP tube surface 


     
                               (a)                                                                        (b) 


Figure 3: Test setup: (a) test specimen inside the testing machine; (b) a data acquisition system 
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3. TEST RESULT AND DISCUSSION 


3.1 Mode of Failure 


Different failure modes were observed for the control and CFFT tested columns. For the control columns reinforced 


with steel or GFRP bars showed similar responses. The failure was typically initiated with vertical cracks started to 


appear at approximately 85% of their peak loads and followed by concrete dilation and lateral deformation of 


transverse and longitudinal reinforcement leading to concrete cover spalling. Thereafter, the concrete core crushed 


and spiral stirrups fractured after buckling of the longitudinal bars. Moreover, inclined diagonal shear surface was 


observed leading to a separation of the concrete core into two column parts causing a sudden drop after reaching the 


peak load. On the other hand, the CFFT columns showed substantially different failure mode compared to that 


occurred for the control columns. The GFRP tube provided significant confinement attributing to shift the failure 


mode from axially dominated material failure for control columns to instability failure for the CFFT columns. The 


instability was evident in a significant single curvature mode shape of the bent column. Despite, the specimens 


experienced much lateral deflections beyond the ultimate load, the deflected columns were still stable and carried 


more axial load. Loading the specimens continued until localized failure occurred near the mid height of the column. 


Finally, GFRP tube rupture, concrete crushing, and local buckling of steel bars or crushing of the FRP bars in the 


compression side of the CFFT columns were observed. This observation is in agreement with the previous research 


works conducted on slender FRP-confined columns (Mohamed et al 2010 and Fitzwilliam et al 2010). Figure 4 


shows typical mode of failure for the tested columns. Table 3 summarizes the test results for all specimens.  


            
(a)                                                                               (b) 


 Figure 4: Typical mode of failure for the tested columns: (a) GFRP-reinforced control specimen; (b) GFRP-


reinforced CFFT column confined with tube (B)  


3.2 Axial and Lateral Stress-Strain Responses 


Figure 5 depicts the axial and lateral stress strain relationships for control and CFFT columns. Axial stress was 


obtained from dividing the axial load by the column cross-sectional. The axial and lateral stress-strain curves were 


plotted from the ultimate strain gauges bonded in the vertical and hoop directions at the mid-height of the column. 


The experimental results of the tested columns are shown in Table 3. In this Table 3, the experimental ultimate load 


(Pu), the confined concrete compressive strength (fcc
’)-that is the maximum compressive strength at the ultimate load, 


the corresponding axial strain (εcc’), the unconfined concrete compressive strength (fc’) from cylinders and the 


corresponding axial strain of unconfined concrete (εco’) are reported. As shown in Fig. 5 that the stress-strain 


diagrams for all columns exhibited almost similar initial stiffness with a relatively linear slope in the elastic range of 


the stress-strain curves, indicating that the elastic axial stiffness is not affected by confinement, regardless the 


investigated tested parameters. The stress-strain responses of the GFRP-reinforced control columns behaved similar 


to that of the steel-reinforced control column up to their peak load. However, the peak axial stress for steel-


reinforced column was slightly higher than that of their counterpart reinforced with GFRP bars by 11% (on 


average).  
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The axial stress-strain curves for GFRP and steel reinforced CFFT columns showed similar shapes of the hysteresis 


loops for the unloading/reloading paths. However, the steel-reinforced CFFT column hysteresis loop starts to open 


after the yielding of steel bars. The unloading paths for the CFFT columns reinforced with steel or FRP bars 


exhibited non-linear behavior. The degree of the non-linearity increases as the unloading axial strain increases. The 


reloading paths can be resembled as straight lines. The envelop curves of the reinforced CFFT- columns, 


representing the upper boundary of the axial cyclic stress-strain responses, showed bilinear responses with a 


transition zone in the vicinity of the unconfined concrete (fc’) followed by nearly stabilization of the load carrying 


capacity as shown in specimens B-G(3.4)-C and B-G(1.2)-C). The initial slope was almost identical for all the 


specimens while the second slope is highly governed by GFRP tubes stiffness rather than the internal reinforcement 


type and amount, particularly in thicker tube thickness.  


  
      (a) Ultimate hoop strains                                                    (b) Ultimate axial strain 


Figure 5: Axial cyclic stress-strain curves for control columns and reinforced-CFFT columns 


 


Table 3: Specimen’s details and test results 


ID 


Later 


reinforcement 


type  


Longitudinal bars 
P u 


(kN) 


f ’cc
a 


(MPa) 


f ’cc
/ f ’c 


 
cc 


(µε) 
cc/o 


h, min. 


(µε) 


h, aver. 


(µε) 


h, max. 


(µε) Type Area 


S-S(3.4)-C ϕ3.4@50.6 Steel 6 M 15 1948 54.60 1.23 -2510 1.04 377 599 836 


S-G(3.4)-C ϕ3.4@50.6 GFRP 6 No. 5 1575 47.20 1.08 -2711 1.12 653 935 1144 


A-S(3.4)-C A Steel 6 M 15 2402 67.38 1.53 -13749 3.83 2442 4697 9707 


A-G(3.4)-C A GFRP 6 No. 5 2603 73.06 1.66 -13718 4.63 5172 8087 9610 


B-G(3.4)-C B GFRP 6 No. 5 3455 96.97 2.20 -15578 5.49 4435 9745 15135 


B-G(1.2)-C B GFRP 6 No. 3 3272 91.82 2.08 -15563 5.96 11456 13787 16113 


B-G(1.2)-M B GFRP 6 No. 3 3068 86.09 1.95 -15514 5.15 3156 11356 16090 


A-C(1.2)-C A CFRP 6 No. 3 2086 58.55 1.33 -15486 4.65 4190 8240 11913 


* X-Y(aa)-Z*: X= lateral reinforcement type, where S=Steel spiral stirrups; A=GFRP tube type; and B= GFRP tube 


type B; Y=longitudinal reinforcement type, where S=steel bars; G= GFRP bars; and C=CFRP bars; aa=longitudinal 


reinforcement ratio; Z=loading type, where C=cyclic axial loading; and M=monotonic axial loading; a fcc’=Pu/Ac 


3.3 Stress-Strain Responses of Longitudinal Reinforcement 


Figure 6 shows the axial stress-strain relationships for the longitudinal reinforcement of the tested specimens. As 


shown in Fig. 6a for the control columns reinforced with the GFRP and steel bars the average axial strains reached 


to 2495 and 2100 µε, respectively. While the load carried by the reinforcement (computed by multiplying the area of 


the longitudinal reinforcement by the average axial strain and modulus of elasticity of the material) indicated that the 


GFRP and steel bars contributed to the ultimate load capacity of the columns by 10 and 15%, respectively. This 


confirms the integration of the GFRP bars used as the steel bars in compression for the tested columns (Mohamed et 


al 2014). For steel-reinforced CFFT column (A-S(3.4)- C), the stress-strain curve for steel bars showed a linear 


response until yielding stress at a stain approximately equal to 2100 µε (Fig. 6b). After yielding, the axial stress-steel 


strain increased progressively in the horizontal direction until failure. It was observed that the yield load occurred at 


load level 83% of the ultimate capacity. This indicated that the ultimate capacity did not show much enhancement 
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after yielding stage as a result of column instability occurred before initiation of the confinement lateral pressure. On 


the other hand, the GFRP-reinforced CFFT column initiated almost similarly response as steel-reinforced ones 


before steel yielding stage. Thereafter, the slope of axial stress-strain curve in the second region continued to 


increase slightly until failure. This can be attributed to the linear behavior of the FRP material. It showed be noted 


that both specimens (A-S(3.4)-C and A-G(3.4)-C) at the same longitudinal ratio (ρ=3.4%) achieved similar axial 


strength. This indicated that the contribution of the GFRP bars in the axial capacity of the CFFT column is 


comparable to that of the steel bars. Furthermore, increasing the longitudinal reinforcement ratio from 1.2 to 3.4% as 


in the tested specimens (B-G(3.4)-C and B-G(1.2)-C) demonstrated slightly increase in the axial load carrying capacity 


by only 5% (see Figure 6c).  


    
(a)                                                                  (b) 


 


 
                                                                                           (c) 


Figure 6: Axial stress-strain relationships for longitudinal bars of the tested columns  


3.4 GFRP Tube Thickness Effect on Confinement 


Table 3 shows the strength and strain enhancement ratios ( ccc ff  and cocc  ). Table 3 indicates that the strength 


and strain enhancement ratios of the CFFT columns (A-S(3.4)-C and A-G(3.4)-C) were increased ranging from 1.3 to 


1.5 and 3.7 to 4.4 times compared to their counterpart control specimens (S-S(3.4)-C and S-G(3.4)-C), respectively. As 


shown Figure 7 that providing the FRP tube as in tube A enhanced the strength and strain capacity by 52% and 


470%, respectively, in comparison with their control specimens which were reinforced with steel spiral stirrups and 


designed to have similar lateral stiffness as in Tube A. This can be attributed to the continuity of the FRP tubes 


rather than the discontinuity of the steel stirrups, which reflects the superior confining behavior of the FRP tubes 


over the steel stirrups to increase not only the strength but also the ductility of the CFFT columns (Mohamed et al 


2010). Increasing the GFRP tube thickness from 2.9 to 6.4 mm enhanced both the strength and strain ratios by 25% 


and 12%, respectively. This can be attributed to the enhancement of lateral confinement, as a result of increasing the 


stiffness of the tube, which increased the ultimate axial stress capacities and strain of the tested CFFT columns (see 


Figure 7).  
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Figure 7: Axial cyclic stress-strain curves for specimens under different confinement type and level (S-G(3.4)-C, A-


G(3.4)-C and B-G(3.4)-C) 


3.5  Effect of Loading Pattern 


The envelop curves of the reinforced CFFT- columns, represent the upper boundary of the cyclic axial stress-strain 


responses.The responses in Figure 8 imply that the envelop curve of the GFRP-reinforced CFFT column (B-G(1.2)-C) 


subjected to axial cyclic loading was almost identical to the axial stress-strain response of the monotonically loaded 


specimen (B-G(1.2)-M). Generally, the ultimate axial strain of the axial cyclic loading specimen’ was slightly higher 


than that of the specimen subjected to monotonic loading. This observation is consistent with the tests on FRP-


confined concrete cylinders (Lam and Teng 2009; Sho et al. 2006; Ozbakkaloglu and Akin 2012). Furthermore, the 


average ultimate lateral strains of specimen (B-G(1.2)-C) were 18% (on average) higher than the specimen (B-G(1.2)-


M), which is in agreement with pervious tests for axial cyclically loaded cylinders conducted by Lam and Teng 2009 


and Theodoros 2001.  


 


Figure 8: Stress-strain curves comparisons under axial cyclic and monotonic compression loading for specimens (B-


G(1.2)-C, and B-G(1.2)-M) 
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CONCLUSIONS 


This paper presented the results of an experimental study on the behavior of circular RC and CFFT columns 


internally reinforced with longitudinal steel or FRP bars tested under axial compression loading. The effect of 


internal reinforcement type and amount, GFRP tube thickness, and natural of loading type (monotonic or cyclic) 


were investigated. On the basis of the experimental test results and discussions of this paper, the following 


conclusions can be drawn: 


1. The CFFT columns reinforced with GFRP bars exhibited similar responses compared to their counterparts 


reinforced with steel bars at the same longitudinal reinforcement amount. No significant difference was 


observed in terms of ultimate axial strength and strain capacities. 


2. Increasing the thickness of the GFRP tubes significantly increased the ultimate axial and strain capacities of the 


CFFT reinforced tested columns. 


3. The envelop curve of the CFFT reinforced column under axial cyclic loading is almost identical to the axial 


stress-strain curve of the same specimen under monotonic loading. However, the ultimate axial and hoop 


rupture strain was slightly larger for the specimen subjected to cyclic loading.  


4. Using FRP bars instead of conventional steel bars in the CFFT columns can provide a step forward to develop a 


totally corrosion-free new structural system. 
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ABSTRACT  


The study discussed here is an attempt at comparing three of the most important kinetic parameters in an enzyme 


catalysed aerobic system; overall reaction kinetic constant, hydrolysis rate constant and oxygen assimilation 


constant.  The kinetic parameters are compared with each other as well as between uncatalyzed and enzyme 


catalyzed reactions. Theatrical reaction kinetic models were developed for the analysis. Batch experiments were 


conducted to characterize solid waste behaviour and the results used to calibrate the developed models. Lignin 


content, cellulose/hemicellulose content, total organic content, oxygen depletion and CO2 production was used as 


responses in the experiments.  Manganese peroxidase from white-rot-fungi is used as the enzyme for catalysing 


treatments. The catalyzed reactions showed higher reaction rates than the un-catalyzed reactions. Further analysis 


revealed that catalyzed reactions have higher hydrolysis rates compared to the overall rates of metabolism. The O2 


assimilation analysis revealed that catalyzed reactions require 1.66 times more O2 than un-catalyzed reactions. 


 


Keywords: Aerobic degradation, Reaction Kinetics, Hydrolysis, Enzymes, Oxygen Assimilation 


1. INTRODUCTION 


The biodegradation rate in aerobic landfills is significantly reduced in latter stages of operation, due to the decrease 


in availability of readily degradable organic matter. This is mainly caused by the presence of organic compounds 


known as lignins. Different enhancement techniques can be used in the latter stages to overcome this barrier. 


Enhancing aerobic degradation of waste can be achieved using the following methods: control of landfill bioreactor 


temperature, leachate augmentation and bioventing (Ishigaki et al., 2003). Leachate augmentation techniques 


include addition of sludge, addition of supplemental nutrients, and augmentation of leachate with enzymes. Among 


these techniques, the addition of sludge is the most common and oldest practice (Jayasinghe et al., 2011).  


 


Lignin is a long chain aromatic hydrocarbon found in organic substances, and is difficult to biodegrade. 


Lignocellulose, which consists of cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin, is the major organic component of municipal 


solid waste (MSW). Lignin is less inhibitory to substrate decomposition in an aerobic environment than in an 


anaerobic one, due to the physical association of lignin with cellulose. Also, lignin is relatively degradable in 


aerobic environments but refractory in anaerobic ones (Komilis and Ham, 2003). The biodegradation of lignin is 


limited to several types of white-rot fungus (WTF), brown-rot fungus (BRF), and some bacteria that can be found in 


nature (Bugg et al., 2011; Hofrichter, 2002). The WRF Nematoloma frowardii is a type of basidiomycete that can 


degrade lignin. This fungus produces several types of enzymes that can break down the lignocellulose structure.  


 


Hettiaratchi et al. (2014) have demonstrated that enzyme addition can increase the lignin degradation of landfilled 


waste under both anaerobic and aerobic conditions. The lignin degrading enzymes include an array of oxidases and 


peroxidases.  Examples of commercially available lignin degraders are lignin peroxidase (LiP), manganese 
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peroxidase (MnP), soybean peroxidase (SbP), horseradish peroxidase (HRP), and laccases. Of these peroxidases, 


LiP and MnP are described as true lignin degraders because of their high potential redox value (Martinez et al., 


2005). Also, Hettiaratchi et al. (2014) demonstrated that MnP is a better enhancement agent than LiP. Although LiP 


is a true lignin degrader, it does not dissolve phenolic compounds, hence it has a lower potential to degrade lignin 


than MnP. 


 


Although it has been validated that enzyme augmentation can enhance waste biodegradation by degrading lignin, the 


exact biological behaviour has not been quantified (Hettiaratchi et al., 2014). The biological activity inside a landfill 


bioreactor can be described with reaction kinetics. The parameters in reaction kinetics, or reaction rate constants, are 


a key aspect in landfill design. Development of a comprehensive reaction kinetic model and model calibration can 


be a complex process. However, there are several key parameters in the reaction process that need to be determined 


for all MSW bioreactors waste cells which are hydrolysis rate; overall reaction rate; and oxygen 


assimilation/consumption rate. The addition of ligninolytic enzymes essentially increases the hydrolysis of the 


organic material. Also, for aerobic reactions, the oxygen assimilation/ consumption rate becomes important, since 


this can determine the rates of aeration. 


 


In this study a theoretical reaction kinetics model was first developed for aerobic waste degradation. The model was 


then calibrated using batch experiments. The objective of the study was to determine the reaction kinetic parameter 


values of an aerobic waste degradation process and compare the values of catalyzed and uncatalyzed reactions. 


2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 


2.1 Waste Material 


Samples of partly degraded MSW were collected from a 30-year old landfill cell located at the City of Calgary 


Shepard landfill, Calgary, Canada. The sampled cell had an average depth of approximately 12 m, area of one 


hectare, and a cover thickness of 1 m. Samples were taken from 3 boreholes at different depths (every 1 m up to a 


total depth of 8 m). In order to obtain samples representative of the entire landfill cell, ASTM standard procedure 


D4687 was followed during the sample collection.  


Once collected, the waste samples were mixed thoroughly. The samples were then shredded and sieved to an 


average particle size of 1 mm prior to use in batch experiments. The characteristics of shredded and sieved waste 


samples were determined experimentally according to the standard test methods (APHA, 2005) and are presented in 


Table 1. 10 Samples were analyzed for each test. 


Table 1: Characteristics of the waste material  


Parameter Value 


Moisture Content (% of TS) 24.00 +/- SD 0.04 


Dry Solids (% of TS) 76.00 * 


Volatile Solids (% of DS) 22.21 +/- SD 4.00 


Lignin Content (% of VS) 14.00  +/- SD 4.00 


Field Capacity (%) 44.00  +/- SD 6.40 


Cellulose and Hemicellulose to Lignin ratio, (C+H)/L ratio 1.63  +/- SD 0.39 


Ash % 77.79 * 


* no standard deviation since these are calculated values 


 
MnP from Nematoloma frowardii, purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Co. (Product #: 41563), was used for the 


experiments. 
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Table 2: Elemental analysis of waste 


 Dry Solid Ash 


  C % H % N % O% Ash % C % H % N % 


CHN Analysis data 10.37 1.41 0.52     1.33 0.12 0.04 


Volatile solids (VS) 9.04 1.28 0.48 11.41 77.79       


# of moles per 100 g  0.75 1.28 0.03 0.71         


Chemical ratio of VS 21.97 37.39 1.00 20.80         


 


Waste samples were further tested for elemental analysis using a CHN analyzer (Perkin Elmer Model 2400 series 


II). The results are shown in Table 2, and each data has an error of ±17%. Using this elemental analysis, an 


approximate molecular formula for the Volatile Solids (VS) was estimated as C22H37O21N.  


2.2 Experimental Method 


The laboratory experiments were conducted in batch reactors of 1 L glass bottles with plastic caps and a septum. 25 


g of dry waste, 15 m L of distilled water, and a variable dose of MnP (0, 0.04, 0.08, 0.12, or 0.16 mg/g DS in 


sample) were added to each bottle. The experimental bottles were maintained at room temperature (22 1 0C), which 


is representative of the average temperature in a bioreactor landfill (Hunte, 2010). The glass bottle reactors were 


opened every two days to ensure there was no gas build up and increase in pressure within the reactors. Opening the 


bottles also ensured O2 levels were maintained over time, which can impact the microbial population in the bottles. 


The headspace gas was collected and measured using a syringe and Micro GC. Headspace CO2 was used as the 


response of the system. 1 L of headspace volume was used in the CO2 concentration calculations. The experiment 


was conducted until a stable CO2 production as achieved. This experiment was able to achieve a stable CO2 


Production in 60 days. 


 


Every 14 days the bottles were mixed, and 1 g solid samples collected and analyzed. The lignin content, cellulose, 


hemicellulose content, and TOC were measured as responses during the solid sample analysis. In order to use 


substrate utilization as an indication of the success of experiments, the lignin contents of the waste before and after 


experiments were determined according to the ASTM-D1106 standard test method with minor modifications. First, 


the waste samples were grounded to pass a 0.5 mm sieve and dried at 105 0C for 2 hrs. 1 g of prepared sample was 


added to an extraction thimble, and the test samples were extracted with 1:2 ethanol: benzene solution for 8 hrs in a 


soxlet extraction apparatus. The sample was then transferred into a beaker; 400 mL of water was added and digested 


in a hot water bath at 100 oC for 3 hrs. The digested sample was washed with 100 mL hot water and then dried in the 


air. The dried sample was transferred to a glass bottle and 15 mL of 72 % H2SO4 was added slowly while stirring. 


Once the sample was well mixed with acid, it was kept in a water bath at 20 oC for 2 hrs. The acid digested sample 


was diluted by adding 560 mL of distilled water and boiled for 4 hrs. After allowing the insoluble materials to settle, 


the sample was washed again with 500 mL hot water and dried at 105 oC for 2 hrs. The weight of the sample was 


measured and then combusted at 550 oC for 2 hrs in a muffle furnace (Isotemp, Fisher Scientific). The weight of the 


ignited sample was measured. The weight loss on ignition represents lignin. 


3. REACTION KINETIC MODEL 


In aerobic degradation, two distinct stages can be identified which are; hydrolysis stage and oxidation stage. The 


initial hydrolysis stage can be modeled based on first order reaction kinetics as; 


 


 


[1] 


 


 


where,  is hydrolysis rate of waste (s-1) and Cs is the substrate or the non-dissolved organics concentration.  


 


Dissolved organic carbon concentration is impacted by hydrolysis, microbial growth, and microbial death. Dissolved 


organic carbon concentration can then be expressed as follows (Slezak et al., 2012); 
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[2] 


 


 


where,  is the microbial death rate constant in dissolved organics (day-1),  is the half saturation constant for 


substrate during aeration (kg m-3),  is microbial biomass maximum specific growth rate constant (day-1).  and 


 are the concentrations of the hydrolysis and intermediate complex. Intermediate complex represents the biomass 


concentration. 


 


The enzymatic reaction kinetics is based on the Michaelis and Menten (1913) model. The rate of formation and 


dissociation of the intermediates are assumed to be zero using pseudo-steady-state hypothesis. Neufeld and 


Hernandez-Garcia (2010) showed that if enzymes have only one binding site then the reaction rate equation can be 


written as given in Eq. 3. 


 


[3]   


 


 


where, , ,  are reaction rate constants for substrate to intermediate complex forward reaction, substrate to 


intermediate complex backward reaction, and intermediate complex to product, respectively. is the Michaelis 


constant . The concept discussed here is widely known as Michaelis–Menten kinetics. Also 


 is the maximum rate of reaction (velocity of reaction) (gTOC/gDS.day).  and E are concentrations 


for the substrate and enzyme, respectively. 


 


The modified hydrolysis rate equation for an enzyme catalyzed aerobic system is as follows; 


 


 


[4] 


 


 


However,  is much lower than  for landfill bioreactors resulting in a first order approximation (Neufeld and 


Hernandez-Garcia, 2010). Hence, the above equation is approximated to; 


 


[5]  


 


 


where,  is the first order growth rate of microorganisms (day-1),  


 


Also, for modelling purposes, it is assumed that the dead micro-organisms cause the production of CO2 in the 


decomposition process (El-Fadel et al., 1996). CO2 production can be estimated as follows (Slezak et al., 2012); 


 


 


[6] 


 


where,  is the yield coefficient representing the amount of dissolved organic carbon used for microbial growth 


(Slezak et al., 2012). 


 


Based on first order general reaction kinetics, a direct relationship between the refuse mass and the production of 


CO2 can be developed. A similar equation to Scholl-Canyon model (USEPA, 2005) used for anaerobic CH4 


generation is presented in Eq. 7 for aerobic CO2 production. 


 


 


[7]  
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where, t is the time elapsed (days), and  is the first-order rate constant (day-1),  is the  cumulative CO2 generated 


from the beginning of life to time t (m3); MC0 is the CO2 generation potential (m3 kg-1), and m is the remaining mass 


of refuse (kg). 


 


The rate of CO2 production is obtained by differentiating Eq. 7 with respect to time and is as follows; 


 


[8] 


 


where,  is the CO2 production rate at time t (m3 days-1).  


 


Unlike the anaerobic process the depletion or the assimilation of O2 is also a factor in the aerobic process (Lin et al., 


2008). Similarly, O2 production can be approximated to (Slezak et al., 2012); 


 


[9] 


 


 


where,  is the O2 maximum specific assimilation rate constant (day-1). 


4. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 


The model discussed in the previous section is analyzed for the three kinetic parameters: hydrolysis, overall 


reaction, and O2 assimilation. 


 


The hydrolysis stage is analyzed separately for catalyzed and uncatalyzed systems. The hydrolysis stage reaction is 


in Eq. 1 for un-catalyzed reactions and in Eq. 3 for catalyzed reactions. 


 


Eq. 1 can be written in the form; 


 


 


[10] 


 


 


Integration results in; 


 


 


[11]  


 


By finding the slope in  vs , the value of  is determined as 0.0058 (day-1). Date from control 


experiments or the enzyme dose 0 experiments are used for calculating this value. 


 


Similarly for the catalyzed reaction, Eq. 3 is rewritten in the form; 


 


 


[12]  


 


 


 


Integration results in; 


 


 


[13] 
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This equation is in the form of y = mx +c, where, the slope of the equation (m) is  and the intercept (c) is 


. The analysis is conducted for 3 different enzyme doses. The results obtained for the 3 different enzyme doses 


for the enzyme-catalyzed reaction are presented in Table 3. Enzye dose 0.04 mg/g of DS did not show any time 


dependent relationship and the results could not be analyzed.  The highest reaction kinetic constant among the 


catalyzed systems was observed in the enzyme dose of 0.08 mg/g of DS. 


Table 3: Reaction kinetic parameters 


Enzyme Dose (E) (mg/g of DS) 0.08 0.12 0.16 


Vmax 0.0056 0.0078 0.0075 


Km 0.33 0.54 0.44 


Kcat = K3 0.07 0.07 0.05 


Kcat/Kh 12.07 11.21 8.08 


 


The reaction kinetic constant for catalyzed hydrolysis, Kcat, can be compared with the un-catalyzed hydrolysis Kh. 


The catalyzed reaction rate for an enzyme dose of 0.08 mg/g of DS is 12 times faster than the uncatalyzed reaction 


rate. Certain enzyme based reaction rates could be million times faster than that of comparable un-catalyzed 


reactions (Jayasinghe, 2013). However, a comparison of the kinetic constant with those reported in literature was not 


possible due to the unavailability of similar results. 


 


The CO2 generation potential, , is estimated from the theoretical stoichiometric chemical formula developed 


during the CHN analysis and is estimated as 0.76 m3/kg of waste. 


 


Eq. 8 is used for the kinetic model fitting and is modified as; 


 


 


[14]  


 


 


This equation is in the form of y = mx +c where the slope of the equation is . Plots are generated for the 


catalyzed and un-catalyzed reactions, shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2, respectfully. The data used for the plots are 


from the conducted batch experiments. 


 


 
Figure 1: Kinetic model fitting for CO2 production in uncatalyzed reaction 
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Figure 2: Kinetic model fitting for CO2 production in catalyzed reaction 


 


The uncatalyzed reaction shown in Figure 1 was used to measure an overall reaction rate constant of 0.008 day-1, 


which is comparable to that of the hydrolysis rate 0.0058 day-1 of the un-catalyzed reaction. The catalyzed overall 


reaction rate constant is 0.024 day-1. This value is lower than the catalyzed hydrolysis rate of 0.07 day-1. In other 


words, in catalyzed reactions, the overall reaction rate constant was 2.92 times lower than the rate of hydrolysis. 


This observation indicates that although the enzymes are capable of achieving rapid hydrolysis, the overall increase 


in reaction rate is much lower. This effect can be attributed to many other limiting conditions that affect microbial 


growth, such as lack of trace nutrients, heterogeneity, and limited O2 supply (Barlaz, 1996). 


 


Evaluation of O2 assimilation or consumption is an important aspect of aerobic landfill bioreactors in understanding 


the aeration flow rates required. Excess aeration results in increased moisture evaporation and in turn reduces the 


moisture content in the waste matrix. The loss of moisture impacts the rate of degradation. Another advantage of 


determining the O2 assimilation rate is that it can be used to accurately determine other parameters such as Radius of 


Influence (ROI) (Hinchee and Leeson, 1962) 


 


The modified O2 assimilation as a first order model is presented as; 


 


[15]  


 


 


where,  is the yield coefficient representing substrate mass and O2 consumption.  


 


The equation is modified as; 


 


 


[16]  


 


where,  is the rate of O2 assimilation. 


 


Eq. 17 can be written in the form; 


 


[17] 
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Integration of Eq. 17 results in; 


 


[18]  


 


This equation is in the form of y = mx +c where the slope of the equation (m) is the . The two slopes for 


catalysed and uncatalyzed systems were analyzed using the batch experimental data. Catalyzed system was analyzed 


at an enzyme dose of 0.08 mg/g of DS.  


 


 for the un-catalyzed reaction is 0.074 day-1 and  for the catalyzed reaction is calculated as 0.123 day-1. This 


states that 1.66 times more O2 is required for the catalyzed reaction than the uncatalyzed reaction.  


5. CONCLUSIONS 


The reaction kinetic analysis proved that a MnP catalyzed reaction could achieve as much as 12 times higher 


reaction rate constants compared to an un-catalyzed reaction, under aerobic conditions for waste degradation. In 


addition, the analysis showed that the enzymatic enhancement of the waste increases the hydrolysis at a faster rate 


than the overall reaction kinetics. This suggests that although MnP is capable of achieving rapid hydrolysis, the 


microbial growth could be limited by other factors resulting in lower rates of overall degradation. The O2 


assimilation analysis revealed that catalyzed reactions require 1.66 times more O2 than un-catalyzed reactions. 
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ABSTRACT  


Mass timber products or wood composites, such as glulam or cross laminated timber (CLT), are not presently 


commonly used construction materials for mid-rise and high-rise buildings in North America. However, because of 


the potential environmental benefits of wood and the advances in wood technology and manufacturing, the feasibility 


of using timber materials construct mid- and high-rise buildings is under extensive investigation. One of the issues 


that needs to be addressed for the use of heavy timber material is related to the safety of such construction under 


seismic loading, which is investigated in this study. For the investigation, a 10- and a 15-story building with CLT are 


designed and considered. The 3-D finite element models of the buildings with nonlinear connections are developed. 


An assessment of the capacity curve of designed buildings under uni-directional seismic exactions is carried out based 


on nonlinear incremental dynamic analysis (IDA). The assessment also investigates the impact of record-to-record 


variability on the capacity curves. Moreover, the estimated capacity curves are compared to those estimated using the 


nonlinear static pushover analyses. The comparison indicates that the capacity curve obtained from the nonlinear static 


pushover analysis can be used to adequately represent the average capacity curve estimated from the IDA curves for 


the designed timber buildings with nonlinear connections under seismic loadings. 


 


Keywords: timber building; design; nonlinear static pushover analysis; incremental dynamic analysis; capacity curve. 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Engineered wood composites such as structural composite lumber (SCL), laminated veneer lumber (LVL) and cross-


laminated timber (CLT) are used in constructing taller wood buildings. Because of the improved stiffness and stability 


of the wood composites, they will likely be used in floor or wall assemblies in mid- and high-rise wood buildings. 


Currently, wood structures are usually built to up to 4 storeys due to fire safety consideration. The trend to allow taller 


wood buildings is evidenced by the recent changes in allowing up to six story timber structures in British Columbia, 


Ontario and Quebec. Furthermore, several designs for mid- or high-rise buildings up to 20 stories were considered 


(Pang et al. 2010; Gagnon et al. 2010; MGB 2012; NEWBuildS 2015) by mainly using mass timber structural members. 


Some of these designs followed the provisions in the National Building Code of Canada (NBCC) (NRCC 2010) and 


CAN/CSA O86-09 (CSA 2009), and are considered to be adequate to provide good dynamic behaviour and sufficient 


fire resistance. In all mentioned cases, they are only in the design stage, and few studies are conducted to investigate 


the capacity of the mid- and high-rise wood buildings to sustain dynamic wind load and/or earthquake load considering 


nonlinear inelastic responses. The assessment of the structural capacity by considering the nonlinear inelastic 


behaviour is critical to estimate reliability of the timber buildings under natural hazards.  


 


In general, structural design under wind load is carried out by considering linear elastic behaviour, while the design 


for earthquake load considers the nonlinear inelastic behaviour of the structure through force reduction factors (i.e., 


over-strengthening factor and ductility related factor). The designed structures must satisfy all the codified design 
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requirements, including those for wind load as well as earthquake load. The nonlinear time-history analysis can be 


carried out to assess the ductile behavior of a wood building and used as a performance measure (Pang et al. 2010; Pei 


et al. 2013). The time-history responses from an appropriate finite element model (FEM) of a timber building can be 


used as the basis to predict its dynamic behavior. The responses obtained for a ground motion record scaled for a 


series of increased intensity (i.e., incremental dynamic analysis (IDA)) can then be used to form a capacity curve (i.e., 


IDA curve) (Vamvatsikos and Cornell 2002). The variability of a group of the IDA curves reflects the effect of record-


to-record variability. The use of IDA is computing intensive task. An alternative is to use the nonlinear static pushover 


analysis (NSPA), which is efficient. The use of the NSPA could not take into account the effect of record-to-record 


variability; the variability is important especially for seismic reliability analysis. 


 


The main objective of this study is to provide an overall progress on design and modeling of 10- and 15-story timber 


buildings with CLT, and on the preliminary assessment of capacity curves using the IDA and NSPA. For the design 


and modeling, a nonlinear load-resistant connection is assembled and used. Finite element models of the design 


buildings are developed. Capacity curves obtained based on the IDA and NSPA are compared. Impact of the record-


to-record variability on the capacity curve is presented and discussed. 


2. CONNECTION MODELLING AND STRUCTURAL DESIGN CONSIDEARIONS 


2.1 Connection modelling 


The dimension of CLT panels is limited due to fabrication and transportation processes. The connections in a wood 


building are needed and are playing a critical role. They also serve to dissipate energy during seismic excitations. The 


seismic responses of wood buildings are affected by mechanical connections amount CLT panels and other structural 


elements. The dynamic lateral load-resistance of the CLT wall assemblies under cyclic loads can be characterized by 


a hysteretic rule. The shear walls dissipate energy though inelastic deformation of the connections. The failure of shear 


wall assemblies may be due to the fracture or withdrawal of fasteners (nails or screws).  


 


Experimental tests on different types of screwed CLT panels were reported in Popovski et al. (2011), and Gavric et al. 


(2015). Bending of the screws or nails and formation of a plastic hinge were found from the tests (Gavric et al. 2015). 


Deformation of the fasteners in cyclic manner was also observed under cyclic loading, enlarging the fastener hole in 


the wood, and causing slippage of joints between elements. The slippage affects the hysteretic curve and needs to be 


taken into account. Experimental research program was also carried out for the withdrawal behavior of orthogonal 


panels, showing that the connections fail in brittle manner. Fragiacomo et al. (2011) recommended using nails or 


screws of at least 60 mm to achieve a ductile rather than a brittle failure. Also, it was reported by Gavric et al. (2015) 


that the average yield force, peak force and ultimate force were all very similar for connections in withdrawal test, 


with differences less than 10%. 


 


Since there is negligible plastic deformation in wood members, the major lateral wall deformation is attributed to 


connections when wall panel rotates about its corner. Consequently, the lateral load effect of a CLT wall panel can be 


used to calculate the reaction force of all the connectors. Based on the kinematics model proposed by Pei et al. (2013) 


and illustrated in Figure 1, each connector’s reaction is a function of its location and the panel geometry, and the sum 


of the reaction force in horizontal direction equals the applied lateral force. This results in: 


 


[1] 𝐹(𝐷) = ∑
𝑙𝑖


𝐻
𝑓𝑖(


𝑙𝑖


𝐻
𝐷)𝑛


𝑖=1 + 2𝑚𝑉𝑘 (
𝐷


𝐻
) +


𝐿


2𝐻
𝐺  


 


where L (m) is length of the wall panel; H (m) is the width of the wall panel; G (N) is total gravity load acting along 


the middle of the panel; D (m) is lateral displacement at the top of the wall, which can be taken from the serviceability 


requirements; n is total number of connectors between the wall and the floor diaphragm; fi (N) is the reaction force of 


the i-th wall-to-floor connector; li (m) is the distance from the i-th wall-to-floor connector to the compression corner 


of the panel; m is the total number of connectors between the wall panels; Vk (N) is shear reaction of the kth connector 


between wall panels assumed to act on both sides of the panel along the edge; and F(D) (N) is the applied lateral force 


on the wall as function of D. By using this equation, the demand of individual connector can be estimated once the 


panel configuration (connection layout, number of connectors and panel geometry), the design lateral load and 


maximum drift of the considered CLT wall panel are determined. 
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Figure 1: Simplified kinematics model of CLT wall panel 


2.2 Structural System 


Design of wood building includes the consideration of appropriate design methodology, reasonable assumptions, and 


common practice in structural engineering and architecture. The structural system for the present study was determined 


taking into account several prototypes (MGB 2012; NEWBuildS 2015). 


 


The lateral resistance of the designed 10- and 15-strory buildings mainly relies on a shear wall core, which is made of 


2200 mm wide manufactured CLT panels. The wood panels are connected by panel-to-panel connections (screws or 


nails) and connections between wall panel and floor or foundation (brackets or hold-downs). Both the core and shear 


walls resist the gravity load. Consideration of the stair and elevator shafts is made in dimensioning of core. The slabs 


consisting of thick CLT panels are used to provide sufficient horizontal rigidity. The connections between slab panels 


or slab and frame members are assumed rigid and no slippage occurs. The wood slab rests on single-span, simply-


supported glulam beams. The glulam frame members selected from Wood Design Manual (CWC 2010) are designed 


as the gravity load resisting system (GLRS) to withstand the vertical loads. The connection system is based on the 


screw-type fasteners for panel-to-panel connections and brackets and hold-downs to connect the vertical panels and 


horizontal members as illustrated in Figure. 2. For the structural modeling, the inelastic behavior is assumed in shear 


direction only, and the withdrawal behavior is considered linear-elastic. 


 


 
Figure 2: Illustration of the connection system and modelling of CLT shear walls 
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2.3 Design of Wood Building 


The same footprint of 24 m × 23.2 m is used for 10- and 15-story buildings. The height of first storey and other 


storeys are 4.4 m and 3.2 m, respectively. The wood buildings are assumed to be located at North Vancouver, BC, 


that could experience extreme earthquake, wind and rain loads (NBCC 2010). The building was considered to belong 


to “Normal” category and a site class of “D” was used for the design. The design for lateral load resisting system 


(LLRS) of a wood building followed the provisions in NBCC. For seismic design, the reduction factors Rd=2.0 and 


Ro=1.5 are employed. These values are based on the CLT Handbook (FPInnovations 2011). 


 


In general, structural design is an iterative process. For the present study, the design is carried out first by considering 


that the design is governed by earthquake load and for an estimated fundamental vibration period. Once the design is 


complete, design checking is performed for design requirements under wind load. Also, a check for earthquake design 


requirement using the fundamental vibration period of the design structure is carried out. If the design requirements 


for both wind and earthquake loads are satisfied, the design is accepted. During this process, it was found that the 


design is governed by wind rather than earthquake due to the serviceability limit state requirement for wind loading. 


Table 1 shows the distribution of lateral force for wind and earthquake loads. Table 2 gives the factors associated with 


ultimate limit state (ULS) and serviceability limit states (SLS) design. The lateral force distribution is factored by 


considering ULS design to determine the thickness of CLT walls and the resistance of connections. The required 


design capacities are to be elaborated shortly. Some of the details for the design carried out are given below.  


 


Table 1: Distribution of lateral load from wind and earthquake effects 


10-Storey building 15-Storey building 


Storey Height 


(m) 


Lateral load (Not factored) Storey Height 


(m) 


Lateral load (Not factored) 


Earthquake 


load (kN) 


Wind load (kN) 


(Y-direction) 


Earthquake 


load (kN) 


Wind load (kN) 


(Y-direction) 


1 4.4 25 77 1 4.4 22 77 


2 3.2 38 56 2 3.2 32 56 


3 3.2 54 56 3 3.2 46 56 


4 3.2 69 58 4 3.2 59 58 


5 3.2 85 62 5 3.2 73 63 


6 3.2 101 65 6 3.2 87 66 


7 3.2 117 68 7 3.2 100 68 


8 3.2 133 71 8 3.2 114 72 


9 3.2 149 73 9 3.2 127 73 


10 3.2 318 76 10 3.2 141 77 


 11 3.2 155 78 


12 3.2 168 80 


13 3.2 182 81 


14 3.2 195 83 


15 3.2 508 85 


Sum 33.2 1089 660  49.2 2009 1072 


Table 2 – Design factors (NRCC 2010) 


 Earthquake load Wind 


ULS SLS ULS SLS 


Load combination factor 1.0 1.0 1.4 1.0 


Importance factor 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.75 


Inter-storey drift limit  hn/40  hn/500 


where hn is the inter-storey drift for n-th storey (mm). 


 


Detailed Guideline on selecting the thickness of wood shear wall for mid- or high-rise timber buildings is unavailable. 


To select the thickness of the CLT wall panel, the CLT Handbook (FPInnovations 2011) suggests the use of the 


method presented in the CSA O86-09 to calculate the resistance of wood member subjected to combined bending and 


axial load. The method requires that: 
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[2] 
𝑃𝑓


𝑃𝑟
+


𝑀𝑓


𝑀𝑟
≤ 1.0  


 


and 


 


[3] 
𝑇𝑓


𝑇𝑟
+


𝑀𝑓


𝑀𝑟
≤ 1.0  


 


where Pf (N) is the factored compressive axial load, considering the factored dead and live load supported by the wood 


panel; Pr (N) is the factored compressive load resistance parallel to grain; Mf (N) is the factored bending moment due 


to seismic lateral load; Mr (N) is the factored bending moment resistance; Tf (N) is the factored tensile axial load; Tr 


(N) is the factored tensile load resistance parallel to grain. Note that factored load and resistance need to be considered 


in using Eqs. (2) and (3) for design. 


 


The floor and roof panels are selected from design guide (Structurlam, 2011). Based on the specified occupancy live 


load and specified roof snow load, SLT 5 (169 mm) and SLT 9 (309 mm) CLT panel were selected for floor and roof 


respectively. The factored loads on beams and girders were calculated using their respective tributary areas. The 


member dimensions were selected from Wood Design Manual (CWC 2010), and checked for serviceability limit state 


deflection requirements (i.e., span/360) under factored loads as required. The layout and member dimensions of the 


GLRS are identical for each floor as the demand remains the same. The design results are presented in Figure 4 and 


Figure 5.  


 


      
Figure 4: Design and 3-D modelling of 10-Storey CLT building 


 


      
Figure 5: Design and 3-D modelling of 15-storey CLT building 
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3. MODELLING OF CLT PANELS 


The buildings as well as the connections are modelled using the software package ANSYS Multiphysics 14.5 (2012). 


Following Blasetti et al. (2008), the hysteretic behavior in each direction of a connector was modeled using two 


COMBIN40 elements. One of the element is used to model the backbone envelop and the other is used for the loading 


and unloading path. The slippage between joint and wood members due to cyclic loading is taken into account through 


an inherent friction slider in the element. The two elements are acting in parallel and the yield capacity of connection 


is represented by the sum of the sliding capacity of both elements. Figure 6 illustrates the hysteretic loop of connections. 


A hysteresis curve obtained from the numerical model is plotted together with the tested results from Gavric et al. 


(2015) in Figure 7, showing the model was able to capture the test response closely. In this study, the connection 


capacity is determined based on the approach discussed in session 2.1. The connections are selected based on their 


availability. The parameters are characterized from test results (Popovski et al. 2011, Gavric et al. 2015) and assigned 


for each modelled connection. 


 


The wood wall panel is modelled with a 2200 mm width and a 4400 mm or 3200 mm length for first or higher level 


shear walls considering the availability of manufactured CLT product. Each wall panel represented by meshed shell 


elements is connected to adjacent panel by adding connection elements on reserved nodes. The reserved nodes for 


connections are spaced by 400 mm center to center rather than an actual connection layout which is usually taken 80 


~ 200 mm. This simplification was made for computation efficiency. 


 


The steel brackets and hold-downs are modelled according to the designed layout by applying the connection elements. 


The stiffness of selected brackets or hold-downs is doubled where the reserved node location consists of two members 


(i.e., inner or outer side of the shear wall connecting the base) as shown in Figure 2. The CLT wood panels are 


modelled using a homogenized orthotropic shell element offered by the software comprised of three Young's moduli 


Ex, Ey, Ez, the three Poisson's ratios 𝜈𝑦𝑥, 𝜈𝑧𝑥, 𝜈𝑧𝑦, and the three shear moduli Gyz, Gzx, Gxy. These constants are based 


on those given in Gsell et al. (2007) and are shown in Table 3. 


 


    
Figure 6: Hysteretic model for connections            Figure 7: Wall response comparison between tested data  


                                                                                                  (Gavric et al. 2015) and simulated response 


Table 3: Material properties of CLT Panels (based on Gsell et al. (2007)). 


Parameter Ex 


(MPa) 


Ey 


(MPa) 


Ez 


(MPa) 
𝜈𝑦𝑥 𝜈𝑧𝑥 𝜈𝑧𝑦 Gyz 


(MPa) 


Gzx 


(MPa) 


Gxy 


(MPa) 


CLT Panel 8210 4630 490 0.05 0.02 0.04 540 100 750 


 


 


In addition to the above, it is assumed that degradations of stiffness or strength can be neglected. The connection 


failure is assumed to occur if its maximum displacement is reached. The maximum displacement is determined from 
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tested connection hysteresis at the point maximum load is applied. Failure criteria are also considered for the wood 


panels considering the material strength of CLT assemblies (Structurlam 2011).  


4. ESTIMATED CAPACITY CURVES 


Considering the record-to-record variability in the earthquake ground motions, a number of records could be selected 


form the Next Generation Attenuation (NGA) database (http://peer.berkeley.edu/nga/index.html) for assessing the 


capacity curves. As a preliminary analysis, two earthquake records shown in Figure 8 are considered and the two 


horizontal components of a record are treated as independent. For the analysis, only unidirectional excitations are 


considered. By applying the IDA for the designed 10- and 15-story buildings, four IDA curves are obtained for each 


designed building and considered direction of excitation. The estimation of the IDA curve is a computing time 


intensive task because of the consideration of nonlinear behaviour. A single point on a capacity curve takes 


approximately 6 hours using a regular desktop computer. 


 


 
Figure 8: Time history of the selected records 


 


The obtained IDA curves are shown in Figures 9a and 9b for the designed 10-story timber building, and Figures 9c 


and 9d for the designed 15-story building. The capacities shown in the plots are defined using the maximum roof 


displacement response and the maximum total base shear response of the structure obtained from the time history 


analysis. The curves shown in Figure 9 are not smoothed after the structure yields which is a typical feature of the 


IDA curves. As expected the results show in the figure indicate that the IDA curves are affected by the record-to-


record variability. 


 


To reduce the computing time in assessing the capacity curve, nonlinear static pushover analysis (NSPA) that is often 


used for steel and concrete buildings, is employed. The estimated capacity curves obtained by NSPA are also shown 


in Figure 9. Comparison of the results shown in Figure 9 indicates that in all cases the curves obtained by the NSPA 


are in good agreement with the average behaviour of the IDA curves. This observation could be used advantageously 


for assessing the capacity curve, although it cannot provide an indication on the variability of the capacity curve due 


to record-to-record variability. 


 


The capacities at incipient yield and the capacities at incipient collapse are identified based on bi-linear approximation 


from the NSPA capacity curves, as well as the IDA curves. These identified values are shown in Table 3. The 


maximum relative difference of capacities at incipient yield and capacities at incipient collapse is 8% and 4% 



http://peer.berkeley.edu/nga/index.html
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respectively between different approaches. Although the results shown in Table 3 are based on only 4 samples, the 


small differences show a good agreement between different approaches.  


 


Note that the design of these buildings are governed by the serviceability requirement under wind load, the factored 


design wind load and earthquake load required by the code are also shown in the plots. Comparison of the capacity at 


yield identified by the bilinear approximation in X-direction and Y-direction respectively to the factored design wind 


or earthquake loads indicates that the over-strengthening is at least 68% and 36% for the (factored design) wind load 


and 38% and 16% for the (factored design) earthquake load. 


 


  


  
Figure 9: Capacity curves obtained from IDA and NSPA for the designed 10-story and 15-storey timber buildings 


Table 3: Characterizing of capacities at yield and incipient collapse for designed CLT buildings 


 10-storey building 15-storey 


building 


 


Seismic excitation  X - 


direction 


Y - 


direction 


X - 


direction 


Y - 


direction 


Mean Standard 


deviation 


Yield capacity (kN) IDA 1553 1212 4010 2625   


NSPA 1526 1273 4348 2715   


Relative difference  0.02 0.05 0.08 0.03 0.05 0.03 


Incipient collapse 


capacity (kN) 


IDA 2982 2522 5825 4366   


NSPA 3001 2639 5992 4321   


Relative difference  0.01 0.04 0.03 0.01 0.03 0.02 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 


An assessment of the capacity curve of designed CLT buildings is carried out by considering the design issues and the 


use of nonlinear connections associated with hysteresis behaviour. The use of the incremental dynamic analysis (IDA) 


and the nonlinear static pushover analysis (NSPA) is made. The characterization of capacities at incipient yield and 


the capacities at incipient collapse indicates that the capacity curve obtained by using the NSPA approximates well 


the average IDA curves considering. It is recommended that the capacity curve of a CLT building can be adequately 


obtained by using the NSPA. However, additional analysis needs to be carried out to quantify the uncertainty of the 


capacity curves due to record to record variability. Also, implied reliability needs to be carried out using the developed 


probabilistic model of the capacity curve. 
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ABSTRACT  


Equipment cost represents a large expenditure for construction companies. Making economic decisions such as when 


to replace or rebuild is a complicated and difficult task that often relies on the experience of an equipment manager. 


This research analyzed historical maintenance cost of heavy construction equipment to simulate and predict 


maintenance cost of different types of machines. Based on historical maintenance data of 15 fleets, including 250 


heavy machinery units from a construction company, regression models were developed for each type of machines to 


compare the relationship between maintenance cost and machine age. A second-order polynomial expression of the 


Cumulative Cost Model developed by Mitchell (1998) was used to identify optimum economic decisions such as 


replacement and retirement. As equipment owning companies often design maintenance policies according to specific 


operating hour intervals, different data sets based on varying service meter hour (SMR) intervals were created to 


provide equipment managers with different equations, thereby providing a guideline to help the company revise 


maintenance policies for each type of machine. Statistical analyses were conducted for each data set and it was found 


that best regression model performance obtained at 500 and 1000 SMR intervals. Residual plots indicate that the 


models can be improved through inclusion of other variables despite the high R2 values. 


 


Keywords: construction equipment; maintenance cost; cumulative cost model; regression analysis 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Equipment management is an important yet difficult task for contractors as well as equipment owning companies, 


especially for those engaged in extensive equipment use. Maintenance commences after equipment is purchased, and 


these maintenance costs constitute the main part of machine cost in a life-span view. Maintenance, as defined by 


Geraerds (1985) is “all activities aimed at keeping an item in, or restoring it to, the physical state considered necessary 


for the fulfillment of its production function.” Maintenance of heavy equipment is such a collection of activities 


including preventive maintenance, running repairs, fuel and tires, etc. Peurifoy, Schexnayder, and Shapira (2006) 


pointed out that the cost of repairs normally comprises the largest component of machine cost, and it generally 


accounts for approximately 40% of the machine cost over its life cycle. Repair costs associated with labor and parts, 


which are difficult to estimate, make up between 15 to 20 percent of equipment budget (Vorster, 2009). Furthermore, 


maintenance cost can be diverse depending on work conditions, operator skills, and a company’s maintenance 


strategies. It is challenging, therefore, to estimate equipment owning and operating costs. Modeling maintenance cost 


can simulate and also reveal the dynamic trend of equipment value, upon which economic equipment managing 


decisions can be made. 


 


Vorster (1980) proposed the Cumulative Cost Model (CCM), to describe the dynamic behavior of equipment 


maintenance costs. The CCM provides both a numeric and graphical illustration of equipment costs thereby aiding the 
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planning of economic decisions for equipment managers. Based on the data consisting of 270 construction machines, 


Mitchell Jr (1998) evaluated nineteen different linear and transformed non-linear models, and noted that a second-


order polynomial expression best described equipment value. This paper focuses on heavy construction and mining 


machines, including heavy rigid frame trucks (up to 320 T), excavators (up to 360T), and shovels (up to 800T). The 


purpose of this study is twofold: (a) to evaluate the performance of CCM on heavy machines, and (b) to compare the 


result of a fleet’s CCM based on different data sets. 


2. LITERATURE REVIEW 


Decisions about heavy equipment should be made based on sound economic principles. Once the equipment needed 


for a particular project is identified, the cost and duration of the equipment and other necessary auxiliary instruments 


are to be planned (Valli, Jeyasehar, & Saravanan, 2013). Economic issues of construction equipment have been 


discussed extensively in both academia and by industry manufacturers. Nunnally (2004) discussed productivity and 


cost of different construction procedures such as loading and hauling. Peurifoy et al. (2006) provided detailed 


discussion about repair cost and production rates of dozers, scrappers, excavators and other construction machines. 


Douglas (1975) explored construction equipment from the view of engineering economy in greater detail. Vorster 


(1980) studied the age-cost-reliability relationship as well as the organizational aspects of managing construction 


equipment and proposed the cumulative cost model, which will be implemented in this study. Equipment 


manufacturers such as Caterpillar (1987) have also specified the general cost for hydraulic excavators in life-time 


analysis. 


 


In recent years various methods have been used to model the machine evaluating system. Several decades ago, these 


methods were mainly concerned with soil and the machine, independent of each other (Drakatos, 1975; E. Manatakis 


& Drakatos, 1978; Soltynski, 1968). Such soil-machine systems suggested using different equipment based on soil 


conditions, which is unrealistic for large scale implementation. Practically, economics of construction equipment 


relates to ownership and operating costs including purchase price, residual value, economic life, repair and 


maintenance cost, and availability (Kannan, 2011). E. K. Manatakis and Drakatos (1993) presented a new method for 


the analysis of operating costs of construction equipment, specifically covering rear-dump trucks used for earth 


moving over a period of 6 years. The data collected consisted of operating hours and operating costs, which include 


maintenance, repairs, lubricating oil, fuel, tire repairs and personnel. This model was verified to evaluate construction 


equipment considering operating costs and its life period as a criterion. 


 


When considering maintenance costs, age can take the form of calendar years, age in cumulative hours of use, or age 


in units of production. At the time of making a decision about a repair, it should be possible to estimate the life earned 


as a consequence of the repair. Vorster’s cumulative cost model (CCM) provides numerical and graphical solutions 


to many equipment management problems. Mitchell Jr (1998) developed a regression model by using a quadratic 


function that could represent repair costs in terms of machine age in cumulative hours by using field data. This 


expression can be incorporated in the cumulative cost model, where it can be used to identify optimum economic 


decisions. It can also provide construction engineers with a valuable tool for better understanding the nature of repair 


costs as they relate to production fleets. Further, Mitchell et al. (2010) attempted to use the cumulative cost model by 


implementing two different methodologies for calculating repair cost: life-to-date (LTD) repair costs and the period-


cost-based (PCB) model. The author also pointed out that heavy machines tend to require repairs as a result of use 


rather than simply the passage of time. Thus tracking operating time is of great significance to estimate repair costs.  


Continuously, Bayzid (2014) compared LTD and PCB cumulative model in calculating maintenance cost of 


equipment. With the help of data mining analysis, the author developed different models for each equipment class. 


 


Previous research in this area commonly employed regression model by ordinary least squares (Duncan, 2015; D. J. 


Edwards, Holt, & Harris, 1999; Gillespie, 2004; E. K. Manatakis & Drakatos, 1993). It was also noted that a time 


series approach provides further insights into modeling maintenance costs of construction equipment. Moore (1976) 


found that time series has an inherent autocorrelation among observed cost series using linear regression analysis. Box 


and Jenkins (1976) established an autoregressive model named the Box-Jenkins method which has been a popular 


method to model equipment failures based on transformed data. A methodology is presented for predicting life cycle 


maintenance expenditure over the useful life of tracked hydraulic excavators (David J Edwards, Holt, & Harris, 2000). 


The authors utilized a centered moving average to analyze the time series of the maintenance cost of construction 


machines and isolated its trend of changes. Yip, Fan, and Chiang (2014) presented a comparative study on the 
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applications of general regression neural network (GRNN) models and conventional Box–Jenkins time series models 


to predict the maintenance cost of construction equipment. The authors concluded that both the Box-Jenkins models 


and the GRNN models can be used to estimate maintenance cost time series and forecasting of maintenance cost 


intervals instead of point values. Data mining technology has also been applied in equipment economic estimation 


(Bayzid, 2014; Fan, AbouRizk, Kim, & Zaïane, 2008). 


3. METHODOLOGY 


In order to find the relationship between maintenance cost and machine age, a regression method was chosen to track 


the cumulative cost trend as machine age increases. Equipment managers often make decisions based on fixed 


operating hour intervals. For example, some companies perform regular maintenance on equipment every 2000 


operating hours. In this study, based on several interviews with field engineers and equipment managers, it was learnt 


that operating hours of heavy machines collected as field data, was sometimes roughly estimated by operator after the 


machine had been operated. While the records of operating hours should be accurate in the long run, it might result in 


some “noisy” points and fluctuations which could conceal the true trend of maintenance cost. As the machine age in 


cumulative hours of use can be likened to the odometer readings in automobiles, the service meter reading (SMR) is 


used as the master variable in this research, with a unit of hours. 


 


By using the field data, Mitchell (1998) applied 19 regression models on 17 fleets of construction equipment and 


found that the Cumulative Cost Model (CCM) was best suited for economic decision making within the equipment 


environment. The CCM, first proposed by Vorster (1980), proved itself to be very helpful in making economic 


decisions. It provides not only a valid numerical solution to equipment management issues, but also an intuitive 


graphical depiction of the problem being analyzed. With the help of CCM, it is possible to describe and understand 


changes in total costs, average costs, and marginal costs (Mitchell 1998). Figure 1 is a geometric representation of the 


CCM. 


 


 
Figure 1: The Cumulative Cost Model (Vorster, 1980; Mitchell Jr, 1998) 


 


In this model, equipment age is used as the abscissa and the cumulative cost, which is normally expressed as sum of 


all transactions to date, was the ordinate. All owning and operating costs can be depicted in the CCM (Mitchell, 1998). 


As noted earlier, SMR is used to indicate machine age. The cumulative cost curve originates at the cumulative cost 


representative of the initial purchase price of the machine. A straight line is drawn directly from the origin to the point 


on the cumulative cost curve. The slope of this line Tt, graphically represents the average cost during a given time. 


The optimum economic life, L*, is defined by a geometric tangent from origin to the cumulative cost curve. T* can 


be found the slope of this tangent line, representing the optimum average cost. (See Figure 1). 


 


Mitchell Jr (1998) organized cumulative cost data into four data sets, including all but repeated points, 500-hour 


intervals, average of 500-hour intervals, final data points, leading the author to conclude that 500-hour intervals data 


set is the optimum data set that should be used in CCM. Using field data from 15 fleets, nearly 250 heavy machines, 


this study developed 11 different data sets based on different SMR intervals. Raw data was cumulatively calculated 


by season, semi-annually, annually, and at 500, 1000, 1500, 2000, 2500, 5000, 7500 and 10,000 hour interval. 
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Statistical analysis was conducted on every data set and the optimum one was selected for specific machine models, 


as described in the following sections.  Equation 1 below, represents the regression models of maintenance cost of 


heavy machines developed in the aforementioned research (Mitchell Jr, 1998, 2010; Vorster, 2009): 


 


[1]   𝐶𝐶 = 𝐴 ×  𝐻𝑤 + 𝐵 ×  𝐻2
𝑤 


 


CC – cumulative maintenance cost for the heavy machine  


Hw – life-to-date hours (SMR) worked by the machine  


A – coefficient that measures the rate at which total cost increases with age  


B – coefficient that measures the curvature as opposed to the slope of the line 


4. CCM MODEL FOR HEAVY CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT DATA SETS 


4.1 Data Source 


This study consists of records stored in company’s accounting system. The downside of field data is that it can contain 


“noisy” points, which might distort the reliability of records associated with a particular machine. It is assumed that 


the more machines that are included in this study, the less influence that these distortions will have. This research 


contains 250 heavy machines with 19 models for different types of machines. The cumulative cost model was 


developed for each type of machine. 


 


Mitchell Jr (1998) indicated that data would pass through multiple hands before entering into the accounting databases, 


which might result in inconsistency. The company had its own data collection procedures, which have been studied 


to validate the accuracy of the collected data. The company uses Financial Analysis and Control Tool (FACT) as its 


accounting report software. All the needed field data was obtained through FACT inquiries in this research. The data 


extraction process, FACT Finder, has minimal impact on the production accounting system, and only reads data from 


the database. In other words, users of FACT cannot write any data or make any changes to the database. The data 


selection is intuitive and powerful, using attribute information within the accounting system to organize the data for 


filtering, ordering and pagination. Reports are generated using predefined layouts; for instance: trial balances, balance 


sheets, income statements, job profit reports, equipment cost reports, general and administrative cost reports, etc. 


 


The company tracked SMR increases related to actual hours of usage for an individual machine and maintenance costs 


were separated and categorized in different accounts. Figure 2 shows a breakdown of equipment maintenance cost. In 


the company’s accounting database, maintenance costs can be divided into running repairs, undercarriage, ground 


engaging tools, preventive maintenance (PM) services, and tires. In each of these categories except for tires, there are 


several sub-accounts which contain parts, labor, sub-contractors, transportation and others. The costs associated with 


equipment maintenance and repairs were separated in this research. The component that is most pertinent to 


maintenance considerations for this study is running repairs. Tires, undercarriage components, ground engaging tools, 


preventive maintenance share a common characteristic in that they do not increase with machine age, and have much 


shorter lives than the equipment they are associate with (Mitchell Jr, 1998; Vorster, 2009). The goal of this research 


is to determine whether it is economical to buy, sell, or make other economic decisions (e.g. rebuild, replacement, 


etc.) at a certain time, yet most of other costs are dependent on not only machine ages, but also on many other factors. 


Taking all these operation costs into consideration will affect the trend of running repairs as the machine age increases. 


Mitchell Jr (1998) points out that “the useful lives of these ‘expendables’ are highly dependent upon local conditions 


and operator skills”. However, this is not true for repair parts and labor wherein an increase to machine age is the 


single most significant factor in determining how long machine should be kept (Vorster, 2009). As a result, this 


research focuses on the labor cost and parts cost of running repair accounts as a dependent variable, and SMR as the 


independent variable. All the needed information was obtained from FACT. 
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Figure 2: Breakdown of Maintenance Cost from company's database 


 


Caterpillar 785 was selected as an example to demonstrate how the cumulative cost model for each type of heavy 


equipment is developed. This fleet contains 26 individual machines; monthly data is available from January of 2003 


to May of 2015. All of the data are managed in several spreadsheets in Microsoft Office Excel 2010. However, before 


conducting any data analysis, adjustments to data points were required as detailed below.  


4.2 Inflation Rate Adjustment 


As the available maintenance cost records are from 2003 to 2015, inflation rates must be considered before using 


maintenance data. A computational form of the inflation equation in Equation 2 below was proposed by (Jones, 1982): 


  


[2]   𝑃(𝑡2) = 𝑃(𝑡1) ×  
𝐼(𝑡2)


𝐼(𝑡1)
  


 


Where I(t) represents an inflation index at time t. In Equation 2, t1 represents the time a transaction occurred, whereas 


t2 represents the base time against which the transaction will be indexed. In this research, inflation rates were 


determined from company internal agreements and Statistics Canada. These include the labor rates from Overburden 


Agreements between the company and union of operating engineers and Equipment &Machine Price Index 


(construction area specified). Labor rates can be used as a measurement of change in the wages of repair labor costs, 


while Equipment &Machine Price index (MEPI) provides estimates of price changes for machinery and equipment 


purchased by industry. In “Construction Equipment Policy”, the author recommends a composite index that contains 


combinations of indices for machinery price, labor, parts cost, petroleum, etc. (Douglas, 1975b). A similar composite 


index is developed in this research. Labor rates will be applied to labor costs, while equipment &machine price index 


will be applied to repair parts costs as inflation rate. The sum of these two results is obtained on monthly base and is 


used in the cumulative cost model. Equation 3 provides a standard process of obtaining indexed points: 


 


[3]   𝑇(𝑡2) = 𝑃(𝑡1) ×
𝑀𝐸𝑃𝐼(𝑡2)


𝑀𝐸𝑃𝐼(𝑡1)
+ 𝐿(𝑡1) ×


𝐿𝑎𝑏𝑜𝑟 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠(𝑡2)


𝐿𝑎𝑏𝑜𝑟 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠(𝑡1)
                                                       


 


where T(t) represents the sum of indexed cost at time t, P(t) stands for repair parts cost at time t, and L(t) stands for 


repair labor costs at time t, and the base time 𝑡1 is set as January of 2003.  


4.3 Data Cleaning  


As noted above, raw data needs to be cleaned and transformed prior to being used in the CCM. The following three 


issues were encountered regularly and corrected as described below. 


4.3.1 Repeated Points  


This is a common issue for all heavy construction machinery in this study. When maintenance cost data and SMR 


records were summed up cumulatively, data was often repeated within certain ranges of time. There are two main 


reasons for this. First, it is possible that the machine was kept idle for a period of time, resulting in both maintenance 


cost and SMR remaining the same over different time periods. The second scenario occurs when a machine is at the 


shop for major repairs, in which case the SMR remains constant while cumulative cost increases. In both cases, the 


machine is counting more than one point for the same cumulative hours; therefore, these repeated points could have 
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influences on the regression model with other machines. An example of repeated points is shown in Table 1 (Please 


be noted that all the data published in this paper has been processed and standardized for the confidentiality purposes). 


 


 


Table 1: Repeated points example 


Date 


Machine #1 Machine #2 Machine #3 


Cumulative 


Cost 


SMR 


(1000 hrs) 


Cumulative 


Cost 


SMR 


(1000 hrs) 


Cumulative 


Cost 


SMR 


(1000 hrs) 


29-Feb-08 813.98  0.53  630.76  0.27  0.00  2.03  


31-Mar-08 991.39  0.73  2914.43  0.67  2384.72  2.47  


30-Apr-08 11225.55  1.22  3433.50  1.24  7915.86  3.01  


31-May-08 12769.79  1.22  6017.17  1.24  10283.55  3.01  


 


Above data illustrates how field data appears in the company’s accounting system. To address this issue, all but one 


of these repeated points are eliminated.  In this study, the first set of points was kept as the cumulative cost for a 


machine should include all maintenance cost up to the point when SMR were reached (Mitchell 1998) and all costs 


incurred after are to be added in next interval. 


4.3.2 Peak Points  


Another common issue is that the repair cost for each piece of machinery was recorded as negative sometimes. This 


could be due to the accounting method used at the company. Occasionally repair costs were overcharged earlier in the 


year, and negative points were used by the accounting department to balance and keep cost accurate. As the repair 


cost and SMR data was processed in a cumulative way, these negative points result in a few peaks and fluctuations 


when maintenance cost increases with the SMR records. Before developing any regression models, these points need 


to be eliminated (see Table 2).  


 


 


Table 2 Peak points example 


Date 


Machine #1 


Cumulative 


Cost 


SMR 


(1000 hrs) 


31-Aug-09 70899.48  15.17  


30-Sep-09 80134.37  15.20  


31-Oct-09 77796.36  15.70  


30-Nov-09 80357.31  16.16  


4.3.3 Intercepts  


For a certain types of machines, not all of them started working at the same time. Theoretically, when the SMR is 


zero, i.e. the machine is brand new; the cumulative cost should be zero too. However, within the company’s system, 


there are a few scenarios where maintenance work has already been performed but the SMR stays near the zero level, 


or maintenance costs nothing while SMR increases. As noted in Equation 1 (section3), the starting point of regression 


line begins at the origin (0, 0). All points that intercepts elsewhere on the axis were eliminated  


4.4 Model Generation  


After the data has been cleaned, the regression generation model is developed based on Mitchell Jr’s (1998). In this 


study, a few data sets were developed based on the original monthly data. Raw data was cumulatively calculated by 


season, semi-annually, annually, and at 500, 1000, 1500, 2000, 2500, 5000, 7500 and 10,000 hour interval. By using 


linear interpolation method, data points in different SMR intervals are calculated based on the pairs of nearest points. 


Using Equation 1, this study developed several equations based on different data sets. Figure 3 plots a CCM model 


based on the original data set. This process (CCM Model) was repeated for each of the 18 machine types.  
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Figure 3: All points data set 


5. RESULT ANALYSIS 


Regression analysis was conducted for each type of machine using the Microsoft Excel add-on “Analysis ToolPak”. 


Taking a fleet of Caterpillar 785 as an example, Table 3 summarizes the regression analysis results: 


 


Table 3: Regression Analysis Summary for CAT 785 


CAT 785 – 26 


machines 
Coefficient P-Value R Square 


Adjusted R 


Square 
F MSE(E+10) 


Number of 


points 


All Points 
SMR 5135.54 1.7232E-13 


0.9065 0.9057 7287.41 1.64 1506 
SMR2 650.59 4.296E-100 


Seasonal 
SMR 5802.63 1.3576E-06 


0.9059 0.9037 2421.17 1.60 505 
SMR2 627.33 7.0474E-33 


Semi-annual 
SMR 5688.56 0.00113075 


0.9058 0.9013 1168.44 1.67 245 
SMR2 624.05 2.592E-16 


Annual 
SMR 2414.17 0.26858736 


0.9054 0.8980 708.38 1.56 150 
SMR2 775.08 2.6889E-14 


500 SMR 


Interval 


SMR 3079.45 2.8621E-06 
0.8947 0.8939 5432.17 1.26 1281 


SMR2 728.93 1.016E-116 


1000 SMR 


Interval 


SMR 3247.32 0.00049171 
0.8941 0.8923 2675.15 1.27 636 


SMR2 718.82 5.1487E-58 


1500 SMR 


Interval 


SMR 3297.59 0.00420612 
0.8931 0.8905 1754.85 1.29 422 


SMR2 719.10 2.0212E-38 


2000 SMR 


Interval 


SMR 3100.98 0.01924877 
0.8945 0.8910 1322.81 1.28 314 


SMR2 726.62 7.2682E-30 


2500 SMR 


Interval 


SMR 2749.38 0.0646914 
0.8936 0.8892 1057.95 1.29 254 


SMR2 741.19 7.9035E-25 


5000 SMR 


Interval 


SMR 2495.95 0.26368117 
0.8849 0.8753 445.91 1.42 118 


SMR2 749.66 6.2361E-12 


7500 SMR 


Interval 


SMR 447.27 0.86798787 
0.8924 0.8774 306.86 1.31 76 


SMR2 822.48 1.6846E-09 


y = 650.59x2 + 5135.5x
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These data sets can be divided into two categories. The first, including seasonal points (one data pair every 3 months), 


semi-annual points (one data pair every 6 months), annual points (one data pair every 12 months) is based on calendar 


age. It was noted that there are no significant improvements between these three data sets to original monthly data set. 


In fact, because each individual machine has its own schedule, some machines could have been idle for months, some 


maintenance information could have been lost if data was processed this way. The second is based on machine age, 


i.e. SMR intervals. In practice, equipment managers usually make maintenance decisions based on fixed SMR 


intervals, thus this category provides a reference to help the company in designing maintenance policies. 


 


Generally, the ‘R’ square value provides an indication of the performance of a regression model. The measured R2 are 


interpreted as how closely the data fitted the regression line, falling between 0 and 1. If the absolute value of R2 is 


larger than 0.75, it indicated a good fit of data. Instead of using R2 value, in multiple regression models, adjusted R2 


value is often used to avoid gaining goodness-of fit statistic by adding more variables. Statistically, R square value is 


an important, yet not the only measure of how closely data fits the regression line. From Table 4 however, there is 


little difference between different data sets when focusing on the ‘R’ square or adjusted ‘R’ square value.  In this 


study, regardless of how data is organized, good fitness was obtained when using the second-order polynomial 


equations suggested by Mitchell Jr (1998). 


 


P-value is used in this research to test statistical hypothesis. Assuming the null hypothesis is true, p-value is the 


probability of achieving a result “more extreme” than what was actually observed. In this study, null hypothesis refers 


to a position where there is no relationship between SMR and cumulative maintenance cost of machines. The threshold 


value, denoted as α, is set to be 1%. Significance of the model coefficients are ascertained using the following criteria: 


 


P - value ≤ 0.01—acceptable; P- value > 0.01—unacceptable 


 


This test is performed on all coefficients of models. For CAT 785, since the p value for SMR coefficient needs to be 


under 0.01, data sets with SMR intervals exceeding 2000 hours are eliminated.  


 


Residual mean square error, often abbreviated as MSE, is the ratio of residual sum of squares to its degrees of freedom 


value, which is roughly a mean of the squared errors in using the regression trend line to predict explainable variable 


y. In practice, a lower MSE value indicates higher accuracy of regression models. For the CAT 785 rigid frame truck 


in this model, data sets with 500 and 1000 SMR intervals had a better performance than the other data sets. The ‘F’ 


value, which is the mean square for regression divided by MSE, is also chosen to identify the model that best fits the 


population. Other than original data sets, 500 and 1000 SMR intervals have a higher F value indicating a better 


performance than others. 


 


 
Figure 4: Residual plots for CAT 785 (500 SMR Interval) 


 


Additionally, the residual plots were also analyzed. Figure 4 shows residual plots of CAT 785 at 500 SMR intervals. 


Ideally, the points should fluctuate randomly around 0, and there should be no obvious regular change in trend as 


SMR increases. However, in figure 4, it could be seen that as SMR increases from 0 to 20,000 hours, residuals have 


increased variation. The increasing spread from left to right in Figure 4 shows a heteroscedasticity problem. A pattern 


like this indicates the residual standard deviation of y is not constant – the data are more spread out when SMR is 


around 20k area, suggesting that the variance of y is not the same at each x value but rather increases with x. According 
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to the study of Devore and Peck (2001), it is better to select the best-fit line by using weighted least squares (WLS) 


rather than ordinary least squares (OLS). Besides, this is not uncommon for all 19 different types of machines. It often 


indicates that the model can be improved, or that a few variables might be missing. Practically, even for the fleet with 


same type of machines, each individual has its own schedule and work conditions, and operator skills could also make 


a difference on maintenance costs. 


6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH 


This study contains 19 different types of heavy machines, including rigid frame trucks, excavators and shovels. By 


using CCM, different data sets were created and analyzed to select the optimum data set to represent each type of 


machine. The main criteria for choosing optimum data sets are R2 value, F-value, P-value, and MSE. Generally, 500 


SMR intervals and 1000 SMR intervals are selected as the optimum data sets for most heavy machines. In most cases, 


construction companies already have established maintenance policies, which are usually based on fixed SMR 


intervals. Equations and statistical analysis from this study will provide a reference for equipment managers when 


creating maintenance cost model and making economic decisions. The residual plots for each regression model 


indicate that factors apart from SMR records such as working conditions, operator skills and other related attributes 


could have a potential influence on maintenance cost consideration. Methods of quantifying such mentioned attributes 


and evaluating the method of weighted least squares will be discussed and investigated in future research. 
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DISCRETE FINITE ELEMENT METHOD APPLICATION FOR 


ANALYSIS OF UNREINFORCED MASONRY UNDERGROUND 


STRUCTURES  


Iraj, H.P. Mamaghani 


University of North Dakota, USA 


ABSTRACT  


Unreinforced masonry underground structures are comprised of a finite number of distinct interacting blocks that 


have length scales relatively comparable with the underground openings of interest. Therefore, they are ideal 


candidates for modeling as discrete systems instead of as continuous systems. The discrete finite element method 


(DFEM) developed by the author to model discontinuous media consisting of blocks of arbitrary shapes is adopted 


for the static analysis of unreinforced masonry underground structures. The developed DFEM is based on the 


principles of the finite element method incorporating contact elements. DFEM considers blocks as sub-domains and 


represents them by solid elements. Contact elements, which are far superior to joint or interface elements, are used 


to model block interactions such as sliding or separation. In this study, the DFEM is briefly reviewed; then, through 


some illustrative examples, the applicability of the DFEM to the analysis of unreinforced masonry underground 


structures is examined and discussed. It is shown that the DFEM provides an efficient tool for researchers and 


practical engineers in designing, analyzing, and studying behavior of unreinforced masonry underground structures 


under static loading. 


 


Keywords: Discrete finite element method, analysis, masonry, underground structures, contact element 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Analysis of unreinforced masonry underground structures has been receiving a particular interest among civil 


engineers. In recent years, several techniques have been developed to analyze rock masses consisting of distinct 


blocks in the field of rock mechanics. A comprehensive review of these techniques was presented by Kawamoto and 


Aydan (1999). The limiting equilibrium analysis by Hoek and Bray (1977) and Aydan et al. (1989) and some 


numerical analysis methods such as the finite element method (FEM) with joint or interface element by, among 


others, Goodman et al. (1968), distinct element method (DEM) by Cundall (1971), and discontinuities deformation 


analysis (DDA) by Shi (1988) can be accounted for. In spite of all these techniques, it is difficult to say that a unique 


technique that guarantees satisfactory results is developed. Although DEM and DDA can be used for static and 


dynamic analyses of discontinuum media, the treatment of rate-dependent behavior of materials in these methods is 


nothing to do with the actual ones. For example, DEM introduces a forced damping to suppress oscillations. DDA 


adopts very large time steps so that artificial damping occurs as a result of numerical integration. 


  


The author proposed the discrete finite element method (DFEM), which is based on the principles of the finite 


element method for analysis of blocky systems under static and dynamic loading (Mamaghani 1993, Mamaghani et 


al. 1994, 1999, Mamaghani 2006). It consists of a mechanical model to represent the deformable blocks and contact 


models that specify the interaction among them. In the DFEM, a visco-elastic constitutive law for linear behavior 


and a visco-elasto-plastic constitutive law for nonlinear behavior of blocks and contacts are used together with the 


updated Lagrangian scheme.  The DFEM can handle large block motions within the framework of the finite element 


method. In this paper, first the modeling of underground opening discontinuities and DFEM formulation are briefly 


presented. Then, the applicability of the DFEM to static analysis of unreinforced masonry underground structures 


are checked out and discussed.       
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2. MODELING OF UNDERGROUND OPENING DISCONTINUITIES  


Discontinuum is distinguished from continuum by the existence of discontinuities at contacts between the discrete 


bodies that comprise the system. The actual geometry of contacts is never smooth and has asperities of varying 


amplitude and wave length (Aydan et al. 1989). Relative sliding or separational movements in such localized zones 


present an extremely difficult problem in mechanical modeling and numerical analysis. The most suitable and 


mechanically sound approach in modeling underground opening discontinuities is the band type modeling. In this 


approach contacts between neighboring blocks are considered as bands with a finite thickness. The thickness of the 


bands is related to the thickness of shear-bands observed in tests or in nature, and if exists, the height of asperities 


along the plane (Aydan et al., 1989). For an idealized contact shown in Figure 1, the average normal and shear 


stresses and strains are defined as follow: 
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where,  A and  h are the area and the thickness of the band;
n


F and
s


F stand for the normal and tangential forces; 


and
n


 and
s


 denote the normal and tangential deformations, respectively, Figure 1.  Furthermore, it is also 


possible to define the average strain rates 
n


  and 
n


 .  As a result, this model also enables one to define stress-


strain rate dependent responses, objectively.  The problem is, then, to select a constitutive model such as an elastic, 


elasto-plastic or elasto-visco-plastic type constitutive law which is appropriate for modeling the mechanical behavior 


of contacts between neighboring blocks.  


3. DISCRETE FINITE ELEMENT METHOD (DFEM) 


The developed DFEM, in analyzing and assessing the stability of rock block systems such as masonry underground 


openings, is based on the finite element method. It consists of a mechanical model to represent the deformable 


blocks and contact models that specify the interaction among them.  The deformation of blocks is assumed to be 


small unless they are allowed to rupture. Small displacement theory is applied to the deformable blocks while blocks 


can take finite displacement. The large deformation of blocky systems is associated with the separation, translation, 


and rotation of blocks. Blocks are polygons with an arbitrary number of sides, which are in contact with the 


neighboring blocks and are idealized as a single or multiple finite elements. Block contacts are represented by a 


contact element.  
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3.1 Equations of Motion 


The equations of motion employing the principle of virtual work and conventional finite element discritization 


procedures are obtained for a typical finite element, in a condensed form, as follows (Mamaghani 1993): 
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3.2 Modeling of Contacts 


The contact element is used to model contacts of blocks in underground opening discontinuities. Let us consider a 


two-nodded element lm in two-dimensional space and take two coordinate systems oxy and o'x'y' as shown in Figure 


2. Assuming that, the strain component εy'y' is negligible; the remaining strain components take the following form:  
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Figure 1:  Mechanical model of a contact as a band. 
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Figure 2:  Modelling blocks contact 
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Let us assume that the shape functions are linear such that: 
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where ξ = (-2 x' + x'l + x'm ) / L, and  L =  x'l - x'm. Then, the relation between the strains and nodal displacements 


becomes: 
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Thus, the stiffness matrix of contact element in the local coordinate system is explicitly obtained as: 
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Here, Ac is the contact area; En and Gs are normal and shear elastic moduli of discontinuity, respectively. The 


stiffness matrix in the local coordinate system is then transformed to the stiffness matrix in the global coordinate 


system by the following relationship: 
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The viscosity (damping) matrix of contact element in local coordinate system can be also obtained in a similar 


manner as given below: 
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where En
* and  Gs


*  are normal and shear viscosity moduli of discontinuity, respectively.  In the above equations, the 


values of coefficients in the stiffness and viscosity matrices, as well as the value of θ, are affected by updating 


geometrical changes of blocks and contacts. It is worth noting that on the basis of simplification of the finite element 


modeling of block contacts, using the small strain theory for modeling of the large deformation, a small error is 


always present in the computed strains of contacts. Nevertheless, such an error is quite negligible as the geometry of 


the block system is incrementally updated, which allows us to take into account the effect of higher order terms in 


the definition of the finite strain tensor.  


4. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 


In the numerical study, when the inertia term is considered, contacts and blocks are assumed to behave as an elasto-


visco-plastic material or a visco-elastic material. On the other hand, if the inertia term is omitted, then the behavior 


of contacts and blocks are assumed to be elasto-plastic or elastic. Application of the DFEM to the numerical analysis 


of rock slopes (Mamaghani and Aydan 2000, Aydan et al. 1996) and stability of a single block on an incline and 


some masonry structures was reported by the author and his co-workers (Mamaghani 1993, Mamaghani et al. 1994, 


1999, Tokashiki et al. 2001). In this section, some typical numerical results for static response of masonry 


underground openings and open rock slopes obtained by the DFEM will be presented and discussed. In the analyses 


reported herein, tensile strength of the contact element was assumed to be zero. The Mohr-Coulomb yield criterion 


was implemented in the present codes. Nevertheless, one can easily implement any yield criterion, which is 
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appropriate for the plastic or visco-plastic behavior. Contact area Ac was assumed to be a half of the area of the side 


of a block to which the contact element is attached. The thickness of the bands was taken as twice the weighted 


asperity height. Taking into account the results reported by Aydan et al. (1989), the thickness of the bands was 


selected as 10 mm. The secant stiffness method together with updated Lagrangian Scheme was employed to deal 


with non-linear behavior. The constant strain triangular element with two degrees of freedoms at each node, formed 


by properly joining the corners and contact nodes of an individual block, was adopted for finite element meshing of 


the blocks (Mamaghani 1993). However, it must be noted that the method is not restricted to the use of such 


elements and one can easily implement finite elements with any number of chosen nodes. 


 


The analysis is a pseudo time stepping incremental procedure. First, the initial configuration of the structural system, 


boundary conditions, and material properties are input. Then, iterations are carried out by forming the global 


stiffness matrix and solving the equilibrium equations of the system. Later, the strains and stresses of elements are 


computed. The no-tension condition and Mohr-Coulomb's yield criterion are checked and the excess forces at 


contacts are applied to the updated configuration as the penalty load in the subsequent iteration until the norm of 


excess force vector converges to a very small value of convergence tolerance. The computation is terminated when a 


stable configuration is achieved or the global stiffness matrix becomes ill-conditioned as single or multiple blocks 


tend to move without any interaction with each other corresponding to the failure of the system.  The details of the 


numerical algorithm and computational procedure are given in the work by Mamaghani (1993). 


4.1 Stability of One Block on an Incline 


The stability of square and rectangular blocks on a plane with an inclination of 30º was analyzed by the DFEM. The 


rectangular block was assumed to have a height to breadth ratio h / b = 1 / 3.  The assumed material properties of the 


intact rock blocks and mechanical properties of the contact elements used in numerical analyses are given in Table 


1. In the table λ, μ, λ*, and μ* stand for the elastic and viscous Lame's constants, respectively. ρ denotes the unit 


weight of the blocks. En, Gs, En
*
, and Gs


* stand for the elastic and viscous normal and shear modulus of the contact, 


respectively. The friction angles for square and rectangular blocks are φ = 25º and φ = 35º, respectively. Figure 3 


shows computed configurations of the square block of size 4m × 4m and a rectangular block of size 12m × 4m. The 


square block slides on the incline (time step Δ t = 0.04 sec) while the rectangular block topples (time step Δ t = 0.01 


sec). These predictions are consistent with the kinematic conditions for the stability of a single block in the previous 


studies (Mamaghani 1993, Mamaghani et al. 1999) as well as with the experimental results reported by Aydan et al. 


(1989). It should, however, be noted that the discretisation of the domain, mechanical properties of blocks and 


contacts, and time steps may cause superficious oscillations and numerical instability. 
 


Table 1: Properties of intact rock and contacts. 
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(a) Square block              (b) Rectangular block 


Figure 3: Stability of a block on an incline 


 


4.2 Analysis of Underground Openings   


The example of an underground opening is concerned with the stability of tunnels adjacent to steep slopes. As an 


example, failure mode of an underground opening is shown in Figure 4a.  It is assumed that two discontinuity planes 


exist; one is inclined at an angle of 
80 emanating from the left shoulder upward and the other one emanating from 


the right bottom corner is inclined at an angle of 
28  and dipping towards the slope, Figure 4a. In the numerical 


analysis, the assumed material properties of intact blocks are: Lame's constants 56 GPa   and 21GPa  , 


and unit weight 
325 kN/m  .  The properties of contacts are assumed as: normal stiffness, 50 GPanE  , and 
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Figure 4:  Analysis of an underground opening. 
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shear stiffness, 0.5 GPaGs  . The friction angle between blocks is assumed as φ = 25º . Figures 4a and 4b show 


the computed configurations and the vertical displacement of the opening crown at each iteration step, respectively.  


The deformed configuration of the unstable region tends to fail in a rotational mode as shown in Figure 4a.  


4.3 Stability Analysis of an Underground Tunnel 


It is well known that underground structures such as tunnels and powerhouses are generally resistant against 


earthquake-induced motions. However, they may be damaged when permanent ground movements occur in/along 


the underground structures. Permanent ground deformation-induced damage is generally caused either by faulting or 


slope movements. Most tunnels have unreinforced concrete linings. Since the lining is brittle, the permanent ground 


movements may induce the rupture of the linings and falling debris may cause disasters with tremendous 


consequences to vehicles passing through. Figure 5a shows the configuration of such a tunnel analyzed using the 


DFEM. The characteristics of the materials are listed in Table 2. The presence of cracks and discontinuities has an 


essential role in the behavior of rock mass under applied forces. The deformed configuration of the tunnel under 


gravity loads (self-weight) is shown in Figure 5b. The physical behavior of such a system involves the opening of 


discontinuities and sliding along them. The analysis of this tunnel shows that the unsupported tunnel is not stable 


due to the existence of steep joints. 


5. CONCLUSIONS 


This paper was concerned with the analysis of unreinforced masonry underground openings which are comprised of 


a finite number of distinct, interacting blocks that have the length scale relatively comparable with the underground 


opening structure of interest, using the discrete finite element method (DFEM) developed by the author. The DFEM 


is based on the principles of the finite element method incorporating contact elements. It considers blocks as sub-


domains and represents them by solid elements. Contact elements are used to model the block interactions such as 


sliding or separation. The DFEM calculates displacements at the joints as well as deformation within the blocks, 


which can be used to follow the processes of the failure mechanism of unreinforced masonry underground openings 


under static loading. Through some illustrative examples, the applicability of the DFEM to static analysis of 


unreinforced masonry underground openings were investigated and discussed. It has been shown that the DFEM is 


capable of simulating large displacement of unreinforced masonry blocky systems. It was found that the DFEM is a 


promising method for studying behavior of unreinforced masonry underground opening under static loading. 


However, the hyperbolic scheme of the DFEM is still in its formative phase for which both experiments on viscous 


characteristics of blocks and contacts, as well as a numerically stable time-discretization scheme, are felt to be 


necessary.  
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a) Analyzed tunnel discontinuities    


                       


 
(b) Deformed configuration 


Figure 5:  Stability analysis of an underground tunnel. 
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ABSTRACT  


The L-moments based index flood method was successfully applied to regional flood frequency analysis (RFFA) for 


the Island of Newfoundland in 2001 using data up to 1998. This paper, however, considered both Labrador and the 


Island of Newfoundland using the L-Moments index-flood method with flood data up to 2013. For Labrador, 


homogeneity test showed that Labrador can be treated as a single homogeneous region and the generalized extreme 


value (GEV) was found to be more robust than any other frequency distributions. For the Island of Newfoundland, 


previous studies have considered the Island as four homogeneous regions (A, B, C and D). The three-parameter 


lognormal (LN3) distribution was found to give the best performance in terms of robustness. Overall, in terms of 


quantile estimation, for both Labrador and the Island of Newfoundland, the index flood procedure based on L-


moments is recommended as it provided consistent and better results than the regression on quantile technique used 


by the government. 


 


Keywords: Regional flood frequency analysis, L-moments, Labrador, Newfoundland, regression on quantiles.  


1. INTRODUCTION 


Accurate estimates of flood frequencies provide valuable information for designing and planning hydraulic 


structures and flood protection schemes. Flood frequency analysis was traditionally based on fitting a frequency 


distribution to observed flood data at a single site. However, insufficient data often create a challenge for 


hydrologists to provide an accurate flood quantile. A preferable approach is to use regional flood frequency analysis 


(RFFA) to deal with this problem. RFFA uses data at neighboring sites in a defined homogeneous region to develop 


a model. Flood quantiles at any site within this region can then be derived. Regression on quantiles (RQ) and the 


index flood method (IFM) are the primary methods for RFFA. The RQ approach uses regression analysis to develop 


equations to relate climate and physiographic characteristics to the flow quantiles estimated from single-station 


flood frequency analysis in a homogeneous region. The IFM establishes a relationship (growth curve) between the 


scaled quantiles and the return period in a homogeneous region.  


 


(Pokhrel and Lye 2001) was the first to apply the L-moments index-flood based approach for RFFA for the Island of 


Newfoundland. They showed that the new methodology gave more accurate results than the RQ based approach. 


The L-moments based IFM is a well-established statistical approach that has been widely used throughout the world 


for flood studies.  Due to the previous excellent performance and the worldwide application of the L-moments based 


IFM, the RFFA for the Island of Newfoundland will be carried out using this method with the latest data up to 2013.  


In addition, a RFFA using the L-moments IFM will be used for the first time for sites in Labrador. These results will 


be compared to those based on the RQ approached recently completed by (AMEC 2014).  


 


This paper has seven sections. Section 2 provides a general introduction to RFFA in Newfoundland and Labrador 


and the methodologies used.  Section 3 reviews L-moments, the general steps taken and necessary tests for the L-


moments IFM for RFFA. Section 4 presents the results of RFFA for Labrador. A comparison with results from 
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(AMEC 2014) will be presented. Updated results of the RFFA for the Island of Newfoundland and a comparison 


with (AMEC 2014) results will be shown in section 5. Section 6 summarizes the study and provides conclusions and 


recommendations regarding the application of the L-moment based index flood of RFFA in Newfoundland and 


Labrador. The last section provides a list of the references used in this paper. 


2. RFFA FOR NEWFOUNDLAND LABRADOR 


RFFA for the Island of Newfoundland were conducted in 1971, 1984, 1989, 1999, and 2014 by the Government of   


Canada, Newfoundland or its consultants (Poulin 1971; Government of Newfoundland 1984; Government of 


Newfoundland 1990, Government of Newfoundland and Labrador 1999; and AMEC 2014). The study in 2014 was 


the first to include the Labrador. The first provincial RFFA by Poulin (Government of Canada 1971) used the 


classical index-flood approach. In that study, the Island of Newfoundland was analyzed as one region with 17 


gauged stations. The index-flood, which was the mean flow, was obtained from a function relating the mean flows 


and the corresponding drainage areas.   


 


In a subsequent study (Government of Newfoundland 1984), the Island of Newfoundland was sub-divided into two 


regions, a North and a South region. Twenty-one gauged stations were analyzed based on the RQ approach. Single-


site flood frequency was performed for each station to obtain estimates of several key quantiles. These were 


regressed against site characteristics such as drainage area (DA) and latitude for the North region, and drainage area 


(DA), area controlled by lakes and swamps (ACLS) and slope in the South region. However, (Lye and Moore 1991) 


noted that the analysis of log-transformed model was not properly carried out and would lead to bias. In addition, the 


variable latitude was not suitable for North region given that it is a very small area.  


 


A new RFFA conducted by the provincial government in 1989-1990 increased the number of gauged stations up to 


thirty-nine. This study divided the Island of Newfoundland into four regions (A-Avalon and Burin Peninsula; B-


central region of the Island; C-Humber valley and northern peninsula; and D-the southwestern region of the Island). 


The average record length was 21 years and the record was extended using regression at some stations with short 


records. In an updated study by the Government in 1999, the four regions were renamed. The new names are -


northwest (NW), northeast (NE), southeast (SE) and southwest (SW) and refer to the previous C, B, A, and D 


regions proposed in 1990.  


 


Instead of the RQ approach, (Pokhrel and Lye 2001) conducted a RFFA of the Island of Newfoundland based on the 


L-moments IFM suggested by (Hosking 1990). The Island of Newfoundland was sub-divided into homogeneous 


regions based on two schemes -- four regions as used by the Government of Newfoundland in 1990 and 1999, and 


the Y and Z regions suggested by the Water Survey of Canada (WSC). The study showed that the L-moments based 


IFM with the Y and Z regions to be superior to that of the RQ approach and use of four regions. 


 


The latest provincial RFFA (AMEC 2014) was conducted for both the Island of Newfoundland and Labrador. This 


study also used the RQ approach, but with data up to 2012. Seventy-eight gauged stations in Newfoundland and 12 


gauged stations in Labrador with 10 years of record or more were used in the study. Regression equations were 


obtained considering the Island of Newfoundland as a single homogeneous region and considering it as four 


homogeneous regions as proposed in 1999. Labrador was analyzed as a single homogeneous region and only DA 


was significant for developing regression equations. The study did not compare the results to those obtained by 


(Pokhrel and Lye 2001) nor were any homogeneity and robustness tests conducted. Furthermore no split sample 


verification of the regional equations was conducted. Furthermore, use of WSC Y and Z regions was not considered.  


3. THE INDEX FLOOD METHOD 


The index-flood method (IFM) for RFFA, was first proposed by (Dalrymple 1960). It was largely a graphical 


approach and it can be done without the use of computers. The modern IFM suggested by (Hosking 1990) and 


(Hosking and Wallis 1997) is based on the use of L-moments and a comprehensive suite of advanced statistical 


techniques have been developed to help check for discordant data, test for homogeneity of regions, selection of the 


regional flood frequency distribution, and test for robustness of candidate distributions.  
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In the index-flood method flood quantiles at ungauged sites can be estimated from a relationship between the 


quantile function of the regional frequency distribution and index flood (usually mean or median flood) at each site. 


For an ungauged site, the quantiles estimates can be obtained based on the estimated index flood for that site. 


According to Hosking and Wallis (1997) quantile estimates can be obtained from:  


 


[1]      NiFquFQ ii K,3,2,1  


 
Where: ui is the index flood at sites i in a homogenous region with N sites and q(F) is the regional growth curve.  


3.1 L-Moments 


L-moments are the linear combination of probability-weighted moments (PWMs) that is widely used in fitting 


frequency distribution, estimating distribution parameters and hypothesis testing in flood frequency analysis. 


(Greenwood et al. 1979) defined the PWMs as: 


 


[2]               ]}[F(x) E{X= r


r  


 
Where: F(x) is the cumulative distribution function for X. X(F) is the inverse CDF of X evaluated at the probability 


F. βr equals to the mean streamflow when r=0.  The L-moments are then defined as Eq. [3] and the first four L-


moments are the mean of distribution, measure of scale, measures of skewness and kurtosis respectively, which are 


defined in Eq. [4].  
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[4]     λ1=β0;   λ2=2β1-β0;   λ3=6β2-6β1+β0;   λ4=20β3-30β2+12β1-β0   


 


Additionally, the dimensionless L-moments ratios L-CV, L-skewness, and L-kurtosis shown in Eq. [5] also play key 


roles in the estimations of parameters of candidate distributions and the determination of the regional flood 


frequency distribution.  


 


[5]     L-CV () = λ2/λ1;    L-skewness (τ3) = λ3/λ2;   L-kurtosis (τ4) = λ4/λ2   


 


 (Hosking 1990) concluded that L-moments and L-moment ratios are nearly unbiased even for highly skewed 


observations. They have less sensitivity to the sample size and extreme observations and are more robust to outliers. 


Compared to PWMs, L-moments are more convenient to use and simpler for measuring the shape and scale of the 


observations. (Hosking and Wallis 1997) stated that the application of index-flood based RFFA is based on the key 


assumption that all the observations within a defined homogenous region are identically distributed except for a 


scale factor (index flood).  


3.2 RFFA using L-moments IFM 


The general steps in using the L-moments IFM are as follows: 


 


1. Screening the data and use of discordancy measure;  


2. Define the homogeneous region(s) and test for homogeneity using the heterogeneity test; 


3. Select a regional frequency distribution, test for goodness-of-fit and test for robustness;  


4. Select the final regional distribution;  


5. Estimate the  index-flood from a regression of physiographic parameters to the index floods at gauged sites; and 


6. Estimate the desired flood quantile by Eqn. [1]. 


 


The purpose of screening the data is to satisfy three requirements: 1) the data collected for analysis are correct, 2) 


there are no extreme values or outliers, and 3) the data did not change over time. Hosking and Wallis (1993) first 
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proposed the L-moments based discordancy measure to identify unusual sites with different L-moment ratios from 


other sites within a region. Applying this measure, unusual sites with inconsistent L-moments ratios due to incorrect 


records or gross error can be screened out; the unusual sites may be removed or be included in another region after 


further investigation. (Hosking and Wallis 1997) stated that the conclusion based on the discordancy measure 


largely depends on the number of sites in a region. The sites can be regarded as discordant from the remaining sites 


if the discordancy measure is larger than the critical values given in (Hosking and Wallis 1997). Equations for 


calculating the discordancy measure are given in (Hosking and Wallis 1997). 


 


The delineation of a homogeneous region is one of the prime steps in a regional flood frequency analysis. There are 


many approaches proposed but this is outside the scope of this paper. To determine whether a proposed region is 


homogeneous, (Hosking and Wallis 1993) suggested a heterogeneity test which aims to assess the degree of 


homogeneity by comparing the between-site variations in sample L-moment ratios for the sites in a group with what 


the expected value would be in a definitely homogeneous region. The between-site variation of L-moment ratios is 


measured by calculating the standard deviation of sample L-CVs. To calculate what would be expected of a 


homogeneous region, (Hosking and Wallis 1997) recommended the use of Monte Carlo simulations. To determine 


whether a region is homogeneous, (Hosking and Wallis 1997) provided critical values of H which indicated that the 


region can be declared as “acceptably homogeneous” if H<1; “possibly heterogeneous” if 1≤H<2, and “definitely 


heterogeneous” if H≥2.  


 


After the homogeneous region(s) is determined, the next step is to select a regional frequency distribution for the 


region. The regional frequency distribution can be selected using a combination of the L-moment ratio diagram, a 


goodness-of-fit test, and then followed by a robustness test. The L-moment ratio diagram provides a basic visual 


judgment of a potential regional frequency distribution. The sample L-moment ratios (τ3 and τ4) and weighted 


average L-moment ratios (τR
3 and τR


4) are plotted as a scatterplot together with the theoretical curves of several 


candidate distributions in a L-skewness-L-kurtosis space. The selected distribution should be close to the weighted 


average ratios. The polynomial approximations for constructing the theoretical L-moments relationship for common 


distributions are given in (Hosking and Wallis 1997).  


  


After selecting a regional frequency distribution based on the L-moment ratio diagram, the next step is to use the 


goodness-of-fit measure to objectively test whether the selected distribution give the closest fit to the observed data. 


This measure also can identify the most suitable distribution when there is more than one acceptable regional 


distribution. The goodness-of-fit test based on L-moments measures how well the simulated L-moment ratios (τ3 and 


τ4) of a fitted distribution match the samples’ average L-moment ratios. To carry out the goodness-of-fit test, a 


Monte Carlo simulation similar to the homogeneity test is carried out. The process is given in (Hosking and Wallis 


1997). 


 


According to (Hosking and Wallis 1997) even though the best fitted regional frequency distribution can be 


determined, there is no guarantee that the chosen distribution can match future data. A robust distribution should 


have the ability to yield accurate quantile estimates when there is misspecification of the distribution or when the 


region is not homogeneous, even though the true at-site frequency distribution deviates from the chosen one. A 


robustness test for the candidate distribution is achieved by comparing the bias and root mean square error (RMSE) 


of the estimated extreme quantiles when 1) the chosen distribution is the same as the underlying distribution, 2) the 


chosen distribution differs from the underlying distribution.  (Pokhrel and Lye 2002) gave a step by step procedure 


for the robustness test. Once the index flood is estimated, flood quantiles can be estimated using Eqn. [1]. 


4. RESULTS FOR LABRADOR 


Labrador is on the mainland in the northeastern part of Canada with an area of 294,330 square kilometers. The only 


RFFA for Labrador was completed by AMEC in 2014 using the RQ approach. In this study, annual peak flows up to 


2013 at gauged stations with the record length equal to or more than 15 years were chosen from the database of the 


Water Survey of Canada (WSC). Record lengths ranged from 15 to 54 years. Ten sites met the criterion. Other sites 


with less than 15 years of record were used for verification of the results. The steps discussed in Section 3.2 were 


carried out and a nonlinear regression relationship between index flood and site characteristics at gauged sites was 


developed. The results obtained were then compared to those based on AMEC (2014) equations.                                                   
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It is observed that site 03OC003 has a higher discordancy Di value than the critical value (Di=2.491). The results of 


the discordancy measure for other sites are satisfactory. However, whether site 03OC003 should be kept or removed 


will be decided after the heterogeneity test.  With the inclusion of 03OC003, it was observed that the degree of 


homogeneity is still considered acceptable (H=0.48). Therefore, it is decided to keep it for quantile estimation 


despite its discordancy measure being unsatisfactory. Thus, it can be concluded that the Labrador is homogenous 


and the next steps of index flood estimation can proceed.  


 


A preliminary assessment of the goodness of fit using the L-moment ratio diagram showed that the regional average 


L-moment ratios is located closest to the GEV, LN3 and PE3 distributions. And most of the sample L-moment ratios 


are along one of these three distributions. Therefore, a regional frequency distribution might be one of those three 


distributions. The results of the goodness-of-fit tests showed that the GEV distribution gave the best fit with a ZDIST 


of 0.787. The ZDIST values for PE3 and LN3 are 0.995 and 1.146, respectively. All three were less the critical value 


of 1.64. Thus the most robust regional frequency distribution will be compared among the GEV, LN3 and PE3 


distribution. However, for the PE3 distribution, the distribution function is inconvenient to use by practitioners, 


hence only the LN3 distribution and GEV distribution will be used in the robustness test. A robustness test is carried 


out to compare the regional average relative bias (ARB) and relative root mean square error (RMSE) of the 


estimated extreme quantiles when 1) the chosen distribution is LN3 but the underlying distribution is GEV; 2) when 


the chosen distribution is GEV but the underlying distribution LN3; 3) when the chosen distribution is the same as 


the underlying distribution.  The results showed that when the chosen and underlying distributions are GEV, the 


values of ARB, AARB and RMSE are significantly lower than those when the chosen or underlying distribution is 


LN3. The differences of ARB, AARB and RMSE of estimated quantiles for 100-year quantiles are lower in LN3-


GEV than in the case of GEV-LN3. Therefore, it can be concluded that the GEV distribution is the most robust 


regional frequency distribution for Labrador.   


 


The regional parameters of the GEV distribution and regional GEV quantile function are shown in Table 1. Figure 1 


shows the regional growth curve for Labrador with 90% confidence intervals.  


 


 


Table 1: Regional GEV parameters and GEV quantile function in Labrador 


ξ (location) α (scale) k (shape) 


0.8977 0.2229 0.1342 


                                                 GEV Quantile Function 


                         q(F) = x(F) = 0.8977+0.2229{1-(-logF)*0.1342}/0.1342 
 


  


 


For ungauged sites, a nonlinear least square regression equation relating the drainage area (DA) to the annual mean 


peak flow (Q) was used. The data was log-transformed, and the R2=96.6%. The regression relationship between Q 


and DA is given by: 


 


[6]  
808.0647.0 DAQ   


 


Where: Q is the mean annual flood (index flood), and DA is the drainage area in square kilometers. 
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Figure 1: Regional quantile function with observed data and 90% confidence limits for Labrador 


 


A comparison of quantile estimates with return periods of 50 and 100 years between the at-site and regional quantile 


estimates showed absolute average percentage errors of only 6.62% and 8.24%, respectively. As mentioned in 


Section 2, the RFFA for Labrador was conducted based on the RQ approach (AMEC 2014). Labrador was treated as 


a single homogeneous region. Each gauged site was fitted by the three-parameter lognormal (LN3) distribution.  The 


differences of quantile flow estimates between at-site and regional estimation based on the index-flood procedure 


and RQ approach when the return periods are 50 and 100 years are also compared.  It was found that the average 


absolute percentage errors given by the RQ method were about 4 times higher than the L-moments IFM method. 


Seven additional sites with record ranging from 12 to 14 years that were not used previously were used to further 


verify the developed IFM regional model. It was observed that the IFM regional model gave consistent estimates 


and agrees well with the observed data.                                    


5. RESULTS FOR ISLAND OF NEWFOUNDLAND 


In the past 45 years, there were five editions of RQ based RFFA for the Island of Newfoundland. The latest being by 


(AMEC 2014). The first RFFA in Newfoundland using the L-moments based index-flood procedure was conducted 


by (Pokhrel and Lye 2002) with observed data until 1998. They showed that the index-flood procedure provided 


more accurate quantile results than the regression approach. Furthermore, their study showed that the L-moments 


based IFM with Y and Z regions to be superior to that of the RQ approach and the use of four regions. This study 


updates (Pokhrel and Lye 2002) using the latest corrected data up to 2013 and the results will be compared with to 


those obtained the latest equations based on the RQ approach by (AMEC 2014).  


5.1 RFFA using 4 regions 


Using the same 4 regions as (AMEC 2014) shown in Figure 2, the sites in each region were subjected to the steps 


given in section 3.2. Regions A, B, C, and D each have 16, 15, 12, and 10 years of record, respectively. Two sites in 


region A were discordant but only site 02ZM009 needs to be removed from analysis. Subsequent heterogeneity tests 


showed that each region is possibly homogenous. From the positions of the regional average L-moment ratios it 


regions A, B and C, the regional frequency distribution could be selected from the GEV or LN3 distributions, and 


for region D the Pearson type 3 (PE3) distribution seems best followed by the LN3 distribution. Goodness-of-fit 


tests confirmed that the LN3 has the best fit for region A followed by the GEV; for region B the GEV is best 


followed by the LN3; for region C, the GEV is best followed closely by the LN3; and for region D, the PE3 is best 


followed by the LN3 and GEV. Thus in regions A, B and C the robustness test is carried out between the GEV and 


the LN3 distributions and in region D, the robustness test is carried out between the GEV and LN3 distributions.  


The PE3 distribution was not be used for further analysis as explained earlier. From the comparison of extreme 
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quantiles for 100-year event, the LN3 distribution is more robust than the GEV distribution for all regions. 


Therefore, the LN3 distribution is chosen as the regional frequency distribution.  


 


                                             
A=SE, B = NE, C = NW, D = SW 


Figure 2: Island of Newfoundland the 4 regions 


Table 2: Regional parameters of the LN3 and regional quantile functions for regions A, B, C, and D. 


Region A 


ξ (location) α (scale) k (shape) 


0.9215 0.3702 -0.4065 


LN3 Quantile Function 


q(F) = x(F)=0.9215+0.3702/(-0.4065) {1-exp{0.4065Ф-1(F)}] 


Region B 


ξ (location) α (scale) k (shape) 


0.9289 0.3374 -0.4143 


LN3 Quantile Function 


q(F) = x(F)=0.9289+0.3374/(-0.4046){1-exp{0.4046Ф-1(F)}] 


Region C 


ξ (location) α (scale) k (shape) 


0.9498 0.2879 -0.3390 


LN3 Quantile Function 


q(F) = x(F)=0.9498+0.2879/(-0.3390){1-exp{0.3390Ф-1(F)}] 


Region D 


ξ (location) α (scale) k (shape) 


0.9349 0.3513 -0.3589 


LN3 Quantile Function 


q(F) = x(F)=0.9349+0.3513/(-0.3589){1-exp{0.3589Ф-1(F)}] 
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The index flood at ungauged sites are estimated from regression relationships between the index flood and sites 


characteristics at gauged sites within each homogeneous region. The nonlinear least square regression equations and 


R2 values are shown in Table 3.  


 


 


Table 3: Nonlinear regression equations and R2 for sub regions in Newfoundland 


Region Regression equation R2 


A Q=2.517*DA0.783*LAF -0.117 0.96 


B Q=0.3815*DA0.708*LAF-0.336 0.96 


C Q=0.2582*DA0.845*LAF-0.393 0.94 


D Q=8.1827*DA0.509*LSF-3.62 0.82 


 


 


Table 5 shows the comparison between the estimates obtained by the L-moments IFM and by the RQ method of 


(AMEC 2014) for each region. The comparison is based on the average absolute percentage error between the at-site 


estimates and that for the regional estimates for each method.  It can be seen that except for 100-year estimates in 


Region C where the RQ method was slightly better, all other regions showed that the L-moments IFM gave lower 


average absolute percentage errors. In region D, the IFM approach gave almost 1/3 smaller average percentage error 


than the RQ based method used by (AMEC 2014). 


Table 5:  Comparison of L-moments IFM and (AMEC 2014) estimates 


 Avg. abs % diff 


(L-moments IFM) 


           Avg. abs % diff 


             (AMEC 2014) 


Regions Q50 Q100             Q50 Q100 


A (NE) 12.83 16.47             20.01 20.28 


B (SE) 13.87 17.21             24.35 25.37 


C (NW) 19.30 24.69             22.31 22.43 


D (SW) 10.04 12.00             30.10 30.88 


 


 


Verification of the regional models using data not used for model development also showed that on the whole the L-


moments IFM provided more consistent and more accurate estimates than those based on the RQ method. More 


details are given in (Yang 2016). 


6. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 


This study conducted a RFFA based the on L-moments index-flood procedure for both Labrador and the Island of 


Newfoundland. It compared quantile flood estimates with those from (AMEC 2014), developed regression equations 


relating the index flood and sites characteristics for estimating the index flood at ungauged sites for Labrador and 


Newfoundland, and confirmed and verified the accuracy of the results by testing the quantile estimates at gauged 


sites with flood records not used to develop the regional models.  It is worth noting that in the latest update to the 


database in 2014, the Water Survey of Canada not only updated the historical data up to 2013, but also modified 


many of the previous records that were used in AMEC (2014) and (Pokhrel and Lye 2002).  


6.1 Labrador  


Ten gauged sites with at least 15 years of record are selected for RFFA. Site 03OC003 was found to be discordant 


from other sites, but the results of heterogeneity test suggested that it was better to keep all of the sites for further 


study. The results of the goodness-of-fit test confirmed that the three-parameter generalized extreme-value (GEV) is 


the best fitting regional frequency distribution. The estimated index flood at ungauged sites was calculated from a 


nonlinear regression relationship between the index flood and site characteristics at gauged sites.  The regional 


quantile functions were tested and found to agree well with the observed flood data and the index-flood procedure 


based on the L-moments produced more accurate and reasonable quantile estimates than the RQ method used by 


(AMEC 2014).  
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6.2 Island of Newfoundland   


Except for site 02ZM009 in region A, all of the sites in regions A, B, C and D were tested to be not discordant. The 


regional frequency distributions for each region were selected according to the results of goodness-of-fit test, but the 


best-fit ones were determined based on the results of the robustness test. The three-parameter LN3 distribution was 


better than the GEV distribution in regions A, B and C, and it also worked well in region D. The quantile flows 


estimated from the index-flood procedure were found to provide better fit to the observed data than the RQ method. 


Regression models relating the index flood and sites characteristics at gauged sites were used to estimate the index 


flood at ungauged sites in a homogeneous region. The Drainage Area (DA) and the Lake Attenuation Factor (LAF) 


were used to develop the regression models in sub regions A, B and C. In sub- region D, the Drainage Area (DA) 


and the Lakes and Swamps Factor (LSF) were used. The lower R2 may be due to its small sample size.  


6.3 Recommendations 


Future updates of RFFA by the government should be based on the L-moments index-flood approach as it has a rich 


statistical basis, used worldwide, and has been shown to produce more accurate flood quantile estimates that the 


outdated regression on quantile approach. Furthermore, the regionalization scheme of using Y and Z regions from 


Water Survey of Canada (WSC) should be considered. The use of gauged sites with shorter record that have not 


been used for model development for testing the accuracy of regional quantile models is also recommended.  
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ABSTRACT 


This paper studies the dynamic behavior of a multi-span transmission line system under synoptic wind considering 


various speeds to determine the range of wind speeds in which the system experiences resonance. A finite element 


numerical model was developed for the purpose of this study. This model is employed to assess the dynamic behavior 


of a self-supported lattice tower line under various wind speeds. Dynamic Amplification Factor (DAF), defined as the 


ratio between the peak total response to the peak quasi-static response, is evaluated. It is found that conductors’ 


responses exhibit large DAF compared to the towers especially at low wind speeds (v ≤ 25 m/s). This results from the 


low natural frequency of the conductors (0.19 Hz) which is close to the wind load frequency while the natural 


frequency of the tower is equal to 2.36 Hz. In addition, the conductors’ aerodynamic damping decreases with the 


decrease of wind speed which leads to higher dynamic effect while the tower’s aerodynamic damping plays a minor 


role. The results of the dynamic analysis conducted in this study are also used to compare the gust response factors 


(GFT), defined as the ratio between peak total response to the mean response, to those obtained from the ASCE code 


(GFT-ASCE). It has been noticed that the gust response factors obtained from the ASCE code lead to conservative peak 


responses for both towers and conductors of the chosen line. 


 


Keywords: Transmission lines; synoptic wind; dynamic analysis; quasi-static analysis; self-supported towers 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Previous studies performed on the dynamic response of transmission line (TL) systems (Davenport 1962, Momomura 


et al. 1997, Loredo-Souza and Davenport 1998, Holmes 2008, Lin et al. 2012, Aboshosha et al. 2016) showed that the 


natural frequencies of typical transmission line towers are usually higher than the frequencies that correspond to the 


maximum turbulence energy. The towers’ natural frequency is usually higher than 1 Hz. This leads to negligible 


resonant tower responses. The studies have also shown that the tower conductors and the turbulent winds might have 


close frequencies, however the resonant effect is almost also negligible due to the effect of high aerodynamic damping 


resulting from the conductors’ behavior. This holds true under high speed winds, however for low wind speeds the 


aerodynamic damping decreases and thus resonant effects can possibly occur. This topic needs further investigations 


as current codes and standards fail to account for resonance in the design of TL systems. Accordingly, the current 


paper focuses on the following objectives: 


1- Developing a numerical model portraying a multi-span transmission line system to study its dynamic 


behavior. 


2- Conducting dynamic analysis on a self-supported steel lattice tower transmission line system considering 


various synoptic wind speeds to be able to determine the range of velocities at which resonance occurs. 
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This paper is divided into five sections. In section 1, introduction and main objectives of the study are outlined. In 


section 2, a brief description of the transmission line system considered in the study is provided. A detailed description 


of the finite element model of the TL is described in section 3. In section 4, the results of the dynamic analysis of the 


considered transmission line system are shown and interpreted. Finally the main conclusions drawn from the study 


are presented in section 5.  


2. CONSIDERED TL SYSTEM 


In this study, a transmission line system consisting of self-supported steel lattice towers is considered. Figure 1 shows 


the dimensions and geometry of the self-supported tower under consideration. Table 1 also shows in further details 


the dimensions of the tower as well as the conductor properties.  


Table 1: Tower and Conductor Properties 


 Tower Properties Conductor Properties 


System H 


(m) 


W* 


(m) 


E 


(GPa) 


Freq.** 


(Hz) 


L 


(m) 


S 


(m) 


w 


(N/m) 


v 


(m) 


Ap 


(m2) 


Freq.** 


(Hz) 


Self-supported 


lattice 


52 13 200 2.36 299 8.5 11.6 3.2 0.042 0.19 


* The reported width is the width of the cross arms. 


** The frequencies are evaluated at wind speed V = 25 m/s.  


 


 


As shown in Table 1, The total height of the tower H = 52 m, while the tower width W = 13 m, E is the elasticity 


modulus, and the L is the span length, S is the sag length, w is the conductor weight, v is the insulator length, Ap is 


the projected area of the conductor.  


 


 
Figure 1: Self-supported Steel lattice tower dimensions 
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3. NUMERICAL MODEL 


3.1 Wind Field 


Synoptic winds can be defined by two different velocity components; mean and fluctuating wind components. In this 


study, a technique proposed by Chen and Letchford (2004 a, b) and Chay et al. (2006) was implemented to numerically 


generate the fluctuating wind velocities component of the wind field. The Power Spectrum Density (PSD) proposed 


by von Karman (1948) which defines the energy of the wind fluctuations in a frequency domain is utilized to generate 


the turbulent wind speeds. Using the relationship between the turbulent length scale Lu and turbulent length scale of 


the longitudinal fluctuations along the transverse direction Luv (Lu = Luv/3), a value for Lu was obtained. According to 


the ASCE 74 (2010), the value for Luv was taken as 67 m considering an open terrain exposure. Based on the coherency 


decay function (Davenport 1979, 1980), correlations between the fluctuating components were presented and a 


coherency decay constant value of 10 was used. Using an aerodynamic roughness z0 = 0.03 m, the mean velocity 


turbulence intensity profiles were acquired from the ESDU (2001, 2002). Figures 2 and 3 show two samples of the 


fluctuating velocity versus time at heights 14 m and 30 m, respectively. Fluctuating velocities are generated 


numerically for a number of 6 zones along the tower heights (shown in Figure 1) and 5 locations along each conductor 


span. 


 


3.2 Finite Element Analysis 


In order to accurately predict the dynamic response of the TL system under synoptic wind considering the non-linear 


behaviour which is mainly because of the conductors, a comprehensive finite element model is developed using the 


commercial program SAP2000. In this model, as shown in Figure 4, all TL components are modelled where 3D frame 


elements are used to model the tower members, while the conductors are modelled using non-linear cable element. To 


accurately depict the response of the insulators, the moment resisting connection between the tower nodes and the 


insulators is released.  
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Figure 1: Turbulence Velocity Variation at 14 m height 
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Figure 4: Finite Element Model of the transmission Line System 


 


In order to accurately simulate the forces acting on the TL system due to fluctuating synoptic wind, non-linear dynamic 


analysis under instantaneous wind load can be used where the wind load includes both mean and fluctuating wind 


components. Despite the major usage of this method, it is impractical and time consuming. As such, a different 


approach suggested by Sparling and Wegner (2007) using two steps is implemented, where the time required to 


analyze the response is reduced significantly while maintaining the high accuracy of the results. The first step in this 


approach involves studying the mean response of the transmission line system by performing non-linear analysis when 


the system is subjected to mean wind loading. The second step of the method involves finding the fluctuating response 


of the system under fluctuating load using linear analysis. The use of linear analysis is acceptable in this case 


considering the small ratio between the mean and the fluctuating components. Further steps can be performed in order 


to identify the subcomponents of the fluctuating load; the background component and the resonant component. Finding 


the background component involves evaluating the system quasi-statically when subjected to fluctuating winds. Since 


the total fluctuating component is a resultant of the background and the resonant components, the resonance can be 


obtained by subtracting the background response from the total fluctuating response. A flow chart summarizing the 


main steps conducted in this approach is presented in Figure 5, as shown below.  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 5: Steps of the Method for Analyzing the System's Response (Aboshosha and El Damatty 2015) 
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4. RESULTS OF DYNAMIC RESPONSE 


The method described above was implemented in the finite element model described earlier where the following 


results were obtained. It is worth mentioning that the developed finite element model is validated with the results 


obtained from an investigation conducted by Aboshosha et al. (2016).  


4.1 Analyzing The Conductor’s and Tower’s Natural Frequencies 


The conductor’s and the tower’s natural frequencies can be identified using the spectra shown in Figure 6 below. The 


first natural frequencies of the conductor and the tower correspond to the peaks shown in the spectra graphs. As can 


be seen from Figure 6(a), the conductor’s first natural frequency is identified as 0.19 Hz and from 6(b), the tower’s 


natural frequency is identified as 2.36 Hz. It should be noted that the excitation coming from Figure 6(a) is due to the 


conductors only, whereas the excitation peak in Figure 6(b) is a combination of the tower and conductor’s excitation. 


The first natural frequencies are summarized in Table 1.  


 


 
Figure 6: Spectra Showing (a) Conductor's and (b) Tower's Frequencies 


4.2 Dynamic Amplification Factor (DAF) 


Considering the method described above to determine the total response of the system, the time history of the 


conductor reaction at the insulator as well as the tower base shear are analyzed. The total response contains the mean, 


background, and resonant components. The total response includes the dynamic behavior of the system. An estimation 


of the quasi-static response of the system without considering the dynamic effect can be produced by summing the 


mean and the background components. Sample of total, mean, background and resonant response time histories of the 


conductor reaction are shown in Figure 7. 


 


The dynamic amplification factor (DAF) is a ratio between the peak total response and the peak quasi-static response 


as shown in Equation 1. 


 


[1]  𝐷𝐴𝐹 =  
�̂�𝑇


�̂�𝑄𝑆
                    


 


Where �̂�𝑇 is the peak total response and �̂�𝑄𝑆 is the peak quasi-static response. For the TL system in this study, five 


different responses were recorded for measuring the DAF and are shown in Figure 8 below.  


 


The five considerations are the (1) conductor reaction Ry in the direction of wind, (2) the displacement of the conductor 


at the mid-span, (3) the tower base shear, (4) the tower base moment, and (5) the tower top deflection. 


 


Analyzing the figure above, the following information can be deducted. The figure shows that the tower behaves very 


differently compared to the conductors. As expected, the tower does not experience large resonant responses due its 


high natural frequency. The conductors however can be seen to experience high amounts of resonance shown in the 


figure as large DAF values. DAF values larger than 1.1 are considered as high.  
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Another apparent trend shown in the figure is the decrease of DAF values with the increase in wind velocity. This is 


due to the increase in aerodynamic damping due to the movement of the conductors with the increase in wind speed. 


In cases of low wind speeds (v < 25 m/s) the resonant component is considered to be large and must be taken into 


account when designing for the TL system. Values for the conductors’ reactions’ DAF range between 1.18 and 1.35 


with an average value of 1.25. Values for the conductors’ mid-span displacements’ DAF vary between 1.22 and 1.39 


with an average value of 1.31.  


 


 
Figure 7: Sample conductor reaction response  


 
Figure 8: DAF vs. Mean Velocity 


 


4.3 Gust Response Factor (GRF) 


Another factor that is evaluated in this study is the gust response factor which is defined as the ratio between the peak 


total response and the mean response. This factor is referred to as GFT. Another gust factor considered in the study is 


the ratio between the peak quasi-static response and the mean response, referred to as GFQS. Other factors such as 


GFT-ASCE and GFQS-ASCE which correspond to values from the ASCE 74 (2010) which in turn are based on Davenport’s 


expressions (1979) are also considered for this study. The factors for the tower base shear and the conductor reaction 


are plotted in Figure 8 in comparison with mean wind speed. As expected, GFT values are higher than GFQS
 since the 


values for GFT include the resonant component. 


 


a)- b)- 
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Figure 9: Gust Response Factor Values vs. Mean Wind Velocity for (a) Tower Base Shear and (b) Conductor 


Reaction 


In addition, the gust factors obtained from the dynamic analysis conducted in the current study are compared to the 


values obtained from the ASCE. It is concluded that GFT-ASCE values obtained from the ASCE have larger values than 


GFT obtained from the nonlinear dynamic analysis, proving that ASCE values are conservative. It is also apparent in 


Figure 9(a) but more clearly shown in Figure 9(b) that the difference between GFT and GFQS, as well as GFT-ASCE and 


GFQS-ASCE is large which shows that the dynamic effect has to be accounted for in evaluating the conductors’ peak 


response especial for low wind speeds less than or equal to 20 m/sec.  


5. CONCLUSIONS 


A finite element model of a multi-span TL system was developed in order to assess its dynamic behavior under 


synoptic winds with varying speeds. The towers of the system consisted of self-supported steel lattice towers. The 


model was validated using responses obtained from an aeroelastic TL previously testes at the Boundary Layer Wind 


Tunnel Laboratory at Western University. The values for conductors’ reactions as well as tower’s base shear are 


recorded and evaluated in order to determine the peak total responses and peak quasi-static responses. Moreover, the 


mean, background, and resonant components of the response were analyzed. Dynamic amplification factors as well 


as gust response factors are evaluated and the following conclusions are drawn from the study:   


 


 The tower behaves differently compared to the conductors. The tower experiences less dynamic amplification 


factor compared to the conductors which experience higher dynamic response especially at low wind speeds.  


 The dynamic amplification factor of the conductors decreases with the increase in wind speed. Such a 


reduction is attributed to the increase in aerodynamic damping. 


 The dynamic amplification factor for the conductors’ reactions’ is found to range between 1.18 and 1.35 with 


an average value of 1.25. 


  The dynamic amplification factor for the conductors’ mid-span displacements’ is found to be vary between 


1.22 and 1.39 with an average value of 1.31. 


 It is concluded that the total gust response factor GFT values are higher than the quasi-static gust response 


factor GFQS values since the GFT values include the resonant component. 


 Gust response factors obtained from ASCE considering the dynamic effect GFT-ASCE are higher than those 


obtained from dynamic analysis conducted in the current study GFT . 


 Gust response factors obtained from ASCE considering only the background effect GFQS-ASCE are compatible 


with those obtained from dynamic analysis GFT for the tower as well as for the conductor responses at high 


speeds. At low speeds (i.e. < 25 m/s), GFQS-ASCE for the conductor are less than GFT, which indicates the 


importance of considering the dynamic effects for the conductors at low speeds. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  


This paper summarizes the findings of extensive wind tunnel parametric investigations on wind-induced torsion 


acting on rectangular flat- and gable-roofed buildings. Experiments collected data for different configurations in 


terms of terrain exposure, wind direction and building height. In addition, wind load combinations (i.e. shear forces 


and torsion) in transverse and longitudinal building directions were examined. Comparisons with the results 


obtained from provisions specified in current design standards and codes of practice were also carried out. Three 


building models (scaled at 1:400) have the same horizontal dimensions (length = 61 m, width = 39 m) but with 


different gabled-roof angles (0o, 18.5o, and 45o).  All building models were tested at different eave building heights 


(6, 12, 25, 30, 40, 50 and 60 m) in open and urban terrain exposures for different wind directions (every 15o). Figure 


1 presents the three building models in addition to a schematic representative of external pressure distributions on 


building envelope at a certain instant, the exerted shear forces (FX, FY) and torsional moment (MT). The 


synchronized wind tunnel measurements are presented in terms of pressures, shear, and torsional coefficients.  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


  


 


 
 


 


Figure 1: Wind tunnel models: A) Building with a flat roof, B) Building with 18.4o roof slope, and C) Building with 


45o roof slope; D) Height extension part for all building models, E) Instantaneous wind pressure distributions, 


generated wind forces (FX, FY) and torsional moment (MT) 
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2. WIND TUNNEL MEASUREMENT RESULTS  


Figure 2 presents the variation of the maximum torsion coefficient (|CT| Max = MT max / (0.5ρV2B2L)) with wind 


direction for the two buildings tested at different heights. As can be seen from the figure, |CT| Max has increased 


significantly when the building height was increased from 6 to 60 m for both buildings with 0o and 45o roof angles. 


The lowest torsional coefficients are found for wind direction around 60o for all heights. The |CT| Max occurs for wind 


directions ranging from 15o to 45o for the first three buildings (6, 12, 20 m) while for the other heights, another peak 


torsional coefficient zone has been recorded for wind directions between 75o and 90o. This may be attributed to 


different characteristics of wind flow interactions with buildings of heights lower than 20 m, particularly flow 


reattachment and 3-dimensionality compared to taller buildings. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 2: Variation of peak torsion coefficient (|CT| Max.) with wind direction for the tested buildings with flat and 


gabled roof 
 


2.1 Comparisons with the current Canadian and American wind load provisions 


The wind tunnel results have been compared with the Canadian and American provisions for all the buildings tested. 


Two main load cases (i.e. torsion load case: maximum torsion and corresponding shear, shear load case: maximum 


shear and the corresponding torsion) were examined. The results indicate that, while the American (ASCE7-10) 


provisions agree in most cases with the experimental data, the Canadian (NBCC 2010) code underestimate wind-


induced torsional loads significantly on low rise-buildings. Significant discrepancies in both provisions found for 


medium-rise buildings. The current study introduced new design wind load cases that adequately include torsion in 


order to contribute to the enhancement of the current building codes and standards. The suggested approach 


introduces significantly lower torsion compared to the current provisions, as it can be seen in Figure 3.  
   


 
 
 


 


 
 


 


 
 


 


 
 


 
 


Figure 3: Comparison of torsional load case evaluated using NBCC (2010) and wind tunnel measurements for 


buildings with 0o and 45o roof angles (Transverse direction) 
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3. CONCLUSIONS 


Wind-induced torsional loads on low- and medium-rise buildings have been examined in the boundary layer wind 


tunnel. The experimental results show that wind-induced torsional moment is significantly affected by building 


geometries, wind directions and terrain exposures. Comparison of the wind tunnel results with current torsion 


provisions in the American wind standards and the Canadian wind codes demonstrate significant discrepancies. 


Suggested wind load cases were introduced aiming at an adequate evaluation of wind load effects on rectangular 


low- and medium-rise buildings. Significant differences were found between the suggested approach and current 


wind-induced loads provisions. 
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ABSTRACT  


Nowadays, it is common to add a little amount of Reclaimed Asphalt Pavement (RAP) in asphalt mixes without 


changing too much properties such as modulus and low temperature cracking resistance. Not only will those mixes 


be able to make roads last longer, but they will be a greener alternative to usual mixes. In order to make a flexible 


pavement design, the mixture behavior is usually characterized with the complex modulus. To have a high modulus 


mix, you need to control the gradation precisely even when RAP is added. When performing a mix design to 


incorporate RAP, it is desirable to know the RAP binder characteristics and content and its gradation. In the 


literature, there is no clear vision of the RAP gradation impacts on the mixture properties and field performance. The 


objective of this study, performed at the Pavements and Bituminous Materials Laboratory (LCMB), is to evaluate 


the impact of RAP gradation on Hot Mix Asphalt. This is needed to understand how much binder can be transferred 


during mix from RAP to virgin aggregate. In this study, a single source of RAP was separated into different sizes 


and mixed with a specific group of virgin aggregates. Then, according to their size, the mixes were separated again 


into the RAP group and virgin aggregate. While these were mixed, active RAP binder transferred to virgin 


aggregate. Then ignition test (ASTM D6307) was adapted to separate RAP binder from virgin aggregate. With this 


procedure, it was possible to see that, for a given temperature and mixing time, activated binder amount of coarse 


RAP particles and fine RAP particles. The Ignition test result showed that coarse RAP particles have more active 


binder in mix but ITS test indicated that fine RAP particles have higher strength.   


 


Keywords: Hot Mix Asphalt, Recycled asphalt, RAP gradation, IDT, Ignition test  


1. INTRODUCTION 


Nowadays, it is common to add a little amount of Reclaimed Asphalt Pavement (RAP) in asphalt mixes without 


changing too much the properties such as modulus and low temperature cracking resistance. Not only will those 


mixes be able to make roads last longer, but they will be a greener alternative to usual mixes a reusable mixture of 


aggregate and asphalt binder  can be a worth approach for technical, economical, and environmental reasons. RAP 


that is consisting of aged binder and aggregate particles provides saving energy, according to the various RAP 


content with considering the total cost(Kandhal & Mallick, 1998) 


 


Despite the fact that there is no recognized limit of the amount of RAP that can be added to any mixes, it has been 


limited by many agencies and it varies from 10 to 50%.  In 1997, the Federal Highway Administration’s RAP expert 


task force developed guidelines for the design of superpave HMA containing RAP (Bukowski, 1997). These 


guidelines have been supported by the findings of the NCHRP research report 9-12 (R. S. McDaniel, Soleymani, 


Anderson, Turner, & Peterson, 2000). But there is no clear vision of how it can be added to the mix and what 


conditions are needed to prepare RAP before mixing. The level of interaction between old and new materials is a 


major factor that is still unclear. Different scenarios can be developed such as; there is no interaction so RAP can be 
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called Black Rock, it means that it does not significantly change the virgin binder properties. But with heating there 


is the possibility that the RAP binder can change the rheological properties of the mix. However, there is no specific 


method to see how it works. In fact, many design procedures prefer to assume that all the aged binder is fully 


available and can be mixed with virgin binder and would effectively contribute to the blend. The Full amount of 


RAP binder can reduce the needed total amount of virgin binder. 


 


When RAP is used, many mix design factors like mix duration, mix temperature, RAP and aggregate surface area, 


etc., can influence the rheological properties of the mix.   Because of this, it is important to characterize each part of 


the RAP precisely. Since aggregates account for more than 90% by volume of the mixture, each particle has a great 


impact on RAP binder absorption. This study is going to characterize the impact of each particle with respect to the 


active binder that can cover the virgin aggregates. 


 


In this research, the amount of RAP binder that can be mobilized from RAP aggregate to virgin aggregate during 


construction was analyzed. In fact, the impact of virgin aggregate size on RAP binder mobilization was investigated. 


2. BACKGROUND 


Milled pavements can be considered as a valuable material after they reached the end of their service life. Reclaimed 


Asphalt Pavement (RAP) can be added to virgin Hot Mix Asphalt (HMA) in order to conserve materials and energy. 


However, it is necessary to account for old materials in the HMA design process. The rheological properties of 


asphalt continuously change during the road service life and it would not be the same as virgin materials, but at least 


RAP can act like virgin materials, it can even improve the performance of new pavements. Since past decades, 


several studies have been done to characterize the RAP and use it as proper way in mixture. 


 


At the beginning of the implementation of RAP, there were no guidance of how to integrate RAP into a new mix 


design, but based on experimental research, interim recommendations were defined through the FHWA Asphalt 


Mixture Expert Task Group (Bukowski, 1997). Afterwards, according to the performance of Marshall’s mixes with 


RAP, new specifications were developed in 2002 and it has been available in the Superpave system. In addition, 


AASHTO Standards MP2 (now M323), standard specification for Super-pave volumetric mix design for hot mix 


asphalt, describe how to design HMA with RAP (Basueny et al., 2013).  


 


Since aged binder and aggregates are included in RAP, mix temperature, mix duration, aggregate gradation, and 


preheating conditions can change the performance of the new mix. Europe standard method EN 12697-35 presented 


a method of how to prepare RAP materials to add to the mixture. It can be added in a different manner like cold, 


heated in a microwave, heated in an oven in a covered pan, and heated in an oven in a non-covered pan. The 


preheating condition impact would be change according to the changing the amount of RAP in the mix. Basueny et 


al., (2013) showed that they cannot propose a specific method from the four methods to be used in the laboratory 


since each method has its advantage and disadvantages from the degree of handling and the required time saving. 


 


With respect to the different conditions and mix durations and temperatures, the reaction between the RAP and the 


other components could change. Achieving at least the same performance level of HMA without RAP is the critical 


aspect to reuse asphalt. Several researches have been done to understand the properties of mixtures with inclusion of 


RAP. One of the main concerns is the degree of interaction of old materials with new one, and the behavior of RAP 


during a new mixing procedure according to different percentages of RAP. Since a correlation was found between 


microstructural characteristics and mechanical properties (Nahar et al., 2013) it becomes important to develop a 


deep understanding of the physical phenomena occurring during a new fabrication as well as the definition of the 


degree of blending to determine the rheology of the final binder (Booshehrian et al., 2012).  


 


The interaction degree is a serious concern that directly affects the performance of HMA that incorporates RAP. The 


level of blending affects both the performance of the produced HMA and the economic competitiveness of the 


recycling process. It can be assumed that RAP totally participate in the mix when it is actually behaving as a black 


rock, or it can be assumed that RAP binder does not blend with the virgin binder when there is some evidence that it 


does and finally, the complicated assumption is that the blending process may take some time to occur and is 


influenced by various factors (Carpenter & Wolosick, 1980). There are various possibilities according to utilize RAP 


in mix. It can act as a black rock; it means RAP binder has no impact on mix. Black rock in NCHRP 9-12 were 
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fabricated by extracting binder from RAP afterward RAP aggregate can be added to mix. Another possibility is that 


RAP completely participates in mix so RAP binder blends with virgin binder as well as RAP aggregate blends with 


virgin aggregate. Third one called practical blended which is blending unprocessed RAP with virgin material. The 


NCHRP 9-12 report concluded that with 40% RAP content, the black rock exhibited significant differences in 


laboratory performance compared with the actual practice and total blending mixtures. There were no significant 


differences between the total blending and actual practice mixtures (McDaniel et al., 2002). 


 


Stephens, et al. (2001) conducted an experimental program to evaluate the effects of blending between RAP and 


virgin binders on the resulting Superpave grade to validate that RAP does not act as a black rock and has an effect 


on the overall blend. The difference between the prepared samples was the RAP preheating time before being added 


to virgin aggregates and binder, if RAP acts as a black rock, preheating time should not have any effect on the mix 


properties. In contrast, if long heating times facilitate the blending between aged and virgin binders, an increase in 


the mix strength should be detected. In addition, when comparing the mix with no preheating to the mix made with 


virgin materials, an increase in strength is immediately observed upon adding the RAP to the virgin materials, even 


without any preheating. It can be concluded that as RAP is added to mix, the stiffness also would be changed. 


However, the preheating time and temperature can change the mix stiffness. 


 


In order to simplify the visualization of the blending of the virgin and the reclaimed materials, different particles of 


virgin aggregate and RAP size mixed with virgin binder were done. Complex modulus and phase angle of reclaimed 


binder extracted from the mix were measured, and the results show that blending is not homogeneous throughout the 


sample. Some locations show a good blending whereas other locations appear non-blended with micro-cracks 


forming at the binder boundaries  (Rinaldini et al., 2014).  


 


On the other hand, the amount of RAP content can change the blend degree that involves several physical and 


chemical phenomena. In order to understand and control the RAP behavior, Bressi et al., (2015) proposed a 


methodology to detect the existence of a cluster phenomenon (Figure 1) and they also propose a first approach to 


show a different aging level in the RAP binder film thickness (i.e. partial differential aging). A quantity of new 


bitumen, which is needed to add, was determined at first step, and then the verification and quantification of the 


phenomena detected in the first part, were carried out. The cluster formation might have important consequences on 


the RAP mixture behavior. Clustering could prevent the uniform distribution of the virgin binder, which results in an 


increase of the heterogeneity of the mixture. 


 


 
Figure 1: Schematic diagram of cluster phenomenon (Bressi et al., 2015) 


 


Moreover, they indicated that the quality and quantity of virgin aggregates could play a main role in the cluster 


formation, as well as aggregate shapes and aggregate texture. 


 


In order to insert as much RAP as possible in HMA, a coarser HMA mix has been encouraged by Superpave mix 


design method which requires tight control of both the overall gradation and percent passing the 0.075-mm (No. 


200) screen. Implementation of RAP has been seriously limited because stockpiles of  RAP may have widely 


varying gradations as well as high percentages of minus 0.075-mm material.  One possibility for maximizing the use 


of RAP in Super-pave mixtures was suggested to screen out the finer RAP fractions (Stroup-Gardiner & Wagner, 


1999). This would minimize the minus 0.075-mm material and help produce a more uniform coarse RAP gradation. 
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Both of these factors should permit a higher percentage of RAP to be used and still meet the Super-pave graduation 


requirements (Stroup-Gardiner & Wagner, 1999).  


 


Each RAP fraction, fine and coarse, has specific characteristics that should be taken into account when RAP is 


added into a mix. For instance, fine RAP fractions consistently show higher asphalt content, according to the higher 


surface area per unit weight. Regardless of RAP source, the portion passing the 1.2mm screen consistently has a 


binder content of 1.0 to 1.5 percent greater than for the coarse RAP. This agrees with previous research by Scholz et 


al., (1991) which indicated that using fine RAP could be advantageous since  it may provide a noticeable savings in 


the amount of neat asphalt needed while using a lower percentage of RAP materials. However, it was not mentioned 


if all this extra binder participates in the mix or if it’s just glue aggregates together (cluster phenomenon). The most 


obvious limitation of using this material in Superpave mixtures is the higher percentage of very fine material. The 


analysis performed on RAP samples reveals a certain degree of variability in RAP binder content and gradation, 


being higher in the coarse RAP fraction. As a consequence, dividing RAP into several fractions and using higher 


percentages of fine RAP fraction would results in less variability of bitumen content and gradation. It was 


summarized that, splitting the RAP stockpiles on the 1.2-mm screen results in two potential benefits: (a) increased 


uniformity between the RAP sources in the coarser fractions and (b) a reduction in the material passing the 0.075-


mm screen. To maximize implementation of RAP, splitting RAP stockpile into fine and coarse fractions were 


suggested, but it was not clarified at all.  


 


Stephens et al., (2001) also investigated the concept that asphalt films on coarse aggregates would be more prone to 


blending with virgin aggregates than asphalt film around fine aggregates. Recovered binder from coarse and fine 


particles was compared to each other using a Dynamic Shear Rheometer (DSR).They concluded that there is no 


correlation between variation in the binder stiffness and the asphalt coating of coarse or fine aggregates. The main 


issue in this domain referred to its exposure to heat and air during production, which is a random process and does 


not relate to whether the aggregate is coarse or fine. Laboratory testing conducted in this study also indicated that 


the use of RAP substantially affects the binder blend grade.  


 


To sum up previous researches, it can be concluded that the binder film thickness around fine particles are differing 


from coarse particles and it was not clarified the impact of different RAP aggregate size in the mix also on the other 


hand, if whole RAP was added it can cause variability in the final results and these variability made it complicated 


to characterize RAP in mix as black rock or semi blended materials of fully blended. To come up with that new mix 


designed developed to make clear vision of the impacts of the RAP aggregate size. 


3. OBJECTIVE  


The main objective of this study is to evaluate the impact of RAP gradation on Hot Mix Asphalt. It is needed to 


determine how much binder can be transferred during mix from RAP to virgin aggregate.  


 


In this study, a single source of RAP was separated into different sizes and mixed with a specific group of virgin 


aggregates. Then, according to their size, the mixes were separated again into the RAP group and virgin aggregate. 


RAP active binder transferred to virgin aggregate while these groups were mixed. Then ignition test (ASTM D6307) 


was adapted to separate RAP binder from virgin aggregate. As a result of this project, it is possible to figure out 


activated binder amount in coarse RAP particles and fine RAP particles for a given temperature and mixing time, 


Finally Indirect Tensile Test was adapted to evaluate the quality of different mixes.  


4. MATERIALS 


The mobilization of RAP binder defines the RAP binder that transfer from RAP aggregates to virgin stones or mix 


with the virgin binder. In order to evaluate the mobilization of RAP binder, a single source of RAP and a single 


source of aggregate are adapted to minimize the impact of different sources of material on the final result. On the 


other hand, RAP was blended with aggregate without adding virgin binder in order to have a clear vision of RAP 


binder mobilization.  


 


In this experimental program, a dense graded 20 mm HMA commonly used as a base course in Quebec (GB20) was 


designed with a PG 64-28 binder. The selected virgin binder (PG 64-28) is a medium grade asphalt binder that can 
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be used in warm climates. Three different classes of virgin aggregates were selected to produce the GB20 blend with 


the inclusion of  RAP without adding virgin binder. The control points for GB-20 pavement mixture are shown in 


Table 1. 


 


In order to meet the hot mix requirements, the proportions of each aggregate gradation must be determined. The 


particular aggregates were selected based on LC method specifications such as maximum passing percentage of 


coarse particles, minimum Passing percentage of coarse particles and the mid-point of specification. In order to 


achieve desired gradation, mix design was obtained from 5 different classes of aggregates and a source of  


RAP. The properties of different stockpile are presented in Table 2. 


Table 1. The control points for GB-20 


 Specification 
Sieve 


mm 


GB 20 


28 100 


20 95-100 


14 67-90 


10 52-75 


5 35-50 


2.5 - 


1.25 - 


0.63 - 


0.315 - 


0.16 - 


0.08 4,0-8,0 


Table 2. Different class of aggregates used 


  RAP filler 0-5 5--10 10--14 14--20 


Sieves       


 


28 100% 100% 100% 100% 100.00% 100% 


20 100% 100% 100% 100% 100.00% 85% 


14 100% 100% 100% 100% 89.45% 13% 


10 90% 100% 100% 91% 28.00% 2.6% 


5 57% 100% 93% 4% 8.13% 2.0% 


2.5 36% 100% 48% 1% 3.73% 1.7% 


1.25 23% 100% 28% 1% 1.97% 1.5% 


0.63 13% 100% 16% 1% 1.47% 1.40% 


0.315 6% 99% 7% 1% 1.33% 1.32% 


0.16 2% 93% 4% 1% 1.25% 1.23% 


0.08 1% 79% 2.3% 0.40% 1.16% 1.11% 


Filler        1.12% 1.09% 


5. METHODOLOGY 


The methodology of this project can be divided into different steps (Figure 2). First, a GB20 mix design with and 


without RAP was performed. Then, the mobilized RAP characteristic was quantified with the ignition test, and 


finally, the mobilized RAP evaluation was done. In this project, fine particles are defined as virgin aggregates, or 


RAP particles, which pass through the 5mm sieve, and coarse particles were defined as those particles which were 


retained on the 5mm sieve. 
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According to LC method specification, sieve analysis should be done to separate coarse from fine particle in RAP 


and virgin Aggregate. Table 3 indicates different scenarios of blending virgin aggregate and RAP particles 


according to their size and percentage. There are two parts in each sample, one part RAP and one part virgin 


aggregate as it was shown in Table 3. 


 


The mix design properties are performed step by step which are mentioned here: 


   


a. Prepare corresponding weighs of fine (820g, 1000g, and 700 g) and coarse (1180g, 1000g, 1300g) from 


RAP and virgin aggregate.  


b. The RAP is heated in an oven at a temperature of 60 ° C ± 5 ° C, stirring frequently. It is not possible to 


heat the RAP with the aggregates. It is only necessary to heat the aggregate to a temperature of 15 ° C to 25 


° C higher than the heating temperature for mixing specified in LC 26-003test, without exceeding a 


temperature of 190 °C. The desired binder in this mix is 64-28, so the mix temperature should be 155 °C. 


Consequently, aggregates preheating temperature are 180 and compaction temperature is 145° C. It should 


be precise, that the mixing temperature was chosen according to the binder, but that no virgin binder was 


added. 


 


Mix Design


Ignition Tests


Indirect tensile Strength Test


 
Figure 2: Steps of program 


 


c. In this step preheated RAP was added to the virgin aggregates. The RAP is a separate raw material; it is 


brought via the mixer, and mixed with preheated virgin aggregate, so that the end temperature is about 155 


ºC. This process is referred to in the literature as hot recycling, using Batch plants with a separate heating 


drum. After mixing, the mix is cool down back to room temperature. 


d. Separate coarse from fine again by using the sieve 5 mm for each sample. 


Table 3. Different Mixes of virgin aggregates and RAP particles 


N %fine %coarse 


RAP Virgin RAP Virgin 


FR41CV59 41%     59% 


FV41CR59   41% 59%   


FR50CV50 50%     50% 


FV50CR50   50% 50%   


FR35CV65 35%     65% 


FV35CR65   35% 65%   


 


 


The asphalt binder content of the RAP was determined using LC26-006 or ASTM D6307 ignition test methods. The 


values of indirect tension (IDT) strength was used to evaluate the relative quality of bituminous mixtures in 


conjunction with laboratory mix design testing and for estimating the potential for cracking. In this study, samples of 


150mm in diameter were compacted with a Superpave gyratory compactor, and the indirect strength is calculated 


with the following equation:  
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[1]    
Dt


P
S t










2000
 


 


St =  IDT strength, kPa  


P =  maximum load, N  


t =  specimen height immediately before test, mm  


D =  specimen diameter, mm 


6. RESULT  


The different GB20 designed in this project all have the same gradation. According to specified gradation showed in 


Figure 3, three different fine RAP percentages were added to coarse virgin aggregate and three coarse RAP 


percentages was added to fine virgin aggregate. The weight of the samples was measured before and after separation 


to determine the amount of lost materials during this process. According to the comparison of these two conditions, 


around 20 % percent of binder was transferred to virgin fine aggregates when coarse RAP was added. Mobilized 


RAP includes binder and mastic which can be taken from RAP. There are several factors that can change the 


mobilized RAP content. According to the literature, we are supposed to get more mobilized binder in fine RAP 


compared to coarse RAP. Mix temperature, time and amount of binder also can help RAP binder coat virgin 


aggregate properly. 


As it can be seen in Figure 3, separated fine and coarse particles were tested in order to figure out the binder content. 


It was expected that fine RAP has more percentage of binder. Binder content can be increased with the growth of 


aggregate surface area and make aggregate gradation finer. RAP binder content was determined by ignition test. 


Ignition oven gave us 5.22% of binder content for the total RAP (fine and coarse part together). Additionally, the 


binder content was found separately in fine and coarse particles (3.68% Coarse RAP binder content and 6.6% Fine 


RAP binder content).  


 


 
Figure 3: blend aggregate gradation 


 


Because of the higher binder content in fine RAP, it was expected that after mixing, coarse virgin aggregates would 


have adsorbed or absorbed more binder than the fine virgin aggregates that were mixed with coarse RAP. Samples 


with Coarse RAP seem more homogeneous than samples with Fine RAP (Figure 4). 
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Figure 4: Mixture with inclusion of Fine virgin aggregate and fine RAP  


 


Despite the higher binder content in fine RAP, results in Figure 5 show that the binder content in fine virgin 


aggregate is much more than coarse virgin aggregate. 


 


   
Figure 5: %AC of virgin aggregate by ignition test 


 


This means that more RAP binder transferred from coarse RAP than fine RAP particles. It can be referred to surface 


area of virgin aggregate. Virgin aggregates have a rough surface. The rough texture can cut off the RAP binder from 


RAP aggregate during the mix. So, particles which are in contact to the rougher texture could participate more in the 


mix. Coarse RAP has more chance to face with a rougher texture than the fine RAP. 


 


The surface area can play a main role in this domain. Fine graded aggregate has more surface area than the coarse. 


As we have different kind of gradations so it was needed to see the surface area factor. The surface area is 


determined by multiplying the surface area factors (given in the Asphalt Institute Manual) by the percentage passing 


the various sieve sizes (Clark et al., 2011). 


 


However, they could not find the background research data for the surface area factors in the literature. They 


concluded that further research is needed to verify these surface factors and the concept of film thickness. Actually 


the rough surface area or the virgin aggregate surface area was needed. Figure 6 shows the surface area according to 


samples gradation. Almost the same surface area is reported for each group so it can be concluded that the total 


surface area can’t explain perfectly the transferred binder. So, we need to present the rough surface area. Rough 


surface area was calculated from virgin aggregate part in each sample. With respect to the Figure 6  and Figure 5 it 


can be summarized that the rough surface may effect on binder transferring. According to the higher rough surface 


area, more RAP binder can mobilize from RAP to virgin aggregate.  
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Figure 6: Surface Area  


 


Previously, it was understood that despite the fact that fine RAP has more binder, coarse RAP has more transferred 


binder according to the high virgin aggregate surface area. We needed to compare the impact of coarse and fine 


RAP precisely. For that, indirect tension was performed on three different mixes for which the gradation is presented 


in Figure 7.  For those mixes, 34% RAP was added as fine RAP, coarse RAP or complete RAP. In order to have the 


same overall gradation, the virgin aggregate gradation was adjusted for each mix. As for the first part, no virgin 


binder was added, but the mixing and compaction temperature was taken as if a PG64-28 binder was used. 


 


As it can be seen in Figure 8, except those mixes with inclusion of fine RAP, all the rest could not hold themselves 


together after 200 gyrations (not enough cohesion). The main reason was the lack of proper binder content. Fine 


RAP has enough binder content to hold virgin aggregate without adding virgin binder, but it was doubted that 


available binder content could change rheological properties of the mix or at least it could be able to cover virgin 


aggregate, consequently decreases the virgin binder content.  


 


 


 
Figure 7: Samples Gradation 


Percent passing (%) 


Mix include Coarse RAP  


Mix include Fine RAP  


Mix include Coarse- Fine RAP 
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Figure 8: samples cohision after gyratory compaction 


7. CONCLUSION  


This study investigates the impact of RAP gradation on effective binder in HMA. Binder content in fine RAP 


particles is higher than in coarse RAP particles because fine particles have more surface area compare with coarse 


particles. It means that binder content in different RAP particles varies according to its aggregate gradation. 


Differences in binder content can change the amount of required virgin binder in the mix. On the other hand, it was 


doubted that if RAP participate in mix as black rock or its binder blends with virgin binder partially or completely. 


The level of participation has great impact on choosing the binder type and mix stiffness. Various scenarios were 


developed to understand the interaction of RAP with virgin aggregate. 


 


In the first part of this study, the same quantity of RAP was added to virgin aggregates in all mixes, but as fine RAP 


or as coarse RAP. On the second step, final gradation was fixed and 34% RAP was added to mix. Ignition test, and 


compaction of samples to perform IDT was done. The following conclusions were drawn:  


 


 Fine RAP has higher binder content, but the binder does not participate completely in the mix, 


 Transferred binder or mastic from fine RAP to coarse virgin would not be a lot, even it cannot cover virgin 


aggregates. 


 Although it cannot cover the virgin aggregate, it can hold virgin aggregates together without adding virgin 


binder. 


 Coarse RAP has lower binder content compare to fine RAP but when mix with virgin aggregates, more binder 


transfer from the RAP to the virgin aggregates. 


 Although Coarse RAP has more transferred binder, but it cannot hold aggregate properly according to lack of 


binder content. 


 


Further studies are needed to figure out the impact of mix duration and temperature on the amount of transferring 


binder also it would be needed to validate these results with a different source of materials.  
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ABSTRACT  


AECOM was awarded a contract to design a culvert expansion to support an additional track for a rail corridor 


extension.  The design consisted of adding a culvert section to lengthen a two cell concrete box culvert across a 


creek.  The track alignment crosses the creek with a very high skew angle of 70 degrees, which posed specific 


problems for modeling the track loading over the culvert.  In addition, due to the geometry of the original culvert, 


the steel reinforcement in the top and bottom slabs of the new section was designed parallel to the existing portal 


face at a 45 degree angle to the culvert walls and stream flow direction.  The angle of the rebar with respect to the 


culvert walls posed a different set of design challenges in order to model the load effects of the live load. Additional 


challenges for constructability were addressed related to alignment of the reinforcement in the walls to the 


reinforcement in the roof and floor slabs.  Finally, one requirement of design was that the existing track must remain 


in operation during the construction of the new section.  Due to this constraint, sections of the existing which might 


have otherwise been demolished for ease of construction of the new section were, by necessity, left in place. The 


slab was designed using 2D wire frame finite element models with modifications to accommodate the geometry of 


the slab. 


 


Keywords: Rail, box culvert, high skew, design, expansion 


1. INTRODUCTION 


AECOM was contracted to provide the design for a culvert expansion for a rail line.  The expansion consisted of 


addition of a second track along the corridor.  This expansion required the design of structural extensions to the 


existing culvert.  The client specified that one track must remain in service throughout the construction of the 


expansion. 


2. EXISTING STRUCTURE 


Figure 1 shows the existing structure was a two bay rigid frame ballasted concrete box culvert.  The two bays have 


an out to out dimension of 13,412 mm and an overall height of 4,851 mm.  The structure is skewed 69.53° to the 


track direction.  The two bays of the culvert are offset to each other, joined only in the section where the existing 


track crosses the centre wall. The south portal faces of the existing culvert are skewed at 44.87° on the west bay and 


46.47° on the east bay.  
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Figure 1: Existing structure 


3. EXTENSION 


3.1. Structure Dimensions 


Figure 2 shows a plan view of the new structure with the new extension.  The extension is to be added to the south 


side of the existing structure.  It is to maintain the same cross section as the existing structure.  Due to the offset 


geometry of the two bays, the extension is in some places designed as a single bay extension with the roof slab 


supported on the middle wall, and in others as a double bay extension.  There is a corbel on the east side of the west 


bay of the existing structure which has been put in place for the purpose of supporting future extensions.  There is 


also a wall extension of 2.882 m on the west wall.  This wall extension does not have the capacity to support the new 


roof slab, in that section, extra reinforcement was put in place to allow the slab to act as a beam spanning the 


longitudinal direction of the culvert, supported by dowels into the existing portal face. 


  


 
Figure 2: New structure overview showing angle of track with respect to the structure  


 


Figure 3 shows the cross section of the culvert extension on square to the walls.  The new extension retained the 


same dimensions as the existing culvert.  The corbels shown on the sides of the structure are to support approach 


slabs.  Similar to the original design, the extension is designed as a ballasted concrete structure.  This means that the 


rail and ties rest upon a bed of gravel ballast.  The ballast allows for some impact load damping from the train 


travelling at speed, and also allows for the load of the train to be distributed evenly to the roof of the structure under 


the track. 
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Figure 3: Cross section of structure on square 


3.2. Rebar Alignment 


For constructability and uniformity of load resistance, the decision was made to align the rebar in the extension 


parallel to the portal faces of the existing structure.  As seen in Figure 1, the existing portal faces are at 44.9° and 


46.5° to the structure walls.  Figure 4 shows a schematic of the reinforcement direction in the slab. For 


constructability and ease of installation of the reinforcement cage, the reinforcement in the walls was aligned with 


the ends of the reinforcement in the slab. 


 


 
Figure 4: Bar spacing direction with respect to walls and portal faces. 


4. GEOMETRY MODELING 


4.1. One-Way Slab 


The structure was designed as a one way slab with the main supports being the culvert walls.  Typically the moment 


and moment resistance of a one way slab is calculated in a direction perpendicular to the support walls.  This is also, 


typically, the direction in which the reinforcement is placed. In this case, the reinforcement direction is designed 


parallel to the existing portal faces at a skew to the structure walls of 44.9° and 46.5° for the west and east bays 


respectively.  Figure 4 shows a schematic of the rebar placement direction.  This was idealized as a 45° skew for 


modelling, which is conservative compared to the 46.5° skew in the east bay. 


 


Slab bar spacing  


Wall bar spacing  
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In order to account for the difference in moment from the high skew of the reinforcement, the length of the slab was 


considered to be the length between walls calculated in the reinforcement direction. This essentially caused the 


model to be “stretched” in the horizontal direction.  The bar spacing for design, therefore was calculated in the 


direction perpendicular to the portal faces of the existing structure.  The elements for the models were taken from 


the centrelines of the adjacent elements.  For example, the East Bay slab dimension is taken between the centreline 


of the East wall and the centreline of the middle wall. Figure 5 shows the 2D wire frame models, both on square (a) 


and stretched (b).  When modelling the single cell extension portion of the rigid frame, hinges were added to the 


model at with the centre of bearing of the new east bay top slab on the existing corbel attached and to the new 


bottom slab at the edge of the existing wall. 


 


 
Figure 5: 2D wireframe model of the culvert a) on square, and b) including horizontal stretching 


 


Table 1 summarizes the dimensions of the 2D wire frame model used to represent the box culvert.  The dimensions 


for each element are taken from the centrelines of the adjacent elements.  The thicknesses of the elements reported 


are the thickness of the thinnest section.  For example, on the floor of the culvert, the thickness is 762 mm at the 


centre portion of each bay, tapering out to a thickness of 914 mm at the interface with the walls.  Modelling the 


structure based on the thinnest section gave a conservative estimate of the strength of the structure. 


 


Table 1: Box Culvert Design Dimensions 


Member On Square  Modelled  


 Length (mm) Thickness (mm) Length(mm) Thickness(mm) 


1-West Bay Roof 5944 688 8410 688 


2-East Bay Roof 6858 688 9700 688 


3-West Wall 4126 610 4130 610 


4-Middle Wall 4126 610 4130 610 


5-East Wall 4126 610 4130 610 


6-West Bay Floor 5944 762 8410 762 


7-East Bay Floor 6858 762 9700 762 


 


1 


3 


2 


4 5 


7 6 


1 


3 


2 


4 5 


7 6 


a 


b 
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4.2. Structure walls 


The horizontal “stretching” as mentioned in the section above was not applied to the wall thickness.  The full 


moments and forces calculated at the slab ends were applied directly to the walls in the direction perpendicular to 


the walls.  This is a conservative assumption of force transfer.  Furthermore, the reinforcement spacing in the walls, 


measured in a parallel direction to the walls, was designed for constructability, to match up with the bar ends for the 


slab.  Equation 1 shows the calculation for determining the bar spacing in the walls 


 


[1]   Swall=Sslab sec ɸ 


 


Where Swall is the reinforcement spacing in the walls, Sslab+ is the reinforcement spacing in the roof, and ɸ is the 


angle of the slab rebar.  For example, if the bar spacing in the slabs was 125 mm at 45°, then the rebar spacing in the 


wall was set to 177mm. 


5. LOAD MODELLING 


5.1. Live Load Modelling 


The loading for the structure is calculated according the 2013 AREMA Manual for Railway Engineering (AREMA, 


2013). Figure 6 shows the modelled loading of a Cooper E80 engine on either one or both tracks.  To obtain a worst 


case loading scenario, only the heaviest adjacent axles of the Cooper E80 train were considered when calculating the 


distributed load.  Considering the number and spacing of these axles, it is a reasonable assumption that the entire 


loading strip in question would be loaded by these axles.   


 


 
Figure 6: Cooper E80 (EM 360) axle load diagram (AREMA, 2013) 


 


The structure is also designed as a ballasted structure, meaning that the rail ties are supported on a gravel ballast bed, 


as opposed to attached directly to the culvert roof.  The ballast design depth was for a minimum 400 mm ballast 


allowing for a future increase in ballast depth to a maximum of 700 mm. Figure 7 shows the ballast load distribution 


effect.  The ballast allows the footprint of the load to be considered as a uniform pressure over an area with a width 


equivalent to the length of the ties plus the depth of the ballast.  Figure 7a illustrates the effect for a 400 mm ballast 


depth while 7b reflects the distribution through 700 mm of ballast. 


 
Figure 7: Live load distribution footprint a) for 400 mm ballast, b) for 700 mm ballast 


 


a b 
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2 


 


2.59 m 


 


2.99 m 


0.4 m ballast 


2.59 m 


 


0.7 m ballast 


1 


2 


 


3.29 m 
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Because of the extreme skew of the structure to the rail, and of the rail to the reinforcement direction, each discrete 


one way slab element of the structure would only see a small amount of the loading from the rail.  The distributed 


load applied consisted of the heaviest axles of the Cooper E80 engine.  These axles have a weight of 360 kN spaced 


at 1.5 m apart.  For 400 mm of ballast, the footprint width was 2.59 m plus 0.4 m to account for the redistribution in 


the ballast for a total of 2.99 m footprint width.  The resulting distributed load was 80.3 kN/m2.  The impact load 


was calculated according to AREMA 2013 as a percentage increase of live load.  The calculated impact was 65% for 


a resultant maximum applied Live + Impact load of 133 kN/m2.  At 700 mm ballast, the distributed load base was 


3.29 m, for a resultant distributed load on the structure of 72.9 kN/m2.  The impact for 700 mm ballast was 


calculated to be 55% for a total applied Live + Impact load of 113 kN/m2.  The increased depth of ballast drastically 


affected the design loads applied to the structure to the point that the critical loading case was 400 mm of ballast 


despite the additional dead load from the extra ballast depth. 


 


Figure 8 is a schematic showing the live load foot print for 400 mm of ballast on the structure. Also shown are 


idealized 1 m wide design strips in the reinforcement direction for a one way slab.  When the track loading is 


idealized as a uniform pressure and placed on the structure, and the roof of the structure is idealized into 1 m wide 


one-way slab strips, it becomes evident that each 1 m wide strip will only see a discrete amount of train loading.   


 


 
Figure 8: One way slab load idealization for 400 mm ballast with 1 m wide design strips parallel to the portal face 


 


Figure 9 shows a close-up of the applied loading on a representative 1 m wide strip of the culvert in the 


reinforcement direction and the resultant applied line load for two loaded tracks.  Note that the angle of the applied 


load to the reinforcement direction creates a rhomboid shaped loaded area on the strip.  To account for the tapering 


of the loading at each end of the rhomboid, when the loading was converted into a line load for the 2D model, a 


trapezoidal loading profile was created.  


 


 
Figure 9: Close up of applied loading profile and resultant distributed live line load profile 


2.1 m 2.1 m 2.1 m 2.1 m 7.0 m 7.0 m 
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This loading profile was applied at critical locations on the structure to determine structural stress behaviours.  Some 


of these critical locations are shown in figure 8.  The structure was also checked for single track loading in various 


locations. For single track loading, only one of the trapezoidal line loads shown in figure 9 was applied.  The single 


track loading was applied on the single and cell extension to account for the possibility of one track being loaded 


while the other was not.  In the double cell extension, the single track loading was only checked at critical locations 


on the west bay and directly over the centre wall, as the geometry of the structure would not allow the new track to 


be moved further east. 


5.2. Longitudinal Load Modelling 


The longitudinal load from braking and traction of the train on the structure was calculated according to AREMA 


2013, Chapter 8.  This is a load applied in the track direction, or at an angle of 20° to the wall.  Due to this 


geometry, a majority of the load is absorbed in the walls in the longitudinal wall direction.  Only a small portion of 


this load would cause bending and shear in the walls of the rigid frame. To determine the impact of bending and 


shear, then, the load was reduced as seen in Equation 2.   


 


[2] FTrans = L sin θ 


 


Where FTrans is the resultant transverse force in the wall, L is the longitudinal force of the train in the track direction, 


and θ is the angle between the track and the wall direction.  Using a θ of 20° the resulting force in the wall was 


reduced to 0.34L 


6. OPERATIONAL CONSTRAINTS 


Throughout construction of the extension the existing track was to remain in service, with the exception of one short 


closure for the purpose of removal of a portion of the existing gabion basket retaining wall, and installation of 


temporary shoring.  This severely limited the options for installation of temporary shoring and for attachment of the 


roof slab to the existing walls.  On the southwest corner of the existing culvert, there is a 2.882 m wall extension 


past the portal face of the existing structure.  For ease of construction, the ideal solution would be to remove this 


portion of wall entirely, and to build the wall of the new section flush to the portal face.  Doing this, however would 


put a portion of the temporary shoring wall under the track which must remain in service. Therefore, the wall was 


left in place and extra reinforcement was provided in the roof slab at that location. 


CONCLUSION 


The geometry of this structure and extension posed some interesting challenges for design.  Innovations were 


applied with regard to rebar placement, load modelling, and structure modelling which allowed the successful design 


of the structure. 
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ABSTRACT  


Seismic isolation delivers improved performance by means of a flexible layer at which lateral deformation is 


concentrated. However, for seismic retrofit applications base isolation systems can be of considerable expense, in 


significant part because of major alterations required at the base of the structure. The cost of introducing an additional 


diaphragm, constructing a seismic gap, and modifying the foundation causes the initial cost of isolation to be 


significantly higher than traditional non-isolation retrofit methods. To minimize initial costs, isolators may be placed 


directly at the top of the column level, without an additional diaphragm, instead of at the base of the building. To 


investigate the effects of this placement and the limits of applicability, experiments were conducted at McMaster 


University of a column-bearing subassembly. These experiments tested bearings on increasing flexible steel columns, 


investigating the effect of allowing end rotations on the bearing behaviour and the effect of large displacements on 


the overall stability of the beam-column system. This research looks at developing clear strength and stiffness 


requirements for the sub-isolation system with the aim of increasing the number of existing buildings that are 


candidates for retrofit with isolation. 


 


Keywords: Seismic isolation; retrofit; experimental; substructure flexibility; rotation 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Seismic isolation is a method of earthquake resistant design which introduces a laterally flexible layer between a 


structure and the ground. During strong ground motions, the lateral deformations are concentrated at the isolation 


layer and the structure translates in near rigid body motion, limiting interstory drifts within the structure. Due to this 


highly flexible layer the natural period of the isolated structure is lengthened as well, and leads to lower accelerations 


within the structure. The methodology has been shown to significantly improve the response of structures during 


earthquake motions, and has seen exponential growth in its use after performing well during the 1995 Kobe earthquake 


(Clark, et al. 1999). Isolation systems have also been shown to provide excellent protection for non-structural 


components which typically account for a major portion of the value of commercial buildings (Kelly 1993). These 


highly desirable characteristics of isolated structures is recognized by the Federal Emergency Management Agency 


(FEMA) and has been recommended as an appropriate strategy for when enhanced performance objectives are 


required for a project (FEMA 1997). 


 


Developments to the seismic design provisions in the National Building Code of Canada over the last 70 years have 


led to a significant portion of building stock to be inadequately designed for anticipated seismic events and require 


rehabilitation to ensure life-safety provisions are met (Caruso-Juliano, et al. 2014). Seismic isolation has been shown 


to be an effective strategy for retrofit projects (Matsagar and Jangid 2008), however, the strategy has proven to be 


expensive because of major alterations required at the base of the structure. Traditional isolation retrofit projects 


involve large excavation beneath the building, construction of an additional diaphragm, and construction of a seismic 


gap shown in Figure 1 (b). These key factors have caused previous isolation retrofit projects to be costly, with the 


isolators themselves only accounting for a small percentage of the total expenses (Kelly 1998). 
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(a) (b)   (c) 


Figure 1: (a) pre-retrofit structure; (b) traditional isolation retrofit; (c) proposed isolation retrofit 


 


To mitigate a large portion of the costs associated with isolation retrofit, it has been proposed to place the isolation 


layer on the tops of the first story columns, connecting the bearings between the column tops and the floor diaphragm 


above as shown in Figure 1 (c) (Matsagar and Jangid 2008). This installation method mitigates the need for a seismic 


gap, excavation beneath the building, and an additional rigid diaphragm. However, supporting columns must ensure 


adequate strength to remain elastic during extreme displacement demands in order to avoid soft story mechanisms. In 


addition, traditional installations typically require rigid diaphragms both above and below the isolation layer to 


distribute forces and maintain parallel end plates of the isolation bearings. Thus, understanding of the behaviour of 


isolation bearings has been developed assuming parallel end plates. In the proposed configuration, however, the 


bearings maintain a rigid connection with the floor diaphragm above but experience a flexible connection to the 


column below. 


 


Despite most theories assuming parallel end plates, a handful of studies have considered the effects of end plate 


rotations on the behaviour of isolation bearings. Imbimbo and Kelly (1997) studied the effects of rotations on the 


stability of elastomeric isolators by extending the buckling theory proposed by Haringx (1949). By treating the bearing 


as a homogeneous column, the study considered a fixed-fixed configuration and a fixed-free configuration and 


concluded that a free end can reduce the buckling load by as much as half of the fixed-fixed configuration. Chang 


(2002) modelled the behaviour of individual rubber layers to obtain the global behaviour of an isolator under various 


loadings and boundary conditions. The study considered the impact of rigid versus free ends of isolation bearings and 


found that a free end will reduce the lateral stiffness. Karbakhsh Ravari et al (2012) approximated the global behaviour 


of a bearing and considered the effect of fixed amounts of rotation, showing that certain rotation can increase or 


decrease the lateral stiffness of isolation bearings. Crowder and Becker (2015) extended the theory to include 


uncoupled vertical deformations and developed a numerical model for use with OpenSees software (McKenna and 


Fenves 2006). Nonlinear time history analyses were conducted to compared the pre- and post-retrofit performance of 


a building designed using historical codes, and retrofitted with isolators on the tops of the first floor columns. The 


proposed isolation strategy showed effective reduction of interstory drifts and floor accelerations while stable 


performance of the bearings and columns was maintained. 


 


To further study the behaviour of isolation bearings on flexible supports, cyclic quasi-static tests of column-bearing 


subassemblies were conducted at the Applied Dynamics Laboratory at McMaster University. Four columns with 


varying strength and stiffness were used to capture the effects of yielding and increased end-plate rotation. The results 


of the testing are presented and compared to determine the effects on end plate rotations, displacement distribution, 


lateral stiffness, and peak column moments. The results are used to draw conclusions concerning the usage of isolation 


systems with flexible end conditions and the demands on columns in a bearing-column subassembly. 


2. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 


The experimental program was conducted at 1/4 scale and consisted of a square HSS in combination with an isolation 


bearing. The bearing was a circular natural rubber bearing manufactured to scaling requirements. The following are 


the pertinent dimensions: a diameter of 160 mm; 20 layers of 1.98 mm thick rubber for a total rubber thickness of 39.6 


mm; 19 steel shims with 1 mm thickness; and a total bearing height of 101.8 mm. The shear modulus of the rubber 


was 0.4 MPa. The columns were selected so that the largest was not expected to experience yielding or significant 


rotation, while yielding and large rotations were expected to for the smallest.  The following sections were selected, 


listed from least to most flexible: HSS127x127x8.0; HSS120x102x8.0; HSS76x76x4.8; and HSS64x64x4.8. All 


column specimens were 875 mm in length, and were welded to end plates which were bolted to the isolation bearing 


end plate.  Stiffeners were added to the connections to ensure failure would not occur at the weld. The columns were 


outfitted with strain gauges on both sides along their height to determine bending moments and detect the formation 


of a plastic hinge. 
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Figure 2: Setup designed for testing the column-bearing subassemblies 


 


The test setup shown in Figure 2 was designed and constructed for testing the column-bearing subassemblies. Two 


vertical actuators provided a constant axial load. A loading beam wrapped around the reaction columns in order to 


provide out-of-plane support, and a low friction sliding surface was used between the loading beam and reaction 


columns to allow vertical movement with minimal force. A horizontal actuator drove a uniaxial table constructed on 


linear sliders with a displacement capacity of +/- 120 mm, providing the displacement control. Load cells located 


beneath the table provided reaction forces used to determine the axial and moment forces at the bottom of the isolation 


bearing. The setup was design to accommodate a variety of specimen heights and can be adjusted by raising or 


lowering the vertical actuators, loading beam, and sliding surfaces together along the reaction columns. 


 


Tests of all four column-bearing subassemblies and of the bearing only were conducted using quasi-static cyclic testing 


at constant velocity. All tests were conducted with the same displacement time history to compare results and draw 


conclusions between systems with varying flexibilities. The displacement history provided multiple loops at +/- 10 


mm, +/- 20 mm, +/- 40 mm, +/- 60 mm, +/- 80 mm, and +/- 100 mm cycles while a constant axial load was maintained 


to provide 6 MPa of pressure on the bearing. During testing of the most flexible column, the test was stopped at the 


completion of the +/- 80 mm cycles due to excessive rotations and a negative tangential stiffness in the system force-


displacement hysteresis. 


 


  
Figure 3: Force-displacement and moment-displacement of the bearing with parallel end plates 


3. RESULTS 


Preliminary testing was conducting with only the bearing installed in order to obtain the baseline behaviour of the 


isolator. The loading beam was lowered so the bearing could be bolted directly to the loading beam and the uniaxial 
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table, resulting in end plates remaining parallel during the test. The force-displacement and the moment-displacement 


behaviour are shown in Figure 3. The bending moments developed at the top of the bearing were found to be 


approximately linear with the displacement of the bearing. The force-displacement hysteresis of the bearing shows a 


slight hardening behaviour at large shear strains of approximately 200% which is typically a desirable behaviour in 


order to reduce displacements during extreme seismic events. 


 


Following the bearing testing, the loading beam was repositioned to accommodate the column-bearing subassemblies. 


Testing of the least flexible column (HSS127x127x8.0) allowed small rotations to form at the bearing end plates 


causing a slight reduction in the deformations and forces as shown in Figure 4. The peak displacement of the bearing 


is slightly reduced compared to the bearing-only test due to a distribution of the displacement demand to both the 


bearing and the column. Due to the high stiffness of the column in the subassembly, the majority of displacement 


demand is concentrated in the isolation bearing and the reduction in displacement of the bearing is small. A hardening 


behaviour is still noted in the force-displacement hysteresis, but the effect is less pronounced because of lower shear 


strains achieved in the bearing. Rotations at the column-bearing interface were small due to the stiff connecting 


column, but show an approximately linear relationship with the shear force and bending moment at the bearing column 


interface. The existence of the rotations indicate the partial releasing of the fixity at the bearing end plate, and causes 


the moment to decrease at the bearing top plate when compared with the rigid testing in Figure 3. The column remained 


elastic for the duration of the test due to both its high moment resistance and the limited displacement demand 


experienced because of its high stiffness. As more flexible columns were tested, displacement demands on the isolator, 


shear forces and bending moments all decreased, while rotations at the column-bearing interface and the column 


displacements continued to increase. 


 


Testing of the most flexible column (HSS64x64x4.8) showed a significant displacement distribution to the column 


and yielding occurred at the end furthest from the bearing during the largest displacement cycles. As the bearing 


experienced smaller displacement demands with increasingly flexible columns, the hardening behaviour in the bearing 


force-displacement hysteresis was no longer achieved. The bearing began to undergo nonlinear behaviour as shown 


in Figure 5, and peak rotations in excess of 2.5 degrees at the column-bearing interface were recorded. 


 


 
Figure 4: Bearing response in the HSS127x127x8.0 subassembly 
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Figure 5: Bearing response in the HSS64x64x4.8 subassembly 


 


A notable difference between the most flexible column (Figure 5) with the stiff column/rigid boundary condition 


(Figures 3 and 4) is the change in sign of the initial stiffness in the moment-displacement and moment-rotation 


relationships. This change in sign for the moment relationships can be understood by considering the moments 


developed for translation and rotation of the bearing, shown in Figure 6. As the bearing deforms in positive 


displacement with rotation fixed, a positive moment is required for equilibrium; as the bearing deforms in positive 


rotation with translation fixed, a negative moment reaction develops. For stiff column subassemblies the rotation of 


the bearing top plate remains small while translation is large, resulting in positive moments. As the column becomes 


flexible, rotations increase while bearing translations decrease and the moments become negative. As a result of these 


interactions, when translation governs the bearing undergoes double curvature and the inflection point is located in 


the bearing, while when rotation governs the bearing is in single curvature and the inflection point moves outside of 


the bearing into the column. The latter case can be seen experimentally in Figure 7 with the most flexible column, 


where the rotation governed and the bearing was in single curvature. 


 


 
(a) (b) 


Figure 6: (a) positive displacement resulting in positive moment and double curvature; (b) positive rotation resulting 


in negative moment and single curvature 


 


 


 
Figure 7: Large positive rotation of the bearing in the HSS64x64x4.8 subassembly resulting in single curvature 
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Figure 8: Force and moment components caused by rotation in the HSS64x64x4.8 subassembly 


 


The nonlinear behaviour in the moment relationships in Figure 5 are likely associated with softening of the moment-


rotation relationship described in Figure 6 (b). If the bearing behaviour is represented by a stiffness matrix as shown 


in Equation 1, the force and moment can be separated into components caused by translation and by rotation. 


 


[1]   [
𝑉
𝑀
] = [


𝑘11 𝑘12
𝑘21 𝑘22


] [
Δ
𝜃
] = [


𝑉Δ + 𝑉𝜃
𝑀Δ +𝑀𝜃


] 


 


From the preliminary testing of only the bearing in Figure 3, the rotations were zero and the resulting force and 


moments are solely caused by translation. Matching those results to the proposed stiffness matrix, the terms k11 and 


k21 are shown to be linear and can be determined from the experimental results. For the sake of modeling, if it is 


assumed that k11 and k21 are independent of the rotation, then the force and moment components caused by rotation 


can be determined by subtracting the translation components from the recorded total force and moment. Figure 8 


presents the results of this subtraction and shows the force and moment components caused by rotation in the most 


flexible test. Both relationships are negative, and thus the total force and moment decrease when the bearing end plates 


are able to rotate. The force-rotation relationship is approximately linear, however, the moment-rotation relationship 


is seen to have a softening characteristic. The combination of the positive linear moment-translation relationship with 


the negative softening moment-rotation relationship results in the behaviour seen in Figure 5. At initial strains the 


moment response is negative and is governed by the moment-rotation relationship, but as softening occurs at higher 


strains the moment-translation relationship begins to govern and the response becomes positive. 


 


The global force-displacement behaviour of the column-bearing subassembly of the stiffest and most flexible 


subassemblies is presented in Figure 9a. Figure 9b shows the force-displacement hystereses of the bearing for each of 


these test determined by subtracting out the column displacements. The comparison shows a reduction in stiffness 


between the stiffest to the most flexible column bearing subassembly, but this reduction is not solely due to the more 


flexible column. Figure 9b clearly shows a reduction in stiffness in the bearing as well. The decreased stiffness of 


 


  
(a) (b) 


Figure 9: Change in force-displacement hystereses for (a) column-bearing subassembly; (b) bearing only 
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Figure 10: Bearing secant stiffness at varying displacement loops 


 


the bearing is a direct result of the end conditions becoming more flexible and experiencing larger rotations, 


confirming previously theoretical studies (Change 2002, Ravari et al. 2012). Comparison of the hystereses also shows 


the differences in displacements experienced by the bearing versus the subassembly. For the stiffest column, the 


subassembly was cycled to +/- 100 mm with the bearing displacement of +/- 93 mm nearly equalling the full 


displacement. In contrast, the most flexible column was only cycled to +/- 80 mm but the bearing experienced a peak 


cyclic displacement of +/- 57 mm. The change in distribution of displacement to the bearing is largely a result of the 


changing column stiffness, however, as previously discussed there is also a contribution due to the changing stiffness 


of the bearing. 


 


Figure 10 shows the secant stiffness of the bearing at each displacement cycle for each test specimen, along with the 


lateral stiffness traditionally used in the design process. The design lateral stiffness, representative of the lateral 


stiffness at 100% shear strain, compares well with the bearing-only test and the stiffest column. As more flexible 


columns are used, the lateral stiffness of the bearing decreases and diverges further from the design stiffness with 


increasing displacement. In the case of the most flexible column tested, the end plate rotations were large enough to 


reduce the lateral stiffness to as small as 58% of the design stiffness that would traditionally be assumed. For this 


reason, isolation systems with flexible connecting elements must account for the decrease in lateral stiffness in order 


to obtain reasonable estimates of the isolation period and peak displacements. 


 


In order to estimate the amount of rotation experienced at the column-bearing interface, a relationship is desired to 


determine the rotation based on the displacement of the column. Due to the high rotational stiffness of the column in 


comparison to the bearing, the rotation at the column-bearing interface is governed by the column behaviour. A 


previous study by Crowder and Becker (2015) found that bending moment at the column-bearing interface tend to be 


negligible, allowing columns to be treated as fixed-free structures. Using traditional mechanics of a column and 


assuming fixed-free behaviour, the relationship in Equation 2 can be obtained to relate the column displacement to 


the bearing-column interface rotation. 


 


 
Figure 11: Relationship between the column displacement and the column-bearing interface rotation 
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(a) (b) 


Figure 12: Effect of stiffness ratio on (a) column displacement; (b) base moment 


 


[2]   𝜃 =
3Δ𝑐


2𝐿
 


 


where Δc is the displacement of the column and L is the length of the column. Figure 11 shows the experimental 


relationship between the column displacement and the rotation at the column-bearing interface along with the 


relationship in Equation 2. The expression provides accurate prediction of the experimental results for most 


subassemblies tested. For the stiffest column the expression over-estimates the amount of rotation in the subassembly 


due to the existence of shear deformations. The depth to length ratio of the stiffest column (15%) cause shear 


deformations to contribute to displacement without increasing rotations, resulting in lower rotations than predicted by 


Equation 2. 


 


By introducing a stiffness ratio (SR) in Equation 3, trends for the percentage of total displacement accommodated by 


the column and the peak moment in the column can be developed for a variety of subassemblies. 


 


[3]   𝑆𝑅 =
𝐾𝑏


𝐾𝑐
 


 


where Kb is the lateral stiffness of the bearing and Kc is the lateral stiffness of the column. A stiffness ratio of zero 


represents a rigid column while higher stiffness ratios represent more flexible columns in comparison to the bearing. 


Figure 12 shows the experimental results of the percentage of displacement distributed to the column and the peak 


base moment in the column as a function of the stiffness ratio. Since testing of the most flexible column was stopped 


at an earlier displacement cycle than all other tests, the results shown are the peak values reached at the +/- 80 mm 


cycles which was achieved by all tests. The base moment values at a stiffness ratio of zero were determined by 


assuming a rigid column of equal length to the tested columns, with simple mechanics of the end plate forces obtained 


from the bearing only test. The trends show increasing column displacement and decreasing base moment with 


increasing column flexibility. 


4. CONCLUSIONS 


This study considered the effects of placing the isolation layer, which is traditionally located at the base of a building, 


on the top of the first story columns. By placing the isolation layer in this configuration, bearings experience flexible 


connections to the columns resulting in the bearing end plates no longer remaining parallel. Experimental testing of 


column-bearing subassemblies were conducted at McMaster University’s Applied Dynamics Laboratory to investigate 


the effects of column strength and stiffness on the sub-system. The investigation seeks to reduce the costs of isolation 


retrofit and extend the strategy to a more general class of structures, allowing more feasible and superior rehabilitation 


to Canada’s current building stock. The results will also find applications in superstructure flexibility, isolation of 


bridge piers and tall buildings, and other scenarios where isolation bearings are susceptible to end plate rotations. The 


study concludes the following: 


 


 The lateral stiffness of the bearing was reduced as end conditions became more flexible, verifying previously 


theoretical models. 
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 For stiff columns the response of bearings are approximately linear, but as column flexibility increases the 


bearing response becomes nonlinear due to a softening of the bearing moment-rotation relationship. 


 Allowing larger end-plate rotation by increasing the flexibility of connecting elements results in a higher 


degradation of lateral stiffness with increasing shear strain and can lead to a significantly lower lateral 


stiffness than typically assumed. 


 Rotations at the column-bearing interface are governed by the column and can be calculated using traditional 


mechanics based on the displacement of the column. 
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ABSTRACT  


Civil infrastructure, particularly bridges, is designed and built to be safe against failure and to perform satisfactorily 


during their service life. However, this infrastructure has been deteriorating at an alarming rate due to aging, 


inadequate maintenance, adverse environmental conditions, and constantly growing transportation demand. 


Utilization of corrosion-resistant composite materials, particularly fibre-reinforced polymers (FRP), has been an 


encouraging solution for the durability problems of concrete bridges. However, similar to conventional structures, the 


performance of hybrid FRP-concrete structures can be affected by various types of damage. Therefore, in order to 


ensure both safety and serviceability of these structures, it is essential to identify damage at the earliest possible time. 


In this paper, a damage identification technique (DIT) capable of detecting and localizing structural damage, and 


estimating its severity is presented. The DIT is based on the following: (1) structural damage changes the energy 


distribution of the acceleration signals of structural components under ambient vibrations; (2) these changes are 


detectable by means of discrete wavelet transforms (DWTs); and (3) the detected changes can be quantified using 


spectral entropy. The efficiency of the DIT is illustrated experimentally on a hybrid FRP-concrete bridge truss girder 


tested under static loading up to failure. The truss girder consists of pretensioned top and bottom concrete chords 


connected by precast web elements made of glass-FRP (GFRP) tubes filled with concrete. The results have 


demonstrated that the wavelet entropy-based DIT is able to detect damage in hybrid structural elements and is capable 


of localizing the damage and estimating its severity. 


 


Keywords: Bridges; damage identification; FRP; hybrid structures; vibration; wavelet entropy 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Over the past few decades, concrete bridges in many parts of the world have been deteriorating dramatically due to 


aging, inadequate maintenance, excessive loading, economically driven design and construction practices, and adverse 


environmental conditions. Corrosion of reinforcing steel is a major source of deterioration of concrete bridges. 


Concrete cracking reduces the structural stiffness and expedites corrosion of the steel reinforcement. Recently, fibre-


reinforced polymers (FRPs) have been utilized in concrete structures replacing steel to mitigate the durability problems 


of concrete bridges and to enhance their structural performance (El-Badry 2007). Hybrid FRP-concrete bridges are 


promising systems for developing sustainable transportation infrastructure and monitoring their structural conditions 


is becoming significantly important. Therefore, robust damage identification techniques (DITs) are needed to enhance 


public safety and to mitigate economic losses through evaluation of the structural conditions of bridge infrastructure.  


 


Various DITs can be generally classified as (Carden and Fanning, 2004): (1) detection of presence of damage; (2) 


determination of location of damage; and (3) quantification of severity of damage. The outcome of a successful DIT 


can be used for prediction of the remaining service life of structures. From another point of view, DITs can be classified 


into either local or global techniques (Doebling et al. 1996). Despite all the advances in bridge monitoring techniques, 
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the following problems have been historically difficult to solve: (1) in most in-situ cases, data from the intact 


(undamaged) state of in-service bridges are not available; therefore, it is not possible to simply compare before and 


after damage states to evaluate the current condition of bridges and their elements (Fan and Qiao 2010); (2) measuring 


input excitations of bridges for evaluating their global dynamic properties is not practical since it requires the bridges’ 


normal operations be interrupted (Farrar et al. 1999); (3) local methods provide only a localized knowledge of the 


structure’s condition and require the vicinity of damage to be known in advance and be accessible for testing (Doebling 


et al. 1996); (4) most of the current DITs are designed for specific types of structure and are limited to identifying a 


particular type of damage (Carden and Fanning 2004); and (5) bridges experience varying operational and 


environmental conditions which lead to changes in measured dynamic responses; these changes can be wrongly 


interpreted as an indication of damage (Farrar and Worden 2012). 


 


To overcome the difficulties associated with the traditional techniques, a wavelet entropy-based DIT capable of detecting 


and localizing structural damage and estimating its severity is presented in this paper. The proposed DIT combines 


discrete wavelet transforms (DWTs) and spectral entropy for detecting and quantifying the damage-induced disturbances 


in the measured acceleration signals, as shown in Figure 1. The main advantages of the presented technique compared to 


traditional ones are: (1) it is a reference-free technique, i.e., there is no need to obtain the vibrational data of the 


undamaged state of structures; (2) it is a response-only technique, i.e., there is no need to control or even measure the 


input excitations; (3) it is capable of evaluating both the global dynamic properties of structures and the local structural 


condition of their elements; and (4) it can be utilized in identification of different types of damage in different types of 


structure (Moravvej et al. 2016). These advantages make the technique perfectly suitable for damage identification in 


hybrid FRP-concrete bridges during their service under ambient vibrations. 


 


 
Figure 1: Acceleration signals obtained at (a) a slightly damaged location and (b) a severely damaged location 


 


The efficacy of the proposed technique in the identification of different types of damage is examined experimentally by 


testing a hybrid FRP-concrete bridge truss girder system. This hybrid truss system consists of pretensioned top and 


bottom concrete chords connected by vertical and diagonal precast truss elements made of GFRP tubes filled with 


concrete. The truss elements are also reinforced with and connected to the chords by means of double-headed steel or 


GFRP bars. A variety of damage scenarios including failure of the truss connections and breakage of the heads of the 


headed bars, as well as rupture of the FRP tubes are investigated. The acceleration signals obtained at particular locations 


are analyzed through WT and the energy distribution of the signals is calculated. Comparing the degree of dissimilarity 


between the energy distributions of the signals will result in identification of possible damage. 


 


In the following sections, the theoretical background of the technique is explained first. Then, the experimental 


program, including description of test specimens, instrumentation, and test setup and procedure, is described in detail. 


The experimental results will be presented and discussed along with the outcomes of the DIT. The results demonstrate 


the ability of the DIT to detect, localize, and estimate severity of the damage in the elements tested. 


2. THEORITICAL BACKGROUND  


The following subsections provide the mathematical definitions of the wavelet transforms, wavelet energy, wavelet 


entropy, and relative wavelet entropy. It is also explained how these quantities can provide useful information of the 


signals in a simple way and how damage can be identified through proper use of these quantities. 


(a) Slightly damaged             (b) Severely damaged 
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2.1 Wavelet Transform (WT) 


In general, wavelet transform (WT) is a convertor of a signal into different mathematical forms in order to disclose 


the hidden characteristics of the original signal and to emphasize on its specific properties that are of interest (Gao 


and Yan 2011). Continuous wavelet transform (CWT) is defined as the product of a continuous signal,  tf , and a 


basic wavelet function,  t . The result of this product is wavelet coefficients, defined by Eq. [1], which show how 


well a wavelet function correlates with the signal. 


 


[1]     dt
s


t
tf


s
sC 










 
 









 *1


,  


 


where  t*  is the complex conjugate of the wavelet, which is shifted and scaled by factors   and s , respectively. In 


practice, an acceleration signal is sampled at discrete time intervals through a data acquisition system. By adopting the 


values of 
j2  and kj2  for the scale, s , and shifting factors,  , respectively, the corresponding wavelet family can be 


expressed by Eq. [2] and the corresponding wavelet coefficients,  kC j ,  can be obtained accordingly from Eq. [1]. 


[2]    ktt j


j


kj  



22 2
,   


 


Discrete wavelet transform (DWT) works as a pair of filters, which decompose the acceleration signal into low- and 


high-frequency components and find corresponding wavelet coefficients for each component. The low-frequency 


component is filtered one more time. The process repeats until the final level of decomposition, where the original 


acceleration signal is decomposed into j  groups of wavelet coefficients, from the lowest frequency component to the 


highest frequency component.  


2.2 Wavelet Energy  


The wavelet coefficients provide full information of the signal in a simple way and can be used as a direct estimation 


of the wavelet energy. In this context, the energy of the signal at each scale, jE , and the energy of the signal at each 


sampled time,  kE , are defined, respectively, as: 


 


[3]  
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jj kCE  


 


[4]       
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j


j kCkE  


 


Consequently, the total wavelet energy, totalE , and the wavelet energy ratio, jp , of the thj  scale can be obtained by: 


 


[5]       
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[6]    
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The wavelet energy ratio vector,  jp , represents the energy distribution of the signal over different frequency 


bandwidths and provides a suitable tool for detecting and characterizing singular features in the signal. 
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2.3 Wavelet Entropy (WE)  


The entropy, in general, is a quantitative measure of the degree of disorder in a system (Shannon 1948). Therefore, 


the wavelet entropy can quantify the degree of disorder in a measured acceleration signal and is defined as (Powell 


and Percival 1979; Rosso et al. 2001): 


 


[7]       
j


jjWT pppS ln  


 


If damage occurs at a location, the degree of disorder of the acceleration signal obtained at that location increases 


because of energy dissipation mechanisms and increases in nonlinearity due to gaps and frictions (Lee et al. 2014). 


Consequently, the probabilistic distribution of wavelet energies increases. As a result, the wavelet entropy of the signal 


also increases which can be utilized as an effective quantitative measure of the damage severity. 


2.4 Relative Wavelet Entropy (RWE) 


RWE describes the degree of dissimilarity between two sets of signals and can be defined as: 


 


[8]      





















j j
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jWT


q


p
pqpS ln  


 


RWE will be equal to zero only if the wavelet energy ratio vectors  jp  and  jq  are exactly the same. For the 


application of RWE in damage detection, these two sets of signals must be chosen in such a way that the degree of 


dissimilarity between them represents the severity of possible targeted damage. 


3. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM   


The experimental program consists of fabricating bridge truss girder specimens, testing them under static loading, and 


performing series of impact tests on both undamaged and damaged states of the specimens. The experimental program 


is generally designed to be applicable to in-situ dynamic tests on in-service bridges under ambient vibrations. The truss 


girder specimens have originally been designed and fabricated as part of an ongoing comprehensive research program 


on the development of a novel corrosion-free bridge system (El-Badry 2007, Joulani et al. 2016). Each truss girder is 


generally made of a specific number of typical panels, positioned symmetrically on each side of the girder mid-span to 


accommodate the required span length of the bridge. Two full-size 2-panel truss girder specimens, Girder 1 and Girder 


2, were considered in the experimental program reported herein. 


3.1 The Girder Specimens 


The truss girders consist of pretensioned top and bottom concrete chords connected by precast vertical and diagonal 


truss elements made of glass fiber-reinforced polymer (GFRP) tubes filled with concrete. The truss elements are 


reinforced and connected to the chords by means of double-headed GFRP bars in Girder 1 and by means of double-


headed steel bars in Girder 2. The vertical truss elements are predominantly in compression and the diagonal elements 


are mainly in tension. The GFRP tubes enhance the compressive strength of the verticals by confining the concrete 


core while the double-headed bars serve as internal reinforcement with excellent anchorage properties in the diagonals. 


The top and bottom chords of Girder 1 are reinforced with longitudinal GFRP bars for flexural resistance and control 


of cracking and with GFRP stirrups to provide shear resistance. In Girder 2, steel rebars and stirrups are used to 


reinforce the chords. A 3-m long two-panel truss girder in the test frame is shown in Figure 2a. Typical reinforcement 


of the specimens is illustrated in Figure 2b. 
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Figure 2: A two-panel hybrid FRP-concrete truss girder specimen and its typical reinforcement 


3.2 Instrumentation 


3.2.1 Dynamic Excitation  


Dynamic excitations were induced in the girder specimens in two ways: (1) by applying impact forces using a hammer 


in order to excite a few modes of vibration of particular elements of the girder; and (2) by applying a vertical cyclic 


load at mid-span of the girder to simulate bridge ambient vibrations due to traffic loads. It should be noted that since 


the proposed DIT is a response-only technique, the impact forces were neither controlled nor recorded for the damage 


identification process. In fact, ambient vibrations, due to traffic or wind loads, shall be adequate for damage 


identification in bridges using the proposed technique.  


3.2.2 Accelerometers:  


The acceleration signals were measured by means of accelerometers, which were temporarily attached to the 


specimens at different locations according to the testing procedure. 


3.2.3 Strain Gauges 


EA-Series strain gauges were used in the experimental program for measuring the strain in the reinforcement, the 


GFRP tubes, and the headed bars. The data obtained through the strain gauges are used to verify the location and the 


severity of damage identified by the proposed technique.  


3.2.4 Data Acquisition System  


A data acquisition system and a personal computer equipped with MATLAB were utilized to obtain signals from the 


accelerometers and to perform signal processing on the measured signals. The data was sampled at the rate of 6 kHz. 


3.3 Testing Setup and Procedure 


Two types of testing were conducted on the girder specimens: (1) none destructive testing (NDT), in which the 


specimens and/or their structural elements were dynamically excited by means of impact forces; and (2) destructive 


testing (DT), in which a vertical static load was applied at mid-span and increased monotonically from zero to failure 


to produce various types of damage in the different elements of the girders (Joulani et al.2016). 


 


3.3.1 Vertical Truss Elements 


 


Accelerometers were attached to the vertical elements of Girder 1 at three locations along their heights, as shown in 


Figure 3, establishing a 3×3 matrix of locations, as given in Eq. [9]. The elements of each column of the matrix 


represent the locations of the sensors on each vertical tube. A series of impact tests using the hammer was conducted 


before, during, and after the static loading test using only two accelerometers at a time to cover all the nine 


(a) Two-panel truss girder specimen 


 


(b) Typical reinforcement of a two-panel truss girder specimen 
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measurement points. Also, one accelerometer was kept attached to L22 during the static loading test to record 3 


seconds long acceleration signals at every 200 kN of the load.  


 


[9]     


Vertical


33


L33L32L31


L23L22L21


L13L1211L


Location
























x  


 


3.3.2 Truss Connections 


 


In order to evaluate the performance of the truss connections, accelerometers were attached to the diagonal elements of 


Girder 2 at two locations near their connections to the top and bottom chords as shown in Figure 4, establishing a 2×2 


matrix of locations, as given in Eq. [10]. The girder was statically loaded up to 1330 kN, which was equal to the actuator 


maximum capacity, and then was unloaded to zero (Joulani et al. 2016). A series of dynamic excitations was induced in 


the Girder by application of a vertical cyclic load at the mid-span for duration of 10 seconds at 0.5 Hz frequency. The 


amplitude of the cyclic load was 87.5 kN (the maximum wheel load of CL-W truck according to CAN/CSA-S6-06).  


 


[10]  
Diagonal
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L22L21


L1211L
Location 
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1 2 3


Figure 3: Typical impact tests and sensor arrangement for damage identification in the vertical truss elements 


 


L11 L12


L22L21


Figure 4: Typical sensor arrangement for damage identification in the truss connections 
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 


In addition to selecting appropriate locations for measuring acceleration signals, choosing a mother wavelet that fits 


the pattern of damage properly results in detecting the damage content more accurately. In the present work, the 


measured signals have been analyzed using the Daubechies wavelet family. Among several alternatives, successful 


use of Daubechies wavelets in damage identification has been reported by many researchers (Ren and Sun 2008; Qiao 


et al. 2012; Xiang and Liang 2012; Solis et al. 2013). As explained in the experimental program, one accelerometer 


was kept attached at mid-height of the central vertical element its during the static loading of Girder 1. In Figure 5, 


wavelet entropy (WE) of the acceleration signals recorded over 3 seconds long bursts at every 200 kN is plotted along 


with the deflection of the girder. Both the wavelet entropy and the deflection are increasing, with relatively the same 


trend, with the increase in the applied load. Increase in the WE indicates an increase in the degree of disorder in the 


system and can be interpreted as the propagation of damage due to static loading. Formation of cracks in the concrete 


chords and around the connections of the truss elements to the chords, slippage of the heads of the GFRP bars inside 


the connections, and rupture of the GFRP tubes in compression are some of the reasons for observing the increase in 


the wavelet entropy of the signals obtained during static loading of Girder 1.  


4.1 Vertical Truss Elements 


The wavelet analysis of the acceleration signals recorded by sensors during the impact tests on the vertical truss 


elements results in a 3×3 matrix of wavelet energy ratio vectors, as given in Eq. [11]. Each cell in the matrix is a vector 


representing the energy distribution of the signals over frequency bandwidths. Comparison of any two wavelet energy 


ratio vectors in Eq. [11] using Eq. [8] describes the degree of dissimilarity between the two energy distributions, which 


are utilized here to identify possible damage.  


 
Performing the analysis for the entire matrix results in a 3×3 RWE matrix of each location relative to the eight other 


locations as given in Eq. [12]. This matrix identifies both the location and severity of damage. When a particular location 


is affected by damage, its RWE will be higher compared to others. The values in Eq. [12] are then normalized, scaled 


to 100, and depicted in Figure 6a. It can be seen from the figure that the central vertical element of the truss is the most 


critical, followed by the right element. This finding can be validated using the maximum strains in the GFRP tubes 


induced by the static load, as given in Eq. [13]. The results of the RWE analysis also agree with the physical damage 


caused by the static loading test, in which rupture of the GFRP tubes occurred only in the lower half of the central 


vertical truss element (see Figure 6b), while the two other GFRP tubes showed no sign of rupture. 
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(a) Deflection vs. load and WE vs. load for Girder 1 (b) Similarity of increase in WE and deflection 


Figure 5: Increase in the wavelet entropy of the acceleration signals with the increase in the static Load 
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4.2 Truss Connections 


Two seconds of time-acceleration responses obtained at the truss connections during the cyclic loading on Girder 2 are 


shown in Figure 7. The responses at the top and bottom of each diagonal look almost identical and any possible effect 


of damage on the acceleration signals cannot be detected in the figure. In fact, even the natural frequency of the 


vibration, which was calculated using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) analysis, is equal to 48.1 Hz for all four signals. 


However, when the signals are decomposed through the wavelet entropy-based DIT, the hidden characteristics of the 


signals are disclosed. As an example, the wavelet energy ratios of the signals obtained at L11 and L22 are compared in 


Figure 8a. The wavelet energy ratio of the two signals is not identically distributed over frequency bandwidths. This 


difference is more pronounced in Figure 8b, in which the relative wavelet energy ratio of the signals is plotted. The 


dissimilarity between the two energy distributions is utilized in the DIT to identify possible damage.  


 


(b) Vertical truss elements after static test (a) Normalized and scaled RWE indices 


Figure 6: Location and severity of damage in the vertical truss elements of Girder 1 
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The results of the damage identification in the truss connections are given as a 2×2 RWE matrix in Eq. [14]. Two 


main conclusions can be drawn from Eq. [14]. First, the RWE values are relatively low (e.g. in comparison to Eq. 


[12]), which means that the signals obtained at the truss connections are fairly behaving the same. In other words, the 


performance of the truss connections are not significantly affected by the static load and the connections can still 


perform satisfactory under the load. Second, since the RWEs at locations L12 and L22 are greater than the RWEs at 


locations L11 and L21, failure is more likely to occur in the connections of the right-side diagonal element (Fig. 4) 


before the connections of the left-side diagonal. This finding can be validated using the average plastic strains 


remaining in the steel headed bars in each connection after unloading the girder. The strains are given in Eq. [15]. In 


addition, Figure 9 shows slight cracking of concrete around the connections of the right-side diagonal element to the 


chords induced by the static load.   


 


Figure 7: Acceleration signals obtained at the connections of Girder 2 under the vertical cyclic load 


Figure 8: Comparison between the wavelet energy ratio distributions of the signals obtained at L11 and L22 


(a) Wavelet energy ratio of the signals (b) Relative wavelet energy ratio of the signals 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 


Concrete bridges are crucial components of transportation infrastructure and have been in service for several decades. 


Nowadays many of the bridges are approaching or even exceeding their design life span. One encouraging solution 


for the durability problems and for enhancing the structural performance of concrete bridges is utilization of FRPs in 


bridge construction. Therefore, monitoring the conditions of hybrid FRP-concrete bridge infrastructure is becoming 


significantly important. A wavelet entropy-based damage identification technique was introduced and experimentally 


evaluated in this paper. The technique is both response-only and reference-free and the instrumentations are very 


simple. This makes the technique a practical means for damage identification in existing bridges. Utilization of the 


technique in structural health monitoring of bridges will enhance public safety and mitigate economic losses due to 


its potential to facilitate more economical maintenance and management of infrastructure. The main conclusions 


drawn from the present study are:  


 


1. Hidden characteristics of acceleration-time signals obtained through the experimental program could be 


disclosed by wavelet transform and could be quantified by wavelet entropy. 


2. The propagation of damage during the static loading test could be identified by the increase in the wavelet 


entropy of the acceleration signals.  


3. The wavelet entropy-based damage identification technique could identify the damage content in the concrete-


filled GFRP tubes of the hybrid FRP-concrete truss girder and could help in decision-making regarding 


maintenance of the girder. Results of the damage identification analysis were verified by the strain gauge data 


and visual inspection of the actual damage of the tubes.   


4. The wavelet entropy-based damage identification technique could evaluate the structural condition of the 


connections in the hybrid FRP-concrete truss girder tested under static loading. The results were verified by the 


data obtained from strain gauges attached to the connection reinforcement and by visual inspection of the 


connections. 
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(a) At location L12 (b) At location L22 


Figure 9: Cracking of concrete around the connections of the right-side diagonal element and the chords 
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ABSTRACT  


An experimental study was conducted to evaluate the impact behaviour of an innovative hybrid-fibre engineered 


cementitious composite (ECC) incorporating randomly dispersed short shape memory alloy fibres (SMA). A modified 


drop weight test was conducted on specimens from various ECC mixtures with and without SMA fibres. The impact 


behaviour was evaluated and compared based on the ability to dissipate energy and sustain impact load without 


damage. Results show that the addition of SMA to ECC mixtures significantly enhanced their performance under 


impact loading. The amount of dissipated energy by ECC increased by about 51% as a result of SMA fibre addition. 


This highlights the potential benefits of incorporating SMA in composite materials exposed to impact loads, paving 


the way for a wider implementation in the field of fortified structures. 


 


Keywords: Engineered cementitious composites, shape memory alloy, hybrid, fibre. 


1. INTRODUCTION 


The impact resistance of conventional reinforced concrete (RC) buildings depends mainly on its ability to dissipate 


energy upon impact events, blasts, and earthquakes. Failure to sustain such extreme loads would result in partial or 


total collapse of the RC building (Alemdar and Sezen 2010). In order to avoid such a hazardous failure mechanism, 


innovative construction materials are needed in constructing new smart buildings that are characterized by: i) enhanced 


deformation capacity and ductility, ii) higher damage tolerance, iii) better concrete confinement, iv) decreased or 


minimized residual crack sizes and, v) recovered or reduced permanent deformations (Parra-Montesinos et al. 2005). 


  


Shape memory alloys (SMA) are promising innovative materials that can be utilized to achieve such smart buildings. 


For instance, SMA bars can be used in structural elements as replacement for traditional steel reinforcement. This was 


explored extensively by many researchers (e.g. Saiidi et al. (2007), Nehdi et al. (2010), and Choi et al. (2015)). 


  


On the other hand, engineered cementitious composites (ECCs) are unique high performance fibre-reinforced 


cementitious systems featuring high ductility and damage tolerance loading. ECC is made of binder, small particle 


size sand, fillers, supplementary cementing materials and small amount of high modulus short random fibres. It is also 


categorized as a green material due to its high content of recycled by-products and mineral admixtures (Marks and 


Conklin 2013). 


 


Therefore, this paper investigates the potential of producing a hybrid polyvinyl alcohol-engineered cementitious 


composite (PVA-ECC) incorporating randomly dispersed nickel titanium (NiTi) SMA short fibres. 
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2. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 


2.1 Materials  


Ordinary portland cement (OPC) according to ASTM C150 (Standard Specification for Portland Cement) with a 


specific gravity of 3.15 and a surface area of 371 m2/kg was used as the main binder.  Fly ash class C according to 


ASTM C618 (Standard Specification for Coal Fly Ash and Raw or Calcined Natural Pozzolan for Use in Concrete) 


specifications with specific gravity of 2.6 was used as a pozzolanic additive in this study. Silica-sand with maximum 


nominal size of 200 µm and specific gravity of 2.65 was used as fine aggregate. Table 1 shows the composition of the 


cement, fly ash and silica-sand chemical compositions.  


Table 1: Chemical composition of ordinary portland cement, fly ash and silica-sand 


Component (%) Cement type I Fly ash Silica sand 


CaO 64.35 16 0.01 


SiO2 20.08 52.19 99.7 


Al2O3 4.63 17.56 0.14 


Fe2O3 2.84 3.66 0.016 


MgO 2.07 1.57 0.01 


SO3 2.85 2.4 --- 


K2O --- 0.9 0.04 


Na2O --- 0.7 0.01 


Loss of ignition       2.56   1.6            --- 


 


 


Two types of fibres were added: 16 mm nickel titanium (NiTi) shape memory alloy (SMA), which meets the ASTM 


F2063 (Standard Specification for Wrought Nickel-Titanium Shape Memory Alloys for Medical Devices and Surgical 


Implants) standard and 8 mm polyvinyl-alcohol (PVA) short fibres. The volume fractions for SMA and PVA were 0.5 


and 1.5%, respectively. Polycarboxylate high-range water reducing admixture (HRWRA) according to ASTM C494 


(Standard Specification for Chemical Admixtures for Concrete) was added as a percentage of cement weight to adjust 


and improve the workability of the tested mixtures. The tested mixtures compositions are given in Table 2.  The first 


number in the abbreviation indicates PVA fibre content, while the second number shows the SMA fibre content. For 


example, ECC1.5-0.5 refers to an engineered cementitious composite (ECC) incorporating 1.5% PVA fibre and 0.5% 


SMA fibre by volume fraction. Table 2 shows the mixture proportions for all tested mixtures. The target 28 days 


compressive strength was 65 MPa for all mixtures. All tests were performed after 7 and 28 days after casting. 


Table 2 Mixture proportions 


Mixture Cement  Fly ash Silica sand w/cm  HRWRA 
PVA 


(%Vf) 


SMA 


(%Vf) 


ECC0-0 1 1.2 0.8 0.26 0.012 0 0 


ECC1.5-0 1 1.2 0.8 0.26 0.012 1.5 0 


ECC1.5-0.5 1 1.2 0.8 0.26 0.012 1.5 0.5 


 


2.2 Mixing and Curing  


A 20 L concrete mixer was used to prepare all ECC mixtures. Initially, all solid ingredients including the cement, FA, 


and silica sand were mixed together in a dry condition for one minute. Then, water and HRWRA were added to the 


dry mixture over another three minutes until a homogeneous mixture was produced. This was followed by PVA and 


SMA fibres addition gradually and mixing continued for another three minutes until all fibres were uniformly 


distributed. After 24 hrs, cast specimens were demolded and kept inside sealed bags for 7 days to avoid mixing water 


loss due to evaporation. Specimens were stored in the lab conditions (Temperature of 20 ± 2 °C and relative humidity 


55 ± 5%) until testing. 
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3. TESTING METHODS 


3.1 Compressive Strength 


Six cubic specimens 50 mm x 50 mm x 50 mm from each ECC mixture were prepared to monitor compressive strength 


development for the different ECC mixtures as per ASTM C39 (Standard Test Method for Compressive Strength of 


Cylindrical Concrete Specimens) using a standard testing machine with a capacity of 2000 kN. Three specimens from 


each mixture were tested at ages 7 and 28 days.  


3.2 Drop-Weight Impact Test  


A drop weight impact test was conducted on different ECC mixtures to evaluate its impact resistance under multiple 


impacts at different drop-levels (50 mm, 100 mm, and 150 mm). Freshly mixed ECC was cast in cylindrical moulds 


having dimensions 100 mm x 200 mm. From each cylindrical specimen, three discs of size 100 mm x 50 mm were 


cut using a diamond saw. The discs were then subjected to a drop weight test using an Instron impact loading testing 


machine (Fig. 1) with a maximum impact energy of 1603 J. More details about the test can be found elsewhere (Nehdi 


and Soliman 2013). Also, a series of tests was made on similar heated specimens to investigate the shape memory 


effect of NiTi-SMA fibres on ECC at the age of 28 days. The heating process takes place for 10 minutes, 35 mm away 


from front surface of specimens, using a heat gun which was able to produce up to 300°c.  


 


 


Figure 1: Illustration of the Instron impact loading testing machine. 


4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 


4.1 Compressive Strength 


Figure 2 displays the variation in compressive strength for different ECC mixtures versus time.  It can be observed 


that the SMA and/or PVA fibre addition did not show a significant effect on the achieved compressive strength at all 


testing ages. For instance, the compressive strength of ECC1.5-0 and ECC1.5-0.5 mixtures exhibited a slight increase 


of about 1% and 4.76%, respectively, at age 28 days compared to that of the ECC0-0 mixture. Regardless of the ECC 


mixture composition, all ECC mixtures gained about 51% higher strength at age 28 days compared to that at 7 days. 


This can be attributed to the progress in the hydration products formation, which in turn improves the fibre-matrix 


interface frictional bond resistance.  
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Figure 2: Compressive strength for ECC specimens. 


 


4.2 Impact behaviour 


The impact force was measured during each impact as derived from the accelerometer measurements. The impact 


load-penetration depth curves are shown in Figures 3a, 4a and 5a. Typical impact failure was observed in the ECC 


mixture without fibre after the second hit (100 mm drop-height), while all the other ECC specimens did not fail or 


crack under the effect of multi-impacts up to 44000 N. The peak impact load increased accordingly to the testing age 


and SMA and/or PVA fibre addition rate. The peak impact force for mixtures incorporating 1.5% mono PVA fibre 


addition increased by about 19.8% and 2.3% compared to that of the ECC mixture without fibre at ages 7 and 28 days, 


respectively.  Furthermore, ECC1.5-0.5 exhibited greater peak impact forces of about 12.5% and 22.6% than that of 


the ECC1.5-0 at the age of 7 and 28 days, respectively. This highlights the significant improvement in the impact 


strength due to SMA addition. 


 


  


Figure 3: Impact load-penetration depth performance of ECC0-0 a) at age 7 days and, b) 7 and 28 days. 


 


The difference in the ability of mono and hybrid fibre ECC specimens to resist impact load mainly depends on the 


fibre type and content. The material’s response under impact load depends on its interactive behaviour under 


compressive and shear stresses (Li et al. 2000). Since all ECC mixtures have a slight difference in compressive 


strength, therefore, it can be concluded that stronger bond between SMA and/or PVA fibres and matrix better resists 


shear stresses induced by the impact load leading to achieve higher impact resistance. 
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Figure 4: Impact load-penetration depth performance of ECC1.5-0 a) at age 7 days and, b) 7 and 28 days. 


 


The impact load applied to ECC specimens and the corresponding penetration depth at testing ages of 7 and 28 days 


are shown in Figures 3b, 4b and 5b. Each specimen was subjected to multiple impacts at different drop-levels as 


follows; i) first hit at 50 mm, ii) second hit 100 mm and, iii) third hit at 150 mm. It can be observed that only a small 


penetration took place due to impact loading for all dropping heights. The total penetration depth tended to decrease 


with SMA and/or PVA fibre addition at all testing ages except for the ECC matrix without fibre. Mixture ECC0-0 


cracked due to the application of the first impact load and failed after the second one due to its brittleness. This 


performance reflects the fibre-matrix ability to save the composite from cracking or damaging under the effect of 


impact loading (up to 44000 N). For instance, at first hit, the ECC1.5-0.5 specimen had a penetration depth less than 


that of the ECC1.5-0 and ECC0-0 by about 16.36% and 49.89% at the age of 7 days, respectively. The same 


performance was observed for all impact levels regardless the age. 


 


  


Figure 5: Impact load-penetration depth performance of ECC1.5-0.5 a) at age 7 days and, b) 7 and 28 days. 


Figure 6 illustrates the energy absorption capacity of specimens produced from different ECC mixtures. The 


computerized system, which was used in the data measurements during impact, was programmed to calculate the 


energy absorption capacity of the specimens which is equal to the difference between the applied energy and that 


remained in the system after impact. The overall energy absorption capacity of ECC improved with the addition of 


SMA and/or PVA fibres. For example, ECC1.5-0.5 and ECC1.5-0 dissipated energy of around 1237% and 1080% at 


testing age of 7 days and 1277% and 953% at 28 days more than that of the control ECC0-0, respectively. Furthermore, 


the energy dissipation ability for ECC was enhanced by about 14.3% and 33.96% at the testing ages of 7 and 28 days 


due to 0.5% SMA fibre addition compared to that of the ECC incorporating PVA fibre alone. 
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Figure 6: Cumulative energy dissipated by ECC specimens at different testing ages. 


 


4.3 Shape memory effect 


Heating up the specimens by about 300°C led to the formation of a grid of multiple fine cracks (less than 10 µm) at 


the front surface of the specimens. The ECC0-0 mixture and that incorporating the mono-PVA fibre were deteriorated 


due to degradation of the cracked matrix and losing of the PVA mechanical properties due to the heating process. 


However, the performance of the hybrid fibre specimens made with SMA fibres was not similar. For instance, as 


displayed in Fig. 7, the energy dissipation capability of the heated ECC0-0 and ECC1.5-0 specimens decreased by 


about 49.7% and 11.1% at the age of 28 days, respectively, while it increased by about 15.7% for the ECC1.5-0.5 


specimens compared to that of similar specimens tested at the same age without heating. This may be attributed to the 


shape memory effect of the heated SMA fibres, which led to pre-stressing the specimens, consequently improving its 


energy dissipation ability. This reflects the SMA fibres capability to provide a crack arresting mechanism in concrete 


structures, even when affected by high temperatures.  


 


 
Figure 7: Cumulative energy dissipated by ECC specimens with and without heating treatment at 28 days. 


5. CONCLUSIONS  


This paper represents an experimental investigation on the effects of mono and hybrid fibre addition on the impact 


behaviour of different ECC mixtures incorporating SMA and/or PVA short fibres. The main findings are summarized 


as follows: 


 


1. SMA and/or PVA fibre addition did not significantly affect the compressive strength of the composite. 


2. ECC specimens that incorporate 1.5% PVA and 0.5% SMA fibres achieved the highest peak impact force at all 


impact levels and testing ages compared to that of the ECC specimens that contained 1.5% PVA fibres alone. 
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3. SMA fibre addition led to a reduction in the impact penetration depth in the ECC specimens compared to that of 


mixtures incorporating only the mono-PVA fibre. 


4. The energy absorption ability of ECC specimens that incorporate 1.5% PVA fibres alone and that containing 


1.5% PVA and 0.5% SMA fibres by volume fraction is about 10 and 12 times higher than that of the ECC 


matrix, respectively, at a testing age of 7 days. The same performance was observed at 28 days, but with about 9 


and 13 times that of the ECC matrix, respectively. 


5. Heating the ECC matrix specimen and that made with PVA fibres only led to strength degradation. Conversely, 


the heating mobilized the SMA fibres to pre-stress the composite due to shape memory effect, thus improving 


its energy dissipation ability by about 15% at the age of 28 days. 
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ABSTRACT  


Cross-laminated timber (CLT) is gaining popularity in residential and non-residential applications in the North 


American construction market. An accurate quantification of in-plane stiffness of the CLT walls with openings is 


required to design a CLT structure subjected to lateral loads. Nevertheless, till today, no general approach is 


available for the design of CLT-members loaded in plane and there are no standardized methods for determining the 


stiffness of CLT shearwalls in the respective material design standards: the CSA O86 in Canada, and the NDS in the 


US. This study aims to quantify the stiffness of CLT walls with openings under in-plane loading. A finite element 


(FE) model of CLT walls was developed modelling wood as orthotropic elastic material and the glue-lines between 


layers using non-linear contact elements. The FE model was verified from test results of CLT panels under in-plane 


loading. A parametric study was performed to evaluate the change in stiffness of CLT walls with the variation of 


opening size and shape. A simplified equation to predict the in-plane stiffness of CLT walls with openings was 


proposed. Subsequently, a sensitivity analysis was performed using Meta-model of Optimal Prognosis (MOP) to 


evaluate the contribution of each parameter on the model response.  


 


Keywords: Cross-laminated timber (CLT), stiffness, opening, finite element, and sensitivity analysis.  
 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Cross-laminated timber (CLT) is an engineered wood product categorized as “mass” timber. The use of CLT is 


increasingly gaining popularity because of its many benefits when compared to either light-fame wood construction 


or concrete and steel construction. The cross lamination provides dimensional stability, strength and rigidity. CLT 


has a low carbon footprint due to low embodied greenhouse gas emissions and carbon storage capacity of wood. The 


good thermal insulation and a fairly good behaviour in case of fire are added benefits. Furthermore, it is a clean 


product to work with resulting in less waste and dust produced on site which is better in terms of health and safety. 


CLT panels consist of several layers of boards stacked crosswise and glued together. A CLT element has usually an 


uneven number of layers of boards glued orthogonally to form a solid panel. Pre-cut wall and floor panels are 


assembled on the construction site using various types of screws and steel connectors to form the structural system.  


 


To design CLT shear walls, understanding of the mechanical properties of CLT panels and connectors connecting 


them is needed. Several studies have been carried out and some analytical equations to predict the mechanical 


properties of CLT panels loaded in plane are proposed. E.g., Blass and Fellmoser (2004) developed a method for the 


design of CLT panels under in-plane loading based on the composite theory. The composition factors (k-factors) a 


count for the strength and stiffness of CLT panels in various directions, based on single layer properties. 


Moosbrugger et al. (2006) proposed a model based on the regular periodic internal geometric structure of the CLT 
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wall element, considering uniform shear loading on wall boundaries. They defined the complex internal structure of 


CLT elements with a unit cell called Representative Volume Element (RVE). The RVE extends over the whole plate 


thickness and is sub-divided into Representative Volume Sub-Elements (RVSE). Bogensperger et al. (2007) 


experimentally investigated the in-plane behavior of CLT panels and verified their results with FE analyses. The 


effective shear modulus was calculated and a deviation of the shear modulus of up to 26% was reported comparing 


tests results and FE analyses. Bogensperger et al. (2007) also performed FE analysis and further verified the studies 


by Moosbrugger et al. (2006). Their FE model accurately predicted the effective shear of CLT panels. Finally, Flaig 


and Blass (2012) developed another method for shear design of CLT beams loaded in plane and proposed equations 


for shear stress and stiffness and verified them with test results. Few of these studies, however, addresses openings 


in CLT walls. 


 


Openings for doors and windows are very common in the CLT wall panels. The areas around an opening experience 


stress concentrations that can reduce in-plane stiffness and load bearing capacity of the panel. Moosbrugger et al. 


(2006) performed FE analyses as an attempt to quantify the stiffness of a CLT panel with a quadratic opening at the 


center. They estimated the reduced stiffness by taking the ratio of the effective wall area (Awall) to total area (Atotal) 


where, Awall =Atotal – Aopening. However, the results from this estimate overestimated the reduced stiffness when 


compared to the test results. Dujic et al. (2007) experimentally investigated the behavior of CLT wall panels with 


different opening locations. Four cyclic tests were performed. It was observed that for a wall with an opening equal 


to 30% of the wall area, the strength of the wall did not change. However, the stiffness was reduced by about 50%. 


A FE parametric study was conducted to determine the influence of the size and layout of openings on the strength 


and the stiffness of CLT walls. Equation (1) was proposed to calculate the reduced stiffness of the CLT wall panels: 
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where, Kopening is the stiffness of CLT walls with opening, and r is the panel area ratio given in Equation 2. 
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where, H is the height of wall, ∑Li is the summation of length of full height wall segments (excluding length of 


openings from total length), and ∑Ai is the summation of openings area. 


 


Accurate quantification of the in-plane stiffness of the shear-walls is required to design a CLT structure subjected to 


lateral loads. Nevertheless, till today, no general approach is available for the design of CLT-members loaded in 


plane. In fact, the strength and the stiffness properties reported in different technical approvals for verification of in 


plane resistance of CLT walls vary significantly (Flaig and Blass 2012). In addition, there are no standardized 


methods for determining the stiffness and resistance of CLT shearwalls in the respective material design standards: 


the CSA O86 (2014) in Canada, and the NDS (2015) in the US. The objectives of this research are to calculate the 


in-plane stiffness of CLT walls with the variation of size and shape.  
 


2. NEW MODEL FOR STRENGTH AND STIFFNESS OF CLT WALLS WITH OPENINGS 


2.1 Experiments 


Two sets of experiments were used for model calibration. The first set consisted of four point bending tests on CLT 


panels was performed at FPInnovations, Canada. Three series of CLT panels (2 replicates of each type) were tested 


with a span length of 3.5m, 5.9m, and 8.4m, see Figure 1. The specimens were 1.2m high and laterally supported. 


The 5-ply boards with a thickness of 175mm were from Canadian S-P-F and manufactured at NORDIC. The 


deformation under quasi-static monotonic loading was measured at mid span by LVDT which allowed calculating 


the in-plane stiffness. The second set of tests consisted of quasi-static monotonic tests on CLT walls at 


FPInnovations, Vancouver, Canada (Popovski et al. 2010). The CLT panels were 3-ply with 2.3m x 2.3m panel size 


and thickness of 94mm made of European spruce and manufactured at KLH. Several types of connectors (hold-


downs and steel brackets) and fasteners (annular ring nails, spiral nails, screws, and timber rivets) were used for the 


connections.  
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Figure 1: CLT beam (left) and wall (right) test configurations. 


2.2 FE Model Development 


A 3D FE model of CLT panel was developed in ANSYS (Figure 2). The CLT panel was modelled using 20-node 


SOLID186 element where each node has three degrees of freedom. Elastic material properties were assigned in each 


orthogonal direction of the lamella as provided by the manufacturers’ specifications. The glue line in between panels 


was modelled using contact elements (Conta_174 and Targe_170). Test results showed a very stiff glue-line, 


therefore, a friction coefficient of 1.0 was used. The connection between the CLT wall and floor was modelled using 


linear COMBIN14 spring elements. The stiffness properties for the connections were taken from previous research 


(Schneider 2015). The FE model was validated using the load-deformation curves from the test results, see Figure 3. 


The elastic stiffness from the FE analysis closely matched with the experimental results. 


   


Figure 2: FE models of CLT beam (left) and wall (right).  
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Figure 3: Experimental vs FE load-deflection curves.  


2.4 CLT walls with openings 


Subsequently, a parametric numerical study was performed with variation of the size and shape of openings. The 


stiffness reduction of CLT walls with different number, size, and shape of openings was investigated. Typical 


openings like, a window and/or a door as seen in Figure 4 were considered. A maximum of up to half of the total 


wall area was removed in the FE analysis. It was found that with a removal of half of the wall area the stiffness of 


the wall reduced more than 60%. As seen Figure 5(a), the stiffness reduction is non-linear with respect to wall area 


reduction. 


 


Figure 4: Typical openings in CLT Walls. 
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Figure 5: Effect of opening on CLT wall stiffness. 


 


2.5 Proposed equation  


The objective of the research was to propose an analytical model to calculate the in-plane stiffness of CLT walls 


with openings. From the FE analysis, it was found that the ratio of opening to wall area, Ao/Aw, the aspect ratio of 


opening, ro, and the aspect ratio of opening to wall, ro/w affect the reduction in wall stiffness (Figure 5). Therefore, 


these parameters are considered, see Equation 3. The equation was accurate in predicting stiffness of CLT walls with 


opening when compared to a previously proposed model by Dujic et al. (2007), see Figure 6.   
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where, Ko and Kw are the stiffness of walls with and without opening, respectively; Ao and Aw are the area of walls 


with and without opening, respectively; ro is the aspect ratio of opening (smaller to larger dimension); and ro/w is the 


maximum aspect ratio of opening to wall dimension (max of lo/L or ho/H, where, L and H is the wall length and 


height, respectively, and lo and ho is the opening length and height, respectively).   
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Figure 6: FE vs calculated stiffness of CLT wall. 


3. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 


3.1 Methods 


A sensitivity analysis quantifies the uncertainty in the output of a model qualitatively or quantitatively, to different 


sources of variation in the input of a model. In addition, it also analyzes the contribution of each input variable to the 


model response. In this research, a sensitivity analysis was performed in the commercial software package 


optiSLang (Most and Will 2008). The design of experiments (DOE) for random sampling for sensitivity analysis 


utilizes Advanced Latin Hypercube Sampling (ALHS) technique. ALHS is effective to represent the non-linearity of 


the model in a reduced space. Meta-models were used to represent the model responses of surrogate functions in 


terms of the model inputs. A surrogate model is often advantageous due to the inherent complexity of many 


engineering problems to approximate the problem and to solve other design configurations in a smooth sub-domain 


(Sacks et al. 1989, Simpson et al. 2001). However, most meta-models i.e., Moving Least Square (MLS) 


approximation, Kriging or Neural Networks requires an high number of samples to represent high-dimensional 


problems with sufficient accuracy. To overcome these limitations, the Meta-model of Optimal Prognosis (MOP) 


approach was developed for the optimal filter meta-model configurations (Most and Will 2008). By doing this, a 


surrogate model of the original physical problem can be used to perform various possible design configurations 


without computing any further analyses. To develop an automatic approach requires defining a measure for the 


characterization of the approximation quality. The MOP uses the generalized coefficient of determination (CoD) 


which results for the special case of pure polynomial regression. The CoD assesses the approximation quality of a 


polynomial regression by measuring the relative amount of variation explained by the approximation as follows: 


[4] 2 21 ; 0 1R E


T T


SS SS
R R
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where, SST is the equivalent to the total variation, SSR represents the variation due to the regression, and SSE 


quantifies the unexplained variation as follows: 
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However, in order to penalize the over-fitting, Montgomery and Runger (2003) also introduced the adjusted 


Coefficient of Determination, see Equation 6:  
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where, N is the number of sample points and p is the number of regression co-efficient. The quality of an 


approximation was evaluated in terms of the prognosis quality by using an additional test data set. The agreement 


between this real test data and the meta-model estimates is measured by the coefficient of prognosis, CoP (Most and 


Will 2008) as defined in Equation 7:  
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An optimal metamodel can be searched with a defined CoP. Each meta-model is investigated for all possible 


significance by varying the significance quantile from 99% to a given minimal value. A polynomial regression is 


developed thereafter and the coefficients of importance (CoI) are calculated for each variable following Equation 8.  


[8] 
2 2


, , ,X X iiY X Y YCoI R R  :                            


Where, 2


,YR X
is the CoD of the full model including all terms of the variables in X and 2


,YR X i:
is the CoD of the 


reduced model, where all linear, quadratic and interactions terms belonging to Xi are removed from the polynomial 


basis. The threshold CoImin is varied from 1% to a given value. Based on the CoI of each variable the meta-model is 


built up and the coefficient of prognosis is computed. The optimal meta-model is chosen from the maximum CoP 


configuration. The training data set is used for the construction of meta-model, while the test data set is used for the 


calculation of the CoP. On the contrary, a merge data set from training and test data is used for the correlations for 


the significance filter and the regression for the importance filters. However, if no additional test data set is 


available, the initial data set is split into training and test data in a way that each data set the response ranges are 


represented with maximum conformity to the entire data set. The sensitivity analysis in optiSLang involves 


following steps: 


1) A solver chain was created in optiSLang for the sensitivity analysis.  


2) The range of the input parameters and their types (i.e., deterministic and/or stochastic) were defined.   


3) ALHS sampling technique was used for DOE and total 1,000 samples were created randomly with the 


defined input parameters range.  


4) An input file created for the proposed equation which link to the ALHS for sampling. 


5) Python script was used as a solver and calculates the output.  


6) The solver chain was run for n times (1000 times) to generate all output.  


7) The MOP was created to quantify the contribution of each parameter on the proposed model.  


The algorithm for the sensitivity analysis is presented in Figure 7. The parameters for the sensitivity analysis are 


given in Table 1.  


 


 


Table 1: Parameters for Sensitivity analysis in optiSLang 


Sampling method ALHS 


Number of samples 1,000 


Meta-models Polynomial, Clasic MLS, Interpolating MLS 


Solver Python script 


Sample splitting ratio 50% 


Number of steps 10 


CoI limit 0-5% 


Rank criteria CoDadj 


Parameters (range):  


Ao/Aw(x1) 0.05-1.2 


ro/w(x2) 0.1-0.8 


ro(x3) 0.3-2.0 
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Figure 7: Algorithm for sensitivity Analysis in optiSLang 


3.2 Results of Sensitivity Analyses 


The impact of each input parameter on the output along with the models three dimensional space is illustrated in 


Figure 7 showing the MLS approximation of the unreinforced and reinforced I-joist’s capacity with respect to the 


two model input parameters Ao/Aw(x1) and ro/w(x2). The MLS approximation exhibited the variation of the output in 


the predicted model space. A smooth surface of the output (see Figure 8) indicated a good approximation of the 


proposed model. Using 1,000 samples, a CoP of 100% was achieved for the proposed models which indicated a 


perfect approximation using MOP. By comparing the CoP value of each parameter, it was found that both 


parameters Ao/Aw(x1) and ro/w(x2) showed the highest influenced on I-joists capacity as compared to ro(x3).  


  


Figure 8: MLS approximation of the unreinforced capacity, Pu with respect to the two input parameters, Ao/Aw(x1) 


and ro/w(x2) (left) and CoP values of each parameter (right). 
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4. CONCLUSION 


FE models were developed that accurately predicted the in-plane behaviour of CLT panels with openings. The effect 


of opening size and shape on the stiffness of CLT walls was investigated. The experimental, numerical, and 


analytical investigation on the CLT panels allows the following conclusions to be drawn:  


 


1. The FE model accurately predicted the load-deformation of CLT beams and walls.  


2. With the removal of half of the wall area, stiffness was reduced by more 60%.  


3. The proposed equation better predicted the reduced stiffness of the CLT walls compared to previous equations.  


4. The sensitivity analysis using MOP and ALHS sampling technique showed a smooth variation of the proposed 


model with respect to input parameters. 
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ABSTRACT  


Before the 1994 Northridge Earthquake, the seismic design strategy for moment resisting frames considered the 


yielding of the panel zone when calculating the required level of ductility. Following the unacceptable performance 


of conventional moment resisting frame (MRF) connection details during the Northridge seismic event, prequalified 


connections were developed to concentrate beam yielding away from the column face, preserving the connection. 


With these new connection strategies, the panel zone deformation may not contribute as significantly to the overall 


behaviour of an MRF. Therefore, considering the increased use of advanced dynamic modeling techniques, it is 


important for both designers and researchers to know what level of modelling detail is required to properly capture 


the behaviour of an MRF. This paper examines the influence of the panel zone model on the global performance of a 


moment resisting frame. The nine-storey SAC building is used as a model to evaluate the influence of this variation. 


The beam-to-column connections use reduced beam sections and are modeled with OpenSees using nonlinear 


elements that that capture cyclic deterioration. In one case, the panel zones are modelled as rigid offsets with no 


shear yielding. In the other case, the panel zones are modeled using a rotational spring box, in which rigid links are 


arranged in a rectangle and connected at the four corners by three pins and one nonlinear spring that captures the 


shear distortion in the panel zone. An Incremental Dynamic Analysis with 7 ground motions is conducted to 


determine the differences in global performance. The more refined panel zone model results in a longer first mode 


period and less energy dissipation in the plastic hinges of the beams. However, the difference in engineering demand 


parameters at design level events is minimal and may not justify the increase in computational requirements unless 


collapse assessment is desired.  


 


Keywords: Steel Moment Resting Frames, panel zone, nonlinear time history analysis, global behaviour, earthquake 


engineering 


1. INTRODUCTION 


The Northridge Earthquake had far reaching impacts on the design of moment resisting steel frames in seismic 


areas. The investigation conducted after that seismic event highlighted the poor performance of the beam-to-column 


connections, due to fractures in and around the weld connecting the beam flanges to the column. This indicated a 


need for modifications to the connection, so the SAC joint venture was given the task of developing a new design 


strategy for moment resisting frame connections. The SAC research program resulted in the development of six 


prequalified connections (FEMA, 2000) that have demonstrated adequate performance during cyclic component 


testing. Such connections are currently approved for use in seismic areas of Canada (CISC, 2009) and the United 


States (AISC, 2010). The pre-Northridge research into ductile design for special moment resisting frames 


highlighted the contribution of the panel zone behaviour during a seismic event (Tsai & Popov, 1991; Ramirez et al., 


2012). This behaviour was determined to contribute enough to the behaviour of the frame that its influence should 


be considered when analysing special moment resisting frames (AISC, 2010). Testing of some of the newer 


prequalified connections demonstrated a reduction in the amount of panel zone yielding as a result of shifting the 


plastic hinge away from the column face by changing the moment capacity of the beam section (Han, Moon, & 
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Jung, 2014; Takhirov & Popov, 2002; Uang, 2007). For example, one finite element analysis demonstrated that a 


pre-Northridge connection panel zone undergoes significant yielding, while the same scenario designed with a 


Reduced Beam Section (RBS) connection demonstrates very little panel zone yielding (Swati & Gaurang, 2014). 


Regardless of the connection type, the AISC seismic provisions (2010) require that the panel zone deformations be 


considered when modeling the global performance of a moment resisting frame (MRF). However, more modern 


connections could reduce the contribution of the panel zone yielding to the total hysteretic energy dissipation of the 


frame. It is important to understand the impact of the panel zone yielding on the global performance of the frame to 


determine the required level of modeling detail when analyzing MRF. This paper will examine the impact of 


including panel zone yielding on the global performance of the MRF by comparing the results obtained from a 


global analysis of the same MRF model using two accepted methods of modeling panel zones. 


2. METHODS OF MODELING MRF COMPONENTS 


2.1 Yielding Beams 


Models of MRFs often consist of wire frames constructed with beam-column elements that have concentrated 


plasticity hinges at the joints of beam-column connections (Deierlein et al. 2010). The hinges capture non-linear 


behaviour by using moment-rotation hysteretic relationships (Charney et al. 2009; Foutch & Yun, 2002). These 


hinges have been shown to adequately capture the behaviour of the beam and column elements in an MRF during 


seismic loading because the real nonlinear yielding is also concentrated at the joints (Charney et al, 2004). Recently, 


several hysteretic models have been developed to capture cyclic stiffness and strength deterioration and post-


yielding stiffness deterioration. One such model, which is used in this research, is the Ibarra-Medina-Krawlinker 


(IMK) model (Ibarra, Medina, & Krawinkler, 2005). This model is implemented in OpenSees by the 


MODIMKPeakOriented zero length member. The element’s parameters were adjusted to match the results from 


component tests for RBS sections (Popov, Blondet, & Stepanov, 1999). 


2.2 Panel Zones 


In addition to the yielding beams, several models have also been constructed to represent the panel zone in MRFs. 


Some methods, such as the rotational spring box model (Figure 3a) and the scissor model (Figure 3b), use a 


rotational spring to capture the shear deformations in the panel zone (Gupta & Krawinkler, 1999; Sazmand & 


Aghakouchak, 2012). Other models, such as the frame model (Figure 3c), use a linear diagonal spring to capture 


shear behaviour (Castro, Elghazouli, & Izzuddin, 2005). Finally, the simplest considered model uses rigid offsets 


(Figure 3d) to represent the offset of plastic hinges from the centreline intersection of the beam-column connection 


without capturing any panel zone flexibility or yielding. This paper will assess the global behavioural differences 


between the rotational spring box model and the rigid offset model, shown in Figures 3a and 3d, respectively. The 


rotational spring box model uses eight rigid links around the perimeter of the panel zone. Each link is connected to a 


node of a beam or column element and a pin node at one of the four corners. The only exception is that one corner 


contains a rotational spring. This spring’s stiffness is calibrated to represent the shear stiffness of the panel zone and 


is implemented in OpenSees using the rotPanelZone2D element. In the case of the rigid offset model, the length of 


each offset is determined by the geometric properties of the perpendicular adjoining element; the vertical rigid links 


have a length corresponding to half of the beam depth, while the horizontal rigid offsets have a length that 


corresponds to half of the column depth in addition to the distance to the plastic hinge. Extending the rigid offset to 


the plastic hinge of the beam reduced the number of degrees of freedom in the model while having little effect on the 


global response because the reduced beam section connection precluded yielding between the plastic hinge and the 


column. The extra length in the rigid offset was implemented in both models to maintain consistency when 


comparing results. 
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Figure 1: Alternative panel zone modelling techniques: (a) rotational spring box, (b) scissor links, 


(c) linear spring, (d) rigid offsets 


3. DESIGN AND MODELLING OF PROTOTYPE STRUCTURE 


To develop an understanding of the panel zone contribution to the global performance of the MRF, two models of 


the same building were created. The 9 storey SAC building in Los Angeles was chosen as the baseline for the 


models (Gupta & Krawinkler, 1999). This building was designed as part of the SAC venture in 1999 and uses post-


Northridge MRFs as its seismic resisting system. Both models consisted of a basic wire frame with concentrated 


hinges, created in OpenSees and visualized in Figure 2. Rayleigh damping of 2% in the first two modes was used for 


both models (Gupta & Krawinkler, 1999). The rigid offset model has a fundamental period of 1.8 seconds, while the 


fundamental period of the rotational spring box model is 2.0 seconds. The rotational spring box model requires 3480 


degrees of freedom, whereas the rigid offset model requires 1740 degrees of freedom. The increased number of 


degrees of freedom to capture the panel zone yielding increases the computation time by 67%. Such a difference in 


computational demand can become significant for incremental dynamic analysis or for larger buildings. 


 


 
Figure 2: Wire frame model in OpenSees for 9 Storey SAC building with leaning column 
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4. INCREMENTAL DYNAMIC ANALYSIS 


Seven ground motions where selected using the target spectrum scaling tool on the PEER NGA West 2 Ground 


motion database (Bozorgnia et al, 2012). The response spectra of the seven scaled ground motions are shown in 


Figure 3, scaled to match the design spectrum at the first-mode period of the rigid offset model. Scaling factors 


applied to the ground motions range from 0.69 to 3.19, as summarized in Table 1. An Incremental Dynamic 


Analysis with all seven scaled ground motions was conducted on both models, scaling the ground motions using the 


first-mode period of each model. The Engineering Demand Parameter of interest is selected as the maximum inter-


storey drift, and failure is defined as an interstorey drift greater than 8% or an observed joint failure consisting of all 


beam hinges of a particular floor having deteriorated fully (i.e. rotations greater than 0.05 rad).  


Table 1: List of Ground Motions and Scale Factors 


Ground 


Motion 


Location (Year) Magnitude Scaling Factor for Design Spectrum 


Rotational Spring Box Rigid Offset 


Kern Kern County, Cal (1952) 7.4 2.32 2.09 


San Fernando San Fernando Valley, Cal (1971) 6.6 1.57 1.41 


Point Mugu Point Mugu, Cal (1973) 5.7 2.24 2.02 


Gazli Gazli, USSR  (1984) 6.8 0.77 0.69 


Tabas Tabas, Iran (1978) 7.4 0.95 0.86 


Taiwan_13 Hualien, Taiwan (2013) 5.9 2.72 2.45 


Lazio-


Abruzzo 


Basilicata, Italy (1990) 5.8 3.19 2.87 


 


 
Figure 3: Target spectrum and ground motion spectra scaled at period of rigid offset model (1.8 seconds) 


 


The IDA results shown in Figure 4 demonstrate generally similar characteristics. Both models reached failure for the 


same 5 ground motions, and each failure occurred at an amplification (relative to the design level) difference of less 


than 14%, with an average difference of 8.9%. The results from individual ground motions were even more similar 


at amplifications of less than 1.0 (i.e. the design ground motion intensity). However, the differences become much 


larger when the frame approaches collapse, increasing to a relative average difference of 10% at the last data point. 


This indicates that at design level earthquakes, the yielding of panel zones has relatively little impact on the global 


performance of the frame, but at larger intensities that approach collapse, the panel zone model is much more 


significant. The rigid offset model consistently produces larger median drifts when compared to the rotational spring 


box model, providing a more conservative result in general.  
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Figure 4: Incremental Dynamic Analysis for rotational spring box model (left) and rigid offset model (right) 


4.1 Global performance comparison of both models during Kern ground motion 


To better understand the behaviour of the models, the Kern ground motion was selected for a more in-depth 


analysis. This ground motion demonstrates trends that were typical in all 5 ground motions that reached failure. Both 


models withstood this ground motion at an amplification of 2.8 but failed at a multiplier of 3.0, as highlighted in the 


IDA in Figure 4.  


 


Figure 5 compares the storey displacement time histories for both models at an amplification of 2.8. The models 


reach similar maximum roof displacements, and both show a similar influence of the higher modes through the time 


history. When comparing the maximum interstorey drifts, the models demonstrate very similar drift shapes, which is 


shown more clearly in Figure 7. While the rotational spring box model undergoes slightly larger peaks when 


compared to its rigid offset counterpart, it does not undergo drift values higher than 2.5%. The model with rigid 


offsets has 6% smaller residual displacements at roof level. 


 
Figure 5: Total floor displacements under Kern ground motion at 2.8 times design amplitude: 


(top) rotational spring box model; (bottom) rigid offset model 
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Both models respond similarly to each other when the Kern event is amplified by a factor of 3.0, although the 


differences are larger in this case undergoing collapse. The time histories of storey displacements for both models 


are displayed in Figure 6. While the first 35 seconds of the response are generally similar (differences in floor 


displacements are generally less than 5%), the final seconds before collapse are different. The rotational spring box 


model demonstrates a slightly higher displacement peak than that achieved at failure, an indicator of full cyclic 


deterioration of the hinges. By comparison, the time history of the rigid offset model demonstrates a return past the 


neutral point of the structure, before returning to the same direction of failure as observed with the rotational spring 


box model. 


 


 
Figure 6: Total floor displacements under Kern ground motion at 3.0 times design amplitude: 


(top) rotational spring box model; (bottom) rigid offset model 


 


The similarities observed when comparing total floor displacements are also apparent when comparing interstorey 


drifts. In both models, the lower floors experience larger interstorey drifts when compared to the upper floors, a 


behaviour that is highlighted in Figure 7. However, the models demonstrate some noticeable differences in 


interstorey drifts when the Kern event is amplified by 3.0: the peak interstorey drift over the height of the building is 


larger for the model with rigid offsets, and that peak occurs at the second storey rather than the third. Although a 


soft-storey failure mechanism forms in both models, the inter-storey drift is distributed more evenly across the 


height of the frame for the rotational spring box model.  


 
Figure 7: Maximum interstorey drift of both models 
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4.2 Local Performance Comparison of Critical Joint 


Considering that both models had their peak demands at the second and third floors, a more localized analysis aims 


to better understand the interactions at this elevation. Figure 8 shows the hysteretic behaviour of a typical third floor 


joint with the rotational spring box model (Figure 8a) and with the rigid offset model (Figure 8b) during the Kern 


event scaled to 2.8 times the design intensity. 


 
Figure 8: Typical third floor joint hystereses under Kern ground motion at 2.8 times design amplitude: 


 (a) Rotational spring box model (b) Rigid offset model 


 


In both events, the beam hinge graphs, shown on the left and right of Figure 8a and b, dominate the inelastic 


deformations and energy dissipation. The beam hinges in the rigid offset model undergo more inelastic behaviour 


than the beam hinges in the rotational spring box model, resulting in 6.1% more energy dissipated. This is to be 


expected because the shear yielding of the panel zone, shown by the panel zone hysteresis in the center of Figure 8a, 


contributes a portion of the inelastic energy dissipation. The column hystereses, at the top and bottom of the figures, 


indicate that the columns respond entirely in the elastic range with both models.  
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Figure 9: Typical third floor joint hystereses under Kern ground motion at 3.0 times design amplitude: 


 (a) Rotational spring box model (b) Rigid offset model 


  


The hystereses at the same joint during the Kern x 3.0 event (Figure 9) highlight the previously mentioned cyclic 


deterioration of the beams, leading to the failure of model. These graphs demonstrate that both models reached 


failure through deterioration of the beam hinges, shown by the beam springs undergoing large rotations without 


providing significant moment resistance. As was previously observed during the Kern event amplified by 2.8, the 


beam hinges behave similarly in both models, but the model with rigid offsets results in slightly more energy 


dissipation in the beams than the rotational spring box model.  
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5. CONCLUSIONS 


The research presented in this paper indicates that modelling panel zone yielding has relatively little impact on the 


global performance of this MRF with RBS prequalified connections under design-level ground motions. Using a 


rotational spring box instead of rigid offsets has a greater influence on the interstorey drifts when the ground 


motions were scaled beyond design levels and towards collapse. Therefore, the joint model that is most appropriate 


for a numerical model may depend on the amplitude of the earthquake that will be considered and the expected 


seismic response. However, the predicted failure mode in this study was always deterioration of the beam hinges, 


regardless of which panel zone modeling technique was used. For design, using the rigid offset model results in a 


lower first mode period, increasing the estimated accelerations by increasing the first-mode frequency. These 


differences indicate that the rigid offset model is likely to be conservative for design of buildings that are similar to 


the 9-storey SAC frame designed using RBS connections. Using other connections in this frame could lead to 


different amounts of panel zone yielding, so further study is underway to determine the effects of panel zone 


yielding with other connections. 
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ABSTRACT  


From the view of economical efficiency and technology sustainability, considerable attention has been recently 


given to the use of low-cost biomass residues as adsorbents in pollution control. To achieve a desirable adsorptive 


efficiency, some efforts have also been made to modify biomass adsorbents through appropriate treatments. There is 


a particular interest in surfactant-assisted biomass surface modification. Although some findings from previous 


studies are encouraging, knowledge about the adsorption of pollutants onto surfactant-modified biomass is still 


limited. A number of issues about the characteristics of involved interface transport are poorly understood. The 


present study therefore aims to examine the adsorption of anionic azo dyes onto surfactant-modified biomass in the 


solution. Different surfactants are used for modification. The equilibrium and kinetic studies for the adsorption of 


anionic azo dyes on modified biomass are conducted and the effects of aqueous chemistry characteristics are also 


evaluated. The results present the potential of modified biomass as suitable adsorbent for the removal of anionic azo 


dyes from wastewater. It can help understand the migration patterns of organic pollutants at biomass-water interface. 


 


Keywords: Adsorption; Biomass; Anionic azo dyes; Gemini surfactant modification 


1. BACKGROUND 


Dyes are important pollutants with considerable adverse environmental and health impacts (Bulut et al., 2007). More 


than 100,000 dyes originating from leather, paper, printing, cosmetics, textile industries exist in the water 


environment around the world (Nigam et al., 2000). Azo dyes are a major class of synthetic organic compounds, 


which can account for more than half of the annually produced amount of dyes (Stolz, 2001). Once discharged in to 
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the water, these colored chemical compounds can not only be aesthetically undesirable but also inhibit sunlight 


penetration into the stream, leading to the reduction of the photosynthetic reaction (Bulut et al., 2007). Furthermore, 


the aromatic amines generated from the enzymatic breakdown and cleave of azo dye linkage may cause disorders of 


living systems, including carcinogenicity (Brown and De Vito, 1993). Therefore, there is an increasing need for 


developing effective strategies to remove azo dyes from wastewater.  


 


Various techniques such as chemical sedimentation (Eric J. Weber and Adams, 1995), photocatalytic degradation 


(Stylidi et al., 2003), membrane filtration (Liu et al., 2007), advanced oxidation (Galindo et al., 2000), and 


electrochemical decolourisation (Fernandes et al., 2004) have been applied for the removal of azo dyes from 


effluents. Adsorption is an alternative technology, which is considered to be with the advantages of simple operation 


and good removal efficiency (Arami et al., 2006). From the view of economical efficiency and technology 


sustainability, considerable attention was recently given to the use of low-cost agricultural residues and by-products 


as adsorbents in pollution control.  


 


The present study therefore aims to examine the adsorption of anionic azo dyes onto surfactant-modified biomass in 


the solution. A new gemini surfactant will be used due to its advantages compared with the traditional surfactants. 


This is the first study to our knowledge to explore the interaction between anionic azo dyes and gemini surfactant-


modified biomass at the solid-liquid interface. The equilibrium and kinetic studies for the adsorption of anionic azo 


dyes will be conducted and the effects of aqueous chemistry characteristics are also evaluated. 


2. METHODS 


Acid red 18 (AR-18), acid orange 7 (AO-7), acid black 1 (AB-1), and cationic gemini surfactant (N1-dodecyl-N1, 


N1, N2, N2-tetramethyl-N2- octylethane-1,2-diaminium bromide, 12-2-12) were used. The batch adsorption method 


was adopted. Synchrotron based FTIR measurements were carried out at the beamline 01B1-01(MidIR) at the 


Canadian Light Source (Saskatoon, Canada). Surface morphology, BET surface areas, and particle size distribution 


were measured. 


3. RESULTS 


The present study investigated the performance of modified biomass for removing anionic azo dyes from solution. 


Gemini surfactant-assisted modification can significantly improve the adsorption capacity of wheat brans. The 


modification changed the surface configuration and the charged character of wheat bran. Langmuir isotherm could 


better fit equilibrium data for the adsorption of anionic azo dyes on modified biomass. Kinetic analysis results 


showed this process could be well described by pseudo-second-order and two-step intra-particle diffusion models. 


Chemisorption could be dominated in the adsorption process. The adsorption of AR-18 and AB-1 was endothermic 


in nature, while it was exothermic for AO-7. The optimum pH level for the adsorption of anionic azo dyes on 


modified biomass was at 3. The absorbed amount of anionic azo dyes onto modified biomass decreased when NaCl 


concentration ranged from 0 to 0.4 mol/L.  


4. CONCLUSION 


The results presented the potential of modified biomass as a suitable adsorbent for the removal of dyes from 


wastewater. The results can help understand the migration patterns of organic pollutants in biomass -water interface. 


Further study is also needed to help obtain more theoretical foundation for the interactions of wastewater pollutants 


and biomass characteristics. Different biomass types and modification approaches will be also investigated for scale-


up application. 
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ABSTRACT


Concrete floors can develop faults over time which can cause damage thus hindering smooth transportation, 


industrial aspects and some residential drawbacks. In addition, flaws and cracks are known to progress into more 


serious damage with time and use. Self leveling mortar has been used on a relatively limited scale worldwide to 


allow for more even, higher performance and easy-to-apply flooring.  However, there has been little information 


available with respect to their use and best practices.  


 


The primary focus of this work is to prepare mortar that possesses self-levelling flow characteristics. Hence, several 


mixtures have been designed using various constituents with moderate 28-day strength of 35 MPa. Chemical and 


mineral admixtures have been incorporated together with limestone to enhance the flow and cohesiveness as well 


as improve performance. The results reveal that self-levelling mortar can be successfully produced with 


comparable properties to ready-to-use market product.  These mixtures were evaluated to have both performance 


and economic merits.  


 
Keywords: Self Levelling, Mortar, Flooring, Cores 
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1. INTRODUCTION 


There are three main uses for the self-leveling concrete. The first use is known as underlayment which is used to 


smoothen out any surface and correct the irregularities that the concrete could have (Anderberg & Wadso, 2007). This 


is done prior to the installation of all types of floors. The second usage is to add the self-leveling mortar from the 


beginning of the project to act as the actual finished floor without the need for a floor covering and this is known as 


topping. The third use of the self-leveling mortar is as a repair material for damaged concrete in applications such as 


bridges or roads. Added to that, the self-leveling compounds can be used to provide a smooth and durable new surface 


for decorative treatments (Klemenc, 2010). 


 


Self-leveling mortar is a ready use mortar, which should be mixed with water before using it directly. Moreover, it is 


used to create a flat and smooth surface with a compressive strength similar to or higher than the conventional cement 


mortar, and it is mainly used as an underlayment or as a topping (Klemenc, 2010). For underlayment, it is installed 


over a subfloor to smooth it or to correct and fix any irregularities on the surface prior to the installations of all floor 


coverings (Anderberg & Wadso, 2007).   


 


As for toppings, it acts as the actual finished flooring without the need for floor coverings. Nowadays, self-leveling 


mortar has increased due to the increase in the degree of the flatness and smoothness of floor covering. Self-leveling 


cement has high flow characteristics in contrast to the conventional cement mortar as shown in Figure 1. It is also 


characterized by its flow-ability (Lacombe, Beaupré, Pouliot, 1999). 


 


However, as the self-leveling mortar get thicker the flow-ability decreases. Also it can’t be applied on vertical surfaces 


because of its high flow-ability. Self-leveling mortar does not need any vibration or compaction. This material also 


gets hardened quickly in 20 minutes (Soh & Do, 2002). Consequently, a fast crew is required in order to spread the 


mortar all over the required area before getting hardened. The only equipment that can be used while spreading the 


mortar over a huge slab to fasten the process of spreading is an aluminum mob. Another characteristic of self-leveling 


mortar is the fluidity; it has a high fluidity and good segregation resistance as stated before. Self-leveling mortar has 


a density range between 2000 and 2200 kg/m3, (L Panama, 2015) which is lower than the normal mortar, which is 


ranged between 2400, and 2600 kg/m3, thus it decreases the dead load. It could come with different colors to be 


considered as a finish layer without adding any kind of material above it. 


 


  


a) Conventional mortar b) Self-leveling mortar 


Figure 1: Conventional and self-leveling mortar 


 


Admixtures are added to self-leveling mortar to increase its workability and to decrease the viscosity of the mortar. 


Its flow-ability is very noticeable therefore; it can spread all over the surface very straightforwardly. In addition, 


polymers in such mortar mix unifies the product`s viscosity which means that the composition from the top to the 


bottom will be the same without facing any segregation. 
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Engineers now use self-leveling mortar as floor covering for industrial areas and sometimes they coat it with epoxy 


layer to give the color and the glow needed as shown in Figure 2.  Moreover, nowadays people started using it in their 


houses for decoration. Also it can be used as a topping over bricks. On the other hand it can be used as a repairing 


material such as road pavements, and bridge cracks (Klemenc, 2010).  


 


  
a) Self-leveling mortar as floor covering for 


industrial areas 


b) Self-leveling mortar cover with epoxy layer for floor 


covering of garage area 


Figure 2: Examples of the use of self-leveling mortar 


 


This paper presents the results of an investigation of the properties and performance of lab prepared self-leveling 


mortar mixes. Several mixtures have been designed using various constituents with moderate 28-day strength of 


35 MPa. Chemical and mineral admixtures have been incorporated together with limestone to enhance the flow 


and cohesiveness as well as improve performance. The results reveal that self-levelling mortar can be successfully 


produced with comparable properties to ready-to-use market product.  


2. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 


2.1 Material Properties 


The experiment program is designed to investigate the performance of different self-leveling mortar mixes. All 


mixtures were prepared in the university facilities and were tested using university laboratory. 


 


Ready to use mix cement based self-leveling product: This is a self-leveling cementitious compound obtained from 


one of the local companies in Egypt in order to compare its performance with that of the lab made self-leveling 


mixtures in terms of properties, strength and cost. 


 


Water: Ordinary municipal tap water used in washing the aggregates as well as the production and curing of the 


concrete mixtures. 


 


Fine Aggregates: Local natural siliceous river sand was used. 


 


Fine aggregates of size between 4.75 and 2.38 mm: These were used as a coarser fine aggregate to increase bonding 


and the overall strength of the mortar. 


 


Cement: Type I Ordinary Portland Cement was obtained from one of the local companies in Egypt. It has the chemical 


properties that satisfy the Egyptian specifications as shown in Table 1. 
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Table1: Chemical properties of the cement used 


 Average Results Egyptian Specifications(47561/2007) 


Mgo 1.2 - 1.6  


SO3 2.5% - 3.0% Not more than 3.5% 


Loss of ignition 2.0% - 3.0% Not more than 5% 


Insoluble residues 0.4% -  0.7% Not more than 5% 


Chlorides Contents 0.02% - 0.04% Not more than 0.10% 


Clinker Contents   


C3S  50 - 55%  


C2S  20 - 25%  


C3A 6.0 - 7.0%  


C4AF 11 - 13%  


Lime Saturation Factor 0.92 - 0.94  


 


Superplasticizer type F: A commercially-available high-range water-reducing admixture was used. It complies with 


ASTM C 494 Type F. It is naphthalene based and has specific gravity in the range of 1.18.   


Silica fume: Silica fume was used as a supplementary cementitious material in some mixes as shown in Tables 2. The 


used silica fume had SiO2 content of 93% and an average particle size of 0.15 µm. It was obtained from one of the 


local companies in Egypt. 


 


Fly Ash type F, Limestone, Aluminum powder and accelerator: all are powder products obtained from one of the 


local companies in Egypt. 


2.2 Mortar Mix Design 


Self-leveling mortar (SLM) matches the conventional one in some components and differs in the others. The SLM 


mixture consists of cement, water, sand and some admixtures. The admixtures added to the mixtures are needed to 


reduce bleeding, segregation and drying shrinkage as well as to facilitate the workability required and acquire the 


strength needed. 


 


Many trials were done in pursuance of a mix which possesses self-leveling performance as well as high compressive 


strength. Table 2 shows the mix design for 10 trial mixtures which resulted in unsuccessful test results. Based on the 


results of these trial mixes, cement, w/c ratios, aggregate’s quantities, admixture types and proportions were modified 


and adjusted several times in order to reach the best four mixtures shown in Table 3. These mixtures have the finest 


elf-leveling performance qualities as well as the highest compressive and flexural strength and were used to conduct 


the rest of the lab work and cost study.  Mortar mixing and casting of specimens were carried out according to ASTM 


standards. 


 


Table 2: Mix design of the unsuccessful trials mixes 


Mix Constituents Mix a Mix b Mix c Mix d Mix e Mix f Mix g Mix h Mix i Mix j 


Cement (kg/m3) 500 500 500 450 500 500 450 500 500 500 


w/c ratio 0.30 0.25 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.25 0.30 


Water (kg/m3) 150 125 150 135 150 150 135 150 125 150 


Fine Agg. 


(kg/m3) 
900 900 800 800 900 880 800 750 750 1760 


4.75 Agg. 


(kg/m3) 
1200 1200 800 800 1200 880 880 1005 1064 0 


Superplasticizer 


(%) 
2% 2% 10% 10% 3% 10% 10% 2% 3% 10% 


Silica Fume 


(kg/m3) 
-- -- -- 50 -- -- 40 -- -- -- 


Visc. Modifier 


(gm/m3) 
-- -- -- 20 -- -- 10 -- -- == 
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Table 3: Mix design of the four successful mixes 


Mix Constituents Mix 1 Mix 2 Mix 3 Mix 4 


Cement (kg/m3) 500 500 517 368 


w/c ratio 0.30 0.40 0.30 0.30 


Water (kg/m3) 150.0 200.0 241.0 110.4 


Fine Agg. (kg/m3) 810 800 518 759 


4.75 Agg. (kg/m3) 810 800 518 759 


Superplasticizer (%) 3.00% 5.00% 3.00% 2.75% 


Fly Ash (kg/m3) -- -- 172.5 92.0 


Limestone (kg/m3) -- -- 230.0 92.0 


Accelerator (kg/m3) -- -- -- 10.0 


Aluminum Powder (kg/m3) -- -- 100.0 -- 


Mixtures were made with both moderate cementitious materials content as well as high cementitious content. The 


latter is a common practice in high quality cementitious floorings 


2.3 Lab Tests 


Lab tests were performed on the four successful mixes. All experiments are conducted according to the ASTM 


standards. The experimental work is divided into fresh tests, hardened tests and performance tests as follows: 


2.3.1 Fresh Mortar Test 


Slump test: The test was performed according to ASTM C143/C143M 


 


Air Content: The test was performed according to ASTM C185 


 


Unit Weight: The test was performed according to ASTM C270 


2.3.2 Hardened Mortar Tests 


Compressive Strength: Conducted according to ASTM C109 on 50x50x50 mm cubes after 3 and 28 days. 


 


Flexural Strength: Conducted according to ASTM C3480 on 40x40x160 mm beams after 3 and 28 days. 


2.3.3 Performance Tests 


Abrasion Test: This test gives an indication of the relative wear resistance of the mortar when it is used as a floor 


toping. The specimens were cubes with dimensions 50x50x50 mm and the applied load was about 30 N. Each cube 


was weighed before and after the test. The test is performed according to ASTM C944. 


 


Rapid Chloride Permeability: This test determines the mix’s ability to infiltrate chloride ions which will be 


determined based on the charge passing through the sample. The test is performed according to ASTM C1202. Two 


cylinders per mix were tested. This test is essential especially for Mix 3 and Mix 4 because they were blended with 


limestone. 


 


Shrinkage Test: This test is used as a measure of the decrease in length of test specimens under controlled drying 


conditions, after an initial period of moist curing. The shrinkage measurement method was an adaptation of ASTM C 


1148. Mortar specimens were 25x25x300 mm. Two brass studs were embedded in the fresh mortar. The length 


changes were measured between the two studs. A comparator (resolution 0.001 in) was used. During the first 24 hours 


the specimens were kept covered in their molds and they were de-molded after 24 hours and were left to cure in water 


and then in air and the measurements started immediately after curing and were taken after 4, 11,and 18 days. 


 


Leveling test: This is a nonstandard test in which the flow-ability of the best mix is tested through pouring on 1.5x1.5 


m2 slab. 
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3. TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 


3.1 Fresh Mortar Test Results 


The results of the fresh mortar tests for the four successful mixes are shown in Table 4. The results of unit weight 


came somewhat similar for all four tested mixtures. However, both slump and air content values were not similar. The 


mixtures had slump values in the range of 54 to 85 mm. Mix 3 had the largest slump of 85mm. The air content varied 


in the range of 1.6 to 3%.  


Table 4: Results of the fresh mortar tests  


Test Mix 1 Mix 2 Mix 3 Mix 4 


Slump/Flow (mm) 54 60 85 67 


Unit Weight (kg/m3) 2284 2290 2310 2340 


Air Content (%) 2.8 3.0 2.0 1.6 


 


3.2 Hardened Test Results 


3.2.1 Compressive Strength Test Results 


The results of the compressive strength for the four successful mixes are given in Figure 3. The compressive strength 


results varied for the four mixes. Mix 1 had a relatively low compressive strength compared to Mix 3 and Mix 4. 


Furthermore, Mix 2 had an unexpectedly very low compressive strength. This low compressive strength for Mix 2 


could be attributed to the use of 5 % superplasticizer in the mix which is relatively a high dosage. This mix is thought 


to have gained its maximum compressive strength early in time unlike what should have happened. On the other hand, 


both Mix 3 and Mix 4 attained high compressive strength. Mix 3 attained the highest compressive strength of about 


38 MPa which is nearly the same as the compressive strength of the ready-to-use commercial mix available in the 


market. 


3.2.2 Flexural Strength Test Results 


The results of the flexural strength for the four successful mixes are shown in Figure 4. The flexural strength values 


for the four mixes were comparable to that for the ready-to-use commercially available mix The ready-to-use mix 


have a strength of 8 – 10 MPa and the results of the lab mixes were 10 MPa for mixes 1, 2, and 3 while Mix 4 attained 


flexural strength of 12MPa, which is even a higher that of the ready-to use commercial mix. 


 


 
Figure 3: Compressive strength test results  
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Figure 4: Flexural strength test results  


 


 


3.3 Performance Test Results 


3.3.1 Abrasion Test Results 


The performance of the mortar cubes was assessed by means of visual inspection and loss of mass which, according 


to ASTM standards, should not exceed 7%. Figure 5 shows the percentage mass loss for the four mixes. Mix 2 had 


the highest percentage of mass loss of 6.0% followed by Mix 1 which had 5.0%. Then Mix 4 which had 4.8%. Mix 3 


had the lowest percentage of mass loss of 4.5%. Accordingly, the percentages of mass loss for the four mixes were 


below the ASTM limit and are acceptable. 


 
Figure 5: Abrasion test results 


 


3.3.2 Rapid Chloride Permeability Test Results 


The results obtained were judged according to table 5. Figure 6 shows the rapid chloride permeability test results. For 


Mix 1and Mix 2, the charge passing was 2614 and 2677 coulombs respectively, which means that the chloride 


permeability is moderate. While for Mix 3 and Mix 4 the charge passing was 1322 and 1709 coulombs respectively 


which mean that the chloride permeability is low. 
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Table 5: Rapid Chloride Ratings 


Charge Passed (Coulombs) Chloride Ion Permeability 


> 4,000 High 


2,000 – 4,000 Moderate 


1,000 – 2,000 Low 


100  – 1,000 Very Low 


< 100 Negligible 


 


 


Figure 6: Rapid chloride permeability test results 


3.3.3 Shrinkage Test Results 


Figure 7 shows the shrinkage test results. This test was not performed on Mix 2 as the sample disintegrated while 


unmolding due to the excessive use of super plasticizers. Mix S1 shrank significantly more than the other mixes. There 


are no significant performance requirements for shrinkage therefore these percentages are acceptable. However, the 


likelihood of cracking will increase with the amount of shrinkage. 


 
Figure 7: Shrinkage test results 
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3.3.4 Leveling Test Results  


This is a nonstandard test in which the flow-ability of Mix 3 is tested through pouring a 150x150 cm2 slab. Digital 


leveling was used to take readings of the actual top of slab level at 49 points located on 25x25 cm grid.  Contour maps 


for the thickness were produced using the surfer program. Three contour maps were constructed for different 


deviations 10mm, 5mm and 2mm. For a slab thickness (t), the area within each contour line determines the area of the 


slab with a thickness (t – the deviation indicate by the contour line).     


 


There was no deviation at 10mm (the area within the contour covers most of the slab). As for 5mm, there were minor 


deviations detected, while the largest deviation was detected to be at 6mm. As shown in Figure 8, it is clear that the 


slab deviation  ranges from 1 mm to 5mm. Getting a deviation of  5mm  in the thickness of a slab, which did not have 


any compaction or any usage of vibrators while placement, makes the deviation acceptable. 


 


   


a) 10mm  b) 5mm c) 2mm 


Figure 8: Contour maps for 10mm, 5mm, and 2mm deviations 


 


Due to the lack of capabilities, the slab was not casted at once; however it was casted on three portions. Accordingly, 


this deviation would have been avoided if the slab was cast at once.  


4. COST ESTIMATE STUDY 


A cost comparison study was performed to compare the cost of the lab prepared mixes with that of the conventional 


mortar flooring and that of the ready-to- use mix available in the Egyptian Market.  


 


A cost estimate model was developed which accounts for the cost of the material and the cost of preparation and 


installation equipment and labor. A simple computer program was developed to estimate the total cost of the mixture. 


The input for this program is the constituents of the mix, thickness of the mortar layer, and the area to be covered. The 


computer applies the unit cost for each component, the cost of equipment to be used and the cost of labor and responds 


with output in the form of the total cost of the mix to cover the specified area. The unit cost of the different material 


component, cost of equipment, and cost of labor are pre-stored in a data base in the program.  Multiple suppliers and 


experts in the market were surveyed to generate costs for the different items which are stored in the data base of this 


cost estimate model. It is assumed in this model, based on the experts’ survey, that the conventional mortar requires 3 


persons to cover an area of 70 m2 while the lab prepared mixtures require only 2 and the available ready-to-use mix 


requires 3 labors. Only needed equipments that differ from one mixture to the other are included in the cost estimate 


model. Equipments which are the same for all types are not included as the interest is only in the differences in cost. 


Example for such equipment that is not included is the mixer as it is needed for all mixtures. In case of the lab self-


leveling mixtures the mob price is neglected as it is very low compared to the rest of the items included in the cost 


estimate study. 


The developed cost estimate model was used to estimate and compare the cost of the conventional mortar mix, the lab 


self-leveling Mix 3, and the ready-to-use mix available in the Egyptian market. Table 6 show the results of the cost 


estimate model for the conventional mortar mix, the lab self-leveling Mix 3, and the ready-to-use commercial mix 


available in the Egyptian market. The cost estimate was based on production of 1.25 m3 of the mix to cover an area of 
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25m2 with 5 cm thick of the mix, The results in Table 6 show that The cost of the self-leveling Mix 3 prepared in the 


lab and investigated in this cost estimate turned to be higher than the conventional mortar but much less than the ready-


to-use mix available in the Egyptian market. This is mainly because cost of the ready-to-use mix material is about five 


times that of the lab mixture material.  


 


Table 6: Comparison between the costs of the different mixes as obtained from the cost estimate model 


Mix Type 


Breakdown Productivity 


Per Day 


(m2/day) 


Duration 


(Days) 


Cost 


LE Item Unit 
Unit Cost 


LE 
Quantity 


Conventional 


Mortar 


Flooring 


Labor Day 120 2 25 1 240.00 


Materials 
Cement Ton 600 0.625 N/A N/A 375.00 


Fine Agg. Ton 50 2.125 N/A N/A 106.25 


Equipment Vibrator Day 100 1 135 1 100.00 


Total Cost 821.25 


Lab 


 Self-leveling 


Mix 


Labor Day 120 1 25 1 120.00 


Materials 


Cement Ton 600 0.625 N/A N/A 375.00 


Fine Agg. Ton 50 2 N/A N/A 100.00 


Limestone 


powder 
kg 1.5 287.5 N/A N/A 431.25 


Aluminum 


Powder 
kg 0.2 62.5 N/A N/A 12.50 


Fly Ash kg 1.4 216.25 N/A N/A 302.75 


Super 


Plasticizer 
L 3.7 19.375 N/A N/A 71.69 


Equipment Mob N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 0.00 


Total Cost 1,413.19 


Ready-to-use 


Commercial 


Mix 


Labor Day 120 2 25 1 240.00 


Ready-to-use Mix Bag 250 32 N/A N/A 8000.00 


Equipment Trowel Day 130 1 120 1 130 


Total Cost 8240.00 


While this comparison is primarily based on materials cost, yet the gap is quite wide between the cost of a ready-to-


use material and one that is prepared on site. Costs of extraction, transportation and handling are expected not to 


exceed 20% of the materials cost, thereby maintaining the remarkable cost advantage for the on-site product when 


compared with ready-to-use product. 


5. CONCLUSIONS 


Base on the materials, procedures and other aspects incorporated in this study, the following can be concluded; 


 


1. Lab prepared self-leveling mixtures have high flow-ability and can be placed without the need for vibration.  


This in turn allows to save energy and to ensure a suitable cast-in-place. Moreover these self-leveling mixtures 


are high performances mixtures which spread out on the area with less segregation and minimal bleeding. 


 


2. The performed cost estimate indicates that the lab prepared self-leveling mortar has higher initial cost compared 


to conventional mortar mixtures. However, they are indeed less costly when taking longer life span and 


performance with minimal maintenance into consideration. 


 


3. Self-leveling mixtures prepared in the lab are less expensive compared to the considered ready-to-use mix 


available in the market. These mixtures need less labor as it does not need any vibration or any use of 


equipment while placement. Only a mob could be used for placement in large foot print areas to ensure the 


mortar is spread all over the area. 
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4. Based on the characteristics and performance of self-leveling mortar, it can be predicted that self-leveling 


mortar will be more commonly used due to its higher degree of flatness and smoothness as required by floor 


coverings products which are expected to increase in the years to come. 
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ABSTRACT  


This presentation discusses the use of Geopier ground improvement for the construction of the northern and 


southern approach embankments for the new Crosby Creek Bridge in Seeley’s Bay, Ontario.  The approach 


embankments required the addition of up to 3.7 m of fill to be placed over a 3 to 4 m thick deposit of soft to firm 


clayey silt to clay soils considered unsuitable for the support of the new load. Given the environmentally sensitive 


nature of conducting excavation and replacement operations beside an existing creek bed, the Ministry of 


Transportation of Ontario was interested in pursuing less intrusive, but cost effective solutions to support the 


approach embankments. This project was delivered as a turn-key, design-build ground improvement project based 


on a performance specification for both settlement and global stability. The project is subject to ongoing settlement 


monitoring to verify the performance of the ground improvement solution during the seven (7) year warrantee 


period. 


 


Keywords: Ground Improvement, Embankments, Transportation 


1. PROJECT BACKGROUND 


Highway 15 in Ontario is a major highway connecting Kingston to the Ottawa Region. Between 2014 and 2015, 


Highway 15 underwent rehabilitation from Big Hill Road to south of Yong’s Hill Road and widening from two 


lanes to four.  As part of the rehabilitation and widening of the highway a new bridge was required to span over 


Crosby Creek.  The new bridge would require approach embankments up to 3.7 m high to be constructed.   


1.1 Approach Embankments 


Two approach embankments up to 3.7 m high for the new bridge crossing Crosby Creek were constructed with side 


slopes of 2 horizontal to 1 vertical (2H:1V).  The Ministry of Transportation of Ontario (MTO) set strict guidelines 


for the performance through a performance based specification.  A minimum factor of safety for global stability was 


set at 1.3 and 1.1 for static and and seismic loading, respectively.  In addition to the criteria for global stability, total 


and differential settlement criteria of 25 to 200 mm and 19 to 100 mm as shown in Table 1.  
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Table 1: Settlement Criteria 


Distance from 


Abutment (m) 


Total Settlement 


(mm) 


Differential 


Settlement 


(mm) 


0-20 25 15 


20-50 50 25 


50-75 100 40 


75 200 40 


         


1.2 Soil Conditions  


The soil conditions at the site generally consisted of 0 to 2 metres of stiff to very stiff clayey silt to clay underlain by 


soft to very soft clayey silt to clay to a depth of about 3 to 4 metres.  The clayey silt to clay was found to be 


underlain by 0 to 2 metres of dense silty sand to sandy silt till and/or bedrock. 


 


Additional testing on the clayey silt to clay deposit determined the soils to have undrained shear strengths of about 


20 to 61 kPa and overconsolidation pressures of 40 to 60 kPa.  


 


The ground water was recorded at the elevation of the adjacent Crosby Creek waterway at a depth of about 0.4 m 


below the pre-construction grade. 


2. EMBANKMENT SUPPORT 


Geopier ground improvement was selected to provide settlement control and global stability for the embankments.  


The ground improvement was able to provide the required settlement control and increase the factor of safety 


against global instability to greater than 1.3 and 1.1 for static and seismic loading, respectively. 


 


This ground improvement installation was conducted from a working grade above the ground water level which 


avoided the need for a shored excavation with active dewatering.  


2.1 Ground Improvement Construction 


Two Geopier systems, the Armorpact® and Rampact® systems were implements at varying spacing to meet the 


varying settlement and criteria. 


 


The Armorpact installation method uses displacement Rammed Aggregate Pier® (RAP) technique to reinforce good 


to poor soils, including soft to stiff clay and silt, loose to dense sand, organic silts, peat and variable and 


uncontrolled fill.  The unique installation process utilizes a hollow tapered mandrel, pre-fabricated HDPE shell and 


vertical impact ramming energy to construct RAP elements, which exhibit high strength and stiffness.  The shell 


provides confinement for the Geopier element in soft to very soft soil, resulting in excellent load carrying 


performance and settlement control.  The Rampact system is installed using a similar method to the Armorpact 


system minus the use of the HDPE shell. 


 


2.2 Verification of Design 


The design of the Geopier system was verified by a full scale modulus load test, preformed at the maximum pier 


load in the worst soil conditions as well as quality control tests and checks during production. The embankment is 


also undergoing long term settlement monitoring under the direction of the MTO.  The results of the modulus test 


showed a stiffer response than the design assumptions and the initial results of settlement monitoring indicate that 


the embankment is settling less than designed. 
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ABSTRACT  


In-situ site characterization can be a key component of site delineation and remediation.  In-situ site characterization 


allows for large amounts of detailed data to be collected quickly and cost-effectively compared to traditional 


techniques. These data, combined with traditional Phase II Environmental Site Assessment (ESA) methods, greatly 


enhance the understanding of the presence, concentration and distribution of contaminants in the subsurface, which 


can lead to more efficient and focused monitoring and remediation programs.  


 


Three high-resolution characterization technologies have recently been introduced to Canada. These include the 


Membrane Interface Probe (MIP) for dissolved-phase contamination, the Laser-Induced Fluorescence (LIF) probe 


for free-phase petroleum hydrocarbon (PHC) contamination, and the Hydraulic Profiling Tool (HPT) for measuring 


the subsurface permeability and ultimately estimating the hydraulic conductivity of the subsurface. All three probes 


are advanced to depth by direct push methods (Geoprobe System™).  The LIF probe consists of a fiber optic cable 


that emits an ultraviolet light through a window during probe advancement.  The PAHs in PHCs fluoresce and the 


response is measured by instrumentation at the surface in real-time.  The MIP is a heated probe that is used to 


volatilize dissolved and sorbed contaminants. The contaminants diffuse through a semi-permeable membrane on the 


probe and are subsequently transported to the surface for analysis.  The HPT probe injects a constant flow of clean 


water from surface and utilizes a downhole pressure transducer to measure subsurface permeability above and below 


the water table.  Hydraulic conductivity can be estimated in the saturated zone at the conclusion of each push.  


 


Using these technologies and Phase II ESA data, subsurface plumes can be rendered in 3D to visualize the 


interpreted area of impact requiring remediation.  Aerial photographs, building CAD models or GIS terrain data can 


also be added to provide a more detailed visualization of the site for conceptual models and presentation purposes.  


This visualization tool can be used to optimize remedial system designs or supplemental data collection programs 


and can offer superior communication of complex problems. 


 


The LIF employs a laser light to excite florescent molecules contained in major LNAPLs including gasoline, diesel 


fuel, hydraulic oil, jet fuel, kerosene, etc.  Major benefits of the LIF include high data density collection, speed and 


daily production for logging NAPL in the subsurface.  The LIF is rapidly deployed using direct push technologies to 


delineate large areas efficiently.  A case study will be presented to highlight the rapid deployment of the LIF 


technology to delineate a historic LNAPL plume and correlate the data with historical soil data to further understand 


the subsurface issues. 


 


The MIP employs an inert carrier gas, a semi-permeable membrane in conjunction with a heater block on a down 


hole probe used to log the relative concentrations of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) in the subsurface.  Major 


benefits of the MIP include high data density collection, speed and daily production for logging dissolved phase 


impacts in the subsurface.  The MIP is rapidly deployed using direct push technologies to delineate large areas of 


dissolved phase VOCs on Site.  A case study will be presented to highlight the rapid deployment of the MIP 


technology to showcase how the MIP was used observe remedial efforts on a petroleum hydrocarbon impacted site. 


 


The HPT employs a an up hole pump with a down hole pressure transducer to measure the down hole back pressure 


from the formation and calculate hydraulic conductivity in the saturated zone.  Major benefits of the HPT include 
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high data density collection, speed and daily production for logging formation permeability and hydraulic 


conductivity in the subsurface.  The HPT is rapidly deployed using direct push technologies to delineate large areas 


efficiently.  A case study will be presented to highlight the rapid deployment of the HPT and how it was used to 


determine where higher flow zones were located in the subsurface for the design and construction of a permeable 


reactive barrier (PRB). 


 


Keywords: In-Situ, Characterization, MIP, LIF, HPT 
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ABSTRACT  


Design wind speeds for various return periods are provided in most national design codes throughout the world (e.g., 


NBCC 2010, ASCE 7-10). The design wind speeds are often based on an extreme value analysis of historical data 


obtained from a number of meteorological stations distributed over the region of interest. However, only the extreme 


wind speed magnitude is typically available to the designer, which does not provide information on the directional 


characteristics or underlying probability distribution of the wind. These parameters of the local wind characteristics 


may be useful for designers of directionally-sensitive structures or for higher-order reliability-based design. This 


paper describes an analysis of wind records obtained from discrete meteorological stations and the methods used to 


develop estimates of wind speed and directionality. The trends in wind speed and direction for a set of stations are 


also discussed. Following this, statistical wind parameters (including wind speed and direction) can be extracted for 


a number of locations within the study area. These values can be subsequently used to assess the reliability of one or 


more point structures, or a distributed system. The results are compared with those based on a traditional Gumbel 


(Type I) extreme value analysis for the same set of station data.  


 


Keywords: Wind speed, wind load, wind directionality, distributed systems, reliability-based design 


1. INTRODUCTION 


The design wind speed is the cornerstone of any code or standard describing wind loading of structures. In any 


design procedure, this wind speed is combined with an array of various other constants and factors describing the 


structure in question (i.e., geometric and dynamic properties), the approaching flow of the wind (i.e., speed and 


turbulence along height or length), and the importance of the structure. For a wind loading code specific to a country 


or region, the design wind speed will often vary across the geographic region of interest, with structures in different 


regions being designed for different speeds. The design wind speeds may be expressed as discrete points (e.g. 


NBCC 2010) or as maps showing contour plots (e.g., ASCE/SEI 7-10), and are often available for various return 


periods. 


The development of such maps often relies on the statistical analysis of carefully vetted and standardized sets of 


wind data obtained at meteorological stations, often over time periods ranging from 20 to 50 years. The format and 


measurement frequency of anemometer records differs among countries, and the quality of the data may vary 


depending on the meteorological station. Differences between historical wind data in Canada and the United States 


is discussed by Mara and Lombardo (2013).  


 


The design wind speeds that are presented in codes and standards are typically not associated with wind direction. 


The design wind speed would generally be combined with a conservative wind loading direction for the structure 


(e.g., enveloped pressure coefficients from wind tunnel tests), which would define the design loads. This value may 


then be reduced to recognize the probability associated with the design wind approaching from the direction 


resulting in the greatest response. Reductions such as these (i.e., Kd in ASCE 7-10) typically varies from 0.8 to 0.9, 


depending on the structure. However, reductions accounting for directionality of design winds are not used for all 


structures, with an example being typical design procedures for transmission lines (e.g., ASCE Manual No. 74 


(ASCE 2010b)). Transmission lines are relatively directionally-sensitive compared to buildings or other structures; 


the design condition tends to be that where wind approaches at directions normal (or slightly skewed in some cases) 


to the conductors, and this load decreases significantly for other orientations. In this light, the directional 
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characteristics of the wind may be of interest to the designer when approaching either serviceability or design loads. 


The underlying joint probability of wind speed and direction would also be an important component if carrying out a 


higher-order reliability analysis of the structure or system. 


 


This paper compares different methods for estimating wind speed and direction for different points along a 


distributed system, based on a spatial area defined by a set of meteorological stations. Analyses of the extremes and 


parent data from each station are considered, and each set of data are interpolated in two ways: i) based on the 


estimated wind speed, and; ii) based on the statistical parameters. The following sections provide background on the 


historical wind data used in this study, and the probabilistic theory used for the statistical analysis of the wind data at 


each station.     


1.1 Wind Data  


The wind data for the current study was obtained from the Integrated Surface Hourly (ISH) database, which is 


maintained by the National Climatic Data Center (NCDC) at the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 


(NOAA). This database is public domain and can be accessed at ftp://ftp.ncdc.noaa.gov/pub/data/noaa/ . The ISH 


database catalogs a variety of land-surface meteorological data for approximately 20 000 stations around the world 


and contains a large number of variables recorded at hourly intervals.  


 


Wind speeds specified in codes and standards are commonly referenced by a height, exposure category, and 


averaging time. For example, the NBCC specifies a mean hourly reference wind velocity pressure at a height of 10m 


in open country terrain. However, the wind speeds observed at anemometers may often be affected by upstream 


terrain conditions, adjacent buildings, or may be recorded at heights other than 10m. In each of these cases, the wind 


records need to be standardized to a basic condition for processing and comparison to code specific values. For the 


stations considered in the current work, the wind records were standardized to a height of 10m based on the power 


law, and the upstream terrain was considered at 20° intervals to correct to a standard open terrain (i.e., zo = 0.03m). 


This procedure is based on ESDU (ESDU 2005), which uses the Harris and Deaves boundary layer model (e.g., 


Harris and Deaves 1981) for incorporating numerous transitions of terrain roughness and fetch length. Comparisons 


between standardized and original anemometer data are further discussed by Mara et al. (2013). Additional 


meteorological observations (i.e, present weather observation, atmospheric pressure, temperature) during recorded 


high winds speeds were also considered in the quality assurance of the data (e.g., Mara and Gatey 2013).  


 


As a result of the above procedures, the dataset at each station was taken as representative of the mean hourly wind 


speeds at 10m height in open country terrain. Further details on the stations used in the current paper are provided in 


Section 2. 


1.2 Extreme Value Analysis  


In extreme value theory, the linear-stability postulate results in three types of extreme value probability distributions 


(e.g., Castillo 1988). The extreme value Type I distribution, commonly referred to as the Gumbel distribution, is 


often used to model the annual maxima of environmental phenomena such as extreme wind speed or precipitation 


events.  


 


The cumulative distribution function of the Gumbel model is taken as 


 


[1] ))/)(exp(exp()(  vxF  


 


where )(xF denotes the cumulative distribution function, v denotes the value of the random variable V, and   and 


 are the location parameter (mode) and scale parameter (dispersion), respectively. The reduced extreme variate, Z, 


is then expressed as 


 


[2]  /)(  VZ  


 


 


 



ftp://ftp.ncdc.noaa.gov/pub/data/noaa/
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The mean and standard deviation of V, 
v  and 


v , respectively, are then expressed as  


 


[3]  v
  and   6/ v  


 


in which   is the Euler constant (0.5772). The T-year return period value of V, 
tv , can then be estimated by 


 


[4] 
tt zv    


 


in which )/11ln(ln( Tzt  . 


 


The coefficient of variation (COV), which describes the variability in the annual maxima, can also be calculated 


from these parameters. The mean and COV values are of use if a higher-order reliability-based study is undertaken 


for a distributed system, for which statistical parameters are of interest. As the scope of the current paper is limited 


to the estimation of extreme wind speeds for spatial areas, only the Gumbel location and scale parameters are 


considered in the spatial interpolation, while Eq. [4] is used to estimate the extreme wind speeds from the 


interpolated parameters   and  . In the current work, all fitting of the annual maxima was carried out based on 


the Method of Moments. 


1.3 Parent Distribution  


The joint probability distribution of wind speed and direction at a particular station can be developed from a long 


record of historical data (typically greater than 20 years). The probability distribution can be obtained at different 


return periods of interest (e.g., weekly, monthly, annual), which can show how the directionality of winds for a 


station may change with strength of wind speed. The probability of the wind speed, V, exceeding some value Vi, 


within a given azimuth sector of  2 i
, )( min,i  and )( max,i , can be written as  


 


[5]      max,min,max,min,max,min, |, iiiiiiiiiii VVPPVVP    


 


The histogram of the wind speed and direction are often fit to probability distributions for convenience in estimating 


wind speeds at various levels of exceedance (i.e., return periods). A commonly used distribution for this is the 


Weibull distribution, which for wind from any sector  can be expressed as 


 


[6]   )(
)(/(exp)(),(






k


i cVaVP   


 


in which )(a is the relative frequency of occurrence in sector  , )(c is a scale parameter for sector  , and 


)(k is a scale parameter for sector  . This probability distribution can readily be assessed based on a given 


number of sectors for a meteorological station, and used to estimate the wind speed and direction at various return 


periods of interest for the location. 


 


More recently, a bi-modal Weibull distribution has been used to develop the probability distributions, based on 


observations of poor fits in the tail related to the parameters in Eq. [6] (Xu et al. 2008). This distribution results in 


two weighted sets of Weibull scale and shape parameters, which can be useful when multiple weather phenomena 


are observed in the wind speed statistics. The probability distribution function for any wind sector  can be 


expressed as 


[7] 
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where a , 1c , 1k , 1w , 2c , and 2k can be calculated for each wind sector, and thus become functions of  . Note 


that  
deg360


deg0


1)(








 ia . 


2. WIND STATION SET AND SPATIAL AREA 


As a component of hazard assessment for a transmission line, approximately 20 North American meteorological 


stations across the area of interest were identified and analyzed; a subset of 7 of these stations are presented and 


used for discussion. For presentation in this paper, the latitude and longitude coordinates of the original stations have 


been shifted; however their relative locations are maintained. The station numbers, coordinates, and length of 


historical record are shown in Table 1. 


 


The extent of the spatial area considered in the study is shown in Figure 1. This spatial area is approximately 250 km 


in the north-south direction (shown as latitude) and 350 km in the east-west direction (shown as longitude). Also 


shown are the meteorological station reference numbers and the hypothetical route of a transmission line. While any 


number of intermediate points could be considered for interpolation, three arbitrary points (referred to as tower 


checkpoints) will be used to demonstrate the methods for this paper. The arbitrary tower checkpoints represent the 


start of the transmission line (Start Tower), the midpoint of the transmission line (Mid Tower), and the endpoint of 


the transmission line (End Tower). Note that the transmission line is roughly characterized by two span orientations: 


Span 1 routed along 147°/327° and Span 2 routed along 105°/285°. 


Table 1: Station reference numbers and years of data for each station. 


Station Latitude Longitude Years No. Annual Max. 


1 37.753 -49.934 1993 - 2012 20 


2 37.065 -49.183 1973 - 2012 40 


3 35.925 -49.811 1973 - 2012 40 


4 37.566 -46.403 1973 - 2012 40 


5 36.217 -46.484 1984 - 2013 30 


6 35.405 -47.131 1973 - 2012 40 


7 35.844 -45.194 1973 - 2012 40 


 


 
Figure 1. Plot of spatial area indicating meteorological stations, hypothetical transmission line route, and tower 


checkpoints. 
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An analysis of the extreme and parent probability distributions, based on the Gumbel and bi-modal Weibull, 


respectively, were performed on the standardized wind data for each station listed in Table 1. In the following 


sections, methods for the interpolation of wind speed and direction at the tower checkpoints are described and the 


results are compared. 


3. EXTREME VALUE ANALYSIS OF STATION SET 


The extreme value analysis of each station yielded the statistical parameters  and  for the data at each station, as 


well as the estimated wind speed a given return period, VRP,e. In the following sections, the extreme wind speeds for 


the tower checkpoints are estimated based on i) interpolation of the station parameters  and  , and; ii) direct 


interpolation of the estimated wind speeds at each station, VRP,e. 


3.1 Interpolation of VRP,e 


The annual maxima for each station were analyzed and fit to a Gumbel distribution using the Method of Moments. 


Wind speeds for 10-year, 50-year, and 100-year return periods were calculated, although additional return periods 


could be calculated based the fits at each station. For each return period, the estimated extreme wind speed, VRP,e, 


was mapped to the location of the station. Based on a cubic interpolation between the stations, contour plots were 


developed for the estimated wind speed at each return period. This interpolation method implies that all stations 


receive equal weighting, and the surface is constrained to passing through each station. Additional interpolation 


methods are available for the interpolation of data such as these, with varying advantages and disadvantages, but are 


beyond the scope of this paper. Discussion on available interpolation techniques are presented by Hong et al. (2014) 


and Hong and Ye (2014). An example contour plot for the estimated 50-year extreme wind speed across the spatial 


area is shown in Figure 2. The estimated wind speeds for each return period at each tower checkpoint are listed in 


Table 2; these appear under the heading ‘From Interpolation of VRP,e’. 


 
Figure 2: Contour plot showing spatial variation of estimated 50-year wind speed (m/s). 


3.2 Interpolation of Extreme Value Parameters 


The Gumbel mode and dispersion parameters (  and  ) were calculated for each station based on the fit to the 


Gumbel distribution described in Section 1.2. For comparison to the interpolation of the extreme wind speeds, the 


mode and dispersion were mapped to the coordinates of each station, and the same method was used for 


interpolation at other points in the spatial area. Example contour plots of the mode and dispersion parameters across 


the spatial area are shown in Figure 3. Thus, for each tower checkpoint, a new extreme value distribution was 


defined by the interpolated parameters; these were used to estimate the extreme wind speeds at each tower 


checkpoint. The estimated wind speeds for each return period at each tower checkpoint are listed in Table 2; these 


appear under the heading ‘From Interpolated Parameters’. 
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a) b)  


Figure 3: Contour plots showing spatial variation of Gumbel parameters a) mode (μ), and b) dispersion (α). 


 


As can be observed in Table 2, there is very little difference in the estimated wind speed at each tower checkpoint 


between the two methods used (i.e., From interpolation of the estimated speeds, From interpolation of the Gumbel 


parameters). While this is consistent for the particular station set presented here, the inclusion of a larger number of 


stations or a larger spatial area may introduce differences. 


Table 2: Estimated wind speeds (m/s) from Extreme Value Distribution based on each interpolation method. 


 
Estimated Wind Speed (m/s) from Extreme Value Distribution 


 


From Interpolated Parameters From Interpolation of VRP,e 


Return Period Start Mid End Start Mid End 


1 Year 16.7 16.2 16.1 16.7 16.2 16.1 


10 Year 21.0 21.6 22.4 21.0 21.6 22.3 


50 Year 24.2 25.6 26.9 24.2 25.6 26.9 


100 Year 25.6 27.3 28.9 25.5 27.3 28.9 


4. PARENT ANALYSIS OF STATION SET 


The parent analysis of each station yielded a set of bi-modal parameters for each wind direction (i.e., a , 1c , 1k , 


1w , 2c , and 2k ), as well as the estimated wind speed at a given return period, VRP,p. In the following sections, the 


wind speeds for the tower checkpoints are estimated based on: i) interpolation of the station parameters, and; ii) 


interpolation of the estimated wind speeds at each station from the parent distribution, VRP,p. 


4.1 Interpolation of VRP,p 


The hourly wind speed data for each station were analyzed and fit to a bi-modal Weibull distribution. Wind speeds 


for 1-week, 1-month, 1-year, 10-year, 50-year, and 100-year were calculated, although additional return periods 


could be calculated based on the fits at each station. For each return period, the estimated parent wind speed, VRP,p, 


was mapped to the location of the station, and these were interpolated for the tower checkpoints using a similar 


technique to that for the extreme wind speeds described in Section 3.1. An example contour plot for the estimated 1-


year wind speed across the spatial area is shown in Figure 4. The estimated wind speeds for each return period at 


each tower checkpoint are listed in Table 3; these appear under the heading ‘From Interpolation of VRP,p’. 
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Figure 4: Contour plot showing spatial variation of estimated 1-year wind speed (m/s). 


4.2 Interpolation of Parent Parameters 


The joint probability parent distribution parameters, in this case the six parameters describing conditional bi-modal 


Weibull distribution ( a , 1c , 1k , 1w , 2c , and 2k ), were assembled for each wind direction. These parameters 


were then interpolated for each wind direction at each of the tower checkpoint locations along the hypothetical 


transmission line. A set of example contour plots for the bi-modal Weibull parameters corresponding to wind 


direction 310° are shown across the spatial area in Figure 5. At each tower checkpoint, a location-specific 


description of wind speed and direction was obtained, providing a description of the dominant wind directions at 


various return periods along the transmission line.  


a) b)  
  


c) d)  
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e)    f)  


Figure 5: Contour plots showing spatial variation of Parent Parameters (bi-modal Weibull). 


 


The estimated wind speeds obtained at each tower checkpoint through the interpolation of the parent parameters are 


listed in Table 3; these appear under the heading ‘From Interpolated Parameters’. It is shown that although 


‘bullseye’ characteristics are observed in the spatial variation of some of the parent parameters (i.e., wind direction 


310° in Figure 5), when the full range of azimuths are combined for each tower checkpoint the resulting wind speeds 


closely match those interpolated directly from the estimated parent wind speed. This observation is similar to that 


made between the interpolation of the extreme Gumbel parameters and the estimated extreme wind speed. Note that 


return periods greater than 1 year are shaded in Table 3 as estimates from extreme value distributions are more 


commonly used at these return periods. 


Table 3. Estimated wind speeds (m/s) from Parent Distribution based on each interpolation method. 


 
Estimated Wind Speed (m/s) from Parent Distribution 


 
From Interpolated Parameters From Interpolation of VRP,p 


Return Period Start Mid End Start Mid End 


Week 10.3 10.4 9.8 10.7 10.3 9.9 


Month 12.9 12.9 12.1 13.3 12.8 12.2 


1 Year 16.6 16.6 15.9 16.7 16.4 15.7 


10 Year 19.5 19.4 19.2 19.4 19.6 19.1 


50 Year 21.4 21.2 21.2 21.2 21.6 21.3 


100 Year 22.2 21.9 22.1 22.0 22.5 22.2 


5. DISCUSSION 


Wind loading codes do not typically provide corresponding directionality information with design wind speeds. 


However, there is often a reduction factor available to account for the probability that the design wind speed may 


not align with the structural direction resulting in the greatest loads; this is often in the range of 0.8 – 0.9, depending 


on the structure. However, some structures, such as transmission lines, are quite directionally-sensitive when 


considering wind loading. This is due to the fact that the conductor wires often account for the majority of the load, 


and only accumulate load in the transverse direction (i.e., wind component perpendicular to the wires). Currently, no 


reduction in wind loading due to directionality is recommended in most design codes (e.g., ASCE Manual No. 74 


(ASCE 2010)). This may be related to the fact that lower load factors may be used for these types of structures than 


those for occupied buildings. 


 


However, the dominant wind directions expected for transmission line route may be of interest to designers. Based 


on the analysis in Section 4, the relative importance of wind directions (as related to a wind speed at a particular 


return period) can be calculated. Relative importance plots of the wind directions associated with a 50-year return 


period are shown for each of the tower checkpoints in Figure 6. The route directions of the hypothetical transmission 


line are superimposed on the plots, showing that the expected wind characteristics at each tower checkpoint are 


fairly directional. It is also shown that the probability of a 50-year wind intersecting the transmission line route at 
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90° (i.e., full loading of the conductor wires) is lower for Span 1 (Start Tower to Mid Tower) than for Span 2 (Mid 


Tower to End Tower). While any sort of reduction in design wind load would have to be carefully considered along 


with the load factor in use for a particular distributed system, this information would also be useful for integrating 


the variability of local wind conditions with a capacity model (e.g., Mara and Hong 2013) for the purposes of a 


higher-order reliability analysis of a point structure or system. The probability distributions developed at any 


number of tower checkpoints along the length of the route could serves as the loading input into such an analysis. 


 Relative Importance - 50-Year Winds
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Figure 6: Relative importance plot for 50-year winds for winds at different points along transmission line. 


 


While the hypothetical transmission line used in this paper only had a single change in path, the approach may be 


extended to more complex paths (i.e., avoiding an obstacle), with an number of tower checkpoints along the line. An 


example of a transmission line with a more complex path is shown in Figure 7. As it could be assumed that each line 


starts and ends in similar locations, the analyses along each route option could also be compared and considered in 


the selection of the final transmission line. Aspects such as separation distance and importance of redundancy should 


also be considered when performing route comparisons such as this, but are beyond the scope of this paper. 


6. CONCLUSIONS 


Probability distributions describing the wind speed and direction at various points along a distributed system (i.e., 


hypothetical transmission line route) were interpolated based on a set of standardized historical wind data for a 


number of stations across a defined spatial area. The wind speeds were estimated based on both an extreme value 


distribution (Type I) and the parent distribution (bi-modal Weibull). For each distribution, interpolation was carried 


out for the estimated wind speeds as well as the underlying statistical parameters. These values were compared, and 


the two interpolation methods yielded similar results. The estimated wind speeds from the extreme value analysis 


were greater in magnitude, as would be expected, compared to those from the parent distribution. While extreme 


value analysis has historically been used to set a magnitude for design wind speeds, information from the parent 


distribution can be used to identify dominant wind directions for a given area or estimates of wind speeds for lower 


return periods. This information may be useful to designers if considering directionally-sensitive structures, higher-


order reliability assessment, or response to wind under serviceability conditions.   
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Figure 7: Example plot of more complicated transmission line path to traverse an obstacle. 
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ABSTRACT 


Prestressed concrete girder bridges are popular structures due to their simplicity of fabrication, speed of 


construction, ease of inspection, maintenance and replacement. Many design factors play an essential role in 


deciding the members’ dimensions, geometry, weights, and cost. This reflects the importance of developing 


optimization tools that provide cost-effective design by determining certain design variables to achieve the best 


measurable objective function under given constraints.  However, in order to maintain appropriate safety levels 


while performing the optimization process, it becomes necessary to adopt a probabilistic approach that considers the 


uncertainties associated with the basic design variables. In this paper, a reliability-based optimization model, for the 


design of prestressed girder bridges, is proposed. The proposed model adopts a simulation-based optimization 


technique. The simulation engine utilizes Monte Carlo analysis, while the optimization engine performs 


metaheuristic scatter search with neural network accelerator. A case study is provided to investigate the applicability 


of the proposed model. The implementation of the proposed method will serve bridge engineers who intend to 


achieve cost-efficient design solutions with guaranteed safety levels reserved in the optimized bridge configuration. 


1. INTRODUCTION  


Prestressed girder bridges are very common type of bridges constructed all over the world. According to the Federal 


Highway Administration (FHWA 2000), almost one-quarter of the more than one-half-million U.S. bridges are 


designed as prestressed girder bridge system (Sirca and Adeli, 2005). This bridge system also represents 40 % of the 


short and medium span bridges built in the United States and Canada (Lounis and Cohn, 1993). Prestressed girder 


bridges are ideal as short to medium span (60 to 200 ft) highway bridges because of their moderate self-weight, 


structural efficiency, ease of fabrication, fast construction, low initial cost, long life expectancy, low maintenance, 


simple deck removal, and replacement (Precast/Prestressed Concrete Institute PCI, 2003).  


 


During the last three decades, much work has been performed in the field of structural optimization as a result of 


considerable developments in mathematical optimization, advances in computer’s technologies, and the need to 


perform cost-effective designs (Ahsan et al, 2012). This motivated researchers to apply optimization processes to the 


design of bridge structures as well, and to develop cost-effective design alternatives. Minimizing the weight of the 


structure solely through deterministic design optimization can achieve economical solutions; however, the final 


configuration of the optimized structure might not be entirely safe. In order to identify the best combination between 


cost reduction and satisfactory safety levels of the optimized structure, reliability-based design optimization should 


be applied to control the structural uncertainties throughout the design process, which cannot be achieved by 


deterministic optimization (Chateauneuf, 2007). Hence, safety constraints with respect to every possible mode of 


failure need to be imposed on the design optimization process. 
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2. RELIABILITY ANALYSIS   


2.1 Loads and Resistance Models 


Nowak and Rakoczy (2012) suggested that for dead load, the mean-to-nominal ratio is 1.03 for the factory-made 


members and 1.05 for cast-in-situ members, with coefficient of variation equal to 0.08 and 0.10, respectively. This 


study also considered the mean thickness of asphalt equals 3.0 in (75 mm) and coefficient of variation as 0.25. 


 


For live load effect, the bias factors vary with the span length of the bridge. The mean value suggested by Nowak 


and Rakoczy (2013) was adopted with a coefficient of variation of 0.12. 


 


For the transverse girder distribution factor GDF, a bias factor λ=0.98 and a coefficient of variation CoV=0.07 was 


used as suggested by Nowak et al. (2001). For fatigue induced load, the calculated and the measured average stress 


cycles per vehicle suggested by Laman et al. (1996) were employed in the current study. 


 


For dynamic impact factor of live load, the mean value is less than 0.17 for a single truck and less than 0.12 for two 


trucks, for all spans. The coefficient of variation of a joint effect of the live load and dynamic load is 0.18, as 


suggested by Hwang and Nowak (1991) and further verified by Kim and Nowak (1997). As suggested by Tabsh and 


Nowak (1991), a bias factor of 1.0 and a coefficient of variation of 0.028 for dimensions of concrete members was 


used. 


 


The statistical parametes (bias factor and CoV) for compressive strength of concrete suggested by Nowak and 


Rakoczy (2012) were used. While, for tensile strength of concrete, the statistical parameters suggested by Lehky et 


al. (2012) were adopted. The statistical parameters corresponding to the prestressing strands as suggested by Al-


Harthy and Frangopol (1994) were adopted. The moment and shear resistance is considered as random variables 


with stistical parameters as suggested by Nowak and Szerszen (1998). The statistical parameters suggested by Al-


Harthy and Frangopol (1994) corresponding to the model coefficient have been  used in this proposed model. 


2.2 Estimation of Individual Component’s Reliability Indices 


The Monte Carlo Simulation technique is used to evaluate the reliability indices with respect to the stress at the top 


and bottom fibers, of the prestressed bridge girder, measured at different locations (end section, transfer length 


section, harp point section and at midspan section). Also the reliability indices with respect to fatigue limit state 


function, ultimate bending and shear are also estimated. Let  be the limit state function, 


where  is a vector of the basic design random variables. Then the failure state belongs to the region where 


g  , while  represents the safe region. For every basic variable, a random sample, of values , is 


generated numerically in accordance with its probability distribution function, using a random number generator. 


The generated sample values are then substituted in the limit state function. Then, a negative value of the limit state 


function means failure while a positive value means no failure. This process is repeated many times (large number 


of samples) in order to simulate the probability distribution of the limit state function   Then, the failure 


probability  can be evaluated as follows: 


 


[1]  [  =                               


 


where  is the total number of simulations (samples) and  is the number of trials in which . The ratio 


 is usually very small and the estimated probability of failure is subjected to considerable uncertainty. As the 


variance of  depends, in particular, on the total number of simulations , the uncertainty in estimating  


decreases when  increases.  The reliability index is then calculated as follows: 


 


[2]   (1- )                                   


 


where, (.) is the inverse of cumulative probability function CPF of the standard normal variables. 
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2.3 Improved Reliability Bounds For System’s Reliability Assessment 


The narrow bounds reliability approach represents adequate technique to predict the probability of failure and 


corresponding reliability index of complex structural systems, such as bridges (Ditlevsen and Madsen, 2007). Monte 


Carlo Simulation has successfully been applied to evaluate the system reliability considering lower and upper 


bounds on structure functions (Huseby et al., 2004). In order to provide very narrow upper and lower limits of the 


failure probability of a structural system, Ahmed and Koo (1990) derived a set of generalized and improved 


reliability bounds. In this method, the correlation among failure modes, as well as the absolute value of the 


probability of failure, have been considered. The method takes into account the effect of intersection of joint failure 


probabilities. The mean and standard deviation between two correlated modes  and  are as, respectively, 


obtained from Eqs. 3 and 4: 


 


[3]  (  =  +  ( )(                            


 


[4]  (  =                                   


where  is the correlation coefficient between  and . The probability of failure of the first and second modes 


can be expressed as: 


 


[5]  P(                   


 


[6]  P(                   


 


If a polynomial expression is used, then the double integration in Eqs. 5 and 6 can equivalently be replaced by a 


single integration. The joint failure probability can be calculated by selecting a suitable range of integration, e.g. -


5  to 0. For almost all practical applications, the lower limit of -5  would yield nearly exact results (Ahmed and 


Koo, 1990). By substituting  in Eq. 3,  is obtained. Then from Eq. 4, can be calculated. 


Having the mean and standard deviation, the joint reliability can be estimated as in Eq. 7 and the cumulative 


distribution function as in Eq. 8: 


 


[7]                               


 


[8]  (x) =  exp( ) dt                               


 


Now, the function  can be calculated as follows: 


[9]  = [ ] exp( )                               


 


The joint probability can be obtained by applying a suitable integration technique to integrate function  ɸ(-𝜷).  


with respect to (Ahmed and Koo, 1990): 


 


[10]  P( ) =  exp[ ][  exp( ) dt] d                    


 


where,  


 


[11]  𝜷 =                                


 


Now, for generality, the probability of failure can be written as: 
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[12]  P(Z) =                                     


 


[13]   = P(  -  + ),     K > 2               


 


[14]                                      


 


where  and are, respectively, the lower upper bounds of the probability of failure related to the kth mode. 


 


[15]   = P(  -  + )],    K>2,         


[16]   ,   K > 2                           


 


[17]   = P(  -  + ),                


 


[18]    i=1 , K -1                        


Rewriting Eq. 14 as: 


 


[19]   ≤ P(Z) ≤                                 


3. FORMULATION OF OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM 


The unit cost of the superstructure is considered, in this study, as the objective function of the optimization process. 


For a bridge with total length ( ) and total width ( ), the proposed objective function is defined as follows: 


[20]                                


where,  = number of girders, = cost of precast girder per length (including prestressing and fabrication), = 


cost of concrete in  deck and diaphragms, = cost of conventional reinforcement (non-prestressing steel), = 


volume of concrete in deck and diaphragms, and = weight of conventional reinforcements.  


 


The target of the design optimization process is to assign values to the design variables in order to minimize the 


objective function within the constraints limits. The design variables considered in this proposed method are: (1) the 


deck slab thickness, (2) the girder spacing (in other words, the number of girders), (3) amount of prestressing steel 


(strands), (4) amount of non-prestressing steel (reinforcement), (5) number of diaphragms, (6) size of diaphragm 


(width and depth), and (7) overhang length (distance from edge of deck to the centerline of exterior girder). 


 


Two types of constraints have been considered: 


 Deterministic constraints: which represents the design limitations as specified by the AASHTO LRFD 


(sixth edition, 2012) code requirements. 


 Probabilistic (reliability-based) constraints: which control the individual components reliability indices and 


the overall system reliability index to be higher than or equal to a specified target reliability indices.  


As per the calibration of the AASHTO LRFD specification (sixth edition, 2012), the target reliability of 


serviceability limit state = 1.0, for fatigue = 1.0-2.0, and for ultimate bending and shear = 3.5 (Fu, 2013). While 


for the overall system reliability, Nowak and Szerszen (2000) suggested a value of = 3.5.  


4. SIMULATION-BASED OPTIMIZATION 


Simulation is a powerful tool that can be utilized to mimic the performance of real-world systems over time (Law 


and McComas, 2002). Simulation can obtain the output of a system based on the variations in the input to a system 


(Fu et al, 2005). In order to obtain optimal or most favourable results using simulation, it would be required to 


performing large number of replications of trials to investigate different alternatives or solutions (Mawlana and 


Hammad, 2013). Simulation-based optimization is the process of utilizing a heuristic (or metaheuristic) approach to 
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guide the simulation analysis without the need to perform an exhaustive analysis of all the feasible combinations of 


input variables (Carson and Maria, 1997). 
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Figure 1: Flowchart of the proposed simulation-based design optimization model 
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In this paper, a computer-aided model is proposed to interactively link the reliability analysis of prestressed girder 


bridges to an optimization engine. The OptQuest (the world’s most efficient engine) optimizer is utilized in this 


proposed model. The optimization technique consists of metaheuristic scatter search assisted by neural network 


accelerator. The Monte Carlo Simulation MCS has been applied as a simulation technique. The flowchart shown in 


Figure 1 illustrates the proposed simulation-based optimization model.  


4.1. scatter search 


Scatter search aims at obtaining a best-case solution for a problem that contains a set of variables (Glover and 


Laguna, 1997). Let:                          


 = set of variables that are bounded with upper and lower limits,  


= set of lower bounds corresponding to the vector of variables, and  


 = set of upper bounds corresponding to the vector of variables .  


 


[21]                                      


 


[22]  =    +  ;    for , ,    .                  


 


If the elements of the population are considerably different from each another, then that population is considered 


divers. The optimizer uses a Euclidean distance measure to determine how “close” a potential new point is from the 


points already in the population, in order to decide whether the point is considered or discarded (Laguna, 1997). 


Scatter search imposes linear constraints on every new solution . This allows testing the feasibility of the newly 


generated population prior to calculating the objective function. The linear constraints can be expressed as follows: 


 


[23]                                       


 


For each point, the feasibility test will examine whether the linear constraints considered by the user are satisfied. 


An infeasible point  is made feasible by formulating and solving a linear programming (LP) problem (Laguna, 


1997). The LP aims of discover a feasible  that minimizes the absolute deviation between  and . This can be 


formulated as follows: 


 


[24]  Minimize                                   


 


[25]  Subject to                                   


 


[26]   - + =0                                  


 


[27]                                       


 


where  and  are negative and positive deviations from the feasible point  to the infeasible reference point . 


When constraints are not specified, infeasible points are made feasible by simply adjusting variable values to their 


closest bound. That is,  


 


[28]  If   > ,   then      for all = 1, .., .                       


 


Similarly,  


 


[29]  If   <  ,  then        for  = 1, ..,                         


 


The scatter search will apply iteration process to select improved results. At every iteration, two reference points are 


chosen to generate four offspring (Glover and Laguna, 1997). Let the parent-reference points be  and , then the 


offspring  to  are generated as follows: 


 


[30]   =  +                                      
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[31]   =  –                                      


 


[32]   =  +                                      


 


[33]   =  –                                      


 


where,  


 


[34]   = (   - ) / 3                                   


 


The selection of the parent-reference points    and   is biased by the evaluation of the objective function  


and  as well as the previous search results.  


4.2. neural network accelerator 


In order to increase the efficiency and speed of the scatter search process, a neural network is embedded into the 


optimizer. The neural network role is to “screen out” reference points that are likely to have inferior objective 


function values as compared to the best known objective function value (Glover and Laguna, 1997). In other words, 


the neural network is used as a filter model embedded into the optimization system. Such filter will avoid estimating 


 value (corresponding to a newly generated reference point ), in cases of low quality results. Form successive 


iterations, the values of reference points  and objective functions  are collected. During the search process, the 


collected data points are then used to train the neural network. The system automatically determines how many data 


points to collect and how much training is done (Glover and Laguna, 1997).  


5. CASE STUDY 


The following example demonstrates the applicability of the proposed model where a simple span bridge of 98.5 ft 


length and 26.5 ft width is considered as shown in Figure 2. The barrier width equals 15.0 in and the thickness of the 


asphalt surface layer is 3.0 in. The proposed model will, first, perform deterministic analysis and design according to 


AASHTO LRFD (sixth edition, 2012) to decide about the bridge configuration and also to obtain the nominal values 


of the basic design variables. Then the probabilistic simulation-based optimization is generated to obtain the 


optimum solution that minimizes the bridge cost and guarantees the safety levels with respect to every possible 


mode of failure. The simulation-optimization model was set to conduct 100,000 simulation samples with 100 


solutions per sample. Different types of standard precast girders were investigated as shown in Table 1. Concrete 


compressive strength for the deck and girder is 6 ksi and 8 ksi, respectively. 


 


              26.5 ft                        


 
 


Figure 2: the cross section of the bridge considered. 


The values of the design variables before and after optimization process are shown in Table 2. The value of the unit 


cost of the bridge superstructure (objective function), before and after the optimization process, with respect to each 


girder type, is illustrated in Table 3. The safety levels reserved in the bridge structural configuration, before and after 


optimization, are expressed in terms of the reliability indices as shown in Table 4. All of these reliability indices are 


higher than the specified reliability targets which means that the optimization process conducted by the proposed 


model succeeded to provide economical solutions with assured structural safety. 
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Table 1: Type and dimensions of girders considered 


Dimension  


" " 


AASHTO  IV W54BTG CPCI 1400  


  
 


    


x1 26 26.00 25.60    


x2 20 42.00 21.65    


x3 8.00 6.00 5.91    


x4 0.00 2.00 0.00    


Y1 8.00 6.00 7.09    


Y2 9.00 4.50 5.91    


Y3 23.00 36.00 33.07    


Y4 0.00 2.00 0.00    


Y5 6.00 2.00 3.15    


Y6 8.00 3.50 5.91    


             


 
       


Table 2: Values of decision variables before and after optimization process 


Decision Variables AASHTO IV W54BTG CPCI 1400 


Pre-


opt.* 


Post-


opt.** 


Pre-opt. Post-opt. Pre-opt. Post-


opt. 


Deck thickness, in 6.90 8.30 6.90 7.50 6.90 7.30 


Girder spacing, ft 3.33 4.27 3.33 4.27 3.33 4.27 


Number of girders 8 6 8 6 8 6 


Number of strands 34 37 31 35 34 38 


Number of internal 


diaphragms 


2 1 2 1 2 1 


Width of diaphragm, in 12  10  12  10  12  10  


Depth of diaphragm, in 46 44 48 43 46 42 


Area of non-prestress 


steel in deck , in2/ft 


2.80 3.43 2.80 2.62 2.80 3.12 


Overhang length, ft 1.33 1.7 1.33 1.70 1.33 1.70 


* Pre-opt. = before optimization,          ** Post-opt. = after optimization. 


 
 


Table 3: Bridge unit cost before and after optimization process 


Girder Type Unit cost -  $/Sq.ft. Cost saving 


Pre-opt. Post-opt 


AASHTO IV 165 125 24.2 % 


CPCI 1400 162 122 24.7 % 


W54 BTG 155 118 23.8 % 


 


In order to determine the overall system reliability, the Improved Reliability Bounds IRB method is utilized which 


requires failure mode analysis to be conducted first. Two possible modes of failure (mechanism) exist. The first 


mode of failure MF1 occurs when a prestressed girder fails in flexure followed by a flexural failure of the deck slab. 


The second possible mode of failure MF2 results from girder failure followed by a flexural failure in the 


intermediate diaphragm. Table 5 illustrates the results of IRB calculated for the optimized bridge configuration with 


AASHTO IV girders. 
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Table 4: Reliability indices (safety levels) of the before and after optimization 


Phase Reliability index type and location 
AASHTO IV CPCI 1400 W54 BTG 


Pre-opt Post-opt Pre-opt Post-opt Pre-opt Post-opt 
In


it
ia


l 
p


h
as


e 
(a


t 
tr


an
sf


er
) 


T
o


p
 f


ib
er


 stress at end section 6.24 5.37 5.96 5.26 6.00 5.07 


stress at transfer length 


section 
6.20 6.04 5.67 5.42 6.15 5.14 


stress at harp point section 4.20 3.89 4.53 3.23 4.82 2.53 


stress at midspan section 4.82 4.37 5.15 4.44 5.39 3.22 


B
o


tt
o


m
 f


ib
er


 stress at end section 2.95 2.70 3.13 2.84 2.71 1.22 


stress at transfer length 


section 
3.11 2.86 3.20 2.64 2.80 1.44 


stress at harp point section 2.84 2.67 2.64 2.22 2.33 1.01 


stress at midspan section 3.02 2.98 2.65 2.48 2.51 1.08 


F
in


al
 p


h
as


e 
(a


ft
er


 l
o


ss
es


) 


Top fiber of deck at midspan 


section 
4.56 4.44 4.58 4.46 4.59 4.43 


Top fiber of girder at midspan 


section 
4.16 3.99 4.27 3.63 4.49 3.85 


Bottom fiber of girder at midspan 


section 
3.56 2.52 3.30 2.22 3.92 2.44 


Cracking limit state 3.35 3.45 3.13 2.26 2.97 2.02 


Fatigue at midspan section 5.02 4.66 5.14 4.80 5.47 4.76 


Ultimate bending moment at 


midspan section 
4.11 3.51 3.94 3.50 4.02 3.52 


Ultimate shear at midspan section 4.87 4.76 4.56 4.30 4.34 4.33 


 


 


Table 5: Results of reliability analysis of system modes of failure (for the bridge with AASHTO IV girders). 


Failure 


mode # 
Description 


Individual mode failure probability    


( ) 
System’s   and  


Girder Deck Diaphragm Bounds   


FM1 


Girder failure 


followed by 


deck failure 


2.24E-04 


(3.51) 


1.506E-05 


(4.17) 
 


Lower 


Bound 


1.20E-05 


 
4.224 


Upper 


Bound 


1.24E-05 


 
4.216 


 


FM2 


Girder failure 


followed by 


internal 


diaphragm 


failure 


2.24E-04 


(3.51) 
 


5.66E-06 


(4.39) 


Lower 


Bound 
3.00E-6 4.526 


Upper 


Bound 


3.40E-06 


 
4.500 


 


 


6. CONCLUISONS 


A new methodology for the design optimization of prestressed girder bridges was presented in this paper. A 


computer-aided model was developed to perform a simulation-based optimization applied to the design of this type 


of bridges. The proposed model performs a comprehensive reliability analysis, with respect to every limit state 


function, to assure maintaining satisfactory safety levels of the optimized structure. The simulation engine utilizes 


the Monte Carlo analysis, while the optimization engine performs metaheuristic scatter search assisted with neural 
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network accelerator. A case study was conducted to investigate the applicability of the proposed model. Different 


types of standard precast prestressed girders were considered. A cost saving of around 24% was successfully 


achieved with satisfactory safety levels reserved in the final optimized structure. 
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ABSTRACT  


There is widespread soil contamination at thousands of cites in Canada resulting from the historical improper 


storage and disposal of industrial liquids (Story et al., 2014).  Large financial resources are allocated to remediation 


efforts due to the human and environmental health risks associated with exposure to such contamination, with over 


$582 million CAN spent on remediation in 2014-15 by the Canadian government alone (Treasury Board of Canada, 


2016). Our scientific understanding of site remediation has evolved greatly over the past decades and it is now 


widely accepted that remediation of the contaminant source zone is necessary to achieve a high level of long-term 


remediation (Kueper et al., 2014). Non-aqueous phase liquids, or NAPLS, are one of the most prevalent 


contaminants at contaminated sites and are challenging to remediate due to their highly recalcitrant nature (Kueper 


et al., 2003). Although many remediation technologies have been developed over the past decades, the challenge in 


source zone remediation of NAPLs persists. 


 


The application of smouldering combustion to treat NAPL contaminated soils has been proven as an effective 


technology with both the laboratory experiments and applied in situ at a field site (Switzer et al., 2009, Pironi et al., 


2011, Switzer et al, 2014, Salman et al., 2015, Scholes et al., 2015). This technology, titled “Self-sustaining 


treatment for active remediation”, or STAR, utilizes the high calorific value of NAPLs to ignite and sustain a 


smouldering oxidation reaction, effectively destroying the contaminant in the process. A phenomenological model 


developed by MacPhee et al. (2012) uniquely combined a multiphase flow model, perimeter expansion model, and 


analytical expression for the forward smouldering front velocity.  This model is able to predict the propagation of 


the reaction front in response to the interplay between a heterogeneous distribution of permeability and the time-


dependent distribution of air flux.  After subsequent calibration by Hasan et al. (2014), the model was shown to 


correctly predict the ultimate extent and time of remediation during treatment for 2D lab scale experiments.  


 


Recently, STAR is being developed as an ex-situ treatment for above ground soils and for sludge intentionally 


mixed with sand (STARx).  Two configurations, or modes of application, are being evaluated: a metal reactor and a 


“hot pad/soil pile”. This work presents the results of calibration and optimization simulations in support of the 


engineering design process. Model calibration against intermediate pilot tests (~ 2 m3) was first conducted to ensure 


the rate of treatment and the final position and time of extinction of the smouldering front were modelled correctly. 


The calibrated model was then used to complete a suite of simulations to determine the effects of key system design 


parameters on the extent and time required for remediation. Contaminant pack configuration, NAPL saturation, 


airflow rate, system dimensions, the influence of heterogeneity, and the effects of impermeable walls and clean sand 


caps were investigated. The influence of scale was also explored by simulating intermediate scale, large pilot scale, 


and full field scale applications.  The findings from these simulations will be used to influence the optimal STARx 
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design, maximizing NAPL destruction rate and minimizing the volume of untreated soil.  The final design is 


expected to be tested at the field pilot scale, in 2016. 


 


Keywords: Numerical modelling, source zone remediation, smouldering combustion 
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ABSTRACT  


This research investigates the mechanical behaviour for the Ultra-High Performance Concrete (UHPC) and Ultra-


High Performance Fiber Reinforced Concrete (UHPFRC). UHPC and UHPFRC are designed to be self-consolidated 


concrete that level itself without mechanical vibration due to its highly flowability and moderate viscosity. UHPFRC 


is used as joint-fill cementitious materials for the connections of prefabricated bride elements and systems used for 


the Accelerated Bridge Construction and rapid bridge replacement. The main concrete constituents of such materials 


consist from: binders (cement), powders (fillers), liquids (additives), water, and fibers. Hence, the mixture proportion 


design should follow a densified mixture design algorithm to densify the particle packing that reduces the amount of 


pores and reduces the water/binder ratio to attain the design criteria. The concrete mix design has two approaches, 


namely: classical mixture including the response surface methodology and factorial-based central composite design, 


also known as the mathematically independent variable. Experimental work is conducted to determine the optimum 


particle size distribution and to identify the chemical effects followed by parametric experimental tests on different 


concrete constituents to develop series of UHPC/UHPFRC products and monitor there rheological behavior.  


 


Keywords: Ultra-High Performance Fiber Reinforced Concrete, UHPFRC, UHPC, Bridges, Concrete Mix Design, 


Mechanical Performance 


1. INTRODUCTION 


The need of very high-early (HE) strength concrete increases with the use of the accelerated bridge construction and 


rapid bridge replacement techniques that allow bridges to be assembled or replaced with minimum disruption to traffic. 


Prefabricated bridge elements and systems are structural components of bridge elements that are built offsite, and 


assembled onsite with cast-in-place reinforced-concrete connections, i.e. used for the precast full-depth deck panels 


(FDDPs) in accelerated bridge construction and other structural elements. Concrete is a composite material composed 


of ordinary Portland cement (OPC), supplementary cementing materials (SCM), coarse, medium and fine aggregates, 


admixtures and water. The OPC and SCM react chemically with water and admixtures to bind all mixed aggregates 


and to form hard matrix with increasing strength over time. There are many types of concrete classes created by 


varying the proportion of the ingredients, application with varying strength, density, chemical and thermal resistance 


properties, and desired strength age.  


 


Concrete is classified based on its range of compressive strength value or different mechanical behavior. Normal 


strength concrete (NSC), high strength concrete (HSC) has compressive strength range of 8 - 69 MPa in 28 days and 


69 - 100 MPa in 56 - 91 days, respectively. Ultra-high performance concrete (UHPC) has compressive strength of 100 


- 140 MPa after 28 days. Steel fibers (SF) can be added in percentage of the concrete volume to produce ultra-high 


performance fiber reinforced concrete (UHPFRC). The presence of SF changes the failure mode of concrete from 
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brittle failure to ductile mode. UHPC is designed to have initial compressive strength of 69 MPa (10 Ksi) after 48 


hours, to allow for surface grinding, and 145 MPa (21 Ksi) at 28 days, and cured by maintaining the ambient 


temperature above 15.56 oC (60°F). UHPC is used as field-cast joint fill solutions for precast deck bridge panels. The 


bridge can be opened to traffic when strength of 104 MPa (15 Ksi) is achieved. The flow diameter of the mortar-type 


concrete is measured per ASTM C109 standard test method using flow table constructed according to ASTM C230 


standard test method. The measured diameter of concrete after 20 table drops shall be within the range of minimum 


177.8 mm (7 inches) and maximum of 215.9 mm (8.5 inches). The air content according to ASTM C231 standard test 


method shall be limited to a maximum of 5%. 


 


The development of UHPC is based on the densified packing of cement particles corresponding to water/cement (w/c) 


ratio of 0.20, instead of a w/c ratio of 0.3 or 0.45, and to produce low cement / high amount of fine aggregate mixes. 


By making a very dense packing of the cement particles and fill the spaces between the much finer particles i.e. using 


micro-silica particles, there will be a little space to fill with water. During mixing, water will surround each particle 


in a thin layer and works like lubrication. The w/b ratio, also known as w/cm ratio, is 0.18 to 0.25, resulting in an 


ultra-strong and very dense binder with a very low porosity, compared to other grouts, mortars and concrete (Buitelaar, 


2004). The use of high concentration of strong aggregate will increase the strength and the fracture energy. The 


additional of steel fibers will enable the brittle matrix of UHPC to strain under tensile loading (approx. 0.2 mm/m). 


 


The main constituents of UHPC are composed of cement, water, sand, silica fume, superplasticizer and fibers. Cement 


used in production of UHPC should be ordinary Portland cement type V due to its low Tricalcium Aluminate content 


(C3A), not more than 5 or 8%, which provides a high sulfate resistance and lower water demand. Silica Sand with less 


than 1 mm of particle size should be used to achieve adequate homogeneity in the mix. It is important that Silica Sand 


(Quartz) exhibit high strength and low absorption. Silica fume increases the mechanical strengths and gains the 


compactness and microstructure of the UHPC. The optimum ratio between silica fume to cement is 25%. Silica fume 


has three main functions in the UHPC, namely: 


 


 Filling the voids between cement grains (100 um) since silica fume particles are smaller than 8 um. 


 Improvement of rheological characteristics due its perfect sphericity of the particles that produce lubrication 


effect. 


 Formation of hydration products by Puzzolanic activity with lime, producing an increase of the final strength. 


 


Superplasticizer (SP) is indispensable solution, added to obtain adequate workability helping the fine particles to fill 


the void spaces and decrease the amount of water in the mix. In most cases, SP is based on Polycarboxylate. Fibers 


are added to concrete to increase ductility and mechanical properties. The amount of fibers influences the workability. 


Fibers are added from 1% to 4% in volume and maybe more up to 11% for heavy-reinforced UHPC. The mixing 


procedures and time were different from product to another; usually mixing time is set between 18 to 30 minutes. 


Figure 1 depicts the common mixing procedure, which suggests adding all the solid dry content to the shear mixer, 


rotate it for 1 min, then add all the HRWR with 90% of the water. Depends on the shear mixer and its speed, the higher 


speed, the shorter the time to reach to the turning point from hard mixture to soft mixture, at which the remaining 


percentage of the water is added or not.  
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Liquid 
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added  


Dry and 
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Figure 1: Typical sequence of mixing UHPFRC 


 


The objective of this research is to design UHPC mixture that has air content less than 5%, flow diameter of 180 mm 


without drops, and to achieve compressive strength up to 140 MPa in 28 days. The mixture proportion design should 


follow the densified mixture design algorithm (DMDA) to densify the particle packing that reduces the amount of 


pores and reduces the water/binder ratio to attain the design criteria. The concrete mix design (CMD) has two 


approaches, namely: classical mixture including the response surface methodology (RSM), and factorial-based central 


composite design, also known as the mathematically independent variable (MIV). Experimental work is conducted to 


determine particle sizes and to identify the chemical effects followed with parametric experimental tests on different 


concrete constituents to develop series of UHPFRC products and monitor there rheological behavior. 
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2. CONCRETE MIX DESIGN 


The ACI Recommended Practice 211.1 outlines number of steps to arrive at the proportions for the concrete mix 


design, CMD (ACI Committee 211, 1991). The first step is to determine the properties of the mixed materials, do 


sieve analysis, find the unit weight, and find the bulk specific gravity, absorption capacities of the aggregates. The 


second step is defining the required workability by the flow diameter; the ratio of water to cement plus Pozzolanic 


materials w / (c + p) needed to fulfil the required strength. Analyzed data from the CMD can be classified by (i) 


weight, (ii) weight to relative cement, and (iii) percentage by weight using the following procedure. 


 


1. Consider target Mean Strength = Mean ± 3 times the standard deviation. 


2. Calculate the cement content. 


3. Select the water cement ratio (w/c) and its conversion of water to cement plus Pozzolanic materials w / (c + 


p) by weight equivalency. 


4. Estimate the bulk Saturated-Surface-Dry (SSD) aggregate content, per Equation 1. 


 


[1]  𝑈𝑀 = 10 𝐺𝑎  (100 − 𝐴) +  𝐶𝑀 (1 − 𝐺𝑎 𝐺𝑐) −  𝑊𝑀(𝐺𝑎 − 1)⁄  


 


Where 𝑈𝑀 = unit mass of fresh concrete, kg/m3
; 𝐺𝑎 = weighted average specific gravity of combined fine and coarse 


aggregate, bulk, SSD; 𝐺𝑐 = specific gravity of cement (generally 3.15); 𝐴 = Air content, percent; 𝑊𝑀 = mixing water 


requirement, kg/m3; 𝐶𝑀 = cement requirement, kg/m3 


 


[2]  𝑉𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑒 =  𝑉𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠 − 𝑉𝑎𝑖𝑟 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡 = 100% − 𝐴 


 


[3]  𝑉𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑒 = [ 𝑤 +  
𝐴𝑑𝑚


𝑆𝐺𝐴𝑑𝑚
+  


𝐶𝑀


𝑆𝐺𝐶𝑀
+ 


𝐹𝐴


𝑆𝐺𝐹𝐴
]


1


1000
 


 


The air or void content of the UHPC/UHPFRC mortar shall be calculated from Equations 4.1 and 4.2, based on Clause 


6.1 of CSA A3000-C4 Test Method for the determination of air content (CSA A3000-13, 2013).  


 


[4.1]  𝐷 =  
∑ 𝐵𝑔,𝑖


𝑛
𝑖=1 +∑ 𝑃𝑔,𝑖


𝑛
𝑖=1 +∑ 𝐴𝑔,𝑖


𝑛
𝑖=1 + 𝑤𝑔


𝐵𝑔,𝑖


𝐷𝐵,𝑖
+


𝑃𝑔,𝑖
𝐷𝑃,𝑖


+
𝐴𝑔,𝑖


𝐷𝐴,𝑖
+


 𝑤𝑔


𝐷𝑤


 


 


Where 𝐷= density of the air-free mortar; 𝐷𝐵,𝑖= density of the binder, g; 𝐷𝑃,𝑖= density of the powder, g; 𝐷𝐴,𝑖= density 


of the additives, g; 𝐷𝑤= density of the distilled water equal to 1.00 g/cm3
; 𝐵𝑔,𝑖= binder mass 


𝑃𝑔,𝑖= powder mass; 𝐴𝑔,𝑖= additive mass; 𝑤𝑔= distilled water mass at 20 ~ 23˚C. The air or void content shall be 


expressed to the nearest 1.0%, using the following formula. 


 


[4.2]  𝐴 = 100 −
𝑀


4𝐷
 


 


Where A = percentage of air content, by volume; M = mass of 400 mL of UHPC, kg 


3. DENSIFIED MIXTURE DESIGN ALGORITHM  


The packing of an aggregate for concrete is the degree of how good the solid particles of the aggregate measured in 


terms of “packing density”, which is defined as the ratio of the solid volume of the aggregate particles to the bulk 


volume occupied by the aggregate as given in Equations 5 and 6 (Mangulkar & Jamkar, 2013). 


 


[5]  𝑃𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 (Ø) =  
𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑑 𝑉𝑙𝑜𝑢𝑚𝑒


𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒
 


 


[6]  Ø =  
𝑉𝑠


𝑉𝑡
=  


𝑉𝑠


𝑉𝑠+ 𝑉𝑣
= 1 − 𝑒 


 


Where 𝑉𝑠 = volume of solids; 𝑉𝑡 = total volume= volume of solids plus volume of voids; 𝑒 = voids = volume of voids 


over total volume 
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Concrete mixtures produced with a well-graded particle combination tend to reduce the need for water, provide and 


maintain adequate workability, require minimal finishing, and consolidate with segregation. These characteristics tend 


to enhance placement properties as well as strength and long-term performance. Concrete mixtures produced with a 


gap graded particles combination tend to segregate easily, contain higher amounts of fines, require more water, and 


increase susceptibility to shrinkage. These characteristics tend to limit placement properties as well as strength and 


long term performance. Achieving a uniform gradation may require the use of two, three or more different aggregate 


sizes. When using the coarseness/workability chart, it is assumed that particles are rounded or cubical in shape. 


Rounded or cubically-shaped particles typically enhance workability and finishing characteristics. Flat and elongated 


particles typically limit workability and finishing characteristics. 


 


- Coarseness Factor and workability factor (not applicable for UHPC) 


- The 0.45 Power 


- Percent Retained (limitation must be developed) 


 


In the 1960s, the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) came up with the ‘0.45 power’ gradation chart for 


aggregates in concrete mix design. This was designed to give straight lines for maximum density gradations after 


Andreasen and Andersen’s Model (Andreasen & Andersen, 1930).  


 


[7]  𝐶𝑃𝐹𝑇 = (
𝑑


𝐷
)


𝑛


× 100 


 


Where CPFT is the cumulative percent of particles finers than nominal/maximum particle size; d is the particular sieve 


size opening diameter; D is the maximum size aggregate; n is the parameter which adjusts curve for fineness or 


coarseness (distribution modulus), for maximum particle density n ≈ 0.5 according to FHWA, for maximum particle 


density n ≈ 0.5 according to (Fuller & Thompson, 1907). 


4. RESPONSE SURFACE METHODOLOGY 


The classical case for the response surface methodology (RSM) is the run of random independent variables using 


generalized linear models, also known as  mathematically independent variable (MIV) to identify the reasons for 


changes in the output responses as shown in Equation 8. The MIV can be linear or nonlinear to n-degree depends on 


the experimental data analyzed statically. 


 


[8]  𝑦 =  𝛽𝑜 + ∑ 𝛽𝑖𝑥𝑖 +  𝜖𝑘
𝑖=1  


 


Where 𝑦 is the combined percent passing (PP); 𝑥𝑖 is the Percent Passing of fine particles; 𝛽𝑖 is the relative percent of 


aggregate, 𝛽𝑜 is the experimental coefficient and 𝜖 is the error. Both 𝛽𝑜 and 𝜖 are set to zero for basic assumptions. 


5. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 


The constituents of UHPC are cement, silica fume, quartz powder, superplasticizer, water with a low water-


cementitious materials ratio. The basic philosophy lies in using course fine aggregate (CFA), medium fine aggregate 


(MFA), and very fine aggregate (VFA) with maximum particle size of 2.36 mm. The concrete mix design (CMD) 


developed herein follows the ACI Recommended Practice 211.1. Also, the mixture proportion design should follow 


the densified mixture design algorithm (DMDA) to densify the particle packing that reduces the amount of pores and 


reduces the water/binder ratio to attain the design criteria.  


 


The High Early (HE) Type 30 Ordinary Portland Cement (OPC) is used for the development of this UHPC series. Its 


specific gravity and maximum particle size are 3.15 and 0.025 mm, respectively. Dry densified microsilica (silica 


fume) powder to be used to increase the concrete compressive and flexural strengths, increases durability, reduces 


permeability and improves hydraulic abrasion-erosion resistance. The very fine particles of Microsilica are able to fill 


the microscopic voids between the cement particles, creating a less permeable concrete microstructure. Silica fume 


used conforms to ASTM C1240-97b. Its specific gravity is 2.20, percent passing through 50 μm in dry laser diffraction 


analyzer (LDA) is 99.6% and particle size range lies between 50 μm – 0.4 μm. CemPlus (Slag) Type S is produced by 
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finely grinding granulated blast furnace slag (GGBFS), a glass by-product of iron production that has cementitious 


properties similar to the OPC. Slag has seven advantages when mixed with OPC, gives: higher 28-day compressive 


and flexural strengths, reduces permeability and increases resistance to chlorides and other aggressive chemicals, 


improves workability / finishability / pumpability, increases resistance to alkali-silica reactions (ASR), increases 


resistance to sulphate attack, reduces heat of hydration, and a whiter brighter finished appearance. Its specific gravity 


is 2.92, and percent passing through 73 μm in dry laser diffraction analyzer (LDA) is 99.91% and particle size range 


lies between 73 μm – 0.9 μm.  


 


The Quartz Powder has specific gravity of 2.65 as three types were used in this study. The course fine aggregate (CFA) 


has percentage passing through 2.36 mm wet sieve analysis of 50% and the particle size lies between 2.36 mm – 0.3 


mm. The medium fine aggregate (MFA) has percentage passing through 0.3 mm wet sieve analysis of 98.8% and the 


particle size lies between 0.3 mm – 0.075 mm. The very fine aggregate (VFA) has percentage passing through 0.075 


mm wet sieve analysis of 67.1% and the particle size lies between 0.075 mm – 0.0005 mm. The High Range Water 


Reducer (HRWR) is an admixture based on PolyCarboxylates (PCE) including Esters and Ethers and other copolymer 


derivatives and to conform to ASTM Specs C494 Type F and G and Type 1 and 2 into (ASTM C1017/C1017M-13e1, 


2013) with solid content of 29% or more. Table 1 shows the specific gravity for the used material in terms of g/cm3. 


Table 2 provide the logarithmic model for the percent passing versus the particle size distribution (PSD) for the 


mixture dry contents. 


Table 1: Saturated Surface Dry (SSD) Specific Gravity at H2O = 1.0 


Name of Materials Specific Gravity Max. Particle Size Solid Content Absorption % 


Cement: GU, GUL, HE 3.15 0.025 mm   


Cemplus (Slag) 2.92 0.053 mm   


Force 10,000 D (Silica Fume) 2.20 0.075 mm   


B&M#12ST 2.65 2.360 mm   


B&M#730 Silica Sand 2.65 0.300 mm   


SIL-CO-SIL#106 2.65 0.075 mm   


Chryso Fluid Premia 150 1.06 ± 0.010 Liquid Base 0.29  


Table 2: Modeling of Cementitious and Filler Materials 


Name Modeling* Coefficient of 


determination 


Constraints 


HE (Type 30) 


Cement 


P % = 25.862 ln(D) + 184.88 0.9072 D = 0.051 – 0.0009 mm 


D > 0.061 mm, P% = 100% 


Cemplus (slag) P % = 24.089 ln(D) + 169.24 0.9781 D = 0.073 – 0.0009 mm 


Force 10,000 D 


(Silica Fume) 


P % = 19.388 ln(D) + 39.135 0.9079 D = 0.05 – 0.0004 mm 


D > 0.1 mm, P% = 100% 


BM 12ST P% = -6.9032 D2 + 58.242 D - 18.666 0.9663 0.15 < D < 4.75 mm 


BM# 730 P% = -697.93 D2 + 653.38 D - 40.045 0.9856 0.053 < D < 0.6 mm 


Sil-Co-Sil# 106 P% = -3165.9 D2 + 1075.3 D + 8.6938 0.9816 0.0005 < D < 0.15 mm 


* P is percent passing and D is the particle size into millimetres 


 


 


A planetary shear mixer Hobert Model HL300-3ST was used to mix the UHPC mixes. The mixer has 3 speeds of 


rotations. The dry content composed of cement, silica fume, with/without slag, quartz were poured into the mixer and 


spin for 1 minute at lower speed. HRWR is added with 90% of water as the same lower speed for 10 to 15 minutes. 


After the creation of small balls, the shear mixer is placed to the second speed until the mixture becomes 


homogeneously liquid, and remaining water may be added to reduce the mixing time to 5 minutes and to enhance the 


workability of the mix. UHPC mixes were casted into 50x100 mm plastic cylindrical molds with plastic caps. Sealed 


cylinders were kept into room temperature until day of testing. 


 


The 0.45-power model, Equation 7, is used to obtain the optimized aggregate gradation for improving the strength of 


the UHPC and set the upper and lower limits for the gradation. The combined percent passing in Equation 8 is used 


in connection with Nonlinear Regression Analysis (NLREG) using the least squares to determine the relative 
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percentage of the aggregate that results into high coefficient of determination that falls between 0 < R2 <1. The 


mathematical process resulted into relative percentage of the CFA: MFA: VFA as 55: 20: 25 that results into gap-


graded aggregates with R2 equals to 0.9659. The nominal maximum particle size is set to be 2360 micron as obtained 


from the 12ST. The top limit represents one smaller sieve size of 1180 micron for the fine graded particles. The lower 


limit represents one bigger sieve size of 3360 micron coarse graded particles.  


 


The Job Mix Formula (JMF) IDs of the developed mixes were named HE19C, HE20A, HE20B, HE21, HE22, and 


HE23. These mix designs have been design to account for the change of the cementitious materials including (i) 


cement to silica fume ratio, (ii) cement to slag to silica fume ratio, and (iii) the cementitious materials to powder quartz 


ratio, as shown in Table 3. The NLREG set of parameters for the dry contents are re-optimized while fixing the relative 


percentage of the aggregate using the proposed 0.23 power of Equation 7. Figures 2 through 7 depict two groups of 


data per each mix, namely: (a) the conventional particle size distribution (PSD) on semi-logarithmic graphs, and (b) 


the 0.23-Power PSD representing the optimized particle packing. The conventional PSD graphs depict the mix ratio 


of the dry contents. The PSD depicts the arrangement of finer-to-coarse particles from left to right as of: the Silica 


Fume (SCM1), Cement, Slag (SCM2), VFA, MFA, CFA, and the combined Particle Passing (PP, Equation 8) in 


connection with mix design listed into Table 3. The 0.23-Power PSD represents the use of Equations 7 and 8 to 


represent the 0.23-Power PSD in micron in the x-axis, and the CFPT in the y-axis, respectively. The density line that 


represents the optimum particle packing is said to be the relationship between the sieve size to the 0.23-power and to 


the CFPT - Equation 7 set to the used maximum particle size, D. The upper and lower lines represent the finer and 


coarse limits. The PSD obtained from Table 3 is then plotted, where the optimum mixes should be aligned to the 


density line. It can be seen from all graphs that mixtures are gad-graded ones.   


Table 3: Concrete Batch Design in cubic meter per ACI 211.1 


Material Job Mix Formula (JMF), and weight in kg  


 HE19C HE20A HE20B HE21 HE22 HE23 


HE (OPC Cement Type 30) 677.5567 689.0074 672.0224 622.2725 789.1367 667.131 


Force 10,000 D (Silica Fume) 219.5415 223.2517 224.0075 207.3596 157.8273 333.5655 


Cemplus (Slag) 169.3892 -- -- 165.9264 197.4298 -- 


BM#12ST (Quartz) 551.4022 655.1309 640.6614 593.2306 503.1838 580.5893 


B&M#730 (Quartz) 315.4762 315.4427 310.6237 345.0692 265.1953 316.6093 


SIL-CO-SIL#106 (Quartz) 250.6705 297.8541 291.2097 269.7031 229.4611 263.8874 


Added Water 262.1646 187.097 220.8745 49.75857 48.92065 64.85996 


CHRYSO Fluid Premia 150 


(HRWR) 


49.33312 64.79114 46.59356 208.8594 323.0224 229.9718 


Density, kg/m3 2495.534 2432.575 2405.993 2462.179 2514.177 2456.614 


       


Dry Content 2198.343 2199.476 2152.037 2217.991 2156.421 2180.592 


Total Water 297.1911 233.0987 253.9559 244.1879 357.756 276.0223 


Total Water/Dry Content, % 0.135189 0.105979 0.118007 0.110094 0.165903 0.126581 


       


Mixing Time, minutes 14.5 20 22 16 26 20 


Air Content 2.32 2.19 2.15 3.09 3.91 2.27 


Flow Diameter, mm 160 230 180 185 155 230 


Curing Age Mean compressive strength, MPa 


1 days 57.63 14.85 57.80 54.93 69.22 34.63 


3 days 75.62 76.32 70.12 79.37 89.10 71.18 


4 days 81.64 82.25 74.25 83.91 92.84 85.14 


7 days 81.26 89.38 74.45 76.59 82.80 85.34 


14 days 98.08 105.89 81.61 91.96 80.65 96.40 


28 days 112.16 123.65 100.02 115.37 119.07 134.87 


56 days 119.42 126.43 114.56 118.68 129.33 120.14 
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a. The Conventional PSD b. The 0.23-Power PSD 


Figure 2: JMF – HE19C 


 


 


 


a. The Conventional PSD b. The 0.23-Power PSD 


Figure 3: JMF – HE20A 
 


 


 


a. The Conventional PSD b. The 0.23-Power PSD 


Figure 4: JMF – HE20B 
 


 


 


a. The Conventional PSD b. The 0.23-Power PSD 


Figure 5: JMF – HE21 
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a. The Conventional PSD b. The 0.23-Power PSD 


Figure 6: JMF – HE22 


 


  


a. The Conventional PSD b. The 0.23-Power PSD 


Figure 7: JMF – HE23 


6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 


Experimental data includes measuring the air content using the 400 ml measure, mixing time, and record the mean 


value for the compressive strength over time. The air voids ranged from 2.15 to 3.91% which is less than 5%. 


Distribution of the air voids across the cross-sectional area of the concrete cylinder may reduce the targeted 


compressive strength. The flow diameter without drops for HE19C, HE20B, HE21 and HE22 is considered to be stiff 


mixture that has flow diameter < 200 mm. The flow diameters without drops for the mixes HE20A and H23 are 


considered to be fluid mixture that has flow diameter falls between 200 and 250 mm. According to ASTM C109, 


compression test on UHPC was carried on 50x100 mm cylindrical specimens (ASTM C109/C109M-16a, 2016). The 


strength was recorded at 1, 3, 4, 7, 28, and 56 days. The average reading of 3 cylinders was recorded as the strength 


at respective curing age. Compression test was carried out at the rate of 0.2 kN/sec. The ultimate strength, per Equation 


9, was recorded after the specimen fails to resist any more loads. Table 4 provide the compressive strength versus the 


curing age for the series of mixes. It can be seen that the logarithmic model was good in determine strength behavior. 


 


 


Table 4: Modeling for the compressive strength versus curing age 


Mix ID Curing Regime Compressive Strength versus Curing Aging 


(d = number of days from casting) 


Coefficient of 


determination 


H19C Ambient Temperature 𝑓𝑐
′ = 15.736 ln(𝑑) + 57.252 0.9802 


H20A Ambient Temperature 𝑓𝑐
′ = 25.758 ln(𝑑) + 37.053 0.8893 


 60oC + 100% Humidity 𝑓𝑐
′ = 18.862 ln(𝑑) + 94.631 1 


H20B Ambient Temperature 𝑓𝑐
′ = 14.105 ln(𝑑) + 53.75 0.9198 


H21 Ambient Temperature 𝑓𝑐
′ = 15.857 ln(𝑑) + 56.576 0.9196 


H22 Ambient Temperature 𝑓𝑐
′ = 13.274 ln(𝑑) + 67.43 0.7308 


H23 Ambient Temperature 𝑓𝑐
′ = 21.94 ln(𝑑) + 43.633 0.8924 


 60oC + 100% Humidity 𝑓𝑐
′ = 23.553 ln(𝑑) + 86.041 1 
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[9]  𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ (𝑓𝑐
′) =  𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑 (𝑃) 𝐶𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠 𝑆𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 (𝐴)⁄  


 


The behavior of the compressive strength versus curing age can be expressed by the logarithmic expression with good 


agreement with respect to the coefficient of determination, as shown in Table 4. Heat curing regime was investigated 


for two mixes named H20A and H23. Concrete cylinders were stripped after 24 hours from casting, placed into sealed 


container with inside elevated base to allow for water storage, where the concrete cylinders placed on the top of the 


elevated base. The sealed container is placed into special oven, and cylinders cooled for 30 minutes before testing. 


The H20A mix has compressive strength value of 94.39 and 98.82 MPa under conventional curing regime and 128.43 


and 139.86 MPa under heating regime after 6 and 11 days, respectively. The HE23 mix has compressive strength 


value of 85.14 and 85.34 MPa under conventional curing regime and 118.69 and 135.02 MPa under heating regime 


after 4 and 8 days, respectively. Concrete cylinders passed 60˚C heat and 100% humidity of curing exhibit higher  


compressive strength in few days.  


7. SPHINX MIXING INSTRUCTIONS 


The optimum mix design was found when the ratio of the Ordinary Portland Cement (OPC) to the Silica Fume (SF) 


is 1:0.5 where their weight percentage is about 45% from the total weight of the mix. This ratio produces very workable 


mix, with delay of setting time for extra few minutes compared to other mixes. The proposed instruction for mixing 


ingredients, mixing procedures, placing and curing are listed below. 


7.1 Ingredients 


Table 5: Composition of Sphinx Premix ingredients 


Component Percent (By Weight) 


Ordinary Portland Cement (HE Type 30) 28 – 40 


Silica Fume (Amorphous Silica) < 8 - 14 


Ground Granulated Blast-Furnace Slag (GGBFS) < 8.5 


Crystalline Silica 30 – 75  


 


 
- Modified particle packing will determine the weight ratio of the ingredients. 


- Weight out the dry content.  


- Multiply the total dry content by 7% to 10.5% to find the maximum weight of total water (including water in 


the admixtures) in the system. Use PCE - HRWR with solid content above 29%. 


- Add steel reinforcement fiber as of 7.1% from the dry content mixed weight (for high impact application, the 


use of 4% to 10% of dry content weight is common). Note that PVA fiber may be added with steel fibers. 


Mixing Procedure 


- Place all the dry content into the shear mixer and spin them for a minute. 


- Slowly add all water, the high range water reducer, and accelerator. Keep spinning until different-sized balls 


are formed. 


- Increase the speed of the shear mixer until the mix becomes homogeneously fluid. 


- Slowly add the steel reinforcement fiber to the slowed shear mixer. 


- Keep mixing, turn off the shear mixer to see if the mix is quickly self-levelled and air escaping. This mixing 


phase will take from 15 to 30 minutes of mixing.  


Placing and Curing 


- After placing, roller-compact the surface of the concrete. 


- Spray water on the top surface of the placed fresh concrete. 


- Cover the fresh concrete by plastic sheets for 48 hours at room temperature. 
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8. CONCLUSIONS 


This research presents the mix design and properties as well as the assessment of the UHPC. The design of concrete 


mixture is based on (i) the ACI Recommended Practice 211.1, and (ii) the response surface methodology (RSM) in 


connection with the densified mixture design algorithm (DMDA) to densify the particle packing and the Nonlinear 


Regression Analysis (NLREG) to obtain the required parameters. 


 The Andreasen and Andersen particle packing model to the 0.45-power was used to optimize the aggregate 


particle size distribution. 


 The whole dry content that includes the cementitious materials and the aggregates was re-optimized to the 


0.23-power model 


 Concrete cylinders passed 60˚C heat and 100% humidity of curing exhibit higher compressive strength in 


few days. 


 The Mathematical Independent variable is the key element in development better UHPC mix consistent with 


less air voids. 


 Gap-graded mixes sustained high compressive strength. Further work is needed to fully densify the mixture 


to increase the sustained loads.     
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ABSTRACT 


Fiber-reinforced polymer (FRP) bars have proven to be an excellent alternative to steel bars in many concrete 


structures such as parking garages and overpasses that are susceptible to harsh environments and consequently 


corrosion of steel reinforcement. In these structures, FRP reinforced concrete (FRP-RC) continuous beams are 


common members.  Moment redistribution in FRP-RC continuous beams has not been well established yet because 


of the different characteristics of FRP bars such as linear-elastic stress-strain relationship and lower modulus of 


elasticity compared to conventional steel. Recent studies showed that redistribution of internal forces in Glass (G) 


FRP-RC continuous beams with a rectangular section is possible. However, no attention was given to continuous 


beams with a T-section.  Therefore, this study aims at investigating the ability of GFRP-RC continuous beams with a 


T-section to redistribute the moment between the critical sections. In this paper, test results of three large-scale GFRP-


RC T-beams are presented. The beams were 6,000-mm long and continuous over two equal spans of 2,800 mm each. 


The sections had an overall depth of 300 mm, an effective flange width of 600 mm, a flange thickness of 100 mm, 


and a web width of 200 mm. The test variables included the assumed moment redistribution percentage and the 


arrangement of shear reinforcement. It was observed that the beam with less stirrup spacing showed better performance 


in achieving the assumed percentage of moment redistribution and in carrying higher ultimate load compared to its 


counterparts with larger stirrup spacing.  


 


Keywords: Moment Redistribution; T-section; Continuous beams; Fibre Reinforced Polymer (FRP).     


1. INTRODUCTION 


Fiber reinforced polymer (FRP) bars are being increasingly used in reinforced concrete (RC) structures, especially 


those in harsh weathering regions because of their effectiveness in avoiding deterioration of concrete caused by 


corrosion. FRP reinforced concrete (FRP-RC) continuous T-beam is one of the common structural elements in RC 


structures such as, parking garages, overpasses, and marine structures. For such type of beams, both the deformability 


and the moment redistribution are desirable and advantageous features that improve the overall performance and the 


utilization of full capacity of the sections along the beam. Since, FRP bars, unlike conventional steel, exhibit linear-


elastic response of stress-strain relationship until failure; it raises the concern of deformability and consequently 


moment redistribution.  However, several studies were conducted to investigate the moment redistribution of 


rectangular continuous beams. El-Mogy et al. (2010 and 2011) reported that approximately 23% moment 


redistribution was observed without any adverse effect on the beam performance. Also, closer spacing of stirrups, 


while maintaining the same transverse reinforcement ratio, was found to increase the moment redistribution. 


Mahmoud and El-Salakawy (2014 and 2016) also observed the moment redistribution in shear-critical GFRP-RC 


rectangular beams with different concrete strength, longitudinal reinforcement ratio and transverse reinforcement 


ratio. The authors also found that increasing stirrup diameter, while maintaining the same spacing, had little effect on 


moment redistribution. Moreover, Kara and Ashour (2013) developed a numerical technique, and studied moment-


curvature and moment redistribution. The authors concluded that under-reinforced FRP-RC beams could not 


redistribute bending moment and that the critical sections, once reached their capacity, were not able to redistribute 


bending moments.  
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However, in addition to the fact of linearity of stress-strain response of FRP bars, T-shaped section in continuous 


beams draws further research attention because of interaction between the mid-span with higher stiffness and the 


middle support region with comparatively lower stiffness at the post-cracking stage. Scholz (1993) explored the 


significant effect of variation of stiffness on neutral axis-to-depth ratio and thus, moment redistribution in steel-RC 


continuous beams. In contrast to the stiffness variation, the mid-span region, at the pre-cracking stage, has lower 


section modulus while the region over middle support has higher section modulus. Also, the neutral axis-to-depth ratio 


at mid-span being lower than that of middle support region counteracts the influence of stiffer mid-span in 


redistributing moments. Santos et al. (2013) tested seven small-scale GFRP-RC T-beams to study the effect of 


reinforcement ratio and confinement on the moment redistribution. The authors concluded that higher reinforcement 


ratio at mid-span, and higher confinement at middle support zone increased the moment redistribution. In this study, 


the possibility and the extent of moment redistribution of large-scale continuous concrete beams with T-section are 


investigated.  


2. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 


2.1 Test Specimens 


Three large-scale continuous beams with T-section were constructed and tested to failure. The test beams were 6,000 


mm long and continuous over two equal spans of 2,800 mm each. All beams were reinforced with GFRP bars and 


stirrups. The test parameters included the assumed percentage of moment redistribution and the arrangement of shear 


reinforcement.  Figure 1 shows the dimensions, reinforcement arrangement, and internal instrumentation of the tested 


beams.  
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Figure 1: Dimensions, details of reinforcement and internal instrumentation of test beams. 


 


The information reported in this paper is part of an ongoing research project in which a steel-RC control beam was 


constructed to carry a design load of 155 kN. Accordingly, GFRP-RC beam B1 was designed following the Canadian 


standard CSA/S806-12 (CSA 2012) to meet that design load without any moment redistribution. Then, both beam B2 


and B3 were provided with longitudinal reinforcements to satisfy an assumed percentage of moment redistribution of 


15% from the middle support to the mid-span section of each beam.  


Table 1: Reinforcement Details of Tested Beams 


Beam Longitudinal reinforcement Transverse reinforcement 


Top bars over middle-support Bottom bars at mid-span 
Stirrup diameter 


(mm) 


Spacing 


(mm) Bars  𝜌 𝜌𝑏⁄  Bars  𝜌 𝜌𝑏⁄  


B1 3 No. 16 4.73 2 No. 16 1.05 No. 13 75 


B2 2 No. 16 3.27 2 No. 16 1.10 No. 13 75 


B3 2 No. 16 3.10 2 No. 16 1.04 No. 10 45 
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In all beams, both the hogging and the sagging moment regions were over-reinforced (ratio (𝜌 𝜌𝑏⁄ ) with reinforcement 


ratio provided, 𝜌 to balanced reinforcement ratio, 𝜌𝑏 of more than 1, as given in Table 1) to have favourable 


compression-controlled failure. However, the required transverse reinforcement (stirrups) was achieved by using 13 


mm-diameter stirrup with spacing of 75 mm in beam B1 and B2. Also, based on previous studies (El-Mogy et al. 


2011, Mahmoud and El-Salakawy 2016), it was concluded that using smaller diameter-stirrup rather larger diameter-


stirrup, while maintaining the same shear reinforcement ratio, has pronounced effect on moment redistribution. As 


such, 10 mm-diameter stirrups with spacing of 45 mm, while maintaining almost same ratio of transverse 


reinforcement, were chosen for beam B3 to study the effect of stirrup-spacing. The spacing of stirrups was maintained 


within the minimum spacing requirements as required by CSA/S806-12 standard (1.4 times the longitudinal 


reinforcement diameter, 1.4 times the maximum aggregate size, or 30 mm). The beam flange was reinforced with No. 


10 to satisfy the requirement of minimum reinforcement in the transverse direction. 


2.2 Material Properties 


Normal weight, ready-mixed concrete with a target 28-day compressive strength of 40 MPa was used to cast all beams. 


Maximum size of aggregate used in concrete mix was 20 mm. On the day of testing, at least five cylinders of standard 


size (100 mm × 200 mm) were tested to determine the average concrete compressive strength. The average 


compressive strength of beams B1, B2 and B3 were 44, 42, and 45 MPa, respectively.  


Sand-coated GFRP bars were used as longitudinal and transverse reinforcement. The characteristic design values, 


according to CSA/S806-12 (CSA 2012), were determined from the material certificate received from the 


manufacturer. The mechanical properties of the reinforcement are summarized in Table 2. 


 


Table 2: Properties of Reinforcing Materials 


Material 


type 


Bar designation Diameter 


(mm) 


Tensile strength 


(MPa) 


Elastic modulus 


 (GPa) 


 Strain (%) 


GFRP 


No. 10 9.5 1,770 65 2.7 


No.10 (bent) 9.5 1,350a 52a 2.6 a 


No.13 (bent) 12.7 1,330a 53a 2.5a 


No.16 15.9 1,680 65 2.6 


Note: a Straight portion property. 


 


 


Three load cells were used at supports to measure the reactions during the test. Also, linear variable displacement 


transducers (LVDTs) were placed at quarters and mid-point of both spans (Fig. 2) to measure deflection. Moreover, 


PI-gauges were attached to record the crack width at critical sections; one at middle support and one at each mid-span. 


The internal instrumentation consisted of nine electrical strain gauges (Fig. 1) attached to the longitudinal 


reinforcement, and three concrete strain gauges attached to the extreme compression side of concrete.  


A 1000-kN MTS hydraulic machine was used to apply concentrated load on a stiff steel spreader beam that, in turn, 


delivered the load to the mid-point of both spans.  The applied load on each span was then evenly transferred to the 


beam through another spreader beam that was placed across the beam flange. Loading was applied at a rate of 10 


kN/min and equal load on both spans was maintained throughout the test. Readings of all instrumentations were 


acquired and stored using a data acquisition (DAQ) system.  
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Figure 2: Experimental set up for test specimens.  


3. TEST RESULTS 


3.1 Cracking Behaviour and Mode of Failure 


All beams showed similar cracking behaviour until failure. The first flexural crack in all beams formed in the sagging 


moment region in both spans followed by vertical flexural crack over the middle support. The cracking load at sagging 


region of all beams ranged between 19 and 25 kN, while that at hogging region varied from 35 to 38 kN. This behaviour 


was observed because of lower section modulus of the sagging moment region compared to that of the hogging 


moment region. The majority of flexural cracks initiated at a load up to 50-60% of failure load and those, once initiated, 


propagated towards the compression zone as loading was continuing. Approaching failure, few diagonal tension cracks 


developed in the interior shear span. Also, it was noted that the hogging moment regions in all beams had small number 


of wider cracks in contrast to large number of narrower cracks in sagging moment region. In addition, there was a 


longitudinal crack observed along each flange-web interface of both spans in all beams. Due to such longitudinal 


cracking, the composite behaviour of T-section at mid-span was significantly reduced and the beam moved towards 


the behaviour of a rectangular section. 


 
Figure 3: Cracking pattern of tested beams 


 


In all beams, concrete crushing initiated at hogging moment region (spalling of concrete can be seen in Fig. 4) before 


the beams reached failure by concrete crushing at sagging moment region. This was evident since the concrete strains 
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at middle support section reached the ultimate crushing strain as described in the next section, while the strains in 


longitudinal bars (Fig. 5) were well below the characteristic design values.  


 


 
Figure 4: Failure mode of tested beams 


3.2 Strain in Reinforcement and Concrete 


The load-strain relationship for both concrete and longitudinal reinforcement at the hogging and the sagging moment 


regions are plotted in Fig. 5. The strain values in concrete over middle support were higher than or very close to the 


crushing strain, 3,500 micro-strains, specified in the CSA-S806-12. On the other hand, after the cracks took place 


along the interface of web and flange in the sagging moment region, the flange substantially got relieved from resisting 


the applied load, which is indicated by the lower measured strain in the concrete at the mid-span section. 


   


Figure 5: Variation of strain in GFRP bars with load 
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It is also worth mentioning that all beams, after concrete strains reached the maximum at middle support section, 


continued to resist more loads until failure took place at mid-span. In contrast to concrete strains, the strain values in 


reinforcing bars at mid-span sections, especially at higher stage of loading, were higher than that at middle support 


sections in all beams. This was due to the lower amount of longitudinal reinforcement in mid-span section of beam 


B1 whereas, in case of beam B2 and B3, higher moment due to redistribution resulted in higher strains. 


3.3 Load-Deflection Response 


For each beam, maximum deflections measured at both spans were very similar. Therefore, the average of both span 


deflections was reported for each test beam. As mentioned earlier, cracks first formed in the sagging moment regions 


followed by cracking in the hogging moment region. However, it can be seen that, in load-deflection behaviour 


demonstrated in Fig. 6, cracking at mid-span had little effect on increasing deflection at early stage of loading. 


Significant change in the flexural stiffness of the beams took place once cracks formed over the middle support that 


resulted in increasing the mid-span deflection rapidly. Overall, load-deflection behaviour of all beams in post-cracking 


stage was approximately linear until signs of concrete spalling were observed. Afterwards, some nonlinearity of load-


deflection relationship was noted near failure, which can be attributed to the nonlinearity of concrete at middle support 


region and the formation of diagonal cracks within the span. 


 
Figure 6: Load-deflection behaviour of tested beams 


 


All beams not only reached the target design load of 155 kN (Fig. 6) but also carried additional load of 28-43% the 


design load. The deflections of all beams, measured at design load level, were similar, while at failure load, the 


deflection of beam B3 was slightly higher compared to both B1 and B2. However, a little stiffer response of beam B1 


stemmed from lower strain of reinforcing bars (Fig. 5) because of higher reinforcement ratio over middle support. It 


can also be noted in Fig. 6 that beam B3, in comparison to its counterpart B2, not only carried 12% more load but also 


experienced 17% more deflection before failure. This superior performance could be possible due to the smaller 


spacing of stirrups (45 mm) in beam B3 compared to larger spacing of stirrups (75 mm) in beam B2. 


3.4 Moment Redistribution 


Formation of cracks in the sagging moment region before the hogging moment region slightly reduced the flexural 


stiffness of the sagging moment region and thus, reversed insignificant amount of load towards the middle support. 


However, cracking of the hogging moment region caused the section to rotate substantially over middle support, and 


resulted in load redistribution from hogging region to sagging region. The end reactions against the applied load on 


each span (P) of all beams were plotted in Fig. 7, and compared with the elastic end reaction of 0.3125P. The 


experimental end reactions of all beams in the post-cracking stage were higher than that calculated based on elastic 


theory. This finding obviously showed that the load, especially in beam B2 and B3, significantly redistributed from 


hogging to sagging region. 
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Figure 7: Comparison of end reactions of tested beams 


 


The failure loads along with the experimental and the theoretical moments are also shown in Fig. 8. Beam B1, designed 


for no moment redistribution, redistributed 4.8% moment at design load (155 kN) level and was able to reach 5.7% at 


failure load. Beam B2, at design load, could achieve 8.1% moment redistribution; however, at failure load, the beam 


exhibited 14.8% moment redistribution which is slightly less than the assumed value. On the other hand, beam B3 


could successfully attain the target percentage of moment redistribution even at design load. The percentage of 


moment redistribution, achieved by beam B3, was 15.2 and 17.4% at design load and failure load, respectively. This 


better performance of beam B3 in redistributing moments can be attributed to rotational capability that was enhanced 


by confinement provided by the stirrups with smaller spacing. 
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Figure 8: Moment redistribution of tested beams 


 


4. CONCLUSIONS 


Based on the test results discussed in this paper, the following conclusions can be drawn: 


1. All tested beams experienced compression-controlled failure and were able to carry further load even after 


concrete spalling was noticed at the hogging moment region. The smaller stirrup spacing enabled beam B3 to 


carry more load as well as to undergo more deflection compared to its counterpart with larger stirrup spacing.  


2. The longitudinal crack developed at the web-flange interface in mid-span region caused the failure of the beams 


before reaching their full capacity as T-section. 
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3. All beams exhibited moment redistribution from hogging to sagging moment region. Beam B1 designed for 


elastic moments reached 5.7% moment redistribution before it failed. Beam B2 and B3 could successfully meet 


the target redistribution of moments that they were designed for. Beam B2 achieved 14.8% moment 


redistribution while beam B3 demonstrated maximum 17.4% before failure.  
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ABSTRACT  


The main thrust of the study is to investigate the extent of delay induced by rainfall at the roundabouts. Traffic flows 


at roundabout are continuous in one direction around a central island where entry flows yield to circulating flows. 


Based on the hypothesis that, rainfall will increase roundabout entry delay, ‘with and without’ rainfall studies were 


carried out at selected roundabouts in Durban, South Africa. Entry and circulating traffic flow data as well as 


geometric data were collected continuously at three selected sites during rainfall and dry weather conditions. Three 


classes of rainfall intensity were used: light rainfall with intensity < 2.5mm/h, moderate rainfall with intensity 2.5 – 


10mm/h and heavy rainfall with intensity 10 – 50mm/h. Results show that entry delays increased between 11% and 


22% during rainy conditions. The study concluded that heavy rainfall has a significant impact on delays and queues 


at roundabouts. The delay is not responsive to light and moderate rainfall intensity.  


 


Keywords: delay, rainfall, roundabout, capacity, flows 


1. INTRODUCTION  


Roundabout is an intersection where traffic flows almost continuously in one direction around a central island. It 


works on a simple principle of giving way to circulating traffic flows when entering the intersection. Traffic flow 


exiting the roundabout comes from a singular direction. It is classified into mini and conventional roundabout 


depending on the size, location, designed speed and capacity. Vehicles entering a roundabout will experience delays 


because of the give-way rule and the geometric design of the roundabout. However, geometric delays are often 


reduced with the introduction of flare lane. Entry width and sharpness of flare are the most important determinants 


of capacity according to United Kingdom highway agency (TD 16/07, 2007). The size of the circulating width 


determines the speed at which drivers travel on the roundabout. The delay is a key performance measure of the 


roundabout. While delays associated with geometric design can be reduced with geometric adjustments, delays and 


queues triggered by rainfall cannot be reduced so easily. Although the yield rule holds at all times, both circulating 


and entering vehicles at roundabouts are affected by poor visibility, anxiety, discomfort and stress during rainfall. 


The aim of this paper is to investigate the extent of entry delay at roundabouts caused by rainy conditions. Rainfalls 


impair visibility of drivers irrespective of the intensity. (Ben-Edigbe et al., 2013). Rainfalls reduce the pavement 


friction due to precipitation (Mashros et al., 2014). The key objectives are to estimate and compare entry delay at 


roundabouts during dry and rainy conditions. Drivers approaching a roundabout must reduce speed to accommodate 


for deft movements and vehicle interaction at the roundabout. The size of the inscribed circle affects the radius of 


the driver’s path, which in turn influence the operating speed on the roundabout. The British (Kimber, 1980), French 


(Guichet, 1997), and German (Brilon et al., 1997) analytical procedures are based on empirical relationships that 


directly relate capacity to both traffic characteristics and roundabout geometry. The British empirical relationships 


reveal that small sub-lane changes in the geometric parameters produce significant changes in capacity. Inscribed 


circle diameter, the entry width, the approach half width, the entry radius, and the sharpness of the flare are used to 


define the performance of a roundabout. The sharpness of the flare, S, is a measure of the rate at which the extra 


width is developed in the entry flare. Large values of S correspond to short, severe flares, and small values of S 


correspond to long, gradual flares (Kimber, 1980). The results of the extensive empirical British research indicate 
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that approach half width, entry width, average effective flare length and entry angle have the most significant effect 


on entry capacity. Based on the hypothesis that, rainfall will increase entry delay multilane roundabout, the 


remainder of this paper is divided four sections; the immediate section is the literature review, section 3 is on 


materials and methodology, and section 4 is the findings and discussion.  In section 5 conclusions are drawn. 


2. LITERATURE REVIEW  


Durban is the largest city in the South African province of KwaZulu-Natal. After Johannesburg, the Durban 


Metropolitan Area ranks second among the most populous urban areas in South Africa. Durban has the busiest port 


in South Africa and often seen as one of the major centres of tourism in South Africa. Durban and its suburbs are 


hilly, except for locations around the central business district and the harbour. The metropolitan land area of 


2,292m2 is comparatively larger than other South African cities. Rainfalls greater than 0.1mm/h begin in November, 


ending in March. Roundabouts in South Africa are often referred to as ‘traffic circles’. There are two types of traffic 


circles: a mini-circle and a roundabout. The rules are different for each kind of traffic circle. At a mini-circle, there 


is a small island hump in the middle of the intersection that the driver must go around. Mini-circles have an 


inscribed diameter of 25 m or less, and an inner diameter of around 2 to 4 m (DOT, 2005). The central island is 


often painted or slightly raised to allow vehicles to drive over it. As shown below in figure 1, a roundabout has a 


large circle that drivers must drive around in a clockwise direction, giving way to any circulating vehicle. Typically, 


it has an inscribed diameter of 26 m or greater, tracking width of 7.5 m or wider, as these are the minimum 


dimensions required to cater for large trucks. Roundabouts larger than the minimum are used to increase capacity. 


Notwithstanding, the ‘give way’ rule at roundabout will indeed induce delays and queues at the entry of a 


roundabout. 


 


Figure 1: Typical roundabout layout in South Africa 


2.1 Delays and queues at the roundabout 


Three performance measures (delay, queue and degree of saturation) are typically used to estimate the performance 


of a given roundabout design. Each measure provides a unique perspective on the quality of service at the 


roundabout under observation. However, roundabout entry capacity estimate is needed before the delay, queue and 


degree of saturation measure can be computed. The delay is excess travel time experienced by drivers beyond what 


would reasonably be expected (Ben-Edigbe et al., 2013, Al-Omari et al., 2004). At roundabouts, there are two types 


of delays; control and geometric. Control delay experienced by drivers at an intersection due to movements at 


slower speeds and stops on entry approaches to the roundabout (Rodegerdts, 2010, HCM, 2010). Geometric delays 


are caused by the alignment of the lane or the path taken by the vehicle through the roundabout. It can be argued that 
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control delay is defective if geometric delay is not fused into the control delay model equation. In previous studies, 


(Akcelic and Troutbcek 1991), (Kimber and Hollis 1980) and (Centre dÉtude des Transport Urbains 1988) delay 


have been presented as a function of gap acceptance. Although not the focus of this paper, the degree of saturation is 


the ratio of the demand entry flow to the entry capacity of the roundabout. While there are no absolute standards for 


the degree of saturation, 0.85 has often been used in previous studies as performance threshold. When the degree of 


saturation exceeds this range, the operation of the roundabout will likely deteriorate rapidly, particularly over short 


periods of time. Queues may form and delay begins to increase exponentially. Control delay is the time that a driver 


spends queuing and then waiting for an acceptable gap in the circulating flow while at the front of the queue. The 


formula for computing this delay is given in Equation 1. 


 


[1]   + 5 


 


Queue length is necessary when assessing the adequacy of the geometric design of the roundabout approaches. It is 


equivalent to the vehicle-hours of delay per hour on an approach. The average queue length (L) can be computed 


with Little’s rule (Little, 1961), as shown in Equation 2 or HCM 2010 recommended Equation 3: 


 


[2]  L = v • d/ 3600  


 


Where: v= entry flow, veh/h; d= average delay, s/veh 


 [3]   


Where;  


d = average control delay (s/veh),  


T = the time period, usually 0.25 h,  


Qe = entry capacity of the subject lane (veh/h),  


x = degree of saturation of the subject lane 


Q95 = the 95th percentile queue (veh)  


2.2 Entry capacity at roundabout 


Roundabout capacity can be defined as the maximum sustainable flow rate that can be achieved during a specified 


time period under prevailing road, traffic and control conditions. Roundabout entry capacity is often computed based 


on gap acceptance, empirical and design methods. The empirical approach is of interest to this paper because is a 


technique that considers the geometry parameters of the roundabout. Based on the British model (Kimber 1979) 


Equation 4 can be employed to compute entry capacity and Equation 5 used as the correction factor. According to 


the British model, equation 5 is valid provided entry angle ( ) is between 10o and 60o and radius is between 6m and 


100m (Kimber 1979).                             


[4]                                                                           


[5]          


Where,  


 Qe Entry Capacity (pcu/h); Qc = Circulating Flow (pcu/h),  


 F = the intercept at QE (maximum entry flow when circulating flow is at zero); 


  = the slope of the linear relationship; 


  = entry angle (o), r = the entry radius; 
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As mention earlier in this paper, delay and queue computations depend on entry capacity estimation. Since entry 


capacity estimation has been shown in equations 4 and 5; then the entry capacity equation 4 can be fussed into 


equations 1 and 3 by replacing the entry capacity. The resulting delay equation is shown in equation 6 and 7. 


 


[6]   + 5  


  


[7]                                   


3. MATERIALS AND METHODOLOGY 


Three standard roundabouts were selected in Durban for this rainfall impact study. Surveyed roundabouts are; Site 


01 – Armstrong roundabout, Site 02 – Umghlanga Rock – Douglas Saunders roundabout and Site 03 - Millenium – 


Jubilee roundabout. The selection of the roundabouts was based on proximity to rain gauges because one of the key 


parameters to be considered was rainfall intensity. Rainfall was divided into three intensity classes; light (i < 


2.5mm/hr), moderate (2.5 ≤ i < 10 mm/hr) and heavy (10 ≤ i < 50 mm/hr). Very heavy rainfall (i > 50mm/hr) was 


not considered because of excessive drag forces, ponding, aquaplaning and other factors associated with violent 


rainfall. As shown below in figure 2, automatic traffic counter (ATC) was used to collect traffic volume, headway, 


type of vehicle and speed were collected continuously for six weeks during the rainy season at entry and circulating 


widths of the selected roundabouts. Off-peak traffic data were used for the study in order to separate the effect of 


peak traffic flow from rainfall effect. 


 
Figure 2: Typical site layout 


4. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS 


Rainfall affects roundabout operations in a variety of ways. First, there is a reduction in friction between the road 


surface and tires of vehicles passing the roundabout during rainy conditions. Secondly, rainfall affects visibility and 


drivers’ behavior. Visibility can be severely restricted during rainy weather. Notwithstanding obscured windscreen 


view experienced by drivers, splash, and spray from other vehicles create additional visibility problems and to some 


extent drivers’ anxiety and sometimes anger. Also, rainfall causes drivers to slow down their speed and journeys are 


seldom cancelled or delayed. As shown below in figure 3 and 4, typical entry and circulating flow profiles 


demonstrate the movement of vehicles as uniform flow in figure 3 which indicates that the circulating traffic flow is 


continuous and steady whereas figure 4 shows irregular and fluctuating trend, which implies that entry flow is a 


function of circulating flow. 


 


The method of analysis adopted is stepwise for clarity purpose. 


 


Step 1 


The collected rainfall intensity, i, was divided into light rainfall (LR) (i < 2.5mm/hr), moderate rainfall (MR) (2.5 ≤ i 


< 10 mm/hr) and heavy rainfall (HR) (10 ≤ i < 50 mm/hr). 
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Step 2  


Entry and circulating traffic volumes collected were separated into peak and off-peak period. The off-peak volume 


was used to minimize the effects of peak travel as shown in Tables 1 and 2.  


 


Step 3 


The off-peak traffic data were divided into three vehicle categories: passenger cars, light vans, and 


HGVs/trucks/buses. Passenger car equivalent values were modified. The modified values were used to convert the 


off-peak traffic volume to traffic flow.  


 


Step 4 


Entry traffic flows were related to circulating flows by way of linear regression to establish model equations for 


entry capacities as illustrated with equation 8. All model equations for all sites have the correct signs. The model 


equations were tested for acceptability. The coefficient of determination, R2 was more than 0.5 in all cases, meaning 


that the model equation can be used for prediction. Results of the t-test were higher than 2 at 95% level of 


confidence, meaning the variables used were significant, and the F test were greater than 4 in all cases suggesting 


that the model did not happen by chance. 


 


 
Time                                                                         Time 


                   Figure 3: Typical circulating traffic flow                       Figure. 4: Typical entry traffic flow  


Table 1: Typical Entry Hourly Traffic flow (Off-Peak)  


At-grade Roundabout  


Two-lane entry approach; Approach half width: 6.5 meters; Entry width: 11.5  


Period  Dry  Light Rain  Moderate Rain  Heavy Rain  


veh/h  veh/h  veh/h  veh/h  


1  499  1006  924  1052  


2  1044  912  912  768  


3  1006  1265  924  626  


4  1018  1123  1020  789  


5  1255  1325  1054  709  


6  972  972  1128  792  


7  972  982  1161  1063  


8  926  912  1162  796  


9  936  1017  972  811  


10  794  1157  962  663  


11  1017  1114  1017  787  


12  948  1039  1032  818  
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Table 2: Typical Circulating Hourly Traffic flow (Off-Peak)  


At-grade Roundabout  


Two-lane circulating approach; Circulating stream width: 11 meters 


Period  Dry  Light Rain  Moderate Rain  Heavy Rain  


veh/h  veh/h  veh/h  veh/h  


1  1459  1039  861  777  


2  1063  1109  871  1094  


3  1137  744  876  1317  


4  1128  938  777  1130  


5  905  670  765  1154  


6  1164  1015  672  1041  


7  1255  1113  624  778  


8  1212  1094  643  1001  


9  1341  998  850  1106  


10  1334  864  744  1164  


11  1123  984  818  999  


12  1190  996  717  934  


 


 


Step 5 


Model equation 8 in figure 5, is used to estimate capacity. From equation 8, entry capacity when circulating flow is 


zero is about 2278pcu/h. In any case, to suggest that circulating flow is zero would depict that vehicles are entering 


the roundabout at the free flow rate. That’s would be a rare occurrence at roundabouts. It may even be called an 


exaggeration of the observed traffic stream. 


 


[8]  Qe = -1.1148Qc +2278.4        R2 = 0.83 


 


 
Figure 5: Entry flow (qe) versus circulating flow (qc) for dry weather condition 


 


Step 6 


The geometric design correction factor (k) was estimated where entry angle is 600 and entry radius is 60m. 


 


k = 1.151-0.00347φ – 0.978/r = 0.92 


 


Now, if the computed correction factor k is applied to equation 8, then 


 


[9]  Qe = 0.92(-1.1148Qc + 2278.4), Qe = 2096 - 1.03Qc                


 


Step 7 


Once the entry capacity has been estimated, Equation 6 is then applied to estimate the delay (d) and Equation 7 used 


to estimate queue length (Q95) as illustrated below.  
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 + 5 


 
Where; QE = 2096 – 1.03QC  


Dry weather, QE = 2096 pcu/hr; qE = 1488 pcu/hr; T = 0.25;  = 0.71: delay = 5.80s/veh; queue length = 6.75 veh 


Heavy rainfall, QE = 1493pcu/hr; qE = 1063pcu/hr T = 0.25;  = 0.71: delay = 8.07s/veh; queue length =6.55veh   


Delay from heavy rainfall = 8.07s – 5.80s = 2.15s. 


 


Step 8 


Results are tested for sensitivity to volume/capacity ratio using extreme and threshold values.  


Assuming that volume capacity ratio is (v/c) = 0,  


Dry weather, QE = 2096 pcu/hr; qE = 0; T = 0.25;  = 0.00: delay = 6.72s/veh; queue length = 0.00 veh 


Heavy rainfall, QE = 1493pcu/hr; qE = 0 T = 0.25;  = 0.00: delay = 7.41s/veh; queue length = 0.00veh   


 


The result is shown in table 3. The result shows that when there was no vehicle at the roundabout entry, entry delay 


still occur and the value for each site where almost of same, which implies that the delay was as a result of the 


geometry, the queue length show that there was no queue at the entry.  


Table 3: Summary of geometric delay (sensitivity test based on qe/Qe = 0.00)  


 


Site 01 Site 02 Site 03 


Qe q
e/Qe d(s) L(veh) Qe q


e/Qe d(s) L(veh) Qe q
e/Qe d(s) L(veh) 


Dry 1785 0.00 7.02 0.00 1104 0.00 8.26 0.00 2096 0.00 6.72 0.00 


LR 1593 0.00 7.26 0.00 1188 0.00 8.03 0.00 1787 0.00 7.01 0.00 


MR 1397 0.00 7.58 0.00 1056 0.00 8.41 0.00 1593 0.00 7.26 0.00 


HR 1238 0.00 7.91 0.00 984 0.00 8.66 0.00 1493 0.00 7.41 0.00 


Note: qe-entry flow (pc/hr); Q- Entry Capacity (pc/hr); d-Delay (s/veh), L Queue length (veh) 


 


Assuming that the volume capacity ratio is at the threshold of 0.85, the result is shown in Table 4 


When entry volume/capacity ratio is notched up to threshold (0.85) level, delays at all sites  increases with increases 


in rainfall intensity but is difficult to separate the effect of delay caused by rainfall from the effect caused by peak 


period because the reaction of drivers at peak period vary under different rainfall intensity.  


Table 4: Summary of geometric delay (sensitivity test based on qe/Qe = 0.85 threshold)  


 


Site 01 Site 02 Site 03 


Qe q
e/Qe d(s) L(veh) Qe q


e/Qe d(s) L(veh) Qe q
e/Qe d(s) L(veh) 


Dry 1785 0.85 16.98 12.40 1104 0.85 23.36 11.07 2096 0.85 15.35 12.82 


LR 1593 0.85 18.27 12.10 1188 0.85 22.22 11.28 1787 0.85 16.96 12.41 


MR 1397 0.85 19.92 11.74 1056 0.85 24.09 10.95 1593 0.85 18.27 12.10 


HR 1238 0.85 21.61 11.40 984 0.85 25.29 10.74 1493 0.85 19.06 11.92 


Note: qe-entry flow (pc/hr); Q- Entry Capacity (pc/hr); d-Delay (s/veh), L Queue length (veh) 
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When the volume capacity ratio was assumed to operate at capacity i.e. volume capacity ratio of 1.00. The result is 


as shown in Table 5. The result indicated that the queue length increased from the average of 12 vehicles under the 


threshold volume capacity condition of 0.85 to above 20 vehicles in all the dry and rainfall weather conditions. The 


result shows that the increases in delay and queue were as a consequence of the roundabout operating at capacity 


and not due to rain effect. 


 


According to HCM 2010 LOS criteria table for roundabouts, estimated delays for dry weather and heavy rain 


condition when volume/capacity ratio is one would be in class as F, bearing in mind that F is the worst class. The 


estimated delays when volume/capacity ratio is 0.85 would be in class E. It can be seen from the results shown in 


table 4 and 5 that effect off peak travel has made it difficult to separate effect from heavy rainfall. 


Table 5: Summary of geometric delay (sensitivity test based on qe/Qe = 1.00)  


 


Site 01 Site 02 Site 03 


Qe 


 
q


e/Qe d(s/veh) L(veh) Qe  q
e/Qe d(s/veh) L(veh) 


Qe 


 
q
e/Qe d(s/veh) L(veh) 


Dry 1785 1.00 37.14 25.87 1104 1.00 46.57 20.35 2096 1.00 34.52 28.04 


LR 1593 1.00 39.15 24.44 1188 1.00 44.96 21.11 1787 1.00 37.12 25.89 


MR 1397 1.00 41.63 22.89 1056 1.00 47.58 19.90 1593 1.00 39.15 24.44 


HR 1238 1.00 44.08 21.55 984 1.00 49.23 19.21 1493 1.00 40.35 23.66 


Note: qe-entry flow (pc/hr); Q- Entry Capacity (pc/hr); d-Delay (s/veh), L Queue length (veh) 


 


 


Step 9 


Compute delay and queue for all surveyed sites with relevant survey data. By inputting corrected entry capacity ratio 


into delay equation 5. Tables 6 and 7 give the summary of the entry vehicle performance at multilane roundabout 


under the dry weather and rainy conditions. The results indicate that entry vehicle performance was affected by 


rainfall in all the sites. Delay increases from 13.06 s/veh to 14.68 s/veh at site 01, from 10.48 s/veh  to 12.07 s/veh at 


site 02 and from 5.8 s/veh to 8.07 s/veh at site 03. The discrepancy between delay findings at different sites may be 


attributed to a few factors. First, it is assumed that drivers behave the same way on approach to a roundabout in 


which vehicles move in a stop and go fashion. In reality, both circulating and entering motorists are conscious of the 


rainy conditions, often to the detriment of motorists entering the facility that must give way. This is so because the 


drivers entering the facility are not able to judge correctly acceptable gap in the circulating flow due to the rainy 


condition. They simply decelerate and then proceed cautiously into the circulating stream, sometimes forcing 


circulating flow to decelerate and give way. Second is the issues of rainfall intensity distribution. The rainfall 


intensity ranges in each class distribution may have contributed to some over lapses in entry flow classifications. 


This issue is very pronounced in heavy rainfall where the range is between 10mm/hr and 50mm/hr. It is difficult to 


place borderline rainfall conditions correctly; hence, sub-classes were created in the analysis to address this 


anomaly. Third is the issue of passenger car equivalent values modification. Since existing passenger car equivalent 


values were estimated under dry weather condition, they were modified to reflect prevailing rainy condition. 


Notwithstanding the issues raised, it can be asserted that delays at roundabout can be triggered by rainfall. The 


queue length in each site are almost the same but the delay for each vehicle are different this show that rainfall has 


effect on the delay experienced by the vehicle at the roundabout due to rainfall. 


Table 6: Summary of control delay findings 


  
Site 01  Site 02   Site 03 


Qe q
e/Qe d(s/veh) L(veh) Qe q


e/Qe d(s/veh) L(veh) Qe q
e/Qe d(s/veh) L(veh) 


Dry 1785 0.76 13.06 8.23 1104 0.70 10.48 6.10 2096 0.71 5.80 6.75 


LR 1593 0.76 14.00 8.12 1188 0.72 10.39 6.65 1787 0.74 7.49 7.56 


MR 1397 0.74 14.50 7.35 1056 0.73 12.02 6.81 1593 0.72 7.83 6.87 


HR 1238 0.71 14.68 6.42 984 0.71 12.07 6.25 1493 0.71 8.07 6.55 


Note: qe-entry flow (pc/hr); Q- Entry Capacity (pc/hr); d-Delay (s/veh), L Queue length (veh) 
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Table 7: Delay and Queue from Rainfall 


  Site 01 Site 02  Site 03 


d(s/veh) ∆d L(veh) d(s/veh) ∆d L(veh) d(s/veh) ∆d L(veh)  


Dry 13.06 0.00 8.23 10.48 0.00 6.10 5.80 0.00 6.75  


LR 14.00 0.94 8.12 10.39 0.09 6.65 7.49 1.47 7.56  


MR 14.50 1.44 7.35 12.02 1.54 6.81 7.83 1.56 6.87  


HR 14.68 1.62 6.42 12.07 1.59 6.25 8.07 2.15 6.55  


Note: d-Delay (s/veh), L Queue length (veh), ∆d delay from rainfall. 


4. CONCLUSIONS 


The rainfall impact study reported in this paper was carried out in Durban, South Africa. The purpose of the study is 


to investigate whether rainfalls have effects on entry delays and queues at the multilane roundabout. Entering and 


circulating traffic flows at three locations were collected during dry weather and rainy conditions, analysed and their 


outcomes compared. Based on the synthesis of evidence obtained from the relationship between roundabout entry 


delay and rainfall intensity, it is correct to conclude that rainfall has effect on entry delays and increases the delay 


per queue vehicle at roundabouts. The effects of light and moderate rainfalls on delays and queues are not so severe. 


In addition, it is affirmed that roundabout capacity estimation based on the linear regression technique is more 


relevant to empirical studies than estimation based on theoretical models. However, a fusion of theoretical and 


empirical methods is likely to be more robust when estimating delays and queues than the singular approach. It is 


concluded that rainfall has effect on delay and queue at multilane roundabout irrespective of rainfall intensity. 


However, care should be taken when conducting roundabout entry delay under rain condition because there is a 


distinction between delay during rainfall and delay attributable to rainfall conditions. The paper focused on delays 


and queues during rain. 
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ABSTRACT  


The most recent design codes for masonry structures necessitate the use of reinforced masonry (RM) shear walls in 


medium and high seismic areas. There are several factors that control the contribution of the horizontal 


reinforcement to the in-plane shear capacity of RM shear walls. One of these factors is its anchorage end detail. The 


current version of the Canadian Standards Association CSA S304-14 for design of masonry structures requires that 


the anchorage of the horizontal reinforcing bars in the plastic hinge region shall have a 90° or more standard hook at 


the ends of the wall. However, a 180° standard hook is required for ductile shear walls. On the other hand, some 


masonry design codes (e.g. New Zealand, NZS 4230:2004) permits a 90° anchorage hook for ductile walls. This 


paper discusses the results of three identical RM shear walls that were tested under in-plane axial compressive stress 


and cyclic lateral excitations. All the walls were dominated by shear failure before reaching their flexure capacity. 


Wall W-180° was constructed with a 180° hook while walls W-90° and W-Str had a 90° hook and straight bar. The 


test results show that a 180° hook is the most effective anchorage end detail in terms of lateral force capacity and 


ductility. However, wall W-Str reached a lateral resistance, Que, of 398 kN compared to 412 kN and 418 kN for 


walls W-90° and W-180°, respectively, with less than 5% difference. Moreover, wall W-180° achieved a high level 


of displacement ductility of 4.2 instead of 3.9 and 3.6 when using a 90° hook and straight bar at a drop in wall 


capacity to 80% of Que. More results are analyzed and presented in this paper according to force-based, 


displacement-based, and performance-based seismic design considerations. 


Keywords: Reinforced masonry; Shear walls; Horizontal reinforcement; Anchorage end detail 


1. INTRODUCTION 


The poor performance of unreinforced masonry buildings during post-earthquake reconnaissance has led to the 


development of reinforced masonry (RM) systems. Similar to reinforced concrete (RC) buildings, RM shear walls 


are the key structural elements widely used to resist lateral loads in regions of high seismic or wind loads. RM shear 


walls must be capable of providing the required lateral strength, stiffness, and energy dissipation in these regions. 


The flexural behaviour of RM shear walls is well defined and follows the simple flexural theory of RC structures 


based on plane-section assumption. On the other hand, the shear behaviour of RM shear walls in the plastic hinge 


region is more complex due to the interaction between the nonlinear responses of their constituent materials, 


namely: concrete masonry blocks, mortar, grout, and steel reinforcement. Seif ElDin and Galal (2015) conducted a 


survey of the existing design equations for the nominal in-plane shear strength, Vn, for RM shear walls. Their study 


concluded that the main parameters that control Vn could be summarized as: wall cross-section dimensions, 


compressive strength of masonry, shear span to depth ratio, M/Vdv, axial compressive stress, σn, vertical and 


horizontal reinforcement ratios and yield strength, and the achieved displacement ductility, µ∆. Anderson and 


Priestley (1992) proposed the first effective equation that considered Vn as the sum of three independent terms 


provided by: masonry, Vm, axial compression load, Vp, and horizontal reinforcement, Vs. One of the parameters that 


affect the contribution of the horizontal reinforcement, Vs, to Vn is its anchorage end detail.  
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The Canadian Standards Association CSA S304 for design of masonry structures classifies RM shear walls 


according to their ductility. The previous version CSA S304.1-04 classified it as follows: conventional construction 


shear walls (Rd = 1.5); limited ductility shear walls (Rd = 1.5); and moderately ductile shear walls (Rd = 2.0). 


However, modifications have been made to this classification in the current version, CSA S304-14, such that the 


limited ductility shear wall was removed and a new class introduced for ductile shear walls (Rd = 3.0). The plastic 


hinge region was defined for moderately ductile and ductile RM shear walls, with Rd equal to 2.0 and 3.0, 


respectively. In this region, additional seismic reinforcement detailing is required where inelastic flexural curvature 


occurs. According to the seismic reinforcement requirements for moderately ductile RM shear walls in CSA S304-


14, the anchorage of the horizontal reinforcing bars in the plastic hinge region shall have a 90° or more standard 


hook at the ends of the conventional and moderately ductile walls, whereas a 180° standard hook is required for the 


ductile shear walls. However, in the previous CSA S304.1-04, only a 180° standard hook was mandatory for ductile 


wall classes, including the limited ductile. For the conventional construction RM shear walls with Rd equal to 1.5 


and outside the plastic hinge region for others Rd values, a 90° standard hook is required. However, some 


international codes (e.g. New Zealand, NZS 4230:2004) accept a 90° anchorage hook for ductile RM shear walls. 


 


Many experimental studies have been conducted to investigate the seismic performance of full-scale RM shear walls 


under cyclic lateral loading (e.g. Sveinsson et al., 1985; Matsumura, 1986; Shing et al., 1990; Voon and Ingham, 


2006). However, there are few studies that have considered the effect of the horizontal reinforcement anchorage end 


detail on the in-plane shear behaviour of RM walls, one of which is the experimental work conducted by Sveinsson 


et al. (1985) in which 90° bent, 180° hook, and end plate anchorages were investigated. 


2. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 


To investigate the effect of the horizontal reinforcement anchorage end detail on the seismic performance of RM 


shear walls, three RM walls, W-180°, W-90°, and W-Str, were constructed and tested under in-plane axial 


compressive stress and cyclic lateral excitations. All the walls had the same dimensions, 1.8 m x 1.6 m x 0.19 m, and 


were vertically reinforced with a 20M bar in each cell with a flexural reinforcement ratio of 0.79%. Horizontal 


reinforcing bars of 10M were uniformly distributed along the height with spacing of 400 mm centers. The first wall, 


W-180°, was designed to evaluate the efficiency of 1800 standard hooks while the other two walls, W-90° and W-


Str, had a different end detail of a 900 hook and straight bar, respectively (see Figure 1). A constant axial 


compressive stress of 1.0 MPa was applied to the studied walls before subjecting them to in-plane cyclic lateral 


displacements and it remained constant during the whole test. Table 1 summarizes the design details of the tested 


walls. 


Table 1: Full-scale masonry walls design details 


Wall ID Wall dimensions Reinforcement Axial 


compressive stress 


σn 


Horizontal 


Reinf. 


end detail 
Height 


hw 


Length 


lw 


Width 


bw 


Vertical Horizontal 


mm mm mm --- --- MPa --- 


W-180° 1600 1800 190 20M@200 10M@400 1.0 180° hook 


W-90° 1600 1800 190 20M@200 10M@400 1.0 90° hook 


W-Str 1600 1800 190 20M@200 10M@400 1.0 Straight 


 


Lightweight knock-out concrete masonry units (CMUs) with nominal dimensions of 390 mm x 190 mm x 190 mm 


were used to build the tested walls. These knock-out units are masonry units that have knock-out webs which can be 


removed to accommodate the horizontal reinforcement. In addition, these types of units were selected to provide 


grouting continuity in the vertical and horizontal directions, consequently preventing any weakness planes between 


the concrete masonry units. The blocks were joined together with 10 mm type S mortar joints and laid in a running 


bond pattern. All the walls were fully grouted using coarse grout that was mixed in the laboratory in accordance 


with CSA A179-14. The nominal compressive strength of the block, mortar, and grout were measured 


experimentally and the average values were found to be 16.7, 13.7, and 29.4 MPa, respectively. Masonry prisms 


were built at the completion of laying each wall in order to measure the masonry compressive strength for the tested 


walls. Four concrete masonry units (CMUs) were stacked on top of each other using the same construction materials 


that were used to build the walls. The average masonry compressive strength was found to be 13.1 MPa. 
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(a) 180° hook (b) 90° hook (c) Str 


Figure 1: Horizontal reinforcement end details of tested RM shear walls: (a) W-180°; (b) W-90°; (c) W-Str 


Three MTS hydraulic actuators were used to apply the loads as shown in Figure 2. Two actuators were installed 


vertically and were used to apply the axial compressive stress. The in-plane cyclic excitations were applied using the 


horizontal actuator. The applied lateral displacement was measured as the difference between the average readings 


of the top displacements from both directions of loading. To define the yield displacement, four strain gauges were 


installed at the wall-footing interface of the two outermost vertical reinforcement bars on each side. For adequate 


monitoring of the axial strain distribution along the transverse reinforcement, five 5mm strain gauges were 


distributed equally along the total length of each bar. Using the experimentally measured stress-strain curve and 


cross-section area for the steel reinforcing bars, the transverse reinforcement contribution, Vs, to the in-plane shear 


strength, Vn, was calculated. The loads were applied in two phases. In the first phase, the total vertical compression 


load was first applied using the load-control test protocol. Next, the test protocol was switched to displacement-


control. In the second phase, in-plane lateral displacements were introduced at the middle height of the loading steel 


beam, according to the loading histories proposed by FEMA 461 (2007). In each stage of lateral loading, two 


displacement cycles were completed for each target displacement increment. More details about the material 


properties, test setup, instrumentations, and test protocol can be found in Seif ElDin and Galal (2015). 


 


Strong floor


RC footing


Reaction steel


frame


Vertical
actuators


Horizontal
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Steel loading


beam


Tested Wall


 


Figure 2: Schematic of the test setup for RM shear wall 


3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 


The hysteretic force-displacement response for each wall against the top drift is given in Figure 3. Moreover, Table 


2 summarizes the test results including the crack, yield, and ultimate capacities in addition to the drift limit of 1%. In 


this table, the lateral yield displacement, Δy, was taken as the average between the top lateral displacements that are 


corresponding to the first yield in the vertical reinforcement in each direction, Que is the lateral peak load, Δ0.8Que is 


the top lateral displacement defined at a drop in wall capacity to 80% of Que, and μΔe1% is the lateral displacements 
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ductility corresponding to the top drift of 1.0%. As shown in Figure 3 and Table 2, the tested walls had a similar 


behaviour in both push and pull directions with a general symmetric resistance. Thus, only the results in the push 


direction were considered for the evaluation of the M/Vdv on their seismic performance in terms of force-based, 


displacement-based, and performance-based seismic design considerations. The crack pattern of the three tested 


walls at failure is shown in Figure 4.  
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Figure 3: Lateral load-displacement hysteretic relationships and the backbone envelopes of tested RM shear walls 


 


 


Table 2- Summary of Test Results 


Wall ID 


Test Results  


Yield  Peak  Failure Displacement ductility First crack* 


Qye ye Que Que 0.8Que µQue µ0.8Que µe1% FCe QFCe 


(kN) (mm) (kN) (mm) (mm)    (mm) (kN) 


W-180° 
328 4.7 418 14.0 19.7 3.0 4.2 3.4 3.2 272 


-339 -4.7 -409 -14.0 -19.4 3.0 4.1 3.4 -2.9 -274 


W-90° 
335 4.9 412 16.0 19.4 3.2 3.9 3.2 3.3 287 


-323 -4.9 -405 -16.0 -19.3 3.3 4.0 3.3 -3.1 -275 


W-Str 
318 4.8 398 14.0 17.4 2.9 3.6 3.3 3.4 281 


-310 -4.8 -381 -14.0 -18.0 2.9 3.8 3.4 -3.0 -268 


   * First major diagonal crack  
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Figure 4: Crack pattern of tested walls at failure 


 


3.1 Force-Based Design 


Force-Based Design (FBD) is one of the current approaches for seismic design, which is widely used in many 


modern seismic codes including the National Building Code of Canada (NBCC 2010). In this approach, the 


behaviour of structures is simulated by a single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) system. As such, the design seismic base 


shear is obtained from the estimated equivalent fundamental mode period and the mass of structure participating in 


the first mode. The design force from this approach is mostly limited by certain level of deformations in terms of 


ductility or inter-story drifts. Most of the existing equations for the nominal in-plane shear strength of RM shear 


walls, Vn, consider it as the sum of three independent terms provided by: masonry, Vm, axial compressive stress, Vp, 


and horizontal reinforcement, Vs. The measured strains readings along the horizontal reinforcement were used to 


calculate Vs. Next, the sum of the contributions from the masonry and axial compressive stress Vm+p was calculated 


as the difference between Vn and Vs. Figure 5 shows that a 180° hook is the most effective anchorage end detail in 


terms of lateral force capacity and ductility. However, wall W-90° reached a similar shear capacity as wall W-180° 


with 7.0% less displacement ductility, . On the other hand, constructing wall W-Str with straight horizontal 


reinforcing bars resulted in a reduction in both shear capacity and displacement ductility. Wall W-Str reached an 


ultimate lateral load, Que, of 398 kN compared to 418 kN for wall W-180°, followed by a rapid degradation in its in-


plane lateral force resistance. At a 20% reduction in Que, the straight horizontal reinforcement had the least ductile 


behaviour with 0.8Que equal to 3.6; whereas, walls W-180° and W-90° achieved 0.8Que of 4.2 and 3.9, 


respectively. 
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Figure 5: Effect of horizontal reinforcement anchorage end detail on in-plane shear strength of RM shear walls 
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The three tested walls, W-180°, W-90°, and W-Str, were horizontally reinforced with four bars that were uniformly 


distributed along the height. The first bar was placed at the first row followed by 400 mm vertical spacing between 


bars. The readings of the lateral bars strain gauges showed that the first bar from the base footing for wall W-Str did 


not have a sufficient development length, ld, to reach its yield strength. Therefore, the in-plane shear resistance 


provided by its horizontal reinforcement, Vs, just reached 84% of its yield capacity. On the other hand, providing a 


180° and a 90° hook anchorage for walls W-180° and W-90°, respectively, were more effective. Hence, all of their 


horizontal bars achieved their yield strength as shown in Figure 6a. This could explain the reduction in the reached 


ultimate lateral force, Que, for wall W-Str. Figure 6b presents the masonry and axial compressive stress contribution, 


Vm+p, at different levels of displacement ductility for the three tested walls. The slight variation in these relations 


show that the horizontal reinforcement anchorage detail has a negligible effect on Vm+p up to the peak lateral force 


resistance, Que; however, it has a considerable impact on the resistance degradation of Vm+p. W-180° had a gradual 


reduction in Vm+p compared to walls W-90° and W-Str. This enhancement could be attributed to the sufficient 


confinement of the 180° hook anchorage compared to the other end details as shown in Figure 7. 
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Figure 6: Effect of horizontal reinforcement anchorage end detail on shear resistance shares provided by: (a) 


horizontal reinforcement, Vs; (b) masonry and axial compressive stress, Vm+p 


 


  
(a) (b) 


 
           


Figure 7: In-plane lateral confinement of vertical reinforcement using: (a) 180° hook; (b) 90° hook  


It can be concluded from the test results that the horizontal reinforcement anchorage end detail in RM shear walls 


has two main functions. The first one is to provide a sufficient development length such that the horizontal bars can 


reach their yield strength, while the second is to improve the confinement of the extreme vertical bars and the grout 


in the end zones under compressive stress. These two functions are responsible for the enhancement of the in-plane 


lateral strength and displacement ductility, respectively. Since the 90° and 180° hooks were able to provide the 


needed development length, the lateral resistance provided by the horizontal reinforcement in both walls reached its 


yield capacity. Even though both walls reached similar in-plane shear resistance, the 90° hook was not as sufficient 


for confinement as the 180° hook. Consequently, wall W-180° achieved higher displacement ductility. These 
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conclusions could explain the seismic reinforcement requirements provided in CSA S304-14, where a 180° hook is 


necessary inside the plastic hinge region of ductile shear walls due to the expected high level of plastic 


deformations. However, inside the plastic hinge region for low ductile (moderately ductile) RM shear walls, or 


anywhere outside this region where the main aspect for design is related to force capacity, a 90° hook is acceptable.  


 


Although a 180° and 90° hook is more efficient than the straight bar, using them may cause congestion at the end 


zone for narrow blocks. Moreover, the reduction in Que when using straight horizontal bars is still minor; it was less 


than 5% between walls W-180° and W-Str. Therefore, to facilitate the construction process, it is suggested that 


straight horizontal bars could be permitted in regions where high ductility is not required; for example, in higher 


floors outside the critical region with high demands of conventional construction shear walls. The height of the 


critical region could be taken as hp, similar to the plastic hinge region. Furthermore, it could be argued to use straight 


horizontal reinforcement outside the plastic hinge region of moderately ductile RM shear walls where Rd equals 2.0. 


 


3.2 Displacement-Based Design 


Stiffness degradation, energy dissipation, and equivalent viscous damping are important aspects that need to be 


considered when evaluating the seismic performance of RM shear walls, as well as when modeling their cyclic 


response. In this paper, these three parameters are calculated for each tested wall at different levels of top drift and 


taken into account when evaluating the effect of horizontal anchorage end detail. 


3.2.1 Stiffness Degradation 


The secant stiffness at any loading cycle, Ks,i, was defined as the ratio between the lateral resistance, Qi, and the 


corresponding top lateral displacement, ∆i. The initial gross stiffness, Kg, was calculated at the first cycle of ± 0.5 


mm. Hence the secant stiffness degradation can be calculated as follows: 


[1] 100(%)
, x
g


is


K


K
nDegradatioStifness   


The measured secant stiffness, Ksc, in addition to the stiffness degradation, Ksc/Kg, for the three tested walls, W-180°, 


W-90°, and W-Str at, different levels of top drift are given in Figure 8. The anchorage end detail of the horizontal 


reinforcement did not have a significant effect on the stiffness degradation up to the peak load. Both walls W-180° 


and W-Str reached their ultimate resistance at a drift limit of 0.875% with a degradation in their initial gross 


stiffness, Kg, equal to 88.5% and 89.8%, respectively. On the other hand, wall W-90° lost 88% of its Kg at a top drift 


of 1.0%. During the post-peak behaviour, wall W-180° had more gradual stiffness degradation compared to the 


other two end details due to its efficient confinement. However, walls W-90° and W-Str had rapid reduction in their 


secant stiffness with almost the same slope. 
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Figure 8: Effect of horizontal reinforcement anchorage end detail on stiffness degradation: (a) Ksc; (b) Ksc/Kg 
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3.2.2 Energy Dissipation and Equivalent Viscous Damping Ratio 


The capacity of shear walls to dissipate energy is another important aspect in seismic design and in analysis of their 


cyclic response. The energy dissipation, Ed, was defined as the area enclosed within the inelastic hysteretic force-


displacement response, as proposed by Hose and Seible (1999). However, the elastic stored strain energy, Es, was 


calculated as the area under the equivalent linear elastic response. The energy dissipation within different structure 


systems at the inelastic behaviour can be quantified through hysteric damping. Chopra (2000) described the hysteric 


damping by an equivalent viscous damping ratio, eq, using an equal area approach by equating the energy dissipated 


by a viscous damper with the energy dissipated from non-linear behaviour using the following equation: 


[2] 


s


d
eq


E


E






4


1
  


Damping is generally specified for the whole structure rather than for an individual element. However, most RM 


structures are typically constructed with RM shear walls that are connected together by rigid diaphragms. 


Consequently, the trend of damping for a structural element such as shear walls, with respect to the top drift or the 


displacement ductility, can provide an indication for the overall response of RM structures. Overall, the three 


evaluated end details, 180° hook, 90° hook, and straight bar, had no considerable impact on the total dissipated 


energy up to a drift limit of 1.0%. However, due to the rapid degradation in the secant stiffness for walls W-90° and 


W-Str after they reached their Que, wall W-180° was able to dissipate 32% and 18% more energy than walls W-90° 


and W-Str when they reached their failure points, which was defined at a drop in wall capacity to 80% of Que. Figure 


8 presents the effect of the horizontal reinforcement anchorage end detail on the energy dissipation and equivalent 


viscous damping ratio, eq.  
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Figure 9: Effect of horizontal reinforcement anchorage end detail on energy dissipation and equivalent viscous 


damping ratio, eq 


3.3 Performance-Based Design 


The effect of the horizontal reinforcement anchorage end detail on the crack pattern of the three tested walls at first 


major diagonal cracks, lateral peak load Que, and when the lateral load dropped to 80% of Que, is presented in Figure 


10. In general, the walls constructed with 180° and 90° hooks had similar crack propagation, whereas wall W-Str 


was characterized by more brittle behaviour. The initial diagonal crack damage appeared during the +4.0 mm 


loading cycle for the three walls with a slight difference in the top drift (see Figure 10a). Walls W-180° and W-Str 


reached their ultimate resistance at e equal to +14.0 mm followed by a degradation in the lateral resistance. On the 


other hand, Wall W-90° was able to achieve another displacement increment before reaching its in-plane shear 


capacity with almost a constant resistance between e of +14.0 and +16.0 mm. At the peak load, Que, wall W-Str had 


two major diagonal cracks that started from the middle length of the top to the bottom corners. These main cracks 


were accompanied by a small number of minor cracks. However, anchoring the lateral reinforcement at the end of 


walls W-180° and W-90°, replaced these major diagonal cracks in wall W-Str with sets of minor cracks along the 


diagonal axes as shown in Figure 10b. Increasing the imposed top lateral displacement resulted in the major 
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diagonal cracks of wall W-Str becoming wider and they went through the thickness of the wall. Nevertheless, the 


cracks in walls W-180° and W-90° did not widen significantly; instead, face shell spalling was observed at drift 


limit of 1.1% (see Figure 10c). As a conclusion, not providing a sufficient development length for the horizontal 


bars at the ends of the tested wall resulted in a type of brittle shear failure. 
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Figure 10:  Effect of horizontal reinforcement anchorage end detail on crack pattern at: (a) first major diagonal 


cracks; (b) lateral peak load Que; (c) when the lateral load dropped to 80% of Que 


4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 


Three different types of horizontal reinforcement anchorage details were evaluated in this paper: 180° standard 


hook, 90o hook, and straight bars. Based on the test results, the 180° standard hook was the most efficient in terms of 


strength and ductility comparted to the 90o hook that had similar strength with less ductility. On the other hand, the 


tested walls with straight horizontal bars achieved the smallest values for strength and displacement ductility among 


the three anchorage details. However, using a 180° standard hook or a 90o hook may cause congestion at the end 


zone for narrow blocks. Moreover, the reduction in Que when using straight horizontal bars is still minor; it was less 


than 5% between walls W-180° and W-Str. Therefore, to facilitate the construction process, it is suggested that 


straight horizontal bars could be permitted in regions where high ductility is not required; for example, in higher 


floors outside the critical region with high demand for conventional construction of shear walls. The height of the 


critical region could be taken as hp, similar to the plastic hinge region. Furthermore, it could be argued to use straight 


horizontal reinforcement outside the plastic hinge region of moderately ductile RM shear walls where Rd equals 2.0. 


On the other hand, the horizontal reinforcement anchorage detail did have a significant effect on the energy 


dissipation and equivalent viscous damping ratio, eq, up to a drift limit of 1.0%. 
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ABSTRACT  


Recently in Canada, the national building code has been amended to include mid-rise engineered timber buildings. 


The code also contains an allowance for Alternative Solutions, in which taller and more complex engineered timber 


structures may be built with sufficient research and proof of performance. For sustainable material use in 


infrastructure, an environmentally conscious population is motivating the employment of new engineered timber 


constructions. The purpose of this study is to investigate the behaviour of timber members, specifically glulam, before 


and after fire damage to inform future testing of large-scale engineered timber building systems. The experiments 


provide valuable data with regards to the post-fire performance and resiliency of mass timber. A novel Digital Image 


Correlation (DIC) technique using high-resolution imagery for deformation measurement through pixel movement 


was used for the first time, to the knowledge of the authors, in pre- and post-fire coupon specimens. The DIC analysis 


proved to be accurate in introductory tests on timber coupons post-heating, with the maximum difference from the 


traditional instrumentation being within acceptable tolerances in a separate calibration test. The accuracy decreased 


in the charred coupon tests, where significant scatter in strain measurement was observed, indicating possible 


refinement of the technology being necessary. In both coupon sets, the unburned members were recorded to have 


strength 18% higher than their burned counterparts. This suggests that complex failure modes occurred within the 


charred specimens which caused a premature failure which is investigated herein. Overall, both burned specimens 


exhibited significant resiliency to a severe fire exposure. 


 


Keywords: Fire, Glulam, Timber, Char, Image Correlation, Fire Resiliency 


1. INTRODUCTION 


High-rise wood buildings are becoming more of a possibility in North America and specifically within Canada with 


new code changes and research advancements. Wood, as a structural material, is considered an exceedingly sustainable 


material option within the Canadian construction market. This has brought on debatable points of view within society 


to its fire performance and resiliency after a fire as timber is combustible. Such debate has driven a demand for timber 


structural research to accommodate this construction interest. In context, for the first time in Canada high rise timber 


construction has been in demand. A 13-storey timber building in Quebec and an 18-storey timber building in British 


Columbia have recently been approved. These high-rise wood buildings can use engineered mass timber such as 


Glulam and Cross Laminated Timber (CLT) for columns, beams, slabs and even shear walls. However, as mentioned, 


a concern society has with timber is fire safety. If these engineered timber building systems are to be used in Canada, 


the behaviour of the material during and after extreme heating must be fully understood. The purpose of the 


experimental program described in this study is to closely examine the behaviour of fire-damaged Glulam specimens 


compared to their unburned counterparts. This is in an endeavour to promote discussion into the fire resiliency of 


engineered timber, which is a central theme within the CSCE conference this year. 


2. BACKGROUND 


The fire resistance of mass timber members has been a topic of interest as of late, and many tests have been done to 


prove that engineered timber members can achieve and exceed code mandated fire ratings. This has predominately 
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been led in Canada by the timber industry and related interest groups (see Su et al., 2014; Osborne, 2014 for details). 


Thus, most research has been conducted with aim to achieve quantifiable endurance ratings, rather than explore the 


underlying mechanisms which determine the resiliency of the material. This study investigates these mechanisms, and 


does not focus on traditional fire resistant ratings. 


 


Currently in traditional conventions for timber in fire, the pyrolysis layer in fire-damaged wood beams is simply 


excluded in any strength calculations. It is unknown what exact mechanics the material in the pyrolysis region is 


experiencing. To study these mechanisms, post-fire testing may yield beneficial insight. To consider this, an accurate 


technology capable of measuring strain through damaged timber is necessary. 


 


The use of traditional bonded strain gauges to measure strain and deformation in fire-damaged wood specimens is 


quite difficult, if not impossible, due to the degraded exterior material. Digital Image Correlation (DIC) is an 


innovative technique used to capture and measure deformations during experiments, the accuracy of which has been 


confirmed for concrete and steel at high-temperatures, in uniaxial compression and tension tests to date (see Gales et 


al. 2012). This technology has provided significant insight for fire damaged materials within the last two years that 


before this time have never been possible (Gales et al., 2016). To the knowledge of the authors, the use and therefore 


accuracy of the method, has not been determined for use with timber (burned or unburned) at great detail and is indeed 


a novel endeavour. This measurement technique allows all of the structural deformations in the member to be observed 


and quantified in uniaxial (one directional loading) tests. The measurement quantification will permit a discussion 


into the underlying mechanics and therefore possible fire resiliency of fire damaged engineered timber to inform future 


research. 


3. EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY 


To accomplish the research objectives laid out and inform future research endeavours by the authors and others in 


engineered timber studies for fire resiliency, a series of axial compression coupon tests were completed for this study. 


First, a small, unaltered Glulam timber square section was loaded axially in compression within the elastic deformation 


range. The specimen was equipped with a 60 mm bonded strain gauge as well as recorded with the DIC technique as 


a calibration test. Strain and deformation were measured and compared to traditional measurement technology to 


determine the accuracy of the DIC method with timber. An image showing the camera setup during a test is shown in 


Figure 1. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 1: Test setup for one specimen axial compression test showing the camera setup for DIC data acquisition.  
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Two sets of default sized solid Glulam stub columns were then also examined in uniaxial compression. Each set was 


comprised of three unique specimens. The three specimens were: an unaltered control specimen, a burned specimen 


heated under standard fire exposure of one hour (Standards Council of Canada, 2014), and a manually-reduced cross 


section (by mechanical carving) where material was carved away to the effective depth of the burned specimen 


(discussed later). The cross-sections of the specimens were square with dimensions of 180 mm and 228 mm 


respectively, chosen for their availability as common stock sizes. A summary of the axial-compression test series can 


be seen below in Table 1. All specimens had a stable pre-fire exposure moisture content of less than 6%. 


Table 1: Axial-Compression Test Series Summary 


Series Specimen Specimen Preparation 


Calibration 1 Unaltered 


180 mm* 1 Burned 


2 Carved 


3 Unaltered 


228 mm*  


1 Burned 


2 Carved 


3 Unaltered 


*Measurement denotes the default size prior to any material modification whether through heat or manual carving. 


3.1 Specimen Preparation 


To prepare the specimens for post-fire axial testing, three phases were involved to condition them for testing. 


3.1.1 Fire Exposure 


The first phase was to burn one specimen from each of the sets in a furnace at the Carleton University fire lab. The 


furnace is approximately a 2.5 m squared space with a height of 2 m. Additional glulam members were in the furnace 


at the time of the fire, however; these are a focus of future studies beyond the scope of this current study. The Glulam 


sections were burned under the standard CAN/ULC-S101 (2014) fire curve shown in Figure 2 (Standards Council of 


Canada, 2014).  


 


 
Figure 2: Time-temperature curve of furnace during burn, with the 


standard curve as the dashed line 


 
The furnace burners are manually controlled by an operator, so care was taken to ensure the time-temperature curve 


in the furnace averaged around the standard fire curve accordingly to the allowable averaged graph area tolerances 


permitted by the standard. After one hour, the burners were extinguished but the Glulam in the furnace was allowed 


to self-extinguish for an additional hour. The temperature in the furnace during this decay phase is seen in Figure 3. 


Rarely are timber specimens studied in this phase, however, this better represents the conditions as would be seen in 


a real compartment fire exposure where materials are often left to burn out (self-extinguish). In this manner the fire 
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exposure experienced for these timber members is much more severe than would be expected with a regular one hour 


fire exposure. Timber charring should be expected in the decay phase. After the one hour of decay time, the furnace 


door was opened and any timber that was still smoldering was extinguished. This temperature was at an ambient gas 


phase where it was felt that the gas temperature was no longer contributing to promoting severe charring. 


 


  
Figure 3: Time-temperature curve of furnace during decay phase 


3.1.2 Char Depth Quantification 


During a fire timber undergoes a highly complicated phase change, where the material turns to a porous carbon layer. 


This layer is considered an insulator against heat penetration to more interior timber, but is highly complicated with 


its function and degree of effect on the mechanical properties of timber.  


 


After the fire damaged specimens were cooled completely, the char depth on each one was quantified. This was 


achieved by constructing a frame of the original outer dimensions and measuring the depth that a prodding dowel 


penetrated in from the outer face. These measurements were done on each face of the specimen at intervals of two 


centimeters. The apparatus used to quantify the char layer depth is shown in Figure 4. At every point, one centimeter 


of extra depth was added to the penetration depth to conservatively account for the “zero-strength layer”, as it is 


defined as seven millimeters in Eurocode 5 (European Committee for Standardization 2004). 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 4: Char depth quantification apparatus. The image on the left depicts the frame from above, where the 


specimen is held in place by a dowel at the base and was later secured with a cross-rod at the top. The figure on the 


right shows an elevation of the apparatus, and illustrates how the dowel was used to measure the char depth. 
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The char depth at each point for the two charred members can be seen in Figure 5 (a) through (d), where the upper 


and lower bounds of the horizontal axis represent the original dimension. To prepare the unburned, manually-reduced 


cross-section specimens, an average char depth was calculated. The carved stub column from each of the sets was then 


cut with a band saw to replicate the average cross-section of the charred beams.  


 


 
Figure 5: Char depth measurements for north-south and east-west axes of burned specimens 


 


3.1.3 Painting 


Digital Image Correlation (DIC) software analyses the deformation of the specimen in question through a series of 


high-resolution photographs. It does this by tracking user-predefined patches of pixels from one photo to the next by 


finding the identical regions in each image. In this paper’s context the GeoPIV 8 software (White et al., 2003) was 


utilised as it is considered one of the most validated DIC software utilised for fire damaged material testing in literature 


(Gales et al., 2016). For this reason, the subjected specimens must be painted with a speckle pattern as defined therein; 


the unique textured pattern allows the GeoPIV 8 software to differentiate between different regions. The change in 


location of each patch and their relative change between each other are then used to infer the strain and deformation 


imposed on the specimen, measured in pixel per pixel, and the technique is accurate to 0.1 of a pixel (Gales et al. 


2012; White et al., 2003). The carved (reduced cross-section) replica specimens and the unaltered specimens in each 


set were painted with a speckle pattern, but the charred members were hypothesized to have enough variance in the 
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surface texture for the software to differentiate without painting. Not utilising paint has been known to decrease 


accuracy slightly for the technology as the authors have found in previous studies (Gales et al., 2016). The final result 


from preparations of all six specimens (less the calibration test), including the mass loss of the burned specimens can 


be seen in Table 2. 


3.2 Experimental Testing Programme 


After all specimen preparations were complete, each stub column was tested under axial compression. The tests were 


done with a loading rate of 0.305 mm per minute, as specified in ASTM D143 (American Society for Testing and 


Materials, 2007). Photos were taken with a digital single-lens reflex high resolution camera at three second intervals 


during each test. The DIC software GeoPIV 8 was then used to analyse the behaviour of each coupon post-test. As 


aforementioned, a non-destructive calibration test was also run to ensure the DIC method would work with accuracy 


for timber. The test used a 60 mm bonded strain gauge which was applied to the calibration coupon before testing. 


The strain in the member was measured using the strain gauge and the DIC method in parallel at the same location on 


the specimen so the results could be compared. The maximum difference in measured strains between the second DIC 


analysis and the bonded strain gauge was 0.000121 pixels per pixel (px/px), which corresponds to only 0.16 pixels. 


This is very close to the quoted accuracy of 0.1 pixels (Gales et al. 2012). For context, a one-millimeter length on the 


specimen was equal to about 10 pixels. The resulting properties from each of the specimen tests are displayed in Table 


2, Section 4 discusses the results in greater detail. The ultimate capacity of the control coupons was not reached in 


some cases. Instead, the specimens were loaded close to the capacity of the load actuator and held at the maximum 


load for ten minutes. The stresses and strains tabulated in parentheses for the control specimens are the maximums 


experienced. Additionally, the correlation in the charred data was not conclusive enough to extrapolate a value for the 


modulus of elasticity. 


Table 2: Summary of Specimen Properties  


 180 mm Coupon 228 mm Coupon 


 Charred Carved Control Charred Carved Control 


       


Weight (kg) 0.610 0.332 5.024 2.569 2.268 8.309 


Effective Area (mm2) 2395 2150 32761 14492 14190 52258 


Maximum Load (kN) 95.63 105.37 1648.07 525.73 636.07 1654.64 


Predicted Max. Load 


(kN)  
79.03 70.96 1081.11 478.24 468.26 1724.51 


Ultimate Stress (MPa) 39.9 49.0 (50.3) 36.3 44.8 (31.8) 


Ultimate Strain (px/px) 0.00100 0.00852 (0.00790) 0.01502 0.00651 (0.00376) 


Modulus of Elasticity 


(MPa) 
N/A 11075 10265 13979 8500 8805 


 


4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 


As can be seen in Table 2, the stresses reached in the coupons are much higher than the manufacturer quoted 


compression strength of 33 MPa (Nordic Wood Structures, 2015). This is most likely due to the small size of the 


coupons, so there were no reductions in the actual strength of the members for size effect and defects. The control 


member strengths were so large that the failure stress could not be achieved by the test apparatus, so the specimens 


were simply loaded close to the capacity of the actuator which is 1700 kN. The control coupons were then held at this 
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load for ten minutes, to observe if any evidence of plastic and time-dependent behaviour was present. The strain 


behaviour observed in all members is seen in Figure 6 (a) and (b).   


 


In the smaller coupon (see Figure 6(a)), just after 400 seconds, the beginning of some plastic and time-dependent 


behaviour is observed. This is when the constant loading was sustained, but additional strain was still recorded. This 


may indicate that the coupon was close to failure at the applied sustained load. In Figure 6(b), at around 1400 seconds 


when the constant loading began, there is no additional strain observed. There is therefore no evidence to suggest that 


the larger coupon was not near failure at the sustained load, which can also be concluded by the much lower stress 


level that the large coupon was experiencing at that maximum. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 6: Strain versus time graphs for the three specimens in each series 


 
The failure mechanisms of the stub columns were very subtle. In each case, cracking was observed in the top and 


bottom faces of the specimens between radial layers of the wood or between laminates themselves. The cracking 


between laminates was observed more often in the charred specimens, as the Glulam adhesive would have been 


degraded from the fire. This is an important implication when considering the post–fire resiliency of engineered timber 


structures and has not been studied with great detail as of yet. In this case it appears to have a significant impact on 


the remaining strength of engineered timber.  


 


In both sets of coupons, the ultimate strength reached by the carved specimens was about 18% higher than that of the 


charred specimens. This is arguably a small difference. It is the opinion of the authors that it may be indicative of the 


role which the degraded timber adhesive is playing in the mechanics of the timber after a fire – however it must be 


considered that the accuracy of the carved layer may have contributed. It is possible that more of the underlying timber 
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is damaged than was originally believed and the effective cross-section of the charred specimens should be further 


reduced. Further study will investigate this difference.  


 


Although a conclusive modulus of elasticity for the smaller charred specimen was not found, the trends indicated a 


much higher value than that of the unburned specimens. In both sets, the burned members were observed to have a 


higher stiffness than their unburned counterparts. The modulus of elasticity was determined in each case by a linear 


trend in the stress-strain diagrams of each specimen. In most cases (except for the 181 mm charred coupon), the 


strength of the correlation for the modulus of elasticity trend line was greater than an R2 of 0.95. The scatter in the 


charred coupons strain data is most likely a result of the char not deforming at the same rate as the sound timber 


beneath it. It is possible that sections of char which had separated from each other were moving independently, 


depending on the connection to the un-damaged wood beneath. 


5. DISCUSSION AND PRELIMINARY CONCLUSIONS 


The Digital Image Correlation software proved to be quite accurate from the calibration test, in which the greatest 


error was found to be 0.16 pixels. The results for members with no char were much more conclusive than the charred 


coupons. It is recommended to run further analyses of the strain on the charred members in different areas, and to take 


an average of those strains to converge on a more accurate curve. A further study may also be conducted where 


tracking paint is applied to char layers to help improve the measurement of the deformation. If the char is brittle and 


of very little strength however, this may not aid, and further study will be required. 


 


The unburned wood coupons had a strength that was about 18% greater than the burned ones in both coupon sets. In 


all cases, the strengths recorded were higher than the manufacturer quoted strength in compression parallel to the 


grain. Additionally, the stiffness of the burned members was found to be much greater than that of the non-fire-


damaged ones. This increase could not be fully quantified due to the significant scatter in the charred coupon stress-


strain curves. 


 


Overall, despite the significant fire exposure induced on all specimens, it was seen that the remaining reserve strength 


capacity of fire damaged timber Glulam coupons was of significant strength and reserve capacity despite its more 


complicated manufacturing process involving engineered adhesive additives. This was seen by comparing the carved 


and burned specimens. While still different they had a number of similar characteristics in strength. In fact, the ultimate 


stress reached by the charred coupons was still higher than the quoted strength from the manufacturer. Additionally, 


the failure mechanisms involved were far from violent. As the specimens, burned or unburned, approached their failure 


small cracks began to form as warning. When failure was finally reached, many laminate layers within the specimens 


maintained integrity while the load began to drop slowly and steadily. Further research, as is indeed planed by the 


authors, should help enlighten the subject on the fire resiliency of engineered timber. In Canada we should expect a 


growing need for more information as we make these buildings even more complex.    
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ABSTRACT  


Retrofitting exterior walls in existing buildings enhances building envelope performance by increasing overall 


thermal resistance. This paper will assess four aspects of exterior wall insulation retrofitting that includes retrofitting 


method, energy consumption, durability and economic analysis in a residential building in Montreal. The main 


retrofitting methods for insulating materials in existing residential buildings are evaluated. Based on the historical 


failure data, the mean time to failure (MTTF) of insulating materials (i.e. effective life) in exterior insulation finish 


system (EIFS) is  determined through reliability analysis in case of a the residential building in Montreal. We also 


account for energy usage reduction after retrofitting. Finally, a life cycle cost analysis (LCC) over the operational 


phase of the building is performed, specifying its economic service life. The LCC analysis differentiates between the 


economic life of insulating materials and its effective life. Overall, this paper aims at assisting designers and 


building owners/managers to choose an appropriate timing for replacement of insulating materials, accounting for 


their long-term performance in residential buildings. 


 


Keywords:  Buildings, exterior insulation finish system, life cycle costing, Insulation retrofit, Energy saving. 


1. INTRODUCTION AND REVIEW 


About 32% of global energy use is due to energy consumption of buildings (Khatib et al. 2012), while this 


percentage reaches 40% in the European Union (EU) (Fan et al. 2015).One reason behind the gradual rise of energy 


consumption during operational phase of buildings is due to deterioration of insulation materials in building 


envelops caused by moisture. This leads to decay, molding and reduction of thermal resistance as well as air leakage 


issues. This issue can be mitigated through energy retrofit measures (ERMs). One of the most effective ERMs is 


considered to be exterior insulation finish system (EIFS).  EIFS is a cladding system with proper insulation 


properties that can be directly installed on the exterior surfaces of existing wall assemblies without occupant 


disturbance. 


 


Many studies have been performed in order to investigate the impact of ERMs in the energy consumption of 


buildings. Two retrofitting methods (thermal insulation and high-reflectivity coating) were found effective on 


exterior walls in augmenting energy performance of buildings depending on orientation and thickness of insulation 


as well as time of year (Huang et al. 2013). In another study, it was shown that applying a combination of ERMs can 


be more beneficial than using individual ERMs for office buildings (Chidiac et al. 2011). Furthermore, effective 


insulation for a family house in Lausanne was obtained by changing its thickness and type of material concluding 


that a proper insulation provides about 50% of reduction in energy usage (Citherlet and Defaux 2007).  In another 


study, the results of LCE (life cycle energy) savings of buildings was compared with an Aerated Concrete (AC) 


external wall under five climatic conditions in India. The results showed that the maximum energy saving is about 


30% for warm and humid climate while its minimum reaches 10% for moderate climates (Ramesh et al. 2012). 
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From reviewing the literature, the authors noticed a research gap on identification of the optimum replacement time 


of insulation materials in EIFS considering both effective and economic life. The objective of this paper is to 


investigate the effective life of insulation materials in retrofitting system of a residential building using energy 


modeling and reliability analysis as well as estimation of their economic life using a replacement analysis. The 


findings points to the fact that insulation materials in exterior walls should be changed before reaching end of their 


effective life. 


2. CASE STUDY 


2.1 Description 


The case study is a mid-rise residential building located in Montreal, Canada for which water heating for space and 


domestic use is provided from hydronic heating system using an electric boiler. The energy modeling of the building 


is conducted based on the average temperature data for Montreal throughout the year by E-Quest Software and by 


considering different R-values to reflect on deterioration of insulation materials over time.  


2.2 Insulating Material Life Span and Economic Life Span 


From historical data, two failure modes with series configuration are considered to influence the effective life of 


insulation materials including R-value and airtightness failures by referring to Obligatory standards (NBCC 2012). 


The data related to number of failures in each category and time intervals are sorted to obtain cumulative failure. 


Also a Weibull distribution is adopted to represent deterioration in reliability analysis. The mean time to failure is 


estimated (we call it “effective life” of the of the insulation material).  


 


To investigate cost efficiency of insulation materials, a replacement analysis is conducted following a defender= 


challenger method (assuming a historical average inflation rate from 1990 to 2015). The most cost-efficient 


replacement strategy corresponds to the time when “defender” and “challenger” AEC (annual equivalent cost) 


scenarios intersect. The result shows that the economic life span is shorter materials’ effective life span. 


3. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 


In this paper a replacement analysis of exterior wall insulation retrofitting in a mid-rise residential building in 


Montreal is performed. The results of reliability and replacement analysis indicate the MTTF of insulation materials 


differs from its economic life. Thus it is recommended to consider both effective and economic service life 


estimations to identify their optimum replacement time. For further research, it is recommended to incorporate the 


impact of air leakage, R-values, and their impact on energy performance of buildings. Also, the impact of retrofitting 


in other building elements (besides walls), and their economic and effective life could be investigated.  
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ABSTRACT  


Wind speeds can be difficult to measure during tornadoes due to their destructive nature. They pose a significant 


threat to lives and infrastructure in many parts of Canada and the U.S. The Enhanced-Fujita scale focuses on 


estimating these wind speeds by observing damage to different types of buildings, but significantly less research has 


been performed on the damage of other structures. Learning more about the effects of high wind speeds on these 


structures will help improve the ease and accuracy of future tornado classification. A wind tunnel study was 


performed at the Boundary Layer Wind Tunnel Laboratory of Western University. The study focusses on estimating 


the wind speeds that cause overturning in a standard 32” concrete “Jersey” barrier. On April 27, 2014, an EF4 


Tornado struck Mayflower, Arkansas, and among the damage, several of these concrete barriers were blown over 


during the storm. The goal of this study was to find the overturning wind velocity and compare it to other damage in 


this event. This study was performed by placing a 1:8 scale-model of these barriers in a wind tunnel at a variety of 


orientations and wind speeds. Through analysis, it was determined that an instantaneous wind velocity of 4.55 to 


4.85 m/s would cause overturning. These values correspond to an instantaneous wind speed of 340-360 km/h at full 


scale. It was estimated that the 3-second gust (used for EF rating) was 300-320 km/h, which sits at the top of the 


267-322 km/h classification range for an EF4 tornado. 


 


Keywords: wind loads, tornadoes, EF scale, concrete barrier 


1. INTRODUCTION 


1.1 Objectives 


The objective of this experiment was to determine the wind speeds required to blow over concrete highway barriers. 


Several wind angles were studied in the wind tunnel and the measured wind speeds were scaled for comparison to 


real life events. 


1.2 Background 


Tornadoes pose a significant threat to lives and infrastructure in many parts of Canada and the U.S. This study was 


performed in light of the 2014 Mayflower, Arkansas Tornado that toppled a string of concrete highway New Jersey 


barriers. The tornado was estimated to have EF-4 wind speeds of 267-322 km/h (NASA, 2014) but performing wind 


tunnel tests helped to gather more precise data. The gathered information will be useful for more accurate 


measurements of wind speeds in future strong wind events. 
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Figure 1: Overturned barriers from the Mayflower Tornado (Courtesy of Frank Lombardo) 


 


1.3 Scope of the Work 


This study focusses specifically on New Jersey concrete highway barriers as those were the type of barriers that 


were toppled in the Mayflower tornado. The failure wind speeds would vary somewhat depending on the exact 


dimensions of concrete barrier being modeled, but this report will still be significantly useful for any type of 


concrete highway barrier. The length of barrier modeled was a standard 10 feet; additionally, further testing of three 


of these barriers hooked and attached together was performed. 


 


The failure mechanism studied in this report was overturning as it was assumed that failure by overturning would 


happen before failure by sliding the majority of the time. Due to limited access to the wind tunnel, only “open 


terrain” was used for the blow over tests. These conditions were the most realistic and were similar to the conditions 


in which in New Jersey barriers failed in the Mayflower tornado. 


2. MODEL DESIGN 


The original plan was to do the testing on a model made of concrete but after being unable to topple a 1:20 concrete 


model, a lighter option was needed. Information on the concrete model can be found in the full report (Jaffe et al., 


2015). The final model design was a 1:8 foam model representing a typical New Jersey highway concrete barrier. 


Wind speeds were directly measured for chatter and overturning failures of the model which, when scaled, 


approximate barrier failures in real life wind events. 


2.1 Model Scale 


A scale was chosen that balanced out the advantages and limitations of bigger and smaller models. A bigger model 


allows for more accurate wind speeds (as long as it does not block a significant portion of the wind tunnel) but are 


limited by lack of access to materials. The model also has to be light enough, and therefore small enough, to be 


blown over in the wind tunnel. The weight was not an issue however because the model was made of foam. Due to 


these factors, a 1:8 model was deemed the most suitable for the experiment.  
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2.2 Final Model Design 


The final foam models were scaled to measure 38.1 cm in length, 10.2 cm in height, and 7.6 cm in base width with a 


mass of 70.5 g. There were minor inaccuracies due to human error in cutting the foam but not enough to 


significantly affect any results. Full details of the dimensions can be found in the full report (Jaffe et al., 2015). 


Initially, the model was to be made of concrete because that would make it identical in density to the prototype. 


However, a concrete model was deemed impractical because to be light enough for overturning, a very small scale 


would need to be used, resulting in a model of less than 4 cm in height. The experimental error resulting from using 


the much lighter foam was far smaller than the error that would have resulted from such a small concrete model. 


Large foam models were also easier to construct and maintain than the concrete model would have been. 


 


 


 
Figure 2: 1:8 foam model 


 


The models were composed of five pieces of foam that ran the length of the model, glued together with silicone 


(Figure 2). A small amount of glue was also used to fill all the cracks between the pieces of foam to simulate a 


smoother, more realistic barrier. The silicone glue was heavier than expected resulting in the model being slightly 


bottom heavy where most of the gluing was done. Since symmetry was maintained, this had no impact on the 


chattering velocities, and it was assumed to have a negligible impact on the failure velocities. The front faces of the 


models were slightly simplified from the shape of the prototype. The upper rectangular pieces of foam are a 


trapezoidal shape in real life with sides angled 6 degrees inwards from the vertical. Simplifying these slopes to make 


them vertical cost a small amount of accuracy but made these portions of the models much easier to construct.  


 


 
Figure 3: View of the model and wind tunnel setup for one of the trials 
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3. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND PROCEDURE 


3.1 Wind Tunnel Setup 


All of the testing was performed at the Boundary Layer Wind Tunnel II at Western University. The working section 


of the wind tunnel is 39 m long, 3.4 m wide, and 2.5 m tall. It has a maximum wind speed of approximately 30 m/s. 


A simulation of an open terrain was used for testing because this is the type of terrain where most concrete highway 


barriers are located. The open terrain was created in the wind tunnel using spires, adjustable floor roughness 


elements, and randomly distributed bolt nuts (Figure 3). 


3.2 Model Setup 


The initial test had the foam barrier placed perpendicular to the length of the wind tunnel for the first set of trials. A 


cobra probe was placed at either end of the model to measure the wind speeds at the top of the barrier. The tips of 


the probes were located a foam model barrier’s height (about 10 cm) in front of and off to the side of the model 


(Figure 4). The probes were far enough from the barrier that they would not significant affect the wind flow but 


close enough to get accurate measurements. Data was collected and analysed from these probes individually and as 


an average to represent the wind speed across the barrier. A laser transducer was placed behind the model to detect 


chatter and overturning failures. 


 


 
Figure 4: Plan view showing offset distance of cobra probes 


 


For the purpose of this study, it was assumed that the concrete barriers would always fail by overturning before 


sliding. This assumption was reasonable due to the coefficient of friction between the concrete barriers and the road. 


To ensure that sliding of the barrier did not occur in the wind tunnel tests, two screws were drilled into the floor 


behind the model so that their heads would eliminate translation of the barrier along the floor.  


 


The next tests took place in the slower Wind Tunnel 1. The first test was a single barrier to compare to the previous 


results, then the three models were glued together to represent a single 30’ barrier (Figure 5), and finally, they were 


separated and connected using paper clips to create two hooks equally spaced from the centroid that allow the 


separate barriers to fall independently (Figure 7). 
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Figure 5 (top left): Glued barrier and Wind Tunnel 1 set up 
Figure 6 (bottom left): Hooked barrier set up 


Figure 7 (top right): View of two hooks connecting barrier 


 


3.3 Trial Details 


Ten trials were done for each of four barrier angles that were tested. The angles were 0, 11.4, 25.2, and 45 degrees 


and were measured by comparing the barrier’s original position to its new position. Each trial began at a wind speed 


below what was expected to cause failure. A time step of 220 seconds (which represents a time step of ten minutes 


for the 1:8 model) was used for each wind speed after which the voltage was increased by 0.05V if the barrier had 


not failed. The wind speed increments were made large enough to be efficient but small enough that the mean speed 


after increase would not exceed the peak speed of the previous speed setting. Trials were completed at the end of the 


time step in which overturning failure of the model occurred. 


3.4 Definition of Chatter and Failures 


There are two types of movements of the barrier that were of interest: chatter, where the barrier began to tip then 


returned upright, and failures, where the barrier overturned over completely. The beginning of these movements was 


defined as when the distance from the laser transducer decreases by 1% compared to the average distance of the first 


10 seconds of the beginning of the test. The time histories of wind speed and displacement are presented in the full 


report (Jaffe et al., 2015). 
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4. RESULTS 


4.1 Model Concrete Barrier Results 


The first model tested, a 1:20 concrete model, did not overturn in the wind tunnel at the maximum velocity. This test 


revealed that a full scale wind speed of 203 km/h was insufficient to cause either chatter or failures in the concrete 


barrier. The full calculations for this conclusion can be found in the full report (Jaffe et al., 2015). 


4.2 Foam Model Failure and Chatter Velocities 


The instantaneous velocity was recorded as the maximum wind speed in the 10 milliseconds just before the 


beginning of movement. A maximum of two chatters were recorded per test. The table below presents the average 


failure and chatter wind speeds for all four configurations, with each probe recorded separately, then averaged. The 


difference between the average failure and chatter speeds are compared below.  


Table 1: Summarized model test results 


Angle 
(Degrees) 


Probe 


311 


Failure 


Velocity 


(m/s) 


Probe 


311 


Chatter 


Velocity 


(m/s) 


Probe 


313 


Failure 


Velocity 


(m/s) 


Probe 


313 


Chatter 


Velocity 


(m/s) 


Average 


Failure 


Velocity 


(m/s) 


Failure 


Velocity 


Standard 


Deviation 


(m/s) 


Average 


Chatter 


Velocity 


(m/s) 


Chatter 


Velocity / 


Failure 


Velocity 


0 5.162 4.826 4.548 4.277 4.855 0.552 4.552 93.8% 


11.4 4.539 4.519 4.547 4.280 4.543 0.576 4.400 96.8% 


25.2 5.165 4.817 4.520 4.483 4.843 0.552 4.650 96.0% 


45 5.035 4.669 4.360 4.390 4.698 0.538 4.530 96.4% 


 


These results showed that wind speeds causing failure were 3-6% greater than those that would cause chatter. They 


also suggest that orientation angles up to 45° had little impact on the failure velocities. 


4.3 Full Scale Instantaneous Failure Velocities 


Using equation [1], the overturning moment coefficient of the model can be obtained, which should match that of 


the full scale barrier. This coefficient can be used to calculate the full scale failure velocities, which are provided 


below. The velocity used was the directly measured maximum velocity at the top of the model, rather than the 


average velocity that could have been calculated using the profile. 


 


[1]   T=½ρArCMV2   


Table 2: Average full scale instantaneous failure velocities 


Orientation Angle  


(Degrees) 


Average Model 


Instantaneous 


Failure Velocity 


VM (m/s) 


Overturning 


Moment Coefficient  


CM 


Average Full Scale 


Instantaneous 


Failure Velocity 


 VP (m/s) 


Average Full Scale 


Instantaneous 


Failure Velocity 


 VP (km/h) 


0 4.855 0.456 100 361 
11.4 4.543 0.520 94.0 338 
25.2 4.843 0.458 100 361 
45 4.698 0.486 97.2 350 


 


4.4 Full Scale Average Failure Velocities 


Note that since the 1:8 foam model has a different density than the actual barrier, an exact time scale cannot be 


easily established. As such, the results above are the maximum gust speeds rather than the more commonly used 3-


second average. Figure 8 shows a graph of average wind failure velocities normalized over the instantaneous 


maximum, for varying time lengths and centered around the failure points. 
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Figure 8: Graph of normalized average failure velocities 


 


This figure shows that when the velocity is averaged over any time length, it drops to 85-90% of the instantaneous 


maximum. If it is estimated that the 3-Second Gust Velocity is 88%, the following results are found. 


Table 3: Assumed average full scale 3-second gust failure velocities 


Orientation Angle  


(Degrees) 


Average Full Scale Instantaneous 


Failure Velocity 


 VP (km/h) 


Assumed Average Full Scale 3-


Second Failure Velocity 


 0.88*VP (km/h) 


0 361 318 


11.4 338 297 


25.2 361 318 


45 350 308 


 


4.5 Multiple Model Tests 


The following tests we performed in Wind Tunnel 1, a slower wind tunnel. The terrain was open, set to be as similar 


to the one used in Wind Tunnel 2 as possible. Nevertheless, a single barrier was tested for comparison. Three 


barriers glued together and three hooked together were then tested at 0 and 25.2 degrees.  


Table 4: Summarized multiple model test results 


Setup and 


Angle (Degrees) 


Probe 311 


Failure 


Velocity 


(m/s) 


Probe 313 


Failure 


Velocity 


(m/s) 


Average 


Failure 


Velocity 


(m/s) 


Failure 


Velocity 


Standard 


Deviation 


(m/s) 


Probe 311 


Chatter 


Velocity 


(m/s) 


Probe 313 


Chatter 


Velocity 


(m/s) 


Average 


Chatter 


Velocity 


(m/s) 


One: 0° 4.034 4.158 4.096 0.627 3.777 3.935 3.856 


Glued: 0° 4.197 4.044 4.120 0.651 4.494 3.989 4.241 


Glued: 25.2° 4.107 4.365 4.236 0.607 4.206 4.058 4.132 


Hooked: 0° 3.886 4.001 3.944 0.621 4.094 4.274 4.184 


Hooked: 25.2° 4.014 3.799 3.907 0.713 3.979 4.120 4.050 
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Table 5: Average full scale instantaneous failure velocities for multiple model tests 


Setup and 


Angle  
(Degrees) 


Average Model 


Instantaneous 


Failure Velocity 


VM (m/s) 


Overturning 


Moment 


Coefficient  


CM 


Average Full 


Scale 


Instantaneous 


Failure Velocity 


 VP (m/s) 


Average Full 


Scale 


Instantaneous 


Failure Velocity 


 VP (km/h) 


Single Model 


Failure Velocity 


/ Multiple 


Model Failure 


Velocity 


One: 0° 4.096 0.640 84.72 305.0  


Glued: 0° 4.120 0.722 79.72 287.0 94.1% 


Glued: 25.2° 4.236 0.683 81.97 295.1  


Hooked: 0° 3.944 0.729 79.36 285.7 93.7% 


Hooked: 25.2° 3.907 0.743 78.62 283.0  


5. CONCLUSIONS 


The analysis of the wind tunnel data has led to the following conclusions: 


 


1. A powerful instantaneous gust is required to overturn a concrete barrier, ranging from about 340-360 km/h. 


If this gust is about 4% less than this range, it can cause the barrier to start to tip but return to the upright 


position. 


2. These tests revealed no clear relations between barrier orientation and failure velocities. Between 


perpendicular to wind and 45°, the random variations in the wind seemed to have a much greater impact on 


the failure velocities than the orientation. 


3. The multiple barrier tests revealed that attached barriers tipped at wind speeds about 6% lower than the 


individual barriers. Whether they were rigid (glued) or flexible (hooked) seemed to have little impact on the 


reduction of the failure speed. 


 


Comparing these results to the 2014 Mayflower, Arkansas Tornado, the full scale wind velocities were determined. 


Estimating that the 3-second gust failure velocities are 88% of the instantaneous, a failure range of 300-320 km/h 


was found, which sit at the high end of the 267-322 km/h range of an EF4 tornado. The official classification of the 


Mayflower Tornado was an EF4, and the results of these tests appear to agree with this. 


6. FUTURE WORK 


This study has been useful in determining the approximate instantaneous failure speeds of a concrete barrier; 


however, there are several gaps and errors apparent in these tests. 


 


1. While not an error, a minor miscalculation led to the use of 11.4° and 25.2° orientations rather than the 15° 


and 30° that were planned. 


2. The most critical flaw was the small number of tests that were run. 30-40 trials per orientation would give 


more accurate data and may reveal a relationship between orientation angles and failure wind velocities. 


3. Many of these trials failed to capture the barrier overturning in the data. Ensuring that the overturning was 


captured before moving on would help increase the number of tests and give a greater statistical reliability. 


4. Any new foam models should be cut using a table saw, rather than the band saw used in this study, to 


ensure dimensional accuracy. 
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ABSTRACT  


This paper explores 5 major aspects of high performance building design which include: maximizing use of a site, 


the building hydrologic cycle, energy and emissions management, material selection and waste management, as well 


as the indoor environmental quality of a building. The paper explores sustainability strategies used in existing high 


performance buildings and relates them to a conceptual design of a high performance building based on the famous 


Friedrichstrasse Tower concept. This case study considers the design of the tower as if it was being built in 2016 


with today’s structural design techniques, mechanical system technologies and high performance building practices. 
 


Keywords: Sustainability, High Performance, Green, Friedrichstrasse Tower, LEED, Building Design 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Since 1885 high-rise buildings have appeared in almost all major cities worldwide. A high rise building is 


commonly defined as a building greater than 35m or 12 stories (Emporis, n.d.). Most common in dense urban areas 


these buildings offer square footages that other types of buildings cannot, therefore making them particularly 


valuable for leasing as both residential and commercial space. A global increase in high-rise building construction 


since the end of the 20th century, has meant more notable city skylines and has expanded the real-estate market but 


they have also brought with them some negative effects. High-rise buildings, by nature of being larger than a typical 


building, have much larger demands for energy consumption and water resources, and produce significantly more 


emissions (Asher, 2013). Studies have shown that buildings account for approximately 40% of the world’s energy 


use. In the United States, buildings account for 1/3 of greenhouse gas emissions and are responsible for roughly 70% 


of electricity demands. The last 25 years has brought about a movement to new “high performance buildings”. These 


“sustainable” buildings aim to achieve energy, economic, and environmental performance that is substantially better 


than what is being achieved through conventional building practices (Kibert, 2008, Asher, 2013). 
 


Through an investigation of literature and case studies this paper provides an overview of the 5 areas most 


commonly addressed in high performance building design which include: maximizing use of the site, the building 


hydrologic cycle, energy and emissions management, material selection and waste management, as well as the 


indoor environmental quality of the building. To give an example of the application of these strategies, this paper 


follows a conceptual design for the 1921 conceptual Friedrichstrasse Tower designed by Ludwig Mies Van Der 


Rhoe. This case study reconsiders the design of the tower as if it was being built in 2016 with today’s contemporary 


structural design techniques, mechanical system technologies and today’s green building practices. In summary the 


following sections outline 5 major aspects of high performance design and describe strategies and systems that could 


be easily incorporated into the design of Friedrichstrasse Tower to improve the performance of the building. 


2. SUSTAINABLE BUILDING DESIGN 


In their 2009 paper on the historical analysis of energy consumption in high rise buildings Oldfield, Trabucco, and 


Wood refer to the rise of the energy conscious high rise building that first appeared around 1977. Since then a 
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growing number of high rise buildings have embraced high performance building goals and look to go above and 


beyond conventional building practices (Oldfield, Trabucco, & Wood, 2009). Today, high performance buildings 


are using advanced design techniques and technology to increase building efficiency while reducing, energy usage, 


water usage, emissions, and striving towards a drastically better building.  
 


One of the major aspects of high performance or sustainable design is the practice of an “integrated” approach early 


on in the building design process. As the building is beginning to take shape the integrated approach brings 


representatives from all aspects of the industry into the design process, everyone from the client, the architect, 


engineers, the contractor, the public, to the building maintenance staff and all other parties involved. The integrated 


approach for high performance buildings addresses, among other things, the project goals and the interrelation of 


major aspects of the building systems (Kibert, 2008). Each project has unique constraints whether they are the 


topography of the site, environmental conditions, or social and economic influences. Every project is different and 


so too are many of the sustainability strategies that can be employed in the design of the building. 
 


There are many areas of building design that can be improved but it is important to prioritize for economic reasons. 


The use of building assessment standards can help with goal setting and identify what areas of design to focus on. 


There are a number of assessment standards used around the world which essentially define how “green” a green 


building is and look to give these buildings a higher market value. These assessment standards use various point 


systems where buildings are rewarded for employing certain sustainability strategies (Kibert, 2008, Asher, 2013). 


The LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) assessment standard is referenced for the design of 


the Friedrichstrasse Tower due to its international recognition, and its simplicity.  The LEED standard is general and 


not specific to a certain type of building such as high rise buildings. The LEED system is also sometimes criticized 


for its distribution and weight of points as well as its ability to enforce building performance once it has been 


awarded (Morrow, 2013). For the purpose of this paper the LEED system helped identify the areas of sustainable 


design that high performance buildings can most easily and economically address with current available technology. 


This paper investigates sustainable building design strategies for 5 of the categories in the LEED assessment 


standard listed below. These categories are the major aspect of sustainable design that are commonly addressed in 


existing high performance buildings, as well as across literature and other assessment standards. (USGBC, 2015)  
 


1. Sustainable Sites: ways to optimize the use of a selected site. 


2. Water Efficiency: minimizing the usage of freshwater as looking at ways water can be recycled  


3. Energy & Atmosphere: the reduction of energy usage, reducing dependence on non-renewable resources, and 


reducing emissions 


4. Materials & Resources: making environmentally conscious decisions with regards to building material  


5. Indoor Environmental Quality: addresses a number of aspects of the indoor environment with an emphasis 


on indoor environmental air quality. 
 


It is important to note that this paper follows a “conceptual” design and that the process of green building design 


requires many iterations over all the building’s systems to ensure they all work together to optimize performance. 


The goal of this paper is to outline common strategies, that have been previously used, that could be incorporated 


into an existing design like the Friedrichstrasse Tower, relatively easily, during the early stages of design.  


3. CASE STUDY: THE FRIEDRICHSTRASSE TOWER. 


Before discussing the building it is worth mentioning the architect and his influence on today’s high rise buildings. 


Ludwig Mies Van Der Rhoe (1886-1969) was a German architect who is widely recognized as one of the greatest 


Architects of the 20th century. In the 1950’s Mies was very influential in the world of high rise buildings with his 


contributions to the development of the international style which had a particularly strong influence on high rise 


buildings in the United States. This generation of high rise buildings had boxy shapes and featured façades made of 


anywhere from 50% to 75% glass. This was a dramatic change from early high rise buildings had thick exterior 


walls made from concrete or masonry and had windows (that often opened) covering only about 25% of their 


façade. The international style paved the way for the types of buildings seen today but these early designs where a 


step ahead of the engineering systems needed to operate them. This new style of “glass box” type building brought 


with it performance issues that included excess solar heat gain and although they were coved in glass, tinted window 


had poor interior daylighting qualities. The poor thermal and daylighting performance of these buildings led to the 


need for large climate control systems and a heavy reliance on artificial lighting (Asher, 2013, Oldfield, Trabucco, & 


Wood, 2009).  
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Many of today’s high rise buildings still resemble the glass walled boxes of the early international style buildings. 


Today’s buildings and in particular high performance buildings however, have significantly better energy 


performance. This is due to advancements in building technology such as double skin and triple glazed curtain walls, 


as well as high performance climate control systems (Oldfield, Trabucco, & Wood, 2009).  
 


This paper looks into available sustainability strategies that have been previously implemented, and that could be 


used to improve performance of Ludwig Mies Van Der Rhoe’s Friedrichstrasse Tower concept.  The conceptualized 


Friedrichstrasse Tower was intended for Berlin in 1921 but it was never built. It featured a crystal shaped plan 


(Figure 1) with a non-structural exterior glass curtainwall. It was intended for a triangular site next to the 


Friedrichstrasse Station and Spree River (Figure 2) (Mies van der Rohe Society, n.d.). The design displayed 


architectural style that was way ahead of its time and has since gone on to become one of the most famous unbuilt 


building concepts ever (Wainwright, 2011). Some of the building’s other characteristics are outlined in Table 1. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 
    Figure 1: AutoCAD plan view of the tower                   Figure 2: Model of High Performance Building Concept 
 


With an industry shift towards sustainable design, today’s buildings consider more than just architectural style. It is 


important that buildings today be built with a sense of environmental-responsibility meaning that they employ 


sustainability strategies that fit within the project constraints. The following sections outlines 5 major aspects of high 


performance design and describe strategies and systems that could be incorporated into the Friedrichstrasse tower to 


improve the performance of the building.  


3.1 Sustainable Site  


The site that the Friedrichstrasse Tower was designed for was selected back in 1921. It is a triangular lot in 


downtown Berlin, Germany located between the Spree River and the Friedrichstrasse Train Station (Mies van der 


Rohe Society, n.d.). Although site selection for a high performance building was likely not the biggest concern at the 


time, the chosen site is actually a very sustainable site. The site of the Friedrichstrasse tower addresses location and 


transportation needs as it is within city limits and has direct access to a number of modes of alternative 


transportation including buses, street cars and the train station. 
 


A major aspect of high performance building design is making efficient use of all the site has to offer. Among other 


things, optimizing the use of the site can minimize the environmental impact and can improve a building’s energy 


demands. The development of a site can have adverse effects on the local vegetation and ecosystems especially 


when removed during construction. If it exists on the site the LEED system encourages the protection of at least 


some of the undisturbed vegetated area. In addition the system promotes the restoration of an area of the site with 


native or adapted vegetation. Buildings are also rewarded for providing open space with vegetation because they 


promote social interaction, physical activity and interaction with the environment (USGBC, 2015).  


 


Table 1: Friedrichstrasse Tower Details 


Height: 80m Floors: 20 Aprox. Usable Floor Area:  605 000 ft2 (56 000 m2) Location: Berlin, Germany 


Building Type: Commercial Structure Type: Concrete & Steel Façade Type: Glass curtain wall 


Approximate Building Occupancy: 2400 people (based on 250ft2 per person estimate (Sheridan, 2010)) 
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Space at ground level of the site is at a premium as the build site is in a prime downtown location and the 


Friedrichstrasse Tower footprint is very large compared to the area of the site. This means that protection of any 


existing vegetation on the site would be very difficult and that very little ground level vegetation will be able to be 


restored. The high performance design for the Friedrichstrasse Tower will have what is known as a green roof 


similar to those of the Midtown High-rise in Manhattans or the PNC Place in Washington, DC. There will be a large 


open space on the roof with large vegetated areas that will be accessible to building occupants giving them access to 


a green area on site (Figure 2). The green roof will use vegetation that is native or adapted to Berlin in order to 


restore vegetation to the site. 
 


Due to their impervious nature, buildings and parking lots cause and increase in run off that wouldn’t occur on an 


undeveloped site (Kibert, 2008).  This increases strain on storm water management systems and does not allow 


water to return into the ground. LEED rewards buildings that do not add to the storm water runoff as well as 


buildings that collect, treat and reuse rainwater (USGBC, 2015). The green roof mentioned above will reduce run off 


by having vegetation absorb rainwater. In the PNC Place, the green roof reduced runoff by 50% (GHT Limited, 


2010). The Friedrichstrasse tower will also collect all remaining rainwater from the roof and recycle it into the 


greywater system. This will be discussed in the next section. 
 


The heat island phenomenon causes urban environments to be 1-12˚C hotter than rural environments because of 


solar energy absorption of buildings roads and other structures (EPA, n.d.). High performance buildings are often 


designed to minimize solar heat gain. The use of the green roof will contribute to solar heat gain reduction as the 


vegetation shields the waterproofing membrane from the sun’s rays (Asher, 2013). Where possible the building will 


use light colored high albedo building material. Ground level planter boxes containing trees will also be installed on 


the site where possible to provide shade and reduce heat gain on the road and sidewalk.  A study by Columbia 


University in New York showed that the use of these three common strategies helped successfully reduce solar heat 


gain (Rosenzweig, et al., 2005).  To minimize solar heat gain through the façade the Friedrichstrasse tower will use a 


curtain wall with glazed solar thermal exterior that will allow light to pass through while minimizing solar heat gain 


through the exterior surface.  
 


High performance buildings like the LEED Platinum San Francisco Public Utilities Building often also consider the 


effects of light pollution as it reduces night sky accessibility and visibility and is caused by both interior and exterior 


lights (AIA, n.d. Kibert, 2008). The Friedrichstrasse Tower will decrease light pollution by carefully limiting, the 


luminance, height, spacing and location of interior and exterior lights. Since it is an office building the tower will be 


unoccupied at night except for maintenance and cleaning staff. Inside the building, occupancy sensors will 


automatically turn off lights in rooms and floors that are not in use.  


3.2 Water Efficiency 


Renewable freshwater is a finite resource that makes up only about 2.5% of all the water on earth.  


 The world freshwater withdrawal rate has tripled since 1965 and increases at a rate of 64km3/yr. A large portion of 


water being consumed returns into the water cycle contaminated. Human use of this water without treatment can 


cause serious health hazards (Lal, 2015). In conventional high-rise buildings, freshwater is used in drinking 


fountains, sinks, showers irrigation, washing machines, cooling towers, and to flush toilets. There are many places 


within these systems where water is unnecessarily contaminated. High performance buildings look to improve water 


efficiency by considering water use reduction, water recycling, and monitoring for continuous improvement.  


 


The two areas water use can be reduced within a building are outdoor usage and indoor usage. In buildings the bulk 


of outdoor water usage comes from irrigation of vegetation. Outside the Friedrichstrasse Tower, the green roof and 


ground level planter boxes will only contain native or adaptive species of vegetation to minimize or eliminate the 


need for irrigation. This has been done at the Florida Atlantic University Engineering and Computer Science 


Building, West Palm Beach, Florida (Gobbo, 2011). 
 


To reduce indoor water usage all the bathrooms in the Friedrichstrasse Tower will be equipped with highly efficient 


fixtures. This includes dual flush toilets, waterless urinals, and meter valve faucets. These types of fixtures have 


been used successfully in many high performance buildings including the ELPC Office Building Renovation, 


Chicago and the Florida Atlantic University Engineering and Computer Science Building, West Palm Beach, Florida 


where it contributed to an overall water usage reduction of 40% in both cases (Leopardo Construction, 2011) 


(Gobbo, 2011). 
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The second water efficiency strategy used in high performance building design, once water use has been minimized 


is investigating ways used or dirty water can be recycled back into the buildings water cycle. A 2008 technical 


review by the Seattle Public Utilities system Management Branch looked at wastewater treatment systems that have 


the potential to be used within urban areas. Among other benefits these systems reduce demands of new freshwater, 


mitigate peak demands within a city, and save on operating costs (Seattle Public Utillities, 2008). The 


Friedrichstrasse tower will include an onsite wastewater treatment system. Having its own waste water treatment 


system will allow the building to be self-sufficient and excess water discharged from the site will have been treated 


thus helping reduce building’s impact on the world water supply. 
 


The onsite treatment facility will treat both “greywater” and “blackwater”. Greywater recycling includes the reuse of 


water from sinks, fountains, and other lightly dirtied water such as rainwater runoff (Kibert, 2008). The tower will 


collect rainwater from the roof, off of hard surfaces and after it passes through the vegetated roof areas. Blackwater 


is waste water from toilets. It contains high levels of nitrogen and organic materials (Asher, 2013). Once this water 


is treated it is returned into the building water cycle for use in non-drinking water uses such as toilet flushing, in the 


fire suppression system, and in the HVAC system’s cooling tower. In traditional buildings both greywater and 


blackwater go directly to the municipality’s sewage system causing increased load on an often already strained 


systems. 
 


The Friedrichstrasse Tower will use a Membrane Bio Reactor system which is fully automated, low maintenance 


and the most compact of available systems, important for the site where extra space is minimal.  It was used in the 


LEED Platinum Oregon Health & Science University Center for Health and Healing where 73% of the water used in 


the building comes from captured or reclaimed grey and blackwater. The Membrane Bio Reactor system uses  a 


series of process effectivley treat wastewater. These processes include, screening and flow equalization, followed by 


an integrated biological treatment with a microfiltration membrane, which is then folllowed by UV lights, ozonation 


and chlorination disinfection(Seattle Public Utillities, 2008). 


3.3 Energy and Atmosphere 


Energy is what powers almost all modern conveniences and about 80% of that energy comes from fossil fuels 


(Macfarlane, 2007).  Consumption of fossil fuels releases approximately 25 billion tonnes of CO2 per year into the 


atmosphere, actively driving global climate change (Schrag, 2007). Buildings account for approximately 40% of all 


energy consumption and 35% of CO2 emissions in the world (Kibert, 2008). Buildings require energy for heating, 


cooling, lighting, and other systems within the building such as the elevator. The LEED system puts a very high 


importance on optimising energy performance. Buildings are awarded credits based on the percentage that they 


decrease their energy consumption. The system also promotes on-site renewable energy production, the use of grid 


source renewable energy, and for modifying consumption in order to shift energy demands away from peak times 


(USGBC, 2015).  
 


The European Union has put strict regulations on the energy performance of buildings through the Energy 


Performance of Buildings Directive and the Energy Efficiency Directive. According to the Energy Performance 


Building Act, all new buildings must be nearly net zero energy buildings by December 31st 2020 (European 


Commision, 2015). In order to make the Friedrichstrasse Tower a nearly net zero energy building would require 


detailed calculation of the performance of all the building’s systems and was considered beyond the scope of this 


paper. It is an area of possible future research. Instead this paper focuses on some common energy efficiency 


strategies used in high performance buildings. High performance buildings around the world have addressed energy 


performance through a variety of strategies however; these are highly dependent on the buildings and the sites 


themselves.  The following sections discuss a few of the more common way in which the Friedrichstrasse Tower 


design energy efficiency can likley be improved including the building envelope, building systems, artificial lighting 


and onsite renewable energy. 
 


An important aspect of energy efficiency is the design of the building envelope which includes the roof and the 


walls of the building. The green roof of the building mentioned in Section 3.2 will contribute to an energy use 


reduction by reducing heat gain in the summer and act as additional roof insolation in the winter. Vegetation will 


shade the roofing membrane from solar heat gains in the summer and in the winter dormant plant life will help 


reduce the amount of hot air that escapes through the roof  (Asher, 2013). As mentioned in Section 3.0, the energy 


performance of the building envelopes of many early curtain wall buildings was actually quite poor. Dark buildings 
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like the Seagram Building (1958) had a single layer of exterior glazing that was tinted which allowed limited light 


through and absorbed a lot of heat from the sun (Oldfield, Trabucco, & Wood, 2009).To avoid the problems of the 


past the Friedrichstrasse tower will use non-tinted low thermal gain exterior glass, and an internally ventilated 


double walled façade like the one used in the Pearl River Tower. The double walled façade features a gap that will 


act as an insulator between the indoor and outdoor environments trapping heat that manages to penetrate exterior 


glass. The trapped air will be brought into the climate control system and used for heating and cooling of air and 


water. The double façade will also contain internal sun shades similar to exterior shades seen on many high 


performance buildings. (Frechette & Gilchrist, 2008). 
 


In high-rise office buildings elevators and lifts contribute to a significant portion of building energy usage (Jardine 


Schindler Lifts Ltd, n.d.). To improve energy performance the Friedrichstrasse Tower will use destination grouping 


and regenerative drive technologies like those used in the elevators of the San Francisco Public Utilities Building 


(Klettke, 2013). Destination elevators require users to select a destination floor from outside the elevator, then 


group’s elevator users going to the same or adjacent floors. This improves efficiency of elevator use and reduces 


energy demand of the drive motors. Regenerative drive elevators generate electricity from the descending cabs from 


energy that would otherwise be dissipated as heat (Asher, 2013).  
 


The climate control system within a glass curtain wall building such as the Friedrichstrasse Tower accounts for a 


very large portion of the buildings energy requirements (Oldfield, Trabucco, & Wood, 2009). The Friedrichstrasse 


tower will use a high performance under floor distribution system like that used in the National Audubon Society 


Office in New York and the San Francisco Public Utilities Building. Having the HVAC system below the floor 


instead of in the ceiling uses the natural buoyancy of air to heat and cool the space, which in turn leads to greater 


energy efficiency (Severance, 2009) Some other advantages of this type of system is that they allow individual 


comfort control and they reduced floor to floor height and allow for the use of a concrete slab floor design (Bauman 


& Webster, 2001). In addition to a high performance HVAC system the system will use CO2 occupancy sensors to 


sense when a space within the building is unoccupied to minimize the need for heating cooling, and ventilation. It is 


important to note that this HVAC system is a suggested based on its use on other sites and that to optimize energy 


usage would require an in-depth study and comparison of multiple climate control systems and site conditions. 
 


After the climate control system, one of the buildings largest energy demands comes from electricity loads due to 


artificial lighting (Oldfield, Trabucco, & Wood, 2009). In order to minimize loads from interior and exterior lighting 


the Friedrichstrasse tower will use advanced daylighting techniques as well as LED lighting. 
 


Daylighting is practiced in almost all high performance buildings and it is the illumination of interior space using 


natural light. It is a sustainability strategy that addresses multiple aspects of sustainable design. From an energy 


perspective daylighting reduces the use of artificial lights and thus reduces energy demand. The Friedrichstrasse 


tower will use a combination of passive and active systems. Passive systems include, building positioning, the glass 


curtain wall façade and the structural design which is discussed further in Section 3.5. Other passive design 


strategies include the use of bright reflective colors inside the office, translucent partition walls, low partitions and 


workstations that will allow light to penetrate deep into the interior of the office. Active systems in the tower will 


include the use of occupancy sensors, natural light and daylight sensing light dimmers, and automatic blind and 


louvre systems. The use of the active systems alone can reduce lighting energy demand by up to 50% (Kibert, 2008). 


The National Audubon Society Office in New York City, used a collection of the daylighting strategies mentioned 


above to help it achieve LEED Platinum certification for a commercial interior renovation (Severance, 2009). 
 


A second way to reduce electricity loads from interior and exterior lighting is through the lights themselves. The 


Friedrichstrasse Tower will substitute LED lighting for florescent lighting everywhere possible. These lights 


produce virtually no heat gain and last 2-3 times longer which will contribute to the energy reduction (Kibert, 2008). 


These type of fixtures were used in the LEED Platinum PNC Place in Washington DC (GHT Limited, 2010) 


Another approach to energy efficiency commonly found in almost all high performance buildings is the use of 


renewable energy resources as a means to offset the demand of grid energy sources which are commonly fossil fuel 


dependent. The common approaches to the use of renewable energy in urban environments include solar panels, 


wind turbines and ground source heat pumps. 
 


The green roof on top of the Friedrichstrasse Tower will take up most of the roof space but some of the area will be 


needed for mechanical systems like the cooling tower. To make the best use of this area these systems will be 


shaded by an array of photovoltaic solar panels (Figure 2) which will help offset some of the building’s energy 
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demand during the day. Solar panels have become a commonly used strategy across many high performance 


buildings. In the Pearl River Tower photovoltaics have actually been incorporated right into the skin of the building 


as opposed to being panels mounted on top (Frechette & Gilchrist, 2008).  
 


Wind turbines have been used in a number of high performance buildings like the Pearl River Tower (Frechette & 


Gilchrist, 2008). The addition of wind turbines to the Friedrichstrasse Tower would likely require roof mounted 


turbines to meet architectural needs. While the green roof could accommodate the turbines, having it open to the 


building occupants would make them a safety hazard. For this reasons they were not considered. 
 


An area of future research would include the viability of the use of a ground source heat pump for the 


Friedrichstrasse Tower. These systems use the ground as both a heat source in the winter and a heat sink in the 


summer as the ground temperature is stable and does not change a lot from season to season and are therefore 


efficient in areas of colder climate like Canada or Germany (CMHC, n.d., Kibert, 2008). 


3.4 Materials and Resources 


When it comes to material and resources it is common practice in high performance building design to focus on 


making environmentally conscious decisions with regards to building materials and the waste they produce at all 


stages of a building’s life. The LEED system encourages the use of LCA (Life Cycle Analysis) of all building 


materials used in a project to reduce environmental impacts (USGBC, 2015). LCA looks at a material not only in the 


form it is purchased in but over its entire life, from raw material right until disposal or in some cases recycling.  
 


In high rise buildings like the Friedrichstrasse Tower, there are two categories of building materials, to be 


considered and that is the material necessary for non-structural finishes, and the bulk of the material which is used in 


the building structure. This paper outlines some common choices of environmentally conscious interior materials, as 


well as a brief discussion on sustainable structural design. While their availability was not investigated here, an 


important aspect of environmentally friendly material selection includes the use of locally available materials. This 


minimizes energy usage and emissions associated with shipping materials.  
 


The high performance Friedrichstrasse Tower design will make use of recycled and rapidly renewable materials 


where possible for non-structural finishes throughout the building. To cover the floor in the office space the building 


will use carpet tiles made of a high percentage of recycled materials like those used in the National Audubon Society 


Office, that contain recycled tires (Severance, 2009). Cork and bamboo are considered rapidly renewable as cork is 


harvested without cutting down the tree and bamboo only takes 7 years to grow (Martin, 2013). Another rapidly 


renewable material that will be used is certified FSC (Forestry Stewardship Council) wood products that support 


sustainable growth practices. The building will use sealed cork floors in some areas and bamboo and wood will be 


used in things such as cabinets and partitions. These types of products were used in both the Oakland University 


Human Health Building and The National Audubon Society Office (Severance, 2009, Smith Group JR, 2014).  
 


There is limited literature and research on the practice of sustainable structural design and it is not well addressed in 


assessment standards like the LEED system. In high-rise buildings however, the practice of sustainable structural 


design starts to have more of an impact as structural materials account for a higher percentage of building materials.  


Throughout the literature and research that does exist on this subject, there are 4 common approaches to the practice 


of sustainable structural design. These are listed below. There are many occurrences where these approaches can 


conflict with one another. Good sustainable structural design lies in a careful balance between these four 


approaches. (Kibert, 2008 Danatzko, 2010) 
 


1. Material Minimization: most often achieved through the selection of the configuration of building’s structure, 


to maximize the ability to withstand loads while using the least amount of material. A secondary approach to 


material minimization is reducing construction waste associated with structural materials. This can be achieved 


through the use of precast and standard size members. 


2. Environmentally Conscious Material Selection:  the selection of structural materials based on their 


environmental impact throughout their usable life. This approach promotes the use of LCA and encourages 


substitution of recycled materials where possible like the use of steel with recycled content or the use of 


supplementary materials like fly ash or slag in cement. 


3. Design for Deconstruction and Reuse: The consideration of the building structure at the end of its usable life 


in attempt to avoid unnecessary waste. This practice promotes design that allows for structural members 
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disassembled from a structure and reused elsewhere. This is achieved through strategies like the selection of 


mechanical connections instead of welds and separating the structure from the cladding. 


4. Designing for Performance: designing a structure to reduce energy needed for climate control as well as 


maximizing its ability accommodate sustainability technology and design strategies. Structures are designed to 


maximize a building ability to use strategies like daylighting or to minimize solar heat gain, etc. 


Figure 3: Conceptual structural systems for the Friedrichstrasse Tower designed to meet sustainability needs 
 


In an attempt to develop a sustainable structural design for the Friedrichstrasse Tower the above approaches were 


considered with a specific emphasis on approaches 1, 2 and 4 as approach 3 involved a more detailed investigation 


into the availability of materials. Three alternative conceptual structural systems (Figure 3) were developed based on 


careful consideration of reviewed building examples and literature on high rise structures. The irregular shape of the 


Friedrichstrasse tower required development of a unique structural system as most established structural systems are 


based on rectangular prismatic buildings. The plan of the Friedrichstrasse Tower however, does lend itself well to 


the use of a rigid core system around the internal elevator shafts, stairwells and service cores of the building. The 


structure in the projecting triangular prismatic parts of the building remained the challenge and each concept 


addresses this differently. 
 


The first concept makes use of a framed tube system with multistory cross bracing as research showed that this type 


of system usually minimized structural material, and maximized spacing in exterior columns. The second concept 


makes use of a moment frame structure as research showed this configuration is efficient for structures in the 20-30 


story range, and it eliminated obstructions caused be cross bracing. The third concept used a similar grid pattern 


frame except the frame was only designed to carry gravity loads and the core of the structure was relied upon for all 


lateral loads. This was developed based on research into the efficiency of braced frame structures and with the idea 


that the columns of concept 2 could become more slender if freed of the burden of transmitting lateral loads. 
 


Each of these concept for the Friedrichstrasse Tower were developed to, meet architectural needs while, minimizing 


structural material usage, maximizing daylighting, providing quality views of the outdoors, as well as other 


considerations. The selection of the “most” sustainable structure required comparison between the performances of 


each concept. Unfortunately complications in structural computer modeling and analysis of these concepts through 


structural analysis software did not allow for results at the time of this paper. 


3.5 Indoor Environmental Quality  


In the US it is estimated that people spend approximately 90% of their time in indoor environments (Kibert, 2008). 


This aspect of high performance building design focuses on improving the quality of  the indoor environment 


including: air quality, lighting, humidity, thermal conditions, and acoustics. 


 


If people are spending 90% of their time indoors this means that 90% of the air people breathe is air that it is inside a 


building. It is for this reason that high performance buildings use enhanced indoor air quality (IAQ) strategies which 


help prevent building related illnesses. One common example of indoor air contaminate is a VOC (Volatile Organic 


Compound)  which is emitted by some  building materials such as carpets, sealants, paints, coatings, composite 


wood, as well as others (Kibert, 2008). Most high performance buildings attempt to limit the use of these emitting 


materials by using low emitting alternative products.  
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The shift to new high performance building has brought back the use of operable windows like in the Commerzbank 


Tower in Frankfurt Germany, where operable windows allow natural ventilation for over half the year (Oldfield, 


Trabucco, & Wood, 2009). Due to architectural requirements the Friedrichstrasse Tower will make use of 


mechanical ventilation systems using the HVAC system described in Section 3.3. This system will have increased 


ventilation rate when compared to conventional buildings as it has been shown that the ventilation rate can improve 


air quality which can have a direct effect on productivity of workers in an office space (Kibert, 2008).  
 


A second approach to improving indoor air quality within the Friedrichstrasse tower comes from the selection of 


material. Material like cork, bamboo, wood, and the carpet mentioned in the Section 3.4 have low VOCs minimizing 


there contribution to the indoor air quality. Other low VOC emission material such as paint, , gypsum and ceiling 


tiles as well as other low emission sealants, glues, and adhesives will be used throughout the building like those used 


in the LEED Platinum National Audubon Society commercial interior renovation (Asher, 2013,Severance, 2009). 
 


In addition to air quality there are a number of other aspects of the indoor environmental quality that can have a 


large impact on productivity (Kibert, 2008). These include thermal conditions, lighting conditions and acoustics. 


CO2 occupancy sensors mentioned in section 3.3 will sense occupancy and provide adequate room temperature 


while previously mentioned strategies will provide quality lighting, daylight and quality views. The tower will be 


equipped with acoustic treatments that mask and absorb sound such as the previously mentioned cork floors and 


carpet floors and ceiling tiles as well as finishes that promote a quite work place such as low partitions (GSA Public 


Buildings Service, 2012). 


4. SUMMARY OF THE HIGH PERFORMANCE DESIGN OF THE FRIEDRICHSTRASSE TOWER 


The Friedrichstrasse Tower is a conceptual building designed in 1921 by famous architect Ludwig Mies Van Der 


Rhoe. It is a tall crystal shaped building with a glass curtain wall exterior. Had this building been built in 1921 or 


even in 1950s when these types of buildings became popular it would have likely had a number of performance 


issues. Options for building systems and sustainable design strategies have drastically improved since 1921 and 


while the glass curtain wall is still a common feature in high rise buildings, today’s “green” buildings have much 


higher performance. High performance buildings are designed to achieve energy, economic, and environmental 


performance that is substantially better than what is being achieved through conventional building practices. This 


paper discussed common strategies, that haven been previously used, that could be incorporated into an existing 


design like the Friedrichstrasse Tower, relatively easily, during the early stages of design. These sustainability 


strategies address 5 major categories of high performance building design and are shown below in Table 2. 


Table 2: Sustainable Strategies Used in the Friedrichstrasse Tower 


1. Sustainable Site -Close proximity to transportation hub 


-Green roof 


-Heat island mitigation 


-Light pollution reduction 


2. Water Efficiency -Green Roof with Native Vegetation 


-High Efficiency Bathroom Fixtures 


-Onsite waste water treatment plant 


-Rainwater harvesting 


3. Energy &Atmosphere -Improved building envelope (Double 


glazed façade, green roof) 


-High efficiency  underfloor HVAC system 


-Regenerative drive elevators 


-Occupancy sensors 


-Daylighting, and LED lights 


-Roof mounted photovoltaic panels 


4. Material &Resources -“Green” material selection for finishes -Sustainable structural design 


5. Indoor Environmental 


Quality 


-Increased ventilation 


-Selection of low emitting materials 


-CO2 occupancy sensors 


-Quality lighting over work stations 


-Daylight and quality views 


-Acoustic treatments 


 


 


This paper discussed a number of common sustainable strategies that could be used in the design of the 


Friedrichstrasse Tower; however there are many other sustainable design strategies that could have also been 


considered. An area of future research for this project could include investigation into the use of new innovative 


technologies and ways the building systems could be optimized as well as an advanced study of energy performance 


to make the building a net zero building. An additional area would be proper analysis and comparison of the 


structural concepts discussed in section 3.4. 
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ABSTRACT  


A new high-strength, high-tensile ductility hybrid fibre-reinforced engineered cementitious composite (HECC-


SMAF) incorporating randomly dispersed nickel-titanium shape memory alloy short fibres (NiTi-SMA) has been 


pioneered in this study. The mechanical properties of the HECC-SMAF produced with a combination of 2% polyvinyl-


alcohol (PVA) and 0.5%, 1%, and 1.5% NiTi-SMA fibres by volume fraction have been explored. The experimental 


results indicate that utilizing a combination of those fibres can enhance the tensile capacity of ECC by up to 39% with 


a slight to no increase in compressive strength. An overall reduction in workability was observed compared to that of 


ECC made with only 2% PVA by volume fraction, which is typical of metallic fibre-reinforced cementitious systems. 


Among the tested ECC mixtures, HECC-SMAF made with 2% PVA and 1% NiTi-SMA presents the best mechanical 


performance.  


 


Keywords: Engineered cementitious composite, HECC-SMAF, PVA, shape memory alloy. 


1. INTRODUCTION  


Concrete is the most utilized construction material in the world. Although it primarily carries compressive loads, 


concrete is also subjected to tensile stresses. The concept of using fibres to reinforce brittle materials has been utilized 


for thousands of years when sunbaked bricks reinforced with straw were adopted to build the 57-m high hill of Aqar 


Quf near Baghdad. More recently, asbestos fibres have been used to reinforce cement products for about 120 years, 


cellulose fibres for at least 70 years, and metal, polypropylene, and glass fibres for the past 50 years (Hannant 1995). 


 


Recently, two new classes of high-performance fibre-reinforced concrete (HPFRC) emerged: (1) Ductal; which has 


high tensile strength of up to 12 MPa with ductility of up to 0.06% (six times that of normal concrete); and (2) 


Engineered Cementitious Composites (ECCs), which have significantly increased ductility of more than 3% (hundreds 


times that of normal concrete) (Wu et al. 2012). A variety of fibres were used in the production of ECCs such as 


polyvinyl alcohol (PVA), polypropylene (PP), polyethylene (PE), and steel fibres. In recent years, hybrid fibres have 


been used to improve the performance of cement-based composites (Pan et al. 2015, Nehdi and Ladanchuk 2004). 


Although the use of shape memory alloys (SMAs) in civil engineering structures have been reported by many 


researchers, most used SMA rods (e.g. Nehdi et al. 2010) or continuous wires (Choi et al. 2015). However, information 


on using SMA as short fibres remains scarce. 


 


Therefore, this paper aims to investigate the early-age mechanical performance of a hybrid PVA-ECC incorporating 


randomly dispersed NiTi-SMA fibres at 0.5%, 1% and 1.5% volume fraction. Flowability, compressive and splitting 


tensile strength are examined and discussed. 
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2. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 


2.1 Materials and Mixture Proportions 


ASTM C150 ordinary portland cement (OPC) with a specific gravity of 3.15 and a surface area of 371 m2/kg was used 


as the main binder.  Class C fly ash (FA) according to ASTM C618 (Standard Specification for Coal Fly Ash and Raw 


or Calcined Natural Pozzolan for Use in Concrete) specifications with specific gravity of 2.6 was used as a pozzolanic 


additive in this study. Silica-sand (SS) with maximum nominal size of 200 µm and specific gravity of 2.65 was used 


as fine aggregate. Table 1 reports the cement, fly ash and silica-sand chemical compositions.  


Table 1: Chemical analysis of OPC, FA, and SS 


Component (%) OPC FA SS 


CaO 64.35 16 0.01 


SiO2 20.08 52.19 99.7 


Al2O3 4.63 17.56 0.14 


Fe2O3 2.84 3.66 0.016 


MgO 2.07 1.57 0.01 


SO3 2.85 2.4 --- 


K2O --- 0.9 0.04 


Na2O --- 0.7 0.01 


Loss of ignition 2.56 1.6 --- 


 


The ECC mixture was reinforced with nickel titanium (NiTi) shape memory alloy fibres, which meet the ASTM F2063 


(Standard Specification for Wrought Nickel-Titanium Shape Memory Alloys for Medical Devices and Surgical 


Implants) specifications, and polyvinyl-alcohol (PVA) short fibres. Table 2 summarizes the mechanical properties of 


the PVA and SMA fibres. The utilized SMA fibre has a martensite and austenite finish temperature of 85°C and 


111°C, respectively. Figure 1 represents a typical stress-strain curve of SMA at different temperatures. The volume 


fraction for SMA addition was 0.5%, 1% and 1.5%, while it was 2% for PVA. Polycarboxylate high-range water 


reducing admixture (HRWRA) according to ASTM C494 (Standard Specification for Chemical Admixtures for 


Concrete) specifications was added as a percentage of cement weight to adjust and improve the workability of tested 


mixtures.  


Table 2: Properties of SMA and PVA fibres 


 


Ultimate tensile 


strength 


(MPa) 


Diameter 


(mm) 


Length 


(mm) 


Young’s 


modulus 


(GPa) 


Elongation 


(%) 


Density 


(kg/m3) 


SMA 869.43 0.635 16 41 38 6450 


PVA 1620 0.039 8 42.8 6 1300 


 


 


Figure 1: Typical stress-strain curve of superelastic SMA at different temperatures (after Desroches & Smith 2004). 
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The tested mixtures compositions are given in Table 3.  The first number in the abbreviation indicates the PVA fibre 


content, while the second number shows the SMA fibre content. For example, ECC2-1 refers to engineered 


cementitious composite (ECC) incorporating 2% PVA fibre and 1% SMA fibre by volume fraction. Table 3 shows 


the mixture proportions for all tested mixtures.  


Table 3: Mixture proportions 


Mixture Cement  
Fly 


ash 


Silica 


sand 
w/cm  HRWRA 


PVA 


(%Vf) 


SMA 


(%Vf) 


ECC2-0 1 1.2 0.8 0.26 0.012 2 0 


ECC2-0.5 1 1.2 0.8 0.26 0.012 2 0.5 


ECC2-1 1 1.2 0.8 0.26 0.012 2 1 


ECC2-1.5 1 1.2 0.8 0.26 0.012 2 1.5 


 


2.2 Specimen Preparation and Curing  


Initially, all solid ingredients including the cement, FA, and silica sand were mixed together in dry condition for one 


minute. Then, water and HRWRA were added to the dry mixture over another three minutes until a homogeneous 


mixture was produced. This was followed by PVA and SMA fibres addition gradually and mixing continued for 


another three minutes until all fibres were uniformly distributed. A 20 L concrete mixer was used to prepare all ECC 


mixtures. All cast specimens were demolded after 24 hrs and kept inside sealed bags for 2 days to avoid mixing water 


loss due to evaporation until testing. 


3. TESTING METHODS 


3.1 Workability  


Flow table test was conducted on freshly mixed ECC mixtures as per the guidelines of ASTM C230 (Standard 


Specification for Flow Table for Use in Tests of Hydraulic Cement) to explore the effect of SMA fibre addition on 


workability.  


3.2 Compressive Strength 


Six cubic specimens 50 mm x 50 mm x 50 mm from each ECC mixture were tested at the ages of 3 and 28 days for 


the determination of the compressive strength for the different ECC mixtures as per ASTM C39 (Standard Test Method 


for Compressive Strength of Cylindrical Concrete Specimens) using a standard testing machine with a capacity of 


2000 kN.  


3.3 Splitting Tensile Strength 


From each mixture, six cylindrical specimens of 75 mm in diameter by 150 mm in height were prepared for the 


determination of the splitting tensile strength at the ages of 3 and 28 days as per ASTM C496 (Standard Test Method 


for Splitting Tensile Strength of Cylindrical Concrete Specimens). 


3.4 Flexural Behaviour  


From each ECC mixture, six 40 mm x 80 mm x 360 mm prisms were used for the determination of the flexural capacity 


(modulus of rupture) and crack propagation as per the guidelines of ASTM C1609 (Standard Test Method for Flexural 


Performance of Fibre-Reinforced Concrete (Using Beam with Third-Point Loading)) at testing ages of 3 and 28 days 


using an MTS machine under a loading rate of 0.05 mm/min. The number of cracks and their width were measured 


using optical microscope. 


 


The modulus of rupture (MOR) was calculated using Eq. 1: 


 


[1]  MOR =
P∗L


b∗d2
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Where P is the applied load in Newton. L, b, and d, are the beam span, width and depth in mm, respectively. After 


testing the specimens, they were heated up by about 300°C for 3 minutes using a heat gun, which was fixed at 3.5 cm 


away from the tensile (cracked) side of the specimens. The heat treatment process was used to activate the SMA fibres, 


which were in the martensite phase before heating, to investigate its strain recovery capability and how that affects 


the overall performance of the composite.  


4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 


4.1 Workability 


It was observed that the ECC mixture that incorporates only 2% PVA fibres by volume fraction (control) had the 


ability to flow under its own weight, while an overall reduction in workability was observed due to SMA fibre addition 


compared to that of the ECC control mixture. For instance, the workability decreased by 15.6%, 33.33% and 43.1% 


due to SMA fibre addition by 0.5%, 1% and 1.5%, respectively. Figure 2 demonstrates the relative reduction in flow 


diameter of ECC mixtures compared to that of control specimen.  


 


 


 
Figure 2: Relative reduction in flow diameter due to SMA fibre addition. 


 


4.2 Compressive Strength 


Figure 3 illustrates the variation in the compressive strength for different ECC mixtures at testing age of 3 and 28 


days.  It can be observed that the SMA fibre addition did not have a significant effect on the compressive strength of 


the composite. For instance, at early age testing, the compressive strength of ECC2-0.5 and ECC2-1 mixtures exhibited 


a slight increase of about 0.67% and 2.82%, respectively, compared to that of the ECC2-0 mixture. On the other hand, 


the compressive strength of ECC2-1.5 slightly decreased by about 2.87% at the same testing age. This may be 


attributed to increasing the porosity due to over-reinforcing the composite by 3.5% by volume fraction fibres (2% 


PVA and 1.5% SMA) which led to strength degradation. The same performance was observed at 28 days but with 


different percentages. For instance, the compressive strength of ECC2-0.5, ECC2-1 and ECC2-1.5 mixtures exhibited 


a slight decrease by about 5.2%, 4.8% and 2.99%, respectively. The achieved compressive strength of ECC specimens 


at 3 and 28 days was 39 to 41 and 65 to 69 MPa, respectively, depending on SMA fibre content.  
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     Figure 3: Compressive strength of ECC specimens. 


 


4.3 Splitting Tensile Strength 


The splitting tensile test results at testing ages of 3 and 28 days are displayed in Figure 4. It can be observed that the 


tensile capacity of the composite was generally improved due to SMA fibre addition. For instance, the tensile capacity 


of ECC2-0.5, ECC2-1 and ECC2-1.5 specimens was increased by about 30.1%, 39.09% and 31.5% at testing age of 


3 days, respectively, and 20.4%, 27.16% and 24.6% at 28 days, respectively, due to SMA fibre addition compared to 


that of ECC2-0 at the same testing ages. However, the high reinforcement ratio of fibres in ECC2-1.5 specimens 


tended to decrease the tensile capacity by about 5.7% and 2.03% at 3 and 28 days, respectively, compared to that of- 


ECC2-1 due to the high porosity in this mixture which led to strength degradation, however, it still achieved tensile 


capacity higher than that of the ECC mixture incorporating only 2% PVA. The ultimate tensile strength of HECC-


SMAF specimens ranged from 5.43 to 12.08 MPa depending on the SMA fibre content and maturity of specimens. 


 


 
Figure 4: Splitting tensile strength of ECC specimens at different testing ages. 


 


4.4 Flexural Behaviour 


4.4.1 Flexural Strength (MOR) 


Figure 5 illustrates typical load-deflection curves of specimens from different ECC mixtures tested under four-point 


bending at the ages of 3 and 28 days. The peak load sustained and the crack pattern were the main parameters explored 


in this study. It was observed that the ultimate flexural strength of ECC specimens varied from 5.3 to 12.2 MPa, 


depending on the curing age and fibre content. Generally, the flexural strength of ECC specimens at 3 days increased 


with increasing SMA fibre addition at all testing ages. For instance, the ultimate flexural strength of the ECC2-0.5, 


ECC2-1 and ECC2-1.5 specimens was about 2.4%, 51.9% and 44.7% higher than that of ECC2-0, respectively. Similar 
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performance was observed when the curing age was prolonged, but with different percentages. For instance, at 28 


days, the ECC2-0.5, ECC2-1 and ECC2-1.5 specimens achieved flexural capacity of 4.9%, 97.5% and 70.4% higher 


than that of ECC2-0 at the same testing age, respectively. This may be attributed to increasing the fibre-matrix 


interface frictional area due to increasing fibre content, consequently, improving the overall load carrying capacity of 


the composite. 


 


  
Figure 5: Typical load-deflection curves of ECC mixtures at different ages a) 3 days, and b) 28 days. 


 


The flexural strength of the ECC specimens increased by about 36% at 28 days compared to that at 3 days. This may 


be attributed to the high volume of fly ash that represents more than half of the total cementitious materials, which 


gained more strength at later ages, thus enhancing the fibre-matrix frictional bond. The number of cracks that formed 


on the tension side of specimens subsequent to four-point bending was evaluated at 3 and 28 days. It was observed 


that all ECC specimens had multi-fine cracks on the tension face of the specimens. The average crack width measured 


for all ECC specimens was lower than 100 µm at all testing ages. 


4.4.2 Self-Healing Performance 


The SMA fibres were mobilized by heating the specimens to explore its strain recovery performance. Although, this 


process was accompanied with a grid of multiple fine cracks (less than 10 µm) at the tension face of the specimens, 


the cracks were self-healed by up to 36%, depending on the fibre type and content, as displayed in Fig. 6. For instance, 


the average crack width at the tension face of the ECC2-0, ECC2-0.5, ECC2-1 and ECC2-1.5 specimens decreased 


by about 0%, 20.8%, 29.1% and 35.9%, respectively, due to heating process compared to that of non-heated 


specimens. This may be attributed to the fact that the shape memory characteristic of NiTi-fibres led to strain recovery 


and consequently self-healing of cracks. This phenomenon demonstrates the uniqueness of SMA fibres compared to 


other types of fibres.  


 


 
Figure 6: Strain recovery of cracked ECC specimens. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS  


This paper aims to experimentally evaluate the mechanical properties of mono and hybrid fibre ECC mixtures, which 


incorporate 0%, 0.5%, 1% and 1.5% SMA fibres and 2% PVA short fibres by volume fraction. The different mixtures 


were tested at 3 days and the main findings are summarized as follows: 


 


- An overall reduction in workability was observed due to SMA fibre addition compared to that of the ECC mixture 


that incorporates only 2% PVA fibres by volume fraction. 


- Generally, SMA fibre addition led to a slight to no increase in compressive strength of the composite at testing 


ages of 3 and 28 days. 


- ECC specimens that incorporate 2% PVA and 1% SMA fibres achieved the highest tensile capacity compared to 


that of the ECC control specimen at the same testing ages. 


- The ECC2-1.5 specimens had decreased tensile capacity due to its relatively higher porosity compared to that of 


ECC2-1 specimens, however, it still acquired tensile capacity higher than that of the ECC control specimen which 


incorporates only 2% PVA fibre. 


- Generally, the flexural capacity of the composite was improved due to SMA fibre addition and when the curing 


age was prolonged. 


- Mobilizing the SMA fibres by heating led to strain recovery by up to 36% due to the shape memory effect. 


- This study demonstrates the beneficial effects of using NiTi-SMA fibres in structural applications. 
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ABSTRACT  


This study presents an innovative approach to the design of a road weather information monitoring system (RWIS) 


that optimally combines spatial data on weather-related road surface conditions with data on traffic volume over a 


state-wide road network. The optimization method minimizes the spatially averaged ordinary kriging variance of 


hazardous road surface condition (HRSC) frequencies. Since it is desired that an RWIS should also be located at high 


traffic demand areas, road class data is implemented in the optimization process. Spatial simulated annealing (SSA) 


is used to search for the optimal RWIS network design by iteratively examining each possible location and accepting 


designs that ameliorate a weighted sum of average kriging variance and road class detection capability. This novel 


approach is applied in the optimization of Minnesota RWIS network to illustrate the distinct features of the proposed 


method, assess the effectiveness of the current location setting, and recommend new additional stations locations. The 


findings of the study suggest that the method introduced in this study is useful for determining the optimal RWIS 


station locations and placing a few in addition to the existing stations by incorporating key elements being considered 


in practice. 


 


Keywords: Kriging, RWIS, Location Optimization, Geostatistics 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Wintery countries often experience a high frequency of inclement weather events, which can have a detrimental impact 


on the safety and mobility of motorists. Generally, road collision rates increase dramatically during inclement weather 


conditions due to degradation of visibility and traction on the roadway. A study by Liang et al. (1998) found that snow 


events can reduce the average operating speed by 18.13 km/hr, while Kyte et al. (2001) showed that snow can cause 


up to 50% reduction in speed. A comprehensive analysis by Agarwal et al. (2005) indicated that snow at various 


severity levels caused 4-22% and 4-13% reductions in capacity and average operating speed, respectively. More 


recently, Kwon et al. (2013) confirmed that winter weather events negatively affect the mobility of road users. Their 


findings suggest that snow-covered roads can reduce the free flow speed and capacity by 17.01% and 44.24%, 


respectively. In general, snow storms that typically result in poor road conditions are strongly related to high collision 


rates, reduced roadway capacity, and reduced vehicle speed. 


 


To minimize the safety and mobility impacts caused by winter weather events, it is crucial to enforce systematic snow 


and ice control, which can be realized by integrating various winter road maintenance operations including snow 
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plowing, sanding, and salting. Not only can efficient and effective winter road maintenance programs reduce the risk 


of vehicular collisions but they can also vitalize and promote traffic movement. Fu et al. (2005) showed with strong 


statistical evidence that lower rates of collisions on roads are associated with better road surface conditions, which 


could be the result of improved winter maintenance operations such as anti-icing, pre-wetting, and sanding. Qiu and 


Nixon (2008) explored direct and indirect causal effects of adverse weather and winter maintenance actions on 


mobility in the context of traffic speed and volume. Their findings confirmed that plowing and salting operations have 


significant positive effects on increasing the speed at which it is safe to drive. 


 


While winter road maintenance is indispensable, it entails substantial financial costs and environmental damage. North 


American transportation authorities, for instance, expend more than $3-billion annually on winter road maintenance 


activities such as executing snow removal and applying salt and other chemicals for ice control. Use of these chemicals 


has become an increasing environmental concern because they contaminate the ground and the surface water, damage 


roadside vegetation, and corrode infrastructures and vehicles. To reduce the costs of winter road maintenance and the 


use of salts, many transportation agencies are seeking ways to optimize their winter maintenance operations and 


improve the safety and mobility of the traveling public. 


 


While effective in providing valuable information, RWIS stations are expensive to install and operate and, therefore, 


can only be deployed at a restricted number of locations. Considering the immense road network that often needs to 


be monitored and the diverse road conditions that could develop any time during winter, RWIS stations must be placed 


deliberately to ensure they are most informative in providing the inputs required for stimulating competent winter 


maintenance operations. Currently, however, there are significant gaps in knowledge and methodology for effective 


planning of RWIS stations over a statewide road network. In practice, RWIS stations are placed through an ad-hoc 


and subjective process entailing a series of discussions and interviews with many individuals including meteorologists, 


traffic engineers, regional/local maintenance personnel, and other industry experts, requiring substantial amounts of 


effort and time. A few RWIS siting guidelines are available but they are limited to providing very general information 


and/or local site recommendations such as the availability of power and communication utilities (Manfredi et al., 


2008). Therefore, it is of high necessity to develop an efficient and systematic approach to determining the RWIS 


location.  


 


In this research, we introduce a systematic framework to optimize the spatial design of an RWIS network in a region, 


and demonstrate the value of the model using a real world case study.  The work has made both methodological and 


practical contributions to the field of interest. Methodologically, the formulation of the RWIS location optimization 


problem is foundational with several unique features, including explicit consideration of spatial correlation of winter 


road weather conditions and travel demand. The model allows development of a balanced solution considering 


maintenance needs as well as the travelling publics. The practical value of the proposed model is demonstrated using 


a real world case study.  


 


The remainder of this paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 describes the methods used in this study while numerical 


results on a case study are presented in Section 3. Section 4 is followed at the end to provide the conclusions. 


2. METHODOLOGY 


To optimize a monitoring network such as RWIS, it is critical to select a suitable criterion such that the fitness of any 


given design can be evaluated and quantified. An RWIS station typically consists of atmospheric, pavement, and/or 


water-level monitoring sensors that constantly (every 10-15 min) disseminate measurements including air and 


pavement temperatures; wind speed and direction, (sub)surface temperature and moisture, precipitation type, intensity 


and accumulation, visibility, dew point, and relative humidity (Manfredi et al., 2008). Furthermore, each RWIS station 


reports road surface condition status based on current observations: areas that experience hazardous road surface 


conditions (HRSC) are flagged for a prompt remedial winter maintenance action. These so-called hazardous surface 


conditions include snow/ice warning, snow/ice watch, and frost. As previously discussed, RWIS information makes 


it possible to perform proactive winter maintenance operations such as anti-icing (i.e., applying salt, mostly in liquid 


form, in advance of an event), which reduces the amount of time required to restore the roads to a clear and dry state 


at lower costs. Since a large portion of RWIS benefits lies in the use of information, it is critical to locate stations in 


such a way that produces the most accurate information on various hazardous events. This argument remains valid 
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under the assumption that an increase in estimation or monitoring capability of hazardous conditions will contribute 


to improving the overall quality of winter road maintenance operations. 


 


In order to model the monitoring capability of an RWIS network, this paper proposes to apply a popular geostatistical 


approach called kriging (described further below). Monitoring capability of given RWIS network can therefore be 


captured by summarizing the kriging variance (i.e., the expected estimation errors). A nice property of kriging variance 


is that these errors depend only on distance between sampling locations, assuming that the spatial correlation structure 


over the domain is known (Goovaerts, 1997). Because observed HRSC values are not required, RWIS stations can be 


moved and the effect of these movements on estimation errors can be evaluated. This means that kriging variance can 


be used as a criterion to optimize and evaluate an RWIS sampling design. In addition to this, another optimization 


criterion is introduced to reflect the needs of installing an RWIS station for covering the high travel demand areas. 


Incorporation of the said criteria has been decided based primarily on the findings from a survey dedicated to 


reviewing and examining the current best practices for locating an RWIS station in North America. In this survey, 


most participants responded that they would consider weather related hot-spots, such as those commonly encountered 


when roads are icy, snowy, or frosty, as posing the greatest potential danger to motorists. Equally important, they 


would also consider high traffic and accident-prone areas that serve a large number of travelers as key factors to 


consider in RWIS station placement. The following section provides a detailed description of the kriging method as 


well as the location optimization criteria. 


2.1 Kriging estimation errors 


The main idea behind kriging is that the predicted outputs are weighted averages of sample data, and the weights are 


determined in such a way that they are unique to each predicted point and a function of the separation distance (lag) 


between the observed location, and the location to be predicted. In addition, kriging provides estimates and estimation 


errors at unknown locations based on a set of available observations by characterizing and quantifying spatial 


variability over the area of interest (Goovaerts, 1997). Previous studies in a variety of different fields, mainly in 


hydrology and ecology, support the applicability and usefulness of geostatistics as a tool for an optimum selection of 


sites for monitoring environmental and meteorological variables. For example, numerous authors used geostatistic 


techniques to optimize groundwater observation wells by delineating the locations having maximum kriging variance 


(Nunes et al., 2004; Yeh et al., 2006; Brus and Heuvelink, 2007). Another study conducted by van Groenigen et al. 


(1999) employed a heuristic optimization approach namely simulated annealing (SA) to determine the optimal soil 


sampling schemes for obtaining the minimal kriging variance. Another study by Amorim et al. (2012) addressed the 


problem of planning a network of weather (air temperature) monitoring stations using geostatistical estimation error 


as a criterion. The authors used the geostatistical uncertainty of estimation in the location process for determining the 


optimal set of locations depending on the spatial arrangement of the stations. 


 


There are several different types of kriging (simple kriging, ordinary kriging, and universal kriging), but we focus on 


one of the most well-known and established variants called ordinary kriging (OK).  


 


Let’s assume that the random function Z(x) satisfies with second order stationary (and thus intrinsic stationary), the 


covariance between any two random errors depends only on the distance that separates them, not their exact locations. 


Let x and xi be location vectors for estimation point and a set of observations at known locations, respectively, with i 


= 1, . . . , n, and Z be a variable of interest. Based on n number of observations, we are interested in estimating a 


condition at any given location, denoted by ).(ˆ xZ  Hence, the OK estimator can be expressed as (Olea, 1999): 
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The unknown local mean is filtered from the linear estimator by forcing the OK weights   to sum to 1. The OK 


estimator can then be written as: 
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The weights are determined such that the estimated variance is minimized under non-bias condition,


 .0)()(  xZxZE



 Minimization of variance subject to the unit-sum constraint on the weights calls the definition 


of a Lagrangian L(x) which can be described as a function of the data weights, and a Lagrange parameter, )(x : 
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Taking the partial derivatives with respect to the weights and the Lagrange parameter and equating them to 0 will lead 


to the following system of equations:  
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Once the OK weights and Lagrange parameter are determined by solving the system of equations, the OK error 


variance can be defined by Equation 5 (Olea, 1999): 
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where Y denotes a set of observations at known locations. For a more compact display of the results, Equation 5 can 


be expressed in matrix form:  
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Upon determination of OK weights, the OK error variance can be calculated as: 
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It is worthwhile to note that the method described above is used to solve the kriging system of equations in terms of 


covariances, instead of semivariances. This is primarily for convenience in handling the square matrices, despite the 


slight loss in generality (Olea, 1999). Under a second order stationarity assumption, both the covariance and 


semivariogram functions are related and their outputs are equivalent.                                   


2.2 Problem Formulation 


A number of prior studies have suggested that an RWIS station should be located at high-travel-demand areas such 


that the benefits to road users can be maximized (Garrett et al., 2008; Buchanan and Gwartz, 2005; Mackinnon and 


Lo, 2009). For this reason, the majority of the North American transportation agencies (and other regions) are inclined 


to incorporate macro level traffic criteria such as collisions, traffic volume, and road class when deciding the RWIS 


station locations. 


 


In this study, we use road class information to reflect the needs of installing an RWIS station at high travel demand 


areas. A primary reason for implementing the road class information is due to the fact that there is a considerable 
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amount of variation in the range of traffic volume and collision data. Such a huge variation may produce a biased 


result when combined with other non- or less-skewed data (e.g., HRSC frequency). Hence, in addition to the first 


criterion representing HRSC frequencies, road class is added as another criterion to obtain a well-balanced optimal 


RWIS network.  


 


As discussed in the previous section, average ordinary kriging variance is calculated to reflect the needs for installing 


RWIS stations for improved winter road maintenance operations (i.e., locations with higher errors require more 


attention than others with lower errors), and sum of average kriging variance should therefore be minimized. The 


traffic criterion pertaining to road class should also be minimized since an RWIS station should be located at high-


travel demand areas (lower the road class is, higher the traffic volume is).  Therefore, the two aforementioned RWIS 


station allocation criteria are included in the objective function as follows: 


 


[8]  RCHRSC wRCwHRSCMinimize                                                   


 


where HRSC and RC represent the average kriging variance of hazardous road surface conditions, and road class, 


respectively. The weighting terms wHRSC and wSC are included such that decision makers would have the freedom of 


choosing different weights depending on the needs of the traveling publics, winter road maintenance requirements, 


and their respective priority in locating RWIS stations. Note that the kriging variance term is root-squared so that 


estimation errors can be expressed in the same unit and magnitude as the observations themselves.  


2.3 Optimization with spatial simulated annealing (SSA) 


The problem defined previously is a non-linear integer programming (NIP) problem which is computationally 


intractable; heuristic techniques are often required to solve these types of problems in a realistic way. In this research, 


we applied a variant of one of the most successful techniques called spatial simulated annealing (SSA), which is a 


spatial counterpart to simulated annealing (SA, Kirpatrick, 1984). SSA is an iterative combinatorial optimization 


algorithm in which a sequence of combinations is produced by deriving a new combination from slightly and randomly 


modifying the previous combination (van Groenigen, 1999). In principle, by discretizing the region of interest, kriging 


variance for all possible combinations of the station locations could be evaluated, and the combination that produces 


the smallest value would be selected as the optimal solution. However, this is impractical as the number of 


combinations would be formidable, meaning that an exhaustive search over all possible outcomes is computationally 


infeasible. In the search process, SSA not only accepts improving solutions, but also worsening solutions, based on a 


certain probability that is defined to minimize the risk of falling prematurely into local minima (van Groenigen and 


Stein, 1998). Therefore, the algorithm is able to find high quality solutions that are not dependent on the selection of 


the initial solution compared to other local search algorithms. SSA has gained its popularity by numerous researchers 


praising its robustness and easy implementation, particularly for optimizing sampling schemes in situations where 


observations are spatially correlated in geographic space (van Groenigen et al., 2006; Brus and Huevelink, 2007; Sacks 


and Schiller, 1988; Melles et al., 2011). For more information on how the SSA algorithm works, readers are referred 


to a paper by van Groenigen and Stein (1998) 


3. CASE STUDY 


3.1 Study area and Data Description 


The proposed approach is examined via Minnesota RWIS network, where there are a total of 97 RWIS stations 


currently in operation, and the number is expected to increase over the next few years. The current Minnesota RWIS 


network is depicted in Figure 1. To improve the computational efficiency, discretized network is used in this study.  


Mn/DOT provided their regional RWIS data from a total of 62 RWIS stations which were collected at 15-min intervals 


over three consecutive winters (i.e., October to March) between 2010 and 2013. The data came stratified by individual 


stations each containing nearly one million rows of measurements including the variable of interest - surface condition 


status. There are a total of 15 surface status codes describing current representative surface conditions expressed in a 


descriptive format. These status descriptions are listed in order of severity and further classified into four different 


categories with the most critical category listed first. In this research, the top category representing so-called hazardous 


road surface conditions were considered, and they were snow/ice warning, frost, wet below freezing, and snow/ice 
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watch. Each data entry was checked and counted if it reported anything that belonged to the top category under 


consideration. A VBA script was written to efficiently process over 58 million rows of data, returning a yearly average 


of HRSC frequency for each corresponding RWIS station.   


As pointed out in previous sections, a fundamental assumption of implementing geostatistics is the existence of 


spatially correlated data, which describes the commonly held notion that near-by measurements will have similar 


values and degree of dissimilarity increases as a function of distance. Since the assessment of such spatial correlation 


is a prerequisite to further pursue and apply kriging, it is critical to model the semivariogram based on the information 


provided by the attribute of interest – the hazardous road surface conditions. The processed data were subsequently 


fed into constructing a semivariogram, a model characterizing the spatial autocorrelation of HRSC measurements to 


be used in estimating the kriging variance in the objective function. Modelling of a semivariogram entails selection of 


the most adequate model type and the determination of its parameters. Assuming an isotropy, the semivariogram was 


fit with the exponential model given an estimated nugget variance of zero, a partial sill (sill minus nugget) of 0.94, 


and range of 95,000 m. Ordinary kriging was then performed using R. The square root of kriging variance discussed 


in Section 2 was implemented as the first criterion in the objective function.  


 


Another set of data provided by Mn/DOT was traffic volume (AADT) collected over a 10 year period. Since we are 


interested in incorporating road class information, the road class classification scheme of Mn/DOT was used to convert 


the traffic volume data to its corresponding road class. Since the minimum spatial unit was 3 kilometers, numerical 


values representing the road class data were aggregated and averaged over a 9-km2 gridded surface so that the traffic 


portion of the optimization criterion could be evaluated.  


 


 
Figure 1: Minnesota road and RWIS networks 


3.1 Optimal Minnesota RWIS Network 


The proposed model was implemented in designing an optimal RWIS network using the dual criteria discussed earlier. 


First, as there are currently a total of 97 RWIS stations in Minnesota, the optimization algorithm was run to obtain an 


all-new 97 RWIS station design using different weights to better appreciate different network design scenarios. The 


optimized and existing RWIS networks were then compared by determining a numerical value reflecting the 


performance (i.e., objective function value) of each network design to demonstrate the superiority of the optimized 
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network. In addition, RWIS network expansion scenarios were proposed by delineating a new set of 10 and 20 


additional RWIS stations in the existing RWIS network of Minnesota. When running the optimization with the SSA 


algorithm, the initial temperature was chosen such that the average acceptance probability was 0.80 (accepting 


worsening designs p ≤ 0.2) to avoid being trapped in local minima. This probability of accepting a worsening design 


was set to exponentially decrease as the optimization progresses to ensure convergence. The optimization was run 


over a total of 6,000 fixed iterations in generating each optimal network design solution. Analyses were performed on 


a windows operating desktop computer equipped with a 3.39 GHz processor and 8.00 GB of RAM, and a series of 


functions coded in R was used in this study. 


3.1.1 All-new optimal RWIS network 


Relocating the entire set of existing RWIS stations may not be possible due to economical infeasibility, but evaluating 


the current network of 97 stations in relation to an optimal design provides valuable information with which to assess 


the current location setting, and simulates how optimal locations will change when assigning different weights to the 


two different criteria considered in this study. As discussed earlier, the greatest benefit of the proposed approach is its 


ability to simulate and optimize RWIS station locations under any given settings that users define. This surely is an 


advantageous option, which is never possible in real world situations because costs associated with establishing any 


monitoring stations are very high (Chang et al., 2007). Likewise, it provides decision makers with the freedom to 


choose different weights depending on the needs of the traveling public, winter road maintenance requirements, and 


their respective priority in locating RWIS stations.  


As such, the RWIS network optimized under two different weights is presented in Figure 4. The aggregated road 


classes and kriged HRSC measurements are superimposed on the same map to help better appreciate and recognize 


how assignment of varying weights could contribute to deciding the optimal location for an individual RWIS station. 


In this figure, RWIS stations are represented by blue circles. It is worthwhile to note that for each weighting scheme, 


the optimization was run three times and the outputs were visually compared to confirm that the optimization outputs 


were very similar and comparable to each other. The intent of multiple tryouts was to ensure that the SSA algorithm 


had reached a (near) optimal solution without being trapped in local minima; an inherent problem of the SSA algorithm 


and all other metaheuristic algorithms currently available today.  


Fig 4 (a) represents a case when OK variance is solely used in the objective function to minimize the spatially averaged 


kriging variance. In this figure, it is evident that RWIS stations are well spread across the entire state, providing the 


maximum RWIS coverage in term of its monitoring capability of hazardous road surface conditions. In fig (b), the 


traffic criterion, representing road class, has been added to the first criterion with equal weights. As can be seen clearly, 


incorporation of the traffic criterion was able to capture high travel demand areas, providing an improved balance. 


Such a difference in its pattern is well manifested; a higher number of RWIS stations have been allocated to areas 


exposed to high traffic demand areas.  


As for the iteration schedule of the performed optimizations, Figure 5 illustrates the decrease of the dual objective 


function as number of iterations increases. It is apparent after around 5,000 iterations, the objective function for all 


runs starts to level off and slowly reaches its minimum value as evidenced by the lower value obtained at the 6,000th 


iteration. As explained previously, the SSA algorithm has a mechanism that reduces the risk of falling prematurely 


into local minima, provided that there is a certain probability and a decaying function controlling how fast the objective 


function converges. Such behavior is well presented by the continuous fluctuations and peaks observed until it 


stabilizes at around 6,000 iterations. In terms of computational efficiency, optimization converged slowly and took an 


average running time of 9 + hours for optimizing a single network.  


To evaluate the overall efficacy of each optimized network with respect to the existing network, the objective function 


was used to calculate its corresponding numerical value for all individual outputs as well as the current RWIS network. 


This evaluation metric is simply the lowest value obtained at the end of each optimization. For the existing network, 


a comparable yet equivalent approach is exercised by adding the averaged OK variance and road class given the 


current RWIS station locations. As a result, the percent differences in the objective function values between the 


existing and the optimized network, which can also be interpreted as perceived benefits, were found to be 17.30% for 


Fig. 4(a) and 20.05% for Fig. 4(b), signifying that the optimized networks are “better” in terms of monitoring 


capabilities of various hazardous road surface conditions while considering the needs of serving the traveling publics, 


as defined in the objective function. 
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                           (a)                                                          (b)                


Figure 4: All new 97 optimized RWIS station locations using the combined criterion using w1 = 1 combined with (a) 


w2 = 0 and (b) w2 = 1 


 


 
Figure 5: Decrease of the combined objective function as a function of iterations 


 


 


3.1.2 Expansion of current RWIS network 


In the previous section, the proposed method was applied to delineate optimal locations for the entire existing set of 


RWIS stations. However, this may be not a realistic option from a practical standpoint since it is extremely costly to 


relocate the entire network. Hence, a more feasible option is to expand the current RWIS network as described below.  


The optimization problem has therefore been modified to reflect the changes in the base condition. The objective 


function is evaluated at each iteration considering that there are permanently fixed 97 RWIS stations throughout the 


entire optimization process. Identical optimization parameters and weighting schemes (w1 = w2 =1) were used to locate 


10 and 20 additional RWIS stations (red circles) as depicted in Figure 6.   
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As can be seen in this figure, minimization of sum of averaged kriging variance, featured in the objective function, 


effectively prevented new stations from being closely located in the vicinity of existing stations. From a visual 


inspection, it can be asserted that new stations fill gaps in the existing RWIS network. In addition, evaluation of 


objective function values show that the current network improved by 11.5% and 16.3% with the placement of 10 and 


20 additional stations, respectively. 


 


                                 (a)                                                         (b) 


Figure 6: Expansion of current RWIS network with (a) 10, and (b) 20 additional stations 


4. CONCLUSIONS 


In this research, an innovative framework was introduced for the purpose of locating RWIS stations over a regional 


highway network. In the proposed method, the weighted sum of average kriging variance of hazardous road surface 


conditions (HRSC) was used to determine the optimal RWIS network design. This method relies on a sensible 


assumption that minimizing the total estimation error would, in due course, contribute to improving the global 


effectiveness and efficiency of winter road maintenance operations. Road class data were also incorporated and 


weighted to provide a balanced network that considers demands of the traveling public. The spatial simulated 


annealing (SSA) algorithm was employed to solve the combinatorial optimization problem ensuring convergence. 


Case study based on Minnesota, US exemplified two distinct scenarios –redesign and expansion of the existing RWIS 


network. Findings indicate that optimally redesigned RWIS networks are, on average, 18.90% better than the existing 


RWIS network. The study further revealed that the deployment of 10 and 20 additional RWIS stations would improve 


the current network by 11.5 % and 16.3%, respectively. The findings of our study show that the new approach is easy 


and convenient to implement, thus appropriate for real-world applications by integrating key features (road weather 


and traffic) considered in practice. In addition, Finally, we have presented the results to the Mn/DOT and received 


overwhelming positive feedback regarding the reasonableness of the solutions identified by our model. They have 


also confirmed that these solutions will be considered as the primary input to their decision on the location of their 


future RWIS stations. 
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ABSTRACT  


An experimental procedure was developed to implement a simplified design method of supplemental dampers for 


isolated highway bridges. For seismically base-isolated bridges subjected to an earthquake, the principal modes of the 


structure are in the isolation level which effectively lessens the seismic base shear conveyed from the superstructure 


to the substructure. However, this also has the effect of increasing superstructure displacement. To control the 


deformation of the isolators, supplemental energy dissipating devices can be introduced into the isolation system. This 


may nevertheless increase the total structure base shear and the merit of adding dampers has to be evaluated properly. 


In this paper a new type of steel hysteretic damper is proposed and tested in combination with an elastomeric isolator 


using displacement controlled cyclic tests. This very simple and economic damper was designed using a simplified 


method presented in earlier works. First, having characterized the response of an elastomeric isolation bearing used in 


a real structure, a simple and economic hysteretic damper was designed in accordance with the simplified method. In 


the next step, the designed damper in parallel with an elastomeric isolation bearing was tested by a unidirectional 


displacement-controlled quasi static method. Results show that this new type of damper could be used in combination 


with isolators to control superstructure displacement and substructure base shear. 


 


Keywords: isolated highway bridge, damping device, quasi-static test, seismic design 


1. INTRODUCTION 


In order to reduce substructure loadings in bridges subjected to significant earthquake activity, base isolation is being 


used more and more. Golzan and Legeron (2010) showed that isolation systems for small to medium span bridges can 


be very effective to reduce substructure loading. Isolated highway bridges under certain extreme loadings such as 


seismic and wind loads may undergo large displacements which might lessen the interest for the use of isolation for 


certain cases. Such large seismic displacements may impose using expansion joints with high initial and maintenance 


costs. 


 


In this regard, adding dampers to the isolated structure can be used as a method to modify the response of the structure.  


Since the dampers are often sacrificial members in a structure, it is important to design elements that are economic. 


Such devices, nonetheless, can increase seismic loads in certain cases (Jangid and Kelly, 2001). There are several 


types of dampers that have been developed by researchers and manufacturers for building and bridges. Metallic 


hysteretic dampers among all are simpler in fabrication and more economic with lower initial and maintenance costs. 


These types of dampers dissipate earthquake energy at designated places in a structure by yielding of metallic elements 


with hysteretic behavior. (Moreschi and Singh, 2003) 
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Steel dampers as one special category of such dampers have been reported and demonstrated efficient in the reduction 


of damage due to earthquake on bridge structures where there is significant deformation demands. (Chen et al., 2001; 


Maleki &Bagheri, 2010)  


 


So far several such devices have been developed tested by researchers. Cyclic tests of U shape hysteretic dampers 


under diverse strain velocities and temperature have been conducted by Suzuki et al. (2005). These tests presented a 


stable hysteretic response, even for high deformations in two perpendicular horizontal directions. To reduce the 


seismic demands of low or medium rise structures, Oh et al. (2012) tested U shape hysteretic dampers in base isolation 


systems. The test results for these dampers in combination with laminated rubber bearings also showed a stable 


hysteretic response at large displacement levels. Pan et al. (2014) developed a new type of triangular steel dampers 


for bridges with large ultimate deformation which allows large displacement through a vertical free mechanism and 


decreases the earthquake responses of bridges to a great extent. This damper shows a stable hysteretic performance 


under cyclic loading and has great capacity in dissipating seismic energy. 


 


In this paper a new type of steel hysteretic damper is proposed and tested in combination with an elastomeric isolator 


using displacement controlled cyclic tests. This very simple and economic damper was designed using a simplified 


method presented earlier (Golzan et al., 2015). The dampers were tested with a sinusoidal loading at different 


frequencies and amplitudes, and the effect of multiple cycles on the behaviour of the damper was evaluated. 


 


The basis of the design method as presented in Golzan et al. (2015) is to establish a relationship between effective 


stiffness, Keff and damping reduction factor, B, of the bridge with the desired reduction in displacement, φ, and increase 


in base shear, ε, of the base isolated bridge before and after adding dampers. The principal governing equations of the 


method are: 


 


[1]   
𝑇𝑒1


𝑇𝑒2
=


𝐵2


𝐵1
= [(1 − 𝜑)(1 + 𝜀)]−


1


2 


 


[2]   
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𝑇𝑒2
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1−𝜑
 


 


Where Te is the natural period of the bridge and indices 1& 2 indicate the property before and after adding dampers. 


The method then allows calculating the stiffness and damping required for the added damper in order to reach the 


target reduction in displacement and variation in base shear. 


2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 


The test setup consists of vertical and horizontal loading systems; the rollers sliding surface; the instruments to 


measure displacements and; the control systems. (Figure 1) 
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Figure 1: Test set up 


The test setup was designed for characterization test of individual isolators. The horizontal load is applied by a pair of 


servo-controlled hydraulic jacks of a nominal capacity of 250kN. The upper plate of the isolation bearing is bounded 


to the horizontal jacks by the mobile plate, whereas the lower plate of the isolation bearing is fixed to the ground plate. 


The applied horizontal load is displacement controlled and is measured directly by the jacks applying the load. In the 


characterization phase of the isolation bearing, the damper is not installed in its place so that the whole horizontal 


force is carried by the bearing. 


 


The required decoupling and sliding surface between the upper plate and the vertical load system is accomplished by 


a set of parallel rollers fixed in a steel frame. The resistance in displacement of clean rollers under a vertical load of 


900kN applied by two servo-controlled jacks that are fixed to the overhead frame is about 0.7% of the vertical load.  


The horizontal displacements are measured by diverse devices. The extension of the two horizontal jacks establishes 


the main measure of the horizontal displacement. A supplementary extension to the setup provides a place for the 


installation of the damper as will be discussed in the next section. The horizontal displacement of the middle of the 


damper specimen, relative to the end blocks where the damper is anchored, is measured by a laser sensor.  


3. ISOLATOR BEARING CHARACTERIZATION 


The isolation bearing in this study has been designed for a vertical load 900kN, a base shear of 302kN and a maximum 


displacement of 103mm. To investigate the control potential damages on the isolator, characterization tests were 


performed on the isolation bearing first before testing with dampers and second as a control series after testing with 


dampers. No significant change was noticed in the behavior of the isolator after all tests.  


 


The characterization test on the bearing was performed using a progressive sinusoidal loading (Figure 2) as specified 


by CSA S6 (2006). 
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(a) (b) 


 


Figure 2: Loading of the bearing (a) and Hysteretic behavior of the isolation bearing at different levels (b) 


Testing the bearing at different displacements, the bearing was characterized for a range of displacement up to its 


design displacement. Based on this characterization, some constituting laws of the isolator were drawn to constitute 


an approximate bilinear model of the bearing in the design of the damper. The effective stiffness and the equivalent 


damping ratio of the isolator at design displacement are 2940kN/m and 0.045 respectively. The test condition simulates 


an isolator on a bridge with a very stiff substructure (Base of the lab) that can be assumed infinitely rigid. Considering 


the design vertical load of 900kN on the isolator, the natural period of the system is equal to 1.1s. 


4. HYSTERETIC DAMPER DESIGN 


Having the characteristics of the isolation bearing for the seismic design of a bridge, a supplementary element can be 


introduced to the structure to add damping to the system and reduce displacement. In the design of this steel hysteretic 


damper that is designed to work with the isolator, attempt has been made to keep it as simple and economic as possible.  


 


Design in this paper is based on an equilibrated displacement for the combination of the damper and the isolation 


system assuming that no force increase takes place in the combination. The gravity loads are completely supported by 


the isolator and lateral loading is resisted by both the isolator and the damper. 


 


This damper consists of several fixed end steel bars aligned horizontally (Figure 3) that dissipate the energy of a 


vibration by plastic hinge mechanisms at both ends and mid-length of the bars. The response of the superstructure to 


earthquake in terms of exerted force is applied to the damper bars through an articulation which assures the yielding 


of the bars in bending only and not in torsion. The number of bars and their lengths as well as the steel grade can 


determine to what extent the displacement demand will be attended by this design method. The choice of several bars 


is useful for distributing the end moments on a larger surface. Since steel dampers have a relatively large initial 


stiffness before yielding of the material, they add to the overall stiffness of the structure, which will reduce low 


amplitude vibrations induced by any weaker horizontal loads other than strong seismic and wind loads. 
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Figure 3: Damper specimen and its end fixation 


Hwang et al., (1996) proposed that to obtain the effective stiffness Keff and equivalent damping of a hysteretic system 


ξeq, three parameters of elastic stiffness (Kel), post yield stiffness ratio (α= Kel / Kpl) and ductility ratio (μ=D/Dy) could 


be taken as variables and set to desirable values. Equation 3 shows the value of effective stiffness in a bilinear 


hysteresis model and Eq. 4 shows the equivalent damping in the same model. These equations were formulated for 


isolators, but they can also be applied for the evaluation of damper properties. 


 


[3]  𝐾𝑒 =
1+𝛼(𝜇−1)


𝜇
𝑘𝑒𝑙  


 


[4]   𝜉𝑒 =
2(1−𝛼)(1−


1


𝜇
)


𝜋[1+𝛼(𝜇−1)]
 


 


Since the damper is aligned in parallel with the isolator, the effective stiffness is simply given by the sum of the 


isolator and damper stiffness, and the equivalent damping of the combination can be calculated from: 


 


[5]   𝜉2 =
𝐾𝑖


𝐾𝑖+𝐾𝑑
𝜉𝑖 +


𝐾𝑑


𝐾𝑖+𝐾𝑑
𝜉𝑑 


 


Geometry of the bars can be determined assuming the behavior of the combined system at the desired designated 


displacement. Practical considerations such as: steel grade; length, cross section details and number of bars and; 


accessibility and location where the damper will be installed need to be taken into account in the design of the damper. 


 


In the first place in the design, it is assumed that the displacement of the system reduces by 50% while the developed 


force remains the same.  


 


Having initial effective stiffness of the isolator equal to 2940 kN/m and its equivalent damping ratio equal to 0.045, 


from Eq.1 and Eq.2 the target effective stiffness for the combination is calculated to be 5880 kN/m with an equivalent 


damping ratio equal to 0.08. By subtracting isolator’s effective stiffness from the secondary effective stiffness the 


damper’s effective stiffness is calculated to be 2940kN/m and from Eq.5 its equivalent damping ratio is equal to 0.14. 


 


The steel grade to be used for the damper is supposed hot rolled steel with yield strength of 350MPa. The post yield 


stiffness ratio was assumed approximately equal to 0.3 which would be verified by the tests. Ductility ratio (μ=D/Dy) 


and elastic stiffness Kel  remain to be identified such that the effective stiffness and the equivalent damping of the 


designed damper are set equal to Kd, and 𝜉d based on the bi-linear model presented in Equations 3 and 4. With D 


already defined with the target variation in displacement φ equals to 52mm (50% of 103mm), the elastic stiffness Kel 


and the elastic displacement Dy can be related to the geometry of the damper using Equations 6 and 7. 


[6]  𝐾𝑒𝑙 =
3𝑛𝜋𝑑4𝐸


𝑙3
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[7]  𝐷𝑦 =
𝐹𝑦.𝑙


2


12𝐸.𝑑
 


 


Where, n is the number of steel bars, l is the length of the bars, d is the diameter of the bars, E is the modulus of 


elasticity (equal to 200 GPa) and Fy is the yield strength of the material. The number of bars n needs to be assumed in 


order to solve for the diameter and length of the bars, In this case, the use of six bars was found to give practical bar 


sizes for the available test setup and isolator. For the damper composed of six bars, the diameter and length of bars 


were found respectively equal to 36mm and 1352mm. For practical reasons, it was decided to use bars of 38mm (1.5 


inches) diameter and the 1500mm length. 


 


For the specimen, two coupons (Figure 4) were tested according to ASTM E8 / E8M - 15a (2015) standard test methods 


for tension testing of metallic materials to determine the steel mechanical properties. The actual yield strength of the 


damper was found to be 371MPa which would give from Eq. 7 a yield displacement equal to 9mm. 


 


 
 


Figure 4: Coupon dimensions (mm) 


Given the actual geometry and yield strength of the bars and employing Eq.3 and Eq.4, the effective stiffness and 


equivalent damping ratio of each component and the combined system can be recalculated. Then, the ratio of target to 


initial damping reduction factor 𝐵2 𝐵1⁄  is calculated to be 1.53 and the ratio of target to initial stiffness 𝐾𝑒𝑓𝑓2 𝐾𝑒𝑓𝑓1⁄ is 


calculated to be 2.03. This yields a reduction of 54% in displacement and also a reduction of 7% in the force of the 


total system. Therefore, based on the simplified method the final displacement of the combined system will be equal 


to 47mm and its final force will be equal to 284kN. 


5. DISPLACEMENT CONTROLLED CYCLIC TESTS 


Displacement controlled cyclic loading has been performed on the specimen named HR1. As shown in Figure 5a the 


bars are confined between two end blocks fixed to the laboratory base ground. The force of the jacks is applied in the 


middle by an articulated plate. The data are acquired by the loading system and the control system (Figure 5b) to apply 


a cyclic displacement controlled load to the specimen.  


 


                           
                                      (a)                                                                                                   (b) 


Figure 5. Plan view of the installed damper (a) Control system (b) 


Frequency of loading and number of cycles were two parameters to be verified during the tests. A frequency of 0.17 


Hz was used in general for displacement controlled cyclic tests, but tests were also performed at 0.5 Hz. The effect of 
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loading frequency on the results of displacement controlled cyclic testing was found to be negligible. This can be 


shown in Figure 6. 


 


Figure 6: Comparing the hysteresis with two different frequencies of HR1 


At designated loading frequencies, three amplitudes were chosen based on the calculations that were applied on the 


system at three cycles each. At the end of the tests on the specimen at its maximum displacement, tests of 100-150 


cycles were performed to verify the effect of loading damage and heat generation in the bars due to the plastic hinge 


mechanism. Tests results confirm the deterioration of the specimens around 10% due to warming and also damaging 


of the material during the consecutive 100 loading cycles (Figure 7). After these cycles, the system was let to cool 


down. Another series of 140 cycles was then performed to verify if there is any gain in the force after cooling. Test 


results show a gain of 5% of force after cooling. Likewise, throughout the 140 cycles, the force further reduces by 


around 10%.  


 


 


Figure 7: Force decrease of isolator and damper after 240 cycles of 0.25 Hz at 50mm 


To match approximately the final displacement of 52mm (50% reduction), the specimen was tested at three amplitudes 


with the lowest amplitude corresponding approximately to the yield displacement (9mm) and two other  displacement 


amplitudes of 50, and 60 mm. Three cycles at each displacement amplitude were performed consecutively as shown 


in the loading force and hysteretic curves of Figure 8 for the specimens in comparison with the isolator alone. 
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Figure 8: Comparison of the Isolator and HR1 vs. Isolator alone 


 


The resulted force in the tests at the equilibrated displacement found from simplified method shows 297kN which has 


little difference from the force obtained from the simplified method equal to 284kN. The force values from the test 


correspond with the first cycle of the test and the force in the other cycles tend to be less. The attained ductility ratio 


of the specimen at its maximum design displacement is 5.2 and from the tests it is found that the post yield stiffness 


ratio of the specimen is 0.27. A comparison has been made between the isolation bearing and its combination with the 


specimen in Figure 9. The figure also shows a comparison between the test results and the simplified method. 
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Figure 9: Effective stiffness and equivalent damping ratio of Isolator, damper and combined system in various 


displacements 


6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 


This paper discusses the design of a simple, easy-to-replace and economic hysteretic damper for highway bridges that 


act as a fuse in case of large displacements and base shears from earthquakes. The damper has been designed following 


the simplified method developed in earlier works. The damper was fabricated from hot rolled mild steel to work in 


parallel with an isolation bearing with known responses in force and displacement. It was tested under displacement 


controlled cyclic loading.  


 


The main conclusions are as follows: 


 


1. The designed damper following the simplified method with added stiffness and damping to a structure shows 


to be able to control displacement and base shear as required. 


2. The elements of the damper are designed to be horizontal so that the vertical movements of the deck of the 


bridge cannot affect its functionality. This composition also permits to choose a desired length and cross 


section for the damper elements. Finally, the three point plastic hinge mechanism in the proposed damper 


offers a greater capacity for the elements to dissipate earthquake energy. 
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3. Displacement controlled cyclic test results in a good level of damping and stiffness as expected by the design 


method. 


4. The developed damper in this study can be one suggestion out of many as a simple means to rehabilitate 


isolated highway bridges structures. Other types of dampers with different mechanisms in damping are to be 


evaluated. 
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ABSTRACT  


The Greater Toronto Area (GTA) hosts some of the most scenic routes and landscapes in all of Ontario and Canada. 


The global concept of sustainability and environmentally-friendly structures has its aesthetics dimension towards 


blending with nature. For millennia, arched bridges have been some of the most effective structural systems that 


serve both function and appearance. The viaducts built by the Romans followed by the structures of both medieval 


and Renaissance periods along with modern bridges are standing examples for how arched bridges can be in great 


harmony with nature. This paper presents a concrete arch bridge that is portrayed as a landmark in the picturesque 


area of the subject project within the GTA. The bridge will carry both vehicular and pedestrian traffic over a water 


stream and a trail along the side of the stream. The proposed single span arched bridge will accommodate two lanes 


of vehicular traffic and a sidewalk for pedestrian traffic on each side of the deck. In addition to satisfying the high 


profile aesthetics criterion of the bridge, two bridge alternatives are investigated (a Bow-String and a Fixed Arch) in 


order to achieve the most economical and efficient design. The Bow-String alternative involves an arch above the 


deck with hangers placed at set intervals, acting as tension members to transfer the load from the deck to the arch. 


The second alternative, Fixed Arch, is comprised of an arch below the deck with posts in-between, acting as 


compression members transferring loads from the deck to the arch. Both options are evaluated from the technical, 


financial and aesthetics aspects to obtain an optimum landmark bridge structure. 


1. INTRODUCTION 


1.1 History of Arched Bridges 


The use of arches in bridge structures dates back to the Romans and thereafter to the Renaissance eras. During these 


eras, the criterion facing the design of such structures was based upon geometry, function, erection methods, 
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material composition and aesthetic. The function of arches was mainly to cross bodies of water, such as a river or 


canal, with respect to the surrounding situations. The social aspects relating to the use of arched bridges was 


dependent upon the rise and span of the bridge, which lead to the geometry. The selection of geometry was a 


function of clearance for navigation in the water, and also technological means, related to the loadbearing properties 


of a given material.  The loadbearing behaviour ultimately influenced the choice of the arch’s shape and cross-


section area. With masonry being the most widely used material for arches in this era, the most common failure 


mode associated with this material is due to the compressive/shear overstressing of the masonry. When constructing 


the arches, the scaffold used to keep the arch in place was to be removed gradually from the ends to the center. This 


was to allow the mortar connecting the masonry to strengthen, and alleviate any excessive stresses endured (Holger 


et al. 1998). Figure 1 below represents the Stari Most bridge, a historic arched bridge constructed of stone, 


completed in 1566 (Holger et al. 1998). Figure 2 depicts a modern arched bridge, the hoover dam bypass, 


constructed of high-performance concrete in 2010 (St. John 2011). 


1.2 Project Description 


The built environment is the landscape that connects society. Not only do structures such as bridges connect roads 


opposite a body of water, or other roads, they also serve as visual reminders of mankind’s creative prowess. This 


paper presents a landmark concrete arch bridge to be constructed in the GTA, Ontario, consisting of a span of 25 m  


 


over a river, with 2 lanes for vehicular traffic. The bridge is to be located in a picturesque valley, bounded by woods, 


with pedestrian sidewalks on either side of traffic, and trails underneath the bridge structure on either side of the 


river. The bridge has aspirations to become a landmark of the area; therefore aesthetics play a key role in the design 


phase. 


 


                          


                           Figure 1: Stari Most in Mostar                                            Figure 2: Hoover Dam Bypass Arched                


                                (Celic & Mujezinovic 1969)                                                            Bridge (St. John 2011) 


1.3 Bridge Description 


1.3.1 Alternative ‘A’ – Bow-String Arch 


A Bow-String Arch, referred to as option ‘A’, was the first alternative in consideration for our landmark bridge 


structure. This option consists of an arch above the main deck, with hangers connecting the arch to the main girder, 


acting as tension members for load transfer. The boundary condition of the main girder is free on one end and fixed 


on the other. The hanger boundary conditions were initially set as fixed at both ends, however through further 


investigation, a pinned boundary condition proved to be more beneficial. Such optimization modes can be seen 


further in the report, (see Figs. 3 and 4).  
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Figure 3: Cross-Section of Alternative ‘A’ (Bow-String Arch) 


Figure 4: Section Elevation of Alternative ‘A’ (Bow-String Arch) 


1.3.2 Alternative ‘B’ – Fixed Arch 


The second alternative that was investigated, Fixed Arch, referred to as option ‘B’, proved to be a viable alternative. 


The arch for this alternative is located underneath the main deck, and contrary to option ‘A’, posts are connecting 


the arch to the main girder, acting as compression members. The main girder is fixed on one end and free on the 


other. However, the arch is fixed on both ends, creating a fixation to the foundation. Similar to option ‘A’, the 


boundary condition of the posts were investigated and optimized to a hinged condition, seen further in this report 


(see Figs. 5 and 6).  
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Figure 5: Cross-Section of Alternative ‘B’ (Fixed Arch) 


 
Figure 6: Section Elevation of Alternative ‘B’ (Fixed Arch) 


1.4 Construction Approach 


The construction of both bridge options has many more intricacies than average bridges.  Due to the underlying 


water stream, a platform must be built spanning the length of the bridge to support the scaffolding and formwork 


required for the multiple superstructure members.  With the pedestrian trail underneath the bridge, proper clearance 


between the trail and the arch has been achieved. Where possible, glass fiber reinforced polymers (GFRP) will be 


considered to enhance the corrosion control of the bridge without compromising the strength of the structure. 


1.5 Scope of Work 


This paper presents a comparison between the two aforementioned alternatives of a landmark arched bridge 


structure. The two alternatives will be compared based on initial cost, life-cycle cost, durability, constructability, 
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foundation design, environmental impact, design challenges associated with both alternatives, and aesthetic 


attributes. All members have been tested for resistance of applied loads. An alternative has been chosen based on a 


number of comparisons between the two bridges.  


 


2. CONCEPTUAL DESIGN REQUIREMENTS  


2.1 Environmental Sustainability Consideration  


A landmark design should not negatively affect the surrounding environment as a result of its aesthetical presence. 


With the bridge erected in a picturesque area, the negative effects of construction, maintenance, and operation must 


be kept at a minimum. During construction, the water stream will be exposed and thus has to be protected to prevent 


debris from making its way into the water stream which could pollute the water and harm the ecosystem. The same 


procedure should be applied while maintenance is undergone on the bridge. Furthermore, oil and other harmful 


chemicals from vehicles must be properly drained away from the natural environment.    


2.2 Construction Staging Consideration 


2.2.1 Bow-String Arch Bridge 


● First stage: Footing and substructure elements constructed. 


● Second stage: Platform and scaffold erected for the construction of superstructure elements including the 


Arch, tie, hanger and floor beam. 


● Third Stage: Concrete deck items poured along with the installation of the expansion joints. 


●  Fourth Stage: Construction of the pedestrian trail along with the placement of pavement, and barrier walls. 


 


2.2.2 Fixed Arch Bridge 


The addition of piles in the Fixed Arch bridge requires an additional stage in the construction process. This will 


result in a longer construction period for the Fixed Arch option. 


●   First Stage: Piles driven to bedrock. 


●  Second Stage:  Footing and substructure elements constructed. 


● Third stage: Platform and scaffold erected for the construction of superstructure elements including the 


Arch, struts, girder, post and floor beam. 


● Fourth stage: Concrete deck items poured along with the installation of the expansion joints. 


● Fifth Stage: Construction of the underneath pedestrian trail along with the placement of pavement, and 


barrier walls. 


3. ARCH LOAD TRANSFER MECHANISM 


The two arch systems share similar load transfer mechanisms 


 


1. The live load (vehicular traffic) is first applied to the wearing surface/concrete slab deck; 


2. The load is then transferred to the floor beams based on the tributary width of each floor beam; 


3. The floor beam will then transfer the load to the arch and girder on each side of the bridge; 


4. As the load travels through the girder, it will make its way to the nearest hanger (Bow-String Arch) or post 


(Fixed Arch); 


5. The hangers will be in tension as the load travels upwards into the arch while the posts will be in compression 


as the load travels down to the arch 


6. The arch will then receive the load, it is important to note that the arch in both systems is always in 


compression. This is crucial for an arched bridge; 


7. Finally the load will transfer to the abutment and into the soil; 
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4. MODELING AND ANALYSIS  


4.1 General 


The most suitable alternative was selected between the proposed two options of Bow-String Arch and a Fixed Arch 


bridge. A two-dimensional finite-element modeling (FEM) was utilized by analysis of each bridge through the 


SAP2000 software, which combined the loadings and the properties of the bridge cross-section.  The structural 


loading and the design analysis of the bridge are in accordance to the Canadian Highway Bridge Design Code, 


CHBDC (CSA 2014). With regards to the location of the bridge, no seismic activity was considered as per CHBDC 


guidelines. Utilizing the structural analysis SAP2000 software, the superstructure was modeled in order to obtain its 


straining actions (normal, shear and moment) to study the behavior of the applied loads. 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 7: Factored normal force (Nf) diagram for                       Figure 8: Factored shear force (Vf) diagram for 


alternative A (Max Nf Hanger=691 kN, Max Nf Arch=-             alternative A (Max Vf Arch=545 kN & Max Vf  


4625 kN & Max Nf Tie=3845 kN)                                               Tie=136 kN) 


 


 


 


 


Figure 9: Factored moment (Mf) diagram for alternative A       Figure 10: Factored normal force (Nf) diagram for     


(Max Mf Arch=492 kN.m & Max Mf Tie=432 kN.m)                 alternative B (Max Nf Post=-564 kN, Max Nf Arch= 


                                                                                                     - 5094 kN & Max Nf Girder=0 kN) 


 


Figure 11: Factored shear force (Vf) diagram for                            Figure 12: Factored moment (Mf) diagram for 


alternative B (Max Vf Arch=320 kN                                                alternative B (Max Mf Arch=207 kN.m 


& Max Vf Girder=58 kN)                                                                  & Max Mf Tie=99 kN.m) 


 


4.2 Loads 


4.2.1 Permanent Loads 


4.2.1.1 Dead Loads 


Two permanent load types have to be considered, the dead load and the superimposed dead loads. The dead load 


includes all structural components that form the superstructure, such as: reinforced concrete deck, slab and the 


girders/ties.  Super imposed dead load is the force imposed by non- structural components of the bridge such as the 
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wearing surfaces and barrier wall; these loads come to exist after the bridge is erected. In order to have the most 


critical loading scenario the dead loads were multiplied by their corresponding load factor obtained from the 


CHBDC Table 3.3.  


4.2.1.2 Soil Pressure 


To withstand the loads transferred from the superstructure, the Fixed Arch bridge system utilizes a deep foundation 


while the Bow-String Arch bridge makes use of a shallow foundation. When analyzing the foundations resistance to 


external forces, as transferred from the superstructure, the active and passive soil pressure was taken into account in 


conjunction with the dead weight of the soil behind the footings. With the implementation of a retaining soil  


 


structure (RSS) wall the soil pressure varied, below grade the soil pressure is carried by the foundation, in contrast, 


above grade, the active soil pressure is taken by the RSS wall. The soil load was represented as a triangular 


distributed load (as the passive earth pressure), and trapezoidal distributed load (as the active earth pressure) in 


regions where the RSS wall happened to be.  All necessary checks (sliding check, stability check, and bearing 


capacity check) were conducted considering the affects the of the RSS wall.  When the soil pressure and dead 


weight of the soil and the footings was deemed insignificant to sustain loads from the superstructure, piles were 


implemented, as with the Fixed Arch bridge.  


4.2.2 Live Load 


The pedestrian load and vehicular traffic loads (including braking forces) were applied and analyzed with respect to 


the CHBDC guidelines. The vehicular load was considered a jammed scenario according to the standard CL-625-


ONT truck. 


4.2.3 Temperature Load 


The maximum and minimum uniform temperatures were applied using the formulas in the CHBDC guidelines. 


Also, thermal gradient effects were considered.  


4.2.4 Wind Load 


The wind load was applied using a number of factors in the CHBDC. The horizontal force and vertical force 


(upward and downward directions) along with the wind load produced from vehicles driving atop the bridge were 


considered to determine the required design of the structure. 


5. DESIGN  


5.1 Flexural Design  


The preliminary moment resistance of the floor beam, girder, hangers/posts, and arch were calculated in accordance 


to the CHBDC. Certain elements of the bridges cross section and end conditions were optimized to reduce the 


overall cost and environmental impact of the bridge. 


Table 1: Comparison of Moment Resistance and Factored Moment  


 Alternative ‘A’- Bow-String Arch 


 


Alternative ‘B’- Fixed Arch 


 


 Moment 


Resistance, Mr 


(kN.m) 


Factored Applied 


Moment, Mf 


(kN.m) 


Moment 


Resistance, Mr 


(kN.m) 


Factored Applied 


Moment, Mf 


(kN.m) 


Floor Beam 1129.95 1071.98 1129.95 1012.26 


Tie/Girder 1845.59 575.85 1845.59 131.10 


Hanger/Post 75.33 0 75.33 0 


Arch 1845.59 655.64 1845.59 274.49 
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5.2 Shear Design 


The shear resistance of any section (the floor beam, girder, hangers/posts, and arch) depends on two elements: the 


concrete, and the reinforcing ties. For both options, the maximum factored applied shear has been checked to be 


accommodated by the shear resistance defined by the CHBDC. 


Table 2: Comparison of Shear Resistance and Factored Shear 


 Alternative ‘A’- Bow-String Arch 


 


Alternative ‘B’- Fixed Arch 


 


 Shear Resistance 


Vr (kN) 


Factored Applied 


Shear , Vf (kN) 


Shear Resistance 


Vr (kN) 


Factored Applied 


Shear , Vf (kN) 


Floor Beam 1518.75 393 1518.75 364 


Tie/Girder 2126.25 136 2126.25 200 


Hanger/Post 364.5 0 364.5 0 


Arch 2126.25 545 2126.25 435 


5.3 Normal Force Design 


The hangers/posts play a vital role in transferring the force from the tie/girder to the arch. Since these members are 


subjected to an axial (normal) force, the tensile resistance of the hangers mainly depends on the amount of steel 


reinforcement embedded in the concrete while compressive resistance of the posts depends on both steel 


reinforcement and concrete compressive strength. Accordingly, the resistance of hangers/posts was determined 


based on CHBDC. Table 3 below summarizes the applied factored axial load and corresponding axial resistance for 


the most critical member between the two investigated alternatives. 


Table 3: Comparison of Normal Force Resistance and Factored Normal Force 


 Alternative ‘A’- Bow-String Arch 


 


Alternative ‘B’- Fixed Arch 


 


 Normal Force 


Resistance, Nr 


(kN) 


Factored Applied 


Normal Force, Nf 


(kN) 


Normal Force 


Resistance, Nr 


(kN) 


Factored Applied 


Normal Force, Nf 


(kN) 


Hanger/Post 704.63 691 897.45 564 


6. BRIDGE OPTIMIZATION 


6.1 Superstructure 


The hanger and post members belonging to the Bow-String Arch and Fixed Arch respectively were reduced from 


400mmx400mm sections to 300x300 mm sections. The connection type was changed from a fixed-fixed to a hinge-


hinge connection in order to pass the combined shear and moment test. Not only do these optimizations pass design 


requirements, they also reduce the material and load placed on the bridge. 


6.2 Substructure 


The two arched systems (Fixed Arch and Bow-String Arch) possess very different substructures. This is due to the 


fixed arches reaction acting on an angle and producing a relatively large horizontal force. The two systems were 


optimized based on several factors such as: 


 Cost of material and labour; 


 Environmental impacts from the use of excess concrete; 


 Elimination of piles/deep foundation; 


 Elimination of extra trades on site; and  


 Construction length; 
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Figure 13: Original substructure design for                                      Figure 14: Cost comparison 


Alternative ‘B’ with piles  


7. COMPARISON OF ALTERNATIVES 


Throughout the design phase various differences were discovered between both alternatives which assisted in the 


selection of choosing the optimal solution which can be seen in Table 4. 


 


Table 4: Comparison of Alternatives 


 Alternative ‘A’- Bow-String Arch Alternative ‘B’- Fixed Arch 


Total Cost $291,304.12 


 


$532,850.65 


Durability -Lifespan of up to 100 years 


-Resistance to freeze-thaw 


-Sulfate attack resistance 


 


-Lifespan of up to 100 years 


-Resistance to freeze-thaw 


-Sulfate attack resistance 


Fabrication/Installation - Shallow foundation 


- Scaffold erected to support formwork 


- Piles driven to bedrock 


- Addition of lateral struts 


- Scaffold erected to support formwork 


 


Sustainability - Safe design 


- Similar maintenance costs 


- Protection of water during construction 


 


- Safe design 


- Similar maintenance costs 


- Protection of water during construction 


Environmental Impact - Less material to be disposed of at end    


  of life (E.O.L.) 


-Greater amount of material waste 


-More CO2 emissions in cement  


  production 


 


Damage Susceptibility -Corrosion of rebar 


-Sulphate attack 


-Delamination of concrete 


-Weathering of concrete and pavement 


 


-Corrosion of rebar 


-Sulphate attack 


-Delamination of concrete 


-Weathering of concrete and pavement 


Design Challenges -Reduction of hangers 


-Reduction of abutment wall 


-Addition of deep foundation 


-Reduction of hangers 


-Reduction of abutment wall 


 


Aesthetics -Not preferred -Best meets landmark design criteria 
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8. CONCLUSIONS 


The subject project involves the analysis and design of an arched concrete bridge. The bridge will be located in the 


GTA in a picturesque valley; the bridge is to be designed such that it becomes a landmark of the area. In the 


preliminary design phase two alternatives were evaluated, a Bow-String Arch and Fixed Arch. Both options were 


tested to ensure load bearing adequacy through the applied loads as per the CHBDC 2014. Once adequacy was 


ensured, one alternative was selected for the detailed design phase. The following list presents reasons as to why the 


Fixed Arch alternative was selected as an optimum design option: 


 


 With the goal to construct a bridge to become a landmark in the surrounding area, aesthetics play a vital role in 


the design. The Fixed Arch, alternative ‘B’, received more welcome to fit this purpose; 


 The resistance to normal force of the vertical members in both options was found to be greater for that of the 


Fixed Arch alternative due to the compressive nature of these forces and the utilization of concrete. This leads to 


less reinforcing steel and lower construction cost; 


 As for the Fixed Arch alternative, the arch is placed beneath the deck of travel, it is less likely to be affected by 


weathering action attack from de-icing salts. With this is mind, the reinforcing steel is less likely to become 


corroded, resulting in a greater life expectancy due to the high level of durability; and 


 Fixed Arch bridge systems promise to be serving not only landmark structures but also introduce an approach 


towards resilient infrastructure. 
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ABSTRACT  


Canadian Nuclear Power Plants (NPPs) are located on the eastern side of the North American continent, with the 


majority of them in Ontario. The Design Basis Earthquake (DBE), based on West Coast records, is prescribed in the 


Canadian nuclear standards. Seismic Probabilistic Risk Assessment studies of the existing plants consider time 


histories obtained from the latest research on the East Coast earthquakes as seismic input to the analysis. Although 


Canadian standards are silent about rocking response of unanchored objects, various industry guidelines and the 


standard ASCE 43-05 prescribe methodologies in this regard. Applications of a rocking frame in a NPP may vary 


from squat piers supporting a heavy rigid object to a slender masonry frame consisting of two concrete block walls 


and a rigid diaphragm on top. The methods of analysis prevalent in the nuclear industry recommend obtaining the 


response of an individual pier of a rocking frame, rather than an equivalent pier representing the rocking frame. 


Methods of obtaining an equivalent pier, whose response is the same as that of a rocking frame, have been detailed in 


the literature where it has been emphasized that rocking frames are more stable than an individual rocking pier. 


However, it is noticed that the response of rocking frames is influenced by their slenderness and also by the boundary 


condition at the contact between the piers and the top mass. The support boundary conditions are bounded by two 


extremes: the full top width of a pier, or a point support at its top center. This paper compares the equivalent block 


parameters of rocking frames for these two extreme boundary conditions. Also, it presents the seismic response of a 


slender rocking frame subjected to earthquake records compatible with the DBE spectra of Ontario NPPs, as well as 


spectra used in risk analysis.  


 


Keywords: Nuclear, Seismic, Rocking, Frame, DBE, CSA. 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Ontario NPPs, being closer to the east coast in comparison to the west, are considered as East Coast plants subject to 


high frequency seismic excitation typically represented by the East North American (ENA) response spectrum 


(Atkinson and Elgohary, 2007). Many eastern Canadian moderate earthquakes, including the classic Saguenay (1988) 


earthquake were found to be rich in high frequency content (Boore and Atkinson, 1992). The seismic design response 


spectrum in the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission (USNRC) Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.60 (USNRC, 


1973) was based on the NBK spectrum (Newmark et al., 1973), named after its creators and generated from the West 


Coast strong motion records. The standard response spectrum in the Canadian nuclear code CSA N289.3 (1981) was 


based on the USNRC regulatory document NUREG CR-0098 (Newmark and Hall, 1978) that considered the seismic 


input from the West Coast records. Both USNRC RG 1.60 (1973) and CSA N289.3 (1981) recommended their 


respective generic spectra to be scaled to suit the site-specific Peak Ground Acceleration (PGA). The newer versions 


of these publications USNRC RG 1.60, Revision 2 (USNRC, 2014), and CSA N289.3 (2010) include 
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recommendations about the high frequency events. However, the shapes of the generic spectra remain the same as in 


the older versions. The DBEs of the Ontario NPPs are either scaled versions of the NBK spectrum or the CSA 


spectrum. Figure 1 illustrates the difference between the two. For the purpose of Seismic Margin Assessment (SMA) 


of an Ontario NPP, East Coast events (richer in high frequency content) are considered in order to establish the 


Uniform Hazard Response Spectrum (UHRS) required as the basis of the SMA (Alexander et al., 2007). Seismic 


Probabilistic Risk Assessment also requires generation of UHRS which is based on the East Coast events for Ontario 


NPPs. Discussion on the comparison of shapes of various design basis spectra and the assessment spectra can be found 


elsewhere (e.g., Dar et al., 2015a). For the purpose of this paper, four earthquake records are considered, out of which, 


three are common or similar to the records in (Newmark et al., 1973) and (Newmark and Hall, 1978), and one is from 


the suite of Saguenay records as a representative of typical Canadian East Coast events with high frequency content. 


 


Seismic interaction of unanchored objects, with seismically qualified safety systems, may adversely impact their 


capability to perform their intended functions, and hence it is required to be assessed in accordance with the Electric 


Power and Research Institute (EPRI) report NP-6041 (EPRI, 1991). The response of a rocking object has not been 


addressed in the Canadian nuclear standards (Dar et al., 2013). In this regard a designer has to refer to the available 


literature or standards in the nuclear industry outside Canada. The standard ASCE 43-05 states that it is preferable to 


anchor components in an NPP to avoid rocking and sliding. However, unanchored components are acceptable as long 


as they satisfy the requirements of the standard. Components such as portable power supply, transformers, tooling 


cabinets etc. cannot be anchored to the floor because of their frequent movement. Structural components such as 


concrete shielding blocks or unreinforced masonry (URM) are potential candidates for their seismic interaction with 


the surrounding seismically qualified components. Although a URM is not allowed by the modern standards for 


seismic applications, it is found in relatively older NPPs where it has been noted to be a major contributor to the 


seismic risk (Reed and Kennedy, 1994).  The sliding response of objects under seismic excitation has been studied 


elsewhere (e.g., Konstantinidis and Makris, 2005, 2009, 2010; Konstantinidis and Nikfar 2015; Lin et al. 2015, and 


references reported therein). The rocking response of a URM frame has been studied by Wesley et al. (1980) where it 


is considered to be equal to that of a single pier of the frame represented by a Single Degree of Freedom (SDOF) 


oscillator.  ASCE43-05 also provides an approximate method for obtaining the peak rocking response of an 


unanchored rectangular block by considering it as an equivalent SDOF oscillator.  Priestley et al. (1978) proposed a 


method that leaned on the same asumption, namely that a rocking block can be represented by an equivalent SDOF 


oscillator. This methodology was evaluated by Makris and Konstantinidis (2003), who reached the conclusion that a 


rocking block cannot be represented by a SDOF oscillator. The methodology by Westley et al. (1980) was investigated 


at a preliminary level by Dar et al. (2013) reaching the same conclusion as Makris and Konstantinidis (2003). The 


ASCE 43-05 approximate methodology was evaluated by Dar et al. (2015b) with the conclusion that this method 


results in incorrect and in many cases unconservative response of a rocking block. The same conclusion was obtained 


for this method in the Canadian context with regard to the response spectrum recommended by the standard CSA 


N289.3 (2010) by Dar et al. (2015d).  


 


All of the above studies aimed at obtaining the pure planar response of a rocking block without sliding. The standard 


ASCE 43-05 allows independent calculations of pure planar rocking and pure sliding response of an unanchored block. 


This paper focuses on the pure planar rocking response of frames. Figure 2(a) shows a rocking frame consisting of 


two rigid unanchored rocking piers with a freely supported rigid beam on top, all components with rectangular shapes 


having uniform mass distribution. Sufficient friction, and hence no sliding, at contact points (at the top and the bottom 


of a pier) is assumed. In this type of rocking frame, for positive rotation (>0), i.e., rocking motion towards right 


(shown in Figure 2(a)), the top pivot point, i.e., the contact point of the beam with the pier, is at the pier’s top left 


corner whereas the bottom pivot point is at the bottom right corner of the pier. For negative rotation (motion to the 


left), the top pivot point switches to the top right corner of the pier and the bottom pivot point switches to the bottom 


left corner of the pier. The switch takes place instantaneously at the time of impact. Figure 2(b) shows a typical pier 


just after and just before the impact. Thus the contact point, and hence the lumped mass (mass of the beam divided by 


the number of piers), always remains at the top end of the diagonal of the pier, i.e., in alignment with the Center of 


Gravity (CG) of the pier and the bottom pivot point. Thus, the slenderness of the equivalent block, represented by the 


angle, α, remains the same as that of the solitary pier. This type of rocking frame has been analyzed by Makris and 


Vassiliou (2013) concluding that the rocking frames can be considered as an equivalent rocking block shown in Figure 


2(c), with the same slenderness as that of the rocking pier but of a larger size (because the CG of the pier-beam 


assembly would be higher than the CG of the individual pier).  
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Figure 1: NBK spectrum (USNRC RG 1.60) and CSA spectrum (CSA N289.3) at 5% damping, normalized to 1g 


PGA with: (a) spectral velocity, displacement and acceleration (b) only spectral acceleration.  


Figure 2: Rocking frame investigated by Makris and Vassiliou (2013): (a) Rocking frame consisting of rigid piers 


and top beam (b) Rocking pier with lumped mass shifting instantaneously at top pivot point on impact (c) 


Equivalent rocking block with the same slenderness but larger size. 


Figure 3: Slender URM rocking frame: (a) Concrete block unreinforced masonry with rigid diaphragm on top 


connected at the centers of the piers (b) Single pier with lumped mass (c) Pier with very large mass (d) Pier 


with zero slenderness and infinite top mass 
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Figure 3(a) shows a slender frame made of URM piers with a rigid diaphragm, made of steel deck and open web steel 


joists (or steel beams) connected at the piers’ top center points. Preliminary investigation of this type of frame was 


carried out by Dar et al. (2015c). It was concluded that the response of a rocking frame is equal to that of a single pier 


with a lumped mass, i.e., the mass of the top rigid diaphragm equally divided among piers, as shown in Figure 3(b). 


As the ratio of the top mass with the pier mass, represented by the letter ‘q’, increases, the CG moves upwards as 


shown in Figure 3(c). As α approaches zero and q approaches infinity, the entire arrangement turns into an unstable 


stick-mass model as shown in Figure 3(d). Parameters of an equivalent rectangular block, representing the assembly 


in Figure 3(b) were established by Dar et al. (2015c) which are revisited in this paper. It is assumed that sufficient 


friction exists at all contact points at the top and bottom of the URM. Hence there is no sliding. The support offered 


by the URM is considered as a line support, referred as “point of contact”.  The URM piers are considered as rigid 


rocking blocks, henceforth referred to as solitary blocks. The effects of the joist shoe and bearing plate (about 100 mm 


x 100 mm in plan) and its anchor are ignored.  


2. REVIEW OF THE ROCKING BLOCK 


Figure 4(a) shows the schematics of a rocking block subject to ground excitation gx . Yim et al. (1980) presented the 


equations of motion of the rocking block, 


 


[1]  0<   ),-Rcos(--m=)-mgRsin(-+I  gx
&&&&


 


[2]  0   ),-Rcos(-m=)-mgRsin(+I  gx
&&&&


 


 


Where, I is the moment of inertia of the rocking block about the pivot point O, m is its mass, R is its radius,  is the 


rotation, angle α is the measure of its slenderness. Other parameters are as defined in Figure 4. 


Figure 4: (a) Schematics of a rocking block (b) Equivalent block 


 


Substituting I= (4/3) mR2 in the above equations and rearranging the terms leads to  
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where, R4/g3p  is the so called frequency parameter. sgn() denotes the signum function. Employing the space 


state formulation (Makris and Konstantinidis, 2003), the above equation can be solved numerically by modifying the 


initial velocity 2
 after each impact by multiplying the pre-impact velocity 1


by the coefficient of restitution given 


by Housner (1963) as 


 


[4]  sin 
2


 3
-1 2e  


3. EQUIVALENT ROCKING BLOCK PARAMETERS 


There are two extremes for the location of the top lumped mass on a pier, depending on the way the beam is supported 


on the piers: (1) at the top centers of the piers (Figure 3), and (2) at the corners of the piers (Figure 2). Parameters of 


the equivalent block, αeq and peq, are derived below for the two extreme cases. Equivalent parameters for the top mass 


located between the two extremes are under investigation by the authors. Figure 4(b) shows the rocking block 


geometry with the top mass (shown as a solid circle) in the center and also at the top left corner as a dotted circle. 


4. TOP MASS AT THE CENTER 


Regardless of the position of the top mass, the CG of the block (solitary pier) and top mass assembly would be located 


on the line joining the top mass and the CG of the solitary block, which is denoted as point C and highlighted by a 


small circle in Figure 4(b). For the centrally located top mass (solid circle), mt, and block mass m, the height of the 


point Ceq is 


 


[5] 
q)+(1
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hq
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h  


The distance of point Ceq from the point O and the angle αeq come out to be 
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The properties of the equivalent rocking block (i.e., the point mass and solitary block assembly), the mass moment of 


inertia about pivot point O and the frequency parameter, are obtained as 
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5. TOP MASS AT THE CORNER 


For the mass at the corner (dotted circle in Figure 4(b)), the CG of the equivalent block (solitary block and top mass 


assembly) would be at the diagonal (at point C1) and hence the angle 
eq  would be equal to  . By proportioning the 


distance from the point C of the top corner mass in accordance with the mass ratio (as in Eq. 5), the following 


relationships emerge 


[10] 
q)+(1


2q)+(1 R


q1


Rq
R1R eq 



   is the distance between the points C1 and O.   


[11]  q31IRm4mR
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[12] 
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Out of the above parameters, αeq (= ) and p1eq are the same as those derived by Makris and Vassiliou (2013); however 


the expression for R1eq derived by Makris and Vassiliou (2013), and denoted by R̂ , is: 


[13] 


















q21


q31
RR̂  


As q approaches infinity, the equivalent radius given by Eq. 10 approches 2R, which is also obvious geometrically 


(Figure 4(b)). R̂  in Eq. 13, however, approaches 3/2. This is because the equation for the equivalent radius R̂  in 


Makris and Vassiliou (2013) was derived from the parameter p1eq by equating it to eq1R4/g3 . It should be noted 


that the coefficient ¾ is for a rectangular block with uniformly distributed mass rather than the assembly of a solitary 


block and the top point mass. Figure 5(a) shows the difference between the equivalent radii, R1eq and R̂ , from this 


study and Makris and Vassiliou (2013), denoted as M&V (2013). Figure 5 (a) shows that the size of the equivalent 


block is more than the size of the solitary block for both. Since response of larger blocks is less than the response of 


smaller blocks, it appears that the top heavy frames are more stable than a solitary block. However, it is not necessarily 


true in all cases, as seen later.  


Figure 5: Parameters of an equivalent block: (a) Normalized radius R1eq/R for the top mass at corner (b) Normalized 


radius Req/R for the centrally located top mass (c) Normalized peq=peq/p, and, (d) Normalized slenderness 


αeq/α. 
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6. PARAMETRIC STUDY OF THE TWO EXTREME CASES 


Figure 5 (b) shows that the variation in the normalized radius against variation in q of a block with centrally located 


top mass. As slenderness decreases, the shape of the curve (e.g., the top curve with α=0.1), asymptotes to 2, similar to 


that in Figure 5 (a) for the corner top mass. This means that for slender rocking frames the equivalent radius for both 


cases is almost the same. This is true for all parameters shown in Figure 5 except for the normalized slenderness in 


Figure 5(d) where, for small α, for the central mass case, it asymptotes to 0.5 but for the corner mass it stays constant 


at 1. This can be realized geometrically from Figure 4(b) that for the centrally located mass for slender frames with 


q=∞, αeq=b/2h whereas α=b/h. 


7. MAXIMUM COEFFICIENT OF RESTITUTION 


Figure 6 (a) and (b) show the rocking block just after and just before the impact at point O’. For a rectangular block 


with uniformly distributed mass, Housner (1963) considered the following relationship, derived by equating angular 


momentum about point O’ immediately before and after the impact, in order to arrive at the coefficient of restitution 


given in Eq. 4: 


[14] 21 I =  )2mbRsin-(I 
&&


 


 


Adding the effect of the top mass on both sides of the equation (with the velocities vv and vh from Figure 6), just before 


and after the impact,  
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The above leads to the coefficient of restitution 
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Where e is given in Eq. 4. 


 


Similarly, the coefficient of restitution can be found for the point mass at the top corner by replacing R1 by 2R in 


Figure 6 . This comes out to be the following: 
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The above is the same as given by Makris and Vassiliou (2013). 


 


Figure 6: Rocking block with top central mass: (a) just after, and, (b) just before, impact. (c) variation in coefficient 


of restitution with q  


Figure 6 (c) shows the variation in coefficient of restitution with increasing q on log-linear scale. All red lines 


correspond to the block with top central mass, and all blue lines correspond to the block with the top corner mass. The 


coefficient of restitution increases with the increase in q for the top central case whereas it decreases for the top corner 


case for all three values of α. For α=0.1, the coefficient of restitution for both cases is almost the same as of the solitary 


block.  


8. RESPONSE OF A SLENDER ROCKING FRAME TO EARTHQUAKE RECORDS 


A 3m high and 290mm thick concrete URM supporting a roof diaphragm spanning 6 m, similar to what is shown in 


Figure 3 is considered. Unit area roof diaphragm weight is considered as 75% of the masonry self-weight leading to 


q=0.75, which is not uncommon to such enclosures. Table 1 gives details of this rocking frame along with the 


equivalent block parameters in the last three columns. Four earthquake records are chosen, as shown in Table 2. 


Overturning is assumed to occur when the normalized rotation (/α or /αeq) is equal to 1, although it is known that a 


rocking block may survive rotations that exceed this limit (Zhang and Makris, 2001).  


 


 


Table 1: Details of block wall and diaphragm system for centrally loaded frames 
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Table 2: Details of Earthquake Records 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 
Figure 7: Response of solitary and equivalent rocking blocks to earthquake records in Table 2: (a) Saguenay (b) 


Helena (c) El Centro (d) San Fernando 


 


Response of a rectangular block to seismic excitation is obtained by numerically solving Eq. 3 utilizing the space state 


formulation (Makris and Konstantinidis, 2003) and employing AdmsBDF hybrid solver (PTC, 2012). Figure 7 shows 


the response of solitary block in comparison with that of the corresponding equivalent rocking block to the earthquake 


records detailed in Table 2. Three cases are considered: solitary block, equivalent block with top central mass, and 


equivalent block with top corner mass. As shown in Figure 7(a) and (b) there is no overturning, and the response of 


the equivalent block with the centrally located top mass is much more than the other two cases. The response of 


equivalent block with the corner top mass is the least of all. This means that the equivalent block with the top corner 


mass is the most stable. However, in Figure 7(c), where there is overturning, the response of solitary block is more 


stable than the other two cases. In Figure 7(d), the solitary block is the least stable and the equivalent block with top 


corner mass is the most stable of all. From this observation it can be concluded that for rotations closed to overturning, 


the top heavy frame may not be more stable than a solitary block, although the size of an equivalent block is larger 


than the corresponding solitary block. This is also visible in various rocking spectra generated by Makris and 


Konstantinidis (2003) where, when close to overturning, for two values of p close to each other, the response of a 


smaller block in many cases is found to be less than that of a larger block. As given in Table 1, parameters peq and p 


are close to each other and hence the rocking response, corresponding to these parameters, appear to follow the 


observations made in the literature.   


Earthquake Year Station PGA (g) Record 


Saguenay, Quebec 1988 Site 16 0.13 *S16_EN2 


Helena 1935 Carroll College 0.173 A-HMC-270 


Imperial Valley, Calif. 1940 El Centro 0.215 I-ELC270 


San Fernando, Calif. 1971 Pacoima Dam 1.16 PCD 254 


http://peer.berkeley.edu/smcat/ and *http://www.earthquakescanada.nrcan.gc.ca 
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9. CONCLUSIONS 


It is concluded that the parameters of an equivalent rocking block depend on the boundary conditions at the contact 


points of piers and the top rigid beam (or a diaphragm) in a rocking frame. For both cases, with the top mass located 


at the center and corner of a pier, the size of an equivalent block is larger than that of the solitary block. However, the 


slenderness parameter, α, for the centrally loaded pier is less than that of the solitary block whereas for the top mass 


at the corner of a rocking pier, the slenderness parameter is equal to that of a solitary block. A preliminary investigation 


with seismic input from a limited number of earthquake records concludes that, when close to overturning condition, 


the top heavy slender frames are not necessarily more stable than the corresponding solitary blocks.   
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ABSTRACT  


After years of record-breaking droughts many aquifers around the World are drying up.  Climate change is making it 


increasingly difficult to support the World’s growing population.  If water means life then water scarcity represents 


a significant challenge to growth for industry. 


 


A Canadian-based food processor is rising to the challenge of water scarcity at one of its production facilities in 


Gujarat, India.  Until 2013 the facility was able to draw all the water it needed from a well.  However, droughts have 


reduced groundwater resources and the demand for the facility’s products has grown.  The food processor 


approached Amec Foster Wheeler to help them with a major expansion.  Since additional withdrawals from the 


aquifer were not permitted, a new Water Reclamation Plant was needed.   


 


Water reuse at a food processing facility is rare; however, it has been done before.  In this case, the bigger challenge 


was to satisfy the facility’s expanded requirements for process water with limited groundwater resources.  Water 


recovery rates needed to be as high as possible: higher than what had ever been achieved before.  As well, 


production would depend on the new Wastewater Reclamation Plant so the equipment had to be very reliable.  


Industrial Wastewater Treatment Plants are often difficult to operate and control.  Food processing wastewater is 


typically concentrated and flows are variable.  Strong cleaners and swings in pH often lead to biological treatment 


upset conditions causing extreme foaming, sludge bulking, or conditions toxic for microbiology.  However, 


treatment upsets could not impact the quality or quantity of process water available for production in the future.  To 


achieve these goals the facility’s water balance was redesigned around a new high recovery water reuse system with 


a focus on reliability.  The system was based on Ultrafiltration membranes (UF), Granulated Activated Carbon 


(GAC) and Reverse Osmosis membranes (RO).  Since start-up in early 2013 the new Water Reclamation Plant has 


met all of production’s requirements.  Water quality has been excellent and performance has been reliable. 


 


However, in 2014 the facility’s production targets grew again requiring more even process water.  As well, the 


facility requested a permanent, sustainable solution for brine disposal.  A Scavenger Reverse Osmosis system was 


designed to boost water recovery rates and minimize brine disposal requirements.  A Multiple Effect Evaporator/ 


Crystallizer system was then designed to treat the remaining concentrated brine solution and meet the site’s needs 


for Zero Liquid Discharge. The Scavenger RO concentrated the Primary RO Reject to the limits of salt saturation 


and minimized the amount of waste brine that needed to be evaporated.  This reduced the size and cost of the 


evaporators.  As well, by evaporating the RO Reject to a vapour, the facility could recover the condensate for reuse 


and maximize water recovery rates.   


 


The new Scavenger RO and ZLD systems will be commissioned in May of 2016.  Once operational they will give 


the Food Processor complete control of the water balance ensuring the facility’s future sustainability in a region of 


water scarcity. 


 


Keywords: Industrial Water Reuse, ZLD, Membranes, Ultrafiltration, Reverse Osmosis, Evaporation 
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1. TREATMENT FOR IRRIGATION 


Prior to the 2013 expansion of the food production facility, all process related wastewater generated by the facility 


was treated on-site and used for irrigation on the facility’s grounds. Traditional methods for treatment were used. A 


conventional activated sludge system was used to biologically degrade the soluble organics and separate the biomass 


from the treated water.  Media filtration ensured the local standards for reuse as irrigation water were consistently 


met. The effluent wastewater treatment plant consisted of a fine screen, a primary clarifier, an aeration lagoon, a 


secondary clarifier, media filtration, and a large treated water storage tank and disinfection. 


 


A simplified water balance of the facility and its effluent treatment plant prior to the 2013 expansion is provided in 


Figure 1 below.  All flow rates are approximate daily averages expressed in m3 per day.  
 


 
Figure 1: Simplified Water Balance prior to the 2013 Expansion  


2. TREATMENT FOR INDUSTRIAL REUSE 


The existing activated sludge system followed by filtration and disinfection was successful as it achieved the 


necessary effluent quality for irrigation. However, the expansion brought about an increase in both the wastewater 


flow rate and the organic loading rate to the existing treatment system. As well, reusing water would potentially 


change the salt balance of the water supplied to the plant.  Over time reusing water could have a significant impact 


on the quality of process water supplied to production.  The design of a Water Reclamation Plant had to start with a 


complete water and salt balance for the expanded facility. The water balance must include losses due to evaporation 


from the lagoons, the wasting of waste activated sludge (WAS), and the reject of concentrated brine from the 


demineralizer process (RO Reject). 


 


All of the existing water and wastewater treatment equipment at site was inspected and evaluated for suitability in 


the new water balance.  Most of the existing equipment was reused.  Some pieces of equipment were refurbished or 


upgraded to increase capacity or improve performance. A new Water Reclamation Plant was designed to follow the 


Effluent Treatment Plant. 


 


A simplified water balance of the facility, the Effluent Treatment Plant, and the New Water Reclamation Plant after 


the 2013 expansion is shown in Figure 2 below.  Prior to the expansion the facility was permitted to withdraw up to 


450 m3 of water from the well per day.  Water reuse enabled the facility’s water use to grow to approximately 


1600 m3 per day. 
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Figure 2: Simplified Water Balance after the 2013 Expansion  


 


 


A team of specialists completed the design and drawings for each of the new or upgraded water and wastewater 


systems (P&IDs, control narratives, mechanical and civil drawings) with the exception of sewage treatment.  


Sewage was collected with separate sewers and treated on-site with a separate sewage treatment system.  Separating 


the ETP from sewage treatment ensured that the pathogens present in sewage could not contaminate the facility’s 


Effluent Treatment Plant or its Water Reclamation Plant.   


 


The new water and wastewater treatment systems included: 


 


 Treatment of well water for use as process water, low pressure boiler feed water, and condenser feed water; 


 Primary and Secondary Treatment of the facility’s process wastewater for the removal of FOG, TSS, BOD, 


COD, NH3-N, NO3-N, and TP; 


 Tertiary treatment of the wastewater treatment plant effluent for reuse as facility process water, low 


pressure boiler feed water, and condenser feed water; and  


 Integration of all of the above water and process wastewater treatment systems including storage, 


disinfection, and distribution to the various process water users within the facility. 


2.1 Water Reuse Goals 


The client’s goals below for water reuse were not trivial: 


 


1. The treated water for reuse must always exceed the quality of the site’s well water. 


2. Water must not be wasted.  The new water reclamation plant must be designed to operate at the highest possible 


recovery.   


3. The site’s existing Effluent Treatment Plant (ETP) had frequent upsets.  The facility’s wastewater was both 


concentrated and highly variable.  From day to day the COD could range from 1,000 mg/L to 16,000 mg/L, TSS 


could range from 100 mg/L to 10,000 mg/L and TKN could range from 50 mg/L to 500 mg/L.  Upgrades to the 


Effluent Treatment Plant would be needed to address deficiencies, improve reliability and expand treatment 


capacity.  Reliable wastewater treatment would be critical to successful water reuse. 


4. The Water Reclamation Plant (WRP) must be capable of working reliably through any foreseeable biological 


treatment upset condition or membrane fouling event.  Approval for the expansion of Production Facility would 


require guarantees on productivity so the Water Reclamation Plant must be available to make process water for 


production 24/7/365. 


5. The new treatment requirements should be met by upgrading the existing equipment and site infrastructure to 


reduce cost, schedule and operator training requirements. 
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2.2 Water Reclamation Plant Design 


Several process flow sheets were considered and compared with respect to meeting the above goals.  Among the 


technologies considered were: Membrane Bioreactor, Media Filtration, Multiple Effect Evaporation, UV and Ozone 


Oxidation.  The selected water reclamation system flowsheet consisted of:  


Fine Screening  →  Tertiary UF  →  GAC  →  RO  →  Disinfection 
 


The key considerations that lead to the selection of the above unit operations within the water reclamation system 


were: 


 


 A high recovery wastewater reuse Reverse Osmosis membrane system (RO) was deemed to be the most 


reliable and cost-effective method to meet the facility’s requirements for the reuse water (quality and 


recovery). 


 An Ultrafiltration membrane system (UF) was used to ensure the biologically treated wastewater was 


always acceptable as feed to the RO.  Both membrane biological reactor (MBR) and tertiary UF 


configurations were closely examined and deemed to provide adequate pretreatment for the RO; however, a 


Tertiary UF system with an immersed supported fiber membrane was selected to minimize capital 


investment costs and operational challenges. 


 A Granular Activated Carbon (GAC) system was included to treat the UF permeate to optimize the removal 


of dissolved organics upstream of the RO.  This would both minimize organic fouling rates within the RO, 


extending periods between cleans, and allow for increased RO recovery rates. 


 Consideration was included for a future Ozone oxidation system after the GAC system to disinfect and 


oxidize residual organics to enhance reliability. 


 


To develop the complete flowsheet for the new wastewater treatment and water reclamation systems, several 


changes to the existing equipment and infrastructure were required: 


 


 A new hydraulic profile was done so that all potential bottlenecks and airlocks could be removed.   


 The existing wastewater treatment processes were upgraded to expand treatment capacity and improve 


effluent quality so that it could be feed to the new water reclamation system.  Among the changes were 


upgrades to the primary and secondary clarifiers, the RAS pumps, and the addition of a new ferric chloride 


dosing system to reduce Total Phosphorous levels. 


 In order to reduce Total Nitrogen levels to acceptable levels upstream of the new water reclamation system 


and utilize the existing lagoon infrastructure with minimal capital cost, additional surface aerators were 


required.  As well, new surface mechanical mixers were installed and a cyclical aeration process was 


devised.  This process utilized a single lagoon, with continuous flow, but provided aerated and anoxic (with 


mixing) periods of treatment.  This cycle allowed the treatment lagoon to achieve both nitrification and 


denitrification within the existing lagoon.   


 Since the RO system would produce a waste reject stream with salt levels too high for irrigation or land 


application, a strategy for brine concentration and removal was necessary.  A series of evaporation ponds 


was deemed to be the most cost-effective solution.  To reduce land requirements both natural and forced 


evaporation (misters) were needed.   


2.3 Successful Water Reuse 


2.3.1. Biological Upset Conditions  


The start-up of the client’s new production lines brought with it increased flows and organic loading to the aeration 


lagoon.  These changes caused upset conditions that were characterized by increased foaming in the aeration lagoon 


and poor clarifier performance.  For example, average TSS levels in the secondary clarifier effluent were over 


100 mg/L with spikes as high 220 mg/L.  Nutrient loading rates also spiked and caused algae growth in the open top 


tank that fed the UF system.  Despite these challenges, and against the recommendations of the equipment vendor, 


the water reclamation system started-up to support the client’s needs for process water. 
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Figure 3: Influent Wastewater Flow Variability During and After Start-up 


 
The above chart (Figure 3) shows the large swings in the influent wastewater flow to the primary clarifier over a six-


month period.  This variability made maintaining a consistent ratio of Food to Microorganism (F:M) in the activated 


system especially challenging. 


2.3.2. UF System Performance 


Since start-up the UF system has performed reliably.  UF permeate quality has been excellent with Turbidity levels 


consistently below 0.2 NTU and Silt Density Index levels below 2.5 (SDI < 2.5).  As well, the Trans-Membrane 


Pressure of both trains has remained low since start-up indicating that membrane permeability has been very stable.  


In fact, there have been no issues with performance of the UF during start-up or throughout the first two years of 


operation, despite the operational challenges listed below: 


 


 During the 2014 start-up period the large swings in influent flow and organic loading brought about 


biological treatment upset conditions causing foaming and filamentous growth.  These two operational 


issues overwhelmed the secondary clarifier at times causing exceedances in the design basis for the 


Ultrafiltration system (i.e. Total Suspended Solids > 500 mg/L). 


 Algae growth in the open top equalization tank that feeds the Ultrafiltration system initially was a concern 


as algae caused rapid fouling of membrane systems.  During the first few months of operation the fine 


screens plugged frequently with algae. 


2.3.3. RO Permeate Water Quality 


The product water quality from the Primary RO units has consistently met the client’s requirements in all regards.  


Table 1 shows an abbreviated list of the more critical design parameters for the Raw Process Wastewater, the 


relevant Indian Standards for Drinking Water, and the Primary RO Permeate water quality.  The Canadian Drinking 


Water Standards are also provided for reference only.   
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Table 1: Water Quality 


Parameter Raw Process 


Wastewater 


IS 10500 for 


Drinking Water* 


Guidelines for 


Canadian Drinking 


Water ** 


Primary RO 


Permeate* 


Chemical Oxygen Demand (mg/L) 8938 NA  NA Non-Detectable 


Total Suspended Solids (mg/L) 4457 NA NA Non-Detectable 


Total Phosphorous (mg/L) 78 NA NA Non-Detectable 


Nitrate (mg/L as NO3) NA 45 45 < 1 


Total Nitrogen (mg/L) 378 10 10 < 1 


Turbidity (NTU) NA 1 0.1 ~ 0.03 


Total Hardness (mg/L as CaCO3) 282 200 None < 1 


Chlorides (mg/L) 610 250 None 20 to 40 


Total Dissolved Solids (mg/L) 3050 500 500 40 to 80 


  * Abbreviated List of IS10500 Requirements and Results 


  ** Reference Only 


 


2.3.4. Primary RO System Performance 


The Primary RO units have met the client’s requirements with regard to both the quantity of RO permeate water 


recovered and the recovery rate. Shortly after start-up each RO unit was set to operate at the design recovery of 


87.5%.  Despite operating at such a high recovery, the system has been quite reliable.  This is largely due to the 


conservative approach used in the design of the RO pretreatment systems.  For example, a UF system was used to 


eliminate the potential for mixed liquor to carry over or break through and contaminate the treated water in the 


downstream tanks, piping and equipment. As well, the GAC filters were used to minimize organic fouling rates by 


adsorbing organics that would have otherwise adsorbed onto the surface of the RO membranes. 


 


To provide complete redundancy there are four Primary RO units or trains.  Under peak demand conditions only 


three are required to be in operation.  Since start-up the first RO train (RO1) has been operated the most frequently 


with regular cleanings approximately once per month.   


 


Figure 4 shows the loss in membrane permeability after six months of operation.  Over the first six months of 


operation the loss in Normalized Permeate Flow for RO1 was approximately 40%.  This corresponds to a loss in 


membrane permeability from when the membranes were first started up of approximately 40%.  


 


Figure 5 shows the loss in membrane permeability after the first 2 years of operation. Worth noting is that there has 


been relatively no change in membrane permeability between 6 months of operation and 2 years of operation.  This 


indicates that after the initial start-up period, performance has been relatively stable and the operator cleaning 


procedures have been effective at controlling membrane fouling rates.   
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Figure 4: Normalized Permeate Flowrate for RO1 - After 6 Months of Operation  


 


 


 
Figure 5: Normalized Permeate Flowrate for RO1 - After 2 Years of Operation  


3. BRINE CONCENTRATION USING A SCAVENGER RO SYSTEM 


A membrane based Water Reclamation Plant produces a salty waste by-product that is referred to as “RO Reject”.  


RO Reject is the salty concentrate from the water/salt separation process.  Specifically it is the concentrate from the 


final stages of the Reverse Osmosis membrane units.  For many sites the options for disposal of the RO Reject may 


be limited because RO Reject can have salt concentrations that are 4 to 10 times higher than typical ground water.  


This facility was no different.  To comply with local regulations the client needed to either fully evaporate their 


waste brine on-site or haul it off-site for disposal by others.  Since the client had limited land available for 


evaporation ponds on-site, off-site disposal was required.  After two years of successfully operating the Water 


Reclamation Plant and producing waste brine, the client was ready to take the next step toward Zero Liquid 


Discharge.  This would mean concentrating the brine to the saturation limits of the mixed salt solution using a 


Scavenger RO system.  Integrating a Scavenger RO system into the Water Reclamation Plant would allow the client 
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to operate their Water Reclamation Plant at the highest possible water recovery rate for a membrane based system 


short of actual evaporating the water.   


 


The client’s goals for the Scavenger RO system were simple: minimize the volume of the brine that needed to be 


evaporated thereby minimizing the capital and operating costs of the evaporation system.  It is important to note that 


the purpose of a Scavenger RO system is very different than a Primary RO system.  The design is therefore also 


different.  For example, the client’s Primary RO system must produce permeate (product water) of exceptional 


quality so that it can be used by Production as process water.  However, the sole purpose of the Scavenger RO is to 


reduce the amount of waste brine (RO Reject) that needs to be evaporated.  As a result, Scavenger RO systems are 


quite different systems.  Physically, they are much smaller than Primary RO systems; however, their design must be 


even more conservative as their duty is more severe and their expected membrane life is shorter.   


4. TREATMENT FOR ZERO LIQUID DISCHARGE 


The last step to achieving Zero Liquid Discharge is by far the most costly from both the standpoint of capital 


expenditure and operating expense. Evaporating brine is energy intensive.  As well, the materials of construction in 


contact with a concentrated mixed salt solution require expensive corrosion-resistant metallurgy.  Titanium, duplex 


stainless steels (i.e. 2205) and/or austenitic stainless steels (i.e. 254 SMO) are often used in the design of mixed salt 


evaporators and crystallizers as 316 stainless steel can corrode quickly in concentrated wastewaters with higher 


chloride levels.   


 


Zero Liquid Discharge systems can be designed to treat the most concentrated wastewaters and produce water 


vapour and mixed salt crystals.  The water vapour is condensed into a liquid using cooling water and then blended 


with RO permeate for reuse as process water.  The salt crystals are suspended in a saturated mother liquor.  The 


crystals are separated from the mother liquor by a centrifuge.  The mother liquor is either returned to the evaporator 


or crystallizer or purged from the system.  The salt crystals from the centrifuge are typically disposed of at a landfill 


with a moisture content of approximately 20%. 


 


A simplified water balance of the facility, the Upgraded Effluent Treatment Plant, the Water Reclamation Plant and 


the New Zero Liquid Discharge Plant after the 2016 expansion is shown in Figure 6 below.  Prior to this expansion 


the facility needed to dispose of the concentrated brine off-site.  By adding a Scavenger RO system to boost the 


recovery to over 93%, the volume of brine was reduced by half.  Reducing the volume of brine to treat made the 


Zero Liquid Discharge system smaller and more affordable to buy, construct and operate.  When the condensate 


from the ZLD system is included in the water balance, the water recovery rate is increased to over 96%. 
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Figure 6: Simplified Water Balance after the 2016 Expansion  


 


3.1 Zero Liquid Discharge Goals 


The client’s goals for Zero Liquid Discharge are to: 


 


1. Eliminate the need to haul concentrated waste brine off-site for disposal by others; 


2. Recover the condensate produced by the evaporators and crystallizers so it can be reused by production as 


process water; and  


3. Minimize the site’s dependency on well water to meet expanding production requirements.  


3.2 Zero Liquid Discharge Technology Evaluation 


Several wastewater evaporation technologies were considered and evaluated using a 15 life cycle evaluation.  


Among those technologies evaluated were:  Falling Film Evaporators and Crystallizers with Mechanical Vapour 


Recompressors, Forced Circulation Evaporators with Vertical Thin Film Dryers, Crystallizer Flash Tanks with 


Forced Circulation Crystallizers, and Polymeric Film Evaporation Technology (PFET) with Mechanical Vapour 


Recompressor and Multiple Effect Evaporator/Crystallizers with Thermal Vapour Recompressors.  At this site the 


Multiple Effect Evaporator/Crystallizer (MEE) using a Thermal Vapour Recompressor (TVR) proved to be the most 


cost effective.   


 


Of the more significant factors in the evaluation of evaporative technologies were the relative costs of steam and 


electric power.  As well, the multiple effect evaporator process could reduce the steam consumption from systems 


based on a single effect.  By using the vapour produced as heating steam in a second effect, the energy requirement 


of the overall system would nearly halve. This principle can be continued over several effects in order to further 


improve the energy savings. 


3.3 Zero Liquid Discharge Project Status 


The ZLD system design was completed during the months of September 2015 to January 2016.  Fast tracking the 


approval of the longer lead items enabled a compressed project schedule.  Commissioning is scheduled for May 


2016. 
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5. DISCUSSION 


1. Population growth and water scarcity are forcing food processors in many areas of the world to reuse water.  To 


meet this growing need, water treatment professionals must re-examine the standards of conventional treatment 


methods and find ways to improve water recovery and reliability without increasing cost. 


2. Water Reclamation Plants produce a waste brine solution with limited options for the disposal. 


3. Full-scale Industrial Water Reclamation Plants can produce process water with a quality that exceeds potable 


water quality standards and operate reliably at a water recovery rate of 87.5%. 


4. With a Scavenger Reverse Osmosis system water recovery rates can be increased to over 93%.   


5. With a ZLD system returning condensate water recovery can be increased to over 96%. 


6. A Scavenger Reverse Osmosis system is a cost-effective method of reducing the volume of waste brine to be 


disposed of or evaporated.  


7. Zero Liquid Discharge Systems provide a sustainable solution to industrial clients with expanding production 


needs and limited access to water. 
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Structural fire resistance methods 


Level 3 


Usually using “protected 
gridlines” strategy.  


Numerical modelling of 
representative areas of structure 
in design fire scenarios. 


9m 


Unprotected  Protected  


Level 1 


Protection to produce a 
simple “magic temperature” 
limit.  


Usually 550°C or 620°C. 


Level 2 


Protection to control failure 
of a loaded simply supported 
member: 


BS5950 Part 8 


Eurocode 3 or Eurocode 4 


Continuity and load-sharing 
ignored. 







A very personal assertion without proof 


Why has structural fire engineering been used over the last 20 
years? 


• Mainly to save clients money by reducing the amount of fire 
protection on steel structures. 


 


Why should it be used in future? 


• Because as structural engineers we want to use mechanics to 
provide the most justifiable model of structural response to 
any load case. 


• Because we need to ensure the robustness of the structure 
under hazard loadings to as great an extent as possible. 
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Robustness … a working definition 
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Robustness is … 
“The ability of a structure to avoid 


disproportionate collapse when 
subject to a localized failure” 







Why is it important in fire ? 
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Multiple localised structural 
failures in fire + impact 
damage. 


Collapse of the whole 
structure, including 90% 


unaffected by fire or impact. 


Key NIST Post-WTC Recommendation 


Increase structural integrity 
“Develop design tools and modify codes to prevent progressive collapse.” 







Connection forces in fire 
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Generation of connection failure 
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Push-out force 
Initial extension of beams 
outstrips shortening due to 
thermal bowing 


Column pushed out, 
compressive force on 
connections. 







Cardington Beam-Column Joint - Fire Test 7 
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Beam flange buckling Beam shear buckling 
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Connection tying force 


Catenary tensions in beams. 


At high deflection & high temperature 
connection forces reverse to tension. 
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Vertical fire spread 


Fire spreads across upper storey. 


Effective length of heated 
column increases. 


Connection 
fractures. 
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Connection fracture 


Compartment integrity 
breached. 


Debris loading onto floor – may 
propagate connection failure 
downwards. 
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Connection fracture 


Compartment integrity 
breached. 


Debris loading onto floor – may 
propagate connection failure 
downwards. 
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Connection fracture 


Compartment integrity 
breached. 


Debris loading onto floor – may 
propagate connection failure 
downwards. 
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Connection fracture 


Compartment integrity 
breached. 


Debris loading onto floor – may 
propagate connection failure 
downwards. 


Consequences differ: 


 Columns are key elements – failure due to heating 
and increased length may be disastrous. 


 Joint failure may initiate fire spread and progressive 
collapse. 
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Joint failures in cooling 
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• One-sided failure of partial-depth end 
plates during cooling phase. 


• Reduced stiffness retains joint integrity. 


• Partial fracture may happen when 
cooling from net compression … 
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What are the consequences of connection 
failure in fire?  


WTC 7 
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WTC 7: Simulated fire progress on Floor 12 


• Fires on up to 10 floors at similar times.  


• Fires continuous on floors 7 - 9 and 11 - 13.  


• Observed particularly 14:30 -17.20, when 
collapse happened. 


• Simultaneous burning in N-E corner on 
several floors in mid-afternoon. 


• Protected beams conservatively reach 500°C. 
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North-East corner floor structure around Column 79 
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North-East corner floor structure around Column 79 


• At ~500°C a 15m composite 
(secondary) beam has a free 
thermal expansion of ~100mm. 


• Creates large transverse forces on 
the girder. 


• Bolts on seating plate and locating 
cleat fracture in shear  


• Girder 44-79 collapses. 


• Repeated in sequence on lower 
floors - impacts and similar 
restraint forces from simultaneous 
fires. 


79 


44 
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How can we model connection 
behaviour in fire ?? 
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The “Component”  method with axial force 
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The “Component”  method with axial force 
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The “Component”  method with axial force 
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• Component model deals with load combinations 
automatically, though M-φ curves change due to 
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Component-based elements close to beam-column face 
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Component-based elements close to beam-column face 
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Component-based elements at the beam-end 
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Movements due to shear and lower-flange buckling 
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Characterizing components and validating 
component-based connection models 
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Component-based model 
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Connections with push-pull ductility 







The effect of connections with push-pull ductility 
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COMPFIRE connections 


Brittle Connection (Flush Endplate) 
Ductile Connection (Reverse Channel) 
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COMPFIRE joint test in Sheffield 
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Problems 
1. Building structure is optimised by designers – and is therefore vulnerable 


to actions which have not been explicitly considered in design. 
2. This can include local fractures and consequential progressive collapse of 


floors under impact and overload.  Finally collapse of columns without 
support over multiple floors. 


Evidence of connection behaviour 
1. Cardington shows connection phenomena which can happen. 
2. WTC7 shows how design which is OK for normal temperatures can go 


disastrously wrong in fire. 


Predicting behaviour 
1. Fire-resistant design based on isolated members simply is not adequate 


to predict connection fracture in complex structures. 
2. The only feasible way for design seems to be global modelling with 


component-based model ... Including component fracture. 


Thoughts … 
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ABSTRACT  


Precast underground concrete chambers reinforced with steel bars are used frequently in construction and electrical 


industry for housing power cables and transformers. In Quebec, more than 30,000 of these chambers have been 


installed by Hydro-Quebec during the last 30 years. However, like other conventionally reinforced concrete 


structures, corrosion of steel reinforcement constitutes the major cause of chambers deterioration, leading to costly 


repairs and rehabilitation as well as a significant reduction in service life. This paper presents experimental data on 


the fatigue and static behavior of full-scale underground concrete chamber reinforced totally with glass fiber-


reinforced polymer (GFRP) bars. The chamber measure 2,300 mm in width by 3,800 mm in length and the walls are 


2,800 mm high. The chamber was tested under fatigue loading up to one million cycles then test under static load to 


simulate the traffic load on the manhole. The experimental results were reported in terms of strain and deformation 


behavior. 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Corrosion of steel reinforcement causes continual degradation to the worldwide underground concrete chambers 


such as that are used in electrical industry for housing power cables and transformers. Further, the existing of these 


structures in harsh environments has resulted in steady deterioration that shortens the lifetime serviceability of 


concrete structures. Harsh environments, such as those found in cold regions or Canadian climates, may expose 


structures to freeze-thaw cycles, marine sea spray or winter de-icing salts. Moreover, the constant hydro-static 


pressure increases water (often saturated with de-icing salts) infiltration rates to the underground structures. In 


Canada and the United States, maintenance and replacement costs of underground reinforced concrete (RC) 


structures are measured in billions of dollars. Government agencies and industrial firms are looking for 


infrastructure systems that are stronger, last longer, are more resistance to corrosion, cost less to build, maintain and 


repair. Engineers all over the world are challenged and in search of new and affordable construction materials as 


well as innovative approaches and systems to problem solving.  


 


Nowadays in Canada, Hydro-Quebec used more than 30,000 underground steel-RC chambers that had been installed 


over the province for housing power cables and transformers. Each year, 2.0% (approximately 600) of these 


chambers are become corroded and need to be replaced. So, the challenge facing Hydro-Quebec is to design 


concrete underground chambers with noncorrosive materials such as fiber-reinforced-polymer (FRP) composite 


reinforcing bars.  


 


FRP composite bars in general offer many advantages over conventional steel, including one-quarter to one-fifth the 


density of steel, no corrosion even in harsh chemical environments, and greater tensile strength than steel 
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(Benmokrane et al. 2006; Mohamed and Benmokrane 2014; ACI 440.1R-06 2006). Since the early 2000s, a joint 


effort and collaboration between researchers, government organizations, and private industry have been established 


to develop and implement FRP bars in different applications, primarily focusing on developing and improving 


glass/carbon composite bars. These developments and improvements, along with numerous successful installations, 


have led to a much higher comfort level and exponential use of FRP bars by designers and owners. Since glass-FRP 


(GFRP) bars are more economical than the other available types of FRP bars (carbon and aramid), they have been 


used extensively in various infrastructure applications such as bridges, parking garages, tunnels, and marine 


structures (Mohamed and Benmokrane 2012; Mohamed et al. 2015). After years of investigation and 


implementation, public agencies and regulatory authorities in Canada have now included FRP bars as a premium 


corrosion-resistant reinforcing material in their corrosion-protection policy (ISIS Canada 2009). That 


notwithstanding, to date, there have been no implementations reported in the literature on the use of FRP bars in 


underground concrete chambers to resolve the expansive-corrosion issues to which they are subject. 


 


Designing underground concrete chamber requires attention to different load scenario to be considered such as the 


self-weight, heavy traffic load, ground and water pressure and pulling of cables. Also, different types and sizes of 


these chambers are required in tri-dimensional shape.  It is therefore difficult to predict theoretically the structural 


impact of replacing the steel bars with GFRP bars. This paper presents the fatigue and static structural behavior of 


full-scale precast underground concrete chamber totally reinforced with GFRP bars. Hydro-Quebec precast concrete 


underground chamber Type-3 was tested in the structural laboratory, department of civil engineering, University of 


Sherbrooke. The chamber was tested to evaluate the behavior under fatigue load and static compression load on the 


manhole. 


2. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 


2.1 Details of Test Specimens 


In this study, full-scale precast underground concrete chamber was cast and tested. The dimensions of the chamber 


specimens are illustrated in Figure 1. The chamber consists of two separate units: the base (bottom 2,300 × 3,800 × 


2,100 mm) and the connection (top 2,300 × 3,800 × 700 mm). The wall thickness is 150 mm, while the bottom slab 


thickness varies from 210 to 250 mm (west to east, for drainage purposes) and the top slab is 250 mm thick.  


 


  
(a) (b) 


Figure 1: Schematic drawings of concrete chamber: (a) global dimensions of the base and the connection; and (b) 


distance of holes on the top slab of the connection 


 


The chamber was totally reinforced with GFRP bars. The walls of the base are reinforced with one layer of No. 5 


(15.9 mm) GFRP bars at 150 mm spacing in the vertical and horizontal directions. The connection is reinforced with 


No. 5 (15.9 mm) GFRP bars at 200 mm spacing. Figure 2 shows the reinforcement in the connection and the details 


of the wall/slab reinforcements.  


2.335 m 


A 


A 


0.830 m 0.635 
m 


Main manhole 



http://www.google.ca/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=since%20the%20early%20of%20the%202000's&source=web&cd=28&cad=rja&ved=0CFsQFjAHOBQ&url=https%3A%2F%2Fplus.google.com%2F108489040588860127050%2Fposts%2F1TGP91R6opg&ei=XlsuUZf8Heb4yQGPpYDYAw&usg=AFQjCNFeZUPUPRzc2P-E479be3T9Io_B_Q
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Figure 2: Schematic drawings of reinforcement detail in the wall/slab connection 


2.2 Materials and Properties 


Sand-coated GFRP bars No. 5 (nominal cross-sectional area of 199 mm2, as indicated in CAN/CSA S807-10 were 


used to reinforce the chamber’s two structural elements: the walls and slabs. Two grades of these bars were used: 


Grade II and III as classified in CAN/CSA S807-10 according to Young’s modulus (50 and 60 GPa, respectively). 


Grade II and III GFRP bars were used as bent and straight reinforcement, respectively, in the walls and slabs. The 


guaranteed tensile strength for Grade II and III GFRP bars were 934 and 1105 MPa, respectively. The corresponding 


moduli of elasticity were 55.4, and 64.7 GPa, respectively, (Pultrall 2012).  


The concrete used in fabricating the chamber was high-strength and self-consolidating with 5% to 7% of entrained 


air. More information about concrete mixtures and properties can be found at Lecuyer 2013. Average 28 day 


compressive strength of the chamber was of 71.7 MPa. On the day of testing, four concrete cylinders (200 mm × 


100 mm) were tested. The average concrete compressive strength was 77.9 MPa.  


2.3 Test Setup and Instrumentation 


The chamber was tested under a single concentrated load at the center of the manhole. This load was applied 


through a 50.8-mm-thick circular steel plate that covers the manhole opening. A 20-mm-thick neoprene sheet was 


used between the steel plate and the concrete surface. A 1000 kN capacity with ±250 mm stroke actuator, monitored 


by a computer, was used to apply the fatigue loads. Fig. 3 shows a photograph of the test setup. Electrical resistance 


strain gauges were used to measure the strains in reinforcing bars and the concrete top and side surfaces, see Fig 4. 


Linear variable displacement transducers (LVDTs) were used to measure the deflection at different locations around 


the loaded area. Also, a high-accuracy (±0.001 mm) LVDT was installed at the position of the first crack to measure 


the crack width. A data acquisition system, monitored by a computer, was programmed to record the readings from 


strain gauges, LVDTs, and load cells during either the cyclic loading or the static loading steps. 


 


  


#5@150 


#5@200 


#5@200 


#5@200 


150 mm 


250 mm 
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Figure 3: Test setup 


 


  
(a) (b) 


  
(c) (d) 


Figure 4: (a) Concrete strain gages on the top slab, (b) Concrete strain gages on the walls, (c) GFRP reinforcement 


strain gages of the top slab and, (d) LVDTs on concrete slab.  


2.4 Fatigue Loading 


Scheme fatigue loading consisted of constant amplitude fatigue loading where test chamber was subjected to 


sinusoidal waveform fatigue load cycles between a minimum load level and a maximum load level (as shown in 


Figure 5). The minimum load level was set at 48 kN to prevent any impact effect during cyclic loading and also to 


represent the effect of the superimposed loads on a chamber (pavement, soil, etc.). A peak load was selected as the 
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fatigue limit state specified by the CHBDC (2010). This fatigue limit state was calculated using the maximum wheel 


load of 87.5 kN with 40% dynamic allowance and a live load factor of 1.0 (Pfls = 87.5 × 1.4 × 1.0 = 122.5 kN) 


according to CHBDC, Clause 3.5.1. The fatigue loading steps (for example, 48 kN minimum load and 170.5 kN 


(48+122.5 kN) peak load) was applied for 1 ×106 cycles at a frequency of 2 Hz (duration of about one month).  


 


Figure: 5 Fatigue loading pattern used in this study 


 


2.5 Static Loading  


The chamber did not collapse during the cyclic test and therefore was then statically loaded up to the maximum 


capacity of the actuator with a single concentrated load applied at the center of the manhole. The chamber was 


reloaded with an increasing single quasi static load produced by the 1000 kN actuator at the loading speed of 4 kN 


per second to compare the residual stiffness of the top slabs. The static test consists of ten load–unload cycles from 


50 kN up to 950 kN. 


3. TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 


3.1 Fatigue Loading 


The tested chamber did not collapse during the 1.0 × 106 cyclic test and therefore was then statically loaded up to 


1000 kN the capacity of the acuter with a single concentrated load. The degree of fatigue damage can be estimated 


by the magnitudes of strains in reinforcement, crack widths, elastic deflections and residual (plastic) deflections. 


However, the tested chamber showed insignificant responses in term of strain, deformation, and cracks up to 1.0 × 


106 cycles. Figure 6 shows the maximum and minimum displacements versus the number of cycles. The 


displacement showed insignificant response ranging from 0.1 mm to 0.45 mm. The figure did not show an indication 


of displacement increase up the complete of 1 × 106 cycles. The figure indicated that the chamber had reached a 


stable response after 4 × 105 cycles.  
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Figure 6: Jacks max and min displacements vs. number of cycles 


 
Figure 7: GFRP bar max and min strains vs. number of cycles 


 


 
Figure 8: Concrete strains vs. number of cycles 


 


Figure 7 shows the number of cycles versus the maximum and minimum strain relationship for the internal GFRP 


bars. As shown in this figure, the strain was minimal in the longitudinal reinforcing bars of the chamber’s slab 


connection until the end of cyclic test (1 × 106 cycles). The strain in the FRP longitudinal reinforcement in the 


specimen did not reach 1.0% of the bars’ ultimate tensile strain throughout the tests. No signs of anchorage 


problems were observed. The maximum strains in FRP bars were approximately 40 microstrains. In general, this 


low strain after million cycles in the chamber’s FRP reinforcement shows that the investigated fatigue load level did 
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not induce major stress in the FRP bars. This was confirmed since no flexural or shear cracks were observed. On the 


other hand, the figure clearly shows that the chamber had reached a stable response after 6 × 105 cycles. 


 


Figure 8 shows the number of cycles versus the maximum and minimum concrete strain relationship.  The figures 


indicate that, up to the end of cyclic test (1 × 106 cycles); the concrete strains were insignificant and ranged from 150 


to 220 microstrains. These values are well below the concrete crushing strain of 3,000 microstrains specified in 


ACI 318-14 and the 3,500 microstrains specified in CSA standards (CSA S806-12, CSA A23.3-04), which is one of 


the indications that the fatigue did not affect the flexural behavior of the chamber since no cracks were observed. On 


the other hand, the figure clearly shows that the chamber had reached a stable response after 6 × 105 cycles. 


 


These results suggest that, for the maximum applied load of 170.5 kN, (superimposed loads with the factored wheel 


load) the chamber could work for a number of cycles much greater than the investigated in this study. The data in 


Fig. 6 to Fig. 8 shows that the maximum deflection, GFRP strain, and concrete strain of the chamber were 


insignificant up to the million cycles. This observation confirms the respect of the used design criterion on the 


maximum deflection to satisfy the requirements of Hydro-Quebec their underground chambers. This successful 


fatigue test demonstrated the effective use of GFRP bars in a precast concrete chamber for electrical industry for 


housing power cables and transformers. The structural performance of this first investigation of its type and scale, 


based on the fatigue and static test observations, was anticipated. This application opens the door to major 


application of FRP reinforcing bars in reinforced-precast concrete chambers in North America. Reinforcing precast 


concrete chambers with GFRP bars would extend the life of such structures to 100 years or more compared to steel-


reinforced concrete, which needs major restoration after 25 years. 


3.2 Static Loading 


The cyclic test was interrupted after one million cycles because the chamber had reached a stable response as 


indicated by the asymptotic behavior of the strain and deformation curves pressed before. Thereafter, quasi static 


load was applied on the center of the manhole up to the capacity of the actuator.     Figure 9 shows the load-


displacement curve of the tested chamber under quasi static load. The tested chamber demonstrated linear load–


deflection behavior before cracking. The stiffness at this stage was high representing the behavior of the uncracked 


section using the gross moment of inertia of the concrete cross section. Once cracking occurred, at load level equal 


to 530 kN, stiffness decreased as the load increased. At this stage, the flexural stiffness was dependent on the axial 


stiffness of the reinforcing bars, which is a function of the area and modulus of elasticity of the longitudinal 


reinforcement. The data in Figure 9 shows that the curve indicated that the central deformation was insignificant at 


the factored ultimate load level (0.25 mm). Also, no cracks were observed at this level as it is confirmed from the 


load-deflection response. Also, it was found that the load-deflection behavior was not affected with loading and 


unloading scheme up to load level 3 times the factored load. Moreover, the maximum deflection at the center of 


manhole was close to 1.7 mm at load level equal to 950 kN. This low deformation presents the superior performance 


of the GFRP RC chamber at load level almost 5 times the factored ultimate load (170 kN).  


 


Figure 10 shows the measured applied load on the chamber versus the maximum measured strain relationships for 


the internal GFRP longitudinal bars. As shown in this figure, the strain was minimal in the longitudinal reinforcing 


bars of the FRP until the concrete section cracked. The strain in the FRP longitudinal reinforcement did not reach 


10% of the bars’ ultimate tensile strain throughout the tests. No signs of anchorage problems were observed. The 


maximum strain in FRP bars was approximately 920 microstrains. In general, this relatively low strain at ultimate in 


the chamber reinforced with GFRP bars shows that fatigue loading did not affect the response of the FRP bars.  
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Figure 9: Load-central displacement response under static  


 


 
Figure 10: Load-GFRP strain response under static  


4. CONCLUSIONS 


Hydro-Quebec has decided to investigate the use of GFRP bars in reinforcing the precast underground concrete 


chamber Type-3. Full-scale concrete chamber reinforced with GFRP bars was prepared and cast at Lécuyer Ltd 


(Quebec, Canada).  The chamber was tested to evaluate the behavior in fatigue load and static load to simulate the 


serviceability life of underground chambers. The successful fatigue and static tests demonstrated the effective use of 


GFRP bars in a precast concrete chamber for electrical industry for housing power cables and transformers. The 


structural performance of this first investigation of its type and scale, based on the fatigue and static test 


observations, was anticipated. This application opens the door to major application of FRP reinforcing bars in 


reinforced-precast concrete chambers in North America and across the world. Reinforcing precast concrete 


chambers with GFRP bars would extend the life of such structures to 100 years or more compared to steel-


reinforced concrete, which needs major restoration after 25 years. 
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ABSTRACT  


Modal identification has been an indispensable tool for condition assessment of critical civil infrastructure. Recently 


several signal processing techniques including time-frequency analysis have shown significant success in addressing 


wide range of challenges in modal identification of flexible structures. In a parallel development, tensor decomposition 


is explored as an attractive and versatile system identification tool that can use even a limited number of vibration 


sensors to estimate the modal parameters under ambient excitations. In this paper, the performance of tensor 


decomposition is evaluated for modal identification of a building model under a multitude of earthquake excitations. 


 


Keywords: Modal identification; tensor decomposition; nonstationary excitation; stationary durations; PGA; 


earthquake 


1. INTRODUCTION 


As large infrastructure and building age, they may be subjected to significant seismic and climatic events that cause 


deterioration in structural elements. Structural health monitoring (SHM) (Doebling et al. 1996) is an important tool to 


help predict and reduce the risk of a failure that has the potential to cause property loss, injurers or loss of life. SHM 


has evolved from input-output analysis to output-only analysis, due to the large costs of equipment and feasibility of 


measuring inputs for large scale civil structures. Modal identification (Maia and Silva 2001) is one of the key 


components of SHM where useful modal parameters (like frequency and mode shapes) are extracted from vibration 


measurements and subsequently used for condition assessment. This paper examines the potential of tensor-


decomposition based modal identification using vibration data under earthquake excitation.  


 


Time-frequency and time-scale analysis methods employing wavelet transform (Guo and Kareem 2015), Hilbert 


transform (Huang et al. 1998), empirical mode decomposition (EMD) (Darryll and Liming 2006; Sadhu 2015) and 


blind source separation (BSS) techniques (Sadhu 2013) are explored towards modal identification under nonstationary 


excitations. In parallel, tensor decomposition based methods (also known as parallel factor (PARAFAC) 


decomposition) have also garnered significant attention in the area of modal identification. In tensor decomposition 


methods, a covariance tensor is constructed from vibration measurements under multiple lags and is subsequently 


decomposed into co-variances of hidden sources using multilinear algebra tools such as alternating least squares (ALS) 


(Smilde et al. 2004; Mokios et al. 2006). Owing to the matricization operation among various lags, tensor 


decomposition-based methods are versatile and can be undertaken for both complete as well as partial measurement 


cases.  


 


Antoni and Chauhan (Antoni and Chauhan 2011) used alternating least squares (ALS) to solve tensor decomposition 


associated with modal identification using a limited number of sensors. The underdetermined source separation 


capability of PARAFAC decomposition was recently explored to identify the modal parameters of high-rise building 


(Abazarsa et al. 2013; Mcneill 2012; Abazarsa et al. 2015) and a structure equipped with tuned-mass damper (Sadhu 


et al. 2014) using limited sensor measurements. PARAFAC decomposition is recently integrated with wavelet packet 


transform (WPT) to improve the source separation capability where mode-mixing in the WPT coefficients is alleviated 
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using PARAFAC decomposition (Sadhu et al. 2013, Sadhu et al. 2015). However, none of the above studies 


investigate the performances of PARAFAC decomposition under earthquake excitation. This is the motivation of the 


proposed research where the PARAFAC decomposition is studied under a wide range of nonstationary ground motions 


and the resulting performances are discussed. 


2. BASICS OF PARALLEL FACTOR DECOMPOSITION 


Tensor representation of a higher dimensional signal enables use of multilinear algebra tools that are more powerful 


than linear algebra tools. A vector is a first-order tensor, whereas a matrix is second-order tensor. In general, a p-th 


order tensor is written as: 


 


[1] 


 


A third-order tensor is primarily decomposed into a sum of outer products of triple vectors (Bro 1997): 


 


[2] 


 


where “○” denotes outer product with and Here R is the number of rank-1 tensors 


present in H. This is also defined as trilinear Model of H, where  Each triple vector product is a rank-1 


tensor, namely PARAFAC component.  Eq. 2 represents the summation of R such PARAFAC components that fits 


the higher order tensor H (Bro 1997; Lathauwer and Castaing 2008). The technique was introduced simultaneously in 


two different independent works: canonical decomposition (CANDECOMP) (Carroll and Chang 1970) and 


PARAFAC analysis (Harshman 1970).  The details of this method are not repeated herein and can be found in above 


references. 


3. EQUIVALENCE OF MODAL IDENTIFICATION WITH PARAFAC DECOMPOSITION 


Consider a linear, classically damped, and lumped-mass ns-degrees-of-freedom (DOF) dynamical system, subjected 


to an excitation force, F(t). 


 


[3] 


 


where, x is a vector of displacement coordinates at the DOFs. M, C, and K are the mass, damping and stiffness 


matrices of the multi-degree-of-freedom system. The solution to Eq. 3 can be expressed in terms of modal 


superposition of vibration modes with the following matrix form: 


 


[4] 


 


The covariance matrix of vibration measurements x evaluated at time-lag           can be written as: 


 


[5]  


 


where, 


 


[6] 


 


For any general ns-DOF dynamical model, above equation can be simplified as (Sadhu et al. 2013): 


 


[7] 


 


 


Considering the similarity between Eq. 2 and Eq. 7, it is seen that by decomposing the third order tensor Cx into ns 


number of PARAFAC components (i.e., modal responses), the mixing matrix can be estimated. By using PARAFAC 


decomposition of Cx, the resulting solutions yield the mixing matrix M = [m1, m2, m3, …, mns ] and the autocorrelation 
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function Cs
r for r = 1, 2, 3, …, ns from which the natural frequency and damping of the individual modal responses can 


be estimated. 


4. NUMERICAL ILLUSTRATION 


A dynamical system with 5 degree-of-freedoms is selected to demonstrate the performance of PARAFAC method 


under base excitations. The natural frequencies of the model are 0.91, 3.4, 7.1, 10.7 and 12.7 Hz, respectively. The 


model is subjected to a suite of ground motions and the resulting vibration responses are processed through PARAFAC 


to extract the modal parameters under a wide range of nonstationary excitations. Table 1 shows six typical ground 


motions selected for preliminary study along with the detailed information of peak ground acceleration (PGA) and 


ground motion duration (T). The extent of non-stationarity is characterized by the ratio of stationary duration (Ts) 


(Trifunac and Brady 1975) and T. Ts (Trifunac and Brady 1975) may be computed using the time interval containing 


the energy envelope between 5 and 95 percent of the total energy of an earthquake. An earthquake is considered 


stationary when a majority of the energy is released between 5 and 95 percent of the total earthquakes duration. On 


the other hand, when this ratio attains lower value say, ≤ 0.3, the earthquake (i.e., NR and PF) is extremely non-


stationary in nature in time-domain.  


 


 


Table 1: Details of example ground motions 


Earthquake PGA (g) T (s) Ts/T 


El Centro (EC), 1940 0.004 50.0 0.50 


Northridge (NR), 1994 0.009 60.0 0.12 


Imperial Valley (IV), 1940 


Kern County (KC), 1952 


Parkfield (PF), 1966 


San Fernando (SF), 1971 


0.36 


0.16 


0.37 


0.02 


53.8 


54.4 


44.0 


68.7 


0.47 


0.63 


0.21 


0.67 


     


Fig. 1 shows the Fourier spectra of the excitations revealing both wideband and narrowband characteristics with 


respect to the modal frequencies of the model. For example, other than EC and KC, the energies of the ground motions 


are distributed in a very narrow frequency range. Furthermore, the example excitations cover a broad range of PGA 


values with 0.01 – 0.37g. Therefore, these ground motions form a perfect test bed to validate the PARAFAC method. 


Fig. 2 shows the Fourier spectra of top floor measurements of the building under example ground motions. As evident 


from Fig. 1 that most of the energies of the earthquakes are distributed within 0-8 Hz, mostly the first three modes 


(i.e., 0.91, 3.4 and 7.1 Hz) of the building models are excited and showed up in the vibration spectra. Therefore, the 


modal identification is restricted to only first three modes for brevity. 


 


 
Fig. 1: Fourier Spectra of example earthquakes 
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Fig. 2: Fourier spectra of top floor response of the building under six example earthquakes 


 


The floor vibration responses resulting from each of the earthquakes are processed through the PARAFAC method. 


In this section, all the floor measurements are used and covariance matrices with lag up to 30 seconds are utilized. 


The resulting modal responses are shown in Fig. 3, 4 and 5. It may be noted except under SF, PARAFAC separates 


out the target modes under all ground motions. In fact, as shown in Fig. 1 and 2, SF can be considered as a very 


narrowband excitation that excites only a few structural frequencies. The results reveal that PARAFAC method can 


be considered as a versatile modal identification method for both stationary and nonstationary earthquake excitations.  


 


The effectiveness of PARAFAC method depends on the lag parameter and the number of sensors used. In order to 


evaluate the performance of PARAFAC under different lag parameters, a suite of different lags is undertaken. Fig. 6 


shows the performance of the identified modal parameters using three different lags which reveals its insensitivity 


towards its choice of lag parameters. 


 


 
Fig. 3: Fourier spectra of identified modal responses under (a) EC and (b) NR 
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Fig. 4: Fourier spectra of identified modal responses under (a) PF and (b) SF 


 
 


 
Fig. 5: Fourier spectra of identified modal responses under (a) IV and (b) KC 
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Fig. 6: Fourier spectra of identified modal responses under NR using a lag of (a) 500, (b) 1500 and (c) 3000 


 


A database of more than 1000 accelerograms is now considered to validate the performance of PARAFAC under wide 


range of nonstationarity and sensor combinations. The accelerograms considered in the database were recorded during 


15 earthquake events in western U.S.A between 1931 and 1984 (Trifunac and Brady 1975) and during the 1994 


Northridge earthquake. The records are chosen in such a way that the suite has a balanced distribution of records in 


terms of magnitude, epicentral distance, strong motion duration, and geologic site conditions. All records have peak 


ground accelerations (PGAs) greater than 0.1g, and have magnitude M ranging from 4.5 to 6.9, epicentral distance R 


from 4 to 62 km, strong motion duration Ts from 1.8 to 42 s, and site conditions from alluvium to rock.  


 


Fig. 6 shows the identification results of the PARAFAC method with the PGA values of earthquake under full sensor 


and fewer sensor case using five different sensor combinations. The results show that the performance of PARAFAC 


method is insensitive to the location of partial sensors. 


 
Fig. 6: Identification results w.r.t. PGA values under different sensor combinations 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 


In this paper, PARAFAC decomposition is explored as a possible tool for modal identification under earthquake 


excitations. The method is validated using a suite of ground motions covering wide range of nonstationary 


characteristics. The effects of lag parameter and rank order selection of PARAFAC decomposition are also 


investigated for a numerical model under complete and limited sensor measurements. 
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ABSTRACT  


Concrete containing reactive MgO has potentially superior mechanical properties to conventional concrete under 


accelerated carbonation curing. Experiments were carried out to determine the influence of r-MgO replacement and 


accelerated carbonation on the mechanical properties of concrete containing r-MgO. Cylinders (dimensions of Φ50 


mm × H100 mm and Φ100 mm × H200 mm) with an r-MgO replacement level of 30%, 50% and 70% were cast. 


Samples were demolded at 1 day for 30% and 50% r-MgO concrete, and on the 2nd day for 70% r-MgO concrete. 


Demoulded cylinders were exposed to an ambient environment (temperature (20±3 ºC) and a relative humidity 


(20±5%)) until day 5, and then the specimens were subjected to accelerated carbonation curing (temperature (20±3 


ºC), relative humidity (95±5%) and CO2 concentration of 99%) for another 28 days. Mechanical properties, including 


compressive strength, bulk density, porosity and dynamic and static elastic modulus, were measured at 3, 5, 8, 12, 19 


and 33 days after casting. The experimental results reveal that accelerated carbonation improves the mechanical 


properties of concrete containing r-MgO, especially in the first 3 days of carbonation. The mechanical properties of 


30% r-MgO concrete are superior to those of 50% and 70% r-MgO concrete before carbonation, but are inferior after 


carbonation curing. This phenomenon is quantified by the relatively low carbonation depth of 30% r-MgO concrete, 


which results from the combined effect of water-to-binder ratio and differences in the precipitated carbonation product 


compared to the 50 and 70% r-MgO mixes. 


 


Keywords: reactive MgO, concrete, mechanical properties, accelerated carbonation 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Reactive MgO (r-MgO) has a relatively lower energy consumption during manufacture compared to Portland cement 


(PC). In addition, CO2 absorption during carbonation curing and also during its service life makes r-MgO a potential 


material to reduce the greenhouse gas footprint. The mechanical properties of paste, containing r-MgO and PC, cured 


in atmospheric CO2 has been reported in the literature (Vandeperre et al., 2008a, Vandeperre et al., 2008b, Mo and 


Panesar, 2012). Regarding hydration processes, the high water demand of fine r-MgO particles and the crystalline 


morphology of its hydration product reduce the mechanical properties of paste with PC replaced by r-MgO. In contrast, 


when the r-MgO mixes are exposed to higher CO2 concentrations, the carbonation reactions occur, which impacts the 


mechanical and transport properties of the matrix. In particular, published literature has indicated carbonation curing 


is capable of markedly improving the mechanical properties (Vandeperre and Al-Tabbaa, 2007, Unluer and Al-


Tabbaa, 2014, Mo et al., 2015, Mo and Panesar, 2014, Mo and Panesar, 2013, Liska et al., 2008). Mo and Panesar 


(Mo and Panesar, 2014, Mo and Panesar, 2013) stated that accelerated carbonation can effectively decrease the 


porosity, increase the bulk density and microhardness, and densify the microstructure of the paste containing r-MgO. 


Their research (Panesar and Mo, 2013) further investigated the mechanical performance of r-MgO and PC mortar with 


accelerated carbonation, and proved the positive effect of carbonation on compressive strength. In terms of concrete 


containing r-MgO, only limited studies on porous concrete with only r-MgO as the binder have been reported in the 


literature (Unluer and Al-Tabbaa, 2014, Liska et al., 2008, Liska and Al-Tabbaa, 2009). However, given the potentially 


beneficial effect of carbonation curing on paste specimens, study on concrete blends containing r-MgO still warrants 


further investigation. 
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In this study, the mechanical properties of carbonated concrete with r-MgO and PC as the binder are investigated. The 


r-MgO replacement levels are 30%, 50% and 70%, and the water-to-binder (w/b) ratios are adjusted to achieve slumps 


in a range of 70 mm to 90 mm. Development of compressive strength, bulk density and porosity are measured at days 


3 and 5 after casting, and 3, 7, 14 and 28 days after carbonation. Meanwhile, static and dynamic elastic modulus are 


also measured. 


2. CONCRETE MATERIALS, MIX DESIGN AND CURING 


2.1 Materials, mix design and preparation 


The r-MgO used in this study (with a density of 3.15 g/cm3 and a specific surface area of 222280 cm2/g) is an 800ºC 


calcination product of MgCO3, which is supplied by Liyang Special Materials Company, China. Type GU Portland 


cement from Holcim Canada has a density of 3.58 g/cm3 and a specific surface area of 328 cm2/g. Local natural glacial 


sand and crushed limestone (≤10 mm) are used as fine and coarse aggregates of concrete specimens, respectively. 


Table 1 shows the chemical composition of r-MgO and PC provided by the manufactures. 


Table 1: Chemical composition of GU cement and r-MgO (weight%) 


 MgO CaO SiO2 Al2O3 Fe2O3 Na2O K2O SO3 Loss on ignition 


r-MgO 89.67 1.65 0.36 0.23 0.34 0.23 0.06 - 7.15 


GU cement 2.33 61.48 19.19 5.35 2.38 0.23 1.14 4.07 2.46 


 


 


Three mix designs with r-MgO replacement (r-MgO wt.%) of 30%, 50% and 70% were produced based on the detailed 


mix proportions presented in Table 2. Because of the great difference in fineness between PC and r-MgO, different 


w/b ratios were applied to achieve satisfactory workability (slump), which is also shown in Table 2. Moreover, no 


chemical admixture (eg. superplasticizer) was used to achieve porous microstructure for CO2 to ingress. All the 


concrete samples were mixed in accordance with ASTM C192. For each mix design, 30 cylinders (dimension Φ50 


mm × H100 mm) were cast for compressive strength and bulk density measurements in accordance with ASTM C109 


and C642, respectively, at 3, 5, 8, 12, 19 and 33 days since casting. In addition, three standard cylinders (dimension 


Φ100 mm × H200 mm) were cast for the measurement of dynamic elastic modulus at each testing age in accordance 


with ASTM C215. A destructive test to measure the static elastic modulus was conducted on triplicate specimens after 


28 days of carbonation in accordance with C469. 


 


 


Table 2: Mix proportions of all the concrete samples (kg/m3) 


ID PC r-MgO Sand Coarse Aggregate Water w/b Slump (mm) 


C30 321.38 137.73 1147.78 688.67 268.12 0.584 70 


C50 215.37 215.37 1076.84 646.11 286.01 0.664 90 


C70 122.49 285.82 1020.78 612.47 297.25 0.728 80 


 


2.2 Curing regime 


Figure 1 presents the curing regime details for C30, C50 and C70 concrete mixes. After mixing, the plastic concrete 


was placed in the moulds and cured in a moist environment with ambient temperature (20±3 ºC) and relative humidity 


of 95% for 1 day for C30 and C50 and 2 days for C70, respectively, at which point the samples were demolded. The 


specimens were then exposed to an environment as follows: temperature (20±3 ºC) and relative humidity (20±5%) for 


3 days (C70) and 4 days (C30 or C50), to evaporate the extra pore moisture that inhibits the ingress of CO2. At the 


age of 5 days, all of the specimens were then subjected to accelerated carbonation (temperature of 20±3 ºC, relative 


humidity of 95% and CO2 concentration of 99%) for 28 days. Mechanical property measurements were conducted at 


3, 5, 8, 12, 19 and 33 days since casting as indicated in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of sample curing 


 


3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 


3.1 Compressive strength, porosity, bulk density, and dynamic and static elastic modulus 


Figure 2, 3, 4 and 5 present the evolution (from day 1 to 33) of compressive strength, porosity, bulk density and 


dynamic elastic modulus, respectively. It should be noted that in all of the figures, the region shaded in grey represents 


the CO2 curing phase, and the white portion represents the atmospheric CO2 curing phase (which consists of the moist 


curing and ambient drying phase) as described in Figure 1. The results of each property are analyzed with respect to 


the three phases of the curing regime, namely, atmospheric CO2 curing, the first 3 days of carbonation curing and the 


remainder of the carbonation curing duration (to 33 days of age). 


 


 
Figure 2: Development of compressive strength (carbonation curing period is shaded) 
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Figure 3: Development of porosity (carbonation curing period is shaded) 


 


 
Figure 4: Development of bulk density (carbonation curing period is shaded) 
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Figure 5: Development of dynamic elastic modulus (carbonation curing period is shaded) 


 


3.1.1 Atmospheric CO2 curing 


In the first 5 days of atmospheric CO2 curing, the compressive strengths of all the mix designs increase with time as 


shown in Figure 2. Based on fundamentals of cement chemistry and MgO chemistry (Mindess et al., 2003, Shand, 


2006), the increase of compressive strength of C30, C50 and C70 is completely attributed to the hydration of PC and 


r-MgO, shown as Equations Error! Reference source not found., [2] and Error! Reference source not found.. 


Greater percentages of r-MgO as cement replacement yields relatively lower initial strength and lower rate of strength 


gain. Since the conversion of r-MgO to brucite barely contributes to the compressive strength, the greater amount of 


r-MgO used as cement replacement in concrete, the lower compressive strength will be obtained in the non-


carbonation period, as illustrated in Figure 2.  


 


[1]  2(3CaO · SiO2) + 7H2O → 3CaO · 2SiO2 · 4H2O + 3Ca(OH)2 


 


[2]  2(2CaO · SiO2) + 7H2O → 3CaO · 2SiO2 · 4H2O + Ca(OH)2 
 


[3]  MgO + H2O → Mg(OH)2 
 


Another consequence from PC and r-MgO hydration is the evolution of microstructure, which results in a change in 


porosity. As can be seen in Figure 3, the porosity data in the first 5 days of atmospheric CO2 curing has a high 


standard deviation, and the differences between the 3- and 5-day porosity are with 2.5%. Figure 3 also demonstrates 


that C50 and C70 initially have a 5% higher porosity than C30, which is ascribed to the higher w/b ratio for C50 and 


C70, compared to the w/b ratio of C30. 


In terms of bulk density, because all the samples experience some drying out during the ambient drying phase, the 


bulk densities of C30, C50 and C70 all decrease from 3 to 5 days, as shown in Figure 4. The overall bulk density 


difference is attributed to the difference in the w/b ratio and the difference between the density of PC and r-MgO for 


different mix designs. Higher r-MgO content concrete samples (C70) have a greater decrease in bulk density 


(0.1g/cm3) compared to the lower r-MgO content mix designs (C30 and C50) from 3 to 5 days. On one hand, a 


relatively higher w/b ratio increases the water content, so that more water evaporates in the drying phase than low w/b 


ratio concrete; on the other hand, high w/b ratio also results in a high pore volume, which is beneficial to water 


evaporation as well. 
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In Figure 5, the missing data of concrete with 70% r-MgO at 3 and 5 days is because the strength of the cylinders 


before carbonation is insufficient to resist the surface grinding process. But the development of dynamic elastic 


modulus in atmospheric CO2 curing phase still draws a similar conclusion with the development of compressive 


strength. 


3.1.2 First three days of carbonation curing 


In the first 3 days of the carbonation curing phase, namely from day 6 to day 8, all of the concrete samples experience 


a significant improvement of compressive strength, bulk density and dynamic elastic modulus and a significant decline 


of porosity, as presented in Figure 2 to 5. The relatively coarser pore system of concrete samples after the drying 


process and the abundant supply of OH- from the hydration of PC and r-MgO boost the carbonation in the first 3 days 


of CO2 curing. Meanwhile, due to the relatively higher w/b ratios of C50 and C70, there is a greater likelihood that 


CO2 will ingress into the C50 and C70 matrix compared to the C30 mix. And the expansive carbonation products fill 


the voids between aggregates and hydration products, and further densify the microstructure. This explains why the 


C50 and C70 mixes achieved greater increasing rates of compressive strength and bulk density as well as reduce of 


porosity compared to the C30 mixes in the first 3 days of carbonation. Specifically, the compressive strength and 


dynamic elastic modulus increases of C50 and C30 in the first 3 days of carbonation are 23 MPa and 6 MPa, and 12 


GPa and 4 GPa, respectively. Although C30 obtains higher compressive strength and dynamic elastic modulus and 


lower porosity than C50 and C70 in the atmospheric CO2 curing phase, the compressive strength and dynamic elastic 


modulus of C50 and C70 exceed those of C30 just after 3 days of carbonation. And their porosity drops into the same 


level after 3 days of carbonation. 


3.1.3 Later age (day 8 to 33) effect of carbonation curing 


After the first 3 days of carbonation, (or day 8 since casting), the carbonation rate in all the concrete samples is reduced. 


This is evidenced by the relatively lower increasing rates of compressive strength, bulk density and dynamic elastic 


modulus after 8 days, as shown in Figure 2 to 5. Furthermore, the increasing rates of strength and density development 


of C30 after 8 days are lower than those of C50 and C70. Eventually, after 28 days of carbonation, the compressive 


strength and dynamic elastic modulus of C50 are, respectively, 23 MPa and 7 GPa higher than those of C30. And the 


33-day porosity of C50 is 5% lower than that of C30.  


 


Generally, the densification of the microstructure due to the carbonation processes in the first 3 days of carbonation 


reduces the ability for CO2 ingress, further slowing the carbonation rate. As can be seen in Figure 6, the carbonation 


front of C30 concrete is a maximum of 1 cm from the concrete surface even after 28 days of carbonation, while the 


carbonation fronts of the C50 and C70 specimens pass through the entire cross-section of the specimens (in most cases 


as shown in Figure 6) after only 3 days of carbonation curing. This explains why the increasing rates of compressive 


strength and dynamic elastic modulus of C30 after the first 3 days of carbonation is relatively lower compared to those 


of C50 and C70. The relatively lower carbonation depth of 30% r-MgO concrete is considered to be due to three 


reasons: (i) low w/b ratio results in a low pore volume of concrete, which prevents evaporation of the moisture from 


inside the concrete, (ii) in context with hydration, water consumed by r-MgO is double that consumed by PC, which 


means C30 specimens have a lower self-desiccation degree than the C50 and C70 mixes, and (iii) different carbonation 


reactions occur in concrete with different r-MgO replacement levels. Specifically, in concrete with 30% r-MgO 


replacement, the carbonation of Ca2+ and Mg2+ is mainly in a form of Mg2+ incorporated in CaCO3, as shown in 


Equation Error! Reference source not found.]. However, when the replacement of r-MgO increases, the carbonation 


product of Ca2+ and Mg2+ in the presence of calcium silicate hydrate (C-S-H) will be an amorphous magnesium 


carbonate hydroxide hydrate; furthermore when r-MgO% ≥ 60%, the carbonation reaction in Equation Error! 


Reference source not found.] occurs. The common ground of the carbonation reactions in high r-MgO content (≥ 


50%) concrete is that the product of amorphous magnesium carbonate hydroxide hydrate and nesquehonite 


(MgCO3·3H2O) consumes water, which is beneficial for further ingress of CO2 into the matrix. The carbonation 


product in C30 concrete (mainly magnesium calcite and slight amorphous magnesium carbonate hydroxide hydrate) 


can result in a reduced pore volume and possibly pores with a smaller pore diameter, leading to blocked pores filled 


with the pore water. 


 
[4]  Ca2+(aq) + Mg2+(aq) + CO3


2−(aq) → CaxMg1−xCO3(s) ↓ 


 
[5]  Mg2+(aq) + CO3


2−(aq) + H2O(aq) → MgCO3 · 3H2O(s) ↓ 
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Figure 6: Carbonated fracture surfaces with phenolphthalein sprayed 


 


3.2 Relation between compressive strength and static elastic modulus 


The static elastic modulus is plotted with compressive strength in Figure 7, and three groups of data measured on 


standard cylinders are presented for each mix design. Meanwhile, the relationship between the elastic modulus and 


compressive strength suggested by ACI 318 and 363 are also plotted for comparison. The relationship between the 


elastic modulus and compressive strength generally follow the equation suggested by ACI 363, which means there is 


almost no difference between conventional concrete and r-MgO concrete relating the elastic modulus with 


compressive strength. 


3.3 Influence of sample size 


Figure 8 presents the comparison between the 33-day compressive strength results obtained from small (Φ50 mm × 


H100 mm) and standard (Φ100 mm × H200 mm) cylinders. For specimens with 30% and 50% r-MgO replacement, 


the compressive strength test on small cylinders is equivalent to the test on standard cylinders, while for specimens 


with 70% cement replacement the strength results from small cylinders are significantly lower than the standard 


cylinders. The most probable reason for this is the initial damage during demolding that occurred due to the very low 


strength (< 5 MPa) of the C70 mix by day 2. Using conventional plastic cylindrical moulds, greater demolding damage 


was observed for the smaller cylinders. In addition, the differences in geometry results in varying extent air drying. 


Therefore, small cylinders are more vulnerable to variability during sample preparation such as capping the cylinder 


on not exactly parallel surfaces. This explains why the results measured from small cylinders for C70 (Figure 2 to 4) 


have a relatively higher standard deviation. This phenomenon suggests the necessity to consider the ease of 


construction for the mix design, apart from mechanical properties. 
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Figure 7: Relation between compressive strength and static elastic modulus 


 


 
Figure 8: Effect of sample size on 33-day compressive strength 


4. CONCLUSION 


1. In the atmospheric CO2 curing phase, the compressive strength of concrete decreases as the r-MgO replacement 


increases; meanwhile, high r-MgO replacement (50% and 70% ) results in low bulk density and high porosity; 


2. After ambient drying, which coarsens the microstructure, the concrete matrix is enriched with OH-, encouraging 


CO2 ingress. This contributes to increasing development rates of compressive strength, bulk density and 


dynamic elastic modulus in the first 3 days of carbonation; 
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3. The reasons for different rates of evolution of the mechanical properties for different r-MgO replacement (30%, 


50% and 70%) are due to: (i) different w/b ratios are directly related to the material fineness of PC and r-MgO; 


(ii) the extent of concrete drying, which is crucial for CO2 ingress, is influenced by w/b ratios and the ability of 


self-desiccation during hydration; and (iii) the carbonation product precipitate varies with varying percentage of 


r-MgO used as cement replacement; 


4. Comparison between the compressive strength obtained from small (Φ50 mm × H100 mm) and standard 


cylinders (Φ100 mm × H200 mm) illustrates the significant influence of sample size and demolding vibration 


on the mechanical properties after carbonation. This indicates the practical aspect and necessity to consider the 


ease of construction for high r-MgO replacement (≥70%) concrete; 


5. The relation between static elastic modulus and compressive strength of r-MgO concrete follows the static 


elastic modules and compressive strength relation of conventional concrete. 
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ABSTRACT 


Railway networks are among the most critical components of our transportation systems and maintenance of these 


networks is of the utmost importance. Bridges are vital links within the railway network and most of these bridges 


are approaching their design life. Also considering that axle loads have been increased several times during the past 


decades, developing effective Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) techniques for railway bridges is expected to 


help the infrastructure owners with their decision making strategies. In this context, developing specialized data 


analysis methodologies for railway bridges is the main objective of this study. In this paper, preliminary results of 


our ongoing efforts to develop a strain correlation based damage detection method for railway bridges are presented. 


This method offers an easier and faster way to locate the damage. First, a detailed finite element model (FEM) of a 


railway bridge is created. Then, this model is used to simulate and collect strain data under moving train loading for 


different structural conditions (healthy and damaged), which is then analyzed using a correlation based damage 


detection method previously introduced by the authors. The structural change (e.g. damage) in the bridge is assessed 


by comparing the correlation matrices. The comparison shows the changes in the correlation coefficients for each 


measurement location, so that structural changes can be detected and localized. Tracking the condition of the bridge 


continuously in this manner and early detection of potential structural changes are deemed very valuable for the 


infrastructure owners for developing more economical maintenance strategies and address the problems before they 


become too costly. 


 


Keywords: Structural health monitoring, railway bridges, damage detection, damage localization, correlation, strain 


data 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Contingent on the steadily increasing axle loads on railway bridges, the need for better condition assessment of these 


structures has become more paramount (Choi et al. 2010). As bridges are critical components of the railway 


transportation systems and federal and provincial bridges passed the halfway mark of their useful life in Canada 


(Gaudreault 2006), the subject is fairly crucial. 


 


Several researchers have reviewed structural health monitoring concepts during the past decades for different bridge 


type structures (Catbas et al. 2012, Wiberg 2006, Banerji and Chikermane 2012, Scott et al. 2013). The main focus 


was on bridge monitoring for identifying damage existence as well as condition, safety and serviceability 


assessment. As a result, more complex SHM concepts were developed in order to expand their evaluation capacities 


for bridge conditions and decision making pertaining to use, repair, strengthening of damage and deteriorated 


structures. 


 


The methodology used in this paper was introduced by second author and his team (Catbas et al. 2012) and this 


paper presents our ongoing efforts for improving this methodology for railway bridges. This method offers clear 


advantages to detect and localize structural changes and estimate relative severity with the help of strain correlation 
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under unknown loading conditions. This methodology allows using structural strain response monitored at critical 


locations with operating traffic on a bridge, which is usually the most economical and the most commonly utilized 


measurement method for bridges. The detection and localization of changes and damage with strain data is possible 


without input information such as loading conditions.  


 


Basic requirement for damage detection and localization using strain cross-correlation matrices is the availability of 


spatially distributed strain measurement data on critical elements of the structure. A change in the structural 


behavior will be shown as a change in the correlation coefficient between two sensors. The correlation matrix 


retrieved from all sensor measurements is employed for the data analysis. 


 


The objective of this article is to demonstrate that this methodology can offer a significant promise for long-term 


monitoring of railway bridges. This methodology also facilitates an opportunity to develop effective instrumentation 


plans and data analysis strategies for common types of railway bridges tailored to the specific needs and 


requirements of the respective utilization. In long term, this method can be a critical component of a more 


economical maintenance strategy for different railway bridges. 


2. DESCRIPTION OF BRIDGE MODEL 


The analysed truss bridge is based on a bridge analyzed by Banerji and Chikermane (2011); however, it is not 


exactly the same bridge. It has one span with 32.92 m length and 5.32 m width as well as height. The structure is 


divided into six commensurate parts each having a length of 5.32 m. These parts are longitudinally aligned to the 


track. Rocker bearings at both ends are used to transmit the load to the abutment. All parts of the bridge consist of 


steel with a modulus of elasticity of 200 GPa, yield stress of 345 MPa, ultimate tensile stress of 448 MPa and a 


Poisson ratio of 0.3. Different existing cross sections of the structure are listed in Table 1. 


Table 1. Beam cross sections 


Profile Dimensions  


Quadratic profile 200 Outside depth and width [m] 0.2 


Flange and web thickness [cm] 1.6 


Quadratic profile 400 Outside depth and width [m] 0.4 


Flange and web thickness [cm] 2.0 


I profile 500 Outside height [m] 0.5 


Flange width [m] 0.3 


Flange thickness [cm] 2.8 


Web thickness [cm] 1.45 


I profile 800 Outside height [m] 0.8 


Flange width [m] 0.3 


Flange thickness [cm] 3.3 


Web thickness [cm] 1.75 


3. METHODOLOGY 


A detailed finite element model (FEM) of the described truss railway bridge is developed by using CSiBridge 2014, 


software version 16.1.0 (CSiBridge, ReadMe). This software is specialized in designing bridge structures and the 3D 


analysis of the same. Railway bridge simulations can utilize the capability of CSiBridge in order to monitor the 


implementation of damage and moving loads. Positioning of the truss members and bearings modeled in the 


CSiBridge software is shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1: Bridge structure model in CSiBridge 


 


Dead loads are automatically applied by the software using cross section and material properties. A design train is 


formed and loaded symmetrically to the rail girders in the middle of the structure. It has a typical Canadian track 


gauge of 1.435 m and consist of two leading locomotives pulling two loaded wagons. The utilized speed and axle 


loads are listed in Table 2. 


Table 2. Moving load conditions 


Design train conditions  


Track gauge 1.435 m 


Train speed 64 km/h (constant) 


Number of axles Locomotive 6 


Wagon 4 


Axle load  160.00 KN 


 


 


After loading, the numerical model is used to simulate stress data. The information is obtained under different 


structural conditions, as healthy and damaged cases and under different operational conditions, such as different axle 


loads and train speeds. Then, the strain data is calculated by using the stress data from the model. Afterwards, the 


correlation coefficient of a sensor is calculated against all the observed sensors, shown in Equation 1 (Catbas et 


2012). This procedure is repeated to obtain the correlation matrix for each case. Subtraction of two correlation 


matrices from different cases is used to compute a difference matrix. This matrix shows whether there is a difference 


between the correlation coefficients in each cell and by association the structural change. It is used to detect the 


damage location easily by identifying sensors with significant coefficient changes. 


 


 


[1]    


 


 


4. DAMAGE SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS 


Different case scenarios on the truss railway bridge model are considered. These damage cases involve changes in 


the member capacity and boundary conditions. Changes in member capacity can be caused by, for instance, 


corrosion, static fatigue and damage due to accidents or collisions. This problem is simulated on the truss railway 


bridge model by reducing the modulus of elasticity of the affected member. The common case of changes in 


boundary conditions is caused by corroded or blocked bridge supports. It changes the structural configuration of the 


bridge and may lead to unexpected additional forces in structural members and consequent stress redistribution. This 


problem is simulated by fixing the support. Three different damage cases are shown in Figure 2. Each damaged 


element is marked with a circle. The cases are named in the Table 3. 
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Figure 2: Studied damage cases on the railway truss bridge 


Table 3. Damage cases 


Damage Case Damage location 


Case 1 main girder 220, reduction of the elasticity modulus by 


a 25 % 


b 50 % 


c 75 % 


Case 2 main girder 221, reduction of the elasticity modulus by 50 % 


Case 3 one of the bearings on the left end is fixed 


220 (damaged) 
320 


420 
520 


120 20 


21 
121 


221 
321 


421 
521 


220 
320 


420 
520 


120 20 


21 
121 


221 (damaged) 
321 


421 
521 


(damaged) 


220 
320 


420 
520 


120 20 


21 
121 


221 
321 


421 
521 
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Data extraction for healthy and damaged scenarios is followed by the data analysis for applying the proposed 


methodology. 24 × 24 correlation matrices are generated for every case assuming the strain data is collected at 24 


critical locations (Table 4).. The first row of this matrix shows the correlation coefficients between the sensor in the 


first member and the rest of the sensors. All other rows are calculated in the same way in order to create a symmetric 


matrix. Diagonal terms are coherent for the correlation of a data set with itself equals one. A comparative form is 


used to determine the changes and change locations easily. The difference matrices are examined to get a better 


understanding and interpretation of the changes in the matrices. Finally, a meaningful choice of sensors is selected 


for the matrices in this paper. 


Table 4: Measurement locations 


Location ID numbers Members 


20, 120, 220, 320, 420, 520 Main girder on North Side 


21, 121, 221, 321, 421, 521 Main girder on South Side 


50, 150, 250, 350, 450, 550 Diagonal members on North side 


51, 151, 251, 351, 451, 551 Diagonal members on South side 


 


 


The reduction of the elasticity modulus in the main girder 220 (Case 1) is illustrated in Figure 2. This girder was 


damaged with different elasticity modulus reduction of 25, 50 and 75%, shown in Figure 3 to 5. Figure 3 shows the 


difference matrix of case healthy and damaged Case 1 with 25% Young’s modulus reduction. The matrix is 


illustrated with 24 meaningful sensors. Darker areas in this matrix show the maximum change in the correlation 


coefficients for sensors 120 and 220. By coloring the changes, the localisation and evaluation of the same is easier 


and faster. For instance, the correlation coefficient between sensors 120 and 220 has a difference of 0.13 whereas the 


changes between sensors 220 and 520 are also notable with a change of 0.12. Important changes are registered in 


sensors 120, 220, 320 and 520. 


 


 


 
Figure 3: Difference matrix between healthy and damage Case 1 a (25% damage) 


 


 


The difference matrix of case healthy and damage Case 1 b with 50% elasticity modulus reduction is shown in 


Figure 4. Higher damage results higher differences between the sensors. For instance, the difference correlation 


coefficients between sensors 120 and 220 increased from 0.13 to 0.28. 
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Figure 4: Difference matrix between healthy and damage Case 1 b (50% damage) 


 


Case 1 c with 75 percent damage is shown in Figure 5. The higher damaging of the truss member of 75 percent 


brought major differences, clearly more than the Cases 1 a and b. For instance, the correlation coefficient between 


sensors 120 and 220 has a difference of 0.44. In this case important changes are registered in sensors 20, 120, 220, 


221, 320, 420 and 520. 


 


 


 
Figure 5. Difference matrix between healthy and damage Case 1 c (75% damage) 


 


In Case 2, the main girder 221, across from damaged element in Case 1, is damaged by reducing the modulus of 


elasticity by 50 percent. Figure 6 illustrates that the most significant changes are observed for measurement 


locations 21, 121, 221, 321, 421 and 521, which is consistent with the applied damage. Conspicuous is the reflection 


of the difference matrix in comparison with Case 1 because of the symmetric structure of the model.  
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Figure 6: Difference matrix between healthy and damage Case 2 


 


The last damage case, which is a major boundary condition change, is also clearly identified and located for Case 3, 


the bearing damage. Figure 7 shows the main damage in sensor 21. The difference of the correlation coefficient in 


sensor 21 is between 1.62 and -0.97. The introduced additional fixity of this bearing has a very significant effect on 


the surrounding member forces.  


 


 


 
Figure 7: Difference matrix between healthy and damage Case 3 


5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 


An effective nonparametric data analysis methodology for monitoring of railway bridges based on the correlation of 


strain time histories from different sensor locations is presented. This proposed method is demonstrated by a 


numerical bridge model under healthy and damaged conditions to detect structural changes and damage.  


 


The promising results presented in this study demonstrates the potential of the proposed methodology is for railway 


bridges. One of the strengths of the method is that damage is detected and localized without special loading 


information. It can be easily applied to different kinds of bridge structures for conditioning monitoring and 
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maintenance. Consequently, the methodology of damage detection using strain correlation can come into operation 


for many different railway bridge structures and offers the opportunity to develop more economical maintenance 


strategies and address the problem before they grow and become too costly. Future plans for this on-going study 


includes investigation of different operational loads and noise effects as well as experimental investigations. 
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ABSTRACT  


In this paper, degradation of sufolane in an acidic or near neutral pH using Fenton or modified Fenton catalysts was 


investigated. The catalysts included nitrilotriacetic acid (NTA) iron complex and several commercially available 


products marketed as neutral pH catalysts. The experiments were conducted both in lab synthetic water and sulfolane 


contaminated groundwater. Our results showed that more than 99% of sulfolane can be removed by the classic Fenton-


like reagent in acidic condition. At near neutral pH, 60% of sulfolane reduction in groundwater was achieved by 


adding NTA/Fe(III)/H2O2. Among the four commercially available products investigated, ethylenediaminetetraacetic 


acid (EDTA) chelated iron showed the most positive result in sulfolane degradation in the groundwater. Fifty percent 


of sulfolane in groundwater degraded when EDTA chelated iron was used with hydrogen peroxide. The 


decomplexation of chelated iron during reaction caused iron to precipitate and led to the cessation of the reaction.  


 


Keywords: NTA, EDTA, Fenton, sulfolane, groundwater 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Sulfolane is an organic solvent which has been widely used in natural gas processing and petroleum refining operations 


as part of the Shell Sulfinol Process® for removal of polar compounds from sour gas streams (CCME 2006). Sulfolane 


is also used as extractive distillation solvent, polymer solvent, polymer plasticizer, in production of pesticides, 


polymerization solvent and in electronic/electric applications (Kirk-Othmer 1999). It has been found in groundwater 


around several gas processing plants in North America (Blystone 2011). This is due to leachates from disposal areas, 


leakage during processes and seepage from producing wells and unlined storage ponds. It is highly soluble in water 


and interacts minimally with soil organics (Luther et al. 1998). These properties make it mobile in the environment 


and result in offsite sulfolane contamination. Guidelines for sulfolane in environment have existed in Alberta 


(Canada), British Columbia (Canada), California (US), Delaware (US), Indiana (US), Texas (US) and Puerto Rico 


indicating its use and release to the environment in these jurisdictions and has been reported as detected in the 


environment in Australia, Louisiana (US), New Jersey (US) and North Carolina (US). As sulfolane is an emerging 


contaminant, so far, no comprehensive toxicology on sulfolane has been reported. However, the limited toxicological 


data has showed that sulfolane could be a potential hazard to human health and the ecosystem. Zhu et al. (1987) 


conducted toxicological studies of sulfolane on mammals such as mice and guinea pigs. The results showed that oral 


exposure to sufolane at level of 500 mg/kg-day for 90 days can decrease serum alkaline phosphatase activity in rats 


and even a lower exposure dosage (55.5 mg/kg-day) can decrease serum alkaline phosphatase activity and white blood 


cell counts in guinea pigs.  
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Since 1980s, a number of sulfolane remediation strategies have been developed. Currently, the most common 


technique for sulfolane contaminated groundwater remediation is utilizing aerobic microbial bioremediation ( Fedorak 


and Coy 1996; Greene et al. 1998). Aerobic microbial bioremediation requires suitable environmental conditions such 


as temperature, pH, nutrients, and oxygen. These requirements along with geological application challenges make 


microbial bioremediation difficult for in-situ application. Advanced oxidation processes (AOPs) (Agatonovic and 


Vaisman 2005) and activated carbon adsorption (Barr Engineering Company 2013) were also reported to degrade or 


remove sulfolane from water. Activated carbon adsorption cannot break down sulfolane but just transfer sulfolane 


from one phase to another phase. AOPs based on the generated hydroxyl radical or other equivalents have showed 


their capacities to decompose sulfolane in aqueous medium and could be a comprehensive solution for sulfolane 


remediation in groundwater. Among different AOPs, Fenton-like reagents (Fe(III)/H2O2) have been reported to 


degrade a number of industrial contaminants (Bautista et al. 2008). The reaction mechanisms for Fenton/Fenton-like 


reactions are very complex. The general accepted mechanism of Fe(III)/H2O2 process producing hydroxyl radicals are 


showed in Equations (1-2). Iron plays a role as catalyst to generate hydroxyl radicals.  


 


[1]  Fe3++H2O2→Fe2++HO2·+H+ 


 


[2]  Fe2++H2O2→Fe3++HO·+HO- 


 


The success of classic Fenton based treatment technology relies on acidic conditions. At neutral and alkaline pH, Fe3+ 


precipitates out as hydrous oxyhydroxides, Fe2O3.nH2O, resulting in a loss of reactivity (Sun and Pignatello 1993). 


The limited pH range has restricted the application of Fenton chemistry for treating neutral or alkaline water. The 


application of Fenton like reagents in these water require acidification and subsequent neutralization. The difficulty 


of application of Fenton chemistry on groundwater containing carbonate/bicarbonate is even higher as it is a good pH 


buffering system. At near neutral pH, Fe(III) can be solubilized by addition of chelates such as EDTA, NTA and others 


(Sun and Pignatello 1993). The solubilization of Fe(III) can keep Fe(III) catalytically active long enough in the water 


to carry out the Fenton reaction. A number of studies have been reported to use chelated iron with hydrogen peroxide 


for degrading organic compounds at near neutral pH (Canals et al. 2013; Lewis et al. 2009). Sun and Pignatello (1993) 


investigated fifty chelating agents with iron(III) and hydrogen peroxide to degrade 2,4-dichlophenoxyacetic acid (2,4-


D) and found that NTA is one of the most promising chelating agent.  


 


This research investigated the degradation of sulfolane at near neutral pH using the modified Fenton catalysts. The 


catalysts include lab prepared NTA iron complex and several commercially available products (EDTA chelated iron, 


Fe(II)DPTA, VTX and VTH). The experiments were conducted both in lab synthetic water and sulfolane contaminated 


groundwater.  


2. METHODS AND MATERIALS 


2.1 Chemicals   


Sulfolane with 99% purity, nitrilotriacetic acid disodium (NTA disodium) with 99% purity, ferric chloride with 97% 


purity, sodium thiosulfate with 99.5% purity, hydrogen peroxide (ACS grade, ~30 % in water) and sodium hydroxide 


with 98% purity were purchased from Sigma Aldrich, Canada. Sulfuric acid (ACS grade, ~18M) was obtained from 


VWR. EDTA chelated iron was obtained from Canadian Color Ltd. Fe(II)DPTA, VTX and VTH were obtained from 


Chemco Ltd. The composition of the catalysts VTX and VTH are confidential. Groundwater containing sulfolane was 


provided by Bonavista Energy Corporation. 


2.2 Experimental procedure   


Lab synthetic water containing 130 ppm (1.08mM) sulfolane was prepared by dissolving 130 mg of pure sulfolane in 


one liter of Mili-Q water. The groundwater containing 130 ppm sulfolane was directly tested as it was. All experiments 


were conducted in 250-ml glass jars with open cap. Each 100 ml of lab synthetic water or groundwater with a known 


amount of Fenton like reagents (H2O2 and iron catalysts) was placed in 250-ml glass jars. The initial concentration of 


H2O2 and NTA/Fe(III) were 15 mM and 1mM. NTA chelated iron was prepared by mixing NTA disodium with FeCl3 


at molar ratio=1:1 in the solution. The dosages of commercial catalysts added to water can be found in the caption of 


related figures. 
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The mixing of the solution was achieved by using a shaker. The glass jars containing the waters and Fenton reagents 


were placed in a shaker where the shaking speed was set at 200 rpm with a temperature of 23 oC. The details of each 


experiment can be found in the caption of each figure. For the experiments needing pH adjustment, diluted sulfuric 


acid (1mol/L) and sodium hydroxide (1mmol/L) was added drop wise to obtain the desired pH. For each experiment, 


one and half ml of water sample at different reaction time was collected in a 4-ml glass vial which contained 100 mg 


of sodium thiosulfate. The purpose of adding sodium thiosulfate to the water sample was to quench the Fenton 


reaction. The water samples were then filtered with a 0.22 micrometer filter and kept in a 4-ml glass vial.  


2.3 Extraction and GC Analysis 


Each 1mL of the filtered water sample was extracted with 1.5 mL of dichloromethane (DCM). The vials containing 


1ml of filtered water sample and 1.5 mL of DCM were placed in the shaker (shaking speed=200 rpm) for half of an 


hour. The aqueous layer on the top was removed, and the DCM layer on the bottom of vial was transferred to 1 mL 


GC vial. The extraction efficiency using this method is about 70%. The extracts were then analyzed using an Agilent 


6890 gas chromatograph (GC) equipped with auto-sampler and Flame Ionization Detector (FID). Chemstation 


software was used to perform data acquisition and analyses. A fused silica capillary column (ZB 5MSI, Phenomenex) 


was used to separate sulfolane and other compounds. High purity helium was used as the carrier gas with a head 


pressure of 300 kPa. The temperature of the injection port was set to 165˚C and the injection was set on split less mode 


with 1.00 µL injection volume. The initial temperature was set to 120˚C, which was ramped up to 300˚C at a rate of 


10˚C/min where it was held for 3 min. The FID detector temperature was set to 330˚C. External calibration was used 


to quantify the sulfolane in the sample. Detection limit for sulfolane analysis using this method was 1 ppm. 


3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 


3.1 Degradation of sulfolane in synthetic water 


 
Figure 1: Degradation of sulfolane using Fenton like reagent in synthetic water: [FeCl3] =1mM; [H2O2] = 15mM; 


[NTA disodium] = 1mM. 


 


The degradation of sulfolane in the spiked water using Fenton-like reagents at different initial pH is shown in Figure 


1. The pHs adjusted here were the ones of water before adding Fenton reagents. The change of normalized sulfolane 


concentration versus the reaction time is reported here. The results showed that sulfolane can be degraded by 


FeCl3+H2O2 when initial pH of water was adjusted to be 3. Approximately 60% of sulfolane degraded after one hour 


and more than 95% of sulfolane degraded after three hours at pH = 3. The degradation of sulfolane is due to the 


generated hydroxyl radicals through Fenton-like reaction. No sulfolane degradation was observed at neutral pH using 


FeCl3+H2O2. However, NTA chelated iron with hydrogen peroxide can degrade sulfolane without pH adjustment. The 
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degradation of sulfolane with NTA chelated iron + H2O2 is similar to the degradation of sulfolane at acidic condition 


with FeCl3+H2O2.  


3.2 Degradation of sulfolane in water collected from the field  


To evaluate whether Fenton-like reagents can degrade sulfolane in the groundwater without pH adjustment, Fenton 


like reagents (FeCl3/H2O2) and (NTA/Fe(III)/H2O2) were tested with sulfolane contaminated groundwater (see Table 


1 for properties). The results (Figure 2) showed that sulfolane cannot degrade without pH adjustment using 


FeCl3/H2O2. However, NTA/Fe(III)/H2O2 can degrade approximately 60% of sulfolane within 30 minutes. No further 


sulfolane degradation was observed after the initial 60% sulfolane reduction. As shown in Table 1, groundwater has 


high bicarbonate concentration indicating that the pH of water might be almost constant throughout the experiment. 


Compared to synthetic water, sulfolane degradation in groundwater by NTA/Fe(III)/H2O2 is less efficient. This can be 


explained by the complex composition of groundwater. De Laat et al. (2011) found that bicarbonates in water can act 


as hydroxyl radical scavengers and inhibit the Fenton reaction. De Laat (2001) also reported that the inhibiting effect 


of bicarbonate ion is less important than the one to tert-butanol, an organic compound. It was calculated that only 60% 


of dissolved organic carbon (DOC) in our groundwater comes from sulfolane and the rest of DOC may be contributed 


from humic materials or other organic compounds. These organic compounds can compete with sulfolane for hydroxyl 


radicals and inhibit the degradation of sulfolane. Furthermore, interferences in the groundwater may impact the 


stability of NTA/Fe(III) in the water and make them precipitate in the water. Orange precipitates were observed in 


this experiment which is hypothesized to be hydrous iron oxyhydroxides. The cessation of the reaction may due to 


two possible reasons: (a) hydrogen peroxide was consumed completely or (b) all catalytic active Fe (III) precipitated 


out.  


Table 1: Physical chemical properties of groundwater 


Parameter Units Value 


Sulfolane mg/L 130 


Hardness (CaCO3) mg/L 691 


Total Dissolved Solids mg/L 726 


Conductivity µS/cm 1290 


pH   7.58 


Dissolved Organic Carbon mg/L 87.5 


Alkalinity (Total as CaCO3) mg/L 641 


Bicarbonate (HCO3) mg/L 782 


Sulphate (SO4) mg/L 38.6 


Chloride (Cl) mg/L 32.5 


Nitrate (NO3) mg/L 0.300 


Nitrate plus Nitrite (N) mg/L 0.068 


Nitrite (N) mg/L <0.010 


Dissolved Kjeldahl Nitrogen mg/L 3.21 


Calcium (Ca) mg/L 197 
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Figure 2: Degradation of sulfolane using Fenton like reagents in groundwater, no pH adjustment: [FeCl3] =1mM; 


[H2O2] = 15mM; [NTA disodium] = 1mM. 


 


Additional hydrogen peroxide was added into the system to see whether hydrogen peroxide was limited in the reaction 


and the result is reported in Figure 3. The results showed that the addition of hydrogen peroxide did not improve the 


degradation of sulfolane, which indicated that the cessation of the reaction was not due to the shortage of hydrogen 


peroxide. Therefore, the loss of catalytic activity due to precipitation of iron was the main reason for the cessation of 


reaction. NTA can be oxidized by hydroxyl radicals and form glycine, iminodiacetic acid, oxalic acid, ammonia and 


carbon dioxide (Chen et al. 1995). The oxidization of  NTA led to a progressive decomplexation of NTA chelated iron 


and precipitation of Fe(III) after the complete depletion of free NTA in solution (De Laat et al. 2011). The results 


(Figure 3) also showed that addition of NTA disodium cannot convert iron in the form of precipitate to catalytically 


active iron in a short period. A higher concentration of NTA disodium was applied in the beginning to see whether it 


can improve the sulfolane degradation by NTA/Fe(III)/H2O2 in the water. The results (Figure 4) showed that an 


increase of initial NTA disodium concentration decreased the degradation rate. The excess of NTA disodium can act 


as hydroxyl radical scavengers (Chen et al. 1995) and compete hydroxyl radicals with sulfolane.   


 
Figure 3: The effect of addition of hydrogen peroxide and NTA disodium after one hour: (a) control, [FeCl3] =1mM, 


[H2O2] = 15mM, [NTA disodium] = 1mM; (b) add more H2O2 after one hour; (c) add more NTA disodium after one 


hour.  
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Figure 4: The effect of initial NTA disodium concentration: (a) [FeCl3] =1mM, [H2O2] = 15mM, [NTA disodium] = 


1mM; (b) [FeCl3] =1mM, [H2O2] = 15mM, [NTA disodium] = 3mM. 


 


3.3 Evaluation of four commercial catalysts  


 
Figure 5: Degradation of sulfolane using four different commercial catalysts with hydrogen peroxide: (a) 


[Fe(II)DPTA]=1mM,  [H2O2] = 15mM;  (b) [EDTA chelated iron]=1mM,  [H2O2] = 15mM;   (c) [VTH]=0.4% 


(w/w),  [H2O2] = 15mM;   (d)[VTX]=0.4% (w/w), [H2O2] = 15mM.    


 


Four different commercially available products marketed as neutral pH catalysts including Fe(II)DTPA, EDTA 


chelated Iron, VTH and VTX were tested for the degradation of sulfolane in groundwater. The results (Figure 5) 


showed that Fe(II)DTPA/H2O2 can degrade 20% of sulfolane in groundwater and EDTA chelated iron /H2O2 can 


degrade approximately 50% of sulfolane. No significant degradation of sufolane was observed when VTX or VTH 


was combined with H2O2 within two hours. Similar to NTA/Fe(III)/H2O2, EDTA chelated iron/H2O2 can degrade 


sulfolane but the reaction ceased at 50% of sulfolane degradation. Orange precipitate (probably hydrous iron 


oxyhydroxides) was observed for EDTA chelated iron/H2O2 experiments.  
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3.4 Batch mode vs semi-continuous mode 


Two different modes of adding Fenton reagents were evaluated here. Table 2 summarizes the amount of chemicals 


added into water at different times for different modes. The total amount of Fenton reagents added were the same for 


both modes. The sulfolane degradation results with EDTA chelated iron/H2O2 or NTA chelated iron/H2O2 at different 


modes were reported in Figure 6. The results showed that the degradation of sulfolane in semi-continuous mode is 


slower than that in batch mode in the beginning, but in the end, similar percentage of sulfolane degradation was 


obtained for both. 


Table 2: Batch mode vs semi-continuous mode 


Time 


(minute) 


Batch mode Semi-continuous mode 


Chelated iron added* 


(mmol) 


H
2
O


2
 added 


(mmol) 


Chelated iron added 


(mmol) 


H
2
O


2
 added 


(mmol) 


0 0.1 1.5 0.025 0.0375 


10 0 0 0.025 0.0375 


30 0 0 0.025 0.0375 


60 0 0 0.025 0.0375 


* Volume of water is 100 ml. 


 


Figure 6: Degradation of sulfolane with chelated iron/H2O2 using different modes: (a) NTA chelated iron + H2O2, 


semi-continuous mode; (b) EDTA chelated iron + H2O2, semi-continuous mode; (c) NTA chelated iron + H2O2, 


batch mode; (d) EDTA chelated iron + H2O2, batch mode. 


4. CONCLUSIONS 


The following conclusions are drawn from this research: 


 NTA/Fe(III)/H2O2 can degrade sulfolane and achieve a significant reduction (60%) in groundwater.  


 The initial concentration of chelating agents can impact the efficiency of sulfolane degradation. 


 The mode of adding Fenton like reagents did not impact the overall sulfolane degradation efficiency.  


 Among the commercial neutral catalysts investigated, EDTA chelated iron combined with hydrogen peroxide 


showed the most promising result in degrading sulfolane in groundwater. 


 During the process of sulfolane degradation, the loss of catalytically active iron due to iron precipitation led 


to the cessation of the reaction.  
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ABSTRACT  


A recent design work conducted at Ryerson University on PL-3 bridge barrier has led to an economical glass fibre 


reinforced polymer (GFRP) bar detailing for sustainable construction. A PL-3 barrier wall of 27.6 m length was 


constructed using the proposed GFRP bar configuration, incorporating the use of V-Rod headed-end bars. The 


proposed barrier configuration was recently crash tested to qualify its use in Canada’s highway bridges. Then, wall 


segments of this barrier were tested under static loading to-collapse to determine their structural behavior, crack 


pattern and ultimate load carrying capacity under simulated vehicle impact load. Test results led to establishing two 


Standard drawings by Ontario Ministry of Transportation (MTO) for use by consulting engineers and contractors. 


The crash-tested barrier dimensions were identical to those specified by Ministry of Transportation of Quebec 


(MTQ) for PL-3 barrier except that the base of the barrier was 40 mm short and the deck slab is of 200 mm 


thickness, leading to reduction in the GFRP embedment depth into the deck slab. As such, Ryerson University 


research team proposed an experimental program to ensure that the resistance of barrier-deck junction, with the 


reduced width of barrier base and thickness of the deck slab, is greater of equal to the specified factored design load 


applied to the barrier wall simulating vehicle impact. This paper summarizes the experimental program to justify the 


modified barrier design to fit with MTQ barrier and deck slab dimensions and experimental findings when compared 


to the available factored applied moments specified in CHBDC of 2006 for the design of barrier-deck junction. 


Correlation between the experimental findings and the factored applied moments from CHBDC equivalent vehicle 


impact forces resulting from the finite-element modelling of the barrier-deck system was conducted followed by 


recommendations for use of the proposed design in highway bridges in the Province of Quebec. 


 


Keywords: Bridge barrier design, cantilever deck slab, truck impact, bridge code, experimental testing, FRP. 


1. BACKGROUND OF RESEARCH  


Until recently, the installation of GFRP bars was often hampered by the fact that bent bars have to be produced in 


the factory since GFRP bars cannot be bent at the site. Also, bent GFRP bars are much weaker than straight bars, 


due to the redirection and associated rearrangement of the fibres in the bend. As a result, number of bent GFRP bars 


is increased and even doubled at such locations where bar bents are required. The use of headed-end GFRP bars, 


shown in Fig. 1, is intended to eliminate the unnecessary and expensive use of custom made bar bends. The headed 


end is cast over the sand-coated bar as shown in Fig. 1. Recently, Ryerson University research team developed a 


cost-effective GFRP bar detailing for PL-3 barrier with MTO barrier dimensions.  The GFRP bars used to develop 


reinforcement details, as shown in Fig. 2, were of sand-coated surface profile to ensure optimal bond between 


concrete and the bar.  The 13M (#4) high-modulus (HM) GFRP bars of specified tensile strength of 1312 MPa, 


modulus of elasticity of 65.6 ± 2.5 GPa, and strain at rupture of 2%, as listed in the manufacturer’s catalogue 


(Pultrall, 2013), were used as vertical bars at the back face of the barrier wall. Also, the 15M (#5) high-modulus 
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(HM) GFRP bars of specified tensile strength of 1184 MPa, modulus of elasticity of 62.5 ± 2.5 GPa, and strain at 


rupture of 1.89% were used in all other bars shapes shown in Fig. 2. The use of headed-end GFRP bars was 


proposed in this research to allow for anchorage in concrete at lower cost than the bend bars. 


 


                                       
Fig. 1 View of HM-GFRP bar with          Fig. 2. Barrier cross-section showing the difference in geometry between 


end anchorage head                                   the crash-tested MTO barrier and the proposed MTQ PL-3 barrier (the     


                                                                   black-shaded area  of 40 mm width is removed from the MTO crash-tested  


                                                                   barrier dimension to reach MTQ barrier base width of 435 mm) 


 


Recent research work conducted at Ryerson University on PL-3 bridge barrier proposed a cost-effective barrier 


configuration incorporating high-modulus GFRP bars with headed ends. To qualify the developed barrier 


configuration for use in bridge construction, a full-scale PL-3 barrier wall of 27.6-m length was constructed to 


perform vehicle crash testing in December 2011 (Sennah and Khederzadeh, 2014). The crash test was performed in 


accordance with MASH Test Level 5, TL-5, (MASH, 2009). Evaluation criteria for full-scale vehicle crash testing 


were based on three appraisal areas namely: (i) structural adequacy; (ii) occupant risk; and (iii) vehicle trajectory 


after collision. Results from the test qualified such innovative barrier system to resist vehicle impact per MASH 


crash test requirements. Crash test results showed that the developed barrier contained and redirected the vehicle. 


The vehicle did not penetrate, underride or override the parapet. No detached elements, fragments, or other debris 


from the barrier were present to penetrate or show potential for penetrating the occupant compartment, or to present 


undue hazard to others in the area. No occupant compartment deformation occurred. The test vehicle remained 


upright during and after the collision. After conducting the vehicle crash test on the developed GFRP-reinforced 


barrier shown in Fig. 2, full-scale static tests to-collapse were performed in other parts of this barrier at interior and 


exterior locations (Khederzadeh and Sennah, 2014) to investigate its ultimate load carrying capacity per Canadian 


Highway Bridge Design Code, CHBDC, (CSA, 2006a). The experimental ultimate load carrying capacity of the 


barriers was observed to be far greater than CHBDC factored design transverse load. The failure pattern was 


initiated by a trapezoidal crack pattern at the front face of the barrier, followed by punching shear failure at the 


transverse load location. Based on the punching shear failure developed in the barrier wall and comparison with 


available punching shear equations in the literature, an empirical punching shear equation was proposed to 


determine the transverse load carrying capacity of PL-3 bridge barrier walls reinforced with GFRP bars. To perform 


the above-mentioned static tests on the constructed barrier, Ryerson research team considered CHBDC provision 


that specifies transverse, longitudinal and vertical loads of 210, 70 and 90 kN, respectively, that can be applied 


simultaneously over a certain barrier length. CHBDC specifies that transverse load shall be applied over a barrier 


length of 2400 mm for PL-3 barriers. Since transverse loading creates the critical load carrying capacity, both the 


longitudinal and vertical loads were not considered in the design of barrier wall reinforcement and anchorages 


between the deck slab and the barrier wall. It should be noted that CHDBC specifies a live load factor of 1.7. Thus, 


the design equivalent impact load on PL-3 barrier wall over 2.4 m length is 357 kN. 
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Fig. 3. Current dimensions and GFRP bar reinforcement               Fig. 4. View of the proposed MTQ PL-3 barrier 


for MTQ PL-3 tapered barrier (MTQ, 2013)                                   with 200-mm thick deck slab,165 mm bar 


                                                                                                          embedment in the deck and 435 mm base width 


2. THE PROBLEM 


Ministry of Transportation of Quebec (MTQ) specifies PL-3 barrier dimensions and GFRP bar detailing, shown in 


Fig. 3. By comparing MTQ barrier dimensions with those in the crash-tested barrier in Fig. 2, one may observe the 


difference in the width of barrier base at the barrier-deck junction (i.e. 475 mm in the crash-tested barrier and 435 


mm in MTQ barrier). By drawing the two barriers in one graph as shown in Fig. 2, one may observe the black-


shaded area, on the left side of the barrier-deck junction, of 40 mm width and about 117 mm deep, taken out from 


the crash-tested barrier to reach MTQ barrier dimension of 435 mm. Although the barrier base width decreased by 


about 8%, the diagonal headed bar at the lower tapered portion of the front face of the barrier becomes steeper by 


about 13% (i.e. with 68˚ slope in the MTQ barrier compared to 60˚ slope in the crash-tested barrier). It should be 


noted that increasing the slope of the diagonal GFRP bar from 60˚ to 68˚ increase the available vertical tensile force 


in the bar by 7% (i.e. sin 68 / sin60 = 1.07). On the other hand, MTQ requested that the concrete cover of the 


headed-end bar at the barrier-deck junction to be 50 mm as depicted in Fig. 4 in contrast to the 35 ± 10 mm concrete 


cover used the MTO crash-tested barrier details (Sennah and Khederzadeh, 2014). Since this change is at the 


barrier‐deck junction, and the amount and shape of reinforcement as well as other barrier dimensions are identical to 


those in the crash‐tested barrier, Ryerson research team believes that a static test in a constructed MTQ barrier 


segment in the laboratory would justify the change in the barrier width at the barrier‐deck junction per CHBDC 


Clause 12.4.3.5. In addition, results on the static load tests on the crash‐tested barrier (Khederzadeh and Sennah, 


2014) resulted in a factor of safety in design in the order of 1.9 to prevent punching shear failure at the top of the 


barrier wall. Since the crash-tested barrier and MTQ barrier are of the same width, height and slope for the top 


tapered portion as well as the amount, type and arrangement of GFRP bars, one may observe similar behavior for 


punching shear capacity in the MTQ barrier. As for the thickness of the deck slab cantilever supporting the PL-3 


barrier, the design of the crash-tested PL-3 barrier considered a minimum deck slab thickness of 225 mm, leading to 


a 195 mm vertical embedment length of the headed-end GFRP bars into the deck and a minimum concrete cover of 


25 mm to the bottom surface of the deck slab cantilever. On the other hand, MTQ considers 200 mm thick slab with 


top and bottom reinforcement. To accommodate such change compared to the crash-tested barrier, Ryerson research 


team changed the embedment length of headed-end GFRP bar at the lower tapered portion of the front face of the 


crash-tested barrier shown in Fig. 2 to be 165 mm in the vertical direction for the proposed MTQ PL-3 barrier shown 


in Fig. 4. This allows for a concrete cover to the headed bar of 35 mm from the bottom surface of the 200-mm thick 


deck slab cantilever as shown in Fig. 4. As a result, the headed-end bar embedment length is proposed to change 


from 225 mm in the crash-tested barrier to 182 mm in the proposed MTQ barrier shown in Fig. 4. Also, the 


embedment length of the straight-end vertical bars at the back face of the barrier as well as the diagonal, straight-


end, bars extending from the top tapered portion of the front face of the barrier changed from 185 mm in the crash-


tested barrier to 165 mm in the proposed MTQ barrier. As mentioned earlier, the changes in bar anchorage in the 
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deck slab can be qualified by conducting static load testing in the laboratory for actual-size barrier of 900 mm length 


only. So, there is no need to repeat vehicle crash testing per CHBDC Clause 12.4.3.5. The objective of this research 


is to provide experimental data and numerical evaluation, using the finite-element modelling, as a proof of concept 


of, or to validate, the proposed changes to the GFRP bar anchorage at the barrier-deck junction to meet MTQ barrier 


dimensions compared to the crash-tested barrier-deck junction dimensions.  The results from the experimental 


program on selected barrier segments are correlated to CHBDC factored applied moments at the barrier-deck 


junction specified in Table C5.4 of CHBDC Commentaries (CSA, 2006b) as well as the results from the finite-


element computer modelling conducted by Ryerson research team.  


3. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 


Three full-scale PL-3 barrier specimens of 900 mm length were erected and tested to-collapse to determine their 


ultimate load-carrying capacities and failure modes at deck barrier joint. Figure 5 shows schematic diagram of 


specimen S-1 that represent the interior segment of the proposed MTQ barrier. The barrier is reinforced with M15 


GFRP vertical bars at the front face at 300 mm spacing and 13M GFRP vertical bars at the back face of the barrier 


wall at 300 mm spacing. All vertical GFRP bars are embedded into a 200-mm thick deck slab cantilever with 


vertical embedment length of 165 mm.  The cantilever deck slab was reinforced in the main direction with M20 steel 


bars at 100 mm spacing. Specimen S-2 represent the exterior segment of the proposed MTQ barrier on which the 


vertical reinforcement at the front face of the barrier is doubled compared to those shown in Fig. 5 for specimen S-1. 


In this case, M15 GFRP vertical bars were used at the front face of the barrier at 150 mm spacing while the vertical 


reinforcement at the back face of the barrier is kept as M13 at 300 mm spacing. It should be noted that specimens S-


1 and S-2 represent barrier construction in case of slab-on-girder bridge system.   


 


 
Fig. 5. Cross-section of specimens S-1 for interior                           Fig. 6. Cross-section of specimens S-3 for interior   


portion of the barrier resting over deck slab cantilever                     portion of the barrier resting over thick deck slab 


 


In case, barrier walls installed on top of solid slab bridges, voided slab bridges and adjacent box beam system, the 


barrier wall is considered connected to non-deformable thick slab compared to the case of barrier wall installed over 


200-mm thick deck slab cantilever in slab-on-girder bridge system. Specimen S-3 shown in Fig. 6 represents this 


scenario where the barrier wall is fixed to a 500 mm thick slab resting on the laboratory floor to present its flexural 


deformation. The dimensions and GFRP arrangement are the same as those for specimen S-1. The embedment 


length of the barrier vertical GFRP bars into the thick solid slab base is maintained 165 mm. These three specimens 


represent the case of new construction. All specimens were cast using ready mix concrete with target compressive 


strength of 35 MPa. The test specimens were cast in the same day. In order to determine the strength of the concrete, 
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three 100×200 mm concrete cylinders collected from the concrete used to cast each barrier and then they batch were 


tested just after tested on the same day the barrier specimen were loaded to collapse. To take into account the effect 


of the number of tested cylinders and the deviation of the strength value of each cylinder with the average value, 


concrete characteristic strength was calculated using the available equation specified in CHBDC Chapter 14 for 


bridge evaluation (CSA, 2006a). Analysis of data resulted in the characteristic compressive strength of concrete as 


39.72, 38.84 and 37.74 MPa for barrier specimens S-1, S-2 and S-3, respectively. Figure 7 shows the arrangement of 


GFRP and steel bars in the tested specimens. More information can be found elsewhere (Rostami, 2016). Figure 8 


shows a schematic diagram of the test setup, while Fig. 9 shows view of specimen S-1 before testing. Each barrier 


specimen was supported over the structures laboratory floor, then, tied down to the floor using 50 mm diameter 


threaded rods. Each rod was placed @ 600 mm c-c and tightened by applying a specified torque to control the slab 


uplift during testing. A 900- kN hydraulic jack was used to apply horizontal load to the barrier wall. A universal flat 


load cell of 900 kN capacity was used to measure the applied loads on barrier models. SYSTEM 6000 data 


acquisition unit was used to record readings from all sensors. Each specimen was tested under increasing monotonic 


load up-to-collapse. During the test, jacking load was applied in increments 10 kN. At each load increment, the load 


was maintained for a few minutes to observe crack initiation and propagation as well as change in barrier geometry 


as depicted from potentiometer (POT) readings. Failure of the model was attained when the readings from sensors 


were increasing while the model did not take any further increase in load. 


 


                                                                  
                Specimen S-1                                       b) Specimen S-2                             c) Specimen S-3                                       


Fig. 7. View of internal reinforcement in the tested barrier specimens 


  


                                           
Fig. 8. Test setup showing the tie-down system for the deck                Fig. 9. View of the test setup for specimen S-1 


 


4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 


4.1 Specimen S-1  


Figure 9 shows the test setup of specimens S-1 before testing. While Fig. 10 shows different views of the crack 


pattern of the tested barrier specimen. In this specimen, the first visible crack was observed in the front side of the 


barrier wall at barrier-deck junction at 30 kN jacking load. Flexural cracks were observed in the deck slab at its fixed 


end and at the intersection of the tapered portion of the front side of the barrier wall at a jacking load of 60 kN. 
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These flexural cracks penetrated further at a higher load, along with other flexural cracks in the deck slab. Although 


flexural cracks appeared in the barrier wall and the deck slab portion, a sudden diagonal tension crack appeared in 


the deck slab at a jacking load of 80 kN on the right side of the barrier and at a jacking load of 86 kN at the left side 


of the barrier. These cracks propagated further till the barrier could not take a jacking load beyond 100.42 kN. Given 


the width of the barrier of 900 mm and the height of the applied load over the top surface of the deck slab of 990 


mm, the experimental resisting moment is calculated as 110.46 kN.m/m. This experimental resisting moment at the 


barrier deck junction is greater than the CHBDC design value of 83 kN.m/m at the barrier-deck slab junction per 


Table 1 in this report. This leads to a factor of safety of 1.33 in the design of the proposed MTQ barrier wall at 


interior location as listed in Table 1 


 


Table 1. Comparison of experimental failure load and CHBDC factored design moments at barrier-deck junction 


               


   


S-1 S-2 S-3 


Interior portion 


with cantilever 


slab and 300 


mm bar spacing 


Exterior portion 


with cantilever 


slab and 150 


mm bar spacing 


Interior with non-


deformable solid 


slab and 300 mm 


bar spacing 


Experimental failure load, kN 100.42 131.83 117.02 


Experimental failure load, kN/m 111.58 146.48 130.02 


Experimental resisting moment, kN.m/m  110.46 145.02 128.72 


CHBDC-2006 design moment, kN.m/m  83.00 102.00 83.00 


Factor of safety in design (experimental failure 


moment/ CHBDC-2006 design moment) 
1.33 1.42 1.55 


 


                                           
a) Crack pattern at the right side of the specimen       b) Crack pattern at the left side of the specimen 


Fig. 10.Views of crack pattern for specimen S-1 after failure  


4.2 Specimen S-2  


Specimen S-2 is identical to S-1 except that the vertical bars at the front face of the barrier wall are doubled to 


represent the exterior location of the barrier wall. Figure 11 shows different views of the crack pattern of the tested 


barrier specimen. In this specimen, the first visible crack was observed in the front side of the barrier wall at barrier-


deck junction at 30 kN jacking load. Flexural cracks were observed in the deck slab at jacking load of 30 kN with 


other flexural cracks appeared at higher loads. Also, flexural crack appeared at the intersection of the tapered portion 


of the front side of the barrier wall at a jacking load of 80 kN. These flexural crack penetrated further into the barrier 


thickness at a higher load. Flexural cracks propagated into the barrier thickness at the barrier-deck junction with 


increase in applied load. However, a sudden diagonal tension crack appeared in the deck slab under the barrier wall 


at a load of 90 kN on the left side of the barrier wall and at a load of 100 kN at the right side of the barrier wall as 


depicted in Fig. 11. The recorded data in the data acquisition system showed that the barrier could not carry a 


jacking load beyond 131.83 kN. Given the width of the barrier of 900 mm and the height of the applied load over the 


top surface of the deck slab of 990 mm, the experimental resisting moment is calculated as 145.02 kN.m/m. This 


experimental resisting moment at the barrier deck junction is greater than the CHBDC design value of 102 kN.m/m 
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at the barrier-deck slab junction per Table 1 in this report. This leads to a factor of safety of 1.42 in the design of the 


proposed MTQ barrier wall at exterior location as listed in Table 1.  


 


                                                  
a)  Crack pattern at the left side of the specimen                 b) Crack pattern at the right side of the specimen 


Fig. 11. Views of crack pattern for specimen S-2 after failure 


4.3 Specimen S-3  


Specimen S-3 represents a barrier connected to non-deformable concrete slab. The amount of vertical reinforcement 


at the front face represents the case of interior segment of the barrier wall. Figure 12 shows different views of the 


crack pattern of the tested barrier specimen. In this specimen, the first visible crack was observed in the front side of 


the barrier wall at barrier-deck junction at 60 kN jacking load. This observation coincide with the jacking load of 


about 60 kN at the end of the lower straight line portion of the load-deflection relationship for S-3. Flexural crack 


appeared at the intersection of the tapered portion of the front side of the barrier wall at a jacking load of 50 kN. 


Although flexural cracks at the barrier-deck junction penetrated further into the barrier thickness at a higher load, 


sudden concrete breakout appeared approximately at the embedded GFRP bar headed end at a load of 102 kN in 


each side of the barrier wall. These concrete breakout cracks extended towards the top surface of the solid slab and 


towards the back face of the barrier wall at higher loads till the barrier could not absorb jacking load beyond 117.02 


kN. Given the width of the barrier of 900 mm and the height of the applied load over the top surface of the deck slab 


of 990 mm, the experimental resisting moment is calculated as 128.72 kN.m/m. This experimental resisting moment 


at the barrier deck junction is greater than the CHBDC design value of 83 kN.m/m at the barrier-deck slab junction 


per Table 1 in this report. This leads to a factor of safety of 1.55 in the design of the proposed MTQ barrier wall at 


interior location when it is rigidly connected to non-deformable concrete deck slab as listed in Table 1.  


 


                                      
a) View crack pattern at left side of specimen            b) Close-up view of crack pattern at the right side of specimen 


Fig. 12. Views of crack pattern for specimen S-3 after failure 
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5. LIMITATION OF USE OF CHBDC DESIGN TABLE FOR FACTORED APPLIED MOMENTS AT 


THE BARRIER-DECK JUNCTION 


When an errant vehicle collides with the concrete bridge barrier, the effect of the lateral impact force is distributed 


in the barrier and the deck with dispersal angles shown in Fig. 13. This led to the design forces specified in CHBDC 


commentaries (CSA, 2006b). These forces were obtained by finite-element analysis as stated in the literature, 


assuming bridge cantilever of 1 m length. However, the bridge deck slab cantilever may be of different length which 


is the case of slab-on-girder bridges or the barrier wall can be rigidly fixed to a non-deformable base which is the 


case of thick solid slab bridges, voided slab bridges and adjacent box beam bridge system. As such, the change in 


the support system of the barrier wall should be investigated to ensure that it is properly addressed in the values of 


the design factored applied moments at the barrier-deck junction due to equivalent vehicle impact force. The design 


forces specified in CHBDC commentaries (CSA, 2006b) comprise moment and tension forces for the inner and end 


portions of the barrier. However, the Table does provide any further information for designers to obtain appropriate 


design moments and tensile forces for different barrier lengths and slab thicknesses. The length of a barrier is 


considered between two free ends of the barrier or between expansion joints. The length of the barrier will affect the 


dispersion angle of applied forces shown in Fig. 13. As such, finite-element computer modelling should be 


conducted to examine the effect of barrier length and the change in deck slab thickness on the factored applied 


moment at the barrier-deck junction. 


 


 
Fig. 13. Transverse load dispersion at (a) interior portion and (b) end portion of barrier wall 


6. PARAMETRIC STUDY, USING FINITE-ELEMENT COMPUTER MODELLING, ON BARRIER-


DECK ANCHORAGE MOMENTS 


A parametric study was conducted to investigate the effect of key parameters on the barrier-deck anchorage forces. 


The design forces considered in this study were bending moment and tension force at the inner and end portions of 


the barrier shown in Fig. 13. The studied parameters include the deck slab thickness, ts, cantilever overhang length, 


Lc, and the barrier length, Lb. The associated values for each parameter were taken as 175, 225, 275 and 350 mm for 


ts; 0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0 m for Lc; and 3, 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12 m for Lb. Finite-element (FEA) models were created 


for the PL-3 barrier with tapered face. The general purpose SAP2000 software was used to construct three-


dimensional (3D) FE models to conduct linear elastic analysis of concrete barrier. The barrier wall and the deck slab 


were modeled using shell elements with six degrees of freedom at each node. The cantilever length, Lc, of 0 


represents a fixed base of the barrier wall, simulating non-deformable deck slab. This is the case when the rigidity of 


the deck slab is significantly higher than that of the barrier wall. In addition, the minimum barrier length, Lb, is 


usually considered as 3m in practice. The maximum barrier length of 12 m was taken into consideration in this study 


because analysis showed that greater lengths would have insignificant effect on the distribution of forces in the inner 


portions of the barriers and no effect at the end portions of the barrier. On each barrier-deck FEA model, the lateral 


loads representing vehicle impact loading were placed at the middle of barrier for inner portion and at the end of 


barrier for the end portion. These forces were distributed over specified lengths at the given heights per CHBDC. 


Then, the resultant forces (i.e., moment and tension force) were obtained at the bottom of the barrier for a unit length 


parallel to lateral load. For inner portion, the unit length was considered at the centerline of the applied load, 


whereas for the end portion, the unit length was considered at the end of barrier. The results of this FEA analysis 


were presented elsewhere (Azimi et al., 2014). Representative results of the developed equations for applied 


factored moment at the barrier-deck junction obtained from FEA are shown in Table 2 for PL-3 barrier considered in 


this paper. By correlating data obtained from FEA modeling with those specified in CHBDC of 2006, it can be 


observed that CHBDC factored design moments are generally conservative for many case of cantilever lengths and 


slab thicknesses, whereas CHBDC underestimates these values in other cases. This can be attributed to the fact that 
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CHBDC equations were conducted using a FEA barrier model with deck slab cantilever of 1 m length and a certain 


slab thickness that is not mentioned in the literature. However, the current study showed that both slab thickness and 


cantilever length have significant effect on applied factored moment at the barrier-deck junction, especially for 


shorter barriers. 


 


Table 2. Developed formulas for factored design moments at the barrier wall-deck interface (Azimi et al., 2014) 
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               Notes:  Formulas are best applicable for: mmtmm s 350175  ; mLc 0.20  ; 
bLm. 03  


               ts = overhang thickness (m); Lc = cantilever length (m) ; Lb = barrier length (m) 


               Minner = moment in the inner portion of barrier; Mend = moment in the end portion of 


               Barrier. 


 


When applying the developed equations in Table 2 to the studied specimen S-3, it can be observed that the factor of 


safety in design (FOS) for the proposed barrier over non-deformable base is 0.98 compared to 1.55 obtained based 


on CHBDC-specified factored applied moment shown in Table 1. As such, it is recommended to increase the 


embedment length of the GFRP bars of the barrier wall resting over non-deformable deck slab from 165 mm to 195 


mm. Results from FEA modelling and resulting equations in Table 2 showed that the FOS for the proposed barrier 


wall installed over deck slab cantilever increases with increase in deck slab cantilever length, for a given barrier 


length. Also, it can be observed that the FOS increases with increase of barrier length up to about 6 m, beyond 


which the increase in FOS is insignificant (Azimi et al., 2014).  It should be noted that for barrier lengths equal of 


greater than 6 m, the FOS ranges from 1.41 to 1.63 with increase in barrier length up to 12 m, compared to a FOS of 


1.33, shown in Table 1 based on the available CHBDC design factored moment for specimen S-1. Given the fact 


that the barrier length should be long enough to promote two-way action of truck impact load distribution, it is 


recommended to use the proposed GFRP-reinforced barrier resting over deck slab cantilever, shown in Fig. 4 for 


barrier length greater than or equal 6 m. This conclusion is also applicable to the barrier wall exterior location given 


the fact that for barrier lengths equal of greater than 6 m, the FOS for exterior location ranges from 1.41 to 1.64 with 


increase in barrier length up to 12 m, compared to a FOS of 1.42, shown in Table 1 based on the available CHBDC 


design factored moment. 


7. CONCLUSIONS 


Based on the data generated from the experimental program and the finite-element modelling, it is recommended to 


use the proposed MTQ GFRP-reinforced barrier system resting over 200-mm thick deck slab cantilever, shown in 


Fig. 4, for barrier length greater than or equal 6 m.  This design is acceptable for slab-on-girder bridges as well as 


multiple-spine bridges with deck slab thickness of 200 mm and cantilever length ranging from 0.5 to 2 m. It is also 


recommended to use the proposed MTQ GFRP-reinforced barrier system shown in Fig. 4 in bridges with non-


deformable deck slab provided that the embedment length of the GFRP bars into the non-deformable deck slab 


increases from 165 mm to 195 mm. Given the dimensions of the non-deformable concrete base supporting the 


barrier wall during tests, the proposed design is acceptable for applications in solid-slab and voided-slab bridge 


cross-sections with minimum deck thickness of 500 mm. 
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ABSTRACT  


Excessive deflection of concrete floor slabs is a recurring serviceability problem (Gilbert 2012, Stivaros 2012). 


Current practice is to compute deflections using either a single-element idealization, where an average effective 


moment of inertia is assigned to the entire member, or a discretized analysis, where the member is idealized as 


discrete elements with unique effective moments of inertia. There are two equations available for calculating the 


effective moment of inertia, developed by Branson (1965) and by Bischoff (2005). Branson originally proposed two 


equations for effective moment of inertia, a 3rd-power equation for use in a single-element idealization and a 4th-


power equation for use in a discretized-element idealization.  Bischoff has proposed a single equation, based on a 


correct mechanical model, for use in a single-element idealization only.  The research summarized in this paper 


investigates suitable modifications to Bischoff’s Equation for use in a discretized analysis. Simply supported 


members with various reinforcement ratios and live- to dead-load ratios are explored. Comparisons to experimental 


data are made to determine which deflection calculation procedure provides results closest to those observed.  


 


Keywords: instantaneous deflections, discretized analysis, reinforced concrete, effective moment of inertia, 


Branson’s Equation, Bischoff’s Equation 


1. INTRODUCTION 


1.1 Equations for Calculation of Instantaneous Deflections 


In a reinforced concrete member, flexural cracking occurs along the span where the applied moment exceeds the 


cracking moment. At these discrete locations the cracked moment of inertia, Icr, applies and between crack locations 


the moment of inertia approaches the gross moment of inertia, Ig.  This phenomenon is widely known as the tension-


stiffening effect (e.g., MacGregor & Bartlett 2000).  


 


Branson (1965) proposed an effective moment of inertia, Ie, to provide a transition between the upper and lower 


bounds of Ig and Icr, as a function of the level of cracking expressed by the ratio of the cracking moment to the 


applied moment: 


 


[1]   Ie = (Mcr/Ma)mIg – [1 – (Mcr/Ma)m]Icr 


 


where: Mcr is the cracking moment, Ma is the applied moment and the exponent, m, was determined empirically. 


Branson recommended m of 3 to determine an overall average effective moment of inertia when the member is 


idealized as a single element. To determine effective moments of inertia at individual segements when the member 


is idealized using discretized elements he recommended m of 4. As the applied moment increases, the tension-


stiffening effect is reduced and Ie approaches Icr.  


 


Branson’s Equation was empirically derived based on concrete beams with reinforcement ratios between 1 and 2%. 


Within this range the equation is adequate, but for low reinforcement ratios, it overestimates the tension stiffening 
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effects. Bischoff (2007) has shown that the Branson Equation is based on an incorrect mechanical model that 


idealizes the stiffness of the cracked and uncracked regions as springs in parallel, when they should be in series. For 


lightly reinforced members, such as slabs, with reinforcement ratios, ρ, less than 1%, the Ig/Icr ratio increases, Ie is 


overestimated, and the deflection is underestimated using the Branson Equation (Bischoff 2005). 


 


Bischoff (2005) has highlighted the need for better methods to compute short-term deflections for fibre-reinforced 


polymer (FRP) and lightly reinforced steel concrete beams. He proposed the following equation for Ie that accounts 


for tension stiffening more accurately by idealizing the uncracked and cracked stiffness as springs in series (Bischoff 


2007). For Mcr /Ma ≤ 1: 


 


[2]   Ie = Icr/[1 – (1 – Icr/Ig)(Mcr/Ma)2] 


 


For Mcr/Ma >1, the effective moment of inertia computed using Eq. [2] can be negative, in which case Ie should be 


taken equal to Ig.  


 


To account for tensile stresses in flexural elements due primarily to restraint of shrinkage, A23.3-14 (CSA 2014) 


requires that the cracking moment be calculated using a reduced modulus of rupture, fr. When using the Branson 


Equation, Eq. [1], A23.3 requires Mcr to be computed using 0.5fr for beams, one-way and two-way slabs to also 


compensate for its unconservativism at low reinforcement ratios. When using the Bischoff Equation, Eq. [2], 


Scanlon and Bischoff (2008) recommend that Mcr be calculated using 0.67fr. It has been shown that, using these 


reduced moduli of rupture, the two equations yield similar Ie values (CAC 2016).  


1.2 Member Idealization for Deflection Calculation 


Deflection analysis can be carried out by idealizing the member as a single element with an average effective 


moment of inertia, as shown in Figure 1(a), or as a number of discretized elements with unique effective moments of 


inertia, as shown in Figure 1(b). Equations 9.4 and 9.5 are given in A23.3-14 (CSA 2014) to determine the average 


effective moment of inertia of a continuous member using the mid-span value, Ie(m), and end values, Ie(1) and Ie(2).  


 


 


 
Figure 1: Idealizations for Deflection Calculations 


 


 


The Ie computed for a single-element idealization is a weighted average of the values computed at locations where 


the applied moments are likely at a maximum (i.e. large positive moments at mid-span and large negative moments 


at the supports). When the member is idealized using discretized elements, a more stringent criterion is required for 


the cracked regions, to obtain a smaller Ie, because the discretized analysis also captures the uncracked regions that 


contribute little to the deflection. As already noted, Branson (1965) recognized the need for stricter criteria for 


discretized analysis and recommended that exponent used for an idealization as a single element, m = 3, be 


increased to 4. 


 


Bischoff's Equation is comparable to Branson's 3rd power equation:  both give an average effective moment of 


inertia for the member idealized as a single element.  Given that it more accurately accounts for tension stiffening 


(Bischoff 2007), it is appropriate to determine whether a similar modification to the exponent m can be quantified to 


allow use of the Bischoff Equation in a discretized analysis. 
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1.3 Objectives 


The main objectives of the research reported in this paper are: 


1. To determine the impact of mesh size on the accuracy of results from a discretized analysis.  
2. To verify the value of m = 4 in Branson’s Equation for use in a discretized analysis.  
3. To determine a value m in Bischoff’s Equation for use in a discretized analysis.  


 


To achieve these objectives a mesh-sensitivity analysis was performed and test cases with variable reinforcement 


and live- to dead-load ratios were devised. To determine the gold standard for deflection calculations, comparisons 


with experimental data were performed. This paper describes the procedures followed and the resulting outcomes of 


the investigation into instantaneous deflections of concrete slabs computed using discretized analysis.  


2. VERIFICATION & COMPARISON OF MEMBER IDEALIZATIONS 


2.1 Mesh Sensitivity Analysis  


When discretizing a member, choosing an optimal mesh size to achieve a proper balance between accuracy and 


computational requirements is necessary (Cook 2002). A fine mesh yields more accurate results, but at a higher 


computational cost (i.e., longer analysis run times), so an investigation of the sensitivity of the discretized analysis 


result to element length was performed.  


 


A simply supported member was designed for three different reinforcement ratios, i.e., ρ = 0.5%, 1% and 1.5%. 


Service loads were determined for three different live- to dead-load ratios, i.e., wL/wD = 0.5, 1.0 and 1.5. The details 


of the general design procedure are presented in Section 2.2. Different mesh sizes were considered for the nine 


different loading and reinforcement ratio combinations using the Branson 4th power equation because it has 


previously been verified for discrete analysis (Branson 1965).   


 


The member was discretized using elements of uniform lengths of L/40, L/20, L/10, and L/6, where L is the span 


length. Treating the finest mesh of L/40 as the “gold standard”, Table 1 shows the percent differences between the 


maximum deflection computed using the 40-element mesh and that for the coarser meshes. The results in Table 1 


indicate that decreasing the number of elements will increase the error, as expected. A positive difference indicates 


that the maximum deflection computed using the 40-element mesh is greater than that for the larger meshes. It can 


be concluded that using an element length of L/10 is suitable for practical in-office use and gives deflections that, 


while unconservative, are within 1% of those computed using the 40-element mesh. For the present study a uniform 


element length of L/20 was used, as the extra computational demand was not a concern and the computed 


deflections are within gives results within 0.2% of those computed using the 40-element mesh.  


 


 


Table 1: Mesh Sensitivity Results 


 


% Difference with respect to the 40 Element Result 


 


wL/wD = 0.5 wL/wD = 1.0 wL/wD = 1.5 


# of 


Elements 
ρ = 0.5% ρ = 1.0% ρ = 1.5% ρ = 0.5% ρ = 1.0% ρ = 1.5% ρ = 0.5% ρ = 1.0% ρ = 1.5% 


20 0.2% 0.2% 0.1% 0.2% 0.2% 0.1% 0.2% 0.2% 0.1% 


10 0.9% 0.6% 0.7% 1.0% 0.6% 0.7% 1.0% 0.6% 0.7% 


6 1.9% 1.9% 1.2% 2.0% 1.9% 2.1% 2.0% 1.9% 2.1% 


 


2.2 Cases Investigated 


To verify Branson’s 4th power equation and to determine an appropriate exponent in the Bischoff Equation, 


deflection calculations were carried out and compared using both equations for both single-element and discretized-


element idealizations. The initial assumption was that an exponent of 3 in the Bischoff Equation for a discretized 


idealization would yield comparable results to those for a single element idealization using an exponent of 2.  
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The simply supported test case members again included three reinforcement ratios, ρ = 0.5%, 1% and 1.5%, and 


three live- to dead-load ratios, wL/wD = 0.5, 1.0 and 1.5. The ultimate flexural capacity, Mr, was determined given 


the area of reinforcing steel and other section properties, including Mcr, Ig and Icr, were computed. The member 


length was chosen so that the minimum thickness requirements in A23.3-14 (CSA 2014) were violated and 


deflection checks were therefore required. The factored loads were determined based on the moment resistance, and 


the service loads were back-calculated from this for the given live- to dead-load ratio. For example, given f’c = 30 


MPa and fy = 400 MPa for a metre width of a 200 mm thick slab with a reinforcement ratio of 0.5% and d = 170 


mm, the computed Mr is 46.5 kN.m, giving a maximum factored load, wf, of 18.4 kN/m. The computed service load 


for wL/wD = 0.5 is then 13.8 kN/m and the maximum applied moment, Ma, is 34.9 kN.m 


 


For the single-element idealization, the applied moment at midspan was used to determine Ie from both the Branson 


and Bischoff Equations and the maximum deflection was computed. For the discretized-element idealization, the 


applied moment was calculated at various locations along the member length and Ie was computed using the 


modified Branson (m = 4) and Bischoff (m = 3) Equations for each discrete element. The moment-area theorem 


(e.g., Hibbeler 2012) was used to calculate the maximum deflection. 


 


Figure 2(a) shows the cracking moment based on the reduced modulus of rupture and applied moment variation 


normalized by Mo = wL2/8. Figure 2(b) shows variation of the effective moment of inertia calculated using the 


modified Bischoff Equation (m = 3) normalized by Ig and the ratio of Icr/Ig. Figure 2(c) shows deflected shape 


normalized by ∆max for the member with a reinforcement ratio of 0.5% and live- to dead-load ratio of 0.5. In regions 


where the applied moment is less than the cracking moment, the effective moment of inertia is equal to the gross 


moment of inertia. In regions where the applied moment exceeds the cracking moment, Ie rapidly approaches Icr. 


 


 


 


 


 


 
(a) Normalized Applied and Cracking Moments 


 


 
(b) Normalized Effective and Cracked Moments of Inertia 


 


 
(c) Normalized Deflected Shape 


Figure 2: Analysis of Discretized Simply Supported Beam, Bischoff 
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Table 2 shows the deflections corresponding to the various cases investigated, and indicates that the chosen 


exponents for the Branson and Bischoff Equations with the reduced moduli of rupture, 0.5fr and 0.67fr, respectively, 


for single-element and discretized idealizations are suitable for all cases. For the previously described case, ρ = 0.5% 


and wL/wD = 0.5, there is excellent agreement between the two idealization methods and the two equations with the 


maximum difference being 2.6%. The percent differences are smaller in magnitude for the other cases shown. In 


terms of span length, the computed instantaneous deflections range from L/258 to L/182. The provisions of A23.3-


14 state that the maximum permissible deflection “after attachment of non-structural elements (sum of the long-term 


deflection due to all sustained loads and the immediate deflection due to any additional live load)” shall not exceed 


L/240 (CSA 2014). The computed instantaneous deflections are due to dead and live load only, long-term 


deflections, such as those due to the effect of creep and shrinkage, are not considered. An increase in reinforcement 


ratio will increase the member capacity and the applied moment while the cracking moment remains the same. This 


means that the ratio Mcr/Ma will decrease, the effective moment of inertia will decrease and the midspan deflection 


will increase. As the wL/wD ratio increases, the total applied load decreases and yields a smaller deflection. 


 


 


Table 2: Summary of Results for Simply Supported Beam 


ρ = 0.5% 


 


Mr = 46.5 kN.m 


 


wf = 18.4 kN/m 


 
Branson 


 


Bischoff 


wL/wD 
Single Element 


∆MID (mm) 


Discretized 


∆MID (mm) 
% Diff 


 


Single Element 


∆MID (mm) 


Discretized 


∆MID (mm) 
% Diff 


0.5 19.4 19.8 -2.1% 


 


18.6 19.1 -2.6% 


1 18.6 19.0 -2.2% 


 


17.9 18.3 -2.5% 


1.5 18.1 18.5 -2.3% 


 


17.5 17.9 -2.5% 
     


ρ = 1.0% 
 


Mr = 87.6 kN.m 
 


wf = 34.6 kN/m 


 
Branson 


 


Bischoff 


wL/wD 
Single Element 


∆MID (mm) 


Discretized 


∆MID (mm) 
% Diff 


 


Single Element 


∆MID (mm) 


Discretized 


∆MID (mm) 
% Diff 


0.5 23.5 23.4 0.0% 


 


22.9 23.2 -1.3% 


1 22.7 22.7 0.0% 


 


22.2 22.5 -1.3% 


1.5 22.3 22.3 0.0% 


 


21.7 22.0 -1.4% 
     


ρ = 1.5% 
 


Mr = 123.5 kN.m 
 


wf = 48.8 kN/m 


 
Branson 


 


Bischoff 


wL/wD 
Single Element 


∆MID (mm) 


Discretized 


∆MID (mm) 
% Diff 


 


Single Element 


∆MID (mm) 


Discretized 


∆MID (mm) 
% Diff 


0.5 24.7 24.7 0.2% 


 


24.5 24.6 -0.5% 


1 24.0 24.0 0.2% 


 


23.7 23.8 -0.6% 


1.5 23.6 23.5 0.2% 


 


23.3 23.4 -0.6% 


 


2.3 Determinations of Optimum Exponents using SOLVER 


The SOLVER function in Microsoft Excel (2011) was used to determine the value of the exponent for the 


discretized-element idealization that would give an identical mid-span deflection to that obtained from the single-


element idealization using the Bischoff Equation. The results, shown in Table 3, indicate that an exponent between 2 


and 3 would suitable for the range of simply supported concrete members investigated, with various reinforcement, 


and loading ratios. This was contrary to the initial assumption of m = 3 so the discretized-element idealization was 


again performed using m = 2. Table 4 shows the results and those computed using m of 3. 


 


Table 4 shows that use of the Bischoff Equation with m of 2 in a discretized-element idealization gives slightly 


unconservative results and yields larger relative differences than those computed using m of 3. This indicates that m 


= 3 is appropriate in Bischoff’s Equation for a discretized-element idealization for the range of simply supported 


concrete members investigated, with various reinforcement, and loading ratios.  
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Table 3: SOLVER Results for m 


ρ wL/wD SOLVER m 


0.5% 


0.5 2.68 


1 2.69 


1.5 2.71 


1.0% 


0.5 2.46 


1 2.46 


1.5 2.47 


1.5% 


0.5 2.45 


1 2.46 


1.5 2.46 


 


 


Table 4: Summary of Simply Supported Results using m of 2 and 3 


 


 


3. GOLD STANDARD FOR Ie  


To determine which method of deflection calculation is the most accurate, comparisons were made to experimental 


data reported by others (e.g., Gilbert & Nejadi 2004a, 2004b, Washa and Fluck 1952). Using the reported material 


properties, section geometry, applied loading and other relevant data, deflection analyses were carried out. The 


deflections computed using the Branson and Bischoff Equations for the single-element and discretized-element 


idealizations were compared to the reported values.  


3.1 Comparison to Studies by Gilbert & Nejadi (2004a, 2004b) 


Gilbert & Nejadi (2004a, 2004b) conducted two studies on the flexural cracking in reinforced concrete members, 


one focusing on short-term loads, UNICIV Report No. R-434 (2004a) and, the other, on sustained loads, UNICIV 


Report No. R-435 (2004b). Instantaneous deflections were recorded in the R-435 study and so are relevant for the 


present study. 


ρ = 0.5% Mr = 46.5 kN.m wf = 18.4 kN/m 


 
Bischoff 


wL/wD 
Single Element 


m=2 ∆MID (mm) 


Discretized 


m=2 ∆MID (mm) 
% Diff 


Discretized 


m=3 ∆MID (mm) 
% Diff 


0.5 18.6 17.2 7.8% 19.1 -2.6% 


1 17.9 16.4 8.2% 18.3 -2.5% 


1.5 17.5 16.0 8.5% 17.9 -2.5% 
   


ρ = 1.0% Mr = 87.6 kN.m wf = 34.6 kN/m 


 
Bischoff 


wL/wD 
Single Element 


m=2 ∆MID (mm) 


Discretized 


m=2 ∆MID (mm) 
% Diff 


Discretized 


m=3 ∆MID (mm) 
% Diff 


0.5 22.9 22.4 2.1% 23.2 -1.3% 


1 22.2 21.7 2.2% 22.5 -1.3% 


1.5 21.7 21.2 2.2% 22.0 -1.4% 
   


ρ = 1.5% Mr = 123.5 kN.m wf = 48.8 kN/m 


 
Bischoff 


wL/wD 
Single Element 


m=2 ∆MID (mm) 


Discretized 


m=2 ∆MID (mm) 
% Diff 


Discretized 


m=3 ∆MID (mm) 
% Diff 


0.5 24.5 24.2 1.0% 24.6 -0.5% 


1 23.7 23.5 1.0% 23.8 -0.6% 


1.5 23.3 23.0 1.1% 23.4 -0.6% 
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In both studies: 


  The 12 prismatic singly reinforced concrete specimens (6 beams and 6 slabs) were all simply supported on 


a 3.5 m span. 


  All specimens were kept moist (covered in wet Hessian) to minimise the loss of moisture, for a period of 28 


days in the short-term load study and for 14 days in the sustained-load study. 


  Material properties including the compressive strength, tensile strength and elastic modulus were tested at 


various ages.  


  In the short-term load study, the specimens were tested to failure using two equal point loads applied at the 


third points of the span at ages ranging from 42 to 63 days. 


  In the sustained-load study the specimens were setup when they were 14 days old. The six beams were 


subjected to two equal point loads applied at the third points of the span, and the six slabs were each 


subjected to a sustained uniformly distributed superimposed load. Two identical specimens “a” and “b” 


were constructed for each combination of parameters, each subjected to a different sustained load level. 


 


Table 5 shows ratios of the test deflection to the predicted deflection for the single- and discretized-element 


idealizations and the Bischoff and Branson Equations for the short-term load study (Gilbert & Nejadi 2004a). Care 


was taken to prevent moisture loss and, therefore, the tensile stresses due to restraint of shrinkage are likely slight. 


The predicted deflections are therefore also computed using cracking moments calculated using the full modulus of 


rupture. In this case, the deflections predicted using Bischoff’s Equation with the full fr, for either the single-element 


idealization or discretized-element idealization, closely approximate the observed values. The coefficient of 


variation, CoV, of the test-to-predicted ratio for deflections computed using the Bischoff Equation is low, indicating 


that it is a better method for computing deflections.  For the lightly reinforced members, the Branson Equation with 


full fr is unconservative using either idealization and has a very high coefficient of variation. When the 


recommended fr reductions are applied, the two equations and two idealizations give very similar results and there is 


consistency (i.e., low CoVs) and conservatism (i.e., means less than 1) in the results.  


 


 


Table 5: Results from Short-Term Load Study (Gilbert & Nejadi 2004a) 


      Test/Predicted From Different Methods 


Specimen  ρ (%) 
Test ∆MID  


(mm) 


Branson 


m=3, 


0.5fr 


Branson 


m=4,  


0.5fr 


Bischoff 


m=2,  


0.67fr 


Bischoff 


m=3,  


0.67fr 


Branson 


m=3,  


Full fr 


Branson 


m=4,  


Full fr 


Bischoff 


m=2,  


Full fr 


Bischoff 


m=3, 


Full fr 


Beam B1-a 0.53% 7.6 0.85 0.83 0.88 0.86 1.44 1.38 1.09 1.07 


Beam B1-b 0.53% 6.8 0.76 0.75 0.79 0.77 1.31 1.25 0.98 0.97 


Beam B2-a 0.53% 8.1 0.87 0.87 0.91 0.89 1.29 1.24 1.08 1.06 


Beam B2-b 0.53% 7.5 0.81 0.80 0.85 0.83 1.19 1.15 1.00 0.98 


Slab S1-a 0.30% 9.9 0.60 0.55 0.57 0.55 1.83 1.87 1.01 1.03 


Slab S1-b 0.30% 9.4 0.57 0.53 0.54 0.53 1.78 1.83 0.98 1.01 


Slab S2-a 0.45% 19.1 0.80 0.79 0.83 0.81 1.23 1.16 0.97 0.95 


Slab S2-b 0.45% 16.9 0.71 0.70 0.73 0.72 1.09 1.03 0.86 0.84 


Slab S3-a 0.60% 15.5 0.61 0.62 0.64 0.63 0.74 0.72 0.69 0.68 


Slab S3-b 0.60% 15.5 0.62 0.62 0.64 0.63 0.74 0.72 0.70 0.68 


             Mean 0.72 0.71 0.74 0.72 1.27 1.24 0.94 0.93 


  Std. Dev. 0.11 0.12 0.13 0.13 0.36 0.39 0.14 0.15 


  CoV. 0.16 0.17 0.18 0.18 0.29 0.31 0.15 0.16 


 


 


Table 6 shows ratios of the test deflection to the predicted deflection for the two idealizations and two equations for 


the sustained-load study (Gilbert & Nejadi 2004b). Again steps were taken to prevent shrinkage, so the deflections 


are calculated using both the reduced and full moduli of rupture. Similar trends to those noted in Table 5 emerge: 


using the reduced modulus of rupture yields conservative and consistent results using either equation or idealization. 


Using the full modulus of rupture is unconservative, especially for the slab specimens with ρ of 0.29%. There is 


considerable variability between the results from the four methods using the full modulus of rupture for Slab S1-a. 


For this member the applied moment exceeds the cracking moment for only a small region at midspan so for the 
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discretized-element idealization Ie equals Ig for most of the member length. In the single-element idealization, the 


ratio of Mcr/Ma at midspan approaches 1 and Ie approaches Ig, thus underestimating the deflection. This variability 


between the results obtained using the different methods is again apparent for Specimens S2-b and S3-b where Ma 


exceeds Mcr only in a short region near midspan and the remainder of the member remains uncracked. The impact of 


small cracked regions also becomes apparent looking at the relatively high CoV values when using the full modulus 


of rupture to compute the cracking moment to calculate deflections using either Branson’s or Bischoff’s Equation. 


 


 


Table 6: Results from Sustained-Load Study (Gilbert & Nejadi 2004b) 


      Test/Predicted From Different Methods 


Specimen  ρ (%) 


Test 


∆MID  


(mm) 


Branson 


m=3, 


0.5fr 


Branson 


m=4,  


0.5fr 


Bischoff 


m=2,  


0.67fr 


Bischoff 


m=3,  


0.67fr 


Branson 


m=3,  


Full fr 


Branson 


m=4,  


Full fr 


Bischoff 


m=2,  


Full fr 


Bischoff 


m=3, 


Full fr 


Beam B1-a 0.53% 4.9 0.85 0.83 0.90 0.88 1.69 1.69 1.27 1.28 


Beam B1-b 0.53% 2.0 0.67 0.64 0.74 0.74 1.81 1.82 1.81 1.82 


Beam B2-a 0.53% 5.0 0.83 0.82 0.88 0.87 1.39 1.38 1.14 1.13 


Beam B2-b 0.53% 2.0 0.59 0.58 0.66 0.65 1.60 1.61 1.60 1.61 


Beam B3-a 0.80% 5.8 0.88 0.88 0.92 0.91 1.02 1.02 1.01 0.99 


Beam B3-b 0.80% 2.0 0.55 0.55 0.60 0.59 0.94 0.96 0.85 0.85 


Slab S1-a 0.29% 7.1 0.63 0.61 0.62 0.63 2.13 2.32 1.51 1.91 


Slab S1-b 0.29% 3.7 0.59 0.59 0.61 0.68 1.72 1.72 1.72 1.72 


Slab S2-a 0.44% 10.6 0.67 0.66 0.70 0.68 1.13 1.16 0.88 0.90 


Slab S2-b 0.44% 4.4 0.48 0.47 0.51 0.52 1.34 1.45 1.08 1.26 


Slab S3-a 0.59% 11.8 0.77 0.77 0.81 0.80 1.06 1.06 0.95 0.94 


Slab S3-b 0.59% 5.0 0.48 0.47 0.51 0.51 0.88 0.94 0.71 0.76 
           


 
Mean 0.67 0.66 0.71 0.70 1.39 1.43 1.21 1.27 


 
Std. Dev. 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.40 0.42 0.37 0.41 


  CoV. 0.21 0.21 0.21 0.19 0.29 0.30 0.30 0.32 


 


 


The results from both studies are consistent with the observations of others. Branson’s Equation is unconservative 


for lightly reinforced members (e.g, Bischoff 2007) and, using the recommended 0.5fr to compute Mcr using 


Branson’s Equation or 0.67fr to compute Mcr using Bischoff’s Equation will give similar values for Ie (CAC 2016).  


3.2 Comparison to Study by Washa & Fluck (1952) 


The focus of the study by Washa & Fluck (1952) was on the effect of compressive reinforcement on the creep of 


concrete beams. However, the immediate deflections reported for their tests of singly reinforced specimens are 


relevant to the present investigation. The geometry of the test specimens differed, but the area of tensile reinforcing 


steel was fairly consistent, with ρ of 1.5% being typical for beams. The specimen span to depth ratios, L/h, ranged 


from 20 to 70. The specimens were uniformly loaded by their own weight and concrete loading blocks so that the 


midspan moment approached the limiting design moment of a balanced section designed in accordance with the 


1947 ACI Building Code (ACI 1947).  


 


Table 7 shows the test to predicted ratios for the different methods, again with the cracking moments computed 


using the full and reduced moduli of rupture. For this higher reinforcement ratio, Ie approaches Icr irrespective of the 


modulus of rupture assumed, and the discrepancies between the deflections computed using Branson’s and 


Bischoff’s Equations are slight. There is low variability, as indicated by the low coefficient of variation, suggesting 


that accurate results can be obtained using either equation or idealization for members with ρ of 1.5%. This is again 


consistent with the observations by others (e.g., Scanlon & Bischoff 2008, CAC 2016). 
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Table 7: Results of Washa & Fluck (1952) 


      Test/Predicted From Different Methods 


Specimen ρ (%) 


Test 


∆MID  


(mm) 


Branson 


m=3, 


0.5fr 


Branson 


m=4,  


0.5fr 


Bischoff 


m=2,  


0.67fr 


Bischoff 


m=3,  


0.67fr 


Branson 


m=3,  


Full fr 


Branson 


m=4,  


Full fr 


Bischoff 


m=2,  


Full fr 


Bischoff 


m=3, 


Full fr 


A6 1.58% 17.0 1.06 1.06 1.08 1.07 1.09 1.10 1.12 1.11 


B3.B6 1.57% 26.4 1.01 1.01 1.04 1.03 1.06 1.07 1.09 1.07 


C3.C6 1.54% 47.8 1.11 1.11 1.14 1.13 1.15 1.15 1.17 1.16 


D3.D6 1.54% 17.8 1.15 1.15 1.17 1.16 1.19 1.19 1.22 1.20 


E3.E6 1.47% 63.0 1.25 1.26 1.29 1.28 1.32 1.33 1.35 1.33 
 


                    


 
Mean 1.12 1.12 1.14 1.13 1.16 1.17 1.19 1.18 


 
Std. Dev. 0.09 0.09 0.10 0.09 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 


  CoV. 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 


4. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 


This paper investigated current practice for computing deflections using either a single-element idealization, with an 


average effective moment of inertia, or a discretized-element idealization, with unique effective moments of inertia 


assigned to each element. The two equations for calculating the effective moment of inertia developed by Branson 


(1965) and by Bischoff (2005) were investigated to determine unique values for the exponents used for single-


element and discretized-element idealizations, respectively. In particular, the research summarized in this paper 


quantifies the exponent to be used in Bischoff’s Equation for discretized member analysis. Simply supported 


members with reinforcement ratios between 0.5% and 1.5% and live- to dead-load ratios between 0.5 and 1.5 were 


explored. Comparisons to experimental data reported by others were made to determine which deflection calculation 


procedure is the most accurate. 


 


The conclusions of this investigation are as follows: 


 


1. Using a uniform element length of L/10 in discretized analysis gives deflections within 1% of those cpmputed 


using a fine mesh with uniform element length of L/40 and so is sufficient for in-office use. 


2. Member idealization using discretized elements can yield deflections that are comparable to those computed 


using single-element idealization based on the weighted average Ie from either the Branson or Bischoff 


Equation. 


3. Deflections computed using Branson’s Equation using an exponent of 4 in a discretized idealization correlate 


well to deflections computed using the single-element idealization using an exponent of 3. 


4. An exponent of 3 is appropriate to compute deflections using Bischoff’s Equation in a discretized analysis. 


5. When steps are taken to prevent shrinkage and so minimize tensile stresses due to the restraint of shrinkage, the 


Bischoff Equation with the cracking moment computed using the full modulus of rupture gives the best results. 


This method also provides less variability than that using the Branson Equation with the cracking moment 


computed using the full modulus of rupture. 


6. Using Branson’s and Bischoff’s Equation with the recommended reduced moduli of rupture gives conservative 


and consistent results, as indicated by test to predicted ratios with mean values less than one and by low 


coefficients of variation, respectively.  


7. For higher reinforcement ratios Ie approaches Icr irrespective of the modulus of rupture assumed and 


discrepancies between Branson’s Equation and Bischoff’s Equation are slight. The least variability is seen 


amongst the various methods of deflection calculation for ρ of 1.5%. 


 
Future areas of study include investigating different end fixities, such as two-span members and an interior span of 


multi-span continuous members, and time-dependent deflections.  
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ABSTRACT 


The primary objective of this article is to investigate the response of a CANDU®1 nuclear power plant containment 


structure to a much higher internal pressure that could be encountered during a severe accident.  In this study, for the 


prestressed containment structure, a detailed model is obtained by a full 3D model. Nonlinear finite element method 


is employed to predict the response of the structure using ANSYS software. The major challenges for modelling 


prestressing tendon elements are to accommodate parameters affecting prestressing forces. In previous research 


studies, the prestressing system is modelled using an equivalent pressure and tendon end forces, and tendons are 


modelled as smeared reinforcement in the concrete elements. In this study, the prestressing tendons are modelled using 


discrete elements. This method enables the capability of the model to update the prestressing forces accommodating 


the non-uniform losses. The difference in the response of the structure using the discrete model for the prestressing 


tendons and the smeared approach is 15 percent. It is observed that the containment structure, meets the design 


requirements of the current standards as it behaves linearly up to 1.5 times the design pressure, and the ultimate 


pressure capacity is estimated as 2.7 times the design pressure. The ultimate pressure capacity is reached when the 


prestressing tendon rupture at the dome.   


 
Keywords: CANDU nuclear power plant, containment structure, finite element analysis, prestressed structure  


1. INTRODUCTION 


The containment system forms a continuous, pressure retaining envelope around the reactor core and the heat transport 


system. The containment structure (CS) protects the public and environment from all potential internal events, and is 


designed to withstand tornadoes, hurricanes, earthquakes and aircraft crashes; and to prevent the release of radioactive 


material to the environment. The containment structure contains of a cylindrical prestressed wall and a shallow dome. 


The perimeter wall (PW) is prestressed with a set of horizontal tendons and a set of vertical tendons. The shallow 


dome is prestressed with three sets of prestressing tendons. The entire structure is supported by a thick reinforced 


concrete base slab that ensures a fully enclosed boundary for environmental protection.  


 


                                                           


 
1 CANDU® is a registered trademark of Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL), used under exclusive license by Candu 


Energy Inc. 
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There is a demand in the nuclear power industry to investigate the response of containment structures to a much higher 


internal pressure that could be encountered during a severe accident. One of the design requirements for the nuclear 


power plant (NPP) containment structures is to have the ultimate pressure capacity (UPC) of at least twice the design 


pressure, and the structure to behave elastically to 1.5 times the design pressure. (CSA N287.3 2014)  


 


The Finite Element Method (FEM) for structural analysis has been widely used in nuclear power industry. ANSYS is 


recommended as one of the most popular in both academic and commercial applications which is used in the current 


research study. (ANSYS Inc. 2010) 


 


In abnormal conditions, such as Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA), the containment structure is subjected to 


increasing internal pressure. Due to its low tensile capacity, concrete cracks easily when it undergoes tension. By 


increasing the internal pressure, the cracks penetrate through the thickness of the wall in the most weaken area. Then, 


the response is followed by the yielding of the reinforcing steel and high strength prestressing tendons.  


 


The objectives of this study include introducing an appropriate model for concrete material that is capable of 


presenting the mechanical behavior of concrete under compression and tension as well as the behavior of concrete 


material after cracking. In addition to a proper model for the reinforcing steel that should incorporate a stress-strain 


curve that includes the initial linear response, yielding and post yielding response of the material. For pre-stressing 


tendon system, mechanical behavior under tension should be captured in the finite element model.  


 


In previous research studies, the prestressing tendons are modelled as smeared reinforcement or shell layers in which 


the effects of prestressing system are applied as equivalent external pressures on the CS and as tendon end forces. It 


should be noted that in those studies, the non-uniform prestressing losses cannot be introduced to the model and were 


ignored.  


 


The major challenges for modelling prestressing system are to accommodate parameters affecting prestressing forces. 


This includes: the geometry dependent changes along the tendon profile, changes due to incremental pressure and 


changes with time. In the current study, to introduce these critical changes, the discrete elements are used to model 


prestressing tendons. For discrete tendon elements, initial prestressing forces are addressed by an equivalent strain on 


each element. These elements are attached to concrete elements at coinciding nodes to transfer prestressing force to 


CS.  


 


Using the discrete elements, the tendon layout is modelled as close as possible to the designed layout and enables the 


model to capture the most accurate results of the prestressing system. This approach significantly increases the 


complexity of the modelling; however, represents the most realistic modeling of the unsymmetrical tendon layout of 


the dome as well as of the perimeter wall.  


 


The results of the two approaches are compared in this research study. In the current article, detailed pressure analysis 


is presented for a model prepared with discrete tendon elements in which the effects of the prestressing losses are 


included. 


2. CONTAINMENT STRUCTURE PROPERTIES   


2.1 Containment Geometry  


The containment structure consists of a cylindrical perimeter wall, four buttresses at 90˚ intervals, a tori-spherical 


dome, a ring beam, a base slab and a tendon gallery. The meridional section of the containment is shown in Figure 1. 


The thickness of the perimeter wall in Candu containment structures is in range of 1000 mm to 1800 mm, and thickness 


of the dome is in rage of 600 mm to 1200 mm. The containment structure also contains of a steel liner at inner face of 


the PW and the dome to provide additional leakage protection.  


 


The perimeter wall is prestressed with post-tensioning tendons. Tendons are anchored between alternate buttresses 


meaning that each tendon has an overlapping angular length just above 90˚ with another tendon. All the tendons are 


tensioned from both ends. This layout of horizontal tendons would create a close to uniform averaged tendon stress 


distribution. The perimeter wall is prestressed in meridional direction with vertical post-tensioning tendons. These 
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tendons are anchored at the bottom of the base slab in the tendon gallery and on top of the ring beam. All the vertical 


tendons are tensioned only from one end from the top of the ring beam.  


 


The dome is prestressed with three layers of post-tensioning tendons. These tendons are placed in three layers which 


are at a 120˚ orientation with respect to each other. All the tendons in one layer have the same center and radius of 


curvature. All the tendons are tensioned from both ends and anchored at the vertical exterior side of the ring beam.  


The ring beam is prestressed in hoop direction with horizontal tendons. All the tendons have angular length of just 


above 180˚ and are tensioned from both ends.  


The first step in the finite element modelling is to produce a proper geometry model of the structure. For the 


containment structure, the most detailed model is obtained by a full 3D model because of the unsymmetrical layout 


of the prestressing tendons at the dome.  


 


It should be noted that the amount of hoop and meridional non-prestressing steels varies along the height of the 


perimeter wall, dividing the wall into 3 sections. Moreover, the amount of hoop and meridional non-prestressing steels 


for the dome varies along the height of the dome, dividing the dome to 2 sections. 


 


2.2 Material properties  


The structural materials used in the containment model in this paper are divided into three groups; which are concrete, 


non-prestressing steel and prestressing tendon.  


 


For the concrete material in this study, the compressive and tensile strength are taken as 50 MPa and 5 MPa, 


respectively. For the elastic portion of the stress strain curve modulus of elasticity is 32,000 MPa and Poisson’s ratio 


is 0.15.   


 


For the prestressing tendon modulus of elasticity is 195,000 MPa. The ultimate tensile strength and yield strength are 


1860 MPa and 1670 MPa, respectively. For non-prestressing steel, modulus of elasticity is 200,000 MPa and yield 


strength is 400 MPa. The bond between the reinforcements and concrete is assumed to be perfect.  


Figure 1: Geometry of the containment structure 
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3. FINITE ELEMENT MODEL  


3.1 Element types 


The CONCR model in ANSYS program enables the appropriate material model to account for both cracking and 


crushing parameters for concrete. Initially, concrete is treated as an incrementally linear elastic material. The isotropic 


properties for the material are defined as the modulus of elasticity and the Poisson’s ratio.   


 


For the concrete material model, the tri-axial failure surface model developed by (Willam and Warnke 1975) is 


employed. If the failure criterion defined for the material is not satisfied, there is no crack or crushing in the concrete. 


Otherwise, material crushes if the stress is compression. If the concrete material crushes at an integration point, it is 


assumed that there is no contribution to stiffness of the element at that point.  


 


If the failure criterion is reached and the stress is in tension, material cracks. In the model, the cracking is determined 


by the criterion of maximum tensile stress, called “tension cutoff”. Additional information that are needed for 


introducing the failure model are; shear transfer coefficients for an open crack and closed crack. It should be noted 


that, shear strength reverses due to aggregate interlocking and should be accounted for by introducing retaining 


positive shear strength. The typical values for the shear transfer coefficients are 0 to 1.0, with value of 0 representing 


a smooth crack with complete loss of shear transfer and value of 1.0 representing a rough crack with no loss of shear 


transfer. In this study, these values are assumed to be 0.35 and 0.6 for open cracks and closed cracks, respectively.  


 


If the failure criterion is reached for all the planes in a tensile-tensile-tensile state, cracks are developed in the planes 


perpendicular to σ1 and σ2 and σ3. In the tension-tension-compression state, if the failure criterion reaches for σ1 and 


σ2, cracking occurs in the planes perpendicular to those perpendicular directions. Where σ1 and σ3 are the maximum 


and minimum of the three principal stresses in three principal directions, respectively. (σ1≥ σ2 ≥ σ3) 


 


In the current study, 3D reinforced concrete elements, Solid-65, are employed. It should be noted that in the ANSYS 


program, only the Solid65 elements support the concrete material model. The isotropic Solid-65 is an 8-Node brick 


element that has three degrees of freedom (DOF) at each node, translation in X, Y and Z directions. This element is 


advantageous compared to the shell element employed in previous research studies, and is capable of introducing the 


contribution of the radial reinforcement. Moreover, the 3D solid elements are capable of modelling the nonlinear 


behaviour through thickness of the wall compare to conventional shell elements. 


 


Two techniques are introduced in the program to model reinforcement. First is the smeared reinforcement approach, 


which assumes uniform distribution of reinforcing steel throughout the defined concrete elements. For the smeared 


reinforcement in solid65 element, the uni-axial stiffness of the reinforcement is added to the concrete element.  


   


The smeared reinforcements are introduced by Real Constant (RC) Sets to the 3D reinforced concrete elements. 


Materiel number, volume ratio and orientation angel are the variables of the RC Sets. Each layer of reinforcing bars 


are assumed to be fully attached to the concrete elements, providing displacement compatibility between bars and 


concrete. As a result, the DOFs of the nodes at the rebar layers can easily be expressed in terms of the DOFs of the 


nodes at the external layers through the tri-linear shape functions in the concrete elements. 


 


Second approach to model reinforcement is the discrete model, where bar elements are used to model the non-


prestressing steel bars or prestressing tendons. Stiffness of the reinforcing bars is evaluated separately from that of the 


concrete elements. These elements are produced with displacement compatibility between bars and concrete. In this 


model, bar elements (Link8) are attached to concrete elements at coinciding nodes. The drawback of this model is that 


the concrete mesh is restricted by the location of the reinforcements.  


 


The Link8 spar element is a uni-axial tension-compression element. This element has three degrees of freedom at each 


node; translation in X, Y and Z directions. For this approach, in the original finite element mesh, nodes should be 


located where the tendons are located. These coinciding nodes allow direct coupling between the concrete and tendon 


elements. To model the plastic behavior and large displacement for both non-prestressing steel bars and prestressing 


tendons, kinematic hardening model with von-Mises failure criterion is added.  
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3.2 Meshing details  


Because some prestressing tendons and some non-prestressing steel bars are not placed axisymmetrically, the 


deformation of the containment is no longer axisymmetric, also this containment has no plane of symmetry. As a 


result, to capture more accurate results, the whole 3D containment structure is modelled in the finite element program.  


 


In the finite element model, the height of the PW is divided into three sections along the height of the wall as shown 


in Figure 2. The reinforcing detail varies at inside face and outside face of the PW. Accordingly, PW is divided into 3 


volumes through the thickness of the wall. Wall is divided to 6 elements through the thickness and to 142 elements 


along the height. The hoop and meridional non-prestressing steels are introduced as smeared reinforcements to the 


first two layers of concrete elements at inner face and two layers of concrete elements at outer face of the wall. The 


radial reinforcing steel are added as smeared reinforcements to all the elements for the PW. 


 


Dome is divided into 74 elements along the arc of the dome and six layers in thickness. Meridional, hoop and shear 


non-prestressing steels are modelled as smeared reinforcements for the dome. The smeared meridional and hoop 


reinforcements are added to the first two layers of elements at inner face of the dome and the two elements at outer 


face of the dome. The shear reinforcing steel are added as smeared reinforcements to all the elements for the dome. 


 


The prestressing tendons in the model are represented by Link8 elements. The effect of prestressing is added as an 


initial strain on the elements. The initial strain for each of the prestressing tendons can be calculated according the 


jacking force and properties of the tendon. 


 


 


For the perimeter wall, 124 lines corresponding to the perimeter wall meridional cables are added with distance of 750 


mm to interior surface and spacing of 1088 mm. Also, horizontal tendons are modelled with distance of 750 mm to 


interior surface of the perimeter wall.  The finite element model also includes four buttresses at 90˚ intervals at which 


the horizontal tendons are anchored. Bar elements for wall horizontal tendons are connected at both ends to alternate 


buttresses meaning that each tendon has an angular length just above 180˚.  Vertical spacing of the horizontal tendons 


in the FEM is 607 mm.  


 


 


 


Figure 2: Reinforced concrete elements and real-constant sets  
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For the dome, tendons are placed in three layers which are at a 120˚ orientation with respect to each other. All the 


tendons in one layer have the same center and radius of curvature.  All the lines representing the tendons are fixed 


from both ends to the vertical exterior side of the ring beam. Distance of the middle layer of the tendons in dome to 


interior surface if the containment is 550 mm.  


 


Figure 3(a) and (b) show the elements for prestressing tendons using the Link8 elements for the perimeter wall, for 


the dome and for the ring beam. Figure 3(a) and (b) are the 3D view and top view of the model, respectively.  To 


model the bond between the prestressing tendons and concrete; either, the coinciding concrete and tendon nodes are 


coupled together, or the displacement of the tendon nodes is calculated as the average of the two or three concrete 


nodes that are the closest to that tendon node. It should be noted that the tendon nodes that are coupled to concrete 


nodes, are assumed to have a 100% displacement compatibility. This assumption is appropriate for grouted tendons. 


This model is referred to as “Discrete Model” in this article.  


 


In this article the effects of liner and base slabs are ignored and the model is fixed to the ground at the base. It should 


be noted that to prevent any premature failure due to stress concentration at locations of anchorage, a thick steel plate 


is added to the finite element model to simulate the anchorage system. 2D solid45 elements are used to model the 


plate.  


 


Another model is also developed in which the prestressing tendons are added as smeared reinforcements. This model 


is referred to as “Smeared model” in this article. The reinforced concrete elements and meshes are prepared similar to 


that of Discrete Model. The material models, elements types, dimensions and assumptions are identical in these two 


models. It should be noted that the modelling effort for Discrete Model is much higher than that of the Smeared Model. 


Smeared Model has been previously used by several researcher as was mentioned before. 


 


For the dome in the Smeared model, prestressing tendons are converted into equivalent meridional and circumferential 


reinforcements and added to the layer of concrete elements located at mid-depth of the dome (layers 3 and 4). For the 


perimeter wall, vertical reinforcements corresponding to meridional cables are added to the central layer of concrete 


elements; circumferential steel for the hoop prestressing is added to the central layer of elements. Also, hoop steel is 


provided in the ring beam to take into account the circumferential prestressing of this region. The effects of 


prestressing is added as an external pressure acting at outer face of the CS on the wall, dome and ring beam; in addition 


to tendon end forces for the wall vertical cables and dome horizontal cables.  


 


The response of these two models are compared in this article in the form of internal pressure against normal 


displacement at dome apex to shown the effectivity of the Discrete Model. Detailed ultimate analysis for the CS under 


internal pressure and the effects of prestressing losses are only presented for the Discrete Model.  


   (a)                                                    (b) 


Figure 3: Finite element of prestressing tendons for Model2 (a) 3D view, (b) Top view  
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4. LOSSES OF PRESTRESSING FORCES 


The prestressing losses in tendons are categorized to short-term and long-term losses. The short-term losses include 


elastic shortening of the concrete, anchorage set loss and friction loss in tendons. Prestressing force losses due to 


friction and anchorage set are geometry dependent. The long-term losses are time dependent, also dependent on the 


material behaviour such as creep and shrinkage of the concrete and relaxation of the prestressing tendons. 


4.1 Geometry dependant  losses 


4.1.1 Friction loss 


When a tendon is tensioned by a jack, the force produced is not constant along the length of the tendon due to friction 


between the tendon and the duct. The change in prestressing forces is caused because of the curvature frictional loss 


and the wobble frictional loss. During stressing, the force at location x along the tendon (Px) is given by equation 


(Error! Reference source not found.):  


[1] 𝑃𝑥 = 𝑃𝐴𝑒− ∑(𝜇𝛼+𝐾𝑥) 


 


In equation (Error! Reference source not found.), µ and K are frictional coefficients, α is the intended angle 


change. In this study, 𝑃𝐴 is taken as the prestressing force at anchor. (Collins and Mitchel 1991) 


4.1.2 Anchorage set loss 


The posttensioning system will result in additional loss in prestressing forces due to setting of the wedges. The 


length of the tendon affected by anchorage set is a function of the friction loss. If the friction is low, the length 


affected is larger.  The anchorage set for the strand tendon (Δset) is 6 mm. The effected length is calculated 


according to equation (Error! Reference source not found.), where p is the average force loss due to friction per 


unit length. In equation (Error! Reference source not found.), Aps and EP represent area and modulus of elasticity 


of the tendon, respectively. (Collins and Mitchel 1991) 


 


[2] 𝑙𝑠𝑒𝑡 = √
∆𝑠𝑒𝑡𝐴𝑝𝑠𝐸𝑝


𝑝
 


 


To introduce the variation of the prestressing forces along the length of the tendon, additional scripts are added to 


the program to change the forces of the elements according to the geometry and location of the elements. The 


variation of the strain along the circumferential length of a typical wall horizontal tendon is shown in Figure 4. The 


strain in the bar is directly proportional to the prestressing force of the tendon. 
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Figure 4: Variation of the strain in a typical PW circumferential tendon 
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4.2 Time dependant losses 


4.2.1 Relaxation of tendon 


Relaxation of the low relaxation tendons varies in an approximately linear function with the log of the time under 


stress. Relaxation of the steel can be accounted by using a reduced stiffness of the prestressing steel, Ep,eff. The reduced 


stiffness is calculated from equation (Error! Reference source not found.).  


[3] 𝐸𝑝,𝑒𝑓𝑓 =  [1 −
log 𝑡


45
(


𝑓𝑝𝑖


𝑓𝑝𝑦
− 0.55)] 𝐸𝑝 


 


Where t is the time under loads in hours, EP is the initial modulus of elasticity, fpi and fpy are the initial stress and the 


yield stress of the tendon. 


4.2.2 Creep in concrete 


The mechanical behaviour of the concrete in compression depends on the rate of loading and time history of loading. 


If the stress is held constant for some length of time, the strain increases. Same case goes to prestressed containment 


structure. If the containment structure is left under prestressing forces, creep due to material properties of concrete 


will result is changes in behaviour of the structure after several years. The effect of creep is accounted by reducing the 


initial stiffness of concrete (𝐸𝑐𝑖) on the stress strain curve. The creep coefficient at time t is calculated according to 


equation (Error! Reference source not found.):  


 


[4] ∅(𝑡, 𝑡𝑖) = 3.5 𝑘𝑐 . 𝑘𝑓 (1.58 −  
𝐻


120
) 𝑡𝑖


−0.118 (𝑡−𝑡𝑖)0.6


10+(𝑡−𝑡𝑖)0.6 


 


Where H is relative humidity in percent, kc is a factor that accounts for the influence of the volume-to-surface ratio of 


the CS, and kf  is a factor accounting for the influence of concrete strength. Accordingly, the effective stiffness at time 


of t is  𝐸𝑐,𝑒𝑓𝑓 =
𝐸𝑐𝑖


1+ ∅(𝑡,𝑡𝑖)
  . Comparison of the stress-strain curve for the prestressing tendons and concrete material at 


the time of prestressing and at the end of plant life is shown in Figure 5(a) and Figure 5(b), respectively.  


4.2.3 Shrinkage in concrete 


Shrinkage is a time-dependent moisture loss and as a result of this process, the volume of concrete is reduced. A 


simplified approach is used to account for shrinkage of concrete in the FE model. In this study, shrinkage strain is 


calculated according to the shrinkage between the time of prestressing and at the end of plant life. An equivalent 


negative temperature is applied on the concrete volume which is calculated according to equation Error! Reference 


source not found..  


 


[5] ∆𝑇 =
−𝑘𝑠𝑘ℎ(


𝑡


𝑡+35
)0.51×10−3


𝛼
 


 


Where α is the coefficient of thermal expansion and for concrete equals to 10×10-6 (˚C)-1, kS is the cross-sectional 


shape factor, and kh is the correction term for effect of humidity. (ACI209 2008)  


(a)                     (b) 
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5. LOADING CONDITIONS 


The UPC analysis of the containment structure is conducted considering; dead loads, prestressing forces, and 


internal pressure. Although many possible accident scenarios exist and are important especially near the design 


pressure, in this study, for the calculation of ultimate pressure capacity of the containment, the effects thermal loads 


are ignored. The transient nature of the internal pressure is ignored as its period is much longer than that of the 


structure.  


 


A static nonlinear finite element analysis is conducted to estimate ultimate pressure capacity of the CS. Because of 


small displacement in concrete containments, geometry non-linearity or thinning of the wall need not to be 


accommodated in the model. It should be noted that the full Newton-Raphson method of analysis is used to compute 


the nonlinear response. The Newton-Raphson method is an iterative process of solving the nonlinear equations. This 


method updates the stiffness matrix at each iteration. As a result, the load is applied incrementally to the structure up 


to the failure. 


6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  


6.1 Comparison of Smeared model and Discrete Model 


The response of the structure in the form of the internal pressure against the normal displacement at dome apex is 


compared for the two approaches in Figure 6. Both the models are analysed ignoring all the geometry dependant and 


the time dependent prestressing force losses.  To reduce computational effort analysis are stopped when the dome 


starts to go under excessive deformation. More detailed comparison of the response of these two models are presented 


in another article by the authors. (Tavakkoli et al. 2015) 


 


It is observed that in both models, the CS behaves linearly up to 1.5 times the design pressure. However, for the 


Discrete Model, the linear limit is higher in comparison to the Smeared model. The value of the pressure capacity is 


increased by 15% in comparison with the Smeared model.  


 


It is concluded that the Discrete Model represent a more realistic model of the prestressing system and is able of 


introducing the non-uniform prestress losses. Discrete model enables the finite element model to capture the 


complicated layout of prestressing tendons for the dome and the PW. Using Discrete Model, the geometry dependent 


prestressing losses and changes in the prestressing forces can explicitly introduced to the model.  It should be noted 


that, modeling effort for the Discrete model is more intensive in comparison with the Smeared model. For pressure 


analysis within the linear limit of the CS, both models give satisfactory results.  
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6.2 Overall behaviour of the containment structure under increasing internal pressure 


The response of the containment structure introducing all prestressing losses are shown in Figure 7(a) and Figure 7(b), 


in the form of the internal pressure against normal displacement at dome apex and mid-height of the PW, respectively. 


Should be noted that the positive normal displacement at dome apex is upward deformation and positive normal 


displacement at wall mid-height is an outward deformation.  


 


For this model, the first crack develops at internal pressure of 708 kPa at the dome, due to radial stress. Radial 


reinforcement yields at dome apex at internal pressure of 708 kPa.  At internal pressure of 738 kPa, cracks form at 


dome lower elevation due to both hoop and radial stresses. Next critical steps are internal pressure of 818 kPa at which 


the prestressing tendon yields at lower elevation of the dome and at internal pressure of 869 kPa at dome apex.  


  


 
Figure 7: Internal pressure vs. normal displacement: (a) at dome apex, (b) at PW mid-height 


 


At internal pressure of 919 kPa, vertical cracks develop at PW progressing along the height of the wall. At pressure 


of 990 kPa, vertical tendon yields at the PW and is followed by the failure of the FEM at internal pressure of 1070 


kPa when the prestressing tendon ruptures at the dome.  


 


According to US Nuclear Regulatory Commission recommendation, the pressure capacity may be estimated based on 


satisfying both of the following strain limits: (CSA N287.3 2014) 


 


1. Total tensile average strain in tendons away from discontinuities of 0.8 percent 


2. Global free-field strain for reinforcing steel, concrete and liner of 0.4 percent.  


 


For the CS, the tendon first yields at internal pressure of 798 kPa and the maximum tensile strain of 0.4 percent is 


reached at internal pressure of 900 kPa. Accordingly, the functional integrity limit for the containment structure is 798 


kPa and the structural integrity limit for the containment structure is 1070 kPa.  


7. CONCLUSIONS 


The objective of this article is to investigate the response of a CANDU containment structure to a much higher internal 


pressure that could be encountered during a severe accident. The major challenges for modelling the prestressing 


system are to accommodate parameters affecting prestressing forces. In previous studies, the prestressing system is 


modelled using an equivalent pressure in addition to tendon end forces to represent the prestressing forces, and the 


prestressing tendons are modelled as smeared reinforcements. This approach presents no difficulty modelling the 


prestressing system; however, any non-uniform change in the prestressing forces cannot be directly accommodated.  


In this study, an alternative approach is employed to capture the prestressing system, in which the prestressing tendons 


are modelled using discrete elements and prestressing forces are applied directly to tendon elements as initial strain. 


This method is more appropriate when the tendons are not located in an axisymmetricall or a symmetrical fashion. 


Moreover, the proposed approach has the capability to update the prestressing forces accommodating the non-uniform 


losses in prestressing forces.  
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In this study, it is observed that the pressure capacity of the containment structure is dependent on how the prestressing 


system is modelled. When the prestressing tendons are modelled as smeared reinforcement (Smeared Model) and the 


effects of prestressing system are added as an equivalent pressure and forces on the CS, the pressure capacity is 


reduced by 15%, in comparison with the Discrete Model. Although the later approach increases the complexity of the 


modelling, but is a more appropriate way to model the prestressing system of the CS in which tendon layout is not 


symmetrical.  To predict the linear limit of the structure, both method showed satisfactory results and the pressurized 


CS remains linear beyond 1.5 times the design pressure.  


 


Detailed ultimate pressure analysis is conducted on the Discrete Model. Moreover, all the geometry and time 


dependent prestressing force losses are included in the model. It is observed that for this containment structure, the 


first crack forms at dome of the structure close to the ring beam at 1.8 times the design pressure. The crack forms due 


to excess of radial stress. With increase of internal pressure, more cracks form due to radial stress closer to apex of 


the dome. The elements continue to crack in radial direction when the stiffness is reduced due to the first crack. The 


response is then followed by yielding of the hoop reinforcement at dome followed by yielding of radial reinforcement. 


 


The first tendon yields at the dome closer to the ring beam at internal pressure more than two times the design pressure. 


With increase of internal pressure the number of yielded tendons increases in the same vicinity. At the end of the 


analysis, concrete elements are cracked in all directions. Due to excessive deformation, the analysis stops finally at 


internal pressure of 1070 kPa. This occurs when the prestressing tendon ruptures at the dome. The ultimate pressure 


capacity of this containment structure is estimated as 2.7 times the design pressure.  
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ABSTRACT 


If points of interest cannot be observed with permanent GPS stations, repeated GPS measurements are used as an 


economical alternative. In this study, quality of results derived from repeated GPS measurements are analyzed. 


Repeated GPS measurements are collected at 7 points annually from 2011 to 2013. For the analyses, Canadian 


Spatial Reference System Precise Point Positioning (CSRS-PPP) which is an online GPS data analysis server is 


used. Additionally, 2.5 h, 5 h and 24 h GPS static data is processed using CSRS-PPP service to be used as reference 


for comparison purposes. Our results indicate that with short span data less accurate results are obtained. As the 


observation period gets longer, variations in the range of observations get smaller i.e., better results are obtained. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 


By randomly selecting a group of values from a population, an estimate for the mean and variance of these 


populations can be computed. Yet, these estimates do not exactly match the mean and variance of the population. 


However, if the sample size were increased, the mean and variance of the sample match more nearly the values of 


the population. In fact, as the sample size becomes very large the mean and variance of the samples tend to approach 


those of the population (Ghilani, 2010). With the same token, GPS (Global Positioning System) data are to display a 


Gaussian distribution over both short and long time intervals. Nonetheless, this is not the case because of the 


combination of random and non-random frequencies. We cannot reliably calculate the increase in accuracy as we 


accumulate more data until the non-random component converges to a random process. This results in a very 


interesting situation; in numerous cases gathering more data can actually move the location parameter away from 


truth rather than toward it (Langley, 2010). Datasets that are an hour or less in duration do not always increase in 


accuracy when the measurements are averaged. Once the non-stationary mean converges to a Gaussian process after 


an hour or so, accuracy increases as the square root of the sample size (Langley, 2010). Loss of lock to satellites and 


cycle slips during measurements only complicate the situation further. 


 


Online GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System) data processing services deliver solutions to users without any 


cost, and with unlimited access. Only access to the Internet and an email address is needed to make use of these 


services Ghoddousi-Fard and Dare (2006). Although some of these services accept most proprietary receiver binary 


format files, some still require RINEX (Receiver Independent Exchange Format) file or compressed RINEX files. 


With just one GNSS receiver, the observations are collected and then postprocessed based on differential methods 


using either reference stations or precise point positioning using globally available precise satellite orbit and clock 


data, and processing results are returned to the user via e-mail (Ebner and Featherstone, 2008). To this date, there are 


six online GNSS data processing services (OPUS, APPS, SCOUT, CSRS-PPP, GAPS and AUSPOS) freely 
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available to users to our knowledge. Berber et al. (2016) found out that CSRS-PPP yields the best results, therefore, 


in this study, CSRS-PPP is used for investigations. 


 


Performing research as to how the accuracy of a GPS (Global Positioning System) derived 3D relative position 


vector between stations depends on the distance between these stations and the duration of observing session, Eckl 


et al. (2001) concluded that the dependency of accuracy on distance is negligibly small and positioning accuracy 


depends on the duration of observing session. This study was restricted to values of distances ranging between 26 


and 300 km and to values of time ranging between 4 and 24 h. The data were processed using the precise ephemeris 


data disseminated by the IGS (International GNSS Service), fixing integer ambiguities when possible and estimating 


appropriate neutral-atmosphere-delay parameters. Soler et al. (2006) conducted research using OPUS (Online 


Positioning User Service) to determine how the accuracy of GPS-derived 3D coordinates depends on the length of 


the observing session ranging from 1 h to 4 h using five CORS (Continuously Operating Reference Station) stations 


distributed widely across the USA and concluded that a minimum of 2 h data is recommended to obtain results 


sufficiently accurate for surveying applications. Reducing the observation span to less than 2 h drastically increases 


uncertainties due to difficulty in fixing integer ambiguities because of poor geometry and local atmospheric 


disturbances. Geng et al. (2010) demonstrated that when over three hours of observations are used, PPP (Precise 


Point Positioning) can achieve a success rate of 100% for ambiguity resolution, a 3D positioning accuracy of about 1 


cm and an occurrence of less than 1% for degraded solutions. Moreover, for the fixed solutions, increasing the 


observation period hardly improves the horizontal positioning accuracy while still improving the vertical one. 


Therefore, they suggested that at least three hours of observations should be used in the ambiguity-fixed static PPP if 


a reliable mm positioning accuracy is required. Using web-based GIPSY (GNSS-Inferred Positioning System and 


Orbit Analysis Simulation Software) and data from 8 and 12 h sessions, Akarsu et al. (2015) concluded that the 


velocities of the vertical component are completely affected when repeated GPS measurements are used. The results 


also reveal that only about 30% of the 8 h solutions and about 40% of 12 h solutions for the horizontal coordinates 


are acceptable for velocity estimation. The situation is much worse for the vertical component in which none of the 


solutions from campaign measurements are acceptable for obtaining reliable deformation rates. 


 


In this study, to simulate repeated campaign measurements, data from 3 NGS (National Geodetic Survey) CORS 


stations in FL (Florida) are used. The 24 h data are segmented into 5 h and 2.5 h data sets because at our 7 NGS 


points along Road 714 in Martin County in FL, we have approximately 2.5 to 5 h data. Accuracy at these points is 


compared against the velocities obtained from 24 h data. 


2. THEORY OF PRECISE POINT POSITIONING 


The ionospheric-free combinations of dual-frequency GPS pseudorange (P) and carrier-phase observations () are 


related to user position, clock, troposphere and ambiguity parameters according to the following simplified 


observation equations (Kouba and Héroux, 2001): 


 


[1]  P =  + c(dt-dT) + Tr + P 


 


[2]      =  + c(dt-dT) + Tr + N  +  


 


where: 


P is the ionosphere-free combination of L1 and L2 pseudoranges, 


 is the ionosphere-free combination of L1 and L2 carrier-phases, 


 is the geometrical range computed as a function of satellite and station coordinates, 


c is the vacuum speed of light, 


dt is the station receiver clock offset from GPS time, 


dT is the satellite clock offset from GPS time, 


Tr is the signal path delay due to the neutral-atmosphere (primarily the troposphere), 


λ is the carrier, or carrier-combination, wavelength, 


N is the non-integer ambiguity of the carrier-phase ionosphere-free combination, and 


P,  are the relevant measurement noise components, including multipath. 
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Expressing the tropospheric path delay (Tr) as a function of the zenith path delay (zpd) with mapping function (M), 


relating the tropospheric delay to the elevation angle of the satellite, while removing the known satellite clocks (dT) 


gives the following mathematical model in the simplest form (Kouba and Héroux, 2001): 


 


[3]     fP =  + c dt + M zpd + P - P = 0 


 


[4]     f =  + c dt + M zpd + N  +  -  = 0 


 


These observation equations are adjusted using Least Squares method and the unknowns which consist of four types 


of parameters: station position, clock, troposphere zenith path delay and non-integer carrier-phase ambiguities are 


estimated. 


 


CSRS PPP and other online GNSS data processing services provide these position estimates over the Internet. By 


CSRS PPP, precise position estimates are provided in North American Datum of 1983 (NAD83) as well as the 


International Terrestrial Reference Frame (ITRF). Single station position estimates are computed using precise GPS 


orbits and clocks. The only valid formats for GPS pseudo-range and carrier phase observations are RINEX and 


compressed RINEX. This service is designed to minimize user interaction while providing the best possible solution 


for the given observation availability. For more information, the readers are referred to 


http://webapp.geod.nrcan.gc.ca/geod/tools-outils/ppp.php. 


3. APPLICATIONS AND RESULTS 


Three sets of triple frequency GNSS systems (Leica GX1230) are used to make the measurements. As seen in Fig. 1, 


the measurements are taken at seven NGS points along Road 714 in FL. The 24 h data is downloaded from NGS 


website for three CORS stations (CCV6, KYW6 and MCD6) – see Fig. 1. While collecting measurements in our 


receivers 5 s time interval was set; therefore, these three stations are chosen because only at these three CORS 


stations in FL, GNSS measurements are collected at 5 s time interval. This was needed for this research in order to 


be able to make meaningful comparisons. Since NGS decimates data to 30 s sampling rate once the most recent 30 


days is over, for this study we downloaded the 5 s data for year 2015 and GPS days from 240 to 249. 


 


 
Figure 1: Three CORS stations in Florida and seven NGS points along Road 714 in Martin County, FL, USA (image 


from Google). 


 


For the survey, with the first session, three receivers are set up on tripods over points AJ8516, AJ8515 and AJ8514. 


Next, the receiver over AJ8514 is kept running to serve as the base station for the next observation session and then 


with the second session points AJ8514, AJ8524 and AJ8512 are occupied. Upon completion of the second session, 


the process is repeated and with the third session remaining points AJ8512, AJ8511 and AJ8510 are occupied to 


complete the survey. Since baseline lengths are around ~ 1.6 km (1 mile), more than two hours generally around two 


and half hours GPS data are collected at these stations. Since AJ8514 and AJ8512 served as base stations for the 
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following observation sessions, each station has five and half hour data. This survey is repeated annually for three 


years from 2011 to 2013. 


 


For comparison purposes, as mentioned above, 24 h data is downloaded for three CORS stations (CCV6, KYW6 


and MCD6). The 24 h data are segmented into nonoverlapping 5 h and 2.5 h data sets because at our points along 


Road 714, we have around 2.5 h and 5 h data. All these files (24 h, 5 h, 2.5 h and the data at our points along Road 


714) are submitted to CSRS PPP in RINEX format. Once the results are gathered from CSRS PPP, using the 


provided coordinates’ standard deviations, weighted coordinates are calculated for each point for that particular data 


set, and mode and median results are also calculated. Thus, we had 10 weighted coordinate results, 10 mode results 


and 10 median results for CCV6 for 2.5 h because 10 day data is processed for this research. Similar results are also 


produced for KYW6 and MCD6 for 2.5 h data. Then, exact same approach is repeated for 5 h and 24 h data. These 


results are plotted in Figures 2-4. The unit of the vertical axes for latitude and longitude in the following graphics (2-


6) is arc second and for ellipsoidal height is meter. 


   


   


   


Figure 2: Variations in coordinates of 2.5 h data. First row is the results of point CCV6, second row KYW6 and 


third row MCD6. First column shows variations in latitude, second column variations in longitude and third column 


variations in ellipsoidal height. Solid blue line represents weighted coordinate results, dotted red line mode results 


and dashed green line median results. 
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Figure 3: Variations in coordinates of 5 h data. First row is the results of point CCV6, second row KYW6 and third 


row MCD6. First column shows variations in latitude, second column variations in longitude and third column 


variations in ellipsoidal height. Solid blue line represents weighted coordinate results, dotted red line mode results 


and dashed green line median results. 
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Figure 4: Variations in coordinates of 24 h data. First row is the results of point CCV6, second row KYW6 and third 


row MCD6. First column shows variations in latitude, second column variations in longitude and third column 


variations in ellipsoidal height. Solid blue line represents weighted coordinate results, dotted red line mode results 


and dashed green line median results. 


 


As can be viewed in Figures 2-4, as the observation period gets longer, variations in the range of observations get 


narrower i.e., less variations in the coordinates are observed – see also Tables 1-3. As expected, except 3 results (5 h 


data set, at point KYW6, for each latitude for weighted coordinates, mode and median results) this is valid for all 


points and all coordinates. Among these 81 ranges, 3 results correspond to ~ 4% error. 
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Figure 5: Variations in coordinates at points 8510, 8511 and 8512. First row is the results of point 8510, second row 


8511 and third row 8512. First column shows variations in latitude, second column variations in longitude and third 


column variations in ellipsoidal height. Solid blue line represents weighted coordinate results, dotted red line mode 


results and dashed green line median results. 
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Figure 6: Variations in coordinates at points 8514, 8515, 8516 and 8524. First row is the results of point 8514, 


second row 8515, third row 8516 and fourth row 8524. First column shows variations in latitude, second column 


variations in longitude and third column variations in ellipsoidal height. Solid blue line represents weighted 


coordinate results, dotted red line mode results and dashed green line median results. 
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As indicated above, since AJ8514 and AJ8512 served as base stations for the following observation sessions, only at 


these two points around five hour data is collected. At other points (AJ8516, AJ8515, AJ8524, AJ8511 and AJ8510) 


around two and half hour data is collected. Therefore, results at points AJ8514 and AJ8512 are compared against the 


results of 5 h data and the results of the remaining points are compared against the results of 2.5 h data. The 24 h 


data will be considered as the “truth”. 


Table 1: Weighted coordinates, mode and median results of 2.5 h data at points CCV6, KYW6 and MCD6. Latitude 


and longitude are in arc second and ellipsoidal height is in meters. 


  Weighted results Mode results Median results 


  Lat. Long. E. h. Lat. Long. E. h. Lat. Long. E. h. 


 


2.5 h 


CCV6 


Range 1.39E-03 4.55E-03 
1.83E-


01 
1.19E-03 4.08E-03 1.56E-01 1.17E-03 6.21E-03 2.60E-01 


Std 3.72E-04 1.49E-03 
4.79E-


02 
3.58E-04 1.25E-03 4.74E-02 2.99E-04 1.96E-03 6.89E-02 


RMSE 3.53E-04 1.41E-03 
4.55E-


02 
3.39E-04 1.19E-03 4.49E-02 2.84E-04 1.86E-03 6.53E-02 


 


2.5 h 


KYW6 


Range 4.60E-04 1.80E-03 
5.58E-


02 
5.20E-04 2.33E-03 6.90E-02 5.50E-04 2.05E-03 5.20E-02 


Std 1.75E-04 5.98E-04 
1.78E-


02 
1.65E-04 7.39E-04 2.44E-02 1.82E-04 6.16E-04 1.95E-02 


RMSE 1.66E-04 5.67E-04 
1.69E-


02 
1.56E-04 7.01E-04 2.31E-02 1.73E-04 5.84E-04 1.85E-02 


 


2.5 h 


MCD6 


Range 7.78E-04 2.97E-03 
4.82E-


02 
7.60E-04 5.42E-03 7.10E-02 7.60E-04 3.83E-03 4.90E-02 


Std 2.48E-04 8.37E-04 
1.53E-


02 
2.63E-04 1.35E-03 2.35E-02 2.37E-04 1.07E-03 1.49E-02 


RMSE 2.36E-04 7.94E-04 
1.45E-


02 
2.50E-04 1.28E-03 2.23E-02 2.25E-04 1.02E-03 1.42E-02 


 


 
Table 2: Weighted coordinates, mode and median results of 5 h data at points CCV6, KYW6 and MCD6. Latitude 


and longitude are in arc second and ellipsoidal height is in meters. 


  Weighted results Mode results Median results 


  Lat. Long. E. h. Lat. Long. E. h. Lat. Long. E. h. 


 


5 h 


CCV6 


Range 6.14E-04 9.34E-04 
3.11E-


02 
6.40E-04 1.24E-03 3.50E-02 6.30E-04 9.85E-04 3.20E-02 


Std 1.84E-04 2.79E-04 
1.14E-


02 
1.90E-04 3.79E-04 1.18E-02 1.92E-04 2.88E-04 1.22E-02 


RMSE 
1.75E-04 2.65E-04 


1.08E-


02 
1.80E-04 3.60E-04 1.12E-02 1.82E-04 2.73E-04 1.16E-02 


 


5 h 


KYW6 


Range 7.29E-04 1.33E-03 
2.81E-


02 
7.90E-04 2.04E-03 3.50E-02 7.40E-04 1.65E-03 3.00E-02 


Std 2.17E-04 4.11E-04 
9.77E-


03 
2.33E-04 5.41E-04 1.05E-02 2.17E-04 5.10E-04 1.01E-02 


RMSE 2.06E-04 3.90E-04 
9.27E-


03 
2.21E-04 5.14E-04 9.98E-03 2.06E-04 4.84E-04 9.61E-03 


 


5 h 


MCD6 


Range 4.13E-04 9.41E-04 
2.24E-


02 
4.70E-04 1.60E-03 4.00E-02 5.40E-04 9.90E-04 3.60E-02 


Std 1.48E-04 2.97E-04 
8.26E-


03 
1.61E-04 4.08E-04 1.18E-02 1.70E-04 3.30E-04 1.13E-02 


RMSE 1.40E-04 2.81E-04 
7.84E-


03 
1.53E-04 3.87E-04 1.12E-02 1.61E-04 3.13E-04 1.07E-02 
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Table 3: Weighted coordinates, mode and median results of 24 h data at points CCV6, KYW6 and MCD6. Latitude 


and longitude are in arc second and ellipsoidal height is in meters. 


  Weighted results Mode results Median results 


  Lat. Long. E. h. Lat. Long. E. h. Lat. Long. E. h. 


 


24 h 


CCV6 


Range 2.98E-04 3.86E-04 1.62E-02 3.00E-04 4.90E-04 1.70E-02 2.90E-04 5.00E-04 2.30E-02 


Std 1.07E-04 1.19E-04 5.84E-03 1.10E-04 1.28E-04 5.62E-03 1.06E-04 1.48E-04 7.40E-03 


RMSE 
1.02E-04 1.13E-04 5.54E-03 1.04E-04 1.22E-04 5.33E-03 1.01E-04 1.40E-04 7.02E-03 


 


24 h 


KYW6 


Range 4.47E-04 7.13E-04 2.78E-02 4.70E-04 8.00E-04 3.10E-02 4.40E-04 8.20E-04 2.80E-02 


Std 1.40E-04 2.32E-04 8.16E-03 1.37E-04 2.63E-04 9.07E-03 1.36E-04 2.58E-04 8.48E-03 


RMSE 1.33E-04 2.20E-04 7.74E-03 1.30E-04 2.50E-04 8.61E-03 1.29E-04 2.45E-04 8.05E-03 


 


24 h 


MCD6 


Range 4.01E-04 6.29E-04 2.17E-02 3.90E-04 7.50E-04 2.10E-02 3.90E-04 5.90E-04 2.30E-02 


Std 1.27E-04 1.91E-04 6.73E-03 1.25E-04 2.33E-04 6.76E-03 1.23E-04 1.86E-04 6.70E-03 


RMSE 1.20E-04 1.82E-04 6.38E-03 1.19E-04 2.21E-04 6.41E-03 1.17E-04 1.76E-04 6.35E-03 


 


 
Table 4. Weighted coordinates, mode and median results at points from 8510 to 8524. Latitude and longitude are in 


arc second and ellipsoidal height is in meters. 


  Weighted results Mode results Median results 


  Lat. Long. E. h. Lat. Long. E. h. Lat. Long. E. h. 


 


8510 


Range 5.11E-04 1.02E-03 
8.02E-


02 
5.50E-04 1.38E-03 6.70E-02 6.00E-04 9.30E-04 1.10E-01 


Std 2.65E-04 5.58E-04 
4.04E-


02 
2.82E-04 7.60E-04 3.36E-02 3.11E-04 5.13E-04 5.61E-02 


RMSE 
2.17E-04 4.55E-04 


3.30E-


02 
2.30E-04 6.20E-04 2.74E-02 2.54E-04 4.19E-04 4.58E-02 


 


8511 


Range 1.24E-03 1.45E-03 
1.46E-


01 
1.32E-03 2.48E-03 1.07E-01 1.28E-03 1.91E-03 1.59E-01 


Std 6.32E-04 7.35E-04 
7.71E-


02 
6.65E-04 1.33E-03 6.09E-02 6.44E-04 9.65E-04 7.99E-02 


RMSE 5.16E-04 6.00E-04 
6.29E-


02 
5.43E-04 1.09E-03 4.97E-02 5.26E-04 5.26E-04 6.53E-02 


 


8512 


Range 7.73E-04 6.60E-04 
9.43E-


02 
9.40E-04 1.62E-03 9.60E-02 7.40E-04 1.07E-03 8.10E-02 


Std 3.93E-04 3.32E-04 
4.83E-


02 
4.92E-04 8.35E-04 5.06E-02 3.76E-04 5.37E-04 4.11E-02 


RMSE 3.21E-04 2.71E-04 
3.94E-


02 
4.01E-04 6.82E-04 4.14E-02 3.07E-04 4.38E-04 3.36E-02 


 


8514 


Range 8.85E-04 5.94E-04 
7.03E-


03 
9.00E-04 9.60E-04 1.60E-02 9.10E-04 4.55E-04 8.00E-03 


Std 4.54E-04 3.02E-04 
3.95E-


03 
4.50E-04 4.80E-04 8.08E-03 4.56E-04 2.42E-04 4.04E-03 


RMSE 3.71E-04 2.47E-04 
3.22E-


03 
3.67E-04 3.92E-04 6.60E-03 3.72E-04 1.98E-04 3.30E-03 


 


8515 


Range 4.41E-04 5.08E-04 
3.47E-


03 
4.50E-04 6.50E-04 1.20E-02 4.50E-04 4.35E-04 1.50E-02 


Std 2.45E-04 2.92E-04 
1.74E-


03 
2.57E-04 3.25E-04 6.03E-03 2.42E-04 2.25E-04 7.77E-03 


RMSE 2.00E-04 2.38E-04 
1.42E-


03 
2.10E-04 2.65E-04 4.92E-03 1.98E-04 1.83E-04 6.34E-03 


 


8516 


Range 4.70E-04 5.93E-04 
2.03E-


02 
4.50E-04 7.60E-04 2.40E-02 4.40E-04 6.15E-04 3.10E-02 


Std 2.64E-04 3.39E-04 
1.08E-


02 
2.44E-04 4.03E-04 1.20E-02 2.51E-04 3.08E-04 1.58E-02 


RMSE 2.16E-04 2.76E-04 
8.84E-


03 
1.99E-04 3.29E-04 9.81E-03 2.05E-04 2.52E-04 1.29E-02 


 


8524 


Range 4.25E-04 8.19E-04 
6.16E-


02 
5.10E-04 8.20E-04 7.20E-02 4.20E-04 5.30E-04 6.30E-02 


Std 2.15E-04 4.25E-04 
3.08E-


02 
2.59E-04 4.20E-04 3.82E-02 2.11E-04 2.71E-04 3.16E-02 


RMSE 1.76E-04 3.47E-04 
2.52E-


02 
2.11E-04 3.43E-04 3.12E-02 1.72E-04 2.21E-04 2.58E-02 
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Since around 5 h data is collected at points 8512 and 8514, the results for these points in Table 4 should be 


compared against the results in Table 2 because 5 h data results for three CORS stations are tabulated in this table. 


Additionally, they should be compared against the results of Table 3 because 24 h is considered the “truth”. 


Similarly, the result for points 8510, 8511, 8524, 8515 and 8516 in Table 4 should be compared against the results in 


Table 1 because at these points around 2.5 data is collected. Again, these results should be compared against the 


results of Table 3. 


 


Results in Table 4 for points 8510-8516 are close to the results of Tables 1 and 2 but in general slightly out of the 


range of the results and they are worse if they are compared against the results of Table 3. It is ascribed that slightly 


off results are obtained because only 3 session data is made at points 8510-8516; whereas, for three CORS stations 


10 session data is used. 


4. CONCLUSIONS 


Accuracy of repeated campaign measurements at 7 NGS points with 2.5 to 5 h data are compared against the 


velocities obtained from 24 h data. Short observation time does not allow for the resolution of integer ambiguities 


associated with carrier phase GPS data. Our results with around 2.5 and 5 h data confirmed that with short span data 


less accurate results are obtained. As the observation period gets longer, variations in the range of observations get 


smaller i.e., better results are obtained. 
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ABSTRACT  


Travel time is an important measure in traffic engineering and planning with many applications including 


identification of network bottlenecks, plan to improve traffic mobility, providing commuters with travel time 


information, and traffic signal control evaluation and control. Currently a number of technologies can provide travel 


time information such as GPS enabled probes and identifying vehicles with Bluetooth or Wi-Fi devices. The later 


method detects and matches unique Media Access Control (MAC) address of the Bluetooth or Wi-Fi activated 


devices to calculate travel time information. This method is a non-intrusive and cost effective and has gained a lot of 


attention in the past few years. Extensive research has been done on evaluating the accuracy, application, and market 


penetration rate of using Bluetooth technology for travel time estimation for both urban arterials and highways. 


However, the application of Wi-Fi MAC address detection and matching for travel time estimation at urban arterials 


has not been adequately studied. The limited available studies are contradicting with significant differences in terms 


of travel time accuracy, and penetration rates. This study intended to evaluate the accuracy and reliability of using 


the combination of Bluetooth and Wi-Fi based travel time estimates through a case study. A sample size analysis is 


conducted and the expected statistical sampling errors are compared with that of obtained from comparing the 


Bluetooth and Wi-Fi data with ground truth information which is collected through video footage. The results of this 


study show that Wi-Fi signals can also provide reliable travel time information.  When combined with Bluetooth 


travel times data, which significantly increases the market penetration rate comparing to using Bluetooth alone. The 


combination of using Bluetooth and Wi-Fi signal provided penetration rates up to 8% with errors less than 10% 


compared to ground truth data. 


 


Keywords: Wi-Fi data, Bluetooth data, Travel time, Accuracy, Sample size 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Travel time information is an important measure of traffic performance which is widely used by transportation 


practitioners to evaluate and quantify the performance of the roads and plan for improvements. For this purpose 


transportation agencies traditionally collect travel time information through dedicated probe vehicles equipped with 


Global Navigation Systems (GPS). Travel time information from GPS probes has been deemed as having a very 


high cost per data point collected with limited spatial and temporal coverage. In the recent years non-intrusive traffic 


data collection systems such as those based on Media Access Control (MAC) address matching, like Bluetooth 


technology, has gained a lot of attention. Accuracy and cost efficiency are the main characteristics that have made 


this data source attractive to the transportation industry. 
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Bluetooth traffic data collection technology provides useful traffic information such as travel time, average space 


mean speed for measuring the performance of roadways as well as origin-destination data for transportation 


planning. This information is obtained by matching the unique MAC addresses of passing vehicles with activated 


Bluetooth devices in two or more predetermined locations. MAC addresses are unique identifiers defined by IEEE 


as a communication protocol for wireless Bluetooth and Wi-Fi communications. This unique code, in most wireless 


enabled digital devices, is a string of 6 groups of 2 hexadecimal digits in the format of XX:XX:XX:XX:XX:XX 


which could be a combination of numbers or letters. In the process of Bluetooth MAC address detection the 


advertiser device sends an advertise packet to announce its presence; while, the scanner device searches for the 


presence of an advertiser. The scanner receives the advertise packet that contains the advertiser device’s MAC 


address. In the context of Bluetooth based traffic data collection, the advertiser is a Bluetooth equipped device such 


as a cell phone located inside the passing vehicle with its Bluetooth module in advertise mode, and the scanner is the 


Bluetooth data collection device installed close to the road.  


 


In addition to Bluetooth technology, nowadays, a large number of portable and in-vehicle devices also contain Wi-Fi 


communication components. For detection purposes unlike Bluetooth, which requires the device to be in “discovery 


(advertise) mode”, technically, Wi-Fi signals includes the MAC address of the device in their communication 


packet; hence, only needs to be left turned on to be detected. This results in substantially increased chance of 


detections comparing to Bluetooth. Higher detection rates can potentially increase the chances to obtain matches 


among the detected MAC addresses thus, increasing the sample size (i.e. market penetration rate) required for travel 


time estimation and improving the reliability of collected traffic data. However, Bluetooth technology has a probe 


request rate in range of a few seconds while devices with Wi-Fi only emits probe requests once every 30 to 45 


seconds in sleep mode (Cunche, 2013) depending on the device. The communication can be more frequent if the 


screen is on or connected to an in-vehicle access point.  


 


The available studies regarding the use of wireless communication technology for vehicular traffic data collection 


have been mostly limited to Bluetooth data. Bluetooth and Wi-Fi are different in their design, detection range, 


communication protocols and popularity and very few studies have investigated the application of Wi-Fi data for 


traffic data collection in terms of feasibility, filtering, accuracy, market penetration rates, and detection zones.   


 


The application of wireless communication technology for traffic data collection has been previously evaluated for 


pedestrian activity and movement tracking. In particular, the application of Bluetooth data has been extensively 


evaluated for both pedestrian and vehicular traffic data collection. A review of the available literature shows that the 


matching rate of Bluetooth data in urban arterials (or market penetration rate) compared to the actual traffic volumes 


are between 2-5% with more than 90% individual reading accuracy and between 80% to 90% accuracy in average 


travel time estimations (which is mainly an issue of sample size) depending on the time period considered (Vo, 


2013), (Liu, 2013), (Araghi, 2015), (Wang, 2014), (Haghani, 2010), (Yucel, 2013), (Malinovskiy, 2011).    


 


Abedi (2013) is among the very few studies which have evaluated the application of Wi-Fi data for crowdsourcing 


purposes and compared its functionality with Bluetooth data in terms of discovery time, architectural differences, 


signal strength, range, antenna properties and popularity. It is also observed that 90% of the unique MAC addresses 


found in a field test were from Wi-Fi, without indicating what portion belongs to phones or other devices. The study 


proposes two multirange and overlapping approaches to narrow down the detection location. The study did not 


evaluate Wi-Fi data specifically for vehicular traffic data collection. 


 


Musa et., al (2012) proposed a trajectory estimation method in a grid network deployment using Wi-Fi MAC 


address matching based on Viterbi’s method in which the vehicle’s trajectory was estimated depending on the 


sensors in the network which had detected the device. A comparison of the proposed method with ground-truth 


trajectory information from GPS data for individual vehicles showed an average of 14% error in location detection. 


However, the study did not contain any information on the market penetration rates of MAC matches. Moreover, the 


proposed outlier filtering method was limited to “blacklisting” based on MAC address OUI (Organizationally 


Unique Identifier) characteristics. Due to lack of a comprehensive ground truth data the accuracy remained unknown 


for travel time estimation over the evaluation time period. In another study by Wang (2014) the accuracy of several 


different types of detectors including Bluetooth and Wi-Fi detectors were evaluated in an urban environment. The 


collected travel time information was then compared with ALPR (Automatic License Plate Reader) data which 


serves as the ground truth travel time information for their study. Since ALPR is not a volume measuring system, 


due to lack of real-world traffic volume data, an accurate estimate of market penetration rate was not available in the 
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study. The study reported an average of 40% MAPE (Mean Absolute Percentage Error) in estimating hourly travel 


time using the hybrid Bluetooth and Wi-Fi detectors. Root mean standard errors up to 140 seconds were observed in 


the study reporting higher travel time estimation errors during peak hours.  


 


A review of the existing studies in evaluating the usage of MAC address matching for travel time estimation reveals 


that the studies on using Wi-Fi data for traffic travel time estimation are very limited. Moreover, Wi-Fi data 


accuracy was usually evaluated on an hourly basis without providing any information on the accuracy of the average 


travel time estimates in shorter time periods that are required for real-time applications such as traffic signal control 


purposes. In addition, no accurate estimation of Wi-Fi typical market penetration rates are reported in the current 


literature. Overall, the travel time estimation using Wi-Fi data is a less explored field in transportation and many 


gaps still exist in this area. The motivation of this research is to fill in some of the gaps mentioned above in this field 


by evaluating the accuracy and penetration rate of Wi-Fi based travel time estimation using ground truth information 


from video data and conducting comparisons with Bluetooth data. 


2. TEST SETUP AND STUDY SITE 


The data collection site was an intersection, Columbia-Westmount, located in the northern part of Waterloo, Ontario, 


in a residential area close to the University of Waterloo Campus with a very simple setting (e.g. no nearby stores, 


drive-through restaurants and minimal pedestrian activity). Each approach of the signalized intersection contains 


two through movement lanes and a separate left turn movement. The intersection operates on a time of day pretimed 


signal plan. A map of the study site illustrating the intersection under study and sensor locations is shown in Figure 


1. As can be seen, at each approach of the intersection one low and one medium range Wi-Fi detector is installed to 


capture all movements at the intersection. The low range detector is measured to have about 50 meter range and the 


medium range is measured to have 100-150 meter range. The video cameras were only installed on the West and 


East approaches to capture the ground truth travel time information for comparison purposes. The field test was 


conducted on a weekday from 3:40pm to around 6:00pm in order to capture both the peak and off-peak traffic 


conditions.  


 


300 m


300 m


 
Figure 1:  Map of the Selected Field Test Location with Sensor Locations 


 


The Bluetooth/Wi-Fi scanner used in this study was a tablet device with an Android base application, called 


TrafficTabTM manufactured by Smats Traffic Solutions Inc. (SMATS, 2016), shown in Figure 2. The device uses the 
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internal Bluetooth capability of the Android tablet itself with an addition of an external Wi-Fi dongle connected to 


the tablet (Figure 2). The internal Bluetooth contained a class 2 radio with an average 50m and the short-range Wi-


Fi module with around the same range. A second Wi-Fi antenna was also used with a range of around 150m during 


the field tests. The scanner device has a Bluetooth scanning duration of around 12 seconds after which another scan 


is run right away. In each Bluetooth scan, a MAC address can be detected and listed only one time. However, the 


same device can be detected again in the next 12-s round of Bluetooth scan if it is still in the vicinity of the scanning 


range. The scan duration of the Wi-Fi dongle, however, is as low as 1-2 seconds such that a Wi-Fi device can be 


detected many times within a short period of time. The Android application output file provides detailed information 


including the detected MAC address, the first and last detection time stamps of a single MAC address, how many 


times the MAC address were detected while the device was in the range as well as type of the detection: Bluetooth 


vs. Wi-Fi. Table 1 provides a sample of the detection outputs. 


 


 


Table 1: Sample Outputs of Bluetooth and Wi-Fi Detections 


 


 


 
Figure 2: Portable Bluetooth and Wi-Fi scanner device use in the study 


 


Video camera data were also collected for post-processing the traffic and determining the ground truth travel time 


and the traffic volume within the testing period. For this purpose, Miovision Scout video detection devices 


manufactured by Miovision Technologies were mounted on the East and West approaches, on the same locations as 


the Bluetooth and Wi-Fi scanners were placed.  


3. DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 


In this section the data filtering process is explained and different methods are compared. Once the valid data points 


have been obtained a statistical sample size analysis is conducted to compare the minimum sample sizes required to 


the available samples for different time windows and for each of the mid-range and low range antennas. By using 


the valid data points and the suitable time window, obtained in the previous steps, an error analysis is conducted to 


compare the BT/Wi-Fi travel times with the expected sampling error and the ground truth information in each time 


window. The analysis also compares the use of first, median and last detection travel times.   


 


Figure 3 provides a visual representation of the East-West matched MAC addresses (combined Bluetooth and Wi-


Fi) for travel times less than 300 seconds for both low and medium range detectors overlaid with ground truth travel 


time data obtained from video data. Overall as can be seen there is a reasonable visual harmony between the two 


data sets. However, the data requires filtering to eliminate outliers that may have been generated due to pedestrian or 


cyclist activity or other sources of errors such as nearby Wi-Fi access points.  


Detected MAC 


address 


First detection 


timestamp 


Last detection 


timestamp 


Detection Frequency Detection type 


E4F8EF1E124C 16:54:32 16:55:02 2 Bluetooth 


FCA19E11D362 16:57:20 16:57:20 1 Bluetooth 


4C7C5F8A395C 16:58:47 16:59:55 6 Wi-Fi 


489D242D96D8 16:59:31 16:59:45 3 Wi-Fi 
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Figure 3: Bluetooth and Wi-Fi travel times overlapped with ground truth data 


 


Analyzing the collected Wi-Fi and Bluetooth data primarily required the effective removal of outliers to prevent 


inaccurate travel time reports. Usually in roadways that experience low variability in travel times a simple upper and 


lower bound is sufficient to eliminate the outliers. However, in this study in order to accurately eliminate outliers, a 


three level outlier elimination algorithm was applied. The first filtering level involved eliminating records 


corresponding to irrelevant MAC addresses. This included MAC addresses with irregular formats such as: 


“FF:FF:FF:FF:FF:FF” or “10050” or “00:00,..”. The second level involved eliminating MAC addresses that were 


detected for unreasonable number of times. Considering that vehicles are moving objects that are exposed to 


detection for a limited amount of time, any data record with number of detections (i.e. hits) of more than 100 was 


eliminated. A more detailed look into the data revealed that a large portion of MAC addresses related to operating 


systems with randomization capability have an OUI (Organizationally Unique Identifier) of “05:00:00”. For the final 


level of filtering, a reputable outlier detection method proposed by Dion (2013), Transtar and Transguide algorithms 


were applied to the data. For outlier elimination of travel time data at arterial intersections several filtering 


algorithms have been developed and introduced. Transtar and Transguide filters determine the valid window range 


of the next dynamic or fixed window based on the mean and standard deviation of the travel times of the previous 


time interval. The Transguide algorithm requires two user defined parameter including the window size and a 


validity threshold. There is no fixed best value for these parameters and depending on the situation, market 


penetration rates and other factors their optimal value can vary. Figure 4 presents the effects of an 80% percent 


validity threshold compared to 60% threshold. As can be seen the 60 percent threshold fails to account for the 


sudden increase in travel times around 16:30:00 which the 80% thresholds manages to capture.    


 


 
Figure 4: Visual representation of the effect of filtering threshold on the validity windows 


  


A visual comparison is conducted to identify the most suitable threshold compared to ground-truth information. 


Visually, the Transguide algorithm creates the most suitable validity windows with thresholds from 60% to 80% as . 


Table… provides a quantitative analysis that compares the accuracy of the filtering methods with different 


thresholds compared to ground truth data using the APE (Absolute Percentage Error) measure defined in Equation 1.  
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As can be seen from the results in Figure 4 either of the filtering methods with thresholds from 50% to 80% provide 


absolute percentage errors less than 10% for the two hour period. Moreover, for the Transguide algorithm, using 


500s update interval provides more accurate results compared to the 300s update interval. Depending on the signal 


control parameters such as the cycle lengths and allocated green times, travel time variability may differ which 


significantly affects the suitable threshold that captures all the valid travel time readings in each time window.  


3.1. Minimum Required Sample Size Analysis 


Statistically it is possible to calculate the minimum number of samples required based on a pre-defined confidence 


interval and error. In this study by using the 15 minute standard deviation values of the ground truth travel times and 


Equation 1 the minimum required sample size are calculated. The coefficient of variation (CV) is obtained using a 


15 minute moving window time frame of the ground truth data to represent the population standard deviation and 


average.  


 


 


[2]                                                                                                         


 


 


The available numbers of sample sizes are then calculated based on 5, 15 and 30 minute time intervals considering 


10% error and alpha equal to 0.05. As can be seen in Figure 6a, using Bluetooth data alone does not provide 


sufficient sample size to estimate average travel times in 30 minute intervals. Wi-Fi data however, provides a larger 


sample size compared to Bluetooth data which reaches the minimum required sample size in almost all time periods 


under study. It is clear that the combination of Bluetooth and Wi-Fi travel times (from the medium range detector) 


provide the highest sample size. As shown in Figures 6b and 6c the combined travel times of Bluetooth and Wi-Fi 


data (from the medium range detector) does not provide the minimum sample size required in the considered 5 and 


15 minute time intervals. For the short range detector, as shown in Figure 6d unlike the medium range detector, in 


the 30 minute time window the number of observed samples do not meet the minimum sample size requirement in a 


considerable portion of the study period. It is essential to mention that this analysis is only based on day of of travel 


time readings. To increase the sample size it is possible to aggregate the travel time information over several days in 


the same hours of the day which more or less resemble similar traffic conditions.    


Figure 5: A comparison of the accuracy of different filtering methods compared to ground truth data 
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Figure 2: Minimum required versus the available number of travel time samples. a: 30 minute time interval sample 


size comparison for BT, Wi-Fi and hybrid BT/Wi-Fi travel times. b: 5 minute time interval sample size comparison 


for hybrid BT/Wi-Fi travel times. c: 15 minute time interval sample size comparison for hybrid BT/Wi-Fi travel 


times. d:30 minute sample size comparison for low range vs medium range detectors.  


3.2 Travel Time Error Analysis 


Statistically, using Equation 1 it is possible to calculate the expected error value given the number of samples 


available in each time interval. As shown in Figure 7 based on 30 minute intervals the expected sampling error is 


calculated and presented. Further, the errors for each 30 minute time window is then compared with the ground truth 


a 


b 


c 


d 
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travel times for all first, last and median travel time values. As previously explained, depending on the 


circumstances a MAC address may be detected several times during the detection. The travel time values can then 


be calculated using either the first detections, last detections or the median detections. In Figure 7 the travel times 


obtained from these methods are compared with each other for the medium range detectors. As can be seen, the 


travel times obtained from the last detection provides the most accurate results followed by the first detection. For 


median detection, errors up to 30% were observed and therefore is not recommended.  


 
Figure 3: Error analysis in each 30 minute interval for first, last and median travel times 


   


3.3 Market Penetration Evaluation 


Market penetration rate provides an estimate of the portion of the actual traffic flow that was detected by the 


sensors. This requires knowing the actual flow of vehicles within the testing time period. In this study the traffic 


volume was obtained through video footage at the intersection and the market penetration rates were calculated by 


dividing the detected samples from the sensors by the counts obtained from video detection during each 3 cycles 


(120 second cycles) as shown in Figure 8. Overall, for each time interval, the hybrid Wi-Fi/Bluetooth method using 


the medium range detectors provide an average of 8% market penetration rate while Bluetooth alone was only able 


to capture less than 3% of the total traffic.  


 
Figure 4: Comparison of market penetration rates for each 3 cycle intervals for Bluetooth, Wi-Fi and the hybrid 


method 


4. CONCLUSION 


This study aimed to evaluate the accuracy and market penetration rates of intersection travel times obtained from 


Wi-Fi and Bluetooth data. The results obtained in this study clearly showed that the combination of travel times 


obtained from Wi-Fi and Bluetooth data provide larger sample sizes compared to solely using Bluetooth data. 


Therefore, as expected from the sampling error analysis, the absolute percentage error compared to ground truth data 


is less than 10% for the combined dataset. This analysis showed that the combination of Bluetooth and Wi-Fi travel 


times resulted in around 8% market penetration rate as compared to Bluetooth data alone which showed less than 


3% penetration rate. Statistically, regardless of the accuracy of the individual readings, lower sample size can cause 


higher sampling error in which the combination of Bluetooth and Wi-Fi data prevent from happening. For future 


research it is necessary to evaluate the sensor technologies in more densely located intersections.  
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ABSTRACT  


Externally bonded Fiber reinforced polymer (FRP) sheets made of fiber net embedded in epoxy matrix has been 


successfully used in the repair and strengthening of both the shear and flexural capacities of reinforced concrete (RC) 


beams, slabs and columns since the 90's. Although the epoxy gives the system most of its durability, it is also 


responsible for many disadvantages, such as poor performance in elevated temperature and fire, lack of permeability, 


as it traps moisture, and degradation when exposed to ultraviolet radiation.  In order to avoid such drawbacks, 


composite material utilizing cement-based matrix called Fabric Reinforced Cementitious Matrix (FRCM) has been 


recently introduced.  The FRCM system consists of fiber-reinforced composites in the form of meshes or grid 


embedded in a cementitious bonding material. This research investigated the flexure strengthening of reinforced 


concrete (RC) beams with glass-FRCM. The experimental study included characterization of the mechanical 


properties of GFRCM through axial tensile testing on 20 coupon specimens. Also, four large scale, 150 mm x 250 


mm x 2400 mm, reinforced internally with steel bars had been constructed, strengthened in flexure with FRCM and 


tested under four-point bending. The investigated parameters included the internal steel reinforcement ratio. Test 


results showed that GFRCM did not affect the ultimate load capacity of the beams, however, the ultimate midspan 


deflection was increased. Debonding/Delamination of the FRCM was observed. Continuation of this research is going 


on, on which U-wrapped strips will be used to ensure no debonding of the FRCM from concrete substrate.   


 


Keywords: Strengthening, Fabric/textile Reinforcement, Cement matrix Composite Section, GFRP, FRCM. 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Structural rehabilitation is considered one of the most important aspects of the construction industry. Deterioration of 


concrete structures is a very common problem that is faced by Civil Engineers all over the world. Deterioration results 


in an unsafe, and weak structures. Deteriorated structures may be demolished in case of sever damage, however in 


many cases and under moderate damage, rehabilitation can be a very economic solution. The rehabilitation of 


damaged, corroded and deteriorated existing structures is one of the most critical issues facing Civil Engineers. There 


are generally three terms used to represent rehabilitation, these terms are repairing, retrofitting, and strengthening. 


Repairing is generally used when a structure is damaged, cracked, or deteriorated. Repairing helps in restoring the 


structural performance of the structure. Whereas, strengthening is a term used when improving the existing structural 


performance of a structure. Strengthening acts as a great alternative for traditional structural repairing because when 


strengthening the structure is also repaired. Strengthening is usually done to structural members such as beams, 


columns, and slabs. Retrofitting can be defined as the modification or upgrading of the structure to make it withstand 


design changes done to its original requirement. Seismic retrofitting is a very common rehabilitation done to structures 


to improve its resistance to seismic activity. Common rehabilitation techniques such as section enlargement, crack 


repairs, external posttensioning, external bonded FRP sheets, and steel plate bonding. 
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Externally bonded Fiber reinforced polymer (FRP) sheets made of fiber net embedded in epoxy matrix has been 


successfully used in the repair and strengthening of both the shear and flexural capacities of reinforced concrete (RC) 


beams, slabs and columns since the 90's (Mahoney, 2013). Today, fiber-reinforced composites are widely used as 


strengthening system of existing reinforced concrete structures. FRP systems are made of composite fibers embedded 


in an epoxy adhesive. The epoxy gives the system some of its properties in terms of bonding and resistance to 


environment. The epoxy is also responsible of many disadvantages for engineers and builders, such as its lack of 


permeability, as it traps moisture, thereby threatening bonding integrity of RC (D'Ambrisi and Focacci, 2011), in 


addition to its poor performance in elevated or low temperature conditions (Tumialan and De Luca, Structure Mag.). 


Not to mention FRP's sensitivity to ultraviolet radiation when exposed to light, and its high toxicity (Turk, 2013).  


Also, the epoxy is considered a toxic hazard to the installer. Due to the mentioned drawbacks of FRP, its use is limited. 


In order to avoid such drawbacks, cement based composites systems are used. These cement-based composites were 


later called FRCM (Fiber Reinforced Cementitious Matrix).  Therefore, with the advancement of science and 


breakthroughs in nanotechnology, fiber reinforced cementitious matrix (FRCM) has become a very popular solution 


proposed to overcome those disadvantages. The FRCM system consists of fiber-reinforced composites in the form of 


meshes or grid embedded in a cementitious bonding material. There are many other common terms used in the 


literature to describe FRCM such as TRM (textile reinforced mortar) and TRC (textile reinforced concrete). TRC and 


TRM are terms commonly used in Europe. FRCM, unlike FRP, is less affected by temperature fluctuations and 


possesses porous properties that allow moisture to diffuse through RC structures where FRCM is applied (Tumialan 


and De Luca, Structure Mag.). In comparison to FRP, FRCM is inherently incombustible (D'Ambrisi and Focacci, 


2011), hence, making it a much safer and more convenient alternative to commonly used FRP. In addition, research 


has shown that FRCM can be applied to concrete structures and columns in low temperature conditions and onto wet 


surfaces, not to mention its ability to act as a strengthening material to resist seismic loading (D'Ambrisi and Focacci, 


2011) 


2. PREVIOUS RESEARCH 


In the last decade a lot of researches were conducted to correctly evaluate the tensile performance of FRCM 


composites. A very important and comprehensive research was performed by Arboleda et al (2015) to study the 


characterization of the tensile behaviour of FRCM composites. The characterization was done under two different 


boundary conditions, clevis and clamping grips. Five different FRCM systems were used. To characterize the tensile 


behavior of the FRCM system, rectangular coupons having dimensions of 410x50x10 mm were manufactured and 


tested.  


 


The first boundary condition was a clevis grip assembly. This gripping criterion consisted of two steel plates glued to 


the ends of the coupons. The steel plates had a thickness of about 3mm and a bond length of about 150mm. The steel 


plates were pinned to a transversal pin on the extended part of the plates, and this whole system was connected to a 


clevis joint, which was pinned to a shackle. The other test set-up consisted of a clamping grip. This gripping criteria 


was obtained by gluing GFRP tabs at the ends of the coupons, and then fixing (clamping) the two ends to the testing 


machine. The two different test set-ups were tested having an extensometer of 100 mm gauge length positioned at the 


middle of the coupon.  


 


It was noticed that using the clamping grip, the coupons was allowed to reach it ultimate strength by limiting slippage 


failure. When clevis grip is used the failure mode is dominated by the slipping of the fabrics from the mortar. The 


clevis grip presents a more realistic failure that will be expected in the field. It can be concluded from this test, that 


the objective of the test will dictate what type of gripping system to be used. If the purpose of the characterization test 


is to find the ultimate tensile strength of the system, then, clamping grip should be used. And, if the purpose of the 


test is to determine the design parameters of the system, then, a clevis grip should be used.  


 


Previously, many researches were performed to evaluate the performance of the FRCM systems on various 


applications. Ombres (2011) studied the performance of reinforced concrete beams strengthened with PBO-FRCM. 


Two main parameters were considered: a) number of layers b) Strengthening scheme (continuous and discontinuous 


wrapping). It was noticed that an increase of 25% in the ultimate load capacity in comparison with the control beam 


strengthened with continuous U-wrapped PBO-FRCM. Due to the use of the U-wrapped PBO-FRCM, the failure 


mode was flexure and ductile failure, in comparison with the control beam, which observed a diagonal shear crack 


followed by brittle failure. When using discontinuous U-wrapping scheme (located at the same position of the steel 
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stirrups), the performance is not as good and a shear failure happened. Also, It was noticed that the additional number 


of layers did not have a positive effect to the load resistance due to an inadequate width/spacing ratio of the strips. 


The inadequate width/spacing ratio does not permit the activation or contribution of some of the wrapping strips.  


 


D’Ambrisi (2011) investigated the effectiveness of FRCM (fiber-reinforced cementitious matrix) for the flexural 


strengthening of RC beams experimentally. Two main FRCM materials are tested, Carbon fiber nets and PBO 


(poliparafenilenbenzobisoxazole) fiber nets. Three main parameters were inspected: 1) Net shapes, 2) Different 


matrices (bonding mortar material) 3) Number of layers. Experimental results of the tests performed showed clearly 


that FRCM materials are very effective for strengthening RC beams in flexure. Also, results showed that beams 


strengthened with PBO-FRCM materials performed better than C-FRCM materials. It was concluded that the 


debonding and detaching characteristics of FRCM and Concrete are depending mainly on the number of fiber nets 


and fiber arrangements (D’Ambrisi, Feo, Focacci, 2012). Also, the fiber nets shapes are very important in determining 


the effectiveness of the system as in this test two different carbon fiber nets were used.  


 


Babaeidarabad et al (2013) performed an experimental study to investigate the effectiveness of PBO-FRCM to 


externally strengthen RC beams in flexure. Test parameters for this experiment are number layers (one and four layers) 


and compressive strength of concrete (low-29.1 MPa and high-42.9 MPa).  Each test was replicated three times. The 


FRCM system was bonded on the bottom (tension) side. Experimental results show that FRCM improved the flexural 


capacity of RC beams. It was noticed that all the control beams failed by crushing of concrete. The increase in strength 


for low-strength concrete is higher than that of high-strength concrete. For low-strength concrete, flexural capacity 


increased 32% (1-layer) and 92% (4-layers). For high-strength concrete, flexural capacity increased by 13%( 1-layer) 


and 73% (4-layers). 


 


Loreto et al (2013) studied the performance of RC-Slab-Type element externally bonded with PBO-FRCM. The 


experimental test took two parameters into account: a) Concrete Strength b) Number of layers (one and four). Two 


concrete strengths were considered, low (29.13 MPa) and high (42.91 MPa). Steel reinforcement ratio was selected in 


a manner to ensure an under-reinforced behaviour. The authors found that the performance of PBO-FRCM 


demonstrates a very promising composite material for strengthening of Slab-Type RC. It worked greatly as a strength 


enhancer as the strength for the beams tested increased in a range of 135% and 212%. The observed failure modes 


were the typical expected failures of FRCM, which are the slippage of the fabric within the matrix and delamination 


of the FRCM from the concrete substrate (D’Ambrisi 2011). Crushing of concrete followed those failures.  


 


Azam et al (2014) investigated the effectiveness of different types of FRCM composite systems in strengthening shear 


critical RC beams. Two main parameters were inspected: 1) Strengthening material (G-FRCM or C-FRCM) 2) 


Strengthening scheme (side bonded or u-wrapped). In general, it was noticed that the FRCM shear strengthening 


significantly increased the ultimate load-carrying capacity of the shear-critical RC beams. The increase in ultimate 


load ranged between 19% and 105% when using strengthening material. Also, there was a substantial increase in the 


deflection at ultimate, ranging between 10% and 220%. It was noticed that the strengthening scheme affected GFRCM 


more than its effect on CFRCM. For U-wrapped configuration, the beam tends to resist higher load compared to side-


bonded configuration due to the confinement effect of the U-wrapping.  


 


In comparison with the control beam, the beams strengthened with one layer FRCM had a similar crack pattern to that 


of the control beam, and due to this crack pattern, the crack developed into the FRCM, which made the slippage of 


the fabric visible. Whereas, for the beams strengthened with four layer FRCM, the FRCM system helped in reducing 


the crack’s width, and in which the cracks were not developed into FRCM exposed surface. This caused the FRCM 


to delaminate rather than slippage. Neither case did the FRCM reach its ultimate tensile strength and failed in rupture. 


It was noticed that in terms of ductility, the FRCM decreased the ductility of the RC Beam in both cases due to the 


mentioned nature of the failures that played an important role in decreasing the ultimate deflection at mid-span. 


 


As mentioned and discussed above, many researches studied the flexural behaviour of beams strengthened with 


FRCM. However, the previous researches focused on the PBO and Carbon-FRCM as a flexural strengthening systems 


and not glass-FRCM. This research focuses on comparing the efficiency of using glass-FRCM in the flexure 


strengthening of reinforced concrete (RC) beams with glass-FRCM compared to PBO and C-FRCM. The tested 


parameter of this phase was the steel reinforcement ratio. The experimental study included characterization of the 


mechanical properties of GFRCM through axial tensile testing on 20 coupon specimens. Also, four large scale, 150 
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mm x 250 mm x 2400 mm, reinforced internally with steel bars had been constructed, strengthened in flexure with 


FRCM and tested under four-point bending. 


3. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 


The experimental program consists of two main phases. The first phase includes the characterization of the mechanical 


properties of the glass-FRCM through tensile testing. The second phase consists of testing four large-scale RC beams, 


two of which were strengthened with G-FRCM systems.  


3.1 Tensile Characterization of G-FRCM 


3.1.1 Coupons specimen preparation  


Two sets of specimens were prepared. The first set consists of one-layered specimens and the other set consists of 


two-layered specimens. Coupons having dimensions of 410*50*15 mm were prepared from the FRCM panels as 


shown in figure 1. The mortar or the cementitious matrix was mixed according to the specifications provided by the 


manufacturer in which 3.5L to 3.78L of water was used per 22.7 Kg mortar. The mixing was done using a heavy duty, 


low-speed drill with Propeller-type paddle. The panels were prepared first by laying mortar of 5 mm nominal 


thickness, then putting the fabric grid, and then covering that fabric grid with another 5 mm of mortar. Same procedure 


applies for the second layer of grid 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


(a) Plan view of test specimen           (b) Test specimen during construction 


Figure 1: Details of test specimen for Series I 


 


Moist curing was maintained for the first 24 hours as per the ACI 308R-01 recommendations for concrete curing. 


Panels were then left to cure for 28 days. After 28 days, the panels were cut using wet diamond saw. It was very 


important to use a wet-diamond saw to prevent any cracking or damage to the coupons. After cutting, the coupons 


were left to dry.  


3.1.2 Materials Properties 


The specimens were fabricated using Sika Wrap-350 Glass Grid and Sika Monotop 623 Mortar. The Glass net used 


in this study is a balanced bi-directional glass fabric net having an alkali resistant coating. The mortar used is a one-


component, polymer-modified and early strength gaining, cementitious mortar. As provided by the manufacturer, the 


density of the mortar is 2030 kg/m3 (126 lb/ft3) as per ASTM C185. The mortar has a compressive strength of 18 


MPa (after 24 hours), 30 MPa (after 7 days) and 40 MPa (after 28 days) as per ASTM C109. Table 1 lists the 


mechanical properties of the glass fabrics.  
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Table 1: Mechanical properties of the Glass-Fabric (as provided by the manufacturer) 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


3.1.3 Test Set-up and Instrumentations 


Four Steel tabs with clevis openings were glued covering 100 mm on each end on both sides upper and bottom as 


shown in figure 2(c). Uniaxial tensile testing was carried out for the coupons gripped with a clevis grip to allow the 


slippage of fabrics to control the failure. The coupons were tested according to Annex A of AC434 (ICC Evaluation 


Service 2013). Initially, the test was performed using steel tabs glued to the ends and were clamped. Clip-on 


extensometer was installed to measure the strain. The clip-on extensometer covered 50 mm of the coupon and was 


positioned at the middle of the coupon. After testing few coupons, it was realized that the position of the initial crack 


does not occur at the middle due to the stresses caused by the clamping force at the ends of the coupon as shown in 


figure 2(a). The gripping mechanism was changed and clevis grips were used instead. The clevis grip consists of two 


shackles connected to each other and pinned to the steel tabs on the specimen and the testing fixture. Also, two 50 mm 


clip-on extensometer covering the top and bottom end of the exposed surface was used. Since, the clip-on extensometer 


cannot cover the whole exposed surface of the coupon, it was then replaced with the MTS Video Extensometer. To 


use the video extensometer, special preparation procedures should be followed. Spectral paint should be applied to 


the specimen surface to allow point-to-point strain measurement.  


 


 


         


 


 


 


 


 


   


 


 


(a) Initial test setup with 


clamping grips 


   (b) Initial clevis test set-up with two 


clip-on extensometer 


  (c) Coupons after gluing steel                  


                                          Figure 2: Test Preparation 


The video extensometer was used tracking four target points, two of them were located within the two ends of the 


exposed coupon, and the other two were located at the top and bottom steel plates. The load was applied under 


displacement control. A loading rate of 0.2mm/min was applied.    


 


Characteristics Unit 
Dry Fiber 


Properties 


Tensile Strength MPa(N/mm2) 2600 


Tensile Modulus of 


Elasticity 


GPa 80 


Fiber Density g/cm3 2.6 


Weight per Area g/m2 295 
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Figure 3: Final Test set-up 


 


3.1.4 Test Results and Discussion:   


As per the AC434, at least five coupons were tested and data were recorded. One and two layered coupons were tested. 


The expected stress-strain behaviour of FRCM under uniaxial tensile was observed. The first phase represents the 


linear uncracked state of the FRCM and this is observed in the first linear stage of the stress-strain curve in figure 4. 


Then, as the load increases, the stress transfers from the mortar to the fabric that is represented by the multicracking 


process of the matrix as shown in figure 4. The point or stage at which the first crack takes place is called transition 


point and also called bend-over point (Mobasher 2012). The transition point represents the beginning of the 


multicracking process. The transition point is not visible in all FRCM systems and depends mainly on the elastic 


modulus of the fabric. 


  


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 4: Stress-strain curve for G-FRCM.               Figure 5: Two Layer versus one-layer stress-


strain behaviour 
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The G-FRCM coupons tested showed a trilinear behaviour except in one-layered coupons on which this behaviour 


was not visible. On those 1-layered coupons, the multicracking phase was also not visible because of the low elastic 


modulus of the glass fiber, and also mainly due to the variation in thickness in comparison with the two-layers coupons 


as shown in figure 5. It was noticed that the ultimate tensile stress obtained by the two-layered is consistent with the 


one-layered. Both sets of specimens failed mainly due to slippage of glass fibers, except in few of the two-layered 


coupons, where the ultimate capacity of the fabric was reached and the rupture of fibers was observed.  


In order to characterize the tensile performance of the FRCM systems, the following characteristic parameters were 


calculated based on the net fabric area:  


 Ultimate tensile strain, εfu 


 Ulimate tensile stress, ffu 


 Modulus of Elasticity of the cracked specimen Ef 


 


The variation in the uncracked tensile strength was much higher than that of the cracked strength, and this is mainly 


due to the location of the first crack. When the first crack happens close to the boundary ends, the system seems to 


have a much lower uncracked tensile modulus. The stress is computed by dividing the load induced by the cross-


sectional area of the fabric as provided by the manufacturer. The modulus of elasticity of the cracked specimen is 


computed using the equation provided by the AC434 below. This equation takes cracked elastic modulus as 90% of 


the stress subtracted by 60% of the stress divided by the subtraction of both strains for both stress respectively. AC434 


equation to compute the modulus of elasticity of the cracked specimen:  


 


 


 


 


Table 2: Mechanical Properties of Glass-FRCM Coupons tested according to AC434 


FRCM Property 


 


Symbol Mean Standard 


Deviation  


COV (%) 


Modulus of Elasticity of the cracked 


specimen 


 


Ef 


 


59.8 (GPa) 


 


7.8 (GPa) 


 


13 


 


Ultimate tensile strength  


 


 


ffu 


 


715 (MPa) 


 


41 (MPa) 


 


5.7 


Ultimate tensile strain 𝜀fu 0.00935 


(mm/mm) 


0.000632 


(mm/mm) 


6.7 


Fiber Area per  


unit width1  


Af 0.0473 mm2   


1 This value is provided by the manufacturer 


3.2 Beam Testing  


3.2.1 Test Program  


A total of four beams were tested: two control beams and two strengthened beams. The parameter investigated is the 


steel reinforcement ratio. Two steel reinforcement ratios were used, 1.26% (4#10M) and 1.91%(3#15M), which 


corresponds to 0.42ρb and 0.63ρb. Two layers of G-FRCM were used on the strengthened beams.  


3.2.2 Specimen Preparation  


The specimens were casted and left to cure for more than 28 days. The average compressive strength was measured 


by testing three cylinders with a nominal diameter of 101.6 mm (4 in) for each beam.  In order to apply the FRCM, 


the beam’s surface was roughed using a hammer and chisel. Then, the surface was dampened with clean water, but 


without having any standing water at the surface. The Glass mesh was held in place in the bottom of the beam by 


gluing few points to the surface. Then, the mortar was applied, followed by a layer of the mesh. This procedure was 


repeated for the additional layers. Proper curing procedure was then followed.  
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3.2.3 Test Set-up 


A four bending test was carried out on a simply supported beams with a span of 2200mm.  Hydraulic actuator was 


used to apply the load.  A spreader beam was used to spread the load to get a four-point bending moment criteria. Two 


Linear Variable Differential Transducers (LVDTs) were used to measure the deflection on the beam at the midspan 


and at location of load. Another LVDT was used to measure the crack width of the critical crack located around the 


midspan. Two strain gauges were used to measure the strain at the steel reinforcement. Four bi-gauges were used to 


measure the strain of the beam. First two were located at the top and bottom surfaces of the beam at midspan. The 


other two were located at the top and bottom surfaces of the beam at about one third of the span (around the contact 


location of the load).    


 


 
Figure 6: Beam specimen set-up and reinforcement details 


 


3.2.4 Results and Discussion 


Test results are summarized in table 3. In general, it was observed that the G-FRCM system used did not impact the 


ultimate strength capacity as the increase. However, the system enhanced the ductility of the beam, in which the 


maximum deflection at the midspan was 48.5mm and 43.5mm, compared with a deflection of 46.3mm and 24.1 mm 


for the control beams. This represents a maximum increase of 80.5% in maximum deflection at the midspan. All the 


beams failed as expected by concrete compression failure. The beams repaired/strengthened failed in a manner in 


which the FRCM system debonded/delaminated followed by concrete compression as shown in figure 8.  The 


debonding started at the critical moment region, and propagated in both directions, causing a loss in strengthening 


action by the G-FRCM. Figure 7 presents the load-deflection relationship for the four beams tested. Each graph 


displays two curves to compare the control vs. FRCM strengthened beam. Almost identical load-deflection patterns 


were noticed for the control and strengthened beam. From the diagrams, it can be observed that the FRCM increased 


the ultimate deflection capacity of the beam. With the given results, the delamination limited the strengthening 


contribution of the FRCM, and therefore, the next phase of the beam testing will include U-wrapping strips at different 


locations of the beam to ensure perfect debonding between the FRCM and the concrete substrate. Also, to prevent any 


delamination that might occur. 
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Table 3: Summary of Test Results 


 


Beam1 


 


f’c  


(MPa) 
ρ 


 


Ultimate Load 


(KN) 


Maximum 


deflection @ 


midspan (mm) 


 


Crack width 


(mm) 


 


Failure mode 


A-C 31 0.42ρb 89.3 46.3 3.7 C 


A-2L 31 0.42ρb 92.82 48.5 2.4 DB-C 


B-C 31 0.63ρb 110.8 24.1 2.9 C 


B-2L 31 0.63ρb 110.5 43.5 0.9 DB-C 


Note: Failure mode is designated by C, which indicates concrete compression failure, and DB-C indicates debonding 


or delamination of the FRCM system followed by concrete compression failure. 
1Beam designation – A indicates steel reinforcement of 4#10M 


 


 


        B indicates steel reinforcement of 3#15M 


        C indicates control beam 


 


                     2L indicates two layers of G-FRCM 


  


        


 


(a) A-beams ( 4#10M)           (b) B-beams (3#15M) 


Figure 7: Load-Deflection diagrams 


 


 
Figure 8: Failure modes of strengthened beams 
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4. CONCLUSION 


In this research, characterization of the mechanical properties of G-FRCM was performed as per the AC434 code 


through axial testing of 20 coupons. Different gripping systems and instrumentation procedures were inspected and 


results were discussed. Initially, clamping gripping mechanism was used, but then was changed to clevis grip to 


provide less compressive stress at the boundaries of the specimen and also to allow slippage between the fibers and 


the cementitious matrix. Also, initially, clip-on extensometer was used, but then was switched to video extensometer 


due to limited capability of the clip-on extensometer on which only 50 mm of the specimen can be covered. One and 


two FRCM-layers configurations were tested. It was noticed that on the two-layered specimen the typical trilinear 


behaviour of FRCM coupons was clearly visible, whereas on the one-layered specimens, the behaviour was more of 


a bilinear one. The ultimate tensile stress of both configurations was consistent.  


 


Four large-scale RC beams were constructed and tested. Two beams were strengthened in flexure with two layers of 


G-FRCM. Generally, it was observed that the G-FRCM did not affect the ultimate capacity of the beams. This is 


mainly due to the debonding/delamination of the FRCM from the beam. However, the ductility was improved, in 


which a maximum increase of 80.5% of the maximum deflection at midspan. The next phase of this research will 


include testing beams having U-wrapped FRCM strips at different locations of the beam to prevent delamination of 


the FRCM system. This is expected to improve the strengthening performance of the FRCM in comparison with beams 


tested in the current phase of the test. 
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ABSTRACT  


This paper presents the shear behaviour of composite beams made of combinations of high performance concretes 


(HPCs) such as self-consolidating concrete (SCC) and ductile Engineered Cementitious Composite (ECC).  The 


variables in this experimental and Code based study was shear span to depth ratio, concrete types, longitudinal 


reinforcement and depth ratio (of ECC and SCC layer). The performance of ECC-SCC composite beams was 


compared with full depth normal SCC beams based on load-deformation response, stress-strain development, shear 


strength, failure mode, energy absorption capacity and aggregate-dowel action. The performance of American code 


in predicting shear strength of SCC beams including ECC-SCC composite beams was studied based on experimental 


results. 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Self-Consolidating Concrete (SCC) is a highly flowable concrete that can flow into place under its own weight. SCC 


achieves good consolidation without external or internal vibration and also without defects due to bleeding or 


segregation (Ozawa et al. 1989; Li 1995; Yurugi 1998; Petersson 1998; Khayat et al. 2001; Lachemi et al. 2003; 


Poon and Ho 2004b; Khatib 2008). SCC typically has a higher content of fine particles and improved flow 


properties compared to the conventional concrete. SCC can be used to improve the productivity of casting congested 


sections and also to insure the proper filling of restricted areas with minimum or no consolidation (Khayat 1999). 


SCC showed greater homogeneity of distribution of in-place compressive strength than conventionally vibration-


compacted concrete. SCC can improve the working environment by eliminating the noise and pollution caused by 


vibrators and also reduces labour cost. SCC was developed in Japan in the early 1980’s (Hayakawa et al. 1993; 


Hossain and Lachemi 2010).  


 


Engineered Cementitious Composite (ECC) is a class of ultra-ductile fiber reinforced composites originally invented 


at the University of Michigan in the early 1990s (Li 1993). ECC is characterized by high ductility under uniaxial 


tensile loading in the range of 3–7%. It has a tight crack width of around 60-100 m, which improves durability 


(Wang and Li 2007; Sahmaran and Li 2010; Sahmaran et al. 2011). The sequential development of multiple cracks, 


instead of continuous increase of crack opening contributes to larger tensile strength capacity in the range of 3 to 5% 


(Wang and Li 2007). When cracking begins in ECC, it undergoes strain-hardening and has a 300–500 times higher 


strain capacity than normal concrete. Cracks in ECC do not widen any further after the initial cracks are formed, 


which allow for additional tensile deformation to occur through the propagation of micro cracks, with spacing about 


1–2 mm (Sahmaran et al. 2011). Under compressive loads, ECC exhibits compressive strength of 60MPa, similar to 


high strength concretes. Under compressive loading, ECC reaches its compressive strength at higher strain due to 


the exclusion of aggregates and as a consequence has a lower modulus of elasticity than conventional concrete 


(Fischer and Li 2003).  It has relatively low fiber content of 2% or less by volume (Li 1998; Li et al. 2001; Li 2003; 


Sahmaran and Li 2010; Sahmaran et al. 2011). The addition of fibers in ECC increases tensile strength, ductility and 


toughness and improves durability. The efficiency of the fiber reinforcement is affected by the properties of the 


concrete mix, as well as the fiber geometry, size, type, volume and dispersion. The typical fibres used in ECC are 


polypropylene (PP), glass (GF), carbon (CF) and polyvinyl alcoholic (PVA) (Cavdar 2012). The most common fiber 
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used in ECC is the polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) fiber with a diameter of 39 m and a length of 6–12 mm (Li et al. 2001; 


Kunieda and Rokugo 2006). 


 


This research is significant because no research has been conducted to study the shear behaviour of composite 


beams made of ECC and SCC. This paper focuses on load-deformation response, stress-strain development, shear 


strength, failure mode, energy absorption capacity and aggregate-dowel action of full depth SCC beam as well as 


ECC-SCC composite beams. The performance of ACI code in predicting shear strength of SCC beams and ECC-


SCC composite beams was also studied based on experimental results. 


2. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 


Reinforced beams made of SCC and combination of ECC-SCC were tested. Self-Consolidating Concrete (SCC) and 


Engineered Cementitious Composite (ECC) were poured inside the formwork to make beams without consolidation 


for testing. Testing was designed to observe load-deformation response, stress-strain development, shear strength, 


energy absorption capacity, aggregate-dowel action and failure modes. 


2.1 Geometric description 


Three reinforced concrete beams were designed only for adequate flexural reinforcement and having no shear 


reinforcement were tested. Table 1 and Fig 1 show the geometric dimensions of SCC/ECC beams. All beams were 


100 mm wide (b) with total depth (h) 200 mm. The shear span-to-depth ratio (a/d) was kept constant at a value of 


1.52 to ensure shear rather bending failure of all beams. Cross sectional dimensions and reinforcement layouts are 


shown in Fig. 2. “Full SCC” denotes 200 mm height of SCC, “E50-S50” denotes 100mm height of ECC at bottom, 


100mm height of SCC at top and “E25-S75” denotes 50 mm height of ECC at bottom, 150mm height of SCC at top. 


 


The beam designation included a combination of letters and numbers to indicate concrete type (S or E) and ratio of 


ECC to SCC depth in the cross-section (25 or 50 or 75). 


   


Table 1: Beam specimen properties 


Specimen Effective 


depth, d  


Total 


height, h  


Shear span (a) 


to Depth (d) ratio, a/d 


Full  SCC 175 200 1.52 


E50-S50 175 200 1.52 


E25-S75 175 200 1.52 


  * Width, b = 100; effective span, S = 800 and length, L = 1100; all dimensions in mm 


  10 mm diameter deformed steel bar were used as flexural reinforcement 


 


 
 


 


Fig. 1: Schematic diagram of experimental beam specimens (dimensions in mm) 
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    Full SCC             E50-S50            E25-S75 


 


Fig. 2: Cross sections and reinforcement layouts of beams (dimensions in mm) 


 


2.2 Casting and instrumentation 


 


Formwork was made with commercially available plywood. Plywood and reinforcement bar were already cut and 


sized upon arrival. Then pieces of plywood were attached according to the desired dimensions to make formwork. 


Rebar was cleaned and grinded before installing strain gages in order to get perfect strains. Capacity of 175L 


concrete mixer machine at Ryerson University structures laboratory was used for casting SCC and ECC. 


 


A commercial SCC which was pre-packed with the mixture of Portland cement, silica fume, 10 mm stone was used 


to make beams. SCC beams were cast without consolidation – the concrete was poured in the formwork from one 


side until it flow and reached the other side. Visual observation showed that the SCC properly filled the forms with 


ease of movement around reinforcing bars in each reinforcement configuration. On the other hand, ECC was 


prepared with Portland cement, fly ash, silica sand, Polyvinyl (PVA) fibers and HRWRA superplasticizer. As ECC 


is also self-consolidating, no compaction was necessary and same procedure was followed as SCC to cast ECC 


beams. After casting, specimens were covered with plastic to prevent loss of moisture for 28 days. Control cylinders 


(200 mm in height and 100 mm in diameter) were also casted and crushed during testing of columns to determine 


concrete strength. 


 


2.3 Test set-up, instrumentation and loading response 


 


The beam specimens were tested as simply supported beams under four-point loading condition (Fig. 1). Linear 


variable displacement transducer (LVDT) was used to measure central deflection. A tilt meter was also attached on 


the beam to measure beam rotation. The test set up included the use of a hydraulic jack that applied load gradually 


on the mid-span of the beam specimens until it fails. A computer aided data acquisition system automatically 


monitored load, displacements, strains and rotation throughout the loading history. 


3. TEST RESULTS 


3.1 Crack patterns and failure mode 


 


Fig. 3 shows the failure pattern of all of the experimental beams. During the application of load, vertical flexural 


cracks was observed first for all three beams. These cracks were initiated at the mid span of all beams as expected. 


With the increment of load, new flexural cracks were formed all over the beam. With further increase in load, 


existing flexural cracks started to propagate diagonally towards the loading point as well as new diagonal cracks 


initiated separately away from the mid-span along the beam. All cracks were outlined and labelled at each loading 


stage with a black marker and crack width was measured using crack measuring scale. 


 


All beams failed in shear as they were designed and failure took place shortly after dominant diagonal shear crack 


(within one shear span) extended to the top fibre as showed in Fig.3. The angle of the cracks was ranging from 40-


45 degree for all beams. 
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Fig. 3: Crack pattern and mode of beam failure. 


 


 


3.2 Shear load-deflection response 


 


Fig.4. shows the shear load vs mid span deflection response for beams Full SCC, E50-S50 and E25-S75. The 


variation of the slop indicates a reduction in the stiffness of the beam. The initial straight line segment of the curve 


shows that prior to flexural cracking, stiffness of the beam remained constant. Formation of kinks in the curve 


indicates the development of cracks during loading. After formation of inclined/diagonal crack, the stiffness of the 


beam suddenly decreased for all of the beams.  
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Full SCC beam acted like a brittle concrete compared to its E50-S50 and E25-S75 counterparts as there was no 


presence of fibre and failed at 84.55 kN (Fig.4 and Table 2) whereas deflection was 3.17 mm at the moment of pick 


load. E50-S50 and E25-S75 beams consist of both ECC and SCC where ECC was located at the tension zone up to 


50% and 25% depth of total depth respectively. Presence of ECC made those beams more flexible and made 


significant increase of its shear capacity about 60% higher than full SCC beam (Fig.4 and Table 2). This increase in 


shear capacity can be attributed to the fibre bridging characteristics of ECC and its ability to produce multi-cracking 


instead of letting a single diagonal crack to propagate causing failure in the case of normal concrete/SCC. 


 


The depth ratio of ECC and SCC for E50-S50 and E25-S75 beams did not make too much difference for ultimate 


load carrying capacity (Fig.4 and Table 2).  


 


 


 
 


Fig. 4: Shear load and mid-span deflection response for beams 


 


 


Table 2: Test data on cracking and failure shear load as well as failure modes. 


Beam 


Designat


-ion 


Concrete 


Strength 


of SCC, 


f’c (MPa) 


Concrete 


Strength 


of ECC, 


f’c( MPa) 


Failure 


Mode 


Shear 


at first 


flexure 


Vfl 


(kN) 


Deflection 


at first 


diagonal 


crack, Dc 


(mm) 


Shear at 


first 


diagonal 


crack, Vc 


(kN) 


Ultimate 


failure 


shear, Vu 


(kN) 


Deflection 


at pick 


shear load, 


Du (mm) 


Diagonal 


crack 


angle 


(Degree) 


Full S 59 73 Shear 5 0.22 40 84.55 3.17 40 


E50-S50 59 73 Shear 5 1.89 75 144.69 5.07 40 


E25-S75 59 73 Shear 5 0.13 65 144.4 5.73 45 


 


3.3. Energy absorption, Shear resistance factor and Contribution of aggregate and dowel actions 


 


Table 3 summarizes and compares the experimental energy absorption capacity of the composite beams (E50-S50 


and E25-S75) with respect to the Full SCC beam including shear resistance factor (SRF) and influence of aggregate 


and dowel actions. The energy absorption capacity is calculated by the area under the shear load-mid span deflection 


responses presented in Fig 4 up to 85% of the post-peak load where composite beams E50-S50 and E25-S75 


absorbed 6.5 and 6.9 times higher energy than its Full SCC counterparts (Table 3).  
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In this study, the shear at first diagonal crack noted as concrete shear resistance (Vc) which visually recorded during 


the testing of beams and the ultimate shear strength (Vu) commensurate with the shear at beam failure. The 


mechanisms of aggregate interlock and dowel action play a remarkable role in the increase of shear resistance from 


Vc to Vu. To distinguish the performance of SCC and composite beams, it is important to analyze the post-cracking 


shear resistance of concrete beams due to aggregate interlock and dowel action. This is described by introducing a 


shear resistance factor (SRF) defined as SRF = Vu / Vc (Lachemi et al. 2005) 


 


The shear resistance factor (SRF) for Full SCC and E25-S75 beams is higher than the E50-S50 beams because of the 


presence of higher amount of aggregate. As ECC contains no aggregate and the aggregate portion is less for E50-


S50 beam, the SRF and the contribution of aggregate and dowel action are about 15% and 7% lesser than Full SCC 


and E25-S75 counterparts (Table 3).  


 


 


Table 3: Energy absorption capacity, SRF and Contribution of aggregate and dowel actions 


Beam designation Energy absorption 


capacity at 85% 


ultimate load 


(Joules) 


Energy 


absorption ratio 


with respect to 


Full SCC beam 


Shear 


resistance factor 


(SRF) 


Contribution of 


aggregate and dowel 


actions 


(Percentage) 


Full SCC 70 1 2.11 52 


E50-S50 458 6.5 1.93 48 


E25-S75 484 6.9 2.22 55 


4. PERFORMANCE OF CODE BASED SHEAR PREDICTION 


The ultimate shear resistance of experimental SCC/ECC beams without shear reinforcement are calculated based on 


code based equations. In this study, performance of ACI based design Eq. [1] is studied. 


 


As per ACI 318-05 (2005), the shear resistance (Vn) of beams without shear reinforcement at diagonal cracking 


(where Mu occurs simultaneously with Vu at a section) can be obtained as (in SI units): 


 


[1]  wc


w


u


u
wcn bdf


bd
d


M


V
fV **3.0


7


*
)***120( //    


 


Where Vu and Mu are the factored shear force and moment at section respectively; bw is the width of the beam; d is 


the effective depth of beam cross-section, ρw is the longitudinal reinforcement ratio and f’c is the cylinder 


compressive strength of concrete. 


 


 


Table 4: Shear resistance of SCC/ECC beams from experiments and code based prediction 


Beam Designation Total shear resistance, Vc = Vn (kN) 


Experimental                   ACI code 


Experimental/Code ratio 


Full SCC 40                                     19.65 2.03 


E50-S50 75                                     19.65 3.81 


E25-S75 65                                     19.65 3.30 


 


 


Table 4 presents the shear resistance of SCC/ECC beams derived from experiments and code based prediction. The 


shear prediction for composite beams also determined from the ACI equation of SCC beams. ACI equation is found 


to be conservative for both SCC and ECC-SCC composite beams. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 


 


The shear resistance of self-consolidating concrete (SCC) and ECC-SCC composite beams is compared based on 


test results of experimental beams without shear reinforcement. The crack pattern, failure mode, energy absorption 


capacity, shear resistance at failure are critically analyzed to study the influence of compositeness. Based on the test 


results, the following conclusions are drawn: 


 


1. ECC-SCC composite beams (E25-S75 and E50-S50) carried more loads than SCC beams. The shear capacity of 


composite beams was about 60% higher than SCC beams because of the fibre bridging and multi-cracking 


characteristics (with very low crack width) of ECC. 


 


2. The energy absorption capacities of composite beams is 6.5 and 6.9 times higher (E25-E75 and E50-E50, 


respectively) than the SCC beam though the ECC-SCC depth ratio of the beam did not play any significant role. 


 


3. ACI based equation is found to be conservative in predicting the shear capacity of all beams but the composite 


beam capacities are highly under-predicted. It is recommended to develop equation to predict shear capacity of 


ECC-SCC composite beams and currently research is in progress. 
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ABSTRACT  


Numerical simulations are carried out to analyse the impact of tornadic load on a tall building. For the present study 


a one-celled tornado replicating a real EF-2 scale has adopted. A standard tall building based on the Commonwealth 


Advisory Aeronautical Research Council (CAARC) is used. For detail analysis, the tornado is placed in three 


different locations with respect to the center of the building. These locations are at the tornado center, at the core 


radii and outside core radii. As the building has rectangular cross section (plan wise), two different orientation of the 


building with respect to the center of the buildings are considered. Irrespective of the orientation of the building, 


higher suction obtains when the center of the building coincides with the center of the tornado and it started to 


decrease as the tornado center moves away from the building center. This happens due to the ground pressure 


distribution which dominates the overall pressure distribution along the faces of the building. After comparing the 


pressure distribution on the roof it obtains that, suction is higher for short building than tall building. 


 


Keywords: Computational modeling, Tornado, Tall building. 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Tornado is one of the most devastating natural peril. Each year 800-1000 tornadoes forms on average in North 


America alone, causing close to 80 fatalities and 1500 injuries, and property damage worth of a billons (on average). 


In 2015 alone, for instance, 1148 were confirmed cases of Tornado in North America causing 36 fatalities.  


 


Various research is reported in literature that attempts to analyse the origin and the flow structures of tornadoes of 


different intensities. Due to the high swirling velocity near the ground and limitation in proper engineering 


instruments, core analysis of tornadic flow structure has been mostly limited to scaled-down laboratory based and 


numerical modeling. Some of the previous work focusing on assessing the impact of tornadic flow over engineering 


structures include: Jischke and Light (1983), Bienkiewicz and Dudhia (1993) and Mishra et al. (2003) measured the 


surface pressure distribution and flow structure experimentally over scaled down building models in the presence of 


tornado like vortex and straight line winds and reported that the pressure distribution is quite different among the 


two wind systems. Wang et al. (2001) and Fouts et al. (2003) reported the rapid change in pressure distribution with 


respect to the core position. Sarkar et al. (2006) and Sengupta et al. (2006) analysed the force coefficients on a cubic 


model. Hangan and Kim (2008) simulated tornadoes of different intensity in a experimental model. Haan et al. 


(2010) analyzed the impact of tornadic load and atmospheric boundary layer in a low rise building with the gable 


roof. Yang et al. (2011) analysed the impact of tornadic load over a tall building for a laboratory based model. 


Natarajan and Hangan (2012) analysed the impact of translation and surface roughness over a tornadic structure.  


Some of the numerical modeling includes the following: Selvam and Millet (2003) analysed the impact of tornadic 


load over a cubic building using large eddy simulation. They obtained that, translating tornadoes have higher force 


coefficients on the side walls and roof of the building than a stationary wind. More recently Refan et al. (2014) 


developed a consistent scaling method through the mini WindEEE Dome experiments and field measurements. The 


same technique was adopted recently by Nasir et al. (2014), to analyse the difference in pressure distribution and 
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flow structure over a short rectangular bluff-body for different locations with respect to the core center. They 


obtained from their study that, suction pressure is higher for core center location of the bluff-body and it keep 


decreasing as it moves farther away from the core center. The present study extends the same approach to assess the 


tornado induced tall building aerodynamics. 


2. METHODOLOGY 


2.1 Numerical model for tornado simulator and topographical change 


For the present study, a numerical model depicting the Purdue tornado simulator is used (see Figure 1a). The actual 


Purdue tornado simulator is cylindrical in shape, where flow enters into the simulator from the bottom. Guide vanes 


are provided at the inlet to provide desired angle in the inflow. Once the swirling flow enters inside the simulator 


through the confluent region it reroutes vertically upward in the convection region. To emphasize this vertical 


movement of swirling flow, an exhaust fan is installed at the outlet to suck out the air from the simulator. Keeping 


the main operational mechanism in mind, some modification is made into the simplified numerical model (see 


Figure 1b) 


 


The simplified numerical model is also cylindrical in shape. Despite of providing with the guide vanes, a computer 


code has implemented to achieve the desired angle in the inflow. A “shear free” sidewall was provided and at the 


outlet “outflow” boundary condition has been provided. Purdue tornado simulator is a laboratory scaled simulator 


which is the modified version of the Ward’s tornado simulator. Purdue tornado simulator is around 2m in height and 


0.4m in radius. As a result, the original simulator is scaled up in the present numerical analysis keeping the aspect 


ratio similar to the laboratory scaled model. 


 


   
 (a) (b) 


Figure 1: (a) Laboratory and (b) simplified numerical model of Ward's tornado vortex chamber. 


 


 
Figure 2: Dimension of the CAARC building 
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A standard tall building based on the Commonwealth Advisory Aeronautical Research Council (CAARC) is used. 


The CAARC building is rectangular in shape with dimensions 30.48m (width) by 45.72m (length) by 188.82m 


(height). 


2.2 Geometric scaling factor for full scale simulation 


As already mentioned in the introduction that one of the main feature of this current study is the full scale numerical 


modeling. As a result, a geometric scale factor is required to scale up the Purdue tornado simulator. The scale factor 


for the tornado simulation is chosen by a matching process developed by Refan et al (2013) based on experiments 


carried out at the mini WindEEE Dome. First, the maximum tangential velocity of numerically simulated tornadoes 


is determined for different swirl ratios ranging from one to two-celled tornadoes. Then, the horizontal distance from 


the tornado center and height above the ground corresponding to the maximum tangential velocities for each 


simulated tornado are obtained and compared with actual tornado data. Since according to fluid dynamic solution 


there can be only one length scale, it is expected that both the horizontal distance and height of the maximum 


tangential velocity will converge to a similar length scale value for a particular swirl ratio. Thus, a specific swirl 


ratio that represent the target tornado is identified. 


 


For the present study, an Enhanced Fujita scale-2 (EF-2) tornado is chosen that took place in Happy, Texas in 2007. 


The reason for choosing such an EF-2 scale tornado is that, in nature about 90% tornadoes are EF- 2 scale. CFD 


simulations for various swirl ratios are carried out and the geometric scaling between the field measurements and the 


CFD is plotted as shown in Figure 3 following the procedure explained earlier.   


 


The core radius and height of the maximum tangential velocity point for the actual tornado and the CFD simulated 


tornado converged for swirl ratio 0.4 at scale factor of 4222 (see Figure 3) for the target tornado case. 


 


 
Figure 3: Determining scaling factor for small-scale numerical depicting Purdue tornado simulator. 


2.3 Meshing for computational domain 


For the simulation, commercial software STAR-CCM+ is used. The main advantage of this software is the 


availability of octagon mesh elements which simulates more efficiently cylindrical shape domains.  


 


Although, the base mesh size is kept comparatively coarse because of the large domain size, the mesh size near the 


ground and also around the building are kept very fine (wall Y-plus < 2) to capture the sharp velocity changes near 


the solid region (see Figure 4a, b and c). 
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Figure 4: Mesh distribution: Finer mesh close to the ground (a), and around study building plan view (b) and 


elevation view (c). 


2.4 Boundary condition for tornado simulator and building 


The following boundary conditions for tornadic flow are used:  an exhaust fan at the outlet of the laboratory model 


is replaced by the outflow boundary condition in the numerical model and at the inlet the flow velocity had two 


components (radial and tangential) in order to produce the swirling flow field. The equation for the radial and 


tangential velocity components are as follows: 


 


 


[1] 


 


 


 


[2] 


 


 


where, Vr and Vt are the radial and tangential component of velocity at ‘z’ height from ground surface respectively. 


‘S’ is the swirl ratio which actually determines the intensity of model scale tornado. Here, S = tanθ/2a; θ is the 


inflow angle at the inlet and ‘a’ is the aspect ratio. Ho and Ro are the inlet height and radius of inlet respectively. V1 


and z1 are the reference velocity and height respectively. For the current full-scale numerical model, reference 


velocity, V1 and height, z1 of 10m/s and 106m are chosen respectively based on the actual data obtained from the 


tornadic event that took place in Happy, Texas in 2007. 


2.5 Turbulence model used for simulation 


A 3D computational modeling is adopted for numerical simulation using Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) 


equations and for turbulence model Reynolds Stress Model (RSM) is used. RSM turbulence model is chosen over k-


epsilon and other two equation models because of its better accuracy for rotating flows.  


 


The two equation models are based on the Boussinesq assumption which postulates that, the Reynolds stress tensor 


must be proportional to the strain rate tensor. However, for complex flow, such as tornadic flow this particular 


assumption does not work because of the curvature effect. Again Large Eddy Simulation (LES) turbulence model is 


not considered because of the nature of the simulations which makes it computationally costly. 
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 


3.1 External pressure distribution  


 


 
Figure 5: Cp distribution along the faces of the building 


 


For the present study pressure coefficients are measure along the outer surfaces of the building.  Pressure coefficient, 


Cp on the ground is obtained using following equation, 


 


 


[3]  
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Here, ‘po’ is the maximum pressure at the ground, ‘ρ’ is the density of air and ‘uo’ is the reference velocity which in 


this case is the maximum horizontal velocity at the height of the building but in the absence of the building. As the 


building is rectangular in shape, therefore two different orientation of the building are considered. In orientation 1, 


the longer edge of the building is perpendicular to the tangential component of the tornadic flow, however in 


orientation 2, the longer edge is parallel to the tangential component of the flow (see Figure 5).   


 


Irrespective of the orientation of the building, maximum suction obtains on the outers surfaces of the building for 


location 1 where center of the building coincides with the center of the tornado core. However, suction started to 


decrease as the tornado moves away from the building.  


 


 
(a)                                                                               (b) 


Figure 6: Ground Cp and tangential velocity distribution  


 


As a result, lowest suction obtains for location 3 where center of the building is far away from the tornado core 


center. This indicates the overall suction on the outer surfaces of the building is dominated by the ground pressure 


distribution which occurs due to the angular momentum of the flow (see Figure 6a). 


 


Now for location 1, suction along all the surfaces of the building are almost identical. However, for location 2, 


where center of the building coincides with the core radii (location of maximum tangential component of the 


tornadic flow) location of the tornado, due to the anticlockwise rotation of the flow and maximum tangential flow 


distribution, suction is lowest on the southward face of the building irrespective of the orientation of the building. 


Also in this location, the flow approaches the building at a slight angle because of the presence of the inward radial 


component of the flow near the building (see Figure 7). As a result, suction on the northward and westward faces of 


the building is higher than the southward and eastward faces of the building due to the recirculation of the flow. 


 


Lastly for location 3, where tornado core center is far away from the center of the building, suction on all the 


surfaces are very small and almost identical except on the corner of southward and eastward face. This is due to the 


incoming tornadic flow which approaches the building at a sharp angle (almost 450). Although the flow creates 


recirculation on the back of the building, but still it does not increase the suction significantly due to the weak 


tangential component of the flow (see Figure 6b).   
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Figure 7: Flow distribution at core radii 


 


 
Figure 8: Flow distribution at outside core 


3.2 Comparison of Cp on the roof 


Pressure distributions on the roof are compared between short and tall building. For the short building pressure 


distribution has obtained from the previous study of Nasir et al. (2014). For both the cases location 1 is chosen 


where center of the building coincides with the center of the tornado core. The reason for adopting such location is 


the higher suction than other two locations. For both the buildings, Cp is measured along the centerline parallel to 


the longer edge of the building. In this case Cp is measured using the same equation used in the previous case, 


however to make the comparison logical reference velocity is chosen as the maximum horizontal velocity at the 


height of the short building but in the absence of the building. As the buildings have different dimensions for the 


edges, so to facilitate the comparison radial distance is normalized by the length of the tall building (xtall-building).  
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Figure 9. Cp comparison between tall and short building 


 


From the comparison it can be obtained that, for both the cases pressure distribution is quite uniform along the roof. 


However, higher suction is obtained for the short building than the tall building. This is because of the over pressure 


distribution on the ground which in turn dominates the pressure distribution along the faces of the building. As the 


height if the tall building is around 18 times higher than the short building, the domination of the ground Cp is lees 


for tall building.  


4. CONCLUSION 


Some concluding remarks can be obtained from the present study which are as following, 


 Irrespective of the orientation of the building, suction is higher for core center location compare to other 


locations.  


 For core radii location, suction was lesser in southward face compare to other faces of the building because 


of the anticlockwise rotation of the tornadic flow which provides a flow towards the southward face of the 


building and counteract the suction pressure due to the angular momentum of the flow.  


 For outside core location, suction is almost uniform along the all the surfaces except at the corner of the 


southward and eastward face, because anticlockwise flow approaches the building at angle which creates 


lesser suction on this corner.   


 Suction on the roof is higher for short building than the tall building because of the domination of the 


ground Cp distribution.  
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ABSTRACT  


Continuous steel-reinforced concrete slabs are vulnerable to corrosion damage and cracking. Non-metallic basalt 


fiber-reinforced polymer (BFRP) bars have a great potential to overcome corrosion problems. In this paper, test 


results of six continuous concrete slabs internally-reinforced with BFRP bars are reported. The specimens were 


divided into two groups based on the BFRP reinforcement ratio in the sagging regions (2.5fb and 0.8fb), where fb 


is the balanced reinforcement ratio of BFRP reinforcement. In each group, the hogging-to-sagging BFRP 


reinforcement ratio was 0.5, 0.72, or 1. Increasing the hogging-to-sagging BFRP reinforcement ratio increased the 


ultimate load but had almost no effect on the cracking load. The flexural response of continuous slabs that failed by 


rupture of BFRP bars was more sensitive to the hogging-to-sagging BFRP reinforcement ratio than that of the slabs 


that failed by concrete crushing. The moment redistribution ratio in the sagging region at failure of the later 


specimens was in the range of +40% to +48% compared to +10% to +26% for the former specimens. 


 


Keywords: concrete, continuous, BFRP, flexure, redistribution, slabs 


1. INTRODUCTION 


The most dominant form of deterioration of steel-reinforced concrete structures is corrosion of steel reinforcement 


(El Maaddawy et al. 2005a, b). Non-corrosive fiber-reinforced polymer (FRP) bars have emerged as a result of the 


new technology in materials manufacturing. Because of their high strength-to-weight ratio, light weight, and high 


corrosion resistance, the use of FRP bars as replacement of traditional steel reinforcing bars is considered an ideal 


solution to eliminate corrosion problems in reinforced concrete structures (Bakis et al. 2002; Bank 2006). However, 


the ductility and deformability of FRP-reinforced concrete elements are questionable because of the linear-elastic 


response of FRP. Several studies were conducted to examine the flexural response of simply supported concrete 


elements internally reinforced with FRP bars (Kassem et al. 2011; Ovitigala and Issa 2013). Specimens reinforced 


with FRP bars exhibited greater deflections than those of their counterparts reinforced with steel bars. This was 


attributed to the reduced modulus of elasticity of FRP bars compared to that of steel, which resulted in larger cracks, 


reduced effective moment of inertia, and hence greater deflections. In evaluating the flexural capacity of FRP-


reinforced concrete structures, concrete crushing at ultimate is generally preferable to the FRP rupture in order to 


prevent catastrophic failures and to ensure high degrees of deformability. Very little information is available in the 


literature on the performance of continuous concrete structures internally reinforced with FRP bars (El-Mogy et al. 


2010; Habeeb and Ashour 2008). Moreover, the ACI 440.1R-06 (2006) does not allow moment redistribution in 


statically indeterminate FRP-reinforced concrete structures because of the brittle nature of FRP and the absence of 


sufficient data in the literature. However, previous studies have reported moment redistribution in continuous beams 


reinforced with adequate FRP reinforcement at mid-span sections (El-Mogy et al. 2010). In this paper, test results of 


six continuous concrete slabs internally reinforced with basalt FRP (BFRP) bars are reported. 
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2. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 


2.1 Test Matrix 


Six two-span continuous slab strips internally reinforced with BFRP bars were tested. Aiming to achieve two modes 


of failure (rupture of BFRP bars and crushing of concrete), the specimens were categorized into two groups [A] and 


[B] of three specimens each as demonstrated in Table 1. The sagging sections of specimens of group [A] were 


designed to be over-reinforced with f = 2.5fb whereas those of specimens of group [B] were under-reinforced with 


f = 0.8fb, where f is the BFRP reinforcement ratio and fb is the BFRP balanced reinforcement ratio. Hogging 


regions are typically congested because of the use of excessive amount of reinforcement which might cause 


honeycombs and/or other defects during construction. If the hogging region section is of a sufficient ductility to 


make moment redistribution, the amount of reinforcement in the hogging region could be reduced provided 


increasing the reinforcement in the sagging regions. In such cases, hogging regions may have less amount of 


reinforcement than that of the sagging regions. The effect of varying the hogging-to-sagging reinforcement ratio on 


the moment redistribution capacity in continuous concrete structures internally reinforced with BFRP bars needs to 


be investigated. Accordingly, three different hogging-to-sagging BFRP reinforcement ratios of 0.5, 0.72, and 1 were 


used in the specimens of each group. 


2.2 Specimens 


Figure 1 shows a schematic of the beam specimen and the test set-up. The specimens were 500 mm wide, 200 mm 


deep and 5000 mm long. Each specimen had two clear spans of 2400 mm each. The beams were subjected to two 


point loads at 0.4L from the middle support, where L is the span length. To ensure a flexural mode of failure, 


double-leg steel stirrups of 8 mm diameter were provided along the length of the specimen at a spacing of 50 mm. 


The total applied load and the middle support reactions were recorded using 500-kN capacity load cells. Two linear 


variable differential transducers (LVDTs) were used to record the deflections under the point loads. Tests were 


conducted under displacement control at a rate of 1.5 mm/min. The specimens were constructed using ready-mixed 


normal weight concrete with average compressive and splitting strengths of 43 and 4.0 MPa, respectively. The 


BFRP reinforcing bars used were sand-coated with a nominal tensile strength of 1100 MPa and modulus of elasticity 


of 50.5 GPa. A test in progress is shown in Figure 2. 


Table 1: Test matrix 


Specimen 


  


BFRP Reinforcing bars Reinforcement ratio 
Hogging-to-


sagging 


reinforcement ratio 
Hogging Sagging Hogging Sagging 


  
f /fb f /fb


A1 110 + 212 210 + 412 1.25 2.5 0.5 


A2 28 + 312 210 + 412 1.8 2.5 0.72 


A3 210 + 412 210 + 412 2.5 2.5 1 


B1 28 18 + 210 0.38 0.8 0.5 


B2 38 18 + 210 0.58 0.8 0.72 


B3 18 + 210 18 + 210 0.8 0.8 1 
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Figure 1: Test specimen and test set-up 


 


 
Figure 2: Test in Progress 


3. TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 


3.1 Failure Mode 


Specimens of group [A] initially exhibited flexural cracks in both sagging and hogging regions. As the load 


progressed, more flexural cracks developed in both regions. Prior to failure, an inclined flexure-shear crack 


developed in the hogging region. The specimens eventually failed by crushing of concrete in the hogging region 


over the middle support. Shortly after concrete crushing in the hogging region, the inclined flexure-shear crack 


widened and penetrated into the compression zone over the middle support, which caused a sudden collapse of the 


specimen. Local concrete crushing was also observed in the sagging regions at the onset of failure of specimen A3.  


Specimens of group [B] failed by rupture of the BFRP reinforcement in the hogging region after formation of 


several flexure cracks in both sagging and hogging regions. Rupture of BFRP bars resulted in a rapid release of 


energy and a complete loss of the load capacity of the beam. Figure 3 shows the modes of failure for specimens A1 


and B3.  
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(a) 


 
(b) 


Figure 3: (a) Concrete crushing for specimen A1 and (b) BFRP rupture for specimen B3 


 


3.2 Load-Deflection Response 


The load-deflection response of the tested specimens is shown in Figure 4 whereas main test results are summarized 


in Table 2. Specimens of group [A] showed higher stiffness than that of specimens of group [B] in both the pre-


cracking and the post-cracking stages. After cracking, the deflection increased at a higher rate in all specimens. The 


post-cracking stiffness was affected by the hogging-to-sagging BFRP reinforcement ratio. Increasing the hogging-


to-sagging BFRP reinforcement ratio from 0.5 to 0.72 increased the post-cracking stiffness by 21% and 25% for 


specimens of groups [A] and [B], respectively. Further increase in the hogging-to-sagging BFRP reinforcement ratio 


from 0.72 to 1 had an almost no effect on the post-cracking stiffness.  


 


From Table 2, it can be seen that, flexural cracks initiated earlier in specimens of group [B] than in those of group 


[A]. This occurred because specimens of group [B] had lower BFRP reinforcement ratios compared to those of 


group [A]. Varying the hogging-to-sagging BFRP reinforcement ratio had an almost no effect on the cracking load. 


Specimens of group [A] exhibited higher ultimate loads than those of group [B]. The load capacity typically 


increased in both groups with an increase in the hogging-to-sagging BFRP reinforcement ratio. The effect of varying 


the hogging-to-sagging BFRP reinforcement ratio on the load capacity was more pronounced in specimens of group 


[B] with the BFRP rupture mode of failure. Doubling the hogging-to-sagging BFRP reinforcement ratio increased 


the load capacity by 30% for specimens of group [B]. In contrast, specimens of group [A] exhibited only 18% 


increase in the load capacity as a result of doubling the hogging-to-sagging BFRP reinforcement ratio. It can then be 


concluded that the flexural response of continuous slabs with BFRP rupture mode of failure was more sensitive to 


the hogging-to-sagging BFRP reinforcement ratio than that of slabs with the concrete crushing mode failure. 


Specimens of group [A] featured higher deflection at peak load than that of specimens of group [B]. The deflection 


at peak typically increased by increasing the hogging-to-sagging BFRP reinforcement ratio. Doubling the hogging-


to-sagging BFRP reinforcement ratio increased the deflection at peak by 10% for specimens of group [A] and 30% 


for those of group [B]. 
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Figure 4: Load-deflection response 


Table 2: Test results 


Specimen 


  


Cracking load, Pcr 


(kN) 


Ultimate 


load, Pu 


(kN) 


  


Deflection 


at peak, 


Peak (mm) 


  


Mode of failure and its location 


  


Sagging Hogging  
 


A1 67 67 317.6 43.12 CCa in hogging followed by SFb in hogging 


A2 80 84 393.6 53.32 CC in hogging followed by CC in sagging 


A3 80 82 374.6 47.16 CC in hogging with observed MCc in sagging 


B1 55 58 123.5 31.45 BFRP rupture in hogging 


B2 46 45 144 35.87 BFRP rupture in hogging 


B3 50 59 160 40.72 BFRP rupture in hogging 
a CC = Concrete crushing 
b SF = Shear failure 
c MC = Minor concrete crushing 


 


3.3 Moment Redistribution 


The load versus moment relationships for specimens of groups [A] and [B] are plotted in Figures 5 and 6, 


respectively. The moments were calculated based on satisfying the equilibrium conditions using values of the 


middle support reaction and total applied load. In the pre-cracking stage, the moments measured experimentally 


coincided with the predicted elastic moments. Following cracking, the moments started to deviate from the elastic 


response except for specimen B3 that featured an almost elastic response. This occurred because specimen B3 had 


same amount of BFRP reinforcement in both sagging and hogging regions. Specimen A1 from group [A] and B1 


from group [B] exhibited the greatest deviation from the elastic response because they had the smallest hogging-to-


sagging BFRP reinforcement ratio of 0.5. The deviation from the elastic response decreased with an increase in the 


hogging-to-sagging BFRP reinforcement ratio.   


 


The moment redistribution ratio,  , of the tested specimens at ultimate load was calculated using Eq. 1 based on the 


difference between the moment obtained from the tests, Mexp, and the corresponding elastic moment, Me. A positive 
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value of  indicates that the concerned region has gained a moment greater than the elastic moment whereas a 


negative value indicates the opposite. The moment redistribution ratio at ultimate in the sagging region was in the 


range of +40% to +48% for specimens of group [A] and +10% to +26% for specimens of group [B]. For specimens 


of group [A], the moment redistribution ratio at failure increased by increasing the hogging-to-sagging BFRP 


reinforcement ratio. This occurred because increasing the hogging-to-sagging BFRP reinforcement ratio increased 


the ultimate load, which allowed the slabs to develop more cracks, and hence, greater deviation from the elastic 


response occurred. In contrast, for specimens of group [B], the moment redistribution ratio at failure decreased by 


increasing the hogging-to-sagging BFRP reinforcement ratio. This occurred because increasing the hogging-to-


sagging BFRP reinforcement ratio in specimens of group [B] reduced the difference in flexural rigidity between the 


sagging and hogging regions, and hence, reduced the moment redistribution at failure.      


 


e


eexp


M


MM
%



  × 100%                                                           (1)                                                              


 


 


Figure 5: Load-moment response for specimens of group [A] 


 


 


 


Figure 6: Load-moment response for specimens of group [B] 
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4. CONCLUSION 


Increasing the hogging-to-sagging BFRP reinforcement ratio increased the ultimate load but had an almost no effect 


on the cracking load. The flexural response of continuous slabs with BFRP rupture mode of failure was more 


sensitive to the hogging-to-sagging BFRP reinforcement ratio than that of slabs with the concrete crushing mode of 


failure. Doubling the hogging-to-sagging BFRP reinforcement ratio increased the load capacity by 18% and 30% for 


specimens of groups [A] and [B] with concrete crushing and BFRP rupture modes of failure, respectively. 


Increasing the hogging-to-sagging BFRP reinforcement ratio from 0.5 to 0.72 increased the post-cracking stiffness. 


Further increase in the hogging-to-sagging BFRP reinforcement ratio from 0.72 to 1 had an almost no effect on the 


post-cracking stiffness. The moment redistribution ratio in the sagging region at failure was in the range of +40% to 


+48% for the specimens with a concrete crushing mode of failure and +10% to +26% for the specimens with a 


BFRP rupture mode of failure. The moment redistribution ratio at failure increased by increasing the hogging-to-


sagging BFRP reinforcement ratio for the specimens with the concrete crushing mode of failure. In contrast, for 


specimens with the BFRP rupture mode of failure, the moment redistribution ratio at failure decreased by increasing 


the hogging-to-sagging BFRP reinforcement ratio. 
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ABSTRACT  


This paper presents experimental and analytical investigations on the flexural behaviour of rectangular concrete-


filled fiber-reinforced polymer (FRP) tube (CFFT) beams with steel rebar. Eight full-scale CFFT beams and two 


control reinforced concrete (RC) beams were tested under a four-point bending. Several parameters as the FRP tubes 


thickness, fiber laminates, and steel reinforcement were studied. The experimental results indicate outstanding 


performance of the CFFT beams in terms of strength and ductility compared to the RC beams. Some CFFT beams 


attained flexural strength and ductility 540% and 1430% higher than that of the RC beams, respectively. Theoretical 


analysis was developed to determine the flexural capacities of the CFFT beam system through cracking, yield, and 


ultimate stages. A strain compatibility/equilibrium model was developed to predict the moment-curvature response 


of the CFFT beams addressing the issue of confinement and tension stiffening of concrete. The analytical model can 


predict well the flexural moments, curvature, deflection, strains, and neutral axis location. 


 


Keywords: Beams, Fiber-Reinforced Polymer, Flexural behaviour, Strain Compatibility, Deflection. 


1. INTRODUCTION  


Considerable research has been conducted to validate the application of fiber-reinforced polymer (FRP) composites 


in the construction industry. One of the innovative applications is the concrete-filled FRP tubes (CFFT). Extensive 


studies have been conducted to investigate the behaviour of CFFTs as columns, but comparatively limited research 


was carried out on CFFTs as beams especially CFFTs with circular sections. The construction and architectural 


requirements prefer the rectangular section of beams due to its stability during installation and its workability during 


connecting to other structural members like slabs and columns. Actually, limited studies have been reported on the 


flexural behaviour of CFFT beams with rectangular sections (Fam et al. 2005, Belzer et al. 2013). However, none of 


them reinforced the rectangular CFFT beams with steel rebar or analytically studied the deflection response of the 


composite section. 


 


The compression failure in most tested circular CFFT beams was predominantly governed by the compression 


failure of the tube flange under longitudinal compressive stresses where the tensile hoop strains (i.e., confinement 


effect) were insignificant (AASHTO 2012). This notice is based on flexural tests of circular CFFT beams without 


steel reinforcement. More investigations are required to verify that notice on rectangular CFFT beams with steel 


rebar. Unlike steel-or-FRP-RC beams, the steel-reinforced CFFT beams can exhibit superior additional flexural 


capacities in the post-yielding stage (Abouzied and Masmoudi 2014, 2015). This is attributed to the confining action 


of the FRP tube on the concrete core to withstand higher strains, and the FRP tube reinforcement contribution in the 


axial direction, in addition to the reinforcement action of the steel bars in their plastic hardening status. New design 


equations are required to get benefit of the outstanding flexural capacity at the post-yielding stage, and 


simultaneously, equations to predict the expected deflection with reasonable accuracy. 
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Analytical models have been developed to predict the flexural capacity and load-deflection response for circular 


CFFT beams (Cole and Fam 2006, Fam and Son 2008, Mohamed and Masmoudi 2010). These models are based on 


strain compatibility, internal forces equilibrium, and material constitutive relationships. The forces within the CFFT 


cross section were calculated by integrating the stress over the area of each individual material. Despite the limited 


number of tested specimens, these models predict well the flexural behaviour of their circular CFFT beams. Their 


theoretical analysis depends mainly on a computer-based analysis and requires some sophisticated calculation 


procedures. Also, these proposed models require verification and adjustment to be valid for the rectangular CFFT 


beams, and need to be simplified to be applicable for common designers. 


 


This paper investigates the flexural behaviour of rectangular CFFT beams with steel rebar, particularly in terms of 


flexural capacities at various stages during the loading, deflection response, and modes of failure, for which very 


limited published data exist. Also, it attempts to establish a theoretical basis for the development of design procedure 


inspired by the North American design codes provisions. 


2. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 


2.1 Materials and Beam Specimens  


Five types of rectangular FRP tubes with identical internal cross sections were fabricated at the laboratory of 


Composites Materials for Infrastructures at Sherbrooke University using the filament-winding process. The FRP 


tubes were composed of typical E-glass fibers and vinyl-ester resin. The tubes thickness ranged from 3.4 mm to 14.2 


mm. The fibers are oriented at different winding angles, 90o, ±30o, and ±45o as shown in Table 1. This orientation 


aims to increase the flexural strength and stiffness of the FRP tube in the axial direction as well as the transverse 


direction. Standard tests were carried out to evaluate the physical and mechanical properties of the filament-wound 


FRP tubes. Tension and compression tests were carried out according to ASTM D3039 (2014) and ASTM D695 


(2010), respectively, on identical five coupons to obtain the tensile and compressive strength in each direction. Table 


1 lists the detailed physical and mechanical properties of the fabricated FRP tubes. The results of the coupons tests 


indicate a non-linear behaviour of the FRP composite when increasing the winding angle as shown in Figure 1. The 


inner surfaces of the tubes were coated by a layer of vinyl-ester resin and coarse sand particles to produce a rough 


texture in order to enhance the bond between the concrete core and the tubes to achieve a full composite action 


under flexure. 


 


Ten beams 3200 mm long were fabricated for this study as shown in Table 2; two identical steel-RC beams, two 


identical CFFT beams of OR230, OR430, and OR830, one beam of OR1230, and one beam of OR1645. All the tested 


beams were reinforced at the tension side with steel bars 4Φ15M. According to the results of a standard tension test 


ASTM A615 (2009) carried out on three specimens of a steel bar 15M, the average yield tensile strength (fy) is 467 


MPa and the modulus of elasticity Es is about 200 GPa. 


 


The beams were casted with a ready-mixed normal weight concrete. The RC beams were casted horizontally in a 


wooden box formwork, while the CFFT beams were fixed on inclined strong frames and the concrete was poured 


into the tubes from top end gates. The RC beams were cured in a conventional way by spraying water for 7 days. 


The CFFT beams were covered tightly with plastic sheets and the moisture surrounded the beams was kept at high 


level for 7 days. After 28 days of casting, concrete cylinders tests were performed according to ASTM C39 (2012). 


The average unconfined compressive strength for the cylindrical concrete specimens at 28 days old (f’c) is listed in 


Table 2. 


2.2 Test Setup and Instrumentations 


The beams were tested using a four-point bending load setup over a simply supported span of 2920 mm and a 


distance between the applied concentrated loads of 720 mm centered with the beam as shown in Figure 2. The 


beams were loaded under displacement control with a rate of 1 mm/min using MTS machine with a capacity of 


10000 kN. The beams were unloaded at 0.5Δy, Δy, 2Δy, and 4Δy and then reloaded where Δy is a pre-calculated 


deflection at yielding of the steel rebar. The unloading and reloading scheme was intended for the assessment of 


stiffness at various load levels and to evaluate the ductility of such beam system. 
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Three displacement potentiometers (DPs) were used to monitor the deflection profile along the beam span, whereas 


another two DPs were located at the ends of the beams to record any relative displacement (slip) between the 


concrete core and the tube. Electrical strain gages were bonded on the steel reinforcing bars before casting at the 


most critical section at mid-span. In addition, axial and transverse strain gages were bonded directly on the tubes 


surfaces at different levels along the beams depth to record the strains and the confining action around the section. 


Additional Linear variable differential transducers (LVDTs) were affixed at the beams top and bottom faces to 


monitor the extreme axial compressive and tensile strains. Strain rosettes were located at the center of the shear span 


to investigate the shear response of the beams. The load, deflection, and strains were recorded during the tests using 


a data acquisition system. 


Table 1: GFRP tubes configurations and mechanical properties 


Tube 
Cross Section 


(mm) 


Stacking 


sequence 


% 


Fibers 


tf 


(mm) 


Mechanical 


properties 


Axial direction Transverse direction 


Elo 


(GPa) 


Flo 


(Mpa) 


εlo 


(mm/m) 


Etr 


(Gpa) 


Ftr 


(Mpa) 


εtr 


(mm/m) 


OR230 


 


[90o, ±30o, 


90o] 62 3.4 
Ten. Test 14.3±2 158±20 15.7±5 16.0±1 257±26 21.8±2 


Comp. test 14.0±3 -92±9 -7.0±1 17.8±2 -175±9 -10.4±1 


OR430 


[90o, ±30o, 


90o, 


±30o, 90o] 


61 5.7 
Ten. Test 14.5±1 173±9 15.3±2 14.4±1 249±25 23.9±3 


Comp. test 15.5±1 -165±7 -12.5±1 14.5±1 -293±18 -24.0±3 


OR830 


[90o, ±30o
2, 


90o 


, ±30o
2, 90o] 


59 8.7 
Ten. Test 16.2±1 197±16 18.9±2 13.7±1 168±6 19.2±1 


Comp. test 17.7±1 -189±9 -11.8±1 13.8±1 -211±13 -17.8±1 


OR1230 
[90o, ±30o


6, 


90o] 59 9.9 
Ten. Test 18.6±1 242±13 15.3±1 13.4±1 125±9 16.6±2 


Comp. test 20.1±2 -176±12 -9.5±1 12.2±1 -217±16 -24.0±3 


OR1645 


[90o, ±45o
4, 


90o 


, ±45o
4, 90o] 


58 14.2 
Ten. Test 10.5±2 100±14 22.7±6 13.0±1 164±3 24.5±2 


Comp. test 11.1±1 -110±6 -20.7±1 12.2±1 -171±7 -21.4±2 


E, F, and ε are the elasticity modulus, stress, and strain, respectively. 


 


 
Figure 1: Typical coupons test results in the axial direction 
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Figure 2: Schematic of test setup (Dimensions are in mm) 


Table 2: Beam specimens and summary of test results 


Group Beam ID 


Section 


shape 


(mm) 


Steel 


reinforcement 


Outer 


tube 


Concrete 


strength 


(MPa) 


Moment (kN.m) Ultimate 


Deflection 


(mm) 


Ductility 


(kN.m2) 


Failure 


mode Mcr My Mu 


RC 


beams 


RC #1 


 


Top 2Φ10M 


Bot. 4Φ15M 


Ties Φ10M/150 mm 


--- 41.7 


30 113 132 29 3.1 Tension 


RC #2 31 116 130 29 3.1 Tension 


CFFT 


beams 


OR230 #1 


 


Bot. 


4Φ15M 


OR230 49.7 
43 152 249 52 10.2 Tension 


OR230 #2 43 150 267 69 14.3 Tension 


OR430 #1 
OR430 48.7 


46 161 404 89 27.0 Tension 


OR430 #2 44 168 392 77 22.2 Tension 


OR830 #1 
OR830 41.7 


48 204 559 82 33.0 Balanced 


OR830 #2 45 210 560 92 38.4 Balanced 


OR1230 OR1230 48.7 50 245 581 45 17.5 Comp. 


OR1645 OR1645 48.7 50 235 712 97 47.5 Balanced 


3. TEST RESULTS 


3.1 Flexural Behaviour of Rectangular CFFT Beams 


All the beams failed under flexure without any signs of shear failure, slip, or web buckling. The cyclic loading did 


not affect the load-deflection response since the maximum gab in the deflection within the cycles did not exceed 1 


mm until the peak load. This is attributed to the elastic behavior of this type of hybrid CFFT beams. Figure 3 shows 


the typical failure patterns of the CFFT beams and their moment-deflection responses (outer envelopes) in addition 


to the strains at the top face of the FRP tubes. OR230 with FRP tube thickness of 3.4 mm failed in tension with axial 


rupture of fibers at the tension side. Also, OR430 with FRP tube thickness of 5.7 mm experienced a tension failure 


however there was inflate and minor signs of outward buckling at the top flange before the ultimate failure. The 


failure of OR830 with FRP tube thickness of 8.7 mm started with outward buckling of the tube compression flange 


with a limited drop in strength. Accordingly, the flexural stiffness decreased. Nevertheless, the tube continued to 


carry additional loads depending mainly on the tube bottom flange at the tension side and the confined concrete at 


the compression side. Shortly thereafter, an axial rupture of fibers at the tension side happened. OR1230 with FRP 


tube thickness of 9.9 mm failed in compression by outward buckling of the compressive flange with a limited loss of 


strength, but the beam could not carry any additional loads afterwards. OR1645 with FRP tube thickness of 14.2 mm 


behaved in the same way as OR830. Note that, OR1645 experienced the maximum flexural capacity due to its high 


resistance to buckling. This is attributed to the high percentage of the transverse fibers in OR1645 that resisted the 
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buckling of the axial fibers unlike the case in OR1230. Accordingly, the buckling of the tube compression flange 


affected the flexural capacity of OR1230. Figure 3(b) shows that the confinement efficiency appear in the thick tubes 


(OR830, OR1230, and OR1645) more than the thin tubes (OR230 and OR430). This confirms the transverse rupture of 


fibers at the top face of OR1645 shown in Figure 3(c). Based on the noticed patterns of failure of the tested CFFT 


beams, OR230 and OR430 could be considered as under-reinforced CFFT beam sections, while OR1230 could be 


considered as over-reinforced CFFT beam sections, while OR830 and OR1645 could be considered as balanced CFFT 


beam sections as listed in Table 2. Even after the ultimate failure, the reinforced CFFT beams kept a residual 


strength due to the existence of the steel that has a high plastic strain (see the horizontal yielding plateau after the 


ultimate failure in Figure 3(a)), unlike the FRP-concrete composite beams that commonly lose their flexural strength 


entirely once their FRP reinforcement fails. 


 


The overall moment-deflection behaviour of the rectangular CFFT beams reinforced with steel rebar is non-linear. 


The flexural stiffness was very high before cracking due to the high value of the gross moment of inertia (Ig) and 


then it decreased after cracking of the concrete. The flexural stiffness decreased more after yielding of the steel, but 


there was an ascending flexural capacity that cannot be neglected as in the RC beams. The results indicate also the 


significant gain in strength, stiffness, and ductility of the rectangular CFFT beams compared to the RC beam. The 


ductility of the beams were indicated by the energy absorption determined by the area under the moment-deflection 


curves until the peak capacity as listed in Table 2. The results indicate that the ductility of the CFFT beams attained 


values 1430% greater than that of the RC beam as in OR1645. The moment at the yield of steel (My) of the CFFT 


beams is also greater than that of the RC beams, and increases with increasing the FRP tube contribution by its 


thickness and/or axial strength. For example, My of the CFFT beams OR230 with 3.4 mm tube thickness is 32% 


higher than that of the RC beams. While My of the CFFT beam OR1230 with 9.9 mm tube thickness is 114% higher 


than that of the RC beams. The ultimate flexural capacity (Mu) of the CFFT beams attained value 540% higher than 


that of the RC beam as in OR1645.  
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Figure 3: Beam test results 


3.2 Cracking Strength in CFFT Beams  


One of the advantages of the CFFT system is that the outer FRP tube acts as a jacket that protects the inner structural 


elements, such as concrete and steel, against corrosion even if the inner concrete core is cracked. It is important for 


effective design of FRP-concrete composite structure to study the cracking behaviour for serviceability requirements 


related to deflection and crack width control. Although the concrete core was hidden behind the tubes surface, the 


moment at the first crack (Mcr) was obtained from the readings of the steel strains and the curvature response 


change. In this study, the experimental Mcr and the moment of inertia of the gross transformed section (Ig) were used 


to develop an expression for the modulus of rupture of concrete (fcr) using the following equations: 


 


[1]  '


cgtcrcr fkIYM=f   


 


[2]  
ffsscg In)I-(n=II  1  


 


Where Ic, Is, and If are the moment of inertia of the concrete, steel bars, and FRP tube, respectively. Yt is the distance 


of the extreme tension fiber of concrete from the centroid. ns is the steel modular ratio (ns = Es /Eco). nf is the FRP 
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modular ratio (nf = Ef /Eco). Ef is the elasticity modulus of the FRP tube approximated as the average of the axial 


elasticity modulus in tension and compression. Eco is the elasticity modulus of the concrete ( '


cco f=E 4500 ). 


 


Based on this study, the coefficient k = 0.69 in case of calculating Ig considering reinforcement (FRP tube + steel) 


and k = 0.8 in case of calculating Ig neglecting reinforcement. Note that, ACI-318 (2014) uses k = 0.62 and 


recommends neglecting reinforcement in calculating Ig. By comparing the k values of the current study and ACI-


318, it can be seen that the cracking strength can be increased by 30% in the CFFT beams. It is attributed to many 


factors:  


1. The FRP tubes contributed positively in the gross section inertia Ig. 


2. The bond between the FRP tubes surfaces and the concrete delayed the generation of the cracks.  


3. Confining the concrete with FRP tubes restrained it against cracks propagation. 


4. The concrete expansion during curing was restrained by the tube inducing chemical pre-stressing on the 


concrete (Fam and Rizkalla 2002). 


3.3 Yield and Ultimate Moments 


An analytical model based on strain compatibility/equilibrium was developed to predict theoretically the flexural 


capacity of rectangular CFFT beams as shown in Figure 4(a). The model is based on the assumption that plain 


sections remain plain after deformation, which means linear strain distribution along the depth of the CFFT section 


subjected to bending. This model assumes also full bond between the concrete core, steel bars, and the FRP tubes 


(no slip). By assuming the depth of the compression zone (c) and the strains at any level (steel level or tube top and 


bottom faces), the internal tension and compression forces along the cross section can be determined as shown in 


Table 3. 


 


The parts of the rectangular FRP tube above and below the neutral axis were considered effective in resisting the 


compression and tension forces, respectively. A linear stress-strain relationship was assumed for the FRP with 


maximum limits for strength and strains obtained from coupon tests results (See Table 1). Therefore, Secant’s 


moduli are used to model the FRP tube in tension and compression as Eten=Flo(ten)/εlo(ten) and Ecomp=Flo(comp)/εlo(comp), 


respectively. 


 


The steel was modeled by a bilinear model in two parts: (1) a linear elastic part up to the yield strain (εs = fy /Es = 


0.0023), (2) a yield plateau up to the ultimate plastic strain with a zero plastic hardening elasticity modulus. 


Two models for concrete in compression are examined in this study as shown in Figure 4(b). The first concrete 


model is an unconfined concrete model with extended strain softening using Popovics’s model (1973) as suggested 


by AASHTO guidelines (2012) and shown in Eq. 3. 


 


[3]  
r


cc


ccc
c
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rf
f


)/(1
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'


''






  and  secEEEr coco   


 


Where, the secant modules of concrete ''


sec ccfE  and the maximum compressive strain ε’c = 0.002 based on the 


compressed cylinder test results. 


 


The second concrete model is a partially confined concrete model, which is based on a function similar to the 


Popovics’s model up to f’c followed by plastic behaviour with constant compressive strength equals f’c as shown in 


Figure 4(b). This model was chosen to present intermediate level of confinement that is adequate for beams, instead 


of full confinement models that are adequate for columns. 


 


The tensile strength and tension stiffening of concrete in tension are also considered in the model as shown in Figure 


4(b). The maximum tensile strength of concrete '


ccr ff 62.0 and the corresponding tensile strain εcr = fcr /Eco. For 


εc ≥ εcr, the concrete tension stiffening model proposed by Collins and Mitchell (1997) was used as follows: 


 


[4]  
)(5001
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crc
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c


f
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Where, α2 is a factor accounting for the nature of loading and was taken as 0.7 for repeated loading. α1 is a factor 


accounting for the bond characteristics and was taken as 1.0 because of the full composite action. 


 


Due to the non-linearity of the concrete material, the concrete parts above and below the neutral axis are divided into 


n number of strips, which have the same thickness hi. Where hi = c / n for the strips in the compression zone and hi = 


(h – c)/n for the strips in the tension zone. The centroid of each strip, i, is located at its mid-thickness. The distance 


from each compression strip centroid to the neutral axis, YCi, and the strain εci at its mid-thickness are calculated 


from Eq. 5. The distance from each tension strip centroid to the neutral axis, YTi, and the strain εti at its mid-


thickness are calculated from Eq. 6. 


 


[5]  ).(i
n


c
YCi 50 →


c


YCi
ccci   .....For strips in the compression zone 


 


[6]  ).(i
n


ch
YTi 50



 →


ch


YTi
ctti



 .....For strips in the tension zone 


These strain values are retrieved in Eq. 3 and Eq. 4 to obtain the corresponding compressive stress or tensile stress in 


concrete, respectively. Then, the internal compression or tension force, Cci or Tci, inside each strip is calculated as: 


 


[7]  
icii bhfC  .....(fci from Eq. 3) 


 


[8]  
icii bhfT  .....(fci from Eq. 4) 


 


 
Figure 4: Analytical model 


Table 3: The internal forces and their positions in rectangular CFFT beams 


Internal Force ID Expression of the force Distance from the neutral axis 


Tension force in steel syssss AfAET ...   cdYTs   


Tension force in tube flange )
2


( ctbot
tenfeTube flang


ε
EbtT



  


2


f


eTube flang


t
chYT   


Tension force in tube webs cttenfTube webs Ec)t(hT   c)(hYTTube webs 
3


2  


Tension force in concrete strips icii bhfT   → 







ni


i


ic TT
1


 )5.0( 



 i
n


ch
YTi


 


Compression force in tube flange )
2


(
topcc


compfeTube flang


ε
EbtC



  


2


f


eTube flang


t
cYC   


Compression force in tube two webs cccompfTube webs εEctC   
3


2c
YCTube webs 


 


Compression force in concrete strips icii bhfC   → 







ni


i


ic CC
1


 )5.0(  i
n


c
YCi
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3.4 Procedure of Analysis 


1. Specify the tube dimensions, thickness, material properties, location and area of steel rebar, and number of 


concrete strips, n. 


2. Assume a strain value, i.e., εs = Fy/Es if My is required or εbot = εlo(ten) if Mu is required. 


3. Assume a value for the compression zone depth c. 


4. Calculate the strains at different levels, i.e., the strain at steel rebar (εs), the strain at the top face of the FRP tube 


(εtop), the strain at top face of concrete (εcc), the strain at the bottom face of concrete (εct), and the strain at the 


bottom face of the FRP tube (εbot). 


5. For each concrete strip in compression and tension, compute the strains at its mid-thickness (εci or εti) and the 


corresponding compressive or tensile stresses. 


6. Calculate the total compressive and tensile forces in the concrete, rebar, and the FRP tube. 


7. Check for equilibrium by satisfying TC  with allowable tolerance. 


8. If the equilibrium is not satisfied, go to step 3 and assume another value for c. The process is repeated until the 


equilibrium is satisfied. 


9. Once the equilibrium is satisfied, the internal moments are calculated for all the internal forces around the 


neutral axis as ).(=theo ii YFM  , and the corresponding curvature is calculated as  
ftop


tcεψ=  . 


The previous steps can be repeated many time by assuming sequential values of strains from zero to maximum 


coupons strains in order to construct moment-curvature response. Once the curvature is obtained, the deflection (Δ) 


of a four-point loading system can be estimated from corresponding curvatures at any level (service load or ultimate 


load) by Eq. 9 where L is the span between the supports and a is the shear span. 


 


[9] )aL(
ψ


Δ 22 43
24


  


3.5 Analytical Results 


Two typical examples for CFFT beams with thin FRP tube and thick FRP tubes are shown in Figure 5 which plots 


the effect of using the unconfined-or-confined concrete models on the neutral axis location and corresponding 


moments. The partially confined concrete model indicates good prediction for the flexural behaviour of all tested 


CFFT beams. While the unconfined concrete model can be used in the FRP tubes that have small tube thickness 


only. For example in the CFFT beam OR230, the response of the unconfined and confined concrete model was 


identical until the ultimate predicted moment. While in the CFFT beam OR1230, the response that uses the 


unconfined concrete model was not able at all to predict well their flexural response and deviates from the 


experimental results at about 60% of the ultimate moments. Accordingly, the unconfined concrete model is 


conservative especially in the thick tubes. These theoretical results match well with the experimental results 


indicated in Figure 3(b) that indicates confinement presence in the CFFT beams with thick FRP tubes unlike the 


CFFT beams with thin FRP tubes. 


 


 
Figure 5: Effect of concrete confinement model 


 


Until yield, both unconfined and confined concrete models give the same results since the confinement has not been 


activated yet (εtop ˂ ε’c as shown in Table 4). Table 4 lists the predicted versus experimental yield moments of the 


CFFT beams and the tension stiffening of the concrete is considered or ignored. The results indicate that the tension 
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stiffening can be considered in the thick tubes and should be ignored in the thin tubes to match well the experimental 


results. It is attributed to, the thick tubes confine well the inner concrete core and prevent it from excessive cracks 


unlike the thin tubes. Nevertheless, ignoring the tension stiffening of concrete underestimates the experimental 


results and achieves safe design. The same observation can be seen in Table 5 that lists the predicted versus 


experimental ultimate moments of the CFFT beams. The analytical results justify the use of the partially confined 


concrete model in modelling the rectangular CFFT beams. Figure 6 shows the experimental versus the analytical 


results of moment-deflection responses for two examples of the tested CFFT beams using the partially confined 


concrete model. Good agreement is observed, however in CFFT beams with thin FRP tubes, ignoring the tension 


stiffening shows better agreement with the experimental profiles of deflection than considering it. 


Table 4: Theoretical versus experimental yield moments 


CFFT 


Beam 


My(exp.) 


(kN.m) 


εs 


(mm/m) 


Unconfined or partially confined concrete model 


Considering tension stiffening Ignoring tension stiffening 


εtop 


(mm/m) 


εbot 


(mm/m) 


c 


(mm) 


My(th.) 


(kN.m) (th.)


(exp.)


y


y


M


M
 


εtop 


(mm/m) 


εbot 


(mm/m) 


c 


(mm) 


My(th.) 


(kN.m) (th.)


(exp.)


y


y


M


M
 


OR230 #1 152 


2.3 


1.1 2.8 113 171 0.89 1.0 3.2 95 149 1.02 


OR230 #2 150 1.1 2.8 113 171 0.88 1.0 3.2 95 149 1.01 


OR430 #1 161 1.2 2.8 117 189 0.85 1.0 2.8 105 161 1.00 


OR430 #2 168 1.2 2.8 117 189 0.89 1.0 2.8 105 161 1.04 


OR830 #1 204 1.3 2.8 123 206 0.99 1.1 2.8 110 188 1.08 


OR830 #2 210 1.3 2.8 123 206 1.02 1.1 2.8 110 188 1.12 


OR1230 245 1.3 2.9 123 239 1.03 1.2 2.9 114 215 1.14 


OR1645 235 1.3 2.9 122 223 1.05 1.2 2.8 112 201 1.17 


Table 5: Theoretical versus experimental ultimate moments 


CFFT 


Beam 


Mu(exp.) 


(kN.m) 


Partially confined concrete model 


Considering tension stiffening Ignoring tension stiffening 


εtop 


(mm/m) 


εbot 


(mm/m) 


c 


(mm) 


Mu(th.) 


(kN.m) (th.)M


(exp.)M


u


u  εtop 


(mm/m) 


εbot 


(mm/m) 


c 


(mm) 


Mu(th.) 


(kN.m) (th.)M


(exp.)M


u


u  


OR230 #1 249 3.5 15.2 74 265 0.94 3.0 15.9 62 239 1.04 


OR230 #2 267 3.5 15.2 74 265 1.01 3.0 15.9 62 239 1.12 


OR430 #1 404 4.5 15.5 88 359 1.13 4.0 15.9 78 336 1.20 


OR430 #2 392 4.5 15.5 88 359 1.09 4.0 15.9 78 336 1.17 


OR830 #1 559 7.0 18.0 110 498 1.12 7.0 20.5 100 488 1.15 


OR830 #2 560 7.0 18.0 110 498 1.12 7.0 20.5 100 488 1.15 


OR1230 581 8.0 15.1 118 615 0.94 6.0 15.3 110 589 0.99 


OR1645 712 7.0 22.5 121 601 1.18 6.0 23.0 113 575 1.24 
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Figure 6: Theoretical versus experimental moment deflection response of CFFT beams 


4. CONCLUSIONS 


The main concluded points of this study are as following: 


 


1. The rectangular CFFT beams experience significantly higher ductility, higher stiffness, and superior strength 


than the RC beams. 


2. The rectangular CFFT beams with steel rebar fail gradually in a sequential manner (yielding of steel, buckling 


of compressed tube flange, and finally rupture of the fibers). Even after the ultimate failure, the steel reinforced 


CFFT beams keep a residual strength because of the existence of the steel that withstands high strains and 


elongation. 


3. The reinforced CFFT rectangular beams experience high cracking strength and the concrete modulus of rupture 


(fcr) suggested by ACI-318 could be increased by 30% if the gross moment of inertia Ig is calculated neglecting 


reinforcement.  


4. The analytical model proposed in this study is capable of predicting well the moment-curvature, moment 


strains, neutral axis depth, and moment-deflection responses of fully-CFFT rectangular beams. The confinement 


and tension stiffening issues of concrete are considered in the model. 


5. Using partially confined model for concrete with plastic strain up to the ultimate compressive strain of the FRP 


tube material indicate better agreement with the experimental results than using the unconfined concrete model 


proposed by AASHTO guidelines (2012).  


6. Concrete tension stiffening can be considered in CFFT beams with thick tubes, and should be ignored in CFFT 


beams with thin tubes.  
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ABSTRACT 


The earth retaining wall system generically referred to as Mechanically Stabilized Earth Walls (MSE Walls) have 


increased in use since their conception to the point that they are now the most common type of reinforced soil wall 


system for retaining applications.  The system originally created in France in 1963 by the engineer/architect, Henry 


Vidal has been globally and successfully utilized for more of 50 years. Many variations to the original design have 


been incorporated during this time, both by the inventor’s original company, and also by many other similar 


systems. The focus of this paper is the behaviour and the design aspects that should be paid special attention during 


the connection design process. The main conclusion of this paper is that the MSE walls with the proper detailed 


design are dependable structures with excellent performance. 


1. INTRODUCTION 


It is now well understood, by most in the industry, that the primary load resisting components of an MSE wall are 


the backfill and soil reinforcement and not the facing.  Although this is true, it is also true that any MSE wall 


without a durable facing and adequate connection design will not serve the owner with their intended purpose. 


Facing, in addition to protecting the structure against erosion and other external hostile environment, provides the 


necessary and desired aesthetic finish to the project (Figure 1). The proper attachment of the panels to the structure 


will also provide the necessary safety and integrity for people and other activities surrounding the structure. 


 


With this in mind, the purpose of this paper is to provide information to users of MSE walls, on what characteristics 


constitute a good connection which needs to be provided by the MSE supplier on your next project. 


 


 
Figure 1: Example of Reinforced Earth Wall at Children’s Hospital, Calgary, AB. 
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1.1 Background 


In the past few years there have been a few failures of connections in MSE walls that have led to the facing panels 


falling off the wall shortly after construction due to some not considered controllable aspects. For that reason some 


observations will be provided to users of MSE walls on how this issue can be prevented.   


1.2 Connection Design 


There are several requirements of a connection in an MSE wall.  It must provide adequate strength to transfer the 


loads from the facing to the soil reinforcement and must do so over for the full life of the structure.  To do this, 


consideration must be given to time dependent changes like creep in geosynthetic connections and corrosion in 


galvanized steel connections. A good connection must also be easily connected during construction (Figure 2).  Any 


connection that requires a lot of effort by the contractor is prone to improper assembly and uneven transfer of loads.  


Connections with multiple connection points, even when connected properly, have potential for uneven loading 


across the width of the reinforcement and must be carefully designed to account for this challenge.  Last but not 


least, the connection must contain an adequate amount of ductility and redundancy to overcome loading conditions 


in the field which are a fact of life in the field of heavy civil construction. 


 


  
Figure 2: Bolted Connection for concrete panels. 


1.3 Embrittlement of Steel 


Based on recent stress-related connection failures of some MSE wall systems,  caution should be considered by 


owners and consultants on several factors that can cause embrittlement in steel that results in connection failure 


shortly after the wall erection and in fact even in stock material prior to erection. 


 


Particular concern can be found with the use of deformed welded wire, where the steel has been cold worked by 


drawing, deforming, bending to 90 degrees and then hot dipped galvanized.  This process can result in cracks in the 


steel forming at the bend (Figure 3) which can cause strain-age embrittlement that accelerates rapidly under the 


temperature range used in the zinc bath in the hot dipped galvanization process. This results in the steel becoming 


very brittle to the point that in some cases it loses virtually all of its strength.  A reference report is listed at the end 


of this paper [1].  The process that leads to this is to be avoided which will cause similar failures. We offer a 


reference here to ASTM A143 [3] which offers some safeguarding against embrittlement of hot-dip galvanized 


structural steel products.  


 


Other factors that can lead to embrittlement of steel include improper processes such as allowing the steel to become 


corroded before galvanizing to the point that it requires excessive time in the acid bath, to clean it, prior to being 


placed in the zinc bath.  This can cause a higher level of hydrogen to be absorbed into the steel, known as hydrogen 


embrittlement, but is usually not an issue for the grades of steel used in MSE walls. 
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Figure 3: Cold formed 90 degree bent bar with crack 


1.4 Tensile Forces on Connection 


Tensile forces on the panel/soil reinforcement connection are derived based on a combination of classical soil 


mechanics and empirical testing.  These forces are a function of several factors including the stiffness of the facing. 


For instance, it is expected to have greater tensions at the reinforcement connection in MSE walls with full height 


concrete panels since these facings are stiffer than the segmental concrete facing and offer no ability for 


accommodation of internal consolidating of the fill, such as the compression of rubber pads (flexible joint filler).  


On the other hand walls with a sheet metal facing that was the very first facing used, have a reduction in tension at 


the connection with only 75% of the maximum tension occurring at the facing [2]. It should be cautioned that 


although the use of wire mesh face walls have lower stress at the connection and greater tolerance to differential 


settlements the proper facing design in terms of strength and durability must  be performed. Typically for segmental 


precast faced MSE walls these tensile forces vary between 85% and 100% of the force at the maximum line of 


tension (Figure 4).  These forces are well understood and clearly quantified by most design software whether it be 


proprietary or in the public domain. 


 


 
Figure 4: Tension distribution at the connection for segmental concrete panel facing. 


 


1.5 Down Drag Forces on Connections 


Down drag forces on the connectors in an MSE wall exist due to a number of factors. The two most 
common factors that contribute to down drag forces are, internal consolidation of the backfill, (Figure 5)  
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Figure 5: Internal Consolidation 


 


 
Figure 6: Incorrect backfill lift 


 
and improper backfilling below connection/soil reinforcement immediately behind the facing, (Figure 6). Several 


items are put in place to reduce down drag from internal consolidation and are listed below: 


 


 Granular backfill with a high degree of compaction along with site quality control of this fill 


 Use of compressible rubber pads in every horizontal joint 


 Supplier’s details which show fill to be place with no void under the connection/soil reinforcement (Figure 


7) 


 


 
Figure 7: Proper connecting of strip to panel 


 


 Site quality control to ensure proper backfilling under the connection  


 Use of slight over filling on high walls where more internal consolidation is anticipated, (Figure 8)  


Internal Consolidation of 


Backfill and strips under 


self-weight of fill 


Δ 


Δ 


Δ 


Rubber pad 


compressio


n 
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Figure 8: Backfill slope at connection 


 
With the procedures mentioned above, down drag forces can be limited to an acceptable level. For cases where good 


quality control has not been used, and as a general desired redundancy, flexibility and ductility in the vertical axis 


should be incorporated into MSE wall connection designs.  To provide more flexibility in the vertical axis of an 


MSE wall connection, it is desired to limit the flexural stiffness in the vertical direction, while of course ensuring 


there is sufficient section of steel to carry the required tensile forces.  For example, a relatively thin plate connector 


placed horizontally will be more flexible than a thicker bar connector. 


 


A second way to provide more ductility, for downward deflections, is in the selection of steel type.  In this 


application the performance of hot rolled structural steel is superior to cold drawn or forged or casted steel which is 


typically more brittle than the hot rolled structural steel. 


1.6 Material Certification QA/QC records 


For the prudent design of the connections with inextensible soil reinforcement, it is particularly important to 


guarantee the quality of the material provided by the MSE suppliers. Additional to the mill certificates and standard 


testing results for the entire wall components that currently are requested at the time of the construction, some other 


testing results should also be requested. An example of this would be a full set of connection strength testing results 


that includes specific testing for embrittlement and shear resistance. During construction, the control of compaction 


and selection of the proper backfill material is vital for proper construction. 


2. RECOMMENDATIONS TO OWNERS AND CONSULTANTS TO AVOID MSE WALLS WITH 


CONNECTION FAILURES 


 Only specify MSE suppliers with a connection with a proven track record of good performance. 


 Ask MSE suppliers for connection strength testing results including tensile tests and Charpy Impact tests at 


cold temperatures in accordance with ASTM A370.  


 Write into your specification that the supplier is required to provide above testing along with submittal of 


Approval Drawings and Calculations and to provide the owner with the authority to take random samples 


from material supplied to site as a condition of acceptance of the material for use in construction. 


 Do a complete and thorough background check of the performance of an MSE wall system before assuming 


that all MSE systems will perform equally, including direct contact with Owners of the projects using the 


system.  


3. CONCLUSIONS 


 With more than 50 years of successful experience, prudently designed Mechanical Stabilized Earth walls 


have been an excellent solution for retaining soil structures 


 Mechanical Stabilized Earth systems require the proper design and material certification of every 


component as part of a complete QA/QC consideration. 


 Since MSE walls are an engineered structure and should be treated that way, any modification to any 


component of Mechanical Stabilized Earth walls has to be carefully analysed and designed 


 Consultants and owners need to insist on connection strength testing from Mechanical Stabilized Earth wall 


suppliers 
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ABSTRACT  


Environmental standards for soil and groundwater chemistry in Ontario utilize two risk-based sets of thresholds for 


geochemical concentrations for assessment and remediation of developed sites: one set for a potable groundwater 


condition (Table 2), and a less stringent set for a non-potable groundwater condition (Table 3). A third set of 


thresholds (Table 1), based on statistical evaluation of near-surface soils, forms part of the regulatory standards and 


is considered to represent “background” geochemistry. Some receivers, such as aggregate pits or quarries, or sites 


subject to regulatory restrictions use Table 1 chemical thresholds as acceptance criteria for imported fill. Table 1 has 


become a de facto set of industry thresholds by which excess soils from construction sites are considered “inert” 


(uncontaminated). Natural soils with constituent contents that exceed the “background” thresholds but fall below 


risk-based thresholds are therefore difficult to reuse or utilize for quarry rehabilitation yet are still “clean enough” 


with respect to site remediation thresholds. Bedrock chemistry and late Pleistocene ice flow directions directly 


influence all natural glacially-derived soils and must be considered when evaluating true “background” 


geochemistry of any one site or an entire region. This paper outlines the historical basis for defining “background” 


soil chemistry in Ontario, summarizes evidence for natural metal concentrations that exceed regulatory 


“background” values and provides a case history of successfully developing site-specific criteria for a quarry 


without resorting to risk-based thresholds associated with land use (i.e., Tables 2 or 3), as would otherwise be 


required for brownfield or receiving sites.   
 


Keywords: geochemistry, geology, regulation, soil management, quarry rehabilitation  


1. INTRODUCTION 


Ontario environmental standards for assessment and management of soils (MOE 2011) utilize two sets of risk-based 


chemical thresholds: one set for a potable groundwater condition (“Table 2”), and a less stringent set for a non-


potable groundwater condition (“Table 3”). A third set of thresholds (“Table 1”), based on a statistical evaluation of 


near-surface soils (MOEE 1999), also forms part of the regulatory standards and are “…considered representative of 


upper limits of typical province-wide background concentrations in soils that are not contaminated by point 


sources”. These “background” values have been incorporated into other regulatory protocols, such as those 


governing aggregate pits and quarries, as acceptance criteria for imported soils and have become a de facto set of 


industry thresholds by which excess soils from construction sites are judged to be “inert” or “uncontaminated”. The 


use of Table 1 “background” values in excess soil management is problematic from two perspectives: 1) limitations 


on the applicability of the values to a significant proportion of “background” soils in Ontario; and, 2) ambiguity 


regarding appropriate management of soils that exceed the “background” thresholds but fall below risk-based 
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thresholds. This paper outlines the historical basis for defining “background” soil chemistry, summarizes evidence 


for background metal concentrations in soil profiles being directly related to glacial geology, post-depositional 


processes and bedrock geology and illustrates a successful site-specific investigation and regulatory revision of 


geochemistry thresholds for quarry rehabilitation. 


2. “BACKGROUND” GEOCHEMISTRY 


The Ontario Typical Range (OTR) study (MOEE 1993, 1999) was undertaken by Ministry of the Environment 


(MOE) to develop “new guidelines…which would have a consistent mathematical basis, and which would serve as 


levels which, if exceeded, would prompt further investigation on a case-by-case basis to determine the significance, 


if any, of the above-normal concentration(s).” The OTR study included a database of analytical results for 


environmental samples collected from “background” (i.e., non-point source-contaminated) areas of Ontario. 


 


Samples used for the OTR study were obtained from within the top 5 to 15 centimetres (cm) of the soil. This 


sampling depth would have typically corresponded to the “A” horizon in the soil column, where competing 


processes such as weathering, biological activity, and atmospheric deposition among other factors can affect the 


geochemical properties of the soil. The OTR samples were subject to chemical analyses for 167 geochemical 


parameters. The OTR study then defined geochemical thresholds based on the 97.5 percentile (mean plus 2 standard 


deviations), noted as OTR98. The OTR98 values were then categorized according to the land uses associated with the 


sample sites and included “Old Urban”, “New Urban”, and “Rural” and secondary “Residential”, “Industrial/ 


Commercial/ Transportation”, “Parkland” and “Agricultural” categorizations. These OTR98 values became the 


basis for Table 1 in the guidelines and regulations (MOEE 1997, MOE 2011) and are described in Table 1 as “Full 


Depth Background Site Condition Standards” in spite of the OTR data being associated with the near-surface “A” 


horizon. 


 


After learning that naturally elevated concentrations of beryllium (Be) were found in some shale samples that had 


been used as “clean fill” material the MOE undertook a study to examine trace metal geochemistry of 18 shale 


formations with easily-accessed surface outcrops (MOE 1998) and shallow depth soils immediately overlying the 


rock. Results exceeding the OTR98 limits included: magnesium (Mg), calcium (Ca) at 4 sites, nickel (Ni) at 13 sites, 


iron (Fe) at multiple sites, cobalt (Co) and strontium (Sr) at half the sites, chromium (Cr) and molybdenum (Mo) at 


one site each, copper (Cu) at two sites and barium (Ba) and lead (Pb) for one sample each. The near-surface soils 


also consistently exceeded the OTR98 values for Be, vanadium (V), Co, Ni, Cu, Zinc (Zn), and cadmium (Cd) in 


western Ontario and occasionally for sites in other regions. This study of natural geochemistry implies that because 


the OTR98 thresholds were exceeded the bedrock was “contaminated”. Conversely, however, the same study was 


used as the basis for increasing the Table 1 threshold for Be, recognizing geologic control of “background” 


geochemistry for this element. Further, MOE considered the results applicable to all shale formations in Ontario, 


even though sampling was limited to outcrops of 12 specific formations. 


3. MANAGEMENT OF EXCESS SOILS FROM CONSTRUCTION 


Construction often results in excavation of soil for basements, foundations, roadways, utility trenches, and tunnels. 


Options for management of “uncontaminated” excess soil include reusing it on site for grading or backfilling, 


removing it to another construction site, aggregate pit or quarry rehabilitation, or hauling it to a landfill. Of these, 


disposal at a landfill site is the least desirable option since limited and costly landfill space is unnecessarily used. 


 


Under Ontario Regulation 347 (O.Reg. 347), the “waste” regulation, Section 2(1) designates inert fill as a waste and 


Section 3(1) then exempts inert fill from the regulation. The regulation also defines the “Waste Generator” as the 


operator of the waste generation facility (e.g., construction site owner in many cases). “Inert Fill” is defined by 


O.Reg. 347 as “earth or rock fill or waste of a similar nature that contains no putrescible materials or soluble or 


decomposable chemical substances.” The vagueness of this definition has caused many problems with the 


management of excess soils.  Broadly, it could be argued that there is essentially no soil that qualifies as “inert fill”. 


In 2008, the Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources (MNR) revised draft Policy A.R. 6.00.03 that provided limits on 


the quality of fill that can be imported to rehabilitate resource extraction sites (pits, mines, quarries, etc.) and stated 


only “inert fill” was acceptable. “Inert fill” was defined as materials with geochemistry characteristics below the 


thresholds in MOE Table 1 with an exception made for sodium adsorption ratio (SAR) and electrical conductivity 
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(EC) for soil buried at least 1.5 metres (m) below the surface. Subsequently, in 2012, the MOE issued draft guidance 


for excess soil management (MOE 2012). Soil was defined in this guide by O.Reg. 153/04 (the “brownfield” 


regulation) as: “…unconsolidated naturally occurring mineral particles and other naturally occurring material 


resulting from the natural breakdown of rock or organic matter by physical, chemical or biological processes that 


are smaller than 2 millimetres in size or that pass the US #10 sieve” thus excluding a wide range of naturally-


occurring soils. 


 


The 2012 guidance and regulations have precipitated practices whereby excess soil reuse is often judged on a “like-


to-like” basis – i.e., existing developed sites can accept materials with geochemical concentrations that are 


consistent with the thresholds for the existing and future site use (e.g., Table 2 and 3 thresholds). With respect to 


“civil construction and other development activities”, the MOE guidance recommends that a Record of Site 


Conditions (RSC), under O.Reg. 153/04, should be developed and certified by a “Qualified Person” (QP) for the 


receiving property and filed with the MOE. Development and filing of an RSC, however, is a significant 


undertaking. Whereas the regulations accommodate the use of systematic risk-based approaches to develop site 


specific standards in lieu of Table 2 and 3 thresholds, no similar mechanism exists for evaluating site specific 


background conditions. The MOE’s guide for importation of soils to uncontaminated sites expected states “the 


concentration of each contaminant in the soil must be equal to or less than the concentration for the contaminant set 


out in Table 1 of the Soil, Ground Water and Sediment Standards,” (MOE 2011) thus bringing the problem full-


circle to the Table 1 “background” thresholds. 


 


Construction site owners (“waste generator”) and not contractors are responsible for ensuring that exported excess 


soil will not cause adverse environmental effects at receiving sites. Under current regulations, there remains a risk 


that the regulator will judge sites as receiving “waste” and act accordingly, where sites receiving “waste” must be 


licensed (e.g., landfills).  As a result, many construction projects operate within a risky “grey area” of the current 


regulations and guidance. The poor definitions of what constitute “soil” and “inert fill”, and the level of effort, time 


and liability associated with filing an RSC discourage realization of the fundamental environmental value of reusing 


uncontaminated soils as fill for construction sites or for quarry rehabilitation. 


4. SOIL GEOCHEMISTRY IN SOUTHWEST ONTARIO 


Geochemical testing was completed for multiple infrastructure projects throughout southwest Ontario (see Figure 1). 


All samples were obtained below a depth of 1 m using conventional geo-environmental drilling and sampling 


equipment and from within soil profiles undisturbed by previous construction. All soils consisted of natural silty 


clay from glacial till-like deposits typical of the region 


(Chapman and Putnam 1984). Test results from these 


projects for Mo, SAR, and EC were frequently above the 


Table 1 thresholds and OTR98 values as summarized on 


Figures 2 through 4. This work was first published by 


Lesarge and Boone (2013). 


 


Each tested site typically exhibited mean Mo 


concentrations that exceeded the OTR98 values (0.85 and 


1.0 g/g for “Old Urban Parkland” and “Rural 


Parkland”, respectively) and the most recent regulatory 


Table 1 value of 2 g/g (see Figure 2). Test results for 


SAR were more variable yet these data typically exceed 


the mean OTR values, for the categories defined above 


(see Figure 2). Mean EC values (reported in millisiemens 


per centimetre, mS/cm) for the tested sites also exceeded 


the OTR98 values and regulatory Table 1 values for these 


same categories. Figure 3 illustrates Mo, SAR, and EC 


data for one project where testing was completed on soils 


obtained from as deep as 8 m and clearly indicates that Mo 


concentrations are not related to depth, relatively high 


SAR values are most prevalent in the upper 2 m of soil 
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(likely related to road salt), and increasing EC values are correlated with increasing depth of the sample. These 


trends and the geographic distribution of similar test results suggest that either anthropogenic influences are wide-


spread or natural causes are responsible for the observed geochemistry.  


 


In the absence of anthropogenic sources, the distribution and concentration of trace elements, such as Mo, in soils is 


governed by the content and mineralogical associations of the element in parent materials and subsequent physical 


and geochemical processes, including erosion, chemical weathering, transport and deposition. Massey et al. (1967) 


demonstrated that residual soils in Kentucky formed from weathering of Devonian black shale contained 


approximately 20 times as much Mo as any other soil within the region, with concentrations of about 9.4 µg/g 


whereas the mean for soils derived from nine other parent rock formations was less than 0.5 µg/g. Concentrations of 


Mo in sedimentary rocks, such as sandstones, are typically less than 50% of concentrations in igneous and 


metamorphic rocks and reflect residual Mo concentrations subsequent to weathering, re-deposition and diagenisis. In 


contrast to sandstones, however, Mo has been observed to be enriched in black shales, primarily in association with 


the organic fraction (Coveny et al. 1991, Poole and Desborough 1982), depending on the depositional environment 


as the shale was formed (Hem, 1985) and post-


depositional environments (Goldberg et al., 1996). 


 


Above the Precambrian bedrock, southwest Ontario is 


underlain by Palaeozoic sedimentary rock formed in 


shallow seas within the Michigan and Appalachian Basins. 


Limestone and dolostone of the Devonian Dundee, 


Hamilton Group, and the underlying Detroit River Group 


of formations are typically the upper-most bedrock strata 


in the immediate vicinity of Windsor and Detroit. With 


respect to trace metals, and Mo in particular, the Kettle 


Point Formation in Ontario and the correlated Antrim 


Shale Formation in Michigan are relevant to the southwest 


Ontario glacial soil deposits (see Figure 4). The Kettle 


Point/Antrim Shale Formation is a black, siliclastic shale 


and siltstone with laminated organic-rich intervals (3% to 


15% organic carbon) and bioturbated organic-poor (<2% 


organic carbon). The Kettle Point formation also forms a 


regional source for near-surface oil and gas and was 


deposited in a deep, stagnant and oxygen-poor marine 


environment (Easton, 1992). 


 


Black marine shale commonly contains higher amounts of 


metals than gray shale (Tourtelot, 1970; Holland, 1979). 


Quinby-Hunt and Wilde (1997) characterized black shale 


showing Mo concentrations ranging from 1 to 65 µg/g in 


New York State, 0 to 209 µg/g in Quebec, and from 121 


similar formations world-wide with Mo concentrations 


ranging from 0 to 609 µg/g. Some mid-west US black 


shale exhibits Mo concentrations of more than 1,000 µg/g. 


Algeo et al. (2007) summarize chemical data from nearly 


1890 shale specimens, 45 of which were for the Kettle 


Point Formation. Armstrong (1986) reported the results of 


these 45 test samples indicating Mo concentrations ranging 


between 42 ± 37 µg/g to 177 ± 78 µg/g (mean ± standard 


deviation) to as high as 320 µg/g with those beds nearest 


the top of the rock formation (interface with overlying 


soils) being over 300 µg/g in instances with a mean value 


of 202 µg/g. Molybdenum concentrations in these beds 


were two orders of magnitude higher than those reported 


in MOE (1998) for other shales in Ontario 
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Soil samples for the study 


reported by Lesarge and Boone 


(2013) were taken from sites 


within the physiographic region 


of southwest Ontario known as 


the St. Clair Clay Plains. The 


clay plain was deposited during 


the late Pleistocene glacial 


retreat when a series of glacial 


lakes inundated the area. These 


ice sheets deposited materials 


with a glacial till-like gradation 


in areas west of Chatham 


through Windsor and Detroit. 


The silty clay commonly ranges 


in thickness from about 20 m to 


35 m and includes a random 


distribution of coarser particles 


within the primarily fine-


grained deposit. These soils are carbonate-rich having been derived primarily from the southern Ontario and eastern 


Michigan Devonian limestone and dolostone formations (Boone and Lutenegger 1997). 


 


Figure 4 illustrates the path of glacial ice flow in southwest Ontario and southeast Michigan based on the work of 


Chapman and Putnam (1984). The ice flow patterns clearly indicate that the glacial sediments in the area could have 


been at least partially derived from erosion and subsequent transport of materials from the Kettle Point and Antrim 


Shale formations. Soderman and Kim (1970) reported that the clayey silt in Tilbury, Ontario included gravel-size 


black shale particles from the Kettle Point formation. 


 


Published literature clearly indicates relatively high Mo concentrations in black shale, with the Kettle Point 


Formation as one example. Published research also clearly links parent bedrock geology with the geochemistry of 


associated soil deposits. Considering the geochemical characteristics of Mo and the natural glacial processes 


involved in mineral soil formation, the observed Mo concentrations in the clay and silt soils in southwest Ontario 


most likely reflect residual Mo associated with black shale detritus within the soil column.  


 


In addition to anthropogenic influences associated with road salting, naturally elevated values of SAR may occur in 


areas of higher natural dissolved sodium concentrations (OWRC, 1971) or elevated bicarbonate concentrations 


resulting in reduced calcium and/or magnesium soil fluid concentrations (and correspondingly higher SAR) due to 


carbonate precipitation (Quigley and Ogunbadejo, 1972). Therefore, although SAR appears to be primarily 


controlled by anthropogenic sources, natural influences on this environmental parameter should not be overlooked.  


 


Other than anthropogenic influences on EC, two factors may have also influenced values reported from the testing 


completed for southwest Ontario soils. First, testing methods may have played a role in liberating ions that 


contributed to the total salinity (dissolved salts of many mineral compounds, of which NaCl is one) of the fluids in 


the test. Second, natural groundwater chemistry can affect the pore fluids that form the principal means for 


conductivity within the laboratory test. 


 


Since the fine-grained soils in southwest Ontario are carbonate rich, the process of drying, grinding, and sieving 


during laboratory testing may liberate calcium and magnesium ions into the added water, thus increasing EC. Work 


completed by Quigley and Ogunbadejo (1972) and Soderman and Kim (1970) measured salinity in clay and silt soils 


from southwest Ontario indicated salinity between about 2 and 4 g/l in the upper 5 m and generally above 6 g/l 


below this depth. Measurements of the salinity of pore fluid pressed from samples, in contrast to air-dried, crushed 


and sieved samples (as with typical EC testing) were closer to values obtained in situ. Field analyses of regional 


groundwater completed by the Ontario Water Resources Commission (OWRC, 1971) also indicated groundwater 


EC values ranging from 0.4 to greater than 16 mS/cm. 
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5. CASE STUDY 


The soil sampling program described in this case study was undertaken to characterize the background geochemistry 


of the overburden at the McGregor Quarry near Amherstburg, Ontario (see Figure 1). The analytical results 


generated for the collected samples were compared to Table 1 and the natural geochemistry described above 


(Lesarge and Boone, 2013). The results of the sampling program were used to support a request to the Ministry of 


the Environment and Climate Change (MOECC) to implement alternate site-specific background criteria, in lieu of 


MOE Table 1, for the purposes of importing fill as described on the Site Plans for the McGregor Quarry filed under 


Aggregate Resources Act (ARA). 


5.1 Geochemical Sampling and Test Results 


Site-specific background soil geochemistry at the McGregor Quarry was defined based on 28 samples obtained for 


chemical analysis.  The samples were collected from below the A horizon at locations considered to be 


representative of the vertical and horizontal spatial heterogeneity of the native mineral soils. Samples were collected 


from the following sources: 


 


 3 overburden samples from two boreholes drilled along the western limit of the licenced area and fully 


penetrating the overburden; 


 2 samples each from 8 test pits, 1.2 to 4.3 m deep, located in areas of relatively undisturbed native soils (a 


shallow and a deep sample at each location);  
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 4 samples from 2 test pits on the west side of the quarry excavated into stockpiles of overburden previously 


stripped during mining operations; 


 2 bulk samples from the exposed overburden faces at a location along the north quarry face; 


 1 bulk sample of mineralized deposits associated with groundwater seepage through the south quarry wall; and 


 2 samples collected from mechanical screenings of aggregate. 


  


The samples were collected, transported and tested according to accepted industry protocols for the full suite of 


metals and inorganic parameters listed in MOE Table 1 for soils and were compared to the MOE Table 1 standards 


for “parkland” settings, which was considered to most closely correspond to the planned final land use following 


rehabilitation. Several parameters were noted to exceed their corresponding MOE Table 1 standard and these are 


summarized in Table A below. 


Table A: Summary of Parameters Exceeding MOE Table 1 for Parkland  


Parameter 
Table 1 


Standard 


Total No. of 


Exceedances 


Barium, Ba (µg/g) 220 2 


Molybdenum, Mo (µg/g) 2 25 


Electrical Conductivity, EC mS/cm) 0.57 17 


Sodium Adsorption Ratio, SAR 2.4 2 


 


 


The native fine-grained (i.e., silt and clay) soil samples collected from McGregor Quarry exhibited relatively 


consistent values between sample locations for the majority of the geochemistry parameters. Molybdenum (Mo) 


exceeded the MOE Table 1 standard for nearly all of the fine-grained soil samples and several samples exceeded 


Table 1 standards for EC and SAR, consistent with the results reported by Lesarge and Boone (2013). Barium (Ba) 


also exceeded the corresponding MOE Table 1 standard in two samples, but had a mean concentration significantly 


below its Table 1 standard. Coarse-grained soils, obtained from the screenings stockpiles, did not exhibit parameter 


values above the Table 1 standards which is consistent with observations from other study sites and is likely related 


to both the geologic source of materials and the mineralogy (i.e., low clay content). 


5.2 Proposed Alternate Site-specific Background Criteria 


A simplified statistical analysis was carried out for parameters that exceeded the corresponding Table 1 standard 


with the objective of determining which parameters required alternate site-specific background criteria and to 


establish suitable corresponding threshold values. Consistent with the intent of the original OTR study, except using 


soils sampled from well below the A horizon, two standard deviations ()were added to the mean value estimated 


for each parameter assuming that the data exhibits a standard normal distribution and recognizing that using the 


maximum value from the limited sampling program might not necessarily be a reasonable threshold. The resulting 


site-specific threshold values (mean plus 2) were recommended as the alternate site-specific criteria and these are 


compared to the MOE Table 1 and Table 2 standards for parkland (final land use) and industrial (current land use) 


settings in Table B, below. 


 


Frequency distributions of the analytical results for Mo, SAR and EC from the quarry site are provided on Figure 5, 


illustrating their similarity to those from multiple infrastructure projects in southwest Ontario.  In general, log-


normal distributions are likely more representative of geologic data from natural systems as Figures 2 and 5 suggest.  


Therefore, approximately 2 percent of a large number of tests on similar soils may exceed the criteria developed 


using the mean plus 2s based on use of an assumed normal distribution, representing the “tail” of log normal 


distribution and not necessarily anthropogenic influences.  As a result, the site-specific criteria recommended for this 


site further considered that as much as 2 percent of samples could exceed the site-specific threshold values provided 


that they do not also exceed the MOECC Table 2 standard for industrial settings. 


 


Figure 6 provides depth profiles of the analytical results for Mo, SAR and EC.  The results suggest that Mo 


concentrations are independent of sampling depth, EC values generally increase with increasing depth (though there 
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are outliers), and relatively high SAR values are most prevalent in the upper few metres of soil.  Although the SAR 


results are also similar to the findings from the infrastructure projects, we note that only 10 of the samples were 


collected at depths of above approximately two metres, suggesting that the mean SAR value and proposed site-


specific criterion may be biased low.  However, Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry (MNRF) Policy 


No. A.R. 6.00.03 dated April 14, 2008, states that if the imported fill is not being placed within 1.5 metres of ground 


surface, the Table 1 standards for SAR and EC do not apply. 


Table B: Summary of Simplified Statistical Analysis to Develop Site-specific Background Criteria for Soils 


Parameter [Max.] [Mean] s 
Mean + 


2 


Proposed 


Criteria1 


Table 1 


Standard 


Parkland / 


Industrial 


Table 2 


Standard 


Parkland 


Table 2 


Standard 


Industrial 


Ba 321 98.64 59.33 217.3 - 220 390 670 


Mo 10.4 5.80 1.92 9.65 10 2 6.9 40 


EC3 1.62 0.70 0.38 1.47 1.5 0.57 0.7 1.4 


SAR4 4.47 0.76 0.98 2.72 3 2.4 5 12 


Notes: 1) ‘-‘ indicates no site-specific criteria proposed as value is below Table 1 standard; 2) values are 


provided in µg/g, EC in mS/cm and SAR as a ratio; 3) n=25 samples since results for coarse-grained samples 


excluded from statistical analysis. 


 
Figure 5: Frequency distributions of the analytical results for Mo, SAR and EC. 


 


 
Figure 6: Depth profiles of the analytical results for Mo, SAR and EC. 
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Although the Table 1 standard for Ba was exceeded in two samples, the mean plus 2s value was still below the 


Table 1 standard, indicating that these two samples were likely outliers within the dataset.  As a result, no site-


specific criterion for Ba was proposed. 


 


The analytical results for this case clearly indicated that Mo, SAR and EC are naturally elevated at the site, relative 


to the MOE Table 1 standards. The simplified statistical analyses described in this paper were used to generate 


proposed alternate site-specific background criteria and a request was made to the MOECC for approval of these 


criteria in lieu of the corresponding Table 1 criteria. The request was approved and, aside from these three 


exceptions, the MOE Table 1 standards for background soil conditions in a parkland setting continue to be applied. 


The site now imports fill to meet specific criteria that were developed recognizing the influence of bedrock 


geochemistry and geologic processes that influenced the regional soil geochemistry. 


6. CONCLUSIONS 


This study and previous research clearly demonstrate that broader consideration of the geologic controls on natural 


“background” soil geochemistry is essential for developing rational site-specific geochemical thresholds for 


regulatory and site management concerns. Table 1 and OTR98 data have been misinterpreted as “background” 


geochemistry for all soils at all depths and form the basis of subsequent standards and management protocols used 


throughout Ontario. While such data are useful for management of surficial material frequently stripped and reused 


as topsoil, they are inappropriate for deeper mineral soils. A more thorough understanding of regional geology and 


its associated geochemistry are certainly necessary to provide a better basis of judgement whether a site is or is not 


“contaminated”. If databases of “background” geochemistry are to be developed for identifying when a site might 


have been affected by anthropogenic chemical sources, due consideration must be given to appropriate sampling 


depths, parent bedrock mineralogy and geochemistry, effects of subsequent erosion, re-deposition and weathering 


and influences of sampling and testing methods. With respect to potential effects on human and environmental 


toxicology associated with importation of excess soils from construction, it is also clear that risk-based criteria are of 


critical importance when evaluating the compatibility of “generating” and receiving sites. Use of Table 1, OTR98 or 


similar studies as de facto thresholds for management of excess soils from construction should be reconsidered and 


more rational approaches developed and crafted into appropriate legislation and regulation to better serve 


environmental sustainability goals, the construction industry and taxpayers. This paper illustrates how practical and 


effective site-specific geochemical criteria can be developed and approved through regulatory agencies for more 


environmentally sustainable use of natural resources, use of excess soils from construction sites, rather than 


diverting these to landfills, and for cost-effective closure of quarry sites. 
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ABSTRACT  


A steel truss girder system was selected for a bridge in the Greater Toronto Area (GTA) that runs over a valley with 


a water stream to satisfy the design aesthetics criterion. The bridge carries vehicular and pedestrian traffic with two 


simply supported girders spanning twenty-five metre. The project will improve the traffic flow, along with adding a 


beautiful feature to the existing landscape. The bridge decking system consists of a concrete slab over transverse steel 


beams and are supported by the steel truss girders. In order to achieve an optimum design of the bridge, various types 


of steel truss girders have been investigated. A pony truss (half-through truss) is one of the primary design alternatives. 


This type of truss offers shallow girders, eliminates the need of lateral top bracing system, and provides unlimited 


vertical roadway clearance. However, it is a challenge to meet the stability requirement of the top chord, as outlined 


in the Canadian Highway Bridge Design Code (CHBDC), while pursuing an economical design. As an alternate 


option, a conventional through truss girders has been investigated. This option relies on the deep girders to reduce the 


truss member forces with the provision of lateral bracing across the top chord of the bridge. Although there is more 


control on the buckling behaviour of the through truss bridge option, the relatively long members and the addition of 


the top bracing system could result in a more expensive alternative in comparison to a pony truss bridge. However, 


the criteria for selecting an overall optimum design alternative will not only be based on the cost but will also consider 


other aspects such as the impact on society, aesthetics, constructability and durability. 


 


Key words: Aesthetics, Girder Alternatives, Pony Truss, Steel Bridge, Through Truss, Bridge Design Codes.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 


1.1 Project Background 


In the GTA, there is an increasing effort to improve the city’s transportation means in order to provide for the demands 


of daily commuters. To optimize returns of the future structures, high aesthetic profiled bridges need to be considered 


as a potential design option. In bridge engineering, the appearance of the structure should enhance the surrounding 


area to increase its positive impact on society (Menn, 1991).  An example of steel truss bridges, Figure 1 shows the 


aesthetically pleasing design of the New York State’s Campbell Boulevard Bridge (AFBCAD, 2010). For every 


project, the main priority is to assess all alternatives to ensure that various comparative analyses are considered when 


selecting an efficient design. Along with a sidewalk consisting of multiple precast slabs on top of a cantilever beam, 


the steel truss bridge is designed to carry vehicular traffic crossing over a valley with a water stream running 


underneath the structure. This paper presents comparative analysis between the two commonly adopted bridge 


alternatives, namely: pony truss and through truss bridges.   


 
Figure 1: Campbell Boulevard High-Aesthetic Truss Bridge’s (AFBCAD, 2010) 


  


1.2 Bridge Description and Main Objectives 


The first option shown in Figure 2 is the partially-through (pony) truss bridge. The twenty-five metres span bridge is 


comprised of evenly spaced steel beams supported by a steel truss girder system. The arches along the span of the 


bridge are simply termed as ponies. The second alternative shown in Figure 3 is the fully-through truss bridge. It 
includes a truss system containing verticals along the span of the bridge. The top lateral braces are essential for a 


through truss bridge structure since they control the buckling length of the compressed top chord and consequently 


improve the chord stability and capacity.  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 2: Elevation View of the Proposed Pony Truss Bridge Alternative 
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Figure 3: Elevation View of the Proposed Through Truss Bridge Alternative 


 


As shown in Figure 4, due to the absence of the top lateral bracings and struts, the low-truss design of the pony truss 


bridge allows for a high vertical roadway clearance. The structure is able to resist forces and lateral loads without the 


need of a bracing system. However for the through truss bridge, even with the addition of top lateral bracings and 


struts, the length of the vertical and diagonal members allow for high roadway clearance.  


 


 
a) Through Truss Bridge Alternative                                   b) Pony Truss Bridge Alternative 


Figure 4: Cross Section View of the Proposed Bridge Alternatives 


1.3 Proposed Analysis Approach 


Using structural analysis theories, determination of the external forces using the loading values will be calculated. The 


bridge will be considered as rigid structural element to calculate reaction forces at the support. Each truss member 


will be analyzed to either be in compression or tension in order to determine the required dimensions. The dimension 


for each steel member will also aid in determining any potential differences between the alternatives. Calculations for 
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the pony truss configuration stability will be completed first to determine its feasibility. If the pony truss is not feasible, 


the section dimensions must be increased. Otherwise, the through truss option will have to be considered for the detail 


design analysis.  


 


The strategy of the project will be to compare the two alternatives and analyze their differences for a twenty-five 


metre, simply supported span bridge. The main components of the comparative study will include analysis of the truss 


girder for each alternative.  


2. DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS        


2.1 Superstructure Design 


For comparative purposes of the preliminary design stage, the Canadian Highway Bridge Design Code, CHBDC, 


(CHBDC 2014) ultimate state limit combination one will be considered for the load factors of the dead and live loads.  


2.2 Design of Girders and Truss Arrangement 


Once the dead and live loads are determined, it is important to understand the total magnitude of the loads and their 


effect on the exterior nodes and interior nodes of the truss girder. The truss arrangement is influenced by the forty-


five degree shear stress on the bridge. The first interior diagonal members are oriented to counter act the effects of 


shear and is therefore in tension. The truss arrangement and thickness is all confirmed with a computer aided software 


to confirm whether they are under compression, under tension, or a zero force member. In addition, depending on the 


dynamic motion of the truck load, a member can either be in tension or in compression. 


2.3 Effect of Superstructure Loads on Abutment Walls 


In order to confirm the adequacy of the thickness selected for each member, a secondary analysis on the effect of the 


loads on the abutment wall should be analyzed. As long as the preliminary dimensions of the abutment walls are able 


to withstand the superstructure loads, the dimensions of the truss members do not need to change.  


3. PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS AND MODELLING 


3.1 Superstructure Loading Analysis 


In order to effectively compare the loads of the alternatives, the loads that are common to both alternatives will be 


provide as a secondary effort to comparing the differences between the two options. It is the effect of the loads onto 


the truss members that will provide the main basis to the comparative analysis.  


3.2 Loads 


3.2.1 Dead Load and Superimposed Dead Load on Bridge Deck 


The load path of the system begins on the bridge deck. Based on each material’s unit weight, a one way slab system 


can then be considered and each load is transferred to the W610 and W410 steel floor beams.  


3.2.2 Live Load 


The live loads consisted of two types, CL-625-ONT truck load and pedestrian loads on the precast sidewalk. The CL-


625-ONT truck will be analyzed on SAP2000 as a moving load with an amplification factor as per CHBDC Section 


5 requirements. The pedestrian loads applied onto the precast sidewalk on each side of the bridge will be evaluated 


and calculated as per CHBDC Section 3.8.9.  
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3.2.3 Dead Load – Truss Girder 


The dead load of the truss girder must be considered. For the pony truss girder option, a uniform section of 305x305x13 


HSS member is assumed for analysis. However, for the through type truss girder option, a uniform 254x254x13 HSS 


section is assumed. It is reasonable to assume a smaller section size for the through type truss girder alternative due 


to its provision of longer members. 


3.2.4 Temperature 


As per the CHBDC Section 3.9, it is required to provide the effects of changes in temperature on the bridge structure. 


Due to the steel’s ability to change in geometry, it is essential to ensure that the drastic changes of temperature in the 


cold and warm seasons are considered during the design. To include the effect of the temperature change, each member 


is analyzed under thermal gradient effect and uniform temperature range effect.  


3.2.5 Wind Load 


Wind load plays an important factor in determining additional horizontal and vertical loads other than the dead and 


live loads in the system. The horizontal effects onto the structure and the trucks on the bridge deck are determined as 


per CHBDC Section 3.10.2.2 and 3.10.2.4. An additional seventy-five percent of the total pressure acting on the 


surface area of the bridge is calculated to consider the effect of wind on the opposing girder. To compensate for any 


uplift effect produced by the wind load, the vertical wind pressure is calculated as per CHBDC Section 3.10.2.3.   


3.3 Axle Force Load Analysis of Alternatives 


By using computer-aided software, two dimensional envelope analysis of each member’s axial forces is determined. 


As per ultimate state limit combination one, Figures 5 and 6 display the envelope axial forces of each alternative, 


respectively. 


 


 


 


  


 


 


Figure 5: Pony Type Truss Girder Bridge Factored Axial Force Diagram (ULS Combination 1) 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 
 


 


 


Figure 6: Through Type Truss Girder Bridge Factored Axial Force Diagram (ULS Combination 1) 
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4. PRELIMINARY DESIGN PHASE 


4.1 Slenderness Ratio of Tension and Compression Members 


4.1.1 First Alternative: Pony Type Truss Girder Bridge 


The vertical truss members are considered as a cantilever if considering the cross section view of the bridge. The 


elevation view of the pony bridge would be able to resist lateral loads in the direction parallel to the bridge traffic. 


The system would act as a pined-pined connection. Table 1 and Table 2 establish that all members are within the 


allowable slenderness ratio. 


                                           


 


 
Figure 7: Pony Truss Member Labelling System                       Figure 8: Through Truss Member Labelling System   


 


 


Table 1: Slenderness Ratio along Axis Parallel to Traffic (k=1) 
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Table 2: Slenderness Ratio along Axis Perpendicular to Traffic (k=2) 


 
 


4.1.2 Second Alternative: Through Type Truss Girder Bridge 


The through truss girder bridge is laterally supported at the top chord of the system. The lateral top bracing are spaced 


at 2.5 metres center to center. Table 3 and Figure 8, displays the slenderness ratio of each member when the section 


is supported laterally (pinned-connections) at each truss node. 


Table 3: Slenderness Ratio along Axis Parallel to Traffic (k=1) 


 
 


4.2 Design of Tension and Compression Members 


4.2.1 Through Truss and Pony Truss Requirements 


There are special conditions that the two alternatives must be able to withstand. The top chord of the truss system 


must be able to resist a lateral force of at least eight kN per metre (CHBDC, Clause 10.14.3.6). In addition, at each 


node, the bottom chord must be able to resist the normal forces due to the bridge’s gravity loads. During the analysis 


both options are able to withstand the minimum lateral force resistance. A second order analysis to the stability of the 


pony truss top chord must be performed to ensure it adequately resists all lateral loads at the top chord. 
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4.2.1 Tension and Compression Members Dimension Summary 


Once all preliminary design criteria have been performed, the selection of each truss member’s thickness was chosen.  


Table 4: Summary of Member Thickness for Both Alternatives 


Alternative Top Chord 


Members (mm) 


Vertical and Diagonal 


Members (mm) 


Bottom Chord 


Members (mm) 


Pony Type Truss Girder 


(HSS 305x305) 


9.5 8 9.5 


Through Type Truss Girder 


(HSS 254x254) 


9.5 8 9.5 


 


 
5. COMPARISON BETWEEN TRUSS GIRDER ALTERNATIVES 


The steel truss bridge project concentrated in comparing the pony truss and through truss systems. As seen in Figure 


9, there is a clear difference in the material, fabrication, shipping, and installation costs between the pony truss (orange) 


and the through truss (blue). Comparative analysis of both options in terms of the differences in their physical aesthetic 


layout, environmental impacts, and economic impacts can be seen in Table 5.  


 


Table 5: Comparative Analysis between the Alternatives 


Influential Factors  Alternative 1:  


Pony Type Truss Girder 


Alternative 2:  


Through Type Truss Girder 


Durability/ Access for Inspection  Shorter span members to 


be inspected 


 Less surface area that will 


be exposed to weathering 


conditions 


 Larger section dimension, 


therefore potentially easier 


to fit an inspection robotic 


device 


 Dedicated members to 


resist lateral forces 


 Top chord lateral bracings 


inspections must be 


performed, therefore 


traffic may need to be 


stopped during inspection 


 


Constructability  Less potential implications 


during delivery of girders 


due to shorter height in 


comparison to the through 


type truss girder  


 Require more joint 


connections on site, which 


results in an increase in the 


potential for failure 


Aesthetics  Structure does not block 


the view due to the 


absence of the lateral 


bracing on the top chord 


 The structure is more 


visible from afar due to its 


larger size in comparison 


to the alternative 


Cost  Girder Cost $99,002  Girder Cost $137,079 


Result Due to the 32% difference in price, its highly aesthetically pleasing 


features, and more positive influential factors, the pony type truss girder 


serves as the more suitable option.  
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Figure 9: Cost Comparison between Both Alternatives 


6. FINAL DESIGN PHASE 


6.1 Three Dimensional Analysis of Selected Alternative 


Using a structural analysis SAP2000 software, a better view of the truss girder axial forces can be viewed in Figure 


10. The dead and live load of the superstructure results in the top chord containing compression axial forces (red) and 


the bottom chord in tension (blue). The applied axial loads in each member is the major factor in optimizing the 


thickness of the truss girder bridge. Three separate thickness were used to ensure the thickness are able to withstand 


the largest load without providing unnecessary excess to the dimensions. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


  


 


Figure 10: Factored Axial Force of Loaded Truss Girder Bridge 


6.2 Detailed Calculations of Buckling Length  


The absence of the lateral bracing at the top chord results in a complex behaviour to achieve the stability of the truss 


members; the phenomenon is displayed on Figure 11. Therefore, a second-order analysis is performed through 


amplification of the initial calculated effective length method or through the notional load approach (Fernandez and 


Ruz 2013). By considering the stiffness of the vertical truss, diagonal truss, and floor beam members, there can be a 


clearer understanding of the structure’s stability against lateral loads at the top chord.  
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Figure 11: Lateral U-Frame (Fernandez and Rutz 2013) 


6.3 Connection Detailing  
 


The pinned-connected truss members is designed adequately against failure due to tension and compression. The detail 


of the design connection will depend on whether the connection is bolted or welded. Bolted connections are to be a 


slip-critical connection as per CHBDC Section 10. Lastly, when designing welded connections, it is crucial to consider 


fatigue limit state. 


7. CONCLUSIONS 


The main objective of the study is to conduct a comparison between pony truss and through truss alternatives for a 


proposed bridge with high aesthetics profile. The overall analysis provides aid as to which option is the most suitable 


for the project. The study compared both options in terms of the differences in their physical layout, social/aesthetic 


impacts, and economical aspects. The comparison can be concluded as follows: 


 


 The pony truss system offers a four-metre-high truss girder versus a six-metre-high through truss system. 


Therefore, in this case, the pony truss can provide more vertical clearance and a pleasing landscape. 


 The cost difference between both options lies within the cost of the truss girder system. Based on cost 


analysis, the pony truss bridge would cost 32% less in material than the through truss.While the pony truss 


girder option provides an overall optimum solution for the proposed bridge, the complexity of obtaining the 


buckling length of the top chord members and understanding the bridge behavior under different types of 


loads justify the need for a sophisticated analysis method such as the three dimensional finite-element 


modelling.   


Overall, both the pony truss and through truss bridge possess unique features that would complement the project needs. 


Both alternatives have the potential to be effectively designed to meet the requirements stated in the CHBDC. In the 


analysis of the twenty-five metre span bridge, the pony type truss girder option serves the structural design 


requirements while maintaining an economic design.  
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ABSTRACT 


The Mackenzie River is a major freight transportation route that connects many remote communities in the Northwest 


Territories and parts of Nunavut to southern Canada’s transportation network. The river is only navigable during the 


summer months, from mid-June until sometime in late-September to mid-October, when it is clear of ice. However, 


the water conditions of the river have changed significantly in recent years. Although water levels always decrease as 


the delivery season moves into fall, these reductions have been occurring much faster, in turn reducing barge loading 


capacities as well as operational speeds. In addition, based on simulations of ice breakup and water volumes in the 


Mackenzie River basin, the sailing season opening dates are anticipated to shift earlier in the future. In the end, the 


main impact of climate change on river transport is not definitive events but rather, increased variability in events. 


This research aims to account for those abovementioned climate changes in the freight volume scheduling process, 


and conducts a numerical analysis based on the projections of future water conditions from climate simulation models 


as well as predicted freight volumes from time-series analysis and forecast models. The results of the numerical 


analysis can help local government and waterway transportation companies to better understand how freight 


scheduling strategies could account for climate changes that affect regional waterway transportation and, hence, 


optimize their operational schedules to take advantage of good water conditions while reducing financial cost. 


 


Keywords: Freight Transportation, Climate Change, Water Transportation, Transport Schedule. 


1. INTRODUCTION 


The Mackenzie River, shown in Figure 1, serves as a major freight transportation route connecting remote 


communities in the Northwest Territories and parts of Nunavut to the southern Canada’s freight network. Water 


conditions of the river have changed significantly in recent years, threatening what was once a highly reliable mode 


of freight delivery. Although water levels and volumes always decrease as the delivery season moves into fall, these 


reductions have been occurring much faster. According to William Smith, VP Logistics and Business Development 


at the Northern Transportation Company Limited (NTCL), a major freight transportation company on the Mackenzie 


River (personal communication, December 4, 2015), water levels at the north end of the river were much lower than 


previous years from the beginning of September onwards through the rest of the season in 2014. As a result, much 


anticipated freight delivery to communities located at the north end of the river did not occur. This situation in 2014 


suggests that transportation companies on the Mackenzie River must consider changes to their delivery strategies and 


resulting scheduling, in order to adapt to changing water conditions. Particularly, companies must consider changes 


to freight transport historically carried out towards the end of the summer delivery season (i.e. September and October) 


in order to decrease the likelihood of non-delivery (such as that experienced in 2014). Although scheduling freight 


delivery earlier to take place during good water conditions could improve transportation reliability, there will be an 


extra cost to implement new schedules. Tows and barges need to be set up earlier than usual if the freights are planned 
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to be delivered sooner. Besides, waterway freight transportation companies will need to explain to their customers 


why the transportation schedules are planned earlier and persuade them to deliver their freights to the terminals by an 


earlier deadline. Therefore, balancing the additional cost of implementing new schedules and the benefit of utilizing 


good water conditions is critical when deciding freight delivery plans. 


 


 
Figure 1: Geographical location of the Mackenzie River 


 


Based on future water condition projections from climate simulation models, this research aims to account for potential 


climate changes in the freight volume scheduling process and determine an alternative schedule that better aligns with 


predicted water conditions. The model applied in this study factors in the additional cost of rescheduling freight 


delivery to earlier dates as well as the benefit of utilizing better water conditions. Time-series analysis is used to assess 


trends in waterway freight volumes supplied by NTCL, from 2002 to 2015, to estimate future waterway freight 


volumes. Mackenzie River stream flow forecasts from Dr. Thian Gan’s research group at the University of Alberta 


(2016) were used to estimate future water conditions, and therefore, freight delivery conditions, in this research. The 


results of the analysis can help local government and waterway freight companies better understand how current 


waterway freight volumes may not be feasible under climate change, and how freight deliveries might be planned with 


this consideration. It may lead to the crafting of policies and services that encourage waterway freight carriers to plan 


and operate accordingly to better utilize water conditions. The results can also inform waterway freight companies in 


planning schedules and contracts to take advantage of the Mackenzie River water conditions best suited for freight 


transport, and therefore better serve the communities to which they deliver. 


 


This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 contains a brief literature review. Section 3 presents the waterway freight 


volume analysis and prediction. Section 4 describes the cost function used in the rescheduling of bi-monthly freight 


volumes based on projections of future water conditions, which is presented in Section 5 along with a numerical 


analysis. 


2. LITERATURE REVIEW 


This section provides an overview of previous research on the impact of climate changes on inland waterway 


transportation and total logistic transportation cost.  


 


The surface temperature of the Earth has shown a tendency to increase more rapidly in recent years (Jones et al. 2007). 


One major impact of the temperature increase on inland rivers is water shortage, resulting in decreased water levels 


and discharges (Ho 2010). Jonkeren et al. (2007) studied the impacts of climate change on inland water transport on 


the Rhine River, and found that there is a considerable negative effect of water levels on freight price per ton and a 


positive effect on load factor. In Jonkeren et al.’s other research (2011) on inland waterway transport in the Rhine 


area, his group estimated that under extreme climate situations, a significant amount of freight would be transferred 
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via modes other than waterway, including rails, roadways, etc. In addition, Olsen et al. (2005) found that costs to 


inland navigation can be significant, potentially with diminished river flows and even closures, as in their study of the 


Middle Mississippi River. In their paper, they also recommended transportation managers to monitor climate 


conditions and adapt policies in case of significant changes.  


 


In previous research, the total logistic transportation cost function was used broadly in freight assignment models and 


as a tool to analyze and evaluate the performance of freight transportation networks and delivery plans. Sheffi et al. 


(1988) included transportation costs, stationary inventory costs, and in-transit inventory costs in the total logistics cost 


function used in their research on transportation mode choice between a given origin and destination. Daganzo et al. 


(2005) categorized freight transportation cost into three types in his book: holding cost, transportation cost, and 


handling cost. Holding cost includes the rent for space, machinery needed for storage, and maintenance costs for the 


equipment. Transportation cost is the cost produced during transportation, including the driver wages, fuel 


consumption, etc. Handling cost is the cost for loading and unloading in the terminals. In 2013, Rodrigue et al. (2013) 


categorized total logistic cost into terminal cost, line-haul cost, and capital cost in their book. Loading, unloading, and 


transshipment costs are included in the terminal cost; labour and fuel are included in the line-haul cost; as for the 


capital cost, the purchase of fixed assets and any enhancement of fixed assets are included. In general, the handling 


cost at terminals, including the loading and unloading cost and the cost of equipment and maintenance, as well as 


travel costs, including fuel consumptions, labour, cost of time, etc., are considered in the freight transportation cost.   


 


However, in contrast to inland waterways analyzed in other previous research, located in higher-density geographic 


areas, the Northwest Territories are sparsely populated; as a result, many of the communities served by the Mackenzie 


River system have no other cost-effective delivery options in the summer (delivery by air is very costly) due to a lack 


of all-weather road access. As a result, this research focuses on this waterway delivery route, aiming to find ways to 


balance the additional cost of implementing new schedules according to water condition changes and the benefit of 


utilizing good water conditions to minimize the total generalized cost to respond to potential climate changes. Thus, 


in the cost function, besides the handling cost and travel cost mentioned above, the additional cost of implementing 


new schedules and those related to transportation delays and freight not successfully transported within one delivery 


season due to low water conditions are included as well. 


3. FREIGHT DATA ANALYSIS 


This section introduces the data analysis for historical NTCL freight volume data. We introduce the dataset, trend test, 


time series model, intervention analysis, and all analysis results. 


3.1 Dataset 


Data on freight volumes delivered to northern communities by NTCL between January 2002 and July 2015 were taken 


from tow letters provided by NTCL. The tow letters provided a rich set of information, which included tug and barge 


departure dates from Hay River (where their major loading terminal is located), type of freight carried (such as fuel, 


ship gears, anchor, deck goods, etc.), freight volumes (in tons), and the final destinations of the freight. More than 70 


destinations are identified in the tow letters, but many have very small delivery volumes; rather, there are a few 


destinations that have the highest volumes. Based on total volume heading to these destinations and their occurrence 


frequency since 2002 to 2015, 14 major locations are identified, to which more than 80 percent of total freight volumes 


are destined. Six major locations are along the Mackenzie River — Tulita, Norman Wells, Fort Good Hope, Aklavik, 


Inuivk, and Tuktoyaktuk. The rest (Sachs Harbour, Holman, Paulatuk, Kugluktuk, Roberts Bay, Cambridge Bay, Gjoa 


Haven, and Taloyoak) are in the north Inuvik region and north Kitikmeot region and must be delivered by ocean 


barges transshipped at Tuktoyaktuk from river barges. For the purposes of this research, all major locations beyond 


the Mackenzie River are combined as one destination labeled the Arctic Region. Based on freight types recorded in 


tow letters, freight transported via the Mackenzie River is categorized into two major classes: fuel and dry cargos. Dry 


cargos include freight such as construction materials, mining equipment and gear, non-perishable food items, personal 


vehicles, etc. Bi-monthly fuel and dry cargos heading to major destinations along the river and Arctic Region as well 


as volumes of all destinations were extracted as time-series from 2002 to 2015.  
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3.2 Seasonal Kendall Trend Test For Volume Data 


Trend tests are usually applied to determine whether upwards or downwards trends are present in a subject dataset. 


The results of such tests can provide guidance on choosing appropriate models for further analysis, such as ARIMA 


models. For a time-ordered dataset, the Mann-Kendall trend test can be used to assess whether there is a monotonic 


(increasing or decreasing) trend over time in this dataset within a certain level of significance. However, the traditional 


Mann-Kendall trend test does not account for seasonality (Hirsch et al. 1982). Since waterway freight data, like most 


transportation volume data, shows significant seasonality due to the annual pattern of water conditions in the 


Mackenzie River, the seasonal Kendall trend test was used to test monotonic trends in freight volume data. 


 


The seasonal Kendall trend test results for the freight volumes indicated that total volumes transported via the river 


showed a significant decreasing trend over time at a 99% confidence level. As for the major destinations, only volumes 


destined for Tuktoyaktuk and the Arctic Region showed a significant decreasing trend at a 99% confidence level. One 


reason for the volume decrease of these two destinations is that since 2008 summer, another marine transportation 


company expanded their sealift services to Kitikmeot communities via the Northwest Passage (“Around Nunavut” 


2008). According to Darren Locke from the Government of Northwest Territories’ Department of Transportation 


(personal communication, November 24, 2015), new scheduled services from Eastern Canada through the Northwest 


Passage are believed to have reduced NTCL’s deliveries to these regions.  


3.3 ARIMA Model and Intervention Analysis 


Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) models can be used to represent and forecast data in time series. 


Data that is a stationary time series has constant mean, variance, etc., over time. A non-stationary series needs to be 


transformed into a stationary series before applying ARIMA models. The common way to transform a non-stationary 


series into a stationary one is differencing (O’Connell and Koehler 2005). First and second differences are usually 


adequate for most data (O’Connell and Koehler 2005). An ARIMA model includes three terms (𝑝, 𝑑, 𝑞), where 𝑝 


represents the order of autoregressive (AR) model, 𝑑 represents the number of differences to obtain a stationary series 


in the case of non-stationary series, and 𝑞 is the order of moving average (MA) model. Since seasonality is found in 


freight data, seasonal ARIMA models were applied to analyze and forecast the total volumes transported via the 


Mackenzie River. Besides (𝑝, 𝑑, 𝑞) in the ARIMA model, three extra terms (𝑃, 𝐷, 𝑄)𝑠 are included in the seasonal 


ARIMA model as well, where 𝑠 is the number of seasons until same pattern shows again, 𝑃 is the order of AR term 


in the seasonal part, 𝑄 is the order of MA term in the seasonal part, and 𝐷 represents the number of differences with 


lag 𝑠.  


 


Since a shock in 2008 was identified in the trend test and a significant decrease in the total volumes after 2008 was 


observed, a transfer function was added in the ARIMA model to represent the impact of this shock. We can observe 


change in NTCL delivery volumes before and after 2008 in Figure 2. Note that Figure 2 shows volumes as a proportion 


of the historical maximum annual volume instead of absolute volumes. The transfer function to model this sudden 


drop is specified in Eq. 1. 


 


[1]  TC = ωIt 


 


Where, 𝜔 is the intervention parameter, representing the expected changes of mean in one period before and after the 


intervention; 𝐼𝑡  is a step function specified in Eq. 2. 


 


[2]  It = {
0,   if t < T 
1,   if t ≥ T


 


 


Where 𝑇 is the year of intervention; here, 𝑇 = 2008. 
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Figure 2: NTCL total freight volumes (as a proportion of the maximum annual total volume observed) 


 


As described in 3.1, freight is categorized as fuel or dry cargo.  Seasonal ARIMA models were applied on both bi-


monthly total fuel volumes and total dry cargo volumes transported by NTCL via the river. Freight volume data are 


extracted and organized bi-monthly; as a result, each year is divided into 24 periods, from the first half of January to 


the second half of December, such that 𝑠 = 24. ARIMA(0,0,0)(1,1,0)24 is chosen for both fuel and deck data series 


according to their sample autocorrelation and partial sample autocorrelation. The integration of ARIMA model and 


transfer function is thus specified in Eq. 3. 


 


[3]  yt = φ(yt−24 − yt−48) + yt−24 + at + ωIt 


 


Where, 𝑦𝑡  is the original observation at time period 𝑡; 𝑎𝑡  is the white noise at time 𝑡, 𝑎𝑡~𝑁(0, 𝜎2); 𝜑 is the parameter 


in the seasonal AR model. Estimations of parameters 𝜑 and 𝜔 for fuel and dry cargo volume data series are presented 


in Table 1. 


Table 1: Parameter Estimation Results of ARIMA Model and Transfer Function 


 Fuel Dry Cargos 


 Value p-Value Value p-Value 


𝜑 -0.462 <0.0001 -0.575 <0.0001 


𝜔 -830.11 0.1014 -314.98 0.0096 


 


 


The p-value of 𝜔  for fuel volume data is 0.1014, indicating that this parameter is considered to be statistically 


significant at a 90% confidence level. Despite this somewhat marginal significance, we still retain this term in the 


following forecasting process. Also, 𝜔 is negative, indicating that there is a drop on mean of data series before and 


after the intervention. The absolute values of the 𝜔s indicate the average changes of mean per unit time before and 


after the intervention, and in our models, it represents that the fuel volume decreased about 830 tons per half month 


on average, while the dry cargos dropped about 315 tons per half month on average. Based on the ARIMA model 


chosen, the forecast of fuel and dry cargo volumes in 2025 were obtained. These forecasted volumes for 2025 are used 


as the base schedule in the numerical analysis (Section 5). The base schedule represents the anticipated bi-monthly 


freight delivery volumes when transport companies continue with “business as usual” in the future. The added cost of 


freight rescheduling is the difference between base schedule and revised schedule.  


4. GENERALIZED COST FUNCTION 


For the purposes of modeling, we use a generalized cost function to describe the costs of rescheduling freight volumes 


to take better advantage of anticipated future water conditions. It accounts for the costs associated with implementing 


new schedules, transportation delays, and unsuccessfully delivered freight in one delivery season. 


 


In the cost function, we use 𝑑𝑖,𝑗
𝑞


 to represent the volume (in tons) of freight type 𝑞 rescheduled from time period 𝑗 to 


period 𝑖. In addition, we use 𝑙𝑖
𝑞
 to represent the volume of freight type 𝑞 not delivered in time period 𝑖, and use 𝑣𝑖


𝑞
 to 


represent the volume delivered in time period 𝑖. If the capacity of freight 𝑞 (𝐶𝑖
𝑞


) is larger than the total volume 


requiring transport in this period (including volumes allocated to this period ∑ 𝑑𝑖,𝑗
𝑞


𝑗 , and volumes not delivered in the 
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preceding period 𝑙𝑖−1
𝑞


), 𝑙𝑖
𝑞
 should be zero, as all freight demanding transport in this period was satisfied; otherwise, 𝑙 𝑖


𝑞
 


is equal to total volume requiring transport minus the capacity (actual volume transported). If the total volume 


requiring transport is smaller than or equal capacity, 𝑣𝑖
𝑞
 equals the total volume requiring transport, otherwise, 𝑣𝑖


𝑞
 is 


the capacity. Let us assume that 𝑙0
𝑞
 equals zero, which means that the season does not start with freight undelivered 


from the previous year. Then, 𝑙𝑖
𝑞
 and 𝑣𝑖


𝑞
 can be defined mathematically using Eq. 4 and Eq. 5 respectively.  


 


[4]  li
q


= {
0,     if li−1


q
+ ∑ di,j


q
j ≤ Ci


q


li−1
q


+ ∑ di,j
q


j − Ci
q


,   if  li−1
q


+ ∑ di,j
q


j > Ci
q  (i ∈ I) 


 


[5]  vi
q


= {
li−1
q


+ ∑ di,j
q


j ,   if li
q


= 0


Ci
q


,   if li
q


≠ 0
  (i ∈ I) 


 


Where 𝐼 is the set containing all (discrete) time periods. 


 


We assume that there are four cost components to consider in the rescheduling model. These include: handling 


costs (𝐶𝐻), accounting for the costs associated with loading and unloading freight, including associated equipment 


and maintenance; travel cost (𝐶𝑇), representing fuel consumptions, labour, transport time, etc.; costs associated with 


moving freight delivery volumes to a different time period (𝐶𝑅); and costs due to delays (𝐶𝐷), which includes lateness 


(i.e. delivery in a time period later than the one intended), and cost penalties due to total non-delivery of freight by the 


end of the summer delivery season by water. The major component of 𝐶𝑅 consists of the cost of actions required to 


reschedule freight to other periods, such as rearranging tows and barges to accommodate new plans, modifying 


customer contracts and logistics plans. Therefore, the total cost can be expressed as follows: 


 


[6]  C = CH  +  CT  +  CR  + CD 


 


The benefits of delivering freight in good water conditions can be reflected in two aspects in the cost function. First, 


if water levels decrease faster over a season in the future, it is likely that water levels in late September and early 


October will be poor for tug and barge operations, and therefore, freight intended to be transported at this time would 


possibly experience high delays and possible non-delivery by end of season. By rescheduling these late-season 


volumes to earlier time, the costs of freight delays and non-deliveries might be significantly reduced. Second, the 


travel time of a tow in good water conditions (i.e. high water levels) is likely to be much smaller than in less-ideal 


conditions. A major reason for this is when water conditions are low, barges have to be anchored and be dragged one 


by one to pass hazard sections in the river, including rapids and ramparts (Mulder and Williams 2006). 


 


The handling cost is considered to be linearly related to the total volume transported within the delivery season for 


each freight type, while travel cost is considered to be linearly related to total travel time in each period in this model. 


Handling cost and travel cost are shown in Eq. 7 and Eq. 8 respectively. 


 


[7]  CH = ∑ βq ∑ vi
q


iq  (i ∈ I) 


 


[8]  CT = ∑ θ ∙ ni ∙ tii  (i ∈ I) 


 


Where, 𝛽𝑞 is the unit cost for setting up transportation for goods type 𝑞; 𝜃 represents value of time; 𝑛𝑖 is the number 


of tows completed in period 𝑖; and 𝑡𝑖 is travel time in period 𝑖. 
 


Rescheduling cost is considered to be related not only to the volume of freights rescheduled from other time periods, 


but also related to the amount of time that freights are moved earlier compared to base schedule, and is defined by Eq. 


9. 


 


[9]  (CR)i
q


= ϑq ∙ ∑ (ti,j ∙ di,j
q


)j  (i ∈ I) 


 


Where, 𝜗𝑞 is a parameter to convert this time-related term to monetary values for freights 𝑞; 𝑡𝑖,𝑗is the time difference 


between period 𝑖 and period 𝑗. 
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There are two types of cost to account for in the delay cost in our research. First, before the last available transportation 


period in the season 𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑑, if some freight cannot be delivered by the end of some periods, they still can be arranged to 


be transported in the following periods. The cost for freight transportation delays is specified as the first sub-function 


in Eq. 10. If there are still some freights that are not transported, these freights then will not be successfully delivered 


within the delivery season via waterway, and the cost to deal with those leftover freights is defined as the second sub-


function in Eq. 10. For time periods after the delivery season, we define the delay cost as zero, shown as the third sub-


function in Eq. 10. 


 


 [10]  (CD)i
q


= {


φ1 ∙ ti
delay


∙ li
q


, (i < iend, i ∈ I)


φ2 ∙ liend


q
,     (i = iend)                    


0,                    (i > iend, i ∈ I) 


 


 


Where, 𝜑1, 𝜑2 are parameters to convert the term to monetary values for freight 𝑞; 𝑡𝑖
𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦


 is the average delay of a ton 


of goods that cannot be delivered in period 𝑖 − 1and needs to wait to be transported in period 𝑖, and on average we 


assume it has been delayed for a time of 
𝐿𝑖


2
, where 𝐿𝑖 is the length of time period 𝑖; 𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑑  is the last time period within 


the delivery season. 


 


This cost function is then applied to obtain the optimal transport schedule for year 2025 based on the stream flow 


projections and freight volume projections for 2025 in the numerical analysis (Section 5). 


5. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 


The network and rescheduling model used in this example are introduced in section 5.1, while methods applied to 


obtain capacities of fuel and dry cargos are described in 5.2. The results are discussed in 5.3. 


5.1 Model Setup 


The network used here in this numerical example is an abstracted and simplified network, with only one origin and 


destination, with a single waterway route connecting them. According to William Smith (personal communication, 


December 4, 2015), fuel deliveries are typically planned out well in advance of the season (six months to a year), and 


contracted dry cargo deliveries (for mining and other industrial operations) can be planned out in advance as well. 


However, delivery demand for some personal dry cargos, such as cars, is variable and may not be known in advance, 


making it difficult to do early planning. Based on this information, we have assumed three types of freight: fuel, 


contracted cargo, and “unscheduled” cargo. Since deliveries of the first two freight types are planned in advance, we 


consider that it would be more cost-effective to reschedule these types of freight compared with the last. Demands for 


delivery of the third freight class are usually quite small compared to fuel and contracted dry cargos (William Smith, 


NTCL, personal communication, December 4, 2015). Thus, we have assumed for this analysis that 90% of all dry 


cargo is the contracted type while 10% is the “unscheduled” cargo, and this remains true into the future (of course this 


depends heavily on the future of mining and oil & gas explorations in the Northwest Territories).  


 


Compared with historical stream flows, stream flows projected for the year 2025, provided by Dr. Thian Gan’s 


research group at the University of Alberta (2016), start to rise and decrease at earlier times (See Figure 3). According 


to historical volume data and stream flow data, no deliveries happen when stream flow is lower than 6000 m3/s. In 


Figure 3, predicted stream flows in September and October 2025 are lower than 6000 m3/s, meaning that deliveries 


cannot be made at these times. In this example, we assume that barge operators would like to ensure that all freight is 


successfully delivered by the end of the season. We also assume that transport companies are able to estimate their 


delivery capacities for every period based on anticipated stream flows, and they do not want any unnecessary delays, 


meaning the volume assigned to a certain period will be less or equal the capacity. Therefore, we can simplify the cost 


function of Eq. 6. The handling cost will be the same for every possible schedule, since it is linearly related to the total 


volume transported within the delivery season, which remains constant (i.e. we assume it is an exogenous quantity). 


We assume that we will find new schedules where all freight is delivered by the end of the season. Therefore, only 


travel cost and rescheduling cost need to be considered. The parameters to transfer time-related terms into generalized 
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cost can be omitted in this example, since the left two terms are both time-related. The objective function and 


constraints are set up in Eq. 11 through Eq. 15. 


 


 
Figure 3: Predicted and historical stream flows at Fort Simpson in the Mackenzie River (from Dr. Thian Gan (2016)) 


[11]  Minimize 𝐶 = ∑ 𝑛𝑖 ∙ 𝑡𝑖𝑖 + ∑ ∑ ∑ 𝜗𝑞′ ∙ (𝑡𝑖,𝑗 ∙ 𝑑𝑖,𝑗
𝑞


)𝑗𝑖𝑞  


Subject to: 


[12]  𝑑𝑖,𝑗
𝑞


≥ 0, ∀𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑞 


[13]   ∑ 𝑑𝑖,𝑗
𝑞


𝑖 = 𝑝𝑗 


[14]   ∑ 𝑑𝑖,𝑗
1


𝑗 ≤ 𝐶𝑖
1 


[15]   ∑ ∑ 𝑑𝑖,𝑗
𝑞


𝑗
3
𝑞=2 ≤ ∑ 𝐶𝑖


𝑞3
𝑞=2  


Where 𝜗𝑞′
is a factor reflecting the inflexibility of freight 𝑞 to be rescheduled to another time period, and the higher 


the value is, the more difficult it is to reschedule the fright. Because the third type of freight is considered more difficult 


to reschedule than the first and second types of freight, in this example, we arbitrarily assume 𝜗1′
and 𝜗2′


 are 1, while 


𝜗3′
 is 25. For the travel time of one trip in time period 𝑖 (𝑡𝑖), we arbitrarily assume that if the difference of the 


maximum stream flow and stream flow in this period is larger than 3000, the travel time will increase 15% to reflect 


impacts of water conditions on the travel time. Eq. 12 stipulates that volumes rescheduled from period 𝑗 to period 𝑖 
should be non-negative. Eq. 13 specifies that all freight originally from time period 𝑗 in new schedules should equal 


the total volume assigned to period 𝑗 in base schedule. Eq. 14 and Eq.15 specify that demand for each freight type 


reassigned to any period should be less or equal the capacity (𝐶𝑖
𝑞
) of this freight type in this period. According to 


Section 3.3, freight data are only categorized into fuel and dry cargos. Since capacities for every period were estimated 


based on historical freight data as well as historical and projected stream flows, capacities are only estimated for fuel 


and dry cargos as a whole. Therefore, the total amount of freight from the second and third type in a certain period 


should be less or equal the capacity for dry cargos in this period. Eq. 15 presented the mathematical form of this 


constrain.  


5.2 Estimates of Capacity 


Waterway freight delivery capacities in each time period of 2025 were roughly estimated with historical volume data 


and a comparison of the historical stream flow profile and predicted stream flow profile for 2025. In Figure 3, the 


predicted stream flow profile, although very similar to the historical stream flow profile, seems to start to increase and 


decrease about half a month earlier than historical ones. Hence, we assumed that the ratio of capacity in period 𝑚 in 


2025 and historical capacity in period 𝑚 + 1 is the same as the ratio of the stream flow in period 𝑚 in 2025 and the 


historical stream flow in period 𝑚 + 1. Historical bi-monthly volumes in the 85th percentile are assumed as the 


historical capacities, in order to remove outliers. In addition, no deliveries happen when stream flow is lower than 


6000 m3/s, based on historical volume data and stream flow data. The predicted capacities for fuel and dry cargos are 


shown in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4: Predicted capacities for fuel and dry cargos in 2025 


5.3 Numerical Results 


The results of freight rescheduling are shown in Figure 5. It can be observed that freight assigned for delivery in 


September and October in the base schedule has been rescheduled to earlier periods. Persuading customers to have 


their goods ready for shipment several months earlier than they currently do would likely be very difficult. However, 


due to limited capacity in late July and August as a result of low stream flow, some of the freight assigned to September 


and October must be rescheduled to late June or early July to ensure successful delivery. Hence, in Figure 5, freight 


volumes in early July are significantly higher than in other periods during the delivery season. In addition, since the 


third-type freights are more difficult to reschedule than the second type, in the last period available for transportation, 


the third type freights originally assigned to September and October were first arranged for transportation in this 


period. To ensure that the capacity of dry cargos in this period will not be exceeded, some of the second-type freights 


originally assigned to this period are rescheduled to an earlier period.  


  
(a) Fuel rescheduling results (b) Contracted dry cargo rescheduling results 


  
(c) “Unscheduled” dry cargo rescheduling results (d) Total rescheduling results 


Figure 5: 2025 Freight rescheduling results 


The results also show that the new shipping schedule is a more compressed schedule compared to the original one, 


which may require faster barge unloading at community landing sites. This may require some investments (either 


capital or operational) to accommodate these increased rates of delivery.  
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The results in this analysis reveal that future waterway freight transportation capacities in September and October may 


be insufficient to transport freight expected for delivery in those late-season months. This indicates a need to change 


freight volume transport schedules so that there is a higher probability that all freight can be successfully delivered if 


low water conditions occur in September and October. Therefore, local government and waterway transportation 


companies need to monitor future climate changes and prepare alternative schedules accordingly. 


6. CONCLUSIONS 


This paper provides an assessment of how forecasted future freight volumes along the Mackenzie River might be 


modified to account for the impacts of climate change on water conditions. The cost function applied in this study 


factors in the additional cost of rescheduling freight delivery to earlier dates as well as the benefit of utilizing better 


water conditions. By minimizing the total generalized cost, we can determine more cost-effective (costs as defined 


above) transport schedules, which take better advantage of future anticipated water conditions and therefore, provide 


a higher likelihood of successful delivery. A trend test and time-series model were applied to assess trends in historical 


waterway freight data and to provide forecasts of future freight volumes. The forecasts were then used in the freight 


rescheduling numerical analysis. Results suggest that if stream flows start to increase and drop earlier every year as 


predicted, waterway transport capacities towards the end of the delivery season will be reduced. Specifically, 


September and October deliveries will be most significantly affected. Our results may encourage local governments 


to more closely monitor the impacts of climate change on freight transport operations, and encourage waterway freight 


operators to evaluate their anticipated scheduling and delivery contracts in order to minimize the likelihood of non-


delivery. In this analysis, the delivery capacity of every period was only roughly estimated based on historical flow 


stream profile and projected flow stream profile. Future research on the capacity of the existing marine infrastructure 


can help to provide more realistic estimates of delivery capacity in each period. 
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1. ABSTRACT  


Evaluating and predicting Key Performance Indicators (KPI) facilitates monitoring and controlling project progress. 


Limited work has been done in forecasting construction project performance using Key Performance Indicators. 


Developing key performance indicators that model the project performance over its life cycle provide useful 


management tools. This paper proposes a model to forecast the construction project performance and introduces a 


quantitative method to measure KPIs of projects dynamically. Key performance indicators assess different aspects of 


projects and are used as a thermometer to demonstrate the health status of projects. The first step in measuring 


project performance is defining the project objectives and clarifying from whose point of view the performance is 


measured. Then, indicators are measured by considering the profits and damages of the specific stakeholder. For 


quantitative KPI, mathematical calculations are applied and for qualitative indicators, a questionnaire is designed 


and used. The relative weight factors of each indicator are determined using Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP). 


Subsequently, mathematical calculations are performed to get the project overall performance. This paper applies 


neuro-fuzzy technique `to develop the model for forecasting construction project performance. The proposed 


method uses a set of key performance indicators to predict the project status at different time horizons. Then if the 


project has a major deviation, corrective actions are used to improve project performance. This model can be used in 


building construction projects to help decision makers evaluate and improve the performance of their projects. 


 


Keywords: Key Performance Indicators (KPI), Performance Forecasting, Neuro-Fuzzy 


2. INTRODUCTION 


Performance is defined as the amount of efficiency and effectiveness in all project objectives (N. Nassar & 


AbouRizk, 2014). Key Performance Indicator (KPI) is used to shows the performance of a project or company 


against critical criteria (Swan & Kyng, 2005). By offering a comprehensive performance measurement system, we 


can implement a better project control tool for managing construction operations. Project performance is measured 


using the EV method using Cost Performance Index (CPI) and Schedule Performance Index (SPI) introduced by the 


US Department of Defense (DOD) in 1967. The Program Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT) method was 


introduced by the US Navy in 1957. 


 


Bassioni (2004) reviewed methods in the performance measurement framework and identified gaps in this area. It 


focuses on the application of these frameworks in construction firms in the United Kingdom from the view of 


internal management (Bassioni, Price, & Hassan, 2004). Bryde (2005) explored the various methods used by U.K. 


organizations to determine the project key performance indicators and concluded that the use of the methods varied 


depending on the project type and size (Bryde, 2005). Deng (2012) assessed the literature on PMS (Project 


Measurement Systems) especially at the company level and found gaps in this area. The study found that traditional 


performance measurement is inappropriate because they do not consider non-financial measures such as 
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productivity. It specifies that we should focus more on design and implementation issues of PMS in construction, 


and there is an essential need for future research in performance measurement (PM) in construction projects and 


firms (Deng, Smyth, & Anvuur, 2012). Previous researchers have worked on the performance measurement system 


(PMS) and developed key performance indicators (KPI) to quantify the performance of the project. Some methods 


are qualitative (subjective), and some are quantitative (objective).  The two types of methods, as well as those used 


in forecasting, are reviewed bellow. 


1.1 Qualitative Methods  


Cheng (2000) built a model that determined the degree of success of partnering by subjective measures (individual 


perceptual scales) and objective measures (cost variation). The measures are cost variation, rejection of work, client 


satisfaction, quality of work, schedule variation, change in scope, profit variation, a safety measure, rework, 


litigation, and tender efficiency (Cheng, Li, & Love, 2000).  


 


Rad (2003) measured the success or failure of a project based on a subjective approach. The proposed model 


evaluate the success of the project from two different aspects, the client, and the project team. Then defined a series 


of success indicators for client success and success factors for project team success using WBS-like structure. 


Indicators related to project success from the clients view are scope, quality, schedule, cost, team morale, and client 


satisfaction that focus on the output of the project or deliverables. Factors related to the success of the project from 


project team view are scope, quality, contract, change, team morale, and client satisfaction, which focus on the 


methods and techniques that result in a final product of the project (Rad, 2003). 


 


Ali (2013) defined a set of important KPIs that can be used for measuring the performance of construction 


companies. First define performance indicators and design of the questionnaire, list the 47 KPIs gathered from 


literature and used questionnaires to define the main KPI and the importance of each KPI (1= very low importance, 


2 = low importance, 3= medium importance, 4= high importance, and 5 = very high importance). Twenty-four 


surveys are analyzed, and ten indicators for measuring companies performance are resulted as, profitability, quality 


of service and work, growth, financial stability, cash flow, external customer satisfaction, safety, business efficiency, 


market share, and effectiveness of planning. In the data analysis part, a statistical method was used to analyze the 


data of the questionnaires about the importance of each KPI. Then ranking of performance indicators was carried out 


to identify the most important KPI, using mean value, standard deviation, and relative importance index (RII) (Ali, 


Al-Sulaihi, & Al-Gahtani, 2013). 


1.2 Quantitative Methods  


Freeman (1992) use seven criteria as project success criteria’s, technical performance, the efficiency of project 


execution, managerial and organizational expectations, personal growth, project termination, technical 


innovativeness, and manufacturability and business performance. This study uses a measuring system that consists 


of the discounted cash fellow (DCF) principle (Freeman & Beale, 1992). 


 


Alarcon (1996) developed a model based on knowledge of project expert, the experience of the team of project and 


decision analysis techniques. The model uses four performance indicators, cost, schedule, value to the owner, and 


effectiveness. Two of these criteria relate to contractor objectives and two of them related to client interests. The 


model develops with a combination of expert experience and project team assessment into a general performance 


model (GPM). The mathematical model uses cross-impact analysis (matrix) to find interactions between project 


variables. The limitation of the model is that variables are not inclusive (Alarcón & Ashley, 1996). 


 


Chua (1999) evaluated the success of the project through its three objectives, cost, schedule, and quality. Sixty-


seven critical success factors (CSFs) that influence the performance of the three objectives and overall project 


success are defined by a survey using expert’s opinion. It uses the analytical hierarchical process (AHP) to find out 


these success factors and the importance of the three objectives of the construction project success and then 


calculated weights are 0.314, 0.360, and 0.325 for budget performance, schedule performance, and quality 


performance respectively. Questionnaires are used for data collection (Chua, Kog, & Loh, 1999). 
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Griffith (1999) measured the industrial project performance by calculating the success index that combine of  four 


variables, budget achievement (B), schedule achievement (S), design capacity (C), and plant utilization (U), and 


then multiplied the variables in their weight to get the bellow equation: 


 


[1]      


                                                           


A weight variable is derived from the interview. Then it is needed for each variable amount to classify again into 


three separate values (1-3-5) based on how well its performance measured against the project’s original plan, to 


make it possible for a combination of four variables into one index. The equation result is a range from 1(fail 


completely) to 5 (complete success) (Griffith, Gibson, Hamilton, Tortora, & Wilson, 1999).  


 


Shields (2003) built a model to quantify the construction phase success, from both view of the client and the 


contractor. The study reviewed 209 industrial projects in North America and suggested an empirical equation on a 


scale of 1-10 (data used is for light industrial projects). The research supposes that the success of the project is a 


function of cost, schedule and quality and safety. In the first step, explains the definition of each indicator and 


scores. The indicators are cost performance (cost growth: CGS), schedule performance (schedule growth: SGS), 


quality performance (rework factor: RFS) and safety performance (lost workday case incident rate: LWCIRS). Then 


defined the importance of the weight of each indicator by cost ratio. 


 


[2]                                  


 


c1 is the cost of the average construction phase cost growth, c2 is the cost of the average construction phase 


schedule growth, c3 is the average rework factor cost, c4 is the cost of the average number of lost workday case 


incidents, and cT is the total cost. 


 


[3]                                                            


 


By reviewing some real projects and using some assumptions and rounding the numbers, the writers define the 


weights as above (Tucker, Shields, & Thomas, 2003). 


 


Rozenes (2004) proposed a multidimensional Project Control System (MPCS) by quantitatively evaluating project 


performance by measuring the performance of eight criteria that are defined in two categories. The model used a 


quantitative approach to defining a deviation from the planned phase. This model evaluates the performance of the 


project by measuring the Gap Performance Index (GP), which is the gap existing between the planned and actual 


performance. It is obvious that the ideal amount of GP is zero. Project management should work to minimize the 


amount GP (Rozenes, Vitner, & Spraggett, 2004). 


 


Nassar (2005) proposed a model for defining the performance of project from contractors view. The Earned Value 


Management Indexes are used plus six more indexes. Then proposed mathematical relation for calculating the 


project performance indexes. After normalizing some indexes, he uses them in a comprehensive model for 


calculating the success of the project from the contractor view (N. K. Nassar, 2005). 


 


Menches (2006) proposed a quantitative performance model, based on the project manager’s qualitative evaluation 


of successful performance. It tries to exchange a project manager’s qualitative evaluation of successful performance 


to a quantitative measurement. Designed to develop a preconstruction planning process model that can be used by 


electrical contractors to improve their planning practices and achieve more successful outcomes. It also wants to 


evaluate and quantify the relationship between planning and performance. Twenty-seven randomly selected 


electrical contractors throughout the United States were selected to collect planning and performance 


data.Companies were asked to give information about two projects, one successful project, and one less successful 


project by completing a questionnaire and being interviewed about the planning and performance of their submitted 


project, during the interview process, project managers give their definition of successful performance. In the data 


analysis section, an index was defined that uses quantitative performance variables that consist of two steps first 


deciding which variables will be used to measure success, second deciding how to combine these variables. Six 


variables were used for performance index, actual percent profit, percent schedule overrun, the amount of time 


given, communication between team members, budget achievement, and change in work hours (Menches & Hanna, 


2006). 
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Khosravi (2011) developed a successful measurement model by giving a project success index for every finished 


project. The model is from the view of the performing organization. The objectives of the model are, to compare 


finished projects and make a benchmark for improving project success. This model is quantifying the success of the 


project after its completion. Two-round Delphi questionnaire survey was used for finding project success criteria; 


five criteria are selected from ten criteria defined in the questionnaire. A questionnaire survey and Kendall’s 


Coefficient of Concordance is designed to define weight factor of each project's success criteria. SPSS (Statistical 


Package for the Social Sciences) software and the Mean Rank method were used for the weighting each project 


success criteria (Khosravi & Afshari, 2011). 


 


[4]                           


 


PSI: Project Success Index.PTP: Project time performance PCP: Project cost performance PQP: Project quality 


performance PHP: Project HSE performance PCS: Project Client’s Satisfaction 


 


Cha (2011) defined the quantitative performance measurement system by using eighteen key performance indicators 


for residential building projects. The model is using an operation-level performance assessment methodology for 


integrated management of indicators. The first step of the model is defining performance indicators; it is defined 


base on literature review and interview with experts and also giving weight to each project's performance indicator. 


The eighteen key performance indicators are: Cost Efficiency, Cost Effectiveness, Construction Cost Predictability, 


Schedule Efficiency, Construction Schedule Predictability, Time Savings, Defect Frequency, Rework Rat, Non-


Conformance Rate, Rework Frequency, Accident Rate, Safety Cost Ratio, Safety Education, Site Dangerousness, 


Construction Waste Rate, Recycling Rate, Management Productivity, and Labor Productivity. Then by developing a 


mathematical model, he quantifiably assessed the performance of the project by using an algorithm, and at last 


validity of the model is examined through the survey from experts (Cha & Kim, 2011). 


 


Heravi (2012) used a quantitative method to measure the construction project success from a contractor view base 


on the Baccarini (1999) definition of success that project success consists of two elements, product success, and 


project management success. First we need to identify critical performance indices for product success and project 


management success. Performance indices for product success that deal with the final product of project are 


profitability performance index (PPI), product quality performance index (QPI Product), client satisfaction index 


(CSI), contractor’s professional profit satisfaction index (CPPSI), investment performance index (IPI). Performance 


indices for project management success that focus on project process are cost performance index (CPI), billing 


performance index (BPI), schedule performance index (SPI), safety performance index (SFI), process quality 


performance index (QPI Process), environmental performance index (EPI). For measuring project success, the 


indices should be quantified by defining the exact equation to measure each of them and define the weight for each 


indices by the project manager, because of various ranges of quantity and different desirable limits for each indices a 


number of indices need to be normalized, and finally integrate performance indices to get the overall project 


performance (Heravi & Ilbeigi, 2012). 


 


[5]                                   


 


[6]


                       


 


Nassar (2014) used a quantitative approach to measuring project performance from the contractors view during the 


construction phase in lump-sum contract types.  Key performance indexes were used use for controlling the project 


during the execution phase. The first step is to identify the project objectives and performance indexes and sub-


indexes. The project manager is defining the project objectives. Indexes were concluded from discussion with fifteen 


contractors and author’s experience.  


 


The next step is to quantify the project indexes. Each sub-index is calculated by the formula and then summed up to 


get the value of the index. The weight shows how important each factor is for defining the total project performance. 


For defining the weight (w) of each factor, AHP (Analytical Hierarchy process) uses that consists of a pairwise 


comparison matrix. These weights might be changed in different stages of the project, for example, the importance 


of schedule the index will increase as we get closer to the end of the project. Each performance index should be 


measured at regular intervals such as monthly or weekly. Except for the team satisfaction index (TSI) and the client 
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satisfaction index (CSI) in which they can be assessed when the project management team feels appropriate. The 


third step is the normalization of indexes. The normalized amount is taken from the table. The fourth step is to 


calculate total project performance by summing up eight performance index with their weight. Calculate the total 


project performance by the assumption that each two indexes are mutually independent because the mutual 


preferential independence is a sufficient condition for adding up (N. Nassar & AbouRizk, 2014). 


 


[7]                       


CPI: normalized performance index                  Wi: weight of each index 


 


Hanna (2014) used a mathematical formula for calculation of performance metric called project quarterback rating 


(PQR) that quantitatively assesses cumulative project performance by using important key performance metrics. 


This model is from the contractors view and uses one metric to assess overall project performance. 


 


[8]                                                                       


Si: scaled version of performance metrics      Wi: weight of this metrics 


 


The five performance metrics are, customer satisfaction (s1), schedule (s2), cost (s3), profit (s4), and communication 


(s5). This model can use other metrics and weight for calculation as the projects, and its objectives are different 


(Hanna, Lotfallah, Aoun, & Asmar, 2014). 


 


Zavadskas (2014) assessed the efficiency of project implementation by using aggregated indicators in a particular 


company, using a multi-criteria evaluation method for decision making that combined both qualitative and 


quantitative criteria in the assessment process. Related various criteria by analytical hierarchy process (AHP), define 


criteria and normalize the value of each criterion, and then defined the weight for each one and developed a 


mathematical model. Project performance criteria selected by the author are, project profitability (profit/income), 


estimate of project expenditures (expenditures/ income), income for one executive (ml n.Lt/ person), number of 


accidents during project implementation (Unit Min), repetitive important nonconformities in project quality audits 


(Unit Min), delay of project close (Month Min), Budget compliance (%Max), management of documentation (Points 


Max), environmental project appraisal (Points Max) and personnel risk (Zavadskas, Vilutienė, Turskis, & 


Šaparauskas, 2014).  


2.3 Forecasting methods  


Accurate forecasting of a project performance in the construction industry is very vital for controlling the 


construction project. Prediction of construction performance has been carried out by different methods in the 


literature. 


 


Ling (2004) uses multiple linear regression (MLR) modeling and SPSS software to predict project performance. The 


model assumes a correlation between the variable and Predicting Performance of Design-Build and Design-Bid-


Build Projects (Ling, Chan, Chong, & Ee, 2004). Han (2007) uses Factor analysis and multiple regression analysis 


for predicting performance (Han, Kim, & Kim, 2007). Wong (2004) uses Logistic Regression Approach to predict 


the performance of construction contractors for the United Kingdom (Wong, 2004). Ahadzie (2008) used Regression 


Models to Predict the Performance of Project Managers at the Construction Phase of Mass House Building Projects 


(Ahadzie, Proverbs, & Olomolaiye, 2008). 


 


Dissanayake (2008) uses ANN and GA and fuzzy set theory to Diagnose deviation of construction performance and 


identify the cause of performance failure (Dissanayake & Robinson Fayek, 2008). Jha (2011) uses Artificial neural 


network for Prediction of schedule performance of Indian construction projects (Jha & Chockalingam, 2011). Jha 


(2013) uses ANN models for Performance prediction corresponding to the four performance criterion (Jha, 2013). 


Mohamad (2014) uses Neural network via a Genetic algorithm for modeling the financial performance of 


construction companies (Mohamad, Ibrahim, & Massoud, 2014). Wang (2012) uses artificial neural networks joint 


and support vector machines classification models for predicting construction cost and schedule success (Wang, Yu, 


& Chan, 2012). Cheung (2006) predict project performance through neural networks (Cheung, Wong, Fung, & 


Coffey, 2006). Hedberg (2010) uses Artificial Neural Networks for Predicting Team Performance Based on Past 


Individual Achievements (Hedberg & Skjutar, 2010). Ling (2004) uses Neural network to predict the performance of 


design-build projects in Singapore (Ling & Liu, 2004). 
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Tang (2012) uses system dynamic for forecasting capability of construction organization (Tang, Lim, & Gan, 2012). 


Naeini (2011) uses the probabilistic model in which project cost performance is predicted by using the Monte-Carlo 


simulation method and Stochastic S-curve (Naeini & Heravi, 2011). Ilbeigi (2010) uses Mont-Carlo simulation 


approach for forecasting construction project performance (Ilbeigi & Heravi, 2010). Pyeon (2005) develop a 


simulation model to predict the impact of incentive contract on transportation construction project time performance 


using Mont-Carlo simulation approach (Pyeon, 2005). Ji Li (2004) uses an indicator based fuzzy forecasting model 


to predict project time and cost at completion at resource level (Li, 2004).  


 


Ji li (2006) use forecasting method for predicting potential cost overrun and schedule delay on construction projects 


use a set of performance indicators by employing a fuzzy inference process (Li, Moselhi, & Alkass, 2006). Fayek 


(2001) use a fuzzy expert system for project performance evaluation and prediction (Fayek & Sun, 2001). 


 


Nassar (2005) do probabilistic forecast using Markov Chain and use a genetic algorithm for corrective action 


optimization; the model does prediction at the completion of the project and any other future point (N. K. Nassar, 


2005). Barraza (2004) do Probabilistic Forecasting of Project Performance Using Stochastic S-Curves (Barraza, 


Back, & Mata, 2004). 


 
KPIs tried to make a benchmark for evaluating the project performance. Key performance indicators are different for 


different stakeholders. KPIs are interrelated performance measurements that are essential for getting project 


objectives. By integrating several KPIs, we can find an exact picture of the project’s status. KPIs should be defined 


and agreed upon by the project manager, client, and stakeholders. Usually, the standard for the number of KPIs is 


between six to ten items.  


 


Key performance indicators (KPI) are one of three main performance measurement frameworks that are used in 


construction projects. Egan’s (1998) state that Rethinking Construction, the construction best practice program 


launched the KPI for performance (CBPP-KPI 2002). 


 


The critical purposes of a KPI are the measurement of items directly related to performance and to provide 


information on controllable factors suitable for decision-making such that it will lead to positive outcomes, they also 


answer question “What is really important for different stakeholders to monitor on the project?” (Kerzner, 2011). 


 


This paper wants to identify and measure the key performance indicators for evaluating project performance. Key 


performance indicators are different from success factors. Success Factors are reasons that cause the project to be 


successful or fail such as weather condition, but KPIs are criteria’s for evaluating the success or failure of the 


construction project, for example, cost and schedule indicator of the project. In projects where KPIs had been used 


to monitor performance during the construction, there were higher levels of both client and contractor satisfaction 


(Excellence, 2012). 


3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY  


The purpose of this study is to manage the project’s various performance attributes. There is no comprehensive 


model for performance measurement, and all existing models focus on one or two aspects of performance (cost and 


time) and do not consider other aspects of performance.  


 


The objectives of this study are first, to define a framework for the quantitatively measuring performance of 


construction project. Secondly, is to formalize the process of evaluation of performance by defining a set of 


performance indices and to identify KPI from the perspective of the specific stakeholder. 


 


Thirdly, is to measure performance dynamically during the construction phase. Research has been done to measure 


the performance of the project at the end. In most of the preceding performance measuring systems, KPI is used 


when the project is finished, and it is not possible to measure the performance of the process and benefit from the 


advantages of measuring performance during the project process to take needed action. It is also very vital to 


measure the performance while the project is in progress, not only after the completion. Make the difference 


between measuring performance after completion that uses for comparing performance between different projects 
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and during the project that is useful for proposing corrective action and forecasting the performance of the rest of 


project. 


 


Fourthly, is to make some corrections in the steps of performance measurement. Assume the interaction between 


performance indices in the calculation of priority weight and use the fuzzy number to represent KPIs amount. 


Another objective is to modify the final formulation to see the effect of a change in one item in the final result.  


Finally and the most important objective is to forecast performance for the rest of the project.  


 


 
Figure 1: The main steps of the models for defining project performance 


 


The proposed model consists of several steps to define the performance of the project as we can see in figure 1. The 


first step in measuring performance is defining project objectives and goals. Because of different benefits for 


different stakeholders, first we should define from whose view we want to measure the success. 


 


In Table 1 a list of used KPIs in literature at the project level is prepared and found their frequency in literature and 


based on that we decided to select six first KPIs which are cost, time, quality, safety, client satisfaction and project 


team satisfaction. The reason behind the use of these six can be seen in Table 2. It shows that the first six KPIs are 


used by approximately fifty percent and cited are more frequent in the literature. Accordingly, these six were applied 


as indicators to develop the model. 


 


The KPIs should be inclusive to cover all aspects of the project and also not mention each issue more than once. 


After identification of key performance indicators, sub-indices or secondary indexes should find for calculating the 


KPIs. 
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Table 1: KPI Table 


 
 


For quantitative KPI, mathematical calculations are applied and for qualitative indicators, a questionnaire is 


designed and used. Then we do normalization because of various ranges of quantity and different limits for each 


index. The relative weight factors of each indicator are determined using Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP). 


Subsequently, mathematical calculations are performed to get the overall project performance.  The use of 


performance measurement as control tool is to recognize if the project has a major deviation, and then analysis 


should perform to find the reason, and undertake corrective action to improve the project performance 


 


 


Table 2: Histogram of KPIs frequency 
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4. PROPOSED MODEL 


The proposed forecasting model uses a set of performance indicators by employing Adaptive Neural-network Fuzzy 


Inference System to evaluate and predict the project status at different time horizons. In the present work, a large 


database containing the results of the building projects, which have been assembled from an extensive survey of 


questionnaires, is used. To develop the an ANFIS model available data is divided in a way that ensures the statistical 


properties of the data in each of the subsets are as close to each other as possible and thus, represent the same 


statistical population. 


 


We propose a model that can forecast the performance of project using KPIs by ANFIS in MATLAB. We collect 


data by questionnaires in four phase phases for six KPIs and develop a model for them. Then do data division to 


divide data into two sets; one for training and the second for testing. After that, the initial fuzzy model is developed 


by using subtractive clustering. Afterward, the best initial fuzzy model is chosen based on their respective statistical 


parameters on the output of each generated by changing the radius and calculating errors. In the next step, the best 


initial fuzzy model is imported to ANFIS. ANFIS will improve and adjust the FIS model by optimizing membership 


function parameters using and control over fitting with test data as ca be seen in figure 2. 


KPI 1n


KPI 2n


.


.


.


KPI 6n


n=1,2,3,4


KPI 1f 


KPI 2f 


.


.


.


KPI 6f 


PIf ANFIS


Input : KPIs of each phase Forecasting Model Output 1: forecasted KPIs Output 2: forecasted PI


 
Figure 2: Proposed Model 


 


A Large database containing the results of the building projects, which are assembled from an extensive survey of 


questionnaires, is used to develop the ANFIS model. The questionnaire is used for collecting data because of the 


difficulty in finding case studies that have six KPIs in four stage of the project.  


 


We will use the ‘Data Division’ function to divide all the datasets into two groups of train and test dataset. The 


available data divided in a way that ensures that the statistical properties of the data in each of the subsets are as 


close to each other as possible and thus represent the same statistical population and make sure that an optimal 


model is achieved. In our work, we use a trial and error process to achieve this. The statistical parameters used in 


this work are mean, standard deviation and range. 


 


Of the three ways that we can generate an FIS structure, we use subtractive clustering (Genesis 2).There are some 


reasons that why we use subtractive clustering; first it has less unknown variable and better logic, second it has a 


simpler model and fewer calculations, and finally it minimizes and optimizes the number of rules, a less number of 


rules is especially important when generating FIS from a large amount of data. We also use a hybrid learning 


algorithm to identify parameters. 


 


The question of why ANFIS is used can be answered by looking at some recent papers. Comparison of using ANFIS 


with other tools was not conducted in the construction area but was made in other domain, and there is no need to 


repeat the study that has been reported. 


 


Comparing ANFIS and ANN outcome in inventory level forecasting demonstrates the advantage of ANFIS over 


ANN results and reveal that ANFIS gives a more precise prediction compared to ANN in this field (Paul, Azeem, & 


Ghosh, 2015). The study for prediction of a back break in the open pit blasting uses multiple regression, ANN, and 


ANFIS models and the results show ANIS has better results than ANN and multiple regression (Esmaeili, Osanloo, 


Rashidinejad, Bazzazi, & Taji, 2014).  
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Figure 3: ANFIS model structure 


 


Figure 3 demonstrates the flowchart of the model that we divide our data into two groups of training and testing data 


and then by training data generating the initial FIS model and by checking data control the result. 


Figure 4 illustrate forecasting of final performance index with ANFIS modeling. The diagram of the proposed model 


demonstrates that by having the KPIs of each phase we can forecast the following phase KPIs.  


 


 
Figure 4: Forecasting of Final Performance Index with ANFIS modeling 


5. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 


In this study, a dynamic performance measurement model is developed. The model enables determination of project 


performance throughout the execution period of the project and forecasting the project performance at targeted 


future dates. The main contributions of the model lie in forecasting construction project performance using ANFIS 


that has not been used in this area before. The proposed forecasting method uses a set of performance indicators by 


employing ANFIS to evaluate and predict the project status at different time horizons. In developing the ANFIS 


model, codes has been written to automate the process of data division using a set of statistical parameters. 
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The Derailment 


 On the night of July 6, 2013, a train 
operated by Montreal, Maine & Atlantic 
("MMA") derailed in the heart of downtown 
Lac-Mégantic. 
 


 Sixty-three (63) wagons derailed and piled 
one on top of the other, causing a major 
spillage of crude oil of approximately 6M 
L, a series of explosions and a fire that 
destroyed part of downtown. 
 


 This catastrophic accident claimed 47 
lives, destroyed some 40 buildings and 
infrastructure in downtown Lac-Mégantic,  
caused damage over 500 m from the zone 
of impact, and impacted the Lake 
Mégantic and some 85 km of the 
Chaudière River. 
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Context  


 Oil spill of 6,000,000 litres on July 6, 2013: 
 Most of the oil was consumed by the fire. 
 A portion of the oil was released into Lake Mégantic and the Chaudière River (≈100,000 L). 
 A few hundred thousand litres of oil seeped into the ground and/or the municipal sewer system. 
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Oil transported by rail 7,679,000 litres 


Oil not spilled or recovered 


 


Oil from 9 wagons that retained all of their content 961,000 litres 


Oil contained in the other wagons that could be 
transloaded and recovered 740,000 litres 


Oil burned or released into the 
environment 


Oil burned or released into the environment 5,978,000 litres 


Estimate of amount of oil that reached the Chaudière 
River 100,000 litres 


Oily water recovered 


Oily water recovered in the Chaudière River 52,000 litres 


Oily water recovered in Lac-Mégantic (sewer system, 
lake and land) 46,678,000 litres 


(Source: MDDEFP, 2014, http://www.mddefp.gouv.qc.ca/lac-megantic/20131127-ableau-synthese-petrole.pdf) 



http://www.mddefp.gouv.qc.ca/lac-megantic/20131127-tableau-synthese-petrole.pdf





Site Description 
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Zone  
of impact 


Fire 
zone 


Buildings 
potentially 
affected 


Source: Pomerleau Date: July 8, 2013 
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Fire zone 


Buildings 
potentially affected 


Parc des 
Vétérans 


Le Citron 
Vert 


Sports Centre 


N
  


Ice Cream Parlour 


Zone 
of impact 


Wetland 


48"  
Sewer  
basin 


Former 
Round house 


812 


Site Description 







Role and Mandate of Golder Associates 


 
 On July 7, Golder was contracted by MMA 


as environmental consultant responsible 
for performing all remediation work in the 
City of Lac-Mégantic as well as supporting 
work on water bodies.  
 


 Following authorization for bankruptcy 
protection of MMA on August 8, 2013, 
Golder's contract was renewed by 
POMERLEAU, the manager of clean-up 
and decontamination works on behalf of 
the Government of Quebec.    
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Source: Pomerleau Date: July 8, 2013 
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Hydrostratigraphy 


Heterogeneous fill with debris 
(preferential migration paths) 


1-7 m 


Permeable hetero-
geneous fill with 
debris and W.T. 


0 m 


115 m 
Bedrock composed of 
metavolcanic, sandstone, 
basalt and gabbroic lenses 


Low permeability, 
silty-clayey till  


58 m 


Sand and 
gravel (deep 
aquifer) 


Source: Les Forages LBM Inc., 2010 



http://www.google.ca/url?sa=i&amp;rct=j&amp;q=&amp;esrc=s&amp;frm=1&amp;source=images&amp;cd=&amp;cad=rja&amp;docid=AAvJ4wwPEizWyM&amp;tbnid=hSYpoEA8R5yqJM:&amp;ved=0CAUQjRw&amp;url=http://andy321.proboards.com/thread/44378&amp;ei=Yx2JUqmWLsiViQKojIHIAw&amp;bvm=bv.56643336,d.cGE&amp;psig=AFQjCNFXWKXy5RTDeT4yiTnjJVzDejdVbg&amp;ust=1384803867742788





Conceptual Model of On-site Contamination Dispersion 
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Direction of  
groundwater flow 


Surface flow of inflamed oil 
 
 
Inflamed oil pushed by wind along 
the riprapped shore 
 
 
 
 
Hot oil flowing in the sewers or 
along their granular envelope 
 
 
Spill of oil on water bodies via the 
sewers and other conduits 
 
 
Stormwater sewer 
 
Sanitary sewer 
 
Aqueduc 
 


Abandoned underground pipe 
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Migration of oil through pipes 
and their granular envelope  
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Contamination of fill 
under buildings and 
their immediate 
vicinity 







Site Securing Activities in First Few Weeks 


OBJECTIVE: Prevent the spread of 
contamination via preferential paths into 
watercourses 
 


 Plug and re-route sewer lines 
 Implement air quality monitoring 
 Construct vents on manholes   
 Construct temporary ponds at 


sewer outlets 
 Construct numerous trenches to 


intercept oil having infiltrated the 
water table and pump out oily water  
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Source: MDDELCC 







Redundant pond for sewage water 
Source: MDDELCC 


Vapour monitoring of sewer lines 
Source: MDDELCC 


Site Securing Activities in First Few Weeks (cont'd.) 


 Installation of bentonite or clay plugs at strategic locations along 
underground infrastructures 


 Installation of recovery wells in sewer fill (hydrovacs) 
 Interventions on Lake Mégantic and the Chaudière River. 


 


Booms on water bodies 
Source: MDDELCC 







Summary of Characterization Work 


 Environmental characterization work 
performed between July 10 and October 
28, 2013: 
 Soil: 320 trenches and 116 boreholes 
 Groundwater: 84 monitoring wells 
 Surface water: watercourses and temporary 


basins 
 Over 1,200 soil samples and 125 groundwater 


samples sent to lab for chemical analysis 
 Daily monitoring of water and LNAPL levels at 


control points 
 Chemical characterization of spilled oil 
 Characterization of buildings 
 Characterization of biological and aquatic 


environment. 
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Characterization: Analytical Program 


 Detailed analytical program defined taking into account the nature of the product 
spilled (Bakken Crude Oil) and foams used to combat the fire    
 


 For soils: 
 More than 1,200 samples sent to the laboratory 
 Between ≈ 1,000 for TPH C10-C50,  VOCs/MAHs, and PAHs 
 500 samples for metals 
 Other analyses (PCBs, D&F, sulfurs, PFOS et PFOA...) 


 


 For groundwater: 
 More than 125 samples transmitted to the laboratory 
 108 for TPH C10-C50,  VOCs/MAHs, and PAHs 
 Other analyses (metals, phosphorous, sulfures...) 


 


 For the product: 
 One sample from a tank (Tank #7) that did not spill its oil 
 One sample of product from a monitoring in the municipal parking lot 
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Presumed Enclaves of Impacted Soil  
         (as of October 28, 2013) 
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Zone of impact  
 
The majority of 
contaminated soil was 
found in fill material. 
 
Contaminated volumes > B 
(limit for residential use) 
estimated at 69,000 m3. 


Soils >D 


Soils B-C 


Soils C-D Soils A-B 


Soils < A 







Summary of Volumes of Impacted Soils > B  as of October 28, 
2013 
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Sector  
Approximate 


contaminated volume  
(as of October 28, 2013) 


Zone of impact 69,000 m3 


Building foundations 
destroyed (within fire 
zone) 


12,000 m3 to 22,000 m3 


Building foundations 
affected (outside fire 
zone) 


2,900 m3 


Citron Vert and ice 
cream parlour zone 


4,500 m3 to 6,100 m3 


Sewer fill 4,300 m3 


Other sectors 10,400 m3 to 22,000 m3 


TOTAL  103,100 m3 to 126,300 m3 







The Question of Inorganic Compounds in Soil 
 Metals: 


 76 % of the 500 samples analysed                   
< MDDELCC Criteria B. 


 No correlation between the distribution of 
metals and that of petroleum hydrocarbons. 


 Metals not detected in product collected from 
Tank #7, except for iron. 


 Sulfurs: 
 Concentration of sulphurs measured in pure 


product (1,430 to 2,810 mg/kg) could not 
explain one tenth of the concentrations 
measured in soil. 


 Inorganic compounds encountered in soil are the 
result of the rich industrial history of the site 
(former railyard maintenance facility). 
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Groundwater Quality – October 28, 2013 


 Dissolved phase:  
 5 of the 84 observation wells had 


concentrations  > applicable criteria.  
 4 of the 5 wells were part of the emergency 


hydraulic barrier built near the ice cream 
parlour.  


 No evidence of the development of a 
groundwater contamination plume, which is 
consistent with the SCM (i.e. groundwater 
migrated along preferential flowpaths).  


 Low concentrations of petroleum 
hydrocarbons (PAHs, MAH) observed in 
wells along water bodies, again consistent 
with the SCM. 


 Exceedances of metal concentrations at 
some locations.   
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Free LNAPL Phase – October 28, 2013 


 Free LNAPL phase:  
 Observed mainly in the following 


sectors : 
 Impact area where the spill occurred;  
 In the backfill of the sewers and along 


building foundations (foundation 
drains); 


 Citron Vert; 
 Ice cream parlour; 
 Emergency retention basin of the 48’’ 


storm-water sewer near the Sport 
Centre; 


 Basement of buildings.   
 Findings are consistent with the SCM. 
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Characterization of Buildings 


 Objective: evaluate the environmental condition of soils under the slab and around 39 buildings in the zone 
affected by the derailment.  
 


 Work performed: 
 Outside trenches around drains or foundation walls of each building 
 Perforations and test drilling under the slab (gas measurements and soil samples). 
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Characterization of Buildings 
 


 Assessments were also carried out to 
evaluate: 
 Structural conditions  
 Management options for contaminated soil 


under buildings (excavation with shoring, 
demolition or temporary relocation, on-site 
treatment)  


 Market value and replacement cost of 
buildings. 
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Overall results: some buildings 
affected by the spill 







Biological Characterization of the Aquatic Environment 
of the Chaudière River and Lake Mégantic 


 Surface water quality: 
 5 sampling stations on the river, 2 on the lake 
 Each station visited 25-30 times 
 185 samples taken and analyzed  


 Sediment quality: 
 Visual inspections (3 per km for first 40 km and 3 every 2 km 


thereafter) 
 92 sampling stations on the river (1 per km), 2 on the lake 
 94 samples analyzed 


 Health of fish communities 
 Electro-, gillnet and fyke net fishing (July) 
 Observation of individuals with visual signs of impact and collection 


of flesh and liver samples  
 Fish and bird mortality 


 Observation and collection of dead fish in the booms 
 Collection of affected/dead birds in the first days following the spill 
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Biological Characterization of the Aquatic Environment 
of the Chaudière River and Lake Mégantic 


Results: 
 Surface water quality: 


 Some samples showing the presence of 
petroleum hydrocarbons. 


 Quality of sediments: 
 Important traces of petroleum 


hydrocarbons. 
 Health of the fish community 


 Minor impacts observed. 
 Fish and bird mortality: 


 99 dead fishes trapped behind the oil 
containment booms. 


 24 dead/impacted birds in the first days 
following the spill. 


 The MDDELCC continues monitoring the river 
and the lake. 
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25 


Completion of installation 
of recovery trenches 


Remediation of Lake 
Mégantic shoreline (Parc 
des Vétérans) 


Mass excavation for 
restoration of 


railway operation 


Remediation of two low point areas of sewer 
network 


Partial replacement of 
sewer and water lines 


Runoff control and 
treatment system 


Construction of three 
temporary soil storage 


platforms (industrial park) 


2 km 


Site preparation work for 
new commercial buildings 


Excavation 
812 


Emergency Remediation 
Activities Undertaken in 2013 







Completion of the Installation of Recovery Trenches 


 Over 1,100 linear metres of recovery trenches dug 
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Sewer and Water System Replacement Plan 


 Assessment of sewer network conditions via video inspections 
 Sewer management plan 
 Replacement of ≈ 1,2 km of sewer pipes, and water infrastructure deemed priority / contaminated 
 Other sewers temporarily isolated to avoid contamination  
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Construction of Three Temporary Storage Platforms for Soil Treatment 


A fourth platform was built in 2014.  All platforms 
were transformed into biopiles for soil 
biotreatment. 


Source: Pomerleau 


3 platforms 2 km from 
downtown, each with 
an approximate 
capacity of 30,000 m3 


Downtown 







Mass Excavation for Railway Track Reconstruction 


 Mass excavation of contaminated soil along railways scheduled to be 
returned to service in December 2013. 


 Most significant volume of contaminated soils excavated. 
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Sampling and Analytical Program During Remediation  


 Slag: Particle size distribution and permeability (laboratory), 
and some samples analysed for metals, PAHs, and TPHs 
C10-C50. 


 Crushed concrete: TPH C10-C50, PAHs, metals and MAHs.  
 Excavation:  Golder sampled the walls and bottoms of 


excavations to confirm that the limits of excavations were 
meeting the applicable MDDELCC criteria.   
 > 2,000 soil samples (in addition to the 1,200 samples of 


the characterisation) analysed for TPHs C10-C50, MAHs, 
PAHs and other parameters as needed. 


 Samples shipped to the laboratory at the end of the day, 
analysed overnight, and results  delivered at 6:00 AM on 
the following day.  Data were immediately entered into a 
database (EQuIS), and maps were generated into GIS for 
the 7:00 AM field planning meeting. 
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Mass Excavation for Railway Track Reconstruction 


A logistic challenge! 
 


 Up to 48 Golder employees on site at a time 
 24 field technicians sampling excavations, boreholes, and other control points 
 Team of 6 to 8 professionals present daily on site for data management (GIS, CADD and EQuIS)  
 Samples analyzed every night and results ready at 6 a.m. the following morning to determine 


game plan for that day 
 Secure collaboration workspace for sharing of data in real time throughout the works  
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Mass Excavation for Railway Track Reconstruction 
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Significant debris to manage 







Remediation of Lac-Mégantic Shoreline at Parc des Vétérans and along the 
Fire Zone  
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 During the fire, part of the oil floating on Lake Mégantic was pushed by 
strong winds toward the eastern shore of the lake. 


 The power of the waves pushed the oil (some of which was aflame), over 
up to one metre into the mostly rip-rap covered shore and under the walls of 
the concrete portions. 


 As part of the emergency remediation program, work was undertaken to 
rehabilitate a portion of the shore over a stretch of approx. 100 m    







Decontamination of Low Points: Ice Cream Parlour and Le 
Citron Vert 
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Le Citron Vert 


Ice cream parlour 


Photo: Robert Mercier, provided by anonymous donor 







Le Citron Vert: Pumping of Free Product    (pre-excavation) 
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Remediation around Le Citron Vert Restaurant 


Demolition of Le Citron Vert 


View from Le Citron Vert restaurant Installation of sheet piling 
for soil excavation 
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Remediation of Ice Cream Parlour Sector 


Major challenge of this 
remediation: work area 
besides a bridge and a major 
dam controlling the outflow of 
Lake Mégantic and the 
Chaudière River. 







Data Management 


 All boreholes, trenches, excavations, etc. 
were georeferenced by systematic 
surveying 


 EQuIS database 
 Results received from the lab 


immediately entered into EQuIS 
database 


 Production of results in tabular format 
using EQuIS 


 Connection to EQuIS database to extract 
analytical data and map the results 


 Mapping using geographic  
     information systems (GIS) 
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Soils > B 


Excavated soils 


Summary of Enclaves of Contaminated and 
Excavated Soil (remediation work) 


66% of contaminated soils > B excavated 
in the zone of impact 







Estimated Volume of Soils on Site > B Excavated as per 
December 19, 2013 
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Sector 
Estimated 


volume of soils 
on site >B  [m3] 


Volume > B 
excavated as per 


December 19, 
2013 [m3]* 


Percentage of soils > 
B excavated 


Zone of impact 69,000 45,800 66%  


Other sectors within 
area of intervention 34,100 to 57,300 13,300 23% to 39%  


TOTAL estimated 
103,100 to 


126,300 


 
59,100 47% to 57% 


New buildings and 
new Papineau 


Street 
0 5800 m3 N/A 


* Equivalent volume on site (bulked volume / 1.2) 







Runoff Control Strategy 


 Objectives:  
 


1) Control the migration of surface 
runoff and groundwater 
downstream of contaminated 
soil to avoid recontaminating 
the newly installed sewer lines 
and the fill around them;  


2) Avoid recontaminating clean 
fill; 


3) Collect oily water in trenches 
for treatment. 
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Clean side 


Contaminated 
side 
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Runoff and Oily Water Control Strategy – 
Decontaminated Zone 







Runoff and Oily Water Control Strategy 
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Construction of a 3,400 m3 
retention pond with 
treatment facility. 


2016-06-21 


Aerial photo: Robert Mercier 


Installation of oil water collector pipes at 
foundation level of certain buildings. 







Overview of Activities Involving Golder  
in 2013 (July-December 2013) 


 City of Lac-Mégantic sector secured  
 Sector of intervention and buildings characterized 
 Runoff management plan implemented and 


operational 
 Railways reconstructed 
 Significant quantity of contaminated soil excavated 


and loaded onto treatment platforms 
 Residues transferred to MDDELCC-authorized 


disposal sites  
 Land prepared for new Papineau Street, sewer lines, 


and commercial buildings 
 Base of access to new bridge on Papineau Street 


initiated 
 Certain sewer lines replaced (the most urgent) 
 Contribution to river characterization work 
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Aerial view of the site on July 2, 2015 (Source:  AECOM) 







Post-Emergency Work  (January 2014 – Present) 


 Final site clean-up managed by AECOM  
 Demolition of 37 buildings 
 Excavation of the remaining contaminated 


soil (240 000 m. t. or ≈ 133 000 m3) to 
MDDELCC “A Criteria” 


 Rehabilitation of infrastructures (sewers, 
streets, aqueducts, etc.)  


 Remediation of soil using biopiles (Englobe) 
 Monitoring of the water bodies and dredging of 


a sector by CRA under the supervision of 
MDDELCC 


 Site clean-up completed and biotreatment of 
soils in biopiles still on going.   
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Aerial view of the site on Nov-05, 2015 (Source:  AECOM) 
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ABSTRACT  


In the remote farmlands of the developing world, walking is the primary form of transportation. When rivers flood 


during the rainy season, walks to school, work or the doctor can become life threatening without a bridge to cross. 


For hundreds of millions of people worldwide, rural isolation caused by a shortage of safe river crossings is a 


significant impediment to economic development and self-sufficiency. Non-profit organization Bridges to 


Prosperity (B2P) works with vulnerable communities to build footbridges that create year-round access to 


essential services. Data describing flood and wind events is often not available in the rural areas of the developing 


world where the footbridges are constructed. Resilience is an important aspect of the footbridges' design and 


construction, as the bridges must provide access to essential services after flood or wind events. This paper 


presents a case study of an 81-metre pedestrian suspension bridge constructed in Nicaragua in March 2015 as part 


of a B2P build project with the community of Rio Abajo and bridge professionals from Canada and the United 


States. Ensuring resilience to floods, windstorms and vandalism was the basis for several design decisions and 


construction procedures implemented on the bridge. Structural redundancy ensures resilience if bridge 


components are removed or damaged. Foundation locations and design assumptions ensure the structure will 


continue to fulfill its intended function during significant flood events. Less than one year after construction, the 


structure performed as intended when the Pueblo Nuevo River flooded its banks.  


 


Keywords: footbridge, international development, bridge construction 


1. PROJECT DESCRIPTION 


The World Bank estimates that one billion people in the developing world suffer from rural isolation. The Rural 


Access Index (RAI) was developed by the World Bank to evaluate the percentage of a rural population that lives 


within two kilometres of an all-weather road. Nicaragua has an RAI of 28%, meaning that of the country's 2.3 


million rural residents, only 655,000 live within two kilometres of an all-weather road (Roberts et al., 2006). 


Residents without all-weather road access are often at a disadvantage compared to those with all-weather road 


access because healthcare, education and economic opportunities are often not accessible year-round.  


 


The Rio Abajo pedestrian suspension bridge in northern Nicaragua spans 81 metres over the Pueblo Nuevo River. 


It was built in 2015 to replace a previous bridge that was destroyed by Hurricane Mitch in 1998. The 2,000-person 


community of Rio Abajo uses the footbridge to access essential services in the nearby town of Pueblo Nuevo. 


During the rainy season when floodwaters make the river crossing dangerous, Rio Abajo residents previously had 


to swim across to Pueblo Nuevo, or alternatively walk nine kilometres east to the town of Condega.  


 


The bridge was constructed as part of a bridge building program by Bridges to Prosperity, a United States-based 


non-profit organization that works with local governments, corporate partners, and student groups to construct 


footbridges with isolated communities around the world. The project team also included the municipality of 


Pueblo Nuevo, local volunteers from the community of Rio Abajo, and corporate partners COWI North America 


and Kiewit Bridge & Marine. The bridge is supported on cast-in-place concrete foundations and anchors. 
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Pedestrians access the bridge through cast-in-place concrete access ramps at each abutment and cross the river on 


a one-metre wide walking surface constructed from wood planks. Loads from the walking surface are transferred 


to the main cables through 10-millimetre diameter steel bar hangers which are connected to double angle steel 


floor beams spaced one metre apart. The main cables each comprise three 15-millimetre diameter post-tensioning 


strands.  9-metre tall steel pipe towers, which are braced to each other in the transverse direction, carry the 


superstructure loads to the tower foundation. A partial elevation view of the bridge is shown in Figure 1.  


 


 
Figure 1: Rio Abajo footbridge partial elevation 


 


The Rio Abajo bridge was designed by staff engineers at B2P based on one of two standard designs that the 


organization employs on nearly all of its bridges. The corporate partners reviewed the design to gain familiarity 


with the bridge and create construction procedures. B2P staff worked with volunteers from Rio Abajo to construct 


the cable anchorages, tower foundations and access ramps. Subsequently, a team of twelve North American bridge 


designers and constructors travelled to Rio Abajo for two weeks to help the Rio Abajo community volunteers and 


Bridges to Prosperity staff build the bridge superstructure. Superstructure construction was completed in eight 


construction days without the use of cranes or mechanical work platforms.  


2. RESILIENCE CONSIDERATIONS FOR BRIDGES 


Resilience is defined as the ability to recover from or adjust easily to misfortune or change. In the structural 


engineering community, resilience refers to a structure's ability to adjust to a disturbance and remain in service. 


The most common disturbances to structures include flood and wind events. North American bridge design codes 


include provisions for dealing with these disturbances. When designing and constructing bridges in developing 


countries, however, these code provisions are difficult to apply, and more detailed work must often be completed 


to ensure that bridges are resilient.  


2.1 Resilience Considerations in Developed Countries 


The Canadian Highway Bridge Design Code (CHBDC), which is also applicable for the design of pedestrian 


bridges, includes provisions for the design of structures to resist flood and wind events. Bridges must be able to 


withstand a normal design flood, which has a 50-year return period, without any structural damage to the bridge or 


approach structures. Bridges are also designed to accommodate a check flood, which is a flood with a return 


period at least twice the normal flood, without loss of structural integrity or failure of the approach embankments. 


For the design flood and the check flood, the flood discharge and high water level are used to determine the 


structure's vulnerability to flooding. The CHBDC requires that field surveys that quantify the site's hydraulic and 


geotechnical characteristics, flood history and land use trends be carried out as part of the design process. In 


addition, an estimation of a bridge's vulnerability to scour is required based on inputs such as the maximum water 


level and maximum water velocity (Canadian Standards Association, 2014).  
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The CHBDC includes provisions for the design of structures to resist wind. The design wind speed is based on a 


return period of 100 years for bridges with spans greater than 125 m and 50 years for other bridges. Hourly mean 


reference wind pressures are tabulated for the design return periods based on the bridge location. An equivalent 


static wind load for design is generated using the design wind speed with modifications for site topography, height 


of the bridge above ground level and sensitivity of the bridge to dynamic wind action. To determine the force 


effects due to wind, the static wind load is applied in the transverse, longitudinal and vertical directions in various 


combinations for differing angles of attack (Canadian Standards Association, 2014).  


2.2 Resilience Considerations in Developing Countries 


In developing countries where B2P typically constructs footbridges, effects of flood and wind events are much 


more difficult to quantify than in developed countries, but structural resilience is equally important. This 


uncertainty means that code procedures used in North America, such as those in the CHBDC, cannot be readily 


applied and extra work must often be completed to ensure that the structures can withstand floods and wind. 


Factors that contribute to the difficulty in providing appropriate structural resilience include: 


 


1. It is difficult to obtain data describing flood events, such as maximum flood discharges, high water levels and 


a site's flood history.  


2. Reference wind speeds and wind pressures for varying return periods are not readily available.  


3. Structural properties, including material resistances of steel and concrete, and geotechnical properties are 


more uncertain due to a lower degree of quality control and lack of site investigation equipment. For example, 


cast-in-place concrete may have a compressive strength as low as 10 MPa.  


4. Uncertain maintenance and inspection schedules increase the probability of member failure.  


 


Determining the effect of flood and wind events on footbridges in developing countries must be completed in 


spite of the difficulties associated with this exercise. For many communities, the footbridges provide the only 


means of access to health care and government services in nearby towns. After flood and wind events, these 


footbridges must provide access to essential services in nearby communities.  


 


When designing footbridges in developing countries, the need for structural resilience must be balanced with the 


need for structural efficiency. Infrastructure budgets in developing countries are typically much smaller than in 


North America. This means that as the cost of bridge construction increases, fewer bridges can be built. In order to 


reduce rural isolation for the most people possible, excessive conservatism that ensures resilience is not the 


preferred option, as it limits the number of bridges that can be built. On the other hand, unresilient structures do 


not perform as intended during flood and wind events and have an increased life cycle cost due to the need for 


repairs and possible premature replacement. Therefore, a balance between efficiency and resilience is required.  


3. RESILIENCE OF THE RIO ABAJO FOOTBRIDGE 


The Rio Abajo footbridge design is based one of two standard designs that B2P uses for all its bridges, with 


modifications to suit the bridge site. The standard design is resilient without being overpriced and inefficient. The 


bridge is designed to resist flood and wind events. Resilience to flooding is particularly important because the 


bridge provides the only means of crossing the Pueblo Nuevo River when the water level is high. Details of the 


standard suspension bridge design are available in the B2P Bridge Builder Manual (Bridges to Prosperity, 2013).  


3.1 Resilience to Floods 


The Rio Abajo footbridge design considered flooding of the Pueblo Nuevo River. During the initial site survey, 


the river profile was surveyed and the high water level determined by observing the flood marks along the 


riverbanks and asking local residents for the highest water level that they remembered. This method 


approximately estimates the highest water level that has occurred in the last 25 years. The tower foundations were 


set back 6 metres from the river edge at the high water level and the bottom of the foundation was set 1 metre 


below the top of grade. The minimum freeboard of the bridge when fully loaded with dead and live load was set to 


3 metres above the high water level. The setback and foundation depth provide a buffer for the bridge foundations 
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to protect them from potential scour at high water levels and the freeboard clearance allows room for floating 


debris to pass under the bridge during a flood.  


 


Considerations for flooding of the Pueblo Nuevo River governed the design of the bridge anchors. The deadman 


anchors, shown in elevation in Figure 2, resist horizontal sliding and vertical uplift forces that are transferred into 


the anchor from the main cable through the transition block and transition arm. The anchors resist the horizontal 


sliding force by mobilizing the passive resistance of the soil ahead of the deadman anchor block. During the 


anchor design, the soil ahead of the anchor block was assumed to be fully saturated for the calculation of the 


resistance of the anchor against sliding, as would be the case during a flood event. Similarly, the weight of the soil 


and anchor block used buoyant unit weights from a fully saturated condition when determining their resistance to 


vertical uplift. This prevents a high water table or flood from compromising the structural integrity of the bridge 


anchors.  


 


 


 
Figure 2: Rio Abajo footbridge anchor elevation 


 


In September 2015, less than one year after the bridge opened, the Rio Abajo region received a large downpour of 


rain. During this time, Rio Abajo residents observed that the water level had risen slightly above the high water 


level considered in the design of the bridge. The bridge functioned as intended during the flood, and no damage to 


the bridge was noted after the flood waters receded. This observation provides the designers with assurance that 


the bridge can function as intended during the floods that typically occur in Nicaragua's rainy season. Figure 3, 


captured a few days after the September flood event, shows the Pueblo Nuevo River passing under the Rio Abajo 


footbridge. At the time of the picture, the water level was approximately one metre below the design high water 


level.  
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Figure 3: Floodwaters of the Pueblo Nuevo River pass under the Rio Abajo footbridge 


3.2 Resilience to Wind Events 


Design of the Rio Abajo footbridge for wind events follows the standard design principles used on all B2P 


footbridges. The lateral wind load is referenced from footbridge design guidelines published by Swiss non-profit 


organization Helvetas based on their experience with footbridge building in Nepal. The guidelines assume a peak 


wind speed of 160 km/h acting laterally on the walkway and a wind coefficient of 1.30. For the Rio Abajo 


footbridge, which has a cross-section as shown in Figure 4, the lateral bridge area and solidity ratio of 20% result 


in a lateral wind design load of 40 kg/m. A 40 kg/m wind load was applied to the entire footbridge length in 


combination with full dead and live load to calculate force effects for a wind load combination. 


 


 
Figure 4: Rio Abajo deck cross-section at midspan 


 


ASCE 7-10 "Minimum Design Loads for Buildings and Other Structures" provides risk categories for various 


structure types. Category IV buildings and structures are defined as essential facilities, the failure of which could 


pose a substantial hazard to the community. Failure of the Rio Abajo footbridge would pose a substantial hazard 
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to the community, especially after a significant windstorm when travel to clinics and hospitals may be required, so 


it can be classified as a Category IV structure. For Category IV buildings and structures, ASCE 7-10 recommends 


that the wind speed used to determine design wind loads be based on a 1700-year return period 3-second gust 


wind speed (American Society of Civil Engineers, 2010). Although ASCE 7-10 only includes wind speed maps 


for the United States, wind speed maps have been developed for the Caribbean and Central America. These wind 


speed maps show that the 1700-year return period 3-second gust wind speed is 150 km/h for regions around Rio 


Abajo, Nicaragua (Vickery & Wadhera, 2008). The 160 km/h wind speed used in the wind loading design 


calculation provides a slightly conservative estimate of the wind load that the footbridge could be subject to in a 


significant wind event. Footbridges in the developed world are generally not classified as Category IV structures, 


so the fact that the Rio Abajo footbridge design wind speed satisfies a Category IV requirement demonstrates the 


bridge's resilience to significant wind events.  


 


The design approach used on the Rio Abajo footbridge is based on consideration of a static wind load. Many long 


span bridges, however, are also susceptible to the dynamic effects of wind. Helvetas footbridge design guidelines 


state that for footbridge spans of up to 120 m, dynamic effects due to wind load are not expected to be significant, 


and consideration of a static wind load is sufficient (Helvetas, 2003). Based on previous practical experience, 


Bridges to Prosperity typically installs lateral wind guys on footbridges with spans greater than 85 metres to limit 


dynamic wind effects. The installation of wind guys typically increases the cost of a bridge significantly as 


additional cables and foundations are required. As the Rio Abajo footbridge span is less than 85 metres, wind guys 


were not installed. If dynamic effects due to wind become problematic, wind guys could be post-installed to 


stiffen the bridge (Bridges to Prosperity, 2013).  


4. RESILIENCE OF THE RIO ABAJO FOOTBRIDGE TO VANDALISM 


In addition to resilience considerations for flood and wind events, design and construction of the Rio Abajo 


footbridge considered the effects of possible vandalism. B2P has found that a lack of availability of building 


materials in some areas of the world where footbridges are built can result in structural components being 


removed from the bridge to be used for other purposes. This issue was considered during the design of the 


footbridge and influenced several construction procedures.  


 


In order to ensure that the Rio Abajo footbridge can continue to fulfill its intended function if some structural 


components are unexpectedly removed, key members were designed with structural redundancy. The walkway 


consists of floor beams and suspenders spaced at one metre, with deck planks spanning between them as shown in 


Figure 5. These components are typically most at risk of being removed from the bridge, as they are easily 


accessible. The deck planks are cut from tempisque, a local Nicaraguan hardwood, and are installed side-by-side 


to form the walking surface. In addition to uniformly distributed live load, the deck planks are designed for a 227-


kilogram point load from a motorcycle or livestock hoof. If one or two deck planks are removed from the bridge, 


the others can continue to provide a means of crossing the bridge, as each plank acts independently to resist the 


applied pedestrian loads. The deck plank joints are staggered longitudinally so that if a cross beam or suspender is 


removed from the bridge, a minimum of two planks will span two metres to the next intact floor beam. Although 


the deck planks cannot resist a livestock or motorcycle point load when spanning two metres, bending stresses are 


acceptable for typical pedestrian loading in this scenario. The main suspension cables were also designed with 


redundancy in mind: each cable comprises three sheathed post-tensioning strands, designed to a factor of safety of 


three for axial loads. If one post-tensioning strand is removed or damaged, the other two can continue to support 


the bridge structure until the other is replaced or repaired. 
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Figure 5: Rio Abajo footbridge deck planks 


 


Several construction procedures were implemented to make it more difficult to remove structural components 


from the Rio Abajo footbridge. The bolts connecting the deck planks to the floor beams were countersunk and the 


holes were filled with caulking to reduce the access to the bolt heads and prevent them from being taken out to 


remove deck planks. The threads on cable clamps connected to tieback cables at the anchors were deliberately 


worn down to prevent them from being removed. A concrete cap, shown in Figure 2, was cast on the end of the 


transition block to impede access to the main cable anchors.  


 


Local volunteers played an important role in the construction of the Rio Abajo footbridge, and they will be 


responsible for the future bridge upkeep. Community volunteers constructed the bridge foundations with 


assistance from B2P staff and worked alongside the corporate partners to construct the superstructure, as shown in 


Figure 6. This allowed the volunteers to gain an understanding of the requirements for construction of suspension 


footbridges, and will allow them to recognize areas of the footbridge that need repair. Participation in the 


construction project also generated a sense of ownership of the bridge. These factors will help ensure that the 


footbridge will be repaired when required and will continue to provide the community of Rio Abajo with year-


round access across the river.  


 


 
Figure 6: Local volunteers work with the corporate build teams to move the steel pipe tower legs 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 


The Rio Abajo footbridge provides the community of Rio Abajo with safe and reliable access to schools, 


healthcare, and markets in the nearby town of Pueblo Nuevo when high water levels in the Pueblo Nuevo River 


make the river crossing dangerous and impractical. The bridge functions as a lifeline route for Rio Abajo residents 


to access services in Pueblo Nuevo. Uncertainty regarding design loads for floods and wind events, site 


conditions, and inspection and maintenance schedules resulted in the implementation of several design and 


construction procedures that ensure resilience to floods, wind events, and removal of structural components. 


These procedures promote resilience without being overly conservative and dramatically increasing the cost of the 


bridge. Design assumptions and foundation layout provide structural resilience to flood events and scour. Design 


wind speeds equivalent to those for essential facilities ensure the bridge will remain in service after a windstorm. 


Consideration of structural redundancy and limiting access to critical components ensure removal of a component 


of the structure does not cause collapse. Together, these design considerations provide an efficient and resilient 


structure that will provide the community of Rio Abajo with access to essential services for years to come.  
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ABSTRACT  


With the recent shift of design code developers’ focus from component- to system-level assessment of seismic force 


resisting systems, there is a need to numerically assess the performance of whole buildings. However, reinforced 


concrete block structural wall buildings are complex structural systems composed of materials with nonlinear and 


heterogeneous properties, which makes the numerical investigation challenging, especially when seismic behavior is 


considered. Most previous numerical models of reinforced concrete block walls have considered individual 


components, rather than the complete building system, and have used relatively complex micro-models. In this 


paper, OpenSees (Open System for Earthquake Engineering Simulation) is used to create macro non-linear models 


to simulate the response of two different buildings under unidirectional cyclic loading that represents earthquake 


effects. The models are created in such a way as to balance the desire for accuracy with the desire for relatively 


simple models that can be defined using only the geometry and actual material properties, and that are not 


excessively demanding computationally. Detailed validation of the models is conducted to compare the hysteretic 


behaviour of the numerical models with available experimental test results on reinforced concrete block structural 


wall buildings. This paper demonstrates that simple models can, with proper calibration, capture the cyclic response, 


including energy dissipation and degradation of strength, very well. In this way, this study significantly enhances the 


database of validated numerical models for reinforced masonry shear wall buildings. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 


Fully grouted reinforced masonry (RM) shear walls have been widely used as the main lateral load resistance 


systems within buildings because of their inherently large lateral stiffness and lateral load resistance. The behaviour 


of these walls depends on the behaviour of several materials that have different characteristics (e.g. blocks, 


reinforcement, grout), making the nonlinear analysis of such walls challenging. Many previous studies have been 


conducted to numerically simulate the nonlinear behaviour of RM shear walls considering the individual 


components, rather than the complete building system. However, many researchers argued that there are some 


system-level aspects (e.g. slab’s in-plane and out-of-plane rigidity) that cannot be evaluated or assessed through 


component-level studies. For example, Ashour et al. (2015) reported that slab flexural coupling was an important 


system-level aspect that affected the overall RM building performance. This included the building stiffness, lateral 


resistance capacity, and trend of stiffness degradation, which in turn would significantly change the overall building 


response under seismic loading. Consequently, there is a need to numerically quantify the performance of whole RM 


buildings using simple models. This paper develops a three-dimensional (3D) numerical model in OpenSees to 


simulate the behaviour of RM shear wall buildings under cyclic loading. A description of the experimental programs 


used to validate the proposed modelling technique is presented, followed by a detailed description of the 3D model. 


The model is then validated against the experimental results.  
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2. BACKGROUND ON NUMERICAL MODELS OF RM SHEAR WALLS 


Many studies have been conducted to simulate the nonlinear behaviour of individual RM components, when 


compared to those on RM walls at the system-level. These studies can be categorized under two levels of 


refinement: 1) micro-modelling, where each component of the masonry wall is modelled individually, and 2) macro-


modelling, where an equivalent material is used to model the masonry wall as a larger unit. 


2.1 Micro-Modelling 


Micro-modelling is a well-known approach for small structures. In a micro model, the structure is discretized into a 


finite number of small elements interconnected at a finite number of nodes. The main elements used in this kind of 


modelling are masonry, mortar joint, masonry-mortar interface and steel elements. Since each element can be 


modelled in detail, a micro-modelling strategy is often preferred for understanding the local behaviour of masonry 


failures for small structural elements (e.g. assemblages). Modern plasticity concepts have been used to develop an 


interface cap model, capable of capturing masonry failure mechanisms, including tensile cracking, frictional slip and 


crushing along interfaces (Lourenço et al. 1997). This approach was extended to study the individual fracture of 


mortar and bricks (Guinea et al. 2000).  


 


Although micro-modelling can produce very accurate results, it is computationally expensive because the relatively 


small dimensions of the elements require a large number of nodes. Therefore, it may not be practical for modelling 


complete masonry buildings. 


2.2 Macro-Modelling 


Macro-modelling is based on representing the structure with a small number of elements, each of which has 


properties that are equivalent to the sum of its components. It is commonly used for large structures to study 


properties such as energy dissipation, structure deformation and strength capacity. This method does not require the 


level of detailed representation used for micro-modelling, so it is more practical for numerical modelling of 


complete masonry buildings. Legeron et al. (2005) used a finite element analysis based on multilayer elements with 


damage mechanics to model monotonically and cyclically loaded reinforced concrete structures. In order to capture 


the different failure modes of masonry-infilled RC frames, Stavridis and Shing (2010) considered a combination of 


the smeared and discrete crack approaches to capture all the failure modes of masonry infilled reinforced concrete 


structures.  


 


Both of these models needs a high level of detail, which results in a high level of computational effort. Therefore, 


there is still a need to develop more simplified models based on material and geometrical properties, which can 


simulate the behaviour of reinforced masonry buildings. 


3. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAMS 


In this paper, the numerical models of RM shear wall buildings are validated against the experimental results of 


Heerema et al. (2015) and Ezzeldin et al. (2016). These previous experimental programs were selected because they 


include walls with different level of coupling and different wall configurations with a range of aspect ratios, from 


1.5 to 4.6. More details regarding the experimental programs are given in this section. 


 3.1 Buildings Layout 


Heerema et al. (2015) tested a one-third scaled two-story asymmetrical RM shear wall building (referred to as 


Building II) under displacement-controlled quasi-static cyclic fully-reversed loading. However, the level of coupling 


between walls during the test was minimized in order to isolate and quantify the torsional response of the building. 


This was done by detailing the building with hinge lines along the two floor slabs, in order to prevent coupling and 


to facilitate in-plane diaphragm rotation and subsequent building twist. Building II was composed of four traditional 


shear walls aligned along the loading direction, and four other orthogonal rectangular shear walls, as shown in 


Figure 1a. The overall height of the building was 2,160 mm, comprised of two floors, each 1,000 mm in height, 


corresponding to 3,000 mm in full-scale, with slotted 80 mm thick reinforced concrete (RC) floors, each 2,400 mm 
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× 2,400 mm in plan. The building was fixed to the laboratory structural floor by 16 prestressed anchors through a 


square RC foundation (3,000 mm × 3,000 mm) with a thickness of 250 mm.  


 


 
 


Figure 1: Building II configuration; a) Isometric view from East-South direction; b) RC slab detailed with hinge 


lines. 


 


Ezzeldin et al. (2016) tested a nominally identical building (referred to as Building IV), but without hinge lines, in 


order to investigate the effects of wall coupling on the building and wall response. In addition, the traditional RM 


shear walls located along the main direction of loading in Building II were replaced with confined RM shear walls 


with boundary elements in Building IV, as shown in Figure 2. The boundary elements were adopted in Building IV 


because they allow closed ties to be used and multiple layers of vertical bars to be accommodated, thus providing a 


confining reinforcement cage. This enhances the overall performance of the RM wall relative to traditional 


rectangular RM wall systems, which typically have single-leg horizontal reinforcement and a single layer of vertical 


reinforcement because of practical limitations associated with concrete masonry unit geometrical configuration and 


construction techniques. 


 


The wall configuration in plan for both buildings was selected in order to produce an eccentricity between the 


building floor Center of Mass, CM, and the building Center of Rigidity, CR, at the roof level, so as to engage the 


torsional response of the building under the applied lateral loads. Full details of the experimental programs and test 


results can be found in Heerema et al. (2015) and Ezzeldin et al. (2016) for Building II and Building IV, respectively. 


3.2 Materials 


A one-third scale version of the standard two-cell 190-mm hollow concrete masonry unit (190 × 190 × 390 mm) 


commonly used in North America was used for both buildings’ wall construction. The reduced-scale concrete blocks 


were 130 mm in length, 63 mm in width and 63 mm in height. Table 1 summarizes the average compressive strength 


of the prisms, f’m, and the average yield strengths of the vertical and the horizontal bars, fyv and fyh, respectively, 


within Building II and Building IV. 


Table 1: Summary of material properties within Building II and Building IV.  


Building f’m 


(MPa) 


     fyv 


(MPa) 


fyh 


(MPa) 


 Building II 18.2 489 498 


Building IV 17.9 457 487 
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Figure 2: Plan of Building IV. 


 


3.3 Test Protocol 


The cyclic loading scheme for both buildings consisted of a series of displacement-controlled loading cycles to 


assess the strength and the stiffness degradation. The lateral cyclic displacement was applied using a hydraulic 


actuator, with a maximum capacity of 500 kN and a maximum cyclic stroke of 250 mm in both directions. To obtain 


information that included the post-peak behaviour, the displacements were increased beyond when the building had 


reached its maximum lateral load resistance, until the building resistance reduced to approximately 80% of its 


maximum capacity. 


4. NUMERICAL MODEL 


4.1 Selection of Elements 


In this paper, a three-dimensional (3D) model was developed using OpenSees (McKenna et al. 2013) to simulate the 


inelastic behaviour of Building II and Building IV under cyclic loading. Displacement-based beam-column elements 


were adopted to model the walls of both buildings. Displacement-based beam-column elements follow the standard 


finite element formulation, in which the element displacement field is derived from nodal displacements. The 


formulation of this element assumes a linear curvature distribution and a constant axial strain. The beam-column 


elements were assigned fiber sections that discretely modelled the reinforcement and masonry regions. The choice 


of element length is a very important aspect when displacement-based beam-column elements are used with 


distributed plasticity and strain-softening material laws. This is because of strain localization, in which the plastic 


deformation tends to concentrate in the first element above the base of the wall, while the adjacent elements remain 


elastic (Coleman and Spacone 2001, Ezzeldin et al. 2014). Because of strain localization, the numerical results are 


very sensitive to the length of the first element length above the base, which should be equal to the plastic hinge 


length. The formula proposed by Bohl and Adebar (2011) was found to give a good estimate of the plastic hinge 


length for RM shear walls with and without boundary elements (Ezzeldin et al. 2015). Figure 3a shows a schematic 


diagram of the modelling technique used for the RM walls within the 3D model for both buildings, including the 


distribution of nodes and elements. 
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Figure 3: Schematic diagram of the modelling technique used for RM walls within the 3D model; 


(a) Schematic diagram in elevation of RM walls; (b) Material distribution of RM walls with boundary elements 


(Ezzeldin et al. 2015) 


 


The two RC floor slabs of Building II were detailed with hinge lines to prevent the coupling between the RM walls 


and to facilitate in-plane diaphragm rotation and subsequent building twist. As such, the floor slabs in Building II were 


modelled considering the diaphragm to have no out-of-plane stiffness, while being rigid in plane, such that the nodal 


displacements can be expressed by two horizontal translations and one rotation about the normal to the floor-plane.  


 


In Building IV, the slabs were not detailed with hinge lines, so they were simulated using multi-layer shell elements 


(ShellMITC4 in OpenSees). The multi-layer shell element is based on the principles of composite material 


mechanics. It is made up of a number of layers with specified thicknesses and material properties. The strains and 


curvatures of the middle-layer of the shell element are firstly obtained during the computation, and the strains in 


other layers can be determined based on the “plane-in-plane” assumption (Lu et al. 2015). Each RC slab in Building 


IV at each floor was modelled using 80 ShellMITC4 elements. The 80 mm thickness of the slab was defined by 8 


concrete layers. The slab reinforcement was modelled using 4 layers to represent the upper and lower rebars in the 


two directions. Figure 4 shows a schematic diagram of the modelling technique used within the 3D model for 


Building IV, including the distribution of shells and beam-column elements. 


                                        `                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             


                                      


 
Figure 4: Schematic diagram of the 3D model. 
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4.2 Material Model  


Chang and Mander’s model for concrete (Concrete07) in OpenSees was used to model the masonry in this work. 


The Chang and Mander concrete model in OpenSees depends on the compressive strength, f’m, the strain at the 


maximum compressive strength, εm, the elastic modulus, Em, and other parameters that define strength and stiffness 


degradation. The strength and stiffness degradation parameters were taken according to the formulae reported in 


Chang et al. (1994). Unlike rectangular RM shear walls in Building II, RM walls with boundary elements in 


Building IV have stirrups to confine the masonry and the vertical reinforcement near the extreme compression fiber. 


This confinement significantly enhances both the strength and the ductility of the compressed masonry zone 


(boundary element region). This was taken into consideration by assigning different material properties for the 


masonry inside the closed ties at the boundary element area, as shown in Figure 3b. The model by Mander et al. 


(1988) was used to calculate the compressive strength, f’mc, and the strain at maximum compressive strength, εmc, 


within the boundary element confined area as shown in Equations 1 and 2: 


 


[1]   f’mc = f’m(1+x’) 


[2]   εmc = εm(1+k2x’) 


 


where k1, k2 and x’ are factors that depend on the vertical and horizontal reinforcement ratios in the boundary 


elements. The reinforcement steel was modelled using a Giuffre-Menegotto-Pinto model (Steel02). This model is 


defined by the yield strength, initial elastic modulus, post-yield tangent modulus and other constants that control the 


transition from elastic to plastic zone. All of these properties and parameters were defined based on material 


characterization tests as shown in Table 1, without any need for calibration to the overall wall response. This 


approach has previously been validated against experimental results for individual walls by Ezzeldin et al. (2015). 


5. COMPARISON BETWEEN NUMERICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 


Figure 5 shows that there is good agreement between the experimental hysteresis loops and the corresponding loops 


from the cyclic analysis using OpenSees. The models are able to simulate most relevant characteristics of the 


buildings’ cyclic response, including the initial stiffness, peak load, stiffness degradation, strength deterioration, 


hysteretic shape and pinching behaviour at different drift levels. The following sections discuss these parameters in 


more detail. 


                                                                                           


                                                                                                  
               (a) Building II.                                                                          (b) Building IV. 


Figure 5: Experimental and numerical hysteresis loops of Building II and Building IV. 


5.1 Hysteretic Behaviour 


Figure 6 compares the individual the experimental and numerical hysteresis loops for Building II, using the first 


cycle at each drift level. The figure shows that the model can capture the loading and unloading stiffness, as well as 


the pinching behaviour. These ranges cover almost the entire portion of the load-displacement curve up to 80% 


strength degradation. Similar results were obtained for Building IV, but graphs are not shown here. 
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                                (a) At Drift = 0.70 %                                                      (b) At Drift = 1.00 %             


 


                     


               
                                 (c) At Drift = 1.40 %                                                        (d) At Drift = 1.70 % 


 


Figure 6: Detailed experimental and numerical hysteresis loops of Building II. 


5.2 Lateral Capacity 


The lateral capacities of Building II and Building IV were represented very accurately for most of the lateral drift 


levels, as shown in Figure 7. Relative to the experimental results, the maximum percentage of error in the lateral 


load either in push or pull directions is less than 13 % and 14 % in Building II and Building IV, respectively. 


              
         (a) Building II.                                                                          (b) Building IV. 


 


Figure 7: Lateral experimental and numerical load envelopes of Building II and Building IV. 
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5.3 Energy Dissipation 


Energy dissipation through hysteretic damping, Ed, is an important aspect in seismic design because it reduces the 


amplitude of the seismic response. Previous research showed that the envelope of the load-displacement hysteresis 


loops is relatively insensitive to the imposed displacement increments and to the number of cycles (Hose and Seible 


1999). Therefore, the energy dissipation, Ed, is represented by the area enclosed by the load-displacement curve 


passing through the envelope values at each displacement level, as suggested by Hose and Seible (1999). Figure 8 


shows that the energy dissipation increased significantly at higher drift levels. Although the OpenSees model 


systematically underestimates the energy dissipated, the difference between the experimental and numerical results 


is less than 14% and 12% for Building II and Building IV, respectively. 


 


        
            (a) Building II.                                                         (b) Building IV. 


 


Figure 8: Experimental and numerical energy dissipation of Building II and Building IV. 


6. CONCLUSIONS 


This paper developed a 3D numerical macro model using OpenSees to simulate the cyclic behaviour of reinforced 


masonry shear wall buildings with different wall configurations and slab details. Data from two experimental test 


programs were used to verify the proposed modelling technique, and it was found that this model is generally able to 


capture the peak values of cyclic load that were measured in the experiments, as well as the hysteretic behaviour and 


the energy dissipation. This paper demonstrated that reinforced masonry shear walls buildings can be simulated 


accurately using a simple macro model scale. 


 


The analyses in this paper were limited to two particular RM shear wall buildings, one with traditional shear walls 


and with the slab specially detailed to avoid coupling between these walls, and the other without special slab 


detailing but with boundary elements as part of the walls in the loading direction. Further experimental data would 


be needed to validate this approach for other wall systems, such as walls with openings. In addition, the reliability of 


the numerical model was shown to depend on the assumed plastic hinge length. Ongoing research seeks to verify the 


robustness of the model for different buildings with different wall aspect ratios. Research is also underway to apply 


this modelling technique to understand the inelastic dynamic behaviour of reinforced concrete masonry block shear 


walls buildings under seismic loads. 
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NOTATION 


CM = Building floor center of mass; 


CR = Building center of rigidity; 


Ed = Energy dissipation; 


Em = Masonry Young’s modulus; 


f’m = Masonry compressive strength; 


 f’mc = Masonry compressive strength within the boundary elements area; 


 εm = Masonry strain at maximum compressive strength; 


εmc = Masonry strain at maximum compressive strength within the boundary elements area. 
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ABSTRACT  


Construction Sustainability has been the focus of debate ever since the Brundtland commission report ‘Our Common 


Future’ defined Sustainable Development.  Kyoto Protocol and subsequent climate change conferences leading upto 


the Paris submit this year has put still more emphasis on this agenda.  Construction of heavy traffic unpaved access 


roads require huge amount of aggregate mining and long haulage in the areas of scarce virgin aggregate.  


Conventional practices in these road constructions seek structural adequacy but never specifically address the 


sustainability issue.  Innovative technology that can reduce the volume of aggregate material while maintaining the 


structural integrity is required to address the sustainability issue of these roads construction.  This paper discusses 


the construction of these roads with high strength Geocell (Neoloy) reinforcement giving special reference to Oil 


Sand region of Alberta.  These Geocells improve the modulus and strength of the reinforced composite and 


durability of the road structure by drastically reducing the required quantity of aggregate material.  Operation of 


these access roads has also demonstrated saving on running cost, maintenance and down time. Neoloy Geocells also 


make it possible to use recycled and locally available cheaper materials for road construction still exceeding the 


overall performance of conventional construction.  In terms of sustainability the benefit will be more visible when 


the carbon footprint is analyzed for the virgin material mining and haulage to the construction site.  A basic analysis 


of CO2 emission reduction and how it is applied to new emission standards in Alberta industry with this innovative 


method is also discussed. 


 


Keywords: Neoloy Geocells, Sustainable Construction, Access Roads, CO2 emission 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of the future generations to meet 


their own needs is the sustainable development (WECD, 1987).  Sustainable construction aims to achieve the 


sustainable development objectives through the use of sustainable technology and knowledge however, the 


construction industry still following the conventional practice leaves behind significant environmental and carbon 


footprint (Chong et al., 2009). Study conducted by Lippiatt (1999) in the United states had reported that the 


construction industry consumes 40% of all raw stones, gravel and sand, 25% of all raw timber, 40% of energy, and 


16% of the water produced annually in that country; the trend can be expected to be similar in Canada too.  Since 


cost drives most business decisions, the benefits whether tangible or intangible needs to be expressed in economic 


terms (Chong et al., 2007) as sustainability with emphasis on environmental terms alone without the substantiating 


the economic value could alienate the business community.  The Oil Sand development in Alberta has been a 


continuous focus of sustainability debate but only a few stakeholders have looked into the economic value of 
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environmental sustainability. This inclination sometimes tends to give falls consideration as other pillars of 


sustainable development seems to be overlooked.  In a development as massive as the development in the oil sand 


area all three economic, environmental and societal pillars of sustainable development should get reasonable 


emphasis. The concept carbon tax can be seen as the massive step in quantifying the environment into economic 


terms. 


 


Access roads leading to oil drilling areas in Canada use huge amount of virgin construction material. The 


sustainability issue get hard hit right at the gravel mining site starting from quarry, crushing, hauling and placing. 


This applies to all the construction materials such as asphalt, sand, gravel, rocks and clay. Based on some real 


projects completed in the Oil Sand region this paper discusses the use of a high strength Geocell made from nano 


polymeric alloy (Neoloy) for the access road construction. Reinforcing the road structure with Neoloy Geocells 


drastically reduces the required structural thickness of roads compared the ones designed and constructed 


conventionally. These Geocells can utilize locally available inferior infill material for road construction that 


otherwise would just have been a waste. Keeping other tangible and intangible benefits aside the use of locally 


available material saves time, money and carbon emission.  Savings in total quantity and reduced haulage in terms 


of CO2 emission are also explained but other benefits that lead to a sustainable development such as the reduced 


mining and extraction of the virgin construction material, avoided double handling, reduced grading and operation 


and maintenance requirement, safety, and health issue are discussed qualitatively. 


2. HIGH STRENGTH NEOLOY GEOCELL 


In early 1970s the US Army Corps of Engineers developed the concept of cellular confinement mainly to stabilize 


the beach sand (Webster, 1979). The cellular confinement system mimicking a honeycomb structure, commonly 


known as Geocells, has since been the focus of major research. The earlier versions of the Geocells were made up of 


paper, metal and HDPE, the latest development in this series is Neoloy that has the desirable reinforcement property 


to reinforce granular soils even at the coldest Albertan climate for a period of time that extends beyond the economic 


life of the road.  


 


Neoloy is a polymeric nano-composite alloy of polymer/polyamide nano-fibers dispersed in a polyolefin matrix that 


possesses the ductility of high density polyethylene and dimensional stability and creep resistance as polyester. 


Neoloy Geocells are recognized geosynthetic reinforcement to stabilize weak subgrade and strengthen the base 


course. It has proved to be promising solution for the future of access roads to the drilling area and similar 


applications. The properties of Neoloy Geocells are given in Table 1 and Figure 1 shows its fully stretched form at 


the base course ready to be filled with granular infill.   


Table 1: Properties of Geocell 


Description                      Value  


Neoloy Material                   Polymeric nano-composite alloy  


Material strength at yield                24 MPa  


Strength at yield (wide-width test)            21.5 kN/m  


Cell height of Geocell                 150mm 


Distance between weld seams              330mm  


Cell wall thickness                 1.1mm 


Coefficient of soil-cell friction efficiency         0.95 


Coefficient of thermal expansion             <115 ppm/0C 


Brittle temperature                 <minus 700C 


Long term plastic deformation at 650C (load 6.6 kN/m)     <1.3% deformation 
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Figure 1: Geocells stretched and being infilled 


3. SUSTAINABLE ACCESS ROADS  


The researches on the Geocell have mainly focused on the structural integrity, modulus and bearing capacity 


improvement factors and the reinforcement mechanism (Pokharel et al., 2010). Pokharel et al. (2015) validated a 


design method for Neoloy Geocell reinforced unpaved road while overall sustainability is still overlooked. Kief et 


al. (2015) discussed benefits of the Neoloy Geocells for highway infrastructure and discussed the sustainability 


factor however they did not make any comparison between the conventional road building and construction with 


Neoloy Geocell in terms of overall sustainability. Access to the drilling locations in the Canadian oil exploration and 


subsequent development is a challenging job as most of these drilling sites need access to pass through very soft and 


highly organic spongy ground with very high moisture content known as ‘Muskeg’. Access to these areas is difficult 


for traffic carrying heavy drilling equipment and future traffic. Pokharel et al. (2013) had discussed a causeway 


construction using Neoloy Geocell in such a difficult ground condition in Norther Alberta. The conventional access 


to this area involves use of wooden mats at the exploration stage and construction of a permanent road during 


development and production stages. The road construction is usually done either by removing the muskeg and back 


filling with engineered fill if the muskeg depth is less than a meter or providing high strength geotextile and geogrid 


to support the embankment fill that is used as preloading fill if the muskeg is deeper.  These practices are costly and 


time consuming and still see frequent failures of the road sections that hamper the access at critical times. Most of 


the time the operation and maintenance cost exceed the reasonably allocated budget limits. In addition to that these 


practices leave carbon footprint by excessively utilizing Earth’s ever depleting resources. A sustainable solution for 


these problems is therefore, has become inevitable. 


 


Structural strength of any road to withstand the traffic load for entire design life is basic requirement for any road 


design but a sustainable road does not only go by the strength, to be sustainable it should have cheaper life cycle 


cost, be environmental friendly and reduce the negative impact on society. This paper discuses four of several 


projects the authors have designed and constructed recently giving due consideration to all three pillars of 


sustainability. The road structure designed with Neoloy Geocells has a validated design method (Pokharel et al., 


2015) for unpaved roads and AASHTO-1993 design method for paved road.  These design methods confirm the 


structural strength of the roads for the design traffic and life. Neoloy Geocells provide lateral and vertical 


confinement to the reinforced layer that controls gravel surface deterioration which provide huge saving in recurring 


operation and maintenance cost.  


 


The environmental benefits of this innovative design and construction include the saving in the right of way 


clearance as the design structurally need lower embankment height which in turn reduce the disturbances to the 


natural habitat of many pristine wildlife and vegetation. The road design with Neoloy Geocell uses less amount of 


aggregate for similar or better structural performance, that is, it requires mining of less virgin aggregate for 


construction, locally available inferior or otherwise waste material can be used for construction that provided huge 


saving in haulage and fuel burnt, ultimately minimizing the CO2 emission. Reduction in CO2 emission will carry 
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great value as Alberta is starting Carbon tax at the rate of $20/tonne in 2017, $30/tonne in 2018 and a minimum of 


2% increase annually after that. Moving forward this price on carbon can be looked into as the monetary value of 


environmental damages caused by the emission. In addition this sustainable construction avoids the muskeg removal 


meaning the natural ground will be left as it is if any future reclamation is needed. The design also has societal 


benefits such as providing jobs to local community in easy manual Geocell installation work, a year round 


serviceable road, greatly reduced downtime because of reduced maintenance requirement and, safety and peace of 


mind for the road users. The better serviceability conditions of the Neoloy Geocell reinforced road structure 


eliminate all the downtime related to access leading to improved production and service, employee morale, safety 


and reduced equipment operating and wear and tear costs. 


4. REPRESENTATIVE PROJECTS 


Four projects constructed after 2012 that represent access roads, haul roads and county roads are taken as 


representative case to study the sustainability of the roads designed and constructed with Neoloy Geocell 


reinforcement. The discussion in the proceeding section will be based on the real cost, quantity and haulage distance 


used for transporting construction material for Neoloy reinforced case and estimated value for conventional method 


of construction that would have happened if conventional design was followed. The conventional values are based 


on the typical designs provided by the project owners and the usual practice in the area under consideration 


communicated by the clients. 


4.1 Case 1: MEG Energy Corporation - temporary access road –P3 Connector 


This 3.2 km long road was constructed in the summer of 2012 as access for heavy drilling equipment to the 


proposed Phase 3B central processing facility (CPF) in Christina lake area in Alberta. As the road was aligned to 


pass through deep muskeg and scheduled to be completed within one and a half month time the only possible option 


left at that time was to use the wooden mats. The conventional road construction in such situations would have been 


either to remove the muskeg and backfill it with compacted engineered fill or preload without muskeg removal with 


embankment. It was not possible to complete these options in given time frame. In addition to that the conventional 


approaches would have had issues as the available right of way was only 11m for an 8m wide driving surface that 


would have needed a minimum of 1m high embankment fill with the conventional design. The minimum haul 


distance for clay was of about 20km and 100km for good gravel while sand was available right at the site. A 


sustainable Neoloy Geocell reinforced road structure with sand infill was instead proposed and MEG Energy 


convinced with the merits decided to go ahead with it. The road was designed with two separate structures for 


muskeg and non-muskeg area. The muskeg area was constructed in two layers of Neoloy Geocells; a construction 


layer and a top layer and non-muskeg area just had one layer at the top filled with locally available sand. The base 


course for this road was 200 mm thick sand reinforced with 150mm high Neoloy Geocells and the driving surface 


was just 175mm thick crushed gravel. The construction using Neoloy Geocell avoided the removal of muskeg and 


backfill, one layer geogrid, in an average one meter of clay fill and about 270mm thickness of crushed gravel. 


 


Although the road already exceeded the design expectation within a year of operation the road is in excellent driving 


condition after three years without adding any more gravel. Client satisfaction is reflected by their willingness to 


expand this road with this design and constructing main access road with Neoloy Geocell reinforcement (Pokharel et 


al. 2015). Figure 2 shows the road under construction and during operation.  


4.2 Case2: MEG Energy - main access road (C - Road) 


With the sustainable results of the P-3 connector MEG Energy decided to construct their main access road to Phase 


3B CPF using Neoloy Geocell. This project was designed to improve the condition of the 7km long seasonal road to 


all weather and widen the existing 8m driving surface to 10m using.  The entire road was widened on muskeg upto 


6m deep. It was designed with 300mm thick gravel reinforced with a single layer of Neoloy Geocell.  The widened 


side of the road was designed with a construction layer of Geocell in-filled with locally available sand. The road 


needed almost no maintenance but graded a few times which as per the clients road maintenance department is too 


little compared to what is done for their other unpaved access roads. The road is in excellent operating condition 


after three years. Using Neoloy Geocell in this road avoided removal of muskeg at the widened part, required 


engineered backfill, layer of geogrid, and saved 150mm of thick crushed gravel. Figure 3 shows the road condition 


before and after one year of construction. 
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Figure 2: P-3 connector a) during construction and b) during the heavy traffic operation  


 


  
Figure 3: Driving condition on C-road a) before and b) one year after construction 


4.3 Case 3: Creek crossing for a major oil producing company north of Ft McMurray  


One of the largest oil producers in Fort Hills area 90km north of Ft McMurray needed a heavy haul road crossing a 


creek which has deep muskeg for 200m length on either side. For environmental reason and also to keep the ground 


water flow through muskeg at its predevelopment stage they wanted to avoid muskeg removal and back fill with 


clay. So, locally available highly pervious sand reinforced with perforated Neoloy Geocells and separated by a 


medium strength non-woven geotextile between the muskeg and sand fill was designed as construction layer. Creek 


flow channel was maintained by placing two corrugated steel pipes. The driving surface was also designed with 


200mm thick crushed gravel reinforced with Neoloy Geocells. The road was 22m wide at the top with 3H:1V side 


slope. Although the conventional design called for upto 3m high embankment fill of clay subbase, pit run gravel and 


crushed gravel, the Geocell design reduced the total fill thickness to less than 1m with two layers of Geocell. The 


construction layer was filled with sand and the top layer and driving surface was graveled. Provision for immediate 


muskeg settlement was made with allowance of 40% of the Muskeg thickness or 800mm in case of Muskeg depths 


thicker than 2m.   


4.4 Case 4: Township road 762, Long Run Exploration and Municipal District of Smoky River 


A 3.2km long stretch of township road 762 between highway 49 and range road 205 in the Municipal District of 


Smoky River, Alberta had seasonal problem with road break. This road also served as the major access to the 


production site for the Long Run Exploration Oil Company. To solve the problem the surface road was designed 


with 200mm of sand reinforced with 150mm high Neoloy Geocells and wearing course of 40mm minus gravel. The 


road is performing excellent for last three years and has not required any maintenance.  Other than the maintenance 
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this design saved almost 150mm of gravel thickness. Figure 5 shows as constructed and post construction condition 


of road. 


 


  
Figure 4: Creek Crossing: a) Pre-construction, b) Construction layer, c) Base course and d) in operation 


 


 
Figure 5: Township road 762 in MD of Smoky River County during a) construction and b) after operation 


5. DISCUSSION 


As identified in previous sections every road construction faces challenges such as supply, cost and extensive 


construction effort required. In addition to the traditional challenges, environmental issues have been receiving a 


great deal of attention in the recent years. Therefore, the necessity of using innovative solutions to avoid such 


challenges is felt more than ever. Biggest challenges the conventional methods faced in the projects mentioned in 


the preceding section can be listed as: 1) availability of gravel nearby, 2) high cost of hauling and carbon emission, 


3) challenging geotechnical condition with extremely soft subgrade and expensive muskeg removal and backfill, 4) 


limited right of way, 5) limited construction time line and 6) extremely heavy anticipated traffic.  


 


Neoloy Geocells reinforced sustainable road construction minimizes the environmental impacts and extends project 


life. Its ability to use locally available inferior quality infill including poorly graded sand still providing better 


structural strength compared to the traditionally designed roads has multiple sustainability impacts. As the design 
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drastically reduces the need for virgin aggregate, carbon footprint is also reduced as less aggregate screening, 


crushing, processing and hauling is required. Less material placement and little or no subgrade preparation also 


mean less earthworks / equipment operations. This adds to reduces fuel consumption, vehicle pollution, airborne 


dust, sediment runoff and the carbon emission. The economic goal of sustainable construction is met by lower 


capital costs and lower life-cycle maintenance with fewer disruptions to traffic. The social benefits of the enhanced 


performance of the road include more reliable and safer transportation, as well as all-weather access to remote and 


difficult areas plus local work crews can be easily trained on-site to perform the installation jobs. 


 


A comparison of quantifiable sustainability indicators between the roads as constructed using Neoloy Geocells and 


as would have been constructed based on prevailing conventional practice is shown in Table 2. In calculating the 


values presented in Table 2 the total quantity of material includes any used/required gravel, sand and clay while total 


hauling includes haulage of these material to the construction site. The amount of material saving is taken as the 


representative of the cost saving so a separate cost calculation is not included here. The cost of placing the materials 


which would have been very high for the conventional designs as they use more material is not included making the 


comparisons more favourable to conventional design compared to the sustainable Neoloy design. Construction with 


Neoloy Geocell did not require any muskeg removal so, the required removal in conventional alternative is 


estimated based on the available geotechnical investigation of the area. 


 


The values presented for CO2 emission in Table 2 include the CO2 generated to produce aggregate and Neoloy 


Geocells and also the CO2 generated when hauling material to the construction site. It is important to mention that 


the locally available sand used in the representative projects discussed above required no other preparation than 


hauling to a short distance. The emission calculation uses US-EI database (Earthshift, Huntington, VT, the 


Ecoinvent 3.1 database adjusted for U.S. energy grid inputs) value of 0.197kg CO2 generated per tonne.km hauling 


by a transport truck and producing one kg of crushed gravel will generate 0.0104kg of CO2 and producing and one 


kg of Geocells will generate 1.93 kg of CO2.  


 


A 25tonne pay load for the gravel trucks has been assumed which results in generating 4.92kg of CO2 per km of 


hauling. For the representative Case 1 the round trip gravel haul distance was 198km while it was only 8km for sand 


and 20km for clay material. For Case 2 gravel haul distance was 192km round trip for sand the round trip was 14km 


and clay was being hauled from 10km away. For the Case 3 the haul distance for sand and gravel was 30km round 


trip and it was 82km for Case 4. 


Table 2: Comparison of Traditional Methods to Neoloy Geocell Alternative 


 


 
Conventional Option Neoloy Geocell Option 


Rep. 


Case  


Quantity 


(tonnes) 


Total 


Hauling 


(km) 


Muskeg 


Removal 


(m3) 


CO2 


Emission 


(kg) 


Quantity  


(tonnes) 


Total 


Hauling 


(km) 


Muskeg 


Removal 


(m3) 


CO2 Emission 


(kg) 


Case 1 
         


83,866  


       


274,609  


              


23,040  


     


1,654,191  


        


48,993  


          


153,578  
         -            1,033,321  


Case 2 
      


110,670  


       


398,042  


              


57,600  


     


2,410,457  


        


51,744  


          


219,288  
         -            1,633,276  


Case 3 
         


16,560  


         


19,872  


                 


5,200  


        


269,994  


        


10,560  


            


14,272  
         -               114,210  


Case 4 
         


28,152  


         


90,086  


                       


-    


        


736,006  


        


18,768  


            


63,159  
         -               547,466  
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Figure 6: Percentage saving achieved by using Neoloy Geocells in different projects (case) 


 


As seen in Figure 6 the innovative construction method using Neoloy Geocell reduced the total quantity of soil and 


aggregate, haulage, muskeg removal and CO2 emission.  The aggregate savings was in the range of 30 to 50% that 


ultimately saved at least 30% in haulage. This reduced hauling is a major contributor to reduction of CO2 emission. 


The savings in CO2 emission vary from 25 to approximately 60% in these four projects based on the respective 


hauling distance. It is noteworthy that these reductions are contribution of only a portion of the entire life cycle of 


the road. Regular monitoring has not been done to evaluate the operation and maintenance costs of these roads 


however, during verbal communication the project officials have informed that their Neoloy Geocell reinforced road 


structures needed very little maintenance and show no appreciable surface deterioration. So, these roads require non 


to minimal aggregate addition that could be in the range of 50mm a year for conventional roads. Analyzing the full 


life cycle of the road will reveal more savings in regards to less maintenance work required and longer service life of 


the roads using the Neoloy Geocells. 


6. CONCLUSION 


The analysis of the available data from four representative cases and results discussed in this paper has quantified 


the contributions by Neoloy Geocells to sustainability wherever possible. The economic, environmental and societal 


sustainability indicators were discussed and identified qualitatively but the virgin aggregate quantities and CO2 


emission is calculated and quantified. However, while calculating the CO2 emission it only focused on one part of 


the overall sustainability, that is, the CO2 emission reduction during aggregate production and hauling. The 


calculation did not cover the saving in CO2 emission   made during the placing and preparation at site. This would 


make utilizing Neoloy Geocell in road construction more attractive. As soon as the carbon tax starts in 2017 this will 


be a tangible value in economic terms. The sustainability benefits considering carbon footprint alone outweighed the 


other benefits of high strength Neoloy Geocell reinforced access roads over the conventional construction practice in 


Alberta. The saving in construction and operation and maintenance costs, time for construction, reduction in down 


time, virgin material mining, health and safety benefits are other benefits. All these additional benefits will show 


that the high strength Neoloy Geocell reinforced construction will contribute even more to the sustainable 


construction targets. Inclusion of this innovative technology by engineers and construction industry to realise the 


reduction in CO2 emission and other sustainability benefits and spreading this knowledge base on Neoloy Geocell 


technology is highly recommended. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  


The Champlain Bridge, constructed in 1957, is one of Canada’s busiest and most economically critical bridges. This 


3.4km-long bridge consists of as many as 50 simply supported spans, 50 to 53 m long, plus an elevated truss 


structure over the Saint Lawrence Seaway. Each span has a cross-section of seven precast post-tensioned girders 


supporting cast-in-place infill strips that constitute a deck with six traffic lanes. Like many other structures, 


Champlain Bridge is subjected to environmental, traffic or hydrological loads, which adversely affect the structural 


condition of the bridge. This structural degradation is further accelerated for the Champlain Bridge due to 


Montreal’s cold climate, with snowfall and windy conditions, in addition to seasonal salting on the concrete deck. 


Consequently, structural degradation has been observed due to the corrosion of some of the post-tensioned strands in 


the main edge girders on the upstream and downstream side. 


 


Structural degradations that are not timely diagnosed and treated could result in bridge service interruptions and 


even failures with economic and environmental consequences. Therefore, structural health monitoring (SHM) is a 


critical activity for bridges, including the Champlain Bridge, to ensure anomalies and out-of-spec trends are 


diagnosed on time. In fact, the Champlain Bridge is highly instrumented for SHM purposes. Each bridge span’s 


edge girders are instrumented with three fiber optic sensors: one bending sensor in the middle measuring the lower 


fiber elongation and two shear sensors at either end inclined at 45 ͦ. There are 300 long measurement base OSMOS 


fiber optic sensors presently installed on the bridge. These sensors measure elongations as small as 2 micrometers 


with a very small time resolution of 0.02 seconds (or 50Hz). The sensor data is recorded or logged whenever a 


certain deformation threshold is reached during regular 24/7 traffic.  


 


The installation of the fiber optic sensors on the Champlain Bridge began in 2006 with the edge beams of the first 


three spans on the Nun’s island. Other spans were gradually added to the monitoring plan, and by 2015, all spans 


and 100 beams were instrumented. Initially, engineers analyzed data from small number of sensors; however, this 


became cumbersome with the increasing number of sensors installed and data recorded. Such data contains 


invaluable information about the bridge dynamic performance, health condition and safety under traffic load. 


However, interpreting this abundance of data (100MB of daily data) efficiently to extract this information cannot be 


performed manually. Manual calculations are prone to human error and incapable of performing more complex 


analysis accurately and in a timely fashion. In addition, conventional SHM practices based on manual inspections, 


data visualization and eyeballing are extremely time-consuming, labour intensive, and thus expensive and 


insufficient for the Champlain Bridge. A sophisticated tool is therefore needed to automate the data analysis process 
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and quickly and reliably transform raw sensor data into decision-ready information to be interpreted by structural 


engineers.  


 


IntelliBRIDGE is a comprehensive software developed in Canada for automated, accurate and reliable sensor data 


analysis to support SHM activities of instrumented bridges. It integrates a broad spectrum of data monitoring, 


contextual visualization, database management, and data analytics functions ranging from simple statistical analysis 


and linear regression to advanced frequency calculations and state-of-the-art dynamic multi-variate data modeling.  


 


The Jacques Cartier and Champlain Bridges Incorporated (JCCBI), the Crown corporation responsible for the 


Champlain Bridge and other major infrastructure in the region of Montreal, has used the software since August 


2015. In this Project Profile, the early experiences of utilizing the tool to analyze instrumentation data acquired from 


the Champlain Bridge are presented to demonstrate its immeasurable operational and engineering benefits. Three 


cases or scenarios of particular importance are presented: 


 


(1) Automated Time-Domain Analysis of Dynamic Data during Normal Traffic: The software automatically 


identifies dynamic events (related to the bridge normal traffic) in the recorded data and very quickly calculates 


maximum Tension, maximum Compression and peak-to-peak deformations for every event. Previously, only 


peak-to-peak deformations; i.e., the distance between maximum Tension and Compression, were calculated 


manually by eyeballing data from a subset of dynamic events (not all of them). In fact, the peak-to-peak 


measure was selected to halve the number of required manual calculations. However, the newly automated 


calculations and time trending of both Tension and Compression has revealed very interesting and novel 


information about the structural health of the bridge that was missed previously.   


 


(2) Automated Frequency-Domain Analysis of Dynamic Data during Normal Traffic: Automated vibration 


analysis has allowed engineers to very quickly and reliably monitor and verify the effects of recent modular 


trusses installations on the bridge. These trusses are added to increase the stiffness of the damaged girders. 


Since the mass of the trusses is negligible compared to that of the span, the increased stiffness is expected to 


increase the first fundamental frequency of the span free vibrations. This analysis has revealed increase in 


fundamental frequency from 2.3Hz to 2.5Hz within a very short period of time after truss installation. 


 


(3) Automated Load Test Data Analysis: Presently, load tests are performed on the Champlain Bridge once a 


month in order to detect bridge spans that are more compliant to deformation than the design expectations or 


other spans of the bridge. The 300 fiber optic sensors are used to measure “bending” and “shear” deformations. 


During the load test, starting typically around midnight, three lanes of the bridge in one direction are first closed 


to traffic, then a heavy truck (48 T) crosses the bridge at a fixed speed of 10 km/h followed by a lighter truck 


(30 T) driving at the same speed but at a distance of about three bridge spans (almost 150m). The public traffic 


follows after the police cars escorting the trucks. The same procedure is performed in the other direction. The 


data recorded from fiber optic sensors during the load test were manually analyzed to determine the health state 


of the bridge spans. This analysis involved three steps: (a) Manually detect and isolate the deformation 


responses to both the heavy and the light truck passage, and differentiate them from other responses in the entire 


time-series of the recorded data during load test; (b) Manually calculate the peak amplitudes for bending 


deformations in the detected and isolated responses; and (c) Manually calculate the corresponding shear 


deformations. This labour intensive process took typically a week to complete. The automation has brought this 


time down to several minutes.   
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ABSTRACT  


To enhance the resiliency of framed structures under lateral loads, new infilled frame systems have been developed 


and evaluated using finite element method. The developed frame systems include haunches to reduce stress 


concentration at the frame’s corners under lateral in-plane loads thus improving the resistance of the infilled frame 


system. A previously developed and validated three dimensional finite element models based on the simplified 


micro-modelling technique were adopted in this study to investigate the behaviour of infilled steel and reinforced 


concrete frames under lateral in-plane loads. The investigated parameters include: the infill wall stiffness, the 


presence and size of haunches at the beam-column connections. The effect of infill wall stiffness was investigated 


by analysis of steel and concrete frames infilled with grouted infill walls, which were found to significantly improve 


the lateral strength and stiffness of the infilled frames. The effect of the size of the haunches on the lateral behaviour 


of infilled frames was investigated by adding 200 mm, 400 mm, and 600 mm equal-leg haunches at the frame’s 


beam-column connections. The lateral load resistance of infilled steel and reinforced concrete frames was found to 


increase by about 60% and 20%, respectively, when 600 mm equal-leg haunches were introduced. The Canadian 


standard for the design of masonry structures gave conservative estimates for the lateral cracking strength of the 


studied infilled frames. The accuracy of this standard was found to depend on the lateral stiffness of the bounding 


frames and the stiffness of the infill wall.  


 


Keywords: Masonry infilled frames, haunched frames, steel frames, concrete frames, lateral strength, grouted 


masonry. 


1. INTRODUCTION 


In recent years, the concept of sustainability has expanded to include the requirement that structures be resilient. The 


requirements of longevity and the ability of structures to resist high lateral forces from the ever-increasing extreme 


natural events have become as equally important as the requirements of energy efficiency and low carbon emissions. 


In this paper, resilient lateral load resisting systems are defined as ones that have reduced probability of failure, 


reduced consequences from failures, and reduced time to rehabilitate. Resiliency is further defined as the ability to 


withstand loads without suffering significant degradation or loss of function (robustness), and capability to meet 


safety requirements in the event of degradation or loss of functionality (redundancy). Framed buildings lend 


themselves to the implementation of relatively simple measures to improve their resiliency to lateral forces. 


 


Research has shown (Mehrabi et al. 1996, Dawe and Seah 1989) that the use of masonry infill walls tremendously 


increases the lateral load resistance of both steel and reinforced concrete frames. However, the response of infilled 


frames is much less ductile than bare frames. While in the past, clay brick infills were commonly used; concrete 


block infill walls are preferred in modern construction. Experimental studies by Liu and Soon (2012) demonstrated 


that fully grouted concrete block infill walls yield the highest contribution to lateral load resistance and the highest 
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increase in stiffness. However, infill walls are typically constructed after the completion of the frame skeleton and it 


is extremely difficult to grout a concrete block infill wall that has been constructed within an existing frame. 


Ungrouted (hollow) concrete block infill walls were found (Yanez et al. 2004, El-Dakhakhni et al. 2004) to lead to a 


sizable increase in lateral load resistance and stiffness but lower than fully grouted infills. In addition to the obvious 


difference in the effective cross sectional area, one of the main reasons for the lower contribution of hollow infills is 


their higher sensitivity to stress concentration at the corners of the surrounding frame.  


 


The aim of this investigation is to develop and examine techniques to minimize the effects of stress concentration at 


the corners of steel and reinforced concrete frames on hollow concrete block infill walls. The proposed techniques 


include the introduction of beam haunches at frame corners. The objective of this investigation is to investigate the 


effectiveness of different size of beam haunches on the in-plane behaviour of concrete block infill wall in rigid 


reinforced concrete and flexible steel moment resisting frames. 


2. REVIEW OF RELATED WORK 


The in-plane response of masonry infilled steel and reinforced concrete has been the focus of many past and recent 


investigations. In an experimental investigation, Dawe and Seah (1989) studied the effect of several parameters on 


the behaviour of infilled frames using 28 full-size, single-bay steel frames infilled with 200 mm hollow concrete 


masonry units and type S mortar. Dawe and Seah reported that infill walls enhance the capacity of the containing 


frame even when there is a small gap between the infill and the frame or when the infill wall contains an opening. 


Tasnimi and Mohebkhah (2011) studied the performance of 5, two-third-scale steel frames infilled with solid clay 


brick units. It was reported that the presence of openings within the infill wall had no significant effect on the initial 


stiffness of the infilled frame.  


 


Flanagan and Bennett (1999) studied eight full-size steel frames filled with hollow clay tile units. The infill wall 


thickness varied between a single wythe (195 mm thick) and a double wythe (330 mm thick). The size of the steel 


frame sections as well as the length and height of the infill wall varied to study the effect of frame stiffness on the 


infill wall behaviour. Flanagan and Bennett reported that all tested specimens failed through corner crushing, and 


surprisingly failure was relatively insensitive to the frame characteristics. Mehrabi et al. (1996) conducted a similar 


experimental investigation with 12 single-bay reinforced concrete frames infilled with concrete masonry and 


constructed at half-scale. Hollow and solid concrete masonry units were used to simulate weak and strong infills, 


respectively. Mehrabi et al. (1996) concluded that the presence of masonry infill wall within a concrete frame 


increases its capacity compared to bare frame and can be used to improve the performance of existing non-ductile 


concrete frames. Al-Chaar (1998) studied the performance of reinforced concrete frames infilled with concrete 


masonry units as well as clay brick units. The investigation was conducted on ½ scale specimens. The frames were 


single, double and triple bay with typical bay width of 2032 mm between centerlines of columns; the height of the 


infill walls was 1524 mm. It was found that the presence of stiffer masonry infill wall enabled the system to carry 


more load than the case of the bare frame. For multiple bay frames, the stiffness increased nonlinearly with the 


increase of the number of infilled bays. Most of the damage in the infill walls took place in the infill wall located 


near the loaded side. 
 


In addition to experimental investigations, Finite Element Modelling (FEM) has also been used to evaluate the 


behaviour of masonry infilled structures. Dhanasekar and Page (1986) relied on nonlinear beam elements to model 


the frame and a nonlinear orthotropic model to represent the behaviour of brick infill panels. The interaction 


between the infill panel and the bounding frame was simulated using interface elements. Liauw and Lo (1988) 


modelled the frame and the interaction similarly, while the infill wall was modelled using a smeared cracking 


approach to simulate the effects of micro-cracking in the material. Stavridis and Shing (2010) developed a finite 


element model that combined the smeared and discrete cracking approaches to capture all possible failure 


mechanisms in the frame-infill system.  


 


Smith and Carter (1969), Stafford-Smith and Coull (1991) and Mainstone (1971) used an equivalent strut approach 


to simulate the behaviour of masonry infill walls without openings, subjected to monotonic loading. A single strut 


was used to approximate the behaviour of the infill panel, reducing the analysis to that of a braced frame.  


Despite the large number of investigations on the subject, no previous research was found where infilled haunched 


beam frames were investigated. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this investigation is the first to introduce and 


examine the effectiveness of this infill wall technique. 
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3. RESEARCH APPROACH 


A nonlinear finite element modelling technique based on the simplified micro-modelling approach was adopted in 


this study. The technique has been developed by Nazief and Korany (2014) and validated against available 


experimental data and has been proven to be very effective in accurately predicting the entire lateral load–


displacement behaviour of steel and reinforced concrete frames filled with masonry walls. To enable modelling the 


exact geometry of the masonry units, three-dimensional Finite Element Models (FEM) were constructed using the 


commercially available software, ABAQUS 6.10 (SIMULIA, 2010). 


 


The three-dimensional 8-node solid element, C3D8R, was used to model reinforced concrete and steel frames and 


the masonry infill walls. This element has three translational degrees of freedom in the global directions for each 


node. Reduced integration scheme was used in analyzing the problem to reduce the computation time. The 


reinforcement for RC frames was modelled using the Beam Element, B31. This beam element has three translational 


and three rotational degrees of freedom at each node. The three-dimensional cohesive element, COH3D8, was used 


to model the interface between masonry units and that between the frame and the masonry infill wall. 


 


For hollow concrete block, the masonry units were assigned material properties matching the compressive properties 


of hollow concrete block prisms. Analysis of the fully grouted masonry was simplified somewhat by modelling the 


units as solid blocks having the same properties as grouted masonry prisms. Material behaviour was defined by an 


elastic-plastic model for the steel and a concrete damaged plasticity model for the concrete and masonry. A more 


detailed description of the finite element modelling techniques employed is available in Nazief and Korany (2014). 


Table 1: Material properties for the FEM models 


Description Value Description Value 


Structural steel  Hollow concrete masonry blocks  


Yield strength (MPa) 350 Compressive strength 25 


Ultimate strength (MPa) 450 Modulus of elasticity (GPa) 21.34 


Modulus of elasticity (GPa) 200   


  Grouted concrete masonry blocks  


reinforcement  Compressive strength (MPa) 18 


Yield strength (MPa) 400 Modulus of elasticity (GPa) 17.30 


Modulus of elasticity (MPa) 200   


  Mortar  


Concrete frame  Shear strength (MPa) 1.2 


Compressive strength (MPa) 30 Tensile strength (MPa) 0.1 


Secant modulus of elasticity (GPa) 21.30   


Poisson ratio 0.25   


 


 


Structural steel was modelled using 350 MPa yield strength and 450 MPa ultimate strength. Steel reinforcing bars 


were assumed to have yield strength of 400 MPa. The value of the modulus of elasticity for steel was 200,000 MPa. 


The compressive strength and Poisson’s ratio of the concrete for the RC frames was taken as 30 MPa and 0.25, 


respectively. The secant modulus of elasticity of concrete at 40% of the peak compressive strength was assumed to 


be 21,300 MPa. The compressive strengths of hollow and grouted concrete block infills were assumed to be 25 MPa 


and 18 MPa, respectively. The modulus of elasticity for hollow and grouted concrete block masonry were 21,336 


MPa and 17,300 MPa, respectively. These values were measured by testing ungrouted and grouted concrete block 


assemblages constructed of the same block units and type S mortar (Nazief and Korany, 2014). The shear and tensile 


strengths of the mortar were assumed to be 1.2 MPa and 0.1 MPa, respectively, and the coefficient of friction 


between the masonry units was 0.7. Table 1 gives a summary of the material properties used in the numerical 


models. Loading was applied in the form of a quasi-static lateral displacement at the loading point of the masonry 


infilled frame. The corresponding lateral load was computed from the integration of the reactions at the frame base. 


Numerical analyses were conducted using the dynamic explicit solver in ABAQUS, which is suitable for analysis of 


structures with relatively short dynamic response time. 
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4. INVESTIGATED MODELS AND PARAMETERS 


Finite element analyses were conducted on eight bare frames and eight infilled frames with hollow Concrete 


Masonry Units (CMU). The concrete masonry units consisted of 390 x 190 x 190 mm with void ratio of 47% and 


shell thickness of 32 mm. The frames included 2800 mm x 3600 mm (height x bay span) steel and concrete frames 


with and without haunches to investigate the effect of haunch on the lateral behavior of infilled frames. The 


haunches had equal leg sizes varying from 200 mm to 600 mm. Two analyses were also conducted on the infilled 


frames made of fully grouted CMU to study the effect of grouting on the lateral strength and stiffness of infilled 


frames. Table 2 shows the matrix and description of FEM analyses on bare and infilled frames. As shown in this 


table, SB and CB are steel and concrete bare frames without haunch, respectively. In Table 2, SB200 to SB600 and 


CB200 to CB600 are steel and concrete bare frames, respectively, where the numbers are the leg size of the 


haunches in mm. The SU and CU models are steel and concrete infilled frames without haunch, respectively; and, 


similarly, SU200 to SU600 and CU200 to CU600 are steel and concrete infilled frames with ungrouted CMU, 


respectively, where, again the numbers are the leg size of the haunches in mm. The two models SG and CG are 


inflled steel and concrete frames with grouted CMU.  


Table 2: Analysis matrix of bare and infilled frames 


Model designation Frame beam 


configuration 


Infill wall 


construction 


Haunch leg size, 


 e (mm)  
Remarks 


Steel Concrete 


SB CB Flat N/A N/A Bare frame, flat beam 


SB200 CB200 Haunched N/A 200 Bare frame, haunched 


SB400 CB400 Haunched N/A 400 Bare frame, haunched 


SB600 CB600 Haunched N/A 600 Bare frame, haunched 


SU CU Flat Ungrouted N/A Hollow CMU infill 


SG CG Flat Grouted N/A Grouted CMU infill 


SU200 CU200 Haunched Ungrouted 200 Haunched frame 


SU400 CU400 Haunched Ungrouted 400 Haunched frame 


SU600 CU600 Haunched Ungrouted 600 Haunched frame 


 


 
a. Haunched steel frame           b. Haunched concrete frame 


 


Figure 1: Details of the investigated a. steel, and b. reinforced concrete moment resisting frames.  


 


Figure 1 shows the structural details of the concrete and steel frames. As shown in this figure the columns and the 


beam of the steel frame were W250x58 and W200x46, respectively. The bottom of the columns of the steel and 


concrete frames was fixed to a 5800 x 600 x 600 mm RC foundation. The steel beam was tied to the web of the 


column. The steel columns were oriented such that the strong axis was along the plane of the frame. The web and 


flange of the steel haunch were 7.2 mm and 11 mm thick, respectively. The concrete frames were modeled with 250 


x 600 beam and 250 x 500 columns. The longitudinal reinforcement of the concrete columns included 20M bars and 


the stirrups included 10M bars spaced at 200 mm. The longitudinal bars of the concrete beam were 16M and 12M 


bars. The stirrups of the concrete beam were 10M spaced at 200 mm. The haunches in the concrete frames were 


reinforced with three 16M bars.  
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5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 


Table 3 and 4 summarize the results for the modeled concrete and steel infilled frames. Figure 2 shows the principal 


compressive stresses for the investigated concrete and steel infilled frames without haunch at ultimate lateral load. 


This figure also illustrates diagonal tensile cracking (DT) along the compressive diagonal of the infill. As shown in 


this figure, a compressive strut formed in the infilled frames under lateral load. This figure shows that the 


compressive strut in the concrete infilled frame was wider than that in the steel infilled frame. Previous studies by 


Smith and Carter (1969) and Mainestone (1971) showed that as the lateral stiffness of infilled frames increases the 


compressive strut gets wider. The modeled concrete infilled frames were stiffer than the steel infilled frames, hence 


were expected to form a wider compressive strut than steel infilled frames. Figure 2 also shows that the principal 


compressive stresses vary throughout the compressive strut, showing concentration of compressive stresses at the 


corners of the infilled frames. These compressive stresses led to crushing of CMU at the corners of infilled frames, 


known as Corner Crushing (CC).  


Table 3: Summary of the FEA results for the modeled infilled steel frames. 


Frame 


designation 


Kbare 


(kN/mm) 
K 


(kN/mm) 


Pcr 


(kN) 


Pu 


(kN) 


Δu 


(mm) 
Failure mode 


SU 2.4 127 340 424 17.3 CC*1 


SG 2.4 347 577 975 18.7 DT*2+CC 


SU200 3.2 147 339 491 20.0 CC 


SU400 4.0 178 373 564 20.0 CC 


SU600 4.8 189 375 677 20.0 CC 
*1 CC: Corner crushing, *2 DT: Diagonal tension cracking. 


 


 


Table 4: Summary of the FEA results for the modeled infilled concrete frames. 


Frame 


designation 


Kbare 


(kN/mm) 
K 


(kN/mm) 
Pcr


† 


(kN) 


Pu 


(kN) 
Δu 


(mm) 
Failure mode 


CU 32 294 450 611 17.3 CC* 


CG 32 522 695 1070 9.3 DT**+CC 


CU200 52 315 420 659 20.0 CC 


CU400 58 420 560 726 20.0 CC 


CU600 60 427 570 728 20.0 CC 
* CC: Corner crushing, ** DT: Diagonal tension cracking, †Pcr: load at first major crack. 


 


 


 
a.                     b. 


Figure 2: Principal compressive stresses at ultimate load in a. steel infilled frames, and b. concrete infilled frames, 


with ungrouted CMU infills. 
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            a.                      b. 


Figure 3: Principal compressive stresses at ultimate load in huanched a. steel frames, and b. concrete frames infilled 


with hollow CMU walls. 


 


Figure 3 shows the principal compressive stresses for the investigated concrete and steel infilled frames with 


haunches at ultimate lateral load. As shown in this figure, the compressive struts have become wider than those in 


the unhaunched infilled frames shown in Figure 2. Adding haunches to the infilled frames distributes the 


compressive stresses at the frame corners across a wider width of the compressive strut, thereby relieves the 


concentration of compressive stresses, and thus improves the lateral stiffness and ultimate lateral strength of infilled 


frames. Comparing Figure 2 with Figure 3 shows that the increase in the width of the compressive struts is more 


pronounced for the steel infilled frame than concrete infilled frames. Therefore, adding haunches is expected to 


make greater improvement to the ultimate lateral strength of the modeled steel infilled frames than concrete infilled 


frames.  


 


Figure 4 shows the lateral load, P, against the lateral displacement, ∆, for the modeled bare and infilled frames. As 


expected, infilled frames had significantly higher lateral strength and stiffness than bare frames. As shown in Figure 


4, the numerical lateral load of the investigated infilled frames increased almost linearly to an initial peak point, 


taken as the cracking strength Pcr, which is characterized by as sudden drop. After the post-cracking drop in lateral 


load resistance of the infilled frames, the lateral load increased again and exceeded the cracking strength of the 


infilled frames until it reached the ultimate lateral strength, Pu, at the ultimate lateral displacement, Δu. Figure 4 


shows that the ultimate displacements of the steel and concrete infilled frames were about 20 mm, equal to a lateral 


drift (Δu/h) of 0.7% for the modeled infilled frames.  
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a.                     b. 


Figure 4: Lateral load – displacement relationships for modeled a. steel and b. concrete bare and infilled frames. 


 


Figure 4 shows that haunched infilled frames exhibit improved initial lateral stiffness, K, compared to unhaunched 


infilled frames. Part of this improvement is due to the improved stiffness of haunched bare frame with respect to 


unhaunched bare frame. For example Table 3 shows that the initial lateral stiffness, K, of the infilled frame SU600 is 


62 kN/mm larger than the infilled frame SU, and the initial lateral stiffness of the bare frame, Kbare, of SU600 is 


2.4 kN/mm larger than Kbare of SU. That is 3.9% (2.4/62) of the improvement in initial lateral stiffness of these 


infilled steel frames is due to the increased stiffness of the bare frame itself. Similar comparison between the initial 
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stiffness of the infilled concrete frames CU and CU600 and their respective bare frames show that 21% of the 


improvement in initial stiffness of these infilled concrete frames is due to the increased initial stiffness of the bare 


frame itself. 


 


Figure 4 shows that introducing 400 mm and 600 mm equal-leg haunches in concrete infilled frames significantly 


improved their cracking strengths compared to concrete infilled frames without haunch and with 200 mm haunch. 


However, introducing haunches made negligible improvement to the cracking strength of the steel infilled frames. 


Figure 4-a. shows that for steel infilled frames, adding haunches improved post-cracking lateral stiffness of the steel 


infilled frame, which led to enhanced ultimate strength, Pu, in these infilled frames. However, introducing haunches 


did not improve post-cracking lateral stiffness of concrete infilled frames. Figure 4 also shows that infilled frames 


with fully-grouted infills exhibited significantly larger lateral strength and stiffness throughout loading than infilled 


frames with ungrouted CMU infills. In the numerical models, the failure mode for infilled frames with ungrouted 


CMU infills was corner crushing (CC), and for infilled frames with grouted CMU infills was Diagonal Tension 


cracking (DT) with corner crushing (CC).  


 


Figure 5 shows the lateral stiffness ratio Kr against the leg size of the haunch, e, for the steel and concrete infilled 


frames. The stiffness ratio is defined as K/KSU and K/KCU for steel and concrete infilled frames, respectively, where 


KSU and KCU are the initial stiffness values of unhaunched steel and concrete frames infilled with hollow CMU, 


respectively. As shown in Figure 5, the lateral stiffness ratio for the investigated steel and concrete infilled frames 


increased almost linearly up to nearly 1.5 as the haunch leg-size increased from 200 mm to 600 mm. 
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Figure 5: Stiffness ratio against haunch leg-size for steel and concrete infilled frames with ungrouted CMU. 


 


Figure 6 shows the cracking and ultimate strength ratios - Pcr,r and Pcr,r, respectively - against the haunch leg-size, e, 


for the investigated steel and concrete infilled frames. The cracking strength ratio is defined as Pcr/Pcr,SU and 


Pcr/Pcr,CU for the investigated steel and concrete infilled frames, respectively, where Pcr,SU and Pcr,CU are the cracking 


strengths of the unhaunched steel and concrete infilled frames, respectively. Similarly, the ultimate strength ratio Pu,r 


is defined as Pu/Pu,SU and Pu/Pu,CU for the investigated steel and concrete infilled frames, respectively, where Pu,SU 


and Pu,CU are the ultimate strengths of the unhaunched steel and concrete infilled frames, respectively. Figure 6.a. 


shows that the cracking strength ratio was improved up to 10% for steel frames and 28% for concrete infilled frames 


when 600 mm equal-leg haunches were introduced to the frames. Figure 6.b. shows that the ultimate strength ratio 


was improved up to 60% for steel infilled frames and only up to 20% for the concrete infilled frames when 600 mm 


equal-leg haunches were introduced to the frames. In other words, adding haunches made more improvement to the 


ultimate lateral strength of steel infilled frames than concrete infilled frames. This can be attributed to the higher 


impact of adding haunches on the compressive struts of the steel infilled frames, than concrete infilled frames. The 


concrete infilled frames did not benefit from haunches as much as the steel infilled frames, since concrete infilled 


frames were already stiff enough to form wide compressive struts. 


 


Moreover, Figure 6 shows that the effect of haunches on the ultimate lateral strength is larger than on the cracking 


strength of the infill. This could be expected since the diagonal cracking of the infill corresponds to the shear and 


tensile failure of the mortar joints of the infill and tensile cracking of the masonry units, but the ultimate lateral 


strength of the infill corresponds to the crushing of the masonry units at the corners of the infill. And haunches 


reduce the stress concentration at the corners, and thus improve the ultimate lateral strength of the infilled frame. 
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a.                        b. 


Figure 6: Ratio of a. cracking, and b. ultimate strengths against haunch leg-size for steel and concrete infilled frames 


 


As shown by this analytical study introducing haunches improves the initial stiffness and ultimate strength of 


infilled steel and concrete frames. Improved stiffness of huanched infilled frames increases the lateral seismic forces 


on the building, which in turn exerts larger lateral forces on the infilled frames. Therefore, when this infilled frame 


system is used in designing or retrofitting of buildings, the combined effect of increase in stiffness and strength of 


the building should be considered.  


6. ANALYTICAL STUDY USING CAN/CSA S304-14 


The numerical cracking strength and ultimate lateral strength of the investigated infilled frames are compared with 


the estimated values given by the Canadian code for design of masonry structures (CAN/CSA S304-14). The 


estimated cracking strength, Vc, is given by Equation 1 as per CAN/CSA S304-14.  


 


[1]  Vc = ϕm vmbwdv + 0.25Pd γg   


 


Where, φm is the strength reduction factor taken as 1.0 in this study, vm is the shear strength of the masonry, bw is the 


thickness of the wall and dv is the effective depth for shear calculations taken as the length of the wall. In equation 1, 


Pd is the dead load, which is taken as zero in this investigation since dead load was not applied in the numerical 


models. Also, γg is a correction factor to account for the amount of grouting. In this investigation, γg is taken as 1.0 


and bw for ungrouted infills is taken as twice the shell thickness of CMU, i.e. 2 x 32 mm, and for grouted infills is 


taken as the entire thickness of infill, 190 mm. The shear strength vm  for ungrouted infills is taken as the shear 


strength of the mortar in the numerical models, 1.2 MPa. And vm for grouted infills is taken as the minimum value 


prescribed by CAN/CSA S304-14, which is 0.16 fm
0.5, where fm is the compressive strength of the masonry prism 


normal to the bed joints.  


 


To calculate the ultimate strength of infilled frames, the infill is assumed as a compressive strut with width and 


thickness equal to we and te, respectively. The width of the compressive strut is given by CAN/CSA S304-14 and is 


limited to one quarter of the diagonal length of the infill. For ungrouted infills, te is taken as twice the shell thickness 


CMU and for grouted infills te is taken as the entire thickness of the infill, 190 mm. The compressive strength of this 


strut, F, is given by Equation 2 as per CAN/CSA S304.1-14.  


 


[2]  F = 0.85ϕmχfmwete   


 


Where, φm is the strength reduction factor taken as 1.0, χ is the directionality factor of masonry compressive strength 


taken as 0.5 here to conservatively assume the compressive stresses are parallel to the bed joints. The estimated 


ultimate lateral strength of the infilled frames, Vu, is assumed to be provided only by the diagonal compressive strut. 


Hence, the ultimate lateral strength can be found by Equation 3. 


 


[3]  Vu = Fcos(θ) = F/ 1 +  h/l 2  
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Where θ is the angle of the diagonal strut with the horizontal, h and l are the height and length of the infill wall, 


respectively. Table 5 compares the numerical results with the predicted results using CAN/CSA S304-14. Table 5 


shows that Pcr/Vcr varies between 1.23 to 1.36 for steel infilled frames and between 1.49 to 2.07 for concrete infilled 


frame. This means CAN/CSA S304-14 gives conservative estimates for the cracking strength of the infilled frame. 


This table also shows that Pu/Vu for unhaunched steel and concrete infilled frames are 0.84 and 1.0, respectively. 


This shows that for concrete infilled frames where the members possess large flexural stiffness, the estimated 


ultimate lateral strength, Vu, estimated by CAN/CSA S304-14 is close to the numerical results. However, for steel 


infilled frame with small flexural stiffness, Equation 3 overestimates the ultimate lateral strength of the infilled 


frame. For steel and concrete infilled frames with grouted CMU infills, Pu/Vu is 0.88 and 0.82, respectively, which 


means Equation 3 overestimates the ultimate lateral strength of the investigated infilled frames with grouted infills. 


Therefore, it can be concluded that when the lateral stiffness of the infill to the lateral stiffness of the bounding 


frame is large CAN/CSA S304-14 overestimates the ultimate lateral strength of the infilled frame. 


Table 5: Comparison of numerical results with estimated results using CAN/CSA S304-14 


Investigated model Vcr (kN) Pcr/Vcr we/D Vu (kN) Pu/Vu 


Steel Infilled frames      


SU 276 1.23 0.206 505 0.84 


SG 465 1.24 0.166 1107 0.88 


SU200 276 1.23 0.206 505 0.97 


SU400 276 1.35 0.206 505 1.12 


SU600 276 1.36 0.206 505 1.34 


Concrete infilled frames      


CU 276 1.63 0.250 611 1.00 


CG 465 1.49 0.250 1307 0.82 


CU200 276 1.52 0.250 611 1.08 


CU400 276 2.03 0.250 611 1.19 


CU600 276 2.07 0.250 611 1.19 


 


 


As shown in Table 5 for steel infilled frames, the calculated width of the compressive strut is less than maximum 


width of diagonal strut specified by CAN/CSA S304.1-14, i.e. one quarter of the diagonal length of the infill. In this 


case, adding haunches increases the width of the compressive strut, and thus improves the ultimate lateral strength of 


the infill. Hence, the ultimate lateral strength was improved by 60% when 600 mm equal-leg haunches were added 


to the infilled frames. However, for the concrete infilled frames, the compressive strut had the maximum width 


allowed by CAN/CSA S304-14. Therefore, adding haunches did not increase the design width of the compressive 


strut, which is consistent with the numerical results shown in Figure 3. Hence, adding haunches to concrete infilled 


frames is expected to improve the ultimate lateral strength to a lesser extent than adding haunches to steel infilled 


frames. This can explain why adding 600 mm haunches only made 19% improvement of ultimate lateral strength of 


concrete infilled frames (Table 5) compared to 60% improvement in the case of steel infilled frames.  


7. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 


Finite element analyses were conducted on steel and concrete infilled frames to investigate the effect of haunched 


frames and grouted infills on the lateral strength and stiffness of infilled frames. The numerical results were also 


compared with the lateral strength and stiffness estimated by the Canadian standard for the design of masonry 


structures.   


 


It was found that infilled frames with grouted infills exhibit larger lateral cracking and ultimate strengths, and lateral 


stiffness than infilled frames with hollow infills. Adding haunches significantly improved the ultimate lateral 


strength of the studied infilled frames, depending on the lateral stiffness of the bounding frame. For steel infilled 


frames, where the bounding frame had low stiffness, adding haunches improved the ultimate lateral strength up to 


60%. Adding haunches also improved the cracking lateral strength and lateral stiffness of the studied infilled frames, 


but it was not as significant as the improvement in the ultimate lateral strength.  
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CAN/CSA S304-14 yields conservative estimates for the cracking lateral strength of infilled frames by up to 100%. 


Estimates from CAN/CSA S304-14 were in good agreement with the numerical ultimate lateral strength of the 


studied unhaunched concrete infilled frame, but overestimated the lateral strength of unhaunched steel infilled frame 


with hollow infill by 16%. The Canadian standard for the design of masonry structures was found to overestimate 


the lateral ultimate strength of the studied infilled frames with grouted infills.  
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EVALUATION OF ALIGNMENT OPTIONS FOR SANITARY SEWER 


REPLACEMENT WITHIN JUBILEE PARK, CITY OF CAMROSE  


Jeremy S. Enarson 


City of Camrose, Canada 


ABSTRACT  


Between 2014 and 2015, the City of Camrose completed a sewer upgrading project which saw the installation of 


approximately 600 metres of 1,200mm diameter gravity sanitary sewer, in addition to a number of other 


improvements.  The project was undertaken to replace an existing sanitary trunk sewer that was over 50 years old 


and which did not have capacity to service the existing and future growth needs of the City.  The sewer replacement 


project had to overcome a number of difficult design components, including an alignment through one of the most 


heavily used parks within the City (Jubilee Park), limited ability to adjust sewer grades between the starting and 


ending locations of the upgrade, and the crossing of Camrose Creek. 


 


While the initial planning work for this project was completed in the mid-2000’s as part of a larger project, the City 


and its selected design engineer (Associated Engineering - AE) undertook a significant review of the trunk sewer 


design between 2010 and 2012 to confirm the best alignment for the new sewer.  Initially, the design team identified 


at least 7 possible alignments for the sewer upgrade.  As would be expected, each of the possible alignments had to 


deal with a variety of distinct challenges, including:  shallow sewer depths; proximity to mature trees, the creek 


and/or existing municipal facilities; disruption to adjacent residents, and to road and park users; challenging 


constructability due to steep side slopes near the east bank of Camrose Creek; and the equally challenging task of 


bringing the trunk sewer from one side of Camrose creek to the other.  


 


As this alignment study was nearing completion in late 2012, a new alignment option was suggested by AE which 


involved the replacement of an existing pedestrian bridge with a new structure that would allow the sanitary sewer 


to cross Camrose Creek by suspending the new sanitary trunk sewer under the pedestrian bridge, above the creek.  


Being as the new bridge structure and sanitary sewer was be located within the 1:100 year flood plain, a number of 


innovative features were incorporated into the design to maintain adequate flow in the creek.  Examples of these 


innovative features include oversizing the bridge girders to physically protect the sewer pipe from potential debris 


and ice, and re-grading a portion of the park space around the bridge structure to provide an alternate route for 


floodwater to travel during more significant flood events. 


 


After evaluating the various options over the next year, this new alignment was ultimately accepted by the City in 


early 2014, and the City directed AE to finalize the design of the sewer and to prepare tender documents.  The 


project was originally tendered as part of a single contract.  However, as all of the submitted bids were significantly 


over the approved project budget (and the projected cost estimate by the consultant), the project scope was 


ultimately reduced by deleting a portion of the project scope and splitting the remaining components into three 


separate contracts (civil works, bridge replacement, and landscaping), bringing costs for the total project back in line 


with the approved $3.6M budget.  Work began in late 2014 and was completed in the fall of 2015. 


 


This presentation will provide an overview of the overall project, including the construction and post-construction 


components, but will focus mainly on the review of alignment options that was undertaken by the City and 


Associated Engineering. 


 


Keywords: Sanitary, sewer, alignment, evaluation 
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ABSTRACT  


Modular steel buildings (MSBs) are widely used for one to six storey schools, apartments, and similar buildings, 


where repetitive units are required. Modular units are first built and finished under a controlled manufacturing 


environment. They are then transported to the building site, where they are connected horizontally and vertically. 


The lateral load resisting system for MSBs usually relies on steel braced frames, which dissipate the seismic energy 


through steel yielding. This behaviour leads to residual drifts complicating the repair of seismically damaged 


buildings or rendering them as irreparable. Systems that can minimize the seismic residual drifts are thus needed. 


Superelastic Shape Memory Alloys (SMAs) have the ability to undergo large plastic deformations and recover them 


upon unloading. Their utilization in steel structures can significantly reduce seismic residual deformations, which 


will facilitate post-seismic retrofitting. The purpose of this study is to examine the seismic performance of modular 


steel braced frame (MSBF) that utilizes SMA braces. A six-storey buckling restrained MSBF was considered as a 


case study. Nonlinear dynamic analysis was conducted to compare the seismic performance of this MSBF when it is 


fitted with steel and SMA braces. The use of SMA braces was found to improve the seismic performance of MSBs 


in terms of maximum residual inter storey drift (MRID) and damage scheme. 


 


Keywords: Modular steel building, Shape memory alloy, Seismic performance, Inter-storey drift, Residual drift. 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Different lateral load resisting systems such as moment resisting frames and braced frames are used in steel 


structures. In conventional steel braced frames, the seismic energy is dissipated through yielding of the tension 


braces and buckling of the compression braces. Several studies were conducted to assess the seismic performance of 


steel braced frames (Sabelli, R., 2001; Tremblay and Robert, 2001). 


 


In order to overcome the buckling of conventional steel braces, researchers explored the use of special bracing 


systems such as buckling restrained braces, tension only braces, and self-centering shape memory alloy (SMA) 


braces. SMAs based on Nickel Titanium (NiTi) are the most suitable combination of material properties for most 


commercial applications .The two fundamental and characteristic properties of SMA are: The shape memory effect 


(SME) and superelasticity (SE). The shape memory effect is the ability of the material to recover from large 


mechanically induced strain (8%) via moderate increase in temperature. Super elasticity is the ability of the material 


in a high temperature regime to support relatively high strains in a loading process and by means of a hysteresis 


loop, recover its original shape when load is removed. The super-elastic SMA braces were found to be very effective 


in reducing the seismic damage and the associated residual deformations (McCormick et al., 2007; Kari et al., 2011; 


Asgarian et al., 2011; Eatherton et al., 2014). This behaviour was attributed to the unique property of superelastic 


SMAs, which allows maintaining the original shape regardless of the plastic deformations occurring during the 


earthquake. Although existing literature provides few research data on use of SMA in regular steel frames, no 


research was found on their potential applications in modular steel buildings.  
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The demand for modular steel buildings (MSBs) is increasing because of improved quality, fast on-site installation, 


and lower cost of construction. One to six storey MSBs usually rely on bracing elements for lateral stability. Figure 


1 shows a plan view of a typical MSB along with the horizontal and vertical connections between the modules 


(Annan et al, 2009a). Lawson and Richards (2010) reviewed recent modular technologies and proposed a design 


method for high-rise-modular buildings while accounting for installation and construction tolerance. However, they 


did not examine their dynamic response under seismic loading. Annan et al. (2009a, 2009b, 2009c) investigated the 


seismic performance of modular steel braced frames (MSBFs). They emphasized that the seismic performance of 


MSBFs is significantly different from regular steel braced frames. Such difference is attributed to the existence of 


ceiling beams, the eccentricity developed at the joints as the braces do not intersect at a single working point, the 


semi-rigid connections between the columns of a module and the ones above them.  


 


This study examines the seismic performance of MSBFs that utilize superelastic SMA braces. A six-storey MSB 


designed by Annan et al. (2009c) was chosen as a case study. The seismic performance of this MSB considering two 


types of braces, steel and superelastic SMA, was investigated in terms of maximum inter-storey drift (MID), 


maximum residual inter-storey drift (MRID), and damage distribution. 
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Figure 1: Typical plan and sections for a modular steel building (Annan et al., 2009a)  


2. MODULAR STEEL BRACED FRAME 


Annan et al. (2009c) designed a six-storey MSBF according to the Canadian standard (CSA, 2001) and the National 


Building Code of Canada (NBCC, 2005). The MSB has six modular units, as shown in Fig. 2, which are connected 


horizontally. The lateral response of the MSBs in the N-S direction is considered in this study. The lateral forces in 


this direction are resisted by the two external braced frames. Table 1 shows sections of the MSBF. 
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3. FINITE ELEMENT MODELING OF MSBFS 


The modeling technique used to model the six-storey MSBF incorporated the unique detailing of the MSB. As the 


structure is symmetric, a two-dimensional (2D) frame is modelled using the software SeismoStruct. The model is 


based on the fibre -based modelling approach to represent the cross section of the various structural members, where 


each fibre is given a uniaxial stress–strain relationship. Beams and columns are modelled using force-based 


inelastic-frame elements considering distributed plasticity. The mass of the building is converted into lumped 


masses. The beams to columns connections are considered rigid as they are achieved by direct welding of the 


members. During construction, since the inner face of the columns are not accessible, only the outer faces of the 


upper and lower frame units are connected using field welding (Figure 1). The vertical joints between the modules 


were simulated as pin connections to allow for independent rotation of the upper and lower modules. The steel 


braces and the SMA braces of the MSBF were modelled using inelastic truss elements. Braces were assumed to be 


buckling restrained. The P-Δ effect is included in the analysis. 


 


Menegotto-Pinto hysteretic material model (1973) is assumed for the steel members. The model parameters are as 


follows: yield stress of 350 N/mm2, elastic modulus of 200 kN/mm2, and strain hardening of 3%. The SMA material 


model proposed by Aurichio (1997) and implemented by Fugaza (2003) was adopted in this study. The model 


assumes a constant stiffness for both the fully austenitic and fully martensitic behavior. The SMA model parameters 


are provided in Table 2. They were selected based on the studies conducted by DesRoches et al. (2004). Rayleigh 


damping was used in the model with a damping coefficient of 5%. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


  


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 2: Six-storey modular steel braced frames 
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Table 1: Section properties of MSBF 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Table 2: Material properties of SMA 


Material properties Value 


Modulus of elasticity E (MPa) 55,000 


Austenite –to-martensite starting stress (MPa) 420 


Austenite –to-martensite finishing stress (MPa) 520 


Martensite-to-austenite starting stress (MPa) 310 


Martensite-to-austenite finishing stress (MPa) 240 


Superelastic plateau strain length (%)  6 


 


3.1 Validation of FE modeling technique 


A concentrically braced steel frame tested by Wakabayashi et al. (1974) was modelled using the technique explained 


in the previous section. Braces were modelled using inelastic frame elements that incorporated buckling behaviour 


by assuming an initial geometric imperfection. As the experimental cyclic load curve was not available, the cyclic 


load for numerical simulation was developed based on the experimental maximum storey displacement shown in the 


Figure 3(a). The numerical and the experimental results are shown in Figure 3. The FE model provided reasonable 


predictions of the frame behaviour in terms of maximum base shear and residual drift. 


 


Annan et al. (2009a) conducted an experimental study to assess the hysteretic characteristics of MSBFs under 


cycling loading. The frame, Figure 4, was modelled while accounting for the unique details of the modular frame. 


Figure 5 shows the model. The heavy lines represent rigid elements. Member M1 is a short extension of the column 


of the lower module to connect to the upper module. Its height represents the 150 mm vertical clearance required for 


fire proofing between the two storeys. The vertical joint, j5, was simulated as a pin connection to allow independent 


rotation of the upper and lower modules. Figure 6 compares the experimental base shear versus drift (%) curve with 


the numerical ones. The maximum base shear of FE model at 3.5% drift is only 6.67% lower than the experimental 


value, which proves that the adopted modeling technique can reasonably predict the seismic behaviour of the 


MSBFs. 


 


 


Beam Column Braces 


Storey/Floor Sections Storey Sections Storey Sections 


Roof W100×19 Storey 6 HS 102×102×6 Storey 6 HS 76×76×5 


Floor 6 W250×33 Storey 5 HS 178×178×6 Storey 5 HS 102×102×6 


Floor 5 W250×33 Storey 4 HS 203×203×10 Storey 4 HS 102×102×6 


Floor 4 W250×33 Storey3 HS 305×305×10 Storey3 HS 102×102×6 


Floor 3 W250×33 Storey 2 HS 305×305×13 Storey 2 HS 102×102×6 


Floor 2 W250×33 Storey 1 HS 305×305×13 Storey 1 HS 102×102×6 


Floor 1 W250×33     


Ceiling W100×19     
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        a) Experimental result (Wakabayashi et al., 1974) b) Numerical simulation 


                              


Figure 3: Comparison of numerical and experimental responses 


 


 


 
 


Figure 4: Geometry of MSBF tested by Annan et al. (2009a) 


 


 


     


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 
Figure 5: Model of vertical connection of MSBF 
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 a) Experimental result (Annan et al., 2009a)                         b) Numerical simulation 


 


Figure 6: Comparison of experimental and numerical results 


4. MODULAR STEEL BRACED FRAME WITH SMA BRACES 


The steel braces of the MSBF were replaced with the super-elastic SMA braces in such a way that the overall frame 


system would have the same natural period of vibration as the MSBF. This was achieved by selecting the area and 


length of SMA braces so that the frame had the same initial stiffness and yield forces as the designed steel bracing 


system at each storey. The same design philosophy was used by other researchers (Asgarian et al., 2011; Hu et al., 


2014; McCormick et al., 2007; Moradi et al., 2014). SMA braces were modelled using inelastic truss elements 


connected to rigid elements as shown in Figure 7. The same beam and column sizes of MSBF with steel braces are 


maintained in the SMA-MSBF. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 7: Modeling of SMA braces 


5. DYNAMIC ANALYSIS  


First, Eigen value analysis was performed to determine the natural period of vibrations and mode shapes of frames. 


The first and second natural periods of vibrations are 0.54 second and 0.19 second, respectively. Incremental 


dynamic analysis (IDA) was then conducted considering two different ground motions. The ground motions are 


scaled at different intensities to capture the structural response up to collapse. Characteristics of selected ground 


motions from PEER ground motion database are listed in Table 3. 


  


IDA analysis was first conducted for the MSBF with steel braces (Steel-MSBF). The failure of the frame was 


assumed when all of the columns in one storey reach the yield state. The seismic intensity is expressed in term of the 


spectral acceleration at the first period of vibration [Sa (T1, 5%)]. After that the steel braces were replaced by the 


SMA braces. Nonlinear dynamic time history analysis of MSBF equipped with SMA braces (SMA-MSBF) was 


performed considering the ground motion intensity at which the Steel-MSBF reached failure.  


SMA truss element 


Rigid element 
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Table 3: Characteristics of ground motions 


Earthquake Ms magnitude Station PGA( g) 


Imperial Valley 6.9 El Centro Array #13 0.139 


Loma Prieta 7.1 Capitola 0.451 


Source: PEER ground motion database, http://peer.berkeley.edu/svbin 


6. RESULTS OF THE DYNAMIC ANALYSIS  


MID and MRID of Steel-MSBF and SMA-MSBF are listed in Table 4 along with the earthquake intensity. It is 


observed that the storey experiencing the MID is not always the storey experiencing the MRID. The MRID of Steel-


MSBF varied from 0.32% to 0.57% indicating a severely damaged frame. Although incorporating SMA braces 


increased the MID up to 8.7%, it reduced the MRID up to 98.6%. The distribution of ID and RID along the building 


height are compared in Figures 8 and 9. It is observed that first three storeys of Steel-MSBF experienced higher IDs 


and RIDs as compared to the top three storeys. Incorporating SMA braces were more effective in reducing RID for 


these damaged storeys.  


6.1 Damage distribution 


The seismic performance of members of the MSBF was evaluated according to FEMA 356 (2000). The damage 


distribution is shown in Figures 10 and 11. Yielding of the columns and beams are presented by solid black circle 


while yielding of the braces is represented by heavy lines. Yielding of the beams, columns, and braces were 


observed at all storeys. Yielding of the short columns connecting the modules vertically was observed for both 


records; however it did not result in a local failure mechanism. The exterior columns and the columns of the 


unbraced bays experienced more damage than the remaining columns. All of the interior columns in the unbraced 


bays failed due to Imperial earthquake. Severe damage was observed up to the second storeys for both frames as 


four columns of each storey failed. Incorporating SMA braces reduced the damage of the top storeys as compared to 


Steel-MSBF. ID and RID distribution along the frame height, which are shown in Figures 8 and 9, agree with the 


observed damage distribution. The yield distribution suggests good distribution of energy dissipation along the 


height and width of both modular braced frames.  


 


 


Table 4: MID and MRID at collapse   


Ground 


motion 


Sa(T1,5%) at 


collapse 


Steel-MSBF 


MID (%)                     MRID (%) 


SMA-MSBF 


MID (%)                     MRID (%) 


Imperial 3.84g 3.37 (1st storey) 0.57 (2nd storey) 3.67 (2nd storey) 0.12 (3rd storey) 


Loma 3.95g 3.33 (1st storey) 0.32 (2nd storey) 3.38 (1st storey) 0.005 (1st storey) 
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Figure 8: IDR and RIDR distribution for different storeys due to Imperial earthquake 


 


 


 
Figure 9: IDR and RIDR distribution for different storeys due to Loma earthquake 
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Figure 10: Damage distribution due to Imperial earthquake [Sa(T1, 5%)=3.84g] 


 


 


                            


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 11: Damage distribution due to Loma earthquake [Sa(T1, 5%)=3.95g] 


7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION:  


This study investigated the seismic performance of MSBF with steel braces and SMA braces. The behaviour of 


SMA-MSBF was evaluated and compared with the Steel-MSBF in terms of MID, MRID and damage distribution. It 


was observed that incorporating SMA braces did not significantly increase the MID. Due to the re-centering 


capability of super-elastic SMA braces; the MRID was reduced up to 98%, which clearly shows that SMA braces 


have the potential to reduce seismic damage and retrofitting cost.  
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ABSTRACT  


Despite many contact-sensor-based methods have been proposed to monitor and detect structural defects, there are 


still difficulties compensating for environmental effects and malfunctions of attached sensors, which are main reasons 


for transmitting false signals. Moreover, regardless of releasing correct or incorrect signals, it eventually leads to 


human-conducted on-site inspections. In light of these shortcomings, vision-based inspections are considered as 


potential approach to overcome the explained issues. A number of vision-based methods for detecting damages from 


images have been developed. However, there are only a few vision-based methods for detecting loosened bolts. Thus, 


a computer-vision method for detecting loosened bolts is proposed. This study includes two algorithms. The first one 


is a preprocessing to crop bolt images from bolted-joint images. The second algorithm is a feature extraction by 


integrating previously proposed algorithms in computer-vision. To accomplish an automated inspection, linear support 


vector machine is trained and used as a classifier. The robustness of the proposed is verified by the experimental 


validation; 22 bolt images are used to build a classifier, and 40 bolt images are tested.  


 


Keywords: vision-based; support vector machines; loosened bolt; the Hough transform; damage detection 


1. INTRODUCTION 


A report from the U.S. Federal Highway administration’s Nondestructive Evaluation validation Center (NDEVC) 


(Phares et al. 2001) claimed the concern about the conventional approach to the diagnosis of civil infrastructures. 


Firstly, the results from human-conducted inspections largely vary due to the intervention of inspectors’ subjective 


opinions. Secondly, such routine inspections are not frequent enough to detect structural damage in a timely manner, 


and the results are not reliable due to widely varying ratings of a structure’s status. Thirdly, many parts of civil 


structures are not easily accessed by inspectors, making diagnosing them time-consuming.  


 


To tackle the issues, a number of vision-based methods for monitoring and detecting damage of structures have been 


proposed for civil structures (Cha. 2015 and Chen 2015). Jahanshahi et al. (2011) proposed a method for observing a 


structure using multi-image stitching and scene reconstruction techniques. Another method for constructing damaged 


structures in computer-vision was carried by Torok et.al (2013). The authors proposed new crack detection algorithm 


(CDA) to display damaged spot of a structure after reconstructing 3D model by scanning a damaged structure. These 


algorithms are attempts on monitoring the global features of structures while many studies focusing on crack are 


proposed. Huang et al. (2006) developed an image processing algorithm to ascertain cracks on a pavement using 


matching templates technique. The algorithm automatically converts images into grayscale, and the images are divided 


into 8×8 pixels. The developed algorithm finds the darkest pixels as seed points. After then, it links each seed points, 


and seed clusters are generated. By the condition of crack features, such as thin, long, and dark, crack-like seed clusters 


are filtered. Chen et al. (2006) introduced a semiautomatic system for detecting cracks on a concrete surface. To define 


crack edges, the study applied the first deviation of the Gaussian function. However, this method only works with 
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manually digitizing points nearby crack on images. The previous study was adopted and modified by Lee et al. (2011). 


They installed a computational system implementing the former study (Chen et al. 2006) in a vehicle having a boom 


with cameras. Yu et al. (2007) conducted an inspection with a line digital camera mounted on a robot to detect cracks 


of a tunnel using Sobel and Laplacian operators. However, it is noted that the robot used in the study supports slow 


scanning speed, and maintaining a constant distance between the wall and lens is essential. A percolation model based 


defect-detection (Yamaguchi et al. 2011) of concrete was proposed. By applying termination and skip-added 


procedures in their previous algorithm (Yamaguchi et al. 2006), efficiency in computing is significantly increased 


with high accuracy at the same time.  


 


Even though the considerable efforts were made, the above vision-based inspections cannot be recognized as 


automated approaches without classifiers. Recently, conjugating machine learning in other disciplines has become a 


natural phenomenon, and many related studies have been proposed in structural health monitoring. Jahanshahi et al. 


(2013) composed a damage detection algorithm. It considers depth perception to identify cracks on a concrete surface, 


and machine learning algorithms such as neural network, support vector machines and nearest-neighbour are 


implemented. 


 


Most engineering structures are subjected to cycling, vibrating, and fluctuating loads. The repetitive load conditions 


are main mechanisms of bolted-joint failure (Yokoyama et al. 2012). The conventional way to monitor such failure is 


torque wrench method. However, the quantified result from the method is not reliable (Kim et al. 2009). Although 


many contact-sensor-based approaches have been proposed and give relatively accurate results, there are many 


drawbacks. Firstly, contact-sensor-based approaches need a high sampling rate to receive desirable signals from the 


sensors, which increases the cost of equipment (Wang et al. 2013) and often causes maintenance problems. Secondly, 


such methods eventually need human-conducted on-site inspections to verify if the alarm is true or false. To overcome 


these drawbacks, this study proposes a vision based algorithm for detecting loosened bolts from images using image 


processing technique, feature extracting technique, and linear support vector machine. 


2. SCHEME FOR DETECTING LOOSENED BOLTS 


The proposed algorithm is an automated algorithm to detect loosened bolts from images with four bolts taken by a 


hand-held smartphone camera having 13 megapixels. Each image was taken in various shooting angles and distances. 


The general procedure of the algorithm follows the flow chart as shown in Figure 1.  


 


 


 
Figure 1: Flow chart of loosened bolt detection 


 


There are two main steps such as training (black arrows) and classifying (blue arrows). In the training step, we 


manually cropped the prepared images to generate a training set, and manually cropping is the only human-involved 


task in this approach. The performance of this algorithm is stable unless a training dataset represents the whole dataset. 
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In the classifying step, the proposed algorithm automatically performs loosened bolt detection following the given 


flow chart. Firstly, the cropped images go through the proposed feature extraction, and three features for each bolt 


image are extracted and fed into linear support vector machine (LSVM). On the other hand, the target images, aside 


from the images manually cropped, are automatically cropped by feeding them into the proposed preprocessing 


algorithm. Implementing the same feature extraction algorithm used in training step is followed after the preprocessing. 


Secondly, the images are analyzed and classified by the developed decision boundary from the trained LSVM. Finally, 


corresponding reports are generated based on the generated results. In the proposed preprocessing and feature 


extraction, the circular Hough transform (Yuen et al. 1990), the randomized Hough transform (Basça et al. 2005), 


Canny edge detection (Canny. 1986), and Otsu’s method (Sezgin. 2004) are used. In section 3, the proposed 


preprocessing and feature extraction algorithms are introduced. In section 4, the experimental validation with 10 


images (40 bolts) is conducted. 


3. IMAGE-PROCESSING 


3.1 preprocessing 


The objective of the preprocessing is to generate bolt images, and this preprocessing algorithm is developed for the 


given images resembling Figure 2(a), where four bolts in circular or elliptic shapes on the square plate located in the 


center of the image. The images from Figure 2(b) to Figure 2(h) represent each preprocessing step. The first step is 


cropping original images (Figure 2(b)) by the assumption that bolts are in the middle of the image space. This step is 


for removing unnecessary features and reducing computational cost. The cropped images are denoised and converted 


into grayscale images as shown in Figure 2(c), where the two techniques are well-known for improving performances 


in feature extraction. By implementing the circular Hough transform, circles in the image are identified (Figure 2(d)). 


Based on the locations of clustered circles, tighter images are obtained (Figure 2(e)). The images are simply divided 


in half (Figure 2 (f)) by the preliminarily known information that the layout of the bolts is symmetric. The divided 


images are binarized (Figure 2(g)) to minimize errors caused by unnecessary features, such as the column in the image 


images, and the unnecessary parts are removed by calculating pixel values of the binarized image. The circle detection 


algorithm is used again, and the circles on bolt heads and washers are localized in the binarized images. Finally, single 


bolts are collected after splitting the images (Figure 2(h)) based on the localized circles previously. 


 


 


    
(a) Original image (b) Cropped image (c) Grayscaled image (d) Dected circles 


    


    
(e) Tightened image (f) Splited image (g) Binarized image (h) Bolt image 


    


Figure 2: Preprocessing 
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3.2 Feature extraction 


In this section, how features are extracted is explained including the reasons for selecting three features instead of a 


single feature, such as length of exposed thread. After the preprocessing, the algorithm extracts three features, the 


horizontal length (L) of the bolt head, the vertical length (H′) of the bolt head, and the vertical length (H) between the 


top of the bolt and the bottom of the exposed thread as shown in Figure 3. There are reasons for selecting three features 


for this study. If the shooting angles and the distances are the constants, the length H is enough to differentiate from 


loosened to tight. However, if loosened and tight bolt images are taken from different distances the images, both 


images may have the same or very similar values in h. In this case, a classifier trained with only one feature cannot 


detect loosened or tight correctly. Differing shooting angles in vertical at the same distance also results in different 


values of the H. However, these issues can be readily addressed by setting up the features H′ and L. In other words, 


the ratio of L to H reflects the distance, and the ratio of H′ to H reflects the shooting angle. 


 


 
 


(a) Loosened (d) Tight 


Figure 3: Key features 


 


To obtain the explained features, setting a reference point is necessary, and the centroid of each bolt head from pictured 


images is chosen as a reference point. One of the collected bolt images generated by the proposed preprocessing is 


shown in Figure 4(a). Firstly, edges (Figure 4(b)) on images are identified by Canny edge detection, and the 


randomized Hough transform is applied to find ellipses (Figure 4(c)). The detected ellipse in each bolt head is used as 


a reference ellipse to crop the surface of the bolt head (Figure 4(d, e)), and each cropped image is converted into a 


binary image (Figure 4(f)). From the binarized image, centroid (red asterisk) of each image is identified.  


 


   
(a) Original image (b) Cropped (c) Grayscaled 


   


   
(d) Tightened (e) Splited (f) Binarized 


   


Figure 4: Generate bolt images 


 


 


The rest is calculating pixel values as shown in Figure 5. In the target image space, the algorithm sets narrow boxes 


on both sides of image space (Figure 5(a)), and the boxes shrink pixel by pixel. While the boxes are moving, the 


algorithm integrates the pixel values of the boxes. For example, if the boxes are on the background in Figure 5(a), the 


values of every pixel in the boxes are ones, and the sum of each box should be over a certain value. With the same 


idea, h is also calculated as shown in Figure 5(b) by expanding the narrow boxes from the middle.  
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(a) Measuring 𝑙 (b) Measuring ℎ  


Figure 5: Calculating pixel value 


4. TRAINING LINEAR SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE 


As the studied objects have simple and obvious features, linear SVM (LSVM) is exploited to build a robust classifier. 


To train the LSVM, we used manually cropped images, 9 loosened bolts and 13 tight bolts. By the introduced feature 


extraction algorithm, all specimens’ features are identified regardless of various angles as shown in Figure 6 and its 


result is also presented in the figure, where asterisk is the centroid of each bolt head, the horizontal red line indicates 


the width of each bolt head, and the vertical red line represents the vertical length of each bolt from the top to the end 


of thread. The number of calculated key features is 66, three features (L, H, and H′) for each bolt.  


 


 
(a) Trained loosened bolts 


 


  


  
(b) Trained tight bolts 


Figure 6. Training set  


5. CLASSIFICATION 


With the calculated features, the algorithm builds a classifier and the training result is depicted in 3-D parameter space 


as shown in Figure 7. The gray plane in the figure is called hyperplane separating loose and tight bolts, and cross-dots 


are support vectors, which are the nearest training data to the hyperplane. With the trained LSVM, the experimental 


study is conducted with 10 bolted joint images. Some of the representative images are as shown in Figure 8. Each 


picture has a 4128 × 2322 resolution. The statuses of the bolt connections (loosened or tight) vary in four different 


conditions. The images were taken in various shooting angles and distances. For the image acquisition, a hand-held 


smartphone camera supporting 13 megapixels was used. By the introduced preprocessing algorithm, 40 bolt images 


are generated, and the bolt images are fed into the feature extraction algorithm (Section 3.2), thereby extracting three 


feature for each bolt image. Based on the boundary condition from the trained LSVM, each bolt image is evaluated, 


and the algorithm outputs the corresponding reports as shown in Figure 9. The result shows that all the loosened bolts 


are identified without an exception. All the procedures in this study are conducted in MATLAB with image processing 


toolbox.  
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Figure 7. Trained linear support vector machine 


 


 


 
 


Figure 8. Specimens for experimental verification Figure 9. Classification report 


 
This developed method shows robust performances nevertheless the images were taken in various angles and distances, 


which implies that the scope of the application is broad compared to another previously suggested method that requires 


a fixed angle and distance. In consideration of the adjustability of the proposed algorithm, it may monitor a larger 


number of bolts using a single camera and provide accurate information about the states of the bolts. It implies that 


this non-contact computer-vision method is cost efficient, and it also has many benefits compared to other contact-


sensor-based approaches. For example, the general price of a triaxial accelerometer is about $1,000 (Kurata et al. 


2012), which also needs extra equipment to receive data from the sensor. Piezoelectric-based sensors are highlighted 


as low cost (Mascarenas et al. 2009), but they also need a heavy analyzer. Furthermore, if sensors transmit an abnormal 


signal, it is unlikely recognizable that the signals are caused by structural damage or sensor damage. On the other 


hand, the vision-based approach has the advantage that inspectors can observe target structures and check the condition 


of the camera at the same time. In terms of monitoring cost, the price of the smartphone-level camera is compelling. 


For example, commercial cameras having the similar level of specifications with the smartphone camera we used is 


about $50. Moreover, due to fewer cameras being required, less data storage is needed, which contributes to additional 


savings in monitoring cost. It is also free from complex environmental effects such as variation in temperature and 


humidity, compared to the contact-sensor-based approaches, which require complex compensation methods to account 


for the changes in temperature and humidity. The developed method also requires less computational cost to train the 


classifier and provides quasi-real-time information of the bolts due to the simplified integrations of the image 


processing methods. However, this method can detect only fully loosened bolts, and loosened lengths of our dataset 


were in the range from 3.2mm to 5.8 mm. This method should be improved to detect partially loosened bolts through 


future studies. 
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6. CONCLUSION 


A vision-based method for detecting loosened bolts was proposed. The target objects were bolted joints with four 


bolts. The pictures were taken by a smartphone camera having a 4128 × 2322 resolution. The image acquisition was 


supervised by a hand-held camera so that the images had slightly different angles and distances from the objects. As 


a preliminary step, multiple images were taken, and some of the images were manually cropped to collect bolt images. 


After the image preparation, the algorithm automatically performed detecting loosened bolts in accordance with the 


following steps. Firstly, the algorithm extracted features from the manually cropped images and trained linear support 


vector machine with the extracted features. Secondly, the rest images, aside from the manually cropped images, were 


fed into the proposed preprocessing algorithm, and bolt images were automatically generated. Thirdly, the same 


feature extraction algorithm, which was implemented in the previous training step, calculated features from the 


automatically cropped images. By evaluating the extracted features with the decision boundary from the previously 


trained LSVM, loosened bolt were detected. To validate the robustness of the proposed algorithm, 40 bolt images 


were tested, and all loosened bolts were successfully detected without an exception. This proposed non-contact vision-


based method showed robust performance for varying vertical angles and distances of the camera. Due to the 


simplicity of the process, it required less computational cost. In consideration of adjustability of the algorithm, 


monitoring bolted sections having more bolts is viable. There are some limitations to this method: This algorithm is 


only effective under predetermined circumstances, such as the layout and the type of bolt. However, the issue can be 


readily controlled by an automated image recognition technique. Detecting damage from multiple types of bolts can 


be managed by applying other classifiers, such as non-linear SVMs. As a future research, a modified algorithm, which 


is widely applicable to general cases, will be developed. 
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ABSTRACT  


Infrastructure modernization has been taking over headlines for decades, yet there is still a huge backlog of overdue 


rehabilitation projects across the world due to limited available funds and rapid infrastructure deterioration. 


Allocating funds to infrastructure rehabilitation, however, is a challenging decision making problem. Decision 


makers are faced with the problem of deciding what rehabilitation strategy to use for each asset (project-level), and 


when to do the rehabilitation within a given planning horizon (network-level). Accordingly, to determine optimum 


infrastructure fund-allocation decisions, it is necessary to consider these two levels simultaneously. Yet, the majority 


of research has focused on addressing these decisions separately. Attempts to combine project- and network-level 


infrastructure rehabilitation decisions have suffered from 1) A fragmented overall optimization formulation and 2) 


Scalability issues in handling large networks composed of a large number of assets. Accordingly, this paper presents 


a bi-level mathematical optimization model that formulates both project- and network-level decisions into one 


mathematical problem using General Algebraic Modelling System (GAMS). The model’s objective is maximizing 


utility gained from improving the condition of infrastructure assets. A case study of a network of 1300 pavement 


sections has been used to validate the model and evaluate its performance against the existing techniques. Using the 


case study, the bi-level mathematical optimization model was able to capture the whole solution space considering 


both project- and network-level decisions. Results demonstrate that the system is able, in a processing time of few 


seconds, to arrive at near optimum fund-allocation decisions while achieving high return on the limited funds 


available. 


 


Keywords: Infrastructure, Rehabilitation, Fund-allocation, Optimization, Bi-level  


1. INTRODUCTION 


Infrastructure is the backbone of any nation’s economy. A country’s gross domestic product (GDP) is strongly 


related to the quality of its infrastructure (Uddin, et al. 2013). Yet, the existing infrastructure all over the world has 


been rapidly deteriorating due to age, exposure to harsh environmental conditions, inefficient infrastructure 


management systems to timely realize the rehabilitation/replacement needs of its assets, and insufficient funds to 


maintain its serviceability. For instance, America’s infrastructure has been graded D+ in 2013 with a backlog of $3.6 


trillion (ASCE Report Card, 2013). Allocating funds to infrastructure rehabilitation, however, is a challenging 


decision making problem; it usually involves hundreds of assets, multi-year plans, and multi-repair options for each 


asset with a limited pre-defined yearly budget that needs to be efficiently allocated to attain the highest return over 


the budget. Thus, decision makers are faced with the problem of answering the following questions: which and when 


assets need to be considered for funding (Network-level decisions), and what rehabilitation strategy to use for each 


asset (Project-level decisions) (Uddin, et al. 2013; Barco, 1994). 
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To support infrastructure funding decisions, a comprehensive benefit-cost analysis is needed at both project- and 


network-level decisions to achieve the best combination of rehabilitation strategy, and timing within a given 


planning horizon for each asset. Most of the existing research, however, are either focusing on project-level or 


network-level decisions. At the project-level, benefit-cost ratio (BCR) or cost-effectiveness (CE) has been often 


used to evaluate different available repair strategies for a given asset (e.g., Khurshid, et al., 2013, Adey and Hajdin, 


2011). At the network-level, some research efforts have introduced optimization models in different asset domains, 


including: pavements (De la Garza, et al., 2011); water networks (Dridi, et al., 2008; Mann and Frey, 2011). 


 


Some efforts tried to combine both project- and network-level decisions using optimization models, yet on two 


separate stages, considering the various benefits and costs associated with the rehabilitation options. Zhang et al. 


(2013), for example, developed a backward dynamic programming model to determine the optimum preservation 


strategy at the project-level. This model was then integrated with a network-level model using binary integer 


programming to minimize life cycle energy consumption, greenhouse gas emissions, or costs to prioritize assets 


within restricted budgets. Hegazi and Elhakeem (2011) as well developed the Multiple Optimization and 


Segmentation Technique (MOST) that uses BCR method at the project-level to determine the best rehabilitation 


strategy for each asset in each year in the planning horizon. The project-level analysis results are used as an input to 


a network-level optimization model using Genetic algorithms, to determine the optimum renewal timing. Later, the 


model was adapted to a network-level mathematical optimization model to determine the optimum renewal timing 


(Rashedi and Hegazy, 2014).  Patidar et al. (2007) also have documented in the NCHRP 590 report, an integrated 


approach that selects bridges at the network-level from a sorted list in a descending order according to incremental 


utility-cost ratio of the candidate bridge intervention at the project-level. Elbehairy et al. (2006) and Miyamoto, et al. 


(2000) used Genetic Algorithm to integrate both levels for bridge management system, yet genetic algorithm 


performance is limited to relatively small scale decision problems.  


 


While these efforts provided useful LCCA models, they suffer from 1) A fragmented/staged optimization 


formulation (project- and network-level decisions are handled in two separate stages) and 2) Scalability issues 


relating to handling large-scale networks of infrastructure assets. Accordingly, this paper presents a bi-level 


mathematical optimization model that formulates both project- and network-level decisions into one mathematical 


problem that can handle large-scale infrastructure networks. The model is developed using General Algebraic 


Modelling System (GAMS), and compared against the staged optimization methods in the following sections.   


2. BI-LEVEL INFRASTRUCTURE FUNDING MODEL 


The proposed bi-level funding model, in this paper, integrates both infrastructure project- and network-level 


decisions in one single combinatorial optimization problem using mathematical formulation. For each asset (i), the 


model looks up all potential combinations of renewal timing (j) and renewal strategy (k) simultaneously, as shown in 


Figure 1. Then, it selects the combination that maximizes the overall utility gained by the whole network of assets. 


As opposed to the existing staged techniques that force ready defined project-level decisions into the network-level 


model, the proposed bi-level model provides more flexibility in selecting optimum or near optimum renewal 


strategy for each asset at the project-level to achieve global optimal solution for the whole network of assets. The 


mathematical optimization model is implemented using CPLEX solver (IBM-ILOG, 2009) in General Algebraic 


Modeling System (GAMS). The details of the optimization model and the formulations are discussed in the next 


subsection.  
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Figure 1: Framework of Bi-level Optimization Model for infrastructure project- and network-level decisions  


 


2.1 Bi-level Mathematical Optimization Model 


The optimization model is formulated as a linear programming model, and it is designed to be generic enough to 


accommodate any type of data. The model’s objective function is to maximize the utility gained by the overall 


network of assets in terms of physical improvement effect (IE) in the asset’s condition. A Binary decision variable 


Rijk is used to represent the 2-dimensional solution space of (n) assets and (t) years for each rehabilitation type k as 


shown in Equation 1. For m rehabilitation types, there are m decision variables. Rijk is equal to 1, if the asset i is 


selected, and equal to zero otherwise. For example, if R123 is equal to 1, then the first asset in the network is selected 


(i = 1) for rehabilitation at year 2 (j = 2) in the planning horizon using rehabilitation type 3 (k = 3). The model’s 


variables, constraints, and objective function are as follows: 


 


[1]   Decision Variable:
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Objective function: is set to maximize the network overall utility, which is the weighted sum of the utility gained 


by each asset after rehabilitation, as follows:  
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Where Uijk is the utility gained by the asset i after being repaired in year j using rehabilitation type k, and RIFi is the 


relative importance factor of the asset i among the assets in the network. 


 


Constraint(s): Each asset can only be selected once in the planning horizon and using only one rehabilitation type, 


as shown in Equation 3. The total cost (TCj), which is the sum of all assets’ rehabilitation costs (Cijk) in any year j, 


should not exceed the available budget (Bj) for that year, as shown in Equation 4.  
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[4]   
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To validate this model and compare its performance with the already existing staged techniques, the optimization 


model has been applied to a case study of pavement network. Afterwards, the results were compared to the results 


using the staged optimization model of (Saad, 2014) that was built upon the multiple optimization and segmentation 


technique (MOST) technique of (Hegazy and Elhakeem, 2011), as shown in the next section.  


3. CASE STUDY  


This case study investigates the rehabilitation of a pavement network which was part of an asset management 


challenge posted at the 7th International Conference on Managing Pavements (Haas, 2008). The pavement network 


consists of a total of 1293 road sections of two types: interurban and rural roads. An annual interest rate of 6%, and 


budget of $10 million dollars per year are assumed in this paper. The information given for each road section 


include: length, width, Average Annually Daily Traffic (AADT), etc. The surface physical condition is available in 


terms of International Roughness Index (IRI) along with the improvement after repair using five treatment types, as 


shown on the left side of Figure 2. Other general information were also given, as shown on the right side of Figure 2, 


for the annual rate of increase in IRI (deterioration rate), the maximum allowed IRI values (trigger levels), and the 


unit cost of various types of treatments. The trigger values are then used to determine the relative importance factor 


of each road as (RIF = maximum IRI –IRI trigger value). For example, if a road section has AADT greater than 


8000, then IRI should be maintained at a value equal or less than 1.9 (from Figure 2), and accordingly, the RIF is 


calculated as 2.1 (i.e., 4 – IRI) (Hegazy and Saad, 2014).  


 
 


 


 


 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 


Figure 2: IRI after treatment for urban and rural roads (Based on Haas, 2008). 


 


3.1 LCCA and Optimization Model 


Using the case study data and a planning horizon of 5 years, a detailed life cycle cost analysis (LCCA) was 


performed in an Excel spreadsheet for each pavement section, as shown in Figure 3, incorporating deterioration 


patterns, cost calculations, IRI improvement, users’ vehicle operating costs (VOC), accumulated yearly 


expenditures, and repair decisions. Having this information, the previously described general optimization model 


(subsection 2.1) was applied to the case study data in GAMS modelling environment using CPLEX solver. 


 


AADT 
IRI Trigger 


Value (mm/m) 


Rel. Importance 


Factor (RIF) 


<400 3.0 1.0 


400-1500 2.6 1.4 


1500-6000 2.3 1.7 


6000-8000 2.1 1.9 


>8000 1.9 2.1 


 
 


Intervention Type Cost ($/m2) 


1. Preventive Maintenance 6.45 


2. 40mm Overlay 6.75 


3. Cold Mill & 40mm Overlay 10.50 


4. 75mm Overlay 15.75 


5. 100mm Overlay 16.50 


 


 


 


Road Class AADT 
Rate of Increase  in IRI 


(m/km/yr) 


Interurban 
> 8000 0.069 


< 8000 0.077 


Rural 
> 1500 0.091 


< 1500 0.101 


 


Interurban 


Rural 
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Figure 3: Portion of the LCCA for the network of pavement sections 


 


Since in this case study, there are 5 treatment types, there are 5 binary 2D decision variables Rijk for k = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. 


The objective function is set to maximize the utility (Uijk), in Equation 2, in terms of condition improvement effect 


(IEijk) as follows: 


 


[5]  0iijkijkijk AIRIAIRIIEU   


 


Where, AIRIijk is the average of the IRI values for asset i in all years in the planning horizon (t= 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) after 


repairing in year j using rehabilitation type k. AIRIio is the average of the IRI values for asset i in all years in the 


planning horizon (t = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) in case of no rehabilitation.  


 


To validate the proposed bi-level optimization model, the results are compared against the ones produced using the 


staged optimization technique (Saad, 2014) following the MOST technique of (Hegazy and Elhakeem, 2011). In this 


staged technique, the project-level analysis was first carried out separately using Benefit-cost-ratio method. Then, 


the results and all the necessary data were then exported as lookup tables to a network-level mathematical 


optimization model using CPLEX solver in GAMS. The comparison between the two models is carried out with 


respect to the following criteria, as shown in Table 1: 1) the overall network condition in terms of average IRI of the 


whole network (the lower the value, the better), 2) the total utility gained (weighted improvement effect) by the 


network of assets, 3) the total utility per dollar invested in rehabilitating the assets selected, and 4) number of assets. 


 


The overall network condition is computed as follows: 


 


[6]   
TN


IRI


IRI i


i


Network







 


 


Where, IRIi is the IRI for asset i in all years (t = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) whether the asset is selected for repair or not. N is the 


number of assets in the network, and T is the number of years in the planning horizon.  


 


The total utility is computed using Equations 2 and 5. The total utility per dollar invested is computed by dividing 


the total utility achieved by the total money spent on repairing the selected assets, as follows: 


 


Deterioration 


behaviour 


Network-level 


decisions 


Project-level 


decisions 


Growth in Average Annual Daily 


Traffic (AADT) 


Repair  


Cost 
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Table 1: Comparison between the proposed Bi-level and the Staged Optimization model 


 Bi-level Optimization model Staged Optimization model 


Overall network condition  


(= 1.7 with no rehabilitation) 
1.46 1.48 


Total utility gained (Improvement Effect) 590 553 


Total Utility per dollar (TU/$) 11.81 11.06 


Number of assets selected  632 688 


 


 


The comparison in Table 1 shows that the two optimization models are quite comparable, yet the proposed Bi-level 


optimization model achieves better performance with respect to the stated criteria. Also it shows that the proposed 


model selects less number of assets to rehabilitate, which can be justified by achieving higher utility per dollar spent, 


and consuming the budget in repairing the needy assets that require higher rehabilitation costs. Also, it has been 


noticed that for the same sections, the Bi-level model tend to repair earlier in the planning horizon using higher 


impact rehabilitation types (e.g., rehabilitation type 5 of 100 mm overlay). Although, the Bi-level formulation may 


result in a large solution space; however, CPLEX solver in GAMS modelling environment was able to successfully 


arrive at optimum fund-allocation decisions in a processing time of few seconds.   


3.2 Goal Programming 


Although improvement in asset condition has long been considered one of the most important objectives in 


infrastructure asset management optimization frameworks, road agencies may have other level of service objectives 


that they would like to attain. In order to demonstrate the ability of the bi-level optimization model to deal with 


multiple objectives, a goal programming based optimization model was developed. The goal is set such that the 


savings in VOC, resulting from having an improved road surface after rehabilitation, do not fall under a certain goal. 


To determine this VOC savings goal, a separate bi-level mathematical optimization model has been developed with 


an objective function of maximizing VOC savings under the limited annual budget of $10 million. From 


experiments, it has been noticed that the maximum total VOC savings that can be achieved is $15 million, yet it 


would be biased towards the lengthy road sections with high AADT. Thus, the goal is formulated as follows: 


 


GVOCs
i


i 15 for i = 1, 2, 3, …. n 


Where, VOCsi is the savings in vehicle operating costs for each asset i due to rehabilitation. G is the goal amount in 


dollars allowed to fall with under the maximum savings of $15 million.  


 


A sensitivity analysis has been carried out to identify the optimum value of G that maximizes the total utility per 


dollar and VOC savings per dollar. After running the optimization model for different values of G, it has been 


noticed that a G value of $ 6,500,000 achieves better performance with respect to the total utility and total VOC 


savings per dollar. The results are summarized in Table 2, against the results without having the VOC goal 


formulated into the model. 
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Table 2: Impact of formulating VOC goal into the Bi-level Optimization model 


  Bi-level Optimization Model 2 


(With VOC Goal) 


Bi-level Optimization Model 1  


(Without VOC Goal) 


G (Goal) $6,500,000.00 - 


Total Savings in VOC  $9,001,385.69 $6,719,461.71 


Total VOC savings per dollar 18.00 14.20 


Total utility gained (Improvement Effect) 580.12 590 


Total Utility per dollar  11.62 11.8 


Number of assets selected for repair 600 632 


 


 


Table 2 shows that formulating the VOC goal in Bi-level Model 2 has achieved higher savings in the VOC incurred 


by the road users, and higher VOC savings per dollar invested in rehabilitating the selected road sections. Yet, it 


exhibited slightly less utility per dollar, and selected less number of assets for rehabilitation. This behaviour can be 


explained by trading off some of the needy road sections for the more trafficked lengthy sections that serve more 


users, and costs more to rehabilitate. Accordingly, this model better reflect the preferences of all stakeholders by 


satisfying both the utility gained from improving the physical condition of the asset, and the savings in the vehicle 


operating costs that are incurred by the road users. 


4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS 


This paper presented a generic bi-level mathematical optimization model that integrates infrastructure project- and 


network-level decisions, regarding what rehabilitation strategy to use and when to do the rehabilitation within a 


given planning horizon, in one single combinatorial problem. To validate the model, a case study of a pavement 


network is used, and the results were compared to the ones using the existing staged techniques that handle both 


decision levels separately. The bi-level mathematical optimization model was able to capture the whole solution 


space considering both project- and network-level decisions, and it showed better performance with respect to the 


utility per dollar invested in rehabilitation. To consider the vehicle operating costs incurred by the road users in this 


case study, the bi-level optimization model has been modified to include a goal for the savings in the VOC. The goal 


is formulated such that the total savings in vehicle operating costs do not fall under a predefined amount under the 


limited annual budget available. Introducing this goal to the mathematical optimization model, helped achieving a 


middle ground between all stakeholders by considering both utility gained from improving the asset condition and 


the savings in VOC incurred by the road users. In essence, the proposed bi-level mathematical optimization model is 


able to arrive at near optimum fund-allocation decisions for large-scale infrastructure fund-allocation problems, 


while achieving high return on the tax payers’ money. Accordingly, it can help improve the economics of 


infrastructure rehabilitation. 
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1. PROJECT OVERVIEW AND BACKGROUND 


The planned refurbishment of the Darlington Nuclear Generating Station (DNGS) by the Ontario Power Generation 


(OPG), scheduled to commence in late-2016 and extend until 2026, will result in significant employment growth 


and increased traffic volumes that cannot be supported by the area’s roadway network.  In particular, the original 


Highway 401/Holt Road interchange, located approximately 40 km east of Toronto and serving as the primary 


access route for employee traffic into and out of the DNGS, was in need of significant upgrade and improvement in 


advance of commencing the refurbishment.  The original interchange provided partial access to the highway only, 


while an intersection between an adjacent service road and the eastbound off-ramp was considered both 


unconventional and potentially hazardous to drivers unfamiliar with the unique configuration.  Further, the original 


Holt Road underpass structure precluded the necessary capacity additions required along both the crossing road and 


Highway 401 through the interchange.   Consequently, the Ontario Ministry of Transportation (MTO) hired 


AECOM to provide Preliminary and Detail Design services for upgrading of the Highway 401/Holt Road 


interchange to address both the existing concerns and meet the future requirements of the area.  The recommended 


design included provision of roundabouts at both the north and south ramp terminals, and a third successive multi-


lane roundabout at a service road directly south of the interchange.  The provision of roundabouts at freeway ramp 


terminals, in place of traffic signals, represents the first time such a design has been used on an MTO facility.   


2. PROJECT STUDY PROCESS AND EVALUATION 


The Preliminary Design and Environmental Assessment component of the assignment included a detailed review of 


existing environmental and built features and constraints, confirmation of the need for improvements, and the 


assessment and evaluation of a range of interchange improvement alternatives to address the identified problems.  


Given the relatively high projected future traffic volumes at the interchange and the apparent availability of adjacent 


land to accommodate a larger interchange footprint, it had been thought prior to commencing the analysis that a 


standard Parclo A4-style configuration would likely be the preferred configuration for the modified interchange.   


Although a Parclo A4 configuration utilizes a larger overall footprint and is generally more costly than other 


configurations, it has historically been considered the preferred design in locations with high traffic volumes given 


the improved traffic operations and safety conditions.  As the study progressed and additional site constraints were 


identified, a modified configuration involving roundabouts at both the north and south ramp terminals was 


developed, with a third successive multi-lane roundabout directly south of the interchange at the adjacent Energy 


Drive.  By utilizing roundabouts at the three intersections in lieu of traffic signals, the overall footprint could be 


reduced as Energy Drive could be realigned closer to the south ramp terminal intersection than could be 


accomplished with signalized intersections at each location.   This reduced footprint would enable the design to 


avoid encroachment into lands designated for a future Hydro One transformer station, as well as minimizing impacts 


to a woodlot and former landfill site in the southwest quadrant of the interchange.     


 


A detailed traffic operational analysis was subsequently completed to confirm projected operations of vehicles 


through the closely spaced roundabouts.  Utilizing a combination of both ARCADY (static analysis) and VISSIM 


(microsimulation analysis) software, the roundabout alternative was carefully analyzed to identify potential weaving 


concerns between the roundabouts, the impacts of heavy truck traffic and farm equipment through the roundabouts, 
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and the general ability of the roundabouts to handle the heavy traffic flows projected through the interchange during 


the short peak periods associated with employee shift changes at the DNGS.  Despite the high peak period traffic 


volumes, the analysis identified relatively good overall operations at the interchange and through the three 


roundabouts, which were considered equivalent to or better than the Parclo A4 configuration operations.    An 


overall assessment and evaluation of the various interchange alternatives was subsequently undertaken, which 


considered impacts to all aspects of the environment as well as transportation considerations and cost.  Utilizing a 


reasoned argument method of evaluation, the roundabout alternative was identified as preferred or equally preferred 


in all categories relative to the conventional Parclo A4 configuration and was selected as the preferred configuration.   


3. THE RECOMMENDED DESIGN, KEY BENEFITS AND DESIGN CHALLENGES 


The recommended design for the Holt Road interchange, illustrated 


in Figure 1, is similar to a Parclo A / Diamond configuration with 


provision of roundabouts at both the north and south ramp 


terminals and a third successive multi-lane roundabout directly 


south of the interchange at Energy Drive.  The most notable 


benefits of this configuration, relative to a standard Parclo A4 


design with signals, include: 


Traffic Operations and Safety  


 Improved and continuous traffic flow through the interchange 


and reduction in potential vehicular conflict points relative to a 


signalized intersection, resulting in reduced number and severity 


of vehicular collisions; 


 Avoidance of a southbound to westbound on-ramp in the 


northwest quadrant of the interchange.  This type of ramp, which 


would have been required with a Parclo A4 configuration, would 


have resulted in potential weaving concerns along Highway 401 


between the on-ramp and future ramp to the northbound  East 


Durham Link (Highway 418) located 1.5 km to the west; 


Reduced Overall Interchange Footprint  


 Utilization of roundabouts in lieu of traffic signals allowed the 


alignment of the adjacent Energy Drive to be located closer to 


the south ramp terminal, avoiding impacts to lands designated 


for a major Hydro One transformer station; 


 Impacts to agricultural lands north of Highway 401 are reduced. 


Lower Construction and Maintenance Cost 


 Speed change lanes across Holt Road between the north and south ramp terminals are avoided, reducing the size 


and construction cost of the underpass structure; 


 Two interchange ramps and associated speed change lanes along Highway 401 are avoided. 


 Ongoing maintenance costs of three traffic signals along Holt Road and additional ramps are avoided. 


 


One of the most notable challenges with the roundabout interchange included the design of adequate signage 


between and at the approaches to the roundabouts that would minimize driver confusion and improve traffic 


operations.  Given the close spacing of the roundabouts, it was not possible to achieve standard spacing of advance 


signage between the roundabouts and a modified signage approach was required.  A combination of standard ground 


mounted and overhead signs approaching and between the roundabouts was ultimately employed.  The incorporation 


of adequate pedestrian and cyclist friendly crossing measures at the roundabouts was another key design 


consideration, and additional approach curvature and gaps in the splitter island were subsequently incorporated at 


the south approach to the Energy Drive roundabout. The development of a construction staging plan that would 


accommodate the access requirements of an operating nuclear power plant throughout the duration of the project 


with only minimal disruption represented another key challenge. Following preparation of the contract package in 


late 2013, construction of the new interchange commenced in May 2014.  The new interchange including the three 


roundabouts was fully opened to traffic in January, 2016.    


Figure 1: Recommended Design 
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ABSTRACT  


Amec Foster Wheeler Environment & Infrastructure (Amec Foster Wheeler) is committed to embedding consistent 


sustainability practices and innovations into the core of all our projects.  Our goal is to design resilient projects that 


meet the needs of today and incorporate the requirements and constraints of generations to come.  


 


We implemented these practices when we were retained by the City of Toronto to provide engineering services for 


the detailed inspection and rehabilitation of the Markham Road Overpass in Toronto.  The bridge was built in 1962 


and carries four lanes of traffic over one of the busiest railway corridors in Ontario.  Due to the number of passing 


trains, work within the rail corridors could only be performed during night shifts.  During construction, Amec Foster 


Wheeler undertook considerable efforts in securing permits and approvals from the railway authority to ensure all 


construction operations were pre-approved and safe.  


 


Investigations revealed that the bridge’s girders were experiencing localized severe deterioration due to leaking 


expansion joints.  A load evaluation revealed that the girders do not have sufficient structural capacity to meet the 


requirements of the current Canadian Highway Bridge Design Code.  The piers were also experiencing concrete 


deterioration and were in need of repairs. 


  


Consequently, a full engineering design was prepared in consultation with the City of Toronto and the railway 


authority (Metrolinx).  The new design included the replacement of the deck and girders, and rehabilitation of the 


substructure.  The design also incorporated raising the bridge to accommodate future electrification of the railway 


corridor and a new, combined retaining-crash wall to accommodate a new railway line under the bridge.  By 


incorporating our principles of sustainable and resilient design, the team was able to respond to the project 


challenges through innovation, resulting in a design that accommodates the area’s future development needs.  


 


Keywords: Bridge Rehabilitation, Semi-Integral Abutment, Staged Construction, Railway Corridor 


1. OVERVIEW OF PROJECT 


We were retained, by the City of Toronto in 2009, to provide engineering services for the detailed inspection, 


rehabilitation design, contract administration and inspection of the Markham Road Overpass in Toronto.  The bridge 


was built in 1962 and carries four lanes of traffic over one of the busiest railway corridors in Ontario, the CN 


Kingston Subdivision Corridor.  The bridge has three spans with approximate lengths of 12m, 17.9m and 12m 


respectively.  The structure consists of precast prestressed concrete girders (AASHTO Type II) with a composite 


concrete deck, which is protected by an asphalt wearing surface and waterproofing system.  The superstructure of 


the bridge is twinned and is separated by a longitudinal joint parallel to the direction of traffic.  The bridge has an 


expansion joint at each abutment and pier location.  The original structure was built to accommodate six lanes of 


traffic; two southbound and two northbound lanes, while the two additional lanes are used as shoulders.  Two 


sidewalks are also present, one on each side. 
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A detailed bridge deck condition survey and a detailed 


site inspection were carried out with focus on the 


components of the structure that are critical to its 


integrity.  The results determined that a significant area 


of the deck has high corrosion potential and chloride 


content.  Expansion joints were found to be leaking, 


which resulted in severe local deterioration of girder 


ends.  A structural evaluation analysis also determined 


that the existing bridge did not have sufficient load 


carrying capacity to meet the load requirements of the 


current Canadian Highway Bridge Design Code.  The 


vertical railway clearance of the existing bridge was also 


found to be less than current standards.  


 


2. ENGINEERING DESIGN, CHALLENGES AND SOLUTIONS 


The rehabilitation design of the Markham Road Bridge was completed in 2014.  Construction started in late 2014 


and was completed by the end of 2015.  Work scope included the rehabilitation of abutments, pier caps and pier 


shafts, replacement of deck, girders, approach slab, parapet walls, sidewalks and medians, and construction of new 


crash / retaining wall to accommodate a new railway track under the north span of the bridge.  The function of the 


new retaining wall was to create space for a future railway 


track and also act as a crash wall to protect the bridge’s 


north abutment in case of train derailment.  Replacement 


of light poles, electrical components and utility conduits 


also formed part of the work.  


 


The selection of the rehabilitation strategy was developed 


while taking into consideration the data collected from the 


visual inspection, structural evaluation analysis, condition 


survey, previous rehabilitation works, and the City of 


Toronto and Metrolinx requirements.  


 


A major contributing factor to the deterioration of the 


original structure was the failure of expansion joints above 


bridge piers.  This resulted in constant leaking of water 


and chlorides onto the girder ends underneath, which 


resulted in severe local deterioration of the girders (Refer 


to Figure 2).  


 


The new rehabilitation design eliminated expansion joints 


to avoid this problem.  The new deck and girders were 


designed to be continuous utilizing the “semi-integral” 


abutment concept.  This design totally eliminates the 


presence of expansion joints by constructing the deck and 


girders as one continuous beam that overhangs beyond the 


abutment.  This meant that the girders in all three spans 


had to be aligned longitudinally to create continuity.  Since 


the piers of the original structure were not designed to 


accommodate the ends of two girders at the same location, 


Pier bump-outs were designed to widen the top of piers to 


accommodate this condition (Refer to Figure 3).  


 


Figure 1: Aerial View of Markham Rd Bridge  


     


Figure 2: Girder Deterioration at Expansion Joint 


View of Markham Rd Bridge  


     


Figure 3: Pier Bump-outs for New Girders 


Deterioration at Expansion Joint View of Markham 


Rd Bridge  
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Figure 4: New Crash / Retaining Wall under Bridge 


In order to allow for the future railway track under the 


bridge, the earth slope under the north span of the bridge 


had to be excavated and a crash wall had to be placed in 


front of the abutment to protect the structure in case of 


train derailment (Refer to Figure 4).  The original design 


did not allow for removal of this earth slope as it formed 


part of the earth slope embankment supporting the 


roadway fill behind the abutment.  To solve this 


problem, a unique solution had to be engineered.  The 


abutments of the structure consisted of buttresses 


supported by spread footings.  To accommodate the 


future railway track, a retaining wall had to be 


constructed in close proximity to the abutment footings. 


This meant that the retaining wall footings could only be 


constructed between the abutment footings.  This 


however, would not provide sufficient load resistance 


for the retaining wall.  Thus, an innovative tie back 


system was introduced to the design.  This system relied 


on a continuous buried concrete wall (dead man) that 


was attached to the retaining wall via threaded bar 


anchors to provide the additional required load 


resistance (Refer to Figure 5).  


 


In order to rectify the substandard vertical railway 


clearance of the original bridge, the new design 


included reconstruction of roadway approaches to the 


bridge and raising of pier and abutment to achieve the 


required vertical railway clearance.  


 


To ensure the long term durability of the new 


superstructure, premium corrosion protection materials, 


stainless steel and Glass Fibre Reinforced Polymer 


(GFRP), were used as per the requirements of the MTO 


structural manual.  The sidewalk, barrier, deck fascia 


and exterior deck soffit utilized GFRP reinforcing bars 


and the curb faces and medians utilized stainless steel reinforcing bars.  


 


The longitudinal expansion joint in the structure was eliminated to avoid leakage problems.  Due to the need for 


staged construction, a construction joint was created instead.  The deck reinforcing steel through the construction 


joint which was also covered with a concrete median with waterproofing on either side.  


3. CONSTRUCTION CHALLENGES AND SOLUTIONS  


All rehabilitation work had to be performed while maintaining roadway traffic above and train passage under the 


bridge at all times.  This required integrating the sequencing of construction operations during the engineering 


design stage.  


 


Figure 5 : Concrete Dead-man Wall Deterioration 


at Expansion Joint View of Markham Rd Bridge 
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Figure 6: Roadway Protection at Abutment 


Figure 7: Completed Bridge Rehabilitation  


In order to maintain roadway traffic, the bridge 


rehabilitation was divided into two stages.  During the 


first stage, all traffic was shifted to the east half of the 


bridge, and construction was performed on the west side. 


In the second stage, this setup was reversed.  Temporary 


traffic controls, and temporary concrete barriers were used 


during each stage of construction to divert and protect 


roadway traffic.  Due to the depth of excavation required 


to construction the semi-integral abutments and crash / 


retaining wall, roadway protection shoring was necessary 


between both stages (Refer to Figure 6).  This shoring 


system utilized grouted and dead-man anchor tiebacks in 


stage 1 and 2 respectively.  


 


Due to the skewed angle of the bridge, the tie backs of the 


crash / retaining wall conflicted with the roadway 


protection shoring.  The roadway protection shoring was 


not perpendicular to the north bridge abutment, which meant that some of the crash / retaining wall tie backs will be 


obstructed by the roadway protection shoring system.  To resolve this conflict, the tie back anchors were drilled 


through the shoring system and couplers were introduced to extend the tie back anchors in the second construction 


stage.  


 


To avoid interference with the busy railway corridor underneath, a debris protection platform was erected below the 


bridge prior to the start of construction.  This platform was designed to hold any falling debris from demolition 


operations.  Narrow scaffolding was erected between the piers and the railway corridor to keep the work area outside 


of the railway corridor.  A debris containment mesh was attached to the scaffolding to prevent debris from entering 


the railway corridor.  A flagman was stationed underneath the bridge to immediately notify incoming trains of any 


problems during construction.  The flagman acted as the second line defense for the safety of passing trains and 


construction workers.  


 


The removal and placement of girders, which is performed by cranes, posed a special safety hazard to passing trains 


due to their size and weight.  Unlike other small debris, damage caused to passing trains by a girder could result in 


much more serious consequences.  To mitigate this risk, removal and placement of girders were restricted to night 


hours outside of train schedules.  


 


A major component of the work during construction was the coordination between all relevant parties.  Due to the 


sensitive nature of the project, extensive permits and approvals were demanded by Metrolinx for each construction 


operation.  This required thoughtful planning and management to facilitate work progress.  


4. SIGNIFICANCE OF THE PROJECT TO THE COMMUNITY, BOTH LOCALLY AND GLOBALLY 


The successful completion of this project was vital for 


mass public and freight rail transit.  Markham Road 


Bridge crosses over the Lakeshore East Railway 


Metrolinx corridor which is used by 52,000 riders per 


weekday using GO Trains.  This bridge also crosses 


over the CN Kingston Subdivision Corridor used by CN 


freight trains as part of their rail network linking Eastern 


Canada with the rest of Canada and the United States.  


Via Rail Canada (which carries approximately 4.1 


million passengers annually) also utilizes this CN rail 


corridor to reach Eastern Canada.  Markham Road 


Bridge is also located along Markham Road which is an 


important arterial road in Toronto that is used by 


commuters and local traffic.  
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5. CONCLUSION 


The Markham Road Overpass Project illustrates the use of the latest engineering solutions in bridge rehabilitation, 


such as the utilization of the Semi-Integral Abutments and Semi-Continuous Superstructure with no expansion joints 


in order to mitigate the problems associated with leaking expansion joints.  


 


This project also showcases many of the challenges that could arise during bridge rehabilitation projects where 


transit services, such as vehicular and railway, are active within the project limits.  Thoughtful planning from the 


design stage, in order to accommodate construction requirements, becomes vital for the successful implementation 


of the project.  These requirements include construction staging, work time restrictions, regulatory and permitting 


requirements and safety considerations.  Nonetheless, unforeseen conditions often arise requiring an adaptive 


engineering design approach for their timely resolution.  
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ABSTRACT   


High-modulus (HM) ribbed-surface glass fiber reinforced polymer (GFRP) bars have recently been used in concrete 


bridge decks to avoid corrosion of steel reinforcement resulting from the use of de-icing salts in winter times in 


North America. Recently, prefabricated full-depth deck panels (FDDPs), made of normal strength concrete or high 


performance concrete and reinforced with GFRP bars, are used in Canada to acceleration bridge construction. The 


FDDPs are connected through panel-to-panel and panel-to-girder connections. These connections are filled with 


joint-filled cementitious materials as ultra-high performance fiber-reinforced concrete (UHPFRC). This paper 


presents the experimental program to investigate the bond strength of the GFRP bars embedded into unconfined 


UHPFRC using pull-out testing, leading to the proper GFRP bar development length required to determine the width 


of the closure strip between connected slabs. The longitudinal GFRP/UHPFRC interface is influenced by (i) the 


development length-to-nominal diameter of the bar ratio, (ii) the concrete cover-to-bar diameter ratio and (iii) the 


development length-to-embedment depth ratio due to lugs or headed-end and (iv) concrete compressive strength. 


GFRP bars embedded into UHPFRC would rely less on the friction and adhesion of the interface, and more on the 


bearing of the lugs against the concrete. These bearing forces act at an angle to the axis of the bar, causing radial 


outward forces. Pullout failure of the GFRP/UHPFRC interface leads to shearing of the lugs and bar slippage from 


the headed-end. Adequate bond strength between the GFRP/UHPFRC interfaces is necessary for design of jointed 


PDDFs. Therefore, accurate predictions of development length and bond strength of straight or headed-end bars 


without passing through the high localized stresses due to flexural are essential for safe design. 


 


Keywords: Ultra-High Performance Fibre Reinforced Concrete (UHPFRC), Glass FRP (GFRP), Pullout, 


development length, Design Codes, Experimental Testing, Accelerated Bridge Construction. 


1. INTRODUCTION 


To accelerate bridge construction while maintaining high level of long-term durability and reduction in the 


maintenance cost, design engineers recently considered utilizing UHPFRC, which possesses high compressive and 


tensile strength compared to normal strength concrete. Also, they recently considered the use of GFRP bars for the 


same rationale. GFRP-UHPFRC structural section works together through (i) bonding between GFRP bars and 


surrounding UHPFRC that prevents slip of the bar relative to UHPFRC, (ii) concrete mix design that provides the 


structural member with high concrete capacity design loads, and (iii) similar rates of thermal expansion for the 


UHPFRC to the GFRP bars under environmental conditions.    


 


UHPFRC is made by mixing ordinary Portland cement, supplementary cementitious materials as the Silica Fume, 


fine aggregate as ground quartz, steel fiber reinforcement, admixtures as the high range water reducer (HRWR), and 


water (Graybeal, 2006 and 2007). UHPFRC is a self-consolidated concrete with high fluidity and deformation 


capability that levels itself without vibration. Its strength increases with age and curing, with early compressive 


strength of 100 MPa at 96 hours (4 days), 140 MPa at 28 days, and 150 MPa by the 56 days.  The curing regime for 


the untreated concrete is meant to keep the concrete into the capped-plastic moulds in the lab-room condition.  
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GFRP bar has high tensile strength-to-weight ratio compared to the steel reinforcement, in addition to its corrosion 


resistance that increases structure’s service life. GFRP is anisotropic material that provides high strength in the 


direction of the fibers, and low shear strength perpendicular to the axes of the bar. The bar exhibits linear elastic 


load until failure with no yielding point as that for steel reinforcement, thus design should account for the lack of 


ductility. The external surface of the GFRP bar may be ribbed-surface, sand-coated surface, wrapped with sand 


coated, deformed, or helical to achieve the desired bonding to the surrounding concrete. GFRP bars manufactured 


with straight end, headed anchor end, or 180˚ hook. GFRP is classified into low modulus (LM) and high modulus 


(HM) types based on the value of the bar modulus of elasticity.  


 


The concept of the accelerated bridge construction and rapid bridge replacement introduces the prefabricated bridge 


elements and systems. Bridge elements are manufactured in plant, transported, installed on-site with casted-in-place 


joints by high early-strength concrete in order to open the traffic for traffic within few days. Recently, prefabricated 


full-depth deck panels (FDDPs), made of normal strength concrete or high performance concrete and reinforced 


with GFRP bars, are used in Canada to acceleration bridge construction. FDDPs are connected through panel-to-


panel and panel-to-girder connections. These connections are filled with UHPFRC (Sayed-Ahmed and Sennah, 


2014; Sayed-Ahmed et al., 2014). The bond strength of the development and spliced lengths of the HM-GFRP bars 


embedded into UHPFRC-filled closure strip between connected precast deck panels needs experimental 


investigations to determine the reasonable width for the panel-to-panel connection for cost-effective design.   


 


Bond strength of GFRP bars is a mean to transfer the force in the reinforcement to the surrounding concrete. The 


interacting force at the bar-concrete interface may arise from (i) chemical adhesion and friction at the surface area of 


the bar connected to concrete, and (ii) bearing of the ribs or lugs that act at an angle to the axis of the bar, causing 


radial outward forces, counterpart with the surrounding concrete. Bond strength due to tensile loading fails under 


pullout of the bar, progressive splitting of concrete, or the combined failure modes. Flexural bond (i.e. localized 


interaction) generates high localized stress due to the rate of change of longitudinal tensile force along the span 


adjacent to the flexural cracks, and is proportional in magnitude to the change in flexural shear along the joint. Thus, 


the localized stress condition doesn’t directly correlate to the development-length-related strength of the member. 


Equation [1] determines the horizontal force equilibrium that depends on the magnitude of ( ). In this 


equation,  is the localized surface stress over nominal contact area between the steel bar and the concrete,  is the 


diameter of the single bar,  is the localized bearing stress over the area  per unit length between the lugs and 


the concrete (Wang and Salmon, 2002). 


 


[1]   


 


ACI 318 (2015) defines the development length concept as the attainable average bond stress over the length of 


embedment of the reinforcement. The development length is a function of (i) the development length-to-nominal 


diameter of the bar ratio ( ), (ii) the development length-to-concrete cover ratio ( ), (iii) the development 


length-to-embedment depth ratio ( ) due to lugs, headed-end or the 180˚ hook, and (iv) the concrete 


compressive strength ( ), for confined and unconfined sections. 


 


  
(a) Headed-end for ribbed-surface bar (b) Ribbed-surface bar 


Figure 1: Views of the ribbed-surface GFRP bar 


 


This  paper presents a summary of an experimental investigation on the direct tensile pullout load for the ribbed-


surface GFRP bars, shown in Figure 1, considering different embedment lengths, namely: 4 , 6 , 8  and 


different concrete cover of 40, 90, and 140 mm under centric and eccentric loading, where db is the bar nominal 


diameter. Figure 2 depicts the possible failure modes of the GFRP bars embedded into unconfined UHPFRC. It is 
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expected that pullout failure of the GFRP bar would dominate under pullout as UHPFRC has high concrete capacity 


design leading to no concrete splitting failure.  


 


 
a. Bar rupture             b. Bar pullout            c. Concrete pullout      d. Concrete split 


Figure 2: Possible failure modes of GFRP bar embedded in concrete 


2. EXPERIMENTAL WORKS 


Tables 1 and 2 show the concrete constituent mix design, and the mechanical properties of UHPFRC, respectively, 


used in the current study. The OPC + SCM: Fine Aggregate: Water ratio is 1.33: 1.74: 0.20. Water-cement ratio can 


be reduced to reduce the fluidity of the mixture. Table 3 shows the material properties of the ribbed-surface GFRP 


bars used in this study. The length of the headed anchor for the ribbed-surface bar is 100 mm and its exterior 


diameter of the head anchor is 40 mm (Schoeck, 2011). Figures 3 and 4 show the bar locations either concentric or 


eccentric to the concrete block and the test setup, respectively. A 50 mm of unbonded lead length of the embedded 


bar shown in Figure 2 is meant to reduce the effect of the concrete breakout due to bar pullout and bearing due the 


placement of the test setup. Actual slip will eliminate the free end slip from the loaded end slip. 


 


Table 1: Proportion of UHPFRC (Ductal) constituent materials (Saleem , et al., 2013) 


Constituent materials Percentage by weight (%) Weight relative to cement 


Portland cement 28.6 1.00 


Silica fume 9.3 0.33 


Ground quartz 8.5 0.30 


Fine sand 41.1 1.44 


Steel fiber reinforcement 6.4 0.22 


Superplasticizer (HRWR) 0.5 0.02 


Water 5.6 0.20 


Total 100  


Note: Data from http://www.lafargnorthamerica.com (May, 2008). 


 


Table 2: The UHPFRC (Ductal JS1000) physical properties 


 Characteristic values for design Design value 


Mean Standard deviation 


MPa MPa MPa 


Compression 140 10 100 


Flexural 30 5  


Direct tension 8 1 5 


Young’s modulus 50,000 2,000 45,000 



http://www.lafargnorthamerica.com/
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Table 3: Material properties 15M and 20M straight bar (Schoeck, 2011) 


 Tensile 


strength 


Strain Poisson’s 


ratio 


Effective cross-


section with 


ribbed part, 


Nominal 


cross-


section, 


Weight Nominal 


tensile 


modulus, 


 MPa %  mm2 mm2 g/m GPa 


15M 1188 2.61 0.20-0.22 254.47 201.06 0.53 64 


20M 1188 2.61 0.20-0.22 380.13 314.16 0.53 64 


 


 
                      a) Straight bar               b) Headed bar    a) Straight bar               b) Headed bar  


Figure 3: Concentric and eccentric cube specimens 


 


 


 


(a) Test Setup (b) Data location 


Figure 4: Pullout test setup 


 


 


1. PULLOUT TEST RESULTS 


 


The specimens ID in Tables 4 to 6  represents (i) the bar location to the concrete block (C = Concentric, E = 


Eccentric), (ii) bar diameter (16 mm or 20 mm), (iii) embedment length (4db, 6 db, 8 db), (iv) bar type (S = Straight, 


H = Headed end) and (v) specimen number in a group. The static pullout loading was applied in a gradual increment 


by steel wedge friction grips. Data recorded the applied load, load-end slip (LES), and free-end slip (FES). The 


pullout failure mode was found to be due to (i) inter-laminar shear strength (ILSS) failure between the GFRP bar 


and its surface, along with slippage from the headed-end and (ii) shear-off failure of ribbed-surface. The relationship 


between pullout load and the embedment length-to-nominal diameter of the bar ratio ( ) was found to be 


quadratic polynomial of the second degree, with parabola opens upwards. The vertex of the parabola, also called the 


turning point of such curve, is located at the mid points of the  series equal to 4, 6, 8, respectively. The 


normalized concrete compressive strength should be considered to account for its variation as .  
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Table 4: Pullout test results for 15M ribbed-surface GFRP bar with centric & eccentric bar location 


ID   Cover   LES FES Failure 


mode  Mm Mm mm MPa kN mm Mm 


C16.4d.S1 16 64 92 191.60 95.00 13.18 0.23 Pullout 


C16.4d.S2 16 64 92 98.00 14.01 0.24 Pullout 


C16.4d.S3 16 64 92 104.00 13.02 0.25 Pullout 


C16.4d.S4 16 64 92 88.00 18.00 0.21 Pullout 


C16.4d.S5 16 64 92 86.00 11.93 0.21 Pullout 


Mean     94.2 14.028 0.228  


C16.6d.S1 16 96 92 191.86 62.00 16.22 0.26 Pullout 


C16.6d.S2 16 96 92 61.00 16.46 0.28 Pullout 


C16.6d.S3 16 96 92 53.00 14.42 0.25 Pullout 


C16.6d.S4 16 96 92 54.00 22.14 0.16 Pullout 


C16.6d.S5 16 96 92 69.00 17.99 0.21 Pullout 


Mean     59.8 17.446 0.232  


C16.8d.S1 16 128 92 191.86 84.00 25.81 0.53 Pullout 


C16.8d.S2 16 128 92 77.00 28.58 0.23 Pullout 


C16.8d.S3 16 128 92 73.00 30.52 0.40 Pullout 


C16.8d.S4 16 128 92 76.00 23.49 0.41 Pullout 


C16.8d.S5 16 128 92 63.00 19.47 0.21 Pullout 


Mean     74.6 25.574 0.356  


C16.0d.H1 16 100 142 168.53 115.00 18.00 0.28 Pullout 


C16.0d.H2 16 100 142 125.00 14.00 0.30 Pullout 


C16.0d.H3 16 100 142 123.00 14.00 1.30 Pullout 


C16.0d.H4 16 100 142 133.00 12.00 1.41 Pullout 


C16.0d.H5 16 100 142 115.00 16.00 0.28 Pullout 


Mean     122.2 14.8 0.714  


E40-16.4d.S1 16 64 40 191.86 93.00 12.68 0.37 Pullout 


E40-16.4d.S2 16 64 40 101.00 13.67 0.35 Pullout 


E40-16.4d.S3 16 64 40 95.00 22.05 1.01 Pullout 


E40-16.4d.S4 16 64 40 93.00 16.27 0.18 Pullout 


E40-16.4d.S5 16 64 40 103.00 15.33 0.17 Pullout 


Mean     97 16 0.416  


E40-16.6d.S1 16 96 40 191.60 74.00 24.94 0.38 Pullout 


E40-16.6d.S2 16 96 40 88.00 28.74 0.45 Pullout 


E40-16.6d.S3 16 96 40 75.00 25.17 0.38 Pullout 


E40-16.6d.S4 16 96 40 68.00 22.21 0.35 Pullout 


E40-16.6d.S5 16 96 40 58.00 16.10 0.24 Pullout 


Mean     72.6 23.432 0.36  


E40-16.8d.S1 16 128 40 191.86 109.00 26.43 0.66 Pullout 


E40-16.8d.S2 16 128 40 89.00 26.19 0.72 Pullout 


E40-16.8d.S3 16 128 40 73.00 22.29 0.33 Pullout 


E40-16.8d.S4 16 128 40 75.00 23.24 0.24 Pullout 


E40-16.8d.S5 16 128 40 80.00 19.28 0.48 Pullout 


Mean     85.2 23.486 0.486  


E40-16.0d.H1 16 100 40 170.77 131.00 18.00 0.51 Pullout 


E40-16.0d.H2 16 100 40 132.00 18.14 0.51 Pullout 


E40-16.0d.H3 16 100 40 114.00 16.00 0.44 Pullout 


E40-16.0d.H4 16 100 40 119.00 17.00 0.48 Pullout 


E40-16.0d.H5 16 100 40 114.00 16.00 0.46 Pullout 


Mean     122 17.028 0.48  


 


 


The 15M straight bar with centrically-loaded specimens and with   series equal to 4, 6 and 8 exhibits average 


ultimate load, , of 94.2, 59.8 and 74.6 kN, respectively, as shown in Table 4. The corresponding average critical 


load-end slip was found to be 14.028, 17.446 and 25.574 mm while the critical values for the free-end slip was 


found to be 0.228, 0.232 and 0.356 mm for the same series arrangement, respectively. The 15M headed-end bar 
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recorded pullout load, LES and FES as 122.2 kN, 14.8 mm and 0.714 mm, respectively. The bar manufacturer 


reported that bars with headed ends yield a mean value of the tensile strength / embedment strength between 100 and 


110 kN, and the characteristic value of the tensile strength is above 80 kN, with tensile stress above 400 MPa 


(Schoeck, 2011). 


 


The 15M straight bar with 40 mm eccentrically-loaded specimens and  series equal to 4, 6 and 8 exhibits 


average ultimate load, , of 97, 72.6 and 85.2 kN, respectively, as shown in Table 4. The corresponding average 


critical load-end slip values were found to be 16, 23.432 and 23.486 mm while the critical values for the free-end 


slip were found to be 0.416, 0.36 and 0.486 mm for the same series arrangement, respectively. The 15M headed-end 


bar recorded pullout load, LES, FES as of 122 kN, 17.028 mm and 0.48 mm, respectively. The 15M straight bar 


with 60 mm eccentrically-loaded specimens and  series equal to 4, 6 and 8 exhibits average ultimate load, , 


of 51.8, 64.4 and 81.2 kN, respectively, as shown in Table 5. The corresponding average critical load-end slip values 


were found to be 17.928, 16.542 and 26.428 mm while the critical values for the free-end slip were found to be 


0.238, 0.282 and 0.856 mm for the same series arrangement, respectively.  


 


The 20M straight bar with centrically-loaded specimens and  series equal to 4, 6 and 8 exhibits average 


ultimate load, , of 59.4, 115.4 and 127 kN, respectively, as shown in Table 6. The corresponding average critical 


load-end slip values were found to be 15.492, 18.966 and 27.614 mm while the critical values for the free-end slip 


were found to be 0.29, 0.784 and 0.274 mm for the same series arrangement, respectively. Unlike the polynomial 


behaviour of the 15M, the 20M follows downward parabola with turning point at equals to 6 with hair cracks 


into the concrete blocks. The 20M straight bar with 40 mm eccentrically-loaded specimens and with   series 


equal to 8 exhibits average critical load, LES and FES as 117.4 kN, 23.278 mm and 0.296 mm, respectively, with 


observed hair cracks into the concrete blocks. 


 


In summary, the straight and/or headed-end GFRP embedded into unconfined UHPFRC fails due to shear-off failure 


of the ribbed-surface (lugs) for the straight bar, and bar slippage from the headed anchor as shown in Figure 5. 


Experimental data is provided to build up needed databases for future and further detailed analysis. 


 


 


Table 5: Pullout test results for ribbed-surface 15M with 60 mm eccentric bar location 


ID 
  


Cover 
  


LES FES Failure 


mode  Mm mm mm MPa kN mm mm 


E60-16.4d.S1 16 64 60 


191.60 


45.00 18.38 0.26 Pullout 


E60-16.4d.S2 16 64 60 49.00 19.60 0.19 Pullout 


E60-16.4d.S3 16 64 60 55.00 16.16 0.24 Pullout 


E60-16.4d.S4 16 64 60 46.00 16.53 0.22 Pullout 


E60-16.4d.S5 16 64 60 64.00 18.97 0.28 Pullout 


Mean     51.8 17.928 0.238  


E60-16.6d.S1 16 96 60 


191.60 


83.00 19.60 0.37 Pullout 


E60-16.6d.S2 16 96 60 53.00 19.00 0.24 Pullout 


E60-16.6d.S3 16 96 60 60.00 19.00 0.27 Pullout 


E60-16.6d.S4 16 96 60 55.00 16.00 0.25 Pullout 


E60-16.6d.S5 16 96 60 71.00 9.11 0.28 Pullout 


Mean     64.4 16.542 0.282  


E60-16.8d.S1 16 128 60 


192.39 


83.00 26.24 0.33 Pullout 


E60-16.8d.S2 16 128 60 78.00 28.88 0.55 Pullout 


E60-16.8d.S3 16 128 60 86.00 25.25 0.38 Pullout 


E60-16.8d.S4 16 128 60 84.00 24.88 0.37 Pullout 


E60-16.8d.S5 16 128 60 75.00 26.89 2.65 Pullout 


Mean     81.2 26.428 0.856  
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Table 6: Pullout test results for ribbed-surface 20M with centric and eccentric bar location 


ID   Cover   LES FES Failure 


mode  Mm mm mm MPa kN mm mm 


C20.4d.S1 20 80 90 


191.86 


66.00 17.86 0.31 Pullout 


C20.4d.S2 20 80 90 58.00 15.69 0.27 Pullout 


C20.4d.S3 20 80 90 45.00 12.18 0.21 Pullout 


C20.4d.S4 20 80 90 63.00 16.91 0.29 Pullout 


C20.4d.S5 20 80 90 65.00 14.82 0.37 Pullout 


Mean     59.4 15.492 0.29  


C20.6d.S1 20 120 90 


191.06 


128.00 20.21 0.50 Pullout 


C20.6d.S2 20 120 90 133.00 21.44 0.52 Pullout 


C20.6d.S3 20 120 90 123.00 19.83 0.48 Pullout 


C20.6d.S4 20 120 90 97.00 15.64 2.04 Pullout 


C20.6d.S5 20 120 90 96.00 17.71 0.38 Pullout 


Mean     115.4 18.966 0.784  


C20.8d.S1 20 160 90 


191.60 


133.00 26.38 0.25 Pullout 


C20.8d.S2 20 160 90 133.00 26.38 0.25 Pullout 


C20.8d.S3 20 160 90 147.00 29.15 0.27 Pullout 


C20.8d.S4 20 160 90 109.00 33.85 0.39 Pullout 


C20.8d.S5 20 160 90 113.00 22.31 0.21 Pullout 


Mean     127.00 27.614 0.274  


E40-20.8d.S1 20 160 40 


191.86 


119.00 20.35 0.61 Pullout 


E40-20.8d.S2 20 160 40 117.00 27.22 0.33 Pullout 


E40-20.8d.S3 20 160 40 112.00 22.91 0.22 Pullout 


E40-20.8d.S4 20 160 40 108.00 22.38 0.12 Pullout 


E40-20.8d.S5 20 160 40 131.00 23.53 0.20 Pullout 


Mean     117.4 23.278 0.296  


 


 


   
(a.1) UHPFRC Block (a.2) Shearing of ribs (a.3) Section cut 


(a) Ribbed-surface bars 


 


               
(b.1) Bar slippage (b.2) Bar slippage from the headed anchor 


(b) Headed-end bars  


Figure 5: Typical observed failures of GFRP embedded into UHPFRC 
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3. ANALYTICAL STUDY 


The ACI318 basic approximate method is used to determine the embedment length through Equations [1] to [3]. 


Equation [2] is used to determine the experimental / empirical coefficient, . ACI318 assumed that the factor 


, where this coefficient ensures that it will be larger than all measured embedment lengths and 


yields to conservative development length, . Due to the fact that the actual strength of GFRP is greater than the 


nominal value, the development length was based on multiplication of the modification factor (MF) to the nominal 


fracture strength ( ); that considers bar location with respect the concrete cover. 


 


[1]   


 


[2]   


 


[3]   


 


[4]   


 


The development length for hooked or headed-end bars in tension should be obtained by multiplying the basic 


hook/headed development length, , shown in Equations 5 and 6, by appropriate modification factors (MF); that is 


 


[5]   


However, , should not be less than 8  or 150 mm, whichever is greater.  


[6]   


 


 


Table 7: ACI318 basic factor,  for ribbed-surface HM GFRP bars 


Loading location Bar type Bar diameter  ACI basic factor,  


Centric Straight 16 4.00 0.00371 


Straight 16 6.00 0.00557 


Straight 16 8.00 0.00742 


Headed-end 16 6.26 0.00543 


Eccentric at 40 mm Straight 16 4.00 0.00371 


Straight 16 6.00 0.00556 


Straight 16 8.00 0.00742 


Headed-end 16 6.25 0.00547 


Eccentric at 60 mm Straight 16 4.00 0.00371 


Straight 16 6.00 0.00556 


Straight 16 8.00 0.00743 


Centric Straight 20 4.00 0.00297 


Straight 20 6.00 0.0044 


Straight 20 8.00 0.00593 


Eccentric at 40 mm Straight 20 8.00 0.00594 


 


The ACI basic development factor for the straight-ended ribbed-surface HM GFRP bar, , equals to 0.00743 and 


0.00594 for the 15M and 20M bars, respectively, as shown in Table 7. These factors for the same bar 


arrangement are equivalent to 33.995% and 31.456% of the bar maximum ultimate strength of 1188 MPa, yielding 


actual tensile stresses of 403.86 and 373.69 MPa for the 15M and 20M bars, respectively. Thus, the development 


length would be 150 mm and 190 mm for the 15M and 20M bars, respectively, if embedded into UHPFRC with 
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nominal compressive strength of 140 MPa as shown in Equations 7 to 9. The calculations for the  resulted into 


minimum   of 9.5 times bar diameter for the 15M and 20M straight bars. Larger diameter straight bars require 


longer embedment length. 


 


[7]   


 


[8]   = 150 mm 


 


[9]   = 190 mm 


 


 


Table 8: Bond factors and development length of HM GFRP bars embedded into UHPFRC 


Type Size Diameter, 


mm 
  


, mm , mm 


Straight 15M 16 0.00743 150 -- 


Straight 20M 20 0.00594 190 -- 


Headed 15M 16 82 -- 111 


 


The ACI basic development factor for the headed-end HM GFRP bar is equals to 0.00547 for the 15M bar. The 


 factor is equivalent to 51.076% of the bar maximum ultimate tensile strength of 1188 MPa, yielding actual 


tensile stress of 606.78 MPa before the bar slips from the anchor. Thus, the basic development for the 15M headed-


end bar embedded into concrete with compressive strength of 140 MPa results into  would equal to 111 mm per 


Equations 10 and 11. The calculations for the  resulted into minimum development length of 7 times the bar 


diameter. 


 


[10]   =  =  , where  = 16 mm 


[11]   


4. CONCLUSIONS 


Based on the experimental observations and analysis of the test results, the following conclusions can be drawn: 


 


1. The allowable bar slip at loaded-end and free-end of the GFRP bars should be limited with acceptable range as 


bar fails suddenly due to shear-off failure of the bar surface or bar slippage from the anchor head. 


2.  For straight GFRP bars, the minimum development length of 9.5 times the bar diameter or 152 mm whichever 


is greater is recommended.  


3. For headed-end GFRP bars, the minimum development length of 7 times the bar diameter or 112 mm whichever 


is greater is recommended. 


4. A Modification Factor for bar location in UHPFRC can range from 1 to 1.3 representing bar location with large 


concrete cover ( representing centric location in the  concrete block) to 40 mm concrete cover (representing 


eccentric location of the block). 
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The Vauxhall Pollution Control Plant (PCP) is one of the first Ontario municipal wastewater treatment plants to 


have implemented a wet weather strategy that involves chemically enhanced primary treatment (CEPT) and 


chemically enhanced secondary clarification processes and repurposes existing infrastructure.  


 


Wet weather events were a major concern for the City of London (City).   Prior to plant upgrade, when major wet 


weather flows occurred plant overflow would discharge directly into the Thames River. The solution designed by 


Dillon Consulting Limited treats wet weather flows of nearly ten times the rated average day plant capacity.  The 


average and peak flow treatment capacity of the treatment plant is 20,900 m3/d and 34,640 m3/d, respectively. The 


wet weather operating strategy accommodates peak plant flows of about 200, 000 m3/d and includes: 


 


 New Headworks incorporating grit removal and fine screens sized to handle maximum wet weather flows 


 Chemically enhanced primary clarification to increase wet weather treatment capacity of  existing primary 


clarifiers to 150, 000 m3/d 


 Increased biological treatment capacity of the existing system using chemically enhanced secondary 


clarification. The treatment capacity of the biological treatment process is increased to 50,000 m3/d 


 


The new inlet works incorporating screens and grit removal are sized to handle maximum wet weather flows up to 


200,000 m3/d.  Under dry weather flow conditions effluent from screening and grit removal are sent to the primary 


clarifies before biological treatment. During wet weather flows, effluent from screening and grit removal are split 


between the biological treatment step and the chemically enhanced primary clarification stage.  


 


During high wet weather flow conditions flows up to the maximum capacity of the biological treatment step are 


directed to this process step.  The maximum peak wet weather treatment capacity of the biological process is 50,000 


m3/d.  The increased peak wet weather treatment capacity is achieved by the flow proportional addition of a cationic 


polymer and iron salt to the mixed liquor ahead of the secondary clarifiers. Chemical addition enhances the peak wet 


weather treatment capacity of the process by retaining the mixed liquor solids in the biological treatment step.  The 


wet weather operating strategy involves the gradual increase of flows to the biological treatment to avoid “washing 


out" and losing the biomass inventory in the aeration tank. This strategy requires a sophisticated flow control 


system. Effluent from the biological treatment process is discharged to the receiver.  


 


Flows in excess of the maximum wet weather treatment capacity of the biological process are diverted to the 


existing primary clarifiers.  Existing primary clarifiers were upgraded to facilitate chemically enhanced primary 


clarification. Chemically enhanced primary clarification increases solids and associated contaminant removal and 


reduces the contaminant load to the receiver.  An anionic polymer and iron salt are added flow proportionally to the 


inflow to enhance the efficiency of the primary clarifiers.  After chemically enhanced primary clarification, treated 


effluent is discharged to the receiver.  The chemically enhanced primary clarification process has a maximum 


treatment capacity of 150, 000 m3/d. 


 


Pilot tests were performed to confirm design parameters and performance of the proposed wet weather treatment 


strategy.   
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The new inlet works incorporates an ozonation system for odour control, which operates as part of the heat recovery 


air make-up unit. Ozonation is considered an innovative form of odour control and provides full oxidation of 


odourous compounds, without use of chemicals, in a small and easy-to-operate unit. The combination of ozonation 


and heat recovery reduces chemical consumption for odour control and energy consumption required for ventilation.  


 


The heat recovery air make-up unit includes an air-to-air heat recovery feature. The inbuilt-heat-pipe type heat 


exchanger re-captures approximately 45% of the energy for make-up air heating that would otherwise be wasted. 


The heat recovery unit incorporated special start-up purge cycles to make natural gas heating suitable for classified 


spaces. Dual ventilation rates for air recirculation were implemented to reduce the energy consumption for heating, 


by using occupancy sensors and gas detectors. 


 


As with any upgrade to an existing facility, this project presented a number of challenges that were successfully 


addressed by the team such as: 


 


 A limited hydraulic grade line was available within the existing site to accommodate new inlet works 


equipment, channels and chambers and allow for flow control and diversion between the primary and 


aeration tanks within each plant section. 


 Wet weather operating strategy involves the gradual increase of flows to the biological treatment to avoid 


“washing out” and losing the biomass inventory in the aeration tank. This requires a sophisticated flow 


control system. 


 


In summary, by using the chemically enhanced primary clarification for wet weather flows and chemically enhanced 


secondary clarification for increased treatment capacity of the biological treatment process, the overall maximum 


wet weather treatment capacity of the plant is increased to approximately 200,000 m3/d. Of this flow 50,000 m3/d 


receives full biological treatment while the rest of the flow is treated to achieve high effluent quality for excess wet 


weather flows. 


 


This project offered re-investment in existing infrastructure through re-use, rehabilitation and repurposing of 


existing primary and secondary clarifiers to wet weather treatment. This provided a cost-effective approach for peak 


wet weather flow treatment.   


 


The proposed wet weather treatment strategy can be easily adopted by other municipalities operating plants with 


similar configuration to cost-effectively manage excess wet weather flows and has been proposed and adopted in 


other Ontario municipal wastewater treatment plants, including the City of London’s Greenway Pollution Control 


Centre. 
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ABSTRACT  


Glass is a fully recyclable and sustainable material which provides both environmental and industrial benefits. Due to 


its many applications and its widespread use, considerable efforts are made to recycle glass. The concrete industry, 


one of the largest consumers of natural resources, is facing challenging environmental and economic concerns. The 


use of recycled glass as aggregate in concrete has attracted much research interest. Many research studies have been 


performed by mixing different sizes and percentages of glass to replace aggregates in concrete mixes. This research 


project, conducted by Fanshawe College Concrete Technology Research Group in collaboration with Lafarge Canada 


Ltd, investigates the use of local recycled crushed mixed glass as a replacement of fine and coarse aggregate in 


concrete. Tests were conducted using various glass sizes and percentages aggregates replacements i.e., 5%, 10% and 


15%, to investigate the impact of recycled glass aggregate replacement on compressive strength and flexural strength 


of concrete. The results demonstrate that replacing coarse and fine aggregate with crushed glass leads to various 


reductions in the compressive and the flexural strength of the concrete, depending on the sizes of glass and percentages 


used.  


 


Keywords: Concrete, Aggregates, Recycled glass, Compressive strength, Flexural strength,  


1. INTRODUCTION 


Concrete is the most widely used construction material in the world and increasing demand for its production is 


contributing to environmental consequences (Jin and Chen 2013). To address these environmental challenges, there 


is a need to develop alternative sustainable concrete ingredients. Due to an increasing demand for glass products, 


waste glass is generated in enormous quantities and sent into landfill sites. Adding waste glass as a substitute for 


aggregates replacement in concrete has been the subject of many continuing research studies (Arnold, Werkmeister, 


and Alabaster 2008). The use of waste materials such as glass, typically sent to landfill sites, decreases the demand 


for traditional aggregate resources and presents opportunities to maximize the value of recycled materials in the waste 


stream. To strive for more sustainability contribution, many investigations have been performed by mixing different 


sizes and percentages of glass to replace fine and coarse aggregates in concrete mixes. (Asantey, Kalloush 


Abdurahman, 2015).   


 


Broken mixed-color glass sorting for manufacturing can be costly; however, sustainable waste management of 


recycled crushed mixed glass offers growing economic opportunities. To strive for more sustainability contribution, 


many investigations have been performed by mixing different sizes and percentages of glass to replace aggregate in 


concrete mixes (Asantey, Kalloush, Abdurahman, 2015).   
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This paper presents experimental results on how the use of recycled mixed crushed glass in concrete impacts the 


compressive and flexural strengths of concrete. Tests were conducted using various glass sizes and partial replacement 


of fine and coarse aggregates as 5%, 10% and 15% by mass.  


2. RESEARCH OBJECTIVE 


The overall objective of this experimental study was to investigate the use of locally recycled crushed mixed glass as 


aggregate replacement in concrete. In this investigation, the properties of concrete mixes containing replacement of 


coarse and fine aggregates up to 15% were studied.  The concrete specimens were tested for the compressive and 


flexural strength at various ages. 


3. MATERIALS USED  


3.1. Cement 


St. Mary’s GU Cement Portland cement (Type 10) was used in the research. Table 1 provides the chemical composition 


of the cement. 


3.2. Fine and Coarse Aggregates 


The fine aggregates used is natural sand with maximum size of 4.75 mm, a specific gravity of 2.64, and fineness 


modulus of 2.71. The coarse aggregate used has maximum size of 19 mm and specific gravity of 2.68. 


A sieve analysis was carried out for fine and coarse aggregates according to ASTM C 33-03 standard specification for 


concrete aggregates. Sieve analysis results of fine and coarse aggregates are shown in Tables 2 and 3. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Table 1: Chemical composition of the cement and crushed glass used 


Chemical GU Cement Glass  


SiO2 (%) 19.5 69.7 


Al2O3 (%) 4.7 2.08 


Fe2O3 (%) 2.98 0.6 


TiO2 (%) 0.23 0.07 


CaO (%) 62.6 11.13 


MgO (%) 3.0 0.99 


SO3 (%) 3.45 0.05 


Alkalis as Na2O (%) 0.56 12.93 


LOI (%) 2.3 2.89 


Blaine (m2/kg) 395 - 


+ 45 µm (%) 5.0 - 


 Density (g/cm3) 3.15 - 


Bulk density  (g/cm3)  - 2.718 


SSD density  (g/cm3)  - 2.731 


Apparent density   (g/cm3) - 2.753 


Absorption -                0.47 % 
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Table 2: Sieve Analysis of Fine Aggregates 


Sieve  


# 


IS Sieve 


(mm) 


Wt. of soil  


retained (g) 


%  


Retained 


%  


Cumulative   


Retained  


%   


Passing 


1" 25 0.00 0 0.00 100.00 


3/4" 19 0.00 0 0.00 100.00 


3/8" 9.5 0.00 0 0.00 100.00 


#4 4.75 132.87 4.95 4.95 95.05 


#8 2.36 396.56 14.77 19.72 80.28 


#16 1.18 489.32 18.22 37.94 62.06 


#30 0.6 628.61 23.41 61.35 38.65 


#50 0.3 484.59 18.05 79.40 20.60 


#100 0.15 304.08 11.32 90.72 9.28 


Pan   249.10 9.28 100.00 0 


Table 3: Sieve Analysis of Coarse Aggregates 


Sieve      


# 


IS Sieve 


(mm) 


Wt. of soil  


retained (g) 
% Retained 


%  


Cumulative   


Retained  


%  Passing 


1" 25 0.00 0 0.00 100.00 


3/4" 19 276 11.42 11.42 88.58 


3/8" 9.5 1657 68.58 80.00 20.00 


#4 4.75 409 16.93 96.92 3.08 


#8 2.36 70.7 2.93 99.85 0.15 


#16 1.18 1.8 0.08 99.93 0.07 


#30 0.6 0.3 0.01 99.94 0.06 


#50 0.3 0.6 0.02 99.96 0.04 


#100 0.15 0.8 0.04 100.00 0.00 


Pan   0.0 0.00 100.00 0 


 


3.3. Glass 


Recycled crushed mixed glass was supplied by Try Recycling Inc., London. The samples were transported to 


Fanshawe College concrete laboratory in London for cleaning and test preparation. Figure 1 shows the recycled 


crushed mixed glass sample used for the investigation and Table 1 provides the chemical composition of the recycled 


crushed mixed glass used. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


    Figure 1:  (a) Coarse glass              Figure 1. (b) Fine glass  
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4. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION 


4.1. Testing Program 


The testing program was divided in two parts: 


 


Part 1:  Control mixture (no glass) 


Part 2: Glass aggregates replacements:  


       (a) Coarse aggregates glass replacement (5%, 10%, and 15%) 


       (b) Fine aggregates glass replacement (5%, 10%, and 15%) 


       (c) Fine and Coarse aggregates glass replacement (5%, 10%, and 15%)  


 


4.2. Mixture 


Ten concrete mixes were prepared using a concrete mixer. The replacement of aggregates was done by mass and the 


water cement ratio was 0.51. After preparing the concrete mix, air content and slump tests were measured according 


to ASTM C231 and ASTM C143. Compressive strengths of three cylinders were measured for each mix after 7, 14, 


21 and 28 days according to ASTM C39. Also, flexural strengths tested were conducted after 14 days, in accordance 


with ASTM C78.    


  


Mix proportions used are shown in Tables 4, 5, and 6 as follows: 


 


1 - Standard control and 5%, 10%, and 15% replacement of coarse aggregates with waste glass.  


2 - Standard control and 5%, 10%, and 15% replacement of fine aggregates with waste glass. 


3 - Standard control and 5%, 10%, and 15% replacement of fine and coarse aggregates with waste glass. 


 
Table 4: Concrete Mixes with crushed mixed  glass  as coarse aggregates replacement  


Mix  W/C 


Mass  of 


Cement            


( Kg/m3 ) 


Mass of Coarse 


Aggregates ( Kg/m3) 


Mass of Fine 


Aggregates ( Kg/m3 


) 


Mass of Glass                     


( Kg/m3 ) 


Control  0.51 350.52 1084.4 727.5 0.00 


5% 0.51 350.52 1030.18 727.5 54.22 


10% 0.51 350.52 975.96 727.5 108.44 


15% 0.51 350.52 921.74 727.5 162.66 


 


Table 5: Concrete Mixes with crushed mixed glass  as fine aggregates replacement  


Mix  W/C 


Mass  of 


Cement            


( Kg/m3 ) 


Mass of Coarse 


Aggregates ( Kg/m3 ) 


Mass of Fine 


Aggregates ( Kg/m3 ) 


Mass of Glass           


( Kg/m3 ) 


Control  0.51 350.5 1084.4 727.5 0.00 


5% 0.51 350.5 1084.4 691.1 36.38 


10% 0.51 350.5 1084.4 654.75 72.75 


15% 0.51 350.5 1084.4 618.38 109.13 


 


Table 6- Concrete Mixes with crushed mixed  glass  as fine  and coarse aggregates replacement  


Mix  W/C 


Mass  of 


Cement           


( Kg/m3 ) 


Mass of Coarse 


Aggregates                   


( Kg/m3 ) 


Mass of Fine 


Aggregates      


( Kg/m3 ) 


Mass of Glass for 


Coarse Aggregates 


replacement(Kg/m3)  


Mass of Glass 


for Fine 


Aggregates 


replacement          


(Kg/m3) 


Control  0.51 350.52 1084.40 727.50 0.00 0.00 


5% 0.51 350.52 1030.18 691.13 54.22  36.38 


10% 0.51 350.52 975.96 654.75 108.44  72.75 


15% 0.51 350.52 921.74 618.38 162.66  109.13 
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5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 


5.1. Research Results  


5.1.1. Compressive and Flexural strengths of control mix and mixed crushed glass as a coarse aggregates 


replacement 


Table 7 and Figure 3 show compressive strength values for various mixes and various days of curing. For 28 days, the 


control mix value is 45.41 MPa   and the crushed glass aggregates mix values are 41.74 MPa, 37.13 MPa, and 35.55 


MPa for 5%, 10%, and 15%, respectively, of glass replacement.  


 


Table 7 and Figure 4 show the flexural strength values of the various mixes at 14 days of curing. The control mix 


value is 5.42MPa   and the crushed glass aggregates mix values are 5.33MPa, 4.75MPa, and 4.31MPa for 5%, 10%, 


and 15%, respectively, of glass replacement for 14 days. 


 


Table 7: Concrete Mixes with waste glass  as coarse aggregates replacement  


Mix  
Compressive Strength  (MPa) Flexural Strength (MPa) 


7 Days 14 Days 21 Days 28 Days 14 Days 


Control  35.26 39.56 42.56 45.41 5.42 


5% Replacement 32.66 36.90 40.89 41.74 5.33 


10% Replacement 30.73 32.52 36.78 37.13 4.75  


15% Replacement 27.73 30.05 32.32 35.55 4.31  


 


 


5.1.2. Compressive and Flexural strengths of control mix and mixed crushed glass as a fine aggregates replacement 


Table 8 and Figure 5 show compressive strength values for various mixes and various days of curing. For 28 days, the 


control mix value is 45.41 MPa and the crushed glass aggregates mix values are 43.68 MPa, 39.96 MPa, and 36.07 


MPa for 5%, 10%, and 15% respectively of glass replacement for 28 days.  


 


Table 8 and Figure 6 show the flexural strength values of the various mixes at 14 days of curing. The control mix 


value is 5.42MPa and the crushed glass aggregates mix values are 4.83 MPa, 4.77 MPa, and 4.70 MPa for 5%, 10%, 


and 15% respectively of glass replacement for 14 days. 


 


Figure 3: Compressive strength for various mixes Figure 4: Flexural strength value at 14 days 
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5.1.3. Compressive and Flexural strength of control mix and mixed crushed glass as a fine and coarse aggregates 


replacement 


Table 9 and Figure 7 show the compressive strength value of the various mixes and various days of curing. For 28 


days, the control mix value is 45.41 MPa and the crushed glass aggregates mix values are 42.86MPa, 40.43MPa, and 


37.68 MPa for 5%, 10%, and 15% respectively of glass replacement for 28 days.  


 


Table 9 and Figure 8 show the flexural strength values of the various mixes at 14 days of curing. The control mix 


value is 5.42MPa and the crushed glass aggregates mix values are 5.16 MPa, 4.41MPa, and 4.305MPa for 5%, 10%, 


and 15% respectively of glass replacement for 14 days. 


 


Table 9: Concrete Mixes with waste glass  as fine and coarse aggregates replacement  


Mix  
Compressive Strength  (MPa) Flexural Strength (MPa) 


7 Days 14 Days 21 Days 28 Days 14 Days 


Control  35.26 39.56 42.56 45.41 5.42 


5% Replacement 34.41 37.23 39.30 42.86 5.16 


10% Replacement 33.38 36.80 39.31 40.43 4.41  


15% Replacement 29.37 32.84 33.43 37.68 4.305  


 


 


 


 


 


 


Table 8: Concrete Mixes with waste glass as fine aggregates replacement  


Mix  
Compressive Strength  (MPa) Flexural Strength (MPa) 


7 Days 14 Days 21 Days 28 Days 14 Days 


Control  35.26 39.56 42.56 45.41 5.42 


5% Replacement 33.93 36.88 39.88 43.68 4.83 


10% Replacement 29.70 33.41 37.53 39.96 4.77  


15% Replacement 27.44 29.47 33.43 36.07 4.70  


Figure 5- Compressive strength for various mixes Figure 6- Flexural strength value at 14 days 
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5.2. Discussion of Results 


5.2.1. Impact of recycled glass as coarse aggregates replacement on compressive and flexural strengths of concrete  


Table 10 and Figure 9 shows the percentage reduction in concrete compressive strengths for various coarse aggregates 


glass replacements, compared to that of the control mix. Compressive strengths reduce by 8.1%, 18.2% and 21.7% 


for 5%, 10% and 15% coarse glass aggregates replacement, respectively.  


 


Table 10 and Figure 10 show the percentage reduction in concrete flexural strengths for various coarse aggregate glass 


replacements, compared to that of the control mix. Flexural strengths reduce by 1.73%, 12.37% and 20.48% for 5%, 


10% and 15% coarse glass aggregates replacement, respectively.  


 


 


Table 10: Compressive and flexural strengths reduction for concrete mixes 


with waste glass  as coarse  aggregates replacement (strength reduction) 


Mix  
Compressive Strength  Flexural Strength  


%  % 


Control (No glass) 0 0 


5% Replacement 8.1 1.73 


10% Replacement 18.2 12.37 


15% Replacement 21.7 20.48 


Figure 7: Compressive strength for various mixes Figure 8: Flexural strength value at 14 days 
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5.2.2. Impact of recycled glass as fine aggregates replacement on compressive and flexural strengths of concrete  


 


Table 11 and Figure 11 show the percentage reduction in compressive strengths for various fine aggregate glass 


replacements, compared to that of control mix. Compressive strengths reduce by 3.8%, 12.0% and 20.6% for 5%, 10% 


and 15% fine glass aggregates replacement, respectively.  


 


Table 11 and Figure 12 show the percentage reduction in concrete flexural strengths for various fine aggregate glass 


replacements, compared to that of the control mix. Flexural strengths reduce by 10.88%, 11.99% and 18.82% for 5%, 


10% and 15% fine glass aggregates replacement, respectively.  


 


 


Table 11: Compressive and flexural strengths reduction for concrete mixes 


with waste glass  as fine   aggregates replacement (strength reduction)  


Mix 
Compressive Strength  Flexural Strength  


%            % 


Control (No glass) 0 0 


5% Replacement 3.8 10.88 


10% Replacement 12.0 11.99 


15% Replacement 20.6  18.82 


 


 


Figure 9: Impact of waste glass as coarse 


aggregates replacement on compressive strength  
Figure 10: Impact of waste glass as coarse aggregates 


replacement on flexural strength  
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5.2.3. Impact of recycled glass as fine and coarse aggregates replacement on compressive and flexural strengths of 


concrete  


 


Table 12 and Figure 13 show the percentage reduction in concrete compressive strengths for various fine and coarse 


aggregates glass replacement, compared to that of control mix. Compressive strengths reduce by 5.61%, 10.96% and 


17.02% for 5%, 10% and 15% fine and coarse mixed glass aggregates replacement, respectively.  


 


Table 12 and Figure 14 show the percentage reduction in concrete flexural strengths for various fine and coarse 


aggregate glass replacements, compared to that of the control mix. Flexural strengths reduce by 4.92%, 18.69% and 


20.63% for 5%, 10% and 15% fine and coarse glass aggregates replacement, respectively.  


 


 


Table 12: Compressive and flexural strengths reduction for concrete mixes with 


waste glass  as fine and coarse  aggregates replacement (strength reduction)  


Mix  
Compressive Strength  Flexural Strength  


%  % 


Control (No glass) 0 0 


5% Replacement 5.61 4.92 


10% Replacement 10.96 18.69 


15% Replacement 17.02 20.63 


Figure 11 - Impact of waste glass as fine aggregates 


replacement on compressive strength  
Figure 12 - Impact of waste glass as fine aggregates 


replacement on flexural strength  
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6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 


This experimental study was undertaken to investigate the impact on the mechanical properties (compressive and 


flexural strength) of standard non-air concrete mix when local recycled crushed mixed glass is used as partial 


replacement of traditional coarse and fine aggregates. In all three types of replacement (coarse, fine and combination), 


the results showed decreases in compressive and flexural strength of concrete for various percentage glass 


replacements. This is possibly due to the weak interfacial transition zone between the glass particles and the concrete 


paste.  


 


Despite the reduction in compressive and flexural strengths of concrete, recent research has made it possible to use 


such recycled mixed crushed glass as aggregate in different applications such as glass concrete products, (masonry 


blocks, paving stone), architectural and decorative concrete (Meyer C, Egosi N, Andela C, 2001).  


 


The use of class aggregate in concrete can be problematic due to the alkali silica reaction between the cement paste 


and the glass aggregate, which over time can lead to weakened concrete and decreased long term durability (Asantey, 


Kalloush, Lotfy, 2015, Ganiron T, 2014).  


 


 


Based on these results, future studies are recommended to broaden an understanding of the durability and physical 


properties of waste glass as a partial replacement of aggregates in concrete. Also, the addition of supplementary 


cementing materials such as fly ash, slag and silica fume has the potential to achieve better durability characteristics 


and possibly improve the compressive and flexural strength of concrete when glass is used in concrete production.  
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ABSTRACT  


Modular bridge systems consisting of precast concrete deck panels connected to steel girders are becoming 


increasingly popular due to their rapid construction and optimal material utilization. The shear connection is a critical 


element of the system, having significant impacts on construction time, economic and environmental cost, structural 


integrity, and durability. Today welded shear studs are by far the most common type of shear connection. In steel-


precast composite bridges, the studs are commonly grouped together so that the precast deck panels can be affixed to 


the girders by providing full depth “shear pockets” filled with grout. A laboratory beam testing program is underway 


at the University of Waterloo to investigate the effect of cyclic loading on stud shear connectors in cast-in-place and 


precast bridge girders. The program consists of twelve beam specimens, uniquely tested using a variable amplitude 


load history simulating Canadian highway truck traffic. In addition to yielding valuable S-N (stress plotted vs. the 


number of cycles until fatigue failure) data, initial test results provide evidence of the benefits of redundancy in the 


structural system and the value of beam tests over push-out tests. Calculating connector stresses in a composite beam 


is made complicated by interfacial slip and neutral axis migration. The end goal of this research is to provide Canadian 


bridge designers and erectors with improved design and construction recommendations in order to improve the 


efficiency and economy of this structural system for rapid bridge replacement projects. 


1. INTRODUCTION 


The use of precast concrete bridge decks began in the 1960s in North America with regulatory authorities recognizing 


the benefits of reduced construction time in minimizing traffic disruption and avoiding lost productivity (Fowler, 


2008). Although costs to the bridge owner are higher, the overall costs of modular accelerated bridge construction to 


society is significantly lower when compared with traditional cast-in-place (CIP) construction for many structures, 


particular those that accommodate high volumes of traffic. In addition to its use in accelerated construction 


applications, precast concrete construction is sometimes the only option for bridges in remote locations. The original 


use of precast decks was in non-composite systems, where the deck was used as a road surface and a means to transmit 


loads transversely to the primary structural elements. However, it was soon realized that a very efficient means of 


resisting longitudinal moments was through the use of the composite, shear connected system, where the deck works 


together with the longitudinal beams to carry load.  


 


Besides initial cost, two other inhibitors of using precast decks include lack of knowledge or tools for designers, and 


questions of durability related to long-term performance. These two issues are the focus of an investigation currently 


underway at the University of Waterloo. A composite beam fatigue testing program is being carried out in order to 


study the longitudinal shear connection between precast panels and steel bridge girders. This connection is a critical 
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element to the speed and durability of the modular bridge system (Burak & Seraderian, 2010). Specifically, the study 


aims to quantify the fatigue performance of stud shear connectors in precast decks compared to CIP decks. A 


conceptual image of precast deck panels with shear connector “block-outs” is shown in Figure 1. 


 


 
 


Figure 1: Precast Deck Panels Shear Connected to Steel Girders 


2. LITERATURE REVIEW 


2.1 Push-Out Tests by Slutter and Fisher 


Code provisions regarding the fatigue of welded shear studs all have their roots in the seminal work of Slutter and 


Fisher, performed at Lehigh University in Pennsylvania around 1965. Prior to that time, fatigue provisions were based 


on over-conservative approximations from static test results. With the goal of overhauling the shear connector design 


procedure, over 40 fatigue tests were performed on push-out specimens with stud and channel connectors (Slutter & 


Fisher, 1966). A push-out specimen is a relatively inexpensive test used to study shear across an interface, often meant 


to replicate the longitudinal shear in a beam. A typical push-out test specimen is shown in Figure 2. 


 


         
 


Figure 2: Push-out Test Specimen 


 


Slutter and Fisher found that the stress range during cycling is the most important variable in the fatigue life of a stud, 


which is in agreement with general fatigue principles. In addition, they found that they could relate stress range to the 


number of fatigue cycles until failure for a stud using Equation 1. 
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[1]    logN = A - B(Δτ) 
 


In Equation 1, N is the number of cycles experienced by a shear connector until failure, Δτ is the range of shear stress, 


and A and B are constants (obtained by regression analysis). The relationship they used to relate stress range and 


fatigue life was semi-log in nature. The justification of using push-out tests instead of beam tests was based on cost, 


convenience, and their assertion that push-out test results represent a lower bound for shear connector failure. In 


reality, this assertion has not been confirmed, although it is generally accepted that push-out tests are more 


conservative. Other notable researchers since Slutter and Fisher in the field of shear connector fatigue include Oehlers 


(Oehlers and Foley, 1985), Johnson (2000), and Issa (Issa et al., 2003), to name a few. 


2.1 Code Provisions 


For many years, the Canadian Highway Bridge Design Code (CHBDC) and the American Association of State 


Highway Transportation Officials (AASHTO) Load and Resistance Factor Design (LRFD) Specification directly used 


Slutter and Fisher’s results to form the requirement for fatigue resistance of stud shear connectors. The semi-log 


fatigue curve used for design was not in agreement with other fatigue details, which all used the same log-log curve, 


shifted up or down depending on the severity of the detail. Treating the fatigue of stud connectors differently than 


other details has logical reasons, since embedded studs have characteristics of a “black box”; the damaged element is 


not able to be inspected or monitored, and it is difficult to determine the stress state at the critical fatigue crack location 


because of the welding process as well as interfacial slip between the steel and concrete.  


 


In 2010, a supplement to the 2006 publication of the CHBDC (CSA S6S1-10) reworked the fatigue requirement for 


studs to be consistent with that of other fatigue details according to an investigation by Zhang (2007). In this 


investigation, a regression analysis was performed on a large collection of push-out tests from many researchers. A 


log-log relationship was found closely approximating an existing fatigue category (Detail Category D). It should be 


noted that the endurance limit for the detail did not change, since Category D had the same constant amplitude fatigue 


limit as the value previously used for studs. Zhang also performed regression analysis on beam tests, but too few had 


been performed and published in the literature to draw any conclusions. The current code equation form is given 


below, and can be compared with Equation 1 (its prior form). 


 


[2]    logN = logC + mlog(Δτ) 
 


In Equation 2, N is the number of cycles, Δτ is the range of shear stress, C is a constant (given by the code as 721·109 


for Detail Category D), and m is the slope of the design curve (given as 3). 


2.2 Push-Out Tests vs Beam Tests 


Another key difference in the treatment of stud connectors compared to other fatigue details involves the 


approximation of using push-out tests rather than beam tests to drive design. Due to the apparent conservatism in this, 


the standard procedure of shifting the design curve two standard deviations from the mean for safety was abandoned. 


Instead, the design curve simply cuts through the mean of the push-out test data. This assumption is not based upon 


any critical analysis, but has not concerned anyone. The lack of concern probably has to do with the fact that there 


have not been any reported fatigue failures of stud shear connectors in the field. 


 


The value of a beam test lies primarily in the boundary conditions, which add several key elements when compared 


to push-out tests. In a push-out test loading on connectors remains constant relative to one another throughout the test. 


A beam test features force redistribution; when one stud begins to crack and fail, others pick up the load, and the crack 


grows slower because the cracked stud attracts less force. Not only is there redistribution in a beam, but there is friction 


at the interface which lessens the force transferred through the studs. The actual stress state near the potential crack 


location is made complicated by stud axial forces and the state of stress in the top flange of the beam, something that 


changes as fatigue progresses and the neutral axis of the section moves down into the steel. These are only some of 


the complications a beam test introduces relative to a push-out test, and it is easy to see just how different they are.  
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2.3 Precast Panel Considerations 


Three differences of possible relevance arise when considering precast panels in lieu of CIP construction from a stud 


fatigue perspective. These issues include the absence of stresses in connectors due to concrete shrinkage, the possible 


absence of friction due to panel placement and levelling, and maximum spacing considerations to avoid deck lift-off. 


Neither shrinkage nor friction are accounted for anywhere in design, and these issues receive relatively little attention 


by researchers and code makers. Maximum spacing considerations, on the other hand, are an important consideration 


because they affect the economy of the precast system. Shear pockets are expensive and time consuming to create and 


fill with grout, and it is in the contractor’s best interest to minimize them. Until recently, Canadian and American 


bridge codes limited the spacing of stud connectors in precast applications to the same standard as CIP construction 


at 610 mm or 24 inches. Recognizing the work of researchers including Badie et al. (2010), who showed that 


significant slab liftoff does not occur at larger spacings, this limit has been almost doubled in Canada. 


3. BEAM TESTING PROGRAM 


3.1 Beam Specimen Geometry & Instrumentation 


The beam testing program currently underway investigates the fatigue behaviour of headed shear stud connectors 


embedded in steel-concrete composite sections. A total of 12 beams are being tested, 6 of which utilize traditional CIP 


methods, and 6 that have been constructed using precast slabs. Both the CIP and precast specimens span a length of 


three meters and use a W250x49 steel section connected to the underside of a 600 mm wide, 125 mm deep, 45 MPa 


concrete slab as seen in Figure 3. The specified compressive strength of the grout is approximately 60 MPa. The beams 


are simply-supported and the loading is applied with a spreader beam which provides two point loads at an offset 


distance of 500 mm and 1000 mm from the west support. These details can be seen in Figure 3. A total of 24 stud 


connectors were welded to the top flange of the steel section for each specimen. The CIP beams have uniformly spaced 


stud pairs at 250 mm along the length, while the precast beams utilize a cluster of 4 studs at 6 discrete locations along 


the beam, spaced at 500 mm. These full depth pockets were filled with grout once the slab was positioned on the steel 


to complete the connection. 


 


 
Figure 3: Specimen Geometry and Instrumentation 


 


One challenge that the research team was presented with was developing an instrumentation approach that would both 


quantitatively and qualitatively track the progression of stud failures during cyclic loading. The goal was to capture 


this progression of stud failure and to collect data points that could be overlaid on top of existing S-N data (stress 
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plotted with the number of cycles until fatigue failure) and compared to previous tests gathered from the literature. 


Complications arose from the fact that studs cannot be instrumented directly without being damaged during loading 


or impeding the shear connection properties themselves. The fact that the stud is also encased in concrete or grout 


discards any means of visual inspection during the test. Visual inspection can only take place afterwards during a 


specimen autopsy, during which time the specimen is destroyed. This challenge was overcome several ways: by 


applying strain gauges to the underside of the top flange directly under a welded stud, capturing a strain profile at 


locations between stud groups, and measuring interfacial slip between the slab and the steel flange. Figure 3 shows 


the location and type of instrumentation used. 


 


Capturing the change in local strain under the stud provides a means of determining fatigue crack initiation and its 


subsequent propagation. The strain measured is induced by the local distortion of the top flange due to the horizontal 


force resisted by the stud. Since the magnitude of the strain readings is largely affected by the placement of the gauges, 


the general trend of the data was used as a qualitative descriptor in formulating the failure criteria and was utilized in 


determining the number of cycles to failure for each of the studs.  


 


Strain profiles are measured between shear pockets locations at sections M, F, Y, and Z as shown in Figure 3. By 


measuring the strain on the underside of the top and bottom flanges respectively, it is possible to calculate the 


horizontal axial force in the slab being transferred into the studs. It is expected that as the studs are increasingly 


damaged, the slab axial force should decrease and approach zero when the studs have completely sheared off. This 


data provides information on the actual stress experienced by the studs over time and offers insight to the redistribution 


of stresses over the specimen’s fatigue life. To capture the interfacial slip behaviour of the beams during fatigue 


testing, a set of five linear voltage displacement transducers (LVDTs) were positioned at each of the beam’s ends (W 


and E) and at profiles M, F, and Y. An additional LVDT was positioned 1300 mm from the west support on the 


underside of the bottom flange to measure the change in maximum deflection during the cyclic loading. 


3.2 Experimental Loading & Program 


Most fatigue testing on shear connectors conducted to date have been under constant amplitude loading conditions. 


The effects on fatigue performance of connector slip during infrequent overload cycles (due to very heavy trucks or 


convoys for example) may be significant. For this reason, a variable amplitude loading history was used for the fatigue 


testing, simulating typical in-service loading for a bridge subjected to Ontario highway truck traffic. The foundation 


of the variable amplitude loading history utilized in this experiment was data collected from a study completed by the 


Ministry of Transportation Ontario (MTO) in 1995. This study contained the weights of 10,198 trucks that were 


randomly selected while traveling on the road network. The results from this survey are presented in the form of a 


histogram in Figure 4 (left). This data was randomized and formulated into a variable amplitude load-history. A 


segment of the first 25 cycles within this history is presented in Figure 4 (right). 


 


The test setup employs two-point loading, offset to create a varying interface shear profile along the beam span, which 


allows the effects of connector failures on the subsequent shear loading of neighbouring connector groups along the 


span to be studied. Since the experiment utilizes a variable amplitude loading history, an equivalent stud stress was 


determined using the Palmgren-Miner’s linear damage accumulation rule. This equivalent stress and variable 


amplitude loading history was then scaled down appropriately to hit the target equivalent stress levels for each test 


specimen. The test program matrix is presented in Table 1. Due to the unique off-centred loading arrangement of the 


spreader, the stud pairs 1 and 2 (west to east) experience the target stress, while stud pairs 3-12 experience exactly 


one-third of the target stress. 
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Figure 4: 1995 MTO Truck Survey Data (left), and a Segment of Variable Amplitude Loading History (right) 


 


Table 1: Test Program Matrix 


Eq. Stud Shear Stress (MPa) No. of Specimens 


Studs 1-2 Studs 3-12 Precast Cast-in-Place 


80 27 1 1 


100 33 1 1 


120 40 1 1 


140 47 1 1 


200 67 1 1 


300 100 1 1 


 


 


Static loading was completed initially for each specimen (prior to the application of load cycles), and at 100% and 


1000% of the code predicted fatigue lives of the critical stud connectors. The initial static test is to break the chemical 


bond adhering the concrete to the top of the steel flange upon casting (for the CIP specimens), and to collect data 


before any damage is produced from the subsequent cyclic loading phase. The data collected in the static tests include 


max deflection, interfacial slip, and strain profiles located at M, F, Y, and Z. A load of 200 kN was selected as a 


standard load at which the data from all specimens would be compared.  


4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 


4.1 Specimen Autopsy & Observations 


Testing is currently underway on the specimens shown in the test matrix (Table 1). Specimen autopsies and analysis 


of data harvested through instrumentation are ongoing, but several observations have been made at this stage. The 


best way to illustrate these observations is to describe them for a single specimen, and for our purposes this will be 


Specimen S3. This specimen is a precast specimen that was tested with a fatigue loading equivalent to constant 


amplitude loading at Δτ = 140 MPa on the critical stud group. It is important to note that 140 MPa is a longitudinal 


shear stress; it is the amount of force the critical stud group is transmitting between the steel beam and the concrete 


slab, divided by the cross-sectional area of the studs in the group. The concrete in the precast slab for S3 reached a 


28-day strength of 48.3 MPa, and the grout used to fill the shear pockets reached a similar 54.1 MPa.  


 


For a precast specimen, one shear pocket on the west side of the beam is loaded at the critical loading (140 MPa for 


S3), and the rest are loaded at one third of this value. The number of cycles until failure for this stud group, according 


to the CHBDC provision (Det. Cat. D), was 260,000 cycles. S3 was cycled more than ten times this value to 2.75 


million cycles before being taken out of the loading frame for autopsy. The reason for loading so far above the code 
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specified failure cycle count is to ensure failure at the critical group of studs, and to attempt observation of any 


progressive failure patterns thereafter. During the autopsy, the slab was cut transverse to the beam direction between 


stud groups, starting at the ends, and then direct lifting of an end slab portion was attempted. This lifting is only 


possible if the studs were fully severed from the steel top flange at the interface of slip. It was found that direct lifting 


was not possible for S3; lifting was rarely possible for any specimen as studs are almost always connected to the steel 


with some area. This is probably due to force redistribution, where neighbouring stud groups prevent the amount of 


slip necessary to fully severe cracked studs from the top flange. 


 


Since direct slab lifting could not take place for Specimen S3 for the critical stud group, the concrete was fully chipped 


away around the group. At this point the studs were bent over with a sledgehammer until they fell off of the beam. 


This is referred to as a “bend test”. A stud passes the bend test when it becomes fully bent over, with its head touching 


the top flange of the beam, and does not fracture and fall off. This is adapted from CSA W59 (Welded Structural 


Construction), where the bend test requires a bent angle of 30 degrees. The bend test is a sign of residual ductility and 


strength, and is a standard procedure for any stud welder to perform during the welding process. Performing the bend 


test after fatigue loading does not carry the same meaning as the initial welding bend test, as some studs that are 


cracked can still pass the bend test due to flexibility, but it was found to be a useful classification tool. 


 


Each stud in the critical group failed the bend test for Specimen S3, with little residual strength remaining (the 


sledgehammer blows did not need to be forceful to fail the studs). Figure 5 shows the group before and after the bend 


test, and shows the area that remained attached at the time of test termination. It can be seen that the fatigue cracks 


occurred in the base metal of the steel top flange in the heat affected zone (HAZ) of the weld. The fatigue cracks of 


these studs were typical, protruding deep into the top flange from the front and back edge of the stud, and meeting at 


the last attached region. The studs are believed to pivot from this attached area, with enough flexibility to avoid being 


severed from the base metal altogether. The remaining area of each stud was between 10% and 30% of the original 


un-cracked area. 


 


          


Figure 5: Critical Stud Group in Autopsy of Specimen S3 


4.2 Stud Failure 


An important discussion is warranted on the topic of stud failure definition and detection. The criterion for failure 


could be the onset of a decrease in stud capacity, the start of a fatigue crack, all the way to the complete severance of 


the stud with no capacity remaining. This criterion is important, but can also be hard to enforce, as not all these 


points can be identified in an instrumented test (it would be near impossible to detect failure in the field with no 


instrumentation). For our research purposes thus far, we have defined failure as the point when the stud begins to 


carry less load. It is believed from the observation of test results that this occurs after the initial fatigue crack begins 


to form. The crack may be in the stud shank, the weld, or in the base metal (beam flange). 


Figure 6 is instrumental to the explanation and interpretation of stud failure. For proper understanding of the data, 


one must understand where it is coming from. This data, termed “local distortion” data, is harvested from a strain 
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gauge placed on the underside of the top flange of the steel beam underneath the location of a welded shear stud. 


The strains it captures are due to local bending of the top flange, as shown in Figure 6 on the right hand side. This 


data has proven to be the most reliable means of capturing changes in the load carrying of individual studs over 


time. It can be seen from Figure 6 that as testing progresses (along the x-axis), the local distortion increases to some 


maximum value and then begins to decrease. In an idealized setting these local distortions would decrease to zero 


when the stud is severed from the top flange. In reality, these distortions would not go to zero, even if the stud was 


fully severed, because of the shape of the fatigue cracks; mechanical interaction results due to the interlocking 


shapes of the stud and the flange at the failure surface, resulting in residual capacity to transmit shear, even after 


fatigue failure. 


An important step in validating this definition of failure was to stop some of the tests as we noticed local distortions 


rising, but not yet peaking. The bend test was then performed on these studs to test the strength and area remaining. It 


was found that in all cases before local distortions peaked, the stud in question passed the bend test, exhibiting strength 


and ductility. This strength and ductility existed despite visible crack growth in most cases. It is tougher to see in 


Figure 6 because of the load level applied to Specimen S3, but the start of rising local distortion strains seems to 


correspond to the onset of cracking in the HAZ in other specimens. 


 


Figure 6: Local Strain Gauge Data for the Four Studs in Pocket 1 of Specimen S3 


 


4.3 S-N Plot 


The peak of each local distortion data set was used to indicate the cycle count corresponding to failure. The steady 


decrease in the stress range as the test continued indicated the connector’s ability to distort the top flange as the crack 


propagated. The result from the first test is displayed on the S-N plot provided in Figure 7.  
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Figure 7: Preliminary S-N Results from a Precast (red) and CIP (blue) Specimen 


 


Figure 7 also includes the results from a CIP specimen (S4), as well as previous fatigue results from push-out tests 


and beam tests found in the literature, and the design curve provided by the CHBDC (CSA S6) for stud shear 


connectors. For Specimen S4 with a connector stress of Δτ = 140 MPa, the studs failed at approximately 400,000 


cycles on average. This constitutes to a 54% increase compared to the code fatigue design life of 260,000 cycles. For 


Specimen S3 however, the average failure was closer to 1.4 million cycles or a more than 450% increase compared to 


the code predicted fatigue life. 


5. CONCLUSIONS 


The need for beam tests to determine shear connector fatigue failure has been highlighted by researchers and code 


makers alike, and until now the costs and time required have prevented a full data set. By studying the differences in 


shear connection fatigue behaviour between conventional CIP construction and state-of-the-art precast panel 


construction, this ongoing testing will both add to the knowledge base of conventional stud failure mechanisms, and 


provide insights into whether or not precast panels can be designed using the same rules, with no long term durability 


drawbacks. To this point, redistribution of forces has been observed in beam tests, delaying full fatigue failure and 


providing structural redundancy. Additionally, it has been observed that local strain gauges can be used to predict, 


with some level of accuracy, the behaviour and stress state of stud shear connectors while they are embedded in 


concrete in an “un-inspectable” state. Judgements comparing the current fatigue results with each other and with push-


out tests from the literature should be withheld until more data is available, knowing the tendency of fatigue data to 


be prone to large statistical scatter. Nevertheless, the path forward promises to provide insights for designers into the 


long term durability of steel-precast composite bridges. 
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ABSTRACT  


Today, the Honoré-Mercier Bridge crosses the St. Lawrence River and the seaway on the west side of the Island of 


Montreal, (see Aerial view of photo below). 


 


 


Figure 1: Aerial View of Honore-Mercier Bridge. 


 


Named after the Honorable Honoré-Mercier, a former Premier of Quebec, this bridge became the fourth structure to 


connect the Island of Montreal to the South Shore. 


 


The entire steel structure was built by the Dominion Bridge Company Limited as part of work funded by the 


government to address the economic downturn. 


 


The Honoré-Mercier Bridge was inaugurated 10 months earlier than planned on June 22, 1934, and initially 


belonged to the Corporation du pont du Lac Saint-Louis.  


 


It's administration was later transferred to the Government of Quebec in 1942. 


 


The bridge was later modified during the construction of the St. Lawrence Seaway project in 1959, where the St. 


Lawrence Seaway Management Corporation (SLSMC) worked to raise and extend the south section so that ships 


could pass underneath. 


 


To increase capacity, (from two to four lanes), in 1963, construction of the second bridge downstream from the first 


was completed and the entire bridge was once again managed by the Quebec provincial government. 


Finally, on October 1, 1998, the 3 approaches from the South Shore, the seaway, as well as, the spans over the Island 


of Maline, (now referrred to as the Federal section and on Mohawk Territory of Kahnawake), were transferred to the 
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Jacques Cartier and Champlain Bridges Incorporated (JCCBI), while the balance is continued to be managed by the 


Government of Quebec.  


 


Today an estimated 30 million vehicles annually cross the Honoré-Mercier Bridge. 


 


In 2008, the JCCBI Corporation launched a major rehabilitation project for the Honoré-Mercier Bridge. A first in 


this country, this project was composed of a tri-party agreement between the governments of Canada, Quebec, 


and the Mohawk Council of Kahnawake. It will be the largest bridge rehabilitation project ever undertaken in 


Canada. 


 


This project consists of the complete deck replacement of the 92.0 meter seaway span of the Honoré-Mercier Bridge 


to achieve required strength, safety and durability and to provide a further 50 years of useful service within the 


highway network system. The existing bridge deck of the seaway span has reached the end of its useful life, as 


evident by the steel structure showing significant signs of deterioration.  


 


In order to meet the Canadian Highway Bridge Design Code (CHBDC) requirements, as well as, managing time and 


costs constraints, innovative and out-of-the box thinking was required to propose the most competitive design and 


method for this bridge rehabilitation. Eight (8) different concepts for the bridge deck replacement were studied at a 


preliminary stage and evaluated through a grid matrix system. Several criteria for each case were considered and 


weighted accordingly; including weight of deck panels, traffic management constructability, user’s impact and 


associated costs. The use of Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC) techniques was paramount to a rapid deck 


replacement. The selected concept consisted of erecting a series of precast concrete panels integral with steel 


stringers, installed side-by-side and connected longitudinal by means of longitudinal post-tension cables. The major 


challenge was to introduce a flexible connection between the new deck panels and the existing floor beams to allow 


the post-tensioning installation, considering the time dependent losses in pre-stressed members. 


 


The following 5 photos represent different construction phases for the bridge deck replacement where the ABC 


techniques were used. 


 


   


Figure 2: Existing Deck Demolition Figure 3: Strengthening of 


Existing Floor Beam 


Figure 4: Structural Steel prior to 


Deck Panel Installation 


  


Figure 5: Deck Panel Transportation Figure 6: Precast Concrete Panel Installation 
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ABSTRACT 


The purpose of construction training is to prepare students of technical and practical competence to implement best 


practices in the construction industry. To this end, traditional field trips and case studies are limited due to cost and 


safety concerns as well as the lack of a “learning-by-doing” environment. Motivated by the recent development in 


human-computer interaction, this research presents a virtual training approach enhanced by gesture recognition 


technology. In such a virtual simulation, students can exercise hands-on by interacting with a virtual construction 


scene in order to enhance their learning experience. The virtual environment can be used to present construction 


operations with complex technical, spatial, time-constraints, and logistics and to provide students with hands-on 


interaction with project objects. To prove the concept, a 3D virtual training exercise was developed. This exercise 


presents a realistic 3D virtual construction site and allows students to navigate around the project and to observe the 


scene using hand gestures. This paper also discusses the hardware and software used in this pilot study. 


1. INTRODUCTION 


The goal of construction education is to equip students with technical and practical knowledge of the best practices in 


the construction industry. The traditional lecture-based teaching method alone is often not adequate in providing 


students with all the skills necessary to solve the real-world problems encountered in the construction projects 


(AbouRizk and Sawhney, 1994). Construction Management (CM) students are commonly characterized as kinesthetic 


and visual learners. The most effective way of learning for them is to be engaged in real-world situations, and learn 


by doing more than just listening.  


 


Furthermore, some complex management and engineering concepts are difficult to explain effectively in traditional 


lectures. This may be partially attributed to the fact that curricula often use a series of courses to convey knowledge 


in fragments. Ideally, visits to construction sites and onsite training should complement the more conventional 


classroom instructional tools (Sawhney et al., 2000). However, there are various issues that may make them less 


effective. For example, the instructor cannot control the matching of the availability of a project at the necessary stage 


and the pace of lecture. Also, visitors in large groups to construction sites may not always be welcomed due to safety 


and other concerns and thus make it impractical. Finally, the high cost of onsite training is a further impediment to its 


extensive use for construction education (AbouRizk and Sawhney, 1994).  


 


Visualization and other information technologies have the potential to enhance the effectiveness of construction 


management education. This research is to develop a novel approach to capture and present real-world construction 


in a virtual environment to students, and more importantly, encourage students to learn by interacting with objects in 


the scene with natural gestures of free hands.  
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2. HUMAN-COMPUTER INTERFACE 


The construction industry has used 3D computer models for decades to design, visualize, and communicate designs, 


project cost, and schedule information. Invariably, we interact with these 3D models using standard human-machine 


interface such as keyboards, mice, electronic pads, touchscreens, and similar devices. These devices translate our 


action to a computer command (e.g. a mouse click or a key stroke).  However, these means of interaction are non-


immersive when compared with human natural gestures/communication using our hands and voice. In addition, the 


traditional interface is typically limited to one-user engaged with one-computer interaction, i.e. team collaboration in 


one computer is at least awkward if not impossible. As a result, the user’s ability to convey complex technical, logical, 


spatial, and temporal construction operation information is hindered. This is about to change. A host of new 


technologies have been developed around the idea of “natural user interface” or Human-Computer Interface (HCI). 


HCI focuses on interpreting human gestures through mathematical modeling and recognition. The 


objective of HCI is to free the users and let them communicate with computers in the same ways they would with 


people.  


3. RELATED WORKS 


There are many different types of input devices and technologies that are capable of capturing user gestures. In the 


early days of this technology, wired devices (e.g. data gloves) were used to detect position and rotation of hands by 


magnetic and inertial tracking. Newer optical sensor technologies have made it possible to capture human gestures in 


a wireless sensing mode. The operating principle of these optical sensors can be largely categorized into three 


mechanisms: Structured Light, Time of Flight, and Stereo-Vision (Weichert et al., 2013).  


 


Once gestures and motion of hands or arms are captured, they are analyzed in order to determine the meaning of a 


gesture. Depending on the type of input devices, different algorithms are applied to interpret the gesture. Classic shape 


recognition methods include shape contexts, skeleton matching, visual tracking, and template recognition (Ren et al., 


2011). The basic idea is to extract and represent a gesture as a feature vector set and then search for the best matching 


known reference to determine the meaning of a gesture. 


 


For desktop applications, hand gesture recognition has been developed in recent years. For example, “pinching” has 


been shown to be an effective gesture for “clicking” in 3D space (Wang et al., 2011). From a hardware perspective, 


glove tracking has been proposed to ease and speed up complex hand tracking (Wang et al., 2011). However, 


significant drawbacks of gloves are presented when a user wants to also engage a keyboard or a mouse. Users may be 


reluctant to wear a data glove when switching from a 2D task such as menu navigation to a 3D task, such as object 


assembly.  


4. PROPOSED METHOD 


This study is to explore the concept of gesture-based human-computer interface and demonstrate its potential in 


enhancing construction education and training. In a gesture-enhanced virtual training environment, a student will be 


able to use free hands, combined with voice commands to create an immersive hands-on virtual environment. 


Examples of student engagement in such an environment includes the student ability to simulate installation process, 


move/rotate a structure, check for a connection details, grab and turn a valve, operate a piece of machinery, and similar 


activities. In doing so, students can navigate through the 3D model intuitively and naturally in an immersive 


experience. Students may also work as a team to coordinate their actions to accomplish a task. This practically provides 


students an immersive and interactive environment that they can see, try out several scenarios (what if exercises), 


figure things out by doing instead of just instructions, collaborate or compete with peers, while learning by actions in 


order to reinforce and better retain the knowledge they acquire in the classroom. 


 


As a first step, this pilot study focused on developing a case of gesture-enhanced virtual training to demonstrate the 


potential of the presented approach. A couple of factors were considered when determining the scope of this 


demonstration. First, due to time and funding limitations, we utilized commercially available and economically 


feasible technologies (both hardware and software). Second, a desktop application is considered more practical at this 


time. In this manner, it could be used in typical college computer labs with fixed furniture and limited free space. 
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Therefore, gesture control based on full body motion tracking is out of the scope of this study and will be explored in 


future research.      


 


A demonstration exercise was also developed in which existing site conditions were simulated to allow students to 


navigate the site with more natural hand gestures. In addition to the structural details of the facility under construction, 


the virtual scene also shows construction activities, material laydown area and equipment storage yard. This “freedom” 


in controlling the activities on the entire virtual jobsite will motivate students to explore the scene, discover knowledge, 


enhance contents retention, and gain better understanding of the concepts taught in classrooms. 


 


Implementing such a virtual training exercise requires three components: a 3D construction scene, a gesture control 


device, and a software interface to allow for controlling the 3D model by means of gestures. The study first reviewed 


the currently available gesture control devices and then selected a device for the illustrative demonstration. The 


hardware and software selection and implementation are described below.  


5. APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT AND DEMONSTRATION  


Gesture Control Devices and Selection. Several types of devices and different sensing technologies are available 


commercially. They are also available in wireless gesture control.  Our device evaluation criteria included price, 


accuracy, usability, customizability, and extensibility (i.e. programming interface with third-party 3D modeling tools). 


The last criterion is to ensure that the selected device can achieve a seamless integration with popular third-party 3D 


software systems, which will be described in the next section. After an extensive search, three representative gesture 


control devices were identified. Table 1 provides a brief overview of these three gesture control devices that are 


considered in this study.  


 


 


Table 1: Gesture Control Device. 


Device Device 


picture 


Description Accuracy Extensibility Price 


Myo 


armband 


 


 


 


 


 


Arm and hand motion 


tracking using muscle 


activity sensors and 


inertial measurement 


unit. 


 


 


Accuracy not 


reported. 


 


Myo Developer 


Kit for system 


customization and 


integration 


 


$150 each. 


Available in 


2014; Not yet 


delivered. 


 


Kinect  


 


 


 


 


Whole body motion 


and voice recognition 


using range camera, 


depth sensor, and 


multi-array 


microphone. 


 


A standard 


deviation in 


depth accuracy is 


approximately 


1.5 cm. 


 


Kinect for 


Windows SDK 


(Software 


Development Kit) 


 


$100 each. 


Commercially 


available since 


2010. 


 


Leap 


Motion 


 


 


 


 


 


Hand and figure 


motion tracking using 


infrared cameras and 


LED lights (for 


desktop computers). 


 


Theoretical 


sensor accuracy 


is 0.01mm. 


 


Lean Motion API 


(Application 


Programming 


Interface) 


 


$80 each. 


Commercially 


available since 


2010. 


 


 
 


We selected the Leap Motion controller. It is a new consumer-grade sensor developed by Leap Technologies (2014). 


It is primarily designed for hand gesture and finger position detection in interactive software applications. The 


controller has three infrared emitters and two Charge Coupled Device (CCD) cameras, which enable the device to 


measure depth or distance of a target point. Due to current patent pending, only insufficient information on its 


underlying geometrical or mathematical frameworks is available. Nevertheless, first impressions of position detection 
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capabilities are promising (Weichert, 2013). As specified by the manufacturer, the sensor’s accuracy in fingertip 


position detection is approximately 0.01 mm. This theoretical accuracy of 0.01 mm was not achieved in our study. 


However, a high precision with an overall average accuracy of 0.7mm was achieved which is satisfactory for a gesture-


based user interfaces.  


 


Game Engine and Modeling Software Selection. Unity3D (cross-platform game engine) is frequently used for rapid 


and low-cost development of interactive 2D and 3D content. The developed content can be easily distributed to a 


variety of platforms including PC, iOS, game consoles, and web. This game engine is developed by Unity 


Technologies (2014) and it contains a game engine and an integrated development environment (IDE). The game 


engine integrates multimedia data with user controls to enable game creation. IDE allows developers to manage design 


assets (e.g. models and sound) and define game logic and control. It has been widely used to develop video games for 


websites, desktop platform, game consoles, and mobile devices. This integrated development platform simplifies game 


creation, minimizes manual programming effort, shortens development time, and allows developers to concentrate on 


developing the game content. Therefore, this game engine was adopted in this project.  


6. IMPLEMENTING VIRTUAL INTERACTIVE EXERCISE  


However, the selected game engine is rather limited in functionality in comparison to dedicated 3D modeling software. 


Therefore, 3D modeling and rendering were done in an external modeling software and the created content was then 


imported to the game engine. To its credit, the game engine supports exported 3D file format, such as FBX. or OBJ. 


as well as many proprietary 3D application files including Blender and 3D Studio Max (Unity Technologies, 2014).  


The latter was used in this project. It is powerful software in making 3D models and animations that can be exported 


to the game engine. The model contained typical elements found on a job site. For example, it included excavation 


activities, underground construction scenes, and concrete and steel structures, such as beams, columns and walls. A 


few decorating 3D elements in the exercise scene, such as utility pipes and trailers, were extracted from the Unity 


Asset store.  


 


As mentioned before, the main objective is to allow students (trainees) to navigate through the virtual construction 


site by means of hand gestures. To achieve this, we used an avatar to simulate a person who could walk and explore 


the space. Two layers of information were defined. In the base layer, possible actions of the avatar were defined. 


Figure 1 shows sample definition of avatar actions such as jumping, locomotion, idle, and walk back. As can be seen, 


several parameters can be defined to control the avatar’s behavior including speed and direction of movement. 


 


The second layer is to blend two or more motions in order to achieve smooth transition of animation. The animation 


blend tree is a tool used for such a continuous blending between similar animation clips based on animation parameters 


defined in the base layer. As shown in Figure 2, different avatar states of locomotion are blended together in the second 


layer of the animator (e.g., running and walking motions) to create a smoother animation. 


 


 
Figure 1: Sample definition of avatar actions in the base layer.  
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Figure 2: The diagram set up in the second layer. 


 


The scripting tool of the game engine was used to allow the user to take control of the avatar. Scripting consists of 


attaching custom script objects (behaviors) to game objects. The game engine supports many scripting languages 


including JavaScript, Boo, and C# (Unity Technologies, 2014). C# was used in this project for scripting purpose. Once 


developed, 3D objects and behavior scripts were attached to the virtual scenes.  


 


Three scripts were implemented in this project. The first script provides the control of the avatar behavior and allows 


the user to navigate the avatar through the construction site. The second script allows a third-person camera perspective 


to follow the avatar and to track the avatar behavior in the scene (e.g. observe safety behavior). The last script captures 


the user control commands using the motion controller. It allows the user to navigate the avatar through the space 


using hand gestures rather than using keyboard and mouse. As shown in Figure 3, pointing the finger straight forward 


allows the avatar to walk and moving the finger to the right or left to turn the avatar accordingly. 


 


 
Figure 3: The diagram set up in the second layer. 


 


Figures 4 shows the avatar exploring the virtual construction site using the controller commanded by the user (student). 


In this study, the controller demonstrated high flexibility in terms of defining gestures as well as having friendly user 


interface.  


 


 
Figure 4: Exploring construction activities. 
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7. CONCLUSION 


Gesture recognition and control is a fast-growing technology. More products are made available based on different 


tracking techniques to achieve better accuracy and reliability. These products range from tracking hand and arm 


motions, eye movement, facial expression and the whole body gestures. Other complementing technologies also exist, 


such as voice recognition and control that further enhance the interaction between users and the computerized virtual 


world.  


 


Motivated by the recent development in natural human-computer interaction, this study was conducted to enhance 


virtual training with gesture recognition and control technology. To prove the concept, a pilot study of a 3D virtual 


training exercise was developed. The illustrative exercise presented a 3D virtual construction site and allowed students 


to navigate and observe the scene using hand gestures. This study included a review of the currently available gesture 


control hardware and 3D modeling software, and selected a motion controller, a gaming environment, and 3D 


modeling tool for the system development. The pilot study confirmed that gesture control is a feasible means to interact 


with a virtual construction scene with free-hands and in a more natural manner. The ultimate goal is to enhance 


students’ learning experience by engagement through hands-on exercises (learning by doing). Actual classroom 


implementation and the measurement of true benefits of the method on student learning will be further studied in 


future research.  
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ABSTRACT 


Buildings are often exposed to the highly turbulent atmospheric boundary layer flows near the earth’s surface. Roofs 


of low-rise buildings in particular are vulnerable to the resulting aerodynamic loads, especially during the extreme 


wind storms. For flat-roofed, low-rise buildings with relatively large plan dimensions, the approach flow separates at 


the leading edge of the roof and then reattaches creating a separation bubble. This separation bubble is a turbulent 


recirculating flow region that is responsible for causing large-magnitude uplift on the roof surface. Such large, 


uplifting forces can cause damage to the roofs and roof-mounted structures. There are a limited number of studies 


present in literature focussing on the flow field and pressure fluctuations on the roof surface of the low-rise buildings 


and its dependency on the turbulence properties in the incident boundary layer flows compared to the studies 


performed on two-dimensional bluff bodies in uniform upstream flows. In this paper, the effects of the turbulence 


intensities and length scales in the boundary layer flows on surface pressure fluctuations for two low-rise building 


models are examined. The results indicate that roof surface pressure fluctuations strongly depend on roof height 


turbulence intensity and length scales in the approaching boundary layer flows. At lower levels of turbulence 


intensities, turbulence scales of significantly higher order of magnitudes compared to the building heights play 


important roles in characterizing the distribution of surface pressure fluctuations. 


 


Keywords: Low-rise buildings, Boundary layer flows, Pressure Fluctuations, Turbulence, Particle Image Velocimetry 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Surface pressure fluctuations occurring on the roof surfaces of low-rise buildings are of particular importance as this 


may have severe effects on the roof-mounted structures (e.g, solar panels) and on the roof structure itself, especially 


during the extreme wind conditions. Changes in turbulence properties in the upstream have significant effects on 


pressure fluctuations and hence, the aerodynamic loads on the surface underneath the separating and reattaching flows 


for two-dimensional bluff bodies (Gartshore, 1973). There have been a number of studies addressing this issue for 


two-dimensional bluff bodies placed in uniform upstream flows. Experimental results provided by Hillier and Cherry 


(1981) show that pressure fluctuations on the surface beneath the separation bubble are strongly dependent on the free 


stream turbulence intensity. Similar results were found by Saathoff and Melbourne (1997). The results of Cherry et 


al. (1984) and Saathoff and Melbourne (1997) are regenerated as shown in Figure 1. It is observed that the fluctuating 


pressures under the separation bubble increase with increases to both turbulence intensities and length scales. In 


addition to that, increasing the turbulence intensities upstream also causes the location of maximum pressure 


fluctuations to move closer to the separation point (leading edge). In order to formulate the combined effects of 


turbulence intensity and length scale on surface pressure fluctuations, Saathoff and Melbourne (1997) found a relation 


of the empirical parameter (first proposed by Taylor (1936) as cited in Bearman and Morel (1983)), η = (σu/U)(Lx/D)n 


, (where σu/U =Iu, is the turbulence intensity, n=0.15 and Lx/D is the streamwise turbulence length scale normalized 


by the body thickness) with surface pressure fluctuations at the separation point. Saathoff and Melbourne (1997) 


showed that the variation of fluctuating pressure near separation varies linearly with the empirical parameter (η). 


Bearman (1971) shows that for a square plate, placed normal to the upstream flow the correlation to the empirical 
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relation is valid for the turbulent scale exponent of 2. Bearman and Morel (1983) suggest that the empirical relation is 


also a function of the thickness of the separated shear layer for a separated flow. 


 


 
Figure 1: Distribution of fluctuating pressure coefficients under the separation bubble at smooth upstream for two-


dimensional bluff bodies 


 


Few studies are found in the literature addressing the effects of turbulence in the boundary layer flows on the surface 


pressure fluctuations on three-dimensional bluff bodies. The effects of boundary layer turbulence on surface pressure 


fluctuations on three-dimensional bluff bodies are important to study as this resembles the low-rise buildings exposed 


to highly-turbulent atmospheric surface layers. In wind tunnel testing of scaled-down models, understanding the 


effects of turbulence intensities and length scales separately on the characteristics of surface pressure fluctuations is 


crucial, and is a source of debate with respect to interpretation of test results for full-scale buildings. Due to the 


challenges in controlling the turbulence intensities and turbulence length scales independently in an experiment, there 


has not been a complete understanding of the independent effects of turbulence intensities and length scales on 


aerodynamic forces on low-rise buildings. For scaled-down model tests in wind tunnel, typically the high frequency 


ends of velocity spectra are simulated in the tunnel matching the high frequency ends of desired spectra. It is difficult 


to match the whole range of the model spectra simulated inside the wind tunnel with the desired full-scale spectra as 


simulation of larger scales are restricted by the physical size of the wind tunnels (Tieleman 2003). The effects of the 


low frequency (i.e., large turbulence scales) end can be approximated via the quasi-steady theory (e.g., Richards and 


Hoxey 2004). However, the limit up to which the mismatch of the simulated spectra and the desired spectra is 


acceptable has not been clearly defined in literature (Morrison and Kopp 2015). It was found by Morrison and Kopp 


(2015) that in order to correctly account for the aerodynamic effects of turbulence length scales on surface pressure 


fluctuations non-dimensional frequencies (fXr/U, where f is the frequency, Xr (~ height of the model) is the mean 


reattachment length and U is the mean wind speed) in the range of 0.1-1 is required to be simulated in the wind tunnel. 


 


In this paper, the effects of the turbulence intensities and length scales in the boundary layer flows on surface pressure 


fluctuations for two low-rise building models are examined. The results obtained from synchronized surface pressures 


and time-resolved particle image velocimetry measurements of the separation bubble for one low-rise building model 


and only pressure measurements for the second building model exposed to six different incident boundary layers are 


presented. 


2. EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH 


2.1 Model and Surface Pressure Measurements 


Two low-rise building models were used in this experiment. One is the scaled version of the Texas Tech University 


“WERFL” Building (described in Levitan and Mehta 1992), labelled as Building-1 with height (H1), width and length 


of 7.8cm, 27.5cm and 18.4cm, respectively. The other model is a generic low-rise building model, larger than Buiding-


1, previously used in the study of Pratt & Kopp (2014). This model is labelled as Building-2 and has height (H2), width 


and length of 24cm, 75.1cm and 53.3cm, respectively. On the roof surface of Building-1, a row of 9 pressure taps and 


on Building-2 a row of 96 pressure taps were placed along the roof centreline and connected to the pressure 


measurement system. Both models were placed in the high speed test section of the Boundary layer Wind Tunnel-II 
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at the University of Western Ontario. The pressure taps were connected to the pressure scanners by tubing system 


(described in Ho et al. 2005). Measurements were taken at 1108 Hz for duration of approximately 180 seconds. The 


pressure measurement system records pressure as pressure coefficients with respect to a reference height closer to the 


ceiling of the wind tunnel. Pressure coefficients are then converted to obtain pressure coefficients referenced to model 


heights.  


2.2 Boundary Layer Upstream Conditions 


The experiments were conducted for six different upstream boundary layer conditions composed of three different 


configurations of surface roughness elements (denoted as 1, 2 and 3) raised from the wind tunnel’s floor. For each of 


the surface roughness element configurations, two different upstream boundary layer conditions were achieved by 


placing a 0.38m tall barrier at the entrance of the test section (denoted as ‘L’), 39m upstream of the turntable where 


the model were mounted, and without any barrier at the entrance of the test section (denoted as ‘S’). It is observed that 


for one particular configuration of surface roughness elements, the model height turbulence intensities remain similar 


for both the barrier conditions. Placing a barrier at the entrance of the test section increases the model height turbulence 


length scales. However, changing from one surface roughness configuration to other changes the model height 


turbulence intensities. The turbulence properties of the six upstream boundary layer conditions are presented in Table 


1. 


 


Table 1: Turbulence properties of the boundary layer upstream conditions 


Terrain Iu 


[y = H1] 


Iu 


[y = H2] 


 Lx/H1 Lx/H2 Building-1, 


Xr/H1 


Building-2, 


Xr/H2 


Legends in the 


figures 


1L 14 10 13 4 ~1.4 1.49  
1S 13 9 6 2 ~1.4 1.50  
2L 17 13 11 5 1.05 1.12  


2S 17 13 8 2 1.05 1.18  


3L 27 25 12 3.5 0.88 0.62  
3S 26 22 7 3 0.88 0.67  


 


 


 
Figure 2: Photograph of Building-1 inside the wind tunnel with the coordinate systems and the PIV components 


(left) and mean stream lines corresponding to upstream ‘2L’ (right). 


 


2.3 Particle Image Velocimetry Measurements 


The velocity field measurements of the separated and reattaching flows for Building-1 were taken by a Time-Resolved 


Particle Image Velocimetry (TR-PIV) system (described in Taylor et al. 2010) which was synchronized with the 


pressure measurement system. The TR-PIV system samples velocity data at 500 Hz. Atomized olive oil were 


illuminated by a double-head, diode-pumped Q-switched Nd:YLF laser. Two cameras (1 Mb Photron FASTCAM-


1024PCI CMOS) were used to capture the images of the separation bubble and the flow upstream of Building-1. A 
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photograph of the Building-1 placed in the wind tunnel is shown in Figure 2 (left) with the coordinate systems and the 


PIV components. 85μs was maintained between the two PIV images of the single image pair. PIV images were 


processed using FFT cross-correlation algorithm in Insight 4G, a commercial software package, with interrogation 


areas of size 32x32 pixels where 50% overlap was used between the interrogation areas. The post processing was done 


by global standard deviation filter, followed by local mean and median filters on the raw vector data. The standard 


cross-correlation algorithms, used for processing vectors in this experiment, have a special uncertainty of less 


approximately 0.1 pixels (Huang et al. 1997). 


3. RESULTS 


3.1 Mean Reattachment Length 


As descried earlier that Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) measurements of the flow field bounding the separation 


bubble were taken for Building-1. The mean reattachment length (Xr) for Building-1 was found from the mean 


streamlines obtained from the PIV velocity data. The mean reattachment point was obtained as the location where the 


flow field changes its direction from reverse flow to the forward flow near the roof surface (as shown in Figure 2 


(right)). In Table 1 the mean reattachment lengths for Building-1 are presented corresponding to six upstream 


conditions considered in this experiment. It is observed that increasing roof height turbulence intensity causes a 


reduction in the mean size of the separation bubble whereas turbulence length scales in the approaching boundary 


layer flow do not alter the mean size of the separation bubble. It was also observed from the surface mean pressure 


data that when the surface mean pressures are normalized to obtain reduced pressure coefficient (Cp*) in the manner, 


proposed by Roshko and Lau (1965), described as follows: 
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(where, Cp is the mean pressure coefficient and Cp,min is the minimum value of mean pressure coefficients), the values 


of Cp* at the mean reattachment point varies with the upstream turbulence intensity systematically. This systematic 


variation can well be approximated by a power curve with reasonable uncertainty. Hence, the values of Cp* at the 


reattachment points for Building-2 were calculated using the power curve equation and the mean reattachment lengths 


for Building-2 were determined. These results are also shown in Table 1. The results for Building-2 also demonstrate 


the shortening of the mean size of the separation bubble as turbulence intensity in the upstream is increased. These 


results qualitatively match with the results for two-dimensional bluff bodies placed in uniform upstream flows (e. g., 


Saathoff and Melbourne 1997). 


3.2 Pressure Fluctuations under the Separation Bubble 


In Figures 3 and 4 the distribution of the standard deviation of surface pressure fluctuations (Cp’) along the roof 


centreline are presented for Building-1 and Building-2, respectively. It is observed that increasing both turbulence 


intensities and length scales in the incident flow increase the magnitude of surface pressure fluctuations and also the 


location of maximum pressure fluctuations moves closer to the separation point as turbulence intensity in the upstream 


is increased. It was described in earlier section that increasing the turbulence intensity actually reduces the size of the 


separation bubble. In order to investigate whether the location of maximum pressure fluctuation is formed at a 


particular location on the surface with respect to the scale of the separation bubble, Figure 5 and 6 are plotted for 


Building-1 and Building-2, respectively, where the distance from the leading edge is normalized by the mean 


reattachment length (Xr). It is observed from Building-1 data that peak of the pressure fluctuations are formed at 


distance close to 0.25Xr from the leading whereas for Building-2 the location of maximum pressure fluctuations varies 


with upstream conditions. For building-2, as turbulence is increased in the upstream, the location of maximum pressure 


fluctuations is also move towards the leading edge with respect to the size of the separation bubble. A closer look at 


the results for Building-2 also reveals that the shape of distribution of pressure fluctuations is also very different from 


the results of Building-1 at lower turbulence levels (upstream conditions: 1S and 1L). Hence, Building-2 data at lower 


turbulence levels indicate a different aerodynamic behaviour than for Building-1 data. This different aerodynamic 


behaviour for Building-2 is further discussed in section 3.3. 
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Figure 3: Distribution of fluctuating pressure coefficients (Cp’) along roof centreline for Building-1. (Legends are 


shown in Table 1) 


 


 
Figure 4: Distribution of fluctuating pressure coefficients (Cp’) along roof centreline for Building-2. (Legends are 


shown in Table 1) 


 


 
Figure 5: Distribution of fluctuating pressure coefficients (Cp’) under the separation bubble for Building-1. 


(Legends are shown in Table 1) 
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Figure 6: Distribution of fluctuating pressure coefficients (Cp’) under the separation bubble for Building-2. 


(Legends are shown in Table 1) 


 


 
Figure 7: Distribution of fluctuating pressure coefficients (Cp’) under the separation bubble normalized by roof 


height turbulence intensity (Iu) for Building-1. (Legends are shown in Table 1) 


 
Figure 8: Distribution of fluctuating pressure coefficients (Cp’) under the separation bubble normalized by roof 


height turbulence intensity (Iu) for Building-2. (Legends are shown in Table 1) 
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As understood from earlier discussions that the magnitude of pressure fluctuations depend on both turbulence 


intensities and length scales. In order to separate the effects of only turbulence intensity on the surface pressure 


fluctuations from the effects of other parameters Figure 7 and 8 are plotted where the standard deviation of pressure 


fluctuations are normalized by the corresponding turbulence intensities. After normalization by corresponding roof 


height turbulence intensities, even though the differences in the values of pressure fluctuations corresponding to 


different upstream conditions are minimized the values are still significantly different. These results show more clearly 


that the turbulence intensity is not the only parameter affecting surface pressure fluctuations.  


 


An attempt, similar to Saathoff and Melbourne (1997), was made to investigate the relation of the surface pressure 


fluctuations with the empirical parameter (η) for the present datasets. The variation of surface pressure fluctuations at 


six different axial locations (x/Xr=0.02, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 and 0.98) for Building-1 and Building-2 are presented in 


Figures 9 and 10, respectively. It is observed that at each location considered within the separation bubble the 


magnitude of surface pressure fluctuations show satisfactory linear relationship with the empirical parameter (η) for 


both the buildings. For the present experimental cases, the value of the length scale exponent, n was found to be 0.35. 


Even though these variations are linear, as the axial locations move from the leading edge towards the reattachment 


point, the slopes of the linear fits varies in a non-systematic manner. Also, normalizing the surface pressure 


fluctuations with corresponding values of the empirical parameter (shown in Figures 11 and 12) does not account for 


all the differences in magnitudes of pressure fluctuations for the different upstream conditions considered in this 


experiment, particularly for Building-2. In addition to this, the shape of the surface pressure fluctuations cannot be 


also be accounted by this empirical parameter. This gives an indication that the shape and magnitude of the distribution 


of surface pressure fluctuation under the separation bubble cannot be only explained by the turbulence intensities and 


length scales. There are some other dynamic mechanisms present in the establishing the surface pressure which is 


more active for Building-2, the larger model used in this experiment. 


 
Figure 9: Variation of Cp’ with the empirical parameter (η) at different axial locations under the separation bubble 


for Building-1. 


 


 
Figure 10: Variation of Cp’ with the empirical parameter (η) at different axial locations under the separation bubble 


for Building-2. 
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Figure 11: Distribution of fluctuating pressure coefficients (Cp’) under the separation bubble normalized by the 


empirical parameter (η) for Building-1. (Legends are shown in Table 1) 


 


 
Figure 12: Distribution of fluctuating pressure coefficients (Cp’) under the separation bubble normalized by the 


empirical parameter (η) for Building-2. (Legends are shown in Table 1) 


 


3.3 Roof height Velocity Spectra and Surface Pressure Fluctuations 


A closer look at Figures 5 and 6 indicate that the shape of the distributions of pressure fluctuations under the separation 


bubble of Building-1 is similar for all of the six upstream conditions. For all six upstream conditions the fluctuating 


pressure distributions for Building-1 attain the maximum value at a short distance downstream from the leading edge 


(separation point) and the magnitude of fluctuation is reduced gradually towards the reattachment point. However, for 


one particular level of roof height turbulence intensity in the upstream, increasing the integral length scales increases 


the magnitude of surface pressure fluctuations. Similar is true for Building-2 only at higher levels of roof height 


turbulence intensities (e.g., upstream conditions 3S and 3L). However, at lower levels of roof height turbulence 


intensities for Building-2 the shape of distribution of pressure fluctuations are significantly different from Building-1 


and Building-2 at higher levels of turbulence intensities. For Building-2, at lower levels of roof height turbulence 


intensities (e.g., upstream conditions 1S and 1L), the maximum surface pressure fluctuations occur closer to the mean 


reattachment point. In order to understand the differences in magnitude in pressure fluctuations at similar levels of 


roof height turbulence intensities and the shape of distribution of surface pressure fluctuations, the streamwise velocity 


spectra at the two model heights are investigated. These streamwise velocity spectra for Building-1 and Building-2 


are shown in Figure 13(a) and Figure 13(b) respectively. 
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It is observed from Figure 13(a) and Figure 13(b) that at one particular surface roughness configuration (upstream 


conditions 1, 2 or 3), for both the upstream conditions (upstream conditions ‘S’ and ‘L’) the high frequency ends of 


the streamwise velocity spectra match reasonably well with each other showing a mismatch between the spectral 


distributions at lower values of normalized frequencies (fH/U). This indicates that the energy in the flow associated 


with the turbulence scales of significantly higher order of magnitudes compared to the building heights are different 


from each other even though the configuration of the surface roughness elements are same and the roof height 


turbulence intensities are similar. Hence, even though the high frequency ends of the spectral distribution are similar 


to each other, because of the different levels of flow energy associated with lower frequencies, the surface pressure 


fluctuations show significant differences. The effects of the low-frequency turbulence scales are more significant at 


lower levels of roof height turbulence intensities as these affect the dynamics of the surface pressure fluctuations, 


where in addition to the magnitude, the shape of the distribution of surface pressure fluctuations are also altered (e.g., 


Building-2 at upstream conditions ‘1S’ and ‘1L’ in Figure 4 and Figure 6).  


 


These results have an important application to the wind tunnel testing of scale models. In wind tunnel testing of scale 


models, typically the higher ends of the velocity spectra are simulated and matched with the desired spectra assuming 


these high frequency ends (smaller turbulence scales) are important in characterizing the loads on the models. In these 


tests, it is also assumed that the effects of the higher length scales are not significant and can be approximated by the 


quasi-steady theory. However, it is observed from the present experimental results that properly simulating the 


turbulence scales of significantly higher order of magnitude compared to the building heights are also important as 


the turbulent scales of these orders of magnitude play an important role in characterizing the wind loads exerted on 


the buildings by altering the behaviour of surface pressure fluctuations. 


 


 
                                 (a)                                                                                     (b) 


Figure 13: Streamwise velocity spectra at roof height, (a) Building-1 and (b) Building-2. 


4. CONCLUSIONS 


Surface pressure measurements and velocity measurements of the separating and reattaching flows were performed 


for Building-1, whereas only surface pressure measurements were taken for Building-2. Results indicate that the 


surface pressure fluctuations increase with both turbulence intensity and length scales in the boundary layer upstream. 


Especially at lower levels of roof height turbulence intensities, turbulence scales of significantly higher order of 


magnitude compared to the building heights play important roles in characterizing the shape of the distribution of 


surface pressure fluctuations. These results have important applications to the wind tunnel testing of scale models. 
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ABSTRACT  


Ultra-lightweight concrete (ULWC) has potential applications for floating structures and architectural elements 


because of its dry density coming in at under 1000 kg/m3. The objective was to develop an artificial neural network 


(ANN) to aid the ULWC designer according to his needs. Boundary conditions were set for each material and 13 


constraints based on the water binder ratio, density, air content, binder and aggregate content. The ANN predicted 


the compressive strength with a comfortable margin of error, with the gap encountered being attributed to variability 


in workability. Precise constraints and boundary conditions are needed to ensure a lower variability in workability. 


The ANN, coupled with a genetic algorithm, can generate millions of mixes for a given compressive strength in a 


short amount of time. The designer is able to choose mixes according to additional needs, such as the carbon 


footprint, absolute density, polymer content, cost, etc. 


 


Keywords: Ultra-Lightweight Concrete (ULWC), Concrete modelling, Artificial Neural Network (ANN), Genetic 


Algorithm (GA).  


1. INTRODUCTION 


Ultra-lightweight concrete (ULWC) has potential applications as floating structures and architectural elements. 


ULWC are fire resistant, insulating, and decorative. Lightweight concrete (LWC) has been available since the 


1950s, and has been beneficial for high rise buildings (Xu et al., 2012). With a density below 1000 kg/m3, ULWC 


pushes design challenges further, and allows the fabrication of advanced steel-concrete-steel composite structures 


(Sohel et al., 2012), boats and other floatable elements. Given the white color of ULWC, the material can easily be 


colored with stains and pigments. As well, ULWC features a low slump workability, which is required for the 


prefabrication of many architectural elements (Kosmatka et al., 2011). 


 


Artificial neural networks (ANN) have traditionally been used to design high performance concrete (Baykasoğlu, 


Öztaş et Özbay, 2009; Öztaş et al., 2006), LWC (Alshihri, Azmy et El-Bisy, 2009) and no-slump concrete (Sobhani 


et al., 2010), but presently, no assistance is available in formulating ultra-lightweight concrete. The aim of this study 


is to determine whether the compressive strength of ULWC can be predicted using an ANN. 


 


An artificial neural network (ANN) is a mathematical model that aims to represent the different aspects of biological 


neural networks. Over the past decade, ANNs have repeatedly been used successfully for machine learning in a vast 


range of fields. Results obtained by Yeh (2007) showed that for high-performance concrete, an ANN was more 
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accurate than second-order regression in predicting a slump. The author also emphasized the fact that ANN models 


have become convenient and easy to use for such experiments. Öztaş et al. (2006) showed that an ANN is a strong 


tool for predicting the compressive strength and slump of high strength concrete by using a 187 mix-design 


database. Duan, Kou et Poon (2013) used an ANN to predict the compressive strength of a recycled aggregate 


concrete with a total of 14 input parameters. The results obtained on a 146-mix dataset suggested that the ANN had 


a good potential as a prediction tool for compressive strength. They also used the same metrics as were used by 


Öztaş et al. (2006). Özcan et al. (2009) showed that artificial neural networks and fuzzy logic are good alternatives 


for predicting the compressive strength of a 48-mix dataset of silica fume concrete. Similarly, the results of Sobhani 


et al. (2010) indicated that both the ANN and adaptive network-based fuzzy inference systems (ANFIS) are better 


than traditional regression models in predicting the 28-day compressive strength of no-slump concrete. The results 


of the work of Alshihri, Azmy et El-Bisy (2009) suggested that an ANN is an efficient tool for predicting the 


compressive strength of lightweight concrete using eight input parameters. Bilim et al. (2009) used an ANN model 


on a dataset of 45 ground granulated blast furnace slag concrete mixes with 6 input parameters, and the results 


showed that the ANN is a good alternative approach for predicting compressive strength. The results of Sarıdemir 


(2009) showed that for a database of 195 concrete mixes containing metakaolin and silica fume, ANN models have a  


strong potential to predict 1-, 3-, 7-, 28-, 56-, 90- and 180-day compressive strength. All these previous studies used 


the back-propagation network (BPN) architecture to construct the ANN models. 


 


In this work, the back-propagation network architecture was used because of its simplicity and its ability to predict 


the compressive strength of different kinds of concretes, as has been shown in previous studies. More information 


regarding the BPN architecture and its construction can be found in Hecht-Nielsen (1989), as well as in the 


MATLAB neural network toolbox. 


2. METHODOLOGY 


The methodology is divided into two different sections, and is presented in chronological order. The development of 


the concrete mix database will be presented first, followed by an outline of the artificial neural network (ANN) 


procedure.  


2.1 Concrete mix database 


A total of 128 ULWC mixes were designed to create the database for the calibration of the ANN. The database was 


created by the Concrete Canoe Team at École de technologie supérieure (ÉTS) in Montreal, Canada. The ULWC 


used for the Concrete Canoe Team is different from standard lightweight concrete in many ways. Furthermore, to 


comply with the competition objectives, rules and regulations, different materials and constraints were carefully 


selected in developing the 128-mix database. 


 


The team used ultra-lightweight aggregates (ULWA) to drop the density below that of water. Two post-consumer 


recycled expanded glass bead (REGB) (0.5 – 1.0 mm and 0.25 – 0.50 mm) sizes were used as ULWA because of 


their low density (190 – 530 kg/m3). Glass microspheres (GM) made of extremely low density (120 kg/m3) soda-


lime borosilicate were used to lower the mix density, with their spherical size rendering the mix fluid, thus allowing 


better workability. The surface of the aggregates used was white in color, ensuring a white hardened concrete 


product.  


 


Different latex solutions were used to achieve low slump workability. Two liquid latex solutions, namely, an acrylic 


based polymer emulsion (APE) and a high performance styrene-butadiene-rubber latex emulsion (SBRE), did 


improve the elasticity modulus and the mechanical properties. A polycarboxylate superplasticizer was also used for 


its latex compatibility, rheological properties, and to give the desired hand placement workability. For the ULWC 


mixture used in this study, there is no water added, and all the water present comes from the latex solutions. 


Finally, to provide a clear white aesthetical finish, general use (GU) white Portland cement was used. A granulated 


blast furnace slag was also used for sustainability and to ensure compliance with ASCE competition rules and 


regulations.  


 


The fabrication, curing and testing methods of the ULWC were based on ASTM C39 and C192 (ASTM, 2014a; 


2014b) in order to ensure that the results were high repeatable and of high quality. To limit the amount of concrete 


produced, 5 cylinder specimens each measuring 50 mm in diameter and 100 mm in height were made for each mix. 
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To accommodate possible density segregation, a frequently observed problem when using LWA, three layers were 


used instead of two as stated in ASTM C192. Also, consolidation was carried out using 25 strokes of rod on each of 


the three layers, instead of vibrations. Using rods is also the closest way to consolidate the concrete to the concrete 


canoe fabrication and other usages of rodding in concrete forms (American Concrete Institute, 2005). 


2.2 Artificial neural network (ANN) 


The chosen ANN consists of an 8-neuron input layer, a 6-neuron hidden layer, and a single neuron output layer, and 


is represented in Figure 1. The neurons of the input layers represent the masses of the different materials added to 


the concrete mixture in kilograms, while the neuron in the output layer represents the 14-day compressive strength 


in MPa. 


 


 
Figure 1: Artificial neural back-propagation network architecture used in this study 


The MATLAB neural network toolbox was used to construct and calibrate the ANN. The 128-mix dataset was used 


during the calibration process, with 80% of the mixes (102 mixes) used for calibration, 10% (13 mixes) used for 


validation, and the remaining 10% (13 mixes) used for the testing of the artificial neural network. 


 


Different metrics were used to evaluate the performance of the ANN, and a metric that had been used in previous 


studies was used as a comparison baseline. In those studies, the absolute fraction of variance was used to evaluate 


the performance of the ANN in predicting the compressive strength of different type of concretes: high-strength 


concrete (Öztaş et al., 2006), recycled aggregate concrete (Duan, Kou et Poon, 2013), and concrete containing 


metakaolin and silica fume (Sarıdemir, 2009). The metrics chosen were the Pearson’s linear correlation coefficient 


(r), the normalized root-mean-square error (NRMSE), and the absolute fraction of variance (R2). These equations 


were computed with equations 1 to 3, respectively. In these equations, t is the target value (lab value), o is the output 


value (ANN predicted value), n is the total number of mixes, covt,o is the covariance between the target and output 


values, σ is the standard deviation, and j is the time step. 
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To generate mixes using the calibrated ANN, a genetic algorithm can be used to obtain a mix of the desired 14-day 


compressive strength. Using this methodology, a large number of mixes can be generated to evaluate different 


objectives other than the compressive strength, such as the carbon footprint, absolute density, polymer content or 


density. The maximal and minimal amount of each material, provided in Table 1, ensure some degree of consistency 


in the mechanical, rheological and architectural properties of the mixes. The constraints shown in Table 2 were 


based on minimal and maximal amounts of materials for one cubic meter of concrete in terms of cementitious 


materials, aggregates, latex and limitation of the water/binder (W/B) ratio. The minimal and maximal values and the 


exclusion rules showed in Table 1 and Table 2 were based on the experience of the mix designer and on particular 


usage requirements.  


Table 1: Materials used in the ULWC and boundary conditions for the generation of mixes using the ANN 


Parameter Materials Min. (kg/m3) Max. (kg/m3) 


X1 Recycled expanded glass bubbles (REGB) 0.5-1.0 mm 30 150 


X2 Recycled expanded glass bubbles (REGB) 0.25-50 mm 10 150 


X3 Glass microspheres (GM) 20 50 


X4 GU White Portland cement 100 300 


X5 Granulated blast furnace slag (GBFS) 100 300 


X6 Acrylic based polymer emulsion (APE) 20 200 


X7 Styrene-butadiene-rubber emulsion (SBRE) 20 300 


X8 Polycarboxylate superplasticizer (PS) 4 50 


 


Table 2: Constraints of the ULWC used in the generations of mixes using the ANN 


Constraints 


Excluding Rules  


Utility  (kg of material/m3 of concrete) 


1 (X6 + X7) < 200 Minimal workability of the mixture 


2 ΣXn < 600 Minimal density 


3 ΣXn > 1000 Maximal density 


4 X1 + X2 + X3 > 250 Maximal aggregate content 


5 X1 + X2 + X3 < 100 Minimal aggregate content 


6 X4 + X5 > 600 Maximal binder content 


7 X4 + X5 < 200 Minimal binder content 


8 X4 / (X4 + X5) < 0.5 Concrete canoe competition rules 


9 X4 / (X4 + X5) > 0.3 Concrete canoe competition rules 


10 


ΣXn/(ρn * 1000) - (X1 * absX1) / 1000 -


(X2*absX2)/1000 < 0.925 


Maximal air content 


11 


ΣXn/(ρn * 1000) - (X1 * absX1) / 1000 -


(X2*absX2)/1000 < 1.000 


Maximal absolute volume 


per cubic meter  


12 


(X6(1 - SF6) + X7(1 - SF7) + X8(1 - SF8) - X1 * AB1 - 


X2 * AB2)/(X4 + X5) < 0.30 


Minimal W/B ratio 


13 


(X6(1 - SF6) + X7(1 - SF7) + X8(1 - SF8) - X1 * AB1 - 


X2 * AB2)/(X4 + X5) > 0.55 


Maximal W/B ratio 


  SF = Solid fractions       AB = Absorption   
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During the calibration of an artificial neural network, a testing dataset is used to validate its performance. Another 


testing dataset was used to test the limits of the prediction ability of the ANN. To that end, a set of mixes were 


generated without any recycled expanded glass beads for the 0.25-0.50 mm size range (No REGB 0.25 – 0.50 mm 


dataset). Since the artificial neural network was not calibrated on mixes without this material, the limits of the 


mathematical tool could be evaluated, and a determination could be made as to whether a good enough prediction 


was possible for such a case. To that end, the genetic algorithm was used to generate mixes of a desired 14-day 


compressive strength, and the boundaries and constraints were adapted to fit this new condition. A total of 11 mixes 


were generated, ranging from 5 to 12 MPa, a range of resistance that had been explored in the initial dataset. 


3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 


A comparison between the 14-day compressive strength and absolute density of the 128 mixes can be seen in Figure 


2. These mixes were used to calibrate the ANN. 


 
Figure 1: Comparison between the 14-day compressive strength and absolute density of the 128 mixes 


 


The outputs of the ANN were compared with the target values using linear regressions and Pearson’s linear 


correlation coefficients for the training, the testing and the no REGB 0.25 – 0.50 mm datasets, as shown in Figure 3. 


Results indicate that the ANN was generally good at predicting the 14-day compressive strength of ultra-lightweight 


concrete.  


 
Figure 2: Linear regression and Pearson’s linear correlation coefficient of the results for the training dataset (a) and 


testing dataset (b) used during the calibration process comparing the target and the ANN output values and (c) the 


comparison for the 11 mixes without REGB 0.25 – 0.50 mm 
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When comparing the relative error and the performance of the different metrics (Table 3), the Pearson’s linear 


correlation coefficient (r) and normalized root-mean-square error (NMRSE) suggest that the training dataset was 


very well represented using the ANN (r=0.9316 and NMRSE=0.0749 MPa). While the performance of the testing 


dataset was a bit lower (r=0.8696 and NMRSE=0.2120 MPa), the ANN still showed good prediction skills. 


However, for the no REGB 0.25 – 0.50 mm dataset, the r value was lower (r=0.7127 and NMRSE=0.2367), but still 


showing a fair prediction ability.  


Table 3: Comparison metrics results of the target (lab) and output (ANN) values for the training, testing and no 


REGB 0.25 – 0.50 mm datasets 


Training dataset 


No r NRMSE (MPa)  R2 


102 0.9316 0.0749 0.9929 


Testing dataset 


No r NRMSE (MPa)  R2 


13 0.8696 0.2120 0.9855 


No REGB 0.25 - 0.50 mm dataset 


No r NRMSE (MPa)  R2 


11 0.7127 0.2367 0.9617 


        
When comparing the absolute fraction of variance for the testing dataset (R2=0.9855) with those obtained with 


studies on other types of concrete (high-strength concrete: R2=0.9993 (Öztaş et al., 2006), recycled aggregate 


concrete: R2=0.9955 (Duan, Kou et Poon, 2013) and concrete containing metakaolin and silica fume: R2=0.9985 for 


ANN-1 and 0.9986 for ANN-2 (Sarıdemir, 2009)), results indicates that the ANN performs at a similar level. The 


slightly lower value in the R2 suggests that for ULWC, it might be harder to predict the compressive strength while 


using an ANN because of the segregation of aggregates due to the density which is lower than that of water and the 


workability of the mixes.  


 


The relative error was also used as a means of comparison between the target and output values. It was computed 


using equation 4 where tj is the target value and oj is the output value of a time step j. 


 


[4]   
 


100




oj


ot
Error


jj
 


In Figure 4, the relative error is illustrated using a bar graph, and the maximum relative error between the target and 


the output values ranged between -13.75 and 14.50% for the testing dataset and -17.42 to 25.33% for the no REGB 


0.25 – 0.50 mm dataset.  


 


 
Figure 3: Results for the training, testing and no REGB datasets for both target (lab) and output (ANN) results 
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The variability in workability of the generated mixes influenced the difference between the predicted compressive 


strength and the strength tested in the laboratory (Table 4). The dryer mixture prevented lightweight aggregates from 


undergoing density segregation, and were stronger, while liquid mixtures were weaker. Regarding the no REGB 


0.25 – 0.50 mm dataset, the metrics results were not as good as those obtained with the testing dataset. This can be 


explained by the fact that the ANN was not calibrated on mixes without REGB 0.25-0.50 mm, thus limiting its 


ability to effect good predictions. However, with a maximum error of 25.33%, the ANN still showed some skills in 


predicting the 14-day compressive strength in this case.  


Table 4: Influence of workability on the gap between measured and predicted compressive strength 


Mixture workability Slump (mm) F’c gap* (MPa) 


Very liquid mixture ≥ 20 -1,4 


Liquid mixture 15 -0,2 


Normal mixture 10 0,7 


Dry mixture 5 1,7 


Very dry mixture 0 2,3 
*F'c gap = F'c measured - F'c predicted 


 


 


Since the goal of this work was to help the engineer and the designer as they begin their design optimization process, 


rather than to replace the entire design phase, tolerating the relative error between the target and output values 


should not be particularly problematic. The mix suggested by the ANN is a much better baseline mix than what 


obtains using traditional methods (e.g., iterative methods) and the designer’s experience. 


 


An advantage of the ANN is the possibility of generating mixes answering the designer’s objectives other than 


compressive strength. As the carbon footprint is becoming a decisive argument in infrastructure decision making 


(Purnell et Black, 2012), the embodied carbon was calculated for the generated mixes, and a lower embodied carbon 


was found for ultra-lightweight concrete with a higher compressive strength. Subsequently, the designer can choose 


the mix that corresponds to his objectives (e.g., carbon footprint, absolute density, polymer content, cost, as well as 


different estimated rheological properties) from this dataset. In this work, one million mixes were generated, with 


14-day compressive strength ranging from 5 to 12 MPa. As shown in Figure 5, a vast range of possible carbon 


footprints and absolute densities can be obtained for a given compressive strength. A multi-objective optimization 


could also be performed if the designer has more than one objective. 


 
Figure 4: Comparison of the 14-day predicted compressive strength against carbon footprint and absolute density 


using ULWC generated with the proposed ANN 


 


By using the genetic algorithm, a virtually unlimited range of ULWC mixes can be generated answering the 


designer’s objectives, and tested until a mix with a desired workability is obtained. Using the designer’s experience, 


combined with the theory underlying concrete mixes, the workability of the mix can be controlled. Material 


constraints can be added based on size, surface and angularity index (Alexander et Mindess, 2010) in order to 


control the water requirement for a workable mix. For example, the glass microsphere is 40 µm and spherical, which 
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lubricates and improves the workability of the mixes. As well, GBFS reduces the water demand and improves the 


workability (Kosmatka et al., 2011). On the other hand, recycled expanded glass beads are known for their high 


water absorption (20% on average), which reduces the fluidity of the mix for the same water amount. Different 


constraints can therefore be added during the generation of the mixes to attain the desired workability.  


4. CONCLUSION 


An ultra-lightweight concrete (ULWC) was made from general use white Portland cement, granulated blast furnace 


slag, two sizes of recycled expanded glass bubbles, glass microspheres, acrylic and SBR latex emulsions and a 


polycarboxylate superplasticizer. An artificial neural network (ANN) predicted the 14-day compressive strength of 


ULWC using 13 constraints and boundary conditions for each material. The database included 128 mixes generated 


from the ANN. 102 mixes were used for the calibration, 13 for the validation and 13 for testing the ANN. The ANN 


showed a strong capacity to predict the 14-day compressive strength of ULWC, which was better than expected. 


However, the ANN did not always predict workable mixes, because its respective constituents have different effects 


on the fluidity of the fresh mix, depending on their proportions. Precise constraints and boundary conditions are 


needed to ensure a lower variability in workability. The ANN, coupled with a genetic algorithm, can generate 


millions of mixes for a given compressive strength in a short amount of time. Thus, the designer can choose the 


mixes that correspond to his additional objectives. 
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ABSTRACT  


Aging infrastructure, high population and vehicular growth rates, increased regulatory and user requirements to 


provide enhanced level of service, and limited availability of funding requires the infrastructure agencies to 


effectively and efficiently manage their infrastructure assets and systems following a well-developed and well-


thought asset management program. How to develop an asset management program effectively and efficiently is the 


target of this research work, which deals with developing a step-by-step procedure called an Asset Management 


Program Development Methodology (AM-PDM). While developing the asset management program, industry 


experts, practitioners and users always pose questions like; “what is the next step?” and “how to do the next step?.” 


Existing methodologies, standards, guides and best practices, lack to answer such questions, which led to the 


development of the proposed methodology.  


 


The Integration Definition Function Modelling Technique was used to develop the proposed methodology that treats 


each step as a function for which inputs, mechanisms, constraints, outputs and tools and techniques were defined. 


The proposed methodology consists of six logical steps: assess maturity, gaps and needs, frame asset management 


policy, formulate asset management strategic plan, develop an asset management plan, implement asset management 


plan and monitor, evaluate and improve asset management plan. The development of the asset management plan is 


to be accomplished using a 4D approach: define state of infrastructure, decide level of service, devise asset 


management strategy, and develop financial strategy. The proposed methodology is being applied to develop a 


comprehensive asset management program in the domain of municipal infrastructure asset management.  


 


The proposed methodology validation is underway through domain experts using a set of criteria: feasibility, 


usability, applicability and generalizability. Professionals and experts in the domain of asset management will use 


the proposed methodology to effectively and efficiently develop and update asset management programs for their 


organizations. 


 


Keywords: methodology, asset management program, strategic asset management plan, asset management plan, 


asset management policy, asset management, asset management strategy.  


1. INTRODUCTION 


Various public and private organizations own, operate and maintain diversified assets to provide uninterrupted 


supply of services to communities, businesses and institutions. Demand for provision of high level of service, ageing 


infrastructure, economic downturn, increased regulatory requirements, budgetary constraints, etc. require that these 


assets need to be efficiently and effectively managed through the development of a comprehensive asset 


management program across the organization (refers to federal, provincial, municipal governments) and private 


organization(s) responsible for managing assets). How to develop a comprehensive asset management program? is 


the core research question. Existing standards (PAS55-1 2008, PAS-2 2008, ISO55000 2014, ISO55001 2014,  


ISO55002 2014), manual (IIMM 2011) and guides (Ontario 2012, BC 2011, InfraGuide 2005, FCM 2002) focus on 


requirements specification, development of asset management plan and implementation of asset management 
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requirements. However, they lack to describe a comprehensive step-be-step lifecycle approach to define asset 


management program across the organization, emphasizing the need to develop a holistic, systematic and integrated 


methodology—Asset Management Program Development Methodology—AM-PDM. It is a six-step procedure 


devised to develop a comprehensive asset management program. Before going into the details of the proposed  


methodology, it is important to define and differentiate between the term asset, asset management and asset 


management system. An asset is defined “as an item, thing or entity that has potential or actual value to an 


organization” (ISO55000 2014). This value can be tangible or intangible, financial or non-financial, which varies 


between different organizations and their stakeholders. Asset management is defined as “coordinated activity of an 


organization to realize value from assets” (ISO55000 2014). Similarly, asset management system is defined as 


“management system for asset management whose function is to establish the asset management policy and asset 


management objectives” (ISO55000 2014).   


 


The proposed methodology was a six step procedure (i.e. assess maturity, gaps and needs, frame policy, formulate a 


strategic plan, develop asset management plan, implement asset management plan and monitor and evaluate asset 


management plan) developed using the Integration Definition for Function Modelling—IDEF0 technique (NIST 


1993), which treats each step of the methodology as function for which inputs, mechanisms, constraints and outputs 


are defined. The proposed methodology is being applied in the area of municipal infrastructure asset management 


because of the importance of this niche segment of the Architecture, Engineering and Construction and Facility 


Management (AEC/FM) industry as evident from the results of the Canadian Infrastructure Report Card. Around 


60% of the Canada’s public infrastructure is owned and maintained by municipalities with an estimated total value 


of $ 1.1 trillions or $80,000/household, with one-third is in fair, poor or very poor state (CIRS 2016). Long term 


planning through the development of a comprehensive asset management program is a way forward. The proposed 


methodology would assist organizations to develop asset management programs effectively and efficiently.  


 


The main focus of this paper is to introduce the proposed methodology using the following structure. The 


background information is presented in Section 1 while the literature review is discussed in Section 2. The approach 


to develop the proposed methodology is explained in Section 3, whereas Section 4 briefly introduces the proposed 


methodology. Similarly, Section 5 and 6 discuss the proposed methodology application and conclusion respectively.         


2. LITERATURE REVIEW 


The proposed AM-PDM methodology is a six-step process-oriented approach aimed at defining asset management 


program for organizations. The proposed methodology is a process formalization approach that explicitly specifies 


the asset management program development process to consistently develop, implement, monitor, evaluate and 


improve the program. Related literature review is as follows.           


2.1 Formalization Methodologies, Standards, Guides in the Non-AEC Domain 


The following are a set of the related process formalization methodologies in the non Architecture, Engineering and 


Construction and Facility Management (AEC/FM) domain. Adesola and Baines (2005) defined a holistic and 


structured business process improvement methodology to support business process design and improvements. 


Villarreal et al. (2006), have developed a model-based approach for process formalization, lacking a step-wise 


procedure to be followed to define processes. Similarly, Bauer et al. (2004) developed a methodology to design 


cross-enterprise business processes; however, it doesn’t elaborate on defining information requirements associated 


with each step of the business process design. Kim (2002), has developed a schema for business process 


formalization, but lacks the procedure on how to define and formalize processes. The focus of these methodologies 


is on generic business process designs and improvements while lacking a step-by-step procedure in most of the cases. 


These methodologies target generic organizational business process improvements instead organizational asset 


management improvements, emphasizing the need to develop a comprehensive step-by-step procedure for the 


design of the asset management program. 


2.2 Formalization Methodologies, Standards, Guides in the AEC/FM Industry 


Some of the related process formalization methodologies in the AEC/FM industry are discussed as follows. The 


Transaction Formalism Protocol Specification—TFP Specification (Zeb and Froese 2014) is an eight-step 


methodology devised to formalize communications in the AEC/FM industry. The eight-steps include: assess needs, 
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define as-is transaction map, develop to-be transaction map, collect information, design message templates, review, 


implement and monitor transaction map and message templates. This is a very detailed methodology, but the focus 


is on formalizing work processes and communications for Information Technology improvement rather than 


formalizing the asset management program development and improvement process. The Information Delivery 


Manual—IDM (IDM 2012) is a requirement specification methodology developed to capture information 


requirements, process maps, functional parts and business rules as part of the process formalization for Building 


Information Model (BIM) based exchange of information in the building segment of the AEC/FM industry. 


According to Berard and Karlshoej (2012), the detailed nature of the IDM makes it time-consuming to develop and 


difficult to share with others on projects. The Model View Definition—MVD (MVD 2005) is a standard process 


formalization methodology used to define and implement a set of the object based information (i.e. Industry 


Foundation Classes (IFC) effectively and efficiently in Building Information Models- based applications. The MVD 


lacks a systematic procedure to assess needs, capture information requirements and formalize work processes. 


Similarly, the Voorwaarden Scheppen Voor Invoering Standaardisatie—VISI (means the terms and conditions for 


the implementation of standardization in Information and Communication Technology—ICT) is a communication 


formalization standard used to define transactions in the AEC/FM industry (VISI 2011). The VISI standard 


methodology lacks the step-be step procedure used to assess needs, capture exchange requirements and formalize to-


be transaction maps. The VISI main focus is on formalization communications between the owner and general 


contractor while the focus of this research work is to formalize  a generic process for asset management program 


development. Most of these process formalization methodologies lack a detailed procedure to define processes, 


emphasizing on 3D object based exchange of information in an application context other than asset management.       


2.3 Formalization Standards, Manual and Guides in the Area of Asset Management 


The Institute of Asset Management (IAM) through the British Standards Institute (BSI) published the Publicly 


Available Specification (PAS) standard for effective management of physical assets. The PAS55 standard consists 


of two parts: Part 1 specifies the requirements for optimized asset management throughout the lifecycle of physical 


assets (PAS55-1 2008) and Part 2 discusses guidelines on the application of PAS55-1 (PAS55-2 2008). The core 


focus of PAS55 was on the optimized management of physical assets, ignoring their dependencies and impacts on 


other assets, e.g. financial asset. This requirement/gap led to the development of the International Organization for 


Standardization (ISO) 55000 standard, which expands on the definition of asset to cover anything that has potential 


or actual value to an organization. The ISO 55000 (ISO55000 2014) provides core asset management principles and 


terminologies; ISO 55001 (ISO55001 2014) elaborates on the requirements of effective asset management—


management systems; and ISO 55002 (ISO55002 2014) discusses the guidelines on the application of the ISO 


55001. Similarly, the International Infrastructure Management Manual (IIMM 2011) discusses in detail various 


aspects of asset management including; introduction to asset management, requirement specification, asset 


management strategy development and asset management enablers. These standards and manuals discuss asset 


management principles, requirements and guidelines on the implementation of the asset management—management 


systems and strategy development; however, lacks to elaborate on how asset management programs are to be 


defined and formalized in a step-wise manner.  


 


The government of Ontario (Ontario 2012), developed comprehensive guidelines on the development of asset 


management plans in the area of municipal asset management. The government of British Columbia (BC 2011) 


developed an asset management roadmap for developing asset management plans. The InfraGuide (2005) developed 


a series of best practices required to manage infrastructure assets effectively. The core focus is to elaborate the 


components of a comprehensive asset management plan and its benefits to the decision makers so that they realize 


the importance of developing and implementing asset management plans. The Federation of Canadian 


Municipalities (FCM 2002) prepared a guide for asset management strategic planning and devising tools and 


applications for sustainable asset management. These guides focus on developing strategic asset management plans 


(abstract and higher level plans) and asset management plans (detailed plans with higher granularity); however, lack 


to explain a systematic procedure to be followed to develop an asset management program at the organization level.     


  


These methodologies, standards, manuals and guides mostly capture the content, i.e. what to be included in effective 


asset management planning, however, lack to provide details on the process, i.e. how to develop these plans and 


programs, emphasizing the need to devise a step-by-step procedure for the development of asset management 


programs—AM-PDM. The proposed methodology builds on existing methodologies, standards and guides. The 


uniqueness of the proposed AM-PDM includes the following: (i) Holistic—the proposed methodology includes all 
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the steps required to develop, implement and monitor, evaluate and improve a comprehensive asset management 


program; (ii) Systematic—the proposed methodology is based on IDEF0 technique (NIST 1993) that defines each 


step as a function for which inputs, mechanisms, constraints and  outputs are defined making it easy to understand 


and apply; and (iii) Integrated—all steps are sequenced, interconnected and interdependent through defining the 


inputs, mechanism, constraints and outputs for each step. The proposed methodology incorporates shortcomings of 


existing methodologies, standards, guidelines and manuals. In contrast to other methodologies and standards that 


focus on either design or design cum implementation of various aspects of asset management, the proposed AM-


PDM includes monitoring, evaluation and improvements in addition to the design and implementation of various 


aspects of asset management. Unlike other standards, methodologies and guidelines, the AM-PDM is a detailed 


step-by-step procedure to ease its usability and understandability. 


3. PROPOSED APPROACH 


To develop the proposed methodology, the IDEF0 technique was used (NIST 1993). Zeb and Froese (2014) used the 


same IDEF0 technique to develop a transaction formalism protocol, which is an eight step methodology devised to 


formalize work processes and communications in the area of infrastructure management for Information Technology 


(IT) improvements. The proposed approach was selected due to the following reasons. Ease of use—the 


diagrammatic representation to depict each step or function makes it easy to understand. The technique is simple to 


use and easy to learn. Consistency—as an industry standard, it promotes the development of consistent functional 


models. Comprehensive—it has the capability to capture and represent complex functions and steps graphically to a 


higher level of granularity.  Time-tested—as an industry standard, it is used by a variety of government and private 


agencies for functional modelling. Software support—there are a number of commercially available software that 


supports the development of IDEF0 based graphical functional models. Some examples include: MS VISIO, UML 


Visual Paradigm, SmartDraw, etc.   


 


This technique treats each step as a distinct function for which inputs, controls, mechanisms and outputs are defined. 


The diagrammatic representation of the proposed technique involves a rectangular box depicting a function or step 


with arrows flowing in and out representing inputs (left), controls (top), mechanisms (bottom) and outputs (right). A 


brief description of each of the four parameters is as follows: 


 


Inputs—are a set of data or objects that a function requires to transform them into useful outputs. Inputs can be 


abstract or physical depending on the function or step in a given process. Two types of inputs were used in the 


development of AM-PDM: resulting and applied inputs. Resulting inputs are the outputs of the preceding steps, 


whereas all other inputs are termed as applied inputs. For example, in the strategic asset management plan 


development step (3rd step), the policy is a resulting input (that is an output of the previous step asset management 


policy development, 2nd step) while asset management principles are applied inputs. 


 


Controls—are the restrictions or constraints that govern useful transformation of inputs into outputs. These 


constraints include, but not limited to, the following: conditions, circumstances, laws, regulations, requirements, 


standards, objects (abstract or physical), etc. Similarly, the controls are of two types: resulting and applied.  


Resulting  controls  are  outputs  of  the preceding  steps  while  applied  controls  are introduced from sources 


external to the process model.  


 


Mechanisms—refers to the human resources required to transform inputs into useful outputs in a given function or 


step. Depending upon the scope of work, knowledge, experience, skills and trainings of individuals, a single 


individual could perform all the steps or a team of individuals can be involved to perform a specific step. At the 


program or corporate level, the authors recommend using a group of experts having expertise in the related fields. 


This would expand the team horizon with respect to various asset management expertise required for different assets 


and asset management activities. Therefore, human resources are not modelled separately for each of the functions 


or steps of the proposed AM-PDM.  


 


Outputs—are a set of physical products or abstract deliverables produced as a result of transforming inputs in a 


given function or step. Outputs are termed as resulting outputs, if used as inputs in the subsequent steps; else all 


other products or deliverables are applied outputs.  
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4. INTRODUCTION TO ASSET MANAGEMENT PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT METHODOLOGY 


The proposed AM-PDM is a six step procedure devised to develop an asset management program for both  


government (federal, provincial or municipal) and private organizations. The proposed steps are in line with the 


requirements of the ISO55001 (ISO55001 2014) and IIMM Standards (IIMM 2011). This paper briefly describes the 


steps and its logical sequence as an introduction to the methodology as shown in Figure 1; however, other details on 


inputs, controls, mechanisms and outputs are beyond the scope of this paper. 


4.1 Step 1—Assess Maturity, Gaps and Needs 


To guide the development of the asset management program, existing asset management practices and systems are 


benchmarked against the International Standard ISO 55001 requirements using desktop and on-site discovery 


approaches. In desktop discovery, existing policies, plans, guidelines, standards, specification, procedures and 


processes are thoroughly studied. Similarly, in on-site discovery workshops are conducted to discuss as-is situation 


of various asset management activities in the organization. Also, one on one meetings are scheduled with experts in 


the related fields who are identified in the workshop sessions. A maturity assessment report is developed identifying 


the level to which asset management practices are aligned with the ISO 55001 standard. The maturity assessment 


report identifies the strengths and weaknesses in the current asset management practices. This leads to identifying 


gaps in the way asset management is practiced presently in an organization. Maturity assessment and gap analysis 


result in establishing a baseline improvement plan, which helps in scoping the asset management program across the 


organization. Some of the core activities conducted in this step include: review and comparison of existing practices 


with ISO55001, aligning organizational expectations and current asset management practices in compliance with 


ISO55001, assess strengths and weaknesses to identify areas of improvement, recommend priority areas and actions 


to help establish improved asset management practices and define the scope and complexity of the asset 


management program. Full compliance with the ISO 55001 requirements is an important element of a 


comprehensive asset management program; however, it may not be cost effective specifically for medium to small 


organizations/municipalities. The deliverables of this step include: maturity assessment report, baseline 


improvement plan and scope statement. 
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4.2 Step 2—Frame Asset Management Policy  


An asset management policy supports the development, implementation and monitoring and evaluation of a 


comprehensive asset management program across the organization. A policy statement with regards to asset 


management is developed in line with the strategic directions of an organization. The purpose of the policy is 


explicitly defined in  terms of the vision, goals and strategic directions of the organizations. A well defined policy 


specifies the asset management principles, guidelines, best practices and standards to be followed to achieve its 


objectives. A set of expectations and commitments for the asset management program needs to be clearly stated. 


Expectations and commitments are directly proportional, which means more expectations would require more 


commitments with regards to the financial, human and information resources. Policy is a live document that needs to 


be reviewed, changed, modified and updated with time. To effectively manage the policy, a review process needs to 


be documented to clearly identify roles, define responsibilities and assign authorities to each role. To ease the 


development of the policy, a good start would be to use sample templates that are presently available. The main 


deliverable of this step is a comprehensive asset management policy.  


4.3 Step 3—Formulate Asset Management Strategic Plan 


The strategic plan provides an overview of the whole asset management program. The strategic plan describes and 


documents asset management maturity assessments, stakeholder needs and expectations, strengths and weaknesses 


and opportunities for future improvements to fill the gaps (i.e. improvement plan) at a very abstract level, which 


leads to formulating the scope of work (i.e. scope statement) for the asset management program. Based on the 


improvement plan and scope statement, a set of asset management objectives is developed in line with the 


organizational strategic directions. The asset management objectives are to be aligned with the vision, mission, goals 


and objectives of the organization and an explicit alignment is established and documented. The strategic plan 


describes how asset management principles, guidelines, best practices and standards identified under the policy will 


be used to achieve asset management objectives. In addition, the strategic plan discusses at a higher level of 


granularity, the state of the local infrastructure, level of service requirements, the long term asset management 


strategies and financing strategies. The organizational leadership and management use this plan to review and assess 


overall performance of the asset management program. The strategic asset management plan is the main deliverable.  


4.4 Step 4—Develop Asset Management Plan 


A necessary ingredient of the asset management program is the asset management plan. This plan includes a detailed 


discussion on the state of the infrastructure, desired and acceptable level of service requirements, feasible and cost 


effective asset management strategies and sustainable financing strategies. It represents a true picture of the state of 


the infrastructure and associated short-term, medium-term and long-term funding requirements. In some states and 


territories in Canada, senior governments' fundings to municipal governments/organizations are now subject to the 


development of a comprehensive asset management plan. This plan is developed using the following 4D approach 


(Ontario 2014). A comprehensive asset management plan is the core deliverable in this step.    


4.4.1 Define the State of Infrastructure  


As part of the framework for municipal infrastructure management, Dana et al. (2006) devised a set of questions to 


define the state of infrastructure. The state of infrastructure is structured around these questions as discussed below. 


 


Asset inventory—what do we own? —Organizations need to document their asset portfolios in a structured manner 


following a specific classification system that is acceptable to all stakeholders across the organization. The 


classification system needs to be shared with all stakeholders before implementing it as part of a comprehensive 


asset management program. A classification represents assets using a parent-child relationships, i.e is-a relationship. 


Different departments in an organization use this information for a variety of purposes. For instance, engineering, 


department uses this information for short-term, medium-term and long-term investment planning; operation 


departments (e.g. public works, environmental services/underground utilities, trades services departments) use this 


information for maintenance planning; and finance department uses the same asset information for tangible capital 


asset reporting as per Public Accounting Board Accounting reporting requirements, PSAB-3150 (PSAB 2009). This 


needs to be carefully defined as this is an important element of system integration between departments. In addition, 


important and related asset attributes need to be defined for each type of asset in a cost effective way. More attribute 


information can be collected about an asset, but it comes with an associated cost. Asset inventory data collection 
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process needs to be defined that identifies the roles (internal and external) involved in the data collection and 


specifies structured data templates to be used for data collection. Based on the agreed asset classification 


information, an asset inventory report is generated that reviews and validates asset inventory and attribute 


information, identifying gaps (in terms of missing data); if any, and provide a roadmap on how to bridge the gaps.           


 


Asset condition—what is the condition of assets? A condition assessment report is generated to discuss as-is health 


of various infrastructure systems (i.e. water, wastewater, road, bridge, facility, etc.). Asset condition is an important 


parameter in the decisions being made to prioritize an asset for maintenance or rehabilitation. In this step, a 


comprehensive condition assessment and inspection criteria are developed for each type of asset. Different 


inspection methodologies and technologies are used to assess the condition of various assets. It is important to 


identify such methodologies and technologies. Also, condition data collection templates need to be identified or 


developed, inspection cycles are defined and the use of a specific standard is specified. Sometimes, condition 


assessment data is not available while preparing first ever asset management plan. Until such time asset physical 


condition is not carried out, asset remaining life can be used  for the condition assessment purpose. The main 


deliverable of this step is a condition assessment report.   


 


Asset useful life—what is the estimated and remaining useful life of assets? Define the useful life of all types of 


assets in terms of the estimated and remaining useful asset life. Develop a criteria and methodology to calculate the 


remaining useful life. The remaining useful life depends on a number of factors, including: age, condition, and 


deterioration curves. For each type of asset, deterioration models need to be established so that it can be used to 


estimate the remaining asset life at any point in time.  


 


Asset valuation—what is the worth of these assets? Refers to the worth of the asset portfolio at any given point in 


time. This includes a documentation of the historical cost and replacement cost of assets. The replacement cost is the 


amount of dollars required at any given point in time to replace various assets. Calculations of the financial 


requirements are based on the amount of replacement (Nasir et al. 2010). Assets are depreciated continuously using 


straight line, declining balance and sum of year’s digits and unit of production approaches (PSAB, 2009). The first 


three approaches are time-based, whereas the last one is activity-based approach. For simplicity, straight line 


approach is used in the municipal government organizations. It is important to document a detailed procedure for 


replacement cost calculation of each type of asset.  


4.4.2 Decided Desired Levels of Service (LOS) 


The desired level of services is developed for each type of asset in a given service area:  water, wastewater, road, 


facility, etc., based on user and regulatory requirements. A risk management framework is developed that identifies 


and quantifies diversified risks associated with each level of service and risk mitigation strategies are defined. 


Corresponding costs are calculated for each risk and an optimized level of service is established through balancing 


risk and affordability (i.e. life cycle costs)—desired level of service. It is important to specify process(es) and 


approach(es) used to define the desired level of service and documents all assumptions. Realistic performance 


measures are defined for the desired level of service and organizational current level of service performance is 


benchmarked against the pre-defined performance indicators. Presently, municipal organizations intend to formulate 


their asset management program, practices and system based on the desired level of services. The deliverables are: 


desired level of service framework, risk management plan and current state of the level of service performance.                


4.4.3 Devise Asset Management Strategy  


For each type of asset, identify and document a set of asset management strategies with regards to maintenance, 


rehabilitation, replacement, and disposal. Appropriate life cycle cost approaches are identified and determine the 


lifecycle cost of each option (i.e. maintenance, rehabilitation, replacement, disposal etc.), using these approaches. As 


part of the costing, provide an assessment of the direct and indirect costs and benefits associated with each option. A 


risk management plan is developed to identify, quantify and mitigate risks associated with each strategy. The risk 


management plan should discuss and document, risk assessment methodologies, roles responsible for risk 


assessment, cost associated with each risk and the timing of risk assessment. Various option analyses approaches 


need to be explicitly defined using technical (option is viable and feasible), financial (option is cost effective in a 


given situation), delivery (refers to mode of project delivery) and risk factors. Develop and document 


comprehensive decision criteria (considering life cycle costs, benefits, risks, and other criteria like age, condition, 
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performance, etc.) for project prioritization. Using the criteria, develop a multi-year prioritized list of projects for 


maintenance, rehabilitation and reconstruction. Project bundling should be a way forwards both for maintenance, 


rehabilitation and capital projects. The bundling of projects means combing various projects in the same right of 


way that are scheduled for maintenance, rehabilitation or reconstruction at different point in time. For instance, 


underground utilities rehabilitation in a specific right of way is due in three years and road rehabilitation  work is 


due in the fiscal year. In this situation, either road project is to be delayed or utility rehabilitation work is to be 


commenced early so that both projects could be combined and started at the same time. A well coordinated decision 


making mechanism needs to be developed and documented in project bundling.  


4.4.4 Design Financing Strategy  


Now that asset management strategies are in place and a list of infrastructure projects is prioritized for maintenance, 


rehabilitation and reconstruction. To fund these projects on a long term basis, sustainable financial strategies need to 


be developed at the operation (short-term, 1-3 years), tactical (medium-term, 3-10 years) and strategic (long-term, 


10+ years) levels. These ranges are just guidelines; organizations are open to set their own ranges depending upon 


their local context. As part of the financing strategy design, identify confirmed annual sources of funding and 


generate yearly revenue profiles for each service area being considered in the asset management program. Based on 


this information, develop a financial plan showing revenues across multiple confirmed funding streams. Now 


document expenditure history for the past 5 years in each service area and categorize and identify all planned 


expenditures at operation, tactical and strategic levels of capital programs and maintenance, rehabilitation, 


reconstruction/renewal/replacement and disposal programs. Funding requirements are determined from expenditure 


profiles. Revenues and expenditures are compared to assess funding gaps if any, and provide recommendations on 


how to bridge the gaps. It is important to develop a financial risk management framework, identifying risks 


associated with financial strategies and define mitigation strategies. With the introduction of the newly developed 


asset management program, a budgeting process needs to be defined in line with the financing strategies. Using the 


budget process, a minimum of three budget scenarios are to be developed: best, worst and average case scenario.      


4.5 Step 5—Implement Asset Management Plan 


The purpose is to develop a strategy for effective implementation of the asset management program. The main 


deliverable of this step is an asset management implementation plan describing how, when and by whom various 


asset management activities are to be implemented. Review the maturity assessment report and gap assessment 


report developed in step 1 to identify resource gaps (financial, physical, human and information) between 


organizational capabilities and requirements needed to effectively and efficiently implement all activities reflected in 


the asset management plan. Develop a set of improvement actions based on the improvement plan developed in step 


1 and for each action identify implementation tasks in terms of assigning roles and responsibilities, detailed 


implementation procedure, resource allocation, competency requirements and desired outcomes. Actions (represents 


a set of tasks) and tasks in the implementation plan need to be scheduled in line with the departmental priority 


assessed using  the requirements and importance of asset management activities in that specific department. For 


effective implementation of an asset management program, a competency framework and staff development 


program need to be established. The framework includes, but not limited to, the following: plan for the selection of  


staff with appropriate expertise, plan for evaluation of performance, plan for succession, training and professional 


development plan, skills and competency gaps and plan for bridging this gap, and a change management plan 


describing how the organization is to be transitioned from as-is state to to-be state effectively and efficiently. 


Identification and selection of the most appropriate and cost effective asset management information system(s) is 


central to successful implementation of the asset management program. The implementation plan should identify 


one or a set of software applications to be used for the asset management program. An all in one solution is always 


the best way to implement the program as it would eliminate most of the issues associated with integration and 


information sharing between different departments of an organization. The implementation should specify what, 


when and by whom the application is to be procured and implemented. Estimate the costs associated with each 


improvement action reflected in the implementation plan. 


4.6 Step 6—Monitor and Evaluate Asset Management Plan 


The monitoring and evaluation is an important step used to judge effectiveness of an asset management program. 


The results of the evaluation are used to modify and improve the program. The following three features of an asset 


management program need to be monitored, measured and evaluated: (i) maturity of asset management within an 
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organization against a standard; (ii) level of service performance with the desired level of service performance 


indicators; and (iii) overall effectiveness of an asset management programs in terms of appropriateness of processes, 


procedures, indicators, tools, frameworks, condition, criteria, applications, etc. The core deliverable is a monitoring 


and evaluation plan, including; (i) monitoring and performance evaluation strategy, and (ii) improvement strategy.  


 


The monitoring and performance evaluation strategy should include (i) identify and define what needs to be 


monitored and measured; (ii) set performance metrics and related indicators (e.g. condition, capacity, etc.); (iii) 


identify when and by whom monitoring and measuring shall be performed; and (iv) identify when and by whom 


results from the monitoring and measuring shall be analyzed and evaluated.  


 


The improvement strategy should be developed based on the results of the monitory and evaluation of various 


assets, asset management and asset management systems. The improvement strategy should include the following. 


(i) A list of prioritized improvement actions for subsequent implementation and reviewing their subsequent 


effectiveness in terms of continuous improvement. (ii) Investigation of nonconformities, functional failure, and 


incidents; (iii) Instigate corrective action(s) to eliminating the causes of nonconformities or incidents identified from 


investigations, evaluations of compliance and audits to avoid their recurrence. (iv) Initiate preventive/predictive 


action(s), associated with assets, asset management and asset management systems (information systems). 


5. APPLICATION AND EVALUATION  


The proposed methodology is a six step procedure developed to define, implement and monitor, evaluate and 


improve asset management programs on a continuous basis in organizations responsible for managing diversified 


assets. Currently, the proposed methodology is being applied to develop an asset management program for one of 


the municipalities in Alberta, Canada. The scope of the program includes eight servicing areas: water, sanitary, 


storm, road and bridge, facility, parks, fleet and land. Transit is excluded from the program as it outsourced to a 


privately owned company who owns, operates and maintains the entire transit system through a contract.   


 


The proposed methodology is to be validated through domain experts using the following set of criteria defined by 


Adesola and Baines (2005): feasibility, usability, usefulness and generalizability. Feasibility—is the ability of the 


methodology to be applicable while defining the asset management program. Usability—refers to the ability of the 


methodology to be easily applicable and usable. Usefulness—is the ability of the proposed methodology to produce 


useful results. Generalizability—is the ability of the proposed methodology to be applied industry-wide, 


organization-wide and department-wide. Zeb (2014) used similar criteria to validate a methodology—Transaction 


Formalism Protocol Tool developed to formalize communications for computer based exchange of information. 


6. CONCLUSION 


A variety of public and private organizations own, operate and maintain diversified assets to provide basic 


community-services to users, citizens, customers, etc. Provision of uninterrupted supply of services (high level of 


service), ageing infrastructure, financial constraints, overall economic downturn require effective and efficient asset 


management across the organization that is governed by the development of a comprehensive asset management 


program. Existing methodologies, standards, guidelines and manuals discuss in various aspects of effective asset 


management; however, lack to describe a holistic, systematic and integrated approach to asset management program 


development, emphasizing the need to develop the AM-PDM.  


 


The proposed methodology is a six-step procedure developed using IDEF0 technique, which treats each step as a 


function for which inputs, mechanisms, constraints and outputs are defined. The six-step includes: (i) assess 


maturity, gaps and needs; (ii) frame asset management policy; (iii) formulate asset management strategic plan; (iv) 


develop asset management plan; (v) implement asset management plan; and (vi) monitor and evaluate asset 


management plan. This paper briefly describes these steps as an introduction to the proposed AM-PDM, which is 


being applied in the area of municipal infrastructure management to develop an asset management program for a 


municipality in Alberta, Canada. The AM-PDM validation is underway and beyond the scope of this paper.  


 


The proposed methodology has theoretical and practical implications. Theoretically, it contributes to the general 


body of knowledge in the area of asset management. Practically, it would enable organizations in the domain of 
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infrastructure management to develop, implement and monitor and evaluate asset management program 


consistently, efficiently and effectively. The core characteristics of being holistic, systematic and integrated are 


considered as the strengths of the proposed methodology. However, due to the diverse nature of the asset 


management program, a single expert may not be able to apply the AM-PDM across the organization rather a group 


of experts would be needed for the development and implementation of the asset management program at the 


organization level. In future, this research can be extended to devise standardized templates for each step of the 


proposed methodology for implementation into IT based solutions. This would lead to the development of semi-


automated asset management programs across the organization.             
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ABSTRACT  


Variable Message Signs (VMS) are a means of providing valuable information to roadway users and enhancing the 


performance of the road network. The main objective of this research was to analyze the effectiveness of the use of 


VMS in improving the efficiency of the road network. This was implemented through a number of case studies 


under different conditions and different designs of the VMS. As this is a unique traffic guidance method to Egypt, 


the different factors that may affect the effectiveness of the sign to divert drivers was studied to fully understand the 


benefits of implementing VMS in Egypt. Traffic data was collected from five sites which are located in Giza 


Governorate, Egypt. At each location, the driver had the choice of two alternative routes leading to the same 


destination. The VMS informed the drivers that one of these routes was congested and to use an alternative route. 


Three different sign types were applied to identify the most effective type of VMS on drivers in Egypt. The most 


effective sign type was identified during the pilot study and used in the remaining sites. For each site, Traffic counts 


for each route was recorded for twenty minutes without the VMS and twenty minutes with the VMS applied to 


obtain the diversion rate of drivers Average travel times for 30 vehicles and queue lengths were also recorded before 


and after the application of the VMS and Queue lengths were also recorded before and after applying the VMS.  


 


Keywords: Variable Message Signs, Route guidance, Performance measures 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Variable Message Signs (VMS) have been implemented since 1960 in the United States of America and are largely 


deployed on freeways, highways and in work zones throughout the world. Variable Message Signs (VMS) are traffic 


control devices used to provide motorist en-route traveler information. They are commonly installed on full-span 


overhead sign bridges, post-mounted on roadway shoulders, and overhead cantilever structures. The information is 


most often displayed in real-time and can be controlled either from remote centralized location or locally at the site. 


Traveler information displayed on VMS may be generated as a result of a planned or unplanned event, which is 


programmed or scheduled by operations personnel. Variable message signs are commonly used to warn of traffic 


congestion, accidents, incidents, roadwork zones, or speed limits on a specific segment of the network. The VMS 


may guide vehicles to alternative routes due to congestion, limit travel speed, inform of incidents or traffic 


conditions. While there are many different types of VMS, they can be placed into three major functional categories 


based on how the sign messages are illuminated: light reflecting; light emitting; and hybrid (Dudek, 1997). 


 


VMS have recently been implemented in Egypt near the Down Town district of Cairo, Egypt to inform motorists of 


parking vacancies in the Tahrir Garage and the bus routes and numbers to and from the Tahrir Garage. The VMS has 



http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Traffic_congestion

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Traffic_congestion

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Traffic_safety
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not been applied to give route guidance to travelers. Due to the high congestion in Egypt, VMS have large potential 


to improve the performance of the Egyptian road network. The intertwining nature of the road network in Egypt 


creates multiple routes the road user may choose to take leading to the same destination. This provides a suitable 


environment for the application of VMS. 


 


The mountable version or portable version of the VMS are used in areas where the permanent VMS are not 


available. Portable VMS are used in areas where traffic patterns are temporary and the high cost of a permanent 


VMS is not needed. These areas are usually next to work zones, during the occurrence of a natural disaster, unusual 


traffic congestions, or traffic management for special events. The messages displayed on the sign can be 


programmed locally on the unit's control panel, or units equipped with a cellular modem can be programmed 


remotely via computer or phone. Trailer-mounted VMS can be equipped with radar, cameras, and other sensing 


devices as part of a smart work zone deployment. 


2. BACKGROUND STUDIES 


Many form of technologies have been developed for Variable Message Signs as flip disk, light emitted diode (LED), 


Fiber optic and hybrid. Each one of these technologies provide messages in different patterns and textures. Some 


technologies may appear brighter and clearer than others and easier for drivers to see. The visibility of fiber optics 


appear to be better and more visible then the bulb matrix unit or the LED technology (Hoffman, 1995). Jenkins 


(1991), Upchurch, et al. (1992), and Garvey and Mace (1996) evaluated the relative legibility of various VMS 


technologies and found that, in general, VMS that used either light emitting or a combination of light emitting and 


light reflecting technologies (hybrids) outperformed light reflecting technologies, especially at night. 


  


The message given to drivers on the VMS directly affects the effectiveness of VMS on driver’s behaviour and 


diversion rates. Since the VMS message can be illustrated in many forms, studies have been done to assume the 


most effective VMS message. Er-huia et al. (2013) studied the graphical representation of a hazard or specific route 


guidance through the VMS. Graphic information can be observed and identified further in distance then text 


information and the graphical information is not limited to language limits as the same sign can be used by different 


countries. Different graphical expression of the Variable Message Signs have significant differences in the diversion 


rates and drivers response. To be effective, a VMS must communicate a meaningful message that motorists can read 


and comprehend within a very short time period." (Ullman et al. 2005). This means that the sign should include the 


problem, its location and any action the driver may be able to take to avoid the problem. The message should also be 


as short as possible without becoming confusing, incomplete, or using improper abbreviations. Generic phrases 


should also be avoided since they can be applied across many different scenarios and do not provide much value to 


motorists. Generic messages can cause VMS to lose effectiveness with the motorists" since they lack specificity that 


the driver needs to make important decisions (Ullman et al. 2005). 


 


It is expected that by providing real-time information on certain events to motorists, VMS can improve vehicles' 


route selection, reduce travel time, mitigate the severity and duration of incidents and improve the performance of 


the transportation network. S.Peeta et al. conducted bot SP and RP surveys to examinate driver’s response to traffic 


information from VMS and found a large difference in the outcomes. These differences are mainly from the 


different characteristics of each driver. S.Peeta et al. considered the data from internet survey was more likely to be 


influenced by the VMS since the questioners were more technology aware and more likely to be affected by such 


technology. Fifty three percent of drivers asked in a SP questionnaire conducted by Jorge L Ramos et al. would 


respond to route guidance and divert from their current route if the expected delay on the current route was at least 


10 minutes. Khattak et al. (1993) found that the effect of diversion can be increased by offering precise information 


on the location of congested sections. Location information seemed to be key in supporting decisions about diverting 


and returning (or not returning) to the original route. Anticipating the delay drivers are expected to face is important 


and presenting it to the driver is crucial in affecting driver’s decision to divert. This demands detailed information on 


traffic conditions and, in the case of incidents, knowledge of the nature of the incident and the action to clear it is 


crucial. Khattak et al. (1993) also found that in order for ATIS to be affective to a large spectrum of drivers, 


customization of the information is important. In particular, the system should allow users to choose from various 


routing suggestions. The driver should be able to select preferences for diverting and returning, or no diversion. 


Drivers should be able to select route planning criteria which reflect their preferences (facility types to seek out r 


avoid, simplicity versus speed, etc.). Displays should also be customized so that individuals can chose from audio, 
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map based, text or icon based displays according to their abilities and preferences. This aspect of Khattabs research 


will have the most effect on the effectiveness of the VMS in Egypt as there are diverse preferences to Egyptian 


drivers. Lei Zhang and David Levinson (2008) found the data provided by ATIS is very valuable to drivers to the 


extent that they would pay for the information. Based on field experience stated preference surveys, regression 


models, and discrete choice models drivers are willing to pay no more than $1/trip for pretrip travel-time 


information, although the perceived value of information varies by trip purposes and route attributes.  


3. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES  


Determining the effectiveness of the VMS on drivers and its effect in improving the performance of the road 


network is an important issue for determining the possibility of reducing traffic congestion through new 


technologies as the VMS. Variable Message Signs are defined in the Variable Message Sign Operations as 


“programmable traffic control devices that can usually display any combination of characters to present messages to 


motorists.” VMS are one of the most effective means of delivering real-time traffic data to the motorist. This real 


time information subsequently leads to the improvement of the road network and reduces congestion. 


 


The lack of real time traffic information results in greater traffic congestions since the traffic distribution is not 


optimized. Moreover, motorists are not aware of certain incidents that may have occurred leading to less efficiency 


in the road network or may even cause additional incidents. It may also increase the probability of collisions. 


 


The road network in the Greater Cairo Region (GCR) is characterized by being extremely congested especially 


during peak hours. There is a need for traffic management measures such as the use of road guidance in the form of 


VMS to relief such congested conditions and improve the traffic performance. To date, the effect of VMS on 


driver’s behavior and the capability of VMS in improving the performance of the Egyptian road network 


(specifically the GCR) through traffic guidance has not been investigated although it is expected to provide for a 


means to reduce congestion on the extremely congested road network Therefore there is a need to research the 


efficiency of applying VMS to give real time traffic information to motorists. In addition, the type of VMS that will 


induce the largest diversion rates from one route to an alternate, less congested, route was investigated. Therefore, 


the main objective of this research was to statistically analyze data received from the field tests to properly assess 


the effect of the VMS on the Road Network and congestion. Another important objective was to obtain the most 


effective sign content applicable on Egyptian roads.  


 


To realize the main objective, five sites were chosen for the study in Giza City (one of the three cities of the GCR).  


Three different characteristics of the road network were obtained from street cameras provided by the Giza Traffic 


Department. First, two hour video recordings of the links that were previously chosen were obtained from the Giza 


Traffic Department. These two hour intervals were coordinated with the team of experts at the Giza Traffic 


Department to focus on the links required and the video stream recorded at the two hour interval in which the 


experiment took place.  Second, these recordings were thoroughly analyzed to obtain the traffic counts for each link 


at each location. The traffic counts before and after applying the VMS shows the diversion rate and the vulnerability 


of a driver to use an alternate route when given route guidance. The travel times of thirty vehicles from their origin, 


the location of the VMS, to the end of the link, where the congestion ends, is also obtained through the recordings. 


The average travel time for the link in each location is calculated from the thirty travel times. The average travel 


time is obtained for the two route options, the congested route and the alternative route which the motorist is guided 


to by the VMS.  


 


More specifically, the study was undertaken with the following objectives: 


 


 Calculating diversion rate of drivers from their original route to another less congested route after 


receiving route guidance information from the VMS. 


 Studying the potentiality of the VMS to improve the road network performance through providing route 


guidance information to motorists. 


 Defining the most effective method of delivering traffic information through the VMS since there are 


many factors that may affect drivers behaviour that are specific and unique to drivers in Egypt. 
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It is important to mention that the objective of the study is to ensure that the VMS is an effective means of 


improving the road network in Egypt before applying any VMS due to the high cost of permanent Variable Message 


Signs.  


 


The scope of this research is to show the effect of applying a VMS at the location where the driver takes the decision 


on which route will be taken. The diversion rate is calculated to define the optimum sign design. This is done by 


applying the VMS for twenty minutes and removing the VMS for another twenty minute period. This process is 


repeated for three different sign types. The assumption is made that the traffic volume will remain the same for both 


twenty minute periods and this is why the traffic counts where chosen for a short period of time. 


4. DATA COLLECTION PROCESS 


4.1 Site Selection 


The scope of this paper focuses on studying the influence of VMS on diversion rates which has a direct effect on the 


efficiency of the road network. Five locations in the Giza governorate were selected to achieve the objectives as 


shown in Figure 1 and described in Table 1. 


 


 
Figure 1: Map of Giza Governorate with Site Locations. 
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Table 1: Description of Study Sites. 


Site No. Site Description 


1  Galaa Square:  Located at Kornish El Nile Road. The traffic entering the square chooses 


between alternative routes to reach Giza square. This was also the location of the Pilot Study. 


2 Dokki Bridge: Located on Dokki Street leading motorists to AL-Batal Street. Traffic coming 


from the Giza district traveling towards the Mohandseen district either choose to use the 


Dokki Bridge or Tahrir and Kornesh Street. 


3 Faisal Bridge: Located at the end of Sudan Street leading motorists to Faisal Street. Motorists 


travelling from the Dokki District travelling to the Haram district choose between Faisal 


Bridge or Haram Street. 


4 6th of October Bridge at Albatal Street: Located on Al-Batal street and leads motorists 


coming from Dokki District to the Cairo Governorate. Motorists travelling to the Cairo 


Governorate choose between the 6th October bridge or Tahrir Street. 


5 6th of October Bridge at Kornish ElNile Street: Located on Kornish ElNile Street and leads 


motorists coming from Agouza District to the Cairo Governorate. Motorists travelling to the 


Cairo Governorate choose between the 6th of October Bridge or Galaa Square. 


 


 


There were several constraints in choosing suitable locations to apply the VMS such as: 


 


1. Suitable location for placing the portable VMS 


2. Locations where traffic CCTV cameras are already available 


3. Locations where drivers have an alternative route leading to the same destination with very similar distances 


4. Decision distance 


5. Locations where congestion may take place in one of the two routes to be able to divert traffic to the alternative 


route 


4.2 VMS Message Design 


In order to recognize the effectiveness of the message shown on the VMS on driver’s route choice, it is essential to 


display various messages with words and signs since there are many factors that affect drivers’ behaviour in Egypt. 


Each Message should be analyzed separately in order to recognize the optimal sign message. The programmable 


VMS is designed on the Powerled software and is changed on site by means of a flash drive.  


 


Since this study concerns the effect of route guidance through VMS on the road network, the information provided 


to motorists was chosen to be congestion. The VMS sign must be as short as possible as not to confuse the driver 


(Ullman, Dudek, and Ullman 2005). Short messages are used to give the motorist the information needed to make 


the decision on the route used. The information should not be vague or misleading and should be read in a short 


amount of time. Based on this information three sign types were chosen to define the most effective VMS message: 


VMS (Type 1), VMS (Type 2), and VMS (Type 3) as shown in Figure 2. VMS (Type 1) was designed such as to 


simply inform drivers to take another route. VMS (Type 2) had more traffic information stating which route was 


congested and the alternative route, and VMS (Type 3) was a mixture of texts and figures informing drivers to 


choose another route due to congestion ahead. 


 


       
     VMS (Type 1)               VMS (Type 2)                VMS (Type 3)       


Figure 2. The Different VMS Types Used 
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4.3 Research Methodology 


Traffic characteristics that were determined in the field were queue lengths, journey times, average travel speeds and 


diversion rates. The queue lengths were observed for the first link after the VMS in both the congested route and the 


alternative route by means of a manual count and through the traffic department street cameras. Journey times for 


travelers from the VMS to the nearest destination was also observed by means of a test car deployed starting at the 


location of the VMS before and applied the VMS was applied in both routes . Average travel speeds were obtained 


by measuring the distance in the field from the VMS to the destination and dividing it by the average travel time. 


Diversion rates were obtained by the analysis of the traffic data traffic counts in both routes were before and after 


applying the VMS thus providing the diversion rates.  


 


For each site, traffic data was collected for two hours for the alternative routes that the motorist may take after 


observing and receiving the traffic information from the VMS. The collected traffic data included the traffic counts 


for the alternative routes and the video recordings of the first link of the network reaching from the VMS to the first 


intersection. At each site, the data collection period was divided into 20-minutes intervals, such that the VMS was 


not applied in the first interval, then applied in the second interval. This cycle was repeated for the remaining four 


periods with the different VMS Types The main assumption was that the traffic volumes on the two alternative 


routes were constant in the two consecutive twenty - minute intervals for comparison purpose.  


5. DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 


In order to achieve the research objectives, field data collection was performed in the form of street recordings 


provided by the Giza Traffic Department and manual traffic counts to calibrate and model the effect of the VMS in 


improving the Egyptian road network through route guidance. The next step was to analyze the collected data. 


Analysis of data was a process of inspecting, cleaning, transforming, and modeling the collected data. Therefore, 


this section presents the method used for the diversion rates of motorists from their original route to the advised 


alternative route. In addition, it introduces the method used to obtain road network factors before and after applying 


the VMS to provide traffic information and route guidance to motorists. It provides the statistical analysis to 


properly analyze the effectiveness of the VMS on motorists. The impact of the different sign messages is provided to 


reach the optimal sign message. 


5.1 Diversion Rate Calculation 


Calculating the diversion rates of motorists from their original route to the alternative suggested route is essential to 


analyze the effectiveness of each message delivered to the motorists. Many studies have been performed to 


determine the most effective VMS message but limited studies have been done on Egyptian motorists. Equation 1 


shows how the diversion rates were calculated. Table 2 lists the diversion rates for the five locations and the field 


experiment. 


 


[1]  
t


21
AO,


V


V-V
  DR   


 


DRO,A = Diversion rate for Original Route or the Alternative Route; 


V1 = Traffic volume for the first 20 minute period while the VMS is off; 


V2 = Traffic volume for the second 20 minute period while the VMS is on; Vt = the total traffic volume for the 40 


minute period. 
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Table 3: Diversion Rates for Each VMS Type  


Location VMS Type 


1 2 3 


Pilot 7.0 5.4 11.0 


1 9.0 7.0 11.0 


2 10.6 6.5 11.9 


3 13.4 10.3 9.1 


4 9.6 13.2 6.1 


5 11.6 8.7 16.8 


 


5.2 Estimation of Measure of effectiveness to assess the benefit of VMS on the road network 


A before and after study was conducted to evaluate the improvement of performance of the network after applying 


the VMS. The benefits of VMS are determined in terms of travel time saving, queue length reductions and increase 


in average travel speeds 


5.2.1 Measuring the Effectiveness of the VMS on Travel Time Savings 


One of the main objectives of the VMS is to divert traffic flow due to a certain incident, in our case congestion, and 


to increase the effective capacity of the freeway during the time of these incidents by encouraging vehicles to take 


alternative routes. Therefore, the travel time saving for motorists is one of chief benefits of VMS systems. 


 


Travel time saving can be measured as the difference of travel time before and after applying the VMS on the link of 


the network after the VMS is applied. The overhead street recordings provided by the Giza Traffic Department was 


used to obtain the travel times of 30 vehicles and the average of these vehicles. The traffic volumes were recorded 


for the congested route and for the alternative route for the 40 minute cycle. The travel times for thirty vehicles 


before and after the VMS was applied was recorded and the average taken from these recorded travel times observed 


in Table 4.  


Table 4: Key Performance Index Table 


Site No. and Description 


Journey 


Distance 


(km) 


Average 


Travel 


Times 


Before 


VMS 


(seconds) 


Average 


Travel 


Times 


After VMS 


(seconds) 


Difference in 


Average 


Travel Times 


(%) 


Difference 


in Queue 


Length 


(%) 


Difference 


in 


Average 


Speed (%) 


Pilot  Congested Route 4.24 180 130 -16% -17.65% +16.67% 


 Alternative Route 3.54 40 44 +4.75% 0 -4.60% 


1 Congested Route 4.24 220 160 -15.80% -16.13% +15.79% 


 Alternative Route 3.54 46 52 +6.11% 0 -4.76% 


2 Congested Route 3.54 1156 915 -11.64% -10.33 +12.50% 


 Alternative Route 3.30 855 966 +6.10% 0 -3.85% 


3 Congested Route 1.28 780 603 -12.80% -10.64 +20.00% 


 Alternative Route 1.35 342 404 +8.30% 0 -5.13% 


4 Congested Route 2.74 1320 1010 -13.30% -17.05 +15.38% 


 Alternative Route 3.40 760 877 +7.14% 0 -3.37% 


5 Congested Route 2.13 1066 770 -16.12% -8.33% +13.03% 


 Alternative Route 2.53 540 616 +6.57% 0 -4.65% 


 


 


The average travel times was calculated in two sample populations with each sample consisting of the travel times 


of 30 vehicles starting from the location of the VMS up to the first exit off the link. The average of means between 


the two samples is analysed by using the independent sample T-Test. The analysis has been taken carried out by 


means of the SPSS software and the output shown in Table 5.  
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Table 5: T-test for Equality of Means for effect of VMS on Travel Time of Each Site 


Site No.  


Levene's Test 


for Equality of 


Variances 
t df 


Sig.  


(2-tailed) 


Mean 


Difference 


Std. Error 


Difference 


95% Confidence 


Interval of the 


Difference 


F Sig.    Lower Upper 


Pilot 10.209 .002 8.387 40.641 .000 63.500 7.572 48.330 78.656 


1 
.705 .405 7.138 58 .000 


49.900 6.991 35.906 63.894 


2 
5.001 .029 4.442 53.880 .000 


111.767 25.159 61.405 162.128 


3 
2.263 .138 5.910 58 .000 


107.300 18.155 70.959 143.641 


4 
.148 .702 2.546 58 .014 


111.900 43.945 23.934 199.866 


5 
3.550 .065 3.174 58 .002 


108.200 34.095 39.952 176.448 


 


 


Figures 4 through 8 illustrate the statistical analysis of the sampled 30 vehicles travel speeds through box plots. The 


means and variances are illustrated on these figures. 


 


       
               Figure 4: Box Plot of Location 1                 Figure 5: Box Plot of Location 2 


 


 
               Figure 6: Box Plot of Location 3                 Figure 7: Box Plot of Location 4 
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Figure 8: Box Plot of Location 5 


6. CONCLUSIONS 


The main objective of this paper was to study the effect of VMS on diversion rates and the effect on the roadway 


network. This is important in improving the road network in areas of congestion or areas were real time traffic 


information is needed.  


 


The results show that VMS (Type 3), which was a mix between traffic information provided by text and figures, 


gave the highest response rate from drivers and the highest rate of diversion. The diversion rates ranged from 5% 


using text only (VMS (Type 1)) to 12% using the mixture of text and figures (VMS (Type 3). The statistical analysis 


of the thirty sampled vehicle showed a statically significant difference between the average travel times before and 


after applying the VMS. In some locations the comfort of travel also increased by reducing the variances in the 


travel times before and after applying the VMS. 


 


Observed average travel times, queue lengths and average speeds were the parameters used to measure the 


effectiveness of the VMS in improving the road network. The results of the road network parameters were all 


improved on the congested routes. The effect of the VMS on the alternative route was minimal and no queues were 


observed after diverting traffic to these alternative routes. 
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Abstract 


Compost generated through fish waste composting could provide an effective source of nutrient-rich organic matter 


for microbial growth, leading to the production of valuable products such as biosurfactants. Existing biosurfactant 


production is a relative expensive process and raw materials contribute about 30% of the production cost. Utilizing 


waste streams such as fish waste compost (FWC) as a substrate is an economically viable alternative. In this study, 


biosurfactant was produced by Rhodococcus erythropolis sp. P6-4P, a strain isolated from the North Atlantic Ocean. 
Biosurfactant production with FWC extract was compared with other soluble and insoluble carbon and nitrogen 


sources using emulsification assay and surface tension measurement. FWC extract showed good potential as an 


unconventional source of nutrient for microbial growth. The produced biosurfactant under optimum condition 


obtained via response surface methodology was further characterized for total carbohydrate, total lipid and total 


protein content.  The results provided evidence for using FWC extract as a novel substrate for biosurfactant 


production. 


 


Keywords: Fish waste compost, biosurfactant production, novel substrate, response surface methodology 


1. INTRODUCTION  


Biosurfactants are amphiphilic compounds produced by a wide variety of microorganisms containing both 


hydrophilic and hydrophobic moieties that allow them to array at the interface of polar and nonpolar media (Sen, 


2010). They have been identified for several industrial applications in cosmetic, pharmaceutical, food processes, 


and environmental engineering as emulsifiers, humectants, preservatives, and detergents. Because of their structural 


diversity (i.e., glycolipids, lipopeptides, fatty acid esters), low toxicity thus ecologically safe, and high 


biodegradability, biosurfactants have the potential for replacing synthetic surfactants in bioremediation and waste 


treatments (Pal et al., 2009). Despite all the advantages that biosurfactant have, low yields and high production cost 


limit the extension of biosurfactant applications (Makkar, Cameotra, and  Banat, 2011). Raw material can account 


for almost 30% of the overall cost of a microbial surfactant production, therefore the economical production of 


biosurfactant depends on the development of low-cost raw material and optimization of the production processes 


(George and  Jayachandran, 2013). The use of alternative substrates such as industrial and/or municipal wastes is 


one of the possible attractive strategies for economical biosurfactants production to minimize pollutants and produce 


valuable products (Kosaric, 1992). Improvement of efficiency of the production process (e.g., optimization of 


cultural condition) can also help to overcome the economic constraints associated with biosurfactant production 


(Mukherjee, Das, and  Sen, 2006). 
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From about 267,959 tonnes of fish landed in Newfoundland and Labrador, 54% were classified as fish waste in 


2001(Ghaly AE, 2013). Composting is considered to be a viable solution to the problems of waste disposal 


experienced by fish processing plants and fish farms (Liao, May, and  Chieng, 1995). Compost made from fish 


waste is rich in nutrients, particularly nitrogen and phosphorous (Benhabiles et al., 2012; Illera-Vives, Labandeira, 


and  López-Mosquera, 2013; Laos et al., 2002). It can be used to generate substrates for bacterial growth and 


production of valuable products such as biosurfactants.  


 


Medium compositions such as carbon sources, nitrogen sources, and inorganic salts strongly influence cell growth 


and the accumulation of metabolic products (Li, Bai, Cai, and  Ouyang, 2002). Environmental factors and growth 


conditions such as pH and time of cultivation also affect biosurfactant production through their effects on cellular 


growth or activity (Desai and  Banat, 1997). Through studying the effect of these factors on production process and 


optimizing media condition, the yield of biosurfactant production can be elevated (Kiran et al., 2009; Mukherjee et 


al., 2006). Among various statistical methods, response surface methodology (RSM) is the most widely used method 


in system optimization. By integrating a collection of statistical tools and techniques, RSM leads to constructing and 


exploring an approximate functional relationship between a response variable and a set of design variables (Venter, 


1998).  


 


This paper investigates the potential usage of fish waste compost (FWC) extract as a novel substrate for 


biosurfactant production by a strain Rhodococcus (P6-4P) isolated from the Atlantic Ocean.  RSM based on a central 


composite design will be used to develop an empirical model of the process and to optimize media conditions to 


enhance the yield of Rhodococcus biosurfactant using FWC extract as factor.  


2.  MATERIAL AND METHODS  


2.1 Strain and culture condition 


Biosurfactant producing microorganism P6-4P (Rhodococcus erythropolis sp.) isolated as an effective 


microorganisms from petroleum hydrocarbon contaminated marine sources in the North Atlantic was selected to 


produced biosurfactant (Cai et al., 2015). Bacteria colony was transferred from agar plate to 125-ml Erlenmeyer 


flask containing 50 ml BD 23400 nutrient broths (Fisher scientific company, Ottawa, Canada) to growth the culture 


on a rotary shaker for 24h at 37 °C and 180rpm to reach the optical density of the culture at 600 nm (OD600) of 0.8. 


Growth and biosurfactant production by the isolate was evaluated using media which is adopted and modified from 


(Peng, Liu, Wang, and  Shao, 2007) including  NaCl, 2.2 g; FeSO4‧7H2O, 2.8×10-4 g; KH2PO4, 3.4 g;K2HPO4‧3H2O, 


4.4 g; MgSO4‧7H2O, 0.5 g; yeast extract, 0.5 g, N-hexadecane 30 ml/L, (NH4)2SO4 15 g, and 0.5 mL/L trace element 


solution in 125  mL conical flasks. The trace element solution contained ZnSO4, 0.29 g; CaCl2, 0.24 g; CuSO4, 


0.25 g; MnSO4, 0.17 g L-1 and was sterilized separately. The chemicals used were analytical grade, unless otherwise 


specified. Incubation was conducted at 30oC, 200 rpm for 2 days. After 2 days, before inoculation, purity check was 


conducted by spreading the medium over nutrition broth agar plate to avoid cross contamination. Nutrition broth 


composed of peptone, 8 g; yeast extract, 3 g; NaCl, 6 g; Glucose, 1 g: and agar. 15 g. Difference carbon and nitrogen 


sources has been used to compare the efficiency of FWC extract as substrate for biosurfactant producing bacteria.  


2.2 Effect of carbon and nitrogen sources on biosurfactant production  


The effect of different carbon sources was studied by replacing the n-hexadecane with sucrose, starch, glucose, and 


fish waste compost extract (FWCC). The different carbon sources were added to the media at a concentration of 


5 g l−1. To evaluate the nitrogen sources, ammonium sulphate was replaced by an equivalent amount of different 


nitrogen sources, namely yeast, ammonium nitrate and FWC extract (FWCN). The different nitrogen sources were 


added to the media at a concentration of 15 g l−1. A 1% bacterial cell suspension from a 24-h culture was used as 


inoculum. 15 ml medium has been prepared in the 50 ml conical flask and incubated at 30oC, 200 rpm for 5 days. 


Cells were removed from the culture by centrifugation at 12, 000 rpm for 20 min. Cell- free culture broth was used 


for analytical measurements. 
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2.3 Surface tension and CMD measurement  


Surface tension measurements of culture broth supernatants were performed according to the Ring method with a 


surface tensiometer (DuNouyTensiometer, Interfacial, CSC Scientific). To increase the accuracy of the surface 


tension measurements, an average of triplicates was determined. All measurements were performed at room 


temperature (20 °C). Critical micelle concentration (CMD) is the dilution of the culture broth upon reaching the 


critical micelle concentration (Shavandi et al., 2011). After centrifuging at 12,000 rpm for 20 min and discarding the 


pellet, the cell free broth were diluted with distilled water, while the surface tension of each dilution was measured. 


The CMD was determined as the highest dilution with which the surface tension did not significantly increase. As 


the broth consists of both aqueous and oil phases, each dilution was conducted with sonication to ensure 


homogeneity. Before each measurement, the sonicated solution was allowed to stand for 15-20 min to achieve 


equilibrium.   


2.4 Emulsifying activity  


Emulsifying activity was determined by the addition of 2 ml of n-hexadecane to the same volume of cell-free culture 


broth supernatant in glass test tubes. The tubes were mixed with vortex at high speed for 2 min and subsequently 


incubated at 25 °C for 24 h. The stability of the emulsion was determined after 24 h, and the emulsification index 


(E24) was calculated as the percentage of the height of the emulsified layer (mm) divided by the total height of the 


liquid column (mm). All emulsification indexes were performed in triplicate. 


2.5 RSM experimental design 


To examine the combined effect of three different medium conditions and to obtain the functional relationship 


between incubation component including time, pH and FWC concentration and the response namely CMD, a 


Central Composite Design (CCD) with 3 factors was used.  A total of 23=8  factorial points, 6 center points,  one 


replicate of star points and one replicate of factorial points leading to a total of 20 experiments was designed. The 


value of the response (CMD) was the mean of three replications. Design Expert software (version 8.0, Stat-Ease, 


USA) was used to design and analyse the data collected from the experiment. Table 1 shows the variables and their 


high and low levels and Table 2 shows the factor combinations of the CCD, the corresponding observed responses 


and model predictions.  


 


 


Table 1: Biosurfactant production variables and their high and low levels 


Independent variables Coded  Low High 


Time (d) A 3 7 


pH B 6 8 


FWC concentration (%) C 20 80 


 


2.6 Biosurfactant extraction and assay 


To extract the produced biosurfactant, the cell free culture were mixed with an equal volume of chloroform/ 


methanol (1:2 v/v) and shaken on an orbital shaker (200 rpm) for 24 hours. The solvent was then evaporated by a 


rotary evaporator and kept at 4°C. For total lipid and total carbohydrate, (Pande, Khan, and  Venkitasubramanian, 


1963) and (Dubois, Gilles, Hamilton, Rebers, and  Smith, 1956) methods were used, respectively. The total 


carbohydrate in the sample solution was expressed in terms of D-Glucose (g/ 100 mL) and the total lipid in the 


sample solution was expressed in terms of Palmitic acid (g/ 100 mL). The surface tension of 10 mL diluted 


biosurfactant solution at various concentrations was determined in triplicate with a surface tensiometer at 25°C for 


CMC estimation. The CMC was determined by plotting the surface tension versus the concentration of 


biosurfactants in the solution. Total lipid and fatty acids test was conducted at the Ocean Science Centre (OSC) of 


Memorial University of Newfoundland.  Lipid samples were extracted according to (Parrish, 1999). Lipid class 


composition was determined using an Iatroscan Mark VI TLC-FID, silica coated Chromarods following a three-step 


development method (Parrish, 1987). The fatty acids composition of surfactant extracts was analysed by GC–FID.  
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Table 2: CCD for biosurfactant production   


Run Factor A Factor B Factor C Y0 observed  


CMD 


Y predicted 


CMD 


1 5 8.5 50 10.8 8.757 


2 5 7 50 14.2 13.34 


3 2 7 50 20.8 21.99 


4 5 7 50 12.2 13.34 


5 3 8 20 15.5 11.927 


6 5 7 50 12.4 13.34 


7 7 6 20 2.2 0 


8 3 8 80 21.5 23.64 


9 7 8 20 0 0 


10 7 8 80 8.13 12.112 


11 5 7 5 0 4.56 


12 5 7 95 23 22.13 


13 5 5.5 50 0 2.35 


14 5 7 50 17.6 13.34 


15 7 6 80 9.13 7.845 


16 8 7 50 0 4.7 


17 5 7 50 16.2 13.34 


18 3 6 20 2.83 7.659 


19 3 6 80 20.5 19.37 


20 5 7 50 16.7 13.34 


 


2.7 Biosurfactant stability test 


Stability studies were done using cell-free broth obtained after 72h of cultivation. Broth samples were incubated in a 


water bath at different temperatures: 4, 20, 40, 60, 80 and 100°C and cooled at room temperature. The pH stability 


was performed by adjusting the broth to different pH (3, 6, 9, and 12) values by adding 1N NaOH or 1 N HCl.  


Different concentrations of NaCl comprise 0, 5 and 10 % (W/V) were added to broth samples and mixed until 


complete dissolution to study the effect of salt addition on biosurfactant. 


3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  


3.1 Effect of Carbon and nitrogen sources on biosurfactant production  


The genus Rhodococcus bacteria has diverse and efficient metabolism which enables it to transform, biodegrade or 


utilize several hydrophobic compounds such as hydrocarbons, chlorinated phenols, steroids, lignin, coal and crude 


oil as a carbon source. This capability could be of great commercial and industrial importance (Bicca, Fleck, and  


Ayub, 1999). Biosurfactants produced by some Rhodococcus species have been reported to be more effective and 


efficient in reduction of surface and interfacial tensions than many synthetic surfactants (Bell, Philp, Aw, and  


Christofi, 1998).  Therefore, Rhodococcus erythropolis sp has been selected for this study. The type of carbon and 


nitrogen source affected biosurfactant yield which is depicted through ST, E24 and production rate shown in 


Figure1. Biosurfactant produced with FWC as a carbon and nitrogen sources showed excellent surface tension 


reduction activity and they reduce water surface tension to 29.33 and 28.95 mN/m, respectively. The lowest surface 


tension was recorded for sucrose (24.61 mN/m). All carbon and nitrogen sources except glycerol reduced water 


surface tension to under 40 mN/m. The highest emulsification activity was observed for n-hexadecane. Also, FWCN 
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showed well emulsification activity while it was less than n-hexadecane and yeast.  Yeast yielded the highest 


production rate, while yeast ammonium nitrate and FWCN produced higher biosurfactant. The lowest production 


rate was due to glycerol. According to surface tension, emulsification activity, and biosurfactant production, FWC 


was able to promote the production of biosurfactant as a nitrogen source and carbon source and it can be considered 


as a promising nutrient source for the selected Rhodococcus strain. 


 


 
Figure 1: Effect of carbon and nitrogen sources on the biosurfactant production by Rhodococcus P6-4P 


3.2 Biosurfactant production optimization 


The ANOVA table from the CCD results of Table 2 is shown in Table 3.  


 


Table 3: ANOVA table for biosurfactant production   


Source Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Value p-value 


Model 1025.13998 4 256.285 20.05758 < 0.0001 


A-Time 415.526792 1 415.5268 32.52029 < 0.0001 


B-pH 56.903112 1 56.90311 4.453397 0.0520 


C-FWC (%) 429.010632 1 429.0106 33.57558 < 0.0001 


B2 123.6994438 1 123.6994 9.681066 0.0071 


Residual 191.6619152 15 12.77746   


Lack of Fit 165.4135819 10 16.54136 3.150935 0.1086 


Pure Error 26.24833333 5 5.249667   


Cor Total 1216.801895 19    


R2 = 0.843     Adj R2 = 0.801 Pred R2  = 0.697 Adeq Precision  = 15.39 


 


From Table 3, all model terms are tested at the 5% significance level. The coefficients and the corresponding p-


values suggest that, among the input variables time, pH, and FWC concentration are significant model terms. It can 


be seen that there is a highly significant quadratic effect of pH (B).  The lack-of-fit p-value is greater than 5% 


indicating that the lack of fit is not significant. This means all significant model terms have been included. The 


resulting regression equation is given by: 
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[1]       
246.386.513.277.535.13 BCBAY      


 


Where: Y is the response (CMD) of the produced biosurfactant and A, B and C are coded values of the test 


variables, time, pH and FWC concentration (%), respectively.  Goodness-of-fit statistics show that the regression 


model provided a fairly good fit to the experimental data. Figure 2 shows the response surface plots as a function of 


Time and pH, and as a function of pH and FWC.  


 


 
Figure 2: Response surface plot for CMD of biosurfactant production (1) as a function of time and pH, (2) pH and 


FWC concentration 


 


Since linear effect of FWC concentration is significant which means that it can act as limiting nutrient source and 


variation in its concentration will change the product CMD. Increase of time has a negative effect on CMD. pH has 


a positive linear effect and negative quadratic effect on CMD of the produced biosurfactant, therefore pH changes 


alter the CMD. To achieve the highest CMD the time of 3.31 days, pH of 7.38 and FWC concentration of 73.97 


were suggested as optimal conditions to generate biosurfactant for further tests.   


3.3 Biosurfactant production assay  


Biosurfactant production over the course of 72 h was investigated by means of ST, E24% and production rate 


measurement. As expressed by decrease in surface tension, the Rhodococcus (P6-4P) started to produce 


biosurfactant after 12 hours of cultivation. Dramatic decrease was observed in surface tension until 24 hours and 


then it reached its minimum values at 31 (mN/m). The emulsification index increased continuously until it reached 


its maximum value after 30 h. The maximum production rate of biosurfactant has been observed after 60 h of 


cultivation which was 3.2 g/l.  


 


Figure 3: Times course of growth and biosurfactant production 
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A direct relationship between biosurfactant production and cell growth was observed during the biosurfactant 


production by Rhodococcus (P6-4P). The biosurfactant production with FWC started soon after inoculation and 


increased progressively, then remained constant during stationary phase and reached its maximum value at the end 


of the stationary phase. Cell growth stayed at stationary phase form 24 h to 60h of cultivation. Although it can be 


stated that FWC is a promising substrate for bacterial growth and biosurfactant production by the tested 


microorganism, it cannot be claimed that biosurfactant production by Rhodococcus (P6-4P) with FWC is a 


metabolic process and it is growth-associated, since biosurfactant production continued during the stationary phase.  


3.4 Critical micelle concentration determination  


When biosurfactants were produced in the water, the surface tension changes with increasing concentration of 


biosurfactants until it reaches the critical micelle concentration (CMC), at this point surface tension remains constant 


and biosurfactant molecules start to form aggregates like micelles because of the chemical interactions between the 


polar head groups and the non-polar tail groups including hydrophobic, Van der Waals' force, and hydrogen bonding   


(Mulligan, 2005; Schramm, 2000; Soberón-Chávez and  Maier, 2011). To evaluate biosurfactant content in the cell 


free broth, the CMC was determined by measuring the surface tension of the supernatant at various dilutions 


(Mulligan, Yong, and  Gibbs, 2001).  The CMC can be determined by plotting surface tension as a function of 


biosurfactant (or broth) concentration since the slope of the curve abruptly changes at the CMC. However, the 


abruptness is a function of both the particular surfactant and the presence of impurities in the system (Sheppard and  


Mulligan, 1987). The method of (Sheppard and  Mulligan, 1987) has been followed to determine CMC of the 


produced biosurfactant. In the Figure 4 the minimum effective concentration of biosurfactants corresponds to 0.0155 


g/ml. CMC varies with the structure of surfactants, pH, ionic strength, temperature, and the polarity of the solvent 


(Desai and  Banat, 1997). Improving the downstream process for biosurfactant extraction and reducing the 


impurities can reduce the CMC.   


 
Figure 4: Method for determining the critical micelle concentration (CMC) from measurements of surface tension of 


the broth after dilution with distilled water. A line is drawn from B to intersect the tangent E--F at 90 degrees 


 


Biochemical composition of the produced biosurfactant revealed that the total carbohydrate content in 1 g 


biosurfactant was 18.2 mg in term of D-glucose and the total lipid content was 48.6 mg in term of Palmitic acid in 


1g product. Certain species of Rhodococcus, such as Rhodococcus erythropolis are an important biosurfactant 


producer.  These species produce biosurfactants through the utilization of water-insoluble hydrocarbons. Most of the 


biosurfactants produced in this way are lipids containing trehalose. Although the diversity of Rhodococcus 


glycolipids has been reported, free fatty acids are rarely reported as major biosurfactant products of Rhodococcus 


erythropolis (Peng et al., 2007). The major component of produced biosurfactant was fatty acid and accounted for 


64% of total lipid composition.  
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Table 3: Lipid composition of the biosurfactant (percent of the total amount of lipid) 


% Lipid Composition in biosurfactant 


Hydrocarbons 2.71 


Steryl Esters/Wax Esters 0.00 


Ethyl Esters 0.79 


Methyl Esters 0.00 


Ethyl Ketones 1.99 


Methyl Ketones 0.00 


Glycerol Ethers 0.00 


Triacylglycerols 0.00 


Free Fatty Acids 63.84 


Alcohols 0.93 


Sterols 6.64 


Diacylglycerols 0.00 


Acetone Mobile Polar  Lipids 9.80 


Phospholipids 13.31 


 


Table 4: Fatty acid composition of the biosurfactant (percent of the total amount of fatty acids) 


% ID'ed Fatty acids in biosurfactant  


14:0 1.30 


Trimethyltridecanoic acid (TMTD) 1.04 


16:0 8.26 


16:1w7 1.77 


i17:0 1.29 


18:0 7.88 


18:1w9 5.36 


18:1w7 7.30 


18:2w4 3.22 


20:1w11 1.67 


20:1w9 23.06 


20:1w7 2.71 


22:1w11(13) 17.50 


22:1w9 4.86 


21:5w3 1.99 


24:1 1.72 


Sums 100.00 


 


3.5 Biosurfactant stability 


Surface tension of the produced biosurfactant was measured under wide range of temperature, pH and salinity to 


study the stability of the biosurfactant. The biosurfactant showed stability at all temperature ranges and salinity 


ranges and its surface tension changed slightly. At low pH, biosurfactant precipitated and surface tension was high. 


Biosurfactant stayed stable for 4 days when salt concentration was 5% (w/v) at 80 °C in the pH range of 6.5–10.5. 
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Stability studies demonstrated that the biosurfactant is stable under extreme temperature and salinity and wide range 


of pH. 


4. CONCLUSION  


This study investigated the novel use of FWC as substrates for the production of biosurfactant and the use of 


response surface methodology to study the influence of media condition on biosurfactant production, screening of 


experimental significant factors on media conditions, and optimization of biosurfactant production. The effort of 


using FWC as a cheap substrate and optimization of the production condition to enhance the biosurfactant 


production rate and decrease the cost can help to make the microbial surfactant competitive with synthetic 


surfactants. The significance of the present work lies in the fact that FWC can be used as a cheap and novel source 


of nutrient to produce biosurfactants. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 


Atlantic Canada is home to the Bay of Fundy, which has the highest tides in the world, and is exposed to frequent 


and intense precipitation events. Numerous bridges in the region cross tidal inlets and large rivers, and several 


communities are exposed to the risk of flooding caused by the limited hydraulic capacity of longstanding bridges 


and culverts. For this reason, the estimation of the extreme peak flows, velocities and water levels that flow through 


a bridge or a culvert is a fundamental element in the design of new water crossings, in this region. 


 


According to Parola et. al. (1997) 60 percent of bridge failures are due to the effect of hydraulic forces and scour. 


Therefore a sound understanding of the hydraulic forces is critical for a developing safe structural designs and 


installing effective scour protection. 


 


In a river, flow rates, water levels and currents are the result of a complex combination of environmental and 


hydraulic factors such as rainfall regimes, topographic features, soil condition, land uses, hydraulic structures, 


stream characteristics, etc. The estimation of those hydraulic parameters is a complex process that involves 


collection of data, development of computer model, simulation of multiple scenarios and processing of results.  


 


Keywords: Bridge Hydraulics, Computer Modelling, Scour 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Atlantic Canada is home to the Bay of Fundy, which has the highest tides in the world, and is exposed to frequent 


and intense precipitation events. Numerous bridges in the region cross tidal inlets and large rivers, and several 


communities are exposed to the risk of flooding caused by the limited hydraulic capacity of longstanding bridges 


and culverts. For this reason, the estimation of the extreme peak flows, velocities and water levels that flow through 


a bridge or a culvert is a fundamental element in the design of new water crossings, in this region.  


 


According to Parola et. al. (1997) 60 percent of bridge failures are due to the effect of hydraulic forces and scour. 


Therefore a sound understanding of the hydraulic forces is critical for a developing safe structural designs and 


installing effective scour protection. 


 


In a river, flow rates, water levels and currents are the result of a complex combination of environmental and 


hydraulic factors such as rainfall regimes, topographic features, soil condition, land uses, hydraulic structures,  


stream characteristics, etc. The estimation of those hydraulic parameters is a complex process that involves 


collection of data, development of computer model, simulation of multiple scenarios and processing of results.  


2. COLLECTION OF DATA 


The first stage of this process includes gathering of historical weather data, climate change projections, and, in 


coastal areas, historical sea water elevation data.  Statistical analysis of the collected data is conducted to estimate 


the extreme events which are usually used for design. This information is usually available from provincial weather 


stations. 
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A comprehensive hydrologic and hydraulic assessment also requires topographic information, data about land uses, 


types of land cover, soil types within the watershed, stream shape and material and structures located upstream and 


downstream the site.  


3. DEVELOPMENT OF A COMPUTER MODEL 


Computer models can be used for single event and for continuous simulation. They enable engineers to calculate the 


variation of water levels, current velocities and flow rates over time.  Some models are capable of calculating the 


effect of high velocities, sediment transport processes and morphological changes on the risk of erosion within a 


channel and around bridge abutments.  This provides enables the development of a thorough methodology for the 


selection of the most suitable protection measures against scour failure. 


 


The development of a computer model includes the selection of the appropriate modelling approach and the input of 


the collected data. A 1D, 2D or 3D modelling approach is selected based on the scope of the project, the 


characteristics of the river flow and the characteristics of the structure to design.  The model is also selected based 


on the need for simulating coastal processes and ice jams. It also depends of the extents and flow regimes of historic 


floods.  


 


Calibration is another important step in the development of a model because it allows to estimate representative 


hydrologic and hydraulic parameters using historical records. This process requires changing the value of certain 


parameters to replicate the flow rates and water levels observed during a past events.  


4. SIMULATION OF DESIGN SCENARIOS 


The design process usually requires the evaluation of options for the location of the structure and the size of the 


opening; and the response to the system to a range of design events. Computer models enable engineers to conduct 


multiple calculations in a relatively short amount of time. This is also advantageous for conducting sensitivity 


analyses which include the evaluation of the response of a river system to changes in hydraulic and hydrologic 


parameters that vary seasonally or that are subject to a certain degrees of uncertainty. 


5. PROCESSING AND INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS 


A comprehensive hydrologic and hydraulic assessment provides estimations of the peak flow rates, water levels and 


currents around the proposed structure. This information is then used to calculate buoyancy forces over the 


abutments, select the size of rip-rap for scour protection, or identify the top elevation of a deck to avoid overtopping. 


Additionally, the integration of modeling results with GIS allows the development of flooding maps to identify areas 


that may be affected by the flow restrictions inherent to new water crossings.   


 


Computer models are powerful tools for performing complex numerical analysis. However the calculation of 


meaningful and representative results depend on the quality of the input data and the expertise of the engineer 


performing the calculations. A sound understanding of hydraulic and hydrologic principles, as well as expertise with 


respect to the modelling approach are fundamental aspects for the quality of the results. 
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ABSTRACT  


This study builds on the methods of analyses with respect to cantilever slabs in the Canadian Highway Bridge Design 


Code (CHBDC), and recommends new simplified equations for the intensity of the transverse moment and shear force 


at the base of the cantilever overhang due to applied vertical truck loading. A parametric study was conducted using 


finite-element modelling on bridge deck cantilevers with variable lengths and slab thicknesses. Different end stiffening 


arrangements were considered, including the presence of PL-3 barriers walls (recently renamed to TL-5) as well as 


the concrete curb supporting intermittent steel posts carrying the bridge railing. The barrier length changed from 3 to 


12 m, while the cantilever length ranged from 1.0 to 3.75 m. The results of this study complement the empirical 


expressions developed by others to determine the minimum required factored moment and tensile force resistance at 


the deck-barrier junction, induced by horizontal railing loads. Further to presenting design charts and empirical 


equations based on a series of cantilever-barrier configurations, this study gives way to the development of a suitable 


procedure for designing the bridge deck slab. 


 


Keywords: Bridge design, cantilever deck slab, overhang, slab-on-girder, truck load, bridge code, bridge barriers 


1. INTRODUCTION  


The deck slab cantilever extends in the bridge’s transverse direction from the exterior girder, perpendicular to the 


direction of traffic. While the overhang adds aesthetical value, it also proves to be an economical solution, namely 


due to reducing the number of girders required. The cantilever overhang is typically designed to vary in height, with 


its cross-section tapering to a smaller thickness at its free end. Extensive research has been conducted over the years 


to analyze cantilever slabs in simplified form without an appreciable loss in accuracy. Bakht and Holland (1976) 


presented a simplified expression for the transverse moment per unit length for unstiffened cantilever slabs of infinite 


length: 


 


[1] 
My =


PA′


π
 


1


cosh (
A′x


c − y
)
 


 


The equation allows for the engineer to determine the transverse negative moment at any reference point x and y due 


to a concentrated load P (Mufti et al., 1993). Graphical charts were also presented for the value of A’ for different 


load-reference points, of various cantilever slabs of varying thickness having ratios of t2/t1 of 1.0, 2.0, and 3.0. Jaegar 


and Bakht (1990) suggested the hyperbolic function in algebraic form: 


 


[2] 
My =


2PB


π
 


(c − y)4


[(c − y)2 + (Bx)2]2
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where B is equal to A’/2. Neither equation proves advantageous over the other, and expressions valid only when y is 


smaller than c (Mufti et al., 1993). Likewise, the moment per unit length is determined for semi-infinite cantilever 


slabs, valid only in the vicinity of the transverse free edge with reference points along the root of the cantilever, based 


on the following expression (Bakht and Jaeger, 1985): 


 


[3] 


My =
PA′


π
 [


1


cosh (
A′x


c
)


+ B′e−
Kx̅
a  ] 


 


Bakht and Jaeger (1985) specified that the effect of a concentrated load over a cantilever deck slab becomes negligible 


beyond a length of approximately 2a in the longitudinal direction. This is illustrated in Figure 1, where the hatched 


area 2a is treated as the cantilever portion of semi-infinite length, while the central portions that are secluded from 


either end are treated as cantilever plates of infinite length. In subsequent studies, this region was denoted as 3Sc 


(Bakht and Mufti, 2015), where Sc is the transverse distance from the longitudinal free edge to the supported edge of 


slabs. The coefficients B’ and A’ of Equation 3 are obtained from graphical design charts, for different ratios of t2 / t1, 


based on the location of the reference point x or y divided by the cantilever length a. Unlike Equation 2, the equation 


is valid for reference points only along the root of the cantilever. K is obtained from the following expression (Bakht 


and Jaeger, 1985): 


 


[4] 
K =


a


c


A′B′


2


1


tan−1 e−Axx/c
 


 


A’ and B’ are obtained from graphical design charts that are based on the ratio of c/a and the linearly-varying thickness 


of the deck, but also with the consideration of the ratio of the second moment of area of the slab and edge beam (i.e. 


IB/IS), where IS can be found from: 


 


[5] 
IS =


a


48
(t2


3 + t2
2t1 + t2t1


2 + t1
3) =


a


48


t2
4 − t1


4


t2 − t1


 


 
Figure 1: Deck slab cantilever reference points (based on Bakht and Jaeger, 1985) 


 


 
Figure 2: Nomenclature for tapered deck slab cantilever, Section A-A 
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Mufti et al. (1993) presented a simplified method for analyzing moments in the internal deck slab panels of slab-on-


girder bridges, propelled by the fact that the solution proposed by Bakht and Holland (1976) provides the moment 


intensities solely in the deck slab overhangs. No information is provided for the internal panel adjacent to the overhang. 


Designers would otherwise have to assume that the peak moment intensity at the root of the cantilever varies linearly 


into the first panel adjacent to the overhang, per Clause 5.7.1.6.1.2 of the CHBDC (2014): 


 


In the absence of a more refined method of analysis, the transverse moments in the interior panel next to the 


cantilever overhang may be assumed to vary linearly from the values calculated in accordance with Clause 


5.7.1.6.1.1 at the root of the cantilever overhang to zero at the girder next to the exterior girder. 


 


This may lead to an overestimation of the moment in the internal panel and the reinforcement that is required (Mufti 


et al., 1993). Through their analysis, Mufti et al. (1993) presented that Equation 6 provides the transverse moment 


intensity in considering the internal panel of the bridge, with the latter equation being its algebraic form: 


 


[6] 
My =


2PB


π


1


cosh [
2BSx


c(S − y)
]
 


and, 
My =


2PB


π


c4(S − y)4


[c2(S − y)2 + S2(Bx2)]2
 


 


When x = 0, the equations above reduce to the following form for maximum moments: 


 


[7] 
My =


2PB


π
 


 


Tabulated values of B based on different ratios of S/Sc for various values of t1/t2 were also presented. An important 


aspect discovered was that the distribution of hogging moments from the cantilever slab into the internal panel along 


y was not just nonlinear, but cannot be linear even if the length of the cantilever slab would be large relative to the 


length of the internal panel. Mufti et al. (1993) demonstrated this for two slabs, denoted as Slab A and Slab B. Slab B 


was loaded with half the load of Slab A to create the same moment intensity at the root of the cantilever slab, but its 


distribution into the internal panel proved quite different, necessitating further analysis. 


1.1 Canadian Highway Bridge Design Code Provisions 


The aforementioned research presently serves as the basis of the section on deck slab moments due to loads on the 


cantilever overhang in the CHBDC (2014). The intensity of the transverse negative moment My at the interior location 


can be determined as stipulated in Cl. 5.7.1.6.1.1: 


 


[8] 
My =


2PA


π


1


[1 + [
A ∙ x


C − y
]


2


]


2 


 


A replaces A’ from previous studies, and is obtained from graphical charts, dependent on whether the cantilever slab 


is edge-stiffened with a cast-in-place barrier or unstiffened. The exercise of determining My at the location of bridge 


expansion joints, or within a distance of Sp of the transverse free edge, was simplified in the CHBDC (2014) by 


assuming the design moment in this region as 2My. As an alternative to the equation in Cl. 5.7.1.6.1.1, the maximum 


transverse negative moment at the root of the cantilever can be determined without calculation from Table 5.10 of the 


CHBDC (2014). 


 


It is these inferences and conclusions drawn from previous studies, including the assumptions of the CHBDC that 


necessitated a more rigorous and refined approach that considers the effects of different stiffening arrangements and 


barrier lengths. The effect of different types of end stiffening arrangements applied onto the slab is important to 


consider, as it increases the overall flexural rigidity of the section, in turn improving performance and economy by 


optimizing the amount of reinforcement required. As such, this study is a practical investigation into the different 


factors that affect the corresponding moment and shear induced in cantilever deck slabs, and examining effects of 


variables that are presently not considered in the CHBDC. 
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2. FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS 


Developed by Computers and Structures Inc., SAP2000 was utilized as part of this study, and in addition to its 


graphical interface and sophistication, it is able to link to third party applications for user-developed scripts through 


its Application Programming Interface (API). For the purpose of this study, SAP2000 API enabled the link between 


Microsoft Excel and SAP2000, using the Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) programming language. This simplified 


what would have been a more rigorous analysis with multiple cantilever-barrier configurations. 


2.1 Material Modeling 


The deck slab was considered to be constructed of reinforced concrete, and elastic material properties were used 


throughout the study. The compressive strength (f’c) was considered as 30 MPa for all concrete components with a 


specific weight of 24 kN/m3. The modulus of elasticity of concrete (Ec) was defined as 4500√fc
′ and the Poissons’s 


ratio as 0.2. 


2.2 Geometric Modeling and Aspect Ratio of Elements 


A three-dimensional finite element model with 6 degrees of freedom at each node was generated to simulate each deck 


slab cantilever. Thin shell elements were selected to model the cast-in-place barriers and deck, with the elements 


modeled at mid-thickness (centreline) of the deck slab and barrier wall as shown in Figure 3. By utilizing shell 


elements, the model was simplified to its planar form, reducing the number of equilibrium equations to be solved. 


 


As the centreline approach was utilized for modeling, this is seen as a conservative approach to obtaining results; the 


moment at the surface would progressively become larger due to the dispersion angle of the load until it eventually 


reaches the centroid of the section. Given that the deck slab also tapers towards the free end, the thickness was 


discretized into 5 individual strips to accurately simulate the behaviour of a variable-thickness slab, and this principle 


is illustrated in Figure 4. The load was applied 300 mm from the curb, and with the actual 600 × 250 mm footprint 


utilized (87.5 kN or 0.5833 MPa); this meant that the edge of the footprint would be adjacent to the curb. Due to the 


varying thickness at the base of each stiffening arrangement, the location of the applied live load and its distance from 


the curb would change accordingly. 


 


 
Figure 3: Centreline approach utilized for modeling cantilever slabs 
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Figure 4: Discretized areas used for modeling cantilever slabs 


 


The thin shell elements were each refined at 50 × 50 mm and were kept at an aspect ratio of 1 for all deck slab elements 


and barrier wall shell elements, with a maximum of 1.1 appearing in some cases at the barrier wall interface with the 


cantilever slab. In accordance with the software theory manual (CSI), the refined mesh allowed for a detailed 


observation of the moment and shear (derived from reactions), thus preserving the accuracy of the data. 


3. PARAMETRIC STUDY  


The CHBDC (2014) CL-625 design truck was applied to each model and the resulting empirical equations contain the 


maximum of the largest, single axle of the truck (175 kN) or the effect of two axles (140 kN each). Similar to the 


current provisions of the CHBDC (2014), upon determining the results, the designer may apply the appropriate load 


factor from Chapter 3 of the CHBDC (2014) and the corresponding dynamic load allowance stipulated in Table 3. 


 


 
Figure 5: Actual footprints utilized with respect to bridge components (theoretical slab shown) 


2.3 Cantilever-Barrier Configurations 


A total of 4,284 different SAP2000 models were analyzed to study the transverse moment and shear induced in the 


bridge cantilever deck slab by the CHBDC truck loading. The following parameters were considered: 
 


1. The type of edge-stiffening applied: Two scenarios most commonly occurring in practice were considered, 


which included edge-stiffening with PL-3 barriers (presently denoted as TL-5 or Test Level in lieu of PL or 


Performance Level in the 2014 version of the CHBDC), and an unstiffened edge, representing the case of 


intermittent steel posts supporting a guiderail. 


2. Slab thickness (td) and thickness ratio (tr): Five (5) base slab thicknesses of 200, 225, 250, 300, and 350 mm 


were considered, including four (4) different thickness ratios for the first 4 thicknesses: t2/t1 of 1, 1.2, 1.5, 


and 2. Parameter t2 is the thickness at the root of the cantilever, whereas t1 is at the transverse free end. 


3. The length of the cantilever deck slab in the transverse direction: The lengths studied were 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 


and 3.75 m, and the variable is denoted as Lc in this study. 


4. The longitudinal slab and barrier length. These values changed from 3, 4.5, 6, 8, 10, and 12 m. It was found 


that increasing the barrier length beyond a distance of 12 m was asymptotic, and held minimal effect on the 


transverse moment and shear. The inclusion of the minimum barrier length, considered as 3 m in practice, 


smooths the data set and was included to complement the studies by others, where barriers of these lengths 
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were crash-tested at interior and exterior locations. Given the loading was applied at the interior location, the 


ends of the barrier lengths were characterized the same due to the longitudinal dissipation of moments. 


 


Based on these parameters, a unit length was taken at the maximum location of the clamped edge to determine the 


transverse moment and shear. For cantilevers stiffened with a New Jersey-shaped barrier, results are compared to 


Table 5.15 of the 2014 version of the CHBDC, whereas other configurations are compared to Table 5.10 of the 


previous 2006 version of the CHBDC, since it considers other cast-in-place concrete barrier configurations. The 


change in longitudinal moment, Mx, was also studied, with a unit length taken at the maximum location near the wheel 


load, where a more significant sagging moment was observed; however, the data is presented outside of this paper in 


the report by Micovic (2016). 


2.4 Empirical Equations for the Transverse Moment and Shear 


The data gave way to the development of empirical equations that may be readily used based on different cantilever-


barrier configurations. The coefficients to the equations were determined statistically by the method of least squares; 


first by means of evolutionary algorithm (a generic population-based metaheuristic optimization algorithm), and 


subsequently refined through Generalized Reduced Gradient (GRG) nonlinear regression. Coefficients were further 


adjusted and their number of digits truncated for clarity and simplified use by designers without a loss in accuracy. A 


constraint was applied such that the resulting moment and shear were not underestimated greater than 5%. Table 1 


presents the developed empirical equations for the moment and shear at the interior location for the PL-3 barrier and 


unstiffened edge, while Figures 6 conveys the validity of the developed equations compared to the results obtained by 


means of FEA. Additional equations for the PL-1 and PL-2 barriers, PL-2 parapet, and concrete curb, along with 


additional findings are available in the report by Micovic (2016). 


 


Table 1: Empirical equations for transverse negative moment and shear due to live load* 


  PL-3 Barrier Unstiffened Edge 


  


 
 


M
o


m
en


t 
 (


k
N


·m
/m


) 


𝐋𝐛 ≤ 6 


𝐋𝐜 ≤ 2.5 42𝐋𝐜
1.65𝐋𝐛


−1.16𝐭𝟏
−0.72𝐭𝟐


−0.13 + 7 24.4𝐋𝐜
2.07𝐋𝐛


−0.74𝐭𝟏
−0.28𝐭𝟐


0.28 + 25 


𝐋𝐜 > 2.5 38𝐋𝐜
1.95𝐋𝐛


−0.81𝐭𝟏
−0.034𝐭𝟐


0.1 + 2.5 30𝐋𝐜
2𝐋𝐛


−0.8𝐭𝟏
−0.14𝐭𝟐


0.14 + 24 


𝐋𝐛 > 6 


𝐋𝐜 ≤ 2.5 46𝐋𝐜
0.88𝐋𝐛


−0.29𝐭𝟏
−0.14𝐭𝟐


0.3 − 3.5 25𝐋𝐜𝐋𝐛
−0.09𝐭𝟏


−0.3𝐭𝟐
0.3 + 10 


𝐋𝐜 > 2.5 53𝐋𝐜
1.23𝐋𝐛


−0.34𝐭𝟏
−0.07𝐭𝟐


0.16 − 26 63𝐋𝐜
0.9𝐋𝐛


−0.17𝐭𝟏
−0.14𝐭𝟐


0.13 − 37 


S
h


ea
r 


 (
k


N
/m


) 𝐋𝐛 ≤ 6 


𝐋𝐜 ≤ 2 −378𝐋𝐜
−0.12𝐋𝐛


−0.04𝐭𝟏
−0.01𝐭𝟐


0.03 − 277 64𝐋𝐜
−0.8𝐋𝐛


−0.08𝐭𝟏
−0.2𝐭𝟐


0.2 + 18 


𝐋𝐜 > 2 104𝐋𝐜
0.74𝐋𝐛


−0.36𝐭𝟏
−0.33𝐭𝟐


0..074 − 43 2332𝐋𝐜
0.017𝐋𝐛


−0.013𝐭𝟏
0.0026𝐭𝟐


−0.0026 − 2222 


𝐋𝐛 > 6 


𝐋𝐜 ≤ 2 255𝐋𝐜
−0.24𝐋𝐛


−0.0096𝐭𝟏
−0.02𝐭𝟐


0.06 − 169 72𝐋𝐜
−0.65𝐋𝐛


−0.0006𝐭𝟏
−0.17𝐭𝟐


0.17 


𝐋𝐜 > 2 
31688𝐋𝐜


0.0014𝐋𝐛
−0.00034𝐭𝟏


−0.00013 


𝐭𝟐
0.00033 − 31636 


32112𝐋𝐜
0.001𝐋𝐛


−0.0001𝐭𝟏
−0.0004 


𝐭𝟐
0.0004 − 32050 


*units are in metres (m) 
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Table 2: Dynamic Load Allowances for governing loads* 


Dynamic Load 


Allowance, ID 


Cl. 3.8.4.5 


Transverse Moment due to Live Load Transverse Shear due to Live Load 


Single Axle 


1 + 0.4 


Tandem 


1 + 0.3 


Single Axle 


1 + 0.4 


Tandem 


1 + 0.3 


Unstiffened Edge 


PL-3 Barrier 
Lc < 1.5 Lc  ≥ 1.5 Lc < 2 Lc  ≥ 2 


*units are in metres (m) 


 


  
 


Figure 6: Demonstration of accuracy of developed equations: Predicted equations for transverse negative moment 


(left) and shear (right) plotted against finite element values for multiple cantilever-barrier configurations 


 


 
 


  
 


Figure 7: Effect of cantilever length and thickness ratio on moment: PL-3 barrier (left) and unstiffened edge (right) 
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2.5 Analysis of Results 


2.5.1 Transverse Moment 


 The effect of stiffening configuration is illustrated in Table 4, where all other parameters are kept constant. 


It is shown that the addition of the barrier wall decreased the applied transverse negative moment by 41%. 


 The barrier length held a great influence on the variation of transverse negative moment. As the barrier length 


increases, moments that were very large at the clamped edge decrease, and this rate of decrease tends to 


converge at larger barrier lengths, due to the increased stiffness and load dispersion area. 


 The general increase of the cantilever overhang led to the increase in the transverse negative moment. This 


is an anticipated result due to the increased lever arm, as well as the presence of additional wheel loads with 


cantilever lengths long enough to accommodate them (e.g. a cantilever length of 2.5 m accommodates a full 


tandem of 140 kN axles). 


 Increasing the slab thickness, and more noticeably the thickness ratio, attributes to the increase in negative 


moment. It should also be noted that the resisting moment of the section will also increase and in most cases 


with longer cantilevers, the demand for reinforcement at the clamped edge will decrease. 


 


Table 4: Effect of end stiffening on transverse negative moment 


Stiffening 


Arrangement 


Unstiffened 


Edge 


PL-3 


Barrier 


Moment 40.2 kN·m * -41% 


*Average transverse negative moment for Lb = 12 m, Lc = 1.5 m across all slab thicknesses 


2.5.2 Transverse Shear 


 It was found that increasing the barrier length beyond 6 m had very little effect on the shear. Generally, 


increasing the cantilever length would decrease the total induced shear force at the clamped edge due to the 


increased area available for dispersion; however, this was not the case with all cantilevers, as additional wheel 


loads may be applied to those with longer lengths to accommodate them. 


 The effect of slab thickness was similar to those observed for induced moments. Increasing the slab thickness 


or thickness ratio attributes to the increase in shear, but also increases the shear capacity of the concrete 


section. As with previous sections, Table 5 outlines the average increase in shear with each slab thickness 


ratio. 


 


Table 5: Effect of slab thickness on transverse vertical shear 


Thickness 


Ratio tr = 1 tr = 1.2 tr = 1.5 tr = 2 


Shear 36.8 kN * +7% +15% +25% 


*Average transverse vertical shear for Lb = 12 m, Lc = 1.5 m, t1 = 225 mm for a PL-2 barrier configuration 


2.6 Applicability to Other Design Codes 


The developed equations can be modified for other standards accordingly, such as the AASHTO LRFD (2012) 


methods adhered to in the United States. For scenarios where two 70 kN wheel loads were found to govern over a 


single 87.5 kN load, this is representative of the design tandem utilized in AASHTO. For instance, the HL-93 design 


tandem consists of two axles weighing 25 kips (110 kN) at the same spacing as the CL-625 truck’s 140 kN axles; 4 


ft. or 1.2 m. Results are to be multiplied by a ratio of 110 kN/140 kN or a factor of 0.8. Once converted, the appropriate 


load factors and dynamic load allowance, denoted IM in AASHTO LRFD (2012), are then to be applied. Although 


there is a slight variation in the size of the truck load footprint, a sensitivity analysis conducted separately from this 


study found that the conversion may be performed without an appreciable loss of accuracy. Likewise, the same 


approach can be taken to convert the results for other trucks, such as the CL-625-ONT truck used for designing and 


evaluating bridges in Ontario (CHBDC 2014). 
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3. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 


Results obtained from the FEA of numerous bridge prototypes were utilized to develop empirical expressions for the 


transverse negative moment and shear at the root of the cantilever as a result of live load. The results would allow for 


more informed decisions on the actual shear and moment encountered due to live loads, produce a more economical 


result by saving on reinforcing steel, safeguarding the public, and directly apply results to other codes and standards. 


The refined, yet simplified equations also take into account parameters that have not yet been considered: the barrier 


length (Lb), cantilever length (Lc), and different end stiffening arrangements. The type of end stiffening played an 


instrumental role in resisting moment and shear. In practice, designers use parapets, New Jersey-type barriers, curbs, 


and other end-stiffening arrangements; however, present code provisions consider only unstiffened cantilevers and 


those stiffened with a New Jersey-type barrier as part of a simplified approach. 
 


Overall, the CHBDC (2014) tends to underestimate values for My and thus the equation for transverse moment should 


be considered for future revision. The equation in Cl. 5.7.1.3 also heavily relies on graphical design charts, which may 


result in a loss in accuracy as it is up to the visual interpretations made by the designer. In conjunction with the 


observations also noted in the parametric study by Xiao (1997), there does not appear to be a benefit to increasing the 


thickness ratio of the cantilever slab, due to the apparent increase in moment intensity. Nevertheless, the tapered end 


is beneficial as its increased section provides greater shear and moment capacity at the clamped edge, avoiding a 


thicker concrete slab in the transverse direction. Based on the results obtained from this practical design-oriented 


parametric study, the following points of research require further investigations in the future: 
 


1. Study and develop equations for deflection at the interior location, and for the design moment and shear force 


for stiffened and unstiffened cantilever deck slabs at the location of the transverse free edge and bridge 


expansion joints. 


2. Study and develop equations for deflection due to truck loading conditions in unstiffened and stiffened 


cantilever deck slabs at the interior location and transverse free edges. 


3. Investigate the applicability of the developed equations for PL-3 (TL-5) barriers to other barrier 


configurations listed in the 2014 version of the CHBDC, including TL-1, TL-2, and TL-4. 


4. Investigate the effect of concrete flexural cracking in the response of the studied deck slab cantilevers under 


truck loading conditions, as well as the equivalent vehicle impact loading to the barrier wall. 


5. Investigate the differences in stiffness when overhangs are reinforced with GFRP and determine if the load 


distributions are comparable. 
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ABSTRACT  


Construction of buildings with non-typical floors creates risky situations at which cantilevered slabs and beams are 


extended while the floor beneath has no cantilevered slabs on which the false work could rest. The design proposed 


in this paper is based on using cantilevered frames to support the formwork system with no need for extending the 


false work along the height of the building. The optimal dimension of the overhanging portion of the structure was 


derived. A closed form solution for the temporary structure was formulated. A parametric study was performed 


using the closed form solution to study the variations of the straining actions within the structural members while 


changing their dimensions. The study was extended in order to pick the most economic dimensions of the structure 


for each cantilevered span. 


 


Keywords: Structural Engineering; Construction Engineering; Structural Steel; Formwork Design. 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Vertical shores and scaffolding are used to support formwork carrying fresh concrete girders, beams and slabs until 


these members gain sufficient strength to carry their own weight. Shoring and scaffolding systems may be made 


from wood, steel, aluminum or from a combination of two of these materials. In large projects, steel shores are more 


commonly used than job-fabricated wood shores for supporting formwork for concrete beams and slabs. Most of 


these steel shores are patented and made available and adjustable over a wide range of lengths, for most of them; 


adjustments in length can be made in small increments and more durable but with an initial cost that is higher than 


that of wooden shores (Peurifoy & Oberlender, 2011) (Bennett & D'Alessio, 1996). 


 


The architectural design of buildings with non-typical floors creates risky situations at which cantilevered slabs and 


beams are extended while the floor beneath has no cantilevered slabs on which the false work could rest. The use of 


typical vertical shoring to support an irregular cantilever under construction that is five or six floor high (or even 


more) could be typically seen in several countries. The stability of such shores (whether steel or wood) is under a 


major question mark in addition to the fact that assembling such shores and bracing them for such high heights is for 


sure a time consuming task (Chandrangsu & Rasmussen, 2011). Hence, it is more suitable to utilize the existing 


structure to extend false work from it to support the formwork used in such cases without having shoring activities 


for the full height of the building beneath the cantilever under construction. One of the advancements reached in 


such field is the so-called “Flying Deck Forms” that are composed of a set of components assembled into units, 


called decks, for forming concrete slabs in multistory buildings. The same set of flying deck forms could be used 


repeatedly to form multiple floor slabs in a building that could have different dimensions. After the concrete that has 


been placed in a slab is sufficiently cured, the flying deck form for the slab is removed (without disassembly of the 
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parts), moved (flown) horizontally outward, away from the building, and then moved up and back inward to the 


building to a new location, and used again to form another concrete slab if needed (D'Alessio & Bennett, 1996). 


However, this assembly involves a significantly large amount of steel that could be not necessarily needed if the 


cantilever is not exceeding few meters. This would increase the direct cost of the assembly itself in terms of the 


material cost of its steel truss and the indirect cost of transporting such a large truss to the site and within the site 


itself. This capital intensiveness of such types of forms makes the conventional shoring and formwork systems 


preferred by several engineers and contractors over flying forms (Shapira, 1995).  


 


 
Figure 1: The steel truss supporting cantilevered formwork (Darwish & Nassar, 2015). 


A simplified design was developed by (Darwish & Nassar, 2015). That design was based on using steel cantilevered 


trusses to support the formwork system with no need for extending the false work along the height of the building. 


As shown in Figure 1, the cantilevered steel truss is attached to the existing structure. This temporary structure could 


be easily disassembled and transported when compared to the flying deck forms. In addition to that the direct cost of 


such a two-member cantilever truss will be significantly less than that of the flying deck forms due to the reduction 


in material weight reflecting material cost and the unit cost of the assembly. However the disadvantage of such a 


system is the large bending moment within the upper member as it is simply supported. That creates a need for a 


large steel member to be used when designing the upper member hence increasing the weight of that temporary 


structure which consequently increases it cost. Another disadvantage of such a design was the length of the lower 


member which was significantly large and gets larger for larger values of the span (L) and the truss height (H) as 


shown in Figure 1. That increase in length of such member causes it to be more susceptible to buckling which forces 


the designer to increase its dimension leading to another source of cost increase due to the increase in the own 


weight of that member.  


 


Hence, the current study focuses on an adjusted version of the design developed by (Darwish & Nassar, 2015). The 


new design is shown in Figure 2, this design proposes extending the upper member (BCD) by an over hanged 


distance (b) that is expected to reduce the bending moment within the span (a) and reduce the member length of the 


lower member (AC) which will now be acting as a link member that only carries axial compression. The current 


study focuses on calculating the optimum ratios between the overhanging distance (b), the span (a) and the member 


length (L) in order to minimize the bending moment within the upper member. Once this optimum ratio was 


developed, a parametric study was performed to study the variations in the member axial forces within the structure. 
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The designs were performed for different configurations having different dimensions and the weight of the new 


structure was computed for each. Those weights were compared to the weights of the different truss configurations 


designed by (Darwish & Nassar, 2015) to compare the economic soundness of this new design. 


 


 
Figure 2: The proposed overhanging steel structure supporting cantilevered formwork. 


2. METHODOLOGY 


2.1 Closed Form Solution 


As shown in Figure 2, the cantilevered form work having a length of (L) shall be supported by a steel structure 


having depth of (H). The temporary steel structure is composed of an upper equal angle member and a lower chord 


equal angle member making an angle () with the vertical existing structure. The temporary structure is hinged to 


the existing structure at its top and bottom. The distance between the existing structure and the connection between 


the two members (a) and the length of the overhanging portion (b) constitute together the length of the formwork 


carried by the falsework system (L). Each two successive cantilevered frames are spaced at an equal spacing of S in 


the transverse direction. Hence the distributed load (W) on the upper chord member is calculated by the relation: 


 


[1]   W = Wst + Ww + St 


 


Where Wst is the own weight of the upper chord, Ww is the own weight of the wooden formwork system,  is the 


unit weight of reinforced concrete (approximately 25000 N/m3) and t is the average thickness of the concrete slab 


and/or beam. 


 


Consequently the distributed load will cause a reaction (YB) at the connection between the upper member and the 


existing structure: 


 


[2]   YB = WL(1-0.5L/a) 


 


Studying the static equilibrium of the upper member: Fy = 0 


 


[3]   YC= 0.5WL2/a 


 


Where YC is the vertical component of the force transferred from the upper member to the lower one. 


 


Hence the point of zero shear force is at a distance of L(1-0.5L/a) from the existing structure and the maximum 


positive bending moment that could occur within the span BC (BM+max) is expressed by the relation: 


 


[4]   BM+max = 0.5WL2(1-0.5L/a)2 
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On the other hand the maximum negative bending moment (BM-max) acting at point C could be expressed by the 


relation: 


 


[5]   BM-max = -0.5Wb2 


 


Studying the static equilibrium of the temporary structure: 


 


Fy = 0, therefore; YA + WL(1-0.5L/a) – WL = 0 


 


[6]   YA = 0.5WL2/a 





MB = 0, therefore; HXA – 0.5WL2 = 0 


 


[7]   XA = 0.5WL2/H 


 


Knowing that XA and YA are the horizontal and vertical reactions at the connection between the link AC and the 


existing structure. Consequently the axial force in the lower chord link member Flc is simply the resultant force of 


the vertical and horizontal reactions at point A and could be calculated using the relation: 


 


Flc
2 = YA


2 + XA
2 


 


[8]   Flc = -0.5WL2(H2+a2)0.5/(Ha) 





Fx = 0, therefore; XA + XB = 0 


 


XB = -0.5WL2/H 


 


[9]   Fuc= 0.5WL2/H  


 


Where Fuc is the tension force in the upper member acting within segment BC. 


2.2 Optimal Dimensions of the Upper Member  


The basic concept behind extending the upper member to have an overhanging portion beyond its connection with 


the lower member (point C) is to reduce the bending moment at the mid-span. However this concept is based on the 


assumption that the load is uniformly distributed all over the upper member which is valid for most of the cases as in 


almost all reinforced concrete slabs or beams the cross-section of the concrete member (whether a slab or a beam) 


doesn’t change from one span to the other and even if it changes the change will be minor. Hence, the optimal ratios 


between the span (a) and the overhanging portion (b) and the total length (L) is achieved by equating the magnitudes 


of the maximum positive moment (occurring within the span) and the maximum negative moment (acting at 


connection C) as follows: 


 


0.5WL2(1 – 0.5L/a)2 = 0.5Wb2 


And since b = L – a, the relation could be rewritten as: L2(1 – 0.5L/a )2 = (L – a)2 


Therefore, a = L/√2 = 0.707L and consequently b = 0.293L 


 


Consequently all the dimensions for the different configurations used in the following parametric study and the 


following designs will abide by these two ratios. 


3. PARAMETRIC STUDY 


3.1 Straining Actions 


The closed form solution was used in order to evaluate the axial forces in the lower and upper members of the 


temporary structure and the maximum bending moment in the upper member. The parametric study was performed 
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for eight different values of the height (H) ranging from 2.2 m to 5 m. The five values of the upper member length 


(L) ranged from 1 m to 5 m. Hence, forty different overhanging cantilevered false work structures with different 


dimensions were analyzed using the closed form solution. The distributed loads on the upper members ranged from 


10500 N/m to 22500 N/m. 


 


From comparing the results reported in Figure 3 and Figure 4 it could be noticed that the axial compressive force in 


the lower chord member increases with the increase in length however it decreases with the increase in height. This 


is expected to create a challenge when it comes to selecting the most optimum design as the larger is the length of 


the member, the more is the cost of construction while according to these results, the larger is the height of the 


structure the lower is the force and the smaller is the lower chord member cross-section needed. In addition to all of 


that, the increase in height and/or span will consequently increase the length of the lower chord member which will 


raise an issue when it comes to design as the increase in the member length will force the designer to use a member 


with a larger cross-section in order to resist buckling. 


 


 
Figure 3: Flc for H = 2.2 m. 


 


 
Figure 4: Flc for H = 5 m. 
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Figure 5: Fuc for H = 2.2 m. 


 


 
Figure 6: Fuc for H = 5 m.  


 


From comparing the results reported in Figures 5 and 6, it could be noticed that the axial tensile force in the upper 


member increases with the increase in length however it decreases with the increase in height. This is expected to 


create a challenge when it comes to selecting the most optimum design as the larger is the length of the member, the 


more is the cost of construction while according to these results, the larger is the height the lower is the axial force 


and the smaller is the upper member cross-section needed. However, another factor comes into the picture when it 


comes to design which is the bending moment that increases with the square of the span which could force any 


designer to significantly increase the upper member cross-section in cases with large spans. Hence, and according to 


what was experienced in the parametric study so far, finding the most economic and safe configuration is not a 


straight forward task and one needs to perform a set of designs in order to answer the design question. 


3.2 Structural Design 


The structural design was performed for the members in each of the forty different structures analyzed in the 


parametric study under the highest uniform load (22500 N/m). The designs were performed according to the 


Canadian Institute of Steel Construction provisions (CISC, 2008). All of the designs were performed in order to 


meet the safety requirements with the lightest weight members. The target of this process is to pick the most 


economic false work structure by determining the height (H) that will correspond to the lightest weight false work 


for each length (L). 


 


The upper member that is subjected to a combination of bending moment and axial tensile force was designed to be 


an equal angle L-section and the lower chord member was also designed as an equal angle L-section in order to have 


the same moment of inertia, and consequently the same effective buckling length, on each of its minor axes. The 


structure was assumed to be sufficiently braced in the transverse direction (the horizontal plane perpendicular to the 
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plane of the members). Based on this assumption, the end conditions used to calculate the effective buckling length 


are considered to be pinned–pinned conditions. This is different than the design previously proposed by (Darwish & 


Nassar, 2015) in which the upper member was designed as a T-section cut from an I beam as the values for the 


bending moment for that case were significantly higher than the values of bending moments within the current upper 


members under study, hence a smaller member would be needed for each of the forty configurations currently under 


study. 


 


After designing each of the two members for each of the forty dimensional varying configurations, the unit mass of 


each member was multiplied by its length in order to acquire the member mass. Then for each configuration, the 


masses of the two members were added in order to produce the total mass of the temporary structure. This process 


was performed in order to pick the lightest dimensional configuration that would reflect the most cost-saving design. 


It is even further utilized in order to compare the cost-effectiveness of the current proposed frame to that of the truss 


designed by (Darwish & Nassar, 2015). The results are presented in Error! Reference source not found., Figure 7, 


Figure 8 and Figure 9. 


 


 
Figure 7: Variation in the lower chord mass for different dimensions. 


 


 
Figure 8: Variation in the upper member mass for different dimensions. 
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Table 1: The designs of falsework members for different dimensions. 


L (m) H (m) Lower Chord Section Upper member  Section 
Mass of old 


truss (kg) 


Mass of new 


frame (kg) 


Percentage 


drop in mass 


1 


2.2 L44x44x3.2 L51x51x4.8 12.7 8.6 33% 


2.6 L51x51x3.2 L51x51x4.8 13.5 10.2 24% 


3 L51x51x3.2 L51x51x4.8 15.3 11.2 27% 


3.4 L51x51x4.8 L51x51x4.8 16.2 16.2 0% 


3.8 L64x64x4.8 L51x51x4.8 21.7 21.3 2% 


4.2 L64x64x4.8 L51x51x4.8 23.1 23.1 0% 


4.6 L64x64x4.8 L51x51x4.8 29.0 24.9 14% 


5 L64x64x4.8 L51x51x4.8 30.8 26.7 13% 


2 


2.2 L64x64x4.8 L76x76x7.9 41.6 30.0 28% 


2.6 L64x64x4.8 L76x76x7.9 43.0 31.5 27% 


3 L64x64x4.8 L76x76x7.9 44.5 33.2 25% 


3.4 L76x76x4.8 L76x76x7.9 46.0 38.3 17% 


3.8 L76x76x4.8 L76x76x7.9 51.7 40.4 22% 


4.2 L76x76x4.8 L76x76x7.9 53.7 42.5 21% 


4.6 L76x76x4.8 L76x76x7.9 55.7 44.6 20% 


5 L76x76x6.4 L76x76x7.9 57.7 55.8 3% 


3 


2.2 L76x76x6.4 L127x127x6.4 108.1 59.1 45% 


2.6 L76x76x6.4 L127x127x6.4 109.9 61.3 44% 


3 L76x76x6.4 L127x127x6.4 111.9 63.6 43% 


3.4 L76x76x6.4 L127x127x6.4 114.0 66.1 42% 


3.8 L89x89x6.4 L127x127x6.4 116.3 74.1 36% 


4.2 L89x89x6.4 L127x127x6.4 125.2 77.1 38% 


4.6 L89x89x6.4 L127x127x6.4 128.1 80.2 37% 


5 L89x89x6.4 L127x127x6.4 131.0 83.3 36% 


4 


2.2 L102x102x6.4 L152x152x7.9 177.0 109.3 38% 


2.6 L102x102x6.4 L152x152x7.9 179.0 111.8 38% 


3 L102x102x6.4 L152x152x7.9 181.3 114.6 37% 


3.4 L102x102x6.4 L152x152x7.9 183.7 117.6 36% 


3.8 L102x102x6.4 L152x152x7.9 186.3 120.7 35% 


4.2 L102x102x6.4 L152x152x7.9 189.1 123.9 34% 


4.6 L102x102x6.4 L152x152x7.9 192.0 127.2 34% 


5 L102x102x6.4 L152x152x7.9 195.1 130.6 33% 


5 


2.2 L127x127x6.4 L152x152x13 272.2 196.2 28% 


2.6 L127x127x6.4 L152x152x13 274.3 199.0 27% 


3 L127x127x6.4 L152x152x13 276.7 202.0 27% 


3.4 L127x127x6.4 L152x152x13 279.4 205.3 27% 


3.8 L127x127x6.4 L152x152x13 282.3 208.8 26% 


4.2 L127x127x6.4 L152x152x13 285.3 212.5 26% 


4.6 L127x127x6.4 L152x152x13 288.6 216.4 25% 


5 L127x127x6.4 L152x152x13 292.0 220.3 25% 
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From the variation in the lower chord mass presented in Figure 7 one could obviously see the significant effect of 


the change in the length (L) and the height (H) on the mass of the lower chord member. The variation in L changes 


the vertical and horizontal components of the force at the connection between the two members and hence directly 


affects the value of the axial force in the lower chord. In addition to that, any change in the span (a) or its height (H) 


will change the length of the lower chord and consequently the critical buckling load for this member under 


compression will be significantly affected as it is inversely related to the square of the member effective length 


(CISC, 2008). Hence, changing the height (H) or the length (L) or changing both of them affects the effective 


member length of the lower chord and increasing any of these two dimensions creates a need for a stiffer member in 


order to be capable of having a higher critical buckling load and avoid failure due to buckling. 


 


On the other hand, the situation for the upper member subjected to a tensile force and bending moment was 


different. From the variation in the upper member mass presented in Figure 8, one could obviously see the 


significant effect of the change in the length (L) on the mass of the upper member. The variation in L changes the 


horizontal reaction (XB) which is equal to the value of the axial force in the upper member. In addition to that, the 


variation in L significantly affects the bending moment in the mid-span of the member as the value of the span (a) is 


always equal to 0.707L and hence the bending moment is directly proportional to L2. However, as the bending 


moment is the governing factor in the design of the upper member and as the height doesn’t affect this bending 


moment, the change in the truss height does not majorly affect the intensity of the stresses in the upper member that 


are primarily affected by the bending moment and consequently the change in height doesn’t affect the upper 


member design. In addition to that, the upper member is not subjected to compression hence the issue of the critical 


buckling load being affected by the member length that was faced in the case of the lower chord member under 


compression is not applicable when it comes to the upper chord member. 


 


 
Figure 9: Variation in the total mass for different frame dimensions. 


 


Figure 9 shows the variation in the total mass of the temporary structure with the height and the length. According to 


what could be seen in Figure 9 and Error! Reference source not found., the total mass of the members 


significantly increases with the increase in the length. However, it could also be seen that the increase in height will 


not cause an increase in the total mass as large as the increase in mass caused by the increase in length. As 


mentioned before, this is mainly attributed to the difference in directionality of loading and straining actions that the 


upper and lower members are subjected to. The increase in the length (L) caused multiple effects as it increased the 


bending moment in the upper member hence creating a necessity for a stiffer upper member and it also increased the 


axial compressive force in the lower chord member and increased the member unsupported length hence creating a 


necessity for a stiffer lower chord member to increase its ability to resist buckling. Hence, and as it is also apparent 
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from the values reported in Error! Reference source not found. and the shape of the curves in Figure 9, for each 


cantilever length the least massive truss is the one with the minimum height reflecting the most cost saving situation 


as most of steel fabricators base their prices on a unit price per unit weight of steel. It could be also noticed from 


comparing the results presented in Error! Reference source not found., Figure 7, Figure 8 and Figure 9, that 


changing the height had a minor effect on the total mass when compared to changing the span that had a more 


significant effect on the total mass. This is attributed to the fact that changing the height doesn’t affect the upper 


member design while changing the span significantly affects the upper member design. It is also attributed to the 


multiple effects of changing the span on both the axial force and the effective member length resisting buckling in 


the lower chord under compression while changing the height doesn’t affect the force intensity with the same extent 


as it affects the effective member length, that caused the effect of changing the span to be more apparent than the 


effect of changing the truss height even in the lower chord member itself. 


 


On comparing the mass of each of the trusses designed by (Darwish & Nassar, 2015) to the mass of the 


corresponding frame proposed, the weights of the new proposed design are less than those of the old design for the 


vast majority of dimensionally varying configurations shown in Error! Reference source not found.. The 


percentage reduction in weight could reach up to 45% with an average percentage reduction of 27%. This 


percentage reduction is mainly attributed to the fact that the values of the bending moments within the upper 


members in the structures under study are significantly less than the bending moments within the upper members 


designed by (Darwish & Nassar, 2015), hence the required sections were smaller in size and consequently lighter. 


However, the percentage reduction in weight was not as large as expected due to the fact that the axial forces in the 


two members in the current design are larger than their counterparts in the trusses designed by (Darwish & Nassar, 


2015). 


4. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS. 


The following conclusions could be drawn from the performed study: 


 


 The optimum ratio between the length of the upper member and its overhanging portion is 0.293. 


 The axial forces in the upper and lower members were proportional to the length and the height. 


 The magnitude of the compression force in the lower member was higher than the magnitude of the tensile 


force in the upper member. 


 The length is the main factor governing the weight of the designed steel members. 


 The longer is the length the heavier is the structure. 


 The height has a negligible effect on the weight of the designed upper members due to the fact that the main 


contributor to stresses is the bending moment in the member and the axial tension force has a minor 


contribution when it comes to tensile stresses within the member. 


 Both, the height and the length affect the weight of the designed lower chords due to the fact that the sole 


contributor to stresses is the axial compressive force in the chord and the member is sensitive to buckling 


which is affected by the member length that is function of both the height and the span. 


 For each length, the total mass is minimized when the height is minimal and consequently the cost is 


minimized when the height is minimal. 


 For almost all dimensionally varying configurations, the newly proposed design is lighter and hence more 


economic than the old trusses proposed by (Darwish & Nassar, 2015). 


 


Based on these drawn conclusions, it is recommended to: 


 


 Perform further research to study the variation in the different factors affecting the constructability of the 


different truss configurations with different dimensions. 


 Study the behavior of the temporary structure under wind loads and whether the presence and intensity of 


such load cases will create a necessity to significantly change the design of one or more of the members. 
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ABSTRACT  


Wind loads on multi-layer wall systems are complicated because the loads on each particular layer are poorly 


understood and difficult to quantify. This is because of pressure equalization, which is the mechanism whereby the 


pressures on the external building surface are transmitted through the air-permeable outer layer to interior layers. 


Recent testing at IBHS in a full-scale wind tunnel has shown that the extent of pressure equalization is more limited 


than is assumed in the test standard, ASTM D3679-13. Multi-chamber pressure testing performed by the authors at 


the Insurance Research Lab for Better Homes was able to capture these features in these results using more commonly 


utilized ASTM-style (airbox) testing. The objective of the current study is to examine the effects that the pressure time 


history inputs have when comparing the full-scale wind tunnel method data with that from the multi-chamber airbox 


method. This is accomplished by comparing the power spectral densities of the external and cavity pressures, as well 


as fitting the peak pressure equalization factor data to a Gumbel distribution. From a comparison of the power spectral 


densities of each airbox vs. the relevant full-scale, wind-tunnel external pressures, it was noted that larger airboxes 


created a larger source of error of the peak pressures in the system.  


 


Keywords: pressure equalization, full-scale, wind tunnel, airbox 


1. INTRODUCTION 


One of the most common failures observed in damaging windstorms is the wall system of residential, wood-frame 


buildings, particularly the exterior cladding layer (e.g., vinyl siding, etc.). With recent changes in climate, these losses 


are becoming more and more common. Figure 1 shows a photograph of a residence affected by the tornado in Angus, 


Ontario on June 17, 2014 where significant failure of vinyl siding occurred. Such failures can cause significant 


financial loss due to water infiltration. In this paper, full-scale wind tunnel data from the Insurance Institute for 


Business & Home Safety (IBHS) (Cope et al. 2012) is compared to the replicated data from the multi-chamber airbox 


study performed in the Insurance Research Lab for Better Homes (IRLBH) lab at The University of Western Ontario 


(Miller et al. 2015). Although the external pressure applied are exactly the same, there is a difference in the pressure 


equalization factor obtained when both results were analyzed. The differences in results may be due to the fidelity of 


the multi-chamber airbox in replicating the full-scale wind tunnel data. 
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Figure 1: House from Angus, Ontario tornado with failure of vinyl siding. 


 


The purpose of this paper is to determine the magnitude that the errors in fidelity have on the overall results of the 


system. This will be analyzed first through a spectral analysis of the entire simulated wind event, comparing the full-


scale wind tunnel spectra to the multi-chamber airbox spectra for both the external pressures and the cavity pressures 


of the cladding. After that, using an extreme value analysis, the peak data will be fit to a Gumbel distribution.  


2. PRESSURE EQUALIZATION 


Wind loads on multi-layer wall systems are complicated because the loads on each particular layer are poorly 


understood. This is because of the pressure equalization, which is the mechanism whereby the pressures on the external 


building surface are transmitted through the air permeable outer layer to interior layers (Suresh et al. 2000). Pressure 


equalization factor (PEF) can be represented as: 


 


[1]  𝑃𝐸𝐹(𝑥) =
𝑃𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑎𝑙(𝑥)−𝑃𝑐𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦(𝑥)


�̂�𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑎𝑙
 


 


where 𝑃𝐸𝐹(𝑥) is the pressure equalization factor along a location represented by x, 𝑃𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑎𝑙(𝑥) & 𝑃𝑐𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦(𝑥) are the 


external and cavity pressures respectively at that location, and �̂�𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑎𝑙 is the peak overall external pressure over all 


airboxes. 


 


In addition, effects of the flexibility of the external layer, such as for vinyl siding, are not well understood, but may 


also have a significant effect on performance near the limit state. Currently, there is little design guidance available; 


in fact, building codes provide no information at all, except to note that it occurs.  Understanding pressure equalization 


is crucial to understanding how loading is transferred through multi-layer systems, and ultimately, to understanding 


how failures occur. For example, if pressures are applied uniformly and statically across the outer layer of vinyl siding, 


the gaps in the joints allow the pressure on the backside of the vinyl to become identical to the external pressure. As 


a result, when a uniform, static pressure is applied, the outer layer carries no net load. When the external pressures are 


uniform, but varying in time, the net load can be relatively small, depending on the geometric parameters of the 


cladding system. However, when there is an external pressure gradient across the wall, the net loads over the vinyl 


siding will increase substantially (Oh et al. 2014). This was demonstrated through recent IBHS testing (and can also 


be seen in the current work).  Temporal variations contribute to the net load, but spatial variations have a much larger 


effect on the net loads over exterior cladding. 


3. IBHS TESTING 


Recent tests from the Insurance Institute for Business & Home Safety (IBHS) examined the loads on various siding 


systems using their full-scale wind tunnel (Cope et al. 2012) (Cope at al. 2014).  The experiments were conducted on 
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the walls of a full-scale, single story wood-frame house.  The building has plan dimensions of 9.1 m (30 ft.) x 12.2 m 


(40 ft.), a mean roof height of approximately 3.7 m (12 ft.), and a roof slope of 4-on-12.  The walls of the test building 


were 2.4 m (8 ft.) wall and clad with 11.1 mm (7/16”) OSB.  At total of four siding products were tested: vinyl siding, 


foam backed vinyl siding, wood siding and fiber cement siding.  In order to test all four products simultaneously the 


walls of the building were divided into eight sub-wall assemblies.  The long walls were divided in half resulting in a 


test wall 6.1 m (20 ft.) long, while the short walls four test walls extended 3.7 m (12 ft.) from the corner leaving 6 ft. 


in the center of the short wall to access the interior of the building.  All siding products were installed following the 


manufacturers guidelines; drywall was installed on the interior of the walls so that the wall assembly matched, as 


accurately as possible to real construction.  Along the 6.1 m (20 ft.) walls the wind loads were measured at 16 locations, 


while along the 3.7 m (12 ft.) walls they were measured at 12 locations. Figure 3 shows a diagram of the pressure tap 


locations on wall #1.  At each measurement location the external pressure, the net pressure across the siding and the 


net pressure across the OSB were measured simultaneously.  Experiments were conducted in an open exposure (see 


Morrison et al, 2014 for full flow characteristics) at four different wind speeds.  The orientation of the building to the 


wind was varied over a full 360° in 10° increments (Morrison et al. 2014). The results of this testing indicate that 


pressure equalization has a large effect on the outer layer (i.e., the vinyl siding) of these systems. In fact, results have 


shown that vinyl siding must carry a net load of up to 75-80% of the net load across the entire wall assembly. 


4. IRLBH TESTING 


An experimental study was conducted to determine the role and extent of pressure equalization for walls with exterior 


cladding. Pressure Loading Actuator’s (PLA) were used to generate the loading on the test specimen. A fan is used to 


generate the flow and create the pressure applied to the system. A rotating disk inside the valve, which is controlled 


by a servomotor, is used to regulate the pressures applied to the system. The pressure inside each airbox is monitored 


by a pressure transducer, which is then connected to the PLA. The pressure transducer sends data via an Ethernet 


network, and through the use of a PC-based controller, the position of the valve is updated approximately 100 times 


per second (Kopp et al, 2010). The PLAs are attached to the pressure chambers, where the wall assembly provides 


one of the surfaces in the pressure chamber. The PLAs are used to generate a negative pressure on the test specimen, 


which is the worst-case scenario and leads to the siding being pulled from the wall. Positive pressures were not 


examined in this study, as they do not create a critical failure mode. 


 


Normally, when a specimen is tested at the Insurance Research Lab for Better Homes, multiple dynamic pressure-


chamber systems are used to re-create realistic wind pressures obtained from wind tunnels. These pressure chambers 


are usually created using vinyl bags with steel rods as stiffeners. However, normal techniques to create a multiple 


airbox system on vinyl siding will not provide accurate results. This is because vinyl siding is a very flexible material, 


and it needs to be able to freely displace. Consequently, the technique of using a rigid membrane between each airbox 


will not work for such a flexible material. Therefore, a new testing apparatus must be developed. This apparatus must 


be able to successfully create pressure gradients across a sample of vinyl siding, without affecting the response of the 


vinyl siding. It must also create a perfect seal between each separate airbox. The testing apparatus also needs to be a 


repeatable and cost-effective process, allowing it to be implemented in other testing facilities as easily as possible. 


 


In order to create multiple chambers in this airbox, barriers that met the following material requirements was 


required: 


 


1. Flexibility – In order to obtain accurate results, the barriers had to not affect the performance or 


deformations of the vinyl siding. This meant that the barriers essentially had to have zero stiffness and 


minimal weight in order to not change how the vinyl siding acted while the wind loads were applied. 


 


2. Non-Permeable – Since the objective was to create a multiple airbox chamber, the main function of the 


barriers was to create a relatively perfect seal between the two test chambers. Not only did the connections 


have to ensure this, but the barriers as well had to be non-permeable. 


 


3. Strength – Any tears or rips in the barriers would cause for inaccuracies in the results, and therefore the 


material had to be strong enough to withstand large differential pressures from across two airboxes. 
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After taking these material properties into consideration, a latex barrier system was chosen to fulfill all of the material 


requirements. Small scale testing showed that latex worked well in all of its required functions, and therefore was 


implemented on to full scale testing.  


 


As the objective was to replicate the IBHS results, the test specimen was built to similar standards and dimensions. 


The wall was 12 ft. long by 8 ft. high, which is the same as the IBHS wall. 2”x4” were used as the studs, followed by 


the placement of ¾” plywood on top. The plywood is much thicker and of much higher quality than used in typical 


North American construction. However, because the objective of the study was to solely look at the response from the 


exterior cladding, thicker materials were used so that only the exterior cladding could fail under these loads. A 


polyurethane sheet was placed in between the studs and the plywood to seal the airbox chamber. House wrap was then 


placed over the plywood to replicate typical construction practices. Pressure taps were then installed on to the plywood 


at similar locations to the IBHS wall. Vinyl siding was then nailed on to the wall using No. 10 1” roofing nails at 8” 


intervals along the length of the wall. All pieces of vinyl siding were cut to be 12 ft. long in order to not have any lap 


splices in the test chamber. Starter strips, ending strips and utility trim were also used to model typical construction 


practices. Pressure taps were then installed directly above the plywood pressure taps, again at similar locations to the 


IBHS wall. The latex was then glued on to the vinyl siding wall to create five chambers for this test: Four chambers 


which are 2 ft. long and one chamber which is 4 ft. long (all along the length of the vinyl siding). The chambers were 


built to contain one set of pressure taps in the horizontal direction. A hook was then installed on to the top of the wall 


so that a crane could pick up the test specimen and put it in place in the constructed test chamber.  


 


The main conclusions of the study was that the concept of creating a multi-chamber, pressure-based, testing apparatus 


that can accurately model the physics and effects of pressure equalization on a wall system with flexible cladding has 


been proven to work. This was accomplished by the creation of multiple flexible latex barriers to enable the application 


of multiple, discreet, time-varying loads across a test specimen. After plotting the differential pressure (net load across 


vinyl siding) vs. time, it was clear that spatial variations across the test specimen made a large contribution to the 


differential load across the exterior layer of cladding. The temporal variations also play an important role, but not as 


important as the spatial variations. 


5. DIFFERENCES IN RESULTS 


Although much effort was put into commissioning and tuning the PLA’s before the multi-chamber airbox testing, 


there are still differences in the PEF results between the two different test methods. Some of it may be due to the 


simplification made by turning a pressure gradient into 5 uniform pressures across the wall, however the largest 


contributing factor is believed to be due to the PLAs themselves due to their accuracy (fidelity), and phase shifting, 


both of which are described below. 


5.1 Fidelity of Pressure Loading Actuators 


Overall, the PLA system was not fully able to replicate the applied external pressure time histories from the IBHS 


results, Figure 2 shows the pressure equalization factor plotted against the external pressure for both the full-scale 


wind tunnel method (top), and the multi-chamber airbox method (bottom) for direct comparison while examining the 


fidelity errors. Minor smoothing of the peak pressures occurred, causing some inaccuracies in replicating the pressures 


from the full-scale wind tunnel study. Figure 3 shows a zoomed-in section of the external pressure comparison, 


showing peak smoothing. Recent model scale testing of multi-layer roof systems (Oh et al. 2014) suggests that the 


short duration, localized peak pressures control the cavity pressure, and the resulting net wind loads, to a significant 


extent. As mentioned earlier, temporal variations also contribute to the net load, but spatial variations have a much 


larger effect on the net loads over exterior cladding and is considered the driving force in the resulting magnitude of 


the net load. For these reasons, the fidelity of the system can be a contributing factor to why the magnitudes are slightly 


different than the IBHS results. As mentioned before, short duration peak pressures control the cavity pressures, and 


if they are being smoothed, the magnitude of the system will tend to be slightly lower. However, if they are 


overshooting the target pressures, the magnitude of the system will tend to be slightly higher. Even though the 


magnitudes are slightly different due to smoothing or overshooting of the system, a definite similar trend is shown 


between the two sets of data. 
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Figure 2: A direct comparison showing the effect that the fidelity of the multi-chamber airbox method has on the 


pressure equalization factor results. 


 


5.2 Phase Shift 


Another error that is due to the lag of the peak external pressures (referenced as a phase shift) between the full-scale 


wind tunnel data, and the replicated external pressures from the multi-chamber airbox approach. Figure 3 shows a 


IRLBH 


External Pressure (kPa) 
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zoomed in section of the external pressure comparison, showing a phase shift. It is caused by a lag in communication 


from the feedback loop between the PLA, and the computer running LabView software. The phase-shift is generally 


smaller than 0.05 seconds and for that reason, the phase shift will not have an overall large effect on the spectral 


analysis of the two sets of external pressure. This is due to the fact that the spectral analysis does not take into account 


at what point in the time history that the external pressure occurs. However, when examining the peak pressure 


equalization factors of the system, and when they occur, the phase shift will play an important role in comparing the 


pressure equalization factor at certain times directly. 


   


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 3: A zoomed in section of the external pressure comparison between full-scale wind tunnel data and multi-


chamber airbox testing showing a) peak smoothing b) phase shift 


6. SPECTRAL ANALYSIS 


Using the Fast Fourier Transform method, the power spectral density was calculated using the external pressures from 


the IBHS data, and the IRLBH data (from Miller et al, 2015). The power spectral density was then plotted against the 


frequency. Because of the multi-chamber airbox system, the power spectral density was calculated for each of the 5 


airboxes, and compared to the relevant full-scale wind tunnel data. These plots can be found in Figure 4. 


 


In the lower frequencies, where the higher energy occurs, the similarities between the external pressures of IBHS & 


3LP is very high. These regions corresponds with the peak pressures of the time history. However, in the regions of 


lower energy, the correlation between the external pressures of IBHS & 3LP is lower than the higher regions. The 


lower regions tend to be following the same pattern, with the 3LP results at a slightly lower magnitude of energy 


compared to the IBHS results. These regions corresponds with the peak pressures throughout the system. At 10 Hz, 


the energy of the two systems becomes completely unrelated. This is due to the fact that the PLA system cannot 


replicate any frequency higher than 10 Hz and creates white noise in its place.  


 


Looking at the comparison between the power spectral densities of the external pressures, it is encouraging to note the 


peak pressures are for the most part being accurately replicated. As mentioned in the fidelity section, the driving force 


for the net load in the system is the spatial variation on the system. Furthermore than that, the peak pressures are 


responsible for creating the largest net loads on the exterior layer of cladding. To see that the energy is very well 


correlated for the higher pressures means that the net load (and consequently the pressure equalization factors) should 


be well related as well. This is further examined in the extreme value analysis. 


 


Another item to analyze is the individual airboxes. Due to the multi-chamber airbox testing, the full-scale wind tunnel 


was broken up into discrete uniform loads across the wall, leading to 5 separate graphs comparing the power spectral 


density of each airbox. Examining the graphs visually, two main concerns present itself from the analysis. Airbox #1, 


is much less correlated at the higher frequencies when compared to the airboxes. Airbox #1 contained some of the 


most drastic and rapidly changing peak pressure. Consequently, it’s also the location of most of the peak pressure 


equalization factors. This could have a large effect on the correlation of the peak net loads of the structure. This is 
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further examined in the extreme value analysis. The second item to note with the airboxes, is that Airbox #5 loses 


correlation much faster than the other airboxes. A number of reasons could be possibly causing this, however, the 


most suspect reason is difference in the size of the airboxes. It can be noted that Airbox #5 has double the volume of 


all of the other airboxes to accommodate the location of the pressure taps from the IBHS system. This difference in 


volume causes the PLA system to have to work harder to keep up with applying the external pressures from the full-


scale wind tunnel. Thanks to this analysis, this problem has now been identified, and smaller airboxes can be 


potentially used in the future to help improve the fidelity of the two airbox system. Although this hypothesis cannot 


be fully confirmed due not enough time to complete the appropriate testing, it is quite likely that this relationship is 


valid based on the power spectral density graphs. Further testing shall be done in the future with varying airbox sizes 


to confirm this hypothesis. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 4 – Power Spectral Density vs. Frequencies of external pressures for 5 airboxes from IRLBH testing, with 


comparison to the power spectral density from IBHS testing. 
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Figure 5: Power Spectral Density vs. Frequencies of internal pressures for 5 airboxes from IRLBH testing, with 


comparison to the power spectral density from IBHS testing. 


 


Figure 5 shows the same spectral analysis for the internal pressures (rather than the external pressures) of each airbox. 


It is noted that the internal pressures seem to (on average) match the higher frequencies better between IBHS & 


IRLBH. Because the external pressures do not match as well, it suggests that a greater proportion of energy is 


transferred to the cavity in the airbox method compared to the full-scale wind tunnel. The result also suggests that if 


the PLAs were better tuned, the PEF values would be even higher than they currently are. 


7. EXTREME VALUE ANALYSIS 


The most common method of extreme value analysis is to fit the values to a Gumbel distribution. Doing this, the 


difference between the peak PEF values between the full-scale wind tunnel, and the multi-chamber airbox method 


were examined. To perform this, the top 500 PEF values (out of approximately 500,000 values) were taken across all 


airboxes, and fit to a Gumbel distribution. The results can be found in Figure 6. From this Figure, the first 496 values 


have a very similar slope with a variation at the highest pressures. The 4 highest values were deemed statistically 


insignificant, and they were removed from the analysis. The results showed that the slope of the IBHS & 3LP data 
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were 0.0418 and 0.0468 respectively, and the intercepts were 0.4875 and 0.5830 respectively. This shows that the 


peak smoothing / over-shooting does not affect the distribution of the peak PEF values, but it does have a significant 


effect on the magnitude of the results. Overall, the multi-chamber airbox seem to over-estimate the results of pressure 


equalization factors by a factor of 1.2. To further evaluate the peak PEF values, a Gumbel distribution was fitted to 


each individual set of airboxes. This was to help determine whether certain airboxes were performing better than 


others. 


 


Examining data from the individual airboxes (not shown here), it is clear that some airboxes perform better than others. 


Box 5, which in the spectral density analysis was shown to have less correlation due to the size of the airbox, is 


performing very well in gathering peak loads. This is seemingly due to the fact that Box 5, although it was the largest 


box, it received the lowest external loads. Since the peak pressures are what drive the higher pressure equalization 


factors, it is likely that the peaks were smaller, and therefore the PLA system was able to replicate the pressures with 


a higher fidelity. On the contrary, Box 1, which contained the highest pressure equalization factors, the PLA tended 


to smooth the peaks more than they did over-shoot the values. Box 1 contained the highest peaks along with the fastest 


changing pressures, and it is likely that the PLA system had a hard time keeping up with the peak pressures. Analysis 


on the overall effects of each airboxes is very useful. It allows us to determine which boxes are either underperforming, 


or over-shooting the target PEF values. It is also a better method to develop a correction factor as it is more accurate 


to create factors for each individual airbox, since not every airbox is over-performing. This will be discussed further 


in the conclusions of this report. 


 


 
Figure 6: Gumbel distribution fit for the peak PEF data from both 3LP & IBHS methods along with linear regression 


fits to the Gumbel distribution. 


8. SUMMARY & CONCLUSIONS 


The goal of this paper was to determine statistical parameters that could aid in comparing two different full-scale 


wind testing methods for multi-layer cladding systems. Full-scale wind tunnel testing and multi-chamber airbox 


testing methods were compared from recent testing performed at IBHS & the IRLBH lab. Since the IRLBH testing 


was tasked with replicating the IBHS results, it allowed for a robust comparison. The first analysis performed was a 


spectral analysis. After plotting the spectral analysis for all airboxes, it was shown that the peak loads are being 


matched very well, however the background response is varying fairly widely. It was also noted that airboxes that 


were larger in area, or were subjected to the highest peak loads did not perform as well. The second analysis 


performed was an extreme value analysis using a Gumbel distribution with a linear regression. It was shown that 


using the extreme peak values over all airboxes, the resulting distribution resulted in similar slopes with the 


intercepts (magnitude of distribution) being different. Over multiple rounds of testing, the average ratio was found to 


be that the IRLBH results were higher by a factor of 1.2.  
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ABSTRACT  


Casuarina Equisetifolia is one of the largest species of the genus Casuarina, attaining a height of 20-35 m and 


diameter of 0.5- 1.5 m. The tree was introduced in Egypt in the first part of the 20th century and has been used 


extensively as a wind breaker. Its wood is mainly used as fire wood and its use in other products has remained fairly 


limited. Casuarina Equisetifolia yield of wood is 40–120 tons per hectare per year and about 40 tons per hectare per 


year of litter and cones in 10 years. One of the reasons behind its restricted use in other products is the extremely 


limited amount of data about its physical and mechanical properties. 


 
This paper presents the results from a yearlong test program on the Egyptian Casuarina Equisetifolia. The main goal 


was to determine and classify the mechanical and physical properties of Casuarina Wood and compare with other 


commercially important wood. Physical properties tests for the Moisture Content, Shrinkage in volume, Specific 


gravity were performed. Mechanical properties tested included Toughness, Hardness, Static Bending, Compression 


(perpendicular & parallel), Tension (perpendicular & parallel), Cleavage and, Nail Withdrawal. 


 


It is shown that the wood has superior mechanical properties suggesting its potential use in many applications. 


Difficulties in drying and proper cutting of the wood are cited as the most important challenges for the commercial 


use of Casuarina Equisetifolia on a commercial scale. In addition, recommendations about methods of wood 


production are provided. 


 


Keywords: Engineered wood; wood composites; material selection; wood material science 
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1. INTRODUCTION 


The main objective of the research presented in this paper is to identify the mechanical and physical properties 


Egyptian Casuarina Equisetifolia wood. Several countries in north Africa and the middle east depends totally on 


imported wood from several areas as Europe and Australia and making wood an expensive option for use as 


structure material in construction industry. The Casuarina wood is grown in Egypt as a wind breaker and, in the 


market, it is only available as green wood as it is only used as fuel wood so no drying is done by the suppliers. It is 


considered a very cheap type of wood as it only costs 250 LE per m3 compare to other imported woods that are 


about 3000 LE per m3. If the mechanical and physical properties of Egyptian Casuarina Equisetifolia wood were 


found to be comparable to other kinds of woods, then this would facilitate its use and help in increase the visibility 


of such local woods in general. The properties were measured by several tests according to ASTM standards for 


wood D-143. The results were compared to the most commercially important types of wood in Egypt like Oak and 


Pine wood.  


2. CASAURINA WOOD  


Casuarina has a very hard, heavy, dark red-brown structure; hence the name ironwood is derived from its properties.  


The Casuarina trees are considered relatively new to Egypt, which were introduced from South East Asia (Australia) 


at the beginning of the 19th century.  "One of the common names of Casuarina species, ‘she-oak’, widely used in 


Australia, refers to the attractive wood pattern of large lines or rays similar to oak but weaker." (AgroForestry) This 


species of Casuarina now breeds in over 15 different countries around the world including Egypt, Hawaii, India, 


Thailand, Palestine, and much more.  It has extensively been grown outside of its natural habitat (native Australia). 


Casuarina is naturally used as wind shelterbelts along highways and farms, preventing dust and wind from 


disturbing anything. It is also considered as a great source of firewood, even when it's green it may be combusted.  


Information on this type of wood in Egypt is limited in terms of its mechanical and physical properties for several 


reasons.   


 


Casuarina trees may be grown in desert areas however irrigation is required.  For the first six months it requires 


watering and after that it can survive on minimal amounts of water.  They are considered as moderately fast growing 


trees, by the age of 7 years the trees reach an average height of 5m with a survival rate of 72 % (AgroForestry).  


Casuarina can reach a height of 20-25 m in only 1214 years.  It has a maximum diameter of one meter, as it can 


reach half its diameter in barely three years; also it has a "rapid colonizing ability on disturbed soils, especially in 


coastal or salt affected situations." (AgroForestry)  In addition to Casuarina's easy cultivation, it has many positive 


effects on the natural environment by fixing the nitrogen in the atmosphere. We took some images using a stereo 


microscope which showed us that the fibers in the wood at different magnification levels (figure 1).     


 


   
(a) 146X       (b)1000X 


 


Figure 1: Casauring Wood Under Electron Scanning Microscpe at different magnification levels 
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3. SAMPLE PREPARATION 


Preparing the wooden samples for testing is a long process mainly due to the drying time needed for the samples. 


While acquiring the wood samples, we try to find dry samples which have been cut and stored for a while thus 


having less moisture content than when it was green. The first batch was green and took longer to dry out, the 


second batch and third batch were relatively drier. All trees we purchased had around 70% moisture content, and 


had to be dried to fewer than 20% for correct accurate testing. Various tests requires samples of different shapes and 


sizes as shown in figure 2.  


 


     
Figure 2: Different sample shapes used in the tests 


 


The next step is sawing the trees to smaller lengths and removing the bark. Depending on the dimensions of the 


samples needed the wooden samples are placed in the chain saw and planar which cuts the wooden sample to the 


required dimension. All wood samples were left to air dry to the required moisture content of less than 20% as 


specified in the testing procedures. Drying time varied for the samples and ranged from a few days to a one month. 


Figure 3 shows some of the preparation steps for the samples. 


 


  
(a) Debarking    (b) Cutting the Wood 


  
(c) Wood Storage in Warehouses   (d) sun drying the wood 


Figure 3: Wood sample preparations 


4. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 


We first needed to determine the moisture content of the green casuarina wood. This value will be further used in 


our research in other tests, such as Hardness and Toughness. The methodology of this experiment and all other tests 


strictly followed the American Standards Testing Methods.  In the case of moisture content we will refer to the 


“Standard Test Methods for Direct Moisture Content Measurement of Wood and Wood - Base Materials” 


designation D 4442 – 92.  There are several testing methods to do in order to calculate moisture content; we will 
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choose the Method A – Oven Drying which is considered to give the most accurate results in comparison to the 


others. 


 


After performing the moisture content test, we are able to calculate the shrinkage ratios of Casuarina Wood.  There 


are two ratios, the radial shrinkage ratio and the tangential shrinkage ratio.  By using the oven-dry dimensions and 


green dimensions from the moisture content experiment we are able to calculate such figures.  Shrinkage is the 


degree of shrinking a substance has in terms of its exposure to moisture, since most wooden species deform 


volumetrically when dried. 


 


Toughness test was done using the Charpy method, using 10 by 10 by 55mm samples. In accordance with testing 


procedures a 2mm notch. The average energy absorbed was 4.89 Joules. Hardness test was conducted using Brinell 


machine (modified ball test) by using a steel ball with a 10 mm diameter. Then the load was recorded at which the 


ball has penetrated to half its diameter. The penetrations were far from the edges in order to prevent slipping or 


chipping and were applied both to the tangential and radial surface of the wood specimen. The load was applied was 


applied on a continuous basis and then the weight and the moisture content of the specimen tested was measured 


 


Next the mechanical properties tests of the casaurina wood were carried out. First the cleavage test was carried out, 


which gives an indication of the resistance of Casuarinas to splitting. The test was done according to ASTM D143-


09 and was performed on the Universal testing machine shown in Figure 4, which had a load capacity of 50 kN.  


Next, the compression perpendicular to grain test was made on a 50 by 50 by 150 mm specimen. The Load was 


applied  through a metal plate placed (5 cm by 5 cm) at right angles to the length (grain) like in figure () .The  load 


was applied continuously at a rate of 0.305 mm/min and then the moisture content of the samples tested was 


measured. Loading of the sample should be stopped once it reaches deformation of 2.5 mm. the graph of this test is 


between load (KN) and deformation (mm). 


 


Thirdly, compression parallel to grain was tested. Members such as columns and posts and struts must resist loads 


that are applied compressive forces which are parallel to its full length. In this test, the ultimate compressive strength 


of the Casurina wood longitudinal to its axis.  The test was done according to ASTM D143-09 on the MTS machine. 


The sample size is (50 by 50 by 200) mm and loading rate was 0.003 mm/mm.  The longitudinal load is applied 


increasingly until compressive strength is well beyond the defined elastic limit or until the specimen fails. The tests 


shall be continued but not after 150mm. 


5. RESULTS 


An average value of 86.08 % was determined for the moisture content of green casaurina wood. Also, the value 


achieved for the specific gravity of Casuarinas Wood is 0.45 g/cm3. Shrinkage ratios enables us to determine the 


seasonal behaviour of the wood. Radial Shrinkage which is amount the wood has shrunk across the grain was found 


to be 0.89% of its original size and the tangential Shrinkage, which is the amount the wood shrunk along the grain 


was found to be 0.84% of its original size. 


 


The radial and tangential side hardness test results are shown in table 1. For the 21 samples the mean radial and 


tangential values were 2022.7 lb.f and 881.84 lb.f.  For the cleavage test as shown in figure 4, the maximum 


recorded load was 4 KN. 


 


Table 1: Radial and Tangential side hardness for the samples 
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Figure 4: Maximum recorded load for the cleavage test and the failure shapes 


 


For the compression test, there is no true ultimate strength value as the wood gets more crushed with higher load. 


It’s merely becomes consolidated and harder to crush further. As the load increases, additional wood cell farther 


from the surface, and collapse and the strength increases again. Some of the samples we were tested till the capacity 


of the machine were reached (450 KN).  Thus, failure here is not about reaching the ultimate load, but rather 


reaching a limit beyond which the degree of distortion is considered unacceptable. According to ASTM this limit 


was specified to deformation 2.5 mm then the load shall be discontinued. A mean maximum load of 47 KN was 


achieved corresponding to a 6.28 Mpa maximum pressure. 


 


 
Figure 5: Failure shapes for compression perpendicular to grain 


 


 


According to ASTM failure types of compression parallel, the most common one in these tests were “compression 


and shearing perpendicular” failure which usually happens for cross grain wood which is the case foe Casurina. The 


second most common failure is crushing for the green samples with more moisture content. The end rolling failure is 


not acceptable which happened for only one sample due to it improper cutting and excessive moisture content 
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Crushing       Splitting 


Figure 6: Failure shapes for compression parallel to grain 


 


Fourth, the yield stress, tensile stress, modulus of elasticity and behaviors of casuarinas wood when subjected to an 


axial tensile load. Only the maximum load is recorded and the average of the 10 samples is taken as the tensile 


strength of Casurina wood. Many of the samples were photographed after the failure and almost all of the samples 


have same shape of failure as shown in the figure 7. 


 


 
Figure 7: Failure shapes and Load graph for the axile tension test 


 


Some members like the bottom chord of a truss are subjected to tension parallel to its grain. The slope of grain of 


each type of wood affects significantly on the tension value so this test is to measure the value at which the sample 


fails in tensile force in parallel to the grain. Therefore, the fifth test conducted was Tension Parallel to grain (ASTM 


D143). Samples were be shaped according to the ASTM and 50KN Universal Testing Machine was used. 


 


 
Figure 8: Failure shapes and Load graph for the tension parallel to grain 


 


Finally, the static bending test was conducted to determines the ductility or the strength of a material by bending the 


material over a given radius and provides insight into the modulus of elasticity.  Following the bending test, the 
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sample is inspected for cracks on the outer surface. Even though some samples were tested as shown in figure 9, the 


test was not completed. 


 


 


 
Figure 9: Static bending test samples 


 


 


Table 2: Results of some of the tests carried out 


 


Cleavage 


Test 


Tension 


Perpendicular 


to grain 


Tension 


Parallel 


to grain 


 Compression 


Perpendicular 


to grain 


(MPa) 


Compression 


Parallel to 


grain (MPa) 


Stress (MPa) 0.143033 4.257826 93.2 Mean 5.64 42.3 


Strain 0.01867 0.059 0.006975 Max 10.67 60 


Modulus of 


Elasticity 


(MPa) 5.551832 82.50062 13647.7 


Min 


2 18 


6. CONCLUSION 


It is shown that the wood has superior mechanical properties suggesting its potential use in many applications. 


Difficulties in drying and proper cutting of the wood are cited as the most important challenges for the commercial 


use of Casuarina Equisetifolia on a commercial scale. This figure below is a simple comparison between Casuarina 


wood and the most commercially important wood in Egypt like Oak wood and pine Wood (as known in the market 


El Aro and El Mosky) and Dougles fire wood which is very popular as in USA for formwork industry. The 


comparison was in mechanical and physical properties and the prices per m3 in Egypt. It is clear in the comparison 


that almost Casaurina lies the second after white Oak in all strengths except in modulus of elasticity lies the third. 


On the other hand, it is considered one of the cheapest ever compared to its natural strength with other wood that are 


as strong as Casuarina.  
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Table 3: Comparison of properties with other kinds of wood 


Type of Wood 


Moisture 


Content 


Specific 


Gravity 


Modulus 


of 


elasticity 


(Mpa) 


Compression 


parallel  


(Mpa) 


Compression 


perp. (Mpa) 


Tensile 


strength 


parallel 


(Mpa) 


Tensile 


strength 


perp. 


(Mpa)  


Price 


(LE/ton) 


Casurina 12% 0.45 7729.2 42.3 5.64 93.2 4.25 350 


Oak Red 12% 0.61 11300 23.9 4.9 77.9 5.2 6000 


Oak White 12% 0.68 12300 51.3 7.4 112.4 5.3 700 


Pine White 12% 0.34 6800 16.8 1.5 73 2.1 1800 


Pine 


Lodgepole 12% 0.4 7400 18 1.7 84 2 200 


Pine Jack 12% 0.38 8500 20.3 2.1 63 2.9 1200 


Douglas Fir 12% 0.45 13,400 49.3 5.5 75.8 2.3   
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ABSTRACT  


The current study builds on a previous study conducted by the authors that investigated the seismic provisions of the 


National Building Code of Canada (NBCC) 2005 and 2010, pertaining to the loading and analysis of irregular L-


shaped buildings. The study uses low-rise and high-rise L-shaped buildings as case studies. Three-dimensional finite 


element models of the two irregular L-shaped buildings were developed and discussed in the previous study. The 


lateral resisting system of the low-rise buildings consists of concrete shear walls, while the high-rise building 


consists of a combination of concrete shear walls and concrete rigid frames. Low and high-rise concrete buildings 


are modelled with the assumption of fully rigid floor diaphragms for computational efficiency. In the current the 


study, the effect of using rigid and semi-rigid diaphragms to simulate structural floors on the structure response to 


lateral loads is investigated. Significant change in the dynamic response and lateral force distribution along both 


buildings’ height due to the use of semi-rigid diaphragms is noticed. In addition, a negligible contribution due to the 


effective inertia, due to cracking of concrete shear walls on the overall dynamic response of both buildings is 


observed. The study shows that the variation of post-cracking stiffness for concrete slabs significantly affect the 


stiffness and the natural frequency of the buildings.  


 


Keywords: High-rise Buildings, Low-rise Buildings, Seismic, Diaphragms, Shear walls, Natural Frequency  


1. INTRODUCTION 


Mitchell et al. (2010) provided a comparative study of the seismic design codes in Canada from the first National 


Building Code in 1941 to the National Building Code of Canada (NBCC) 2010. The study discussed the 


vulnerability of low period structures designed with older codes. In addition, Ghorbanirenani et al. (2009) concluded 


that shear walls designed and detailed based on the requirements of the NBCC and CSA of 1975 to 1995 are lacking 


sufficient shear capacity over their height as well as flexural strength above plastic hinge area. The 2005 NBCC 


introduced a) the spectral accelerations with a probability of exceedance of 2% in 50 years which is much applicable 


to the probability of structural failure (Heidebrecht 2003), and b) the two separate force modification factors, the 


ductility force modifications Rd and the overstrength factor Ro based on Mitchell et al. (2003). Where Rd represents 


the capability of a structure to dissipate energy through inelastic behaviour, and Ro accounts for the dependable 


portion of reserve strength in a structure designed according CSA standards during this period. The Uniform Hazard 


Spectrum (UHS) approach (NEHRP 1997) was adopted by the 2005 NBCC giving site/city-specific response 


spectral accelerations for site locations all over Canada (Adam and Atkinson 2003). The 2010 NBCC introduced 


modified UHS values for different locations in Canada based on an improved fit to ground motion relations than that 


was used in the 2005 NBCC (Mitchell et al. 2010). The short-period spectral accelerations in low seismic zones 


were slightly reduced though long-period spectral accelerations increased slightly (Mitchell et al. 2010). The 2010 


NBCC introduced changes to the minimum lateral earthquake force (base shear) for shear wall, coupled walls, and 


wall-frame lateral load structural systems. As a consequence, the values of higher mode modification factor for these 


types of lateral load structural systems were modified. Gilles et al. (2011) investigated the empirical equations to 


estimate the natural lateral period of buildings provided by the 2005 and 2010 NBCC. In this study, the natural 


periods calculated with the NBCC equations were compared with periods measured from actual buildings. The study 
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concluded that the NBCC empirical equations to estimate the natural period are inaccurate. The study showed that 


the period from the NBCC empirical equation led to considerably overestimated design base shear; while the design 


base shear was underestimated when the maximum period allowed by the NBCC 2005 and 2010 was used. Gilles 


and McClure (2012) compared the natural periods measured for 27 Reinforced Concrete Shear Wall (RCSW) 


buildings in Montreal, Canada with the shear wall building’s period equation being showed in the 2010 NBCC. The 


study concluded that the equation shown in the 2010 NBCC to estimate the natural period of an RCSW building was 


not accurate. Alternatively, the authors proposed a different equation in which the natural period varies linearly with 


the building height and significantly fits the measured periods of RCSW buildings. 


 


Hamada and El Damatty (2013) investigated the behavior of L-shaped low and high-rise buildings under the seismic 


provisions of the 2005 and 2010 NBCC pertaining to the loading and analysis of irregular buildings. Three-


dimensional models for both buildings were developed and the code provisions were strictly followed with regard to 


static and dynamic analyses and loading procedures. Despite the fact that the low-rise building did not require 


dynamic analysis, a response spectrum analysis of the building showed a significant contribution of higher modes. 


In contrast, the response spectrum analysis of the high-rise building concluded that the base shear estimated using 


static code procedures is over-estimated and significantly higher than the response spectrum of the base shear. In 


addition, the study concluded that the directions of application of two perpendicular ground motions specified by the 


2005 and 2010 NBCC are not the most critical in case of L-shaped buildings. The current study extends the 


investigation of the behaviour of L-Shaped low and high-rise buildings under seismic loads and assesses commonly 


used parametric assumptions in finite element modelling. Concrete slabs are modeled as fully rigid diaphragms for 


computational efficiency. The concrete slabs are subjected to significant flexural cracking that must be considered in 


the design. It may also be non-conservative to assume rigid slabs (rigid diaphragms) in buildings with irregular 


geometries, such as L-shaped buildings or buildings with large cross-sectional openings. The effect of using rigid 


and semi-rigid diaphragms to simulate floors and slabs is investigated in the current study. Once cracking occurs in a 


concrete element, the stiffness of the element is reduced and cannot be recovered. The current study investigates the 


effect of out-of-plan concrete shear walls inertia and concrete slabs bending inertia on the structure response to 


lateral loads. 


2. STRUCTURAL SYSTEM AND ANALYSIS MODELS  


 


 
Figure 1: Structural Model of the Low-Rise Building 
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Geometrically complex low and high-rise buildings that have previously modelled by Hamada and El Damatty 


(2013) are used in the current study. The low-rise L-shaped concrete building is shown in Figure 1. The building 


consists of six stories with a total height of 20 (m). The lateral load structural system consists of concrete shear 


walls. The high-rise building is an L-shaped reinforced concrete building, with 52 stories and a total height of 160 


(m). The lateral load structural system of the building consists of shear walls located towards the core of the building 


and along the inner perimeter, and rigid frames along the exterior perimeter, as shown in Figure 2.  


 


 


 
 


Figure 2: Structural Model and Plan View of the High-Rise Building  


 


The shape of both buildings causes them to have a significantly different centers of mass and centers of rigidity, 


resulting in a building with high torsional sensitivity. Both buildings were modelled using the commercial finite 


element software ETABS. More details regarding the three-dimensional finite element models of both buildings are 


provided by Hamada and El Damatty (2013). The location of the two buildings were assumed to be located within a 


moderate seismic area in Ontario, Canada, and the seismic loads were calculated in accordance with the provisions 


of the 2005 and 2010 NBCC as shown in detail by Hamada and El Damatty (2013). 
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3. EFFECT OF USING RIGID AND SEMI-RIGID DIAPHRAGMS ON STRUCTURAL RESPONSE 


UNDER SEISMIC LOADS   


The concept of simulating a building’s floor slabs as a rigid diaphragm to transfer lateral loads to lateral resisting 


systems such as shear walls and frames is widely used. These lateral loads are usually wind and earthquake loads; 


the presented analysis is focusing on earthquake loads. PSPECX and PSPECY are the response spectrum analyses in 


X and Y directions using the 2005 NBCC design spectral acceleration, respectively. PSPECX10 and PSEPECY10 


are the response spectrum analyses in X and Y directions using the 2010 NBCC design spectral acceleration, 


respectively. More details regarding the static and dynamic seismic loads on both low and high-rise buildings are 


provided by Hamada and El Damatty (2013). The rigid diaphragm concept assumes fully in-plane rigid diaphragm 


that connects all points in the floor plans and transfers loads to the lateral resisting systems. On the other hand, the 


semi-rigid diaphragm calculates the in-plane rigidity of the diaphragm based on the actual stiffness of the objects 


(flooring systems) that are forming the diaphragm. Thus, the distribution of lateral forces to the lateral resisting 


elements is affected. The analyses are repeated using a semi-rigid diaphragm for all floors. Table 1 and 2 show the 


variations in the building’s base shear due to the use of the two types of diaphragms. Table 3 and Table 4 show the 


modal analysis results.  


Table 1: Low-Rise Building Base Shear Forces - Rigid or Semi-Rigid Diaphragms 


VX VY V VX VY V


(kN) (kN) (kN) (kN) (kN) (kN)


PSPECX 13217 9779 16441 15587 3234 15919


PSPECY 9779 12768 16082 3234 13834 14207


PSPECX10 11248 8347 14007 13360 2733 13637


PSPECY10 8347 10862 13698 2732 11843 12154


Load


Case 


Rigid Diaphragm Semi-Rigid Diaphragm 


Base Shear 


 


Table 2: High-Rise Building Base Shear Forces – Rigid or Semi-Rigid Diaphragms 


Story VX VY V VX VY V


(kN) (kN) (kN) (kN) (kN) (kN)


1 PSPECX 28007 15356 31941 26632 13488 29852


1 PSPECY 15448 26538 30707 13582 24654 28148


1 PSPECX10 24935 14152 28671 23730 12561 26849


1 PSPECY10 14227 23524 27492 12640 21931 25313


Load


Case


Rigid Diaphragm Semi Rigid Diaphragm 


Base Shear 


 
 


Table 3: Low-Rise Building Modal Participating Mass Ratio – Rigid and Semi-Rigid Diaphragms  


Period UX UY RZ Period UX UY RZ


(sec) (Mass %) (Mass %) (Mass %) (sec) (Mass %) (Mass %) (Mass %)


1 0.61 4.33 12.42 46.31 0.62 4.19 13.26 46.38


2 0.33 42.18 11.24 12.58 0.34 61.00 0.00 4.69


3 0.32 20.06 43.02 4.00 0.33 0.84 52.58 12.61


Mode


Semi-Rigid Diaphragm Rigid Diaphragm 
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Table 4: High-Rise Building Modal Participating Mass Ratio – Rigid and Semi-Rigid Diaphragms 


Period UX UY RZ Period UX UY RZ


(sec) (Mass %) (Mass %) (Mass %) (sec) (Mass %) (Mass %) (Mass %)


1 6.27 21.72 9.25 16.96 6.37 22.17 9.82 16.61


2 5.28 2.46 30.89 24.32 5.36 2.22 30.82 24.92


3 3.76 29.13 18.55 7.59 3.83 29.35 18.58 7.85


4 1.81 1.47 0.26 8.68 1.84 1.61 0.22 8.72


5 1.32 8.80 7.49 0.30 1.36 8.74 7.63 0.31


Rigid Diaphragm 


Mode


Semi Rigid Diaphragm 


 
 


The following observations can be drawn from the results: 


  


- Smaller base shear forces are noticed due to the use of the semi-rigid diaphragms as shown in Table 1 and 


Table 2. These results match the increase in the mode shapes period shown in Table 3 and Table 4. For the 


low-rise building, the base shear V in the case of a rigid diaphragm is 13% higher than in the case of semi-


rigid diaphragms. As for the high-rise building, the difference is 9%.  


- However the total base shear V is slightly affected, the variation in the X and Y components, Vx and Vy is 


significant between the rigid and the semi-rigid diaphragm cases for the low-rise building, as shown in Table 


1. This leads to a totally different seismic force distribution along the height, and to different members’ 


internal forces. As an example, the distribution of shear for case PSPECX along the height in the X and Y 


directions with both rigid and semi-rigid diaphragm are shown in Figure 3. Such a significant difference is 


not noticed in the case of the high-rise building results.  


- The mass distribution in the X and Y directions for each mode shape differs in the case of using a rigid 


diaphragm from the case of using a semi-rigid diaphragm as shown in Table 3 and Table 4. 
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Figure 3: Shear Distribution along the Low-Rise Building Height – Rigid and Semi-rigid Diaphragm cases (PSPEC 


Case)  


4. EFFECT OF OUT-OF-PLAN SHEAR WALLS EFFECTIVE INERTIA  


The two building used in the current study have shear walls as their lateral resisting system. Shear walls resist shear 


forces mainly in the strong axis inertia. Due to their relatively small thickness, the shear walls’ out-of-plane effect is 


neglected. The cracking of concrete shear walls affects their effective inertia as a ratio of gross inertia in the in-plane 


and out-of-plan directions. In order to assess the effect of the effective out-of-plan inertia, due to the cracking, on the 


overall behaviour of concrete shear wall buildings, the study is repeated using a different percentage of the shear 


wall gross inertia.  
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For the low-rise building, the percentage of 10, 25, 50, 75, and 100% of the out-of-plan shear walls inertial are used 


to assess the effect on the overall natural period and base shear of the building. Table 5 shows the variation in the 


building’s natural period and its base shear due to the change of the effective out-of-plan inertia. Table 5 shows the 


first structural period of the first three mode shapes, and the base shear due to the NBCC 2005 response spectrum 


analysis in the X (PSPECX) and Y (PSPECY) directions. As shown in the results presented in Table 5, no 


significant change in the building’s natural period and base shear is noticed due to the change of the effective out-of-


plan inertia as the low-rise building is very rigid and has a small natural period in the X and Y directions.  


Table 5:  Effect of Out-of-Plan Shear Wall Inertia on the low-Rise Building Response  


First Mode Second Mode Third Mode PSPEC X PSPEC Y 


% (s) (s) (s) (kN) (kN)


10 0.61 0.33 0.32 16441 16082


25 0.60 0.33 0.32 16513 16154


50 0.60 0.33 0.32 16521 16161


75 0.59 0.33 0.32 16566 16216


100 0.59 0.33 0.32 16578 16229


Structural Period (T) Base Shear Effective Shear walls


out-of-plan Inertia 


 
 


 


The same analyses are repeated for the high-rise building. The results are presented in Table 6. As shown in the 


table, there is a 6 % change in the building’s natural period due to the change in the effective out-of-plan inertia of 


the shear wall with negligible change in the base shear values. The building’s fundamental period is higher than four 


second; thus, no significant change is expected in the base shear of the structure due to the change in the 


fundamental period. 


Table 6: Effect of Out-of-Plan Shear Wall Inertia on the High-Rise Building Response   


First Mode Second Mode PSPEC X PSPEC Y 


% (s) (s) (kN) (kN)


10 6.51 5.40 31676 30299


25 6.40 5.35 31797 30594


50 6.30 5.30 31913 30685


60 6.27 5.28 31940 30706


75 6.22 5.26 31979 30734


100 6.16 5.22 32036 30772


Effective Shear walls


out-of-plan Inertia 


Base Shear Structural Period (T) 


 
 


5. EFFECT OF POST-CRACKING STIFFNESS OF CONCRETE SLABS  


The range of variation in concrete slab cracking was chosen based on practical values that would be reasonably 


assumed by a designer. The investigation of concrete slab cracking on the building behaviour is only conducted for 


the high-rise building. Cracking was simulated in the numerical model by specifying “modifiers” that alter the 


inertial properties of the section to a certain percentage of the gross inertia. As a lower bound, the cracked inertia of 


the slab is taken as 0.05 of the gross inertia, 0.25 as a default case, and 1.0 as upper bound case.  


 


 


The natural frequency and mass participation factor varied significantly with the cracking levels of the concrete slab. 


The natural frequency is found to increase as the cracking levels decrease as the reduced cracking corresponds to 
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increased stiffness. Between the slab stiffness modifiers of 0.4 and 1.0, the variation in the natural frequency 


becomes linear with a 20% decrease in the building’s natural frequency. Between the slab stiffness modifiers of 0.05 


and 0.4, the variation in natural frequency becomes nonlinear with a 36.5% increase in the building natural 


frequency.  


6. CONCLUSIONS  


The current study builds on a previous study conducted by Hamada and El Damatty (2013) that investigated the 


seismic provisions of the 2005 and 2010 NBCC, pertaining to the loading and analysis of irregular L-shaped 


buildings. Three-dimensional finite element models for a low and high-rise buildings are developed and are used to 


assess the commonly used assumptions in finite element modelling of buildings. The effect of using rigid and semi-


rigid diaphragms to simulate floors and slabs is investigated. Once cracking occurs in a concrete element, the 


stiffness of the element is reduced and cannot be recovered. The current study assesses the effect of post-cracking 


stiffness of shear walls and concrete slabs on the buildings’ response under seismic loads.  


 


The following observations can be stated from the analyses conducted in the current study:  


 


- The base shear forces for the case of rigid diaphragms, simulating a floor’s slabs, are 13% and 9% higher 


than in the case of using semi-rigid diaphragms for the low and high-rise buildings, respectively. In 


addition, a significantly different seismic force distribution along the buildings’ height is noticed due to 


the use of semi-rigid diaphragms.  


- Post-cracking stiffness of concrete elements such as out-of-plan shear walls inertia and effective concrete 


slab inertia are investigated in the current study. The effective out-of-plan shear wall inertia, due to 


concrete cracking and small thickness, has a negligible effect on both buildings’ dynamic response. The 


variation in the concrete slab’s effective stiffness significantly affects the natural frequency of the high-


rise building. The default cracked inertia of the slab, according to CSA A23.3-04 is taken as 0.25 of the 


gross inertia. The current study shows a decrease in the natural frequency to be 20% less than the 


default case’s natural frequency in the case of using gross inertia of the slabs. In the case of an almost 


fully-cracked slab, an increase of 36.5% in the high-rise building’s natural frequency is concluded. In 


addition, the variation in the natural frequency between slab stiffness modifiers of 0.4 and 1.0 is linear, 


and is nonlinear between stiffness modifiers of 0.05 to 0.4.  


 


These results cannot be extrapolated without further investigation of other buildings with different natural 


frequencies and different geometries. 
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ABSTRACT  


This paper studies the transition from downscaled wind tunnel testing to prototype scale numerical simulations. The 


study is performed using OpenFOAM as fluid solver, EMPIRE as coupling tool, and Carat++ as the structure solver. 


The current work aims at finding sufficient settings for wind-structure interaction simulations. Also, the efficiency 


of the software chain to simulate natural wind flow is approved. For this purpose, different flow conditions such as 


uniform, atmospheric boundary layer (ABL), and flow behind a cube (structure is positioned in the wake region 


behind a cube) are simulated. These complicated, unsteady, and recirculating flows are simulated to study the 


aeroelastic effects on light weight shell structures. Wind-structure interaction simulations are performed where the 


dynamics of the structure play a crucial role in the wind effects. An Aluminum shell structure was tested in the wind 


tunnel to have an experimental benchmark for aeroelasticity. Throughout spectral analysis of structure vibrations 


and statistical evaluation of forces, the modeling approach shows a very good agreement with the experimental 


results. Finally, scaling issues represent a great challenge to wind tunnel testing especially when it comes to light-


weight structures. While significantly, numerical simulations are shown to be an efficient tool for the prediction of 


wind loading on structure under different wind conditions. 


 


Keywords: Wind tunnel test; Wind-structure interaction; Atmospheric boundary layer; Aeroelastic effects 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Light-weight materials are widely used in the construction industry as covering systems for large span structures. 


Safety and serviceability requirements are the two main objectives of a structural engineer while designing using 


light-weight materials. Wind load has a great influence on light structures. Consequently, wind effects are to be 


assessed by the means of experimental and numerical simulations. Nowadays, wind tunnel testing is the most 


reliable mean of assessing wind loads on structures. However, the downscaling of such thin and light structures 


imposes a huge challenge to the wind tunnel experts. Therefore, numerical simulations play a crucial role in 


understanding the structural behavior of such structures under wind load. The aim of this study is to compute and 


validate the experimentally tested shell structure in both model scale (wind tunnel scale) and prototype structure. At 


this level of simulation, the interaction between wind and structure movement known as Wind-Structure Interaction 


(WSI) is taken into consideration which leads to a multiphysics problem. The aeroelastic testing of an Aluminum 


shell structure is numerically simulated. The comparison between experimental and numerical simulations is based 


on the force coefficients and power spectral density of the displacement data. As a result, the numerical tools 


(OpenFOAM as fluid solver, EMPIRE as coupling tool, and Carat++ as the structure solver) are tested and validated 
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to properly simulate similar structures. Therefore, more credibility can be put on numerical WSI simulations which 


can be a powerful assisting tool for experimental wind tunnel. 


 


2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 


This section summarizes the experimental study of the Aluminum shell structure under investigation. First of all, 


two terms that will be repeatedly used have to be defined: 


1. Wind tunnel scale: “down-scaled”, “model scale” or “small scale”. Any setup associated with this scale refers to 


the scales of the wind tunnel experiment. 


2. Real scale: “up-scaled”, “prototype scale” or “full scale”. All the parameters defined for these simulations are 


resulting from applying the scaling parameters to wind tunnel scale in order to simulate reality. 


Due to the complexity of the original structure geometry, wind loading cannot be predicted by design codes and 


standards. Therefore, a thorough investigation for the wind effects on the four tubes module shown in figure 1 was 


performed to predict the aerodynamic characteristics of the structure. CRIACIV, Atmospheric Boundary Layer 


Wind Tunnel, Italy, was commissioned to perform experimental investigation for the inflatable structure. Eight 


angles of wind attack (0, 45, 90, 135, 180, 225, 270, and 315 degrees) at four different wind speeds were considered 


for the test cases. It is very important to point out that the geometrical description of the wind tunnel model was 


independent from the intended actual structure (a membrane inflatable structure). Moreover, the complexity of 


producing a down-scaled inflatable tubes led to the Aluminum shell simplification. 


The test was conducted for the measurements of mean values (quasi-steady approach). It requires one time trace per 


wind condition with a sufficient duration to ensure that a longer time trace will not give another mean value. This 


method is suited for the analysis of forces and moments to determine the wind loading on the main structure. 


2.1 Model description 


An Aluminum sheet was used to model the Aeroelastic phenomena effects on a shell like structure. Table 1 shows 


the material properties for the down-scaled model and the structure thickness. 


Table 1: Aluminum shell model material properties 


Material Aluminum 


Modulus of Elasticity 69.6 Gpa  


Density 2711.5 
3/ mKg  


Poison’s Ratio 0.33 


Thickness 0.0005 m  


                         *Wind tunnel engineers chose the thickness  


 


 


Figure 1: Four tubes module vs. Geometry and Dimension of the simplified Aluminum sheet in the wind tunnel 
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2.2 Flow conditions 


Three flow conditions were tested in the wind tunnel and the test specifications are summarized in table 2. 


 


Table 2: Wind tunnel tests specifications 


Wind Tunnel Facility CRIACIV 


Flow Uniform flow (smooth flow) 


 Atmospheric Boundary Layer (ABL) 


 Uniform flow with a cube 


Sampling Frequency (HFFB) 2000 Hz  


Sampling Period 60 Sec  


Terrain Type (ABL Only) Rough sea level terrain 


Turbulence Intensity (ABL at Reference Height) %0.15  


Mean Wind Speed at Reference Height [4.65],[11],[16.5],[22] sm /  


Model Scale 1:150 


 


2.3 Available Experimental Data 


Four different mean wind speed were tested to prove the independence of the test results from Reynolds number. For 


each wind flow, a High Frequency Force Balance (HFFB) was used to acquire the total forces acting on the 


structure. Moreover, four accelerometers were used to measure the structural vibrations as shown in figure 2. 


 


 
Figure 2: Accelerometer arrangement 


3. COMPUTATIONAL SETUP 


The simulations were performed in two scales. First, wind tunnel scale simulations were performed to mimic all the 


experimental conditions and to assure that our simulation assumptions are working properly for this problem. Then, 


the up-scaled simulation were calculated to indicate the correctness of the scaling parameters defined in table 3 and 


show the ability of the software to simulate real structures features and scales under different wind conditions.   


Table 3: Model to prototype scaling factors 


Scaling parameter Factor 


Geometric )( g  150 


Velocity )( v  5.59 


Density )(   1 


Time )( t  150 : 5.59 


Frequency )( f  5.59 : 150 


 


It is important to point out that coupled CFD simulation or more precisely WSI simulations are highly application 


and targeted values dependent. Furthermore, it is of a great importance to consult the available Best Practice 


Guidelines as a source to predict how the computational setup should look like and make use of others’ work in 
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similar fields. “Besides a well-suited simulation software, the quality of results largely depends on modeling issues.” 


(Kupzok. 2009). Most of the modeling decisions in the current work are highly influenced by (AlSofi. 2013) 


(DeVilliers. 2006) (Franke et al. 2004) (Franke et al. 2007) (Kupzok. 2009) (Stathopoulos et al. 2007). 


3.1 Computational domain 


The size of the computational domain is the first decisive parameter on how expensive the simulation will be. It is 


controlled by both geometric area of the structure under investigation and boundary conditions. The computational 


domain should be big enough to encompass large, energetic relevant flow structures. The size of the domain is 


decided taking into account the following issues: 


 


 The blockage ratio (BlR) should be kept ( %3 ) to prevent the generation of artificial accelerations and be 


consistent with the wind tunnel specifications. 


 The distance between the inlet and the structure should be big enough to prevent artificial pressures due to inlet 


boundary conditions. 


 The distance from the structure to the outlet should be big enough to allow the flow re-development behind the 


wake region and avoid pressure shocks due to the outlet boundary conditions. 


 


Finally, a blockage ratio (BlR = 2.857%) is used and all the domain size parameters are shown in figure 3 and 


dimensions are summarized in table 4. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 3: Computational domain parameters representation 


 


 


Table 4: Computational domain dimensions for model and prototype scales 


Parameter Chosen domain 


factor (* R) 


Dimensions 


model scale [m] 


Dimensions 


prototype scale [m] 


R 1 0.2 30 


W 1 0.2 30 


S 3 0.6 90 


V 5 1.0 150 


B 8 1.6 240 


F 5 1.0 150 


 


 


Moreover, a Large Eddy Simulation (LES) is performed with the use of a kinetic energy one equation eddy-viscosity 


turbulence model and cube-root of cell volume as the LES filter. Backward differencing scheme is used for time 


integration. This scheme takes the last two values into account which resembles a second-order accuracy and 


implicit discretization scheme. Moreover, the scheme reduces numerical diffusion and is computationally cheaper 


than other schemes falling into the same category (Gramlich. 2012). The simulations are based on the standard 


Gaussian finite volume integration which requires not only cell-center values but also values on the cell faces. 


Consequently, an interpolation scheme is required and a linear scheme is used. The term linear in the OpenFOAM 


context corresponds to the central differencing interpolation scheme. The scheme used represents a second-order 


gradient-term discretization and a second-order, unbounded divergence-term discretization (Gramlich. 2012). 
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3.2 Inlet flow condition 


In the following sub-section, the process of simulating wind characteristics in CWE are briefly discussed. Two 


different inlet wind conditions were used in the wind tunnel testing campaign. For uniform flow, the target is to 


expose the structure to constant unfluctuating wind. For ABL flow, a transient fluctuating inlet is required since not 


only the mean values are of interest in measurements but also transient ones (e.g. maximum). As stated by AlSofi, 


“this huge shortage in the results, especially in standard deviation and peak results, supports the claim that 


logarithmic mean wind profile will fail to serve as an inlet boundary condition for this kind of engineering problems. 


A transient fluctuating (turbulent) inlet is required.” (AlSofi. 2013). The procedures on how to generate such a 


fluctuating inlet conditions are briefly explained. First, it is important to find out the roughness length for the wind 


flow. A wave superposition based method developed by Mann 1998 is used to simulate the fluctuating component in 


the velocity field. “This method builds on the model of the spectral tensor for atmospheric surface layer turbulence 


at high wind speeds developed by Mann 1994. The wind field can be represented as a generalized Fourier-Stieltjes 


integral of its spectral components. Moreover, the applicability of the adapted numerical wind generator in 


simulating natural flow conditions is supported by AlSofi (AlSofi. 2013).  


3.3 Carat++ settings 


Carat++ is the structure solver. An 8-noded quadrilateral shell element is used for the modeling of the shell 


structure. This shell element is a “degenerated” shell element with 6 (external) degrees of freedom per node. 


Reissner-Mindlin kinematical description is used for the shell description. Moreover, using 8-noded element 


introduced a problem to the coupling software. This problem is introduced by the existence of only 4-noded element 


mapper in EMPIRE. Skinning approach is used to overcome this problem. A 4-noded membrane, zero-thick, is 


introduced as a ghost layer. Both shell structure and membrane have the same 128 elements mesh. Finally, 


NEWMARK non-linear (NEWMARK_ NLN) algorithm is used as the dynamic structure solver. 


4. ANALYSIS OF COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS 


The simulations are performed in two stages: 


 


 Wind tunnel scale: all the flow conditions are tested in model scale. The ABL numerical wind generator fitting 


algorithm is tested. The model scale is tested first to make sure that the software tool chain is working properly. 


 Up-scaled model: the simulations are performed to assure the applicability and results of the dynamic scaling of 


the structure. These simulations are performed based on having good results in wind tunnel scale. 


 


 
Figure 5: Features of the flow over the structure 
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4.1 Results discussion for wind tunnel scale simulations 


A qualitative assessment for the flow around the shell is performed. To start with, aeroelastic effects play a crucial 


role in the flow properties and in the level of forces affecting the structure. Not only pressure and viscous forces are 


introduced, but also dynamic response of the structure. Figure 6 shows the statistical evaluation for the force 


coefficient in the flow direction 
xCF from the three flow conditions under investigation.  


 


For ABL flow, it is clear that the structure response is well captured. The mean is perfectly matching the simulation 


but the standard deviation is slightly different as shown in figure 6. This marginal difference in the standard 


deviation is the result of losing some wind energy due to the structure vibrations which affects the fluid domain. 


Another reason is not resolving small scales of motion which does not highly contribute to the forces affecting the 


structure. Finally, both mean and standard deviation for the force coefficient are in a very good agreement with the 


experimental results. 


 


For uniform flow, it can be observed that the mean and standard deviation for the flow are perfectly matching the 


experimental results shown in figure 6. This indicates the accuracy of the simulation to capture scales of motions 


that are highly contributing to the forces exerted on the structure. 


 


For uniform flow with cube in front of the structure, the flow condition is highly complicated. The properties of the 


flow over the structure are defined by the recirculating flow in the wake region behind the cube. It can be seen that 


the mean force coefficient is perfectly matching the experimental result. In the other hand, the standard deviation is 


slightly smaller than the experimental value. This difference can be seen in losing some scales of motion in the wake 


region behind the cube which leads to lower energy content in the flow hitting the structure. To examine the loose of 


fluctuations in the force component in this case, we can start by clarifying that an LES model is used which resolves 


eddies up to two times bigger than the cell size. Consequently, mesh coarseness should be controlled. Flow behind a 


cube exhibits separation and large-scale unsteadiness with an expected minimum wavelength m01207.0min  . It 


requires maximum cell size of m00603.0  to resolve the biggest scale of motion. A m008.0 cell size was used in 


the simulations. It can resolve wide range of scales of motion. These large length scales are highly contributing to 


the energy content of the flow which can be clearly seen in figure 6. 


 


 
Figure 6: Mean and standard deviation for the force coefficient in flow direction (down-scaled) 
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The displacements are obtained from Carat++. Using a Power Spectral Density (PSD) analysis for the 


displacements, the first eigenfrequency from FSI simulation is found to be Hz221.10 which is deviating by 


%10 from the experimental values/// The PSD for the FSI simulations is calculated by taking the Euclidean norm 


for the displacements in three directions. 


 


 
Figure 7: PSD for displacement for ABL Flow 


 


 
Figure 8: PSD for displacement for Uniform Flow 


 


 
Figure 9: PSD for displacement for Uniform Cube Flow 
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The first three eigenmodes represent non-symmetric bending, symmetric bending, and non-symmetric torsion 


respectively. These modes are well identified for both ABL and uniform flow as shown in figures 7 and 8. For flow 


behind a cube figure 9, higher modes are not well captured.  Higher modes in this case are caused by high 


frequencies in the vortex shedding region behind the cube which corresponds to very small wavelengths that needs 


very fine mesh to capture these effects. For the three flows, the energy content in the vibration of the structure is 


well conserved because most of the energy is contained in the large scale vortices. Overall, it can be seen from the 


graphs and the analysis that wind-structure interaction simulations are in a very good agreement with the 


experimental data in hand. 


4.2 Results discussion for prototype scale simulations 


In the following sub-section, the structure is up-scaled where the dynamic properties of the structure must be also 


modified to fit the up-scaled properties. Dynamically scaling the structure is a very complicated task. In the study 


under investigation, we do not have a real structure. Consequently, a virtual structure with the same geometry as in 


wind tunnel scale is simulated. The thickness is treated as a geometric parameter and the density is kept constant so 


that Scruton number similarity can be achieved. Therefore, modulus of elasticity is the parameter to be modified to 


fulfill the up-scaled natural frequency of the structure. The up-scaled structure properties are summarized in table 5.  


 


Table 5: Aluminum shell up-scaled model properties 


Material Virtual material 


Span 60 m  


Height 30 m  


Modulus of Elasticity 1600 GPa  


Density 2711.5 
3/ mKg  


Poison’s Ratio 0.33 


Thickness 0.075 m  


 


 


The up-scaled model must comply with the eigenfrequency calculated by the scaling laws. Modal analysis is 


performed for the up-scaled structure and the results are summarized in table 6. 


 


Table 6: The first three Eigenfrequencies: up-scaled structure 


Number Eigenfrequency ][Hz  


1 0.5069500 


2 1.1145446 


3 1.1369100 


 


 


By setting up all the required modification for the structure, it is important to think about the scaling of the results. 


Forces are provided in a dimensionless representation which requires no scaling but accelerations must be scaled. 


Consequently, a scaling parameter is defined for the accelerations such that
150


2148.31



t


v
a






 . By using this 


scale parameter, the up-scaled accelerations are integrated to result in the up-scaled expected displacements. In 


figure 10, the force coefficients in flow direction are shown for both uniform and ABL flow.  


For uniform flow, the mean and standard deviation for xCF are perfectly matching the experimental data which 


confirms the accuracy of the structure solver, the dynamic scaling of the structure, and the ability of the fluid mesh 


to capture the important scales of motions. For the ABL flow, marginal deviation is observed in the mean and 


standard deviation. Finally, it can be concluded that the forces in the main flow direction is in a good agreement 


with the experimental data. 
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Figure 10:  Mean and standard deviation for the force coefficient in flow direction (up-scaled) 


 


 


From figures 11 and 12, we can find out that the peaks are the same for the numerical simulation and the 


experimental data with some deviations in the ABL flow. Moreover, there is a perfect matching in the structure’s 


natural frequency from the PSD analysis where Hzfnsim 442.0  and Hzf erimentaln 4425.0exp   with slight 


deviation in the higher modes. Finally, %10  reduction in the eigenfrequency has resulted from the FSI 


simulation which is the same reduction obtained in the experimental results which assures that the added-damping is 


well estimated by the FSI simulations. From figures 11 and 12, the main energy contributors are well captured. But 


by looking into figure 11, frequencies higher than 0.9Hz are not well-captured and this is due to the loss of 


frequencies from numerical wind generator through the mapping to the inlet of the computational domain. For 


uniform flow in figure 12, the high frequencies are clearly captured since the flow features are well resolved. In both 


flow conditions, the amplitudes of the signal are minimally differ from the experimental data. Moreover, the 


conservation of the scaling laws is preserved in the up-scaling of the structure and flow conditions which lead to a 


geometric scaling of the displacement. 


 


 
Figure 11: PSD for displacement for ABL flow full scale 
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Figure 12: PSD for displacement for Uniform flow full scale 


5. CONCLUSION 


The target of this part of the project was to numerically reproduce the wind tunnel experiments with all the flow 


conditions investigated and define the appropriate scaling parameters to produce an up-scaled simulation. The 


simulations were performed and compared to wind tunnel data. 


 


 The numerical simulation showed very good agreement with the experimental data. 


 The setup for the Rayleigh damping coefficients should be carefully done to avoid deviation in the structure 


response. 


 The errors associated with accelerometer measurements were investigated in the double integration of 


accelerations to get the displacements. Unphysical high frequencies and noise are misleading in the spectral 


analysis of such signals. 


 The up-scaling of the structure is a complicated process that is limited by several parameters. 


 The scaling is the biggest barrier in simulating wind-structure interaction for light-weight structures in wind 


tunnel.  


 


The results for different test cases indicate the applicability of numerical wind-structure interaction. Several 


drawbacks of wind tunnel measurements showed that computational wind-structure interaction is a promising field 


in the investigation of wind loading for any type of structure especially light-weight structures. Wind tunnel 


experiments suffer from great problems in the scaling down of the real structure. Overall, the validations and other 


investigations showed many positive aspects associated with LES as a predictive tool for Fluid-Structure Interaction 


(FSI) in Computational Wind Engineering (CWE). 
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ABSTRACT 


This paper presents an experimental study aimed at determining the bond-dependent coefficient (kb) and 


investigating the flexural performance of concrete beams reinforced with ribbed basalt fiber-reinforced polymer 


(BFRP) bars. The performance of the BFRP-RC concrete beams is compared against that of GFRP-RC ones. A total 


of five concrete beams measured 200 mm wide × 300 mm deep × 3100 mm long were constructed and tested in 


four-point bending over a clear span of 2700 mm. The main variables were reinforcement type (BFRP, GFRP, and 


steel bars as reference) and reinforcement ratio. The test results showed that the average kb was 0.85 for the ribbed 


BFRP bars. The kb value of ribbed BFRP bars was lower than 1.0 recommended by the Canadian Highway Bridge 


Design Code, CHBDC (CSA S6-14). 


 


Keywords: Fiber-Reinforced Polymer, Basalt, Glass, Flexure, Deflection, Crack width, kb. 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Deterioration of reinforced concrete (RC) structures due to corrosion of steel reinforcement is a major concern. The 


use of de-icing materials and the dominance of aggressive environment are the origin of the corrosion problem. This 


fact provides an indication of the big financial burden associated with the replacement of the deteriorated structures 


with the new materials, which has been estimated to be twice the original construction cost (Boyle and Karbhari, 


1994). Therefore, finding new materials such as fiber-reinforced-polymer (FRP) that can fulfill the above 


requirements is a must. Moreover, the advances in the FRP technology have spurred interest in introducing new 


fibers, such as basalt, in addition to the commonly used glass, carbon, and aramid. The recent basalt FRP (BFRP) 


has the potential to offer an efficient and cost-effective solutions when implemented in concrete structure. 


 


Furthermore, the available design codes and guides such as ACI 440.1R (2015), CSA S6 (2014) and CSA S806 


(2012) allow the use of glass, carbon, and aramid FRP bars as primary reinforcement. However, they are not 


providing recommendations for the use of BFRP bars since fundamental studies and relevant applications are still 


limited. Therefore, investigations are needed to characterize and understand the behavior of BFRP bars in concrete 


members.  


 


This study aims at determining the bond-dependent coefficient (kb) and investigating the flexural performance of 


concrete beams reinforced with ribbed basalt FRP (BFRP) bars. To compare the behaviour against the commonly 


used GFRP reinforcing bars, the investigation was extended to include two beams reinforced with sand-coated 


GFRP bars. A steel-reinforced concrete beam was also included as reference. 
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2. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 


2.1 Material Properties 


Reinforcing Bars: Basalt and glass FRP bars of size #5 (16 mm) were used in this study. The BFRP and GFRP bars 


were fabricated using pultrusion in a vinylesters resin with fiber contents of 80% and 82%, respectively. The BFRP 


bars have a ribbed surface, while the GFRP bars have a sand-coated surface. The tensile properties of the FRP bars 


were determined by testing five representative specimens of each type according to ASTM D7025 (2011). 


Moreover, 10M deformed steel bars were used for the reference beam. Table 1 summarizes the mechanical 


properties of the reinforcing bars. Figure 1 shows the surface configuration of the BFRP, GFRP and steel bars. 


 


 


Table 1: Tensile properties and surface configurations of the reinforcing bars 


RFT Type/Size db (mm) Af (mm²) Ef (GPa) ffu (MPa) 𝛆fu (%) Surface configuration 


BFRP/No. 5 16.0 199 64.8 1724 2.67 Ribbed 


GFRP/No. 5 16.0 199 62.6 1286 2.05 Sand-coated 


Steel/10M 11.3 100 200.0 fy
* = 450 𝛆y


 * = 0.2 Deformed 
** fy and 𝛆y are the yield strength and strain of the steel bars, respectively. 


 


 


 
Figure 1: Reinforcing bars 


 


Concrete: The concrete beams were constructed using ready-mixed concrete of normal-weight with a target 28-days 


compressive strength of 40 MPa. The maximum size of the coarse aggregates was 20 mm. The concrete compressive 


strength of each batch was determined by testing three 150×300 mm cylinders while the tensile strength was 


determined from split-cylinder testing. Table 2 provides the concrete compressive and tensile strengths. 


2.2 Test Specimens 


A total of five RC beams were constructed and tested up to failure. The tested beams measured 3100 mm long, 200 


mm wide, and 300 mm deep, as shown in Figure 2. The beams had a 200 mm overhang length beyond the supports 


on each side as anchorage length to avoid bond failure. The beam specimens were provided with 10M stirrups each 


100 mm in the shear spans to avoid shear failure. Each specimen was reinforced longitudinally with 2 10M steel 


bars as top reinforcement and different reinforcement ratios and types at the bottom. The clear concrete cover was 


38 mm CSA S806 (2012). Table 2 presents the reinforcement details of each beam. Figure 2 also shows the typical 


reinforcement details of the beam specimens, while Figure 3 shows the fabrication of the tested specimens. 


 


Table 2: Test matrix, reinforcement details and mechanical properties of the tested beams 


Code* f'
c (MPa) ft (MPa) Bot. RFT ρ (%) 


ρ/ρb 
E×A (kN) 


ACI 440-06 CSA S806-12 


B-2#16 


50.8±1.7 4.2±0.3 


2#16mm 0.79 4.577 3.545 26068 


B-3#16 3#16mm 1.19 6.865 5.238 39102 


G-2#16 2#16mm 0.79 2.685 2.112 24915 


G-3#16 3#16mm 1.19 4.028 3.168 37372 


S-2#10M 44.7±2.0 4.3±0.3 2#10M 0.39 0.103 0.096 40000 
* Reinforcement type (B: BFRP; G: GFRP; S: Steel) followed by the number of bars and bar size. 


Steel GFRP BFRP 
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Figure 2: Schematic drawing for concrete dimensions, reinforcement details, typical location of instrumentation and 


test setup: (a) Elevation; (b) Cross- sections 


 


   
Figure 3: Fabrication of the beam specimens 


 


2.3 Instrumentation and Test Setup 


Electrical-resistance strain gauges were used to measure the tensile strains in the bottom reinforcing bars and the 


compressive strains in the concrete beams at the desired locations. Four electrical strain gauges (6 mm) were glued 


on the longitudinal reinforcing bars in the middle of the beam and under the loading points [S1 to S4]. In addition, 


two electrical strain gauges (60 mm) were glued on the top surface of the concrete beams at mid-span to measure the 


concrete compressive strains [C1 and C2]. The deflection along the beam’s span was monitored using four LVDTs, 


labeled D1 to D4. Crack propagation was also monitored during testing until failure, and the crack widths of the first 


three flexural cracks were monitored with three horizontal LVDTs [D5 to D7]. To facilitate crack monitoring, the 


beams were painted white prior to testing. In addition, an automatic data-acquisition system connected to a computer 


was used to monitor loading, deflections, and strains in the concrete and reinforcement. Figure 3 shows typical 


location of instrumentations. 


 


The specimens were tested in four-point bending over a simply-supported clear span of 2700 mm. The load was 


applied using a 500 kN closed-loop MTS actuator with a stroke-controlled rate of 1.2 mm/min. The loading was 


stopped when the first three flexural cracks appeared and the initial crack widths were measured manually using a 


handheld 50X microscope. Thereafter, the LVDTs were installed to continuously monitor the crack widths with the 


load increase. Figure 4 shows an overview of the test setup during a beam test. 


Note: Dimensions are in mm 
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Figure 4: Overview of the test setup 


3. TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 


3.1 Cracking Moment and Pattern  


The crack propagation in the tested beams is shown in Figure 5. The first cracks always appeared in the constant-


moment region of the beams, starting from the beam bottom surface and extending vertically toward the 


compression zone. As the load increased, the cracks extended further away from the constant-moment region 


towards the supports. Cracks outside the constant-moment region were affected by a combination of flexural and 


shear stresses, so the cracks tended to gain a horizontal component. As expected, increasing the reinforcement ratio, 


while keeping the mechanical properties unchanged, helped enhance the cracking performance. 


 


All beams behaved similarly until first cracking. Their cracking loads and pre-cracked stiffness were essentially the 


same regardless of reinforcement ratio. Table 3 provides the cracking moments (Mcr) of all tested beams. The 


reported cracking moment, excluding the self-weight of the beams, ranged from 7.62 to 9.06 kN.m with an average 


of 8.07 kN.m. The cracking moments were predicted using Eq. (1). 


 


[1]     Mcr=(fr×Ig)/yt  ,where fr  is the modulus of rupture of concrete 


 


Table 3 compares the experimental and predicted values of the cracking moments, Mcr. The cracking moment was 


generally 38% and 36% lower than those predicted with ACI 440.1R (2015) and CSA S806 (2012), respectively. 


CSA S806 (2012) yielded slightly better predictions of cracking moments than ACI 440.1R (2015) because of the 


former’s smaller modulus of rupture. Similar observations were reported for the cracking moments of GFRP-RC 


beams (El-Nemr et al. 2013) where the predicted cracking moments were higher than the measured cracking 


moments for normal- and high-strength concrete. It is worth mentioning that FRP-RC members may crack over time 


as additional stresses developed from shrinkage, temperature effect (Bischoff 2001) and the freezing and melting of 


water inside the concrete, causing hair cracks and therefore reducing the cracking load. The cracks resulting from 


shrinkage, however, did not significantly affect crack-width prediction (Bischoff 2001). 


 


Table 3: Cracking and ultimate moments and mode of failure 


Beam Experimental (kN.m) ACI (2015) CSA (2012) 


kb 
Aver. 


kb Mcr Mn M.O.F* 
    


B-2#16 7.62 69.83 CC 0.57 0.97 0.59 0.86 0.73 
0.85 


B-3#16 7.67 89.77 CC 0.58 1.06 0.60 0.95 0.96 


G-2#16 7.59 82.23 CC 0.57 1.16 0.59 1.03 
N/A 


G-3#16 9.06 87.04 CC 0.68 1.04 0.71 0.93 


S-2#10M 8.40 23.57 SY+CC 0.68 -- 0.70 -- --  


Average 


± S.D. 


8.07 


±0.65 
-- -- 


0.62 


±0.06 


1.06 


±0.08 


0.64 


±0.06 


0.94 


±0.07 


0.85 


±0.24 
* CC: Crushing of concrete; SY+CC: Steel yielding followed by concrete crushing. 
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Figure 5: Crack pattern at failure of tested beams 


3.2 Flexural Capacity and Mode of Failure 


Table 3 presents the flexural capacity (Mn) and mode of failure of the tested beams. The tested FRP-RC beams failed 


by concrete crushing, as designed for over-reinforced section. While the steel-RC beam was failed due to steel 


yielded followed by concrete crushing as designed for under-reinforced section. Moreover, Table 3 shows that the 


increasing the reinforcement ratio (ρ) or axial flexure stiffness (E×A) by 50% led to an increase in the ultimate 


capacity by 28.6% and 5.9% for the BFRP- and GFRP-RC beams, respectively. 


 


On the other hand, B-2#10M failed at 23.57 kN.m, which is lower than the capacities of B-3#16mm and G-2#16mm 


with similar axial stiffness. The average flexural capacity of the FRP-RC beams was 3.75 times greater than that of 


the steel-RC beam with similar axial stiffness. This was attributed to the higher tensile strength and strain capacity 


of the BFRP bars compared to the yield stress and strain of the steel bars. 


 


The ultimate capacity of the test specimens was predicted using the strain compatibility approach in ACI 440.1R 


(2015) and CSA S806 (2012) and compared to the measured values. Table 3 shows the experimental-to-predicted 


ultimate capacity of the tested beams. Generally, both the ACI 440.1R (2015) and CSA S806 (2012) prediction 


equations under- and over-estimated the flexure capacity of BFRP-RC beams. The average experimental-to-


predicted ultimate capacities were 1.06±0.08 and 0.94±0.07 for ACI 440.1R (2015) and CSA S806 (2012), 


respectively. Moreover, the difference between ACI 440.1R (2015) and CSA S806 (2012) was related to the β1 


factor and the assumed strain at ultimate which is 0.003 for ACI 440.1R (2015) and 0.0035 for CSA S806 (2012). 


3.3 Reinforcement and Concrete Strains 


Figure 6 shows the measured mid-span tensile strains in the reinforcing bars as well as the mid-span concrete strains 


versus the applied moment for the tested beams. The figure shows similar pre-cracking responses of BFRP-, GFRP- 


and steel-RC beams, as well as significant post-cracking increases in the tensile and compression strains until 


failure, as a result of reduced post-cracking stiffness of all beams. Moreover, the plotted data shows that before and 


after cracking, beams reinforced with BFRP and GFRP bars exhibited tensile and compression strains vary linearly 


with load up to failure while beam reinforced with steel bars exhibited bi-linear response with a yield plateau in the 


final phase of loading after strain of 2500 μs. Figure 6 also shows that, at the same load level, beams with similar 


axial stiffness (B-2#16 and G-2#16) (B-3#16, G-3#16 and S-2#10M) have approximately similar tensile and 


compression strains regardless the reinforcement type or surface configuration. Increasing the reinforcement ratio 


led to decreasing the strains in the reinforcing bars and in concrete and decreasing the sharp changes of tensile 


strains at first crack. This is due to sudden reduction of inertia after cracking which is affected by the reinforcement 


ratio. Steel-RC beams, however, did not experience this jump due to energy absorption of steel bars. In addition, the 


measured strains in the FRP reinforcing bars are used to evaluate the bond-dependent coefficient (kb). Table 3 shows 


the tensile and compressive strains of the reinforcing bars and concrete at service load (30% of the nominal capacity, 


0.3Mn, as reported by Mota et al. 2006, Bischoff et al. 2009, and El-Nemr et al. 2013). ISIS (2007) recommended a 


value of 2000 µε as a limit for the strain in FRP bars under service load. As shown in Table 3, the strains in the 


G-3#16 


S-2#10M 


 


G-2#16 


B-2#16 


B-3#16 
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BFRP and GFRP bars at 0.30Mn were high and ranged from 3907 to 5083 µε. El-Nemr et al. (2013) reported high 


stain values up to 5349 µε and Kassem et al. (2011) also reported strain values as high as 4119 µε in GFRP bars at 


0.3Mn. 


 


 
Figure 6: Moment-strain relationships for concrete and reinforcement 


 


3.4 Deflection Behaviour 


Figure 7 shows the applied moment versus the average mid-span deflection for the tested beams. The figure 


provides typical bi-linear moment-deflection relationships for the tested FRP-RC beams and tri-linear with a 


yielding plateau for the tested steel-RC beams. The beams’ responses are nearly similar pre-cracking stiffness and 


cracking loads, due to the negligible effect of the reinforcement ratio and modulus on the gross moment of inertia of 


the beams. Unlike the pre-cracking stage, all tested beams exhibited lower post-cracking stiffness until failure. It is 


clear that the reinforcement ratio shows significant influence on the beams’ post-cracking responses until the failure. 


As expected, larger deformations were noted for lower reinforcement ratios and axial stiffness. In addition, 


providing approximately the same axial stiffness (E×A) for beam B-3#16, G-3#16 and S-2#10M; resulted in similar 


moment-deflection relationships up to yielding of steel bars. The moment-deflection relationships were not affected 


by the type or surface configuration of the reinforced bars when the same axial stiffness was provided and no 


slippage was occurred. 


 


 
Figure 7: Moment-average mid-span deflection relationships 


 


3.5 Crack Width and Bond-Dependent Coefficient (kb) Prediction 


The test results were used to assess the bond-dependent coefficient values (kb) of ribbed BFRP bars. The kb was 


calculated from Eq. (2) (CSA S806 2012). The calculations were based on the first three cracks in each beam. The kb 


was calculated from each beam at 0.3Mn (assumed service load) of the tested specimens and is presented in Table 3. 
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The average kb value was 0.85 for ribbed BFRP bars which is lower than the recommended value of 1.0 provided by 


CSA S6 (2014), which means the BFRP bars exhibited better bond and lower crack widths than the expected. 
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where wcr is the maximum crack width (mm), Ef  is the modulus of elasticity of FRP bar (MPa), ff is the stress in 


FRP reinforcement in tension (MPa), kb is the bond dependent coefficient, β is the ratio of distance from neutral axis 


to extreme tension fiber to distance from neutral axis to center of tensile reinforcement, dc is the thickness of 


concrete cover measured from extreme tension fiber to center of bar (mm), and s is the longitudinal FRP bar spacing 


(mm). 


 


It is worth mentioning that ACI 440.1R (2006) was using Eq. (1) for determining the crack width at service load. 


The ACI 440.1R (2015) replaced this equation with an indirect measure to control the crack width through the 


maximum spacing between the reinforcing bars (smax) as shown in Eq. (2). The rationale of this indirect approach is 


described by Ospina and Bakis (2007). This approach, however, still includes the kb value. Both ACI 440.1R (2006) 


and (2015) state that for the case where kb is not known from experimental data, a conservative value of 1.4 should 


be used (excluding smooth bars and grids). In addition, ACI 440.1R (2015) cites the CSA S806 (2012) test method 


as appropriate measure to determine the kb values experimentally using Eq. (1) as conducted herein.  
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Figure 8 introduces a comparison with the predicted crack widths for the BFRP bars using the available equations of 


ACI 440 (2006) and CSA S6 (2014). Since ACI 440.1R (2006) and (2015) guides in absence of experimental data 


proposes a conservative value of kb = 1.4 and CSA S6 (2014) proposes kb = 0.8 for sand-coated FRP bars, kb values 


of 1.4, and 0.8 were used for ACI 440.1R (2006) and CSA S6 (2014), respectively. The comparisons in Figure 8 


indicate that ACI 440 (2006) overestimates the crack widths for beams reinforced with BFRP bars. While CSA S6 


(2014) yielded reasonable yet conservative crack width predictions. 


 


 


Figure 8: Measured and predicted crack widths for beams B-2#16 and B-3#16 


4. CONCLUSIONS 


Based on the test results and the discussions presented herein, the following conclusions were drawn: 
 


Both the ACI 440.1R (2015) and CSA S806 (2012) provide reasonable predictions for the flexural capacity of FRP-


RC beams (BFRP and GFRP). The average experimental-to-predicted ultimate capacities were 1.06±0.08 and 


0.94±0.07 for ACI 440.1R (2015) and CSA S806 (2012), respectively. 
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Beams with similar axial stiffness, (B-2#16 and G-2#16) (B-3#16, G-3#16 and S-2#10M), have approximately 


similar reinforcement strains and deflection responses, regardless the reinforcement type or surface configuration. 


 


The average kb was 0.85 for ribbed BFRP bars which is lower than the current recommendations for deformed FRP 


bars by the Canadian Highway Bridge Design Code, CHBDC CSA S6 (2014). 
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ABSTRACT  


Two-stage concrete (TSC) is a special type of concrete, which has a high potential for use in sidewalk construction 


owing to its high volume stability. TSC is characterized by its high coarse aggregate content. Hence, using recycled 


solid waste materials as a coarse aggregate will increase TSC sustainability, while providing a cost-effective 


alternative to natural aggregates. Aggregates are pre-placed in TSC. Hence, water absorption by recycled concrete 


aggregates and the associated rheology problems do not exist in TSC. This study explores the performance of green 


TSC sidewalks incorporating recycled concrete aggregates (RCA) and crumb rubber from scrap tires. Mechanical 


properties of the proposed green TSC including compressive strength, modulus of elasticity, flexural strength and 


toughness, as well as durability to freeze-thaw cycles were investigated. Results show a slight reduction in TSC 


mechanical properties due to the use of RCA. Moreover, incorporating tire particles reduced TSC mechanical 


properties significantly, while improving its toughness and freeze-thaw resistance. Addition of recycled tire steel 


wires allowed to overcome the negative effects on the mechanical properties induced by crumb tire rubber. 


Therefore, recycling solid waste materials in TSC sidewalks can be an effective strategy to beneficiate such waste 


materials.  


 


Keywords: Green two stage; concrete, recycled aggregates, recycled tire rubber, recycled tire steel wires. 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Solid wastes including construction and demolition materials, paints and waste tires are a major concern from an 


environmental perspective. These wastes are often deposited in landfills. It has been estimated that about 175 


million tons of construction and demolition wastes are generated per year in North America (U.S.EPA 2009; 


Yeheyis et al. 2013). In addition, waste tires pose significant health and environmental concerns. It was reported that 


about 330 million tons of waste tires are generated in North America (Kim et al. 2011). Therefore, it is highly 


encouraged to reuse these wastes in other applications. 


 


According to the Canadian Infrastructure Report Card (2016), 28% of the total sidewalks in Canada are in need of 


replacement. It was reported that premature failure can occur after five years of concrete sidewalks construction due 


to severe winter weather (Zhan 1997). As reported by Roads Construction Standard Specifications (2015), concrete 


sidewalks shall comply with the CSA A23.1 requirements for class C2 exposure (i.e. non-structurally reinforced 


concrete exposed to chlorides with or without freeze-thaw conditions).  


 


Rubberized concrete can be a suitable solution to produce sustainable sidewalks where strength is not of an utmost 


priority. In conventional concrete, the addition of rubber particles as partial replacement for coarse aggregates can 
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improve its service life. Previous study by Siddique and Naik (2004) found that the freeze-thaw resistance of 


concrete was improved with addition of rubber particles. This is attributed to the fact that concrete incorporating 


rubber particles contains an air-void system within the concrete matrix, resulting in better freeze-thaw resistance 


(Siddique and Naik 2004). Rubber particles are considered as a high-strain capacity material, hence, it can increase 


concrete ductility (Topçu 1995). Moreover, rubber particles can act as crack arresters to control the initiation and 


propagation of cracks (Turatsinze et al. 2005). Nevertheless, the compressive strength and workability of 


conventional concrete are negatively affected by adding rubber particles, especially at higher replacement rates 


(Taha et al. 2008). 


 


Two-Stage Concrete (TSC) is a special type of concrete produced by placing coarse aggregate particles in the 


formwork, followed by grout injection (Najjar et al. 2014). Hence, this concrete production technique can 


accommodate the workability problems induced by recycled concrete aggregates due to their higher water 


absorption capacity. Moreover, TSC has 50% more coarse aggregate content than that of conventional concrete 


(Abdelgater 1996). Thus, TSC made with recycled materials as partial replacement for coarse aggregates can be a 


more sustainable alternative for utilization of waste materials. This paper explores the possibility of using the TSC 


technology to produce green sidewalks. The effects of incorporating recycled concrete aggregates and tire rubber 


wastes on the mechanical performance and freeze-thaw resistance of green TSC are investigated. Moreover, the 


influence of using a sustainable grout, made with ternary binders, on TSC properties is studied.  


2. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 


2.1 Materials and Grout Mixture Proportions  


For grout mixtures, CSA A3001 GU cement (noted herein OPC) was used as the main binder. Two types of 


supplementary cementitious materials (SCMs) including class F fly ash (FA) and high reactivity metakaolin (MK) 


were added as partial replacement for OPC. Table 1 shows physical and chemical properties for the used binders. 


Silica sand with a fineness modulus of 1.47 and a saturated surface dry specific gravity of 2.65 was used as a fine 


aggregate. TSC grout mixtures with a water-to-binder ratio (w/b) of 0.45 and sand-to-binder ratio (s/b) of 1 were 


prepared using a single binder (i.e. grout made with 100% OPC (C)) and a ternary binder (grout made with 50% 


OPC, 10% MK and 40% FA (MF4)). To control the flowability of the grout mixtures, a poly-carboxylate high-range 


water-reducing admixture (HRWRA) with a specific gravity of 1.064 and a solid content of 34% was employed 


(BASF Corporation). The dosage of HRWRA for both grout mixtures was selected to comply with the requirements 


of ACI 304.1 (2005) (i.e. efflux time = 35-40±2 s). Table 2 presents the grout mixture proportions, which were 


selected based on ASTM C 938 (Standard Practice for Proportioning Grout Mixtures for Preplaced-Aggregate 


Concrete). Crushed limestone coarse aggregate with a maximum nominal size of 40 mm, a saturated surface dry 


specific gravity of 2.65 and water absorption of 1.63% was used in the control TSC. Recycled concrete aggregates 


(RCA) having size between 19-38 mm, a saturated dry specific gravity of 2.6 and water absorption of 2.0% was 


used to produce green TSC. Moreover, tire rubber crumbs with size of 20 mm were used as partial replacement for 


the recycled concrete aggregates. Recycled tire steel wires having a mean diameter of 0.2 mm, length ranging 


between 3 mm and 22 mm and tensile strength of 2000 MPa were incorporated in TSC. Figure 1 shows the used raw 


materials to produce TSC mixtures. Moreover, various TSC mixtures were prepared as shown in Table 3. 


2.2 Experimental Procedures  


The experimental program was conducted to study the mechanical properties as well as freeze-thaw resistance of the 


various TSC mixtures. TSC cylindrical specimens (150 mm  300 mm), TSC prisms (150 mm  150 mm  550 


mm) and TSC panels (500 mm  500 mm  75 mm) were prepared for each TSC mixture. The molds were first 


filled with coarse aggregates and then the grout was injected into the voids. Specimens were covered with wet 


burlap to prevent surface drying. After 24 h, specimens were demolded and cured in the moist room (T = 25C and 


RH = 98%) until the testing age (i.e. 28 days). 


 


The compressive strength and the static modulus of elasticity of TSC were evaluated according to ASTM 943 


(Standard Practice for Making Test Cylinders and Prisms for Determining Strength and Density of Pre-placed-


Aggregate Concrete in the Laboratory) and ASTM C469/C469M (Standard Test Method for Static Modulus of 


Elasticity and Poisson's Ratio of Concrete in Compression), respectively. Moreover, the flexural performance and 
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toughness of TSC prisms were determined using a three-point bending test based on ASTM C1609/C1609M-10 


(Standard Test Method for Flexural Performance of Fibre-Reinforced Concrete-Using Beam with Third-Point 


Loading). The test was conducted using a closed loop deflection-controlled testing with a loading rate of 0.1 


mm/min. 


 


The freeze-thaw resistance was assessed based on ASTM C666-2015 (Standard Test Method for Resistance of 


Concrete to Rapid Freezing and Thawing). TSC prisms (275 mm  75 mm  75 mm), obtained by cutting TSC 


panels, were used to evaluate the freeze-thaw resistance of the TSC mixtures. After 28 days of curing in a moist 


room (temperature (T) = 25C and relative humidity (RH) = 98%), TSC specimens were exposed to 6 freeze-thaw 


cycles per day. The nominal freeze-thaw cycle consisted of alternately lowering the temperature of specimens from 


4 to -18C and raising it from -18 to 4C over a period of 4 hours. Visual inspection and mass loss of the TSC 


specimens were observed after 300 cycles of freeze-thaw. 


Table 1: Chemical Analysis and Physical Properties of OPC, FA, and MK 


 OPC FA MK 


SiO2 (%) 19.60 43.39 53.50 


Al2O3 (%) 4.80 22.08 42.50 


CaO (%) 61.50 15.63 0.20 


Fe2O3 (%) 3.30 7.74 1.90 


SO3 (%) 3.50 1.72 0.05 


Na2O (%) 0.70 1.01 0.05 


Loss on ignition (%) 1.90 1.17 0.50 


Specific gravity 3.15 2.50 2.60 


Surface area (m2/kg) 371 280 15000 


 


Table 2: Grout Mixture Proportions 


Grout 


mixture 


ID 


Grout mixture 


notation*  


Binder (kg/m3) 
Sand 


(kg/m3) 


Water 


(kg/m3) 


HRWRA 


dosage (%) OPC FA MK 


C 100OPC 875 -- -- 875 390 0.40 


MF4 50OPC-10MK-40FA 440 350 85 875 390 0.35 
*Grout mixture notation refers to the proportions of binders in the grout mixture.  


 


 


Figure 1: Illustration of raw materials used to produce various TSC mixtures.  


 


 


 


Crushed limestone Recycled aggregate Tire rubber particles Recycled tire wires 
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Table 3: TSC Mixtures 


TSC mixture 


ID 


Grout 


mixture 


ID* 


Coarse aggregate (%) Recycled tire 


wires (% by 


concrete volume) 
Crushed 


limestone (NA) 


Recycled concrete 


aggregate (RCA) 


Tire rubber 


crumbs (R) 


C-NA 


C 


100 -- -- -- 


C-RCA -- 100 -- -- 


C-R40-W0 -- 60 40 -- 


C-R40-W1 -- 60 40 1 


MF4-NA 


MF4 


100 -- -- -- 


MF4-RCA -- 100 -- -- 


MF4-R40-W0 -- 60 40 -- 


MF4-R40-W1 -- 60 40 1 
*Grout mixture proportions are presented in Table 2 


3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 


3.1 Effect of Incorporating Recycled Concrete Aggregates and Tire Rubber Wastes 


3.1.1 Compressive Strength 


The compressive strength results of TSC mixtures are presented in Table 4. As expected, the compressive strength 


decreased as the recycled materials incorporated were added. For example, the compressive strength for the TSC 


mixture incorporating recycled concrete aggregates (C-RCA) was 13.7% lower than that of the control TSC mixture 


made with natural aggregates (C-NA). This is attributed to the rounded shape of the recycled aggregate, which 


affected the aggregate interlock (Abdelgader and Górski 2003). However, the used natural aggregate had a crushed 


shape with rough texture, which provides better surface for grout inter-keying, and consequently higher strength 


than that produced with the recycled concrete aggregates (Najjar et al. 2014). 


 


Moreover, TSC incorporating 40% recycled tire rubber particles (C-R40-W0) exhibited 41% lower compressive 


strength than that of (C-RCA) mixture. This is ascribed to: 1) reduction of load-carrying capacity induced by the 


strong coarse aggregate; 2) the weaken adhesion between the rubber particles and the concrete matrix; 3) cracks can 


occur easily around the rubber particles due to the dissimilarity of the plastic behaviour between the rubber particles 


and the surrounding grout matrix (Nehdi and Khan 2001; Zheng et al. 2008; Onuaguluchi and Panesar 2014). 


However, the addition of 1% recycled rubber wires provided an improvement in compressive strength. For instance, 


the TSC mixture incorporating 40% rubber and 1% recycled wires (C-R40-W1) achieved about 30% higher 


compressive strength than that of the (C-R40-W0) mixture. This is due to the role of recycled wires in resisting 


crack formation and crack propagation in the longitudinal direction (Farnam et al 2010; Graeff et al. 2012). 


Table 4: Mechanical Properties of TSC Mixtures 


TSC mixture ID 
Compressive 


strength (MPa) 


Modulus of 


elasticity (GPa) 


Flexural 


strength (MPa) 
Toughness (J) 


C-NA 30.7 38.3 3.7 0.85 


C-RCA 26.5 29.8 2.8 0.55 


C-R40-W0 15.6 19.0 2.2 8.82 


C-R40-W1 20.3 22.6 2.8 30.52 


MF4-NA 28.4 36.0 2.6 0.26 


MF4-RCA 25.1 25.2 1.6 0.33 


MF4-R40-W0 11.3 20.7 1.4 8.37 


MF4-R40-W1 15.4 19.0 2.2 38.5 
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3.1.2 Modulus of Elasticity  


The modulus of elasticity results of TSC mixtures incorporating recycled materials are reported in Table 4. It can be 


observed that TSC made with recycled concrete aggregates (C-RCA) showed around 22% reduction in modulus of 


elasticity compared with that of control TSC (C- NA). This is mainly attributed to the fact that recycled concrete 


aggregates are less stiff than natural aggregates (McNelil and Kang 2013). Incorporating recycled tire rubber crumbs 


in TSC significantly reduced the modulus of elasticity. For example, the (C-R40-W0) TSC mixture exhibited 36% 


lower modulus of elasticity than that of (C-RCA). This is ascribed to the very low elastic modulus of the added 


rubber particles, which affects the concrete modulus of elasticity (Turatsinze et al. 2005; Onuaguluchi and Panesar 


2014). However, TSC made with the addition of 1% recycled rubber wires (C-R40-W1) achieved about 19% higher 


elastic modulus compared with that of (C-R40-W0). As mentioned earlier, recycled tire wires resist crack formation 


and arrest crack propagation, leading to improved stiffness and higher modulus of elasticity. 


3.1.3 Flexural Strength and Toughness 


The flexural strength results of TSC specimens incorporating waste materials are presented in Table 4. It can be 


observed that (C-RCA) mixture showed a reduction in flexural strength by about 24% compared with that of the (C-


NA) mixture. As mentioned previously, the rounded shape of recycled concrete aggregates has an adverse effect on 


surface of inter-keying, leading to weaker mechanical interlock of TSC. Moreover, (C-R40-W0) exhibited flexural 


strength 21% less than that of the (C-RCA) mixture. On the other hand, the (C-R40-W1) mixture achieved similar 


flexural strength to that of (C-RCA). This is attributed to the crack bridging mechanism induced by the recycled 


steel wires, enhancing the flexural strength and overcoming the adverse effect of rubber particles. Interestingly, 


incorporating tire rubber particles and/or recycled tire wires changed the failure mode of TSC specimens from brittle 


(i.e. broken into two pieces) to ductile. 


 


Figure 2 presents the load-deflection curves for different green TSC mixtures. It can be observed that (C-R40-W0) 


specimens exhibited sudden increase in deflection accompanied by a reduction in load capacity after the first crack. 


However, such specimen showed an ability to withstand post failure loads and undergo significant displacement. 


This is ascribed to micro-cracks reaching rubber particles, which will act as crack arresters due to their ability to 


sustain large elastic deformation (Toutanji 1996; and Twumasi-Boakye 2014). It was found that (C-R40-W1) 


achieved better improvement in the post-crack flexural behaviour than that of (C-R40-W0). This is due to the stress 


bridging across cracks induced by wires in this mixture, leading to enhanced post-crack flexural behaviour (Graeff et 


al. 2012). 


 


 
Figure 2: Load-deflection curves for TSC mixtures made with the control grout (C). 
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Moreover, toughness was evaluated as the area under the load-deflection curve up to 3 mm as per ASTM 


C1609/C1609M-10. Results showed that incorporating recycled tire rubber particles or/and recycled tire wires 


improved toughness. For example, (C-R40-W0) and (C-R40-W1) showed 16 and 56 times higher toughness 


capacity than that of the TSC made with 100% recycled concrete aggregates (C-RCA), respectively. In general, 


replacing coarse aggregates by tire rubber particles enhanced the concrete ability to absorb energy due to their 


elastic properties (Toutanji 1996). Moreover, the addition of tire wires in TSC led to increasing the required energy 


for crack growth (Graeff et al. 2012). 


3.1.4 Freeze-Thaw Resistance 


The freeze-thaw resistance of green TSC mixtures was evaluated based on visual inspection and mass loss of TSC 


specimens subjected to 300 freeze-thaw cycles (Figures 3 and 4). It was observed that TSC specimens made with 


crushed limestone (C-NA) and those made with recycled concrete aggregates (C-RCA) exhibited surface cracking 


and losing off concrete portions. Moreover, the mass loss of these specimens was 18% and 22%, respectively. 


However, (C-R40-W0) and (C-R40-W1) specimens, which are made with tire rubber crumbs, were intact along with 


negligible mass loss of 0.87% and 0.24%, respectively. This is attributed to the ability of tire rubber particles to 


induce entrained air due to their non-polar rough surface. These entrained air voids act as stress relief sites, leading 


to better freeze-thaw durability of concrete (Richardson et al. 2015). Furthermore, the rubber particles can relieve 


the stress build-up induced by ice formation by acting as mini-expansion joints inside the concrete (Kaloush et al. 


2005). On the other hand, the addition of recycled tire wires can resist the development of concrete cracks induced 


by the action of freeze-thaw cycles (Sun et al. 1999; Graeff et al. 2012). Thus, (C- R40-W1) specimens achieved the 


best freeze-thaw resistance due to synergistic effects of rubber crumbs and recycled tire wires. 


 


 


 


Figure 3: Illustration of various TSC specimens made with the control grout after 300 freeze-thaw cycles. 
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Figure 4: Mass change of TSC specimens made with the control grout versus number of freeze-thaw cycles. 


3.2 Effect of Using Ternary Blended Cement 


The mechanical properties of green TSC mixtures made with the MF4 grout mixture are presented in Table 4 and 


Figure 5. It can be observed that using the ternary binder (i.e. 50% OPC, 10% MK and 40% FA) in TSC led to a 


reduction in mechanical properties compared with that of the control mixture (i.e. 100 OPC). For example, the MF4-


R40-W1 mixture achieved 24 %, 16% and 27% lower compressive strength, modulus of elasticity and flexural 


strength than that of the C-R40-W1 mixture, respectively. This is attributed to the high level of FA partial 


replacement for OPC in such a grout mixture (i.e. 40%). It is well known that grouts incorporating FA gain strength 


slowly at an age of 28 days due to the slower hydration reactions at early-age (Bouzoubaâ et al. 2004). However, 


incorporating 10% MK in such a grout mixture slightly offset the reduction in mechanical properties due to its high 


pozzolanic activity induced by MK (Najjar et al. 2016).  


 


 
Figure 5: Load-deflection curves for TSC mixtures made with the sustainable grout (MF4). 
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The freeze-thaw resistance of TSC specimens made with the MF4 grout was evaluated based on visual inspection 


and mass loss of TSC specimens after 300 freeze-thaw cycles (Figures 6 and 7). It can be observed that the TSC 


specimens made with MF4 exhibited similar features of damage to that made with the control grout. However, there 


was a slight difference in the mass loss results, especially for those made with natural and recycled concrete 


aggregates. For example, the (MF4-NA) mixture exhibited 12% higher mass loss compared with that of the (C-NA) 


mixture. This can be attributed to the reduction in concrete strength at 28 days induced by fly ash. 


 


 


 


Figure 6: Illustration of various TSC specimens made with the MF4 grout after 300 freeze-thaw cycles. 


 


 
Figure 7: Mass change of TSC specimens made with the MF4 grout versus number of freeze-thaw cycles. 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 


This study investigated the performance of green TSC mixtures intended for sidewalks construction and 


incorporating recycled concrete aggregates (RCA) and crumb rubber from scrap tires. Based on the results of this 


study, the following conclusions can be drawn: 


 


-  TSC mixtures made with recycled concrete aggregates showed a reduction in TSC mechanical properties and 


performed poorly under freeze-thaw cycles. 


-  Incorporating tire particles reduced the TSC mechanical properties significantly, while its toughness and freeze-


thaw resistance were improved.  


-  The addition of recycled tire steel wires allowed overcoming the negative effects on the mechanical properties 


induced by crumb tire rubber. Moreover, the toughness and freeze-thaw resistance were significantly enhanced. 


-  Using fly ash and metakaolin in ternary binder for TSC resulted in a reduction in mechanical properties at 28 


days, while its freeze-thaw resistance was approximately similar to that of TSC made with a single binder 


(control grout). 


-  The study showed promising results for producing green sidewalks using a new type of green TSC, which 


incorporates tire rubber wastes.  


-  There is a need for further researches to improve the strength of green TSC by addition of different cementitious 


material.  
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ABSTRACT  


Fiber-reinforced elastomeric isolators (FREIs) are a potentially low-cost alternative to conventional steel-reinforced 


elastomeric isolators. FREIs can exhibit a non-linear horizontal force-displacement relationship characterized by a 


softening and stiffening phase, similar to other adaptive isolation devices such as the triple friction pendulum. This 


non-linear relationship is a consequence of unique deformations that occur during horizontal displacement denoted 


as rollover, which causes softening, and full rollover, which causes stiffening. The magnitude of the softening due to 


rollover is primarily governed by the width-to-total height aspect ratio of the FREI. If the aspect ratio is low, below 


about 2.5, the isolator may be susceptible to horizontal instability where the tangential stiffness becomes negative 


before increasing due to full rollover. Design codes prevent the use of an isolation system susceptible to horizontal 


instability within the design displacement. In this paper, experimental testing is used to calibrate a numerical model 


of a base isolated structure using horizontally unstable and stable FREIs. The performance of the structure is 


evaluated based on peak displacement of the isolation layer and peak acceleration of the base isolated structure. For 


the isolators considered, it is shown that the horizontal instability does not have a negative impact on the 


performance of the structure. It is postulated that some level of horizontal instability may be allowed in the design of 


unbonded FREIs.  


Keywords: Fiber-reinforced; elastomeric isolators; base isolation; seismic isolation; stable unbonded 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Large areas of Canada are relatively seismically inactive or have low population densities with low seismic risk. 


Regardless, large population centers reside along the St. Lawrence River valley and the west coast of British 


Columbia; two of the most seismically active areas in Canada. The potential for losses due to earthquakes in these 


regions has been estimated to exceed 60 billion (AIR Worldwide 2013), in addition to large numbers of injuries and 


fatalities. The National Building Code of Canada anticipates and accepts that damage will occur within a structure, 


utilizing ductility in the form of plastic hinging to protect the structure from catastrophic failure. This approach does 


little to protect the non-structural components and systems, which can exceed 80% of the total value of the structure 


(Taghavi et al. 2003). Combined with the cost of repairs or demolition and reconstruction of the structure and the 


potential loss of functionality, this approach may have staggering economic consequences.  


Each earthquake offers lessons for researchers and has fuelled the drive for the development of unique mitigation 


systems to address the protection of the structure and the non-structural components and systems. Amongst these 


innovative technologies is seismic base isolation. Seismic base isolation has been gaining popularity within the 


earthquake engineering community in recent decades. A comparison of a seismically base isolated structure and a 


conventional fixed base structure is shown in Figure 1. In a conventional fixed base structure, ground accelerations 


develop large accelerations and related inertial forces within the structure. In a base isolated structure, a flexible 


layer is introduced, usually at the foundation level, to decouple the structure from the strong ground motions. As an 
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earthquake occurs, the flexible layer allows large displacements to occur. The flexible layer essentially allows the 


structure to respond as a near-rigid block on top of the isolation system. The performance of a base isolation system 


is primarily related to its ability elongate the fundamental period of the structure, shifting it out of the high energy 


range of a typical earthquake event.  


 


(a) (b) 


Figure 1: Example of the response of (a) a fixed base and (b) a base isolated structure to strong ground motions 


Elastomers are often used in seismic isolation devices due to their soft material properties and ability to undergo 


large recoverable strains. Elastomeric isolators can be divided into two main categories: steel-reinforced and, more 


recently, fiber-reinforced. A steel-reinforced elastomeric isolator (SREI) is composed of alternating horizontal layers 


of steel and elastomer and usually has large steel endplates used to mechanically fasten the isolator to the upper and 


lower supports, shown in Figure 2. The steel reinforcement stiffens the vertical properties, forming a device that is 


very stiff in the vertical direction, yet flexible in the horizontal direction. This is necessary to support the large 


weight of the structure while still allowing large horizontal displacements to occur.  


Fiber-reinforced elastomeric isolators (FREIs) were initially proposed as a potential low-cost alternative to 


conventional SREIs (Kelly 1999). In a FREI, the steel reinforcement is removed and replaced with lighter fiber 


reinforcement with similar mechanical properties in tension. The steel endplates may also be removed and the 


isolator can be positioned unbonded between the supports, relying on friction to transfer the horizontal forces.  


 


Figure 2: Typical bonded SREI or FREI under horizontal displacement 


Unbonded FREIs exhibit a non-linear horizontal force displacement relationship due to unique deformations known 


as rollover and full rollover. The device softens as rollover occurs, and begins to stiffen as full rollover occurs. 


Devices that exhibit a softening and stiffening response are denoted as adaptive devices. Adaptive devices are 


considered advantageous for seismic isolation as the response can be tailored to the earthquake hazard level. In 


unbonded FREIs with low width-to-total height aspect ratios, rollover can develop a horizontal instability as the 


tangential stiffness becomes negative. Design codes, such as ASCE-7 (ASCE 2010), require that an isolation system 


retain horizontal stability (i.e. a positive tangential horizontal stiffness). In this paper, the response of a base isolated 


structure isolated with stable unbonded FREIs and unstable unbonded FREIs is compared. Experimental testing is 


used to calibrate a numerical model. The response of the structure is evaluated based on the peak displacement of 


the isolation layer and peak acceleration of the structure.  
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2. BACKGROUND 


SREIs are inherently heavy and expensive (Kelly and Konstantinidis 2011). The weight and cost of this device can 


be perceived as barriers to widespread base isolation application, particularly in developing countries where the 


devastation due to earthquakes is often more severe. Consequently, base isolation has thus far been largely exclusive 


to high importance structures and post disaster buildings (Kelly and Konstantinidis 2011). FREIs were initially 


proposed as a potentially low-cost alternative to conventional SREIs (Kelly 1999). The concept focused on 


developing a lighter device that could achieve similar performance as a conventional SREI. In addition to replacing 


the steel reinforcement with lighter fiber reinforcement, the large steel end plates were removed in favour of an 


unbonded application to simplify installation and further reduce the weight.  


The installation of the device in an unbonded application lead to advantageous performance features (Toopchi-


Nezhad et al. 2008). As an unbonded FREI is displaced horizontally, the initially vertical faces of the isolator rotate 


and the isolator begins to lose contact with the upper and lower supports. This deformation, shown in Figure 3a, is 


denoted as rollover. Rollover is a consequence of the unbonded application and the lack of flexural rigidity of the 


fiber reinforcement. The resistance to horizontal displacement is less in the volume of elastomer that has 


experienced rollover (i.e. lost contact with the supports) than an equivalent volume in simple shear (Van Engelen et 


al. 2014, Russo et al. 2013, Kelly and Konstantinidis 2007). Thus, as the isolator is displaced horizontally and the 


size of the rollover section increases, the isolator softens. The softening due to rollover continues until the initially 


vertical faces rotate 90 degrees and contact the upper and lower supports, completing full rollover, as shown in 


Figure 3b. The occurrence of full rollover prevents additional rollover and the horizontal force-displacement 


relationship begins to stiffen. Note that the dependency of this device on friction to transfer the horizontal forces 


determines that it is susceptible to slip and permanent deformations in certain extreme earthquake events, and is 


unable to resist any tensile loads. These limitations were identified and addressed in Van Engelen et al. (2015a), 


which proposed a hybrid between a bonded isolator and an unbonded isolator. Unbonded FREIs have been 


experimentally investigated with average vertical stresses up to 18 MPa (de Raaf et al. 2011).  


 


(a) (b) 


Figure 3: Deformed shape of an unbonded FREI a horizontal displacements showing (a) rollover and (b) full 


rollover 


Rollover and full rollover are the characteristic features of unbonded FREIs. Seismic isolation devices that exhibit a 


softening and stiffening response, such as the triple friction pendulum and sliding devices with variable curvature, 


are considered to be adaptive devices (Fenz and Constantinou 2008, Tsai et al. 2003). Adaptive devices have a large 


initial stiffness to prevent excessive displacements during low service loading events. As larger events occur (e.g. 


design basis earthquake (DBE)), the device begins to soften, which increases the efficiency of the device due to a 


larger shift in the fundamental period. During very large events (e.g. the maximum considered earthquake (MCE)), 


the device begins to stiffen, which is believed to act as a self-restraint against excessive displacements (Van Engelen 


et al. 2015b).  


Design codes (e.g. ASCE-7 (ASCE 2010)) require that the isolation system retain a positive tangential stiffness 


through all levels of imposed horizontal displacement (i.e. that the device remains horizontally stable). Unbonded 


FREIs are prone to horizontal instability with low width-to-total height aspect ratios (Van Engelen et al. 2014). A 


low aspect ratio determines that the volume of rollover becomes large in comparison to the total volume of the 


isolator. Thus, the magnitude of the softening exceeds the incremental force contribution of the remaining volume of 


elastomer and the tangential stiffness becomes negative as a consequence. The transition between an unstable and 
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stable FREI occurs at an aspect ratio of approximately 2.5 (Toopchi-Nezhad et al. 2008, Van Engelen et al. 2014). 


The response of a base isolated structure with stable unbonded FREIs has been investigated experimentally and 


numerically (Toopchi-Nezhad et al. 2009a,b); however, the response of a base isolated structure with unstable 


FREIs that experience full rollover has not been considered.  


3. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 


Two unbonded FREI quarter scale specimens were considered in this program. The specimens were comprised of 


seven layers of natural rubber. The total height of the specimens was 20 mm and the total thickness of the 


elastomeric layers, tr, was 19 mm. The specimens were reinforced with plain weave bi-directional carbon fiber. Both 


specimens were cut from the same pad with a length of 42 mm (perpendicular to the direction of testing). The width 


(parallel to the direction of testing) of specimen B1 was 40 mm, and the width of specimen B2 was 80 mm. Thus, 


the isolators had an aspect ratio of 2.0 and 4.0, respectively. 


The experimental tests were conducted with vertical load control and horizontal displacement control. A photograph 


of the experimental apparatus is shown in Figure 4. Each specimen was placed unbonded into the apparatus and 


monotonically loaded to a design average vertical stress of 2.0 MPa. Three horizontal sinusoidal cycles were 


conducted at each of seven displacement amplitudes in ascending order: 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 1.00, 1.50, 2.00 and 2.50 


tr. The specimen was then monotonically unloaded, removed from the apparatus and inspected for damage. The 


horizontal load and displacement were monitored with a single load cell and string potentiometer, respectively.  


The third cycle of the horizontal force-displacement hysteresis loops are compared in Figure 5, where the horizontal 


force, F, has been normalized by the plan area, A, and shear modulus of the natural rubber, G, and the horizontal 


displacement, u, has been normalized by the total thickness of the elastomeric layers. The tangential stiffness of 


isolator B1 became zero at approximately u/tr = 0.75, and horizontally unstable over the u/tr = 1.50 cycle. Full 


rollover is theoretically expected to occur at u/tr = 1.75 for this isolator design (Kelly and Konstantinidis 2007), and 


was observed in both isolators over the u/tr = 2.00 cycle. Full rollover increased the horizontal stiffness and returned 


isolator B1 to local horizontal stability as the tangential stiffness became positive. The equivalent viscous damping, 


calculated from the experimental hysteresis loops, ranged between 6.3 and 10.5 % and 4.3 to 7.0 % for isolator B1 


and B2, respectively.  


 


Figure 4: Experimental apparatus 
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Figure 5: Comparison of the normalized experimental force-displacement hysteresis loops 


4. MODEL AND METHODOLOGY 


4.1 Structure 


The numerical analysis was conducted using OpenSees (OpenSees 2013) in two dimensions. The single bay, two 


storey prototype planar frame was selected from a previous numerical investigation on unbonded FREIs (Van 


Engelen et al. 2015b). The total weight of the planar frame was distributed equally over the six nodes of the frame, 


including the isolation layer. The total weight of the frame is equivalent to the 2.0 MPa vertical stress applied in the 


experimental program. The beams and columns were represented using elastic beam column elements and were 


assumed to be axially rigid. The inherent damping of the structure was assumed to be 2 % and was applied to the 


structure using initial stiffness proportional damping. The fixed-base fundamental period of the full scale model was 


determined to be 0.21 s. The analysis was conducted in quarter scale consistent with the experimental results and 


planar frame; all the results are presented in full scale. Only the horizontal component of the ground motion was 


considered, and vertical motion was prevented at the isolation layer.  


4.2 Unbonded FREIs 


Love et al. (2011) numerically modelled a base isolated structure with stable unbonded FREIs calibrated from 


experimental results. The unbonded FREIs were represented by adapting a Bouc-Wen model with a fifth order 


polynomial to better represent the softening and stiffening due to rollover and full rollover. The model used herein is 


derived from the traditional Bouc-Wen model, as presented in Van Engelen et al. (2015b), with the inclusion of a 


fifth order polynomial. Accordingly, the restoring force is: 


[1] 
3 3 5


1 2 3 4 5F a u a u u a u a u u a u Bz     
 


with 


[2]    sgn
nu


z zu z
Y


      
&


&&
   


where α, β, γ, Y, B, a1 through a5 and n are quantities that control the shape of the hysteresis, sgn is the sign function, 


and z is the hysteretic parameter. Note that this model assumes hysteretic damping, although it could be adapted to 


include viscous damping as well by including a viscous damping term in Eq. (1). 
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The numerical model was calibrated using a best-fit procedure, minimizing the squared residuals over the third cycle 


of the experimental results for each isolator. The force-displacement relationship of isolator B1 was multiplied by 


two to account for difference in loading area (i.e., two unstable isolators, B1, or one stable isolator, B2, supported 


each column). Figure 6 compares the experimental and model hysteresis loops.  
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(a) (b) 


Figure 6: Comparison of the model and experimental hysteresis loops for (a) isolator B1 and (b) isolator B2 


4.3 Earthquakes and Scaling 


The response of the base isolated structure was evaluated based on 7 fault-normal broadband ground motions on 


rock (Baker et al. 2011). The ground motions were scaled to a design spectrum (ASCE 2010) for Victoria City Hall, 


British Columbia, assuming cite class C and a 2 % probability of exceedance over 50 years (NBCC 2010). Each 


record was scaled to minimize the squared residuals over 0.5TM to 1.25TM, where TM = 1.4 s is the effective period at 


the MCE hazard level determined according to ASCE-7 (ASCE 2010) using the third cycles of isolator B2. Linear 


interpolation was applied between displacement amplitudes. The ground motions and scaling factors are shown in 


Table 1 and the pseudo-acceleration, Sa, response spectra is shown in Figure 7.  


In the analysis, hazard levels ranging from the service level earthquake (SLE) to 1.2 MCE were considered. 


Increment of 0.2 MCE were considered between these levels. The relationship between the SLE, DBE and MCE 


was established as SLE = 1/3 MCE and DBE = 2/3 MCE. 


Table 1: Selected earthquake time histories and scale factors 


Earthquake Station Scale Factor 


Loma Prieta - 1989 Gilroy Array #6 1.87 


Hector Mine - 1999 Hector 0.91 


Coyote Lake - 1979 Gilroy Array #6 0.70 


Northridge-01 - 1994 Pacoima Dam (downstr) 1.17 


Chi-Chi, Taiwan - 1999 WNT 0.69 


Loma Prieta - 1989 Gilroy Array #1 1.62 


Northridge-01 - 1994 LA - Dam 0.47 
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Figure 7: Pseudo-acceleration response spectrum of the selected scaled earthquake records 


5. RESULTS 


The normalized mean peak isolator displacement, umax/tr, and peak floor acceleration at the roof of the structure, 


PFA3, are shown in Figure 8 as a function of the hazard level. The value of umax/tr for isolator B1 is initially larger 


than isolator B2. This is primarily due to the lower effective horizontal stiffness of isolator B1, particularly at these 


low horizontal displacements. This results in a larger shift in the fundamental period, which requires larger values of 


umax/tr. At the MCE level earthquake, both isolator B1 and B2 have an approximately equal value of umax/tr = 1.75.  


At this displacement amplitude, isolator B1 has entered into, and surpassed the unstable area of the hysteretic 


response (see Figure 5).  


The ratio of the response of isolator B1 to B2 is provided in Table 2. The stiffening due to rollover observed in 


isolator B1 after the unstable range begins to restrain the displacement and, by 1.2 MCE, the value of umax/tr is 6 % 


greater in isolator B2, than B1. The relationship between umax/tr and hazard level for isolator B2 is near-linear. Note 


that isolator B2 had an aspect ratio of 4.0, and the magnitude of the softening (and subsequent stiffening) was small 


in comparison to isolator B1, resulting in a more linear force-displacement relationship. The maximum amount of 


softening observed in isolator B2 was 40%, compared to 70% in B1, referenced to the effective horizontal stiffness 


at the u/tr = 0.25 cycle. A similar trend for isolator B2 was observed in Van Engelen et al. (2015b), which was 


attributed to the characteristics of the displacement response spectra. 


Table 2: Numerical model results 


B1 B2 B1/B2 


umax/tr  PFA3 (g) umax/tr  PFA3 (g) umax/tr  PFA3 


0.64 0.08 0.54 0.11 1.20 0.73 


0.79 0.08 0.65 0.13 1.22 0.66 


1.15 0.10 0.99 0.18 1.16 0.54 


1.29 0.10 1.11 0.19 1.16 0.51 


1.52 0.11 1.35 0.23 1.12 0.49 


1.74 0.13 1.72 0.28 1.01 0.45 


1.96 0.17 2.08 0.37 0.94 0.46 
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Figure 8: Comparison of the model and experimental hysteresis loops for (a) isolator B1 and (b) isolator B2 


Although similar values of umax/tr were observed, the values of PFA3 were consistently greater over all hazard levels 


with isolator B2. In both isolators, the effect of the stiffening on the PFA3 is visible as the rate of increase with 


hazard level significantly increases from 1.0 MCE to 1.2 MCE. Note that the value of PFA3 in isolator B1 increases 


by only 65 % between the SLE level and the MCE level, and 120 % between SLE and 1.2 MCE. For isolator B2, the 


values were 164 % and 244 %, respectively. As isolator B1 experiences rollover, the force-displacement relationship 


becomes near-constant between u/tr = 0.75 and u/tr = 1.5. Thus, the response of the structure, indicated here by 


PFA3, remains relatively consistent within this range of displacement amplitude.  


6. DISCUSSION 


In the numerical model, the two bearing designs considered with the same volume of elastomer (i.e. when 


considering 2 bearings of design B1, and one bearing of design B2). The results of the numerical model emphasizes 


the sensitivity of horizontal force-displacement relationship to the width-to-total height aspect ratio, and 


subsequently, the sensitivity of a base isolated structure response to the softening and stiffening due to rollover and 


full rollover. For the bearings considered, the smaller aspect ratio of isolator B1 (i.e. two smaller bearings in lieu of 


one larger bearing) was found to reduce the PFA3 by 45 % and 55 % at the DBE and MCE, respectively, with 


comparable values of umax/tr as isolator B2. Note that minimal softening occurred in B2 due to the larger aspect ratio. 


Had B1 been compared to an isolator with a lower aspect ratio, near the point of instability (e.g. 2.5-3.0), it is 


expected that the difference in performance would be less pronounced.  


Based on the results presented herein, there is no indication that the horizontal instability in isolator B1 at 


approximately u/tr = 0.75 has had an adverse effect on the response of the structure. In most circumstances in civil 


engineering, a negative tangential stiffness is representative of failure or approaching failure. In conventional 


elastomeric bearings, horizontal instabilities often dictate the displacement capacity of the device. This is not 


necessarily the case for unbonded FREIs, which, through full rollover, provide a mechanism to recover the 


horizontal stiffness and prevent unrecoverable softening from occurring. It is postulated that unbonded FREIs can be 


manufactured and provide adequate isolation from ground motions with lower width-to-total height aspect ratios 


than previously believed. The retention of horizontal stability has determined that unbonded FREIs could be 


manufactured to a minimum aspect ratio of 2.5. If the condition of horizontal stability is removed, the lower-limit 


aspect ratio would likely be governed by rollout instability (i.e. a 90 degree rotation of the entire isolator) as shown 


in Figure 9.  
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Figure 9: An unbonded FREI susceptible to rollout instability  


Note that these conclusions are based on the peak isolator displacement and peak floor acceleration of the planar 


frame considered. The horizontal instability results in a saddle point (i.e. a local minimum). Although unlikely due 


to the dynamic loading conditions, the structure may rest in the saddle point after an earthquake. Thus, unstable 


FREIs may not behave as a self-centering system.  Furthermore, isolators with lower aspect ratios are more 


susceptible to buckling, which was not considered in this investigation.  


7. CONCLUSIONS 


This paper numerically investigated the response of a structure base isolated with stable and unstable unbonded 


FREIs. Experimental testing of two unbonded FREIs was used to calibrate a Bouc-Wen model with a fifth-order 


polynomial curve to represent the characteristic softening and stiffening. The width-to-total height aspect ratio of the 


first isolator was half of the second isolator. In the model, the number of isolators in the former isolator was doubled 


to account for the reduced area. Design codes require that the horizontal force-displacement relationship of seismic 


base isolators maintain a positive tangential stiffness over all levels of expected displacement. For the specific 


devices and earthquake records considered in this paper, the results indicate that the horizontal instability did not 


result in any adverse effects in the response of the structure. It was found that the unstable isolator had a 


considerably lower peak floor acceleration than the stable isolator, and approximately equal peak isolator 


displacement at the hazard levels considered. Note that the softening due to rollover was limited in the stable isolator 


considered in this study as a result of its relatively larger aspect ratio. A substantial improvement in isolation 


efficiency would be expected if a lower aspect ratio had been selected, while still retaining horizontal stability.  


The condition of horizontal stability has limited the width-to-total height aspect ratio of unbonded FREIs to about 


2.5. It was postulated that lower aspect ratios could be allowed for unbonded FREIs, accepting and allowing 


horizontal instability to occur. These isolators could retain overall satisfactory, or potentially improve, performance, 


in comparison to designs with similar larger stable isolators. These conclusions are based on the response of the 


model structure. Future studies should also investigate and consider the possibility of residual displacements due to 


the saddle point and the susceptibility of low aspect ratio isolators to buckling.  


It is recommended that similar studies be conducted considering more complex structures, ground motions with 


different characteristics, and with other isolator designs and width-to-total height aspect ratios.  
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ABSTRACT  


The association between buildings’ indoor environmental quality (IEQ) and occupants’ well-being has become an 


important area of research in recent years. For school buildings in particular, this research has focused on evaluating 


occupants’ perceived satisfaction with IEQ, ignoring other aspects of physical, social and psychological well-being 


and ignoring the unique characteristics of teachers’ well-being in particular. In its evaluation of school buildings’ 


physical conditions, IEQ research usually focused on evaluating the mere presence or absence of building 


components such as windows and not their physical conditions. This paper presents a comprehensive research 


methodology aiming to address these limitations as part of a current research study conducted by the Construction 


Engineering and Management Group at the University of Manitoba in partnership with the Government of Manitoba 


Public School Finance Board. The research aims to assess Manitoba school buildings’ IEQ and physical condition in 


relation to teachers’ well-being. The methodology includes physical measurements of classrooms’ IEQ, field 


observations of the physical condition of these classrooms and assessment of teachers’ well-being. The well-being 


measures were developed through an inductive approach that involved interviewing a sample of school teachers to 


identify the unique indicators of their psychological, social, and physical well-being. Once complete, this research 


should contribute to developing a body of knowledge that school divisions, designers and contractors can use to 


deliver new school buildings that maximize schools’ IEQ and teachers’ well-being. It should also deliver abridged 


methods that school divisions, school administrators and operators can use to evaluate and benchmark their schools’ 


IEQ and physical conditions and their teachers’ well-being, informing strategic decision about these schools and 


their teachers.  


 


Keywords: indoor environmental quality, school buildings, well-being, physical condition assessment, teachers 


1. INTRODUCTION  


People spend an estimated 90% of their time indoors (Gill et al. 2010), highlighting the need for research that 


investigates the impact of indoor spaces on building occupants. There is compelling evidence in the literature 


supporting the premise that improving buildings’ indoor environments is likely to have a positive impact on 


occupants’ well-being (Agha-Hossein et al. 2013, Aries et al. 2010, Kim and De Dear 2012, Sisask et al. 2013). 


However, most IEQ studies (e.g. Bluyssen et al. 2011a, Bluyssen et al. 2011b, Righi et al. 2002, Turunen et al. 


2014) have limited the definition of well-being to occupants’ satisfaction with IEQ parameters. A review of the 


concept of well-being in the social sciences literature suggests that the concept has not been sufficiently explored in 


IEQ research. Dodge et al. (2012) define well-being as “the balance point between an individual’s resource pool (i.e. 


psychological, social, and physical) and the challenges faced (i.e. psychological, social, and physical)”. Therefore, 


well-being is an equilibrium state that can be disturbed by the lack of balance between challenges and resources. For 


school teachers, these challenges will include psychological aspects such as being satisfied with themselves, social 


aspects such as caring about colleagues and students, and physical aspects such as fatigue due to adverse indoor 


environmental conditions (Rashid and Zimring 2008, Uline and Tschannen‐Moran 2008). The resources needed to 


counter these challenges will include individual coping mechanisms and access to IEQ control features such as 
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thermostats (Huizenga et al. 2006, Rashid and Zimring 2008). Given the limited definition of well-being in IEQ 


research, there is limited empirical evidence of how buildings’ IEQ influences occupants’ psychological, social, and 


physical well-being, more so for teachers given that most IEQ studies (e.g. Allen and Marples 1998, Bradley and 


Sato 2008, Kranjc and Jamieson 1998, Noullett et al. 2010, Pengelly et al. 1984, Yang and Bradley 2009, Zandvliet 


and Straker 2001) on schools tend to focus on students.  Moreover, IEQ studies that involve field measurement of 


IEQ parameters such air temperature (e.g. Muhič and Butala 2004, Newsham et al. 2013) generally record additional 


information such as the presence of an operable window, luminaire and lamp type, and the types of surface finishes 


(Newsham et al. 2013). This is to explore the intricate relationship between building occupants’ and their indoor 


environment. The physical condition of building elements is usually not captured even though crack in window 


glazing and malfunctioning operable windows are likely to have a significant impact on IEQ and occupants’ 


satisfaction.  


 


This paper presents a comprehensive research methodology for assessing the intricate relationships between school 


buildings’ IEQ, the physical conditions of its building elements, and the psychological, social, and physical well-


being of teachers. The methodology is to be used on a research study aiming to evaluate that relationship for a 


sample of Manitoba school buildings and should thus be relevant to researchers and practitioners with an interest in 


the topic.  


2. IEQ DATA COLLECTION METHODS 


This section presents a brief literature review of the three data collection methods mostly employed in IEQ research.   


2.1 Physical Measurements  


Physical measurements involve using electronic sensors to measure IEQ parameters such as air temperature, 


particulate matter, total volatile organic compound (TVOC) and illuminance (Newsham et al. 2013). These 


objectively-measured values are compared to recommended values in reference standards such as the American 


Society for Heating, Refrigeration, and Air-conditioning  Engineers’ Thermal Environmental Conditions for Human 


Occupancy (ASHRAE 55) (ASHRAE 2004) to assess the suitability of indoor environments. These measurements 


are taken either in normal indoor environments (e.g. Newsham et al. 2012, Paevere and Brown 2008, Reynolds et al. 


2001) or in mock environments as part of controlled IEQ experiments (e.g. Huang et al. 2012, Lan et al. 2011, 


Pellerin and Candas 2004). The former is used to characterize the true state of indoor environments while the latter 


is to explicate the complex relationships between IEQ variables or between IEQ variables and occupants. Some 


studies (e.g. Huang et al. 2012) used simple hand-held measurement instruments while others (e.g. Newsham et al. 


2012) used custom-built automated IEQ measurement carts amalgamating different measurement instruments into 


one. While hand-held instruments are less expensive, they require considerable effort and time as respective 


parameters have to be measured in turn, making IEQ carts most appropriate for larger studies with many buildings. 


2.2 IEQ Occupant Surveys  


Although physical measurements provide objective data, they are inadequate alone at evaluating occupant comfort, 


thus the importance of IEQ occupant surveys. An IEQ survey allows building occupants to subjectively assess the 


IEQ of their indoor space. Subjective data from occupant surveys complements physical measurement data to enable 


a detailed analysis of indoor environments (Bluyssen et al. 2011a). Several IEQ surveys have been developed and 


validated over the years (Peretti and Schiavon 2011). Examples include the Building Use Studies Occupant Survey 


and the Centre for the Built Environment Survey and the Satisfaction with Environmental Features component of the 


Cost-effective Open-Plan Environments’ (Peretti and Schiavon 2011, Veitch et al. 2007). These IEQ surveys usually 


claim to evaluate occupants’ well-being even though they only focus on evaluating occupants’ satisfaction with IEQ 


(Bluyssen et al. 2011a, Bluyssen et al. 2011b, Righi et al. 2002, Turunen et al. 2014). Well-being evaluation 


instruments in the social sciences literature usually evaluate a much broader range of issues that may or may not be 


directly influenced by buildings’ IEQ (Clarke et al. 2001). For example, Ryff’s scale of psychological well-being 


assesses aspects such as the extent to which the demands of everyday life can get respondents down (Clarke et al. 


2001). These instruments are also usually context-free and thus likely to overlook the unique characteristics of 


teachers’ well-being in school environments in particular.        
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2.3 Field Observations 


Field observations are an essential IEQ data collection method (Bluyssen 2013). They are usually conduced by 


trained observers and involve identifying user adaptations (e.g. wearing additional clothes) and recording the 


presence or types of essential building features (e.g. operable windows) that are known to influence IEQ and 


occupants’ comfort  (Newsham et al. 2012). Techniques for recording field observations include photographs and 


manual recording with observation sheets (Newsham et al. 2013). Contrary to field observations, building condition 


assessment (BCA) is a structured process of assessing building elements’ physical conditions to determine those that 


need to be repaired, renewed, or replaced (Eweda et al. 2013). BCA is used to aid strategic operation and 


maintenance decision making. While BCA accounts for the condition of building elements, field observations do 


not, hence the importance of BCA in IEQ research.   


3. PROPOSED IEQ RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 


The aim of this research is to develop and validate a comprehensive methodology for assessing schools’ physical 


and indoor environmental quality in relation to teachers’ well-being. This study is in two stages; the first stage which 


has been completed involved developing preliminary teachers’ psychological, social, and physical well-being 


assessment instruments using an inductive research approach. A total of twenty teachers from the participating 


school divisions were interviewed using a semi-structured approach to explore their experience of well-being in 


school. The preliminary well-being instruments will be deployed in the second stage of this study for validation. The 


second stage will also include physical measurement of indoor environmental quality in classrooms and assessment 


of indoor space envelope elements such as windows and walls with and assessment instrument developed as part of 


this research. Physical measurement of indoor environment will be conducted in a total twelve schools from the 


participating school divisions.         


 


Figure 1 depicts the components and subcomponents of the proposed IEQ research methodology. Details of these 


are summarized below.   


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


3.1 Physical measurements of IEQ 


The research methodology aims to evaluate four main IEQ variables: thermal comfort, indoor air quality (IAQ), 


acoustics, and lighting. It entailed identifying for each of those, the parameters to be measured, the instruments to 


measure them, the measurement procedures for them and the reference standards against which these measurements 


will be compared. Teachers interviewed as part of this research indicated that they spend most of their class time 


moving around to assist students; hence, thermal comfort and indoor air quality parameters will be sampled at the 


center of classrooms. One sample per sampling location is proposed to minimize class disruptions.  


3.1.1 Thermal comfort 


Table 1 shows the thermal comfort parameters to be measured in the research and procedures to measure them. Only 


the last 10 minutes of sampled data will be analyzed to avoid variability due to effects such as the lagging response 


of sensors. 


Physical Measurement of 


IEQ 


Thermal Comfort 


Acoustics 


Indoor Air Quality 


Lighting  


Building Condition 


Assessment  


Space Level  


Occupants’ Survey 


IEQ survey   


Well-being Survey   


Preliminary Instruments   


Validation Instruments 


Figure 1: Components and sub-components of proposed methodology 
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Table 1: Thermal Comfort Parameters Field Measurement Protocol  


Parameter Unit  Measurement 


Air temperature Degree Celsius (oC) Sample for 15 minutes at mounting heights of 0.1, 1.1, and 1.7 


above floor level1 


Radiant temperature oC 


Sample all three parameters for 15 minutes at a mounting height 


of 1.1 m above floor1 
Relative humidity Percentage (%) 


Air velocity Meters per second (m/s) 
1(ASHRAE 2004, p. 12-13) 


 


3.1.2 Indoor Air Quality 


Indoor air quality (IAQ) parameters to be measured in this research are shown in Table 2 along with a summarized 


version of measurement procedures. Sampling under elements such as air inlets will be avoided due to its ability to 


significantly influence data collection (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 2003). For Particulate matter, particle 


counts will be segregated into 0.3 to 0.5μm, 0.5 to 1.0μm, 1.0 to 2.5μm, 2.5 to 5.0μm, 5.0 to 10.0μm and 10+ μm. 


 


Table 2: Indoor Air Quality Parameters Field Measurement Protocol  


Parameter Unit  Measurement 


Carbon dioxide Parts per million (ppm) 


Sample all parameters for 15 minutes at a mounting 


height of 1.7 m above floor level2,3 


TVOC Parts per billion (ppb) 


Carbon monoxide ppm   


Air flow rate Liters/second (l/s) 


Formaldehyde ppb 


Particulate matter Microgram per cubic meter (μg/m3) 
2(ASHRAE 2004), 3(U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 2003) 


 


3.1.3 Lighting  


Table 3 shows the lighting parameters to be measured and procedures to measure them.  


 


Table 3: Lighting Parameters Field Measurement Protocol  


Parameters  Unit Measurement 


Average 


illuminance 


Lux   Create sampling grid such that the number of square grid cells equals sampling points4 


 Sample at the center of grid cells at a mounting height of 1.1 m above floor5 


 Average illuminance of each space will be the arithmetic mean of sampling points4 


Illuminance 


uniformity 


Lux  Difference between the minimum and average illuminance for a particular space6 


Daylight factor 


(DF) 


N/A  Turn off artificial lighting in classroom and measure indoor daylight at sampling points 


created for average illuminance7  


 Measure outdoor daylight excluding direct sunlight7 


 DF will be determined as the ratio of indoor daylight to outdoor daylight7 
4(Inan 2013), 5(U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 2003), 6(Society of Light and Lighting 2012), 7(Li et al. 


2004) 


 


The number of sampling points per sampling space will be determined based on a room index (R) given by equation 


1(Inan 2013, p. 127). 


 


[1]  R = (L × W)/ (Hm (L + W))  


 


Where L is the space length, W is the space width, and Hm is the mounting of light fittings above working plane.  


 


An R of below one equals nine sampling points; of one and below two equals 16 points; of two and below three 


equals 25 points; and of three and above equals 36 points (Inan 2013, p. 127). 
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3.1.4 Acoustics  


This methodology involves measuring the acoustics parameters shown in Table 4. Apparent transmission loss (ATL) 


will be measured rather than field transmission loss (FTL) due to the ASTM E336 requirement that all surfaces in 


adjoining rooms except the partition of interest be shielded to measure the latter (ASTM 2014).     


Table 4: Acoustics Parameters Field Measurement Protocol  


Parameters  Unit Measurement 


Background 


Noise Level 


Decibel 


(dB) 
 Sample at the noisiest spot at the center of the classroom for 10 minutes at a 1.2 m 


mounting eight above floor for both A and C-weighted with a 60 seconds time 


averaged values for 10 minutes7 


 Set meter to octave and 1/3 octave bands with mid-band frequencies from 63 Hz to 8 


KHz7 


Reverberation 


Time 


Seconds 


(s) 
 Select two signal sources and three receiving positions such that the distance from 


each source position to the three receiving positions will not be less than one-third of 


the longest classroom dimension.  


 Place signal source at locations where the teacher normally stands to talk and signal 


receiver at students’ normal seating/listening positions   


 Play pink noise through signal source; turn off signal and measure sound pressure 


level with receiver set to octave and 1/3 octave with midpoint frequencies from 125 


Hz to 4000 Hz7 


 Measure six possible combinations of three receiver and two source positions, 


recording five decays per receiver position; place signal source at locations where 


teacher normally stands to talk and signal receiver at students’ normal 


seating/listening positions7 


Apparent 


transmission 


loss (ATL) 


N/A  Select signal source and receiving room for adjoining classrooms; where both 


classrooms differ sizes differ, the largest should be the receiving room8 


 Select two signal source positions in source room not less than 2 m apart and not less 


than 5 m from partition of interest, preferably opposite corners of classroom8   


 Turn on signal in source room and move sound level meter slowly in a circular path 


(not less than 1 m from all surface and source positions) to sample average sound 


pressure level in both rooms starting with the receiving room8  


 Turn off signal source and measure A-weighted background noise level in one-third 


octaves with mid-band frequencies from 125 Hz to 4000 Hz in receiving room. 


Difference between sound pressure and background noise should be at least 10 dB8 
7(Acoustical Society of America 2010), 8(ASTM 2014) 


 


ATL will be calculated using equation 2.  


 


[2]   


 


Where:  is the average sound pressure level (in dB) in the source room;  is the average sound pressure level (in 


dB) in the receiving room; S is the area of the test partition (in m2); A2 is the sound absorption in the receiving room 


(m2)9. , where: V is the room volume (in m3) provided that the volume of either spaces is less than 150 


m3.  


3.2 Building Condition Assessment 


This methodology includes a space level condition assessment (SLCA) instrument developed to assess the physical 


condition of the elements making up a typical classroom’s building envelope in schools, thus going beyond 


traditional IEQ field observations. This is because defects in these elements, such as shattered window glazing or 


cracks through walls will significantly affect classrooms’ IEQ. The severity and intensity levels of these defects will 


also affect their IEQ.  
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The SLCA will evaluate five main components of building envelopes in a classroom: the main envelope (i.e. walls, 


floors, and ceilings), openings (i.e. doors and windows), finishes (walls, floors, and ceiling finishes), electrical work 


(i.e. luminaires, lamps, and controls), and mechanical work (i.e. air inlet, air outlet, and controls). Table 5 shows a 


sample of the SCLA for windows. The table shows how the six possible defects for windows have four severity 


levels coded from one (1, least severe) to four (4, most severe).          


Table 5: SLCA assessment items for windows 


A. Windows  


4 3 2 1 


A.1. Missing/Damaged window frames 


Missing frame Cracks/Warped/ 


Displaced frames  


N/A No visible defects 


 


A.2. Stained window glazing  


Opaquely stained Translucently stained  Transparently stained No visible stains 


A.3. Broken/damaged window glass 


Missing/Shattered panes Cracks/Holes through 


thickness 


Surface cracks  No visible defects  


A.4. Damaged/deteriorated window caulk or seal   


Missing caulk or seal Crumples and flakes 


when touched 


Visible cracks No visible defects 


A.5. Functionality of window hardware (i.e. controls, hinges etc.) 


Broken Damaged Malfunctioning  No visible defects 


A.6. Mold damage/damp windows  


Rotten, fluffy, dark discoloration 


etc.  


Damp Damp stains  No visible defects 


 


Another key feature of the SLCA, is its ability to assess the intensity levels of each severity for a particular defect. 


Each defect can have more than one severity level, each having its own intensity level as shown in Figure 2. The 


figure shows a snapshot of a customized spreadsheet developed to facilitate deployment of the SLCA. The 


spreadsheet has been programmed to automatically calculate defect scores.  


 


 


 
Figure 2: Snapshot of SLCA's customized spreadsheet 


 


 


The defect score (DS) for each defect will be calculated using the DS expression below. It will involve summing up 


the product of the defect severities and intensities divided by the highest possible DS value: 4 and dividing it by the 


number of severity levels selected for the defect. The DS will span a range from one (1 – Not Significant) to four (4 


– significant). Averaging all defects under a particular element yields the element defect score (EDS) that will span 


the same range from one to four.  
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3.3 Well-being Survey  


3.3.1 IEQ Survey 


Teachers’ satisfaction with IEQ will be assessed by adapting the Satisfaction with Environmental Features (SEF) 


component of the Cost-effective Open-Plan Environments survey (Veitch et al. 2007). The SEF was selected 


because occupants’ satisfaction with air quality, thermal comfort, acoustics and lighting are assessed with multiple 


items to minimize bias (Newsham et al. 2013, Veitch et al. 2007).  


3.3.2 Well-Being Survey  


Another survey was developed to assess teachers’ well-being in school context. The assessment items of the survey 


were constructed through an inductive process that involved interviewing 20 Kindergarten to Grade 12 school 


teachers recruited from the sample of schools to be studied. The semi-structured interviews identified teachers’ 


manifestations of psychological, social, and physical well-being in school environments; the interview data was 


transcribed and analyzed using the qualitative data analysis software Nvivo version 10.  


 


The psychological, social, and physical well-being components of the survey will assess 34, 32, and 24 well-being 


items respectively. The principal components of this survey will be extracted and rotated to determine the factor 


structure. Teachers’ psychological, social, and physical well-being scores will be determined based on responses to 


items of the final rotate factor structures. Table 6 presents examples of items for the three preliminary survey 


components.  


Table 6: Examples of Psychological, Social, and Physical Well-being Survey Items 


Well-being Components Well-being Assessment Items 


Teachers’’ Psychological Well-


being (TPWB) 


I am able to deal with difficult situations in school 


I establish and sustain relationships with my students 


I get all the supported I need to do my work in school 


Poor environmental conditions of my classroom is a source of distraction (-) 


I am happy because I control air temperature in my classroom 


Teachers’ Social Well-being 


(TSWB) 


I enjoy the company of people in my school 


I have a strong sense of belonging in my school 


There is a positive atmosphere in my school 


High background noise in class affects my interaction with students (-) 


I purposely plan for classroom social interactions 


Teachers’ Physical Well-being 


(TPhWB) 


In my classroom, I am constantly on my feet moving around 


I am comfortable with lifting, moving or displaying my teaching materials 


I have less time to complete all my tasks in school (-)  


I feel alert and energetic in my classroom 


Moving in class is good for my general health 


Note: Items with the symbol (-) are negatively keyed questions. Responses from these questions will be reverse 


coded before analysis. 


 


The table shows how teachers’ well-being in schools is related to their daily school activities as reflected by items 


such as “I establish and sustain relationships with my students” (i.e. TSWB) and “In my classroom, I am constantly 


on my feet moving around” (i.e. TPhWB).  


3.3.3 Validation Instrument     


For the purpose of validating the well-being survey, three existing validated well-being surveys will be administered 


concurrently with it: The Scale of Psychological Well-being (Clarke et al. 2001) to validate the TPWB component 


of the survey, the Indicators of Social Well-being (Keyes 1998) for the TSWB component, and the Physical well-


being components of RAND-36 (Hays and Morales, 2001) for the TPhWB component. Statistically significant 


positive correlations between the developed survey and the validated ones should confirm the construct validity of 


the developed survey.  
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4. CONCLUSIONS  


This paper presents a comprehensive IEQ methodology made up of three main components: physical measurement 


of IEQ parameters, a SLCA of school building elements, and an occupants’ survey assessing teachers’ 


psychological, social, and physical well-being. The SLCA component proposes an objective method for assessing 


the physical condition of space envelope elements, thus extending the scope of IEQ field observations traditionally 


limited to recording the presence or absence of these elements. Additionally, the developed well-being survey aims 


to address the limitations of existing IEQ surveys focusing on evaluating occupants’ satisfaction with IEQ 


parameters alone and ignoring school teachers’ unique needs and characteristics. Although the methodology was 


developed mainly for classrooms, it can be adapted for other indoor school spaces. The SLCA can also be adapted 


for different types of building.   


 


The components of this methodology should enable a comprehensive assessment of the impact of school buildings’ 


physical condition on its IEQ and thus teachers’ well-being, filling an important gap in existing IEQ research. The 


methodology can be used to develop building maintenance strategies that enhance IEQ as a prime objective in order 


to maximize teachers’ well-being. Furthermore, it can help determine the extent to which teachers’ satisfaction with 


IEQ contributes to their psychological, social, and physical well-being. Validated and abridged version of this 


methodology can be used by school divisions, school administrators, operators and superintendents to evaluate and 


benchmark their schools’ IEQ and physical conditions and their teachers’ well-being. These benchmarks will inform 


strategic decision regarding the design, construction, operation and maintenance of school buildings as well as 


teachers’ well-being. The resulting body of knowledge can also be translated to evidence-based guidance in the form 


of public policies, regulations, guidelines and policies that promote and prioritize teachers’ well-being and 


satisfactory IEQ conditions in new and existing school buildings. The adoption of that guidance should help support 


and substantiate Canada’s strategic national priority areas focusing on the provision of healthful and safe 


environments, and the promotion and protection of Canadians’ health. 
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ABSTRACT  


Hyporheic flows in rivers are exchanges between groundwater and surface water commonly seen in areas with 


sediment bars. Hyporheic flows through bed sediments sustain embryo development by maintaining high oxygen 


concentrations and removing metabolic wastes. However, such flows can be significantly faster than typical 


groundwater flows. The purpose of this paper is to investigate if hyporheic flows through river gravel bars can simply 


and realistically be estimated using the same equations that govern groundwater flow, i.e. Darcy’s equation for flow 


velocity. As is well-known, the combination of Darcy’s equation and the continuity equation yields Laplace’s equation 


for flow potential (hydraulic head), from which the flow paths can be derived. In this work, Laplace’s equation was 


solved numerically with the aid of a finite difference method, which yielded the hydraulic head throughout the 


computational domain. Darcy’s equation was subsequently used to determine hyporheic flow velocity. It is assumed 


that the bar is 2-dimensional and that the free surface of the flow over the bar is known in advance or can be calculated 


from common hydraulic models such as HEC-RAS. Results of the present calculations were compared with hyporheic 


flows produced in a laboratory flume. The simulated flow paths were found to be in good agreement with the 


experimental results; however, the flow velocities were significantly underestimated using Darcy’s equation. It should 


be noted that only the pressure difference was considered as the driving force for the present model, i.e. surface water 


velocities were neglected. If those were to be considered, the model may yield more realistic hyporheic flow velocities. 


This work suggests that Darcy’s equation can be used as a simple and effective tool to determine hyporheic flow paths 


including the spatial extent and depth of the hyporheic zone; however, it does not provide realistic estimates of 


hyporheic flow velocities. 


 


Keywords: Gravel streams, Gravel bars, Hyporheic flow, Darcy’s Law, Hyporheic flow paths, Hyporheic velocities 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Bars, occurring either in isolation or as part of pool-riffle systems, are common features in gravel or gravel dominated 


streams. Such streams, found throughout Canada, are characterized by relatively steep gradients and fast flows in part 


or all of their courses. Bed sediments are sufficiently permeable that pressure gradients caused by the interactions of 


the usually shallow flows with the gravel bars induce hyporheic flows, consisting of downwelling flows transferring 


water into the sediment and upwelling flows transferring water back into the stream (Thibodeaux and Boyle 1987). 


For a schematic representation of hyporheic flow through a gravel bar, see, e.g., Figure 1 in da Silva et al. (2016). 


Several fish species, and especially salmon and trout, use the gravel bars for spawning, as the hyporheic flows help to 


maintain high oxygen concentration and remove metabolic waste. Because embryo survival determines the abundance 


of fish species, it is of primordial importance to understand the potential for contamination of the sediment forming 


the bars, as this can pose a substantial toxicity risk for fish. 


 


Considering the aforementioned, an extensive study has been initiated at Queen’s University in order to evaluate the 


risk of sediment contamination of gravel streams and the related impacts on fish populations. Since hyporheic flows 


appear as an important source of sediment contamination, the first part of the just mentioned study is devoted to 
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hyporheic flows through gravel bars, with the goal of developing an adequate computational framework for the 


simulation and prediction of the hyporheic flow.  


 


As demonstrated by da Silva et al. (2016), in contrast to typical groundwater flows, hyporheic flows through gravel 


bars are relatively fast, and usually turbulent. Yet, even though a few numerical models have already been developed 


for the simulation of hyporheic flows, both through dunes and bars (Savant et al. 1987, Harvey and Bencala 1993, 


Elliott and Brooks 1997, Cardneas et al. 2004, Cardenas and Wilson 2007, Tonina and Buffington 2007, Endreny et 


al. 2011), these invariably rest on Darcy’s equation to represent the hyporheic flow - with Darcy’s equation, as is well-


known, being valid for the case of laminar flows. This raises the question of how representative of reality are the 


results of such models. Considering this, the objective of this paper is to assess the effect of the treatment of the 


hyporheic flow through gravel bars as laminar, as implied by the adoption of Darcy’s equation, on the modeling 


results. For the present purposes, a simple model for the calculation of hyporheic flow through a gravel bar, based on 


Darcy’s equation, is first developed. The results of this model are then compared with the hyporheic flow paths and 


velocities observed in a laboratory experiment previously carried out at Queen’s University, and reported elsewhere 


(da Silva et al. 2016). 


2. LABORATORY TEST CASE 


The experiment mentioned in the Introduction consisted of a hyporheic flow visualization carried out in an 11 m long, 


0.38 m wide and 0.5 m deep tilting flume. The flume side walls were made of glass. To simulate the sediment substrate 


underneath a bar, an ≈ 0.2 m deep layer of gravel was placed in the flume, between 5.07 m to 7.27 m from the flume 


entrance. The flume floor level was raised both upstream and downstream of this gravel layer by installing raised 


wooden boards. A layer of gravel approximately 2 grains thick was placed on the boards so that the top of this layer 


would be flush with the top of the ≈ 0.2 m layer just mentioned. A 2-dimensional axi-symmetric gravel bar, 1.4 m 


long and 0.76 m high, was then constructed over the ≈ 0.2 m deep gravel layer (see Figure 1). The gravel was a 


peastone with grain sizes between 3.4 mm and 12.5 mm and median grain size (D50) of 7.7 mm. The gravel had a 


uniformity coefficient (D60/D10) of 1.5. The tilting flume was set to a slope of 1/750. The hydraulic conditions of the 


free surface flow were as follows: flow rate Q = 0.019 m3/s; undisturbed flow depth upstream and downstream of the 


gravel bar = 0.18 m; flow depth above the crest of the bar = 0.095 m; average velocity = 0.276 m/s. The hyporheic 


flow was visualized by injecting dye at various locations within the bar. The hyporheic flow paths and velocities were 


determined using an image subtraction technique described elsewhere (da Silva et al. 2016). An example of a 


processed image is shown in Figure 2. The streamlines based on images captured during dye injection at 6 different 


injection points are shown in Figure 3. The resulting hyporheic flow was turbulent.  


 


    
Figure 1: Experimental set-up. Left: Tilting flume with gravel bar; Right: Detail of gravel bar. 


 


 
Figure 2: Dye flow path determined through image subtraction (from da Silva et al. 2016). Flow is from left to right; 


red line marks the free surface of the streamflow over the bar; blue line marks the top surface of the bar. 
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Figure 3: Hyporheic flow streamlines observed in the laboratory experiment (from da Silva et al. 2016). Flow is 


from left to right; values shown are hyporheic flow velocities in cm/s. 


3. HYPORHEIC FLOW CALCULATIONS 


3.1 Hyporheic flow equations  


As follows from the introduction, the present calculations are based on Darcy’s law (Bear 1972, Mahmud 1996), 


namely 


 


[1]     Hku 



 


 


in which u



 is hyporheic flow velocity vector, k is hydraulic conductivity of the porous medium (assumed to be 


isotropic) and H is hydraulic head. Equation 1 can be written as follows (Munson et al. 1990)  
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in which ux and uy are the components of the flow velocity vector u



 in the x (horizontal) and y (vertical) directions, 


respectively.  


 


Consider now the equation of continuity for an incompressible fluid as shown below (Mahmud 1996) 
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Substitution of Equations 2 and 3 into Equation 4 yields Laplace’s equation (Mahmud 1996), namely 
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In this work, the hydraulic head, H was determined by numerically solving Laplace’s equation with the aid of a finite 


difference method; the hyporheic velocities were subsequently calculated from Equations 2 and 3. The discretized 


form of Laplace’s equation is as follows (see, e.g., Mahmud 1996) 
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3.2 Computational grid and boundary conditions 


The computational grid represented the gravel bar and substrate as in the experimental test case. The substrate 


underneath the bar was 0.2 m high (like in the experiment); however, in the calculations this was 3 m long, instead of 


2.2 m as in the experiment. The grid is shown in Figure 4. It consisted of 1 cm by 1 cm square elements; the total 


number of elements was 6489. Equation 6 was solved at the points (henceforth termed interior nodes) located at the 


center of the just mentioned square elements. Neumann boundary conditions (zero flux) were used at the bottom and 


side boundaries of the computational domain, i.e. these were treated as impervious. Dirichlet boundary condition was 


used at the top boundary of the computational domain with the known values of the hydraulic head being imposed at 


the boundary. Both the grid element size and the length of the computational domain were selected on the basis of a 


sensitivity analysis. This was carried out to determine the required sizes to ensure the results are grid size independent.  


 


 
Figure 4: Computational grid  


 


Taking into account the aforementioned and Equation 6, the equations for H at the interior and boundary nodes can 


be written as shown in Table 1 (Mahmud 1996).  


Table 1: Hydraulic head equations for all nodes 


Type of Node Equation 


Interior node 4/)HHHH(H 1ji,1-ji,j1,ij1,iji,    


Bottom boundary 4/)2HHH(H 1ji,j1,ij1,iji,    


Left boundary 4/)HHH2(H 1ji,1-ji,j1,iji,    


Right boundary 4/)HH2H(H 1ji,1-ji,j1,iji,    


Left-bottom corner node 4/)H2H2(H 1ji,j1,iji,    


Right-bottom corner node 4/)H2H2(H 1ji,j1,-iji,   


 


 


To determine the values of H at the interior and boundary nodes, the values of H at these nodes were initially set to 


zero. The solution was then successively updated through an iterative process until the difference in H between the 


current and previous iteration was less than 10-7 m at every node. A total of 3317 iterations were needed to achieve 


this. 


  


As mentioned earlier, the values of ux and uy were calculated using Equations 2 and 3. The hydraulic conductivity was 


identified with 0.01 m/s (Bedient et al. 2013).  


4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 


The results of the present calculations can be inferred from Figure 4, showing the computed hyporheic flow paths and 


velocities in cm/s.  


 


  
Figure 4: Computed hyporheic flow paths and velocities (cm/s). Streamflow is from left to right. 
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A number of characteristics of the measured hyporheic flows are well reproduced by the present calculations. More 


specifically, the computed hyporheic flow is downwelling and upwelling in the same regions. Hyporheic flow velocity 


is higher near the top of the bar and lower near the bottom of the flume. In addition, the forward hyporheic flows (left 


to right) are significantly higher than the backward hyporheic flows (right to left). However, the magnitudes of the 


computed hyporheic velocities are not consistent with those observed in the laboratory experiment. The forward 


hyporheic flows in the experiment have a velocity of 1.1 – 2.4 cm/s whereas the forward calculated hyporheic flows 


have a velocity of 0.01 – 0.04 cm/s. Furthermore, the backwards hyporheic flows in the experiment have a velocity of 


≈ 0.6 cm/s whereas the backward calculated hyporheic flows have a velocity of 0.01 – 0.02 cm/s. The forward 


hyporheic velocities observed in the experiment are 60 to 110 times higher than the forward calculated hyporheic 


velocities. The backward hyporheic velocities observed in the experiment are 30 to 60 times higher than the backward 


calculated hyporheic velocities. 


 


The discrepancy between theoretical and experimental velocity is likely to be reduced if surface water velocity on top 


of the bar is considered in the hydraulic head calculation. However, this defeats the purpose of creating a simple and 


easy to use tool. Surface water velocity measurements near river beds can be measured using acoustic Doppler 


velocimetry (ADV), which is a difficult and time-consuming process. With the current approach, only free surface 


elevation is needed for the calculations (which can easily be determined using one-dimensional hydraulic models such 


as HEC-RAS) to calculate the spatial extents and depth of the hyporheic zone.   


 


Based on the comparisons above, it follows that the computation based on Darcy’s Law appears as an acceptable tool 


to understand the flow paths and spatial extents of hyporheic flow. However, it is not a reliable tool to estimate 


hyporheic flow velocities.  


5 CONCLUSIONS 


The main findings of this work can be summarized as follows: 


 


1. The spatial extent and depth of the hyporheic zone can be accurately estimated given the free surface elevation 


over a gravel bar using computations based on Darcy’s law; 


2. The upwelling and downwelling regions of the hyporheic flow paths can also be realistically estimated;  


3. However, the computations based on Darcy’s equation do not provide a realistic estimate of hyporheic flow 


velocities. In the present calculations, the resulting velocities were 30 to 110 times less than those observed in the 


laboratory experiment. To acquire accurate estimates of hyporheic flow velocity, it is likely necessary to develop 


a sophisticated model, by fully coupling the free surface and hyporheic flows, and allowing for the treatment of 


hyporheic flows as turbulent. 
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ABSTRACT  


Yielding Shear Panel Device (YSPD) has recently been proposed for steel braced frames to absorb seismic energy 


during earthquakes. This system consists of short segment of a square hollow section (SHS) with a steel diaphragm 


plate welded inside it. YSPDs are attached to chevron braced frame using bolted-connection to ensure easy 


installation and replacement. Research on YSPDs is still in the initial stage and a significant amount of study is 


needed before they can be accepted by the engineering community. This paper presents development of a finite 


element model to study the behavior of YSPDs. The finite element model includes both material and geometric non-


linearity. The paper describes the validation of the finite element model using the results from an experimental 


program. Excellent correlation between the test results and the finite element analysis results is observed. The 


validated FE model is used to conduct a detailed parametric study considering parameters such as diaphragm plate 


thickness, SHS section thickness and shear panel aspect ratio. 


 


Keywords: Yielding Shear Panel Devices, finite element model, non-linearity, parametric study 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Passive energy dissipation devices are commonly used to dissipate energy during earthquakes. Some of the devices 


that are extensively used are Added Damping And Stiffness (ADAS), Triangular Added Damping And Stiffness 


Device (TADAS), Yielding Shear Panel Device (YSPD) etc. Yielding (axial, shear, flexural or torsional) occurs in 


these devices to absorb energy during earthquakes. These devices do not require external power and thus, commonly 


preferred over active energy dissipation devices.  


 


The steel-plate Added Damping And Stiffness (ADAS) device is an assembly of steel plates. By yielding a large 


volume of steel, the ADAS device can dissipate substantial energy during an earthquake (Xia and Hanson, 1992). Its 


force-displacement relationship shows a stable hysteresis response. The Wells Fargo Bank building, San Francisco 


was retrofitted using ADAS after it was damaged due to Loma Prieta earthquake in 1989 (Perry et al. 1993). 


 


Triangular Added Damping And Stiffness Device (TADAS) utilizes the hysteretic flexural deformation for energy 


dissipation like ADAS. When the device is subjected to a lateral force perpendicular to the triangular steel plates, the 


induced moment linearly varies with the height of the steel plate. Since the induced moment is proportional to the 


moment capacity of the steel plates, the plates yield uniformly after reaching their yield capacity. This characteristic 


increases the energy dissipation capacity of the device (Yeh et al. 2001). Hwang (2003) reported application of 


TADAS device in Taipei Living Mall shopping centre in Taiwan. 


 


YSPD is another energy dissipating device that is recently developed.  This device consists of a short segment of a 


Square Hollow Section (SHS) with a diaphragm plate welded inside it (Fig. 1). YSPD utilizes shear yielding 


developed in post-buckling regime to dissipate energy of earthquake. Williams and Albermani (2003) performed 


quasi-static tests on a half-scale moment resisting frame equipped with an YSPD and demonstrated that a 


considerable amount of energy was dissipated through this device. 
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Figure 1: Typical YSPD brace assembly 


 


Chan (2009) used two different SHS sections 100x100x4 and 120x120x5, with three different plate thicknesses 2, 3 


and 4 mm. They conducted 19 tests including monotonic and cyclic tests of all specimens. Additional specimens 


without diaphragm plate were tested to observe the difference in behavior. Large displacements occurred in the 


diaphragm plate that dissipated energy through plastic deformation. The SHS serves as a boundary element allowing 


a tension field to be developed once the thin diaphragm plate buckles (Hossain et al. 2011). An analytical model of 


YSPD has also been developed by Chan et.al (2009). The stiffness of YSPD was calculated without considering 


contribution of SHS. The design was later modified by Hossain (2011) considering the individual stiffnesses of both 


diaphragm plate and SHS. Also, a calibration factor was used to account for out-of-plane rotation, which causes 


significant degradation of the stiffness of the SHS.  
 


Though limited research has been conducted on YSPD, the behaviour of this system is not fully known. In addition, 


currently no research is available on response of YSPD for Canadian seismic records. This paper presents 


development of a nonlinear FE model to study the behaviour of YSPD. The FE model is validated against the test 


results obtained by Chan et al. (2009). The validated FE model is then used to conduct parametric studies. 


2. NUMERICAL MODELLING OF YSPD 


2.1 Material modelling 


Williams and Albermani (2003) and Chan et al. (2009) used ordinary carbon steel plates and steel SHS sections to 


manufacture the tested YSPD specimens.  For this numerical modelling in ABAQUS, isotropic hardening with 


bilinear idealisation (elastic- plastic) is used for monotonic test. Kinematic hardening is used for the modelling of 


YSPD in cyclic test. The hardening rule describes how the yield surface changes (size, center, and shape) as the 


result of plastic deformation. The hardening rule determines when the material will yield again if the loading is 


continued or reversed. For isotropic hardening, the yield surface expands uniformly in all directions with plastic 


flow. For kinematic hardening, the yield surface remains constant in size and translates in the direction of yielding. 


The tangent modulus after yielding is assumed as 1% of the Young’s modulus of elasticity for taking care of strain 


hardening as per Eurocode 3. Also, from the coupon tests, Chan et al. (2009) reported bilinear- idealisation (Fig. 2) 


that shows good agreement with the Eurocode 3 suggestion.  


 
Figure 2: Bilinear idealisation of test specimen (Chan et al. 2009) 
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As reported in the tests (Chan et al. 2009), the value of Elastic modulus E and Poisson ratio  are taken as 205 GPa 


and 0.3 respectively. Also, the tensile yield strength of SHS and plate sections are used as similar to the test results. 


2.2 Element type 


Shell elements are widely used by the researchers to model thin walled metallic structures. Four-node quadrilateral 


shell element S4R available in ABAQUS is used for this numerical modelling. This element accounts for finite 


membrane strains and arbitrarily large rotations; therefore, they are suitable for large-strain analysis. 


 


2.3 Support conditions 


 


Usually YSPD will be connected to the bottom flange of the beam of the braced frame using bolts to ensure easy 


installation and replacement. The modelling of the support conditions are done in such a way to get the similar 


behavior as found in the experiment. 


 


2.4 Boundary conditions 


 


In the experiment, Chan et al. (2009) installed the test specimens between a ground beam and an L-beam, securely 


fastened by four M16 bolts (snug tight) on each side. The load was applied by using an actuator quasi-statically to 


the specimen via the L-beam. Under the action of load, in-plane rotation is observed associated with bending. 


 


For numerical modelling of the boundary conditions, similar steps are followed as Hossain et al. (2011). The upper 


flange is connected to the bottom of beam section and the bottom flange is connected to the V-brace with bolts for 


both cases. The force mechanism works such that the V- braces try to move the bottom flange of YSPD. This is 


simulated in ABAQUS modelling by applying horizontal displacements to the nodes around the bolt holes of the 


lower flange. 


 


All the nodes along edges are modelled as springs in FE simulation. As the load is applied in z direction (Fig. 3a), 


the edge springs are subjected to tension and compression. Hence, the springs act like a tension-compression 


element. The tension stiffness is considered to be very small value, 0.0001 to eliminate the numerical singularity. 


The compression stiffness is same as the stiffness of the SHS flange. On the loading side, the stiffnesses of the 


springs are reduced by multiplying a factor where  accounts the in-plane rotation. 


 


The bolted connections are also modelled using springs. The holes are divided into 2 categories. The inner nodes are 


simulated as fully restrained and the outer nodes are restrained against in-plane translations only. For the bolts also, 


the stiffness of the node springs are reduced by multiplying with the factor  as done for the edge springs. Hossain 


et al. (2011) conducted a parametric study to define the parameter They reported a value of 0.00002 for their 


numerical modelling. For this research same  value has been used. The test results (Chan et al. 2009) also showed 


noticeable in-plane rotation of the specimen.  


 


2.4 Residual stress 


 


In YSPD, the diaphragm plate is welded inside the SHS section. This welding process induces residual stress both in 


the diaphragm plate and SHS. As the distribution of residual stress is complex in nature, simplified distribution is 


generally adopted by the researchers to study its effect. Here, a simplified rectangular stress distribution is assumed 


and magnitudes are taken from ECCS specification. Tensile residual stress is developed in the nearby region of 


welding and compressive stress is developed in the remaining region of the cross-section. The value of tensile 


residual stress is set to the yield stress and compressive stress is taken as 25 percent of yield strength of the material. 


The effect of residual stress is, overall, negligible and it only reduces the initial slope of the force-deformation 


response in some cases. 
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3. FE ANALYSIS OF YSPD 


The selection of appropriate mesh is very important for FE analysis. Selection of mesh size is a trial and error 


process. The mesh size is considered after a number of trails and the predictions are found very much in line with 


the test results. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


     Figure 3(a): FE Model of YSPD in ABAQUS       Figure 3(b): Displacement history for cyclic analysis 


 


The monotonic test is simulated by using smooth step function in amplitude and displacement is the input for the 


analysis. As for the thin plates, the non-linearity is expected to happen and thus, NLGEOM option is selected for the 


analysis. For the cyclic test, displacement is applied in the cycles as shown in Fig. 3(b). For both the cases, static 


general method is considered for analysis.  


4. RESULTS: 


4.1 Monotonic loading 


The force-displacement relations for monotonic loading are given in Fig. 4 for different models subjected to 


monotonic loading. The numerical modelling has shown good agreement with the test results. For 100x4x2 and 


120x5x2 models, the FE model shows lesser strength than the test result. This might be due to the exceptionally 


lower yield strength of the plate (211.3 MPa) specified by the manufacturer, whereas higher strength is observed 


after a lower yield strength. Also, for the plate 120x5x3, FE model over-predicts the initial stiffness in comparison to 


the test results. This was because of initial slippage of the bolted connections during the test. 
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Figure 4: Force-displacement response of YSPDs under monotonic loading 
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4.2 Cyclic loading 


The developed FE models are further validated for quasi-static cyclic loading. Force-displacement responses for 


specimens subjected to displacement controlled cyclic loading are shown in Fig. 5. Overall, the FE models have 


shown good correlation with the test results. It is observed from Fig. 5 that, for 2 mm plate specimens, the FE model 


underestimates the test results. For all cases, considerable portions of plates have been yielded. In some cases, 


yielding has also been observed in SHS flanges, especially in the area near the bolt holes. It may be because of 


localised distortion, as reported by Chan et al. (2009). 


 


 


 


 


 


 
 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 5: Force-displacement response of YSPDs under cyclic loading 
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5. PARAMETRIC STUDY 


A parametric study is conducted to explore the mechanics of the YSPDs. Effect of different parameters such as 


panel thickness, SHS Plate thickness ratio, and shear panel aspect ratio are considered in this research. 


5.1 Diaphragm plate thickness 


Only the diaphragm plate thickness is varied and all the other parameters like material properties, boundary 


conditions, geometric features and mesh densities remain the same. The panel thickness changes the slenderness 


ratio (d/t) for the YSPDs. For this study, they vary from 20 to 200. The results show that the yield strength is 


increased with increase in plate thickness or decrease in plate slenderness (Fig. 6). The initial stiffness is not greatly 


influenced for thicker plates, but yield strength and post-yield strength are significantly affected. FE 100x4x5 


(slenderness 20) has the greatest strength among all the selected models. But, local distortion of the SHS plates near 


the bolt holes are observed more in relatively thicker plates e.g. 5 mm. This signifies that for thicker diaphragm 


plates, the SHS sections are more distorted and the plate is not utilised fully for energy dissipation. For 0.5 mm and 


1 mm plate, plates are buckled significantly, whereas in thicker plates, no buckling is observed in plates (Fig. 7).  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 6: Force- displacement response for different plate thickness  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 
 


Figure 7: Deformed shape for 100x4x0.5 and FE 100x4x5 under monotonic loading 
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5.2 SHS thickness ratio 


The parameter in this study is SHS section thickness. Like the previous study, all the other parameters are kept 


constant. Figure 8 shows that for an increase of T/t ratio (T = SHS section thickness, t = diaphragm plate thickness), 


the yield strength and post-yield strength increased significantly. FE models of SHS 100 sections are studied for this 


purpose. For the responses, the thickness of plate is 2 mm. It is evident that thicker SHS sections can be used to fully 


utilise the energy dissipation capacity of the diaphragm plate. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 8: Force- displacement response for different SHS thickness  


 


5.3 SHS section width 


The parameter in this study is SHS section width and all the other parameters are kept constant. As expected, FE 


analysis shows that with an increase in d/t ratio, the yield strength and post-yield strength increased significantly 


(Fig. 9). FE 100, FE 120, FE 152 and FE 203 sections are studied for this purpose. It is evident that larger SHS 


sections like 203x5x4 can dissipate more energy. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 9: Force- displacement response for different SHS sections  
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6. STUDY ON LARGER SHS SECTIONS 


Further, the larger SHS sections are studied to investigate the overall behavior of YSPD. In the experiments, Chan et 


al. (2009) used 100 and 120 mm SHS specimens with different plate thicknesses. For this study, FE models are 


developed for 203x203x8 SHS sections in the similar procedure as FE 100 YSPDs. For the 203 SHS section, 8 bolts 


are used in each side (Fig. 10 b). The target strain in monotonic loading is set to be 20 percent in panel for the 


sections. The parametric studies are carried out for panel thickness and they show similar conclusion. The thick 


plates are capable of dissipating more energy and thicker plate shows no buckling of the diaphragm plate. 


 


The force displacement curves under monotonic loading are shown in Fig. 10(a) for various thickness of plate (2, 4, 


and 6 mm). Thus, the slenderness ratio varies from 34 to 101. Also, the initial stiffnesses for the FE 203 sections are 


more than that of FE 100 sections. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


  


Figure 10: (a) Force- displacement response for different plate thickness for FE 203 sections, (b) Deformation of 


plate under monotonic loading in FE 203x8x2 section 


7. CONCLUSION 


A FE model is developed to study the behaviour of Yielding shear panel device (YSPD). FE models for different 


sections showed good correlation with the available test results under monotonic and cyclic loading. Further, 


parametric studies are carried out and the results suggest that a stiff SHS section which works as a boundary and a 


slender plate make an effective YSPD. This allows buckling in the diaphragm plate and local distortion of SHS 


section near the bolt holes can also be avoided. Tension field is developed effectively for this device. Design 


guidelines will be developed in the next stage and this device installed in a typical building will be checked under 


real ground motion data. 
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RE-ESTABLISHING COMMUNITY CONNECTIONS: THE RT. HON. 


HERB GRAY PARKWAY  


Joel Foster  


Ministry of Transportation of Ontario, Canada 


EXTENDED ABSTRACT 


1.1 The Parkway Trail 


The Rt. Hon. Herb Gray Parkway (the Parkway) is the Canadian access road portion of a new end-to-end 


transportation system for the Windsor-Detroit corridor. The Parkway was identified through the Detroit River 


International Crossing (DRIC) study, one of the most extensive environmental assessments ever undertaken by 


Ontario. The Parkway was approved under the Ontario Environmental Assessment Act and the Canadian 


Environmental Assessment Act in 2009 and construction began in 2011 


 


Windsor-Detroit is the busiest land border crossing in Canada. More than 9,000 transport trucks per day travel the 


corridor from Highway 401 to border crossings in Windsor.  Prior to construction, communities on either side of the 


corridor were separated by the at-grade six lane roadway which also caused negative effects associated with 


congestion and traffic noise. The Rt. Hon. Herb Gray Parkway (the Parkway) now carries this international traffic 


through the same corridor via an international freeway connection and with a new service-road network allowing for 


separation of local traffic. 


 


The Parkway’s below-grade highway design and series of 11 tunnels allows for unimpeded movement of 


pedestrians, wildlife and vehicular traffic across the corridor. An approximately 20 km multi-use trail serves to 


further connect communities along the corridor and provides an opportunity for active transportation using a primary 


and secondary trail system. The primary trail doubles as the Trans Canada Trail, and allows users to travel from one 


end to the other without encountering vehicular traffic through seven pedestrian bridges and two pedestrian tunnels. 


The secondary trail provides access to the primary trail as well as additional community and municipal trail 


connections, established through extensive consultation with local municipalities.  


1.2 Trail Amenities 


The trail provides an illuminated, fully paved pathway which is maintained year round. Along the trail, rest areas 


allow individuals to stop and enjoy the beautiful 120 hectares of landscaping that includes over 120,000 trees, shrubs 


and forbs representing 130 native species. The rest areas are furnished with a selection of decorative paving, seating 


areas, recycling and waste receptacles, trail maps, and emergency call stations.  


1.3 Interpretive and Way Finding Signage  


Along the trail are 12 interpretive signage panels that provide information to trail users. The interpretive signage 


speaks to the ecological significance of the region, local species at risk, the importance of tallgrass prairie, 


ecological restoration, aesthetic and engineering features of the Parkway, and First Nation culture and tradition. 


2.1 Trail Access 


There are 50 access points to the Parkway Trail including three major trailheads located at the east and west ends of 


the corridor. These access points connect residents to natural areas, recreational features and businesses, while also 


providing access to municipal and regional trail systems. 
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3.1 Ecological Protection and Restoration 


One of the tunnels serves as an ecopassage. This ecopassage measures approximately 14,500 m2 (approximately the 


size of nine NHL rinks), making it the largest in the Province. The ecopassage allows species at risk snakes and 


other wildlife to cross between the Spring Garden Natural Area and Oakwood Prairie; two natural areas separated by 


the construction of Huron Church Road in the 1920s. The design of the Parkway Trail on the ecopassage was 


modified to maximize habitat areas on the tunnel top. A second ecopassage was also constructed beneath the trail to 


allow snakes to cross the trail unharmed. Signage has been placed along the Trail (Brake for Snakes) in areas of 


known snake habitat.   


4.1 Community Benefits  


The Parkway Trail with its connection to the Trans Canada Trail, multiple connections to municipal trails, natural 


areas and many community access points, will be an important regional asset and will provide a unique opportunity 


for active transportation for residents and visitors to the area.  


 


Keywords: Tallgrass prairie, ecological approach, First Nations, Species at Risk, below grade highway, ecopassage 
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ABSTRACT  


Effect of seasons and hydraulic loading rates (HLR) on the treatment performance and the response of the microbial 


community of vertical flow constructed wetland treating tail water were investigated. The seasonal treatment 


performance was evaluated at four HLR of 125, 250, 375 and 500 mm/d, respectively. The microbial community 


was detected by Miseq Illumina platform at HLR 125 and 375 mm/d. The wetland showed significant higher COD 


and TN, TP at HLR 125 mm/d, compared with other HLR. Overall removal efficiency were 61.47%, 71.40% and 


76.31% for COD, TN and TP, respectively. While no significant difference for COD, TN and TP removal were 


found at HLR of 250, 375 and 500 mm/d. The best removal efficiency for COD and TN were achieved in summer 


and autumn while the best TP removal was achieved in winter. Nitrification bacteria (Nitrosomonas and Nitrospira) 


was significantly higher in HLR 125 mm/d, whereas sequences associated with denitrification has no significant 


difference at the two HLR. The results can partially explain the significant higher NH4+-N removal in HLR 125 


mm/d and relatively low nitrogen performance in winter. 


 


Keywords: Constructed wetland; vertical-flow; tail water; hydraulic loading rates; seasons; bacterial community. 


1. INTRODUCTION 


China is a serious water shortage country, meanwhile, freshwater resources in China are subject to increasing 


pressure in the form of consumptive water use and pollution. Tail water is the treated effluent from conventional 


wastewater treatment plants, which contains relatively high concentrations of nitrate and low levels of organic 


matter. (Spieles and Mitsch, 2000; Andersson et al. 2005; Leverenz et al. 2010). Typically, tail water is discharged 


into rivers, lakes, estuaries and oceans. Excessive nutrients may cause eutrophication and impact ecosystem health 


(Margaret G. 2005). There is an urgent need for an effective and cost-saving technology for the advanced treatment 


of tail water. 


Constructed wetland integrates physical, chemical and biological processes to treat wastewater, which has been 


considered one of the most promising ecological technologies for wastewater treatment due to its low cost, simple 


operation and maintenance, minimal secondary pollution, favorable environmental appearance and other ecosystem 


service benefits (Haberl et al. 1999; Kivaisi et al. 2001; Vymazal. 2005). Vertical-subsurface flow constructed 


wetlands (VFCW) have been widely used in the world for sewage treatment over the past decades (Prochaska et al. 


2007). However, the treatment efficiencies vary considerably depending on variables such as system type and 


design, retention time, hydraulic and nutrient mass loading rates, climate, vegetation, and microbial communities 


(EPA. 1995). Previous studies indicate that hydrologic characteristics such as HLR, retention time, and water depth 


are vitally important to determine the treatment performance of a wetland system (Mitsch and Gosselink. 1993; 


Kadlec and Knight. 1996). Most studies focused on the treatment of domestic wastewater while less research on the 


study of tail water treatment in the subtropical area of China.  


Microbial plays a vital role in the biogeochemical process of water quality improvement in CWs (Mitsch and 


Gosselink. 2007; Saunders et al. 2013). Any shift in the diversity or composition of the microbial community might 
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directly affect the purification performance of CWs. Characterizing the microbial communities in CWs will provide 


valuable information for understanding the function of the system(Zhong et al. 2015). However, the study of 


microbial communities from CWs is still limited especially for tail water treatment. The lack of relevant knowledge 


may impede the effective design and operation of CWs (Faulwetter et al. 2009. Stottmeister et al. 2003). 


Molecular methods have been increasingly used to investigate microbial diversity and activity in the environment 


such as CWs, which largely overcame the limit of conventional culture-based methodologies (Raghoebarsing et al. 


2006; Ansola et al. 2014; Zhong et al. 2015; Guo et al. 2015). The Illumina MiSeq platform is becoming 


increasingly popular for 16S rRNA gene amplification sequencing because it can generate longer paired end reads 


(now up to 2 × 300 bp reads) and up to ten times more sequences per run (Caporaso et al. 2012). 


Therefore, the objectives of this study were to investigate the treatment performance in different seasons at four 


HLR, and try to give insight into the variation of the microorganism with HLR and seasons.  


2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 


2.1 Configuration of the experimental wetland systems and study site 


Four parallel experimental vertical-flow constructed wetland systems were built at the experimental base of Institute 


of Hydrobiology, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Wuhan, China (30°30.39′N, 114°28.09′E). Wuhan is located in the 


subtropical area of China with a humid subtropical mon-soon climate. There are abundant rainfall and sunshine as 


well as four distinct seasons. Summer begins from May. Midsummer starts in July. The maximum temperature 


during this time mostly stays at 37-39 ℃.  Autumn starts after October, with temperature gradually declining and the 


air becoming dry. Winter begins at the end of December and runs through next February, with the temperature can 


be lower than -5 - 0℃.  Spring is back after March with rapid rise of temperature, even to a maximum above 20℃. 


The wetland chamber (1.25m×1m×1m; length × width × depth) was filled with a 40cm thick layer of  gravel (Ø = 


10-20mm) at the bottom, followed by a 35 cm thick layer of Granolithic (Ø = 5-10mm) at the upper layer. To 


minimize the fluctuation, synthetic tail wastewater was used in this study. Components and characteristics of the tail 


water were presented in Table 1. The wetland was planted with Phragmites australis, at a density of 10 plants/m2.  


Table 1: Components and characteristics of the influent 


Components Parameters Mean STD 


Glucose pH 7.47 0.26 


NaCO3 DO / (mg/L) 5.75 2.21 


KH2PO4 EC / (us/cm) 460.51 22.56 


CaCl2 TN / (mg/L) 12.18 1.30 


MgSO4 NH4
+-N / (mg/L) 6.52 1.21 


FeCl3·6H2O NO3
--N / (mg/L) 5.46 1.39 


NaNO3 TP / (mg/L) 0.71 0.11 


NH4Cl CODCr / (mg/L) 54.50 4.97 
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2.2 Operation of the wetland systems 


Each wetland system was loaded with tail water at the corresponding HLR of 125, 250, 375 and 500 mm/day since 


October 2013. After three months of the acclimation period, purification performance for pollutants was conducted 


from February 2014 to January 2015. The loading rates were controlled daily by different levels of inlet valves with 


the expected amount of wastewater from the storage tank was drained slowly into the surface of each wetland. The 


outlet level was set just above the bed surface to ensure water saturated conditions in the wetland substrate. 


2.3 Sampling and analysis 


Water samples were collected weekly from the inlet and outlet of each wetland system. Physical parameters such as 


water temperature (T), dissolved oxygen (DO), pH and electric conductivity (EC) were measured immediately using 


YSI 556 Multiparameter System (Yellow Springs Instrument Company, USA). Chemical parameters including 


chemical oxygen demand (COD), total phosphorus (TP), total nitrogen (TN), ammonium nitrogen (NH4
+-N) and 


nitrate nitrogen (NO3
--N) were determined according to the methods of AHPA (1998). 


Substrate samples were collected from the top layer (5-20cm) of the wetland for microbial community analysis in 


the initial period February and March 2014, every two months after March. The samples were taken from 5 random 


spots of the wetland surface and well mixed in polyethylene before stored in a freezer at -20 °C. DNA was extracted 


from pretreated samples using the PowerSoil®DNA Isolation Kit (MoBio Laboratories, Carlsbad, CA). The V4 


region of 16sRNA was amplified using premier 515F 5’- GTGCCAGCMGCCGCGG-3’ and 907R 5’-


CCGTCAATTCMTTTRAGTTT-3’. PCR reactions were performed in triplicate 20 μL reactions with 0.4 μM 


forward and reverse primers, 1 μL template DNA, 250 nM dNTP, and 1× FastPfu Buffer. All dilutions were made 


using certified DNA-free PCR water. Thermal cycling consisted of initial denaturation at 95 °C for 2 min followed 


by 25 cycles of denaturation at 95 °C for 30 s, annealing at 55 °C for 30 s, and an extension at 72 °C for 30 s, with a 


final extension at 72 °C for 5 min. Replicate amplicons were pooled and visualized on 2.0 % agarose gels using 


SYBR Safe DNA gel stain in 0.5× TBE. Amplicons were purified using an AxyPrep™ DNA Gel Extraction Kit 


(AXYGEN Company) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Sequencing was performed on 


the MiSeq Illumina sequencing platform. OTU taxonomists’ analysis and cluster analysis were used to analyze the 


diversity and abundance of the screened and filtered sequences. 


2.4 Statistical analysis 


Statistical analysis for all data was performed using SPSS version 18.0 for Windows. Comparisons of removal 


efficiencies between the four HLR and different seasons, microbial community difference between HLR and seasons 


were performed using one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA).  With p < 0.05 defined as a significant difference. 


3. RESULTS 


3.1 Treatment performance of VFCW in different seasons 


The seasonal variations of the temperature and removal efficiencies of COD, TP, NH4
+-N, NO3


--N and TN under 


different HLR are shown in Figure 2. The removal efficiency of COD in spring was lower than those in other 


seasons. The highest removal performance of COD was achieved in summer, with removal efficiencies ranges from 


60%-70% during summer, autumn and winter at 125mm/d.  While removal efficiencies at other seasons were around 


50% for other three HLR. However, the highest TP removal efficiency was achieved in winter for all HLR 


(83.81%±6.64, 74.55%±8.82, 65.95%±13.45 and 64.27%±13.57 for HLR 125, 250, 375 and 500mm/d, 


respectively). No significant difference was detected in TP removal at HLR 250 and 375mm/d, especially during 


spring and summer (p>0.05). TN removal rates in autumn were significantly higher than those in other seasons at 


HLR of 125mm/d, while at other HLR the wetland system showed no obvious difference in TN removal in spring, 


summer, and autumn seasons, while decreased significantly in winter. A similar trend was found in NH4
+-N removal 


at HLR 125, 250, 375mm/d, the highest removal rates were achieved in autumn compared with other seasons.  The 


removal of NO3
--N remained at a high level in spring, summer and autumn compared to other contaminants. The 


highest removal rates for each HLR was 97.74%±2.52, 96.63%±2.31, 94.50%±5.20 and 95.81%±5.54, which was 



http://aem.asm.org/content/79/17/5112.short

http://aem.asm.org/content/79/17/5112.short
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achieved in spring for HLR 125 and 250mm/d, in autumn for 375 and 500mm/d. The lowest removal rates were 


achieved in winter for all HLR. 


Fig. 1: Seasonal purification performance of VFCW for tail water at different HLR 


3.2 Bacterial diversity and composition 


Relative abundance of bacterial taxa was examined at different levels to determine whether there was significant 


shift in the diversity and composition of the bacterial communities in response to HLR and seasons. At the class 


level, a total of 46 and 50 classes were detected at the initial stage for HLR of 125 and 375mm/d. For both wetlands, 


Betaproteobacteria, Actinobacteria, Gammaproteobacteria, Alphaproteobacteria were the dominant classes. The 


dominant classes account for 86.99% and 81.87% of the total sequences, respectively. While a total of 67 and 71 


classes were detected in Jan 2015. Betaproteobacteria, Actinobacteria, Flavobacteria, Alphaproteobacteria were the 


dominant classes for both wetlands. The dominant classes account for 80.53% and 78.18% of the classified 


sequences for HLR 125 and 375 mm/d, respectively. At the order level, a total of 95 and 102 orders were obtained at 


the initial stage for HLR 125 and 375 mm/d. For both wetlands, Burkholderiales, Micrococcales, Pseudomonadales 


were the dominant orders at the initial stage while Burkholderiales, Flavobacteriales, and Rhodocyclales were the 


dominant orders at the end of the experiment. At the family level, the dominant species were Comamonadaceae, 


Flavobacteriaceae, and Rhodocyclaceae for HLR 125 mm/d, Comamonadaceae and Rhodocyclaceae were 
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dominant for HLR   375 mm/d at the initial stage.While Micrococcaceae and Pseudomonadaceae were dominant for 


HLR 125 mm/d, Comamonadaceae and Micrococcaceae were dominant for 375 mm/d at the end of the experiment. 


The results showed that at the initial stage the dominant communities in both wetlands were Arthrobacter, 


Pseudomonas and Comamonadaceae at the genus level, which compromising of 60.76% and 46.48% of the total 


sequences for HLR 125 and 375 mm/d, respectively. While at the end of the experiment, the dominant bacterial 


communities were Piscinibacter, Flavobacterium for HLR 125mm/d wetland samples, and Comamonadaceae, 


Piscinibacter and Thauera were dominant in HLR 375 mm/d wetland samples.The percentage of dominant 


sequences are 41.66% and 42.25% for HLR 125 and 375 mm/d, respectively. 


A hierarchical bar chart displaying the bacterial community compositions of the samples from the two different 


wetland systems during the experiment period is shown in Fig. 2. The results show a similar pattern of succession of 


the bacterial composition in the two wetland systems.  With the running of the wetlands, the dominant communities 


such as Arthrobacter began to decrease until almost disappeared after September. Instead, the abundance of 


Piscinibacter increased with time and became dominant at the final stage. Pseudomonas was a dominant community 


at the beginning, and the abundance decreased with time and disappeared after July. Meanwhile, some emerging 


communities such as Thauera began to appear. The abundance of Thauera increased from May and became one of 


the dominant species in September, and higher abundance of Thauera was detected in HLR of 125mm/d wetland 


compared with HLR 375mm/d wetland. At the same time, there were relatively stable communities exist in both 


systems. The abundance of Flavobacterium first rises then falls, but it’s the main bacterial communities throughout 


the whole experiment period. By contrast, the abundance of Comamonadaceae first falls then rises and was 


dominant throughout the experiment period.  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Fig.2: Hierarchical bar chart for the bacterial community (Genus) in wetlands at HLR 125mm/d (left) and 375mm/d 


(right) (abbreviated month names represent sampling time; numeric value represent HLR, 1 for 125 mm/d and 2 for 


375 mm/d) 
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4. DISCUSSION 


4.1 Effect of seasons and hydraulic loading rates on treatment performance 


It showed that seasons had no obvious influence on the COD removal in this study. The influent COD loading used 


in this study was relatively low compared to domestic wastewater (Chang et al. 2012). Old and decaying roots 


probably have contributed to the relatively high background levels of COD recorded in this study (Trang et al. 


2010).  


TN and NO3
--N removal rates were much more affected by seasons, and the lowest removal efficiencies for both TN 


and NO3
--N obtained in winter because the activity of microorganism and plant uptake plays a significant role on 


nitrogen removal. A value of 15 ◦C was usually selected as a bound above which efficient nitrogen removal could be 


achieved owing to the properly functioned microorganisms and vegetation (Kuschk et al. 2003; Kadlec and Wallace. 


2009).   The mean temperature in winter was 9.07◦C in this study. This result was in consistent with the previous 


studies (Chang et al. 2013; Misiti et al. 2011). 


Consequently, the better nitrogen removal during the autumn could be attributed to the suitable temperature and 


well-developed denitrifying bacteria population with high activities along with the luxuriant plants (Woltemade and 


Woodward, 2008). 


While the influence of seasons on TP removal was totally different. The highest removal efficiency for TP was 


observed in winter for all the four HLR. The major processes responsible for P removal in the constructed wetlands 


are substrate adsorption, precipitation and microbial assimilation and plant uptake. The Granolithic and gravel used 


as the substrate, the high content of iron, magnesium or calcium might be responsible for the efficient P removal.  


Efficient adsorption of P to the bed medium and associated high P removals have also been reported by Kern and 


Idler (1999), but removals are likely to decrease over time due to the saturation of P sorption sites in the medium 


(Arias and Brix, 2005). The increased P removal performance during the experiment period suggested that the 


substrate still has a considerable adsorption capacity for P. 


Optimal HLR is important to achieve good wastewater treatment performance within wetland systems (Yu et al. 


2011). At low HLR, the retention time is high, and at high HLR, the water passes rapidly to the outlet reducing the 


contact time between the wastewater and the microorganisms, which are considered to be responsible for the 


degradation processes. The removal performance of contaminants was especially affected by HLR. It is expected 


that with lower removals at high HLR. However, the COD, TN, and TP in this study were only slightly affected, 


which is similar to Trang et al (2010). 


As HLR increasing, the COD removal efficiencies didn’t decrease as expected. Results obtained show about 61% of 


COD removal at HLR 125mm/d, which is significantly higher than those of other three HLR (p<0.05). While there 


is no significant difference in COD removal efficiencies at the other three HLR. And the removal rates of COD over 


one year at HLR 375mm/d was even slightly higher than that of HLR 250 mm/d. Vertical-flow constructed wetland 


is widely used for COD removal from wastewater.  Wang et al. (2009) built integrated VFCW for the advanced 


treatment of tail water, and achieved about 71% removal of COD at HLR 60-80mm/d. Sklarz et al. (2009) showed 


an 84% reduction in COD from domestic wastewater using a VFCW. As for TN removal, the results appeared that 


there is no significant difference (p>0.05) at the HLR 250, 375 and 500 mm/d. Only with HLR of 125 mm/d there is 


a significantly higher removal performance. Except 125 mm/d, NH4
+-N were poorly removed at HLR 250, 375 and 


500 mm/d, with a removal percentage of 31.70%, 27.56% and 20.21%, respectively. Meanwhile, HLR seems to 


have no effect on NO3
--N removal, the overall removal of NO3


--N at all the four HLR were 80-90%. TP removal 


decreased with the increasing of HLR. Contaminants removal efficiencies didn’t decrease proportionally with the 


increasing of HLR. Results obtained in this study reveal that vertical-flow constructed wetland systems are capable 


of substantial removal reduction of COD, TN, and TP with a good buffering capacity between 250 and 500 mm/d 


HLR range. 
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4.2 Response of bacterial community to hydraulic loading rates and seasons 


No significant differences between the dominant bacterial communities (Genus) at HLR 125 and 375 mm/d were 


detected (p > 0.05). But some dominant communities such as Propionicicella (p = 0.053) and Comamonadaceae (p 


= 0.153) appeared to be more significant than those of others. 


Multiple samples similarity analysis of bacterial communities in different months and at different HLR are shown in 


Figure 3. The similarity trees mainly can be divided into two branches. The first branch consists of the samples in 


the initial months, February, March and May of 2014. The rest of the samples were clustered into the second branch. 


The similarity trees show that in the initial months, the samples at 125 and 375 mm/d share a high similarity.  


What’s more, the figure appears that the samples in the three months are very close to each other, which means the 


bacterial community of the samples shares a high similarity.  The distance of the samples of HLR 125 and 375 mm/d 


began to increase after July 2014. The distance between the samples of the two wetlands increased with the running 


time. Which probably because the difference of the diversity and composition in the two wetland began to increase 


as a result of different hydraulic conditions. 


 


              


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Fig. 3: Multiple samples similarity analysis of bacterial communities over time and at HLR 125 and 375 mm/d 


4.3 Response of functional bacterial to hydraulic loading rates and seasons 


The genus sequences associated with nitrogen cycling in the samples of the two wetland systems are summarized in 


Table 2.  


It has been reported that Nitrosomonas is the main bacterial involved in ammonium oxidization (Pedersen et al. 


2009), and Nitrospira is mainly involved in nitrite oxidization (Hovanec et al. 1998). Table 2 shows that sequences 


belong to Nitrosomonas were significantly higher in HLR 125 wetland than that in HLR 375 mm/d since March 


2014 (p < 0.01), and sequences belong to Nitrospira were significantly higher in HLR 125 wetland than in HLR 375 


mm/d since July 2014. It has partially explained the significant higher NH4
+-N removal in HLR 125 mm/d wetland. 


Nitrosomonas and Nitrospira are the main AOB and NOB genera detected in the system. 


Most denitrifying bacteria are facultative anaerobic chemoheterotrophs that use organic compounds as electron 


donors with nitrogen oxides (in ionic and gaseous form) as terminal electron acceptors (Ahn 2006). As seen from 


Table 2 we can observe that the numbers of most of the sequences involved in denitrification are similar between the 
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two wetlands. It probably suggests that the influence of HLR on denitrification is limited. It also explained that HLR 


seems to have no effect on NO3
--N removal. 


Nitrogen removal in CWs was achieved mainly by the functioned microorganism degradation and vegetation uptake. 


Previous studies suggested temperature plays a key role in nitrogen removal by affecting microbial activity and 


vegetation function (Kuschk et al., 2003; Kadlec and Wallace, 2009). The result is similar to our experiment result, 


which the lowest removal efficiencies for both NH4
+-N and NO3


--N in winter was achieved in this study.  


Table 2: The number of genera sequences associated with nitrogen cycling in the samples of the two wetland 


Process OUT ID (Genus) 125 mm/d 


  Feb Mar May Jul Sep Nov Jan 


Nitrification         


   Ammonium oxidation Nitrosomonas 1 4 14 23 5 11 12 


    Nitrite oxidation Nitrospira 2 2 5 67 92 76 35 


Denitrification         


    Autotrophic Thiobacillus 65 111 38 92 31 22 0 


    Heterotrophic Dechloromonas 47 64 34 323 244 140 202 


Denitratisoma 0 1 32 281 132 86 37 


Flavobacterium 1081 542 187 14 79 165 1995 


Hydrogenophaga 388 388 510 300 91 85 249 


Hyphomicrobium 0 2 11 24 19 16 11 


Rhodobacter 567 1087 1263 597 445 410 367 


Thauera 2 4 57 1204 5027 2111 1397 


Bradyrhizobium 7 8 37 32 41 34 13 


  
375 mm/d 


Nitrification         


  Ammonium oxidation Nitrosomonas 4 0 0 3 2 1 1 


   Nitrite oxidation Nitrospira 0 0 3 34 18 30 12 


Denitrification         


   Autotrophic Thiobacillus 134 65 9 136 26 15 18 


   Heterotrophic Dechloromonas 366 57 32 169 200 232 294 


 Denitratisoma 4 0 16 149 102 165 166 


 Flavobacterium 2108 353 107 - 95 172 1252 


 Hydrogenophaga 859 304 175 399 88 112 162 


 Hyphomicrobium 2 2 5 12 8 0 2 


 Rhodobacter 558 1631 1508 422 182 132 81 


 Thauera 15 2 175 4575 5317 2340 2176 


 Bradyrhizobium 6 8 14 16 18 10 6 


5. CONCLUSION 


Constructed wetland showed a good performance in contaminant removal from tail water. The increase of HLR will 


lead to a decrease of pollutant removal efficiency, while a good buffering capacity was showed between HLR 250 


and 375 mm/d. TP removal response to seasons differently compared with TN and COD removal, the best removal 


efficiency for COD and TN were found in summer and autumn while the best TP removal was found in winter in 


this study.  


No significant differences between the dominant bacterial communities at HLR 125 and 375 mm/d were detected at 


genus level (p > 0.05). Less similarity was detected after July 2014 than the initial period between the two wetlands. 


Nitrification bacteria (Nitrosomonas and Nitrospira) was significantly higher in HLR 125 mm/d wetland compared 


with HLR 375 mm/d wetland, which partially explained the significant higher NH4
+-N removal in HLR 125 mm/d 


wetland and relatively lower nitrogen purification performance in winter. 
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ABSTRACT  


It is estimated that more than one third of the six hundred thousand bridges in North America are in dire need of 


repair or even full replacement. Corrugated steel plate (CSP) arch culverts are commonly used for secondary 


highway bridges, railroad overpasses, and tunnels built by the cut and cover method. The effect of the geometric 


characteristics of these CSP culverts on the internal forces magnitude and distribution is of importance and needs to 


be considered in order to optimize the design. 2-Dimensional finite element models simulating the actual 


construction sequence were developed using the software Plaxis 2D.  These models were employed to study the 


effect of the aspect ratio of the CSP arches, cover depth, and the interface conditions between the CSP culverts and 


the surrounding soil on the overall structural performance.    


 


Keywords: long span, arch culvert, Plaxis 2D, Corrugated Steel Plate, Soil-Metal Structure 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Over the last few decades the use of large span soil-steel structures as substitutes for the more conventional types of 


bridges and rigid culverts has been growing rapidly in North America in general and in Canada in particular (Mirza 


and Porter, 1981), as for the past 40 years thousands of soil-metal structures ranged from short to medium spans 


were built in NA. Generally, soil-metal structures are flexible corrugated structures which resist loads by the 


interaction with the surrounding backfill allowing them to carry substantial overburden in addition to the imposed 


live loads (vehicular loads). Most of these structures are made from corrugated steel plates (CSP) that are bolted 


together to form either a pipe shape, an arch shape or a box shape (Newhook et al, 2010). Arch culverts and box 


culverts commonly have an open profile resting on strip footings rather than the closed profile of the pipe shaped 


culverts. The majority of the research preformed with regard to metal culverts thus far only focuses on one shape or 


profile and study various issues related to the considered problem. For example, Abuhajar et al. (2015) examined the 


response of a box culvert to static loading (weight of the soil) through multiple centrifuge tests and numerical 


models. The centrifuge tests were used to determine the effects of arching for a culvert buried in cohesionless soil. 


Two box culverts of two different wall thicknesses and entrenched in sand with two different relative densities sand 


were used in the analyses. Elshimi et al. (2014) used a three-dimensional finite element models to analyze the effect 


a fully loaded dump truck on box culverts with medium size span. The results obtained from the test were compared 


with experimental data reported by another author. The effect of the position of the dump truck on long-span box 
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and arch culverts were also investigated in the study. The culverts were loaded using three different load levels to 


determine the relation between displacement and moment with the total applied force for both The Canadian 


highway bridge design code (CHBDC) and the American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials 


(AASHTO) Load and Resistance Factor Design (LRFD) codes. Behavior of long span deep-corrugated metal 


culverts is significantly affected by many factors, for example, important considerations affecting the manner in 


which load spreads through the soil before reaching the structure include the depth of burial of the structure; the 


width, rise, and span of the culvert; the number of design lanes (i.e., the number of trucks acting on the structure); 


and the position of the design trucks at the surface (Elshimi et al., 2014).   


 


It can be seen from the literature presented above that the knowledge on the effects of the shape and configuration of 


long span culverts is limited as this topic has not been widely researched. The shape of the arch is of importance. 


Semi-circular or elliptic geometry is typically used for such structures. This paper investigates the effects of the 


shape and configuration of elliptic culverts on the developed internal forces magnitude and distribution in the 


culvert’s wall. The depth of the soil cover, the relative stiffness between the culvert and surrounding backfill and the 


mobilized soil structure interaction will determine the actual behavior of the structure under loading conditions. 


Two-dimensional finite element models developed using the software Plaxis 2D were utilized to study the behavior 


of the culverts under static loading conditions and to determine the stresses and deformations that result. Throughout 


the analyses the span was kept constant at 30 meters for all culverts as well as the soil properties to study the effect 


of only the profile shape on the culvert’s performance. All culverts were assumed to be constructed using the cut and 


cover construction method. This paper report the preliminary results of the in progress study.  


2. DESCRIPTION AND GEOMETRY OF THE CONSIDERED PROBLEM 


The approach of the modelling reported here is to examine a large-span arch culverts of the types commonly used 


for overpasses (i.e., low and high profile arches) under static loading conditions. The culverts modelled were the 


maximum span arches currently available. Low profiles arch culverts typically have low headroom and a large 


opening while high profile arch culverts typically have a higher rise and a large area opening. Figure 1 show typical 


configurations of the low and high profile arches considered in this analysis. 


 


The culvert was supported by two 2.5 m wide and 0.8 m thick strip footings. The top of the footing level (culvert 


base level) for all considered culverts was 17 meters below the existing highway with a maximum height of culvert 


of 15 meters to allow for a minimum cover of two meters. The culverts were assumed to pass under a four lane 


highway running in the transverse direction.  


 


 
Figure 1: Typical configurations of low and high profile arches considered in this analysis 


3. NUMERICAL MODELS 


The main purpose of the conducted numerical modelling is to investigate and understand the effect of a number of 


variables and modelling conditions on the deformations, forces and moments developed in the culvert. The 


developed models simulated realistically the followed construction sequence in order to understand and account for 


the construction effects on the arch during the construction process.  


 


Low Profile High Profile 
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3.1 Finite Mesh 


The finite element software package Plaxis 2D (Plaxis, 2015) was used to create plane strain models using the 15-


noded triangular elements to model the soil continuum. The 15-noded triangular elements option was chosen to get 


an accurate result as it follows a higher order interpolation function. In all the designs the metric units were 


assigned.  


 


The model’s lateral boundaries were placed 60 m away in both lateral direction to simulate the infinite medium in 


the horizontal direction. The lower boundary was placed 30 m below the culvert’s base level. The CSP culvert was 


modelled using 3-noded beam elements, and the interface between the soil and CSP using 6-noded interface 


elements. A Global coarseness of “fine” (𝑟𝑒 = 0.5) was used with a locally refined zone (𝑟𝑒 = 0.25) around the 


culvert (zone of interest). The default boundary conditions were used (i.e., fixed bottom boundary; horizontally fixed 


side boundaries; and free at the top).  


 


3.2 Materials Models 


 


The used models comprised a uniform native soil layer, a backfill envelop and steel plates representing the CSP 


culvert. The followed section summarizes the material constitutive models and properties adopted in the analyses.  


 


3.2.1 Native Soil 


 


The native soil is modelled using the Linear-Elastic-Perfectly-Plastic Mohr-Coulomb (MC) constitutive model 


which involves five input parameters, i.e. Young’s Modulus E and Poisson’s ratio  for soil elasticity; cohesion c 


and friction angle  for strength; and dilatancy angle  for soil plasticity. The Mohr-Coulomb model represents 


well known 'first-order' approximation of soil behaviour. The elastic part of the MC constitutive model is based on 


Hooke’s law; whereas the perfectly plastic part is based on the MC failure criterion. Accordingly, a constant average 


stiffness for the native soil layer was assigned. The computations tend to be relatively fast due to the constant 


stiffness assumption and the simplicity of the MC model with an acceptable estimates of stresses and deformations 


(Plaxis 2D, 2015). 


 


3.2.2 Backfill Material 


 


The backfilling and compaction process is an unloading-reloading process during which the stiffness of the soils 


keeps on changing, i.e., the soil stress-strain behavior is non-linear and stress dependent. Thus, the linear elastic 


perfectly plastic Mohr-Coulomb model is not able to accurately describe the behavior of the soil during the 


unloading-reloading process and consequently a more advanced soil model is required (El Naggar et. al., 2015). 


Accordingly, the backfill material is modelled using the Hardening Soil Model (HS-model).  The HS-model is 


formulated in the framework of classical theory of plasticity. (Plaxis 2D, 2015) Using a stress-dependent stiffness 


the total strains are calculated different for both virgin loading and un-/reloading. In this model, a multi-surface yield 


criterion is used to calculate the plastic strains (please refer to Schanz et al., (1999) for further details).  


  


3.2.3 Steel Plates  


 


The corrugated steel plates were modeled as an orthotropic elasto-plastic material which is supported by Plaxis 2D. 


Smeared values of plate thickness, t', elastic modulus, E', and shear modulus, G', for the orthotropic plate are 


determined according to the smearing equations developed by Moore and Taleb (1999). 


  


3.3 Staged Construction 


 


The cut and cover method is typically used for buried arches. In this construction method, the first stage involved 


excavating a trench to the foundation level. The adopted excavation procedure involved stepped excavation and 


utilized supports to improve the stability of the side slopes. Supports included temporary walls and bracing systems 


(Mouratidis, 2008). Then, the base foundations were placed followed by erection of the CSP culvert. Finally, after 


installing the culver, backfilling was done in lifts 300 m thick. Both sides of the trench surrounding the culvert were 


filled simultaneously to balance the forces produced. Figure 2 below shows the stages considered.  
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Figure 2: Stages of the Construction Process 


4. THE CANADIAN HIGHWAY BRIDGE DESIGN CODE  


4.1 Calculated Moments and Stresses 


The Canadian Highway Bridge Design Code (CHBDC) is the Canadian design standard for bridge structures with 


spans over 3 m.  Soil-steel structures fall into the category of buried structures, which is the subject of Section 7 of 


the Code. The Moment and thrust at various locations around the culvert can be obtained as shown below: 


To find the moment acting on the arch: 


 


[1]  𝑀𝑓 = |𝛼𝐷 ∙ 𝑀1 + 𝛼𝐷 ∙ 𝑀𝐷| + 𝛼𝐿 ∙ 𝑀𝐿(1 + 𝐷𝐿𝐴)                


 


Where: 


 


[2]  𝑀1 = 𝑘𝑀1
∙ 𝑅𝐵 ∙ 𝛾 ∙ 𝐷ℎ


3                           


 


[3]  𝑀𝐷 = −𝑘𝑀2
∙ 𝑅𝐵 ∙ 𝛾 ∙ 𝐷ℎ


2 ∙ 𝐻𝑒                         


 


[4]  𝑀𝐿 =
𝑘𝑀3∙𝑅𝑈∙𝐷ℎ∙𝐴𝐿


𝑘4
                             


 


 


Where 


 


𝑀1: Moment in the soil metal structure resulting from fill to the crown level. 


𝑘𝑀1
: Factor used in calculating moments in soil-metal structures. 


𝑅𝐵: Parameter used in calculating moments in the wall of a soil-metal structure. 


𝛾: Unit density of soil 


𝐷ℎ: Horizontal dimension of conduit 


𝑀𝐷: Sum of the intensities of bending moments at the crown and haunch in a metal box structure due to dead load. 


𝑘𝑀2
: Factor used in calculating moments in soil-metal structures. 


𝐻𝑒: Effective value of depth of cover above conduit. 


𝑀𝐿: Sum of the crown and haunch bending moments due to live load. 


𝑘𝑀3
: Factor used in calculating moments in soil-metal structures. 


𝑅𝑈: Parameter used in calculating moments in the wall of a soil-metal structure. 


𝐴𝐿: Axle load 


𝑘4: Factor used in calculating moments in soil-metal structures. 


DLA: Dynamic Loading Allowance 


 


To find the thrust acting on the arch we need to add the thrust due to dead load and the thrust component due to the 


live load as follows: 


 


Dead Load Thrust 


 


[5]  𝑇𝐷  =  0.5(1.0 − 0.1𝐶𝑠)𝐴𝑓 . 𝑊                           


 


Insitu stress Excavation Culvert erection Backfilling 
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Where 


𝐴𝑓: Arching factor  


𝐶𝑠: Axial stiffness parameter  


𝑇𝐷: Dead load thrust, kN/m  


W: Dead weight of the column of material above the structure, kN/m 


 


Live Load Thrust 


The live load thrust is given by the lesser of equations [6] and [7] 


 


[6]  𝑇𝐿  =  0.5. 𝐷ℎ . 𝜎𝐿 . 𝑚𝑓                            


 
[7]  𝑇𝐿  =  0.5. 𝑙𝑡 . 𝜎𝐿 . 𝑚𝑓                            


 


Where 


𝐷ℎ: Effective span of the structure, m  


𝑙𝑡: Distance between outermost axles plus 2H, m  


𝑚𝑓: Modification factor for multi-lane  


𝜎𝐿: Uniformly distributed pressure at the crown of the structure, kPa 


 


Total Thrust 


The total thrust is the summation of the factored dead load and factored live load thrust with added dynamic load 


amplification (DLA) factor as given by the following equation: 


 


[8]  𝑇𝑓 = 𝛼𝐷 ∙ 𝑇𝐷 + 𝛼𝐿 ∙ 𝑇𝐿(1 + 𝐷𝐿𝐴)                       


 


The values calculated are very close to the ones obtained from the Plaxis 2D analysis, which verifies the modelling 


process followed. This also validates the rest of the data of the arches, and makes the results reliable. 


The depth of cover for the model chosen as the best deign option is 2 m although the minimum depth cover 


suggested by the Canadian highway bridge design code is calculated to be 5 m. The discrepancy in the depth cover 


may be the reason behind the low deformation values. However, increasing the cover to 5 m would still allow the 


displacement to be acceptable. 


5. PARAMETRIC STUDY 


As mentioned above, the soil parameters used for this study were kept constant in each model and are listed in Table 


1. The shapes and sizes of the arch culvert were the only parameters varied in this preliminary results report. High 


and low profile arches were examined using rise to span ratios of 0.5, 0.4, 0.3 and 0.2. I.e., culvert rises of fifteen, 


twelve, nine and six meters were considered. 


 


Table 1: Soil Parameters 


Parameter  Native Soil- Dense Sand  Backfill - Dense Sand  


𝜸𝒃𝒖𝒍𝒌 (kN/m3)  19  20  


Stiffness, E’ (kN/m2)  120  -  


φ’ (degrees)  38  38  


c’ (kN/m2)  0  0  


E50ref     (kN/m2)  -  40x103  


Eoed ref (kN/m2)  -  40x103  


Eur ref  (kN/m2)  -  120x103  
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6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 


The structural performance of the modelled arches presented in the following sections was assessed based on the 


maximum deflections, moments and thrusts results obtained from the finite element analyses for different culvert 


aspect ratios to investigate the shape effects on these parameters. In addition, these values were compared to the 


ones calculated from the equations of the Canadian Highway Bridge Design Code (CHBDC). We will also be 


presenting the model that was chosen as the best performing arch under the specified conditions.  


6.1 Findings 


6.1.1 Maximum Deflections 


Figure 3 shows a comparison of the maximum displacements at the crown location for all considered cases knowing 


that the same ratios were considered for both high and low profiles. It can be seen from Figure 3 that the maximum 


deflection for all cases decreases as the aspect ratio (rise/span) increase. This trend is expected as profiles with low 


aspect ratios are flatter and accordingly the crown location tends to deflect more. Also it can be seen that low profile 


culverts deflected lesser than the high profile ones. Based on the deflection results it can be noted that only profiles 


with rise to span ratios of 0.4 or more satisfies the limiting maximum deflection limit (1% of the span).  


6.1.2 Internal Forces 


Figures 4 and 5 present comparisons of the maximum moments and thrusts, respectively, for all considered high and 


low profile culvert cases. For high profile cases the maximum moment decreased as the curvature of the profile 


increase (i.e., higher aspect ratio). On the other hand, for the considered low profile culverts the moments increased 


with as the aspect ratio increased. It can be seen from Figure 4 that culverts with rise to span ratios of 0.4 or more 


developed much lesser moment than other cases. For the considered high profile cases, the maximum thrust 


decreases as the aspect ratio (rise/span) increase. Similar trend was found to hold for the low profile cases with 


aspect ratios of 0.4 and 0.5. Again it can be noted that culverts with rise to span ratios of 0.4 or more developed 


moderate amount of thrust compared to other cases.   


6.1.3 Comparison between the internal forces obtained by the 2D FE analyses and that calculated by the CHBDC  


Figures 6 and 7 show comparisons between the results of the maximum moments and thrusts, respectively, obtained 


by the 2D FE analyses and that calculated by the CHBDC for all considered high profile cases. It can be seen from 


the figures that the internal forces predicted by the two methods are within 10% at most. The results of the 


considered cases suggest that the CHBDC slightly underestimates the thrust. Also, it shows that the CHBDC slightly 


overestimates the predicted moments.  


 


Thus, it can be concluded based on the results above that for arch shaped culverts, as the rise to span ratio decreases 


the developed internal forces increase substantially and accordingly the developed stresses approach closer to the 


ultimate stresses. This is due to the fact that the arch effects for low rise/span ratios are minimal and the behavior is 


more like a horizontal slab.   


As it can be seen from the results presented above, culverts with aspect ratios of 0.4 and 0.5 offered the best option 


for both high and low profile cases as they have the least deflection and internal forces.  
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Figure 3: Comparison of the maximum crown deflections of the considered high and low profile culverts 


 
Figure 4: Comparison of the maximum bending moments of the considered high and low profile culverts 


 


 
Figure 5: Comparison of the maximum thrust in the walls of the considered high and low profile culverts 
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Figure 6: Comparison of High Profile Axial Force Results from Plaxis with Calculated Results from CHBDC 


Manual 


 
Figure 7: Comparison of High Profile Bending Moment Results from Plaxis with Calculated Results from the 


CHBDC Manual 


7. CONCLUSION 


Detailed finite element analyses were conducted to explore the optimum shape and configuration of large span CSP 


arch culverts to investigate the effect of the shape and configuration on the internal forces magnitude and 


distribution. Common ratios of rise to span ratios were considered. Also, the conducted analyses considered the 


construction sequence, friction at the soil–arch interface and the complex soil-structure interaction behaviour. The 


conclusions of the study can be summarized as follows: 


 


- Only profiles with rise to span ratios of 0.4 or more satisfied the maximum deflection limit (1% of the 


span). 


- Results obtained by the 2D FE analyses and that calculated by the CHBDC are within 10% at most for all 


considered high profile cases. 


- For CSP arch culverts as the rise to span ratio decrease the internal forces increase and consequently the 


stresses approach closer to the ultimate stress of the steel.  


- Culverts with aspect ratios of 0.4 and 0.5 offered the best option for both high and low profile cases as they 


have the least deflections and internal forces. 
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ABSTRACT  


After publishing Our Common Future, a report by the Brundtland Commission in 1987, a transformational 


process—intentional or unintentional—began. International support plans, policies, and programs (PPP) have been 


developed with the aim of adapting sustainable development strategies. Although the degrees of transformation 


vary, industries have adopted new practices in order to align their performance with stakeholder needs and 


expectations. These and other transformational impacts facilitate an increased understanding of the fundamentals 


and principles of sustainability. Construction building industry professionals have been leaders of this 


transformational process while practitioners in other industries are more reluctant to adapt. The construction 


building industry finds itself immersed in a “green environment” in which projects can be certified based on 


sustainability performance; more importantly, the wide range of professionals within the industry have the 


knowledge to implement sustainable development strategies. In contrast, sustainability is a topic of conversation 


among practitioners in other industries, but their knowledge may not reflect the true intent behind the concept. A 


survey has been designed to assess the knowledge of oil and gas practitioners in the area of sustainability, and to 


identify the perceptions and practices in various areas of sustainability management (i.e., stakeholder identification 


and engagement and budget allocation). Practitioners and scientists can benefit from the survey by acquiring a better 


understanding of employee perceptions of sustainability within the oil and gas industry in order to effectively 


manage projects and develop management strategies to improve sustainability performance. 


 


Keywords: sustainability, sustainable development, oil & gas, oil sands, perceptions, project management 


1. INTRODUCTION 


It is often believed that the perceptions of an individual are his or her own reality; a “reality” that may become an 


obstacle for the dissemination of the actual facts. Perceptions formed around sustainability are in part based on the 


vagueness embedded in its definition, and the underdevelopment and/or misinterpretation of its dimensions (i.e., 


pillars of sustainability). While the idea of sustainable development continues to grow in popularity and has been 


supported by governments, businesses, and communities (Newman 2007), its definition remains ambiguous, vague, 


and of blurred content (Hull 2008). Although sustainability is gaining acceptance, society often has to choose 


between varying viewpoints, which are valid, but also create conflicting situations (Hull 2008).  


 


Literature in the area of sustainability indicates a concentrated interest in the wide range of aspects related to 


environmental sustainability, including identification, assessment, and mitigation of environmental impacts 


accredited to projects and developments. While the meaning of sustainability is often mistakenly used to refer to 


environmental matters, the social dimension of sustainability is not only underdeveloped but also vastly 


misunderstood, and economic factors and decisions usually prevail by overpowering the other two dimensions 


within the sustainability realm.  


 


Sustainable development and sustainability are terms which are at times used interchangeably. Although using either 


term may not change the outcomes, sustainability is interpreted as the result of the implementation of sustainable 


development strategies. Additionally, sustainability is more than just identifying, assessing, and mitigating social, 


economic, and environmental impacts; it is an instrument aimed toward harmony amongst human well-being, 


economic development, and environmental protection; a balance that must be implemented for the protection of the 
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planet and preservation of the human race. The different perceptions and views of sustainability and its dimensions 


are often used to drive a specific agenda. Not only is the imprecise concept of sustainable development often used to 


describe anything that is barely environmentally friendly (Chisholm et al. 1999), but it is also “politically correct to 


refer to sustainable development without offering deeper thought illustrating the individual idea everybody has on 


the matter” (Hull 2008). Perceptions toward upcoming concepts such as sustainable development or sustainability 


can be formed based on misinformation, lack of knowledge, or misinterpretations of facts, which have been 


scientifically supported, and methodologically developed and proven. Common perceptions of sustainability may 


vary between industries, genders, age, occupations, etc. because sustainability means different things to different 


people. Perceptions of sustainability are influenced by cultural factors, politics, ethical values, geographical location, 


and an individual’s needs, expectations, and his or her particular vision of sustainability. As sustainability involves 


balancing its social, economic, and environmental pillars, the needs and expectations of stakeholders become a 


deterministic factor for accomplishing the goals and vision of sustainability, which can also be influenced by 


internal and external factors. The personal experiences and career choices of an individual, as well as information 


provided by different media sources (e.g., tv, radio, newspapers) all play a relevant role in creating a particular 


opinion or concept. 


 


The concepts of sustainability, sustainable performance, and green construction have served not only as 


transformational factors of the construction building industry, but also as educational instruments of a society that is 


increasingly becoming more aware of the social, economic, and environmental impacts carried by the development 


and operation of projects and organizations. Nevertheless, Helne and Hirvilammi (2015) state, “a genuine transition 


towards sustainability has not yet begun”; thus, the study explained in the following sections was designed with the 


objective of not only identifying the perceptions of sustainability within a different industry (i.e., oil and gas 


industry), but also testing the advances made toward the understanding of the sustainability concept within the oil 


and gas industry.  


2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND DATA COLLECTION 


Capturing the perception of individuals within the oil and gas industry regarding the sustainability concept and 


management was the main objective of the study. The data collection process was designed through the 


administration of a survey to two main focus groups. The first group of participants were selected from the attendees 


to the UpTech Upstream Oil and Gas Summit 2015. Over 270 people participated in the Summit, of which about 


130 were representatives from oil and gas producing companies, 120 from service companies, and 20 speakers 


presented a diverse range of topics. The second focus group was extended an invitation via email to participate in 


the study; these participants represented owners (i.e., developers and operators), organizations, engineering, 


procurement, and construction (EPC) companies, contractors, and service providers, among others. A total of 108 


people participated in the data collection process.  


 


The questionnaire was designed to capture the perception of the participants rather than measure their level of 


knowledge in the area of sustainability. Also, the privacy of the participants was protected by guaranteeing 


anonymity. The questionnaire included five sections: demographics, the concept and fundamentals of sustainability, 


stakeholder management, sustainability performance assessment and reporting, and commentary. The questionnaire 


included closed questions (i.e., short answer), dropdown, multiple textboxes, and multiple choice questions. 


Additionally, the participants were encouraged to include any comments regarding sustainability assessment, 


management, and reporting.  


3. DEMOGRAPIHCS 


The purpose of the demographic section in the survey was to capture the perception of sustainability among the 


different demographic groups within the oil and gas industry while assessing their representation considering 


gender, group age, area of expertise (i.e., role within their organization), level of seniority, and sub-industry. Figure 


1a illustrates the participation by gender. Of the 108 participants, 25.9% were female and 74.1% were male. The 


percentage of female participation in the data collection process is consistent with female participation in the 


Canadian petroleum industry, which is between 24% and 30% (Global Mining Standards & Guideline Group 2015). 


Besides identifying their gender, the participants were asked about age. To protect the privacy of participants, age 
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groups were provided rather than specific ages, as well as the option to not answer. There was no participation in the 


age group of 16 to 24, 22.2% of the participants were between 25 to 34 years of age while 18.5% were between 55 


to 64 years of age. The highest participation was in the age groups of 35 to 44 and 45 to 54 years with 25.9% and 


33.3%, respectively.  


 


Three aspects within the demographic section assisted in identifying the level of expertise of the participants. The 


level of seniority was sub-grouped into entry level (0 to 2 years), junior (2 to 5 years), intermediate (5 to 10 years), 


senior (10-15 years), and expert (15 or more years). The level of seniority is measured based on the total number of 


years of practical experience rather than the number of years a participant has held a specific position within the 


organization’s hierarchy level. Therefore, Figure 1b shows the percentage of participation of each level of seniority. 


It was noted that 77.8% of participants are considered senior or expert in their respective fields while the remaining 


22.2% of participants have less than 10 years of practical experience. The second demographic aspect used to assess 


the participants’ level of expertise was their role within their organization. The survey was responded by a wide 


range of practitioners, including the areas of engineering & design, supply management, project management, 


construction management, sale & business development, health & safety, quality, project controls, management 


consulting services, production, telecommunications, and logistics & support, among others. The participants (i.e., 


practitioners) were able to specify the organisation they represent; the responses were grouped (and represented) as 


follows: E&P (engineering & procurement) (11.1%), upstream (3.7%), midstream (11.1%), downstream (22.2%), 


industrial construction (14.8%), contractors (7.4%), logistics providers (14.8%), suppliers (7.41%), and consulting 


(7.4%). Participants representing the owners (i.e., developers and operators) were sub-grouped into upstream, 


midstream, and downstream.  


 


Demographics are an important aspect in the assessment of participant perception and evaluation of various views 


regarding sustainability. It has been argued that women are more supportive of social initiatives, younger individuals 


are more environmentally conscious, and older employees have a better understanding of stakeholders and 


management practices. Those and other perceptions toward sustainability are discussed in the subsequent sections, 


and are supported by the analysis of the responses obtained through the survey.  


 


       
 


   (a)                           (b) 


Figure 1: Demographics 


4. THE CONCEPT AND FUNDAMENTALS OF SUSTAINBILITY 


The Brundtland Commission, formally known as the World Commission on Environment and Development 


(WCED), marked the resurgence of the concept of sustainable development placing it at the center of the political 


arena. The Our Common Future report, published by the Brundtland Commission, in which three pillars of 


sustainability are clearly identified, has been utilized as a guideline for accomplishing sustainability; the three pillars 


are social, economic, and environmental. This extensive and comprehensive report presents a valid argument for the 


implementation of sustainable development strategies with the objective of protecting the planet and preserving the 


human race; however, the definition of sustainability is presented with a great level of vagueness. As a result, 


sustainable development may evoke a different meaning for different people (Redclift 1991), and the hundreds of 


definitions subsequently presented are, in principle, similar to that given by the Brundtland Commission (Glavič and 
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Lukman 2007; Johnston et al. 2007). Nevertheless, the definition presented by the Brundtland Commission is the 


most frequently cited and is perceived as more exhaustive than other available definitions (Ciegis et al 2009: Zhao 


2011). Various definitions present sustainable development as a complex and multidimensional concept (Ciegis et 


al. 2009). This multidimensionality has been understood as a concept integrated by three main dimensions (World 


Bank 2012). Most publications include the social, economic, and environmental dimensions in the sustainable 


development debate, but others have also been proposed or considered for inclusion into the sustainability 


environment (Ciegis et al 2009). The survey results indicate an interest for including areas such as safety, ethics, 


politics, culture, technology, quality, regulatory compliance, and social license into the debate of sustainability in the 


oil and gas industry; however, over 80% of the participants do not specify any additional area to include as a 


dimension other than social, economic, and environmental.  


 


The three dimensions of sustainable development are often represented as separate but connected entities, while, in 


other cases, the dimensions are separate, which provides a perspective in which one dimension is given greater 


priority than another (Giddings et al. 2002). Sustainability, as the result of the implementation of sustainable 


development strategies, calls for the balance of social, economic, and environmental needs (Poveda and Lipsett 


2014). However, while there have been approaches aiming to balance the three pillars, the interests of different 


stakeholders frequently concentrate within one pillar of sustainability (Hansmann et al. 2012), which is most often 


environmental sustainability (Reinhardt, 2000; Atkinson, 2000; Costanza, 1991; Rees, 2002). Additionally, the 


social dimension is often seen as the weakest pillar of sustainable development (Lehtonen 2004). Either because 


social issues are less developed than environmental (Salzmann et al. 2005), or there are various interpretations 


regarding which issues should be addressed (Dixon and Colantonio, 2008), the social pillar does not receive the 


same treatment as the other two (Cuthill 2009; Vavik and Keitsch 2010).  


 


Considering equally the relevance of the pillars is an improvement from past approaches (Dawe and Ryan 2003). 


Yet, the environmental dimension prevails in the sustainable development debate (Maydl 2006) while in practice 


sustainable development has been advocated for the subordination of nature to economic growth (Redclift and 


Woodgate 2013). Figure 2 illustrates the subordination of the social dimension to the other two dimensions. The 


participants gave the economic dimension a relevance of 44.52% while the social dimension only encompasses 


24.30%. In detail, the results by gender indicate that female participants gave a dimensional relevance of 29.71% to 


social, 42.71% to economic, and 27.57% to environmental, and male participants gave a dimensional relevance of 


25.43% to social, 42.00% to economic, and 32.57% to environment. The breakdown based on the age of the 


participants provides insights from two groups. Those younger than 44 years of age, considered millennials, believe 


that the social dimension should have a relevance of just 18.83% while the economic dimension and environmental 


dimension capture 55.50% and 25.5%, respectively. The older age group distributes the relevance in 25.86%, 


41.38%, and 32.76% for the social, economic, and environmental dimensions, respectively. Figure 3 provides a 


better understanding of the distribution of participant responses. The relevance of the social dimension fluctuates 


between 0% and 40%, and the results are more scattered than those of the other two dimensions. Nevertheless, it is 


noticeable that the relevance values of 0% and 80% are represented for the social and economic dimensions, 


respectively. The level of dispersion of the results indicates the degree of agreement among the participants 


regarding the relevance of a specific dimension; therefore, as indicated in Figure 3, there is less agreement 


concerning the relevance of the social dimension, which may signify the issues that have been previously 


highlighted.  


 


 
 


Figure 2: Relevance of each sustainability dimension 
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Figure 3: Distribution of participant responses to relevance of each sustainability dimension 


5. STAKEHOLDER IDENTIFICATION AND MANAGEMENT 


The definition and classification of stakeholders is an ongoing area of debate within the stakeholder theory. A 


common classification groups stakeholders into primary and secondary categories. Primary stakeholders are those 


ultimately affected, positively or negatively, by the issue or intervention, and secondary stakeholder groups include 


those with an intermediary role, directly or indirectly (Mendoza and Prabhu 2009). Ultimately, stakeholders can 


affect an organization’s functioning, goals, development, and even survival (Chinyio and Olomolaiye 2010). 


Identifying the different groups, which are impacting or have been impacted by the operations of an organization, 


depends on various factors. Stakeholder groups are not required to participate in every aspect of the organization; 


therefore, the identification and management of stakeholder needs are preliminary steps to addressing the needs and 


challenges of society and other stakeholders (Eskerod and Huemann 2013).   


 


Sustainable development and meeting sustainability performance goals have not only become stakeholder demands 


before issuing the “social license” to operate, but have also become a business strategy and instrument to measure 


the survival of organizations. Since the starting point in the debate of sustainability management is the inclusion of 


stakeholders and the integration of their respective demands (Seuring and Gold 2013), the survey requested that 


participants identify those groups that should be included in the debate, as well as the matters related to 


sustainability within the oil and gas industry. Figure 4 shows the groups that are recognized as stakeholders. The 


owners group (developers and operators) was the only group recognized by every participant as a stakeholder while 


the media, NGOs (Non-Governmental Organizations), and logistics providers were recognized by less than 50% of 


the participants. Other groups recognized as stakeholders (i.e., users or customers and farmers) resulted in 11.11% of 


participants indicating that these groups should be considered stakeholders. Bal et al. (2013) indicate the need for a 


systematic approach to engage with stakeholders with high salience in relation to sustainability, because there are 


stakeholders who are not always perceived as such, and their absence from the decision-making process may result 


in failure. Furthermore, sustainability issues may necessitate the introduction of those who were not typically 


involved in the decision-making process; the empiricism in the identification of salient stakeholders supports the 


idea of organizations focusing on addressing the expectations and needs of a wider variety of stakeholder groups (De 


Brucker et al. 2013). Involving a larger number of stakeholders in the decision-making process facilitates a change 


in the power of decision-making, responsibility, and consequences due to the various interpretations and 


understandings of the concept of sustainability (Silvestre et al. 2014). Through the sustainability assessment process, 


the engagement of stakeholders creates participant accountability and facilitates the acceptance of the outcomes 


(Poveda and Lipsett 2014). Furthermore, De Brucker et al. (2013) indicate that solutions chosen through a multiple 


stakeholder approach are more likely to be accepted by all stakeholders, if they were in fact actively involved—and 


their objective was considered—in the decision-making process. 


  


Recognizing the existence of a stakeholder group does not necessarily indicate its responsibility toward 


sustainability, nor the need for its involvement in the decision-making process. However, the exploitation of 


resources with national and international impact (i.e., oil and gas [i.e., Canadian oil sands]) increases the chances for 


the active involvement of a greater number of groups. The survey captured the percentage of participants who 
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indicated which group should have a certain degree of responsibility toward sustainability. Once again, 100% of the 


participants indicated that the owners (developing and operators) have responsibility in accomplishing sustainability 


goals. The government/regulators, EPCs, and aboriginal communities were the other groups with over 50%. Once 


the groups were recognized as stakeholders with a certain degree of responsibility toward sustainability, the 


participants were asked to distribute the responsibility among the stakeholder groups. As noted in Figure 4, the 


owners group was assigned 52.37% responsibility while, according to the survey, the media should only have 4.15% 


of the overall responsibility. Government/regulators resulted in the second-highest at 20.49% while EPCs, scientists 


and researchers, and contractors were assigned a degree of responsibility of 13.18%, 10.68%, and 10.48%, 


respectively. The remaining stakeholder groups were below a 10% degree of responsibility toward sustainability.  


  


Recognizing that all groups are stakeholders and have a certain degree of responsibility toward sustainability 


indicates the need for engaging them in the sustainability debate, which will not only aid in addressing their 


demands but also improve the future sustainability agenda of the various organizations. Since each stakeholder 


group has an unequal number of demands (Skillington 1996), the sustainability of a firm depends on the 


sustainability of its stakeholder relationships (Perrini and Tencati 2006); a relationship which is defined by the 


stakeholder’s demand on the method to which environmental, social, and economic impacts are factored into 


business strategies and decisions (Amran and Ooi 2014). While some groups (e.g., media) have an important role in 


shaping stakeholder perceptions toward businesses (Amran and Ooi 2014), others such as customers, investors, 


employees, and purchasing managers, among others, indicate that sustainability is an important factor in their 


decision-making process (Peloza et al. 2012). 


 


 
Figure 4: Comparison of recognized stakeholder groups and their responsibility toward sustainability 


6. SUSTAINABILITY PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT, REPORTING, AND BUDGET ALLOCATION 


Industries and organizations adopt sustainability performance assessment and reporting methodologies with the aim 


of assessing actual performance using benchmarking or performance targets. The assessment and reporting of 


sustainability performance must not only demonstrate compliance with regulatory requirements, but is also used to 


obtain the “social license” to operate. It is expected that reporting practices effectively communicate the efforts 


made by the industry or an organization toward meeting sustainability performance goals. The results of the survey 


conclude that the efforts made by the Canadian oil and gas industry to (1) communicate the sustainability 


performance assessment results, and (2) accomplish its goals, are either ineffective or ineffectively communicated. 


Figure 5 indicates that 85.15% of the participants either do not know or do not believe the oil and gas industry is 


meeting its sustainability goals. 


 


Because stakeholder management is crucial for driving sustainability performance (Asif et al. 2013), organizations 


must set and meet targets, and communicate not only the results of the sustainability performance assessment 
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processes, but also effectively engage and manage stakeholder groups in the development and implementation of 


sustainability strategies and multi-criteria decision-making processes to facilitate the acceptance of the outcomes 


(Poveda and Lipsett 2014). Additionally, well-informed stakeholder groups are less likely to develop negative 


perceptions of business operations, which will promote the image and legitimacy of the business (Amran and Ooi 


2014). Engaged stakeholder groups facilitate the communication of efforts throughout the process as well as the 


results; therefore, achieving the balance of the needs and aspirations of everyone involved, recognizing the 


ecosystem’s constraints, is more effective if people are well informed about sustainable development (Xiao-qing 


2002).  


 


 


 
 


Figure 5: Perceptions of participants toward the oil and gas industry meeting sustainability goals 


 


Meeting sustainability goals and stakeholder management processes represent either a justified and necessary 


investment or an arguably compulsory added cost. Independent of the position the survey participants choose on 


matters related to sustainability or management processes, organizations make annual budgetary investments to 


carry on with their operations. However, their efforts may not be recognized because of ineffective stakeholder and 


communication management practices. Efforts toward sustainability include, but are not limited to, implementation 


of sustainability management systems, incorporation of energy efficient designs and processes, hiring of trained 


personnel, meeting regulatory requirements, implementation of educational programs, and the acquisition and use of 


environmentally friendly materials. These, and several other efforts, have been implemented by the construction 


building industry. While the over cost of projects is recognized, the benefits and the short payback period make 


“green” practices an attractive and feasible option for other industries. Yudelson (2008) presents the business case 


for green buildings in which the average incremental capital cost of 33 LEED-certified projects is 1.84%. 


Nevertheless, capital cost increases with the level of LEED certification sought to be achieved. Independent of the 


duration of the payback period, the benefits of green buildings include economics, productivity, risk management, 


health, public relations and marketing, recruitment and retention, and financing of the projects (Yudelson 2008).  


 


For several reasons, the construction building industry cannot be compared with oil and gas operations. 


Nevertheless, what began as a revolution in the construction building industry has become a desirable option, and 


has been assimilated by stakeholders as the best way to demonstrate commitment to a sustainable future. Therefore, 


the participants were asked what portion of the budget of an organization or project should be allocated to address 


matters of sustainability. Though the results indicated an average of 24.5% of the budget should be assigned to 


sustainability, the participants indicated the lack of knowledge on the meaning of sustainability and which activities 


should be considered in that budget allocation. Others indicated that sustainability should be inherent within an 


organization and be embedded in each process and activity rather than making it a mandatory requirement. The 


distribution of the “budget for sustainability” is shown in Figures 6 and 7. As noted, the budget allocation aligns 


with the dimensional relevance illustrated in Figures 2 and 3 above. The gender and age of the participants did not 


make remarkable differences: women assigned 25.43%, 42.0%, and 32.57%, and men allocated 26.02%, 44.18%, 


and 29.2% to social, economic, and environmental, respectively. The age gap reveals that older participants allotted 


48.82% of the budget for sustainability to address economic matters while social and environmental were each given 


25.5%. Participants 44 years of age or younger distributed the budget by assigning 25.98%, 42.12%, and 31.38% to 


social, economic, and environmental, respectively. The participants are in agreement to distribute the budget, as the 


results are not as scattered as the dimensional relevance illustrated in Figure 3. Yet, the perception of participants on 
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where the budget for sustainability should be allocated reinforces the idea that economic prosperity prevails over 


environmental protection, and that both (i.e., economy and environment) are accomplished at the expense of societal 


well-being. 


 
Figure 6: Allocation of budget to each sustainability dimension 


 


 
Figure 7: Distribution of participant responses to allocation of budget to each sustainability dimension 


7. PARTICIPANT COMMENTARY AND DISCUSSION 


Although environment and sustainability are not synonymous (Kuhlman & Farrington 2010), practitioners have 


formed an opinion around the concept of sustainability that is often associated solely with environmental 


performance. Understanding the role of each dimension of sustainability becomes the preliminary phase for the 


identification, assessment, and mitigation of the impacts that projects and organizations carry in their operations. 


Similarly, the implementation of sustainable development strategies to address the needs and expectations of the 


different stakeholder groups must be integrative in nature. Hence, participants of the decision-making process and 


stakeholder groups should understand the interrelation, balance, and dynamics among the dimensions of 


sustainability. To that end, participants of the study indicated the fuzziness, misunderstanding, or lack of knowledge 


around the definition of sustainability and its dimensions, the definition of stakeholder, the identification of 


stakeholder groups, and roles and responsibilities toward sustainability. 


  


The definition and identification of stakeholders is of general concern. Those groups which are either affected by or 


affecting the project or organization’s operations vary in relation to the issue at hand. While participants were aware 


of the idealistic concept of sustainability, they were not clear about what makes a group relevant in the sustainability 


debate. Additionally, there was an interest not only in the identification of groups with responsibility toward 


sustainability, but also what the responsibility entails; in other words, how each stakeholder group can and should 


contribute to sustainability. Potentially, the different factors impacting the knowledge of the participants in the areas 


of stakeholders and sustainability may have influenced the percentages illustrated in Figure 4; a tendency to avoid 
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responsibility toward sustainability was noted. Participants representing a specific stakeholder group shifted the 


responsibility to other stakeholder groups and assigned little or no responsibility to their own. 


  


While recognizing that each stakeholder group must have a degree of responsibility toward sustainability, the 


participants also commented on the treatment given to the definition of sustainability and how organisations are 


adapting to meet the stakeholders’ sustainability needs and expectations. There is a general belief that the concept of 


sustainability is “manipulated” to the advantage of something or someone in order to pursue an agenda. 


Additionally, the participants admitted having heard about the concept of sustainability at work, but that they were 


not involved in any decision-making processes; an interesting comment made by some since 77.8% of the 


participants are at the senior or expert level within their organizations. Nevertheless, Dunphy et al. (2003) indicate 


that leaders and staff are restructuring their roles and responsibilities while voluntarily engaging in action to 


contribute to sustainability. Also, organisations within the oil and gas industry have adapted a voluntary 


sustainability report to inform internal and external stakeholders of their sustainability performance, which typically 


includes social, economic, environmental, and safety statistics, among others. While reporting practices are seen as 


an effort of transparency and effective stakeholder engagement and management, the participants in the study 


indicated the weaknesses of the reports. Within the oil and gas industry, practitioners and others may be aware of the 


annual sustainability reports published by organizations, but the information presented is perceived as meaningless 


for the following reasons: (1) there is no common understanding of the information that should be included, (2) 


baselines or targets are not included to compare the organization’s performance, (3) compulsory targets (i.e., 


regulatory performance) are not distinguished from voluntary performance (i.e., efforts to improve internal 


productivity or performance), (4) there is a misunderstanding of the meanings of metrics or key performance 


indicators (KPIs), and (5) individuals cannot compare (i.e., benchmark) performance because the content in the 


sustainability reports varies among organizations. 


  


Finally, there is an increasingly proactive attitude from stakeholders toward the social, economic, and environmental 


aspects of sustainability (Silvestre et al. 2014). Therefore, those groups who are affected by or are affecting the 


process of development must be included in the decision-making process while attempting to avoid actions that may 


remove the freedom of future generations to make their own decisions about the course of development (McDonald 


2006). The genuine transition toward sustainability, as previously indicated by Helne and Hirvilammi (2015), is 


indeed necessary. But, the genuine transformational process must be driven by a joint effort, integrated by a wide 


spectrum of decision makers, because many different groups of society are not only becoming more aware, but are 


also more supportive of the need for implementing sustainable development strategies that establish the path to a 


sustainable future.  
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ABSTRACT  


Join this unique panel discussion where you will hear about how Alternative Delivery models such as Design-Build 


(DB) and Construction Manager General Contractor (CMGC) are being implemented for transportation projects in 


Ontario. This will include a discussion of lessons learned from the perspective of the Owner, a Contractor and a 


Consultant with DB and CMGC experience. 
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ABSTRACT  


Grouted bar-in-conduit connections are versatile connections widely used in the precast concrete construction. In 


precast load bearing wall structures, two vertical wall panels are connected by a reinforcing bar, which is projected 


from one panel and grouted into a sleeve placed in the other. The main function of the ties is to resist tension induced 


by in-plane and out-of-plane straining actions and to provide ductility to the wall assembly through the yielding of the 


reinforcement. Limited information is currently available on the behaviour of such connections. This paper presents 


the findings of an investigation conducted to investigate the behaviour of grouted reinforcing bar connections and 


their failure mechanisms. The bond strength was evaluated using a pull-out test on a bar extended from a grouted 


sleeve specimen. The test parameters of the study were the bar surface condition (deformed and smooth) and the 


embedded length (6, 12 and 36 diameter-of-bar (db)). A total of eight specimens were tested to failure under direct 


tensile loads and the slip of the bars was recorded. Results indicate that an embedment length of 6db allowed the bar 


to yield, but bond failure dominated in the strain hardening zone. It was also observed that an embedment length of 


12db was sufficient to mobilize the tensile capacity of the bar, after which an increase in the grouted sleeve length 


resulted in no additional capacity. 


 


Keywords: Bond Strength, Precast Walls, Pull-out Tests, Grouted Connections 


1. INTRODUCTION 


In precast concrete systems, a grouted bar-in-conduit connection consists of a reinforcing bar projected from one 


element and grouted into a sleeve placed in the other. The scheme is used to transfer tension, compression or shear. 


This connection has applications in connecting a variety of precast concrete components, such as column-foundation, 


column-column, and wall-to-wall connections (PCI 2010). This type of connection is popular in precast load bearing 


construction, where it serves two main functions: tie the panels down against uplifting moments from lateral loads; 


and to serve as a ductile device that can yield in tension (CPCI 2007). The connection typically consists of a grouted 


steel duct that is used to house a continuous reinforcing bar from the foundation to the top of the wall as shown in 


Figure 1. Segments of the bar are connected using a coupler or by lap splicing. The spliced length sits in a grouted 


sleeve. A variety of different schemes exist for this connection, where the choice of the connection is dependent on 


the preference of the designer and fabricator since such connections are primarily based on previous construction 


practices.  
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 (a) (b) 


 


Figure 1: Illustration of (a) grouted reinforcing bar connection, and (b) grouted bar in conduit connection in shear 


walls of residential building (obtained with permission from Stubbe’s Precast) 


 


When lateral loads push a panel in the in-plane direction, some of the connections are exposed to tensile loads. If strain 


the bar is stressed beyond it’s elastic limit, the bar yields and its post-yield deformation capacity provides ductility, 


which is often in the form of a horizontal gap opening between two vertically stacked panels. To be able to deliver 


this ductility to the assembly, the reinforcing bar should be well developed in the wall panel so that any brittle failure 


(slippage of the bar) is avoided. The development length of the bar in this case is the length of the grouted sleeve 


projected in the wall. Typical development length/bond models do not accurately depict the behaviour of these 


connections due to the presence of the sleeve and its consequent confinement effect. This paper presents the results of 


a series of tests carried out to quantify the behaviour of grouted reinforcing bar connections.   


2. BACKGROUND 


Precast concrete wall systems are designed to emulate cast in-situ concrete structures. Since cast-in-place walls are 


continuous, they resist lateral loads as a single monolithic unit. Because of their jointed nature, precast construction 


has inherent horizontal and vertical joints. Damage is highly concentrated in the joint regions, where planes of reduced 


stiffness can be introduced, creating dis-continuities in the structural framework of large panel precast construction 


(Fintel 1977). Thus, to achieve a comparable performance to that of conventional reinforced concrete, continuity 


across all joints is required. Recognizing the redundancies inherent to this structural discontinuity, most of the relevant 


design codes (e.g. ACI 318-14, PCI 7th Edition, CPCI 4) specify integrity clauses for the way elements are connected. 


The intent of the integrity clauses is to improve the ductility of structures by reducing the risk of failure or collapse 


resulting from localized damage to an element. Section 16.2.5 in ACI 318-14 state that a minimum of two ties per 


panel, each having a tensile capacity of 10 kips (44 kN), are to be provided. For large panel construction (panels 


having a horizontal dimension greater than their height), three or more stories high, a nominal tensile force of 3000 


lb/ft (43.8 kN/m) per length of wall, is to be carried by at least two ties. The ties should be continuous from the top of 


the wall to the foundation(ACI Committee 318, 2014).  


 


The PCI Design Handbook provides governing design and construction specifications of grout-filled metallic conduit 


connections. It specifies a minimum concrete cover of 3 in (76.2 mm); a minimum duct thickness of 0.023 in (0.6 


mm); 0.375 in (9.5 mm) of minimum clearance around the bar; and a grout compressive strength of no less than 5000 


psi (~35 MPa) (PCI 2010). Typically, a large diameter bar (20-30 mm) is used in a grout-filled bar connection 


depending on the size of the wall and its lateral loads. The minimum specified development length of a No. 8 bar (25 


mm) is 42 in (1067 mm) for 5000 psi (35 MPa) concrete and the minimum embedment length of any bar should not 


be less than 12 in (305 mm) (ACI Committee 318, 2014; PCI 2010). Equation 1, which is used to calculate the latter 


development length, is the model adopted by ACI 318-14 based on the efforts of Orangun et al. and Darwin et al., 


where the length of a grouted sleeve connection is idealized as a bar embedded in concrete (ACI Committee 408, 


2003).  


Grouted 
length = 5ft 
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Where Ld = development length; fy = yield strength of bar; fc’ = concrete compressive strength;  et  = factors 


accounting for bar casting position, bar coating and size, respectively; db = diameter of bar; Ktr = transverse 


reinforcement index and Cb = smaller of: (a) the distance from centre of a bar or wire to nearest concrete surface, and 


(b) one-half the centre-to-centre spacing of bars or wires being developed. 


The bond of reinforcing bars in concrete has been widely investigated and substantial studies have been directed to 


exploring the bond behaviour, (e.g. Harajli et al. 2002; Tastani & Pantazopoulou 2010; Saleem et al. 2012; Dancygier 


et al. 2010). The embedment length of reinforcing bars in concrete is dependent on a number of factors, including the 


concrete strength (the ultimate bond strength is proportional to the square root of the compressive strength (Soroushian 


et al. 1991)); confinement effect (lateral pressure reduces the required length to develop a reinforcing bar (Ling et al. 


2012; Ling et al. 2014; Hosseini et al. 2015)); reinforcing bar strength and roughness (higher strength reinforcement 


bars require longer development length to ensure full mobilization of the bar capacity (Saleem et al. 2012)). 


 


Raynor et al. (2002) studied the bond-slip behaviour of grouted bar connections through a series of pull-out tests for 


small diameter bars. They concluded that grouted bar-in-duct connections behave differently than bars embedded in 


concrete due to the confining effect of the duct. Moreover, they found that higher bond stresses are attainable over a 


much shorter development length, making it possible to reduce the length of the connections. However, their research 


was designed to validate a constitutive model using 2 in (50.8 mm) development length without studying the behaviour 


of specimens with full development length. Moreover, Steuck et al. (2009) studied the anchorage requirements of 


large diameter bars (No.’s 10, 14 and 18 bars) used in precast bridge bent cap construction. The results were compared 


to the development length requirements of AASHTO and ACI. It was concluded that an embedment length of 10 db 


was sufficient to cause the bar to fracture. The test specimen utilized in his study was different, where one concrete 


block with a central duct was re-used for a number of tests. Therefore, the information provided by this study cannot 


be directly extrapolated to the applications of the grouted connections in precast load bearing walls. 


 


The efficacy of using Equation 1 in calculating the length of a grouted bar connection is questionable since the 


additional confinement effect of the sleeve is not captured in this model. As a result, field grouting applications involve 


excessive lengths, sometimes exceeding 3ft (1.5 m) as shown in Figure 1(b). There is a clear need for a comprehensive 


study to: 1) investigate the bond behaviour of grouted reinforcing bar connections; and 2) test the performance and 


capacity of the connections used in the field to confirm the applicability of using the model adopted by ACI 318-14 


in precast applications. 


3. TEST SPECIMEN AND SETUP 


The test configuration and specimen used to evaluate the bond strength of grouted reinforcing bar connections is 


depicted in Figure 2. A series of pull-out tests were carried out on specimen’s representative of real field conditions. 


A non-reinforced concrete block was cast to represent the portion of a wall with a grouted sleeve connection, where a 


3 in (76.2 mm) corrugated (hollow) sleeve was embedded. The cross-section of the specimen was 8 x 8 in (203 x 203 


mm), similar to typical precast load bearing walls. The specimen height was 16 in (406 mm). The 6 and 12 db 


specimens where de-bonded over a length of 10 in (254 mm) and 4 in (101.6 mm), respectively. The reinforcing bar 


was extended above and below the concrete block by 1 in (25.4 mm) and 24 in (610 mm), respectively, to allow for a 


comfortable distance to grip the bar as well as sufficient clearance to observe fracture. The concrete and grout used to 


cast the specimens had a 28-day average compressive strength (obtained from two identical 4 x 8 in cylinders) of 7335 


psi (50.61 MPa) and 5800 psi (40 MPa), respectively. The smooth steel and reinforcing bar used were both Grade 400 


R mild steel rebar with a specified minimum yield strength of 400 MPa. The concrete specimens were grouted and 


cured in room temperature (approximately 23°C) for 28 days.  
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(a)                                                                                                             (b) 


 


Figure 2: (a) Pull-out test rig; (b) Specimen dimensions 


 


 


To cast the specimen in the vertical position, a hollow steel table with a recessed ledge running along its perimeter 


was used to support four 4 x 4 in (102 x 102 mm) wood studs. The studs were spaced 10 in (254 mm) on centre, 


creating channels running across. Specimens were placed atop an 8 x 8 in (203 x 203 mm) wooden plate placed on 


the wooden studs. The reinforcing bar was extended through a 1 in (25.4 mm) hole punched through the wooden plate 


and propped 16 in (406 mm) above the floor. The non-shrink grout was mixed at low speed for 10 minutes and at high 


speed for 5 more minutes, continuously adding water until a self-levelling consistency was achieved. This grout 


mixing approach mimics field practice with similar commercial grouts. The grout was then poured and cured at the 


ambient temperature (approximately 23°C) of the lab for 28 days until testing. Figure 3b exhibits the setup used for 


casting. 


 


The specimens were intentionally un-reinforced to reduce additional confinement that may be present due to typical 


wall reinforcements around the sleeve, which might result in an un-realistic estimate of the bond strength. Furthermore, 


an 8.5 x 8.5 x 2.5 in (216 x 216 x 63.5 mm) hollow steel bearing plate was placed between the specimen and the 


testing machine to reduce the effects of the confinement induced from the bearing of the specimens on the testing 


machine. Figure 3b shows de-bonded bars prior to casting. The top and bottom segments of the bar were de-bonded 


(using a 14 gauge (2 mm) thick polystyrene wrap to act as a bond breaker) to mitigate the additional confinement 


inherent from pull-out tests (Achillides & Pilakoutas 2004). The testing was done with an open loop Tinius Olsen 


machine with a 530 kN capacity. A 25 mm strain based linear variable displacement transducer (LVDT) was mounted 


by a steel tripod and was placed on the protruding bar from the top (unloaded end) to record the slip relative to the top 


surface of the specimen. The displacement at the loaded end of the specimen was monitored by measuring the relative 


displacement between the fixed and moving heads of the machine by a 150 mm spring LVDT. The measurements 


were recorded at a rate of 1 reading per second. The load was applied in load control at a monotonic rate of 60 MPa/min 


until failure. Figure 3c shows a specimen undergoing a test. 
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Figure 3: (a) Polystyrene bond breakers for the 6db bars; (b) Casting rig; and (c) Photograph showing the test setup  


4. TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 


Table 1: Bond test results of smooth and deformed bars 


(1)Specimen 


Tag 


Py 


(kN) 


Sy 


(mm) 


Pu 


(kN) 


Su 


(mm) 


Δy 


(mm) 


Δu 


(mm) 


Umax 


(MPa) 


Smax 


(mm) 


fbu 


(MPa) 


Ry 


(Py/Py) 
Failure Type 


NS-6-S1 37.60 0.137 62.70 11.060 5.92 17.37 5.23 10.910 127.73 0.19 Pull-out 


NS-6-S2 42.20 0.036 61.40 13.320 5.86 19.81 5.12 13.320 125.08 0.21 Pull-out 


NS-6-D1 198.00 0.121 250.80 0.920 16.34 54.68 20.95 0.890 510.92 0.99 Pull-out 


NS-6-D2 197.20 0.117 243.60 0.980 14.43 43.65 20.35 0.930 496.25 0.99 Pull-out 


NS-12-S1 91.90 0.039 91.90 14.480 3.75 19.39 3.83 14.440 187.21 0.46 Pull-out 


NS-12-S2 104.10 0.011 118.20 6.950 10.52 17.90 4.93 6.950 240.79 0.52 Pull-out 


NS-12-D1 197.10 0.023 273.10 0.054 12.78 108.27 11.40 0.054 556.35 0.99  Bar Fracture 


NS-12-D2 197.40 0.018 273.40 0.046 13.05 100.82 11.42 0.046 556.96 0.99  Bar Fracture 


Note: Py =  yield load; Sy = slip corresponding to yield; Pu = ultimate load; Su = Slip corresponding to peak load; Δy = cross-


head displacement at yield; Δu = cross-head displacement at ultimate; Umax = maximum bond stress; Smax = slip corresponding 


to maximum bond stress; fbu = stress in bar; Ry = (Nominal) strength ratio based on grade 400 MPa; Rs = (Nominal) strength 


ratio based on grade 400 MPa steel. 
(1) NS refers to Non Shrink grout; 6 and 12 refer to the bar embedded length, respectively; D and S refer to deformed steel and 


Smooth steel bars, respectively. 


 


 


The test results of eight specimens are shown in Table 1. The yielding load, Py, was extracted from the data with the 


aid of a routine written specifically to identify changes in the elastic slope of the load-displacement curve. The reported 


displacements, Δy and Δu, were taken as the relative movement of the fixed and moving heads of the testing machine 


at the yield and peak loads, respectively. At any point during the test, the slip of the bar was obtained from the 


measurements recorded by the upper LVDT. The stress fbu, was based on actual bar diameters (490.8 mm2). Umax, was 


calculated using Equation 2: 
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Where U = bond stress; P = tensile load; d = bar diameter and Ld = embedded length in grout.  


4.1. Bond Stress-Slip Behaviour 


   


 
 


Figure 4: Comparison between bond stress-slip curves for smooth and deformed bars: (a) ld = 6db (smooth); (b) ld = 


12db (smooth); (c) ld = 6db (deformed); (d) ld = 12db (deformed) 


 


The bond-slip response of the specimens tested is depicted in Figure 4. The curves of all specimens were characterized 


by four zones: an ascending branch where the bond strength increases with a slow increase in slip; a yielding zone 


where the curve experience an abrupt change in slope accompanied by a consistent increase in slip for the same bond 


stress; a hardening branch where the maximum bond strength is attained; and a softening branch where a gradual drop 


in the bond stress is accompanied by an increase in slip. The anchorage of the smooth bars was dependent on the 


chemical adhesion of the grout, which is a function of the compressive strength. This can be observed by examination 


of the ascending branch in Figures 4(a) and 4(b). Once the stress exceeds that of the adhesion limit of the grout, 


significant slip occurred. At the onset of this rapid slip, dislocating lumps of grout started to engage slightly increasing 


the resistance to pull-out. This is observed in the fluctuations apparent in the readings (Figure 4(a) and (b)). Ultimately, 


the bar reaches a point where these dislocating lumps cannot initiate resistance due to the lack of embedment and the 


bar pulls out. The behaviour of deformed bars varied significantly with the embedment length. The bars exhibited a 


bond-slip response similar to the described above (characterized by the four zones), however, the slip domains were 


much shorter than their smooth counterparts. Figure 5 compares the slip of individual specimens to the maximum 
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bond stress, which clearly highlights the total slip domains from its start until the maximum bond stress is attained. 


From Table 1, the average slip corresponding to the maximum bond stress for the 6db and 12 db was 0.91 and 0.05, 


respectively. The specimens embedded at 12db had significantly reduced slip. This is due to more bar lugs being 


engaged with the grout, which increased the mechanical resistance (friction and bearing), thus increasing the resistance 


to slip. Figure 5 compares the maximum bond strength for the different specimens. On average, smooth bars developed 


25% and 38.3% the bond strength of deformed bars for embedment lengths of 6 and 12db, respectively.  


 


 
 


Figure 5: Comparison between bond strength and embedment length for different bars. 


 


4.2. Failure Mode and Force-Displacement response 


Failure of representative specimens of smooth and deformed bars is shown in Figure 6. The specimens were loaded 


uniformly using a monotonically increasing tensile load until a failure was observed. After failure, specimens were 


inspected visually for any cracks or deformations in the grout or the concrete. Split tensile cracks did not occur during 


any of the performed tests. The confinement effect of the sleeve played an important role towards this. The grout 


around the pulled bar dilated and expanded transversally, pushing the cover. The sleeve provided an efficient arresting 


mechanism to this expansion, thus eliminating this type of failure. Additionally, conical grout failures, a result of 


additional compression induced from the pull-out test (Steuck et al. 2009), was not observed.  


 


Table 1 indicates that all smooth steel specimens failed by pull-out. The failure was gradual and started once the 


maximum bond stress was achieved. The grout at the loaded end remained intact after slippage, as shown in Figure 


6(a). The failure of the deformed bar specimens, embedded at 6db, is shown in Figure 6(d). The bar in the specimen 


yielded at a stress of approximately 400 MPa. Loading beyond the yield point resulted in a bar pull-out at the strain 


hardening zone. Although the bond strength was largest for the 6db specimens (~20.65 MPa), the lack of sufficient 


embedment length caused the pull-out failure. Deformed bars embedded 12db all failed by bar fracture, as shown in 


Figure 6(c). The specimen behaved similar to its 6db counterpart, up until the yielding point, after which, the bar 


sustained loading up to its capacity and fractured. The bond strength in the 12db specimens was approximately half of 


the 6db counterparts.   
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Figure 6: Specimen failure modes: (a) NS-12-S2; (b) 12db smooth specimens; (c) bar fracture in the deformed 12db 


specimens; (d) slippage in the NS-6-D specimens  


 


Figure 7 compares the force-displacement curves of various specimens. The general trend follows that of a classical 


force-displacement coupon response. The yielding load of specimens D1 and D2 embedded at 6db and 12db, was 


198.0, 197.2, 197.1 and 197.4, respectively, with an average of 197.4 MPa and a standard deviation of 0.40 MPa. The 


6db specimens failed by pull-out of the bars past the yielding point at 250.8 and 243.6 kN, respectively, while their 


12db counterparts failed by rupture of the bar at 273.1 and 273.4 kN, respectively. To quantify the capacity of the 


embedment length and the over-all load carrying capacity of the connection, a ratio was devised to measure the 


capacity of the connection compared to that of a bar (after Ling et al. 2012). Equation 3 calculates the yield ratio as 


follows:  
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The yield ratio Ry is calculated in Table 1 for the specimens of the study.  A specimen with a yield ratio of at least 1 


indicates yielding of the bar and a desirable response. Smooth bars embedded 6db and 12 db achieved an average yield 


ratio of 20% and 49%, respectively. All deformed bars achieved a yield ratio of 0.99 indicating yielding of the bars. 


Slip Slip 
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Fracture 
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Yielding of bars in grouted bar connections provides ductility to precast wall assemblies, which is often in the form 


of opening of the horizontal 1” (25.4 mm) grout bed customarily placed between stacked panels.  


 
 


Figure 7: Force-displacement comparison between deformed bar specimens 


5. CONCLUSIONS 


Eight pull-out tests were conducted to study the bond and capacity of grouted bar-in-conduit connections and 


benchmark their pull-out resistance at shorter embedment lengths. The main test parameters were the bar surface 


condition (smooth and deformed) and the embedment length (6db and 12db). Bond strength, slip, displacement and 


load carrying capacity were extracted and compared. Based on the test results, the following concluding remarks can 


be drawn: 


 


1) The behaviour of bond between reinforcing bars and grout, bound by the corrugated steel sleeve, is different 


than that of a classical reinforcing bar-in-concrete problem. The continuous confinement of the sleeve along 


the grouted length arrests the expansion of grout, limiting splitting tensile failures.  


2) Under monotonic tensile loads, an embedment length of 6db was sufficient to cause the bar to yield, while a 


12db embedment mobilized the tensile capacity of the bar. The behaviour of grouted sleeve connections under 


cyclic loading is yet to be investigated to confirm if the latter embedment length provides the adequate ductile 


response under reversing strain demand. 


3) The adequacy of using the ACI-318-14 development length model is debatable. An empirical model capable 


of predicting the bond behaviour of sleeve-confined bar in grout is necessary to predict the behaviour and 


reduce field grouting lengths.  
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ABSTRACT  


This paper summarizes recent research funded by the U.S. Department of Defense Environmental Security 


Technology Certification Program (ESTCP) intended to improve the cost-effectiveness of systems to protect 


building occupants from subsurface radon gas and volatile organic compound (VOC) vapors. Standard practice for 


sub-slab depressurization (SSD) uses a fan or blower to create a measurable vacuum below the building and has not 


changed in a few decades.  ASTM E-2121-13 specifies a minimum target vacuum of 6 to 9 Pascals (Pa) everywhere 


below the building floor slab, but this can be difficult to measure compared to baseline fluctuations (a signal-to-


noise challenge). A key variable that is not usually measured is the permeability of the material below the floor.  If 


granular fill is below the floor (as specified in most building codes), high flow velocities can be generated with 


small pressure gradients, which can protect occupants via sub-slab ventilation (SSV). Alternatively, if the floor is 


well sealed, the venting system may be able to capture all of the available mass of VOCs or radon at a modest flow 


rate, in which case mass flux might be the most important metric.  Using vacuum as the only performance metric 


will often result in an over-designed system that is not energy efficient because it draws an excessive amount of 


conditioned indoor air across the floor slab for discharge above the roofline and requires excessive electricity to 


power fans or blowers.  Research was conducted at a 64,000 ft2 (5,950 m2) commercial building with an existing 


SSD system comprised of 27 suction points connected to 9 fans to demonstrate and validate new methods and 


criteria for system optimization and monitoring, including transient and steady-state pneumatic testing and 


mathematical modeling using the Hantush-Jacob model, sub-slab tracer testing, building depressurization testing, 


trichloroethene (TCE) mass flux monitoring, and confirmatory indoor air sampling and analysis.  The results of this 


study demonstrate that the number of SSD extraction points can be reduced substantially and still maintain health-


protective indoor air quality. 


 


Keywords: Vapor Intrusion Mitigation system Design & Optimization 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Subsurface vapor intrusion into indoor air has been a widely-recognized public health concern for radon for several 


decades and VOCs for about 25 years. For structures where mitigation is needed to reduce concentrations or achieve 


regulatory approvals, active sub-slab venting (SSV) or sub-slab depressurization (SSD) systems are the most 


common mitigation technologies.   


 


Conventional SSV/SSD mitigation systems for radon and VOCs are based on a decades-old technology and policy 


(e.g., ASTM E-2121-12), which specifies a minimum target vacuum of 6 to 9 pascals (Pa) everywhere below the 


building floor slab.  The reason this level of vacuum is specified is to enable a typical radon contractor to quickly 


and easily verify an induced vacuum relative to the natural fluctuations in the pressure differential across the floor 


slab of a building from wind gusts, occupants’ activities, exhaust appliance operation, thermal convection (e.g., the 


“stack effect”), and heating, ventilating and air conditioning (HVAC) operations (see Figure 1). The ASTM vacuum 


criterion of 6 to 9 Pa can draw excessive flow, causing increased energy usage, which is recognized by many 
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practitioners (see Moorman 2009, for example), but no alternative design process or performance specifications 


have been published to replace the current standards.   


 
Figure 1: Typical cross-slab pressure differentials (magenta and teal) for a building with no SSV system and 


barometric pressure fluctuations (blue) over a 2 week period.   


 


Concrete floor slabs are commonly poured on top of a layer of compacted granular fill, which is relatively 


permeable.  A concrete floor is not usually impermeable because expansion joints, stress fractures and utility 


penetrations leak to varying degrees.  The performance of a SSV or SSD system depends on the relative 


permeability of the floor and sub-floor, the number of fans and the power of suction applied by each fan.  If the sub-


floor is highly permeable, the system can ventilate below the floor with very modest vacuum levels.  Alternatively, 


if the floor is not very permeable, the system can capture the available mass flux of VOCs or radon with lower flow 


rates. Vacuum measurement may be fast and simple, but it is not the ideal performance metric because of baseline 


fluctuations and instrument sensitivity limitations.  This research is designed to better understand the relative 


permeabilities of the floor and sub-floor and the mass removal rate in order to develop an energy efficient design.  


 


In residential buildings, a vacuum of 6 to 9 Pa can often be achieved with a single fan drawing about $100/yr of 


electricity, so there is little incentive for optimization.  However, in larger buildings (typical of National Defense 


facilities), the power draw for multiple fans or large blower operation alone can cost >$10,000/yr for a single 


building.  The installation of a system designed to meet the current ASTM performance criteria also requires 


significant disruption to operations in an active building for installation and balancing.  Furthermore, operation of 


SSV/SSD systems typically draws large volumes of conditioned (heated or cooled, humidified or dehumidified, and 


filtered) building air through the floor slab, resulting in substantial additional energy losses (Moorman 2009, Turk 


and Hughes 2009).  


2. NEW DESIGN  


The new technology described here is basically an adaptation of standard practice for designing groundwater 


extraction systems, which is being deployed in an analogous mode for containment of vapors below a building.  In 


both cases, the analysis depends on the mathematics of fluid flow through porous media (Bear, 1979).  Gas and 


water have different density and viscosity, but otherwise both fluids flow in response to pressure gradients and 


permeabilities in similar ways and are both amenable to mathematical modeling.  Groundwater extraction systems 


are generally designed and optimized using a process that includes: 1) conducting pumping tests to assess the 


hydraulic properties of the aquifer(s), 2) mathematical modeling of capture zones to devise a pumping scheme 


(number of wells, locations and flow rates) to provide containment without excessive pumping that would draw a lot 


of water from outside the region of contamination, and 3) performance monitoring to verify and optimize the design.  


The same methods can be applied to soil vapor extraction system design (Thrupp et al., 1996) and sub-slab venting 


system design (McAlary et al., 2010, 2011).  However, the gas-phase pumping tests are much faster (usually on the 


order of minutes instead of days) and the cost of waste disposal is dramatically lower or zero. 
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Pneumatic testing for SSD/SSV systems usually includes measuring steady-state vacuum at different distance from 


the suction points, plotting the data on a semi-logarithmic graph of vacuum versus log distance and fitting a straight 


line to the data.  The point where the line intersects a vacuum level of 6 to 9 pascals is usually taken as the radius of 


influence (ROI) of the suction point.  This research also includes collection of transient vacuum response data 


(vacuum vs time) in response to cyclic operation of an extraction fan.  The fluctuations in vacuum that plague the 


conventional steady-state measurements do not affect the transient measurements, because data loggers and pressure 


transducers are able to collect hundreds of measurements in a few minutes or less, and at that scale of measurement, 


the response from the cyclic operation of the fan or blower is very easy to resolve against natural pressure 


fluctuations. The transient response is analyzed using the mathematical model of Hantush and Jacob (1955), which 


was developed for groundwater pumping test analysis, but is equally applicable to analyzing gas extraction tests as 


long as the density and viscosity of the fluid are considered in the analysis (Bear, 1979).  For the proposed 


application, the conceptual model (Figure 2) is modified such that the leaky aquitard is the floor slab and the aquifer 


is the sub-floor soil or granular fill.   


 
Figure 2: Conceptual Model for the Hantush-Jacob (1955) Leaky Aquifer Solution (Bear, 1979). 


 
Fitting the Hantush-Jacob model to the transient vacuum response data provides the transmissivity (T) of gas flow 


through materials beneath the floor slab and the vertical leakance (B) of air flow into the subsurface (i.e. across the 


slab).  The leakage factor (B) is defined as follows:  


[1]   K


bT
 = B








                       


 


where:   T = transmissivity of the zone of extraction (L2/T), 


    b' = thickness of the semi-confining zone (L), 


    K' = vertical pneumatic conductivity of the semi-confining zone (L/T). 


 


An approximation of the leaky aquifer solution for steady-state flow conditions is a useful tool for estimating the 


subsurface pressure drawdown (i.e. vacuum) as a function of distance from an SVE well (Bear, 1979): 


[2]   


(r/B)K
T2


Q
 = S(r) o


W


                     


 


where:   B =  the leakage factor as defined above (Equation 1), and 


    S(r) = vacuum in feet of air column as a function of radial distance, 


    r =   radial distance from the extraction point (L), 


    QW =  discharge from the extraction point (L3/T), 


    T =   transmissivity of the zone of extraction (L2/T), 


    Ko =  modified Bessel Function of the second kind of order zero of (r/B) (dimensionless) 
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Equation 2 can be used to calculate the profile of steady-state vacuum versus radial distance using the T and B 


values derived from the Hantush-Jacob Model analysis of the transient vacuum response data.  There are two sets of 


data (vacuum vs time at a given distance and vacuum vs distance for a given time), and iterative fitting of the model 


to both sets of data provides a unique solution for the values of T and B.  


 


The proportion of gas withdrawn from the subsurface (Q(r)) as a function of the radius from which the vapors were 


drawn can be calculated using equation 3.   


[3]   


(r/B)K
B


r
 = QwrQ 1/)(


                


 


where r, B, and QW are as defined above, and  


    Q(r) = flow from the subsurface at distance r from extraction well (L3/T), and  


    K1 =  modified Bessel Function of the second kind of order one of (r/B) (dimensionless). 


 


Equation 3 can be used to evaluate the influence of leakage as a function of distance from the point of suction.  For 


example, at a radial distance of two times the leakage factor (2B), 75% of the air flow through the system originates 


as leakage of indoor air across the floor slab within this distance, and 25% of the extracted gas originates from the 


subsurface beyond this distance.  This can be used to calculate the sub-floor ventilation rate at various radial 


distances from the suction point. 


 


Helium tracer testing can also be performed to provide additional assurance of the distance from which vapors 


travelled below the floor slab during the HVS test.  This can be compared to velocities calculated using Darcy’s 


Law, the sub-floor transmissivity and Equation 2 as a supplemental line of evidence for calibrating the Hantush 


Jacob model to the building-specific sub-floor conditions. 


 


The optimal SSV system design will capture all or nearly all of the available mass of VOCs or radon over a given 


time period.  Figure 3 shows the expected trend conceptually.  If the flow rate of the system is low, the rate of mass 


removal will also be low.  As the total flow of sub-slab gas extracted by the system increases, the rate of mass 


removal will also increase, but this cannot continue indefinitely, it will be limited by the rate at which VOC vapors 


migrate to the region being flushed by the SSV system or the rate at which radon gas is produced below the floor.  


Once all the available mass flux is captured from the area of concern beneath a building, any additional flow simply 


withdraws more air from either downward flow of indoor air from the building, or lateral flow of outdoor air from 


beside the exterior walls.  If there are essentially no VOCs in the indoor and outdoor air, the mass flow rate will 


stabilize.  Excessive pumping is not optimal because of the energy costs associated with running oversized fans and 


the energy loss associated with conditioned air that is drawn across the floor slab.   


 


 


Figure 3: Expected trend of mass flux extracted by sub-slab venting (SSV) system versus total system flow rate 


(after McAlary et al., 2011) 
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3. SITE DESCRIPTION 


Building 205 at the former Raritan Arsenal in Edison, New Jersey is a single-story brick building with a concrete 


slab floor on grade.  The building use is predominantly office space and the building is surrounded by a parking lot 


with a small landscaped lawn area.  Indoor air and sub-slab sampling and analysis showed indoor air concentrations 


of tetrachloroethene (PCE) ranging from non-detect at 0.2 to 18.99 micrograms per cubic meter (µg/m3), while the 


TCE concentrations ranged from non-detect at 0.2 to 3.87 µg/m3. The soil gas concentrations for PCE ranged from 


to non-detect at 0.2 to 160 g/m3, while the TCE concentrations ranged from non-detect at 0.21 to 2,800 g/m3.  The 


maximum concentrations were above screening levels established by the New Jersey Department of Environmental 


Protection (NJDEP), so a sub-slab depressurization system was installed consisting of nine identical components 


each of which includes three (3) vent pipes with 3” piping leading through a ceiling mounted header pipe to a 


rooftop blower (Figure 4).  As a result, there are a total of 27 extraction points and nine HS-2000 high suction fans 


(HSF). The fans operate between 5 and 8 inches of water vacuum (in-H2O) and provide between 26 and 73 standard 


cubic feet per minute (scfm) of flow per fan totaling about 490 scfm for the combined system.  This achieved target 


levels of vacuum below the floor. 


 


Figure 4: Building layout showing locations of 9 fans, each connected to three suction points through a header 


 


Limited information is available on building footer construction, however the building appears to be constructed 


with a perimeter footing and interior columns supported on separate individual footers spaced at approximately 20 


foot centers. The building has three air zones services by separate heating, ventilating and air conditioning (HVAC) 


units shown on Figure 4 as green (about 29,000 square feet), blue (about 24,000 square feet), and yellow areas 


(about 11,000 square feet). 


4. BASELINE TESTING 


Baseline testing consisted of measurement of the flow rate from each of the 9 vent fans and deployment of Waterloo 


Membrane Samplers (WMS) in each of the vent-pipes for about one month followed by analysis by Eurofins/Air 


Toxics of Folsom, California to measure the long-term average VOC vapor concentrations.  Radon concentrations 


were measured with a Durridge RAD-7 over 30 minutes at each fan exhaust (see Table 1).  TCE was the dominant 


VOC detected in the samples from the vent pipes.  The TCE concentrations in the effluent from Fans 1 through 4 


were all within a factor of 2 (49 to 100 g/m3) and concentrations for Fans 5 through 9 were about an order of 


magnitude lower (average about 4 g/m3, which is only slightly above the IASL of 3 g/m3).  The mass flux (MF) 


of TCE extracted by each venting fan was calculated as the product of the volumetric flow rates and concentrations. 


These data show the TCE distribution is primarily beneath the left side of the building as shown on Figure 4.  The 


mass flux values can be divided by the volume of the building (assuming average 15 ft ceilings) and the 10th 


percentile air exchange rate for a commercial building (0.6 air changes per hour) to provide a conservative estimate 
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of the indoor air concentration that might have been expected in the absence of a venting system, which showed a 


value of 2.0 µg/m3 for the left side of the building and about an order of magnitude lower for the right side (Table 


1).  The risk-based screening level for TCE in a commercial building is 3 µg/m3, so this indicated the potential risk 


is low, but there may be temporal fluctuations, so there is justification for continued operation in some capacity.  By 


similar logic, the indoor air radon concentrations would be expected to be 147 Bq/m3 and 260 Bq/m3 for the left and 


right sides of the building, which are slightly above the level recommended for mitigation of 148 Bq/m3.  Note that 


if the building air exchange rate is closer to the average of 1.5 exchanges per hour for commercial buildings, the 


indoor air concentrations in the absence of a venting system would be 2.5 times lower than the values calculated 


here.    


Table 1: Concentrations, Flow Rates, Mass Flux and Potential Indoor Air Concentrations 


Fan # HSF-1 HSF-2 HSF-3 HSF-4 HSF-5 HSF-6 HSF-7 HSF-8 HSF-9 


Radon (becquerels/m3) 5300 8100 5000 4000 970 3000 4500 3700 3900 


TCE (g/m3) 100 58 100 49 9.3 3.4 2 3.4 1.4 


Flow rate (scfm) 30 27 30 46 64 72 72 73 73 


TCE Mass Flux (g/day) 0.12 0.063 0.12 0.091 0.024 0.010 0.006 0.010 0.004 


Region flux (g/day) 0.42 0.03 


10th %-ile Qbuild (m3/d) 210,000 170,000 


CIA potential (g/m3) 2.0 0.18 


 


5. PNEUMATIC TESTING 


5.1 Specific Capacity Testing 


Specific capacity is defined as the ratio of the flow divided by the applied vacuum (scfm per in. H2O) and this value 


is directly proportional to the permeability of the sub-surface materials.  The flow rate in each vent-pipe was 


monitored using a Dwyer 471 thermal anemometer and the vacuum was monitored using a U-tube manometer 


previously installed at each vent pipe.  The results showed a range of values spanning a factor of 30, with a 


distribution shown in Figure 5. 


 


 
Figure 5: Specific capacity distribution below the floor, showing 30x range of variation in sub-floor permeability 


5.2 Transient Pneumatic Response Testing 


Transient vacuum response testing was conducted using every other Fan (e.g., 1, 3, 5, 7 and 9) to provide pneumatic 


data across the footprint of the building. Each fan was turned off long enough for the vacuum to dissipate and turned 


on again until vacuum was re-established. Transient tests occur quickly (usually under 5 minutes) making them fast 
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and economical. On this site the vacuum dissipated slowly due the sub-surface materials and since this was research 


based project the tests were run longer to ensure stabilization. However, even during these tests the majority of the 


test was completed in 15 minutes. Transient vacuum data was collected at newly installed sub-slab probes located at 


radial distances of about three feet from the central suction point and 20 ft from the central suction point (midway to 


one of the perimeter suction points). Data logging micromanometers were used to record vacuum measurements at 


1-second intervals.  An example data set is shown in Figure 6.  The response was slower than observed at most 


buildings, indicating the supply of air to the subsurface is restricted.  This is a qualitative indication that the floor 


slab is not very permeable.  Quantitative analysis of the data is shown in Figure 7, which yielded a transmissivity of 


95.5 ft2/day and a B value of 21 ft.  Note how closely the data on Figure 7 matches the blue line (the fit is nearly 


perfect).  This indicates that the assumptions inherent in the Hantush Jacob model are reasonable for this building.   


 


 
Figure 6: Vacuum versus time for a probe located 3 feet from a suction point showing transient response to the 


nearest fan being turned off for about 25 minutes and then turned on again (other fans remained running) 


 


 


 
Figure 7: Curve fitting of transient response data to the Hantush Jacob (1955) Model 
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5.3 Vacuum versus Radial Distance 


A range of T and B values were calculated from each fan and set of probes and used with equation 2 to calculate a 


profile of vacuum versus radial distance.  Steady-state vacuum levels were also measured at surrounding probes.  


Comparison between the measured and modeled vacuum profiles was used to verify the T and B values.  Figure 7 


shows that the range of measured values fall within the range of calculated values over a range from less than 1 


pascal to 2000 pascals and a distance over 200 feet.  This indicates a radius of influence that may extend far beyond 


the value that would usually be set based on a 6 to 9 pascal criteria. 


 


 
Figure 8: Vacuum versus radial distance from the suction points calculated using equation 2 and measured at sub-


slab probes.   


6. HELIUM TRACER TESTING 


Two types of helium tracer testing were performed to assess the velocity of gas flow below the floor: inter-well test 


and a helium flood.  The inter-well tests were performed by injecting about 10L of helium over about a minute into a 


sub-slab probe while operating a single fan.  Helium concentrations were monitored at the closest vent pipe by 


installing a small port in the vent pipe and extracting gas using a small pump.  This slip stream sample of air was 


monitored continuously with a portable helium meter to determine the time lag between the midpoint of the helium 


injection and the moment of maximum helium concentration at the vent-pipe, which was taken as the average travel 


time for sub-slab gas between the point of injection and extraction. An example data set for the inter-well test is 


shown on Figure 9, where the radial distance was 6 feet, and the flow rate in the vent-pipe was 28 scfm. The entire 


test happens quickly, lasting approximately 10 minutes making the inter-well test fast and economical. The inter-


well also strengthens the mathematical model by providing another line of independent calibration shown on Figure 


10. 
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Figure 9: Helium concentration versus time in vent pipe 9C following helium injection at a probe 6 ft away 


The helium flood was performed by shutting off all the fans and blowing air into fan HSF-03 using a ShopVac on 


the roof top.  A bleed air valve on the ShopVac was adjusted until the pressure in each vent pipe was equal in 


magnitude to the normal operating vacuum, which resulted in approximately 75 scfm of air flow.  A continuous 


stream of helium was added to achieve an influent helium concentration of about 2% v/v for about 90 minutes.  The 


helium concentration was measured at several sub-slab probes at various distances from the injection pipes.  The 


time needed for the helium concentrations to reach one half of the injection concentration was taken as the average 


travel time.   


 


Figure 10 shows the results of measured sub-slab gas flow velocities from the helium tracer tests and a range of 


values calculated from the Hantush-Jacob model analysis.  Three of the five measured values corresponded very 


well with the calculated range.  Two of the measured values were faster than the calculated range, which may 


indicate the presence of a localized preferential flow path (shrinkage gap below the floor, granular fill around a 


footer, etc.).  This indicates a potential opportunity to use this research to identify preferential pathways below 


floors, although this was not the focus of this research.  


 


 
Figure 10: Travel Time for Vapors below the floor slab calculated using Equation 2 and helium tracer test data 
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7.  INTERPRETATION 


The vent-pipe monitoring indicated that the majority of the TCE mass removal was achieved by fans 1 through 4, 


and that fans to the right of the building could probably be turned off because the concentration of TCE in the fan 


exhausts were barely above the indoor air screening level.  The initial mass flux calculations indicated that indoor air 


quality would likely be acceptable even without a venting system, unless the air exchange rate was very low.  


Furthermore, the pneumatic analysis indicated that a single fan (#3) could achieve a radius of influence that 


encompasses the area of elevated TCE vapors and the helium flood test indicated that Fan #3 alone could ventilate 


the sub-slab region of elevated TCE vapors with an exchange rate of about 1 per day (extrapolation of the dashed 


blue line on Figure 9).  Therefore, the operation of Fan #3 alone was considered sufficient to be protective.   


8. SYSTEM MODIFICATIONS AND PERFORMANCE MONITORING 


All 9 fans were turned off on a Friday night in August 2015 to allow the system to stabilize. Then, Fan #3 alone was 


turned on.  The flow rate and TCE concentrations in the discharge from Fan #3 was measured after 10, 100, 1,000, 


and 17,500 minutes of operation, to assess whether there was any substantial change in the rate of mass removal 


over time.  The TCE mass removal rates were 0.47, 0.46, 0.45 and 0.43 g/day, respectively, which is similar to the 


total system mass removal rate recoded with all 9 fans running (Table 1).  Indoor air concentrations of TCE at nine 


locations collected two months after the system modification were all less than 0.21 µg/m3. 


 


Radon monitoring with only Fan #3 running indicated a slight increase in indoor air concentrations in the green zone 


(right side of Figure 1), although the concentrations remained below the radon mitigation level.  As a precaution, 


Fan #8 was returned to service, and subsequent testing indicated a small decrease in the indoor air radon.  Therefore, 


although indoor air concentrations never exceeded the mitigation standard, Fan #8 is also recommended for 


continued operation as part of the optimized system.  The average indoor air radon concentration from 9 samples 


collected via electret over 30 days were 60, 74 and 66 Bq/m3 with all 9 fans, fan 3 alone and fan 3 and 8 together, 


respectively.  These are all well below the mitigation standard of 148 Bq/m3. 


 


There are three costs associated with the mitigation system; energy loss due to exhausting conditioned air, electrical 


cost to run the system and maintenance costs to replace worn out fans. Based on calculations of total flow rate 


versus flow rate of conditioned air lost, energy costs can be reduced by $2,700 per year or about $80,000 over a 30-


year operation. By operating two fans rather than nine, operating costs can be reduced by $3,120 per year or $94,000 


over a 30-year operation. Service costs would be reduced by $53,000 over a 30-year operation, due to fewer fans 


needing replaced. Total savings amount to about $7,600 per year or about $230,000 over a 30-year operating period.  


Additional capital saving could have been realized if the design process described in this article was used prior to the 


initial SSD system design and installation.  


9. CONCLUSIONS 


The conventional radon mitigation system design approach resulted in 27 suction points and 9 high suction fans to 


achieve a clearly measurable vacuum below the 64,000 ft2 building footprint; whereas, two fans and six suction 


points provides more than adequate mitigation with a fair margin of protectiveness.  The floor slab at Building 205 


appears to have a very low permeability based on the length of time required for vacuum to dissipate when fans are 


turned off.  This enables each suction point to achieve a large radius of influence because the radius of influence 


keeps expanding until the amount of air leaking down across the slab is equal to the amount of air withdrawn by the 


vent-pipe. The cost savings associated with the reduction of operating fans incorporates the decreased volume of 


conditioned air being drawn down through the slab, the electrical cost of having fewer fans running and the reduced 


cost of replacing worn out fans. There is approximately a $7,600 per year cost savings associated with this building. 


Research is ongoing to assess whether a subset of the tests performed in this research would be sufficient for routine 


practical applications, but it is clear that a better understanding of subsurface conditions is readily achievable with 


current technologies compared to the radon mitigation system design standards that were developed decades ago. 


Some of these tests are fast and economical and are therefore valuable even if used as a supplemental line of 


evidence.   
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ABSTRACT 


The 2015 Civil Engineering Triennial Summit brought together the professional representatives of 300,000 Civil 


Engineers worldwide to discuss the future of the world’s cities  in the face of climate change. It was stimulating and 


eye opening. It  was a call to action to Civil Engineers on the need to “future proof” not only the physical infrastructure 


we design and construct, but also the political, economic and societal values that support them. Quite remarkably, the 


Summit organizers highlighted the risk of exponential poverty, social inequality, economic decline, and terrorism and 


conflict that may result if climate change is not addressed, and addressed quickly. 


1. INTRODUCTION 


The discussions centered around key  2 themes:  a) we can all live like we do now through renewable energy,  


technology and data analysis refinements to help adapt and mitigate:  and b) we are close to the "tipping point" in 


terms of Climate Change and it's unpredictable consequences. Given that the current situation has been created by 


approximately 1.5 billion persons on earth enjoying a modern lifestyle supported by energy consumption, we must 


move quickly  not only to mitigate and adapt civil infrastructure, we must also move just as quickly to eliminate and 


avoid current energy utilization by changing lifestyles and societal priorities. Members of the CSCE  Sustainable 


Development Committee attended this critical summit, and have summarized in this presentation some of the 


Committee’s  observations and lessons learned for the benefit of CSCE members. 


 


The discussions commenced with the question “why act now”. Massive impacts can be expected, requiring as much 


as 6 times the current infrastructure of Europe, and the window of opportunity available to address this need is closing 


fast. Not only is the temperature rising, the concentration of CO2 in the atmosphere is also increasing at an alarming 


rate. Discussion centred upon the magnitude of the challenge and wether Civil Engineers are indeed up to the task. 


 


Intelligent data management was a second theme explored in detail, including using information technology to achieve 


the “smart city”, avoiding information overload while at the same time using real time data to optimize planning, 


design and construction in order  to help achieve a carbon neutral future. Integration, “smart grids” and digital design 


were considered key strategies for preparing for an uncertain future.  
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Two phrases that captured audience attention arising from these sessions was  “data is the new gold”, and 


“interoperability”, the development of common technical standards using information technology; these would be key 


to the “smart city” of the future.  


 


The role of Civil Engineers in delivering and maintaining the built environment was explored, underlining the critical 


importance of recognizing the impacts of urban migration, and that 70% of all economic activity takes place in the 


world’s 600 largest cities. The need for a holistic, integrative approach to urban infrastructure was a central theme as 


to how Civil Engineers can help society’s transition to decarbonized infrastructure and a low carbon economy. 


 


Another important theme was investment prioritization, again with a focus on intelligent data management. Here the 


discussion centred around lessons learned from recent infrastructure programs, how to measure resilience and develop 


tools for better results, with “value based” asset management as the key.  


 


Financial resources were discussed among the “blockers” to development of resilient cities, and decentralizing funds 


and investments were called for, and aligning funding sources to enable more responsive and timely investments. 


 


The final theme centred upon examples of projects and programmes under taken to promote resilience and livability 


in modern cities. This was somewhat ‘thin’ in clear examples. 


 


Part of this Summit was the need to build  awareness among younger engineers of the historical, cultural and social 


history of cities. In 2015 the President of the ICE commissioned 7 young apprentices to try to define the elusive term 


“innovation” and address how to make it part of the practice of Civil Engineering.  


 


Recognizing that “business as usual” will not drive the industry and profession forward, their conclusion was simple 


and straightforward: “We must step up to the challenge of innovation”. While focused on the construction industry, 


the apprentices quite wisely identified that innovation is  not only invention, but may well lie “within a different 


application of an existing approach or technology”. “Thinking in silos” was recognized by these younger professionals 


as one of the primary blockers to creativity and innovation in our profession. 


 


Overall, the Summit also reinforced  that the Learned Societies gathered at this Summit ,  the ICE, the CSCE and the 


ASCE, all  have a crucial role to play in facilitating change, driving innovation and creativity, and in breaking down 


silo mentality in the profession.  


 


In retrospect, the  CSCE was alerted to this developing crisis 21 years ago by  CSCE Past President Claude D Johnson 


and Sociologist Joyce M Kramer, members of the Sustainable Development Committee,  at a conference in Beijing in 


1994. Drs. Johnson and Kramer highlighted that we are “accelerating in the wrong direction on a non-sustainable 


course”, and  concluded that “ if the majority of the earth’s population begins to consume at the rate of the world’s 


affluent urban-industrial nations, the global environment will simply collapse”. 


 
We are indeed at a tipping point, and a call to action has been issued to all Civil Engineers. 
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METAL BRIDGE INNOVATIONS FEATURED IN LONDON'S 


BLACKFRIARS BRIDGE 
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ABSTRACT  


The selection of Blackfriars Bridge in London, Canada, for recognition as a Canadian Society for Civil Engineering 


National Historic Site will be celebrated at the CSCE 2016 Annual Conference.  The bridge was fabricated by the 


Wrought Iron Bridge Company (WIBC) of Canton, Ohio and commissioned in 1875.  The intense competition of the 


day is reflected in the WIBC 1874 book of designs, which contains technically credible information that is 


consistent with modern bridge design standards.  It also contains other information that clearly distorts engineering 


science for commercial advantage.  Blackfriars contains, or contained before renovations in 1950, eight features of 


20 patented in WIBC’s most significant U.S. patent, dated 11 February 1873.  The bridge also features a novel 


arrangement of web members that was patented in America ten months after the bridge opened to traffic, by a WIBC 


officer, Job Abbott, who subsequently was the founding President of the Dominion Bridge Company, arguably 


Canada's most successful steel fabricator and erector in the 20th century. 


 


Keywords: Bridges, Codes of Practice and Standards, Design Methods & Aids, History, Wrought Iron 


1. INTRODUCTION 


The present Blackfriars Bridge is the third structure 


erected to link the City of London to what was then 


known as the Village of Petersville in 1875.  The 


previous two bridges were of wood construction:  


the present bridge is a wrought iron bowstring 


through arch-truss designed and built by the 


Wrought Iron Bridge Company (WIBC) of Canton, 


Ohio.  The photograph in Figure 1 must have been 


taken soon after the new bridge, with a 68.4m span, 


was erected, as the pier foundation for the previous 


structure is still visible in the middle of the Thames 


River. 


 


Blackfriars Bridge is indicative of an era in Ontario 


when wood bridges were being replaced by metal 


bridges.  Cuming (1983) reports that "towns such as 


Brantford, Peterborough, London and Paris all had 


wrought iron bridges constructed in the seventies... 


 
 


Fig. 1:  Blackfriars Bridge (Courtesy of Stanford University 


Libraries, Department of Special Collections). 


... Wrought iron bridges proliferated in the United States and in some cases appear to have made significant inroads 


into Southwestern Ontario towns.  London for instance had seven iron bridges". 


2. 1870S-ERA STRUCTURAL INNOVATIONS 


Blackfriars Bridge is a product of an era of intense competition amongst wrought-iron bridge fabricators and reflects 


the zenith of wrought-iron bowstring arch-truss technology.  This is reflected in the WIBC 1874 book of designs 
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(WIBC 1874), which contains technically credible information that is consistent with modern bridge design 


standards.  For example, it recognizes that pedestrians are the governing live load, and, based on credible surveys of 


the literature, specifies pedestrian loadings that are consistent with those in modern codes.  It also contains other 


information that clearly distorts engineering science, perhaps to ensure the economy of WIBC products in a very 


competitive market.  For example, the "unit strains" (i.e., allowable stresses) for web members are less than those for 


chord members "as these web members receive a greater number of applications of the load and, as shown by the 


experiments, would give way sooner than the chords unless made proportionally stronger."  This is not convincing:  


the chord is an element in a single load path system, a web member isn’t.  Clearly the chord members carry much 


higher loads than the web members – just look at their relative proportions, Fig.1 – yet they were being designed 


using higher allowable stresses.  


 


Blackfriars Bridge contains, or contained before renovations in 1950, eight features of 20 patented in WIBC’s most 


significant U.S. patent, dated 11 February 1873. 


 


Blackfriars Bridge also features a double-panel web diagonal arrangement that was patented in  America, by Job 


Abbott (Abbott, 1876).  The web diagonals at midspan each cross two panels at an angle of approximately 45 


degrees to the horizontal, making the diagonal structurally more efficient and so reducing the diagonal steel volume 


by 20%.  The patent was filed ten months after Blackfriars opened to traffic, perhaps because the state of structural 


analysis in the 1870s was insufficient to determine the web member forces accurately.  Each bowstring arch-truss is 


statically indeterminate to the 13th degree, requiring the original structural analysts to make simplifying assumptions 


because the solution of statically indeterminate structures was not understood in the 1870s.  Procedures can be 


envisaged to identify essential load paths and so demonstrate that the double-diagonal system is safe, even though 


such procedures would not be sufficient to quantify precisely the loads in the web members (Bartlett et al, 2009). 


3. JOB ABBOTT AND DOMINION BRIDGE 


Sir John A. Macdonald’s National Policy created tariffs that prevented WIBC from selling bridges in Canada and, 


with a new Canadian railway to the Pacific Ocean proposed, Job Abbott created a branch plant of the firm in 


Toronto named the Toronto Bridge Company in 1878. “This company was a small concern and only fairly 


successful, since its very first contract, a one hundred and eighty foot span of 42 tons, for London, Ontario, (at the 


price of $4,000) was dropped into the river during erection, and the company was held liable for its repair and 


replacement.” (Shearwood, n.d.).  In 1882, Abbott, as President, secured funding from three Scottish investors for a 


new venture titled the “Dominion Bridge Company” to be sited in the vicinity of Montreal, that subsequently 


became the most important Canadian steel bridge firm in the 20th century. 


4. CONTRIBUTION TO LONDON'S CULTURAL FABRIC 


Blackfriars Bridge is a key piece of the cultural fabric of London.  It has been widely photographed, drawn, and 


painted, and in the early '80s a series of stained glass images were created by London artist Ted Goodden that are 


exhibited in Centennial Hall in London. 


 


In conclusion, Blackfriars Bridge is worthy of recognition as a National Historic Site by the Canadian Society for 


Civil Engineering. 
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ABSTRACT 


This paper presents the shear behavior of lightweight self-consolidating concrete (LWSCC) beams without shear 


reinforcement compared to those made with normal weight self-consolidating concrete (SCC). The variables in this 


experimental and Code based study was shear span to depth ratio, concrete types and longitudinal reinforcement. 


The performance of LWSCC was compared with normal SCC beams based on load-deformation response, stress-


strain development, and shear strength and failure modes.  LWSCC beams showed lower post-cracking shear 


resistance and the shear strength of LWSCC/SCC beams increased with the decrease of shear span to depth ratio. 


LWSCC beams showed higher number of cracks and wider crack width at failure than their SCC counterparts. 


American, Canadian and British Codes were conservative in predicting shear strength of LWSCC beams. 


1. INTRODUCTION 


One of the latest innovations in self-consolidating concrete (SCC) technology is lightweight SCC (LWSCC) 


(Okamura and Ouchi 2003). For over 100 years, structural lightweight concrete (LWC) has been widely used as a 


building component (Hossain 2004a-b; Hossain 1997). LWC may be produced by using either natural lightweight 


aggregates such as pumice, scoria, diatomite and palm oil clinker or with artificial lightweight aggregates such as 


expanded clay, shale, slate, perlite, vermiculite and blast-furnace slag (ACI 211.2 1981; Topcu 1997; Bai et al. 2004; 


Hossain and Lachemi 2007; Hossain et al. 2011; Hossain 2004a-b, 2009a-b; Curcio et al.1998). 


Using lightweight aggregates in concrete has several advantages including lower thermal connectivity, maximized 


heat and sound insulation properties due to air voids. Furthermore, it is reported that reducing the dead load of a 


building by using lightweight concrete could lead to a considerable decrease in the cross-section of steel-reinforced 


columns, beams, plates and foundations, reducing the need for steel reinforcement and leading to increased cost 


savings (Hossain 2004a-b; Topcu 1997; Mor 1993). 


Despite all advantages associated with the use of SCC in structures, its use is limited sometimes because of its high 


self-weight compared to other construction materials. In this regard, the development of new types of high 


performance concretes, such as lightweight self-consolidating concrete responds to some of the urgent needs of  the 


construction industry (Bentur et al. 2001; Kiliç et al. 2003; Aïtcin 1998). The development of SCC offers also 


limitless advantages in terms of reduction in the labor cost, better compaction and finish-ability in confined and 


restricted areas where compaction is difficult and faster construction completion.  


LWSCC combines the favorable properties of LWC and SCC. These LWC advantages can be greatly utilized by 


incorporating lightweight aggregates in SCC mix design. Provided that the strength, mechanical and durability 


characteristics are comparable to normal weight SCC, LWSCC can be prompted as a new generation of high 


performance concrete in construction. More recently, Lotfy et al. (2014, 2015a-b) and Hossain & Anwar (2015) 
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developed LWSCC mixtures with furnace slag (FS), expanded clay (EC), expanded shale (ESH) aggregates  and 


volcanic materials through comprehensive investigation on fresh state (slump flow diameter, V-funnel flow time, J-


ring flow diameter, J-ring height difference, L-box ratio, filling capacity, density and sieve segregation resistance), 


mechanical  (compressive/flexural/split tensile/ bond strength) and durability (freeze-thaw, chloride permeability, 


drying shrinkage, water sorptivity, electrical resistivity, corrosion and acid resistance) properties.  


This specific studies (a timely initiative) concentrating on the shear resistance of LWSCC beams can contribute 


significantly to the application of LWSCC technology in the construction industry. This paper presents the shear 


behaviour of LWSCC beams without shear reinforcement compared to their SCC counterparts based on test results 


as well as performance of Code based equations in predicting the shear resistance.  


2. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 


The experimental program was designed to evaluate shear behavior of LWSCC beams and estimate concrete 


contribution to overall shear resistance (Vc).  Total of six shear beams without shear reinforcement were cast and 


tested. All LWSCC and SCC beams were designed only for adequate flexural reinforcements without shear 


reinforcement. SCC beams were similar to the LWSCC beams and served as control specimens. 


2.1 Geometric Descriptions 


LWSCC and SCC beams had different height/depth (h) of 150, 200, and 300 mm while the width (b) was kept 


constant at 100 mm. The total length of all the beams was at 1100 mm with an effective span of 800 mm. The shear 


span (a) to effective depth (d) ratio was kept between 1.05 and 2.14 to ensure the shear failure. Geometric 


dimensions and reinforcement details of the experimental beams are summarized in Table 1 and shown in Figures 1 


and 2. The beam code was denoted by concrete type, total beam height. For example, LWSCC beam having a total 


height of 150 mm is coded as: LWSCC-150 


 
Figure 1: Beam cross-sections (dimensions in mm)  


 


 
Figure 2: Beams showing four point loading (dimensions in mm) 
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Table 1: Beam Geometry and reinforcement configuration 


Beam code Effective  


Depth 


(d) mm 


Total height/depth 


(h) mm 


Shear span (a) to 


depth (d) ratio 


a/d 


Flexural reinforcement 


ratio, ρ (=100As/bd)* 


% 


LWSCC-150 124 150 2.14 1.6 


LWSCC-200 174 200 1.53 1.15 


LWSCC-300 253 300 1.05 1.57 


SCC-150 124 150 2.14 1.6 


SCC-200 174 200 1.53 1.15 


SCC-300 253 300 1.05 1.57 


*Beams had a clear cover of 20mm and 10mm diameter deformed bar was used as flexural reinforcement 


2.2 Materials  


Two types of concretes namely LWSCC and SCC were used in this study. Mix designs of LWSCC and SCC are 


presented in Table 2. CSA Type 10 or the ASTM Type 1 normal Portland cement with specific gravity of 3.17 was 


used. Class F fly ash according to CSA classification with a calcium oxide (CaO) content of less than 8%, a typical 


bulk density value of 540 ~ 860 kg/m3 and  specific gravity of 2.6 was used. A dry-densified silica fume (SF) 


powder was used to develop a cohesive but flowable mixture to enhance segregation resistance. 


 


Lightweight blast furnace slag aggregates were used to develop the LWSCC mixtures. The slag aggregates having 


nominal size of 10 mm and 4.75 mm were used as coarse and fine aggregates. Gradation and physical properties of 


fine and coarse lightweight furnace slag aggregate satisfied the ASTM C330 (2009) requirement.  Normal weight 


crushed gravel with a nominal size of 10 mm and sand were used as coarse and fine aggregate, respectively for SCC.   


 


During the preparation of LWSCC, coarse and fine slag aggregates were pre-soaked for a minimum of 72 hours due 


to higher water absorption. Excess water in the aggregate was drained out without losing the fine particles. Saturated 


surface dry aggregate was used for the mixing and proper water adjustment was made according to the water 


absorption of the aggregate and the moisture content of the aggregate at the time of mixing. 


 


Table 2: Concrete Mixture proportions (by weight of cement) 


Material LWSCC Material SCC 


Type 10 Cement  1 Type 10 Cement  1 


Fly ash  0.156 Crushed gravels -Coarse aggregate  1.59 


Silica fume  0.094 Sand - Fine aggregate  2.31 


HRWRA  0.89% Water  0.41 


Water  0.438 HRWRA (high range water reducing admixture) 0.63% 


Slag coarse aggregate  1.18   


Slag fine aggregate 1.67   


 


2.3 Casting and Instrumentation 


Immediately after the LWSCC/SCC mixing, beam specimens were cast in wooden molds without any vibration and 


segregation. Total volume of 100 liter of concrete (one batch) was necessary to cast the three shear beams. One of 


LWSCC and SCC were required to cast the 6 shear beams. Visual observation show that LWSCC properly filled the 


forms with ease of movement and same was the case for normal weight SCC.  


 


Control specimens in the form cylinders were also cast to determine strength of concrete and cured under similar 


conditions as beam specimens until testing. Beam moulds were removed after 24 hours of casting and the beams 


were moisture cured for five days and then air cured until 28 days of testing. The compressive strength of LWSCC 


and SCC were determined from 100 x 200 mm control cylinders for each batch according to ASTM C39 (2003). 
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2.4 Testing Procedures 


All specimens were tested as simply supported beam under four-point loading condition. LVDT (Linear variable 


displacement transducer) was fixed at mid span to measure the central deflection. A hydraulic jack was used to 


apply the load incrementally with 5kN for each increment and the load was kept constant for some minutes after 


each increment to observe the crack pattern. All strain gauges, load and LVDT were connected to a computer 


control data acquisition systems. The initiation and development of shear and flexural cracks and cracking loads at 


various stages were recorded. Test also provided information on the overall behavior of the beam including 


development of crack, crack patterns, load transfer mechanism and failure modes. 


3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  


3.1 Load Deflection Behaviour   


Experimental load deflection curves for the tested SCC/LWSCC shear beams are shown in Figure: 3.The slope 


changes of the curve indicates a reduction in the stiffness of the beam. The initial straight line segment of the curve 


shows that prior to flexural cracking, stiffness of the beam remained constant. Crack development during loading is 


indicated by abrupt changes (formation of kinks) in the load-deflection curves. After formation of inclined/diagonal 


crack, stiffness of the beams suddenly decreased in both LWSCC and SCC beams. When the load reached the 


ultimate shear capacity, a sudden brittle shear failure was occurred. Immediately after the shear failure, a significant 


reduction in the load carrying capacity was observed.  The ultimate loads/shear capacities for SCC beams were 


higher than corresponding LWSCC beams as per Figure 3. On the other hand, LWSCC beams showed higher 


deflection evolution compared with their SCC counterparts. 


 


 
Figure 3: Load deflection response  


3.2 Failure Mode and Cracking Behavior 


During loading, fine vertical flexural cracks were formed within the mid span of all beams (zero shear region). With 


increase of load, new flexural cracks were formed within the zero shear regions and in the shear span prior to the 


formation of first shear cracks. The inclined shear crack initially formed near the support, as expected. With further 


increase in load, diagonal shear cracks propagated towards the loading point of the beam with the formation of 


additional shear and flexural cracks along the beam. Finally sudden shear failure was occurred immediately after 


dominant diagonal shear cracks formed within one or two side of the shear span as shown in Figure 4. The volume 


of sound at shear failure was identifiably louder in high depth beams than the small depth ones. Table 3 indicates the 


experimental summary for shear beams without shear reinforcement showing concrete compressive strength, failure 


modes, shear loads at first flexure/diagonal crack, deflection at first diagonal crack, peak shear load, peak load 


deflection and angle of diagonal crack.   
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Formation of the first flexural crack was observed at lower loads in LWSCC beams when compared to the SCC 


beams. This observation is an indication of lower bending/flexural strength of LWSCC. The angle of dominant 


diagonal crack was approximately within the range of 50-65 degree for LWSCC beams and 40-60 degree for SCC 


beams. Angle of diagonal shear crack tends to increase with the increasing of height of the LWSCC and SCC beams. 


Diagonal shear crack loads varied from 48.1 to 68% of ultimate loads for LWSCC beams and 51.8 to 69.5% of 


ultimate loads for SCC beams. LWSCC beams had about 14 to 17 cracks at failure and SCC beams had around 6 to 


9 cracks. So LWSCC beams developed more crack than SCC beams at failure. 


Table 3: Summary of experimental results 


Beam code a/d  f’c 


(MPa) 


Failure 


pattern 


Shear 


at first 


flexure 


Vfl 


(kN) 


Deflection 


at first 


diagonal 


crack 


Dc (mm) 


Shear at  


first 


diagonal 


crack 


Vc (kN) 


Failure 


shear 


Vu 


(kN) 


Deflect


-ion at 


peak 


shear  


load 


Du 


(mm) 


Diagonal 


crack 


angle 


(Degree) 


LWSCC-150 2.14 33.5 Shear 3.0 0.7 16.0 23.5 2.8 50 
LWSCC-200 1.53 33.5 Shear 5.0 0.9 22.5 37.5 2.5 55 
LWSCC-300 1.05 33.5 Shear 10.0 0.9 40.0 83.0 1.9 65 
SCC-150 2.14 53.0 Shear 8.8 0.6 16.5 25.0 2.9 40 
SCC-200 1.53 53.0 Shear 17.0 0.6 27.5 53.0 3.1 46 
SCC-300 1.05 53.0 Shear 22.0 1.1 48.0 103.0 2.5 60 


a/d :shear span to effective depth ratio, f’c : concrete compressive strength 


 


 


 


 
Figure 4: Failure modes of beams 


3.3 Influence of the Shear Span to Depth Ratio (a/d) on Concrete Shear Resistance (Vc)  


The influence of shear span to depth ratio (a/d) on the concrete shear resistance capacity (Vc) defined as the shear 


load at first diagonal crack of LWSCC and SCC beams were investigated.  LWSCC and SCC beams had a 


compressive strength of 33.5 MPa and 53 MPa, respectively. Figure 5 shows the influence of a/d on the concrete 


shear resistance capacity of LWSCC and SCC beams. As expected, shear resistance capacity of LWSCC and SCC 


beams decreased with the increase of a/d. The shear resistance capacity of SCC beams was higher than 
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corresponding LWSCC beams. Shear resistance capacity difference between these two concretes increased with the 


decrease of a/d.  


 


 
Figure 5: Influence of shear span to effective depth ratio on concrete shear resistance (Vc) 


3.4 Post Cracking Shear Resistance, Ductility and Energy Absorption 


Aggregate interlock mechanism and dowel action play significant roles in the increase of shear resistance from Vc 


(shear resistance at the formation of inclined crack) to Vu (ultimate shear resistance or peak load). In this study, the 


shear at the first diagonal crack is denoted as concrete shear resistance (Vc) and it was identified from the visual 


observation during the testing of LWSCC and SCC beams. The ultimate shear resistance (Vu) was identified from 


the maximum load (peak load) that a beam can carry before failure. To characterize the performance of LWSCC and 


SCC, it is important to analysis the post cracking shear resistance of concrete beams due to aggregate interlock and 


dowel action.  Similar analysis was carried out by previous researchers, Lachimi et al. (2005) and Hassan et al. 


(2010), by introducing a shear resistance factor (SRF). SRF is defined as the ratio of the failure load to the load at 


the first diagonal crack (SRF = Vu/Vc).  


To investigate and compare the post cracking shear resistance of LWSCC and SCC beams, the ultimate shear load 


and diagonal cracking shear load are normalized to account for the difference in compressive strength between 


LWSCC and SCC using Equations 1 and 2 to calculate normalized ultimate shear load (Vnu) and normalized inclined 


cracking shear load (Vnc). Since the shear strength is proportional to the square root of the compressive strength of 


concrete (f’c) as per CSA A23.3 (2004) and ACI 318 code (2005) based equations, normalization was done 


accordingly. SRF values were calculated using Equation 3.   


 


[1]   


 


[2]   


 


[3]    


                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    


The post cracking shear ductility was defined as the ratio of the deflection at failure load to the deflection at first 


diagonal crack load by previous researcher Hassan et.al (2010). In this study, ductility of the shear beam is also 


defined by the ductility factor (DF) as per Equation 4 where Du and Dc are the deflection at first diagonal crack and 


peak/failure load, respectively as presented in Table 3. 


 


[4] DF = Du/Dc 
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Table 4: Shear resistance and ductility factor  


Beam code Shear 


span to 


depth 


ratio 


(a/d) 


Concrete 


compressive 


strength 


(f’c) 


Normalized 


inclined 


cracking 


shear load 


(Vnc) 


 


Normalized 


ultimate 


shear load 


(Vnu) 


 


Shear 


resistance 


factor 


(SRF) 


 


Ductilit


y factor 


(DF) 


 


Energy 


absorption 


J/MPa1/2 


LWSCC-150 2.14 33.5 2.8 4.1 1.4 4.0 13.6 


LWSCC-200 1.53 33.5 3.9 6.5 1.6 2.5 14.7 


LWSCC-300 1.05 33.5 6.9 14.3 2.0 2.4 27.7 


SCC-150 2.14 53 2.3 3.4 1.5 4.7 11.5 


SCC-200 1.53 53 3.8 7.3 1.9 4.5 22.4 


SCC-300 1.05 53 6.6 14.1 2.1 2.3 36.1 


 


Normalized shear loads, shear resistance factor and ductility factor for the shear beams without shear reinforcement 


are shown in Table 4. Main portion of the shear is transferred through aggregate interlock mechanism and dowel 


action in the post-cracking stage. When considering the aggregate interlock mechanism, coarse aggregate content 


and it’s quality affect the post-cracking stage shear transfer capacity.  Table 4 show that SCC beams had a higher 


SRF than their LWSCC counterparts to weaker aggregate interlock mechanism in the LWSCC beams. It is also 


noted that SRF increased with the decrease of a/d for both SCC and LWSCC beams. 


Shear ductility (defined by DF) of SCC beams was found to be higher than corresponding LWSCC beams except for 


300 mm height beam. This can be attributed to the brittle nature of porous lightweight aggregate compared to 


normal weight aggregate as suggested by Gerritse (1981). Overall, shear ductility increased with the increase of a/d 


for both SCC and LWSCC beams (Table 4). 


To investigate and compare the energy absorption of SCC and LWSCC beams, the shear load is normalized to 


accommodate for the difference in compressive strength between SCC and LWSCC. Equation 1 is used to normalize 


the shear loads. Normalized shear load - deflection curves was used. Energy absorption was calculated by area under 


the normalized shear deflection curve up to the post peak shear of 85 % of the ultimate shear load (Vu) and presented 


in Table 4. 


 


Energy absorption capacity increased with the decrease of beam a/d for both SCC and LWSCC beams. That can be 


attributed to the louder sound at failure for the higher depth beams compared to smaller depth ones. SCC beams 


exhibited higher energy absorption capacity compared to LWSCC beams for higher depth beam (height of 200 and 


300 mm) or d/b or lower a/d. But higher a/d (height of 150 mm), energy absorption capacity was found higher for 


LWSCC beam than SCC beam.                                        


4. COMPARISON OF EXISTING ANALYTICAL MODELS  


An accepted rational physical method of shear resistance does not yet exist due to the complex nature of the shear 


failure mechanism in reinforced concrete beams therefore most design codes use empirical equations to calculate the 


shear capacity of the reinforced concrete beams. The formation of diagonal tension cracks is taken by design codes 


to be the ultimate shear capacity of the beams without shear reinforcement. 


 


ACI 318-05 (2005) presents the following basic equation 5 (in SI units) for the shear resistance of concrete (Vc). 


 


[5]                                                                    


 


Where bw is the width of the cross-section, d is the effective depth, ƿw is flexural reinforcement ratio ,Vu and Mu are 


the ultimate shear force and moment capacity of the section, respectively, fc
'’ is the cylinder compressive strength of 


concrete. 
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According to Canadian Code (CSA A23.3-04, 2004) based on modified compression field theory, Vc can be 


obtained from the following Equation 6 and The β shall be determined from Equations 7,8 and 9. 


[6]   


 


[7]   


 


[8]   


 


[9]   


 


where b is the width of the cross section, d is the effective shear depth which can be taken as the greater of 0.9 of the 


beam depth or 0.72 of the beam height, fc
' is the cylinder compressive strength -square root of the compressive 


strength should be less than 8 MPa. According to clause 11.3.4, εx is the longitudinal strain at mid-depth of the 


member due to factored loads, Mf is the factored moment at section, Vf is the factored shear force at section, Es is 


the modulus of elasticity of non-prestressed reinforcement, Sz and dv represent crack spacing parameter dependent 


on crack control characteristics of longitudinal reinforcement and ag is maximum size of aggregate in the concrete. 


For high-strength concrete with fc
' greater than 70 MPa, ag shall be taken as zero.  


 


According to British standards (BS8110-part1, 1997), Vc can be calculated from Equation 10. 


 


[10]   


 


This Code limits the maximum allowable concrete compressive strength to 40 MPa with an alternative table used for 


values of compressive strength below 25 MPa depending only on the amount of longitudinal steel provided. In 


BS8110, bv is the width of the cross section, d is the effective depth, fcu is the cube compressive strength, As is the 


tension reinforcement area in mm2. fcu should be less than or equal to 40 MPa for calculation purpose only. 


 


ACI 318-05 and CSAA23.3-04 shear strength equation use the cylinder’s compressive strength, but BS8110 shear 


strength equation adopt cube’s compressive strength in the shear strength calculation.  


 


The ACI 318-05 (2005) code uses a reduction factor equal to 0.75 for all-lightweight concrete, 0.85 for sand 


lightweight concrete and 1.0 for normal weight concrete. CSA A23.3-04 (2004) code uses reduction factor equal to  


0.75 for low density concrete (with an air dry density between 1850 and 2140 kg/m3 ) and 1.0 for normal weight 


concrete (with an air dry density between 2150 and 2500 kg/m3 ) 


 


Table 5:  Experiment and code based prediction  


1.1   


Beams 


Vc -concrete shear resistance contribution Ratio of experimental to Code  


Predicted shear 
Experiment 


(Exp) 


Code-based predictions 


ACI CSA BS8110 Exp/ACI Exp/CSA Exp/BS8110 


LWSCC-150 16.0 10.2 10.7 12.5 1.5 1.4 1.2 


LWSCC-200 22.5 13.3 13.4 14.4 1.6 1.6 1.5 


LWSCC-300 40.0 20.8 21.4 21.3 1.9 1.8 1.8 


SCC-150 16.5 16.3 17.9 17.9 1.0 0.9 0.9 


SCC-200 27.5 21.4 20.3 20.6 1.2 1.3 1.3 


SCC-300 48.0 33.1 33.5 30.4 1.4 1.4 1.5 


 


Shear resistances of LWSCC beams from current experiments and various code based predictions are compared in 


Table 5. It can be observed that all design codes were conservative in predicting the ultimate shear strength of 


LWSCC beams. ACI 318 provided the highest safety margin (ratio ranged between 1.5 and 1.9 for all tested 
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LWSCC beams compared to CSA A23.3 (ratio ranged between 1.4 and 1.8) and BS8110 (ratio ranged between 1.2 


and 1.8). CSA-A23.3 and BS8110 codes estimated the shear capacity of SCC-200 and SCC-300 beams reasonably 


but overestimated SCC-150 beam. In both type of beams (LWSCC and SCC), all codes predictions were 


conservative and conservativeness increased with the increase of beam depth or decrease in shear span to depth ratio 


(a/d). This can be attributed to the small a/d of experimental beams which lead strut and tie mechanisms (rather than 


beam shear) to govern the shear strength especially as no bearing plates were used at the loading and support points 


(as a part of the research objective). Conservativeness of code predictions was expected since strut-and-tie mechanisms 


result in higher experimental shear strengths. 
 


It should be noted that conservativeness was higher of LWSCC beams compared to normal weight SCC beams even 


after the use of reduction factors specified in the Codes. However, the predicted shear capacity differences for 


similar beams between the Codes were not significant.  For the calculation of lightweight concrete shear capacity, 


ACI 318 and CSA A23.3 Codes use the reduction factor of 0.75 but BS8110 use the reduction factor of 0.8, 


Therefore, BS8110 predictions were higher than those of CSA A23.3 and ACI 318.   


5. CONCLUSIONS   


The following conclusions are drawn from the study:  


 


1. The shear resistance capacity of SCC beams was higher than their LWSCC counterparts. Shear resistance 


capacity difference between these two types of concrete beams increased with the decrease of shear span to 


depth ratio (a/d).  


2. SCC beams had higher post-cracking shear resistance (defined by shear resistance factor ‘SRF) than their 


LWSCC counterparts. SRF increased with the decrease of a/d for both SCC and LWSCC beams. This was 


attributed to the weaker aggregate interlock mechanism resulting from partially fractured coarse aggregate 


along the failure surface, higher number of cracks and wider final crack width at failure than normal weight 


SCC beams.  


3. All structural design codes found to be conservatively predicted the shear capacity of the LWSCC beams. For 


all design codes, experimental to predicted shear strength ratios were high and these ratios ranged from 1.2 to 


1.9 for LWSCC beams. This was attributed to the small a/d ratio of experimental beams which lead to strut and 


tie mechanisms causing higher shear strength.  


4. In both type of beams (LWSCC and SCC), all code predictions were conservative except SCC-150 and 


conservativeness increased with the increase of beam depth or decrease in shear span to depth ratio (a/d).  It 


should be noted that overestimation was higher of LWSCC beams compared to normal weight SCC beams even 


after the use of reduction factors specified in the Codes. However, the predicted shear capacity differences for 


similar beams between the Codes were not significant. 


5. Overall, current reduction factors suggested by the Codes for lightweight concrete can be increased for the 


prediction of shear resistance of LWSCC beams. This is reasonable considering the lower volume of weak 


lightweight aggregate (hence higher volume of strong paste) in LWSCC compared to traditional lightweight 


concrete.  
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ABSTRACT  


The City of Jeddah became lately one of the typical regions that affected by natural hazard. Previous flood that 


occurred in 2009 was one the most tragic natural disaster in the history of Saudi Arabia, which caused death for 


more than one hundred people. On 17th of November 2015, Jeddah turned into a disaster zone again due to heavy 


rainfall and the lack of drainage system. The objectives of the study are (1) To illustrate the hazard areas in the City 


of Jeddah that need an urgent drainage system; and (2) To evaluate the threats that the City of Jeddah is facing by 


simulating the floods. In this context, two multi-temporal Landsat 8 images (before and after the flood), Digital 


Elevation Model (DEM), and rainfall data sets have been analyzed and used to simulate the floods in the City of 


Jeddah. The study integrates different techniques from remote sensing, Geographic Information System (GIS) and 


hydrological modelling for flood estimation. All information extracted from the Landsat satellite images, DEM, and 


rainfall data sets are imported into an existing hydrological model built in Storm Water Management Model 


(SWMM) software. The designed storm data obtained from the SCS (U.S. Soil Conservation Service) type II is used 


in SWMM software to calculate the runoff water. The results from the model are used to estimate the amount of 


water to be collected by the drainage system and further estimate any potential flood hazard based on the topography 


and the designed drainage water system. The outcome of the study will contribute to the design and development of 


a robust and comprehensive drainage system for the study area. 


 


Keywords: Remote sensing, GIS, SWMM, hydrological modelling, Landsat 8, flood assessment 


1. INTRODCTION 


Flood is one of the most devastating natural hazards of the world, especially in the areas of heavy rainfall. Excessive 


rainfall within relatively a short duration of time could result in flooding. Consequently high river discharge may 


damage crops and infrastructures, such as roads and reservoirs. In order to build a strategy to deal with flood, it is 


essential to identify the most vulnerable areas to flooding. Currently, some equipment are needed to be installed at 


river to record water levels, it is sometimes difficult to record an extreme flood event having a very high return 


period. (Prathumchai and Samarakoon, 2005). In addition, installing equipment at small distance to cover all areas 


subjected to potential flood could be very expensive.    


 


Remote sensing is a very reliable way of providing coverage over a wide area in very cost effective manner.  


Remote sensing also could register data in an extreme hydrological event (Sanyal, 2004), such as floods, which 


could be challenging task using ground stations. In addition, multi-date provides investigators with an additional tool 


of monitoring the change or reconstruct progress of a past flood. Recently, significant developments occurred in the 


field of remote sensing and its application in flood monitoring. 


 


Several researchers have used remote sensing and GIS to assess the flood hazard in Saudi Arabia (Al Saud, 2010; 


Al-Momani et al. 2013). The results showed that damaged areas and the movement of flooding can be identified 


using remote sensing and GIS technique.  
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In this research, numerous remote sensing and GIS data will be discussed in order to assess the flood hazard risk in 


Jeddah region. The primary objectives of the research are: 


1. To illustrate the hazard areas in the City of Jeddah those need an urgent drainage system. 


2. To evaluate the threats on the City of Jeddah by simulating the floods, which may cause by the sub 


catchment that are located in the eastern valleys. 


2. DATASETS AND METHODS  


2.1 Datasets 


Jeddah is considered a developing city, which is located in arid environment area. Jeddah is located between the 


geographic coordinates 21°17′, 21°47′ N& 39°05′, 39°39 E′ with total areas about 688 km2. 


 


The data used in this research work can be described as in the following table: 


 


Tools and documents Description 


Data and records Hydrological records 


 Rainfall data 


 Drainage data  


 Manhole data 


Topographic maps Contour interval 25 m 


Satellite images Two Landsat 8 (OLI) images  


 2015-11-03 before the flood 


 2015-11-19 two days after the flood 


Software PCI Geomatica 2015 


Arc GIS 10.1 


SWMM PC 


 


2.2 Methodology 


The overall workflow for this research work can be summarized in the following steps. All images were clipped to 


the study area to speed up the data processing. All image subsets were projected into the UTM coordinate system; 


then, atmospheric corrections were carried out on all of the multi-temporal Landsat images. The atmospheric 


correction model (ATCOR2) was utilized to remove the effects that change the spectral characteristics of the land 


features. After conducting the atmospheric correction, the biophysical parameters were derived from the Landsat 


images. Green Band and middle infrared band of the Landsat multi-spectral image were used to determine the 


biophysical parameters; Modified Normalized Difference Water Index (MNDWI) is calculated for the study area in 


order to extract the water body areas before and after the flood. Then, the drainage and manhole system of the city 


were digitized in Arc GIS for further analysis. SWMM software was used to design the hydrological 


simulation model in City of Jeddah. The MNDWI data were used as a reference for the hydrological 


simulation modelling result.  


3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION   


The preliminary findings of this research work illustrate the hazard areas in the City of Jeddah that need an urgent 


drainage system. The MNDWI image represents the flooded zones that have various levels of damages. The lack of 


drainage systems, with a low sloping terrain and mountain chains in City of Jeddah may cause an essential flood in 


few minutes. Moreover, the privation of green areas within the city, which is less than 1%, may exacerbate the 


significance of the flood. Therefore, it is essential to build a full drainage system that covers the entire city. The 


environmental properties including green areas may play an important role in reducing the effect of the flood.   
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ABSTRACT 


Prefabricated bridges elements and systems (PBES) are subjected to repeated truck loads while being exposed to 


weather conditions. Fatigue of the structural elements and corrosion of the reinforcement are the main reasons for 


bridge deterioration. This research investigates the fatigue strength of full-depth deck panels (FDDP) resting over 


steel cross-braced girders and reinforced with ribbed-surface, high-modulus (HM), glass fiber reinforced polymer 


(GFRP) bars. The precast FDDP has transverse panel-to-panel connection of angle-shape with female shear key, and 


panel-to-girder connection of V-shape, where both connections are filled with ultra-high performance fiber 


reinforced concrete (UHPFRC). Two different fatigue loading were conducted to simulate the Canadian Highway 


Bridge Design Code (CHBDC) truck loading, namely: constant amplitude fatigue (CAF) loading and variable 


amplitude fatigue (VAF) loading. The fatigue damage for all cycles is summed to obtain the cumulative fatigue 


damage (CFD) for the entire loading history. The reliability of the GFRP-reinforced precast FDDP subjected to high 


cycle fatigue is then evaluated based on load-cycle (P-N) damage accumulation approach. A simple life-span 


prediction model is proposed for the FDDP based on the CFD. 


 


Keywords: Bridge, Fatigue Strength, Precast Full-Depth Deck Panel (FDDP), GFRP Bars, Angle Transverse Joint, 


Experimental testing, Design Standards.  


1. INTRODUCTIONS 


Precast full-depth deck panels (FDDP) utilized in accelerated bridge construction are frequently subjected to 


complex sinusoidal variable amplitude fatigue (VAF) loading during their life-span. The most common forms of 


VAF test, namely: the multi-step test, subjects the specimen to a fixed number of cycles in the range of 104-105 at 


one constant amplitude fatigue (CAF) loading level (initial loading) after which different CAF levels (the runout 


load) are applied until failure occurs. The magnification factor (MF) for the fatigue limit state (FLS) determines the 


change of the cyclic loads. Results of VAF tests are presented into log-normal distribution to give a reasonable fit to 


the observed values. The cumulative fatigue damage (CFD) analysis is then conducted in terms of the specimen 


span-life defined as the sum of the cycles at the different CAF levels to the total runout cycles. 


  


Fatigue design criteria for bridges typically consists of three separate elements, namely: (i) a single-vehicle fatigue 


load model that is 5-axle truck-and-trailer vehicle weighing 625 kN; (ii) fatigue loading that is derived from analysis 


of effects on bridge spans of heavy vehicles recorded at weigh-in-motion (WIM), also known as vehicle loading 


spectrum; and (iii) material-specific fatigue life. In this paper, it is assumed that the Average Daily Traffic (ADT) in 


the travelling lane in a bridge is limited to 20,000 vehicles and maximum fraction of trucks of 0.20 that equals to the 


maximum Average Daily Truck Traffic (ADTT) of 4,000 trucks in one direction. For a two-lane bridge, the single 


 = 3,400 trucks (AASHTO, 2012). The maximum number of five-axle trucks during the 75 


years of bridge life is 3400 x 5 x 365 x 75 = 465 million. The P-N relationship for the rolling wheel load, P, and the 
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number of cycles, N, was introduced in Equation 1 for both reinforced concrete and reinforcement-free deck slabs, 


where  is the static failure load. This equation is valid only for N is greater than 10,000 (Matsui, et al., 2001). 


 


[1]   


 


High-modulus glass fiber reinforced polymer (HM-GFRP) reinforcement is a composite material made of polymer 


matrix reinforced with fibers. GFRP has high strength-to-weight ratio, and is corrosion free compared to 


conventional steel reinforcement. GFRP reinforcement is considered in this research to prolong the service life cycle 


of the bridge while significantly reducing the maintenance cost. Precast FDDPs are prefabricated off-site and 


assembled on-site. Precast FDDP has two types of connections, namely: (i) panel-to-panel connection, and (ii) 


panel-to-girder connection to achieve the full composite action for the bridge superstructure, as shown in Figure 1. 


Connections are joint-filled with cementitious materials that have higher compressive strength than that for FDDPs. 


The Canadian Highway Bridge Design Code (CHBDC) allows the use of GFRP-reinforced FDDPs in the 


construction of bridges, yet there is no code provision for the design (CSA, 2014), and experimental tests are 


required to determine the performance of such precast systems. 


 


  
a) Isometric view (Source: (FHWA, 2014))              b) Photo (Source: (FHWA, 2012)) 


Figure 1: Views of full-depth, full-width, deck panels placed transversally on girders 


 


A recent research program (El-Ragaby, 2007), involved GFRP-Reinforced FDDPs that were constructed and 


subjected to fatigue loading. Punching shear was the main mode of failure of these slabs after sustaining different 


numbers of load cycles at the peak loads for mid-span loading. The failure occurs suddenly and accompanied by a 


big noise. No rupture of GFRP bars was observed with failure of the punching area. GFRP bars exhibit good bond 


with concrete outside the failure zones, with no anchorage loss. GFRP-Reinforced slab-on-girders and precast FDDP 


with longitudinal joint connections were tested in Ryerson University (Khalafalla, 2014). Precast FDDP with 


transverse joint connections were investigated having c-shape (Sayed-Ahmed & Sennah, 2015a) and zigzag shape 


(Sayed-Ahmed & Sennah, 2015b), and their fatigue resistances have passed requirement set by the CHBDC (Sayed-


Ahmed & Sennah, 2015c). The object of this research is to (i) investigate the fatigue strength for the HM GFRP-


reinforced FDDP with developed angle-shaped transverse joint filled with ultra-high performance fiber reinforced 


concrete (UHPFRC), and (ii) plot the P-N curves to predict the maximum lifetime per axle loads.   


2. CONNECTION DETAILS 


Figure 2 depicts the angle-shape for the panel-to-panel connection with vertical female-to-female shear key. The top 


clear joint width between the ends of the jointed panels is 200 mm. The projected GFRP bar from the end of one 


panel into the joint is 175 mm as the development length, where the splice length is 150 mm. Connections were 


joint-filled with UHPFRC. The UHPFRC is field-cast joint fill solution for precast deck panel bridges, its high 


strength allows for reduced joint widths. The characteristic design strength values of UHPFRC can be reached 
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within 96 hours of casting – as long as ambient temperatures above 16˚C are ensured. UHPFRC can achieve a 28-


day compressive strength of 140 MPa, direct tensile strength of 8 MPa, and modulus of elasticity of 50 GPa (Lafarge 


Canada Inc., 2009).    


 


 


 


 
  


a. Cross-section b. Reinforcement detailing 


Figure 2: Schematic diagrams of the developed transverse angle-shape joint details 


3. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 


The experimental program included testing two laterally-restrained FDDPs supported over cross-braced twin-steel 


girder bridge system made of W610x241 steel beams.  Each FDDP had a thickness of 200 mm and was made of 35 


MPa normal strength concrete (NSC) with 10 mm nominal size aggregate. A 150-mm-slump concrete with added 


superplasticizer, and no air-entrant, was uses. Straight-end, 15M ribbed-surface, high modulus GFRP bars was used 


for reinforcement. The bottom and top transverse reinforcement of the slab was taken 15M@140 mm and 


15M@200, mm respectively. The slab was reinforced with 15M@200 mm in the bottom and top longitudinal 


direction parallel to the girder. The specified modulus of elasticity and ultimate tensile strength of the GFRP bar 


were 64 GPa and 1188 MPa respectively (Schoeck Canada Inc., 2013). To form the transverse panel-to-panel 


connection, two precast FDDPs were constructed. The first FDDP was of 200 mm thickness, 2400 mm length and 


2500 mm width. The second FDDP was of 200 mm thickness, 900 mm length in the direction of the girder and 2500 


mm with. This made the final dimension of the jointed precast FDDPs of 3700 m in the direction of traffic, as shown 


in Figure 3.  


 


  
(a) Bottom reinforcement (b) Top Reinforcement and load location 


Figure 3: Schematic diagrams of the constructed FDDP with angle-shape connection and wheel load location 


 


All FDDPs were tested up to failure under either monotonic or cyclic loading using one concentrated load at the 


center spacing between the twin girders. The load was applied through a steel pedestal that have a foot print of 


250x600 mm to simulates the footprint of the standard CL-625 truck wheel load, as specified by clause 3.8.3.1 in the 
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CHBDC. Fatigue involves the failure of the materials under cyclic loading, where the maximum load can be 


significantly lower than that required load to cause static failure. Fatigue life of FDDPs can be expressed as the 


number of loading cycles after starting after initiation of crack, to propagate the crack to critical size, followed with 


rapid fracture as demonstrated in the diagram shown in Figure 4. The wheel footprint of 600x250 mm was applied 


eccentric to the joint as shown in Figures 2.b and 3.b. 


 


The first FDDP system was tested under high-cycle constant-amplitude fatigue (CAF) loading followed by 


increasing monotonic loading to-collapse, while the second FDDP system was tested under low-cycle incremental 


step fatigue loading of variable amplitude (VAF) to collapse. The actuator system generated sinusoidal harmonic 


force, , where  is the average load of the maximum and minimum load,  is the 


amplitude of applied load equal to FLS/2, ƒ is the frequency and t is the time. Before performing the fatigue tests, a 


crack was initiated in the tested slab by applying monotonic loading equal to 3 times the applied wheel load for 


serviceability limit state design per CHBDC (SLS1 = 87.5 kN x 1.4 x 0.9 = 110.25 kN; 3 times SLS1 = 110.25 x 3 = 


330.75 kN). This applied wheel load (87.5 kN) equals the heaviest wheel load in the specified CHBDC per CL-625-


ONT truck model (Clause 3.8.3.1), multiplied with 1.4 to include the dynamic load allowance (DLA) in Clause 


3.8.4.5.3.b and 0.9 as the load factor listed in Clause 3.5.1a. The footprint of the applied wheel load on top of the 


tested slab measures 600 mm wide by 250 mm long. It was decided to locate it just beside the joint as depicted in 


Figure 4. The factored design load was taken as Pf = 87.5 x 1.4 x 1.7 = 208.25 kN, where the live load factor equals 


to 1.7 as per CHBDC Clause 3.5.1a. 


 


The CAF loading was applied using force control with sinusoidal shape to represent the fatigue limit state (FLS) 


load specified into the CHBDC as FLS = 87.5 x 1.4 x 1.0 = 122.5 kN at a frequency of 4 Hz for 4 million cycles, as 


shown in Figure 5.a. To prevent rattling of the test setup under cyclic loading, the loading cycle started with 15 kN 


applied load that increased by 122.5 kN. Thus, the sinusoidal cyclic CAF ended up with loading range of upper and 


lower absolute values of 137.5 kN and 15 kN, respectively, with sample rate of 20.013 Hz.  Monotonic test at 1.5 


time the applied FLS load (i.e. 122.5 kN x 1.5 = 183.75 kN) was conducted after each 250,000 cycles to assess the 


degradation of the FDDP system due to fatigue loading. The force-control monotonic test had a ramp segment shape 


at loading rate of 5 kN/min, with collecting data points every 0.049967 sec. After the end of the 4 million cycles, the 


FDDP system was monotonically loaded to-collapse using a hydraulic jack with 1,300 kN capacity.  


 


 
Figure 4: Different phases of fatigue life of concrete deck slab 


 


  
(a) Typical high cyclic frequency (HCF) (b) Typical low cyclic frequency (LCF) 


Figure 5: Typical fatigue loading 


 


The VAF loading was applied using force control with sinusoidal shape to different 7 absolute peak levels of 1.0, 


1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5, and 4.0 times the FLS load of 122.5 kN plus 15 kN as the absolute load lower level. The 
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corresponding peak loads of the 7-incremental- step VAF loading were 137.50, 198.75, 260.00, 321.25, 382.50, 


443.75 and 505.00 kN, as shown in Figure 5.b. Each load level was applied for 100,000 cycles at the range of 2 to 


0.5 Hz depending on the stiffness of the FDDP system, and the steel loading frame system, with lowest frequency 


when approaching failure of the slab. Data from sensors was collected at a sample rate of 20.013 Hz. Monotonic 


tests were performed after each 100,000 cycles with the same setting as that for the CAF monotonic test. After 


finishing with 7 absolute peak levels mentioned earlier, the VAF loading testing continued with the highest peak 


value till collapse. 


4. TEST RESULTS FOR THE A-JOINTED PRECAST FDDP 


Fatigue precracking was conducted under force control. The first hair flexural crack was observed at 2.5 times the 


FLS loading (275.625 kN) underneath the wheel footprint area. The applied load was increased to 3 times the FLS 


load (330.75 kN) to increase crack propagation. The flexural crack width was found to be 80 µm at that static load. 


CHBDC specifies that design factored ultimate limit state (ULS) load of the deck slab is the multiplication of 


CHBDC truck wheel load of 87.5 kN, load factor of 1.7 and dynamic load allowance (DLA) of 0.40. This makes the 


factored design applied load ULS1 = 87.5 x 1.4 x 1.7 = 208.25 kN.  


4.1 Constant amplitude fatigue loading 


The first specimen was tested under CAF. Its compressive strength of the concrete cylinders taken from the concrete 


mix were 60.76, 59.83, and 54.26 MPa, with an average value of 58.28 MPa. The tested cylinders for the UHPFRC 


resulted in compressive strengths of 161.94, 163.30, 170.54 and 159.20 MPa, with an average value of 161.48 MPa. 


During the initiation of fatigue precracking procedure, the static load reached 330.75 kN. After each 250,000 cycles, 


the slab was subjected to monotonic loading to observe the change in slab flexural stiffness through deflection 


measurements. After the 4-million fatigue cycles, the slab was subjected to monotonic load to-collapse. It failed due 


to punching shear at a jacking load of 930.92 kN equals to 4.47 Pf and maximum deflection of 23.05 mm and 23.88 


mm at failure. After the strength loss, the precast FDDP continued to gain strength after punching shear, but at a 


reduced stiffness.  


 


4.2 Variable amplitude fatigue loading 


 


The second specimen was tested under VAF and its compressive strengths of concrete cylinders for the NSC used to 


cast this slab were 54.29, 57.22, 59.98, 46.54, 65.84, 64.7 MPa, with an average value of 58.10 MPa. The splitting 


tensile test for the NSC resulted in tensile strength of 3.53, 5.73, 5.31, 4.3 and 4.7 MPa, with an average value of 


4.71 MPa. The compressive strengths of the concrete cylinder for the UHPFRC used to fill the joints were 154.17, 


188.12, 184.61 and 181.91 MPa, with an average value of 179.52 MPa. The splitting tensile test for the UHPFRC 


resulted in tensile strength of 15.12, 12.14, 15.76 MPa, with an average value of 14.42 MPa. The first 501,002 


fatigue load cycles were performed at a frequency of 2 Hz, then followed by 160,242 cycles at 1 Hz, and finally 


followed by 130,139 cycles at 0.5 Hz leading to punching shear failure at a total number of cycles of 809,493. This 


precast FDDP failed at a jacking load of 487.50 kN and a maximum slab deflection of 32.46 mm. It is interesting to 


mention that such failure load is about 2.34 times the CHBDC factored design wheel load.  


 


 


Table 1: Summary of test results 


Slab Test type *  Peak cyclic 


load (kN) 


Frequency 


(Hz) 


No. of load 


cycles 


Ultimate 


load (kN) 


Ultimate 


deflection 


(mm) 


Failure 


Mode 


A-CAF CAF + SUL 137.5 4 4,000,000 930.92 23.47 Punching 


A-VAF VAF 500.0 2 – 0.5 809,493 487.50 32.46 Punching 


 CAF: constant amplitude fatigue; SUL: static ultimate load VAF: variable amplitude fatigue 
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5. LIFE ESTIMATION OF FATIGUE OF GFRP-REINFORCED FDDPS 


Realistic representation of the service loads is usually of variable amplitude that should consider the accurately 


measure of the applied load on the existing structure and predicted loads on the structure that doesn’t exist yet. 


Loads can be obtained from real-life histories or through simplified segmental loading. The fatigue cycle counting 


methods is to compare the effect of the variable amplitude fatigue load histories to the fatigue data and curves 


obtained with the simple constant amplitude fatigue loading cycles. The more general sort of fatigue testing adds a 


mean load  on which a sinusoidal cycle is superimposed, a common alternating load  and the load ratio  


that corresponds to tension-tension cycle. 


 


[5.1]    


 


[5.2]    


 


[5.3]    


 


[5.4]    


 


[5.5]    


 


[5.6]    


Applying linear damage rule where D = 1.0 requires the knowledge of the mean and amplitude of load to which the 


damaging event is compared. One approach to the variable load histories is the concept of the damage, known as 


fraction life or cycle ratio. These fractions are added together with the sum of 1.0 as defined into Equation 5.7 by the 


linear damage rule as proposed by Palmgren (Palmgren, 1924) and later again by Miner (Miner, 1945). 


 


[5.7]    


Where n is the number of cycles, and Nf is the number of repetitions of the same cycle that equals life to failure. The 


damaging effect of n1 cycles at P1 load amplitude is assume to be , while the damaging effect of n2 


cycles at P2 load amplitude is assumed to be . Similarly, the cycle ratio or damage caused by ni 


cycles at Pi load amplitude is . Failure is predicted when the sum of all ratios becomes 1 or 100%. 


Although the assumption of the linear damage depends on the rate of damage accumulation and load amplitude, this 


equation leads to  for a low-to-high or a high-to-low loading sequences. However, it is widely used 


because of simplicity and hardly to achieve better agreement with the current experimental data. Nonlinear damage 


theories proposed  where  depends on the load level. When considering the change of load level 


to be , the authors propose the nonlinearity of the damaging effect to the step loading through Equation 5.8, 


keeping the linearity of  and solving for the  using the nonlinear least square regression analysis. 


 


[5.8]  


 


Where  equals to 25.86 for the A-Joint. Tables 1 and 2 illustrate the cumulative fatigue damage (CFD) data where 


D = 1 for both type of FDDPs. The proposed model to determine P-N effect is shown in Equation 5.9, where K 


equals to 0.039 (or 1/K = 25.64) for the A-Joint. 


 


[5.9]  


 


The fatigue coefficient (1/K) was predicted to be 30 and 33.6 for cast-in-place GFRP-reinforced bridge deck as 


suggested per (Mufti, et al., 2002) and (Khalafalla, 2014) respectively. The 1/K was found to be 29 for the precast 


GFRP-reinforced bridge deck slabs with longitudinal joints (Khalafalla, 2014).   
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Table 2: The A-Precast FDDP loading history for the equivalent constant amplitude fatigue load segments 


Segment Pu FLS Pmin Pmax Pamp Pmean R A Pmax/Pu n Nf n/Nf 


  


MF WL FLS1 


          1 930.92 1 87.5 122.5 15 137.50 61.25 76.25 0.109091 0.803279 0.1477033 100,000 3,740,491,266 2.673E-05 


2 930.92 1.5 87.5 183.8 15 198.75 91.88 106.88 0.075472 0.859649 0.2134985 100,000 682,217,686 0.0001466 


3 930.92 2 87.5 245 15 260.00 122.50 137.50 0.057692 0.890909 0.2792936 100,000 124,427,766 0.0008037 


4 930.92 2.5 87.5 306.3 15 321.25 153.13 168.13 0.046693 0.910781 0.3450887 100,000 22,694,030 0.0044064 


5 930.92 3 87.5 367.5 15 382.50 183.75 198.75 0.039216 0.924528 0.4108839 100,000 4,139,100 0.0241598 


6 930.92 3.5 87.5 428.8 15 443.75 214.38 229.38 0.033803 0.934605 0.476679 100,000 754,919 0.1324646 


7 930.92 4 87.5 490 15 505.00 245.00 260.00 0.029703 0.942308 0.5424741 115,381 137,688 0.8379916 


8 930.92 4 87.5 490 15 505.00 245.00 260.00 0.029703 0.942308 0.5424741 94,112 137,688 0.6835187 


           


Total 809,493 Σn/N 0.9999995 


 


 
Figure 6: P-N curves for the GFRP-reinforced FDDPs 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 


 


Fatigue tests were conducted on the developed precast transverse FDDPs supported over steel girders. Experimental 


results for the angle-shape jointed FDDPs showed high fatigue performance as there was no observed fatigue 


damage after being subjected to 4,000,000 cycles of high-cyclic CAF loading of 122.5 kN specified in CHDBC. The 


tested FDDP under CAF loading followed with increasing monotonic wheel load to-collapse sustained a failure load 


about 4.47 times the CHBDC factored design wheel load. On the other hand, the tested FDDP under low-cyclic 


incremental step VAF loading sustained a failure load about 2.34 times the CHBDC factored design wheel load. The 


two FDDPs failed in punching shear mode. 
 


Based on experimental findings, a mathematical model was proposed to determine the cumulative fatigue damage 


(CFD) and fatigue resistance (P-N effect) for the GFRP-reinforced FDDPs with transvers joint. The cumulative 


linear damage, D, was successfully maintained to be 1 for transverse jointed FDDPs. It can be noticed that the 


magnification factor to the fatigue loading is inversely proportional to the number of the repetitions of the same 


cycle that equals life to failure. 
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ABSTRACT  


Damage is a main cause of structural failure and often occurs on structures. In the past decades, special attention has 


been given to avoid the sudden failure of structural components by damage detection in the early stage. More 


specifically, structural health monitoring based on the vibration of structures has been at the focus of attention of many 


researchers in order to obtain very efficient tools of great importance for the civil, aeronautical and mechanical 


engineering communities. This paper presents the system identification and damage detection techniques on Prestress 


Concrete Box (PSCB) bridge. The Frequency Domain Decomposition (FDD) and Stochastic Subspace Identification 


(SSI) methods are used to extract the modal properties such as frequencies and mode shapes. To detect damage in the 


bridge, frequency based and mode shape based are proposed, the mode shape based method include Modal Assurance 


Criterion (MAC), Mode shape curvature, flexibility Matrix, uniform flexibility shape curvature, damage index method 


and Genetic Algorithm .  


 


Keywords: System Identification, Vibration Base Damage Detection, Frequency base, Mode shape base 


1. INTRODUCTION 


All structures, such as bridges and buildings, deteriorate with time. The main reason of this deterioration is various 


including effects of environment, fatigue caused by repeated traffic loads and extreme loads like an earthquake. These 


days, this deterioration has become a global issue. These structures were built in decades ago and have serious 


structural deficiencies. Visual inspection is the main method to maintain the safety of the structures and this method 


consists of planned field trips to the sites usually once every several years. However this inspection has restricted 


accuracy and efficiency.  


 


Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) is one of the solution to the above problems. SHM can be defined as “the use of 


in-situ, non-destructive sensing and analysis of structural characteristics, including the structural response, for the 


purpose of detecting changes that may indicate damage or degradation (Housner et al. 1997).” and this definition was 


modified as “the use of in situ, non-destructive sensing and analysis of structural characteristics, including the 


structural response, for the purpose of estimating the severity of damage and evaluating the consequences of damage 


on the structure in terms of response, capacity, and service-life. More simply, SHM represents the implementation of 


a Level IV (Rytter. 1993) non-destructive damage evaluation method (Guan et al. 2006)”.  


 


Vibration-Based Damage Detection is a comparatively recent development in the SHM of civil engineering structures. 


The physical characteristics of the structure such as mass and stiffness affect vibration characteristics like frequencies, 


mode shapes, and damping. Thus, the location and severity of damage can be detected by utilizing vibration 


measurement (Humar et al. 2006). Global vibration characteristics are obtained by the monitoring of the whole 
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structural system, not just by each structural element, that indicate a limited number of sensors can monitor sufficient 


information to locate the damage and assess its severity 


2. MODAL IDENTIFICATION METHODS USING OUTPUT-ONLY INFORMATION 


Modal Identification means to identify the properties of real structures from the experimental vibration test. Vibration 


tests are usually divided into the forced vibration tests (FVTs) and the ambient vibration tests (AVTs). AVTs are 


carried out under ordinary operating conditions with uncontrollable and immeasurable ambient loads such as traffic 


and wind loadings, while FVTs are performed using the controllable and measurable loads such as droppers and 


shakers. FVTs usually require more expensive equipment and controlled operating conditions. However, AVTs may 


be carried out under normal operating conditions and require simpler equipment. FVTs are usually used for input and 


output information, while AVTs used for output information. Input and output method is not enough for large 


structures because these structures are massive, immeasurable input sources and difficult to shake structures 


efficiently. Therefore, the output only method is more appropriate than input and output method. In this regard, AVTs 


may be more suitable testing methods for large structures like bridges, buildings and dams. The non-stationarity in 


ambient loads would be one obstacle to apply AVTs to modal testing; however, the undesirable non-stationary effect 


can be minimized by collecting a sufficiently long data or deleting any parts of the response data under the non-


stationary ambient loads (Yi et al. 2004). 


 


In this paper, the Pre-stressed Box (PSCB) is used for output-only modal identification. This bridge is composed of 


16 spans (40 m + 14@50 m + 40 m) with deck width 12 m and its curve radius is 3000 m. It was built in 1994 and its 


location is Gangwon province of South Korea. The test was performed in September 2012 and for all spans because 


the bridge is all continuous.  


 


 
(a) 


 


 


 
(b) 


Figure 1: a) Overview of PSCB Bridge b) PSCB Bridge 


 


Normal traffic over the bridge was used for the ambient vibration test. The installation of accelerometers is shown in 


Figure 2. To measure the ambient vibration of the bridge, 30 wireless loggers and PCB 393B12 accelerometers (10,000 


mV/g sensitivity, ±0.5 g range) were used. Magnetic-based accelerometer were mounted firmly on the bridge using 


heavy steel plates to prevent moving from surface of the slab and adjusted horizontally with the bubble inclinometer. 


Accelerometers were placed only longitudinal direction because no torsional modes were anticipated. The 
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measurement time was 100 minutes with sampling rates of 256 Hz in order to collect sufficient vibration data for 


modal parameter extraction. As it is shown in Figure 2, the number of sensor is 2 for each span except first and last 


span which have one sensor.  


 


 
(a)                                                                               (b) 


Figure 2: a) Data logger b) The array of sensors 


 


2.1 Frequency Domain Decomposition (FDD)  


FDD is an output-only modal analysis method in the frequency domain (Brincker et al. 2000). Taking the Singular 


Value Decomposition (SVD) of the spectral matrix, the spectral matrix is decomposed into a set of auto spectral 


density functions, each corresponding to a single degree of freedom (DOF) system.  FDD method is used in a lightly 


damped structures, when the loading is white noise and the mode shapes of close modes are geometrically orthogonal. 


In order to obtain the natural frequencies and mode shapes, the power spectral density matrix is estimated, then the 


estimate of the output PSD Ĝyy(jwi) is decomposed by taking the SVD of the matrix.  


 


[1]  Ĝyy(jwi) =  UiSiUi
H  


 


where, the matrix Ui =  [ui1, ui2, … , uim] is a unitary matrix including the singular vectors 𝑢𝑖𝑗 and 𝑆𝑖 is a diagonal 


matrix including the scalar singular value𝑠𝑖𝑗 .  


 


If singular values obtained from outputs of the structure are plotted in an SVD diagram, dominant peaks are natural 


frequencies of the structure and the corresponding singular vectors are mode shapes (Brincker et al. 2000). FDD 


method for the PSCB bridge was performed by using MATLAB software coded by Farshchin (2015). Figure 3 shows 


obtained 6 bending modes and the range of frequencies was 2.4 ~3.2 Hz. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 3: Singular value of the PSD matrix (Copyright ©, Mohammad Farshchin) and mode shapes 
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2.2 Stochastic Subspace Identification (SSI) 


There are two kinds of the SSI methods; one is SSI/BR (balanced realization) and the other is SSI/CVA (canonical 


variate analysis). The SSI method utilizes the SVD of a block Hankel matrix with cross correlation matrix of responses. 


The deterministic models are not appropriate to output-only system such as bridges and dams. In this system, the noise 


components from uncertainty have to be removed by considering stochastic components 𝑤𝑘 and 𝑣𝑘. 


 


 xk+1 = Axk +  wk 
[2] yk = Cxk + vk       


                                                


where, 𝑤𝑘 is statistically uncorrelated white noise vector sequences with zero means representing the process and 𝑣𝑘 


is measurement noises.  


 


The covariance between the outputs and a limited set of reference outputs is used instead of inputs, because the input 


components are not available in output-only methods. So, impulse responses are replaced by output covariance and 


the inputs by reference outputs (Yi et al. 2004). Figure 4 shows SSI results for the PSCB bridge and frequencies and 


mode shapes were similar to those of FDD. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 4: Stabilization chart and mode shapes 


 


Table 1 shows frequencies obtained by FDD and SSI methods. Frequencies are very similar in two methods. There 


are only bending modes because this bridge is slander. Six vertical modes are considered and these modes are 


concentrated between 2.4 and 3.2 Hz. Although the difference between modes is small, the mode-shapes clearly show 


each mode is evident.  


Table 1: Frequencies of ambient vibration test 


Mode no. FDD (Hz) SSI (Hz) Difference (%) 


1st 2.46 2.46  0.40 


2nd 2.56 2.56 -0.39 


3rd 2.68 2.68  0.00 


4th 2.83 2.83 -0.35 


5th 2.99 2.99 -0.34 


6th 3.19 3.19  0.31 


3. VIBRATION BASED DAMAGE IDENTIFICATION 


Visual and non-destructive inspection have been the traditional damage identification method. However these methods 


have limits that damaged parts of the structure are accessible. Vibration characteristics of a structure, such as 


frequency, mode shape and damping, are directly affected by the physical characteristics of the structure like mass 
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and stiffness. Damage reduces the stiffness of the structure and change its vibration characteristics. Therefore, the 


location and severity of damage can be detected by measuring and monitoring of vibration characteristics. Most of 


literature deals with the application of theoretical damage identification or laboratory test. Applications on real 


structures such as bridges or buildings are very rare. There are many analytical methods to identify damage from 


changes of dynamic parameters. The following list is the various methods proposed by Humar et al. (2006). 


 


The PSCB bridge used in chapter 2 is used again for comparing of various damage detection through computer 


simulation studies because there is no damage by visual inspection and frequencies are higher than FEM model. The 


FEM model used in this study is shown in Figure 5. The bridge is assumed that damage reduces the stiffness of element 


166, 167 (span 4) and 566, 567 (span 12) by 20% and that of element 366, 367 (span 8) by 30%. Computer simulation 


based on a FEM of the bridge provides both undamaged and damaged vibration characteristics. 


 
Figure 5: FEM of the PSCB bridge 


 


3.1 Methods based on frequency changes 


Frequency changes come from structural property changes such as mass, stiffness and damping. However, this 


technique has significant practical limitations for application for real structures. There are two reasons. First, very 


precise frequency measurements are required to detect small levels of damage. Second, environmental elements, 


especially temperature, have an important effect on frequency changes. If higher modal frequencies are used, this 


method may be useful because these modes are associated with local responses. However, it is difficult to excite and 


extract these higher local modes. The bridge has been modeled on SAP2000 and applied damage to get the difference 


of frequencies. Table 2 shows frequencies of undamaged and damaged bridge. We can see that all frequencies are 


reduced after damage, but the differences are very subtle and location of damage cannot be identified.  


 


Table 2: Frequencies of undamaged and damaged bridge 


Mode no. undamaged (Hz) damaged (Hz) Difference (%) 


1st 2.275 2.268 0.32 


2nd 2.342 2.337 0.22 


3rd 2.448 2.441 0.27 


4th 2.588 2.587 0.06 


5th 2.757 2.752 0.21 


6th 2.950 2.945 0.17 


 


3.2 Methods based on mode shape changes 


Damage reduces the stiffness of structures and it alters the mode shapes. Mode shape changes are good indicators as 


the damage identification and the location of the damage. Single-number measures of mode shape changes such as 


the Modal Assurance Criterion (MAC) are suggested to detect damage in a beam with a saw cut (Fox 1992). The 


MAC can be mathematically summarized by the following equation (Allemang 1982). This MAC value compares 


between two mode shapes (damaged and not damaged or measured and computed).  


 


[3] MACcdr  =  
|{ϕcr}T{ϕdr


∗ }|
2


{ϕcr}T{ϕcr
∗ }{ϕdr}T{ϕdr


∗ }
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A value close to 1 suggests that the two mode shapes are well correlated, while a value close to 0 indicates that the 


mode shapes are not correlated.  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 6: MAC values (Copyright ©, Mohammad Farshchin) 


 


However, mode shape changes are usually so small that detection of damage is impractical (Humar et al. 2006). Figure 


6 and Table 3 show MAC values between the undamaged and damaged mode shapes. When damages are subtle, mode 


shape method is not available because MAC values are close to 1. By the way, MAC shows that the number of mode 


shapes that we have chosen are correct and matched with real modes. 


 


Table 3: MAC values 


 


3.3 Mode shape curvature method 


Instead of using methods based on mode shape changes to obtain spatial information, mode shape curvature method 


is an alternative method. This method is better than mode shape changes to detect damage for a beam type structure. 


The curvature values can be computed from the measured displacement mode shapes by using a central difference 


operator. Therefore, the curvature ψ′′(𝑥𝑖) at location 𝑖 along a beam is obtained from  


 


[4]  ψ′′(xi)  =   
yi+1−2yi+yi−1


h2   


 


where, 𝑦𝑖  is the mode shape displacement at location 𝑖 and h =  xi+1 − xi. An advantage of this Equation 4 is that 


an analytical model is not required when healthy mode shapes are obtained from measurement. However, modal 


curvatures are easily affected by measurement errors (Humar et al. 2006). Figure 7 shows the mode shape curvature 


for mode 1 and 3 both before and after damage. It is evident that the modal curvature has significantly increased span 


4, 8 and 12 (166, 167, 366, 367, 566, 567), correctly indicating the damage at these areas.  


 


Mode no. 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 


1st 0.99970  0.00007  0.00012  0.00000  0.00001  0.00002  


2nd 0.00007  0.99982  0.00000  0.00000  0.00004  0.00004  


3rd 0.00012  0.00000  0.99907  0.00042  0.00031  0.00004  


4th 0.00000  0.00000  0.00044  0.99930  0.00024  0.00001  


5th 0.00001  0.00004  0.00030  0.00026  0.99931  0.00001  


6th 0.00002  0.00004  0.00004  0.00001  0.00001  0.99981  
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Figure 7. Modal curvatures of mode 1 and mode 3 


3.4 Methods based on change in flexibility matrix 


In this flexibility change method, damage is detected by comparing the flexibility matrix measured from the mode 


shapes of the damaged and undamaged structure. The flexibility matrix is the inverse matrix of the static stiffness 


matrix. Therefore, the flexibility matrix is relations between the applied static force and displacement. The measured 


flexibility matrix can be estimated from the mass-normalized measured mode shapes and frequencies. The flexibility 


matrix F of the undamaged structure is obtained from Equation 5 (Humar et al. 2006). 


 


[5]  F ≈  ΦΩ−1ΦT  =   ∑
1


λj


nm
j=1 ϕjϕj


T          


                                          


where, Φ is the modal matrix of the mass-normalized mode shapes 𝜙𝑗  and 𝑛𝑚 is the number of measured mode 


shapes. This equation of the flexibility matrix is approximate because only the first few modes of the structure can be 


measured (Doebling et al. 1998). The flexibility matrix F𝑑 of the damaged structure is obtained from Equation 6 


(Humar et al. 2006). 


 


[6]  Fd  ≈  ΦdΩd
−1Φd


T  =   ∑
1


λdj


nm
j=1 ϕdjϕdj


T        


                             


where, Φ𝑑 is the modal matrix of the damaged structure. The difference between flexibility matrices of the damaged 


and undamaged structure is obtained from Equation 7. 


 


[7]  ΔF =  Fd − F    


                                                               


 Let δ as the row vector whose jth element is equal to the element with the largest absolute value in the jth column of 


Δ𝐹. The large value of δ is relevant to the location of damage.  


 


[8]  δj = max|ΔFij|i = 1, … , N                                            


 


The flexibility differences δ𝑗 obtained from Equation 8 are plotted in Figure 8. It is apparent that span 4, 8 and 12 


(166, 167, 366, 367, 566, 567) have been affected by damage.  
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Figure 8: Maximum differences of flexibility matrices of damaged and undamaged bridge 


 


3.5 Methods based on changes in uniform flexibility shape curvature 


As mentioned in chapter 3.4, the flexibility matrix is relations between the applied static force and the displacement 


of the corresponding DOF. Therefore, a displacement curvature shape can be obtained corresponding to each column 


of F and Fd. The difference of curvatures between damaged and undamaged can be obtained from 


  
[9]  δ =  ∑ |ψdj − ψj|j                   


                                               


where, 𝜓𝑑𝑗  is the 𝑗th damaged curvature, 𝜓𝑗 is the 𝑗th undamaged curvature. The uniform flexibility shape curvature 


differences obtained from the flexibility matrix using Equation 9 are plotted in Figure 9. It is apparent that span 4, 8 


and 12 (166, 167, 366, 367, 566, 567) have been affected by the damage.  


 
Figure 9. Differences in uniform flexibility curvatures of damaged and undamaged bridge 


3.6 Damage index method 


This damage index method was proposed by Stubbs et al. (1995) to identify damage in a beam-type structure. Damage 


index is defined as the change in strain energy of the structure when it is deformed. This modal strain energy can be 


derived from the curvature of the measured mode shapes. In a linear elastic beam of NE elements, damage causes 


reduction in the flexural rigidity of one or more elements. The lowest nm mode shapes of the structure have been made 


both of the undamaged and the damaged structure. In the process of the numerical differentiation method such as the 


central difference operation, modal curvature can be derived. The modal strain energy in the 𝑖th mode of the structure 


and the 𝑗th element between 𝑎 and 𝑏 are obtained from 


 


[10]  Si =  ∫ EI(x)[ψi
′′(x)]2dx


L


0
 , Sij =  ∫ EIj[ψi


′′(x)]2dx
b


a
 


 


where, 𝐿 is the length of the beam, 𝐸𝐼 is the flexural rigidity, and 𝜓′′(𝑥) is modal curvature. Total strain energy 


contributed by element 𝑗 is given by the ratio 𝐹𝑖𝑗 =  𝑆𝑖𝑗/𝑆𝑖 . For the damaged structure, the above equations are 


changed into 


 


[11]  Si
d =  ∫ EId(x)[ψi


d′′(x)]
2


dx
L


0
, Sij


d =  ∫ EIj
d[ψi


d′′(x)]
2


dx
b


a
, Fij


d  =  Sij
d/Si


d. 


 


Assuming that damage is limited to a few elements, the damaged and undamaged flexural rigidity would be 


approximately same that EId(x) ≈ EI(x). It is also assumed that  
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[12]  𝐹𝑖𝑗
𝑑  ≈  𝐹𝑖𝑗.                  


                                                     


Substituting Equations 10 and 11 in Equation 12, we get 


 


[13]  γij =  
EIj


EIj
d =


∫ EI(x)[ψi
′′(x)]


2
dx


L
0 ∙∫ [ψi


d′′(x)]
2


dx
b


a


∫ EId(x)[ψi
d′′(x)]


2
dx


L
0 ∙∫ [ψi


′′(x)]
2


dx
b


a


     


                                   


where, 𝛾𝑖𝑗 is the damage index for the 𝑗th element in mode no. 𝑖. This damage index is changed as follows to use the 


information available from the 𝑛𝑚 measured modes. 


 


[14]  γj =  
∑ fij


dnm
i=1


∑ fij
nm
i=1


                                                            


 


Elements with relatively large 𝛾𝑗 are likely to be damaged. When the strain energy contributed by the 𝑗th member in 


the modes is very small, the denominator will be very small in magnitude too. This may arise numerical problems in 


the evaluation of Equation 13 and Equation 14. In that case, Equation 14 is modified as follows 


 


[15]  γj =  
1+∑ fij


dnm
i=1


1+∑ fij
nm
i=1


. 


 


The damage index method is applied to detect damage for PSCB bridge. Six mode shapes are used for this method. 


Using Equation 15, damage indices are obtained for the elements and are plotted in Figure 10. It is apparent from the 


plot that damage is expected in span 4, 8 and 12 (166, 167, 366, 367, 566, 567). 


 


 
Figure 10: Damage indices calculated from equation 15 


 


3.7 Genetic algorithm method 


Genetic Algorithm (GA) is a population-based, probabilistic technique such as natural selection and evolution by 


mimicking the nature. At first, a large number of available individual populations are randomly produced to form an 


initial population. This initial population is tried so that it produces a good description of the updating solution space. 


For example, if there are two parameters to be updated, the size of the population must be greater than when there is 


only one parameter to be updated. The general procedure for implementing a GA is following (Marwala. 2010). 


1. Select the initial population 


2. Calculate the fitness of each chromosome in the population using  


E =  ∑ γi (
ωi


m−ωi
calc


ωi
m )


2


+  β ∑ (1 − diag (MAC(ϕi
calc, ϕi


m)))N
i=1


N
i=1       


3. Repeat 


a. Choose chromosomes with higher fitness to reproduce 


b. Generate a new population using crossover and mutation to produce offspring 


c. Calculate the fitness of each offspring 


d. Replace the low fitness section of the population with offspring 


4. Repeat until termination  
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For genetic algorithm method, undamaged frequencies and mode vectors are considered as objective value. Damaged 


frequencies and mode vectors are set as initial values. The stiffness of damaged elements has changed 1.32 and 1.31 


for 20 % and 30 % damaged elements respectively and other elements show subtle changes (0.99 and 1.03). This 


indicates that elements of changed value are damaged.  


 


 
Figure 11: Genetic algorithm results and changed values 


4. CONCLUSION 


Consequently, the mode shape base methods are more applicable for subtle damage rather than frequency-based 


methods however mode shape-based method are able to locate the damage and calculate its severity in some algorithms 


like damage index. As it is clear, all of these methods require baseline data (undamaged input) so detect damage, so 


the next step is using the other methods like wavelength which has no requirement to the baseline data.  
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ABSTRACT  


This paper presents the outcome of a study conducted to exhibit the effect of micro-silica sand and mortar sand on 


fresh, mechanical and durability properties of Engineered Cementitious Composites (ECCs). ECC is a ductile 


concrete characterized by strain hardening and multiple-cracking behavior under tension and shear. This study used 


locally available aggregates instead of standard micro-silica sand to produce cost-effective, sustainable and green 


ECC mixtures to be used for construction applications. ECCs prepared by both types of sands exhibited almost 


similar behaviour in terms of fresh, mechanical and durability properties which indicated the viability of producing 


ECC mixtures with mortar sand. In addition, the behaviour of a standard ECC can still be achieved when producing 


ECCs made of high volume fly ash (up to 70% cement replacement) along with local mortar sand. By employing 


results of this research, correlations were derived between mechanical and durability properties. 


 


Keywords: Sustainable, green, ECC, fresh, mechanical, durability  


1. INTRODUCTION 


Engineered Cementitious Composites (ECCs) have been developed in the last decade. It is one of special types of 


concrete that feature high ductility and damage tolerance under maximum loadings, such as tensile and shear 


loadings (Li 2003; Li 1997). ECC is differentiated from normal and Fiber Reinforced Concrete (FRC) through its 


matrix design; the latter relies on steel reinforcement for crack width control while ECC relies on micromechanics of 


first crack initiation, fiber bridging and steady-state flat-crack propagation mode. By crack width control, ECC can 


achieve up to 3% tensile strain capacity under uniaxial tensile loading, 300-500 times greater than normal concrete, 


by employing only 2% of PVA fiber content by volume (Li 1997). In order to achieve high composite tensile 


ductility, the formation of multiple cracking properties in ECC is essential. Even at ultimate loadings, ECC can still 


supress crack widths to less than 60 m which helps to improve the long-term durability, water tightness and 


serviceability. These properties, together with relative ease of production, including self-consolidating casting (Kong 


et al. 2003a; Kong et al. 2003b) and shotcreting (Kim et al. 2003), make ECC suitable for various civil engineering 


applications. Although, ECC typically uses a mix design similar to many different fiber concretes, it can show 


unique characteristics. This depends on achieving the unique strain-hardening and multiple-cracking behaviours by 


tailoring ECC microstructure (Li 1997).      


   


To achieve strain hardening behavior in ECC, two criteria should be considered; the first is strength which is 


responsible for initiating the cracks in ECC composites and assures that the applied tensile stresses are always kept 


below the maximum capacity of fiber bridging to form additional cracks in the crack plan; otherwise multiple 


cracking behaviour terminates earlier. The second criterion is energy which is responsible for switching the crack 
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type from Griffith-type cracks in the case of FRC tension-softening behaviour to a steady-state, flat-crack 


propagation mode in the case of ECC strain-hardening behaviour. Therefore, once the crack initiated in FRC, its 


crack length and width increases faster than in the case of ECC which is characterized by constant crack width 


during crack elongation. In other words, the energy that comes from applied loads in ECC composites has to be 


always less than or equal to the energy absorbed by fiber bridging process during the crack propagation in order to 


keep the crack opening constant; otherwise localized crack formation occurs leading to terminate ECC multiple-


cracking behaviour earlier (Kanda & Li 1998; Nawy 2008)   


 


It is well known that aggregates occupy most of concrete volume. Therefore, aggregates have a significant role in 


conventional concrete to work as economic filler, in addition to enhancing the dimensional stability and increasing 


the wear resistance for normal concrete (Mindess et al. 2003). Due to the strength increase induced by the presence 


of aggregates, a production of tougher concrete pastes results (Mehta & Monteiro 2006). This can delay the crack 


initiation and increase the fracture energy for the matrix when the tortuosity of the crack path is increased. However, 


once the crack has initiated, crack propagation increases and the crack width widens dramatically which is not a 


favored situation in ECC. In contrast, controlled crack initiation is needed for EEC, keeping a steady-state flat-crack 


propagation mode and resulting in multiple cracking as well. In addition, when the size of aggregate increases in 


ECC, the uniform dispersion of fibers will be difficult to achieve, leading to more clumping. Therefore, the use of 


aggregates in standard ECC mixes was recommended to be micro-silica sand with maximum grain size of 250 m 


and a mean size of 110 m instead of coarse aggregate (Sahmaran et al. 2009). 


 


Based on ASTM C618-12, there are two types of fly ash, high calcium Class-C which is a by-product normally 


produced from burning sub-bituminous coals and low calcium Class-F which is a by-product normally produced 


from bituminous coals. Class-C fly ashes differ from Class-F fly ashes in that they are self-hardening even without 


the presence of cement. Supplementary cementing materials (SCM’s) such as fly ash are materials that can be added 


as cement replacement to achieve several advantages. When cement is properly replaced by fly ash, it can improve 


the properties of fresh and hardened concrete, in some cases reduce the material cost of concrete, and reduce the 


environmental impacts (Mehta 1985; Mindess et al. 2003). Moreover, it was reported that the addition of High 


Volume Fly Ash (HVFA) enhanced the fiber pull-out but reduced the composite strength (Peled & Shah 2003). In 


addition, the spherical shape of fly ash can improve the workability that enhances fiber dispersion in ECC mixes and 


reduces the water demand as well (Wang & Li 2007; Mindess et al. 2003). Moreover, increased fineness of fly ash 


especially Class-F can reduce the fiber/matrix interface bond and matrix toughness of ECCs by increasing the 


packed amount of un-hydrated fly ash particles leading to enhancement of the tensile strain capacity, allowing for 


more multiple-cracking formation. Fineness of fly ash can improve concrete long-term durability by improving the 


permeability against the ingress of aggressive environments (Lepech & Li 2009; Wang & Li 2007; Yang et al. 


2007).    


  


Although the use of aggregates in ECCs with bigger grain size will increase the fracture energy and the use of fly 


ash in ECC mixtures will reduce the fracture energy, an efficient combination can still be obtained with locally 


available mortar sands and high volume SCM’s such as Class-F fly ash to produce effective ECC mixtures. The 


production of ECC mixtures by using locally available aggregates has not received enough attention, such as the use 


of silica sand to demonstrate the performance of ECC’s (Sahmaran et al. 2009). Therefore, the significance of this 


research is to design a new class of ECC’s produced by locally available sands instead of standard ECC mixtures 


produced with micro-silica sand without sacrificing the strain hardening and multiple cracking behaviours of 


standard ECC mixtures.   


 


Deterioration of expansion joints of a bridge due to the accumulation of debris can lead to severe damage to the 


bridge decks and substructures. The durability of the bridge as a whole can be compromised by water leaking and 


aggressive chemicals flowing through concrete cracks which will lead to cracking, wearing, corrosion, spalling and 


eventual disintegration of the concrete deck slabs. In contrast, budget allocations in North America for maintenance 


bridges and infrastructure continuously decreases as the age of infrastructure increases. Therefore, the need to 


develop cost-effective material technology such as ECC with greater durability is essential (Caner & Zia 1998; 


Hossain & Lachemi 2014).  


 


In order to develop new ECC technology in Canada and to promote applications, wide range of research should be 


conducted related to short/long-term mechanical/durability properties of ECC. The main goal of this research is to 
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study the performance of greener ECC mixtures under fresh, mechanical and durability properties such as heat of 


hydration, compressive and rapid chloride permeability resistance for construction applications.    


2. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAMS  


2.1 ECC Materials  


The materials used in the production of standard ECC mixtures were CSA General Use Portland cement (C); Class-


F fly ash (FA) with calcium content of 3.55%; micro-silica sand (SS) with an average and maximum grain size of 


0.30 and 0.40 mm, respectively; polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) fibers; water; and a polycarboxylic-ether type high-range 


water-reducing admixture (HRWRA). The chemical composition and physical properties of Portland cement and 


Class-F fly ash are presented in Table 1.  


Table 1: Chemical composition and physical properties of Portland cement and Class-F fly ash 


Chemical composition (%) Cement (C) Class-F Fly Ash 


Calcium Oxide CaO 61.40 3.55 


Silicon Dioxide SiO2 19.60 46.19 


Aluminium Oxide Al2O3 4.90 23.39 


Ferric Oxide Fe2O3 3.10 21.81 


Magnesium Oxide MgO 3.00 0.82 


Sulfur Trioxide SO3 3.60 1.13 


Alkalis as Na2O - 0.51 


Loss on ignition LOI 2.30 2.12 


Sum (SiO2+Al2O3+Fe2O3) 27.60 91.39 


Physical properties Cement (C) Class-F Fly Ash 


Residue 45 m (%) 3.00 18 


Density (g/cm3) 3.15 2.54 


Blaine fineness (m2/kg) 410 306 


 


 


In this research, locally available mortar sand with a maximum size of 1.18 mm was used instead of commercially 


available relatively expensive micro-silica sand to optimize the cost of ECC mixtures (Sahmaran et al., 2009). The 


grain size distributions of silica sand (SS) and mortar sand (MS) are given in Figure 1. 


 
Figure 1: Grain size distribution of Silica Sand (SS) and Mortar Sand (MS) 
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PVA fiber with a length of 8 mm, diameter of 39 m, tensile strength (1620) MPa, elastic modulus (42.8 GPa), and 


maximum elongation (6.0%) was used to meet the requirements of strain-hardening performance of ECC material 


(Li et al. 2002).  


2.2 ECC Mixture Proportions 


To investigate the influence of aggregate type/size and FA/C ratios (where Class-F fly ash was used as cement 


replacement) on mechanical properties, two ECC groups were selected. The first group was composed of two FA-


ECC mixtures produced by using micro-silica sand. The second group was produced by using local mortar sand. 


Class-F FA was used as cement replacement at ratios of 1.2 and 2.2, respectively. Mixture proportions and 


designations for both ECC groups are given in Table 2. 


 


The water/binder (w/b) ratio was kept in the range of 0.27 (binder means cement and fly ash content). The variable 


parameters in these mixtures were the aggregate type and size (0.3 mm micro-silica sand and 1.18 mm mortar sand), 


and FA cement replacement rate (FA/C=1.2 or FA/binder=55%, and FA/C=2.2 or FA/binder=70%). In both groups, 


the amount of aggregate was held constant. As shown in Table 2, ECC mixtures could be recognized from their 


Mixture IDs. The first letter stands for Class-F fly ash. The numbers after the letter stand for FA/C ratio and the last 


letters stand for aggregate type (SS or MS).  


Table 2: ECC mixture proportions 


Groups Mixture ID Ingredients, kg/m3 


  Water Cement FA Sand PVA HRWRA FA/C w/b 


Silica Sand F_1.2_SS 331 570 684 455 26 5.4 1.2 0.27 


F_2.2_SS 327 386 847 448 26 4.15 2.2 0.27 


Mortar Sand F_1.2_MS 327 559 671 446 26 5.4 1.2 0.27 


F_2.2_MS 319 376 825 436 26 4.2 2.2 0.27 


*HRWRA: High range water reducing admixture, C: Cement, FA: Class-F fly ash, w/b: water to binder ratio 


 


2.3 Test Procedures and Specimen Preparation 


Mechanical and durability properties of ECC mixtures namely heat of hydration, compressive strength and Rapid 


Chloride Permeability (RCP) for both groups of ECC mixtures were evaluated. Compressive strength tests were 


conducted at 7, 28, 56 and 90 days while the RCP test was conducted at 28, 56, 90 and 118 days. 


 


Heat of hydration of FA-ECC mixtures was determined using 150 x 300 mm cylindrical samples using isothermal 


calorimetry (using calorimeter apparatus) in accordance with ASTM C1679-14. The total heat of hydration released 


during the hydration is a function of chemical composition and the amount of cementitious materials in FA-ECC 


mixes. During the FA-ECC mixing process, the temperature of all mixed materials (even water) was identical to the 


room temperature (when the sample was molded into the calorimeter at 23 ± 2°C). After the mixing process, each 


ECC sample was placed into calorimeter within 5 min; and the data acquisition of heat of hydration was started right 


away and continuously recorded for 72 hours. Figure 2 shows the setup for the heat of hydration test  


 


For compressive strength, at least three 50-mm cubic specimens were prepared for each ECC mixture for the testing 


ages of 7, 28, 56 and 90 days. The compression test was carried out on the cubic specimens by using a compression 


testing machine with a capacity of 400,000 lbs as per ASTM C39, 2012. 


 


For RCP test, two discs (for each ECC mixtures) with a size of 100 mm in diameter and 50 mm in thickness were 


cut from 150 x 300 mm cylinders at the age of 28 days. RCP test to measure the resistance to chloride ion 


penetration was conducted as per ASTM C1202-12. Figure 2 shows the setup of rapid chloride permeability test. 
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Figure 2: Test setup for heat of hydration (left) and rapid chloride permeability test (right) 


3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 


3.1 Heat of Hydration 


The isothermal calorimetry test is a tool that can measure the rate of heat of hydration with time. The more heat 


evolution, the higher rate of reactivity of the cementitious materials. The use of isothermal hydration curves 


provides more knowledge of setting time of different types of cements, compatibility of materials in blended 


cements and of early strength development. In addition, it can show the effects of curing temperatures, curing 


methods, and mixing times (Mindess et al. 2003; Mavani 2012).  


 


The heat of hydration test was conducted on all types of FA-ECC mixes at fresh state in accordance with ASTM 


C1679-14. For comparison purposes, all the heat of hydration curves for FA-ECC mixes were plotted in Figure 3. 


Figure 3 shows that the addition of high volume of fly ash (HVFA) as cement replacement to ECC mixes 


(FA/C=2.2) has significant effect in reducing the rate of the heat of hydration and increasing the dormant period. 


Once, the water is mixed with cement grains, the C3S existing within the cement grains starts to release rapidly the 


calcium and hydroxide ions. This stage of hydration slows down quickly (usually within 15 minutes) but continues 


slowly during the dormant period. The hydration of C3S remains slow in this stage (usually takes several hours); 


waiting for a certain concentration of calcium ions to produce Ca(OH)2 crystals in pore solution and for hydroxide 


ions to form C-S-H products at the surface of C3S grains. Once hydration proceeds, more C-S-H layers will form at 


the surface of C3S grains. The more thickness of C-S-H layers produced, the longer diffusion paths formed inside C-


S-H layers and hence, more time is needed for calcium and hydroxide ions to diffuse and reach the un-hydrated C3S 


grains. At the end of the dormant period, the C3S will restart its reaction rapidly leading to reach a maximum rate of 


heat of hydration at the end of the accelerated period. The addition of high volume fly ash to ECC matrix is 


equivalent to replacing the content of highly reactive C3S in cement by silicon ions presented in fly ash. Due to 


prolonged pozzolanic reaction, a significant delay occurs to reach the critical concentration of calcium and 


hydroxide ions to form hydration products leading to extending the dormant period. The delay of this stage is 


denoted by two aspects; the first is shifting the heat of hydration curves slightly to the right which results in reducing 


the temperature. The second is decreasing the rate of heat of hydration at the end of the accelerated period (Mindess 


et al. 2003).  


 


Furthermore, higher rates of heat of hydration were observed at the end of the accelerated period for SS-ECC mixes 


compared with those produced by mortar sand. It is known that the micro-silica sand is amorphous in nature and 


highly reactive material. Therefore, the presence of silicon ions in micro-silica sand will stimulate the C3S reaction 


to reach the critical concentration of calcium and hydroxide ions and forming the hydration products. This can be 
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seen clearly in Figure 3 when the heat of hydration curves shifted slightly to the left direction and hence, a 


significant reduction occurs in dormant period (Kurdowski & Nocun-Wczelik 1983; Mindess et al. 2003).  


 


 


Figure 3: Heat of hydration of different mixes 


3.2 Compressive Strength 


Table 2 and Figure 4 present the compressive strength results of ECC mixtures using different aggregate sizes and 


types with Class-F fly ash. In order to explore the performance of ECC mixtures as a function of time, at least three 


cubic specimens (50 x 50 x 50 mm) were tested at the age of 7, 28, 56 and 90 days.  


Table 2: Compressive strength values of ECC mixtures 


Mix No. Mix ID. Compressive Strength (MPa) 


  7 days 28 days 56 days 90 days 


1 SS_1.2 33±1.84 61±2.44 63±3.38 65±2.75 


2 SS_2.2 27±0.92 54±1.80 58±2.68 60±3.92 


3 MS_1.2 40±0.72 64±2.59 66±0.57 68±1.13 


4 MS_2.2 27±1.67 51±2.02 54±2.65 56±1.71 


 


For same type of sand, the compressive strength values decreased with the increase of fly ash content as cement 


replacement (Figure 4 and Table 2). Replacing the cement with low calcium fly ash is equivalent to reducing the 


overall amount of CaO content and hence, reducing the reactivity of the matrix. Further, the addition of fly ash is 


equivalent to increasing the content of C2S that lead to the lower rate of hydration and slower strength development 


especially at early ages compared to highly reactive C3S. Therefore, compressive strength values of ECCs decreased 


with the increase of fly ash content due to slower reactivity of pozzolanic reaction. Although the addition of HVFA 


to ECC produced by silica sand or mortar sand will lead to slower matrix reactivity compared to cement, all 


compressive strength values at 28 days of FA-ECC mixtures exceeded the compressive strength values of normal 


concrete at 28 days (~30MPa) (Sahmaran et al. 2009).     


 


For the same cement replacement (FA/C=1.2), FA-ECC mixtures produced by using micro-silica sand (0.30mm) 


exhibited lower compressive strength values than those produced by using mortar sand (1.18mm) (Figure 4 and 


Table 2). Use of smaller aggregate size in ECC matrix decreased the volume of Interfacial Transition Zones (ITZ) 
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between the aggregates, the PVA fiber, and the cementitious grains. This might lead to the decrease of the amount of 


moisture within the ITZ volumes (Mehta & Monteiro 2006). In addition to ITZ, the amount of highly reactive C3S 


content in cement powder decreased and replaced by low reactive C2S content. Consequently, when both moisture 


and C3S content decreased within the volumes of ITZ, less products of C-S-H by pozzolanic reaction will be formed 


leading to decrease in the compressive strength values of FA-ECC mixtures produced with  FA/C =1.2.  


 


On the other hand, the use of FA/C = 2.2 in the production of FA-ECC mixtures exhibited lower compressive 


strength values when mortar sand (1.18mm) was used instead of micro-silica sand (0.30mm). This might be 


attributed to the presence of high volume of Class-F fly ash which served as fillers within the microstructure. 


Therefore, higher frictional bond will be produced within ITZ leading to the reduction of compressive strength of 


FA-ECC mixtures (Wong et al. 1999; Wang & Li 2007; Yang et al. 2007; Mindess et al. 2003). In addition, the use 


of HVFA will increase the content of C2S instead of C3S, and will reduce the CaO content in the ITZ (Mindess et al. 


2003). Therefore, slow reactivity may occur within ITZ leading to lower compressive strength of FA-ECC mixtures 


produced by FA/C=2.2 ratio.  


 


   


 


Figure 4: Compressive strength of FA-ECC mixtures (left) and their development (right) as a function of time and 


fly ash content. 


 


The prolonged strength development of ECC mixtures produced by low calcium Class-F flay ash is shown in Figure 


4 as a function of time and fly ash content. In order to do so, the compressive strength values at 7 days were 


considered as control values to calculate the residual compressive strength values at 28, 56 and 90 days for FA-ECC 


mixtures (right figure). It was observed that FA-ECC mixtures produced by FA/C=2.2 had slower strength 


development at early ages (28 days) and the rate of strength development started to increase significantly (more than 


those produced by FA/C=1.2 ratio) after 60 days for the same type of sand. This might be attributed to the prolonged 


pozzolanic reactions at later ages.   


3.3 Rapid Chloride Permeability  


The results of RCP test of FA-ECC mixtures produced by using micro-silica and mortar sand are shown in Figure 5. 


In this test, the specimens (100mm diameter and 50mm thick discs) were subjected to 60 Volt dc for 6 hours passed 


across the ends of the specimen in order to monitor the resistance of the specimen to chloride ion penetration 


expressed as Coulombs.  


 


As per Figure 5, FA-ECC mixtures with FA/C ratio of 1.2 containing micro-silica sand or mortar sand exhibited 


lower permeability than those with FA/C ratio of 2.2. These results were comparable with Sahmaran & Li (2009) 


who revealed that the use of FA/C ratio of 2.2 reduced the chloride ion  penetration resistance for FA-ECC matrix. 


However, ASTM C1202-12 has recommended that the addition of HVFA positively influenced the chloride ion 


penetration resistance of concrete samples. Accordingly Amrutha et al. (2011) justified this contradiction by the 


presence of high volume of fine fly ash particles which served as filler. In addition, Sahmaran & Li (2009) revealed 
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that the increase in permeability occurred when FA/C ratio was 2.2 in ECC mixtures. They defended their results to 


the presence of extreme amounts of un-hydrated fly ash particles caused by inadequate moist curing for ECC 


specimens cured in air. However, as shown in Figure 5, chloride ion penetration resistance for FA-ECC mixtures 


whether produced by FA/C ratios of 1.2 or 2.2 were complied with ASTM standards at later ages (<1000 coulombs 


especially at 90 days). Furthermore, the results of ECC mixtures produced with FA/C ratio of 2.2 approached the 


values of those samples produced with FA/C ratio of 1.2 at later ages due to slower pozzolanic reactions.  


 


From Figure 5, it is clear that the effect of aggregate size did not influence the durability of FA/ECC mixtures in 


terms of chloride ion penetration resistance. In other words, using aggregate size whether 1.18mm (as in mortar 


sand) or 0.30mm (as in silica sand) did not affect the permeability of FA-ECC mixtures. Only the addition of high 


volume of fly ash was playing a significant role in influencing the permeability at early and later ages.   


 


 


Figure 5: Rapid chloride ion permeability test results of FA-ECC mixtures with different sands (left) and 


relationship between RCPT and compressive strength (right) 


 


Figure 5 shows the relationship between compressive strength and the RCP of FA-ECC mixtures.  The permeability 


of FA-ECC mixtures decreased with the increase of compressive strength.  


4. CONCLUSIONS 


The influence of aggregate type and size (micro-silica sand and mortar sand) on mechanical and durability 


performance of FA-ECC mixtures with high volume fly ash is described in this paper. A series of tests were carried 


out to study the heat of hydration, compressive strength and rapid chloride permeability of FA-ECC mixtures. The 


following conclusions were drawn from the study: 


 


1. High volume fly ash (FA) content when added as a cement (C) replacement to ECC mixes (FA/C=2.2) reduced 


the maximum rate of heat of hydration at the end of acceleration period and also increased the length of the 


dormant period by shifting the thermal power curves slightly to the right compared to other mixes.  


2. The addition of micro-silica sand to FA-ECC mixes resulted in a higher rate of heat of hydration compared to 


the use of mortar sand by shifting the thermal power curves slightly to the left compared to other mixes. 


3. The compressive strength of FA-ECC mixtures decreased when Class-F fly ash content was increased up to 


70% and maximum particle size of aggregate was increased up to 1.18 mm as well. However, only at 1.2 


cement replacement, (FA/C=1.2), FA-ECC mixtures with mortar sand (1.18 mm) exhibited higher compressive 


strength values than those with micro-silica sand (0.3 mm).  


4. Due to prolonged pozzolanic reaction, continuous hydration of Class-F fly ash ECC mixtures with FA/C=2.2 


ratio started to increase after 60 days.  


5. Chloride ion permeability for all ECC mixtures produced with 1.2 or 2.2 of FA/C ratios were comparable at 


later ages due to slower pozzolanic reactions. 
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6. No significant influence was observed on FA-ECC RCP values when aggregate size was increased from 0.30 


mm up to 1.18 mm. 


7. In general, the permeability of fly ash ECC mixtures decreased when compressive strength values increased 


within the range of cement replacements and aggregate type and size studied. 


8. Finally, it could be concluded that the expected behaviour of ECC was maintained when using up to 70% fly 


ash content as a cement replacement and when combined with aggregate of particle size up to 1.18 mm instead 


of standard micro-silica sand. This conclusion is confined to the FA-ECC mixtures described in this study. 
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ABSTRACT  


Municipal asset management gained momentum in Canada over the past two decades. Efforts have been made on 


the national and provincial level to advance the practice of asset management. Ontario is no exception and recently 


the Provincial Government has tied provincial funding to the development of asset management plans. Accordingly, 


all 444 municipalities in Ontario are required to develop and submit a detailed asset management plan to facilitate 


access to provincial funding.  


 


Nonetheless, asset management knowledge in Ontario is in its early stages of advancement. Furthermore, 


considerable variances are discernable in understanding and developing asset management plans in the wake of 


various aptitudes of the municipalities and also lack of a standardized template for developing an asset management 


plan. Hence, analyzing these plans could be highly rewarding and the results could be used for identifying needs of 


municipalities and exposing gaps in provincial support programs. 


 


In this paper a comprehensive study is conducted on the current infrastructure asset management plans in Ontario 


with emphasis on the road sector. A sample of 24 municipalities was selected for this study. Careful consideration 


was given to choosing rural and urban municipalities with different sizes, from different areas of the Province and 


with different experiences in asset management. Moreover, some interviews were conducted to elicit a deeper 


understanding of the tools and methods used by the municipalities. 


 


The aim of this study is discerning the defects in the status quo of the asset management plans and setting the future 


targets. For this purpose the plans were analyzed and rated from different perspectives (e.g. structure, data collection 


methods, deterioration modeling and cost estimation). The differences and similarities between the employed 


decision-support tools were highlighted. Finally, a number of recommendations are made to enhance the different 


components of the asset management plans.  


 


Keywords: Asset management, level of service, deterioration model, asset management plan, data management. 


1. INTRODUCTION 


The collapse of a bridge, or a water main or sewer pipe bursting and contamination of water resources are disasters 


that are not pleasant to any municipality. However avoiding these incidents is not the only reason why 


municipalities need a proactive asset management plan. The increasing expectations of customers, the accelerating 


deterioration of infrastructures, the shrinking budgets and the expanding infrastructure backlogs are going to become 


a crisis for most Canadian municipalities (Mirza 2007). According to the Canadian Infrastructure Report Card 


(2016), about one-third of the infrastructures in Canada is categorized as very poor, poor or fair. The same report 


demonstrates that the investments in infrastructure are below the planned targets and this backlog will result in faster 
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deterioration of the available infrastructure. In the wake of such facts, the municipal asset management gained 


traction in Canada over the past two decades (Vanier 2001; Vanier and Rahman 2004). Municipalities and 


communities are encouraged, and recently even mandated to some extent, to develop asset management plans for 


their municipal assets. Efforts have been made on the national level to give a momentum to the practice of asset 


management. Between the years of 2001 to 2007, the National Research Council and Infrastructure Canada joined 


forces with the Federation of Canadian Municipalities to develop an initiative to grow awareness and concern about 


municipal asset management. As a result, the National Guide to Sustainable Municipal Infrastructure: Innovations 


and Best-Practices (InfraGuide), was published that contains more than 50 best-practices and case studies about 


sustainable infrastructure (Boudreau and Brynildsen 2003). Ontario is no exception and recently the Provincial 


Government has tied provincial funding to the development of asset management plans. Therefore, all 444 


municipalities in Ontario are required to develop and submit a detailed asset management plan (Ministry of 


Infrastructure of Canada 2012). Building Together: Guide for Municipal Asset Management Plans is also an asset 


management guideline developed and published in Ontario in 2012 (Ministry of Infrastructure of Canada 2012).  


 


Notwithstanding the need, the knowledge about asset management is still not extensive enough in Ontario. In 


addition, considerable variances are discernable in understanding and developing asset management plans in the 


wake of various aptitudes of the municipalities and also lack of a standardized template for developing an asset 


management plan. Obviously, the provincial and national guidelines have been interpreted differently by each 


municipality. Hence, analyzing these plans would be highly rewarding and the results could be used for identifying 


needs of municipalities and exposing gaps in provincial support programs in the future. 


 


In this paper a comprehensive study has been performed on the current infrastructure asset management plans in 


Ontario. It is worth pointing out that this paper only incorporates the roads and bridges and other municipal assets do 


not fall within the scope of this study. Besides the substantial effect of the transportation infrastructures on the 


economy of a region (Arbués et al. 2015), there are a couple of other reasons why road sector was selected for this 


study. First, roads infrastructure was a common component between almost all of the municipalities, so that all of 


them have included the roads sector in their asset management plans. Second, the roads and bridges constitute a 


considerable percentage of the infrastructure network in Ontario and consequently have a larger backlog of deferred 


maintenance. In the top 35 Ontario municipalities the required investment for road construction is $700 million, 


while the actual investment was $255 million that is about one third of the required amount of money (Davis 2008). 


 


The aim of this study is discerning the defects in the status quo of the asset management plans and setting future 


targets. For this purpose, the different components of the plans were analyzed and rated. The differences and 


similarities between the employed decision-support tools were highlighted. Finally, a few recommendations are 


made to enhance the different components of the asset management plans.  


2. METHODOLOGY 


2.1. Sampling 


There are over 440 municipalities in Ontario (Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing 2015) with various size, 


municipal status, demographic and geographic characteristics and most importantly different experiences in 


municipal asset management. Considering this large amount of diversity, studying all of the municipal asset 


management plans did not seem to be a feasible approach. Therefore a sample of 24 municipalities (including one 


county) were selected for this analysis. It is our intent to include rural and urban municipalities with different sizes 


(large and small), from different areas of the province (northern and southern) and with different experiences in 


asset management (recent and older developed). In addition, a number of interviews were conducted with some of 


the municipalities to elicit a deeper understanding of the tools and processes deployed by the municipalities. 


2.2. Selecting municipalities 


As previously mentioned the limited number of selected municipalities should represent the breath of diversity. 


Therefore, the following factors were taken into consideration for selecting the municipalities. 
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2.2.1. Size of municipalities 


Municipalities were divided into four categories: large, medium, small, and very small. Very small municipalities 


are those with populations of 10,000 or less, forming the majority of municipalities in Ontario. Small municipalities 


are those between 10,000 and 50,000 in population while medium municipalities are those between 50,000 and 


150,000. Finally, the smallest number of municipalities represented are large municipalities with over 150,000 


inhabitants. Figure 1 shows the number of municipalities in each group and Figure 2 describes the municipal status 


of the selected municipalities.  


 


 
Figure 1: Number of Municipalities by Population Size 


 


 


 
Figure 2: Number of the municipalities in each municipal status category 


 


2.2.2. Location of municipalities 


Municipalities were generally categorized as northern and southern with the aim of maintaining a proper geographic 


spread. There is no clear definition about northern or southern municipalities. However in this paper subjectively, 


the municipalities that belong to The Federation of Northern Ontario Municipalities were considered to be northern 


(FONOM 2015).  
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2,2.3. History of asset management planning  


The selection of municipalities in this category was highly subjective and based on anecdotal evidence and input 


from experts about municipalities that have had a track record of using and implementing asset management plans. 


2.2.4 Implementation of data management  


Municipalities that have implemented data management software packages were categorized separately. This 


categorization provides a chance to investigate correlations with the use of various software packages. 


2.3 Analyzing the plans 


The selected plans were studied meticulously and the following aspects of each were analyzed and then graded.  


1. Structure of the plans: what were the contents of the plans and their different sections? 


2. Data collection methods: what means were used to collect data? 


3. Data models: is there consistency in definitions of asset attributes? 


4. Deterioration modelling: what tools were used to estimate the level of service (LOS), current conditions, and 


expected life of infrastructure systems? 


5. Cost estimation: what parameters and approaches were used to estimate the budgets required for rehabilitating 


existing systems? What were the alternative scenarios? 


The plans were analyzed and qualitative comments were made on each of the aforementioned sections. In addition, 


the following grading system (Table 1) was developed to mark the different facets of the plans in order to compare 


the similar municipalities. The grading system is a 5-point scale in which the most primitive components receive a 1 


and the most comprehensive ones get a 5. The description of the rating levels for the structure of plans and their 


definition of level of service is given in Table 1. The other components of AMPs are not included in Table 1 for 


brevity.  


Table 1: Description of rating system for the structure of plans and their definition of level of service 


Plan Structure  


1. Inadequate Plan contains a list of unstructured elements; no vision 


2. Evidence of Presence Most components are present without a satisfactory level of detail; no vision 


3. Adequate Presents vision; rating criteria; condition assessment; plan has structure that is 


adequate but lacks cross-referencing between sections or references to data 


4. Somewhat Comprehensive Well-structured but may lack reference to vision or extensive details of data 


modelling and collection 


5. Comprehensive Very well-structured; vision cited; references to detailed LoS and data models 


Level of Service  


1. Inadequate No or limited mention of LOS 


2. Evidence of Presence LOS weakly defined and not linked to other aspects of the report 


3. Adequate LOS defined for some but not all sectors 


4. Comprehensive LOS defined traditionally and tied well to condition assessment 


5. User-driven LOS is well-defined and linked to customer satisfaction 


 


3. AGGREGATED ANALYSIS RESULTS 


In this section the results that are common to most of the analyzed municipalities are briefly discussed for each of 


the aforementioned components.  
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3.1. Structure 


The structures of the AMPs are similar to each other. A typical structure included an introduction, the state of 


infrastructure, current level of service and an overall asset management strategy. Almost all plans contained 


financial plans. But larger and more experienced municipalities included a more advanced financial analysis 


consisting of financial projections and financial strategies to close the gaps, with several recommendations for every 


part of the plan. These municipalities also presented a historical overview accompanying level of service definition 


and condition rating with awareness of targets.  


3.2. Level of service 


The municipalities in early stages of asset management mostly failed to include level of service definition in their 


AMPs. These municipalities were more concerned with basic condition assessment. Basic LOS definition was 


common in medium-sized municipalities as well as some larger municipalities, with minimal customer involvement. 


More advanced LOS definition was less commonly used by larger municipalities focusing on defining services 


based on user-defined parameters. 


There is limited evidence that the LOS definition has impacted the decision making and planning process. Most of 


municipalities either mentioned or defined a very basic form of levels of service. Although larger municipalities 


incorporated some level of community consultation, but generally very limited attention was placed on the customer 


satisfaction in defining LOS. The regulations and standards are considered in developing LOS, for instance in some 


cases, Minimum Maintenance Standards for Municipal Highways (Government of Ontario 2012) were used to 


define LOS with an emphasis on the physical aspects.  


3.3. Data management and representation 


Data management systems seemed to improve the ability of municipalities of all sizes to identify gaps and address 


them. While some of the small municipalities did not allocated qualified personnel to data collection and relied on 


casual staff such as summer students for data collection, the larger municipalities assigned dedicated staff to this 


important task. Notwithstanding the vital importance of the quality of data, the confidence level of data is not 


discussed in most of the AMPs and in several cases the AMPs even did not include any reference to data collection 


methods.  


Some of the plans stated that they relied on manual collection with limited use of geographic information systems 


(GIS) or data management software. There was no simulation or modelling of the network or traffic system at all 


and in many cases no clear mention of methods or measures used. Measurements in some cases used rating systems 


from 'good' to 'fair' to 'poor' that were simple yet easier to communicate. However, these measures seem to present a 


challenge in maintaining objective data inventories across time and locations. For roadways some data collection 


was comprehensive enough and compiled across different time periods, especially for larger municipalities. Due to 


the lack of data on conditions of sidewalks, in some cases a mere age-based analysis was conducted. Finally, in the 


case of culverts and bridges, an inspection was completed either manually or through the use of imaging. 


3.4. Deterioration modeling 


Although infrastructure deterioration models are an integral part of asset management, many 


municipalities did not incorporate a deterioration model to predict the future condition of the assets. They mainly 


preferred to depend on deterioration curves instead of more sophisticated and formalized analysis. In a few cases 


where more sophisticated models were used, probability of failure or expected life of each facility/asset were not 


supplemented to condition assessment. Cross-system assessment of deterioration and expected life was also absent 


from many of the plans despite its importance in budget planning. Generally, the level of detail used to describe the 


methodology for this section was not sufficient to break down the results according to methodology-based 


categories. 


3.5. Cost estimation and budgets 


It was already mentioned that almost all AMPs comprised a financial analysis section. Most budgets were based on 


historical costs, while future scenario planning absent in many plans. Those municipalities that employed 


consultants to help them with developing their plan did better in planning to use specific scenarios and identifying 


associated costs. All asset management plans contained an estimate of the required investments (costs) to meet 
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rehabilitations and replacements for assets included in the plans. But in some cases quantitative data about the 


distribution of financial sources such as taxes and user-based fees were missing. Some municipalities sought to 


develop a municipal cost index (MCI) to include inflation and the purchasing power of local government. The use of 


grants was also took into account as a source of funding by some municipalities. 


3.6. Results aggregated by municipal population size 


The asset management plans were analyzed and then scored according to the aforementioned rating system. The 


results of these analysis are collated for all of the selected the municipalities in Table 2. The results are categorized 


based on the population of the municipalities. It is worthy of attention that the overall score is a simple average of 


the components and no weights have been assigned to the grades of each component. 


Municipalities with populations smaller than 10,000 inhabitants were the most represented group. The variation 


within this group resulted in an average rating that was similar to other categories. However, many municipalities 


within this group scored lower for deterioration modelling and level of service. Interestingly, municipalities in the 


next category with populations between 10,000 and 50,000 inhabitants scored lower overall. This was mostly due to 


some inadequate plan components in the areas of deterioration modelling and data collection. Larger municipalities 


scored higher in terms of structure and data collection, with municipalities with the largest populations scoring 


highest especially due to the incorporation of more extensive funding and cost estimation plans. 


Table 2: Rating scores by population size 


 Very small Small Medium Large 


Structure 3.5 3 3.5 4 


Level of Service 3 2.5 3 4 


Data Collection 3 2.5 4 3 


Deterioration Modelling 3 2 3 3 


Cost Estimation 3 3.5 3 4 


Overall 3.1 2.7 3.3 3.6 


 


  


It is important to note that the subjectivity of these scores and rounding presents a limitation to further analysis 


based on the scores. A qualitative analysis was used alongside the rating system to drive more solid conclusions. 


The associated weights of the grades for different components, that were simply ignored in this study, may be 


another area of debate. 


3.7. Results aggregated by municipal status 


The municipal status of the municipalities are according to Ontario Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing 


(2015) classification. It classifies municipalities into a structure where some municipalities have a single tier 


structure while others have an upper and lower tier that differentiates the services provided.  


3.7.1 Upper-Tier 


According to Ontario's 2001 Municipal Act, an upper-tier municipality is one with two or more lower-tier or single 


tier municipalities (Ontario Municipal Act 2001). This status usually represents counties or regional municipalities. 


Only one municipality was analyzed at this level; hence it is not being compared in this type of aggregation. 


3.7.2 Lower-Tier and Single-Tier 


Lower-tier municipalities form part of an upper-tier municipality while single-tier municipalities, which are fewer in 


Ontario, are those that are not part of an upper municipality. Our analysis shows that single-tier municipalities 


generally developed plans with a more enhanced structure and better defined levels of service compared to lower-


tier municipalities. The results of this assessment are summarized in Table 3. Rating scores are on a 5-point scale 


rounded to the nearest 0.5 points. 
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Table 3: Rating scores by municipal status 


 Single-Tier Lower-Tier 


Structure 4 3 


Level of Service 4 3 


Data Collection 2.5 3 


Deterioration Modelling 3.5 3 


Cost Estimation 3.5 3 


Overall 3.5 3 


 


3.8. Interviews and surveys 


A survey was conducted to investigate the five assessment categories in more depth to arrive the factors involved. A 


number of municipalities agreed to engage in the survey. The following observations presented common points 


across most responses: 


 All were aware of the required structure of the plan through guidance provided by the Province. 


 It was indicated that very little support was provided beyond the guide, and very limited feedback was 


provided once the plans were complete. 


 Consultants were usually hired due to the limited staff size or limited capacity to perform the work. 


 Where an independent consultant was not hired, cost reduction was a major factor in addition to a desire to 


develop internal capacity for future planning. 


 Roads and bridges were usually the most covered in terms of data in comparison to other assets. 


 Those that were involved in projects such as PSAB 3150 indicated they found it easier to retrieve data they 


had already collected but many relied on historical records which could be outdated. 


 Most municipal representatives expressed confidence in their data, especially when field observations and 


GIS were involved. 


 Those teams that had a data management system indicated they were more consistent in gathering data 


regularly, and had more confidence in their data. 


4. CONCLUSION 


The diversity of asset management plans in Ontario was highlighted in this study as a reflection of the variations 


between municipalities across the province in terms of size, asset classes, among other contextual parameters. These 


municipalities followed different methods to produce asset management plans. This study also revealed a number of 


other patterns in terms of differences in data collection methods. The availability of data was a major deficiency in 


some cases, and this pattern manifested itself along two dimensions. First outdated data, and second gaps in data for 


certain assets or geographic regions. Some municipalities launched programs to update data since readily available 


data was limited to the time of installation of certain assets. 


 


Adequately trained human resources is the foremost and possibly most challenging issue for the success of asset 


management in Ontario. This is the first clear finding of this study. Several municipalities used the aid of a 


consultant, especially for specifying future scenarios and estimating costs. Those that didn't use the aid of a 


consultant mostly limited their work to collecting inventories and basic modelling using data management and GIS 


software. 


 


Generally, linking classes of assets across local zones or across road networks provided municipalities with a more 


efficient way of managing their assets. This was reflected in their strategic plan support in some cases. Levels of 


service definition did not necessarily improve data collection. However, there may be a correlation to how current 


the data is and the diversity of data points in terms of sources and metrics. 


 


The plans are mainly well structured and contain the essential elements of an asset management plan. Most of the 


plans contain a summary, introduction and a set of visions. Furthermore, the infrastructure assets are categorized and 
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the essential elements are expanded for each category of asset. To this end the provincial directive succeeded: most 


municipalities know the components, and what is needed to develop an asset management plan.  


 


Most of the municipalities presented an extensive inventory (especially for the roads and bridges) consisting of the 


name and type of assets, their value, condition and location. It is clear that much progress has been done in tracking 


municipal assets. Less has been done in adequately describing them. Performance indicators mainly represent the 


physical condition of the assets. None of the municipalities developed an acceptable advanced deterioration model 


for their infrastructure. There was limited or no formalized analysis or assessment of overall deterioration 


(probability of failure or expected life) of each asset. There was no integrated formal modelling of the system 


deterioration reflected in the plans nor is there cross-system assessment of deterioration and expected life. In some 


cases, lack of a robust quantitative safety measure was discernible and the real condition data of the assets was not 


included in asset management plans.  


 


Levels of service are not well defined in a large number of the plans. For those who included a fairly good 


definition, expected or desired levels of service are mainly attained through documents developed in industry or 


provincial or national regulations. Evidently, customer expectations did not play a key role in determining these 


levels.  It is likely that municipalities can take advantage of some guidance in terms of clear specifications for 


models of performance analysis and management of levels of service. Larger municipalities within dense urban 


regions seemed to have more comprehensive data sets linked to levels of service. This can probably be attributed to 


their wider funding base.  


 


Municipalities mainly used manual methods for data collection. While a few municipalities used a standardized data 


model to represent their data, the majority relied on spreadsheets. Several municipalities used Geographic 


Information System (GIS) for recording inventory data. However, some of the municipalities do not mention the 


methods and tools of data management. It is also alarming that most municipalities did not include a sufficient 


evaluation of data quality or confidence levels as part of the plans.  


 


This is clearly an area where the Province should invest very quickly. As part of this strategy, the Province should 


develop interoperable data standards and common information exchange systems to support the effective collection 


of infrastructure data and its interoperability for easier communication. Creating such common standard (as shown 


by many other industries) is one of the best government investments that can be carried out at the moment. It pools 


resources, creates a common language, enables comparative analysis and synthesis of infrastructure systems. These 


elements are needed to assure effective decision making and better communication with stakeholders. 


 


In terms of budgets and funding, all municipalities presented an asset management strategy to plan the schedule and 


cost of maintenance and rehabilitations. Most municipalities attempted to tackle infrastructure deficits by 


incorporating a priority list for the maintenance, rehabilitation and replacement of their assets. Some of the 


municipalities also implemented a suitable quantitative risk assessment technique to determine the priorities, while 


others determined risk through a subjective or qualitative approach. 


 


The financial strategies developed by most municipalities were satisfactory. These financial strategies mainly 


contained an estimate of the costs of maintenance, rehabilitation and replacement of the infrastructures and the 


available revenues and budgets. The plans also provided available sources to finance the infrastructures in some 


cases. Common sources included: infrastructure levy, debts, user fees, reserves, grants and assistances from federal 


or provincial government. 
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ABSTRACT  


Lateral Torsional Buckling (LTB) is a mode of buckling that occurs when a flexural member undergoes both lateral 


deflection and twisting. LTB can be considered as a critical condition for laterally unsupported beams.  Current 


design specifications in North America (AISC 2010 and CSA S16-14) for LTB of wide flange (W-shape) and 


welded wide flange (WWF-shape) beams were derived from study of beams subjected to uniform bending moment 


distributions along beams’ lengths. Past studies on laterally unsupported I-beams indicated that geometric 


imperfection could significantly affect the LTB capacity of the laterally unsupported beams. Thus, research on effect 


of geometric imperfections for rolled and welded shape beams under uniform bending moment distribution is 


required. This paper presents results of detailed sensitivity analysis of initial imperfection on LTB capacity of 


laterally unsupported beams. A nonlinear finite element model is developed using the commercial finite element 


software ABAQUS. In total, 30 laterally unsupported beams (15 W-shape and 15 WWF-shape) with different levels 


of initial imperfections are analyzed. The beams are considered simply supported with uniform moments applied at 


the ends of beams. Initial residual stresses in both WWF-shapes and W-shapes that are reported in the literature are 


included in the FE model. 


 


Keywords:  Lateral torsional buckling, unsupported beam, geometric imperfection, finite element model, residual 


stress. 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Different structural steel design standards (e.g., CAN-CSA S16-14 (2009), AISC-ANSI 360-10 (2010), AS 4100 


(1998), and Eurocode 3 (2005)) follow different strength curves to calculate lateral torsional buckling (LTB) 


capacity of laterally unsupported I beams.  Eurocode 3 provides two different strength curves for rolled and welded 


section while CAN-CSA S16-14 makes no distinction between rolled and welded section. In addition, it does not 


provide any tolerance limit of initial out-of-straightness for LTB. However, several studies were conducted to 


investigate the effect of geometric imperfection i.e. initial out-of-straightness and residual stress on LTB and found 


substantial decrease in strength due to the presence of these geometric imperfections.  Also, a recent reliability 


analysis conducted by MacPhedran and Grondin (2011) suggests that current code (CSA S16-14) might 


overestimate the capacity for welded wide flange beams. Since design specifications in North America (i.e. AISC 


2010 and CSA S16-14) for LTB of both rolled and welded (W-shape and WWF-shape) beams were derived for 


constant moment situation along its’ length, it is necessary to perform a sensitivity analysis for initial geometric 


imperfection on LTB capacity of beams and evaluate the performance of current CSA S16-14 approach in predicting 


the moment capacity of laterally unsupported beams with various unbraced span lengths.  


1.1 Objectives and scope 


The objective of this study is to investigate the LTB capacity of rolled and welded (W-shape and WWF-shape) 


beams with different level of imperfections. A finite element (FE) model is developed using the commercial finite 


element software ABAQUS for the nonlinear inelastic analysis of beams with a wide range of unbraced lengths. The 
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FE model is then used to assess the combined effect of residual stress and initial out-of-straightness on LTB. In this 


study, residual stress are limited to those characteristic pattern (i.e. rolled beams, WWF-universal mill plate and 


WWF-flame cut) as reported in literature, while initial out-of-straightness at the mid-span of both rolled and welded 


beams are restricted to three factors (e.g. L/1000, L/2000 and L/5000). Furthermore, this study is limited to I-beams 


of Class 1 and Class 2 with equal moment at both ends. 


2. LITERATURE REVIEW 


2.1 Residual stress and initial imperfection 


Residual stresses present in structural steel shapes primarily due to uneven cooling after rolling. Several  


experimental measurements on residual stress showed that it can be dependent on few parameters such as 


manufacturing processes, geometry of the section, fabrication process etc.  (McFalls and Tall 1969; Alpsten and Tall 


1970). Also, tensile residual stresses exist in the surrounding area of weld especially in welded built-up members 


due to the cooling of the weld metal. Thus, patterns (i.e. magnitude and distribution) of such kind of residual stresses 


are significantly different from rolled section as found from several measurements (Alpsten and Tall 1970; 


Nethercot 1974; Fukumoto 1981). However, weld type and yield strength of base material do not affect the pattern 


of residual stresses significantly (Alpsten and Tall 1970). Figure 1 presents typical residual stress pattern 


(Chernenko and Kennedy 1991). The magnitude and distribution of these residual stresses can be obtainedfrom  


experiments on residual stresses (McFalls and Tall 1969; Alpsten and Tall 1970; Adams et al. 1981; Lay 1982).  


 


 
                                                    (a)                                  (b)                                (c)     


*σrc and σrt denotes maximum compressive and tensile residual stress     


 


Figure 1: Typical residual stress pattern (a) hot rolled, (b) WWF-universal mill plate, (c) WWF-flame cut, 


(Chernenko and Kennedy 1991)  


 


Research had also been performed from mid-nineteenth century to investigate the behavior of LTB of beams and 


summererized in few text books (Bleich 1952; Timoshenko and Gere 1961; Vlasov 1961; Galambos 1968; Trahair 


1993). At first, Galambos (1963) investigated the effect of residual stress on inelastic buckling behavior of beam. A 


series of experimental test was also been conducted by Dibley (1969) on rolled beams of universal I-section for 


grade 55 steel. Later on, Fukumoto et al. (1971) investigated the strength of the flexure members of high strength 


steel for both welding and annealing condition. In addition, Fukumoto and Kubo (1977) gathered several 


experimental strength data which were performed for both laterally supported and unsupported beams. Fukumoto et 


al. (1980) included initial imperfection i.e. residual stress and initial out of straightness into twenty five laterally 


unsupported beam specimens and carried out an experimental investigation to observe the strength variation of those 


beams. A concentrated point load was applied at the top flange and different levels of initial imperfections were 


considered. Another statistical study was presented for the experiment of laterally unsupported welded beams by 


Fukumoto and Kubo (1981). The measured value of longitudinal residual stress was significantly large compared to 


rolled beams in those experiments. Also, the ultimate moment capacity was much lower for welded section 


compared to rolled section of similar geometry.   
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2.2 CSA S16-14 strength curve 


The Canadian CSA S16-14 strength curve (CSA 2009) for doubly symmetric Class 1 and 2 sections are developed 


using Equations 1-3: 
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where uM  is the elastic moment, pM is the full plastic moment of section, rM is the factored resisting moment, L  


is the unbraced length of beam, E is modulus of elasticity, yI is moment of inertia in weak axis, G is shear modulus 


of elasticity, J is Saint-Venant torsion constant, wC  is warping constant and  is the resistance factor. 


 


Resistance factor,  , has been taken as 0.9 in CSA S16-14 from a statistical analysis conducted by Baker and 


Kennedy (1984), which was based on the test results of Dibley (1969). Dibley (1969) conducted a series of 


experiment on Universal I-shape rolled beams of 55 grade steel to invegtigate the maximum moment capacity of 


beams for LTB. Uniform moment along the center portion of each beam was achieved by conducting four point 


loading test. Residual stress was also measured on both surfaces of flanges and web of the beam.  


3. FINITE ELEMENT MODELING 


3.1 Elements and Mesh Configuration 


Nonlinear FE model is developed using the commercial finite element software package ABAQUS (ABAQUS 


2010). Both geometric and material nonlinearities are considered in modelling. Since shell element is the most 


suitable element for complex buckling behavior and has the capability of providing accurate solutions in case of a 


structure whose thickness is much smaller than the other dimensions (Smalberger 2014), a 4-node doubly curved 


shell element with reduced integration S4R (ABAQUS 2010) has been chosen from ABAQUS element library to 


model the web and flanges of I sections (i.e. W and WWF).  


 


Eight elements are created across the width of the flange and thirty-two elements are created along the height of the 


web as shown in Figure 2. The element shape is chosen to be quadratic. Bilinear steel material is considered with 


isotropic hardening and elastic perfectly plastic strain stress property. A typical value of modulus of elasticity of 200 


GPa, probable  yield stress of 385 MPa and Poisson’s ratio of 0.3 is used in this study. 


 


 
Figure 2: Mesh configuration of FEM 
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3.2 Boundary Conditions and Load Application 


To simulate the idealized simply support boundary conditions given by Trahair (1993), into FE model following 


criterion are considered: 


 


1. Simply supported in plane: centroids of both ends were restrained against in-plane y-axis deflection  0U2  but 


unrestrained against in-plane rotation  0UR,0UR 21  , also one end is restrained against z-axis 


displacement  0U3  .  


 


 


 


 


 


                                                                                            


 


 


 


Figure 3:  (a) Boundary condition; (b) Load application 


 


2. Simply supported out-of-plane: all web nodes including the centroid of both ends were restrained against out-


of-plane x-axis deflection  0U1   and only centroids of the both ends were restrained against z-axis 


rotation  0UR 3  , but unrestrained against minor axis rotation and warping displacement (Trahair 1993).  


 


In addition, all nodes of two end cross sections are constrained to attain the theoretical simply supported boundary 


conditions successfully as depicted earlier using the following equation proposed by (Xiao 2014).  
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Equation 4 provides longitudinal displacement, w  of any characteristic nodal point of end cross-section in terms of 


longitudinal displacement of four corner points (Xiao 2014). Using this equation, corresponding longitudinal 


displacement of four corner points for all nodal points (except the center node of web of both end) of end cross-


section of both ends are calculated and applied in ABAQUS using the equation constraint feature (ABAQUS 2010) 


as shown in Figure 3(a).  


 


Two pairs of concentrated force are applied in both top and bottom flanges of each end. The direction of those pair 


of forces is opposite to each other as shown in Figure 3(b). Hence, the magnitude of those concentrated force is 


calculated to apply a uniform moment of kNm 1 . Similar method for applying uniform moment was followed earlier 


by several researchers in different analytical model (Xiao 2014; Hassan 2013; Mohebkhah and Chegeni 2012; 


Sharifi 2015).  


(a) (b) 
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3.3 Analysis Type 


Two types of analysis i.e. elastic buckling analysis and non-linear analysis are performed to estimate the ultimate 


load carrying capacity of beams. Firstly, an eigenvalue analysis is performed for elastic buckling analysis in which 


eigenvalues of corresponding eigenmodes are determined using the linear perturbation buckling analysis. In this 


study, four eigenvalues for each run are extracted.  


 


Finally, RIKS method (ABAQUS 2010) is selected for non-linear post buckling analysis since it is suitable for 


predicting the instability as well as for understanding the non-liner behavior of geometric collapse (ABAQUS 2010). 


RIKS method is based on Arc-length method and a form of Newton-Raphson iteration method, in which an 


additional unknown, named load proportionality factor is introduced to provide solutions concurrently for load and 


displacement.   


3.4 Geometric Imperfection & Residual Stress 


According to Trahair (1993), the lowest eigenvalue refers the load which initiates the buckling of a structure and 


associated eigenvector refers the related buckling shape or buckling mode of that structure. Therefore, buckling 


mode obtained from the lowest positive eigenvalue from eigenvalue buckling analysis is chosen to apply initial 


geometric imperfection. Since, buckling mode shapes are normalized to provide the maximum displacement value 


as 1.0 at mid span, the selected buckling mode shape must be scaled with a suitable factor to take account the effect 


of imperfection on LTB. In this study, three different scale factors (i.e. L/1000, L/2000 and L/5000) are selected as 


initial out-of-straightness at mid span.   


 


In this study, typical distribution and magnitude of residual stress, as shown in Fig. 1, are chosen for both W 


sections and WWF sections as reported in several literatures. The maximum compressive residual stress, σrc, and 


tensile residual stress, σrt, is considered as 0.3Fy for W-beams (type-I). On the other hand, two types of residual 


stress pattern and magnitude i.e. universal mill plate and oxygen flame cut are considered for WWF-beams. Both 


distribution and magnitude of universal mill plates are quite similar to those W-beams. But, it is somewhat different 


for flame cut beams. Hence,  maximum compressive and tensile residual stress are taken as 0.3Fy and 0.5Fy 


respectively for universal mill plate (type-II). In case of oxygen flame cut beams, maximum compressive and tensile 


residual stress are taken equal to 0.4Fy and 1.0Fy for flanges while it is taken equal to 0.3Fy and 1.0Fy for web 


(type-III). Furthermore, a considerable amount of residual stress of 0.8Fy is considered at the flange tips. The typical 


residual stress pattern and their magnitudes taken in this study are based on the experimental measurement as 


reported by McFalls and Tall (1969). In FE model, the residual stresses are applied directly along the normal 


direction of the plane of both web and flange using  predefined field feature of ABAQUS  as an initial stress and 


difference between assumed residual stress and applied residual stress is shown in Figure 4. A static step is also 


created prior to RIKS analysis for the equilibrium of residual stress. No load is applied during this step.  
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Figure 4: Application of residual stress in (a) flange; (b) web of beam 
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3.6 Validation of Finite Element Model  


The preliminary validation of the FE model is done for the test result of rolled I-section which had been conducted 


by Dibley (1969). In total 30 tests were performed on five universal beam sections with different unbraced length.  


The beams were tested with loads applied symmetrically at two points to provide a constant moment region and 


were supported at the reactions and load points to prevent lateral displacement. Since the basic equation for critical 


buckling strength of an unsupported span, L was derived for idealized end support conditions and a uniform bending 


moment loading condition the span of beam should be replaced by an effective length so that the same equation can 


be used for any loading or support condition. The effective length was determined by the effective length factor, k. 


Detailed measurements of the deflected shape of test beams were also done to verify the calculated effective length 


factors. Reported effective length factor was ranging from 0.55 to 0.7.  However, in the FE model, idealized simply 


supported beam with uniform end moment was assumed. As a result, in the FE model, the length of each beam 


section was considered to be equal to the effective length as reported in test. Thus, in total five FE models of 12x4 


UB 19 section were modelled using the modelling technique as discussed in previous sections with a uniform 


moment of 1 kN-m applied at both ends. Material properties were taken as reported in the test i.e. Fy = 516 MPa, E= 


206000 MPa, and Poisson’s ratio = 0.3. Both elastic and inelastic lateral buckling response were captured from non-


linear FE analysis and the results were compared with the experiment results as shown in Table 1. It is observed that 


the FE model is able to predict the LTB capacity of beam satisfactorily. The maximum difference between test and 


the predicted lateral torsional buckling capacity was about 5%. 


Table 1: Comparison of FEM result with test result 


Section 
d 


(mm) 


b 


(mm) 


t 


(mm) 


w 


(mm) 


L 


(m) 


Effective 


Length 


Factor, k 


Effective 


Length, l 


Moment 


(exp) 


kN.m 


Moment 


(FEM) 


kN.m 


% 


Difference 


1
2


x
4


 U
B


 


1
9
 


308.9 101.9 8.9 6.1 


3.77 0.7 2.64 105.9 102.6 3.12 


3.29 0.7 2.30 126.3 119.87 5.09 


2.09* 0.7 1.46 190 192.19 -1.15 


1.05* 0.7 0.74 226.1 231.08 -2.20 


1.47* 0.7 1.03 204.6 207.32 -1.33 


* Inelastic lateral torsional buckling 


4. DESIGN OF PARAMETRIC STUDY 


The validated FE model is then used to perform the sensitivity analysis of initial imperfection on LTB capacity of I-


beams under uniform end moment condition. Both W shape and WWF shape beams are selected with a wide range 


of dimensionless slenderness ratio so that the beams lie both in intermediate and slender region.  Depth, flange 


width, thickness of flange and web of those selected beams vary between 1800mm-229mm, 210mm-550mm, 50mm-


12mm and 8mm-45.5mm respectively. Three different unbraced lengths are chosen for each of the beam ranging 


from 5.5m to 20m with three levels of initial geometric imperfections. In addition, type-I residual stress is selected 


for W-shape beams while  WWF-shape beams are analyzed for both type of (i.e. type-II and type-III) residual stress 


pattern. Thus, in total 135 FE models are developed for W shape beam and 270 FE models are developed for WWF-


shape beam.   


5. DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 


Finite element results from various run need to be non-dimensionalized to compare them with CSA S16-14 strength 


curve. Therefore, ultimate moment capacity, ultimateM , is  non-dimensionalized by dividing with the plastic moment, 


pM , of the corresponding section. Also, a modified slenderness ratio, ,MM up is defined where uM  is the 


elastic moment capacity of beam from Equation 1. Figures 5(a), 6(a), and 7(a) show CSA S16-14 strength curve 


along with the analytical result points plotted on the same axes of ratio sslendernes modified   vsMM pultimate
, where 


ultimateM  refers to ultimate moment capacities from both FE analysis and CSA S16-14 equations. It is observed from 


Figs. 5(a), 6(a), and 7(a) that when imperfections are less, the predicted values are close to the current CSA S16-14 
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strength curve. Another important finding from these graphs is that the discrepancies between FE results and CSA 


S16-14 equation are more in inelastic portion. It is also evident from the FE analysis that presence of residual stress 


affects the resisting capacity of beam. In case of flame cut type residual stress, the FE results are very close to code 


values. In addition, Figures 5(b), 6(b) and 7(b) demonstrate the typical end moment vs end rotation behavior of W 


shape and WWF shape beams. The ordinate corresponds to applied moment at both ends during FE analysis.  Thus, 


moment vs rotation curve has been achieved for three levels of initial imperfections as shown in these figures. In all 


cases, it can be observed that rotation increases gradually up to the point where instability occurs and then dips 


sharply due to considerable reduction in stiffness. From these curves, it is also very clear that, resisting capacity of 


beam is dependent on imperfection and the less the amount of imperfection the value of ultimate moment capacity is 


more. 
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Figure 5: (a) Comparison of FE results with CSA S16-14 and (b) M-Ɵ relation of W 1000x371 (8m)  
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Figure 6: (a) Comparison of FE results with CSA S16-14 and (b) M-Ɵ relation of WWF 1100x458 (8m) for UM 


residual stress 
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Figure 7: (a) Comparison of FE results with CSA S16-14 and (b) M-Ɵ relation of WWF 1100x458 (8m) for FC 


residual stress 


6. CONCLUSION 


Lateral torsional buckling is considered as a limit state when designed laterally unsupported beams. The primary 


objective of this study was to develop a FE model for investigating the moment resisting capacity of laterally 


unsupported beam (W-shape and WWF-shape) due to lateral torsional buckling. In addition, effects of two forms of 


geometric imperfections, i.e. initial out-of-straightness and residual stress, on LTB capacities of I beams were 


studied. Three levels of initial out-of-straightness were considered both for W-shape and WWF-shape beams. Also, 


typical residual stress pattern of hot rolled section was selected for W-shape beams and two types of residual stress 


pattern (universal mill plate and flame cut) were selected for WWF-shape beams. Typical values and distributions of 


all these residual stresses were obtained from literature. It was evident from FE analysis that moment resisting 


capacity of both types of beams against LTB is highly dependent on magnitude of initial geometric imperfection. 


From FE analysis, it can be said that amount of initial out-of-straightness shows an inverse relationship with 


strength. Beams with an initial out-of-straightness of L/5000 showed more close relation with current CSA approach 


than other levels in all cases. Also, W-shape beams showed good relation compared to WWF-shape beams which 


refers that CSA S16-14 approach is somewhat more un-conservative for welded shapes. However, results from 


WWF beams with flame cut residual stress were very close to current strength curve. This is because in flame cut 


pattern, there is a high magnitude of tensile stress at flange tips and web to flange joints which could compensate the 


compressive residual stress. Nevertheless, the strengths of both types of beams were less than the predicted values 


from code in all cases. The difference between FE and code results were large for beams in the intermediate range 


and becomes small as it goes to slender range. In addition, it showed more discrepancies in case of deep beam than 


shallow beam. 


 


It should be noted that due to the limited number of beams and simplified residual stress pattern assumed for this 


study, these results are not yet decisive. Since, residual stress pattern and magnitude vary depending on the 


geometry of section, manufacturing and fabrication processes, further analytical and experimental investigations are 


needed to be carried out with different residual stress pattern and magnitude to get a clear view of the performance 


of current code equations for uniform moment as well as for different loading configuration which are currently in 


progress. 
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ABSTRACT  


Fiber reinforcement has emerged as an alternative to steel bars in precast concrete segments due to advantages such 


as saving cost and reducing production time while developing a more robust product with improved handling and 


long-term durability. ACI recently drafted a new report as the first design guideline on FRC tunnel segments to 


provide specific guidance for this emerging technology. This document offers general information on the history of 


FRC precast segments from tunneling projects throughout the world; a procedure for structural analysis and design 


based on governing load cases, and a description of the material parameters, tests and analyses required to complete 


the design. This paper summarizes the design considerations in this ACI guideline prepared by the authors of this 


paper as the main contributors. Application of this guideline to design of a mid-size tunnel results in elimination of 


steel bars and reduction of crack width under service loads. 


 


Keywords: Crack Width; Design; Fiber; Guideline; Lining; Segment 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Precast concrete segments are installed to support the tunnel excavation behind the Tunnel Boring Machine (TBM) 


in soft ground and weak rock applications. The TBM advances by thrusting off the completed rings of precast 


concrete segments that provide both the initial and final ground support as part of a one-pass lining system. These 


segments are typically designed to resist the permanent loads from the ground and groundwater as well as the 


temporary loads from production, transportation and construction. Tunnel segments are generally reinforced to resist 


the tensile stresses at both the Serviceability (SLS) and the Ultimate Limit States (ULS). With traditional rebar, a 


significant amount of labor is needed to assemble the cages and place the rebar, which results in higher production 


costs. 


 


Fiber Reinforced Concrete (FRC) can be used to enhance the production, handling, and placement of precast 


concrete segments with the added benefit of minimizing human errors and increasing worker safety. Fiber reinforced 


concrete considerably improves the post-cracking behavior and it has better crack control characteristics than 


conventional reinforced concrete. This is because of the uniform dispersion of fibers throughout the segment to 


include the concrete cover, which is very advantageous for resisting the bursting and spalling stresses. These stresses 


develop as a result of the high loads induced on the segments during the TBM jacking process. The presence of fiber 


in the concrete matrix increases the fatigue and impact resistance of the segments that help mitigate against 


unintentional impact loads during segment handling and tunnel construction operations. 


 


The improved behavior of the concrete due to addition of fibers generally results in smaller crack widths (Bakhshi 


and Nasri 2015) and less problems with durability over the life of the structure. An increase in the crack width 


contributes to the ingress of the environment agents into the concrete that can lead to the excessive water infiltration 


and occurrence of corrosion of steel reinforcement (ACI 544.5R 2010). Two main deterioration mechanisms for 


corrosion include carbonation and ingress of chloride ions. Durability test results indicate that carbonation corrosion 


is limited to the surface regions of the steel fiber reinforced concrete (SFRC) and will neither lead to structural 
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damage (cracking and/or spalling), nor protrude to deeper regions of the SFRC. (ACI 544.5R 2010). The corrosion 


arising from cracks and chloride diffusivity may cause a decrease of the load carrying capacity and energy 


absorption performance of the SFRC element; however, this is usually offset by rust formation that increases the 


fiber-paste friction, thus enhancing the fiber pullout response, which can increase the flexural capacity of SFRC 


elements (Granju and Balouch, 2005). Regarding performance of FRC under fire, similar to reinforcing bars in RC, 


steel fibres have been found to have little or no influence on the prevention of explosive spalling and monofilament 


polypropylene micro-fibres is commonly used as the passive fire protection for concrete tunnel linings. 


 


Since 1982, FRC has been used in numerous tunnel projects around the world, e.g. water/waste water, gas pipeline, 


power cable, subway, railway, and road tunnels, with internal diameters ranging between 7.2 ft (2.2 m) and 37.4 ft 


(11.4 m), as the preferred material for the construction of tunnel segmental lining. Minimum and maximum 


thickness of the FRC precast segments have been 6” (0.15 m) and 16” (0.40 m), respectively. In most of the projects, 


small to mid-size tunnels have been reinforced with only steel fibers at a dosage ranging between 25 to 60 kg/m3. 


The design has been performed using constitutive laws recommended by international codes and standards such as 


DBV (2001), RILEM TC 162-TDF (2003), CNR DT 204/2006 (2007), EHE (2008) and fib Model Code (2010). 


FRC technology has developed in recent years with the introduction of high performance FRC allowing the use of 


fibers as the sole reinforcement system for more challenging conditions on larger diameter tunnel projects. Tunnel 


rings of more than 23 ft (7 m) diameter have been successfully constructed with FRC segments to include Grosvenor 


Coal Mine, Channel Tunnel Rail Link Tunnel and Blue Plains Tunnel with internal diameters of 23 ft (7 m), 23.5 ft 


(7.15 m) and 23 ft (7 m), respectively. When the slenderness of a segment, defined as the ratio between the 


developed segment lengths and its thickness, is higher than 10, it is generally necessary to adopt a hybrid 


reinforcement of fibers and conventional steel bars. However, some researchers have proposed to increase the 


slenderness limit up to 12 – 13. Full-scale tests are needed to validate the usage of fibers with such slenderness 


conditions. 


 


Regardless of the advantages of FRC segments, its use has been limited due to lack of recommendations and 


guidelines. Within ACI Committee 544, a working group drafted a new report (ACI 544.7R. 2016) that aims to 


publish the first design guideline on FRC segments. This ACI document provides a design procedure for FRC tunnel 


segments to withstand all the appropriate temporary and permanent load cases occurring during the construction and 


design life of tunnels, using specified post-crack residual tensile strength, p (ACI 544.8R, 2016). The design 


approach of the ACI report is applied to a case of mid-size tunnel to illustrate the applicability of the proposed 


design procedures. 


2. DESING OF SEGMENTS FOR ULS 


The design engineer should use Load and Resistance Factor Design (LRFD) method to design precast concrete 


tunnel segments for ultimate limit state (ULS) and serviceability limit state (SLS). ULS which is a state associated 


with the collapse or structural failure of tunnel linings is discussed in this section. The current practice in the tunnel 


industry is to design these elements for the following load cases, which occur during segment production, 


transportation, installation, and service conditions: 


 


Production and Transient Stages  


Load Case 1: segment stripping 


Load Case 2: segment storage 


Load Case 3: segment transportation 


Load Case 4: segment handling 


 


Construction Stages 


Load Case 5: tunnel boring machine (TBM) thrust jack forces 


Load Case 6: tail skin back grouting pressure 


Load Case 7: localized back grouting (secondary grouting) pressure 


 


Final Service Stages 


Load Case 8: earth pressure, groundwater, and surcharge loads 


Load Case 9: longitudinal joint bursting load 
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Load Case 10: loads induced due to additional distortion 


Load Case 11: other loads (for example, earthquake, fire and explosion) 


 


In the strength design procedure or ULS, the required strength (U) is expressed in terms of factored loads shown in 


Table 1. The resulting axial forces, bending moments, and shear forces are used to design concrete strength and 


reinforcement. Strength reduction factors following ACI 318 (2014) are applied for flexure, compression, shear and 


bearing action of reinforced concrete segments. The design procedure starts with selecting an appropriate geometry 


including selecting thickness, width and length of segments with respect to the size and loadings of the tunnel, 


followed by specifying compressive strength of concrete and design of reinforcement. Considering strength 


reduction factors, the design strength of segments is compared with required strength for factored load cases, or 


otherwise improved. 


Table 1: Required strength (U) expressed in terms of factored loads for governing load cases 


Load Case Required Strength (U) 


Load case 1: stripping U = 1.4w 


Load case 2: storage U = 1.4(w + F) 


Load case 3: transportation U = 1.4(w + F) 


Load case 4: handling U = 1.4w 


Load case 5: thrust jack forces U = 1.2J 


Load case 6: tail skin grouting U = 1.25(w + G) 


Load case 7: secondary grouting U = 1.25(w + G) 


Load case 8: earth pressure and  groundwater load U = 1.25(w + WAp) + 1.35(EH + EV) +1.5 ES 


Load case 9: longitudinal joint bursting U = 1.25(w +  WAp) + 1.35(EH + EV) +1.5 ES 


Load case 10: additional distortion U = 1.4Mdistortion 


Note: w = self-weight; F = self-weight of segments positioned above; J = TBM jacking force; G = grout pressure; 


WAp = groundwater pressure; EV = vertical ground pressure; EH = horizontal ground pressure; ES = surcharge 


load; and Mdistortion = Additional distortion effect 


 


2.1 Production and Transient Stages  


Load case of segment stripping represents the effect of lifting systems on stripping precast concrete segments from 


the forms in the segment manufacturing plant. Figure 1a shows the stripping phase which is modeled by two 


cantilever beams loaded under their own self-weights (w). The design is performed with regard to the specified 


strength when segments are stripped (i.e. 3-4 hr after casting). As shown in Figure 1b, the self-weight (w) is the only 


force acting on the segment, and therefore, the applied load factor in ULS is 1.4 per ACI 318 (2014). 


 


Segment stripping is followed by segment storage phase in the stack yard where segments are stacked to gain 


specified strength before transportation to the construction site. As shown in Figure 2a, all segments comprising a 


full ring are piled up within one stack. Designers provide the distance between the stack supports considering an 


eccentricity of e = 0.1m between the locations of the stacks support for the bottom segment and the supports of 


above segments. A simply supported beam loaded as in Figures 2b and 2c represent this load case. As shown in the 


figure, dead weight of segments positioned above (F) is acting on designed segment in addition to its self-weight 


(w). Therefore, corresponding load combination is 1.4 w + 1.4 F per ACI 318 (2014).  


 


During the segment transportation phase, precast segments which are stored in the stack yard are transported to 


construction site and TBM trailing gear. Segments may encounter dynamic shock loads during this phase and 


usually half of the segments of each ring are transported in one car. Wood blocks provide supports for the segments. 


An eccentricity of 0.1 m is recommended for design. Similar to segment storage phase, simply supported beams 


represent the load case of transportation with dead weight of segments positioned above (F) and self-weight (w) as 


the acting loads on designed segment. In addition to load combination of 1.4 w + 1.4 F per ACI 318 (2014), a 


dynamic shock factor of 2.0 is applied to the forces for the transportation phase. 
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Segment handling from stack yard to trucks or rail cars are carried out by specially designed lifting devices or 


vacuum lifters. Inside the TBM, segment handling is usually carried out using vacuum lifters while other methods 


may be used occasionally. This load case is simulated similar to segment stripping shown in Figure 1. Self-weight 


(w) is the only force acting on segments and therefore, a dead load factor of 1.4 in ULS per ACI 318 (2014) and a 


dynamic shock factor of 2.0 are recommended for design. Maximum bending moment and shear forces developed 


during above-mentioned stages are used for design checks.  


   
(a)                   (b) 


Figure 1: a) Stripping segments from the forms in manufacturing plant, b) Forces acting on segments. 


 


 
(a)                 (b)             (c) 


Figure 2: Segments stacking for storage and schematics of forces acting on bottom segment. 


 


2.2 Construction Stages  


First load case during construction stage is TBM thrust jack forces. After assembly of a ring, TBM moves forward, 


as shown in Figure 3a, by pushing its jacks on bearing pads placed on the circumferential joints of the newest 


assembled ring. This action results in development of high compression stresses under the pads, as well as bursting 


tensile stresses deep in the segment and spalling tensile forces between the pads. Maximum thrust force for each 


jack pair (J) is obtained by dividing maximum total thrust of TBM, if known, over the number of jack pairs. In 


another approach, jack thrust forces on each pad (J) are estimated as the sum of forces required for boring into the 


rock or acting pressure on cutting face due to earth or slurry pressure, plus friction resistance between the shield 


surface and the ground, divided over the number of jack pads. Since TBM thrust jack forces (J) are the only forces 


acting on segment joints, no load combination is defined. It is recommended to apply a load factor of 1.2 on jack 


forces applied on each pad. Different design methods include simplified equations of ACI 318 (2014), and DAUB 


(2013) presented by Equations (1) and (2), Iyengar (1962) diagram, and finite element (FE) simulations. 
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Where Tburst and dburst are bursting force and centroidal distance of bursting force from face of section as shown in 


Figure 3b, Ppu is the jacking force applied on each jack pad, hanc is the length of contact zone between jack shoes and 


the segment face, h is the depth of cross section, and eanc is the eccentricity of jack pads with respect to the centroid 


of cross section. If no specific value has been provided for eanc, then the eccentricity of the jacking forces is 


generally considered to be 30 mm (1.2 in). 
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High compressive stress is developed under the jacking pads due to TBM thrust jacking forces. This compressive 


stress, jc, , considering al as transverse length of contact zone between jack shoes and segment face, can be 


estimated using Equation (3). 


[3]    
ancl


pu


jc
ha


P
,  


Because only part of the circumferential segment face is actually in contact with the pads, the allowable compressive 


stresses (f’c) can be factored to account for the strength of a partially pressurized surface. ACI 318 (2014) specifies 


the formula used for designing the bearing strength of concrete with a partially loaded segment face. DAUB (2013) 


recommends a similar formula that is specifically used for designing tunnel segment faces. 
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Where f’
co is compressive strength of partially loaded surface and at is transverse length of stress distribution zone at 


the centerline of segment under thrust jacks.  


    
(a)                     (b) 


Figure 3: a) TBM jacks pushing on circumferential joints [4], b) Bursting tensile forces and corresponding 


parameters in ACI 318 (2014). 


 


In another approach, using Iyengar (1962) diagram shown in Figure 4a, tensile stresses are obtained considering  


and b as the dimensions of the loaded surfaces, a as the dimension of stresses spreading surface inside the segment, 


and cm (F/ab) as a fraction of the fully spread compressive stress. Figure 4b, on the hand, shows typical results of a 


three-dimensional FE simulation of effect of jack thrust forces on circumferential joints of a large-diameter tunnel. 


As shown in Figure 4b, in addition to the bursting stresses under the jacking pads, spalling stresses develop in the 


areas between the jacking pads due to the concentration of the jacking forces. Reinforcement is provided to control 


these bursting and spalling stresses. 


 


The load case of tail void grouting presents backfill grouting or filling the annular space with semi-liquid grouts 


which is required in order to control and restrict settlement at the surface and to securely lock the lining ring in 


position. Grout pressure has to be limited to a minimum value which is slightly higher than the water pressure, and a 


maximum value which is less than the overburden pressure. For the case of tail void grouting, vertical gradient of 


grout pressure is calculated by taking the equilibrium between the upward components of total grout pressure, lining 


deadweight and tangential component of grout shear strength (Groeneweg 2007). This load case is modeled by 


applying radial pressures increasing linearly from the crown to the invert of tunnel. Self-weight (w) and grouting 


pressure (G) are the acting loads on the lining at this phase, and a therefore, a load combination of 1.25 DC + 1.25 G 


needs to be applied in ULS following AASHTO (2010) recommendation. In the case of localized backfilling, radial 


injection through holes provided in the segments is performed where annular gaps exist between the lining extrados 


and excavation profile after tail grouting. ITA WG2 (2000) approach is used for simulation of localized triangularly 


distributed backfilling pressure. As shown in Figure 5a, the lining is modeled as a 2D solid ring with a reduced 


flexural rigidity due to segment joints, and the interaction between the lining and surrounding ground or primary 


hardened grout is modeled by radial springs. Using a structural analysis package, bending moments and axial forces 


due to the grouting load cases are determined and checked against segment strength. 
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          (a)                    (b)       


Figure 4: a) Iyengar (1962) diagram for determining bursting tensile stresses (Groeneweg 2007), b) typical bursting 


and spalling tensile stresses developed in segments due to TBM thrust jack forces (Bakhshi and Nasri 2013). 


 


2.3 Final Service Stages   


The loading in the final service stage is represented by the long-term interaction of the lining with the ground and 


groundwater pressure, as well as other factors specific to an individual tunnel, e.g. additional distortion, earthquake, 


fire, explosion, and breakouts. Longitudinal joint bursting load due to force transfer in a reduced cross section 


because of gasket and stress relief grooves (Bakhshi and Nasri 2013) is another critical load case in the final service 


stage. Due to similarity to the effect of thrust jack forces, it is not discussed further as similar analysis and design 


methods are applicable to this load case. 


 


Precast concrete segments as final lining system withstand different loadings in the service stage including ground 


(vertical and horizontal) loads, groundwater pressure, dead weight, surcharge and ground reaction loads. As 


presented in Table 1, load factors and load combinations from AASHTO (2010) are used to compute the forces. 


Effect of ground, groundwater and surcharge loads as the major final service stage load case is analyzed using 


elastic equations, beam-spring models, Finite Element Methods (FEM) and Discrete Element Methods (DEM) 


(Bakhshi and Nasri 2014a; 2014b). Other acceptable methods of analysis include Muir Wood (1975) continuum 


model with discussion from Curtis (1976), Duddeck and Erdmann (1982) and an empirical method based on tunnel 


distortion ratios (Sinha 1989). 


 


Figure 5: a) Modeling localized grouting pressure applied over 1/10th of lining perimeter, b) Double ring Beam-


Spring model with radial soil springs, together with longitudinal and ring springs representing segment joints, c) 


Scheme of the ring joint (ACI 544.7R 2016). 
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Segmental tunnel linings are designed to take an additional diametrical distortion in addition to the deflections 


caused by the effects of previously discussed ground, groundwater, and surcharge loads. This additional distortion 


may occur during segment assembly under the self-weight of the segments due to construction-related events such 


as joint misalignment, yielding of joint connectors, or excessive grouting pressure. Furthermore, this distortion can 


result from ground movement caused by the construction of an adjacent tunnel. This additional distortion is the 


difference between the movement of the tunnel at the left and right springline or the crown and invert of the tunnel. 


Some local authorities such as LACMTA (2013) and LTA (2010) require the design to accommodate this additional 


distortion. The former specifies a minimum additional diametrical distortion of 0.5 percent of diameter due to 


imperfect lining erection and the latter specifies an additional distortion of +/-5/8 in. (15 mm) on the diameter to 


allow for future development in the vicinity of the tunnel. The following formula introduced by Morgan (1961) is 


commonly used to calculate the additional distortional bending moment. 


[5]    
2


3
2


0r


EI
M d


aldistortion



  


where E is the concrete Young’s modulus, I is the segment’s moment of inertia, d is the diametrical distortion and 


ro is the radius of excavated tunnel. Using other approaches, the maximum distortion can be calculated based on the 


theory of elasticity or finite element methods (FEM) provided that reasonable values of volume loss are used. 


 


Other special loads should also be considered based on ground condition, the tunnel function, and any special 


circumstances that may result in failure of the liner to include earthquake, fire, explosion, breakouts at cross 


passageways, portals, and shafts, as well as excessive longitudinal bending moments. Load factors and load 


combinations from AASHTO for “extreme events” are used with this load case. AASHTO recommends a load 


factor of 1 for all loads including dead weight, earth pressure, groundwater pressure, surcharge and earthquake 


loads. Seismic design of tunnels to resist the Maximum Design Earthquake (MDE) and Operating Design 


Earthquake (ODE) is often performed using a ground deformation approach that includes ovaling, axial, and 


curvature deformations. For the ovaling analysis, LACMTA (2013) design criteria recommend that two approaches 


based on closed form solutions and numerical modeling. Appendix 3B7.1.1 contains the design criteria for 


determining the maximum axial forces and bending moments due to seismic ovaling deformation. Pseudo-dynamic 


time-history and dynamic time-history analyses are other alternatives. Furthermore, free-field deformation analysis 


provided by the AASHTO (2010) Manual section 13.5.2.1 is often used for the longitudinal seismic response (axial 


and curvature deformations) of tunnels located within uniform geologic deposits. This approach is based on the 


calculation of combined axial and bending strains from the pressure waves (P-Waves), shear waves (S-Waves) and 


Rayleigh waves (R-Waves). When tunnels run through highly variable geological condition, a numerical modeling 


approach is preferred. 


 


Another special load case includes tunnel fires, which can be simulated using a temperature gradient between the 


intrados and extrados of the tunnel lining. Explosions, on the other hand, are simulated by increasing the radial 


pressure on the tunnel lining at the service condition, by a representative value such as one atmosphere or 14.5 psi or 


1 bar (Caan et al. 1998). This additional radial pressure generates larger axial forces without increasing the bending 


moments. 


3. DESING EXAMPLE 


An example for design of a mid-size TBM tunnel lining with precast FRC segments is presented. It is assumed that 


internal diameter of the segmental ring is Di = 5.5 m (18 ft), and the ring composed of 5 large segments and one key 


segment (one-third of the size of large segments). Width, thickness and curved length at centerline of the large 


segments are 1.5 m (5 ft), 0.3 m (12 in) and 3.4 m (11.2 ft), respectively. A stress-strain diagram according to ACI 


544.8R (2016) is adopted. Key design parameters for aforementioned load cases are the specified residual tensile or 


flexural strength (p or f’D
150) and specified compressive strength (f’c). A scale factor of 0.34 is considered to 


convert f’D
150 to p. Designed demolding and 28-day f’D


150 strengths are 2.5 MPa (360 psi) and 4 MPa (580 psi), 


respectively. Specified compressive strengths are 15 MPa (2,175 psi) for demolding and 45 MPa (6,525 psi) for 28-


day FRC segments. As shown in Figure 6, capacity of FRC segments are calculated based on equilibrium conditions 


assuming a post-crack plastic behavior in the tension zone. First crack flexural strength (f1) is assumed as 4 MPa 


(580 psi). Design checks for the production and transitional loads are shown in Table 2. The tunnel is excavated in 


jointed rock. Two-dimensional DEM model shown in Figure 7a is used for calculation of tunnel lining forces in 
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three different geological reaches defined along the alignment. Design checks for the load case of the ground and 


groundwater pressure is shown in Figure 7b. A TBM with maximum total thrust of 5,620 kips (25,000 kN) applied 


on 16 jack pairs is assumed for this project. Maximum thrust forces on each pair is therefore 351 kips (1.562 MN). 


The length and width of the contact area between the jack pads and segments, considering a maximum eccentricity 


of e = 1 in (0.025 m), are al = 34 in (0.87 m) and hanc = 8 in (0.2 m), respectively. 


 


 
 


Figure 6: Strain and stress distributions through the section as part of it undergoes tension. 


Table 2: Segment design checks for production and transitional stages 


Phase 


Specified Residual 


Strength, 


MPa (psi) 


Maximum Developed 


Bending Moment,  


kNm/m (kipf-ft/ft) 


Resisting Bending 


Moment, 


kNm/m (kipf-ft/ft) 


Stripping 2.5 (360) 5.04 (1.13) 26.25 (5.91) 


Storage 2.5 (360) 18.01 (4.05) 26.25 (5.91) 


Transportation 4.0 (580) 20.80 (4.68) 42.00 (9.44) 


Handling 4.0 (580) 10.08 (2.26) 42.00 (9.44) 


 


Dimensions of fully spread stresses are at = 11.1 ft /3 = 3.7 ft (1.13) m and h = 12 in (0.3) m in tangential and radial 


directions, respectively. Conforming to simplified equations of ACI 318 (2014), bursting force (Tburst) and its 


centroidal distance from the face of section (dburst) in radial and tangential directions are: 
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Maximum bursting stresses developed in radial and transverse directions with a ULS load factor of 1.2 are  
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These stresses are less than 28-day specified residual tensile strength of FRC segment as p= 0.34 f’D
150 = 0.34(580) 


= 197 psi (1.36 MPa), and the design is valid for load case of TBM thrust jack forces. 
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Figure 7: a) DEM model, b) design checks for the load case of ground and groundwater pressure. 


4. CONCLUSIONS 


Regardless of the advantages of FRC, its use in tunnel segments has been limited due to lack of recommendations 


and guidelines. This paper briefly explains the design concepts of a new ACI report (ACI 544.7R. 2016) that aims to 


publish the first design guideline on FRC segments. Presented design procedures include design for production and 


transient, construction and final service stages. Application of the design approach to a case of mid-size tunnel in 


jointed rock indicates that the use of fibers can lead to elimination of steel bars, which in turn results in significant 


construction cost saving in tunneling industry. 
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ABSTRACT 


The estimation of extreme load effects caused by vehicles is of critical importance in the evaluation and design of 


bridge structures. Two methods for estimating extreme load effects over the service life of bridges are commonly cited 


in literature: (1) the use of a fitted probability distribution based on statistical data to extrapolate the extreme load 


effects on a probability plot, or (2) the application of Monte Carlo simulation to generate representative truck data 


over a bridge’s lifespan such that maximum load effect values can then be determined directly. In this paper, results 


obtained using the two aforementioned methods are presented including their advantages and disadvantages in the 


context of the analysis of rural bridges in Saskatchewan. For this purpose, estimated load effects are based on truck 


data recorded over a period of one year at several weigh-in-motion (WIM) stations located on Saskatchewan highways. 


The conducted analyses are based on a typical bridge type common to rural Saskatchewan. It was found that the Monte 


Carlo simulation approach resulted in more reliable extreme load effect estimations, along with providing other 


information that is of value in the development of new truck loading models. 


 


Keywords: extreme load effects; WIM data; Monte Caro simulation; rural bridges. 


1. INTRODUCTION  


The basic equation defining the ultimate limit state in the load and resistance factor (LRFD) design method is: 


 


[1] 𝑅𝑛 ≥  
𝑄


𝑄𝑛 , as illustrated in 0: 


 


Where:  Rn, Qn= nominal resistance and nominal (or design) load effect, respectively. 𝑅𝑛 = 𝑅𝑅
;  𝑄𝑛 = 𝑄𝑄


. 


     R, Q= mean value of resistance and load effect, respectively 


     , Q, R, Q= resistance factor, load factor, bias factor of resistance and of load effect, respectively 


 
Figure 1: Relationship between mean, nominal and factored values of load effect and resistance 
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In defining design truck loads in bridge codes, the mean value of the load effect (Q) is not based on one specific truck 


type experienced routinely by the bridges in question; in fact, load effects caused by typical truck types would be 


much lower than those due to the nominal loads used for design purposes. This is illustrated in Figure 2, where peak 


bending moments in a typical 6 m bridge caused by actual truck traffic observed at a WIM station located near St. 


Dennis, Saskatchewan, are compared with those generated by the design (CL625) truck as defined by the Canadian 


Highway Bridge Design Code (CHBDC) (CSA 2014). From the histogram plotted on the left of Figure 2, it is evident 


that the ratio between observed and design peak truck load effects over the observation period was consistently well 


below unity; when this same data is plotted on the inverse cumulative distribution function (CDF) plot shown on the 


right of Figure 2, the mean value of the observed-to-design peak load effect is seen to be approximately equal to 0.4. 


For the purposes of structural design, however, only the largest load effect values are generally of interest in 


establishing design requirements. In the CHBDC and American Association of State Highway and Transportation 


Officials (AASHTO) LRFD Bridge (AASHTO 2012) codes, for example, the mean nominal load effect Q was 


extrapolated from observed truck data to correspond to a design return period of 75 years. Therefore, the load effect 


(red) curve in 0 does not represent the distribution of daily traffic load effects but, rather, the projected maximum load 


effects over a specified (for example, annual) period. 


 


  


Figure 2: Histogram (a) and probability plot on normal probability paper (b) of truck load effect. 


 


The estimation of lifetime load effects in bridge structures under truck loads has been considered by many researchers. 


Depending on factors such as the method of collecting truck data, the total number of trucks in a data set, the location 


of the collected data, etc. the methods applied to estimate the extreme truck load effects have varied.  


 


As an example of one common method, Nowak and his colleagues (Nowak 1994, Nowak and Hong 1991, Nowak, 


1993, Nowak and Collin 2000) applied a fitted distribution model based on statistical distributions of load effects for 


traffic data observed over relatively short periods. In this approach, extrapolation on normal probability plots (based 


on an inverse cumulative distribution function of the standard normal variable, -1) is used to determine the mean 


extreme value of the maximum load effects (bending moments and shear) for different time periods, such as 50 years 


or 75 years, from the short-period survey data. 0 shows a typical example of the extrapolation method used by Nowak 


and his co-workers incorporating statistical data from truck surveys of nearly 10,000 heavy trucks on Ontario highways 


carried out by the Ontario Ministry of Transportation in the 1970s (Nowak and Hong 1991). For the extrapolation 


procedure, it was assumed that live load effects could be described by a normal probability distribution function and 


that the target return period was equal to the nominal bridge lifetime (75 years). The mean maximum value of load 


effect was extrapolated corresponding to the bridge lifetime. 


 


The other common approach involves the use of Monte Carlo simulation to determine extreme load effects over the 


lifetime of a bridge. For example, this method was employed in several studies by O’Brien, Enright and their 
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colleagues (Enright and Caprani 2011, O’Brien, Enright and Getachew 2010, Enright and O’Brien 2012). As shown 


in 0, the Monte Carlo simulation method was used to generate truck data for four locations in Europe which were then 


used directly to determine extreme load effects for a return period of 1000 years. 


 


Figure 3: Extrapolation for extreme maximum 


moment in girder bridge (Nowak, 1994) 


 


Figure 4: Extrapolation for extreme maximum moment in 


girder bridge (Enright and O’Brien, 2012) 


 


The extrapolations of Nowak et al. were based on the following equations: 


 


[2] 𝐹𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑥) =  [𝐹(𝑥)]𝑛 


 


[3] 𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑥) = 𝑛𝑓(𝑥)[𝐹(𝑥)]𝑛−1 
 


in which:    


F(x), f(x) - CDF and PDF functions of load effect from the parent distribution of observed truck data, respectively 


 Fmax(x), fmax(x) - CDF and PDF functions, respectively, of the extreme load effect in a statistical order size, n, in 


period, T (years) 


 


Examples of PDF and CDF distributions for various return periods are shown in 0, based on an assumed normally 


distributed parent population using average daily traffic (ADT) values typical of rural Saskatchewan. 


Slovenia - SI 
Poland - PL 


Slovakia - SK 
Czech Republic - CZ 
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Figure 5: Plots of extreme load effects corresponding to different time-periods: (a) PDF, and (b) CDF 


 


From a theoretical point of view, the assessment of the best (or better) method for determining extreme values in 


statistics is not well defined. As a result, to aid in the selection of an appropriate method for use with WIM truck 


data in Saskatchewan, a series of numerical experiments were carried out to compare extreme predictions using the 


two approaches described above. The present study focused on a prevalent heavy truck configuration allowed to 


travel on Saskatchewan roads, namely a 5-axle configuration 7 vehicle (a tractor with a single steering axle and a 


tandem drive combined a semi-trailer with a tandem). 


2. WEIGH-IN-MOTION DATA IN SASKATCHEWAN 


The WIM technique has been developed to a point where and it can provide accurate results for a traffic survey. WIM 


systems include sensors embedded in a roadway that measure and record axle weights and configurations, vehicle 


speeds, etc. In recent years, the WIM technique has been implemented for collecting traffic data in Saskatchewan, 


with 12 WIM stations located throughout the province to obtain detailed data of traffic on major highways (see Table 


1 below for specific locations). In this study, WIM data collected over a period of one year will be used as the main 


source of information on traffic characteristics with the assumption that this data is accurate and reliable, and that it 


can be used to obtain the representative data of large truck traffic on rural roads. 


Table 1. Names and locations of WIM stations in Saskatchewan 


No Names Locations Notes 


1 Grand Coulee Highway 1  


2 Fleming Highway 1  


3 Alsask  Highway 7  


4 Roche Percee  Highway 39  


5 Maple Creek West  Highway 1  


6 Lang  Highway 39  


7 Farley  Highway 14  


8 Maidstone  Highway 16  


9 Maymont  Highway 16  


10 Bethune  Highway 11  


11 Bredenbury  Highway 16  


12 St. Denis  Highway 5  


 


Sample PDF and CDF plots of peak midspan bending moments based on a representative 6.1 m simple-span bridge 


are shown in 0, considering data from truck configuration 7-5 axle truck events observed during 2013 at the WIM 
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station near Maidstone, SK. For this case, a lognormal probability distribution is seen to provide the best fit as 


compared to peak calculated load effects.  On the other hand, similar plots shown in 0 representing load effects based 


on a WIM data from a station near Maple Creek, SK, suggest that a normal probability distribution provides a better 


fit for that location.   


 


Since the best-fit distributions did tend to vary based on the WIM station location, it was not possible at this stage to 


identify a single distribution that adequately describes the load effects for all the locations considered. Because of the 


observed differences in probability distributions, truck data from each WIM station was processed independently in 


the current study. It can be stated, though, that the data at the majority of weigh stations did not result in normally 


distributed peak load effect distributions, as assumed by Nowak and his co-workers. This finding is significant since 


the estimation of extreme values for a given parameter is influenced strongly by the form of the underlying probability 


distribution. 


 


Figure 6: Probability plot of ratio of maximum moment 


of truck data/CL-625 at midspan of bridge.  


(6.1m bridge span; Truck configuration 7-5axles, based 


on WIM data from Maid Stone, 2013, SK) 


 


Figure 7: Probability plot of ratio of maximum moment 


of truck data/CL-625 at midspan of bridge. 


 (6.1m bridge span; Truck configuration 7-5axles, 


based on WIM data from Maple Creek, 2013, SK) 


3. EXPERIMENTS TO DETERMINE MAXIMUM LIFETIME LOAD EFFECTS 


Based on the statistical characteristics inferred from the WIM data, a series of numerical experiments were performed 


to compare various approaches for estimating extreme values of peak load effects in bridges over various time periods.  


In this exercise, peak midspan bending moments in a 6.1 m simple span bridge were normalized by the corresponding 


response caused by the CL625 design truck as defined in the CHBDC to obtain a normalized response ratio.  Extreme 


values of this normalized response ratio were then generated using the methodologies described below. 


 Experiment 1 


In the first experiment, it was assumed that the normalized response ratio could be represented as a continuous variable 


with a normal probability distribution defined by a mean value of  = 0.4 and a standard deviation of  = 0.1 (close 


to observed values from the WIM data at several locations in Saskatchewan).  Using this assumed normal distribution, 


a set of data was randomly generated to represent the total number large truck events over a 1,000 year period at a 


bridge site experiencing approximately 6,000 truck events annually (i.e. a total number of N=6,000,000 random truck 


loading events were generated); this data set was then assumed to represent the total population of lifetime truck 


events. From this population, a random sample was drawn of a size equal to the expected number of truck events in 


one year (i.e., n=6,000) which were treated as sample of measured data. The six different methods described below 


were then used to produce estimates of the extreme load effect over time periods of 1 year, 50 years and 75 years. 


 


- Exact Method: From the exact function of the continuous normal variable, extreme value theory was applied to 
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construct the PDF and CDF functions of extreme values for the different periods. The mean value and coefficient of 


variation (COV) of the extreme values were determined from these functions using numerical methods. 


- Fitted Method: From a distribution function fitted to the set of sample data from one year, extreme value theory 


was used to construct the PDF and CDF functions of extreme values for different periods. As in the exact method, the 


mean and COV of each function were calculated by numerical methods. 


- Extrapolated Exact Method: From the exact function of the continuous normal variable, a straight line was plotted 


on normal probability paper to determine the extreme values at intersection points corresponding to the periods. 


- Extrapolated Fitted: Using the distribution fitted to the randomly selected annual sample (n=6,000 events), a 


straight line was plotted on normal probability paper and used to determine the extreme values at intersection points 


corresponding to the periods of interest. 


- Sample Method: Multiple randomly selected samples of size, n, corresponding to different periods (where n=6,000 


x number of years in the sampling period) were taken from the total population of truck events. The maximum 


normalized response ratio (maxima) was extracted from each sample and used to determine the mean value and COV 


of the peak response ratio across all the samples. 


- Monte Carlo Simulation: Using a probability distribution fitted to data from a random selected annual sample 


(n=6,000 events), the Monte Carlo Simulation method was applied to generate new samples of a sizes corresponding 


to the periods of interest. The maximum normalized response ratio (maxima) was extracted from each sample and 


used to determine the mean value and COV of the peak response ratio across all the samples. 


 


Sample results from experiment 1 are illustrated in 0  and 9. 0 shows the results from the Extrapolated Fitted method; 


the graph on the right-hand side of this figure shows an expanded view of the data at the upper end of the plot. The 


fitted normal distribution (green line) based on the annual sample is plotted on normal probability paper and 


extrapolated to horizontal lines representing different periods (1 year, 50 years, 75 years or 1000 years) to find 


corresponding mean extreme values. 0, on the other hand, shows plots of PDF functions of both the annual sample 


(red line) and the 75-year extreme values (blue line). Graphs are provided for data based on the exact continuous 


function on the left of 0 and the Monte Carlo Simulation method on the right; here, a generalized extreme value (GEV) 


distribution has been fit to the Monte Carlo simulated data. It is evident that distributions based on the Monte Carlo 


Simulation data closely resemble those derived using the exact probability functions.  


  


Figure 8: Extrapolated fitted method of extreme value from a basic sample data 
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Figure 9: PDF of sample and 75-year extreme of continuous function and Monte Carlo simulation 


 


Detailed results from Experiment 1 listing mean extreme values of the normalized response ratio and their associated 


coefficients of variations (COV) for the six methods are showed in 0 and 3; since the two extrapolation methods are 


graphically based, estimates for the COV could not be determined for those methods. Numbers shown in parenthesis 


represent the difference between the result for a given method and the corresponding value from the Exact method.  It 


is apparent that, if the distribution for the load effect variable is known exactly, all of the methods considered produce 


very similar results, with mean extreme value estimates differing from the exact value by less than 1.5% in most cases, 


and 3% overall. Even under these conditions, however, the Monte Carlo Simulation method is seen to provide extreme 


value estimates that are closer to exact values than the Extrapolated Fitted method, which is significant since those are 


the two methods that can be applied to real traffic data for which the exact distribution and total population of possible 


events are unknown. 


 


 


Table 2: Comparison of mean extreme values of the normalized response ratio () for Experiment 1 


No Extreme value Exact  Fitted Extrap  


Exact 


Extrap 


Fitted     


Sample MC Simul 


1 1 year 
0.7724 


 


0.7626 


(1.27%) 


0.7588 


(1.76%) 


0.7494 


(2.98%) 


0.7702 


(0.28%) 


0.7628 


(1.24%) 


2 50 years 0.8618 
0.8496 


(1.42%) 


0.8504 


(1.32%) 


0.8385 


(2.70%) 


0.8540 


(0.91%) 


0.8498 


(1.39%) 


3 75 years 0.8702 
0.8578 


(1.42%) 


0.8589 


(1.30%) 


0.8468 


(2.69%) 


0.8617 


(0.98%) 


0.8586 


(1.33%) 


 


 


Table 3: Comparison of coefficients of variation (COV) of extreme normalized response for Experiment 1  


No COV value Exact  Fitted Extrap  


Exact 


Extrap 


Fitted     


Sample MC Simul 


1 1 year 0.04052 
0.03993 


(1.46%) 
- - 


0.03992 


(1.48%) 


0.04117 


(1.60%) 


2 50 years 0.03013 
0.02973 


(1.33%) 
- - 


0.03031 


(0.60%) 


0.02998 


(0.05%) 


3 75 years 0.02937 
0.02899 


(1.29%) 
- - 


0.02947 


(0.34%) 


0.02992 


(0.58%) 
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 Experiment 2 


In reality, the true form of the probability distribution describing a specific load effect, along with the parameters 


needed to fully define any given distribution, are unknown. Therefore, the accuracy of the extreme value estimate will 


depend on the selection of the type of distribution fitted to the observed data, and to the parameters used to define that 


distribution. In some cases, in fact, a best fit model cannot be found that provides consistently close agreement to 


observed data, introducing the possibility of greater errors in the estimation of the extreme value of that load effect. 


In Experiment 2, therefore, it was assumed that the probability distribution of the load effect was unknown, but that 


the distributions of selected variables required to define the truck load (i.e., axle spacing and weights) were known or 


assumed.  


 


A population of 5-axle truck events experienced by the bridge over a 1,000 year period (with N=6,000,000) was 


generated based on the assumed parameter distributions shown in 0, which were selected based on typical trends in 


observed WIM data. From this population, a sample representing observed data for a one year period (with n=6,000) 


was randomly selected. Methods similar to those described in Experiment 1 were subsequently applied to obtain 


estimates of extreme values of normalized response ratios over the different periods of interest. In the Fitted and 


Extrapolated Fitted methods, the one year sample was used to calculate normalized response ratios (as defined for 


Experiment 1) for each truck event within sample. In the Monte Carlo Simulation, the one year sample was used to 


generate other truck event samples. In the Sample method, samples with sizes corresponding to the different periods 


were selected randomly from the population; since the exact distribution of the load effects was unknown in this case, 


the Exact and Extrapolated Exact methods could not be used. 


 


 


Table 4: Probability distribution parameters describing 5-axle truck loading events for Experiment 2 


No Names of variables Parameters: , , MP* Model of distribution 


1 Axle distance: L12 
1=5.2 (m); 1=0.35 (m); MP1=70% 


2=3.8 (m); 2=0.25 (m); MP2=30% 
Bi-modal normal 


2 Axle distance: L23 


1=1.31 (m); 1=0.018 (m); MP1=60% 


2=1.38 (m); 2=0.022 (m); MP2=33% 


3=1.52 (m); 3=0.048 (m); MP3=7.0% 


Tri-modal normal 


3 Axle distance: L34 


1=10.8 (m); 1=0.32 (m); MP1=40% 


2=7.60 (m); 2=1.52 (m); MP2=28% 


3=10.2 (m); 3=0.69 (m); MP3=32% 


Tri-modal normal 


4 Axle distance: L45 


1=1.83 (m); 1=0.016 (m); MP1=2% 


2=1.24 (m); 2=0.012 (m); MP2=80% 


3=1.48 (m); 3=0.10 (m); MP3=18% 


Tri-modal normal 


5 Axle weight: W1 =4.7 (T); =0.93 (T) Normal 


6 Axle weight: W2 log=1.58 (T); log=0.28 (T) Lognormal 


7 Axle weight: W3 log=1.56 (T); log=0.29 (T) Lognormal 


8 Axle weight: W4 log=1.38 (T); log=0.38 (T) Lognormal 


9 Axle weight: W5 log=1.37 (T); log=0.37 (T) Lognormal 


*MP = mixing proportion 


 


Comparisons of the mean extreme values and COV's of the normalized response ratios determined from the various 


methods in Experiment 2 are provided in the 0 and 6. Since the exact method was unavailable in this experiment, the 


sample method was used as the benchmark against which other methods were compared since the truck loading event 


data used in this approach were selected directly from the population with no further simulation or extrapolation 


required. It is apparent that, when using known distributions to describe truck loading parameters rather than assuming 


the distribution of load effects directly, the Monte Carlo method still provides estimates of mean extreme values that 


were within approximately 1% of the benchmark values for all periods of interest, along with COVs within 5% of 


benchmark values. In contrast, the Fitted method produced mean extreme value estimates that differed from 


benchmark values by up to 6% and, significantly, COV values that differed from benchmark values by up to 27%.  


 


 


Table 5: Comparison of mean extreme values of the normalized response ratio () for Experiment 2 
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No Extreme values Exact  Fitted Extrap  


Exact 


Extrap 


Fitted     


Sample MC Simul 


1 1 year - 
0.9337 


(3.08%) 
- 


0.9093 


(0.30%) 


0.9058 


 


0.9089 


(0.34%) 


2 50 years - 
1.0921 


(5.93%) 
- 


1.0725 


(4.03%) 


1.0308 


 


1.0345 


 (0.36%) 


3 75 years - 
1.1067 


(5.98%) 
- 


1.0874 


(4.14%) 


1.0442 


 


1.0437 


(0.05%) 


 


 


Table 6: Comparison of coefficient of variation (COV) of extreme normalized response ratio for Experiment 2 


No COV Exact  Fitted Extrap 


Exact 


Extrap 


Fitted     


Sample MC Simul 


1 1 year - 
0.05847 


(18.24%) 
- - 


0.04945 


 


0.04795 


(3.03%) 


2 50 years - 
0.04119 


(20.26%) 
- - 


0.03401 


 


0.03341 


(1.76%) 


3 75 years - 
0.03978 


(27.30%) 
- - 


0.03125 


 


0.03280 


(4.96%) 


 


 Experiment 3 


It is further recognized that the probability distributions of parameters defining the truck loading model are often 


unclear. From the available WIM data at different stations in Saskatchewan, it was found that that, in most cases, the 


distribution model for axle-distances could reasonably be fitted to normal, bi-modal normal, or tri-modal normal 


distributions, while axle-weight distribution models were similar to lognormal or normal or generalized extreme value 


or gamma distributions. However, it can be surmised that the upper tail of the axle-weight probability distribution and 


the lower tail of axle-distance distribution, in particular, will exert a significant influence on extreme value estimates 


of the load effects in short bridge structures. 


 


To compare the sensitivity of extreme value estimates to the selection of distribution models for the parameters 


defining the truck load, Monte Carlo simulations similar to those performed in Experiment 2 were repeated using truck 


loading parameter distributions described in 0. In the first Monte Carlo simulation, the distributions for all nine truck 


loading parameters were selected to be of a different form than what was considered to be the optimal fit to observed 


data (i.e., those used in Experiment 2). In the second Monte Carlo simulation, only the axle-weight parameters were 


assumed to have distributions that differed from optimal. In all cases, non-optimal distributions were selected such 


that they would produce conservative results. In the following discussion, the data used for the Sample and Fitted 


method remain unchanged from Experiment 2. 


 


 


Table 7: Probability distribution parameters describing 5-axle loading events for Experiment 3 


No Names of variables Exact models 


of distribution 


Fitted models in MC 


Simul 1 


Fitted models in MC 


Simul 2 


1 Axle distance: L12 Bi-modal normal Normal Bi-modal normal 


2 Axle distance: L23 Tri-modal normal Bi-modal normal Tri-modal normal 


3 Axle distance: L34 Tri-modal normal Bi-modal normal Tri-modal normal 


4 Axle distance: L45 Tri-modal normal Bi-modal normal Tri-modal normal 


5 Axle weight: W1 Normal Gamma Gamma 


6 Axle weight: W2 Lognormal GEV GEV 


7 Axle weight: W3 Lognormal GEV GEV 


8 Axle weight: W4 Lognormal GEV GEV 


9 Axle weight: W5 Lognormal GEV GEV 
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Comparing the results for Experiment 3 provided in 0 and 9 with those from Experiment 2, it can be concluded that 


the best fit forms of the truck loading parameter probability distributions had a negligible effect on the mean extreme 


value estimates, as well as a small effect on the associated COV values. This result suggests that extreme value 


predictions obtained using the Monte Carlo Simulation method are relatively insensitive to uncertainties in the form 


of the truck loading parameter distributions. 


 


 


Table 8: Comparison of mean extreme values () 


No Extreme values Fitted Extrap Fitted     Sample MC Simul 1 MC Simul 2 


1 1 year 
0.9337 


(3.08%) 


0.9093 


(0.30%) 


0.9058 


 


0.9164 


(1.17%) 


0.9129 


(0.78%) 


2 50 years 
1.0921 


(5.93%) 


1.0725 


(4.03%) 


1.0308 


 


1.0405 


(0.94%) 


1.0365 


(0.55%) 


3 75 years 
1.1067 


(5.98%) 


1.0874 


(4.14%) 


1.0442 


 


1.0483 


(0.39%) 


1.0498 


(0.54%) 


 


 


Table 9: Comparison of coefficient of variation (COV) 


No COV Fitted Extrap Fitted     Sample MC Simul 1 MC Simul 2 


1 1 year 
0.05847 


(18.24%) 
- 


0.04945 


 


0.04977 


(0.65%) 


0.05266 


(6.49%) 


2 50 years 
0.04119 


(20.26%) 
- 


0.03401 


 


0.03390 


(0.32%) 


0.03326 


(2.21%) 


3 75 years 
0.03978 


(27.30%) 
- 


0.03125 


 


0.03022 


(3.29%) 


0.03248 


(3.94%) 


4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 


Numerical simulations were carried out to compare extreme value estimates for critical load effects over the lifetime 


of short-span bridges based on WIM truck loading data obtained from 12 locations on the Saskatchewan highway 


system. Of particular interest was the comparison between the accuracy and reliability of extreme value estimates 


derived using two approaches commonly cited in the literature, namely graphical extrapolation methods using 


probability distributions fitted to short-term data and methods based on Monte Carlo simulation. 


 


If the precise form of the underlying probability distribution for the critical load effect (peak midspan bending 


moments, in this case) was known or assumed, all methods considered generated similar estimates of the mean extreme 


value, as well as comparable levels of variability in that estimate. If, on the other hand, the load effect distribution was 


assumed to be unknown, but, instead, the probability distributions of the parameters defining the governing truck load 


model were known or assumed, the Monte Carlo method was found to provide a slightly more accurate result, as well 


as featuring substantially less variability in the extreme value estimates.  Since this second scenario is the more realistic 


approximation of the situation in practice, the Monte Carlo method appears to be the preferred approach based on the 


results of this study. 


 


In addition, it was found that the accuracy and reliability of extreme value predictions based on the Monte Carlo 


simulation method were relatively insensitive to the precise form of the assumed truck loading model parameter 


distributions, as long as those distributions provided a reasonable fit to the observed data. This apparent robust nature 


of the Monte Carlo simulation results is thought to be very beneficial, given the variability in the traffic data observed 


at the different WIM stations considered. 
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ABSTRACT  


Concrete curing is of paramount importance in order for concrete to meet performance requirements. 


Conventionally, curing has been conducted by means of water sparkling, wet burlap or a curing compound. For 


performance and environmental reasons, internal curing has been gaining increased attention.  However, more data 


is needed for the effectiveness of this curing technique when used in various concrete mixtures. 


 


This investigation addresses potential utilization of internal curing in high performance concrete (HPC). Internal 


curing was introduced by means of three aggregates: perlite, pumice and recycled aggregates; all of which were 


incorporated into HPC mixtures.  Conventional mixtures were prepared and were thoroughly cured either by water 


or by a curing compound or left non-cured. Fresh concrete and Hardened concrete properties were assessed 


including slump, unit weight, compressive and flexural strength, and durability tests such as shrinkage assessment, 


rapid chloride permeability test (RCPT) and abrasion resistance. Experimental work is backed up with a simplified 


feasibility analysis with case study, incorporating initial and future costs to better judge potential of this technique. 


 


The outcome of this study uncovers that the addition of pre-wetted lightweight aggregates can prompt an 


enhancement in concrete workability and durability accompanied by a reduced shrinkage. Compressive and flexural 


strengths decreased with the increased replacement dosages, however several dosages were tested to reach a figure 


of optimum replacement.  Results of this study reveal the potential of this technology in saving fresh water as well 


as the costs saved in maintenance and rehabilitation works 


 


Keywords: Internal, Curing, High Performance, Concrete, Perlite, Recycled 


1. INTRODUCTION 


After placing and finishing of concrete, maintaining adequate moisture and temperature is of paramount importance; 


this happens through a process referred to as Curing. Concrete curing aids the chemical reaction between cement 


and water called hydration (Kovler et. al, 2007). The American concrete Institute (ACI) defines curing as the 


process by which hydraulic-cement concrete matures and develops hardened properties as a result of continued 


hydration of the cement in the presence of adequate water and heat (ACI 308R). Hence, an incomplete hydration 


process will affect both the strength and durability of produced concrete. Curing has a strong influence on hardened 


concrete; adequate curing will aid achieving desired durability, strength, water tightness, abrasion resistance, volume 


stability, and resistance to freezing and thawing and deicers (ACI 308R). Water loss, during or after concrete 


finishing (i.e. evaporation), may delay or prevent sufficient hydration. Proper curing should retain water or 


compensate water loss in the concrete to allow for a full hydration process. This will allow for strength development 


of concrete. Figure 1 shows the effect of different curing periods on strength gain; it improves quickly at early ages, 


and then continues slowly for an indefinite period. 


 


There is an additional aspect of curing, which is sometimes overlooked. Curing is carried out not only to promote 


hydration, but also to minimize shrinkage (Kovler et. al, 2007). Water loss will cause the concrete to shrink 
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introducing tensile stresses that may cause surface cracking. In High performance concrete (HPC); concrete with 


high cement content and low w/c ratio, a major concern is self-desiccation, which is internal drying of concrete due 


to the consumption of water by hydration (Neville 1996; Parrot 1986; Patel et al. 1988, Spears 1983). Self 


desiccation results in hindered strength development, reduced durability and potential for autogenous shrinkage and 


cracking (Schlitter, 2010).  If no sufficient water is provided, the paste can self-desiccate preventing concrete from 


achieving targeted properties.  Appropriate mitigation methods to reduce shrinkage in combination with careful 


curing practices should be used to minimize and control shrinkage (Huo and Wong 2000).  


 
Figure 1: Effect of curing time on strength gain of concrete (Gonnerman & Shuman 1928) 


 


There are various techniques for curing; external & Internal Curing. Most of the traditional methods are based on 


external curing. Generally, external curing can be grouped as follows (Aitcin 1998): 


 


 Water Adding Curing – by supplying additional moisture to prevent/compensate water loss. This is 


achieved by water ponding, water spraying/sparkling, or by water coverings such as wet burlap.  


 Sealed curing – by preventing the loss of moisture. This is achieved by Waterproof paper, plastic sheeting, 


and membrane forming compounds (also known as curing compounds)  


 


Internal curing is another concept of curing concrete, which is basically incorporation of a component that serves as 


curing agent to the concrete mix. As defined by ACI as the process by which the hydration of cement continues 


because of the availability of internal water that is not part of the mixing water (ACI 213-03R). Internal curing can 


be classified as follows: 


 


 Internal Water Curing – embedded component is a water reservoir that gradually releases water into the 


system. The most popular methods are pre-wetted light weight aggregates and super absorbent polymers 


(SAP). 


 Internal Sealing – component is meant to delay or prevent water loss from the system by adding special 


types of chemicals to mixing water (Kovler et. al, 2007) 


 


Internal curing proved to be promising in producing concrete with increased resistance to early-age cracking and 


enhanced durability (Bentz et. al, 2010). This is due to the enhanced curing reach inside the concrete section as 


illustrated in Figure 2, conventional external curing provides curing mainly to outer concrete surface whereas in 


internal curing, water is simultaneously distributed inside of concrete and hence provide more uniform and extended 


curing of concrete (Abou-Zeid, 2015) 
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Figure 2: Illustration of the difference between external & internal curing (Wiess, 2012) 


 


2. RESEARCH MOTIVATION 


The main objectives of this study are to examine the potential use of pre-wetted/saturated lightweight and recycled 


concrete aggregates as reservoirs to provide internal curing for high performance concrete (HPC) 


 


This study is of crucial importance particularly in countries of economical rise up. The need for infrastructure will 


increase the need for high productivity and high performing structures without compromising durability or 


feasibility. In addition to many countries scarcity of water resources, makes it very important to use resources 


wisely.  Two main aspects have the major contribution behind this research: (1) The need for durable structures for 


strategic projects, and (2) Feasibility and Environmental aspects that should be carefully studied and adapted.  


3. EXPERIMENTAL WORK 


3.1 Materials  


Ordinary Portland cement (ASTM C 150 Type I) was used. The cement was produced by Lafarge cement Egypt in 


Ain Sokhna plant. The cement had a specific gravity of 3.15 and a Blaine fineness of 313 m2/kg. The Bogue 


compounds of the cement were as follows: C3S = 61.07%, C2S = 14.99%, C3A = 2.06% and C4AF = 15.03%. 


Siliceous sand was used in all concrete mixtures. Fine aggregates were obtained from natural Wadi Sand, Bani 


Youssef. The sand had a fineness modulus of 2.547, a saturated surface dry specific gravity of 2.64 and a percent 


absorption of 0.52%. The conventional coarse aggregates used was a crushed dolomite aggregate. Coarse aggregates 


were obtained from OCI Crusher, Attakah. The dolomite had a maximum nominal size of 20 mm, a saturated 


surface dry specific gravity of 2.57 and a percent absorption of 1.98%. Concrete chunks resulting from the 


demolition of concrete which had an original strength 25-30 MPa was used. Recycled concrete aggregates were 


obtained from crushed concrete from demolishing works of science building in AUC’s old campus, Tahrir square. 


The crushed material had a maximum size of 38 mm, a saturated surface dry specific gravity of 2.36 and absorption 


of 5.3%. Perlite was obtained from The Egyptian Company for Manufacturing Perlite plant, located in industrial 


district of Burj Al Arab city, Alexandria. Perlite had a specific gravity of only 0.32, and absorption of 32% Pumice 


was obtained from Laval minning and quarrying company, Greece. Its pumice quarry is located in Yali, Nissiros, a 


natural pumice deposit located in northern Greece. Pumice had a specific gravity of 1.1, and absorption of 18%. The 


admixture used was a common ASTM C494 Type G admixture, its commercial name is BASF MasterRheobuild 


2270. The product is a modified lignosulfonate based with an approximate solid content of 39% and a specific 


gravity of 1.21. Curing compound used was BASF MasterKure 181, with specific gravity of 0.82. 


 


The fourteem concrete mixtures had w/c of 0.35, a Type “G” admixture, and cement content of 450 kg/m3. First set 


is conventional concrete mixes; which was cured in three different ways: Full curing by submerging specimens in 


curing tanks, the use of a curing compound and with no curing. Second set constitutes 3 mixes of prewetted recycled 


concrete aggregates with dosages of 10%, 15% and 25%. Recycled aggregates replaced size 1 and size 2 aggregates 


because of similar size to obtain similar gradation. Perlite specimens come with 5 different dosages of prewetted 


pelite aggregates, 3%,7%,10%,15% and 25%. Perlite aggregates replaced crushed sand because of similar size to 
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obtain similar gradation. The remaining 3 mixes contain prewetted pumice aggregates with concentrations of 10%, 


15% and 25%. Pumice lightweight aggregates replaced size 1 and size 2 aggregates because of similar size to obtain 


similar gradation. 


3.2 Specimens 


Concrete specimens for each one of the 14 mixes. Each mix had the following specimens: 


 


 Standard cubes complying with BS 1881 (150 x 150 x 150 mm) for testing 7,28 and 56 days 


 Standard ASTM C 78 flexural strength beams (150 x 150 x 75 mm) for testing 28 and 56 days. 


 Standard ASTM C 39 for preparing concrete cylinders (150 x 300 mm), for Rapid Chloride Permeability 


Test (RCPT) in 28 and 56 days. 


 Standard tiles (200 x 200 x 25mm) for testing Abrasion resistance throughout age of specimen.  


 Standard ASTM C157/C157M prisms of 100-mm square cross-section and approximately 285 mm long for 


testing shrinkage. 


4. RESULTS & DISCUSSION 


4.1 Slump Test 


The results of slump test illustrated in figure 3. As can be seen in figure 3, the slump ranges from 130 to 250 mm. 


The highest values were obtained from the samples with lightweight aggregates replacements, especially perlite. 


Slump values are highest for perlite mixtures, followed by pumice then recycled aggregates. The lowest slump 


values were those of the concrete made with conventional aggregates. Slump values increased with higher 


replacements of saturated aggregates. The higher slump values of the pre wetted aggregate mixtures can be 


attributed to the desorption property of those types of aggregates, or their ability to lose their internal water. This 


water was released from the aggregates during mixing causing an increase in the flow ability of the concrete 


mixture.  


 


Desorption shows to be lower for recycled aggregates and pumice compared to the perlite mixtures, thus yielding 


slightly lower slump values. Results also reveal that conventional concrete had the lowest slump of 130 mm. This is 


due to the absence of additional water in the aggregate, since the conventional aggregates were SSD state. Slump 


test results reveal an important advantage of using pre-wetted aggregates, which is enhanced workability that shall 


ease concrete handling and finishing. 


 


 


 
Figure 3: Slump test Results 
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4.2 Air Content 


Results of Air content test are illustrated in figure 4. As can be seen in figure 4, the air content percentage ranges 


between 2 to 3.3%. The highest values were obtained for mixtures with pre-wetted lightweight and recycled 


aggregates, pumice, recycled and perlite mixtures, respectively. Generally, Air content increased with the elevated 


replacements. The lowest air content results were those of the conventional mixtures. 


 


The increase in air content for mixtures with aggregates replacements can be attributed to the porosity of those types 


of aggregates. Lightweight and recycled aggregates are by nature mire porous than dolomite aggregates used in 


conventional concrete mixtures. This increased the entrapped air in the concrete mixture. Among the saturated 


aggregates mixtures, perlite mixtures appeared to be the least. This can be explained mainly because perlite replaced 


crushed sand, which occupies the least volume compared to the coarse aggregates. Also, from visual inspection, 


Pumice appears to be the most porous, which is reflected on the results. Generally, Air content results reveal that 


mixtures with replacements of lightweight and recycled aggregates yield slightly higher air content.  


 


 
Figure 4: Air Content test results 


 


4.3 Unit Weight  


The results of unit weight test are illustrated in figure 5. As can be seen in figure 5, unit weight results range from 


2248 to 23444 kg/m3. The highest value was obtained for concrete mixtures made with conventional dolomite 


aggregates. Unit weight values were slightly decreased for mixtures with aggregate replacements of recycled, 


perlite, and pumice, respectively. Also, unit weight dropped with increased replacement percentage of pre wetted 


lightweight and recycled aggregates. This behavior can be attributed to the increased porosity and decreased unit 


weight of the replacement aggregates compared to the dolomite aggregates used in conventional mixtures. Within 


the replacement aggregates mixtures, unit weight decreased for aggregates with lower unit weight. However, it is 


worth noting that the decrease in unit weight for replacing aggregates mixtures was slight compared to conventional 


dolomite aggregate mixtures. This happened mainly because the replacing aggregates were saturated with water, 


which makes such aggregates closer in density to those conventional aggregates. Generally, replacing conventional 


aggregates with recycled or lightweight aggregates led to slight drop in unit weight in the concrete mixture. 
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Figure 5: Unit weight test results 


 


4.4 Compressive Strength 


Results of the compressive strength test are illustrated in figure 6. As can be seen in figure 6, the 56-day 


compressive strength results range from 48.2 to 66.5 MPa. The highest value was obtained for the standard concrete 


mixture made with conventional dolomite aggregates namely full curing followed by curing compound and no 


curing modes. The high values of compressive strength can be attributed to the strength of the conventional dolomite 


aggregates compared to the replacement aggregates. Curing mode and its effect on the strength can be clearly 


outlined, a drop in strength is found between fully and non-cured samples. This can be explained through the 


incomplete hydration process in non-cured samples compared to curing compound or full curing samples. 


 


As for the pre wetted lightweight and recycled aggregates results, as can be seen in figure 6, perlite showed the 


highest results followed by recycled then pumice aggregates mixtures. This is mainly due to the fact that both 


recycled and pumice replaces coarse aggregates size one and two contrasting to perlite, which replaces crushed sand. 


Coarse aggregates are the main load carrier and hence the replacement directly affected the strength. It is worth 


noting that 10% replacement with perlite aggregates surpassed the no curing sample of conventional concrete. This 


is primarily explained by the enhanced hydration process through the internal moisture supplied by water stored 


inside the perlite aggregates. Perlite is also considered to be better dispersed through the concrete section compared 


to the pumice and recycled aggregates due to its finer grain size. Generally, results show that compressive strength is 


mainly affected by the strength of the replacing aggregates and the replacing aggregate type (coarse or crushed 


sand). Dispersion is also an important factor that affect internal curing performance of the aggregates, the finer the 


aggregate the better dispersion and scatter through the concrete section. The 10% aggregate replacement with perlite 


lightweight aggregate showed to be promising after surpassing the non-cured sample after 56 days. 
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Figure 6: Compressive strength results 


4.5 Flexural Strength 


The results of the flexural strength test are illustrated in figure 7. As can be seen in figure 7, flexural strength results 


range from 4.6 to 8.0 MPa. The highest value was that of the 15% recycled aggregates. This can be attributed to the 


Interfacial Transition Zone (ITZ) between aggregate surface and concrete paste. The ITZ has enhanced the 


properties internally, which means less tendency of aggregate pop out, thereby higher flexural strength. Also, 


Recycled aggregates have a angular texture, causing better interlocking of aggregates with the paste. It is worth 


noting that flexural strength dropped for the increased replacement percentage, mainly because of the excessive 


replacement of dolomite aggregate which has higher strength compared to other replacing aggregates. 


 


These outcomes have fairly comparable patterns to the patterns of the compressive strength as in increasing the 


percentage of perlite or recycled aggregates leads to some decrease in flexural strength. Contrastingly, a large 


portion of the mixtures made with perlite or recycled aggregates recorded a flexural strength that is higher than the 


conventional concrete mixtures. This highlights the internal curing impact of the perlite and recycled aggregates in 


minimizing cracking.. With respect to conventional mixtures, the impact of curing was more proclaimed than the 


compressive strength mixtures. Generally, the consolidation of perlite prompted a reduction in flexural strength 


while the replacements of recycled aggregates prompted flexural strength that is comparative or surpassing ordinary 


mixtures. The outcomes in this propose the flexural strength test has a superiority to distinguish the impact of 


internal curing than compressive strength.   


 
Figure 7: Flexural Strength Test Results 
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4.6 Shrinkage Assessment Test 


The Results of shrinkage assessment test are illustrated in Figure 8. As can be seen in figure 8, the shrinkage values 


range from 1.57 to 3.69 (x0.01) mm. The highest values were obtained for cases of conventional concrete, 


particularly the non-cured specimens. This can be attributed to the poor hydration performance of the non-cured 


specimens. To the contrary, the internally cured mixtures showed decreased shrinkage; the mixtures with 25% 


recycled aggregates, with shrinkage of 0.0162 mm, had almost half of value of the conventional concrete shrinkage 


of 0.0369 mm. At the start, one can see that the vast majority of the shrinkage occurred until 28 days and less 


increment in shrinkage was seen in the interim somewhere around 28 and 56 days. All internal curing mixtures of 


perlite, pumice and the recycled aggregates had critical impact in decreasing shrinkage. Such reduction in shrinkage 


qualities was higher after increasing the perlite, pumice and reused aggregates dosages. The recycled aggregates and 


pumice, in any case, demonstrated the most reduced shrinkage of all mixtures notwithstanding when contrasted with 


perlite blend. 


 


Shrinkage assessment test highlights the significance of internal curing. The internally cured concrete mixtures had 


the lowest shrinkage values and lowest shrinkage development through the 56 days. This is clearly due to the 


enhanced hydration process. The internal moist stored inside the concrete section helped in better commencement of 


strength and durability development of the mixture and lowered or eliminated self desiccation.  Decreased shrinkage 


of internally cured concrete reveals the potential of this technology, especially in concretes with special functions 


that require minimizes shrinkage and accordingly, cracking.  


 


 
Figure 8: Shrinkage test results 


 


4.7 Rapid Chloride Permeability Test (RCPT) 


The results of RCPT are illustrated in figure 9. As can be seen in figure 9, the passing charges ranged from 1202 to 


2598 coulombs. The case of lowest passing charges was that of concrete made with conventional dolomite 


aggregates, full curing followed by curing compound. This can be mainly because of the higher transport inside the 


porous replacing aggregates. The porous nature of lightweight and recycled aggregates made it easier for charges to 


pass through the section. However, results of RCPT strongly assures on the importance of curing. All cured 


specimens, whether internally or externally cured have shown decreasing penetrability through the 28 and 56 days 


testing, primarily reasoned through the enhanced hydration thus lowered cracking. Only the no curing specimen 


showed an increased penetrability as it passed 1588 charges in 56 days increasing by 24 units than the 28 days 


results. Conventional mixtures’ passing charges, on average, decreased by 29 charges from 28 to 56 days. Perlite 


mixtures had the most decreased passing charges with 63 less passing charges from 56 to 28 days. Pumice showed 


the worst performance, this could be explained because of the high porosity of this kind of aggregate. It is concluded 


that curing, interlocking (voids percentage), and aggregate porosity are the main factors that affect the penetrability 


of the concrete section. 
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Figure 9: Rapid Chloride Permeability Test results 


4.8 Abrasion Test 


The Results of Abrasion Test are illustrated in Figure 10. As can be seen in figure 10, the Abrasion values range 


from 1.3 to 3.44 mm of lost thickness. Conventional concrete specimens have demonstrated the best abrasion 


performance as it lost only 1.6 mm on average that is the least amount, followed by perlite specimens with 2.36 mm, 


then recycled concrete specimens with 2.83mm. Pumice was at the worst at abrasion resistance, averaging almost 


3mm of lost thickness. This behavior is explained through the abrasion resistance of the aggregates themselves. 


Dispersion plays an important role here. Perlite demonstrated similar behavior to the conventional specimens 


because of the well dispersion of perlite throughout the section, in contrast with both the Recycled concrete 


aggregates and the pumice specimens. Aging may also be a reason for the poor abrasion performance of specimens 


with recycled concrete aggregates. This recycled concrete dates back to the 60’s, which is the time of construction of 


the famous AUC science building.  Generally, abrasion was slightly affected with aggregates replacements, 


specifically the coarser replacements. 


 
Figure 10: Abrasion test results 


 


5. FEASIBILITY ANALYSIS 


Results of this section are not built upon the testing, rather are estimated from different study by Cusson to 


demonstrate the monetary merits of this technology. The unit cost of HPC was evaluated to be 13% higher than that 


of ordinary C-40 concrete basically because of the increased amount of cement in the mix. The unit cost of HPCIC 


was set to that of HPC in addition to a 35% expansion to represent the cost contrast connected with the procurement 


and transportation of the lightweight aggregate used to substitute a small amount of the ordinary aggregates. 
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For this situation consider, an arrangement of different maintenance exercises were expected to occur over the life 


cycles. For normal concrete (NC) for example, destructive (NDT) assessment and protection exercises were planned 


to happen at regular intervals, while patch repairs were scheduled when 10% and 25% of the concrete surface would 


be spalled. In this study, replacement was esteemed vital when half of the concrete surface would be spalled. After 


replacement, it was expected that the concrete would be reconstructed with a similar initial construction cost 


considering inflation rate. Concrete thickness was assumed at 200mm to represent figures in m2.  


 


 
Figure 11: Cumulative Costs of different concrete mixes over time in years 


 


It’s obvious that the ICC has less frequent check, protection, maintenance and replacement times than the HPC and 


NC respectively. Costs of maintenance activities were estimated from average market prices. Over a 60-year 


examination period, the cumulative costs for the normal concrete deck is the most noteworthy, which is basically 


because of the shorter service life and the more incessant maintenance and replacement exercises. The HPC deck 


(no internal curing) diminished this cost by 35%, predominantly because of the more extended service life. The ICC 


deck further lessened the cumulative costs to be 31% less costly than the NC deck, or 11% less costly than the HPC 


deck because of the utilization of internal curing.  


6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 


In the light of scope, types and dosages of materials investigated as well as other experimental parameters and 


variability associated with this work, the following key conclusions can be warranted: 


 


1. The concrete mixtures incorporating saturated lightweight and recycled concrete aggregates demonstrate 


increase in slump values and air content percentage and slight decrease in unit weight compared to conventional 


mixes 


2. Compressive strength of internally cured concrete was lower than conventional concrete made with 


conventional aggregates. The drop in strength was higher as the lightweight and recycled concrete aggregates 


doses increased. 


3. Internally cured concrete yielded similar strength development from 7-28 days compared to conventional 


concrete. However, the 28-56 days strength development is significant for internally cured concrete. Due to 


enhanced hydration process that maintained relative humidity levels in concrete. 


4. Flexural strength results have fairly comparable patterns to those of compressive strength as increased doses 


yield lower strength. Recycled aggregates concrete promoted flexural strength that is comparative or surpassing 


conventional mixes.  


5. Internally cured concrete mixtures had critical impact in decreasing shrinkage and shrinkage cracking. Such 


reduction was higher after increasing the replacement doses of lightweight and recycled concrete aggregates. 


6. Internally cured concrete yielded slightly decreased permeability performance compared to conventional 


concrete. However, Internally cured mixtures yielded significantly better improvement from 56-28 days. 


7. Abrasion resistance of internally cured concrete is similar to that of conventional concrete. This was the case for 


mixtures made with lightweight and recycled concrete aggregates. 


8. With water scarcity in Egypt and elsewhere, internally cured concrete will contribute to efforts exerted in 


minimizing water consumption.  
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9. A simple Life-Cycle Cost Analysis reveals that internally cured concrete saves almost 42% of cost throughout 


its service life.  The higher initial investment of internally cured concrete can be counterbalanced in just 5 years 


because of the lower maintenance costs associated.  
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ABSTRACT 


The knowledge of boundary shear stress in open-channel sections has many important applications. The applications 


include the determination of sediment bedload transport, analyses of channel stability, and the restoration and 


improvement of fish habitats. This paper aims to investigate the distribution of flow-induced shear stress on the 


channel sidewalls and at its bottom. Large Eddy Simulation (LES) of turbulent flow in open channels of rectangular 


and trapezoidal shapes has been carried out. The simulations avoid inaccurate estimation of the roughness of the 


channel boundary surfaces, which is a significant advantage in comparison to traditional computational fluid 


dynamics methods commonly used by researchers in numerical studies of open channel flow. This paper provides a 


direct comparison of predicted boundary shear stresses with available experimental measurements. The LES results 


of boundary shear stress distributions reported in this paper are realistic. This paper provides discussions about 


modelling strategies for accurate and efficient LES. These strategies include the generation of proper mesh 


configurations and the implementation of symmetry condition. It is expensive to carry out laboratory experiments 


for measurements of boundary shear stress, and it is technically difficult to directly measure boundary shear stresses. 


LES offers an attractive complement for laboratory experiments, as has been demonstrated in this paper. 


 


Keywords: Large Eddy Simulation, boundary shear stress, trapezoidal channel, rectangular channel, open channel 


design, channel stability 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Boundary shear stress is an important parameter in open-channel flow. It is useful in the determination of sediment 


bedload transport, the analysis of channel stability, and the restoration and enhancement of fish habitats. The 


distribution of boundary shear stress at the bottom of a channel and on its sidewalls depends on the shape of channel 


cross section, the structure of secondary flow and the roughness of the solid boundaries. Accurate estimates of 


roughness are difficult to obtain. This has hindered the progress in predicting boundary shear stress. The purpose of 


this paper is to investigate the distribution of boundary shear stress by means of a Large Eddy Simulation (LES). 


LES techniques avoid often an inaccurate estimation of roughness on the boundary surfaces. Both rectangular and 


trapezoidal channels are covered in the paper. 


 


There have been experimental studies of distributed boundary shear stresses near channel banks. Knight and 


Macdonald (1979) performed experiments of flow in rectangular channels with different aspect ratios and varying 


bed roughness. They reported direct measurements of boundary shear stress by using a Preston tube as well as 


estimates of boundary shear stress by fitting flow velocity profiles to the logarithmic law of the wall.  Knight et al. 


(1984) conducted laboratory experiments and produced measurements of distributed boundary shear stress in 


smooth rectangular channels. The channel flows had different depth-to-width ratios. The channels use were 15 m 


long, and had a bed slope of 9.66×10-4. The Preston tube used to measure boundary shear stress had a diameter of a 


7 mm. Some researchers (Rajaratnam and Mazurek 2005) used a Preston tube for measurements of the boundary 


stress exerted by the normal impingement of circular turbulent jets on rough walls placed at large impingement 


distances. Rezaei and Knight (2009) performed laboratory experiments to test whether Shiono and Knight Method 
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(Kean and Smith, 2004) would be suitable for predicting boundary shear stress in a compound channel with non-


prismatic floodplains. Kean and Smith (2004) took the numerical approach to predictions of depth-averaged flow 


velocity and boundary shear stress distribution in channels with woody bank vegetation. They considered the effects 


of vegetation density and channel geometry on the predicted quantities, and suggested that the flow within the 


vegetation and on near-bank portions was reduced by both friction on the adjacent bank and drag on the stems, 


branches, and exposed roots of woody vegetation. Rezaei and Knight (2009) measured local boundary shear stress 


using a Preston tube of 4.77 mm in diameter. Kean et al. (2009) obtained experimental data of velocity and 


boundary shear stress and used them to verify numerical results. The data were collected from a flume of 30.5 m 


long and 1.22m wide. The flume had a fairly complex cross section that included a simulated, cobble-roughened 


floodplain. Measurements of boundary shear stress were made with a 2.35-mm diameter Preston tube. Hopkinson 


and Wynn-Thompson (2012) conducted experiments for measurements of boundary shear stress in a sloping 


streambank. Boundary shear stress was measured using a constant temperature anemometer system at 20 locations. 


Their results suggested that calculating boundary shear stress based on the turbulence kinetic energy led to 


significant errors in stream environments. 


 


Undoubtedly, laboratory measurements of boundary shear stress are needed for an improved understanding of 


turbulence dynamics in the vicinity of a solid boundary. However, it is expensive to make accurate measurements 


for a wide range of hydraulic conditions. Often there are technical difficulties. For example, instruments like Preston 


tubes are intrusive and inevitably create disturbances to the flow. The disturbances can cause significant errors in the 


measurements. Computer modelling using LES techniques can be used to produce shear stress data complementary 


to laboratory measurements. So far, only a limited number of LES applications in open channel hydraulics (Stoesser 


2014) have been reported in the literature. 


 


Using LES techniques with the standard Smagorinsky method, Thomas and Williams (1995) computed the flow 


field in a trapezoidal compound channel with extensive floodplains. The Reynolds number was Re = 430000. The 


flow field was periodic in the streamwise (x) direction with a wave length L equal to 6H, where H was the depth of 


the main channel. The computational mesh consisted of 64×511×72 grid points in the streamwise, cross-stream (y) 


and vertical (z) directions, respectively, the total nodes being 2,354,688. The mesh sizes, in terms of wall distance, 


were x+ = 658, ∆y+ = 98, and ∆z+ = 240 in the three directions, respectively. The bulk velocity was set to 25uτ, 


where u was the friction velocity. The above-mentioned setup of Thomas and Williams’s (1995) model matched the 


conditions of available experiments. Values of the experimental friction velocity were estimated from the slope of 


the experimental channel. To specify shear stress conditions at the bed of the model channel and on its sidewalls in 


LES, the authors assumed that the instantaneous stress () varied in phase with the instantaneous velocity (u), i.e. 


τ/τa = u/ua, where the subscript represented averages taken over a streamwise strip at a point on the channel 


perimeter. LES predictions after the model time of 31H/uτ second were used for a statistical analysis. The main 


deficiency of the simulation was that the streamwise solution (x+ = 658) was too coarse. A double of the resolution 


in any one direction would have doubled the memory requirement and increased the computing costs substantially. 


 


Shi et al. (1999) computed turbulent flow in a rectangular channel using LES techniques. The channel had a slope of 


1/1700. The Reynolds number, defined as Re = 4RUm/ν, where R was the hydraulic radius, Um is the mean velocity, 


and ν was the molecular viscosity, was 90,400. The computational domain had x-, y- and z-direction dimensions of 


6H × 2H × 1H, giving a width-to-depth ratio of 2. The domain was discretised to yield 64×64×32 grid points in the 


x, y and z directions, respectively, with mesh sizes of Δx+ = 225, Δy+ = Δz+ = 75. These resolutions were insufficient 


to resolve the viscous sublayer and buffer region adjacent to a solid wall. Their simulations used a periodic boundary 


condition. At the free surface, external pressure and tangential stress were set to zero. At the solid wall boundaries, it 


was not possible to use a viscous boundary condition owing to the relatively large resolution. The simulations 


covered a time period of about 80H/u, where u was the characteristic shear velocity. The authors compared LES 


predictions to available experimental data. They suggested to improve resolution in future studies. 


 


Xie et al. (2013) used LES techniques to study the structure of turbulent flow in an asymmetric compound channel. 


The Reynolds number and Froude number were, respectively, 67000 and 0.39, based on the mean bulk flow velocity 


of 0.349 m/s. The main channel had a depth of H = 0.08 m. The channel had dimensions of 10H × 1H × 5H in the x, 


y and z directions, respectively. The channel was covered by a mesh system of 192 × 96 × 384 cells in the three 


directions. At the channel bed and sidewalls, the shear stress was related to the velocity adjacent to the solid 


boundary, based on a time-averaged wall law. Computations commenced from the mean bulk flow velocity and 


random perturbations imposed in all three directions. Turbulence statistics were obtained after 22 flow-through 
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times. The authors concluded that the anisotropy of turbulence was the driving force for secondary currents. Time-


averaged results were similar at different cross sections, although there were significant temporal and spatial 


variations in the three dimensional turbulent flow field. 


 


Constantinescu et al. (2008) applied LES techniques to the study of the structure of a horseshoe vortex system at the 


base of groynes and the associated bed shear stress distributions around isolated and multiple groynes placed in 


straight channels. The authors were interested in understanding how the structure and intensity of the horseshoe 


vortex system are affected by an evolving scour hole due to the presence of a second groyne or due to submergence. 


Other LES applications reported in the literature include studies of turbulence characteristics in flow over dunes 


(Xie et al., 2014), sediment transport in open-channel flow (Widera et al., 2009; Zedler and Street, 2006), bed form 


evolution in turbulent flows (Chou and Fringer, 2010; Kraft et al., 2011). 


 


Most of the existing LES applications in open channel hydraulics have used uniform mesh systems with coarse mesh 


resolutions. Uniform mesh systems are not desirable because they reduce computation efficiency. The use of coarse 


resolutions adjacent to the channel bed and sidewalls does not resolve the viscous sublayer and thus prevents the 


implementation of no-slip condition on the boundary surface. These are significant limitations. This paper reports a 


new LES application to obtain distributed boundary shear stress in rectangular and trapezoidal channels, without the 


limitations. In the following, the modelling methodologies are given in Section 2, followed by presentation of 


numerical results, along with a comparison of the results with available experimental data, in Section 3. Conclusions 


are drawn in Section 4. 


2. MODELLING METHODOLOGIES 


In LES, motions of large eddies are computed using adequately fine grids, whereas motions of the smallest, subgrid- 


scale eddies (or turbulence) are modelled. Large eddies must be computed because they are directly affected by 


boundary condition, and carry most of the Reynolds stress. Turbulent motions of small eddies are expected to be 


isotropic and relatively weak. The turbulent motions have nearly universal characteristics, and contribute less to the 


Reynolds stress. As a result, small eddy motions are less critical and more amenable to modelling. 


 


LES uses the concept of filtering. Let xi denote the coordinate, Δxi denote the grid size in the xi-direction, and t 


denote time. The separation of the flow field into large-scale motions resolved by the grids and subgrid-scale 


motions is achieved by using a filter. Deardorff (1970) proposed a volume-average box filter. The resolvable-scale 


filtered velocity, iu , is given by 
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where Δ is the filter width, given by 3/1


321 )xxx(  , and ui is the continuous velocity in the xi-direction. The 


subgrid-scale velocity is given by iii uuu  . In Equation [1], Δ represents the smallest turbulence scale allowed 


by the filter. Ideally, the separation should occur in a spectral region where only energy transfer takes place (Rodi et 


al. 2013). The notations (x1, x2, x3) and (x, y, z) are used interchangeably in this paper. 


 


For incompressible flow, the continuity and Navier-Stokes equations are written as 
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where  is the density of water, p  is the resolvable pressure, and ν denote the molecular viscosity of water. The 


convective flux is given by 
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The above equation contains the Leonard stress term
jijiij uuuuL  , the cross-term stress term


ijjiij uuuuC  , 


and the subgrid-scale Reynolds stress term
jiij uuR  . These three terms describe the interaction of fluctuations of 


the larger-scale resolvable field, the interaction of resolvable and unresolvable fluctuations, and the interaction of 


unresolvable fluctuations, respectively. It is import to accurately model the sum of the three terms or to accurately 


model the subgrid-scale stresses, defined as 


 


[5]  jijiij uuuu   


 


This represents the effect of the unresolved fluctuations on the resolved motion. 


 


The subgrid-scale stresses (Equation 5) are analogous to the Reynolds stresses. The difference is that the latter 


represents the effect of entire turbulent fluctuations on the mean motion, whereas the former only represents the 


effect of the small scale motions. Rewriting Equation 3 in a more conventional form gives 
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where )3/QQ( ijkkijij  , with δij is equal to 1 for ji   and equal to zero for ji  ; 3/QpP ijkk ; and 


ijijij CRQ  . 


 


For the subgrid-scale stresses represented by Qij, researchers have previously established a number of models, 


including a simple gradient diffusion model (Smagorinsky 1963), a one-equation model (Lilly 1966), a second order 


closure model (Deardorff 1973), and nonlinear stress-strain rate relationships (Bardina et al. 1983). 


 


This paper uses the Smagorinsky-Lilly model (Smagorinsky 1963; Lilly 1966) for turbulence closure. Smagorinsky 


(1963) assumed that ij followed a gradient-diffusion process similar to molecular motion. It is expressed 


as ijij S2  , where )x/ux/u(5.0S ijjiij   is the resolved strain rate, and   is the Smagorinsky eddy 


viscosity. It is given by ijij


2


s SS)C(   , where sC is the Smagorinsky coefficient. Its value ranges from 0.10 to 


0.24 (Rogallo and Moin 1984). sC may be interpreted as a mixing length (Wilcox 2006, p. 440). The 


Smagorinsky’s (1963) model is simple. In this paper, an improved formulation of t due to Lilly (1966) was used 


 


[7]  )qC( L   


 


where CL is a closure coefficient, and q2 is the subgrid-scale kinetic energy. A partial differential equation for q2 is 


derived from a moment of the Navier-Stokes equation. This partial differential equation contains several terms that 


need to be modelled. The treatment is very similar to Prandtl’s one equation model, both in spirit and in results 


obtained. 


 


The model equations given above are solved numerically using finite element methods for predictions of the 


turbulent flow field and boundary shear stress in two open channels. The model open channels are shown in Figures 


1(a) and 1(b). Their dimensions match those of experimental channels from which measurements of boundary shear 


stress are available for comparison. For the trapezoidal channel, to reduce computational costs, LES computations 


are carried out in half the channel width, where the plane MNOP [Figure 1(a)] is treated as a plane of symmetry. 


 


For both channels, the dynamic and kinematic boundary conditions imposed are as follows. At the water surface, 


shear stresses are zero. The channel-bed and sidewalls are no-slip boundaries. At the upstream lateral open boundary 


(or the inlet), a velocity profile is specified for the rectangular channel, and the mean velocity is given for the 


trapezoidal channel. At the downstream lateral open boundary (or the outlet), the pressure distribution is hydrostatic. 
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Figure 1: Model domains used for computations of the flow field and boundary shear stresses: (a) a trapezoidal 


channel; (b) a rectangular channel. 


3. RESULTS 


The model channels [Figures 1(a) and 1(b)] were discretised into finite elements. Configurations of the face sizing 


on the plane AMPD [Figure 1(a)] and the plane ABCD [Figure 1(b)] are shown in Figures 2(a) and 2(b), 


respectively. The face sizing configurations were swept in the along-channel direction, generating three-dimensional 


elements between the upstream and downstream open boundaries. The total number of nodes for the two channels 


are 895,287 and 1,086,773, respectively. The corresponding total elements are 4,788,193 and 1,017,104. 


 


For both channels, an inflation of five layers was applied adjacent to the channel bed and sidewalls. The first layer 


off any solid wall had a thickness of 0.314 mm for the trapezoidal channel [Figure 2(a)] and 0.0376 mm for the 


rectangular channel. The use of such fine mesh resolutions ensures that the wall distance, y+, of the first node off a 


wall does not exceed one. The growth rate of layer thickness was set to 1.1 for a smooth transition. In this paper, the 


mesh is fine enough to resolve the viscous sublayer. 


 


The wall shear stress is obtained from the laminar stress-strain relationship 


 


[8]    /yuu/u w  
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 (a) 


 
 


(b) 


 
 


Figure 2: Face sizing and an inflation of five layers used to generate mesh systems for: (a) the channel shown in 


Figure 1(a); (b) the channel shown in Figure 1(b). 


 


where u is the shear velocity, yw is the distance to the centre of the first grid from the wall,   is dynamic viscosity, 


and u  is the velocity in the first grid. Since  /u w , the wall shear stress, w, is given by 


 


[9]  
w


w
y


u
  


 


It is worth noting that mesh refinements were applied to the corners of all channel cross sections [Figures 2(a) and 


2(b)] to capture rapid changes in boundary shear stresses in the locations. A list of model parameters and their 


values is given in Table 1. 


 


Contours of the predicted streamwise velocity, u1, at a cross section of the trapezoidal channel [Figures 1(a) and 


2(a)] and of the rectangular channel [Figures 1(b) and 2(b)], are plotted in Figures 3(a) and 3(b), respectively. The 


velocity contours exhibit a number of features. First, a maximum u1 occurs in the centre of the section at a short 


distance below the water surface [Figure 3(a)]. This prediction is realistic. The maximum is u1 = 0.05 m/s. In Figure 


3(b), a maximum u1 of 0.5 m/s occurs near the water surface. Second, the velocity drops to almost zero adjacent to 


the bottom and sidewalls. In the centre of the trapezoidal section [Figure 3(a)], there is a core of relatively high 


velocities. Their magnitudes gradually decrease with increasing distance from the core’s centre. Third, the frictional 


effects of the bottom and sidewalls cause a more significant drop of the flow velocity as it is closer to the solid 


boundaries. 
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Table 1. A summary of model parameters and their values used in LES. 


Parameter Value (trapezoidal channel) Value (rectangular channel) Units 


Gravity in x1, x2 and x3 directions (0, -9.8, 0) (0, -9.809995, -0.009476) m2/s 


Inlet velocity 0.05 
UDF 


(mean value = 0.495) 
m/s 


Discharge 0.00125 (0.0133) m3/s 


Time step size 0.006 0.003 s 


Number of time steps 700 500  


Spatial discretization (pressure, momentum) Second order, bounded central differencing  


Transient formulation Bounded second order implicit  


Criterion for convergence 10-6  


Number of time steps 500  


Max iterations per time step 120   


 


(a) 


 
 


 (b) 


 
Figure 3: Contours of the streamwise velocity u1 at selected cross sections: (a) the cross section at z = -10 cm in the 


trapezoidal channel [Figure 1(a)]; (b) the cross section at z = -9.75 cm in the rectangular channel [Figure 1(b)]. 
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Similar friction effects can be seen from the velocity contours in the rectangle channel section [Figure 3(b)]. The 


densely distributed contours adjacent to the boundaries correspond to a sharp decrease in velocity magnitudes. There 


is a large difference of the velocity magnitude between the flow in the middle and in the boundary layers for both 


cases. In both channel sections, the shapes of the contour lines give typical boundary layer velocity profiles with 


distance normal to the individual solid boundaries, although near-boundary velocities show some spatial 


fluctuations, presumably caused by local turbulence. 


 


The distributions of the boundary shear stress w (Equation 9) along the wetted perimeter [the bottom in Figures 


4(a), and the sidewalls in Figure 4(b)] of the trapezoidal channel [Figure 1(a)] are plotted. In Figures 4(a) and 4(b), 


the shear stress values have been normalised by the mean values of the corresponding distributions. The mean shear 


stress at the channel bottom is 2


cb 10542.1   N/m2. The mean shear stress on the channel sidewall is 


2


cs 10458.1   N/m2. The horizontal axis shows the distance along the bottom from the lower left corner of the 


channel section [Figure 3(a)], normalised by the bottom width [Figure 1(a), the line 10AB   cm]. At the channel 


bottom, w values are relatively high across the largest central portion of the bottom width and drop rapidly toward 


the lower corners of the channel section. The w distribution [Figure 4(b)] along the sidewalls of the channel section 


has a similar shape as the distribution of w along the channel bottom. The sidewall shear stress decreases 


dramatically while approaching the water surface and the channel bottom. 


 


(a)                                                                                 (b) 


   
  


Figure 4: Distributions of the predicted boundary shear stress in the trapezoidal channel section [Figure 1(a)]: (a) at 


the channel bottom; (b) on the channel sidewalls. xA is the x coordinate of point A [Figure 1(a)]. 


 


The distributions of the boundary shear stress w (Equation 9) along the wetted perimeter of the rectangular channel 


[Figure 1(b)] are shown in Figures 5(a) for the bottom and in Figure 5(b) for the sidewalls, respectively. The shear 


stress values shown have been normalised by the mean values of the corresponding distributions. The mean shear 


stress at the channel bottom is 
1


cb 10249.4   N/m2. The mean shear stress on the channel sidewall is 


1


cs 10326.6   N/m2. The horizontal axis shows the distance along the bottom from the lower left corner of the 


channel section [Figure 3(b)], normalised by the bottom width [Figure 1(b), the line 1.38AB   cm]. Relatively high 


w values occur across the largest central portion of the bottom width and drop rapidly toward the lower corners of 


the channel section. The predicted w distribution across the bottom width is in reasonable agreement with the 


experimental data of Knight et al. (1984). On the sidewalls, the w distribution shows a maximum value of 
110513.9   N/m2 at the location of y/H = 0.65; w decreases dramatically while approaching the water surface and 


the channel bottom. 
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(a)                                                                                   (b) 


 
 


Figure 5:  Distributions of the boundary shear stress in the rectangular channel section [Figure 1(b)]: (a) the 


predicted bottom shear stresses (the solid curve), in comparison to measurements of Knight et al. (1984) (the 


symbols ‘+’); and (b) the sidewall shear stress. xA is the x coordinate of point A [Figure 1(b)]. 


4. CONCLUSIONS 


This paper reports LES results of boundary shear stress (BSS) distributions along the wetted perimeter (the bottom 


and sidewalls) of a channel section. The simulations cover a trapezoidal and a rectangular channel. An examination 


of the results has led to the following conclusions. LES gives realistic BSS predictions. The predicted BSS varies 


across the bottom width of the trapezoidal as well as the rectangular channel section. BSS values are relatively high 


across the largest central portion of the bottom width and drop rapidly toward the lower corners of the individual 


channel sections. The predicted BSS distribution across the bottom width is in reasonable agreement with available 


experimental data. At the trapezoidal channel section, the BSS distribution across its sidewalls has a similar shape as 


the bottom BSS, whereas at the rectangular channel section, the distribution shows a maximum BSS at a location 


closer to the water surface. These predicted features are consistent with typical descriptions given in the literature. 


The success is attributed to the use of proper setup and mesh configurations. It is crucial to implement mesh 


refinements adjacent to the bottom and sidewalls, and in the corner regions. Most importantly, the first node off a 


solid surface should not exceed unity. In other words, for reliable BSS predictions, the viscous sublayer should be 


resolved. This is not the case in most of the existing LES applications to open channel hydraulics. For given 


hydraulic conditions and model channel geometry, it is necessary to test the sensitivity of LES predictions to slight 


changes in mesh size and configurations. In general, LES incurs high computing costs. The costs can effectively be 


reduced by using symmetry condition. Given the high costs and often technical difficulties to obtain BSS 


measurements, LES offers an attractive complement for physical models, laboratory experiments and field 


measurements. With an exponential increase in computing power, it will eventually be feasible to perform LES for 


high Reynolds number flows. 
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ABSTRACT  


Civil engineers are often required to address slope stability issues for new and existing developments, roadways, 


bridge embankments and natural slopes.  When excessive slope movement is detected, it is important to find a 


solution that will stabilize the slope quickly, economically and with no impact to the users of the sloped 


infrastructure and adjacent properties.  The Geopier SRT® system provides slope stabilization of shallow failures 


using driven steel Plate PileTM elements installed vertically into the unstable slope in alternating arrays.  Plate Pile 


elements are low-displacement steel sections that leave no exposed steel upon driving into the ground and do not 


require post-tensioning.  Installation is performed using small, tracked excavators, capable of working on slopes of 


up to 1H:1V, which allow for the work to be performed directly on the slope with minimal interruption to local 


residents and/or traffic.  This paper will discuss the Geopier SRT system and provide case studies which highlight 


the various advantages of the SRT system. 


 


Keywords: slope stability, plate piles, case studies 


1. INTRODUCTION 


The occurrence of slope creep and shallow failures in embankments, natural or man made unstable slopes with 


adjacent infrastructure as well as slopes supporting elevated ponds with failures are a common challenge that civil 


engineers face.  Conventional repair and reinforcement methods for shallow unstable slopes such as the installation 


of retaining walls, slope reconstruction and flattening, and infill with rip-rap are often costly, require lengthy 


construction schedules and may be restricted by right of way or space constraints. Furthermore, traditional 


earthwork repairs can often be subject to subsequent undesirable slope movements.  Consulting engineers and 


municipal agencies are increasingly looking for “better, faster, and cheaper” solutions.   


 


The Geopier SRT® slope stabilization/reinforcing method consists of driving steel plate elements called Plate 


Piles™ into and through a failing or potentially failing slope.  The Plate Pile technology is used to stabilize shallow 


failing slopes or reinforce marginally stable slopes.  It is well suited to quickly and economically stabilize slopes 


with difficult access or where sub-excavation and replacement is not an option due to environmental, right of way, 


or other concerns. 


2. TECHNOLOGY DESCRIPTION 


Plate Pile consists of a steel pile shaft to which a rectangular plate is welded.  The welds securing the plate to the 


shaft are necessary only to keep the plate attached during driving.  The plate is driven with the shaft welded side 


facing down the hill direction.  Once driven into the ground, the plate is compressed against the shaft by the lateral 
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soil pressures, minimizing tension forces on the welded connections. The pile shaft typically consists of a steel angle 


or S-shape section.  The plate is typically 300 mm wide, with varying length depending on the depth of the shallow 


failure surface.  Plate Piles may be galvanized, but are more typically of black steel.  For Plate Piles in corrosive 


soils with a design life of 50 years or more, the pile shaft and plate thickness are increased by 3.2 mm to account for 


cross-sectional and plate thickness loss due to corrosion over its design life (FHWA 1990, FHWA 2001, CalTrans 


2008). 


 


Plate Piles are typically installed using small, tracked excavators with a hydraulic hammer attachment.  Installation 


is a fast, clean, dry process that can be completed in most weather conditions.  Plate Pile elements are low-


displacement steel sections driven into the ground; they do not require post-tensioning and there is no steel exposed 


on the ground surface.  Following installation of the Plate Pile reinforcement, a vegetative erosion protection blanket 


or other erosion protective measures may be placed over the reinforced slope area and anchored to the plate pile 


tops, if necessary. 


 


The Plate Piles are driven through the unstable layer to penetrate the underlying stable materials, as shown on 


Figure 1a.  Plate Piles are installed in a staggered grid pattern, as shown on Figure 1b.  Plate Piles mobilize the 


strength of the soil through arching and help resist sliding forces by transmitting loads to the underlying stiffer soil 


and increasing shear resistance at the shallow failure surface.  The downslope force on each Plate Pile is resisted by 


the shear and bending strength of the Plate Pile shaft in combination with the passive resistance of the soil behind 


the plate.  Plate Piles are always installed 4-feet on center in the horizontal direction (parallel to the slope); the 


vertical (up-slope) spacing of the Plate Piles is dependent upon soil conditions, the predicted or actual depth of 


sliding, shallow failure surface, and the slope inclination.   


  
Figure 1: Illustration of (a) Plate Piles in section view (left); (b) Plate Piles in plan view (right). 


2.1 Design Approach  


The pertinent design parameters include Plate Pile spacing and dimensions (e.g. steel section, length of pile shaft, 


length of plate).  The shear and bending capacity of the Plate Piles are dependent on the pile dimensions and the 


subsurface soil profile.  


 


The first step in the design of the Plate Pile stabilization system is to evaluate the stability of the unreinforced slope 


(typically performed using 2D limit equilibrium software).  In this design step, the aim is to confirm the actual or 


anticipated depth of the slide, as well as the subsurface material property values.  If the slope has already failed, the 
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material property values of the subsurface soils are back-calculated corresponding to a factor of safety of 1.0.  An 


important component of this step is a site visit to the failed slope to examine the slope failure and geometry. 


 


The second step in the design process is to evaluate the response of the Plate Pile to a lateral load (i.e. slope 


movement).  The shear and bending capacity of the piles are evaluated using the finite difference software program 


LPILE by ENSOFT, Inc. (2012).  Plate Piles are typically constructed from S75x8 steel S-shape sections with a 


cross-sectional area (A) equal to 1,070 mm2, moment of inertia (I) equal to 1.04x106 mm4, section modulus (S) in 


the x-direction equal to 27.4x103 mm3 (AISC 2011); elastic modulus value (E) is 200,000 MPa and yield strength 


(Fy) is 345 MPa.  The yield bending moment of the pile is equal to 8.7 kN-m and the yield shear is equal to 370 kN.   


 


LPILE software computes deflection, shear force, bending moment, and soil response with depth of laterally loaded 


piles in non-linear soils.  Soil behavior is modeled with internally-built p-y curves.  The Plate Piles are loaded in 


LPILE by lateral soil movements over the depth of the slide plane until a limiting state is reached.  The displacement 


value is transitioned to zero over a distance of 300 mm at the approximate location of the shallow failure surface 


(Loehr & Brown 2007), as illustrated in Figure 2.  This approach is empirical, but has been verified by instrumented 


case histories and numerical analyses, and is supported by Kourkoulis et al. (2012), Loehr & Brown (2007), and 


White et al. (2008). The limit state of the Plate Pile may be equal to the ultimate bending moment or the allowable 


lateral soil movement.  Using the ultimate bending moment as a limit state is supported by FHWA (2005) and Loehr 


& Brown (2007).  The shear force at the sliding depth when the first limit state is reached is considered to be the 


mobilized resistance for that sliding depth (Loehr & Brown 2007, FHWA 2005).  


 


 
 


Figure 2: Conceptual illustration of LPILE model used to compute lateral response of piles  


subjected to lateral soil movements (from Loehr & Brown 2007). 


 


The final step of the design process includes using the slope geometry, subsurface soil profile, and loading 


conditions, as used in the preliminary analysis of the unreinforced slope. By adding stiff pile elements in the limit 


equilibrium analysis, the stabilized factor of safety of the Plate Pile reinforced slope is evaluated.  The input 


parameters include up-slope spacing and the mobilized resistance, which is set equal to the shear force at the slide 


plane. 


 


The design process is iterative until the desired factor of safety (typically 1.3 to 1.5) is calculated for the stabilized 


slope. 
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3. CASE HISTORIES 


3.1 New Madrid Power Plant  


The coal-fired New Madrid Power Plant located in New Madrid, Missouri has an existing 23-acre raw water pond 


that stores water for the plant use operations.  A levee embankment retains the water in the pond, which is collected 


from the nearby Mississippi River.  A total of three slope failures occurred over several years along approximately 


1,000-foot (300m long) long stretch of the levee’s embankment (Refer to Figure 3).  


 


 


    
Figure 3: Slope failures in New Madrid Power Plant pond embankment. 


3.1.1 Site Conditions 


The levee was constructed of silty clay fill.  Geotechnical boreholes indicated that the upper 6 metres consist of 


medium stiff silty clay fill, underlain by native soft to very stiff silty clay to depths of about 10.5 metres.  Beneath 


the silty clay, medium dense to dense sand extends to the maximum explored depth of about 23 metres.  


Groundwater was encountered at the time of drilling at a depth of 9 metres, but the stabilized groundwater level is 


assumed to correspond to the elevation of the water in the pond.  


 


The levee is approximately 6 metres high and has a slope inclination of 3 (horizontal) to 1 (vertical).  The past slope 


failures in the levees were likely a result of rapid draw-down of the pond.  Based on site observations and stability 


analyses performed by the project geotechnical engineer, the depth of the slope failures varied from 1.5 to 2.5 


metres. The failures were repaired three times using earthwork re-grading operations, but these repairs were limited 


by the ground water associated with the adjacent pond. After the fourth time of slope failure, a more robust and 


permanent stabilization method was sought by the client. 


3.1.2 Embankment Stabilization 


Initially, the geotechnical engineer proposed stabilizing the levees by installing a sheet pile wall at the toe of the 


levee in conjunction with excavation and recompaction. After several discussions between the geotechnical 


engineer, the owner, and the design engineers at Geopier Foundation Company, the patented SRT Plate Pile method 


was selected to provide a long-term repair solution. The SRT method requires minimal earthwork and provided an 


overall cost savings of about $1,000,000 for this project.  


 


The final design for the levee stabilization included six (6) rows of Plate Piles driven into the failed slope with 


lengths of 3, 3.65 and 4.25 metres.  Prior to Plate Pile installation, the levee was track-rolled to form the final slope 


contours; no major grading was required. The Plate Piles were installed with a three-man crew and involving two 


pieces of equipment (Figure 4). Plate Pile locations were marked/staked out prior to installation. A hammer attached 


to an excavator was used to install the Plate Piles. A chain attached to the hammer was wrapped around each 


individual Plate Pile just below the plate to lift and set the Plate Pile into position. Plate Piles were tilted into the 


slope at about a 5-degree angle from vertical to provide a slight batter against slope movement. Once in position, the 
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chain was detached and the Plate Pile was driven to about 300 mm below the ground surface. As a result of using 


small, maneuverable equipment, installation could occur close to the edge of the pond. 


 


The schedule consisted of installation of 1,500 Plate Piles in 12 days in June of 2012. The embankment has been 


monitored for failures and no problems have been observed in the levee to date. 


 


 
Figure 4: Installation of Plate Piles at the New Madrid Power Plant pond.  


3.2 Virginia Department of Transportation I-495  


Over 200,000 vehicles use the I-495 Capital Beltway around Washington D.C. daily, along with its numerous 


interchanges, overpasses and bridges.  During a routine inspection/review, the Virginia Department of 


Transportation (VDOT) determined that one of the slopes near one of their bridges had an inadequate factor of 


safety (FS) against sliding.  A newly constructed slope along the HOT (High Occupancy Travel) lanes of the I-495 


Capital Beltway in Fairfax, Virginia was determined to have a factor of safety (FS) against sliding of 1.2.  Due to the 


critical location of the slope, adjacent to a bridge abutment, the Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT) 


requires that the slope have a FS of 1.5 or greater.  The design-build company for this project wanted to improve the 


predicted stability of this critical slope to meet VDOT standards.  They also wanted to avoid disrupting traffic while 


keeping remediation costs to a minimum.  Traditional methods, such as retaining walls or over excavation and 


replacement were considered, but were proven to be too costly, would take too long and would disrupt traffic. 


3.2.1 Site Conditions 


The as-constructed slope had an inclination of approximately 1.5H:1V and a height of 7.5 metres.  Soil conditions 


consisted of firm to stiff silt with fine sand and silty sand fill extending to depths of approximately 8.5 metres below 


the ground surface.  Average SPT N-values in the silty/sandy fill were 5 to 7 blows per 300 mm of penetration in the 


upper 4 metres. 


3.2.2 Embankment Stabilization 


The project geotechnical engineer recommended the Plate Pile technology as an alternative solution since Plate Piles 


can be installed without disruption to traffic and with only minimal disturbance to the existing slope.  Furthermore, 


in comparison with the conventional solutions, the Plate Pile system was less costly and less time-consuming.  After 


a review by its engineers and VDOT, Plate Piles were chosen to solve the slope stability problem.  
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Plate Piles were installed 1.2 m on-center in the horizontal direction (i.e. parallel to the slope) and 1.5 m on-center in 


the vertical direction (i.e. up the slope) along the I-495 embankment.  An E66 Rammer breaker mounted on a John 


Deere 200 excavator was used to install 4 m long black steel plate piles.  A skid steer loader with fork attachment 


was used for unloading and moving the Plate Piles.  An on-site crew of three men completed the work in four 


production days.  The use of small, mobile equipment allowed for the work to be performed directly on the slope 


with no interruption of traffic (Figure 5).  This project demonstrated that the Plate Pile system can successfully be 


installed along roadways with difficult access, while decreasing construction time and earthwork operations. 


 


 
Figure 5: Plate Pile installation on the slope along the HOT lanes of the I-495 Capital Beltway 


4. CLOSING 


The Plate Pile™ slope stabilization system is engineered uniquely for each project.  The patented SRT® Plate Pile 


method is well suited to stabilize shallow slides and/or steep slopes that do not meet required stability criteria.  The 


case histories presented herein demonstrate that the Plate Pile system can successfully be installed on failed or 


marginally stable slopes, while decreasing construction time and earthwork operations. 


 


The Geopier SRT Plate Pile technology is best suited for actual or predicted slope failures 3 to 4.5 metres deep. It 


may be used on slopes with inclinations up to 45 degrees (1H:1V) and in all soil types (with the exception of very 


loose to loose sand) overlying an underlying competent layer into which the Plate Piles penetrate. Plate Piles may be 


installed into soft rock (e.g. siltstone, claystone, mudstone, weathered shale, etc.) and can be predilled into harder 


rock. The SRT system is not best suited to stabilize deep-seated (i.e. greater than 4.5 m) failures due to the size of 


the section that is required to resist bending.   
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ABSTRACT  


The present work evaluates the impact of using recycled crumb rubber (CR) as a partial replacement of fine 


aggregate on the fresh and mechanical properties of concrete composite, especially when self-consolidating concrete 


is used. In this study, seven mixtures containing various amounts of fine CR (0-30% by volume of sand) were tested. 


The fresh properties tests included flowability, passing ability, and segregation resistance. On the other hand, the 


mechanical properties tests included compressive strength, modulus of elasticity, splitting tensile strength, and 


flexural strength. The results indicated that although increasing the CR replacement decreased the fresh and 


mechanical properties of concrete, all the developed mixtures achieved adequate fresh and mechanical properties 


required for structural applications. The rigidity of concrete composite was also decreased effectively, exhibiting 


more ductile failure behaviour at ultimate loadings. In addition, using recycled rubber as a partial replacement for 


fine aggregate promotes the development of eco-friendly concrete with a reduced self-weight, which is receiving 


greater attention nowadays. 


 


Keywords: Self-consolidating concrete, crumb rubber, fresh properties, mechanical properties. 


1. INTRODUCTION  


Accumulation of huge volumes of scrap tyres annually, is one of the most challenging problems worldwide, 


especially with the rapid expansion of the automobile industry. For example, in the United States more than 275 


million scrap tyres are produced per year (Papakonstantinou and Tobolski 2006). As this number increases, 


hazardous techniques are being used to dispose of these tyres such as piling in landfills to remain stockpiled or to 


burn down. Burning of these tyres is difficult to ignite and is also difficult to extinguish. In addition, tyre burning 


releases a dense black smoke which pollutes the air with toxic gas, harming the surrounding soil and groundwater. 


Also, storing scrap tyre in landfills provides an area for rodents or mosquito larvae to develop which leads to the 


spread of disease. Tyres are not naturally biodegradable, thus remaining an environmental hazard (Cairns et al. 


2004).  


 


Reutilization of scrap tyres in civil engineering applications, for example concrete production, can help prevent 


environmental issues as well as develop economically-friendly designs (Najim and Hall 2010). Recently potential 


research has been involved in replacing coarse and/or fine aggregate with waste rubber (from the scrap tyres). 


Recycling scrap tyres to produce green concrete not only decreases the environmental hazards, but also contributes 


to the development of semi-lightweight concrete due to the low density of rubber particles compared to conventional 


aggregates. Significant studies investigated the use of crumb rubber (CR) as a partial replacement for fine aggregate 


in vibrated rubberized concrete (VRC). Most of these studies have concluded that using CR decreased compressive 


strength, tensile strength, and modulus of elasticity of concrete (Eldin and Senouci, 1993); however, the damping 
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ratio, impact resistance, ductility and toughness of concrete increased as the CR contents increased (Najim and Hall 


2010).  


 


Comparing to VRC, self-consolidating rubberized concrete (SCRC) can combine the beneficial effects of the 


addition of CR and the desirable properties of self-consolidating concrete such as spreading and filling the formwork 


under its own weight without applying vibration. Recently, researchers investigated the effect of adding crumb 


rubber on the fresh performance of self-consolidating concrete (SCC). (Güneyisi 2010) stated that increasing the 


rubber content caused an increase in T50, V-funnel flow times, and viscosity, but using rubber and fly ash together 


reduced the viscosity of the mixture. (Topçu and Bilir 2009) observed that increasing the rubber content increased 


the fluidity, but with an increased risk of segregation. They also found that the optimum amount of crumb rubber (< 


4 mm) for fresh and mechanical properties of self-consolidating rubberized concrete (SCRC) was 8% replacement of 


total aggregate weight. (Turatsinze and Garros 2008) developed SCRC using chipped rubber as a coarse aggregate, 


but the strength reduction reached 33 and 73% at 10 and 25% replacements of sand by rubber, respectively. 


The main objective of this research was to develop SCRC mixtures with high contents of CR and with acceptable 


mechanical properties for structural applications. The percentage of CR varied from 0% to 30% replacements by 


fine aggregate volume. The fresh properties tests included slump flow, V-funnel, L-box, J-ring, sieve segregation 


resistance, and air content tests while the mechanical properties tests included compressive strength, splitting tensile 


strength (STS), flexural strength (FS), and modulus of elasticity (ME). Also, the stability of the tested mixtures was 


evaluated by using. 


2. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 


2.1 Materials 


General use Portland cement, MK, fly ash (FA) conforming to ASTM C150 Type I, ASTM C618 Class N and 


ASTM C618 Type F, respectively, were used in the production of the developed mixtures. Natural crushed stone 


with a maximum size of 10 mm and natural sand were used for the coarse and fine aggregates, respectively. Each 


aggregate type had a specific gravity of 2.6 and absorption of 1%. A crumb rubber aggregates with a maximum size 


of 4.75 mm, specific gravity of 0.95, and negligible absorption was used as a partial replacement of the fine 


aggregate in the SCRC mixtures. The aggregate gradations of the crushed stone, natural sand, and CR are presented 


in Figure 1. Glenium 7700 high-range water-reducer admixture (HRWRA), similar to ASTM Type F (ASTM C494) 


(2013), was used to achieve the required slump flow of developed mixtures. 


 


 
Figure 1: Gradation curve of fine and coarse aggregates and crumb rubber 


 


2.2 Mixture Design 


The development of SCRC required a balanced viscosity to improve the rubber particle suspension and reduce the 


risk of segregation. This also provided a good workability for achieving the acceptable fresh properties of SCC. 


Therefore, a preliminary trial mixes stage was carried out to determine the minimum water-to-binder (w/b) ratio, the 


total binder content, the coarse-to-fine (C/F) aggregate ratio, and the SCMs that can achieve acceptable SCC fresh 
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properties without overdosing the HRWRA. The results of the trial mixes stage indicated that a w/b ratio of at least 


0.4 and 550 kg/m3 binder content should be used to obtain SCC having 700 ± 50 mm slump flow with no visual sign 


of segregation. FA was also used to increase the flow-ability of mixtures to avoid using high dosages of HRWRA to 


compensate for the reduction in the workability resulting from the addition of CR. The consistency of SCRC was 


adjusted by incorporating MK into the mixture to improve its viscosity, resulting in higher stability for CR particles. 


Moreover, to obtain SCRC with adequate mechanical properties, MK was used to compensate for the reduction in 


the concrete strengths resulting from using high percentages of CR. The MK and FA were used with replacement 


levels of 20% and 30% (by weight of the binder content), respectively. These percentages were chosen based on 


optimal values obtained from previous research carried out with these SCMs. (Güneyisi, E.2010, and Hassan A. A. 


A.; and Mayo, J. R., 2014) All mixtures were developed using a 10 mm crushed stone aggregate. A constant coarse-


to-fine aggregate (C/F) ratio of 0.7 was chosen for all tested mixtures based on previous research carried out on SCC 


with different C/F ratios (Hassan et al., 2015). The amount of HRWRA was varied in all tested mixtures to obtain a 


slump flow diameter of 700 ± 50 mm. The mixture proportions and designations of the seven VRC and SCRC 


mixtures tested are presented in Table 1. 


 


 


Table 1: Mix design for tested mixtures 


Mix 


# 


Mixture Cement 


(kg/m3) 


SCM 


(Type) 


SCM 


(kg/m3) 


C. A.  


(kg/m3) 


F. A. 


(kg/m3) 


CR 


(kg/m3) 


HRWRA 


(L/m3) 


Density  


(kg/m3) 


1 550C-0CR 275 MK+FA 110+165 620.3 886.1 0.0 3.43 2246 


2 550C-5CR 275 MK+FA 110+165 620.3 841.8 16.2 3.43 2207 


3 550C-10CR 275 MK+FA 110+165 620.3 797.5 32.4 3.75 2163 


4 550C-15CR 275 MK+FA 110+165 620.3 753.2 48.6 3.75 2128 


5 550C-20CR 275 MK+FA 110+165 620.3 708.9 64.8 3.75 2094 


6 550C-25CR 275 MK+FA 110+165 620.3 664.6 80.9 3.75 2041 


7 550C-30CR 275 MK+FA 110+165 620.3 620.3 97.1 4.38 2006 


Note: All mixtures have a 0.4 w/b ratio; C. A. = Coarse Aggregates; F. A. = Fine Aggregates; CR = Crumb Rubber; 


MK = Metakaolin; FA = Fly Ash. 


 


2.3 Testing Procedures 


The fresh properties of all tested mixture were conducted as per The European Guidelines for Self-Compacting 


Concrete (2005). The fresh properties tests included slump flow, V-funnel, and L-box tests. Also, the segregation 


resistance (SR) of SCRC mixtures was assessed using a sieve segregation resistance test. The percentage of the 


entrained air in the fresh SCC mixtures was measured by following a procedure given in ASTM C231. The 


compressive strength and splitting tensile strength (STS) were conducted using 100 mm diameter x 200 mm height 


concrete cylinders, according to ASTM C39 and C496.  The flexure strength (FS) of 100 mm x 100 mm x 400 mm 


prisms was measured for all SCRC mixtures according to ASTM C293. 100 mm diameter by 200 mm length 


cylinders with an attached 25 mm strain gauge was used to test the modulus of elasticity (ME) of all mixtures. The 


mechanical properties tests were implemented after the sample had been moist cured for 28 days.   


3. DISCUSSION OF TEST RESULTS 


3.1 Density and Air Content  


Figure 2a and Table 2 show the effect of the addition of CR on the unit weight of SCRC mixtures. From the figure, 


it can be observed that increasing the CR content generally reduced the unit weight of the tested mixtures. Varying 


the percentage of CR from 0% to 30% linearly decreased the self-weight of SCRC by 10.7%. This reduction is 


directly attributed to two reasons: i) the lower density of CR compared to that of natural sand; and ii) the increased 


air content due to the addition of CR. As also shown in Figure 2a, increasing the percentage of CR from 0% to 30% 


raised the measured air content from 1.5% to 5%. This increase may be related to the capability of rubber particles 


to entrap air in their jagged surface texture. Another assumption suggested by (Naito et al. 2014) reported that the 
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increase in the measured air content may come from the high compressibility of rubber particles, which may result 


in an artificial amount of air measured by the standard (ASTM C231 2014) test method.  


3.2 HRWRA Demand 


Table 1 presents the HRWRA demands required to achieve the target slump flow of 700 ± 50 mm for tested SCRC 


mixtures. Inclusion of CR content up to 25% showed a slight increase in the HRWRA demand, reaching up to 9.3% 


compared to the control mixture (percentage of CR = 0%). Further increases in CR content led to increases in the 


HRWRA demand required to obtain the target flow-ability. With the addition of 30% CR in mixture 500C-30CR, 


the HRWRA dosage was increased by 27.7% compared to the control mixture with no CR. This result is similar to 


that reported by other researchers, (Güneyisi, E., 2010 and Topçu, I.B.; and Bilir, T. 2009) who have also observed 


an increase in the HRWRA demand of SCRC mixtures with high percentages of CR content. 


3.3 Flowability  


The flowability of SCRC mixtures were evaluated using T50 (time to reach 500 mm slump flow diameter), T50J (time 


to reach 500 mm J-ring diameter), and V-funnel time. In general, increasing the CR content showed an increase in 


the mixture viscosity or a reduction in its flow-ability. As shown in Table 2 and Figure 2b, increasing the percentage 


of CR from 0% to 30% raised the T50 from 1.95 seconds to 3.76 seconds. The J-ring and V-funnel tests also showed 


a similar behaviour: i.e., for the same increase in the percentage of CR, the T50J and the V-funnel time recorded an 


increase reaching up to 1.81 and 2.46 times, respectively (see Figure 2b). Based on the T50 and V-funnel time, the 


(EFNARC, 2005) proposed a classification for the viscosity of SCC mixtures. The first class is named VS1/VF1, 


which includes mixtures with a T50 of less than 2 seconds and V-funnel flow time of less than 8 seconds. This class 


of mixtures is characterized by having good filling and self-levelling ability but is more likely to suffer from 


bleeding and segregation. The second class is named VS2/VF2, which includes mixtures with a T50 of more than 2 


seconds and V-funnel flow time ranging from 9 to 25 seconds. VS2/VF2 mixtures are more likely to exhibit 


thixotropic effects, which may help to improve segregation resistance and limit the formwork pressure. According to 


these categories, the control mixture (550C-0CR) can be classified as VS1/VF1, while the SCRC mixtures with up 


to 30% CR meet the limits of VS2/VF2. Both categories (VS1/VF1 and VS2/VF2) have good potential uses in 


different structural applications such as slabs, columns, piles, walls, and ramps, especially with a relatively high 


slump flow of 700 ± 50 mm found in mixtures with up to 30% CR. 


3.4 Passing-ability 


The passing-ability of all tested mixtures was assessed by measuring the L-box (H2/H1) ratio and the difference 


between the slump flow and J-ring diameters. Table 2 and Figure 2c, illustrate that adding CR had a negative impact 


on the passing ability of SCC. Varying the percentage of CR from 0% to 30% reduced the L-box ratio from 0.91 to 


0.75. Similarly, the difference between the slump flow and J-ring diameters increased from 10 mm to 70 mm as the 


percentage of CR increased from 0% to 30%. The reduction of the passing ability with the increased percentage of 


CR could be attributed to the high friction and blocking between crushed stone aggregate and rubber particles. 


According to the (EFNARC, 2005) and the (Pre-stressed Concrete Institute 2003) the recommended value of H2/H1 


in the L-box test is 0.75 or greater. The results of this stage indicated that all tested SCRC mixtures with up to 30% 


CR replacement showed an acceptable passing ability.  


3.5 Segregation Resistance  


The sieve segregation resistance (SR) values were used to evaluate the coarse aggregate segregation of all tested 


mixtures. As shown in Table 2 and Figure 2d, increasing the CR content reduced the stability of mixtures. This 


finding matches what other researchers have reported (Topçu, I.B.; and Bilir, T. 2009) Adding 30% CR increased 


the SR value up to four times as much as mixtures with no CR. However, all mixtures with up to 30% CR did not 


exceed the acceptable limit (SR ≤ 15%) for SCC mixtures, as recommended by (EFNARC 2005). In addition to the 


SR test, this study visually evaluated the stability of rubber particles by investigating the distribution of CR particles 


along hardened, split cylinders. As mentioned earlier, the low density of the rubber (0.95) may decrease the stability 


of mixtures and make it easy for the rubber to float toward the concrete surface during mixing. From Figure 3, it can 


be seen that mixtures with up to 30% CR appeared to have a good distribution of CR particles, indicating the effect 


of the mixture’s viscosity on improving particle suspension. 
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Figure 2: Effect of CR replacement on the properties of the tested SCRC mixtures: (a) unit weight and air content, 


(b) T50, T50J, and V-funnel, (c) passing ability, (d) segregation resistance. 


 


 
 


Figure 3: Distribution of CR particles: (a) 5% CR, (b) 15% CR, and (c) 30% CR 
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(c) (d) 
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Table 2: Fresh properties of tested mixtures 


Mix 


# 


Mixture 


designation 


Slump/Slump 


flow 


J-ring  


 


Slump–J-ring 


(mm) 


L-box 


H2/H1 


V-funnel SR  


% 


Air 


% 


Ds 


(mm) 


T50  


(sec) 


DJ 


(mm) 


T50J   


(sec) 


T0  


(sec) 


1 550C-0CR 725 1.95 715 2.34 10 0.91 7.01 2.08 1.5 


2 550C-5CR 720 2.39 705 2.77 15 0.88 8.50 2.71 2.0 


3 550C-10CR 720 2.74 690 3.17 30 0.84 9.51 3.75 2.7 


4 550C-15CR 715 2.96 675 3.40 40 0.82 10.59 5.83 3.1 


5 550C-20CR 710 3.14 665 3.51 45 0.77 10.97 7.50 3.4 


6 550C-25CR 700 3.35 650 3.88 50 0.77 14.30 8.33 4.6 


7 550C-30CR 670 3.76 600 4.23


2 
70 0.75 17.25 8.33 5.0 


 


3.6 Mechanical Properties 


The 28-day compressive strengths of the tested mixtures are shown in Table 3 and Figure 4. As seen from mixtures, 


increasing the percentage of CR decreased the 28-day compressive strengths. Varying the CR from 0% to 30% 


reduced the 28-day compressive strength by around 57.88%. This reduction in the mechanical properties with higher 


percentages of CR may be attributed to (i) the lower modulus of elasticity for rubber particles compared to hardened 


cement paste, which may encourage precocious cracking around the rubber particles under loading, (Reda-Taha, M. 


M. et. al. 2008 and Naito, C. et. al. 2014) (ii) the poor strength of the interface between the rubber particles and 


surrounding mortar, as observed by other researchers, (Najim, K. B.; and Hall, M. 2012 and Emiroglu, M. et. al. 


2007), and (iii) the increase in the mixtures’ porosity due to the effect of rubber particles on heightening air 


entrainment (see Table 2). It is worth noting that although the addition of CR decayed the mechanical properties, 


mixtures with up to 15% CR could be developed with a compressive strength of almost 45 MPa. In addition, 


mixtures with up to 30% CR achieved adequate strengths for multiple structural applications.  


The STS, FS, and ME results for the tested mixtures are presented in Table 3 and Figure 4. It can be observed that 


the STS, FS, and ME decreased as a function of the increase in the CR replacement. Increasing the percentage of CR 


from 0% to 30% reduced the STS, FS, and ME by 40.3%, 31.7%, and 36.3%, respectively. These reductions may be 


attributed to the same reasons for the reduction of compressive strength with increased percentage of CR. As shown 


in Figures 5, the reduction in the mechanical properties could be fitted in a linear relationship with a good accuracy, 


as follows: 


 


[1]   Reduction in f’c= 2.1849*CR%       (R2= 0.92) 


[2]   Reduction in STS= 1.256*CR%      (R2= 0.97) 


[3]   Reduction in FS= 1.0419*CR%      (R2= 0.99) 


[4]   Reduction in ME= 1.2246*CR%     (R2= 0.99) 


 


Table 3: Mechanical properties of tested mixtures 


Mixture # Mixture designation 28-day 


f'c 


28-day 


STS 


28-day 


FS 


ME 


MPa MPa MPa GPa 


1 550C-0CR 75.65 4.49 5.74 29.37 
2 550C-5CR 66.72 4.29 5.48 27.54 


3 550C-10CR 53.48 4.08 5.12 25.71 


4 550C-15CR 44.77 3.82 4.82 24.66 


5 550C-20CR 38.40 3.41 4.57 21.97 


6 550C-25CR 36.77 3.00 4.27 20.02 


7 550C-30CR 31.86 2.68 3.92 18.70 
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Figure 4: Effect of CR replacement on the mechanical properties of the tested SCRC mixtures 


 


 


 
Figure 5: (%) Reductions in the the mechanical properties of the tested SCRC mixtures 
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3.7 Failure Mode 


All tested samples showed more ductile failure as the percentage of CR increased in the mixture. Increasing the 


percentage of CR raised the ductility of SCRC mixtures, which changed the common behaviour of concrete at 


ultimate loading to non-brittle failure. In addition, CR particles made the failed samples appear to be more cohesive 


without a noticeable distortion compared to the control mixture (CR% = 0) (see Figure 6). From Figure 6, it can be 


observed that the compressive strength samples of the control mixture were destroyed with a significant spalling. 
The splitting tensile strength samples of this mixture were also completely splintered into two halves at the ultimate 


splitting load. On the other hand, cylinders with a high percentage of CR showed a better geometrical shape with 


insignificant spalling, very fine cracks, and no splintering/spalling at the ultimate compressive and/or tensile 


loading. The reason for this behaviour may be related to the low stiffness of the CR particles that provide a relatively 


higher ductility for concrete composite, improving the energy absorption capacity of samples than obtained by 


conventional concrete. This effect was also observed in flexure samples with a high percentage of CR; the failed 


prisms were not completely broken, but they had a major flexural crack with an average width of 0.5 mm (see Fig. 


6d) and the crack width decreased as the CR replacement increased. 


 


 


 


Figure 6: Failure pattern of tested samples: (a) control mixture (0% CR) in compressive and STS tests, (b) typical 


failure mode for mixtures with high percentage of CR in compressive and STS tests, (c) control mixture (0% CR) in 


FS test, (d) typical failure mode for mixtures with high percentage of CR in FS test 


4. CONCLUSION 


This study investigated the fresh and mechanical properties of SCRC mixtures. The percentage of CR replacement 


varied from 0% to 30% of fine aggregate volume. The following conclusions can be drawn based on the results 


described in this paper: 


 


1. Using 550 kg/m3 binder content for mixtures containing 20% MK and 30% FA helped to obtain SCRC 


mixtures with balanced viscosity. This allowed mixtures with up to 30% CR replacement that satisfy the 


criteria of self-compatibility to be developed. 


2. Increasing the percentage of CR in SCRC mixtures showed a reduction in the flowability, passing ability, 


stability, and unit weight, while the air content and HRWRA demand increased.  


3. Increasing the percentage of CR in SCRC mixture has a direct impact on the mechanical properties of the 


mixture. Increasing the CR from 0% to 30% reduced the 28-day compressive strength, STS, FS, and ME by 
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57.88%, 40.3%, 31.7%, and 36.3%, respectively. However, mixtures up to 30% CR could be achieved with 


adequate strengths for multiple structural applications (> 30 MPa). 


4. SCRC mixtures showed more ductile failure behaviour compared to mixtures with no CR. Samples with 


higher percentages of CR showed insignificant spalling, very fine cracks, and no splintering or spalling at the 


ultimate compressive and/or tensile failure compared to samples with no CR. Moreover, high percentages of 


CR contribute to the development of semi-lightweight mixtures with a density of less than 2006 kg/m3.  
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ABSTRACT 


If volumes are needed quickly, and the only information that is available consists of contours from a topographic 


map, the method of contours can be used. This involves identifying on a topographic map the area that will be cut or 


filled and determining the area of the contour that will be enclosed. The area of each contour that will be covered 


will need to be determined. To obtain the total volume, the areas of adjacent contours are averaged and multiplied by 


the contour interval. On the other hand, precision of this technique has not been investigated yet. In this study, a grid 


system is established in an undulating area and the volume of a mound is determined by using the contours method, 


grids method and TIN (Triangulated Irregular Network) volume computation, then compared. 


 


Keywords: volume computations, grids method, contours method, Triangulated Irregular Network 


1. INTRODUCTION 


In route and construction surveying projects, to determine the quantity of materials to be moved, volumes are 


calculated (Kavanagh, 2009; Kavanagh, 2010; Nathanson et al., 2011 and McCormac et al., 2013). There are three 


commonly used volume computation methods: contours method, grids method and volume computations by 


utilizing a TIN (Triangulated Irregular Network) surface. If the topographic map of a project area is available, 


volumes by contour areas can be used for quick estimates. Alternatively, if site conditions permit, a grid system is 


laid out and the elevations of all grid corners are determined using precise leveling. By using the size of all grids and 


elevation information, the volume of each grid cell is determined. The total site volume is then calculated by adding 


the individual values of each cell. Lastly, having imported coordinate and elevation data into a CAD software, a TIN 


surface can be created that will pass through the project area before and after the excavations and the volume 


between these two surfaces is computed. 


 


In any method that is used, the intervals between gridlines, or the contour intervals, are important for accuracy. This 


is because the greater the distance between gridlines, the less the accuracy of the volumes that are computed 


(Crawford, 2008). There is a tradeoff though, because the smaller the intervals are between gridlines, the longer the 


time spent in the project site will be. This means maintaining the equipment and personnel out in the field, which 


automatically translates to increased project costs. Additionally, one may be limited by a certain degree with smaller 


grid sizes, because if grid sizes are too small it is not possible to take the measurements; for instance, imagine a site 


covered with wooden stakes set less than a foot from each other. On the other hand, accurate determination of the 


volume to be moved is critical to the client and the contractor in order for the correct payment to be made. In other 


words, it is up to the engineer to decide on what approach to use that will yield the maximum accuracy within the 


minimum time frame. 


 


As mentioned above, depending on the size of the grid used, the grid method is to produce the most accurate results. 


As long as the triangulated point coordinates and elevations are correct and these points depict the site topography 


adequately, the TIN method should produce reliable results as well. Yet, to this date and to our knowledge, the 


precision of the contours method has not been thoroughly investigated. Therefore, in this study, a grid system is 


established in an undulating area and the volume of a mound is determined by using the contours method, grids 


method and TIN method and the results compared. 
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2. METHODS 


The best method to use depends on the specific project conditions where the volume is to be determined, and on the 


measurement information available. The engineer must analyze the situation and select the method that will yield the 


most accurate results in the shortest time (Crawford, 2008). 


 


2.1 Contours Method 


 


If volumes are needed quickly, and the only information that is available consists of contours from a topographic 


map, the method of contours can be used. This involves identifying on a topographic map the area that will be cut or 


filled, and determining the area of the contour that will be enclosed. The area of each contour that will be covered 


will need to be determined. To obtain the volume, the areas of adjacent contours are averaged and multiplied but the 


contour interval (Crawford, 2008). 


 


[1]      


 


where C is the contour interval, A1 is the area enclosed by one contour and A2 is the area enclosed by the next 


contour. 


 
2.2 Grids Method 


 


In this method, the area to be covered is staked in squares with the choice depending on project size and accuracy 


desired (Wolf and Ghilani, 2006). Next, the grid is laid out using a total station or a measuring tape. And then, 


elevations are determined at all grid intersection points. For this purpose, and for precise work, differential leveling 


is required. For relatively less precise work, trigonometric leveling may be employed. 


 


[2]      


 


where A is the area of the grid, h1, h2, h3 and h4 are the elevations of the four corners of the grid. 


 


2.3 Triangulated Irregular Network (TIN) 


 


A TIN surface comprises the triangles that form a triangulated irregular network. TIN lines form the triangles that 


make up the surface triangulation. To create TIN lines, software such as AutoCAD Civil 3D is required to connect 


the surface points that are closest together. The elevation of any point in the surface is defined by interpolating the 


elevations of the vertices of the triangles that the point lies in (Autodesk, 2015). TIN surfaces are passed through the 


points surveyed before and after the excavations and the volume between these two surfaces is computed by the 


software. These computations basically follow prismoidal volume computations (see Wolf and Ghilani, 2006; 


Crawford, 2008; Kavanagh, 2009; Kavanagh, 2010; Nathanson et al., 2011 and McCormac et al., 2013). 


3. APPLICATIONS AND RESULTS 


Our project area is located on the east side of the arts building on the CSU Fresno campus (see Fig. 1). The mound 


and the surrounding area were considered for this project. Therefore, a 24.688 m (81 ft) by 35.662 m (117 ft) area 


was staked encompassing the mound. The grid size 0.914 m (3 ft) was chosen since generally in practice a 1 m grid 


size is used. As a result, 1053 points needed to be marked on the ground using stakes, flags or paint. Under the 


circumstances, to accelerate the process, points were located on the ground using a total station and the elevations of 


grid corners were surveyed immediately after utilizing differential leveling. For reference to our elevation, a local 


point (BM ED - see Fig. 1) on the west side of the project site was established on a concrete slab with an elevation 


of 30.480 m (100 ft). 
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Figure 1: Aerial view of the project site (image from Google). 


 


Once the perimeter of the project site was staked, a total station was set up over the stakes along the northern line 


and the corners which were the farthest were sighted as backsights. The instrument was then turned 90º to obtain the 


line of sight to lay out the grid intersections (see Fig. 2). As soon as the point was located using the total station and 


the reflector pole, the reflector pole was removed and a leveling rod was held at the very same point for differential 


leveling readings (see Fig. 3). For the differential leveling, BM ED was sighted as our backsight and all the grid 


points were sighted as site shots and the leveling circuits always closed on BM ED for checking purposes. 


 


 
Figure 2: Grid system laid out on the project site. Northern line of the grided area is labeled from “A” to “NN” and 


the western line is labeled from 1 to 27. 
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Figure 3: Total station and differential leveling measurements. 


 


At the end of the field work, all data was entered into AutoCAD Civil 3D and drawings and contours were generated 


(see Fig. 4). 
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Figure 4: Entire project area with contours. 


 


With the first approach, the area between lines “I” and “AA” was considered since this is the area which has the 


closed contours (see Fig. 5). 


 


 
Figure 5: AutoCAD image of the closed contours. 


 


Grid cell volumes were computed by averaging the four corner elevations and by multiplying the mean elevation 


with 2.743 m (9 ft) because the size of each grid cell was 0.914x0.914 m (3x3 ft). In the end, all the cell volumes 
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were summed and the volume from 30.730 m (100.82 ft) and up was determined. 30.730 m is the lowest elevation 


between lines “I” and “AA” which was the study area of interest with this first approach. The areas of contours 


within this frame were also determined using AutoCAD and the volume of the area between contour lines 31.699 m 


(104 ft) and 32.918 m (108 ft) was determined this time using the contours method. In the end, again using 


AutoCAD, a TIN surface was passed through the lowest elevation and another surface was passed through the grid 


intersections within this area and a volume was computed. These results are listed in Table 1, column 2. 


 


With the second approach, the area between lines “A” and “R” was considered since this is the area which has some 


steep and a gently rolling surface (see Fig. 6). The eastern side of the project area was not suitable for these 


computations since there was not any closed contour. 


 


 
Figure 6: AutoCAD image of the western part of the project area. 


 


Grid cell volumes were computed by following the same guidelines described in the first approach. This time the 


lowest elevation in the area of interest was 30.312 m (99.45 ft). Again, the areas of contours were determined using 


AutoCAD and the volume of the area between contour lines 30.480 m (100 ft) and 32.918 m (108 ft) was 


determined using the contours method. Also, by creating TIN surfaces in AutoCAD the volume was computed. 


These results are listed in Table 1, column 3. 


 


 


Table 1: Results of volume computations (ft3). 


Method I II 


Grids 19942.70 16166.24 


TIN 19931.30 16123.45 


Contours 6784.52 13939.87 


 


 


As can be seen in Table 1, the grids method and TIN results are quite close to each other; nonetheless, the contours 


method results are rather different. This is because with the grids method and TIN computations, the volume of the 


entire area of interest is calculated. On the other hand, with the contours method only the volume between the 


bottom and top contours are determined i.e., the areas below the lowest contour and above the highest contour are 


not taken into account. Generally, clients demand to know the total volume of the entire project area not just the 


volume between the bottom and top contours. As a consequence, better volume computations using the contours 


method is needed. For this purpose, authors propose to use the following formula: 


 


[3]      
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where EAI is the size of the entire area of interest, A1 is the area of the first (bottom contour), EBC is the elevation 


of the bottom contour, LE is the lowest elevation in the area of interest, n is the number of contours, C is the contour 


interval, HE is the highest elevation and EHC is the elevation of the highest contour. Using this formula the results 


in Table 1 are regenerated and the final results are listed in Table 2. 


 


 


Table 2: Results of volume computations using Eq. (3) (ft3). 


Method I II 


Grids 19942.70 16166.24 


TIN 19931.30 16123.45 


Contours 19220.22 16124.42 


 


 


Obviously there is no change with regards to the grid method and TIN volume computations since Eq. (3) is 


developed for the contours method only. In order to be able to verify the formula, between the highest contour and 


the points above this contour, 10 more contours are created to pass through. The purpose of doing so is to obtain 


precise volume information for the area above the highest contour. The results of this approach are given in Table 3. 


 


 


Table 3. Results of volume computations by passing 10 more contours between the highest contour and the points 


above this contour (ft3). 


Method I II 


Grids 19942.70 16166.24 


TIN 19931.30 16123.45 


Contours 19217.57 16122.72 


 


 


To increase the precision, the number of the contours passed between the highest contour and the points above this 


contour would have to be increased; yet, in the original approach the contour interval was 0.305 m (1 ft). By passing 


10 more contours the contour interval went down to 0.03 m (0.1 ft) which is almost the attainable precision of a 


topographic survey. If we compare the results in Tables 2 and 3, we see that the results for the contours method vary 


less than 3 ft3. This variation is due to the last term in the right hand side of Eq. (3). This last term is like putting a 


cone on top of the highest contour meaning that it is not as precise as passing 10 more contours between the highest 


contour and the points above this contour but the results corroborate that the difference is less than 3 ft3 which is 


acceptable by most earthwork projects. 


4. CONCLUSIONS 


In this paper, the precision of volume computations utilizing the contours method was compared against volume 


computations using the grids method and a TIN. If only the contour areas within the project area are considered 


without regard to the entire size of the project, the volume computations utilizing the contours method will yield 


very different results. Accurate determination of the volume moved is critical. Hence, for accurate volume 


computations using the contours method, a new formula is proposed, which yields very close results to the results of 


the grids method and a TIN. 
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ABSTRACT  


Public Private Partnership (PPP) contracts are contracts with special nature that tend to have longer contract durations 


compared to other conventional procurement methods. Because of their long term nature, contract renegotiation 


becomes an inevitable need. During the renegotiation phase, a contract re-equilibrium process is being performed in 


order to protect the rights and benefits of both parties. The objective of the re-equilibrium process is to maintain the 


internal rate of return (IRR) of the private sector partner constant at the rate it was agreed at the project outset. The 


commonly used scenarios of the renegotiation process include: increasing the service charges, increasing the 


concession period, or paying a lump sum amount to the party of concern. In this paper, a framework is established to 


calculate the different re-equilibrium scenarios. The framework proposed in this paper, in addition to addressing the 


IRR, can also be customized to work with any other contractual financial ratio that needs to be maintained at a certain 


level such as the return on equity (ROE). 


 


Keywords: Public Private Partnerships - Contract - Renegotiation - Financial Model - Re-equilibrium 


1. INTRODUCTION 


The Canadian Council describes Public Private Partnership (PPP) as “a cooperative venture between the public and 


private sectors, built on the expertise of each partner, that best meets clearly defined public needs through the 


appropriate allocation of resources, risks and rewards” (The Canadian Council, 2006). Public Private Partnership is, 


as its name denotes, a partnership between the public sector, which is usually represented in the government, and the 


private sector, which usually consists of a consortium of construction and operation companies and investors. In this 


context, the government awards a public project to the private sector in which the agreement between the 


government and the private sector is called a “Concession Agreement.” The government is usually referred to as the 


“Off-taker” while the private sector is called the “Concessionaire” (Kriegler, 2006). The contractual period of the 


agreement is also called the “Concession Period,” during which the Concessionaire has to fulfill his obligations 


under the contract. The PPP agreement may include one or more of the following components: design, build, 


finance, operate, maintain, own, transfer, lease, develop, buy, or refurbish (Delmon, 2010).  


 


The private sector is required to submit a financial bid during the tender stage of the project. The financial bid of the 


PPP project is different from conventional projects, as it includes detailed calculations comprising all costs and 


revenues associated with the PPP project. This is due to the complexity of the funding methods used in PPP projects. 


The financial model is usually done on a spreadsheet, such as Microsoft Excel. According to the Public Private 


Partnership Handbook issued by the Asian Development Bank, the private sector financial model's main purpose is to 


calculate all the direct and indirect costs, contingencies, and profits in order to come up with the service fees, (Public 


Private Partnership Handbook, 2008). The model includes assumptions, inputs, and outputs. Assumptions include 


inflation rates, taxes, etc.; moreover, the modeller should input the capital expenditure (Capex), the operating expense 


(Opex), equity and debt service data, revenues based on forecasted demands or production rates, etc. The model also 


includes calculations of the different financial statements of the Special Purpose Vehicle (SPV), including income 


statements, cash-flow statements, profit and loss accounts, and the balance sheets. The model also provides a group 
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of financial indicators such as the Internal Rate of Return (IRR), Return on Equity (ROE), Annual Debt Service 


Coverage Ratio (ADSCR), and Loan Life Debt Service Cover Ratio (LLCR)  


2. ADVANTAGES OF PUBLIC PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS 


Governments strive to enhance the economic growth of their states. This requires enhancing existing services and 


working on developing beneficial strategic projects, such as infrastructure projects. According to the Construction 


Management Association of America (CMAA), Public Private Partnership is one of the mechanisms that governments 


employ to engage private sector financing in the development process (The Construction Management Association of 


America, 2012).  


 


The importance of the Public Private Partnership approach is that it supports and helps governments achieve their 


strategic plans in shorter time periods. The private financing provided through the Public Private Partnership model 


helps in allocating governmental funds to other strategic projects and services. Moreover, the private sector partner is 


usually more efficient as its goal is to obtain higher profits. This is why the private sector becomes more efficient than 


the government. This allows governments to achieve a greater number of goals in a relatively short period of time 


with high efficiency. This in turn boosts the economic growth of the state. 


 


Moreover, the Public Private Partnership contracts are based on service availability, which means that the private 


sector is not to be paid unless the service is being provided to the users according to the contract specifications. In 


other words, the Public Private Partnership mechanism ensures that the private sector is not being paid for an 


incomplete or insufficient service. Hence, the private sector is keen to provide the service on time and according to 


the contract specifications in order to collect the expected revenues as planned. This minimizes the probability of time 


delays and cost overruns in PPP projects tremendously. Furthermore, Public Private Partnership contracts can be of 


great benefit to the end users of a service. In order to maximize its revenues, the private sector usually tries to provide 


the service earlier in the concession period in order to increase the operation period, thereby increasing revenue. 


3. PROBLEM STATEMENT 


Despite its many advantages, PPP contracts are risky contracts due to their long term nature which make them prone 


to contract renegotiation more often than any other type of contracts. A need is rising for a tool which preserves, on 


the longer term, the rights of both the public and the private sectors. This tool should be able to return the equilibrium 


back to the PPP financial model in an unbiased manner. The following sections explain a framework of a re-


equilibrium technique to be used in renegotiating the PPP contracts. 


4. THE FRAMEWORK 


During renegotiation, the only way to ensure the project success and viability is to make sure that all parties are 


compensated justly so that they can fulfill their obligations under the contract agreement. In other words, if the 


investors are not getting a sufficient rate of return, the project will not function properly. This will eventually harm 


the interests of the client. In order to achieve this objective, a framework is developed in order to facilitate the PPP 


contract renegotiation process.  


 


The proposed framework has four stages. Each stage has a number of sub-processes. The proposed stages are shown 


in Figure 1. The PPP evaluation stage has the initial payment distribution and the PPP value calculations. The risk 


management stage has and the PPP updated evaluation stage have the updated payment distributions and the updated 


PPP value calculations. Finally, the scenarios stage has the re-equilibrium scenarios calculations. 
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4.1 The PPP Evaluation 


The PPP valuation process is a very long and tedious process. In general, PPP project valuation is done through a 


financial model that incorporates all direct and indirect costs of the project; it also includes the revenues and 


contingencies. The purpose of the financial model is to come up with the service charge and the internal rate of return 


(IRR) of the project. The financial model also provides different forms of financial statements, such as the income 


statement, the cash-flow statement, and the balance sheet. Moreover, it calculates some financial ratios to help in 


evaluating the financial standing of the Special Purpose Vehicle. The financial model is quite important as it is 


considered the basis of any adjustments through the lifecycle of the PPP contract.  


 


Xu et al developed a pricing equation that is used in the valuation process in their paper entitled “Developing a 


Concession Pricing Model for PPP Highway Projects” to calculate the PPP highway project price (Xu et al, 2012).  


The PPP price at a certain point in time is the summation all the cash in and cash out flows of the project. The cash in 


items are the operation income and the government subsidies, while the cash out items are the capital expenditure, the 


loan principle, the operation cost, and taxes. All the above costs and revenues are discounted at a fixed interest rate to 


get the present value of the PPP concession. 


 


The value of the PPP project can be calculated at any point in time. The interest rate can be adjusted in order to account 


for the market conditions. The above terms can also be adjusted to account for inflation as per the PPP contract terms. 


Finally, the internal rate of return (IRR) can be calculated for the free cash flow by equating Xu et al equation to zero 


and solving for the interest rate, which will be the IRR. 


 


Figure 2 shows the process of evaluating a PPP concession. The inputs of the PPP evaluation stage are taken from the 


financial model of the project and the conditions of contract. The tools used in this stage in the Xu et al equation in 


order to obtain the present worth of the PPP value at any point in time. 


Figure 1: The Framework Stages 


Scenarios
PPP Updated 
Evaluation


Risk 
Management


PPP 
Evaluation
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The equation terms constituting, the operation income, the government subsidies, the capital expenditure, the loan 


principle, the operation cost, and taxes, are to be extracted from the base financial model of the concession contract. 


The economic conditions of the country will control the interest rate that will be used to discount the different cash 


flows and the base inflation rate used in the contract. The initial distribution along the lifecycle of the project of the 


equation terms should be identical to the ones in the base financial model of the PPP concession to reflect the same 


internal rate of return in the contract. Finally, the PPP value obtained from the above shall be the basis for the scenarios 


development stage. 


4.2 The Risk Management 


In his paper entitled “Risks and Guarantees in BOT Tender”, Tiong stated that, “Unpredictability is the kiss of death 


in BOT project financing” (Tiong, 1995). In order to minimize unpredictability, great concern should be given to the 


risk identification phase in risk management. 


 


Risks have to be assessed and studied carefully in order to allocate them to the suitable party and choose a suitable 


risk mitigation mechanism. The likelihood of the occurrence of a risk should be calculated carefully. This is not an 


absolute figure, as it is affected by many factors, one of which is the question of whether this risk is to be allocated to 


the public or the private sector. 


 


The goal of risk allocation is to reach the optimum value of the project; in other words, the lowest contract price. If 


risks are allocated to the private sector while the public sector is the party who can control and predict such risks, then 


the private sector would have a very high contingency, resulting in an unnecessary increase in the bid price. This 


happens first by choosing the type of contract that would help in assigning the right risks to the party that is best suited 


to handle such risk. “Proactive contracting” is a term used by Tieva and Junnonen in their paper entitled “Proactive 


Contracting in Finnish PPP Projects,” which means that the allocation criteria of PPP risks should be defined in clear 


terms in the PPP contract. 


 


The goal of risk mitigation is to reduce both the probability of a risk occurrence and the effect on different contractual 


parties if a risk materializes. Both the private and the public sectors have different mitigation mechanisms. The private 


sector mechanisms include passing the risks to a third party. As an example, the concessionaire usually passes the 


design and construction risks to a design and build contractor. An example of another famous mechanism is insurance. 


The public sector mechanisms are similar to those of the private sector. The public sector usually appoints different 


consultants or advisors in the different fields of the project, such as legal, financial, and technical consultants, 


(Delmon, 2010). 


 


Monitoring and reviewing is the most important phase of risk management, as it ensures the effectiveness of the plan. 


During this stage, event occurs that leads to disturbing the equilibrium of the financial model. It is significant to ensure 


that the risk management plan expresses all risks that can be identified in a certain project. Moreover, the process 


should not only guarantee that the mitigation plans are being followed and identify critical phases and deadlines, but 


Xu et al 
Equation


Financial 
Model and 


the Contract 
Terms


PPP Value at 
time t


Figure 2: The PPP Evaluation Stage 
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also ensure its effectiveness and viability along the different phases of the project. In addition, the plan should 


continuously update the probabilities and impacts of each risk, and calculate its mitigation costs, as well. The 


reviewing process should also monitor the resources that should be available at certain times to deal with the risks 


(Noble, 2006). 


 


The risk management stage is a very critical process in the framework. The significance of risk management is clear 


during the renegotiation process. In this stage, the government shall only compensate the private sector for the portions 


of the risks that are allocated to the public sector; hence, a clear definition of risk allocation should exist in the PPP 


contract and be included in this proposed framework. 


 


4.3 The PPP Updated Evaluation 


During the lifecycle of a PPP, which tends to be very lengthy compared to conventional procurement methods, many 


events may arise that result in the need for re-equilibrium or contract renegotiation, such as variation orders, 


unforeseen risks, or refinancing gains. The only way to reflect those changes on the PPP value is by constructing a re-


equilibrium model similar to the financial model but adding the cost and time impact of those events.  


 


Figure 3 shows the steps of updating the PPP value. The PPP updated evaluation stage is similar to the PPP evaluation 


stage as it has the same inputs. However, the inputs of the PPP updated evaluation stage are different; for instance, the 


concession period is not a fixed variable, as it can be changed after agreeing on choosing the scenario that corresponds 


to adjusting the concession period. Moreover, the interest rate remains constant in order to compare the present value 


obtained from the PPP evaluation to the present value obtained from the PPP updated evaluation. 


 


This stage has the actual construction period, the actual inflation rate, and the updated distribution along the lifecycle 


of the project of the capital expenditure distribution, the operation income distribution, the government subsidies 


distribution, the loan principle distribution, the operation cost distribution and the taxes distribution. However, this 


updated distribution shall reflect the impact of the events that led to renegotiation of the contract. Xu et al equation 


shall be used again but with the updated values rather than the base values to determine the updated concession value. 


Then, the present worth shall be equated to zero in order to obtain the updated rate of return (IRR) that reflects those 


changes. Finally, the PPP updated value is obtained. 


4.4 The Scenarios 


In order to gain the financial model re-equilibrium back, certain actions should be taken. The commonly used re-


equilibrium scenarios in PPP are paying a lump sum amount to the private sector, increasing the service charges, 


increasing the concession period, or a combination of the one or more of the above. The sole aim of the renegotiation 


process is to maintain the investors’ initial IRR constant. Figure 4 illustrates the inputs of the scenarios development 


which are the PPP base value and the PPP updated value. The difference between the present value of the PPP 


concession value and the PPP updated concession value is the re-equilibrium payment that is the basis for the different 


scenarios development process.  


Updating the 
Base Financial 


Model


Calculating 
Cost and Time 
Impacts of an 


Event


PPP Updated 
Evaluation


Figure 3: PPP Updated Evaluation 
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In case of positive re-equilibrium payment, it means that the public sector shall compensate the private sector. The 


opposite is also true. Furthermore, in the case of a negative re-equilibrium payment, three scenarios of the four 


scenarios shall actually not be applicable: paying a lump sum amount to the public sector; decreasing the concession 


period; and the fourth scenario which is the combination between the other scenarios. This is because the payment of 


a lump sum amount from the private sector to the public sector shall distort the private sector cash flow. Decreasing 


the concession period is not allowed due to the obligations the private sector may have towards third parties until the 


end of the concession period. Moreover, in PPP projects where the private sector is directly paid by the service users, 


the fourth scenario which is decreasing the PPP payment may also not be applicable. For example, in the case of 


transportation projects, the private sector cannot decrease the toll, as it will create a market distortion.  


5. CONCLUSIONS 


PPP contracts has many advantages, yet despite its many advantages, PPP contracts long term nature make them 


riskier to the private sector. The long nature of the concession period allows form many variables to change and many 


events to disturb the equilibrium of the financial model. The PPP contracts are prone to contract renegotiation along 


their lifetime span more than any other conventional delivery method. The frame work proposed above objective to 


overcome this drawback of PPP contracts and return the equilibrium to the financial model. 


 


This research aims to develop a framework for a re-equilibrium model for PPP Contract. Although, public private 


partnership contracts have many advantages over the other types of delivery methods, PPP contracts tend to be long 


in nature which make them very prone to contract renegotiation. The framework presented suggests four stages: the 


PPP evaluation stage, the risk management stage, the PPP updated evaluation stage and the scenarios development 


stage. The fist stage involves the calculation of the base value of the PPP financial model which is considered to be 


the present worth of all cash flows anticipated along the concession period. The cash distributions considered are the 


operation income, the government subsidies, the capital expenditure, the loan principle, the operation cost, and taxes. 


A fixed interest rate and an inflation rate is to be used in the calculations based on the economic conditions. Same 


factors are considered when calculating the updated value of the PPP concession after taking into consideration the 


time and cost impact that led to disturbing the equilibrium of the model. 


 


The framework objective is to produce the four re-equilibrium scenarios which are: paying a lump sum amount to the 


private sector, increasing the service charges, increasing the concession period, or a combination of the one or more 


of the above. The framework produces the scenarios based on the difference between the base concession value and 


the updated concession value which reflects the cost and time impact on the different components of the cash in and 


cash out of the project. This shall help in the facilitation of the renegotiation process of PPP contracts. 
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ABSTRACT  


Timber I-joists are a popular product in light-frame wood construction in North America. The design with timber I-


joists, however, has not yet achieved the same level of refinement compared to reinforced concrete or steel 


structures. One of the reasons is that timber I-joists have higher variability in their material properties than more 


homogeneous building materials. Additionally, although very commonly applied in practice, engineers and 


practitioners have limited knowledge and guidance for I-joists with web opening. As a result, in many cases the 


design of timber I-joists based on manufacturer’s specifications lead to very conservative solutions. The present 


research predicts the capacity of unreinforced and reinforced timber I-joists with openings from experimental 


results. A total of 100 unreinforced and 100 reinforced I-joists with opening were tested under four point loading. 


The capacity of the I-joists with opening was predicted from regression analysis. A sensitivity analysis was 


performed for the predicted equations using Meta-model of Optimal Prognosis (MOP) to evaluate the contribution 


of each parameter on the model responses. The research demonstrates that the reinforcement technique was efficient 


for I-joists with openings and the proposed equations were very accurate to predict the I-joists capacity.  


 


Keywords: I-Joists, Web, Opening, Capacity, Reinforcement, sensitivity analysis.  


1. INTRODUCTION 


Wooden I-joists are prefabricated engineering wood products which are popular in light frame construction as floor 


and roof elements because of their high strength and stiffness, low weight, dimensional stability and low cost in 


comparison to solid timber (AFPA 1999). During construction, openings are common to the webs of I-joists for 


passage of service ducts, plumbing and wiring. However, the presence of the web openings leads to reductions in 


stiffness and capacity. The current edition of the Canadian Standard for Engineering Design in Wood (CSAO86 


2014) provides no guidance for such openings in I-joists and the National Design Specification for Wood 


Construction in the US (NDS 2015) recommends manufacturer specifications for I-joists with openings.  


 


Previous research evaluated the failure mode and capacity reduction of wood I-joists with web openings. Morris et 


al. (1995) summarized three failure modes as web fracture, web buckling, and de-bonding of web-flange adhesive 


joint. Fergus (1979) studied the effect of circular openings on moment-governed 7.3m long I-joists and shear-


governed 2.4m long I-joists and found no significant change in stiffness with a web removal of up to 70% of total 


height. On the contrary, Maley (1987) and Wang and Cheng (1995) reported that openings reduced stiffness and 


shear capacity. Wang and Cheng (1995) investigated 2.8m to 3.6m long I-joists with rectangular web openings of 


33% to 100% web height placed at a distance of 0.5m to 1.0m from the support and observed that the shear strength 
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was reduced up to 79% when the opening height was equal to the height of web. No significant change occurred for 


opening heights of 33% of web height. Afzal et al. (2006) performed tests on wood I-joists with circular and square 


openings. The I-joists were 302mm and 406mm deep and the opening size was varied up to 100% of web height. 


While the opening size-to-web depth and the span-to-depth ratio both affected the capacity, the types of opening 


(circular/square) were found insignificant. Zhu et al. (2005) investigated the failure load of wood l-joists with and 


without web openings, observed that capacity decreases linearly with opening size, whilst location of opening has 


little effect on the reduction of capacity. Guan and Zhu (2004) performed finite-element-analyses (FEA) to predict 


the behavior of wood I-joists with openings where the opening sizes were varied from one-quarter to three-quarter to 


the height of the I-joists. They observed that the predicted capacity for I-joist with circular openings was 20% higher 


than the I-joists with rectangular openings. Islam et al. (2015) investigated the capacity of I-joists with flange 


notches and found that the capacity reduced up to 80% compared to without any notches.  


 


Previous studies used several techniques to increase the flexural and shear capacity of timber beams such as: (a) 


attaching metal, (b) solid timber, (c) EWP plates, and (d) Fiber-Reinforced-Polymer (FRP) sheets either by 


mechanical means or adhesive bonding (Franke et al. 2015). Morrissey et al. (2009) investigated reinforced I-joists 


with steel angles attached to both sides of the web and the flange above and below the openings. They obtained an 


increase in capacity up to 39%. Polocoser et al. (2013) reinforced wood I-joists around the openings with U-shaped 


LSL, OSB patches and OSB collars. Some of the tested reinforced specimens regained the capacity of the original 


joists and among the three different techniques, the OSB collar was found to be most effective.  


2. EXPERIMENT 


2.1 Objective 


Placing web openings in I-joists is common practice that can lead to significant reduction in stiffness and capacity 


which – if not appropriately considered in design – may cause excessive deflections and premature failure of the 


element and possibly the structure. Practitioners, however, are not provided with sufficient design guidance that 


captures the reduction in capacity and stiffness of I-joists with web openings. The objectives of this research are to 


investigate the impacts of: i) reinforcing I-joists with web openings with OSB collars on the failure modes, capacity 


and stiffness on I-joists with web openings; ii) predict the capacity of I-joists with opening with sensitivity analysis.  


2.2 Materials and Methods 


All wood I-joists’ specimens for experiment were prepared at the facility of AcuTruss Industries Ltd., Canada. The 


specifications were chosen from the NASCOR NJH12 I-joist series (Nascor 2010). Flanges were made of LVL from 


SPF No2, webs were made from OSB manufactured to meet the requirements of the Performance Standard for 


Wood-Based Structural-Use Panels (PS2 2010) and CSA-O325 (2012). The height of the specimens was 302mm, 


the flange width and height were 63.5mm and 38mm, respectively, and the thickness of the web was 9.5 mm, see 


Figure 1. The material for the subsequent retrofit was OSB from the I-joist fabrication. I-joists with two different 


span lengths of 3.66m (12ft) and 6.10m (20ft) were tested. They were categorized into five series (series A to E) of 


specimens. Ten beams from each series of a total of 100 specimens were tested. Series A was the control beam 


without any openings. Series B and C had an opening of diameter (D) equal to the height of the web (212.7mm). 


The distance of the opening from the edge (Le) in series B was 305mm for both 12ft and 20ft specimens, while in 


series C opening were located at 610mm and 915mm for 12ft and 20ft specimens, respectively. In series D and E, 


the diameter of the opening was 152.4mm and 101.6mm respectively and the opening was located 305mm from the 


edge. The size and location of the openings are described in Figure 1 and Table 1. 


 


I-joists with the same dimensions and openings as series B to E were reinforced with OSB collars to investigate the 


impact of the retrofit on capacity and stiffness. Five more series (series F to J) of specimens with the same span 


length of 3.66m (12ft) and 6.10m (20ft) were tested after being reinforced around the opening with an OSB collar. 


Collars were located on only one side of the web and consisted of two layers, each layer composed of 9.5mm 


(3/8inch) OSB. The first layer was arranged around the opening and glued directly onto the web. The second layer 


was glued on top of the first collar. The reinforcement length (Lr) of the OSB collar on each side of the opening was 


kept equal to the diameter of the opening (series F to I). Only for series J, the collar (reinforcement) length was 


doubled to evaluate the capacity improvement due to OSB collar length. The details of the reinforced I-joists are 


given in Figure 2 and Table 1. A total of 100 reinforced specimens were tested with ten replicates in each test series. 
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Figure 1: Schematic of I-Joists with web opening and retrofitting (left), cross section (right). 


 


Table 1: Summary of test series and test results 


I-Joist 
Series 


ID 


L D Le Lr k Fexp 


mm mm mm mm N/mm COV kN COV 


Control 
12-A 3650 - - - 1220 17 40.5 30.4 


20-A 6100 - - - 310 10 28.9 14.3 


I-
Jo


is
ts


 w
it


h
 O


p
en


in
g


 


12-B 3650 213 305 - 1000 10 18.3 11.7 


12-C 3650 213 610 - 1035 10 17.1 9.72 


12-D 3650 150 305 - 1080 14 27.5 9.5 


12-E 3650 100 305 - 1165 16 36.5 18.9 


20-B 6100 213 305 - 364 12 20.7 13.1 


20-C 6100 213 914 - 315 14 20.1 13.1 


20-D 6100 150 305 - 345 11 27.9 15.2 


20-E 6100 100 305 - 305 9 26.3 24.8 


R
ei


n
fo


rc
ed


 I
-J


o
is


t 


12-F 3650 213 305 D+D+D 1045 13 21.9 13.4 


12-G 3650 213 610 D+D+D 1085 8 20.5 9.7 


12-H 3650 150 305 D+D+D 1115 9 35.2 13.9 


12-I 3650 100 305 D+D+D 1180 14 40.7 24.1 


12-J 3650 100 305 2D+D+2D 1240 15 45.9 24.7 


20-F 6100 213 305 D+D+D 310 12 21.1 13 


20-G 6100 213 914 D+D+D 310 8 22.2 10.6 


20-H 6100 150 305 D+D+D 305 9 30.5 16.8 


20-I 6100 100 305 D+D+D 320 15 29.2 9.9 


20-J 6100 100 305 2D+D+2D 315 11 26.7 15.1 
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Figure 2: Retrofit of I-joists with two OSB ply in collar system 


The specimens were tested as simply supported beams in four-point bending according to ASTM D5055 (2013). The 


loads were applied by a hydraulic actuator with a loading rate of 4mm/min. Hollow structural section (HSS) 


rectangular tubes were placed vertically on both sides of the flanges along the length of I-Joists at a spacing of 


305mm to ensure concentric loading and to prevent lateral buckling (see Figure 1). The joist deflections were 


measured by placing an extensometer at mid-span. The stiffness was calculated for the range of 10% to 40% of 


capacity according to EN 26891 (CEN 1991) Three cameras, focused at the mid-span, at the location of opening and 


at the loading point, were installed to monitor the crack pattern and failure of the specimens.  


2.3 Results  


The load-deflection all specimens were linear up to failure. The average capacities and stiffness for all test series as 


well as the corresponding coefficient of variations (COV) are summarized in Table 1.  


 


Series A represents the control beams without any opening. The 12ft I-joists failed in either shear at support or 


flexure at mid-span. The failure was initiated mostly by the presence of knots in the flanges or due to de-bonding of 


the OSB webs. In the case of 20ft I-joists, all the specimens failed in flexure at mid-span and there was no shear 


failure in any of the 20ft specimens. The presence of an opening changed the failure mode and capacity of the I-


joists. Series B specimens featured an opening equal to the height of the web and located 305mm from the leading 


edge. All 12ft and most 20ft series B I-joists failed in shear at the opening, the exceptions being specimen 20-B9 


which failed in shear right next to the opening and specimen 20-B10 which experienced flexural failure at mid-span. 


In both specimens failure was initiated at a knot. Series C featured the same opening size as series B but located at 


610mm and 915mm from the support for 12ft and 20ft I-joists, respectively. All specimens of series C failed in shear 


at the location of the opening. All specimens of series D (openings 66% the height of the web and located 305mm 


from the support) failed in shear, with failure starting diagonally at the opening by cracking of OSB followed by 


web-flange joint de-bonding and finally diagonal splitting of the flange. Half of the 12ft specimens of Series E 


(openings about 50% of the web height, also located at 305mm from the support) failed in shear diagonally along 


the opening similar to series D. The failure patterns of the 20ft I-joists were similar to the control series A with all 


specimens failing in flexure close to mid span and capacity was similar to the control beams. 


 


The opening in each I-joist of series F through I were reinforced by attaching an (Lr = D) OSB collar around the 


opening. This collar prevented abrupt failure at the location of the opening. The majority of specimens still failed in 


shear diagonally which was followed by de-bonding of web-flange joint. The OSB collar de-bonded at the end of the 


failure process. In two series F specimens (20-F2 and 20-F10), the OSB collar prevented the shear failure and 


instead induced a flexural failure. In series G, all 12ft I-joists and all but two 20ft specimens failed in shear 


diagonally at opening. The exceptions failed in flexure at mid-span. Compared to unreinforced series B the capacity 


of both 12ft F and G series specimens was found to be 19% higher. Most 12ft and all 20ft specimens from series H 


failed in flexure, similar to control I-joists series A, and compared to unreinforced series D, their capacity increased 


27% and 13%12ft20ft, respectively. Likewise, in series I the reinforcement collar efficiently prevented failure at the 


opening and the failure of the both 12ft and 20ft I-joists was in flexure.  Compared to unreinforced series E, average 


capacity improved by 4% and 13%, respectively, for 12ft and 20ft reinforced I-joists. In series J, the length of the 


OSB Collar (Layer 1) OSB Collar (Layer 2)


+


a = 30 mm


b = 60 mm


a b a b
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OSB collar on each side of the opening was doubled compared to series I to Lr = 2D. Most of the 12ft and all of the 


20ft reinforced I-joists failed similar to the control specimens either in flexure at mid-span or in shear at the loading 


point. The capacity of the 12ft and 20ft I-joists increased 17% and 8%, respectively, compared to unreinforced series 


E and even 14% and 5% compared to the control series.  


3. I-JOISTS CAPACITY PREDICTION 


A regression analysis was performed using the test results to develop models to predict the capacity of unreinforced 


and reinforced I-joists with web openings. I-joist span length-to-height ratio (L/h) and opening size to web height 


ratio (D/hw) affect the capacity of I-joist (Afzal et al. 2006) and were considered in the regression model. The 


proposed equations for unreinforced and reinforced I-joists with web opening are: 


 


[1] 
unreinforced 64.8 1.5( / ) 54.3 1.9( / )


w w


D DP L h L h
h h


         
   


            


 


[2] 
reinforced 105.6 3.5( / ) 90.8 3.8( / )


w w


D DP L h L h
h h


         
   


             


 


where, L is the I-joist span length (m), h is the height of I-joists, D is the size of opening size and hw is the height of 


web. The predictions using these models compared against the test results are illustrated in Figure 3.  


 


 
 


Figure 3: Predicted vs experimental capacity: unreinforced I-joists (left) and reinforced I-joists (right). 


4. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 


4.1 Methods 


Sensitivity analysis quantifies the uncertainty in the output of a model qualitatively or quantitatively, to different 


sources of variation in the input of a model. In addition, it also analyzes the contribution of each input variable to the 


model response. In this research, the sensitivity analyses were performed using the commercially available software 


package OptiSlang by Dynardo (Most and Will 2008). The design of experiments (DOE) for random sampling for 


sensitivity analysis utilizes Advanced Latin Hypercube Sampling (ALHS). ALHS is very effective to represent the 


non-linearity of the model in a reduced space. Meta-models were used to represent the model responses of surrogate 


functions in terms of the model inputs. A surrogate model is often advantageous due to the inherent complexity of 


many engineering problems to approximate the problem and to solve other design configurations in a smooth sub-


domain (Sacks et al. 1989, Simpson et al. 2001). However, most meta-models, i.e. Moving Least Square (MLS) 


approximation, Kriging or Neural Networks requires a high number of samples to represent high-dimensional 


problems with sufficient accuracy. To overcome these limitations, the Meta-model of Optimal Prognosis (MOP) was 
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developed (Most and Will 2008), an automatic approach for the optimal filter meta-model configurations. By doing 


this, a surrogate model of the original physical problem can be used to perform various possible design 


configurations without computing any further analyses. To develop an automatic approach requires defining a 


measure for the characterization of the approximation quality. The MOP uses the generalized coefficient of 


determination (CoD) which results for the special case of pure polynomial regression. The CoD assesses the 


approximation quality of a polynomial regression by measuring the relative amount of variation explained by the 


approximation (Montgomery and Runger 2003) as follows: 


[3] 2 21 ; 0 1R E


T T


SS SS
R R


SS SS
                             


where, SST is the equivalent to the total variation, SSR represents the variation due to the regression, and SSE 


quantifies the unexplained variation as follows: 


[4] 2 2 2


ˆ


1 1 1


ˆ ˆ( ) , ( ) , ( )
N N N


T i Y R i E i iY
i i i


SS y SS y SS y y 
  


                      


However, in order to penalize the over-fitting, Montgomery and Runger (2003) also introduced the adjusted 


Coefficient of Determination as in Equation 5.  


[5] 2 21
1 (1 )adj


N
R R


N p



  



                            


where, N is the number of sample points and p is the number of regression co-efficient. The quality of an 


approximation was evaluated in terms of the prognosis quality by using an additional test data set. The agreement 


between this real test data and the meta-model estimates is measured by the coefficient of prognosis, CoP (Most and 


Will 2008) defined as in Equation 6.  


[6] 


2


ˆ


ˆ.
; 0 1


Test Test


Test Test


Y Y


Y Y
CoP CoP


 


  
    


 
 


E
                    


An optimal metamodel can be searched with a defined CoP. Each meta-model is investigated for all possible 


significance by varying the significance quantile from 99% to a given minimal value. A polynomial regression is 


developed thereafter amd the coefficients of importance (CoI) are calculated for each variable following Equation 7.  


 


[7] 2 2


, , ,iY X Y YCoI R R X X i:
                            


 


Where, 2


,YR X
is the CoD of the full model including all terms of the variables in X and 2


,YR X i:
is the CoD of the 


reduced model, where all linear, quadratic and interactions terms belonging to Xi are removed from the polynomial 


basis. The threshold CoImin is varied from 1% to a given value.  Based on the CoI of each variable the meta-model is 


built up and the coefficient of prognosis is computed. The optimal meta-model is chosen from the maximum CoP 


configuration. The training data set is used for the construction of meta-model, while the test data set is used for the 


calculation of the CoP. On the contrary, a merge data set from training and test data is used for the correlations for 


the significance filter and the regression for the importance filters. However, if no additional test data set is 


available, the initial data set is split into training and test data in a way that each data set the response ranges are 


represented with maximum conformity to the entire data set.  


The sensitivity analysis in Optislang involves following steps: 


 


1. A solver chain was created in Optislang for the sensitivity analysis.  


2. The range of the input parameters and their types (i.e., deterministic and/or stochastic) were defined.   


3. ALHS sampling technique was used for DOE and total 1,000 samples were created randomly with the defined 


input parameters range.  


4. An input file created for the equation which link to the ALHS for sampling. 


5. Python script was used as a solver and calculates the output.  


6. The solver chain was run for n times (1000 times) to generate all output.  


7. The MOP was created to quantify the contribution of each parameter on the proposed model.  
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The algorithm for the sensitivity analysis is presented in Figure 4. The parameters setting for the sensitivity analysis 


is given in Table 2.  


 


Table 2: Parameters for Sensitivity analysis in Optislang 


Sampling method ALHS 


Number of samples 1,000 


Meta-models Polynomial, Clasic MLS, Interpolating MLS 


Solver Python script 


Sample splitting ratio 50% 


Number of steps 10 


CoI limit 0-5% 


Rank criteria CoDadj 


Parameters (range):  


L/h (x1) 4.0-25.0 


D/hw (x2) 0.1-1.0 


 


 


 
 


Figure 4: Algorithm for sensitivity Analysis in Optislang 


 


4.2 Results  


The impact of each input parameter on the output along with the models three dimensional space is illustrated in 


Figures 5 and 6 showing the MLS approximation of the unreinforced and reinforced I-joist’s capacity with respect to 


the model input parameters L/h (x1) and D/hw (x2). The MLS approximation exhibited the variation of the output in 


the predicted model space. A smooth surface of the output (see Figure 5 and 6) indicated a good approximation of 


the proposed model. By using 1,000 samples, a CoP of 100% was achieved for the proposed models which indicated 


a perfect approximation using MOP. By comparing the CoP value of each parameter, it was found that both 


parameters L/h (x1) and D/hw (x2) influenced I-joists capacity significantly, where, D/hw (x2) showed higher impact 


compared to L/h (x1).  
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Figure 5: MLS approximation of the unreinforced capacity, Pu with respect to the two input parameters, L/h (x1) and 


D/hw (x2) (left) and CoP values of each parameter (right). 


 
Figure 6: MLS approximation of the reinforced capacity, Pu with respect to the two input parameters, L/h (x1) and 


D/hw (x2) (left) and CoP values of each parameter (right). 


5. CONCLUSION 


The experimental and analytical investigation on 12ft and 20ft wood I-joists with web openings (unreinforced and 


reinforced) allows the following conclusions to be drawn: 


 


1. An opening had more impact on smaller span beams. Most of the 12ft test specimens with openings showed 


premature shear failures at the location of the opening. The capacity of 12ft I-joists was reduced up to 54%, 


while for 20ft I-joists, the capacity was reduced only up to 21%.  


2. In the case of 20ft I-joists, presence of openings about half of the web height did not have any effect on longer 


span beams. The statistical analyses confirmed these findings. 
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3. The reinforcement of I-Joists with OSB collars significantly increased the capacity (27% and 20% respectively 


for 12ft and 20ft I-joists). Furthermore, the capacities of the reinforced I-Joists (series I and J) were found 


almost equal to the control series capacity.   


4. The proposed regression model to predict the capacity of an I-joist with reinforced openings was also 


sufficiently accurate. 


5. The sensitivity analysis using MOP and ALHS sampling technique showed a smooth variation of the proposed 


model with respect to input parameters. 
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ABSTRACT  


Steel liquid storage tanks in the form of truncated cones are commonly used as containment vessels for water supply 


or storing chemicals. A number of failures have been recorded in the past few decades for steel liquid tanks and silos 


under wind loading. A steel conical tank vessel will have a relatively small thickness making it susceptible to buckling 


under wind loads especially when they are not fully-filled. In this study, a wind tunnel pressure test is performed on 


an elevated conical tank in order to estimate the external wind pressures when immersed into a boundary layer. The 


tested tank configuration represents combined conical tanks where the cone is capped with a cylinder. In addition, the 


effect of terrain exposure and wind speed on the pressure values and wind forces is assessed. The mean and rms 


pressure coefficients are presented for different test cases in addition to the mean and rms total drag forces that are 


obtained by integrating the pressure coefficient over the tank model’s surface. It is found that the total mean and rms 


drag forces are highly-dependent on Reynolds number which is a function of wind speed and they have a maximum 


value at mid-height for the lower cylinder, at top for the conical part, and at bottom for the upper cylindrical part. 


 


Keywords: conical steel tanks, wind pressure, wind tunnel pressure test, Reynolds number, terrain exposure 


1. INTRODUCTION  


Steel conical-shaped liquid storage tanks are widely used for fluid storage. An elevated steel conical tank consists of 


a steel vessel made of welded steel panels connected to a steel base which is in turn resting on a concrete slab. 


Depending on the required pressure head, a conical tank is elevated through a hollow cylindrical concrete shaft. Steel 


vessels are advantageous to be used as they are composed of prefabricated steel panels simplifying the erection 


procedure and reducing the construction costs. A conical tank is referred as a combined one when the truncated cone 


is capped with a cylindrical part as shown in Figure 1. 


 


 
Figure 1: Combined conical tank (http://www.caldwellwatertanks.com) 



http://www.caldwellwatertanks.com/
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Being constructed of steel, a conical tank vessel will have a relatively small thickness making it susceptible to buckling 


under wind loads especially when they are not fully-filled. A number of failures in the form of tank vessel buckling 


has been noticed in the past (Flores and Godoy 1998, Godoy 2007, and Rossana and Godoy 2010) for cylinderical 


tanks and silos. Therefore, many studies were performed in order to estimate the wind pressures acting on circular 


cylindrical tanks. The flow over a circular cylinder have been extensively studied and three flow regimes have been 


identified depending on the flow Reynolds number, Re. These flow regimes are sub-critical flow, critical flow, and 


super-critical flow.  


 


In the subcritical, Re ranges from 300 to 1.5x105-2.0x105 and the corresponding mean drag coefficient Cdm is about 


1.2. By increasing Re up to around 4.0x105, the flow enters the critical or transitional regime where Cdm sharply 


decrease to around 0.2 which is known as drag-crisis. Finally, the supercritical regime takes place once Re exceeds 


4.0x106 where Cdm increases again. The three flow regimes with their characteristic Cdm values and Re ranges are based 


on a two-dimensional cylinder model in a smooth flow. This might be applicable for a slender cylindrical model where 


the aspect ratio has no effect on the flow characteristics. The surface roughness was also found to affect the 


characteristics of the flow regimes. A rougher surface causes the critical Reynolds number range to be lower than that 


for a smooth cylinder with the minimum drag coefficient is higher for the rougher surfaces (ESDU 1980). The effect 


of the cylinder aspect ratio on the flow regimes was studied experimentally (Fox and West 1993, Baban and So 1991, 


and Okamoto and Sunabahiri 1992) and it was generally agreed that Cdm of a finite-length cylinder are smaller than 


those of a 2D cylinder.  


 


Sabransky and Melbourne (1987) performed wind tunnel pressure tests for a grain storage silo with circular cylindrical 


walls and conical roof. In their tests, they considered different roof pitches and height-to-diameter ratios. They found 


that drag coefficients increase with height for the cylinder due to the incident velocity profile and the three dimensional 


flow over the free end of the cylinder. Macdonald et al. (1988) carried out wind tunnel pressure tests for low-rise 


cylindrical structures at Reynolds number Re exceeding 2 X l05. Reynolds number represents the ratio between 


convective to viscous wind forces and is defined as vd/, where v is the mean velocity, d is a characteristic dimension 


and  is the viscosity. Wall and roof pressures were recorded for tanks with different aspect ratios and Re. It was found 


that increasing the aspect ratio increases the magnitude of the maximum mean suction on the wall. On the roof, it was 


found that near the leading edge and conical apex, high suction takes place. Another finding was that wall pressures 


become independent of Re when Re is greater than 1 X 105.  


 


Falcinelli et al. (2011) performed Computational Fluid Dynamics CFD simulations for a cylindrical tank with a conical 


roof to evaluate the wind pressures acting on the tank. They considered the effect of having an upstream hill on the 


tanks’ measured pressures. The results showed that tank location with respect to a hill has a significant influence on 


the pressures with maximum recorded pressures when the tank is located at the top of a hill. Uematsu et al. (2014) and 


Uematsu et al. (2015) investigated wind force coefficients for designing open-topped oil storage tanks experimentally 


using wind tunnel tests and analytically using finite element buckling analysis for the case of isolated tank and group 


of two to four tanks. The studies revealed that positive wind pressure is the main parameter affecting the buckling 


capacity of the tanks. 


 


Most of the studies found in the literature are related to estimating wind pressures for cylindrical tanks and silos. 


However, it is expected that wind pressures for the case of conical tanks would be different than cylindrical tanks due 


to wall inclination and therefore more studies on conical tanks are needed. Few studies are available in the literature 


related to wind actions on conical tanks. Parammasivam and Tamura (2007) performed pressure wind tunnel test for 


an elevated conical tank model at a Reynolds number of 105. It was found that the pressure distribution in the 


circumferential direction matches the distribution over a cylindrical tank. However, the pressure values increase with 


the height above the ground reaching their maximum at the top of the cone. This was related to the effect of separated 


flow, recirculating flow, and the tip effects. Sundaravadivel et al. (2009) compared the results of the latter wind tunnel 


testing with those obtained from CFD employing Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS) equations. The predicted 


patterns of pressure coefficients were found to be in reasonably good agreement with the wind tunnel testing for the 


elevated conical tank except for the wake zone, which cannot be handled by RANS. The main conclusion was that 


flow over the cone section is a three-dimensional compared to the shaft section which can be considered as a two-


dimensional one. 


 


The above mentioned studies related to conical tanks provided good insights on understanding the flow characteristics 


around conical tanks. However, they did not address the effect of upstream terrain nor the tank geometric parameters 
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on the external wind pressures in addition to the effect of varying the approaching wind speed. Studying such 


parameters and how they influence external wind pressures is the main scope of the current study where a wind tunnel 


pressure test is conducted on a scaled elevated combined conical tank model. The outputs of the pressure test in terms 


of mean and rms pressures and drag forces are presented and discussed.  


2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 


The pressure tests are conducted at the Boundary Layer Wind Tunnel Laboratory (BLWTL) at Western University, 


Canada. The tunnel has a length of 39 m, width of 3.4 m, and a height of 2.5 m as shown in Fig 2a. Proper turbulence 


intensity and incoming velocity profile are adjusted using floor roughness elements, end barrier, and spires as shown 


in Figures 2b to 2d. Wind velocity is varied during the test between 4.6 m/s and 18.3m/s leading to a range of Re 


between 9.2x104 and 3.66x105 at top height.  


 


 


 


 


Figure 2: (a) Boundary layer wind tunnel (BLWTL), Western university, Canada; (b) Installed spires and barrier; (c) 


Roughness blocks for open terrain; (d) Roughness blocks for suburban terrain 


 


Two terrain exposures are considered in this study: open flat terrain (Exposure C: z0=0.03 m) and suburban terrain 


(Exposure B, z0=0.25 m), where zo is the aerodynamic roughness. This aerodynamic roughness zo increases with the 


increase of the ground roughness and higher value of zo leads to a steeper velocity profile as shown in Figure 3. The 


figure also shows the exposures measured at the wind tunnel compared with the target profiles defined in the ASCE 


(2012). The figure shows a good agreement between the measured profiles and the targeted profile regarding mean 


wind speed and turbulence intensity. 


 


A set of 8 test cases is considered in this study including two terrain exposures (i.e., open and suburban) and four wind 


speeds. Different wind speed values are considered in order to study the effect of varying Reynolds number on the 


external wind pressure values. The chosen wind speed values are 4.6, 9.1, 13.7, and 18.3 m/s at a height of 147 cm 


above the tunnel floor level. For each test case, a duration of 128 sec with a sampling frequency of 400 Hz is recorded. 


The wind speed is measured and monitored through a set of installed pitot tubes in the wind ward side.  


3. MODEL PROPERTIES 


The considered combined conical tank has a height of 40m, a wall angle of 45o and a top diameter of 30m.  A length 


scale of 1:100 is considered in the test as shown in Figure 4a. The conical tank model is constructed using fused 


deposition modeling (FDM) and consists of four parts as shown in Figure 4: (a) Supporting cylindrical shaft referred 


as LC, (b) Conical tank vessel referred as CP, (c) Upper cylindrical vessel referred as UC, and (d) Tank roof. Pressure 


(a) (b) 


(c) 


(d) 
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taps are distributed around the circumference of the tank model as shown in Figure 4c at different heights to estimate 


the height-wise variation of the wind pressures. Each level of pressure taps is given an index representing the part of 


the model where it is located and the percentage ratio of the level’s height to the total height of this part as shown in 


Figure 4b. Regarding the circumferential distribution of the pressure taps, they are denser along the sides of the model 


with respect to the wind direction where the flow separation is expected to occur in order to accurately capture the 


pressure distribution.  


 


  


Figure 3: (a) Mean wind speed profiles; (b) Turbulence intensity for open and suburban terrain exposures 


 


Typically, pressure taps on the model are connected through pneumatic tubing to electronic pressure scanners, each 


capable of handling 16 different taps. The data acquisition system records the digitized signals from the scanning 


modules at a scanning sampling rate of 400Hz. The reference dynamic pressure in the free stream above the boundary 


layer is recorded similarly. All of this data is stored for the determination of maximum, minimum, mean and rms 


pressure values for each tap. More details on the experimental technique for pressure models can be found in BLWTL 


(2007)  


 


 
 


 


(a) (b) (c) 


Figure 4: (a) Combined tank model, (b) Pressure taps’ layout (Dimensions are in cm), (c) Circumferential 


distribution of pressure taps  
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4. TEST RESULTS  


As mentioned, pressure time histories are recorded simultaneously at each pressure tap. These records are analyzed in 


order to obtain mean and rms pressures in addition to total drag and lift forces acting on various components of the 


conical tank model. The mean and rms pressures are reported in terms of mean and rms pressure coefficients Cpm and 


Cprms defined as: 


 


[1]  Cpm= ∑  Cp(t)n
1 n⁄                                                         


 


[2]  Cprms= √∑ ( Cp(t) − Cpm)
2n


1 n⁄  


 


where (Cp(t)=  p(t) −  p
o 


0.5 ρ V̅
2
)⁄  with p(t) is the pressure measured at time instance t, po is the mean static reference 


pressure, ρ is the air density, n is the number of recorded time increments, and V̅ is the wind speed at 40 cm height 


which represents the roof height of the combined model.  


4.1 Mean pressures  


Distribution of the mean pressure coefficient Cpm over the tank walls is investigated for different test cases. Effect of 


changing wind speeds and terrain exposure on Cpm variation with the circumferential angle  is discussed. A 


circumferential angle =0° represents the windward side (i.e. stagnation point), while =180° represents the leeward 


side angle. Figure 5 shows the effect of changing wind speed on Cpm values where the horizontal axis represents the 


circumferential angle and the vertical axis represents the Cpm values. Each subplot shows Cpm-relation for the three 


model components at different levels corresponding to certain wind speed.  


 


A typical Cpm variation with the angle  can be divided into four zones as shown in Figure 5d: zone 1 represents the 


positive pressure region starting from the stagnation point to the point of zero pressure, zone 2 extends from the end 


of zone 1 till the point of lowest pressure (maximum negative pressure), zone 3 extends from the end of zone 2 till the 


point where the pressure becomes constant, and zone 4 represents the nearly constant negative pressure region acting 


on the leeward cylinder region. 


 


  


 


   


Figure 5: Distribution of Cpm at different levels for open exposure test cases: a) V147=4.6m/s , b) V147=9.1m/s, c) 


V147=13.7m/s, and d) V147=18.3m/s 
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By investigating Figure 5 regarding the effect of wind speed on Cpm variation, it is found that: the angle at which zone 


2 starts shifts away from the stagnation point at higher levels and the maximum negative Cpm value increases at higher 


wind speeds; the base Cpm is reduced for higher wind speeds except for the case of the lower wind speed (V147cm= 


4.6m/s). Under such a low speed the flow is in the sub-critical regime which may be the reason for that. On the other 


hand, Figure 6 shows the effect of changing the terrain exposure on Cpm values. Each subplot shows Cpm-relation for 


the three model components at different levels corresponding to the two considered terrain exposures, i.e., open and 


suburban, at two wind speeds. By investigating Figure 6 regarding the effect of the terrain exposure on Cpm variation 


for different model parts, it is found that: suburban exposure results in slightly lower positive and slightly higher 


negative Cpm values due to the lower wind speeds compared to the open terrain exposure; the difference in Cpm values 


is reduced for higher levels as the wind speed profiles corresponding to the two exposures approach each other as we 


go far from the ground. 


 


  


 


  


 


Figure 6: Distribution of Cpm at different levels for test case: (a) Open exposure (V147=9.1m/s), b) Suburban 


exposure (V147=9.1m/s), c) Open exposure (V147=18.3m/s), and d) Suburban exposure (V147=18.3m/s) 


 


4.2 Fluctuating Pressure 


In this subsection, fluctuating pressures are examined and the variation of the rms pressure coefficient Cprms over the 


tank walls is investigated for different test cases. The effect of changing wind speed and terrain exposure on Cprms 


variation with the circumferential angle  is discussed.  


 


Figure 7 shows the effect of changing the wind speed on Cprms values where the horizontal axis represents the 


circumferential angle and the vertical axis represents the Cprms values. Each subplot shows Cprms-relation for the 


three model components at different levels corresponding to certain wind speed. By investigating Figure 7 regarding 


the effect of the wind speed on Cprms variation, it is found that: Cprms distribution have a more clear peak plateau near 


zones 2 and 3 for higher wind speeds for both lower cylinder and conical part; Cprms values are higher in zones 2, 3 


and lower in zones 1,4 for higher wind speeds for both lower cylinder and conical part;  Cprms values over the upper 


cylinder are reduced in zones 2, 3 and 4, with the exception of the lower wind speed (v147=4.6m/s) in zone 4, for higher 


wind speeds.  
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Figure 8 shows the effect of changing terrain exposure on Cprms values. Each subplot shows Cprms-relation for the 


three model components at different levels corresponding to the two considered terrain exposures, i.e., open and 


suburban, at two wind speeds. By investigating Figure 8 regarding the effect of the terrain exposure on Cprms variation, 


it is found that: Cprms lower cylinder values are smaller for the suburban exposure compared to the open terrain 


exposure; Cprms values for the conical part are higher for the suburban exposure in zones 1 and 2 and lower in zones 3 


and 4 compared to the open terrain exposure except for the lower wind speed (v147=4.6m/s) where Cprms values is lower 


for the suburban exposure in all zones; Cprms for the upper cylinder has lower values in zones 1, 2 and 3 and higher 


values in zone 4 for the suburban exposure compared to the open terrain exposure except for the lower wind speed 


(v147=4.6m/s) where Cprms values is lower for the suburban exposure in all zones.  


 


  


 


  
 


Figure 7: Distribution of Cprms at different levels for open exposure test cases: a) V147=4.6m/s , b) V147=9.1m/s, 


c) V147=13.7m/s, and d) V147=18.3m/s 
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Figure 8: Distribution of Cprms at different levels for test case: (a) Open exposure (V147=9.1m/s), b) Suburban 


exposure (V147=9.1m/s), c) Open exposure (V147=18.3m/s), and d) Suburban exposure (V147=18.3m/s) 


 


4.3 Mean Drag Forces 


Drag force, FD, acting on the tank is evaluated and reported in terms of the drag coefficient, Cd. The relationship 


between force FD and coefficient Cd is given by. 


 


[3]  𝐶𝑑 = 𝐹𝐷 0.5 𝜌𝑉2𝐴⁄                           
 


where  𝜌 is the air density, 𝑉 is the reference wind speed and A is the projected area subjected to wind pressure. The 


coefficient Cd is evaluated by integrating the pressure coefficient Cp acting at various taps using the following 


expression, where Ai is the tributary area around each tap. 


 


[4]  𝐶𝑑 = ∑ 𝐶𝑝𝑖 cos 𝜃𝑖 𝐴𝑖
𝑁
𝑖=1  


𝐴⁄   


 


Mean drag coefficient, Cdm, can be evaluated from the Cd time series at each pressure taps’ level. Figure 9a shows the 


distribution of Cdm along the tank height for the eight tested cases corresponding to four wind speeds (i.e. V147 = 4.6, 


9.1, 13.7, and 18.3 m/s) within the two considered terrain exposures (i.e. open and suburban). The following findings 


can be obtained from this figure: (1) Cdm distribution for the lower cylinder has a maximum value around the mid-


height except for the lowest wind speed (i.e., v147=4.6m/s) where the max Cdm is at the top height, (2) For the conical 


part, Cdm is increasing linearly with the height excluding the lowest wind speed (i.e., v147=4.6m/s), (3) For the top 


cylinder, Cdm is reduced with the height, (4) Cdm values for the suburban exposure are lower compared to the open 


terrain for all parts.  


 


As discussed earlier, the mean drag force for circular structures is dependent on Reynolds number Re which represents 


the ratio of inertial to viscous forces within the flow. As a result, the variation of the mean overall drag coefficient 


Cdovm with Reynolds number for different model parts is investigated. The mean overall drag coefficient Cdovm is 


obtained for each part by integrating the Cdm values shown in Figure 9a over the height of this part. Figure 9b shows 


the variation of Cdovm with Re for different parts. As the wind speed varies with height and the model diameter is not 


constant for the conical part, the considered Re is based on the wind speed and tank diameter at the top of each part.  


It is found that the mean overall coefficient is dependent on the Re and the following findings can be deduced from 


Figure 9b: (1) For the lower cylinder, Cdovm is reduced with increasing Re expect  for the case of open terrain with 
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lowest wind speed (i.e., v147=4.6m/s), (2) For the conical part, Cdovm is reduced with increasing Re expect  for the case 


of open terrain with lowest wind speed (i.e., v147=4.6m/s), (3)For the upper cylinder, Cdovm is slightly reduced with 


increasing Re, (4) Cdovm is found to be higher for all parts tested within the open terrain due to the higher wind speed 


profile compared to the suburban one. 


 


  


Figure 9: (a) Height-wise distribution of mean drag coefficient Cdm, (b) Variation of mean overall drag coefficient 


Cdovm for each part with Re 


4.4 Fluctuating Drag Forces 


In addition to the mean value, rms drag Cdrms coefficient is also evaluated from the drag time series. Figure 10a shows 


the distribution of Cdrms along the tank height for the eight considered test cases corresponding to four wind speeds 


(i.e. V147 = 4.6, 9.1, 13.7, and 18.3 m/s) within the two considered terrain exposures (i.e. open and suburban). The 


following findings can be obtained with regards to the rms drag coefficient Cdrms: (1) Cdrms distribution for the lower 


cylinder has a maximum value around the mid-height, (2) For the conical part, Cdrms increases with the height, (3) For 


the top cylinder, Cdrms reduces with the height, (4) Cdrms values for the suburban exposure are higher compared to the 


open exposure due to higher turbulence intensity.  


 


Similar to the case of mean overall drag, the variation of the rms overall drag Cdovrms with Reynolds number for 


different model parts is investigated. The rms overall drag Cdovrms coefficient is obtained for each part by integrating 


the Cdrms values shown in Figs. 10a over the height of this part. Figure 10b shows the variation of Cdovrms with Re for 


different parts where the considered Re is based on the wind speed and tank diameter at the top of each part. The 


following findings can be obtained from Figure 10b for the rms overall drag coefficient Cdovrms: (1) For the lower 


cylinder, Cdovrms is reduced with increasing Re for different testing levels expect for the test case within open terrain 


with lowest wind speed (i.e., v147=4.6 m/s), (2) For the conical part, Cdovrms is reduced with increasing Re for the cases 


expect for the case within open terrain with lowest wind speed, (3) For the upper cylinder, Cdovrms is reduced with 


increasing Re expect  for the case of test case within open terrain with lowest wind speed, (4) Regarding the effect of 


the terrain exposures, Cdovrms is higher for the case of suburban exposure due to the higher turbulence intensity. 
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Figure 10: (a) Height-wise distribution of rms drag coefficient Cdrms, (b) Variation of rms overall drag coefficient 


Cdovrms for each part with Re 


5. CONCLUSIONS 


In this study, a wind tunnel testing on scaled elevated conical tank models is performed in order to estimate the external 


wind pressures in addition to the total wind forces. The model is tested within a boundary layer using two terrain 


exposures which are open and suburban in order to assess the effect of the terrain exposure on the wind pressure 


values. In addition, each wind tunnel test corresponding to a terrain exposure is repeated for different wind speeds in 


order to assess the effect of changing Reynolds number on the measured pressures and the calculated forces. 


 


The wind pressures’ time series are recorded and both mean pressure coefficient Cpm and rms pressure coefficient 


Cprms are obtained over the model’s surface for different test cases. By integrating the pressure coefficient, the mean 


drag coefficient Cdm is obtained at different heights and the following is concluded: (1) Cdm for the lower cylinder has 


a maximum value around the mid-height, while increasing linearly with the height for the conical part except for the 


lowest wind speed, and reduced with the height for the upper cylinder; (2) Cdm values for the suburban exposure are 


lower compared to the open-terrain. Integrating the mean drag Cdm over the height of each part will result in the overall 


drag coefficient Cdovm corresponding to each model part and it is concluded that Cdovm is higher for the case of open 


exposure due to the higher wind speed profile compared to the suburban one. 


 


By plotting Cdovm for each part against Re, the following is concluded: (1) For the lower cylinder, Cdovm is reduced with 


increasing Re for different testing levels expect for the case of open terrain with lowest wind speed; (2) For the conical 


part, Cdovm is reduced by increasing Re for the cases where the lower cylinder is included expect for the case open 


terrain with lowest wind speed; (3) For the upper cylinder, Cdovm is slightly reduced for higher Re values  


 


Following the same integration procedure for rms pressure coefficient, rms drag coefficient Cdrms  at different levels is 


obtained in addition to rms overall drag Cdovrms and the following is concluded: (1) Cdrms distribution for the lower 


cylinder has a maximum value around the mid-height; (2) Cdrms increases with the height for the conical part; (3) Cdrms 


is reduced with the height for the top cylinder; (4) Cdrms values for the suburban exposure are higher compared to the 


open terrain due to higher turbulence intensity. Regarding the overall drag coefficient, the following is concluded: (1) 


For the upper cylinder, Cdovrms is reduced with increasing Re expect for the case of within open terrain with lowest 


wind speed, (4) Cdovrms is higher for the case of suburban exposure due to the higher turbulence intensity. 


 


By plotting Cdovrms for each part against Re, the following is concluded: (1) For the conical part, Cdovrms is reduced with 


increasing Re; (2) For the upper cylinder, Cdovrms is reduced with increasing Re expect for the test case within open 


terrain corresponding to lowest wind speed. 
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ABSTRACT 


Highway agencies collect traffic data to calculate  traffic parameters such as Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT), 


Design Hourly Volume (DHV) and then to use as input in the planning, operation and management of their highway 


systems. The traffic data are usually collected through traffic monitoring programs. In particular, the Weigh-in-


Motion (WIM) system is one of data collection systems to capture configuration patterns of vehicle travelling on the 


detection area. It is learned from literatures that traffic monitoring devices are prone to be in malfunctioning and, 


consequently, providing erroneous or missing traffic data due to the adverse weather conditions in which they 


operate. It is very critical for transportation agencies to be able to estimate classified missing traffic data in high 


accuracy level because the truck traffic plays a crucial role in developing pavement design and evaluation long term 


pavement performance. Several imputation methods have been cited in the literature but none of them have been 


designed to impute classified traffic data missed during severe winter weather conditions. To do this, winter weather 


model is structured and then calibrated to relate classified traffic volume variation to weather factors (snowfall and 


temperature) with traffic data collected from WIM stations located on highway network of Alberta, Canada and 


weather data collected from weather stations nearby WIM stations. Performance of the developed weather model is 


compared with a nonparametric regression method namely k-Nearest Neighbour (k-NN) method in terms of several 


error measures. It is concluded that winter weather models show better performance in terms of error measures than 


k-NN method while imputing the missing classified traffic data.  


 


Keywords: Weather model; Imputation; Missing data; k-NN method; Error measures 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Highway and transportation agencies implement large-scale traffic monitoring programs to fulfill the planning, 


operation and management needs of highway systems. The traffic volume data are typically collected by highway 


and transportation agencies using vehicle data collection techniques equipped with a variety of distinctive detection 


technology designed according to specific purpose. Typically, harsh weather environments provide additional 


difficulties in managing traffic counters. In this weather conditions, they are highly prone to malfunctioning and 


then providing erroneous or missing traffic data. For example, by inspecting the (Permanent Traffic Counters) PTCs 


datasets from Alberta Transportation, Minnesota Department of Transportation, and Saskatchewan Highways and 


Transportation, Zhong et al. (2004) found that more than half of the PTC could have missing values in datasets.   


 


Highway agencies in North America and many other parts of the world commit a significant portion of their 


resources to the collection of traffic volume data. The collected data are used in the planning, design, control, 


operation, and management of traffic and highway facilities. Collected data could also be used to carry out research. 


However, the presence of missing values in the collected data due to the malfunctioning of counting devices is 
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inevitable. For example, it is noted in the literature (Datla, 2009) that the percentage of Permanent Traffic Counters 


(PTCs) sites with missing values for Alberta, Saskatchewan, Minnesota, and Colorado during different years is 


ranged, in general, from 40% to 60%. Only traffic data without missing or erroneous parts can provide true estimates 


of traffic parameters. The presence of missing values in the collected data limits the accuracy of such estimates.  


  


Several methods, ranging from simple factor approaches to advanced techniques, such as neural networks and 


genetic algorithms, have been used in the literature to estimate missing traffic volumes (Datla, 2009). However, 


none of the past studies have given much consideration to the distorted traffic composition caused by severe weather 


conditions, while imputing missing traffic data during winter months.  


 


The estimation of missing data is termed imputation. A number of researchers (Smith et al. 2003; Zhong, 2003) have 


recently shown the feasibility of imputing traffic data. However, these efforts have been aimed mainly at the traffic 


flow from non-winter season days only for total traffic volumes. Imputation for classified traffic data in particular 


winter season has never been explored in literature. Nonetheless, extra consideration should be given to impute 


traffic data in winter days compared to the imputation practice for non-winter season due to another dimension of 


variations in traffic volumes caused necessarily by severe weather conditions. The objective of this paper is first to 


discuss briefly the adaptability of available imputation techniques for winter season traffic and then the calibrated 


winter weather models are applied to estimate the missing traffic volumes during winter months. The model is 


developed to identify the relationships between weather and classified traffic volumes in the framework of 


interaction regression modelling using 154 million vehicular records collected from six WIM sites located on 


Alberta highway networks. The winter weather model developing procedure is not a main topic of this paper and 


thus only the models with calibrated parameters is utilized for comparison purpose. For detailed description of 


traffic weather models developing procedures, readers are recommend to visit the works done by Roh et el. (2016). 


The performance of the traffic-weather models developed for the imputation of missing classified traffic volumes 


such as total traffic, passenger car traffic, and truck traffic during winter months is compared with another 


commonly used non-parametric regression method known as k-Nearest Neighborhood (k-NN) method to confirm 


that they are more accurate than k-NN. 


2. METHODS IN PRACTICE FOR TRAFFIC DATA IMPUTATION 


Our review of the literature has indicated that available techniques for imputing traffic data can be broadly 


categorized into four groups: heuristic methods, pattern matching methods, time series methods, and artificial 


intelligence methods. This section provides a brief discussion of these methods with respect to their adaptability to 


imputing winter weather traffic. 


2.1 Heuristic methods 


Heuristic methods tend to exploit some of the inherent properties of traffic data from historical records, and are 


probably the most common approach to solving the problem of missing data (Smith et al. 2003). According to the 


study conducted by Zhong et al. (2005), the simplest heuristic method directly employs historical good values as 


replacements to the missing values. Other methods include taking the average values of data from previous or 


surrounding time periods. The more sophisticated methods in this approach utilize moving average or weighted 


moving average over the last few days. Zhong et al. (2005) also assessed the imputation accuracy of the above 


mentioned methods by using non-holiday (or non-winter) traffic data collected from two Provinces in Canada 


(Alberta and Saskatchewan). They found the methods directly taking good historical values or simply calculating 


historical average values as replacements resulted in varying accuracy for different study sites and the mean absolute 


relative errors (MARE) could reach up to 80%. They indicated that the moving average methods seemed better than 


other heuristic methods. However, because the moving average values are obtained based on volumes over the last 


few days, there is an inherent drawback to these methods that they are not able to reflect sudden fluctuations in 


traffic volumes during abnormal periods such as days having severe snowfall and temperatures. 


2.2 Pattern matching methods 


Zhong et al. (2006) suggested that by comparing a set of candidate hourly volume patterns (without missing values) 


with the study curve (with missing values), the values from the candidate pattern that best matches the study curve 


can be used as a replacement. In their study, they used an example of replacing 12 hourly volumes from 8:00 am to 
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8:00 pm during the daytime. For this purpose, the pattern matching process was based on the 12 available hours, i.e., 


eight hours from 1:00 am to 8:00 am and four hours from 9:00 pm to 12:00 am. The corresponding hourly volumes 


from the best matching candidate curve were used to replace the 12 missing values. They reported that this method 


performed well when updating the missing values from non-holiday Wednesdays. However, it could be noted that, if 


the missing data were abnormal traffic volumes during severe weather condition periods, the candidate curve 


matching well with the early morning and late evening hours will not necessarily reflect the abnormal traffic pattern 


during inclement weather condition. Hence, this method was not considered appropriate for imputing traffic during 


severe weather conditions. 


2.3 Time series methods 


Autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) models are a type of time series model which have been 


popularly used in traffic forecasting. The ARIMA models can be simply understood as linear estimators regressed 


on past values of the modeled time series. Detailed discussions regarding the theory of these models can be found in 


standard references (Fuller, 1996). With respect to the performance of ARIMA models, many researchers have 


reported successful cases when dealing with normal traffic (Williams & Hoel, 2003). However, Redfern et al. (1993) 


indicated that changes in seasonal traffic structure due to various reasons would definitely bring problems to the 


estimation using ARIMA methods. Kirby et al. (1997) found that the ARIMA model did not yield good results when 


trying to apply it to data with the summer holiday season included. Zhong (2003) reported that when weekend traffic 


pattern was taken into consideration, the MARE errors resulting from ARIMA models could be as high as 97%. 


2.4 Artificial intelligence methods 


Genetic algorithms (GAs) and artificial neural networks (ANNs) are some typical artificial intelligence techniques 


that have been applied in prediction or estimation of traffic data. They are expected to discover useful hidden 


knowledge from vast amounts of data and to make more accurate predictions. The most successful application of 


these techniques in traffic data imputation is reported in Zhong et al. (2004) who employed GAs to select final input 


variables for regression and neural network models. They achieved high accuracy with most of the MARE errors 


ranging from 1 to 3% for the regression method and 3 to 15% for the neural network models. However, it should be 


noted that the high estimation accuracy of their study resulted only for the Wednesday traffic in July and August. 


There was no discussion regarding the imputation of traffic from other time periods, especially winter days. 


Moreover, the models they proposed had to be redeveloped (with the volumes from different hours as inputs) every 


time for each individual hour during the imputation process, which would be time consuming in data preparation. 


3. A METHODOLOGY FOR IMPUTING CLASSIFIED TRAFFIC VOLUME DURING WINTER 


WEATHER 


The previous section presented a description of the imputation methods in practices. Zhong (2003) reviewed and 


evaluated different methods to impute missing traffic data during summer months. These methods include simple 


factor approaches (Garber and Hoel, 2002), autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) models (Redfern et 


al. 1993), weighted regression analysis, neural networks, genetic algorithms, and genetically designed neural 


networks (Zhong et al. 2005). His study concluded that genetically designed neural network approaches are superior 


to other methods when traffic data from summer months are being imputed. However, none of the existing 


imputation methods considered the variations in traffic volumes due to severe winter conditions. Therefore, the 


suitability of these methods to impute missing traffic data during winter months is unknown.  


 


Therefore, to compute the missing data in this study, a nonparametric regression method namely k-Nearest 


Neighbour (k-NN) method has been used. The missing data computations have also been performed by using the 


winter weather models developed through the extensive modelling works conducted by Roh et al. (2016). The 


results from both the techniques are compared and it is concluded that winter weather models result in higher level 


of accuracy while imputing the missing classified traffic data. The following subsection discusses the principles of 


the k-NN method. 
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3.1 Principles of k-NN Method for Data Imputation and k Value Determination 


The k-NN method relies on memory/instance based learning for large data sets (Liu et al. 2008). It matches the 


current input variables with similar historical records (Liu and Sharma, 2006). In practice, traffic volume with 


temporal variation is defined as a state vector at time lags of, , ,  , etc. Because the k-NN model 


geometrically attempts to reconstruct a time series (Mulhern and Caprara, 1994), the inclusion of historical averages 


in the state vector clarifies the position of each observation along with the cyclical flow-time curve and improve 


forecasting accuracy (Smith et al., 2002). The state vector  used in this study is given in Equation 1. 


 


[1]     


 


Where, ,  and  are the traffic flows at time intervals , , and , respectively. 


 and  are the historical average volumes at the day-of-month associated with time interval t 


and t+1. In cases of imputing classified traffic volumes, the historical average is calculated based on volumes that 


are from the same day during the same period in the past for the same vehicle class. After the state vector is defined, 


the k-value is found out based on Euclidean Distance, and the k observations with the shortest Euclidean Distances 


are recognized as neighbors (Liu et al. 2008). The Euclidean distance (d (p, q)) from historical record p to the 


current condition q can be written as following Equation 2: 


 


[2]     


 


In this study we chose 4 nearest neighbors along with their corresponding output volumes to determine the k-value. 


For example, Figure 1 shows the Euclidean Distances and the corresponding output volumes for the 4 nearest 


neighbors of one particular day. The day is November 18, 2009 with a volume of 23,324 passenger vehicles that 


represents the typical traffic condition of this road site with normal winter condition. For this particular day, Figure 


1 shows the first three neighbors’ volumes are closer to the actual traffic volume. Also, the Euclidean Distances for 


these neighbors are relatively low. Therefore, the k -value is 3 chosen for this case.  
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Figure 1: Euclidean Distance and Output Volume of the Closer 4 Neighbors 
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3.2 Application of k-NN Method and Winter Weather Model for Forecast Generation 


With the determination of k=3, the k-NN method was applied to impute the daily traffic volume using Equation 3 


for winter days. This subsection provides a sample application of k-NN method to impute 18 winter days for 


classified traffic volume by using the WIM site data located on Highway 2. The imputation period was chosen 


carefully to reflect inclement weather conditions starting from the Nov 14 to Dec 14 in 2009 (Figure 2). The daily 


traffic data from the entire years of 2005, 2006, 2007 and 2008 were treated as the historical database to determine 


neighbors for the k-NN method. 


 


[3]             


 


Where, di is the Euclidean Distance of the ith neighbor and  is the output volume of ith neighbor. The estimated 


and actual values for passenger cars and trucks within the imputation period are summarized in Table 1 and shown 


graphically in Figures 3 and 4 respectively. An important observation can be made here by examining the plots for 


Friday, December 4 (named as 91204 in x-axis at the top in Figure 2), with a snowfall of 11 cm and the average 


temperature of -7oC. The k-NN method results in large over estimation for both the passenger cars and truck traffic; 


whereas winter weather model imputed values that are closer to actual values. 
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Figure 2: Traffic Variations for Days Assumed to be Missing in the Data Set 
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Table 1: Estimation Results for k-NN and Winter-Weather Model for Weekdays for Passenger Cars and Trucks 


Date Actual_TT k-NN_TT Interaction_TT Actual_PCT k-NN_PCT Interaction_PCT 


2009-11-16 5,722 5,442 5,912 22,772 22,383 23,707 


2009-11-17 6,264 5,964 6,266 22,042 21,935 23,148 


2009-11-18 5,949 5,948 6,079 23,324 23,426 23,023 


2009-11-19 6,072 5,841 6,147 25,189 25,158 24,495 


2009-11-20 5,830 5,564 5,883 33,450 32,872 32,576 


2009-11-23 5,895 5,575 5,545 22,457 22,581 20,795 


2009-11-24 6,051 5,695 5,779 21,477 19,546 20,166 


2009-11-25 6,036 5,686 5,923 22,942 20,137 21,908 


2009-12-1 5,740 2,556 5,883 18,825 17,784 19,509 


2009-12-2 5,194 5,137 5,720 19,703 21,585 19,682 


2009-12-3 4,570 4,965 5,739 18,586 21,089 21,307 


2009-12-4 3,414 5,309 4,674 10,750 22,677 18,050 


2009-12-7 3,906 3,820 5,068 13,585 16,904 17,371 


2009-12-8 4,455 4,135 5,469 14,649 16,177 17,369 


2009-12-9 4,822 5,574 5,510 14,861 22,058 16,677 


2009-12-10 4,425 4,260 5,644 13,726 18,786 18,594 


2009-12-11 5,600 4,447 5,421 21,953 20,620 22,765 


2009-12-14 3,361 3,415 4,873 12,939 15,410 18,085 


TT (Truck Traffic), PCT (Passenger Cars Traffic) 
 


 


 
Figure 3: Comparison of the Actual and Estimated Volumes Using k-NN and Winter-Weather (Interaction) Model 


for Passenger Cars for Weekdays 
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Figure 4: Comparison of the Actual and Estimated Volumes Using k-NN and Winter-Weather (Interaction) Model 


for Truck Traffic for Weekdays 


 


3.3 Statistical Comparison of k-NN Method and Winter Weather Model Performances 


The performance of the k-NN method as compared to the winter-weather model was also evaluated using a set of 


error measures in terms of forecasting accuracy. Usually, accuracy examines how well the model reproduces the 


already known data. The error measures used for this purpose are mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) which is 


a useful measure in order to eliminate the effect of variability observed in data sets. The formulation is as follow, 


Equation 4:  


 


[4]            


 


Where, Xi and Fi are the actual and estimated daily traffic volumes, respectively. The minimum absolute percentage 


error (MinAPE, given in Equation 5) and maximum absolute percentage error (MaxAPE, given in Equation 6) 


represent the smallest and the largest error in the results. 


 


[5]            


 


[6]            


 


The 50th percentile error represented by E50 in Table 2 means that 50% of the errors resulting from the estimation 


are placed below the value of E50. Similar interpretation can be made for E95. Based on estimated error measures, it 


is clear that winter-weather model results in better imputation results. For truck traffic volume estimation, even 


though MAPE for k-NN method is less than winter-weather model, the error measure of E95 for winter-weather 


model (i.e., 38.11) is much lower than the value for the k-NN method (55.48), meaning that more data points are 


estimated accurately using the winter-weather model. For passenger cars, all error measures show that winter-


weather model performance is better than k-NN method. The statistical errors given in Table 2 are also shown 


graphically in Figures 5 and 6. 
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Table 2: Imputation Results for k-NN and Winter-Weather Model (Interaction) for Passenger Car and Truck Traffic 


Statistics k-NN_TT Interaction_TT k-NN_PCT Interaction_PCT 


MAPE 11.49 13.20 17.28 14.32 


MinAPE 0.02 0.03 0.12 0.11 


E50 5.16 5.21 9.27 5.56 


E95 55.48 38.11 57.81 43.99 


MaxAPE 55.52 45.00 110.94 67.91 


TT=Truck Traffic; PCT=Passenger Car Traffic 
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Figure 5: Comparison of Error Measures for k-NN Method and Winter-Weather Model for Trucks 
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Figure 6: Comparison of Error Measures for k-NN Method and Winter-Weather Model for Passenger Cars 


4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 


This paper focused mainly on a successful application of the traffic-weather models developed in imputing missing 


classified traffic volumes such as total traffic, passenger car, and truck traffic during winter severe weather 


conditions. The estimated missing traffic flow values are compared with the results from another imputation 


technique known as k-NN method, which provides estimation results based on the historical data base. The 


comparison of results from both the techniques suggested that the winter weather model results are closer to the 


actual values. 
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ABSTRACT  


The effect of exposing grouted precast wall connections to subfreezing curing temperatures at early-age was explored 


in this study. In cold weather construction, heating of the surrounding environment of grouted precast wall connections 


is usually conducted for short periods of time. Hence, subfreezing conditions can affect the strength of the grout and 


the bond strength of the connection, which can ultimately compromise the integrity of the structure. In this study, 


grout specimens typical of that used in precast wall construction were cured at ambient conditions for one day, and 


then placed in an environmental chamber at subfreezing temperatures (-10°C and -20°C). The compressive strength 


development of the grout was monitored, and the bond strength of grouted connections cured at cold temperature were 


quantified and compared to that of specimens cured at ambient temperature. The bond was investigated on 25M 


deformed steel bars, which is the typical size used in precast concrete wall grouted connections. Test results indicate 


a reduction in grout strength and the need for a longer embedment length when early-age curing is conducted at 


subfreezing conditions. 


 


Keywords: Precast concrete, Bond strength, Grout, Cold weather curing, Development length.  


1. INTRODUCTION 


Precast concrete load bearing wall panels have become a popular choice for the construction of low-, medium-, and 


high-rise buildings in North America. This structural system is advantageous because of its cost-effectiveness, ease 


and speed of erection, and high quality control achieved at the manufacturing plant. However, a major concern when 


using precast wall panels is the reliability and ease-of-installation of their connections because this directly influences 


the structure’s integrity and stability. A commonly used connection type is the grouted dowel connection, where a 


reinforcing bar protruding from the lower wall panel is grouted into a corrugated duct in the upper wall panel as 


illustrated in Figure 1. The strength of this connection depends on the bar size, embedment length, and the bond 


developed between the grout and the reinforcing bar. 
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Figure 1: Typical grouted dowel connection. 


 


Canada has a cold climate where the subfreezing temperatures can last for long periods of time. The ACI Committee 


306R-10 defines cold weather as a period of three or more successive days when the average daily air temperature 


drops below 4°C and does not exceed 10°C for more than one-half of any 24-h period (ACI Committee 306, 2010). 


Concrete has to be protected against freezing until it reaches a compressive strength of 3.5 MPa; if concrete is exposed 


to freezing before it reaches 3.5 MPa, its compressive strength will be reduced significantly. Precast concrete 


construction usually continues throughout this cold weather using special procedures. In a typical assembly of precast 


wall panels during cold weather, the entire floor is typically blanketed and heated for one day, while the grout is 


poured into the connection. The wall connection is then exposed to the subfreezing temperatures before the grout is 


fully cured; this can significantly affect the bond strength between the grout and reinforcing bar, possible 


compromising the overall integrity of the connection. 


 


Research has shown that concrete can gain strength when cured in cold weather temperatures (up to -5°C) (Nassif & 


Petrou, 2013). This was largely attributed to the heat of hydration raising the internal temperature above freezing 


temperatures for approximately three days. However, Nassif & Petrou (2013) cast relatively larger volumes of concrete 


(750x750x300 mm slabs) than what is used for grouted dowel connections. Hence, it is unlikely that the heat of 


hydration would allow for strength gain in grouted connections for up to three days. Karagol et al. (2015) cured 


concrete cylinders in subfreezing temperatures from -5°C to -20°C and showed that very little strength gain was 


achieved for normal concrete. At 90 days, the concrete compressive strength was 8.5 MPa and 10.8 MPa for -20°C, 


and -10°C, respectively (Karagol, Demirboga, & Khushefati, 2015). Based on this research it is expected that some 


strength gain for the grouted dowel connection will be achieved once heating is removed. Yet, this needs dedicated 


testing and quantitative assessment. 


 


The present study examines the effects of early-age exposure to subfreezing temperatures of grouted precast wall 


dowel connections using 25M deformed steel bars. The connections were exposed to subfreezing temperatures (-10°C) 


after one day of ambient curing, which is similar to winter construction conditions. Varying embedment lengths and 


grout strength development were examined and compared from ambient to -10°C curing conditions. Grout strength 


development was also monitored for a more severe temperature of -20°C. 


2. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 


2.1 Test Specimens 


Pullout test specimens were designed to represent a bar grouted into a section of a precast concrete wall panel. Each 


specimen consisted of a precast concrete block having 203.2 mm x 203.2 mm in cross-sectional area, and a height of 


406.4 mm. Thin-walled steel corrugated ducts were cast into the center of the block and had a diameter of 76.2 mm. 


The top and bottom of the test bars were wrapped with plastic to debond sections of the bar so that the embedment 


length, Ld, would lie in the middle of the specimen. Such a debonding was done to avoid compression stresses induced 


from the pullout testing, which is known to affect the bond behaviour of the bar (ACI Committee 408, 2003). The test 


bars were 25M deformed steel, placed concentrically in the duct and grouted from the top (passive) end. The bar 


extended 25 mm above the concrete block to measure slip during testing.  
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All specimens were first cured for 24 hours at an ambient lab temperature of 23°C. The specimens exposed to 


subfreezing temperatures were then moved to an environmental chamber preconditioned at the specified temperature 


(-10°C or -20°C) and cured for an additional six days (for a total curing time of seven days) then tested. Control 


specimens were left at ambient temperature in the lab for seven days and then tested. The internal temperature of the 


grout was monitored for both temperatures, with readings taken every 10 minutes for 7 days. The specimens used for 


monitoring the temperature were not used for strength testing to ensure the temperature probe did not affect the 


strength results. 


2.2 Material Properties 


The specimens were cast using self-consolidating concrete having a 28 days compressive and tensile strengths of 50.6 


MPa, and 4.9 MPa, respectively. Commercially available non-shrink grout used in precast wall connections with a 


specified compressive strength of 30 MPa at 7 days was used. One 25 kg bag was mixed with 3.75 L of water to 


achieve a fluid consistency. The tested reinforcing bars had a specified yield strength of 400 MPa. 


2.3 Test Setup 


After 7 days of curing, the specimens were placed atop the active pulling end of an open loop Tinius Olsen testing 


machine with a maximum capacity of 530 kN. A 215.9 mm x 215.9 mm steel bearing plate with a square internal void 


was used for distributing the load to a 25.4 mm wide outer edge of the concrete block to further help avoid compression 


stresses induced from the pullout testing as previously mentioned. One strain based linear variable displacement 


transducer (LVDT) with a 25 mm gauge length was placed on the unloaded end of the bar to measure its slip. The 


crosshead movement, which represents the elongation of the bar, was measured by another LVDT with a gauge length 


of 150 mm. The data acquisition system recorded measurements at a rate of 1 reading per second. A depiction of the 


test setup is shown in Figure 2. The test bar was loaded monotonically in tension, at a rate of approximately 


70MPa/min. The test was stopped once either a bar fracture occurred, or the LVDT measuring slip reached its gauge 


length. 


 


 
Figure 2: Test Setup. 


3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 


3.1 Grout Properties 


The static modulus of elasticity, tensile strength, and compressive strength were evaluated and compared at ambient 


and -10°C; with the compressive strength also tested at -20°C. The test results from an average of two specimens are 


presented in Table 1 and discussed below. 
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Table 1: Grout Strength Development 


Temperature 
Age 


(days) 


Compressive Strength 


(MPa) 


Tensile Strength 


(MPa) 


Young’s Modulus 


(MPa) 


Poisson’s 


Ratio 


Ambient 


1 19.2 3.0 N/A N/A 


3 33.7 3.3 N/A N/A 


7 38.4 4.5 20712 0.2285 


28 39.3 6.3 22713 0.2346 


-10°C 


1 20.1 3.0 N/A N/A 


3 26.9 3.2 N/A N/A 


5 32.4 N/A N/A N/A 


7 32.4 3.2 19971 0.2315 


28 32.5 3.7 20563 0.2322 


-20°C 


1 22.0 N/A N/A N/A 


3 30.1 N/A N/A N/A 


5 32.3 N/A N/A N/A 


7 32.3 N/A N/A N/A 


 


3.1.1 Compressive Strength 


The compressive strength of the grout was monitored for up to 28 days at ambient and -10°C, and up to 7 days for a 


more severe temperature of -20°C. The grout had a compressive strength of approximately 20 MPa after one day of 


ambient curing, and continued to gain strength even after being exposed to subfreezing temperatures, as seen in Figure 


3. It is apparent that there is little to no long-term strength gain between 7 and 28 days for both the ambient and 


subfreezing conditions. The severity of the subfreezing temperature does not have an effect on the compressive 


strength of the grout; similar trends in strength gain were observed for both the -10°C and -20°C conditions with a 


final strength of about 32 MPa reached at 5 days, achieving 83% of the strength of the ambient specimens. Although 


the grout is weaker when cured in subfreezing temperatures, Karagol et al. (2015) and Nassif & Petrou (2013) have 


shown that the compressive strength of concrete cured at freezing temperatures, then brought to room temperature for 


long periods (275 days and 240 days respectively) converges, and can slightly increase compared to concrete 


constantly cured at ambient temperatures. 


 


Other researchers have observed similar compressive strength gain when cured at subfreezing temperatures, and have 


largely attributed it to the internal temperature of concrete staying above freezing for an extended period of time due 


to the heat of hydration (Çullu & Arslan, 2013; Karagol et al., 2015; Nassif & Petrou, 2013). Figures 4(a) and 4(b) 


show the internal grout temperature at -10°C, and -20°C, respectively; data is only shown up to 3 days for clarity, but 


the temperature remained constant up to 7 days. It can be observed that the heat of hydration did not significantly 


influence the internal temperature once placed in the temperature chamber. It is believed that once the specimens were 


exposed to subfreezing temperatures, the remaining water is in small enough pores that it does not freeze, thus allowing 


for some strength gain to still occur.  


 


  
Figure 3: Grout Compressive Strength Development 
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(a)  (b)  


Figure 4: Internal Grout Temperatures for different curing temperatures: (a) -10°C; (b) -20°C. 


 


3.1.2 Tensile Strength 


There was no significant tensile strength gain of the grout cylinders once the grout was exposed to subfreezing 


temperatures. The specimens cured in subfreezing temperatures reached tensile strengths 41% lower than that of the 


control specimens stored at ambient temperatures, when comparing 28 day strengths. At ambient conditions, the 


tensile strength continued to increase up to a maximum of 6.3 MPa at 28 days. It is known that the tensile strength is 


related to the compressive strength; this suggests that if the grout is later exposed to ambient temperatures and gains 


further compressive strength, matching that of the control specimen (as previously mentioned), the tensile strength 


will also increase. The lack of tensile strength gain can be attributed to the lower compressive strength rather than to 


a change in microstructure. 


3.1.3 Modulus of Elasticity 


The modulus of elasticity was recorded at 7 and 28 days. It can be observed that there was greater modulus increase 


at ambient conditions between 7 and 28 days than that at subfreezing conditions. A similar trend was noted by Çullu 


& Arslan (2013). As discussed above, the lower value of the modulus of elasticity can be attributed to the lower value 


of the compressive strength of the grout. 


3.2 Pullout Specimens 


The test results of the 10 pullout specimens are shown in Table 2. For each set of parameters, two specimens were 


tested. Specimens were labeled as follows: the first digit refers to its embedment length relative to its bar diameter 


(db) (6, 12, and 16db), the second character refers to curing condition (A for ambient and 10 for -10°C), with the final 


digit referring to specimen number. For example, 6-10-2 refers to a specimen with an embedment length of 6db cured 


at -10°C and is the second of its set. 


 


The yielding load, Py, and displacement, δy, are taken as the point where the specimens’ stiffness degraded suddenly 


after the elastic response. The ultimate displacement, δu, and maximum slip, smax, correspond to the point where failure 


occurs and the ultimate load, Pu, is taken as the maximum recorded load. The maximum bond stress, umax, of the bar 


equals the ultimate load divided by the total surface area embedded in the grout (Eq.1). 


 


[1]   umax=
Pu×10


3


πdblb
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Table 2: Pullout Test Results 


Specimen 
Py 


(kN) 


Pu 


(kN) 


fbu 


(MPa) 


δy 


(mm) 


δu 


(mm) 


smax 


(mm) 


umax 


(MPa) 
Rs μΔ 


Failure 


Mode 


6-A-1 198 250.8 510.9 16.3 54.8 0.96 21.0 1.28 3.4 Pullout 


6-A-2 192.2 243.6 496.3 13.5 43.8 1.02 20.4 1.24 3.2 Pullout 


6-10-1 215.8 235.9 480.6 16.2 22.8 0.92 19.7 1.20 1.4 Pullout 


6-10-2 211.5 217.6 443.3 14.0 21.7 0.60 18.2 1.10 1.6 Pullout 


12-A-1 194.4 273.1 556.4 12.4 110.4 0.05 11.4 1.39 8.9 Fracture 


12-A-2 196.2 273.4 557.0 12.7 104.0 0.05 11.4 1.39 8.2 Fracture 


12-10-1 205.9 277.6 565.5 11.3 43.8 0.82 11.6 1.41 3.9 Pullout 


12-10-2 200.9 271.1 552.3 12.1 72.8 0.97 11.3 1.38 6.0 Pullout 


16-10-1 210.2 293.1 597.1 13.2 113.6 0.05 9.2 1.49 8.6 Fracture 


16-10-2 204.6 290.7 592.2 12.5 100.5 0.11 9.1 1.48 8.1 Fracture 


3.2.1 Failure Mode 


No cracking of the concrete was observed for all tested specimens. Since the bars were wrapped, no conical grout 


failure at the active end occurred, as observed by other researchers investigating similar connections (Steuck, 


Eberhard, & Stanton, 2009). Bar fracture is the preferred failure mode since it provides a higher tensile capacity, along 


with a more ductile response, this was achieved by an embedment length of 12db at ambient conditions, and by a 


longer embedment length of 16db when cured at -10°C. A typical bar fracture failure can be observed in Figure 5(b). 


All other specimens failed in bar pullout due to a bar-grout bond failure, which can be observed in Figure 5(a). 


 


 


    
Figure 5: Typical Failure Modes: (a) bar pullout (specimen 12-10-1); (b) bar fracture (specimen 16-10-1). 


3.2.2 Bond Behaviour 


The load-displacement responses for all specimens are shown in Figure 6. The reported displacement represents the 


elongation of the bar tested. The peak bar stresses, fbu, are reported in Table 2. The specimen failing at the lowest load, 


6-10-2, achieved fbu= 443 MPa which exceeds the 400 MPa yield strength of the bar. This indicates that the response 


for all specimens was dominated by bar yielding, as opposed to solely the bond properties governing pullout. Inelastic 


elongation due to bar yielding reduces the bar diameter, partially disengaging the bar from the surrounding grout, and 


therefore reducing the bond capacity. Therefore, further testing should be done on shorter lengths that remain elastic 


throughout the duration of the test to obtain a better understanding of this connection behaviour. 
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(a)  (b)  


(c)  


Figure 6: Load-displacement curves comparing connection specimens cured at ambient and -10°C: (a) Ld = 6db;  


(b) Ld = 12db; Ld = 16db. 


 


The bond stress and slip responses of all specimens are shown in Figure 7. The bar slip in specimen 6-A-1 was not 


fully recorded due to an equipment malfunction. It can be observed in Figure 7(a) that the bond-slip curves of all bar 


pullout failure specimens have comparable shape but reach different bond stress peaks, umax. Each bond-slip curve can 


be characterized by three regions: 1) the ascending branch, which is from the start of the test until umax is reached; 2) 


a region of sudden drop to the residual bond stress; and 3) a final region in which the stress dropped gradually until 


the test is ended. The residual bond stress indicates the additional resistance of the bar to the pullout load after the 


initial failure has occurred. The response post-peak of the bond-slip curve is predominantly governed by the frictional 


resistance of the bar, as well as the additional resistance provided by the undamaged section of the bar that enters the 


embedded zone when the bar slips. It is interesting to note that for the longer embedment length (Ld = 12db) there was 


almost zero slip until near peak bond stress was reached, whereas for Ld = 6db the slip gradually increased until failure 


as can be observed in Figure 7(b). This may be caused by the major yielding that occurred in those bars before failure; 


they elongated on average an extra 10 mm compared to 6-A-1 and 6-A2. This could lead to a significant reduction in 


bar-cross section, which then disengaged from the grout and failed suddenly, experiencing little to no slip beforehand.  


 


(a)  (b)  


Figure 7: Bond stress-slip curves: (a) Full response; (b) Ascending branch. 
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Figure 8: Normalized bond stress vs. embedment length. 


 


Previous research reported a linear relationship between the bond stress, umax, and the square root of the compressive 


strength of concrete/grout, √fc’, (Einea, Yamane, & Tadros, 1995; Untrauer & Henry, 1965). The average change in 


bond stress from ambient to -10°C for Ld =6db is 8.3%, and the change in the square root of compressive strength from 


ambient to -10°C is 8.1%, this shows there is a clear nearly linear relationship present. This can also be observed in 


Figure 8, which shows the relationship between umax/√fc’ and embedment length in terms of db, for all specimens.  


 


Two ratios were used to determine the suitability of these connections for the given embedment lengths and grout 


strengths. The first is the strength ratio, Rs, which is the ratio of the ultimate bar stress, fbu, to the specified yield 


strength of the bar (fy = 400 MPa) as observed in Equation 2.  


 


[2]   Rs= 
fbu


fy
  


 


This connection is used in place of mechanical connectors which require a tensile capacity of 1.25 the specified yield 


strength of the bar (ACI Committee 318, 2014), therefore the same strength criteria was used to deem it suitable. All 


of the tested specimens reached a strength ratio greater than 1.25, except both specimens with Ld = 6db cured at 


subfreezing conditions, and one with Ld = 6db cured at ambient conditions, which achieved Rs = 1.24. This 


demonstrates that even with some pullout failures this connection is sufficiently strong to fully develop the bar, 


reaching strength ratios as high as 1.49 when bar fracture was achieved. 


 


The second is the ductility ratio, μΔ, which is the ratio between the ultimate displacement, δu, and the yielding 


displacement, δy (Eq. 3).  


 


[3]   μ
∆
= 


δu


δy
 


 


Research has shown that precast concrete connections in low to moderate seismic regions require a ductility ratio of 


4.0 (Soudki, Rizkalla, & Leblanc, 1995). For all specimens with Ld = 6db the ductility was too low. Specimens 12-10-


1, and 12-10-2, demonstrated that a high level of ductility can be achieved when a pullout failure occurs with ductility 


ratios of 3.9, and 6.0, respectively. When the bar fully developed and fractured, a very high ductility ratio greater than 


8.0 is reached. Using section 25.4.2.2 in ACI 318-14 a development length of 40db is required. However, through 


testing it is shown that this connection can yield the bar at 6db and fracture at 12db, and 16db, for ambient and 


subfreezing conditions, respectively. 


 


The ratios in Eqs. 2 and 3 demonstrate that specimens with embedment lengths equal to or greater than 12db are 


suitable for precast concrete connections, regardless of the curing conditions. 
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4. CONCLUSUIONS 


The objective of this study was to examine the effect of early-age exposure of grouted precast wall connections to 


subfreezing temperatures. Grout strength development was monitored at three different conditions: ambient up to 28 


days, one day at ambient then at -10°C up to 28 days, and one day at ambient then at -20°C up to 7 days. The bond 


strength of this connection was compared for specimens cured at ambient and -10°C exposure for 7 days. 


 


The severity of the subfreezing temperature did not have a significant effect on the grout strength, with a final 


compressive strength of 32 MPa reached at 5 days for both -10°C and -20°C exposure. There was a reduction in 


strength (17%) between ambient and subfreezing curing conditions. The subfreezing conditions appear to have the 


largest impact on the tensile strength of the grout. There was a 41% reduction in tensile strength when cured at 


subfreezing conditions: achieving only 3.7 MPa at -10°C, compared to 6.3 MPa at ambient temperature. The effect of 


long-term strength gain after re-exposure to ambient temperatures was not examined in this study, but should be tested 


in future work. The reduction in bond strength for Ld = 6db between ambient and -10°C was found to be approximately 


equal to the reduction in the square root of the grout compressive strength, by 8.3%, and 8.1%, respectively. A near 


linear relationship was found between the embedment length and umax/√fc’. 


 


The results of the 10 pullout tests performed show that this connection can develop a bar with a much shorter length 


than what is suggested by current code equations. Experimental testing showed that yielding can be achieved by as 


little as 6db and bar fracture can be achieved by 12db, and 16db, at ambient, and subfreezing conditions, respectively, 


for monotonic loading. Further testing is required to determine the appropriate development length of this connection 


under cyclic loading. 
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ABSTRACT  


Egypt has long suffered from pavement distresses, having around thirty percent of the paved roads in poor 


conditions. Another issue is plastic waste. Plastic constitutes around fifteen percent of Egypt’s total solid waste. Its 


non-biodegradable nature makes plastic an environmental concern. Considering both issues, this research aimed at 


developing a more sustainable hot asphalt mix with enhanced performance using recycled plastic as partial bitumen 


replacement. 


 


To incorporate plastic into asphalt concrete, the wet or the dry method can be used. This study investigated both 


techniques producing a range of mixes with varying percentages of recycled plastic, selecting ABS as the recycled 


plastic. Experimental work was divided into constituent material and mix testing. The Superpave bitumen tests were 


carried out as a part of material testing. For the wet method, plastic modified asphalts were evaluated based on their 


Performance Grades. Highest Performance Grade plastic-modified bitumen was selected for mix testing. 


 


Mixing followed the standard Marshall procedure. Mix evaluation was based on the five Marshall criteria in addition 


to the tensile strength ratio test which assessed the mixes’ moisture susceptibility. Finally, a comparison was made 


between the recycled plastic mixes, a control mix and a manufactured polymer modified mix. Results revealed that 


plastic modified asphalts have a higher temperature rating than unmodified asphalt. As for the asphalt concrete mix, 


major characteristics such as stability were significantly improved compared to the control mix. Overall, 


experimental research showed that the addition of recycled plastic notably enhanced the properties of the road mix. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 


Two of the biggest issues that currently face Egypt are road conditions and solid waste management. Egypt has one 


of the highest road accident ratios in the world, with 3.2% of the country’s GDP being used to address the damage 


caused by these accidents. This is equivalent to $7 billion; a significant amount for a country with an official poverty 


rate of 26% (Schafer 2014). Pavement environment-related causes count for approximately 28% for these accidents 


(Fwa 2006). This leaves very little money for road maintenance, which is needed to address the various pavement 


distresses that occur over time such as alligator cracking, linear cracking, potholes and rutting. A study by the World 


Bank estimated that the required funding for road maintenance in Egypt is around $700 million per year, but the 


annual budget is only 10% of that amount (Schafer 2014). 


 


The other issue that plagues the country is the amount of solid waste produced that needs to be managed. A report 


by The Regional Solid Waste Exchange of Information and Expertise Network in the Mena Region in July 2010 


found that Egypt generated 19.7 million tons of municipal solid waste (MSW) in 2009, with the annual growth in 


MSW expected to be 3.4%. Of this waste, the amount collected ranges from 0% to 35% in rural areas and from 40% 


to 90% in urban areas. The majority of the waste collected is disposed of, with 83.5% of it ending up in open-dumps. 


Only 2.5% of the waste collected ends up being recycled. It is clear that there is good potential for waste recycling in 


Egypt, especially for plastic which makes up 13% of the solid waste produced and is non-biodegradable (Luecke 


2014). 


 


This study aims to test the practice of using recycled plastic as a modifier in hot mix asphalt as it would solve both 


issues of plastic waste recycling and pavement distresses. Modification of bitumen with virgin polymers was proven 


to improve the properties of asphalt mixtures, but the use of plastic waste may also have similar effects in addition to 


environmental and economic advantages. A great deal of research has been carried out to determine the 


effectiveness of using different recycled plastics in bitumen mixtures, with several papers reporting promising 


results from previous history.  


 


Research on the suitability of plastic waste utilization in construction of flexible pavements started in the 1990s, and 


the concept was first implemented in the year 2000 in India (Gawande et al. 2012). A study conducted by Silva and 


Oliviero (2013) showed that high-density polyethylene (HDPE), low-density polyethylene (LDPE), ethylene-vinyl 


acetate (EVA) and acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) are different types of plastics that could be used in bitumen 


modification. Hınıslıoglua and Agarb (2003) and Tapase and Kadam (2013) found that HDPE modified bituminous 


binders showed an increase in resistance to permanent deformation. Other studies also found that LDPE increased 


Marshall Stability (Gawande 2013), as well as resistance to water as the permeability of the asphalt mix decreased 


with the addition of the modifier (Gawande et al. 2012). Further research shows that HDPE, LDPE, EVA and ABS 


all improve the properties of asphalt binder, particularly resilience and softening point, when added in small 


percentages (Silva et al. 2013). 


 


The Egyptian requirements for asphalt Performance Grade (PG) range from PG52-10 to PG76-10 depending on the 


geographic location and its climatic conditions. Therefore, in some areas of Egypt with high temperatures, high 


reliability projects may require a high temperature performance grade of up to 76°C. Whereas the low temperature 


performance grade required in all regions of Egypt should satisfy -10°C (Khedr et al. 2014). This shows that the 


high temperature performance grade requirements for pavements in Egypt are more significant than those for low 


temperatures. Therefore, this research was focused on enhancing the high temperature grade of asphalt binder 


through recycled plastic modification while also improving the properties of the asphalt concrete mix. 


2. SCOPE OF WORK 


This main objective of this research was to develop a more sustainable hot mix asphalt with enhanced performance 


using recycled plastic as partial bitumen replacement. The type of recycled plastic used was Acrylonitrile Butadiene 


Styrene (ABS), which is mainly found in appliances and electronic equipment, and the layer of study was the 


surface layer. Mix specimens were all developed according to the Heavy Traffic Requirements set forth by 


AASHTO. 
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3. METHODOLOGY 


Mixing of the components of the hot mix asphalt was done following two distinct methods; the wet method and the 


dry method. For all mixes, the Marshall procedure was carried out to prepare and compact specimens.  


3.1 Wet Method 


This method entails that the asphalt should be mixed with the recycled plastic before adding it to the aggregates. 


Therefore, to prepare the modified asphalt, ABS plastic was shredded to 1 mm particle size and added to asphalt at a 


temperature of 180°C which also served as the polymer-asphalt mixing temperature. A Shear mixer was then used at 


a speed of 3500 rpm for a mixing duration of 60 to 90 minutes, while maintaining the mixing temperature, to ensure 


that the plastic has well blended with the asphalt and to minimize segregation.  


 


The modified asphalt was then added to hot aggregates and mixed on a hot plate for 5 minutes. The mix is then 


placed into the Marshall molds and compacted according to standard Marshall procedure. 


3.2  Dry Method 


For the dry method, the aggregates were heated first then the recycled plastic and asphalt were added simultaneously 


to the hot aggregates at a temperature of 165°C. The components were mixed on a hot plate for 15 minutes before 


placing in the oven for 2 hours to ensure the melting and incorporation of the plastic and to allow aggregate 


absorption. The mix was then taken out of the oven, placed into molds and compacted.  


3.3 Mixes 


Asphalt concrete mixes were divided into 4 types. As a means of comparing the effect of incorporating ABS plastic 


on the mix characteristics, modified mixes were assessed in contrast to the alternatives as listed below: 


1. Control Mix: A mix of conventional materials with no modification. 


2. Dry Method Mixes: Mixes were produced at a range of recycled plastic percentages; 4, 8 and 12% by weight 


of asphalt. 


3. Wet Method Mixes: Modified asphalts were mixed for a number of different plastic percentages; 4, 6, 8, 10 


and 12% by weight of asphalt. Asphalt concrete mixes were then only produced for the modified asphalts with 


the highest high temperature ratings.  


4. Superplast Mix: Superplast is a commercially available polymer modifier that was used to produce a mix for 


the sake of comparison. 


4. EXPERIMENTAL WORK 


4.1 Component Materials Testing 


4.1.1 Aggregate Tests 


 Specific Gravity and Moisture Absorption [ASTM C127-88(2001)] 


 Los Angeles Abrasion Test [ASTM C131-96] 


 Chemical Soundness [ASTM C88-05] 


 Flakiness and Elongation in Coarse Aggregates [ASTM D4791] 


 Clay Lumps and Friable Particles [ASTM C142-97(2004)] 


4.1.2 Superpave Bitumen Tests 


Superpave tests were carried out to determine the characteristics of the virgin asphalt as well as the ABS plastic 


modified asphalts used in the wet method. These tests included: 


 Dynamic Shear Rheometer [ASTM D7175] 


 Rolling Thin Film Oven [ASTM D2872] 


 Pressurized Aging Vessel [ASTM D6521] 


 Bending Beam Rheometer [ASTM D6648] 


 Rotational Viscometer [ASTM D4402] 
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4.2 Mix Testing 


Asphalt concrete mixes were evaluated based on the 5 Marshall Criteria; Stability, Flow, Voids in Mineral 


Aggregates (VMA), Percentage Air Voids and Unit Weight. Testing was done using the Marshall Stability Machine 


in accordance with ASTM D1559. In addition to the Marshall Criteria, the mixes were also evaluated based on their 


respective Tensile Strength Ratios which were determined practically as specified by the ASTM standards (ASTM 


D4867). The Tensile Strength Ratios provides a basis for assessment of the water susceptibility of the mixes. 


5. RESULTS & DISCUSSION 


5.1 Component Materials Testing 


5.1.1 Aggregate Tests 


The results for aggregate testing are summarized in Table 1. 


Table 1: Results for Aggregate Testing 


 Coarse Aggregates Fine Aggregates 
Accepted/ 


Rejected 


Bulk Specific Gravity 2.47 2.62 - 


Apparent Specific Gravity 2.63 2.65 - 


Los Angeles Abrasion Test 22.06% - Accepted 


Chemical Soundness 6.22% 15.86% Accepted 


Flakiness Index 16.29% - Accepted 


Elongation Index 18.35% - Accepted 


Clay Lumps and Friable Particles 2.07% - Accepted 


 


5.1.2 Superpave Bitumen Tests 


Dynamic Shear Rheometer (DSR): 


 


Table 2 shows the results for the Dynamic Shear Rheometer testing. The high temperature rating for all the plastic 


modified asphalts was the same for both the un-aged samples in the first cycle and the short-term aged samples in 


the second cycle. However, for the virgin binder, the maximum passing temperature dropped from 70 to 64 after 


short-term aging. This shows that the plastic modification to the asphalt enhanced its characteristics making it more 


tolerable to short-term aging. The 8% and 10% recycled plastic modified asphalts reached the highest high 


temperature PGs with values of 82°C and 76°C respectively as shown in Figure 1. Since high temperatures are more 


of a concern than low temperatures in Egypt, only these two plastic modified asphalts were selected to move on to 


intermediate and low temperature testing. 


 


For the third cycle of the DSR, the long-term aged samples passed all testing temperatures. These results give an 


indication of the fatigue cracking temperatures of the different asphalt types. 


Table 2: DSR Results 


 
Sample Tested 


Virgin 


Binder 


4% 


Plastic 


6% 


Plastic 


8% 


Plastic 


10% 


Plastic 


12% 


Plastic 


Max. Passing Temp. (°C) 


Original 


Binder 


RTFO 


70 


64 


70 


70 


70 


70 


82 


82 


76 


76 


70 


70 


High Temp. Rating (°C) RTFO 64 70 70 82 76 70 


Last Passing Temp. (°C) PAV 16 - - 28 25 - 
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Figure 1: High Temperature PG 


 


Bending Beam Rheometer (BBR): 


 


As shown in Table 3, plastic modified asphalt samples and the virgin asphalt all reached the same low temperature 


PG of -22 °C. This shows that the addition of plastic did not affect the tolerance of the binder to low temperature 


cracking. The BBR results in this case are reported as the low temperature PGs as they proved to be lower than the 


fatigue cracking temperatures. 


Table 3: BBR Results 


  
Virgin 


Binder 


8% 


Plastic 


10% 


Plastic 


Low Temp. Grade (°C)  -22 -22 -22 


 


 


Performance Grades: 


 


The final performance grades of the virgin binder and the modified asphalts are given in Table 4. It is evident that all 


three asphalts have the same low temperature grade and therefore the distinction is only apparent in the high 


temperature grades. Although the 10% plastic inclusion did enhance the high temperature grade of the binder from 


64°C to 76°C, the 8% plastic addition seems to be the optimum enhancement reaching a temperature of 82°C. 


Table 4: Performance Grades 


 
Virgin 


Binder 


8% 


Plastic 


10% 


Plastic 


Performance Grade 64-22 82-22 76-22 


 


 


Rotational Viscometer: 


 


Viscosity of the asphalt generally increased when using higher percentages of recycled plastic as a modifier. As 


shown in Figure 2, the viscosity of the 4% plastic modified asphalt did not follow the gradually increasing trend. 


This could be due to problems with mixing therefore this point was considered as an outlier. For the 12% plastic 


modified asphalt, the viscosity showed to be less than that of the 10% plastic mix. The drop in viscosity was likely 


due to the effect of using a large percentage of plastic, which might have resulted in some of the plastic not blending 
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with the bitumen and segregating leading to a non-homogenous bitumen mix.  Overall, it should be noted that the 


acceptable limit provided by the test standards is 3000 cP and therefore all asphalt viscosities fall below the 


maximum allowable value. 


 


 
Figure 2: Asphalt Viscosity 


 


5.2 Mix Testing 


5.2.1 Marshall Criteria: 


Figures 3 to 6 show the comparison of mixes with respect to different properties. Figure 3 shows that recycled 


plastic modified asphalt samples tended to give higher optimum bitumen percentage compared to that of the control 


sample. However, this is not true with the use of the commercial modifier as the bitumen percentage decreased.  


 


 
Figure 3: AC % of Mixes 


 


As shown in Figure 4, the VMA% was found to increase with the modification of asphalt by the recycled plastic 


according to the selected asphalt cement percentage. However, the commercial modifier did not follow that trend 


and the VMA% for the selected asphalt cement percentage is lower than that of the control.  
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Figure 4: VMA % of Mixes 


 


The trend in Figure 5 shows that recycled plastic modified asphalt samples gave higher flow values compared to the 


control sample. The increase ranged from 103% to 190% with the first corresponding to the 4% plastic dry mix and 


the later to the commercial modifier mix. 


 


 
Figure 5: Flow of Mixes 


 


Figure 6 shows the variation in the stability of the different mixes. The recycled plastic modified asphalt samples 


achieved higher stability compared to the control sample. The commercial modifier sample also achieved a much 


higher value compared to the control and even exceeded the plastic modified samples. The increase in stability 


ranged from 327% for the 4% plastic dry mix to 524% for the commercial modifier mix. The 4% plastic dry mix 


recycled plastic modified samples resulted in a the maximum stability amongst the modified samples of 11.49 kN.    
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Figure 6: Stability of Mixes 


 


5.2.2 Tensile Strength Ratios: 


As illustrated in Figure 7, all samples failed to pass the moisture susceptibility specification of reaching a tensile 


strength ratio greater than or equal to 0.8. Although all samples did not demonstrate resistance to moisture damage, 


it is noted that all 3 plastic modified mixes had TSRs greater than that of the control. The 8% wet mix in particular 


improved the TSR by almost 6 times that of the control.  


 


 


Figure 7: Tensile Strength Ratios (TSR) 


6. ECONOMIC ANALYSIS  


An economic analysis was conducted on the wet and dry mixes with the greatest enhancements as well as the control 


mix and the commercial modifier mix. The analysis was done with the assumption of having a road that is 1 km 


long, 6 m wide and the surface layer is 7 cm thick. The selected AC% and gradation of the mixes were used to 


determine the weights of each material and thus, calculate the initial cost of the road. 
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Based on Table 5, it can be concluded that the wet mix is the cheapest mix. This is due to the fact that, the plastic is 


cheaper than the bitumen it replaces, and that the optimum AC% for it was close to that of the control. It is also 


noticed that the commercial modifier mix is cheaper than that of the 4% dry mix, this occurred because the selected 


AC% for the dry mix was higher than that of the commercial modifier mix, thus increasing the weight of the most 


expensive component of the mix, which is the bitumen. The 4% dry mix appears to be the most expensive mix in the 


comparison, solely due to having the highest optimum AC% which increases the cost of the pavement. 


Table 5: Percentage savings or loss of each mix as compared to the Control Mix 


Mix AC% Initial Cost (LE) Cost (LE/m3) % Savings (Loss) 


Control 4.75 331,291 789 - 


4% Dry 5.60 373,674 890 (13%) 


8% Wet 4.80 328,444 782 12% 


Commercial 


Modifier 
4.50 360,267 858 (10%) 


 


7. CONCLUSIONS  


Based on the conducted experiments and the previously discussed results, it can be concluded that Acrylonitrile 


Butadiene Styrene (ABS) plastic waste could be utilized as an effective modifier for bitumen use in flexible 


pavements.  


 


All recycled plastic percentages, using the wet method, proved to improve the original binder in different ratios at 


high temperatures. The maximum improvement resulted from the 8% and 10% plastic modified asphalts. As for the 


lower temperatures, all samples performed equally including the virgin sample.  


 


All recycled plastic percentages, using the dry method, proved to improve the stability of the mix compared to the 


control mix. However, it gave lower values compared to the commercial modifier. The maximum improvement 


resulted from the 4% plastic mix enhancing the stability by 327% as compared to the control mix. 


 


In comparing the dry and wet methods, the optimum 4% recycled plastic dry mix led to better results than that of the 


optimum 8% recycled plastic wet mix, thus the dry method gave better modification for the asphalt mix than the wet 


method.  


 


All tested mixes, normal or modified Egyptian asphalt, failed to satisfy the moisture susceptibility specification of 


reaching a tensile strength ratio greater than or equal to 0.8. Although all samples did not demonstrate resistance to 


moisture damage, it was noted, however, that all three plastic modified mixes had TSRs greater than that of the 


control, where the 8% wet mix in particular had improved the TSR by almost 6 times that of the control.  


 


As for the economic analysis, it can be concluded that the wet mix is the most economic mix among the investigated 


mixes.  


 


Utilization of recycled plastic waste in modifying bituminous mixes is advantageous to the environment when used 


efficiently and is also more economically sound than the original bituminous mixes. 
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ABSTRACT 


This paper investigates the fatigue behaviour of a reinforced concrete beam (without shear reinforcement) at low 


temperature (-20°C) compared to a similar beam tested near room temperature (+16°C). Two large-scale steel 


reinforced beams (200 mm x 400 mm x 4200 mm) were fabricated and tested. The beams had temperature differentials 


over their depth to simulate solar radiation and in-service temperature of the bridges. The beams were cyclically loaded 


to failure with a stress range representing the ratio of live to dead loads found in most bridges. This study showed that 


low temperature increased the fatigue life of the reinforced concrete beam by 51%, and changed the mode of failure 


of the beam from shear fatigue failure at room temperature to flexural fatigue failure at low temperature. It was 


observed that the low and room temperature beams maintained 65% and 31% of their original flexural rigidity 


indicating that low temperature mitigated the stiffness degradation of the reinforced concrete caused by fatigue 


loading. The strains in the tensile reinforcement of the low temperature beam were much lower than the room 


temperature beam which could be due to the higher strength of concrete and reduction in concrete softening at low 


temperature which resulted in lower stresses in the tensile reinforcement. The findings of this study show that the 


contribution of concrete under either static or cyclic load becomes much higher at low temperature.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     


1. INTRODUCTION 


In Canada, concrete bridges are the primary links of the country’s surface transportation. For instance, over 55 million 


cars and 10 million trucks crossed the Canada-U.S. border in 2011 (Transport Canada 2012), and a large number of 


these vehicles passed over bridges to reach their destination. However, a significant percentage of the bridges in 


Canada are reaching the end of their service life. According to Statistics Canada, nation’s bridges, on average, have 


passed almost 60 percent of their useful life as they were built in the 1960s and 70s (Cusson 2008).  


 


The concrete bridges are degraded due to overloading and fatigue caused by increased legal load limits, corrosion, 


impact damage, and environmental conditions, i.e. large temperature fluctuations and freeze-thaw cycling (Kim and 


Heffernan 2008). For instance, Viaduc de la Concorde overpass collapsed in 2006 in Laval, Quebec. The collapse, 


which was due to shear failure occurred as result of concrete cracking in a zone of weakness. A study conducted by 


Mitchel et al. (2011) suggests that the cracking could have been initiated by shrinkage of the concrete, thermal stresses 


as well as vehicle impact on the expansion joint, and then the inclined cracking provided a natural path for the entry 


of water from the expansion joint resulting in freeze-thaw deterioration in the presence of deicing salts. 


 


Furthermore, the development of high strength and more durable materials allows the structural concrete members to 


withstand higher static loads for a longer period of time; therefore, a satisfactory fatigue performance of those 


structural members that experience cyclic loading during their service life is essential and their fatigue strength must 


be accounted for at the design stage. 
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For the reasons outlined above, interest in the fatigue behaviour of reinforced concrete members has increased 


considerably in recent years. Nevertheless, the fatigue behaviour of reinforced concrete members at low temperature 


is still unexplored in spite of the high demand for repairing decaying infrastructure in cold regions, as well as a lack 


of understanding of the fatigue behaviour of reinforced concrete under severe climatic effects (Heffernan et al. 2004). 


2. BACKGROUND 


2.1 Fatigue Behaviour of Plain Concrete  


Cyclic loading causes concrete to fail at stresses below its ultimate static strength, and the modulus of elasticity of 


concrete to significantly decrease due to the formation and interaction of the differently oriented microcracks. The 


fatigue fracture of concrete is characterized by considerably larger strains and microcracking than its fracture under 


static loading. (ACI Committee 215 1992, Neville 2006, Schlafli and Bruhwiler 1998).  


2.2 Fatigue Behaviour of Reinforcing Steel at Room and Low Temperature 


Failure of steel reinforcement under cyclic loading has three phases: crack initiation, crack propagation and unstable 


crack growth until brittle fracture. The failure is initiated at a micro-crack at the largest stress concentration site on 


the bar surface, usually at the intersection of transverse lugs and longitudinal ribs. As the stress continues to cycle, the 


crack gradually propagates until the crack reaches a critical length at which its propagation becomes unstable and 


sudden fracture occurs (Schlafli and Bruhwiler 1998, Papakonstantinou et al. 2001). No S-N relationship has been 


prescribed for reinforcing steel by ACI or AASHTO standards; however, a significant amount of research  has 


investigated the fatigue behaviour of reinforcing bars to develop empirical equations that describe their S-N 


relationship, which are in the general form of  Nr
m=K (Helgason and Hanson 1974, Moss 1982, Soltani et al. 2011), 


where N is the number of cycles to failure, r is the stress range, and  m is the inverse slope of the log σr-log N curve 


and K is a constant. 


 


Previous studies have shown that the fatigue performance of steel improves at low temperatures (Sines and Dolan 


1959, Troshchenko 1971, Frost et al. 1974, Stephens et al. 1984). Stephens et al. (1984) studied constant and variable 


amplitude fatigue behaviour of five cast steels with carbon weight percentages of 0.23, 0.24, 0.30, 0.34 and 0.49, at 


room temperature and -45 C, which falls in either the lower shelf impact CVN energy region or lower transition 


region of the steels. This study showed that at low temperature the fatigue limits of the steels at fatigue lives longer 


than 105 reversals increased by 24%, fatigue crack initiation was delayed by up to 2.5 times, and constant amplitude 


fatigue crack growth rates decreased by a factor ranging from 1.2 to 3 which resulted in longer fatigue lives of the 


steel at low temperature. 


2.3 Fatigue Behaviour of Reinforced Concrete  


There are a limited number of recent studies focusing on the fatigue behaviour of conventionally reinforced concrete 


beams. Some recent studies have focused on the fatigue behaviour of reinforced concrete beams strengthened with 


FRP sheets. For that reason, the fatigue properties of the beams reinforced with glass fibre reinforced polymer (GFRP) 


are included in this section. The fatigue characteristics of a composite member such as reinforced concrete not only 


depends on the fatigue properties of its constituent parts, but also depends on the composite action between its parts 


i.e. the bond between steel and concrete (Papakonstantinou et al. 2001, Heffernan et al. 2004). Papakonstantinou et al. 


(2001) performed fatigue tests on fourteen simply supported reinforced concrete beams 


(1321 mm x 152 mm x 152 mm) with and without GFRP sheets on their tensile surfaces. All the beams had transverse 


reinforcement to avoid shear failure. The study showed that although the fibre strengthening system increased the 


fatigue life of the beams, it did not change the fatigue failure mechanism, and both strengthened and non-strengthened 


beams failed due to the fatigue failure of the tensile reinforcement. Heffernan and Erki (2004) studied the fatigue 


performance of twelve three-meter beams with and without CFRP sheets at three different stress ranges, as well as 


three five-meter beams. The study showed that the fatigue lives of the CFRP strengthened beams were significantly 


increased when compared to the reinforced concrete beams without CFRP sheets due to lower stresses in the tensile 


reinforcement, and both strengthened and unstrengthened beams failed primarily due to the brittle fracture of the 


tensile reinforcement; however, the beams with CFRP sheets did not necessarily become unstable at the fracture of 


one of the rebars and continued to support the load cycles. 
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2.4 Fatigue Behaviour of Reinforced Concrete at Low Temperature 


To the best of the authors’ knowledge, the effect of low temperature on the fatigue behaviour and life of conventionally 


reinforced concrete is still unexplored. However, there is only one study that has investigated the high-cycle fatigue  


behaviour of CFRP-prestressed concrete T-beams at low temperature (Saeidi et al., 2010).  


 


This paper presents an investigation into the fatigue life and  behaviour of large-scale conventionally reinforced 


concrete beams without stirrups. The results of the fatigue tests on two reinforced concrete beams 


(4200mm x 400m x 200mm) with temperature differentials at average ambient temperatures of +16 C and -20 C are 


discussed. This study is essential to understand the fatigue  behaviour of large-scale reinforced concrete members, and 


is of particular importance to cold regions with prolonged freezing seasons. 


3. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 


3.1 Material Tests 


To determine the compressive and tensile strength of the concrete, concrete cylinders were cast together with the 


beams. Three compressive and three splitting tensile tests were conducted on concrete cylinders (150 mm × 300 mm) 


with at least 28-day age in accordance with (ASTM) C39M-12a and C496M-11, respectively. The mean compressive 


and splitting tensile strengths of the concrete from the cylinder tests were respectively 40.0 MPa and 4.1 MPa. Six 


tensile tests, in accordance with ASTM A370-12a and A615M-12, were performed on the samples of hot rolled 10M 


and 20M bars, from the same batch of 400 Grade steel (HR G30.18 400W) that were used in the beams as compression 


and tension reinforcement. The uniaxial tensile tests on the 10M and 20M bars resulted in mean yield and mean 


ultimate strengths of 481 MPa and 669 MPa, and 421 MPa and 531 MPa, respectively.  


3.2 Beam Tests 


Two reinforced concrete beams 200 mm × 400 mm × 4200 mm, were constructed to be fatigue tested at room and low 


temperature. The room and low temperature beams are respectively named “RT beam” and “LT beam” in this paper. 


Prior to casting the beams, strain gauges and type T thermocouples were attached to the tension reinforcement. Figure 


1 shows the details of the reinforcement and internal instrumentation as well as test configuration of the beams. 


  


 


 
Figure 1: Internal reinforcement and test configuration (left) and cross-section of the beams (right) 


To simulate solar radiation, heating pads and insulation were placed on top of the beams prior to the start of each test 


to warm up the beams and create a temperature differential over the depth of the beams during the tests. The average 


temperature, read by the thermocouples, over the cross-section, at top, middle and bottom of the beams during the 


fatigue tests were +50 C, +30 C and +20 C (for the room temperature beams), and +10 C, -10 C and -20 C (for 


the low temperature beams). These thermal gradients were induced over the depth of the beams in accordance with 


Cl.3.9.4.4 of the Canadian Highway Bridge Design Code (CSA 2006) requirements for temperature effects on 


superstructures. A positive temperature differential decreasing linearly by 30 °C from the top to the bottom of the 


superstructure of type B, i.e. deck truss systems with concrete decks; should be considered. However, the present 


thermal gradient is higher than the recommended thermal gradient for type A and C superstructures. 
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The average ambient temperature during testing of the RT and LT beam was +16 C and -20 C, respectively. The 


test room was equipped with a heating-cooling system which allowed the room temperature to be adjusted with a 


temperature range of -30 C to +30 C.  


 


The beams were tested using a 500 kN servo-hydraulic actuator capable of applying cyclic and monotonic loading in 


a temperature controlled room. All of the beams (simply supported) were tested under four-point bending with a span 


of 3.4 m and a constant moment region of 1.0 m as shown in Figure 1. The beams were loaded by applying a sinusoidal 


loading pattern at a frequency of 1.0 Hz. This frequency was chosen since previous research showed that beams under 


cyclic loading at frequencies higher than 2.0 Hz were unable to recover fully from one load application before the 


arrival of the next (Emberson and Mays 1996, Barnes and Mays 1999).  


 


Stress limits in the flexural reinforcement were chosen to give a mean stress and stress range that would result in 


fatigue failure of the tensile steel around 106 cycles. The stress limits in the tensile reinforcement required for a fatigue 


life of one million cycles were calculated using the Helgason equation (Helgason and Hanson 1974) and verified by 


performing axial fatigue tests on the 10 M rebars that remained from the same batch of steel used for compressive 


reinforcement. It was determined that a stress range equal to 45% of the nominal yield strength (189 MPa) of the 


tensile steel would give a fatigue life of approximately one million cycles. From moment-curvature calculations, the 


loads corresponding to the minimum and maximum stresses, 95 MPa (0.22 fy) and 284 MPa (0.67 fy) in the flexural 


reinforcement, were found to be 30 kN (0.25 Pu) and 90 kN (0.75 Pu), respectively. This ratio of loading is similar to 


the ratio of live to dead loads found in most bridges (Heffernan and Erki, 2004).  


 


In order to determine changes in stiffness, deflection and strains with the number of cycles during the fatigue tests, 


cyclic loading was stopped periodically, approximately at every 250,000 cycles, and static tests were carried out from 


zero to 90 kN at 10 kN increments. An initial static test, prior to the fatigue testing of the beams, and a final static test 


after fatigue failure of the beams were performed on the beams as well. These two static tests are named “initial static 


test” and “post-failure static test” in this paper.  


 


Load values were measured by the built-in load cell of the electric and hydraulic rams, and deflection values were 


measured by linear potentiometers (LP) placed at midspan. Four additional LPs were placed in the middle of the shear 


spans on opposite sides of the beams to measure possible rotation of the beams.   


4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 


4.1 Fatigue Life 


Comparison of the fatigue lives of the RT and LT beams, given in Table 1, shows that the fatigue life of the LT beam 


was 51% higher than the RT beam due to low temperature.  


 


 


Table 1: Fatigue lives of the beams 


Beam ID Cycles to Failure Failure Mode 


RT 448,581 Shear cracking and concrete spalling 


LT 678,134 Rupture of tensile steel 


 


These fatigue tests also showed that the fatigue life of the reinforced concrete beam at room temperature primarily 


depends on the concrete and steel-concrete bond since fatigue loading of RT beam caused a) a large shear crack to 


develop which prevented any shear stress transfer and b) progressive deterioration of the bond between reinforcement 


and concrete which led to spalling of the bottom concrete cover on the tension side as shown in Figure 2. A similar 


mode of failure for beams without shear reinforcement have been reported by Schlafli and Bruhwiler, 1998. The 


fatigue testing of the LT beam showed that low temperature increases the shear capacity of the concrete and prevents 


development of any critical shear crack which results in significant improvement in the fatigue life of the reinforced 


concrete beam. Thus, the fatigue life of this beam depends on the stresses in the tensile reinforcement and fatigue 


fracture of the steel reinforcement. 
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4.2 Failure Mode 


LT beam failed in a tension flexural mode due to the fatigue rupture of one of the tensile reinforcing bars near the 


midspan. However, RT beam primarily failed because of the development of a large shear crack in one of its shear 


spans (shear fatigue failure). The post-failure images of the beams are shown in Figure 2. The large shear crack on RT 


beam was first observed around 261,000 cycles and the concrete cover on the tension side of this beam in the flexural 


span spalled around 390,000 cycles, approximately 58,000 cycles prior to its final fatigue failure at 449,000 cycles. 


The tensile bars of this beam became bent shortly prior to the final fatigue failure. The fatigue failure of the tensile 


reinforcement on LT beam started at one of the flexural cracks that had been developed during the initial static test 


near the midspan of the beam. This could be attributed to high stresses and formation of stress concentration sites in 


the bar at the crack location. The contribution of concrete softening to the stress history of the steel at crack locations 


and formation of stress concentration sites at crack locations have been reported in previous studies (Papakonstantinou 


et al. 2001, Heffernan et al. 2004). 


 


 
Figure 2: The tested beams after fatigue failure – shear failure at room temperature (left) and flexural failure by 


reinforcement rupture at low temperature (right) 


4.3 Stiffness Degradation 


Figure 3 shows the load-deflection curves of the RT and LT beams that were obtained from the periodic static tests. 


The load-deflection diagram of the RT beam indicates that the stiffness (slope of load-deflection response) of this 


beam remained unchanged up to approximately 261,000 cycles; however, the increase in the number of cycles from 


261,000 cycles up to failure at 449,000 cycles caused the beam to lose almost all of its flexural rigidity. The post-failure 


static test showed that the stiffness of the beam decreased by 69% after fatigue failure. It should be noted that the 


highest load carried by this beam during the post-failure static test was around 20 kN, and the permanent residual 


deflection for this beam was around 5 mm at 261,000 cycles, and continued to increase to 16 mm until the fatigue 


failure of the beam. 


 


LT beam, tested at low temperature, demonstrated a different  behaviour: this beam maintained 89% of its flexural 


rigidity up to a half million cycles. Even after fatigue failure, at 678,000 cycles, the reduction in the stiffness of this 


beam was not as much as the RT beam, and the post-failure static test showed that its flexural rigidity reduced by 35% 


and 27% when compared to its initial stiffness and at 500,000 cycles, respectively. This  behaviour of the reinforced 


concrete in maintaining its stiffness at low temperature can be attributed to the higher initial stiffness of the LT relative 


to the RT beam, which was around 40% higher, and better shear performance of reinforced concrete at low 


temperature.  
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Figure 3: Load-deflection curves of RT beam (left) and LT beam (right) from the periodic static tests 


4.4 Cyclic Load-Deflection Behaviour 


Figure 4 shows the changes in the maximum mid-span deflection of the beams at the upper limit of the cyclic loading 


(90 kN) with number of cycles. The  behaviour of the RT and LT beams were similar, in that they initially 


demonstrated a small gradual increase in deflection, after which the deflection remained stable with number of cycles, 


followed by a sudden increase in deflection prior to failure. During the entire test up to failure, the low temperature 


beam had a much lower deflection than its room temperature counterpart. The deflection of the LT beam at the 


maximum load was around half that of the RT beam up to failure. 


 


 


 
Figure 4: Maximum midspan deflection vs.  number of cycles 


The highest deflections of the RT and LT beams at failure were 31 mm and 44 mm, respectively. Although relatively 


large deflections were observed with the RT beam, this beam had lost almost all of its load capacity prior to the 


post-failure static test. Nevertheless, comparing the  behaviour of the RT with the LT beam during the post-failure 


static test shows that even after fatigue failure the low temperature beam had sufficient capacity to carry the static load 


up to 97 kN while the room temperature beam actually was not able to support any load greater than 20 kN. 
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4.5 Strain in the Tensile Reinforcement 


Figure 5 shows the load-strain curves that were obtained from the periodic static tests on the beams. The initial (pre-


fatigue) static tests showed that steel strain in the midspan of the RT beam increased at a higher rate than the LT beam, 


and at 90 kN (the highest load applied on the beams during the static tests) the steel strain in the LT beam was 29% 


lower than the RT beam. This is indicative of the higher number of cracks in the RT beam compared to the LT beam. 


The number of the cracks that were observed after the initial static test in the shear and flexural spans of these two 


beams are given in Table 2.  


 


 


Figure 5: Load vs. strain in the tensile reinforcement (midspan) of RT (left) and LT (right) beam 


 


Table 2: No. of cracks during the initial static test 


 Beam ID Flexural Span Shear Spans 


 RT 8 5 


 LT 6 4 


 


 
The static tests performed on the RT and LT beams at approximately 260,000 cycles showed that the cyclic loading 


increased the residual steel strain in both RT and LT beams; however, steel strains in the tensile reinforcement of the 


LT beam at 30 kN and 90 kN were respectively 54% and 25% lower than the RT beam. The steel strain in the midspan 


of the LT beam remained almost unchanged up to 500,000 cycles; however, the post-failure static test on this beam 


showed that the residual steel strain following the fatigue test increased by more than three times and the elastic strain 


increased at a much higher rate when compared to the previous static tests as can be seen in Figure 5.  


 


During the post-failure static tests on the LT beam, the tensile reinforcement of this beam started yielding around 


87 kN and yielding continued until the beam reached its full flexural capacity and failed due to the crushing of the 


concrete in the compression zone. This indicates that the unruptured tensile reinforcement of the low temperature 


beam remained functional even after fatigue failure and allowed the beam to sustain static loads up to 75% of its 


ultimate flexural resistance for a relatively long time until ductile failure occurred, while the tensile reinforcement of 


the room temperature beam had no function after fatigue failure and the RT beam was actually not able to sustain any 


load; the highest load that the RT beam was able to resist after fatigue failure was 20 kN. 
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5. DISCUSSION 


The room temperature beam experienced shear fatigue failure followed by spalling of the concrete on its tension side 


while the low temperature beam failed due to rupture of one of its tensile reinforcement (flexural fatigue failure). This 


indicates that low temperature changes the fatigue failure mode of the reinforced concrete beam without shear 


reinforcement, and at room temperature, the fatigue life of the reinforced concrete beam primarily depends on the 


concrete strength (shear capacity) and steel-concrete bond while at low temperature, the fatigue life of the beam largely 


depends on the stresses in the tensile reinforcement, and fatigue fracture of the steel reinforcement is the dominant 


factor governing failure in this beam. Flexural fatigue failure and the dominant role of stress history in tensile 


reinforcement have been reported in previous studies (Barnes and Mays 1999, Papakonstantinou et al. 2001, Heffernan 


et al, 2004).  


 


The increase of fatigue life at low temperature can be largely attributed to the higher strength and stiffness of the 


concrete and lower number of cracks with smaller widths that resulted in reduced stresses in the reinforcement. The 


higher compressive and tensile strengths of concrete at low temperatures, i.e. 15% to 20% increase in compressive 


and tensile strength at -20 C comparing to room temperature, and the lower compressive and tensile strengths of the 


concrete at high temperatures, approximately 15% reduction in the strengths at +50 C comparing to room 


temperature, have been shown by Shoukry et al. (2011). 


 


Nevertheless, the positive effect of low temperature on the fatigue performance of steel should not be ignored. Previous 


research showed that low temperature improves the fatigue properties and the fatigue strength of steel, and the 


improvement was attributed to the delayed fatigue crack initiation and lower propagation in steels at low temperature 


(Sines and Dolan 1959, Troshchenko 1971, Frost et al. 1974, Stephens et al. 1984). Therefore, the higher strength of 


concrete at low temperatures, and the positive effect of low temperature on the fatigue properties of steel are the two 


factors that improve the fatigue behaviour of reinforced concrete.  


 


The fatigue failure of the tensile reinforcement on the low temperature beam started at a crack location near the 


midspan of the beam which could be due to the formation of stress concentration sites on the flexural reinforcement 


at that crack location. As the concrete in a reinforced concrete beam cracks in the tension zone of the beam, high 


stresses in the bar at crack locations will be developed and stress concentration sites form. These stress concentration 


sites as well as the redistribution of stresses due to concrete softening contributes to the stress history of the steel at 


these locations (Papakonstantinou et al. 2001, Heffernan et al. 2004). 


 


During the fatigue tests, the deflection of the low temperature beam was around half of its room temperature 


counterpart indicating the better serviceability performance of reinforced concrete without shear reinforcement at low 


temperature. The post-failure static tests showed that the room and low temperature beams respectively maintained 


31% and 65% of their initial (pre-fatigue) flexural rigidity after fatigue failure. This implies that low temperature plays 


a key role in maintaining the stiffness of the reinforced concrete beams without shear reinforcement. This behaviour 


of the reinforced concrete in maintaining its stiffness at low temperature can be attributed to the higher initial stiffness 


of the low temperature beam relative to the room temperature beam, which was around 40% higher, and better shear 


performance of reinforced concrete at low temperature. The higher modulus of elasticity of concrete at lower 


temperatures as well as higher effective moment of inertia due to a smaller number of cracks are the other factors that 


could potentially contribute to the improvement in stiffness.  


 


The strains in the tensile reinforcement of the low temperature beam were lower than its room temperature counterpart 


during the initial static test, and lower residual strains due to cyclic loading were induced in the tensile reinforcement 


of low temperature beam. Thibehaviour of concrete under static and cyclic loading is indicative of higher strength of 


concrete and lower concrete softening at low temperature. The lower number of cracks in the low temperature beam 


following the initial static test also implies the higher strength of concrete at low temperature. 


6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 


This study is based on a limited number of test specimens and thus more research is recommended to confirm the 


general applicability of the findings. The following preliminary conclusions are that: 
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1. low temperature may change the mode of fatigue failure of reinforced concrete from shear fatigue failure to 


flexural fatigue failure since freezing of porewater increases the strength and fatigue resistance of the concrete, 


 


2. low temperature can mitigate stiffness degradation in reinforced concrete beams exposed to fatigue and low 


temperature can play a key role in maintaining the stiffness and capacity of the reinforced concrete beams that 


are not transversely reinforced, and 


 


3. the fatigue failure of reinforced concrete is usually sudden with no warning (brittle failure).  
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ABSTRACT  


Eutrophication has been identified as one of the leading risks to surface water quality especially for lake water quality 


in Canada. The objective of the study is to evaluate the effectiveness of nonwoven geotextiles in reducing the nutrients 


and suspended solids to improve lake water quality. A small scale field experiment was conducted beside a lake by 


using nonwoven geotextiles as filter media. Custom-made geotextiles were used in different combinations to provide 


maximum efficiency in removing nutrients and suspended solids (SS) to achieve an acceptable level within a shorter 


period of time. For an initial turbidity ranging from 4 to 9 NTU, 2 layers of 110 μm pore size filters with 3 layers of 


90 μm pore size showed the best result at the 7th day of filtration, whereas 2 layers of 110 μm pore size with 3 layers 


of 75 μm pore size geotextiles had been found to restore the water quality at the 3rd day of filtration for an initial 


turbidity ranging from 9 to 14 NTU. The combination of 1 layer of 110 μm pore size with 4 layers of 90 μm pore size 


showed the best result at the 2nd day during filtration for an initial turbidity higher than 14 NTU. TSS removal 


correlated with reduction of turbidity, TP and COD concentration. Initial flow rates through the filter decreased with 


an increase in filter layers and decrease in filter pore size. Geotextiles as filter media have shown potential for 


improvement of surface water quality in terms of nutrient and TSS removal.  


 


Key words: Eutrophication, geotextiles, TP, filtration 


1. INTRODUCTION  


Eutrophication is a natural process by which a lake or other water bodies becomes enriched in dissolved nutrients 


(nitrogen (N) and phosphorus (P)) that catalyze the aquatic plant growth. In enclosed water areas, eutrophication is 


one of the biggest problems around the world (Harper 1992, Mulligan et al. 2011). The assessment of the trophic status 


of a lake is measured by P concentration of the lake, its chlorophyll α concentration (an indicator of algal abundance) 


and transparency of water (measured by secchi disk). Eutrophication caused by elevated nutrient levels in ecosystems 


enhances the excessive growth of aquatic plants and thus disturbs the ecosystem, and reduces the dissolved oxygen 


which is needed for aquatic organisms to survive (Mccuen & Agouridis 2007, Moslemizadeh 2009). Eutrophication 


can be controlled by removing the nutrients from water. Contaminants entering into a lake adsorb and settle in the 


bottom sediments and work as potential contaminant sources into the overlaying water (Mulligan et al. 2001, Ritter et 


al. 2002). One of the main reasons for eutrophication is the release of P and nutrients from the sediments (Inoue et al. 


2009). For controlling internal P and nutrient release into water, several methods have been implemented, like the use 
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of chemicals – alum, calcite, lime (Chambers 1990, Cooke et al., 1993), sediment dredging (Reddy et al. 2007), in situ 


capping, etc. However, all of them have their own limitations such as pH, maintenance, cost, insufficient removal, 


constraints of particle sizes, etc. Thus remediation has to be done by taking into account the environmental 


conservation along with cost, maintenance and other factors (Mulligan et al. 2011). 


 


There are currently not many economically or environmentally feasible treatment methods for recreational waters 


(Inoue et al. 2009). In filtration, two or more components from a liquid stream are separated based on their size 


differences (Cheryan 1998), so it can be one of the beneficial techniques for removal of suspended solids (SS) and 


contaminants adsorbed on solids from water and sediments. Fukue et al. (2006) recently developed a new and 


innovative environmentally friendly technology to separate the SS and contaminants from water by applying in-situ 


filtration. Geotextiles, permeable materials, generally used in layers or strata separation, soil improvement, 


reinforcement and drainage (Franks et al. 2012, Quaranta & Tolikonda 2011, Tota-Maharaj et al. 2012) may work as 


a potential filter medium. Very limited work has been done to remediate surface water by using geotextiles as filter 


media. Inoue et al. (2009) found the removal efficiencies of SS, chemical oxygen demand (COD) and total P (TP) by 


using nonwoven geotextiles as filter media in a small upward filtration experiment in Shimizu Utozaka pond, Japan 


were 88.5%, 56.5% and 64.2% respectively. Mulligan et al. (2011) performed on-site filtration tests at Lac Caron, 


Quebec, Canada, using nonwoven geotextiles as filter media and found that a geotextile was capable of removing SS 


and P by 61% and 41% on average, respectively.  


 


The objective of this study was to treat a eutrophic lake water samples by filtration using nonwoven geotextiles and 


hence evaluate the effectiveness of nonwoven geotextiles as a filter media. A series of experiments was carried out 


beside a eutrophic lake using different combinations of geotextiles to find out the best combination providing 


maximum efficiency in removing nutrients and SS to achieve acceptable level within a shorter period of time. The 


relationship among various water quality parameters was also assessed.  


2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 


The location selected for this study was Lake Caron (74°08'50" O and 45°50'28" N), a eutrophic lake, located about 


75 km north of downtown Montreal in the municipality of Saint-Anne Des Lacs, Quebec in the Laurentians.  


 


Lake Caron is an artificial and closed water body. The surface area and volume of the lake are approximately 35,300 


m2 and 48,400 m3 respectively. The maximum depth is 2.6 m and the average depth is 1.4 m in most parts of the lake 


and 0.5 m in the shallow parts. The only water sources for the lake are natural precipitation, snow melt and surface 


runoff from the surrounding area. During the summer, infiltration and evaporation are the two prime natural 


phenomena of water discharges from the lake. Though there are some private properties around the lake shore, most 


of the lake is surrounded by trees.  


 


Human activities like addition of fertilizer, phosphate detergents and septic tank discharges from the nearby 


neighborhood have been degrading the lake water quality. There is constant erosion from rocks and land that 


accumulate at the bottom of the lake. Also, another contributor of internal phosphorus loading is the runoff from the 


forested area and plant growth, death and decomposition in the water. These changes in nutrient concentrations in the 


water have led to eutrophic conditions of the lake since 2008. Since then the lake is restricted to only   recreational 


purposes like boating.   


2.1 Filtration systems 


The filtration unit used in this study was cylindrical in shape and made of plexiglas with an internal diameter of 20 


cm and a height of 25 cm. This column was placed at the top of the base to hold water and support a hydraulic head 


of 18 cm above the filter. To support the column, another square shape base was used with a circular hole at the centre 


with the same internal diameter of the filtration column. Some screws were used to fix and tighten the filtration column 


with the square base. Water was pumped into the top of the filter column with a water pump. There was a valve at a 


height of 18 cm of the cylinder which is able to stop the pump automatically when the head above the filter exceeded 


17 cm.  


 


A suitable place was chosen beside the lake to install the field experiment setup. At the beginning of the experiment, 


the ground was leveled with some gravel and a tank with a height of 35.6 cm and width of 97.8 cm and a capacity of 
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543 L was placed above it. Then, the tank was filled with 300 L of lake water with the help of a pump. The whole 


filtration unit was placed on a flotation base made of polystyrene. There was a circular hole with 20 cm diameter at 


the centre with the objective to float the filtration unit in the water, as well as to pass the filtered water into the tank 


again. Finally, the whole filtration unit with the flotation base was placed on the water in the tank. Four submergible 


pumps inside the tank were used for continuous water circulation with the objective to filter all water inside the tank. 


The pump used to supply water through the filtration unit was operated with a flow rate of 7.47 L/min and 3.8 L/min 


depending upon the flow of water through the filter. To operate the pumps, power was supplied from the nearest home 


beside the lake. The whole unit was covered by a plastic cover in order to protect it from rain water or any other 


external damage. Figures 1 and 2 show the photos of the filtration unit and field experiment setup, respectively. 


  


  
(a) (b) 


Figure 1: (a) Filtration setup; (b) In-situ field experiment setup 


 


Fourteen experiments were carried out beside the lake for an average of seven days’ duration for each experiment 


from June to October, 2015. Water samples were collected to measure turbidity, TP, dissolved phosphorus (DP), total 


N, COD, nitrate, total suspended solids (TSS), particle size distribution every day during each experiment. Similarly, 


flow rates through the filter, and head development with time were also measured every day. Samples were collected 


for phytoplankton analysis at the beginning and end of each experiment. Turbidity was measured by a turbidity meter 


and TP and different forms of N were measured using test kits of HACH Co. Samples for phytoplankton analyses 


were sent to an analytical laboratory of the University of Montreal, Quebec, Canada.  


 


Aquatic organisms provide the basis for aquatic food chain and play an important ecological role in aquatic 


ecosystems. They are crucially dependent on nutrients present in the water. But, excess amounts of nutrients in the 


water help promote excessive growth of aquatic organisms and thus degrade the water quality. So, the best results 


were chosen based on the decrease of water quality parameters (i.e., concentration of TP, turbidity, TN, COD etc.) to 


acceptable levels to protect aquatic life within the minimum period of time.  


2.2 Filter media  


A nonwoven filter was used as a filter medium during the filtration process. Geotextiles of distinct apparent opening 


sizes and materials (TE-GTX300, TE-GTN300, TE-GTN350 and TE-GTN340), custom developed and fabricated by 


Titan Environmental Containment Ltd –Manitoba, Canada were used in several layers (4 and 5 layers) in different 


combinations as filter media during the field experiments after preliminary tests. The materials used to produce 


geotextiles were staple fiber polypropylene for TE-GTN series and continuous fiber polyester for TE-GTX series. The 


apparent opening sizes and thickness of the geotextiles were 110 μm, 90 μm and 75 μm and 0.4 cm, 0.3 cm and 0.2 


cm respectively. The filters were cut in circular shapes with a diameter of 22 cm before using as filter media. A total 


of fourteen experiments were carried out to find out the best combination providing maximum efficiency in removing 


nutrients and suspended solids.  


3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 


The tests with different combinations of geotextiles conducted beside the lake at different initial water conditions are 


shown in Table 1. While using a combination of 4 or 5 layers, the geotextile with higher opening size was kept on top 


because it would retain larger suspended particles in the filter water. Based on the initial turbidity values, the 


experiments were classified into four different categories. These are shown in Table 2.    
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Table 1: Geotextile combination with initial water condition of each experiment 


Expt. 


no. 


Sample 


collection 


date 


Geotextile combination Initial water conditions 


Turbidity 


(NTU) 


TSS 


(mg/L) 


TP 


(mg/L) 


COD 


(mg/L) 


TN 


(mg/L) 


Nitrate 


(mg/L) 


1 2/7/2015 4 x 110 μm 4.01 8.20 0.08 25.80 0.99 0.17 


2 9/7/2015 4 x 110 μm 8.29 7.75 0.06 13.00 0.99 0.14 


3 17/7/2015 1 x 110 μm + 3 x 90* μm 8.19 9.25 0.05 27.50 4.20 0.14 


4 23/7/2015 1 x 110 μm + 3 x 90* μm 17.30 7.67 0.04 27.10 2.85 0.19 


5 31/7/2015 1 x 110 μm + 4 x 90* μm 19.01 6.83 0.07 14.60 1.09 0.19 


6 6/8/2015 1 x 110 μm + 4 x 90* μm 38.20 8.75 0.04 20.65 0.92 0.16 


7 14/8/2015 1 x 110 μm + 4 x 90 μm 14.25 6.00 0.06 27.35 0.63 0.15 


8 21/8/2015 1 x 110 μm + 4 x 90 μm 7.28 5.33 0.07 29.15 0.61 0.17 


9 28/8/2015 2 x 110 μm + 3 x 90 μm 16.98 10.33 0.07 34.70 1.00 0.12 


10 4/9/2015 2 x 110 μm + 3 x 90 μm 5.20 5.33 0.06 24.40 0.69 0.12 


11 11/9/2015 2 x 110 μm + 3 x 75 μm 9.15 9.00 0.06 8.02 0.53 0.13 


12 15/9/2015 4 x 110 μm + 1 x 75 μm 8.86 7.67 0.06 7.97 0.64 0.15 


13 25/9/2015 4 x 110 μm + 1 x 75 μm 10.39 8.00 0.06 10.50 0.96 0.17 


14 23/10/2015 2 x 110 μm+2 x 90 μm+1 x 


75 μm 


10.71 7.67 0.05 14.30 1.22 0.16 


Table 2: Categorization of performed experiments based on initial turbidity 


Category Turbidity range Experiment no. 


1 >4 to ≤ 9 1,2,3,8,10,12 


2 >9 to ≤ 14 11,13,14 


3 >14 to ≤ 19 4,5,7,9 


4 > 19 6 


3.1 TP removal 


According to the MDDEP (2009), the maximum allowable range for total phosphorus concentration is 0.03 mg/L in 


order to reduce algal growth and eutrophication. For every experiment, both TP and DP were analysed and negligible 


DP was found in the water samples. Figure 2 shows the removal trend of TP for different experiments carried out in 


different turbidity ranges. The initial total phosphorus concentration for these experiments varied from 0.08 to 0.04 


mg/L. From Figure 2 (a), experiments 2, 3 and 10, Figure 2 (b), experiment 11, Figure 2 (c), experiments 4, 5 and 7 


and Figure 2 (d), experiment 6 reached the maximum allowable range. The minimum time to achieve the concentration 


varied from 1 to 7 days. From the results, the minimum times were 7 days for turbidity range 4 – 9 NTU (expt. 10), 3 


days for turbidity range 9 – 14 NTU (expt. 11), 2 days for turbidity range 14 – 19 NTU (expt. 5) and 1 day for turbidity 


higher than 19 NTU (expt. 6). Based on maximum regression coefficient value, a logarithmic correlation was plotted 


in the case of phosphorus removal.  


3.2 Turbidity removal 


The maximum allowable turbidity value for surface water is 10 NTU suggested by Environment and Climate Change, 


Canada (2015). Figure 3 shows the removal trends of turbidity for different experiments with different initial turbidity 


ranges. The initial turbidities were below 10 NTU for all experiments in the turbidity range 4 – 9 NTU. In other cases, 


initial turbidity was reduced to below 10 NTU on the 1st day of filtration. Only experiment 6 where the initial turbidity 


was 38 NTU, took 1 more day to lower the turbidity to the acceptable limit. In this case, an exponential correlation 


was observed.  
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(a) Initial turbidity: >4 - ≤ 9 NTU (b) Initial turbidity: >9 - ≤ 14 NTU 


  
(c) Initial turbidity: >14 - ≤ 19 NTU (d) Initial turbidity: >19 NTU 


Figure 2: Removal trends of TP for different experiments carried out for different turbidity ranges 


 


 


  
(a) Initial turbidity: >4 - ≤ 9 NTU (b) Initial turbidity: >9 - ≤ 14 NTU 


  
(c) Initial turbidity: >14 - ≤ 19 NTU (d) Initial turbidity: >19 NTU 


Figure 3: Removal trends of turbidity for different experiments carried out for different turbidity ranges 
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3.3 TSS removal  


MDDEP (2009) suggested that in clear water, the concentration of TSS should not exceed 25 mg/L. Figure 4 shows 


the removal trend of TSS for different experiments with different initial turbidity ranges. In this study, the maximum 


TSS value among all the experiments was 10.3 mg/L. The value became almost zero at the 5th day of filtration for 


most of the experiments. In this case, all graphs were plotted using a logarithmic correlation based on higher regression 


coefficient values.   


 


  
(a) Initial turbidity: >4 - ≤ 9 NTU (b) Initial turbidity: >9 - ≤ 14 NTU 


  
(c) Initial turbidity: >14 - ≤ 19 NTU (d) Initial turbidity: >19 NTU 


Figure 4: Removal trends of TSS for different experiments carried out for different turbidity ranges 


3.4 COD removal 


In unpolluted waters the concentrations of COD should be less than 20 mg/L (Chapman & Kimstach 1996). Figure 5 


shows the removal trends of COD for different experiments with different initial turbidity ranges. The initial COD 


concentration for experiments 2, 5, 11, 12, 13 and 14 was below 20 mg/L and for the rest, it varied from 22 to 30 


mg/L. Among the experiments at day 4, the COD concentration was reduced to 20 mg/L for both experiments 3 and 


8. But, for experiments 4, 6 and 10, it was below 20 mg/L at day 1 while for experiments 7 and 9, it took 2 and 6 days 


to reduce the COD concentration. Similar to TSS removal, all graphs were plotted using a logarithmic correlation.  


 


  
(a) Initial turbidity: >4 - ≤ 9 NTU (b) Initial turbidity: >9 - ≤ 14 NTU 
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(c) Initial turbidity: >14 - ≤ 19 NTU (d) Initial turbidity: >19 NTU 


 


Figure 5: Removal trends of COD for different experiments carried out for different turbidity ranges 


3.5 TN removal 


Generally, total nitrogen in the lake water is the total N in the NH4
+ form, the oxidized forms, NO2


- and NO3
-, and N 


bound to suspended particles and soluble organic forms. Figure 6 shows the removal pattern of TN for experiments 


with different initial turbidity ranges. The initial total nitrogen concentration for experiments 3, 4, 5, 9 and 14 were 


above the allowable limit (1 mg/L) as suggested by Environment Canada (2014) among the 14 experiments. At the 


end of experiment 3, the concentration of total nitrogen didn’t reduce to 1 mg/L but for the rest, it was reduced to the 


allowable limits during the filtration.  


 


  
(a) Initial turbidity: >4 - ≤ 9 NTU (b) Initial turbidity: >9 - ≤ 14 NTU 


  
(c) Initial turbidity: >14 - ≤ 19 NTU (d) Initial turbidity: >19 NTU 


Figure 6: Removal trends of TN for different experiments carried out for different turbidity ranges 


3.6 Best geotextile combinations for different initial conditions  


Table 3 shows the geotextile combinations and the required duration of filtration to achieve the optimum results for 


different initial turbidity ranges at a glance. The required filtration duration was less for the higher initial turbidity 


values because for higher initial turbidities, more layers of smaller pore sized geotextiles were used, which accelerated 
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the filtration and hence reduced the nutrients quickly. Previous studies showed that removal of suspended particles 


considerably improved the water quality for the cases where nutrients were contained in the suspended particles (Inoue 


et al. 2009). So, the filter combination, which is capable of removing maximum suspended particles, should show the 


best efficiency in removing the nutrients. The minimum pore size of geotextile filters used in the experiments 


conducted with initial turbidity ranging from 9 to 14 NTU was 75 µm and for the rests it was 90 µm. Hence, the 


experiment which had the highest percentage of particles having size more than 75 µm or 90 µm, should remove 


maximum nutrients and that’s why, these 4 experiments provided maximum efficiency among all experiments. 


Table 3: Best geotextile combinations for different ranges of initial turbidities 


Initial turbidity (NTU) Expt. no. Combination used Duration of filtration (days) 


> 4 - ≤ 9 10 2 x 110 μm + 3 x 90 μm 7 


> 9 - ≤ 14 11 2 x 110 μm + 3 x 75 μm 3 


> 14 - ≤ 19 5 1 x 110 μm + 4 x 90 μm 2 


> 19 6 1 x 110 μm + 4 x 90 μm 1 


3.7 Correlation among different parameters  


3.7.1 TP and COD as a function of TSS 


As mentioned in section 3.1, as there was no DP in the water samples, it was conceivable that removing suspended 


solids can accelerate the reduction of TP and COD from water. Figure 7 (a) shows the TP and COD concentration as 


a function of TSS. A good logarithmic correlation was found between these parameters with a regression coefficient 


of 0.75 and 0.77. The graph showed that TP and COD reduced with the removal of TSS which indicated that most of 


the TP and COD contents in the water were associated with SS and hence removal of SS significantly improved the 


water quality.  


3.7.2 Turbidity and flow rate as a function of TSS 


The higher the amount of SS, the higher the turbidity value and the lower the flow rate through the filters. Figure 7 


(b) shows the exponential correlations among turbidity, flow rate and TSS with regression coefficient higher than 0.8.  


 


  


(a) TP and COD as a function of TSS (b) Flow rate and turbidity as a function of TSS 


Figure 7: Correlation among different parameters 


3.7.3 Flow rate as a function of filters  


Figure 8 shows the flow rate through the filter media as a function of filter for the experiments. Experiments 1 and 11 


have been exempted as they were carried out at different pump flow rates. Generally, the flow rate decreased with an 


increased number of geotextiles though the flow rate also varied with the pore size of the geotextile filters. Figure 8 


also shows that the flow rate after clogging (i.e., when the water holder of the filtration setup was fully filled with 


water) was almost the same for all experiments.  
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Figure 8: Flow rate as a function of filter 


3.8 Plankton analysis results 


It has been found that at the end of filtration, several phytoplankton species were removed. The quantities of some 


species increased and a few new species were developed throughout the filtration. Some cyanobacteria species produce 


a group of toxins named microcystins (Butler et al. 2009). The most common toxin-producing genera in fresh water 


are Anabaena, Aphanizomenon, Cylindrospermopsis, Microcystis, Nodularia and Planktothrix (Health & Welfare 


Canada 2012). Among them, cyanotoxins from Aphanizomenon, Cylindrospermopsis, and Microcystis genera were 


found in the water samples from Lake Caron. More than 90% of the cyanobacteria were removed for all four 


experiments. Table 4 shows the results of phytoplankton analysis for experiments 10, 11, 5 and 6 respectively. 


Table 4: Results of phytoplankton analysis  


Phylum 


(Common 


name) 


Name Density (µg/L) 


Expt. # 10 Expt. # 11 Expt. # 5 Expt. # 6 


Before After Before After Before After Before After 


Cyano-


bacteria 


(blue-


green 


algae) 


Dolichospermum 


flos-aquae 


0 0   259.84 2.54 202.10 0 


Aphanothece 


bachmannii 


4.71 0.99 15.08 0.71 10.56 1.37 9.90 5.37 


Chroococcus 


minimus 


4.60 1.15 7.67 0.01 5.37 0 6.14 4.60 


Chroococcus 


prescottii 


5.32 0 8.23 0 452.51 0 84.85 69.81 


Microcystis 


aeruginosa 


5953.42 85.93 6063.90 36.83 466.45 21.48 1515.97 49.10 


Pseudanabaena 


limnetica 


0 0 0 0 0.19 0 0.25 1.26 


Cylindrospermum 


stagnale 


7.68 0 0 0 0 0 45.93 0 


Woronichinia 


naegeliana 


0 0 14.90 0 0 0 0 36.09 


Total 5975.73 88.07 6109.78 37.55 1194.92 25.39 1865.14 166.23 


Removal (%) 98.5 99.3 97.8 91.1 
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4. CONCLUSIONS  


In this study, nonwoven geotextiles were used as filter media in a small scale in-situ filtration experiments to reduce 


the contaminants in lake water. The results obtained from the experiments showed that geotextiles can work as an 


effective filter media to treat a eutrophic lake water in terms of removing total suspended solids, turbidity, phosphorus, 


other nutrients, and cyanobacteria within a shorter period of time. SS removal improved the water quality as strong 


correlations were found among SS with TP, COD and turbidity. This study enables not only the design of filtration 


systems for different cases, but also provides guidelines for full scale implementation. The test results also showed 


that by implementing this technique, it may be possible to make the lake safe and clean for public use for recreation 


activities.  
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ABSTRACT  


This panel discussion will include industry leaders in the delivery of large complex public infrastructure projects 


through an alternative financing and procurement (AFP) model, which uses private financing and expertise to 


strategically build quality infrastructure, on time and on budget.  Topics will include a high level overview of AFP 


vs traditional delivery, value for money, risk transfer, innovation, and an overview of AFP projects being delivered 


by Infrastructure Ontario. 
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ABSTRACT  


Consulting engineers, conservation authorities, and municipalities are looking for methods of stormwater management 


control that not only restore pre-development hydrological cycles, but also offer the benefit of runoff quality treatment. 


As a result, Low Impact Development (LID) approaches, which are often applied at the source, have been gaining in 


popularity. The objective of this research is to develop guidance for the design of bioretention cells for runoff water 


quality treatment, evaluating bioretention cells’ ability to perform such treatment function through modelling. A 


number of different modelling tools have been developed to simulate the performance of bioretention cells. These 


models are utilized to aid in the analysis of how bioretention cell design and layout affect the runoff treatment, for the 


purpose of providing engineering guidance on the optimal design of bioretention cells for stormwater runoff quality 


enhancements. 


 


Keywords: Low Impact Development, Bioretention, Total Suspended Solids, EPA SWMM  


1. BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVE 


The vast majority of stormwater best management practices (BMPs) in Ontario have been implemented at the point 


of discharge, which often result in high runoff volumes and adverse effects on the health of the receiving waters. 


Consulting engineers, conservation authorities, and municipalities are looking for methods of stormwater management 


control that not only restore pre-development hydrological cycles, but also provide runoff quality treatment, amongst 


other benefits. As a result, Low Impact Development (LID) approaches, which are often applied at the source, have 


been gaining in popularity. Currently, most conservation authorities and municipalities in Ontario are moving toward 


encouraging and even mandating the use of LID practices for stormwater management.  


 


A common LID technology and subject of this study, the bioretention cell, consists of an excavated and filled filter 


bed and storage layer topped with organic material and native vegetation. While design guidelines are present for the 


sizing of bioretention cells, there is little guidance available to quantify the bioretention cell’s ability to improve water 


quality through reduction of pollutants. The lack of guidance creates a large number of unknowns for design engineers 


and creates difficulties in both the design and the approval processes. Understanding the performance of LID features 


is very important for their evaluation against minimum stormwater management criteria; hence, in the approval 


process of new and retrofit developments. The objective of this study is to develop and validate tools that will provide 


a better estimate of the pollutant removal efficiency of infiltration-based LIDs, such as bioretention cells, providing 


engineering guidance on the optimal design of bioretention cells for stormwater runoff quality enhancements. 
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2. EVENT-BASED MODEL 


A model that incorporates each unique site’s characteristics into the calculation of the runoff treatment, i.e. removal 


of Total Suspended Solids (TSS), is developed. Filtration equations developed by Yao et al. (1971) are selected to 


model the TSS removal efficiency of bioretention cells. Bioretention cell design is often completed using a design 


storm approach, for which the Yao et al. (1971) filtration model is appropriate. This model has been previously applied 


to bio-retention cell modeling (Li and Davis, 2008, Liu and Davis, 2014), where it was found to provide adequate 


results in spite of its relatively simple underlying assumptions. The assumptions that are made for its use are: 1) steady-


state conditions; 2) single filter media grain size (weighted average); and 3) retained particles do not change filter 


properties. The equations are adapted to integrate with the widely used EPA SWMM, through its Add-in Tools feature, 


which performs post-processing of the results of the hydraulic performance simulation of the cell. The model is 


calibrated and validated using the field monitoring data collected by the Toronto and Region Conservation Authority 


(TRCA). Simulation results are benchmarked against the results from WinSLAMM, another software that has the 


capability of calculating pollutant removal by LIDs.  WinSLAMM’s methods are based upon field observations, with 


as little use of purely theoretical processes as possible. The simulation results showed good agreement with the 


monitoring data. Challenges in event-based model development include calibration of the event-based inflows and 


high removal efficiency of the monitored bio-retention cell, which prevents calibrating and validating against a wider 


range of observed data. 


3. CONTINUOUS SIMULATION 


O'Melia and Ali (1978) considered the case where the captured particles would enhance the removal properties of the 


filter media by behaving as additional collectors (i.e. filter ripening). These enhancements cause the state of the filter 


to change over time. Continuous modelling is applied to investigate the long term performance of bioretention cells, 


including enhancement by captured particles as well as clogging of the filter media. The bioretention model is 


expanded to include other infiltration-based LID practices. Recently developed unsaturated flow functions for the 


filter media (Barbu and Ballestero, 2015), which are important for routing water through the unsaturated soil, are 


incorporated into the model. Monitoring data for various LID practices has been collected and are available through 


different institutions, including University of Alberta and University of New Hampshire Stormwater Management 


Centre. This data is used to calibrate and verify the developed model, indicating that a close match between the 


predicted removal efficiency of different LIDs and monitoring results can be obtained. Simulation results are also 


benchmarked against the results from other available software. The developed model simulates the physical processes 


of pollutant removal by the filter media. 


4. CONCLUSIONS 


The developed model may be used by designers to calculate the pollutant removal efficiency of LID practices, 


considering the specific site conditions. The results of this study may be used to provide engineering guidance on the 


optimal design of bioretention cells for stormwater runoff quality enhancements as well as a reference in the approval 


process of the proposed stormwater management facilities for new and retrofit developments.  
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ABSTRACT  


Metallizing has emerged as an effective protective coating for steel bridge members, providing a physical barrier 


and a galvanic protection. Recent research has shown that metallized faying surfaces used in high strength bolted 


connections provide higher slip resistance than specified values for uncoated blast-cleaned faying surfaces in North 


American design standards. As a particularity, relaxation of the clamping force is observed in the slip-critical 


connections with metallized faying surfaces. In this study, tests were designed to evaluate the effect of relaxation on 


the slip resistance of metallized faying surfaces in high strength bolted connections. Some design parameters 


included in this study are the coating thickness, the amount of bolt preload, the type of bolt and the presence of 


burrs. Test results showed that the relaxation of the clamping force does not adversely affect the slip resistance of 


connections with metallized faying surfaces. 


 


Keywords: Steel bridge construction. Metallizing. Slip-critical bolted connection. Relaxation. Slip resistance. 


Design standards. 


1. INTRODUCTION 


1.1 Context of the study  


Steel structures are subjected to aggressive environmental conditions and need to be protected to ensure their 


longevity and structural integrity. Metallizing, defined as the thermal spraying of zinc or aluminum alloys, has 


emerged as an effective protective coating for steel bridges in North America (Figure 1), producing a physical 


barrier and a self-sacrificing protection. The metallized coating emits no volatile organic compounds (Chang et al. 


1999) and is recyclable. Some advantages of metallizing are that there no size limitation, reducing the number of 


field splices compared to galvanized members, and that it is a process requiring no drying time and allowing the 


handling of the piece almost immediately after application, thereby saving significant amount of time in the shop.  


 


The surface preparation of connection faying surfaces is an important parameter in the evaluation of the slip 


resistance of high strength bolted connections. Design standards provide slip coefficient for different surface 


conditions. The Canadian standard CAN/CSA S6-14 (CSA 2014) specifies slip coefficients for two faying surface 


conditions, namely clean mill scale or blast-cleaned with Class A coatings and blast-cleaned or blast-cleaned with 


Class B coatings. The corresponding slip coefficients are given as 0.30 and 0.52, respectively. Also, a Class A slip 


performance (ks = 0.30) is prescribed for hot-dip galvanized surfaces roughened by wire brushing. On the other 


hand, the American standard AASHTO LRFD bridge design code (AASHTO 2014) provide slip coefficient for 
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three surface conditions, namely clean mill scale or blast-cleaned with Class A coatings (ks = 0.33), blast-cleaned or 


blast-cleaned with Class B coatings (ks = 0.50) and hot-dip galvanized surfaces roughened by wire brushing after 


galvanizing (ks = 0.33). 


 


Recent research have shown that metallized faying surfaces used in high strength bolted connections provide higher 


slip resistance than specified values for uncoated blast-cleaned Class B surfaces in North American design standards 


(Chiza et al. 2013; Ampleman et al. 2015). These studies followed the recommended procedure in the Research 


Council on Structural Connections (RCSC) Specification for Structural Joints Using High-Strength Bolts (RCSC 


2014), hereafter called the RCSC bolt specification. The tests on the metallized faying surfaces yielded slip 


coefficients of at least 0.77 in the short-duration slip tests (Chiza et al. 2013) and also presented an acceptable long-


term creep performance under the service load associated with a Class B slip coefficient (Ampleman et al. 2015).  


 


 
Figure 1: Metallized Memorial bridge, Kittery, ME & Portsmouth, NH (Credit: Canam-bridges) 


 


As a particularity, relaxation of the clamping force is observed in high strength bolted connections with metallized 


faying surfaces. In the present study, tests were designed to evaluate the effect of relaxation on the slip resistance of 


metallized faying surfaces in slip-critical connections. More precisely, the purpose of this research work is to ensure 


that the slip resistance of the joint is not adversely affected by the relaxation of the clamping force. Some parameters 


that represent different practical situations were included in the study, such as the thickness of coating, the clamping 


force, the presence of burrs and the type of bolt used. 


1.2 Nomenclature  


Table 1 contains the parameters of the specimens tested. Each specimen has been identified following the variables 


used in Table 1. For example, specimen M-12m-70-s-A325 refers to a zinc-metallized faying surface with 12 mils 


thick coating, with a bolt preload equal to 70% of the tension capacity of the A325 bolt used and burrs removed. 


Table 1: Important parameters 


# Parameters Variables 


1 Condition of surfaces 
SP5 - Prepared SSPC SP 5 


M - Metallized 


2 Thickness of coating 


0m - Not coated 


6m - 6 mils 


12m - 12 mils 


3 Clamping force 
70 - 70% of bolt capacity 


90 - 90% of bolt capacity 


4 Presence of burrs 
s - With burrs removed 


a - With burrs left in place 


5 Bolt 
A325 - A325 bolt 


A490 - A490 bolt 
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1.3 Short-term slip tests 


Chiza et al. (2013) evaluated the short-duration slip resistance of metallized slip-critical connections clamped with 


A325 bolts without relaxation time. For each set of parameters, five replicates tests were conducted. Control 


specimens with non-metallized blast cleaned faying surfaces were also tested to validate the experimental set-up. 


Table 2 shows the mean slip coefficient obtained for different specimens with their associated standard deviation. 


These slip coefficient, hereafter called theoretical values, will serve as reference values for evaluating the effect of 


relaxation on the slip resistance.  


 


Table 2: Slip coefficient (Chiza et al. 2013) 


Specimen Mean slip coefficient σ 


SP5-0m-70-s 0.53 0.03 


M-6m-70-s 0.82 0.04 


M-12m-70-s 0.85 0.09 


M-12m-90-s 0.91 0.06 


M-12m-70-a 0.86 0.08 


2. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 


2.1 Specimen characteristics and preparation  


Test assemblies were machined from 5/8 inch thick steel plates, grade 350AT. Plate dimensions (Figure 2) were 


chosen in accordance with that prescribed by the RCSC bolt specification (RCSC 2014) for the short-term slip test. 


An assembly consists of three identical steel plates (a middle and two lap plates) clamped together using a 7/8 inch 


diameter high strength bolt. A 1-inch bolt-hole diameter is used to allow sufficient clearance required for slip to 


occur during the compression slip testing. Burrs produced by drilling of bolt holes were removed or left in place, 


depending on the parameters tested. 


 


 
Figure 2: Plate dimensions, mm 


 


Thermal spray coating was applied from a zinc wire through an electric arc in accordance with SSPC-CS 


23.00/AWS C2.23M/NACE No. 12 (SSPC/AWS/NACE 2003). The steel substrate for each plate was prepared to 


white metal finish SSPC-SP 5 and the angular profile depth was measured to ensure compliance. All plates were 


coated on both sides. Thus, there are six layers of coating between the bolt head and the nut in each assembly. This 


allows for the maximal relaxation of the clamping force. The thickness of the coating was measured with a 


Positector magnetic gage on each test plate in order to mate plates with similar average coating thickness. Five 


different readings were taken on each plate faying surface in accordance with the Society for Protective Coatings 


SSPC-PA 2 (SSPC 2012) standard and the average thickness was determined.  


 


The test matrix included a combination of parameters with surfaces that were non-metallized and prepared to SSPC-


SP 5, in order to compare the relaxation and the post-relaxation slip performance of non-coated blast-cleaned 
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surfaces with metallized surfaces. For each combination of parameters, three replicate specimens was fabricated and 


subjected to the relaxation test. 


2.2 Relaxation tests  


Each specimen consists of a double lap joint. Figure 3 shows a special device fabricated to facilitate the assembling 


of the plates. The device permits the creation of the necessary clearance in the bolt hole to permit a maximum slip to 


occur in the post-relaxation slip test.  


 


 
Figure 3: Assembly of a specimen 


 


The applied clamping force needs to be known since it is an important parameter in the evaluation of the slip 


resistance of the joint. In this research work, the bolt preload was manually applied using a hand-held ratchet to 


reproduce field practice. This was continuously monitored from the time of assembly through to the end of testing 


by using a washer-type Omega load cell of 500 kN installed in series with the clamped test plate assembly. The load 


cell was calibrated in accordance with the manufacturer’s specification using a 1500 kN MTS hydraulic Universal 


Testing Machine. A special washer was designed and used in series with the plate assembly to simulate the pressure 


transmitted on the test plates with a structural washer. Two types of high strength bolts, A325 or A490, were used in 


order to evaluate the effect of the bolt type on the relaxation of the bolt preload. 


 


In the relaxation test, three identical plates were clamped and set aside for one week (168 hours) while recording 


continuously the clamping force. The clamping force monitored by the load cell was recorded using a DataTaker. A 


preliminary test of several weeks of relaxation showed that nearly 95% of the relaxation of the bolt preload was 


attained after one week. So, a week of relaxation was selected for the present study. 


 


After one week of relaxation, the three specimens were subjected to a post-relaxation compression slip test (Figure 


4) in order to evaluate the effect of the relaxation of the clamping force on the slip resistance. All tests were 


performed on a 1500 kN MTS hydraulic Universal Testing Machine as shown in Figure 5. The compression load 


was applied at a rate of 100 kN/minute. For each specimen, the relative displacement between the middle plate and 


the two lap plates was measured using two LVDT, one on each side of the assembly. The displacement recorded is 


the average of the two measurements, and the slip is defined as a relative displacement of 0.50 mm (0.02 inch). The 


compression load and the relative displacement were monitored continuously during the test. 
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Figure 4: Assembly subjected to compression slip test     Figure 5: Compression slip test setup 


3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 


A total of 18 relaxation and consequent short-duration slip tests were performed in this study. For each set of 


variable studied, three identical specimens were tested. As discussed previously, the bolt clamping force was 


monitored during one week (168 hours) in order to quantify the loss of bolt preload, also known as relaxation.  


 


Figure 6 presents the average amount of relaxation over time, expressed as a percentage of the initial-maximum 


preload. Clearly, it is seen that the major part of the relaxation occurred in the first 48 hours. Blast-cleaned uncoated 


surfaces yielded an average relaxation of 4.8% after one week. That means the clamping load was almost entirely 


maintained over the period. However, in the case of the metallized faying surfaces, the relaxation recorded was 


clearly superior. The 12 mils thick metallized specimens, with burrs removed and with a clamping force equal to 


70% of the tension capacity of the A325 bolt used, showed an average relaxation of up to 30.6%. The presence of 


burrs appeared to have increased the amount of relaxation, as an average loss of preload of 37,0% was recorded for 


the same set of parameters but with burrs left in place. The loss of clamping force was expectedly higher for 12 mils 


thick metallized coating than for 6 mils. The 6 mils thick metallized coating assemblies yielded a mean relaxation of 


about 21.1% after one week, an observation consistent with earlier studies reported in the literature (Yura & Frank, 


1985). The results also indicated that the amount of preload (70 or 90%) and the type of bolt used (A325 or A490) 


do not have a significant effect on the amount of relaxation.  


 


With the considerable loss of preload observed during the relaxation week for metallized specimens, the post-


relaxation slip test was designed to verify if the relaxation reduces the slip load under the design slip load. Figure 7 


presents typical load-slip curves obtained in the post-relaxation slip test for different sets of parameter. The slip load 


is recorded as the maximum load reached before a slip of 0.50 mm or the load that corresponds to a slip of 0.50 mm. 


In the majority of cases, metallized connection surfaces yielded a higher slip load than uncoated blast-cleaned 


surfaces prepared to SSPC-SP 5, although the former are characterized by a significant loss of clamping force. 
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Figure 6: Average relaxation over time 


 


 


Figure 7: Typical slip-load curves 
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Table 3 contains a summary of results obtained for each set of parameters. The first column contains the specimen 


identification. The second column presents the design slip coefficient targeted for the metallized faying surfaces 


(that is a Class B). Note that for specimen SP5-0m-70-s-A325, a Class B slip coefficient of 0.52 is prescribed by the 


Canadian bridge design code. This combination of parameters serves as a reference value. The third column contains 


the average loss in clamping force that occurred during the 1-week relaxation time. Columns 4, 5 and 6 present 


respectively the theoretical slip load, the design slip load and the mean slip load after 1-week relaxation. Theoretical 


slip load value is calculated based on the theoretical slip coefficient presented in Table 2 with the average of the real 


maximum-initial clamping load induced in specimens subjected to the relaxation test. So, it represents the real slip 


resistance that that we should obtain right after the clamping of the connection. The design slip load is calculated 


based on the same clamping load, but with the design slip coefficient as reference, which is presented in the second 


column of Table 3.  Thus, it would be the unfactored design slip resistance calculated by an engineer. Finally, the 


mean slip load obtained after relaxation is the real average slip load obtained in this present study. In practice, it 


represents the slip resistance of the metallized joint during its service life. Comparison of theoretical slip load and 


mean slip load after relaxation is presented in Figure 7, while comparison of design slip load and mean slip load 


after relaxation is presented in Figure 8.  


 


Table 3: Relaxation results 


Specimen 


Design slip 


coefficient 


targeted 


Mean loss in 


clamping force                                              


(%) 


Slip load 


Theoretical                           


(kN) 


Design                                    


(kN) 


Mean after 


relaxation                              


(kN) 


SP5-0m-70-s-A325 0.52 4.8 203.8 199.9 266.9 


M-6m-70-s-A325 0.52 21.1 314.4 199.4 329.4 


M-12m-70-s-A325 0.52 30.6 330.1 202.0 269.5 


M-12m-90-s-A325 0.52 25.0 430.6 246.1 383.6 


M-12m-70-s-A490 0.52 28.9 434.8 266.0 403.6 


M-12m-70-a-A325 0.52 37.0 326.3 197.3 357.0 


 


 


The average slip load after relaxation for uncoated blast-cleaned faying surfaces was obtained as 266.9 kN. This 


value is superior to the design slip load of 199.9 kN, which confirms that even after relaxation, the Class B slip 


coefficient requirement in the Canadian standard CAN/CSA S6-14 is satisfied.  


 


According to Figure 8, the effect of relaxation on the slip resistance of metallized faying surfaces appears not to be 


significant. In fact, even with a loss of clamping force between 21 and 37%, the slip load obtained after relaxation 


were either greater or smaller than theoretical slip load. For example, the 6 mils thick metallized specimens, with 


burrs removed and with a clamping force equal to 70% of the tension capacity of the A325 bolt used, yielded a mean 


slip load after relaxation of 329.4 kN while the theoretical slip load was 314.4 kN. However, the 12 mils thick 


metallized specimens, with burrs removed and with a clamping force equal to 70% of the tension capacity of the 


A325 bolt used, presented a mean slip load after relaxation of 269.5 kN while the theoretical value was 330.1 kN. 


Thus, according to the results obtained, it is not possible to say that relaxation of bolt preload has a detrimental 


effect on the slip resistance of metallized connections. 


 


On the other hand, metallized faying surfaces yielded a much higher slip loads than Class B-design slip loads for 


each set of parameters after relaxation (Figure 9). The least difference was a slip load after relaxation 33.4% 


superior to the design slip load, representing the 12 mils thick metallized coating with burrs removed under a 


clamping force equals to 70% of the A325 bolt tension capacity. Every other set of parameters presented a slip load 


after relaxation greater than 33.4% superior to the design slip load. 
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Figure 8: Theoretical slip load vs mean slip load after relaxation 


 


 


 
Figure 9: Design slip load vs mean slip load after relaxation 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 


Metallizing has emerged as an effective protective coating for steel bridge. Studies revealed that metallized faying 


surfaces can achieve a Class B slip performance in light of the North American design standards. Relaxation of the 


clamping force is, however, observed to be significant in slip-critical connections with metallized faying surfaces. 


The present research work investigated the effect of relaxation on the performance of metallized slip-critical 


connections. Overall, test results showed a better slip performance after relaxation of clamping force than uncoated 


blast-cleaned Class B faying surfaces. More specific conclusions are summarised as follows: 


 


1. Metallized faying surfaces exhibited very good slip performance after one week of relaxation of the 


clamping force. Class B slip performance requirements can easily be achieved after relaxation. 


2. The loss of clamping force in metallized assemblies does not have a direct correlation with the slip load. 


3. Relaxation of the bolt clamping force increases with increasing coating thickness. 


4. Relaxation of the bolt clamping force occurred mainly in the first 48 hours. After that, the clamping force is 


nearly stable. 
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ABSTRACT  


Bridge structures often experience damage during an earthquake, which is one of the most devastating types of 


natural disasters. Base isolation can be employed to mitigate earthquake-induced damage. The main concept of base 


isolation is to reduce the seismic demand on the structure by shifting its fundamental time period away from the 


predominant periods associate with earthquakes. Base isolation involves placing horizontally flexible isolators 


between the bridge superstructure (i.e. deck/girder) and the substructure (i.e. pier/column). There are two main types 


of seismic isolators: (1) elastomeric, and (2) sliding. A fiber reinforced elastomeric isolator (FREI) is a particular 


type of reinforced elastomeric isolator. In an FREI the steel reinforcement used in a traditional elastomeric isolator 


is replaced with fiber fabric, which results in a reduction in the weight and potentially the manufacturing cost. FREI 


can be either bonded (B-FREI) or unbonded (U-FREI) to the substructure and superstructure. This paper investigates 


the behaviour of U-FREI under combined vertical, rotational, and lateral loading, as bridge bearings are expected to 


experience this combination of loads. Accordingly, the test program includes different vertical loads, angles of 


rotation, as well as a number of lateral sinusoidal input motions varying in both frequency and amplitude. The 


objective of this study is to investigate the response of U-FREI under serviceability and extreme loading conditions. 


The findings of this paper also address the feasibility of using U-FREI as bridge bearings/isolators.         


 


Keywords: bridge structures; base isolation; fiber-reinforced; experimental testing; rotational response 


1. INTRODUCTION 


The observed number of bridge failures during major seismic events, including the 1971 San Fernando, 1989 Loma 


Prieta, and 1994 Northridge, California earthquakes and the 1995 Kobe, Japan, and 1999 Chi-Chi, Taiwan 


earthquakes, confirms the importance of seismic design (Moustafa and Mosalam 2015(a&b)). As such, bridge 


engineers are constantly searching for innovative techniques and devices that are able to prevent fatalities and 


mitigate damage. This can be accomplished by either increasing the capacity of the structure or decreasing the 


seismic demand placed on the structure. The 1995 Kobe, Japan earthquake demonstrated that increasing bridge 


capacity is not always effective (Jangid 2004). However, employing the technique of base isolation to decrease the 


seismic demand placed on the structure reduces the seismic forces and accelerations placed on the superstructure 


and substructure, as well as redistributes the seismic forces between the substructure of the bridge (i.e. piers and 


abutment). 
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Base isolation of a bridge is based on the concept of isolating the superstructure (i.e. deck and girder) from ground 


motions induced in the substructure (i.e. piers and abutments). This can be achieved by introducing elements, known 


as isolators, having low horizontal stiffness, between the superstructure and substructure. Because these elements 


serve as the only link between the superstructure and substructure, they must also be able to support the vertical 


loads and accommodate the rotations induced in the superstructure by the applied loads (mainly the dead and live 


loads). The low lateral stiffness of the isolators shifts the natural period of the structure to the displacement sensitive 


response region, where the inertial forces and accelerations are significantly reduced. This reduction in acceleration 


can be in order of 3, which allows the bridge to be resilient and respond in the elastic region during the design 


earthquake motion (Constantinou et al. 2010). This significant reduction in the seismic demand is why base isolation 


has been employed in thousands of bridges worldwide (Buckle 2006).    


   


There are two main types of seismic isolators are: (1) sliding, and (2) elastomeric. The sliding isolation system is 


based on the transmission of lower shear forces to the structure through isolators with a low friction coefficient. 


Sliding isolation systems are typically either pure friction systems or friction pendulum systems (Girish and Pranesh 


2013). Elastomeric isolators, which are the most widely used type of seismic isolator, consist of flexible elastomer 


layers reinforced by steel plates. There are three main types of steel reinforced elastomeric isolators (SREI), low-


damping natural rubber (LDR) isolators, lead-plug rubber (LPR) isolators and high-damping natural rubber (HDR) 


isolators. However, due to the high cost and weight of SREI, their usage had been limited to high-importance high-


value structures (Kelly and Konstantinidis 2007). 


 


A relative significant reduction in both weight and potential manufacturing costs are possible if fiber fabrics are used 


to reinforce the elastomeric isolators instead of steel. The fiber reinforcement can be bonded to the elastomer using a 


cold-vulcanized bonding compound without the need of a mold. Furthermore, individual isolators can be cut from 


large sheets using a standard band-saw. An increase in the flexural flexibility of the reinforcement is another 


advantage gained from eliminating the rigid steel end plates and replacing the steel reinforcement with fiber 


material. Moreover, the interaction between fibers within the reinforcement provides a new source of energy 


dissipation in addition to the intrinsic damping of the elastomer. 


  


Fiber reinforced elastomeric isolators (FREI) can be classified as either bonded, partially bonded, or unbonded 


according to the employed connection between the isolator and the contact surfaces of the substructure and the 


superstructure. This paper will focus on the behaviour of unbonded FREI (U-FREI). As a result of the unbonded 


boundary conditions and lack of flexural rigidity of the fiber fabric reinforcement, this type of isolator can 


experience rollover and lift-off under lateral and rotational deformations, respectively, as shown in Fig. 1.   


 


      
(a)   Rollover                                                                        (b) Lift-off 


Fig. 1: (a) Lateral and (b) rotational deformation patterns of an U-FREI 


  


  


The main objective of this paper is to experimentally investigate the response of U-FREI when subjected to lateral, 


vertical, and rotational deformations/load levels that are expected to occur over the lifetime of a bridge structure. 


Additionally, the resulting stress/strain states in the U-FREI under the loads considered in the experimental study 


will be evaluated using three-dimensional finite element modelling (FEM). The parameters varied during this study 


are: 


 


1. Mean vertical stress (σv) = 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 MPa. 


2. Static rotation (θ) = 0, 0.015, 0.03 radians. 


3. Dynamic lateral cyclic displacement amplitude (UL) = 0.25, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, and 2.00 tr (total rubber thickness).     
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2. EXPERIMENTAL TESTING  


2.1 Test-rig 


The experimental program was conducted using the 3 degree-of-freedom (3DOF) bearing test apparatus, shown in 


Fig. 2, which was constructed in the Applied Dynamics Laboratory (ADL) at McMaster University for the primary 


purpose of testing seismic isolators. This test apparatus was designed to be capable of applying the vertical, 


rotational, and lateral movement (simultaneously or independently) via displacement or load control. The main 


components of the test apparatus are the loading beam, pedestal, and reaction frame. The reaction frame is 


comprised of stiffeners placed at the actuator reaction points, pedestal and vertical reaction arm. The main pedestal 


supports a thick bottom platen. A cold rolled plate is attached to the top of the bottom platen and serves as the lower 


contact support.  


 


Loads and deformations are applied to the isolator specimen through a cold rolled steel plate attached at the mid-


span of the loading beam. A total of three hydraulic actuators are also attached to the loading beam. The two vertical 


actuators, located at either end of the loading beam, are used to apply the vertical loads and rotational deformations 


on the test specimen. The lateral actuator, which is attached to one end of the loading beam, is used to apply lateral 


loads/deformations. Roller guides are located on both sides of each end of the loading beam to ensure lateral 


stability. Additionally, two three-axis load cells are used to measure the vertical and lateral loads. The vertical 


deflection of the isolators during loading (vertical and lateral cyclic) are measured using four laser displacement 


transducers attached at the four sides of the loading platen. In this study all the tests were conducted at room 


temperature and the data was recorded at 200 Hz.  


 


 


   
Fig. 2: 3D testing machine 


2.2 Specimens and testing program 


A FREI specimen with physical dimensions of 70.0 mm x 70.0 mm x 22.4 mm was cut from a laminated fiber 


reinforced elastomeric sheet. The specimen comprised of 5 interior natural rubber layers with a thickness of 3.19 


mm and 2 cover layers with a thickness of 1.58 mm. Thus, the total rubber thickness (tr) was approximately equal to 


19.05 mm. The reinforcement sheets used were a plain weave bi-directional carbon fiber with a thickness of 0.25 
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mm. The shape factor, S, defined as the ratio between loaded area and the area free to bulge, was determined to be 


5.50, which lies in between the common range of elastomeric bearings employed in bridges structures (i.e. 3 < S < 


8) (Stanton 2007). Additionally, the aspect ratio, AR, defined as the ratio between the total length/width and total 


height, was determined to be 3.40.  


2.3 Phase I: vertical behaviour 


2.3.1 Effects of axial loads levels 


Seismic isolators must possess sufficient vertical stiffness in order to adequately resist and transmit gravity loads 


from the superstructure to the substructure. This section investigates the vertical response of the U-FREI under a 


range of axial loads.  The vertical testing was conducted by loading the specimen under load control up to the 


desired level of axial load. Once the target axial load, P, was reached three fully reversible cycles with amplitude 


±20% P at a loading rate of 0.2 Hz were applied. The vertical stiffness was determined from the measured response 


using the following relation  (ISO 2010) 


[1]  


 





min,max,


min,max,


vv


vv FF   


where Fv,max, Fv,min, ∆v,max, ∆v,min are the minimum and maximum vertical forces and displacements, respectively, 


observed over the third loading cycle. Figure 3 shows the results of the vertical testing completed on the test 


specimens.  It can be observed that an increase in the amplitude of the applied axial load resulted in a nonlinear 


increase in the vertical stiffness of the isolator. A primarily reason for this behaviour is due to the initial lack of 


straightness of the individual fibers (Kelly 2008). As a vertical load is applied, the lateral bulging of the elastomer 


creates a tensile stress in the fiber reinforcement that pulls the individual fibers taut, which consequently results in a 


higher vertical stiffness as the restraint on the elastomeric layers is increased. Additionally, the vertical damping 


ratio (ζv), which was calculated based on the area within the hysteresis loops, was found to be approximately 1%. 


Finally, the tested isolator exhibited vertical frequencies corresponding to the applied axial load ranging from 17 to 


29 Hz, which is considered satisfactory for seismic isolation applications.  


 


 
Fig. 3: The influence of axial load amplitude (P) on the vertical stiffness (Kv) of the isolator 


 


2.3.2 Effects of static rotations 


Bridge superstructures are subjected to rotational deformations due to dead loads, live loads, and/or geometric 


imperfections of eccentricities. This section investigates the effect of bridge deck/girder rotations on the vertical 


stiffness of the isolator. Static rotations of 0, 0.01, 0.02, 0.03 radians were considered in the study. The isolator was 


vertically loaded in the same manner described in the previous section. However, the static rotation was applied 


before the three fully reversible vertical cycles were applied to the isolator. The effect of static rotation on the 


vertical stiffness of isolators is shown in Fig. 4. Static rotations can lead to a loss of contact area between the isolator 
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and the supports, which is expected to lead to a decrease in vertical stiffness as observed at lower applied vertical 


loads. However, it is postulated that the insignificant change in vertical stiffness under higher levels of applied 


vertical loads is primarily due to the increase in the vertical stresses on one side of the isolator (Al-Anany and Tait 


2015b), which also results in an increase in the fiber tensile stresses. The increased level of tension in the fiber 


reinforcement is expected to increase in vertical stiffness and as a result the reduction due to the loss of contact area 


is mitigated (Al-Anany and Tait 2016a)  


 


 
Fig. 4 The influence of axial load amplitude (P) and static rotation (θ) on the vertical stiffness (Kv) of the isolator 


 


2.3.3 Effects of lateral offsets 


Bridge superstructures are subjected to various temperatures throughout the year, which results in expansion and 


contraction of the deck/girder. Additionally, lateral movement may occur due to creep and shrinkage, elastic 


shortening due to prestressing and traffic loading (AASHTO-LRFD 2012). However, the maximum amplitude of 


this lateral movement is specified/ limited by bridge design codes (ex. CSA 2014) to be less than a value of 0.50 tr. 


The objective of this section is to present the influence of lateral offset on the vertical stiffness of the isolator. A 


lateral offset is the lateral displacement applied to the specimen after applying the vertical load but prior to cycling 


the load vertically on the specimen. Figure 5 presents the effect of lateral offset on the vertical stiffness of a U-FREI. 


It can be observed that the lateral offset has no significant effect on the vertical stiffness. A recent study by Al-


Anany and Tait (2016b) has shown that the vertical stiffness of the isolator can be maintained up to a lateral offset of 


1.50tr.  


 


 
Fig. 5: The influence of axial load amplitude (P) and lateral offset (∆L) on the vertical stiffness (Kv) of the isolator 
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2.4 Phase II: rotational behaviour 


The rotational behaviour of an isolator should be evaluated to ensure the ability of the isolator to accommodate the 


cyclic rotational deformations expected during the lifetime of the bridge. This section aims to investigate the 


rotational response of the isolator when subjected to quasi-static cyclic rotations with amplitudes of 0.01, 0.02 and 


0.03 radians. The isolators were initially loaded up to the target axial loads, under load control, before cyclic 


rotations were applied under displacement control. The moment-rotational response of the isolator under three 


different levels of axial loads is shown in Fig. 5. It can be observed that the rotational response of the isolator 


exhibits a softening type behaviour due to lift-off as the rotational amplitude is increased under smaller axial load 


levels. As the amplitude of the applied axial load is increased, lift-off is delayed or completely prevented and the 


isolator exhibits a near linear rotational response (Al-Anany and Tait 2015b). 


 


Fig. 5: Moment-rotation response of the isolator 


 


2.3. Phase III: lateral behaviour 


The lateral force-displacement behaviour of U-FREI under three different vertical loads is shown in Figure 6. Each 


lateral test, which consisted of three cycles at five ascending normalized displacement amplitude (∆L/tr) values of 


0.25, 0.50, 1.00, 1.50, and 2.00 tr, was conducted under a lateral loading rate of 76 mm/sec.  


  


Fig. 6: Lateral response of the isolator 


As shown in Fig. 6, the isolator experiences a reduction in the lateral stiffness as the lateral displacement is 


increased. This is due to rollover, which results in a reduction in the effective shear area (Osgooei P. 


2014&2015,Van Engelen N. et al. 2014&2015). It can also be seen that the level of applied axial load had a 


negligible effect on the lateral response of the isolators. 
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3. FINITE ELEMENT MODELLING  


3.1 Model-description 


Three-dimensional finite element (FE) modelling was carried out for the analysis of the considered U-FREI under 


vertical and rotational loading. The primary goal of the FE-analysis is to evaluate and assess the resulting stress and 


strain state within the isolator when subjected to the considered axial loads and angles of rotation applied in the 


experimental study. FE analyses were completed using the commercially available general-purpose finite element 


programs, MSC Marc. The elastomer was modelled with an eight-node isoparametric quadrilateral brick element. 


The hyperelastic Neo-Hookean material model was used to represent the elastomer. This model is defined by two 


parameters representing the bulk modulus (Ke) and the shear modulus (Ge) of the elastomer material, which 


correspond to an elastic modulus of 2.58 MPa and a Poisson’s ratio of 0.4998. The reinforcement material was 


modelled using a linear elastic isotropic material, which is typically defined by two constants: the elastic modulus 


(Ef) and Poisson’s ratio (υf) of the fiber. The material properties considered in the FE model were determined from 


experimental tests and are shown in Table 1.  


Table 1: Material properties 


Elastomer  Fiber 


Shear Modulus, Ge = 0.86 MPa Elastic Modulus, Ef = 20 GPa 


Bulk Modulus, Ke   = 2000 MPa Poisson’s ratio, υf = 0.20 


 


 


Two rigid wires were used to model the top and bottom contact support surfaces. The upper rigid wire had a control 


node with two degrees of freedom one in the vertical direction and one in the rotational direction. The lower rigid 


wire was constrained from any movement. Additional modelling details can be found elsewhere (Al-Anany and Tait 


2015a, 2015b). 


3.2 Results and discussions 


This section presents the vertical stresses (σ22) that developed in the isolator under a range of axial loads and angles 


of rotation. Fig. 7 presents the normalized stress contours (σ22 / σV) under values of average applied stress (σV) of 2, 


6, and 10 MPa. The stress contours are shown within the isolator by taking a section along the centre of the isolator. 


It can be observed that the magnitude of (σ22) is essentially constant in the vertical direction with a normalized peak 


value of 2.00, which is expected for a square elastomeric isolator.  


  


σV = 2 MPa σV = 6 MPa σV = 10 MPa 


 
 


Fig. 7: Normalized stress contours (σ22 / σV)  


 


Figures 8 and 9 show the evolution of normalized stress distribution (σ22 / σV) within the isolator under average 


compressive stress (σV) values of 2 and 10 MPa, respectively. As shown in Figs. 8 and 9, the normalized stresses are 


presented at different angles of rotation (θ) = 0, 0.01, 0.02, and 0.03 radians. It can be observed that the magnitude 


of compressive stresses that developed in the isolator increase as the applied angle of rotation is increased. An 


 
2.00 1.60 1.20 0.40 0.00 0.80 
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increase in the applied angle of rotation leads to lift-off, which consequently results a reduction in the loaded area 


and a corresponding increase in the compressive stress.  


 


  


θ = 0 rad. 


 


θ = 0.01 rad. 


  
θ = 0.02 rad. θ = 0.03 rad. 


 


 


 


  


Fig. 8: Evolution of Normalized stress contours (σ22 / σV) under different angles of rotation and 


 average compressive stress (σV) of 2 MPa 


 
 


θ = 0 rad. 


 


θ = 0.01 rad. 


  
θ = 0.02 rad. θ = 0.03 rad. 


 


 


Fig. 9: Evolution of Normalized stress contours (σ22 / σV) under different angles of rotation and 


 average compressive stress (σV) of 10 MPa 


 


 
2.20 1.76 1.32 0.44 0.00 0.88 


 
3.40 2.72 2.04 0.68 0.00 1.36 
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Furthermore, the increase in the peak stress is more significant under lower levels of compressive stresses, which is 


also related to the occurrence of lift-off. Under low compressive stress (i.e. σV=2MPa), lift-off occurs (i.e. reduction 


in the loaded area), which results in a higher increase in the compressive stresses. However, under higher levels of 


compressive stress (i.e. σV=10MPa) the occurrence of lift-off is delayed, and as a result the applied axial loads 


continue to be resisted by the full contact area.  Additionally, the development of tensile stresses in the U-FREI is 


negligible because lift-off is permitted for this type of unbonded isolator. Thus, lift-off allows this unbonded isolator 


to separate from the support surfaces under excessive rotational deformation; resulting in the development of only 


compressive and shear forces between the unbonded isolator and the contact support surfaces. 


4. CONCLUSIONS  


This paper presents test results of U-FREI when loaded in vertical, rotational, and lateral direction independently 


and in combination. Experimental testing and finite element modelling were both employed in this study. The square 


bearing investigated in this study had a plan area of 70 mm x 70 mm, shape factor of 5.50, and aspect ratio of 3.40. 


The main parameters varied during this study were the mean vertical stress (σv) = 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 MPa, static 


rotation (θ) = 0, 0.015, 0.03 rad., dynamic lateral cyclic displacement amplitude (UL) = 0.25, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, and 2.00 


tr. The main conclusions that can be drawn are: 


 


1. The isolator exhibited a nonlinear increase in the vertical stiffness when the applied axially load level was 


increased.  


2. The applied angle of rotation reduced the vertical stiffness of the isolator under low vertical loads. However, 


under high levels of vertical loads, and with any value for the angle of rotation, no significant change in vertical 


stiffness was observed.  


3. A significant change in the vertical stiffness was observed in the U-FREI under the considered values of lateral 


offset (i.e. < 0.5 tr). 


4. The amplitude of the vertical load applied on the isolator influenced the shape of the hysteresis loops, which also 


influenced the rotational stiffness. 


5. The rate of increase in the compressive stresses developed within the isolator due to the rotational deformation 


was found to be higher under lower levels of vertical loads due to the rapid occurrence of lift-off.    
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ABSTRACT 


Within the Connected Vehicle (CV) environment, vehicles are able to communicate with each other and with 


infrastructure via wireless communication technology. The collected data from CVs provide a much more complete 


picture of the arterial traffic states and can be utilized for signal control. Based on the real-time traffic information 


from CVs, this paper enhances an arterial traffic flow model for arterial signal optimization. Then a dynamic 


programming optimization model is created to solve the signal optimization application. A real-world arterial corridor 


is modeled in VISSIM to validate the algorithms. This approach is shown to generate good results and may be superior 


to well-tuned fixed-time control. 


 


Keywords: Arterial signal optimization, connected vehicle, link traffic dynamic, dynamic programming 


1. INTRODUCTION  


Traffic lights at intersections are the major control measure in urban road networks; however, when traffic demand 


approaches or exceeds the network capacity, operations may become less efficient. For example, one limited 


congestion incident triggered by temporarily and locally excessive demand may lead to an unstable escalation and the 


creation of secondary congestion when no suitable control actions are employed. Subsequently, it may lead to 


restricted mobility of the entire system and result in degraded operational efficiency (Chaudhary et al. 2010, Liu et al. 


2013). If traffic becomes congested, traffic intersections are not isolated and the traffic states of roads will interact 


with each other. Hence, it is necessary to understand the behavior of arterial traffic and to investigate corridor-wide 


coordinated signal control strategies. Providing an efficient signal control system has become increasingly important 


due to the effects of high congestion levels on the urban environment and the quality of life. Therefore, an optimal 


control decision must be used to keep the arterial traffic well organized.  


 


Adaptive control strategy adjusts, in real time, signal timing plans in response to real-time traffic flow fluctuations. 


With advances in computation and sensing, it has become an increasingly attractive option and been researched for 


the last three decades. Some adaptive control strategies proactively adjust signal timing plans to meet predicted traffic 


states before vehicles arrive at intersections. Proactive control strategy uses macroscopic, mesoscopic or microscopic 


traffic flow models to predict the future traffic states, and develop optimization tools to search for the best future 


control decisions based on the predicted traffic states (He et al. 2012, Liu et al. 2014). Therefore, this strategy, also 


called as the model-based adaptive control strategy, can make the best control decisions from a long-term point of 


view. However, the efficiency of corridor-wide coordination strategies is still needs to be further improved. It is very 


important to find a trade-off between the accuracy and the computational complexity, so that the model-based control 


strategies can make better control decisions and also continue to be applicable in practice.  


 


The latest development in Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) is Connected Vehicle (CV) technology, the core 


of which is wireless communication within a high-mobility traffic environment. Vehicles connected via various 


wireless communication technologies can provide high-resolution vehicle trajectory data for traffic analysis. There 
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are several key advantages of CV technology: i) CV technologies can capture the unique signatures of individual 


vehicles and match those signatures at different locations; and ii) CV technologies can cost-effectively capture high-


resolution trajectories and maneuvers of individual vehicles, facilitating large-scale vehicle trajectory data collection. 


Applying CV technologies to arterial performance monitoring resolves two long-standing issues: i) CV technologies 


can directly and accurately measure, rather than estimate, segment-based speed, which significantly reduces bias in 


arterial traffic state estimation, especially travel time estimations; and ii) CV technologies can directly measure high-


resolution vehicle trajectories, providing improved traffic dynamic details and more opportunities to enhance traffic 


dynamic analysis at intersections as well as on corridors or over the network (Feng et al. 2015). 


 


This study proposes a decentralized traffic signal control strategy. Each intersection is equipped with a local controller, 


where an enhanced SFM-based signal optimization model is used to address dynamic queue interactions among 


different lanes and adjacent intersections. Then the projected traffic flow from the adjacent intersection is the 


coordination parameter confining the possible control space. Then dynamic programming (DP) is used to find the 


assignment of green time to each phase of a cycle, which is a multi-stage control problem. The remainder of this paper 


is organized into sections: (a) a literature review regarding proactive control systems; (b) the enhanced SFM describing 


the traffic flow dynamic along arterial links and nodes; (c) the dynamic programming model; (d) evaluation of the 


new control model in a simulation study; and (e) some concluding remarks and recommendations for further research.   


2. LITERATURE REVIEW  


Macroscopic urban traffic models representing the traffic state evolutions in signalized arterial networks can be 


classified into the following three generalized categories: (a) the Cell Transmission Model; (b) the Store-and-Forward 


Model; and (c) the Dispersion-and-Store Model. Some studies have used different terms, such as the Input-and-Output 


Model, the Queue Equilibrium Model, and the Platoon-Dispersion-Model (Pavlis and Recker 2004). The Store-and-


Forward model (SFM) was first proposed by Gazis (1974) to represent traffic conditions at oversaturated intersections 


and has since been used in various works, most notably for road traffic control (Papageorgiou et al. 2003). In this 


modeling approach, it is first assumed that vehicles entering a link are traveling at a fixed travel time. Then, the 


vehicles are either stored at the end of this link (during a red signal), or further forwarded to downstream links at a 


saturation flow rate (during a green signal). The concept of network queue management was formalized in the work 


by Lieberman et al. (1992 and 2000) where the researchers first identified internal traffic metering to maintain stable 


queues in the congested network. Diakaki (2000, 2002, and 2003) developed the traffic-responsive urban control 


system (TUC) by using SFM as the underlying traffic flow model. After initial development, TUC was expanded to 


perform real-time cycle and offset control, and to allow for public transport priority. Compared with TUC, Aboudolas 


et al. (2009) presented two other novel control methodologies based on the SFM, an open-loop quadratic-programming 


control (QPC) and an open-loop nonlinear optimal control (NOC). Later, Aboudolas et al. (2010) investigated the 


efficiency of the QPC, which aimed to balance the link queues and minimize the risk of queue spillback. 


 


Research on the use of CV data in the development of signal control strategies is emerging. Head (2008) described 


the potential and limitations of traffic control in a V2I environment. Venkatanarayana (2011) proposed the use of 


probe data for better queue management and clustering of vehicle platoons. The University of Virginia developed their 


Cooperative Vehicle Intersection Control (CVIC) system, which enables cooperation between vehicles and 


infrastructure for effective intersection operations and management when all vehicles are fully connected and no traffic 


signal control is needed (Lee et al. 2012; 2013). There are other studies that have used CV technology for adaptive 


traffic control (Goodall et al. 2013) and transit priority (Liao and Davis, 2007; Koonce, 2012). Smith et al. studied 


how to better manage queue and cluster-approaching platoons with CV probe vehicles (Smith et al. 2012). Liao et al. 


developed a Mobile Accessible Pedestrian Signal System for blind pedestrians to cross signalized intersections (Liao 


et al. 2011).   


 


Dynamic programming (DP) is an exact solution for optimization over time. It decomposes a control problem into a 


series of sub-problems (i.e., steps), which correspond to discrete segments of time in a real-time control problem. At 


each step, a set of state variables provide information on the controller and the traffic states at that time (Yin et al. 


2015). The Bellman’s equation is recursively calculated backwards step-by-step to find the optimal action, which 


transfers the system from the current state to a new state. In summary, DP is a global optimization strategy for 


multistage decision processes and it provides a standard against which all other strategies can be compared. 


Application of DP to the signal control problem can be found in Cai et al. (2009). Unfortunately, the implication of 
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DP for real-time traffic signal control is limited. Firstly, the computational demand is exponential to the size of the 


state space, the information space and the action space. Furthermore, in practice it is difficult to obtain complete 


information on the time period in which the controller seeks optimization. For example, traffic detectors may supply 


only 5-10 seconds (s) of data for future arriving vehicles. Finally, most of the outputs from the program are never 


implemented because optimized policies are generated for all possible combinations of initial conditions at each stage 


of the control period. In practice, only one optimum policy would be implemented. By being able to produce the 


theoretically optimal control strategy for each input state, DP usually serves as a standard for evaluation of the relative 


effectiveness of other strategies that can be implemented in practice.  


3. SYSTEM THROUGHPUT OPTIMIZATION  


This section describes the mathematical equations that represent dynamic traffic states for the arterial traffic network. 


The equations have the following key features: 1) modeling of traffic flow evolution along arterial links and nodes; 2) 


modeling of the merging and diverging of vehicle movements at intersections; 3) capturing the physical queue 


formation and dissipation process; and 4) representing the interaction between control parameters and dynamic traffic 


states. The traffic dynamic includes a process: upstream arrivals, propagation to the end of the queue, merging into 


lane groups, and departing, as shown in Figure 1. In order to describe the model, we define J  as the set of nodes 


(intersections) and L  as the set of links (streets) in the urban traffic network. Link Wj is marked by its downstream 


node j  and the direction of west. The sets of links of input flow and output flows for link Wj  are defined as 
Wj


I  and 


Wj
O . 


3.1 Upstream Arrivals 


The upstream arrival equation describes the flow evolution, which arrives at the upstream of one link over time. 


Similar to most other research, SFM formulates the inflow to the link Wj  as the sum of departure flows from 
Wj


I , as 


shown in Equation (1). 


 


[1]  ,( ) ( )
j WW


jW


in out


l j


l I


q k q k



                   


Where, ( )
jW


inq k is the upstream arrival flow of link Wj  during time step k; , ( )
E


out


i jq k is the departing flows from link l  


that merge into Wj , and l
 
belongs to 


Wj
I . 


 


Figure 1: Dynamic traffic flow evolutions along arterial streets. 


3.2 Propagation to End of Queue 
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Then upstream arrival flow propagates to the end of the queue. In the SFM, the discrete-time step T is equal to cycle 


length. Vehicles entering a link are either stored at the end of this link (during a red signal), or further forwarded to 


downstream links at the saturation flow rate (during a green signal). Therefore, SFM does not consider the propagation 


process. Traffic probe data is available in a CV environment, which can serve as an input to the traffic dynamic model. 


The average speed of moving equipped vehicles is used to represent the propagation process, and the arriving flow at 


the end of the queue at link Wj  is stated as follows:   


 


 


Figure 2: Illustration of approaching speed of moving equipped vehicles. 
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Where, floor x  is the largest integer that is smaller than or equal to  x ; rem  x is the remainder; ( )c k is the cycle 


length at time step k; vehl is the average vehicle spacing; ( )
Wj


v k is the average approaching speed; ( )
jW


arriveq k  is the 


flows arrive at the tail of the queue during time step k; 
Wj


C is the capacity of link Wj , number of vehicles; ( )
Wj


Q k is 


the queue length, number of vehicles; 
Wj


N is the number of lanes.  


3.3 Merging into Lane Groups 


Upon arriving at the end of a queue at a link, vehicles may change lanes and merge into different lane groups, according 


to the driver’s destination. The merging flow into lane group o at time step k can be approximated: 


 


[4]  
,,


( ) ( )
j o W jWW


arrive arrive


j oq k k q                  


 


Where, 
,


( )
W
j o k  is the turning ratio for different turning movements. This study considers 


,
( )


W
j o k  as 


predefined, and there is a large body of research on real-time O-D estimation. 


3.4 Departing Process 


The next step is the queue discharge for different lane groups o . The departing flow 
,


( )
j d
W


outq k
 
from different lane 


groups at time step k is given by the following equation: 


 


[5]   
, , ,, , , ,( ) min ( ) ( ) / , ( ) / ( ), ( ( )) /


j d W j o W j o W WW W W


out arrive


j o j o j d j dq k S k g k T Q k T q k C n k T     


Where,  , ( )
Wj oS k is the saturation flow rate of lane groups o ; 


,
( )


j oW


g k  is the green phase duration of lane groups 


o ; 
,oW


jQ is the queue length of lane groups o ; d  is belongs to the set of downstream nodes of output links of link 


Ej ; , ( )
Wj dn k  is the  number of vehicles in a link.  
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The first term of Equation (5) considers congested conditions; the second term considers uncongested conditions; and 


the third term considers the available storage space of the destination link. Saturation flow rate is calculated using the 


method from HCM 2010, which estimates the saturation flow rate of any lane group based on known prevailing traffic 


parameters. The algorithm takes this form: 


 


[6]  i o i


i


S S N f      


                  


Where, 
oS is the saturation flow rate per lane under base conditions; 


if is the multiplicative adjustment factor for each 


prevailing condition I; and N is the number of lanes in the lane group. 


3.5 Queue Evolution  


Queues at lane groups are updated at every time step k. 


 


[7]  
, ,, ,( 1) ( ) ( ( ) ( ))


W W jW o jW d


arrive out


j o j oQ k Q k T q k q k                  


 


3.6 Flow Conservation 


The evolution of the total number of vehicles present at link Wj  can be stated as follows: 


 


[8]  
,


( 1) ( ) ( ) ( )
W W j j d W jW WW


jW


in out


j j j


d D


n k n k q q T d e T



         


          


Wj
d and 


jW
e are the demand flow and exit flow of links during time step k, respectively. 


 


In congested conditions, the control objectives need to be decidedly different, as mobility is restricted. For example, 


the delay minimization strategy provides user-optimal delay minimization in uncongested conditions, but can 


sometimes work not in favor of minimizing total delay when systems become congested. Instead, the signal plans 


should be timed such that every green second should be serving traffic at its maximum flow rate. In this research, the 


following represents the objective for maximizing the throughput in the controlled sub-network.  


[9]  
1


( )
M


in


l


k l L


max q k
 


                    


 


One type of principal constraint is the dynamic traffic state evolution along the arterial network. Another is the queue 


length constraint for left-run and through queues, as shown in Equation (10). The queue length cannot be larger than 


the capacity of the corresponding lane groups. 


 


[10]  
,, ( )


l ol oQ k C                   


 


As the enhanced SFM considers different movements of one link, the two-ring, eight-phase structure from the National 


Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA) is formulated as another type of constraint.    
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Where, ( )
N


left


jg k and ( )
N


through


jg k represent the green split for left turn and through movement of approach Nj , 


respectively; ( )
S


left


jg k and ( )
S


through


jg k  represent the green split for left turn and through movement of approach Sj , 


respectively; ( )
W


left


jg k and ( )
W


through


jg k  represent the green split for left turn and through movement of approach Wj , 


respectively; ( )
E


left


jg k and ( )
E


through


jg k  represent the green split for left turn and through movement of approach Ej , 


respectively. 


 


The following is the common minimum and maximum green constraint. 


 


[14]  
min max


, , ,( )l o l o l og g k g l L                    


4. CORRIDOR COORDINATION CONTROL 


As the intersections in a corridor are interconnected, the decisions made at one intersection inevitably affect those 


made at the adjacent intersection. Proper determination of intersection offsets provides for the efficient movement of 


platoons through multiple intersections during the green signal phase, resulting in significantly reduced delays and 


improved driver satisfaction. Incorporating coordination into the local controllers is equivalent to a multistage 


sequential decision-making problem. DP is a long-established technique for solving multistage decision problems, 


which converts a multistage decision process into a series of single-stage problems. A cycle length is considered as a 


number of consecutive stages. At each stage, the traffic condition is described collectively by a state. As there are four 


phases in one cycle, the decision process is divided into four stages. Decisions must be made to move on from one 


stage to another and the possible sets of decisions depend on the stage and state the junction is in. The system 


throughput optimization part described in the previous section is adopted as a local controller and it determines an 


effective green time g for each stage. Coordination control introduces an adjustment parameter ta, which can be either 


positive or negative. The resulting sum ts = tg +ta is the green-time allocation (the stage decision) at one stage. The 


flowchart of this DP coordination system is illustrated in Fig. 3. The objective of coordination is to minimize the 


average delay on the vehicles. 


 


The state variables that describe the current traffic condition consist of ( )
Wj


n s , , ( )
Wj oQ s  and ( )g s . ts is one factor 


enabling the intersection to proceed from one stage to the next. In addition, it determines the state the intersection 


should be in at the next stage. In order to compare the performance at each stage transformation, another important 


consideration is that, at a stage, the state space should be finite. Therefore, the possible values of ta  need to be finite, 


which means a finite state space in the next stage. Equation (15) shows the assumed size of ta: 


 


[15]  { 15, 10, 5, 0, 5,10,15}at                 


 


However, the the total number of possible states is still enormous. This study used state merging to reduce the number 


of possible states, which is conducted when two or more states are equivalent: (1) queue lengths at the approach are 


similar; and (2) ( )g s is the same. 
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Figure 3: Flow chart of the DP coordination 


5. SIMULATION EXPERIMENT 


5.1 Simulation Platform 


All the performance analyses and evaluations were conducted in a fine-grained simulation engine. VISSIM with the 


ASC/3 module, a full-scale signal emulator, works as a traffic simulator. A Microsoft Visual C++ application is created 


to control the simulation process and continuously read traffic state data from VISSIM using the Component Object 


Model (COM) interface. At the same time, the signal timing data are collected via the NTCIP standards supported by 


the ASC/3 module. Once such information is collected, it is sent to the “Adaptive Algorithms” module in MATLAB 


to obtain the optimal signal timing. After optimization, the new signal timing plan goes back into the C++ application 


via the .NET framework. Finally, the optimal timing plans are sent back to the simulator through a series of NTCIP 


messages. Specifically, the current timing plan is first saved in a different split plan in ASC/3 and then replaced with 


the new optimal signal timing. 


5.2 Simulation Results   


The testing site is about 7.4 km long and consists of eight signalized intersections. The signal controllers were 


configured as actuated with virtual loop detectors in VISSIM. For detailed information about the lane assignment and 


signal timing plan of each intersection, please refer to the previous study (Liu and Qiu 2016). The PM peak period, 


from 15:30 to 17:30, was selected for simulation. The warm-up time was 10 minutes and cool-down time was also 10 


minutes. A reference case was needed for comparison with the proposed model. Therefore, one optimized fixed-time 


control plan was generated with SYNCHRO for both the current and 15% increase traffic demand. For the reference 
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case, the offsets were constant during the VISSIM simulation. Each of the scenarios was simulated multiple times and 


results were tested for statistical significance.  


 


The scenario with 15% increase in traffic demand exhibited extensive queues, which propagated to block the upstream 


intersection. The average delay for the whole corridor was used as the Measures of Effectiveness (MOE). As shown 


in Table 1, the total average delay is improved by 16% and 23% under current and 15% increase demand scenarios, 


respectively. Figure 4 compares the average delay of different intersections. The proposed model decreases the delays 


of each individual intersection. 


Table 1: Delay Comparison of VISSIM Simulation Results 


Scenarios MOE Simulation Results from VISSIM 


Proposed Model Fixed-time Improvement 


Current 
Average Delay(s) 


31.6 37.7 16% 


15%  37.3 48.7 23% 


 


 
Figure 4: Average delay at intersections. 


6. CONCLUSIONS 


This paper first enhances an arterial traffic flow model for arterial signal optimization using the average approaching 


speed of all equipped vehicles in a CV environment. Then a dynamic programming optimization model is proposed 


to solve the signal optimization application. Simulation results show that, in terms of average delay, the proposed 


model provides better performance than fixed-time control plan does. 
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ABSTRACT  


The architectural design of buildings with non-typical floors creates risky situations at which cantilevered slabs and 


beams are extended while the floor beneath has no cantilevered slabs on which the false-work could rest. The design 


proposed in this paper is based on using wooden cantilevered trusses to support the formwork system with no need 


for extending the false-work along the height of the building. A closed form solution for the truss was formulated 


and validated in a previous study. A parametric study was performed using the closed form solution to study the 


effects of changing the truss dimensions on the straining actions and deflections within the truss members. The study 


was extended in order to pick the most economic dimensions of the truss for each cantilevered truss span. 


 


Keywords: Structural Engineering; Construction Engineering; Structural Design; Formwork Design. 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Vertical shores, or posts, and scaffolding are used with formwork to support freshly poured concrete girders, beams 


and slabs until these members gain sufficient strength to carry their own weight. The types of shoring and 


scaffolding systems may vary in material and size of each. They may be made from wood or steel, aluminum or 


from a combination of two of these materials. In large projects, steel shores are more commonly used than job-


fabricated wood shores for supporting formwork for concrete beams and slabs. Most of these steel shores are 


patented. Patented shores are available and adjustable over a wide range of lengths, for most of them; adjustments in 


length can be made in small increments and more durable. However, the initial cost of these steel shores is higher 


than that of wooden shores, sometimes it is more difficult to attach intermediate braces than it is for wood shores 


and sometimes more susceptible to buckling than wood shores due to their slenderness (Peurifoy & Oberlender, 


2011) (Bennett & D'Alessio, 1996). 


 


The architectural design of buildings with non-typical floors creates risky situations at which cantilevered slabs and 


beams are extended while the floor beneath has no cantilevered slabs on which the false-work could rest. The use of 


typical vertical shoring to support an irregular cantilever that is five or six floors high (or even more) could be 


typically seen in several countries. The stability of such shores (whether steel or wood) is under a major question 


mark in addition to the fact that assembling such shores and bracing them for such big heights is for sure a time 


consuming task (Chandrangsu & Rasmussen, 2011). Hence, it is more suitable to utilize the existing structure to 


extend formwork from it to support the formwork used in such cases without having shoring activities for the full 


height of the building beneath the cantilever under construction. One of the advancements reached in such field is 


the so-called “Flying Deck Forms” that are composed of a set of components assembled into units, called decks, for 


forming concrete slabs in multistory buildings. The same set of flying deck forms could be used repeatedly to form 


multiple floor slabs in a building that could have different dimensions. After the concrete that has been placed in a 


slab is sufficiently cured, the flying deck form for the slab is removed (without disassembly of the parts), moved 


(flown) horizontally outward, away from the building, and then moved up and back inside the building to a new 


location, and used again to form another concrete slab if needed (D'Alessio & Bennett, 1996). However, and as it is 


obvious in Figure 1, this assembly involves a significantly large amount of steel that could be not necessarily needed 


if the cantilever to be poured is not exceeding few meters. This would increase the direct cost of the assembly itself 
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in terms of the material cost of its steel truss and the indirect cost of transporting such a large truss to the site and 


within the site itself. This capital intensiveness of such types of forms makes the conventional shoring and formwork 


systems preferred by several engineers and contractors over flying forms (Shapira, 1995). 


  


 
Figure 1: A flying form just before pouring the cantilevered slab. 


 
Figure 2: The steel truss cantilevered false work designed by (Darwish, Nassar, Yossef, & Kasbar, 2015). 


Also telescopic beams that have a trapezoidal shape in its side view are commonly used as its upper side could be 


extended up to 2-3 m out of its lower side however its use is limited as it depends on pouring the full slab (the inner 


and cantilevered portion) together and it also has a limitation in its cantilevered portion that couldn’t extend to more 


than 3 m away from the existing structure (Elbeltagi, Hosny, Elhakeem, Abd-Elrazek, & Abdullah, 2011). However, 


such a system will also involve using a large amount of steel members. 
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A simplified design based on using steel cantilevered trusses that support the formwork system with no need for 


extending the false-work along the height of the building was proposed by (Darwish, Nassar, Yossef, & Kasbar, 


2015). As shown in Figure 2, the cantilevered steel truss is attached to the existing structure. A parametric study was 


performed and the design was performed for different configurations of truss dimensions. The temporary structure 


was proven to be better than flying forms and typical shoring in terms of having less amount of steel which means 


less cost and lighter weight. This issue is of high importance as according to a shoring design example provided by 


(Bennett & D'Alessio, 1996), the cost of shoring for one floor ranges between $11.96 and $18.17 per square meter 


of area. This high cost is attributed to the self-weight of each shoring tower which was calculated to be 80.6 kg (per 


floor) in the same example. Hence, for buildings exceeding four floors, and as the proposed system saves most of 


this weight (especially for higher heights) it is more cost-effective than using shoring in such cases in addition to the 


savings in the labor cost as assembling the cantilevered falsework is simpler and consumes less labor hours than 


assembling several levels of shores. 


 


That cantilevered truss design was extended by (Darwish & Nassar, 2015) to include a bracing member. The designs 


with and without bracings were compared in terms of the total truss mass. The effect of the addition of the bracing 


member was found to be minor. Hence, it wass not recommended within that study to add bracing members as it 


will increase he labor cost and manufacturing time without making a significant saving in the material cost. 


 


However that temporary structure is still made of steel which is an expensive material in a lot of countries in 


addition to being a heavy material. Hence, within the current study the use of wood instead of steel is being explored 


in order to calculate the amount of wood that would be needed which will reflect the economic soundness of the 


design. However dealing with wood is different than dealing with steel as steel is stronger and the available sections 


of structural steel could significantly vary in lengths and cross-sections which is not the case in wood. 


2. CLOSED FORM SOLUTION 


As shown in Figure 2, the cantilevered form work having a length of (L) is supported by a truss having depth of (H). 


The truss is composed of an upper chord member and a lower chord member making an angle () with the vertical 


existing structure. The truss is hinged to the existing structure at its top and bottom. The successive trusses are 


spaced at an equal spacing of S in the transverse direction. A closed form solution was developed and validated by 


(Darwish, Nassar, Yossef, & Kasbar, 2015) to calculate the straining actions within the members using the following 


relationships: 


 


[1]   P = WL/2  


 


[2]   Flc= -Psec 


 


[3]   Fuc= - Flcsin = Ptan  


 


[4]   Muc = WL2/8  


 


Where W is the distributed load, P is the reaction on each joint at the ends of the upper chord, Flc is the compression 


force in the lower chord member, Fuc is the tension force in the upper chord member and Muc is the bending moment 


within the simply supported upper chord member. 


3. PARAMETRIC STUDY 


3.1 Straining Actions 


The closed form solution was used in order to evaluate the axial forces in the lower and upper chords of the truss 


and the bending moment in the upper chord members. The parametric study was performed for different values of 


the truss height (H) and the cantilever span (L). In order for the study to be as realistic as possible it had to take the 


size constraints in wood construction into account. The maximum possible length of a wooden member is 5 m 


(which is even not that common). This length constraint will govern both the length of the upper member and the 


length of the lower member. Hence the study covered five different values of truss heights ranging from 2.2 m to 3.8 
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m and four values of the cantilever span (L) that ranged from 1 m to 4 m in order for the maximum length of the 


lower chord to abide by the 5 m limit. Hence, twenty different cantilevered trusses with different dimensions were 


analyzed using the closed form solution. The distributed loads on the upper chords ranged from 10500 N/m to 22500 


N/m. 


 


From comparing the results reported in Figure 3, Figure 4 and Figure 5 it could be noticed that the axial compressive 


force in the lower chord member increases with the increase in length however it decreases with the increase in truss 


height. This is expected to create a challenge when it comes to selecting the most optimum design as the larger is the 


length of the member, the more is the cost of construction while according to these results, the larger is the truss 


height, the smaller is the axial force and the smaller is the lower chord member cross-section needed. In addition to 


all of that, the increase in height and/or span will consequently increase the length of the lower chord member which 


will raise an issue when it comes to design as the increase in the member length will force the designer to use a 


member with a larger cross-section in order to resist buckling. 


 


 
Figure 3: Flc for H = 2.2 m. 


 


 
Figure 4: Flc for H = 3 m. 
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Figure 5: Flc for H = 3.8 m. 


 


A similar behaviour could be seen in the axial force within the upper chord as from comparing the results reported in 


Figures 6, 7 and 8, it could be noticed that the axial tensile force in the upper chord member increases with the 


increase in length however it decreases with the increase in truss height. This is expected to create a challenge when 


it comes to selecting the most optimum design as the larger is the length of the member, the more is the cost of 


construction while according to these results, the larger is the truss height, the smaller is the axial force and the 


smaller is the upper chord member cross-section needed. However, another factor comes into the picture when it 


comes to design which is the bending moment that increases with the square of the upper chord length (the span) 


which could force any designer to significantly increase the upper chord cross-section in cases with large cantilever 


spans. Hence, and according to what was experienced in the parametric study so far, finding the most economic and 


safe configuration is not a straight forward task and one needs to perform a set of designs in order to answer the 


design question.  


 


 
Figure 6: Fuc for H = 2.2 m. 
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Figure 7: Fuc for H = 3 m. 


 


 
Figure 8: Fuc for H = 3.8 m.  


3.2 Structural Design 


The structural design was performed for the members in each of the twenty different trusses analyzed in the 


parametric study under the highest uniform load (22500 N/m). All of the designs were performed in order to meet 


the safety requirements with the lightest weight members. The target of this process is to pick the most economic 


truss by determining the truss height that will correspond to the lightest weight truss for each cantilever span. 


 


The lower chord member was subjected to compression and susceptible to fail due to buckling hence it was designed 


as a squared cross-section in order to have the same moment of inertia to resist buckling in any plane. The truss was 


assumed to be sufficiently braced in the transverse direction (the horizontal plane perpendicular to the plane of the 


truss members). Based on this assumption, the end conditions used to calculate the effective buckling length are 


considered to be pinned–pinned conditions. Hence the upper chord member that is subjected to a combination of 


bending moment and axial tensile force was designed to be a squared section that was always kept to be equal or 


larger in cross-section when compared to the lower chord member in order not to weaken the end condition of the 


lower chord when it comes to its buckling capacity. The wood used in the design was Douglas-Fir Larch which has a 
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modulus of elasticity of 13 GPa and a maximum tensile strength of 100 MPa when loaded parallel to its grains as 


stated by (Beer & Johnston, 1992) while the maximum available squared member was 150 mm x 150 mm (6 in x 6 


in) as stated by (Peurifoy & Oberlender, 2011). The designed members are listed in Table 1 together with the 


deflections at the tip and the total truss mass. 


 


Table 1: The design of truss chords for different truss dimensions. 


L (m) H (m) Lower Chord Design Upper Chord  Design 
Relative 


deflection 


(mm) 


Absolute 


deflection 


(mm) 


Deflection 


(mm) 


Total Mass 


(kg) 


1 


2.2 100 mm x 100 mm 100 mm x 100 mm 3.70 3.18 0.30 16.06 


2.6 100 mm x 100 mm 100 mm x 100 mm 3.70 3.18 0.31 17.79 


3 100 mm x 100 mm 100 mm x 100 mm 3.70 3.18 0.33 19.56 


3.4 100 mm x 100 mm 100 mm x 100 mm 3.70 3.18 0.36 21.36 


3.8 100 mm x 100 mm 100 mm x 100 mm 3.70 3.18 0.38 23.17 


2 


2.2 125 mm x 125 mm 125 mm x 125 mm 7.41 3.18 1.06 36.52 


2.6 125 mm x 125 mm 125 mm x 125 mm 7.41 3.18 0.90 38.78 


3 125 mm x 125 mm 125 mm x 125 mm 7.41 3.18 0.81 41.17 


3.4 125 mm x 125 mm 125 mm x 125 mm 7.41 3.18 0.77 43.66 


3.8 125 mm x 125 mm 125 mm x 125 mm 7.41 3.18 0.76 46.22 


3 


2.2 150 mm x 150 mm 150 mm x 150 mm 11.11 3.18 3.16 71.07 


2.6 150 mm x 150 mm 150 mm x 150 mm 11.11 3.18 2.33 73.71 


3 150 mm x 150 mm 150 mm x 150 mm 11.11 3.18 1.87 76.59 


3.4 150 mm x 150 mm 150 mm x 150 mm 11.11 3.18 1.60 79.68 


3.8 150 mm x 150 mm 150 mm x 150 mm 11.11 3.18 1.43 82.92 


4 


2.2 150 mm x 150 mm 150 mm x 150 mm 14.81 3.18 10.50 N/A 


2.6 150 mm x 150 mm 150 mm x 150 mm 14.81 3.18 7.21 N/A 


3 150 mm x 150 mm 150 mm x 150 mm 14.81 3.18 5.38 N/A 


3.4 150 mm x 150 mm 150 mm x 150 mm 14.81 3.18 4.29 N/A 


3.8 150 mm x 150 mm 150 mm x 150 mm 14.81 3.18 3.59 N/A 


 


 


After designing each of the two chords for each of the twenty truss configurations, the deflection at the tip of the 


cantilever was calculated using the principle of virtual work and compared to the maximum allowable deflections 


according to American codes as stated by (Peurifoy & Oberlender, 2011). The maximum deflection has two criteria; 


the first is the relative deflection criterion which is limited to the span divided by 270 hence it will vary with the 


span while the second is the absolute deflection criterion which is 3.18 mm (1/8 inch). 


 


The results summarized in Figure 9 show that for the truss span of 4 m, the deflection significantly exceeds the 


permissible absolute deflection which was already larger than the permissible relative deflection (L/270) as shown in 


Table 1. Hence, and as the member cross-section could not exceed 150 mm x 150 mm due to scarcity of larger 


members, the deflection for the 4 m span will always remain beyond acceptable limits which means that the 4 m 


span will be excluded from the study and wood could not be used for cantilevered spans exceeding 3 m. 
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Figure 9: Variation in the deflection at the tip for different truss dimensions. 


 


The unit mass of each truss member was multiplied by its length in order to acquire the member mass. Then for each 


truss configuration the masses of the two members were added in order to produce the total mass of the truss chords. 


This process was performed for all of the trusses having valid dimensions with respect to the design to withstand 


stresses and abiding by the deflection criteria. Hence, the 4 m span was excluded from the mass calculation as it is 


not a valid choice any more due to exceeding the allowable deflections. The results are presented in Table 1 and 


Figure 10. 


 


 
Figure 10: Variation in the total mass for different truss dimensions. 


 


Figure 10 shows the variation in the total chords mass with the truss height and the truss span. According to what 


could be seen in Figure 10 and Table 1, the total mass of the truss members significantly increases with the increase 


in the span. However, it could also be seen that the increase in height will not cause an increase in the truss mass as 


large as the increase in mass caused by the increase in span. As mentioned before, this is mainly attributed to the 


difference in type of loading and straining actions that the upper and lower chords are subjected to. The increase in 


the cantilever span (L) caused multiple effects as it increased the bending moment in the upper chord hence creating 


a necessity for a stiffer upper chord member and it also increased the axial compressive force in the lower chord 
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member and increased the member unsupported length hence creating a necessity for a stiffer lower chord member 


to increase its ability to resist buckling. Hence, and as it is also apparent from the values reported in Table 1 and the 


shape of the curves in Figure 10, for each cantilever span the least massive truss is the one with the minimum height 


reflecting the most cost saving situation as most of steel fabricators base their prices on a unit price per unit weight 


of steel.  


 


It could be also noticed from comparing the results presented in Table 1 and Figure 10 that changing the height had 


a minor effect on the total mass when compared to changing the span that had a more significant effect on the total 


mass. This is attributed to the fact that changing the height doesn’t affect the upper chord mass while changing the 


span significantly affects the upper chord mass. It is also attributed to the multiple effects of changing the span on 


both the axial force and the effective member length resisting buckling in the lower chord under compression while 


changing the height doesn’t affect the force intensity with the same extent as it affects the effective member length, 


that caused the effect of changing the span to be more apparent than the effect of changing the truss height even in 


the lower chord member itself. The significant effect of the change in the cantilevered truss span (L) on the mass of 


the upper chord truss member could be attributed to several things, first is the variation in L that changes the 


concentrated load (P) acting at the free end of the truss hence directly affects the value of the axial force in the upper 


chord which was obvious in the results of the parametric study. In addition to that, the variation in L significantly 


affects the bending moment in the mid-span of the member as the bending moment is directly proportional to L2. 


 


However, as the bending moment is the governing factor in the design of the upper chord member and as the truss 


height doesn’t affect this bending moment, the change in the truss height does not affect the intensity of the stresses 


in the upper chord that are primarily affected by the bending moment. In addition to that, the upper chord member is 


not subjected to compression hence the issue of the critical buckling load being affected by the member length that 


was faced in the case of the lower chord member under compression is not applicable when it comes to the upper 


chord member. On the other hand, the variation in L also changes the concentrated load (P) acting at the free end of 


the truss hence directly affecting the value of the axial force in the lower chord. In addition to that, any change in the 


truss span or its height will change the length of the lower chord and consequently the critical buckling load for this 


member under compression will be significantly affected as it is inversely related to the square of the member 


effective length. Hence, changing the height (H) or the span (L) or changing both of them affected the effective 


member length of the lower chord and increasing any of these two dimensions caused a need for a stiffer member in 


order to be capable of having a higher critical buckling load and avoid failure due to buckling. 


4. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS. 


The following conclusions could be drawn from the performed study: 


 The axial forces in the upper and lower chord members were proportional to the cantilevered truss span and 


the truss height. 


 The magnitude of the compression force in the lower chord was higher than the magnitude of the tensile 


force in the upper chord. 


 The absolute deflection criterion is the one governing the design of the wooden truss members. 


 The maximum possible cantilevered span that could be constructed using wooden members is 3 m due to 


the deflection limitations. 


 The cantilever truss span is the main factor governing the weight of the designed wooden members whether 


they are upper or lower chords. 


 The longer is the cantilever span the heavier is the cantilever truss. 


 The truss height has a negligible effect on the weight of the designed upper chords due to the fact that the 


main contributor to stresses is the bending moment in the simply supported chord and the axial tension 


force has a very minor contribution when it comes to tensile stresses within the member. 


 Both, the truss height and the cantilevered span affect the weight of the designed lower chords due to the 


fact that the sole contributor to stresses is the axial compressive force in the chord and the member is 


sensitive to buckling which is affected by the member length that is function of both the height and the span 


of the truss. 


 For each cantilever span the total mass of the cantilevered truss is minimized when the truss height is 


minimal and consequently the cost is minimized when the truss height is minimal. 
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Based on these drawn conclusions, it is recommended to: 


 Perform further research to study the variation in the different factors affecting the constructability of the 


different truss configurations with different dimensions. 


 Study the different bracing alternatives and whether changing such alternatives may change the critical 


buckling loads through changing the effective buckling lengths and the economical soundness of such 


alternatives. 


 Study the behavior of the cantilevered truss form under wind loads and whether the presence and intensity 


of such load cases will create a necessity to significantly change the design of one or more of the truss 


members. 
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ABSTRACT 


Precast, prestressed hollow core (PHC) slabs are widely used in civil construction, typically as floor or roof in office 


and residential buildings as well as parking structures. Since the manufacturing process does not allow the 


installation of shear stirrups, shear resistance of PHC slabs relies solely on the shear strength of concrete itself. In 


some cases, the slab could possibly be subjected to concentrated load or line load caused by moving vehicles and 


cargos. Thus, shear failure is likely to occur at the region close to supports. Traditional remedies include choosing 


thicker slabs and filling the voids of PHC slabs, which would inevitably increase self-weight and cost and thus lose 


the advantages of PHC slabs. Therefore, it is imperative to develop a new shear strengthening strategy for PHC slabs 


which would not only effectively improve its shear capacity but also retain the original merits. The objective of the 


current research is to explore the feasibility and effectiveness of applying Carbon Fiber Reinforced Polymer (CFRP) 


composite sheets to shear strengthening of PHC slabs. An experimental study has been conducted to investigate the 


behaviour of PHC slabs when externally bonded by Carbon Fiber Reinforced Polymer (CFRP) composite sheets 


along the perimeter of slab voids. Preliminary results in this paper show that the proposed shear strengthening 


technique can effectively improve the shear performance of full-width PHC slabs and greatly enhance its shear 


capacity. 


1. INTRODUCTION 


A hollow core slab is a precast prestressed structural member (shown in Figure 1) which has several voids extended 


through member length to reduce its self-weight and increase economic benefit. In general, this type of slab is 


widely used as floor deck in office, and residential buildings and parking structures because of its thermal and sound 


isolation characteristics. In addition, due to its light self-weight and high load bearing capacity, hollow core slabs is 


favorable choice for long spans and heavy live loads. During construction, hollow core slab units are placed side-by-


side to each other to form a continuous floor system.  A hollow core slab only has bottom reinforcements, which can 


reduce around 40% usage of steel (Mahmut, 2011). Furthermore, the voids in the slabs can save approximate 30% of 


concrete. 


 


PHC slabs are generally designed for resisting bending moment under uniformly distributed load. In some cases, the 


slab could possibly be subjected to concentrated load or line load, which can cause shear failure in the region close 


to the support. However, the manufacturing technique of PHC slab does not allow the arrangement of shear 


reinforcement during fabrication. Without shear reinforcement, PHC slabs can only rely on tensile strength of 


concrete to resist shear force. Traditional methods of improving shear capacity of PHC slabs include increasing slab 


thickness and filling the voids. According to ACI 318-08 (ACI Committee 318, 2011), increasing thickness of slabs 


beyond 317.5mm would have negative effect on shear capacity. On the other hand, filling voids would affect the 


advantages of light self-weight and low cost.  
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Recently, many experimental studies have been conducted to investigate the effectiveness of using externally 


bonded fiber reinforced polymers (FRP) composite to rehabilitate and strengthen the flexural and shear capacity of 


reinforced concrete (RC) members. Islam et al (2002) tested the shear capacity of RC deep beams strengthened by 


different types of FRP systems. He found that the specimen strengthened by grid type of FRP sheets with groove 


achieved 40% enhancement in the shear capacity. Abdel-Jaber at el (2007) applied CFRP with different fibre 


orientations (horizontal, vertical and 45°) to RC beams. All strengthened specimens showed similar shear capacity 


increment of about 115%. Another experimental study by Li et al. (2014) reported that the average improvement in 


the flexural capacity of the FRP strengthened PHC slabs was 67% and the average deflection of the strengthened 


specimens at mid-span increased about 100%. It can be seen from the above review that a considerable improvement 


in shear or flexural capacity of RC members strengthened by FRP composite sheets was reported in literature. In 


addition, several parameters could affect the performance of FRP strengthened concrete members were identified. 


They include: the orientation of FRP fibre, the installation type of FRP sheets (i.e. full-wrap bonding or U-wrap 


bonding), thickness of FRP sheet (i.e. number of layers), the bonding surface and bonding agent, (Liu et al. 2008; 


Florutr et al. 2010;  Yu, 2002; Monti and Liotta, 2007; Qu, 2008 and Bukhari et al., 2010).  


 


An experimental study is carried out to evaluate the feasibility and effectiveness of a novel shear strengthening 


technique for PHC slabs, i.e. to use externally bonded CFRP composite sheets and install them along the internal 


perimeter of slab voids to strengthen the shear capacity of PHC slabs. The entire project consists of two phases. The 


work in Phases I focused on applying the proposed shear strengthening technique to I-shaped single-web PHC slabs 


cut out longitudinally from full-width slabs to assess the feasibility and effectiveness of this shear strengthening 


technique. It was conducted by a former master student (Wu, 2015). It was found that the single-web PHC slab 


specimens strengthened by 2 layers of CFRP sheets on each side of the slab void surface can not only improve the 


shear capacity but also enhance the ductility before failure. The average increment on the shear capacity of all 


specimens was about 20%. The current paper will present the experimental work conducted in the second phase of 


the project, of which the proposed shear strengthening technique is applied to full-width PHC slabs (Figure 1). A 


total of three specimens have been tested so far. The ultimate load, the observed failure mode, the crack pattern, the 


load-deflection relation and the strain in the concrete and CFRP will be reported. This set of preliminary results 


clearly shows the effectiveness of the proposed shear strengthening technique for PHC slabs. 


 


Figure 1: Proposed shear strengthening techniques for hollow core slabs 


2. EXPERIMENTAL PROGROM  


3.1 Specimen Design 


A total of twelve full size PHC slabs are used in the experimental study of phase Ⅱ. So far, three specimens have 


been tested. All specimens had a length of 4575mm, a depth of 305mm and a width of 1219mm. Each specimen had 


8 longitudinal prestressed streel strands at the bottom, with a diameter of 13 mm each. The overall experimental 


setup is shown in Figure 2.  


CFRP sheets 
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Figure 2: Overall of experimental setup 


Among the three tested specimens, one of them was used as the control specimen, S2-C, with no CFRP sheets 


applied. “S” represents slab specimen, “2” represents medium prestressing level (2 strands per web – total of 8 


prestressed strands) and “C” represents control slab. Two different thicknesses of applied CFRP sheets, i.e. 1 layer 


and 2 layers bonded on each slab void surface respectively, were investigated during the experimental study. The ID 


of the strengthened specimens was defined to include the thickness and the length of the strengthened zone. For 


example, “S2-2-450” represents two layers of CFRP sheets with 450 mm length were installed for a PHC slab with 


medium prestressing level. The specifications of each specimen are listed in Table 1. 


Table 1: Parameters of PHC slab specimens used in the experimental study 


No. Specimen-ID No. of CFRP Sheet Layers Strengthened zone length (mm) 


1 S2-C 0 0 


2 S2-1-450 1 450 


3 S2-2-450 2 450  


 


3.2 Test Set-Up and Instrumentation 


The experimental setup is shown schematically in Figure 3(a). All specimens were tested over a simply supported 


clear span of 4499mm with the bearing plate width of each support being 76mm. The support near the loading point 


was a hinge and at the other side was a roller. This would ensure that no axial force would be generated during test. 


The shear span to depth ratio (a/d) of all slab specimens was 2.5, i.e. the concentrated load was located at a distance 


of 762.5 mm from the hinged support. All specimens were instrumented at the loaded end. As shown in Figure 3(b), 


two linear variable displacement transducers (LVDT) were used, one was for measuring the end slippage of the 


prestressed steel in the second web, and the other was used to measure the vertical displacement at the loading point. 


Additionally, four displacement transducers, Pi-gauges, were installed to measure the strain in the longitudinal 


direction of the PHC slabs at mid-height of the web. One was placed on the slab top surface in the longitudinal 


direction to measure the concrete compressive strain near the loading point and the other three were arranged in the 


longitudinal direction along the center line of the first, the second and the middle web in the shear-tension region to 


measure the tensile strain of concrete or CFRP sheets (shown in Figure 3(c)). According to the results from Phase I 
(Wu, 2015), the location of each Pi-gauge was set at the intersection between the specimen horizontal center line 


and the line connecting the inner edge of the support bearing plate and the inner edge of the loading plate (Figure 


3(b)). Besides, three electrical foil strain gauges were glued on the surface of the CFRP sheets on the opposite side 


of the Pi-gauge to measure the tensile strain in the CFRP sheets. 
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(a) Schematics of experimental setup 


 


(b) Instrumentations installed on the entire specimen 


 


(c) Arrangement of Pi-gauges and strain gauges 


Figure 3: Instrumentation setup of S2- series specimens (unit: mm) 


 


3.3 Material properties 


The test specimens were constructed using the same batch of normal-weight concrete with an average 28-day 


compressive strength of 60 MPa. A total of thirty 100 × 200 mm and fifteen 150 × 300 mm cylinders were prepared 


under the same condition to evaluate the compressive and tensile strength of concrete at the test time. SikaWrap-


900C CFRP sheets and Sikadur300 Epoxy were used in strengthening the PHC slab specimens. The SikaWrap-900C 


is a uni-directional, fleece stabilized, stitched and heavy carbon fiber fabric for the wet application process of 


structural strengthening (SIKA Canada). The mechanical properties of the CFRP sheets with epoxy resin are either 


provided by the supplier or determined by tensile tests on representative samples in accordance with ASTM D3039 


(ASTM D3039/D3039M, 2014). The results showed a linear-elastic stress-strain relationship with average values of 
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elastic modulus and tensile strength being 100 GPa and 1120 MPa, respectively (SIKA Canada). The prestressing 


strands are 7-wire, low-relaxation strands which has a diameter of 13 mm and an ultimate tensile strength of 1860 


MPa. 


3.4 Preparation of test specimens and testing procedures 


All specimens were fabricated at the supplier site, the Prestressed System Inc., and shipped to the Structurers Lab at 


the University of Windsor for testing. The surface of each slab void where CFRP sheets would be attached to was 


first cleaned and polished by steel brush. The uni-directional CFRP sheets were then bonded to the void surface in 


the circumferential direction by applying a wet layup process. The surface of the slab voids and the CFRP sheets 


should be saturated by epoxy resin before directly bonding the sheets to the void surface. The direction of CFRP 


fibre was perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the slab specimen. After attaching the CFRP sheets, the specimen 


would be tested after two days. 


 


Based on Deutsch Norm (2008), the loading process consists of two steps. During the test, the specimen was first 


loaded to 70% of the predicted failure load and then unloaded. In the second step, the slab was re-loaded until failure 


by displacement control.  


3. TEST RESULTS 


3.1 Crack pattern and failure mode 


The control specimen, S2-C, showed typical brittle shear failure. When the load reached 280.5 kN, shear failure 


occurred suddenly along with a big noise. An inclined crack initiated from the support, propagated through the slab 


and ended near the loading plate at the top. The crack covered the entire shear-tension region with a horizontal 


distance of 731mm from the support end. The maximum width of this critical shear crack was 2 mm. Thus, 280.5 


kN was considered as the ultimate shear capacity of the S2-series control slab. Figure 4(a) shows the crack pattern of 


the control specimen. 


 


The crack pattern of the S2-1-450 specimen shown in Figure 4(b), is similar to that of the control slab. The shear 


failure occurred suddenly at 328 kN. A critical shear crack initiated from the inner edge of the support bearing plate 


and extended to the location near the loading plate. The horizontal length of the crack was 567 mm and the 


maximum crack width was 2 mm.  


 


Shear failure of S2-2-450 occurred when the load increased to 387kN. Though a critical shear crack also initiated at 


the slab bottom and propagated through the slab height with an inclination angle of 44° with respect to the 


horizontal, it is interesting to note that the crack started from a distance of 224 mm away from the inner edge of the 


bearing plate and then extended to the inner end of the loading plate. It covered a longitudinal region of 530 mm 


with the maximum crack width of 3 mm.  


 


In the S2-1-450 specimen and the S2-2-450 specimen, the critical shear cracks grew through the slab and no 


debonding was observed between the CFRP sheets and the concrete surface before failure. 


 


 


(a) S2-C specimen 
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(b) S2-1-450 specimen 


 


(c) S2-2-450 specimen 


 Figure 4: S2-series PHC slab crack pattern 


3.2 Ultimate shear capacity 


The test results of the three specimens are summarized in Table 2. Failure of the control slab, the S2-1-450 specimen 


and the S2-2-450 specimen occurred at 280.5 kN, 328 kN and 387 kN, respectively. All specimens failed in a brittle 


shear failure mode. This set of results indicated that the specimen strengthened by 1 layer CFRP sheet with a length 


of 450 mm (S2-1-450) had a 17% increment in the ultimate shear capacity, whereas the specimen strengthened by 2 


layers CFRP sheets with a length of 450 mm (S2-2-450) gained 38% increment in its ultimate shear capacity. These 


preliminary results not only demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed shear strengthening technique for full-


width PHC slabs, but also suggest that increasing thickness of CFRP sheets would have a significant impact on 


improving the shear performance of PHC slabs. 


Table 2: Test results of S2-Series slab specimens 


Specimen-ID Failure load (kN) Percentage of Improvement (%) Failure mode 


S2-C 280.5 - Brittle 


S2-1-450 328 17% 


S2-2-450 387 38% 


 


3.3 Load-deflection relation 


Figure 5 shows the load-deflection relation curves of all three tested specimens. All specimens exhibited a similar 


behavior in the elastic range. However, the ultimate loads of the strengthened specimens were higher than that of the 


slab without any strengthening. The maximum displacement of the S2-1-450 and the S2-C specimens at the loading 


point corresponding to the ultimate load were roughly the same (about 2.4 mm), whereas S2-2-450 specimen had the 


largest vertical deflection of 4.3 mm at the same loading position. It is worth noting that, when the load in the S2-2-


450 specimen reached approximately the ultimate load of the S2-1-450 specimen, the slope of its load-deflection 
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curve decreased slightly. This could be due to the first layer of CFRP in S2-2-450 reached its limit at 328kN and the 


second layer of CFRP sheet started to contribute which not only increased the ultimate load of the slab, but also 


furthered its deflection. There was no crack formed during the entire loading process for all specimens. In addition, 


although the sudden drop in the load-deflection curves of all specimens after reaching the ultimate load indicated 


that the failure mode of all specimens belong to brittle shear-tension failure, with the installation of two layers of 


CFRP sheets, the ductility of the strengthened specimen S2-2-450 was considerably enhanced. 


 


 
Figure 5: Load-deflection relation 


3.4 Strain behaviour 


Figure 6 shows the relationship between the load and the longitudinal compressive strain in concrete at the top 


surface of the slab 565-mm from the loading end measured by Pi-gauge 4 (Figure 3(c)). S2-2-450 showed the same 


trend but higher compressive strain compared to the control slab. Furthermore, all concrete compressive strains were 


far below the ultimate compressive strain corresponding to concrete crushing, i.e. 3500 microstrain, which implies 


the failure was mainly caused by inadequate shear strength. 


 


 
Figure 6: Load vs top longitudinal concrete compressive strain relationships of S2-series specimens 


Figure 7 shows the relationship between the load and the longitudinal tensile strain of CFRP sheets (along the 


circumferential direction of the slab voids) measured by strain gauge 3 at the middle web of the PHC slab (Figure 
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3(b)). Both of the S2-1-450 and the S2-2-450 specimens showed a linear trend. When the load was less than 320 kN, 


the measured strain of the CFRP was very small and no crack could be observed on the slabs. However, when the 


load exceeded 328 kN, shear-tension failure occurred in S2-1-450, whereas the S2-2-450 specimen could resist more 


shear load and finally failed at 387kN. These results imply that the role of CFRP sheets can be considered as similar 


to that of the shear reinforcement. Therefore, bonding 2 layers of CFRP sheets on each side of the slab void is as if 


more stirrups are arranged in the strengthening zone, which would provide more enhancement to the shear capacity 


of the S2-2-450 specimen. 


 


 
Figure 7: CFRP tensile strain relationships of S2-series specimens 


4. CONCLUSION  


An experimental study has been conducted to assess the feasibility and effectiveness of externally bonding CFRP 


sheets along the internal perimeter of PHC slab voids in enhancing the shear capacity of PHC slab. A set of 


preliminary results of three full-width PHC slab specimens are reported in this paper. The main findings based on 


the available results are: 


 


1. Using externally bonded CFRP sheets and install them along the internal perimeter of the slab voids can 


considerably improve the shear performance of full-width PHC slabs. When two layers of 450 mm long CFRP 


sheets were bonded to surface of each slab void, an increment of 38% in the shear capacity of PHC slabs was 


found. 


2. In the proposed shear strengthening technique, the CFRP sheets play similar role as stirrups. Thus increasing 


layers of CFRP sheets would considerably enhance the shear performance of PHC slabs. 


3. All strengthened specimens failed in brittle shear failure mode and no crack was observed before failure. 


Furthermore, no debonding failure occurred between the CFRP sheets and the concrete surface.  


4. In the remaining tests, the impact of the strengthened zone length, the thickness (the number of layers) of CFRP 


sheets and the prestressing level of the PHC slab on the effectiveness of this novel shear strengthening 


technique will be further explored. The results will soon be reported in future publications. 
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ABSTRACT  


In real-time hybrid simulation (RTHS), as a cost-effective experimental testing technique, computer simulations are 


coupled with physical testing. RTHS divides the test structure into analytical and experimental substructures, and 


synchronizes them as the equations of motion are being solved in real-time. When conducted properly, the load-rate 


dependent characteristics of the test structure could be accurately captured by the RTHS. This paper presents real-


time hybrid simulation of a three story structure equipped with a large scale tuned liquid damper (TLD) using a 


recently developed computational/control platform at University of Toronto. TLDs are cost effective and low 


maintenance vibration absorbers that can be utilized to suppress structural vibrations under dynamic excitation. They 


dampen energy through liquid boundary layer friction, the free surface contamination, and wave breaking. However, 


highly nonlinear and velocity dependent behaviour of these devices makes it difficult to establish representative 


analytical models for TLDs that are accurate for a wide range of operation. In this study, by employing RTHS the 


TLD will be tested physically as the experimental substructure and the remaining structure will be modeled 


analytically as the analytical substructure. This will facilitate the investigation of TLD-structure interaction for a wide 


range of influential parameters while using a user-programmable computational/control platform to carry out the real-


time hybrid simulations. 


 


Keywords: Real-time hybrid simulation, vibration mitigation, tuned liquid damper (TLD), TLD-structure interaction 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Experimental testing plays a key role in performance assessment of structures when subjected to extreme events such 


as earthquakes, explosions, etc. If performed accurately, the results obtained from experiments can facilitate the 


development of reliable analytical models for structural components which provides a valuable basis for predicting 


the global behavior of structural systems in similar situations. This will in turn lead to the safer yet cost-effective 


design and construction of next generation structures. Experimental methods that have been widely used to assess the 


dynamic behavior of structures include shake-table, quasi-static, traditional pseudodynamic testing and hybrid 


simulation. In the last two methods physical testing is combined with computer simulation. 


 


Hybrid simulation has started as an extension to the pseudodynamic (PSD) testing method where physical testing of 


only critical components is combined with a computational model of the remaining structure. Thus it offers an 


economical and practical way to address the need to obtain the system level behavior. In this method, the test structure 


is divided into two parts: the components of the test structure for which a reliable analytical model is not available are 


isolated and tested physically in the laboratory, while the rest of the system is modeled analytically in a computer 


(Dermitzakis and Mahin 1985). These are known as experimental substructure and analytical substructure, 


respectively. When the experimental substructure has load-rate dependent vibration characteristics, the hybrid 


simulation needs to be conducted in real-time (Nakashima et al. 1992, Horiuchi et al. 1999, Mercan and Ricles 2009). 


This requires efficient and robust computational resources as well as a well-synchronized data communication 


platform (Mercan and Ricles 2009). RTHS became an important tool to experimentally capture the rate-dependent 


vibration characteristics of complex structural systems and example applications of which can be seen in the recent 
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literature (Christenson et al. 2008, Carrion et al. 2009, Karavasilis et al. 2011, Wu et al. 2013, Chae et al. 2013, 


Malekghasemi et al. 2013). In RTHS, since only the critical components of the test structure need to be constructed 


and tested physically and remaining parts are modeled analytically, a wide range of substantial parameters and loading 


cases could be investigated in a timely and cost-effective manner (Ashasi-Sorkhabi et al. 2013).  


 


A user programmable computational/control platform was designed, implemented and validated by the authors at the 


University of Toronto that offers RTHS capabilities (Ashasi-Sorkhabi and Mercan 2014). This paper presents a 


practical application where the developed RTHS platform is utilized to investigate the interaction of a three story 


structure equipped with a large scale rectangular tuned liquid damper (TLD). During the tests the large scale TLD is 


built and tested physically in the lab while the three story structure is modelled analytically in a computer. For this 


purpose, a large size shake table is designed and built that represents the roof of the test structure and is driven by the 


developed RTHS platform. Due to the unique flexibility that RTHS method offers several structural systems with 


different configurations and floor numbers could be studied experimentally. 


1.1 Tuned liquid dampers (TLD)  


Owing to their low maintenance requirements, cost effectiveness and ease of installation, tuned liquid dampers (TLDs) 


attracted considerable attention (Chen et al. 1995, Kim et al. 2006). TLD is a liquid (usually water) filled tank that 


absorbs energy through several mechanisms including liquid boundary layer friction, free surface contamination, and 


wave breaking. The 51-story One King West building in Toronto is an example where TLDs have been installed to 


control the structural vibrations (Hamelin, 2007). Nagasaki Airport Tower, Tokyo International Airport Tower, Shin-


Yokohama Prince Hotel and Yokohama Marine Tower in Japan (Hamelin, 2007; Tamura et al. 1995) and One Rincon 


Hill Tower in San Francisco, U.S.A. (Kareem et al. 1999) are examples of worldwide application of TLDs.  


 


Rectangular TLDs in one-directional motion have been investigated extensively (Fujino et al. 1988, Tamura et al. 


1988, Tamura et al. 1995, Fujino et al. 1998,Reed et al. 1998). When a TLD is subjected to motion with large 


amplitudes, due to the horizontal component of the liquid velocity related to the wave motion, wave crests descend as 


the amplitude increases and the waves are no longer continuous. This is known as wave breaking. At this point simple 


linear models can no longer describe the liquid behavior and wave breaking changes the sloshing frequency of the 


liquid (Reed et al. 1998). Additionally, this complicated, nonlinear phenomenon influences the shear force developed 


at the interface of the TLD with the structure which counteracts the motion of the structure and is difficult to be 


modeled accurately. In the literature, the TLD action is classified as either deep or shallow water damping behavior 


(Sun et al. 1992). Waves in the range of 0.5>h/L>0.05 to 0.04 are considered as shallow water waves, where h and L 


are water depth and wave length, respectively. Banerji et al. (2000) and Seto (1996) showed that higher energy 


dissipation could be obtained if the h/L ratio is maintained less than or equal to 0.15. When subjected to large amplitude 


excitations, shallow water TLDs demonstrate highly nonlinear behavior as a result of wave breaking occurrence which 


leads to significant amount of energy dissipation by the damper (Sun et al. 1992). Studies by Morsy (2010) also 


showed that when wave breaking occurs in TLDs, the resulting damping ratio can be an order of magnitude higher 


than the damping ratios experienced in TLDs with no wave breaking.. 


 


Mass ratio (the ratio of the mass of water to that of the structure) is an important parameter influencing the performance 


of TLD-structure system. Mass ratios in the range of 1% (Sun et al. 1992, Yu et al. 1999) up to 4% (Banerji et al. 


2000) have been suggested in the literature. However, experimental validation is lacking for higher mass ratios where 


previous studies on this topic consisted of pure numerical simulations. With a relatively small mass ratio, without 


significantly contributing to the overall inertia of the system, TLDs can provide appreciable reductions in structural 


displacement and acceleration. The liquid sloshing frequency is another parameter that plays an influential role in the 


TLD behavior. Previous experimental studies (Kosaka et al. 1992, Sun et al. 1992) have shown that the effectiveness 


of the TLD is maximized when the liquid frequency is a value near to the excitation frequency where the liquid is in 


resonance with the tank motion. 


2. REAL-TIME HYBRID SIMULATION EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 


2.1 Mechanical setup 


A 2.0m x 1.5m uniaxial shaking table with a payload of 1.5 ton that is designed and constructed in University of 


Toronto’s structural lab. Two fatigue rated hydraulic actuators each with stroke of ±127 mm (±5 inch) and maximum 
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force capacity of 33 kN (±7,500 lbf) are utilized to drive the shaking table. Each of the hydraulic actuators is driven 


by an electro servo-valve with flow capacity of 63 L/min (16.5 gpm) rated at 7 mPa (1000 psi). A built-in ±127 mm 


(±5 inch) AC LVDT and a dynamic load cell with a capacity of ±50 kN (±12,500 lbf) provide the displacement and 


force feedbacks from each actuator. The two actuators are coupled physically through a rigid coupler to increase the 


force capacity of the shaking table to 66 kN.  


 


The table can produce any type of uniaxial motion, including sinusoidal, random, and earthquake motions. The 


computational/control platform developed by the authors for RTHS experiments was used to conduct displacement 


control of the shake table. 


 


 


Figure 1: Uniaxial shake table 


2.2 Real-time hybrid simulator 


A quad-core real-time processor and a field programmable gate array (FPGA) are the key components that constitute 


the computational/control platform developed to conduct RTHS tests. The architecture of the designed controller and 


all associated signal routings are summarized in Figure 2. As indicated in the figure the simulation contains two nested 


loops: an inner loop and an outer loop. During RTHS experiments, the command displacements to be imposed to the 


test structure are computed within the outer loop. A numerical integration algorithm is employed to solve the second 


order ordinary differential equation of motion expressed by: 


 


[1]     Mẍ(t) + Cẋ(t) + R(x, ẋ, ẍ, t) = F(t) 


  


where, M is the mass matrix, C is the damping matrix (representing the inherent structural damping), R is the restoring 


force vector, F is the effective or applied external force vector. Also, the outer loop handles all the tasks related to the 


state determination of analytical substructure and input/output file manipulations. Finally, the inner loop is the servo-


control loop of the system, where the command displacements are imposed to the experimental substructure using the 


hydraulic actuators. All data communication between the controller and the hardware including the servo valves, 


LVDTs and load cells is carried out in the inner loop (Ashasi-Sorkhabi and Mercan 2014). 


2.3 Software 


Unlike the turn-key controllers, the controller used in the current setup has been designed as a flexible 


control/computational platform that must be configured by the user to perform specific tasks. Thus, along with the 


servo-control laws, several other tasks must be considered and implemented to ensure safe start-up, satisfactory 


performance and safe shut-down of the system. LabVIEW, MATLAB and Simulink are the programming tools that 


were used to develop the user interface of the RTHS platform that performs all the associated computational, control 


and data acquisition tasks. The main part of the developed program resides on a multi-state Host VI (VI is the generic 


term used for codes developed in LabVIEW) which is labeled real-time VI, and an FPGA VI together with several 


sub VIs (equivalent to sub functions in MATLAB) all coordinated by a LabVIEW project. 
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Figure 2: RTHS facility integrated control system architecture 


 


2.4 Ground motions 


This RTHS study uses a ground motion suite with seven earthquake records. The important characteristics of the 


considered ground motions are summarized in Table 1. 


Table 1: Structural and modal properties of the 3-story structure 


No. Earthquake Mw Station Dist.(km) PGA (g) Duration (s) 


EQ1 Imperial Valley  1940 6.95 El Centro,Array 09 12.99 0.3129 40.00 


EQ2 Nahanni Canada 1985 6.76 6095 site 1 6.8 2.0508 20.56 


EQ3 Northridge,1994 6.69 Simi Valley-Katherine 12.18 0.8774 24.99 


EQ4 Chi-Chi Taiwan 1999 7.62 CHY028 32.67 0.822 90 


EQ5 Duzce Turkey 1999 7.14 Bolu 41.27 0.728 55.9 


EQ6 Erzincan Turkey 1992 6.69 95 Erzincan 8.97 0.496 20.78 


EQ7 Kocaeli Turkey 1999 7.51 Duzce 98.22 0.312 27.185 


 


2.5 Experimental and analytical substructures 


A three-story linear moment resisting frame (MRF) structure equipped with a tuned liquid damper on the roof level is 


considered as the test structure. Structural and modal properties of the building are listed in Table 2. The damping 


matrix of the structure is obtained assuming Rayleigh proportional damping with 2.0% damping ratio in the 1st and 


3rd modes.  


Table 2: Structural and modal properties of the 3-story structure 


Floor Story Stiffness, 


(N/m) 


Floor Mass,  


(kg) 


Mode Frequency     


(Hz) 


Effective Mass, 


(kg) 


1 676,800 30,240 1 0.418 38,017 


2 306,675 18,900 2 0. 6703 8,676 


3 54,285 3,960 3 1.0153 6,401 


 


 


A large scale water tank, constructed from ¼ inch thick transparent plexi-glass sheets, is used as the TLD during the 


RTHS experiments. The physical properties of the TLD are configured to mitigate the vibrations due to the first mode 


of the structure by tuning its sloshing frequency to the fundamental frequency of the test structure. Table 3 summarized 


the geometrical and sloshing properties of the TLD.  
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Table 3: Properties of the tested TLD 


Net 


length 


(mm) 


Net 


width 


(mm) 


TLD 


height 


(mm) 


TLD 


Mass     


(kg) 


Water 


height 


(mm) 


Water 


mass    


(kg) 


Sloshing 


hrequency 


(Hz) 


1978 779 1200 125 300 462 0.418 


 


 


During the RTHS experiments the TLD is isolated and tested physically on the shake table (i.e. experimental 


substructure) that simulates a segment of the building roof while the rest of structure is modelled analytically on the 


real-time controller (i.e. analytical substructure). In each iteration of the outer control loop, the displacement 


commands are computed and imposed to both analytical and experimental substructures. Then, the restoring forces 


computed for the analytical substructure and measured from the TLD are fed back to the integration algorithm for 


next step command generation. To account for the effects of the ground motion records on the test structure, the 


corresponding effective floor forces are computed and applied laterally to the structure while running the experiments. 


Figure 3 presents a schematic overview of the RTHS experiments that are carried out in this study. Two experiments 


are carried out for each ground motion input: the structure without TLD and the structure with one TLD tuned to the 


first modal frequency. Throughout the experiments conducted in this study, the ground accelerations are scaled such 


that peak roof displacement of the uncontrolled structure is around 110 mm . 


 


  


Figure 3: Schematic view of the RTHS experiments(left); experimental substructure (right) 


3. PRELIMINARY SIMULATION OF TLD-STRUCTURE INTERACTION USING YU’S MODEL 


3.1 TLD model by Yu et al. (1999) 


In the model developed by Yu, the dissipated energy by an equivalent Nonlinear-Stiffness-Damping (NSD) model is 


matched by that of the TLD. A set of experimental responses are adopted to obtain the equivalent stiffness and damping 


ratio for the NSD model (Yu et al., 1999). The equivalent stiffness and damping ratio were investigated as a function 


of the wave height, water depth, amplitude of excitation and the tank size. Non-dimensional value of the amplitude 


(Λ) was found to be the most appropriate parameter describing the stiffness and damping ratio: 


 


[2]   Λ =
A


2a
      


 


where, A is the amplitude of excitation and a is the half length of the tank in the direction of motion. Then, the 


equivalent damping ratio and the stiffness hardening ratio are computed as a function of Λ. The equivalent damping 


ratio is obtained from Equation 3: 


 


[3]   ξd = 0.5 Λ0.35 


 


The stiffness hardening ratio, κ, which is the ratio of the equivalent stiffness of the NSD model (kd) to the TLD 


stiffness, is also presented for two ranges of Λ depending on the wave breaking occurrence: 
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[4]   κ = 1.075 Λ0.007 Λ ≤ .007 for weak wave breaking 


 


[5]   κ = 2.52 Λ0.25  Λ ≤ 0.03 for strong wave breaking 


 


Figure 4(a) shows a single degree of freedom oscillator with a tuned liquid damper mounted on the oscillator. Figure 


4(b) shows the equivalent two-degree-of-freedom model where the TLD is replaced with the NSD model of the TLD. 


The equivalent model is used to investigate the interaction of TLD-structure system. The equations of motion are 


presented in matrix form as shown in Equation 6: 


 


[6]  [
ms 0
0 md


] {
ẍs


ẍd
} + [


cs + cd −cd


−cd  cd
] {


ẋs


ẋd
} + [


ks + kd −kd


−kd kd
] {


xs


xd
} = {


Fe


0
}  


 


where ms, cs, ks, xs, x ̇s and x ̈s are the mass, damping, stiffness, displacement, velocity and acceleration of the 


structure, respectively. The same parameters with the subscripts "d" refer to the NSD model. In this model, the 


parameter A in Equation 2 is obtained from the structural displacement where the TLD is mounted on (usually the top 


floor). Therefore, each time the displacements cross zero, the stiffness and damping ratio of the NSD model are 


updated based on equations 3, 4, and 5. 


 


 
Figure 4: a) SDOF with a TLD b) SDOF with NSD model   


3.2 Numerical simulation of TLD-structure system under ground motion 


Prior to the RTHS experiments and to obtain a preliminary understanding of TLD-structure interaction, numerical 


simulation of the test structure with and without the TLD is carried out under the given seismic loadings. The 


Newmark-beta integration algorithm with constant acceleration and time step size of 0.001 sec is utilized to solve the 


equation of the motion. As a sample set of results, the roof displacement and acceleration responses of the test structure 


under Northridge ground acceleration are shown in Figure 5.  


 


 


Figure 5: Roof response of the structure under Northridge 1994 (EQ3): displacement (left), acceleration (right) 
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4. RTHS RESULTS OF THREE STORY STRUCTURES EQUIPPED WITH TLD 


As a sample set of the results, the time plots of the TLD-structure response under EQ3 ground motion (i.e. Northridge, 


1994) are presented. In Figure 6, the floor displacements of the uncontrolled structure are compared to the ones of the 


structure with one TLD. In Figure 7, the time history plots of the floor accelerations are presented. The summary of 


the observations for this test case is tabulated in Table 4.  


 


 


Figure 6: Displacement response of structure under EQ3, Northridge 1994  


 


Figure 7: Acceleration response of structure under EQ3, Northridge 1994  
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It can be seen from these results that having one TLD tuned to the fundamental frequency of the structure is efficient 


in enhancing the structural response. In particular, for the test set under EQ3 (Table 4), with only one TLD, 


21%reduction in the roof peak displacement, 1.7% reduction in the roof peak acceleration, 35% reduction in RMS of 


the roof displacements and 28% reduction on the RMS of the roof accelerations obtained. By studying the RTHS 


results obtained from the other earthquake records it was found that the efficiency of the TLD as a supplemental 


damping system is also dependant on the characteristics of the input ground motion, particularly its frequency content. 


Therefore, to get a general conclusion, the results obtained from other ground motions should also be studied which 


could be found in Ashasi-Sorkhabi (2015). 


Table 4: Summary  


Response type Absolute value of 


response 


Response 


reduction (%) 


no-TLD 1-TLD no-TLD 


Displacement 


(mm) 


Floor 3 (max) 108.22 85.19 21.28 


Floor 3 (rms) 33.33 21.61 35.16 


Floor 2 (rms) 11.97 8.77 26.73 


Floor 1 (rms) 8.80 6.93 21.25 


Acceleration 


(m/s2) 


Floor 3 (max) 2.44 2.40 1.64 


Floor 3 (rms) 0.61 0.44 27.87 


Floor 3 (rms) 0.32 0.29 9.375 


Floor 1 (rms) 0.36 0.35 2.78 


 


5. COMPARISON OF RTHS RESULTS AND NUMERICAL SIMULATION USING YU’S MODEL 


In this section the results obtained from RTHS experiments are compared to the preliminary numerical simulation 


predictions. As a sample, the comparison results for test cases under EQ2 and EQ3 are shown Figures 8 and 9, 


respectively. As displayed in these figures, for the first few cycles of the test, the numerical simulation with Yu’s 


model is generally able to track the experimental results however, gradually deviates from the RTHS results. The 


numerical simulation found to be under-estimating the peak displacements.  As such the results obtained show more 


effectiveness for TLD during experiments compared to the pure simulation. This could be due to the weakness of the 


numerical model in modelling the TLD behavior during wave breaking that happened during the tests. Wave breaking 


is a nonlinear phenomenon, and previous studies showed that it is challenging for the numerical models to capture the 


wave breaking effects (Malekghasemi et al. 2013). Additionally, it could be clearly seen in the figures that the 


discrepancy between the numerical predictions and the experimental results varies with the ground motion record 


applied to structure. 


 


 


Figure 8: RTHS vs. numerical simulation with Yu’s model for EQ2 
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Figure 9: RTHS vs. numerical simulation with Yu’s model for EQ3  


6. CONCLUSION 


This paper presents a practical application of the RTHS platform that was developed earlier by the authors at the 


University of Toronto. The RTHS technique is employed to study the effectiveness of rectangular tuned liquid dampers 


(TLDs) in vibration mitigation of building structures due to seismic loads. RTHS experiments of a three story shear 


building equipped with a TLD on the roof level are conducted in this study considering several earthquake records. 


For this purpose, a large scale TLD is built and tested physically as the experimental substructure while the rest of 


structure is modelled numerically in the computer. The TLD that was tested in this study, to the best of authors’ 


knowledge, is the largest liquid damper that has ever been tested and this was possible due to the unique flexibility 


that the RTHS method offers where only the critical part(s) of the test structure is (are) tested physically and the rest 


is modeled by a numerical model. This property of the RTHS method also enables the user to easily test several 


configurations of the test structure as well as loading patterns since all the required changes are done on the numerical 


portion of the system without the need for the experimental part to be altered or re-constructed.  


  


A preliminary analytical model of the TLD-structure interaction was formulated based on a simplified TLD model 


developed by Yu et al. (1999). This was followed by a numerical simulation of 3-story building equipped with a TLD 


subjected to seismic inputs. Due to highly nonlinear and velocity dependent characteristics of liquid dampers, available 


analytical models are unable to accurately capture the behavior of the TLD –structure system particularly when wave 


breaking occurs inside the TLD. Therefore, a comprehensive experimental study was carried out to get a sound 


understanding of the TLD-MDOF structure interaction utilizing the RTHS platform. It was observed from the 


experimental results that installing one TLD on the roof of an MDOF structure and tuning it to the first modal 


frequency generally improves the seismic response of the building, though, the efficiency is not constant and varies 


by the earthquake type.  
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ABSTRACT 


Many structural damage detection methods using machine learning algorithms and clustering methods have been 


proposed and developed in recent years. Novelty detection is a common method that is based on an unsupervised 


learning technique to detect structural damage. The detection process involves applying the novelty detection 


algorithm to recognize abnormal data from the testing data sets. In order to make these algorithms capable of 


identifying abnormal data, sufficient normal data must first be obtained and used as training data. It is the fact that 


sufficient normal data is relatively convenient to measure compared to abnormal data for large-scale civil structures. 


Abnormal data from the testing data sets can be identified by using the well-trained normal model established by the 


algorithms. In this paper, a machine learning based novelty detection method called the Density Peaks based Fast 


Clustering Algorithm (DPFCA) is introduced and some improvements to this algorithm are made to increase the 


precision of detecting and localizing the damage in an experimental structure. Feature extraction is also an important 


factor in the process of damage detection. Thus, two damage-sensitive features such as crest factor, and 


transmissibility are extracted from the measured responses in the experiments. Experimental results showed good 


performance of the innovative method in detecting and locating the structural damage positions in various scenarios. 


 


Keywords: novelty detection, damage detection, abnormal data, density peaks, fast clustering  


1. INTRODUCTION 


During the last two decades, numerous structural damage detection methods have been developed to prevent sudden 


collapses of civil infrastructures due to continuously repeated loading, overloading, deterioration, aging, and 


damaging hazardous loads. One of the popular approaches to the detection of damage in structures is using the 


vibration-based damage detection methods. The vibration-based methods are broadly classified as physics model-


based approaches and data-based approaches (Farrar and Worden 2012, Barthorpe 2010). The data-based 


approaches are more frequently selected as damage detection methods due to the possibility of quasi real-time 


detection of damage. These data-based approaches use statistical or probabilistic methods, such as supervised and 


unsupervised machine-learning algorithms, pattern recognition algorithms, and clustering methods to differentiate 


damage-sensitive features calculated from dynamic measurements from sensors installed on the ‘intact’ and 


‘damaged’ structures (Sohn et al. 2002). Supervised learning approaches require data from both intact and damaged 


structures to do the training work. However, data for various damage scenarios in real civil structures is typically 


quite scarce (Park at al. 2010). Therefore, unsupervised learning approaches are preferred for novelty detection as 


the training process requires the data from ‘intact’ structures only (Ding et al. 2014). Thus, unsupervised novelty 


detection methods using machine-learning and clustering methods have been widely applied to the detection of 


damage in civil structures in recent years. For example, (Yeung and Smith 2005) applied two unsupervised learning 


artificial neural network (ANN) algorithms, the Probabilistic Resource and Allocating Network (PRAN) and the 


DIGENT network, to detect the loosening of joints in the girders of a finite element model of an historic suspension 


bridge. The results showed that a damage identification rate of about 70% can be achieved while striking a balance 


between sensitivity and misclassification of the neural networks. (Roy et al. 2014) presented a novel damage 


detection model based on the unsupervised learning technique to detect and locate the induced damage in a thin 
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aluminum plate. A neural network-based sparse auto-encoder algorithm was integrated with statistical outlier 


analysis in this novelty detection approach. The experimental results showed that the proposed approach can 


separate intact and damaged data with good accuracy. The shortcomings of this algorithm are: (1) the assumed 


Gaussian distribution may not be appropriate for all cases, and (2) there is no parametric density estimate or extreme 


value statistic (EVS) to train the model to improve outlier detection performance. (Oh and Sohn 2009) used an 


unsupervised support vector machine (SVM) incorporated with a discrete-time prediction model to detect the 


damage in a mass-spring structural system in the laboratory. The results of this experiment demonstrated that the 


proposed method is effective in detecting structural damage under an unknown level of a time-varying excitation 


condition. (Khoa et al. 2014) used one-class support vector machine (OCSVM) to detect and locate the damage 


position in a laboratory-based building structure and the Sydney Harbour Bridge. The results showed that the 


detection accuracies were lower than that of the supervised algorithm used in the paper. (Gul and Catbas 2009) 


presented a novel time series analysis methodology to detect, locate and qualify the structural damage in a numerical 


four-degree of freedom structural system. In this method, an Auto-Regressive model with eXogenous inputs (ARX) 


model was created using the data from the intact structure to predict the data from the damaged structure. The results 


of the experiment showed great performance of the proposed method in damage detection. (Santos et al. 2015) 


presented a novel data-driven strategy based on unsupervised learning algorithms, such as principle component 


analysis, symbolic data analysis and cluster analysis, to detect stiffness reduction in the numerical model of a cable-


stayed bridge. From the analysis, it was observed that the proposed strategy was able to detect a stiffness reduction 


as small as 1% in a stay cable. (Toivola and Hollmen 2009) improved a naive Bayes classifier to create a 


probabilistic model for novelty detection and applied this model to detect the damage in a wooden bridge structure 


in laboratory conditions. The results indicated that the proposed method was able to detect damages in the bridge in 


most cases. However, according to the fact that there was a 71% true positive ratio of the results in the best 


condition, the damage detection performance still needs to be enhanced to increase the detection accuracy. 


 


Based on the above literature review, the majority of structural damage detection methods at present can easily give 


rise to errors in locating the position of the actual damage site. In addition, most of the research was conducted using 


numerical simulation which causes lack experimental verification in the laboratory or through field tests. This paper 


proposes an innovative unsupervised novelty detection-based damage detection method using a density peaks-based 


fast clustering method (Rodriguez and Laio 2014), and validates the performance of this method with experimental 


studies using a lab-scale steel structure in a damage scenario. 


2. METHODOLOGY: DENSITY PEAKS-BASED FAST CLUSTERING  


In order to make damage detection for the experimental structure in this paper, the density peaks-based fast 


clustering algorithm (DPFCA), which was originally developed by (Rodriguez and Laio 2014) as a novelty detection 


approach for cluster analysis, is developed for an unsupervised novelty detection-based damage detection method. 


The original DPFCA is developed based on the combination of density-based and distance-based techniques, and it 


can detect and form the non-spherical distribution clusters and automatically find an appropriate number of clusters. 


The most important advantage of this algorithm is that it can identify the halo points that surround the formed 


clusters. Here, the halo points can be seen as the scattered novelty points of the clusters. This ability of identifying 


novelty points helps to make improvements seen in the following algorithm steps to realize novelty detection based 


on the unsupervised training technique. 


 


The principle of DPFCA is to find the appropriate density peaks of clusters and to realize fast clustering. There are 


two basic assumptions of this algorithm. The first assumption is that a relatively large number of point neighbors 


with lower local density are nearby to the cluster density peak points. And the second one is that each cluster density 


peak point has a relatively large distance from other cluster density peak points. The steps of this algorithm are as 


follows: 


 


Step 1. Calculate local density, iρ , of each data point i, which is defined as: 


 


[1]   )d-d(&= cij
j


i ∑ρ  
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where &(x)= 1 if x < 0 and &(x)= 0 otherwise, cd  is the predefined cut-off distance, and ijd is the distance between 


point i and point j. Some improvements are made in this algorithm in order to improve the performance of the 


algorithm on the damage detection abilities in the case study. The first improvement is introducing the Gaussian 


kernel function of radius (Benoudjit et al. 2002) to calculate the local density of the data points. The expression of 


the Gaussian kernel of radius is as follows: 


 


[2]   ∑ -
j


2


ciji ])dd(exp[=ρ  


 


The second improvement is that the Mahalanobis distance metric (Xiang et al. 2008) is applied to measure the 


mutual distances of the data points instead of the classical Euclidean distance metric. The reason for this distance 


measurement adjustment is that Mahalanobis distance is unitless and takes into account the correlations of the data 


set by their covariance matrix. Thus, this distance metric is widely used in cluster analysis and classification 


techniques. 


 


Step 2. Calculate the distance, iδ , of each data point, i. Here, iδ is defined by the minimum distance between the 


point i and any other point with higher local density: 


 


[3]   )d(min=δ ij
ρ>ρ:j


i
ij


 


  


We take max ( )i j ijd   for the point with highest local density. 


 


Step 3. Select some of the points with an anomalously large iδ  and relatively higher local densities as cluster 


density peak points. This step is the core of the algorithm, which makes sure the clusters have enough data points 


and the cluster density peak points are relatively far away from each other. 


 


Step 4. After the cluster density peak points are selected, assign each of the remaining points to the same cluster as 


its nearest neighbor with higher local density.  


 


Step 5. In order to find halo points in each of the formed clusters, border regions of these clusters should be defined 


by introducing the previous cut-off distance, cd . If the set of points are assigned to that cluster, but being within a 


distance cd  from data points belonging to other clusters, that set of points is the border region of that cluster. The 


point with the highest density within each border region, bρ , can be found out.  Then, the halo points in each cluster 


are defined as bi ρ<ρ . So, if there is any point with lower local density compared with bρ , that point is assumed to 


be a halo point. The halo points are also called novelty points. 


 


Step 6. Once the border regions appear, compute the average value of bρ  for all clusters and define it as the 


threshold of local density, cρ , which will be used to detect the novelty points in the following testing process. 


However, this procedure sometimes does not detect novelty points because of the short cut-off distance cd , which 


was predefined in Step (1). Thus, the cut-off distance cd  used in Step (5) should be updated to detect novelty points 


that may be identified based on engineering judgement from the plotting of the clusters. To find the appropriate 


value of the cut-off distance, trials and errors are required by going back to Step (5). To update the cut-off distance, 


weight, w, is introduced and expressed as cwd , which is only used for Step (5) and (6). These trials and errors to 


detect novelty points in normal data are the training procedure for this proposed algorithm. 


 


Step 7. After these formed clusters are trained, each testing point can be added into this well trained model 


separately to calculate their local densities and compare them with the threshold value, cρ . The testing point is 


identified as a novelty point once the local density of a specific testing point is lower than bρ .  
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3. DAMAGE SENSITIVE FEATURES 


Feature extraction refers to the process of selecting the features to be used in the damage detection process from the 


measured data. Ideal features are sensitive to the presence of damage in the structure, and at the same time are 


insensitive to operational and environmental variability in a normal range in the damage detection. In this paper, 


acceleration data from the sensors attached to the joints of the lab-scale steel structure were used to extract the 


damage sensitive features. The raw acceleration data was first processed into several kinds of damage-sensitive 


features. Then, the different kinds of features were combined into multi-dimensional feature vectors. Here, each 


feature vector corresponds to the response of each joint for each experimental test. Two different features were 


calculated in this paper: one is crest factor and the other is the integral of a transmissibility function.  


3.1 Crest factor 


The first feature is the crest factor of acceleration time series, ( )ta , comprised of n discrete points. This feature has 


been verified to be sensitive to the structural damage (Farrar and Worden 2012) and it can be obtained by the 


following equation: 
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3.2 Transmissibility 


The second feature is the integral of the transmissibility curve between one-frequency intervals on the spectrum 


(Long and Buyukozturk 2014). This frequency window corresponds with resonant modes of the structure. The 


resonant frequency information can be identified by checking a frequency spectrogram. The spectrum can be 


obtained using a Fourier transform of the raw acceleration response signals. 


 


The transmissibility is defined as the Fourier spectrum of the response at a degree of freedom (DoF) divided by the 


Fourier spectrum of the reference response at a DoF (Schwarz and Richardson 2004). The reference response is a 


measurement taken at the same DoF for all of the measurements of transmissibility. In order to obtain a good 


transmissibility signal, the reference DoF should be chosen at a DoF where the structure has a high magnitude of 


motion. The resulting measurement indicates the motion of each roving DoF normalized by the motion of the 


reference DoF. The expression of the transmissibility response can be formulated as: 
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where ω  is the frequency of the Fourier spectrum, )ω(Fi is the Fourier spectrum of the response at a DoF, and 


)ω(Fj is the Fourier spectrum of the reference response at the selected DoF. 


 


Then, the aim is to reduce the dimensionality of the feature, because many of the feature dimensions do not provide 


useful information on the state changing of structures. It is important to notice the fact that the transmissibility may 


be more sensitive at resonant frequencies of the structure. Thus, by checking the Fourier transforms of some 


representative DoFs, some resonant frequencies can be identified. Then, the identified resonant frequencies of 


interest can be used to obtain the integral of the transmissibility function in the narrow window around this 


frequency. The extracted feature for the resonant mode at frequency ω  is given by: 


 


[6]   ∫
ωΔ+ω
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where ωΔ  is the half length of the selected frequency window that contains the identified resonant frequency, 


)ω(Tij  is the transmissibility function, and iI is the integral of the transmissibility function. 


4. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 


4.1 Experimental lab-scale steel structure 


In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed damage detection algorithm described above, a lab-scale 


steel structure was used for experimentation (Cha and Buyukozturk 2015). A configuration of a three-story and two-


bay steel structure was tested in the laboratory. The dimensions of the columns in this structure were 0.60 m ×  


0.0508 m ×  0.0064 m and the beams of this structure were of the same dimension and material as the columns. The 


structural components were bolted together at each joint with four bolts and the entire structure was bolted to a 


heavy concrete foundation as a reaction mass, shown in Figure 1. The measured natural frequencies of intact 


structure are 3.4, 8.2, 8.6, 10.6, and 18.4 Hz. 


 


 
Figure 1: Experimental setup and structural joints locations 


 


4.2 Damage scenario 


Triaxle IEPE piezoelectric acceleration sensors were used to measure the vibration of the steel structural model. The 


sensors were attached to the column components adjacent to the structural joints. The sensor at each joint gives 


acceleration time signals of the three-directions with a 6 kHz sampling rate. To excite the structure, a small shaker 


attached to the top corner of the structure (close proximity to Joint 18) was used, which provided a random white 


Gaussian noise in a frequency range of 5–350 Hz in the flexible x direction, shown in the Figure 1. For the intact 


structure, all four bolts at each joint were tightened. There is a damage scenario involving severely loosened bolt 


connection at joint 9. The structure was tested 60 times for the intact scenarios and 10 times for the damage scenario 


(DS). The damage scenarios and test numbers are summarized in Table 1. 


Table 1: Damage scenarios and locations 


Damage Scenarios Number of Tests Damage types 


Intact 1-60 No damage 


DS 61-70  Four bolts loosened at Joint 9 
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5. CASE STUDY 


In order to calculate two damage sensitive features, raw acceleration signals in the flexible x direction of the 


structure was measured, and two-dimensional feature vectors were extracted from the measurements. The first 


principle component of the feature vector is the crest factor, and the second one is the integral of the transmissibility 


function between 40 and 50 Hz, because a resonant frequency is identified from this selected frequency window by 


examining some representative spectrums. The damage detection results are shown in Table 2. The values of the 


minimum of ρ , and minimum of of δ , in Table 2 are the thresholds of local density of each point and the mutual 


distance δ of each point, respectively. These two parameters are determined by checking the formed decision graphs 


in order to select appropriate cluster density peak points in the decision graphs. In this case study, the values of cd  


listed in Table 2 are used to calculate the local density of points in Step (1) in section 2. Because cd is the 


predefined parameter, it is defined as the highest 2% of the entire mutual distances, ijd , for this case study. The 


value of 2% is determined based on various case studies. The weight, w, of the cut-off distance, cwd , in the table is 


used to find the border regions of the formed clusters to train the intact model. The value for the detection rate of 


one joint indicates the possibility that damage happened at that joint. For example, the detection rate of Joint 1 in 


Damage Scenario (DS) is 0.2, as shown in Table 2, means that two of the 10 testing damage points from Joint 1 are 


detected as novelty points by the trained intact model. According to the detection rates as shown in the Table 2, the 


induced damage is localized to the Joint 9 which is the exact damaged joint and Joint 5 which is adjacent to the Joint 


9 with highest detection rate 0.9. Even though this structure is small and vibrations are easily propagated through the 


entire structure with densely installed sensors (Long and Buyukozturk 2014), the proposed method is able to localize 


the damage properly. 


Table 2: Rate of damage detection with the method of DPFCA 


Joint Minimum of ρ  Minimum of δ  Calculated cd  Weight w Detection Rate 


1 1.5 0.5 0.26 1.1 0.2 


2 2.0 0.3 0.20 1.1 0.1 


3 1.5 0.5 0.21 1.4 0.6 


4 1.5 0.5 0.20 1.6 0.7 


5 1.5 0.5 0.15 1.8 0.9 


6 1.5 0.5 0.18 2.1 0.8 


7 1.5 0.5 0.13 1.4 0.3 


8 1.5 0.5 0.17 1.4 0.3 


9 1.0 0.5 0.10 2.8 0.9 


10 1.5 0.5 0.21 1.0 0.7 


11 1.5 0.5 0.26 1.4 0.6 


12 1.5 1.0 0.24 1.3 0.7 


13 1.5 1.0 0.18 1.9 0.8 


14 1.5 0.5 0.27 1.4 0.5 


15 1.5 0.5 0.20 1.4 0.2 


16 1.5 0.5 0.18 1.4 0.4 


17 1.5 0.5 0.14 1.8 0.2 


18 1.5 0.5 0.09 3.6 0.1 


 


In order to explain the detailed damage detection procedure of DPFCA, a detection example for one joint is 


presented. The decision graph for selecting density peak points at Joint 9 is presented in Figure 2. The two large 


points with two colors, blue and magenta, in the figure are selected as the appropriate cluster density peak points. 


The ranges of selection of the cluster density peak points are ρ >1.0 and δ >0.5 based on examining the decision 


graph to make sure that the selected points should have relatively large δ  and high ρ  compared to other points, 


which is explained in Section 2 Step (3). 
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Figure 2: Decision graph of the density peak points selection for clusters at Joint 9 for Damage Scenario 


 


Figure 3 shows the clustering condition of the 60 intact points from Joint 9. In the training process, two clusters are 


formed based on the two selected cluster density peak points in the previous step, as shown in Figure 2. By 


increasing the weight, w, of the cut-off distance, w cd , the halo points shown in Figure 3 are identified, which is 


illustrated by Step (6) in Section 2. The halo points shown in Figure 3 can be seen as the novelty points of the intact 


points. In addition, a threshold of local density, cρ , is calculated by averaging the values of bρ  of the two formed 


clusters, as explained in Section 2 at Step (6). 


 


 
Figure 3: Distribution of trained intact and identified halo points after clustering 


 


In Figure 4, ten testing damage points from Joint 9 in Damage Scenario are added into the well-trained intact dataset 


model separately and their local densities, tρ , are calculated taking into consideration the previous 60 intact points, 


as shown in Figure 3. By comparing the testing points’ local densities, tρ , with the above obtained threshold of 
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local density, cρ , nine points with a lower local density than cρ  are identified as damage points and can be seen as 


novelty points in Figure 4. Thus, the detection rate of Damage Scenario is 0.9. In order to show the distribution of 


the ten testing damage points with the trained intact model, as shown in Figure 3, the identification results of ten 


independent novelty detections for each of testing damage points are combined together and are shown in Figure 4. 


 


 
Figure 4: Distribution of identified damage points by the trained intact model and testing damage points 


 


The proposed novelty detection method in this paper performs very well in structural damage detection and shows 


effectiveness in localization of the damage positions in structures. As an unsupervised learning method, DPFCA 


uses only measured data from the intact structure to train the damage detection algorithm. The overall damage 


detection process is quite fast, with high computational cost efficiency due to the advantages of the original fast 


clustering algorithm. Thus, DPFCA has a high possibility of application to the real-time monitoring of damages in 


civil structures. Based on the analysis of the damage detection results in the case study, the improved DPFCA 


performs very well on locating the damage position in the damage scenario. However, due to the limited volume of 


the intact training dataset, intact models were not trained very well in some cases. In addition, because there are only 


10 damage testing datasets in the damage scenario, the rate of damage detection achieved an identical detection rate 


at only a few points. It is possible to calculate the possibilities of the potential damage positions at the structural 


joints when the volume of the testing dataset is increased. 


6. CONCLUSIONS 


An innovative novelty detection method, density peaks-based faster clustering algorithm (DPFCA), is proposed to 


detect structural damage. In order to increase the accuracy of damage detection in this method, the Gaussian kernel 


function of radius and the Mahalanobis distance metric were applied to compute the local densities of the points and 


measure their mutual distances. In addition, in order to develop this method as a structural damage detection 


method, the DPFCA was modified by adding a threshold of local density to the intact training model in order to 


identify the novelty points of the testing damage points. This proposed damage detection method used crest factor 


and transmissibility as damage sensitive features, which were extracted from the measured data of acceleration 


sensors installed in a lab-scale steel structure. The experimental results showed that the improved DPFCA achieved 


good performance of damage detection, especially locating the structural damage position. In summary, valuable 


information was obtained by the improved DPFCA to locate the damage position in the steel structural model in the 


laboratory. Even though the damage detection method using the improved DPFCA presents superior performance 


for damage localization, more research effort could be invested to improve its computational efficiency, such as 


reducing the workload of artificial parameter setting and increasing the training effectiveness using a larger volume 


of the experimental dataset. So, ongoing development in research may improve the algorithm of the improved 


DPFCA to increase the automation of this novelty detection method. 
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ABSTRACT  


Concrete has long been the most popular choice for constructing key infrastructural elements such as sewer pipes, 


water treatment facilities, industrial floors and foundations. However, many field cases from all around the world 


have shown that concrete elements in these environments are severely damaged due to biogenic and/or chemical 


sulfuric acid attack. Since high alkalinity is required for the stability of the cementitious matrix, concrete is highly 


prone to acid attacks, which decalcify and disintegrate the hydrated cement paste to various levels based on 


exposure conditions and type of concrete. Numerous studies have been conducted to enhance the durability of 


concrete and understand the influence of key mixture design parameters on its resistance to sulfuric acid attack. Yet, 


there is dearth of information on the behaviour of a new type of cement in North America, which contains a high 


level (5 to15%) of interground limestone powder (portland limestone cement: PLC), under acidic attack. Hence, the 


aim of this study is to investigate the effect PLC with or without supplementary cementitious materials (SCMs) on 


the durability of concrete exposed to acidic attack. The study comprised 13 weeks (90 days) immersion of test 


specimens in 5% sulfuric acid solutions with pH in the range of 0.1 to 2.5. Physical and microstructural results 


reveal that PLC may improve the resistance of concrete to sulfuric acid attack, whereas the SCMs had a mixed effect 


on the results.  


 


Keywords: Portland limestone cement, sulfuric acid, pH, SCMs, durability. 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Acid attack on concrete is known since 1895 (Olmstead and Hamlin 1900) and the extent of this durability issue is 


quite global and widespread. The increase in reported attacks by acidic media on concrete structures has drawn 


much attention to this topic in recent times likely due to the growing sources of acidic media resulting from 


population growth, and in turn increased urban activities and industrialisation (Duchesne and Berton 2013). 


Concrete is particularly prone to acidic attack since it is highly alkaline, and thus it engages in reactions whenever 


exposed to acids or salts triggering reactions similar to acids (e.g. ammonium-based salts). Significant quantities of 


free acids, in the form of leakages and random spillages, may occur in industrial environments. However, sulfuric 


acid (H2SO4) attack in sewer pipes is the most widely reported attack on concrete by inorganic acids (House and 


Weiss 2014; O’Connell et al. 2010; Islander et al. 1991; Parker 1951), which is also referred to as microbially 


induced corrosion (MIC) of concrete since sulfuric acid is generated by bacterial activities. MIC in wastewater 


collection and treatment systems is well-documented in North America, Europe, the Middle East, South Africa and 


Australia (House and Weiss 2014). A report in 1991 estimated that the repair or replacement of only 25 miles of 


corroded concrete sewer pipe, due to sulfuric acid attack, in Los Angeles County would cost $130 million (U.S. 


EPA 1991). In addition, sulfuric acid attack on concrete can also originate from backfilling with pyratic aggregates 


(Hobbs and Taylor 2000; Tagnit-hamou et al. 2005) or use of pyratic aggregates in concrete (Tagnit-hamou et al. 


2005). Hence, development of preventive measures to mitigate acidic attack on concrete is of utmost importance for 


key infrastructural facilities in urban, industrial and agricultural zones. 
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It has been reported that for concrete made with acid resistant aggregates (e.g. quartz), only the cement paste matrix 


is vulnerable to acid attack (Beddoe and Dorner 2005). On the other hand, if concrete is made with carbonaceous 


aggregates such as limestone and dolomite, an additional neutralization reaction (between acids and aggregates) is 


expected. The degree of neutralisation offered by limestone aggregates depends on their porosity. For aggregates 


with lower porosity, the reaction with the acid takes place only at the aggregate surface adjacent to the pore solution, 


whereas for aggregates with higher porosity, acid ions also get into the pores, which amplifies the neutralization 


process due to the higher exposed surface area (Beddoe and Dorner 2005). Indeed, the acid neutralization effect 


offered by limestone is limited by the fixed volume of limestone aggregate in concrete. Hughes and Guest (1978) 


compared the resistance of concrete mixtures incorporating ordinary portland cement (OPC or GU) and siliceous or 


limestone aggregates to sulfuric acid solutions with concentrations of 0.016% and 0.020% by mass. The authors 


reported that the surface of concrete with siliceous aggregates was more uneven than that with limestone aggregates. 


According to another study (De Belie et al. 2004), the smoother surface texture is because that limestone aggregates 


degrade progressively in layers; the surface of the aggregates and surrounding matrix are exposed to the same acidic 


media, which implies that the paste and the aggregates have a similar rate of deterioration. Chang et al. (2005) 


investigated the resistance of different concrete mixtures incorporating siliceous and limestone aggregates made 


with binary and ternary binders containing blends of fly ash, silica fume and blast-furnace slag to 1% sulfuric acid 


solution with a pH of 1.27 to 1.35. The results showed that mixtures prepared with limestone aggregates had higher 


residual compressive (crushing) load compared to that of the corresponding ones with siliceous aggregates. 


Irrespective of the type of aggregates, concrete made with both binary (GU and slag) and ternary (GU, slag and 


silica fume) binders were less resistant to the acidic exposures than the concrete made from single binders (GU) in 


terms of the residual crushing load. Nevertheless, specimens made from ternary cement (containing silica fume and 


fly ash) had the best performance in terms of visual assessment and mass loss results (Chang et al. 2005).  


 


It was reported that using up to 15% limestone filler (ground in a laboratory mill to a specific surface of 370 m2/kg) 


as replacement of GU can improve the resistance of concrete to sulfuric acid (Ghrici et al. 2007). Bassuoni et al. 


(2007) showed that limestone fillers (specific surface of 3200 and 12000 m2/kg) and aggregates (coarse and fine) 


perform well in sulfuric acid media with moderate aggression (3% sulfuric acid solution with a pH of 2), but higher 


fineness (specific surface of 12000 m2/kg) of limestone fillers comparatively accelerated the rate of mass loss of 


concrete in a highly aggressive (5% concentration with a pH of 1) sulfuric acid solution. Recently, a new type of 


cement has been introduced to the North American market which contains a high level (up to 15%) of interground 


limestone powder (portland limestone cement: PLC). This product is manufactured by intergrinding clinker with 


limestone and natural gypsum on an industrial scale rather than blending limestone powder as filler. A detailed study 


(Marzouki et al. 2013) found that by intergrinding more limestone with clinker ( 0-35% replacement) the specific 


surface of the resultant cement gradually increases (from 260 m2/kg to 480 m2/kg). This study showed the possibility 


of improving strength gain by finer grinding of clinker with limestone and argued that PLC up to 25% limestone 


replacement can perform similar to ordinary portland clinker over time. While there are a number of studies on the 


hydration and strength characterization of concrete made from PLC (e.g. Marzouki et al. 2013; Ramezanianpour et 


al. 2009; Tsivilis et al. 1999) and its response to durability issues such as sulfate attack (e.g. Ramezanianpour and 


Hooton 2013), alkali aggregate reactions and chloride ions penetration (Ghiasvand et al. 2015; Thomas et al. 2010), 


there has been dearth of information on the beneficial effect, if any, of PLC on the performance of concrete 


subjected to acidic media. Therefore, the objective of the current study was to investigate the response, in terms of 


physico-mechanical properties and microstructural features, of concrete made with PLC without or with 


supplementary cementitious materials (SCMs) to a high concentration sulfuric acid solution.  


2. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAMME 


2.1 Materials and Mixtures 


The cements used in this study were general use cement (GU) and portland limestone cement (PLC) that includes 


approximately 12% interground limestone by mass of clinker, which meets CSA A3001; six mixtures were prepared 


in this study, some of which contained Type F fly ash and silica fume as SCMs meeting CSA A3001 (2013). To 


achieve a constant workability level (slump of 75 to 125 mm) for all mixtures, a high-range water reducing 


admixture, based on polycarboxylic acid and complying with ASTM C494 Type F (2015), was used at dosages in 


the range of 200 to 400 ml/100 kg of binder. Well-graded natural gravel (9.5 mm) was used as coarse aggregate; its 
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specific gravity and absorption were 2.65 and 2%, respectively. The fine aggregate was well graded river sand with 


a specific gravity, absorption, and fineness modulus of 2.53, 1.5% and 2.9, respectively. 


 


The water-to-binder ratio (w/b) and total binder content for the six mixtures were kept constant at 0.4 and 390 


kg/m3, respectively. Single binder (control) mixtures were prepared from 100% GU or PLC, while blended binder 


mixtures incorporated GU or PLC with either 30% fly ash (Type F) or 5% silica fume (SF) as a replacement of the 


total binder content. The proportions of the concrete mixtures are given in Table 1. Concrete was mixed in a 


mechanical mixer to prepare triplicates of prismatic specimens (50×50×285 mm) and cylindrical specimens 


(75×150mm), which were cured at standard conditions (22±2˚C and 98% RH) for 28 days according ASTM C192 


(2015). 


2.2 Acid Exposure 


After curing, the initial physico-mechanical properties (mass and compressive and splitting tensile strengths) of the 


concrete specimens were determined. Afterwards, 18 concrete prisms and 18 concrete cylinders (three replicates per 


each mixture) were fully immersed (approximate ratio between the volume of acidic solution and total volume of 


concrete specimens immersed in the solution = 2) in a high concentration (5% by volume) sulfuric acid solution to 


facilitate accelerated and aggressive exposure conditions similar to Bassuoni and Nehdi (2007) and Roy and Arjunan 


(2001). Concrete elements such as foundations (groundwater containing sulfuric acid due to oxidization of pyrite in 


backfill), industrial floors of chemical plants, basement walls of buildings near chemical plants and superstructures 


(due to acid rain) are susceptible to chemical attack by sulfuric acid. While all these exposures can be simulated by 


chemical immersion tests, sewage pipe systems suffer a special type of biogenic sulfuric acid corrosion and may 


require a combination of both chemical and microbiological tests. The present study adopted chemical immersion 


tests to assess, in general, the acid resistance of concrete made of PLC compared to GU counterparts, in order to 


cover a wider spectrum of applications involving acidic media. GU and PLC specimens were fully immersed for two 


consecutive 45-day (i.e. 90 days) time intervals in aggressive sulfuric acid solutions with an initial concentration of 


5%. After the first time interval (45 days), the solutions were renewed with fresh ones. Each group (GU and PLC) of 


mixtures had its own acid bath to provide similar acidic environments for the GU and PLC mixtures and isolate the 


neutralization effect (if any) to the PLC mixtures. In both time intervals, the initial pH (0.1) of the solution increased 


rapidly and reached an average value of 2.5 without any pH control. It is worth mentioning that there is currently no 


standardized procedure to test the resistance of concrete to sulfuric acid attack; the test regime adopted herein 


simulates very aggressive chemical exposure conditions that may occur under severe field conditions. 


Table 1: Proportions of mixtures per cubic meter of concrete 


Mixture 


ID. 


Cement 


(kg/m3) 


Water 


(kg/m3) 


Fly Ash 


(kg/m3) 


Silica 


Fume 


(kg/m3) 


Coarse 


Aggregate 


(kg/m3) 


Fine 


Aggregate 


(kg/m3) 


 28 day 


Compressive 


Strength 


(MPa) 


GU group        


GU 390 156 - - 1228 614  55 


GUF 273 156 117 - 1200 600  46 


GUSF 370 156 - 20 1212 606  65 


         


PLC group        


PLC 390 156 - - 1228 614  60 


PLCF 273 156 117 - 1200 600  47 


PLCSF 370 156 - 20 1212 606  62 
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2.3 Tests 


The compressive and splitting tensile strengths of concrete cylinders and prims at 28 days were determined 


according to ASTM C39 (2015) and C496 (2011), respectively. Specimens were extracted from the solution weekly, 


rinsed three times within the solution to remove loose reaction products, blotted with a paper towel and left to dry at 


20°C and 50% RH for 30 min before visual assessment and recording their masses. For each specimen, the 


cumulative mass loss at the end of each week (MLt) was calculated by:  


 


[1]  100×
M


)-M(M
=ML


i


it
t  


 


where, Mt is the mass of specimen at time t (kg), and Mi is the initial mass of specimen before exposure to sulfuric 


acid (kg).  


 


After 90 days of exposure to 5% sulfuric acid solutions, all cylindrical specimens were tested for residual splitting 


tensile load relative to that of companion specimens stored in the curing chamber (22±2˚C and 98% RH) for the 


same period of time, according to Equation 2:   


 


[2]    100×
L


-LL
L=


c


ca
  


 


where, L is the average change in splitting tensile load of specimens from a specific mixture, La is the average 


splitting tensile load of the specimens immersed in the acidic solution for 90 days, and Lc is the average splitting 


tensile load of the corresponding specimens stored in standard curing conditions for 90 days.  


 


To investigate the degradation mechanisms within the surface of specimens, microanalysis was conducted on 


fracture surfaces from selected mixtures, which were examined using scanning electron microscopy (SEM). These 


samples were carbon coated and examined under the secondary mode of SEM; in addition, energy-dispersive X-ray 


analysis (EDX) was also used to characterize the crystals identified during the SEM investigation. To complement 


the observations from SEM, thermal analysis using differential scanning calorimetery (DSC) were conducted on 


powder samples extracted from the surface (0 to 20 mm) of selected specimens exposed to the sulfuric acid attack. 


This powder was prepared from carefully extracted fracture pieces (not including large coarse aggregate) of 


specimens, which were pulverized to fine powder passing through sieve #200 (75 μm). 


3 RESULT AND DISCUSSION  


3.1 Visual Assessment 


Immediately after immersion in the solution, the acid started to react with all the concrete specimens from the GU 


and PLC groups as indicated by numerous air bubbles rising up to the surface of the solution. Since the first day of 


exposure, white powdery material (identified as gypsum by DSC) deposited progressively on the surface of all 


specimens, with no notable differences among specimens from the single or blended binders in the GU and PLC 


groups throughout the entire exposure. Continual leaching of gypsum led to an off-white residue in the bottom of 


containers with a consistency similar to cement paste. At the end of the first week of immersion, all the specimens 


had exposed aggregates, and with the progression of acidic reactions, they became significantly exposed with 


incidental disintegration of coarse aggregate. After 45 days of exposure, when the solution was renewed, debonding 


of aggregate from the paste was notable. At the end of exposure (90 days), all specimens generally had uneven 


surfaces (due to using siliceous aggregate) surrounded by soft paste, which implicates the decomposition of the 


cementitious matrix at and near the reaction zone with the acidic solution. Figure 1 depicts the visual progression of 


damage at different ages of exposure. At the end of the exposure, the manifestations of damage were comparable for 


specimens made from the single and blended binders in the GU and PLC groups. Thus, other physico-mechanical 


parameters and microstructural features are needed to evaluate the relative performance of the mixtures.  
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Figure 1: Feaures of damage of concrete specimens immersed in the 5% sulfuric acid solutions after 1 (left),7 


(middle) and 13 (right) weeks.  


3.2 Mass Loss 


The trends of mass loss for specimens from all mixtures exposed to the 5% sulfuric acid solutions are shown in 


Figure 2, and the total mass loss of the mixtures with its standard error bars is shown in Figure 3. After 90 days of 


exposure, the mass loss of the GU and PLC mixtures ranged from 18 to 23% and 20 to 23%, respectively. Since the 


first week of exposure, notable mass loss of about 4 to 5% was observed for all the mixtures, and the rate of mass 


loss continued to increase up to the fourth week of exposure. Subsequently, the rate of mass loss was minimal or 


unchanged between the fifth and seventh week of exposure, due to absorption of solution and the increase of the pH 


in the solution up to 2.5; however, the rate of mass loss increased sharply from the seventh week up to the end of 


exposure due to renewing the sulfuric acid solutions. At the end of exposure, concrete mixtures made from GU and 


GU with silica fume (GUSF) had relatively higher total mass loss (about 17% and 4%, respectively) than that of the 


corresponding specimens made from PLC. This trend might be due to the acid neutralization effect offered by the 


limestone component (12% by mass of clinker) in PLC. However, specimens made from the GU and fly ash binder 


(GUF) yielded less mass loss (reduction of 12%) than that of the PLCF specimens. Within the GU group, the 


standard error bars (Figure 3) indicate that the use of 30% fly ash had a significant effect on the average mass loss 


results, as it led to 24% reduction in mass loss compared to the control specimens (GU). Comparatively, the 


combination of 5% silica fume with 95% GU had no significant effect on the mass loss results. For the PLC 


mixtures, incorporation of fly ash with PLC (PLCF) had no significant effect on the mass loss results (overlapping 


range of error bars with the PLC specimens), while incorporation of silica fume notably increased the amount of 


mass loss by 13% compared to the control (PLC) and fly ash (PLCF) specimens. The higher mass loss of concrete 


prepared with silica fume in comparison to mixtures (PLC containing 6-20% limestone) without silica fume under a 


sulfuric acid exposure has also been reported in other studies (e.g. Girardi et al. 2010). Indeed, the mass loss results 


suggest that the type of binder affect the behavior of concrete in the acidic solution; thus, the reaction and sound 


zones in the mixtures, were further studied by thermal and microscopy analyses (Section 3.4).  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 2: Average mass loss with time for mixtures with: (a) GU, and (b) PLC. 
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Figure 3: Average mass loss after 90 days of exposure. 


 


3.3 Change of Splitting Tensile Load 


The common approach in previous studies on the resistance of concrete to sulfuric acid attack is to determine mass 


loss and residual compressive strength of specimens to evaluate the relative performance of various concrete 


mixtures. Since the development pattern of flexural and tensile strengths is similar to that of compressive strength 


(Hooton et al. 2007) and concrete in practice frequently fails under tensile stresses, the current study focused on 


determining the change in splitting tensile load following the recommendations of  Miletić et al. (1998) and 


Bassuoni and Nehdi (2012). The change in splitting tensile load (crushing load at failure) of all mixtures is depicted 


in Figure 4. At the end of exposure, GU specimens had a slight increase in the splitting tensile load (about 6%), 


while the splitting tensile load for the PLC specimens was almost unchanged. The highest loss in splitting tensile 


load was observed for the specimens made from the GU and fly ash binder (GUF), even though these specimens 


yielded the lowest mass loss (18%) among all the mixtures. Similarly, the PLC specimens comprising fly ash 


(PLCF) had the highest loss (10%) in the splitting tensile load in the PLC group. Specimens containing silica fume 


had a mixed trend in terms of the change of the splitting tensile load, as GUSF specimens had minor loss (1%), 


while the PLCSF specimens had a loss of 8% despite that specimens from both mixtures showed a comparable mass 


loss of about 23%.  


 


 
Figure 4: Change of the splitting tensile load of all mixtures after 90 days of immersion in the 5% sulfuric acid 


solutions.  
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Figure 5 illustrates the relationship between the mass loss and change in splitting tensile load of specimens. It can be 


observed that there is a scatter of data among the six mixtures, with counterintuitive trends in the sense that mixtures 


with lower mass loss (e.g. GUF and PLCF) had higher loss in the splitting tensile load and vice versa. While some 


researchers (e.g. Chang et al. 2005) argue that the use of crushing load provides a more reliable indicator than the 


mass change for assessing the deterioration of concrete in acidic environments, others (e.g. Miletić et al. 1998, 


Bassuoni and Nehdi 2007) showed that these two parameters are not correlated. Previous studies (Bassuoni et al. 


2007; Siad et al. 2010) also did not find any specific relationship between these parmaters and reported strength 


(compressive) gain, relative to the intial strength before exposure, of many mixtures after immersion in acidic 


solutions. The observed results for the change in splitting tensile load (loss or gain) have been affected by multiple 


factors such as the geometry of tested specimens and type of binder. For example, in contrast to testing unexposed 


specimens stored in the curing room, concrete specimens exposed to the acidic solution had a relatively variable 


geometry (uneven surface, Figure 1) along their height leading to planes of stress concentration, load eccentricity 


and non-uniform stress distribution, which might have contributed to reducing the crushing load of some specimens 


(GUF, PCF, PLCSF). The behaviour of GUF and PLCF specimens can be also attributed to the higher later-age 


strength gain of the concrete specimens comprising 30% fly ash stored in the curing chamber (i.e. higher loss in the 


percentage of crushing load, Equation 2), which is typical of Class F fly ash (Mehta and Monteiro, 2014). In 


addition, the crushing load is influenced by the volume of the sound concrete core of specimens or the effective 


volume. It was stated that the inner core of concrete may undergo significant densification in an acidic medium due 


to continual hydration of the paste,  reduction in calcium-to-silicate ratio and polymerisation of C–S–H (Macías et 


al. 1999). This argument may be substantiated by the specimens (GU, GUSF, PLC) that showed comparable or even 


slightly higher splitting tensile load than that of the corresponding specimens stored in the curing room for the same 


time interval. Hence, it can be deduced the mass loss and change in strength of concrete exposed to acidic media are 


two independent parameters; the former reflects the deterioration/decomposition that takes place in the exposed 


surface, while the latter is affected by a number of parameters including the texture of testing surface and alteration 


of the bulk volume of the sound core of specimens.   


 


 
Figure 5: Mass loss versus change in splitting tensile load after 90 days of exposure to 


the 5% sulfuric acid solutions.  


4. THERMAL AND MICROSTRUCTURAL ANALYSES 


Table 2 provides a summary for the DSC analysis of the main phases (ettringite, gypsum, portlandite) in the 


cementitious matrix of all mixtures with their corresponding enthalpies, and Figure 6 shows exemplar micrographs 


from the SEM analysis. After 90 days of exposure, micrographs taken from fracture surfaces of the exposed 


specimens (0 to 10 mm from the surface) indicated that the surface of concrete underwent significant deterioration 


due to the sulfuric acid attack (Figure 6a). As confirmed by EDX, the reaction zones (0 to 2 mm from the exposed 


surface) comprising gypsum crystals (e.g. Figure 6b) with incidental features of ettringite in areas towards the sound 


paste [more than 6 mm from the exposed surface] (e.g. Figure. 6c), where the pH of the matrix was still sufficiently 


high to maintain the stability of ettringite. It is worth noting that the reaction zone within all specimens were notably 


thin (0 to 2 mm in thickness), as the deteriorated surface readily deposited in the containers, and thus the powder 
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samples prepared for the DSC tests contained a considerable part of the sound matrix. The amounts of portlandite, as 


expressed by enthalpy, in specimens from GU, GUSF, PLC, and PLCSF mixtures stored in the curing chamber were 


comparable to that in the corresponding specimens immersed in the acid solutions (Table 2). This suggests that the 


sound part of the exposed specimens had a continual hydration activity, which generally links to the trends of the 


change in the splitting tensile load for these specimens. Specimens incorporating 5% silica fume had less portlandite 


than that in the control specimens (Table 2), which might make the C-S-H more vulnerable to decomposition in 


acidic media. This trend was primarily visible for the PLCSF compared to PLC specimens.    


Table 2: Enthalpies (J/g) of the main phases in the cementitious matrix  


 
After 90 days in the sulfuric acid 


solutions 


After 90 


days in the 


curing 


chamber 


Mixture 


ID. 


Ettringite 


(90-


100ºC) 


Gypsum 


(120-135 


ºC) 


Portlandite 


(420-440 


ºC) 


Portlandite 


(420-440 ºC) 


GU group    


GU 13.9 5.2 58.1  56.8 


GUF 8.2 3.8 31.3 16.3 


GUSF 5.3 14.7 38.6 40.1 


PLC group    


PLC 5.6 3.7 52.8 50.9 


PLCF 7.7 5.2 30.7 18.5 


PLCSF 2.9 4.6 37.8 38.5 


 


 


   


 


  


Figure 6: Exemplar micrographs for: (a) deteriorated surface and sound part (GUSF), (b) gypsum crystals in the 


reaction zone (PLC), (c) ettringite rosettes growing in an air void away from the surface (GU), and (d) unreacted fly 


ash particles within the reaction zone (PLCF).  


(a) (b) 


(d) (c) 


Reaction zone Sound matrix 
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For the fly ash mixtures GUF and PLCF, however, the amounts of portlandite in the specimens stored in the curing 


chamber were 40 to 50% that in the corresponding specimens immersed in the acid solution. In the curing chamber, 


there was efficient later-age pozzolanic activity of Class F fly ash as indicated by the consumption of portlandite, 


which augments the earlier discussion in Section 3.3 about the marked loss of strength for mixtures containing fly 


ash. However, when these mixtures were immersed in the sulfuric acid solutions, it seems that the pozzloanic 


reactivity of fly ash was considerably discounted or hindered, as indicated by the increase in the portlandite content 


due to the hydration reactions of the GU component in the binder (Table 2), and the occurrence of numerous 


unreacted fly ash particles in and away from the reaction zone (e.g. Figure 6d), especially that these specimens were 


cured for 28 days only. It appears that the existence of abundantly unreacted fly ash particles, encapsulated by 


gypsum crystals within the reaction zone might help discounting the rate of sulfuric acid attack on the cementitious 


matrix. According to Table 2 and Figure 6d, it can be deduced that fly ash particles acted as inert filler in acidic 


media (Kim et al. 2003), in a similar manner to siliceous aggregate, thus the paste volume vulnerable to acid 


reactions was reduced. Perhaps, if the fly ash specimens were adequately cured (56 days or more) before exposure, 


this filler effect might have diminished. In the PLCF specimens, the effect of fly ash was not magnified by the 


neutralization capacity of the limestone component, as the substitution of PLC by 30% fly ash diluted the amount of 


limestone to about 8% roughly, and the total paste volume of PLCF was more (6%) than that of PLC. Hence, the net 


effect led to a comparable behaviour for specimens made from PLC and PLCF.    


5. CONCLUSIONS 


Considering the high concentration of sulfuric acid solutions, period of exposure, testing methods, and the material 


types as well as proportions used in this study, the following conclusions can be drawn:  


 


 Visual assessment did not show distinctive features of damage among specimens made from the single and 


blended binders in the GU and PLC groups. 


 The mass loss and change in strength of concrete exposed to acidic media are two independent parameters; the 


former reflects the decomposition that takes place in the exposed surface, while the latter is affected by other 


parameters including the testing surface and alteration of the bulk volume of the sound part. 


 Specimens from the PLC mixture had less total mass loss than that of the corresponding specimens from the GU 


mixture, due to the acid neutralization effect offered by the limestone component (12% by mass of clinker) in 


PLC.  


 While 5% silica fume tended to increase the vlunerability of paste to decomposition in acidc media, specimens 


containg 30% fly ash had better resistance to the sulfuric acid attack, as reflected by the mass loss results. GUF 


and PLCF specimens, which were cured for 28 dys, comprised variable sizes of unreacted fly ash particles which 


acted as inert filler in the reaction zone, in a similar manner to siliceous aggregate, thus reducing the volume of 


paste vulnerable to acidic attack.  


 In the PLCF specimens, the effect of fly ash was not amplified by the neutralization capacity of the limestone 


component, since the substitution of PLC by 30% fly ash diluted the amount of limestone powder in the binder; 


hence, the net effect led to a comparable behaviour to specimens made from the PLC mixture.     
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ABSTRACT  


There is a comprehensive transportation consulting industry across Canada that provides engineering services for 


highway and roadway design, environmental assessments, traffic engineering, etc. that all contribute to the 


development of our transportation infrastructure. However, as leaders in transportation planning and engineering, 


these transportation consultants must also strive to ‘practice what we preach’ in terms of promoting sustainable 


transportation solutions in our communities and in our daily lives. The purpose of this presentation is to examine the 


Travel Demand Management (TDM) initiatives that our AECOM Richmond Hill office has implemented to promote 


more sustainable work related commuting, and to present a discussion on successes and lessons learned through the 


application of these programs. 


 


Being a part of the transportation planning and engineering industry, transportation consultants understand that 


major interim capacity improvements are not always possible and are not the only solution to congestion issues, 


particularly in the dense and congested Greater Toronto and Hamilton Area (GTHA). 


 


As leaders in transportation planning and engineering, transportation consultants must strive to lead by example in 


terms of promoting sustainable transportation solutions in Canada on a daily basis. This presentation will illustrate 


an employer’s perspective of transportation consultancy Travel Demand Management (TDM) programs to promote 


more sustainable work related commuting, including: our motive to remain committed to participating in these TDM 


initiatives; recent initiatives we have participated in; metrics for measuring success; other mechanisms that may be 


pursued; and what worked, what did not work and lessons learned.  


 


TDM is a strategy to reduce the single occupancy vehicle (SOV) demand within the existing transportation network. 


By implementing TDM measures, highway congestion and traveler delay can be reduced resulting in fewer needs to 


increase the existing roadway capacity. 


 


The GTHA is the fastest growing urban region in Canada and the third fastest in North America. Congestion is a 


pre-existing issue and we need to plan for an additional 100,000 people per year over the next 20 years. This will 


result in approximately 1.5 million additional passenger and commercial vehicle trips per day in the GTA by the 


year 2031. This increased transportation demand cannot be ignored. 


 


A number of large scale Multimodal Transportation Planning Studies have been completed to better understand the 


required improvements that will foster and manage this growth, including optimization of the existing road networks 


and expanding non-road infrastructure. The development of a Traffic Management strategy that reduces demand and 


improves system efficiency will ultimately result in improved performance of the existing transportation system.   


 


In addition, based on Statistics Canada (2011), roughly 15.4 million Canadians commute to work on a daily basis 


and four out of five commuters rely on an SOV as transport. The average commute time varies greatly depending on 


where you live. For many of those who commute into the city, commute times tend to be longer, and longer 


commutes for employees mean much higher gas usage and more wear and tear on vehicles resulting in high 


associated daily commute costs. 
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As a result of the growing need for TDM measure implementation within Canada's Urban Growth Centres, 


initiatives have been implemented at our office to promote a more efficient and sustainable use of the existing 


transportation infrastructure in the GTHA. These initiatives include workplace policies, on-site commuter friendly 


installations, participation in commuter organizations, regular informative interactive workshops, advocacy in the 


local employer community, and support from the local transportation management association. These initiatives are 


meant to benefit employees financially, help reduce SOVs during peak periods, support a healthier working 


atmosphere, and benefit the environment by reducing Green House Gas (GHG) emissions. 


 


By providing these tools to employees, members of our staff have been able to shift transportation modes, alter 


traveling routes and reduce or retime their daily commutes. In particular, recently employees have taken advantage 


of designated carpool parking spaces; regional bike to work day; and our corporate step challenge to promote 


walking commutes and healthier living.  


 


There are a number of other mechanisms that an employer can consider to promote sustainable commuting within 


the workplace. As an example, to encourage carpool groups an employer can offer a vanpool fleet service, where 


company maintained vehicles are available on site for work related carpool trips. In addition, a stigma is often 


associated with carpooling due to less flexibility and reliability. In the case of our local transportation management 


association, if an emergency arises, sustainable commuters can receive full reimbursement for their expenses 


through an Emergency Ride Home claim service. For instance, if a carpool match is unable to complete a return trip, 


an employee can take a taxi or transit service and be fully reimbursed for the travel expense through this service.   


 


To measure and track employer TDM measure success, employer travel surveys should be completed regularly. 


These surveys typically include questions such as what is your current daily commute mode; have you tried 


carpooling; and, what are the barriers preventing you from switching modes. These surveys can then be used to 


determine areas that require improvement.  


 


How can other Canadian employers get involved with TDM implementation? 


 


To get started in implementing a successful TDM program in the workplace, designate an ambassador or committee 


that already participate in sustainable commuting to develop a program and engage employees. As frequent 


employee engagement is required for these programs, ambassadors that already understand the benefits of TDM 


measures will likely promote the program with enthusiasm and will keep it fresh for employees. Be sure to reach out 


to the local TMA or advocacy group as these groups can offer a wide variety of starter program services to 


companies for reasonable prices.  


 


Seeking senior management support and funding for starter TDM initiatives is crucial to the success of the program. 


Some inexpensive beginner TDM initiatives that are proven successful include office flex hours to promote time-


shift, use of conference calls to minimize trips, business casual attire days to promote active transportation, lunch 


and learn workshops to educate employees about sustainable commuting, and on site facilities such as bike racks 


and carpool parking spaces. 


 


Finally, based on individual employer travel surveys results, customize your TDM initiatives to your specific 


workplace as some initiatives work better than others depending on office location, available transit services and 


focus of the workplace. By providing these sustainable commuting initiatives to employees, employers can have a 


noticeable impact on the local performance and reliability of the existing transportation network. 
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A PARKWAY IN A PRAIRIE: THE RT. HON. HERB GRAY PARKWAY 


Joel Foster 


Ministry of Transportation of Ontario, Canada 


ABSTRACT 


Can a new international trade corridor successfully co-exist with one of the world’s most threatened ecosystems?  


Through careful design and innovative mitigation, the Rt. Hon. Herb Gray Parkway (the Parkway)  was built with 


sensitivity to the adjacent tallgrass prairie. The Parkway was approved under the Ontario Environmental Assessment 


Act and the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act as the new freeway connection between Highway 401 and a 


new crossing of the Detroit River between Windsor, Ontario and Detroit, Michigan.    


 


Tallgrass prairie ecosystems are one of  the most endangered vegetation communities on Earth and home to many 


rare species. The Parkway's ecological approach has  resulted in an increase of over 100 ha. of Tallgrass Prairie 


habitat.  


 


This presentation will explain how the design of the Parkway limited impacts to 0.4 hectares of high quality 


ecological habitat. Other outcomes will be highlighted, including: 


 How First Nation traditional knowledge has supported Tallgrass Prairie restoration and species at risk 


protection 


 How a tunnel top serves as an ecopassage reconnecting two natural areas for the benefit of two species at risk 


snakes and other wildlife 


 How impacts to species at risk were minimized without compromise to the project schedule 


 How an end-to-end trail system has been integrated with the surrounding natural environment 


 How a unique stormwater management system will  improve overall water quality and aquatic health  


 How important fish habitat is being restored at an overall 3:1 ratio.  


 


Keywords: Tallgrass prairie, ecological approach, First Nations, species at risk, below-grade highway, ecopassage 


1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 


1.1 Ecosystem Approach  


The Rt. Hon. Herb Gray Parkway (the Parkway) is the Ontario access road portion of a new end-to-end border 


transportation system between Windsor, Ontario and Detroit, Michigan. It was identified under the Detroit River 


International Crossing (DRIC) study Environmental Assessment (EA).The Ontario Ministry of Transportation 


(MTO) faced a twofold challenge on this project working with a new procurement model (Public Private 


Partnership) under very tight timelines, and dealing with a rare tallgrass prairie ecosystem and the first D-permit 


under the Ontario Endangered Species Act, 2007(ESA). 


 


Very little tallgrass prairie remains in North America with estimates ranging from five percent to less than one 


percent of the original ecosystem. The Ojibway Prairie Complex, which is adjacent to the Parkway, is the largest 


protected prairie in Ontario. It is home to more species at risk than anywhere in Ontario aside from Walpole Island. 


The project has protected tallgrass prairie by reducing the project footprint through design measures and by 


maximizing opportunities to restore, create and enhance the area’s ecological connectivity. As a result, over 100 ha. 


of tallgrass prairie habitat is being restored and less than 0.4 hectares of high quality vegetation was impacted. An 


ecosystem approach which aims to understand interactions between physical, biological and anthropocentric 


components and recognizes the need for conservation, was applied to address the unique environmental sensitivities 
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within the Parkway throughout the planning, design and construction phases and will continue throughout 


maintenance and operation of the Parkway.  


By following an integrated, ecosystem based approach to planning, the Parkway project demonstrates how 


transportation needs can be addressed without jeopardizing environmental health and integrity. 


1.2 Sustainable Outcomes 


There were a number of sustainable outcomes on the Parkway due to its unique design. By building the highway 


below-grade with  a series of 11 tunnels, the Parkway has re-connected communities on either side of the corridor.  


A multi-use trail system running the length of the Parkway provides an opportunity for active transportation and 


links users to community features through 50 access points. The new trail also offers opportunities for users to 


connect with nature and to develop a better understanding of the area’s unique ecological features.  


 


One of the 11 tunnel tops is a dedicated ecopassage. This is  the largest ecopassage in Ontario with an area of 


14,544m2  roughly the  equivalent of 9 NHL hockey rinks. This ecopassage connects two natural areas that have 


been separated since the construction of Huron Church Road in the 1920s.  


 


An estimated 200,000 species at risk plants along with many rare associate plants were successfully transplanted to 


protected restoration areas outside the corridor. Through two years of scientific trials, successful methods were 


found for propagating and transplanting Colicroot. The trials were a requirement of Permits issued under the ESA, 


as the project impacted the largest known population of Colicroot in Ontario.The transplantation method involved 


moving Colicroot individuals and associated plants along with an estimated 850 tonnes of prairie soil. 


Between 2008 and 2014, 504 species at risk snakes (Eastern Foxsnake and Butler’s Gartersnake) were relocated 


from the construction footprint to protected Tallgrass Prairie areas. Relocated snakes have successfully selected new 


places to hibernate, lay eggs, and give birth to live young, exhibiting adaptability to new habitats. One particularly 


innovative approach was to use the  foundations of former houses to construct hibernacula for snakes.  


A new stormwater management system improves overall water quality for the receiving watercourses through the 


removal of sediment from highway runoff. New fish habitat has been created to address the lifecycle needs of 


important fish species including a major new spawning feature on the Lennon Drain which includes naturalized, 


meandering channels and refuge pools that  provide increased water depths during low flow periods.   


1.3 Relationship with First Nations 


The relationship between Walpole Island First Nation (WIFN) and MTO began during the early planning stages of 


the DRIC EA. With a shared interest in tallgrass prairie and the species that depend on this ecosystem, community 


members have taken an active interest in the Parkway. WIFN encouraged the Parkway team to consider the 


protection of the entire shared ecosystem, and not just individual species. This ecosystem perspective has guided 


MTO’s environmental approach for the Parkway. WIFN community members contributed to the archaeological and 


natural heritage investigations for the Parkway, and have played an important role in restoration and species at risk 


transplanting efforts. Through community led Ecosystem Circles, opportunities to integrate First Nation culture into 


the aesthetic and small scale public art elements of the Parkway landscape and urban design were identified. 
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CULTURE & INFRASTRUCTURE 
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MMM | WSP, Canada 


ABSTRACT  


The City of London, Canada has been implementing cycling infrastructure since the 1980s.  The City’s formal 


cycling master planning efforts to improve the cycling culture within the City were successfully “launched” in 2005 


with the development and adoption of the City’s first Cycling Master Plan. The first master plan was followed by a 


strategic implementation plan which was completed in 2007 and used to guide planning, design and engineering 


efforts by City staff. The completion and adoption of both of these plans has led to the development of 


comprehensive off-road network of cycling facilities along the City’s premier Thames River Valley and an initial 


on-road network. 


 


Though the City has experienced substantial success in the areas of cycling planning, design and engineering, in 


recent years there has been increasing support by local residents, stakeholders and staff for a system of cycling 


facilities that connects all of the major destinations, communities and neighbourhoods.  A desire exists for a network 


that provides cyclists with a continuous system of on and off-road facilities and allows cyclists to feel comfortable 


when cycling in all areas throughout the City and provides cyclists with facilities that are considered the most 


appropriate and safe for the condition in which they are implemented.  


 


The planning, design and implementation master plans, design guidelines, standards and best practices related to the 


design of cycling facilities have emerged over the past 5 to 10 years.  These include the Ontario Traffic Manual 


(OTM) Book 18: Cycling Facilities, Ministry of Transportation Ontario (MTO) Bikeways Design Guidelines, 


National Association of City Transportation Officials (NACTO) Urban Bikeway Design Guidelines and American 


Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) Bike Guide, among others. In order to create 


a City-wide network of modern cycling facilities that reflect sound engineering and planning judgement, an updated 


approach to cycling master planning was needed.  


 


In 2015, City staff embarked on a project, London ON Bikes, to create a new cycling master plan with the help of 


the consulting team at MMM Group. The master plan is being developed as a collaborative effort between the 


consultant team, staff from various City departments, stakeholders, members of the public and politicians. The 


policies, strategies and recommendations contained within the draft master plan were developed with the goal of 


achieving five key objectives: 


 


1. Identification of a network of new routes, enhancements to existing routes and transitions between on and off-


road routes; 


2. Provision of facilities that are considered connected, comfortable and safe for all types of cyclists; 


3. Development of route and facility maintenance practices;  


4. Identification of priorities for implementation to improve connectivity and the overall sustainability of City 


infrastructure and funding; and, 


5. Build upon programs and initiatives to increase awareness and interest.  
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The master plan is being completed using a four phase 


process which was completed during 2015 and early 2016. 


One of key components of the master plan is the 


comprehensive cycling network made up of on and off-


road facilities linking all corners of the City. The network 


was developed using an eight stage network development 


process which is founded on the steps and principles 


outlined in Ontario Traffic Manual Book 18. The result of 


the master planning and network development process is a 


comprehensive, tool based master plan that is intended to 


guide decision making across various City departments 


over the next 20+ years. Included in the master plan are the 


innovative strategies and recommendations including: 


 


1. A phased (short, medium and long-term) approach to 


implementing the cycling network, coordinated with 


other infrastructure / construction (e.g. environmental 


assessments, scheduled capital projects, future rapid 


transit connections, etc.). Implementation is further 


guided by strategic costing and funding assumptions 


based on available budgets and economies of scale.   


2. A strategy for maintaining cycling infrastructure year-


round. The strategy takes into consideration the 


different types of maintenance that are required for 


various cycling infrastructure designs and includes a 


proposed approach for maintaining cycling 


infrastructure during winter months based on available 


budgets and public expectations. 


3. An approach to signing the cycling network including 


both regulatory signage as well as promotional wayfinding to help improve both commuter and recreational 


cycling and cycle tourism.  This includes clearer and more comfortable transitions between on and off-road 


facilities.  


4. Promotion and education initiatives based on past successes and best practices to help promote and encourage 


local residents to cycle for various trip types and purposes.  


 


The master plan is not just an update but a revised vision for cycling that is reflective of the cultural change that is so 


desired by staff, Council, stakeholders and the public. The content has been developed to address the unique 


conditions found throughout the City while also considering the need for greater environmental, cultural and social 


change.  
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ABSTRACT  


Multifunctional and multiphysics cellular solids are introduced in this paper as load-bearing structural components. 


Cellular solids offer a robust low-mass alternative for applications requiring lightweight and stiff components. The 


unique properties of cellular solids are achieved through cell geometry, connectivity, relative density, and properties 


of constituent materials. Inspired by biological systems, smart cellular solids can integrate low-mass, 


sensing/actuating, and self-healing properties into structural components. Discrete fabrication, by integrating patches 


of smart/active materials onto cellular solids, and continuous fabrication, using additive manufacturing, are two 


fabrication techniques for the manufacturing of multifunctional cellular solids. We propose a multiscale 


methodology for the analysis and design of smart cellular structures on the basis of homogenization, structural 


hierarchy, multiphysics simulation, and multi-objective optimization. It is shown that relative density, cell 


microarchitechture, cell topology, and volume fraction play a considerable role on the characteristics of 


multifunctional materials. At last, the potential application of smart cellular solids in civil and building construction 


industry are reviewed. The paper sheds lights on the emergence of multifunctional and multiphysics materials in 


industrial sectors and introduces the effect of tailoring the architecture of smart cellular solids in multiple scales on 


tuning and optimizing the structural functionality. 


 


Keywords: Additive manufacturing, Cellular solids, Multifunctional material, Multiphysics simulation, Structural 


engineering.  


1. INTRODUCTION 


Remarkable amount of energy and material is wasted in industrial sectors, from building and transportation to 


automotive and aerospace. The culprits are not only the construction and manufacturing process or inefficient 


thermodynamic cycles of operating systems, but also the lack of existence of reliable lightweight materials with low 


energy consumption and multiple functionalities. Inspired by nature and biological systems, where load-carrying, 


sensing, actuating, and self-healing properties are all integrated, advanced multifunctional and multiphysics 


materials can be designed and synthesized as a promising alternative to reduce both energy and material waste. 


Multifunctional and multiphysics materials can not only serve as load-bearing structural materials, but also as self-


powered vibration and thermal insulators. These types of advanced materials can be utilized for electric power 


generation via embedding fuel-cells, photovoltaic cells, and piezoelectric materials into porous composite materials   


(Akbarzadeh 2013, Akbarzadeh et al, 2014, Guo et al. 2015, Lee et al. 2014). 


 


Smart materials with multifunctional capabilities, energy harvesting abilities, and a low level of external energy 


consumption are recently being developed, in the form of piezoelectric and multiferroic materials, to provide 


intelligent self-powered sensors and actuators (Akbarzadeh et al. 2014). At the same time, cellular solids with 


distinctive physical properties offer a robust low-mass alternative for applications requiring lightweight and stiff 


components (Wadley et al. 2003). Man-made metamaterials fashioned by repeating unit cells have recently enabled 


designers and engineers to achieve unprecedented physical properties, like negative stiffness, phononic band gaps, 


and negative index of refraction (Lee et al. 2012). Opposed to conventional composite materials, metamaterials gain 
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their extreme properties from their underlying microarchitecture and not only from the material composition. On the 


other hand, nature reveals incredible innovation in the design of biological systems that can inspire designers to 


integrate multiple functionalities into a single structure/material. In this attempt, multifunctional materials have 


recently been synthetized to integrate load-carrying, sensing, actuating, and self-healing properties into a single 


material.  


 


In this article, we highlight the prospect of practical applications of advanced cellular-based multifunctional and 


multiphysics metamaterials. Specific attention is devoted to load-bearing multifunctional materials in construction 


and steel/composite structure sectors. We present a straightforward multiphysics approach for the analysis, design, 


and manufacturing of multifunctional cellular solids not only as load-bearing structural materials but also as thermal 


and vibration insulators and self-powered sustainable energy harvesters. As a case study, a functionally graded load-


bearing beam made of multifunctional cellular solids is considered. It is found that how the tailoring of 


microarchitecture can effectively optimize the structural performance of multifunctional materials, while reducing 


the weight of structure.  


2. MULTIFUCNTIONAL CELLULAR SOLIDS 


Conventional design concepts for structural components focus on inhibiting static and fatigue failure as well as 


excessive deflection under multiphysics load. As a result, stiff and high-mass materials with a single functionality 


are typically employed for the material selection of structural design. Concerning the limitation on material and 


energy resources, the environmental impact of using mineral/natural resources, and the large amount of material 


waste during construction and manufacturing, innovation in design concepts and construction materials is inevitable 


to lessen the negative impacts on our economy and environment. Advanced lightweight active materials, like 


multifunctional cellular solids, are one of the evolving materials to lighten structural components and to integrate 


multiple functionalities into one single material. As shown in Fig. 1, heavy, stiff, and expensive steels, concretes, 


and timbers can be replaced by advanced multifunctional materials for design of structural components in dams, 


offshore structures, and bridges. Among the advanced materials, one can refer to functionally graded cellular 


materials (FGCM), shellular and cellular materials, graphene and carbon nanotubes, mechanical metamaterials, 


multifunctional polymers, piezoelectric films, foldable origami/kirigami-like structures (Akbarzadeh et al. 2014, 


Han et al. 2015, Rodriguez-Perez et al. 2013, Rafsanjani et al. 2015, Lee et al. 2014, Park et al. 2014, Filipov et al. 


2015, Overvelde et al. 2016).  


 


To fabricate lightweight structures, porous materials are one of the most promising alternatives. For example, the 


core of lightweight sandwich panels can be made of either foams, e.g. polyurethane foams, or periodic cellular solids 


(lattices), e.g. corrugated metals. The porous materials are preferred to their solid counterparts because of their low 


mass, ability to satisfy multifunctional requirements, low thermal expansion, reasonable electrical conductivity and 


flow permeability, and thermal and acoustic isolation capabilities. The properties of cellular materials are controlled 


by the geometry of the unit cell, in particular their topology, nodal connectivity, and relative density. While there are 


many studies on the multiphysics responses of cellular materials, the research on multifunctional cellular solids is 


very recent due to the complexity of manufacturing of multifunctional cellular solids. Recent advances in fast 


prototyping and material science enable us to ponder about the fabrication and design of cellular solids made of 


smart and multiferroic particles with multifunctional capabilities.   


 


Analysis and design of multifunctional cellular solids need a complex multiscale analysis via the detailed finite 


element analysis and/or molecular dynamics simulation. To avoid the intricate procedure, homogenization theory 


can be used to determine effective properties of multifunctional cellular solids (Hollister et al. 1992). Via 


homogenization, multifunctional composites with complex microarchitecture and material composition are replaced 


by homogenous materials with effective multiphysics properties. The concept of homogenization in a sandwich tube 


with a cellular core has schematically been illustrated in Fig. 2 (Akbarzadeh et al. 2014). Among homogenization 


techniques, e.g. micropolar theory, standard mechanics, and asymptotic homogenization, we introduce standard 


mechanics homogenization for the analysis of architectured multifunctional materials.  
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Fig. 1: Innovative design in building construction and structural design by the application of advanced lightweight 


active materials, e.g. FGCM, shellular materials, graphene and carbon nanotubes, metamaterials, multifunctional 


polymers, and piezoelectric films (Akbarzadeh et al. 2014, Han et al. 2015,  Rodriguez-Perez et al. 2013, Rafsanjani 


et al. 2015, Lee et al. 2014, Park et al. 2014). 


 


Standard mechanics homogenization can be applied to each unit cell of cellular-based multifunctional composites to 


obtain effective multiphysics properties. For example, the effective stiffness tensor of a representative volume 


element is expressed as: 


 


[1]   RVEmnklijmn


RVE


ijkl dVMC
V


C
1


                                                   


 


where ijklC  )3,2,1,,,( lkji  is stiffness tensors, 
RVEV  is the volume of a representative volume element 


(RVE), and ijklM  represents local structural tensor. In Eq. (1), overbar stands for the effective properties. Using the 


homogenization approach, effective multiphysics properties can be expressed in terms of cell topology, material 


composition of multifunctional materials, and relative density 
sr  / , in which the subscript “s” represents 


solid materials. This approach enables us to come up with design charts of multiphysics properties of 


multifunctional cellular solids to reach optimum lightweight structures with low energy and materials consumption. 
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Fig. 2: Schematic figure on the concept of homogenization for the multiscale analysis of structures made of 


solid/cellular-based multifunctional composites (Akbarzadeh et al. 2014). 


3. MULTIPHYSICS SIMULATION OF MULTIFUNCTIONAL MATERIALS 


Multiphysics simulation is the modelling of interaction among physical fields acting simultaneously. Multiphysics 


interaction is typically described by a set of partial differential equations, which are often strongly coupled 


(Akbarzadeh et al. 2014). The coupling in multiphysics simulation of multifunctional materials can often span 


multiple length scales, from nanoscale (Chen et al. 2015) to macroscale (McDowell et al. 2008). Multifunctional 


materials are fabricated by the composition of multiferroic materials and semiconductors with metallic and non-


metallic components; for example, one can recall natural (wood, bone, and liquid crystals) or synthetic 


(piezoelectric, piezomagnetic, and polyelectrolyte gels) smart materials (Altay et al. 2008). The coupled 


multiphysics interaction in multifunctional materials may involve elastic, electric, magnetic, thermal, hygroscopic, 


chemical, and optical fields.  


 


A critical step in the application of multifunctional materials, as structural components, is multiphysics simulation. 


Beside the application of multifunctional materials as load-carrying structural elements, they have found 


applications in structural health monitoring to avoid catastrophic failure and in energy harvesting to produce green 


energy. Although recent decades have seen the emergence of a great deal of research in multiphysics simulation and 


thermomechanical analysis of cellular-based multifunctional materials, multiphysics simulation of multifunctional 


materials should be yet explored. Akbarzadeh and Chen have recently developed a state-of-the-art linear 


multiphysics model for uncoupled interaction among mechanical, hygrothermal, and electromagnetic fields in 


composite materials. The model is called uncoupled hygrothermomagnetoelectroelasticity (Akbarzadeh et al. 2014). 


To be able to conduct a fully coupled hygrothermomagnetoelectroelastic analysis, we propose here a coupled 


hygrothermomagnetoelectroelasticity theory, which can be extended for cellular-based multifunctional materials 


using the homogenization techniques, introduced in Section 2.  


 


Constitutive equations for a coupled hygrothermomagnetoelectroelasticity analysis are introduced as (Akbarzadeh 


2013):  
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where ij , 
iD , 


iB , ij , 
iE , 


iH ,  , and m  are stress tensor, electric displacement vector, magnetic induction 


vector, strain tensor, electric field vector, magnetic field vector, temperature change, and moisture concentration 


change, respectively. In addition, ijklC , ijke , ijkd , ij , ijg , ij , ij , ij , 
i , 


i , 
i , and 


i  are, respectively, 


elastic, piezoelectric, piezomagnetic, dielectric, electromagnetic, magnetic permeability, thermal stress, and 


hygroscopic stress coefficient tensors and pyroelectric, hygroelectric, pyromagnetic, and hygromagnetic coefficient 


vectors.  


 


To implement a multiphysics simulation for multifunctional materials, which are used as load-bearing structural 


components, each of the effective multiphysics coefficients defined in Eq. (2) needs to be determined for composite 


and cellular-based multifunctional materials. Upon the calculation of effective multiphysics properties by one of the 


homogenization techniques, effective multiphysics properties are introduced into the governing equations to predict 


the structural responses of multifunctional components subjected to alternative multiphysics loads. The classical 


multiphysics governing equations for a hygrothermomagnetoelectroelastic analysis include equation of motion, 


Maxwell’s electromagnetic equation, energy conservation equation, and conservation law for the mass of moisture. 


4. ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING AND 3DPRINTING OF MULTIFUNCTIONAL MATERIALS  


Multifunctional materials have immense potential industrial applications not only as sensors/actuators but also as 


lightweight structural components. Tailoring the topology, material composition, and density of multifunctional 


materials provides a promising feature to optimize the multiphysics properties and to optimally satisfy design 


requirements of structural elements. Nonetheless, the most considerable challenge for promoting the application of 


advanced multifunctional materials in industrial sectors is their manufacturability and the experimental validation of 


numerical multiphysics simulation. Fortunately, advances in additive manufacturing and rapid prototyping have 


shed lights on the emergence of such advanced multifunctional materials and have enabled the fabrication of 


topologically optimized multifunctional and multiphysics materials with tailored architecture in multiple scales, 


from nanoscale to macroscale (Schaedler et al. 2011). 


 


As shown in Fig. 3, rapid prototyping includes additive, subtractive, and additive/subtractive techniques. The recent 


considerable advances of additive manufacturing techniques have opened new horizons for the fabrication of a wide 


range of materials with an arbitrary multiscale structural morphology and architectural topology. Additive 


manufacturing, which often incorrectly referred as 3D printing, can fabricate plastic, rubber, metal, plaster, cement, 


sand, and even composites of multi-materials. Additive manufacturing enables fast and low-cost fabrication of free-


form surfaces with small amounts of material waste. In recent years, researches are being conducted to explore the 


fabrication and printing of a full-scale building (Keating 2014, Perrot et al. 2015), manufacturing of structural 


porous biomaterials (Arabnejad et al. 2016), and fabrication of electrically conducting scaffold (Singh Talwar et al. 


2014). At Advanced Multifunctional Multiphysics Materials Laboratory (AM3L) of McGill University, we are 


currently investigating a series of additive manufacturing and 3D printing techniques to develop fully coupled 


cellular-based multifunctional materials responsive to multiple load cases while carrying mechanical loads. 
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Fig. 3: Rapid prototyping and additive manufacturing for the fabrication of advanced multifunctional materials. 


5. CASE STUDY: TAILORING PROPERTIES OF MULTIFUNCTIONAL MATERIALS AS LOAD-


BEARING STRUCTURES 


As a case study for the multiscale analysis of multifunctional structures, we consider a sandwich beam composed of 


a multifunctional cellular core. The lightweight sandwich beam can possess a variety of core cell topology and 


relative density. In the current study, we focus on mechanical responses of multifunctional sandwich beams made by 


cellular materials. Five alternative cell topologies are considered, including square, triangular, Kagome, and mixed 


triangular A and B. It is well-known that decreasing the density of beams (lightening structures) adversely decreases 


the in-plane stiffness, out-of plane stiffness, critical buckling load, and natural frequency (Akbarzadeh et al. 2016, 


2014). Despite the trade-off effect of relative density of cellular-based multifunctional materials on weight and 


structural responses of beams, we show that functionally graded cellular multifunctional materials can be developed 


to optimize the structural performance of multifunctional beams.  


 


Herein, we consider a functionally graded multifunctional beam, in which the relative density of cellular 


multifunctional materials varies gradually through the thickness of the beam. The beam is symmetric and relative 


density changes through the thickness (z-axis) of the beam with a total thickness of h according to the following 


power-law: 


[3]  


n


mfm
h


z













2
)(                                                               


 


where   represents relative density and n  is the polynomial index of FGCM; subscripts “m” and “f” indicate the 


middle and the face of beam, respectively. To reach the optimal structural performance of the multifunctional beam, 


while reducing the structural weight, we search for FGCM index n which minimizes structural weight and 


maximizes first natural frequency )(  and critical buckling load )( crN . The multi-objective optimization problem 


is written in the following format and is solved using a non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm (NSGA-II) 


(Akbarzadeh et al, 2016): 
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The numerical results of implementing the optimization algorithm is shown in the form of Pareto fronts of optimal 


solutions in Fig. 4. As shown in this figure, the structural properties of sandwich beams are considerably affected by 


the cell topology of multifunctional materials. Although further failure analyses are needed to confirm the 


applicability of sandwich beam with square cell, our current analysis shows the efficiency of using square cell 


topology compared to other two-dimensional topologies to optimize the structural performance. Furthermore, it is 


seen that the trade-off multifunctional properties of load-bearing cellular beams can be optimized by selecting 


appropriate values for the variation of relative density through the beam thickness. 


 
Fig. 4: Tailoring structural responses of load-bearing sandwich beams by alternating cell topology and relative 


density distribution through the beam thickness. 


6. CONCLUSION 


This paper has introduced a new type of multifunctional materials, called cellular-based multifunctional materials, as 


an alternative load-bearing material/structure for applications in building construction and steel/composite structural 


design beside those applications in automotive, aerospace, and medicine. A straightforward approach is presented 


for the analysis, design, and manufacturing using the multiphysics simulation, homogenization techniques, and 


additive manufacturing/3Dprinting. It is revealed that multifunctional structural members can be constructed by 


compounding metallic and non-metallic components with electromagnetic conductive materials for applications 


required high stiffness, low thermal conductivity, and a moderate range of electric conductivity. Cellular-based 


multifunctional materials enable designers not only to tailor material composition, relative density, and cell topology 


but also to tune the microstructural instability to reach unique extreme properties in multiphysical fields. As an 


example, it has been shown that tailoring the variation of relative density and even cell topology through the 


thickness of beam structures can lead to the design of lightweight structural elements with relatively high in-


plane/out-of-plane stiffness, buckling load, and natural frequency. The successful development of these 


multifunctional materials enables the fabrication of lightweight, stiff, and sustainable structures with low 


construction costs in a reasonable timeframe.    
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PRESENTATION EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 


This presentation will explore the Canadian patent regime and its underlying policy objectives, with a focus on the 


pursuit and enforcement of patent rights for civil engineering technologies. The presentation will explore civil 


engineering patents granted by the Canadian Intellectual Property Office (CIPO), denied grant by CIPO, and asserted 


in patent infringement actions. It will also discuss practical patent considerations and potential pitfalls within the 


context of the civil engineering industry. 


1. THE CANADIAN PATENT REGIME 


A Canadian patent is commonly referred to as a bargain between parties, in which an inventor publicly discloses an 


invention in exchange for a time-limited monopolistic right to make, construct, use and sell the invention in Canada. 


Public disclosure is aimed at encouraging others to improve upon existing technologies and spawn further 


innovation. 


1.1 Pursuing Patent Rights from the Canadian Intellectual Property Office (CIPO) 


Canada employs a “first to file” regime, whereby patents rights are granted to the first applicant to file a patent 


application covering a particular invention. Within five years of filing a patent application with CIPO, the applicant 


must request that the CIPO examine the application. CIPO will examine the patent application and determine 


whether or not it complies with the patentability requirements set out in the Patent Act, and thus whether the 


application should be granted as an issued patent. For example, the patent application must cover a permissible type 


of subject matter, must be new and must not obvious to those skilled in the area the “art” (i.e. relevant area of 


technology). In certain circumstances, an applicant’s own public disclosure of its invention can prevent the applicant 


from obtaining a patent on that invention. 


1.2 Enforcing Patent Rights in Canadian Courts 


Should the patent be granted, it affords the applicant with the exclusive right to make, use or sell the invention in 


Canada for a limited period of time. A granted Canadian patent acts as a “sword” to prevent others from making, 


constructing, using or selling the patented invention in Canada during the term of the patent (which expires 20 years 


after filing the patent application).  


The owner of a granted Canadian patent can commence a patent infringement action (typically brought in the 


Canadian Federal Court) against an allegedly infringing competitor. If the Court determines the asserted patent 


covers the competitor’s product or method, then then the Court can award certain remedies to the successful patent 


owner. These remedies include, for example, monetary relief related to the competitor’s profits or the patent owner’s 


lost profits. The alleged infringer will typically counterclaim against the patent owner, alleging that the asserted 


patent is invalid. A granted patent is presumed valid, and the burden to prove invalidity is on the alleged infringer. 
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Common invalidity assertions are that the patented invention was not new or was obvious when the patent 


application was filed and should not have been granted by CIPO. If the Court finds the patent invalid, the alleged 


infringer cannot be found liable for patent infringement. 


2. EXAMPLES OF CIVIL ENGINEERING PATENTS 


The presentation will then explore examples of civil engineering patents granted by CIPO, denied grant by CIPO, 


and asserted in patent infringement actions.  


2.1 Patents Granted by CIPO 


The following are examples of civil engineering patents granted by CIPO: 


1. Patent No. 2,826,713 – “Adaptable Multi-Piece Window System” (granted November 2015) 


2. Patent No. 2,806,224 – “Method for Forming a Retaining Wall, and Corresponding Retaining Wall” (granted 


March 2014) 


3. Patent No. 2,771,040 – “Adjustable Stair Stringer and Railing” (granted January 2015) 


2.2 Patent Applications Denied Grant by CIPO 


As an example, Decision 605 of the Commissioner of Patents considered a patent application, entitled “Single 


Family Townhouse Units”, that related to single family townhouse units that included two standard entrance doors, 


each door leading to a different floor level. The patent was found to cover merely an architect’s plan or design that 


was totally lacking in any new or inventive structural features. 


2.3 Patent Infringement Actions in Canadian Federal Court 


The Federal Court decision in Rachalex Holdings Inc. v. W & M Wire & Metal Products Ltd., 2007 FC 502, is an 


example of a patent infringement action related to civil engineering technology. The patent at issue related to 


modular display fixtures for retail locations. It covered wall-mounted standards for supporting a display fixture’s 


bracket in order to lessen the pivotal sway of the bracket and prevent the deformation of the face of the bracket. The 


Court found that the defendant’s display fixtures infringed certain claims of the plaintiff’s asserted patent.  


3. PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS 


The final portion of the presentation will explore various practical issues. What policies and procedures should be 


adopted in order to ensure that inventions created in the process of designing a civil engineering system are 


successfully patented? When can an invention be disclosed without jeopardizing patent protection? If you wish to 


enforce your patent against an infringing competitor, it is worth the risk of the competitor potentially invalidating 


your patent? What steps can be taken during a construction tendering process to reduce your risk of being found 


liable for infringement? How can appropriate design modifications minimize your risk of being sued for 


infringement? Such practical considerations, among others, will be canvassed within the specific context of civil 


engineering technologies. It will provide insight into commercialization and risk mitigation strategies for those 


practising in the industry. 
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RAPID BRIDGE REPLACEMENT OF CONCRETE RIGID FRAME 


BRIDGES UTILIZING HEAVY-LIFT CONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUE 
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Trevor Small 


MMM Group Limited, Canada 


ABSTRACT  


A rapid bridge replacement (RBR) method was designed and used for the replacement of the Highway 401 twin 


overpasses at Cornwall Centre Road in Cornwall, Ontario. This RBR project was the first heavy-lift and move of 


large, approximately 1400 tonne, reinforced concrete rigid frame bridges in Ontario. The new structures were 


prefabricated in staging areas near the sites and moved to their final locations by specialized heavy-lift construction 


equipment, comprising self-propelled modular transporters (SPMTs). For the westbound lane structure, a segmental 


approach where a top rigid frame component and two bottom footing components were constructed separately and 


connected at their final location was adopted to reduce the weight of the structure due to limited space available for 


SPMTs.  For the eastbound lane structure, the entire rigid frame integrated with footings was constructed and 


transported by specially configured SPMTs and lifting system that included climbing jacks to lower the entire 


structure 1.5 m to its final position after transportation. A three-dimensional, linear elastic finite element analysis 


was utilized for design due to the high skew (51.5°) of the rigid frames to ensure the strength and stability of the 


structures during lifting and transportation, and their final backfilled service condition. The cost for RBR 


construction was approximately 25% higher than that of the conventional construction. However, the project 


confirmed that it is feasible to use the RBR method of construction for complex rigid frame bridges to significantly 


reduce the duration of traffic impacts for the construction of these types of structures. 


 


Keywords: Rapid bridge replacement (RBR), Self-propelled modular transporters (SPMTs), Concrete rigid frame, 


segmental, staging area, climbing jack 


1. INTRODUCTION  


1.1 Background of Structures and Project  


The Highway 401 Overpass at Cornwall Centre Road, Cornwall, Ontario was originally constructed in 1962.  The 


overpass comprised twin structures for the eastbound and westbound lanes separated by conventional reinforced 


concrete retaining walls in the median.  Each structure was a single span bridge with reinforced concrete deck slab 


over steel girders supported on conventional reinforced concrete abutments that accommodated two lanes of traffic. 


Figure 1 shows the elevations of the structures prior to the replacement, viewed from Cornwall Centre Road. 


 


The structures were first rehabilitated in 1994 and the work included concrete deck overlay, new barrier walls, 


waterproofing, and paving. The second structure rehabilitation comprising structural steel recoating was completed 


in 1997. In 2009, due to concerns related to leaning and continuing movement of the west median retaining wall, the 


Ministry of Transportation in Ontario (MTO) installed a deadman and tie backs to restrain the wall and instituted a 


program to monitor the walls movement.  In addition, MTO authorized Genivar Inc. (now WSP) to perform a 


rehabilitation /replacement study of the existing structures. 
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The preliminary design study recommended that the existing structures be replaced with concrete rigid frame 


structures. In 2011, the MTO retained MMM Group (a member of WSP) to perform the detailed design for the 


replacement of the twin overpass structures.   


 


 


           
Figure 1: Structures Prior to Replacement – Left: Westbound-Lane Structure, Right: Eastbound-Lane Structure 


 


 


As part of the detailed design assignment, MTO requested that the rapid bridge replacement (RBR) method of 


construction be investigated for the replacement of the rigid frame structures.  In general, the RBR construction 


method included pre-constructing the structure at a staging area close to the site, which was then transported to its 


final location utilizing self-propelled modular transporters (SPMT’s) after the existing structure was removed. Other 


RBR projects in Ontario have been successfully completed for conventional girder bridges and for the superstructure 


replacement only (Cerullo et al. 2015).  RBR construction for a concrete rigid frame structure had not been 


attempted before in Ontario, but had successfully been performed in France (SARENS 2008). 


 


The new WBL and EBL structures are single span concrete rigid frame structures carrying two 3.75 m lanes of 


Highway 401 with a left shoulder of 2.5m and a right shoulder of 3.0m. The span length of structures is 11.8m with 


a constant skew of 51.5. The depth of the rigid frame deck slab is 500mm at mid-span and 1000mm at the legs.  


The wall sections varied in thickness from 1000mm at the top to 800mm at the top of footings.  The footings were 


2.4m wide and 800mm thick. Figure 2 shows the elevation and plan of the new structure. 


 


 


       
     Figure 2: New Structure – Left: Plan, Right: Elevation 


 


 


After in-depth investigation of RBR alternatives, a segmental RBR method where a top rigid frame component and 


two bottom footing components were separately constructed, transported, and connected at their final locations was 


adopted by MTO Executive in July 2011.  Separate components were required to reduce the weight of the structure, 


due to limited space available for the SPMT’s considering the excavations and lowering of the structure required to 
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accommodate frost depth. A Constructability Review was carried out on June 20th and 21st, 2012. During the 


review concerns were expressed with regard to “fit” issues at closure joints between the footing components and 


rigid frame component. Work done during and subsequent to the Constructability Review confirmed that it is 


possible to transport the entire rigid frame with footings in a single piece. Accordingly, the EBL replacement 


structure was re-designed as a rigid frame with integral footings.  The WBL replacement structure with segmental 


approach was maintained as a pilot construction project to simulate conditions where a rigid frame could be 


connected to existing pile caps/footings.  


 


AECOM was awarded the construction contract and construction was completed in September 2015. The cost for 


RBR construction was approximately 25% higher than that of the conventional construction. However, the success 


of the project proved that the RBR construction of large rigid frame bridges are feasible, and can significantly 


reduce the duration of traffic impacts for construction of these types of bridges. 


1.2 Rapid Bridge Replacement (RBR) Construction  


RBR construction included prefabricating the concrete rigid frame structures in staging areas, and moving them to 


their final location with self-propelled modular transporters (SPMTs).  A typical six-axle SPMT has a capacity of 


204 tonnes (34 tonnes per axle) while modern SPMTs can accommodate up to 60 tonnes per axle.  Figure 3 shows a 


typical SPMT consisting of six synchronized axles. 


 


 


  
Figure 3: Typical six-axle SPMT (FHWA 2007) 


 


 


Loaded SPMTs typically travel at a walking pace of 4.8 km/h and can travel up to 11.2 km/h depending on load and 


the ground condition. The SPMT platform can be vertically adjusted up to 0.6m to keep the load horizontal without 


distortion while traversing uneven and sloping ground surfaces. SPMTs can travel on uneven terrain with surface 


variations up to 457 mm and on grades up to 8 percent, depending on ground surface friction. A steel base plate is 


often placed on the ground along the path to distribute the load over soft soils and prevent rutting. Detailed 


information on the SPMTs can be found elsewhere (FHWA 2007). 


 


Equipment for vertical lifting can be mounted on the SPMT platform as needed. Equal loads are maintained on each 


axle line through the SPMT's three-point or four-point hydraulic suspension system, which consists of two hydraulic 


rams per axle line with each ram attached to a hinged elbow supported by two wheels. If the ground settles during a 


bridge move, the hydraulic system compensates for the height difference.  


 


A “Sliding” RBR method, where the pre-fabricated concrete rigid frame structures adjacent to the existing bridge are 


moved into position by “sliding” on pre-constructed temporary footings, was also investigated. However, this 


method was expected to require longer construction duration compared to the use of SPMT’s, so this alternative was 


not carried forward. 


 


The staging areas selected were located as close as possible to the site, near the northeast and southeast quadrants for 


the WBL and EBL replacement structures respectively, to minimize the travel distance and the environmental 


impact. Figure 4 shows a plan view of the project site including staging areas for WBL and EBL structures. 
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Figure 4: Plan view of the construction site and staging areas 


2. FOUNDATION  


Based on the results of the boreholes and the existing overpass foundation conditions and performance, shallow 


foundations were considered to be the preferred option for the replacement of the structures. For RBR construction, 


the existing foundation was re-used to found the new concrete rigid frame structures to reduce the depth of 


excavation, structure lowering required to accommodate frost-depth in the Cornwall area, and to eliminate the need 


to remove the existing footings. In addition, utilizing the existing footings in this manner significantly reduced the 


required size of the new rigid frame footings, thereby reducing the load of the structure.  This also shortened the 


construction duration by eliminating excavation and removal of the existing footings from the work required. 


 


The existing footings were prepared to receive the new footings by constructing a mass concrete leveling pad on top 


the old footings after removal of the existing abutment walls, to eliminate any large surface variations that may have 


existed.  The new footings were placed on steel shim plates and thin elastomers to provide a gap between the 


underside of the new footings and leveling pad, which was later filled with cementitious grout.  Dowel bars set in 


epoxy grout in cored holes were used to connect the new footings to the existing, to prevent sliding due to horizontal 


earth pressures from structure backfilling. Figure 5 shows the design details and a photograph during construction. 


 


 


      
Figure 5: Foundation Details 
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3. WBL RBR – SEGMENTAL APPROACH  


The challenges faced for the RBR method of the rigid frame structure at the initial stage of the design included 


lifting the almost 1400 tonne structures, complete with footings, and lowering them 1.5 m into place at their final 


destination.   The road on which the SPMTs were to travel is only a local road and fitting enough SPMTs under the 


structure to carry the load was problematic.  In addition, the heavy weight of the loaded SPMTs caused high lateral 


earth pressures that pushed aside any object close to their path.  The latter problem was resolved by reconstructing 


the road with low performance retained soil system (RSS) walls, comprising layers of geotextile and gravel, to 


permit vertical sided excavations.   


 


A segmental RBR method consisting of a top rigid frame component and two inverted T-footing components was 


developed and investigated to reduce the weight due to limited space available for SPMTs.  By separating the 


footings, the load was reduced to 1030 tonnes for the top piece which could be moved by two rows of SPMTs.  


Separating the footings also solved the lowering problem because the 185 tonne footings could now be picked up 


and lowered with strand jacks. Figures 6 and 7 show the RBR configurations at the staging area and the final 


location with the RSS wall constructed along the Cornwall Centre Road for lifting and transportation of two bottom 


footing components and a top rigid frame component, respectively.  


 


 


                       
Figure 6: WBL RBR Construction – Footing Move (Stage A) 


 


 


               
Figure 7: WBL RBR Construction – Rigid Frame Move (Stage B) 


 


The vertical faces of RSS wall constructed adjacent to the excavation to control the lateral earth pressures had an 


additional benefit of increasing the available travel width, which could accommodate up to three side-by-side 


SPMTs.  This additional space was exploited by the Contractor to allow the use of more SPMTs than originally 


anticipated during the design stage.  The heavy-lift subcontractor Mammoet opted to use three trains of three SPMTs 


for a total of nine SPMTs for the EBL move where the heavier weight from the single piece rigid frame integrated 


with the footings needs to be lifted and transported. The same SPMT configuration was applied to the WBL move 


for convenience. 
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Erection started with the bottom footing components which were transported and placed at their final location with a 


horizontal offset of 25mm relative to the span.  This off-set was necessary to accommodate the outward deflection of 


the legs of the top rigid frame piece when it was lifted.  Next, the top rigid frame component was transported by the 


SPMTs and placed on the footings, and then the closure joint was constructed. Figure 8 shows the lift and 


transportation of top and bottom components.  


 


 


        
Figure 8: WBL RBR Construction – Left: Footing Components, Right: Rigid Frame Component 


 


Having three components instead of one for the new structure required 24m long horizontal keyed construction 


joints in the walls and tight construction tolerances.  Furthermore, the tolerances and footing component placement 


also had to take into account the deflection of the legs of the rigid frame when lifted. A very tight tolerance was 


specified for the construction of each component to avoid any possible “fit” issues. Reinforcing steel bars were also 


placed with tight tolerances to avoid conflicts between the upper and lower headed bars in the construction joint.  In 


addition, prior to and during lifting and transportation, the top and bottom components were carefully monitored and 


precisely located to ensure a proper fit between components. Table 1 shows the main tolerances applied to the 


construction. 


 


Table 1: WBL Construction Tolerances 


Dimensions Tolerance 


Width of key at top of wall of WBL footing component +/- 3mm 


Width of key (stem) at bottom of wall of WBL rigid frame component +/- 3mm 


Depth of key at construction joints +/- 6mm 


Length of key at bottom of key (wall of rigid frame component) and top 


of key (wall of footing component) 


+/- 13mm 


Insert or headed bar location along length of wall +/- 13mm 


Insert or headed bar location along width of wall +/- 10mm 


Distance between walls at key +/- 6mm 


Distance between walls at haunch +/- 13mm 


Plumb over height of walls of rigid frame component +/- 6mm 


 


 


Figure 9 shows the closure joint details between top rigid frame component and the bottom footing components. 


50mm clearance was provided at both sides of the key to receive the top rigid frame component. Headed bars 


projecting from the top and bottom components were utilized to reduce the lap splice length for the heavy bars 


passing through the construction joint.  The headed bars projecting from the footings were connected to mechanical 


connectors after the rigid frame was placed to avoid the interference of the bars heads while the rigid frame was 


lowered.  The shear key groove on top of the wall section of the inverted T-footing was partially filled with 


cementitious gout immediately before the top rigid frame component was placed, so that any possible gap (void) 


between bottom and top components will be filled with grout before grout sets. After the top rigid frame was placed, 


the headed bars were installed and the closure joint was constructed with normal concrete by form and pump 


method. 
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Figure 9: Closure Joint Details – Left: Design Details, Right: As Constructed  


 


After the completion of the remaining works for WBL structure including: construction of a portion of the median 


RSS wall; backfilling; approach slab construction; waterproofing; and pavement, the EBL traffic was shifted to new 


WBL structure for the EBL structure replacement.  


4. EBL RBR – SINGLE PIECE MOVE  


For the EBL structure, the total weight of the rigid frame structure including footings is approximately 1400 tonnes.  


Originally, two trains of four modern SPMTs with of 48 tonnes per axle were considered to transport the structure.  


However, as described in the preceding section, the Contractor utilized the extra width provided from the use of RSS 


wall and applied three side-by-side SPMTs with a capacity of 34 tonnes per axle for a total of nine SPMTs for the 


EBL move. For this configuration, the Contractor introduced the tie rods anchored to and between the legs of the 


rigid frame during lifting and transportation to control the distortion of the structure due to the high skew. It should 


be noted, however, that the distortion issue could also be resolved by a using a different configuration of the SPMTs 


and lifting framing system. Figure 10 shows the RBR configurations for the EBL move with two trains of four 


SPMTs. 


 


 


 
Figure 10: EBL RBR Construction 


 


Climbing jacks between the lifting frame and SPMTs were used to lower the structure to its final position because 


the lowering distance was beyond the SPMTs stroke limit. Each jacking cylinder is connected, via hydraulic hoses, 


to a constant displacement jacking pump which can be either diesel or electrically driven. The pump discharges the 


same volume of oil to each jacking cylinder, irrespective of load, which ensures that each jacking cylinder extends at 


the same speed, regardless of pressure. Therefore, the structure will be lifted (or lowered if jacking down) 


simultaneously by all the jacking cylinders as the stroke of each cylinder is equal at any time. This climbing jack 


system was secured with bracings. Figure 11 shows the EBL move with three side-by-side SPMTs and the climbing 


jack used in the EBL move. 
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Figure 11: EBL RBR Construction – Left: RBR at Final Location, Right: Climbing Jack 


5. STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS  


Due to the high 51.5skew, a three-dimensional, linear elastic finite element (FE) analysis was performed for the 


design using MIDAS (2011) and checked with SAP2000 (2014).  Both MIDAS and SAP2000 are well known 


commercially available FE analysis software. Four-node quadrilateral shell elements were used to model the 


concrete wall, footings, and deck slab. The analysis considered two phases including: 1) structures on SPMTs; and 


2) structures in their final backfilled condition. The structure on SPMTs was analyzed to check the strength and 


stability of the structure during lifting and transportation and to investigate the effect of the discrete lifting points in 


the walls. Figure 12 shows the modeling of the concrete structures for lifting and transportation. 


 


 


  
Figure 12: Concrete Ridge Frame Modeling – Left: WBL Structure, Right: EBL Structure 


 


The lifting analysis design assumed infinite stiffness for the lifting frame and SPMTs, which provided zero vertical 


differential displacement between the block-outs when the structure was lifted. During construction, the Contractor 


analyzed the structure in the lifted condition with the actual stiffness of the SPMTs, SPMT locations, and the lifting 


frame designed by the Contractor, to independently check the strength, stability, and stresses imposed on the 


structure during the move. As described in the preceding section the Contractor introduced additional bracing 


consisting of tie rods installed between the legs of the rigid frame to limit the twisting of the structure resulting from 


the flexibility and configuration of the SPMTs and lifting beams. 


 


The lifting points comprised block-outs in walls of the rigid frames, into which steel beams were inserted to lift the 


rigid frame components.  Three (3) block-outs were provided on each wall for the WBL structure while four (4) 


block-outs on each wall were required for the EBL structure to lift the heavier structure.  The size of the block-outs 


was determined to suit the steel beam and elastomeric bearings on top of the steel beam were designed to achieve 


the uniform pressure to the concrete and account for the deflection of the lifting beams. Due to the high skew of the 


structure, the reactions at the supporting points near obtuse corners were higher than those near the acute corners. As 


such, bigger elastomeric bearings were designed at the block-outs near the obtuse corners. Additional reinforcing 


bars were placed around the block-outs based on the strut-and-tie analysis to prevent any excessive cracks during 
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lifting.  The Contractor overlooked the installation of the elastomeric bearings during lifting and transportation 


resulting in some cracks and spalling of the concrete cover around the block-outs, which were later repaired.  


 


After the rigid frames were placed, the reinforcing steel bars connected to mechanical connectors were installed in 


temporary block-outs which were then filled with concrete by form and pump method. Figure 13 shows design 


details at block-outs and cracks found during placement. 


 


 


 
Figure 13: Left: Block-out Design Details, Right: Cracks at Block-out 


 


The structures in their backfilled condition were analyzed and evaluated in accordance with the Canadian Highway 


Bridge Code (CHBDC), CAN/CSA S6 (2006). It was found that the moment and shear forces at the obtuse corners 


were higher than those at the acute corners because of the high skew. Additional reinforcement comprising a third 


layer of reinforcing placed perpendicular to the walls was required for the obtuse corners to meet the strength and 


serviceability requirements in these highly stressed locations. Figure 14 shows stress concentration at the obtuse 


corners and the reinforcing details at these locations.  


 


 


 


     
Figure 14: Left: Bending Moment on shell elements, Right: Reinforcing Details at Obtuse Corner 


 


The maximum rotation at the obtuse corners at the top of the deck toward the Cornwall Centre Road due to 


unbalanced earth pressure caused by high skew was checked and confirmed that the magnitude of the rotation was 


not significant due to the high stiffness of the wall. Dowel bars to connect the new and existing footings were 


designed to resist the unbalanced earth pressure and no sliding and rotation of the existing footings on the existing 


founding material was confirmed.  
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6. COMPLETION OF THE PROJECT  


Traffic analysis confirmed that the single lane operation on Highway 401 is feasible during RBR construction period 


with no queuing and acceptable speed reductions in the work zones during typical peak periods, and manageable 


queuing on long-weekends. AECOM undertook demolition of the structure in the spring of 2014 and completed 


installation of both structures by fall 2015. Currently, both lanes are fully operational and carrying normal Highway 


401 traffic.  


 


The construction bid price for this RBR project was 25% higher than the estimated cost for the conventional 


construction. However, the project confirmed that it is feasible to use the RBR method of construction for complex 


rigid frame bridges, to significantly reduce the duration of traffic impacts.  The project also confirmed that 


temporary RSS (geotextile) retaining walls can be used to support heavy moving loads near the face of the walls. 
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ABSTRACT  


The Canadian Standards Association (CSA) Standard for Design of Concrete Structures (A23.3-04) permits the use 


of moment magnifier method for computing the design ultimate strength of slender reinforced concrete (RC) 


columns that are part of non-sway frames. This computed strength is influenced by the column effective length 


factor K, effective flexural stiffness EI, and equivalent uniform bending moment diagram factor Cm among others. 


Previous investigations by the authors examined the equations available in literature for computing EI and Cm factor. 


For this study, nearly 3000 simple non-sway reinforced concrete frames subjected to short-term loads were 


simulated and used to investigate the effect of using different equations for the effective length factor K when 


computing the strength of columns in these frames by the moment magnifier approach. An elaborate theoretical 


model was developed and used for computing the ultimate strength of columns in simulated frames. The 


theoretically computed column ultimate strengths were compared to the ultimate strengths of the same columns 


computed from the CSA moment magnifier method using selected equations for K available in literature. For the 


purpose of analysis, the theoretically computed strengths were divided by the CSA strengths to obtain the so-called 


strength ratios. The statistical analyses of strength ratios presented in this paper show that, for computing the CSA 


ultimate strength of columns in non-sway frames, the current practice of using Jackson-Moreland Alignment Chart 


is the most accurate method for determining the effective length factor. 


 


Keywords: Building codes; concrete structures; effective length; non-sway frames; slender columns. 


1. INTRODUCTION 


In non-sway frames, structural members framing into the ends of a column influence its strength. Such a column is 


subjected to axial load and equal or unequal end moments, which are caused by unbalanced beam loads, and deflects 


laterally between the column ends due to the presence of end moments. The axial load acting through this lateral 


deflection causes additional (second-order) bending moments along the column height. The second-order bending 


moments cause additional rotation of the column ends as well as the additional rotation of the members framing into 


the column. This, in turn, results in changes to the initial bending moments at the ends of the column and to the 


beam bending moments computed from a conventional elastic frame analysis. 


 


CSA A23.3-04 (2004) permits the use of a moment magnifier approach to approximate the second-order moments 


due to the axial load acting through the lateral deflection caused by the end moments acting on a column. For this 


method, the larger of the column end moments (M2), computed from a conventional elastic frame analysis, is 


magnified to include the second-order effects. The second-order effects on columns in non-sway frames are 


functions of the larger end moment (M2) in addition to the column effective length factor (K), effective flexural 


stiffness (EI), equivalent uniform bending moment diagram factor (Cm), applied axial load (Pu), and sustained load 


factor (βd), which is neglected for short-term loads. Earlier studies by the authors examined the Cm and EI equations 


available in the literature. The research reported here conducts a similar examination of the available K equations. 
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Almost 3000 simple reinforced concrete (RC) frames in the shape of an inverted T, shown in Figure 1, were 


simulated to evaluate the influence of the effective length factor K used in the moment magnifier method for 


determining the ultimate strength of columns that were part of non-sway frames subjected to short-term loads. The 


theoretically computed column ultimate strengths were compared to the ultimate strengths computed from the 


moment magnifier method using different equations for K. The beams framing into the columns were subjected to 


pattern loads causing varying beam bending moments and column end moments.  For two load cases, Load Cases 5 


and 6 shown in Figure 1, the top end of the column was also subjected to an applied bending moment. The study 


concentrates on the examination of equations for the column effective length factor K specified in the Explanatory 


Notes on CSA A23.3-04 (Jackson-Moreland Alignment Chart) (CAC 2006) and K proposed by Duan et al. (1993). 


These equations for K are used for computing the column slenderness effect from the CSA moment magnifier 


approach. A more detailed examination by the authors of the CSA moment magnifier is currently under study. 


 
 


Figure 1: Frame configurations and load cases used for this study 


2. THEORETICAL STRENGTH MODEL 


A non-linear second-order frame analysis procedure was developed to analyze reinforced concrete columns that are 


part of frames. In order to account for second-order effects due to geometric and material nonlinearities, the 


theoretical model (computer software) uses: (a) classical stiffness analysis of linear elastic two-dimensional 


structural frames; (b) iterative technique combined with an incremental method for computing load-deflection 


behavior and failure load of the frame; (c) frame discretization to account for column chord (P-Δ) effects; and (d) 


axial load-bending moment-curvature (P-M-ϕ) relationships to account for effects of non-linear material behaviour. 


 


A theoretical cross section strength subroutine was used to compute the P-M-ϕ relationships for a given cross 


section using force equilibrium and strain compatibility solution. The major assumptions used in determining the P-


M-ϕ relationships were: (a) strains between concrete and reinforcing steel were compatible and no slip occurred; (b) 


the strain was linearly proportional to the distance from the neutral axis; (c) concrete and steel stresses were 


functions of strains; (d) deflections were small, such that curvatures could be calculated as the second derivative of 


the deflection; (e) shear stresses were small and their effect on the strength could be neglected; and (f) the 


confinement of concrete provided by lateral ties was considered. A reinforced concrete column cross section was 


assumed to consist of two materials, concrete and longitudinal reinforcing steel. The concrete was divided into three 


types, unconfined and partially confined concretes outside and inside the lateral ties, respectively, and highly 


confined concrete inside the beam-to-column joints. A modified Kent-and-Park (Park et al. 1982) stress-strain 


relationship was used for concrete in compression. A second-order parabola described the ascending portion of the 


curve up to the maximum stress and a straight line defined the descending branch of the curve beyond the maximum 


stress. The slope of the descending branch for the unconfined concrete depended on the concrete strength. For the 


partially confined concrete, the slope of the descending branch was affected by the concrete strength as well as the 
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level of confinement provided by lateral ties. The stress-strain relationship for the highly-confined concrete was 


described by an ascending second-order parabola to the peak stress and then maintained as a constant at all strains 


beyond the one corresponding to the peak stress. The tension stiffening of concrete was represented by an ascending 


linear, stress-strain relationship with maximum tensile stress represented by the modulus of rupture fr, as suggested 


by Mirza and MacGregor (1989), and beyond maximum tensile stress by a linear descending branch as suggested by 


Bazant and Oh (1984). An elastic-plastic-strain hardening stress-strain relationship was used for the reinforcing steel 


in tension and compression. In addition, strength reduction due to the buckling of longitudinal reinforcing steel in 


compression was considered in the theoretical procedure, as suggested by Yalcin and Saatcioglu (2000). 


 


The frame was discretized into a specified number of elements between nodes (member ends) to permit the frame 


analysis procedure to account for the second-order member or chord effects (P-Δ) due to axial loads acting through 


the deformed column(s). The lengths of these elements were equal to the depths of beam and column cross sections. 


The theoretical model permitted the selected nodal or joint loads to be incremented while other loads were 


maintained at a constant level. For each increment of loads used for the prescribed loading configuration, the 


second-order displacements were evaluated using the flexural stiffness of each element and a two-dimensional frame 


analysis procedure. The element flexural stiffness for each load increment and displacement iteration was computed 


as EI = M/ϕ using the basic strength of material concepts applied to members subjected to small deflections. For a 


given axial load the M-ϕ relationship was known. The loads in the prescribed configuration were incremented until 


the theoretical failure load was reached. The theoretical failure load was defined as a set of maximum stable forces 


applied externally to the frame that were in equilibrium with the internal forces within the frame. Note that special 


modelling techniques were used for the frames at beam-to-column joints to account for the additional strength 


resulting from the concrete confinement at and near the joints. Further details of the theoretical strength model are 


documented elsewhere (Tikka and Mirza 2014). 


 


The strengths and load-deflection behaviours of 13 non-sway reinforced concrete test frames subjected to short-term 


loads were taken from the published literature (Breen and Ferguson 1964; Furlong and Ferguson 1966; and 


Blomeier and Breen 1975) and used to check the accuracy of the theoretical model. The strength comparisons 


represented the ultimate tested-to-computed strengths (strength ratios) with no resistance factors applied to the 


computed strengths or computed load-deflection curves. The average value, coefficient of variation, minimum value, 


and maximum value of the strength ratios were calculated as 1.02, 0.11, 0.81, and 1.19, respectively, for these 


frames. The plotted load-deflection curves (not shown here) compared the measured lateral deflections at the mid-


height of the column with the theoretically computed lateral deflections for all frame tests examined. It was found 


that the shape of the theoretically computed load-deflection curves followed or ran closely parallel to the shape of 


the measured load-deflection curves. From the strength comparisons, strength ratio statistics and load-deflection 


curves, it was evident that the theoretical model developed here computed the strength of reinforced concrete 


columns in non-sway frames with reasonable accuracy. 


3. DESCRIPTION OF SIMULATED REINFORCED CONCRETE NON-SWAY FRAMES 


For the analysis of simulated reinforced concrete non-sway frames used in this study, the cross section properties of 


the columns and beams were kept constant.  The lower end of a column having a gross cross section of 305 mm × 


305 mm (Figure 2(a)) was framed rigidly into two beams of equal spans having a cross section of 305 mm wide by 


610 mm deep (Figure 2(b)). Note that a previous study showed that a smaller cross section size was more critical for 


investigating the strength of slender reinforced concrete columns (Mirza and McGregor 1989).  Hence, the overall 


dimensions of 305 mm × 305 mm were chosen for the column cross section.  Similarly, the column longitudinal 


reinforcing steel ratio (ρcol) in simulated frames was kept at about 2%, which is within the lower one-third of the 


usual range of 1 to 4% used for ρcol. Note that concrete columns with light longitudinal reinforcing are more critical 


for investigating the strength (Mirza and MacGregor 1989). The nominal compressive strength of concrete (f’c) and 


yield strength of reinforcing steel (fy) were taken as 34.5 MPa and 414 MPa, respectively. These values of f’c and fy 


were selected because they are most commonly used in low-rise buildings. 


 


The variables studied to examine the effective length factor used in the CSA A23.3-04 moment magnifier approach 


for columns in reinforced concrete non-sway frames are as follows: (a) The load patterns, the end conditions at the 


top of the column, and the end moment applied to the upper end of the column producing 6 different load cases 


(Figure 1); (b) the slenderness ratio of the column (ℓcol/hcol), where ℓcol = unsupported height of the column,            
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hcol = overall thickness of the column cross section; (c) the slenderness ratio of the beams (ℓbm/hbm), where ℓbm = 


unsupported length of the beam, hbm = overall thickness of the beam cross section; and (d) the magnitude of the 


beam loading controlled by the ratio of the beam applied bending moment to the yield bending moment 


(Mbm/My(bm)), where the yield bending moment is  defined as the bending moment acting on the beam cross section 


at the onset of initial yielding of the beam flexural tension steel and computed from CSA A23.3-04 without using 


the resistance factors. Specified values of variables used for this study are given in Table 1. Note that variations in 


column and beam slenderness ratios and column upper end conditions (pin-ended or fix-ended) produced a range of 


effective lengths that permitted the evaluation of the effective length factor (K). Some combinations of the column 


and beam slenderness ratios listed in Table 1 produced impractical frames. However, all simulated columns for 


which theoretically computed δns values were greater than 1.0 were included in the analysis. This permitted the 


examination of higher ranges of relative column stiffnesses and the resulting K factors than would have been 


otherwise possible. Table 1 also indicates that the magnitude of the beam loads shown in Figure 1 was varied to 


study the effect of yielding of the flexural tension reinforcing steel in the beams. The beam loads were applied so 


that the maximum computed bending moment in one of the beams was equal to the predefined moment that ranged 


from 0.84My(bm) to 1.12My(bm) (Table 1), representing conditions at or near ultimate loads. Note that the ratio of the 


ultimate bending moment resistance to yield bending moment for the beam cross section, shown in Figure 2(b), was 


computed from CSA A23.3-04 (without the resistance factors) as 1.12. The M1/M2 ratio for columns in frames used 


in this study varied from -0.5 to 1.0. 


 


 
 


Figure 2: Member properties used for analysis of simulated reinforced concrete frames: (a) column cross section; 


and (b) beam cross section 


4. THEORETICAL ULTIMATE STRENGTH OF COLUMNS IN SIMULATED NON-SWAY FRAMES 


To determine the theoretical axial load strength (Pu(th)) of a column, the axial load was incremented to the failure 


load starting from an axial load equal to 10 percent of the concentric axial load strength of the column cross section. 


For each level of axial load under consideration, the maximum bending moment along the column length was 


computed. The non-linear second-order analysis (theoretical strength model described in an earlier section) was used 


for this purpose. The bending moments along the length of the beams were checked to ensure that the beam bending 


moment ratio (Mbm /My(bm)) was at the predefined level (Table 1).  If the beam bending moments did not correspond 


to the desired beam bending moment ratio, the beam loads were adjusted to maintain the desired level of Mbm /My(bm) 


ratio. The bending moments in the beams were monitored to ensure also that the failure of the column took place 


prior to the failure of a beam. If the failure of one of the beams occurred before the column failure, the beam loads 


were adjusted and the entire process was repeated. For load cases 5 and 6 (Figure 1), the moment at the top end of 


the column was applied proportionally to the axial load to maintain the predefined end eccentricity that 


corresponded to one of the M/Puh values given in Table 1. Therefore, the applied bending moment at the top end of 


the column increased at the same rate as the axial load. The first-order end moment ratio (M1/M2) and end 


eccentricity ratio (e/h = M2/Pu(th)h) were computed along with Pu(th) for the column in the frame under consideration 


and were used in analyses presented in the later part of this paper. 
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Table 1: Specified Properties of Simulated Reinforced Concrete Frames 


Load Cases Properties Specified Values 
Number of 


Specified Values 


1 and 2a 


Upper end of column fixed 


against rotation, as shown in 


Fig. 1(a) and 1(b) 


ℓcol /hcol 


15; 17.5; 20; 22.5; 25; 27.5; 30; 


32.5; 35; 37.5; 40; 42.5; 45; 


47.5; 50; 52.5; 55 


17 


ℓbm /hbm 10; 15; 20; 30; 40 5 


Mbm /My(bm) 0.84; 1.00; 1.06; 1.12 4 


3 and 4b 


Upper end of column pin-


ended, as shown in Fig. 1(c) 


and 1(d) 


ℓcol /hcol 


10; 12.5; 15; 17.5; 20; 22.5; 25; 


27.5; 30; 32.5; 35; 37.5; 40; 


42.5; 45 


15 


ℓbm /hbm 10; 15; 20; 30; 40 5 


Mbm /My(bm) 0.84; 1.00; 1.06; 1.12 4 


5 and 6c 


Bending moment applied to 


upper end of column that is 


pin-ended, as shown in Fig. 


1(e) and 1(f) 


ℓcol /hcol 15; 20; 25; 30; 35; 40 6 


ℓbm /hbm 10; 15; 20; 30; 40 5 


Mbm /My(bm) 0.84; 1.00; 1.06; 1.12 4 


M/(Pu h) 0.1; 0.2; 0.3; 0.4; 0.6; 0.8; 1.0 7 
aTotal number of simulated frames equals (17×5×4=) 340 for each of Load Cases 1 and 2. 
bTotal number of simulated frames equals (15×5×4=) 300 for each of Load Cases 3 and 4. 
cTotal number of simulated frames equals (6×5×4×7=) 840 for each of Load Cases 5 and 6. 


Note: Each simulated frame had a different combination of specified properties shown above with f’c = 34.5 MPa 


and fy = 414 MPa. 


5. DESIGN ULTIMATE STRENGTH OF COLUMNS IN SIMULATED NON-SWAY FRAMES 


5.1 CSA A23.3-04 Moment Magnifier Method 


 


The first step for computing the CSA ultimate strength of a slender column in a non-sway frame is to determine the 


cross section strength, which is represented by an axial load-bending moment (P-M) strength interaction diagram. 


The cross section strength interaction diagram was defined by 102 points, which were computed using the 


compatibility of strains and the equilibrium of forces acting on the cross section. For computing the CSA cross 


section strength, it was assumed that (a) the strains were linearly proportional to the distances from the neutral axis; 


(b) the maximum concrete strain εcu = 0.0035 existed at the extreme compression fiber; (c) the compressive stress in 


concrete was represented by a rectangular stress block as defined by CSA A23.3-04; (d) the specified concrete 


strength was used for computing the maximum concrete stress in the stress block; and (e) the concrete was assumed 


to have no strength in tension. The material and member resistance factors (c, s, m) were taken equal to 1.0. 


 


The CSA moment magnifier procedure for slender columns uses the moment magnifier δns and the larger of the two 


column end moments M2 obtained from a conventional elastic frame analysis to compute the magnified moment Mc 


(Mmax), which includes second-order effects occurring along the height of the column: 


 


[1]  221m2nscmax MMCMMM         


 


In Eq. 1, δns is the moment magnifier for a column in a non-sway frame; M2 is the larger of the two factored end 


moments (M1 and M2) computed from a conventional elastic frame analysis and is always taken as positive; Cm is 


the equivalent uniform bending moment diagram factor; δ1 is the moment magnifier for the same column when 


subjected to axial load and equal and opposite (equivalent) end moments causing symmetrical single curvature 


bending and is calculated from 1/(1-(Pf /mPc)); Pf is the applied factored axial load (ultimate axial load resistance 


Pu) under consideration; m is the member resistance factor taken as 1.0; Pc is the critical buckling load computed 


from 2EI/(Kℓ)2; EI is the effective flexural stiffness; K is the effective length factor; and ℓ is the length of the 
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column. The Explanatory Notes on CSA A23.3-04 (CAC 2006) permit the use of the Jackson-Moreland Alignment 


Chart, which is based on Eq. 2, for determining the effective length factor K for columns in non-sway frames: 
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In Eq. 2, GA and GB are the relative stiffnesses of the column at upper and lower joints, respectively, and were 


computed as the ratios of the sum of stiffnesses of columns (∑(EI/ℓ)col) meeting at joint A or B to the sum of 


stiffnesses of beams (∑(EI/ℓ)bm) meeting at the same joint. For GA and GB, EI values were taken as 0.7EcIg(col) and 


0.35EcIg(bm) for columns and beams, respectively, as permitted by CSA A23.3-04, where Ec = modulus of elasticity 


of concrete, and Ig(col), Ig(bm) = moments of inertia of the column and beam gross cross sections, respectively. For 


frames used in this study (Figure 1), the upper end of the column (Joint A) has no beams framing into it. The upper 


end of the column is either pin-ended or fix-ended and, therefore, GA is theoretically infinity or zero, respectively.  


To avoid numerical problems in solving Eq. 2, GA was set equal to 1000 when the upper end of the column was pin-


ended and taken as 0.001 when the upper end of the column was fix-ended. 


  


Equation 1 was used to obtain the bending moment resistance of a column in a frame for a given level of axial load 


(Pu) directly from the cross section strength interaction diagram.  To do this, the cross section bending moment 


resistance (Mcs) was substituted for the magnified column moment (Mc) in Eq. 1. Then, the larger of the two end 


moments (M2), which can be applied to the column at the given axial load Pu, was computed by solving Eq. 1 for M2 


= Mc /δns = Mcs /δns. Note that the maximum axial load that can be applied to a slender column is less than the pure 


axial load resistance of the cross section Po (Pr,max permitted by CSA A23.3-04 without  factors) and is also less 


than the column critical load resistance Pc. Hence, the points on a column strength interaction curve were generated 


for Pu values that were lower than both Po and Pc. For a desired M1/M2 ratio, M2 values were computed from the 


procedure described above for all levels of axial load (Pu) that were lower than or equal to both Po and Pc. This 


generated the column axial load-bending moment interaction diagram for the M1/M2 ratio under consideration. 


Repeating the step for all desired M1/M2 ratios generated a series of column strength interaction curves. The CSA 


axial load strength (Pu(des)) of a column was then computed from linear interpolation of points on these interaction 


diagrams, using the first order M1/M2 and e/h ratios determined earlier for that column from the theoretical 


procedure described in the preceding section. 


 


5.2 Modified CSA Moment Magnifier Method with Alternative Equation for K Factor 


 


Duan et al. (1993) proposed a simple equation for computing the effective length factor for columns in non-sway 


frames: 
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In addition, the Commentary to ACI 318-05 (2005) permitted the use of expressions proposed by Cranston (1972), 


where K was taken as the smaller of the following for columns in non-sway frames: 


 


[4a]    0.1GG05.07.0K BA   


        


[4b]  0.1G05.085.0K min           


 


In Eq. 4b, Gmin was the smaller of GA and GB. A comparison of K computed from Eq. 2 (Jackson-Moreland 


Alignment Chart), Eq. 3 (Duan et al. 1993), and Eq. 4 (Cranston 1972) is shown in Figure 3.  The following 


observations are made from Figure 3: (a) Cranston's expressions produce effective length factors that are very 


conservative compared to the values obtained from the Jackson-Moreland Alignment Chart when the upper joint is 


fix-ended (GA = 0); (b) Duan's equation produces effective length factors that are almost the same as those obtained 


from the Jackson-Moreland Alignment Chart when the upper joint is fix-ended (GA = 0); and (c) when the upper 


joint is pin-ended (GA = ∞), both Duan's and Cranston’s equations produce conservative results compared to the 


effective length factor computed from the Jackson-Moreland Alignment Chart. To investigate the effect of the K 
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factor computed from Duan et al. (1993) on the strength of slender reinforced concrete columns, Eq. 3 was used in 


place of Eq. 2 and the rest of the moment magnifier procedure described previously was followed. No further 


analysis was performed with Cranston's equation (1972), because it produced very conservative values of K for fix-


ended columns in Figure 3(a) and similar values of K as those produced by the Duan et al. equation for pin-ended 


columns in Figure 3(b). 


 


 
 


Figure 3: Comparison of effective length factors (K) computed from different design equations when (a) the upper 


joint of the column is fix-ended; and (b) the upper joint of the column is pin-ended 


6. STRENGTH RATIOS FOR COLUMNS IN SIMULATED NON-SWAY FRAMES 


To evaluate the effective length factor used in the moment magnifier approach for determining column strength, 


2960 simple reinforced concrete frames were simulated.  The cross section and material properties of columns and 


beams used in these frames are shown in Figure 2.  The combinations of support conditions and applied loads 


produced six different load cases (Figure 1). Each frame had a different combination of column slenderness ratio, 


beam slenderness ratio, support condition, and beam loads (Table 1).  The column theoretical ultimate strengths 


(Pu(th)) were computed from the procedure outlined in a previous section. The column design ultimate strengths Pu(des) 


were calculated from the design procedures described in the preceding section using Eq. 2 (Jackson-Moreland 


Alignment Chart) or Eq. 3 (Duan et al. 1993) for the effective length factor K used in the computation of Pc. Note 


that c, s, and m factors were taken equal to 1.0 for computing Pu(des). Finally, the strength ratios were computed by 


dividing Pu(th) by Pu(des), and were statistically analyzed to examine and evaluate the equations for effective length 


factor K. These analyses and evaluations are presented in the sections that follow. 


7. EXAMINATION OF STRENGTH RATIOS FOR COLUMNS IN SIMULATED NON-SWAY FRAMES 


Only the columns where the theoretically computed maximum magnified bending moment due to second-order 


effects along the height of the column was greater than the larger first-order end moment (M2) were included in the 


analysis because for these columns δns exceeded 1.0.  As a result, the analysis presented here includes data for 2168 


of the 2960 frames initially used for this study. For load cases 1, 2, 3 and 4, the first-order end eccentricity ratio (e/h 


= M2/Pu(th)h) ranges from 0.013 to 0.192 and the end moment ratio (M1/M2) is equal to -0.5 or 0.0 when the upper 
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end of the column is fix-ended or pin-ended, respectively. Therefore, the effects of e/h and M1/M2 on the strength 


ratio (Pu(th)/Pu(des)) will not be shown for load cases 1 to 4, because no trends were readily visible in the ranges of e/h 


and M1/M2 studied. Furthermore, as the beam bending moment ratio (Mbm/My(bm)) displayed little effect on the 


strength ratios of columns in frames subjected to load cases 1 to 4 or to load cases 5 to 6 within the range of 


Mbm/My(bm) studied (0.84 to 1.12), those plots will not be shown for any of the load cases. 


 


The effect of column slenderness ratio (Kℓ/r) on the column strength ratio is examined in Figure 4. This figure was 


prepared for load cases 1 to 4 combined involving 648 reinforced concrete frames, where the theoretically computed 


maximum magnified bending moment due to second-order effects along the column height was greater than M2. 


Note that, for computing the strength ratios shown in Figure 4, Pu(des) was determined using the CSA A23.3-04 


procedure for δns (Eq. 1) and one of the following two equations for K: (a) the effective length factor from Eq. 2 


(Jackson-Moreland Alignment Chart) for Figure 4(a); and (b) the effective length factor from Eq. 3 (Duan et al 


1993) for Figure 4(b). Note also that, for the CSA moment magnifier procedure, δns was calculated from axial loads 


and bending moments obtained from the conventional (first-order) elastic frame analysis. 


 


 
 


Figure 4: Effect of column slenderness ratio on strength ratios for load cases 1, 2, 3 and 4 (n = 648) calculated using 


(a) K from Jackson-Moreland Alignment Chart; and (b) K from Duan et al. 


 


The strength ratios shown in Figure 4 indicate that both equations for K produce safe designs for all Kℓ/r values 


studied including for those that are beyond the upper limit of 100 placed on Kℓ/r by CSA A23.3-04 (2004). Figure 


4(a), plotted using K from the Jackson-Moreland Alignment Chart, also shows that the strength ratios become 


increasingly conservative as Kℓ/r increases from approximately 40 to 110. Figure 4(b) was prepared from K based 


on the Duan et al. equation. A comparison of Figure 4(b) with Figure 4(a) shows that Figures 4(b) produces equally 


conservative albeit more scattered strength ratios than does Figure 4(a). This is expected because the Duan et al. 


equation computes more conservative values of K for pin-ended columns than those given by the Jackson-Moreland 


Alignment Chart, whereas both Jackson-Moreland Alignment Chart and Duan et al. equation compute very close 


values of K for fix-ended columns, as indicated by Figure 3. Consequently, Figure 4(b) shows two distinct groups of 


data, one for fix-ended and the other for pin-ended columns. Hence, Figure 4 leads to the conclusion that there 


appears to be no advantage in replacing the Jackson-Moreland Alignment Chart by the Duan et al. equation for the 


type of frames studied. 


 


The effects of e/h, M1/M2, and Kℓ/r on the strength ratios for the combined data from load cases 5 and 6 are shown 


in Figures 5(a)-(f). These figures were plotted for 1520 reinforced concrete frames, where the theoretically 


computed maximum magnified moment due to second-order effects along the column height was greater than M2. 


Consequently, as e/h increases from 0.1 to 1.0, the number of data points in Figures 5(a)-(f) decreases from 220 at 


e/h = 0.1 to 132 at e/h = 1.0. Note that M1/M2 ratio in these figures ranges from -0.4 (double curvature bending, Cm = 


0.44) to 1.0 (single curvature bending, Cm = 1.0). For computing the strength ratios shown in Figures 5(a)-(f), Pu(des) 


was determined using the CSA A23.3-04 procedure for δns (Eq. 1) and one of the following two equations for K: (a) 


the effective length factor from Eq. 2 (Jackson-Moreland Alignment Chart) for Figures 5(a)-(c); and (b) the effective 


length factor from Eq. 3 (Duan et al. 1993) for Figures 5(d)-(f). 
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The strength ratios shown in Figures 5(a)-(c) for load cases 5 and 6 for which K was computed from the Jackson-


Moreland Alignment Chart indicate a large spread in strength ratios. This is particularly valid for strength ratios with 


e/h < 0.3, -0.3 < M1/M2 < 0.8, and Kℓ/r > 70, as indicated by Figures 5(a), 5(b), and 5(c), respectively. The Duan et 


al. equation was employed in place of the Jackson-Moreland Alignment Chart to calculate the K factor used in Pu(des) 


for computing the strength ratios from load cases 5 and 6 plotted in Figures 5(d)-(f). A comparison of Figures 5(d)-


(f) with Figures 5(a)-(c) shows a higher spread in strength ratios plotted in Figures 5(d)-(f), where the Duan et al. 


equation (Eq. 3) was used for computing K, as opposed to Figures 5(a)-(c) where the Jackson-Moreland Alignment 


Chart (Eq. 2) was employed for determining the K factor. However, both equations for K produced reasonably 


conservative strength ratios as indicated by Figures 5(a)-(f). This should be expected as explained earlier and 


indicates no advantage in replacing the Jackson-Moreland Alignment Chart with the Duan et al. equation for the 


types of frames studied. 


 


 
 


Figure 5: Effects of variables on strength ratios for load cases 5 and 6 (n = 1520) calculated using K from Jackson-


Moreland Alignment Chart: (a) end eccentricity ratio (e/h), (b) column end moment ratio (M1/M2), (c) slenderness 


ratio (Kℓ/r); and K from Duan et al. equation: (d) end eccentricity ratio (e/h),  


(e) column end moment ratio (M1/M2), (f) slenderness ratio (Kℓ/r) 
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8. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 


The CSA Standard A23.3-04 permits the use of the moment magnifier method for computing the ultimate strength 


of a slender reinforced concrete column. This computed CSA strength is influenced by the column effective length 


factor K, effective flexural stiffness EI, and the equivalent uniform bending moment diagram factor Cm among other 


factors. For this study, 2960 reinforced concrete non-sway frames in the shape of an inverted T subjected to short 


term loads were simulated to evaluate the accuracy of equations for K. The details of the simulated frames and 


variables used are discussed in Section 3.  An elaborate theoretical strength model was developed and used for 


computing the ultimate strengths of columns in simulated frames. The theoretically computed column ultimate 


strengths were divided by the ultimate strengths of same columns calculated from the CSA moment magnifier 


method using different equations for K to obtain the nondimensionalized strength ratios. These strength ratios were 


statistically analyzed to evaluate the accuracy of K equations investigated. The materials and member resistance 


factors were taken equal to 1.0 for computing the CSA ultimate strengths. From the results presented in this paper, it 


is concluded that the Jackson-Moreland Alignment Chart is the most accurate of the selected equations available in 


the literature for computing the K factor. The results of the study are limited to non-sway frames in low-rise 


buildings. 
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ABSTRACT  


The results of full scale trials of heavy vehicle-induced vibrations on the Pierre Laporte Bridge are presented. The 


Pierre Laporte Bridge spans approximately 1 km having the longest main span of any suspension bridge in Canada. 


The tests were performed during short periods of complete bridge closure on October 27 and 28, 2014. During the 


tests, the acceleration of the bridge was recorded at multiple locations in addition to measurements of the vertical and 


pitching accelerations of the testing vehicle itself. The results of these tests are used to calibrate an analytical tool 


developed to screen bridge designs for potential serviceability concerns due to vehicle-induced vibrations. Numerical 


simulations are performed using this analytical method and compared directly to the results of the full scale trials. 


Good agreement is found between the peak predictions and the measurements highlighting the effectiveness of the 


screening tool during the design of medium- to long-span bridges. No cases of pedestrian discomfort to any kind of 


dynamic excitations have been reported since the Pierre Laporte Bridge opened in 1970, and the results measured 


during the full scale trials and those simulated numerically reflect these observations. 


 


Keywords: Vehicle-induced vibrations, Bridge dynamics, Pedestrian comfort, Bridge serviceability 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Medium- and long-span bridges are generally considered flexible structures susceptible to vibrations from various 


sources including wind-, pedestrian-, and vehicle-induced excitation. Should the response of the structure from one or 


more of these excitation sources exceed certain thresholds then it is possible that users of the bridge (i.e., pedestrians, 


cyclists, motorists) may feel discomfort. To mitigate these serviceability concerns for the bridge, it is recommended 


that pre-screening tools be used to assess the potential acceleration levels expected from each potential excitation 


source. The focus of the current work is on a pre-screening tool capable to assess the response of a structure to heavy 


vehicle-induced excitations.  
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A set of full scale trials and numerical simulations have been performed in order to calibrate the method previously 


described by Stoyanoff et al. (2006) to assess vehicle-induced vibrations. These full scale trials took place in the very 


early morning on October 28, 2014 on the Pierre Laporte Bridge in Quebec City, Quebec, Canada. The Pierre Laporte 


Bridge spans the Saint Lawrence Seaway connecting Quebec City with Lévis and currently has the longest main span 


of any suspension bridge in Canada with a main span of 668 m and a total suspended span of 1041 m. The bridge deck 


is 28.8 m wide with three lanes of traffic in each direction for a total of six lanes. There is also a sidewalk on each side 


of the bridge as shown in Figure 1. The full scale experiments were performed as part of a larger test program carried 


out by the Ministère des Transports, de la Mobilité durable et de l’Électrification des transports (MTMDET) including 


identification of the fundamental frequencies of the bridge, estimation of damping in the lowest modes of vibration, 


and measurements of deflections under patterns of heavy traffic. It should be noted that no instances of discomfort 


have been reported on the Pierre Laporte Bridge due to vehicle-induced vibrations. These experiments were performed 


to take advantage of given rare opportunity to calibrate both the finite element model of the bridge itself and, the 


analytical tools used to predict vehicle-induced vibrations. 


 


In the assessment of human discomfort on bridges there is a wide variety of published codes and sources. A summary 


of the thresholds found in various codes and standards are summarized in Figure 2. As shown in Figure 2, the typical 


criteria for human comfort are expressed in terms of allowable accelerations. Since human comfort for each individual 


depends on a combination of physiological and psychological factors, there is a wide spread in the data and many 


factors which govern the perception of comfort or discomfort. For example, it is well established that the acceleration 


thresholds vary with both exposure time and the frequency of the response (ISO 2631, 1997). In general, any 


discomfort due to wind-induced vibration on a bridge occurs for a single mode of vibration with a period longer than 


1 s. However, for vehicle-induced vibration the acceleration of the structure may occur in several modes of vibration 


with short time periods. Thus, the exposure time to vibrations must be considered in addition to the level of 


acceleration when assessing the comfort of pedestrians due to vehicle-induced vibrations. As recommended by ISO 


10137 (2007), a 1-second window-averaged root-mean square (rms) appropriately represents the time required to 


perceive acceleration levels. Therefore, the comfort level of pedestrians can be assessed by the proposed mean square 


moving average to filter the time series of the response as shown in Eq. 1 where 𝑎(𝑡) is the response of the structure, 


𝜏 is variable of integration over time, and 𝑡 is time in seconds. 


 


[1]  𝑎comfort(𝑡) = 1.414 × [∫ 𝑎(𝑡 + 𝜏)2𝑑𝜏
0.5


−0.5
]


1


2
. 


 


The focus of the current work is to evaluate the performance of an analytical model to predict the acceleration of the 


structure. Few previous studies have been performed comparing full scale measurements to validate the analytical 


approaches for vehicle-induced vibrations (e.g., Green and Cebon, 1994) therefore the current dataset is especially 


 
 


Figure 1: Above is the plan and below is the typical section of the Pierre Laporte Bridge. The red markers 


indicate the locations of the tri-axial accelerometers used in the full scale experiments. 
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useful for calibration purposes. Typically measurements of vehicle-induced vibrations have only been performed on 


long-span suspension bridges that are open to traffic (e.g., Kim et al. 2003) making it difficult to control the parameters 


of the experiment. Numerical simulations are carried out and compared with the full scale measurements from the 


Pierre Laporte Bridge. These comparisons are performed to evaluate the adequacy of the methodology as a screening 


tool to predict the potential for pedestrian discomfort due to vehicle-induced vibrations at the design stage of medium- 


and long-span bridges. 


2. FULL SCALE EXPERIMENTS 


As described in the Introduction, full scale experiments were organized by the MTMDET with some assistance from 


RWDI in late October, 2014. There were four distinct 1 hour bridge closures to allow for the experiments to be 


completed. During one of those bridge closures, an instrumented heavy truck passed over the closed bridge and the 


bridge and vehicle responses were recorded. The following sections describe these experiments in more detail. 


2.1 Bridge instrumentation 


The bridge was instrumented with six (6) SENSR CX1 network tri-axial accelerometers. These accelerometers were 


networked over a local area network using Ethernet connections to a data acquisition system. Selected accelerometers 


have a range of ±1.5 g, where g is the acceleration due to gravity, and a resolution of 1x10-5 g. The placement of the 


accelerometers has been marked on the typical section and the plan view of the bridge in Figure 1.  The data were 


sampled at a rate of 400 Hz simultaneously between all six accelerometers and digitally low pass filtered at 10 Hz.  


2.2 Truck  


A 10-wheel loaded dump truck was used for the full scale experiments with a photo of this vehicle shown in Figure 


3. Each axle of the truck was weighed with the parameters summarized in Table 1.  


 


The truck was instrumented with tri-axial SENSR GP2xL USB accelerometers with one accelerometer located at the 


centre of the front bumper of the truck while the other was located at the centre of the rear bumper. These 


accelerometers have a measurement range of ±6 g while having a shock limit of up to 1000 g before any damage is 


sustained. USB cables were run from each accelerometer to a data acquisition computer in the cab of the truck where 


the data were sampled at a rate of 400 Hz from each accelerometer and digitally low pass filtered at 20 Hz. 


 


 
 


Figure 2: Comfort criteria summarized from multiple sources including Buckland (1981) (referred to as ASCE 


1981); Eurocode (2001), Ontario (1983); ISO 2631(1997); ISO 10137 (2007); and Setra (2006). 
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In addition to the accelerometers used to measure the response of the truck, a GPS system was used to quantify the 


speed, position and time of each trial across the bridge. Two different trials were run with the truck in each direction 


over the bridge at a constant speed of 80 km/h in the same lane. 


 


Table 1: Parameters of the heavy truck used in the full scale trials 


Parameter Value Unit 


Total mass 25950 kg 


Mass over rear axle 1 9580 kg 


Mass over rear axle 2 9310 kg 


Spacing from front axle to rear axle 1 4.00 m 


Spacing from rear axle 1 to rear axle 2 1.53 m 


Frequency of sprung mass 2.9 Hz 


Damping of sprung mass 6 % critical 


Frequency of unsprung mass 18 Hz 


Damping of unsprung mass 0.1 % critical 


 


3. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS 


3.1 Vehicle 


A two degree of freedom (2DOF) system representing the first vertical mode of vibration and the wheel-hop frequency 


for the heavy vehicle is assumed. It is recommended that during the screening process multiple fundamental 


frequencies are assumed for the heavy vehicle to cover the range of expected forcing frequencies among the wide 


variety of trucks on the road. The 2DOF system for the vehicle is written  


 


[2]  (
𝑚𝑢 0
0 𝑚𝑠


) (
�̈�𝑢


�̈�𝑠
) + (


𝑐𝑢 + 𝑐𝑠 −𝑐𝑠


−𝑐𝑠 𝑐𝑠
) (


�̇�𝑢


�̇�𝑠
) + (


𝑘𝑢 + 𝑘𝑠 −𝑘𝑠


−𝑘𝑠 𝑘𝑠
) (


𝑧𝑢


𝑧𝑠
) = (


−𝑐𝑢 (�̇�𝑏 +
𝑑𝑟


𝑑𝑥
𝑈𝑡) − 𝑘𝑢(𝑧𝑏 + 𝑟)


0
) 


 


  


where, 𝑧(𝑡) describes the motion of the sprung (subscript, s) or unsprung (subscript, u) mass; 𝑧𝑏(𝑡) describes the 


response of the bridge; 𝑟 is the roughness profile of the road expressed as a function of the distance along the span, 𝑥; 


𝑚, 𝑐, 𝑘 represent the mass, damping and stiffness of the sprung and unsprung masses; and 𝑈𝑡 is the constant velocity 


of the truck. 


 


The method proposed here seeks to maintain accuracy while allowing for certain simplifications to remain an efficient 


screening tool at the design stage. However, it should be noted that the method can be extended to include further 


          
(a)                                                                 (b) 


Figure 3: (a) Photograph of the truck used for the full scale trials, and (b) passage of the truck over the bridge. 
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refinements to the vehicle dynamic model (e.g., incorporation of the pitching mode of vibration). For the numerical 


simulations representing the full scale experiments on the Pierre Laporte Bridge, a two degree of freedom truck was 


simulated to match the parameters described in Table 1. The dynamic characteristics of the sprung and unsprung 


masses have been estimated from measurements performed on the vehicle in a parking lot and from published sources 


(e.g., Papagiannakis and Gujarathi, 1995). 


3.2 Road surface 


The road surface is described using the displacement power spectral density based on the assumption of constant 


velocity in ISO 8608 (1995). In this case the power spectral density (PSD), 𝑆𝑑(𝑓), takes the following general form 


 


[3]  𝑆𝑑(𝑓) = 𝑆𝑑(𝑓0) (
𝑓


𝑓0
)


−2


 


 


where, 𝑓 is the spatial frequency and 𝑓0 is a reference spatial frequency (𝑓0 = 0.1 cycles/m). The road surface PSD is 


generated using the inverse Fourier transform with the phase angle assigned randomly for each frequency. The 


integration range for the inverse Fourier transform is taken as f = [0.01, 10] cycles/m and the values for 𝑆𝑑(𝑓0) are 


provided based on the road condition in Table 2. 


 


Once the road surface profile is generated, a smoothing process in the analysis is applied to reflect the spatial averaging 


characteristics of the tire contact patch. Based on the distribution of pressure on a tire contact patch, a Gaussian 


smoothing kernel is convolved with the road surface profile to reflect the characteristics of how the road surface is 


transmitted to the vehicle suspension system.  


Table 2: Values of 𝑆𝑑(𝑓0) for different road conditions 


Description* Road Class 𝑆𝑑(𝑓0) [10-6 m3] 


Very Good A 16 


Good B 64 


Good- Average C 256 


Average-Poor D 1024 


Poor E 4096 


* Description of classes is from Stoyanoff et al. (2006) 


 


 


The primary excitation for the truck suspension system is the road surface roughness. Due to the recent resurfacing of 


the bridge deck, corroborated by observations during the test campaign, the road roughness was assumed to be in 


“Very Good” or “Class A” condition. The MTMDET separately measured the profile of the road and the comparison 


between these measurements and the simulated road roughness is shown in Figure 5.  


 


In addition to road roughness, additional repeating or solitary features of a bridge may be included in the road profile 


such as groove patterns or expansion joints at their appropriate locations on the bridge. For the current numerical 


 
 


Figure 4: Schematic of the 2DOF truck system and the influence functions applied to the bridge. 
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simulations, the effect of the expansion joints on the bridge has been examined by modeling the roadway both with 


and without expansion joints. The expansion joints are included as rectangular impulse functions to represent their 


dimension along the bridge and the depth of the joint. The Gaussian kernel described above is applied after the 


inclusion of the expansion joints with the goal of mimicking the smoothing effect of the tire passing the expansion 


joints. 


3.3 Structural response 


The numerical model used in the current study is a simplified strip version of the full finite element model of the 


bridge with the discretization shown along with the coordinate system in Figure 6. The total number of strips included 


in the model is 719 including: 169 strips representing the deck; 30 representing each tower; 85 nodes for each main 


cable; and 320 representing the hangers. The mass and mass moment of inertia of the structure are lumped to each 


strip and the six DOF response is solved in the time domain. For more details on the bridge response solution 


methodology the reader is referred to Stoyanoff (2001). 


 


The loading from the vehicle is transmitted to the structure via triangular influence functions under each wheel as 


shown schematically in Figure 4. The use of triangular influence functions is expected to retain some conservatism in 


the analysis. 


 


The numerical simulations were carried out using the analytical method described in Stoyanoff et al. (2006) using the 


2DOF model specified in Eq. 2. The solution is carried out in the time domain using a truncated set of modes to 


describe the mass, damping and stiffness of the structure. Due to the excitation of the vehicle being on the order of 


1 Hz, it is recommended to truncate the modes at approximately 10 Hz, which in this case meant that 920 modes of 


vibration were retained in the analysis. The time step used in the simulations was 0.003125 s which corresponds to a 


frequency of 320 Hz. 


 


As part of the full scale trials during the bridge closures in late October, 2014, tests were performed to determine the 


structural damping and natural frequencies of the lowest modes of vibration for the bridge. Further discussion of these 


 


Figure 5: Measured, simulated and tire smoothed road roughness profiles (left) along the span of the bridge, and 


(right) in the spatial frequency domain. Legend applies to both plots. 


 
Figure 6: Strip model used for the numerical simulations of the vehicle-induced vibrations. 
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tests is outside the scope of the current work; however, it should be noted that the frequencies of the lowest modes of 


vibration from the finite element model of the bridge were calibrated based on these tests and used in the current 


analysis. Likewise, the structural damping is set to 0.3% of critical in each mode of vibration which was shown to be 


representative of the lower modes of vibration during the full scale tests; however, it should be noted that the damping 


may be lower at the small amplitudes observed during the trials with the heavy vehicle.  


4. RESULTS 


4.1 Results of the numerical simulations 


The general output from the simulations is the 1 second rms window-averaged peak acceleration estimated for each 


location along the walkways of the bridge. If these peak accelerations exceed the published standards regarding human 


comfort then it may indicate the need for remedial measures in the design of the bridge. An example of this output is 


shown in Figure 7 along with the comfort classes established by Setra (2006) for pedestrian comfort. As observed in 


Figure 7 all of the peak accelerations fall within the maximum comfort zone indicating that it is highly unlikely that 


any pedestrians would feel uncomfortable on Pierre Laporte Bridge due to the passage of heavy vehicles. It should be 


noted that these observations are in-line with the fact that no issues of comfort have been reported over the lifetime of 


the bridge which opened to the public in 1970. 


4.2 Comparisons between numerical simulations and experiments 


The comparisons performed here are based on the trials when the truck was passed over the bridge at a constant speed 


of 80 km/h (e.g., the speed limit on this bridge). The external load acting on the structure is the dead load of the truck 


plus the dynamic loads induced by the motion of its sprung and unsprung masses. Therefore, the first comparison is 


between the accelerations measured on the truck with the accelerations predicted in the simulation in Figure 8. Both 


simulations with and without the inclusion of expansion joints are included in the comparison. It is clear from 


measurements shown in Figure 8 that the truck responds to the expansion joints. The time series from the simulated 


2DOF vehicle is shown to match the relative magnitude of the measurements, and the peaks are better captured with 


the inclusion of the expansion joints. In both cases good agreement is found between the power spectral densities of 


the simulation and the measurements. In the comparison of the power spectral densities it is observed that the pitching 


mode of the truck is not captured by the 2DOF model. It is expected that exclusion of this pitching mode of vibration 


is conservative in terms of the predicted bridge response. However, this remains a topic for future consideration. 


 


 


 


 
Figure 7: Peak accelerations along the bridge after being filtered by a 1 second rms window averaging process 


(Eq. 1). The comfort classes specified by Setra (2006) are indicated for reference purposes. 
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A direct comparison of the acceleration time series measured at the site can be performed with the acceleration time 


series from the numerical simulations as shown in Figure 9 with the power spectral densities shown in Figure 10. As 


above for the response of the heavy vehicle, the results are shown for simulations both with and without the expansion 


joints. Figure 9 demonstrates that the case where the expansion joints have been modeled better replicates the 


accelerations measured on the bridge due to the passage of a heavy vehicle. In general, the peak amplitudes of 


acceleration measured on the bridge are well captured by the measurements (as shown in Figure 7 and Figure 9). 


Assessment of the power spectral densities in Figure 10 reveals a good match between measurements and simulations 


over the range of frequencies of the input force from the heavy vehicle. However, a significant amount of energy in 


the acceleration spectra is observed for frequencies below the primary forcing frequency of 2.9 Hz. As mentioned 


above, one possible explanation for this is the assumed damping of the structure. While 0.3% was shown to be a 


 


 
Figure 8: Time series (left) and power spectral density (right) of the measured and simulated vertical 


accelerations of the sprung mass. Top: Without expansion joints modeled on the roadway, Bottom: With 


expansion joints modeled on the roadway. Legend applies to both plots. 


 


 
 


Figure 9. Time series of the measured and simulated vertical accelerations of the bridge at Stations 73 (top), 86 


(middle) and 75 (bottom). Left: Without expansion joints modeled on the roadway, Right: With expansion joints 


modeled on the roadway. Legend applies to all plots. 
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reasonable estimate of the structural damping based on field measurements in primary torsional and sway modes, there 


were modes with significantly lower damping at low amplitudes of motion. Furthermore, it was not possible to 


estimate the damping in the primary vertical modes of vibration. Thus, it is possible that more energy was damped out 


of these modes during the simulations than what was observed during the full scale trials. 


5. CONCLUSIONS 


The analytical method developed in Stoyanoff et al. (2006) and extended to 2DOF in the current study has been shown 


to be a suitable design tool for medium- to long-span bridges to screen pedestrian comfort in terms of vehicle-induced 


vibrations. The results of numerical simulations of a heavy vehicle crossing the Pierre Laporte Bridge have been 


compared with a unique set of field measurements. The conditions of the field measurements were replicated as closely 


as possible considering the limitations inherent in the simplified analytical solution. The following represent the key 


findings of this study: 


 


1. In general, good agreement was observed between the peak accelerations measured on the bridge and those 


predicted by the numerical simulations. 


2. The road roughness as predicted using the spectral formulation was shown to match the measured road 


roughness reflecting a “very good” road condition. 


3. The accelerations predicted for the sprung/unsprung mass 2DOF system were observed to reasonably match the 


results obtained from measurements on the vehicle during the full scale trials. 


4. The predicted peak acceleration response of the bridge better matched the measurements when the expansion 


joints were included.  
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Figure 10. Power spectral density of the measured and simulated vertical accelerations of the bridge at Stations 


73 (top), 86 (middle) and 75 (bottom). Left: Without expansion joints modeled on the roadway, Right: With 


expansion joints modeled on the roadway. Legend applies to all plots. 
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ABSTRACT 


Following severe flooding in 2011 in Saskatchewan, Manitoba, and Quebec, the Government of Canada established 


the National Disaster Mitigation Program (NDMP) in April 2015 in recognition of increasing flood disaster risk and 


cost. The Government’s commitment to build safer and more resilient communities includes investing $200 million 


over five years in four components of emergency management: Risk Assessments, Flood Mapping, Mitigation 


Planning, and Investments in Non-Structural and Small Scale Structural Mitigation Projects. 


 


Historically, resource limitations allowed only basic methodologies and tools to be used for identifying 


infrastructure vulnerabilities, flood risk, and mitigation strategies. However recent advancements by the Hydrologic 


Engineering Center (HEC) for the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers has updated the River Analysis System (HECRAS 


Version 5.0.1, April 2016 Release) to perform not only one-dimensional, but two-dimensional (2D) and 


combined one- and two-dimensional (1D/2D) hydrodynamic modeling. The new capabilities of HEC-RAS allows 


users to increase detail and maintain efficiencies of existing models, while increasing the value to emergency 


management planning and providing the foundation for informed mitigation investments. 


 


This presentation will focus on the recent advancements in HEC-RAS 2D modeling that can be applied to dam and 


levee safety, risk assessment, and emergency flood preparedness. Demonstrations will include modeling capabilities 


for flow depth, velocities, inundation timing, and flood hazard characterization. 
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ABSTRACT  


The Ministry of Transportation Ontario (MTO), in partnership with consultants and contractors, developed a method 


for accelerated bridge construction called Get in-Get out Bridge or GiGo Bridge. The GiGo Bridge concept is an 


Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC) technique for replacing bridges over freeways, in 45 days or less, with a full 


closure of the crossing road. The concept requires that bridge components be prefabricated in advance of the on-site 


work. This has the advantage of shifting a substantial portion of the work into the winter months, freeing up staff 


resources and equipment for the summer months. Additional benefits of GiGo Bridge include shorter disruptions to 


traffic as well as enhanced safety, since workers have less contact with traffic during the project.  


 


In 2014, the Westminster Drive Underpass on Highway 401 in London, Ontario, was successfully replaced using the 


GiGo Bridge concept. The new, two-span integral abutment bridge consists of a number of prefabricated elements, 


including precast concrete abutments, wingwalls, and pier cap; and steel box girders. However, the accelerated 


bridge construction feature that is of primary interest in this project, and that is key to the GiGo Bridge concept, is 


the use of 6 prefabricated, 95-tonne supermodules, each of which consists of a steel box girder with a cast-in-place 


concrete deck.  


 


Based on the success and lessons learned from the Westminster Drive project, MTO will be using the GiGo Bridge 


concept on other projects, including the replacement of the Highway 401/Highway 19 Underpass in Ingersoll in 


2017. 


 


Keywords: accelerated, prefabricated, supermodules, GiGo Bridge 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Infrastructure renewal has become a dominant theme across North America. Years of underfunding have resulted in 


a backlog of infrastructure needs that must now be addressed. As well, governments are planning to stimulate the 


economy by providing additional funds for infrastructure. Collectively then, the number of projects on our roads and 


highways will increase significantly, resulting in traffic disruption, delays and congestion. Not only does this affect 


peoples’ lives and the economy through delays to the movement of people and goods, but the pollution created by 


idling vehicles will also increase. Our infrastructure could be renewed with much less impact on society, if projects 


could be completed much faster than in the past. 


 


Many of the typical small to medium sized bridge replacement projects require one full season to complete. The 


construction duration doubles or triples when traffic on the bridge is maintained. What if this could be drastically 


reduced? 
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The Westminster Drive Underpass over Highway 401 in London, Ontario, Canada, was replaced, with Westminster 


Drive closed, in just 7 weeks. Using prefabrication techniques and “supermodules”, the impact on users of both 


Westminster Drive and more importantly, Highway 401, was drastically reduced. The success of the project 


validated the Ministry of Transportation’s Get in-Get out Bridge, or GiGo Bridge concept, and demonstrated that 


bridge replacement projects can be done, in many cases, with much less impact on the travelling public.  


 


The GiGo Bridge concept is an Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC) technique for replacing bridges over 


freeways, in 45 days or less, with a full closure of the crossing road. The concept requires that bridge components be 


prefabricated in advance of the on-site work. This paper discusses the evolution of the GiGo Bridge concept as well 


as the design and construction of the Westminster Drive Underpass replacement. 


2. BACKGROUND 


In 2011, the Ministry of Transportation, Ontario (MTO), West Region, identified that approximately 40 bridges on 


Highway 401, primarily underpasses, needed to be replaced in the next 20 years. These replacements can each take 


two years or more to complete if staged construction is carried out, resulting in many years of construction activity 


over and adjacent to Highway 401. Reducing the duration of these projects would be of significant benefit to the 


travelling public. 


 


Short duration projects have the added benefit of increasing safety because the time during which traffic and 


construction are in conflict with each other is reduced. The duration of work carried out over or adjacent to 


Highway 401 could be reduced by prefabricating components outside the work zone, resulting in less driver 


distraction and enhancing worker safety. Shorter duration projects also reduce contractor overhead and Contract 


Administration costs. 


2.1 Whiteman Creek Bridge  


This bridge, located on Highway 24 south of Brantford, Ontario, was the project that set the stage for the GiGo 


Bridge concept. This was the first specifically designed ABC project in MTO West Region. Using local road 


detours, Highway 24 was closed for 7 weeks while the existing three-span concrete bridge was replaced with a 


single-span steel girder bridge (Young and Boparai 2013). Emerging materials, like Glass Fibre Reinforced Polymer 


(GFRP) and Ultra-High Performance Concrete (UHPC), were also incorporated into the project resulting in an 


innovative ABC solution. 


2.2 GiGo Bridge Concept and Workshop 


With the success of the Whiteman Creek Bridge in 2011, and the desire to replace bridges over Highway 401 with 


shorter construction duration, the GiGo Bridge concept was conceived, with the following goals: 


 


 Interchange and underpass structure constructed in less than four months, with the crossing road closed for 


45 days or less; 


 Minimize work on and over Highway 401, which is one of the busiest highways in North America (reduce 


lane closures, lane shifts, detours and costs); 


 Provide a safe work zone and increase public safety (reduce duration that workers and public are exposed to 


each other); 


 Project costs similar to, or less than, traditional staged construction; and 


 Scheme can be used at various locations (interchanges and flyovers) with minimal modification. 


 


The Ministry developed a conceptual GiGo Bridge scheme and, with the assistance of Stantec Consulting Ltd. 


(Stantec), facilitated a workshop to present, confirm and refine the preliminary details. The initial GiGo Bridge 


concept was developed in advance of the workshop, using a prototype site at an interchange location. Workshop 


attendees included Ministry representatives, construction specialists, and design engineers from Stantec. The 


workshop, and a follow-up meeting with contractor representatives, resulted in several modifications and 


refinements to the preliminary concept. 
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The preferred GiGo Bridge concept included the following key elements: 


 


 Four-span bridge configuration 


 Piers founded on concrete caissons 


 Integral abutments on a single line of steel H-Piles 


 Cast-in-place pier columns with precast pier caps 


 Precast concrete abutments and retaining walls 


 Superstructure modules (supermodules), where each supermodule is comprised of twin steel I-girders and a 


cast-in-place concrete deck on the twin I-girders, or precast side by side concrete boxes with a conventional 


cast-in-place topping 


 Cast-in-place deck closure strips, barrier walls, and approach slabs. 


 


Recommendations were also made for a two-span bridge configuration for flyover sites.  


 


Stantec and the Ministry prepared a GiGo Bridge report (Trader et al. 2012) that provides a flexible bridge 


replacement concept for use on future Ministry projects to complete underpass replacements in less than four 


months, with the crossing road closed for about 45 days. Armed with this report, a request to implement the concept 


immediately on an upcoming project was granted. 


3. WESTMINSTER DRIVE UNDERPASS 


The Westminster Drive Underpass, located in London, Ontario, needed to be replaced due to its age and condition.  


 


The 28.8 m single-span rigid frame bridge, constructed in 1959, was comprised of three variable depth reinforced 


concrete box girders. This flyover structure carried two lanes of Westminster Drive over four lanes of Highway 401 


traffic. The abutments were situated adjacent to the highway shoulders, within the clear zone, and would not allow 


for widening of the highway.  


 


MTO determined that the bridge would be replaced using the GiGo Bridge concept. The spans for the new structure 


needed to accommodate future highway widening by providing full clear zones for an ultimate 8-lane configuration 


of Highway 401. Therefore, the design team determined that the new structure would consist of a two-span 


continuous integral abutment bridge with spans of 29.8 m each. This configuration required a pier situated in the 


median.  
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Figure 1: Westminster Drive Underpass – Plan 


 


 
Figure 2: Westminster Drive Underpass - Elevation  


3.1 Design Features  


Two designs were prepared and tendered for this bridge; a precast concrete I-girder alternative and a steel box girder 


alternative. Steel box girders were selected in lieu of the steel I-girders recommended in the GiGo Bridge report in 


order to address MTO preference for box girders over highways; I-girders are more likely to have salt and debris 


collect on the top of the bottom flange. The steel box girder alternative was selected as the preferred superstructure 


type by the Contractor and is described below in further detail.  


 


The 12.2 m wide cross-section of the new Westminster Drive Underpass consists of a slab-on-girder system made 


composite with a 225 mm cast-in-place concrete deck. Therefore, the supermodules consist of six 1200 mm deep 


steel box girders. 
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Figure 3: Westminster Drive Underpass – Cross-Section  


 


The superstructure is simply supported for dead load but is continuous for live load. A transverse closure strip is 


used for the deck continuity connection over the pier. The pier diaphragm is integral with the pier cap.  


 


The pier consists of a precast concrete pier cap resting on cast-in-place concrete columns, supported on concrete 


caissons. The integral abutments, supported on steel H-piles, consist of a precast concrete portion of the abutments 


below the bearing seat. The top portion of the abutment is cast integral with the ends of the deck. 


3.2 Prefabricated Substructure Components 


The prefabricated portion of each of the abutments consists of three equal width (3.65 m) precast concrete abutment 


stem segments and two precast concrete wingwall segments. The abutments, including all precast segments, 


incorporate horizontal relief stripes for aesthetic purposes. 


 


  
Figure 4: Prefabricated Abutment Stem Segment                   Figure 5: Abutment  
 


Each 3.50 m tall by 1.20 m thick abutment segment has a mass of approximately 33 tonnes. Corrugated steel pipes 


formed voids in the abutment stem to allow for placement of the segment over the previously driven steel H-piles. 


High-early strength self-consolidating concrete (SCC) was used to fill the voids, bearing seats and closure strips 


between segments.  


 


Each 5 m long by 0.45 m thick precast concrete wingwall segment is full height (i.e., extends above the bearing seat 


elevation to the bottom of the barrier wall elevation) and connects to the outside abutment segment via cast-in-place 
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high-early strength SCC cleats. Horizontal ledges were added to the underside of the sloped portion of the wingwall 


to help with the installation and support of the precast wingwall segments. The mass of each wingwall segment is 


about 15 tonnes.  


 


  
Figure 6: Pier Cap Installation  


 


The prefabricated pier cap consists of a single 12 m long, 47-tonne precast concrete segment. The pier cap sits on 


three cast-in-place concrete columns. Each of the columns is founded on a drilled cast-in-place concrete caisson. 


There are ten 35M bars that extend from each of the columns and into 150 mm diameter CSP sleeves in the precast 


concrete pier cap. The precise location of the sleeves was provided on the contract drawings to accommodate pier 


cap shear reinforcing steel spacing. The contract required placement of the reinforcing steel in the columns to be 


carried out using a template built after fabrication of the precast pier cap to ensure proper field fit-up. Solid high-


strength plastic shims supported the pier cap on the columns until the high-early strength SCC, used to fill the CSP 


sleeves and the gap between the pier cap and the columns, cured. 


 


3.3 Supermodules 


Three supermodules, consisting of a 1200 mm deep steel box girder supporting 4.0 m of concrete deck, are utilized 


for each span. The concrete deck portion started 900 mm from the centreline of the abutment bearings and ended 


1400 mm from the pier centreline. Each 30 m long supermodule has a mass of approximately 95 tonnes.  


 


Conventional concrete deck construction techniques were specified for the supermodule construction.  


 


A temporary yard was used to build temporary substructures on which the steel box girders were placed. The 


temporary substructures had the same support conditions and bearing locations, including dimensions, cross-fall, 


superelevation and grade, as the new pier and abutments in the permanent location. After the steel box girders were 


installed on the temporary supports, the concrete deck was then formed, reinforced, cast and cured. The only 


difference of note was the use of block-outs at the transverse closure locations (at pier and abutments) and at the 


longitudinal closure strips (between each of the three supermodules in a span).  


 


Installation of the supermodules on site required large cranes to lift the 95-tonne units into place. Highway 401 lanes 


needed to be closed in order to set up the cranes and to install the supermodules. A six-hour overnight closure of the 
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eastbound lanes was permitted to complete the erection of three supermodules. Another six-hour overnight closure 


of the westbound lanes was allowed to place the other three supermodules the night after the eastbound lane closure.  


 


 
 


Various options were investigated to achieve superstructure continuity at the pier. Casting of the pier diaphragm 


integral with the pier cap suited the GiGo Bridge concept best. This eliminated the need for field welding of steel 


plates, with their inherent future fatigue/durability issues. There was also no need for extensive reinforcing steel for 


a flex-link type joint. In order to ensure that the pier diaphragm was integral with the pier cap, dowels were installed 


through the bottom flange of the girder into the pier cap. The holes for the dowels in the steel girders and the pier 


cap were installed during fabrication of the applicable component. The ends of the bottom flange of the steel girders 


had additional stiffeners, including a transverse stiffener plate, to help transfer the compressive forces from the 


girder into the pier diaphragm. 


 


Two 200 mm wide UHPC closure strips were used to fill the longitudinal gap between the supermodule units. 


3.4 Construction 


The contract for the replacement of the Westminster Drive Underpass was tendered in August 2013 and was 


awarded about one month later to Facca Inc. (Facca). Construction of the prefabricated bridge components began in 


January 2014. Fabrication of the abutment, wingwall and pier components was carried out at Facca’s main yard.  


 


Preparation of the temporary yard for the construction of the supermodules began early February 2014. The 


temporary yard was located only 7 km from the site. The steel box girders were delivered to the temporary yard at 


the end of February. The casting of the concrete deck for the supermodules was carried out in early May when 


temperatures were sufficient to complete the concrete casting and curing without cold weather protection measures.  


 


The construction of the supermodules in the temporary yard achieved the GiGo Bridge goal of enhancing safety in 


the work zone by removing construction activities away from the highway. Construction personnel noted that 


forming and placing reinforcing steel for the supermodules was straight-forward at the temporary yard; there was 


easy site access, no traffic to deal with, and no concerns with dropping materials onto a roadway below.  


 


 
 Figure 7: Supermodule Installation 
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Figure 8: Supermodule Construction in Temporary Yard 


  
Work on-site commenced on May 26, 2014 and mainly consisted of field survey and median sewer relocation, 


which was necessary to accommodate median pier construction. 


 


Westminster Drive was closed on July 2, 2014 and the majority of the existing bridge was removed the following 


Saturday night utilizing a 10-hour full closure of Highway 401. During the bridge removal, traffic was diverted onto 


an 11 km detour consisting of Highway 402 and Colonel Talbot Road.  


 


The installation of the foundations and the prefabricated substructure components was completed in about 3 weeks. 


The steel H-piles had to be driven deeper than originally anticipated, requiring more pile length to be welded onto 


the originally supplied piles; however, the delay to the overall project schedule was only a few days. The 


construction of the abutments and pier, including the installation the prefabricated abutment components and pier 


cap, was carried out efficiently. 


 


The supermodules were lifted onto transport trailers in the temporary yard using two large cranes (300-tonne and 


500-tonne). The supermodule installation was completed during the nights of July 27 and 28, 2014. The westbound 


lanes of Highway 401 were closed for six hours the first night and the eastbound lanes were closed for six hours the 


following night. A 350-tonne crane was situated in the median for each of the six supermodule lifts. A 500-tonne 


crane was situated on the outside shoulder, near the north abutment for the three lifts for the supermodules in the 


north span and close to the south abutment for the other three lifts.    


 


The Contractor placed formwork for the longitudinal closure strips on the supermodules prior to erection. After 


supermodule placement, the formwork was pulled up into place from the deck level, thus further reducing the work 


over Highway 401 and enhancing safety in the work zone.  
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Figure 9: Supermodule Installation  


 


Although two night closures of Hwy 401 were required, the use of the supermodules was the key factor to achieving 


the goal of “reducing work on or over Highway 401” and “enhancing safety”. Once erected and secured, the use of 


supermodules ensures that installation and removal of formwork and installation of reinforcing steel over traffic is 


virtually eliminated. The superstructure is essentially 90% complete.  


 


Completion of the superstructure construction (forming and casting of longitudinal closure strips, deck over pier, 


deck at abutments, parapet walls, and approach slabs) took approximately 3 weeks. Waterproofing and paving was 


subsequently carried out and Westminster Drive opened to traffic on August 22, 2014, 51 days after the road was 


closed. Median tall wall barrier reconstruction, concrete slope paving, application of concrete sealer, and site 


restoration concluded in early October. 
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Figure 10: Westminster Drive Underpass 


 
 


The total contract price for the project was $3.9 million; the bridge replacement cost totaling $2.7 million 


($3,700/m2). This bridge cost is only about 10% greater than other bridge replacement projects over freeways that 


use conventional construction techniques and staged construction to maintain traffic on the bridge.  


4. CONCLUSIONS 


The successful replacement of the Westminster Drive Underpass validated the GiGo Bridge concept developed by 


MTO. Utilizing prefabrication techniques and supermodules to replace this bridge over Highway 401 drastically 


reduced the impact to both roadway users and construction personnel compared to a conventional bridge 


replacement project. MTO will, therefore, use the GiGo Bridge concept for the replacement of the 


Highway 401/Highway 19 Underpass in Ingersoll in 2017 and other future projects.  


 


The GiGo Bridge concept can be used as an ABC technique to deliver the large amount of infrastructure renewal 


projects expected over the next few years with fewer impacts to society.  
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ABSTRACT  


Sandwich panels made of fiber-reinforced polymer (FRP) skins and light-weight core materials have the potential to 


be effectively used in several structural applications such as cladding, decking, and roofing panels. The FRP skins 


resist the tensile and compressive stresses resulting from the flexure induced by transverse loadings and the core 


resists shear stresses, serves as insulation, and separates the FRP skins at a desired distance to provide required 


moment of inertial. In this study, two types of fiber materials, namely synthetic (glass) and natural (flax) fibers, as 


well as two types of core materials, namely polypropylene honeycomb (thickness: 6.4, 12.7, and 25.4 mm; density 


80 kg/m3) and cork (thickness: 11 and 22 mm; density 200 kg/m3) core materials were used to make sandwich 


panels. A total of 105 small-scale sandwich beam specimens (50 mm wide × 200 and 350 mm long) were prepared 


and tested under four-point bending. The load-deflection behavior, strength, stiffness, and failure mode of the 


specimens were evaluated. Also, an analytical model was adopted to compute the flexural stiffness, shear rigidity, 


and core shear modulus of the sandwich panels. The analytical results showed a good agreement with the test 


results. Overall, the natural fiber and core materials showed a promising structural performance compared to their 


synthetic counterparts. 


 


Keywords: Composite, Polymer, Natural Fiber, Flax, Glass, Cork, Honeycomb, Sandwich. 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Sandwich structures made of fiber-reinforced polymer (FRP) skins and light-weight core materials are very effective 


systems in high-performance applications where minimum weight is required. The two thin, stiff, and strong FRP 


skins resist the tensile and compressive stresses resulting from the flexure induced by bending moments and axial 


forces. The light-weight, low-density, and low-strength core resists shear forces, serves as insulation, and separates 


the FRP skins at a desired distance to provide required moment of inertial for the structure. As a result, the bending 


strength and lateral stiffness of sandwich structures are much larger than those of a single solid plate of same total 


weight made of the same materials as the skins (Zinno et al. 2008). Some of the earliest applications of sandwich 


structures in the 20th century were in aircraft industry (Allen 1969). This was followed by an expansion into the 


aerospace, automotive, and marine industries (Fam et al. 2016). In civil engineering, there are many applications 


such as cladding, decking, and roofing panels that can benefit greatly from sandwich structures. 


 


Sandwich panels with FRP skins used in civil engineering related applications are typically made of glass FRP 


(GFRP) skins separated by a low-density foam. Synthetic fibers such as glass fibers are made of non-renewable 


resources and their production typically emits significant greenhouse gases contributing to the global warming. 


Moreover, it is very difficult to recycle them at the end of their life span. As a result, GFRPs are typically sent to 


landfills that are filling up fast. Natural fibres extracted from plants (e.g. flax, hemp, jute, and etc.) are good 


examples of renewable materials that offer several economical, technical, and ecological advantages over synthetic 
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fibers. FRP composites made of natural fibers have much potential at the end of their life span for recycling and 


degradation, depending on the type of the polymer used. The worst case scenario is the incineration of natural FRPs 


to generate power, which reduces their volume significantly to fly ash and bottom ash with many potential 


applications in concrete industry. In addition, there are some natural light-weight materials (e.g. cork) that can be 


potentially a replacement for synthetic core materials. 


 


In this study, two types of fiber materials, namely synthetic (glass) and natural (flax) fibers, as well as two types of 


core materials, namely polypropylene honeycomb and cork core materials are used to make sandwich panels. A 


number of small-scale sandwich beam specimens are prepared and tested under four-point bending. The load-


deflection behavior, strength, stiffness, and failure mode of the specimens are evaluated. Also, an analytical model is 


adopted to compute the flexural stiffness, shear rigidity, and core shear modulus of the sandwich panels. 


2. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 


2.1 Test Matrix 


A total of 105 sandwich specimens which varied in size were made to be tested under four-point bending.  Flax 


fabrics (F) bonded to cork (C) using resin were being compared to glass fabrics (G) bonded to honeycomb (H) using 


the same resin. The variables that were being compared were the fiber materials, number of layers, core material, 


core thickness, and the specimen span. These comparisons were flax fabric vs. glass fabric, 0 to 2 layers, cork vs. 


honeycomb of different thicknesses and two spans of 150 mm or 300 mm. These different variations of specimens 


can be seen in Table 1.  Five identical specimens were made for each case.  


Table 1: Test matrix. 


# Specimen ID Skin fiber material Skin layers Core material Core thickness (mm) Span (mm) 


1 F0-C11-S150 Flax 0 Cork 11 150 


2 F1-C11-S150 Flax 1 Cork 11 150 


3 F2-C11-S150 Flax 2 Cork 11 150 


4 F0-C22-S150 Flax 0 Cork 22 150 


5 F1-C22-S150 Flax 1 Cork 22 150 


6 F2-C22-S150 Flax 2 Cork 22 150 


7 F1-C11-S300 Flax 1 Cork 11 300 


8 F2-C11-S300 Flax 2 Cork 11 300 


9 F1-C22-S300 Flax 1 Cork 22 300 


10 F2-C22-S300 Flax 2 Cork 22 300 


11 G0-H6-S150 Glass 0 Honeycomb 6.4 150 


12 G1-H6-S150 Glass 1 Honeycomb 6.4 150 


13 G0-H12-S150 Glass 0 Honeycomb 12.7 150 


14 G1-H12-S150 Glass 1 Honeycomb 12.7 150 


15 G0-H25-S150 Glass 0 Honeycomb 25.4 150 


16 G1-H25-S150 Glass 1 Honeycomb 25.4 150 


17 G0-H6-S300 Glass 0 Honeycomb 6.4 300 


18 G1-H6-S300 Glass 1 Honeycomb 6.4 300 


19 G0-H12-S300 Glass 0 Honeycomb 12.7 300 


20 G1-H12-S300 Glass 1 Honeycomb 12.7 300 


21 G0-H25-S300 Glass 0 Honeycomb 25.4 300 


F=flax FRP skin; G=glass FRP skin; C=cork core; H=Honeycomb core; S=span 
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2.2 Material Properties  


For flax FRP skins, a 275 g/m2 stitched unidirectional flax fabric was used. The fabric was made of flax fibres with 


the density of 1.5 g/cm3, diameter of 20 µm, tensile strength of 500 MPa, elastic modulus of 50 GPa, and rupture 


strain of 2% reported by manufacturer. Figure 1 shows the tensile behavior of flax FRPs. For glass FRP skins, a 955 


g/m2 stitched unidirectional glass fabric was used. The figure also shows the tensile behavior of glass FRPs. The 


tensile properties of FRPs obtained from direct tensile tests by Hristozov et al. (2016). Five identical tensile coupons 


were tested for each material as shown in Figure 1. The dotted lines in the figure show the elastic modulus of the 


materials. For making both flax/cork and glass/honeycomb sandwich panels, a vinyl ester resin catalyzed with 


1.25% methyl ethyl ketone peroxide (MEKP) was used. The resin was cured at room temperature for 24 hours and 


post-cured for 2 hours at 138°C was reported by manufacturer to have the tensile strength of 82 MPa, elastic 


modulus of 3.72 GPa, and rupture strain of 7.9%. 


 


For sandwich panels with flax FRP skins, prefabricated cork sheets (300 x 600 mm) with 11 mm thickness and the 


density of 200 kg/m3 (reported by manufacturer) were used. As a thicker cork sheet was not available at the time of 


the experimental study, two 11 mm thick cork sheets were bonded together using the resin to make 22 mm thick 


cork sheets. For sandwich panels with glass FRP skins, prefabricated honeycomb sheets (1200 x 2400 mm) with the 


density of 80 kg/m3 (reported by manufacturer) and 8mm diameter cylindrical polypropylene (PP) cells were used. 


The cells were covered with veil and film barrier to prevent resin filling the cells. Three honeycomb sheets with 


nominal thickness of 6.3, 12.7, and 25.4 mm were used. With considering the veil and film barrier, the actual 


thickness of the sheets was measured as 6.33, 12.91, and 25.75 mm, respectively. Their overall density was also 


measured as 145, 110, and 91 kg/m3, respectively. 


 


 
Figure 1: Tensile properties of FRP skins 


 


2.3 Specimen Fabrication 


Generally the core material either cork board or honeycomb was approximately 600 x 900 mm to begin as shown in 


Figure 2.  Creating such large sandwich panels allowed the work be more efficient and be able to test a large amount 


of specimens in a timely manner. The size of the panels were selected to fit into fume hood. The wet lay-up method 


was used and the resin was applied in layers with a roller. Since the cork boards came as 11 mm thick, in order to 


create 22 mm thick core, two boards were bonded using the resin. The same resin was used to bond flax fabrics onto 


cork boards as bonding glass fabric onto the honeycomb boards.  The flax fabric came in shorter widths than the 


cork boards, so using more than one fabric in parallel was required while bonding the materials together.  The glass 


fabric was wide enough to fit over a honeycomb board.  After one layer of either flax fabric on cork board or glass 


fabric on honeycomb board was applied, if a second layer of fabric was required it was added, subsequently. After at 


least 24 hours, the other side of the board was covered with the same procedure. The sandwich panels were then left 


to cure for at least 7 days at room temperature. After the curing process was complete, the specimens were cut into 


50 mm wide strips using a band saw.  This was followed by cutting them to either 200 mm long or 350 mm long 


specimens. A micrometer was used to measure the thickness and width of each specimen at three locations and 


averaged.   
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Figure 2: Specimen preparation and test setup 


2.4 Test Setup and Instrumentation 


A four point bending setup was used for all specimens with a different loading span proportional to the supporting 


span. The load was applied from the top down with a universal testing machine as shown in Fig 3. The loading span 


(L) was equal to 2/11 of the supporting span (S) per ASTM D7249 (2006) and ASTM D7250 (2006). It means for 


the supporting span of 150 and 300 mm, the loading span was 27.27 and 54.55 mm; respectively. 


      
Figure 3: Four-point bending and sandwich beam cross-section 


3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 


The summary of the results are shown in Table 2.  Five identical specimens were tested for each case. The mean and 


standard deviation (SD) of the peak load, initial stiffness, and the deflection at peak point of the five identical 


specimens plus their failure mode are provided in Table 2. As identified in the table, the failure modes of the 


specimens can be categorized as: (a) indentation; (b) cork core shear failure; (c) skin buckling; (d) core shear; (e) 


core shear/buckling; (f) core crushing; and (g) core tensile rupture. Indentation failure is a function of the out of 


plane compressive strength of the core and the area over which the load is applied. Cork sandwich specimens with 


one layer of flax FRP skin and short span (i.e., F1-C11-S150) were susceptible to indentation failure, however 


increasing the number of flax FRP layers (i.e., F2-C11-S150) prevented indentation failure and switched the failure 


to the shear failure of the core.  
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The main failure mode of cork sandwich specimens was core shear failure with inclined cracks in the core. For the 


short cork sandwich specimens with 22 mm thick cork (i.e., F1-C22-S150 and F2-C22-S150). For the long cork 


sandwich specimens with one layer of flax FRP and 11 mm thick cork (i.e., F1-C11-S300) again indentation was the 


failure mode. However, adding one more layer of flax FRP (i.e., F2-C11-S300) changed the failure mode to the 


buckling of the compressive skin in the constant moment region, where the bending moment is maximum. Specimen 


F1-C22-S300 with thicker cork failed by indentation due to the thin skin. Adding one layer of flax FRP (F2-C22-


S300) changed the failure to typical core sheer failure. Overall, the thickness of flax FRP demonstrated a significant 


role to switch the failure mode from either indentation to core shear failure.  


 


Honeycomb sandwich specimens did not demonstrate any indentation failure due to the structure of the honeycomb 


cells. They also did not show any skin buckling as one layer glass FRP skin was thicker and stiffer than one layer 


flax FRP skin. Sandwich specimens with the thinnest honeycomb (i.e., G1-H6-S150 and G1-H6-S300) demonstrated 


a shear failure in the core. However, the sandwich specimens with thicker honeycombs showed a combination of 


shear and buckling of the core. It seems the buckling was triggered by more slender cell walls. For the case of 


specimens without skins, the honeycomb showed an excessive plastic deformation due to crushing of the core at the 


compressive side. The cork specimens without skins failed due to rupture at the tension side. Overall, the cork 


boards demonstrated a tensile strength lower than the honeycomb boards, however the weakness is compatible with 


the strength level of flax FRPs compared to glass FRPs. 


 


 


Table 2: Summary of test results  


Specimen ID 
Peak load (N) 


Initial stiffness 


(N/mm) 


Deflection at peak load 


(mm) Failure mode 


Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD 


F0-C11-S150 20.86 1.88 1.78 0.39 29.40 2.97 Tensile rupture 


F1-C11-S150 501.58 57.38 132.88 9.14 7.58 1.40 Skin buckling 


F2-C11-S150 839.10 13.61 174.75 9.50 12.26 0.45 Core shear 


F0-C22-S150 98.24 5.24 18.98 2.65 9.52 5.53 Tensile rupture 


F1-C22-S150 786.76 46.74 217.69 20.74 8.35 0.62 Core shear 


F2-C22-S150 1189.96 219.41 267.69 15.91 13.49 1.04 Core shear 


F1-C11-S300 316.17 22.26 41.74 3.23 12.54 1.78 Core crushing 


F2-C11-S300 583.53 17.78 64.25 0.72 20.75 0.90 Core shear 


F1-C22-S300 437.70 19.86 73.13 4.14 9.85 0.73 Skin buckling 


F2-C22-S300 1004.76 29.29 107.04 10.64 23.36 1.93 Core shear 


G0-H6-S150 25.78 1.71 2.50 0.18 23.92 1.72 Core crushing 


G1-H6-S150 562.71 13.49 153.65 6.31 9.6186 0.44 Core shear 


G0-H12-S150 73.04 4.72 10.05 0.51 16.80 1.03 Core crushing 


G1-H12-S150 862.57 24.82 268.03 12.22 5.45 0.15 Core shear/buckling 


G0-H25-S150 169.92 20.17 56.79 7.85 10.69 1.40 Core crushing 


G1-H25-S150 1412.95 25.18 499.97 9.21 4.77 0.04 Core shear/buckling 


G0-H6-S300 8.56 0.54 0.30 0.02 53.20 2.39 Core crushing 


G1-H6-S300 479.10 9.15 44.71 2.37 19.67 0.26 Core shear/buckling 


G0-H12-S300 31.80 2.48 1.43 0.10 48.80 2.39 Core crushing 


G1-H12-S300 799.88 19.60 101.67 6.16 13.45 0.31 Core shear/buckling 


G0-H25-S300 70.22 4.62 8.82 2.62 33.59 2.50 Core crushing 


G1-H25-S300 1354.36 33.13 214.99 6.49 10.77 0.23 Core shear/buckling 
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3.1 Load-Deflection Responses 


3.1.1 Flax/Cork Sandwich Composites 


Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show the typical load-deflection behavior of flax/cork sandwich beams with 150 and 300 mm 


span, respectively. It should be mentioned that for each case five identical specimens were prepared and tested, 


however only one curve (the one that was the closest curve to the average) out of five curves was selected and 


presented in the figures. All specimens have a short linear behavior followed by an ascending non-linear behavior up 


to a peak point and then a descending branch to failure. Typical failure was shear failure of the core, however in 


some cases the buckling failure of the compressive skin controlled the failure. No tensile rupture of the skin was 


observed. 


 


As shown in Figure 4(a), the 11 mm thick cork specimens (i.e. without FRP skin) are very weak and flexible. The 22 


mm thick cork specimens has higher stiffness and strength, as expected. Comparing the behaviors of specimens F1-


C11-S150 and F0-C11-S150 imply that applying only one layer of flax FRP at each side of the 11 mm thick cork 


increases its strength and stiffness, significantly. Considering the specimen F2-C11-S150 shows that applying two 


layers of flax FRP increases both strength and stiffness further more. The same trend is noticeable for the 22 mm 


thick cork when one and two layers of flax FRP are applied at each side. The figure also shows that F1-C22-S150 is 


slightly stiffer than F2-C11-S150, however slightly weaker. Figure4(b) shows that there is a significant 


improvement in terms of both strength and stiffness for the specimens with two layers of flax FRP with respect those 


of with one layer. There is also a significant improvement in term of the area under the curves which shows a greater 


energy absorption capacity for the long specimens with two layers of flax FRP. 


 


             
Figure 4: Load-deflection response of flax/cork sandwich composites: (a) S=150 mm; (b) S=300 mm 


 


3.1.2 Glass/Honeycomb Sandwich Composites 


Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show the typical load-deflection behavior of glass/honeycomb sandwich beams with 150 and 


300 mm span, respectively. Similar to the flax/cork sandwich beams, only one curve out of five curves was selected 


and presented in the figures. As shown in the figures, all specimens have a short linear behavior followed by an 


ascending non-linear behavior up to a peak point and then a descending branch to failure. Typical failure was shear 


failure of the core, however in some cases the buckling failure of the compressive skin controlled the failure. No 


tensile rupture of the skin was observed. The figures show that the 25 mm thick honeycomb cores without skins are 


weak and flexible, where the crushing of the compressive region of the core controls the failure. The honeycomb 


cores with 12 and 6 mm were weaker (see Table 2) and are not shown in the figures. With adding one layer of glass 


FRP at each side of the cores, the failure mode typically were changed to shear failure of the core along buckling of 


the cell walls. For the curves with more sudden drop after the peak load, the core buckling was more dominant. 


Figure 5(a) shows that the specimen G1-H6-S150 has peak load of about 563 N with a gradual descending branch 


indicating a core shear failure. With increasing the thickness of the core to 12 and 25 mm, the peak load increases to 


863 and 1413 N, respectively. However, the descending branch shows that core buckling is the dominant failure 


mode. The same behavior can be seen in Figure 5(b). The figures show that increasing the core thickness increases 


the stiffness of the specimens significantly. 


(a) (b) 
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Figure 5: Load-deflection response of glass/honeycomb sandwich composites: (a) S=150 mm; (b) S=300 mm 


 


 


3.2 Calculation of Flexural and Shear Properties 


 


The mid-span deflection of a sandwich beam with identical facings in flexure is given as follows:  


 


[1]      


 


where Δ = sandwich beam mid-span deflection in mm, P = total applied force in N, S = support span length in mm, 


L = load span length in mm (L = 2S/11 in this study), D = flexural stiffness in N-mm2, and U = transverse shear 


rigidity in N. Given deflections and applied forces from results of testing the same sandwich beam with two different 


loading configurations, the flexural stiffness, D, and the transverse shear rigidity, U, can be determined from 


simultaneous solution of the deflection equation (Eq. 1) for the two loading cases. The core shear modulus can then 


be calculated as follows: 


 


[2]     


 


where G = core shear modulus in MPa, d = sandwich thickness in mm, and b = sandwich width in mm, t = facing 


thickness in mm. It should be noted that the equations in this section are applicable for the linear part of the force-


deflection response of the sandwich beams. In this study, two standard four-point loading configurations were 


performed based on ASTM D7249 (2006). The configuration #1 was performed using S1=300 mm 


(L1=2S1/11=54.54 mm) and the configuration #2 was performed using S1=150 mm (L1=2S1/11=27.27 mm). Using 


Eq. 1, the solution to calculate the flexural stiffness, shear rigidity, and core shear modulus for each selected value of 


load is given as follows: 


 


[3]     


 


[4]      


 


where P1 and P2 = applied forces in N, Δ1 and Δ2 = mid-span deflection in mm, S1 and S2 = support span lengths in 


mm, L1 and L2 = load span lengths in mm related to configuration #1 and #2; respectively. Then the core shear 


modulus can be calculated using Eq. 2. For each specimen, the flexural stiffness, shear rigidity, and core shear 


modulus were calculated for a series of applied forces up to the proportional limits of the two loading configurations.  


Values were calculated for a minimum of 10 force levels evenly spaced over the linear range. As five identical 


specimens were tested for each case, the procedure were repeated and the average values were calculated. The 


results are presented in the sections below. 


 


(a) (b) 
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3.2.1 Flexural Stiffness 


Figure 6 shows the variation in flexural stiffness (D) of glass/honeycomb and flax/cork sandwich composites 


calculated using Eq. (3). Fig. 6(a) shows that with increasing the honeycomb core thickness from 6 to 25 mm, the 


flexural stiffness increases from about 43 to 617 MN-mm2. It means that sandwich panels with 25 mm honeycomb 


core (i.e. 4 times thicker than 6 mm honeycomb core) has flexural stiffness 14 times of the one with 6 mm 


honeycomb core.  Figure 6(b) shows that the flax/cork sandwich composites with two layers of flax FRP are almost 


2 times stiffer than those ones with one layer of flax FRP. Also, doubling the cork thickness almost doubles the 


stiffness. Overall, the stiffness of 22 mm thick cork with two layers of flax FRP is comparable to that of 12 mm 


thick honeycomb with one layer of glass FRP. 


 


 
Figure 6: Variation in flexural stiffness of (a) glass/honeycomb and (b) flax/cork sandwich composites 


 


3.2.2 Transverse Shear Rigidity 


Figure 7 shows the variation in transverse shear rigidity (U) of glass/honeycomb and flax/cork sandwich composites. 


Figure 7(a) shows that the transverse shear rigidity of glass/honeycomb sandwich composites increases with the 


thickness of the core. For example, by increasing the honeycomb core thickness from 6 to 25 mm, the transverse 


shear rigidity increases from 6.2 to 16.2 kN. Figure 7(b) shows that increasing both skin thickness and cork 


thickness increases the transverse shear rigidity. Overall, the transverse shear rigidity of 22 mm thick cork with two 


layers of flax FRP is comparable to that of 12 mm thick honeycomb with one layer of glass FRP. 


 


 
Figure 7: Variation in transverse shear rigidity of (a) glass/honeycomb and (b) flax/cork sandwich composites 


 


3.2.3 Core Shear Modulus 


Figure 8 shows the variation in core shear modulus (G) of glass/honeycomb and flax/cork sandwich composites. 


Figure 8(a) shows that with increasing the honeycomb core thickness, the core shear modulus decreases, slightly. 


This could be due to the fact that thinner honeycombs have shorter cells with more continuity to the top and bottom 


veil and film barrier. Figure 8(b) shows that the core shear modulus of flax/cork sandwich composites is not the 


function of the skin thickness, as expected. Thicker cork has slightly less shear modulus, which could be the result 


of the bonding two cork board together. Overall, the average core shear modulus of the honeycomb and cork board 


is 12.38 and 7.02 MPa, respectively. The cork board has a shear modulus 44% less that the honeycomb boards. 


(a) (b) 


(a) (b) 
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Figure 8: Variation in core shear modulus of (a) glass/honeycomb and (b) flax/cork sandwich composites 


4.  ANALYTICAL STUDY 


This section presents an elastic analysis of the sandwich beams tested earlier. Consider a sandwich beam with the 


cross-section as shown in Figure 3. The cross-section has a width b and total thickness h. Each skin has thickness t 


and the two skins are separated by a relatively thick core of thickness c. It is assumed that all three layers are 


perfectly bonded together so the sandwich beam acts compositely. Therefore, its flexural stiffness, D, is the sum of 


the flexural stiffness of both skins and the core, measured about the centroidal axis of the cross-section as follows 


(Zinno et al. 2008):  


 


[5]    


 


where Ef and Ec are the modulus of elasticity of skin and core, respectively, and d is the distance between the center 


lines of the upper and lower skins. In real sandwich beams, the second term (D2) is invariably dominant. In fact, the 


first term (D1) and the third term (D3) amount to less than 1% of the second term when the conditions below are 


applicable.  


 


[6]      


 


[7]   


 


Table 3 summarizes the results of the analytical study. It is observed that he model overestimates the flexural 


stiffness of the last two sandwich beams (i.e. F1-C22 and F2-C22). As the 22 mm thick cork was made of two 11 


mm thick cork sheets, a slight slip between the two sheets might be happened when the sandwich beam deflected in 


the experimental study. The slip could reduce the composite action of the sandwich cross-section to a partial 


composite action and result in a lower experimental flexural stiffness compared to the analytical flexural stiffness. 


Obviously, the analytical study implemented in this study is based on a perfect bond between components and does 


not consider the partial composite action. Further studies are needed to quantify the exact effect of slip and partial 


composite action. Also, using a single sheet of thicker cork is recommended for further experimental study to 


eliminate any slip. 


5. CONCLUSION 


In this study, two types of fiber materials, namely synthetic (glass) and natural (flax) fibers, as well as two types of 


core materials, namely polypropylene honeycomb and cork core materials were used to make sandwich panels. A 


number of small-scale sandwich beam specimens were prepared and tested under four-point bending. The load-


deflection behavior, strength, stiffness, and failure mode of the specimens are evaluated. Overall, the flexural 


stiffness and transverse shear rigidity of 22 mm thick cork with two layers of flax FRP was comparable to those of 


12 mm thick honeycomb with one layer of glass FRP. The cork board showed a shear modulus 44% less that the 


honeycomb boards. Also, an analytical model was adopted to compute the flexural stiffness, shear rigidity, and core 


(a) (b) 
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shear modulus of the sandwich panels. The analytical results showed a good agreement with the test results. Overall, 


the glass/honeycomb specimens showed better performance compared to the flax/cork specimens. More research 


with different natural core materials is needed to improve the mechanical properties of bio-based sandwich 


composites. 


 


Table 3: Comparison of modeling and test results 


Specime


n 


Model: Flexural Stiffness 


Components (MN-mm2) 


Flexural Stiffness D, 


(MN-mm2) Modeling 


Error (%) 
d/t 


 D1 D2 D3 Model Test 


G1-H6 0.43 42.65 0.18 43.26 42.84 0.97 5.76 237 


G1-H12 0.39 149.78 0.80 150.98 168.71 -10.51 11.27 188 


G1-H25 0.41 543.13 4.65 548.19 617.22 -11.18 20.97 117 


F1-C11 0.12 41.48 0.30 41.90 44.82 -6.51 10.89 138 


F2-C11 0.75 95.56 0.30 96.61 98.38 -1.80 6.51 317 


F1-C22 0.11 155.34 2.53 157.98 90.41 74.74 21.45 61 


F2-C22 1.27 351.93 2.53 355.73 176.07 102.04 9.59 139 
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ABSTRACT  


Strain gauges were installed in the girders and deck of an integral abutment bridge to determine the behaviour of the 


superstructure to daily and seasonal thermal fluctuations. The two-span, 76 m-long bridge has no expansion joints; 


rather, the prestressed-concrete girders are cast directly into the abutments which are in turn supported by flexible 


pile foundations. Details of field instrumentation along with monitored data over a period of eight years are 


presented in this paper. Gauges measured the longitudinal strain in the girders and deck and were positioned at 


different elevations to provide a strain distribution across the superstructure depth. From the strain data, moments 


were computed at each of the installation locations. Data indicate that the superstructure responds to thermal 


fluctuations as expected with midspan moments smaller in magnitude when compared to the moments measured at 


the abutment and pier locations. Furthermore, data confirm that the level of sun exposure affects the thermally-


induced moments measured in the girders.  


 


Keywords: integral abutment bridge, field monitoring, superstructure, girder moment, girder strain 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Integral abutment bridges are jointless bridges that accommodate thermal superstructure expansion and contraction 


through abutment movement. These structures have several advantages over traditional bridge design such as lower 


initial construction costs, fewer maintenance costs, and greater earthquake resistance (Clatyon et al. 2006). Despite 


widespread construction of these structures, a nationally-accepted design method does not exist. Rational guidelines 


on details such as maximum length, skew angle limits, and girder live load distribution factors for integral abutment 


bridges are lacking in the Canadian Highway Bridge Design code and American Association State Highway 


Transportation Officials LRFD Bridge Design Specifications (Nikravan 2013). Each transportation department is 


left to rely on the experience of its engineers and limited research to formulate design guidelines (Kunin and 


Alampalli 2000, Civjan et al. 2004, Hassiotis et al. 2005). In New Brunswick, the Department of Transportation and 


Infrastructure (NBDTI) relies on guidelines given in a variety of research articles including the Ministry of 


Transportation of Ontario (MTO) handbook (Husain and Bagnariol 1996).  


 


Research on the behaviour of integral-abutment bridge superstructures has been limited and the types of structures 


instrumented are quite varied. For example, superstructure strains have been monitored in a concrete deck and steel 


frame bridge (Elgaaly et al. 1992, Sandford and Elgaaly 1993), a concrete deck and steel girder bridge (Shoukry et 


al. 2006), concrete deck and prestressed girder bridges (Lawver et al. 2000, Huang et al. 2005, Barker and Carder 


2001, Fennema et al. 2005, and Kim and Laman 2012), and a concrete deck and precast concrete voided plank 


bridge (Ooi and Lin 2006). However, even with the instrumented concrete deck and prestressed girder bridges, the 


foundation type varies for each with one having a shallow foundation, several having deep foundations, and two 


having mixed foundations, e.g., one abutment supported on a shallow foundation and the other abutment supported 


on a deep foundation. Furthermore, much of the data presented from these studies is solely focussed on axial strains 


in the girders rather than a strain profile from which girder moments may be computed. Given the limited and varied 
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field data and the fact that, to the authors’ knowledge, no such information for integral-abutment bridges in Canada 


exists, this research was undertaken. 


2. PROJECT DESCRIPTION 


2.1 Route 2 High-Speed-Connector Underpass 


In excess of 100 sensors were installed during the construction of an integral abutment bridge in Fredericton, NB. 


Instrumentation consisted of sensors to monitor longitudinal strains in the superstructure, abutment movement, 


abutment-foundation-pile strains and earth pressures acting on the abutment. The performance of the substructure of 


this bridge has been reported by Huntley and Valsangkar 2008, 2013, and 2014. The instrumented bridge structure is 


a three-lane underpass with two 38 m spans connected by the deck and intermediate diaphragms to create a single 


continuous span of 76 m. The bridge has no skew, but it is unsymmetrical due to a sidewalk along the north side of 


the deck. Eight prestressed concrete girders are provided per span for a total bridge width of 17.6 m. The girders are 


New England Bulb Tees with a height of 1.8 m (NEBT 1800). Details for the girder section are given in Table 1.  


Table 1: AASHTO type NEBT 1800 girder details. 


Rte. 2 High Speed Connector Underpass: type NEBT 1800 girders 


Depth (mm) 1800 


Area (mm2) 625 x 103 


Weight (kN/m) 14.74 


Neutral axis height from bottom of girder (mm) 855.1 


Moment of inertia (mm4) 274.9 x 108 


Minimum strength at 28 days, fc (MPa) 50 


Minimum strength at time of release, fc (MPa) 39 


Prestressed cable diameter (mm) 12.7 


Design tensile strength of prestressed steel, Fpu (MPa) 1860 


Initial tension per cable (kN) 138 


Number of prestressing strands 56 


Number of draped prestressing strands 12 


Number of straight prestressing strands 44 


Centroid of straight strands (mm)* 135.5 


Centroid of draped strands at 2 m from girder ends (mm)* 1353.4 


Centroid of draped strands at midspan (mm)* 190.0 


        *Measured from the bottom of the girder 


 


 


Girders are cast directly into the abutments creating a rigid connection and eliminating any expansion joints. 


Abutment walls are approximately 4 m high and 15 m in length and are connected to wingwalls. Approach slabs are 


also provided and are rigidly connected to the abutment walls. Each abutment is supported by fifteen HP 310x132 


steel piles oriented for weak-axis bending. Piles were driven in a pre-excavated trench and backfilled with loose 


granular material to increase flexibility. Such a construction is unique and deviates from the common practice of 


pre-drilling holes prior to driving integral-abutment foundation piles in stiff soils; however, due to ease of 


construction the method was approved by the NBDTI. 


 


At the centre pier, bridge girders are supported on elastomeric bearing pads. The centre pier is supported by 22 


HP310x132 battered steel piles oriented with either the weak axis or strong axis parallel to the longitudinal axis of 


the superstructure. Essentially, the intention is that the centre pier remains stationary while thermal expansion and 


contraction of the superstructure occurs at the abutment foundations. Approach slabs are provided and are rigidly 


connected to the abutment walls.  
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2.2 Instrumentation 


While a variety of sensors have been installed on the Route 2 underpass, this paper is focussed on the data provided 


by the strain gauges installed in the bridge superstructure. A total of 40 Geokon model VCE-4200 vibrating-wire 


concrete embedment strain gauges were installed to measure the longitudinal strain in the bridge girders and deck. 


These gauges also include a thermistor allowing for a temperature measurement in addition to the sensor reading. 


Thirty gauges were installed in four girders at ten locations (Figure 1). At each location, strain gauges were installed 


at three different elevations as shown in Figure 2. An additional gauge was installed in the bridge deck above each 


of the ten locations. Installation of the gauges in the girders took place at the prestressing concrete plant, while the 


deck gauges were installed on site just prior to the deck pour. 


 


 


 


Figure 1: Instrumentation locations for the concrete strain gauges are denoted from 1-10. 


 


Monitoring of the sensors began in October 2004 and is ongoing. In this paper, data are presented over a period of 8 


years following construction. Data are collected three times every hour. Initial readings for the strain gauges were 


taken on a date following completion of the bridge so as to allow for the isolation of data that were generated by 


thermal changes rather than construction-related loading.  


 


Installing the strain gauges at different elevations in the girders allows for the determination of the strain distribution 


across the depth. Fitting a line through the strain distribution gives the change in curvature from the initial reading 


(Equation 1). The change in moment of the girder-deck composite section can then be computed using Equation 2. 


Installation locations were selected to determine strains and moments at the ends and mid spans of both exterior and 


interior girders. 
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Figure 2: Cross-sectional view of the composite section showing the concrete strain gauge installation locations. 
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where M = change in moment in the composite section (N·mm) 


   E = modulus of elasticity of the concrete (N/mm2) 


   I = moment of inertia of the composite section (mm4) 


3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 


In addition to the moments resulting from dead and live loads, the thermal expansion and contraction of the 


superstructure also generates moments along the length of the bridge. Thermal bridge movements have been 


measured using deformation metres installed on the back face of each abutment. Two sensors were installed on each 


abutment at 1/3 and 2/3 of the abutment height. Field data from these sensors is shown in Figure 3 and anticipated 


moments and forces from thermal fluctuations are shown in Figure 4. Further information on the deformation metre 


instrumentation has been reported in Huntley and Valsangkar (2008, 2013). 
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Figure 3: East and west abutment translation (E Ab and W Ab, respectively) and ambient temperature.  


 


 
 


Figure 4: Forces and moments acting on the bridge superstructure due to seasonal thermal variations (after Russell 


and Gerken 1994). 


 


In the summer, the superstructure expands and the abutments apply both a compressive force and negative moment 


to the bridge girders (top half of Figure 4). Given that the superstructure is similar to a continuous beam with a roller 


support in the middle, it is expected that near the abutments, the top of the superstructure will be in tension and the 


bottom will be in compression. Near the pier the opposite is expected with the top of the superstructure in 


compression and the bottom in tension. The reverse occurs in the winter when the superstructure contracts and the 


abutments apply a positive moment to the superstructure (bottom half of Figure 4). 


 


Figures 5 – 9 show the variation in moment measured within the bridge-deck composite section at each of the 10 


installation locations. The ambient temperature during this same time is also plotted. Each data point represents the 
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average moment variation or ambient temperature during a one week period. Smaller moment variations were 


measured at the installation locations on the interior girders which is not unexpected given that the exterior girders 


would receive more sun exposure.  
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Figure 5: Moment response of the exterior and interior composite sections near the east abutment, specifically 


locations #1 and 4; the ambient temperature profile is also shown. 
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Figure 6: Moment response of the exterior and interior composite sections near the west abutment, specifically 


locations #10 and 8; the ambient temperature profile is also shown. 
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Figure 7: Moment response of the exterior and interior composite sections near the midspan of the east span, 


specifically locations #2 and 5; the ambient temperature profile is also shown. 
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Figure 8: Moment response of the exterior and interior composite sections near the midspan of the west span, 


specifically locations #9 and 7; the ambient temperature profile is also shown. 
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Figure 9: Moment response of the exterior and interior composite sections near the pier, specifically locations #3 


and 6; the ambient temperature profile is also shown. 


 


For the most part, the moment variations in the superstructure respond to thermal fluctuations as expected with the 


variations near the abutment and pier ends consistent with the anticipated behaviour outlined in Figure 4. The 


midspan moment variations are comparatively smaller in magnitude signifying that these instrumentation locations 


are near the area where the moment changes sign from positive to negative or vice versa.  


 


The moment variations at the pier and at the midspan locations on the interior girders are relatively unchanged over 


time; however, those at the abutment appear to decrease (Figures 5 and 6). The apparent decrease at the abutment 


locations may in fact be residual moment in the superstructure resulting from abutment movements, i.e., permanent 


translation or rotation. The moment variations measured at the midspan locations on the exterior girders (#2 and #9) 


are unusual in that those at location #2 fluctuate more frequently and those at location # 9 appear to increase over 


time. There is no clear explanation for this behaviour at location #2 beyond the possibility of a malfunctioning strain 


gauge (s).  


4. CONCLUSIONS 


The primary focus of this paper was to report long term (8 years) factual data from strain gauges installed in the 


superstructure of an integral abutment bridge near Fredericton, N.B. Ten locations throughout the superstructure 


were instrumented. From the field data, it was determined that the superstructure responds to thermal fluctuations as 


expected with midspan moment variations being smaller in magnitude when compared to those observed at the 


abutment and pier ends. Furthermore, the magnitude of moment variations measured on the exterior girders was 


larger when compared to similar locations on the interior girders; this is consistent with the exterior girders receiving 


more sun exposure. In general, the magnitude of moment variation at each of the installation locations was 


unchanged throughout the study period; however, it appears that residual moments exist in the superstructure near 


the abutments. Detailed interpretation of the strain gauge data, in combination with data from sensors monitoring 


abutment movement, is required and is planned for presentation in a separate paper. 
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		2.1 Route 2 High-Speed-Connector Underpass

		Table 1: AASHTO type NEBT 1800 girder details.

		2.2 Instrumentation

		Figure 1: Instrumentation locations for the concrete strain gauges are denoted from 1-10.

		Figure 2: Cross-sectional view of the composite section showing the concrete strain gauge installation locations.
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MAINTAINING THE HERITAGE OF BLACKFRIARS BRIDGE 
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City of London, Canada 


ABSTRACT 


Constructed in 1875, Blackfriars Bridge is a 140-year-old wrought-iron bowstring arch-truss bridge fabricated by the 


Wrought Iron Bridge Company (WIBC) of Canton, Ohio, and located in the downtown area of London, Ontario, 


Canada. The 65.8 m (216 ft) single-span bridge is the only WIBC bowstring arch-truss in Canada, and it is the oldest 


and longest such bridge remaining. The City of London designated it as a Heritage Structure in 1992, and it is the 


oldest metal bridge on the Ontario heritage Bridge List. The City conducted a Risk Assessment, Inspection, and 


Evaluation of the bridge to consider its role in the transportation network, its structural condition and potential 


rehabilitation options for the historic structure. The inspection revealed significant localized deterioration in contrast 


to the overall performance of the wrought-iron bridge components. A structural analysis and evaluation was 


completed and short-term repairs were undertaken to maintain safety while long-term rehabilitation plans are 


developed. 


 


Overall, Blackfriars Bridge has a long history of usage in the City. It has been a connection for horse-drawn as well 


as modern vehicular traffic on Blackfriars Street and is well used by pedestrians & cyclists along the Thames Valley 


Parkway. As a result, there is much support to proceed with rehabilitation of the structure. 


 


Keywords: heritage, bridge, rehabilitation, transportation, renewal 


 


 
Fig. 1: Blackfriars Bridge, circa 1875. (Courtesy of Stanford University, Department of 


Special Collections, MSS Photo 0409). 


1. BACKGROUND & OVERVIEW 


Blackfriars Bridge is a rare heritage asset from the City of London’s past, spanning the North Branch of the Thames 


River between Oxford Street and Queen Avenue. It is a very unique bowstring arch-truss structure constructed of 


wrought iron. The bridge has been a source of inspiration for many artists. At the venerable age of 140, it is the 
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oldest bridge structure still in service in London and Ontario, and one of the oldest in Canada. The bridge was 


designated as a Heritage Structure under the Ontario Heritage Act (Part IV) on April 21, 1992. This bridge is also 


listed on the Ontario Heritage Bridge List, and it is included on the Canadian Register of Historic Places. 


1.1 Asset Management Approaches 


Like all municipal assets, periodic condition assessment and renewal investments are required to maintain 


serviceability of Blackfriars Bridge. While the bridge was open to vehicular traffic, the existing wooden deck did 


experience frequent closures, for repair. Future improvements will include consideration of alternate material 


options which should be more durable.  


 


Recent rehabilitations of the King Street and Meadowlily historic bridges have been very well received and have 


been the recipient of awards. These two structures are pedestrian structures. Another structure, the Sarnia Road 


Bridge did accommodate a single lane of vehicular traffic over CP Railway lines. As part of the road widening, 


several options were studied and the bridge was carefully dismantled and stored for possible re-use elsewhere, to 


allow a new, wider structure to be provided to meet traffic demand. This demonstrates that not all structures can be 


kept in use as different approaches have been selected in each situation.  


 


For the Blackfriars Bridge, the City undertook a detailed multi-disciplinary risk assessment of the structure in 2012 


to guide future actions. A key outcome of the risk assessment was a detailed structural inspection of Blackfriars 


Bridge in 2013. Severe condition deterioration was identified that required the temporary closure of the bridge to 


vehicles. Interim repairs were undertaken for a limited timeframe (three years) under restricted pedestrian and 


cyclist use, until long term options could be selected. An Environmental Assessment of the bridge commenced in 


2014 to determine the long term future of this structure. 


1.2 Ties to Active Transportation 


One of London's best recreational and tourism assets is the Thames Valley Parkway (TVP). Situated on scenic park 


lands abutting the Thames River, the Thames Valley Parkway is the City’s primary multi-use pathway system. The 


Thames Valley Parkway is designed for two-way use and is accessible to all ages and abilities. The current TVP is 


40 kilometres in length, offers scenic river crossings and it is linked to over 150 kilometres of additional pathways 


connecting all corners of London. Blackfriars Bridge provides an opportunity for users (pedestrians & cyclist) just 


south of Oxford Street to cross the river and follow trails on either side south of the bridge or to travel to 


destinations in downtown or the nearby established residential areas.  


1.3 West London Dyke 


The West London Dyke is located along the west bank & abutment of Blackfriars Bridge. This existing dyke is 


approximately 2.4 km long and runs along the west bank of the North Branch of the Thames River from Oxford 


Street southerly and then along the northerly bank of the of the Main Branch to the west up to Wharncliffe Road. 


The dykes are a major part of the flood protection system in the area, and the TVP is located on top of the west 


dyke. The first phase of dyke improvements were completed north Queens Avenue in 2007 and further 


improvements are planned northerly past Blackfriars Bridge in the coming years. 


1.4 Traffic Considerations 


The Thames River is a transportation network constraint on the west side of downtown. Blackfriars Bridge 


previously enabled approximately 4,500 vehicles per day to cross the Thames River at this location. With the closure 


of the bridge to vehicular traffic in 2013, traffic has redistributed over the various roads in the area. Network 


analysis indicates that the redistribution of this traffic from Blackfriars Street to parallel routes across the Thames 


River slightly impacted the capacity of Oxford Street and Queens Avenue / Riverside Drive. Reopening the 


Blackfriars Bridge to one-way eastbound vehicular traffic will improve operations and significantly reduce the risks. 


Two-way traffic on the narrow structure is not practical in the future.  
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2. CLOSURE 


Blackfriars Bridge is an excellent example of cost-effective infrastructure that provides both heritage and 


transportation value to Londoners. With near-term investment, the bridge can continue to serve Londoners for many 


years to come. The EA has recommended a solution which retains the heritage value, improves active transportation 


connections, minimizes risks to bridge longevity and manages transportation network mobility. 
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GRADUATE ATTRIBUTE 3.1.3: INVESTIGATIONS - HOW CIVIL 


ENGINEERING GRADUATES CAN POSSESS THIS ATTRIBUTE 


Leonard M. Lye 


Memorial University of Newfoundland, Canada. 


EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  


This presentation is based on a paper previously published and presented at the Canadian Engineering Education 


Association Conference in Winnipeg, 2012 (Lye, 2012). However it seems little has changed despite the warnings 


that engineering programs in Canada will be hard-pressed to meet the CEAB attribute 3.1.3 – Investigations. It is 


hope that with this presentation, more engineers will be aware of the problem and hopefully something can be done 


to remedy the situation. This executive summary is based on Lye (2012). 


 


Engineering programs in Canada are now evaluated by CEAB using an outcome-based approach (CEAB, 2010). 


Institutions must demonstrate that their graduates possess 12 specific graduate attributes at the time of graduation. 


These attributes are very similar to the list of 11 student outcomes as specified in (ABET, 2011). One of the 


graduate attributes (3.1.3) is “Investigations” which is defined as “an ability to conduct investigations of complex 


problems by methods that include appropriate experiments, analysis and interpretation of data, and synthesis of 


information in order to reach valid conclusions.” This is similar to one of ABET's student outcomes which states 


that students attain "an ability to design and conduct experiments, as well as to analyze and interpret data". In this 


presentation, it will be argued that with the current curriculum of most if not all engineering schools in Canada, it is 


almost impossible for graduates to possess that stated attribute unless a compulsory course with appropriate labs and 


projects is introduced to specifically teach the proper methodologies for the design and analysis of experiments. 


Doing standard lab exercises where the instructor has given the objective, procedure and analysis methods, do not 


provide the foundations to learn proper design, conduct, and analysis of experiments of complex problems. All the 


student has to do is to follow instructions. Engineering educators and graduates thinking that somehow that the skill 


to design, conduct and analyze experiments will somehow be learned in an engineering program, probably do not 


appreciate fully the myriad of issues that are involved with experimentation to study a complex problem. 


 


Below is a sample list of issues that may be encountered in practice when dealing with typical engineering problems 


with some complexity.  


 


1. Budget and time are always limited. Each experimental run may be expensive and/or time consuming.  


2. Large number of factors or variables, some may be discrete, continuous or categorical. Some of the factors may 


or may not be controllable by the experimenter.  


3. Some factors may interact with other factors although they may not be important on their own. 


4. Several responses that may or may not be related. Responses may be discrete, continuous, time dependent, or 


even categorical. 


5. Multiple objectives involved.  Some responses may be more important than others, and some may be conflicting. 


One response may need to be maximized while another may need to be minimized or may need to be between 


certain limits. 


6. Responses may be linear or nonlinear functions of the various factors.  


7. Functional relationships between the responses and the factors may be desired for prediction and for design 


optimization purposes. 


a. Some factors may be hard to change and hence minimizing such changes would be more cost 


effective.  


b. Some combinations of factors may not be feasible or even dangerous.  


c. Measurement of responses may require high precision and/or a complex set up.  


8. Firm grasp of theory may be important or there is no known theory to guide the experiment.  
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9. Responses may be dependent on the proportions of individual components that sum to a given value.  


10. Extraneous factors may affect responses and lead to misleading results if not taken into account.  


11. Experiments may involve people or animals. 


12. There may be missing or bad data from the experiments.  


 


From the above list, it is clear that the numerous labs that engineering graduates have done while going through their 


program do not address any of the issues listed. It is more likely that they are not even aware of the issues involved. 


This is also true of the engineering educators. It is likely that engineering educators and students are suffering from 


the so-called Kruger-Dunning effect. This is an interesting human behavior where those who are unskilled in a 


domain are unaware that they are actually unskilled in that domain. They also have the tendency to overestimate 


their ability and performance relative to objective criteria (Kruger and Dunning, 1999).  The use of design of 


experiment techniques is also a key component of the Six-Sigma quality improvement process that is widely used by 


major corporations and institutions worldwide. It has been almost a 100 years since the invention of proper 


experimental design but it has yet to permeate the Canadian undergraduate engineering curriculum despite the 


concerns raised in Lye (2012) before the start of the outcome based assessment.   


 


Proper design and analysis of experiments cannot be done without some basic statistical knowledge. Hence a design 


of experiments or DOE course is best taught after the first course in statistics. A good time to have the DOE course 


would be in the third year. In fact the DOE course would cover 7 of the 12 CEAB Graduate Attributes: 1) 


knowledge base for engineering, 2) problem analysis, 3) investigation, 4) design, 5) use of engineering tools, 6) 


individual and teamwork, and 7) communication skills. The techniques learned can then be used in senior level labs, 


design courses, and capstone projects. Course outlines that will help graduates achieve competence in the attribute 


of “Investigations”, textbooks, and teaching aids have been suggested in Lye (2012).  


 


In conclusion, for an undergraduate engineering program, “Investigations” is one of the 12 attributes that graduates 


should possess upon graduation and the time available to address this issue is limited. It may be necessary to have a 


proper experimental design course replace an existing course in the engineering curriculum. Deciding which course 


to replace is obviously going to be an issue in an already overloaded curriculum.  However, as pointed out by Box et 


al (2006), “Take almost anything out.  Surely an engineer who doesn’t know how to run an efficient experiment is 


not an engineer”.   


 


Keywords: CEAB graduate attributes, investigations, experimental design and analysis. 
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ABSTRACT  


Accurate seismic hazard assessment is one of the most important steps on the way to reduce seismic risk. 


Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Assessment (PSHA) (Cornell, 1968; McGuire, 2004, 2008) is most common method 


used today in national seismic codes, including the National Building Code of Canada (NBCC) and National 


Building Code of United States of America. The new generation of Canadian seismic hazard maps was released in 


2015 as a basis for updated seismic provisions of NBCC 2015. Its application implemented a new set of 


representative ground-motion prediction equations proposed by Atkinson and Adams, 2013, in which a set of three 


alternative weighted ground motion prediction equations (GMPE) are used to describe epistemic uncertainty. Here 


sensitivity tests have been performed with the aim to compare the proposed GMPE model with different weights in 


the probabilistic logic tree (±25-75% weight change applied) and to examine the total amplitude range of ground 


motion data represented on hazard maps at 0.5, 1.0 and 5.0 Hz frequency. The results of this study show the 


importance of a correct epistemic uncertainty estimation in PSHA in general and for the Eastern Canada region in 


particular. Weight changes in each node of the GMPE logic tree for Eastern Canada leads to the significant changes 


in ground motion values on the hazard maps. In particular, at 5.0 Hz frequency, the difference from the initial base 


model varies between 14.73% to 64.6% and 19.44% to 100% at 1.0 Hz frequency.  At 0.5 Hz frequency the results 


are even more sensitive and show a 25.71% to 142.85% difference in ground motion estimation. 


 


Keywords: PSHA, hazard maps, sensitivity analysis, representative GMPE 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Seismic hazard maps are a series of maps in different frequency bands calculated in terms of probability of 


exceeding a certain ground motion level at many points across a region. The maps are probabilistic because they 


take into consideration the uncertainties in the earthquake magnitude, location and the resulting ground motions that 


can affect a set of sites. There are many practical applications of hazard maps, the most important among them are 


the production of earthquake resistant construction standards, insurance rate calculation, structural stability 


estimation, potential hazard and the associated response assessment. The national seismic hazard maps for Canada 


are under continuous improvement by the Geological Survey of Canada (GSC). As a result, several seismic hazard 


models have been proposed and five generations of seismic hazard maps have been created (NRCC, 1953, 1970, 


1985, 2005, 2010).  
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Canada has a vast territory and a variety of tectonic regimes. As a result, the production of seismic hazard maps 


takes into account the country divided into eastern, western and stable (central) regions (Adams and Atkinson, 


2003). Each region has its own particular qualities, principles and approaches of hazard mapping. This study 


describes models, approaches and results only for Eastern Canada, which is known as a region of moderate 


seismicity. Despite the fact that detailed source characteristics and wave propagation properties of particular active 


fault sources are generally unavailable in this region, several generations of the source zone models, earthquake 


occurrence patterns and ground motion relations have been developed to quantify seismic hazard characteristics in 


the region. The variety of proposed models increases the resulting level of uncertainty and results in potential error 


in the decision making process, related policies and standards. As a result, there is a strong interest in the sensitivity 


analysis of hazard maps as they relate to the main input model parameters.  


 


The most important input models for hazard map production are the seismic source zone model and the GMPE 


model. The seismic source zone model contains detailed seismicity specifications for a region, allowing for 


uncertainty, while a GMPE model is a statistical model developed for different tectonics regions to predict ground 


shaking at any site in a region. Previously, Atkinson and Goda (2011) investigated the effect of seismicity models 


and a new GMPE on seismic hazard assessment for four Canadian cities (Ottawa, Montreal, Quebec City, 


Vancouver) and concluded that the selection of correct GMPE model has an important effect on the resulting hazard 


assessment. Atkinson and Adams (2013) proposed a new set of GMPE for the 2015 National Seismic Hazard Maps. 


The main difference between the newly proposed GMPE model and other traditional models is in the means of 


quantifying epistemic uncertainty. In the past, the existing peer-reviewed GMPE models used different assigned 


weights representing that uncertainty and the relative confidence in each model (Atkinson, 1995). The updated 


method proposes using of existing peer-reviewed GMPEs to construct a set of three weighted equations (central, 


upper and lower) for each region and event type. The central GMPE is a representative GMPE and the upper and 


lower bounding equations quantify the uncertainty in the central GMPE. All three sets of GMPEs have different 


weights assigned to the logic tree used in PSHA. Each of these approaches has advantages and disadvantages 


(Atkinson, 2011). The first approach is more traditional and widely used than the representative model. However, in 


Canada the representative approach has been approved to the 2015 seismic hazard map production process 


(Atkinson and Adams, 2013). 


 


Our motivation in this study is to expand the boundaries of the sensitivity analysis of hazard maps to the new GMPE 


model. The sensitivity tests performed in this study compared the complex effect of changes to GMPE models not 


for one particular site, as has been done before, but on a number of sites (hazard map). For high-resolution hazard 


map production calculations must be carried out on a large number of sites, and this requires powerful 


computational resources. Kropivnitskaya et al. (2015) demonstrated that these steps in the hazard mapping process, 


such as Monte Carlo simulations and resolution mapping, can be split and distributed into pipelines in parallel. Near 


real-time and low-latency parallel computing of hazard maps have been achieved by using streaming and pipelining 


computing paradigms through IBM InfoSphere Streams platform (IBM, 2015) which reads input data and models 


from external sources (in our case www.seismotoolbox.ca), executes hazard calculations in parallel on a number of 


sites and visualize resulting hazard map (Kropivnitskaya et al., 2015). 


2. HAZARD MAPS PRODUCTION METHODOLOGY 


Seismic hazard analysis provides an estimate of the effects from natural earthquakes on the man-made structures at a 


given site of interest. There are two widely used seismic hazard analysis approaches:  deterministic and 


probabilistic. In the deterministic methodology, hazard is estimated for a specific magnitude at a fixed source-to-site 


distance (Reiter, 1990; Anderson, 1997; Krinitzsky, 2002). The probabilistic approach quantifies the probability of 


exceeding various ground-motion levels at a site or a map of sites given by all possible earthquakes in a region 


(Cornell, 1968; McGuire, 1977). PSHA is a powerful tool for seismic hazard map production (Adams and Atkinson, 


2003; Trifunac, 1990). The classic probabilistic hazard calculation is relatively simple. Given that the seismic hazard 


source model and attenuation relationships are known or assumed, PSHA is performed in the following steps: 


 


1. Determine the seismic hazard source model that provides N earthquake scenarios En for magnitude (mn), 


location (Ln), and rate (rn); 


2. Determine the distance Dn to the site of interest;  


3. Calculate the distribution of possible ground-motion levels for the scenario (Eq. 1): 
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where  


   lnPGA is a natural logarithm of peak-ground acceleration; 


  g(mn,Dn) is the mean of lnPGA given by attenuation relationship; 


  σn is the standard deviation of lnPGA given by the attenuation relationship. 


 


4. Find the probability of exceeding each lnPGA by integration (Eq. 2): 
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5. Obtain the annual rate at which each lnPGA is exceeded Rn due to the scenario (Eq. 3): 
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6. Calculate the total annual rate of exceeding each lnPGA (Eq. 4): 
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7. Compute the probability of exceeding each ground-motion level in the next T years of this annual rate using the 


Poisson distribution (Eq.5): 
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An alternative procedure to perform PSHA proposed by Musson (1999) uses Monte Carlo simulations, where in the 


first stage a long-time synthetic earthquake occurrence catalogue is simulated. This synthetic catalogue is used to 


estimate a distribution of ground motions at any site from selected GMPE. Today there are a number of free and 


commercial software tools available to perform PSHA including Monte Carlo simulation approach (EQRISK, 


FRISK (McGuire, 1978), SeisRisk (Bender and Perkins, 1987), Fortran codes produced by National Seismic-Hazard 


Mapping Project by the USGS, CRISIS (Ordaz et al., 2013), EQRM (Robinson et al., 2005, 2006), OpenSHA (Field 


et al., 2003). One such tool is the EqHaz software suite of open-source FORTRAN programs developed by 


Assatourians and Atkinson (2013). This suite consists of three programs. EqHaz1 creates the synthetic earthquake 


catalogues generated by the user-specified seismicity parameters. EqHaz2 produces the ground motion catalogues 


and mean hazard probability curves at a site, as well as mean hazard motions at specified return periods calculated 


for a grid of points. These modules have some calculation limits that do not allow their use these modules for PSHA 


mapping purposes. In particular, the number of records in the each synthetic catalog is limited to 1,000,000 and 


hazard map produced by EqHaz2 could have no more than 100,000 points that for Eastern Canada means the 


maximum hazard map resolution that can be obtained is about one value per 25 kilometers. EqHaz3 de-aggregates 


the hazard, estimating the relative contributions of the earthquake sources in terms of distance and magnitude. 


Kropivnitskaya et al. (2015) took the EqHaz1 and EqHaz2 Fortran source code, compiled them into system object 


libraries and implemented the base PSHA procedures and functions in the streaming environment IBM InfoSphere 


Streams. As a result, pipelining and parallel execution on the experimental environment of a cluster of four 


machines, each with dual Xeon quad-core 2.4 GHz CPU, 16 GB RAM and running Linux overcame the EqHaz 


limitations mentioned above. In particular, the number of sites for hazard maps are stepped-up to 2,500,000 sites that 


gives a hazard map with resolution about one value per kilometer. The number of records in the synthetic catalog 


has been increased in 10 times up to 10,000,000 records (Kropivnitskaya et al., 2015). These achievements allowed 


the creation of hazard maps for a sensitivity testing in near-real time for the entire territory of Eastern Canada with 


relatively high resolution. 
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3. HAZARD MAPS PRODUCTION METHODOLOGY 


3.1 Seismic Source Zone Model 


Eastern Canada has a relatively low rate of earthquake activity, the result of its location in a stable continental region 


within the North American Plate. Approximately 450 earthquakes occur in this region every year. On average, four 


of those are M > 4 and thirty of M > 3 per year, three events of M > 5 every decade.  Approximately twenty-five are 


reported as felt events. In most cases an M > 3 event is strong enough to be felt while an M > 5 event is the 


threshold for damage in this region. The GSC manages a seismograph network that can detect all events in Eastern 


Canada of M > 3 as well as all events with M > 2.5 or more in areas with a high density population (Halchuk, 2000). 


As of today, there is no solid understanding of what causes earthquakes in Eastern Canada. This region is the part of 


the stable interior of the North American Plate. Therefore, there is no correlation between plate interaction and the 


seismic activity rate and magnitude in this region (Halchuk, 2000). 


 


The seismicity zoning and occurrence model used in this work as input for synthetic data generation are a composite 


model of thirty-nine Eastern Canada zones provided by GSC (Adams an Halchuk, 2003, 2004; Halchuk and Adams, 


2008) shown in Fig. 1. The model includes regional geological and seismological features and consists of two 


alternative source zone models: the H model, which is based on historical seismicity, and the R model, which is 


based on regional tectonic structure. 


 


Figure 1: Eastern Canada Seismic Zones Composite Model. 


3.2 GMPE Model 


A GMPE represents the shaking amplitude as a function of earthquake magnitude, distance from the source, site 


conditions, and other variables and are calculated for peak ground acceleration and velocity. The selection of the 


correct GMPE model is a critical step in PSHA containing two types of uncertainty. The first is aleatory uncertainty, 


random variability of amplitudes about a median prediction equation. This type of GMPE uncertainty is handled by 


integrating over the distribution of ground-motion amplitudes about the median. The second type is epistemic 


uncertainty, which affects the correct value of the median, and in most cases is handled by considering alternative 


GMPEs in a logic tree format (e.g., Bommer and Scherbaum, 2008). The logic tree model is based on branches with 


alternative models and then weights assigned to each of those. As a result, the branches and their weights are 


intended to represent the underlying continuous distribution of possible ground motions. There are two alternative 


approaches for epistemic uncertainty estimation in GMPEs by using logic trees. One of them uses multiple existing 


peer-reviewed GMPEs, with weights assigned to each GMPE based on the judgment of the analyst concerning their 


relative merits or applicability. Another method uses existing peer-reviewed GMPEs, data analysis, and judgment to 


define a representative suite of models to capture the uncertainty, including one or more central model along with 


high and low alternatives. Atkinson (2011) argued that the development of a representative suite is a superior 
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approach to building ground-motion characterization logic trees, in comparison with the more widely practiced use 


of multiple GMPEs drawn from the literature. 


 


Three sets of representative GMPE (central, low and high) have been developed in Eastern Canada based on five 


peer-reviewed equations Pezeshk, Zhandieh and Tavakoli (2011), Atkinson and Boore (2006), Atkinson (2008), 


Silva, Gredor and Daragh (2002) with single corner (variable stress), Gredor and Daragh, (2002) with double corner 


(with saturation). In Figure 2 examples of several GMPE equations are shown with pseudo spectral acceleration at 


different period of time for event with different magnitude. Spectral acceleration is the most commonly used 


measure of ground motion intensity in building engineering practice. For specified natural period and damping level, 


spectral acceleration represents the maximum acceleration that a ground motion will cause in a linear oscillator. In 


other words, pseudo spectral acceleration (PSA) is equal to spectral displacement times the square of the natural 


frequency (Baker et. al, 2006).  The representative central equation developed shows the geometric mean ground 


motions of the five alternatives. It can be used as input for ground motion estimation for all site classes B, C 


conditions (the average shear-wave velocity in the top 30 m Vs30=760 m/s) in Canada. Atkinson (2011) 


demonstrated that the representative equation method is comparable to the alternative equations approach, but the 


weights of each GMPE in the logic tree for PSHA calculations must be selected in a consistent manner.  


 


For Eastern Canada the proper logic tree weights proposed are 0.5, 0.25, and 0.25 for the central, low and high 


equations weight, respectively. This weights schema is used and designated as the base model in this study. To 


obtain the relative performance of the models and to study the representation of epistemic uncertainty, three 


sensitivity exercises were performed here. In particular, a set of hazard maps were created considering different 


weights in the PSHA logic tree for central, low and high equations in the representative set (listed in the Table 2). In 


each case the weight difference in the each node of the logic tree comparing with basic model equals ±25%-75%. 


During the first test the weights of low and central equations in the logic tree have been decreased up to 25% and 


50% relatively to teach 0 and high equation weight has been increased by 75% and reached the maximum weight 


equals 1. During the second test the maximum weight has been assigned to the central equation when at the same 


time for low and high equations 0 weight has been assigned. The third test represent the case in which the low 


equation  received the maximum weight and high and central equation have not been taken into account. 


 
Figure 2: PSA values at 0.1Hz, 2Hz and10 Hz for Eastern North America GMPE versus epicentral distance. 


4. RESULTS 


The mean hazard maps of predicted PSA with 2475 year return period were calculated based on the input parameters 


explained above. 2475 year return period represents 2% exceedance probability in 50 years. This return period is 


commonly used in building design because of its ability to capture the effects of rare but large earthquakes. The 
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hazard maps produced with input base model are shown on Fig.3, representing PSA at three different periods equal 


0.2 sec, 1.0 sec and 2.0 sec.  


 


Three sensitivity tests have been performed for different GMPE models. The effects of modification in the GMPE 


model are significant at every vibration period in all three sensitivity tests. Test 1, presented in Fig. 4, compared 


predicted spectral acceleration calculated for the base model with predicted spectral acceleration calculated for the 


model with maximum weight assigned to the high-bound GMPE of the representative set. As expected, the 


difference of the estimated level of ground motion with the high-bound model is generally positive in all cases and 


varies in the range from 1.81 to 58.47 cm/sec2 at 0.5 Hz frequency, from 3.6 to 128.53 cm/sec2 at 1.0 Hz frequency, 


from 4.76 to 398.89 cm/sec2 at 5.0 Hz frequency.  
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Figure 3: 2475 year return period mean hazard maps (with base GMPE model). 


 


During the second test (Fig. 5), maximum weight was assigned to the central GMPE of the representative set. The 


results obtained in this case are also significantly different when compared to the base model results.  The estimated 


difference varies from 0.00063 to 17.92 cm/sec2 at 0.5 Hz frequency, from – 0.00059 to 36.37 cm/sec2 at 1.0 Hz 


frequency, and from 0.0011 to 142.95 cm/sec2 at 5.0 Hz frequency. 


 


In the third test (Fig. 6) the maximum weight has been assigned to the low-bound GMPE and results have been 


compared with the results of the base model. This test results in a negative difference that is in the range of -49.3 to -


1.79 cm/sec2 at 0.5 Hz frequency, from -100.06 to -4.08 cm/sec2 at 1.0 Hz frequency, from -756.84 to -11.67 


cm/sec2 at 5 Hz frequency.  


 


The mean changes on every vibration period for each test performed also were analyzed. The maximum change 


occurs in Test 1, in which 100% weight in the GMPE logic tree has been assigned to the high-bound equation of the 


representative GMPE set. The minimum mean difference appeared in the Test 2 case in which the medium equation 


of the representative GMPE set was applied. In general, the predicted spectral acceleration is more sensitive to the 


applied changes at low frequencies and close distances than at high frequencies and far distances.  
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Figure 4: Sensitivity test of 2475 year return period mean hazard maps with high-bound GMPE. 
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Figure 5: Sensitivity test of 2475 year return period mean hazard maps with medium GMPE. 


5. CONCLUSIONS 


Hazard maps have important significance in the seismic risk mitigation programs. Both overestimation and 


underestimation of the true seismic hazard and risk may significantly increase economic and human losses. 


Attention should be paid to the development and sensitivity analysis of key input models for PSHA. GMPE models 


play an important role in ground-motion characterization and seismic hazard map production. In particular, the 


correct representation of epistemic uncertainty through weights assigned in the representative set of GMPE logic 


tree has a significant impact on the seismic hazard assessment and, as a result, is one of the most important factors in 


PSHA and should be handled carefully according to the experts’ recommendations. 
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Figure 6: Sensitivity test of 2475 year return period mean hazard maps with low-bound GMPE. 
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ABSTRACT  


The hazards posed by combined sewer overflows (CSOs) to receiving water bodies cannot be overemphasised. 


CSOs can be a significant contributor of pollutants to receiving waterbodies.  Ontario’s F-5-5 procedure stipulates a 


treatment target of a minimum 50% reduction in suspended solids (SS) and 30% reduction in 5-day biochemical 


oxygen demand (BOD5) for CSOs in the province.  The physicochemical coagulation process is an effective and 


widely used treatment process to achieve these targets. The City of Windsor, Ontario currently uses a synthetic 


organic coagulant for coagulation at its retention treatment basin (RTB) for CSO treatment. However, environmental 


persistence and potential toxic effects on aquatic life are common concerns with synthetic coagulants.  These 


concerns are not expected to be there when coagulants derived from natural (plant or animal) sources are used. In 


the current study, the effectiveness of a commercially available natural coagulant was evaluated for the treatment of 


Windsor CSOs.  The results show that with natural coagulant dosages ranging between 5 and 30 mg/L, SS and 


BOD5 removal efficiencies of 37 to 91% and 22 to 56%, respectively, were obtained.   Over the duration of the 


study, natural coagulant dosage of 10 mg/L or higher were able to meet or exceed the treatment targets of Ontario’s 


Procedure F-5-5 for both SS and BOD5. 


 


Keywords: Combined sewer overflows; Physicochemical treatment; Synthetic coagulant; Natural coagulant; 


Suspended solids; Biochemical oxygen demand 


FINDINGS 


The efficiencies of commercially available natural coagulants, Tanfloc SG (TANAC SA, Brazil), and the Dual 


Polymer System (HaloSource Inc., USA), were compared to the synthetic organic polymer, Zetag 7873, presently 


used at the RTB for the treatment of Windsor CSOs. The evaluation of the coagulants was done using raw 


wastewater from the City of Windsor’s Lou Romano Water Reclamation Plant (LRWRP). The SS removal 


efficiency of the coagulants is presented in Figure 1.  The adjusted SS removal efficiencies were calculated using the 


blank (no treatment) as the reference. 
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Figure 1: SS removal efficiencies of coagulant  


For the range of concentration tested, the performance of Tanfloc SG was better than the dual polymer system (DPS) 


and it was selected for further evaluation. As shown in Figure 2, with a minimum dosage of 7.5 mg/L, the SS 


removal efficiency with Tanfloc SG was either similar or higher than the treatment efficiency of Zetag 7873 


presently used for the treatment of Windsor CSOs. 


 


Figure 2: Comparison between the SS removal efficiencies of Tanfloc SG and Zetag 7873 


 


Figures 3a and 3b shows SS and BOD removal efficiencies, respectively, of the selected natural coagulant Tanfloc 


SG.  At dosages of equal to or higher than 10 mg/L, the selected natural coagulant was able to meet or surpass the 


requirements of Procedure F-5-5.  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


a)                     b) 


Figure 3: Effects of varying coagulant dose on a) SS removal b) BOD removal 
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ABSTRACT  


Modern tall buildings are often susceptible to excessive wind-induced motions.  Tuned mass dampers (TMDs) are 


used to improve occupant comfort by reducing structural accelerations during common winds, and also to reduce 


building drift during stronger winds.  A TMD is an auxiliary mass that is connected near the top of the structure 


through elements that produce restoring and damping forces.  If the TMD is designed to have the appropriate natural 


frequency and damping ratio, vibrational energy from the structure is transferred to the TMD where it is dissipated 


through the TMD damping.  This additional source of energy dissipation increases the effective damping of the 


building, reducing its dynamic motion.  The energy dissipating elements of the TMD, whether linear or nonlinear, 


will convert some of the TMD’s kinetic energy into heat.  It is critical that the heat generated by the TMD motion is 


accurately predicted, and the damping device is demonstrated to be capable of ejecting this heat.  If the device 


cannot eject the heat it generates during operation, the device may overheat, altering its damping properties or 


potentially leading to device failure.  This paper studies the rate of heat generation (power) of a TMD with two 


common forms of damping.  Simple techniques are employed to calculate the mean TMD power.  Nonlinear 


simulations are used to evaluate this simple model, and predict the peak TMD power that is expected over a short 


period of time.  For a given structural acceleration reduction, the TMD power is independent of the form of 


damping.   


Keywords: Structural Control; Tuned Mass Damper; Random Vibration; Damping; Heat Loads; Power  


1. INTRODUCTION 


Modern materials and techniques have enabled the construction of buildings that are more lightweight, tall, and 


slender than ever before.  These characteristics, combined with the low inherent damping of these structures, have 


resulted in an increase in the number of buildings that are susceptible to excessive wind-induced motion.  As a 


result, occupants on the upper floors of these high-end buildings may experience discomfort on windy days, as they 


can feel the building moving under them.  Moreover, less common (eg. 50-year mean recurrence interval) wind 


events may produce interstorey deflections that exceed serviceability requirements in place to ensure the longevity 


of facade elements.   


Tuned mass dampers (TMDs) have been successfully employed to reduce the resonant response of tall buildings 


with low inherent damping (Morava et al. 2012, Soto and Adeli 2013).  A TMD is represented as a mass connected 


to the primary structure through restoring and damping elements arranged in parallel, as shown in Figure 1.  As the 


structure begins to sway under external excitation, a properly designed TMD will also begin to oscillate out-of-phase 


with the structure.  Energy is thereby transferred from the structure to the TMD, where it can be dissipated through 


the TMD's damping mechanism.  This additional source of energy dissipation increases the effective damping of the 


primary structure, which reduces its resonant response.   
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Figure 1: Schematic of structure-TMD system 


 


Like the low inherent structural damping, the TMD damping has traditionally been represented as linear viscous 


damping, which allows the structure-TMD system to be modelled using well-known linear equations (Den Hartog 


1985, McNamara 1977).  However, it is often advantageous to utilize nonlinear TMD damping.  For instance, 


nonlinear damping can be employed to ensure that peak TMD displacements are held within reasonable bounds 


during strong wind events (Love and Tait 2015).  Regardless of the form of damping, TMD damping mechanisms 


function by converting vibrational energy from the system into heat that is then ejected into the surrounding 


environment.  It is critical that the damping device employed is capable of ejecting heat at a sufficient, specified 


rate.   


The rate of energy or heat ejection by the TMD is known as the TMD power.  If the damping device does not have 


sufficient power ejection capabilities, it may overheat, leading to deterioration of its damping properties, or failure 


of the device.  Therefore, the TMD power must be determined at the ultimate wind loading event to ensure the 


device continues to function as intended.  Since the structure-TMD system is subjected to random excitation, both 


the continuous (or mean) TMD power requirements, as well as the short-term (eg. 3-minute average) power 


requirements must be found.  The short-term average power requirements are necessary since, for brief periods of 


time, the power ejected by the TMD may be significantly greater than the mean power it must eject continuously.   


This paper studies the rate of energy ejection of a TMD with power-law damping.  Statistical linearization is 


employed to calculate the root-mean-square (RMS) response of the structure-TMD system.  Subsequently, the mean 


power of the total structure-TMD system is calculated, which allows the continuous TMD power to be determined.  


The prediction of the continuous TMD power is evaluated using nonlinear simulations of a structure-TMD system 


subjected to random excitation for a long period of time.  These long simulations enable a distribution of the peak 


hourly 3-minute average power to be determined, from which an estimate of the mean peak hourly 3-minute average 


power is found.  The results of this study will enable rapid preliminary estimates of the power requirements of 


TMDs with both linear and nonlinear damping devices.   


2. MODEL DEVELOPMENT 


The structure-TMD system is represented by the arrangement shown in Figure 1, where M, K, and C represent the 


structural modal mass, stiffness, and damping constant, while m, and k represent the TMD mass and stiffness, 


respectively.  The external force applied to the structure is F(t), while the displacement of the structure is X(t), and 


the relative displacement between the structure and TMD is xr(t) (henceforth the time variable, t will be omitted for 


brevity).  Lastly, the TMD adheres to a power-law damping relationship given by: 


[1]     rrd xsignxmctF 



  


where cα is the damping coefficient, α is the damping exponent, and a dot above a variable denotes a time derivative.  


When α = 1, the TMD damping is linear, whereas when α = 2, the damping is quadratic (velocity-squared).  These 


two forms of damping are the most common for TMD applications and are therefore the ones considered in this 


study. 
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The equations of motion for the structure-TMD system shown in Figure 1 are 
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The typical dynamic quantities of the angular natural frequency of the structure and TMD, the structural damping 


ratio, and the structure-TMD mass ratio are defined, respectively as: 
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By substituting Eqs. [3]-[5] into Eq. [2], the equations of motion become: 
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If the response distribution is Gaussian, then using statistical linearization techniques (Roberts and Spanos 1999), 


the equivalent amplitude-dependent viscous TMD damping is given by (Rudinger 2007): 


[7]   
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where σr is the RMS of the relative TMD displacement response, and Γ( ) denotes the gamma function.  The 


response power spectrum of the structural and TMD responses can be calculated when the structure is subjected to 


white noise excitation with a power spectrum amplitude of S0 (Crandall and Mark 1963), 
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where i is the imaginary number, and  


[12]   
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By integrating the power spectrum, the variances of the structural and TMD relative response are found (McNamara 


1977): 
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Since the TMD’s RMS response amplitude, σr is required in Eq. [7], iteration must be used to solve Eqs. [7], [14] 


and [15].   


3. TMD POWER 


3.1 Continuous Power  


For an ergodic system, the expected (mean) energy of the system is constant with time, therefore the mean rate of 


energy input into the system (power) must equal the mean rate of energy output from the system.  This power 


requirement is termed the continuous power requirement, since the damping mechanisms should be capable of 


ejecting this power continuously during the entire loading event.  For a system subjected to white noise excitation, 


the total mean power input into the system is given by (Newland 1966) 


[16]  
 


M


ST


p
0


   


This equation states that the total rate of energy input is only dependent upon the generalized mass of the structure, 


and the amplitude of the white noise excitation.  Although somewhat counter-intuitive, the total system power is 


independent of the structural damping, or even the presence of a TMD.   


The only sources of energy dissipation in the structure-TMD system are the damping elements of the structure and 


TMD.  The total power ejected from the system is therefore the summation of the power ejected through the inherent 


structural damping and the TMD damping 
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The continuous (or mean) power ejection associated with the inherent structural damping is 


[18]  
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By rearranging Eq. [17], and utilizing Eqs. [16] and [18], the continuous power ejected by the TMD is 


[19]  
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Equation [19] shows that the continuous power ejected by the TMD is independent of the form of TMD damping.  


Indeed, for a given level of structural motion reduction, the continuous TMD power required to achieve that 


reduction can be determined definitively before the TMD mass, damping, or stiffness are known.   


As an alternative to Eq. [19], the continuous TMD power can be determined by directly computing the expected 


value of the TMD power: 


[20]  
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By making use of Eq. [7], Eq. [20] is evaluated to produce 
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While not the focus of this study, numerical simulations indicate that Eqs. [19] and [21] yield the same results.  


Therefore, Eqs. [19] and [21] provide two simple methods to determine the continuous power requirements of the 


TMD.   


3.2 Short-term power  


The previous section outlined two simple methods by which the continuous TMD power ejection requirements can 


be calculated.  Equally as critical to the TMD design is the power that the damping device must eject over a short 


period of time.  Since the amplitude of the TMD displacement is a random variable, the short-term average TMD 


power ejection is also a random variable.  As a result, the peak “a”-minute average power that is expected to occur 


in one hour (where “a” is much less than sixty), is greater than the continuous power ejection.  Ongoing research is 


attempting to quantify the peak hourly a-minute average power using simple formulae, however for this paper the 


behaviour will be studied using numerical simulations.  The peak hourly a-minute average power is determined by 


calculating the a-minute moving power average of the time series over one hour and selecting the maximum.  Figure 


2 shows a one hour time series segment, taken from the 180 hour simulation, of the power ejected by a TMD, along 


with the continuous power and the 3-minute average power.  From Figure 2, it is clear that the 3-minute average 


power fluctuates considerably above and below the continuous power ejection.   
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Figure 2: Typical time series of TMD power 


4. NONLINEAR SIMULATIONS 


Nonlinear numerical simulations are conducted on several structure-TMD systems.  The structure has a generalized 


mass of 10,000 tonnes with a natural angular frequency of 1.26 rad/s, and an inherent damping ratio of 1%.  For all 


simulations, the structure is subjected to 180 hours of band-limited white noise excitation, which will produce 180 


peak hourly response observations from which peak response statistics can be determined.   


The properties of the TMD systems studied are shown in Table 1.  Structure-TMD systems are considered with a 


modest mass ratio of 1%, and a high mass ratio of 5%.  Each system is optimally tuned using well-known formulae 


(Warburton 1982).  The TMD has either linear or quadratic damping, which are the most common forms of TMD 


damping.  The TMD damping coefficient, cα is selected to provide the optimal TMD damping for the linear system, 


and the optimal linearized TMD damping at an excitation level of πS0/M = 427 W for the velocity-squared damping 


case.  This level of excitation corresponds to the structure without a TMD experiencing a mean-peak hourly 


acceleration equal to 20 milli-g.   


For each simulation conducted, the continuous TMD power is calculated as the mean of the entire simulation.  In 


addition, the peak hourly 3-minute average power occurring in each of the 180 hours simulated is determined.  


Using this peak hourly power data, a histogram can be generated to show the variation of the peak 3-minute average 


power for each hour.  The mean-peak hourly 3-minute average power, P̑3-min is estimated by calculating the mean of 


the 180 samples.  The standard deviation of these samples, σP̑ is also determined to measure the spread of the 


distribution.   


A summary of the simulation results is provided in Table 2.  The continuous power is also calculated using Eq. [19].  


Histograms of the peak hourly 3-minute average power (normalized by the continuous power ejection) are shown in 


Figures 3 and 4 for the simulations corresponding to μ = 1%, with πS0/M = 2668W, and μ = 5%, with πS0/M = 


427W, respectively.  The peak factor of the power, PFp is also shown, where it is calculated as: 


[22]  
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Table 1: TMD properties 


  
S


TMD






   
c  


1% 0.993 
1 0.125 


2 0.510 


5% 0.964 
1 0.268 


2 3.340 


Table 2: TMD power ejection for structure-TMD systems considered 


    Peak Accel. 


(milli-g) 
MS0 (W)


 


 TMD


P  (W) 
min3


ˆ
P  (W) P̂


  (W)
 Eq. (19) Sim. 


1 


1% 
20 427 297 294 633 114 


50 2668 1854 1837 3954 711 


5% 
20 427 360 355 631 82 


50 2668 2250 2219 3946 510 


2 


1% 
20 427 297 291 631 115 


50 2668 1764 1749 3753 752 


5% 
20 427 360 353 632 82 


50 2668 2188 2144 3873 571 


 


 


Figure 3: Histogram of normalized peak hourly 3-minute average power (μ = 1%, πS0/M = 2668 W) 
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Figure 4: Histogram of normalized peak hourly 3-minute average power (μ = 5%, πS0/M = 427 W) 


5. DISCUSSION 


The continuous power ejection predicted using the simple model expressed by Eq. [19] is in excellent agreement 


with the simulations.  The maximum relative error between the modelled and simulated results is 2%.  The 


continuous TMD power can therefore be predicted using a linearized model for TMDs with linear or quadratic 


damping.   


Equation [19] suggests that the continuous power of a TMD designed to achieve a specified acceleration reduction is 


independent of the form of TMD damping.  The more power a TMD ejects, the greater the acceleration reduction it 


provides.  From Table 2, the maximum relative difference between the continuous TMD power ejection of the linear 


TMD, and the corresponding TMD with quadratic damping is 1% at the targeted structural excitation amplitude of 


πS0/M = 427 W.  Similarly, the maximum relative difference of the mean-peak hourly 3-minute average power from 


the simulations for systems with linear and quadratic is less than 1% at the targeted structural excitation amplitude 


of  πS0/M = 427 W.  The simulations conducted indicate that at the targeted structural response amplitude both the 


continuous and peak short-term power ejection requirements of the TMD are independent of the form of TMD 


damping that is employed.  At structural response amplitudes higher than the targeted amplitude, the TMD damping 


for the nonlinear system will be higher than optimal, which results in a small reduction in the power ejection and 


effective structural damping.   


For the simulations conducted, the peak factor, PFp which is the ratio between the mean-peak hourly 3-minute 


average and the continuous power, is between 1.8 and 2.2.  The peak factor was approximately 2.2 when the mass 


ratio was 1% for both linear and quadratic damping.  When the larger mass ratio of 5% was studied, the peak factor 


was 1.8.  This trend may suggest that a larger mass ratio will result in a 3-minute average power ejection that varies 


less with time.  The coefficient of variation (ratio of the standard deviation to the mean) of the peak hourly 3-minute 


average power was approximately 20% when the mass ratio was 1%, and 13% when the mass ratio was 5%.  This 


trend also suggests that there is less variability in the peak hourly 3-minute average power when the mass ratio 


increases.  Therefore, a larger TMD mass ratio may result in a more invariant short-term power requirement with 


time.   


The major finding of this study is that for a given level of structural acceleration reduction, the power requirements 


of a TMD energy dissipation mechanism will be identical regardless of the type of device employed.   
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CONCLUSIONS 


Tuned mass dampers (TMDs) have been successfully employed to reduce the resonant response of tall buildings 


subjected to random wind loading.  The TMD functions by transmitting vibrational energy from the structure to the 


TMD, where it can be dissipated through the TMD damping.  The energy is dissipated in the form of heat, therefore 


it is critical that the damping mechanism can eject heat at a specified rate or power.  This study investigated the 


power ejection of structure-TMD systems when the TMD possessed power-law damping.   


Statistical linearization was employed to represent the nonlinear structure-TMD system.  Using this representation, 


the RMS response of the structure and TMD were determined.  Next, it was shown that the power input into the 


structural system by white noise excitation is constant, regardless of the level of structural damping, or the presence 


of a TMD.  With this behaviour established, the mean or continuous power ejection of the TMD was calculated as a 


function of the variance of the structural response.   


Since the excitation is random, the short-term average power will fluctuate with time, resulting in a short-term 


power requirement that is considerably greater than the continuous power requirement.  Numerical simulations were 


conducted to evaluate the proposed model and determine the peak hourly 3-minute average power of the TMD.  


Several structure-TMD systems were subjected to 180 hours of random excitation, enabling the peak hourly power 


statistics to be computed.   


The continuous power prediction provided by the simple model and simulations were in excellent agreement.  For a 


specified structural acceleration reduction, the continuous TMD power is calculable a priori, regardless of the form 


of TMD damping.  Moreover, the short-term average power ejection of the system was observed to be insensitive to 


the type of damping.  A higher TMD mass ratio was observed to result in a short-term average power that deviated 


less from the continuous power.   
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“A good hockey player plays where the 
puck is.  


A great hockey player plays where the 
puck is going to be”.  


 


 Walter Gretsky’s advice to his young son. 
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Identifying ‘megatrends’ 


 Economist magazine and Ryan Avent… 


 
• Urban settlement patterns and cost of housing 


• Variable patterns of employment, by sector, skill-level, region 


• Labour-substituting technology and productivity 


• Industry-based regulation of employment 


• Globalization of supply chains and markets (and the associated 
logistics infrastructure) for smallest of enterprises 


• Social unrest, immigration/emigration, social cohesion 


• Unpredictable political implications of all of them  
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Building our Tomorrow:  
Future of Ontario’s Infrastructure 
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Identifying ‘megatrends’ 


What are megatrends? 


  


How do we identify them? 


 


What’s their relationship to 
infrastructure? 
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Identifying ‘megatrends’ 


Richard Worzel, Senior Futurist 


Grush & Niles on automated vehicles and sharing 


Technology in 2022: IEEE – 23 technologies to watch 


Boston Consulting Group (50 trends) 


Frost & Sullivan (11 megatrends) 


McKinsey & Co. (Four global forces breaking all the 
trends – urbanization, pace of technological change, 
demographics, globalization and connectivity)  
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Identifying ‘megatrends’ 


  


World Economic Forum –  


• 28 global risks and 13 megatrends 


Siemens –  


• “Pictures of the Future”, Magazine for Research and 
Innovation 


Ontario Centres of Excellence –  


• Collaboration with government, industry, university, 
venture capital 
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Build the ‘right’ infrastructure for the future 
 


Define and anticipate “megatrends” 
 


 Pace and scale of technological change 


 Urbanization, globalization, convergence & connectivity 


 Social and demographic trends – domestic & global 


 Economic and workforce trends 


 Environmental and energy trends 


 Political and fiscal trends 
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Build the ‘right’ infrastructure for the future 


The impacts of ‘megatrends’… 
 
Impact #1: Distances will shrink 
Impact #2: Elapsed times will shrink 
Impact #3: Scale will shrink 
Impact #4: Functions will converge 
Impact #5: Margins will shrink 
Impact #6: Expect individual customization 
Impact #7: Global impacts will become local impacts 
Impact #8: Climate change will be accepted, but will its 


consequences? 
Impact #9:  Demographics will change society’s priorities 
Impact #10:  New consumer-driven urban designs 
✖  Impact #11: ‘Short-term’ thinking; impact of NIMBY and BANANA 
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Build the ‘right’ infrastructure for the future 


New infrastructure and its effects on society 


1. New types of infrastructure 


2. Long-distance commuting  


3. Light and adaptable infrastructure: the impact of 
convergence 


4. Think globally, act locally 


5. Demographics and their implications 
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Build the ‘right’ infrastructure for the future 


• Impacts by sector 
– Transportation –  


• Automation, ‘sharing’, energy efficiency, high-speed, land-use 


– Light infrastructure 
• Shorter life-cycle, adaptable, innovation in materials and techniques, 


repurposing, proof-of-concept applications 


– Healthcare and post-secondary 
• In-home applications to chronic disease and distance education 
• Fewer hospitals and college campuses? 


– Environmental infrastructure 
• Water, wastewater, stormwater – integration, regionalization, utility 


business model, with sustainable revenues, nano-tech, new tech 


– New infrastructure and past infrastructure 
• The future isn’t what it used to be: climate change 


• Linking economic strategy and infrastructure 
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Funding and financing 


• Asset management 


– Targeting investments vs. formulae / deferred 
maintenance 


– Full-cycle costing / water, wastewater, stormwater 


– User-pay and tolling; metering water 


• Public Pension Fund Investments 


– Infrastructure and Government Business Enterprises 


• Teranet and Bruce Power 


• Wellington Co. bridges; Missouri and Pennsylvania bridges 


• OMERS: High-speed rail, British Ports, European utilities  


• Teachers, CPP, OMERS, HOOP, Caisse de Depôt  


– Mandate to invest in infrastructure in Canada? 
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Asset management frameworks 
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Funding and financing 


• Making infrastructure “investment ready” 
– Scale and Bundling 


– Reasonable, risk-adjusted returns 


– ‘Greenfields’ vs. ongoing 


– ‘Pipelines’ of projects & assets / SOP vs. one-offs 


• Leveraging ‘legacy’ and current public assets 
– Using your assets: infrastructure banks and trusts 


– Asset recycling policies / programs and P3s 


– Green Bonds, ESR investing, Social Impact Bonds, 
Community Benefit Agreements 
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Thank you!   
 


“Building Our Tomorrow: The Future of Ontario’s Infrastructure – How the impact of megatrends and rise of new 


infrastructure will change the province (and Canada)”: 


http://www.rccao.com/news/files/09_10_futureofinfrastructure.pdf (Media release for Future of Infrastructure report)  


http://www.rccao.com/news/files/RCCAO_Future-of-Infrastructure_Sept2015.pdf  (Full Report)  


http://www.rccao.com/news/files/sept-appendix-D.pdf  (Appendix ‘D’ — other futurists) 


Public Asset Recycling: 


http://www.rccao.com/news/files/RCCAO_Infrastructure-Investment-Study_Dec2014.pdf  (RCCAO Asset Recycling Study)  


http://mowatcentre.ca/wp-content/uploads/publications/85-recycling-ontarios-assets.pdf (Mowat Study)  


With Prof. Harry Kitchen, ”Bringing sustainability to Ontario’s water systems: A quarter-century of progress, with much left to do”… 


https://www.oswca.org/uploads/oswca_may2016_waterstudyreport_final_001.pdf 


“Vital Capital: Using Alternative Procurement and Financing Models to Capitalize on the ‘Infrastructure Moment’ in the 


Great Lakes and St. Lawrence Region”: http://mowatcentre.ca/vital-capital/ 


Municipalities at an Inflection Point: 


http://munkschool.utoronto.ca/imfg/uploads/275/1560imfg_no.17onlinefullcolourr3final.pdf (Munk Municipal Study)  


http://munkschool.utoronto.ca/imfg/uploads/274/imfg_perspectives_6___cote_fenn.pdf (Munk Municipal Study 


Perspectives Article)  


Asset Management in Ontario Municipalities: 


http://www.amo.on.ca/AMO-PDFs/Asset-Management/OMKN-Toolkit-Questions-Municipal-Asset-Management.aspx  


http://www.amo.on.ca/AMO-PDFs/Asset-Management/OMKN-Toolkit-Tips-Municipal-Asset-Management-2015.aspx 
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ABSTRACT 


This research evaluates ways of improving early-age property of supersulfated cements. Mechanical performance of 


SSC was studied after optimizing the slag- calcium sulfate- alkali activator composition. This study was conducted 


using four slags of different chemical composition. The purpose was to find a correlation between slag composition 


and compressive strength and determine the influence of anhydrite content and alkali activator content on the 


hydration process of SSC. The results demonstrated that the compressive strength of mortars was strongly 


influenced by the Al2O3 content of the slag, which also influenced the optimum mix composition of the SSC 


mixtures. Mixtures containing slags with high Al2O3 required low amount of alkali activator in order to provide high 


strength values, while, increasing the activator content reduced the compressive strength. The heats of hydration of 


all the mixtures were also studied.  


1. INTRODUCTION  


Portland cement (PC) is the most common binder used in concrete for construction. However, its production 


contributes to 2–3% of global primary energy use and to approximately 5% of manmade CO2 emissions (Juenger et 


al., 2011). In order to reduce energy use and greenhouse gas emissions associated with the production of Portland 


cement, the cement industry is presently seeking alternatives.  Supersulfated cement (SSC) is potentially a more 


sustainable alternative to Portland cement for concrete applications as it is typically composed of 80 – 85% slag, 8 - 


12% anhydrite, and less than 5% Portland cement (Lea, 1979). High Al2O3-content slags (13% and higher) are 


generally viewed as suitable for the production of SSC (Matschei et al., 2005). However, SSC is under-utilized due 


to its slow rate of early strength gain. Therefore, further research is required in order to evaluate ways to improve 


properties of this type of cement. 


2. MATERIALS & METHODS 


Four different slags were used to produce SSC, the chemical composition of the slags is provided in Table 1. To 


obtain anhydrite (CaSO4) gypsum (CaSO4
.2H2O) was fired at 650°C for 1 hr. XRD analysis was done to confirm the 


results as provided in Figure 1. A wide range of mixtures was used to determine the influence of calcium sulfate and 


alkali activator (CSA Type GU cement) content on the strength development and heat of hydration of SSC. Calcium 


sulfate in the range of 5-20% and alkali activator ranging from 1-10% were used in all mixtures.  A list of the 


mixtures studied is provided in Table 2.  


 


Mortar cubes were cast according to ASTM C109, in order to determine the optimum slag- anhydrite- alkali 


activator content for all four slags, which would develop comparable strengths to those of Portland cement mortar 


cubes.  The water content of the mix was adjusted to obtain a flow of 110±5. The samples were cured and then 


stored in limewater at 23°C. The compressive strengths were measured at 1, 3, 7, 28 and 90 days. 
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Calorimetric measurements were determined on 30 g of SSC paste samples with a w/c of 0.40 for 7 days at 23°C 


using the I-Cal8000 Isothermal Calorimeter. Heat of hydration was measured on all mixtures shown in Table 2. 


Table 1: Slag Chemical Composition 


Oxides Slag A Slag B Slag C Slag D 


SO3 (%) 5.31 3.62 3.32 2.8 


SiO2 (%) 31.78 32.55 35.14 38.85 


Al2O3 (%) 13.34 11.79 10.94 7.43 


TiO2 (%) 0.49 0.49 1.03 0.4 


P2O5 (%) 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01 


Fe2O3 (%) 0.71 0.86 0.78 0.41 


CaO (%) 41.58 43.26 37.21 38.94 


MgO (%) 4.38 4.95 11.19 10.26 


Na2O (%) 0.2 0.23 0.41 0.29 


K2O (%) 0.34 0.43 0.41 0.46 


Mn2O3 (%) 0.29 0.2 0.52 0.61 


SrO (%) 0.09 0.07 0.07 0.06 


SO3 (%) 5.09 3.6 3.3 2.74 


BaO (%) 0.06 0.05 0.02 0.05 


ZnO (%) 0 0 0 0 


Cr2O3 (%) 0 0 0.01 0.01 


(CaO+MgO)/SiO2 1.4 1.5 1.4 1.3 


Blaine 


(m2/kg) 


 


446 


 


500 


 


468 


 


587 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 
Figure 1: X-Ray Diffraction Patterns of Gypsum (G) & Anhydrite (A) 
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Table 2: SSC Mixture Compositions 


MIX I.D. Slag Anhydrite GU Cement 


85.5.10 85% 5% 10% 


80.10.10 80% 10% 10% 


75.15.10 75% 15% 10% 


70.20.10 70% 20% 10% 


87.5.8 87% 5% 8% 


82.10.8 82% 10% 8% 


77.15.8 77% 15% 8% 


72.20.8 72% 20% 8% 


90.5.5 90% 5% 5% 


85.10.5 85% 10% 5% 


80.15.5 80% 15% 5% 


75.20.5 75% 20% 5% 


93.5.2 93% 5% 2% 


88.10.2 88% 10% 2% 


83.15.2 83% 15% 2% 


78.20.2 78% 20% 2% 


94.5.1 94% 5% 1% 


89.10.1 89% 10% 1% 


84.15.1 84% 15% 1% 


89.10.1 89% 10% 1% 


84.15.1 84% 15% 1% 


79.20.1 79% 20% 1% 


3. RESULTS & DISCUSSION 


3.1 Compressive Strength Results 


 


Based on the compressive strength results it was found that the Al2O3 content of the slag plays a significant role in 


strength development of SSC mixtures and it highly influenced the optimal mixture composition of SSC. All SSC 


mortar mixes were compared to a reference mix of 100% Portland cement. 


 


Mixes containing slag with a high content of Al2O3 (above 13%) exhibited higher compressive strength at all ages 


compared to slags with lower Al2O3 contents (approx. 7%). As shown in Figures 2-5 Mixes with slag A 


demonstrated higher compressive strength at all ages and compositions compared to Slags B, C and D. For slag A   


SSC mixes as shown in Figure 2 as the amount of alkali activator content decreases, the compressive strength 


increases. The optimum composition for slag A, SSC mix was found at 79% slag 20% anhydrite and 1% GU 


cement.  


 


The opposite trend was observed in the case of mixtures containing slag with low Al2O3 content (below 13%); as the 


alkali activator content increased, the compressive strength also increased as shown in Figures 3 and 5. However, 


this did not apply to Slag C that has an Al2O3 content of roughly 11%, as shown in Figure 4. This may suggest that 


other factors than the Al2O3 content of the slag may influence the compressive strength results, and further research 


is required. For Slags B and D, the optimum mixture composition was found at 87% slag 5% Anhydrite and 8% GU 


cement and 70% slag 20% Anhydrite and 10% GU cement respectively. For slag D mixes at 12% GU content were 


also performed to determine if higher level of activator replacement has any major influence. As shown in Figure 5 


the compressive strength results did not change significantly between 10% and 12% replacement levels. In addition, 
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for Slag D the 1-day compressive measurement was not performed, as the mixes were too weak to be tested. For 


Slag C the optimum mix was found at 94% slag and 5% anhydrite and 1% GU cement as shown in Figure 4. 


Therefore, there is a wide range of formulation in terms of what is considered to be the optimum mixture 


composition for SSC depending on the chemistry of the slag used. In all four slags, the alkali activator content 


significantly influenced the compressive strength results and the anhydrite content did not play a significant role in 


the mechanical performance of SSC. 


 


 
Figure 2: Slag A Compressive Strength (13.07% Al2O3) 


 


 
Figure 3: Slag B Compressive Strength (11.79% Al2O3) 
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Figure 4: Slag C Compressive Strength (10.94% Al2O3) 


 


 
Figure 5: Slag D Compressive Strength (7.43% Al2O3) 


 


3.2. Heat of Hydration 


Isothermal calorimetry was performed on SSC mixes made using Slag A and Slag D. The two slags were chosen as 


Slag A had the highest Al2O3 content and performed the best of all four slags, and Slag D had the lowest Al2O3 


content and had very poor performance. To determine the influence of anhydrite content and activator content on the 


heat of hydration the compositions previously mentioned in Table 2 were studied. The test was performed for 7 days 


at a w/c of 0.40.  


Paste mixtures made with Slag A (13% Al2O3) had a short dormant period and an intense hydration peak between 


10-23 hrs as demonstrated in Figure 6. While Slag D (7% Al2O3) had a wider hydration peak that was not as intense 


as Slag A as shown in Figure 7. For both slag mixtures the GU cement content influenced the heat flow rate and 


total heat more than the anhydrite and slag content. For Slag D, the higher the alkali activator content, the higher the 


total heat release, which correlates with the compressive strength, results. However, the opposite trend was observed 


for Slag A. As shown in Figure 6, as the alkali activator content increased the heat of hydration decreased but for the 


SSC mix containing 70% Slag A, 20% anhydrite and 10% GU cement, the total heat release is the highest and this 


may be explained by the hydration of cement and hydration of anhydrite which both release heat, but which may not 


be necessarily contributing to the compressive strength of the mixture. 
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4. CONCLUSION  


The chemical composition of the slag significantly influences the slag-anhydrite-alkali activator composition and the 


properties of the obtained supersulfated cement. Slag A which is classified as high Al2O3 Slag (13%) exhibit a 


higher compressive strength at all ages and mixture compositions compared to slags B, C and D.   


 


The optimized mix for the high Al2O3 content Slag A provided high compressive strength (48 MPa at 28 days).  As 


the alkali activator content decreased the compressive strength increased for this particular slag.  The higher heat of 


hydration was consistent with the high compressive strength results. 


 


Slags B, C and D had lower Al2O3 contents and the performance of these slags compared to the Portland cement 


control mix was very poor. For slag B at 28 days, strength of 30 MPa was achieved, while the optimized SSC mixes 


for Slags C and D provided compressive strengths of 31 and 25 MPa at 28 days respectively.  For SSC mixtures 


using Slags B and D, as the alkali activator content increased, the compressive strength also increased but compared 


to the Portland cement control mix the performance was very poor at all ages. For Slag C, the opposite trend was 


observed; as the alkali activator content decreased, the compressive strength increased. Therefore, there needs to be 


further study to determine what other factors than the Al2O3 content of the slag influence the mechanical 


Figure 6: Slag A- Heat of Hydration 


Figure 7: Slag D- Heat of Hydration 
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performance and composition of SSC. For all mixtures, the alkali activator content significantly influenced both heat 


of hydration and the compressive strength results while, the anhydrite content did not have a major effect. 


 


The slag chemistry highly influences the mixture composition and properties of SSC. To further understand the 


differences in the reactivity of the slags with high and low Al2O3 contents, further studies such as pore solution 


analysis and X-ray diffraction must be carried out to examine the difference in the dissolution rate, and formation of 


hydrates for the slags of different chemical compositions.  
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ABSTRACT 


The structural insulated panel (SIP) is a sandwich structured composite that is prefabricated by attaching a 


lightweight thick core made of Expanded Polystyrene (EPS) foam laminated between two thin, and stiff face skins 


made of Oriented Strand Board (OSB). The use of sandwich panels provides key benefits over conventional 


materials including: very low weight; high stiffness; durability and; production and construction cost savings. The 


facing skins of the sandwich panel can be considered as the flanges for the I-beam carrying bending stresses in 


which one face skin is subjected to tension, and the other is in compression. The core resists the shear loads and 


stabilizes the skin faces together giving uniformly stiffened panel. OSB is wood product that shrinks when dry and 


swells when adsorb moisture either due to liquid or vapor from the surrounding atmosphere. The relative 


combination of relative humidity and temperature is introduced into the equilibrium moisture content (EMC) that 


increases with the increase of the relative humidity and with decreasing temperature. Experimental test matrix 


includes testing 2.44 m (8’) and 4.88 m (16’) long SIPs for 5 years under different sustained loads and weather 


resistive barriers (WRBs), recording creep deflection, relative humidity and temperature. After creep recovery, the 


SIPs are loaded to-collapse to determine their flexural strength. 


 


Keywords: Structural Insulated Panel (SIP), Creep Deflection, Flexural Strength, OSB-Wood, EPS-Foam. 


1. INTRODUCTION 


The concept of the structural insulated panels (SIPs) begun in 1935 at the Forest Products Laboratory (FPL) in 


Madison, Wisconsin. SIPs were constructed using structural sheathing and insulation. The architect Frank Lloyd 


Wright built Usonian house in 1930’s. Wright’s student Alden B. Dow created the first foam-cored SIP in 1952. 


Today SIPs offer high tech solution for residential and low rise non-residential buildings. SIPs are made with 


variable structural skin materials including oriented strand board (OSB), treated plywood, fiber-cement board, metal 


and fiber reinforced polymers (FRP) sheets. SIPs thickness vary from 100 mm (4 inch) and 152 mm (6 inch) walls 


and thicker for the roof panels up to 355 mm (14 inch). The OSB skinned system with EPS foam core can be used 


for the floor, wall, and roof. SIPs share the same structural properties as the I-beam or I-column.  The rigid 


insulation foam-core acts as the web, while the OSB sheathing acts as the flanges. The mechanical behavior of the 


sandwich panel, and SIP failure modes includes: (i) failure of the skin face (yielding or fracture); (ii) wrinkling and 


dimpling of the face; (iii) shear failure of the core materials; (iv) shear crimping of the core material (instability 


phenomenon); (v) overall buckling (and interaction effects with local failure modes); (vi) delamination of the 


interface between the core and the face; (vii) long-term creep; and (viii) overall and local deflections. Thus, detailed 
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calculation should cover the stiffness, deflection, including shear deflection, facing skin stress, core shear stress, 


panel buckling if applicable, shear crimping, skin wrinkling, intracellular buckling, local compression loads on core, 


and face/core interface stress.  


 


The deflection of straight beam that are elastically stressed have a constant cross-section throughout their length is 


given by Equations 1 to 5. Where ∆𝐼𝐷 is the instantaneous deflection, P is total beam load acting perpendicular to 


beam neutral axis, L is beam span, 𝑘𝑏 and 𝑘𝑠 are constants dependent upon beam loading, support conditions, and 


location of point whose deflection is to be calculated, 𝐼𝑓 is face-skin moment of inertia, 𝐸𝑓 is face-skin modulus of 


elasticity, 𝐷 is the flexural rigidity, 𝐺 =  𝐺𝑐 is beam shear modulus of the core, 𝑡𝑓 is the thickness of the face-skin, 


𝑡𝑐 is the thickness of the core, 𝑏 is the width of the panel and 𝑆 is the shear rigidity. The values of 𝑘𝑏 and 𝑘𝑠 equal to 


5/384 and 1/8, respectively, for the uniformly distributed load for simply-supported beam, and recorded deflection at 


the mid-span. The values of 𝑘𝑏 and 𝑘𝑠 equal to 11/768 and 1/8, respectively, for the concentrated loads at outer 


quarter span points over simply-supported beam, and recorded deflection at the mid-span (Rammer, 2010).  


[1]  𝐷 =  𝐸𝑓𝐼𝑓 =  
𝐸𝑓𝑡𝑓ℎ2𝑏


2
 


[2]  𝑆 = 𝑏ℎ𝐺𝑐  where  ℎ =  𝑡𝑓 + 𝑡𝑐  and  𝐺𝑐 =  
𝐸𝑐


2 ( 1+𝜐 )
 


[3]  ∆𝐼𝐷=  ∆𝐵𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 + ∆𝑆ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑟  = 
𝑘𝑏 𝑃𝐿3


𝐷
+  


𝑘𝑠𝑃𝐿


𝑆
 


The bending moment and shear force can be determined from Equations 6 and 7 


[4]  𝑀 =  
𝑃𝐿2


8
  and 𝑉 =  


𝑃𝐿


2
 under uniform distributed load (UDL) 


[5]  𝑀 =  𝑃𝐿/4  and 𝑉 = 𝑃  under concentrated two-points load at quarter the span 


 


Facing Stress: [6]  𝜎𝑓 =  
𝑀


ℎ 𝑡𝑓𝑏
 


 


Core stress:  [7]  𝜏𝑐 =  
𝑉


ℎ𝑏
 


 


Creep is time-dependent deformation subjected to constant load over time, under steady relative humidity and 


temperature. The initial (instantaneous) deflection due to applied occurs at the start of creep, and it obeys the basic 


model of Hooke’s law (𝜎 = 𝐸𝜖). The fractional creep 𝐾𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑝 is the ratio of maximum deflection at end of creept test 


to instantaneous deflection. In wood, creep includes three distinct type of behavior, which is difficult to separate 


because they can all operate simultaneously. These are time-dependent (viscoelastic) creep, mechano-sorptive 


(moisture-change) creep, and the pseudo-creep and recovery that have been ascribed to differential swelling and 


shrinkage (Hunt, 1999). Creep-strain response for wood structure is viscoelastic, represented by elastic spring and 


viscous dashpot. Viscous flow to ideal fluid requires rate of strain with respect to time be proportional to the applied 


stress, obeying Newton’s law (𝜎 ∝ 𝑑𝜖 𝑑𝑡 =  𝜂 𝑑𝜖 𝑑𝑡⁄⁄ ), while plastic deformation is due to irreversible changes of 


position, where strain doesn’t change when stress is removed (𝜖 =  𝜎𝑡/𝜂) (Sayed-Ahmed & Sennah, 2013). 


 


[8]  𝐾𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑝 =  ∆𝑀𝐷 ∆𝐼𝐷⁄   and   [9]  ∆𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙=  𝐾𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑝∆𝐼𝐷 


 


The dependence of equilibrium moisture content (EMC) on the relative humidity and temperature between (-1.1˚C 


and 65.5˚C) can be calculated with the following equations (Simpson, 1973) and (Forest Products Laboratory, 


1987), where 𝑇 is temperature ℎ is relative humidity (%/100), 𝐸𝑀𝐶 is moisture content (%) and 𝑊, 𝐾 , 𝐾1 , 𝐾2 are 


coefficients of an adsorption model developed by (Hailwood & Horrobin, 1946). 


 


[10]  𝐸𝑀𝐶 =  
1800


𝑊


𝐾ℎ


1−𝐾ℎ
+ 


𝐾1𝐾ℎ+2 𝐾1𝐾2𝐾2ℎ2


1+ 𝐾1𝐾ℎ+ 𝐾1𝐾2𝐾2ℎ2 


 


For temperature in Celsius, 


 


[11]  𝑊 = 349 + 1.29 𝑇 + 0.0135𝑇2 and   [12]  𝐾 = 0.805 + 0.000736𝑇 − 0.00000273𝑇2 


[13]  𝐾1 = 6.27 − 0.00938𝑇 − 0.000303𝑇2  and   [14]  𝐾2 = 1.91 + 0.0407𝑇 − 0.000293𝑇2 


 


This experiment investigates the short-term and long-term creep deflection for the structural insulated panels under 


constant loading for a period of 5 years. Some SIPs were wrapped by plastic sheets to simulate the weather resistive 
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barrier (WRB) and isolate the SIP from the external weather, especially the vapour content. Short-term deflection is 


the instantaneous deflection that equals to the deflection due to bending and shear. The five-year long-term 


deflection was recorded with the associated relative humidity and temperature. After creep recovery, SIPs were 


subjected to ultimate load to-collapse to determine their flexural strength. This research program aims at developing 


a better understanding of the structural behavior of SIPs at service and ultimate loading conditions when they act as 


floors and ceilings in the residential construction. 


2. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 


SIPs (Thermapan Structural Insulated Panels, 2009) are composed of thick layer of Expanded Polystyrene (EPS) 


foam board laminated between two sheets of Oriented Strand Board (OSB). Tested SIPs included two geometric 


characteristics, namely: (i) panel size 2438x305x165 mm (8’x1’x6½”) and (ii) panel size 4877x305x260 mm 


(16’x1’x10¼”). The material of the 11 mm (7/16”) thick OSB construction sheathing was of 1R24/2F16/W24 panel 


mark with the following specifications: bending resistance 228 N.mm/mm, bending stiffness 730,000 N.mm2/mm, 


axial stiffness 38,000 N/mm, axial tensile resistance 57 N/mm, axial compression resistance 67 N/mm, shear 


through thickness resistance 44 N/mm and shear through thickness rigidity 11,000 N/mm. The EPS foam-core type 


1 has been used and it has the following specifications: nominal density of 16 kg/m3, flexural strength 172 kPa, 


tensile strength 103 kPa, compressive strength 70 kPa, shear strength of 83 kPa and shear modulus 2758 kPa. The 


off-white one-part polyurethane structural adhesive used to connect the foam to the facings (Sayed-Ahmed, 2011). 


 


 


  
a. Creep test with uniformly distributed loading b. Two-point loading flexural test  


Figure 1: Typical creep and flexural test setup (ASTM Subcommittee E06.11, 2015) 


 


The test matrix shown in Table 1 included 2.44-m and 4.88-m long panels named C1 to C8. Each identical bare of 


SIP passed the same load level, either exposed to the weathering condition or covered with plastic sheets simulating 


the WRB condition. Figure 1 depicts the test setup for the creep test and the flexural test. Each panel was supported 


over two steel rollers of 25.4 mm diameter and 300 mm long, with 300x150x12 mm steel plate between each 


supporting roller and the specimen. Solid concrete bricks of 6.44 lbs and 200x100x60 mm dimensions were used to 


apply the UDL over the SIP specimens. Analogue dial indicator were placed at the maximum bending moment 


location for the creep test, while potentiometers (POTs) connected to the data acquisition were used for the ultimate 


flexural test, all to measure deflection at the mid-span. 


3. TEST RESULTS 


The National Building Code of Canada (NBCC, 2010) specified the applied loads on structures based on intended 


occupancy with live load for residential construction taken as 1.9 kPa, and 2.4 kPa for the work areas within live or 


work units, respectively. In this research, deal load over floor is assumed 0.5 kPa.  Based on wood design in Canada 


(CSA, 2009), the following deflection criteria may be considered. 


 


[15.1] ∆𝐿≤ 𝐿/360 for live load over floor 


[15.2] ∆𝐿≤ 𝐿/240  for live load over roof 


[15.3] ∆𝑇≤ 𝐿/180  for total dead and live load 


 


It should be noted that the total sustained uniform load considered in the creep test was 3 kPa, including 0.5 kPa 


dead load and 2.5 kPa live load. Figures 2 and 3 depict the instantaneous and creep deflection-time relationships  of 


the 2.44-m and 4.88-m long panels up to 5 years (43,800 hours), along with the load-deflection curves resulting 
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from loading each panel in flexure to-failure after conducting the creep tests. Table 1 summarizes the resulting 


deflection values at different stages of creep load history and creep recovery as well as the ultimate load and 


corresponding deflection at failure resulting from the static load test conducted after the creep test.  


 


 
 


a. Creep deflection-time relationship for C1 b. Flexural load-deflection curves for C1 


 


  
c. Creep deflection-time relationship for C2 d. Flexural load-deflection curves for C2 


 


 
 


e. Creep deflection- time relationship for C3 f. Flexural load-deflection curves for C3 
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g. Creep deflection-time relationship for C4 h. Flexural load-deflection curves for C4 


Figures 2: Creep deflection and ultimate flexural loading for the 2.44-m long SIPs C1 to C4 


 


 
 


a. Creep deflection-time relationship for C5 b. Flexural load-deflection curves for C5 


 


 
 


c. Creep deflection-time relationship for C6 d. Flexural load-deflection curves for C6 


 


 


 


e. Creep deflection-time relationship for C7 f. Flexural load-deflection curves for C7 
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g. Creep deflection-time relationship for C8 h. Flexural load-deflection curves for C8 


Figure 3: Creep deflection and ultimate flexural loading for the 4.88-m long SIPs C5 to C8 


 


Table 1 shows that the instantaneous deflection of the 2.44-m long panels C1 and C2 are 5.52 and 6.93 mm, with an 


average value of 6.23 mm. This average total deflection is less the deflection limit of span/180 for total load (i.e. 


13.55 mm). Specimens C3 and C4 are identical to C1 and C2 except that they were encased with plastic sheet to 


isolate them from the environment. It can be observed that the average instantaneous deflection for these two panels 


is 6.45 mm.  Also, Table 1 shows that the instantaneous deflection of the 4.88-m long panels C5 and C6 are 31.88 


and 26.03 mm, with an average value of 28.96 mm. This average total deflection is slightly more than the deflection 


limit of span/180 for total load (i.e. 27.11 mm) by 6.8%. Specimens C7 and C8 are identical to C5 and C6 except 


that they were encased with plastic sheet to isolate them from the environment. It can be observed that the average 


instantaneous deflection for these two panels is 22.21 mm. This deflection value is less than the deflection limit for 


total load by 18%.   


 


Table 1: Creep deflection and ultimate flexural loading for SIPs* 


SIP 


No. 
Status 


Creep Deflection 
fractional 


Creep 


 


Creep Recovery Ultimate 


flexural 


Load, 


kN  


Ultimate 


deflection 


mm 


Failure Mode D + L ID MD IRD PD 


KPa mm mm mm mm 


C1 8’ 0.5+2.5 5.52 11.58 2.10 6.16 5.26 8.06 59.05 Skin crushing 


C2 8’ 0.5+2.5 6.93 12.96 1.87 6.23 5.43 6.81 39.99 Skin  crushing  


C3 WRB8’ 0.5+2.5 6.37 11.98 1.88 6.80 6.08 8.21 50.83 Skin  crushing 


C4 WRB8’ 0.5+2.5 6.53 9.40 1.44 4.82 3.86 6.58 34.19 Skin  crushing 


           


C5 16’ 0.5+2.5 31.88 54.21 1.70 24.49 19.99 8.43 78.01 Skin  crushing, 


interface shear 


C6 16’ 0.5+2.5 26.03 45.40 1.74 20.99 17.85 8.73 54.87 Skin  crushing 


C7 WRB16’ 0.5+2.5 19.99 42.59 2.13 21.98 18.59 8.29 64.76 Skin  crushing 


C8 WRB16’ 0.5+2.5 24.42 47.84 1.96 22.66 19.36 8.29 73.65 Skin  crushing,  


Interface shear 
* D = dead load; L = live load; ID = instantaneous deflection, MD = maximum deflection after 5 years of creep 


testing, IRD = instantaneous recovery deflection, PD = permanent deflection. 


 


Table 1 presents the panel’s maximum deflection after creep test. It can be observed that the fractional creep, taken 


as the ratio between the total deflection after creep test and the instantaneous deflection after 5 years of sustained 


loading, is an average of 2.00 for the 2.44- m long panels C1 and C2 exposed to the environment while it is 1.57 for 


panels but wrapped with plastic sheet to isolate them from the environment. On the other hand, the fractional creep 


after 5 years of sustained loading, is an average of 1.72 for the 4.88-m long panels C5 and C6 exposed to the 


environment while it is 2.05 for panels but wrapped with plastic sheet to isolate them from the environment. Given 


the contradiction in the findings for the 2.44-m and the 4.88-m long panels with respect to the effect of WRB, a 


conclusion cannot be reached. However, it is evident that the instantaneous deflection increased by an average of 


1.85 after 5 years of sustained uniform loading. It should be noted that the instantaneous deflection should be 


increased in design due to creep effect over the service life of the structures which can be 75 years of services or as 


specified in design codes. Thus, this research can be extended to develop creep prediction model to estimate the 


creep fraction constant based on the expected number of years the structures will be in service.  
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Table 1 shows summary of the creep recovery and permanent deflection after releasing the creep loading off the 


tested panels. It can be observed that the average permanent deflections are 7.42 mm (span/329 as a ratio) and 18.95 


mm (span/257 as a ratio) for the 2.44- and 4.88-m long panels, respectively. Results show that the effect of isolating 


the panel from the environment in permanent deflection after the creep test is insignificant. Table 1 presents the 


results from the static load test to-collapse in the form of failure load and maximum deflection at failure. The failure 


mode of these panels were due to skin crushing in compression at or near the mid-span point. However, in panels C5 


and C8, such failure mode was accompanied by horizontal shear failure at the interface of the OSB sheet and the 


foam core. The ultimate failure load can be used further to qualify the panel for design at the ultimate limit state. 


However, static load test as well as creep test results are limited to two identical specimens in each panel group. 


Therefore, this research can be repeated with 5 identical specimen to have better representation of, and confidence 


in, the results. 


4. CONCLUSIONS 


Experimental results from the creep-deflection tests provide experimental data for creep deflection over five years of 


sustained loading. Creep tested results can be utilized to develop creep deflection prediction model for estimation of 


long-term deflection after 75 years of service or as required by the designer or design code. The fractional creep 


values reached in this research are limited to the size of the studies panels and for 5 years only.  Also, results are 


limited to two identical specimens in each panel group. Therefore, this research can be repeated with 5 identical 


specimen to have better representation of, and confidence in, the results.  
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ABSTRACT  


For the majority of structural systems, there has been a push to understand collapse behaviour and to quantify 


collapse margin ratios. However, for seismic isolation there is still significant work to be done in this area, 


especially for sliding bearings, for which little research on failure has been investigated. While it may be the goal of 


the designer that isolation bearing capacity is not reached, for performance based design it is essential to understand 


how and under what levels the bearing will fail. To investigate failure, a model based on the theory of rigid body 


kinematics, rigid body dynamics and contact mechanics is employed with an added parallel non-linear damper to 


explicitly consider the energy dissipation. Ricker pulses are extracted from long period motions and used to predict 


whether the bearing impacts and if that impact results in failure. The research finds that these pulses are good 


predictors providing that the extracted pulse periods are sufficiently long (greater than 0.5 s); otherwise the pulse 


does not dominate the response of the bearing. Generalized graphs are produced for use in predicting bearing 


performance and collapse margin ratio (assuming a rigid superstructure) at initial stages of design. 
 


Keywords: Sliding isolation bearing; failure; pulse excitation; impact simulation; seismic isolation 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Seismic isolation has been widely accepted as one of the most effective way to mitigate seismic hazards and 


enhance the seismic performance of structures. Currently rubber and sliding bearings are the most commonly used 


isolation bearings and their mechanical behaviours have been widely studied in the literature. Even though seismic 


isolation has demonstrated its superiority over the traditional fixed-base design, there is still significant work to be 


done in this area, including understanding and predicting the failure mechanisms of isolated structures. Failure of 


isolated structure is an extremely complex phenomenon, which involves interaction between superstructure, 


isolation bearings and even the moat wall. The first step to address this critical issue is to look at the failure 


mechanism of a single isolation bearing. 


 


For rubber bearings, shear failure and buckling failure are well understood (Kelly and Konstantinidis 2011). 


However, there is very little study on the failure mechanisms of sliding bearings. Sliding bearings consist of multiple 


components and its failure mechanism is highly dependent on the interaction between its components. Thus, a 


completely different failure mechanism is expected compared to rubber bearing. 


 


In this paper a relative simple sliding bearing, known as double friction pendulum bearing (denoted as DFP 


hereafter), is used as an example to investigate the failure mechanism. Figure 1 illustrates the configuration of DFP, 


which is made up of a top plate, a rigid slider and a bottom plate, both plates have restraining rims to limit the 


displacement capacity of the bearing. The geometry parameters shown in Figure 1 are real design values used in 


Japan. When the DFP reaches its displacement limit, due to the presence of the restraining rims a couple develops 


from the restrainer reactions (as illustrated in Figure 2), resulting in yielding of the restraining rim, uplift of the 


supported mass or a combination of both. The uplift behaviour or yielding can lead to the failure of the DFP. The 


response of the DFP is investigated under Ricker pulse excitation, which is an approximation of original pulse-like 
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ground motions. It will be shown that using long period Ricker pulses to predict the failure of DFP provides a good 


approximation for time history analysis. 


                   


Mass


Top plate


Slider
Bottom plate


R=2.5m


wr=25mm wr=25mmD=670mm


wh=12mm


Dsl=200mm


hsl=104mm


 
Figure 1: Double friction pendulum bearing configuration 


F1
F2


 
Figure 2: Illustration of restrainer forces 


2. RIGID BODY MODEL 


The rigid body model (Sarlis and Constantinou 2013) used for this study is based on the theory of rigid body 


kinematics, rigid body dynamics and contact mechanics. Each component of DFP is assumed to be rigid and their 


motions are measured at their centroids. For the bottom and top plate, only two translational degrees of freedom are 


considered, and for the slider, in addition to these two degrees of freedom, one rotational degree of freedom is also 


considered. All forces acting on the slider, including normal force, friction force and potential impact force, are 


assumed to concentrate on the four vertexes rather than distribute along the contact surface. Small penetrations are 


allowed between each component to generate the normal and impact force. 


 


Being capable of simulating impact and uplift directly is the major advantage of this model. However, one drawback 


is that it does not account for energy dissipation during impact. This is because the original rigid body model 


employs a linear spring to model the impact. In order to address this issue, the Hertz’s contact law with a nonlinear 


dashpot in parallel (Muthukumar and DesRoches 2006) is used to explicitly consider the energy dissipation. From 


the Hertz’s contact law, the energy dissipation only occurs during the approaching phase and the impact force in this 


phase can be calculated from Eq.1, during the restitution phase there is no energy dissipation so the impact force is 


calculated from Eq.2. 


 


[1]         
1.5


F t k t c t   &  


 


[2]       
1.5


F t k t  


 


where k is the penalty stiffness, c is the damping coefficient and δ(t) is the penetration depth with time. The damping 


coefficient c can be approximated in terms of coefficient of restitution e (Jankowski 2005, 2006), as shown in Eq.3 


and Eq.4. 
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where ξ is the damping ratio, m1 and m2 are masses of two colliding objects. The coefficient of restitution e indicates 


how much energy is dissipated during impact, e = 0 means all kinetic energy is dissipated while e = 1 means no 


energy is lost. For steel the coefficient of restitution e usually ranges from 0.4 to 0.7 (Jankowski 2010). In this study, 


the coefficient of restitution e is selected as 0.65 and it is found that this value gives a satisfactory estimation 


compared to finite element analysis. 


2.1 Validation of rigid body model 


The design parameters for this specific DFP studied in this paper are shown in Figure 1, the radius of curvature is 


2.5 m and results in a second-slope period of the bearing Tb equals to 4.5 s. The friction coefficient μ is 0.05 and 


friction coefficient dependencies on velocity, pressure and temperature are ignored for simplicity. 


 


The finite element model used for comparison is created in Abaqus/Standard. The steel is modelled with isotropic 


hardening to consider potential yielding of the restraining rims. The yield stress and the ultimate stress are 345 MPa 


and 450 MPa respectively, the ratio of post-yield stiffness to elastic stiffness is assumed as 0.01. The superstructure 


is represented by a mass block with rotational degree of freedom constrained. 


 


Eleven pairs of Japanese ground motions are selected in this study to investigate the failure mechanism of the DFP 


and their information is listed in Table 1. The scaling methodology of these ground motions is described in FEMA 


P695, they are incremented by 0.01 g of pseudo acceleration at natural period SA(4.5 s). 


Table 1: Eleven pairs of Japanese ground motions 


Earthquake Number Date Event Name Station Magnitude 


1 1995.01.17 Kobe, Japan KJMA 6.9 


2 1995.01.17 Kobe, Japan Takatori 6.9 


3 2000.10.06 Tottori, Japan SMNH01 6.61 


4 2000.10.06 Tottori, Japan TTR08 6.61 


5 2004.10.23 Niigata, Japan NIG019 6.63 


6 2004.10.23 Niigata, Japan NIG021 6.63 


7 2004.10.20 Niigata, Japan NIGH11 6.63 


8 2007.07.16 Niigata, Japan NIG018 6.63 


9 2008.06.14 Iwate, Japan AKTH04 6.9 


10 2008.06.14 Iwate, Japan IWTH25 6.9 


11 2008.06.14 Iwate, Japan IWTH26 6.9 


 


 


From finite element simulation results, two distinct failure mechanisms of DFP can be observed. One is caused by 


the significant yielding of the restraining rims, as shown in Figure 3 (left side figure), this failure mechanism 


happens when the superstructure mass is large (e.g. results in a slider pressure of 60 MPa). The other is caused by 


the uplift behaviour after the impact, as shown in Figure 3 (right side figure), and this phenomenon usually happens 


when superstructure mass is small (e.g. results in a slider pressure of 10 MPa). In this study since usually DFP is 


under high pressure, a slider pressure of 60 MPa is used to represent the superstructure mass. 


 


The rigid body model is capable of capturing the failure mechanism due to uplift but inherently impossible to 


simulate the yielding behaviour with the rigid body assumption. Previous study (Bao et al. 2015) found this rigid 


body model provides a good estimation of critical pseudo acceleration values when failure mechanism is due to 


uplift (i.e. small superstructure mass). When the failure mechanism is due to yielding rather than uplift, the rigid 
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body model still provides a satisfactory prediction of critical pseudo acceleration values compared to finite element 


analysis results, as shown in Figure 4. 


   
Figure 3: Two failure mechanisms of DFP (left side: due to yielding, right side: due to uplift) 
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Figure 4: Comparison of critical pseudo acceleration between finite element model and rigid body model 


3. FAILURE OF DOUBLE FRICTION PENDULUM BEARING UNDER PULSE EXCITATIONS 


In this section the failure of DFP is studied under analytical pulse excitations. Compared to the highly variable 


ground motions, analytical pulses usually have a simple expression with several parameters which have clear 


physical meanings. 


 


There are many different kinds of analytical pulses existing in the literature (Mavroeidis and Papageorgiou 2003). In 


this study Ricker pulses (Ricker 1943, 1944) are selected as the input excitation. Ricker pulses have symmetric and 


antisymmetric forms, which are expressed in Eq.5 and Eq.6 respectively. 
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where Ap is the amplitude of Ricker pulse and Tp is the period. Figure 5 shows the shapes of symmetric and 


antisymmetric Ricker pulse with an amplitude of 0.8 g and a period of 0.5 s. 
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Figure 5: Symmetric and antisymmetric Ricker pulse 


3.1 Maximum impact velocity spectrum 


The impact velocity spectrum (Davis 1992) is used to describe the response of DFP under one specific Ricker pulse 


using the rigid body model. In this spectrum, the horizontal coordinate represents the ratio of the bearing period Tb 


(i.e. 4.5 s in this study) to the pulse period Tp, the vertical coordinate represents velocity of top plate relative to 


bottom plate at every occurrence of impact. Figure 6 shows the impact velocity spectra for symmetric and 


antisymmetric Ricker pulses with the same amplitude Ap =0.8 g but varying periods, note the pulse period Tp is 


limited to 7.5 s because longer period pulse is not realistic. Each dot indicates a single impact event and the cross 


symbol means failure due to uplift has occurred. From the impact velocity spectra it is observed that during one 


specific Ricker pulse excitation, DFP may experience multiple impact events, but only the impact with the 


maximum relative velocity required to lead to failure. Since we are primarily interested in predicting failure, only 


the maximum impact velocity is required. Thus the maximum impact velocity spectrum can be constructed, as 


shown by the line in Figure 6. Figure 7 shows the maximum impact velocity spectra when with increasing Ricker 


pulse amplitudes, similarly the cross symbol indicates failure occurs. 
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Figure 6: Impact velocity spectra for symmetric and antisymmetric Ricker pulses 
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Figure 7: Maximum impact velocity spectra with different amplitudes (left: symmetric, right: antisymmetric) 


3.2 Impact region spectrum 


Looking at the maximum impact velocity spectra again, it is observed that given a specific amplitude of the Ricker 


pulse, the frequency ratio can be divided into three regions based on the final status of the DFP: impact with failure 


region, impact without failure region and no impact region, as illustrated in Figure 6. 


 


Based on this feature, the impact region spectrum can be constructed from the maximum impact velocity spectrum 


as shown in Figure 8, which directly describes the final status of the DFP given a combination of the amplitude and 


period of Ricker pulses. The impact region spectrum is useful for the preliminary design of isolated structures and 


seismic performance evaluation. 
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Figure 8: Impact region spectra (left: symmetric, right: antisymmetric) 


4. FAILURE PREDICTION FOR JAPANESE GROUND MOTIONS 


In this section, the impact region spectra will be used to predict the critical pseudo acceleration values for Japanese 


ground motions. In order to use the impact region spectrum, analytical Ricker pulses must be determined from 


Japanese ground motions, which requires the wavelet analysis. 


4.1 Wavelet analysis of Japanese ground motions 


Wavelet analysis has been applied to ground motions either to determine whether it can be classified as pulse-like 


(Baker 2007) or estimate its pulse parameters (Vassiliou and Makris 2011). In this study the methodology proposed 


by Vassiliou and Makris will be used to determine the Ricker pulse parameters for Japanese ground motions. In their 


methodology, three different weighting functions:      1 , 1 , 1w s s w s s w s    are used to perform the 


following integral in Eq.7 to extract the wavelet from ground motion. 
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where ψ(•) is the mother wavelet function, which is the Ricker pulse in this study, s and ξ are constants that control 


the dilation and translation of the mother wavelet. Note in Eq.7 the wavelet analysis is applied to acceleration 


records, but it is also applicable to velocity records. Figure 9 and Figure 10 show the extracted Ricker pulses for one 


sample Japanese ground motion when applying weighting function w(s) = 1/s to acceleration and velocity records 


respectively. In both figures, the symmetric and antisymmetric annotations are in terms of the acceleration pulses 


rather than the velocity pulses. For this motion it is clear that extracting the Ricker pulse from the velocity record 


provides a better representation of the ground motion. 
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Figure 9: Extracted pulses from acceleration record (left: extracted Ricker pulses, right: corresponding velocities) 
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Figure 10: Extracted pulses from velocity record (left: corresponding Ricker pulses, right: extracted velocities) 


 


Two indexes, the acceleration index ea and the velocity index ev (Vassiliou and Makris 2011), are used to evaluate to 


what extent the extracted Ricker pulses are matched with the original ground motions, their mathematical 


expressions are defined in Eq.8 and Eq.9. 
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where subscript g denotes original ground motion and subscript p denotes extracted Ricker pulse. Then there are 


four criteria to determine the best match Ricker pulses: 


 


1. Ricker pulse directly extracted from acceleration history that corresponds to the maximum acceleration index ea. 


2. Ricker pulse directly extracted from acceleration history that corresponds to the maximum velocity index ev. 


3. Ricker pulse derived from velocity history that corresponds to the maximum acceleration index ea. 


4. Ricker pulse derived from velocity history that corresponds to the maximum velocity index ev. 


 


Previous study (Bao et al. 2015) found that criterion No.3 gives the best prediction for 14 pairs of pulse-like ground 


motions recommended by FEMA P695. But in this study, it is found criterion No.4 provides the best estimation, this 


phenomenon will be discussed in the subsequent section. For comparison purpose, both prediction results from 


criteria No.3 and No.4 will be provided in the following section. 


4.2 Prediction of critical pseudo acceleration 


With the best match Ricker pulse determined for ground motion and the impact region spectrum, it is easy to predict 


the critical pseudo acceleration value SA(Tb) which leads to failure of the DFP. To illustrate this procedure, the 


sample Japanese ground motion is used again. For this motion, it is coincidental that the best match Ricker pulse is 


an antisymmetric Ricker pulse with amplitude Ap = 0.305 g and period Tp = 2.325 s regardless of which criterion is 


used. This motion is then scaled up in accordance with FEMA P695 with an increment of 0.01g. Every time the 


motion is scaled, the amplitude Ap associated with the best match pulse is scaled and plotted with the impact region 


spectrum to determine whether failure occurs. Figure 11 shows this procedure: when the sample ground motion is 


scaled to SA(Tb) = 0.15 g, the best match Ricker pulse has an amplitude Ap = 0.342 g (and period Tp = 2.325 s), after 


it is plotted on the impact region spectrum, we can see it locates in the impact without failure region. Similarly, 


when ground motion is scaled up to SA(Tb) = 0.16 g, the best match Ricker pulse has an amplitude Ap = 0.365 g (and 


period Tp = 2.325 s), this time we find it locates in the impact with failure region. Therefore the predicted critical 


pseudo acceleration value for this sample Japanese ground motion is 0.16 g. From time history analysis using rigid 


body model, the actual value is 0.14 g. 
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Figure 11: Critical pseudo acceleration SA(Tb) prediction for sample Japanese ground motion 


 


Figure 12 compares the predicted values with the actual pseudo acceleration values for different selection criterion. 


It is obvious that the prediction results from criterion No.4 is better than the prediction made from criterion No.3. As 


mentioned earlier, with the FEMA 14 pairs of pulse-like ground motions, it is criterion No.3 provides a better 


prediction. The authors believe that the inconsistent conclusion can be explained by the best match pulses selected. 


Criterion No.3 results in more short period pulses when applied to the Japanese motions as some of the motion did 


not have significant pulse contributions. To look into this, the prediction results are categorized into two groups 


based on the period of the best match Ricker pulse. It is proposed that pulses with a period longer than 0.5 s should 


be deemed as long period. Table 2 below shows statistical analysis results for predicted values. Prediction results are 
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defined as good if the predicted values are within 20% of the actual values. When the best match Ricker pulse is 


identified as long period pulse, the Ricker pulse usually provides a good estimation. This observation is in 


accordance with the result from the FEMA 14 pairs of pulse-like ground motions. Under what conditions the 


contribution of the long period pulse dominates the response of the DFP is a topic for future research. 
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Figure 12: Comparison of predicted and actual pseudo acceleration values (left: criterion No.3, right: criterion No.4) 


Table 2: Summary of ground motion prediction results 


Selection 


criterion 


Good estimation 


/Total 


Good estimation (Tp≥0.5 s) 


/Total 


Good prediction (Tp<0.5s) 


/Total 


No.3 8/22 8/12 0/10 


No.4 14/22 13/18 1/4 


 


5. CONCLUSIONS 


In this paper, the response of DFP is analyzed when it reaches its physical displacement limit. From detailed finite 


element analysis, two failure mechanisms are observed. A rigid body model capable of capturing the uplift failure 


mechanism is used. It is found even though it cannot capture yielding, it still provides a very good prediction in 


terms of pseudo accelerations. The response of DFP under analytical Ricker pulses are studied, in order to describe 


the behaviour of DFP, the impact region spectrum is developed. With the impact region spectrum and performing 


wavelet analysis to Japanese ground motions, it is able to predict the critical pseudo accelerations. It is found that 


usually long period Ricker pulse will dominate the response of DFP and thus gives a good estimation compared to 


short period Ricker pulse. 
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ABSTRACT  


Load paths in light-frame wood structures have historically been nailed connections between the sheathing and 


rafters, and toenail connections between the rafters and stud walls. However, these connections have poor resistance 


to uplifting forces, as occurs in high wind speed events, causing sheathing or roof-to-wall-connection (RTWC) 


failures. The improvements made to building codes after Hurricane Andrew affected only new construction, and the 


economic losses caused by roof failures in homes built prior to 1993 from Hurricane Katrina pointed to a need to 


retrofit older structures. This paper will investigate the design, analysis, and testing of a temporary cable-netting roof 


harness as an alternative to relatively expensive and invasive retrofitting options. To do this, a non-linear finite 


element analysis (FEA) is performed to model a typical light-frame wood structure with the roof harness, which is 


then validated through test results. After, as a comparative study, scaled down versions of the structure with and 


without the roof harness are created and tested using real wind load until failure at the WindEEE facility. This is 


done to assess the efficacy of the retrofit system. Corresponding FEA and computational fluid dynamics (CFD) 


models are then created to simulate the test. 


 


Keywords: Destructive Testing; CFD; FEA; Wood Structures; Wind Engineering; Non-Linear Analysis 


1. INTRODUCTION 


The vertical load path of typical light-frame wood structures allows the sheathing to transfer vertical force imposed 


on the roof to the trusses beneath, which is then transferred to the stud walls and through to the foundation. After 


Hurricane Andrew in 1993 caused considerable economic losses, largely due to the failure of roofing system 


components (Baskaran and Dutt, 1997), building codes across North America began to reflect the need for 


adequately continuous vertical load paths in light-frame wood structures. Historically, the sheathing connection to 


the roof trusses and the roof truss connection to the stud wall were typically nailed and have poor withdrawal 


resistance (FEMA, 1993; van de Lindt et al., 2007). Since the building code changes only affected new construction, 


it left older structures prone to damage during high speed wind events. This became evident in the aftermath of 


Hurricane Katrina, where older structures experienced considerable damage (van de Lindt et al., 2007). 


 


Though there exist retrofitting options for older structures such as adhesives, straps, hurricane ties, and the 


installation of additional studs (FEMA, 2010), these options are relatively invasive and are approximately 15-50 % 


of the cost of the structure to implement (Stewart et al, 2003). Therefore, a need is established to seek an alternative, 


low-cost method and easily applied method of securing a continuous load path. 
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The proposed roof harness retrofit system is comprised of a series of cables that extend over the roof and are 


attached to horizontal rigid bars. These bars are then connected to larger cables which are attached to permanently 


installed piles around the perimeter of the structure. The system as a whole prevents uplift failure of the roof-to-wall 


connections (RTWCs), while the finer cable spacing over the roof is designed to prevent sheathing-to-truss 


connection (STTC) failure. Though there exist various patents for roof harness systems (Bimberg 1997; Luzzi 


1999), the proposed system seeks to address issues apparent in their design, chiefly ease of application, extensibility 


of cable material, and possible sheathing damage during application. 


 


This paper will describe the development process of designing, analyzing, and testing the retrofit system. This 


process began with the assessment of the structural behaviour of a simple development of the finite element analysis 


(FEA) model of a light-frame wood structure under and its verification with full scale test results. Currently, a 


comparative study of a scale model structure is being carried out to assess the efficacy of a scale model structure 


with and without the retrofit system. The model without the retrofit system will be tested until failure using real 


wind loading, so that the performance enhancement of the retrofit system can be established in terms of resistance to 


higher wind speeds. In future tests, various angles of attack, different roof shapes, and overhangs will be considered 


to better understand the combined structural response of the structure and retrofit system.  


2. REVIEW OF THE DEVELOPMENT AND VALIDATION OF FULL SCALE FEA MODELS 


Previous work underlying this research has been focused on the FEA modelling of a light-frame wood house that 


had been tested as a part of the ‘Three Little Pigs’ project (Kopp et al., 2010). Once researchers developed a model 


that was able to simulate the wind induced structural response of this building, it was augmented to include a retrofit 


system, which was assessed through parametric studies in order to determine the best design. A portion of the full 


scale roof with the retrofit system applied was then tested to determine the validity of the augmented FEA model. 


2.1 Description of the full scale structure 


The full scale structure that was originally modelled by Dessouki and El Damatty (2010) was a 10 m by 10 m simple 


gable roof structure with a 4:12 slope. The structure was previously tested at the Insurance Research Lab for Better 


Homes at the University of Western Ontario under a simulated wind load provided by a wind tunnel study of a 


similar structure. For this experiment, the wind load was varied spatially and temporally through the utilization of 58 


pressure bags that covered the entire roof. The structure was tested under mean wind speeds starting at 20 m/s and 


increasing by 5 m/s increments to the point of complete roof failure at 45 m/s. Full load-displacement time histories 


were recorded for every RTWC (Kopp et al., 2010).  


2.2 Development and validation of the FEA model of the structure and proposal of a roof harness system 


Dessouki and El Damatty (2010) developed a three-dimensional FEA model for simulating the response of the 


subject structure in the ‘Three Little Pigs’ project. Three-dimensional frame elements were used for modelling the 


truss members, stud walls, top plates, and connecting beams between the trusses, while shell elements were used for 


modelling the sheathing. Based on the results of ‘Three Little Pigs’ project (Kopp et al., 2010), the critical weak 


joints with respect to resisting the uplift wind load were found to be the toenailed RTWCs. In the FEA model, these 


were modelled as nonlinear spring elements with a load-displacement curve adapted from Reed et al. (1997). To 


perform a quasi-static wind load analysis, 29 random samples of the 20 m/s applied wind load time history were 


recorded. Based on the samples selected, good agreement was observed between the predicted displacements at 


critical RTWCs in the FEA model and the experimental results, with a maximum difference of 20 %. This research 


was extended to include an investigation of the accuracy of the RTWC reactions computed by the tributary area 


method. The findings revealed that the tributary area method was less accurate than the FEA model, as the 


difference in the results reached 50 % at some locations. This because the load attraction in comparatively stiff gable 


end trusses could not be accounted for by the tributary area method. 


 


Addressing the problem of roof uplift, Dessouki and El Damatty (2010) developed a new retrofit system for 


mitigating roof uplift damage from high wind speed events for simple gable roofs, and incorporated it into the FEA 


model. Their system consisted of a two-dimensional steel wire net installed on the top of the house, with carbon 


fiber rods connected to the wire net on four sides to provide a uniform distributed load on the wire net, and reducing 


the number of external cables connecting the rods and piles anchored in the foundation, as shown in Figure 1. The 
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augmented FEA model was then subjected to a uniform suction pressure of 2 kN/m2 over the area of the roof. The 


wire net and the external cables were modelled as a nonlinear cable element under their own weight and strain 


loading. The rods were modelled as a three-dimensional frame element. The numerical conclusions indicated a 


reduction of 40 % in the average deflection of the house compared to a non-retrofitted house. This research also 


included a parametric study of the retrofit system using a FEA model for performing a system assessment in order to 


determine a suitable design. The study included an examination of the following parameters: the diameter of the 


rods, the diameter of the net wires, the inclination of the external cables, and the post-tensioning forces associated 


with the external cables. 


Wire Net


External Cable


Carbon fibre 


rods


 
Figure 1: Retrofit system proposed by Dessouki and El Damatty 


2.3 Further development of the roof harness system and validation of the augmented FEA model 


Following the research of Dessouki and El Damatty (2010), Jacklin and El Damatty (2013) further refined the FEA 


model of the full scale structure, and proposed a simpler retrofitting system for light-frame wood houses. The FEA 


model of the structure and retrofitting system were then validated by testing a portion of the structures roof with the 


retrofit system applied. The refined FEA model simulated the RTWC as a multi-linear plastic element using 1000 


samples of the time history of the wind loading recorded by Kopp et al. (2010), representing the maximum and 


minimum actual pressure. It was concluded that the numerical model was able to predict the RTWC displacement of 


with a maximum difference in results of 10 %, improving the platform with which to model the retrofit system. 


 


The retrofit system proposed by Jacklin and El Damatty (2013) consisted of steel bearing cables installed at the roof 


of the house. These bearing cables were connected to rigid aluminum bars in order to create a uniform load at the 


bearing cables and to reduce the number of external steel cables that were connected between the rigid bars and the 


foundation piles, as shown in Figure 2. The numerical model was also designed to include the retrofitting system in 


the analysis. The bearing and external cables were modelled using a nonlinear cable element, and the rigid bars were 


modelled as a three-dimensional frame element. The system was tested numerically through the application of 


incremental uplift pressure in order to investigate the performance of the retrofitting system with respect to reducing 


the displacement at the RTWCs. The numerical model was also used for predicting the RTWC displacement at the 


plastic range (i.e., mean wind velocity exceeding 25 m/s), a point at which an RTWC is subject to permanent 


withdrawal. This research was then extended to include a parametric study of the retrofit system, whereby numerous 


cross sections of rigid bars, bearing cables, and external cables were tested numerically with the goal of minimizing 


the weight of the system. 


External Cable


Rigid Bars


Bearing Cables


 
Figure 2: Retrofit system proposed by Jacklin and El Damatty (2013) 
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Jacklin and El Damatty (2013) then conducted a comparative full scale test under static load. The structure tested 


was a strip of the full scale roof, consisting of three typical trusses spanning 9 m, spaced 0.6 m apart and with slope 


of 4/12. There were six RTWCs using three hand driven 16d spiral shank nails each.  The retrofit system consisted 


of five 3/16 in diameter interior roof cables, and two 0.5 in. diameter external cables at each side of the rigid 


aluminum beam. The aluminum beam was a hollow rectangular section 102 mm deep by 51 mm wide and 6 mm 


thick. The uplift wind load was simulated by using a hydraulic jack connected beneath the prototype at six points. 


LVDTs were installed at each RTWC in order to capture the load-displacement time history. Four strain gages were 


installed at each external cable in order to determine the axial force. It was concluded that the retrofit system 


increased the capacity of the prototype by 40 %. This value was previously predicted by the FEA models of both 


Dessouki and El Damatty (2010) and Jacklin and El Damatty (2013), indicating accuracy of the numerical results. 


 


 
Figure 3: Sample roof strip and retrofit tested by Jacklin and El Damatty (2013) 


3. DEVELOPMENT OF DESTRUCTIVE TESTING METHODS AND SCALE MODEL STRUCTURE 


The next step in the development process is to refine the goal of the comparative study is to destructively test the 


model structure without the roof harness, then apply the roof harness to an identical model and compare the 


structural behavior of the two test models. The WindEEE facility at Western University was proposed to test the 


structure, by exhausting wind from within the test chamber outside the facility to the model structure at an angle of 


attack of 0º, as seen in Figure 4. Though an oblique angle would have had more critical local effects on sheathing 


failure, the greatest suction attributed to the RTWCs to induce failure there was produced at 0º. 


 


To achieve failure with the existing fan speed capabilities, the length scale of the model structure as well as the 


structural resistance of its members and connections needed to be reduced, while the wind speed exiting the facility 
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needed to be increased by funneling the wind flow through a contraction. To simplify the experiment, only RTWC 


failure was allowed to occur, by securing the sheathing to the roof trusses such that it would not fail. 


 


 
Figure 4: Contraction and model setup 


 


An initial test of the developed model structure and contraction did not achieve the desired RTWC failure since the 


contraction itself failed when the wind speed reached approximately 28 m/s. However, according to an FEA model 


of the structure and previous wind tunnel studies (Dagnew et. al., 2012) the predicted RTWC failure wind speed was 


also approximately 28 m/s, taking into account the average nail withdrawal capacity. This increase in uplift 


resistance is attributed to the higher than expected moisture content of the plywood sheathing that had previously 


been exposed to rain. Correctional measures for these sources of failure are outlined in the following sections. 


3.1 Development of the contraction 


3.1.1 Design of the contraction 


The aim of the contraction was to increase the available wind speed to at least 45 m/s, which is 150 % of the speed 


at which failure of the model is predicted to occur, such that the roof harness can demonstrate a sufficient 


performance enhancement. This resulted in an area contraction that was 6 m wide by 1.9 m tall at the aperture, 


reducing the cross sectional area of the wind window by approximately 79 %. A CFD analysis demonstrated that at 


full fan speed, the available wind speed at the face of the structure would be approximately 48 m/s, without 


considering losses. 


 


In Figure 3, the contraction consists of the inclined garage door resting on the two aluminum columns shown, using 


its own weight to restrain the contraction doors from blowing outward. However, it was found that at wind speeds of 


approximately 30 m/s the outward wind pressure is greater than the weight of the garage door and the unrestrained 


contraction failed. To counter this, a cable will run alongside each aluminum column establishing a pretension 


between the garage door and the slab on grade. The pretension force will be equal to the own weight of the door 


subtracted from the wind pressure generated from 100 % fan speed. This will ensure that the contraction is 


constantly in compression and stable at all wind speeds. 


3.1.2 Assessing the wind profile downstream of the contraction 


The wind profile downstream of the contraction aperture is still a work in progress. It was assessed by measuring the 


average wind speed and turbulence intensity factor in a three dimensional grid as shown in Figure 4. The wind 


profile exhibits good uniformity over the height of the wind window, and over the width of the model structure. 


Interaction with the ambient atmospheric conditions as the wind exits the contraction caused a marked decrease in 


wind speed and turbulence near the sides of the wind window. 
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Figure 4: Velocity sampling grid (WindEEE) 


 


The turbulence intensity profile along the height of the model at its center is approximately 6 %, indicating a highly 


laminar profile. For the purposes of spatially modelling uplift in the FEA model of the scaled structure, a suburban 


profile was assumed. Though the turbulence intensity profile is much less than that of a suburban profile which is 


approximately 30 % (Endo et al., 2009), it does not affect the comparative nature of the study. In future testing, to 


more accurately simulate a suburban wind profile, roughing blocks and mesh grids at the aperture of the contraction 


are being considered to introduce more turbulence. 


3.2 Development of scale model structure 


3.2.1 Geometric scaling of the model structure 


To achieve failure in the model structure, while remaining well within the wind window produced by the 


contraction, the width of the square structure was scaled from 10 m to 3 m. In keeping with a 10:3 length scale ratio, 


the overall height of the structure is 1.2 m. 


 


However, governed by the uplift capacity of the RTWCs, the truss spacing was increased from 0.61 m in the full 


scale model to 1 m in the scaled model resulting in 4 trusses. When the area reduction is taken into account, this 


allows each RTWC to experience approximately 50 % of the full scale uplift load, critical in achieving failure. 


 


To further increase the wind load experienced over the roof surface, a slope of 3:12 was used. Though this differs 


slightly from the 4:12 slope used in the full scale model, it has only a small effect on the structural response of the 


truss system, while allowing for much greater anticipated uplift pressure from flow separation. 


 


Since there are a limited number of trusses in the scaled model, the gable trusses were eliminated to prevent the 


effects of load sharing from significantly reducing the load experienced by the two interior trusses. To do this, the 


two gable end stud walls were disconnected from the trusses above them by the incorporation of a gap, rendering 


them simply supported. Further, to seal the building envelope and conserve the internal pressure of the structure, 


reinforced plastic fabric (RPF) was used to cover the exterior of the end trusses. Rather than using sheathing, the 


RPF did not provide the truss with additional in-plane stiffness. The scale model structure then effectively resembles 


an interior section of the full scale model structure. The structural drawing of the model is shown in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6: Structural drawing of the model structure 


3.2.2 Reduction of toenail connection capacity 


To achieve failure at the target velocity of 30 m/s required the RTWC capacity be reduced to at least approximately 


400 N. To maintain consistent non-linear behaviour, a variety of smaller common nails in a standard toenail 


configuration (AWC, 2007) were tested using the apparatus developed by Morrison et al. (2011). A pressure loading 


actuator was connected to an airbag generating uplift to a sample specimen fixed to the bottom of the apparatus. A 


ramp load of 8 kN/m was applied to the specimen and time histories of both load and displacement were generated. 


The 2D common nail was selected for the model structure as it demonstrated an average maximum withdrawal 


capacity of 335 N over 12 trials, while maintaining qualitatively similar non-linear behaviour to the 12D common 


nails, used in the full scale RTWCs. The 12D common nail was also tested with 12 trials similarly and the results of 


the withdrawal behaviour for toenails using both 12D and 2D common nails are seen in Figure 7. 


 


 
 


 


Figure 7: 12D and 2D common nail average withdrawal behaviour  


3.2.3 Resizing structural members 


The scale model structure was designed to isolate the structural behaviour of the roof components by ensuring that 


the stud walls were significantly heavier and stiffer than the roof. Further, the size of members in the roof trusses 
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and the thickness of the sheathing were reduced such that they would exhibit similar load sharing properties and 


values of stress at failure as the full scale model, given the reduction in uplift load. Morrison et al. (2012) 


determined that the failure velocity of the full scale structure would be approximately 45 m/s. The reduction of 


element size was done by performing an FEA of the scale model structure using wind load derived from the target 


failure wind speed velocity of 30 m/s and comparing the values of stress in the structural roof elements to those in 


the full scale model FEA at failure. It was concluded that the roof truss members had to be reduced to 1 in. x 1.5 in. 


for the chords, 1 in. x 1 in. for the webbing, and 3/8 in. for the sheathing. 


3.3 Scaling and design of the roof harness 


Using the same design philosophy as used to resize the scale model structural members, the roof harness will be 


sized to exhibit the same wind load to stress relationship as the full scale model. Using the roof harness system 


developed by Jacklin and El Damatty (2013), the rigid aluminum bars and steel cables will reflect the optimum 


design achieved with respect to the own weight of the system. The external cables of the harness will be anchored to 


spreader beams running along the top of the model platform. 


4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTION OF TESTING 


The development of an FEA model capable of accurately simulating structural response to within 10 % of the 


displacement in the test structure was integral in understanding the potential benefit of the retrofit system. Further, 


the comparative testing of a sample full scale section of roof with the retrofit system proved both the effectiveness of 


the system as an alternative load path, and the accuracy of the FEA models that simulate it. The results of 


comparative testing pointed to a need to better understand the response of the structure and retrofit system by more 


accurately modelling the loading conditions. 


 


This need was met with the current comparative study using real wind loading. The results of the initial test of the 


scale model structure indicated a need to improve the contraction stability under high wind speed, and reduce the 


own weight of the sheathing. However, with proposed modifications, future tests should produce failure in the 


structure, and be able to produce sufficient wind speed to evaluate the performance enhancement of the retrofit 


system. Further, a proposed pressure tap grid and application of strain gauges, load cells and LVDTs to the scale 


model structure and contraction will allow for validation of the FEA and CFD models used to design the structure. 


 


Though this experiment only considers a simple gable roof structure, the development of techniques for scale model 


structural testing using wind load will allow for future tests involving more complex roof shapes and roof 


overhangs. Additionally, future tests will incorporate different angles of attack, and further optimize the retrofit 


system. 
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ABSTRACT  


The adoption and implementation of Building Information Modeling (BIM) are still challenging for both the public 


and the private construction sectors. Nevertheless, studies and reports show a significant increase in the rate of BIM 


implementation and adoption in mainstream construction activities over the last five years as general tools and 


practices mature. In contrast, Pre-Engineered Building (PEB) construction, a specialized construction system, has not 


seen the same uptake in BIM implementation and adoption. The PEB system provides a very efficient approach for 


construction primarily industrial buildings, and it is due to this advantage that it has seen increased use over the last 


decade. This paper discusses the benefits, risks, and challenges involved in BIM implementation in PEB industry. The 


potential benefits and the most important challenges of implementing BIM in the PEB industry are examined by using 


a case study project. Given the existing nonflexible/non-BIM design process of PEB system, this paper argues that a 


significant amount of change orders and reworks costs could be eliminated in collaborative PEB projects (involving 


multiple construction disciplines) by defining a BIM workflow for the design and construction phases. In conclusion, 


this paper suggests a need for the development of a comprehensive BIM framework; which could be developed for 


PEB industry based on the similar existing BIM framework and processes used in the Pre-Fabricated building industry. 


 


Keywords: Pre-Engineered Buildings (PEB), Metal buildings, Cold-formed steel system, Building Information 


Modeling (BIM), BIM implementation, BIM adoption 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Pre-Engineered Building (PEB), otherwise known as a metal building or cold-formed steel structural system is one of 


the fastest growing steel structural systems, used dominantly for industrial buildings but increasingly for all types of 


buildings. Pre-engineered steel buildings can be optimised by avoiding using excess steel by tapering the beam 


sections as per the bending moment’s requirements on the structural elements. This optimization in structural design 


reduces the steel consumption and the related project costs significantly. Also, as a common practice, the steel structure 


is prefabricated in advanced in robotized shops and is then transported to the site where it is rapidly erected (e.g. 


typical erection times are less than 6 to 8 weeks (Naidu et al. 2014).  PEB has some advantages beyond reduced 


construction time and associated cost efficiencies such as flexibility of expansion, large clear spans, better quality 


control processes, low maintenance, compatibility with energy efficiency roof and wall systems, sustainability and 


single source responsibility.  


 


Building Information Modeling (BIM) involves the generation and management of digital representations of physical 


and functional characteristics of a construction project (ANSI 2007). Use of BIM has widely increased over the past 


decade by architects, engineers and construction practitioners (Hamil et al. 2015). Despite the increase in the usage of 


PEB construction (Kiran et al. 2014), the authors have observed that BIM has not made the same inroads into the PEB 


industry as in other segments of the construction sector. Reviewing major PEB players design and fabrication process 
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development in North America suggests that the PEB industry does not employ BIM (Digicon/IBC 2013a; McGraw-


Hill Construction 2012; Digicon/IBC 2013b). 


 


BIM adoption in the PEB industry, similar to other industries, would require a change in the existing practices to 


utilize BIM over part or throughout the entire project lifecycle (Cerovsek 2011). This paper reviews the PEB design, 


fabrication and erection processes to identify essential processes throughout the PEB industry project life-cycle and 


consider the potential impact of adopting and applying BIM in the PEB industry. Factors considered include industry’s 


need to remain competitive and effective; anticipated obstacles for successful BIM implementation in PEB; the 


possible risks, legal and contractual issues; and the technical requirements for BIM implementation in the PEB. After 


reviewing these factors, this paper proposes that BIM would be of benefit to the PEB industry if approached with an 


appropriated developed comprehensive BIM framework. Finally, a case study is presented to show the merits of BIM 


application for the PEB industry.  


2. BIM STATE-OF-THE-ART IN THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY VS. PEB INDUSTRY 


2.1 BIM adoption and maturity levels 


According to Digicon/IBC National BIM Survey (Digicon/IBC 2013a), most Canadian construction industry 


stakeholders believe that adopting BIM has directly improved visualization and document coordination, and notably, 


these rewards rated much higher than profitability. Most believe that clients will increasingly insist on the use of BIM 


(although the survey could not indicate whether deliverables should be required in some form of BIM format). A 71% 


majority said that contractors would require delivery of BIM design files although this will not carry much weight in 


a Design-Bid-Build procurement process in which the contractor takes whatever is offered, due to lack of authority 


over the designers(Digicon/IBC 2013b). According to the 2015 NBS National BIM Report, BIM awareness and 


adoption have been increased to 50% of all AEC organizations in the UK, and it is estimated that it will reach to 95% 


within only five years (McGraw-Hill Construction 2012). 


 


Clearly, even as BIM continues to develop, not all businesses will adopt systems and technologies at the same rate. 


BIM adopters will need to go through a managed process of change, involving both their internal organizational 


interfaces and external supply-base and clients. A maturity model is shown in, with levels from 0 through 3 (Anon 


n.d.), was developed by the UK Department of Business Innovations and Skills (BIS). Level 0 being CAD, level 1 


being 2D and 3D, Level 2 being BIM point solutions, and Level 3 being BIM life-cycle management. A majority of 


the market is still working with Level 1 processes, and the best in class are experiencing significant benefits at Level 


2. In North America, Model Progression Specifications (MPS) for BIM (E202-2008) have been adopted by the 


American Institute of Architects (AIA) to address a) phase outcomes, milestones, and deliverables, and b) idea of 


assigning tasks on the best person basis  (AIA 2007). 


2.2 BIM Level of Development (LOD) 


The core of the MPS is the level of detail (development) definitions which describe the steps of the BIM element 


logical progress. The AIA specifies model progression ranging from the lowest level (100) of conceptual 


approximation to the highest level of representational precision (500); as-built condition. Alternatively, the BIM 


Forum describes another LOD specification which is more suited for the steel PEB (metal building industry) being 


discussed in this paper (Anon n.d.). This is because the BIM Forum specification focuses mostly on the existence of 


the element components and attributes in the building model, rather than describing the development and condition of 


the model as in AIA (AIA 2007). That being said, there still exists a gap in the lack of well-developed BIM LOD 


classification for PEB industry in that the BIM Forum only describes the classification verbally rather than visually; 


a compromise considering that is its well-known trait (Forum 2015). Currently, the PEB industry is lacking BIM 


adoption and implementation according to reports such as IBC survey (Digicon/IBC 2013a), which suggests a BIM 


Level 1 classification.  


2.3 Interoperability issues 


One of the main issues in BIM implementation in any types of industries is the interoperability (Porwal & Hewage 


2013). To address the interoperability problems for other construction domains, for example, the AEC industry has 


developed some data exchange standards such as Industry Foundation Classes (IFC), CIMsteel Integration Standards 
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Release 2 (CIS/2) (Danso-amoako et al. 2004), and Construction to Operations Building information exchange 


(COBie) (East 2007). All three have seen significant industry application. The development of such standards makes 


possible the realization of long-held visions of Computer Integrated Construction (CIC) supported by integrated data 


models and information management.  


 


The Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) is perhaps the largest and most ambitious effort that is being undertaken to 


develop an integrated building model (Eastman 1999) with the hope of achieving the goal of CIC. Its ongoing 


development is supported by buildingSMART International and several of its components have achieved ISO 


standards status. CIMsteel Integration Standards, the result of the Eureka EU120 CIMsteel Project, is a set of formal 


processing specs that allows computer software suppliers to make their structural steel engineering programs 


compatible. The CIS standards are based upon a formal product model known as Logical Product Model (LPM) which 


defines a logical framework for data regarding entities, attributes, and relationships among these types of entities 


(Crowley & Watson 2000). The COBie standard has been recently developed (at 2007) by National Institute of 


Building Sciences (NIBS) (East 2007; East n.d.) and it is more focused on non-geometrical information transfer is a 


structured two-way spreadsheet style communication package. (Ainsworth 2013; Business Innovation & Skills 2012). 


By far, IFC protocol is known to be the most support standard by software suppliers regarding BIM data exchange 


and it has experienced an evolutionary journey from 1995 on its very first generation (Porwal & Hewage 2013) to 


IFC4 on 2015 (Anon n.d.). On the other hand CIS/2 is known for its good development to address structural steel 


modeling, design and analysis data exchange (Danso-amoako et al. 2004). The prime focus of the current study will 


be on discussing the relevance of the CIS/2 protocol to the design to erection process for PEB industry. 


3. BENEFITS OF BIM IN PEB 


3.1 Importance of BIM for PEB 


There are some different drivers for BIM adoption in the broader construction industry. Some of the BIM drivers can 


push BIM adoption directly such as government or client requirements, and some others are more indirect such as 


competitive market positioning. For some firms, maintaining or improving project quality, safety and productivity 


would be strong drivers. Managerial drivers for BIM adoption might include improved communication with 


operatives, cost savings and monitoring, condense delivery schedules, accurate construction sequencing, clash 


detection, and (semi-)automated schedule generation. BIM can influence the construction phase of a project by 


facilitating increases use of pre-fabrication. In operational phases information in BIM models can facilitate facilities 


management activities with substantial savings over the life-cycle of a facility for the owners (Eadie et al. 2013). Not 


all of these drivers may be applied particularly to PEB construction industry. PEB is already known to be very efficient 


in regards to time and the cost of fabrication and installation (Bhagatkar et al. 2015). However, there are some BIM 


benefits relevant to the PEB industry as will be discussed.  


 


The construction industry is highly competitive owing to current nd anticipated economic downturns (McGraw-Hill 


Construction 2012). This emphasizes the need for PEB as a more efficient and economical construction system 


solution. As indicted earlier, the current rate of BIM implementation by PEB firms is low possibly due to the risk of 


early adoption. However, other construction sectors have demonstrated productivity increase due to BIM 


implementation. (McGraw-Hill Construction 2012; Digicon/IBC 2013a; Digicon/IBC 2013b; Hamil et al. 2015). 


Hence, the potential risk to reward for “early adopters” as innovators in PEB industry is minimized. The key is to 


identify and support the correct BIM drivers for the PEB industry. 


 


Some BIM drivers such as reducing costs or facilitating facilities management activities can affect directly the business 


development approach and available markets in industry. As mentioned earlier, single source responsibility is one of 


the main advantages of the current PEB system in marketing and business development. However, this feature may 


cause a real barrier for BIM adoption in PEB. Notwithstanding, BIM can be a key factor in increasing the lifecycle 


quality of the delivered product. The most advanced BIM products currently available have the capability to deliver 


environmentally, energy, cost, schedule and spatial analysis; and as such, can be used collaboratively by project 


stakeholders to deliver real whole life value (WLV) to clients (Azhar 2011). During operation, having the as-built 


model can be beneficial especially when linked with a facility management system. (Zhang et al. 2009). BIM can 


provide a data-rich, platform to facilitate a proactive maintenance scheme. Given the record model, up to 70% savings 


is anticipated. (Lewis et al. n.d.). 
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Nowadays PEB systems are used to build different types of projects which have complex architectural features. Thus, 


employing BIM capabilities could assist in improving the design and documentation as demonstrated in other building 


applications (Digicon/IBC 2013a; Hamil et al. 2015; McGraw-Hill Construction 2012). Also, the walk-through 


visualizations in BIM can assist early decision-making (Eastman et al. 2011). BIM facilitates digital collaboration 


(Azhar et al. 2007). Some examples of PEB projects with more complex architectural features are shown in Fig. 2. 


BIM can improve the project design process for these types of PEB projects by streamlining design activities and 


improving design quality. 


 


 
Figure 1: Complex PEB buildings with architectural features (Anon n.d.; Anon n.d.) 


 


BIM provides a visual 3D Model that bridges the communication gap between design and construct team as well as 


enhance micro-level communication (Eadie et al. 2013). Also, 4D BIM extends the use of the 3D models to support 


enhanced planning and monitoring of the job site safety (Hergunsel 2011).  


 


During design, BIM can be used for 3D design and construction coordination (Leite1 et al. 2009). Traditionally, 


clashes were detected during construction that incurred additional costs (Azhar et al. 2007; Azhar 2011). Clash 


detection can offer savings of up to 10% of contract value and reduce project duration by up to 7% (Azhar et al. 2007). 


These savings go some way towards the target of 15% project savings through BIM set by the UK Government (as 


one the major BIM drivers)(Cabinet Office 2011). Historically, the PEB industry has been less complex. However, 


for PEB applied to complex building applications, the PEB steel structure coordinated with other disciplines such as 


mechanical and electrical.  The lack of BIM implementation in PEB has made interdisciplinary coordination not easy. 


As seen in Fig 4, PEB requires interdisciplinary coordination and collaboration which is fostered in BIM. Given the 


current lack of coordination, field clashes are inevitable. fig. 5 shows a costly clash resolution. Hence, improved 


communication and coordination is a significant driver of BIM adoption for the PEB industry. 


 


 
Figure 2: Complex PEB Projects in energy generation 


industry(Anon n.d.) 


 
Figure 3: Clashes detected at the construction phase of a 


PEB project in the absence of BIM implementation. 


 


3.2 Case study project to evaluate the importance/demand of BIM for PEB industry 


During the study, different projects were carefully monitored to assess the applicability of BIM to the PEB industry 


and to identify the relative importance of different BIM applications. In one of the energy industrial PEB projects, two 


small PEB buildings (diffusers enclosures in the size of 38’-6” x 30’-11” by the eave height of 30’) were studied and 


surveyed to identify which factors are more influential in the absence of a BIM process. The results of the survey were 


obtained from the site reports and Non-Conformance Reports (NCR), from August 12th, 2013 to October 8th, 2013, 


during the erection phase of the buildings. They identified accrued cost related to rework of fabrication drawings for 


structural and non-structural drawings, 3D coordination, incorrect cost estimation and documentation. Of these, 3D 


coordination accrued the highest cost of up to 29.7% which could have been eliminated with BIM implementation. 
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Also, some inconsistencies between Bill of Material (BOM) and Purchase Order (PO) caused some reorders as the 


process of procurement was performed outside a BIM automated system. 


4. OBSTACLES AND CHALLENGES IMPLEMENTING BIM IN THE PEB INDUSTRY  


It has been said that “It is important to keep in mind that BIM is not just a technology change, but also a process 


change” (Eastman et al. 2011). This insinuates technological and non-technological challenges in adopting BIM into 


the PEB industry. The technical challenges are mostly around interoperability issues, and a lack of BIM enabled PEB 


design tools. (Unfortunately, there is also a lack of drivers for PEB design tool authors to incorporate BIM.) The non-


technical issues include establishing new processes and changing old habits, the existing business development 


methods for PEB industry, lack of PEB industry awareness of BIM and potential risks and liabilities in adopting BIM 


in PEB industries.  


4.1 Business development method for PEB industry  


4.1.1 General PEB industry approach for market development  


Asmentioned earlier, the PEB market considers it advantageous to have “single source responsibility” (Newman 2003; 


Bhagatkar et al. 2015; Kiran et al. 2014). As such, liability can be easily traced.  “This convenience is a major selling 


point of the systems” (Newman 2003). The PEB sector is dominated by a few multinational fabricators. This market 


structure creates two types of problems. 


These entities have proprietary products that have been developed and optimized over the years. Whereas BIM pushes 


for generalized systems in the bid to solve interoperability issues. Secondly, the marketing and business plan of the 


PEB industry is based off the “Design-Bid-Build”. These PEB manufacturers focus on the design and management 


and consult intermediate companies for the sale of the buildings (Haudak 2010; Haudak 2012; Newman 2003). The 


process is shown in Fig 7. 


 
 


Figure 4: Design to erection process of PEB buildings in regards to the project partnership only in structural and 


other disciplines 


As it is shown in Fig. 7, this process does not support the application of BIM in any phase of a project, as one non-


BIM propriety software is responsible for all the tasks from the initial planning to fabrication. Most of this software 


work similarly process-wise; such by pushing one button all the processes are completed. It is clear that a change in 


design is costly. In contrast, BIM design process is enhanced with flexibilities, in regards to changes in design during 


the project life-cycle. It is suggested by this paper that the traditional inflexible PEB process probably causes some 


problems that could be alleviated with a collaborative workflow with other disciplines. 
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4.1.2 Varco Pruden Building (VP) processes for design and marketing as PEB case study 


VP has developed a proprietary PEB design system over the last half a century (Anon n.d.). As one of the pioneers in 


the PEB industry VP started developing an automated design to fabrication system, in the early 90s, which was later 


upgraded to a Computer Aided Design (CAD) system called “VPCommand.” This software system includes 


functionality for developing the purchase orders, handling the early estimation, Designing the final structure in service 


centers and creating documentation and fabrication information.  For three years VP CAD system and its PEB design 


software were observed and examined to develop a BIM process for the PEB industry and potentially a matching 


design process for BIM software. It is worth mentioning that VPCommand is a very powerful CAD tool and 


inspirational for developing a BIM tool which could address its collaboration and coordination shortcomings. 


4.2 Interoperability issues  


BIM interoperability remains an obstacle in the way of BIM implementation for PEB industry. Currently, none of the 


data exchange protocols, such as IFC, CIS/2, and COBIE is supported by PEB propriety software for the exchange of 


design data between different disciplines. Thus, the ability to import and export BIM models for project and life cycle 


uses is not available to the PEB industry.  


4.3 Lack of motivation for PEB design tool authors to incorporate BIM 


Historically PEB industry has developed their proprietary software (Haudak 2012) for the estimating, designing and 


fabricating the PEB buildings. Over time, they have optimized their shop and fabrication process in conjunction with 


the software design capabilities. It has become the most economical practice to go with the single source responsibility 


approach (Newman 2003). Given the economic advantage, it has halted efforts for development of collaborative BIM. 


However, the drive for project coordination of PEB with other disciplines is creating a demand for  BIM-based PEB 


software platforms. 


4.4 Lack of PEB industry awareness of BIM 


As earlier stated, PEB dealers are mostly responsible for the design phase of the PEB projects. Over time, the dealers 


have developed a non-BIM process for design development and coordination. Thus, shielding the major PEB 


manufacturers and fabricators, which have a financial and technical influence on PEB software development, from 


the challenges of the project design and coordination. Not to mention the financial backing of the proprietary systems 


by the major players. Hence, As a result, the PEB developers (dealers) are the ones demanding BIM implementations 


for the PEB industry  


4.5 Potential risks and liabilities adopting BIM  


Using BIM in a project may raise important contractual issues associated with project responsibilities and risks, 


contractual indemnities, copyright, and use of documents that are not addressed through the standard industrial 


contract forms. These issues, potentially, are major concerns on for adoption of BIM in industries (Porwal & Hewage 


2013). 


4.5.1 Risk allocation 


The PEB industry is exposed to some general risk issues concerning BIM implementation, particularly in regards to 


data exchange and BIM model transfer. BIM risks can be divided into two broad categories: legal and technical. The 


former is associated with BIM ownership that needs to be protected by copyright laws and other legal channels. 


Disagreements over copyright issues could be resolved aforehand in contract documents. Licensing issues could arise 


from contributions to BIM models like in the case of sourced equipment vendors’ designs especially if not within the 


same geographical local location (Azhar et al. 2007). Another contractual issue concerns the responsible party for the 


accuracy of data entry. Requests for complicated indemnities by BIM users and the offer of limited warranties and 


disclaimers of liability by designers are a necessary negotiation. These issues should be addressed early in the project. 


The integrated concept of BIM blurs the lines of responsibility so much that risk and liability are likely to be enhanced 


(Azhar 2011) until new standards of practice are established. 
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4.5.2 Intellectual property rights 


In PEB industry, the final goal is to supply the engineered building, where the greatest portion of the net profit of the 


project is located for the fabricators and manufacturers. Sharing high LOD BIM models of the PEB building 


components with the other project stakeholders will always bring up some related intellectual property issues. High-


level LOD 3D models can be used for extraction of critical data such as shop and fabrication drawings or allow for 


reverse engineering of designs. However, economic issues inhibit data sharing.   


5.  BIM USE IN PREFAB INDUSTRY AS TEMPLATE FOR PEB INDUSTRY 


5.1 Prefab vs. PEB distinguishing factors 


Prefab and PEB are often used interchangeably. However, both are different and are explored in the following sections: 


5.1.1 Building components and shapes and primary frames optimization 


PEB systems are optimized by tapering the structural members while Prefab has conventionally defined structural 


elements. PEB consist of 3 plate elements while Prefab elements consist of all sorts of standard profiles manufactured 


to country standards.  


5.1.2 Design and analysis approach 


The PEB industry is more focused on long span single story applications, and they have developed their propriety 


software to automate the process of design and structural optimization for these structures (Haudak 2012). However, 


in the Prefab industry, the process of the design and documentation is done using different software tools with 


additional tasks that prove to be time-consuming.  Also, they are more flexible and foster collaboration. Further, there 


are no dominant players in prefab like PEB. These features are well suited for BIM implementation and have inspired 


BIM software vendors to design PEB buildings using Prefab process (Anon n.d.).  


5.1.3 Using BIM framework for Prefab as template for the PEB BIM framework development 


The current non-BIM process in PEB industry poses a challenge for project coordination. In contrast, Prefab industry 


uses a general BIM process defined for BIM implementation. This process is based on a defined BIM execution plan 


workflows between different project stakeholders with a clear protocol for BIM data exchange. However, fully 


utilizing BIM process to the current BIM sector is not advisable for two reasons: The business market and nature for 


PEB is still manufacturer centered and too many stakeholders.   


5.1.4 A brief review of the suggested BIM framework for PEB adopted from Prefab 


As it was explained, fully utilizing the Prefab BIM framework for the PEB sector would result in an inefficient system. 


It is reminded that one of the most important advantages of the PEB over another structural system is its automated, 


single source and time-saver (efficient) process. To maintain the advantage of automation in a BIM process for PEB, 


an adapted prefab BIM process is required. Thus, the current traditional CAD system which has been developed by 


PEB industry would need to remain in use although a transition from 2D modeling to 3D modeling would be required. 


Using this approach all the PEB structural (including primary tapered frames, secondary cold-formed girts and purlins, 


all the connections, etc.) as well as none-structural elements (including metal siding sheets/panels, insulations, 


barriers, etc.) could still be automatically designed using the PEB process and tools  To deal with other 


conventional/non-PEB building components (such as mezzanines, structural supports for equipment, etc.) should be 


separately processed using the standard prefab BIM design process This is a dual process and the resulting designs 


from each process would reside in multiple models but could be integrated in a final BIM model using BIM 


interoperability features. 


6. CONCLUSION 


This paper reviewed the benefits, (applications), challenges, associated risks, and obstacles for the implementation of 


BIM for the PEB industry starting with assessing the current states of BIM implementation and adoption in the 
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construction industry in contrast with the PEB sector. Some technical and non-technical challenges and obstacles of 


applying BIM in the Pre-Engineered Building (PEB) industry were identified and considered. The authors concluded 


that the main non-technical challenge for the application of BIM in the PEB industry came from its ‘single source 


responsible construction’ business model. The main technical challenges are interoperability issues that arise due to 


the sector’s custom design software and use of customized construction elements. To add to these challenges are some 


potential legal and contractual issues, including the potential exposure of IP.  


 


To investigate the potential benefits and advantages of applying BIM, a PEB case study project, from Varco Pruden 


Buildings (VP), was reviewed over a period of three years. Multiple instances of preventable mistakes and expenses 


were identified over the design to erection period. The typical processes and procedures of the estimation, design, 


fabrication, and erection in PEB projects were examined. Some of the flaws and weaknesses of the current PEB 


processes that were identified included an increase in the change order costs and lack of ‘project coordination’ 


capability and versatility.  


 


Finally, as a potential template for a BIM framework for PEB, the BIM implementation, and its processes in the Prefab 


construction industry were examined in contrast with the PEB industry. Full utilization of the Prefab process for the 


PEB sector was observed to be inappropriate due to a lack of design automation and optimization. To address this 


problem, the authors propose separating the process for PEB and Non-PEB components. This approach will be 


investigated further in a subsequent paper. 
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ABSTRACT  


Despite offering a great promise for continuous and automated monitoring of civil infrastructure systems, vibration-


based damage detection methods may yield false positives and negatives due to environmental and/or operational 


effects. This paper presents a method based on ARMAX residual error in conjunction with Artificial Neural 


Networks (ANNs) to eliminate the environmental effects from damage detection process. A finite element model of 


a bridge type structure was simulated with different damage scenarios under various temperatures. Damage features 


obtained from statistical process on ARMAX residual errors were then compared between with and without 


environmental effects. Artificial neural networks were trained to learn and predict damage features due to 


temperature change only, by subtracting which the final damage feature was obtained. It is shown that both damage 


location and damage severity can be accurately identified.  


 


Keywords: Structural Health Monitoring, damage detection, environmental effects, time series analysis, ARMAX 


residual, artificial neural network 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Structural health monitoring (SHM) techniques have rapidly been developing in the last two decades, with a 


motivation for assisting the infrastructure owners with their decision-making offering improved performance and 


cost savings. One of the main topics in SHM is damage detection, localization and quantification (Bernal et al., 


2004; Fan et al., 2011). A large number of vibration-based methods have been proposed during the last decades 


(Bernal et al., 2004; Ko et al., 2005; Mattson et al., 2006; Mei), which are based on the fact that the dynamic 


characteristics of the structure will change with physical properties of the structure (mass, stiffness, damping).  


 


Time series based analysis is a widely used category of techniques in SHM, among which derivatives of 


autoregressive series models (AR) can be used to approximate the structure vibration. Damage detection techniques 


based on AR model can be divided into two categories, coefficient-based and residual error-based (Mattson et al., 


2006; Mei). For example, Nair and Kiremidjian investigated a sensitive damage indicator with the first three AR 


coefficients of autoregressive moving average model (ARMA) (Nair et al., 2006). By means of analysis on strain 


data in time history, Omenzetter et al. proposed a damage detection method based on changes in coefficients of 


ARMA model (Omenzetter et al., 2006). Gul and Catbas proposed an algorithm based on fit ratio of the ARX 


models fit to different sensor clusters (Gul et al., 2011). By using mean value and the variance of AR model residual 


error, Fanning proposed a new statistical control approach for damage detection (Fanning et al., 2001).  


 


However, one of the most significant problems in real life applications of vibration-based SHM techniques is the 


effects of the environmental changes on the structure. As is known, damage will change the vibration response of 


the structure; however, environmental effects can also change the dynamic properties of the structure. This may lead 


to false negatives and positives in damage detection process because the damage may be masked by environmental 


changes (Moser et al., 2011; Peeters et al., 2001). Many investigations proved that temperature is the most 
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influential environmental effect causing the change in vibration properties of bridges (Khanukhov et al., 1986; 


Peeters et al., 2001; H. Zhou et al., 2010), the variation of natural frequencies due to temperature change only can 


reach as much as 5% to 10% for highway bridges, which are higher than the changes caused by damage or 


deterioration in structures (Ko et al., 2005). However, there are many challenges to understand the environmental 


effects (G. Zhou et al., 2013). The nonuniform temperature distribution and time-dependent transmission is quite 


complicated, which results in asynchronous changes in physical parameter in the structure. The sizes of the members 


in a bridge can change under different temperatures. In addition, some of the material properties that are used in 


calculating vibration properties, such as Young’s modulus and shear modulus, may also change with variation in 


temperature. Finally, the boundary conditions, such as supports and joints, may change due to daily or seasonal 


temperature changes and the thermal stresses and stress redistributions may highly affect the dynamic properties. 


 


The challenges caused by environmental effects leads to false positives and negatives in traditional vibration-based 


damage detection methods, including time series analysis (Hios et al., 2014; Kostic; Moser et al., 2011). To avoid or 


minimize the impacts of environmental complexity on the performance of damage detection methods, many types of 


approaches and tools have been developed (Ko et al., 2005; Kostic; G. Zhou et al., 2013). One of the most promising 


tools is artificial neural network (ANN) which is able to learn complex relationships between different types of 


inputs and outputs. Based on real life measurements and FE model of Ting Kau Bridge, auto-associative neural 


network (AANN) and back propagation neural network was used to determine the natural frequencies and damage 


detection (H. Zhou et al., 2010, 2011). As a powerful tool, ANN can easily be combined with other methods. For 


example, support vector machine and ANN were combined to get the relationship between temperature and thermal 


response of a concrete footbridge (Kromanis et al., 2014). The parameters of ARX model were used to feed the 


ANN by Sohn to detect damage, but only indicated the damage existence (Sohn et al., 2002). 


2. METHODOLOGY 


2.1 Time series modelling for dynamics of Structures 


For a structure with N degrees of freedom (DOF), the equation of motion is  


 


[1]                t t t t  M x C x K x f&& &  


 


where  M  is the mass matrix,  C  is the damping matrix,  K is the stiffness matrix, and  tf  is the force 


vector which is 0 if it is under free vibration.  


 


As proposed by Gül and Catbas (Gul et al., 2011), the acceleration of any DOF can be obtained by its neighbor 


DOFs in one sensor cluster. Figure 1 illustrates the anbasic example of how sensors are grouped as a cluster, where 


the reference channel is 1, with 2, 7 and 8 being the neighbor channels. By measuring the sequence of data points in 


time with uniform time interval, time series analysis can be applied to many problems in SHM. The time series 


model used in this paper is Auto-Regressive Moving Average model with eXogenous input (ARMAX). In general, 


the structure of an ARMAX model that describes the relation of input, output and error terms is: 


 


[2]             kA q y t B q u t n C q e t    


 


where  y t  is the output of the model at time t ,  u t  is the input,  e t  is the error term, 
kn  is called the dead 


time in the system which is the number of input samples that occur before input affects output.  A q ,  B q  and 


 C q  are polynomials with back shift operator q . 


 


If the acceleration of different locations of a structure are considered as time series samples, the acceleration of the 


ith channel (reference channel) can be defined as  y t  in Eq. 2, and the acceleration of neighbor channels can be 
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defined as  u t , based on the assumption that the model is inherently regard displacement and velocity as 


dependent variables on acceleration. 


 


 
Figure 1: Illustration of sensor clustering 


 


When these ARMAX models are constructed for both undamaged and damaged cased, the predicted output 


acceleration of each reference channels, i.e., the residual error e , can be obtained by the following equation, 


 


[3]     
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where h  and d  represent for healthy and damaged cases, respectively, the hat ^ means the output is predicted 


output. Then the residual errors are normalized to remove the influence of response amplitude.  
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2.2 Statistical process on ARMAX residual error 


To extract more information, the empirical cumulative distribute function of normalized residual error need to be 


calculated by Eq.5,  
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where 1X
 is the event indicator for X , that is, for a fixed value of error e , the indicator 1


ie e  is a Bernoulli 


random variable with parameter  p F e . 


 


In statistics, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (K-S test) is a nonparametric test of the equality of continuous, one-


dimensional probability distributions to compare one sample with reference or compare two samples. 


 


The K-S test considers the null hypothesis that the cumulative distribution function or empirical cumulative 


distribution function of the target sample is the same as the CDF or ECDF of a reference sample, or assess whether 


two sample have the same CDF or ECDF (El Bantli et al., 2001; Wang et al., 2009). K-S test also quantifies a 


distance between the empirical distribution function of target samples with empirical distribution function of 
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reference samples, or the distance between the empirical distribution functions of two samples. The distance   can be 


calculated as, 


 


[6]       0 1 2sup h d


N N
e


D F e F e
 


   


 


where 1N  and 2N  are the length of data of the two samples, if they are different, then N  is defined as 
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If *D ND is greater than the corresponding critical level, the null hypothesis that the two distributions are 


equal, at significant level  , is rejected.  


2.3 Back propagation neural network 


Back propagation neural network (BPNN) was first introduced into artificial neural network (ANN) for multilayer 


perceptron (MLP), where they proposed adjustment of the weights from input layer to hidden layer. In this paper, 


two different neural networks were constructed, one of which was trained to understand the relationship between 


temperature and the distance 
0D  from K-S test, and the other is to simulate the relationship between natural 


frequencies and temperature. 


2.4 Determination of damage feature 


From 2.1, when the ARMAX models are defined, the model will not predict output with a good fit in damaged 


cases, the residual will carry different information from healthy state. Then the distance 
0D  will change, as well as 


natural frequencies. The damage feature from ARMAX (
ARMAXDF ) only is expressed as,  


 


[8]    
0ARMAXDF D  


 


where 
0D  is the distance between two empirical distribution functions. 


 


The damage feature above reflects the changes from two parts: one is due to damage and the other is caused by 


change in temperature. Then, to compensate the temperature effects, the two neural networks were trained to predict 


the distance 
0D  in healthy state at random temperature, denoted as 0_ ANND , and the difference in natural 


frequencies of healthy state at different temperature, f . The final damage feature can be defined as  


 


[9]    
22


0_ARMAX ANN h dDF DF DF f f f     


3. VERIFICATION BY NUMERICAL SIMULATION 


3.1 Description of finite element model 


As shown in Figure 1, a finite element model (FEM) which is a 3-span bridge-type structure with 6mm steel deck 


was created to verify the methodology proposed above. The information of the model was listed in Table 1. 


 


It is believed that the change in modulus of elasticity due to temperature change is one of the reasons for the change 


in dynamic properties due to temperature. The relationship between element temperature and modulus of elasiticity 


of steel is shown in Figure 2. 
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Table 1: The physical details of the FE model 


Span Arrangement Structure Type Girder Section Deck Thickness 


1.5m+3m+1.5m Continuous Simply Supported S3X5.7 6mm 


Girder Material Deck Material  Excitation  


Steel Grade 350 Steel Grade 350 Impact forces  


 


 
Figure 2: Relationship between element temeprature and modulus of elasticity of steel 


 


12 channels were defined to measure the acceleration at 12 different locations, and sensors were grouped by means 


of the method described in 2.1. Two damage cases, where the modulus of elasticity in a transverse area between 


Ch4&Ch5 and Ch10&Ch11 (shown in Figure 3) were reduced, were applied to the model. The first case is 30% 


reduction in Young’s Modulus (DC1) and the other is 50% (DC2). 


 


 
Figure 3: Damage Location (Reduce Young’s Modulus in shaded area for 30% and 50%) 


 


3.2 Modal properties and damage feature from ARMAX model 


Damage features for DC1 in Damage Case 1 and 2, as shown in Figure 4, are obtained from damage cases without 


any temperature effects (at baseline temperature). It can be easily found that the damage features at channels 4 and 


5, as well as channels 10 and 11 reach its highest values, which clearly indicates that the damage location. However, 


if temperature effects were added into the structure, the 4 groups of damage features at random temperatures cannot 


detect the damage location, nor damage severity accurately, as illustrated in Figure 5. 
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Figure 4: Damage features at baseline temeprature (10°C) 


 
a) Damage feature for DC1                                     b) damage feature for DC2 


Figure 5: Damage features at 4 random temperatures 


3.3 Artificial neural network 


The first neural network ANN1 was used to learn the relationship between natural frequencies and element 


temperature. It has 1 input node which was fed by temperature value and 12 output nodes which gave the natural 


frequencies of the first twelve modes, and was trained by Levenerg-Marquardt (LM) method. In Figure 6, the 


identified fundamental frequency from finite element model and the predicted fundamental frequency from ANN1 


were compared in first half of the figure, which showed a good performance and correspondence of prediction. The 


second half of the figure shows the predicted frequencies by ANN1 only. 


 


Undamaged and damaged models were calculated 500 times at 500 random temperatures to yield the time series 


data, from which the initial damage indicators were obtained. The initial damage indicators, which are K-S distance, 


calculated by ARMAX model due to temperature change only were used to train the second neural network 


(ANN2), which has 1 input node, 1 output node and 10 hidden nodes. The output yielded by ANN2 were plotted in 


Figure 7, where in order to show clearly, only 10 outputs are shown. 


 


 
Figure 6: Predicted Frequency vs Identified Frequency (First Mode) 
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Figure 7: K-S distance of ARMAX residuals due to temperature change only 


3.4 Eliminating temperature effects 


By using the approach discussed above, the final damage feature was calculated by subtracting the damage feature 


due to temperature change only from that due to damage under environmental effects. Noticing that temperature 


effects change both the performance of ARMAX models and natural frequencies, it is necessary to eliminate 


temperature influence on both parameters, which is explained in Eq. 9. To show clearly, Figure 8 plots the KS 


distance from ARMAX models at 10 random temperatures for the two damage cases, while the final DFs are shown 


in Figure 9. It is clearly to see that after the elimination of temperature effects, the final damage features can indicate 


both damage location and damage severity accurately, which is shown in form of magnitude in damage feature 


values. 


 


 
     a)Damage Case 1 (30% reduction)                              b) Damage Case 2 (50% reduction) 


Figure 8: K-S distantce of ARMAX residuals at random temperautres 


 


 
a) Damage Case 1(30% reduction) b) Damage Case 2 (50% reduction) 


Figure 9: Damage Features (after eliminating temperature effects) 
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4. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 


To compensate the environmental effects in damage detection process of real life structures, a new method based on 


ARMAX residual error with sensor clustering and artificial neural network was proposed for detecting damage 


under varying temperatures. A new damage feature is proposed by subtracting the influences due to temperature 


changes in the damage features from the ARMAX model, multiplied with the difference between squared healthy 


frequencies and squared damaged frequencies after correcting for temperature effects. The natural frequency 


component in the damage feature highlights the global changes in the system properties whereas the ARMX 


component highlights the localized effects. By doing so, the performances of the damage feature for assessing the 


existence and location of the damage is optimized. A numerical model of a three span bridge-type structure was 


created to verify the method proposed. Results showed that new damage features work well and stable at various 


temperatures.  


 


Though capabilities of the proposed method are demonstrated for damage detection and localization under 


temperature effects by numerical simulations, experimental verifications are planned in near future. Furthermore, the 


method is being improved for ambient vibration analysis.  
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ABSTRACT


The escalating demand on energy consumption as well as the scarcity of non renewable energy resources represents a 


major concern worldwide. Hence, efforts are being exerted to resort to lower energy alternatives in almost all aspects 


of life. Portland cement concrete has been known as an energy intensive material that emits large amount of CO2 


during its various stages of manufacturing. While concrete has been classified over the decades based on its 


performance, it has seldom been assessed and evaluated based on its embodied energy. 


 


This work aims at evaluating concrete mixtures based on energy and CO2 emission together with strength and 


durability characteristics.  Alternative mixtures were targeted for both normal as well as moderate strength concrete 


as ones potentially having less energy and less CO2.  The results were used to establish a simplified user-friendly model 


for this process. Results reveal that concrete that is somewhat environmental-friendly can be prepared while fulfilling 


performance criteria and at a relatively less cost. 


 
Keywords: Low Energy, Concrete, Cement, CO2, Environmental-friendly 


1. INTRODUCTION 


One of the main impediments nowadays worldwide is the shortage of energy. The construction industry in Egypt is 


no exception in the sense that it incorporates energy intensive constituents such as ceramics, steel, brick and cement 


(Sherif, and Mohammed 2014). If the amount of energy required to crush, heat, mix, and transport concrete is 


considered, a statement can be made that the use of conventional concrete in green building is not effective in terms 


of decreasing the energy consumed and the carbon emission produced from the construction industry (Evans, 2008).  
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In Egypt, Portland cement market is considered as one of the largest in the world with twenty-one producers, twenty 


four plants and forty three kilns. Providing work for more than 50,000 people and indirectly supporting 200,000 others, 


it is also one of the most "economic drivers" (Saad, 2014). While cement is, indeed, an effective economic driver, yet 


the energy consumption should also be considered in its manufacturing. As and evidence, a 5% of the total global 


industrial energy consumption is estimated to be on the cement manufacturing. Another important point that should 


also be taken into consideration is that the cement production itself increases by about another 5% annually (Hendriks 


et al., 2004). Thus as energy saving is indeed in concrete production, the Portland cement amount should be reduced 


since 80% of the greenhouse emissions are released during its production (Flower and Sanjayan 2007). Also according 


to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, cement is rated as the third material for gas greenhouse pollution in the 


U.S. Whenever the cement is produced; it releases a huge amount of CO2 in addition to greenhouses gases which are 


considered to be an essential by-product of the freshly produced cement. Furthermore, in cement industry, the heating 


and the mixing processes consume a marvelous amount of energy that can never be ignored (Hanle et al., 2010). That’s 


why it is very important to decrease the amount of Portland cement used in the concrete to reach the optimum strength 


needed in the concrete with the lowest energy used. 


 


The effort to reduce the energy consumption in the concrete industry should thus consider classifying various factors 


affecting concrete production. It is continued by taking a closer look at each component alone then defining stages 


necessary in order to find energy efficient solutions that could reduce energy consumption. Starting by the aggregates, 


for instance, previous work demonstrates that recycled aggregates can be used successfully in most of concrete mixes. 


In addition, polymers could be added to light weight aggregate. The cement consists of many stages and energy 


efficiency can be tackled in each stage. For example, the gyratory crusher can be used in the mining stage to reduce 


the mining energy and the dry process can be used to reduce energy in the cement clinker stage (Hendriks et al., 2004).  


Moreover, the self-compacting concrete can save the compaction energy. Furthermore, adding mineral plasticizers 


and liquid plasticizers can help enhance the workability and quality leading to the reduction of water to cement ratio 


or even replacing the cement which is the main energy intensive material in the concrete. Figure 1 shows a 


representation of the cement industry and the associated energy consumption in the U.S.  This is also demonstrated 


by the fact that it produces services and goods by 1/10 the energy it is consumes. 


 


 
Figure 1: Percentage of energy consumption in the US (U.S. Energy Information Administration, 2013) 


 


There are several articles in the literature that introduced substances which replace cement in concrete and are more 


energy efficient. With the increasing awareness of the importance of green building, some concrete alternatives are 


also available in the international market that might help generate a less energy consuming concrete. 


 


The main objective of this study is to produce concrete mixtures that meet strength and quality criteria with less energy 


consumption at various stages of production. This is achieved by conducting an experimental program as well as a 


developing a simplified numerical model. The experimental program focuses on how to produce concrete mixes that 


satisfy the strength and quality criteria with less energy consumption at various stages of production. While the model 


focuses on the means to reduce energy in each stage of concrete formation process starting with the raw material until 


the final mixing phase. 
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2. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 


Twelve concrete mixes were designed. The twelve mixes were divided into two categories or types, which are normal 


strength concrete (20–30 MPa) and higher strength concrete (30–40 MPa). Six concrete mixes were prepared for each 


one of these two categories as follows: 


2.1 Normal Concrete Mixes 


a) Conventional concrete mix (control mix for this group): with water to cement ratio (w/c) = 0.50. 


b) Conventional mix with reduced w/c ratio (0.45) and added admixtures (plasticizer): reducing the water to 


cement ratio in a mix can save energy since cement is one of the most energy consuming components. While 


plasticizers are chemical admixtures that can be added to concrete mixtures in order to enhance workability, it 


reduces "the water content by 12 to 30 percent and can be added to concrete with a low-to-normal slump and water-


cement ratio to make high-slump flowing concrete" (PCA, 2015). 


c) Self-Compacting Concrete mix (SCC): Compaction consumes a significant amount of energy; thereby reducing 


the compaction energy required for concrete will reduce energy consumption. According the concrete portable, 


Self-Compacting Concrete is fit for several construction conditions even the severe ones with much less time 


compared to the conventional one and this is due to its ability to consolidate under its own weight. Use of SCC 


can also help minimize hearing-related damages on the worksite that are induced by vibration of concrete. 


d) Partially replacing cement by Arc Electric Slag (mineral admixtures): According to Hakkari (2015), Slag is a 


byproduct obtained by industrial wastes and the objective for using it to take account of the economic benefits and 


environmentally safe recycling of industrial and other waste by-products" 


e) Replacing Coarse Aggregates with Recycled Aggregates: Natural coarse aggregate are fully (100%) replaced 


by recycled concrete aggregate obtained from crushed test cubes in the lab. 


f) Adding Silica Fume admixture to the mix: According to Rezaei-Ochbelagh et al. (2012) silica fume is the best 


choice as addictive “When additives are utilized as partial replacements for Portland cement, apart from reduced 


cement use, an improvement in concrete properties such as strength, permeability, corrosion resistance and 


durability results and concrete cost is minimized. 


The mix design for each of these six mixes is shown in Tables 1. 


Table 1: Normal strength concrete mix design 


 


 


Mix Type 


And Code 


Constituents of the Mix (kg/m3) 


Cement Water w/c 


Fine 


Aggregat


e 


Coarse 


Aggregat


e 


Electric 


Arc 


Slag 


Silica  


Fume 


Chemical 


Admixture. 


Mix (a) 


 (N1CM) 
350 175 0.50 600 1208 0 0 0 


Mix (b) 


(N2P) 
300 135 0.45 658 1316 0 0 


2L of 


 Plasticizer (A) 


Mix (c) 


(N3FS) 
280 126 0.45 601 1201 70 0 0 


Mix (d) 


(N4SF) 
315 142 0.45 606 1212 0 35 0 


Mix (e) 


(N5RA) 
300 135 0.45 609 1218 0 0 


2L of 


 Plasticizer (A) 


Mix (f) 


(N6SC) 
450 135 0.30 905 905 0 0 


15Lof  Plasticizer (F)  


+ 5L of Visc..Mod.. 
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2.2 Higher Strength Concrete Mix 


The following mixes were used for the investigation of a higher strength concrete: 


g) Conventional concrete mix (Control Mix for this group). Mix code H1CM  


h) Conventional mix with reduced w/c ratio and added admixtures (Super Plasticizer). Mix code H2P 


i) Partially replacing cement by arc electric slag (mineral admixtures). Mix code H3FS 


j) Adding Silica Fume admixture to the mix. Mix code H4SF 


k) Replacing coarse aggregates fully with recycled aggregates obtained from crushed test cubes in the lab. Mix code 


H5RA 
l) Self-compacting concrete mix (SCC). Mix code H6SC 


The mix design for each of these six mixes is shown in Tables 1. 


2.3 Material Properties 


Cement: type I normal Portland cement was used with a specific gravity of 3.14 and a specific surface area (Blaine 


fineness) of 375 m2/kg. Typical Bogue compounds of the cement were as follows:  C3S = 53.7 percent, C2S = 27.6 


percent, C3A = 6.1 percent and C4AF = 10.1 percent. The alkali content (as Na2O equivalent) was 0.45 mass percent. 


Fine Aggregates: Natural siliceous river sand was used as fine aggregates in the present research program.  


Coarse Aggregates: Crushed dolomite was used as coarse aggregates in present research program. 


Water: Typical municipal tap water was used in all concrete works in the present experimental program. 


Mineral Admixtures: Two types of mineral admixtures were used in this experimental program a) Silica fume and 


b) Electric Arc Slag. 


Table 2: Higher strength concrete mix design 


 


 


Silica Fume: Silica fume was used as a supplementary cementitious material in some mixes as shown in Table 3. The 


used silica fume had SiO2 content of 93% and an average particle size of 0.15 µm. 


 


Electric Arc Slag: arc slag produced during the manufacture of crude steel by the melting of steel scrap with additions 


of fluxes. It is non porous, dense and can resist polishing and enhances the mix durability. 


 


Water reducing Admixtures: Commercially-available water-reducing and high-range water-reducing admixture 


(super plasticizer and plasticizers) were used to produce concrete mixes with lower water to cement ratios. The two 


types were complying with ASTM C 494 Types A and F respectively.  The Type A was lignin based while the type F 


was naphthalene based.  Both had a specific gravity in the range of 1.18.   


Mix Type 


And Code 


Constituents of the Mix (kg/m3) 


Cement Water w/c 


Fine 


Aggregat


e 


Coarse 


Aggregat


e 


Electric 


Arc 


Slag 


Silica  


Fume 


Chemical 


Admixture. 


Mix (g) 


(H1CM) 
480 216 0.45 580 1044 0 0 0 


Mix (h)      


(H2P) 
400 105 0.35 699 1258 0 0 


8L  


Plasticizer (F) 


Mix (i) 


(H3FS) 
360 203 0.45 582 1047 90 0 


8L  


Plasticizer (F) 


Mix (j) 


(H4SF) 
405 203 0.50 589 1061 0 45 


8L  


Plasticizer (F) 


Mix (k) 


(H5RA) 
400 140 0.35 630 1120 0 0 


8L of 


Plasticizer (F) 


Mix (l) 


(H6SC) 
550 197 0.30 825 825 0 0 


15L  Plasticizer (F)  


+ 5L Visc..Mod.. 
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Viscosity Modifier: It Improves stability and segregation resistance of concrete mixes without significant reduction 


of slump or flow, resulting in improved surface quality and aesthetics. The ViscoCrete used in some mixes was 


obtained from one of the local companies in Egypt and it has a pH value of 4,40% solid content, and a density of 1.08 


kg/lt.  


2.4 Lab Tests 


The experimental program included the flowing set of standard tests: 


 Slump test according to ASTM C143: Cone slump test for normal concrete and flow slump test for self-compacting 


concrete. 


 Air content according to ASTM C231. 


 Compressive strength after 7 and 28 days according to BS EN 12390-3:2009. 


 Flexure strength after 28 days according to ASTM C78. 


 Chemical durability test according to ASTM STP 169. 


3. TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 


The fresh and hardened concrete test results for the normal and higher strength concrete mixes are shown in Table 3. 


Figure 2a shows the compressive strength at ages 7 and 28 days as percentage of the conventional concrete strength 


at the corresponding age and Figure 2b shows flexural strength as percentage of those of the control mix for normal 


strength concrete mixes. 


 


Figure 3a shows the compressive strength at ages 7 and 28 days as percentage of the conventional concrete strength 


at the corresponding age and Figure 3b shows flexural strength as percentage of those of the control mix for higher 


strength concrete mixes.  


Table 3: Fresh and hardened concrete test results for the normal and higher strength concrete mixes 


Group 


Type 
Mix Type/Code 


Slump/ 


Flow Slump 


 (mm) 


Unit 


Weight 


(kg/m³) 


Compressive 


Strength 


7/days(MPa) 


Compressive 


Strength 


28/days(MPa) 


Flexure 


Strength 


28/days 


(kN) 


N
o


rm
al


 S
tr


en
g


th
 


G
ro


u
p
 


Mix (a)/ (N1CM) 25 2501 31 43 32 


Mix (b)/(N2P) 30 2527 37 29 44 


Mix (c)/(N3FS) 35 2461 29 37 36 


Mix (d)/(N4SF) 65 2390 43 47 44 


Mix (f)/(N5RA) 0 2257 18 26 27 


Mix (e)/(N6SC) 450 2304 27 32 27 


H
ig


h
er


 S
tr


en
g


th
 


G
ro


u
p
 


Mix (g)/ (H1CM) 15 2261 30 35 30 


Mix (h)/ (H2P) 20 2347 44 47 31 


Mix (i)/(H3FS) 30 2440 26 29 28 


Mix (j)/(H4SF) 170 2343 28 36 30 


Mix (k)/(H5RA) 15 2270 33 34 30 


Mix (l)/(H6SC) 500 2351 21 25 37 
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a) Compressive strength  b) Flexural strength 


Figure 2: Compressive and flexural concrete strength results for normal concrete mixes 


  


  
a) Compressive strength  b) Flexural strength 


Figure 3: Compressive and flexural concrete strength results for higher strength concrete mixes 


 


Generally there was no wide variation between the tests results when compared to the conventional mixes. All slumps 


were within the accepted region except for normal strength mix with recycled aggregates as a result of the materials 


additional water absorption. The unit weight variation trend was different in normal and higher strength mixes; all 


mixes except the plasticizer mix had a relatively less unit weight while all the higher strength mixes had a heavier unit 


weight than the conventional mix. All mixes were in the acceptable range of compressive and flexure strength. The 


silica fume mix obtained the highest strength and flexure results along with the plasticizer.  


 


The durability test results are summarized in Table 3 and Figures 4 and 5 for the normal strength concrete mixes and 


higher strength concrete mixes. There is a wide variation in the chemical durability results because the mixes were 


not subjected to equal number of cycles but where tested at equal intervals. Some mixes had an increase in weight 


which is due to crystallization of salt. The Normal strength silica fume mix was the closest to the conventional mix 


behavior. The magnesium sulfate effect on the super plasticizer mix was similar to the conventional. Generally the 


Slag mixes had a better durability than the conventional mixes. 
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Table 3: Durability test results for the normal and higher strength concrete mixes 


Group 


Type 
Mix Type/Code 


Initial 


Weight 


(kg) 


Weight 


after 


sulfuric 


acid (kg) 


Reduction 


(%) 


Initial 


 Weight 


 (kg) 


Weight  


after 


Magnesium 


sulfate (kg) 


Reduction 


(%) 


N
o


rm
al


 S
tr


en
g


th
 


G
ro


u
p
 


Mix (a)/N1CM) 257 268 -4 264 267 -1 


Mix (b)/(N2P) 247 260 -5 261 250 4 


Mix (c)/(N3FS) 294 N/A -- 318 298 6 


Mix (d)/(N4SF) 264 230 13 254 258 -2 


Mix (e)/(N5RA) 275 286 -4 265 280 -6 


Mix (f)/(N6SC) 278 257 8 287 253 12 


H
ig


h
er


 S
tr


en
g


th
 


G
ro


u
p
 


Mix (g)/(H1CM) 242 229 5 233 240 -3 


Mix (h)/ (H2P) 317 283 11 306 314 -3 


Mix (i)/(H3FS) 275 265 4 290 282 3 


Mix (j)/(H4SF) 280 276 1 352 292 17 


Mix (k/(H5RA) 271 N/A -- 278 266 4 


Mix (l)/(H6SC) 284 261 8 290 252 10 


 


  
a) Sulphuric Acid b) Magnesium Sulphate 


Figure 4: Normal strength chemical durability test results 


  
a) Sulphuric Acid b) Magnesium Sulphate 


Figure 5: Higher strength chemical durability test results 
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4. ENERGY MODEL 


4.1 Methodology 


The process of preparation and casting concrete is divided into stages. The energy consumed in each stage is obtained 


from the literature. These stages are: 


a) Material preparation: coarse and recycled aggregate crushing, sand preparation, cement production.  


b) Transportation: aggregate: aggregate, sand, and cement. 


c) Concrete mixing: ready mix and transportation of the ready mix concrete. 


d) Pumping 


e) Compaction 


A computer software is developed to perform the calculation of developed energy model. It consists of input module 


by the user to define the quantities of the constituents of the concrete, whether or not compactions will be used, the 


unit weight of the produced concrete, whether mixing on the site or ready mix will be used. Sample for this module is 


given in Table 4. 


The computer processes the input data using the energy consumption values as stored in the data bank of the software 


for each of the defined material/process. Sample of the processed results is given in Table 5 


The computer program responds as an output with the total energy consumption/ton (MJ/T) for the specified concrete 


mix and production method. Sample of the computer output is given in the last two lines in Table 5. 


 


Table 4: Sample of the input module of the energy model 


Input 1: Define the proportions and conditions of mix 


Name of mixture HS Self Compacting Concrete 


Constituents Quantity Units 


Cement 550 kg/m³ 


Water 165 kg/m³ 


Sand 825 kg/m³ 


Coarse aggregates 825 kg/m³ 


Recycled aggregates 0 kg/m³ 


Unit Weight 2351 kg/m³ 


Compaction No 


Mixing Mixing plants 


 


 


Table 5: Sample of the energy consumption for the material/processing 


Energy consumption (MJ/m³) 


Materials Transportation to plants 


Aggregates crushing 23.76 Aggregates transportation 7.11 


Cement production 2178 Cement transportation 4.74 


Sand manufacturing 43.725 Recycled aggregates transportation 0.00 


Recycled aggregates crushing 0.00 Sand transportation 7.11 


Subtotal energy consumed 2245.485 Subtotal energy consumed 18.96 


Transportation to factories Concrete mixing 


Coarse aggregates transportation 177.79 In plant mixing (Ready mix) 0.04 


Cement transportation 118.53 Transportation mixers 0.00 


Recycled aggregates transportation 0.00 Pump 3.50 


Sand transportation 177.79 On site mixing 0.00 


Subtotal energy consumed 474.10 Subtotal energy consumed 3.55 


Compaction energy  


Standard lab test 0.00   


Subtotal energy consumed 0.00   


Total energy consumed (MJ/m3)  2742.09 Total energy consumed (MJ/T) 1166.35 
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4.2 Energy Model results  


The Energy model was applied on all the mixes for normal strength concrete and higher strength concrete. The results 


are given in Table 6 and Figure 6. 


Table 6: Energy consumption results for the different concrete mixes 


Normal Strength Group Higher Strength Group 


Mixes Number / 


Code 


MJ/T Reduction 


% 


Mixes Number / Code MJ/T Reduction 


% 


Mix (a) / (N1CM) 1031.7  -- Mix (g) / (H1CM) 1312  --- 


Mix (b) / (N2P) 919.9  11  Mix (h) / (H2P) 1172.6  11  


Mix (c) / (N3FS) 873.6 15  Mix (i) / (H3FS) 994.8  24  


Mix (d) / (N4SF) 968.9 6 Mix (j) / (H4SF) 1129.3  14  


Mix (e) / (N5RA) 982.5  1  Mix (k / (H5RA) 1156.9  11 


Mix (f) / (N6SC) 1026.9 5  Mix (l) / (H6SC) 1166.4  12 


 


 


 


 


 
a) Normal strength concrete  b) Higher strength concrete 


Figure 6: Energy consumption results 


5. CO2 EMISSION 


A CO2 emissions model, that was designed earlier by Saada (2015), was used to calculate the carbon dioxide produced 


by the mixes in addition to calculating the environmental merits in terms of the saving in the produced carbon dioxide. 


The model takes into account the effect of mix constituents and transportation on the produced CO2.   


 


The results of the CO2 emission model for the normal and higher strength concrete mixes are show in Figure 7. It can 


be seen from this figure that for higher strength mixes, recycled aggregate and the super plasticizer mixes produced 


the least CO2 followed by the Silica fumes mix while the self compacting concrete mix produces more CO2 than the 


conventional mix. This increase occurred mainly due to the extra amount of cement added in the mix. 
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a) Normal strength mixes b) Higher strength mixes 


Figure 7: Results of the CO2 emission model 


6. COST ESTIMATE 


The direct cost estimate of this research consists of the calculated cost for each of the designed mixes/m3. The cost is 


calculated according to the prices in the Egyptian construction market in the fifteenth of August 2015. It includes the 


cost of the materials only and excludes the labor and equipment costs. Based on the United States Environmental 


Protection Agency, there is a benefit of saving carbon dioxide that benefits the mix costs. The social cost of carbon in 


USA is 40$/ metric tonne. This cost is equivalent to about 300 L.E according to the current currency exchange rate. 


Table 7 shows the results of the cost estimate. It includes all the used prices in the cost calculations. 


Table 7: Results of the cost estimate 


Group 


Type 


Mixes Number / 


Code 


Materials Cost 


(L.E/m3) 


Social Cost of 


Carbon (L.E/m3) 
Total Cost 


(L.E/m3) 
% Reduction 


N
o


rm
al


 S
tr


en
g


th
 


G
ro


u
p
 


Mix (a) / (N1CM) 314 1899 2213 -- 


Mix (b) / (N2P) 307 1628 1935 13 


Mix (c) / (N3FS) 270 1520 1790 19 


Mix (d) / (N4SF) 551 1709 2260 -2 


Mix (e) / (N5RA) 299 1628 1927 13 


Mix (f) / (N6SC) 619 2441 3060 -38 


H
ig


h
er


 S
tr


en
g


th
 


G
ro


u
p
 


Mix (g) / (H1CM) 382 2603 2985 -- 


Mix (h) / (H2P) 444 2170 2614 12 


Mix (i) / (H3FS) 402 1953 2355 21 


Mix (j) / (H4SF) 764 2197 2951 1 


Mix (k) / (H5RA) 433 2164 2597 13 


Mix (l) / (H6SC) 732 2969 3701 -24 


7. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 


Based on the materials, methodology and other parameters associated with this study, the following conclusions and 


recommendations can be stated: 


 


 Producing concrete through the conventional materials and techniques results in huge energy consumption and 


large emission of carbon dioxide. 


 Portland cement is confirmed to be the largest contributor of the environmental non-friendless of concrete. Hence, 


its reduction and/ore replacement needs to be a major goal in the construction industry. 
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 Together with strength and durability, energy needs to be one of the criteria in classifying and categorizing Portland 


cement concrete mixtures.  


 Producing good quality concrete mixtures with low energy is possible and in fact can be considered feasible on 


even the direct cost only.  This feasibility is enhanced when considering the indirect costs and negative 


environmental impacts of conventional approach.  


 The model used herein seemed helpful in guiding users into classifying the concrete energy emission. This model 


needs to be upgrades and validated. 


 The construction industry as well as the codes of practice needs to join forces in introducing provisions in the 


codes and in project criteria that explicitly target low energy concrete. 


 Further studies need to be conducted using wider range of materials and applications to expand and adjust the 


proposed model herein and possibly open the door for its implementation by the industry.  
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ABSTRACT  


Steel Multi-Tiered Braced Frames (MT-BFs) generally represents a more practical and cost-effective solution in tall 


single storey steel buildings such as airplane hangars, recreational buildings or convention centers. Special seismic 


design requirements including column design for in-plane and out-of-plane flexural demands have been introduced for 


MT-BFs in the Canadian steel design standard CSA S16. In the current CSA S16, MT-BFs are also limited to three and 


five tiers, respectively, for Type MD (moderately ductile) and Type LD (limited ductility) braced frame categories. In 


this paper, a 4-tiered Type MD braced frame, exceeding the 3-tier height limit, is designed with explicit consideration 


of the propagation of brace tension yielding along the frame height. The design is also performed neglecting the 


flexural demands in the columns. The seismic response of both frames is investigated though nonlinear dynamic 


analysis. In-plane flexural bending demands on MT-BF columns can be properly predicted by the proposed design and 


inelastic deformations can properly distribute along the frame height when yielding is triggered in more than one tier. 


Column buckling occurred when bending moments were omitted in design. 


 


Keywords: Multi-Tiered Braced Frames, column buckling, nonlinear analysis, seismic inelastic demands. 


1. INTRODUCTION  


Tall single-storey steel buildings are commonly used in Canada in industrial buildings, convention centers, sport 


facilities or airplane hangar. Concentrically braced frames (CBFs) are very effective for providing lateral resistance 


to these buildings. Multi-tiered bracing configuration with two or more bracing tiers is commonly used in 


applications that require tall open spaces and where long single bracing members extending from the foundations to 


the roof level are no longer practical. Figure 1 show examples of multi-tiered braced frames (MT-BFs) used in a 


recreational building and a crane facility. MT-BFs are generally preferred to a single bracing panel extending from 


the ground to the roof level as multi-tiered arrangements generally lead to more practical and economical design. 


For instance, the braces in each bracing panel are shorter and smaller brace sizes are typically needed to resist lateral 


loads. Columns are also laterally braced in the plane of the frame at every panel point, which also contributes to 


reducing the steel tonnage. In seismic applications, the stringent cross-section and overall member slenderness 


requirements for steel braces are more easily satisfied with the shorter and smaller braces required in MT-BFs. 


Furthermore, as required by seismic design provisions, beams and columns of CBFs must be designed for the forces 


that develop upon brace yielding and buckling and the reduced bracing member sizes in MT-BFs generally lead to 


smaller beams and columns, as well as lower connection loads, which also contributes to reducing the overall costs 


of the structure.  


 


Numerical studies performed on 2- to 5-tiered X-braced frames designed in accordance with the CSA S16 standard 


requirements for CBFs with moderate ductility (Type MD) and limited ductility (Type LD) showed, however, that 


inelastic brace response tends to concentrate in only one tier over the frame height, creating non-uniform drift 


response. Such drift concentration induces in-plane flexural demand on the columns that may lead to column 


buckling (Imanpour et al. 2012a, 2012b; Imanpour and Tremblay 2012, 2014, 2015). For the studied MT-BFs, tier 


drift typically concentrates in the tier where brace tension yielding occurs first, as softening of the buckled 
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compression brace in the same tier limits the storey shear capacity of the frame and prevents brace tension yielding 


from developing in the adjacent tiers. This response is observed even if the MT-BF is uniform with identical bracing 


panels because the sequence of brace buckling and yielding is influenced by unavoidable differences in brace 


boundary conditions, brace out-of-straightness, and material properties between panels. Drift concentrating in one 


tier can also impose excessive ductility demand on the braces, which can cause premature low-cycle fatigue fracture 


of the braces. The studies on MT-BFs also showed that MT-BF columns experienced out-of-plane bending moments 


when the structure responds nonlinearly to seismic events.  


Since 2009, special seismic design provisions are included in the steel design standard CSA S16 to account for this 


behaviour and achieve satisfactory seismic response for MT-BFs. The system was initially limited to Type LD CBFs 


as lesser inelastic demand is expected in these frames, provided that horizontal struts were placed at every tier level 


and the columns were designed to resist moments resulting from brace inelastic response concentrating in anyone 


tier. It is now permitted to use 2- and 3-tiered CBFs in Type MD category provided that the same requirements are 


applied. Recent studies showed brace tension yielding can be designed to achieve in two or more tiers in taller MT-


BFs, which can lead to lesser demands on columns and braces and enhanced overall seismic response (Imanpour and 


Tremblay 2014; 2015). This paper presents a study that was performed to further validate the possibility of using 


that modified design approach for taller Type MD MT-BFs. The structure examined is 4-tiered X-braced frame. It is 


assumed to be located on a soft soil site in Vancouver, British Columbia, representing severe seismic conditions. 


The frame seismic response is examined with and without application of the special seismic design requirements. 


 


a)


       


b)  


 
 


Figure 1: a) 4-tiered CBF in a recreational building in Vancouver, BC; and b) 5-tiered CBF in a tall single-storey 


crane facility in Vancouver, BC (jdgconstruction.ca) 


2. CSA S16-14 SPECIAL DESIGN REQUIREMENTS FOR MULTI-TIERED BRACED FRAMES  


In the National Building Code of Canada (NRCC 2015), two categories of concentrically braced steel frames can be 


designed and detailed to withstand earthquakes through ductile inelastic response: on two categories as specified: 


moderately ductile (Type MD) and limited ductility (Type LD) braced frames. The ductility-related force 


modification factor Rd for these two systems are equal to 3.0 and 2.0, respectively. It is therefore expected that Type 


MD braced frames undergo larger inelastic deformations under seismic ground motions compared to Type LD 


frames. As described in CSA S16 (CSA 2014), the bracing members for both categories are designed and detailed to 


dissipate seismic energy by yielding in tension and flexural hinging upon buckling. Other components must resist 


gravity load effects plus seismic induced forces corresponding to the brace probable resistances. Two loading cases 


must be considered as shown in Fig. 2a. The first case reflects the situation where the tension braces reach its yield 


tensile strength (Tu) after the compression braces just buckle and still maintain their probable compressive 


(buckling) resistance Cu. The, second case represents the condition after the frame has sustained several reversed 


inelastic cyclic loading and the brace compression strength has degraded in the post-buckling range to reach a value 


of C’u.  



https://www.google.ca/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&ved=0ahUKEwjRxpiI09zKAhWFHD4KHVVABCIQjB0IBg&url=http%3A%2F%2Fjdgconstruction.ca%2Fportfolio%2Fpage%2F7%2F&bvm=bv.113034660,d.d24&psig=AFQjCNEWaAECyN8RsLuRCqi42pfXYUsCBA&ust=1454625123593614
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Figure 2: a) Brace loading scenario for: a) multi-storey braced frames; and b) MT-BFs. 


 


In MT-BFs, braces meet columns between the roof and the ground level. After buckling of the braces, horizontal loads 


resulting from unbalanced brace loads (Tu vs Cu or C’u) then develop at brace-to-column intersecting points, which is 


similar to the situation for K-bracing, a configuration prohibited for Types MD and LD CBFs in CSA S16. To avoid 


large bending moments in columns, horizontal struts are needed at every tier level to resist the horizontal loads 


resulting from unbalanced brace loads and form with the braces a trussed load path from roof to ground levels for 


lateral loads. As shown in Fig. 2b, however, nonlinear dynamic analyses show that, even if struts are present, inelastic 


response does not distribute evenly along the MT-BF height and concentrates in the tier where brace tension yielding is 


first reached. This tier is referred to as the critical tier and drift concentration in that tier induces in-plane flexural 


demand on the columns. To prevent buckling, MT-BF columns must therefore be designed to resist the axial 


compression combined with the bending moments induced by the non-uniform drift pattern. This behaviour can also 


impose excessive ductility demand on the bracing members in the critical tier and cause premature failure of the braces. 


 


Special requirements for struts and column bending moments for MT-BFs were introduced for the first time in the 


2009 edition of CSA S16 (CSA 2009). Columns had to be designed for the combined axial loads and bending 


moments induced assuming that brace tension yielding only can develop in the critical tier. All plausible critical tier 


scenarios had to be examined. To limit tier drifts and brace ductility demand, MT-BFs were only permitted for Type 


LD CBFs. Additionally, concomitant notional out-of-plane transverse loads were specified at brace-to-column 


intersecting points. That load was set equal to 10% of the axial load carried by the compression members meeting at 


these points with the aim of providing the columns with sufficient strength to resist out-of-plane forces resulting 


from initial geometric imperfections and brace out-of-plane buckling response. 


 


The provisions of CSA S16 were updated in 2014 based on further studies on the system (Imanpour and Tremblay 


2014; 2015): MT-BFs are now permitted to be used in Type MD braced frames up to 3 tiers and for Type LD braced 


frames up to 5 tiers. The design requirements remained unchanged except that the notional out-of-plane load has 


been reduced to 2% of the column axial compression load below the brace-to-column intersecting point. Recent 


studies have also shown that brace tension yielding could be triggered in more than one tier when the columns 


possess sufficient in-plane stiffness. This reduces the flexural demand on the columns and inelastic deformations in 


the braces, and the approach is therefore expected to result in enhanced seismic response for taller frames (Imanpour 


and Tremblay 2015). Additional work is being performed to develop guidance for application of this design strategy. 


The following section presents a study where the method is applied to a 4-tiered Type MD braced frame located in 


an active seismic region.  
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3. SEISMIC DESIGN OF THE 4-TIERED X-BRACED FRAME 


3.1 Selected Airplane Hangar  


The building studied is a 24 m height airplane hangar located on a site class E (soft soil) in Vancouver, BC. The 


building has a 60 m width and 150 m length. The columns support 60 m long roof trusses that span over the full 


width of the building. The height and width of the hangar provide enough space for required maintenance activities 


for the selected aircraft maintenance facility. In the longitudinal direction, the columns located along the exterior 


wall of the hangar have a spacing equal to 6 m. In the perpendicular direction, only two intermediate columns 


located 6 m from the corner columns are used to provide for a 48 m opening door for aircrafts Lateral loads in each 


direction are resisted by two Type MD braced frames per exterior wall. The braced frames located on the 


longitudinal walls are studied herein. The configuration of these braced frames is shown in Fig. 3a. The columns are 


I-shaped members oriented such that strong axis bending occurs out-of-plane to resist lateral wind loads. The design 


is performed in accordance with NBCC 2015. The design roof dead load (D) and snow load (S) are equal to 1.2 and 


1.64 kPa, respectively. For seismic design, the importance factor, IE is equal to 1.0 and the force modification factors 


Rd and Ro are equal to 3.0 and 1.3 respectively. The building period is equal to 1.2 s, resulting in a design spectral 


acceleration (S) of 0.634 g. Using the equivalent static force procedure and accounting for accidental torsion, the 


storey shear per braced frame, V, is 1027 kN including 26 kN notional load.  


 


 


 


Figure 3: a) 4-tiered X-braced frame; b) Brace progressive yielding in Tiers 1 and 2; and c) Finite element model of 


the 4-tiered braced frame. 


3.2 Braced Frame Design 


The brace frame studied is designed in accordance with current CSA S16 requirements for MT-BF of the Type MD 


category except that the possibility of brace tension yielding developing in more than one tier is considered when 


determining column actions (Fig. 3b). Two design approaches are also examined, one where the special 


requirements for the columns are not applied (Approach 1) and one where they are applied (Approach 2). The first 


case is examined to demonstrate the need for the columns to be designed for the anticipated flexural demand and to 


assess the impact of the special requirements for columns.  


3.2.1 Design of Bracing Members 


The braces in each tier are designed such that they resist the seismic storey shear in tension and compression. For this 


frame, the resulting brace seismic axial compression forces are equal to 726 kN in every tier. Gravity induced 


compression brace force is equal to 11 kN in every tier, which is added to seismic induced brace demand and results in 


Cf = 737 kN. The braces are designed for out-of-plane buckling in compression, assuming an effective length factor K 


= 0.45 for X-bracing configuration, taking into account the size and fixity of the brace end connections and the mid-


support provided by the intersecting tension-acting braces. As shown in Fig. 3a, HSS139.7x139.7x7.9 braces are 


selected for all the tiers from available ASTM A500, grade C, (Fy = 345 MPa). The selected braces satisfy the CSA S16 
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limits on brace overall slenderness and width-to-thickness ratios for cross-section elements. The probable brace 


resistances in tension, Tu, and compression, Cu and C'u, are respectively equal to 1734, 1135, and 347 kN. These values 


are obtained using the probable yield strength RyFy = 460 MPa as prescribed in CSA S16 for HSS bracing members. 


3.2.2 Design of Struts 


The struts are provided between adjacent panels. In the plane of the frame, the struts are assumed as pin-connected 


to the columns. They are made from W shapes oriented with the web in the horizontal plane such that they can 


effectively resist horizontal wind loads and provide torsional bracing at tier levels. A maximum axial compression 


force equal to 981 kN occurs at Tier 1 level under the brace loading case 2 (compression braces in post-buckling 


range). A W200x71 section is selected. 


3.2.3 Column Design Excluding CSA S16 Special Requirements (Design Approach 1) 


The columns are assumed to be pinned at their top and bottom ends for bending about both directions. Torsionally 


fixed condition is considered for the columns at the base, roof, and every strut level. It is also assumed that the 


intermediate struts provide lateral bracing for in-plane buckling of the columns. The columns are first designed to 


resist the gravity loads plus the brace axial loads of the first brace force scenario of Fig. 2a. No additional bending 


moment demand is considered for this approach. Design dead, snow, and seismic loads for each column are PD = 216 


kN, PS = 295 kN and PE = 7311 kN, respectively, which gives a factored axial load equal to Cf = 7601 kN induced in 


Tier 1 segment for the load combination D + E + 0.25S. The column buckling length about weak and strong axes are 


taken equal to 6 and 24 m, respectively, and a W1000x296 section is selected to resist the axial loads. Note that one 


could have taken advantage of the varying axial load along the height of MT-BF columns to select effective length 


factors less than unity for buckling in the plane and out of the plane of the frame. The columns must also be verified 


for load combinations including wind loading. The most critical load combination 1.25D + 1.4W + 0.5S resulted in a 


factored axial compression load Cf = 418 kN plus out-of-plane bending moment Mfx = 463 kN-m. The selected 


column section was sufficient to resist that demand.  


3.2.4 Column Design Following CSA S16 Special Requirements (Design Approach 2) 


In the second approach, the columns are designed considering the special requirements specified in CSA S16 for MT-


BFs that account for a possible concentration of brace inelastic deformations in the critical tier. For this purpose, the 


critical tier or weaker tier is identified by comparing the horizontal storey shear resistances Vu provided by the braces 


when they develop their probable resistances Tu and Cu (Imanpour et al. 2012b). All tiers have the same height and 


identical braces and, hence, are expected to develop a similar probable horizontal storey shear resistance Vu = 2029 kN. 


The critical tier could be any of the bracing panels and four critical tier scenarios were examined for this frame 


assuming that brace tension yielding develops and brace compressive strength reduces from Cu to C’u in the critical. 


The storey shear resisted by the braces in the critical tier therefore diminishes from Vu to V’u while the storey shear 


resistance provided by braces in the other tiers remain close to Vu. As specified in CSA S16, member forces and 


deformations are determined when the roof displacement reaches the anticipated deflection including inelastic effects, 


i.e. roof = Rd Ro δe / IE, where δe is the elastic roof lateral deflection under the design seismic force. For this frame with 


the columns selected under axial compression load only (W1000x296), roof = 312 mm and a nonlinear incremental 


static (pushover) analysis technique as proposed in Imanpour and Tremblay (2015) is used to determine the column 


forces at the target displacement. Static analysis is performed by imposing the gravity loads plus a horizontal 


displacement of 312 mm at the roof level. Second order effects are also included in the analysis. The scenario for which 


Tier 2 is critical resulted in the most critical loading conditions for the columns with maximum axial compression and 


in-plane bending moments in the Tier 1 column segment. In the analysis for this scenario, brace tension yielding also 


developed in Tier 1 before the roof displacement reached the anticipated value.  


 


This behaviour is different from the condition that must be considered in CSA S16 seismic provisions when 


determining column actions in MT-BFs (brace yielding in tension assumed to be concentrated in the critical tier 


only). Column design was performed for the forces obtained for critical Tier 2 scenario and brace yielding in the 


bottom two tiers, including the concomitant strong axis bending moments due to transverse out-of-plane notional 


loads equal to 2% of the axial compression load below every brace-to-column intersection point. The selection of 


the columns is an iterative process as column sizes affect the frame lateral stiffness and the target value of roof used 


in the nonlinear static analysis performed to determine column forces. In the final iteration, W840x527 columns 
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were selected to resist factored axial compression Cf = 6960 kN, in-plane (weak axis) moment Mfy = 612 kN-m, and 


out-of-plane (strong axis) moment Mfx = 1277 kN-m in the bottom tier segment. With these columns, the frame 


anticipated storey drift roof is equal to 255 mm (1.06% hn), which induces a drift of 1.78% in Tier 1. 


 


In contrast, for the critical Tier 1 scenario, the force in the tension brace in Tier 2 reached 1620 kN (0.94 Tu) at the 


anticipated roof drift, meaning that brace tension yielding would concentrate in Tier 1 for this scenario. As a result, 


drift in Tier 1 reached a higher value of 2.58% at roof. This result confirms the necessity of the CSA S16 three-tier 


limit for Type MD MT-BFs to prevent excessive tier drifts and low-cycle fatigue failure of the bracing members and 


their adjacent connections. The difference between the responses associated to critical Tier 1 and critical Tier 2 


scenarios illustrates the benefits of brace yielding propagation on tier drifts and, thereby, inelastic demands on the 


braces. Favoring this behaviour in design could therefore be seen as appropriate solution for tall MT-BFs. For the 


frame studied herein, it is expected that brace yielding in Tier 2 would eventually develop in the critical Tier 1 


scenario if the frame drift slightly exceeded RdRoδe as the predicted tension load in that brace (0.94 Tu) is close to 


yielding. This is verified in the seismic analyses presented below.  


3.3 Analytical Model  


Seismic response of the prototype 4-tiered braced frames is evaluated using Nonlinear Response History (NLRH) 


analysis. The numerical model of the frame shown in Fig. 2e was created in the OpenSees environment (McKenna 


and Fenves, 2004). Columns and braces are modeled with fiber discretization of the cross-section using the force-


based beam-column element (Aguero et al. 2006; Uriz et al. 2008; Lamarche and Tremblay 2011). The uniaxial 


Steel02 material model was selected to account for isotropic and kinematic strain hardening behaviour as well as the 


Baushinger effect. The material was defined with E = 200 GPa, and yield strengths Fy = 345 MPa for the columns and 


struts and Fy = 460 MPa for the braces. Residual stresses were included in the model for the columns. Buckling of braces 


and columns was simulated by dividing each member into ten elements and using a co-rotational formulation to 


account for geometric nonlinearities. Initial out-of-straightness were assigned to the columns and braces. The struts 


were modeled using elastic beam-column elements. Gravity loads were applied to the columns and the model also 


included a P-delta column represented by a co-rotational truss element that carried the remaining frame tributary 


gravity loads. Point masses representing the frame tributary seismic weight were applied at top of the columns. 


Rayleigh mass proportional damping equal to 2% of critical in the first mode of vibration was used to model the 


inherent damping of the building. Additional information on defects, details of connections, and modeling 


assumptions can be found in Imanpour et al. (2016) and Imanpour and Tremblay (2015). 


3.4 Selected Ground Motions  


A group of 15 ground motions were selected to perform the NLRH analysis. Dominant events in south western 


British Colombia include shallow crustal, deep in-slab, and interface or subduction events. Based on the seismic 


hazard de-aggregation for a probability of 2% in 50 years in Vancouver, BC, seismic hazard at shorter periods is 


generally dominated by crustal and in-slab earthquakes; however, larger magnitude interface events influence the 


hazard at longer periods (Tremblay et al. 2015). In this study, a suite of five ground motion time histories from 


crustal events and a suite of 10 records from interface events were considered and the selected records were scaled 


to match the NBCC design spectrum for Vancouver using the method presented by Tremblay et al. (2015). Table 1 


gives the names and dates of the events as well as the names of the recording stations. The 15 records were taken 


from earthquakes that have occurred between 1979 and 2003. 


3.5 Frame In-plane Response  


The seismic response of the 4-tiered X-braced frame designed using the two approaches are discussed here. Since 


the frame consists of identical braces and tier heights, the NLRH analyses were performed with a reduced value of 0.95 


RyFy = 437 MPa for the braces in Tier 1 to intentionally initiate brace yielding in that tier and create a critical Tier 1 


scenario. As discussed, this scenario may result in more severe tier drift demands, which can lead to column buckling or 


premature brace fracture. The statistics of the NLRH analyses are given in Table 2. The 84th percentile values of peak 


response parameters are presented, as recommended by Tremblay et al. (2015) for multi-suite ground motion 


ensembles. As shown in the table, for both frame designs, the storey drifts under the ground motion records are higher 


than the anticipated roof drift (RdRoe). For the Design Approach 1 frame, column buckling occurred in three of the 15 


ground motions analyzed. In one ground motion, this led to frame collapse. Column flexural buckling initiated in the plane 
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of the frame in the first tier column segment and changed to biaxial buckling along the height of the frame by further 


increasing the seismic demand on the column. When applying Design Approach 2, the frame exhibited stable response 


without column buckling under any of the ground motion records. For Design Approach 1, the peak drifts induced in 


the critical Tier 1 are larger than the roof drifts, confirming concentration of inelastic deformations in critical tiers. The 


Design Approach 2 frame experienced lesser critical tier drifts compared to Design Approach 1 due to larger flexural 


stiffness of the columns selected to propagate yielding in two bracing tiers. In Table 2, 84th percentile values of peak 


in-plane and out-of-plane bending moment demands in the columns are also compared to the anticipated values from 


design for Approach 2. Higher in-plane bending demands from NLRH analysis are attributed to the larger storey drifts 


imposed by the ground motion records compared to the value assumed in design. However, out-of-plane bending 


moments from NLRH analysis are significantly less than the design values, which suggests that out-of-plane notional 


loads specified in CSA S16 provisions are probably too conservative. Comparing column axial compression force 


demands from NLRH analyses with the design predictions indicates that the current design method is suitable for column 


axial loads as the NLRH values are slightly less than the design ones.  


Table 1: Summary of earthquake event and recording station data for the selected record set. 


Event Name         Year            Mw                                Recording Station 


Imperial Valley 


Imperial Valley 


Superstition Hills 


Superstition Hills 


Tottori 


Tottori 


Tokachi -Oki 


Darfield New Zealand 


Darfield New Zealand 


Tohoku 


Tohoku 


Tohoku 


Tohoku 


Tohoku 


Tohoku 


1979 


1979 


1987 


1987 


2000 


2000 


2003 


2010 


2010 


2011 


2011 


2011 


2011 


2011 


2011 


6.5 


6.5 


6.5 


6.5 


6.6 


6.6 


8.3 


7.0 


7.0 


9.0 


9.0 


9.0 


9.0 


9.0 


9.0 


El Centro Array #3  


El Centro Array #3  


Imperial Valley Wildlife Liquefaction Array  


Imperial Valley Wildlife Liquefaction Array  


SMN002  


SMN002  


HKD060 


Christchurch Resthaven  


Christchurch Resthaven  


CHB010  


CHB010 


FKS020 


FKS020 


FKS024 


FKS024 


Table 2: MT-BFs studied: Statistics (84th percentile values) of peak frame response from NLRH analyses. 


Design/Response parameter 
         Design                              Design 


      Approach 1                       Approach 2 


Total storey drift (%)  


roof,NLRH / Rd Ro δe 


Critical tier drift (%) 


Critical tier drift (NLRH / design) 


Column moment in Tier 1 Mcy,NLRH / Mpy  


Mcy-NLRH / Mcy-design  


Column moment in Tier 2 Mcx,NLRH / Mpx  


Mcx-NLRH / Mcx-design  


Notional Out-of-plane load (NLRH/design) 


Cf-NLRH / Cf  


Number of Column Buckling Cases 


Number of Frame Collapse 


1.75 


1.35 


4.87 


- 


0.96 


- 


0.04 


- 


- 


0.91 


3 


1 


1.56 


1.49 


3.40 


1.31 


0.46 


1.20 


0.02 


0.13 


0.13 


0.90 


0 


0 


 


In Figure 4, the results of the NLRH analyses for both approaches are illustrated for one of the ground motion records 


(1987 Superstition Hills - Imperial Valley Wildlife Liquefaction Array) which led to collapse of the Design Approach 


1 frame. Figures 4a and 4b compare tier drift time history responses in Tiers 1 and 2 for both approaches. As shown, the 


frame from Design Approach 1 experienced a significant concentration of inelastic drift in Tier 1 at approximately 26 s, 


which resulted in structural collapse; however, although large tier drifts developed of the Design Approach 2 frame, the 


frame remained stable until the end of the analysis. The collapse of the Design Approach 1 frame was mainly due to 
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column in-plane flexural buckling resulted from large in-plane flexural bending demands induced in the columns as 


Tier 1 experienced large inelastic deformation demand. In Fig. 4c, column normalized in-plane bending moments are 


presented for both approaches for the same record. For Design Approach 1, the column in-plane seismic bending 


demands exceeded the column plastic moment as the frame approached collapse. Column out-of-plane moment history is 


presented in Fig. 4d for both design approaches. As shown, column out-of-plane bending demands suddenly increased as 


in-plane flexural buckling developed in the first tier column. As described in Imanpour et al. (2016), column in-plane 


buckling triggered out-of-plane buckling response of the column over its full height due to the absence of lateral 


support at the tier levels. 


 


Figure 5a presents tier drift profiles under the 15 ground motion records and both design approaches. The Design 


Approach 1 frame experienced larger drift demands in Tier 1 compared to the design Approach 2 counterpart. The 


difference is attributed to the stiffer column sections selected in Design Approach 2. Although there is no drift check 


required in the current CSA S16 for bracing tiers, the selected columns for strength design indirectly reduces drift 


demands in the tiers, which in turn, reduces deformation demands in the braces.  


 


In order to verify the likelihood of brace low-cycle fatigue failure and examine the influence of this failure on the 


seismic performance of MT-BFs, the fatigue material implemented in OpenSees was wrapped around the Steel02 


material assigned to the braces. The OpenSees fatigue material uses accumulation of damage in HSS brace cross 


section based on modified rainflow cyclic counting method (Uriz 2005; Uriz and Mahin 2008). The longitudinal 


stiffness of a fiber of the brace cross-section falls to zero when the damage index reaches 1.0. The parameters of the 


fatigue material including ε0, the strain for a single reversal, and m, fatigue ductility exponent, used in the model was 


obtained from Tirca and Chen (2014). Figure 5b shows the damage index computed for the outermost compression 


fiber of the brace’s cross-section at all the braced tiers for frames designed based on Approaches 1 and 2. The 


damage index of critical tier brace’s cross-section is always larger than that of other tiers for the 4-tiered frame. For 


Design Approach 1, the index reached a value of 1.0 in the critical tier under six ground motion records. This means 


that critical tier braces are prone to low-cycle fatigue failure and a tier drift check need to be considered in design to 


prevent such an unsatisfactory response. Accumulated strains in braces cross-section fibers is significantly less in 


Design Approach 2 as this frame allows ductility demands to be shared between adjacent tiers. 


 


a)


      


b)


    
c)


        


d)


  
Figure 4: Frame response and column demands under 1987 Superstition Hills - Imperial Valley Wildlife 


Liquefaction Array record: a) Drifts in Tier 1; b) Drifts in Tier 2; c) In-plane (weak-axis) column bending moment; 


and d) Out-of-plane (strong-axis) column bending moment. 
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a)


         


b)


   
 


Figure 5: Comparison of response between Design Approaches 1 and 2: a) Drift demand profile; and b) Damage 


index profile at the outermost fiber of brace cross section. 


4. CONCLUSIONS 


A tall 4-tiered Type MD concentrically steel braced frame providing lateral resistance for an airplane hangar in a 


high seismicity region of Canada was studied. The frame was designed with and without applying CSA S16 special 


seismic design provisions for MT-BF columns. The frame exceeded the three-tier limit specified in CSA S16 for 


Type MD MT-BFs. When applying the CSA S16 special provisions for column design forces and tier drifts, a 


modified procedure was used which allowed for brace tension yielding developing in more than one tier. The 


seismic response of the frame was examined through NLRH analysis. The main conclusions of this study are 


summarized as follows: 


 


1. Inelastic brace deformations in the 4-tiered braced frame designed for axial load only (Approach 1) tend to 


concentrate in the critical tier. This concentration induces in-plane flexural demand on the columns, which led 


to column flexural buckling.  


2. Inelastic brace deformation developed in the bottom two tiers for the frame designed for combined axial force 


and bending moments (Approach 2). This response is consistent with the brace yielding pattern assumed in the 


modified design method. No column buckling was observed for this frame. 


3. Although the number of bracing tiers exceeded the current CSA limit, the analyses results showed that the seismic 


induced column in-plane flexural bending demand can be well predicted and column buckling was prevented when 


applying the modified design procedure.  


4. Non-uniform drift distribution in the Approach 1 frame resulted excessive accumulated strain in braces under 


several records. More uniform drift distribution was observed for the frame designed based on the modified 


approach described in this paper.  


5. Current CSA S16 special design requirements for MT-BFs results in conservative estimation of out-of-plane 


bending demands. This aspect should be investigated further in future studies. 
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ABSTRACT 


Footfalls can produce vibrations that are irritating to occupants, or disruptive to vibration-sensitive spaces in hospitals 


and research laboratories.  This paper describes, using case studies, techniques that can be used to predict vibrations, 


and mitigation strategies to control them.  Firstly, pedestrian loading on footbridges is described.  Stochastic 


simulations are conducted in which a number of pedestrians with random weights, walking speeds, and walking paths 


cross a bridge with random spacing.  The resulting vibration response of the bridge is determined to estimate the peak 


acceleration of the bridge.  For the case considered, tuned mass dampers (TMDs) were subsequently installed on the 


bridge to increase the effective damping of two modes.  Next, crowd loading on stadia and ballroom structures is 


considered.  For these structures, the crowd-structure interaction must be considered since the mass of the crowd is a 


significant fraction of the mass of the structure, which alters the dynamic response of the system.  In the case presented, 


TMDs are considered to reduce the vibrations associated with crowd excitation.  Lastly, the vibrations associated with 


a pedestrian walking in a corridor adjacent to a vibration-sensitive room in a hospital or research facility are described.  


Maintaining low vibrations in these hospitals and laboratories is critical as the operation of equipment may be 


adversely affected by vibrations that are well below the threshold of human perception.  Typical mitigation strategies 


for these vibrations include positioning sensitive equipment near columns or increasing the stiffness or mass of the 


floor.   


Keywords: pedestrian-induced vibration, crowd loading, structural control, sensitive equipment 


1. INTRODUCTION 


As structures become lighter, and more structurally efficient, they have become increasingly susceptible to excessive 


dynamic motion due to external force excitation.  For many structures, the governing source of dynamic excitation is 


occupant footfalls.  This dynamic excitation may range from a single pedestrian walking in a corridor near a laboratory, 


to a group of walkers or runners on a pedestrian bridge, to a large crowd moving synchronously to a musical beat in a 


grandstand or ballroom.  While in each case the structure is typically represented using modal analysis, there are 


considerable differences in terms of how the pedestrian loading is applied, and how the pedestrians may interact with 


the structure.  This study will discuss the unique treatment of the analysis for each type of structure, including non-


linear lock-in behaviour, and crowd-structure interaction.   


In recent years, there has been an increase in the amount of research focusing on human-induced vibration in 


structures.  Detailed reviews of much of this research are found in Zivanovic et al. (2005) and  Racic et al. (2009).  


The reason for this increased interest may be partially due to high-profile structures that have been perceived to be 


“lively”.  In addition, advances in imaging technology have resulted in equipment that is sensitive to imperceptible 


floor vibrations that produce image distortions.  As vibration-sensitive facilities continue to be constructed, and as 
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structures become more lightweight and flexible, the need to understand the impact of vibration on structures will 


increase.   


Many researchers have measured footfall forces during walking, running, bobbing, and jumping activities using force 


plates (Racic et al. 2009).  For each type of activity, dynamic load factors are empirically determined as the Fourier 


coefficients of the measured footfall forces.  The dynamic load factors are usually dependent upon the step frequency, 


and may be modified in the case of crowds to account for the correlation between individuals (Joint Working Group 


2008).  The footfall forces can be applied to the structure using either time-domain or frequency-domain analysis 


techniques.   


In this study, methods to predict the human-induced vibration of bridges, stadia grandstands and ballrooms, and 


sensitive floors are described.  A detailed review of the literature is not the purpose of this paper; rather, its purpose 


is to demonstrate why different types of structures require unique analysis methodologies.  Relevant vibration criteria 


are discussed for each type of structure.  Since structures that do not achieve the relevant criteria must be modified, 


common mitigation techniques for each type of structure are described.  These mitigation approaches range from 


increasing the mass or stiffness of the structure, to incorporating tuned mass damper (TMD) systems.  Case studies 


are used as examples of the analysis and mitigation techniques for each type of structure.   


2. PEDESTRIAN BRIDGES 


4.1 Background 


Pedestrian bridges have several properties that make them highly susceptible to many forms of dynamic excitation.  


These structures are typically very lightweight, with many having deck masses of only a few tonnes per metre length.  


In addition, there are often numerous natural frequencies that are less than 4 Hz, which correspond to the frequencies 


at which people will naturally walk, run, or jump (Matsumoto 1974).  Lastly, bridges often possess very low inherent 


damping – it is common to see damping ratios less than 1% - which results in an extreme amplification of dynamic 


loading if applied near a resonant frequency.  These structural properties ensure that many cable-stayed pedestrian 


bridges are easily excited by users.   


The modal properties of the bridge may be used to predict the dynamic response.  It is necessary to determine which 


modes are most susceptible to pedestrian excitation.  Only modes whose shapes are conducive to pedestrian excitation 


need to be considered for pedestrian comfort.  Therefore, modes that do not involve motion of the bridge deck, but are 


instead limited to motion of the towers, piers, or cables may be neglected.  Secondly, deck modes with natural 


frequencies outside the frequency range of human walking, running, and jumping activities (or their higher harmonics) 


can be discarded.  While people generally walk at frequencies between 1.5 Hz and 2.5 Hz (Matsumoto 1974), they 


can run or jump at frequencies approaching 4 Hz (Rainer et al. 1988).  The literature suggests that natural frequencies 


as high as 10 Hz may be excited by the higher harmonics of the footfall loading, although it is unlikely that higher 


harmonics can be well correlated (Rainer et al. 1988, Stoyanoff et al. 2007).   


Stochastic simulations are conducted to represent the variability of the individual walkers.  To accomplish this, a 


crowd of walkers is generated, where the properties of the individuals follow a Gaussian distribution with a predefined 


mean and standard deviation.  Tens of thousands of walkers are generated with random weights, walking frequencies, 


step phases, and step lengths.  These individuals in this long queue then step onto the bridge at random time intervals 


and at random distances from the centre line of the bridge.   


A nonlinear feedback mechanism, called “pedestrian lock-in”, has been observed on dynamically active bridges, most 


famously on the Millenium Bridge in London, UK.  As individuals walk, they shift their weight from foot to foot.  


This shifting of weight creates a lateral force on the bridge deck.  If the bridge has a lateral frequency that is half the 


stepping frequency, then the bridge will begin to sway laterally.  Above a threshold of approximately 1%g (Joint 


Research Centre 2009), pedestrians must adjust their gait to maintain their balance.  As multiple pedestrians alter their 


locomotion, they become highly correlated, and they “lock-in” to the motion of the structure, driving the response still 


further through a positive feedback phenomenon.  The resulting lateral motion is considerably amplified due to this 


nonlinear lock-in mechanism.  Lock-in has been primarily observed for lateral motion, however some researchers 


have suggested that vertical lock-in is also possible.  This research suggests vertical lock-in can occur at a much higher 
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displacement of at least 10 mm, which is approximately 15%g for a natural frequency of 2 Hz (Joint Research Centre 


2009).   


There are no universally accepted vibration criteria for footbridges.  For this reason, the design team and owner must 


agree upon a reasonable criterion with consideration to the costs that might be associated with achieving a high level 


of user comfort.  As shown in Table 1, SETRA (SETRA 2006) provides several ranges of comfort criteria that can be 


discussed with the owner.  Several other sources recommend frequency-dependent criteria, where higher accelerations 


are permitted at higher frequencies (Zivanovic et al. 2005).   


Table 1: SETRA footbridge comfort levels (SETRA 2006) 


Comfort Level Lateral (%g) Vertical (%g) 


Maximum <1.5 <5 


Mean <3 <10 


Minimum <8 <25 


Unacceptable >8 >25 


 


The selection of appropriate pedestrian loading scenarios to be considered is as critical as the criteria selection.  The 


anticipated density of pedestrians walking or running on the bridge must be taken into consideration.  For example, if 


the bridge may be part of a marathon route, very high densities of runners may be expected, particularly if the bridge 


is located near the start line.  Similarly, large numbers of walkers may be anticipated if the bridge is an exit route for 


a sporting event or fireworks show.  If an event occurs infrequently (as is typically the case for fireworks), the owner 


may choose to apply a more relaxed criterion for these extreme loading scenarios.   


4.2 Case Study – Pedestrian Bridge 


A light-weight pedestrian bridge located in Ontario is considered.  The bridge is cable-supported, and consists of two 


spans with a total length of approximately 75 m.  The engineering design was conducted by Parsons.  There are two 


vertical deck modes with frequencies close to common walking and running frequencies.  Since the inherent damping 


ratio of the bridge was uncertain, two levels of damping were considered: one represents a conservative level (0.3%), 


and the second represents a typical level (0.7%).  Simulations conducted using 0.3% damping predicted that as few as 


four runners could produce acceleration amplitudes that exceeded SETRA’s minimum acceptable criteria for vertical 


vibrations.  If 0.7% damping was assumed, approximately 15 runners were required to exceed SETRA’s minimum 


criteria.  The project team decided that a supplemental damping system should be incorporated into the deck, since 


this would otherwise have been a very lively bridge.   


A set of TMDs was employed to increase the effective damping of the bridge, and thereby reduce the vibration levels.  


The webs of the bridge girders were modified to include bolt patterns to which the TMDs could be installed.  As 


shown in Figure 1, the TMD consisted of two steel masses that are connected via leaf springs to a plate that is mounted 


to the bridge girder.  Another TMD unit was mounted to the other side of the bridge to target a second vibration mode.  


The leaf springs allow the masses to oscillate vertically, while a viscous damping device (VDD) is attached to each 


mass to increase energy dissipation.   


Prior to the TMDs being installed, vibration measurements were conducted on the nearly-completed bridge to 


determine the as-built frequencies and mode shapes of the bridge deck.  These measurements enabled the stiffness and 


damping of the TMDs to be optimized in the shop before installation.  The TMD stiffness was adjusted by varying the 


distance between the mass and fixed support.  The TMD damping was adjusted by changing the orientation angle of 


the VDDs.   


During the frequency measurements, two bridge modes were identified as being easily excited by pedestrians.  The 


first mode was approximately 2 Hz, and could easily be excited by walking; the second mode was approximately 3.4 


Hz, and could be excited by running.  Therefore, one TMD was tuned to the 2 Hz mode, and installed on the bridge 


close to its position of maximum modal displacement, which was close to the mid-span of the bridge.  The TMD on 


the opposite side of the bridge was tuned to the 3.4 Hz vibration mode, and was installed on the bridge close to its 


position of maximum modal displacement, which was closer to the bridge tower.   
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Figure 1: TMD installed on bridge girder 


 


Figure 2: Bridge acceleration with and without TMDs operations, 2 Hz (left) and 3.4 Hz (right) 


To verify performance, vibration measurements were conducted with the TMDs operational and inactive.  Several 


running, walking, and jumping scenarios were conducted, using a metronome to target specific frequencies.  Figure 2 


shows a comparison of the vibration measurements with and without the TMDs operational for the two modes targeted.  


The response amplitude of both modes was reduced by approximately 50%.   


3. CROWD LOADING 


4.1 Background 


Stadia, grandstands and ballrooms require modified vibration analysis since the mass of the crowd is often significant 


relative to the mass of the structure.  As a result, the dynamic interaction between the crowd and structure must be 


considered, which necessitates that the crowd-structure system is modelled as a coupled multi-degree of freedom 


system (Dougill et al. 2006, Jones et al. 2011, Joint Working Group 2008).  It is often useful to represent the crowd 


as two degrees of freedom: one representing active participants, and the other representing passive members who do 


not participate in the rhythmic activity (Joint Working Group 2008).  If a single structural vibration mode is 


considered, the crowd-structure system is represented as the three-degree-of-freedom system as shown in Figure 3, 


where m, k, and c represent the effective mass, stiffness, and damping constant of each degree of freedom, 


respectively.  For the active crowd, an internal force pair, P(t) is applied between the active crowd mass and the 


structural mass, which represents the dynamic force produced by the crowd.   


The natural frequency and damping properties of the crowd have been found to be relatively invariant with group size 


(Dougill et al. 2006, Joint Working Group 2008).  The active and passive (seated) crowd natural frequencies are 2.3 


Hz, and 5 Hz, respectively, while the active and passive crowd damping ratios are 25% and 40% of critical, 


respectively.  As a result, when crowd and structural natural frequencies are similar, the crowd-structure interaction 


dissipates a large amount of energy that is unaccounted for by simpler analysis techniques.   
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Figure 3: Model of crowd-structure interaction 


The structural response is determined by modelling the crowd-structure system either numerically using time domain 


simulations, or analytically by solving the three degree-of-freedom system directly if the structural modes can be 


evaluated independently.  When the structural frequency is close to the crowd frequencies, there is considerable 


interaction between the crowd and structure.  Since the crowd has high damping, the effective damping of the structure 


may be significantly increased by this interaction.  Measurements of grandstands have suggested that the accelerations 


predicted using this method are more accurate compared to the conservative predictions obtained if the simplified 


analysis procedures given in design guides are used (Pavic and Reynolds 2008, Jones et al. 2011).  Simplified 


procedures often resort to representing the structure as a single-degree-of-freedom with unrealistically high damping 


(often 6%) to accommodate for the missing energy dissipation of the participants (Murray et al. 1997).   


4.2 Case Study – Ballroom 


This case study considers a large ballroom located in the southern United States, which may be occupied by as many 


as 4500 people at one time.  The ballroom is 73 m long, and spans approximately 36 m using 4.2 m deep trusses.  


Finite element modelling predicted that the fundamental frequency would be between 4.0 and 4.5 Hz.  Therefore, the 


second loading harmonic of lower frequency motion may excite the structure at its resonant frequency.  The structural 


damping ratio was assumed to be 1%.   


The generalized mass of the fundamental mode was estimated to be ~150 tonnes, when the mode shape was normalized 


to unity at the centre of the ballroom.  Since a crowd of 4500 people will have a total mass of a few hundred tonnes, 


crowd-structure interaction must be considered.  The applicable vibration criterion was to limit the peak vertical 


acceleration to no more than 5%g (Murray et al. 1997, NBCC 2011).  A number of different loading scenarios were 


conducted to determine the sensitivity of the floor to crowd-induced vibration.  Therefore, assorted crowd sizes were 


considered, and the percentage of the crowd that was active was varied.  As shown in Table 2, both the size of the 


crowd, and the percentage of the crowd that is active had a significant effect on the predicted floor acceleration.  Cells 


highlighted in red indicate that the 5%g criterion is exceeded for that scenario.   


To reduce the floor vibration, a pair of 5 tonne TMDs was investigated.  The TMDs were optimally tuned to the bare 


structure (that is, the structure without any people on it), and located near the position of maximum modal 


displacement.  Table 3 shows the predicted peak floor acceleration for various loading scenarios when the TMD 


system is present.  The greatest acceleration reductions occur when the crowd is small.  As the crowd becomes large 


(1000 people or more), the crowd-structure interaction begins to modify the effective properties of the structure, such 


that it is no longer lightly damped, and its frequency is no longer 4.3 Hz, which diminishes the TMD efficacy.  The 


lower occupancy scenarios were deemed to be more important, since a crowd of thousands of people actively engaged 


in a coordinated rhythmic activity was expected to occur infrequently.  Therefore, since the TMD system improved 


the performance of the floor for small crowds, provisions were made in the floor structure to facilitate a post-


construction TMD installation if there were complaints of excessive floor vibration.   


strm


activem passivem


strk strc


activek activec
passivek passivec
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Table 2: Peak floor accelerations (%g) for various crowd loading scenarios 


  Percentage of Crowd Active 


  10% 25% 50% 75% 100% 


T
o


ta
l 


C
ro


w
d


 S
iz


e 


10 0.2% 0.5% 1.0% 1.5% 2.0% 


50 0.6% 1.4% 3.0% 4.8% 6.9% 


100 0.8% 2.0% 4.2% 6.7% 9.8% 


250 1.2% 2.9% 5.8% 9.0% 13.5% 


500 1.7% 3.9% 7.1% 10.5% 15.2% 


1000 2.3% 4.9% 8.4% 11.7% 15.8% 


2000 2.5% 4.9% 8.8% 12.6% 15.9% 


4500 1.3% 3.5% 8.0% 13.0% 16.2% 


 


Table 3: Peak floor accelerations (%g) for various crowd loading scenarios with TMD 


  Percentage of Crowd Active 


  10% 25% 50% 75% 100% 


T
o


ta
l 


C
ro


w
d


 S
iz


e 


10 0.0% 0.1% 0.1% 0.2% 0.2% 


50 0.1% 0.3% 0.6% 0.8% 1.1% 


100 0.2% 0.6% 1.1% 1.6% 2.1% 


250 0.6% 1.5% 2.7% 3.6% 4.3% 


500 1.2% 2.7% 4.6% 5.9% 6.8% 


1000 2.0% 4.2% 6.7% 8.4% 9.5% 


2000 2.3% 4.5% 7.7% 10.4% 11.9% 


4500 1.2% 3.3% 7.4% 11.7% 14.0% 


4. HOSPITALS AND RESEARCH OCCUPANCIES 


4.1 Background 


In hospitals and research facilities, low vibration environments must be maintained to ensure that medical procedures 


and sensitive equipment are not adversely affected.  For elevated floors, the governing source of vibration is often 


pedestrians walking in corridors, or moving about within the vibration-sensitive room.  If low-vibration environments 


are not maintained, equipment may experience poor performance such as blurred images at high magnifications.   


The performance of vibration-sensitive research environments is often characterized using generic vibration criteria 


(VC) curves as shown in Figure 4 (Bachmann and Ammann 1987).  To determine the VC level, the vibration signal 


is processed into its 1/3-octave RMS velocity components and overlaid with the VC-curves.  The VC level of the floor 


is the lowest curve that is not exceeded.  The ISO Operating Theatre criterion is the threshold of human perception to 


whole-body vibration; therefore it is often the criteria applied to standard operating rooms.  As the surgery scale 


decreases (e.g. eye surgery, or neurosurgery), a more stringent vibration criterion, typically VC-B, is applied.  


Similarly, the VC classification becomes more stringent as the resolution of imaging equipment increases; an optical 


microscope with 400 X magnification typically requires VC-A, while a scanning electron microscope with 30,000 X 


magnification typically requires VC-D.   
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Figure 4: Vibration criteria (VC) curves 


VC curves are employed when the manufacturer’s equipment-specific vibration criteria are unavailable, or the 


equipment has not been selected at the time the structural design is conducted.  When equipment-specific criteria are 


available, it is often expressed as an FFT spectrum, or as absolute vibration levels (e.g. displacement of 0.1 mm) that 


the floor motion must not exceed.  Therefore, the method for predicting floor vibration must be capable of expressing 


the result in either 1/3 octaves, narrowband FFT, or peak-to-peak frames of reference.   


Finite element modelling is employed to predict the dynamic properties of the floor structure.  This modelling enables 


the mode shapes and frequencies of floors composed of complicated structural bays to be predicted.  Modal analysis 


is then conducted to determine the floor response to footfall loading.  Since the total floor response is composed of 


the superposition of many vibration modes, the analysis is conducted in the time-domain.  The architectural layout of 


the floor will define where the footfall loading is applied.  Therefore, locating corridors away from sensitive 


occupancies can be an effective vibration mitigation strategy.   


Since the sensitive areas will often span several structural bays, it is useful to map predicted vibrations over a large 


portion of the floor.  This mapping can be achieved by determining the worst-case response of a particular area of the 


floor, and then creating a contour map showing the vibration levels, and overlaying it with the architectural drawings.  


The resulting map can be used to locate sensitive occupancies or equipment in locations experiencing the least 


vibration.   


4.2 Case Study – College Laboratory 


An elevated floor housing vibration-sensitive laboratories at a college in the United States is considered.  This 


laboratory floor will house both teaching laboratories, as well as a nuclear magnetic resonance machine (NMR), which 


possesses equipment-specific vibration criteria.  The floor structure consists of a composite steel deck with typical 


structural bays spanning approximately 9 m by 9 m.  The architectural layout of the floor, and the fast and slow 


walking paths that were considered in the vibration analysis are shown in Figure 5.  The architectural and structural 


designs were conducted by Ballinger AE.   


The predicted vibration performance of the floor is shown in Figure 6, where the colour contours specify the vibration 


criterion achieved for each point on the floor.  From Figure 6 it is observed that the laboratories (located in the central 


portion of the building) are experiencing ISO Operating Theatre vibration levels, which was the target criterion.  


Higher vibration levels are predicted in the non-vibration-sensitive offices and corridors that are located near the 


perimeter of the building.  The NMR room is generally achieving the ISO Operating Theatre criterion, however it 


must be compared to the equipment-specific vibration criteria provided by the manufacturer.  Figure 7 shows the 


vibration predicted in the NMR room compared to the equipment-specific criteria, which is given in narrowband 


displacement FFT.  The NMR room achieves the criteria.   
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Figure 5: Architectural layout and walking paths of floor 


 


Figure 6: Contour plot of floor vibration response to fast walking in corridors 
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Figure 7: Comparison of floor vibration predicted in NMR room to manufacturer's vibration criteria 


When a vibration-sensitive floor does not achieve the relevant vibration criterion, there are several common forms of 


mitigation available.  Sometimes, vibration-sensitive equipment can be relocated away from areas experiencing high 


vibration levels to areas experiencing lower levels.  Contour plots of the vibration levels, such as that shown in Figure 


6, can be useful to optimize equipment positioning.   


Additionally, structural modifications are typically employed to reduce vibration levels.  These modifications often 


consist of increasing the mass or stiffness of the floor by changing from light-weight to normal-weight concrete, 


increasing the thickness of the concrete, or increasing the size of the structural beams.  In some situations, it may be 


possible to utilize interstitial columns or posts to connect two or more floors together to significantly increase the mass 


of the floor without requiring substantially more construction materials (Wesolowsky et al. 2016).  The addition of 


supplementary damping systems is generally not currently employed due to the uncertainty associated with obtaining 


damping from materials at the very low levels of floor motion required for vibration-sensitive facilities.   


5. CONCLUSIONS 


Many types of structures are susceptible to human-induced vibrations.  These range from structures whose vibration 


levels must satisfy requirements for human comfort, to structures that must maintain imperceptible vibration 


environments to ensure the proper functioning of vibration-sensitive equipment.   


This study has considered lightweight pedestrian bridges, heavily loaded ballrooms and stadia, and vibration-sensitive 


floors in hospitals and research facilities.  The unique loading to which each type of structure is subjected necessitates 


that appropriate analysis techniques are employed.  Vibration criteria are discussed and it is shown that a criterion that 


is applicable to one type of structure may be significantly different from that which is applicable to a different type of 


structure.  Mitigation techniques are presented for projects in which the predicted vibration exceeded the accepted 


criteria.  Case studies are shared to provide real-world examples of the analysis results.   


Through the use of suitable vibration analysis techniques, structures can be designed to have a satisfactory vibration 


performance.   
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ABSTRACT  


Dissolving pulp mill wastewater called prehydrolysis liquor (PHL) obtained from steam (at 150-1700C) treatment of 


wood had a total chemical oxygen demand (COD) of approximately 100 g/L contains mainly sugars, furfural, lignin, 


and acetic acid, poses a considerable wastewater disposal problem. Replacement of the current energy intensive 


disposal method (evaporation and use of recovery boiler) is a requirement of dissolving pulp industry. The 


bioreactors were fed with PHL at organic loading rates (OLR) ranging from 0.8 to 5 kg-COD/m3-d to study the 


performance with respect to the COD removal, methane (bio-energy) production, effluent characteristics, and 


membrane fouling. Average COD removal of 91% and specific methane yield of 0.36 m3/kg-CODremoved/day were 


achieved during the pseudo-steady period of the continuous mesophilic operation at each loading rate. Whereas, in 


thermophilic conditions, a methane yield of 0.38 m3/kg-CODremoved/day was observed. There was no sugar and 


furfural found in the effluent of the SB-AnMBR at both temperatures (350C and 550C) during the pseudo-steady 


period. High effluent COD can be attributed to lignin in the effluent (0.2 to 1.6 g/L). Flat-sheet membranes used in 


the SB-AnMBRs did not show significant fouling based on monitoring of temporal variations in the trans-membrane 


pressure at a sustained flux of 0.1 m3/m2/d during the 550 days of the continuous operation. 


 


Keywords: pre-hydrolysed liquor; SB-AnMBR; lignin; methane production; fouling. 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Anaerobic processes have become popular for industries to manage their high strength waste streams and generate 


bio-energy. Anaerobic biotechnology can be preferred for treatment of high strength wastewaters as it converts 


waste to an energy rich by-product (methane rich biogas), suitable for energy production and generates low amounts 


of waste sludge, as compared to aerobic treatment options. Though biological treatment options have been 


extensively researched and applied for industrial and municipal wastewater treatment, they still have limitations and 


challenges, which inspire researchers to develop the next generation of sustainable and green high-rate anaerobic 


bioreactor technologies (Metcalf & Eddy, 2006).    


 


The use of membranes with bioreactors is a recent development in the area of industrial wastewater treatment 


technology (Liao et al., 2006). Membrane bioreactors are one of most recent modifications evolved to 
optimize biological processes which ensure biomass retention by the application of microfiltration processes. This 


allows operation at high sludge concentrations (Stephenson, 2000). It is an attractive option for waste stabilization. 


One of the main advantages of membrane bioreactors is that the filtration process in the bioreactor enables the 


production of a superior quality effluent.  


  


This study involves the treatment of a waste stream effluent from a pulp mill producing “dissolving pulp” using an 


anaerobic membrane reactor. The wood pulp is the main raw material used in the manufacture of a viscose staple 


fibre (Rayon). The pre-hydrolysis step is introduced prior to the kraft pulping process in order to increase the 


cellulose content. In the pre-hydrolysis step, wood is treated with steam (150-170oC) to remove hemicellulose. This 


produces a pre-hydrolyzed condensate or pre-hydrolysis liquor (PHL) which is a waste product mainly consisting of 
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carbohydrates. The high temperature of the waste stream can be utilized for thermophilic digestion. The increase in 


the reactor temperature may enhance the reaction rate and thus improve the efficiency of degradation.   


 


The PHL is presently being evaporated and burned in the recovery boiler which is an energy intensive process. So, 


the industries are looking for an alternative disposal methods which can be efficient and effective. Anaerobic 


membrane reactors are considered suitable bioreactor for the treatment of high strength wastewater such as PHL and 


membranes can maintain active sludge in the reactor enhancing the degradation process (Liao et al., 2006). 


Combining these two concepts can increase the effluent quality. A thermophilic operation would be considered to 


capitalize on the heat energy present in the waste stream. Thermophilic conditions can also improve the biogas 


quality and its production (Saikinoja-Salonen et al., 1983). The main objective of this paper is to evaluate the 


feasibility of using a novel AnMBR for the treatment PHL stream of the dissolving pulp mill. This study will offer 


industries an alternative treatment technology for safe disposal of waste and will also benefit them in offsetting the 


cost of energy through bio-energy production. 


2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 


The semi pilot-scale (total volume of 50 liters) mesophilic SB-AnMBR (350C) and thermophilic SB-AnMBR (550C) 


bioreactors were operated to treat the PHL at a series of organic loading rates (OLRs) ranging from 0.8 to 5 kg-


COD/m3/d (Figure 1). The mesophilic SB-AnMBR was seeded with the granular sludge obtained from an anaerobic 


reactor (35 0C) with specific methanogenic activity of 0.33 gCOD/gVSS/d. The temperature of the reactors was 


controlled by the thermo coil wrapped around the outer body of the reactor. After completion of experimental cycle 


for mesophilic stage, the temperature of mesophilic SB-AnMBR reactor was increased in a single step to achieve 


thermophilic temperature (from 350C to 550C). This instance was considered as day zero for the thermophilic 


reactor. SB-AnMBR was designed to have membranes submerged in the top one-third portion while the bottom 


portion consisted of a sludge bed. PHL was obtained from a dissolving pulp industry, situated in New Brunswick, 


Canada. The PHL(influent) and effluent from the reactor were analysed for wastewater characteristics like chemical 


oxygen demand (COD), biochemical oxygen demand (BOD), solid content and carbon content following the 


standard methods (A.P.H.A., A.W.W.A., W.E.F., 2005). Organic constituents such as acetic acid, furfural, 


carbohydrates, and lignin were analysed with the help of NMR (Varian 300 NMR-spectrometer), ion chromatograph 


unit mounted with CarboPacTM PA1 column (Dionex-300, Dionex Corporation, Canada) and a pulsed amperometric 


detector (PAD) (PAD settings were E1 ¼ 0.1 V, E2 ¼ 0.6V and E3 ¼ -0.8V) and UV spectrometric method using 


Genesys 6 UV spectrophotometer (Thermo Electron Corporation, Madison, WI, USA) at wavelength of 205 nm. 


The biogas samples were analyzed for methane, carbon dioxide, oxygen, and nitrogen in Varian CP 3800 gas 


chromatograph equipped with packed steel column (TCD detector at constant temperature of 180oC, and Helium as 


a carrier gas at 30 ml/min flowrate was used). Samples were analyzed in duplicates or triplicates. The average of the 


values, standard deviation and relative standard deviation (%RSD) were calculated for all the analysis conducted.   
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Figure 1: Schematic of experimental setup 


 
The transmembrane pressure (TMP) was monitored with respect to time to evaluate the membrane performance. 


Biogas was recirculated using a diffuser which was placed above the sludge bed. This helped in the scouring of three 


chlorinated polyethylene flat sheet microfiltration Kubota membranes (Type 203, Kubota, Japan, the surface area of 


each membrane was 0.11 m2, and the nominal pore size was 0.4 μm) to reduce fouling as well as to allow sufficient 


mixing in the reactor. Wastewater (PHL) was fed from the bottom portion of the reactor and effluent and permeate 


were filtered through the membranes to achieve a flux of 0.1 m3/m2/d. Permeate was recycled continuously. 


2.2 PHL characterization 


The average COD value of the PHL was around 100 g/L with a BOD5 value of 55 g/L. The low BOD5/COD ratio 


can be attributed to the presence of refractory components of the PHL which are not represented by BOD5 (Speece, 


1996). Characterization of PHL showed that it contained pentose and hexose carbohydrates as monomeric (14.5 g/L) 


and oligomeric (39.7 g/L) forms along with acetic acid (10.4 g/L), furfural (1.14 g/L) and lignin (11 g/L). The effect 


of loading on the degradation of PHL in anaerobic conditions at 350C and 550C  was studied by Debnath et al. 


(2013). They concluded from their respirometric batch studies that the reactor efficiency decreased with an increase 


in PHL concentration. This can be attributed to increasing concentration of slow anaerobically biodegradable 


components of PHL such as dissolved lignin. Methane production with a one-step increase in the temperature from 


350C to 550C indicated a 70% decrease in efficiency of the reactor which might be due to the temperature shock. 


The influent (PHL) with 100 g/L of COD could not be fed directly to the reactor, as the substrate inhibition would 


adversely affect the reaction rate. Thus, the PHL was diluted to achieve COD concentrations of 20 g/L and 50 g/L 


and the OLR applied ranged from 0.8 to 5 kg-COD/m3/d. 
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Table 1: Characteristics of PHL 


Parameters pH 
COD, g/L                       


(% soluble COD) 


BOD5, g/L                        


(% soluble BOD) 


Total volatile solids              


g/L (TDS) 


Values 3.4-4 100 (90 %) 55 (88 %) 94 (119) 


%RSD 2.22 11.58 5.92 3.56 


Parameters Acetic acid Furfural Lignin Sugars 


Values 10.4 g/L 1.1 g/L 11 g/L 54.2 g/L 


%RSD 1.05 1.14 4.58 2.58 


3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 


3.1 Reactor performance 


The factors like OLR, hydraulic retention time (HRT), and influent COD in the experimental design for this study 


were kept almost identical as the study was intended to compare the performance of both types of reactors (Table 2). 


In order to observe the performance, the specific methane yields from both reactors were calculated.  


Table 2: Experimental Design 


 


COD mass balances for the mesophilic and thermophilic reactors are presented in Tables 3 and 4. During the stable 


phase of operation of the mesophilic reactor, the average rate of methane production was 0.35 


m3CH4/kg.CODremoved/d, whereas for the thermophilic reactor, the average rate of methane production was 0.40 


m3CH4/kg.CODremoved/d for 0.8 to 5 kg-COD/m3/d. They are comparable to the theoretical value of 0.395 


m3/kg.CODremoval/d at 350C and 0.42 m3/kg.CODremoval/d at 550C and 1 atm (Speece,1996). This indicates that the SB-


AnMBR can efficiently treat a high strength PHL stream at both temperatures and anaerobes can efficiently convert 


constituents of PHL to methane. Methane content was 50-55 % of the total biogas with CO2 representing 38-45 % in 


the mesophilic reactor. Whereas, the biogas composition responded to the temperature increment to 55 0C on day 11, 


by a significant decrease and reached the minimum level of 20% of methane in the biogas. 


 
The methane content increased again after day 30 and stabilized around the value of 60% of methane in the biogas. 


After 60 days, the biogas production was considered stable. Higher methane content and yield might be ascribed to 


the presence of thermophiles in the mesophilic inocula. They also might have assisted in fast adaptation and served 


as a foundation for the development of thermophilic bacterial growth (Chen, 1983 and Boušková et al., 2005).  


Runs 


Temp. (0C) 


{days of 


operation} 


HRT 


(Days) 


COD(influent) 


(g/L) 


OLR 


kg-COD/ 


m3/d 


Performance indicators 


1 


35 


{~300} 


------ 


55  


{~250} 


25 


20 


0.8 1. Effluent: COD, BOD5, TOC, 


volatile fatty acids, pH, oxidation 


reduction potential and alkalinity. 


2. Composition of biogas, 


3. Methane production rate, 


4. Mixed liquor solids. 


2 16.7 1.2 


3 10 2 


4 25 


50 


2 


5 16.7 3 


6 10 5 
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Table 3: Mass-balances on COD for the Mesophilic SB-AnMBR 


OLR 


(kg-COD/ m3 /d) 


Influent COD 


(g/day) 


Effluent COD 


(g/day) 


COD converted to 


methane                     


(g/day) 


Unaccounted COD                  


(g/day) 


0.8 43 3.26 39.24 0.50 


1.2 66.9 5.25 51.80 9.85 


2 108.85 8.15 84.94 15.76 


2 98.42 7.46 84.82 6.14 


3 154.5 14.76 128.23 11.51 


5 248.25 22.95 206.10 19.20 


Note: Influent COD = Output COD + Unaccounted COD 


Table 4: Mass-balances on COD for the Thermophilic SB-AnMBR 


OLR 


(kg-COD/ m3 /d) 


Influent COD 


(g/day) 


Output COD 
Unaccounted 


COD                  


(g/day) 


Effluent COD 


(g/day) 


COD converted to 


methane                             


(g/day) 


0.8 44.78 6.10 37.99 0.69 


1.2 63.39 7.14 56.00 0.25 


2 103.75 9.30 87.54 6.91 


2 103.54 8.64 92.71 2.19 


3 157.74 9.96 137.68 10.10 


5 257.85 22.00 205.11 30.75 


Note: Influent COD = Output COD + Unaccounted COD 


 
The effluent quality of mesophilic SB-AnMBR indicated that an average of more than 90% removal efficiency for 


COD (Figure 2), BOD, and TOC at pseudo-steady state was observed irrespective of the change in OLR. The 


effluent COD concentration varied in a range of 1.0-5.0 g/L. These results are comparable but superior to the results 


reported (70–75% of COD removal efficiency for PHL treatment with UASB) in the study presented by Rao et al. 


(2006). The lignin in the effluent increased from an average 0.2 to 1.6 g/L in the mesophilic reactor. An average 


removal efficiency of lignin was found to be 77 % (Figure 3). It was suspected that the high effluent COD was 


mostly due to the presence of untreated dissolved lignin in the permeate of mesophilic SB-AnMBR. 


  


As the thermophilic reactor was seeded with mesophilic sludge, the performance in terms of COD (Figure 3), BOD, 


TOC and lignin removal of the thermophilic SB-AnMBR was comparatively lower than that of the mesophilic SB-


AnMBR for the first 60 days. But as the bacteria acclimatized to the temperature shock the reactor showed better 


performance with an average COD removal of more than 92% at pseudo steady state. Results from the NMR and 


sugar analysis indicated that the sugars, acetic acid as well as the furfural were almost completely degraded by 


anaerobic bacteria in the mesophilic and thermophilic reactors. VFAs were not observed in the mesophilic reactor. 


In the case of the thermophilic SB-AnMBR, the initial lower COD removal efficiency might be due to the 


accumulation of volatile fatty acids (VFAs). The acetic acid and propionic acid reached the highest concentration of 


277.1 mg/L and 114 mg/L. Accumulation of these VFAs did not result in a system break down. The decomposition 
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of acetic acid took place within the next 20-30 days. The decrease in propionate concentration occurred later than 


acetic acid concentration indicating a higher sensitivity of propionate degrading bacteria to a sudden temperature 


increase (Winther-Nielsen, 1991). The higher VFA level in the thermophilic reactor in comparison to the mesophilic 


reactor was also reported by Song et al. (2004).   


 


The faster hydrolysis in comparison to the methanogenesis under thermophilic conditions might be the cause of an 


accumulation of VFAs. Another reason for the initial lower COD removal efficiency in the thermophilic reactor 


might be due to the slow biodegradation of lignin. 


 


 


 
Figure 2: Mesophilic SB-AnMBR: COD concentration and removal efficiency 
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Figure 3: Thermophilic SB-AnMBR: COD concentration and removal efficiency 


 
The lignin removal efficiency increased with an increase in the acclimatization time in the thermophilic reactor. A 


similar trend observed in the COD removal efficiency by Benner and Hodson (1985). They concluded that the rates 


of anaerobic biodegradation of high molecular weight lignin at 550C were 10-15 fold higher than reported at 


mesophilic temperatures. They also demonstrated that at high temperature, enhanced rates can convert the lignin and 


lignified substrates [kraft lignin (13–23%)] by anaerobic degradation to methane and low molecular-weight aromatic 


compounds. Complete degradation of lignin was not achieved in this study due to the toxicity effect, size of 


molecule and higher molecular weight of lignin which can be detrimental to anaerobes. Lignin is defined as a 600- 


1000 kDa molecule, which is too big to enter cell membranes (Kirk and Farrell 1987).  The absence of 


depolymerizing enzymes or any other oxidizing agent in higher molecular weight of lignin is another reason behind 


its low biodegradability and refractory nature. Sierra-Alvarez and Lattinga (1991) also reported the toxicity due to 


the presence of a higher concentration of lignin can also have an adverse effect on the biodegradability. 


4. MEMBRANE PERFORMANCE 


The thermophilic and mesophilic SB-AnMBRs were operated at constant flux of 0.1 m3/m2/d throughout the study 


and variation of transmembrane pressure was observed (Figure 4). According to the membrane manufacturer’s 


recommendation cleaning of membranes is generally required when the TMP exceeds 40 inches of water or if the 


membranes were ineffective in producing permeate. During the 550 days of operation (mesophilic and thermophilic 


combined) the TMP was well below 20 inches of water in the mesophilic and thermophilic reactors. On day 193, the 


membranes in the mesophilic reactor had to be changed as it was observed that there was no collection of the 


effluent. Membranes were cleaned at this point and flux recovery compared to the flux of virgin membranes was 


observed with a clean water test. Only 16-20% recovery was observed after cleaning these fouled membranes with 


5% citric acid and water (manufacturer’s recommendation: 5% citric acid, 0.5% NaOCl, and 2% NaOH). Previous 


studies reported that carbohydrates are the major components responsible for membrane fouling (Kimura et al., 


2005; Rosenberger et al., 2006). But recent reports, also indicates that soluble proteins and carbohydrate   should 


also be considered in the development of membrane fouling in MBRs (Metzger et al., 2007; Tian et al., 2008). Thus, 


to achieve a higher flux recovery, the membranes were later cleaned with a combined solution of 0.5% sodium 


hypochlorite (NaOCl) + 2% sodium hydroxide (NaOH). The results are reported in  Table 5. NaOCl and NaOH 


solution cleaning gave an 87% recovery of the flux. NaOCl and NaOH are mostly used to remove the organic 


foulants and the improved recovery indicates the presence of organics as dominant components of the foulants in 


this study (Tian et al., 2010).  
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The membrane performance was considered good with only one fouling event over the operational period for the 


mesophilic reactor (~300 days). No fouling event in thermophilic reactor (operational period = approx. 250 days) 


was observed. Continuous biogas scouring, membrane submerged in relatively dispersed sludge and the soluble 


nature of the wastewater were important reasons for sustaining the flux of 0.1 m3/m2/d without detrimental fouling 


events. This demonstrates that the SB-AnMBR can be operated under both mesophilic and thermophilic conditions 


without significant membrane fouling at the loading and flux that were applied.  


 


Figure 4. Variation of trans-membrane pressure 


Table 5. Flux variation with respect to cleaning methods 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


5. CONCLUSIONS  


To our knowledge, SB-AnMBR application particularly for PHL from Canadian pulp industry has not been studied 


previously. Average removal of COD and BOD more than 85% and quantity and quality of biogas production 


(methane yield: more than 0.33 m3-CH4/kg-COD (removed)/ d). Acetic acid and furfural were almost completely 


degraded. Moreover, 60-80 % of lignin was also successfully removed from the waste stream. Overall results 


indicated that the thermophilic and mesophilic reactor are effective in dealing with high strength waste like PHL. 


However, further work in terms of economics and technical feasibility of these systems would be needed before firm 


recommendations could be made to the dissolving pulp industry to replace the current disposal method (evaporation 


and use of recovery boiler) of PHL. 


 Mesophilic Reactor (Day:198): Flux (mL/min) 


Membrane 


Number 


Virgin 


membrane 


Fouled 


membrane 


Cleaning methods 


   5% 


citric acid 


0.5% NaOCl + 2% 


NaOH 


1 985 120 159 853 


2 975 135 162 847 


3 980 140 166 857 


Membrane 


Replacement 


Temperature change to 55oC 
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ABSTRACT  


Existing scales for natural disasters describe severity in terms of intensity. Intensity scales are not highly correlated 


with impact factors such as fatalities, injuries, homelessness, affected population, and cost of damage. The 


descriptive words for disasters are also not sufficient to clearly comprehend the real magnitude of severity as there is 


no consistent method to distinguish one terminology from another. Further, data collection standards vary among 


countries and, therefore, comparisons across space and time are difficult to make. Several discrepancies between 


various sources of information complicate the interpretation of trends in disaster data. Furthermore, comparing 


different events and obtaining a sense of scale are problematic due to the deficiencies that reduce the quality of the 


data set, and disaster managers may face inconsistencies in identifying the magnitude of a disaster, responding to the 


event properly, and allocating resources for mitigation measures. There is no scale currently that is supported with 


data that can rate the severity of any natural disaster. This ongoing study attempts to develop a multidimensional 


scale. It also proposes a unified way of describing disasters by focusing on clear definitions, analyzing extreme 


events, and developing a set of criteria to make comparisons and rank natural disasters based on their impact, to help 


governments and relief agencies respond when disaster strikes. An initial severity scale based on fatalities is used to 


compare and rate disasters such as earthquake, tsunami, volcano and tornado. This concept can be applied to any 


type of disaster including windstorms, snowstorms, and wildfires.  


 


Keywords: Natural Disasters; Disaster definitions; Classification; Severity; Impact of disasters 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Natural disasters come in all shapes and sizes ranging from a community fire to a large-scale tsunami. Currently, 


existing scales for natural disasters define severity levels in terms of intensity. Overall, intensity levels are in fact not 


the best way to describe the severity levels of a disaster because they are an indication only of the strength but not 


the impact of a disaster. The impact depends on where a disaster occurs, e.g. a populated city or rural area. In 


addition, there are different types of scales for different disasters: Earthquakes are measured using the Richter scale, 


volcanic eruptions using the VEI and Tornadoes using Enhanced Fujita Scale (EF-Scale). However, different types 


of disasters cannot be compared as there is no relationship between among different intensity scales. For example, 


comparing a Richter scale 7 earthquake with the VEI 7 volcanic eruption or with the EF scale 4 tornado impact is 


not possible. Therefore, a common method to compare different types of disasters is of interest. 


 


The descriptive terms for disasters are not sufficient to clearly distinguish the severity level. Natural events that 


cause fatalities, injuries and property damage are identified as emergencies, disasters, calamities, cataclysms, and 


catastrophes. Although these words have increasing levels of seriousness, one observer’s “disaster” might be 
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another’s “catastrophe” or even “calamity” depending on personal feelings towards, and experience of, the event. In 


addition, almost all well-known dictionaries use one term to define another, and the words are used interchangeably. 


Table 1: Definitions of disaster terms. Source; Oxford dictionary of English 3rd edn (Oxford University Press, 2010) 


Emergency Disaster Catastrophe Calamity Cataclysm 


A serious, 


unexpected, and 


often dangerous 


situation requiring 


immediate action. 


A sudden accident 


or a natural 


catastrophe that 


causes great damage 


or loss of life. 


An event causing 


great and usually 


sudden damage or 


suffering; a disaster. 


An event causing 


great and often 


sudden damage or 


distress; a disaster. 


A large-scale and 


violent event in the 


natural world. 


 


 


For example the Oxford Dictionary describes a disaster as a catastrophe, and then defines catastrophes and 


calamities as disasters (Wirasinghe et al., 2013). The definitions of these terms according to the Oxford Dictionary 


are given in Table 1. Further, the vocabulary, context and interpretation of each term is not fixed (Kelman 2008) as 


the meaning of these words change over time.  


 


Obtaining a sense of the real magnitude of a disaster’s severity cannot be comprehended merely using the 


descriptive terms as there is no consistent method to distinguish one term from the other. In addition, the lack of a 


common terminology to identify the scale of the disaster is a major issue in disaster-related information management 


and processing (Hristidis et al. 2010). It can lead to “…inconsistent reliability and poor inter-operability of different 


disaster data compilation initiatives” (Below et al. 2009). In addition, comparing different events and obtaining a 


sense of scale are problematic due to the deficiencies that reduce the quality of the data set, and disaster managers 


may face inconsistencies in identifying a hazard potential, responding to the event properly, and allocating resources 


for mitigation measures (Gad-el-Hak 2008). Also, disaster compensation and insurance policies may not manifest a 


clear basis when there are deficiencies (Kelman 2008). These issues support the need to develop a consistent scale to 


understand the disaster continuum and develop a platform for reliable and transparent data management process that 


facilitates relative comparisons among various degrees of disasters (Löw & Wirtz 2010; Gad-el-Hak 2008). 


 


Figure 1: Algorithm following a destructive event 


 
Figure 2: Example of proportional odds model which 


are parallel in ordinal logistic regression 


 


As a foundation to the science of disaster medicine, de Boer (1990) tried to classify disasters as shown in Figure 1. 


He argued that if the destructive event has causalities and required extra mobilization of medical resources, then the 


event is classified as a disaster. On the other hand if the destructive event does not have any causalities but requires 


extra mobilization for other resources then it is classified as a calamity, otherwise they are accidents. Disaster scope 


has also been presented to differentiate the destructive capacity of a disaster by Gad-el-Hak (2008). As shown in 


Table 2, the disaster scope has five levels, which differentiate the severity of a disaster according to the number of 


*Depending on the medical severity Index 


Yes Yes 


No No 


Yes No 


Destructive Event 


Casualties? 


*Extra 


mobilizati
on medical 


resources? 


Extra 


mobilizati
on other 


resources? 


Disaster Accident Calamity 
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displaced/ tormented/ injured/ killed people or the adversely affected area of the event. However, the ranges 


proposed for casualties and the area affected are arbitrary. Currently, there is no scale that is supported with data that 


can rate any natural disaster. As a solution to above mentioned inconsistencies, an initial scale based on fatalities is 


developed combined with clearly define terminologies to compare different types of disasters in terms of severity.      


Table 2: Disaster scope. Source; Gad-el-Hak (2008) 


Scope  Number of casualties  Geographic area affected 


I Small disaster < 10 or  < 1 km2 


II Medium disaster 10 – 100 or  1 – 10 km2 


III Large disaster 100 – 1000 or  10 -100 km2 


IV Enormous disaster 1000 - 10000 or  100 – 1000 km2 


V Gargantuan disaster >10000 or  >1000 km2 


2. PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS 


The severity of the impact of natural disasters increases with an increase in the impact to humans and their 


possessions and with an increase in intensity of an event for a given population density. Existing scales measure the 


destructive power of the disasters. If existing scales also demonstrate the severity of a given disaster, then there 


should be relationship between the existing scale and the impact parameters such as fatalities, injuries, economic 


damage. Otherwise, a different scale is mandated to measure the severity of a disaster. 


 


The relationship between the available impact parameters with the existing scale have been studied using the data in 


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) database for different disasters. As shown in Table 3, 


impacts of a disaster is not highly correlated with the existing scales for volcano, earthquake, tsunami and tornado 


because all the correlation coefficients are less than 0.5. That means there is no evidence that there is a linear 


relationship between impact parameters and the existing intensity scale according to the available data. However, a 


nonlinear relationship between existing scales and impact factors can exist. This hypothesis is tested using 652 


volcanic eruptions records from 4360 B.C. to 2014 A.D. in the NOAA database with five impact factors: number of 


fatalities, injuries, houses damaged, missing people and damage (in million dollars). Volcanic eruptions are 


measured using the VEI scale which is the best currently available factor that distinguishes one eruption from the 


other.  


 


First, it is necessary to see whether there is a relationship between each impact factors before evaluating the 


relationship between VEI scale and the combination of impact factors. Spearman's rho correlation coefficient (ρ) is 


used to observe the correlation because all factors tested are ordinal variables.  Table 4 shows the correlation 


coefficient (ρ) and the number of data points (N) used to calculate ρ for each pair of variable. Damage measured in 


million $ has a very good linear relationship with houses damaged (ρ=0.9). One variable (e.g. number of houses 


damaged) stayed in the model while the other (e.g. damage in million $) is omitted because of the high correlation. 


Damage in million $ has a close relationship with time and inflation, and thus hard to estimate. Hence it is omitted 


from the model. The Number of missing people and number of fatalities are also highly correlated (ρ=0.9). It can be 


observed that the number of pair wise data (N) used to evaluate ρ is fairly low with presence of missing number of 


people. It may explain the higher ρ value for some pairs. Therefore, the number of missing people is also omitted 


from the model. Other pairs, for example fatalities and houses damaged, are not highly correlated but have a 


moderate to good relationship (0.5 ≤ ρ < 0.75). Therefore, fatalities, injuries and houses damaged is selected to see 


the relationship between impact factors and VEI scale. To find the relationships between VEI scale and other impact 


factors that represent the human impact of an eruption, ordinal logistic regression analysis is employed because the 


VEI is an ordinal categorical variable ranging from 0 to 8. In ordinal logistic regression it is assumed that each level 


of VEI is parallel to the other as shown in Figure 2. Different approaches have been tried to select a good 


relationship between VEI and the other variables. Some of the approaches are; 


 


 Different link function (logit, probit, complementary log-log, negative log-log, Cauchit (inverse Cauchy)) 


o The Link Function for the logit model is 


[1] 
 
 


x
jVEIobability


jVEIobability
Log  



















Pr


Pr
  ; where j = 1, 2, …, 8 and α, β are regression parameters. 
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 Log transformation of fatalities, houses damaged, injuries 


 Different periods  


o last 32 years (after 1982), after the VEI scale is introduced 


o last 114 years: after 1900, after a significant improvement in recording data 


o last 514 years: after 1500 


 Include/ exclude interaction terms to the model (to address the multicollinearity effect) 


o Fatalities*Houses Damaged 


o Fatalities*Injuries 


Table 3: correlation between intensity scales and impact factors  


Disaster Existing Scale Fatalities Injuries Damage  House Destroyed House Damaged Missing 


Volcano VEI scale 0.33 0.39 0.09 0.33 - 0.45 


Earthquake Richter Scale 0.13 0.285 0.488 0.23 0.237 - 


Tsunami Intensity Scale 0.248 0.134 0.168 0.043 - - 


Tornado EF Scale 0.339 0.366 0.32 - - - 


Table 4: Spearman’s rho correlation coefficient (ρ) and the number of data point (N) for volcanic effects variables 


Variable Missing Injuries Damage Million$ Houses Damaged 


ρ N ρ N ρ N ρ N 


Fatalities 0.90 9 0.71 77 0.54 69 0.50 63 


Missing   0.92 5 0.50 3 1.00 2 


Injuries     0.64 22 0.54 28 


Damage Million$       0.90 53 


Table 5: P-values, criteria for each test and the Pseudo R-Square of individual ordinal logistic models  


 Fatalities Injuries Houses Damaged All p values 


Test of Parallel Lines 0.171 0.801 0.825 >0.05 


Goodness-of-Fit (Deviance) 0.105 0.685 0.888 >0.05 


Model Fitting 0 0.001 0.003 <0.05 


Pseudo R-Square (Cox and Snell) 0.131 0.152 0.113 - 


 


o Houses Damaged*Injuries 


 VEI grouping (lack of data in lower and higher levels of VEI) 


o VEI (6,7,8->5) 


o VEI(0,1->1) and VEI(5,6,7,8->5) 


 


Records of different periods has been analyzed to observe whether there is a difference between the sample before 


and after: 1900 that is after a significant improvement in recording data; and 1982 that is after the VEI scale was 


introduced. To select the best model (relationship) out of the above approaches three different hypothesis tests: tests 


of parallel lines (testing the assumption), goodness of fit tests, and overall model fits, have been conducted at the 


95% confidence level.  


 


Ordinal interval variables of fatalities, injuries and houses damaged individually have formed a good ordinal 


regression models with VEI. The best models are given when the link function is logit as shown in Equation 1; that 


is with the assumption that the residuals are logistically distributed, and some VEI are grouped (VEI 0,1 as VEI 1 


and VEI 5,6,7,8 as VEI 5). P values for the tested hypotheses and the Pseudo R-Square values for models fatalities, 


injuries, and houses damaged individually with grouped VEI scale are showed in Table 5. Calculated p-values for 


the test of parallel lines and goodness of fit test are greater than 0.05 and the calculated p-values for model fitting is 


less than 0.05 for the models fatalities, injuries, and houses damaged individually with grouped VEI scale. Thus, the 


best three models are fatalities, injuries, and houses damaged individually with grouped VEI scale at 95% 
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confidence level. Table 6, shows the estimated parameters α (threshold) and β (location) in Equation 1 with 


corresponding p-values for the best selected models. All the p-values corresponding to the estimated parameters are 


less than 0.05 in fatalities and injuries models whereas, they are less than 0.1 in the houses damaged model. Hence, 


the estimated α and β in Equation 1 is suitable for the three models at 95% confidence level for fatalities, injuries 


and at 90% confidence level for houses damaged.  


 


The results highlight the fact that individual variables of fatalities, injuries and houses damaged are better than the 


combinations of above variables, in explaining the relationship with VEI. Moreover, one variable become significant 


with the presence of another variable, because of multicollinearity between two variables (e.g. injuries become 


significant with the presence of fatalities, houses damaged become significant with the presence of fatalities and 


houses damaged become significant with the presence of injuries). Therefore, there might be evidence of an 


unexplainable component in this relationship. Prior experience, preparedness, awareness, evolving technology, 


mitigation methods, early warning systems and distance to the original event may minimize the number of fatalities  


Table 6: Parameter Estimates for volcano effects categorised data 


 Fatalities Injuries Houses Damaged 


Estimate P-value Estimate P-value Estimate P-value 


Threshold (α) VEI 1 -1.312 .000 -1.353 .021 -1.440 .037 


VEI  2 .869 .000 1.024 .029 .991 .090 


VEI  3 2.559 .000 2.948 .000 2.515 .000 


VEI  4 4.211 .000 4.918 .000 4.130 .000 


Location (β) .706 .000 .906 .001 .706 .004 


 


 


and injuries although, the magnitude and the intensity of a disaster, may maximize the impact.  The multicollinearity 


effect remains the same for all applied approaches hence the combination of impact variables could not be achieved 


as expected. Therefore, the results shows that VEI scale can only partially evaluate the severity which means a scale 


is required to compare the impact of same disaster and well as to compare different disasters. 


3. INITIAL SEVERITY SCALE 


The impact of disasters on people, facilities, and the economy should be studied in detail to understand the severity 


of a natural disaster. The factors, such as the number of fatalities, injuries, homelessness, affected population, 


affected area, and cost of damage can be considered for a multi-dimensional scale which may provide a technique to 


compare and contrast the impacts of different types of disasters. A one dimensional scale based on fatalities is 


introduced as follows as an initial step. 


 


Extreme value theory helps to study the behavior and the destructive capacity of strong, violent uncontrollable 


disasters which are infrequent. Three different methods, block maxima, Rth order statistics, and threshold, can be 


used to determine the extreme values from a given data set. Extremes are placed in the tail end of the parent 


probability distributions and in this case, the right tail end as the considered extremes are maxima or severe events. 


An extreme value distribution (EVD) is essential to evaluate the probability of extreme disasters.  


 


To understand the disaster continuum, a global level dataset with different types of natural events should be 


considered. Therefore, ten different type of disasters; large scale global disasters such as earthquakes, tsunamis, and 


volcanoes, regional scale disasters such as floods, cyclones, and tornadoes, and local scale disasters such as flash 


floods, forest fires, landslides and lightning, are included in the study. Block maxima method is not suitable because 


it do not give enough data for the analysis and threshold method is not suitable because the extremes which exceed 


some threshold value only consider the large scale disasters but not small scale extremes such as lightning. 


Therefore, Rth order statistic is used for the extreme value analysis to understand the full range of severity. To 


develop a fatality based scale by reflecting the reasonable amount of data from each type of disaster, the 10th order 


statistic is selected. Records of fatalities in the top ten extreme cases for each disaster type are taken as one dataset 


for this purpose. However, only the most extreme seven lightning fatalities were considered because the dataset 
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consists of natural events that cause at least one fatality. The mean and the standard deviation of the 97 disaster data 


for fatalities is 112,135 and 290,807. Figure 3 shows the histogram of fatalities and the best fitted Weibull 


distribution (Equation 2) plotted in the same graph.  


 


[2] 


4095.0
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Table 7 shows the introduced fatality based disaster scale with ten different levels to differentiate the severity of a 


disaster. The magnitude of an impact of a disaster is evaluated based on the logarithm of the fatalities. Logarithm or 


the base 10 is selected to differentiate the severity levels, intervals, ranges or boundaries for all types of natural 


disasters in the fatality based disaster scale because the probability of a very high classification is low for severe 


natural disasters as the events are rare. More severe disasters have a higher classification according to the 


logarithmic scale, therefore, an increase in the severity ranges by power of 10, as the level increases in the fatality 


based disaster scale, can be justified by the fact that the probability of such events is rare. In addition, the base 10 


measurement is easy to remember and meaningful to differentiate one severity level from the other. Therefore, the 


severity levels in Table 7 introduce a way to measure the severity of a natural disaster. The sample probabilities as 


well as expected probabilities which are evaluated using Equation 2, are shown in Table 7. The ten levels, or 


categories, are labeled with commonly used terms that describe various magnitudes of a disaster from emergency to 


cataclysm. The proposed definitions of these terms: emergency, disaster, catastrophe, calamity and cataclysm in the  


Table 7: Fatality based disaster scale. Source; Caldera & Wirasinghe (2014) 


Type Fatality Range Sample 


Probability 


Expected 


Probability 


Example 


Emergency 1 ≤ F < 10 0 0.021 A small landslide that kills one person 


Disaster Type 1 10 ≤ F < 100 0.031 0.051 Edmonton tornado, Canada - 1987 - 27 


deaths 


Disaster Type 2 100 ≤ F < 1,000 0.268 0.118 Thailand flood – 2011 - 815 deaths 


Catastrophe Type 1 1,000 ≤ F < 10,000 0.175 0.238 Hurricane Katrina, USA – 2005 - 1833 


deaths 


Catastrophe Type 2 10,000 ≤ F < 0.1M 0.216 0.334 Tohuku earthquake and tsunami, Japan - 


2011 - 15882 deaths 


Calamity Type 1 0.1M ≤ F < 1M 0.299 0.203 Haiti earthquake - 2010 – 316.000 deaths 


Calamity Type 2 1M ≤ F < 10M 0.010 0.022 China floods - 1931 – more than 2,500,000 


deaths 


Cataclysm Type 1 10M ≤ F < 100M 0 5.27*10-05 Black death pandemic - from 1346 to 1353 


Cataclysm Type 2 100M ≤ F < 1B 0 1.04*10-11 Super Volcano (e.g. Yellowstone) – less 


than 1 billion estimated deaths 


Partial or Full 


Extinction 


1B ≤ F < 10B 0 0 Meteor strike (diameter > 1.5 Km) - less 


than 1.5 billion estimated deaths 


Pandemic (Avian influenza) – less than 2.8 


billion estimated deaths 
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Figure 3: Histogram of extreme fatalities for ten 


different natural events and the fitted Weibull 


distribution  


 
Figure 4: Histogram of extreme fatalities for volcano 


in block maxima model and the fitted density 


 


In Table 7 types of events are defined according to the following definitions for the existing terminologies on the 


basis of dictionary and commonly accepted understandings. However, using any combination of four of the five 


words to describe a fifth word is carefully avoided. The ordering from lowest to highest in Table 7 is taken into 


consideration, rather than relying on the five words to describe each other. There is an increasing level of 


seriousness as indicated in the definition of the terms using the following methods of designation: to describe 


circumstance, from lowest to highest, ‘event’, ‘disturbance’, ‘upheaval’; to describe the impact, from lowest to 


highest,  ‘damage’, ‘destruction’, ‘devastation’; to describe the injuries, from lowest to highest, ‘serious’, ‘major’, 


‘massive’, ‘uncountable’; and to describe the fatalities from lowest to highest, ‘many’, ‘extensive’, ‘great’, 


‘unimaginable’. 


 EMERGENCY: A sudden natural event that causes damage, injuries and some fatalities 


Table 8: Disaster Classification 


Type Flash 


Flood 


Forest 


Fire  


Lightning Tornado Volcano  Land 


slide 


Cyclone/ 


Hurricane  


Earthquake Tsunami Flood 


Emergency √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ 
Disaster Type 1 √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ 
Disaster Type 2 √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ 
Catastrophe Type 1 √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ 
Catastrophe Type 2 × × × × √ √ √ √ √ √ 
Calamity Type 1 × × × × × √ √ √ √ √ 
Calamity Type 2 × × × × × × × × × √ 
Cataclysm Type 1 × × × × × × × × × × 
Cataclysm Type 1 × × × × × × × × × × 
Partial or Full 
Extinction 


× × × × × × × × × × 


 


 DISASTER: A major natural event that causes significant damage, and many serious injuries and fatalities 


 CATASTROPHE: A large scale natural disturbance that causes severe destruction, major amount of injuries 


and extensive fatalities 


 CALAMITY: A very large scale natural disturbance that causes widespread destruction, massive amount of 


injuries and a great loss of life 
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 CATACLYSM: An extremely large scale natural upheaval, that causes widespread devastation, uncountable 


amount of injuries and unimaginable loss of life 


 


The minimum level of the scale, ‘emergency’ is the situation when there is at least one fatality and less than ten 


fatalities. The highest level ‘Partial or Full Extinction’ is defined when there are fatalities exceeding one billion. The 


severity level of the most extreme disaster that occurred, and for which data is available, is categorized as Calamity 


Type 2, however, a Cataclysm Type 1 or 2 disaster with very small probability is expected according to Table 7. The 


disasters such as meteoroid impact has the potential to vary from emergency to the partial or full extinction although 


there is no historical data record. Its range can go from a small meteor strike that explodes in the atmosphere to a 


large asteroid that falls to the earth causing unimaginable impacts. Table 8 illustrate the levels covered by each 


disaster indicated as ’√’ and the levels not covered indicated as ‘x’. In Table 8, the list of disasters has been ordered 


to show the increasing coverage of the scale. According to this classification, local disasters such as flash flood, 


lightning cover the lower levels whereas the disasters with potential regional or global level impacts cover upper 


levels. A flood has the ability to reach the calamity Type 2 level. Local disasters such as flash flood, forest fire, 


lightning and tornadoes go up to the catastrophe Type-1 level. 


3.1 Separate analysis for each disaster 


By using the above fatality based disaster scale, separate analysis for earthquake, tornadoes, tsunamis and volcanoes 


has been done. The volcano disaster is selected to demonstrate the separate analysis for each type of disaster. There 


are 236 volcanoes in the NOAA database which have at least one eruption. 


3.1.1 Block maxima model 


In the block maxima method each volcano is considered as one block and the full lifetime of the volcano is 


considered as the width of each block. Therefore, only the maximum fatality recorded for each volcano is considered 


for extreme value data analysis. For instance, in the volcanic effects for the Mount Tombora 1815 eruption record 


10,000 fatalities, Mount Krakatoa, 1883 eruption record 2,000 fatalities. All the records which do not have at least 


one fatality are not considered because the fatality data which are blank in the database either represent no fatality or 


no record found. Accordingly, extreme fatality recorded eruptions for 136 volcanoes are shown to be distributed as a 


3 parameter Weibull (α=0.33925, µ= 1, σ= 109.04) distribution (Equation 3) with sample mean 1202.81, sample 


variance 4251.75 and the maximum 30,000. Figure 4 shows the histogram of the extreme fatality volcano effects 


and the fitted Weibull (3P) density (dashed line). Rth order statistic method is not used in the volcano study because 


there are enough data (136) for the extreme fatality analysis. 


[3] 
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3.1.2 Threshold model 


Usually, a mean residual plot aids to estimate the threshold, u0. For u> u0, E(X-u/ X>u) is a linear function of u and 


E(X-u/ X>u) is the mean of the values that exceed the threshold, u, for which the sample mean of the threshold 


values above u provides an empirical estimate. These estimates are expected to change the linearity of E(X-u/ X>u) 


at some value of u along the u-axis. The value of u at which linearity changes is the suitable threshold value for 


which the generalized Pareto model is appropriate (Coles 2001). The mean residual plot equals 
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, where x(1), …x(nu) consists of the nu observations that exceed u. Figure 5 shows 


the mean residual plot for the number of fatalities. The graph is approximately linear from u=0 to u ≈ 153, beyond 


which it is appears to curve until u ≈ 10,000, whereupon it decays sharply. It is tempting to conclude that there is no 


stability until u = 10,000, after there is approximate linearity. Thus suggest u0 = 10,000, however, there are just three 


exceedances of the threshold u = 10000, too few data to make meaningful inferences. Moreover, the information in 


the plot for large values of u is unreliable due to the limited amount of data on which the estimate and are based. The 


second procedure for threshold selection is to estimate the threshold value approximately equaling it to 1.5  as 


suggested by Hasofer (1996). Accordingly, threshold set at u0 = 26.28 where there are 307 eruption records which 
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has at least one fatality. There are 113 volcano eruptions exceed 26 fatalities and follow the Pareto distribution with 


a shape parameter (α) = 0.41937, and scale parameter (σ) = 27 as shown in equation 4.  


[4] 
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Figure 5: Mean residual plot 


 


 
Figure 6: Histogram of extreme fatalities for volcano 


effects and the fitted Pareto density (dash line). 


3.1.3 Estimated probabilities for severity levels of volcano 


According to the fatality based disaster scale severity boundaries given in Table 7, the estimated probabilities of 


extreme volcano eruptions are calculated using the best fitted Weibull distribution and Pareto distribution as shown 


in Table 9. Sample probabilities of volcano disaster are also calculated for severity levels of fatality based disaster 


scale using the 307 eruption records which has at least one fatality. The severity level of the most extreme volcanic 


eruption for which data is available (450 A.D. -Ilopango, El Salvador, 30,000 fatalities) can be categorized as 


Catastrophe Type 2. However, expected probabilities indicate that volcanic eruptions can be even more destructive,  


for example, 4 in 100,000 eruptions have the ability to reach the calamity type 1 or higher according to the fitted 


Weibull distribution, whereas the estimate is 3 in 100 according to the fitted Pareto distribution. Note that the  


Table 9. Probability of an eruption to be of the given type 


Type Fatality 


Range 


Sample 


probability 


Expected Probability Example 


Block Maxima Threshold 


Emergency 1 ≤ F < 10 0.531 0.35 - Nabro volcano, Eritrea (2011) – 


7 deaths 


Disaster Type 1 10 ≤ F < 


100 


0.225 0.27 0.423* Marapi volcano, Indonesia 


(1975) – 80 deaths 


Disaster Type 2 100 ≤ F < 


1,000 


0.130 0.26 0.358 Pinatubo volcano, Philippines 


(1991) – 450 deaths 


Catastrophe 


Type 1 


1,000 ≤ F < 


10,000 


0.098 0.11 0.136 Lamington volcano, Papua New 


Guinea (1951) – 2942 deaths 


Catastrophe 


Type 2 


10,000 ≤ F 


< 100,000 


0.0163 0.01 0.052 Ruiz volcano, Colombia (1985) 


– 23080 deaths 


Calamity Type 


1 and higher 


100,000 ≤ F 


< 1M 


0 0.00004 0.032 - 


 *27 ≤ F < 100 
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probabilities calculated according to the fitted extreme value distributions, are conditional probabilities given a 


volcanic eruption recorded with at least one fatality. Volcanic eruptions can vary from emergency to the Catastrophe 


Type 2 level. However, an unusual large (super volcanic) eruption has the potential to exceed the above mentioned 


levels. They can possibly cause a calamity or even a partial or full extinction. Expected Pareto probability is higher 


than the expected Weibull probabilities as it consider all the eruptions which have more than 26 fatalities. In 


contrast, Weibull distribution has the full range of expected fatalities although it does not consider all the extreme 


fatality records. Weibull probabilities are closer to sample probabilities than Pareto probabilities. According to the 


fitted Weibull distribution for volcanic eruptions, 35 percent of the eruptions are the Emergency type, 27% and 26% 


eruptions are Disaster type 1 and 2 respectively, 11% and 1% eruptions are Catastrophe type 1 and 2 respectively, as 


shown in Table 9.  


3.2 Combined analysis 


Extreme fatality analysis is conducted for earthquake, tsunami and tornado disasters as well, similar to the above 


volcano eruption extreme fatality analysis. By considering block maxima and threshold models, the probabilities of 


extreme disaster events are calculated for the severity levels introduced in fatality based disaster scale. Table 10 


shows the summarized version of the obtained probabilities for expected extreme volcanoes, earthquakes, tsunamis 


and tornadoes. According to the block maxima method, both earthquakes and tsunamis have 0.2% probability for 


calamity type 2 or higher events. In other words 2 in 1000 extreme tsunamis or earthquakes can have more than 1 


million fatalities, although there are no historical events. Extreme tsunamis have the highest probability to be the 


calamity type 2 compared to volcano, earthquake and tornado according to the threshold model which consider the 


all the worst disaster records. In contrast, tornado has the least probability 0.01% to be Catastrophe Type 2 


compared to worst disaster records of volcanoes, earthquake and tsunamis because they are local events.  


Table 10: Expected probabilities of volcano, earthquake, tsunami and tornado based on block maxima model 
Type Fatality Range Volcano Earthquake Tsunami Tornado 


Weibull Pareto Weibull Pareto Weibull Pareto Weibull Pareto 


Emergency 1 ≤ F < 10 0.35 - 0.24  0.11  0.74 0.949 


Disaster Type 1 10 ≤ F < 100 0.27 0.423* 0.13  0.14  0.14 0.045 


Disaster Type 2 100 ≤ F < 1000 0.26 0.358 0.16  0.26  0.01 0.005 


Catastrophe Type 1 1000 ≤ F < 10000 0.11 0.136 0.24  0.32 77.7# 8*10-4 0.001 


Catastrophe Type 2 10000 ≤ F <0.1M 0.01 0.052 0.18 0.817ǂ 0.16 19.7 6*10-5  ª 1*10-4 ª 


Calamity Type 1 0.1M ≤ F < 1M 4*10-5 0.02 0.05 0.176 0.01 2.3  


Calamity Type 2 


and higher 


1M ≤ F 0 0.012 0.002 0.007 0.002 0.27  


*27 ≤ F < 100; ǂ30000 ≤ F < 100000; and #2000 ≤ F < 10000; ª Catastrophe Type 2 and higher 


4. DISCUSSION 


Three different models: block maxima, Rth
 order statistic, and threshold methods are used to analyse extreme natural 


disasters based on fatalities for the purpose of determining a severity scale and classification. Depending on the 


application, different models are suitable. For example, block maxima estimated probabilities based on a country is 


useful to evaluate the probability of the worst tsunami that local authorities/governments should consider for 


preparation, while block maxima or Rth
 order statistic based on location is useful to evaluate the probability of the 


worst tsunami during the next 150 years that planners should consider. 


 


By using the above fatality based disaster scale introduced in Table 10 and disaster classification in Table 8, it is 


easy to compare and contrast volcanoes, earthquakes, tsunamis and tornadoes. The same concept can be applied to 


any type of disaster including windstorms, convective storms, snowstorms, and wildfires. Moreover, by having the 


expected probabilities according to the historical disasters, disaster managers and emergency respondent personal 


can have a clear sense of scale about the severity of each type of disasters. This knowledge can be used to deploy the 


resources as needed when disaster strikes. 
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5. CONCLUTION 


This study provides an overall picture of the severity of natural disasters, as well as a set of criteria used to make 


comparisons for all types of disasters and to rank them to help governments and relief agencies respond quickly 


when disaster strikes. This is an ongoing research project to develop a multidimensional scale to understand the 


disaster continuum. 
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ABSTRACT  


Sensitivity analyses are presented for the weak-axis compressive resistance of steel wide-flange columns reinforced 


with partial-length mid-height cover plates. A simplified design method has previously been developed by Shek and 


Bartlett (2008) as a practical means to size steel cover plate reinforcement for the flanges of steel wide-flange columns. 


Using partial-length cover plates with an increased plate thickness can provide the necessary (or desired) capacity 


increase at reduced cost compared to the full-length cover plates. A 3D finite element analysis model is described and 


validated by testing of full-scale specimens. Parametric studies are presented that investigate how the strength of the 


reinforced column is affected by the following parameters: cover plate length, cover plate area, yield stress, bolt hole 


perforations, initial residual stress, locked-in dead load stress, and initial out-of-straightness. Significant capacity 


increases can be achieved with partial-length reinforcement, particularly for slender columns. The compressive 


capacity of a column with partial-length reinforcement is influenced by the transition between two distinct failure 


modes: 1) Failure initiating in the unreinforced end segments, and 2) Failure initiating at column mid-height. The yield 


stress of the W-shape and bolt hole perforations have significant effects on compressive capacity. Residual stresses, 


locked-in dead-load stresses, and initial out-of-straightness have relatively small effects on the compressive capacity. 


 


Keywords: steel; compression; built-up sections; rehabilitation; finite element analysis; 


1. INTRODUCTION 


As shown in Figure 1, partial-length reinforcement can be installed at mid-height over a length Lr = αL, where L is the 


original column length, Lr is the reinforcing plate length, and 0<α<1. The total area of the reinforced section, At, is 


calculated as a sum of the gross area of the W-shape, Ao, and the gross area of the reinforcing plates, Ar. Shek and 


Bartlett (2008) present the analysis of a hybrid member with full-length reinforcing plates, i.e., α = 1.0, accounting 


for any variation in steel yield strengths between the new cover plates and existing member. They also present a 


simplified procedure for designing full-length reinforcement to attain a desired capacity. However, when the 


governing failure mode is Euler buckling, or to a lesser extent, inelastic buckling, it may be sufficient to reinforce only 


the middle region of the member, and so realize material and, particularly, labour cost savings.  


 


Herrell (2016) examines design of partial-length reinforcing plates based on minimum cost as part of a critical review 


of the Euler buckling case. The potential for cost savings is greatest for slender columns, with cost, co, expressed as 


the sum of material, cs, and labour, cb, costs: 


 


[1]   co = Q(cs) + 
1


Q
(cb) = Q [Ar αL ρ 


$ 3000


tonne
]  + 


4


Q
[


αL


s
 


$ 100


bolt 
] 


 


where ρ is the density of the steel, 7.850tonne/m3, s is the bolt pitch, and Q is a generic cost scaling factor (i.e. Q=1.0 


assumption).standardfor  partialforoptimumcostThe - byapproachedtypicallyisplatesreinforcinglength


minimizing the reinforcing plate length to minimize the cost of labour required for installation.  
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Figure 1: W-shape column with flange cover plates 


 


Columns in the intermediate slenderness range, i.e. 50 ≤ kL/r ≤150, fail by inelastic buckling, an instability that occurs 


when part of the cross-section has yielded. The following factors contribute to the capacity of reinforced columns that 


fail by inelastic buckling, and are thus also be considered in the present sensitivity analysis: 


 


Bolt Hole Perforations: Bolting is a common method of attaching reinforcing plates to the original W-shape column 


flanges. Such connections are inherently slip-critical and so rely on bolt pre-tensioning to generate sufficient friction 


between the flange and reinforcing plate to prevent slip. Small relative displacements, of the order of 1-2 mm as 


typically permitted for bolt-hole oversizing (CSA 2014), may occur when the shear applied between the elements 


exceeds the frictional forces and the bolts slip into bearing. However, preliminary analyses suggest that the likelihood 


of bolt slip is low, and, should it occur, may not necessarily initiate an ultimate limit state. Thus, the effect of bolt hole 


perforations is quantified only for the reduced cross-section area and localized stress concentrations. 


 


Yield Strength (Fy): The minimum specified yield strength, Fy, of modern G40.21-350 steel is 350MPa. However, 


yield strengths at the time when Working Stress Design was prevalent vary, depending on the date of the original 


construction (CSA, 1952). Shek (2006) provides the example of ASTM-A7/CSA G40.4 steel, with Fy of 228MPa. 


Yield strengths in the present study are expressed as Fyo and Fyn for the original W-shape column steel and reinforcing 


plate steel, respectively. 


 


Residual Stress (σr): The cooling of W-shape columns during the rolling process creates a distribution of self-


equilibrated residual stresses including compressive stresses at the flange tips and tensile stresses at the flange-web 


intersection (Galambos 1998). The magnitude of the compressive stress has an effect on column capacity as the 


extreme fibres of the flange yield prematurely, reducing the rigidity of the section about both principal axes.   


 


Locked-in Dead Load Stress (σLID): In practice, it may not be possible to remove the entire dead load at the time of 


connecting the reinforcement, so any dead load stresses present in the original member become “locked-in” when the 


reinforcement is installed. Additional axial loads cause stresses in both the reinforcement and the original member 


that add to the locked-in stresses in the original member. 


 


Out-of-Straightness (v): Out-of-straightness is an initial imperfection in a column that initiates buckling instability 


(Galambos 1998). It is idealized as an initial displacement at column mid-point in the direction of buckling. 


 


The objective of this paper is to identify the variables that are most critical to the inelastic buckling capacity of built-


up hybrid columns for various slenderness ratios, reinforced lengths, and reinforcing plate thicknesses. A 3-D finite 


element analysis model is presented, validated, and used to conduct sensitivity analyses on the factors described above. 


Section A-A’ 


Ar


2
 


Ar
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Section B-B’ 
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2. FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS 


The finite element analysis (FEA) model was developed using ANSYS Mechanical 14.5 software, a commercial 


structural analysis tool capable of robust linear and non-linear analyses of 3-D meshes (ANSYS, 2012). Software 


selection and meshing controls were influenced by the following three necessary capabilities: 


 


1. Applies temperature gradients to simulate residual stress and out-of-straightness. 
2. Performs non-linear FEA with large displacements by gradually increasing the loading until instability. 
3. Simulates the effect of bolt holes on column capacity. 


2.1 Description of FEA Model 


Figure 2 shows the typical 3-D mesh generated from SOLID 187 10-node tetrahedron elements, for a perforated and 


unperforated column, where the minimum and maximum element sizes are a function of flange thickness, t. The 


column is assumed to be symmetrical about mid-height, so only half of its length is modelled (i.e., a half-length 


column with a free tip and fixed base is assumed equivalent to a full-length column with pinned connections). 


Because the model is constrained to prevent strong-axis buckling, it is sufficient given symmetry considerations to 


model only one flange and half of the web, thus further reducing the number of elements required. For a typical 


W100x19 shape with L of 2805mm, α of 0.5, and plate thickness, p, of 12mm, a finite element model consisting of 


approximately 41 000 elements was found sufficient. 


 


   
Figure 2: Illustration of the mesh controls implemented in a perforated and unperforated column 


 


 


Figure 3 shows schematically the three-step approach used to create the initial state of the column and then apply axial 


loading until failure. Time is measured in seconds for convenience, as actual computation time varies depending on 


the number of elements in a particular simulation. Typical steps are as follows: 


 


1. The original column is meshed at time -1 sec. Thermal loadings necessary to obtain the desired residual stress 


state are applied using the predefined thermal physics environment and solved to generate the thermal gradients. 


The model reads in the physical environment to generate residual stresses.  


2. The reinforcing plates are meshed at time zero sec. An additional thermal gradient is used to induce the column 


sweep to achieve the initial out-of-straightness required to cause weak-axis buckling. 


3. The axial force is applied to a stiff end cap at the top of the column, and so distributed evenly across the cross-


section. Loading is applied rapidly between 1 and 5 sec. in incremental load steps up to 50% of the input 


compressive load. After 5 seconds, the load steps are reduced to 0.5% of the input value. Loading is increased 


until divergent behavior occurs when the deflected column cannot equilibrate the increment of compressive force 


being applied. Capacity readings are taken from the second-last load step with a typical error of 0.5-1%. 


 


Min element size  


t/3 = approx. 3mm 


Max element size  


2t = approx. 20mm 
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Figure 3: Time-dependent application of loading 


2.2 Validation of FEA Model   


The nominal weak-axis column compressive resistance was calculated for a W100x19 section using the empirical 


relationship given in CAN/CSA S6-14 (CSA 2014), and compared to the axial capacity predicted using the 3-D finite 


element model for a range of slenderness ratios (i.e. kL/ry) based on the following assumptions: 


 


1. Mid-height of the column model is fixed against rotation while ends are free to deflect in the direction of  


weak-axis buckling 


2. Compressive loading is distributed evenly across the top column cross-section 


3. Modulus of elasticity for steel is 200 000MPa 


4. The yield strength, Fyo, is 350MPa with a bi-linear-elastic-plastic stress-strain relationship up to the ultimate 


strength, Fu. 


5. Residual stresses vary linearly with a maximum magnitude of ±0.3Fyo  


6. The column has no locked-in dead load stress 


7. Columns have an initial out-of-straightness imperfection characterized by a mid-height sweep of L/1000 


 


The FEA-predicted capacity becomes up to 4.7% conservative as the slenderness ratio increases to 180, and becomes 


up to 2.5% unconservative as the slenderness ratio reduces to 20. These differences are acceptable given that the code 


equations are empirically derived. 


 


The 3-D FEA model for weak-axis buckling of a reinforced W100x19 column with bolt-hole perforations was 


validated experimentally with a full-scale test, described in detail by Herrell (2016). Figure 3 shows the axial load 


versus weak-axis mid-height deflection for the FEA model compared to the full-scale column specimen. The FEA-


predicted compressive capacity, PFEA,max, and maximum axial sustained by the column specimen, Pt,max, were 572kN 


and 567kN, respectively. Mid-height deflection, δ, at the time of failure was within 0.1mm for the FEA-predicted and 


experimental results. 


 


 
Figure 4: Comparison of weak-axis deformations predicted by FEA to Column 1 test data 
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3. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 


The validated FEA model was then used to study the sensitivity of the compressive capacity to variations of the 


reinforcing plate length, reinforcing plate area, steel grade, bolt-hole perforations, residual stresses, out-of-


straightness, and locked-in dead load stresses. All data are presented herein as dimensionless ratios of the compressive 


strength of the reinforced column, Ct, to that of the original unreinforced column, Co. Compressive strength is defined 


as the maximum load that the column can sustain, limited either by large transverse deflections that trigger member 


instability, or by local buckling of the flange. Herrell (2016) includes a more expansive version of the sensitivity study 


presented in this section. 


3.1 Effect of Reinforcing Plate Length and Area  


Figures 5 a) and b) show the capacity increase for reinforced length ratios, α, of 0.8, and 0.5, respectively, for 


reinforced area ratios, At/Ao, ranging from 1.25 to 3 and standard initial state assumptions, i.e., Fyo = Fyn = 350MPa, 


σr = 0.3Fyo, σLiD = 0, and v = L/1000.  


 


Figure 5 a) demonstrates two distinct limits on the increase in capacity as a function of slenderness ratio for a column 


with a long reinforced length ratio, α, of 0.8. The first limit corresponds to the capacity of the original column at the 


unreinforced ends, and affects stocky columns with thick reinforcing plates. For slenderness ratios between 70 and 


90, increasing the area ratio, At/Ao, greater than 1.75 has a negligible effect on the capacity increase of the column. 


Similarly, area ratios greater than At/Ao of 2.5 have a minimal effect on the capacity increase at a slenderness ratio of 


110. In these cases, the capacity of the reinforced column is limited by the capacity of the unreinforced ends of the 


original column and increasing the reinforcing plate area has no impact. The second limit corresponds to a buckling 


failure that occurs for slender columns with thin reinforcing plates. For each reinforcement area ratio, the increase in 


capacity approaches a limiting maximum value as the slenderness of the column increases. This occurs because failure 


of columns with high slenderness ratios initiates at the column mid-height, so the reinforcing plates reach their 


maximum effectiveness. In this case, the capacity increase is due to the increased area of the reinforced section 


compared to the original section, particularly for At/Ao between 1.25 and 1.75 for slenderness ratios greater than 110. 


For α of 0.5, shown in Figure 5 b), the capacity increase for each At/Ao value is less than that for the case of α of 0.8. 


The limits on the capacity increase as the slenderness ratio approaches 70 and 150 are also less evident. 


 


a) b)  


Figure 5: Increase in compressive capacities of an unperforated column reinforced with a range of reinforcing plate 


area ratios (At/Ao), for Fyo and Fyn of 350MPa, and a) α of 0.8, and b) α of 0.5 


3.2 Effect of Steel Grade  


The effect of the steel grade of the original W-shape was investigated for the case where the partial-length steel 


reinforcing plates have a higher steel grade than that of the original column. In older structures, the original steel may 


have a much lower yield strength than the reinforcing plate steel (Shek, 2008). For the present investigation, the steel 


in the original column was assumed to have a bilinear, elastic/perfectly plastic, stress-strain relationship, with a yield 


strength of 228MPa. The reinforcing plate steel was assumed to have a bi-linear stress-strain relationship with a yield 


strength of 350MPa. 
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Figures 6 a) and b) show the capacity increases for reinforced lengths α of 0.8 and 0.5, respectively, for reinforcement 


areas At/Ao ranging from 1.25 to 3. Figure 6 a) shows that the relationship between the capacity increase and the 


slenderness ratio is generally limited by a maximum capacity increase that applies to all reinforcement areas. As with 


the columns with Fyo of 350MPa, Figure 6 a), the limit is due to the failure initiating with yield or instability in the 


unreinforced ends of the column. Unlike the previous case, the failure mode that defines capacity increase switches to 


Euler buckling initiating at column mid-height. There transition between these two failure modes is rapid. The 


magnitude of the capacity increase at At/Ao of 3 is also less than the corresponding values for the higher grade steel. 


Figure 6 b) shows that the relationship between capacity increase and slenderness ratio for α of 0.5 and Fyo of 228MPa 


are slightly lesser in magnitude compared to the corresponding relationships for Fyo of 350MPa, but otherwise exhibit 


similar trends. 


 


a) b)  


Figure 6: Increase in compressive capacities of an unperforated column reinforced with a range of reinforcing plate 


area ratios (At/Ao), for Fyo of 228MPa, Fyn of 350MPa, and a) α of 0.8, and b) α of 0.5 


 


This analysis indicates that the effect of the steel grade of the original W-shape and the difference in yield strength 


between the original W-shape and reinforcement steels are significant. 


3.3 Effect of Bolt Hole Perforations  


Figure 7 shows the variation of the capacity increases with respect to the normalized cross-section area of the 


reinforced segment for columns with perforated and unperforated flanges. The perforated column capacity is 


consistently less than the unperforated column capacity at the same At/Ao. The capacity reduction due to the 


perforations is most severe for reinforcing plates with smaller areas and longer lengths. The effect of the perforations 


on the capacity of the unreinforced columns is indicated for At/Ao of 1, where the capacity of the perforated columns 


are calculated assuming the α of the equivalent reinforced column. The capacity of the unreinforced column decreases 


as the perforated length increases: Ct/Co approaches 1 for α of 0.2 but decreases as α increases to 0.5 and 0.8. As the 


stiffness of the reinforced region increases, due to increasing reinforcing plate area, the capacity increases for the three 


reinforcing plate lengths are roughly equal at a point between At/Ao of 1.25 and 1.5 and at Ct/Co slightly less than 1. 


The FEA-predicted capacity increases for the perforated column approach those for the corresponding unperforated 


column as the area of reinforcement increases. This is most evident for α of 0.2, where the capacity increases have 


nearly converged at At/Ao of 2.0 and are identical for At/Ao of 3.0. 
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Figure 7: Comparison of capacity increases in unperforated and perforated columns with Fyo and Fyn of 350MPa, for 


kL/ry of 110. 


 


Figures 8 a) and b) compare the FEA-predicted strengths for the unperforated and perforated columns at Fyo of 


350MPa, and α of 0.8, 0.5, and 0.2, for kL/ry of 150 and 70, respectively. The slender column with kL/ry of 150, Figure 


8 a), shows a similar relationship between the FEA-generated curves for the perforated and unperforated columns. 


The areas of reinforcing plate required for the perforated column to equal the capacity of the original unreinforced 


column is slightly less than for kL/ry of 110, reflecting the reduced influence of cross-section capacity for inelastic 


buckling of slender columns. The stockier column with kL/ry of 70, Figure 8 b), shows the capacity increase for the 


unperforated and perforated columns converging, irrespective of the reinforced length, at At/Ao of 2.5. This trend was 


previously noted for α of 0.2 with kL/ry of 110, but the convergence corresponds to a higher At/Ao ratio because the 


cross-section capacity has a greater influence on the inelastic buckling strength of stockier columns. 


 


a) b)  
Figure 8: Comparison of capacity increases in unperforated and perforated columns with Fyo and Fyn of 350MPa, for 


a) kL/ry of 150 and b) kL/ry of 70 


 


Overall, perforations markedly lower the capacity of the reinforced column, due to the decreased axial and flexural 


stiffnesses of the reinforced segment. 
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3.4 Effect of Residual Stresses  


Figure 9 shows the effect of the maximum residual stress magnitude on the capacity increase for area ratios At/Ao of 


2.5. The capacity increase is calculated relative to the capacity of the unreinforced column with the same residual 


stress distribution. The effect of varying the maximum residual stress from 15% to 45% of the yield strength (i.e. 


0.15Fyo to 0.45Fyo) has relatively little effect on the capacity increases of the unperforated reinforced W100x19 column 


over wide ranges of reinforcement lengths and thickness, particularly at higher slenderness ratios. This is consistent 


with extensive literature (e.g., Galambos 1998) highlighting the sensitivity of columns of intermediate slenderness 


ratios, that fail by inelastic buckling, to residual stress magnitudes. 


 


 
Figure 9: Increase in compressive capacity for variations of residual stresses in an unperforated column with Fyo and 


Fyn of 350MPa, and At/Ao of 2.5 


 
In terms of nominal capacity, a column with σr of 0.3Fyo typically has a greater capacity than the equivalent column 


with σr of 0.45Fyo, and lesser capacity that the equivalent column with σr of 0.15Fyo. In both cases, the relative 


difference in capacity has a maximum 8% magnitude for shorter reinforcing plates with α of 0.2 at a slenderness 


ratio of 70, and approaches 0% magnitude at higher slenderness.   
 
Overall, varying the maximum residual stress magnitude from 15% to 45% of Fyo has only a slight impact on the 


compressive capacity of the reinforced column. Shek (2006) reached a similar conclusion in her study of columns 


with full-length reinforcing plates. 


3.5 Effect of Locked-in Dead Load Stresses and Initial Out-of-Straightness  


Figures 10 a) and b) show the compressive capacity increases for variation in locked-in dead-load stresses and initial 


out-of-straightness, respectively, for At/Ao of 2.5.  


 


As shown in Figure 10 a), the locked-in dead-load stress has a minimal effect on the capacity increase for a reinforced 


length, α, of 0.2, and a slightly greater effect for columns with α of 0.5 or 0.8. The effect of locked-in dead-load stress 


becomes less prominent as reinforcing plate length decreases, and the response of the unreinforced ends is the same 


regardless of the stiffness in the reinforced region. The effect of locked-in dead-load stresses is not very significant 


for the unperforated case, with a capacity decrease of less than 10% when they are increased from 0 to 0.3Fyo. Shek 


(2008) reached a similar conclusion. However the magnitude of locked-in dead load stress should be considered if the 


column stiffness is reduced temporarily at any point during reinforcement installation, such as may be the case with 


introducing bolt-hole perforations. 


 


Figure 10 b) shows that the capacity increase for longer reinforcing plates, with α of 0.8, is significantly greater when 


v is L/500 instead of  L/1000, indicating that longer and thicker reinforcing plates are effective at mitigating the effect 


of the increased initial imperfection. As the relatively small differences correspond to the effect of doubling the initial 
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out-of-straightness, it can be concluded that weak-axis capacity of a column with partial-length reinforcement is 


relatively insensitive to initial out-of-straightness. 
 


a) b)   


Figure 10: Increase in compressive capacity for an unperforated column with Fyo and Fyn of 350MPa, and At/Ao of 


2.5 for variations of a) locked-in dead load stress, σLID, and b) initial out-of-straightness, v 


4. CONCLUSIONS 


This paper has presented a sensitivity analysis of the weak-axis compressive resistance of columns reinforced with 


partial-length flange reinforcing plates. Parameters were investigated over a range of slenderness ratios from 70 to 


150, which is typical for intermediate columns.  


 


The conclusions of the sensitivity analysis are: 


 


1. Two distinct failure modes limit the capacity increases for columns with partial-length flange reinforcing plates: 


1) Compressive capacity of the original column, with failure initiating at the unreinforced end segments; and 2) 


Inelastic buckling capacity of the reinforced region, with failure initiating at column mid-height. The transition 


between the first failure mode, occurring at lower reinforced length and greater reinforcement areas, and the 


second failure mode, occurring at higher reinforced length and lower reinforcement areas, is most dramatic for 


columns of high slenderness. 


2. The presence of perforations has a significant effect on the column capacity for the range of reinforcing plate 


lengths and areas investigated. The capacity decreases due to the reduction of axial and flexural stiffness caused 


by the holes in the reinforced region. 


3. The steel grade of the original column is significant because the capacity of columns with partial-length 


reinforcing plates can be limited by the capacity of the original member at its unreinforced ends.  


4. Residual stresses, locked-in dead-load stresses, and initial out-of-straightness all have a relatively small effect 


(i.e. <10%) on the compressive capacity of an unperforated column reinforced with partial-length reinforcing 


plates. 


5. FUTURE WORK 


Recommendations for future work are as follows: 


1. Investigate behavior of partial-length reinforcement for strong-axis buckling. 


2. Conduct in-depth investigation of bolted attachments, such as accounting for bolt-slip, fatigue, etc. 


3. Investigate the impact of weld stresses in partial-length reinforcing plates on the capacity of the reinforced 


member. 


4. Investigate tolerances on plate widths that are greater than or less than the width of the reinforced flange. 
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ABSTRACT  


In urbanized regions of Ontario, the road construction industry faces a number of challenges due to the growing 


scarcity of locally-sourced natural aggregate materials and increased restrictions on the approval and development of 


new aggregate extraction sites.  In an effort to maintain sustainable and economical sources of construction 


aggregates, companies are increasingly seeking to supplement or replace natural aggregates with available artificial 


materials such as crushed reclaimed concrete aggregate (RCA), and reclaimed asphalt pavement (RAP). 


 


Currently, Ontario Provincial Standard Specification (OPSS) 1010 permits the use of processed reclaimed 


construction materials in a variety of road base, subbase and asphaltic concrete layers, with the exception of 


Granular B Type II, which is a higher-performance subbase specification that solely allows primary materials 


produced from crushed bedrock.  Consequently, there is a need to better understand the performance of reclaimed 


materials as alternative aggregates in Granular B Type II. 


 


This paper focuses on a field testing program carried out at two job sites in Ontario.  This testing program assessed 


five different aggregate blends conforming to Granular B Type II gradation requirements which vary in composition 


from 100% natural crushed rock to 100% processed RCA.  Test pads were constructed from each blended material 


to assess field compactibility using a nuclear density gauge and to determine the in-situ moduli of the compacted 


materials using a portable lightweight deflectometer (LWD).  The field testing results indicate that RCA and RAP 


can be successfully utilized as aggregate materials in Granular B Type II subbase applications. 


 


Keywords: granular fill, aggregate recycling, reclaimed concrete, reclaimed asphalt, subbase, field testing 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Ontario Provincial Standards Specification (OPSS) 1010, Material Specification for Aggregates – Base, Subbase, 


Select Subgrade, and Backfill Material, contains material requirements for a wide variety of aggregate products 


utilized in the construction of road base and subbase layers.  Among these requirements, OPSS 1010 permits the use 


of several types of recycled or reclaimed materials, including recycled concrete aggregate (RCA) and recycled 


asphalt pavement (RAP) in a number of designated classes of aggregate subbase products, including Granular B 


Type I and Granular B Type III.  However, at present, RCA and RAP materials are prohibited from use in Granular 


B Type II mixes, as this specification is intended for higher-performance applications and prohibits the use of 


materials other than 100% crushed bedrock, talus, iron blast furnace slag, or nickel slag. 
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Granular B Types I and III consist of uncrushed materials derived from surficial sand and gravel deposits.  Granular 


B Type III is specified where it is cost effective to avoid problematic uniformly-graded fine sands.  Granular B Type 


II is a 100% crushed high stability material that is primarily specified by MTO in areas where surficial deposits are 


scarce or in conjunction with grading contracts where excess materials are generated from rock excavations. 


 


As aggregate production pits and quarries progress through and complete their operational lifespans, and as the 


zoning and application process for new aggregate extraction sites in Ontario grows more restrictive over time, there 


is a need to continue to characterize and develop sources of reclaimed materials as a sustainable alternative to 


natural aggregates.  Materials such as RCA and RAP are readily available in large quantities in urbanized regions of 


Ontario as potential alternative materials in pavement structural layers.  Consequently, there is a need to examine, 


assess and validate the performance of RCA and RAP in a variety of potential alternative applications, including as 


potential replacements for quarried rock in Granular B Type II road subbase materials. 


2. OBJECTIVE AND SCOPE 


The objective of this project and of the testing described in this paper is to evaluate the performance of reclaimed 


materials meeting the particle size and physical quality requirements of OPSS 1010 for Granular B Type II unbound 


subbase mixes as an alternative to the use of quarried rock (either in whole or in part).  The study has included the 


evaluation of five mixes of differing volumetric proportions of crushed bedrock, crushed RCA and processed RAP 


in the following combinations from two different source locations: 


 


 100% natural crushed bedrock (used as a control mix); 


 25% crushed RCA blended with 75% crushed bedrock; 


 50% crushed RCA blended with 50% crushed bedrock; 


 100% crushed RCA; and 


 70% crushed RCA blended with 30% crushed RAP. 


 


The field testing program consisted of the construction and compaction of a set of five test pads at two separate test 


sites, with each pad containing both a lower control layer consisting either of OPSS 1010 Granular A unbound base 


material or existing compacted granular fill, and a top layer consisting of one of the five proposed subbase mixes 


under examination (differing for each test pad).  Density testing and lightweight deflectometer (LWD) testing was 


carried out on each layer of each test pad.  Samples of the Granular B Type II mixes were taken from the stockpiles 


on site prior to compaction and from the test pads after compaction for a laboratory testing program which is not 


detailed in this paper. 


3. LITERATURE REVIEW 


A number of previous studies conducted in Ontario and elsewhere in North America and around the world have 


examined the impact and viability of RCA and/or RAP as constituent materials of unbound granular layers in the 


pavement structure.  The use of crushed, reclaimed materials such as asphaltic concrete and hydraulic cement 


concrete as acceptable substitutes for natural mineral aggregates is well established in Ontario.  OPSS 1010 allows 


the use of 100% RCA and up to 30% RAP in a number of unbound granular base and subbase pavement layers for 


infrastructure projects.  However, the specification does not allow RCA or RAP to be used in Granular B Type II, a 


road subbase material 100% derived from quarried bedrock. 


 


As a recent example of the successful use of recycled materials in Ontario municipal infrastructure projects, a paper 


by Moore, Jagdat, Kazmierowski and Ng (2014) presented to the Transportation Association of Canada (TAC) 


examined a case study of a six kilometre long section of Ontario Highway 7 running between the Town of 


Richmond Hill and the City of Markham in the Regional Municipality of York.  This stretch of Highway 7 was 


being reconstructed to include an at-grade centreline bus rapid transit right-of-way incorporating RCA into its 


granular base and subbase layers.  The authors analyzed the results of a number of standard granular laboratory tests 


and concluded that, with proper quality control practices during crushing and manufacturing, RCA is a viable and 


economical solution for conserving high-quality natural aggregates and can be used successfully as replacement 


material in granular subbase layers. 
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In a 1989 MTO report, Hanks and Magni completed a field and laboratory study investigating the use of recovered 


bituminous material (RBM, another term for RAP) in crushed rock granular base material, both pulverized in-situ as 


well as processed and blended at the aggregate source.  Laboratory data indicated that the strength of the blended 


product will be of the same order as that of a standard naturally-sourced granular material, and may increase with 


time.  The permeability of the blended granular materials was found to be of the same order as compacted natural 


granular materials and, in some cases, higher.  The authors recommended that contracts to be constructed in the near 


future should use a maximum of 30 percent RBM (RAP) content based on the California Bearing Ratio (CBR) 


performance values in the study.  By contrast, granular materials blended with greater than 30 percent RAP were 


found to have much lower CBR results. 


 


A later MTO report by Senior, Szoke and Rogers (1994) to the International Road Federation and TAC addresses 


the use of RAP in Ontario along with other reclaimed materials including steel slag, glass, ceramic whiteware 


(porcelain), brick and crumb rubber.  The report notes that RAP has been in use in Ontario since 1971 and has been 


successful at a variety of percent content levels and in a number of paving applications including direct recycling 


into new asphalt and unbound applications such as the construction of highway shoulders.  This report also notes 


that the presence of RAP tends to lower the maximum compacted density of granular fill, increases the optimum 


moisture content for compaction, lowers the material’s California Bearing Ratio (CBR) and, depending on the 


amount of fine material in the RAP gradation, can negatively impact permeability of the granular material, 


necessitating tight control over the consistency of the RAP utilized in any given project. 


 


Outside of Ontario’s borders, a synthesis of current practices by the Transportation Research Board’s National 


Cooperative Highway Research Program (2013) includes sections on the use of reclaimed materials in the pavement 


structure.  The report states that RAP performance is comparable to that of a crushed stone base, though concerns 


remain about lower bearing capacities and the potential for the aggregate to expand during aging and oxidation 


similar to metal slag.  The report also notes the feasibility of the use of RCA as a substitute aggregate, while 


mentioning a number of areas where processed reclaimed concrete materials typically differ from conventional 


natural aggregates, such as increased absorption capacity, lower specific gravity and high angularity.  The authors go 


on to stress the need for strong quality control practices during the production of RCA as well as testing to confirm 


its performance when used in construction projects. 


 


Two similar documents by the United States Department of Transportation’s Federal Highway Administration 


(2010) and the Recycled Materials Resource Center at the University of New Hampshire (2008) both note that the 


use of RCA as a cost-effective aggregate substitute in pavement construction is well-established for a variety of 


potential applications.  Both organizations note a number of areas in which the physical properties of RCA differ 


from natural aggregates, including RCA generally having a rougher surface texture, lower specific gravity and 


higher water absorption than similarly-sized natural aggregate particles, with a corresponding increase in water 


absorption for RCA relative to natural materials in finer sizes of crushed aggregates.  Both guidelines state that 


although variations in RCA can readily occur due to differences between the types of concrete being processed, 


RCA overall has favourable mechanical properties including good abrasion resistance, soundness characteristics and 


bearing strength. 


 


An earlier report by Kuo, Mahgoub, Ortega, Chini and Monteiro (2001) to the Florida Department of Transportation 


included examination of RCA through a variety of field and laboratory tests, and concluded that RCA can be used 


effectively as a base course material as long as strong quality control techniques are applied during its manufacture, 


mixing and placement.  The authors went on to specify a number of recommended guidelines for the use of RCA in 


roads within the state of Florida. 


 


In a more global context, two papers by Aurstad, Asknes, Dahlhaug, Berntsen and Uthus (date at least 2004) and 


Aurstad, Berntsen and Petkovic (date at least 2006) examine the use of RCA in a field trial of a segment of the major 


Highway E6 south of Trondheim, Norway.  These reports analyzed a range of field and laboratory tests on the 


granular materials incorporating RCA in the project and found good mechanical strength properties including 


bearing capacity, shear strength, elastic stiffness (modulus) and resistance to in-situ deformation.  Both papers noted 


the high absorption and optimum water content of RCA and stressed the need for abundant water addition during 


construction to improve workability and compaction and to guard against crushing and disintegration during the 
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construction process.  It was also noted that field bearing capacity measurements taken later after construction of the 


highway segment yielded increased stiffness values for the test sections constructed using RCA. 


 


An earlier report by Yeo and Sharp (1997) to the State Road Authority of Victoria (VicRoads) in Australia 


examined the existing standard specifications in force at the time for RCA as well as a laboratory-based study which 


investigated the properties of RCA stabilized using cementitious binders.  The report noted that RCA had been used 


successfully in Australia for some time as of the date of writing, and also recommended the use of blends of ground 


blast furnace slag with either lime or Portland cement as effective binders in mixes incorporating RCA. 


4. FIELD TESTING 


4.1 Test Section Construction 


Two test sites were selected for the field tests detailed in this paper and are designated as follows: 


 


 Quarry 1: Moodie Drive Quarry, R.W. Tomlinson Ltd., Ottawa, ON; and 


 Quarry 2: Nelson Quarry, Nelson Aggregate Co., Burlington, ON. 


 


Both quarries produce aggregates from Paleozoic carbonate bedrock and sell OPSS granular base and subbase 


products along with recycled granular base and subbase materials incorporating RCA and RAP.  At each test site, 


five different subbase products (described previously in Section 2) were blended and stockpiled adjacent to the 


locations where the test pads were to be built.  Approximately 300 tonnes of each material was produced and each 


aggregate supplier performed gradation and physical characteristics tests on each manufactured material to evaluate 


against and confirm compliance with the OPSS 1010 Granular B Type II specifications. 


 


At Quarry 1, the test mixes were blended on site utilizing natural material sourced from the quarry itself, RAP 


sourced from local parking lots, roads and highways (excluding premium “FC2” friction course material) crushed to 


12.5 mm and below, and RCA from a variety of sources (excluding concrete wash-out material) crushed to 50 mm 


and below.  Granular B Type II material was produced in accordance with the OPSS 1010 specification.  The mixing 


process took place after the materials were crushed separately and was completed using a front-end loader keeping 


to the test mix proportions specified in Section 2 by counting filled buckets from each material and blending until 


visually consistent.  During construction of the test pads, Granular A base material was placed and compacted as a 


lower layer 150 mm in thickness underneath the Granular B Type II test material.  The purpose for placing a lower 


layer of Granular A material was to provide consistent subgrade conditions for the test pad sections, as well as a 


cushion on top of the exposed bedrock upon which the test materials were being constructed so as to minimize the 


potential for prematurely shattering stone aggregate in the test materials due to the highly rigid underlying bedrock. 


 


At Quarry 2, the test mixes were blended on site utilizing natural material sourced from the quarry itself, RAP 


sourced from local municipal roads and parking lots, and RCA sourced from demolished bridge and curb concrete 


material.  Natural rock was blended with RCA and RCA was blended with RAP using a front-end loader by keeping 


count of the number of filled buckets to match the proportions as described in Section 2 above.  Each blended 


material was then subsequently processed though the crusher to meet OPSS 1010 gradation requirements for 


Granular B Type II.  Prior to construction of the test pads, a granular layer of indeterminate thickness existed at the 


test location, necessitating localized fine grading and compaction to prepare the site for the test pads.  This granular 


layer consisted of an existing compacted haul road and surrounding previously-compacted fill forming the floor of 


the aggregate pit.  As local bedrock was not in proximity to the working surface, additional placement of Granular A 


was considered unnecessary, except where needed to level out irregularities in the immediate test area. 


 


For both quarries, asphalt-coated particle content and deleterious material content testing was performed on each test 


mix to confirm compliance with the selected test blends and with OPSS 1010 specifications.  In total, five (5) test 


pads were constructed at each test site, each using one of the five individual Granular B Type II test mixes listed 


previously.  Each test pad measured approximately 40 metres in length and 3 metres in width, and the compacted lift 


thicknesses were set at 150 mm for the Granular A lower layers (placed solely at Quarry 1) and 300 mm for the 


Granular B Type II test mix top layers.  A standard single steel drum roller with vibration active was utilized at each 


test site to compact each test pad.  The layouts of each test quarry site can be seen in Figures 1 and 2. 
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Figure 1: Overview of test pads and stockpiles at Quarry 1 


 


 


Figure 2: Overview of test pads and stockpiles at Quarry 2 


 


4.2 Testing Procedure 


Dry density measurements were completed using a calibrated nuclear densometer.  The Granular A lower layer 


placed at Quarry 1 was measured to ensure it was properly compacted to maximum dry density prior to the 


placement of the Granular B Type II test materials and the densometer probe was set to a depth of 100 mm.  During 


the compaction of the test materials, the nuclear densometer probe was set to a depth of 250 mm for the Granular B 


top layers.  The density measurements were obtained at points spaced five (5) metres apart along the centerline of 


each pad, corresponding to locations where deflectometer measurements were subsequently taken.  Density 


measurements were taken after each roller pass and were stopped after it was determined that there was no further 


significant increase in dry density measurements.  Water was also added before and after each pass of the vibratory 


roller when it was deemed necessary based on the appearance of the compacted material, or when the moisture 


content readings from the nuclear densometer indicated that it was lower than expected for the test mix. 


 


A Dynatest Keros Prima 100 portable falling weight deflectometer (FWD), commonly known as a lightweight 


deflectometer (LWD), was utilized to measure deflection after compaction at the surface of the Granular A base 


layer and at the surface of the Granular B Type II layer in each test pad.  Seven test points were completed on each 


test pad, spaced five (5) metres apart along the pad centerline.  At each test point, a number of measurements were 


taken in succession; typically, the first one to three measurements were anomalous and were discarded due to the 


need to allow the LWD to seat itself properly on the compacted granular material.  Once relatively consistent 


measurements were obtained, a minimum of five successful drops were conducted at each test point in order to 


obtain average deflection and loading values with which to determine the surface modulus of the compacted 


material in the field. 
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5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 


5.1 Density and Compaction Results 


At Quarry 1, the 100% crushed rock Granular B Type II control material required between 5 to 7 roller passes to 


achieve maximum field compaction, whereas the different test blends of crushed rock with RCA and RCA with 


RAP required 4 to 8 roller passes to achieve maximum field compaction.  At Quarry 2, the 100% crushed rock 


Granular B Type II control material again required between 5 to 7 roller passes to achieve maximum field 


compaction, whereas the different test blends of crushed rock with RCA and RCA with RAP required 3 to 8 roller 


passes to achieve maximum field compaction. 


 


Standard and modified Proctor testing was conducted separately on each test blend from each quarry.  These results 


are summarized and compared to the average final moisture contents and dry densities determined by the nuclear 


gauge compaction testing on site. 


Table 1: Comparison of field compaction results to Proctor testing results 


Test Blend 


Standard 


Optimum 


Moisture 


Content (%) 


Standard 


Maximum 


Dry Density 


(kg/m3) 


Modified 


Optimum 


Moisture 


Content (%) 


Modified 


Maximum 


Dry Density 


(kg/m3) 


Average 


Final Field 


Moisture 


Content (%) 


Average 


Final Field 


Dry Density 


(kg/m3) 


Quarry 1 - 100% 


Crushed Rock 
4.4 2250 3.6 2344 2.6 2274 


Quarry 1 - 25% RCA - 


75% Crushed Rock 
7.2 2201 6.4 2241 5.3 2131 


Quarry 1 - 50% RCA - 


50% Crushed Rock 
8.1 2144 7.5 2200 6.0 2042 


Quarry 1 - 100% RCA 11.5 2055 9.8 2130 5.4 2024 


Quarry 1 - 70% RCA - 


30% RAP 
8.5 2094 7.8 2184 10.6 1953 


Quarry 2 - 100% 


Crushed Rock 
5.7 2183 4.9 2375 3.5 2286 


Quarry 2 - 25% RCA - 


75% Crushed Rock 
6.1 2231 5.7 2285 5.9 2217 


Quarry 2 - 50% RCA - 


50% Crushed Rock 
6.6 2135 6.4 2188 6.6 2052 


Quarry 2 - 100% RCA 8.4 1983 7.9 2077 8.7 1973 


Quarry 2 - 70% RCA - 


30% RAP 
6.2 2025 6.0 2125 8.4 1925 


 


 


It can be noted from Table 1 that both the field and laboratory optimum moisture content and dry density results 


vary, sometimes significantly, between Quarry 1 and Quarry 2.  This is to be anticipated as the physical 


characteristics of the crushed rock, RCA and RAP materials, the individual test mix gradations and the existing 


subgrade conditions will naturally differ between quarries located in separate and distinct regions of Ontario. 


 


In addition, the average final field densities determined on site are generally similar to or lower than the maximum 


densities predicted by the standard Proctor test, while the average final field moisture contents for each pad are 


generally lower than or similar to both the standard and modified Proctor results, with the exception of the 70% 


RCA - 30% RAP test blends, where the field moisture contents were elevated compared to the Proctor results.  It is 


theorized that this is a function of standard practices governing Proctor testing, which mandate the removal of 


oversized particles and replacement of these particles with finer material.  This would have a significant effect on 


the consistency of Granular B class materials, which under OPSS 1010 are permitted to have up to 50% by mass of 


their material greater than 26.5 mm in size. 
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5.2 Lightweight Deflectometer Results 


As described in Section 4.2, a portable lightweight deflectometer (LWD) unit was used to obtain loading and 


deflection values for the Granular A and Granular B Type II layers in the test pads at each field test site.  The in-situ 


moduli were calculated using Equation 1, from Boussinesq’s theory for an elastic half-space assuming a rigid plate: 
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Where: 


 E = material modulus (MPa); 


 ν = Poisson’s ratio (assumed to be 0.35 for a subbase material); 


 r = radius of the LWD loading plate (150 mm); 


 σ0 = maximum applied stress (kPa); and 


 d1 = maximum deflection under the plate center (µm). 


 


The in-situ material moduli were calculated for each LWD test point on each pad and average, minimum and 


maximum in-situ moduli and standard deviations were calculated for each test pad at Quarry 1 and Quarry 2.  These 


values are shown below in Table 2. 


Table 2: Granular material moduli calculated from LWD measurements 


Site Pad 


Granular A / Fill Lower Layer Granular B Type II Top Layer 


Test Mix Avg. 


(MPa) 


Std. Dev. 


(MPa) 


Min. 


(MPa) 


Max. 


(MPa) 


Avg. 


(MPa) 


Std. Dev. 


(MPa) 


Min. 


(MPa) 


Max. 


(MPa) 


Quarry 1 #1 97.5 13.8 66.8 124.1 85.3 8.0 64.7 99.4 
100% crushed 


rock 


Quarry 1 #4 103.2 15.0 67.2 131.6 79.6 11.0 57.7 96.4 
25% RCA - 


75% rock 


Quarry 1 #3 91.5 26.3 50.4 143.7 60.4 12.6 38.0 78.8 
50% RCA - 


50% rock 


Quarry 1 #2 91.2 8.8 74.0 104.9 59.9 6.1 47.7 73.6 100% RCA 


Quarry 1 #5 98.3 15.0 63.2 123.3 75.9 9.7 52.2 93.7 
70% RCA - 


30% RAP 


Quarry 2 #1 100.2 32.0 63.0 172.3 73.0 19.2 39.5 109.3 
100% crushed 


rock 


Quarry 2 #4 227.5 76.0 85.9 339.5 85.3 12.9 62.9 108.6 
25% RCA - 


75% rock 


Quarry 2 #5 125.6 35.6 64.2 188.0 62.1 23.3 23.7 92.2 
50% RCA - 


50% rock 


Quarry 2 #2 133.3 63.7 61.7 267.7 64.6 16.5 26.5 88.0 100% RCA 


Quarry 2 #3 119.8 37.9 72.9 185.0 81.1 20.9 47.0 124.0 
70% RCA - 


30% RAP 


 


 


A visual representation and comparison of the test pad average in-situ moduli and single standard deviations for the 


Granular B Type II test blend layers is shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3: Granular B Type II test pad LWD moduli mean values and standard deviations 


 


 


At Quarry 1, the average compacted in-situ moduli for the compacted test materials appear to generally be lowest for 


the 100% RCA and 50% RCA - 50% crushed rock mixes relative to the 100% crushed rock, 25% RCA - 75% 


crushed rock, and 70% RCA - 30% RAP test mixes.  Both of the Granular B Type II layers where the lowest 


average results occurred also had the lowest average in-situ moduli in the underlying 15 cm thick Granular A layers. 


 


At Quarry 2, the 25% RCA - 75% crushed rock and 70% RCA - 30% RAP mixes were found to have higher in-situ 


moduli on average than the respective 100% crushed rock control material.  Correspondingly, the 50% RCA - 50% 


crushed rock and 100% RCA test mixes showed lower average in-situ moduli compared to the control material test 


pad.  It should, however, be noted that the elevated average modulus for the compacted 25% RCA - 75% crushed 


rock test mix at Quarry 2 occurred in a test pad that also exhibited an unusually high average in-situ modulus for the 


underlying existing granular fill layer, which showed high variability at all Quarry 2 test pads. 


 


The greater variability at Quarry 2 relative to Quarry 1 may possibly result from differences in control and 


compaction of the test pad layers between both quarries.  The test pads at Quarry 1 were constructed with the 


Granular A base layer in each test pad placed and compacted directly on top of the bedrock prior to the addition and 


compaction of the Granular B Type II test materials.  By contrast, Quarry 2 utilized an existing granular haul road as 


the working area for the construction of the test pads.  As described in Section 4.1, localized grading and 


compacting was conducted to level the test pad locations at Quarry 2 prior to adding the Granular B Type II test 


materials.  The existing haul road materials appeared inconsistent in both composition and gradation and would have 


been subject to highly variable compaction and intermittent disturbances over the entire operational lifespan of the 


local portion of Quarry 2.  Additional variation in both the existing road granular material and the Granular B Type 


II test materials at Quarry 2 may have been introduced due to local rainfall which occurred on the days leading up to 


the test pad construction as well as on the morning of the field test. 


 


A standard Student’s t-test was performed on the LWD in-situ modulus results, comparing the samples of 35 


measurements used to determine the pad averages and standard deviations seen in Table 2 and Figure 3.  Each pad 


was evaluated separately against the four other pads at the same quarry location.  The t-test was performed assuming 


independent samples, different variances for each sample and a two-tailed distribution (also known as Welch’s t-


test) to evaluate the percentage probability that the samples compared are statistically identical to one another.  The 


results of this t-test are presented in Tables 3 and 4. 
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Table 3: Student’s t-test results for LWD measurements at Quarry 1 


Test Mix 
100% Crushed 


Rock 


25% RCA - 


75% Rock 


50% RCA - 


50% Rock 
100% RCA 


70% RCA - 


30% RAP 


100% Crushed Rock n/a 1.53% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 


25% RCA - 75% Rock - n/a 0.00% 0.00% 14.42% 


50% RCA - 50% Rock - - n/a 84.16% 0.00% 


100% RCA - - - n/a 0.00% 


70% RCA - 30% RAP - - - - n/a 


Table 4: Student’s t-test results for LWD measurements at Quarry 2 


Test Mix 
100% Crushed 


Rock 


25% RCA - 


75% Rock 


50% RCA - 


50% Rock 
100% RCA 


70% RCA - 


30% RAP 


100% Crushed Rock n/a 0.25% 3.63% 5.48% 9.41% 


25% RCA - 75% Rock - n/a 0.00% 0.00% 31.53% 


50% RCA - 50% Rock - - n/a 60.22% 0.06% 


100% RCA - - - n/a 0.05% 


70% RCA - 30% RAP - - - - n/a 


 


 


At Quarry 1 there were few pairings of pad samples that indicated significant probabilities of being statistically 


identical.  The greatest similarity was seen between the LWD measurements taken from the 50% RCA - 50% 


crushed rock and 100% RCA test mix pads, with a lower probability associated with the pairing of the 25% RCA - 


75% crushed rock and 70% RCA - 30% RAP test blends.  At Quarry 2, the calculated probabilities tended to be 


higher in general, coinciding with greater variability in LWD results for that quarry shown in Table 2 and Figure 3.  


The highest probabilities of statistical similarity occurred between the same pairings noted for Quarry 1, while lower 


percentage probabilities existed between the 100% crushed rock control mix and the test blends incorporating 50% 


to 100% RCA. 


 


It is unclear whether the statistical difference between mixes across Quarry 1 and Quarry 2 indicated by the 


Student’s t-test is or is not conclusive as to whether the lower average in-situ moduli measured by the LWD for the 


50% RCA - 50% crushed rock and 100% RCA test mixes is characteristic of these blends.  Mixes produced at other 


quarries may differ depending on the concrete recycled in different areas and facilities.  The LWD apparatus itself 


may also be highly sensitive to localized variations in the material upon which it sits. 


 


Previous studies have also noted the high variability of in-situ modulus results using LWD testing and expressed the 


need for caution when using the LWD to examine the stiffness of pavement layers.  Volovski, Arman and Labi 


(2014) noted that such a level of variability was observed across different LWD contact locations, even locations 


with the same material type, that it was not possible to guarantee that measurements obtained from a limited number 


of test sections could be transferred with confidence to another site of the same material type.  In an earlier report, 


Hossain and Apeagyei (2010) investigated the suitability of the LWD in measuring in-situ pavement layer moduli 


and recommended that LWD testing should not be used for construction quality control until further research could 


be conducted to determine the underlying causes of the high spatial variability on moduli measured using an LWD 


and the effect of moisture content on the same results. 


6. CONCLUSIONS 


Based on the field testing completed, it can be observed that the subbase materials incorporating RCA and RAP 


demonstrated similar field compaction capability to 100% crushed rock, in some cases requiring fewer roller passes 


than the crushed rock control mix to achieve their respective maximum compacted field densities.  Moisture content 


and dry density values for field compaction varied between the two test sites and may be a function of the physical 


characteristics of the crushed rock, RCA and RAP materials, the individual test mix gradations, and the differing 


subgrade conditions in existence at each quarry.  Testing using the lightweight deflectometer (LWD) indicated that 


mixes using elevated levels of RCA (50% to 100%) and crushed rock resulted in generally lower in-situ moduli of 


compacted subbase layers compared to 100% crushed rock and blends of 70% RCA - 30% RAP and 25% RCA - 
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75% crushed rock.  However, it should be noted that the LWD field measurements can be subject to substantial 


variability depending on local physical and hydrogeological conditions, as experienced in Quarry 2. 


 


Further analysis and reporting work will continue in order to incorporate the results of the laboratory testing 


programme not detailed in this paper.  This evaluation work is intended to lead to recommendations on the expanded 


use of RCA and RAP in Granular B Type II class materials in the province of Ontario. 
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ABSTRACT  


The use of three-dimensional (3D) point cloud data is becoming extremely versatile for analysis purposes in civil 


projects.  Comparisons between as-built and as-designed states are very useful for evaluating the dimensional quality 


of fabrication and assembly in construction.  With the strict tolerance requirements necessary for effective modular 


construction, this paper demonstrates how deviation analysis can be used as a tool for quantifying quality and 


alignment of construction components and modules.  In this paper, 3D point cloud data from various modular 


construction projects is analysed to track some of the following criteria: mill tolerances, fit-up tolerances, welding 


distortion in steel frames, conflicting geometries for component alignment and changing geometries during various 


fabrication and assembly stages.  The results of the deviation analyses in this paper demonstrate the versatility of using 


3D point cloud data for evaluating dimensional quality and identifying potentially costly conflicts for module 


alignment in modular construction systems. 


 


Keywords: Deviation analysis, modular construction, tolerance analysis, 3D point clouds, quality control, alignment 


1. INTRODUCTION 


There are numerous challenges in modular construction associated with dimensional quality control.  Quality defects 


occur when deviations between the as-built and as-designed state violate construction specifications (Akinci et al. 


2006).  Examples of common dimensional quality defects include interferences between mating components, large 


gaps between modules, inadequate clearances for components or modules, and misaligned components or modules. 


Issues involving dimensional quality control, or dimensional quality defects, can play a large role in the overall success 


of a construction project.  Previous studies have shown that quality defects in general can attribute to as much as 12% 


of total project costs for industrial construction projects (Burati Jr et al. 1992) and as much as 9% for building projects 


(Josephson and Hammarlund 1999).   Ultimately, quality defects result in expensive rework, which can be avoided 


through proper design and production measures.  Despite the improved level of quality and efficiency that modular 


construction may offer over traditional stick-built construction, more and more studies are revealing that dimensional 


quality defects are still a major problem faced in modular construction (Johnsson and Meiling 2009, Yu et al. 2013).  


While current dimensional quality defects can often be solved through numerous ad-hoc techniques or best-practices 


for each specific problem, it can be very challenging to quantify the dimensional adequacy of specific components 


and modules.  For this purpose, 3D as-built data acquisition and analysis is one potential tool for detecting and 
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quantifying dimensional quality in modular construction assemblies.  Since 3D as-built data acquisition methods, such 


as laser scanning, can capture a substantial quantity of data with high density and good accuracy (i.e., 2 mm error at a 


distance of 25 m for the laser scanner employed in this research), deviation analyses using 3D as-built data is versatile 


and reliable (Bosché 2010, FARO 2007).   


 


In general, the construction industry lacks sufficient systems to detect and control rework (Hwang et al. 2009), which 


is often the impact of dimensional quality defects.  In order to address this problem, the idea of conducting as-built 


deviation analysis is proposed as a means of quantifying design compliance to a building information model (BIM).  


This paper demonstrates how deviation analyses can be used in various modular construction applications. Sample 


case studies within the scope of industrial and building projects are presented, and the results show (1) how 


dimensional quality can be quantified and (2) how potential component alignment problems can be detected. 


2. BACKGROUND 


2.1 Role of Dimensional Quality in Modular Construction 


Statistical quality methods, which are used to identify general quality defect causes using numerical data, are more 


widespread in manufacturing practice than in construction (Hoonakker et al. 2010, Ryan 2011).  This is likely a result 


of (1) the lack of production repetition in construction as compared to mass production seen in manufacturing and (2) 


due to the difficulty of quantifying certain aspects of quality in construction.  


 


Production repetition is a prime motivator for the use of statistical methods, since it facilitates root cause analysis for 


identifying dimensional quality defects, which can then be remedied for continuous improvement in repetitive 


processes.  For non-repetitive processes (as is often the case in stick-built construction), root cause analysis of 


dimensional quality defects is much less valuable than for repetitive processes.  Since modularization involves more 


production repetition than in stick-built construction (Lawson et al. 2012), it has a greater potential in terms of 


utilization of numerical methods for quantification of quality.  


 


Studies have found that contractors have difficulty trying to quantify quality because quality in construction is 


primarily perceived in a ‘looks good, feels good’ manner (Hoonakker et al. 2010), driven by customer satisfaction and 


based on binary quantification (i.e., either satisfied or unsatisfied).  Within the world of quality management for 


product manufacturing, quality can generally be described in two ways: (1) quality of design (i.e., meeting customer 


needs if product is compliant with design), and (2) quality of design compliance (Montgomery 2007).  In the context 


of modular construction, the role of dimensional quality is such that during production (fabrication, assembly and 


erection on site), components and modules need to compliant with design to ensure that they can be assembled as 


planned.  However, the role of dimensional quality in the final product (after project completion) is to ensure adequate 


aesthetics, serviceability and functionality.  Dimensional quality is one aspect of total quality management that is very 


feasible to quantify, since it is constrained to a much more finite set of tangible parameters. Metrics of dimensional 


quality include linear measurements, angular measurements, component alignment (relative and absolute position in 


an assembly), floor flatness, form variation, as well as other geometric characteristics (in 1D, 2D, or 3D).  Needless 


to say, dimensional quality requires tangible values to assess compliance with design.  This is where there is an 


opportunity for tools such as analysis of 3D as-built data to be used as a way of quantifying dimensional quality in 


modular construction.   


2.2  Analysis of 3D As-built Data in Construction 


Accurate, reliable and comprehensive data acquisition of the as-built status of construction components has become 


possible using 3D imaging and sensing technologies.  For example, taking laser scans of construction components is 


becoming a common practice for engineers and project managers for dimensional assessment of fabricated assemblies.  


Recently, machine vision techniques have been used for 3D reconstruction of construction assemblies using 2D 


images.  Based on the evaluation studies by Golparvar-Fard et al. (2011) and Dai et al. (2012), image-based techniques 


are sufficiently accurate for object detection and recognition; however, for some critical, post-processing analyses 


such as quality control and dimensional assessment, more accurate and reliable point clouds are required.  In such 


cases where an accurate point cloud is required, 2D images need to go through a series of processes and analyses that 


are computationally intensive, and therefore time consuming.  Therefore, laser scanning is used for accurate data 


acquisition, despite the high cost of purchase.  
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In construction, 3D point cloud analysis is generally used for as-built status assessment.  Extracting reliable as-built 


dimensions is key for assessing how the assemblies are fabricated.  Monitoring the fabrication quality of construction 


assemblies should be continuously performed in order to promptly detect deviations and discrepancies for rework 


avoidance.  Semantic information about the as-built state from the acquired point clouds is generally extracted using 


two different approaches: (1) extracting objects from the point clouds and then comparing to the as-designed state 


integrated in the Building Information Model (BIM).  This method is also called scan-to-BIM (Bosché et al. 2015), 


and (2) comparing the as-built and as-designed dimensions directly and detecting deviations for tracking the quality 


and progress of the project.  This is also called scan-vs-BIM.  In this paper, a synthetic analysis is performed for as-


built dimensional assessment of modular components using both scan-to-BIM and scan-vs-BIM approaches.  


Deviation analysis quantify discrepancies in as-built data, and is used in a range of applications in construction, 


including quality defect detection (Akinci et al. 2006), dimensional compliance control (Bosché 2010), floor flatness 


evaluation (Tang et al. 2010) assessing quality of as-built BIM (Anil et al. 2013, Tang et al. 2011) and tolerance 


analyses (Kalasapudi et al. 2015).  Each of the previous research efforts surrounding use of deviation analyses have 


focused in one form or another on specific applications.  In contrast, this paper presents a methodology for the overall 


use of deviation analyses as a dimensional quality tool for modular construction and presents the types of deviation 


analyses that can be best utilized for specific dimensional quality assessments. 


3. FRAMEWORK FOR DEVIATION ANALYSES IN MODULAR CONSTRUCTION 


The main contribution of this paper is to demonstrate the versatility and reliability of using deviation analysis as a tool 


for quantifying dimensional quality and alignment in modular construction. Deviation analysis employs the use of as-


built data, which can be readily collected through the use of 3D images and point clouds (e.g., laser scans).  The two 


proposed types of analyses are structured into (1) direct comparison and (2) indirect comparison analyses.  These 


analyses employ different data sets and comparisons, and have distinct applications and accuracies as indicated in 


Figure 1.  This section describes how the proposed use of deviation analyses can be applied in practice. 


 


 
Figure 1: Direct and indirect comparison analyses in terms of data sets, comparisons, applications and accuracy 


 


3.1  Requirements & Assumptions 


The acquisition of 3D as-built data is a prerequisite for conducting deviation analyses.  For conducting direct 


comparison deviation analyses, software that can register as-built point cloud(s) and BIM is required.  Among the 
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most commonly used commercial software for this step is Innovmetric PolyWorks, which is commercial metrology 


software.  For point cloud registration, the iterative closest points (ICP) technique is employed.  This step is preceded 


by a rough alignment step, employing principal component analysis (PCA) for instance, in order to improve the match 


quality and robustness (Nahangi and Haas 2014).   In analyses where BIM is used, it is assumed that the as-built state 


and the as-designed state (BIM) are geometrically compatible within a certain tolerance (Anil et al. 2013) since this 


influences the accuracy of the quantification process.  Data sets for as-built data need to be in the form of point clouds, 


while the BIM should be kept in a surface or solid model format to reduce accrued errors (the exception being for 


commercial software which only registers point clouds, for which a solid model can be substituted for a high density 


point cloud).  


3.2  Types of Comparisons and Applications 


Data sets can either be compared directly or indirectly.  Direct comparison (i.e., scan-vs-BIM and scan-vs-scan) 


requires registration, where the data sets are superimposed and iteratively matched.  The BIM can also be converted 


to a point cloud for computational simplicity in scan-vs-BIM.  For a complex assembly or module, registration is 


typically constrained at one or more specified datum points based on the design.  Indirect comparison (i.e., scan-to-


BIM and scan-to-scan) does not require registration; rather data sets are kept isolated, and measurements for 


dimensional assessment are performed in each data set.  The choice between direct or indirect comparison is dependent 


on numerous factors including geometric complexity, discrete vs. continuous assessment, quality of point cloud 


(degree of noise, occlusions, density, full coverage, etc.), and geometric compatibility between as-built state and BIM.  


Ultimately, the choice between direct or indirect comparison comes down to accuracy of data set registration and the 


amount and type of measurements being made data sets.  


 


When a single object is being analyzed, it is preferable to conduct a scan-vs-BIM analysis since the geometry is simple 


and there is compatibility between the two data sets, meaning that registration will have fewer potential errors and 


discrepancies.  However in cases where the geometry is more complex, or in cases where a partially fabricated element 


is being compared to a final BIM assembly, it may be more favorable to conduct a scan-to-BIM analysis (since there 


may be large discrepancies with registration).  In cases where dimensional quality of a production process of a 


geometrically complex assembly is being assessed, it is preferable to conduct a scan-vs-scan analysis.  However if 


there are discrepancies between these data sets (e.g., if there were occlusions, noise or partial coverage in the point 


clouds), then it may be more preferable to conduct a scan-to-scan analysis, since registration errors are omitted.  While 


these examples demonstrate how each of the four analyses can be used in specific cases based on the type of data 


being compared, there are also specific applications based on the type of measurements being made. 


 


The three general types of measurements in deviation analyses are (1) point-to-point, (2) point-to-feature and (3) 


feature-to-feature (refer to Figure 1).  Measurements which involve a point from the as-built data (point cloud) can be 


very useful for measuring how far an object protrudes out of an assembly, as this can indicate if any alignment 


problems may exist. Point-to-point measurements are exclusive for comparing as-built data sets which are registered 


together.  When using BIM in a deviation analysis, it is best to use features, since this represents an ideal characteristic.  


For instance, assessing floor levelness can be done by comparing points in the as-built data set with the floor feature 


in the BIM.  Point-to-feature measurements are exclusive for comparing as-built and BIM data, which are registered 


together.  Feature-to-feature measurements require fitting a feature to points in the as-built data, which can either incur 


measurement error or reduce point cloud error.  Noise in a point cloud can be reduced by fitting a geometrically ideal 


substitute feature to these points, however the fitting of a substitute feature also removes non-geometrically ideal 


distortions that may be present in the as-built state.  For instance, if tracking longitudinal distortion in a beam, fitting 


geometrically ideal features to as-built data points will eliminate the form variation (i.e., longitudinal waviness), 


thereby resolving the dimensional analysis purely to angular, linear and size variations.  Therefore, fitting 


geometrically ideal features should not be used in cases where the form variation is being tracked. 


3.3  Accuracy 


Accuracy is an important aspect to be considered when conducting deviation analyses.  There are three general types 


of errors that can occur that may affect the accuracy of the results: (1) errors in as-built data, (2) registration errors 


(only for scan-vs-BIM and scan-vs-scan), and (3) measurement errors.  Influences on as-built data accuracy include 


sensor measurement error, noise, and occlusions.  Akinci et al. (2006) provide insight into other factors, which include 


area-based measurements, surface orientation and surface material type.  Area-based measurements can reduce error 
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since noise in the data can be filtered.  Surface orientations affect the accuracy of point clouds since resolution is 


decreased for obliquely viewed angles (Akinci et al. 2006).  Finally, surface material can affect sensor measurement 


(e.g., dark materials that absorb a lot of light, or highly reflective surfaces which can create noise).  Registration error 


stems from geometric discrepancies between two data sets.  While this can be reduced through advancements in 


registration methods, it is limited by the degree of geometric compatibility between the two data sets (i.e., how close 


the as-built state matches the BIM at a given production stage).  Measurement errors also influence overall accuracy 


of deviation analyses.  Measurement error in this case refers to errors between the two elements under comparison.  


For instance, for feature-to-feature comparisons, there is some error in the feature fitting process for the as-built data; 


this is unavoidable.  The calculation of dimensional discrepancy between two data sets is done using minimum 


Euclidean distance, which can incur errors (especially where registration errors are present). 


4. RESULTS 


The following three case studies demonstrate the versatility of deviation analyses for quantifying dimensional quality 


in common modular construction applications: (1) dimensional quality of an isolated structural component, (2) 


dimensional quality of an entire structural module, and (3) dimensional quality of a pipe spool module.  The first two 


case studies relate to building construction projects while the last case study relates to industrial construction. 


4.1  Case Study 1: Quantifying Mill Tolerances and Dimensional Quality  


This case study demonstrates how geometric changes to a structural component can be quantified using deviation 


analyses.  A S75×8 structural shape at two distinct as-built states was compared to a BIM element (Figure 2).  The 


first deviation analysis demonstrates how compliance to mill tolerances can be quantified, and the second analysis 


demonstrates how geometric distortions can be quantified during fabrication.  As seen in Figure 2b, the top flange of 


the beam is distorted in comparison to the cross section shown in Figure 2a.  


 
 


 


 


Laser scans of each geometric state were acquired using a close range laser scanner (Faro Edge Arm) which has an 


accuracy of 0.024 mm for the working length that was used (FaroARM 2014).  The deviation analysis type used in 


this case is scan-vs-BIM, where each scan is compared to the BIM element using industrial 3D metrology software 


(Innovmetric PolyWorks).  The first deviation analysis, shown in Figure 3a, reveals that the overall cross section of 


the scanned beam is compliant with the BIM element (all deviations are less than 1 mm).  Furthermore, qualitative 


analysis of the color pattern (created by the range of deviations) indicate that the section shape along the length is 


consistent, showing no indication of warping along the length of the beam.  The second analysis, shown in Figure 3b 


revels that there is a substantial amount of geometric discrepancy between the as-built status and the BIM element 


(deviations exceed 4 mm in numerous locations as noted by the color scale).  Qualitative analysis reveals that the most 


severe discrepancy stems from the distorted upper flange (as originally expected).  


 


a) b) 


Figure 2: As-built states of S75×8 structural shape for (a) mill tolerance inspection, (b) quantification of geometric 


distortion during fabrication. As-built states are compared with (c) BIM element. 


c) 
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A feature-to-feature comparison of the top flange reveals the dimensional quality of the beam.  The feature being 


compared in this case is a line of best fit on the top of the flange.  Feature to feature comparison reveals the angular 


discrepancy is equal to 6° (Table 1).  The maximum allowable angular discrepancy in accordance with ASTM 


A6/A6M is 2°, meaning that corrective fabrication rework would be required for compliance (i.e., 4° correction of the 


top flange). 


 


Table 1: Quantified Dimensional Quality of Top Flange using Feature-to-Feature Comparison 


Feature Properties As-built Feature Feature Properties Nominal Feature 


Origin (X,Y,Z) 2233.7, 1573.5, -1.3 Origin (X,Y,Z) 2237.8, 1571.7, 0.00 


Orientation (i,j,k) -0.994, -0.107, 0.012 Orientation (i,j,k) -1.000, 0.001, 0.000 


Length (mm) 55.4 Length (mm) 57.4 


Angle with X (°) 173.8 Angle with X (°) 179.9 


Angle with Y (°) 96.1 Angle with Y (°) 89.9 


Angle with Z (°) 89.3 Angle with Z (°) 90.0 


Angle between axes in X direction (°) 6.1 


4.2 Case Study 2: Quantifying Dimensional Quality during Module Fit-up and Assembly 


This case study demonstrates how dimensional quality of a building module can be quantified during fabrication and 


assembly.  This particular modular construction project experienced difficulties during module fit-up on site for two 


reasons: (1) the outer width of modules exceeded the original design allowance, and (2) gross misalignments of 


components occurred between modules.  As-built data of the steel structure was collected using a FARO LS 840HE 


laser scanner, which has an accuracy of 2 mm at a distance of 25 m (FARO 2007).  The deviation analyses were 


conducted in MATLAB using a high-density point cloud created from the BIM and laser scans of the as-built states. 


 


In order to evaluate dimensional quality of fabrication (for detection of a dimensional quality defects in fabrication 


and assembly of the steel structure), a deviation analysis was conducted to compare the as-built outer width of the 


structure with that of the design.  This analysis utilized a feature-to-feature comparison between a laser scan of the as-


built state of the raw steel structure and the BIM (Figure 4).  Although a scan-vs-BIM analysis was not strictly required, 


since only the width of the module was being quantified, it was useful to conduct this type of registration in order to 


assess overall dimensional compliance of the structure.  The result of this deviation analysis revealed that the outer 


width of the steel structure was actually well within the specified design width (by 10 mm).  As such, the fabrication 


of the steel structure had adequate dimensional quality, and actually counteracted the observed growing module width. 


 


The second deviation analysis conducted in this case study compared two separate as-built states to determine the 


dimensional quality of the module while subjected to two different temporary support conditions during fabrication 


and assembly.  Since components between modules were frequently misaligned on site, it was determined that module 


geometry during initial component fit-up may be a probable cause.  A deviation analysis was conducted using scan-


vs-scan, point-to-point comparison to reveal that while components were being fit-up (modules were placed on shop 


floor), the modules deflected up to 30 mm (Figure 5).  Although this deflection was elastic, this type of geometric 


a) b) b) a) 


Figure 3: PolyWorks output for deviation analysis of S75x8 beam: (a) mill tolerances (b) geometric distortion  
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variation could lead to alignment errors on site since the initial fit-up of components between modules was based on 


a deflected geometry, while the modules once on site did not have the same deflected geometry. 


  


 
Figure 4: Deviation analysis of commercial building module using: (a) registration of scan and BIM point clouds 


and (b) feature-to-feature comparison to quantify the dimensional quality of module width. 


 


 
Figure 5: Deviation analysis of commercial building module using: (a) scan-vs-scan registration and (b) point-to-


point comparison to quantify deflection of module base while supported on shop-floor temporary cribbing. 


4.3 Case Study 3: Quantifying Dimensional Quality and Detecting Conflicts for Module Alignment 


This case study demonstrates how dimensional quality can be quantified for alignment of an industrial pipe spool 


module.  In the case of industrial pipe modules, being able to accurately quantify dimensional quality is very important 


for proper module alignment on site, since discrepancies can result in extensive rework and cost overruns (Nahangi 


and Haas 2014).  For this case study, as-built data was collected (using a FARO LS 840 HE laser scanner) and a BIM 


was obtained for a reconfigurable pipe spool module (Figure 6).  To simulate a dimensional quality defect with regards 


to alignment of a module interface, an isolated joint in the pipe spool was rotated by 60° (Figure 6a).  Then using a 


scan-vs-BIM deviation analysis, a tolerance threshold of 5 mm was established, such that deviations in exceedance 


would be plotted in red, and data points within tolerance would be plotted as green.  The deviation analysis for this 


case study was performed in PolyWorks. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


a) b) 


a) b) 
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As seen in Figure 6c, the largest discrepancy (in terms of density of red data points) is indicated near the rotated joint 


(as is expected).  Furthermore, the angle of this discrepancy (in this case 60°) can be quantified by comparing a line 


feature to the as-built joint to the same BIM feature (Table 2).  The ability to accurately quantify the angular 


discrepancy is extremely useful for being able to apply corrective adjustments before the module leaves the fabrication 


facility in order to avoid expensive site fit-up. 


 


Table 2: Quantified Angular Discrepancy of Rotated Joint using Feature-to-Feature Comparison 


Feature Properties As-built Feature Feature Properties Nominal Feature 


Origin (X,Y,Z) -1088.4, 20.6, 2687.7 Origin (X,Y,Z) -1052.4, 59.9, 2689.0 


Orientation (i,j,k) -0.857, 0.505, 0.107 Orientation (i,j,k) 0.008, 1.000, 0.024 


Length (mm) 96.0 Length (mm) 95.8 


Angle with X (°) 148.9 Angle with X (°) 89.5 


Angle with Y (°) 59.7 Angle with Y (°) 1.5 


Angle with Z (°) 83.8 Angle with Z (°) 88.6 


Angle between axes (°) 60.0 


5. DISCUSSION 


The framework presented in this paper shows how as-built and as-designed data can be systematically compared in 


order to quantify dimensional quality.  Three case studies are presented to demonstrate how deviation analysis can be 


used in modular building and industrial construction applications.  The results of the case studies demonstrate how 


the following types of dimensional compliance can be quantified:  mill tolerances, steel beam flange distortion, outer 


module structure width, geometric distortions from varying temporary support conditions, and overall module 


alignment.  While these case studies represent only a small subset of the full use of deviation analysis in modular 


construction, it is clear that dimensional analysis is a very powerful tool for quantifying dimensional quality. 


 


Important limitations of the research presented in this paper include (1) the accuracy of results and (2) discretionary 


timeliness and frequency of analyses.  First of all, while methods to obtain as-built data can be very accurate (i.e., sub-


millimetre level of accuracy), registration of and comparisons between data sets can introduce error.  For very critical 


dimensional assessments, this error can be reduced through sampling by conducting numerous analyses, however the 


a) b) 


c) 


0.00 


-5.00 


-10.00 


-15.00 


+15.00 


+10.00 


+5.00 


mm 


Rotation applied 


at this joint 


Figure 6: Deviation analysis to compare: (a) the as-built state of pipe spool module, (b) to the BIM in order to 


quantify dimensional quality of module interface for alignment using (c) point-to-feature comparison 
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practitioner must be aware that error will still exist.  Secondly, deviation analyses need to be conducted in a very 


systematic manner in order to appropriately track dimensional quality and alignment at critical production stages.  


Prolonging an analysis for too long runs the risk of increasing potential rework costs.  However, conducting too 


frequent deviation analyses can be very timely and may be unnecessary.  Since the purpose of using deviation analyses 


is to reliably quantify dimensional quality, they should only be conducted at critical project stages.  Future work of 


this research will address the two aforementioned limitations.  A comprehensive study will be conducted in order to 


assess expected error for the registration and comparison types in the proposed methodology.  In addition, a framework 


will be investigated to determine the appropriate timeliness and quantity of analyses for optimal use of deviation 


analyses in various modular construction projects.  


6. CONCLUSIONS 


As the management of dimensional quality continues to be a strong factor in overall project success for modular 


construction, the use of readily available tools which can quantify dimensional quality are vitally important.  


Quantifying dimensional quality during fabrication and assembly is often necessary for assessing design compliance 


and identifying potential problems for fit-up on site.  Deviation analysis, which compares as-built and as-designed 


states, is very useful for this purpose.  This paper demonstrates how deviation analysis can be reliable in terms of 


dimensional accuracy, and versatile in terms of the wide range of applications in modular construction.  Ultimately, 


as more attention is given towards the dimensional compliance of modular construction assemblies, there is a greater 


potential to reduce rework and complicated fit-up processes, which can result in substantial cost and time savings. 
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ABSTRACT  


Over the past few decades there has been a substantial increase in the number of multi-story buildings constructed 


with reinforced masonry (RM). Similar to reinforced concrete (RC) buildings, shear walls are a popular lateral load 


resisting system in regions of high seismic activity due to its capability to provide lateral stiffness, strength and 


energy dissipation. One of the parameters that affects the inelastic behaviour and ductility of RM shear walls is the 


shear span to depth ratio, M/Vdv. This paper experimentally investigates the effect of M/Vdv on the seismic 


performance of RM shear walls that are dominated by diagonal shear failure. The experimental work involves two 


identical full-scale fully grouted rectangular RM shear walls, W-M/Vdv1.2 and W-M/Vdv1.8, tested under in-plane 


axial compressive stress and cyclic lateral excitations. Wall W-M/Vdv1.8 was subjected to a top moment so that 


M/Vdv was equal to 1.875, as compared to a value of 1.25 for wall W-M/Vdv1.2 that was tested without a top 


moment. Most of the existing design equations for nominal in-plane shear strength, Vn, for RM shear walls, 


including the current provisions of the Canadian Standards CSA S304-14, the Masonry Standards Joint Committee 


MSJC (2013), and the New Zealand code (2004) for masonry structures, limit the effect of the M/Vdv to an upper 


value of 1.0. The test results show a significant reduction of 25% in the shear strength when M/Vdv is increased, 


which means that limiting the effect of M/Vdv to an upper value of 1.0 is overestimating the Vn of RM shear walls at 


high values of M/Vdv. However, W-M/Vdv1.8 was able to achieve higher levels of displacement ductility. More 


results were analyzed and are presented in this paper according to force-based, displacement-based, and 


performance-based seismic design considerations. 


  


Keywords: Reinforced masonry; Shear walls; Seismic performance; Shear span to depth ratio. 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Masonry structural walls are key structural elements commonly used to resist lateral loads in masonry buildings. 


Post-earthquake reconnaissance and experimental research work (Sveinsson et al., 1985; Matsumura, 1986; Shing et 


al., 1990) have shown that there are several failure modes for masonry shear walls such as: 


 


1. Flexural failure (including flexural cracks, yielding of longitudinal reinforcement, and crushing of masonry); 


2. Shear failure (diagonal tension cracking, yielding of transversal reinforcement, and sliding); and 


3. Flexural/shear failure. 


 


The shear span to depth ratio, M/Vdv, is one of the parameters that have a considerable effect on the inelastic 


behaviour of RM shear walls and the demand level of ductility. Furthermore, it is a good numerical indicator for the 


interaction between flexural behaviour and shear behaviour. Anderson and Priestley (1992) proposed the first 


effective equation that considered Vn as the sum of three independent terms provided by: masonry, Vm, axial 


compression load, Vp, and horizontal reinforcement, Vs. However, the equation proposed by Anderson and Priestley 


(1992) did not consider the effect of the shear span to depth ratio, M/Vdv, or the wall aspect ratio, hw/lw, on Vn. They 


explained that all the walls in their data sets for calibrating their proposed equation had a height to width ratio, hw/lw, 


greater than 1.0 with most of them ranging between 1.0 and 1.6. The walls tested by Shing et al. (1990) had single 
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curvature bending with hw/lw equal to 1.0, while tests by Sveinssion et al. (1985) and Matsumura (1986) had double 


curvature bending with equal top and bottom moments, where M/Vdv was less than one for most of their tested 


walls. Since their proposed equation did not appear to fit one set of data better than the other, they concluded that the 


in-plane shear behaviour of RM shear walls with hw/lw greater than unity is not affected by the wall aspect ratio.  


 


On the other hand, most of the existing design equations for the nominal in-plane shear strength, Vn, for RM shear 


walls, including the current provisions of the Canadian Standards CSA S304-14, the Masonry Standards Joint 


Committee MSJC (2013), and the New Zealand code (2004) for masonry structures, consider a reduction in the 


masonry contribution, Vm, by increasing M/Vdv. However, M/Vdv is limited to an upper value of 1.0. This upper limit 


could be explained by all of the proposed equations having been developed based on the results of experimental 


work. The majority of the tested RM walls from this experimental data had a shear span to depth ratio, M/Vdv, less 


than 1.5 due to the limitations in the height of the testing machine. To investigate the behaviour of shear walls with 


higher values of M/Vdv, recent research was conducted on half scale concrete blocks (Banting and El-Dakhakhni, 


2012) or by applying a top moment on RC shear walls (El-Sokkary and Galal, 2013) as used in this paper. More 


discussion about the different equations for Vn, including the design equations given in CSA S304-14 and MSJC-


2013, is presented in Seif ElDin and Galal (2015). 


2. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 


To study the effect of the shear span to depth ratio, M/Vdv, on the seismic performance of RM shear walls, two 


identical RM walls W-M/Vdv1.2 and W-M/Vdv1.8 were tested without and with a top moment respectively. Both 


walls had the same dimensions of 1.8 m x 1.6 m x 0.19 m and were subjected to a cyclic lateral load at a height of 


1.8 m from the base RC footing to have a minimum height-to-length ratio, hw/lw, equal to 1.0. Most of the masonry 


design codes classify shear walls based on hw/lw. The Canadian Standards CSA S304-14 provide special provisions 


for seismic design of low-aspect-ratio (squat) shear walls with hw/lw less than 1.0. Wall W-M/Vdv1.8 was subjected 


to a top moment of 0.9V kN.m, where V is the lateral load from the horizontal actuator, which makes the shear span 


to depth ratio, M/Vdv, and the overall height-to-length ratio, hw/lw, equal to 1.875, 1.5 as compared to values of 1.25, 


1.0 for wall W-M/Vdv1.2, respectively. The two walls were vertically reinforced with 20M bar in each cell with a 


vertical reinforcement ratio, ρv, of 0.79%, in addition to uniformly vertical distributed horizontal reinforcement of 


10M@400 mm c/c, ρh = 0.13%. The horizontal reinforcement bars were hooked using a standard 180° bend around 


the outermost wall flexural reinforcing bars. A constant axial compressive stress of 1.0 MPa was applied to the 


studied walls before subjecting them to in-plane cyclic lateral displacements and it remained constant during the 


whole test. Table 1 summarizes the design details of the tested walls. The tested walls and the required auxiliary 


specimens were constructed in the structures laboratory at Concordia University with the help of certified masons 


following all the requirements of the Canadian Standards CSA S304-14 and CSA A179-14. 


Table 1: Full-scale masonry walls design details 


Wall ID Wall dimensions Reinforcement Axial 


stress 


σn 


Applied 


top 


Moment 


 


M/Vdv
** 


Height 


hw 


Length 


lw 


Width 


bw 


Vertical Horizontal 


 mm mm mm --- --- MPa kN.m --- 


W-M/Vdv1.2 1600 1800 190 20M@200 10M@400 1.0 0.0 1.25 


W-M/Vdv1.8 1600 1800 190 20M@200 10M@400 1.0 0.9V* 1.875 
* V = the lateral load from the horizontal actuator 
** dv = 0.8lw (as defined in CSA S304-14) 


 


Three MTS hydraulic actuators were used to apply the loads as shown in Figure 1. Two actuators were installed 


vertically and were used to apply the axial compressive stress, in addition to the top moment on the top of wall W-


M/Vdv1.8. The in-plane cyclic excitations were applied using the horizontal actuator. The applied lateral 


displacement was measured as the difference between the average readings of the top displacements from both 


directions of loading. To define the yield displacement, four strain gauges were installed at the wall-footing interface 


of the two outermost vertical reinforcement bars on each side. For adequate monitoring of the axial strain 


distribution along the transverse reinforcement, five 5mm strain gauges were distributed equally along the total 


length of each bar. Using the experimentally measured stress-strain curve and cross-section area for the steel 


reinforcing bars, the transverse reinforcement contribution, Vs, to the in-plane shear strength, Vn, was calculated. The 
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loads were applied in two phases. In the first phase, the total vertical compression load was applied using load-


control protocol. The test protocol was switched to displacement-control in the second phase, by introducing in-


plane lateral displacements at the middle height of the loading steel beam, following the loading histories proposed 


by FEMA 461 (2007). In each stage of lateral loading, two displacement cycles were completed for each target 


displacement increment. More details about the material properties, test setup, instrumentations, and test protocol 


can be found in Seif ElDin and Galal (2015). 


 


 


 


Reaction steel frame 


Vertical actuators 


Horizontal actuator 


 


Wall specimen 


 


Steel loading beam 


 


Out of plane 


lateral supports 


 


Strong RC floor 


 


Rigid RC footing 


 


 


Figure 1: Test setup 


3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 


The two tested walls exhibited shear dominated response with diagonal cracks as shown in Figure 2. The hysteretic 


force-displacement response for each wall against the top drift is given in Figure 3, furthermore, Table 2 summarizes 


the test results including the crack, yield, and ultimate capacities in addition to the drift limit of 1%. In this table, the 


lateral yield displacement, Δy, is taken as the average between the top lateral displacements corresponding to the 


first yield in the vertical reinforcement in each direction, Que is the lateral peak load, Δ0.8Que is the top lateral 


displacement defined at a drop in wall capacity to 80% of Que, and μΔe1% is the lateral displacements ductility 


corresponding to the top drift of 1.0%. As shown in Figure 3 and Table 2, both tested walls had a similar behaviour 


in both push and pull directions with a general symmetric resistance. Thus, only the results in the push direction 


were considered for the evaluation of the M/Vdv on their seismic performance in terms of force-based, displacement-


based, and performance-based seismic design considerations. 
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(a) W-M/Vdv1.2 (b) W-M/Vdv1.8 


Figure 2: Crack pattern of tested walls at failure 
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Figure 3: Lateral load-displacement hysteretic relationships and the backbone envelopes of tested RM shear walls 


 


Table 2: Summary of test results 


Wall ID 


Test Results  


Yield  Peak  Failure Displacement ductility First crack* 


Qye ye Que Que 0.8Que µQue µ0.8Que µe1% FCe QFCe 


(kN) (mm) (kN) (mm) (mm)    (mm) (kN) 


W-M/Vdv1.2 
328 4.7 418 14.0 19.7 3.0 4.2 3.4 3.2 272 


-339 -4.7 -409 -14.0 -19.4 3.0 4.1 3.4 -2.9 -274 


W-M/Vdv1.8 
230 3.8 315 10.0 19.8 2.6 5.2 4.2 3.2 216 


-225 -3.7 -290 -10.0 -19.2 2.7 5.3 4.4 -3.0 -210 


   * First major diagonal crack  


 


 


3.1 Force-Based Design 


Force-Based Design (FBD) is one of the current approaches for seismic design, which is widely used in many 


modern seismic codes including the National Building Code of Canada (NBCC 2010). In this approach, the 


behaviour of structures is simulated by a single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) system. As such, the design seismic base 


shear is obtained from the estimated equivalent fundamental mode period and the mass of structure participating in 


the first mode. The design force from this approach is mostly limited by a certain level of deformation in terms of 


ductility or inter-story drifts. Most of the existing equations for the nominal in-plane shear strength of RM shear 


walls, Vn, consider it as the sum of three independent terms provided by: masonry, Vm, axial compressive stress, Vp, 


and horizontal reinforcement, Vs. The measured strain readings along the horizontal reinforcement were used to 


calculate Vs. Next, the sum of the contributions from the masonry and axial compressive stress Vm+p was calculated 


as the difference between Vn and Vs. 


The test results presented in Figure 4 show a reduction in the achieved ultimate force, Que, of 25% due to increasing 


M/Vdv from 1.25 to 1.875. This loss in the shear resistance is accompanied by enhancement in the displacement 


ductility, 0.8Qu, from 4.2 to 5.2. However, the crack strength of wall W-M/Vdv1.8 was 30% less than wall W-


M/Vdv1.2. Also, it can be noticed that Wall W-M/Vdv1.8 achieved its yield capacity at a lateral load, Qye, of 230 kN 


compared to 328 kN when the same wall was tested without a top moment. 
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Figure 4: Effect of shear span to depth ratio, M/Vdv, on in-plane shear strength of RM shear walls 


 


Figure 5 illustrates the effect of M/Vdv on shear resistance shares provided by horizontal reinforcement, Vs, and 


masonry and axial compressive stress, Vm+p. The shear span to depth ratio did not show a significant effect on Vs 


since the horizontal reinforcement in both walls reached its yield capacity at the same  of 3.0. At an early stage of 


ductility, the shear resistance provided by Vs in wall W-M/Vdv1.8 was higher than W-M/Vdv1.2 because wall W-


M/Vdv1.8 reached its inelastic deformations earlier. On the other hand, the aforementioned reduction in Que due to 


increasing M/Vdv from 1.25 to 1.875, could be due to losses in (Vm+p)max as shown in Figure 5b. In wall W-M/Vdv1.2, 


the masonry and axial compressive stress contributed with an ultimate resistance of 275 kN at  of 1.27 followed 


by rapid strength degradation. This behaviour became more ductile in wall W-M/Vdv1.8 with less capacity, 


(Vm+p)max, equal to 155 kN.  
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Figure 5: Effect of shear span to depth ratio, M/Vdv, on shear resistance shares provided by: (a) horizontal 


reinforcement, Vs; (b) masonry and axial compressive stress, Vm+p 


 


The test results presented here show that limiting the effect of shear span to depth ratio, M/Vdv, to an upper value of 


1.0, as provided in most of the masonry design codes including the Canadian Standards Association CSA S304-14, 


the US Masonry Standards Joint Committee MSJC-2013, and the Standards Association of New Zealand NZS 


4230:2004, is overestimating Vn at high values of M/Vdv, which might lead to an unsafe design. This experimentally 


measured reduction in the shear capacity could be explained by considering the interaction between the flexural and 


shear performances, as shown in Figure 6. Both walls are identical in dimensions and reinforcement such that they 


have the same shear strength envelope and moment capacity. Increasing M/Vdv results in a reduction in the lateral 


force that corresponds to the flexural capacity of the wall. Consequently, this lower lateral force intersects with the 


shear strength envelope at a lower capacity along with higher displacement ductility. 
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Figure 6: Interaction between flexural and shear performance of tested walls 


 


3.2 Displacement-Based Design 


Unlike the force-based design that intends to keep the inter-story drifts to less than a certain limit when the structure 


is subjected to the design seismic force, the displacement-based design approach aims to achieve a target level of 


building performance under a specified level of seismic intensity in terms of demand top drift or lateral 


displacement, d. Stiffness degradation, energy dissipation, and equivalent viscous damping are important aspects 


that need to be considered when evaluating the seismic performance of RM shear walls, as well as when modeling 


their cyclic response. In this paper, these three parameters are calculated for each tested wall at different levels of 


top drift and are taken into account when evaluating the effect of shear span to depth ratio, M/Vdv. 


3.2.1 Stiffness Degradation 


The acting lateral force on structures could be distributed among the shear walls based on their lateral stiffness. 


Thus, it is important to predict the degradation in the stiffness at the ultimate limit stage. In addition, stiffness 


degradation could be a good index for the level of damage in RM shear walls. The secant stiffness at any loading 


cycle, Ks,i, was defined as the ratio between the lateral resistance, Qi, and the corresponding top lateral displacement, 


∆i. The initial gross stiffness, Kg, was calculated at the first cycle of ± 0.5 mm. Therefore, the secant stiffness 


degradation can be calculated as follows: 


[1] 100(%)
, x
g


is


K


K
nDegradatioStifness   


The influence of M/Vdv on the secant stiffness and the stiffness degradation is presented in Figure 7. Increasing 


M/Vdv reduces the initial gross stiffness, Kg, since wall W-M/Vdv1.8 had Kg equal to 160 kN/mm compared to 259 


kN/mm for wall W-M/Vdv1.2. However, the difference in the secant stiffness at the same level of top drift became 


smaller as the tested walls reached higher levels of deformation (see Figure 7a). Both walls reached their peak lateral 


load at the same secant stiffness of 30 kN/;mm. Nevertheless, wall W-M/Vdv1.2 achieved its maximum resistance at 


a higher top drift of 0.875% compared to 0.625% for wall M/Vdv1.8. On the other hand, increasing M/Vdv enhanced 


the stiffness degradation as shown in Figure 7b. Wall W-M/Vdv1.8 had about 50% reduction in its initial stiffness at 


a top drift of 0.18%, while wall W-M/Vdv1.2 had the same stiffness degradation at earlier levels of deformation with 


a top drift of 0.11%. At a drift limit of 1%, the values of Ksc were 9.5% and 11.3% of the corresponding Kg when 


M/Vdv was equal to 1.25 and 1.875, respectively. Moreover, as shown in Figure 7c, wall W-M/Vdv1.8 had a gradual 


degradation in its secant stiffness related to the secant stiffness at the peak load, Ksc/KQue, during the post-peak 


behaviour compared to wall W-M/Vdv1.2. 
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Figure 7: Effect of shear span to depth ratio, M/Vdv, on stiffness degradation: (a) Ksc; (b) Ksc/Kg; (c) Ksc/KQue 


3.2.2 Energy Dissipation and Equivalent Viscous Damping Ratio 


The capacity of shear walls to dissipate energy is another important aspect in seismic design and in analysis of their 


cyclic response. The energy dissipation, Ed, was defined as the area enclosed within the inelastic hysteretic force-


displacement response, as proposed by Hose and Seible (1999). However, the elastic stored strain energy, Es, was 


calculated as the area under the equivalent linear elastic response. The energy dissipation within different structure 


systems at the inelastic behaviour can be quantified through hysteric damping. Chopra (2000) described the hysteric 


damping by an equivalent viscous damping ratio, eq, using an equal area approach by equating the energy dissipated 


by a viscous damper with the energy dissipated from non-linear behaviour using the following equation: 


[2] 


s


d
eq


E


E






4


1
  


Damping is generally specified for the whole structure rather than for an individual element. However, most RM 


structures are typically constructed with RM shear walls that are connected together by rigid diaphragms. 


Consequently, the trend of damping for a structural element such as shear walls, with respect to the top drift or the 


displacement ductility, can provide an indication for the overall response of RM structures. Figure 8 presents the 


total energy dissipation, Ed, and the equivalent viscous damping ratio, eq, of the tested walls at different levels of 


top drift. Since both walls were subjected to the same cyclic in-plane lateral displacement up to a top displacement 


of 20.0 mm and top drift of 1.25%, comparison between total energy dissipation can be conducted at same top drift. 


At a top drift limit of 1%, wall W-M/Vdv1.2 dissipated 30% higher total energy than wall W-M/Vdv1.8. This 


percentage decreased to 26% when both walls had a drop in their in-plane lateral force capacity to 80% of Que, since 


wall W-M/Vdv1.2 was able to dissipate total energy of 36.1 kN.mm compared to 28.5 kN.mm for wall W-M/Vdv1.8. 


As can be noticed from the same figure, the shear span to depth ratio did not show a significant impact on the 


equivalent viscous damping ratio, eq. W-M/Vdv1.2 had a eq that ranged between 9% and 17% with an average of 


14% (c.o.v. = 15%). This range is slightly narrower for wall W-M/Vdv1.8, which varied between 12% and 18% with 


an average of 14.4% (c.o.v. = 13%). However, after a top drift of 0.25% and up to failure, both walls had an average 


eq of 14.4% (c.o.v. = 9.1%). 
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Figure 8: Effect of M/Vdv on energy dissipation and equivalent viscous damping ratio, eq 


3.3 Performance-Based Design 


Both walls W-M/Vdv1.2 and wall W-M/Vdv1.8 had similar crack propagation and were characterized by moderately 


ductile failure as shown in Figure 9. Initial diagonal crack damage was observed at a top drift of 0.2% for both 


walls. As the imposed in-plane top lateral displacement increased, more cracks were formed and gradually spread 


over the wall diagonals. Wall W-M/Vdv1.8 reached its lateral load capacity at early levels of deformation when 


subjected to top displacement of +10.0 mm; instead, Wall W-M/Vdv1.2 was able to gain more resistance until e was 


equal to +14.0 mm. Yet, wall W-M/Vdv1.8 required more loading cycles to lose 20% of its shear strength, Que, 


compared to Wall W-M/Vdv1.2. The two tested walls reached their failure point at almost the same e with an 


average top drift of 1.23%. However, increasing M/Vdv from 1.25 to 1.875 resulted in higher levels of axial 


compressive stress on the end zones. Hence, buckling failure was observed in W-M/Vdv1.8 as shown in Figure 9c. 


Nevertheless, this failure occurred in the wall cover outside the confined core as presented in Figure 10. As shown in 


this figure, the right side view of the final crack pattern for wall W-M/Vdv1.8 does not show any inside crushing in 


the grout, which could explain the enhancement in the stiffness degradation during the post-peak behaviour. 
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Figure 9:  Effect of shear span to depth ratio, M/Vdv, on crack pattern at: (a) first major diagonal cracks; (b) lateral 


peak load Que; (c) when the lateral load dropped to 80% of Que 
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W-M/Vdv1.8 at the end of testing Right side view 
 


Figure 10: Final crack pattern of tested wall W-M/Vdv1.8 


4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 


One of the parameters that have a considerable effect on seismic performance of RM shear walls is the shear span to 


depth ratio, M/Vdv. This paper involved assessing experimentally the in-plane shear behaviour of two single-story 


RM shear walls when subjected to in-plane axial compressive stress and cyclic lateral excitations. Two identical 


fully grouted RM walls, W-M/Vdv1.2 and W-M/Vdv1.8, were tested without and with a top moment to have M/Vdv 


equal to 1.25 and 1.875, respectively. 


The test results show a significant reduction in the shear strength by 25% when M/Vdv is increased. These results 


clarify that limiting the effect of M/Vdv to an upper value of 1.0, as provided in most of the masonry design codes, is 


overestimating Vn of RM shear walls at high values of M/Vdv, which might lead to an unsafe design. However, 


increasing M/Vdv enhanced the stiffness degradation and was accompanied by more ductile behaviour. W-M/Vdv1.8 


was able to achieve higher displacement ductility, µ∆0.8Que, of 5.2 compared to 4.2 for wall W-M/Vdv1.2. This 


behaviour could be explained by considering the interaction between the flexural and shear performances. Both 


walls were identical in dimensions and reinforcement such that they have the same shear strength envelope and 


moment capacity. Increasing M/Vdv results in a reduction in the lateral force that corresponds to the flexural capacity 


of the wall. Consequently, this lower lateral force intersects with the shear strength envelope at a lower capacity 


along with higher displacement ductility. On the other hand, the tested wall without a top moment, M/Vdv equal to 


1.25, dissipated 30% higher total energy than the tested wall with a top moment, M/Vdv, equal to 1.875. It was also 


noticed that the shear span to depth ratio, M/Vdv, has a slight influence on the equivalent viscous damping ratio, eq. 
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1. ABSTRACT 


Glass Fibre-Reinforced Polymer (GFRP) bars are becoming a feasible alternative to steel bars to produce corrosion- 


free reinforced concrete structures. In an effort to assess the effectiveness GFRP spirals and GFRP rectilinear ties as 


internal reinforcement in columns, an extensive research program is underway at the University of Toronto. Fifteen 


356 mm diameter full-scale circular columns and sixteen 305 mm x 305 mm cross-section square columns were 


constructed and tested under simulated earthquake loading. This extended abstract presents an example comparison 


of the experimental behaviour of circular and square concrete columns with internal reinforcement comprising of 


steel longitudinal bars and GFRP lateral spirals or ties. Results are presented in the form of moment vs. curvature 


response and shear vs. lateral deflection behaviour. 


 


Keywords: GFRP, Columns, Hybrid, Seismic, Confinement, Reinforced Concrete 


2. INTRODUCTION 


Reinforced concrete structures with conventional steel reinforcement deteriorate quickly in aggressive 


environments, such as bridges with exposure to de-icing salts and marine environment, due to steel’s inherent 


property of corrosion. Corrosion of lateral steel in columns causes not only the spalling of concrete cover, which 


results in a drop in load-carrying capacity, but further exposes the steel longitudinal bars to corrosion that may 


eventually lead to a structural collapse. The replacement of steel with a non-corroding material like glass fiber 


reinforced polymer (GFRP) bars is a feasible solution that can alleviate this problem. 


 


Very limited studies can be found on the seismic performance of columns having GFRP as internal longitudinal and 


lateral reinforcement. The results from these few studies showed that columns with GFRP longitudinal bars have a 


softer response and lower energy capacity in comparison with steel-reinforced columns using circular sections 


(Tavassoli et al. 2015) or square sections (Ali et al. 2015). It was decided to investigate hybrid columns with steel 


longitudinal bars and GFRP lateral reinforcement. It was theorised that the hybrid columns with GFRP spirals/ties 


will prevent cover deterioration, since these bars do not corrode, and the steel longitudinal reinforcement will ensure 


a stiffer member response. In this study the performance of circular and square columns hybrid columns subjected to 


seismic loading was investigated. 


3. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM AND RESULTS 


Of the total 31 columns, four circular and four square columns reinforced longitudinally with steel reinforcement 


and laterally with GFRP reinforcement were comparable. They were all tested under constant axial load and cyclic 


quasi-static lateral load. The circular columns were confined with GFRP spirals and the square columns were 


confined by GFRP rectilinear ties made by the same manufacturer. Refer to Figure 1 for schematics of the 


specimens and the corresponding cross-sectional details. 
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Figure 1: Square and circular column specimen schematic and cross-section 


 


Results in terms of shear versus tip deflection and moment versus curvature from one square and one circular 


column are shown in Figure 2 to compare the effectiveness of using GFRP rectilinear ties and GFRP circular 


stirrups as confinement. Table 1 provides the general information regarding these two specimens. Both columns 


were subjected to 28% of their axial load capacity that remained constant throughout the test. Results show that both 


columns behaved in a very similar manner with almost equal ductility parameters. The amount of lateral 


reinforcement in circular column was a little more than half that of the square column. This indicates the higher 


efficiency of circular confinement compared with rectilinear confinement. 


 


 


Table 1: Specimen Details 
  


f’c  
 
 
 


(MPa) 


Axial load level, 
Longitudinal Steel 


Reinforcement 
Lateral GFRP Reinforcement 


Column 
Shape 


Specimen Name 


    P/Po Load 


No. & Size Ps 


Size @ Spacing 


(mm @ mm) 
Reinforcement 


Ratio, pfh 


  
(kN)  


(%)  
(%) 


Square TA-P28-S-10 (10) 42 0.28 1167 8 & 20M 2.58 12 @ 160 1.7 


Circular P-28-LS-12-160 (6) 40 0.28 1243 6 & 25M 2.96 12 @ 160 0.94 
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4. CONCLUSION 


• It was observed that for circular columns, there was no redundancy after the rupture of GFRP spiral and 


confinement provided to the core concrete vanished as soon as the spirals ruptured. The loss of confinement 


in the square columns was found to be not quite as sudden. In most square columns, the failure was more 


prolonged due to the fact that there were two ties at each level and it took several cycles for the ties to 


unhook and they did not give way suddenly. 


• The behaviour of square columns confined by GFRP ties was found to be very similar to with circular 


columns confined by GFRP spirals in terms of shear versus tip deflection and moment versus curvature 


when the spacing of the lateral reinforcement was large. 


• The strength degradation before failure for both square and circular columns was found to be insignificant 


due to the well-confined concrete core. The drift capacity of the circular column at failure was 3.1%, and 


the drift capacity of the equivalent rectangular column at failure 2.9%, both of which satisfy the limitations 


of North American building codes. Hence, preliminary results from this research show that GFRP spirals 


and rectilinear ties can be used as primary lateral reinforcement for shear and confinement in concrete 


columns designed for seismic resistance. 
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Figure 2: Shear vs. deflection and Moment vs. curvature relations 
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ABSTRACT  


The design of simple shear connections has been extensively studied by several researchers. The design 


requirements for ductility and strength of these connections have been established through both experimental and 


theoretical approaches. However, the current Canadian design guidelines such as the Handbook of Steel 


Construction published by the Canadian Institute of Steel Construction (CISC) do not provide a formulated approach 


for the design of shear connections. In addition, the CISC design approach is somewhat out dated when it comes to 


providing adequate rotational ductility. In this paper, a formulated approach for the design of bolted double angle 


shear connections considering both strength and ductility is provided. The proposed design approach is discussed 


and compared with the current design approach outlined by the American Institute of Steel Construction (AISC). 


The proposed procedure is explained in detail through a design example. 


 


Keywords: Shear, Connection, Strength, Rotation, Ductility 


SYMBOLS 


Ab Bolt Area Fu Tensile Strength mp Plastic Moment Capacity 


Ag Gross Area Fy Yield Strength n # of Vertical Bolt Rows 


Agv Gross Shear Area g distance between yield lines p Vertical Bolt Spacing 


An Net Tension Area I Moment of Inertia ta Angle Thickness 


Aw Beam Web Area L Angle Length, Beam Length tf Flange Thickness 


a Compression Stress Block Depth Leh Horizontal Bolt Edge Distance tw Beam Web Thickness 


b distance between yield lines Lev Vertical Bolt Edge Distance Ub, Ut Tensile Area Factor 


Br Bearing Resistance M Moment V Shear 


db Bolt Diameter  Mf Factored Moment Vf Factored Shear Load 


d Beam depth Mpl Plastic Moment Vr, Rn Shear Resistance 


E Modulus of Elasticity Mr Moment Resistance θ End Rotation 


Fnt Bolt Tensile Strength My Yield Moment δ Deflection 


Fs Ultimate Shear Strength m Number of Shear Planes w Angle leg width 


1.  INTRODUCTION 


Shear connections in steel construction are commonly used in connecting horizontal beams to supporting columns or 


girders. In either case the primary function of these connections is to transfer vertical gravity loads to the supports 


through shear forces. 
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1.2 Types of Shear Connections 


Shear connections can be designed and fabricated in several different configurations. Each of these configurations 


utilize a set of connecting materials, welds and fasteners in order to provide the required load transfer mechanisms. 


Figure 1 shows five typical shear connections: (i) shear tab, (ii) double-angle, (iii) end plate, (iv) seated and (v) tee 


connection. There are advantages and disadvantages associated with each of these connection types. A designer may 


use one type over another based on different factors such as fabrication preference and costs, finishing type 


(painting, galvanizing, etc.), erection requirements, and loading category. 


 


 
Figure 1: Common Shear Connection Types 


1.3 Motivation 


This paper focuses on the behaviour and design of shear connections in terms of strength and ductility.  In structural 


design strength can be defined as the resistance that a structural component can provide without failure and 


excessive deformation. In the same context ductility can be defined as the incremental deflections that occur within 


the structural component prior to a threshold, such as the start of a reduction in strength. As these definitions imply, 


strength and ductility of a structural component are not two mutually exclusive design parameters and they must be 


considered simultaneously. The design of simple shear connections also follows the same design philosophy. 


However, the current Canadian design guidelines included in the Handbook of Steel Construction published by the 


Canadian Institute of Steel Construction (CISC) do not provide any formulated procedures outlining the 


requirements for strength and rotational ductility. In this paper, a formulated approach to shear connection design for 


strength and ductility is proposed and compared with the current American Institute of Steel Construction (AISC) 


procedure. 


 


Consideration of axial forces in the design of shear connections is also crucial in some cases. Transferring axial 


forces may result from lateral wind or earthquake loads, movement of pipes, machines or equipment, failure of a 


horizontal load transferring member, or lifting and transportation loads in modular structures. In these cases the 


shear connection must provide adequate strength to transfer the combined shear and axial load while maintaining 


flexibility requirements. This paper mainly focuses on the design of bolted double angle shear connections subjected 


to shear loads. The additional requirements for the design of shear connections subjected to combined shear and 


axial load is currently under study by the authors. 


2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 


The Steel Construction Manual published by AISC summarizes the design requirements for a shear connection, also 


known as a simple connection, as: 


i) “A simple connection transmits a negligible moment. In the analysis of the structure, simple connections may be 


assumed to allow unrestrained relative rotation between the framing elements being connected. A simple connection 


shall have sufficient rotational capacity to accommodate the required rotation determined by the analysis of the 


structure.”  


(ii) “Simple connections of beams, girders and trusses shall be designed as flexible and are permitted to be 


proportioned for the reaction of shears only, except as otherwise indicated in the design documents. Flexible beam 


connections shall accommodate end rotations of simple beams. Some inelastic but self-limiting deformation in the 


connection is permitted to accommodate the end rotation of a simple beam.”  
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The applied vertical shear force in a simple shear connection can be considered as half the applied load for a 


symmetrically loaded beam. In addition to the shear force a small bending moment can be developed by a simple 


shear connection, as shown in Figure 2. The magnitude of the bending moment depends on the rotational stiffness of 


the connection relative to the rotational stiffness of the framing members. This moment can be determined from the 


equilibrium of a beam segment between the point of inflection where zero bending moment occurs and the 


connection. This is done by multiplying the shear force acting on the connection by the distance between the 


inflection point and the support (Astaneh A., 2005 June). Typically this bending moment is relatively small and is 


less than twenty-percent of the beams plastic moment capacity. As per the AISC design requirement this moment is 


considered negligible and is ignored. However, the effects of this moment must still be taken into account in the 


design of the connection by providing adequate rotational ductility (Astaneh & Nader, 1989). Failing to provide 


adequate ductility could cause premature sudden failure of the connection. As a result, it is crucial that shear 


connections be designed for both strength and ductility requirements. 


 


 
Figure 2: Moment Distribution of Uniformly Loaded Beam 


2.2 Strength Design 


The strength design of bolted double angle shear connections is based on six scenarios, referred to as Ultimate Limit 


State (ULS) capacities. The governing failure mode is the one that renders the lowest capacity and is therefore 


referred to as the limiting state. Each of the failure modes have been verified through various experimental studies 


and are referenced in both CISC and AISC design manuals. The six design limit states can be summarized as: 


 


1. Yielding of the gross area of the framing angles or member 


2. Bearing capacity of the bolt holes in the framing angles or member  


3. Bolt Tear-Out due to fracture of framing angles or member 


4. Net Area Shear Rupture of the framing angles or member 


5. Block Shear Rupture of the framing angles or member 


6. Bolt Fracture 


 


Failure modes 1 and 2 are considered ductile failure modes while modes 3 through 6 are considered brittle failure 


modes (Astaneh A., 2005 August). The capacity of the connection is established as the lowest capacity calculated 


from each failure mode. The capacity calculation of each mode is based on material properties that include: 


thickness, length, width, yield strength (Fy), tensile strength (Fu) and applicable resistance factors (Ф). The 


procedure and formulas used to check the capacity of each failure mode will be discussed later and a design example 


based on current CISC and AISC design manuals will be presented. 


2.3 Ductility Design 


As the load carried by a simply supported beam increases, shear forces in the connection also increase and the 


connection response enters the plastic region. The combination of shear load and associated bending moment cause 


the connection to experience material yielding. As a result, a reduction in stiffness occurs that allows the connection 


to rotate relative to the support. If the load is increased further, the beam will eventually collapse due to the 


formation of a plastic hinge at a location along the beam span. At the point of failure the end rotation of the beam 


has greatly increased and this rotation must be accommodated by the end connection. If the connection is unable to 


provide the required rotation as the plastic hinge forms then a premature fracture in the connection can occur. The 


propagation of a fracture in the shear connection is considered a sudden brittle failure (Astaneh A., 2005 June). 
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Figure 3: Deformed Shape of Simply Supported Beam 


 


The proposed design procedure in this paper is based on an existing AISC approach for the ductility design of shear 


connections. Consider a simply supported beam subjected to transversal loading. Such beam and the deformed 


elastic curve are shown in Figure 3.  The elastic end rotation (θel) of this beam assuming small rotations and linear 


material properties can be calculated from: 


 


[1]  
EI3


LM y


el   


 


However, due to the linear elastic behaviour assumption θel is not applicable as soon as the beam enters the plastic 


region. In a one span simply supported beam this occurs after the moment at the beam’s mid-span reaches the yield 


moment. At the yield point any increase in load will result in greater cross-section yielding and larger beam end 


rotations that cannot be accurately predicted. Assuming a Mpb/My ratio of 1.25, the theoretical rotation of a simply 


supported beam can be approximated by θpl. In a research by Astaneh (1988) a conservative estimate for the 


connection’s maximum rotational ductility demand (θpl) corresponding to the beam’s plastic moment capacity has 


been established. According to Astaneh (1988) the rotational ductility demand can be conservatively estimated as 


0.03 radians. Therefore, in this research, a shear connection that can adequately provide a beam end rotation of 0.03 


radians is taken as a connection with adequate ductility.  


 


In a research by Thornton (1996) on the design of tee shear connections he formulated the minimum required bolt 


diameter at the supporting face of a tee style connection that ensures adequate rotational ductility can occur. 


Thornton used yield line theory and the principle of virtual work to evaluate the theoretical moment couples 


associated with beam end rotations of 0.03 radians. Figure 4 illustrates a schematic of the yield lines that he assumed 


would develop as the connection is deformed under gravity loads. The result of Thornton’s work is presented in 


Equation 2. The theoretical results are in strong agreement with experimental values obtained from Lewitt, Chesson 


and Munse (1969) (Thornton 1996). The current 14th Edition AISC Manual of Steel Construction references this 


equation as a method to ensure connection ductility. 


 


[2]  2)+ 
L


b
(


b


F
0.163t =d


2


2
y


fmin b  


 


 
Figure 4: Shear Tee Connection Yield Line 
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3. CURRENT CANADIAN DESIGN APPROACH 


3.1 Strength Design 


The current CISC Handbook of Steel Construction provides a series of tables in the “Framed Beam Shear 


Connections” section to aid in the design of shear connections. In the forefront of this section several design clauses 


from CSA S16-09 are referenced and used to populate the tables. A summary of the referenced clauses, failure mode 


descriptions and strength calculations are listed in Table 1. The use of the CISC Handbook tables provides an 


efficient manner to design shear connections for strength without computation of the equations illustrated in Table 1. 


However, the use of these design aid tables is limited due to the fact that these tables are developed for pre-selected 


connection material grades and set geometric parameters. As shown in Figure 5, CISC current design aids limit the 


designers to follow specific bolt gauge, bolt pitch, bolt edge distance and angle leg width. The CISC design aid table 


for bolted double angle connections provides design capacities for connections with up to and including 13 bolt 


rows. The design parameters in these tables do not allow for a wide range of practical connection design 


configurations. In Table 1 of this paper, a summary of capacity checks are formulated for the design of bolted-bolted 


double angle connections. These checks are valid for all design configurations including those that fall outside the 


parameters of the CISC design aid table. The application of these equations will be presented later in a design 


example. 


Table 1: CSA S16-09 Shear Connection Design Clauses 


CSA S16-09 Clause ULS Failure Mode ULS Design Equation 


13.4.1.1 Shear Yielding (Framing Angles & Beam Web) Vr = ϕAgFs 


13.12.1.2 (a) Bolt Bearing (Framing Angles & Beam Web)  Br = 3ϕbrntdbFu 


13.11 Bolt Tear Out (Framing Angles) Vr = ϕu [0.6Agv(Fy+Fu)/2] 


13.11 Net Area Shear Rupture (Framing Angles) Vr = ϕu [0.6Agv(Fy+Fu)/2] 


13.11 Block Shear (Framing Angles) Vr = ϕu [UtAnFu+0.6Agv(Fy+Fu)/2] 


13.12.1.2 (c) Bolt Shear Vr = 0.6ϕbnmAbFu 


 


 
Figure 5: CISC Double Angle Beam Shear Connection Geometry 


3.2 Ductility Design 


The CISC Handbook provides no formulated guideline to ensure adequate connection ductility for shear 


connections. However, the handbook provides a general statement, “to ensure connection flexibility the angle 


thickness selected should not be greater than necessary”. This paper explores the approach developed by Thornton 


(1996) as discussed earlier, to provide a design guideline for the framing angle thickness as a method to ensure 


adequate rotational ductility in the connection. 


4. DESIGN RECOMMENDATIONS 


4.1 Strength Design 


In design of bolted double angle connections the failure modes discussed early must be checked against the applied 


loads. The following provides a procedure for ULS capacity design of bolted double angle shear connections. As 


stated earlier, material yielding and bolt-hole bearing are ductile failure modes and are the preferred governing limit 
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states. Note that the limit states of bolt tear-out, net area shear rupture and block shear rupture are not applicable for 


uncoped beams as assumed for the calculations provided in this paper. 


 


1.a Yielding of Framing Angle Gross Area: Vf ≤ Vr = ϕAgFs = 2(ϕLta(0.66Fy)) 


 


1.b Yielding of Beam Web Gross Area: Vf ≤ Vr =ϕAwFs = ϕdtwFs (see CSA S16-09 CL13.4.1.1 for Fs) 


 


2.a Bolt Hole Bearing on Angles: Vf ≤ Br = 2(3ϕbrntadbFu) 


 


2.b Bolt Hole Bearing on Beam Web: Vf ≤ Br = 3ϕbrntwdbFu 


 


3. Bolt Tear-Out of Framing Angles: Vf ≤ Vr = 2ϕu[(0.6)2(n-1)(pta)(Fy+Fu)/2] + 2ϕu[(0.6)2(Levta)(Fy+Fu)/2] 


 


4. Net Area Shear Rupture of the Framing Angles: Vf ≤ Vr = ϕu[0.6Agv(Fy+Fu)/2] = 2ϕu[0.6(Lta)(Fy+Fu)/2] 


 


5. Block Shear Rupture of Framing Angles: Vf ≤ Vr = ϕu[UtAnFu+0.6Agv(Fy+Fu)/2] =  


2ϕu[0.6(Lehta)Fu+0.6(L-Lev)ta(Fy+Fu)/2] 


 


6.a Bolt Fracture – Supported Beam Web Bolt Group 


 


When an eccentricity is created in a bolted connection the bolt group must be designed to resist the combined effect 


of direct shear and induced moment. This results in a reduced bolt group capacity. For bolted double angle 


connections, research performed by Astaneh and McMullin (1993) (Astaneh A., 2005 August) determined that the 


point of inflection moves towards the bolt centerline as shear load increases. At connection failure, the inflection 


point is at or very near the bolt centerline. As a result, Astaneh and McMullin (1993) recommended that the vertical 


shear load is assumed to be acting at the bolt centerline with no need to consider eccentricity, as shown in Figure 6 


(Astaneh, 2005 August). In addition, this paper assumes that the shear plane intercepts the bolt threads. Therefore, a 


0.7 reduction in bolt shear strength is included in Equation 3. 


 


[3]   Vf ≤ Vr = 0.7(0.6ϕbnmAbFu) 


 


 
Figure 6: Bolted Double Angle Connection Combined Shear & Bending 


 


6.b Bolt Fracture – Supporting Face Bolt Group 


 


Based on the point of inflection shown in Figure 6, the supporting face bolt group is subject to combined shear and 


bending forces. To complete a conservative connection design, the bolt group should be designed for the combined 


effects. The Research Council on Structural Connections (RCSC, 2009) provides a method to determine the ultimate 


limit state interaction for bolts subjected to combined shear and tension. The interaction can be expressed using an 


elliptical interaction equation (RCSC, 2009). As proposed by Astaneh (2005), the elliptical interaction can be 


modified to represent the effects of combined shear and bending as shown in Equation 4. In this equation, the 


applied bending moment (Mf) is determined by multiplying the applied shear force (Vf) by the eccentricity (e). The 


results of this interaction may be conservative since in the case of combined shear and tension, all bolts are 


subjected to the same combined shear and tension load. Whereas, in the case of combined shear and bending, bolts 


located furthest from the centerline of the connection experience greater tension forces. In the case of combined 


shear and positive bending, bolts located at the bottom of the connection may experience no tension at all (Astaneh, 


2005 August). 
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[4]  1.0  )/M(M +)/V(V 2
rf


2
rf   


 


The shear resistance of the bolts (Vr) is determined using Equation 3. To determine the bending capacity of the bolt 


group (Mr) it is assumed that the bending moment is resisted by a couple created between the tension force in the 


upper bolt rows and a bearing compression force created at the bottom of the angles. The compression stress block 


depth can be determined using a simplified rectangular stress distribution and horizontal equilibrium as shown in 


Figure 6 and Equation 5. The bearing compression force (C) is determined using CISC S16-09 Clause 13.10. 


 


[5]   
2wF5.1


T
  =a      C-T  F


yAngle
x



  


 


Then summing moments produces the bending capacity, Equation 6. In this procedure, T is the factored tensile load 


of the bolt group including prying action forces. The magnitude of T can be calculated using the prying action 


formulas presented in the CISC Handbook of Steel Construction. The application of these formulas and prying 


action calculations are demonstrated in the design example. Note that the number of bolts assumed to carry tension 


load due to bending is the total number of vertical bolt rows minus the bottom most row (number of bolt rows in 


tension = n-1). 


 


[6]  











2


L
T =M r  


 


Calculations should also be completed for failure modes of material yielding, material rupture, bolt bearing and bolt 


tear out at the supporting member. 


4.2 Ductility Design 


Bolted double angle connections provide rotational ductility by bending deformation of the angle’s outstanding legs 


as shown in Figure 7. The provided ductility is primarily a function of angle material thickness and center-to-center 


bolt gauge in the supporting member. If the limited preselected angle sizes and corresponding bolt gauges are used 


according to the CISC “Framed Beam Shear Connections” section then adequate rotational ductility is provided. 


However, if the angle sizes or gauges do not follow the tabulated values a lack of rotational ductility may exist. To 


eliminate this possibility consider the following approach to calculate adequate framing angle thickness. These 


formulations are based on the work completed by Thornton (1996). 


 


 
Figure 7: Bending of Outstanding Angle Legs 


 


Assume that as the shear connection is loaded it rotates about the bottom of the outstanding angle leg and yield lines 


form as shown in Figure 7. As the angles rotate the bending couple creates a distributed shear force V along the 


vertical bolt lines. A virtual work expression for work done by the shear force V can be written as Equation 7. The 


left side of the equation represents the external work caused by the bending couple. The right side of the equation is 


the internal work done by the angles along the yield lines (mp, θ, g and ϕ are defined in Equations 8, 9, 10 and 11 


respectively). 
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[7]     22
pp b+Lm +Lm =V  


 


[8]  
2


fyp tF 1/4=m   


 


[9]   g/  


 


[10]   yL/bg    


 


[11]    2L/b1  


 


By subbing in δ, g, Φ and integrating the left side once from 0 to L produces Equation 12. 


 


[12]    222
pp b LL/b1m +Lm =bL/2V    


 


Setting η = b/L and inputting the expression for mp Equation 12 can be rewritten as Equation 13. 


 


[13]   2


2
y


2
b2


tF
V    


 


Up to this point, the derivation of Equation 13 follows the procedure completed by Thornton (1996). The 


development of Equation 2 by Thornton (1996) assumed a bolt tensile strength of 90 ksi and a vertical bolt pitch 


(spacing) of 3in. In practice, these parameters can vary for different connection designs. As a result, this paper 


explores the derivation of a new expression that incorporates both of these parameters as variable inputs.  By 


equating the distributed shear force to the tensile strength of a bolt and adding a 25% strength increase factor 


Equation 15 is developed. This expression is similar to the one presented by Thornton (1996) but with the addition 


of input variables bolt pitch (p) and bolt tensile strength (Fnt). It is typical in connection design to begin the design 


process knowing the desired bolt size and grade. These parameters can be predetermined by job requirements, costs 


or specific fabrication processes. Based on bolt diameter (db) the maximum allowable angle thickness that provides 


adequate rotation can be determined using Equation 16. This Equation must be satisfied in addition to the 


connection strength design requirements. The set of Equations 15 and 16 allow the designer to choose an approach 


that fits their design parameters. This enables the selection of bolt size and evaluation of angle thickness or selection 


of angle thickness and calculation of minimum bolt diameter. 
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5. DESIGN EXAMPLE 


For the connection detail shown in Figure 8, the following design example calculates the shear connection ULS 


capacities. As discussed in the previous section, ductility design of the connection at the ULS is also included. The 


factored applied shear force on the connection is 300 kN. The beam is supported by a column flange that acts as a 


fully rigid support with sufficient capacity. 
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Figure 8: Design Example: Bolted Double Angle Shear Connection 


 
Yielding of Angles 


AISC J4.2(a) Rn = ϕ0.6FyAg = 2(1)(0.6)(300MPa)(229mm)(9.5mm) Rn = 783.2 kN 


CISC CL13.4.1.1 Rn = ϕFsAg = 2(0.9)(0.66x300Mpa)(229mm)(9.5mm) Rn = 775.3 kN 
Yielding of Beam Web 


AISC J4.2(a) Rn = ϕ0.6FyAw = (1)(0.6)(350MPa)(310mm)(9.4mm) Rn = 611.9 kN 


CISC CL13.4.1.1 Rn = ϕFsAw = (0.9)(0.66x350MPa)(310mm)(9.4mm) Rn = 605.8 kN 


Bolt Hole Bearing on Angles 


AISC J3.10 Rn = 2n(ϕ2.4dbtaFu) Rn = 2(3)(0.75)(2.4)(19mm)(9.5mm)(450MPa) Rn = 877.2 kN 


CISC CL13.12.1.2(a) Rn = 3ϕbrndbtaFu) = (3)(0.8)(3x2)(19mm)(9.5mm)(450MPa) Rn = 1169.6 kN 


Bolt Hole Bearing on Beam Web 


AISC J3.10 10 Rn = n(ϕ2.4dbtwFu) = (3)(0.75)(2.4)(19mm)(9.4mm)(450MPa) Rn = 434.0 kN 


CISC CL13.12.1.2(a) Rn = 3ϕbrndbtwFu = (3)(0.8)(3)(19mm)(9.4mm)(450MPa) Rn = 578.7 kN 


Bolt Tear-out of Angles (Interior Bolts) 


AISC J3.10 Interior Bolt Rn = 2ϕ1.2LctaFu = 2(0.75)(1.2)(76mm-22mm)(9.5mm)(450MPa) 415.5 kN per Bolt 


CISC CL13.11 Interior Bolt Rn = 2[0.6ϕu2Agv(Fy+Fu)/2] = 2(0.6)(0.75)(2)(76mm)(9.5mm)(375MPa) 487.4 kN per Bolt 


Bolt Tear-out of Angles (Exterior Bolts) 


AISC J3.10 Exterior Bolt Rn = 2ϕ1.2LctaFu = 2(0.75)(1.2)(38mm-0.5x22mm)(9.5mm)(450MPa) 207.8 kN per Bolt 


CISC CL13.11 Exterior Bolt Rn = 2[0.6ϕu2Agv(Fy+Fu)/2] = 2(0.6)(0.75)(2)(38mm)(9.5mm)(375MPa) 243.7 kN per Bolt 


Bolt Tear-out of Angles (Total) 


AISC Rn = (n-1)(415.5 kN/bolt) + 1(207.8 kN/bolt) Rn = 1038.8 kN 


CISC R n = (n-1)(487.4 kN/bolt) + 1(243.7 kN/bolt) Rn = 1218.5 kN 


Net area Shear Rupture of Angles 


AISC J4.2(b) Rn = ϕ0.6FuAnv = 2(0.75)(0.6)(450MPa)(229mm-3x22mm)(9.5mm) Rn = 627.1 kN 


CISC CL13.11 Rn = 2[0.6ϕuAgv(Fy+Fu)/2] = 2(0.6)(0.75)(229mm)(9.5mm)(375MPa) Rn = 734.2 kN 


Block Shear Rupture of Angles 


AISC 


 


J4.3 Rn = ϕ[0.6FuAnv+UbsFuAnt ≤ 0.6FyAgv+UbsFuAnt] 


Rn = 2(0.75)[0.6(450MPa)(229mm-38mm-(2.5x22mm))(9.5mm) + (1)(450MPa)(102mm-
79mm)(9.5mm) ≤ 0.6(300MPa)(229mm-38mm)(9.5mm)+(1)(450MPa)(102mm-79mm)(9.5mm)] 


Rn = 670.7 kN 


CISC CL13.11 Rn = ϕu[UtAnFu+0.6Agv(Fy+Fu)/2] 


Rn = 2(0.75)[0.6(102mm-79mm)(9.5mm)(450MPa)+0.6(229mm-38mm)(9.5mm)(375MPa)] 
Rn = 700.9 kN 


Bolt Group in Beam Web 


AISC J3.6 Rn = 2n(ϕFuBoltAb) = 2(3)(0.75)(372MPa)(285mm2) Rn = 477 kN 


CISC CL13.12.1.2(c) Vr = 0.7(0.6ϕbnmFuBoltAb) = 0.7(0.6)(0.8)(3)(2)(825MPa)(285mm2) Rn = 474 kN 


Bolt Group at Supporting Member 


AISC   


Proposed 
CISC 


Mf = eVf = (68mm)(300kN) Mf = 20.4 kN-m 
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δ = 1- d’/p = 1 – (21mm/76mm) 


a1’ = 43.5mm 


b1’ = 49.5mm 
δ = 0.72 


K = 4b’103/(ϕpFy) = (4)(49.5mm)(103)/(0.9)(76mm)(300MPa) K = 9.6 
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)mm102)(2)(MPa300)(9.0(5.1


kN338


w2F5.1


T
aCTF


yAngle
x 



  a = 4.1 mm 


 


C = ϕ1.5FyAngle2wa = (0.9)(1.5)(300MPa)(2)(102mm)(4.1mm) C = 338 kN 
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Rotational Ductility  b = [146mm – 9.4mm – (2x19mm)]/2 = 49.3mm 
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6. CONCLUSION 


The design of shear connections must satisfy strength requirements while providing rotational ductility. Currently 


the CISC Handbook of Steel Construction does not provide formulated guidelines for strength design of shear 


connections. In addition, no limits are directly stated to ensure adequate rotational ductility. In this paper, a 


formulated procedure outlining the design of bolted double angle shear connections was presented. The 


recommended procedure includes an ultimate limit state design of shear connections for strength. In addition, two 


alternative methods are presented to ensure adequate rotational ductility is provided, these include: (i) Limiting 


connection material thickness based on connection geometry and bolt parameters, or (ii) proportioning of bolt 


diameter to suit connection geometry and material thickness. The formulated procedure was summarized in a design 


example of a bolted double angle shear connection. The design example compared the AISC and CISC design 


calculations and also facilitated a proposed design process to determine the combined effects of shear and bending 


on the support face bolt group. As illustrated in the design example the bending porting of the interaction equation 


can render a relatively large contribution to the final connection utilization ratio. For the design example in this 


paper the moment due to the shear force eccentricity contributed 28% to the connection utilization ratio. 
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COLUMN RETROFIT BY PLASTIC HINGE RELOCATION USING 


ADVANCED COMPOSITE MATERIALS  


Scott F. Arnold 
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ABSTRACT  


Advanced composite materials composed of carbon and glass fiber reinforced polymers, have been used to retrofit 


reinforced concrete columns for over two-decades. The original testing of these systems started in the late 1980’s 


and continues to the present day. The first tests, performed at the University of California at San Diego under the 


guidance of Professor Nigel Priestley, were focused on the use of unidirectional composites that were oriented in the 


transverse direction. The goal of many of the these tests was to essentially supplement the existing transverse 


reinforcement in order to change what would have been a premature shear failure into a flexural, ductile mode of 


failure. Effectively, these tests were forcing the columns to fail in the upper and/or lower hinge regions, while 


increasing the displacement ductility and preventing premature shear or lap splice failure (Paulay and Priestley 


1992; Priestley et al. 1996). Similar testing was then performed at various universities (e.g. University of California 


at Irvine, University of Nevada, Reno, University of Southern California, University of Canterbury Christchurch, 


New Zealand and the University of Toronto) in order to validate both the glass and the carbon fiber reinforced 


polymers for this type of application. The structural testing then turned to the validation of these advanced 


composites to provide the same performance on noncircular columns, including rectangular, diamond, flare and even 


square shapes with re-entrant corners. Some of these column cross sections require the use of advanced composite 


anchors in order to achieve the same performance goals. All of these tests concluded that once the longitudinal steel 


had buckled or fractured, the column repair was no longer feasible. This is due to the fact that inelastic strain 


capacity of the buckled bars is severely diminished. 


 


Exciting new research has been conducted in order to challenge this assumption by relocating the plastic hinge to a 


location above the damaged region. In order to achieve this goal it is essential to supplement both the existing 


transverse and longitudinal steel reinforcement. By increasing the flexural strength of the damaged region it can be 


possible to force a secondary plastic hinge to form above the original hinge region. It is important to note that in 


order to increase the flexural strength of the section, it is necessary to develop the vertically oriented composite 


material into the spread footing. It was only due to the previous development of the Tyfo® fiber anchor systems that 


this was possible. By embedding these anchors into the footings and splaying them onto the vertically oriented 


sheets, it was possible to develop the required tension forces into the footing and effectively increase flexural 


strength of the section. This retrofit can then relocate the hinge where the longitudinal reinforcement has a higher 


reserve strain capacity. The practical application of this research would be to take a column that has been severely 


damaged in a seismic event and be able to get it back into service without the need to demolish the structure.  


 


The testing conducted at North Carolina State University consisted of three large-scale reinforced concrete column 


specimens 2.4m high and 600mm in diameter (Rutledge 2012). The first column contained buckled but not fractured 


longitudinal reinforcement and was repaired with the goal to increase the flexural strength of the damaged hinge 


region while also adding confinement to the new, target hinge region above. This additional confinement was 


provided based on the assumption that the new hinge region will need to accommodate an increase in curvature. The 


second specimen also contained buckled bars but no ruptured bars. This specimen was repaired to increase the 


flexural strength of the original hinge region but it did not include additional confinement of the new hinge region. 


The third column contained both buckled and ruptured longitudinal reinforcing bars and was repaired in the same 


manner as the second specimen. The goal for all of the specimens was to achieve the same strength and 


displacement capacity of the undamaged column while relocating the plastic hinge region to a location above the 


original hinge. The peak displacements and hinge locations can be seen in Figure 1. This presentation will briefly 


review the early testing and original design goals related to advanced composite strengthening of columns and then 
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it will review the testing completed at North Carolina State University and discuss the conclusions and implications 


for the design of severely damaged reinforced concrete columns.   


 


 


               
(a)                (b)                 (c) 


Figure 1: Maximum displacement: (a) Specimen 1;  (b) Specimen 2;  (c) Specimen 3 
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INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECTS – CURRENT REVIEW OF METHODS 
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ABSTRACT  


Sustainability and sustainable development is a growing area of interest within the Canadian civil engineering 


community. As part of the Vision 2020 strategy, the Canadian Society for Civil Engineers (CSCE) plans to become a 


leader in the development of sustainable infrastructure. Successful implementation of a sustainable infrastructure 


project requires carefully considered and validated measurement and evaluation methods. This paper provides an 


overview of: the current methods used to assess sustainability and sustainable performance of public infrastructure 


and; move the discussion forward by identifying the advantages and limitations of each method. The paper considers 


the following three (3) fundamental groups of assessments: i) monetary, ii) non-monetary and iii) hybrid. From these 


groups the relevant characteristics of a ‘complete’ sustainable assessment are identified.  Based upon these 


characteristics, each assessment method’s level of sophistication and/or completeness was determined to highlight the 


strengths and weaknesses of each method. The paper is finalized by proposing further research avenues in: i) the 


evaluation of infrastructure projects through the development of a universal model; ii) including sustainable criteria 


in municipal asset management decision making and; iii) the potential of including sustainable criteria in public 


infrastructure procurement via public-private partnerships. 


 


Keywords: sustainability, sustainable development, project evaluation, multi-criteria analysis, cost-benefit analysis, 


Envision, triple bottom line 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Sustainable development is increasingly becoming a concern for society. This is highlighted from the international to 


the municipal level. In 2015, the United Nations and its participating countries established both a new sustainable 


development agenda as well a historic agreement on climate change and greenhouse gas emissions (United Nations, 


2015a,b). More relevant to the civil engineering community, the Canadian Society for Civil Engineers (CSCE) has 


strengthened its position on sustainable development through its Vision 2020 strategy. One of the three strategic goals 


identified is to become a ‘leader is sustainable infrastructure’ (CSCE, 2012). These recent UN publications highlight 


the growing attention society is placing on building a sustainable future and the CSCE signals that the Canadian 


engineering community is in a position to be a leader for sustainable infrastructure.  


 


Sustainable development is a trend which has emerged in all levels of government. At the municipal level, the 


Federation of Canadian Municipalities (FCM) supports sustainable development through its Green Municipal Fund 


and Sustainable Communities Conference (FCM, 2016). Kingston, Ontario has emerged as a leader in the municipal 


space with sustainability becoming a core part of their community’s strategic plan (Hunt, 2015). Provincially, British 


Columbia, Alberta, and Quebec now have some form of a carbon tax, with Clean Energy Canada (2014) recognizing 


British Columbia’s as one of “North America’s leading climate policies”. In 2008 the Canadian government passed 


the Federal Sustainable Development Act (Government of Canada, 2013) and in 2005 created the Office of Greening 


Government Operations. Sustainable development is an idea which is vertically recognized with the Canadian public. 
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The most common definition cited for sustainable development comes from a 1987 UN report titled Our Common 


Future, or the Brundtland Report. Sustainable development is “development that meets the needs of the present 


without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.” (Brundtland, 1987). Specific goals 


of sustainable development have been identified as economic development, social development, and environmental 


protection (G. A. United Nations, 2005). These are commonly known as the three pillars or dimensions of 


sustainability. Criticisms of this three pillared approach highlight the inter-dependence and integration of the three 


dimensions. It is argued that simply adding up indicators or criteria from each of the three dimensions fails to account 


for the linkages and dynamics between social, environmental and economic criteria (Kemp, Parto, & Gibson, 2005).  


 


For public infrastructure there exists a need to objectively measure the sustainable performance.  If an owner wishes 


to build sustainable infrastructure, how can the magnitude of sustainability be measured for each infrastructure 


project? Which project is truly ‘sustainable’? What are some decision making tools public bodies can use to identify 


and evaluate infrastructure projects based on their sustainable performance? Three objectives have been highlighted 


for this paper: i) identify current methods to evaluate the sustainable performance of public infrastructure projects; ii) 


discuss and review the various shortcomings and issues with each; and iii) identify research themes going forward to 


advance the ability for public bodies to identify and prioritize sustainable infrastructure. The paper’s intended audience 


is very broad with decision makers, owners, procurement managers, design consultants, and researchers benefiting 


from a better understanding of the various methods and tools to include sustainable criteria in infrastructure evaluation. 


2. REVIEW OF EVALUATION TECHNIQUES 


Current methods to evaluate the sustainable performance have been organized by the authors into three distinct 


categories: i) monetary; ii) non-monetary; and iii) hybrid. As is expected, monetary methods assign dollar values to 


each criteria identified while non-monetary methods are typically dimensionless, albeit on a common scale. The most 


common monetary method identified is the social cost-benefit analysis (CBA). Common non-monetary methods 


include multi-criteria analysis (MCA) and credentialing rating schemes. Hybrid methods combine aspects of both 


monetary and non-monetary, attempting to draw on the advantages of both. 


2.1. Monetary 


Cost-benefit analysis (CBA) works in a very simple way. Given an investment or policy decision, all known costs and 


benefits which arise over the life cycle of this decision are identified, measured, and assigned dollar values based on 


welfare economic principles (e.g., willingness-to-pay, damage cost functions, etc.…). Cash flows are then discounted 


back to the present value using time value of money principles. The results of a CBA are typically expressed as a cost-


benefit ratio (CBR), however they can also include the net-present value (NPV), and the internal rate of return (IRR). 


The CBR is governed by Equation 1, where PVB = present value of all benefits, and PVC = present value of all costs. 


Typically used to assess policy initiatives, the CBA is commonly employed by economists looking to determine the 


net effect of new policy decisions.  Today, CBA guides are available to evaluate many different types of infrastructure 


investments and are typically created for individual nations and regions. Development into the evaluation of 


infrastructure investments using CBA first began in the transportation industry, however, is now applied to a wide 


variety of infrastructure types (Hough, 1993). Examples of these guides are listed in Table 1. 


 


[1]  CBR = 
PVB


PVC
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Table 1: Example CBA Guides 


Author Title Infrastructure Typology Area 


European Commission 


(2014) 


Guide to Cost-Benefit 


Analysis of Investment 


Projects 


- Transportation 


- Water Supply and Sanitation 


- Waste Management 


- Environmental Remediation 


- Energy 


Europe 


Treasury Board 


Secrariat of Canada  


(2007) 


Canadian Cost-Benefit 


Analysis Guide 


- None (Intended for regulatory 


proposals). 


Canada 


Asian Development 


Bank (2013) 


Cost-Benefit Analysis for 


Development: A Practical 


Guide 


- Transportation 


- Water Supply and Sanitation 


- Energy 


- Urban Services 


Asia and Pacific 


United Nations (2013) Cost-Benefit Analysis for 


Regional Infrastructure in 


Water and Power Sectors 


in Southern Africa 


- Water Supply and Sanitation 


- Energy 


Southern Africa 


 


At the most basic level, CBAs are performed using deterministic values using an analyst’s best judgment or by pre-


subscribed guidelines. It is widely recognized that a more complete and objective analysis should include the level of 


uncertainty through the use of a Monte Carlo simulations (Williams, 2012, European Commission, 2015, 


Environmental Assessment Institute, 2006). Sensitivity analysis is frequently used to express uncertainty, however, it 


is limited in its application due to simply defining the relationship a single input can express on the results. The authors 


highlight Williams’ (2012) Sustainable Return on Investment (SROI) as a sophisticated method to performing a CBA 


due to its transparency through structure and logic diagrams, as well as its focus on including stakeholder input of 


costs and benefits identified in addition to the use of Monte Carlo simulations. The SROI method prescribes three 


values for each input (lower, upper, and most likely, see Figure 1), assigning a beta distribution through three point 


approximations (typically PERT), and performing a Monte Carlo simulation to determine the range of possible 


outcomes for CBR or NPV.  


 


Figure 1: Beta Probability Distribution Function Applied to the Social Cost of Carbon  


 
 


The most significant limitation of a CBA is that not all sustainable development criteria can be monetised. Criteria 


such as the cost of carbon emissions, risk of death or injury, and noise are well understood and have become standard 


practice. Other criteria such as journey ambience, social inclusion, and cultural heritage (which constitute various 


elements of sustainable development) have either little or no valuation techniques (DfT, 2009). Excluding these criteria 


from an analysis can give an incomplete evaluation when determining sustainable performance. The main advantage 
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of the CBA is that it derives value for each criteria on a common scale in monetary units and is as objective as possible 


through its use of widely accepted social welfare theories. 


2.2. Non-Monetary 


2.2.1 Multi-Criteria Analysis 


 


The multi-criteria analysis (MCA) is typically the most popular form of assessment for determining the sustainable 


performance of public infrastructure due to its flexibility, simplicity, and ease of use. While there are many different 


types of MCA methods available (DfCLG, 2009), this paper provide the simplest example used to evaluate the 


sustainability of public infrastructure. The authors identify three major steps in the MCA process consistent with 


(DfCLG, 2009): i) criteria and indicator identification and development; ii) indicator evaluation and measurement; 


and iii) weighting and ranking. A key feature of the MCA is the emphasis placed on the evaluator(s) in estimating the 


relative weighting factors for the various criteria and also in scoring specific criteria if required. At its core, the MCA 


is governed by Equation 2 (Pohekar & Ramachandran, 2004) which determines the design alternative which achieves 


the highest performance score. 


 


[2]     A* = Max ∑ aijwj
𝑗
i    for   i = 1, 2, 3, … M 


 


where A* is the score of the best alternative, M is the number of decision criteria, aij is the actual value of the ith 


alternative in terms of the jth criterion, and wj is the weight of importance of the jth criterion. 


 


Significant contributions to indicator identification and development are made in Ugwu et al. (2006), whereby four 


distinct characteristics of indicators are described. These characteristics are that indicators should be: i) quantifiable 


and effective; ii) relevant; iii) understandable; and iv) usable by community stakeholders. ISO (2015) standards on 


sustainability indicator development for civil engineering works supports most of these characteristics, however the 


ISO standard states that indicators can be either “quantitative, qualitative or descriptive”. Additionally, both sources 


identify that criteria and indicators selected should be specific to a civil engineering project typology and will therefore 


vary from project to project. While the authors are in agreement with this sentiment, it is recognized that a standard 


set of criteria (from which unique indicators can be derived from) should be held constant for a universal assessment. 


This should be done to provide a consistent analysis between projects of different typologies. The ability to evaluate 


various infrastructure typologies along the same criteria is considered one of the major shortcomings of current 


methods of evaluation, which are typically project specific such as Ashley et al. (2008). Fortunately, ISO has recently 


established a generic set of criteria from which indicators can be derived from. The authors support this standard and 


believe it is a major key towards a universal method of sustainable performance evaluation. 


 


When evaluating or measuring indicators, data collected is required to be translated so that the criteria can be evaluated 


along a standard value scale. The simplest form of evaluation places various indicator performance values on a scale 


and points are assigned to each interval achieved. As an example, the indicator of noise levels can be evaluated on a 


0-5 scale whereby the average noise levels on a construction site would indicate the value achieved (see Table 2). 


 


Table 2: Example Scaled Evaluation Technique for Expected Construction Noise Levels 


Value 0 1 2 3 4 5 


Decibel Range >80 dBA 70 – 80 dBA 60 – 70 dBA 50 – 60 dBA 40 – 50 dBA <40 dBA 


 


Dasgupta & Tam (2005) utilize a normalization technique for evaluating indicators. Maximum (or minimum), and 


target values for each indicator are defined and then the performance obtained by each design alternative is evaluated. 


Maximum or minimum performance values are used to define the 0-1 interval of each indicator and can be selected 


from either; i) national or provincial values, ii) values of a similar projects, or iii) values under ‘pristine’ conditions. 


Additionally, when evaluating a large quantity of design alternatives, the lowest scoring and highest scoring 


alternatives of each criteria can be used as minimum and maximum bounds respectively (Rosén et al., 2015). This 


method of normalization is shown in Equation 3 and 4: 


 


[3]     𝑁(vip) =
vip−min (si)


T(vi)−min (si)
   for   vip  ≤  T(vi) 
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[4]     𝑁(vip) =
max (si)−vip


max (si)−T(vi)
   for   vip   ≥ T(vi) 


 


where max(si) is the maximum possible value of the ith indicator, min(si) is the minimum possible value of the ith 


indicator, T(vi) is the target value of the ith indicator, and vip is the measured or predicted value of the ith indicator for 


alternative p (Dasgupta & Tam, 2005). 


 


In order to be as objective as possible, considerations should be made to ensure that quantitative and numerical data 


can be used to evaluate the various criteria. However, this is not always the case, especially when considering the full 


breadth of sustainable criteria, and therefore exists a need to evaluate qualitative data inputs. An example of a 


sustainable criteria which might merit a qualitative input would include ‘Cultural heritage’. As is evident, this criteria 


would require some subjective input from an (or group of) evaluator(s). The UK Department of Communities and 


Local Government (2009) recommends using an ‘expert’ judgement to estimate the performance of qualitative criteria 


on a relevant 0 – 100 scale. Rosén et al. (2015) utilize a similar method in their SCORE (Sustainable Choice Of 


REmediation) evaluation of contaminated land remediation projects. Expert judgements are sought to score the 


performance of qualitative criteria such as ‘Cultural heritage’ along a predetermined -10 to +10 scales. Also included 


in the SCORE analysis is the ability for an expert to include their level of certainty (low, medium, high) in evaluating 


each criteria. This aspect introduces probability distributions (similar to those mentioned in the CBA) and is 


recognized as a significant contribution to a sophisticated model of assessing qualitative criteria. For a more 


comprehensive understanding of MCA techniques, the UK Government of Communities and Local Governments has 


published a manual which provides further explanations (DfCLG, 2009). 


 


2.2.2 Rating Schemes 


 


Another popular form of evaluating sustainability is through rating schemes. Rating schemes are defined as 


frameworks whereby an infrastructure project is evaluated based on a pre-defined set of criteria and indicators 


determined by a credentialing organization. The most popular sustainability rating system in North America is 


Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED), which typically certifies green buildings. The LEED rating 


system has been an important driver in the Canadian (and international) building market and is recognized as the 


international mark of excellence for green buildings (CaGBC, 2015). In 2011, LEED certified buildings accounted for 


over 20 percent of annual new construction in the United States (Watson, 2011). It is evident that sophisticated 


sustainable rating system can provide significant market incentives to producing more green and sustainable products. 


Although similar to a MCA, rating systems typically provide a discrete scoring system where projects earn value at 


predetermined levels.  


 


Specific to civil infrastructure projects, the Institute for Sustainable Infrastructure (ISI) (founded by the American 


Society of Civil Engineers, American Council of Engineering Companies, and American Public Works Association), 


and the Zofnass Program for Sustainable Infrastructure at Harvard University have collaborated to develop the 


Envision™ rating system (ISI, 2015). This system contains 60 sustainability criteria divided into five categories: i) 


quality of life, ii) leadership, iii) resource allocation, iv) natural world, and v) climate and risk. The rating scheme has 


been fairly well received, with even the CSCE exploring the adoption of the system (CSCE, 2015). 


 


Similarly, the CEEQUAL rating system has been developed in the UK and Ireland (CEEQUAL Ltd., 2015) (the system 


also contains an international version). CEEQUAL differs from Envision in that there are six different types of awards 


available for projects however still takes a broad view of ‘civil engineering’ projects. These awards differ depending 


on the parts of the project team whose role has contributed to a project’s sustainable performance. The rating system 


has been largely successful. Since launching in 2003, over 360 awards have been achieved as of February 2015. In 


addition to CEEQUAL and Envision, the Infrastructure Sustainability Council of Australia has developed the 


Infrastructure Sustainability (IS) rating scheme. 


 


While these methods can be easily used it practice, the most significant shortcoming identified with both MCA and 


rating systems is that they lack the inclusion of uncertainty. However, Rosén et al. (2015) provides a unique method 


for including uncertainty distributions (low, medium and high) to be assigned to indicator’s scoring intervals. Using 


Monte Carlo simulations, the SCORE evaluation method is a great example of including uncertainty into a MCA. 


Rating systems offer no opportunity for uncertainty due to their discrete scoring system where projects are awarded 


points for achieving pre-specified performance values. Additionally, there is a large focus on environmental criteria 
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while economic and social criteria appear to be lacking. In order to include the full breadth of sustainability all three 


pillars must be considered and evaluated.  


2.3. Hybrid 


Hybrid methods are attempts to combine both monetary and non-monetary data in the sustainable performance 


evaluation. A single hybrid method has been identified: normalization (or aggregation). Also, while not considered as 


a separate method, the ability to visualize the results of CBA and MCA is given recognition in the form of prioritization 


plots. The normalization method is done by normalizing and embedding CBA results into a MCA. Rosén et al. (2015) 


provides an example of this for the SCORE assessment of soil remediation projects. The aggregation of results leads 


to a ‘sustainability index’ or Hi and is governed by Equation 5: 


 


[5]     Hi = 100 [
WE


HE,i


Max[Max(HE,1…N);|Min(HE,1…N)|]
+ WS


HS,i


Max[Max(HS,1…N);|Min(HS,1…N)|]
+


WNPV
NPVi


Max[Max(NPV1…N);|Min(NPV1…N)|]


] 


 


where HE is the score in the environmental domain, HS is the score in the social domain, NPV is the net present value, 


and Wi is the weighting factor of domain i. Minimum and maximum values found in the denominator relate to the 


design alternatives which score the lowest and highest in each category respectively. The weighting factors assigned 


to each domain are determined through a simple relative importance equation where criteria in a domain (or sub-


criteria in a criteria) are given a numerical value according to a 3 point scale (1 = somewhat important, 2 = important, 


3 = very important). Results are then normalized to derive three domain weights which sum together to equal 1. One 


significant limitation of this equation is that it can only provide a relative ranking of alternatives and cannot determine 


the individual sustainability performance score of an individual project.  


 


A second aggregation technique identified is a composite model for assessment (COSIMA-DSS) developed by 


Salling, Jensen, & Leleur (2005). The model was developed for assisting decision makers evaluating large-scale 


transportation projects. The method works in opposite to the SCORE method, whereby MCA impacts are assigned 


unit prices through a value function (rather than assigning CBA results a weighting factor). The method is governed 


by Equation 6: 


 


[6]     
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where Ckis the total cost of alternative k, VCBA(xik) is the value in monetary units for the CBA effect i for alternative 


k for altogether I CBA impacts, VMCA(xjk) is a value function for MCA criterion j for alternative k for altogether J 


MCA criteria, w(j) is a weighting factor that expresses the importance of criterion j, and α is a calibration factor that 


expresses the model set-up’s trade-off between the CBA and the MCDA part. The value function for determining unit 


prices of MCA criteria is determined by asking the decision maker what effect (in percentages) the MCA should have 


on the result. Using this percentage, the weighting factors assigned to each criteria, and benefit values calculated in 


the CBA, the unit prices of each criteria can be determined (see Barford & Leleur (2014) for additional insight into 


the procedural steps for generating unit prices). 


 


Alternatively, combining monetary and non-monetary results can be done by representing CBA and MCA results 


separately, albeit in the same figure. This technique is exemplified in Robichaud (2014) as a prioritization plot (see 


Figure 2). The plot arose from the development of a MCA matrix for the New Brunswick Department for 


Transportation and Infrastructure (NBDTI). One of the recommended steps included in the report is to explore the use 


of a prioritization plot which combines the results from the MCA developed with a CBA in a scatter plot and adjusting 


bubble size according to total costs. While the plot is specific to transportation projects, it is believed that a similar 


method could be used to compare various infrastructure typologies using a universal list of criteria. The method stems 


from a San Francisco Bay Area strategic transportation plan from Dodd (2008), which was a result of a performance 


assessment and used to help inform decision making.  
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Figure 2: Example Prioritization Plot Combining a MCA with CBA Results, Robichaud (2014) 


 


3. SHORTCOMINGS AND CHARATERISTICS OF REVIEWED METHODS 


This study is an attempt to encompass evaluations methods to evaluate the sustainable performance of public 


infrastructure. Significant stress is placed on “sustainable” due to the authors’ selection of methods which gather data 


on the economic, environmental, and social dimensions of sustainability. Notable methods which were excluded were: 


i) environmental life cycle analysis; ii) economic life cycle analysis; iii) environmental impact assessment; and iv) 


social impact assessment. These methods were excluded due to their narrow focus of one particular dimension of 


sustainability. The use of these tools is encouraged as they are sophisticated methods to evaluating economic, 


environmental, or social dimensions independently, however, are out of the scope of this study.  


 


Based on the review of methods identified in the study, five (5) characteristics of a complete sustainable performance 


evaluation have been identified: 


 


1. ‘Full’ sustainability analysis – For sustainable performance evaluations consideration must be made to ensure 


that all three dimensions of sustainability (economic, environmental, and social) are included and are in-depth 


(account for a variety of criteria). One of the most frequent shortcomings identified is the lack of social criteria 


included in the evaluation, with a tendency for evaluators to focus on environmental criteria.  


 


2. Life-cycle approach – One of the defining characteristics of sustainability is intergenerational equity 


(Brundtland, 1987). Specific to infrastructure, this includes looking at the full life-cycle of the project so that 


future generations are given the same priority as the current. While life-cycle costing has increasingly become 


accepted in evaluating projects, significant contributions to measuring sustainable criteria in all stages of a 


projects life-cycle should be included. The life cycle stages of a project are defined as: i) production, period 


from extraction of material to before products are transported to the site; ii) construction, transportation of 


products to the site to when the infrastructure project is ready to be used; iii) operations and maintenance; and 


iv) end-of-life or decommissioning (if applicable) (ISO, 2015). 


 


3. Standardized criteria and impacts – While it is acknowledged that a there exists a variety of indicators which are 


specific to each infrastructure typology, it is believe that a consistent set of criteria (through which typology-


specific indicators can be determined) should be established to provide a universal assessment method to 


evaluating infrastructure. Isolating criteria specific to a certain typology, or even to a specific project, limits the 


ability for decision makers to identify projects with a sustainable performance when comparing a larger 


portfolio of projects. The author identifies ISO (2015) standard 21929-2 as an appropriate list of criteria which 


any infrastructure typology can draw indicators for. 


 


4. Objective weighting factors – Specifically for MCA, there is not a widely accepted method to determine 


objective weighting factors for criteria. With monetary evaluation techniques, all criteria and impacts are 


evaluated on a common scale – dollars. It is recognized that the ability for decision makers and stakeholders to 
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manipulate criteria weighting factors should be provided in an analysis due to regional specific objectives and 


goals. One community may value their cultural heritage more than another and therefore it would be appropriate 


to allow for these indicators to place a greater weight on the analysis’ results. While many weighting methods 


exist for MCAs the author identifies the analytical hierarchy process (AHP) (Saaty, 2008) as an objective 


pairwise comparison method to determining weighting factors for criteria. 


 


5. Uncertainty and risk analysis – Quantifying risk and uncertainty allows decision makers to make more informed 


and better decisions. It was found during the review that CBAs were the most likely to include uncertainty and 


risk. Williams (2012) provides a great example of this in the SROI methodology. MCA often lack the ability to 


include uncertainty as well, however this can be overcome with Rosen et al.’s (2015) SCORE analysis by 


allowing subjective inputs into an evaluator’s certainty in measuring specific indicators. 


 


Based on these five characteristics, each of the five evaluation techniques identified have been evaluated for their 


ability to fulfill each characteristic or the relevant degree to which it is accomplished in practice. These evaluations 


are based on the authors’ best judgement and are not based on a formal evaluation technique. 


 


Table 3: Assessment of Sustainable Performance Evaluation 


Evaluation Technique Category Standardized 


Criteria 


Uncertainty 


and Risk 


Analysis 


Life-


Cycle 


Approach 


Full 


Analysis 


Objective 


Weighting 


Factors 


Cost-Benefit Analysis Monetary 


     
Multi-Criteria Analysis Non-Monetary 


     
Rating Systems Non-Monetary 


     
Normalization or 


Aggregation 


Hybrid 


     
 


Legend: 


 Does not meet criterion  Poorly meets criterion  Moderately meets criterion 


 Strongly meets criterion  Exceptionally meets criterion 


 


4. CONCLUSIONS 


Four different methods to evaluate the sustainable performance of public infrastructure projects are summarised in 


this paper. The authors have grouped the performance evaluation methods into three distinct categories: i) monetary; 


ii) non-monetary; and iii) hybrid. The methods reviewed include: i) cost-benefit analysis (CBA); ii) multi-criteria 


analysis (MCA); iii) rating systems; and iv) normalization or aggregation. Each method was discussed in length to 


identify the various strengths and weaknesses. In addition to a review, examples of each method in literature were 


highlighted which showcased each method in practice. 


 


Based on the review of methods identified in the study, five (5) characteristics of a comprehensive sustainable 


performance evaluation have been identified: i) full sustainability approach, which ensures that all three dimensions 


of sustainability are included (economic, environmental, and social); ii) life-cycle approach, which ensures that a 


cradle-to-grave approach is used to highlight sustainable performance along the entire supply chain of an 


infrastructure project; iii) standardized criteria and impacts, which ensures that infrastructure projects of various 


typologies can be evaluated within the same framework; iv) objective weighting factors, which ensures that the 


criteria which can be subjectively valued are done in an objective and transparent way which is consistent with the 


objectives of the decision maker; and v) uncertainty and risk analysis, which ensures that the range of possible 


outcomes is demonstrated to aid decision makers in making a confident evaluation. 
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5. FURTHER RESEARCH 


Two major themes of additional research have been identified. The first is to continue research of evaluation 


techniques and to ultimately develop a model which addresses the shortcomings identified in this paper. Additional 


emphasis will be made to explore the possibility of including sustainability goals and objectives into a municipality’s 


asset management strategy. The second research area is to examine the feasibility of including sustainable criteria in 


alternative procurement methods such as Public-Private Partnerships (PPPs). Both themes of further research are 


linked by two questions, what is the value of sustainable development and how do we measure it? When evaluating a 


project’s sustainable performance, determining the weighting factors of each criteria is relative to the value assigned 


to each criteria. One of the main goals of the research is to develop models and techniques which can help owners 


determine the value of sustainable criteria based on their specific objectives. Additionally, once the value of 


sustainability has been determined, how can these objectives and goals be realised through infrastructure?  


 


The authors are currently undertaking these themes of research with the development of two extensions to evaluation 


models (aggregation and visualization techniques) through an analysis of two municipal infrastructure projects. The 


projects identified for analysis are a major city traffic intersection upgrade and major upgrades to a municipal 


wastewater treatment facility. The new models are being validated as to their effectiveness and practical use by a 


strategic group from the same municipality. 


 


Alternative procurement methods offer a unique opportunity to align public interests (notably sustainable 


development) with financial incentives within the private sector. While much research is needed to be completed, it 


is believed that PPPs could potentially open up a unique opportunity to increase the amount of sustainable 


infrastructure development which occurs in Canada. Two significant avenues to include sustainable criteria in PPPs 


have been identified in i) bid evaluation criteria and ii) through incentivized payment mechanisms which use output-


based specifications (e.g. reduced greenhouse gas emissions in operations) to ensure sustainable development over 


the entire life-cycle of the project (Hovy, 2015). Additionally, what place does sustainable criteria have in a value for 


money study (comparing PPP method of delivery versus conventional design-bid-build)? Can sustainable 


development objectives be better achieved in an alternative procurement method, and what is the feasibility of 


including these benefits in a value for money study? 
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ABSTRACT  


Asset valuation is an essential component of effective asset management. It is an important method to demonstrate 


proper management of public assets and effective utilization of government’s budgets. In addition, it allows agencies 


to demonstrate justifications of funds needed to preserve its assets. Asset valuation is used in standard reporting, 


depreciation schedules, auditor requirements and condition assessments. Several government regulatory bodies 


mandate agencies to report their Capital Tangible Assets’ (CTA) values within their annual statement. For example, 


the Canadian Public Sector Accounting Board (PSAB), the Governmental Accounting Standard Board (GASB) and 


the New Zealand International Financial Reporting Standards (NZ IFRS) to name a few. 


 


Integrating asset valuation in asset management is imperative to manage assets in the most optimized cost-effective 


ways while maintaining or enhancing the value of these assets. Furthermore, the increased movement towards Public 


Private Partnerships (PPP) raises the question of how to identify the optimum or practical asset value criteria in 


performance based specifications that provide the required Level of Service (LOS).   


 


The objective of this paper is to present a research overview to develop an asset management methodology to 


integrate asset value and valuation concepts and techniques with performance measures, prediction models, life-


cycle cost analysis, prioritization and optimization tools as well as decision-making tools of asset management state-


of-the-practice. 


 


Keywords: Asset Management, Asset Valuation, Maintenance, and Rehabilitation, Public Private Partnership 


1. INTRODUCTION 


The challenge of reduced budget, aging and deteriorating infrastructure, increasing traffic loading, increases the 


demand for implementing effective asset management to manage infrastructure assets cost effectively at acceptable 


LOS. In addition, the challenge of maintaining the road networks at the highest possible condition while investing 


the minimum amount of money will always keep transportation agencies searching for innovative approaches 


(Piñero 2003). 


 


Several government regulatory bodies mandate agencies to report their Capital Tangible Assets’ (CTA) values 


within their annual statement. For example, the Canadian Public Sector Accounting Board (PSAB), the 


Governmental Accounting Standard Board (GASB) and the New Zealand International Financial Reporting 


Standards (NZ IFRS) to name a few.  


 


Furthermore, Asset value is used in performance based contracts, PPP, as shown in the example of the original New 


South Wales (NSW) of  2,115 lane-km network ten-year PPP contract (Yeaman 2007) which included specification 


of an annual increase of asset value up to 4% on the basis of written down replacement cost. 
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Asset valuation has gained movements in the literature; there is a focus to better understand the asset valuation 


methods and applicability to different civil infrastructures as well as development or improvement of new methods. 


In addition, several research activities have been undertaken in efforts to integrate asset valuation to the existing 


asset management state-of-the-practices (Amekudzi et al. 2002; Cowe Falls 2004; Cowe Falls et al. 2001; Cowe 


Falls et al. 2006; Herabat et al. 2002; Lemer A. C 1998; McNeil 2000; Tighe and Cowe Falls 2002; Dojutrek et al. 


2012; Li et al. 2014).  


2. PROBLEM STATEMENT 


Although some research has been introduced, there is no comprehensive work done to incorporate asset valuation in 


asset management systems. An integration method is imperative to manage assets in the most optimized cost-


effective ways while maintaining or enhancing the value of these assets.  


 


Several government regulatory bodies mandate agencies to report their CTA values within their annual statement. 


As such, using financial/ accounting methods alone in reporting asset values may result in underestimating asset 


values. If the underestimated asset values are used as the basis of annual budget allocation, it may result in 


insufficient funding to preserve assets and therefore impact the overall network (Cowe Falls 2004).  


 


Furthermore, the increased involvement towards PPP or performance based type of contracts to manage and 


maintain infrastructure assets raises the question of how to identify the optimum or practical asset value criteria in 


performance based specifications that provide the required level of service? 


3. SCOPE AND OBJECTIVE  


The objective of this paper is to present a research overview to develop an asset management methodology to 


integrate asset value and valuation concepts and techniques with performance measures, prediction models, life-


cycle cost analysis, prioritization and optimization tools as well as decision-making tools of asset management state-


of-the-practice. This is important to manage assets in the most optimized and cost-effective ways while maintaining 


or enhancing the value of these assets. 


4. LITRETURE REVIEW  


4.1 Asset Management  


Transportation asset management has gained movement over the last two decades. Asset Management in basic terms 


is a systematic business process that employs strategic, engineering and economical means to provide holistic 


approach to managing infrastructure assets to meet specified performance measures’ level of services. There are 


many definitions of Asset Management in the literature; however, a widely used definition is that of the Federal 


Highway Administration (FHWA) US department of Transportation (FHWA 1999) also adopted by Transportation 


Association Canada (TAC) (TAC 2013; FHWA 1999; TAC 1997) 


 


“Asset management is a systematic process of maintaining, upgrading and operating physical assets cost-


effectively. It combines sound business practices and economic theory, and it provides tools to facilitate a more 


organized logical approach to decision making. Thus, asset management provides a framework for handling both 


short- and long-range planning.” 


 


A widely used Asset Management framework is illustrated in TAC pavement design and management guide shown 


in Figure 1 (TAC 2013; TAC 2001) 


 


As shown in Figure 1, the framework is based on identifying the system’s assets inventory, current status, and asset 


value and identifying the current underperformers. Furthermore, it shows that a comprehensive asset management 


system has the capability of looking at the future in terms of identifying future needs, alternative programs and 


costs, as well as calculating future asset values. 
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4.2 Asset Valuation Overview  


Asset valuation is an essential component of effective asset management (TAC 2013). It is an important method to 


demonstrate proper management of public assets and effective utilization of tax payers’ money. In addition, it allows 


agencies to demonstrate justifications of funds needed to preserve its assets (Lugg 2005). Asset valuation is used in 


standard reporting, depreciation schedules, auditor requirements and condition assessments (Byrne 1994). 


 


 
Figure 1: Overview Framework for Asset Management 


 


The American Institute of Real Estate Appraisers (AIREA) defines asset valuation as the process of estimating the 


value of a specific asset at a given date; it measures the relative value or wealth of asset over time (AIREA 1987). 


Marston et al defined asset valuation in the context of engineering as “the art of estimating the fair monetary 


measure of the desirability of ownership of specific properties for specific purpose…engineering valuation is the art 


of estimating the value of specific properties where professional engineering knowledge and judgment are essential. 


… based fundamentally upon [the asset’s] ability to produce some kind of useful service during its expected future 


life in service....” (Marston et al. 1963). 


 


In transportation infrastructures context, asset valuation- or asset management in general, are implemented to fixed 


and unfixed tangible assets within or out of the right of way (ROW) (TAC 2013; TAC 2001). Examples of fixed 


assets within the ROW include: pavements, bridges, signs, signals, etc. Fixed and unfixed assets out of the ROW 


include: maintenance depots (Ex. salt sheds, fuel tanks, etc.), material stockpiles, laboratories, communication 


equipment, computer hardware, etc. In addition, Haas and Raymond identified other non-tangible assets such as 


intellectual property, land, etc. (Haas and Raymond 1999) 


4.3 Asset Valuation Reporting Requirements   


Agencies have accounting reporting requirements to report their TCA values in their financial statements and 


balance sheets. Of particular interest to this research are the Canadian Public Sector Accounting and Auditing Board 


(PSAAB) requirements and the Government Accounting Standard Board (GASB) in the United States. 


 


The Canadian Institute of Chartered Accounts (CICA), has a comprehensive “Public Sector Accounting and 


Auditing Handbook” (CICA 1998) which indicates that “Financial statements are prepared by a government to 


report on its financial condition and result of operations … information required to make assessments of and 


judgments on government financial operations and management.” Also, it indicates that “Financial statements 


should include … a statement of tangible capital assets … and the change in that investment in the period.” Section 


PS 1350 defines tangible assets as are non-financial assets having physical substance that: a) are held for use in the 


production or supply of goods and services, for rental to others, for administrative purposes or for the development, 


construction, maintenance or repair of other tangible capital assets; b) have useful economic lives extending beyond 
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an accounting period; c) are used on a continuing basis; and d) are not for resale in the ordinary course of operations. 


(PS 3150.05). The CICA has suggested that asset valuation should be based upon net book value for both financial 


and management accounting: “Governments that use the expenditure basis of accounting … a statement of tangible 


capital assets that reports the net book value… Governments that use the expense basis of accounting should… 


report the net book value….” 


 


In the United States, GASB issued Statement No. 34 was issued in 1999, “Basic Financial Statements for State and 


Local Governments” which requires state and local agencies to report the value of the assets they own (GASB 


1999). The GASB requires that the value may be reported as the historical cost minus depreciation, or using a 


modified approach (Amekudzi et al. 2002; McNeil 2000). 


 


GASB modified approach is that “Infrastructure assets are not required to be depreciated if: the government 


manages those assets using an asset management system that has certain characteristics and the government can 


document that the assets are being preserved approximately at (or above) a condition level established and disclosed 


by the government. Qualifying governments will make disclosures about infrastructure assets in required 


supplementary information (RSI), including the physical condition of the assets and the amounts spent to maintain 


and preserve them over time.” (McNeil 2000) 


 


Other government requirements will also be studies in this research such as the Australian Accounting Standards 


Board (AASB), and New Zealand International Financial Reporting Standards (NZ IFRS).  


4.4 Asset Valuation Methods   


Asset valuation methods can be classified according to the time frame for asset valuation into past-based, current-


based, and future-based methods (Amekudzi et al. 2002; Cowe Falls 2004). Past-based asset valuation methods use 


historical expenditures to determine the asset value, such as book value / historical costs (BV/HC). Current-based 


methods use current data to determine the value, such as replacement cost (RC), written down replacement cost 


(WDRP), etc. Future-Based methods use future data, such as Productivity Realized Market Value, Salvage Value, 


Figure 2. 


 


 
Figure 2: Asset Valuation Classification and Examples 


 


There are various valuation methods that can be utilized to estimate infrastructure assets’ values such as book value, 


replacement cost, and written down replacement cost. Table 1 present example of asset valuation methods and basic 


definitions. It is recognized that there is no universally accepted method by the international community. However, 


it is noted that the book value and the replacement cost method are commonly used in highway infrastructure 


valuation (OECD 2001). 
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Table 1: Asset Valuation methods and Basic Definition (Adapted from (Amekudzi et al. 2002; TAC 2001) 


Asset Valuation Method Overview   


Book Value Present value based on historical costs depreciated to the present (commonly 


used for financial accounting purposes)  


Replacement Cost  Present value based on cost of replacing/rebuilding the asset 


Written Down Replacement 


Costs 


Present value based on current replacement cost depreciated to asset current 


condition (commonly used for management accounting purposes) 


Equivalent Present Worth in 


Place 


The worth “as is”. The book Value adjusted for inflation, depreciation, 


depletion and wear; i.e., the (accounts for changes in prices and usage; 


applicable to comparing with other investments) 


Productivity Realized Value The value in use. Net present value of benefit stream for remaining service 


life (provides a reflection of relative importance of the asset) 


Market Value Price buyer is willing to pay 


Net Salvage Value Cost to replace the facility less the cost of returning it to ‘new condition’ 


Cost of materials 


Salvage Value  Present worth of the amount obtainable from disposing or recycling 


Facility 


Option Value  Value of asset in specific circumstances (Used by private sector)  


 


 


As noted, there are various valuation methods that can be used to calculate infrastructure assets value. Each method 


requires a different set of data and results in different values. Examples of most common asset valuation methods in 


highway infrastructure asset valuation and the required data are presented Table 2. 


Table 2: Data Requirements Asset Valuation Methods and (Li et al. 2014; Cowe Falls et al. 2004) 


Valuation Method Initial 


Construction ($) 


Current 


Construction ($) 


Maintenance/ 


Rehabilitation ($) 


Performance 


Condition 


Age 


Book Value X  X  X 


Replacement Cost   X    


Written Down 


Replacement Cost  


 X  X  


Net Salvage Value   X  X X 


 


4.5 Asset Valuation Integration in Asset Management  


Several research activities have been undertaken in an effort to integrate asset valuation to the existing asset 


management practices. Cowe Falls et al introduced an asset valuation framework for highway assets, which follows 


the asset management framework of Figure 1 (Cowe Falls et al. 2001). The proposed framework suggests that in 


order to estimate the current asset value, three essential questions are to be addressed which need to be answered: 


What assets do we have and where are they? What is their condition or status? What valuation method should be 


used and what is their value?”(Cowe Falls et al. 2001) 


 


Herabat et al introduced the application of cost based approach for pavement asset valuation integration with 


pavement management system (Herabat et al. 2002). The framework and the cost approach were applied on 


Thailand Pavement Management System (PMS). The generic cost approach is applied based on replacement costs 


and accrued depreciation over time. The cost approach captures the value of pavements based on their performance, 


which deteriorates over time, as well as the impacts of different maintenance activities applied to the pavements and 


other relevant variables such as the cost of materials, gasoline prices, and traffic volume. It was concluded that the 


cost approach focuses more on accounting principles than on economic principles; however, it is imperative that 


pavement valuation methods extend to include economic principles as well (Herabat et al. 2002). 
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Cowe Falls et al introduced the concept of Asset Service Index (ASI) as a potential integration mechanism in asset 


management systems (Cowe Falls et al. 2006). The index is calculated as the deviations from the expected value as a 


result of neglect, or changes in use that could accelerate or decelerate deterioration. ASI would be reported as a plus 


value indicating over-performing or a minus value indicating underperforming. The asset condition is represented in 


terms of remaining service life (RSL) by comparison either with the predicted point at which the condition reaches a 


minimum acceptable level or with age and adjusted by the replacement cost (RC), the ASI index is calculated as 


follows (Cowe Falls et al. 2006): 


 


[1]    ASI = [(RC) * RSL/ EL] Actual - [(RC) * RSL/ EL] Model      


 


Where; RC = replacement cost, RSL = remaining service life, and EL = expected life 


 


Li et al studied the impact of using alternative performance measures in pavement condition assessment and 


valuation of pavement assets using Ministry of Transportation Ontario’ Pavement Management System (Li et al. 


2014). The performance measures studied include Pavement Condition Index (PCI), Riding Comfort Index (RCI) 


and Distress Manifestation Index (DMI). The study concluded that using alternative performance measures resulted 


in variation impact to the network evaluation and maintenance programing including the current and future 


conditions, identifying rehabilitation needs, and calculating asset values (Li et al. 2014). 


5. ASSET VALUATION INDEX AND PROPOSED METHODOLOGY   


Building on asset management state-of-the-practice, a methodology is developed to incorporate asset valuation as a 


performance measure in asset management framework. To achieve this objective, an Asset Valuation Index (AVI) is 


proposed.  Data from Ontario Pavement Management System (PMS2) is utilized to develop and validate the 


proposed index as well as developing deterioration models for various maintenance and rehabilitation treatments. 


The deterioration models will be used to establish and evaluate the impact of treatments on asset values.  


 


Preliminary assessment of various asset valuation methods is conducted to select the most appropriate method to 


establish the proposed AVI. One criterion for selecting the asset valuation method is its ability to capture the change 


in performance condition; due to deterioration or applying a treatment.  


 


An illustrative example of some of the analysis is presented herein of three sample pavement sections from PMS2 


database to demonstrate the concept of the proposed AVI. The three sections, namely A, B, and C, are homogenous 


sections with similar influence factors including: environment, traffic loading, subgrade material and thickness. All 


sections received a Mill and Hot Mix Overlay treatment at the same year.  Figure 3 below shows the Pavement 


Condition Index (PCI) performance for the three sections over time.  


 


 
Figure 3: Sample Sections Pavement Condition Index   


 


As indicated earlier, there are various valuation methods that can be utilized to estimate infrastructure assets’ values.  


Of which, the written down replacement cost (WDRC) is commonly used (OECD 2001) and was selected for the 
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purpose of demonstrating the proposed methodology. Figure 4 shows the WDRC values of the three sample 


sections. As shown, the WDRC captures the change in condition due to treatment application and an increase in 


asset value is observed.    


 


A change of asset value using the WDRC method can be represented by relative comparison over time as shown in 


Figure 4. In other words, over time the asset value will decrease as the asset deteriorates, and once a treatment is 


applied, the pavement condition improves and thus improving the asset value.  


 


 
Figure 4: Sample Sections WDRC Values  


 


Further analysis of performance models and asset valuation techniques is being carried out to develop the proposed 


index. The index is to be used as a performance indicator that can be incorporated in asset management tools.  


 


To illustrate the proposed AVI, assuming a straight-line depreciation of asset value, the analysis will be conducted to 


evaluate the change in AVI as a result of applying or postponing a given treatment to preserve an asset as shown in 


Figure 5. The premise is that the return in investing in preserving the asset can be quantified through: the change and 


improvement in condition and the extended service life of the asset. The objective is to develop an AVI that can 


capture the return over the analysis period. This will improve the decision making, prioritization and optimization, 


as well as cross-asset optimization. 


 


The proposed AVI index and the network condition will be evaluated against various LOSs to develop a 


methodology for establishing asset valuation performance measures and thresholds for performance specified types 


of contracts, PPP. Furthermore, using multi objective optimization tools, an optimization model will be developed 


that incorporates the proposed AVI and the performance level of service in its components to develop network 


multi-year maintenance program analysis.  
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Figure 5: Concept Overview of Asset Value Index 


6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS   


Asset valuation is an essential component of effective asset management and an important method to demonstrate 


proper management of public assets and effective utilization of tax payers’ money. Asset valuation allows agencies 


to demonstrate value of funds needed to preserve its assets. An integration method of asset valuation in asset 


management is imperative to manage assets in the most optimized cost-effective ways while maintaining or 


enhancing the value of these assets. 


 


Further analysis of performance models and asset valuation techniques is being carried out to develop the proposed 


index. The AVI is to be used as a performance indicator that can be incorporated in asset management tools. The 


expected contribution of this research is to provide a better understanding of the application of asset valuation in the 


context of asset management. The research will implement asset valuation in a management/ engineering accounting 


as a key performance measure in asset management through the developed AVI. This is important to manage assets 


in the most optimized and cost-effective ways while maintaining or enhancing the value of these assets. 


Furthermore, the research will introduce a practical methodology that provides guidance in establishing effective 


asset valuation requirements in performance specified type of contracts, such as long term maintenance contracts 


and other PPP contracts. 
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ABSTRACT  


This paper investigates the structural behavior of composite bridge girders subjected to hogging moment. Such 


composite girders are widely used in accelerated bridge construction. However, the ultimate moment capacity at the 


negative moment region is highly affected by the contribution of the reinforcing steel embedded in the concrete deck 


slab that is considered ineffective due to cracking. This paper proposes the use of high-performance concrete in the 


deck slab to enhance the flexural crack distribution and contribute to both cracking and yield load carrying capacity 


at the negative moment region. Four reduced-scale composite girders, simulating negative moment region, were 


constructed and tested to-collapse. The main variables in these specimens were type of concrete and slab continuity. 


Three types of concrete were considered for the deck slab in each of the first three specimens, namely: Normal 


Concrete (NC), Fiber-Reinforced concrete (FRC) and Engineered-Cementitious Composite (ECC). The forth 


specimen was constructed using two slabs made of FRC and connected together using a  closure strip acting as 


shear-key joint located at the maximum negative moment region. The performance of composite girders is analyzed 


based on load-deflection response, stress-strain characteristics, crack development, failure modes.  All specimens 


exhibited flexure mode of failure with ECC and FRC specimens showing significantly higher load at first crack and 


better distribution of flexural cracks along the specimen compared to their NC counterpart. 


 


Keywords: Composite girders; Negative moment; UHPC; ECC; and FRC. 


1. INTRODUCTION 


The use of prefabricated elements and systems in the design and construction of bridges is an emerging and growing 


technology in USA and Canada. It offers many economic, safety and functional benefits. Prefabricated bridge 


elements and systems range from simple girders, bent caps and deck panels to substructure and superstructure units. 


They are manufactured on-site or off-site, under controlled conditions and brought to the job location ready to 


install. Prefabricated components have been shown to be efficient, durable and require much reduced site-


construction time. Growing traffic on the highways and increasing user delays due to construction zone restrictions 


are challenging bridge designers and builders to find ways to build bridges faster and minimize traffic delay, 


community disruption and exposure to construction hazards. With the use of prefabricated bridge elements and 


systems in the construction of new bridges and the replacement of old ones, the more frequent traffic lane closure 


will be considerably reduced, reflecting in reduction in transportation related greenhouse gas emission (GHG).    
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Prefabrication also allows bridge jurisdictions to take advantage of new bridge technologies and materials that are 


emerging through new research and development work. The engagement of the advantageous properties of fiber 


reinforced concrete (FRC), highly-ductile engineered cementitious composite (ECC) and ultra-high performance 


concrete (UHPC) to develop a new type of bridge decks and connection details applicable to deck-level connections 


between prefabricated components will provide high compressive strength, high pre-cracking tensile strength, 


sustained post-cracking tensile strength through internal fiber reinforcement, and exceptional durability. The 


proposed research incorporates the use of FRC, ECC and UHPC on the development of precast full-depth, full-


width, concrete deck panels for accelerated bridge construction. The ultimate goal is to develop design and 


construction details that are safe, workable, economical and durable, and transfer the existing knowledge and 


proposed technology to potential users in future bridge applications in Egypt.  


 


Composite action between the steel I-beam and the reinforced concrete slab in bridge superstructure, which is 


commonly achieved through the welding of shear studs to the top flange of the beam, results in significant reduction 


of beam deflections, enabling the use of smaller steel sections compared with bare steel systems using higher span to 


depth ratio. Much existing research has been carried out to determine the positive moment capacity of the composite 


beams. For simply supported composite beams, the ultimate capacity is usually governed by either flexural (positive 


moment) or longitudinal shear capacity, which will be governed by the compressive strength of the concrete and 


tensile strength of the joist steel beam. However, in continuous composite steel and concrete structures, cracking of 


the concrete slab in negative moment region decreases the global stiffness of composite structures and reduces the 


effect of continuity, thus making the structural behavior highly nonlinear even for low stress levels, which generally 


has shortcomings in view of the durability, loading capacity and service life of the structures (Lin et al. 2013 and 


Vasdravellis et al. 2012).  


 


   
Fig. 1: Precase deck slab modules                             Fig. 2: Precast full depth, full-width, deck panels 


         (adopted from SHRP 2, 2012)                                      (adopted from MTO Prefab Guidelines, 2006) 


 


In accelerated bridge construction, twin-girder system, shown in Fig. 1, can be fabricated off-site, and then 


assembled on-site by placing them beside each other over abutments and piers. This type of construction requires 


longitudinal closure strips between the precast deck slab as well as transverse closure strip over the pier if continuity 


of girders over multiple spans is required. Other type of accelerated bridge construction is the full-depth, full-width, 


deck panel system shown in Fig. 2. In this system, simple units of pre-cast slabs are connected to each other by 


closure strips made of reinforced steel bars and filled with grouting materials in order to enhancing the global 


stiffness especially under the positive and negative moment. The common practice in the precast industry is to use 


normal concrete in the deck slab over in the positive and negative moment region. However, cracking over the deck 


slab over the pier may lead to water leakage of rusting of reinforcing steel bars if the crack width exceeds the 


limiting crack width specified in the code. So, with the use of high-performance concrete (HPC) such as FRC and 


ECC, there is a possibility that cracks will increase in number but with smaller crack width compared to those 


developing in normal concrete, thus enhancing durability of the superstructure against water leakage and corrosion 


of reinforcing steel in the negative moment region.  


 


During the last decades, tremendous progress has been made on the HPCs. Such HPC technology involves the 


family of highly durable fiber reinforced engineered cementitious composites (ECCs) that can strain harden after 


first cracking, similar to a ductile metal and demonstrate a strain capacity of 300–500 times greater than normal 


concrete (Zhou et al. 2012). Increasing the tensile strength of concrete is one of the main reasons of incorporating 


fibers for the ordinary concrete. Fiber-reinforced concrete (FRC) is used in many applications, including pavements, 


airport runways, shotcrete tunnel linings, slabs-on-ground, and when minimum reinforcement is required in precast 
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bridge decks. Post cracking resistance of the concrete is also improved by reinforcing the concrete with fiber which 


could be very important in structures where crack control is an issue. When failure occurs, fibres are pulled out of 


the concrete leading to an increase in the energy needed to open the cracks (ACI 408-03). Ultra-high performance 


concrete (UHPC) is a new class of concrete that has been developed in recent years (among them Graybeal 2010, 


Issa et al. 2006 and Zhu et al. 2011). When compared with high performance concrete (HPC), UHPC exhibits 


superior properties than the other types in terms of compressive behaviours, tensile behaviours, and durability. This 


type of concrete has a discontinuous pore structure that reduces liquid ingress, significantly enhancing durability as 


compared to conventional and high-performance concretes. The current types in production differ from normal 


concrete in compression by their strain hardening, followed by sudden brittle failure. 


 


This paper presents the results of an experimental investigation on four steel-concrete composite I-beam girders 


(three of them were made of full length NC, ECC and FRC slab while the fourth specimen was constructed using 


two FRC end slabs with a UHPC closure strip in the middle as a shear-key) subjected to simulating negative 


moment. The objective was to improve the structural behavior when such composite girders are subjected statically 


to  negative moment in terms of enhancing flexural cracking distribution and composite action as well as both 


cracking and yielding loads.  This research is a timely initiative as the use HPC slab in such composite girders is 


new especially considering the comparative performance based on NC, ECC, FRC and UHPC.  The test results and 


recommendations presented in this paper will surely benefit engineering community in understanding the structural 


behaviour of such HPC composite girders in bridge applications. 


2. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM  


Four composite girder specimens were tested under static loading to-failure, simulating the girder in the negative 


moment region. Three different types of reinforced concrete were cast-in-place over identical steel I-beams. The 


slabs in the first, second and third specimens were cast using normal concrete (NC), engineered cementitious 


composite (ECC) and fiber reinforced concrete (FRC), respectively. Each slab was connected to the I-beam flange 


through two rows of shear studs.  The fourth composite girder specimen was identical to the third specimen with 


FRC deck slab, except that a closure strip was introduced at the maximum negative moment location, simulating the 


transverse joint shown in Fig. 2. The transverse joint was developed using projecting straight steel bars embedded in 


a closure strip filled with UHPC. Table 1 summaries the tested specimens as CG-1, CG-2, CG-3 and CG-4.   


 


All slabs have identical steel reinforcement as shown in Fig. 3-a. The formwork of the fourth specimen is shown in 


Fig. 3-b. Due to its significant effect in the cracking stage, FRC was used for casting the two panels of composite 


girder CG-4. The two FRC panels were connected to each other in maximum negative moment region by a 


transverse joint with vertical shear keys. Details of the experimental program, including member sizes, formwork 


and material characteristics can be found elsewhere [Hamoda 2016]. 


 


After 28 days from casting, the specimens were flipped and fly bracing was attached to prevent lateral buckling 


failure (VAsdravills et al 2012).  Each specimen was placed centred and levelled over supports at each end, with one 


end simulating roller support and other one simulating hinged support. Linear Variable Displacement Transducers 


(LVDT’s) were placed at the quarter points, as depicted in Fig. 4-a, to measure deflection under load. Electrical 


strain gauges were wired and connected to the strain indicator to measure strains in the reinforcing steel bars as well 


as the steel I-beam. The load was applied in increments of 5 kN up to failure. During each load increment, cracks (if 


any) were marked, and deflection and steel strain readings were recorded. The duration of each increment was about 


two minutes. The LVDTs were removed just before failure occurred. Fig. 4 shows a schematic diagram of the test 


setup and a photo of the specimen before testing.  
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(a) Steel reinforcement for CG-1, CG-2 and CG-3   (b) Steel reinforcement for specimen CG-4  


Fig. 3: Layout of formwork and steel reinforcement for the tested specimens. 


 


  
a) Specimen’s elevation                                      b) Specimen’s cross-section          c) Test setup   


Fig. 4:.Test set up and dimensioning 


 


 


Table 1: Details of tested specimens 


Specimen Joint Type Used Concrete 


Average 


concrete 


strength,  


fc` (MPa) 


Ultimate 


jacking load, 


kN 


CG-1 Jointless Normal concrete (NC) 32 427 


CG-2 Jointless Engineered cementitious composite (ECC) 52 443 


CG-3 Jointless Fiber reinforced concrete (FRC) 68 443 


CG-4 


With 


transverse 


joint 


FRC used for two precast panels and ultra-


high performance concrete (UHPC) used 


as filling material in the transverse joint  


68 for FRC 


143 for UHPC 
423 


3. TEST RESULTS  


In a composite beam specimen, flipped as shown in Fig. 4 for testing, at the negative moment region, flexural cracks 


are expected to propagate through three surfaces of the concrete slab, as shown in Fig. 5. The first crack expects to 


occur at the bottom surface of the concrete slab where the maximum tension stresses exist especially the bottom 


fiber of two critical sections located at both stiffeners underneath the edge of loading plate.  The second flexural 


crack is expected at the edge (side surface) of the concrete slab where the bottom flexural cracks extend from the 


bottom surface towards the mid-depth of the section. The third type of flexural cracks expects to appear in the top 


surface of the slab at its interface with the steel beam, resulting from increasing tensile stresses in the slab with 


increase in applied load.  


 


Specimen CG-1 was a composite steel concrete I-beam with concrete slab made of normal strength concrete. As 


shown in Fig. 6, the first visual flexural crack appeared transversally at mid-span along the bottom surface of the 


slab close to the critical section (CS) shown in Fig. 5 at a load of 63 kN (about 14 % of failure load). The measured 
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crack width at this stage was an average of 0.02 mm. As the load increased, a few major flexural cracks appeared at 


bottom surface of the slab at the mid-span while hair flexural cracks were remarked at the quarter points between the 


supports. The cracks continued to enlarge from the bottom surface upward towards the top surface of the slab with 


increase in the applied load to failure. Just before failure, the flexural cracks marked at the bottom surface of the slab 


at the mid-span propagated upward towards the top surface of the slab, with specimen deflection significantly 


increasing beyond a load of 375 kN (about 88 % of failure load).  This may be attributed to the fact that flexural 


stresses in the steel section reached the yield stress and entered the plasticity stage. With increase in applied load, 


local bucking in the top flange was observed just outside the loaded area at a load of 427 kN. The specimen could 


not absorb any increase in the applied load beyond this value.  


 


 
Fig. 5: Cracking zones of the composite concrete girder at the negative moment region 


(CS: Critical Section located underneath the two stiffeners at mid-span) 


 


Specimen CG-1 was a composite steel concrete I-beam with concrete slab made of normal strength concrete. As 


shown in Fig. 6, the first visual flexural crack appeared transversally at mid-span along the bottom surface of the 


slab close to the critical section (CS) shown in Fig. 5 at a load of 63 kN (about 14 % of failure load). The measured 


crack width at this stage was an average of 0.02 mm. As the load increased, a few major flexural cracks appeared at 


bottom surface of the slab at the mid-span while hair flexural cracks were remarked at the quarter points between the 


supports. The cracks continued to enlarge from the bottom surface upward towards the top surface of the slab with 


increase in the applied load to failure. Just before failure, the flexural cracks marked at the bottom surface of the slab 


at the mid-span propagated upward towards the top surface of the slab, with specimen deflection significantly 


increasing beyond a load of 375 kN (about 88 % of failure load).  This may be attributed to the fact that flexural 


stresses in the steel section reached the yield stress and entered the plasticity stage. With increase in applied load, 


local bucking in the top flange was observed just outside the loaded area at a load of 427 kN. The specimen could 


not absorb any increase in the applied load beyond this value. 


 


  
Fig. 6: Crack patterns of composite girder specimen CG-1 with normal concrete in the deck slab 


 


Specimen CG-2 was a composite steel concrete I-beam with concrete slab made of engineered cementitious 


composite (ECC). The behavior of this beam was close to specimen CG-1 with normal concrete in the deck slab 


except the values of recorded cracking and ultimate loads as well as the numbers and widths of the observed cracks. 


As shown in Fig. 7, the first visual hairline flexural crack appeared at bottom surface of the slab at the mid-span 


location close to the critical section (CS) at a load of 73 kN (about16 % of failure load). The recorded crack width at 


this load increment was an average of 0.01 mm. As the load increased, several hairline flexural micro-cracks 


appeared at bottom surface of the concrete slab and extended transversally towards the edges of the slab with 


increase in applied load. Just before failure, multi-hair cracks were observed in the bottom surface while three major 


wide cracks formed at mid-span of the ECC slab, two of them occurred close to both critical sections (underneath 


the two stiffeners of loading plate ends). Again, specimen deflection significantly increased beyond a load of 395 kN 


(about 89 % of failure load).  Then, local buckling identical to that in the first specimen was observed leading to 


specimen failure at a load of 443 kN. When comparing the results of specimens CG-1 and CG-2, one may observe 


that the cracking load of CG-2 with ECC concrete was about 16% greater than that recorded for specimen CG-1 
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with normal concrete. On the other hand, the ultimate load was almost the same for the two specimens, with a 


difference of about 1%. However, Fig. 7 shows larger crack distribution along the slab in comparison with the very 


few cracks observed in the first specimen with normal concrete. Also, the crack widths at a given load increment and 


at failure were very much larger in the normal concrete compared to the ECC specimen GC-2. 


 


   
Fig. 7: Crack patterns of composite girder specimen CG-2 with ECC in the deck slab 


 


Specimen CG-3 was a composite steel concrete I-beam with concrete slab made of fiber reinforced concrete (FRC). 


The behavior of this specimen was identical to that recorded for the NC and ECC except that the recorded cracking 


load was greater than those recorded for the NC and ECC slabs by 51% and 30%, respectively. As shown in Fig. 8, 


the first visual flexural crack appeared at the bottom surface of the deck slab at the mid-span location close to the 


critical section (CS) at a load of 95 kN (about 21 % of failure load. The crack width was recorded at this stage of 


loading as an average of 0.015 mm. As the load increased, two major flexural cracks appeared at bottom surface 


close to both critical sections while a few hair flexural cracks were observed at the quarter-span locations. Just 


before failure, the two major flexural cracks formed close to the critical sections became wider and propagated 


upward towards the top surface of the deck slab. As observed in other specimens, specimen deflections were 


suddenly excessive beyond a load of 397 kN (about 89.6% of failure load). Similar to other specimens, failure 


occurred due to local bucking in the top flange close to the loading plate at a load of 443 kN. Comparing flexural 


crack distribution in Figs. 8 and 6 for FRC and NC slabs, respectively, it can be observed that larger crack 


distribution along the slab was observed in the FRC slab in comparison to very few cracks observed in the first 


specimen with normal concrete. Also, the crack widths at a given load increment and at failure were very much 


larger in the normal concrete compared to the FRC specimen GC-2. 


 


 
Fig. 8: Crack patterns of composite girder specimen CG-3 with slab made of FRC 


 


Specimen CG-4 was a composite steel concrete I-beam made with simulated precast FRC slab with a 200-mm wide 


joint and projecting straight steel bars into the ultra-high performance concrete-filled closure strip located at the 


mid-span (between the two critical sections shown in Fig. 5). The behavior of this specimen was approximately 


similar to FRC specimen CG-3 except in the cracking loads. As shown in Fig. 9, the first flexural hairline crack 


appeared at the bottom surface of the slab between the precast FRC and the closure strip at a load of 40 kN (about 


9.50 % of failure load). The crack width at this load increment was recorded as an average of 0.02 mm. The early 


appearance of this flexural crack is expected at the interface of the precast concrete and UHPC in the closure strip as 


a result of discontinuity of concrete at this location. As the load increased, two major flexural cracks formed at the 


bottom of both interface sections between UHPC transverse joint and the two precast FRC panels while a few 


flexural hair cracks were observed at the quarter points between supports. Just before failure, the two critical 


sections between the intermediate UHPC-joint and FRC panels were fully cracked and then the UHPC-filled closure 


strip appeared to separate from the two FRC panels with increasing crack opening with increase in applied load. It 


should be noted that specimen deflections were suddenly excessive beyond a load of 380 kN (about 89 % of failure 


load), leading to local buckling failure in the top steel flange close to the loading plate at a load of 423 kN. By 


comparing Figs.  8 and 9 for the FRC slab without or with closure strip, respectively, it can be observed that the 
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flexural crack patterns were identical in the two slabs while very few crack were observed in the UHPC filling the 


closure strip. 


 


 
Fig. 9: Crack patterns of composite girder specimen CG-4 with UHPC-filled closure strip 


 


Figure 10 depicts the load-deflection relationships for the tested specimens. Other than the earlier discussion 


regarding the cracking load and crack pattern, one may observe that all specimens passed the elastic stage and 


entered the plasticity stage with large deformation. However, the specimens made of FRC (i.e. CG-3 and CG-4) 


showed less deflection at failure compared to that for the specimens made of NC and ECC.  This may be attributed 


to the effect of the presence of steel fibers in the slab that provides the composite girder with flexural stiffness 


compared to the slabs with ECC and NC.  


  


 
Fig. 10: Load-deflection relationships for the tested specimens 


3.1 Steel strain development  


3.1.1. Longitudinal steel bars 


Fig. 11 shows the load-steel strain relationship at both bottom and top longitudinal steel bars (gauges S6 and S7 


respectively). Both of bottom and top longitudinal bars presented a tensile strain; however, the strain values given by 


bottom longitudinal bar were slightly higher than those of top bar as it was expected due to its essential position for 


the maximum flexural stresses. Other than the earlier discussion that the yield load achieved by both CG-2 and CG-3 


made of ECC and FRC respectively was higher than that of girder CG-1 made of NC, it may observe that the using 


of ECC and FRC as a concrete deck slab in negative moment region can enhance the elongation of longitudinal steel 


bars since the first yield recorded by bottom longitudinal steel bar (Pyb) for both CG-2 and CG-3 was at a load about 


51% and 73% of Pu respectively compared to about 44% of Pu for girder CG-1. The yield recorded at girder CG-4, 


which was about 63 % of Pu, illustrated that the failure of intermediate UHPC joint may be due to yielding of 


embedded steel bars excluding the bars pull-out as a reason of closure strip failure. The top longitudinal 


reinforcement (gauge S7), yielded at a load about 82 %, 86 %, 80% and 80 % of Pu for composite girders CG-1, CG-


2, CG-3 and CG-4 respectively. 
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(a) Bottom bar measured by gauge S6;                                      (b) Top bar measured by gauge S7. 


Fig. 11: Crack patterns of composite girder specimen CG-4 with UHPC-filled closure strip 


4. CONCLUSIONS 


Four composite garder specimens were constructed and tested under static loading to failure, simulating the negative 


moment region in a continuous bridge system. Three deck slabs of these specimens incorporated NC, ECC and FRC 


while the last specimen was identical to the third specimen expect that it included a closure strip filled with UHPC at 


the maximum moment location. All specimens failed due to local buckling in the compression flange of the steel 


beam after cracking of the deck slab, yielding of the steel reinforcement and yielding of the steel I beam at the 


maximum moment location. Results showed that both FRC and ECC specimens exhibited better distribution of 


crack and smaller crack widths compared to the NC slab. On the other hand, the specimen ultimate load was 


insignificantly affected. Results showed that the flexural cracking load of the ECC and FRC specimens were greater 


than that for the NC specimen by to 16% and 51%, respectively. Also, the cracking load of the FRC specimen was 


30% greater than that for the ECC specimen. This makes the FRC specimen a better candidate that the ECC 


specimen in controlling flexural cracking at the serviceability limit state as an attempt to limit concrete crack width 


at the negative moment region for enhanced durability. The FRC slab specimens with and without closure strips 


filled with UHPC showed that the cracking load in the slab with closure strip is very small compared to that for the 


FRC specimen without closure strip as a result of discontinuity between the precast slab and the cast joint. However, 


the ultimate load and crack distribution along the specimen remain almost unchanged. 
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ABSTRACT  


The Random Decrement Technique (RDT) has been widely used to extract as-built structural dynamic properties of 


civil engineering structures under ambient excitation, such as natural frequency, damping ratio, and their nonlinearity. 


This paper aims to clarify firstly that the RDT itself is not a damping evaluation technique (DET), but rather a data 


conditioning technique, akin to a filter. It results in what is called a “random decrement signature” (RDS) that is 


considered to represent the free decay response of the system, mode, or DOF being investigated. This paper also aims 


to show that a number of parameters influence the outcome of the RDT and the chosen DET. This was done by 


generating different sets of synthetic data, for which the actual damping and frequency values are known, which in 


turn are analyzed using RDT and appropriate DETs, and the results are then presented and discussed. Three important 


findings are: that damping may typically be overestimated especially the higher the noise is, any type of data filtering 


greatly affects the results, and some amplitude dependency may appear even if there was none. A discussion on how 


these potential pitfalls in the practical application of the RDT is then offered. 


 


Keywords: Structural Health Monitoring, Random Decrement Technique, Full-Scale Civil Engineering Structures, 


Damping Evaluation Techniques, Logarithmic Decrement, Least Squares Approximation 


1. BACKGROUND ON THE RANDOM DECREMENT TECHNIQUE AND MOTIVATION FOR STUDY 


The Random Decrement Technique (RDT) or “Randomdec” as it is called by its inventor (Cole 1973), was developed 


initially for use in aerospace engineering applications. It has since become widely used in structural health monitoring, 


and specifically in the extraction of as-built structural dynamic properties such as natural frequency and damping, 


including their nonlinearity, from ambient vibration measurements of full-scale civil engineering structures that 


include buildings, bridges, floor systems, and long-span roofs. Some examples of the application of RDT in civil 


engineering were discussed by Jeary (1986), Tamura & Suganuma (1996), Tamura & Yoshida (2008), and Ku & 


Tamura (2009). Vandiver et al. (1981) provided a mathematical basis for the technique that is applicable to a linear 


system subjected to white noise excitation, which Cole (2014) commented as being simply assumptions that 


accompany the formulated theoretical basis, and clarified that in fact the RDT itself should apply even to nonlinear 


systems and those under colored noise excitation. Tamura & Suganuma (1996) also discusses the mathematics of the 


RDT in terms of conditional expectations. 


 


The RDT results in a Random Decrement Signature (RDS) that resembles the autocorrelation function for sinusoidal 


waves obscured by noise, and is considered to be representative of the free decay response of the system (Fig. 1). Cole 


(2014) writes that the RDT provided an improvement in computational efficiency over the autocorrelation technique 


while yielding similar, sufficiently accurate results, which was important at that time when computers were far less 


powerful and far less accessible than they are today. While autocorrelation can detect amplitude dependency or 


nonlinearity, the RDT is able to preserve amplitude information, making it more appropriate for any system – linear 


or nonlinear (with amplitude-dependent properties) – whereas autocorrelation would be applicable only to a linear 


system, or otherwise a linear assumption is effectively (and sometimes unknowingly) made.  
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Figure 1: Illustration of RDT with two example triggering conditions from Tamura & Suganuma (1996). 


Figure 2: Autocorrelation as a special case of RDT. 


 


The traditional RDT requires selecting a certain (positive) trigger amplitude and performing linear interpolation where 


the digital signal’s resolution does not provide a data point at the selected trigger amplitude. Newer RDTs have 


suggested alternative triggering conditions and have specified certain requirements for length and minimum number 


of superimposed data segments. Cole (2014) provides an extensive discussion of these different triggering methods 


that have been developed over the years. In this sense, the RDT can be viewed as the general approach, with 


autocorrelation being a specific approach equivalent to an RDT having a trigger window spanning the full range of 


amplitudes (Figure 2). 


 


It is important to emphasize that performing just the RDT itself does not yield the damping and natural frequency 


values right away. A separate Damping Evaluation Technique (DET) still needs to be applied on the RDS. In short, 


RDT is more of a data conditioning technique rather than a DET. The inventor of the RDT also mentioned this in his 


most recent publication (Cole 2014). 


 


In many practical cases, in addition to performing RDT, some band-pass filtering needs to be applied, due to multiple 


modes in the recorded signal, or when there is very low signal-to-noise. However, this paper will show how filtering 


directly influences the resulting damping estimate. Likewise this paper will also show that, as for many other DETs, 


a low signal-to-noise would not yield acceptable results and that in some cases, amplitude dependency may appear 


even if there was none. The paper then offers a discussion on how these potential pitfalls in the application of RDT in 


practice may be addressed. 


 


As the RDT results in an RDS which contains amplitude-dependent dynamic information, time-domain DETs are the 


primary point of discussion in this paper. However, frequency-domain DETs also have a purpose in performing time-


domain DETs, which will be discussed later in this paper. 


2. INDIVIDUAL EFFICACY OF THE RDT AND DETS 


2.1 The Random Decrement Technique 


To test how well the RDT really works, and specifically, the computer programs being used for this study to implement 


RDT, a random signal is first synthetically generated. For simplicity, only a zero-mean Gaussian white noise signal is 


used in this test but these results should indicate what to expect for other random signals. The expectation is that when 


the RDT is applied to this type of signal, the resulting RDS would be an all-zero flat line. The results are shown in 


Fig. 3(c) for a trigger amplitude equal to unity. It can be seen that it is not a perfectly flat line and that the mean is not 


(a) (b) 


R 
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exactly at zero. Fig. 3 also shows that the results are also very similar for different superimposed segment lengths. 


Meanwhile, Table 1 shows that as you use a longer data set, and effectively increase the number of superimposed 


segments, the mean and standard deviation values come closer and closer to the true values (both zero). This goes to 


show that the RDT algorithm (and triggering mechanism selected) is functioning as expected, upon the condition that 


a sufficiently long record is used. 


2.2 The Logarithmic Decrement Technique 


The simplest and yet most effective DET considered is herein called the logarithmic decrement technique (LDT). It is 


a time domain technique which relies on just two points (peaks) on a free decay plot to come up with a damping value 


(note that LDT has application even for nonlinear systems (Aquino & Tamura 2011)). To validate the technique, a 


linear 1DOF (one-degree-of-freedom) free decay with 2% viscous damping and 0.18 Hz frequency is synthetically 


generated, as LDT works only on 1DOF systems or single mode records. The results of LDT on the synthetic free 


decay data are shown in Fig. 4 for two different sampling rates. It can be seen that its precision is influenced by the 


sampling frequency, but otherwise, it comes up with sufficiently acceptable results. 


 


 
Figure 3: Generated random signal and resulting RDS. 


Table 1: Results of RDT trials on zero-mean white noise 


Data length 


(points) 


Number of superimposed 


segments 


|Mean| Standard 


Deviation 


10^3 4x10^2 0.002 0.05 


10^4 >4x10^3 0.005 0.01 


10^5 >4x10^4 0.001 0.005 


10^6 >4x10^5 0.0001 0.002 


10^7 >4x10^6 0.00002 0.0005 


 


 


 
Figure 4: Generated free decay and results of LDT for sampling rates of (a) 1000 Hz and (b) 50 Hz. 
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Table 2: Results of ECFT 


 1DOF system 2DOF system 


Initial Guesses LSQerror Error* LSQerror Error* 


Exact Values 0.01% Very low Very low Very low 


10% off from exact 4.5% 4.8% Very low Very low 


5% off from exact 0.05% Low  5.4% 10%, 60% 


50% off from exact 41% 132% 25% Very high 


10x exact values Very high Very high 97% Very high 


Damping 50% off 0.04% Low 0.2% Very low 


Damping 10x exact Very high Very high Very low Very low 


Frequency 50% off 0.25% 1.1% 1.3% 0%, 13% 


 *Direct comparison of damping results versus exact correct value. Note that 


frequencies are typically well estimated. There are two damping values for the 


2DOF system, hence the two error values. 


2.3 The Curve Fitting Technique 


A technique proposed by Tamura & Suganuma (1996) that greatly reduces the influence of sampling rate and any 


other residual noise not removed by performing RDT, and only at the expense of longer computational time, is the 


curve fitting technique (CFT), or specifically, the use of nonlinear least squares approximation (NLSA). Simply put, 


it finds the best fitting 1DOF free decay curve to the obtained free decay data or RDS. NLSA together with the RDT 


have also been used to estimate damping and frequency for MDOF systems or multi-mode records, and is called the 


MRD technique (Tamura & Yoshida 2008). In addition, it provides for error quantification and evaluation as the fitted 


curve and the data itself can be compared such that results with unacceptably high error can be discarded. In this 


regard, CFT can be a far superior technique to the LDT. However, a small error tolerance and a large maximum 


number of iterations should be specified for improved accuracy, which increases the computational time further. 


Additionally, the initial guesses, especially of the natural frequency, need to be fairly accurate. However, this is where 


simpler frequency-domain or time-domain DETs that assume linear systems or provide average values (including, for 


1DOF systems, taking the average of LDT results over a range of amplitudes) become useful.  


 


There are 5 basic parameters for a 1DOF system (mean amplitude, damping, frequency, phase, and initial/peak 


amplitude) that need to be solved by the CFT. As an additional procedure to improve accuracy even further at the cost 


of even longer computational time, the authors propose that m×5 parameters instead are considered, where m-1 is the 


additional sets of parameters. For a 1DOF system and m set to 3, the CFT can therefore be used to solve for 15 instead 


of just 5 basic parameters. For a 2DOF system and m set to 3, 27 parameters are to be solved, instead of just 9. For 


example, the final damping result could be the result of three obtained parameters if m is set to 3: 


 


[1]     finalresult = A×dummyresult+ B 


 


where A and B are 2 additional parameters to improve the damping estimate. They are like correction factors for 


which the initial guesses are 1 and 0, respectively. There are different ways of implementing this additional procedure, 


with the simplest being to consider m×5 parameters and let the curve fitting algorithm run as usual. Another approach 


is performing an initial curve fitting with 5 parameters, and then performing further curve fitting using the results from 


the initial curve fit as initial guesses, and this time solving for the correction factors (either at the same time or one at 


a time). Of course, multiple curve fittings using just 5 parameters at a time could also be done, with each step 


improving upon the one before. For now, the first and simplest approach of using say 3×5 parameters for 1DOF 


systems is considered. To differentiate from the standard CFT, the technique with this additional procedure is called 


Enhanced CFT or ECFT. 


 


For the implementation of CFT or ECFT in this study, the simplex method is specifically used as it is readily available 


to use by the authors. It should be pointed out that it has limitations compared to NLSA. The CFT or ECFT results 


using the simplex method for the same linear 1DOF system discussed above, as well as for a synthetically generated 


linear 2DOF free decay, are presented in Table 2 for different initial guesses. Note that the “least squares error” as it 


is called herein is defined as: 


 


[2]     LSQerror =  rms(RDS-FC)/rms(FC); 
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Figure 5: Linear 1DOF system under random excitation, example RDS, and LDT and RDMA+CFT results. 


 


where LSQerror is the least squares error, RDS is the RDS or free decay data, FC is the fitted curve as a result of the 


CFT, RDS-FC is referred to as the residual, and rms is the root-mean-square function. RDS and FC are vectors of the 


same length corresponding to the same time vector. It is found here that LSQerror is ideally less than 0.5%, but in 


certain situations it could be very high and yet still yield very accurate results. In short, there is possibly some better 


way of calculating an error value that is applicable to all situations, but at this point, Eq. 2 is used to describe error 


quantities. Note that Table 2 shows that whenever LSQerror is high, the error in the estimate, particularly the damping, 


is also high. Also, it is noted in Table 2 that the frequency estimate is accurate in most cases, except perhaps when the 


initial guess is also very poor. It is important to have a good initial guess for frequency, which is not difficult to do, as 


discussed earlier. As for the damping initial guess, either operator skill or trial and error remains an important factor 


in achieving good fit results. 


 


In summary, the RDT, LDT and CFT are capable of extracting the as-built structural dynamic properties of structures, 


with certain conditions that need to be met. In the case of RDT, it is important that a sufficiently long record is used. 


In the case of LDT, it requires a sufficiently high sampling rate, and is applicable only to a 1DOF system – unless a 


1DOF equivalency is assumed. In the case of CFT, it is important that good initial guesses are obtained and used, 


results with high LSQerrors are discarded, and where possible, enhancements to improve the estimates are applied 


(iteratively) and additional computational time invested. 


3. DAMPING EVALUATION CONSIDERING PRACTICAL CONDITIONS 


3.1 Linear 1DOF System under Random Excitation 


The free decay of the system is ideally directly obtained, but often it is easier to obtain ambient response 


measurements. The linear 1DOF system mentioned earlier is first excited using the same random signal also mentioned 


earlier, with a sampling rate of 50 Hz and a total length of 4 hours or 720,000 data points. The time history, power 


spectral density (PSD) plot, and Fourier spectrum are shown in Fig. 5a. The Peak-Picking Method (PPM), a very 
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simple frequency-domain technique to obtain the frequency, results in frequency estimates of approximately 0.1785 


Hz. This is used as an initial guess for the CFT. Note that while 0.18 Hz is the (actual, undamped) natural frequency 


of the system, the damped natural frequency with a viscous damping ratio of 2% is about 0.1782 Hz. If this were a 


real system, we would not know the damping ratio but for the purposes of this exercise, the exact value is used as an 


initial guess for the CFT. An example RDS with trigger amplitude of roughly 1/5 of the RMS of the whole signal is 


shown in Fig. 5b. The LDT is performed on this RDS, which results in the damping value being mostly overestimated, 


and seemingly exhibiting some nonlinearity.  The calculated frequency appears to exhibit some nonlinearity as well, 


but a higher sampling rate would have improved these results. The average damping and frequency values are 2.2% 


and 0.179 Hz, respectively, which are higher than the exact values. Taking these average values, the error on damping 


is about 10%, but the error on frequency is under 1%. 


 


The CFT results are shown in Fig. 5c for various RDS at different triggering amplitudes (herein referred to as RDMA, 


short for Random Decrement at Multiple Amplitudes). Note that the LSQerrors are under 1%, except at the lowest 


amplitudes, and the numbers of superimposed segments are about 10,000, except at the highest amplitudes. These are 


all very good indications. The mean damping and frequency values, if taken as estimates, are practically exact, 


although still a very slight overestimate. In any case, this example illustrates the superiority of CFT over LDT, but 


like LDT, the CFT results also appear to indicate some unexpected damping nonlinearity, even for this linear system. 


 


The same data set was also analyzed after some filtering (Fig. 6). For some reason, the estimated (average) damping 


is now found to be higher using LDT (now 2.34% or having about 17% error), while CFT results in an average 


damping value of about 1.5% (or having about 25% error), despite LSQerrors under 0.6%. It can be argued that for 


this case, as there is no other mode and no signal noise, filtering was unnecessary. But this simply illustrates how 


filtering can distort the data, and particularly the resulting RDS, to significantly influence the final outcome and arrive 


at a lower damping value. Note that both LDT & CFT still seemingly exhibit nonlinear damping. 
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Figure 6: Filtered data from linear 1DOF system under random excitation, and LDT and RDMA+CFT results. 


 


        
Figure 7: Very long RD signature from 24 hour record, and LDT results. 
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Figure 8: Linear 1DOF system under random excitation with added signal noise, and RDMA+CFT results. 


 


Figure 9: Nonlinear 1DOF system under free decay, and under random excitation. 


 


A 24-hour record was next generated for the same system and left unfiltered, and the damping results are improved 


with under 1% error for LDT and under 3% for CFT. A longer RDS was also generated and while a sufficiently large 


number of superimposed segments could be obtained as shown in Fig. 7, note that the RDS fails at low trigger 


amplitudes – there appears to be enough noise left in after filtering, and so the damping and frequency results are quite 


scattered at the lower trigger amplitudes. Therefore the RDS length should not be too long, or that at relatively low 


amplitudes, it should be considered that the DET can still be influenced by other signals.  


3.2 Linear 1DOF System under Random Excitation, with Added Signal Noise 


Signal noise is now added to the data discussed in the previous section, prior to executing the same suite of analysis 


procedures, with some filtering also applied. The plots are shown in Fig. 8 and appear quite similar to the spectral 


plots in Figs. 5 and 6. LSQerrors are relatively high, ranging from 4% to 8%, as are the damping results (above 10% 


-- i.e. >400% error). This goes to show how signal noise might cause DETs to result in higher damping. At this point, 


a bandpass filter might be considered and a certain filter bandwidth might get us closer to the exact values, but we are 


artificially able to select the proper filter bandwidth in this case because we know the exact values. In practical cases, 


the bandwidth is almost arbitrarily selected but it could be adjusted to provide a desired damping outcome. That is, in 


certain cases, an engineer might have a preconceived notion that the damping should be around a certain value, and 


might select a filter bandwidth tailored to his or her expectation. For example, in earlier literature, a filter bandwidth 


of 1 Hz (±0.5 Hz around the natural frequency) has been recommended.  This parameter should be investigated, similar 


to the effect of triggering condition, to aid in detecting user-induced bias or error. 
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Figure 10: Nonlinear 1DOF system under random excitation: RDT+LDT and RDMA+CFT results. 
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Figure 11: Linear 2DOF system under random excitation, and example RDT+CFT result. 


3.3 Nonlinear 1DOF System under Random Excitation 


The same nonlinear 1DOF system discussed by Aquino & Tamura (2011) is subjected to, first, an impulsive load to 


generate free decay, and next to random excitation. It has a baseline damping of 0.3% and rising to as high as around 


7%, and a baseline natural frequency over 9 Hz and rising to over 11 Hz. The free decay response, and that under 


random excitation are shown in Fig. 9. In Fig. 10, RDT+LDT clearly shows some of the expected damping amplitude 


dependency but the CFT results look very different. Further, the maximum damping from LDT is over 2%, but it is 


only around 1% from the CFT results, although these are at different amplitude levels.  


3.4 Linear 2DOF System under Random Excitation 


A linear 2DOF system is next subjected to random excitation having 0.18 Hz and 2% as 1st mode frequency and 


damping, and 0.25 Hz and 3.5% for the 2nd mode (Fig. 11). These appear to be quite well separated modes so they 


should be quite distinct from each other. If RDT was performed only for a small segment length, enough to capture 


four periods of the 1st mode and therefore making an equivalent 1DOF assumption, the 2nd mode is almost obscured. 


After LDT (results not shown due to paper length restriction), a damping value as high as about 4% is obtained and 


an average frequency equal to the 1st mode frequency is obtained. But beating can be observed such that negative 


damping values are also obtained. The envelope technique could be used to ignore this beating, but ultimately, these 


DETs do not properly account for the multiple modes. It is for this reason that Tamura & Yoshida (2008) used the 


MRD or Multi-mode RD technique, together with the CFT or specifically NLSA that Tamura & Suganuma (1996) 


first proposed.  
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Figure 12: Full-scale tall building under random excitation: without and with TSD. 
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Figure 13: Full-scale tall building data with TSD: example RD+CFT and MRDma+CFT. 


 


Carrying out this MRD technique for a range of amplitudes but using the simplex method, the results are far from 


accurate. The average values are 0.1686 Hz and 1.9% for Mode 1, and 0.2257 Hz and 6.9% for Mode 2 – errors of 


6% and 46% on frequency, respectively, and 6% and 97% on damping, respectively, despite the LSQerrors being 


under 3%. Fig. 11 shows one RDS and one of the better RDT+CFT results, although the 2nd mode damping is still off 


by about 50%. A longer 72-hour record was also used but did not considerably improve the results. 


3.5 Full-Scale Tall Building with TSD: 2DOF System Response to Random Excitation with Signal Noise 


A specific example where RDT could be applied is on a full-scale building project equipped with a Tuned Sloshing 


Damper (TSD), which is essentially a secondary mass and splitting the building’s primary mode into two modes, and 


effectively providing an equivalent additional damping to the system. A 4-hour recording without water in the TSD 


was obtained, followed by a 20-hour record with the TSD having the intended water depth. The data are shown in 


Figure 12. Firstly, it can be seen that without the TSD filled, the building has a natural frequency of about 0.1472 Hz 


based on the PPM in the frequency domain. With the TSD filled to the intended depth, it is clear from the frequency-


domain at least that there are now 2 peaks, one at around 0.138 Hz and another at around 0.153 Hz. In both cases, 


there is a drift or very low frequency component in the data and so filtering is definitely necessary. The filter band is 


from 0.1 Hz to 0.4 Hz. 


 


Performing LDT on an RDS from the without-TSD record yields damping generally under 1% and averaging around 


0.6%, and average frequency of about 0.1471 Hz. Performing RDMA+CFT yields about 1% damping and 0.1461 Hz 


frequency, which are different from the LDT results. There also appears to be some amplitude dependency, but this is 


only illustrated here by a few data points.  


Amp  
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Taking an RDS and performing LDT on the with-TSD record, and effectively assuming an equivalent 1DOF system, 


there appears to be an average damping and frequency of around 10% and 0.149 Hz (Fig. 13). Performing CFT on the 


same RDS results in a low LSQerror (0.1%), but the estimated frequencies are way off.  RDMA+CFT appears to fare 


better at least only for the Mode 1 frequency (0.135 Hz), although LSQerrors are generally between 2% and 3%. But 


the Mode 1 damping (18%) appears very high. The extracted Mode 2 frequency and damping (0.313 Hz and 7.9%, 


respectively) do not make sense as well, and may have something to do with the filtering applied.  This ordinary 


measurement data of a building-with-TSD is thus found to resist meaningful interpretation of the frequency and 


damping ratio, despite a solid understanding and application of sophisticated variations on the RDT plus DET. 


4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS 


This paper has illustrated how certain aspects of actual data from full-scale measurements of civil engineering 


structures present potential pitfalls that affect the efficacy of RDT and any DET used in actual practice, even though 


it is shown that these should theoretically work. These aspects include the random excitation, the signal noise itself, 


and the required filtering to account for this noise, other modes, drift in the data, or general data imperfections. The 


presence of noise could generally increase the obtained damping ratio, even after performing RDT. Meanwhile, 


compensating by filtering and selecting a certain filter bandwidth can be highly subjective and is akin to selecting a 


desired outcome for damping. Different types of DETs can also be applied after performing RDT, using only filtering 


when absolutely necessary, and then engineering judgment may be employed to arrive at recommended values of 


damping and frequency for use in engineering and design based on the multiple results. But that would be highly 


subjective and less of a scientific approach. The best alternative with reliable results is forcibly exciting structures to 


cause them to exhibit free decay, which in turn is highly cost-prohibitive. Additionally, the work of Ku & Tamura 


(2009) shows promise in this regard, in that they have identified that the forcing function has a definite influence on 


the RDS as well, which should be considered. 
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ABSTRACT  


Sandwich sections have a very complex nature due to variability of behavior of different materials within the section. 


Cracking, crushing and yielding of constituent materials enforces high complexity of the section. Furthermore, 


slippage between the different layers adds to the section complex behavior. Conventional methods implemented in 


current industrial guidelines do not account for the above complexities. Thus, a throughout study is needed to 


understand the true behavior of the sandwich panels thus, increase the ability to use them effectively and efficiently. 


The purpose of this paper is to conduct numerical investigation using ANSYS software for the structural behavior of 


sandwich wall section under eccentric loading. Sandwich walls studied herein are composed of two RC faces, a foam 


core and linking shear connectors. Faces together with connectors are modeled using solid elements and steel 


reinforcement is modeled using link elements. The analysis conducted herein is nonlinear static analysis that 


incorporates material nonlinearity and accounts for crashing and crushing of concrete and yielding of steel. The model 


is validated by comparing its results to test results in literature. After validation, the model is used to establish extensive 


parametric analysis for three main parameters which are the concrete compressive strength, face thickness and number 


of shear connectors. The effect of the three key parameters on the axial force - bending moment interaction diagram 


for sandwich walls is studied herein. Furthermore, comparisons are established between sandwich walls with different 


parameters to evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of each parameter on the structural performance of the walls. 


 


Keywords: Sandwich Walls, Reinforced Concrete, Eccentric Loads, Numerical Modelling, Interaction Diagram 


1. INTRODUCTION 


As decades pass, global warming effects become more and more evident, thus the use of energy efficient structures 


becomes a more pressing issue. Sandwich sections are considered one of the most energy saving techniques that are 


being employed nowadays in the construction industry. The use of sandwich sections is not a new addition to the 


construction industry, sandwich sections have been used since 1849 (DIAB Group 2007). Depending on the 


composition layers of the sandwich wall, it could provide good sound and/or heat insulation. Such insulating sandwich 


walls reduce the overall energy consumption and accordingly help in saving relatively large amount of money that is 


otherwise spent on electricity bills (Abdel-Mooty et al, 2012a). Sandwich sections also have relatively high 


performance to weight ratio which basically distinguishes them from solid sections (DIAB Group 2007). A sandwich 


section is composed of two thin faces and a relatively thick core. The core is usually much weaker than the faces as 


the material used in the core is very much weaker compared to the faces’ material (DIAB Group 2007). To achieve 


the section’s integrity, the three layers are connected by what is referred to as webs. The main idea behind sandwich 


sections is the fact that they have a very high flexural rigidity to weight ratio (Abdel-Mooty et al, 2012b). Comparing 
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a solid concrete section of thickness d/2 to a sandwich section composing of two surface layers each of thickness d/4 


at distance d between their centerlines and a very light core layer, both sections have the same width and the same 


concrete weight. For this example, the sandwich section has 12 times the flexural rigidity of the solid section (DIAB 


Group 2007).  


 


Sandwich sections are classified into three main types according to the degree of interaction between the composing 


layers of the section. The first type of sandwich sections is the fully composite type. A fully composite sandwich 


section acts as a solid section, the two faces and the core deflect together as if they are one layer just like a solid section 


deflects. In this type of sandwich sections the shear connectors link the two faces and shear is fully transferred between 


the three layers of the section. The second type of sandwich sections is the partially composite section. This type of 


section has partial transfer of shear between the section’s layers. The factor that determines if the section is fully or 


partially composite is the type and the amount of shear connectors present in the section. The last type of sandwich 


sections is the non-composite section. This type of sandwich sections has zero degree of composite action. For this 


type of sandwich walls, each layer acts independently to carry percentage of the applied load.  


 


The face layers of a sandwich wall provide the bending stiffness for the section. They carry bending moments in the 


form of tensile and compressive stresses. In most cases the faces are made of either reinforced concrete or steel. The 


core in a sandwich section has many functions among them is creating enough distance between the faces so that the 


required flexural rigidity of the section can be attained. The core could be rigid material that is provided to maintain 


the distance between the skin layers and in the meantime helps in providing the flexural rigidity and the bending 


capacity of the wall. Core could also be a non-structural layer that is provided mainly to maintain the distance between 


the surface layers while providing heat and/or sound insulation. The most used core materials are foam, very light 


weight concrete and autoclaved aerated concrete (DIAB Group 2007). The third element in a sandwich section is the 


shear connectors, the shear connectors link the entire section together. They have a very important role in preventing 


local buckling of each individual layer and in transferring shear. Shear connectors are either rectangular regions made 


of concrete or autoclaved aerated concrete or linking bars that are made of steel or carbon fiber reinforced polymers. 


The shear connectors can either increase or decrease the conductivity of the section. If concrete regions or steel bars 


are used they allow the transfer of temperature across the section causing what is called thermal bridges. Thus they 


increase the thermal conductivity of the section at these regions (Abdel-Mooty et al, 2012a).  


 


The previous analytical work done in the field of sandwich wall panels doesn’t include investigating the behavior of 


sandwich walls subjected to combined axial and out of plane lateral loads. Al-Kashif et al. (2012) carried out finite 


element analysis of flexural loaded sandwich panel. Benayoune et al. (2007) studied numerically the response of 


sandwich panels to axial loading.  


 


This paper investigates the behavior of eccentrically loaded reinforced concrete sandwich walls with eccentricity 


ranging from 0.06 m to 0.43 m. It studies the effect of three very important parameters on the behavior of the sandwich 


walls. These parameters are the compressive strength of the concrete, the face layer thickness, and the number of shear 


connectors. The effect of each of the parameters is depicted by comparing the interaction diagrams of the different 


walls. This work is part of an ongoing research which aims at developing a prediction coefficient to be used to correlate 


the interaction diagram of the sandwich wall from that of the solid wall 


2. MODELING OF THE SANDWICH WALL 


To achieve the objectives of the research, the sandwich walls are modeled and analyzed using finite elements method. 


The commercial finite elements analysis software ANSYS is used in the present investigation. ANYSY software 


allows for the construction of computer models of structures and the application of design loads and other design 


criteria. It allows for the study of structural response of the model including stress and strain levels, temperature 


distributions, pressure, etc. ANSYS also accommodates material nonlinearity, crushing and crashing of concrete and 


yielding of steel.  


 


A total of 39 walls were modeled in this study. Three solid walls were modeled with compressive strengths 25 MPa, 


36 MPa and 45 MPa. Thirty six sandwich walls were modeled with variable face layer thickness, number of connecting 


webs, and concrete compressive strength. The concrete webs thickness was kept as 100 mm and the core was selected 


to be foam and thus it was not modeled. Figure 1 illustrates the different sandwich wall parameters studied herein. For 
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the solid walls modeled, the coding comprises “S” for solid wall followed by compressive strength value. Sandwich 


wall coding is done by listing the number of connecting webs (shear connectors) followed by the face layer thickness 


then the concrete compressive strength.  


 


The three solid walls modeled are of 3000 mm height, 3000 mm width, and 350 mm thickness. The thirty six sandwich 


walls have the same height, width and total thickness but when the thickness of the two reinforced concrete faces is 


varied the core thickness is also varied to achieve the 350 mm total wall thickness. As for the web locations in sandwich 


walls, all webs are located at equal spans i.e. for the two web walls the distance before the first web is equal to the 


distance between the two webs and is equal to the distance after the second web.  


 
Figure 1: Modeled Sandwich Wall Parameters 


 


 


Figure 2 shows the section and elevation for the sandwich wall with four webs. 


 


 
 


Figure 2: Four Webs Sandwich Wall Elevation (a) and Section (b) 


 


To achieve uniform displacement of top nodes, a 100 mm rigid steel beam was added at the top of the wall. Also, the 


bottom of the walls was fixed to achieve proper support fixation. A steel mesh of 8Φ13 and 7Φ10 is put in each 


concrete face. The shear connecters reinforcing steel bars which are Φ10 are linked to the steel meshes in the faces.  


100 mm 


600 mm 


100 mm 


ts mm 


ts mm 
350 mm 


3000mm 


3000 mm 


100 mm 


(a) 


(b) 
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3. MODELING PARMETERS 


The main parameters of any ANSYS model are element types, material properties, element sizes and boundary 


conditions.  


3.1 ELEMENT TYPE 


The reinforced concrete faces are modeled with Solid65. The solid is capable of accommodating cracking in tension 


and crushing in compression. It is defined by eight nodes having three degrees of freedom at each node: translations 


in the nodal x, y, and z directions. While the steel bars are modeled with Link8. This three-dimensional element is a 


uniaxial tension-compression element with three degrees of freedom at each node, which are translations in the nodal 


x, y, and z directions. As in a pin-jointed structure, no bending of the element is considered. The steel beam on top of 


the wall is modeled with solid 46. Solid45 is defined by eight nodes having three degrees of freedom at each node 


which are translations in the nodal x, y, and z directions. The element has plasticity, creep, swelling, stress stiffening, 


large deflection and large strain capabilities.  


3.2 MATERIAL PROPERTIES  


The compressive strength of the concrete fcu and tensile strength fr are governed by the Equations 1 and 2 (Kachlakev 


et al, 2001). 
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Where, E is the material modulus of elasticity and fcu, fr and E are in psi. These were converted to SI units to be used 


in the model. The compressive stress strain relationship for concrete is derived using Equations 3, 4 and 5. 
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Where, ε is the strain at a given f and εo is the strain at the ultimate stress. 


 


Poisson’s ratio  is assumed to be 0.2. Shear transfer coefficient represents conditions of the cracked face. It’s a 


number that varies between 0 in case of a very smooth crack representing the total loss of shear and 1 for a rough 


crack representing no loss of shear. For reinforced concrete structures open crack shear coefficient varies between 


0.05 and 0.25, in the present work it is taken as 0.2.  Closed crack shear coefficient varies between 0.7 and 0.9 and is 


considered in the present work as 0.9. The rebar ratio is kept as default in the concrete faces and connecting webs 


because the steel bars are modeled as link 8 elements and not smeared into the concrete. 


 


The steel bars are modeled as bilinear isotropic hardening materials. The modulus of elasticity of steel was assumed 


to be 200 GPa. The yield stress was assumed to be 400 MPa and Poisson’s ratio was assumed to be 0.3. Tangent 


modulus was assumed to be 20. The stress strain relationship of steel is assumed to be identical l in tension and 
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compression. Finally, the steel beam on top of the wall is modeled as linear elastic material with modulus of elasticity 


equals to 200 GPa and Possion’s ratio of 0.3. 


3.3 ELEMENT SIZES 


For the concrete faces the, mesh is created in a way as to link the nodes in the concrete to the nodes in the reinforcing 


steel bars so the concrete and steel behave as one unit. The element sizes in the model are selected so that they are not 


large enough to cause inaccurate results and not too small to cause complications while running the model. Elements 


were chosen to be 100 mm by 100 mm except for the elements near the shear connectors which were chosen to be 50 


mm by 50 mm as per Figure 3. 


 


   
Figure 3: Element Meshing 


3.4 BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 


The wall is restrained in x, y and z directions at the bottom to represent fixed support condition. While at the top it is 


restrained in the x direction to represent testing condition. As for the applied loads they are applied as displacements. 


The displacements are applied on the top nodes in both axial direction and out of plane directions. The lateral 


displacement is always applied as ratio of the axial displacement to represent eccentricity. For each wall model three 


ratios of lateral to axial displacements were selected which are 5, 10 and 30 to depict three points on the interaction 


diagram.  


 


The analysis conducted by ANSYS is small displacement nonlinear static analysis. The model nonlinearity evolves 


from nonlinearity of material. The convergence criteria are left as the default of the program. As for the number of 


sub-steps, it is changed for each run until reaching the maximum convergence limit possible.  


4. MODELING VALIDATION 


The model is validated using experimental work in literature. A finite element model is constructed to simulate the 


ferrocement sandwich wall tested by Gaafar (2004) under concentric axial load. Validating the model against axially 


loaded wall is selected because there is no research found in the literature that applies range of eccentric loading close 


to the range specified herein. Gaafar’s sandwich walls consist of two thin ferrocement layers reinforced with steel 


mesh and an autoclaved aerated lightweight concrete brick core. The panel size is 380 mm width by 1000 mm height. 


As for the validation model, two element types are used in this model. For mortar and light bricks element solid 65 is 


used and for the rigid steel plate element solid 46 is used. Mortar and light bricks are modeled using concrete material 


while smeared steel reinforcement is modeled using bilinear isotropic material type. The steel plate is modeled using 


linear isotropic material. The element sizes are chosen to be 47.5 by 50 by 35 mm. The wall is restricted from the 


bottom in the x, y and z directions. One of the top nodes is restricted in the x and z directions while the others are left 


unrestricted in all directions. Displacement of a value of 0.6 mm was applied to the top nodes to represent applied 


loads. The analysis done by ANSYS is small displacement static linear analysis. The convergence criteria were kept 


as the program default. As for the number of sub-steps, it is changed for each run until reaching the maximum 


convergence limit possible.  
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Experimental work resulted in ultimate axial load of 415 kN while the model has 437.14 kN ultimate axial load 


resulting in an error of 5.3% which is considered acceptable. Also the cracking pattern was shown to be almost 


identical experimentally and numerically. This is considered as a sound validation for the numerical model. 


5. FINITE ELEMENT MODEL RESULTS 


The study conducted herein aims to evaluate the behavior of the investigated 36 sandwich walls while changing key 


parameters including concrete compressive strength (fcu), face layer thickness (ts), and number of concrete webs (shear 


connectors) (n). The interaction diagram between the applied axial force and the bending moment is drawn for each 


studied wall including the solid walls modeled. To be able to draw the wall interaction diagram for range of (0.06 m 


to 0.43 m) eccentricity, three ratios of lateral displacement to axial displacement (5, 10, and 30) were selected to 


generate three points on the interaction diagram. Each model was analyzed for each of the three ratios. Accordingly, 


108 computer runs for the sandwich walls in addition to 9 runs for the solid walls were performed using ANSYS finite 


element program. Table 1 shows sample ANSYS results for some walls with ratio of lateral to axial displacement of 


5 and fcu of 25 MPa.  


 


 


Table 1: Sample of ANSYS Results 


Wall Code 


Maximum 


Attained 


Steel 


Tensile 


Stress 


(MPa) 


Maximum 


Attained 


Steel 


Compressive 


Stress 


(MPa) 


Maximum 


Attained 


Concrete 


Tensile 


Stress 


(MPa) 


Maximum 


Attained 


Concrete 


Compressive 


Stress 


(MPa) 


Maximum 


Attained 


Concrete 


Shear 


Stress 


(MPa) 


Failure 


Load 


Axial 


Force 


(kN) 


Failure 


Load 


Bending 


Moment 


(kN.m) 


S25 30 -206 0.60 -26.40 3.60 11,135 1,950 


110025 303 -147 - -21.60 6.00 6,961 549 


112525 386 -188 - -23.00 5.90 8,773 661 


115025 400 -184 - -23.10 6.00 12,042 918 


210025 286 -188 - -23.60 5.90 7,734 978 


212525 347 182 - -23.70 7.00 9,838 1,139 


215025 400 -193 - -23.70 5.70 11,982 1,324 


310025 178 -185 - -23.40 5.40 7,288 1,232 


312525 343 -194 - -24.00 5.60 9,708 1,406 


315025 400 -214 - -24.20 4.60 11,469 1,584 


410025 216 -182 - -24.50 4.80 7,746 1,423 


412525 248 -174 0.20 -23.70 5.70 9,238 1,538 


415025 289 -191 - -24.60 4.60 11,461 1,729 


 


 


To be able to correlate the walls and analyze the effect of each parameter on its own, three clusters were created each 


one involving one of the parameters studied, which are: 


 


1. Cluster 1: Effect of fcu (ts and n are kept constant while fcu is varied). 


2. Cluster 2: Effect of ts (fcu and n are kept constant while ts is varied). 


3. Cluster 3: Effect of n (fcu and ts are kept constant while n is varied). 


 


Figure 4 shows the effect of increasing fcu on the performance of sandwich wall with 100 mm face layer thickness and 


3 webs (connectors) as sample of cluster 1 results. It can be seen from Figure 4a that the interaction diagram of wall 


310036 is shifted by about 50% while the interaction diagram of wall 310045 is shifted by about 94% from that of 


wall 310025 at 0.24 m eccentricity. The balanced section was found at eccentricity 0.27 m, 0.24 m and 0.24 m for 


walls 310025, 310036 and 310045 respectively. Considering the point on the curve representing the balanced section, 


it can be seen that the axial force increased by 56% and the bending moment increased by 42% for wall 310036 in 


comparison to wall 310025, while the axial force increased by 29% and the bending moment increased by 27% for 


wall 310045 in comparison to wall 310036 as represented in Figure 4b. This shows that when compressive strength 


increases from 25 MPa to 36 MP the percentage of increase in axial force was slightly higher than that of the bending 
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moment while when compressive strength increases from 36 MPa to 45 MP, the percentage of increase in axial force 


and bending moment is almost the same. Similar results are obtained for other wall but the percentages of increase in 


the axial force and bending moment varied with the change of the face wall thickness and number of webs.  


 


  


a) Interaction diagram b) % of increase in the axial force and bending moment 


Figure 4: Effect of increasing fcu on the performance of sandwich wall with 100mm face thickness and 3 webs  


 


Figure 5 shows the effect of varying face layer thickness for walls with 2 webs (connectors) and 25 MPa concrete 


compressive strength as a sample of cluster 2 results. It can be seen from Figure 5a that the interaction diagram of 


wall 212525 was shifted by 16% while the interaction diagram of wall 215025 shifted by 30% from that of wall 


210025 at 0.2 m eccentricity. The balanced section was found at eccentricity 0.2 m, 0.23 m and 0.18 m for walls 


210025, 212525 and 215025 respectively. Considering the point on the curve representing the balanced section, it can 


be seen that the axial force increased by 2% and the bending moment increased by 17% for wall 212525 in comparison 


to wall 210025, while the axial force increased by 41% and the bending moment increased by 13% for wall 215025 


in comparison to wall 212525 as represented in Figure 5b. It can be noticed that as the face thickness increases from 


100 mm to 125 mm, the percentage of increase in the axial force is much less than its increase when the face thickness 


increases from 125 mm to 150 mm. on the other hand, the percentage of increase in bending moment is much more 


when thickness increases from 100 mm to 125 mm than when thickness increases from 125 mm to 150 mm. 


 


  
a) Interaction diagram b) % of increase in the axial force and bending moment 


Figure 5 Effect of increasing the face wall thick. on the performance of sandwich wall with 3 webs and fcu = 25 MPa 


 


Figure 6 shows the effect of varying number of webs for walls with 150 mm face layer thickness and 25 MPa concrete 


compressive strength as sample of cluster 3 results. It can be seen from Figure 6a that the interaction diagram of wall 


215025 was shifted by 38% while the interaction diagram of wall 315025 shifted by 54% and the interaction diagram 


of wall 415025 was shifted by 63% from that of wall 112536 at 0.15 m eccentricity. The balanced section was found 


at eccentricity 0.15 m, 0.18 m, 0.2 m and 0.22 m for walls 115025, 215025, 315025 and 415025 respectively. 


 


Considering the point on the curve representing the balanced section, it can be seen that the axial force increased by 


16% and the bending moment increased by 43% for wall 215025 in comparison to wall 115025, while the axial force 


increased by 7% and the bending moment increased by 18% for wall 315025 in comparison to wall 215025. 


Furthermore, the axial force increased by 2% and the bending moment increased by 12% for wall 415025 in 
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comparison to wall 315025 as represented in Figure 6b. This shows that when the number of shear connectors 


increases the percentage of increase in bending moment is much more than the increase in axial force. Also, it can be 


seen that the maximum percentage of increase in bending moment occurred is when the number of shear connectors 


is changed from 1 to 2. 


 


  


a) Interaction diagram b) % of increase in the axial force and bending moment 


Figure 6: Effect of number of webs on the performance of sandwich wall with 150 mm face layer thick. and 25 MPa 


  


Generally, axial and moment capacity of sandwich walls increase with increasing concrete compressive strength. As 


fcu increases from 25 MPa to 36 MPa, the rate of increase is almost the same as when fcu increases from 36 MPa to 45 


MPa. For walls with 1 web, the rate of increase decreases with increasing ts. For walls with 2, 3 and 4 webs the 


behavior as ts increases is different than that of the 1 web walls. For these walls, the rate of increase increases with 


face thickness increase. For the walls with low concrete compressive strength, thin face wall thickness, and one web 


(connector), shear cracks developed in the web resulting in early failure of the wall. This was not the case for the walls 


with more than one web.   


 


Generally, as the number of webs (connectors) increases the axial and moment capacity of the wall increase for all 


face thicknesses and compressive strengths. For 100 mm face thickness walls, the rate of increase of axial force and 


bending moment increases with increasing the number of webs (connectors). The rate of increase is most apparent as 


the number increases from 2 to 3 webs. For 125 mm face thickness walls, the rate of increase becomes more apparent 


as the number increases from 1 to 2 webs unlike the 100 mm face thickness walls. Like 125 mm face thickness walls, 


150 mm face thickness walls have the highest rate of increase of axial force as the number changes from 1 to 2 webs. 


For these 2-web walls, as the fcu increases to 45 MPa the rate of increase escalates. 


 


Generally as face thickness increases the axial force and bending moment capacity of the wall increases but the rate 


of increase as ts increases from 125 to 150 mm is more than the rate of increase as ts increases from 100 to 125 mm. 


 


Increasing the number of webs and/or the face layer thickness increases the cross sectional area and consequently 


increases the axial force capacity of the wall. The increase of the number of webs and/or the face wall thickness results 


also in more uniformity in the stress distribution along the wall width which in turn results in an increase in the 


effective width and consequently the moment capacity of the wall. The observed change in the rate of increase in the 


axial force and moment capacity for the different walls in this investigation could be attributed to the rate of change 


in the cross sectional area and effective width with increasing the number of webs and/or face wall thickness.   


6. SANDWICH AND SOLID WALLS CORRELATION 


To understand the behavior of sandwich walls in comparison with solid walls and to capture the effect of changing 


sandwich wall parameters the axial force and bending moment capacity of some sandwich walls are compared to those 


of the solid walls while varying wall parameters as per Table 2 through 7. Table 2 and 3 show the ratios of sandwich 


walls to solid walls axial force and bending moment while changing only the number of webs (connectors) for 


sandwich walls and keeping almost the same eccentricity. It can be noticed that the percent of sandwich walls to solid 


walls axial force and bending moment increases drastically as the number of webs increases varying from 34% for the 


1 web wall to 84% for the 4 webs for walls with compressive strength 25 MPa and face thickness 100 mm. For walls 


with compressive strength 36 MPa and face thickness 100 mm also the percent of sandwich walls to solid walls axial 
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force and bending moment increases drastically as the number of webs increases varying from 32% for the 1 web wall 


to 89% for the 4 webs wall. Furthermore, Table 4 and 5 show the ratios of sandwich walls to solid walls axial force 


and bending moment while changing only the compressive strength for sandwich walls and keeping almost the same 


eccentricity. It can be noticed that the percent of sandwich walls to solid walls axial force and bending moment varies 


slightly (in a range of about 6%) as the compressive strength increases from 25MPa to 45 MPa regardless of the face 


thickness and the number of webs. Finally, Table 6 and 7 show the ratios of sandwich walls to solid walls axial force 


and bending moment while changing only the face thickness for sandwich walls and keeping almost the same 


eccentricity. It can be noticed that the percent of sandwich walls to solid walls axial force and bending moment is 


almost constant as the face thickness increases for walls with compressive strength 45 MPa and 4 webs while is 


increases slightly (in range of 1 to 5%) for walls with compressive strength 25 MPa and 3 webs.  


 


 


Table 2: Sandwich wall and solid wall comparison (effect of n with fcu=25 MPa and ts= 100 mm) 


Wall # P (kN) M (kN) Po (kN) Mo (kN.m) e (m) P/Po M/Mo 


110025 2,200 631 6,516 1,868 0.286 34% 34% 


210025 3,833 1,103 6,500 1,871 0.288 59% 59% 


310025 5,000 1,434 6,516 1,868 0.286 77% 77% 


410025 5,500 1,577 6,516 1,868 0.287 84% 84% 


Table 3: Sandwich wall and solid wall comparison (effect of n with fcu=36 MPa and ts= 100 mm) 


Wall # P (kN) M (kN) Po (kN) Mo (kN.m) e (m) P/Po M/Mo 


110036 3,000 829 9,430 2,606 0.267 32% 32% 


210036 5,100 1,409 9,430 2,606 0.273 54% 54% 


310036 7,200 1,990 9,430 2,606 0.278 76% 76% 


410036 8,400 2,321 9,430 2,606 0.276 89% 89% 


 


 


Table 4: Sandwich wall and solid wall comparison (effect of fcu with ts= 100 mm and n = 2) 


Wall # P (kN) M (kN) Po (kN) Mo (kN.m) e (m) P/Po M/Mo 


210025 3,833 1,103 6,500 1,871 0.288 59% 59% 


210036 5,100 1,409 9,430 2,606 0.273 54% 54% 


210045 5,799 1,640 12,000 3,394 0.283 48% 48% 


 


 


Table 5: Sandwich wall and solid wall comparison (effect of fcu with ts= 125 mm and n = 4) 


Wall # P (kN) M (kN) Po (kN) Mo (kN.m) e (m) P/Po M/Mo 


412525 5,500 1,577 6,516 1,868 0.289 84% 84% 


412536 8,500 2,349 9,430 2,606 0.278 90% 90% 


412545 9,900 2,830 11,808 3,375 0.288 84% 84% 


 


 


Table 6: Sandwich wall and solid wall comparison (effect of ts with fcu=45 MPa and n= 4) 


Wall # P (kN) M (kN) Po (kN) Mo (kN.m) e (m) P/Po M/Mo 


410045 9,800 2,801 11,808 3,375 0.290 83% 83% 


412545 9,900 2,830 11,808 3,375 0.288 84% 84% 


415045 9,833 2,881 11,808 3,459 0.293 83% 83% 


 


 


Table 7: Sandwich wall and solid wall comparison (effect of ts with fcu=25 MPa and n= 3) 


Wall # P (kN) M (kN) Po (kN) Mo (kN.m) e (m) P/Po M/Mo 


310025 5,000 1,434 6,516 1,868 0.286 77% 77% 


312525 5,100 1,463 6,516 1,868 0.290 78% 78% 


315025 5,398 1,550 6,516 1,870 0.287 83% 83% 
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This comparison between the results of sandwich and solid walls shows that the increase in the number of webs is the 


most effective parameter in increasing the sandwich wall capacity with respect to the solid wall compared to increasing 


the compressive strength or the face layer thickness. The results also shows that for all compressive strengths and the 


face layer thicknesses, the most increase in axial and bending moment capacities of sandwich compared to solid walls 


happened when the number of shear connectors increased from 1 to 2. As the number of shear connectors increased 


to 3 or 4 the capacity still increased but at a slower rate. Furthermore, the 4 web walls with any face thickness and 


compressive strength proved to have axial and bending capacities very close to those of the solid wall with the same 


total thickness. 


7. CONCLUSIONS 


Based on the results of the analysis presented in this paper, the following main conclusions can be drawn: 


 


 As the compressive strength increases the axial and bending capacity of the sandwich wall increase regardless of the 


number of web connectors or the face thickness. The rate of increase varies as the number of web connectors and 


face thickness are changed.  


 As the face thickness increases the axial and bending capacity of the sandwich wall increase regardless of the number 


of web connectors or the compressive strength. The rate of increase varies as the number of web connectors and 


compressive strength is changed.  


 As the number of web connectors increases the axial and bending capacity of the sandwich wall increase regardless 


of the face thickness or the compressive strength. The rate of increase varies as the face thickness and compressive 


strength are changed.  


 The percent of sandwich walls to solid walls axial force and bending moment increases drastically as the number of 


webs increases varying from about 30% for the 1 web walls to almost 90% for the 4 webs walls.  


 Unlike the number of webs, increasing concrete compressive strength or face layer thickness doesn’t affect the 


percent of sandwich walls to solid walls axial force and bending moment. 


 The use of one shear connector guarantees a minimum of about 30% and a maximum of about 65% sandwich to 


solid wall axial force and bending moment depending on the sandwich wall concrete compressive strength, face 


thickness and load eccentricity. 


 The use of two shear connectors guarantees a minimum of about 50% and a maximum of about 90% sandwich to 


solid wall axial force and bending moment depending on the sandwich wall concrete compressive strength, face 


thickness and load eccentricity. 


 The use of three shear connectors guarantees a minimum of about 65% and a maximum of about 90% sandwich to 


solid wall axial force and bending moment depending on the sandwich wall concrete compressive strength, face 


thickness and load eccentricity. 


 The use of four shear connectors guarantees a minimum of about 70% and a maximum of about 100% sandwich to 


solid wall axial force and bending moment depending on the sandwich wall concrete compressive strength, face 


thickness and load eccentricity. 
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ABSTRACT  


STAR (Self-sustaining Treatment for Active Remediation) is an emerging remediation technology that employs a 


self-sustaining smouldering reaction to destroy nonaqueous phase liquids (NAPLs) in the subsurface. The reaction 


front travels at rates of 0.5 to 5 m per day and subjects the soil to temperatures between 400°C and 1200°C (Pironi et 


al. 2011; Switzer et al. 2009). Consequently, not only does STAR cause an in situ destruction of NAPL, but it dries 


and sterilizes the soil through which it passes (Pape et al. 2015). Microbial recolonization of these sterile treated 


zones is important to the overall remediation of the site, since soils require microbial populations to cycle nutrients 


and provide a supportive base for above ground ecosystems (Nwaishi et al. 2016; Tisdall and Oades 2012). 


However, the smouldering process also acts to remove organics and nutrients, and lowers the cation exchange 


capacity of the soil. This creates a difficult environment for microbial repopulation to occur in. Indeed, it has been 


shown in a microcosm study that microbial recovery following thermal treatment at temperatures above 500 oC is up 


to three orders of magnitude lower than in soils which received thermal treatment at temperatures below 500 oC 


(Pape et al. 2015). Nevertheless, it is hypothesized that in situ post–STAR microbial repopulation will show more 


success, as organics and nutrients will be supplied to the treated zone by the influent groundwater.  


   
In this study, the microbial repopulation of an in situ STAR treatment zone is investigated at a field site in New 


Jersey called Pitt Consol. Final results will include analysis of bacteria and archaea population magnitude and 


diversity within soil cores taken from the treatment zone before and at regular intervals over six months following 


STAR treatment, allowing time for groundwater to re-infiltrate the treatment zone and for microbial populations to 


potentially reestablish. Samples from outside the treatment zones will also be analyzed to provide background 


data. Further, long term column experiments are looking into the effect of biostimulating the post-STAR treatment 


zone to enhance recovery time. Microbial abundance and diversity data from both the field observations and 


biostimulation experiments are expected to be compiled by late spring. 


 


Keywords: Smouldering, Remediation, Biotransport, Recolonization, Subsurface 
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ABSTRACT  


Green roofs, also referred to as vegetated roofs, have increased in popularity in recent years in North America. 


Traditionally their use had been more prominent in European countries, such as Germany, however the North 


American design community have recently adopted them, thanks in part to programs such as LEED and the City of 


Toronto’s Green Roof Bylaw.  Toronto’s Green Roof Bylaw mandates “green roofs on new commercial, 


institutional and residential development with a minimum Gross Floor Area of 2,000m2 as of January 31, 2010”.  


Also contained within the aforementioned Green Roof Bylaw is a requirement that the submitted green roof design 


explicitly state the uplift wind pressures that it has been designed for, and how the design addresses the stated 


pressures.  This report needs to be stamped by a Professional Engineer. 


 


This requirement has led to many questions regarding the wind resistance of a green roof, which is a unique building 


material in many ways - it is organic, living, porous, and has a variable weight (based on the amount of water it is 


retaining).  Conventional building materials have strict tolerances and highly standardized, whereas the properties of 


green roofs change on a daily basis. 


 


The intent of this paper is to discuss the design of a green roof in order to prevent lift off/fly away of a green roof 


assembly. The methods presented are based on applicable standards and building codes, as well as specific testing 


that has been undertaken on a green roof system to demonstrate its porosity and pressure equalization properties. 


 


Keywords: Wind Uplift, Green Roof, Pressure Equalization, Full Scale Testing, Boundary Layer Wind Tunnel 


Testing 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Green roofs are becoming a common building typology in North America.  Having been employed in Europe for 


decades, their adoption in North America over the past 5 – 10 years has been explosive.  Much of this growth is due 


to the positive environmental aspects that green roofs bring to a building, such as better storm water retention and 


filtration, passive cooling and a reduction of the heat island effect in urban environments.  The positive 


environmental aspects of green roofs are reflected in the allotment of LEED points for the installation of green roofs 


on buildings. 


 


Due to the uniqueness of green roofs as a building product – no other product is a living, breathing organic system, 


whose weight and porosity changes by the hour – questions have arisen in terms of how they should be treated from 


a design standpoint.  From a wind uplift perspective, green roofs present an interesting challenge, particularly due to 


their porosity.  The low level of rigidity in a green roof also presents an interesting challenge when it comes to wind 


resistance, as the applicable wind load averaging areas are substantially less than conventional building products 
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meaning that the probability of failure due to overturning, particularly at the edges and corners of green roof arrays, 


is heightened. 


 


The purpose of this paper is to describe testing and analysis procedures that can be applied to the design of green 


roof systems, so that the risk of failure due to wind is minimized.  The use of building code provisions, scale model 


boundary layer wind tunnel testing as well as full scale testing is described. 


1.1 Review of Available Design Guidance 


The following section details the available design guidance in the literature, pertaining to the wind uplift design of a 


green roof. 


 


FLL Guideline for the Planning, Execution and Upkeep of Green Roof Sites (2008): This guideline is a holistic 


document which goes through the complete green roof design process, from initial design to installation to 


maintenance.  Recommendations are made in regards to placement of green roof areas on a roof (i.e. high wind load 


areas to avoid), erosion control, and a calculation procedure to determine the required dead weight of the green roof 


assembly to resist uplift and overturning moment. 


 


ANSI/SPRI RP–14 – Wind Design Standard for Vegetative Roofing Systems (2010): This design standard presents 


various building characteristics (height, exposure, parapet) and the recommended maximum design wind speed 


(referenced to 3-second gust, 10 m, open terrain) for three system classifications. 


 


FM Global Property Loss Prevention Data Sheets 1-35 Green Roof Systems (2011): This data sheet details a number 


of loading conditions including wind, hail, gravity and seismic.  For wind design, this data sheet largely references 


other FM Global Data Sheets (1-28 and 1-29), which largely reference the ASCE 7 design standard.  Applicable 


wind load factors are recommended based on whether or not the green roof is used as ballast for roofing 


membrane/elements.  The data sheet recommends an upper limit 50-year wind speed of 100  mph (45 m/s) 3-sec 


gust at 10 m in open terrain, for all building heights and terrains.  At speeds above this level the data sheet 


recommends that green roofs not be installed. 


 


Full-Scale Wind Loading on Green Roof Systems (Vo, 2013): This thesis details full scale testing completed at the 


University of Florida as well as a recommended calculation procedure that can be used to determine minimum green 


roof weight based on building geometry, exposure and design wind speed.  This calculation procedure is largely 


based on the wind load coefficients for cladding and components in the ASCE 7 design standard. 


 


While these documents provide some guidance to the designer of a green roof system, their applicability to real 


world buildings is thought to be somewhat limited.  Furthermore, a remaining missing piece is how green roofs 


perform under wind loading conditions.  In the sections that follow, the focus will shift from the determination of 


loading conditions to the assessment of wind resistance in green roofs. 


2. PRESSURE EQUALIZATION 


Traditional roofing systems incorporate a waterproofing layer that is impermeable to wind.  Therefore, the net wind 


pressure, ∆p, exerted on the roof is the difference between the wind pressure on the roof exterior, pe, and the interior 


pressure within the building, pi. 


 


Green roof systems are permeable to air and water, and sit above the roof’s waterproofing layer.  While the overall 


pressure difference across the entire roof is unchanged when a green roof is used, the pressure differential 


experienced by the green roof assembly, ∆pGR, is some factor less than 1 of ∆p owing to the porosity of the green 


roof which allows for pressure equalization. Therefore, one can relate the net pressure acting across a green roof 


assembly to the net pressure acting across the roof by Equation 1: 


 


[1]     ∆pGR = EC · pe 


 


where EC is the equalization coefficient, which is some factor between 0 and 1.  The green roof schematic in Figure 


1 shows how the pressure differentials are defined. 
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Figure 1: Schematic of green roof assembly pressure distribution 


 


Clearly, a full scale test procedure is required to determine the equalization coefficient and resulting net pressure 


acting across a green roof assembly.  In the literature, this has only been investigated implicitly.  Full scale testing 


has been completed on a relatively small roof (8 x 8 ft) in a hurricane simulator facility (Vo et al, 2012).  Similar 


testing was completed with the Wall of Wind facility at Florida International University, as described in Wanielista 


et al (2011).  In the Vo et al tests, the pressure within the green roof assembly was not measured so it is not possible 


to determine an equalization coefficient from this test explicitly.  Additionally, in both the Vo et al and Wanielista et 


al tests, it is not possible to separate the failure modes – namely failure due to uplift and failure due to overturning 


moment.  The Vo et al study advocated for anchoring of the green roof assemblies in order to better resist uplift, as 


this was shown to greatly increase the survivability of the green roof in the as-tested 120 mph winds. 


 


A pressure equalization testing procedure also exists within the CAN/CSA A 123.24 test standard (CSA Group, 


2015).  This test procedure applies a fluctuating pressure across the green roof assembly as well as the underlying 


built-up roof assembly.  The deflection of the entire system is measured, and failure is said to occur when the 


deflection of the above-deck components (green roof assembly and built-up roofing assembly) exceeds L/120, where 


L is the structural span of the deck.  This type of testing is described in greater detail by Baskaran (2002). 


 


The authors of the current paper have developed a novel testing procedure which can directly quantify an applicable 


equalization coefficient for a given green roof assembly.  This non-destructive testing procedure also readily allows 


different conditions of green roof assemblies to be tested.  For example, the porosity, and therefore pressure 


equalization characteristics, of a green roof assembly could be different if the green roof is completely dry, saturated 


or frozen.  This test procedure only looks at the pressure acting across the green roof assembly, so it can be readily 


applied to a green roof being installed on any roof type.  This test procedure can be used in conjunction with the 


above mentioned testing procedure, or others, to allow for a better understanding of the performance of a green roof 


under wind uplift loading. 


 


The test chamber allows for a green roof assembly test sample measuring 1 m by 1 m to be instrumented with 


pressure transducers.  The pressure chamber and an example green roof sample are shown in Figure 2.  Within the 


pressure chamber, a fluctuating pressure is applied to the green roof samples, varying in magnitude from 0 kPa to 1 


kPa and in frequency from 1 Hz (~1 second gust duration) to 1/75 Hz (~1.25 minute gust duration). 
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Figure 2: Green roof sample within the pressure chamber (note the door has been removed for this photo) 


 


In the tests conducted to date, pressure transducers were placed in five locations in the horizontal plane, with each of 


these five locations having pressure transducers at four levels within the sample.  An example of the pressure 


transducers at the 4 layers are indicated in Figure 3. Two measurements of external reference pressure, pe, were 


made within the pressure chamber: directly above the green roof sample and on the horizontal surface of the 


pressure chamber above the green roof sample.  The placement of the transducers allowed pressure measurements to 


be made at various layers within the sample, and for pressure coefficients relative to pe to be made.  Using the 


collection of pressure measurements, the equalization coefficients could be calculated for the entire thickness of the 


green roof assembly and for sub-layers of the assembly. 


 


 
Figure 3: Sample Pressure Measurement Locations in Vertical Plane (Locations P1, P2, P3, P4) 


 


This testing produces a set of pressure coefficients versus pressure fluctuation frequency.  As mentioned previously, 


the pressure fluctuation frequency ranged from 1 Hz to 1/75 Hz.  In this test methodology the quantity of primary 


interest is the difference in pressure between the layers of the green roof and external pressure, as these pressure 


differentials produce uplift forces that could potentially separate component layers of the green roof system or lift 


the entire system. 


 


Equalization coefficients are used to express the pressure differentials across the green roof layers as a percentage of 


the external roof pressure calculated for structural roof loading.  The equalization coefficients are frequency-


dependent; since they are related to the time it takes for the pressure to equalize through a green roof sample.  At 


each discrete frequency, the equalization coefficients, EC, are calculated using the formula in Equation 2: 


 


[2]     EC = stdev(∆pGR) / stdev(pe) 
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The testing completed to date has been confidential and therefore specific results cannot be shared, however, a 


generalized curved (with no value on the axis for EC) have been presented in Figure 4 


 


One shortcoming of the above methodology is that the test procedure does not consider or account for the potential 


of system failure due to drag-induced failure of the green roof system.  Failures of this type are typically related to 


improperly secured edges (roll-up) or wind erosion of the surface.  The equalization coefficients calculated using the 


above methodology are only valid when the edges of the green roof system are appropriately secured or 


aerodynamically shielded.  Other test methods can be used to assess the stability of the system to drag-induced 


failure. 


 


 
Figure 4: Sample plot of equalization coefficient versus pressure fluctuation frequency at four measurement points 


(P1, P2, P3, P4) 


3. DRAG / WIND FLOW RESISTANCE 


The previously mentioned testing completed by Vo et al (2012) and Wanielista et al (2011) explicitly test for the 


wind speed that leads to drag induced roll-over of the green roof assembly.  Similar test procedures are also 


described within the CAN/CSA A 123.24 standard.  As these test methodologies do not reflect a full-scale building, 


it is important that the as-tested wind speed is converted back to a real world wind speed appropriately.  For 


example, the CAN/CSA A 123.24 test procedure calls for an oncoming wind that has very low turbulence (wind 


speeds must vary less than 3 km/h) and no mention of consideration for full scale wind spectra is made.  Thus, it is 


inappropriate to make a direct correlation between the wind speed that a green roof assembly fails at in the 


CAN/CSA A 123.24 Wind Flow test procedure to a real world building.  A test in a wall-of-wind test facility, where 


the spectral content of wind can be given due consideration, would allow more readily for a direct comparison to 


real world speeds, as the real world nature of the wind is simulated. 
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4. THE ROLE OF BOUNDARY LAYER WIND TUNNEL TESTING 


Much of the discussion in this paper thus far has been on the role of full scale testing in determining the wind 


resistance of a green roof assembly.  This, of course, is only one side of the equation.  Traditionally, Boundary Layer 


Wind Tunnel Testing has been used to quantify the external pressures acting on a façade, as well as measure local 


wind speeds.  Outlined below is a simple procedure that allows for a green roof assembly to be designed based on 


the results of boundary layer wind tunnel testing in conjunction with the resistances determined through the 


CAN/CSA A 123.24.  Also provided is a modified procedure that allows for the use of equalization coefficients.  


Full details of boundary layer wind tunnel testing have not been provided in the current paper, as these have been 


described extensively in the literature.  See Irwin et al (2013) or ASCE (2012) for further information. 


 


From CAN/CSA A 123.24, a green roof designer has a wind uplift resistance, Pup, and wind flow resistance, Vflow.  


In order to determine wind uplift resistance, a cladding wind tunnel test is undertaken, which allows for the 


determination of peak external pressure coefficients.  These external pressure coefficients are determined on a 


direction by direction basis, typically at wind direction intervals of 10° and at model scales in the 1:200 to 1:500 


range.  In order to determine full scale wind pressures, the pressure coefficients are combined with a representation 


of the local wind climate, which allows for an external wind pressure, Pe50, to be determined at a desired return 


period, such as 50 years.  This procedure allows for the determination of external wind pressures at many locations 


on a roof surface, so it could be used as a pre-screening process in order to identify the areas on the roof that would 


be best suited for a green roof assembly. 


 


Once the set of external pressures are determined (typically laid out in a cladding diagram), a simple comparison can 


be made to determine if the selected green roof assembly can resist the predicted wind load, as given in equation 3: 


 


[3]     Pup ≥ Pe50 · α 


 


where α represents the contribution of any applicable load factors (such as wind load or dead load factors). 


 


The equalization coefficient procedure relates the available wind uplift resistance to the dead load, WGR, of the green 


roof assembly, according to equation 4: 


 


[4]     WGR · αD ≥ EC · Pe50 · αW 


 


where αD and αW are the applicable dead load and wind load factors, respectively. 


 


Drag / wind flow resistance can be determined using Irwin sensors (Irwin, 1981), which are conventionally used for 


the determination of pedestrian wind comfort.  However, these same sensors can be used to determine local wind 


speeds at full scale heights of 0.25 m to 2 m above a roof surface.  By instrumenting a building roof with Irwin 


sensors, gust velocity ratios can be determined on a direction by direction basis.  As with the cladding pressure test, 


the gust velocity ratios are combined with a representation of the local wind climate which allows for local wind 


speeds, Ve50, to be determined for a desired return period.  This procedure allows for the determination of local wind 


speeds at many locations on a roof surface, so once again it could be used to determine the best locations for a green 


roof assembly. 


 


Once the set of local wind speeds have been determined, the following comparison can be made to determine if the 


selected green roof assembly can resist the predicted wind speeds, as given in equation 5: 


 


[5]     Vflow ≥ Ve50 · α0.5 


 


The applicable load factors are raised to the power of 0.5 as the relationship between wind speed and pressure is 


conventionally taken as P is proportional to V2.  As noted previously, the Vflow values determined through the 


CAN/CSA A 123.24 test procedure are steady speeds, with very little turbulence.  Therefore, they should be treated 


as gust wind speeds rather than mean wind speeds in the comparison with Ve50. 
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ABSTRACT  


Glass Fiber Reinforced Polymer (GFRP) plates present a viable option for strengthening corroded flanges and/or webs 


subjected to normal or shear stresses, to help restore their original local buckling strength. Given the large difference 


in elastic properties for the steel, adhesive, and GFRP, the use of the concept of transformed section is found to grossly 


overestimate the buckling strength of such system. An accurate prediction for the buckling strength of such systems 


necessitates the use of Three-dimensional Finite Element Analysis (3D FEA) modeling involving significant 


modelling and computational effort. The present paper is part of a larger study aimed at developing more 


computationally efficient solutions. Variational principles were formulated for the buckling analysis a single plate, 


two plates, and three-plates bonded through thin adhesive layer(s). Given (a) the complexity of the resulting 


expressions, and (b) the simplifying kinematics postulated in the formulation, it is desirable to devise a technique to 


assess the validity of the variational expressions obtained. Within this context, the present study develops a 


methodology to assess the validity of the variational expressions for the case of two-plate systems. A 3D FEA model 


was developed under Abaqus and the buckling stresses and associated mode shapes were determined. Through 


regression analysis, the observed mode shapes were successfully replicated by approximate functions. The 


approximate functions were then used in conjunction with the variational expression to predict the critical pressure 


combinations. The proximity of the critical pressure combinations predicted by the 3D FEA model and that based on 


the present solution suggest the validity of the assumptions made and the correctness of the variational principle. 


 


Keywords: Layered Plates, Buckling, 3D FEA, Regression Analysis 


1. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION 


In existing steel structures, corroded flanges and/or webs subjected to shear stresses, normal stresses, or combination 


thereof can become particularly prone to plate buckling. Glass Fiber Reinforced Polymer (GFRP) plates present a 


viable option for strengthening such elements given their low cost and resistance to corrosion. Their low stiffness 


compared to CFRP can be offset by the fact that they are manufactured in large thicknesses. Experimental studies of 


steel beams reinforced with GFRP conducted by El Damatty et al. (2003), Tavakkolizadeh and Saadatmanesh (2003) have 


shown an excellent performance of the adhesive layer, i.e., the failure of the composite system is generally not induced by 


adhesive failure. GFRP plates are epoxied to the corroded steel component, either from one or both sides, to help restore 


its initial local buckling strength. Given the large difference in elastic properties for the steel, adhesive, and GFRP 


(Harries and El-Tawil 2011), the use of common shell FEA analysis based on the concept of transformed section is 


found to grossly overestimate the stiffness of the composite system (Pham and Mohareb 2015).  A more reliable 


treatment was provided by Siddique and El-Damatty (2012) who developed an elastic interface element between two 


shell elements which represent the steel plate and the GFRP plate. In Siddique and El-Damatty (2012), the behaviour 


of the adhesive was idealized using the plate on elastic foundation analogy. For a steel plate strengthened from both 


sides, reliable buckling strength prediction necessitates 3D FEA modeling and involves significant modeling and 


computational effort. Within this context, recent work, Zaghian (2015) has developed a buckling theory for steel plate 


symmetrically reinforced with GFRP plates which are subjected to in-plane biaxial normal and shear stresses. The 


theory idealizes the steel and GFRP as Kirchoff plates while accounting for the transverse shear deformations within 
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the adhesive layers. Given the various kinematic assumptions made and the complexity of the resulting variational 


expression, the present study presents a methodology to assess the correctness of the solution and the validity of the 


underlying assumptions. 


2. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 


A steel plate of dimensions a b  and thickness 3h   is reinforced with two GFRP plates with thicknesses 1 5h h   


through soft adhesive layers with thicknesses 2 4 1 3 5, , =h h h h h . The composite system is assumed to be loaded in 


the plane of the plate through biaxial normal pressures xxP , yyP and shear traction xyP . It is required to find the critical 


loading combination  , ,xx yy xyP P P   at which the composite system would buckle out of its own plane. 


3. ASSUMPTIONS 


The following assumptions are made 


 


1. The soft adhesive layer is assumed to be thin compared to both plates. 


2. The soft adhesive layer is assumed to act as a weak elastic material with a small modulus of elasticity compared 


to that of the plate. Consequently, the in-plane normal stresses in the soft layer are considered negligible compared 


to the normal stresses in the plates. 


3. Within the plates, only the in-plane normal and shear stresses are assumed to contribute to the internal strain energy 


while the other stress components are negligible. 


4. The in-plane buckling displacements of a point on mid-surfaces of the plates are assumed to be equal and opposite. 


Consequently, the number of independent buckling displacement fields reduces to three (Fig. 1).  


5. The in-plane buckling displacements of the soft layer are assumed to be a function of the in-plane displacements 


of top and bottom plates and have a linear distribution across the thickness. 


6. The boundary conditions and pre-buckling deformations were assumed to be identical for all plates, and 


7. The vertical displacement of all layers throughout buckling are nearly equal, i.e., the system can be considered 


incompressible in the transverse direction. 


4. ASSUMED KINEMATICS 


The kinematics of the composite system is shown in Fig. 1. Under the reference loads  , ,xx yy xyP P P , Vertical line 1 1A I


in the un-deformed configuration is assumed to undergo displacements pu  (shown in the figure) and pv   (not shown) 


to Configuration 2 2A I . Subscript p denotes pre-buckling variables. The applied loads are then assumed to increase to 


 , , xx yy xyP P P  to reach the state of onset of buckling 3 3A I . At that stage, the associated pre-buckling displacements 


are assumed to linearly increase to  , p pu v . At the onset of buckling, the composite system has a tendency to buckle 


as illustrated by line 4 4A I  under no increase in loading. All three plates are assumed to undergo the same transverse 


buckling displacement bw  as shown. The top GFRP plate is assumed to undergo lateral displacements  1 1,b bu v while 


the bottom displacement undergoes an equal and opposite displacements    5 5 1 1, , b b b bu v u v  as shown. The 


objective of the buckling analysis is determining the scaling factor   at the point of onset of buckling. 


5. VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLE 


The solution procedure (Zaghian 2015) starts by expressing relevant nonlinear Green Lagrange strain displacement 


relations for the five layers. The generalized Hooke’s law is then used to relate the strains to the stresses. The total 


potential energy expression b  for the system is next expressed in terms of the displacement fields and the second 
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variation b  of the total potential energy after performing integration across the thickness (z) is found to take the 


form 


[1]     
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where the coefficients (
1A  to


17A ) are summarized in Table A.1. 


6. SPECIAL CASE 


The expression in Eq. [1] is intended for three-plates bonded with thin layers of adhesive. It can be specialized for the 


case of two-plate systems. For such a case, it takes the simpler form 


 


[2]     
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where coefficients (
1A  to


14A ) are summarized in Table A.2. 


7. VERIFICATION STUDY 


Starting with the variational principles in Eqs. [1] or [2], several solution types can be developed. For example:  (1) 


The governing equations of the problem can be recovered through integration by parts, (2) Finite element solutions 


can be developed by adopting a set of appropriate nodal displacement functions, adopting interpolation functions, 


substituting into Eqs. [1] or [2], evoking the stationarity principle to recover the elastic and geometric matrices 


(Zaghian 2015), or (3) Developing an approximate solution by postulating appropriate approximate buckling 


displacements, substituting into Eq. [1] and [2], evoking the neutral stability condition. Irrespective of the solution 


type, the validity of the solution hinges on the correctness of the variational principles in Eqs. [1] or [2] and the validity 


of the underlying kinematic assumptions postulated under Section 3. The present paper thus develops an objective 


methodology to assess the quality of the assumptions made in Section 3. Given the relative complexity of the general 


expression in Eq.[1], the special case presented in Eq. [2] will be adopted in the verification study. 


 


The main idea is to develop an approximate solution based on solution type (3). Since the quality of such solution 


hinges on the representativeness of the assumed displacement functions of the buckled configuration, a 3D FEA 


buckling model is built for the problem and the buckling load (or load combination) and mode shape are extracted 


(Fig. 2). Approximate displacement field expressions are then developed to emulate the mode shapes obtained from 


the Abaqus model. The approximate shape functions are then substituted into the variational principle in Eq. [2] and 


the stationarity conditions are evoked. The solution yields an approximate buckling load. In the event that the 


approximate buckling load thus obtained is close to that predicted by Abaqus, one may conclude that the functional 


expression in Eq. [2] is accurate and hence the underlying assumptions in Section 3 are valid. Conversely, a large 


discrepancy between the buckling loads predicted by Abaqus and the present methodology would flag that some of 


the kinematic assumptions in Section 3 are unrealistic. 


 


Two types of displacements are need for the implementation of solution type 3, namely (a) the pre-buckling 


displacements   which are recovered from a pre-buckling plane stress analysis, and (b) appropriate approximate 


buckling displacements. Given the assumed displacement functions, by substituting into Eq. [2] and evoking the 


neutral stability condition by setting the variation of the second variation of total potential energy to zero, one recovers 


the linearized Eigen-value problem 


 


[3]            0 GK K U   
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Given matrices  K  ,  GK , the sought Eigen-pairs   , U can be recovered. The above procedure is implemented 


for three loading scenarios; buckling under pure shear, buckling under biaxial normal pressure and cylindrical 


buckling problems. The outlined procedure is schematically presented in (Fig. 2). 


 


 


 
 


 


Fig. 1: Kinematics- Vertical line trajectory (1) in the 


deformed configuration, (2) under the reference load, 


(3) at the onset of buckling, and (4) in the buckled 


configuration 


 


Fig. 2: Procedure for assessing of the validity of the 


assumptions made in the present study 


 


7.1 Buckling under pure shear 


Two plates with dimensions 400 400 10a a h m m      (Fig. 3) are bonded together through a 2.5mm   thick soft 


layer. The composite system is subjected to pure shear traction. Modulus of elasticity and Poisson’s ratio of the plates 


are 200sE GPa  , 0.3 s , and those of soft layer are 0.02aE GPa   and 0.3 a . All edges of the plate are fully 


fixed relative to rotations and transverse displacements.  It is required to find the critical shear traction  xyP  at which 


the composite system would buckle. 


 
Fig. 3: Two plates bonded through an adhesive layer under pure shear traction xyP   
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7.1.1 Details of the 3D FEA Model 


The plate in this problem, and the subsequent ones, is modeled by using the C3D8 solid element in Abaqus. Element 


C3D8 is a 3D continuum element with 8 nodes and three translational degrees of freedom per node, i.e., the element 


has a total of 24 degrees of freedom. For a generic edge line of the plate such as AB (Fig. 3), all the nodes are 


constrained to move equally along the x and y directions to restrain the edges from rotating about x and y. All mid-


surface displacements at the edges are set to zero. To apply symmetry conditions about diagonals 1 3O O  and 2 4O O  


(Fig. 3), the constrains 
1 1 3 3 2 4 2 4


, , ,O O O O O O O Ou v u v u u v v       are enforced at the through thickness line of nodes 


passing through 1O , 2O , 3O   and 4O . Four elements are taken across each plate thickness and one element is taken 


across the adhesive layer. Convergence is deemed to be achieved for the 200 200 -element mesh leading to predicted 


buckling shear stress (
, 1644xy crP MPa ). It is clear that the bucking strength of the two-plate system is significantly 


higher than the yield strength of a material like steel and thus local buckling considerations would not govern the 


design of such a system. Nevertheless, the problem remains a suitable medium to assess the validity of the variational 


expression developed in the study as explained in Section 7.1.2. 


7.1.2   Approximate displacement functions 


The pre-buckling displacements under reference uniform shear traction 1 xyP kPa   were obtained from the static 


analysis of the plate in Three-dimensional FEA in Abaqus and were found to be exactly described by the functions 


   2 , 2p pu y a v x a         where
80.65 10   , 400a mm   in the present problem. The in-plane 


displacements bu   and bv    based on the first buckling mode predicted by the FEA solutions are extracted (Fig. 4 (a) 


and (c)). The displacements are then visualized to provide insight on proposing suitable approximating displacement 


function %bu    and bv% . The following approximate functions are postulated 


 


[4]    %
11 11 11 11


1 1 2 2


1 1 1 1


( , ) , ( , ) , , 0 ,
i i


i j i j
b bij ij ij ij


i j i j


u A f x y a x y v A f x y b x y a b i j even
 


   


        %   


 


where ija   and ijb  are the coefficients to be determined by minimizing the summation of squares of the differences 


between the Abaqus buckling displacements and the proposed displacement function; i.e.,                  


 


[5]    


%
2 2
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m n m n
b i j b i jij ij
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%


  


 


where m and n are the number of nodes at each edges ( 201 201 -nodes).The minimization process has led to an 


excellent approximation of the FEA solution as depicted in Fig. 4 (b) and (d). The nodal transverse buckling 


displacements based on the first buckling mode bw   as predicted by the FEA solution are extracted (Fig. 4 (e)). The 


approximate displacement function °bw  is postulated 


 


[6]    °    3 3 4, ,bw A f x y f x y   


 


in which          
2 2 2 2


3 , / 2 / 2 / 2 / 2f x y x a x a y a y a      ensures compliance °bw  with the boundary 


conditions and function 4 ( , )f x y  takes the form 


 


[7]      2 2 4 3 2 2 3 4


4 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8,f x y c c x c xy c y c x c x y c x y c xy c y          
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in which 0 8c c   are the coefficients determined by minimizing the summation of square of the differences between 


the Abaqus buckling displacements and the proposed displacement function. A comparison between the FEA 


predicted buckling displacement and the approximate displacement in Eq. [6] is provided in Fig. 4 (e) and (f). 


From the displacement functions proposed in Eqs. [4] and [6], by substituting into the variational expression developed 


in Eq. [2] and setting the variation of second variation of total potential energy to zero, one obtains a critical shear 


stress , 1671xy crP   MPa which compares to , 1644xy crP MPa   as given by Abaqus with a 1.61% difference. The 


proximity of the results based on the present model and those based on Abaqus is an indication that the kinematic 


assumptions postulated are realistic and lead to a variational principle that is suitable for the class of problems 


involving in-plane shear as is the case in the present problem.  


 


 


(a) (b) 


 


 


(c)  (d)  
          


 


 


 


           
(e)  (f) 


Fig. 4: In-plane buckling displacements based on (a) Abaqus ( bu ), (b) approximation ( %bu ), (c) Abaqus ( bv ), (d) 


approximation ( bv% ), Transverse displacement function based on (e) Abaqus ( bw ) and (f) approximation ( °bw ) 


7.2 Buckling under biaxial pressure 


Two simply supported plates with dimensions 600 400 10a a h m mm mm      (Fig. 5) are bonded through a 


2.5mm  thick soft layer. The composite system is subjected to normal pressures 1  , 1 xx yyP kPa P kPa  . Modulus 


of elasticity and Poisson’s ratio of plates are 200sE GPa , 0.3s  , and those of soft layer are 0.02aE GPa  and  


0.3s  . The mid-surface of the plates all around the edges are simply supported relative to the transverse 


displacement.  It is required to find the critical load combination  ,xx yyP P  at which the composite system would 


buckle out of its own plate. A 3D FEA model is built under Abaqus where the boundary conditions were carefully 


enforced. 


(m
) 


(m
) 


(m
) 


(m
) 


(m
) 


 
 (


m
) 
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Fig. 5: Simply supported plates bonded through a soft layer subjected to biaxial normal pressure 


 


The pre-buckling displacements under reference load 1  , 1 xx yyP kPa P kPa    were obtained from the static 


analysis of the plate in 3D FEA in Abaqus and were found to be exactly described by the functions  


   2 , 2p pu a x v b y        where for the present problem, one has ( 600 , 400a mm b mm  ) and


80.351 10     .The approximate in-plane buckling displacement functions %bu   and bv%  were approximated using 


the function 


[8]   %
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%   


where coefficients 0 4d d   and 0 4e e  were determined by minimizing the summation of squares of the differences 


between the Abaqus buckling displacements and the proposed displacement function. 


 


 


(a)  (b)  


 


 


(c)  (d) 


 


 


 


(e)  (f)  


Fig. 6: In-plane buckling displacements based on (a) Abaqus ( bu ), (b) approximation ( %bu ), (c) Abaqus ( bv ), (d) 


approximation ( bv% ), Transverse displacement function based on (e) Abaqus ( bw ) and (f) approximation( °bw ) 
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A visual comparison between in-plane displacement distributions based on the 3D FEA solution and the 


approximation obtained by regression is provided in Fig. 6 (a-d).  The nodal transverse buckling displacements °bw  


were also found to be well approximated with single degree of freedom function which satisfies all the boundary 


conditions applied on the plate (Fig. 6 (f)):            


                                     


[9]    °    6 sin sinbw A x a y b   


 


From the displacement functions proposed in Eqs. [8] and [9], by substituting into the variational expression (Eq. [2]) 


and setting the variation of second variation of total potential energy to zero, the critical load combination is 


determined as , , 181.8xx cr yy crP P MPa    which compares to , , 178.9xx cr yy crP P MPa    based on Abaqus with a 


1.60% difference. 


7.3 Cylindrical buckling 


Two plates with dimensions 400 50 20a b h mm mm mm      are bonded together through a soft layer with 


thickness10mm . The composite system is subjected to a single normal pressure 1 yyP kPa  . Modulus of elasticity 


and Poisson’s ratio of soft layer are 0.02aE GPa  and 0.3a  , respectively. The edges 1 4 5 8O O O O  and 2 3 6 7O O O O   


(Fig. 7 (a)) are simply supported against movement along the z direction and for the edge of an arbitrary surface 


1 6 5 10M M M M  normal to the x axis (Fig. 7 (b)): 
1 6 2 7


,M M M Mv v v v   
3 8M Mv v 


4 9M Mv v 
5 10M Mv v  . It is 


required to find the out of plane critical loading yyP  . 


 


 


(a) (b) 


 


Fig. 7: (a) two plates bonded together through a soft layer under uniaxial normal pressure (cylindrical buckling), 


(b) in-plane displacements of an arbitrary surface 


 


The pre-buckling displacement is found to be exactly described by functions


  82 , 0.46 10 , 400pv a y a mm        . Excellent approximations were found to be obtained by the 


displacement function bv%   and °bw  ((Fig. 8 (b) and (d))     
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v A f x y f x y a mmy a
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%
  


      


From the displacement functions bv%   and °bw  proposed in Eq.[10], by substituting into the variational expression Eq. 


[2] and setting the variation of second variation of total potential energy to zero, the critical buckling stress is obtained 


as  yy, 448.8crP MPa   which compares to yy, 444.7crP    based on Abaqus with a 0.92% difference.  
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(a)   (b) 


 


 


( c)  (d)  


Fig. 8: In-plane buckling displacement functions based on, (a) Abaqus ( bv ), (b) approximation ( bv% ) 


Transverse displacement function based on (a) Abaqus (
bw ) - (b) approximation ( °bw ) 


8. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 


1. The present study presented a methodology to assess the validity of simplifying kinematic assumptions made in 


a recently developed approximate layered plate theory. The procedure consists of (a) developing a 3D FEA 


model that is free from simplifying kinematic assumptions, (b) obtaining the predicted buckling load(s) and 


mode shape, (c) developing mathematical expressions to accurately emulate the mode  shape, (d) using the 


mode shape mathematical expressions developed in conjunction with the variational principle of the theory to 


obtain a predicted approximate buckling load.  


2. The above procedure was successfully adopted in three loading scenarios (shear, biaxial normal stresses, and 


cylindrical buckling). In all three cases, the difference between the buckling loads based on the 3D FEA 


solution and that based on the present theory ranged between 0.92% and 1.61%, showing that the assumptions 


underlain in the theory (Fig. 1) are applicable in the class of problems investigated in the present study.  


3. The variational principle thus validated can reliably be used to develop other more general solution techniques. 


In this respect, the variational principle in (1) has successfully been used to develop a finite element formulation 


for the buckling analysis of steel plates reinforced with GFRP (Zaghian 2015). 


4. It is recommended to conduct experimental investigation to verify the validity of the present model. Further 


investigations to account for the effect of residual stresses and initial imperfections are also of practical interest. 
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APPENDIX  


Table A.1- Coefficients of Eq. [1] 
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Table A.2- Coefficients of Eq. [2] 


Coefficients                   Expression Coefficients                   Expression 
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ABSTRACT  


Wind induced damage on low-rise buildings with complex roof geometry is common in coastal areas of USA, such 


as Florida and Louisiana. Available design codes provide information about the design of regular roof geometries (e.g. 


hip/gable roofs), but refer to wind tunnel modelling for complex roof geometries. Due to time and financial constraints 


physical modelling may not always be possible to carry out. Computational modelling through Large Eddy Simulation 


(LES) has been used successfully for several wind engineering applications. This paper presents comparisons 


between LES and previously obtained wind tunnel data of mean and peak pressure coefficients on a low rise building 


with complex roof geometry. Two different cases, namely: isolated building and the effect of neighbouring buildings 


have been considered for the most critical wind direction of 135 degrees. Results show that the mean pressure 


coefficients on the low rise building roof for the case with adjacent buildings were somewhat lower in magnitude (less 


suction) than the isolated case. In general, excellent matching was obtained within a factor of 1.1 between wind tunnel 


and LES for all roof locations except at the roof ridge, where the latter predicted somewhat lower mean and peak 


pressure coefficient values than wind tunnel data. The velocity streamlines obtained from LES provide an excellent 


overview of the airflow around the buildings. This study shows the efficacy of LES for assessing wind loads on 


building roofs with complex geometry, since existing codes do not provide any quantitative assessment methods for 


such problems. 


 


Keywords: Low-rise building; Complex roof geometry; LES; Wind load; Mean pressure coefficient.   


1. INTRODUCTION  


The majority of low-rise buildings in North America exist in hurricane prone regions, such as Florida and Louisiana, 


where wind speeds exceeding 100 miles per hour are common. The roof of a low-rise building is the most prone to 


wind induced structural damage because of the development of high suction regions due to flow separations (Dagnew 


et al. 2009). For instance, hurricane Andrew in 1992 caused large scale devastation worth 20 million dollars, which 


included structural damage to several low-rise buildings (Li and Ellingwood 2006). Most standards such as the ASCE 


7 2010 and NBCC 2005 provide design guidelines for the design of roofs with regular geometries, but refer to wind 


tunnel testing for complex roof geometries.  


 


Wind induced structural loads on buildings have been assessed by physical modelling through wind tunnel (Kumar 


and Stathopoulos 2000) and field measurements (Levitan and Mehta 1992). However, physical modelling is time 


consuming and expensive, while the advent of advanced computing facilities has enabled the use of Computational 


Fluid Dynamics (CFD) models in wind engineering studies (Abdi and Bitsuamlak 2014). CFD has been successfully 
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used for various wind engineering applications, such as assessing wind induced pressures on solar panels (Bitsuamlak 


et al. 2010), wind induced ventilation (Jiru and Bitsuamlak 2010), wind flows over hills (Bitsuamlak et al. 2004), 


besides dispersion of pollutants in the urban environment (Chavez et al. 2011). In a majority of studies devoted to 


computational evaluation of wind pressures on buildings, k-ε models have been widely used (Tsuchiya et al. 1997). 


However, departure in data between experiment and k-ε model was observed by Tamura et al. 2008, while assessing 


the wind induced pressures on a building. According to Tamura et al. 2008, the standard k–e model overestimates the 


pressure coefficients on the frontal surface. On the other hand, Large Eddy Simulation (LES) has provided more 


accurate results as shown by past studies (Dagnew et al. 2009; Hajra et al. 2015; Elshaer et al. 2016). For instance, 


excellent agreement between field measurements of wind pressures on the Texas Tech University building and LES 


was obtained by Panneer selvam 1997. Likewise, Aboshosha et al. 2015 used LES to successfully assess the wind 


induced pressures on a high rise building. According to Dagnew and Bitsuamlak (2010), LES is a multi-scale 


computational modelling approach that offers a more comprehensive way of capturing fluctuating turbulent flow. 


 


This paper focuses on a low rise building (hereafter referred to as FL 27) with complex roof geometry. Two cases are 


considered, which are isolated and surrounded for a critical wind direction of 135 degrees. The Mean and peak pressure 


distributions from the current LES results are compared to a similar wind tunnel testing by Kopp and Gavanski 2011 


to evaluate the efficiency of LES. 


2. WIND TUNNEL MEASUREMENTS AND BUILDING MODELS 


The measurements were carried out at the Boundary Layer Wind Tunnel (BLWT) at Western University, Canada, 


which is 64 m long, 15 m wide and 6 m high. Spires and roughness elements were used to simulate a suburban terrain. 


The building model of FL 27 shown in Figure 1 (a) is made of plexiglass (case 1), containing 496 pressure taps on the 


roof surface connected to the data acquisition system through 1.6 mm tubes. 


 


Figure 1 (b) shows FL 27 in the presence of neighbouring buildings (case 2). The pressure measurements were carried 


out for 6 minutes with a sampling rate of 400 Hz. Figure 1 (c) shows the plan dimensions in equivalent full scale and 


the critical wind direction of 135 degrees. The roof in Figure 1 (c) has been divided into five zones – roof portions ‘A’ 


and ‘B’ are somewhat higher than ‘D’ and ‘E’. In the present study two different cases are considered: 


 


Case 1: FL 27 (isolated) – Figure 1 (a); 


Case 2: FL27 in the presence of neighbouring building – Figure 1 (b). 


 


The mean roof height of the building is 0.11 m (wind tunnel scale). Further experimental details can be obtained from 


the report (Kopp and Gavanski 2011). 
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a) b) 


 
c) 


Figure 1: Building models used for the test: a) FL 27 (isolated – case 1); b) FL 27 with neighbouring buildings – 


case 2; c) plan dimensions of FL 27 (after Kopp and Gavanski, 2010 -- part of NSF Grant CMMI-0928563). 


3. LES SIMULATIONS FOR VARIOUS CASES 


The LES simulations were carried out using STARCCM+ (CD-Adapco 2009) software (http://www.cd-


adapco.com/products/star-ccm-plus). The Computational domain (CD) and grid discretization used for the simulations 


are explained in this section 


3.1 Computational domain for the simulations 


The same Computational Domain (CD) was used for both cases, which was 5 m long, 4 m wide and 0.7 m high, as 


shown in Figure 2. The lateral edges of the CD were 1.72 m from the side of FL 27. Table 1 presents the dimensions 


of the CD and compares it to COST 2007 recommendations. The CD was large enough to avoid inaccuracies due to 


blockage. Symmetry boundary condition was imposed on the top and the sides of the CD, while the ground (base) was 


considered ‘no-slip (wall)’. The inflow and outflow were modelled as velocity inlet and pressure outlet, respectively. 


The average height of the neighbouring buildings was nearly the same as FL 27, which was 0.1 meter in model scale. 


Based on the boundary layer characteristics measured in the BLWT, a transient inflow boundary condition was applied 


adopting CDRFG in flow technique described in Aboshosha et al. 2015 that accurately simulates the coherency 


function and spectra. In order to incorporate the sub-grid turbulence, the model of Smagorinsky 1963 and Germano et 


al. 1991 were used.  


 


a 


b 


c 



http://www.cd-adapco.com/products/star-ccm-plus

http://www.cd-adapco.com/products/star-ccm-plus
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Figure 2: Computational domain and boundary conditions for case 2  


 


Table 1: Computational domain parameters 


Case Hmax Present study COST 2007 


recommendations 


1 0.11 m 


(Height of FL 27) 


 


 


Vertical extension of the CD 0.7 m 5Hmax (0.55 m) 


Lateral extension of the CD  1.73 m 5Hmax (0.55 m) 


Distance between Inflow 


boundary and building  


1.15 m 5Hmax (0.55 m) 


Distance between Outflow 


boundary and building  


3.35 m 15Hmax (1.65 m) 


2 0.11 m 


(Height of FL 27) 


Vertical extension of the CD 0.7 m 5Hmax (0.55 m) 


Lateral extension of the CD  1.73 m 5Hmax (0.55 m) 


Distance between Inflow 


boundary and building 


1.8 m 5Hmax (0.55 m) 


Distance between Outflow 


boundary and building  


2.7 m 15Hmax (1.65 m) 


 


3.2 Discretization of the grid 


For case 2, The CD was divided in to three zones as shown in Figure 3. The same zones were also used for case 1. 


The dimensions of each zone and grid size is presented in Table 2. A number of 2 million grid cells was utilized in 


case 1, while case 2 had nearly 3 million grid cells. Figure 4 shows the grid discretization for case 2 (FL 27 – 


surrounded), with a vertical section passing along the roof of FL 27. Figure 4 shows the different zones and the prism 


layers used closer to the roof ridge. Polyhedral cells available in STARCCM+ was used for the meshing with coarser 


mesh in the outer zone (zone 1) and finer mesh at the inner zones (zone 3). It is common to carry out the meshing by 


using different zones. For instance, Nozu et al. 2008 successfully carried out LES simulations of wind flow across 


Tokyo city by meshing the computational domain in different zones. Eight prism layers with a stretching ratio of 1.05 


(maximum allowable is 1.3 as per COST 2007) was used in the present study. A time step of 0.001 seconds was chosen 


to ensure that the Courant Friedrichs-Lewy number was less than 1 to ensure the convergence of the numerical 


simulation. The physical scaled duration was selected to be for 9 seconds with 8 inner iterations, using 20 processors 


of the High Performance Computing (HPC) facility provided by SHARCNET at Western University, Canada. In order 


to test the accuracy, a few simulations with varying grid size were run initially to ensure that the results were 


independent of the grid size.  
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Figure 3: Zone dimensions for Case 2 (note: similar dimensions were used for case 1) 


 


Table 2: Size of each zone for various cases 


Case Zones and their dimensions L x 


B x H (m) 


Grid size in terms of building 


height (h) 


Number of 


cells 


   1 Zone 1 (CD): 5 x 4 x 0.7                       h/15 1953662 


Zone 2: 4.3 x 3.7 x 0.5  h/20 


Zone 3: 3.3 x 3.25 x 0.35 h/40 


    2  Zone 1 (CD): 5 x 4 x 0.7                       h/15 2853700 


Zone 2: 4.3 x 3.7 x 0.5  h/20 


Zone 3: 3.3 x 3.25 x 0.35 h/40 


 


 


 
Figure 4: Grid used for FL 27 and the different zones through a vertical plane 


4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  


This section presents results for case 1 (isolated) and case 2 (effect of adjacent buildings). Figure 5 presents the 


instantaneous velocity streamlines around FL 27 for both cases. The velocities are nearly zero closer to the building 
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surface, but at the edges the velocities are somewhat higher owing to the flow separations. Also, the streamlines are 


very similar in both cases because in case 2 the upstream and downstream buildings are away from FL 27, and there 


are some interactions between FL 27 and the surrounding buildings. 


 


  
a) b) 


 
Figure 5: Instantaneous velocity streamlines (top view) at time = 6 seconds for: a) Case 1; b) Case 2 


 


Figure 6 presents a comparison of mean Cp between LES and wind tunnel data for case 1 (FL 27 - isolated). Wind 


tunnel data suggest that the mean Cp values were in the range of 0.3 to -3.5, with high suctions closer to the ridge 


(roof ‘A’) due to flow separations. Also, due to the wind direction there are counter rotating vortices (closer to roof 


‘i’) which cause high suction and hence, values of -0.75 are obtained in the corners. At all the roof locations, gradually 


away from the ridgelines, the mean Cp values are less negative (suctions are reduced). A similar trend is observed 


from LES results as shown in Figure 6 (b) where the range of mean Cp values are also from 0.3 to -3.5. Excellent 


agreement was obtained between LES and wind tunnel data at all locations on the roof of FL 27 indicating the 


efficiency of LES in evaluating the wind induced pressures. The study was further extended to case 2 (FL 27 amidst 


adjacent buildings) as shown in Figure 7. Figure 7 (a) presents wind tunnel mean Cp values (Kopp and Gavanski 


2011) on the roof of FL 27. The trends obtained from wind tunnel for case 2 are similar to those obtained from LES 


as shown in Figure 7 (b).  


  
a)  b) 


 
Figure 6: Mean Cp contours on the roof of FL 27 for case 1: a) Wind tunnel (Kopp and Gavanski 2011); b) LES 
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a) b) 


 
Figure 7: Mean Cp contours on the roof of FL 27 for case 2: a) Wind tunnel (adopted and modified from (after Kopp 


and Gavanski, 2010 -- part of NSF Grant CMMI-0928563); b) LES 


 


Comparisons of mean Cp at individual points on the roof of FL 27 were carried out as shown in Figure 8 (a). A line 


‘abc’ as shown in the Figure 1 was chosen and the LES mean and peak Cp values were extracted and compared to 


wind tunnel data of those corresponding points along that line. Clearly, the comparison between LES and wind tunnel 


for both cases 1 and 2 is excellent at almost all locations except at the ridge line where there is a slight departure in 


data. It may be possible to improve LES results at these locations by having a slightly finer mesh at the ridge. Similar 


trends were observed for peak Cp values as shown in Figure 8 (b), where matching between LES and wind tunnel data 


at all points was excellent except at the ridge. It is also worth noting that at the ridge (point ‘b’) the mean and peak Cp 


values are more negative (higher suction) for case 2 (adjacent building case) than in case 1 (isolated case). This shows 


that the effect of adjacent buildings can sometimes help reduce wind induced pressures on the roof as opposed to the 


isolated case. The general finding of this paper is that LES can be used to assess wind induced pressures on buildings 


with complex roof geometries, which may otherwise be difficult to model in wind tunnels. However, LES is 


computationally costly to generate the aerodynamic data for all wind directions. This may be improved through a 


greater computational speed and capacity to reduce computational time in the future. 


 


    
 


Figure 8: Comparisons between LES and wind tunnel along line ‘abc’ on the roof of FL 27: a) Mean Cp; b) Peak Cp 


 


a) b) 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 


This paper presented comparisons between LES and wind tunnel data for two different cases: FL 27 (case 1 - isolated) 


and FL 27 amidst neighbouring buildings (case 2), for a critical wind direction of 135 degrees. The mean and peak Cp 


values obtained from wind tunnel (Kopp and Gavanski 2011) and LES on the complex roof geometry of FL 27 for 


both the cases were compared. Results show excellent matching between LES and wind tunnel data at all locations on 


the roof, except at the ridge where there is a slight departure between LES and wind tunnel results. It is expected that 


a finer mesh at the ridge can improve the LES results at the ridge. The velocity streamlines provide an excellent 


overview of the wind flow characteristics around the buildings. In general, the performance of LES in estimating the 


mean and peak Cp was excellent for the cases investigated, indicating the possibility of using LES in the absence of 


physical modelling tools. Additional studies pertaining to the application of LES for assessing wind induced pressures 


on complex roof geometries in realistic urban scenarios is necessary.  
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ABSTRACT  


Many freshwater mussels in the Ontario-Great Lakes Area are considered Species at Risk (SAR) and these are 


increasingly influencing planning, implementation, and monitoring of infrastructure projects near watercourses. In 


2010, the City of London commissioned an on-line Stormwater Management Facility in the Stoney Creek watershed 


in the form of an Erosion Control Wetland. Design objectives included: creation of additional water storage in the 


floodplain, prevent erosion in the downstream watercourse, and reclaim natural heritage features lost during 


infrastructure development. Erosion and sediment controls were applied during construction; however, storm events 


in December 2011 washed out a section of bank that had separated Stoney Creek from the active construction site. 


The washout released streambed sediments and mussels, including the previously unrecorded SAR Rainbow mussel, 


into the work area. An emergency mussel relocation protocol was developed, through a collaboration between 


applicable agencies, to relocate the mussels during the winter months. Ultimately, 16 of 70 mussels collected during 


the winter relocations were SAR. The timing of the bank collapse and mussel relocations provided a unique situation 


where recapture and growth comparisons could be made between mussels relocated in extreme weather conditions 


to mussels relocated during optimal handling temperatures. The Stoney Creek project demonstrated construction 


delays and costs associated with SAR mussel discovery. The project highlights the importance of detailed 


environmental assessments prior to project planning so appropriate mitigation measures and environmental 


monitoring requirements are implemented during construction.  


 


Keywords: Species at Risk, Stormwater Management Facility, Erosion Control Wetland, Emergency Mussel 


Relocation, Post-Construction Monitoring, Erosion and Sediment Control 


1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 


In December of 2007 the City of London completed a Class Environmental Assessment Study for Storm/Drainage 


and Stormwater Management Servicing Works for Stoney Creek Undeveloped Lands. The primary objectives of the 


Stoney Creek Erosion Control Wetland (ECW) facility were to provide erosion control storage, on-line stormwater 


management, and prevent erosion in the downstream reaches of Stoney Creek. The Stoney Creek ECW was 


constructed between October 2011 and May 2012, adjacent to Stoney Creek near the northern limits of London.  


 


Erosion and sediment control (ESC) mitigation measures were outlined in the Detailed Design Report and an ESC 


Plan was developed by the Contractor and incorporated into Contract plans and drawings. Standard ESC mitigation 


measures included silt fence around the perimeter of the work area, minimal vegetation removals, seed and cover 


with mulch, regular oversight monitoring by an Environmental Specialist, and retention of Stoney Creek banks 


during construction of the ECW. In addition, the ESC Plan stipulated additional mulch applications on exposed soils 


from October 15 to April 15. During construction, London received two major rainfall events (November 27-30, 


2011 and December 4-5, 2011) that resulted in over 120 mm of rain. The rainfall drastically raised the water level in 
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Stoney Creek and overflowed into the adjacent work area. Despite the installation of ESC measures as per accepted 


plans the rain events resulted in a complete washout of the creek bank into the adjacent wetland construction site. 


The actual flow of Stoney Creek diverted into the ECW through the bank washout and entered back into the creek 


channel approximately 400 hundred metres downstream. The temporary lack of flow in the natural channel resulted 


in a dry section of Stoney Creek, approximately 400 m in length, which contained exposed mussels and required 


immediate relocation. The washed-out bank materials formed a sandbar in the ECW, which also contained mussels 


that needed relocation. Five freshwater mussel species, including Rainbow (Villosa iris), were collected. 


 


Rainbow mussels were not previously known in Stoney Creek watershed. As of 2011, Rainbow mussel was listed as 


Threatened under the provincial Endangered Species Act (ESA) and under consideration for listing under the federal 


Species at Risk Act (SARA). The SAR discovery triggered the Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry (MNRF) 


involvement. MNRF issued an ESA permit for the collection, relocation, and post-construction monitoring. Mussel 


relocations typically occur when water temperatures are above 16oC, as per the Fisheries and Oceans Canada (DFO) 


Mussel Relocation Protocol (Mackie et al. 2008). However, due to the bank failure timing, an Emergency Mussel 


Relocation Protocol was developed through consultation with MNRF, DFO, and Upper Thames River Conservation 


Authority (UTRCA). Survival and growth monitoring of the relocated mussels was delayed by seven months to limit 


disturbance and exposure. Relocated population surveys occurred in July 2012, July 2013, and July 2014. 


 


In total, 70 mussels, including 16 SAR, were collected, tagged, and relocated to an upstream relocation site in 


January 2012. The mussels were re-collected from the relocation site in July 2012, for the delayed (seven-month) 


monitoring event. At that time an additional 76 mussels (native to the relocation site), including 11 SAR, were 


discovered. All mussels collected in July 2012 (including those already tagged during the January emergency 


relocation) were measured for length, width, and height to record growth during subsequent post-relocation 


monitoring events. To compare the growth of mussels originally relocated in January to mussels collected in July, 


only individuals that were recaptured multiple years could be used, which included 16% of winter-tagged mussels 


and 35% of the summer-tagged mussels. Two of the five species accounted for the multiple recaptured mussels, 


Rainbow and Wabash Pigtoe (Fusconaia flava). Shell length, width, and height measurements were compared using 


linear regressions for all species and it was determined that all growth indicators were positively correlated 


(Beneteau and Mackie, 2014). Growth comparisons between winter- and summer-tagged mussels were analyzed 


using shell length. Initial results revealed positive growth for both mussel classes, winter- vs summer-tagged (17.9% 


and 16.0%), when comparing Rainbow and Wabash Pigtoe measurements from July 2012 and July 2014. A Mann 


Whitney-U test was conducted in R (R Development Core Team, 2014) and determined no significant difference in 


relative growth of Rainbow (p = 0.476) or Wabash Pigtoe (p = 0.181) comparing winter to summer collections. 


Results suggest bank washout trauma and exposure in cold temperatures did not negatively affect mussel growth.   


 


The Stoney Creek project provided a unique situation where recapture and growth comparisons could be made for 


mussels relocated in extreme weather conditions versus optimal handling temperatures. The project also 


demonstrates the importance of detailed environmental assessments during project planning to ensure appropriate 


permitting, mitigation, and environmental monitoring are in place during contract administration to avoid 


construction delays and unaccounted costs associated with SAR discovery. In Stoney Creek, early detection of the 


SAR mussel would have increased the sensitivity and mussel awareness during design and initiated a mussel 


relocation protocol to clear mussels away from the work areas prior to construction. However, extreme weather 


conditions that may arise in any project are unpredictable and unavoidable. The Stoney Creek ECW SWMF has 


naturalized and is now functioning to provide wildlife habitat and additional stormwater storage for flood control. 
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ABSTRACT  


Many Researchers have attempted to establish a methodology for the selection of bridge type in a systematic 


manner. Knowledge based systems (KBS) and other Expert Systems (ES) have been used for this purpose but they 


have some limitations and restrictions. This paper proposes a methodology to implement a Decision Support System 


(DSS) in an artificial intelligent environment that aims to suggest a bridge type with its main components at the 


conceptual design phase, based on the characteristics and performance of existing and similar bridges in order to 


predict the performance of proposed ones that have been analyzed by decision makers with limited subjectivity. The 


proposed methodology is divided into three main divisions: 1) this division includes a database that will be 


structured to store appropriated information besides including models like Point Scale and Quality Function 


Deployment (QFD) systems that will serve for linguistic conversion to numbers needed for the DSS engine. This 


division contains as well all the mandatory criteria that have influence on the performance of proposed bridges. 2)  


this division is the core of the “DSS Engine” where it receives the information from the database that will be 


implemented in an Artificial Neural Network (ANN) module for training, testing and then predicting the 


performance of a new case bridge. Afterwards a decision will be made to implement the ANN’s results into a Bridge 


Information Modeling (BrIM) environment to visualize the suggested design and to predict the potential problems. 


3) In this division, a final decision will be made based on the results of the second division. In the proposed DSS, 


most of the factors are considered as criteria in the database; criteria that have influence on the decision are 


automatically considered during the analysis process and are introduced in the DSS Engine. The flexibility of the 


proposed methodology and particularly the database and the method of analysis will make the DSS very helpful in 


the area of bridge design and management. This will provide bridge engineers with an efficient tool that will 


minimize the subjectivity in their decisions. A case project will be considered to test the workability and capability 


of the proposed methodology. 


 


Keywords: Knowledge Based Systems KBS, Bridge Information Modeling BrIM, Decision Support System DSS 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Lots of references mentioned that Bridge design is divided into two stages: conceptual & analytical design (Miles & 


Moore, 1991; Chen Wai-Fah & DuanLian, 2000; [Troitsky M.S., 2000]). The analytical design stage is very well 


defined where codes and formulas are widely applied, which is not the case for the conceptual design stage. Lots of 


studies conducted by engineering and consulting agencies have drawn different opinions that lead to diversity of 


final decisions (Smith & al, 1994). Based on many factors, designers (decision-makers) will choose the final 


perception to propose the type of bridge that should be adopted; the decision is based on their own experience and 


other factors that have remarkable influence on the decision taken. Generally, neither mathematical formulas nor 


deterministic or stochastic models are used during the decision making process; just engineering judgments and 


subjectivities are the core of the final decision. The lack of clarity and the need to be away from the subjectivity 


issues are the cause of this proposal, which main objective is to propose a methodology that could be a starting point 


for advanced development toward minimizing shortcomings that influence the decision on bridges during the 


conceptual design stage.  
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 


A literature review is conducted in order to highlight the components, characteristics and factors that influence 


major decisions related to the bridge types and their relevant components.  


2.1 Bridge Elements and Components 


Tang (2007) has summarized the bridge types, behaviors and forms as follows:  


 


1. The anatomy of all structures in the world is a combination of three types of structure elements: Axial, Bending 


and Curvature; these can be defined as the “ABC” of structure, these elements take one of four basic forms: 


truss, box, stiffened plate or solid member, and 


2. Conceptually, he clusters all bridges in the world into four basic bridge types: girder bridges, cable-stayed 


bridges, arch bridges and suspension bridges.  


 


However, in order to well define such bridge types, it is necessary to recognize the elements and components of 


every possible bridge. It is important to establish an inventory that will act as a “geometric” database to help 


decision makers in their selection process. Similar work has been conducted by Thompson and Shepared (2000) in 


which they proposed an inventory that will be the base for the inspection and maintenance tasks. In their report the 


bridge components were divided into four main groups: superstructure, substructure, decks and culverts. Those 


components are important to rate the bridge performance based on their performance and sustainability. 


Furthermore, the type of materials used in the bridge has its own and special influence. Smith and al., (1994) 


published the characteristics of some materials and their influence on bridges’ components. 


2.2 Influencing Factors and Constraints  


Smith et al. (1994) listed many factors that can affect the decision on selecting bridge’s materials. The analytical 


Hierarchy Process (AHP) has been used to rank the factors that have significant impact on the selection of bridge 


type. This ranking was based on data collected from over thirteen hundred (1,300) highways and bridges in USA. 


The collected data focused on non-structural factors that influence the bridge material decision. Out of twenty-three 


(23) factors, the following have been ranked as the most important ones: past performance, lifespan, maintenance 


requirement, resistance to natural deterioration, initial cost & life cycle cost. Choi (1993) has grouped the factors 


that affect the conceptual design of bridges into two sets of constraints: "Hard Constraints - HC" and "Soft 


Constraints - SC". This proposed methodology will consider only the Aesthetic and the Environmental factors, 


which influence the final decision of bridge selection. 


2.3 Bridge Management System (BMS) and Bridge Information Modeling (BrIM) 


The proposed methodology will be implemented within a Bridge Information Modeling environment and will be 


based on data retrieved from the Bridge Management System. Al-Hajj and Aouad (1999) considered that the design, 


construction and maintenance of bridges have to be addressed for any holistic productivity study, however the life-


cycle cost of the elements should be considered early during the design phase. Abu Dabous (2008) referred to Pontis 


and Bridgit, which are two applications widely known and used in the USA, while there are other applications used 


by many agencies to manage the bridge behaviors and to predict its future performance in order to prevent any 


unexpected situations. Thompson and Shepard (2000) considered the CoRe (Commonly Recognized) elements for 


bridge inspection as the basic for data collection, performance measurement, resource allocation, and management 


decision support. They mentioned that prior to the CoRe elements, bridge managers used data that was based on the 


National Bridge Inspection Standards (NBIS), which helped them decide on how to address problems related to the 


limited information available about the four groups of a bridge (Superstructure, Substructure, Deck and Culverts). 


Nedev and Khan (2011) mentioned that most the engineers’ decisions are based on past experience and standard 


solution, which is probably the ideal method. Those engineers claimed that the selection of the different bridge 


elements and associated materials is not followed in a structural format, and despite of their research and proposed 


methodology, they revealed some limitations like the number of alternative to be compared, span length, type of 


bridge, and others.. A study conducted by Dekker (2000) showed that engineers in Sweden stated that the biggest 


obstacle that causes problem is the lack of time. They provided different reasons for that but the final conclusion 


was that engineers need more time and money in order to create and to produce structures of high performance. As 


shown in Figure 1 it is obvious that if more time is spent during the conceptual design stage better and more 
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appropriate solutions can be found. Niemeyer (2003) described his methodology in a graphical format where five 


main keys are identified: 1) need definition, 2) design requirements, 3) key parameter identification, 4) configuration 


and 5) evaluation. Engstrom (2002) stated that every structure has to meet a wide range of demands out of which six 


main areas were outlined for buildings in general, which might be also adopted for bridges. 3D modeling has been 


introduced by many application and tools where their use and benefits have been raised by introducing additional 


tools and levels of details. As 3D CAD software, Autodesk Revit has been the most known tool; Tekla structures 


offers a reasonable way of modeling the structural components of concrete bridges, while SolidWorks CAD has 


been used for terrain model around the bridge. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


2.4 Existing Methods 


Over the time, the construction industry used different methods based on artificial intelligence and human reasoning 


processes. In recent years, there has been an increased interest among researchers to explore the feasibility of 


applying artificial intelligence (AI) paradigms in order to improve the efficiency, safety, and environmental-


compatibility of transportation systems (Sadek et al., 2003). AI has been used to solve difficult problems that 


couldn’t be solved by using classical mathematical methods. Quality Function Deployment (QFD), Knowledge-


based Systems (KBS), Case-based reasoning (CBR), Expert System (ES), Fuzzy Systems (FS), Artificial Neural 


Network (ANN), Genetic Algorithm (GA), and other Learning Machine systems (LM) are among the models that 


have been used while making decisions related to design in the transportation field. The Gradient Descent methods 


as well as the Regression Analysis methods are widely used to define some of the functions employed by these 


models. Otayek et al. (2012 and 2013) considered that researchers have mentioned and introduced these models by 


highlighting their ability, their functionality and effectiveness, which have been abridged.  


3. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 


The proposed methodology is routed on incorporating the minimum necessary factors and restrictions that are 


needed into any model. Bridge parameters and characteristics are listed in a standard form in order to introduce the 


bridge identity by these values, which are stored into set of tables that contain the necessary information required to 


identify the bridge behavior and performance. 


3.1 Models and Methods 


Problems related to structural design are often unpleasant tasks that need a wide range of experience, good 


engineering judgment and high level of subjectivity. The Rule-Based Expert System (RBES) approach has the 


Figure 1: Effect of time spent on conceptual design (Dekker, 2000) 
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capability to incorporate some of the above-mentioned requirements while other similar approaches are needed to 


establish some platform for a right decision. Therefore, a Decision Support System (DSS) is proposed in this paper 


where all the required platform are considered while its development  will be based on the following four steps: (a) 


establishing an accurate library of bridge types and their components, (b) structuring the necessary database that 


stores appropriate information collected from previous projects, (c) defining the model's engine that will treat the 


information and that will provide a convenient solution in the form of output, and (d) using the BrIM concept and 


tools to provide a 3D visualization of the generated outputs. The most important and expected difficult part of the 


proposed system is to define and convert some aspects, information and situations into numerical values, such as the 


soil behavior that an engineer has to evaluate and to consider during his final decision. The performance of a 


proposed bridge is predicted and evaluated depending on the rate that the following factors will get: Aesthetic, LCC, 


Environment and public satisfaction/capacity and services. This will be based on existing bridges that have the same 


conditions as the proposed one. The proposed methodology will generate three different outputs that should be 


analyzed in order to decide if the values are relevant and acceptable or not. These values are: Total Cost $/m2 (TC); 


Environmental Impact Rate (EIR), which varies from 1 (Friendly to the environment) to 9 (Very aggressive to the 


environment); and the Aesthetic Impact Rate (AIR), which varies from 1 (considered as very well fitted into its 


surround) to 9 (Considered as damaging the surround aspect).  


3.2 Decision Support System (DSS) Framework 


The main components of the DSS include a database module that contains the bridge types with their components 


(related to their geometric parameters) and the bridges’ parameters that influence their performances (such as the 


overpass area, soil behavior, bridge capacity, number of lanes, number of spans, total length, etc… ), a DSS engine 


that includes the input and output parameters, and a BrIM module to visualize and then verify the accuracy and 


suitability of the selection made by decision makers based on the output values provided by the DSS Engine. Thus, 


the framework of DSS is shown in Figure 2. 


3.3 DATABASE: Components and Included Information 


A database is a collection of information that is organized so that it can be easily accessed, managed, and updated. In 


computing, databases are classified according to their organizational approach. The most prevalent approach is the 


relational database, a tabular database in which data is defined so that it can be reorganized and accessed in a 


number of different ways. Thus, the type of information with their characteristics and relationships that will be 


stored in the database should be well defined. Therefore, Figure 3 describes the information that should be included 


in a well-structured database that will provide the proper values for the DSS engine. Furthermore, as shown in 


Figure 3, all criteria are grouped under 5 categories: (1) Administrative Info, (2) Geometric and Structure Info, (3) 


Restricted Variables, (4) Unrestricted Variables, and (5) Soft Factors. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 2: DSS Framework 
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The linguistic factors will be converted into numerical values by using two methods: the Point Scale method and the 


Quality Function Deployment (QFD) method. For instance, for the four linguistic bridge types, a 4-points scale is 


assigned as shown in Figure 4. According to this scale, a value of “1” is assigned to the Girder bridges, a value of 


“2” to the Arch bridges, a value of “3” to the Suspension bridges, and a value of “4” to the Cable-Stayed bridges. A 


library of photos is established in order to clarify the point scale assigned to a specific bridge.  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


3.4 DSS Engine 


The main component of the DSS engine is the Artificial Neural Network (ANN) frame, as illustrated in Figure 5, 


which will retrieve the input data from the database structure and will provide a new data about the proposed Bridge 


type that will be constructed. The correlation between the number of existing cases to be used and the number of 


hidden layers, neurons and the activation function are studied, evaluated and defined in order to accurately structure 


the proposed ANN. 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 4: A 4-point scale for bridge types 


Figure 3: Bridge Information Criteria 
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Figure 5: ANN Framework 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


3.5 Bridge Information management (BrIM) Tools 


Lots of tools are used to apply the BrIM concept. Some of them focus on the geometric part, which covers the 


architecture elements, while others focus on the structural parts, which look at the structural elements and their 


capacity to resist the acting loads, however they are all used by the construction industry in order to control and 


mitigate the engineer’s tasks. In this proposed methodology, these tools will receive the results from the DSS engine 


and will transform them into a real word environment. Decision makers (engineers) will verify all the bridge aspects 


that have already been extracted from the input and output data of the DSS engine, then they will verify and 


visualize the project’s design via a 3D model; afterwards a decision will be taken concerning the extracted results, 


which will either be acceptable, or be rejected or modified and in those two cases launching another iteration will be 


required. For this purpose, different types of software will be used (i.e. Tekla structure/ Bridge CSI for the structure 


analysis, and Autodesk Civil 3D-CAD and Design and Revit) for verifications and visualizations in a 3D 


environment. 


3.6 Sensitivity Analysis (SA) and Level of Realistic (LR) 


As described earlier, the DSS is based on many criteria (category 2, 3 and 4) that affect the results (criteria from 


category 5). In order to verify the influence of each input criteria on the results, a Sensitivity Analysis (SA) will be 


performed to understand the relationships between the input and output criteria. Also, the importance of the SA is 


that it will provide a general idea about the uncertainty in the DSS output that can be apportioned to different 


sources of uncertainty in its inputs, and accordingly it will identify the DSS inputs that cause significant uncertainty 


in the output in order to reduce its level. 


On the other hand, the level of realistic (LR) will be evaluated for every output value provided by the DSS engine. 


This aims at quantifying how much the results are realistic. This procedure will be based on a comparative process 


between the ratio of the estimated over the actual values of a specified criteria (from category 5) of an existing case 


with the ratio of the estimated value over the value given by the DSS engine for that specific criteria. By this 


comparison, designers will have a tool to judge how much the output values have a sense. 


4. CASE PROJECT 


To validate the proposed methodology a real case project is used to test its workability and dependency. In the actual 


case project, data from 15 existing bridges located in different regions of Lebanon will be considered into the 


validation. 
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Table 1: Categories and Factors 


4.1 Database frame works and contents 


The collected information related to the selected existing bridges is stored into tables 1 through 3 based on the 


appropriate factors for every criteria. Table 1 stores the parameters and factors to be considered based on the 


information related to the considered bridges. Table 2 contains the values to be considered for the factors that need 


Linguistic/Numerical conversion based on a Point-Scale of 1 to 9. Table 3 covers the values of the assigned 


parameters, which are arranged and evaluated especially those that need a linguistic/Numerical Conversion. The last 


column of Table 4 (Categories 1 through 4) covers the values related to the new bridge that will be entered into the 


DSS engine and then the output values of the criteria of category 5 is retrieved for analysis and accordingly a 


decision could be made to be implemented into the BrIM tools. The parameters Di, BTi and Li are defined and 


stored within separate tables by providing additional information concerning the project description, bridge name 


and its location respectively. These parameters (category 1) are considered to evaluate (if necessary) some values of 


the factors that are included into categories 2, 3, 4 and 5. For instance, the year of construction and location are 


considered to influence the Total Cost that needs to be adjusted.  


4.2 Running the DSS Engine  


Based on the data shown in tables 1, 2, and 3, the Neural network paradigm will run; based on the input data shown 


in Table 4 for categories 1, 2, 3 and 4, an output has been provided and shown in the last three rows of Table 4 


(category 5). As mentioned in the methodology section, the factors are divided into 4 categories as input and one 


category as output as given by the ANN tool. Many possible values of the factors (categories2, 3 and 4) are 


proposed in order to discover how these values affect the result. The values represented in Table 4 represent the 


selected case by the decision-maker. 


  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


4.3 Results and Analysis 


The new case that has been studied is a bridge to overpass a highway with a length of 40 meters. The restricted 


factors are as follow: the Total Length is 40m and the Needed Traffic Capacity (semi-restricted) is 5,000 


vehicles/day (possibility to be modified within a ±20 % interval). Other restrictions are defined by the different 


possible locations of the vertical elements due to the existing highway that needs to be overpassed and the soil type 


that will not be necessary to be considered as a deep foundation type. For the other factors, a sensitivit analysis has 


been conducted where the following ranges of results are received: 


 


Bridge Type (1 or 2): Total Cost [1,229 – 2,259]; EIR [2.9 - 7.8]; AIR [4.6 - 8.6] 


 


Vertical Element Type [1 - 9]: Total Cost [1,000 – 2,459]; EIR [3.1 - 10.9]; AIR [5.2 - 7.9] 


Table 2: Point-Scale assigned to Factors 
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Table 3: Database Summary 


Table 4: Results 


After selecting the appropriate values for the factors and with the related output results, BrIM tools (e.i. Autodesk 


Civil 3D and CSI Bridge) have been used to create a 3D model of the new bridge where a visual inspection is made 


to preliminary verify the structure stability of the bridge. On the other side, a level of realistic has been verified by 


comparing the actual cost given by the DSS with the estimated cost provided by the BrIM tools used for this 


purpose. The ratio of the given actual total cost over the estimated cost is: 1.62, this value falls within the range of 


0.9 and 2.1, which represents the same ratio of the existing project cases used in the model. 
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5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 


Based on a number of the existing projects, the implementation of the proposed DSS led to predict the performance 


(Total Cost, EIR, AIR) of the construction parameters and characteristics of a future bridge. The case project used in 


this paper is to show the functionality, flow of data and capacity of the proposed methodology. Additional 


parameters and factors must be added for the different categories and additional methods could be used to convert 


the linguistic information to numerical values accurately and efficiently, also the range of the sensitivity analysis 


could be widened by considering the correlation that could exist between the different factors, which makes the 


results more realistic and accurate. This is an ongoing research where its future works will be based on enhancing 


the methodology by introducing additional methods and models for risk analysis. Furthermore, additional 


investigation on the ANN application under its different paradigms and structures will be done in an attempt to get 


dependable and accurate results. 
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ABSTRACT  


Flexible (simple) shear connections commonly used in steel-framed buildings are very economical and are relatively 


easy to fabricate. These connections are used for shear resistance, but recent studies have shown that they are 


capable of sustaining an interaction of rotational and axial load demand necessary for steel-framed building 


structures to help resist collapse in the event of unanticipated damage scenarios.  


 


The objective of this paper is to outline and discuss an experimental effort designed to evaluate the robustness of 


flexible WT connections. The experimental program included twelve full-scale tests of a system consisting of two 


wide flange beams connected to a central wide flange column stub by means of the WT connections.  Three, four, 


and five bolt configurations were tested.  The system was subjected to a quasi-dynamic loading scenario simulating 


the loss of a central support column.  The experimental testing provides important information regarding the ability 


of these connections to sustain large rotational demands in conjunction with axial tension forces generated through 


geometric stiffness (catenary) effects when subjected to rapidly applied vertical loads. 


 


Keywords: Robustness, Progressive Collapse, Steel Structures, Connections. 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Design approaches for integrating robustness into steel framed building structures are not clearly defined in many 


United States codes and design standards (e.g., AISC 2010a). In contrast, reinforced concrete design codes include 


provisions, although often prescriptive, intended to enhance inherent robustness in cast-in-place and precast concrete 


systems (ACI 2014).  Many elements within the structural steel framework, such as infill beams, girders and flexible 


connections, are not intended to contribute to the inherent robustness of the overall system.  However, these 


elements can and likely do contribute to overall robustness without direct consideration to their contributions.  


 


Most structural steel frames include gravity-load connections that are most often considered to be flexible (i.e., 


“simple”) and are not designed to resist bending moment or axial forces. The ability of these flexible connections to 


sustain rotational and tensile force demands necessary in the formation of the alternate load paths required for 


system resistance to disproportionate collapse has been a topic of research interest recently, but even with recent 


advances the subject is not yet fully understood.  Ellingwood et al. (2009) notes that the deformation capacity of 


elements subjected to force and moment interaction is an assumption that deserves further investigation. 


 


Many recent research initiatives have focused on the entire steel framework, either as a reduced model (e.g., Main 


2014; Alashker et al 2010; Foley et al 2008) or as an entire prototype building system (e.g., Raebel 2011).  Others 


have narrowed their focus on the interactive behaviour of the connections within the framework by means of 


experimental evaluation (Raebel et al 2012; Oosterhof and Driver 2012; Oosterhof and Driver 2011; Guravich and 
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Dawe 2006) and by finite element or other analytical modeling (Main 2014; Main and Sadek 2012; Alashker et al 


2010; Sadek et al 2008). Many of the research programs mentioned focus on shear tab connections due to their 


simplicity and relative ease in limit state identification and modeling.  It is also easy to identify limit states for the 


flexible WT connection, but some of the limit states are more complicated than the shear tab. 


 


The subject of the current research initiative is the flexible WT beam-to-column connection as illustrated in Figure 


1.  A standard connection (AISC 2010b), the flexible WT is often used as a bolted alternative to the traditionally 


used welded-bolted shear tab connection when the fabricator or engineer opts to minimize the need for welding.  


The standard WT is assumed to resist transverse shear forces (i.e., in vertical direction parallel to the line of bolts in 


Figure 1).   


 


Astaneh and Nader (1989) investigated the flexibility and ductility of WT connections under rotation demand of 


0.07 radians.  However, little experimental data has been generated towards the understanding of the behaviour of 


flexible WT connections subjected to a significant magnitude of rotation demand in concert with interactive axial 


and shear forces.  Experimental studies performed by Friedman (2009) and reported by Raebel et al (2012) have 


provided much needed experimental data and insight into the interactive force and moment behaviour of the flexible 


WT connection with significant rotational demand under a column removal scenario.  The experiments clearly 


showed that the WT connection has the ability to resist those forces and moments and allows the framework to 


generate significant axial tension forces through geometric stiffness (i.e., catenary) effects as the vertical 


deformation progresses. 


 


 


 
 


Figure 1:  Flexible WT Connection Configuration. 


 


The loading rate performed by Friedman (2009) was very slow, such that the loading could be considered static, or 


“quasi-static.”  The present research initiative investigates the behaviour of the flexible WT connection while 


undergoing interactive forces and moments, including significant rotation demands; however, the loading rate used 


in the present research is significantly faster than Friedman’s tests.  The loading rate is described as “quasi-


dynamic” (also described as “dynamic” herein) because the experimental system was not able to reach speeds 


expected of the free-fall of a suddenly removed central column, but the speeds in the present study are  significantly 


increased when compared to that generated during Friedman’s experiments. 


2. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 


The experimental program included WT connections with three bolting patterns: three rows (3WT), four rows 


(4WT), and five rows (5WT).  Each configuration included four tests. Figure 2 shows the general layout and 


geometry of each WT specimen.  The dimensions shown for the 4WT are typical for all specimens.  The yield stress 


of the WT was nominally 50 ksi (345 MPa) and the modulus of elasticity was nominally 29,000 ksi (200 GPa).  
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Material tests resulted in an average yield stress of 64 ksi (442 MPa) and an average modulus of elasticity of 29,237 


ksi (201.6 GPa).  The WT used were WT5×22.5 (WT125×33.5). 


 


 
 


 (a) 3WT (b) 4WT (c) 5WT 


 


Figure 2:  WT5×22.5 (WT125×33.5) Connection Configurations Included in Experimental Study. 


 


Design of the WT connections followed U.S. specification requirements (AISC 2010a) and accepted design 


procedures (AISC 2010b). Standard size bolt holes were used (i.e., 1/16 in. (1.6mm)) larger than the bolt diameter) 


and the test beams and column stub were designed so that failure limit states were exclusive to the WT components 


and the bolts attaching them to the beam or column stub.  Further details regarding the calculated limit states and 


specimen design are available (Hayes 2016; Friedman 2009). 


 


An illustration of the experimental fixture is shown in Figure 3, and a photograph of the pre-test experimental setup 


is shown in Figure 4.  The WT test specimens are centered in a two-span system that connects two re-usable pin-


ended test beams to a central stub column.  The column stub was unrestrained above the beams in an effort to focus 


on the rotational demands at the WT connections. 


 


Loading was applied by means of an MTS hydraulic system.  An MTS 201.30T single ended hydraulic actuator with 


integral force and displacement instrumentation was used to apply loading through a clevis-styled heavy plate 


assembly connected by means of a single steel pin to a central column. The hydraulic actuator pulled down on the 


test specimen.   Two Unimeasure Model PA-30-DS-L5M draw wire transducers (DWTs) were attached to the 


flanges of the column stub to measure both total and differential deflection. Averaged DWT measurements were 


used to define vertical deformation. Rotation at the connection was determined based on DWT measurements and 


assembly geometry.  Force, displacement (actuator and DWT) and strain data was collected through a customized 


software program, and the force and actuator displacement data was also collected through the MTS controller 


software.  Force and displacement data from the MTS system was compared to the data collected by the custom 


software to ensure accuracy and consistency between the two systems. 


 


Seven Vishay “Micro-Measurements” CEA-06-062UW-350 (350 ohm) strain gages in quarter-bridge completion 


were applied on each beam (right and left).  The gages were placed on the center face of the top flange, the center 


face of the bottom flange, and approximately equidistant between the flanges on the web (see Figure 3). 


 


The W18×35 (W460×52) test beams were designed for repeated use as the test assembly was used for both WT 


(present work) and shear tab (Lesser 2016) testing programs.  A 1/2 in. (12.7mm) doubler plate with a nominal yield 


stress of 36 ksi (250 MPa) was welded to each beam at the connection point to the WTs in order to prevent damage 


to the beam during testing.  The W18×35 (W460×52) beams were connected to the frame columns by means of a 


single bolted pin ended connection. 
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Figure 3:  Fixture and Instrumentation Used in Experimental Testing. 


 


 
Figure 4:  Typical pre-test configuration. 
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3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 


In all, twelve specimens were tested in an effort to measure data that would result in quantifying the interacting axial 


force, shear force and moment at the point of the WT connection.  The actuator displacement rate was 


approximately 2.5 in. (63.5 mm) per second for quasi-dynamic tests.  The strain gages located near mid-span of each 


W18 (W460) beam continuously collected data during each experiment.  DWTs measured the amount of 


displacement at each flange of the column stub, and these measurements were used to calculate the amount of 


rotation at the connection.  Applied force was measured through internal instrumentation in the MTS actuator, and 


the applied force was used to determine the shear force in the WT connections.  The MTS actuator also measured 


displacement parallel to the line of action of the applied force.  Figure 5 shows the post-test positions of typical tests. 


 


   
 


(a) (b) (c) (d) 


Figure 5:  Post-test positions for typical (a) D3WT, (b) D4WT and (c) D5WT tests, 


and (d) enlarged photo at deformed bolt hole (3WT shown). 


 


The strain data was used to determine the internal forces (axial force and moment) at the point of the strain gages. 


For this calculation, the strain gages applied to the top and bottom flanges were used on each beam, and the strain 


gages applied to the webs were used for data validation.  The forces and moment calculated near mid-span was 


extrapolated to determine the axial force and moment at the point of the connection.  Extrapolation was relatively 


straight-forward, knowing that axial force is constant throughout the length of the beam and moment varies linearly 


throughout the length of the beam, starting with zero moment at the pin ended connection.  Further details regarding 


the computation of internal forces and moments and validation of measured data are available (Hayes 2016). 


 


For each bolting configuration, one test was conducted as a quasi-static test, where the actuator load rate was one 


inch (25.4 mm) per minute.  Quasi-static tests were performed in an effort to compare to previous testing (Friedman 


2009) and data results showed similar trends to the previous work.  These tests also served as a baseline for 


comparison to the quasi-dynamic tests. 


3.1 Three-Bolt WT Results 


One three-bolt static (S3WT1) and three three-bolt dynamic tests (D3WT2, 3 and 4) were run.  A force and moment 


versus rotation response for both static and a typical dynamic 3WT connection is shown in Figure 6.  The point of 


zero rotation, as shown by the vertical solid line, indicates the point where the actuator is halfway through its full 


stroke (i.e., the extreme negative and positive rotations relate to the actuator at its full extension and full contraction 


points, respectively).  This point was convenient for data comparison because of its consistent spatial location for all 


tests.  The graphs show the full extent of the test, starting at the left side of the plot and ending at the right side. 


 


The graph clearly shows that 3WT connections exhibit a transition from flexural resistance to a catenary type 


behaviour.  For the static test, the measured moment in the connection increases until it undergoes an approximate 


net rotation of 0.07 radians.  The connection then transitions from flexural to significant catenary behaviour as 


indicated by the rapid rate of increase in axial loading starting after it rotates approximately 0.05 radians.  For the 


dynamic test, the measured moment in the connection increases until it undergoes an approximate net rotation of 


0.08 radians and transitions to significant catenary behaviour starting after it undergoes an approximate net rotation 


of 0.06 radians. Geometric stiffness results in significant increase in axial force as the bending moment in the 


connection declines.  This continues until a bolt fractures, but the axial force begins to accrue immediately following 


the first bolt fracture (illustrated in dynamic test trace in Figure 6).  Once the second bolt fractures, forces and 


moment both drop to relatively low magnitudes. 
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Deformation parallel to the beam axis occurred at the bolt holes in the stem of the WT prior to bolt fracture (see 


Figure 5(d)).  The bottom bolt hole showed the most significant deformation, and deformation became less 


pronounced on every bolt hole closer to the top of the WT.  A significant level of ductility was exhibited prior to 


bolt fracture.  The 3WT specimens were found to have compression at the upper region of the WT and tension in the 


lower half, with rotation about the center bolt.  


 


 
Figure 6:  Response of static 3WT and typical dynamic 3WT tests. 


 


3.2 Four-Bolt WT Results 


One four-bolt static (S4WT1) and three four-bolt dynamic tests (D4WT2, 3 and 4) were run.  The pattern of results 


for the four-bolt tests was generally consistent with the three-bolt results.  Bolt hole deformations were consistent 


with the three-bolt tests; however, the point of rotation was located between the two middle bolts. 


 


A force and moment versus rotation response for both static and a typical dynamic 4WT connection is shown in 


Figure 7.  As with the 3WT specimens, the graph shows that the connections exhibit a transition from flexural 


resistance to a catenary type behaviour.  For the static test, the measured moment in the connection increases until it 


undergoes an approximate net rotation of 0.08 radians.  The connection then transitions from flexural to significant 


catenary behaviour as indicated by the rapid rate of increase in axial loading starting after it undergoes an 


approximate net rotation of 0.05 radians.  For the dynamic test, the measured moment in the connection increases 


until it undergoes an approximate net rotation of 0.07 radians, which is slightly less than was observed in the three-


bolt dynamic tests.  Transition to significant catenary behaviour starts after it undergoes an approximate net rotation 


of 0.03 radians, half of what was observed in three-bolt tests. Geometric stiffness results in significant increase in 


axial force as the bending moment in the connection declines, and an earlier initiation of the geometric stiffness can 


be attributed to the additional bolt present in the connection.  This continues until a bolt fractures, but the axial force 
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begins to accrue again immediately following bolt fracture.  Where multiple bolts fracture, the trend is repeated until 


one bolt remains, at which point the forces and moments drop to relatively low magnitudes.   


 
Figure 7:  Response of static 4WT and typical dynamic 4WT tests. 


 


3.3 Five-Bolt WT Results 


One five-bolt static (S5WT1) and three five-bolt dynamic tests (D5WT2, 3 and 4) were run.  The pattern of results 


for the five-bolt tests was generally consistent with the four- and three-bolt results.  Bolt hole deformations were 


consistent with the other tests and the center of rotation once again gravitated toward the middle bolt. 


 


A force and moment versus rotation response for both static and a typical dynamic 5WT connection is shown in 


Figure 8.  As with the 3WT and 4WT specimens, the graph shows that the connections exhibit a transition from 


flexural resistance to a catenary type behaviour.  However, for the 5WT tests the static and dynamic responses were 


closer together, both in terms of maximum magnitudes and for the rotation demand at maximum magnitudes.   


 


For the static test, the measured moment in the connection increases until it undergoes an approximate net rotation 


of 0.07 radians, which coincides with the first bolt fracture.  The moment curve indicates that moment magnitude is 


still increasing at the point of first bolt fracture.  At the same time moment is accruing, axial force is also accruing 


and reaches maximum when the first bolt fractures.  The dynamic test behaves similarly, although the moment levels 


off at its maximum point, indicating that behaviour in the connection is transitioning to catenary dominant 


behaviour.  Both moment and axial magnitudes increase between the first and second bolt fracture, but the moment 


magnitude quickly plateaus whereas the axial force continues to increase until the second bolt fractures.  Moment 


resistance is lost after the second bolt fracture, but axial force resistance is regained again for each subsequent bolt 


fracture.  The rotation of the column stub due to unequal rotational stiffness is indicated by the differing slopes in 


the axial force trace after every subsequent bolt fracture.   
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Figure 8:  Response of static 5WT and typical dynamic 5WT tests. 


4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 


Twelve experimental tests (3 static, 9 quasi-dynamic) were performed and the results for six of the experiments were 


discussed.  As was expected, a measurable magnitude of moment resistance existed in all of the WT connections, 


and the magnitude increased as the number of bolts in the connection increased.  For a period of time, flexural 


resistance dominated the load carrying capacity of the system.  Geometric stiffness resulted in the realization of 


significant axial forces in the system, and axial forces dominate the response as moment resistance plateaus and 


declines. 


 


The results for the 3WT configuration show an initial flexural resistance.  As the connection neared its flexural 


resistance limit, catenary action engaged as indicated by the sharp increase in axial force in the connection.  Initial 


bolt rupture was seen in the catenary range after moment resistance had declined.  Results for 4WT show a similar 


trend; however, the catenary action initiated earlier in the connection response when the flexural resistance was still 


accruing.  Once again, the initial bolt rupture was seen in the catenary range.  The 5WT configurations show a 


nearly simultaneous flexural and catenary engagement.  Initial bolt rupture occurs at the height of flexural 


resistance, which is also within the catenary range. 


 


Vertical displacement coupled with geometric constraint in the system induces rotational demand on the extreme 


upper and lower bolts in the connection.  The interacting force and moment carrying capacity of the connection is 


limited due to the demand imposed on the extreme bolts.  As the system displaces, geometric stiffness (i.e., 


catenary) effects contribute to the load carrying capacity, but is curtailed by initial bolt fracture.  Redistribution of 


loading was evident in each of the configurations, but in no case was the system able to completely recover its 


ability to resist force demands. 
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Experimental results show that the initial bolt fracture occurs with less rotation demand when the connection 


undergoes a quasi-dynamic load as compared to a quasi-static load.  This is clearly evident with the 3WT and 4WT 


results.  However, as more bolts are added to the connection, the difference in rotational demand closes as is evident 


in the 5WT results.  This is largely due to the ability for the 5WT connections to better resist moment demand.   


 


An interesting observation can be made for all configurations.  After an initial bolt fracture, the system regains axial 


force resistance through catenary behaviour.  In the 3WT configuration, axial force resistance increases beyond the 


magnitude prior to initial bolt fracture.  Although the shear force reengages, it does not see an increase similar to 


that of the axial force.  In the 4WT configuration, the axial forces recover to similar magnitudes prior to each bolt 


fracture.  However, the shear force magnitude lessens at each bolt fracture.  For the 5WT, the axial forces don’t 


quite recover to the same magnitude at each subsequent bolt fracture, and neither do the shear forces.  One could 


point to the interaction between moment, shear and axial force in the connection as an explanation of this trend. 


 


A key factor in providing inherent robustness in a structural system is ductility.   A ductile system has a better 


chance of forming alternate load paths that are necessary for structural systems to resist disproportionate collapse.  


AISC (2010a) typically uses a rotation magnitude of 0.03 radians as a rotation capacity for a connection identified as 


ductile.  The WT experiments conducted herein well exceed that rotational demand and effectively double the stated 


rotation capacity prior to initial bolt fracture and/or exhausting moment capacity within the connection. 


 


A relevant analytical study was conducted by Sadek et al (2008), using high-fidelity finite element (FE) analysis to 


study a floor system with loss of a supporting column.  Although the connection used in the analytical study was a 


standard three-bolt shear tab designed using accepted procedures (AISC 2010a), the 3WT connection considered in 


the present study behaves in a similar manner to the three-bolt shear tab because the stem of the WT is of similar 


thickness and dimensions.  The results of the analytical model of the shear tab showed that the system began to lose 


strength at a rotation magnitude of 0.088 radians and failed at a rotation magnitude of approximately 0.14 radians.  


These magnitudes are of a similar order to that of the present experimental study. 
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT  


Latest wood waste survey conducted in 2012 concluded that around 9.6 million tonnes (including non-residential 


sources such as woods) are being disposed of yearly in Ontario, with a diversion rate of only 22.2% (Statistics 


Canada, 2012).  Biochar, produced from the pyrolysis of agricultural waste and forest industry by-products as 


feedstock, can be used in several applications, including: (1) soil amendment (Hunt et al., 2010), (2) carbon 


sequestration (IBI, 2016), (3) pollution prevention through better management of agricultural waste and run-off 


control, and (4) reuse potential as bio-oil. 


 


Biochar has been traditionally used for the removal of heavy metals from wastewater (Mohan et al., 2007), but it 


also received increased interest in recent years for its capacity to adsorb emerging contaminants such as 


pharmaceuticals (Kyzas et al., 2015; vom Eyser et al., 2015; Jung et al., 2015). Biochar physico-chemical properties 


are highly influenced by the pyrolysis process (e.g. slow or fast). Biochar produced at high temperatures yields 


higher surface area and micro-porosity that can improve its adsorption potential (Ahmad et al., 2012). Substrate 


composition also dictates the physical and chemical properties of biochar, and current biochar production is focused 


on advanced pyrolysis processes that allow higher yield and adsorptive characteristics (Lima et al., 2010; Ok et al., 


2015). 


 


Slow and fast pyrolysis processes of biochar generate varying impact on its surface area. Generally, fast pyrolysis at 


higher temperatures results in higher yield, whereas slow pyrolysis at high temperature was found to significantly 


improve surface area. For example, Yao et al. (2012) found that Brazilian pepper woods, bamboo, sugarcane 


bagasse, and hickory wood slowly pyrolyzed at 600°C produced biochar with surface areas of 234.7, 375.5, 388.3 


and 401.0 m2/g, respectively, while biochars produced at 450°C had only areas in the range of 0.7 to 13.6 m2/g. 


Feedstock composition and production technology also play an important role in the improvement of surface area.  


 


In the present study, we investigate a cost effective biochar treatment mechanism that yields high removal efficiency 


of selected pharmaceuticals including Carbamazepine and other pharmaceuticals of similar physicochemical 


properties such as Ibuprofen, Clofibric acid, and Ciprofloxacin, using High Performance Liquid Chromatography 


and Brunauer–Emmett–Teller for detection and analysis. Other natural soil amendments, such as synthesized zeolite, 


are also considered, and will be compared to treated biochar. 


 


Keywords: Emerging contaminants, Wastewater treatment, Biochar. 
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ABSTRACT  


Lack of reliable and adequate information on material characteristics of glass fibre reinforced polymer (GFRP) at 


elevated temperatures lowers the accuracy of analytical and design models developed to predict the behaviour of 


GFRP reinforced concrete members. There is an essential need to assess the remaining strength of bridge and building 


components after exposure to fire to determine if repair or replacement is required. This paper presents experimental 


results of a series of tensile tests on GFRP reinforcing bars after exposure to elevated temperatures. GFRP specimens 


with nominal diameter of 16 mm were exposed to different temperatures in an electric furnace. During the heat 


exposure, the samples were loaded with 25 % of their ultimate tensile strength to simulate the sustained load that a 


reinforcing bar in a concrete member may carry in a fire incident. After the samples cooled to room temperature, they 


were loaded to failure. The same type of GFRP bars had been tested earlier by the authors under simultaneous effects 


of heat and load. At high temperature, the bars had considerable strength loss. However, the results presented in this 


paper show notable tensile strength recovery when the specimens were cooled before loading to failure. This 


information is essential for studying the post-fire evaluation of GFRP reinforced concrete members exposed to fires.  


 


Keywords: Post-fire, residual tensile strength, GFRP, thermal degradation, fire, bridges, buildings 


1. INTRODUCTON AND BACKGROUND  


Not all fire incidents result in structural collapse. Assessment of the remaining strength of FRP reinforced concrete 


structures after fire is critical to decide on further use of the affected buildings and structures. The fibres in a composite 


material such as FRP reinforcing bars exhibit better thermal resistance than the matrix and can continue to support 


some load. The tensile properties of the overall composite, however, decrease due loss in transverse load sharing 


between fibres since the resin no longer binds the fibres together  (Hajiloo et al. 2015). Extensive studies on fire 


behaviour of concrete (Lie 1992) have shown that the comparatively low thermal conductivity of concrete provides 


insulation to reinforcing bars, either steel or FRP, in concrete elements. CSA-S806 (CSA 2012) implements a 


prescriptive method, which is based on an assumed critical temperature for FRP reinforcement, to design FRP 


reinforced concrete members satisfying fire resistance requirements. At the critical temperature for the FRP 


reinforcing bar, the FRP reinforced structural member is assumed to have lost enough of its original strength such that 


the loads can no longer be supported. In CSA-S806, the critical temperature for the FRP is defined as the temperature 


at which the FRP bar has half of its room temperature strength. Critical temperatures for reinforcing and prestressing 


steel are established as 593 and 426 °C, respectively. Wang et al. (2007) have suggested critical temperatures of 325 °C 


for GFRP and 250 °C for CFRP reinforcing bar . However, there is a very limited information available on the post-


fire residual strength properties of FRP bars, and thus there is a need for more research in this area. In a recent 


experimental study, the residual tensile strength of GFRP bars after exposure to elevated temperatures and cooling 


was examined (Alsayed et al. 2012). The FRP bars were exposed to 100, 200, and 300 °C for various periods of one, 


two, and three hours. Alsayed et al. showed that increasing the temperature level or heat-exposure period length caused 


the FRP bars to suffer more from heat effects. The losses ranged between 10 and 42 % and the strength losses were 


almost linearly proportional to the exposed temperature.  
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2. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM  


The objective of this material testing is to determine how much tensile strength remains in GFRP reinforcing bars 


after exposure to elevated temperatures. This information is essential to accurately evaluate the structural capacity of 


FRP reinforced concrete structures that have survived a fire incident. The procedure developed to conduct the tests in 


this study aims to represent realistic situations in a fire. To begin with, in a real fire scenario, generally, service loads 


consisting of permanent dead loads and a portion of the live loads are present while temperature increases in the 


structure. It is anticipated that the presence of stress in FRP bars during heat exposure accelerates degradation of FRP 


bars. Thus, to include the effect of sustained load, each reinforcing bar was loaded to 25 % of its room temperature 


strength, and then exposed to the specific temperature. Secondly, the rate of temperature rise was set at 5 °C/min based 


upon the expected rate of heat increase of FRP bars embedded in concrete. Samples were held in the furnace for an 


additional 15 minutes after reaching the target temperature to ensure uniformity in heating. Then, the furnace was 


turned off, and the samples were left to cool before loading to failure. Finally, according to CSA-S806 (CSA 2012), 


the specimen was loaded in stroke control with a rate between 250-500 MPa/min. The loading rate was achieved by 


moving the actuator down at a rate of 8 mm/min until failure occurred.  


 


None of the samples in this study failed under sustained load during heat exposure.  


Figure 1 shows the heating process at which the furnace target temperature was set to 400 °C while the thermocouple 


placed on the surface of the bar showed 370 °C at the end of heating process. There was always a slight difference 


between the bar’s surface temperature and the furnace air temperature. To monitor and record the temperatures in the 


furnace, in addition to the embedded thermocouple of furnace itself, two extra thermocouples were used. One 


thermocouple read the furnace air temperature, and the tip of the second thermocouple was placed on the surface of 


every bar specimen to record its temperature.    


 


Two different GFRP reinforcing bars (Figure 2) from different manufacturers (called Rebar-A and Rebar-B in this 


paper) with a nominal diameter of 16 mm were tested in this study. Rebar-A has sand coating on the surface, which 


is applied on the hardened reinforcing bar following the pultrusion process. In addition to sand coating in Rebar-B, a 


helical braid of fibres is wound around the bar. These tightly doubly wrapped glass fibres create convex protrusions 


on the surface of Rebar-B.  


 


 


 
 


Figure 1: (a) Heating and cooling exposure curves; (b) Thermocouples on the reinforcing bar and in the furnace  
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Figure 2:Two types of the tested reinforcing bars  


 


 


The reinforcing bars consist of continuous longitudinal E-glass fibres bonded together with vinylester resin. The 


ultimate tensile strength values were 1717 and 1287 MPa for Rebar-A, and Rebar-B, respectively. The nominal cross-


sectional area and designated reinforcing bar diameter were in accordance with CSA-S807. Stress and modulus of 


elasticity are calculated based on these areas. Mechanical properties as reported by the manufacturers are shown in 


Table 1. 


Table 1- Manufacturer specified material properties  


Reinforcing bar Type Rebar-A Rebar-B 


#5 #5 


Nominal Diameter (mm) 16 15 


Diameter (including coating or ribs) (mm) 18.5 17.9 


Nominal Cross Sectional Area (mm2) 198 199 


Nominal Tensile Strength (MPa) 1717 1287 


Nominal Modulus of Elasticity (MPa) 64145 62600 


Ultimate Elongation (%) 2.7 2.1 


Fibre content (By weight) (%) 80.7 82.9 


Glass transition temperature °C 109.6 113.8 


3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  


Rebar-A specimens were loaded to 85 kN before starting the specific heat exposure, and the specimens sustained the 


load during entire heat exposure. The post-fire remaining tensile strength and normalized strength of tested samples 


is shown in  


Figure 3. The first elevated temperature was 150 °C. For these specimens, a minor strength loss was observed when 


tested, and the bars recovered 90 % of their room-temperature strength. The authors have extensively tested the same 


reinforcing bar’s characteristics at elevated temperatures under steady-state and transient temperatures (Hajiloo et al. 


2015). It is worth to mention that in steady-state tests, the specimens were heated to a specific temperature and then 


loaded to failure. In transient tests, specified loads were applied to the bars, and the loaded bars were exposed to 


increasing temperatures until failure occurred. Rebar-A in steady-state temperature tests (Hajiloo et al. 2015) at 150 


°C, retained on average 65 % of its room temperature strength. Since the specimens demonstrated only minor tensile 


strength degradation after exposure to 150 °C, the second temperature was selected to subject the reinforcing bar to a 


more severe exposure, 350 °C. After experiencing heat exposure at 350 °C, Rebar-A recovered 66 % of its original 


strength at room temperature. For exposure to 440 °C, the strength recovery was 51 %. Regardless of the loss in 


strength at very severe heat exposure, the recovered strengths of the reinforcing bars were all above 50 % of the 


strength at room temperature. Given that design codes allow the FRP reinforcing bars to be stressed only up to 25% 


of their ultimate strength, the experiments in this study showed that Rebar-A, even after experiencing a severe heat 


exposure, was still able to carry the design loads.  
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Figure 3: Rebar-A: (a) Post-fire remaining strength and (b) Load-displacement curves  


 


 


The extent of cracks on the reinforcing bar depends on several factors including the intensity of sustained load during 


heat exposure, duration of heat exposure, and the maximum temperature to which the reinforcing bar was exposed. 


For the specimens tested under steady-state temperature condition regardless of the heat intensity, there were no signs 


of cracking on the coating. However, presence of loads during heat exposure causes cracks to develop. In  


Figure 4(a), Rebar-A specimen was extensively cracked and had a charred appearance after heat exposure. However, 


the core of the reinforcing bar remained intact and no fibres ruptured. Heat exposure caused resin decomposition of 


the GFRP bars, and different levels of colour change were observed in the heated specimens. The colour change was 


minor in the specimens heated to 150 °C. Specimens exposed to 350 °C turned dark brown, and the ones that went 


above 400 °C became black. Because of the relatively slow heating rate followed in the experiments, there was quite 


a long time of heat exposure for the specimens heated to the temperatures above 400 °C. Not only the target 


temperature was high, but also the heat duration was increased in order to reach the target temperature leading to more 


severe effects on the specimens.  


Figure 4(b) shows the sample after failure.  


 


Rebar-B specimens were loaded to 64 kN while heated. Given that Rebar-A only had a minor tensile strength loss 


after experiencing heat exposure up to 150 °C, thus, Rebar-B specimens were tested for the range of elevated 


temperatures from 350 to 450 °C. When Rebar-B specimens were heated to 350 °C and cooled, they recovered on 


average 80% of their room temperature strength. Rebar-B has shown a transitional temperature between 350 and 


400 °C with a sudden drop in tensile strength. This is in consistent with the steady-state temperature tests previously 


performed by authors. Even after this severe heat exposure, Rebar-B was able to recover 60% of its strength after 


cooling.  
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Figure 4: Rebar-A: (a) after exposure to 430 °C under 85 kN; and (b) after test and failure at 180 kN 


 
Figure 5: Post-fire residual strength of Rebar-B 


 


One of the Rebar-B samples caught fire at 420 °C (Figure 6(a)). Excessive fumes after 400 °C were a sign of fire 


initiation, and this established a combustion temperature for Rebar-B of 420 °C. To avoid such burning, special safety 


precautions should be taken in conducting tests on FRP materials at high temperatures. Figure 6(b) illustrates the same 


specimen, which failed at 128 kN.  


 


The surface of the specimens were painted with high-temperature resistant paint to create a pattern for Digital Image 


Correlation (DIC) technique to calculate the modulus of elasticity. Wang et al. (2007) showed that modulus of 


elasticity of GFRP bars remain constant up to 400 °C, retaining about 90% of its value at room temperature, but at 


500 °C, a drastic decrease occurred in tensile modulus falling below 30% of its original value. In the present study, 


Digital Image Correlation (DIC) method was used to measure the modulus of elasticity. This method was found useful 


in evaluation of modulus of elasticity in steady-state temperature tests conducted by the authors. For the samples 


presented in this paper, the modulus of elasticity of two specimens of Rebar-B, which experienced 350 and 420 °C, 


were assessed by DIC. The results showed that the modulus of elasticity remained unchanged (Figure 7(a)). 


Performing DIC method on Rebar-A to evaluate the modulus of elasticity was not feasible because the sand coated 


surface of the bars experienced dramatic changes during the heat exposure due to the thermal expansion and cracks 


on the surface. Figure 7(b) shows the load-displacement relationships for Rebar-A and Rebar-B. Substantial loss in 


tensile strength of Rebar-B with the increase of temperature from 350 to 420 °C can be observed. The load-stroke 


displacement relationships were linear for the samples exposed to 420 °C.  


 


              


Figure 6: Rebar-B: (a) Catching fire at 420 °C and (b) After failure at 128 kN 
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Figure 7: (a) DIC result for Rebar-B at 420 °C; and (b) Load-displacement curves  


4. CONCLUSIONS  


The post-fire residual tensile strength of two types of GFRP reinforcing bars was investigated through material testing. 


The sustained applied load during heat exposure was selected to be 25 % of the bar’s room temperature strength. The 


remaining tensile strength after heat exposure up to 420 C stayed above half of their original strength at room 


temperature. The results demonstrates that if a FRP reinforced member survives a fire scenario, there will be sufficient 


residual tensile strength in FRP bars to resist the service loads. The remaining post-fire bond strength of the FRP 


reinforcing bars has to be examined to evaluate the global residual strength of FRP reinforced concrete members. The 


results of this study are currently being used in numerical modelling work to predict such residual strength after 


survival from fire incidents.  
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ABSTRACT  


Controlled rocking steel braced frames (CRSBFs) are resilient seismic force resisting systems that can self-centre 


the structure and prevent structural damage during design-level earthquakes. Energy dissipation may be provided to 


limit peak displacements, while post-tensioning provides self-centering after rocking. Previous studies have shown 


that designing energy dissipation and the post-tensioning components in CRSBFs using a response modification 


factor of R = 8 is sufficient to prevent collapse of structures during earthquakes higher than the design level. 


However, designers have unique control over the hysteretic behaviour of the system, even after the response 


modification factor is selected. Additionally, recent studies have suggested that CRSBFs can be designed using 


higher response modification factors without a significant reduction in performance. This paper examines how the 


design of the post-tensioning and energy dissipation components comprising the base rocking joint influences the 


collapse performance of a three-storey CRSBF using the results of ten incremental dynamic analyses (IDA). Ten 


different base rocking joints were designed for the frame using different response modification factors, energy 


dissipation parameters, and post-tensioning parameters. A suite of 44 ground motions was selected and scaled until 


collapse occurred in at least 50% of the cases, and collapse fragility curves were generated using the truncated IDA 


curves. The results show that the same CRSBF can have different collapse performances, depending on the 


parameters selected to design the base rocking joint. However, nine of the ten base rocking joints provided an 


acceptably low probability of collapse based on the implemented methodology. 


 


Keywords: performance based earthquake engineering, controlled rocking steel braced frames, self-centering 


systems, truncated incremental dynamic analysis, collapse assessment, mean annual frequency of collapse  


1. INTRODUCTION 


Controlled rocking steel braced frames (CRSBFs) are high-performance self-centering lateral force resisting systems 


that are designed to mitigate structural damage during earthquakes larger than the design level. Prestressed vertical 


post-tensioning strands and the frame self-weight provide the restoring force to self-center the system after rocking, 


while energy dissipation may be provided to reduce the peak displacement demands. CRSBFs have been proposed 


and developed for their high-performance characteristics during earthquakes at and above the design level (Roke et 


al. 2010, Eatherton and Hajjar 2010, Ma et al. 2011, Wiebe et al. 2013b). As shown in Figure 1(f), CRSBFs are 


designed to exhibit a characteristic flag-shaped hysteresis while they respond within their self-centering range 


during design-level earthquakes, which allows CRSBFs to limit structural damage and residual drifts. Several 


parametric studies have been performed on self-centering systems using single-degree-of-freedom analyses with the 


flag-shaped hysteresis to evaluate the ability of systems like CRSBFs to meet displacement limits during design-


level earthquakes (Christopoulos et al. 2002, Seo and Sause 2005, Wiebe and Christopoulos 2014a, Zhang and 


Wiebe 2015). The effects of parameters such as the response modification factor, R, nonlinear stiffness, αk, and 


hysteretic energy dissipation ratio, β, on the displacements in self-centering systems have been accounted for during 


these studies. However, while these analyses have provided insight as to the displacements in self-centering systems 


that remain within the self-centering range, the flag-shaped hysteresis used in these studies did not exhibit the 
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behaviour that real structures experience leading up to collapse (such as damage and strength degradation of 


components), and therefore cannot be used to evaluate the collapse limits in self-centering systems such as CRSBFs. 


 


In CRSBFs, the flag-shaped hysteretic response is controlled by the selection and positioning of the post-tensioning 


and energy dissipating components, referred to in this paper as the design of the base rocking joint. This makes the 


nonlinear response in CRSBFs unique from other ductile structures in that the designers have a great amount of 


control over the seismic design parameters, including the overstrength, displacement capacity, nonlinear stiffness, 


and hysteretic damping, even before selecting the frame member sizes. The design of CRSBFs generally begins with 


proportioning the base rocking joint, where the post-tensioning and energy dissipation components are selected to 


limit the peak displacements and provide sufficient margins against sidesway collapse from over-rotation of the 


CRSBF. Since the strength degradation and sidesway collapse from yielding and fracture of the post-tensioning are 


limit states that are not easily evaluated using single-degree-of-freedom analyses, it is important to study more 


robust models of CRSBFs to assess the collapse performance of these structures. Past research included collapse 


assessments on CRSBFs (Ma et al. 2011), showing that CRSBFs can provide adequate collapse prevention 


characteristics for the selected designs. However, that study was limited to only four structures, only one of which 


was three stories in height; different designs for the same structure may have very different collapse performance 


characteristics. 


 


This paper focuses on the collapse performance of CRSBFs in which collapse is governed by failure of the base 


rocking joint, and presents the results of ten incremental dynamic analyses (and the corresponding collapse fragility 


curves) for a three-storey structure with CRSBFs as the lateral force resisting system. The three-storey structure is 


designed for a site of high seismicity using different parameters for a total of ten different base rocking joint designs. 


For the different base rocking joints, the response modification factor, R, post-tensioning prestress ratio, η (defined 


as the ratio of the initial to ultimate post-tensioning stress) and energy dissipation ratio, β (defined in Fig. 1(f) as the 


ratio of the height of the flag to the linear limit) are varied to evaluate the influence of these parameters on the 


collapse performance of the three-storey structure. The structure is then subjected to a suite of 44 ground motions, 


which are scaled using incremental dynamic analysis to generate collapse fragility functions and determine the 


collapse intensity for each of the structures. Based on the results, some suggestions are made regarding the selection 


of the response modification factor, R, the energy dissipation ratio, β, and the post-tensioning prestress ratio, η, for 


low-rise structures, and for additional research to be conducted. 


2. DESIGN OF EXAMPLE CONTROLLED ROCKING STEEL BRACED FRAMES 


The design of CRSBFs has often been separated into two main steps: 1) design of the base rocking joint, and 2) 


design of the capacity protected elements (e.g. Wiebe and Christopoulos 2014a, 2014b). First, the base rocking joint 


is designed for the structure to meet targeted displacement limits at different hazard levels and to provide acceptable 


safety against collapse due to over-rotation of the CRSBF. Second, the frame members and connections are designed 


to prevent yielding and buckling during events larger than the design level. 


 


Figure 1: Sidesway collapse mechanism of controlled rocking steel braced frame post-tensioned with high-


strength steel strands; a) initial equilibrium, b) incipient rocking, c) strand yielding, d) initial wire facture and 


loss of prestress, e) loss of strand stiffness and collapse, f) backbone curve 
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The study presented in this paper uses ten example CRSBFs for a three-storey building on a site of high seismicity 


in the western United States, with a short period spectral acceleration of SS = 1.5 g, one second period spectral 


acceleration of S1 = 0.6 g, and a long-period transition period of TL = 12 s. The site conditions are Class D as 


defined in ASCE 7-10 (Vs,30 = 259 m/s), with short- and long-period site coefficients of Fa = 1.0 and Fv = 1.5, 


respectively (ASCE 2010). Figure 2a shows the 10% in 50 year and the doubled 2% in 50 year spectra that were 


used to design the CRSBFs as detailed below. Figure 2b shows the floorplan for the building, which had with equal 


storey heights of 4.57 m, and each floor and roof had a total seismic weight of 10 200 kN and 6430 kN, respectively. 


2.1 Design of the base rocking joints 


The base rocking joints were designed with two frames to resist the seismic demand in each direction. The frames 


were assumed to have specific floor-to-frame connection detailing (e.g. Latham et al. 2013) that allows the frame 


members in the CRSBFs to be designed to not carry any gravity loads; rather, the frames were designed to be 8.23 m 


wide to fit between the gravity columns. The design base shear for the building was calculated in accordance with 


ASCE 7-10 and distributed along the height of the building using the equivalent lateral force procedure (ASCE 


2010). While R = 8 has been recommended for the design of the base rocking joint in CRSBFs by several 


researchers (Roke et al. 2010, Ma et al. 2011, Eatherton et al. 2014), others have suggested that the displacement 


limits could still be met while using larger response modification factors (Wiebe and Christopoulos 2014a). 


However, the use of response modification factors greater than R = 8 to design CRSBFs has not been supported by 


any collapse risk assessment, and even the use of a response modification factor of R = 8 has been supported by only 


a limited collapse assessment for selected designs (Ma et al. 2011). Therefore, response modification factors of up to 


R = 20 were used to design the base rocking joints to evaluate what response modification factors could be used to 


design CRSBFs in low-rise structures. In addition, the example frames used different energy dissipation ratios and 


post-tensioning prestress ratios. Table 1 displays the base rocking joint parameters for each of the ten designs. The 


base rocking joints were designed to resist the overturning moment resulting from the equivalent lateral forces using 


recommendations made by Wiebe and Christopoulos (2014a) to proportion the energy dissipation and post-


tensioning components. The energy dissipation ratio and post-tensioning prestress ratio were selected to limit the 


overstrength factor to be less than 4.0, to ensure that the post-tensioning remains elastic for normalised roof 


displacements greater than the assumed 1.2% limit during a 10% in 50-year event, and to provide a positive post-


uplift stiffness. The normalised roof displacement is targeted assuming a rigid-rocking behaviour (i.e. the normalised 


roof displacement is equal to the base rotation) using Equation 1: 


 


[1]  δtarget = (εy,PT – ε0,PT) LPT/dPT ≥ 1.2% 


 


where εy,PT is the post-tensioning yield strain, ε0,PT is initial the post-tensioning strain from the applied prestress, LPT 


is the length of the post-tensioning strands, and dPT is the distance from the rocking toe of the post-tensioning 


strands furthest from the rocking toe. The target normalised roof displacement for post-tensioning yielding, δtarget, 


energy dissipation activation force, EDact, required number of post-tensioning strands, Ns,PT, and overstrength factor, 


Ω, for all ten base rocking joint designs are also shown in Table 1. 


 


 
 


Figure 2: Elastic design spectra for design of the base rocking joint and the capacity protected elements 
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Table 1: Design parameters for the ten different base rocking joints 


Base Rocking Joint R β η EDact δtarget Ns,PT Ω* 


R8-ED100-PT25 8 1.0 0.25  1010 kN 2.0% 29 2.41 


R8-ED50-PT25 8 0.5 0.25 500 kN 2.0% 44 3.12 


R8-ED0-PT25 8 0.0 0.25 0 2.0% 60 3.90 


R8-ED100-PT50 8 1.0 0.50  1010 kN 1.2% 15 1.51 


R8-ED50-PT50 8 0.5 0.50 500 kN 1.2% 22 1.71 


R8-ED0-PT50 8 0.0 0.50 0 1.2% 30 1.98 


R14-ED100-PT25 14 1.0 0.25 580 kN 2.0% 17 2.46 


R14-ED100-PT50 14 1.0 0.50 580 kN 1.2% 9 1.56 


R20-ED100-PT25 20 1.0 0.25 400 kN 2.0% 12 2.47 


R20-ED100-PT50 20 1.0 0.50 400 kN 1.2% 6 1.51 


  *System overstrength, Ω, calculated using undeformed geometry  


2.2 Design of the capacity-protected elements 


The CRSBF members were designed using the dynamic procedure proposed by Steele and Wiebe (2014) and 


implemented in the structural analysis program ETABS (CSI 2015). The first-mode lateral forces and corresponding 


ultimate post-tensioning and energy dissipation forces were used from the base rocking joint that created the largest 


demand on the frame members of the CRSBFs, such that the frame members were the same for all ten design cases. 


This was done to eliminate the influence of any changes to the system stiffness on the analysis results, even though a 


more efficient base rocking joint design can also reduce the required member size in the capacity design. The 


contribution of the higher mode response to the frame member forces was estimated at twice the intensity at the 2% 


in 50 year hazard level to provide a low probability of frame member failure during even the most extreme ground 


motions, since the goal of this study is to isolate failure of the base-rocking joint in the collapse assessment.  


 


The brace-to-gusset plate connections were designed to resist the full overstrength yield force from the braces. Since 


this study does not include the performance of the connections in CRSBFs, only a preliminary design was completed 


to account for the effect of rigid offsets on the stiffness of the frame. Additionally, the connections between 


horizontal struts and vertical struts were not designed, as they were not explicitly modelled during this study. The 


horizontal struts were simply modelled as continuous between the vertical struts and pinned at the connections. 


3. NONLINEAR MODELLING OF EXAMPLE STRUCTURES 


The three-storey frames were all modelled using the earthquake engineering simulation software OpenSees 


(PEER 2015). Figure 3 displays the schematic of the model for the three-storey frame used for the analyses. The 


frame members were all modelled using elastic elements, because the design method is assumed to provide 


sufficient safety against frame member failure during even the most extreme earthquakes. Springs with a negligible 


stiffness were included in parallel with elements that were expected to develop zero stiffness during the analyses for 


numerical stability. The energy dissipating frictional interfaces were included as co-rotational truss elements using 


the Elastic-Perfectly Plastic material model, with a yield force equal to the specified slip load. To model the loss of 


resistance to overturning from the frictional interfaces when the base uplift exceeded the maximum stroke of the 


friction devices, the truss elements were assigned a maximum strain corresponding to a maximum stroke of 900 mm, 


beyond which the elements were removed from the analysis. The post-tensioning was modelled using co-rotational 


truss elements; yielding, initial fracture, and complete fracture of the post-tensioning strands were all simulated 


using the multi-linear material model suggested by Ma et al. (2011), and the prestress in the post-tensioning strands 


was modelled by wrapping the multi-linear material in an initial stress material model. This is shown in Figure 3(b), 


where the post-tensioning material model had an elastic modulus of 195 GPa, and yield, ultimate, and complete 


fracture strains of y = 0.83%, u = 1.3%, and max = 4.8%, which corresponded to stresses of fy = 1670 MPa, 


fu = 1860 MPa, and zero, respectively. Elastic buckling of the post-tensioning at negligible compressive loads was 


modelled using tension-only gap elements at the bottom of the post-tensioning strands. 
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Inherent damping was modelled by applying initial stiffness- and mass-proportional Rayleigh damping to the linear 


elastic elements in the model, assuming a damping ratio of 5% in modes one and three. The first-mode period used 


to calculate the Rayleigh damping parameters was determined using the reduced frequency of the frame while 


rocking (i.e. the tangent period) without the geometric stiffness in the system (e.g. the negative stiffness from P-


Delta effects) based on recommendations made by Charney (2008). However, the numerical values of the response 


parameters are expected to be sensitive to the assumptions made when applying the damping model. 


 


The first-mode period of the three-storey structure was estimated to be 0.483 s using the empirical equation provided 


in ASCE 7-10, including the upper limit factor of 1.4 for sites where SD1 > 0.4 g. The first-mode period from the 


modal analysis of the frame in OpenSees was determined to be 0.475 s, which is within 2% of the estimated period. 


However, this equation is not always this accurate for other example CRSBFs (Wiebe and Christopoulos 2014a, 


Steele and Wiebe 2014). 


4. INCREMENTAL DYNAMIC ANALYSIS AND COLLAPSE RISK ASSESSMENT 


Incremental dynamic analysis was completed for the three-storey frame with the ten different base rocking joint 


designs using the suite of 44 pre-scaled ground motions recommended in FEMA P695 (ATC 2009) for collapse 


assessment of structures. The ground motions were scaled in 10% increments relative to the 2% in 50 year 


earthquake level until at least half of the records caused collapse. The collapse intensity was defined as that past 


which excessive lateral displacements occurred (i.e. the intensity cannot be increased without causing dynamic 


instability), using the normalised peak roof displacement (i.e. peak roof displacement / building height) as the 


engineering demand parameter, and the 5% damped spectral acceleration at the first-mode period of the structure as 


the intensity measure. Using the method proposed by Baker (2015), truncated collapse data were used to estimate 


the median collapse intensity, ŜCT, which is defined as the spectral acceleration at the first-mode period for which 


50% of the ground motions cause collapse. The same data were used to calculate the record-to-record variability, 


βRTR, thus resulting in a median and standard deviation for the collapse intensity of a structure, as needed for the 


FEMA P695 methodology (ATC 2009). The values of ŜCT and βRTR were used to generate fitted fragility functions 


for the collapsed records assuming a lognormal distribution. 


 


After the collapse fragility functions were determined for each of the base rocking joint designs, the collapse risk 


associated with each design was evaluated using the mean annual frequency of collapse, λc. The mean annual 


frequency of collapse is a parameter that estimates the number of collapses per year the structure would experience 


on average, and can be calculated by numerically integrating the fragility curve over the site-specific hazard curve 


for the period of interest (Eads et al. 2013). For this study, the site hazard curves were retrieved from the USGS 


Hazard Curve Application (USGS 2016) for the Bulk Mail Center located in Downtown Los Angeles (33.996°N, 


118.162°W), as it was assumed to represent the design site for the reasons discussed by Eads et al. (2013). As the 


Figure 3: Schematic of the numerical model for the three-storey frames 
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hazard curves are only available for specific periods, the hazard curves for T = 0.30 s and T = 0.50 s were 


interpolated in log-log space to estimate the hazard curve for the first-mode period of 0.475 s. Once λc had been 


calculated, the probability of collapse during a 50 year time period, Pc(50), was estimated assuming a random 


Poisson distribution using Equation 2: 


 


[2]   Pc(50) = 1 – exp(-50λc) 


 


This probability can be compared with the acceptable upper limit of 1% in 50 years (ASCE 2010). This method has 


been recommended for the collapse risk assessment of structures when compared to the FEMA P695 methodology 


(ATC 2009) to evaluate the probability of collapse during a 2% in 50 year event, because it captures the risk 


associated with all possible spectral intensities, rather than just two earthquake intensities (Eads et al. 2013, Elkady 


and Lignos 2015). However, the FEMA P695 methodology was also used to calculate the collapse margin ratio, 


CMR, for each design using Equation 3: 


 


[3]  CMR = ŜCT/SMT 


 


where SMT is the spectral intensity at the first-mode period at the 2% in 50 year hazard level. The collapse margin 


ratio indicates how far the structure can be pushed past the design level before collapse occurs. This value is of 


particular interest for the capacity design of CRSBFs because previous research has shown that the forces in the 


members of a CRSBF increase with the ground motion intensity, even if the maximum base moment is limited by 


rocking (e.g. Wiebe et al. 2013b). In this study, the frame members were designed including the contribution from 


the higher modes at two times the 2% in 50 year hazard level. This means that the frame member capacities are 


likely to be exceeded on average before the structure collapses if the median collapse intensity is higher than the 


intensity at which the higher modes were considered to capacity design the frame members. 


4.1 Influence of energy dissipation and post-tensioning prestress ratios on the collapse fragility 


Figure 4 displays the collapse fragility curves and mean annual frequency of collapse disaggregation for the six 


frames designed using a constant response modification factor of R = 8; energy dissipation ratios of β = 0.0, β = 0.5, 


and β = 1.0; and post-tensioning prestress ratios of η = 0.25 and η = 0.50. Table 2 shows median collapse intensity, 


ŜCT, the record-to-record variability in the collapse data, βRTR, the collapse margin ratio, CMR, the mean annual 


frequency of collapse, λc, and the probability of collapse in 50 years, Pc(50), for each of the base rocking joint 


designs. For the base rocking joints designed using a post-tensioning prestress of η = 0.25, the median collapse 


intensity decreased from 4.44 g (CMR = 2.96) when β = 1.0 was selected, to 3.91 g (CMR = 2.61) when β = 0.0 was 


selected. This corresponds to doubling the probability of collapse in 50 years from 0.078% to 0.16%. However, both 


of these values are well below the 1% in 50 year acceptable limit. For the base rocking joint designed using a post-


tensioning prestress of η = 0.50, the median collapse intensity decreased from 3.55 g (CMR = 2.37) when β = 1.0 


was selected, to 2.79 g (CMR = 1.86) when β = 0.0 was selected. The corresponds to nearly quadrupling the 


probability of collapse from 0.20% in 50 years to 0.79% in 50 years; again, however, both of these values are within 


the acceptable limits. For both of the selected prestress ratios, changing the energy dissipation ratio from β = 0.5 to 


β = 0.0 had a more significant influence than changing the energy dissipation ratio from β = 1.0 to β = 0.5. 


Table 2: Collapse assessment results 


Frame ŜCT βRTR CMR 
λc  


(10-4/year) 
Pc(50) 


Acceptable? 


(Pc(50) < 1%) 


R8-ED100-PT25 4.44 0.33 2.96 0.158 0.078% yes 


R8-ED50-PT25 4.28 0.32 2.85 0.166 0.083% yes 


R8-ED0-PT25 3.91 0.36 2.61 0.317 0.16% yes 


R8-ED100-PT50 3.55 0.34 2.37 0.409 0.20% yes 


R8-ED50-PT50 3.38 0.37 2.25 0.581 0.29% yes 


R8-ED0-PT50 2.79 0.44 1.86 1.587 0.79% yes 


R14-ED100-PT25 3.41 0.38 2.27 0.582 0.29% yes 


R14-ED100-PT50 2.74 0.36 1.92 1.180 0.59% yes 


R20-ED100-PT25 2.88 0.39 1.83 1.129 0.56% yes 


R20-ED100-PT50 2.14 0.39 1.43 3.035 1.51% no 
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For the base rocking joints designed using R = 8 and an energy dissipation ratio of β = 1.0, increasing the post-


tensioning prestress ratio from 0.25 to 0.50 (thereby decreasing the post-tensioning yield displacement) decreased 


the median collapse intensity from 3.91 g (CMR = 2.96) to 2.49 g (CMR = 2.37), more than doubling the collapse 


probability from 0.078% to 0.20%. When an energy dissipation ratio of β = 0.0 was used, the probability of collapse 


in 50 years increased by nearly five times for the same change in prestress ratio. This shows that the post-tensioning 


prestress ratio has a marked influence on the collapse capacity of CRSBFs, likely through its influence on the lateral 


displacement capacity of the structure. Overall, based on the results for the set of six frames designed using a 


response modification factor of R = 8, the median collapse intensity is decreased and the uncertainty around the 


median is increased when lower energy dissipation ratios or higher post-tensioning prestress ratios are selected for 


design. Decreasing the median collapse intensity and increasing the record-to-record variability both increase the 


mean annual frequency of collapse. Even though changing the energy dissipation ratio and post-tensioning prestress 


ratio for a given response modification factor of R = 8 had a major influence on the probability of collapse, all of the 


frames designed using a response modification factor of R = 8 had acceptable collapse capacities. 


4.2 Influence of the response modification factor on the collapse fragility 


Figure 5 shows the collapse fragility curves and mean annual frequency of collapse disaggregation for two of the 


base rocking joints designed using a response modification factor of R = 8, and four additional base rocking joints 


designed using response modification factors of R = 14 and R = 20, all with an energy dissipation ratio of β = 1.0, 


and post-tensioning prestress ratios of η = 0.25 and η = 0.50. Referring again to Table 2, for the base rocking joints 


designed using a post tensioning prestress ratio of η = 0.25, increasing the response modification factor from R = 8 


to R = 14 increased the probability of collapse in 50 years by a factor of nearly four, from 0.078% to 0.29%. 


Increasing the response modification factor again to R = 20 nearly doubled Pc(50). However, the values for Pc(50) of 


0.29% and 0.56% for the base rocking joints designed using response modification factors of 14 and 20 were still 


within the acceptable limits, despite using such large response modification factors. For the base rocking joints 


designed using a post-tensioning prestress ratio of η = 0.50, the probability of collapse in 50 years was increased by 


a factor of nearly three when a response modification factor of R = 14 was used instead of R = 8, from 0.20% to 


0.59%. Increasing the response modification factor to R = 20 further increased the probability of collapse 1.51% in 


50 years. In this case, the base rocking joint designed using a post-tensioning prestress ratio of η = 0.50 and a 


response modification factor of R = 20 did not have an acceptable probability of collapse. In general, increasing the 


response modification factor decreased the collapse capacity of the structure. This was expected, as increasing the 


Figure 4: Fragility functions and mean annual frequency of collapse disaggregation for base rocking joints 


designed using a constant response modification factor of 8; energy dissipation ratios of 0, 0.5 and 1.0; and post-


tensioning prestress ratios of 0.25 and 0.5 
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response modification factor has been shown to decrease the collapse capacity of structures in general (ATC 2009). 


However, the results also show that response modification factors as high at R = 20 may be able to provide 


sufficient collapse capacity to low-rise CRSBFs. However, this was only the case when the maximum amount of 


energy dissipation (while allowing the system to remain self-centering) was provided, and when the base rocking 


joint was able to provide significant displacement capacity to the structure. 


4.3 Additional considerations 


In addition to evaluating the influence of the design on the collapse performance of CRSBFs, it is of interest to 


compare the structures with similar probabilities of collapse in 50 years. For example, the base rocking joint 


designed using R = 8, η = 0.50, and β = 0.5 and the base rocking joint designed using R = 14, η = 0.25, and β = 1.0 


both had Pc(50) values of 0.29%. The base rocking joint designed using R = 14 required 23% fewer post-tensioning 


strands to achieve the same collapse performance, but also an energy dissipation activation force that was 16% 


larger. The base rocking joint designed using R = 8, η = 0.25, and β = 1.0 had almost the same collapse risk as the 


same base rocking designed using R = 8, η = 0.25, and β = 0.5. Using a higher energy dissipation ratio reduced the 


number of post-tensioning strands required by 35% from 44 strands to 29, which improves the economics of the 


frame design by reducing not only the amount of post-tensioning required, but also the maximum demand on the 


frame members. This would likely allow for a reduction in the frame member sizes used to construct the frame. 


However, it may be difficult to provide the needed amount of energy dissipation, and a higher energy dissipation 


ratio also reduces the ability of the structure to self-centre after the post-tensioning yields. 


 


The frame members in the three-storey frame were designed to resist the ultimate forces from the base rocking joint 


and the higher-mode response at twice the 2% in 50 year hazard level. While this was assumed to be sufficient in 


protecting the frame elements from failure during each of the ground motions records, the collapse margin ratio for 


the structure was greater than two, ranging between 2.25 and 2.96, for six of the ten base rocking joints. While a 


higher collapse margin ratio corresponds to a lower probability of collapse due to failure of the base rocking joint, it 


also means that the higher-mode contribution may need to be accounted for at even higher intensity levels to balance 


the member failure and base rocking joint limit states. Therefore, it may be beneficial to target a collapse capacity 


that only just meets the recommended limits to avoid designing the frame members for very large forces, but this 


should be supported by additional research where member failure is included in the nonlinear numerical models. 


Figure 5: Fragility functions and mean annual frequency of collapse disaggregation for base rocking joints 


designed using response modification factors of 8, 14, and 20; a constant energy dissipation ratio of 1.0; and 


post-tensioning prestress ratios of 0.25 and 0.5 
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Finally, disaggregation of λc in Figures 4 and 5 shows that most of the collapse risk (approximately 70-80%) for 


each the frame is associated with spectral intensities below the median collapse intensity. This is consistent with the 


observations for other structural systems as discussed by Eads et al. (2013). Additional uncertainty in the collapse 


data increases the probability of collapse at spectral intensities lower than the median collapse intensity. Therefore, 


accounting for sources of uncertainty other than record-to-record variability (e.g. from the design requirements, test 


data accuracy, and ability of the numerical model to simulate collapse mechanisms (ATC 2009)) would increase the 


calculated mean annual frequency of collapse. However, this was not done within the scope of this study. 


5. CONCLUSIONS 


For controlled rocking steel braced frames (CRSBFs) to be widely adopted as resilient lateral force resisting 


systems, it is important to quantify the influence that the selection of the energy dissipation and post-tensioning has 


on the collapse performance of the system. The influence of parameters such as the response modification factor, R, 


the energy dissipation ratio, β, the post-tensioning prestress ratio, η, greatly influence the collapse capacity of 


CRSBFs and must be understood to evaluate how to design of the base rocking joint to limit the probability of 


collapse of the structure. This study evaluated the influence of each of these design parameters on the collapse 


performance of CRSBFs where collapse was governed by failure of the base rocking joint. Ten base rocking joints 


were considered for a three-storey structure using energy dissipation ratios of β = 0, β = 0.5, and β = 1.0; post-


tensioning prestress ratios of η = 0.25 and η = 0.5; and response modification factors of R = 8, R = 14, and R = 20. 


 


Increasing the response modification factor had the largest influence on the collapse capacity, as increasing the 


response modification factor from R = 8 to R = 20 increased the probability of collapse by over seven times in the 


cases considered. However, several of the cases presented in this study show that base rocking joints designed using 


response modification factors larger than R = 8 can limit the probability of collapse of CRSBFs to less than 1% in 


50 years. The benefits of using larger response modification factors include the ability to either use fewer post-


tensioning strands, or to increase the displacement capacity of the system by reducing the post-tensioning prestress 


ratio. However, while using such large response modification factors can provide more economical designs with 


acceptable collapse margin ratios, the displacement demands increase when CRSBFs are designed using larger 


response modification factors. Increasing the displacement capacity of the CRSBFs had an noticeable influence on 


the collapse margin ratio; this can generally be done by reducing the post-tensioning prestress ratio, arranging the 


post-tensioning to decrease the strain demand placed on the post-tensioning strands for a given base rotation, and/or 


increasing the length of the post-tensioning strands. Increasing the energy dissipation ratio increased the collapse 


margin ratio by as much as 27% in the cases considered, and the increase was more significant when the energy 


dissipation ratio was increased from β = 0 to β = 0.5, as compared to increasing the energy dissipation ratio from 


β = 0.5 to β = 1.0. 


 


Of the ten example base rocking joints that were considered, all but one of the base rocking joints had acceptably 


low probabilities of collapse in 50 years (i.e. < 1%). This suggests that even CRSBFs designed using no energy 


dissipation or with a response modification factor as high as R = 20 may be able to provide acceptable safety against 


collapse. However, this study was limited to one three-storey structure without significant geometric, stiffness, or 


mass irregularities, and where the CRSBFs were designed using high-strength post-tensioning strands and frictional 


energy dissipating interfaces. While the comparisons of the different base rocking joints presented in this study are 


expected to be relatively unaffected by the assumptions made, the numerical results may be sensitive to the gravity 


loads on the CRSBF, the structure geometry, the behaviour of different post-tensioning strands, and the type of 


energy dissipation used. In addition, the frame members were assumed to remain elastic during even the more 


extreme ground motions; member buckling, yielding, and deterioration were not considered in the analyses. While 


the capacity design method implemented in this study was assumed to provide a significant safeguard against failure 


of the frame members by accounting for the higher-mode contribution to the capacity design forces at twice the 2% 


in 50 year hazard level, the collapse margin ratio was greater than two (as high as 2.96) for six of the ten base 


rocking joint designs. Therefore, further research is ongoing to evaluate the influence of frame member failure on 


the collapse performance of CRSBFs. 
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ABSTRACT  


Zinc sacrificial anodes are considered an effective and economical method to prevent the electrochemical corrosion 


of steel bars by providing cathodic current to bars, which can provide corrosion protection at low galvanic current 


densities in the range of 0.2 to 2 mA/m2. Sacrificial anodes are commonly used in RC structures particularly in 


bridge decks to mitigate a critical phenomenon that occurs in the original concrete beside the repaired patches, 


which is known as  the ‘halo effect’. One of the key factors affecting the efficacy of zinc anodes is the resistivity of 


concrete or cementitious repair material in which these anodes are embedded. There is a general notion that the 


higher the electrical resistivity of concrete or repair material, the less likely that zinc anodes produce the target 


galvanic current for optimum protection of steel bars. However, no systematic data are available on the maximum 


allowable electrical resistivity of repair materials/concretes beyond which zinc anodes cannot properly function to 


prevent corrosion. The specific objective of this study is to explore the effect of concrete resistivity on the efficiency 


of zinc anodes at mitigating patch accelerated corrosion (halo effect). Concrete slabs were cast to simulate the patch 


repair technique in the field, and the main parameter in this research was changing the resistivity of the repair 


section in the slabs (5,000, 15,000, and 25,000 Ω-cm). Analysis of results shows a high level of effectiveness of the 


anode to prevent corrosion up to 20 weeks under a wetting-drying exposure.  


 


Keywords: Concrete; Sacrificial Anodes; Halo Effect; Resistivity. 


1. INTRODUCTION  


Corrosion of steel reinforcement embedded in concrete structures is considered as ‘bottle-neck’ which limits the 


durability and performance of reinforced concrete structures in harsh environments, and leads to significant 


economic and service life losses (Bentur et al. 1997).  For example, some estimates state that it would cost $78 


billion to restore all structurally deficient bridges in the U.S. (Whitmore and Abbott 2003). There are various 


techniques which have been developed to mitigate/control the damaging effect of the corrosion of steel bars in 


concrete such as impressed current cathodic protection (ICCP), electrochemical realkalization, and chloride 


extraction. Sacrificial anodes are another effective and economical method to mitigate the deleterious effects of 


electrochemical corrosion of steel bars, with zinc anodes being the most common type of anode used in RC 


structures. Sacrificial anodes are manufactured from a metal (e.g. zinc) which has a more negative electrochemical 


potential than that of the steel reinforcement. Due to the difference in potential between the anode and the steel, a 


current will be generated and flow through the electrolyte (pore solution in the case of concrete). Consequently, the 


steel will become more negatively charged and behave as a cathode and the anodic metal is oxidized [loses 


electrons/decomposes] (Wilson et al. 2013). The typical service life of sacrificial anodes is 10 to 30 years, 


depending on the severity of the service conditions (chloride ions loading, environmental conditions, saturation 


level, etc.). Aluminum, zinc, and magnesium are the most commonly used metals as sacrificial anodes. Zinc anodes 


have been adopted by many transportation agencies in North America due to their high efficiency in mitigating 
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corrosion of steel and low rate of expansion when embedded into concrete elements. Typically, they are fabricated 


in three different shapes a puck, cylinder and small pellet (Whitmore and Abbott 2003). Using zinc anodes in patch 


repairs in a RC element prevents the onset of corrosion within a surrounding area and keeps the steel in a condition 


of ‘imperfect passivity’ by providing a cathodic current to the reinforcing steel.  This can be fulfilled by low 


densities of galvanic current in the range of 0.2 to 2 mA/m2 (Pedeferri 1996). However, in many field cases, 


deterioration induced by reinforcement corrosion has been found in the original/parent concrete in the vicinity of 


repaired patches sometimes within a few months of repair operations; this critical phenomenon is known as the 


‘incipient anode’ or ‘halo effect’ (Page and Sergi 2000, Christodoulou et al. 2013). 


 


One of the key factors affecting the efficacy of zinc anodes is the resistivity of concrete or cementitious repair 


material in which these anodes are embedded. There is a general notion that the higher the electrical resistivity of 


concrete or repair material, the less likely that zinc anodes produce the target galvanic current for optimum 


protection of steel bars. As a result, low to moderate resistivity repair materials/concretes have been specified with 


zinc anodes. In North America, a resistivity value of less than 15,000 ohm-cm has been arbitrarily specified for 


repair patches of RC structures comprising zinc anodes (ACI RAP-8, 2010). However, no systematic data are 


available on the maximum allowable electrical resistivity of repair materials/concretes beyond which zinc anodes 


cannot produce the target galvanic current to prevent corrosion (Andrade and Alonso 1996, Otieno et al. 2010, 


Hornbostel et al 2013, Ahmed 2014). On the other hand, low resistivity repair materials/concretes generally have 


higher penetrability, which may facilitate chloride ions ingress in repaired patches and consequently aggravate the 


process of corrosion. Therefore, the objective of this study is to explore the effect of concrete resistivity on the 


efficiency of zinc anodes at mitigating patch accelerated corrosion (halo effect). This might help identifying the 


range of resistivity of repair materials/concrete within which zinc anodes retain their functionality.   


2. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 


2.1 Materials 


General use (GU) portland cement and silica fume (SF), which meet the requirements of CAN/CSA- A3001 (2013) 


were used in this study. Their chemical and physical properties are shown in Table 1. Locally available coarse 


aggregate (natural gravel with max. size of 9.5 mm) and fine aggregate (well graded river sand with fineness 


modulus of 2.9) were used. The specific gravity and absorption were 2.65 and 2%, respectively for gravel and 2.53 


and 1.5%, respectively for sand. A high-range water reducing admixture (HRWRA) based on polycarboxylic acid 


and complying with Type F as described in ASTM C494/C494M [Standard Specification for Chemical Admixtures 


for Concrete]  (2013) was added to all mixtures to maintain a slump range between 50 and 100 mm. In addition, an 


air-entraining admixture according to ASTM C233/C233M [Standard Test Method for Air-Entraining Admixtures 


for Concrete] (2014) was used to achieve an entrained air content of about 5-6%. Conforming to ASTM C309 


(2012), a membrane curing compound was applied to prevent the loss of water from the surface of concrete at early-


age and to simulate curing in the field.           


Table 1: Chemical and physical properties of the cement and silica fume 


 
Chemical composition (%) Physical properties 


 SiO2 Al2O3 Fe2O3 CaO MgO SO3 Na2O Fineness 


(m2/kg) 


Specific 


Gravity 


 


GU Cement 19.8 5.0 2.4 63.2 3.3 3.0 0.1 410 3.17 


Silica Fume 92.0 1.0 1.0 0.3 0.6 0.2 0.3 20,000 2.22 


 


 


2.2 Experimental Set-up 


 


The laboratory study has been conducted on duplicate mini-scale slabs (205 mm wide × 610 mm long × 120 mm  


thick) poured in three sections as shown in Figure 1. The bottom half (chloride free concrete) were prepared from 
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normal concrete with a 28-day resistivity of approximately 5,000 ohm-cm (cement content and w/c of 300 kg/m3 


and 0.50, respectively), and it was reinforced with two longitudinal 750 mm  #10 bars. This (parent/old) concrete 


mixture design is within the typical range of concrete bridge deck slabs built more than 25-35 years ago or so 


(Ramey et al. 1997, Feldman and Bartlett 2007). The top half was split into two equal sections: one section (old 


concrete: contaminated with 3% calcium chloride by mass of cement) with a resistivity of 5,000 ohm-cm, and it was 


reinforced with two #10 bars with 375 mm length, while the other section (repair patch-chloride free) had a varied 


resistivity. The reinforcement in the patched part was two #10 bars with 365 mm length, positioned to leave 10 mm 


gap from the bar in the adjacent chloride contaminated concrete to ease monitoring the current generated (output) 


from the anode to each rebar in the assembly through external wiring. All bars protruded outside the formwork by 


70 mm (Figure 1).  


 


 
Figure 1: A schematic diagram of a cross-section from a slab specimen with the reinforcement and anode assembly. 
 


 


The simulated repair sections in the slabs were prepared with three different concrete mixtures (R5, R15 and R25) as 


shown in Table 2 to produce bulk electrical resistivity of 5,000, 15,000, and 25,000 ohm-cm. These mixtures were 


extracted from a previous study by the authors on the resistivity and penetrability of various concrete mixtures 


(Bedwiy and Bassuoni 2015). The zinc anodes (puck shape, Figure 2) were mounted in the repair sections at spacing 


of 25 mm from the bond line with the adjacent concrete. The current in the three sections has been monitored by 


external wire connections and electrical switches (Figure 3) to determine the current in each bar individually. To 


accelerate the onset of corrosion, the slabs have been exposed to continuous wetting-drying cycles.  Each cycle 


consisted of ponding (5 to 15 mm) the surface of specimens with fresh water for two weeks at a temperature of 


22±2˚C, followed by drying at 22±2˚C and 35±5% RH for two weeks. The specimens have been put in a controlled 


lab temperature, and a dehumidifier has been used in the drying cycles to obtain the target humidity level. 


Additional six slabs were cast in this study, but without zinc anodes (control slabs), to assess the functionality of 


zinc anodes to control electrochemical corrosion of bars. 


 


 
Figure 2: Zinc sacrificial anode used in this study. 
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Table 2: Proportions of repair mixtures per cubic meter of concrete 


 


 


 
 


Figure 3: Full set-up of a slab specimen.  


 


2.3 Tests 


To verify the resistivity of the repair mixtures, quadruplicate cylindrical (100×200 mm) specimens were prepared 


for each mixture. The specimens were demolded after 24 h and cured in a standard curing room (maintained at a 


temperature of 22±2°C and relative humidity of more than 95%) until testing at 28 days. 2-pin AC resistance meter 


was used to determine the bulk resistivity (BR) of saturated surface dry concrete cylinders (Figure 4a). The 


apparatus consists of a control box, two titanium plate electrodes, and two conductor wires to connect the control 


box to the plates. The specimen was placed between the two plate electrodes, and an AC current (97 Hz) was 


applied through the specimen by the control box. To ensure appropriate electrical connection between the specimen 


and the plate electrodes, sponges saturated with sodium sulfate solution were inserted between the specimen and 


electrode plates at the top and bottom ends of the specimen. The device measured the electrical resistance by 


adjusting the resistance dial, located on the control box, until the null indicator is balanced in the middle. The 


resistance, which is measured in ohms, is the raw output from the apparatus. To calculate the electrical resistivity in 


ohm-cm, Eq. 1 was applied, where L is the specimen’s length (cm), and A is the specimen’s cross-sectional area 


(cm2).   


[1]  BulkResistivity BulkResistance
A


L
   


 


Mixture 


ID. 


Cement 


(kg) 


Silica 


Fume 


(kg) 


Water 


(kg) 


w/b 


 


Coarse 


Agg. 


(kg) 


Fine 


Agg. 


(kg) 


HRWRA 


(ml/100 kg 


of binder) 


Air-


Entrainer 


(ml/100 kg 


of binder) 


R5 300 - 150 0.5 962 962 300 15 


R15 400 - 120 0.3 986 986 937 20 


R25 368 32 120 0.3 1182 788 905 15 


Switches and external 


wiring set-up  


Boundary line 


Styrofoam 


Repair 


Contaminated 
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The resistivity of slabs was monitored with the time of exposure (after the wetting cycles) by measuring the surface 


resistivity (SR) rather than the bulk resistivity because of the difficulty in positioning the bulk resistivity set-up on a 


flat system (such as slabs). This is the reason for commonly using SR set-ups in field applications. The SR was 


determined by the Wenner four-electrode method, where the four electrodes are equally spaced (38 mm) and located 


in a straight line. By placing the four electrodes on the surface of the concrete, the two exterior electrodes apply an 


AC current, while the two inner electrodes measure the electrical potential created. Subsequently, the value of SR is 


obtained (in ohm-cm) automatically from the control box which is connected to the four probes by a conductor wire 


as shown in Figure 4b. The current was measured using a precision digital multimeter (Model MAS830B, maximum 


capacity of 10A) every two weeks (at the end of each exposure cycle). To calculate the current density in mA/m2, 


the reading of the current obtained from the multimeter is normalized by the outer surface area of the bars being 


measured, neglecting the protruded portions that were coated by epoxy. In addition, the potential of steel bars has 


been evaluated against portable copper-copper sulfate reference electrode (CSE) in accordance with the technique 


described in ASTM C876 (2009). 


 


Figure 4: (a) 2-pin AC resistance test set-up, and (b) Wenner probe array test set-up.  


 


3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 


3.1 Resistivity  


The average surface resistivity (SR) of duplicate slabs for the repair patch measured at the end of each wetting cycle 


is depicted in Figure 5a. However, the SR measurements tend to be 1.8 to 3.4 higher than that of the bulk resistivity 


(BR) of the same concrete due to electrode polarization, configuration of test-setup and contact resistance between 


the electrodes and the concrete (Morris et al. 1996, Polder 2001, Spragg et al. 2011, Ghosh and Quang 2014, Ghosh 


and Quang 2015). Consequently, a conversion factor with an average value of 2.6 has been applied in this study to 


obtain the BR from the SR measurements to monitor the change of resistivity with time for the repair sections 


containing the anodes as shown in Figure 5b. The results conform to the well-documented trend of the effect of the 


w/b and SCMs on the physical characteristics of the pore structure of concrete, and in turn its electrical resistivity. 


For example, increasing the w/b from 0.3 to 0.5 led to a marked decrease (46%) in the surface resistivity, due to the 


higher porosity and enhanced pore continuity of the cementitious matrix (Bassuoni and Rahman 2016). Compared to 


the single binder mixture (R15; w/b = 0.3), the addition of 8% silica fume in mixture R25 led to a significant increase 


in the surface resistivity of about 122 %, because of further densifying the pore structure via the pozolanic reactivity 


which blocks the channels for ions to go through, in addition to binding ionic species in the cementitious matrix 


(Lataste 2010). The slightly increasing trends of resistivity with time (Figure 5a-b) for all the mixtures are attributed 


to the progression of the hydration process in the repair sections, especially with the exposure regime adopted in this 


study, which has wetting cycles with pure water stimulating renewed curing of concrete (in addition to aggravating 


the corrosion of bars).   


 


          


 


(a) (b) 
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Figure 5: Resistivity of the repair sections after the wetting cycles: (a) surface resistivity (SR), and (b) bulk 


resistivity (BR).    


 


3.2 Current Measurements 


The total current from the anode (Figure 6a) was almost equal to the summation of the current in the individual bars 


embedded in all three sections, which verified that the anode’s current had been well distributed to all three sections 


without significant losses. In addition, Figure 6b shows the current density, which reflects the change of the total 


current originating from the anode normalized by the surface area of the steel bars with time. The total current 


increased and reached its peaks when the slabs were wetted, which could be explained by the ease of mobility of 


ionic species through the pore structure with saturation. The trend of the current measurements (Figures 6a-b) is 


consistent with the resistivity of the repair sections (Figures 5a-b) in the sense that concrete with higher resistivity  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 6: Change in the (a) total current, and (b) current density of the zinc anodes in the repair section. 
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had lower current density and vice versa. For example, increasing the resistivity of the repair sections, in which the 


anodes are embedded, from 5,000 to 25,000 ohm-cm led to a reduction of 29% in the total current density of the zinc 


anode. This can be attributed to restricted migration of the ionic current through the electrolyte in capillary pores.In 


the beginning of exposure, the maturity of the concrete was still low, resulting in high current densities (2.75 to 3.5 


mA/m2) for all resistivity values; however, all these values decreased with time due to the development of 


microstructure (i.e. higher maturity). Because of the ascending trend of the resistivity with time (Figures 5a-b), the 


current densities exhibited a slight and continuous reduction relative to their initial values. Nevertheless, the current 


from the zinc anodes has remained above the level believed to be adequate for cathodic prevention, which alludes to 


the functionality of zinc anodes so far in high resistivity concrete (up to 25,000 ohm-cm) within the exposure period 


of 20 weeks.  


3.3 Half-cell potential  


The change in potentials for the bars in the repair and chloride contaminated sections of the control (without anodes) 


R5, R15, and R25 slabs with time are shown Figures 7a-b. The bars in the repair sections showed potential readings 


ranging between -100 to -300, -175 to -250, and -160 to -230 mV vs CSE for the R5, R15, and R25 slabs, respectively 


within the exposure period of 20 weeks. As expected, the average of these ranges is almost higher (more positive) 


than -200 mV vs CSE, which indicates that the likelihood of corrosion activity of steel bars in the repair sections is 


less than 10%, according to the potential thresholds stipulated in the ASTM C876 (2009). With the increase of 


resistivity, the variability between the peaks of the potential measurements associated with wetting-drying cycles 


was reduced (Figure 7a). This may be ascribed to the densification of the pore structure (R15 and R25 slabs) 


associated with the reduction of w/b and/or incorporation of silica fume as explained in Section 3.1. Moisture 


transport in such matrices occurs at slower diffusion rates (Mehta and Monteiro 2014), which may not allow 


significant evaporation of water during the drying cycles, and thus the moisture states in the wetting-drying cycles 


were comparable which reduced the variability in the potential readings for these slabs. In contrast, the slab with low 


resistivity (R5), which had an open pore structure allowed for easier moisture transport; thus, considerable 


evaporation during the drying cycles led to reduction of corrosion activity, as indicated by the significant shift of the 


potentials upwards (towards the less negative values).   
  


On the other hand, the bars in the chloride contaminated sections (Figure 7b) yielded more negative values than that 


of the corresponding ones in the repair sections (Figure 7a).  It should be emphasized that the contaminated sections 


in all slabs were prepared from normal concrete with a 28-day resistivity of approximately 5,000 ohm-cm, and it 


seems that changing the resistivity of the repair sections did not significantly affect the corrosion activity in the 


contaminated sections as the trends were comparable in Figure 7b. On average, the potential measurements in the 


contaminated sections were nearly more negative than -350 mV vs CSE for all resistivity values. Thus, as expected, 


the likelihood of corrosion activity in this section is high (more than 90% according to ASTM C876). Because of the 


differences in potentials between the repair and chloride contaminated sections, the boundary zone is susceptible to 


the incipient anode phenomenon (halo effect) as intended in the design of the test set-up. The potentials for all three 


resistivity values showed a progressive trend with time towards the range where the corrosion activity is uncertain 


(between -200 and -350 mV vs CSE according to ASTM C876) which can be ascribed to the continual hydration of 


concrete as reflected by the increase in resistivity with time (Figures 5a-b). Unlike the potential measurements for 


the bars in the repair section of R5, the variability between the peaks of the potential measurements (associated with 


wetting-drying cycles) in the corresponding contaminated section was reduced. This might be due to the increased 


moisture level in the contaminated section (i.e. inadequate evaporation during the drying cycles) due to the 


availability of a salt solution in the matrix (admixed calcium chloride dissolved in water) rather than fresh water (the 


case for the repair section). Figure 8 shows the average potential for the whole slabs without and with anodes. The 


in-progress results indicate that the slabs with anodes yielded more negative values so far in comparison to the 


counterpart slabs without anodes, which were -259, -248, and -261 mV vs CSE for the R5, R15, and R25 slabs, 


respectively. This is resulting from the current flowing to the steel from the anode, polarising the steel, which links 


to the trends in Figures 6a-b.          
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Figure 7: Potential of steel bars in slabs without anodes: (a) repair sections, and (b) chloride contaminated sections. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 8: Average potentials of slabs without and with zinc anodes. 


 


4. CONCLUSIONS 


Considering the test-setup, resistivity of the repair sections, testing methods, and exposure period implemented in 


the current study, the following conclusions can be drawn: 


 


 The results of resistivity of concrete conformed to the well-documented trends of the effects of w/b and SCMs. 


In addition to the effect of continual hydration with time, reduction of w/b from 0.5 to 0.3 and incorporation of 


8% silica fume led to increasing the resistivity of the repair sections from 5,000 to 25,000 ohm-cm due to 


densification of the pore structure, in addition to binding ionic species into the cementitious matrix in the case of 


silica fume.  


(a) (b) 
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 The slab configuration designed in the current study was capable of stimulating the incipient anode phenomenon 


(halo effect) as reflected by the differences in potentials between the repair and chloride contaminated sections, 


irrespective of the resistivity value of the repair section.  


 In-progress results showed that the total current density originating from the anode has been distributed over the 


bars in all sections and remained above the acceptable level (0.2 to 2 mA/m2) to prevent corrosion even with the 


high resistivity concrete (25,000 ohm-cm).    


 In-progress results indicate that the slabs with anodes yielded more negative potential measurements in 


comparison to the corresponding slabs without anodes, as a result of the current flowing to the steel from the 


anodes.  


 At this preliminary stage, the overall results allude to the functionality of the zinc anodes up to 20 weeks of 


exposure involving repetitive wetting-drying cycles; however, the exposure period should be extended to obtain 


conclusive trends, which is currently underway.    
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ABSTRACT  


Remote-sensing information provides an effective basis for the rapid assessment of wind damage.  The development 


of remote-sensing based assessments has received notable attention over the past decade, although automated 


algorithms have not yet achieved the speed, objectivity, and reliability desired for practical implementation in time-


critical damage assessments.  The current standard practice for making swift, objective, and widespread assessments 


of wind damage currently consists of rapid visual interpretation of first-available imagery.  Techniques for rapidly 


accomplishing widespread damage assessments by visual inspection have been implemented in recent major tornado 


outbreaks in Birmingham-Tuscaloosa, Alabama and Joplin, Missouri (2011).  Quickly emerging technologies, such 


as unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) and laser scanners, are helping to improve both the speed and the accuracy of 


damage assessments, in particular for rapid and target-specific data collection at very high spatial resolutions.  


Applications of these emerging technologies following recent severe tornadoes at Pilger, Nebraska (2014) and 


Pampa, Texas (2015) have demonstrated their role in helping to refine strategies for making rapid semi-automated 


damage assessments.  Algorithms for comparing before-and-after remote sensing imagery are also of great interest 


for the future development of automated damage detection.  Current development activities are centered on high-


resolution before-and-after aerial images of recent tornado damage. 


 


Keywords: tornado; wind damage assessment; remote sensing; UAV; LiDAR; laser scanning 


1. BACKGROUND 


The rapid assessment of damage severity in natural disasters (including tornadoes and hurricanes) is of critical 


importance for decision-making regarding emergency response and relief efforts.  Remote-sensing data provide a 


highly efficient basis for rapidly making rapid assessments of wind damage across a wide area, giving critical 


decision support for the efficient allocation of disaster relief resources. Imagery containing pertinent damage data 


covering large areas can be acquired rapidly following wind storms, and wind damage to buildings is particularly 


well-suited to detection from overhead imaging platforms (Womble 2005).   


 


The modern era of remote-sensing technologies for the assessment of structural damages from earthquake and wind 


effects began with the launch of the first modern high-resolution (1 m) commercial satellite in 1999.  By 2004, 


commercial satellite resolutions had improved to the 60-cm level in time for DigitalGlobe’s QuickBird satellite to 
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capture the first high-resolution multi-spectral (blue, green, red, near-infrared) satellite imagery of major windstorm 


damage following Hurricane Charley.  This satellite imagery formed the basis of pioneering studies (Womble 2005, 


et al. 2007ab), as well as subsequent studies (e.g., Brown et al. 2012) for the use of remote-sensing technologies in 


wind damage assessment.  Capabilities for satellite imaging were again bolstered with the launch of DigitalGlobe’s 


WorldView-2 satellite in 2009, adding the capability of acquiring 46-cm imagery with 8 spectral bands.   


 


The ability to preserve wind damage scenes coupled with the ability to make photogrammetric measurements was 


transformed in 2005 by the widespread acquisitions of pre- and post-storm aerial imagery for Hurricane Katrina by 


Pictometry, Inc., using a fleet of small aircraft.  These images provide vertical and 4-directional oblique view angles 


with 15-cm spatial resolutions and 3 spectral bands (blue, green, red).  Aerial imaging platforms have the potential 


of providing data more quickly than earth-orbiting satellite platforms, as they are not subject to the limitations of 


imaging time windows and revisit times which may coincide with cloud cover.  Aerial platforms also have the 


ability to acquire multiple view angles of the same areas. 


 


Following Hurricane Katrina in 2005, a pioneering and comprehensive analysis of remote-sensing technologies for 


application to wind and flood damage assessment (Womble et al. 2006) evaluated the utility of 21 different satellite 


and aerial remote-sensing platforms (ranging in spatial resolution from 5 km to 30 cm) for gauging the impact of 


wind damage at various spatial levels and identified a formal Tiered Remote-Sensing Reconnaissance System (Fig. 


1). Remote-sensing imagery available in 2006 enabled assessment of wind damage at levels ranging from the 


regional level (Tier 1: satellite imaging with resolutions greater than 1 m) to the neighborhood level (Tier 2: 


commercial satellite and aerial imaging) to the per-building level (Tier 3: sub-meter aerial imaging). 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Significant advancements in automated damage assessment methodology have been recently accomplished (Radhika 


et al. 2015, Thomas et al. 2014, 2012), although algorithms have not yet achieved the speed, objectivity, and 


reliability desired for practical implementation in time-critical damage assessments.  Research efforts continue to 


target the automation of damage detection using 2-D visual data as well as 3-D light detection and ranging (LiDAR) 


data (Kashani et al. 2015ab), showing significant promise for practical implementation in the future.  


 


Until algorithms for automated damage assessments have reached maturity, practical applications for rapid hurricane 


damage assessments across large areas necessarily employ visual screening based on remote-sensing imagery 


(Womble et al. 2010, Atkins et al. 2014).  Because of the current necessity of using rapid visual assessment of first-


available data, recent research (Luo et al. 2014, Brown et al. 2012) has targeted the accuracy of visual assessments 


made with imagery of various spatial resolutions. The accuracy of such visual damage assessments also forms a 


fundamental part of the forthcoming ASCE Standard for Estimation of Wind Speeds in Tornadoes (LaDue 2014).  


 


The recent widespread availability of unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) technology has added a plausible new 


platform for rapid, target-specific data collection at very high spatial resolutions; this emerging technology is 


already helping to refine strategies for rapid semi-automated damage assessments, and two recent case studies are 


TIER 1. Regional 
Analysis using moderate-


resolution satellite imagery 
provides a “quick-look” 
regional impact assessment.


TIER 2. Neighborhood
Analysis of high-resolution


satellite or aerial imagery 
locates neighborhoods 
experiencing different levels 
of impact.


TIER 3. Per-Building  
Study sites are identified for 


detailed reconnaissance 
from sub-meter aerial 
imagery, undertaken using 


remote sources or in-field 
acquisition systems.


TIER 4. Member- and 
Connection-Level data from 


sub-centimeter laser scanning 
enable detailed forensic 
engineering studies even after 
structures are demolished.


Fig. 1: Earlier tiered reconnaissance system has been expanded by the advent of laser scanning,  


which provides sub-centimetre resolution to give member-level damage data. 
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described below. Recent applications for both earthquake and tornado damage investigations have shown the 


enormous potential for rapid damage data collection using UAVs.  As the availability of UAVs for both hobby and 


commercial purposes has grown exponentially, governmental rules regarding the application of this technology for 


both hobby and commercial purposes are presently in a rapid state of development (Witcher, 2015).   


 


The advent of laser-scanning technology is also momentous for the overall application of remote-sensing imaging to 


wind damage assessment by transitioning the most-detailed capacity of such analysis from the per-building level to 


the per-member level (Fig. 1). This enables highly-detailed forensic analysis of wind-induced structural failures, 


even after structures have been demolished or repaired. 


2. RAPID VISUAL DAMAGE ASSESSMENTS 


Despite the now-widespread availability of satellite and aerial imagery following major disasters, damage 


assessment using remote-sensing imagery is still heavily reliant on visual assessment (Ghosh et al. 2011; Thomas et 


al., 2014;), as robust damage assessment algorithms have been slow in development.  ImageCat, Inc. (2011) working 


with New Light Technologies completed a rapid building damage assessment after two extremely destructive 


tornadoes struck communities in Alabama and Missouri in April and May 2011, respectively. This study, 


commissioned by the FEMA Recovery Directorate, was designed to evaluate the efficacy of remote-sensing 


technologies for rapid post-disaster damage assessment.  This study focused on levels of damage that are discernible 


from remotely-sensed imagery and the speed at which these results could be delivered to personnel in the field.  


 


Three Areas of Interest (AOI) were identified for the study – Tuscaloosa and Birmingham in Alabama, and Joplin in 


Missouri. The methodology employed consisted of a three-step process: 1) data access and setup, 2) damage 


analysis using manual interpretation techniques, and 3) validation of damage results using an independent expert 


review process.  In addition, the study produced a detailed description of the damage protocol used for assessing 


tornado damage at a “per-building” level.   In the development of this description, FEMA’s Tornado Damage scale 


was used along with the Enhanced Fujita (EF) Scale (TTU 2006, McDonald et al 2009) and a remote-sensing-based 


damage scale (Womble 2005, et al 2007a). This particular development was considered ground-breaking in that 


observable information from aerial surveys is merged with expert engineering knowledge on the behavior of 


buildings in extreme winds to arrive at an integrated, remote-sensing-based damage scale.  


 


Major observations and lessons learned from this study include the following: 


 


 This study showed that Tuscaloosa and Birmingham had roughly the same number of damaged buildings 


(around 4,000 buildings in all damage classes for each AOI) while the Joplin AOI had over 8,000 damaged 


buildings - roughly equal to the combined total of Tuscaloosa and Birmingham. 


 


 Although there were multiple data sources available to the project team, the NOAA aerial imagery was 


essential in providing timely and useful data for all damage assessments.   


 


 Pre-event imagery was extremely important in assessing post-event damage levels.  It was essential to 


understand the geometry of the structure in the pre-event image in order to assign a final damage level - this 


determination became a challenge when very high-resolution aerial imagery (pre-event) was unavailable. 


 


 Development of a damage protocol at a per-building level using FEMA’s observed damage classifications, 


input from FEMA’s field inspection team, and descriptions from other engineering-based damage scales 


(e.g., EF-Scale) were essential to produce and deliver a consistent damage assessment product.   


 


 In addition to the building damage database, a key product from the damage analysis was a distribution of 


damaged buildings by occupancy (e.g., residential or commercial).  This information was important in 


supporting the housing assistance program and in identifying the owners of damaged buildings.  This latter 


task was accomplished by linking tax assessor’s parcel information to the locations of damaged buildings.   
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 A remote-sensing-based damage methodology has its limitations and is not expected to provide 100% 


agreement with ground surveys of building damage, i.e., damage to some building surfaces (walls, 


windows, and doors) cannot be directly observed from nadir (vertical) remote-sensing imagery.  However, 


the methodology provides nearly 100% accuracy for detection of structures that have been completely 


destroyed (“catastrophic damage”) given that very high-resolution pre-event imagery (25 cm or better) is 


available for baseline comparison. 


 


Fig. 2 shows the distribution of damaged buildings in the Joplin tornado.  For Joplin, a total of 8,440 buildings were 


identified as having some level of damage according to the FEMA damage classes. Finally, in order to improve the 


overall damage assessment operations using remotely-sensed data, a set of recommendations for responding to 


future events was identified in the study. These included availability of high-resolution vertical and oblique aerial 


data before and after any event, creation of pre-event planning databases (such as parcel boundaries with occupancy, 


structural type, etc. information), establishing methods to quantify accuracy and confidence levels of the damage 


assessment, and expanding the knowledge of damage assessment for tornadoes to other hazards. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


3. NEW PLATFORMS – UNMANNED AERIAL VEHICLES 


Among the newest accessible platforms for the remote sensing of wind damage are unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) 


with payloads of digital and/or still cameras.  UAVs offer a number of distinct advantages for the rapid acquisition 


of high-resolution damage information for windstorms and other hazards over large areas including mountainous 


terrains and urban centers (Moss et al. 2015, Bose et al. 2016).  UAVs are available in a variety of grades and user 


levels– ranging from the amateur/hobby level (costing less than one-hundred USD) to the commercial (near-survey-


grade) level (costing tens of thousands of USD).  Early use of UAVs in earthquake-damaged areas abroad (Bose et 


al. 2016, Wood et al. 2015, Brando et al. 2015), has proven the utility of UAVs for damage data collection.  UAVs 


are ideally suited for rapidly capturing wind damage data, as they offer the advantage of overhead imaging, which 


has shown to be particularly well-suited for detection and assessment of damage due to wind action (Womble et al. 


2007a), and therefore offer viewing angles generally superior to those available to ground-based investigations.  


UAVs also offer the advantage of manual or automatic control.  Operators can pilot the UAV in real time and 


observe conditions of structures at extremely close range to the object or areas of interest – from positions and view 


angles not otherwise available due to accessibility or safety concerns (Murphy 2015).  UAVs also are well-suited for 


following linear tornado paths as they can be controlled manually in real-time for exploratory investigations of 


specific damage sites or pre-programmed to follow specific autonomous flight plans.   


Compared to satellite-imaging systems, UAVs are less-limited by atmospheric conditions (e.g., cloud cover and 


haze) and revisit times and can therefore collect data more rapidly provided that investigators are able to quickly 


travel to the damage site.  UAVs can also provide much finer spatial resolution for detailed damage assessments.  


Given the proper circumstances, UAV systems can often provide first-available and highly-detailed damage 


information, although legal issues, requirements for filing and gaining approval for flight plans, and the necessity of 


operator travel to a damage site can hinder the timeliness of UAV-based acquisitions.  Commercial use of UAVs in 


the US is presently limited to airspace over public areas and private property owned by the operator or the operator’s 


client; however, the view angles and ranges provided by such imaging systems are generally sufficient to capture the 


Fig. 2: Regional (left) and neighbourhood-level (right) views of damaged buildings in the Joplin AOI.   
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necessary data for most urban areas even in accord with such restrictions.  Ever-increasing government restrictions 


on the legal operation of UAVs provide some of the primary hindrances to the most-efficient use of UAVs for such 


data acquisitions, e.g., requirements for pilot certification of commercial UAVs, restrictions on flight altitudes and 


line-of-sight conditions.  UAV systems are not able to acquire data in high-wind conditions, and short battery life 


can also provide obstacles for extended uses.   


4. NEW PLATFORMS – LASER SCANNING 


Laser light detection and ranging (LiDAR) scanning technology has quickly matured and proven extremely useful 


for the rapid collection of 3D scene-condition information both from mobile and stationary platforms.  Mobile 


LiDAR systems can be mounted on aircraft for acquisition of neighborhood-level condition information and can also 


be mounted on moving vehicles for rapid terrestrial imaging from a platform height in excess of 10 ft.  At the 


present time, such systems are costly and are therefore limited in their availability. 


Stationary 3D laser scanners (similar in price to commercial near-survey-grade UAVs) provide the ability to rapidly 


obtain detailed and accurate measurements of structures from a distance, enabling measurement of member sizes 


and deformations that would not otherwise be possible due to access, time, and safety issues.  Many systems offer 


the added benefit of a full-color camera that enables the draping of images over the 3D point cloud for enhanced 


reality capture and visual identification.  Such laser scanners have recently been employed for condition assessment 


of selected structures following a limited number of major earthquakes and tornadoes.  


Prevatt et al. (2011, 2013) describe an effective and comprehensive strategy employed for field-investigation studies 


of damage resulting from the severe (EF-5) tornado outbreaks of 2011 in Tuscaloosa, AL and Joplin, MO.  As is 


common for such major natural disasters, it was not possible for investigators to collect detailed information for 


each structure within the available timeframe.  Investigators implemented a sampling strategy with a 3-tier approach 


leveraging data acquisition speeds with various levels of detail, utilizing highly-detailed laser-scanning data for 


engineered buildings where damage and failure mechanisms were of particular interest and where direct 


measurements of member sizes and deformations were not physically or practically possible. In a comprehensive 


study of damage from the 2011 Tuscaloosa, AL tornado, researchers from the University of Alabama-Tuscaloosa 


employed a 3D laser scanner to rapidly capture post-storm condition data for several different important types of 


features, including residential buildings, institutional buildings, terrain features, and trees (Graettinger et al. 2012).  


In each case, the laser scanner was able to obtain measurements that could not otherwise be obtained due to 


accessibility constraints and time limitations; however these data sets were limited to ground-level -based surveys. 


Devastating damage from the 2011 Joplin, MO, tornado forced evacuation and eventual demolition of the St. John’s 


Regional Medical Center.  This structure was impractical for close inspection due to its size and prohibitions on 


access.  The inspection team utilized ground-based laser scanning to rapidly obtain high-precision geometric data for 


subsequent detailed forensic studies (Prevatt et al., 2013).  The resulting 3D model enabled determination of 


elevations, distances, lengths, and deformations which could not otherwise be rapidly or directly measured. 


5. PILGER TORNADO CASE STUDY 


A severe weather system produced more than 100 tornadoes in the Great Plains of the US on June 16-19, 2014.  The 


system produced five EF-4 tornadoes, four of them in northeast Nebraska.  Approximately 90 miles northwest of 


Omaha, two EF4 tornadoes were located in close proximity of the village of Pilger.  One of these EF4 tornadoes 


transected the village, resulting in two fatalities.  This tornado had a path of approximately 29.6 km (18.4 mi) and 


estimated wind speeds up to 300 km/h (189 mi/hr), as determined by the National Weather Service.  This resulted in 


wide spread damage throughout the community where 75% of the village sustained damage from broken windows 


and localized roof damage to complete structural collapse or superstructure separation from the foundation.  The 


debris field was noted to be larger than 0.8 km (0.5 mi) wide. 


Structural damage was observed at various locations throughout the village.  One building on the east side of the 


village sustaining considerable damage was the Wisner-Pilger Middle School (Fig. 3).  Observed damages included 


airborne missile impacts from the detached nearby grain siloes, wind-pressure-induced window and door failures, 
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roof-uplift as a result of anchor failures, unreinforced masonry collapse, and extensive nonstructural failures of 


windows, partition walls, and mechanical-electrical-plumbing equipment.  


To characterize the damage to the school’s exterior, LiDAR and a tethered UAV with an onboard camera were 


deployed to create detailed point clouds, which are digital representations of objects with vertices in three-


dimensional space.  (LiDAR scanning directly produces a point cloud, while the UAV images require further 


processing via a computer vision technique, Structure-from-Motion (SfM), to reconstruct the scene as a point cloud. 


Using point clouds, geometry and textural details are captured that can permit non-destructive evaluation of 


potential damage (Olsen et al. 2012)).   For this building, 11 exterior LiDAR scans and numerous UAV passes were 


conducted to acquire more than 800 images for the SfM algorithm.  Fig. 3 illustrates the resultant point cloud of the 


Wisner-Pilger Middle School that is useful for future analysis and assessment.  


 


 


 


 


Some of the major observations and lessons learned in this study include: 


 


 


 


 Remote sensing platforms allow for low-cost and low-risk damage assessment.  In the aftermath of natural 


disasters, significant debris may cause tripping and fall hazards, while precarious structural components 


and the possibility of structural collapse compromise the safety of inspectors, volunteers, and residents.   


 The aerial SfM platform (a visible camera mounted on an unmanned aerial system) permits the visual 


inspection of difficult-to-reach areas, such as the inaccessible roof of this school building.  For this study, 


the performance of two different roof systems was assessed. The light-gauge truss roof section experienced 


a 50% failure rate compared to a failure rate for rolled-steel W-section roof supports of only 6%.  


 Remote-sensing LiDAR and UAV SfM platforms permit more-objective detailed structural damage 


assessments from point clouds.  The level of detail of the assessed damage varies as a function of distance 


to the structure; however, for the Wisner-Pilger Middle School this is at the sub-centimeter level.  


6. PAMPA TORNADO CASE STUDY 


On November 16-17, 2015, a rare and intense late-season tornado outbreak produced at least 17 confirmed 


tornadoes stretching across portions of Texas, Oklahoma, and Kansas.  The most intense of these tornadoes severely 


damaged a group of engineered structures at the Halliburton Oilfield Services facility at Pampa, TX (Fig. 4).  The 


National Weather Service rated the intensity of this tornado as EF3 (estimated wind speed of up to 250 km/hr or 158 


mi/hr), based on damage to the buildings at this facility. This facility contained multiple types of engineered 


structures for which structural resistances can be estimated, thereby enabling the estimation of tornado wind speeds. 


The tornado also overturned engineered center-pivot irrigation systems in nearby agricultural fields (Fig. 5).  


 


 


 


 


Fig. 3: Damaged Wisner-Pilger Middle School: ground-survey image (left) and point-cloud imagery (right).   
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Due to safety and security liability concerns, facility owners made immediate plans to demolish the damaged 


buildings and prohibited access to the site; investigators were therefore not able to make direct measurements of 


structural member sizes and deformations to assist with resistance calculations.  Investigators were, however, able to 


acquire laser scan data from the property line.  As structural steel members of the pre-engineered metal buildings 


were visible, measurements of the member sizes could be utilized in structural analysis models to validate or correct 


the wind speed estimates for damage to pre-engineered buildings in the current EF Scale.  Laser scanning from the 


property line and UAV imaging (Fig. 6) provided effective solutions for rapidly and accurately preserving damage 


data for subsequent detailed forensic analysis.  Although access to the nearby center-pivot irrigation systems was 


possible, measurements of the overall structure (approx. ¼ mile long) and deformations were again most readily 


accomplished by laser scanning and aerial imaging (Fig. 7). 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


In the weeks following the tornado, a collaborative team of investigators from WTAMU, the University of 


Nebraska-Lincoln, and the Texas Tech University National Wind Institute and TTU School of Architecture 


conducted a multi-platform remote-sensing investigation of the Halliburton facility and surroundings to capture data 


for further analysis.  The various remote-sensing platforms included UAV imaging, 3D laser (LiDAR) scanning, 3D 


photogrammetric modeling based on a suite of 2D digital images, third-party aerial 3D FoDAR modeling, and high-


resolution satellite imaging.  The multi-platform data collection has facilitated the comparison and evaluation of 


available remote-sensing platforms for their utility in rapidly capturing and preserving damage scenes via 3D models 


which will allow for future analysis of the storms.   


7. PROGRESS TOWARD AUTOMATED DAMAGE ASSESSMENTS 


In a pioneering exploration of remote sensing technologies for automated wind damage assessment, Womble (2005) 


identified remote-sensing signatures of wind damage for four most common building types: single-family 


residences, mobile homes, metal warehouses, and industrial buildings with built-up roofs.  This study showed that 


wind damage has distinctly different remote-sensing characteristics depending on building type.  For each type of 


building, progressive levels of wind damage were described from a remote-sensing perspective.  Womble (2005) 


identified 4 distinct levels of damage for single-family residences discernable in 60-cm satellite images and 


consequently formulated separate damage descriptions for each of the building types, consistent with the 


methodology employed in the Enhanced Fujita Scale (McDonald et al. 2009).  Subsequent researchers (Brown et al. 


2012; Luo et al. 2014) have further refined these damage levels for single-family residences by subdividing these 


original damage levels into as many as 36 different levels. 


Fig. 4: Tornado damage to Halliburton facility, Pampa, TX.   


Fig. 5: Center-pivot irrigation system toppled by tornado, Pampa, TX.   
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Thomas et al. (2014, 2012) made significant strides toward automation of remote-sensing wind damage assessment 


for simple building forms using 50-cm, 3-color vertical imagery of hurricane damage captured by NOAA airborne 


sensors in 2004 (Hurricane Ivan) and 2005 (Hurricane Dennis).  Thomas’ study identified a plausible framework for 


the development of automated damage classifications based on temporal changes in edge-based measures as well as 


color-based statistics, such as hue and saturation values.  When applied to simple building forms (such as industrial 


buildings and metal warehouses), the proposed algorithms predicted damage with overall 80% accuracy for a 3-level 


damage scale and 72% accuracy for a 4- level damage scale.  Thomas’ study of simple-form buildings was further 


expanded (Thomas et al., 2014) with the inclusion of additional datasets including vertical images from additional 


windstorms, including Hurricane Katrina (2005), Hurricane Ike (2008), and the Joplin, MO tornado (2011), with 


spatial resolutions varying from 60 cm to 1 m. The expanded study demonstrated similarly good prediction accuracy 


for simple-form buildings.   


Single-family residences form the largest category of buildings sustaining damage in major windstorms.  Womble 


(2005, et al. 2007b) concluded that single-family residences present significantly more complicated geometric forms 


than other types of buildings, and that finer spatial resolutions (much finer than the 60-cm satellite images available 


in 2004) are necessary to accurately determine the levels of damage for such complex building forms.  Presently, the 


15-cm Pictometry images from more recent windstorms provide spatial resolutions 4 times finer than the satellite 


images available in 2004; these images form the basis for preliminary and continued investigation of automated 


damage-detection measures for the complicated geometric forms of single-family residences using automatic 


extraction techniques (Womble and Patriani 2015) as well as edge-identification and change measures. 


8. FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS 


Research into change-detection and classification techniques for the automated detection of wind damage remains 


an active pursuit among wind-engineering, natural hazards, and remote-sensing researchers. 


In 2014, the American Society of Civil Engineers (in conjunction with the National Weather Service) formed a new 


Standards Committee for the Estimation of Wind Speeds in Tornadoes, of which the authors are members of the 


Remote Sensing Subcommittee.  The forthcoming ASCE Standard for Estimation of Wind Speeds in Tornadoes will 


 


Fig. 6: LiDAR point-cloud data (left) and UAV imagery of damaged Halliburton facility at Pampa, TX (right). 


Fig. 7: LiDAR point-cloud data for overturned center-pivot irrigation system at Pampa, TX. 
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provide guidance for the estimation of tornado wind speeds using a variety of tools and techniques: including radar, 


in-situ measurements, forensic analysis, remote sensing, and treefall.  The remote sensing section of the standard 


will initially address minimum requirements (e.g., spatial resolutions) for making visual assessment of tornado 


damage within certain levels of accuracy.  Related research efforts are directed at quantifying minimum image 


requirements necessary for the assignment of various degrees of damage to specific damage indicators (e.g., 


residential buildings, manufactured housing, industrial buildings, metal warehouses, and light poles) within the 


Enhanced Fujita Scale used by the U.S. National Weather Service for the official ratings of tornado intensity. As 


associated research and development efforts are accomplished, the standard can eventually incorporate the 


automated use of remote-sensing for damage and wind speed estimation.   


For the near-future, rapid visual screening provides an effective means for quickly disseminating damage data from 


remote-sensing imagery, although greater speeds and accuracies are certainly desired.  Future research and 


development needs include the continued development of algorithms for automated classification of building 


damage based on changes in 2D pre- and post-storm imagery, changes in pre- and post-storm point-cloud 


LiDAR/SAR data, and combinations of 2D visual imagery and 3D visual imagery to fully utilize first-available data 


to achieve rapid and accurate assessments of damage. 
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ABSTRACT  


This paper presents the results of an investigation of the eccentric compression behavior of three full-scale circular 


concrete columns reinforced with the glass-fiber-reinforced polymer (GFRP) bars and spirals. The column 


specimens measured 1500 mm height, 305 mm diameter and were tested under monotonic eccentric loading. The 


main variable was the eccentricity-to-dimeter ratio. Three values were considered in this study (8.20%, 16.39%, and 


65.57%). The failure mechanism was changeable according to the level of the applied eccentricity. The failure 


mechanism of columns at small eccentric loading was defined as compression-controlled due to concrete crushing. 


At high eccentric loading, the failure of the column cannot simply be characterized by a compression failure, it was 


rather controlled by the properties of the GFRP bars. The test results were plotted to obtain the experimental P-M 


interaction diagram. Finally, the experimental results were analyzed and compared with predicted results. 


 


Keywords: concrete columns; eccentric; interaction-diagram; GFRP bars 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Reinforced concrete has been considered the prime construction material for long years due to its reliability and 


long-life time. However, due to the aggressive environment especially in North America, natural chemical reactions 


accusing steel corrosion, threaten the safety of the whole concrete structures. Corrosion has been reported as a 


serious problem in concrete bridge columns/piers when subjected to de-icing salts and/or aggressive environments. 


Subsequently, it constitutes an important cause of structures deterioration, leading to extravagant repairs and 


rehabilitation as well as a significant reduction in the service lifetime. Nowadays, fiber-reinforced- polymer (FRP) 


materials have emerged as an alternative material for producing reinforcing bars for concrete structures (ACI 


440.1R-15). FRP bars offer many advantages over conventional steel bars; a density of one-quarter to one-fifth that 


of steel, greater tensile strength than steel and no corrosion even in harsh chemical environments (Rizkalla et al. 


2003; El-Salakawy et al. 2003; Benmokrane et al. 2006 and 2007; Mohamed and Benmokrane 2012). 


 


Recent years have seen valuable research work and widespread applications of FRP bars as flexural and shear 


reinforcement for concrete structures (El-Salakawy et al. 2003; Benmokrane et al. 2006; ISIS Canada 2009; Hassan 


et al. 2013; Mohamed and Benmokrane 2016). Also, more recently, utilizing FRP bars and spirals in columns to 


resist the axial load and/or flexural moment is now under investigations (Tikka et al. 2010; Tobbi et al. 2012, Afifi at 


al. 2013; Zadeh and Nanni 2013; Xue et al. 2014). ACI 440.1R-15 highlights that further research is needed for 


columns. AASHTO (2009) stated that the strength of any FRP bars in compression shall be ignored in design 


calculations. Current guidelines and codes of practice do not recommend the use of FRP bars as internal 


reinforcement in either compression members or eccentrically-compression loaded members. However, standards 
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and guides (ACI 440.1R-15; CSA S806-12; CSA S6-06-10) allow using FRP bars in the compression zone of 


flexural members, provided that they are neglected in determining the member’s axial or flexural strength. The 


present study attempts to enrich the technical knowledge about the behavior of circular FRP-reinforced concrete 


columns.  


2. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 


2.1 Specimens Details  


In this study, three full-scale circular GFRP-RC columns were prepared and tested under monotonically increasing 


eccentric loading. All specimens have 305 mm (12”) diameter and 1500 mm (60”) height, they were reinforced 


longitudinally by 8 GFRP No. 5 (15.9 mm) and transversely with GFRP spiral No.3 (9.5 mm) each 80mm. The test 


parameters included three eccentricity-to-diameter ratios (0, 8.2, 16.4, and 65.6%) to achieve all possible failure 


modes. The longitudinal and transverse reinforcement were designed to satisfy the minimum and maximum limits of 


the standard codes (1% and 8%). GFRP cages were assembled for the different column configurations, as shown in 


Fig. 2. Each coil of GFRP spiral reinforcement consisted of one complete helical spiral without any lapped splices. 


The pitch in the spiral was reduced to 50 mm outside the free region at both ends of the columns (250 mm in length) 


to avoid premature failure. The concrete cover was kept constant at 25 mm to the face of the spirals. The circular 


columns were prepared for vertical casting in very stiff Sonotubes. Wooden formworks were used to hold the 


Sonotubes plumb. Then, the GFRP cages were inserted into the formwork inside the Sonotubes. All columns were 


cast vertically to simulate the typical construction practices of columns and piles. The concrete was provided by a 


local ready-mix concrete company. The concrete was discharged into the column forms directly from the ready-mix 


concrete truck in approximately three lifts; an internal electric vibrator was used to consolidate the concrete and to 


remove air bubbles.  


Table 1: Test matrix and specimen details 


Specimen 


 


e 


(mm) 


 


e/D 


(%) 


Longitudinal 


Bars 


Transverse  


Spiral 


  
f  


% 
No.  sp  


 % 
No. 


pitch  


(mm) 


C25 25 8.2 


2.18 


 


8 No.5 


 


0.95 


 


3 


 


80 C50 50 16.39 


C200 200 65.57 


 


2.2 Material Properties 


Sand-coated GFRP bars and newly developed GFRP spiral were used to reinforce the GFRP-RC column specimens 


in the longitudinal and transverse directions, respectively. The GFRP longitudinal bars and spirals were made of 


continuous E-glass fibers impregnated with a thermosetting vinyl-ester resin, additives, and fillers with a fiber 


content of approximately 80.0% (by weight according to Standard Test Methods for the constituent content of 


composite materials, ASTM D3171-11). The GFRP reinforcement had a sand-coated surface to enhance bond 


performance between the bars and the surrounding concrete (Pultrall Inc. 2012). No. 5 (15.9 mm) GFRP bars were 


used as longitudinal reinforcement for all the GFRP RC columns. No. 3 (9.5 mm) GFRP spirals were used as 


transverse reinforcement. The tensile properties of longitudinal FRP bars were determined according to ASTM 


D7205 as reported in Table 2. All column specimens were cast on the same day with normal-weight, ready-mixed 


concrete with an average compressive strength of 35 MPa. The actual compressive strength was determined based 


on the average test results of 10 concrete cylinders (150 x 300 mm) tested on the same day as the start of testing of 


the column specimens.  
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Table 2: Mechanical properties of the GFRP reinforcement 


Bar  


Size 


Diameter 


(mm) 


Area 


(mm2) 


Elastic Tensile Modulus 


(GPa) 


Tensile  Strength 


(MPa) 


Tensile 


Strain 


(%) 


# 3 9.5 71 52.5±2.5 ffu = 1171 2.30 


# 5 15.9 199 54.9±2.5 ffu = 1289 2.40 


 


 


                            
  


              Figure 1: GFRP cages, (a) internal instrumentations; (b) cages inside wooden formwork 


2.3 Instrumentation and Test Setup 


Specimens were instrumented by fixing Electric strain gauges to measure strains in the longitudinal bars, spirals, and 


concrete surfaces. Besides, linear potentiometers (LPOTS) were mounted to measure the axial and lateral 


displacements. Before casting, as shown in Fig. 1, strain gauges were fixed on the outermost longitudinal bars and 


spirals at both the tension side and the compression side. Before testing by at least 24 hours, concrete gauges were 


fixed on the compression side. All gauges were located on the columns mid-height at the positions where the 


maximum strains were expected. Before testing, LPOTS were mounted vertically at the head ram to measure the 


axial displacement, while others were laterally mounted at the tension and compression sides to measure the lateral 


displacement at the mid-height and quarter-height levels. 


 


Before the testing process, the top and bottom surfaces were leveled to ensure a uniform load distribution. The 


columns were placed on pre-designed steel leveling plates which adjust the leveling process, and then a thin grout 


layer was cast on that surface. The next day, the columns were flipped to level the other surface. The eccentric- 


loading set-up consisted of two pre-designed rigid steel end caps (250mm height) in a tubular shape, see Fig. 2. Each 


end cap was bolted to a 40 mm diameter roller bearing. The end cap composed of two units; the first consisted of a 


25 mm flat plate welded to a 15 mm semicircular plate. Meanwhile, the other unit was a 15 mm semicircular plate 


coincident and clamped to the first unit by 3 M15 mm bolts at each side. This set-up was fabricated from high 


strength steel. The whole assembly was stiffened and welded with 25 mm outward radiating stiffeners. The 


eccentricity was adjusted for each specimen by changing the position of the roller bearing. So, the loading was 


applied through the Knife-edge representing by the roller bearing at the column edges. The specimens were tested 


using a 6,000 kN capacity Forney machine located at Construction Facilities Laboratory of Department of Civil 


 (a)  (b) 


305mm 


8 No.5 


  No.3 


@80mm 
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Engineering, University of Sherbrooke. They were placed vertically to be coincident with the machine center of 


loading. The Forney machine, strain gauges, and LPOTS were connected by channels to the Data Acquisition 


System. The loading rate was ranged between 1.0 to 1.5 kN/s during the test by manually control the hydraulic 


pump. 


 


 


Figure 2: Rigid steel end-caps (fabrication process) 


3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 


3.1 Cracks and Failure Mode 


Based on the test results and test observations, three types of cracks were reported in this study:  the first type was 


formed inside the concrete core at the compression side due to a state of high compressive stresses. It can be 


recognized from the load-concrete strain and load-displacement responses as it changes the initial stiffness, it can be 


called “the micro-cracks.” The second type was vertically formed on the concrete shell at the compression side just 


before the cover spalling; it could be known as “the flexural-compression cracks.” The last type was formed 


horizontally on the tension side of the concrete shell when concrete reaches the rupture stress (fr), these cracks were 


perpendicular to the direction of the maximum principal tensile stress induced by the bending moment, this type 


could be known as “the flexural-tension cracks.”  


 


The load carrying capacity of the eccentric columns increased steadily but at different rates, depending on the level 


of eccentricity-to-diameter ratio, from the origin to a point where microcracks initiated. While the microcracks were 


propagating inside the concrete core, the strength gradually increased at a lower rate. Then, flexure–compression 


cracks initiated at a load level of  90% to 95% on the compression side at the column mid-height. On the tension 


side, the flexural–tension cracks initiated at different load levels (according to the level of the eccentricity-to-


diameter ratio), which helped reduce the rate of the strength gain. When the peak load had been reached, the existing 


cracks along with the bar deformation contributed to splitting the concrete cover, causing cover spalling and, 
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consequently, a stress increase in the concrete core. The failure mechanism of C25 and C50 was defined as 


compression-controlled due to concrete crushing. Meanwhile, the failure of C200 was initiated by mild cover 


spalling, followed by concrete degradation. The failure of the column, however, cannot simply be characterized by a 


compression failure, it was rather controlled by the properties of the GFRP bars. At the peak, the strain of the GFRP 


bars progressively increased where the load was almost constant. While the axial and lateral displacements were 


progressively increasing, the concrete degradation increased. Before getting the ultimate strain of the GFRP bars, the 


test was halted due to safety reasons. The failure of GFRP bars under this extreme strain (the ultimate tensile strain) 


could cause catastrophic damage to the specimen. The maximum axial forces sustained by these specimens—C25, 


C50, and C200—were 2100, 1485, and 354 kN, respectively.  


 


 


 


 


                              
 


Figure 3: Final crack pattern of specimen C25 


3.2 Axial-Displacement Response 


Load versus axial displacement response for the eccentric columns is shown in Fig. 4. The axial displacement was 


measured by two linear potentiometers (LPOTS) mounted on the ram head. A noticeable decrease in the initial axial 


stiffness was observed with each increase of the eccentric loading. Generally, an initial linear branch was observed 


up to a load level of approximately 70% for columns C25; 65% for columns C50; and 40% for columns C200. After 


this stage, a semi-linear ascending branch was developed to the peak load. This branch was characterized by a loss 


of the initial stiffness, mainly due to the propagation of the micro-cracks on the compression side and the flexural-


tension cracks (for the column tested under high eccentric loading). It was observed that the axial displacement at 


the peak increased as much as the eccentric loading increased. After the peak, variable strength decay was developed 


according the eccentric loading applied. The axial displacement was then increasing linearly while the load was 


constant. The response of the load-axial displacement after the peak showed a distinct deformable manner due to the 


high ultimate strain of the GFRP reinforcement.  
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Figure 4: Load Axial-Displacement response 


 


3.3 Effect of Load-Eccentricity 


The effect of the load eccentricity was evident in all the relationships. A noticeable change in the failure mechanism 


was reported each time the eccentricity increased. At small eccentricity, the failure was brittle, and a massive 


volume of the concrete cover spalled. This mode of failure changed and became more deformable as much as the 


eccentricity is increased. It was observed that the eccentricity had a significant effect on the ultimate load, as should 


expect. The initial axial and lateral stiffness of the tested columns decreased with each increase in the eccentricity. 


The average axial displacement, at the peak, was 6.05, 6.1, and 9.15 mm for eccentricity to diameter ratio of 8.2%, 


16.39%, and 65.57%, respectively. While the average lateral deformations, at the peak, were 4.25, 5.75, and 10.75 


mm for the ratios above, respectively. In the meantime, the measured bar strains on the tension side (at the peak) 


noticeably increased with each increase in the eccentricity. On the other hand, the post-peak behavior for each 


eccentric loading was different. After the peak, the strength decayed due to the cover spalling; this decay was pretty 


much higher when specimens subjected to lower eccentric loading and the vice versa.  


3.4 Interaction Diagram 


Figure 5 shows the experimental P-M relationship of the tested specimens. The developed interaction diagram was 


similar in shape to the interaction diagrams of the steel-RC columns. A comprehensive analysis was carried out to 


predict the nominal axial and flexural resistance of this section. The analysis based on the stress block provided by 


the Canadian building codes (CSA CAN S806-12 and CSA CAN A23.3-14), satisfying the forces equilibrium, 


setting the material resistance factors to the unity and neglecting the compression contribution of the GFRP bars. 


The results of this analysis were compared to the experimental results. It was revealed from the comparison that the 


test results gave an upper bound, which means that all the predicted results were on the safe side. It was observed 


that the estimation of the axial force and the corresponding bending moment using the codes above was 


conservative. The average ratio of the experimental axial load to the predicted axial load (Pexp/Ppred) was 1.25.  


 


C25 


C50 


C200 
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Figure 5: P-M Interaction Diagram for the GFRP-RC specimens 


4. CONCLUSIONS 


The experimental results concerning the eccentric behavior of full-scale concrete columns reinforced with GFRP 


bars and spirals were presented and discussed. The main variable was the eccentricity-to-diameter ratio. A total of 3 


full-size circular FRP RC columns of 305mm (12”) and 1500 mm (60”) were constructed and tested under eccentric 


compression loading. Based on this study, the main findings can be summarized as follows: 


 


1. The failure mechanism was changeable according to the level of eccentricity applied. The failure mechanism of 


column specimens tested under small eccentric loading was defined as compression-controlled due to concrete 


crushing. Meanwhile, the failure of the column specimen tested under high eccentric loading was initiated by 


mild cover spalling, followed by concrete degradation. The failure of the column, however, cannot simply be 


characterized by a compression failure, it was rather controlled by the properties of the GFRP bars. 


 


2. The axial stiffness of the eccentric columns decreased with each increase in the eccentricity. The response of the 


load-axial displacement after the peak showed a distinct deformable manner due to the high ultimate strain of 


the GFRP bars and spiral. The eccentricity had a significant effect on the ultimate load, as should expect. 


 


3. The developed interaction diagram was similar in shape to the interaction diagrams of the steel-RC columns. 


The estimation of the axial force and the corresponding bending moment using the stress block provided by the 


Canadian building codes (CSA CAN S806-12 and CSA CAN A23.3-14), satisfying the forces equilibrium, 


setting the material resistance factors to the unity and neglecting the contribution of the GFRP bars was 


conservative. The average ratio of the experimental axial load to the predicted axial load (Pexp/Ppred) was 1.25. 


 


 


e/D=8.2% 


e/D=16.39% 


e/D=65.57% 


C200 


C50 


C25 
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ABSTRACT 


Steel-reinforced elastomeric isolators (SREIs) have been shown to be efficient devices to protect structures against 


moderate and severe earthquakes by isolating them from ground motions. Bridge elastomeric isolators, however, 


deteriorate when undergone repetitive loading cycles due to either earthquakes or traffic loadings. One major 


damage type observed dominantly in these devices is delamination or de-bonding between rubber and supporting 


plates and steel reinforcements, if cold-bonded. This paper investigates potential damage scenarios likely to occur in 


cold-bonded bridge SREIs. It also looks into bonding properties of rubber and steel in tension and shear, the two 


important functional characteristics of elastomeric isolators. In this study, experimental tests are employed in order 


to observe the bonding behavior between rubber and steel. Damage states have been organized and it is observed 


that the adhesive properties and level of shear deformations govern bonding characteristics. 


 


Keywords: Steel-reinforced rubber bearing, base isolation, bonding, rubber bearing damage states, shear bond, 


adhesive shear strength 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Designing structures resistant against unexpected loadings, such as earthquakes or heavy traffic, has been the main 


point of attention for bridge engineers for the past four decades (Jangid and Datta; Kelly). Base isolation has been 


used for this purpose since 1970s to keep structures safe during these destructive events (Hwang and Chiou). Among 


the various devices introduced for isolation purposes, elastomeric bearings have gained significant attention. They 


provide the structure with adequate vertical stiffness, needed to withstand vertical forces, while increasing its 


flexibility in horizontal direction. This fact causes an effective shift in structure’s natural frequency to get far enough 


from typical excitation ranges. Thus, it provides sufficient isolation to prevent or minimize serious damages. This 


phenomenon is looked-for, since it keeps important infrastructures, such as bridges, safe and functional during 


devastating incidents. 


 


Based on current design codes, bridges need to be designed for a service life of more than 50 years. Elastomeric 


bearings, however, deteriorate due to repeated traffic loadings, earthquakes, temperature changes and severe 


weather, especially in regions with varying climate. As a result, they require constant monitoring and maintenance to 


look for potential defects and damages. Such monitoring system would be capable of giving early-enough 


notifications to repair the isolators, if possible, or replace them, if needed. This will not only prevent bridge 


components from serious damages due to bearing failure, but also will retain the facility functional throughout its 


service life. This study aims at characterizing the bonding between individual components of steel-reinforces 


elastomeric isolators (SREIs) in cold-bonded applications. The behavior of rubber, along with the adhesive, is 


observed in shear and tension, the two important functional characteristics of such elastomeric isolators. This 
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research’s findings can be used to identify and detect damages in SREIs and increase the certainty in estimating 


bridge bearings’ service life. 


 


Although extensive research has been conducted on SREIs’ behavior, no distinct damage identification is developed 


to detect and characterize defects in them. Bonding defects tend to develop mostly in shear, the main application in 


which bearings are expected to function. In this study, the cold bonding between rubber and steel is investigated 


through experimental research, based on ASTM and AASHTO standards, described in succeeding sections. 


2. BONDING IN STEEL-REINFORCED ELASTOMERIC ISOLATORS 


SREIs are composed of three main components: a) elastomer, b) steel reinforcements and c) adhesive. This 


composition is then bonded to supporting steel plates which are of a higher thickness than the steel shims and used 


to mount the bearing between the superstructure and its foundation. Elastomer’s responsibility is to provide the 


lateral flexibility, while steel shims are responsible to bring the vertical stiffness and load-carrying capacity to the 


bearing. These two components are bonded through two different procedures: 1) hot vulcanization and 2) cold 


bonding. Even though the former results in a more integrated bonding between the rubber and steel shims, cold 


bonding behavior characterization is still of interest in the applications that hot vulcanization process is not an 


option. Cold bonding is also used to attach the elastomer parts to supporting steel plates, even in hot-vulcanized 


bearings. In these cases, a common damage scenario is delamination, initiating from the bonding at supporting plates 


where stresses concentrate (Hedayati Dezfuli and Alam). This defect will make the bearing highly prone to 


propagation and can cause a widespread failure, which highlights the importance of studying bonding between these 


two materials. 


 


The behavior of bonded rubber and steel in shear is addressed in four rubber and adhesive standard tests: 1) ASTM 


D429 (Standard Test Methods for Rubber Property - Adhesion to Rigid Substrates - D429-14), 2) ASTM D816 


(Standard Test Methods for Rubber Cements), 3) ASTM D4014 (Standard Specification for Plain and Steel-


Laminated Elastomeric Bearings for Bridges) and 4) AASHTO M251-06 (Standard Specification for Plain and 


Laminated Elastomeric Bridge Bearings). Among these four, ASTM D429 and ASTM D816 specifically look into 


the bonding between the two materials as one flexible and one rigid substrate. Both tests are designed to be 


conducted using universal tensile testing machines. The two following sections explain the procedure of each test. 


2.1 Shear bond test 


The shear bond test (ASTM D429 – Method H) characterizes the quality of bonding between rubber and steel, as a 


rigid substrate, in shear applications. A quadruple shear test specimen is used in this test, the illustration of which is 


shown in Figure 1. The test specimens are designed to make a symmetric double sandwich arrangement, dimensions 


of which are given in Table 1. It is important in this test to apply a uniform shear strain to the specimens, using a 


power-driven tensile test machine. A head separation with a rate of 0.83 ± 0.08 mm/s is required and instantaneous 


measurements of force and displacement are recorded and the test is continued upon failure of the specimen. 


 


 
Figure 1: Schematic view of shear bond test specimens 
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Table 1: Shear bond test specimen dimensions 


 Rubber pieces Steel pieces 


Shape Rectangular Rectangular 


Dimensions (Length x Width) 25.0 x 20.0 


Thickness: 4.0 ± 1 mm 


60.0 x 20.0 


Thickness: 6.0 ± 0.1 mm 


 


Failure in specimens is to be classified into four categories: failure in the rubber (denoted as type R), failure at the 


rubber-cover cement interface (RC), failure at the cover-cement prime cement interface (CP) and failure at the 


metal-prime cement interface (M). This failure shall be followed by a failure percentage using a visual examination 


of the failed area, expressing the length of de-bend in the mentioned failure category. It is also necessary in this test 


to report the environmental exposure conditions. 


2.2 Adhesive shear strength 


The shear bond test, previously explained, focuses on material properties of rubber in shear applications. The 


adhesive shear strength test, however, focuses on characterizing rubber cement’s properties in the same application. 


For this purpose, sandwich specimens are introduced to measure the adhesion strength between a rigid and a flexible 


material, schematic views of which are given in Figure 2. 


 


 
Figure 2: Schematic view of adhesive shear strength test specimens 


 


In this test, specimens are clamped and tested in a tensile testing machine, separating the heads of the machine at a 


rate of 0.8 mm/s. The force-per-adhered-surface, in kilopascals, is continuously measured. Two specimens are tested 


and the higher strength is reported, provided that the lower value is within 10% of the higher value. If the condition 


is not met, additional specimens are tested until a higher value with a lower one checking within its 10% are found. 


If not found within 6 specimens, the average of 6 specimens is reported as the average adhesion strength in shear. 


3. EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH 


Two series of tests are conducted in order to measure the bonding characteristics between rubber and steel, as 


described in Section 2 of this article. One of the factors that can highly affect the bonding properties is the type of 


the adhesive used. In this research, we conducted the experiments on two adhesives: 1) Strong Bond rubber cement 


and 2) Loctite 4851 instant adhesive. Test specimens for adhesive shear strength and shear bond properties were 


fabricated with regards to corresponding test standards. Figure 3 shows fabricated specimens for the shear bond and 


adhesive shear strength tests. 


 


 
Figure 3: Fabricated specimens for shear bond test (left) and adhesive shear strength test (right) 
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 


In this part, the results for previously-discussed tests will be expanded. 


 


As previously described in this context, two sets of experiments were conducted in order to examine the behavior of 


rubber and its adhesion to steel in shear. The first set defines the requirements for plain and steel-laminated 


elastomeric bearing pads for bridges. In this test, quadruple shear specimens are fabricated and tested in a tensile 


testing machine to simulate pure shear conditions on rubber parts. 


4.1 Shear bond test 


In this test, quadruple shear specimens are loaded up to failure, in order to capture the performance of the bonding in 


shear. The quadruple specimen design helps to maintain a pure shear condition throughout the experiment. As per 


the standard requirement, three specimens were tested. The data was continuously recorded up to failure. Figure 4 


shows the force-displacement curves for tested specimens. A good agreement and consistency is observed among 


the results, making accurate enough to rely on. 


 


 
Figure 4: Force-displacement curves for shear bond test experiments 


 


It is observed that, in all specimens, the de-bonding initiates at the edges of the rubber-to-steel bond, as shown in 


Figure 5. This de-bonding then progresses towards the entire bonded area, causing a separation between the weakest 


bond among the four rubber parts. This phenomenon changes the path of the load in the quadruple specimens and 


increases the burden on other bonds, causing a sudden collapse of the specimen. Figure 6 below demonstrates this 


observation. 


 


 
Figure 5: Initiation of de-bonding in shear bond tests 


 


 
Figure 6: Damage scenarios in shear bond tests 
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4.2 Adhesive shear strength 


Adhesive shear strength test specimens, as described in Section 0, are loaded in shear using a tensile testing 


machine. The shear strain application is continued until a complete failure in the specimens and the force-


displacement data is continuously recorded. Tests are conducted in three replications, as suggested by the standard. 


Figure 7 below plots the force-shear strain curves for these specimens. 


 
Figure 7: Force-displacement curves for adhesive shear strength experiments 


 


In these tests, similar to shear bond tests, the separation between steel and rubber initiates from rubber edges. 


However, a partial rupture of rubber is later on observed, combined with glue failure. The step-wise force decay 


observed in Figure 7 shows the failure stages, which includes: 1) defect initiation, 2) rubber partial rupture and 3) 


separation (complete failure). Figure 8 and Figure 9 show the preliminary stage of damage initiation and the 


damage state in these experiments, respectively. 


 


 
Figure 8: Initiation of de-bonding in adhesive shear strength tests 


 


 
Figure 9: Damage scenarios in adhesive shear strength tests 


 


4.3 Adhesive type effect 


In addition to the bond tests explained above, two adhesives were compared in order to observe the effect of 


adhesive type. The Strong Bond adhesive was chosen, since it is designed specifically for rubber-to-steel bonding 


applications, known as rubber cement. The adhesive needs to be applied carefully with respect to manufacturer-
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suggested application procedure. This process included cleaning and roughening the surfaces of both rubber and 


steel, applying a first coat of properly mixed adhesive-hardener mixture on both surfaces and, finally, applying a 


second coat of the mixture, again on both surfaces, after 1 hour. The two surfaces are thereafter ready to be put 


together under pressure once the coats are tacky – i.e. approximately after 20 minutes. Tests conducted on this glue 


showed that, despite having a good performance in whole rubber bearings, this adhesive cannot be used to get the 


bonding properties, as it undergoes early separation and does not provide the full behavior of the bonding. Loctite 


instant glue was used afterwards in order to get the full force-displacement curves for bonding tests. Although this 


glue is not economically efficient to be used in rubber bearing manufacturing applications, it could lead to a 


insightful understanding of the glue behavior in shear applications. Figure 10 shows some of the test specimen 


manufacturing and testing stages, along with the typical failure type observed in experiments with rubber cement as 


the bonding agent. 


 


 
Figure 10: Test steps for rubber cement characterization 


5. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 


Potential delamination scenarios likely to occur in steel-reinforced rubber bearings are investigated in this research. 


Two main rubber and steel adhesion standard tests are considered: 1) shear bond test and 2) adhesive shear strength, 


which study the effectiveness of the adhesion between rubber and steel in shear. Experimental research is employed 


and the following conclusions are made: 


 


1. Bonding damages in bearings under shear can be attributed to two main reasons: 1) adhesive inadequacy and 2) 


rubber rupture. 


2. Adhesive type directly affects the properties of bonding in shear. Furthermore, the quality of applying the 


adhesive also defines the quality of the formed bond. As a result, adhesive application instructions should be 


followed meticulously, including surface preparation and curing instructions. 


3. A preferred bonding is a bonding in which rubber rupture occurs prior to adhesive failure. Hence, an adhesive 


with a strength higher then rubber rupture needs to be chosen for cold bond applications. 


4. Even in the case of rubber rupture, adhesive plays a significant role in the bonding behavior, as it can control 


the damage initiation and propagation. 


5. Bonding damage, once happened, will not only reduce the capacity of the damaged component, but also will 


decrease the load-carrying capacity of the whole bearing and expedites the failure in other parts of it. 


6. Reinforcing edges help prevent the initiation of delamination. 
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ABSTRACT  


Precast Concrete Sandwich Panels (PCSP) are proposed as an enclosure of modern net-zero energy buildings as they 


provide high thermal insulation and efficient protection against moisture ingress. A new PCSP system has recently 


been developed that consists of two layers of insulation – a 51 mm Polystyrene foam panel and a grooved 25.4 mm 


Polystyrene board – sandwiched between two reinforced concrete layers tied together by novel Z-Shape Steel Plate 


Connectors (ZSPC). Some of these panels are enclosed at the top and bottom with concrete beams, commonly 


known as end-beams. The out-of-plane behaviour of PCSP is typically described as: fully composite, partially-


composite, or non-composite; depending on the shear strength and stiffness of the interlayer connectors. To 


investigate the effect of ZSPC and end-beams on the out-of-plane flexural behaviour of the PCSP, six full-size 


panels having length, width, and thickness of 3.65 m x 1.22 m x 0.23 m, respectively, were constructed and 


subjected to a four-point flexural loading. The measured moment-curvature responses for all six panels were 


compared to theoretical non-composite and fully-composite moment-curvature relationships. Test results revealed 


that PCSP with ZSPC can achieve 60% to 100% of the theoretical out-of-plane flexural stiffness of a fully-


composite panel. Increasing the shear strength of ZSPC improved the out-of-plane bending moment of PCSP 


corresponding to the design maximum deflection limit. Adding end-beams to PCSP with even small-size ZSPC 


improved the out-of-plane bending moment of the panel corresponding to the design deflection limit compared to 


that of the theoretical fully-composite panel.  


 


Keywords: Precast Concrete Sandwich Panels, Out-of-plane flexural behaviour, Composite action, Steel plate 


connectors, End-beams, Moment-curvature. 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Precast Concrete Sandwich Panels (PCSP) are a cladding system consisting of two concrete layers that sandwich an 


insulation layer (Figure 1). The concrete layers in PCSP are tied together by interlayer mechanical connectors. The 


Canadian and American structural design documents stipulate that the interaction between the concrete layers should 


be considered in structural design of PCSP (ACI 318 2014, ACI 533 2011, PCI 2010, CSA A23.3 2004). 


 


The out-of-plane flexural behaviour of PCSP can be described as fully-composite, partially-composite, or non-


composite (PCI, 2010). For a fully composite panel, there is full strain compatibility across the entire depth of the 


panel, i.e. plane sections remain plane across the entire panel depth. For a non-composite panel there is no 


compatibility of strains between the two concrete layers, i.e. each layer independently resists the out-of-plane loads. 
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A strain distribution that falls between these two extreme cases is called partially-composite behaviour (PCI 2010). 


As the degree of composite action in PCSP is increased, their out-of-plane strength and stiffness is improved.  


 


 
Figure 1: Schematic of PCSP with Z-shape connectors 


 


The degree of composite action of PCSP significantly depends on the shear strength and stiffness of the interlayer 


mechanical connectors (Naito et al. 2012). The interlayer mechanical connectors that mobilize partially-composite 


or fully-composite behaviour are called shear connectors (PCI 2010). These connectors require sufficient strength 


and stiffness to resist tensile forces during construction and handling, and to resist interlayer shear forces induced by 


out-of-plane flexure of the panels (PCI 2010).  


 


The most common types of shear connectors include solid concrete zones, truss connectors and grid connectors 


(Goudarzi et al. 2014, Naito et al. 2012). Solid concrete zones are concrete regions across the panel that penetrate 


into the insulation to connect the concrete layers. These connectors have been shown to mobilize high degree of 


composite action in PCSP (Lee & Pessiki 2008, Pessiki & Mlynarczyk 2003), but create thermal bridging between 


the concrete layers that reduces the insulative efficiency of the panel (Naito et al. 2012). The most common 


locations for solid concrete zones are at the top and bottom of the panel, called end-beams, to protect the panel from 


moisture ingress. Since interlayer shear forces are the largest at the ends of PCSP (Salmon et al. 1997), end-beams 


are expected to mobilize high degree of composite action in PCSP. However, out-of-plane flexural tests by 


Carbonari et al. (2012) on PCSP with lightweight concrete showed that end-beams have negligible effect on the 


degree of composite action in sandwich panels. Therefore, further research into the effect of end-beams on the out-


of-plane behaviour of PCSP is needed.  


 


Truss connectors include steel or Fiber Reinforced Polymer (FRP) trusses where the chords are embedded in the 


concrete layers and the web members provide the shear strength and stiffness of the connector. The compressive 


web members of truss connectors are susceptible to buckling due to their high length/diameter ratios (Salmon et al. 


1997, Bush & Stine 1994). After buckling of compressive web members, the interlayer forces are redistributed 


among the tension web members. In steel trusses, tension web members are ductile under tensile forces; thus steel 


truss shear connectors have ductile shear behaviour. Conversely, FRP truss web members are brittle; thus tensile 


web members rupture with increased tensile forces. Therefore, FRP truss shear connectors have brittle shear 


behaviour (Salmon et al. 1997).  


 


Grid connectors are mostly made of FRP grids, where the chords are embedded in concrete layers. The orthogonal 


members of the grid carry the interlayer shear forces of PCSP with tension and compression. Similar to truss 


connectors, the compression members of FRP grid connectors are prone to buckling and the tensile members are 


prone to rupture (Soriano and Rizkalla, 2013). Both truss and grid connectors can mobilize high degree of composite 


action in PCSP (Frankl et al. 2011). However, the shear strength and stiffness of truss and grid connectors are 


affected by the buckling of the compression members. Thus, the ultimate strength of the material in these connectors 


is not fully utilized.  


 


A new PCSP system using Z-shape Steel Plate Connectors (ZSPC) has been tested at the University of Alberta. 


Push-off shear tests have demonstrated that ZSPC reach their theoretical fully plastic shear strengths (Goudarzi et al. 


2016) and thus are more structurally efficient than truss and grid connectors. A preliminary study by Goudarzi et al. 


(2014) showed that a concrete sandwich panel with ZSPC can reach the out-of-plane strength of a similar fully-
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composite panel. Further research is needed, however, to optimize the structural design of ZSPC to achieve fully-


composite panel and to determine the out-of-plane stiffness of PCSP. This paper presents the results of out-of-plane 


4-point flexural tests on six PCSP having ZSPC with different shear strengths. Two of the tested panels were 


enclosed by end-beams. The effect of ZSPC and end-beams on the out-of-plane behaviour of PCSP is discussed in 


this paper. 


2. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 


To assess the effect of ZSPC and end-beams on the out-of-plane behaviour of PCSP, six 1,118 mm x 3,556 mm 


(width x length) insulated panels were tested under out-of-plane 4-point loading. Two of the panels were enclosed 


by reinforced concrete end-beams. Figure 2 shows the details of the tested PCSP with and without end-beams and 


Figure 3 shows one of the test panels during construction. The typical thickness of concrete layers varies from 


51 mm to 102 mm. In this study, the thickness of the concrete layers was taken as 76 mm. Also, the typical thickness 


of insulation varies from 25 mm to 101 mm (PCI, 2011). In this study, the insulation thickness was taken as 76 mm 


(Figure 2). The insulation in this study consisted of 51 mm extruded Polystyrene and 25 mm grooved board; this 


grooved board is to drain out the rainwater from the panel. 


 


To study the effect of the shear behaviour of the connectors on the out-of-plane behaviour of the panels, the panels 


were designed such that yielding of the connectors initiates the failure of the panels. Thus in the design of the 


panels, the theoretical maximum interlayer shear forces, which is equal to the yield forces of the tensile 


reinforcement, were larger than the plastic shear strength of the ZSPC located from mid-span to one end of the 


panel. As shown in Figure 2, the longitudinal reinforcement of the panels included seven grade 400, 10M bars and 


the transverse reinforcement was grade 400, 10M bars spaced at 600 mm. Three tensile tests on the reinforcing bars 


in accordance with ASTM A370-15 showed that the average yield strength, ultimate strength, and modulus of 


elasticity of the bars were 423 MPa, 588 MPa and 194 GPa, respectively.  


 


 
Figure 2: Construction details of PCSP 


 


The panels with end-beams were enclosed at the ends by 150 mm wide beams. These beams were reinforced by one 


10M bar at each corner and U-shape 10M bars along the length of the beam. Two rows of ZSPC were installed; each 


row had six ZSPC at 600 mm spacing. To maximize the pull-out resistance of the connector, the connector’s flanges 


were hooked to the longitudinal bars as shown in Figure 3. To eliminate the undesirable transfer of interlayer shear 
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forces through concrete-insulation bonding, plastic sheets were laid between the insulation and the concrete. 


Moreover, to ensure the shear forces were not transferred through the legs of the lifting inserts, the lifting inserts 


were only embedded in one of the concrete layers, i.e. they did not penetrate through the insulation. 


 


 
Figure 3: Construction of PCSP specimens 


 


Four types of ZSPC with different widths, thicknesses and steel grades were used in the construction of these panels. 


The geometric and material properties of these four ZSPC types are given in Table 1. In this table, each ZSPC type 


is denoted by Zα-#, where α is the width of the connector in inches and # is the gauge of the steel sheet used to 


manufacture the ZSPC. The experimental shear strength, Vz, and shear stiffness, Kz, of each ZSPC type were 


previously determined by push-off shear tests (Goudarzi et al. 2016). The yield and ultimate strengths, fy and fu, of 


the ZSPC were determined by tension testing of steel coupons as per CAN/CSA G30.19-09.  


Table 1: Properties of the Z-shape connectors used in the tested PCSP 


Connector 


designation 
Gauge # Thickness (mm) 


Width 


(mm) 
fy (MPa) fu (MPa) E (GPa) Vz (kN) Kz (kN/mm) 


Z3-16 16 1.47 76.2 350 470 187 14.2 13.4 


Z4-16 16 1.47 102 195 320 201 14.5 28.6 


Z6-16 16 1.47 152 195 320 201 22.0 44.3 


Z4-10 10 3.22 102 308 430 193 36.6 42.5 


 


 


Table 2 shows the matrix for the out-of-plane 4-point flexural tests on six non-prestressed full-size sandwich panels. 


As shown in this table, four panels were constructed without end-beams and two panels with end-beams. The panels 


without end-beams are called the P-series and are denoted by Pα-# and the panels with end-beams are called the PB-


series and are denoted by PBα-#. In these designation formats, α and # again indicate the width and the gauge of the 


ZSPC steel sheet, respectively. The P-series panels were tested to study the effect of ZSPC on the out-of-plane 


behaviour of the panels, and the PB-series panels were tested to study the effect of end-beams on the out-of-plane 


behaviour of the panels. 


 


The typical compressive strength of concrete in PCSP is above 30.0 MPa. In these tests, after casting the concrete of 


the bottom concrete layer, its 14-day compressive strength was determined, by which its 28-day compressive 


strength was speculated to be less than 30.0 MPa. Therefore, for the top concrete layer, the water/cement ratio of 


concrete was modified to get concrete with 28-day compressive strength of at least 30.0 MPa. For each concrete 


layer of the panels, the compressive and tensile strengths of concrete at 28 days of age and on testing day were 


measured as per CAN/CSA A23.1-14/A23.2-14. The 28-day compressive strength of the bottom and top concrete 


layers were 26.2 MPa and 35.5 MPa, respectively. The compressive strengths of the concrete layers on testing day 


of every panel are given in Table 2. The 28-day tensile strength of concrete for the bottom and top concrete layers 


were 2.78 MPa and 3.53 MPa, respectively.  


 


 


Z-shape 
connector 


76 mm insulation= 
25 mm grooved board + 51 mm 
extruded polystyrene 


Lifting insert 


10M reinforcing bars 
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Table 2: Test matrix for out-of-plane flexural tests on PCSP 


PCSP 


Designation 


Z-shape 


connector 


fc (MPa) of concrete layers 
End beams 


Bottom layer Top layer 


P3-16 Z3-16 27.9 37.2 


Absent 
P4-16 Z4-16 29.3 40.3 


P6-16 Z6-16 28.5 36.6 


P4-10 Z4-10 27.1 40.2 


PB3-16 Z3-16 27.3 36.4 
Present 


PB6-16 Z6-16 31.0 40.5 


 


 


 
Figure 4: Schematic of the test setup and instrumentation of the tested PCSP  


 


The panels were placed horizontally on two support beams as shown in Figure 4. Each support beam was sitting on 


one rocker and roller support at each end. The clear span of the panels was 3,175 mm. As shown in Figure 4, the 


loading was applied to the panel using a 520 kN hydraulic jack and two distributor beams 1,219 mm apart. A 


transfer beam was used to transfer the jack’s force to the distributor beams. The connection between the transfer 


beam and the distributor beams was knife-edge and roller supports to allow rotation and horizontal movement of the 


two loading points. A photograph of the test setup is shown in Figure 5. 


 


As shown in Figure 4, four clinometers were installed at 203 mm away from the mid-span of the panels. The 


readings of these clinometers were used to derive the experimental curvature of the panels throughout loading. Two 


Linear Variable Displacement Transducers (LVDTs) were installed at each end of the panel to record the relative 


slippage between the concrete layers due to shear deformation of the Z-shape connectors. As shown in Figure 4, the 
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mid-span deflection of the panels was recorded using two cable extension transducers. The horizontal displacements 


of the roller supports and rollers of the loading points were recorded using cable extension transducers. These 


horizontal displacements change the shear span of the panels throughout loading, and thus change their mid-span 


bending moment. The true mid-span bending moment throughout loading were calculated by static equilibrium of 


external forces and the true shear span of the panels. Also strain gauges were installed on the longitudinal bars of the 


concrete panels to record the tensile strains of the bars during loading. Diagonal strain gauges were also installed 


along the compression diagonal of the connectors. 


 


 
Figure 5: Test setup of out-of-plane test on PCSP 


3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 


During the flexural tests of the P-series panels the first flexural cracks appeared in the mid-span of the bottom 


concrete layer. With increased loading, flexural cracks occurred at the underside of the mid-span of the top concrete 


layer. In the PB-series panels, as demonstrated in Figure 6, flexural cracks first appeared at the ends of the bottom 


concrete layer (cracks labelled as 1 in Figure 6), then at the mid-span of the bottom concrete layer (cracks labelled as 


2 in Figure 6). With increased loading, similar flexural cracks occurred at the ends and mid-span of the top concrete 


layer (cracks labelled as 3 and 4 in Figure 6, respectively). For all panels, as the loading was increased, the flexural 


cracks spread throughout the panels and opened wider while the panel was deflecting. Loading was continued until 


it had to be stopped due to safety issues caused by excessive displacement of the support rollers. During testing no 


crushing of the concrete layers and no shear cracking were observed.  


 


 
Figure 6: Cracking pattern of tested PCSP with end-beams 


 


The mid-span bending moment, M, against curvature, ϕ, relationships for all tested panels are shown in Figure 7. In 


these relationships the initial loads including the weight of the panel, transfer beam, distributor beams, knife edge 


and rollers are considered. In this figure, the theoretical composite and non-composite behaviour of the panels are 


shown for comparison. The fully-composite and non-composite M-ϕ graphs were calculated assuming parabolic 


compressive behaviour for concrete as proposed by Hognestad (1951). The bars were modeled as elasto-plastic 


material with strain-hardening modulus of 3,727 MPa and strain-hardening strain of 3,737 micro-strain, derived 


from the tensile tests of the bars. 


 


Transfer beam 


Knife-edge 


Conical block 


Roller box 


Jack 


Distributor beam 
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As shown in Figure 7, throughout loading, the tested panels have nonlinear M-ϕ relationships and they carry larger 


bending moment than non-composite panel. The out-of-plane stiffness of P4-10, PB3-16 and PB6-16 consistently 


decreases with increased loading. But the out-of-plane stiffness of P3-16, P4-16 and P6-16 panels decreases to a 


small value at about 15 mili-radians/m forming a plateau. After this plateau, the stiffness of these three panels 


started increasing again at about 20 mili-radians/m, but remains lower than the initial stiffness. These three panels 


continued to resist load without any further changes in stiffness up to a point where the test had to be stopped due to 


excessive horizontal displacements of the rollers under the support beams. The descending portion of the M-ϕ 


graphs in Figure 7 relates to the unloading of the panels. The M-ϕ graphs of P4-10, PB3-16 and PB6-16 do not have 


distinct plateau; instead they nonlinearly progressed up to the maximum bending moment resistance after which the 


panels were unloaded due to excessive displacement of the support rollers. 
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Figure 7: Mid-span bending moment against mid-span curvature for the tested PCSP 


 


Figure 8 shows the post-testing deformed shape of the connectors. The connectors at the ends of the panels 


underwent significant buckling forming tension ties similar to the tension field action in plate girders. Similar 


formation of tension field was also observed in the push-off shear tests of ZSPC (Goudarzi et al. 2016). After 


buckling, the compression is carried by the insulation. The plateau regions for panels P3-16, P4-16 and P6-16 can be 


attributed to the shear failure of ZSPC; i.e. when the connector had reached its shear strength. This shear strength 


was shown to exceed the theoretical plastic shear strength of ZSPC (Goudarzi et al. 2016). After shear failure of the 


ZSPC, the observed tension field mechanism provided residual shear strength for the connectors, which may be the 


reason for the second ascending portion of the M-ϕ graphs.  


 


Figure 7 shows that the mid-span out-of-plane bending moment carried by the panels at every curvature varies 


substantially depending on the ZSPC type and the presence of end-beams. Since the ultimate moment resistance for 


P3-16, P4-16 and P6-16 could not be reached due to excessive displacement of the support rollers, the ultimate 


moment resistance of these panels could not be compared. Instead, the mid-span out-of-plane bending moment of 


the tested panels at the curvature that corresponds to the design maximum deflection limit is compared with each 


other. According to CAN/CSA A23.3-04, the out-of-plane horizontal deflection limit of the mid-height of PCSP is 


1/100 of the panel height, which corresponds to a curvature of 20 mili-radians/m for the tested panels. The out-of-


plane mid-span bending moment of the panels at 20 mili-radians/m of curvature, Mϕ20, for all tested panels is 


summarized in Table 3. This table also compares Mϕ20 of the tested panels to the theoretical bending moment of a 


fully-composite and non-composite panel at 20 mili-radians/m curvature, Mc,20 and Mnc,20, respectively. As shown in 


this table, Mϕ20/Mc,20 for the P-series panels grows from 0.35 to 0.80 with increased width and thickness of ZSPC. 


This table also shows that Mϕ20 for PB3-16 and P3-16 with the same size of ZSPC are 0.66 and 0.35, respectively. 


This means adding end-beams to P3-16 improved its out-of-plane bending moment at 20 mili-radians/m curvature 


by 88%. Similar comparison between P6-16 and PB6-16 shows that adding end-beams to P6-16 improved its Mϕ20 


by 57%. This signifies the effect of end-beams in increasing the out-of-plane bending moment of PCSP 


corresponding to the design maximum deflection limit. Table 3 also shows that Mϕ20 for PB6-16 is 21% larger than 


Mϕ20 of PB3-16, and  Mϕ20 for P6-16 is 45% larger than Mϕ20 of P3-16; this shows that using ZSPC with increased 


Vz still improves Mϕ20 of PCSP but to a lesser extent than when end-beams are added to the panel.  
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Figure 8: Tested P3-16 and deformed ZSPC showing the formation of tension field 


 


In the tested P-series panels the interlayer shear forces between the mid-span and the end of the panel were carried 


by six ZSPC, while in PB-series panels the interlayer shear forces in the same region were carried by six ZSPC plus 


the end-beams. Figure 9 shows Mϕ20 vs. the total shear strength of ZSPC between the mid-span and the end of the 


panel, Vz,t, for P- and PB-series. As shown in Figure 9, for the panels in P-series, there is a linear correlation 


between the Mϕ20 of the panel and the total shear strength of ZSPC, i.e. as the total shear strength of ZSPC is 


increased the Mϕ20 of the panel is improved. If Vz,t is zero, Mφ20 is expected to be equal to Mnc,20, which is 6.0 kN.m. 


If Vz,t is non-zero, the tensile and compressive forces in the bottom and top concrete layers at the mid-span is equal 


to Vz,t to maintain static equilibrium of each concrete layer in the horizontal direction. These tensile and compressive 


forces in the concrete layers make a couple moment, which adds to Mnc,20. Therefore, Mφ20 can be estimated as: 


 


[1]   Mφ20 = Vz,thc +Mnc ,20 


 
 


where hc is the distance between the centroids of the concrete layers, equal to 152 mm in these tests, and Mnc,20 is 


6.0 kN.m as shown in Figure 7. Figure 9 compares the estimated Mφ20 using Equation 1 against the experimental 


results. The root-mean-square error of Equation 1 is 1.79 kN.m 


Table 3: Results of out-of-plane 4-point flexural tests on PCSP 


Panel Designation 
Mφ20 


(kN.m) 
Mφ20/Mc,20 Mφ20/Mnc,20 


Kp 


(kN.m2/radians) 
β Kp/Knc 


P3-16 19.3 0.35 3.22 5 220 0.83 15.9 


P4-16 19.3 0.35 3.22 3 880 0.60 11.8 


P6-16 28.1 0.51 4.68 6 180 0.99 18.9 


P4-10 36.4 0.67 6.07 6 470 1.04 19.7 


PB3-16 36.2 0.66 6.03 6 430 1.03 19.6 


PB6-16 43.9 0.80 7.31 4 330 0.68 13.2 


 


 
Figure 9: Mϕ20 of PCSP against the total shear strength of ZSPC  


 


To study the effect of ZSPC and end-beams on the out-of-plane flexural stiffness of the panels, the secant stiffness 


of the panels between 0.1 Mϕ20 and 0.4 Mϕ20 for the tested PCSP was calculated and was compared against the 
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secant stiffness of the theoretical fully-composite and non-composite panels, Kc and Knc, respectively. This chosen 


range ensured that the gaps between the panels and the supports were closed and that the out-of-plane flexural 


behaviour of the panels was still in the elastic range. Table 3 summarizes the secant stiffness, Kp, of the tested panels 


and compares them with the theoretical stiffness of a fully-composite and non-composite panels. This table also 


gives Kp/Knc for each panel, where Knc is the flexural stiffness of the theoretical non-composite panels. As shown in 


this table, Kp/Knc for the tested panels varies between 11.8 to about 19.7. This means a PCSP with ZSPC can be at 


least 11.82 times stiffer than the theoretical non-composite panel.  


 


As shown in Table 3, for P3-16, P6-16 and P4-10, an increase in the width and thickness of the shear connectors 


improved the out-of-plane secant stiffness of the panels. However, the stiffness of P4-16 with 102 mm wide ZSPC is 


smaller than the stiffness of P3-16 with 76.2 mm wide ZSPC. Therefore, these results are inconclusive on the effect 


of width of ZSPC on the out-of-plane stiffness of PCSP. Also, comparing PB3-16 and P3-16 shows that the presence 


of end-beams improves the out-of-plane stiffness of the panel. However, PB6-16 with end-beams has a smaller out-


of-plane stiffness than P6-16 without end-beams. Therefore, again these results are inconclusive on the effect of 


presence of end-beams on the out-of-plane stiffness of PCSP with ZSPC. Hence, more investigation is needed to 


understand the relationship between the width of ZSPC and presence of end-beams on the out-of-plane stiffness of 


PCSP.  


 


The degree of composite action based on flexural secant stiffness of the panels, β, was calculated using Equation 1, 


which is similar to the equation proposed by Culp (1994) for PCSP under out-of-plane service loads.  


 


[1]   βk =
Kp − Knc


Kc − Knc
 


 
In Equation 1, Kp is the secant flexural stiffness of panel, Kc and Knc are the secant flexural stiffness of the 


theoretical fully-composite and non-composite panels, respectively.  


 


The degrees of composite action, β, for all the tested panels are given in Table 3. As shown in this table, β varies 


from 0.60 to 1.04. This means PCSP with ZSPC can reach full degree of composite action. Moreover, the minimum 


degree of composite action achieved in the tested PCSP is 0.6, which corresponds to Kp/Knc of 11.8; i.e. the tested 


panels with ZSPC is at least 11.8 times stiffer than the theoretical non-composite panel. This suggests using ZSPC in 


PCSP significantly improves the out-of-plane flexural stiffness of the panel, and thus leads to more efficient design 


of PCSP.  


4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 


In this study six PCSP were tested under out-of-plane 4-point loading to investigate the effect of ZSPC on the out-


of-plane behaviour of PCSP. Two of the tested panels were enclosed with reinforced concrete beams to study the 


contribution of these end-beams on the out-of-plane behaviour of PCSP.  


 


It was found that PCSP with ZSPC can attain the out-of-plane resistance of a theoretical fully-composite panel. For 


this to be achieved, the minimum interlayer shear strength of the panel between the locations of maximum and zero 


bending moments should be equal to the total yield force of the tensile reinforcement. This minimum interlayer 


shear strength can be achieved by designing the number, thickness and width of ZSPC across the panel. The test 


results demonstrated that end-beams considerably improve the out-of-plane bending moment of PCSP 


corresponding to the design out-of-plane deflection limit specified by CAN/CSA A23.3-04. This suggests the shear 


strength of end-beams significantly contributes to the interlayer shear strength of the panels, thereby improves the 


out-of-plane bending moment carried by PCSP. 


 


The degree of out-of-plane composite action for the tested panels was calculated based on the out-of-plane flexural 


stiffness of the panels. It was found that the tested PCSP with ZSPC achieved partial to full degree of composite 


action in the elastic region. The minimum degree of composite action in the tested panels was found to be 0.60, 


which corresponds to a panel 11.8 times stiffer than the theoretical non-composite PCSP. This means that using 


ZSPC in PCSP significantly reduces its out-of-plane deflection compared to a theoretical non-composite panel. This 


effect of ZSPC on the degree of composite action can be used to optimize the structural design of PCSP. The results 
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of this study can be used to develop an analytical model to estimate the degree of composite action for PCSP with 


different dimensions under uniform loading.  
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ABSTRACT  


Considering the colossal backlog of deteriorating bridges, transportation agencies need to systematically evaluate 


bridge deck conditions in order to optimize the timing, scope, and approach of preventive maintenance, repair, and 


replacement. Over the last few years, there have been growing interest among bridge infrastructure stakeholders in 


using non-destructive methodologies for bridge inspection, evaluation, and maintenance. Nondestructive testing 


(NDT) techniques can provide needed information about the “under-the-surface” deteriorated condition of bridge 


decks. This paper examines the most common NDT technologies for assessing bridge decks. Each technology was 


rated based on five performance measures: capability to detect subsurface defects, speed of data collection, 


simplicity of analysis and interpretation, accuracy of results, and cost of measurement. The study has particular 


emphasis on reinforcement corrosion, delamination, and internal cracking. The information sought to identify the 


significance of the factors affecting the analysis process was collected through a survey questionnaire. In order to 


incorporate the imprecise information and vagueness of human judgment in the decision-making, the fuzzy 


analytical hierarchy process (FAHP) is employed, as per the fuzzy preference programming method. Results 


demonstrate the capabilities of each technology and its ability to address bridge challenges. In order to assist bridge 


engineers and decision makers, recommendations were made with respect to the selection of the most appropriate 


technologies to identify specific deterioration mechanisms. 


 


Keywords: Concrete deterioration, bridge deck, condition assessment, NDT technologies, fuzzy, analytical. 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Concrete bridges experience loss of integrity and changes in resistance that are time variant, due to environmental 


exposure, various deterioration mechanisms, and excessive mechanical loading. Deterioration processes in concrete 


bridges are caused by chemical (e.g. alkali-silica reaction, carbonation, corrosion, crystallization, leaching, sulfate 


and acid attack), physical (e.g. freezing-thawing cycles, creep, fatigue, shrinkage, abrasion, erosion), mechanical 


(e.g. static and/or dynamic loads, construction faults such as those from premature loading during construction), and 


biological mechanisms (e.g. accumulation of organic matter, living organisms, fungi, and moss) (Penttala, 2009). 


Some mechanisms primarily affect the reinforcement and some others affect the concrete itself. Such degradation 


mechanisms can compromise the serviceability and structural integrity. Different deterioration processes lead to 


different types of structural defects (e.g. delamination, spalling, cracking, rebar size reduction) or material 


alterations (e.g. reduced modulus, changed electrical and chemical properties). However, deterioration is commonly 


initiated by rebar corrosion, followed by cracking, delamination and spalling of concrete (Gucunski and Nazarian, 


2010). It can lead to structural and functional failures, which are catastrophic, both in terms of human life and 


economic loss.  


 


Most bridges in Canada and the United States are 40–60 years old. Thus, the need to rehabilitate bridges will 


increase dramatically over next 20 years. According to the Canadian infrastructure report card (2016), 26% of 


bridges are in fair, poor or very poor condition. The United States’ 2013 infrastructure report card indicates that an 


annual investment of $20.5 billion would be needed to eliminate the backlog of deficient bridges in the USA by year 
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2028. A significant part of the cost accounts for the repair and replacement of concrete decks. Regular inspection 


and routine maintenance, rehabilitation and replacement (MR&R) are needed to keep the bridges in good condition. 


Performing effective bridge condition assessment is vital to predict the progress of deterioration, to provide required 


inputs for optimizing bridge MR&R needs, and to ensure sustainability of the bridge infrastructure. Subjective or 


inaccurate condition assessment is the most critical technical barrier to effective management of highway bridges 


since visual inspection is the default bridge inspection methodology, whereas its results heavily depend on the 


expertise and judgment of bridge inspectors.  


 


The evaluation of concrete bridges is complex due to the composite material nature of concrete. The application of 


nondestructive testing (NDT) technologies is one of the effective ways to monitor and predict concrete bridge 


deterioration. NDT approaches enable the detection of deterioration processes at its early stages and can be 


incorporated into the inspection process to evaluate hidden defects such as reinforcing steel corrosion or crack 


propagation. The use of simple nondestructive methods such as chain drag and hammer sounding are inexpensive 


methods, typically yielding primarily qualitative and subjective decisions. Advanced NDT of concrete bridges has 


its origins in geophysics. A number of techniques introduced exploit various physical phenomena (acoustic, seismic, 


electric, electromagnetic, and thermal, etc.) to detect and characterize specific deterioration processes or defects. In 


general, all the techniques utilize an approach where the objective is to learn about the characteristics of the medium 


from its response to the applied excitation (Gucunski et al., 2013). The most commonly used NDT methods in onsite 


assessment and evaluation of reinforced concrete bridge decks are evaluated and ranked in this study based on a set 


of flexible multi-attributed criteria and sub-criteria, developed to form a hierarchical decision. 


2. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES AND METHODOLOGY 


The aim of this study is to conduct a comparative analysis of the NDT methods for detection of subsurface defects in 


concrete bridge decks. To achieve this goal, the following objectives are pursued: (1) study the commonly used 


NDT technologies in assessing concrete bridge decks; (2) develop a fuzzy hierarchical decision model to evaluate 


the different methods; and (3) recommend the most appropriate technologies to identify specific deterioration 


mechanisms to assist bridge engineers and decision makers. The methodology adopted for achieving of these 


objectives consists of: (1) conduct literature survey on bridge condition assessment using NDT technologies; (2) 


identify a set of flexible multi-attributed evaluation criteria and sub-criteria; (3) collect information from participants 


representing different bridge community organizations; (4) apply fuzzy set theory to the analysis and calculate the 


relative weights for the different elements in the hierarchy; (5) rank the NDT methods based on their scores; and (6) 


guideline the bridge community for the selection of appropriate technologies.  


3. MODEL DEVELOPMENT 


The Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) is a decision support and analysis tool that has found extensive applications 


in multi-attribute decision making problems and is widely applied in bridge management. The AHP, developed by 


Saaty (1980), is based on modeling decision problems into multiple layers of criteria and sub-criteria to form a 


decision hierarchy. This is followed by a series of pairwise comparisons among elements in the same layer to decide 


on their relative importance/influence.  


3.1 Selection of Deterioration Types, Performance Measures and NDT Alternatives 


The study has particular emphasis on the most serious types of subsurface defects present in concrete bridge decks. 


Hence, the evaluation of NDT technologies was carried out for three deterioration types: delamination; 


reinforcement corrosion, and cracking. The rationale behind limiting the deterioration types into only three 


categories is: although there are different causes for deterioration, in most cases the causes cannot be determined by 


NDT technologies; only their consequences can be determined. For example, corrosion and shrinkage induced 


cracking will result in material degradation, which can be detected through reduced velocity, modulus, and so forth. 


In addition, from the list of all possible deterioration types and mechanisms, the three deterioration categories are 


believed to be of the highest concern to transportation agencies. The selected five performance measures for 


categorizing and ranking the technologies are: capability to detect subsurface defects, speed of data collection and 


analysis, simplicity of data collection and interpretation, accuracy of results, and cost of data collection and analysis. 


The rationale used for considering only five performance measures is: although the description of a particular 
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performance provides a more detailed description of that performance in terms of a large number of measures, for 


most technologies there is either no information regarding a specific performance measure or the measure is not 


applicable to that particular technology. No other measures are believed to affect the evaluation outcomes. In 


addition, analyses in terms of a smaller number of performance measures are supposed to be of higher interest and 


practical value to transportation agencies and industry. The research then identified and selected a number of sub-


criteria to proceed with the comparative analysis in an accurate, repeatable, and practical manner as follows: (1): 


capability where the selected NDT methods were evaluated against their capabilities for detection the three sub-


surface deterioration types; (2) speed where  the selected NDT methods were evaluated against the speed of data 


collection, speed of data analysis, and the importance of having an automation process; (3) simplicity where the 


selected NDT methods were evaluated against the importance of having an experienced operator and analyzer as 


well as the effects of the environment and traffic on data collection; (4) accuracy where the selected NDT methods 


were evaluated against their accuracy in detecting the defect’s location, depth and severity; and (5) cost where the 


selected NDT methods were evaluated against their associated equipment, data collection, and data analysis cost. 


 


A number of NDT technologies are currently used in bridge deck evaluation. A survey of literature suggests that the 


most commonly used NDT methods in onsite assessment and evaluation of reinforced concrete bridge decks are 


impact echo (IE), seismic or ultrasonic pulse velocity (PV), ground penetrating radar (GPR), infrared thermography 


(IRT), half-cell potential (HCP) and electrical resistivity (ER). The five selected NDT technologies have the 


following roles with respect to the three deterioration types. With respect to corrosion, HCP detects active corrosion, 


while ER and GPR evaluate conditions for a corrosive environment. With respect to internal cracking, PV provides 


information about the degradation of the concrete’s elastic modulus. With respect to delamination, IE and IRT detect 


delamination (Yehia et al., 2007). Figure 1 illustrates the developed hierarchy structure of the performance 


parameters and the sub-criteria along with the evaluated NDT alternatives.  


 


 
Figure 1: Hierarchy framework for selection of NDT technique. 


4. SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE 


The different hierarchal elements in the model require relative importance weights. Therefore, pairwise comparisons 


were assigned to elements of the assessment hierarchy using the scale developed by Saaty. The pairwise 


comparisons data was gathered through a constructed questionnaire survey. The survey collects opinions from 


bridge and NDE experts for identifying the significance of the factors affecting the selection of NDT methods for 


detecting subsurface defects in concrete bridge decks. Experts representing different bridge community 
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organizations (Canadian ministries and US departments of transportation, NDT contractors and consultants, and 


researchers) participated in the survey. A total of 35 experts accepted to participate in the questionnaire. Of the 35 


experts, a total of 27 responses were received, a 77% response rate. The relatively high response rate is a good 


indicator of adequate survey design. Figure 2 illustrates a summary of information based on the respondents’ 


organizations and their experience. The questionnaire was created using an online survey website service for ease of 


distribution and to minimize the time required to take the survey. 


 


 


 
Figure 2: Organization and experience of participants in the survey questionnaire. 


 


 


The questionnaire consisted of four sections: the first section aimed to obtain general information of the participants’ 


contact information, organization and experience in the bridge and NDT community; the second section aimed to 


identify the frequency and type of NDT method(s) being used in their bridge schemes; the third section was divided 


into two parts: part (i) aimed to seek the degree of importance between the five main performance parameters with 


respect to the selection of the NDT method, while part (ii) sensed the degree of importance between the sub-criteria 


with respect to the related main performance parameter; and the fourth section aimed to seek the degree of 


importance of employing the selected NDT alternatives with respect to each of the fifteen sub-criteria. For example, 


the experts were asked to provide the degree of importance of utilizing IE if compared with utilizing each of the 


other methods with respect to their capabilities of detecting delamination as illustrated in Figure 3. 


 


Example: in the table below, consider comparing the “Impact Echo method” (Criterion Y) with the “Infrared 


Thermography method” (Criterion X) with respect to “the capability of detecting subsurface delamination”.  
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Ground Penetrating Radar                   


Infrared Thermography                   


Half-Cell Potential                   


 


 


 


Figure 3: Example of a question in the survey questionnaire. 


If you consider that the Infrared 


Thermography method is more 


important than the Impact Echo 


method in detecting the subsurface 


delamination, and the degree of 


importance is “Strong”. 


If you consider that both Impact 


Echo and Infrared Thermography 


methods have “Equal” importance 


in detecting the subsurface 


delamination. 


If you consider that the Impact Echo 


method is more important than the 


Infrared Thermography method in 


detecting the subsurface 


delamination, and the degree of 


importance is “Absolute”. 
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5. MODEL IMPLEMENTATION 


The pairwise comparisons in the AHP analysis process are performed using a 9-point fundamental scale of absolute 


values that represent the strength of judgements where 1 being the least favorable and 9 being the most favorable. 


The AHP uses an eigenvalue method to determine the normalized weights of all criteria and sub-criteria in the 


hierarchy where the intensities of the judgements are assembled in reciprocal matrices. Although, the AHP process 


has the advantage of allowing the decision maker to perform consistency checks for the provided judgement 


regarding the relative importance among the decision-making elements, the rankings produced by AHP are arbitrary 


because they result from a subjective response. The use of the discrete scale of 1 to 9 does not account for the 


uncertainty and imprecision associated with judgment during the pairwise comparison process. The fuzzy set theory 


(FST), first introduced by Zadeh (1965), is a natural way to capture the ‘fuzziness’ or the vagueness and uncertainty 


in the evaluation of alternatives. The vague data are represented using fuzzy numbers, which can be further 


subjected to mathematical operations in a fuzzy domain. Fuzzy numbers can be represented by its membership 


function ranging between 0 and 1. When comparing two elements, the uncertain numerical ratio is expressed in a 


fuzzy manner. The membership function of fuzzy numbers can take various shapes. Linear approximations such as 


triangular and trapezoidal fuzzy numbers are frequently used in construction applications. The Fuzzy AHP (FAHP) 


has been utilized in various decision making processes by several researchers (e.g. Huang et al., 2008; 


Bhattacharyya et al., 2011; Chang and Lee, 2012). Dealing with the fuzzy comparison matrices that result from the 


application of the “fuzzification” scale has also been the point of interest for many researchers (Mikhailov, 2004; 


Sasmal and Ramanjaneyulu, 2008; Huo et al., 2011). In order to make the evaluation analysis more precise, FAHP 


was utilized in the present study as an effective method to deal with the inherent fuzziness and uncertainty in 


judgment during the pairwise comparison process. The degree of relative importance from the received responses 


was utilized to construct the pairwise comparison matrices. Saaty’s linguistic scale for importance was adopted and 


presented in Table 1, where the difference between most probable (actual response gathered) with the upper and 


lower values is equal to one. This fuzzification scale was applied to all the pairwise comparisons gathered from the 


questionnaire responses and all fuzzy evaluation matrices were developed using an Excel worksheet and used as 


input data for the FAHP analysis.  


Table 1: Linguistic scales for importance 


Linguistic scale for importance Triangular fuzzy scale       Triangular fuzzy reciprocal scale 


Equally Important (1,1,1) (1,1,1) 


Intermediate Level (1,2,3) (1/3,1/2,1) 


Moderately Important 


Intermediate Level                                                                                                       


Important 


Intermediate Level 


Very Important 


Intermediate Level 


Extremely Important 


(2,3,4) 


(3,4,5) 


(4,5,6) 


(5,6,7) 


(6,7,8) 


(7,8,9) 


(8,9,9) 


(1/4,1/3,1/2) 


(1/5,1/4,1/3) 


(1/6,1/5,1/4) 


(1/7,1/6,1/5) 


(1/8,1/7,1/6) 


(1/9,1/8,1/7) 


(1/9,1/9,1/8) 


 


 


The Fuzzy Preference Programing (FPP), introduced by Mikhailov (2004), can acquire the consistency ratios of 


fuzzy pairwise comparison matrices and the local weights can be solved by the Matlab software using a 


prioritization approach. The FPP method was utilized in this study to calculate the relative weights of the identified 


performance criteria and sub-criteria and also for the NDT alternatives with respect to each sub-criterion based on 


triangular fuzzy numbers. The solution to the prioritization problem in the FPP method is based on two main 


assumptions: the first assumption requires the existence of a non-empty fuzzy feasible area defined as the 


intersection of the membership functions and the simplex hyperplane; the second assumption specifies a selection 


rule, which determines a priority vector, having the maximum degree of membership in the the aggregated 
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membership function. Considering the specific form of the membership functions, the maximum prioritization 


problem was first transformed into nonlinear programming formats based on their inequality constraints and then 


solved by an optimization function. For example, if the nonlinear equality constraint x²₁ + x₂ = 1 and the nonlinear 


inequality constraint x₁x₂ ≥ –10, it will be rewriten as x²₁ + x₂ - 1 = 0; and - x₁x₂ - 10 ≤ 0. Therefore, every 


triangular fuzzy number (lij, mij, uij), in all fuzzy evaluation matrices, was fist transformed as per Equations (1) and 


(2) below.  It should be noted that as a triangular fuzzy comparison matrix is symmetric, therefore we only need to 


consider the constraints above the diagonal.  


 


[1]   (mij - lij)*x (n + 1)*x (j) –x (i) + (lij)*x (j) ≤ 0;   


                                  


[2]   (uij - mij)*x (n + 1)*x (j) + x (i) - (uij)*x (j) ≤ 0.    


                             


Matlab is a suitable tool for solving fuzzy decision-making problems where the local weights of fuzzy pairwise 


comparison matrices can be achieved using several optimization functions. The Matlab function “fmincon” attempts 


to find a constrained minimum of a scalar function of several variables starting at an initial estimate and is generally 


referred to as constrained nonlinear optimization or nonlinear programming. The full expression of the function and 


how it works can be found in the Matlab optimization toolbox. This function was utilized in this study to acquire the 


local weights where the objective function and the constraints have different formats based on the matrices’ sizes. 


For a (n x n) comparison matrix, there are (n + 1) variables representing n local weights and a consistency index. 


Table 2 illustrates a fuzzified pairwise comparison matrix and the calculated weights, for one respondent, regarding 


the capability of the NDT alternatives to detect steel corrosion. For instance, each cell in the matrix has three values 


that reflect the lower, most probable, and upper values obtained from the fuzzification process.  


Table 2: Pair-wise comparison among capability to detect steel corrosion 


 


IE PV GPR IRT HCP Weights 


IE 1,1,1 1,1,1 1/6,1/5,1/4 1,1,1 1/8,1/7,1/6 0.07 


PV 1,1,1 1,1,1 1/6,1/5,1/4 1,1,1 1/8,1/7,1/6 0.07 


GPR 4,5,6 4,5,6 1,1,1 4,5,6 5/12,5/7,5/2 0.33 


IR 1,1,1 1,1,1 1/6,1/5,1/4 1,1,1 1/8,1/7,1/6 0.07 


HCP 6,7,8 6,7,8 2/5,7/5,12/5 6,7,,8 1,1,1 0.46 


6. EVALUATION OF NDT METHODS 


Utilizing the procedure explained in section 5, the local weights were obtained for all participants’ fuzzified pairwise 


comparisons, and then the calculated weights were averaged to obtain the final local weights for the main 


performance criteria, sub-criteria and NDT alternatives as per the developed hierarchy. The obtained weights were 


analyzed in order to check for unrealistic responses. The percent difference between the relative weights obtained 


from each of the gathered responses and the average weight was calculated. As a result, two of the questionnaires 


were discarded due to the high percent difference. The final global weights for the sub-criteria were obtained by 


multiplying the weights of the main performance criteria by the sub-criteria local weights. The final score for each 


NDT alternative was obtained by summing the results of multiplying the weights of each method by the global 


weights of all sub-criteria. Table 3 illustrates all calculated weights and the overall score values of the evaluated 


NDT technologies. It can be observed from Table 3 that the accuracy of the information provided by the NDT 


technologies attained the highest weight of 48%, followed by the capability of detecting defects with a weight of 


26%. The cost of equipment, data collection and analysis obtained 12%, while speed of data collection and 


interpretation, and the simplicity of using the methods achieved weights of 8% and 6%, respectively.  
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Table 3: Results of comparison weights and final ranking of NDT techniques 


                            Pair-Wise  


                          Comparison            Weights - FAHP 
NDT Alternatives 


Main Criteria Weight Sub-Criteria Weight IE PV GPR IR HCP 


CAPABILITY 0.26 Delamination 0.08 0.26 0.22 0.07 0.38 0.07 


  
Internal Cracking 0.05 0.26 0.22 0.07 0.38 0.07 


  
Steel Corrosion 0.13 0.07 0.07 0.34 0.07 0.45 


SPEED 0.08 Automation 0.02 0.21 0.21 0.21 0.21 0.16 


  
Data Collection 0.03 0.15 0.15 0.29 0.29 0.12 


  
Data Analysis 0.03 0.15 0.15 0.20 0.20 0.30 


SIMPLICITY 0.06 Environment & Traffic 0.01 0.24 0.24 0.23 0.11 0.18 


  
Experience Operator 0.03 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 


  
Experience Analyser 0.03 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 


ACCURACY 0.48 Defect's Location 0.20 0.15 0.09 0.27 0.27 0.22 


  
Defect's Depth 0.07 0.25 0.06 0.30 0.10 0.29 


  
Defect's Severity 0.20 0.13 0.09 0.28 0.22 0.28 


COST 0.12 Equipment 0.02 0.13 0.13 0.21 0.19 0.34 


  
Data Collection 0.04 0.11 0.11 0.23 0.21 0.33 


  
Data Analysis 0.06 0.12 0.12 0.22 0.21 0.33 


SUM 1.00 
 


1.00 
     


                                           Total Score 
 


0.16 0.12 0.24 0.22 0.26 


 


 


The overall ranking of the technologies from the perspectives of capability, speed, simplicity, accuracy, and cost are 


illustrated in Figure 4. The technologies were ranked from high to low, indicating that HCP is the most preferable 


technology as chosen by the participating experts, while GPR ranked second and IR third. It should be noted that 


HCP is the most commonly used method. It is currently regarded by experts in the industry and hence, obtained the 


highest score. The high score of the GPR and IR methods indicates that there is a potential to increase the use of 


these technologies for detecting deterioration in concrete bridge decks. This is in line with a recent report of the 


second Strategic Highway Research Program (SHRP 2) where a similar comparative analysis was conducted. 


Gucunski et al., (2013) concluded in their report that GPR is currently the top technology for detecting and 


characterizing deterioration in concrete decks. Dinh et al., (2015) compared NDT techniques based on different 


technical criteria and also reported that GPR appears to be the most appropriate NDE technology for inspection of 


concrete bridge decks.  
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Figure 4: Ranking NDT techniques for detecting subsurface defects in concrete bridge decks. 
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7. DISCUSSION 


The NDT technologies are significantly different in terms of the selected performance parameters. The comparison 


of individual NDE techniques with respect to the main performance criteria is illustrated in Figure 5. The HCP 


method obtained the highest score in terms of the capability and cost parameters, while GPR obtained the highest 


score in terms of accuracy and simplicity. Both GPR and IR obtained the highest scores in terms of the speed 


parameter. With respect to the detection of a certain type of defects, the preferable two technologies that obtained 


higher scores for detecting delamination and cracking are the IR and IE methods, while HCP and GPR are the two 


preferable technologies that have higher potential for corrosion detection. Speed of data collection is an important 


factor for transportation agencies because of the cost of traffic control and losses and inconveniences associated with 


traffic interruptions. The GPR and IR methods obtained the highest data collection scores as they are the fastest 


technologies on bridge decks. All technologies obtained equality score towards the importance of employing 


experienced operators and analyzers. As the IR technology requires clear skies, mild wind, dry concrete surface, and 


intense solar radiation to achieve the heat-flow conditions needed to detect the presence of defects, the technology 


obtained the lowest score towards the environment requirement parameter. The results also indicated that GPR and 


IR methods have the highest potential to detect a defect’s location, while HCP and GPR have the highest potential to 


detect a defect’s depth and severity. With respect to the cost, the survey result indicates that the HCP method has the 


lowest equipment and data collection cost, and thus is more preferable over the other technologies, while IE and PV 


obtained the lowest scores, indicating their relatively high cost. 


 


 


 
Figure 5: Comparison of NDT technologies with respect to the main performance criteria. 


 


 


The different technologies have advantages and limitations. For example, while the IR method is applicable for 


concrete decks with and without asphalt overlays, its information on depth or thickness of defects depends on the 


environment. The GPR testing requires the presence of moisture in cracks and delamination areas, while the 


presence of congested reinforcement can prevent signal penetration. HCP limitations include difficult interpretation 


due to numerous material properties that can influence measurements. Moreover, HCP does not provide quantitative 


information on the corrosion rate. Inadequate receiver contact during IE and PV testing can give inaccurate and false 


measurements. In order to increase the accuracy of overall condition assessment of a bridge deck, two or more NDE 


methods can be integrated to allow the identification of several damage states. For example, the FHWA has recently 


developed the RABIT bridge deck assessment tool, which contains a panoramic camera, high-definition imaging, 


electrical resistivity, impact echo and ultrasonic surface waves, GPR, and GPS. 


 


The decision on which technology to select for a specific job and which equipment to acquire depends primarily on 


the type of deterioration representing the highest concern to the transportation agency and the degree of deterioration 
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details required. Ideally, agencies should have access to at least three of the five technologies explored herein. 


Selection of the most appropriate NDT technique should be accompanied by a comprehensive cost-benefit analysis. 


However, (1) if delamination is of greatest concern and is guiding agency decisions, IR or IE with a higher degree of 


automation are recommended as the NDT technologies of choice; (2) if corrosion is the deterioration of greatest 


concern, GPR is recommended as the NDT technology of choice; and (3) if the objective of the agency is to obtain 


the overall condition assessment of many bridges as the case of bridge evaluation in the network level , combined 


assessment using GPR and IR technologies are recommended because of their high speed and ability to identify 


corrosion and delamination with relatively high accuracy. 


8. CONCLUDING REMARKS 


This study attempts to motivate transportation agencies to incorporate NDE techniques into their bridge inspection 


procedures. The use of NDE methods depends on several factors, including the ability to accurately detect 


deterioration conditions. Some conclusions were drawn regarding the NDT technologies investigated as follows: (1) 


HCP is the most commonly utilized technology in concrete bridge inspection, obtaining the highest ranking in this 


study, yet it has several drawbacks; (2) GPR and IR are promising techniques being the fastest methods. Generally, 


GPR possesses high detection capability for different defect types, but is dependent on the antenna type for 


resolution and minimum detection depth. Moreover, IR can possibly have real-time results, but its ability to detect 


deep defects is controlled by environmental conditions; (3) the IE and PV methods are time consuming and thus 


obtained the overall lowest ranking due to the requirement of many testing points. Also, testing rough concrete 


surfaces using these technologies could affect the establishment of low contact times necessary to detect small and 


shallow defects; (4) NDT methods can be applied alone to evaluate certain aspects of concrete bridges, or can be 


combined to cover a wider range of testing capabilities in a complementary manner; (5) there is an urgent need to 


upgrade existing BMSs to incorporate recent research in the NDT field; and (6) fully automated data collection and 


interpretation analysis seems to be the primary need for further research. 
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ABSTRACT  


Adverse winter weather has always been a cause of traffic congestion and road collisions. To mitigate the negative 


impacts of winter weather, transportation agencies are under increasing pressure to introduce weather responsive 


traffic management strategies such as adaptive control of signalized intersections and variable speed limits. 


Currently, most traffic signal control systems are designed for normal weather conditions and are therefore 


suboptimal in terms of efficiency and safety for controlling traffic during winter snow events due to the changing 


traffic patterns and driver behavior. The main objective of this research is to explore how to modify traffic signal 


control under adverse weather conditions. This research consists of two main components. First, we have examined 


the impacts of winter weather on two key traffic parameters, i.e., saturation flow rate and start-up lost time. Both 


parameters were measured from 16 hours of traffic video footage at one intersection. Secondly, we have investigated 


the potential benefits of implementing weather-specific signal control plans for isolated intersections as well as 


arterial corridors based on two case studies. Three traffic demand scenarios, i.e., high, medium, and low, were 


considered. We developed weather-specific signal plan alternatives for each scenario based on the traffic parameters 


measured in winter weather. Evaluation results show that implementing such signal plans is most beneficial for 


intersection with a medium level of traffic demand. It is also been found that the benefit of implementing weather-


responsive plans was more compelling an arterial-corridor level with signal coordination than at an isolated-


intersection level. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 


Adverse weather, including rain, snow, sleet, fog, etc., has always been a cause of traffic congestion and a threat to 


road safety. In the U.S., inclement weather (snow, ice, and fog) causes delays of 544 million vehicle-hours per year, 


accounting for 23 percent of the total non-recurrent delay on highways (Franzese et al. 2002). According to National 


Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA), from 2002 to 2012, 1,311,970 crashes occurred in US annually in 


adverse weather, among which 540,931 occurred in snowy days (snowing or snowy/slushy pavement). To mitigate 


these negative weather impacts, transportation agencies can deploy weather-responsive traffic management (WRTM) 


strategies in adverse weather conditions. Among common WRTM strategies, weather-responsive signal control is one 


of the most cost-effective options.  


 


Generally, traffic signal timing plans are designed in response to traffic in normal weather. However, existing studies 


have indicated that weather conditions significantly impact urban mobility. One study conducted in Salt Lake City, 


Utah found that on signalized arterial roads, saturation flow rates were up to 20 percent lower in adverse weather 


conditions than in normal weather conditions. Average speed was found to be 30% percent lower on slushy pavement 


than on dry pavement. Start-up lost time can be increased by 5 to 10 percent depending on the weather condition 
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(Perrin et al. 2001). Thus, the normal-weather signal control plan may be inappropriate under inclement weather 


conditions due to the different traffic patterns. Adapting signal control timing to adverse weather conditions can 


potentially increase traffic efficiency and road safety at signalized intersections. Specific measures include but are not 


limited to increasing cycle length, changing clearance interval, and adjusting coordination plans. Promisingly, the 


advances in technologies have enabled real-time communication between traffic control center and signal controllers. 


Implementing weather-responsive signal plans is more practical than ever.  


 


Despite the promising prospect, relatively few studies have been carried to investigate weather-responsive signal 


control. For countries that are subject to long severe winter seasons, there is a significant need for cost-effective traffic 


control countermeasures to inclement weather. Canadian Capacity Guide for Signalized Intersections (CCG), a 


prevalent guidebook among Canadian traffic engineers, provides very limited guidance on signal operations in winter 


weather (Teply et al. 2008). It simply points out that typical winter saturation flows are about 5% to 20% lower than 


summer saturation flows; while, it provides no explicit advice on how traffic engineers should tackle this issue. The 


purposes of this paper are twofold: first, to quantify weather impacts on signal-design-related traffic parameters at 


signalized intersections; and second, to systematically investigate how to adjust signal timing parameters to adapt to 


the adverse-weather traffic. Following the introduction, the paper first describes a field study on quantifying weather 


impacts on traffic parameters, and then demonstrates how to modify signal control plans under adverse weather 


condition through two case studies. The last section concludes the findings from this research and proposes the future 


research.  


2. WEATHER IMPACTS ON TRAFFIC PARAMETERS 


2.1 Field data collection 


We selected the intersection of University Avenue and Seagram Drive in the city of Waterloo as the study site. 


Under normal as well as adverse weather conditions, we collected two types of data at the site: traffic video footage 


and road surface conditions. We collected video data in the winter of 2015 using a commercial portable video data 


collection device called Miovision Scout. We collected 16 hours of video footage from eight days covering various 


weather conditions. During the videotaping, we also continuously monitored and recorded road surface conditions. 


Five categories of road surface condition were defined, i.e., dry, wet, wet and slushy, slushy in the wheel paths, and 


snowy and sticking. 


2.2 Traffic parameter measurement 


We extracted two traffic parameters, i.e., saturation flow rate and start-up lost time from the video data. Both 


parameters have significant impacts on signal timing design at intersections. The methodology of measuring these 


two parameters are described as follows. 


2.2.1 Saturation flow rate  


Saturation flow rate indicates the flow rate at which vehicles could be discharged at maximum for a certain lane or 


approach during effective green time. We adopted the field measurement techniques of situation flow rate described 


in Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) (Transportation Research Board 2010) to measure saturation flow rate from 


traffic video footages. First, the saturation headway is estimated as the average of headways between vehicles from 


the fifth vehicle in the initial queue and continuing until the last vehicle that was in the initial queue. Then, the 


saturation flow rate can be converted from the saturation headway using Equation 1: 


[1] s=3600/h 


Where, 


s denotes the saturation flow rate in vehicle/hour, and 


h denotes the saturation headway in second. 


2.2.2 Start-up lost time 


The first several departure headways from the start of green in every cycle are expected to be longer than the 


followings. As described in HCM, the start-up lost time is calculated as the sum of the first four lost time (the ith lost 


time is defined as the difference between the ith headway and saturation headway). 
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2.3 Study results 


The measurements of saturation headway are categorized by five pre-defined road surface conditions, as shown in 


Table 1. The general trend shows that the mean and standard deviation of the saturation headway increases as the 


road surface condition worsens. However, there are noticeable overlapping between some of the road surface 


condition categories, such as, the means between dry and wet. An analysis of variance (ANOVA) test and a 


subsequent Tukey’s range test suggest that a revised categorization of road surface conditions would signify and 


simplify the results. Specifically, a road surface condition category “normal” is created to combine “dry” and “wet”, 


and a category “slushy” is created to combine “wet & slushy” and “slushy in wheel paths”. For simplicity reasons, 


the category “snowy & sticking” is renamed as “snowy”. The results under revised road surface condition categories 


are shown in Table 2. The corresponding saturation flow rates are 1825, 1509, and 1363 on normal, slushy, and 


snowy road surface conditions, respectively.  


Table 1: Statistics of saturation headway under various road surface conditions 


 
Dry Wet Wet&Slushy 


Slushy in 


Wheel Paths 
Snowy&Sticking 


Sample Size 26 57 36 44 33 


Mean (s) 1.926 1.995 2.365 2.408 2.641 


Standard Deviation (s) 0.175 0.151 0.190 0.185 0.245 


Maximum (s) 2.244 2.313 2.880 2.717 3.187 


Minimum (s) 1.571 1.608 2.042 1.971 2.283 


Table 2: Statistics of saturation headway under revised road surface condition categories 


 
Normal Slushy Snowy 


Sample Size 83 80 33 


Average (s) 1.973 2.385 2.641 


Standard Deviation (s) 1.161 0.187 0.246 


Maximum (s) 2.313 2.880 3.187 


Minimum (s) 1.571 1.971 2.283 


 


 


Results of start-up lost time are shown in Table 3. Results show no clear pattern of how start-up lost time reacts to 


different road surface conditions. Also, start-up lost time does not vary largely under each road surface condition. As 


shown in Figure 1, a further analysis on individual headways within the cycle helps to explain this finding. It suggests 


that although it takes longer time for first several vehicles to leave the intersection in inclement weather than in normal 


weather, the additional time to saturation headway that each of these first vehicles takes is not longer because of the 


increased saturation headway in inclement weather. 


Table 3: Statistics of start-up lost time under various road surface conditions 


 
Dry Wet Wet&Slushy 


Slushy in 


Wheel Paths 
Snowy&Sticking 


Sample Size 26 57 36 44 33 


Average (s) 3.320 3.129 2.864 2.648 2.777 


Standard Deviation 


(s) 
1.878 1.376 1.438 1.646 2.068 


Maximum (s) 7.249 6.927 5.860 7.984 8.216 


Minimum (s) -0.173 0.393 -0.160 0.099 -1.151 
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Figure 1: First eight mean vehicle headways under various road surface conditions 


 


2.4 Comparison to the results from literature 


We compared the results of this study to research findings from literature. Table 4 lists the percent reduction in 


saturation flow rate under various road surface conditions from five previous studies and this research. The 


comparison shows that the results of weather impact on saturation flow rate from our research highly agree to the 


results from existing literature. The only relatively large discrepancy occurs when the road surface is in snowy and 


sticking condition. The higher reduction in saturation flow rate may be attributed to drivers’ being more cautious in 


severe winter events in Canada than in the U.S. 


Table 4: Comparisons between research results on saturation flow rate reduction under adverse weather conditions 


Road Surface 


Condition 


Reduction in Saturation Flow Rate (%) 


Fairbanks, 


Alaska 


(Bernardin 


Lochumueller 


and Associates, 


Inc. 1995) 


Anchorage, 


Alaska 


(Bernardin 


Lochumueller 


and Associates, 


Inc. 1995) 


Minneapolis, 


Minnesota 


(Maki 1999) 


Salt Lake City, 


Utah 


(Perrin et al. 


2001) 


Burlington, 


Vermont 


(Sadek and 


Amison-


Agolosu 2004) 


Waterloo,  


Ontario 


Dry 0 0 0 0 0 0 


Wet NA NA NA 6 2-3 3 


Wet and Snowing 


14* 12* 11* 


11 4-7 NA 


Wet and Slushy 18 7-15 19 


Slushy in Wheel Path 18 21 20 


Snowy and Sticking 20 16 27 


*Average value from categories ranging from wet and snowing to snowy and sticking.  


 


As for the weather impacts on start-up lost time, the results of this research (the influence is not significant) 


conforms to some of the previous studies (Bernardin Lochumueller and Associates, Inc. 1995, Sadek and Amison-


Agolosu 2004). Meanwhile, some other studies claim that start-up lost time increases significantly in inclement 


weather conditions (Perrin et al. 2001). Such inconsistency may be resulted from different techniques applied to 


estimate start-up lost time. 
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3. MODIFYING SIGNAL CONTROL PLANS UNDER ADVERSE WEATHER CONDITIONS 


This section explores how signal control systems can utilize road weather information to adapt their timing plans 


during adverse weather conditions. Regarding how the signal controllers respond to variation in traffic demand, 


signal controllers can be grouped into three types: pre-timed, actuated, and adaptive. However, adverse weather can 


impair the effectiveness of traffic detection system, causing incorrect feedbacks from the detectors (e.g., snow 


accumulation can obscure pavement markings and consequently cause detection errors). Thus, in the research, only 


pre-timed control is considered to operate in inclement weather. 


3.1 Case study description  


The considerations and procedures of developing weather responsive plans are illustrated by two case studies: one on 


an isolated intersection and the other on an arterial corridor. The selected isolated four-leg intersection is the 


intersection of Columbia Street and Philip Street, and the selected arterial corridor is a 1.35 km corridor along 


Columbia Street consisting four signalized intersections. All the sites are located in the city of Waterloo, Ontario. The 


arterial map of these locations are shown in Figure 2. In each case, we considered two adverse weather conditions 


(slushy, and snowy road surface condition). Under each weather condition, we developed three levels of traffic 


demand (high, medium, and low) for the isolated intersection case, and two (high and medium) for the arterial corridor 


case (as coordination plans are usually not used when the traffic demand is low). The corresponding overall norma;-


weather volume to capacity (V/C) ratios for high, medium, low are around 0.95, 0.60, and 0.30, respectively. 


Therefore, there are in total six scenarios (two weather conditions times three demand levels) for the isolated 


intersection case and four scenarios (two weather conditions times two demand levels) for the coordinated corridor 


case. 


 


 
Figure 2: Arterial map of case study locations 


 


3.2 Development of  signal timing plan alternatives 


For each scenario (combination of demand level and road surface condition), we developed two weather-specific 


signal plan alternatives: optimal plan and safe plan. The first is designed as the most efficient plan in specific 


adverse weather conditions (keeping inter-green time unchanged), and the second has longer inter-green time to 


ensure safety. For pre-timed control, signal timing variables include yellow change, red clearance, cycle length, 


green split, and offsets (only for the coordinated arterial case). How these variables can be modified under adverse 


weather conditions is discussed as follows.  


3.2.1 Inter-green Time 


Inter-green time consists of yellow change and red clearance interval. Both of these two intervals are displayed during 


phase changes. The proper lengths of yellow change and red clearance interval are highly dependent on approach 


speed. From the trajectory analysis on the recorded video footage, we found that free flow speed was 49.0 km/h on dry 


surface from 80 sample trajectories; on slushy surface, the speed was reduced to 40.7 km/h and on snowy surface, the 


speed further decreased to 37.6 km/h. The sample sizes are 70 and 30 respectively. According to the newly published 
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signal timing manual (Urbanik et al. 2015), we suggest an increase of 0.5 seconds in both yellow change and red 


clearance interval based on the reduced speed. This suggestion is adopted in designing the safe plans for adverse 


weather conditions.  


3.2.2 Cycle Length and Green Split 


This study utilizes Synchro to conduct the optimization of cycle length and green split. Synchro is a commonly used 


software to design signal control plans. The general strategy of signal control design is to equalize the volume-to-


capacity ratios for critical lane groups. Specifically, all effective green time are allocated to each lane group in 


proportion to its flow ratio (traffic volume divided by saturation flow rate) and cycle length is designed to either 


clear the critical percentile traffic or minimize the delay (Trafficware, Ltd. 2011). Saturation flow rate is a crucial 


input to both cycle optimization and green split. As saturation flow rates are found to be very different in severe 


winter events, the optimal signal plans for normal weather and for adverse weather are very different. We designed 


the signal plans in terms of cycle length and green splits using Synchro for normal weather condition and adverse 


weather conditions. 


3.2.3 Offsets 


As mentioned earlier, drivers are found to be driving more slowly in adverse weather conditions. The reduced speed 


causes the coordination plan designed for normal weather to be suboptimal in adverse weather conditions. Thus, for 


the coordinated intersection case, we adjusted the offsets for weather-specific signal plans as well as adjusting cycle 


length, green splits, and inter-green time (only for safe plans) using Synchro.  


3.3 Evaluation of signal timing plan alternatives 


All signal plan alternatives were evaluated in Synchro in terms of control delay. Normal plan refers to the plan 


designed for normal weather conditions. Optimal and safety plans are designed based on the weather-specific traffic 


parameters. The difference is that the optimal plan uses the same inter-green time as the normal plan, while the safe 


plan adopts an increase in yellow change and red clearance interval time. Evaluation results are shown in Table 5 


and Table 6. The comparisons between different plans for each scenario for the two case studies (isolated 


intersection and arterial corridor) are shown in Table 7 and Table 8 respectively. Results show that the safe plans 


always have 5%-20% higher delay than the optimal plans. The weather-specific plan achieves the largest benefit in 


terms of delay reducing in snowy conditions when the traffic demand is at an intermediate level (19.3% reduce in 


delay using the optimal plan compared to using the normal-weather plan). Moreover, this benefit is more appealing 


at a coordinated corridor level than at an isolated intersection level. 
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Table 5: Evaluation results of signal plan alternatives designed for the isolated intersection 


Weather Demand 
Signal 


Plan 


Intersection 


Delay (s) 


EB 


Approach 


Delay (s) 


WB 


Approach 


Delay (s) 


NB 


Approach 


Delay (s) 


SB 


Approach 


Delay (s) 


Slushy 


High 


Normal 115.6 109.1 134.5 91.5 117.7 


Optimal 114.1 107.2 123.4 128.1 99.1 


Safe 124.1 116.7 134.8 131.5 113.7 


Medium 


Normal 41.2 55.1 33.5 29.8 39.8 


Optimal 37.3 44.3 34.4 36.0 32.4 


Safe 45.8 56.2 45.7 38.8 36.3 


Low 


Normal 16.8 19.0 16.3 14.4 16.1 


Optimal 16.9 19.2 17.5 14.5 14.1 


Safe 17.8 19.3 17.8 15.6 17.1 


Snowy 


High 


Normal 163.3 158.6 186.9 128.1 164.0 


Optimal 151.3 143.4 185.6 143.3 117.4 


Safe 164.2 162.0 186.8 156.2 138.8 


Medium 


Normal 61.0 85.9 46.8 38.3 60.8 


Optimal 49.2 60.6 43.0 41.1 47.2 


Safe 57.9 69.9 46.3 53.6 60.0 


Low 


Normal 17.9 20.3 17.3 15.3 17.2 


Optimal 18.0 20.5 18.8 15.4 15.0 


Safe 19.1 20.7 19.1 16.6 18.5 


Table 6: Evaluation results of signal plan alternatives designed for the arterial corridor 


Demand Weather 
Signal 


Plan 


Total Delay 


(hr) 
Intersection 1 


Delay (s) 


Intersection 2 


Delay (s) 


Intersection 3 


Delay (s) 


Intersection 4 


Delay (s) 


Medium 


Slushy 


Normal 121 44.3 25.8 32.8 46.8 


Optimal 107 36.9 21.9 28 44.3 


Safe 122 42.7 27.2 27.8 52 


Snowy 


Normal 173 64 34.6 51.2 65.7 


Optimal 138 48.8 28.5 31 59.6 


Safe 156 54.3 30.5 36 68.2 


High 


Slushy 


Normal 449 109.9 65.4 107.7 122.1 


Optimal 424 104 58.6 102.9 116.4 


Safe 474 116.9 65.4 115.3 130 


Snowy 


Normal 647 159 103.9 156.1 168.1 


Optimal 578 140.9 82.5 140.8 157.3 


Safe 638 152.5 91.1 158.5 173.5 
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Table 7: Changes in delay after implementing weather-specific signal plans at the isolated intersection 


Weather Demand 
Signal  


Plan 


Intersection 


Delay 


EB Approach 


Delay 


WB Approach 


Delay 


NB Approach 


Delay 


SB Approach 


Delay 


Slushy 


High 
Optimal -1.3% -1.7% -8.3% 40.0% -15.8% 


Safe 7.4% 7.0% 0.2% 43.7% -3.4% 


Medium 
Optimal -9.5% -19.6% 2.7% 20.8% -18.6% 


Safe 11.2% 2.0% 36.4% 30.2% -8.8% 


Low 
Optimal 0.6% 1.1% 7.4% 0.7% -12.4% 


Safe 6.0% 1.6% 9.2% 8.3% 6.2% 


Snowy 


High 
Optimal -7.3% -9.6% -0.7% 11.9% -28.4% 


Safe 0.6% 2.1% -0.1% 21.9% -15.4% 


Medium 
Optimal -19.3% -29.5% -8.1% 7.3% -22.4% 


Safe -5.1% -18.6% -1.1% 39.9% -1.3% 


Low 
Optimal 0.6% 1.0% 8.7% 0.7% -12.8% 


Safe 6.7% 2.0% 10.4% 8.5% 7.6% 


Table 8: Changes in delay after implementing weather-specific signal plans at the arterial corridor 


Demand Weather Signal Plan Total Delay 
Intersection 1  


Delay 


Intersection 2  


Delay 


Intersection 3 


Delay 


Intersection 4  


Delay 


Medium 


Slushy 
Optimal -11.6% -16.7% -15.1% -14.6% -5.3% 


Safe 0.8% -3.6% 5.4% -15.2% 11.1% 


Snowy 
Optimal -20.2% -23.8% -17.6% -39.5% -9.3% 


Safe -9.8% -15.2% -11.8% -29.7% 3.8% 


High 


Slushy 
Optimal -5.6% -5.4% -10.4% -4.5% -4.7% 


Safe 5.6% 6.4% 0.0% 7.1% 6.5% 


Snowy 
Optimal -10.7% -11.4% -20.6% -9.8% -6.4% 


Safe -1.4% -4.1% -12.3% 1.5% 3.2% 


4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 


Weather responsive signal control is a cost-effective measure to mitigate weather-related impacts on traffic 


operations. This research focuses on exploring how to modify signal control under adverse weather conditions. A 


field study found that the saturation flow rate was 17% and 25% lower on slushy and snowy road surface than on 


normal road surface, respectively. Also, the study showed that road surface condition had limited impacts on start-up 


lost time. All these results are consistent with the literature findings. Using these results as inputs, we developed 


weather-specific plans using Synchro for one isolated intersection and one arterial corridor for adverse weather 


conditions. Inter-green time, cycle length, green split, and offsets were adjusted accordingly. It is recommended that 


inter-green time be increased by 0.5-1.0 second for improved safety under adverse weather conditions. This 


improved safety margin would however result in reduced overall efficiency. It was found that the additional inter-


green time would increase the total intersection delay by 5% to 20% as compared to the weather specific plans that 


keep the same inter-green time as normal signal plans. However, safety is always paramount in signal timing design. 


The evaluation results also show that implementing weather-specific signal plans is most beneficial in terms of 


traffic efficiency for intersection with a medium level of traffic demand with an overall degree of saturation in the 


range of 0.4 to 0.7. Also, the benefits are more obvious in snowy conditions than in slushy conditions. Furthermore, 


the benefits are much more compelling at an arterial-corridor level with signal coordination than at an isolated-


intersection level.  
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This research only discusses how pre-timed signal timing parameters can be adjusted during adverse weather 


conditions due to the general unreliability of detectors in such conditions. Our future research will focus on explore 


how the interaction between detection systems and signal control can be modified under adverse weather conditions. 


Moreover, this research’s evaluation part focuses on the efficiency measures (delay).  In the future, it is suggested to 


include quantitative safety measures to evaluate signal plan alternatives.  
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ABSTRACT  


Scour and scour-related complication have been widely established as the most prevalent cause of bridge pier failure 


in North America (Melville and Coleman 2000; Wardhana and Hadipriono 2003; Foti and Sabia 2011). When a 


structure such as a bridge pier or abutment is introduced into a flow environment, the flow structures which are 


induced cause sediment removal around its base. As these flow structures increase in size and intensity, so too does 


the removal of sediment (better known as scouring action), effectively removing the lateral support provided to the 


foundation. If scouring proceeds up to and beyond the point in which the foundations are exposed or undermined, 


then failure of the footing or foundation in tension is likely to follow (Melville and Coleman 2000). The case of the 


Schoharie Creek bridge collapse, which occurred in upstate New York in 1987, is an example of such a failure, 


which also resulted in total collapse of many of the bridge’s spans as well as the deaths of 10 motorists (LeBeau and 


Wadia-Fascetti 2007).  


 


As a result, determination of foundation head (the depth to which footings should be placed) is prescribed by several 


design standards, and is chiefly calculated on the basis of empirical equations which have been experimentally 


determined over the past several decades. It has been shown that these equations have a tendency to over-predict this 


depth, leading to unnecessarily high construction and material costs (Ettema et al. 1998). This is due to the 


development of these equations, which is largely based on experimental results which were obtained under varying 


conditions. For example, the difficulty in obtaining perfect geometric, kinematic and dynamic similitude between a 


prototype in the laboratory and a model in the field lies primarily in the inability of a model to properly scale for 


sediment size without altering inter-particle forces existing in the sediment (Heller 2011; Ettema et. al. 1998). This 


is an example of a scale effect in scour modelling, and has been previously investigated. However, there are other 


lesser-known scale effects in scour experimentation which have been shown to affect experimentally-obtained 


results. These include failure to obtain results under controllable conditions, such that conclusions drawn are on the 


basis of defined influences, as well as the effects of wall interference due to channel blockage. A series of 


experimentation was carried out at the Ed Lumley Centre for Engineering Innovation at the University of Windsor in 


Windsor, Ontario in order to isolate the effects of several non-dimensional parameters affecting scour. These include 


relative flow depth or flow shallowness, h/D, where h is mean flow depth and D is pier diameter, and blockage ratio, 


D/b, where b is channel width.  


 


The effects of flow shallowness on relative scour depth, dse/D (where dse is maximum scour depth measured from 


the front of the pier at equilibrium) were investigated through two subsets of tests. In each test, the majority of 


scour-influencing parameters, including those non-dimensional parameters upon which many scour prediction 


methods are based, were held constant and the only such parameter which changed was flow shallowness. Each 


subset was completed for a different sediment size in a flume with a width of 1.22 m, a height of 0.84 m, and a 


length of 10 m. Each test was carried out for 48 hours, which was determined through prior experimentation to be 


sufficient time to equilibrium under the conditions required. It was determined that for each subset considered 


independently, relative scour depth increases with flow shallowness before reaching constancy over the range of h/D 
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between 2.0 and 3.2. However, the influence of flow shallowness on relative scour depth was also present for values 


of h/D greater than 3.2. Furthermore, when comparing tests with similar values of h/D in different sediment sizes, 


the effects of sidewall interferences are more prevalent in tests done in finer sediment. Bed formations were also 


shown to be affected by these parameters; bed ripples appeared to have formed on primary scour deposits in finer 


sediment, and primary deposit length is greater in all tests of finer sediment with constant flow shallowness. 


 


The results of several investigations were compared in order to draw conclusions on the effects of channel blockage 


on scour geometry. It was determined that sidewall proximity does influence scouring action, particularly in finer 


sediment. When tests with constant relative coarseness, sediment size, flow shallowness and flow intensity but 


different blockage ratios in finer sediment were compared, the extent of scour was deeper, wider, and longer in the 


test with a blockage ratio of 10 percent compared with the test with a blockage ratio of 5 percent. However, two tests 


with constant relative coarseness, sediment size, flow shallowness and flow intensity in the coarser sediment showed 


the opposite effect; that lesser blockage results in greater scour. Therefore, the influence of sediment size, or some 


alternate sediment-related parameter, is greater than the effects of channel blockage alone. A comparison of three 


tests performed further confirms that some additional sediment-related parameter influences scour geometry. In all 


three tests, flow shallowness, relative coarseness and flow intensity are constant. However, one of the tests was 


performed in coarser sediment, with a blockage ratio of 10 percent. The other two tests were performed in finer 


sediment, with blockage ratios of 5 percent and 15 percent respectively. Experimental results showed that scour for 


the test with the coarser sediment was greater than either of the tests in the finer sediment, despite one of these 


having a higher blockage ratio.  


 


In conclusion, analysis of experimental results obtained in scour investigations has indicated that when isolated, the 


effects of flow shallowness on scour geometry are constant over a certain range of h/D. Furthermore, the influence 


of channel blockage is dependent on both blockage ratio and sediment size, when all other scour-defining 


parameters are held constant. However, the influences of blockage ratio can change depending on sediment size, 


which indicates that there is some other sediment-related factor to which changes in scour can be attributed. 


 


Keywords: scour, erosion, bridge pier scour, scour prediction 
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ABSTRACT  


Estimation of wind-induced loads and responses is an essential step in tall building design process. Wind load for 


super tall buildings is commonly evaluated using boundary layer wind tunnel (BLWT) tests. However, the recent 


development in computational power and techniques is encouraging designers to explore numerical wind load 


evaluations using a Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) approaches. CFD can provide a faster estimation for 


building loads and responses with lower cost and satisfactory accuracy for preliminary design stages. The current 


study investigates the accuracy of evaluating wind pressure and building responses of a typical tall building 


(CAARC building). Two configurations are investigated, which are (1) standalone building and (2) located in a city 


center. Large Eddy Simulation (LES) numerical model is utilized adopting a newly developed synthesizing 


turbulence generator named Consistent Discrete Random Flow Generator (CDRFG). The adopted inflow technique 


is believed to provide good representation of wind statistics (i.e. velocity and turbulence profiles, spectra and 


coherency). Pressure distributions and building responses from the current study match with those obtained from 


boundary layer wind tunnel tests. The average difference between the pressure values between the current model and 


the BLWT is 4%. While the difference in building responses resulted from the LES model to those from BLWT is 


6%. It was found that utilizing CDRFG in LES models provides an accurate estimation for building aerodynamic 


performance in an efficient computational time owing to its capability of supporting parallel processing. 


 


Keywords: Wind load; CFD; Tall Building; Wind Response; Large Eddy Simulation (LES); Complex surrounding 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Tall buildings are considered one of the most sensitive structures to wind loads, which made wind load evaluation an 


essential aspect in the design of any tall buildings. Evaluation of wind loads and responses was extensively studied 


through numerous experimental researches using wind tunnel testing (e.g., Coyle 1931, Melbourne 1980 and 


Davenport 1975). In the last three decades, there have been significant improvements in computer technology, 


which encouraged the use of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) in many wind engineering applications. Large 


Eddy Simulation (LES) models are one of the most efficient techniques in turbulence modeling, which were utilized 


in wind simulations around buildings in many previous studies, such as Nozawa and Tamura 2002, Braun and 


Awruch 2009, Dagnew and Bitsuamlak 2014 and Aboshosha et al. 2015. The majority of those studies primarily 


focused on standalone buildings without considering the effect of the adjacent structures. There are few studies that 


investigated the influence of single adjacent building such as Dagnew and Bitsuamlak 2013, while others studied a 


building located in a complex surrounding, for instance Dragoiescu et al. 2006. 
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Obtaining a precise wind-induced loads and responses requires careful selection of the upcoming wind properties 


(Huang and Li 2010). The authors developed an efficient technique for inflow generation, which called the 


Consistent Discrete Random Flow Generator (CDRFG) (Aboshosha et al. 2015). This technique provides a discrete 


flow field time series, which satisfy the target velocity and turbulence profiles in addition to continuity and 


coherency function. Those inflow properties are essential to get highly accurate simulation of the wind behavior 


(Davenport 1993 and Kijewski and Kareem 1998). 


 


In the current study, the CDRFG technique is utilized to evaluate the wind pressure distributions and the building 


responses for a typical tall building in both standalone and surrounded configurations. This typical tall building is 


called the Commonwealth Advisory Aeronautical Research Council (CAARC) building, which has been extensively 


adopted in a number of experimental and numerical studies (Melbourne 1980, Dragoiescu et al. 2006, and Elshaer et 


al. 2016). The accuracy of the CDRFG technique is assessed by comparing the results obtained from the current 


work with previous numerical and experimental studies from the literature. Also, the effect of considering the 


surrounding structures is presented by comparing the building responses resulted from both the standalone and the 


surrounded configurations. 


2. LARGE EDDY SIMULATION MODELS 


The current numerical study is conducted to be similar to the wind tunnel test by Dragoiescu et al. 2006, which was 


conducted at Rowan Williams Davies and Irwin (RWDI) Inc.’s wind tunnel laboratory. The building is tested for 


two configurations: standalone and surrounded configurations. The length and time scales used are 1:400 and 1:100, 


respectively. The building is tested for open terrain exposure with mean wind velocity of 10 m/s at the building 


height and inflow profiles as shown in Figure 1. The latter profiles are utilized to generate the turbulent inflow using 


CDRFG technique. Computational domain dimensions are selected to satisfy the recommendations of COST 2007 


Frank 2006. Symmetry plane boundary condition is assigned for the computational domain sides and top, while no-


slip boundary condition is assigned for the bottom of the computational domain and all the buildings’ faces. Figure 


2 shows the computational domain dimensions and boundary conditions adopted in the LES models. (STAR-CCM+ 


v.9.04) commercial CFD package is utilized to conduct the numerical simulations. For this purpose, a dynamic sub-


grid scale model of Smagornisky 1963 and Germano et al. 1991. The time step for the transient simulation is 0.0005 


sec to ensure the convergence and the accuracy of the analysis by maintaining the Courant Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) 


number lower than 1.0. The analyses are conducted for 14,000 time steps, which represents 11.5 minutes in full-


scale. The high performance computing facility at the University of Western (Shared Hierarchical Academic 


Research Computing Network, SharcNet) is utilized to perform the computations for the models (lasted for 11 hours 


using 128 cores). 
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Figure 1: Profiles measured from the wind tunnel and the fitted profiles for CFD 
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Figure 2: Computational domain dimensions and boundary conditions 


 


 


The computational domain is discretized using polyhedral control volumes. Properties of the grids are summarized 


in Table 1. As illustrated in Figure 2 , grid sizes are divided into three zones. Zone 1 is located away from the 


building of interest where the grid size is maximized. Zone 3 is located close to the building of interest and its 


surroundings. Grid size in this zone is decreased to capture important details of flow structures in the wake zone and 


the front zone between the inflow and the building. Fifteen parallel meshes parallel to the building surfaces with a 


stretching factor of 1.05 is utilized in zone 3 to satisfy the recommendations by Murakami 1998, COST 2007 and 


Tominaga et al. 2008. Zone 2 is chosen in between zones 1 and 3 and has an intermediate grid size. 
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Figure 3: Grid discretization adopted in the standalone and surrounded configurations 
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Table 1: Properties of the grids 


Grid 
Standalone Surrounded 


Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3 Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3 


Grid size H / 10 H / 30 H / 70 H / 10 H / 20 H / 50 


Total number of cells 1,510,000 1,920,000 


3. WIND FLOW FIELD 


Figure 4 shows the instantaneous velocity contour plot for standalone and surrounded configurations. As 


demonstrated by the figure, the approaching velocity field in the surrounded case varies from the standalone case 


due to the presence of other structures in front of the study building. The complex flow field demonstrates that the 


neighboring structures change the characteristics of the upcoming wind as it approaches the study building. The 


presence of the surrounding structures results in complex flow interference such as channeling and wake effects on 


the study building. 
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Figure 4: Instantaneous velocity magnitude contours 


4. PRESSURE COEFFICIENT DISTRIBUTIONS 


Figure 5 shows the mean pressure coefficients (Cp) distribution across a horizontal section at 2/3 of the building 


height compared with the experimental results obtained from the BLWT testing (Dragoiescu et al. 2006) and similar 


simulations from the literature (Huang et al. 2007; Dagnew and Bitsuamlak 2014). For the LES, the reference 


pressure is taken at a point on the inlet boundary at the building height. While in the experimental testing, the 


reference pressure is taken at the building height measured by the pitot-tube installed at the building height upwind 


of the turntable. As indicated in this figure, there is a very good agreement between the mean Cp distributions 


resulted from the present LES and literature with those from the BLWT on both windward and leeward faces (i.e. ~ 


2% on average). For the side faces, where the separation occurs, the current study provides also close pressure 


results to the BLWT measurements (i.e. ~ 3 % on average). It is noticed that the maximum difference in mean Cp 
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between the LES and the experimental results located in the side faces, where the difference reached 12%. By 


comparing the mean pressures resulting from the current study and other numerical simulations, it appears that the 


LES model employed in the current study leads to a better matching results with the BLWT for the leeward and side 


faces. Figure 6 shows the distribution of the root-mean-square (rms) Cp at the horizontal section at 2/3 of the 


building height resulted from the numerical and experimental results. The rms Cp distribution resulted from the 


current LES model has a better agreement with the BLWT measurements than other the numerical simulations from 


the literature (i.e. ~ 4% on average). 


 


 
Figure 5: mean Cp distribution over horizontal section of the building 


 
Figure 6: rms Cp distribution over horizontal section of the building 


 


Figure 7 indicates the mean Cp distribution on the building faces for the standalone and the surrounded building 


configurations. By comparing the mean Cp for the standalone and the surrounded building configurations, it is 


noticed that the neighboring structures significantly changed the pressure distribution on the building. The 


surrounded building experiences a sheltering effect as it is located in the urban canopy developed from the 


interference between wakes of the surrounding upstream buildings. This leads to unsymmetrical distribution of the 


mean Cp for the surrounded building configuration compared to the symmetric distribution for the standalone case. 


Moreover, the absolute mean pressure values for the surrounded configuration is found to be lower than the values 


of the standalone configuration (i.e. 50% or more), which agrees with the findings of Kim et al. 2012. Figure 8 


shows the distribution of the rms Cp for the two configurations. For the surrounded building configuration, the rms 


pressure values are higher than those in standalone configuration (i.e. 40% on average). Thisreflects the higher 


turbulence in the surrounded case resulted from the presence of other surrounding structures. Those surrounding 


structures act as an additional roughness affecting the upcoming wind. 
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           Standalone case             Surrounded case 


 
Figure 7: mean pressure coefficient distribution over building faces 


 


           Standalone case             Surrounded case 


 
Figure 8: fluctuating pressure coefficient (rms) distribution over building faces 


5. BUILDING RESPONSES 


In order to calculate the building responses and wind-induced base moment spectra, the building base moment time 


histories are extracted from the LES. Figure 9 plots the obtained time histories of the base moments, where base 


moments around x, y and z-axis are in the along-wind, across-wind, and torsional directions. It is noted that lower 


along-wind moments are developed in the surrounded configuration compared to the standalone configurations. This 


decrease in the longitudinal moments for the surrounded configuration results from the shedding of surrounding 


structures located in the upstream of the study building. Concerning across-wind moments, higher values are 


developed in the surrounded configuration compared to the standalone ones. The rise in across-wind moments, for 


the surrounded configuration, is caused by the increase in wind turbulence component resulted from the 


surroundings. 
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Figure 9: Base moments around the x-axis (along-wind), y-axis (across-wind) and z-axis (torsional) 


 


Figure 10 shows the smoothed Power Spectral Density (PSD) plot, which illustrates the energy distribution with the 


corresponding frequencies. The PSD plots are evaluated for the standalone and the surrounded configurations using 


the time history base moments acquired from the LES and the BLWT tests. As shown in this figure, the PSD 


obtained from the LES matches reasonably with the experimental measurements in the along, across, and torsional 


wind directions with an average regression coefficient of 0.91. The agreement with the experimental results is found 


to be affected for the high frequency range. Although this does not seem to affect the overall base loads, it can be 


further enhanced by using finer grid resolution (i.e. improving the LES cut-off frequency). 
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Figure 10: Spectra of the base moments 


 


Using the spectra of the evaluated base moments, the dynamic responses of the CAARC building are evaluated 


using the method described by Zhou et al. (2003) and Chen and Kareem (2005). The natural frequencies of the 


building are assumed to be 0.15, 0.15 and 0.3 in the along-wind, across-wind and torsional direction. The damping 


ratio of the structure is assumed to be 1% while the density of the structure is 192 kg/m3. It is assumed that there is 


no coupling between the responses modes. The center of mass of the study building is assumed to coincide with its 


center of rigidity. All building responses are reported at the center of mass of each floor. The peak displacement, 


acceleration, and base moment are plotted in Figures 11, 12 and 13, respectively. The responses of the CAARC 


building obtained from the LES models are in agreement with those from the BLWT. Average difference between 


LES and wind tunnel responses is found to be 6% for both the standalone and surrounded building configurations. 


This indicates the accuracy of evaluating wind loads and responses using LES while employing the CDRFG 


technique in providing inflow field. Figures 11-13 also show that surrounded configuration has lower along-wind 


and torsional response (i.e. top deflection, acceleration and base moments) values than the values of the standalone 


configuration (i.e. 30% lower). While the across-wind responses of the surrounded configuration are higher than 


those of the standalone configuration (i.e. 15% higher). This results from the shedding effect introduced by the 


upstream and side surrounding buildings. 
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Figure 11: Peak top floor displacements 
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Figure 12: Peak top floor accelerations 
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Figure 13: Peak base moments 
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6. CONCLUSIONS  


This study evaluated the aerodynamic response of tall buildings using LES. The method of Consistent Discrete 


Random Flow Generator (CDRFG) developed previously by the authors is used to generate the inflow boundary 


condition that satisfies the proper turbulence spectra and coherency. The CAARC building is modeled considering 


both standalone and surrounded configurations. This is to assess the accuracy of LES employing the CDRFG 


technique in evaluating tall building responses for both configurations. Results obtained from the LES model are 


compared with the results obtained from a previous boundary layer wind tunnel (BLWT) test and previous 


numerical simulations. The following conclusions can be drawn: 


 


 The employed LES model using the CDRFG technique to simulate the inflow field leads to more accurate 


estimation for the wind pressure distributions on a tall building and its responses. Since, this model 


supports parallel computation, it allows for a time-efficient evaluation of the building aerodynamic 


behavior (i.e. in the order of 12 hrs.). 


 Pressures obtained from the current LES model for the standalone building configuration are in in a very 


good agreement with the pressures measured in the BLWT. Mean pressure values obtained from the current 


LES model have a better agreement with the BLWT results compared to previous numerical models (i.e. ~ 


3% on average). Also, rms pressure values obtained from the current LES model agree with the BLWT 


results compared to previous numerical models at the windward and leeward building faces. (i.e. ~ 4 % on 


average). 


 Base moment spectra and building responses obtained from the current LES model well agree with the 


spectra and responses obtained from BLWT. Average difference between LES and BLWT responses is 


found to be less than 6% for both configurations.  


 As expected, significant differences are noticed in terms of pressures and dynamic responses of the 


standalone and the surrounded configurations. In general, surrounded configuration has a lower mean 


pressure values (i.e. 50 % or more) and higher rms values (i.e. 40 % on average) than those of the 


standalone configurations. The along-wind and torsional responses of the surrounded configuration are 


found to be lower than the responses of the standalone configuration (i.e. 30 % lower). However, the 


across-wind responses of the surrounded configuration are found to be higher than the responses of the 


standalone configuration (i.e. 15 % higher). This indicates the importance of including the surrounding 


effects while evaluating the pressure distributions of a tall building and responses. 
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ABSTRACT  


The results of an experimental investigation into the behaviour of precast hybrid FRP-concrete, two-panel truss 


girders under static loading are presented. The investigation is part of a comprehensive research program on the 


development of a corrosion-free system for short and medium span bridges. The truss girders consist of pretensioned 


concrete chords connected by vertical and diagonal truss elements made of glass FRP tubes filled with concrete. The 


truss elements are reinforced and connected to the top and bottom chords by means of long double-headed steel or 


glass FRP bars. The top and bottom chords are also reinforced with glass FRP stirrups and double-headed 


longitudinal bars. This new system is expected to reduce the initial and maintenance costs and enhance the durability 


of bridges, and thus, extend their useful life. Moreover, by replacing the solid concrete web of traditional precast I-


girders with the truss elements, the weight of the structure is significantly reduced, and thus, longer spans can be 


achieved and the number of supporting piers and size of the substructure can be reduced. The main objective of the 


research presented herein was to examine the efficiency of the FRP in comparison to steel reinforcement. The work 


included fabricating and testing three large-scale two-panel truss girders with an overall depth of 1.32 m and length 


of 2.83 m. The test parameters included the type and amount of reinforcement. The girders were tested under 


monotonic loading up to failure. The tests showed excellent results in terms of strength, stiffness, and connection 


performance of the truss girders. 


 


Keywords: Bridge girder; concrete-filled FRP tubes; double-headed bars; glass FRP reinforcement; precast concrete.  


1. INTRODUCTION 


Corrosion of steel reinforcement combined with fatigue loading induced by traffic can cause significant deterioration 


in concrete bridges. Traditional materials, such as concrete and steel in bridge structures, have a limited service life 


and high maintenance cost, especially if they are used in a harsh environment such as that of Canada. In addition, 


producing huge amounts of concrete and steel needed for construction of traditional bridges leads to significant CO2 


emissions. Many rehabilitation methods designed to extend the service life of bridge structures that have deteriorated 


due to corrosion of the reinforcing steel have been developed and put into practice within the past few years, but none 


of these methods can be considered as a final solution for bridge deterioration (Firodiya et al. 2014). 


 


The use of advanced composite materials, particularly fibre-reinforced polymers (FRPs), has provided a solution for 


the durability problem in existing structures. Because of the excellent characteristics of FRPs, such as resistance to 


corrosion, high strength, light weight, and ease of handling and installation, extensive research has been done over the 


past two decades on their use for strengthening and rehabilitation of structures. However, not as much effort has been 


made to develop new bridge systems that make effective use of FRPs, combined with conventional materials, as load-


carrying structural components. Use of FRPs in such a hybrid form can significantly increase the structural strength, 


enhance the durability and sustainability, and extend the useful life to more than twice that of many existing bridges. 
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An innovative hybrid FRP-concrete bridge system has been developed for short and medium span bridges (El-Badry, 


2007). The new system is composed of a cast-in-situ concrete deck slab on top of precast, prestressed concrete truss 


girders. The girders consist of pretensioned top and bottom concrete chords connected by vertical and diagonal truss 


elements made of FRP tubes filled with high-strength concrete. The pretensioned chords provide the flexural resistance, 


while the truss elements resist shear. Under gravity loads, the diagonal elements are predominantly in tension, and 


therefore, connected to the top and bottom chords by means of four long, double-headed FRP or steel bars. The bar heads 


have excellent anchorage properties and are used to reduce the embedment length of the straight bars and bear against 


the concrete when the bars are in tension (Ghali and Dilger, 1998). The vertical elements are mainly in compression, and 


therefore, connected to the chords by means of double-headed bars with shorter embedment length. The FRP tubes serve 


as permanent formwork and provide confinement to the concrete cores, and thus, increase the cores’ compressive 


strength and protect them from the harsh environment. The new truss system is lighter in weight and more durable than 


the traditional I-shaped bridge girders. The reduced weight and enhanced durability lead to a reduction in the 


construction and maintenance costs. The light weight of the girder reduces the required amount of prestressing, allows 


for longer spans, and results in smaller sizes of substructure or fewer supporting piers in multi-span bridges. The 


enhanced durability can extend the structure’s useful life to 100 years, which is double that of many existing bridges. 


 


Performance of steel-reinforced truss girders of different span-to-depth ratios has been investigated by El-Badry et 


al. (2014). This paper reports the results of static loading tests on large-scale two-panel girder specimens reinforced 


with glass FRP stirrups and double-headed bars (Joulani, 2016). The two-panel specimens were selected in order to 


investigate performance of the truss elements and efficiency of the connections in shear-critical girders. A 


perspective view of a typical girder specimen is shown in Figure 1. 


 


Figure 1: Perspective view of a two-panel hybrid FRP-concrete bridge girder specimen 


2. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 


The experimental program included fabricating and testing three large-scale two-panel truss girders with an overall 


depth of 1.32 m and length of 2.83 m. The girders were tested under static loading increasing from zero to failure. The 


first two girders were reinforced with glass FRP bars with different bar diameters, 12 mm and 16 mm, of long double-


headed bars, while the last girder was reinforced with steel bars for comparison. All the reinforcements, including 


stirrups, longitudinal bars, and double-headed bars for the first two girders, were made of GFRP bars to provide a 


corrosion-free truss girder. The dimensions and the amount of prestressing were the same in all girders. Several 


parameters, such as deformation of the truss girders, cracking pattern, strain in the concrete filled FRP tubes (CFFT), 


and strain in all reinforcements including longitudinal bars, stirrups and long double-headed bars, were measured. 


2.1 Description of the Girder Specimens  


The girders consisted of pre-tensioned top and bottom concrete chords connected by vertical and diagonal truss 


elements. The truss elements were made of glass FRP filled with concrete and connected to the top and bottom 


chords by means of long double-headed bars. Under gravitational loads, the diagonal elements were predominantly 


in tension and the vertical elements were mainly in compression. The truss elements served as permanent formwork 
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and protected the concrete core, and thus, increased its compressive strength and shielded it from the harsh 


environment. All the reinforcements including stirrups, longitudinal bars, and double-headed bars for the first two 


girders were made of GFRP bars, while the last specimen had steel reinforcements. A bundle of two long, double-


headed deformed bars were used to connect vertical tubes to the chords. Each diagonal element contained four long 


double-headed bars with different embedment lengths to provide gradual failure when they were in tension. The 


studs were placed in a pattern to provide adequate clear distance between the parallel bars such that the concrete 


could be placed and compacted satisfactorily for the development of an acceptable bond. The heads of the long 


double-headed bars were embedded in the concrete chords and bore against the concrete when the studs were in 


tension. The top cord consisted of four pre-tensioned 15 mm, low-relaxation, seven-wire steel strands stressed to 


70% of the ultimate tensile strength load. The bottom cord contained seven strands to provide additional flexural 


capacity to the chords. The arrangement of these strands was kept constant for all girders.  


 


All specimens had 2 panels and identical dimensions. The length of the girders was 2830 mm and the depth was 


1320 mm. All the girders had a 250 mm overhang at the chords. The depth of the vertical truss elements was 800 


mm and the diagonal elements were assigned to be at 45 degree with a length of 1132 mm. Figures 2a and 2b 


present the typical dimensions of a 2-panel truss girder. 


 


Specimen designations had general format of “Gi-2F(S)-j”; where “Gi” refers to girder number, 2F or 2S denotes a 2-


panel girder with either FRP or steel reinforcement, respectively, and “j” refers to diameter of the double-headed bars. 


2.2 Reinforcements  


Two different reinforcing methods, steel and GFRP reinforcements, were used for the longitudinal bars and stirrups 


in the chords and vertical tubes. Three different types of long headed bars were used in three specimens to connect 


the diagonal truss elements to the chords: 12 mm GFRP, 16 mm GFRP, and 12.7 mm steel bars. Each diagonal 


element contained four long, double-headed bars with different lengths, while the vertical elements included two 


bundle long double-headed bars of 1100 mm length. In the two corrosion-free GFRP girders, double-headed, 


deformed GFRP bars with a size of 16 mm where used as longitudinal bars. 12 mm GFRP stirrups were used as 


transverse reinforcement in the chords. For steel reinforcing girders, a deformed bar of size of 10M and 15M was 


used for all stirrups and longitudinal reinforcement, respectively. Long, double-headed steel bars with a 12.7 mm 


diameter stem were used to connect the truss elements to the chords in the steel specimen. The 40.2 mm heads were 


attached to the ends of the steel bars by a stud welding process. A minimum cover of 30 mm was used in both top 


and bottom chords in all specimens. A diagram of the truss girder reinforcement is given in Fig. 2, including the 


details of the vertical and diagonal truss elements (Fig. 2c and d), double-headed bars, embedment length, chord 


reinforcements, and prestressing details. 


2.3 Material Properties 


2.3.1 Concrete 


The target 28-day compressive strength of the concrete was chosen to be 70 MPa for both the chords and truss elements. 


The strength of the concrete, at the time the prestressing was released, was specified at 35 MPa. A maximum coarse 


aggregate size of 10 mm was chosen to obtain a satisfactory consolidation of concrete around the headed-bars in the truss 


elements and near the heads. Standard type GU Portland cement was used in the concrete mix with a water to cement 


ratio of 0.26 and air entrainment around 8%. Washed and dried sand with a size of 5 mm was used as a fine aggregate. 


The average results of testing the 3 concrete cylinders for compressive and tensile strength are presented in Table 1. 


Table 1: Concrete strength on the day of testing 


Specimen  Compressive 


Strength (MPa) 


Tensile Strength 


(MPa) 


G1-2F12 69.0 5.2 


G2-2F16 71.4 5.3 


G3-2S12 71.3 5.2 
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Figure 2: Typical dimensions and reinforcing details of the truss girder specimens 


 


2.3.2 Double-Headed GFRP Bars 


A double-headed GFRP bar is a ribbed reinforcing bar made of corrosion resistant glass fibres, which are bound by a 


vinyl ester resin. FRP bars, in contrast to steel, are linearly elastic up to failure. The mean value of the short term tensile 


strength of the bars is about 1000 MPa. The material properties of the GFRP bars are presented in Table 2. The end 


heads are used to reduce the embedment length of the straight bars and bear against the concrete when the studs are in 


tension. The head geometry insured the load was distributed over the entire head length and provided the required 


tensile splitting forces at the head (Fig. 3a). The 16 mm double-headed GFRP bars were used as longitudinal bars in the 


top and bottom chords (Fig. 2a). GFRP stirrups were used as transverse reinforcement in the chords so that the 


corrosion-free specimens were reinforced only with GFRP bars, (Fig. 2a and 3b). GFRP bars cannot be permanently 


deformed or bent post production; therefore, stirrups must be ordered directly from the manufacturer. Two different 


sizes of GFRP stirrups were used for the top and bottom chords. The bending process considerably reduced the ultimate 
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strength of GFRP bars to nearly 40% of straight bars.  The 12 mm GFRP bars were used as internal reinforcement for 


the vertical CFFT elements. GFRP double-headed bars of 12 mm and 16 mm were also used to reinforced the diagonal 


CFFT elements and connect them to the concrete top and bottom chords (Fig. 2a and d). 


 


 


 
  


(a) Anchoring Head of GFRP Bar                            (b) GFRP Stirrups and Longitudinal Bars 


Figure 3: GFRP reinforcement 


Table 2: Material properties of GFRP bars 


Type of 


reinforcement 


Core 


Diameter 


(mm) 


Cross 


Sectional 


Area (mm2) 


Ultimate Short 


term Tensile 


Strength (MPa) 


Long-term 


Tensile Strength 


(MPa) 


Module of 


Elasticity  


(GPa) 


Design Value 


Long-term Tensile 


Strength (MPa) 


16 16 201  > 1000 580 60 445 


12 12 113  > 1000 580 60 445 


Stirrups 11.6 106  > 700 250 55 190 


 


2.3.3 Steel Reinforcement 


Long, double-headed steel bars were used to connect the vertical and diagonal truss elements to the chords in the 


“G3-2S12” specimen. The double-headed bars had a deformed stem with 12.7 mm diameter to provide an adequate 


bond to the concrete. The 40 mm diameter head was attached to the end of the bars by a stud welding process to 


satisfy the ASTM A1044 specification, which required that the area of the head of the studs be at least 10 times the 


area of the stem. Also, standard grad 400 deformed bars of two different diameters were used as internal 


reinforcement in the top and bottom chords in the steel specimen. A size of 15M was used as longitudinal 


reinforcement in the top and bottom chords. A size of 10M was used as shear stirrup reinforcement in the concrete 


chords. Table 3 lists the tensile properties of all types of steel reinforcement used in the truss girders.  


Table 3: Tensile properties of all types of steel reinforcement in the truss girders 


Type of 


reinforcement 


Core 


Diameter 


(mm) 


Cross 


Sectional 


Area (mm2) 


Module of 


Elasticity  


(GPa) 


Yield or Proof 


Strength 


(MPa) 


Ultimate 


Strength 


(MPa) 


Double-headed bar 12.7 127 184.0 503 620 


10M Bar 11.1 100 201.8 455 645 


15M Bar 15.9 200 196.6 430 580 


7-wire Strand 15.2 140 192.5 1792 1943 


 


2.3.4 Glass FRP Tubes 


Glass FRP tubes were used as vertical and diagonal truss elements in all specimens. The tubes consisted of fibers 


with approximately 70% in circumferential and 30% in longitudinal directions. The tubes had inner and outer 


diameters of 110 mm and 114 mm, respectively. The mechanical properties of the tubes were provided by the 


manufacturer according to ASTM D2105-01 and D1599-99 and are listed in Table 4. 
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Table 4: Material properties of GFRP tubes 


Tensile Strength 


(MPa) 


Tensile Modulus 


of Elasticity 


(GPa) 


Compressive 


Strength 


(MPa) 


Compressive 


Modulus of 


Elasticity (GPa) 


Ultimate 


internal  


pressure (MPa) 


Long. Circum. Long. Circum. Long. Long. 


240 480 20.6 29 240 20.6 13.8 


 


2.4 Fabrication of the Truss Girders 


The girders were fabricated in the Structural Laboratory in the Civil Engineering Department at the University of Calgary. 


All girders were cast in two separate phases. In the first phase, the vertical and diagonal truss elements were cast by 


placing the FRP tubes in special wooden forms, which were fabricated in such a way that all double-headed bars and the 


GFRP tubes were fixed in place to ensure that the double-headed-bar arrangement stay accurate in all tubes. Figure 4 


shows the arrangement of the double-headed FRP bars and the GFRP tubes in the wooden forms. The heads protruding 


from the tube ends provide adequate embedment length to connect the tubes and the chords (Fig. 4c). On each of the 


diagonal GFPR bars, at the interface of the elements and the chords, a strain gauge was placed to measure the related strain 


(Fig. 4d). The tubes were filled with concrete and were left for two days to sufficiently harden before placing them in the 


main formwork. In the second phase, the precast truss elements were placed along with the FRP or steel cage and the 


prestressing strands. For easier fabrication, the girders were cast in a horizontal position. Removable wooden pieces were 


used for fixing the truss elements along the main form. The prestressing steel strands were passed through the top and 


bottom chords, and they were prestressed and anchored to the prestressing bulkheads at the ends. Figure 5a shows the 


girder formwork just before the casting. The chords were cast and cured under the plastic sheet (Fig. 5c). The wooden 


forms were stripped, and the prestressing strands were released after the concrete reached a compressive strength of 


35 MPa. Figure 5d shows the lifted truss girder in a vertical position after stripping the wooden form. 


2.5 Test Setup and Instrumentation 


Each girder was tested under static monotonic loading up to the failure point. Girders were tested while they were 


simply supported on two rollers. The 1.3 MN capacity hydraulic actuator was used to apply a static load in a 


displacement-controlled mode. One lateral support was placed at the location of the applied load and two lateral 


supports were placed near two supports to restrain any out of plane displacement that may occur with the top chords. 


The bottom chord was laterally supported only at mid-span. Figure 6a depicts a schematic view of the test setup of a 


2-panel truss girder. Figure 6b shows the actual 2-panel truss girder during the static loading test. 


 


Three laser transducers were used, one underneath the bottom cord at mid-span and two at the centers of each panel, 


to measure deflection. Seven mechanical transducers were used to measure the shortening of the three vertical truss 


elements and the elongation in the two diagonal truss elements. Sixteen strain gauges were installed at the surface of 


all double-headed bars in the diagonal truss elements at the interface of the elements and the top and bottom chord. 


Strain in the bottom longitudinal bars in the top and the bottom chords were outfitted at the mid-span with strain 


gauges. Further, strain gauges were placed at the exterior surface of FRP tubes to measure the longitudinal and the 


circumferential strains in the vertical truss elements.  
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Figure 4: Truss elements before and after casting 


 


 


 
Figure 5: The two-panel girder before and after casting 


 


 


 


 


(c) Top and Bottom Chords after Casting (d) Truss Girder after Casting 


(a) Vertical Tubes before Casting (b) Diagonal CFFTs after Casting 


(c) Protruded Headed-Bars 


(d) Strain-Gauged Bars 


(b) Bottom Chord Connection before Casting (a) Top and Bottom Chords before Casting 
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Figure 6: Test setup 


3. TEST RESULT AND DISCUSSION 


All girders were tested under the mid-span static point load at a rate of 1 mm/min in a displacement-controlled 


mode. The static load-deflection response of the girders at the three locations of the laser transducers at the mid-span 


of the girder and at mid-length of each panel are shown in Figures 7a-7c. Figure 7d also compares the load-


deflection behavior of three girders; the load-deflection behaviour indicates that the girders reinforced with GFRP 


double-headed bars showed a more ductile behaviour than the girder reinforced with double-headed steel bars in the 


service load zone due to a lower modulus of elasticity of GFRP (60 GPa to 200 GPa). A sudden drop in the load of 


the first two girders, G1-2F12 and G2-2F16, was due to the crushing of concrete in compression in the top chord at 


1249 KN and 1271 KN, respectively (Fig. 8a). However, the overall ultimate load capacity of the girders was 


governed by the compression of the concrete in the middle CFFT element followed by the rupture of the FRP tube 


(Fig. 8b). Figure 9 shows the longitudinal and circumferential strain in the middle vertical CFFT element for all 


girders. The circumferential strain gauge value shows the transverse expansion of the tube due to the compression of 


the concrete in GFRP tube; however, the longitudinal strain gauges were used to measure the possible bending in the 


tube. The results show the effect of the bending and the transverse expansion of the concrete in the tube during the 


rupture of the CFFT tube at high loads. 


 


In the girder with steel reinforcement, the actuator reached its maximum capacity of 1338 KN during the test 


without showing a complete failure. All the double-headed bars in the diagonal elements and the longitudinal 


flexural bars in the chords yielded at this point, but no significant damage occurred to the girder. However, the 


initial sign of a rupture in the middle CFFT element was observed at a maximum load of the actuator. The 


circumferential strain measured in the middle vertical CFFT element was close to the value measured for the rupture 


of the GFRP tube in the first two girders (Fig. 9). This strain dramatically increased after yielding all the double-


headed bars in the diagonal elements indicating that the overall capacity of the truss girder became dependant on the 


structural properties of the CFFT elements after yielding happened. 


(a) Schematic View of Test Setup (b) Truss Girder during the Test 
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Figure 7: Load-deflection response  


 


 
Figure 8: Failure of the girders 


The first crack in the concrete chords occurred in the tension side of the top chord for all girders. The cracking load, 


Pcr, the maximum and minimum strains in the double-headed bars at ultimate load, ε max and ε min, respectively, and 


the girder ultimate load, Pu, are listed in Table 5. 


(a) Concrete crushing at top chord (b) Rupture of middle CFFT element (c) Concrete crushing at bottom chord 
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Table 5: Critical loads and strains for static testing of the truss girder 


Girder 


Designation 


First Cracking 


Load, Pcr (kN)   


Max Strain in 


Headed Bars at 


Ultimate, ε max (%) 


Min Strain in 


Headed bars at 


Ultimate, ε min (%) 


Ultimate load, 


Pu (kN) 


G1-2F12 482 1.39 0.80 1249.3 


G2-2F16 435 0.75 0.35 1271.1 


G3-2S12 395 2.36 0.59 1338.7* 


*Actuator reached its maximum capacity. 
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Figure 9: Load-strain in the middle CFFT element 


4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS  


A novel, corrosion-free, hybrid FRP-concrete truss girder has been developed. The web elements of the truss girders 


are made of concrete-filled GFRP tubes connected to prestressed concrete top and bottom chords by means of double-


headed GFPR bars. Using GFRP as a corrosion-free material for structural components and internal reinforcements 


combined with a novel design provides a solution for the durability problem. Further, the new structure will be lighter 


and more economical. The results of the experiment showed excellent performance of the truss girders in terms of 


strength, stiffness, and connection performance. The overall load capacity of the truss girder was governed primarily 


by the behaviour of the long double-headed bars in the diagonal truss elements. However, the ultimate failure 


happened due to the rupture of the middle CFFT element following the crushing of the concrete in the top chord. No 


significant damage happened in the connection of the diagonal CFFT elements to the chords indicating the great 


performance of heads and an adequate embedment length of the long double-headed bars in the concrete chords. 
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT  


Ontario Regulation 153/04 outlines the process wherein a property impacted by soil and/ or ground water 


contaminants is evaluated for risks to human and ecological health, and may be redeveloped for more sensitive land 


uses.  Under the Regulation, once a property has been sufficiently characterized, a Record of Site Condition (RSC) 


may be filed, to document the condition of the property.  Owners of contaminated lands may choose to remediate the 


property, to meet the Ontario Ministry of Environment and Climate Change (MOECC) generic soil and ground 


water Standards, or develop new site-specific Standards via the Risk Assessment (RA) process.   


 


Many of the soil and ground water contaminants of concern (COC) frequently identified during the environmental 


site assessment process are volatile.  If an RA is undertaken to address volatile COC, it must take into consideration 


the potential for vapour intrusion.  The fundamental underlying principle for vapour transport is based on 


observations that small but persistent pressure differences established between the exterior and interior of buildings 


may cause infiltration of soil air through the substructure of buildings.  When this occurs, the COC have the 


potential to cause an adverse effect on the health of building occupants, via the inhalation pathway.  If the 


conclusions of the RA are that an adverse effect is likely, vapour mitigation will be proposed as a risk management 


measure (RMM) and mandated by the MOECC by describing them on a Certificate of Property Use (CPU) which is 


registered on the title of the land, thus obligating all current and/ or future property owners to comply.   


 


In practice, vapour mitigation options are limited, particularly for sites with existing buildings and where 


redevelopment is not planned.  In some cases, buildings are not fitted with HVAC systems suited to increased air 


exchange rates or maintenance of a constant positive pressure, which would serve to “push back” against upward 


vapour movement.  Nor can an existing building be fitted with vapour barriers, or easily equipped with an extensive 


sub-grade vapour venting system.  In many cases, a sub-slab depressurization (SSD) system, retrofitted to the 


building, is the best option.  Such a system would consist of one of more vapour extraction points, connected to a 


blower with the capacity to generate a slight negative pressure within the porous sub-grade media.  However, the 


success of such a system depends to a large extent upon the characteristics of the sub-grade fill material, in addition 


to the building configuration and features such as the presence of footings and foundation thickness and quality.  As 


such, there are many risks associated with uncertainties when the building sub-slab environment is not fully 


understood and each project is unique, where existing buildings are concerned.  Two case studies will be presented, 


describing the process of designing and constructing SSD systems within existing buildings, to mitigate vapour 


intrusion by chlorinated volatile organic compounds (VOCs).   


 


The first case study is a warehouse with generally open concept layout and relatively unrestricted air flow 


throughout most of the building.  The SSD system was constructed using vertical slotted pipes, capped at the ends, 


as the extraction points.  In this case the sandy soil itself was a major source of vapours, and impacts lay just below 


the building slab.  Because of the presumed porosity of the sand, and absence of footings to separate sections of the 


building, it was assumed that good communication would be achieved between the extraction points.  A favourable 
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pilot test supported this assumption.  However, this was not the case and, thus, the project required additional tests 


and a trouble-shooting program to extend the zone of influence of each point.  Once adequate communication was 


verified by vacuum testing, a screening level indoor air quality test was performed as a measure of system efficacy.  


The results of the test are provided in Table 1.  Indoor air concentrations were reduced for the VOC parent COC.  


However, measured values still exceeded the MOECC indoor air criteria.  These exceedances were likely due to 


damage to a key extraction point, situated in the centre of the building and next to a former trichloroethylene bath, 


during building renovations.  Therefore, it was recommended that the missing point be replaced prior to any further 


testing.  


Table 1: Indoor Air Quality Results – Case Study 1 


Contaminant Concentration 


(Oct. 2013) 


(µg/m3) 


Concentration 


(Jan. 2016) 


(µg/m3) 


Criteria (µg/m3) 


Trichloroethylene 11.5 3.4 0.4 


Perchloroethylene 14.1 6.9 14 


      


 


The second case study describes a multi-tenant strip mall constructed with several additions, resulting in demising 


walls which extend to subgrade footings and presumably interrupt vapour movement beneath the building.  In this 


case the source of chlorinated VOC vapours, specifically perchloroethylene (PCE) was a ground water plume, at an 


approximate depth of 5 metres below grade.  The SSD system was constructed using two plenum boxes with the 


intent for more localized vapour mitigation within units of highest concern.  The system design was limited by 


unique building features including the layout itself, presence of a vault in one unit of interest, and inconsistent fill 


thickness beneath the building slab.   


 


Following pilot tests to verify that communication in the sub-grade fill was possible, the SSD system was installed 


in a unit immediately next to the most highly impacted unit of the building.  During construction, a demising wall 


(footing), extending to approximately 15 cm below the top of floor, was found to separate the two units.  


Anticipating restricted vapour floor due to the wall, two holes were cut and piping installed to connect each plenum 


box to the unit on the other side of the wall.  Indoor air quality testing was performed in both units, to verify the 


efficacy of the SSD system, once installed.  A dramatic decrease in the concentration of PCE was observed post-


construction (Table 2), in the most highly impacted unit (Unit #1).  Exceedances of the MOECC criteria persist in 


this unit, however an SSD system could not be installed in that particular space.  A second system on the opposite 


side of the affected unit has been proposed. 


Table 2: Indoor Air Quality Results – Case Study 2 


Contaminant Concentration 


(Mar. 2015) 


(µg/m3) 


Concentration 


(Jan. 2016) 


(µg/m3) 


Criteria (µg/m3) 


Unit #1    


Trichloroethylene 0.46 <0.27 0.4 


Perchloroethylene 120 16.8 14 


Unit #2    


Trichloroethylene <0.27 <0.27 0.4 


Perchloroethylene 71 7.82 14 


      


 


Keywords: vapour intrusion, environmental contaminants, building design, sub-slab depressurization 
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CSCE Annual Meeting


• Forum for practitioners and researchers to share experiences and 


findings on civil engineering topics.


• 5 specialty conferences


– Environmental facets of CE important for safe and reliable infrastructure


– Materials contribution to a sustainable, durable, and resilient 


infrastructure


– Disaster mitigation and assessment of natural hazard impacts


– Resilient features of civil structures


– Transportation contributions to efficient and resilient infrastructure and 


healthy communities







Key Concepts for Infrastructure Resilience


• Context 


– What is the role of the infrastructure in 


the community, including its recovery?


• Functionality


– Time to recovery of infrastructure 


function should be tied to community 


social needs


• Dependencies


– No system is an island







NIST Disaster & Failure Studies
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How is Resilience Defined?


• Resilience is defined as:


– “the ability to prepare for and adapt to


changing conditions and to withstand and 


recover rapidly from disruptions. 


– Resilience includes the ability to 


withstand and recover from deliberate 


attacks, accidents, or naturally occurring 


threats or incidents.” (PPD-21)


• In the context of community resilience, the emphasis is not solely on 


mitigating risk, but implementing measures to ensure that the 


community recovers to normal, or near normal function, in a 


reasonable timeframe.


New Orleans Flooding in 2005 (FEMA)







What is Resilience?


• Components include Prevention, 


Protection, Mitigation, Response, 


and Recovery


• Emergency Management focuses 


on rapid response for life safety


• Risk Assessments identify 


vulnerabilities and potential 


consequences of hazard’s impact on 


existing construction 


– what about response and recovery?


Resilience


Prevention


Mitigation


ProtectionResponse


Recovery


Before During After







Key Concept: Functional Requirements


7


• Infrastructure systems and buildings play a key role in protecting 


citizens, and supporting the immediate response and recovery of a 


community following a disruptive event. 







Key Concept: Recovery of Function


Resilience can be expressed simply in terms of the time to recover 


functionality following a disruptive hazard event. 







Recovery of the Built Environment and Function


Organize around restoring functionality over time


When is each system needed for recovery?


INTERMEDIATE


Weeks/Months


LONG-TERM


Months/Years


SHORT-TERM


Days/Weeks


PREPAREDNESS


Ongoing


Size & Scope


of Disaster


and Recovery


Efforts







Resilient & Sustainable Development and 


Climate Adaptation


• These concepts can be viewed through time 


– Resilience - improved performance and recovery over a 


long planning horizon 


– Sustainability – meeting current needs without impact on 


future generations


– Climate adaptation – future conditions and events that 


diverge from historical patterns


• And their goals


– Resilience – rapid recovery of functions


– Sustainability – solutions that minimize social, 


environmental, economic impacts


– Climate adaptation – minimize future impacts on current 


investments


Triple Bottom Line (US DOT)


Charleston, SC Sea Level Rise


(NOAA)







Why Community Resilience Planning?


• All communities face potential disruption 


from natural, technological, and human-


caused hazards.


• Disasters take a high toll in lives, livelihoods, 


and quality of life – the impact can be 


reduced by better managing risks.


• Planning and implementing prioritized


measures can improve a community’s ability 


to restore vital services in a timely way – and 


build back better.


• The built environment exists to serve social 


functions (e.g., a hospital provides 


healthcare).  Therefore, social functions 


should drive the performance goals of 


buildings and physical infrastructure.
Hurricane Sandy 2012


Cedar Rapids, Iowa, 2008 floods











New NIST Planning Guide Basics


• A practical, flexible methodology to set priorities, allocate 


resources, and manage risks…improving resilience.


• Offers a way to turn resilience concepts action:                     


some actions can be taken in the near-term,                                


others may take years or even decades to put in place. 


• Developed with private and public sector experts, the Guide can 


help communities to:


– Set goals and develop resilience plans for both public and 


private systems 


– Identify collaborative plans and actions to improve system 


and community resilience. 







Guide Development Process


July 2014 
Workshop


Hoboken, 
NJ


October 2014 
Workshop


Norman, OK


February 2015 
Workshop


San Diego, CA


April 2015 
Workshop


Houston, TX


Guide 


Released


October 


2015


April 2014


Workshop


NIST


• Extensive public and private sector 


input from organizations and 


individuals







Community Resilience Planning Guide for 


Buildings and Infrastructure Systems


15


Volume 1 - Methodology


• Introduction


• 6 Step Methodology


• Planning Example –


Riverbend


• Glossary and Acronyms


Volume 2 - Reference


• Social Community


• Dependencies and Cascading 


Effects


• Buildings


• Transportation Systems


• Energy Systems


• Communications Systems


• Water & Wastewater Systems


• Community Resilience Metrics







6-Step Guide to Planning for Community 


Resilience


16







Step 1. Form a Collaborative Planning Team


Public


• Elected Officials


• Local Government


• Community Members


Private


• Business and Services


– Banking, Health care 


– Utilities 


– Media


• Organizations


– NGOs (VOAD, Relief )


Representation of All Interests







Step 2. Understand the Situation


Characterize the Social Dimensions


– Community members


• Present and future needs


• Demographics and economic indicators


• Social Capital/Social Vulnerabilities


– Social institutions


• Social functions 


• Gaps in capacity 


• Dependencies on other institutions


– Community metrics


• Changes and impacts







Characterize the Built Environment


Buildings
Individual structures, including equipment and contents, that 


house people and support social institutions


Building Clusters
A set of buildings that serve a common function such as housing, 


healthcare, retail, etc.


Infrastructure Systems


Physical networks and structures that support social institutions, 


including transportation, energy, communications, water and 


waste water systems.


Dependencies
Internal and External, Time, Space, Source







Key: Linking Social Functions and        


Built Environment


Some rely more on the 


built environment
Dependencies and Impacts


– Dependency on other services 


and systems


– Dependency on built environment


– Change in use during recovery


– Consequences to the community


Industrial Plants


Emergency 


Rooms


SheltersSchools


Some functions change  







Step 3: Establish Desired Performance 


Goals for the Built Environment


• Performance goals are independent of hazard events.


– Community functions are needed during recovery, such as acute health care, 911 


call centers, emergency response


– Consider role of a facility or system that impacts others outside the community.


• Define goals in terms of “time needed to restore function”. 


• Goals help prioritize repair and reconstruction efforts. 


INTERMEDIATE LONG-TERMSHORT-TERMPREPARED


NESSOngoing


Recover


y


Efforts







Anticipated Performance of Existing Built 


Environment


• Anticipated performance (damage and 


recovery of function) depends on


– Damage level 


• Existing condition and capacity of 


structural and nonstructural systems


– Recovery time 


• Available materials, equipment, and labor


– Dependencies 


• Other systems may be damaged


Hurricane Irene


Hurricane Katrina







Example Summary Resilience Table


Superstorm Sandy


Desired 


Performance 
Anticipated 


Performance 


Infrastructure
Recovery Time


Critical Facilities


Buildings


Transportation


Energy


Water


Wastewater


Communication







What is the Problem?


• Community Planning


– Inadequate tools to address community level performance


– Recovery is often not part of the planning process


• Stove-piped codes and standards


– IBC - Buildings and other structures


– AASHTO - Roads and bridges 


– AWWA - Water


– NERC/FERC – Electric power


– FCC – Communication


• The built environment is highly interconnected


– Codes and standards do not address dependencies 


Service reliability during 


normal operations


Reliability for hazards and 


service life







What is Needed to Achieve Resilient 


Communities?


Status Quo


• Prescriptive codes and standards 


for life safety


• Poor building and infrastructure  


performance during hazard 


events


• Emergency response planning 


but little community resilience 


planning


• Reliance upon federal disaster 


funding for recovery


Moving Forward


• Community based  performance 


goals – social and economic 


functions


• Comprehensive design 


approach for built environment


• Proactive development plans by 


communities that address 


recovery 


• Reduced emergency response 


and recovery costs







How Can Civil Engineers Improve 


Infrastructure Resilience?


• Context


– How does the infrastructure system support community functions? Develop appropriate 


performance goals and criteria


– Consider mitigation and recovery concepts together when comparing alternatives


• Functionality


– Can recovery of function be staged with temporary measures?


– Does its function change over time during recovery?


• Dependencies


– What other systems depend on this system?


– What can be done to reduce dependencies during recovery?







THANK YOU


Steve Zumwalt, FEMA







NIST Contact


Website:  http://www.nist.gov/el/resilience/


Guide: http://www.nist.gov/el/resilience/guide.cfm


Or google “NIST Resilience Planning Guide”


Panel: http://www.crpanel.org


General E-mail:  resilience@nist.gov 


therese.mcallister@nist.gov
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PERFORMANCE-BASED DESIGN 
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ABSTRACT  


Traditional performance-based design (PBD) that has a single performance level has been widely researched by 


changing section sizes of structural members or material properties to resist single hazard levels. However, this 


approach has limitations in terms of achieving performance and alternative design options for the owner. To 


overcome these limitations of the traditional PBD method, a multi-performance-based control design (MPBCD) 


methodology is newly proposed. The MPBCD integrates a decentralized semi-active control algorithm with semi-


active smart damping devices and an advanced multi-objective optimization method. The multi-objective 


optimization is used to achieve various sets of performance-based control designs. The control designs satisfy 


multiple performance levels under multiple hazard levels without changing cross-section sizes or material properties 


of structural members. This MPBCD provides multiple sets of control designs (i.e., control device layouts with 


control design variables) to minimize design costs and maximize control effectiveness. The multiple sets of designs 


offer optimal performance-based control design covering a broad range of hazard levels with various performance 


levels. This numerical study uses an advanced decentralized semi-active controller and large-scale 200-kN 


magnetorheological (MR) dampers installed in a nine-story moment-resisting frame (MRF) building. From the 


multi-objective optimization technique, multiple layouts of control devices and controller parameters for multiple 


performance levels under multiple hazard levels are investigated.  


 


Keywords: multi-performance-based design; semi-active control; magnetorheological damper; multi-objective 


genetic algorithm; nonlinear model; nonlinear time-history analysis 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Traditional performance-based design methods have been forced on the optimization of cross-sectional areas of 


structural members or material properties to satisfy a predefined single objective under a single hazard level. For 


example, Moehle (1992) proposed a force-based design method by calculation of ductility capacity and it was 


extended to displacement-based design. Fujitani et al. (2005) proposed a new method for performance-based design 


to address earthquake loads by considering the concept of cost-performance. Lagaros et al. (2006) carried out 


optimization using an evolutionary algorithm to minimize total structure weight and maximize interstory drift of the 


structure subjected to seismic load. Priestley et al. (2007) proposed a displacement-based performance-based design 


method which uses an equivalent liner single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) to account for multi DOF. However, the 


above-mentioned studies were limited to focusing on the optimization of structural member sizes for performance-


based design, which means that these approaches are not able to implement to existing structures.  


 


As an another approach to reducing the seismic responses of civil structures, many control algorithms have been 


developed, such as clipped-optimal controllers (COC) by Dyke et al. (1996), a modified modulated homogeneous 


friction controller by He et al. (2003), resetting a semi-active stiffness damper by Yang et al. (2000) and Yang and 


Agrawal (2002), turbo-Lyapunov control by Cha and Agrawal (2013a), and decentralized output feedback 


polynomial control (DOFPC) by Cha and Agrawal (2013b). Moreover, advanced wavelet based controllers have 


been also developed by El-Khoury and Adeli (2013). These theoretical and technical achievements in structural 


control enable civil engineers to apply control strategies to performance-based designs. For example, a simplified 


design procedure and performance-based seismic design for a preliminary frame structure was proposed using high-


damping elastomeric materials by Lee et al. (2005, 2009). A performance-based design using a semi-active control 
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strategy for use with variable hydraulic dampers was proposed by Kurata et al. (2002). Hejazi et al. (2013) carried 


out optimization of viscous damper layouts to reduce structural responses about single earthquakes for three-


dimensional structures. However, the simplified procedure for performance-based design requires iterative studies to 


find design parameters that meet performance objectives. The simplified control device mechanical models used in 


previous studies have deficiencies when capturing highly nonlinear hysteretic behavior based on time-varying 


control signals subjected to time-history ground motions. Also, these performance-based design methods still need 


engineering judgment and trial-and-error based iterations to determine the locations and numbers of control devices 


at each story of the building. The feasible domains to install control devices for high-rise buildings are too large to 


get meaningful solutions based on trial-and-error approaches (Cha et al., 2012, 2013a, 2013b). Furthermore, all of 


the proposed approaches above were focused on a single performance target under a single hazard level. These 


limitations may not offer enough information to determine eventual performance levels under specific hazard levels 


when the owner has a limited budget. 


2. CONCEPT AND OBJECTIVES OF NEW MULTI-PERFORMANCE-BASED CONTROL DESIGN  


A new performance-based control design method is proposed in this paper to overcome traditional performance-


based design approaches. A multi-performance-based design approach is required to explore all conflicting design 


objectives (i.e., efficiency and cost) in a Pareto-optimal sense. Therefore, this paper proposes a new methodology for 


multi-performance-based control design (MPBCD) using semi-active control and multi-objective optimization to 


provide all possible design sets, satisfying multiple performance levels (PLs) subjected to multiple hazard levels 


(HLs) with a single trial of optimization using parallel computing. The MPBCD uses decentralized semi-active 


control algorithms and layouts of control devices for each story of a structure instead of changing structural member 


cross-section sizes to reduce seismic responses and eventually satisfy PLs under HLs. A nine-story steel moment-


resisting frame (MRF) building is used as an example. The results are validated by carrying out nonlinear dynamic 


time-history analyses (NLDTHA) using a set of earthquake ground motions. 
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Figure 1: Procedure for multi-performance-based control design using multi-objective optimization 


 


The details of the new MPBCD methodology by combining a control approach and multi-objective genetic 


algorithms (MOGAs) are shown in Figure 1. The first step of the MPBCD procedure is developing a numerical 


model including control design of a structure using a finite element method that considers material nonlinearity. The 


second step is defining design objectives in which multiple performance levels and hazard levels are determined 


based on the spectral response acceleration parameters obtained from the hazard maps. The third step is to design a 


controller. The fourth step involves the multi-objective optimizations of the design variables for the controller and 


control device layouts. In this step, the control design variables and control device layouts are simultaneously 


explored within a Pareto-optimal solution set for the predefined HLs to satisfy predefined PLs. If the performance 


levels are achieved, the MOGA process is stopped; otherwise, the optimization process will be continued. The sixth 
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step is choosing the proper control design device layouts for each performance level subjected to each hazard level. 


As a final step, nonlinear dynamic time-history analyses (NLDTHA) are carried out using 20 to validate the design 


solutions for each MPBCD case. If the validation failed using the suite of earthquakes, the optimization procedure 


goes back to the first step to redefine the size of the control device and regulate performance levels. 


3. SEMI-ACTIVE CONTROL STRATEGY AND MR DAMPERS 


As an semi-active controller, a decentralized output feedback polynomial controller (DOFPC) was chosen (Cha & 


Agrawal 2013d). The control voltage of the DOFPC is determined by two third-order polynomial equations 


representing a relationship with interstory drift and velocity across control devices. 200-kN magnetorheological 


(MR) dampers are selected as the semi-active control devices. A phenomenological damper model (Spencer et al., 


1997) was chosen.  


4. STRUCTURE MODEL 


A nine-story benchmark structure designed for Los Angeles, California, for structural control studies under the SAC 


Phase II Steel Project at the American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) is used for example numerical studies 


(Ohtori et al., 2004). This building is composed of 45.73 m by 45.73 m in plan and 37.19 m in total elevation with 


moment resisting frames in both N-S and E-W directions. The numerical model of the structure was developed using 


MATLAB (2007). To account for material nonlinearities, a bilinear hysteresis model is used to characterize the 


nonlinear bending stiffness of the structural members during strong earthquakes. The incremental governing 


equations of motion for the nonlinear structural system take the following form based on the Newmark-β time-step 


integration method. Reduced-order state space equations are established as 


 


[1]   
1
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[2]   
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k k k kf f f   F L ; n


kf  is the ith floor MR damper; n  is the number of the story; and ,d


kA ,d


kB  ,md
E  


,md


kC  ,md


kD  ,md


kF  ,ed


kC  ed


kD , and 
ed


E  are reduced-order coefficient matrices. Also, x  is the design-state vector, and 


ed


ky and md


ky  are vectors of evaluated and measured responses, respectively. 


5. MULTI-OBJECTIVE GENETIC ALGORITHMS 


The performance-based control design problem includes an accumulated high-order complex nonlinear problem due 


to high nonlinear behavior of the control device, locations and numbers of control devices, and variables of control 


algorithms. The control algorithm accounts for nonlinear control signals to satisfy multiple performance objectives 


under nonlinear ground motions. To counter these high nonlinearities in optimization problems, a multi-objective 


gene manipulation genetic algorithm (Cha et al., 2013b) is implemented. A gene manipulation genetic algorithm 


(GMGA) (Cha et al., 2013b) uses dynamic encoding genotype/phenotype implicit redundant representation (IRR) 


genetic algorithms (GAs) (Raich & Ghaboussi, 2000) for encoding policies to address the complex high-order 


nonlinear optimization problem, and it uses non-dominated sorting genetic algorithms-II (NSGA-II) (Deb et al., 


2000) for the non-dominated sorting and multi-objective selection method. To get a better child population, a 


predefined portion of the current parent population is used for the gene manipulation process to create a more 


competitive child for the next generation when compared to traditional NSGA-II. This advanced multi-objective 


optimization method showed robust performance to find Pareto-optimal solutions within large complex problem 


domain through many case studies (Cha et al., 2013b; Cha and Buyukozturk 2015). Many derivative-free 


optimization methods such as particle swarm optimizations and Pareto archived evolution strategies are available to 


carry out this optimization.  
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6. PERFORMANCE AND HAZARD LEVELS 


All buildings in civil structures are classified into three seismic use groups according to the intended occupancy, 


objectives of usage, and damage consequences from the ASCE building code. The three seismic hazard levels are 


defined and can be distinguished by return period and probability of exceedance. A building’s performance is 


classified into seven different performance levels depending on the maximum interstory drift in the entire building, 


as shown in Table 1 (FEMA, 2000a, 2000b; Ganzerli et al., 2000; Ghobarah, 2001). The seven performance levels 


are 1) no damage state; 2) operational (OP); 3) slight damage state, immediate occupancy (IO); 4) light damage 


state, damage control (DC); 5) moderate damage state, life safety (LS); 6) heavy damage state, collapse prevention 


(CP); and 7) collapsed state.  


Table 1: Performance levels, damage states, and maximum interstory drifts 


Performance level Damage state Maximum interstory drift (%) 


1  None         <0.2 


2: (Operational: OP) Slight 0.2<  <0.5 


3: (Immediate Occupancy: IO) Light 0.5<  <0.7 


4: (Damage Control: DC) Moderate 0.7<  <1.5 


5: (Life Safety: LS) Heavy 1.5<  <2.5 


6: (Collapse Prevention: CP) Major 2.5<  <5.0 


7  Collapsed                     5.0<    


 (): FEMA (2000b) structural performance levels 


 


 


Two different hazard levels are used for the nine-story building structure. The first hazard level is the maximum 


considered earthquake (MCE) ground motion; its two-thirds intensity of the MCE ground motion is used as a 


design-based earthquake (DBE). The MCE is represented by response spectra that have a 2% probability of 


exceedance in 50 years (FEMA, 2003). For each hazard level, two different performance levels are also defined. The 


performance levels defined as PL1, PL2, PL3, and PL4, respectively. The details of PLs and HLs are presented in 


Table 2. 


Table 2: Objective performance levels and hazard levels 


Performance level Maximum interstory drift (%) Hazard level 


PL1: IO 0.7  DBE 


PL2: DC 1.0   DBE 


PL3: DC 1.3 MCE 


PL4: LS 1.7 MCE 


 


 


Two objective functions are formulated to maximize the control efficiency and minimize control cost in order to 


achieve the four performance levels subjected to two hazard levels. The first objective is maximum interstory drift in 


the entire structure subjected to an earthquake. The second objective is total number of MR dampers installed in the 


entire structure. These two objectives represent the efficiency and cost of the semi-active control to reduce structure 


responses.  


7. SIMULATION RESULTS 


The hazard levels should be determined to evaluate the effect of uncertainty in earthquake ground motions on 


structural responses. The response acceleration parameters can be obtained from ground hazard maps distributed 


with guidelines in case the hazard level corresponds to one in the ground-shaking hazard maps. In this paper, the 


building is located in the state of California, and the acceleration parameters are obtained from the maps (FEMA, 


2003). These acceleration parameters should be modified to account for site class effects and then used to construct 


the design spectrum. For the specific location of the building, spectral acceleration parameters 
sS  (short period 


spectral acceleration) and 
1S  (1 second period spectral acceleration) are 1.0, and 0.4, respectively. Site class effect 
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parameters 
aF  and 


vF  are 1.0 because of assumed site class B from FEMA 450.  To find Pareto-optimal control 


design layouts, the El Centro earthquake is chosen as an objective earthquake and scaled to the design spectrum. The 


spectral acceleration at 
nT (i.e, 2.25) of the objective earthquake is 0.1222g. 


Table 3: Possible MR damper layout sets for performance levels 0.7% and 1.0% under DBE 


Floor 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th Total 


% Performance level 0.7% under DBE 


0.606 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 6 70 


0.612 8 8 8 8 8 6 8 8 6 68 


0.618 8 8 8 8 8 6 8 8 4 66 


           
0.682 8 8 2 8 6 2 8 8 2 52 


0.694 8 6 2 8 6 2 8 8 2 50 


Performance level 1.0% under DBE 


0.710 8 8 2 6 4 4 8 8 0 48 


0.725 8 2 4 8 6 0 8 8 2 46 


0.737 8 0 4 8 6 0 8 8 2 44 


           
0.996 6 0 0 0 0 0 4 8 0 18 


1.022 6 0 0 0 0 0 4 6 0 16 


1.045 6 0 0 0 0 0 4 4 0 14 


1.077 2 0 0 0 0 0 4 6 0 12 


1.105 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 0 10 


 


Table 4: Possible MR damper layout sets for performance levels 1.3% and 1.7% under MCE 


Floor 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th Total 


% Performance level 1.3% under MCE 


1.093 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 6 70 


1.102 8 8 8 8 8 6 8 8 6 68 


1.110 8 8 8 8 8 4 8 8 6 66 


           
1.306 8 8 6 8 0 0 0 8 4 42 


% Performance level 1.7% under MCE 


1.339 8 8 4 8 0 0 0 8 4 40 


1.372 8 8 4 6 0 0 2 8 2 38 


1.406 8 8 6 4 0 0 0 8 2 36 


           
1.694 8 2 4 0 0 0 0 8 0 22 


 


 


MOGA and nonlinear time-history analysis are integrated to explore near-optimal sets of Pareto-optimal control 


device layouts and controller variables at each story. GMGA is implemented to account for high nonlinear dynamic 


characteristic behaviors of MR dampers and the control algorithm and those complex relationships between optimal 


damper layouts and control signals under earthquake ground motions. Each solution on each Pareto-optimal front 


provides a unique MR damper layout and design variables of a semi-active controller for each story in which the 


solution can be considered as a candidate of the performance-based control design. The results indicate that 


increasing the number of MR dampers has a beneficial effect on reducing drift, up to a total of approximately 70 MR 


dampers, which are installed to obtain maximum interstory drift at about 0.606% under DBE and about 1.093% 


under MCE. The reduction from 1.46% (i.e., uncontrolled maximum interstory response) to 0.606% (i.e., controlled 


maximum interstory response by DOFPC) under DBE and the reduction from 2.09% (i.e., uncontrolled maximum 
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interstory response) to 1.093% (i.e., controlled maximum interstory response by DOFPC) under MCE are 


significantly remarkable without changing the structural member types, sizes, or material prosperities.  


 


Each of the Pareto-optimal fronts from the DOFPC contains almost 30 sets of MR damper layouts, and each layout 


design identifies a different trade-off between maximum drift as control efficiency and control cost. For the DBE 


hazard level, the sets found can be used for the PL1, PL2, PL3, and PL4 under DBE and MCE hazard levels, 


respectively, as presented in Tables 3 and 4. Engineers can use this information to choose an appropriate design that 


best meets their performance levels and hazard levels by considering available budget and their environmental and 


structural limitations to designing control device layouts and controllers. 
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Figure 2: Statistical comparison of interstory drifts for the 0.7% PL under DBE HL 


 


 


Four bold and italic MR damper design layouts are selected from Tables 3 and 4 in terms of minimal control cost 


with best efficiency and these layouts are used to demonstrate the performances of the MPBCD about the four 


different performance levels subjected to two hazard levels. A set of 20 ground motions listed within the SAC 


project is scaled to the DBE and MCE levels using the procedure by Somerville et al. (1997) to carry out nonlinear 


time-history analyses using these damper layouts and semi-active control designs. The details of scaling procedure 


and scale factors are available in Cha et al. (2014). As an example, the mean, median, and standard deviation of the 


maximum interstory drift for each of the nine-stories are calculated, as shown in Figure 2 for the PL1. The median 


plus standard deviation at the first story of the structure is slightly larger than the objective PLs under the DBE 


hazard level cases. The mean and median are within the objective PLs for the four design cases with significant 


reductions. The building’s responses under the DBEs and MCEs calculated by the nonlinear time-history analyses 


appear to have met the performance levels for the nine-story building structure. For example, overall responses of 


each story are within linear elastic ranges that were predefined for each structural member by Ohtori et al. (2004), 


under the 21 DBEs for the PL1 0.7%. In addition, providing information concerning a wide range of efficient MR 


damper layouts with semi-active controller parameters, as shown in Tables 3 and 4, allows structural designers to 


effectively handle limitations placed on the installation of control devices because of architectural and mechanical 


system requirements. 


8. CONCLUSION 


Structural control devices have been widely developed and studied to reduce seismic responses for civil structures 


for more than three decades. However, the methodology for performance-based design integrated with structural 


control techniques has not been sufficiently studied. Traditional performance-based design methods with or without 
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control systems have limitations in focusing on single performance levels under single hazard levels, which means 


that engineers and owners have limited design options due to budget amounts or structural or mechanical limitations. 


They also have to change section sizes or material properties, which is not applicable to existing structures. Hence, 


in this paper, a new performance-based control design methodology was proposed to provide various performance-


based control design sets, satisfying multiple performance levels under multiple hazard levels simultaneously 


without changing member section sizes and material properties, by incorporating traditional performance-based 


design and controllers for use with MR dampers based on multi-objective optimization techniques. This numerical 


study used a DOFPC as a semi-active control algorithm, large-scale 200-kN MR dampers, a nine-story high-rise 


moment-resisting frame building, and GMGAs as a multi-objective genetic algorithm. The performance objectives 


were defined as minimizing the number of MR dampers in the MRF and minimizing the maximum interstory drift 


during nonlinear time-history analysis using single-design objective ground motion, thereby satisfying the maximum 


allowable interstory drifts at selected performance levels. 


 


From the multi-objective optimization using a GMGA, multiple semi-active control designs and control device 


layouts for multiple performance levels were achieved simultaneously by parallel computing for multiple 


performance levels under multiple hazard levels. The achieved design sets significantly reduced the maximum drift 


of the example nine-story building with minimal control cost and best efficiency. The achieved performance-based 


design sets provide various design options to engineers and owners to freely select performance-based control 


designs by considering available budget amounts and structural or mechanical limitations for existing or newly 


constructing structures. The achieved designs were validated by nonlinear time-history analyses to evaluate the 


robustness about uncertainties of the hazard level by using with a suite of 20 earthquakes. 
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ABSTRACT  


As the desire to construct tall wood buildings grows, so too does the need to understand the behaviour of these 


structures under all loading conditions. Work is progressing towards understanding their behaviour under extreme 


lateral loads, but relatively little focus is given in the literature to their behaviour under normal service-level loads. 


This study investigates the behaviour of 10-storey mass-wood shear-core structures subjected to static wind loads, 


and identifies major differences between the behaviour of the wood-core buildings and that of a traditional shear-


core building. The design process is described, and both Ultimate and Serviceability Limit States results are 


presented, including base shear and overturning moments for lateral loads, shear lag in the core walls and lateral 


deformation behaviour. Special attention is paid to the impact that the low in-plane shear modulus of the mass-wood 


panels has on the behaviour of mass-wood structures. This investigation contributes to a fundamental understanding 


of the lateral response of mass-wood shear-core structures subjected to service-level wind loads.  


 


Keywords: lateral deformation, limit states analysis, mass timber, static wind loads, shear lag, shear deformation  


1. INTRODUCTION AND RESEARCH OUTLINE 


Traditional tall buildings are constructed from concrete or steel, and often from a combination of the two. However, 


acquisition of their raw material is environmentally destructive, and the subsequent processing and disposal causes 


large volumes of Greenhouse Gases (GHGs) to be released into the atmosphere (Ferguson et al., 1996). As 


sustainable design is becoming increasingly important in today`s rapidly expanding world, wood is a natural choice 


for decreasing the emission of GHGs, as it sequesters carbon dioxide, and it is the only naturally renewable major 


construction material (Bowyer et al., 2008). For many years, wood could not meet the demands of high-rise 


construction, but recent advances in Engineered Wood technology have facilitated the design and construction of 


taller buildings. In 2009, the world’s first modern tall wood building – the Stadthaus – was constructed in England, 


reaching nine storeys and using Cross-Laminated Timber (CLT) for the entire structural system. Since then, many 


tall wood buildings have been constructed, and plans to build upwards of 20 and 30 storey wood buildings have 


been developed, including the recently announced 18 storey residence at the University of British Columbia (GHL 


Consultants, 2015). 


 


If wood, concrete and steel buildings have similar lateral load resisting systems, it may be assumed that their 


responses to lateral loads will be similar. Wood is an orthotropic material, however, whereas concrete and steel are 


isotropic. Additionally, wood has a relatively low shear modulus, in the range of 5-8% of its elastic modulus, while 


concrete and steel typically have shear moduli in the range of 40-50% of their elastic moduli. These material 


property differences cause mass-wood structures to have quite different responses than similar concrete or steel 


structures. Research into the behaviour of mass-wood buildings under earthquake loads is rapidly progressing, 


including shake table tests of full-scale structures (Ceccotti et al., 2013), testing the performance of various 


panel/connection assemblies to determine optimal configurations for energy dissipation (Schneider et al., 2013), and 


numerically simulating building responses to earthquake loads (Liu and Lam, 2014). While the body of work is 


smaller, the behaviour of mass-wood buildings under dynamic wind loads has also been studied, focused particularly 
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on their vibration response, using an equivalent static procedure to quantify peak accelerations and displacements 


(Reynolds et al., 2011).  


While quantifying the behaviour and dynamic responses of mass-wood buildings under extreme lateral load 


conditions is necessary to develop design solutions that minimize damage and ensure public safety, it is more 


common for buildings to be subjected to service-level loads that can be analyzed statically. Knowledge of this 


behaviour is necessary to gain a better understanding of the performance of mass-wood buildings under lateral loads, 


identify key details for structural designers, and develop more rigorous design methods.  


 


This study investigates the Ultimate and Serviceability Limit States behaviour of two 10 storey shear-core structures 


subjected to static wind loads, one with a CLT core and one with a Laminated Strand Lumber (LSL) core. Both 


buildings have the same floor plan, and are designed in accordance with Section 4 of the National Building Code of 


Canada (NBCC) (NRC Canada, 2010a). Section 2 will present the design data and design process for the buildings, 


first describing the Gravity Load Resisting System (GLRS), and then discussing the design of the Lateral Load 


Resisting Systems (LLRS). Section 3 will then discuss the numerical models, including the modelling assumptions, 


idealizations, and analysis process. Section 4 will present the results of the analysis, and discuss the unique 


behaviour of the buildings. Conclusions will be presented in Section 5. 


2. BUILDING DESIGN 


In shear-core structures, the core resists all applied lateral loads and a small portion of the gravity loads, while the 


perimeter framing resists the majority of the gravity loads. For design, preliminary member sizes were selected to 


satisfy Ultimate Limit States (ULS), using the load combinations presented in Table 4.1.3.2 of the NBCC (NRC 


Canada, 2010a). Serviceability Limit States (SLS) were then assessed using these member sizes to investigate if 


deflections were within code-specified limits. 


 


Figure 1 shows the completed building model. The building location is assumed to be Toronto, where there are 


relatively high specified wind pressures and low seismic demands. Table 1 summarizes the magnitudes of the 


specified design loads and their sources. Wind loads were computed using the procedure specified in Cl. 4.1.7 of the 


NBCC, accounting for the relevant exposure, gust and pressure coefficients (NRC Canada, 2010a). Seismic loads 


were calculated using the Equivalent Static Procedure in Cl. 4.1.8 of the NBCC, using a conservative value of 1 for 


RdRo – seismic data can be found in Table C-2 of the NBCC. Live loads were reduced for tributary areas in 


accordance with NBCC criteria.   


 
 


Figure 1: Isometric view of 


completed building model 


Table 1: Specified Design Loads 
 


 Load Type Magnitude Source 


 Superimposed 


Dead 


1.75 kPa 


Table 11.3.1 – Wood 


Design Manual 


(CWC, 2010) 


Gravity 


Loads 


- Partitions 


- Mechanical+ 


ceiling 


- Floor finish 


1.20 kPa 


0.45 kPa 


0.1 kPa 


Roof Mechanical 3.0 kPa Assumed; Conservative 


Ground Snow 0.9 kPa Table C-2 – NBCC 


(NRC Canada, 2010a) 


Roof Snow 1.12 kPa Cl. 4.1.6.2 – NBCC 


Live 1.9 kPa Table 4.1.5.3 – NBCC 


Roof Live  2.0 kPa Assumed; Conservative 


Lateral 


Loads 


Wind Velocity 


Pressure, q (1:50) 


0.52 kPa Table C-2 – NBCC 


 


Iw 0.75(SLS); 


1.0(ULS) 


Cl. 4.1.7.1. – NBCC 


Ce 0.7(h/12)0.3 Cl. 4.1.7.1.5) – NBCC 


Cg 2.0 Cl. 4.1.7.6) – NBCC 


Cp 0.8 – Windward 


(-0.5) – Leeward 


Commentary I – NBCC 


(NRC Canada, 2010b) 
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In mass-wood structures, the connections are usually designed to dissipate inelastic energy during seismic events, 


while the panels respond as rigid bodies because their stiffness is much larger than that of the connections (Popovski 


et al., 2010). Since buildings are subjected to wind events much more frequently than seismic events, the 


connections must remain rigid to prevent structural damage when service-level wind loads are applied. Although the 


body of work is smaller, there is evidence that rigid connections are achievable in mass-wood buildings. For 


example, Vessby et al. (2009) indicate that appropriate inter-panel connection design can result in near-monolithic 


panel behaviour, while Sanders (2011) developed a rigid base connection design between a CLT panel and a 


concrete foundation. For this reason, it was assumed that the wood-core walls are fixed at the base and continuous 


over the full height of the building.  


2.1 Design Procedure – Ultimate Limit States (ULS) 


2.2.1 Gravity Load Resisting System (GLRS) 


Figure 2 shows the floor plan of the structures. The layout and member dimensions of the GLRS are identical for 


each floor because the live loads due to occupancy remain consistent. For this study, all beams and girders were 


assumed to be simply-supported, and column loads were calculated using their respective tributary areas. A storey 


height of 3 m was chosen, allowing for a minimum clear storey height of 2.4 m. The beams and columns were 


dimensioned to resist factored loads and checked against SLS deflection requirements. Spruce-Pine Glulam with a 


stress grade of 20f-E was chosen for the beams, while the columns were selected to be 16c-E Douglas Fir-Larch 


Glulam because of its higher load-carrying capacity (CWC, 2010). Table 2 presents the member sizes and the 


sources used to determine each member size, annotated as shown in Figure 2.  


 


 
Figure 2: Building Floor Plan 


Table 2: Floor Slab, Beam and Girder Dimensions 
 


Element Size Source 


B1 (Glulam) 130 mm x 418 mm 


Beam Selection Tables 


– Wood Design 


Manual 


(CWC, 2010) 


B2  (Glulam) 175 mm x 418 mm 


B3 (Glulam) 215 mm x 494 mm 


G1 (Glulam) 365 mm x 494 mm 


G2 (Glulam) 315 mm x 494 mm 


G3 (Glulam) 365 mm x 532 mm 


C1 (Glulam) 265 mm x 266 mm Column Selection 


Tables – Wood Design 


Manual 


(CWC, 2010) 


C2 (Glulam) 315 mm x 342 mm 


C3 (Glulam) 365 mm x 418 mm 


C4 (Glulam) 365 mm x 456 mm 


Slab (CLT) 99 mm 
CLT Design Guide 


(Structurlam, 2011) 


2.2.2 Lateral Load Resisting System (LLRS) 


Designing the LLRS of a shear-core building requires the selection of appropriate material strengths and wall 


thicknesses to resist the maximum factored load effects occurring at the base of the core walls. At SLS, inter-storey 


drifts must be less than 0.2% of the storey height (NRC Canada, 2010a). Designs of the buildings were based on 


ULS criteria, with SLS subsequently checked using Euler-Bernoulli beam theory, idealizing the building as a 


cantilever beam and the wind load as a Uniformly Distributed Load (UDL). A linear stress distribution in the core 


due to wind loads was assumed.  


 


There is little guidance in the literature on accounting for slenderness effects when calculating the axial compressive 


capacity of mass-wood panels. The CLT Handbook (FPInnovations, 2011) suggests using the method presented in 


the Wood Design Manual (CWC, 2010) for compression members, assuming the resistance of the cross-layers of the 


panel to be negligible. This method was used in the development of the Cross-Laminated Timber Design Guide 
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(Structurlam, 2011), using a unit width of wall in the calculations. Although LSL was developed before CLT, the 


concept of mass-wood products used as walls was realized with CLT, and so there is little published work on the 


capacity of LSL walls. Therefore, the method presented in the CLT Handbook is used for both buildings.  


Wood is a natural material and its specified material strength depends on its type and grade. Many factors affect the 


capacity of a wood member, including its size, the load duration and service moisture conditions (CWC, 2010). For 


example, a wind event is a short-term load (resulting in an increase of the standard-term load-carrying capacity by 


1.15) while dead and sustained live loads are long-term loads, and so cause the specified material strength to be 


reduced to 0.65 of the standard-term loading values. Since the material strength of raw wood cannot be altered, the 


only way to increase the load-carrying capacity of a solid or built-up wood member is to increase its cross-section, 


and for LSL and similar products, alter the epoxy design of the wood fibre-epoxy matrix (Stark et al., 2010). As the 


size of a solid wood member increases, the likelihood that a strength-reducing defect will occur in the member also 


increases, and to account for this, a size effect factor is included when calculating the capacity of a member. Since 


CLT is made up of smaller members glued together and LSL consists of small wood fibres and epoxy, it is likely 


that the size effect factor from the Wood Design Manual for solid members will result in conservative panel strength 


values. Nevertheless, until guidance on the size effect factor for mass-wood walls is published, the method in the 


Wood Design Manual for the size effect factor is adopted.  


 


For the cores, the maximum compressive stress, σC,max, in the leeward core wall can be calculated using: 
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where Pf(D+L) is the total factored dead and live load supported by the core, Mf,W is the maximum moment due to 


factored wind loads, ymax is the distance from the centroid to the extreme fibre of the core, Acore is the area of the 


core and Icore is the moment of inertia of the core. An initial wall thickness was selected, the associated core area and 


moment of inertia were computed, and then the appropriate panel thickness was chosen to ensure the wall capacity 


was sufficient. For lightweight structures, the weight of the building may not prevent tensile stresses due to 


overturning caused by wind loads, so the maximum tensile stress, σT,max, in the windward core wall can be calculated 


using:  
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It was determined that the governing ULS load condition for these buildings is a 1-in-50 year wind event, and the 


governing panel strengths were determined assuming short-term loading conditions. Using a dead load factor of 1.25 


with Eq. [1] and a dead load factor of 0.9 with Eq. [2], the maximum computed compressive and tensile stresses for 


the CLT core are 3.79 MPa and 2.72 MPa, respectively, and for the LSL core, 4.53 MPa and 3.23 MPa, respectively. 


The CLT panels have a specified compressive strength of 11.5 MPa and a specified tensile strength of 5.5 MPa – the 


same as that of dimensional lumber – and only the layers oriented along the vertical axis are assumed to resist the 


applied lateral loads (Structurlam, 2011). A 5-ply panel with a thickness of 169 mm has a compressive resistance of 


6.01 MPa and a tensile resistance of 5.69 MPa, and was selected for the CLT-core walls. The computed compressive 


demand is approximately 61% of the capacity, and the computed tensile demand is approximately 48% of the 


capacity. For the LSL panels, the entire cross-sectional area of the panel is effective. The specified compressive 


strength of a 1.3E LSL panel is 15.4 MPa and the specified tensile strength is 13.7 MPa (CCMC, 2015). The core 


wall thickness selected was 140 mm, with a compressive resistance of 8.64 MPa and a tensile resistance of 14.2 


MPa. The calculated compressive demand is approximately 52% of the capacity, and the calculated tensile demand 


is approximately 23% of the capacity.  


 


Traditional shear-core structures can be idealized as cantilever beams, and relatively accurate deflections can be 


calculated using Euler-Bernoulli beam theory. For example, the deflections of a cantilever beam subjected to a 


uniformly distributed load (UDL) can be calculated using (e.g., Beer et al., 2007): 


[3]  )xh6hx4x(
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where w is the distributed load, Ex is the elastic modulus of the material, I is the moment of inertia, h is the height of 


the cantilever, and x is the position along the beam at which the deformation is being calculated (x=0 at the fixed 


end of the cantilever). Using this equation and service-level wind loads, the maximum expected lateral deformation 


is 14.5 mm for the CLT-core building and 18.3 mm for the LSL-core building. The maximum expected inter-storey 


drift occurs in the top storey for both buildings, and is 2.0 mm for the CLT-core building, and 2.5 mm for the LSL-


core building. 


3. FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS 


3.1 Material Property Data 


Material properties of wood and Engineered Wood Products (EWPs) are orthotropic, and must be appropriately 


idealized for use in analytical models to obtain accurate results. Unlike for isotropic materials, constitutive 


relationships are not well established for mass-wood panels. For example, their in-plane shear modulus is estimated 


empirically to be 5-8% of the principal elastic modulus for softwood lumber (FPInnovations, 2011). Even though 


wood and EWPs are orthotropic, design guides for wood structures and manufacturer’s data typically provide only 


material strengths for members oriented parallel or perpendicular to applied loads, and the principal elastic and shear 


moduli for parallel applied loads only (CWC, 2010; CCMC, 2010; Structurlam, 2011). Therefore, designers 


typically must refer to published research for specified material properties.  


 


Table 3 displays the orthotropic material properties assumed for the EWPs in the current study. Glulam properties 


were obtained from Zagari et al. (2009). Properties of CLT were obtained from Ashtari (2009), who adapted 


experimentally obtained properties from Gsell et al. (2007) for analytical modeling. Orthotropic material properties 


are not widely available for Laminated Strand Lumber. Since Parallel Strand Lumber (PSL) is similar to LSL –


differing only in the length-to-thickness ratios of the individual member fibres – PSL material properties can be used 


to estimate the properties of LSL (APA Wood, 2015). Material properties of PSL were obtained from Winans 


(2014), the ratios between the principal modulus and those in orthogonal directons (e.g. – Ey/Ex) were calculated for 


the elastic and shear moduli, and the orthogonal material properties for LSL were estimated from the principal 


elastic and shear moduli values presented by CCMC (2015). 


Table 3: Material Properties of Engineered Wood Products  


Parameter Glulam CLT PSL LSL 


Ex (MPa) 12000 4000 1400 965 


Ey (MPa) 900 8000  13000 8965 


Ez (MPa) 500 500 820 570 


Gxy (MPa) 700  600 1060 560 


Gxz (MPa) 700 100 95 50 


Gyz (MPa) 40 500 885 470 


νxy 0.038 0.07  .022 .022 


νxz 0.015 0.35  .033 .033 


νyz 0.558 0.35 .634 .634 


3.2 Assumptions and Validations 


The connection assumptions made during the design phase were implemented in the FE model. The core walls for 


the buildings are assumed fixed at the base and continuous over the height of the building, while the column, beam 


and girder ends are assumed pinned. If the shear stiffness of the core exceeds five times that of the columns, then the 


core can be assumed to brace the frame and so the contribution of the perimeter framing system to the LFRS can be 


neglected (Johnson and Anderson, 1993). To investigate, an additional CLT-core model was developed with the 


columns fixed to the foundation, and the beams of the framing system fixed to the core to allow force and moment 


transfer. This analysis indicated that the columns contributed 0.5% of the overall lateral force resistance; thus, the 


assumption that the core fully braces the frame and resists the entire lateral load is valid. 


 


The International Building Code (ICC, 2012) and ASCE 7-10 (ASCE, 2013) provide guidelines on classifying floor 


diaphragms as rigid or flexible. A diaphragm is rigid if its maximum in-plane displacement is less than twice the 
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lateral displacement of its vertical supporting elements when the structure is subjected to lateral load (Ghosh, 2010). 


For the structures in this study, both conditions were modeled, and it was found that the diaphragms behave rigidly.  


 


Vessby et al., (2009) indicate that CLT panels exhibit linear elastic behaviour under bending loads – at 238 kN∙m, 


the corresponding tensile and compressive stresses in the panel are 9.5 MPa. These stresses are larger than the 


computed maximum core stresses in Section 2.2.2; therefore, this study adopts a linear elastic material model for the 


mass-wood panels in the FE model. Experimental research also indicates that glulam behaviour is linear elastic (e.g., 


Kim and Harries, 2010), and this assumption has been adopted for the current analytical model. 


4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 


The following sections will discuss the results of both the ULS and SLS analyses performed on the structures 


investigated in this study. Section 4.1 will discuss ULS behaviour and the effects of shear lag on the core wall stress 


distributions. Section 4.2 will discuss the lateral deformation of the buildings under SLS-level loading. Section 4.3 


will examine the effects of in-plane shear stiffness on this deformation. 


4.1. ULS Analysis  


4.1.1. Global Building Behaviour 


Low-rise structures – considered to be those under 35 m in height (Emporis, 2016) – are usually governed by 


seismic loads, while taller buildings are more susceptible to wind loads. This is due to a combination of the material 


mass properties and the fundamental vibration periods of traditional low-rise structures made from either concrete or 


steel. Table 4 displays the base shears and overturning moments for the CLT- and LSL-core buildings for both 


earthquake and wind loads. As can be seen, wind loads govern the ULS design of the buildings, causing 57% larger 


base shears and 18% larger overturning moments in both cases. Wind base shears and overturning moments are 


based solely on wind load effects, causing the CLT- and LSL-core buildings to have the same values for these 


response parameters. Seismic base shears and overturning moments are in part dependent on the mass of the 


building, which accounts for the variability in the reported base shears and overturning moments for the two 


buildings since CLT and LSL do not have the same densities. 


 


Figure 3 compares the expected base stress distribution of the CLT-core building to that obtained from FE Analysis 


– assuming a uniform stress distribution across the core flanges – as well as the tensile and compressive capacities 


for the core walls. Compressive stress in the core flange is the governing design parameter for ULS analysis. For 


both buildings, the maximum compressive stresses in the cores computed manually were lower than those predicted 


by FE Analysis; this is a result of load sharing between the GLRS and LLRS, where a portion of the gravity loads 


from the framing system are resisted by the core. Although these stresses were larger, the original designs remained 


sufficient for resisting the applied loads – the tensile demand in each building decreases, while for the CLT-core 


building the compressive demand increases to 71% of its capacity, and for the LSL-core, the demand is 61% of its 


capacity.  


 


Table 4: Wind vs. seismic base shears and overturning 


moments  


  Wind Seismic MW/ME 


(VW/VE) 


CLT 


Base Shear, 


V (kN) 
1.50E+06 9.55E+05 1.57 


Overturning 


Moment,  


M (kN∙m) 


2.95E+08 2.49E+08 1.18 


LSL 


Base Shear, 


V (kN) 
1.50E+06 9.57E+05 1.57 


Overturning 


Moment,  


M (kN∙m) 


2.95E+08 2.50E+08 1.18 


 


 
Figure 3 – Expected vs. Actual core stress distribution 


for CLT-core building 
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4.1.2. Effects of shear lag 


Shear lag is a well-known phenomenon in shear-core structures (e.g., Kwan, 1996) that causes higher stresses to 


occur at the flange-web interfaces of the core and lower stresses at the centres of the flanges. If shear lag is 


neglected during design, it is possible that the concentrated stresses may exceed the capacity of the core at the web-


flange interfaces. Figures 4a and b display the stress distributions for the CLT-core and LSL-core buildings, 


respectively. For the CLT-core, the average stress of 4.25 MPa is 86% of the maximum stress, and the stress at the 


centre of the flange is approximately 70% of the maximum stress. Similarly, the average stress in the compression 


flange of the LSL-core building is 5.27 MPa, which is 84% of the maximum stress, and the stress at the centre of the 


flange is approximately 66% of the maximum stress. It is evident that assuming the compressive stresses to be 


uniform along the core wall length and using σavg to size core walls may result in unsatisfactory building designs, 


with panel capacities exceeded at the web-flange interfaces.  Recognizing different boundary conditions along the 


core walls, a more optimal design can be achieved. The edges of the core wall, where stresses are the largest, are 


fully braced by the perpendicular core wallsand have effective lengths of zero, so the resistance is the capacity of the 


cross-section. The critical element in the compression flange therefore becomes the centre of the flange, where the 


panel can be assumed fixed at the base and pinned at the first story, reducing the effective length factor to 0.8, and 


the effective length to 2.4 m. Since σmin occurs at the centre of the flange, and is much lower than σavg, a thinner 


panel can be selected to resist the design loads. 


 


    
Figure 4: Stress distribution along a) CLT-core compressive flange; and b) LSL-core compressive flange 


 


4.2. Lateral Deformation Behaviour 


Following ULS analysis, FE Analysis was used to quantify the total lateral deformation of the structure and check 


that SLS requirements were satisfied. At SLS, inter-storey drifts must be less than 0.2% of the storey height (NRC 


Canada, 2010a), which corresponds to 6 mm for the 3 m storey height investigated in this study. If the drifts exceed 


this limit, it may be necessary to increase the core wall thickness.  


 


Figure 5a displays a comparison of the deformations computed using Eq. [3] and those calculated using FE 


Analysis. Both wood-core structures exhibit significantly different deformation profiles than a traditional shear-core 


structure, and the difference between the maximum deflections calculated from both methods is 50% for the CLT 


building and 56% for the LSL building. In both cases, the deformations calculated by hand are less than those 


obtained from the FE models. A small portion of these differences are due to the idealization of the wind load as a 


uniformly distributed load in the hand calculations, whereas it is idealized in the FE software using an exposure 


factor, Ce, that increases with the elevation and reaches a maximum value at the top of the building (NRC Canada, 


2010b). Accounting for this variation increases the deformations computed using the FE model. The majority of the 


difference comes from neglecting shear deformations in the core. No term in Eq. [3] accounts for the shear modulus, 


Gxy, of the material, and since the in-plane shear moduli of the mass-wood panels are so low, the results using this 


equation are inaccurate and unconservative. For materials with low shear moduli, more accurate predictions of a 


structure’s deformations can be obtained using equations derived through Timoshenko beam theory. The lateral 


deformation of a cantilever, accounting for shear deformations, can be calculated using (e.g., Öchsner and Merkel, 


2013): 


[4]  
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where ks is the shear correction factor (based on geometric properties) and A is the cross-sectional area. Figure 5b 


compares the lateral deformations from FEA and those computed using Eq. [4]. For the CLT core, the difference 


decreases from 50% to 14%, and for the LSL core, the difference decreases from 56% to 16%.  


.  


   
Figure 5: Lateral deformations of CLT- and LSL-core buildings from Finite Element Analysis – a) comparison of 


FE Analysis and Eq. [3]; and b) comparison of FE Analysis and Eq. [4] 


 


For any building with a shear core, the maximum inter-storey drift is expected to occur in the top storey. However, 


both the CLT and LSL buildings have the largest inter-storey drift in lower storeys – 3.16 mm occurring at the 5th 


storey of the CLT building, and 3.79 mm occurring at the 4th storey of the LSL building. The corresponding inter-


storey drift plots can be found in Figures 7a and b in Section 4.3. The location shift of the maximum inter-storey 


drift can again be attributed to the low in-plane shear modulus of the wood panels, because shear forces – and by 


extension, shear deformations – are largest at the base of the structure.  Since the in-plane shear modulus has such a 


large impact on the behaviour of mass-wood buildings, the remainder of this paper will investigate different 


behavioural aspects affected by the relatively low in-plane shear modulus of mass-wood panels. 


4.3 Sensitivity Analysis - In-Plane Shear Modulus Variation Effects on Building Response 


Since the in-plane shear modulus of the wood panels impacts the lateral deflections of the wood-core buildings, an 


accurate estimate of the in-plane shear modulus is needed. Since mass-wood panels are composite materials, 


manufacturing methods play a large role in defining their material properties. For CLT, the thickness of the laminate 


layers can vary, as well as the orientation of the layers (FPInnovations, 2011). For LSL, it is possible to change both 


the epoxy and the fibre material properties in the epoxy-fibre matrix to vary material properties (CCMC, 2015). 


Therefore, Gxy typically ranges between Ex/12 to Ex/20 (FPInnovations, 2011). For the CLT-core, this equates to a 


range of 0.40-0.67 GPa, and for the LSL-core, a range of 0.45-0.75 GPa. Additional experimental results from a 


static in-plane bend test of a CLT panel (Vessby et al., 2007) indicate an in-plane shear modulus as high as 1.5 GPa. 


 


Figures 6a and b display the lateral deformations of the the CLT- and LSL-core buildings, respectively, computed 


using different shear moduli. As Gxy becomes larger, increasingly discernible bending deformations occur at the 


base of the structure. Although these effects are more noticeable in the CLT-core building, both buildings show the 


same trend. By eliminating shear deformations from the buildings, the response echoes that of a traditional shear-


core structure. Through this analysis, it was determined that shear deformations in the CLT-core building contribute 


between 30% and 58% of the total lateral deformation, and for the LSL-core building, between 43% and 55%.  


 


  


Figure 6: Lateral deformation profiles –varying in-plane shear modulus of a) CLT panels; and b) LSL Panels 
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Varying the in-plane shear modulus also affects the inter-storey drifts of the CLT- and LSL-core buildings, as shown 


in Figures 7a and b. As the in-plane shear modulus increases, the maximum inter-storey drifts in both buildings 


decrease. For the CLT-building, the increased in-plane shear modulus also shifts the maximum inter-storey drift 


shifts from the 4th storey to the 7th storey. Because the range of the in-plane shear modulus of the LSL-core building 


is much smaller, the position of the maximum inter-storey drift shifts only from the 4th to the 5th storey.  


 


  
Figure 7: Inter-storey drift profiles –varying in-plane shear modulus of a) CLT panels; and b) LSL Panels 


5. CONCLUSIONS 


This paper has discussed the design and analytical modelling of 10 storey mass-wood shear-core structures, and 


highlights the unique behavioural characteristics of mass-wood shear-core structures subjected to static wind loads. 


Section 2 demonstrated that the many factors affecting the strength of wood and EWPs, such as load duration and 


member sizes, must be considered when determining the governing load conditions and corresponding panel 


capacities. The challenges of obtaining accurate material property data for mass-wood panels were also presented. 


 


For the wood-core buildings examined in this study, ULS wind loads govern the design, with the compressive core 


wall being the critical element. Due to the low in-plane shear moduli of the mass-wood panels, it was seen that the 


effects of shear lag are quite large in the wood-core buildings. For both buildings, the stress at the centre of the 


compression flange was approximately two-thirds that of the maximum occurring stress at the web-flange interface. 


Accounting for these effects and designing with two boundary conditions – one at the web-flange interface and one 


at the centre of the flange – instead of using the average wall stress results in a more economical building solution. 


 


The low in-plane shear modulus of the mass-wood panels also affects the lateral deformation behaviour of the 


structure. Instead of the classic bending deformation profile exhibited by a traditional shear-core building, the wood-


core buildings exhibit a more linear deformation profile, and maximum inter-storey drifts occur in the middle of the 


building rather than at the top. It was shown that shear deformations contribute a significant portion of the total 


lateral deformation of each building, and must be considered during design. Deformation equations derived from 


Timoshenko beam theory provide much more accurate estimations of the deformation profiles of both buildings than 


those derived from Euler-Bernoulli beam theory, decreasing the difference between the estimated deformations and 


those obtained from FE modelling from approximately 50% to approximately 15%.   


 


The sensitivity analysis indicated clearly that small changes in the in-plane shear modulus of a mass-wood panel can 


significantly affect the shape of the deformation profile and the location of the maximum inter-storey drift. For the 


range of in-plane shear moduli investigated, the maximum inter-storey drift shifts from the 4th to the 7th storey in the 


CLT-core building, and from the 4th to the 5th in the LSL-core building. Since there are many different 


manufacturers of mass-wood panels, and varying manufacturing processes, it is imperative to obtain accurate 


manufacturer’s data for the specific panels being used in a project to accurately predict the building’s behaviour.  If 


this is not possible, then a conservative value for the in-plane shear modulus should be used.   
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ABSTRACT  


Improving resilience of transportation infrastructure is a multifaceted subject. One of these addresses the traffic 


serving capability of the transportation system. As the profession progresses in finding ways to improve 


infrastructure resilience in physical terms, an associated thought process is underway to enhance the adaptive 


capacity in traffic networks with intelligent systems and advanced related methods in order to cope with shocks in 


the traffic environment caused by nature-induced or other events. This paper reports research in-progress on 


measures for enhancing the resilience of road traffic networks with applications of connected vehicles. The need for 


resilient road traffic networks is defined in order to reduce the risk of severe loss of capability to serve demand. 


Resilience is the ability to resist the loss of traffic-serving capability by using traffic (geometric) and control system 


design advances (i.e. the inherent resilience) and by dynamically activating capacity-enhancing measures (i.e. the 


dynamic resilience). There is a need to go beyond the adaptive traffic control of intersections by enhancing inherent 


plus dynamic resilience of the traffic system at a broader spatial scale of a corridor or a wide-area road network. 


Connected vehicle technology and associated methods that yield resiliency measures (i.e. adaptive capacity 


attributes) are described. Ideas are advanced on how to apply these resiliency measures in practice in order to 


address efficiency and other issues in urban transportation. Finally, concluding remarks are presented on the 


technical feasibility of implementing the research ideas presented in this paper.               


 


Keywords: Resilience, traffic, intelligent transportation system, networks, connected vehicles, adaptive capacity  


1. NEED FOR RESEARCH IN RESILIENCE OF TRAFFIC NETWORKS 


Resilience is defined as the ability to resist the loss of traffic-serving capability owing to geometric and control 


system design (i.e. the inherent resilience) and by dynamically activating capacity-enhancing measures (i.e. the 


dynamic resilience). More than a decade ago, an initial step in this direction was taken in the form of adaptive traffic 


control of intersections. Its installations have progressed well around the world (Jagannathan and Khan 2001, 


Stevanovic 2010). Due to emerging new requirements, there is a need to go beyond this technology by enhancing 


inherent plus dynamic resilience of the traffic system at a broader spatial scale of a corridor or a wide-area road 
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network. In an attempt to withstand predictive but very high imbalances of demand vs. capacity as well as stochastic 


severe traffic overloads and recover functionality at a tolerable level of performance within an acceptable time 


period. Considering that some links in such networks offer bimodal (i.e. private car/truck as well as public transit) 


service, opportunities as well as challenges increase. 


 


Research products that integrate intelligent technology, predictive models, and decision aids for active traffic 


management are needed for enhancing “resilience of adaptive capacity” to overcome vulnerabilities of links or an 


entire route in the network. These can be implemented in active traffic management under unusual conditions that 


require adaptation within the driver-selected route as well in diversion routes that may be used for preventing severe 


congestion. 


    


Although there are many facets of resilience of the urban transportation system, research underway at Carleton 


University will focus on improving resilience of adaptive capacity in traffic networks with intelligent systems and 


advanced methods. When such capability becomes available on a real-time basis for use in the best-suited traffic 


assignment (i.e. dynamic or system-optimal) and route guidance parts of active traffic management, they will serve 


an important function.   


 


Some building blocks for research are available and additional items will be required. Also, there will be the need to 


integrate these within a systematic framework for maximum effectiveness. Examples of resilience measures 


developed at Carleton University include real time optimization of traffic signal timing transition (Qin and Khan 


2012), control techniques for maintaining the existing vehicular capacity of the roadway infrastructure while 


improving travel time advantage of transit vehicles on shared use facilities (Mucsi and Khan 2011), dynamic 


metering of ramps in integrated freeway-arterial corridors  and traffic adaptive high occupancy vehicle/toll lanes 


(Gryz et al 2007, Armstrong and Khan 2008). 


2. STATE OF SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE 


The subject of inherent (also called static) and dynamic resilience of adaptive capacity in urban traffic networks is 


“new and developing.” Although the benefits of adaptive traffic control were acknowledged over a decade ago, 


research in systems of higher capability and wider scope has been fragmented, and published sources are very 


scarce. However, there is a general recognition in the research community that enhanced knowledge of this subject 


is necessary for coping with predictive recurring major changes in traffic demand as well as stochastic non-recurring 


overloads of traffic. These random surges of traffic could be caused by incidents (e.g. traffic collisions), severe 


weather-related disruptions (some induced by long-term climate change), and many other nature-induced or man-


made disruptions. 


 


Specifically, the following observations are drawn from the literature regarding what has been done, what was 


found, and what needs to be done to advance knowledge in this subject. 


2.1 Knowledge gaps 


Following studies in New York and New Jersey urban areas, Nelson (2013) pointed out that there is an urgent need 


to improve our understanding of resilience in urban transportation. Tamvakis and Xenidis (2012) have found that 


resilience engineering, in spite of its rapid advances as a methodological approach, has not been adequately applied 


to transportation systems. They pointed out a lack of research in estimating system’s resilience characteristics. 


2.2 Resilience as a new focus on the city systems 


According to a recent Editorial article, published in Environment and Planning B: Planning and Design (Batty 


2013), “resilience seems to have become a new focus for the short-term and long-term futures of city systems.” 


Taking the overall city as a combination of ecological, physical, and social systems, the resilient city movement is 


attracting attention of researchers around the world. But, in spite of its importance to the urban area, network 


vulnerabilities and resilience have not received sufficient research attention. The National Research Council of the 


USA has called for approaches to mitigate vulnerability in transportation by modelling complex adaptive systems 


(Godschalh 2013). 
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2.3 Research in sectors other than urban traffic network 


The subjects of vulnerabilities and resilience have received research attention in ecological systems. Also, the freight 


transportation component of supply chains continues to be an area of research (Morlok and Chang 2004, Shefi 2005, 


Ta and Goodchild 2010, Anderson W.P. et al 2011, Miller-Hooks et al. 2012). The soft systems (e.g. ITS 


architecture) have been of research interest as well (Omer et al 2014). 


2.4 Resilience of national or wide-area regional level highway networks 


Some government agencies have taken these as subjects of research interest. For example, travel adaptive capacity 


analysis research has been reported by researchers in Australia and New Zealand (see Hughes 2014 for New 


Zealand).The objective of the research is to ensure that transport infrastructure assets and services function 


continuously and safely. 


2.5 Metrics and models of resilience 


Limited available sources report research in metrics and models of resilience (Cox 2011). The implications of the 


resilience objective in transportation planning have received some research attention. Metrics of resilience for the 


analysis and evaluation of the capacity of a network as a response to unusual conditions in the traffic environment 


were reported by Murray-Tuite and Mahmassani (2004), Murray-Tuite (2006), and Nelson (2013). Attempts were 


made to define, quantify, and combine multiple metrics of resilience into a combined index. Metrics include 


adaptability to unusual traffic surges and ability to recover quickly. An application of selected metrics to a test 


network in association with traffic assignment methods found that the “user equilibrium method” results in better 


adaptability while “system optimum assignment” gives better mobility and faster recovery. Operational metrics have 


been studied to determine a passenger transportation system’s resilience to terrorism or natural disaster. As a step in 


the direction of modelling resilience, Murray-Tuite and Mahmassani (2004) developed a methodology for 


determining vulnerable links in a transportation network. Studies by Nelson (2013) are pointing in the new direction 


of system adaptive capacity. 


2.6 Applications of Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) 


Research has been reported on application of ITS in transportation planning to enhance adaptive capacity in order to 


handle recurring imbalance of demand vs. capacity as well as non-recurring incidents or operational inefficiencies or 


wide variation in conditions. The application of predictive methods has been suggested to make such an approach to 


become operational in the real world (US DOT 2002). 


2.7 Active transportation and demand management 


Recent studies appear to be moving in this direction to improve capacity. Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) 


has sponsored research intended to provide content for the active transportation and demand management (ATDM) 


part of the 2010 Highway Capacity Manual. These capacity-enhancing approaches are intended to prevent or delay 


traffic breakdown or even gridlock. The ATDM calls for continuous monitoring of the transportation system and on 


the basis of archived data and/or predictive methods, traffic is managed in real time. The intent is to model response 


to the varied demand and capacity conditions.  


3. GOING BEYOND ADAPTIVE TRAFFIC CONTROL OF INTERSECTION: CONNECTED VEHICLE 


TECHNOLOGY AND ASSOCIATED METHODS  


There is a need to go beyond the adaptive traffic control of intersections by enhancing inherent plus dynamic 


resilience of the traffic system at a broader spatial scale of a corridor or a wide-area road network. Connected 


vehicle technology and associated methods that yield resiliency measures (i.e. adaptive capacity attributes) are under 


study at Carleton University. Some ideas are advanced here on how to apply these resiliency measures in practice in 


order to address efficiency and other issues in urban transportation. 
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3.1 Connected Vehicles and Products 


Connected vehicle technology is an outgrowth of ITS, and in turn, it relates to the technology of automation in 


driving (with autonomous vehicles). A second paper to be presented at this conference covers resilience 


enhancement with automation in driving. The connected vehicle technology is designed to enable the vehicle to 


share information with other vehicles and/or with the transportation infrastructure. By using computer-


communications (i.e. information technology) vehicles share location and traffic environment information with 


nearby vehicles and if required, with infrastructure. Such capability could aid autonomous vehicles and therefore 


automation in driving. Although most designers believe that connected vehicles technology will be central to 


automation in driving, a limited perspective of advanced technology vehicles may suggest that sensor-based systems 


will be sufficient for an autonomous vehicle to function in traffic networks (Anderson, J.M. et al 2014). 


 


According to recent European Commission news and an associated Report (2016), the connected vehicle in its 


current state of development is in essence a platform that enables the exchange of information between the vehicle 


and its surroundings, either through local wireless networks or via the internet. The interactions made possible by 


this connectivity are presented in Table 1. 


Table 1: Connected vehicle features 


Features   Functions 


  


Vehicle-to-vehicle interactions (V2V)                                    Vehicle interacting with other vehicles 


 


Vehicle-to-infrastructure interaction (V2I)                             Vehicle interacting with infrastructure –roadside 


                                                                                                  equipment 


                                                                                                  Vehicle interacting with traffic management centre 


 


Infrastructure-to-vehicle interaction (I2V)                                Infrastructure (roadside and/or traffic management) 


                                                                                                   interacting with the vehicle 


 


Vehicle-to-device interaction (V2X)                                         Wireless communications to any device 


_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 


Source: Adapted from EU Commission (2015, 2016) 


                        


 


The above functions imply that networked vehicles are designed to interact with their environment, which means 


communication, data transmission, and shared computational efforts between vehicles and infrastructure, and 


between vehicles and any other device. (EU Commission 2015, 2016).  


 


Table 2 presents products that will be made possible by application of connected vehicle technology. These include 


mobility, safety, autonomous driving, vehicle management, entertainment, well-being, and home integration (EU 


Commission 2015, 2016). These products are no doubt of use to car owners, businesses, governments, and society at 


large. A subset of these products closely relates to enhancement of resilience in urban transportation. Specifically, 


mobility, safety, autonomous driving are of research interest in the resilience subject. 


 


Technological assessment of connected vehicles suggests that this technology has the potential to make driving safer 


and reduce traffic congestion. These effects will be made possible by vehicle’s capability to recognize and anticipate 


risk and dynamically calculate optimal routes. Additionally, connected cars can contribute significantly to road 


safety by incorporating safety features, such as the emergency call system that automatically alerts the nearest 


emergency centre in case of an accident (EU Commission 2015, 2016).     


  


Connected cars can also improve energy efficiency by incorporating weather predictions, information on traffic 


congestion, and specific infrastructure locations in routing and driving behaviour (EU Commission 2015, 2016). In 


urban driving, the connected vehicle technologies can reduce idling, number of stops, and unnecessary accelerations 


and decelerations. Also, traffic flow at signalized intersections can be improved. Wireless data communications 


among enabled vehicles and roadside infrastructure can be used to broadcast signal phase and timing and geometric 
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intersection description data to vehicle. In turn, in-vehicle systems can perform calculations to provide speed advice 


to the driver. This information will allow the driver to adapt the vehicle’s speed to pass the next signal on green or to 


decelerate to a stop in the most eco-friendly manner (US DOT 2012). 


Table 2: Connected vehicle products 


Product                                                                                                            Applications 


Mobility Management  


 


 


 


 


Safety 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Autonomous driving 


 


 


 


Vehicle management 


 


 


Entertainment 


 


 


 


Well-being 


 


 


Home integration 


These applications focus on improving traffic flow, allow drivers to reach a 


destination quickly, safely and in a cost-efficient manner. Examples include advanced 


navigation systems, traffic coordination assistance and parking lot or garage 


information systems. 


 


These safety applications protect the driver, the passenger, and road users. They can be 


divided into hard safety and soft applications.  Hard safety applications aim to avoid 


imminent crashes and/or minimize damage when they cannot be avoided. Soft safety 


applications respond to safety concerns that do not require immediate reactions. 


Examples of hard safety applications include blind spot warning systems and forward 


collision warning systems. Examples of soft safety systems include warning systems 


for icy roads up ahead, traffic jams, or adverse weather conditions. 


 


This functionality involves partially or fully automatic driving. Examples of 


applications include operational assistance or autopilot in heavy traffic, keep-your lane 


systems, automated parking systems and advanced adaptive control systems. 


 


These applications aid the driver in reducing operating costs and improving ease of 


use (e.g. dynamic vehicle service). 


 


Entertainment of passengers and the driver is the focus here. Examples include 


embedded WLAN hot spots, music video streaming. Also, social media integration 


and a smart phone interface is a part of this product. 


 


These applications impact a driver’s comfort, ability and fitness to drive. Examples 


include fatigue detection systems and alert calls for medical assistance. 


 


This emerging application area integrates vehicle systems with those at home. 


 


Source: Adapted from EU Commission (2015, 2016) and Khan et al (2012, 2014). 


 


 


Connected vehicle technologies will enable traffic engineers to optimize traffic signals for a selected objective 


function. If the objective is eco-drive, the signals will be optimized to reduce fuel consumption and emissions using 


connected vehicle data (US DOT 2012). Equipped signals can be programmed using connected vehicle data to give 


priority to emergency vehicles, transit vehicles or freight vehicles approaching a signalized intersection that request 


signal priority. These applications use data on vehicle’s location, speed, and vehicle type (e.g. emergency vehicle, 


public transit). In the case of public transit, its adherence to schedule or number of passengers can be considered in 


granting priority (US DOT 2012). 


 


For achieving the resilience-enhancing objective, the signal optimization can be carried out to accommodate traffic 


surges. These applications collect data from vehicles, such as vehicle location, speed, and from infrastructure-based 


devices on traffic volume. These data will be used to determine the optimal operation of the traffic signal system.  


 


For freeways and other highways, connected vehicle technologies can be used to develop resilience in handling 


traffic surges. Specifically, the following measures can be enabled: adaptive metering of ramps (if needed for 


integrating freeway-arterial corridors), variable speed advice, diversion to alternate routes, etc.). 
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4. SOME POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS 


Priority research, development and demonstration (R, D & D) activities are underway in a number of countries on 


connected vehicle services with favourable benefit-cost estimates and market potential. A large number of service 


bundles were identified by the European Commission (2016). These are a part of EU objectives to accelerate in 


order to catch up on RD&D and commercial products for connected vehicles. The European Commission report on 


the platform for the Deployment of Cooperative Intelligent Transport Systems in the European Union (C-ITS 


Platform) released in January 2016 provides details. These are under study in order to establish research programs in 


technical, socio-economic, and policy areas. 


 


A number of potential applications referenced above will enhance resilience of the transportation system. Table 3 


presents selected applications in terms of their description and enabling technologies. Table 4 uses this information 


in defining resilience measures enhanced by connected vehicle services and associated methodologies. 


5. EXAMPLE OF POTENTIAL APPLICATION 


A key resilience attribute is to have knowledge of prevailing traffic conditions en-route as well as on alternate routes 


that are available for smart routing of traffic overloads in a dynamic manner in the event of a major event. If the 


traffic overload is not handled, a traffic disruption will occur. With the availability of projected connected vehicle 


services, it is feasible to develop next generation traveller information systems. These information systems can 


potentially offer enhanced benefits, provided that methodological innovations can be integrated with the rapidly 


developing technology of connected vehicles. The technologies of data capture and delivery are projected to evolve 


in the short-to-medium term. The data can be processed and fused for developing special purpose models for use in 


next generation traveller information and route guidance systems. This section reports an example application of 


connected vehicle services in association with the Bayesian approach to integration of technology and methods in 


predictive travel time modelling and smart route guidance. Details of the Bayesian method are presented in Khan 


(2013). 


Table 3: Selected connected vehicle services with potential to enhance network resilience 


Services                       Technologies                                                     Application 


Traffic jam ahead warning                                                                             V2V Urban and highway 


Slow or stationary vehicle(s)                                       V2V                                           Urban and highway   


Traffic information & smart routing                            V2I                                            Urban and highway 


Emergency electronic brake light                                V2V                                           Urban and highway 


Emergency vehicle approaching                                  V2V                                           Urban and highway 


Hazardous location notification                                   V2I                                             Highway 


Road works warning                                                    V2I                                             Highway 


Weather condition                                                        V2I                                             Highway 


Shockwave damping                                                    V2I                                             Highway 


Probe vehicle data                                                        V2I                                             Highway 


In-vehicle speed limit                                                   V2I                                             Highway 


In-vehicle signage                                                         V2I                                             Highway 


Time to green at signal ahead                                       V2I                                             Urban 


Traffic signal priority request by designated                V2I                                             Urban 


   Vehicles 


_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 


Source: Extracted from European Commission (2015, 2016). 


 


Route and network component-specific traffic environment is unpredictable under conditions of traffic incidents or 


other potentially disruptive events. Commuters who are very familiar with their usual travel route cannot be sure 


about prevailing traffic flow conditions that reflect a multitude of influences. Some of these are incidents, road 


works, and road weather conditions. It is logical that there is a growing market for information on traffic conditions 


(i.e., travel time and delay) prior to and during travel to work or other destinations. 
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Research at Carleton University has resulted in the concept design of the predictive travel speed and travel time 


system that encompasses modules for the acquisition of real-time information, prediction of travel time by the 


route/network performance model, fusion of real time information from connected vehicles or other sources, with 


model-produced information, and dissemination of result to road users (Figure 1). This concept design is based on 


the technical aspects of new generation ATIS that will be made possible by the availability of connected vehicle 


data. The theoretical basis as well as the operational aspects of the predictive travel time methodology is described 


by Khan (2010). The relationships between variables and the sequence of steps for computing expected travel speed 


and time are presented in Figure 1.  


Table 4: Resilience measures enhanced by connected vehicle services and associated methodologies 


 Resilience Measure  


 


Connected vehicle services 


and other actions                                                                                                     


Connected vehicle technologies 


and associated methods  


Inherent resilience 


Traffic and geometric design of roads and 


highways with built-in flexibility to 


accommodate random traffic overloads 


 


Intelligent roadside and traffic control  centre 


with capability for two-way communications 


with vehicles   


 


Dynamic resilience 


Dynamic inventory of traffic loads in various 


parts of the network and assessment of 


available capacity to handle diverted traffic 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Smart routing options based on system optimal 


or dynamic traffic assignment and traffic 


diversions 


 


 


Post-event transition to normal  and 


establishing strategies for future events 


                


Simulation studies to test 


designs 


 


 


Design of intelligent 


infrastructure (roadside and 


control centre)    


 


 


Traffic jam ahead warning, 


slow or stationary vehicle(s), 


electronic brake light, 


 emergency vehicle 


 approaching 


 


Hazardous location 


notification, road works 


warning, weather condition, 


shock wave damping, probe 


vehicle data, in-vehicle speed 


limit, in-vehicle signage, time 


to green.    


 


Traffic information & smart 


routing 


 


  


 


Simulation of transition. 


 


Microsimulation of traffic 


 


 


 


Simulation studies of data 


transfer and analysis 


 


 


 


V2V 


 


 


 


 


 


V2I 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


V2I, system optimal or 


dynamic traffic assignment, 


Montecarlo and Bayesian 


methods.   


 


V2I data used for planning 


future active safety strategies. 


 


 


This example application is on diverting traffic overload to an alternate route. The availability of an alternate route 


and the ability to divert traffic overloads is an attribute of resilience. The location of the application is Ottawa 


(Canada) (Figure 2). The freeway route, and the alternate route (based on Fallowfield Road and other arterials) are 


shown. In travel environments characterized by high traffic surges or incidents, the freeway route may no longer be 


the quickest route. Therefore drivers should be given this information in order to avoid overloading the already 


congested freeway route. This will encourage diversion of some traffic to the alternate route. Travel speed data can 


be contributed by connected vehicles on a real time basis which in turn can be used to compute travel time to a 


location of interest downstream.  
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Repeated applications of the predictive space mean speed and travel time methodology presented in Figure 1 


resulted in expected travel time information via two routes (Figure 2). On the basis of results, dynamic route 


guidance information can be developed as shown in Table 5.    


 


 


 
Figure 1: Methodological framework (Source: Khan 2010) 


 


 
Figure 2: Example route alternatives (Ottawa, Canada) 


(Source of map: courtesy Ministry of Transportation, Ontario, website) Source: Khan 2010 


Technology-based real time information  


(captures the effects of traffic, weather,  lane 


blockages due to incidents, road works in 


progress at that time, etc.) 


Route/network performance 


model estimate  


Archives of road works (work that will 


commence after the capture of real time data) 


Bayesian data fusion 


methodology 


Predictive travel speed and 


time 
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Table 5: Route guidance information 


Time period 


starting 


Expected travel time via 


Freeway route 


(min) 


Expected travel 


time via Alternate 


route (min) 


                        Comment 


8:00 a.m. 


        


8:05 a.m. 


 


 


8:10 a.m. 


8:15 a.m. 


8:20 a.m. 


8:25 a.m. 


 


8:30 a.m. 


    20.2 (best)  


     


    30.0 


 


  


    38.5  


    38.23  


    36.13 


    24.86 (best) 


    


18.34  (best) 


      26.00 


   


      26.00 (best) 


 


 


      36.00 (best) 


      34.50 (best) 


      33.23 (best) 


      32.74 


   


      24.40 


There is no need to show alternate 


     route information 


Alternate route advice can be given 


     to divert some traffic from the 


     freeway route 


Alternate route advice can be given 


Alternate route advice can be given 


Alternate route advice can be given 


There is no need to show alternate 


     route information 


There is no need to show alternate 


     route information 


Adapted from Khan 2010. 


6. CONCLUSIONS 


1. Resilience of traffic networks is an emerging field of research that is aimed at overcoming vulnerabilities, 


preventing disruptions if possible, and reducing the severity of impacts. 


 


2. In addition to improving the inherent resilience by improving traffic design of the network (including geometrics), 


there is much that can be done to enhance active/proactive traffic management in the form of dynamic resilience. 


 


3. Connected vehicles technology has the potential to enhance resilience of traffic networks. 


 


4. Connected vehicles is a medium-term initiative and plans for services are under development. Selected services 


that are aimed at mobility and safety can be used for enhancing resilience of traffic networks. 


 


5. Automation in driving is a long term initiative and there are no firm answers on how autonomous vehicles in large 


numbers will become a part of the traffic flow without changes to the infrastructure. Also, contrary to some views 


expressed in the literature, automation in driving will require connected vehicle features. Therefore, it is likely that 


automation in driving will enable resilience enhancement in traffic networks. The reader is advised to see a second 


paper presented at this conference.         
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ABSTRACT  


Several research works have been carried out to study properties of concrete containing crumb rubber (rubbercrete) 


as a partial replacement to fine aggregate. Rubbercrete exhibits numerous benefits compared to conventional 


concrete such as lower in density, increased ductility, enhanced plastic capacity, higher toughness, higher impact 


resistance, better chloride penetration, lower thermal conductivity, higher noise reduction factor and better electrical 


resistivity. It has also been known to have better energy dissipation, durability and damping ratio. However, the 


main drawbacks of rubbercrete are decreasing in strengths and Young's modulus. Therefore, to improve strengths of 


the rubbercrete, the crumb rubber has been pre-coated with nano-silica. Results have revealed that nano-silica 


modified rubbercrete can be produced with high strengths due to the densification of the interfacial transition zone 


(ITZ) and refining pore system of the rubbercrete.  


 


Keywords: rubbercrete, crumb rubber, nano-silica, ITZ 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Due to industrial revolution and continual development of the countries around the world, rising amount of vehicles 


on the roads has generated millions of used tires each year. According to research, there will be approximately 1.4 


billion tires sold annually throughout the world and eventually they will reach their end life span and categorized as 


used tires (Presti, 2013). These 1.4 billion used tires produced annually subsequently require being disposed. Most 


of the used tires are accumulated and stored in the shops or dumped at the landfill or dumping site. The growing 


problem of used tires create major problem and concern for the people as it is non-biodegradable. Discarded tires 


pose environmental problem and health hazard. They are dangerous when caught fire; it is very hard and even 


impossible to extinguish the fire. It is also an ideal breeding ground for mosquitoes, flies and other disease-carrying 


vectors.  


Many research works have been carried out on the utilization of crumb rubber on concrete. Crumb rubber is 


produced by shredding used tires and removing all the steels and fibres within it and variety applications of crumb 


rubber is being used in the construction industry to preserve natural resources and maintain the ecological balance 


for sustainable development (Mohammed at al., 2012). The utilization of crumb rubber as a partial replacement of 


fine aggregate in the concrete exhibits numerous benefits. However, the major problem of the crumb rubber concrete 


is the decrease of compressive strength with the increasing partial replacement of crumb rubber. Experiment done by 


Vadivel and Thenmozhi (2012) indicated that when the percentage of rubber replacement increases, the compressive 


strength of concrete will decrease. It is studied that the UPV (Ultrasonic Pulse Velocity) values of the rubbercrete 


decreases with the increasing percentage of crumb rubber in concrete (Mohammed et al., 2011). The natural 


properties of crumb rubber entrapped the air on the surface of crumb rubber as it repels water during mixing 
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(Mohammed et al., 2012). Besides, crumb rubber concrete has better energy dissipation capacity and ductility as 


compared to conventional concrete. It is recommended to be used in seismic applications (Son et al., 2011). 


 


Most of the studies reviewed that Nano silica has great potential in improving the compressive strength of concretes. 


Nano sized particles have a high surface area to volume ratio, thus provides tremendous chemical reactivity and it is 


very reactive (Senff et al., 2012). The filler effects and pozzolanic reaction of Nano silica on concrete improved the 


durability and strength of the concrete. Besides, Nano size particles have a larger surface area to volume ratio that 


helps in speeding up the cement hydration and pozzolanic reaction (Said et al., 2012).Thus, nano-silica is added in 


rubbercrete to enhance the compressive strength of rubbercrete. Crumb rubber concrete exhibits low compressive 


strength because of the weak bonding present between cement matrix and the crumb rubber particle. With the aid of 


nano-silica as filler, it react with calcium hydroxide to fill the voids of C-S-H and the microstructure in concrete is 


improved and become denser, thus the compressive strength of the crumb rubber concrete can be highly increased 


(Rashad, 2014). Therefore, the main objective of this research is to identify the porosity and interfacial transition zone 


of rubbercrete containing nano-silica. 


2. MIXTURE PROPORTIONS 


Five rubbercrete dry mixtures with different nano-silica additives (0%, 1%, 2%, 3%, 4% and 5%) were prepared, 


cast under pressure and tested at age of 28 days. The mixtures contained 10% of crumb rubber replacement to fine 


aggregate by volume and amount of water equal to 8% of the total batch weight. Compressive strength, Field 


Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy (FESEM), and Mercury Intrusion Porosimetry (MIP) were conducted on 


samples from each mixture as shown in Table 1 and the mixtures proportions are shown in Table 2. 


Table 1: The test, standards, sample dimension and number 


Test Standard Dimension 


Number of 


samples / 


mixture 


Cube compressive strength BS EN 12390-3 100 mm x 100 mm x 100 mm 3 


Field Emission Scanning Electron 


Microscope (FESEM) 


- 20 mm x 20 mm x 5 mm. 1 


Mercury Intrusion Porosimetry 


(MIP) Test 


- 10 mm x 10 mm x 5 mm 1 


 


Table 2: Mixture proportion by ratio per rubbercrete mixture  


 Cementitious Materials Aggregates 


Mixture reference  Cement Fly 


ash 


Nano 


Silica 


Fine  Crumb rubber Coarse 


Aggregate  


NS0 CR10 0.85 0.15 0 1.8 0.2 1 


NS1 CR10 0.85 0.15 0.0085 1.8 0.2 1 


NS2 CR10 0.85 0.15 0.017 1.8 0.2 1 


NS3 CR10 0.85 0.15 0.0255 1.8 0.2 1 


NS4 CR10 0.85 0.15 0.034 1.8 0.2 1 


NS5 CR10 0.85 0.15 0.425 1.8 0.2 1 
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3. TEST RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 


Compressive stress, porosity, total pore volume and interfacial transition zone (ITZ) thickness were determined at 


age of 28 days and shown in Table 3. 


 


Table 3: Rubbercrete test results   


Mixture 


reference  


Compressive 


strength, MPa 


Porosity, 


% 


Total pore 


volume, 


mm3/gm 


Interfacial 


transition zone, 


micron 


NS0 CR10 23 15 48.6 2.9 


NS1 CR10 35 12 44.2 2.2 


NS2 CR10 37 7.5 33.1 2.1 


NS3 CR10 38 6 27.1 1.4 


NS4 CR10 42 5.5 25.9 1.4 


NS5 CR10 45 2 1.6 1.1 


 


 


As shown in Table 3, the compressive strength of hardened rubbercrete increased as the amount of nano silica (NS) 


has been increased. Adding 5% NS (NS5 CR10) leads to increasing in the compressive strength by 182% in 


comparison to mixture without NS (NS0 CR10). This improving in the compressive strength is attributed to the 


effect of nano-silica in the rubbercrete mixtures. As it is known, hardened concrete has three phases: hardened 


cement phase, coarse aggregate phase and interfacial transition zone (ITZ) between the between the aforementioned 


phases. However, ITZ is a porous phase and as the ITZ’s thickness increases, the bonding between the cement paste 


and aggregate decreases and consequently the compressive strength decreases. In addition, in rubbercrete mixtures, 


another two phases are existed which are: crumb rubber phase and the ITZ between the hardened cement paste and 


crumb rubber particles. Crumb rubber (CR) is a hydrophobic material which repels water and entrap air on it surface 


which lead even to weaker ITZ between cement paste and CR. The reason of the weaker strength is explained by the 


stress concentrations at the ITZs which lead to forming of micro cracks which subsequently followed by failure. 


Therefore, to enhance the compressive strength of rubbercrete, ITZs have to be densified, in other words; enhancing 


bonding between aggregates and cement paste.  Adding NS to rubbercrete has lead to improve significantly the 


compressive strength. This is due to chemical reactivity of the NS with Ordinary cement. Whereas, NS react with 


Ca(OH)2  (hydration product of Ordinary cement) in the pore system and ITZs to produce C-S-H gel which is 


responsible on strength. This leads to densifying of ITZs and eventually increasing the compressive strength as 


shown in Table 3 and Figures 1 to 5. 


 


                                                            
Figure 1: FESEM for NS0 CR10                  Figure 2: FESEM for NS1 CR10           Figure 3: FESEM for NS2 CR10 
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Figure 4: FESEM for NS4 CR10                                       Figure 5: FESEM for NS5 CR10 


 


Another effect of NS is physical due to its fill-ability. Whereas, NS will fill up the nano-voids in the ITZ which lead 


to densifying the ITZs and also filling up the pore system of the hardened cement paste in the rubbercrete which 


leads to decreasing the total pore volume as shown in Table 3 and Figures 6-11. Filling up the pores, in other words, 


is modifying the rubbercrete micro structure by densifying it and refining the pore system which in turn help in 


improving the rubbercrete strength and also reduce its porosity. For example, cumulative pore volume has been 


decreased from 49 mm3/g (NS0 CR10) to 1.65 mm3/g (NS5 CR10), while percentage of relative pore volume for 


100 nm pore diameter has been increased from 53% (NS0 CR10) to 67% (NS5 CR10).  


 


 


Figure 6: Pore size distribution for NS0 CR10 


 


Figure 7: Pore size distribution for NS1 CR10 
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Figure 8: Pore size distribution for NS2 CR10 


 
Figure 9: Pore size distribution for NS3 CR10 


 
Figure 10: Pore size distribution for NS4 CR10 


 


 
Figure 11: Pore size distribution for NS5 CR10 
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4. CONCLUSION  


Rubbercrete has many advantages in comparison with the conventional concrete. However, it is usage in the 


construction industry has been limited due to its poor compressive strength. Therefore, producing rubbercrete with 


good strength, and without additional cement, will lead to better consideration of rubbercrete in the construction 


industry. Using of nano-silica in rubbercrete mixtures has lead to improving the strength due to the physicochemical. 


Whereas, through chemical effect, nano-silica reacts with Ca(OH)2 to produce C-S-H gel which responsible for 


strength and through physical effect, the nano particles have filled up nano voids and also pores in the hardened 


cement paste. Both effects of nano-silica has led to modify the microstructure of the rubbercrete and subsequently 


increasing the compressive strength.  
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ABSTRACT  


Colombia is strengthening the standards for treatment processes to protect public health from chlorine-resistant 


pathogens such as Giardia and Cryptosporidium. UV Pure recently assisted Progresar E.S.P., a water services 


company by adding disinfection to a potable water supply serving 5,000 residents outside Bogota. 


 


This project marks the first installation of UV Pure systems for potable water disinfection in Colombia. 


 


UV Pure Upstream systems, with Crossfire™ technology, is ideal for this challenging application providing a 


minimum UV dose of 40mJ/cm2, even when UVT is as low as 75%. The plant operates with an average flow of 


about 12L/sec (190 gpm) and draws water from a nearby river, with water quality impacted by agricultural and 


wastewater effluent. Ten UV Pure Upstream 30-75 systems are now working to inactivate pathogenic organisms 


such as Giardia, Cryptosporidium, bacteria and viruses, before chlorine is added to protect the water. 


 


This approach can help reduce the use of chlorine gas with a safer alternative. UV Pure systems can be remotely 


monitored and controlled without the need for the demanding safety protocols and management that chlorine 


disinfection systems require. 


 


The Upstream units are installed in a modular manifold system, which provides significant operational flexibility 


and system reliability. During peak demand, the units can work together to achieve treatment requirements, but 


during low demand individual units can be shut down. This flexibility is ideal for conserving energy and extending 


system life and also simplifies maintenance.  


 


The modular design helps accommodate growth to 12,000 residents in the future. Increased treatment capacity can 


be achieved by simply adding more elements to the plant’s control room. 


 


The facility will also benefit from the robust automatic cleaning system that prevents fouling of the quartz sleeve. 


This simple process helps to make UV Pure systems virtually maintenance free. The presentation will include photos 


& details of this innovative, new case study. 


 


Keywords: UV disinfection, water treatment, purification, bacteria removal, wastewater 
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ABSTRACT  


MRAT is a made-in-Canada tool that overlays municipal data sets and insurance claims data onto an interactive 


map.  The tool allows infrastructure managers to accurately identify areas with frequent insurance claims and easily 


identify where a more in-depth assessment should occur. The tool facilitates an understanding of risk factors to 


potentially impacted areas allowing owners to start to diagnose problems and generate solutions before flooding 


occurs.  The process began with an original objective that would identify areas where there are an increased number 


of insurance claims. Early in its development, it became obvious that it could be a valuable tool for infrastructure 


managers. The team included three pilot municipalities from across the country that provided knowledge, data and 


feedback on the tool. As the power of the tool was developed and validated for municipalities and insurers, 


meteorologists were engaged to supplement the tool’s decision making capacity in developing future climate 


scenarios.  On the surface, the tool is innovative because it a represents a marriage of datasets that do not naturally 


come together. With the unprecedented challenges of climate change and aging infrastructure, our standard practices 


and relationships need to be innovated. The tool provides objective proof that sharing information amongst 


stakeholders is valuable and benefit all parties including the public.  Engineering is increasingly multi-disciplinary 


and there are exciting opportunities to facilitate continuous improvement by stretching traditional engineering 


paradigms. Prior to this tool, municipalities did not have access to claims information unless citizens took the 


initiative to report their claims.  


 


Keywords: extreme weather events, climate change, flooding, risk assessment, stormwater infrastructure, statistical 


discrimination,  


1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 


“Extreme weather events” caused by climate change are occurring with increasing intensity, duration and frequency.  


They are also revealing vulnerabilities in existing municipal infrastructure. The Municipal Risk Assessment Tool 


(MRAT) was developed to answer the following questions posed by Insurance Bureau of Canada (IBC):  


 What is the current risk of sewer back-ups on existing climate conditions across Canada? 


 What is the potential future risk of sewer back-ups based on current climate change projections? 


 Is existing infrastructure adequate to address current and future climate conditions? 


MRAT’s map-based web portal provides a visual representation of basement sewer back-up risk zones within a 


municipality based on the existing sewer system parameters and present / future climatic factors unique to that 


municipality. Risk assessments are developed using statistical discrimination analysis which has various benefits as 


a statistical tool.  


 


MRAT identifies which infrastructure investments should be prioritized, area’s of similar characteristics, access to 


updated rainfall return statistics and information on climate patterns. Coquitlam, BC was one of three Canadian 


municipalities where MRAT was piloted.  
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1.1 The Problem 


IBC members are concerned about the effects climate change plays on insurable assets. Examples include: 


 Insured losses from natural disasters in 2013 – including Alberta and Toronto floods – are close to $3 


billion, highest in Canadian history  


 Replacement cost for Canada’s sewer and stormwater infrastructure is $55 billion, according to the 


Federation of Canadian Municipalities 


 Single largest contributor to claims for property owners since 2010 is sewer back-ups, historically it was 


fire  


2. PROJECT OBJECTIVES, SOLUTIONS AND ACHIEVEMENTS 


Dillon developed MRAT to answer the following for IBC: 


 What are the current risks of sewer-backup claims based on existing infrastructure and climatic conditions? 


 What are the future risks of sewer-backup claims based on existing infrastructure and future climatic 


conditions? 


 Are current infrastructures performing at acceptable levels? 


 Are there vulnerabilities in current infrastructure that require mitigation?  


MRAT’s verifiable approach uses municipal data, insurance claims historic data, advanced data analytics and web-


based tools. Its three primary components are: 


 Data acquisition (includes municipal information, claims history and climate) 


 Processing, modelling and advanced analytics 


 Interpretation and utilization of maps 


The process incorporates four main variables so that hazard, exposure and vulnerability of sewer back-up within a 


selected study area are addressed. In addition, the risk formula of MRAT uses two kinds of climate information to 


assess risks under different climate change scenarios. The climate information used is:  


 Historic information based on existing climate data using Intensity Duration Frequency (IDF) curves which 


graphically represent the probability of average rainfall intensity 


 Range of possible risk, due to changing climate as projected by climate change modelling and downscaling 


“Extreme weather events that used to occur infrequently are now happening once every few years. Climate change is 


giving us more extreme storms and more extreme rainfall events. We are proud to have partnered in the 


development of the MRAT tool which is the most advanced analytical tool of its kind for predicting vulnerabilities 


in our infrastructure” said Dana Soong, Manager Utility Programs and MRAT technical expert for the City of 


Coquitlam. 


 


MRAT’s web portal provides a visual representation of basement sewer back-up risk zones within a municipality 


based on the existing sewer system parameters and present and future climatic factors unique to that municipality. 


The tool benefits municipalities in the following ways: 
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 Identifying areas which infrastructure investment should be prioritized  


 Identifying areas of similar characteristics that can benefit from improved planning and design 


requirements as urban development occurs 


 Offering access to updated rainfall return period statistics 


 Providing information about future climate patterns 


Encouraging both public and private entities to work collaboratively in partnership to develop the MRAT predictive 


tool has been challenging.  All parties, including IBC, its member firms and municipal experts, are concerned with 


changing weather patterns.  The MRAT tool has shown potential to allow alternate strategies for mitigation plans for 


municipalities to minimize the risk associated with expected climate change.  


 


Many municipal engineers have developed their own risk assessment processes based on local history of sewer back 


up and overland flooding.  Building municipal support for a common methodology that complements their local 


experience has been the key to develop and validate the MRAT. 


3. TECHNICAL EXCELLENCE AND INNOVATION 


Historically most municipal infrastructure has been designed on the premise that climate is stationary and historical 


climate data can effectively be used to predict future design needs. A consequence of climate change is an increase 


in vulnerability to existing infrastructure and thus a challenge to current and future planning initiatives. 


 


The ability to quantify risks under different climate change scenarios can help municipal infrastructure asset 


management authorities explore the implications of a changing climate on infrastructure. Specifically, it looks to 


update design standards for infrastructure projects to account for climate changes. 


 


Dillon collaborated with Tesera Systems Inc. from Calgary, AB to develop the model and work through the 


analytics component of the project. Advanced geomatics and risk analytics were critical in developing MRAT as a 


usable tool for predicting environmental outcomes and creating a business solution that worked for IBC and the 


municipalities. 


 


 
Figure 1: Concept of MRAT 


 


Risk assessments are developed using statistical discrimination analysis which has various benefits as a statistical 


tool. For MRAT, it is used to determine which predictor variables are related to the dependent variables to assign 


data. As variables differ for each municipality, every risk assessment is unique. 


 


Combining data from multiple sources to deliver a concise map became a challenge due to the different types of data 


that were available. Consistent data are necessary in order to develop a predictive tool. By combining the various 


data sources, the core team has developed data standards that ensure a standard level of output, and added additional 


data alternatives to enhance the analysis, and to ensure accuracy. 
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There are a multitude of input variables that affect the risk, vulnerability and exposure of a neighbourhood to sewer 


back-up risks due to climatic events including: 


 Climatic 


 Infrastructure 


 Operational 


 Physical variables 


The web-based tool combines data to estimate the risk of sewer backflows today and in the future as the climate 


changes. MRAT compiles the following information to develop results: 


 Municipal infrastructure and land use  


 Climate history and climate modelling of the future 


 Insurance claims history 


This innovative visual representation of storm and sanitary sewer back-flow risk zones within a municipality based 


on the existing sewer system parameters and present and future climatic factors provides municipalities with 


verifiable data modelling that will aide in the determination of updating infrastructure assessments. The ability to 


calculate costs and benefits of infrastructure investments more accurately, access to updated rainfall return period 


statistics and providing information about future climate patterns ensures municipalities have the information they 


need to make informed decisions. 


4. ENVIRONMENTAL, ECONOMIC, AND SOCIAL SUSTAINABILITY AND AESTHETICS 


MRAT will be used by city engineers to help them identify infrastructure problems, not just now but in the future as 


our weather gets more extreme. It allows municipalities to build on their traditional risk management approaches 


using the MRAT innovations that leverage data and advanced technology.  Coquitlam, BC, Fredericton, NB, and 


Hamilton, ON piloted MRAT and partnered with IBC on a major national launch. Six other Canadian cities 


(London, ON, Winnipeg, MB, St. John’s, NL, Moncton, NB, Halifax, NS and Bathurst, NB) have shared their 


infrastructure data with IBC and are moving forward on the planning process. 


 


MRAT will help enable municipalities to better forecast, prepare for and adapt to future extreme weather events, 


leverage limited infrastructure dollars, and determine where best to focus capital infrastructure investment to lower 


the future risk of flooded basements and reduce the number of sewer back-up claims and related insurance claims. 


 


The tool shows that through the use of advanced modelling, municipalities can better predict potential future 


infrastructure issues. This proactive approach illustrates how advanced engineering can make the places in which we 


work, live and play safer and less susceptible to the severe effects of our changing climate. 
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Figure 2: Sample View of Flood Risk Map of Coquitlam 


 


 


 


 


 
Figure 3: Sample View of FLood Risk Map of Coquitlam, With Information Graphs at Bottom 
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Figure 4: Sample View of Split Screen Ability to Better Showcase Specific Risk Information on the Flood Risk Map 
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ABSTRACT  


Over the past six years, to increase the use of renewable materials in the construction industry, a novel steel-timber 


hybrid building system was developed and studied at the University of British Columbia and FPInnovations. The 


hybrid structural system was a steel moment resisting frames (SMRFs) with Cross Laminated Timber (CLT) infill 


walls. These studies were mainly on developing: novel connection types, new constitutive laws for the CLT walls, 


and force-based and displacement-based design guidelines. The effect of CLT infills on the collapse risk of the SMRFs 


was not explicitly investigated, and is the topic of this paper. With consideration of seismicity of Vancouver 


(Canada)and using the 2010 National Building Code of Canada (NBCC) force based design guideline, 3- and 6-storey, 


3-bay, bare and middle bay CLT-infilled SMRFs, were designed. Nonlinear analytical building models that account 


for the frame-infill interactions, were developed in the OpenSees finite element tool. L-shaped steel bracket 


connections were modeled using experimentally calibrated nonlinear two-node-link elements. Moreover, to allow 


brackets deformation, a small gap was provided at the interface of the steel frame members and CLT infill panels. To 


assess the collapse behavior and collapse fragility curves, incremental dynamic analysis was performed using 60 


ground motion records selected with seismicity of Vancouver. The infill panels have significantly increased the 


collapse margin ratio, thereby reducing the collapse risk of SMRFs during server earthquake events.  


 


Keywords: Cross Laminated Timber; Hybrid Structures; Incremental Dynamic Analysis; Collapse Fragility Curves   


1. INTRODUCTION 


Over the past six years, to increase the use of renewable materials in the construction industry, a novel steel-timber 


hybrid building system was developed and investigated at The University of British Columbia (UBC) and 


FPInnovations (Dickof 2013, Stiemer et al. 2012a, b). The hybrid system considered the use of steel moment resisting 


frames (SMRFs) with cross laminated timber (CLT) infill walls (Figure 1). Dickof et al. (2014) have developed 


preliminary overstrength and ductility factors using nonlinear static pushover analysis. Tesfamariam et al. (2014), 


through nonlinear time history analysis, showed the contribution of CLT-infill walls in reducing the seismic 


vulnerability of SMRFs. Despite the physical gap in the interface to isolate the two systems, under peak lateral load, 


their interaction may create undesirable shear demand on the steel columns. Bezabeh (2014) and Bezabeh et al. (2015) 


developed and applied a new direct displacement based design procedure by considering CLT-infill walls as structural 


elements. Moreover, to simplify the routine structural design of this hybrid structure, the over-strength and ductility 


factors, and corresponding force-based design guideline were developed as per NBCC 2010 (NRC 2010) by UBC and 


Forestry Innovation Investment (Tesfamariam et al. 2015). In this paper, the study is extended to quantify the effect 


of CLT infill walls on the collapse behaviour of the SMRFs.  
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Figure 1: Steel-timber hybrid building: CLT infilled SMRFs 


 


2. SEISMIC DESIGN OF CASE STUDY BUILDINGS   


For this study, 3- and 6-storey, 3-bays bare and middle bay CLT-infilled SMRFs office buildings located in 


Vancouver, Canada were considered. The buildings were regular both in plan and elevation. For all buildings, the bay 


widths considered were 9 m for the exterior bay and 6 m for the interior bay. A typical storey height was 3.65 m, 


except for the first storey which was 4.5 m. In the hybrid buildings, connection brackets were spaced at 800 mm with 


three layers of CLT panel (99 mm thickness). Panel crushing strength was set to 11.5 MPa. All buildings were designed 


based on equivalent static procedure of NBCC 2010 (NRC 2010) by considering the soil class C design spectra of 


Vancouver, Canada. For the bare SMRFs, overstrength (Ro) and ductility (Rd) factors were 1.5 and 5, respectively, 


according to NBCC 2010 (NRC 2010). Whereas, for the hybrid buildings, Ro and Rd factors of 1.5 and 4, respectively, 


as suggested by Tesfamariam et al. (2015) were used. Tesfamariam et al. (2015) developed Rd and Ro factors for CLT 


infilled SMRFs by considering the monolithic action of the hybrid building under lateral load. Typical office floor and 


roof dead and live loads of NBCC 2010 (NRC 2010) were adopted. The steel members were selected and detailed 


based on CSA S16-09 (CISC 2010) requirement. Tables 1 and 2 summarize the selected steel sections.  
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Table 1: Designed beam sections 


 


E
x


te
rn


al
 


6 W31045 W31074   


5 W31052 W31074   


4 W31067 W31086   


3 W31086 W31086 W31052 W31060 


2 W31086 W31086 W31052 W31060 


1 W31086 W31086 W31045 W31060 


 Storey No. 6-storey bare 6-Storey hybrid 3-Storey bare 3-Storey hybrid 


In
te


rn
al


 


1 W31074 W31079 W31045 W31045 


2 W31074 W31079 W31045 W31045 


3 W31074 W31079 W31033 W31045 


4 W31067 W31079   


5 W31052 W31067   


6 W31045 W31067   


 


 


Table 2: Designed column sections 


 


E
x
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6 W310107 W31086   


5 W310107 W31086   


4 W310129 W310129   


3 W310129 W310129 W31074 W31060 


2 W310129 W310129 W31074 W31060 


1 W310129 W310129 W31079 W31067 


 


Storey No. 6-storey bare 6-Storey hybrid 3-Storey bare 3-Storey hybrid 


In
te


rn
al


 


1 W310143 W310129 W310107 W31067 


2 W310143 W310129 W310107 W31060 


3 W310143 W310129 W310107 W31060 


4 W310143 W310129   


5 W310129 W31086   


6 W310129 W31086   


 


3. FINITE ELEMENT MODEL DEVELOPMENT  


Finite element numerical modeling was carried out using Open System for Earthquake Engineering Simulation 


(OpenSees) finite element program (Mazzoni et al. 2006). First steel frame members were modeled. The nonlinear 


behavior at the end of these elements was captured by displacement-based-beam-column-elements. Linear-elastic 


beam-column-elements were used to model the middle part of steel frame elements. Modified-Ibarra-Krawinkler-


Deterioration-model (Lignos and Krawinkler 2010) was used as a deterioration model by bilinear-material property 


of OpenSees to capture the spread of inelasticity.  


 


CLT panels were considered as linear-elastic, homogenous and isotropic single layer shell elements with elastic 


modulus of 9,500 MPa. The in-plane behavior of these elements were modeled using four-node-quad-elements. In 


OpenSees, these elements were characterised by ndMaterial-Elastic-Isotropic-material model. The connections at the 


interface of the steel frame members and CLT infill panels was represented by zero length two-node-link-element 


(Figure 2a). An experimentally calibrated Pinching4-uniaxial-material model was used as to represent the axial, shear, 
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and rotational behaviour of these elements (Figure 2b). Additional details of experimental connection tests and 


pinching4 model calibration can be found in Tesfamariam et al. (2015). Since this element has zero length, P-Δ effects 


along the local axis were neglected. 


 


 


 
 


a) 


 


 
b) 


Figure 2:  Details of steel bracket connection; a) parallel formulation of two-node-link-element and gap-element 


(Tesfamariam et al. 2015); b) Comparison of experimental and OpenSees pinching4 material model (Bezabeh et al. 


2015) 


 


The confinement behavior and the physical space between the frame and panel was modelled using the elastic-


perfectly-plastic-gap-uniaxial-material (EPPG). EPPG is a trilinear hysteretic uniaxial material model which consists 


of a physical gap (20 mm) with zero stiffness and strength, linear elastic region, and post-yielding plastic region 


(Mazzoni et al. 2006). In the current case, the compression only gap model was considered to represent the 


confinement property. Accounting of densification of wood after crushing, the post-yield stiffness of the panel was 


assigned to be 1% of the elastic panel stiffness. The EPPG gap material and the two-node-link-element of bracket 


connection were combined using the parallel material combination approach as shown in Figure 2a. 


4. GROUND MOTIONS 


In this paper, the updated seismic hazard model by Atkinson and Goda (2011) was adopted to characterize the seismic 


hazard in Vancouver. The site condition for probabilistic seismic hazard assessment was set to site class C. Initially 
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modal analysis was performed to calculate the natural periods of each building corresponding to the first three modes.  


The first mode fundamental period was used for record selection and scaling, whereas the second and third mode 


periods were used as limiting values to define the range of spectral marching. The record selection was conducted 


based on a multiple-conditional-mean-spectra (CMS) method (Goda and Atkinson 2011). Using the target CMS, a set 


of ground motion records was selected by comparing response spectra of candidate records with the target spectra. 


For each building, the total number of selected records was set to 30 (note: each record has two horizontal 


components). For example, for the 3-storey hybrid structure, 13, 4, and 13 records were crustal, interface, and inslab 


earthquakes, respectively. Figure 3 depicts the response spectra of the selected ground motion records for 6-storey 


hybrid building. The details of ground motion selection, response spectra, and seismic hazard deaggregation for 


considered hybrid buildings are reported in Tesfamariam et al. (2015).  


 


 
Figure 3: Response spectra of selected ground motion records for 6 storey hybrid building 


5. INCREMENTAL DYNAMIC ANAYLSIS 


To quantify collapse fragility, incremental dynamic analysis (IDA) (Vamvatsikos and Cornell 2002) was conducted 


using the 60 ground motion records. In this approach, the intensity of each ground motion is scaled up until the sway 


mode collapse is achieved. Typically IDA curves are defined using Intensity measure (IM) and corresponding 


engineering demand parameter (EDP). In this paper, maximum interstorey drift ratio (MISD) and the 5% damped 


spectral acceleration at the fundamental period (ST(T1)) were considered as EDP and IM, respectively. As per FEMA 


P695 (2009) suggestion to check the collapse safety of code based designed buildings, the theoretical fundamental 


period (T1) was used for ground motion intensity scaling during the IDA analysis. In this case, as both infilled system 


and bare system have the same height, their fundamental period as per NBCC 2010 (NRC 2010) is the same. The T1 


for the 3 and 6 storey frames are 0.54 sec and 0.88 sec, respectively. The data from IDA was used to calculate the 


median collapse intensity (SCT). A conservative collapse criteria was used to define the dynamic sway mode collapse 


of buildings. Structural hardening was only considered for MISD values less than 10% and the spectral acceleration 


value corresponding to the dynamic instability was considered as a collapse limit state point. The IDA results are 


plotted in Figure 4. In Figure 4, each line represents the time history response of the building under single ground 


motion record. The points on each line show the MISD value corresponding to the intensity level of the ground motion.  
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a)  


 
b)  


 
c)  


 
d)  


Figure 4: IDA results for 3- and 6-storey buildings a) 3-storey bare frame ; a) 3-storey CLT infilled frame ; a) 6-


storey bare frame; a) 6-storey infilled frame 


 


Seismic fragility curves were computed from the IDA results for three EDP values: 2.5%, 5%, and collapse. NBCC 


2010 (NRC 2010) and FEMA-356 (2000) represent an extensive damage on SMRFs by EDP of 2.5% and 5%, 


respectively.  These curves reflect the exceedance probability of an EDP when the structure subjected to a given 


ground motion IM. A fragility function fitting algorithm developed by Baker (2014) was used for this analysis. This 


algorithm was employed to develop the cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) by fitting a lognormal distribution 


of IMs at EDP of interest. The lognormal distribution of IMs was defined by median collapse intensity (SCT) and 


record to record variability (BRTR). Figure 5 shows the drift exceedance and collapse fragility curves for both bare and 


hybrid buildings. The fragility curves corresponding to an EDP of 2.5 % reflects the probability of exceeding the 


collapse prevention limit state of NBCC 2010 (NRC 2010). Irrespective of the presence of CLT infill walls, the 2% 


in 50 years uniform hazard spectral acceleration value of the code-based fundamental period of the building (SMT) for 


3- and 6-storey buildings are 0.72g and 0.5g, respectively. At this point it is to be noted that the fundamental periods 


for SMT computation were calculated by the NBCC 2010 (NRC 2010) equation, which is only a function of height of 


the building. Considering the collapse damage measure EDP at T1, for 3-storey bare frame, there is a 16.2% probability 


of exceedance. Whereas, for the CLT infilled 3-storey hybrid building, the probability of exceeding collapse 


prevention limit state is 1.2%. In general, significant reduction in the exceedance probability of collapse prevention 


limit state is obtained by introducing CLT infill walls in 3- and 6-storey steel moment frame structures. Based on static 


and dynamic analysis, similar results have been reported elsewhere (Tesfamariam et al. 2014 and Dickof et al. 2014).     
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a)  


 
b)  


 
c)  


 
d)  


Figure 5: Fragility curves for 3- and 6-storey buildings a) 3-storey bare frame ; b) 3-storey CLT infilled frame ; c) 6-


storey bare frame; d) 6-storey infilled frame 


 


FEMA P695 (2009) defines the collapse the safety of seismic force resisting system through collapse margin ratio 


(CMR), which is a factor to increment SMT to initiate the collapse of the building by half of the ground motion record. 


Once the median collapse intensity is obtained from the IDA results (e.g. Figures 4 and 5), CMR can be calculated 


using (FEMA P695, 2009):  


 


 [1] 𝐶𝑀𝑅 =
𝑆𝐶𝑇


𝑆𝑀𝑇
 


 


Table 3 summarizes and compares the calculated CMR values of each building. Generally, irrespective of the height 


of the building, the CLT infill panels increase the CMR values by enhancing structural stiffness and strength. Due to 


their larger fundamental period and lower SMT value, of all the considered building types, mid-rise hybrid building 


shown to have higher collapse safety. The obtained results showed the efficiency of the seismic base shear 


modification factors proposed by Tesfamariam et al. (2015). Moreover, from the IDA analysis, no premature failures 


such as a soft storey mechanism and large strength degradation due to panel crushing were seen. Therefore, the 


ductility and overstrength related factors suggested by Tesfamariam et al. (2015) yield economical and collapse safe 


buildings.  
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Table 3: Results of IDA 


Building 


type 


No. of 


storey 


Fundamental 


periods (modal 


analysis) 


Infilled bays 
SMT 


(g) 
SCT (g) CMR Percent increase in CMR 


Low-rise 
3 1.59s bare 0.72 1.54 2.14 


49.50% 
3 0.92s 2nd bay 0.72 3.05 4.24 


Mid-rise 
6 2.64s bare 0.5 1.77 3.54 


49.40% 
6 1.67s 2nd bay 0.5 3.49 6.98 


6. CONCLUSIONS  


In this paper, the effect of CLT infill walls on the collapse safety of bare SMRFs was evaluated. For this purpose, IDA 


was performed on bare SMRFs and hybrid buildings using the 60 ground motion records. The collapse safety and the 


exceedance probability of collapse prevention limit state were evaluated using CMR values and seismic fragility 


curves, respectively. The results showed the benefit of CLT infill panels in enhancing the collapse safety of steel 


moment resisting frames. For 3 storey frame, by introducing CLT infill walls in SMRFs, the probability of exceeding 


collapse prevention limit state decreased from 16.2% to 1.2%. Moreover, for 6-storey buildings, the collapse margin 


ration increased by 49.4%. Of all the analysed buildings, mid-rise hybrid building shows higher collapse safety.In 


general, significant reduction in the exceedance probability of collapse prevention limit state and sway mode collapse 


probability is obtained by introducing CLT infill walls in 3- and 6-storey steel moment frame structures. The present 


study reveals the significance of considering CLT infill walls during the design process to benefit from their 


contribution to the stiffness, strength, and ductility of the bare steel frames. 
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ABSTRACT  


Infrastructure projects in developing countries are commonly funded through International Financial Institutions. The 


World Bank recently developed a funding mechanism called Program-for-Results which rewards the development of 


these projects/programs based on their results. This paper reviews the application of the Program-for-Results (P4R) 


funding mechanism throughout the program lifecycle. The main aim of this research is to guide developing countries 


through the application of P4R from the initiation phase to the closing phase. The process of application of the P4R 


funding mechanism is divided into six stages such as: (1) Borrower preparation, (2) Identification, (3) Preparation, (4) 


Appraisal, (5) Implementation and (6) closing. This review is prepared based on an analysis of the World Bank 


publications guiding governments through the application of P4R and a review of previous operations in several 


countries. Finally, recommendations are suggested for applying P4R on infrastructure programs relevant to each 


infrastructure sector. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 


There are several methods utilized by government for funding infrastructure projects. These may depend on the 


availability of funds, economic and political status of the country, type of project and the priority of government 


spending. Governments may have sufficient funding for such projects within their budget which can eliminate the 


needs for any external funding, otherwise governments may call for private sector assistance. This can be through 


direct involvement of private sector such as the case in Public Private Partnership (PPP), Build-Operate-Transfer 


(BOT), Build-Own-Operate-Transfer (BOOT) and Build-Own-Operate (BOO) contracts. In these types of contracts, 


the government agrees with a private company to build the infrastructure facility, operate it and receive its payback 


from the revenues generated from the facility. Depending on the type of contract agreed, the private company may 


own the infrastructure facility, return it to the government after an agreed period or share its ownership with the 


government. 


 


In case of developing countries, these types of funding mechanisms may not be applicable for slow-return mega 


infrastructure projects, so governments may apply for financial assistance from International Financial Institutions 


(IFI). IFI offer several financial instruments that can be used for supporting infrastructure projects. The most 


commonly used instruments are: (1) Debt/loans, (2) Grants, (3) Equity, (4) Guarantees and insurance, (5) Asset-backed 


securities and (6) Results-based financing (Zahran and Ezeldin 2016). This paper is focused on the application of 


results based financing mechanism, called Program-For-Results (P4R), applied by the World Bank.  


2. PROGRAM-FOR-RESULTS 


Program-For-Results (P4R) funding mechanism falls under the category of results based financing, where 


disbursements are linked to the achievement of pre-agreed results, these are called Disbursement Linked Indicators 
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(DLI). In this case the borrower receives the agreed payments for finishing specific stages in a program. This transfers 


risks associated with funding these projects from the funders/financiers to borrowers. This incentivises borrowers to 


reach agreed milestones in time to maintain their cash flows, as the borrower starts by pre-financing the projects and 


then payments from the funding agency are received after results are achieved. This process commonly involves a 


third party, called the Independent Verification Agent (IVA), for verifying that the agreed DLI were reached. P4R 


funding has been specific for development programs in developing countries.  


 


P4R is shaped through four main features (1) it supports the programs of borrowers, either they are newly developed 


programs or already existing ones, the WB shows flexibility within the P4R mechanism to support any kind of 


programs in any sector and within any country/region, (2) it provides disbursements upon the achievement of results, 


these DLI are agreed during the preparation stage by both the borrowing government and the WB team to eliminate 


any chances of conflicts after project initiation, (3) it mainly focuses on strengthening the institutions within the 


borrowing country that may contribute to the success of the funded program, one of the main purposes of the 


institutional strengthening process within P4R is to ensure the sustainability of the effects of such programs and (4) it 


assures that the finance offered by the WB is directed to programs that serve the environment and other social aspects. 


These are ensured through proper environmental and social assessments done through the preparation stage and 


monitoring of the program implementation to ensure compliance of the program with bank policies.  


2.1 History 


P4R funding mechanism was initiated in 2012 by the World Bank to address demand from clients all-over the world 


for results based financing mechanisms (The World Bank Group 2015). P4R was introduced to support bank clients 


in achieving their own programs and providing technical support through their experience in similar projects (Saadah 


2015). P4R addresses the gap which occurred between the Development policy financing and the Investment project 


financing mechanisms previously offered by the WB. It offers both technical assistance to the institutions in the 


borrowing countries and financial support for programs linked to the achievement of their results. P4R enables the 


WB to work in countries with weak systems as it works on the support of these systems and aims at strengthening 


institutions and capacity throughout the lifetime of the programs.  


 


Since P4R was initiated, it has been implemented in several developing countries in different regions. Table 1 shows 


the number of approved operations and the operations being prepared as of February 2016. It can be observed that 


P4R is mainly applied in Africa and the MENA region (The World Bank 2016). Table 2 indicates the sectors that P4R 


has been applied in as of February 2016. It shows that a high percentage of the current P4R operations is directed to 


the Water sector, for water supply and sanitation projects.  


Table 1: P4R operations by Region (The World Bank 2016)  


Region Approved operations Operations in pipeline 


Africa 14 3 


East Asia and Pacific 3 4 


Europe and Central Asia 2 3 


Latin America and Caribbean 3 1 


Middle East and North Africa 7 8 


South Asia 6 3 


Total 35 22 
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Table 2: P4R operations by Sector (The World Bank 2016)  


Sector Approved 


operations 


Approved Funding 


(USD Bn) 


Operations in 


Pipeline 


In Pipeline 


funding (USD Bn) 


Agriculture 1 0.1   


Education 2 0.4 3 0.6 


Energy and Extractives   6 1.8 


Environment and Natural Resources   1 0.5 


Finance and Markets 1 0.5 2 0.4 


Governance 5 0.3 1 0.1 


Health, Nutrition and population 6 1 2 0.6 


Poverty 1 0.1   


Social Protection and Labor 2 0.9   


Social, Urban, Rural and resilience 7 1.6 5 1.2 


Trade and Competitiveness 1 0.4 1 0.1 


Transport and ICT 3 0.3 1 0.4 


Water 6 2.7   


Total     


3. APPLICATION 


The application of P4R funding mechanism on infrastructure programs passes through several stages, starting from 


the initiation, by the borrower, and preparation of the program, its required expenditures, stages and schedules. Then 


the submission of the program to the World bank team, this is known as the identification stage. This is followed by 


the preparation stage where the WB team starts in performing the program assessments and getting initial approvals 


for them. Then the appraisal stage where all agreements between the government have to be settled and action plans 


are agreed and signed by the borrowing government and the WB management. later, the implementation stage where 


the program objectives and stages are achieved and disbursements are made against previously specified DLIs. Finally, 


the closing stage where the WB closes the program financing account and completion reports are prepared (The World 


Bank 2011) (The World Bank 2012). Figure 1 shows the general flow chart of the P4R application stages. 


 


 
 


Figure 1: P4R application flow chart 
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3.1 Borrower Preparation 


The borrower preparation stage is the first stage in the P4R application process. The processes forming this stage may 


vary depending on the timing the country is applying. The P4R funding mechanism flexibility enables the borrowing 


countries to select the time at which they apply for the funding (1) before starting in the program, (2) through the 


initiation phase or (3) in the middle of the program. This can also be a mutual study between the World Bank and the 


borrowing country where the WB team may work with the government to identify and prioritise the required program 


for the country and the desired results. This may be through building the country’s institutional capacity and strength. 


So the WB team will use their experience in supporting governments in making informed decisions for their 


development.  


 


At this stage the government needs to identify all of the constituents of the program. These include the planning and 


design of projects required for offering the end products to clients, preparing for any training required for the 


government employees, the shareholders of the program, any required arrangements for the application of the program 


and the required funding and time schedule. One of the key tasks the borrowing country is required to study for the 


success of the program is the required cash flow for financing the program. Estimates of each of the program 


constituents can be based on previous similar projects or tasks or consultations with experts/companies in this field.  


This cash flow has to be regularly updated by the borrowing country not to affect the flow of the program or the 


government’s budget. The cash flow of the program from the government’s point of view may be similar to a cash 


flow of a contractor in an ordinary project, with the projects within the program similar to the activities in the project. 


The government gets its disbursements for finishing any project as the contractor gets rewarded for finishing activities. 


 


The government at this stage has to start in the preparation of all preliminary assessments that are done by the WB for 


such programs. The WB team carries out fiduciary, technical, social and environmental assessments for each program. 


So the government has to start in carrying out these assessments for checking if their program needs any modifications 


before submission to the WB. This may decrease the duration required for any modifications in the program during 


negotiations with the WB. The government may also, through the definition of the shareholders, define the key areas 


that it needs technical support in from the WB.  


 


At the end of this stage the government representatives should be ready for submitting the proposal to the WB team. 


It should include (1) an identification of the overall scope of program, (2) objectives, (3) general financing 


requirements and (4) any other studies made the by government related to the program.  


3.2 Identification 


Through the identification stage, a WB task team is formed which is responsible, in this stage, to prepare the 


information received from the borrowing country for an initial assessment of the program whether to proceed in this 


program or not. Figure 2 shows the flow chart of the identification process starting by the discussions between the 


borrower representatives and the WB to the submission of the Program Information Document (PID) to public 


disclosure. 


 


Initially, the government representatives and the WB start by discussing the submitted documents to set an initial 


proposal which includes: (1) an initial description and assessment of the proposed program, (2) the economic impact 


and strategic impact of the program, (3) the level of commitment the borrower has, (4) the key results and objectives 


of the program, (5) any required arrangements for the implementation, (6) an analysis for the overall performance of 


the borrowing country with the WB through other operations and (7) the financial obligations on the WB and their 


timing.  


 


If a preliminary agreement is reached at this stage, then the WB sets a budget for the program preparation process and 


a WB task team is allocated for the program. This task team has a team leader and other members of specialists relevant 


to the program. Once the task team is formed, it starts in some preliminary tasks, (1) the definition of the parameters 


of the program and assessment of its rationale, strategic relevance, development objectives and its relation to relevant 


Country Partnership Strategy (CPS), Country Assistance Strategy (CAS) or any other similar instruments, (2) in case 


if the program is currently ongoing, the task team checks its current status/performance and suggest any corrective 


actions based on previous experience in similar programs, (3) start in the identification of the required results and any 


arrangements for the design and implementation processes, (4) discussing with the borrower’s representatives 
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alternatives for the financing of the program, (5) check the compliance of the systems of the program with the 


fiduciary, social and environmental and governance rules of the WB and (6) perform a preliminary risk assessment 


for the risks that the program may not achieve its results.  


 


following the development of the program concept and financial coordination between the WB and its development 


partners, the task team issues its Program Concept Note (PCN), which includes all information concluded from its 


preliminary tasks and an Initial Program Information Document (PID) that sums up the main program elements and 


the proposed financing offered by the bank. Both the PID and the PCN are submitted for concept review by another 


committee within the WB, depending on the conditions mentioned in the Guidelines and Procedure for Corporate 


Review of Operations and Country Strategies. Through the concept review, the reviewing committee decides whether 


to proceed with the program preparation or not. If yes, then it decides upon the parameters for the assessments carried 


out, any future reviews by the bank and the resource needs and time schedule required for the preparation of the 


program. Once the program passes the concept review, the task team presents the PID for public disclosure.  


 


 


3.3 Preparation 


Through the preparation process, the WB starts in performing assessments to the program and getting internal 


approvals for them. These include (1) Technical assessment, (2) fiduciary assessment, (3) Integrated risk assessment 


and (4) social and environmental assessment. It should be noted that these assessments are an ongoing process that is 


repeated throughout the program implementation to account for any arising circumstances. The results of these 


assessments enables the task team to direct the program through one of the following options (1) if the program is 


agreed and results of all assessments are acceptable then the program proceeds in the process of preparation, (2) if the 


program has severe weaknesses then the program is either rejected or an alternative funding mechanism is suggested 


and (3) if the program has minor weaknesses, according to these assessments, then key program improvements are set 


and then proceeds in the process of preparation.  


Borrower representatives and WB 
Discussion


Preliminary agreement


Preparation Budget made available


WB Task Team formation


Task Team preliminary 
tasks


WB Task Team issues PCN and PID for 
concept review


Concept review


Task Team submits PID for public disclosure 


Stop 


Proceed 


Figure 2: Identification stage flow chart 
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After resolving all issues related to the assessments carried out, then the task team issues several documents for the 


Management Decision Review meeting. These documents are the Draft Project Appraisal Document (PAD), the 


updated draft Project Information Document (PID) and the draft legal agreements. The review meeting is responsible 


for (1) reviewing the outputs of the assessments carried out, (2) checking the adequacy of the DLI and related 


verification methods, (3) reviewing the program overall risk assessment, (4) deciding if any of the activities within 


this program is not covered by the Bank Policy, (5) reviewing the conditions set for the program related to the 


appraisal, negotiation, board presentation and other legal conditions, (6) reviewing and assessing any support offered 


by the WB through the implementation process and (7) finally decide whether the task team continues in the appraisal 


process or not. If the program passes this stage then the PAD, PID and draft legal agreements are moved forward to 


the appraisal stage.  


3.4 Appraisal 


The appraisal stage is considered the final stage before implementation. The appraisal stage is responsible for setting 


the agreement for the approved program by the management review between the WB and the borrowing country. The 


appraisal process starts by the submission of the task team of a request to negotiate program financing to the 


management. Once negotiation is authorized, the Bank, Borrower and any other related third party start in the 


negotiation process.  


 


Through the negotiation stage, any new major issues occurring, that affects the program design or financing, have to 


be recorded and reported by the task team to the bank board for approval. Once an approval is received from the board, 


then the cycle of the negotiation is repeated until a final agreement is reached. The final agreement between all parties 


should include: 


 


1. A fully detailed scope and objectives of the program 


2. The required results from the program 


3. The program specific legal terms and conditions 


4. DLIs, amounts disbursed and any related provisions that may affect the disbursements, commonly DLIs are 


first proposed by the borrowing country and then agreed by the WB 


5. The verification mechanism and the allocated Independent Verification Agent (IVA) 


6. Any required strengthening measures for the borrowing country’s institutions 


7. The results of the assessments done by the WB and any required modifications for the program 


8. The implementation strategy and mechanisms  


 


Generally, governments are more concerned with DLIs and IVAs. DLIs are considered the main outcomes of the 


program. DLIs have to measurable, auditable and very specific. This can be finishing a pumping station in a water 


supply program or a higher number of educated children in a child education program. Governments have to carefully 


select the DLIs they would like to be disbursed for. This may affect their cash flow throughout the program. The IVA 


is the entity that verifies that the results that were agreed and set as DLIs were achieved and reached for the government 


to get rewarded. This IVA has to be a third party which is not related to any of the other parties, not to make biased 


decisions.  


 


Following the agreement, the executive directors consider financing the proposed program at a Board meeting. Then 


the final PAD is disclosed after being submitted to the Policy and Operations Unit of the Secretariat (SECPO). Later, 


a Program Action Plan (PAP) is prepared. This action plan is required to set all actions required by the WB for 


supporting the borrowing country and any other measures agreed before. Before signing a legal agreement to mark 


the start of the program implementation, all of the resulting documents and studies are presented to corporate oversight 


units to check for any fraud or corruption cases within the program. 


3.5 Implementation 


The Implementation stage starts by the initial institutional strengthening or improvements required for the initiation 


of the program, if required. Also if an advance payment was agreed during the negotiation stage then it is paid at this 


time, and then program implementation starts. The implementation process has several steps, some of them are annual 


and other are related to the times of disbursements and achievement of DLI.s. the WB task team, on an annual basis, 
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has to perform financial statements audit, do technical reviews, provide any required support for implementation and 


check any needs for restructuring of funding or any additional funding. If any changes were required, the task team 


gets the approval of the WB and a modified program is introduced to the borrowing country.  


 


Through this stage, the borrowing country starts by pre-financing the constituents of the program, through offering 


the required finance to the implementation agencies. The role and responsibilities of the implementation agencies 


should be checked regularly to ensure they are in accordance with the pre-set agreements. At this stage, if any of the 


DLIs was achieved or partially achieved, the borrower submits evidence to the WB task team, which has to determine 


its status through involving the IVA in this process. Once the IVA decides the status of the DLI, it informs the WB 


task team and based on this decision the amount of disbursements is decided. This leads to three different cases (1) if 


the DLIs were not met, then the borrower is informed and asked to continue in the program, (2) if the DLIs were total 


met then the task team proceeds in the disbursement process and (3) if the DLIs were partially met, then the WB task 


team check the DLI formula if scaling was agreed at the beginning. Then the borrower is informed by the task team 


of their decision and the amounts due for the achievement of the DLI. The government has to submit disbursement 


requests electronically, and finally the amounts are disbursed.  


3.6 Closing 


At the end of the program the WB task team has to check that the amounts disbursed are less than or equal to the 


government expenditures on the program. Following the pre-agreed closing date, if there was no extension of time 


approved, the WB closes the program financing account and any undisbursed amounts are cancelled. Finally, the WB 


task team prepares the Implementation Completion and Results report (ICR). The ICR report summarizes the overall 


performance of the borrowing country in the program through comparing results to originally agreed objectives and 


DLIs. It also presents the feedback of the borrower concerning the program and the P4R mechanism. 


4. CONCLUSION 


This paper describes the application of the Program-for-Results funding mechanism introduced by the WB in 2012 


for financing infrastructure projects. Through a review of previous operations, it was found that the African continent 


had the highest number of operations, also it was found that the water sector has the highest amounts of disbursements. 


This paper also guides the borrowing governments through the stages of implementation of P4R funding mechanism 


in their development programs.  
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ABSTRACT 


In skewed bridges, the sequence of loading during construction influences magnitude of shear stresses developed in 


the girder supports and is usually not considered in the design. The Canadian Highway Bridge Design Code 


(CHBDC) and AASHTO-LRFD Bridge Design Specifications permits shored construction. However, design 


guidelines to estimate the accumulation of girder shear stresses due to different load conditions (i) before the 


concrete hardening, and (ii) after placing the asphalt layer and the barrier wall are as yet unavailable. In this paper, a 


three-dimensional finite-element modeling was conducted to determine the shear magnification factor in bridge 


girders by considering different parameters including: skew angles, girder stiffness and cross-frame layout, span 


length and number of design lanes under dead load conditions. Finally, the results signify the importance of 


considering the effect of shear magnification factors for rational prediction of support reactions and to develop more 


realistic design guidelines for shored and unshored sequence of construction.  


1. INTRODUCTION  


The behavior of skewed slab-on-girder bridges is more complicated than traditional straight bridges due to the 


complex geometry and load distribution caused by the skew alignment. Under the influence of live loads, 


longitudinal girders undergo torsional shear rotation at the supports (Surana and Humar 1984). These rotations are 


largest at the obtuse corners and difficult to predict during the construction stage due to the uneven distribution of 


wet concrete dead loads across the superstructure that increase the skew effects (Choo et al. 2005).  


 


Unlike in-service skewed bridges, there are limited studies that focus on the behavior of these structures during the 


construction stage (Norton et al. 2003). Recently, based on the parametric study analysis by Theoret and Massicotte 


(2011), CHBDC (CSA, 2014a) has specified equations to compute the shear magnification factor for the skewed 


slab-on-girder bridges at the obtuse corner due to dead loads for shored sequence of construction. These design 


guidelines are developed by considering some assumptions that impose restrictions upon its applicability to the 


skewed slab-on-girder bridges under shored sequence of construction: (i) contribution of diaphragms should not be 


considered, and (ii) diaphragms and intermediate cross-frame should be placed parallel to the line of support (CSA, 


2014b; clause 5.6.3). Previous studies revealed that the arrangement of internal diaphragms in skewed bridge has a 


significant effect on the load distribution pattern and should not be ignored (Khaloo and Mirzabozorg 2003, Nouri 


and Ahmadi 2012). Also, during the construction stage diaphragms resist girder lateral torsional buckling and 


stabilizes compression flange (Keating and Alan 1992, Helwig and Wang 2003). Furthermore, a study by the author 


(Razzaq et al. 2015) has demonstrated that the parallel cross-frame layout can be employed up to a 30o skew angle 


and beyond that skew limit, a perpendicular and staggered cross-frame layout enhances the performance of the 


bridge structure by: (i) curtailing the cross-frame forces at bridge supports, (ii) restricting differential vertical 


displacement of cross-frame at obtuse corners, and (iii) reducing girder longitudinal bending moment and vertical 
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support reactions for skewed slab-on-girder bridges. To address these deficiencies, further research is needed to 


examine the applicability of CHBDC design guidelines (CSA 2014a) to predict the shear magnification factors for 


skewed slab-on-girder bridges at the construction stage.  


 


For this purpose, the objective of current research was to investigate the effect of shored and unshored sequence of 


construction on the girder response in a skewed bridge by conducting three-dimensional finite-element modeling. 


The study examined shear stresses at the obtuse corners to ascertain influences of various parameters including: span 


length, girder spacing, number of girders, number of design lanes and skew angle; on behavior and shear distribution 


factors were computed. Subsequently, sets of empirical expressions were developed to accurately calculate the shear 


distribution factors. 


2. MODELING OF BRIDGE  


2.1. Bridge Prototype 


Figure 1 shows typical details of two-lane and four-lane single span steel-concrete composite girder bridges as an 


examples of bridges considered in this study. The bridge structure was idealized using the following assumptions: 


(1) all materials were elastic and homogeneous; (2) the effects of road super-elevation and curbs were ignored; and 


(3) the reinforced-concrete deck slab and the supporting steel I-girders were in full composite action; (4) both the 


deck slab and the supporting I-girders were simply supported at the abutments; (5) transverse intermediate cross-


braces were moment-connected to the longitudinal girders. Table 1 presents the basic cross-sectional configurations 


considered. The modulus of elasticity of the concrete material was 25 GPa with a Poisson's ratio of 0.20, whereas 


these design values for the steel material were 200 GPa and 0.30, respectively. Six different span lengths ranging 


from 15 m to 40 m were considered with an increment of 5 m, and girder response was evaluated for nine different 


skew angles from 0o to 60o. 


 


 


 
 


(a) 


 


 
 


(b) 


Figure 1: Cross-section diagram of a concrete slab over steel I-girder bridge for (a) two-lane; and (b) four-lane 
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Table 1: Geometry of prototype bridges 


Number of design 


lanes (n) 


Bridge width (W), 


m 


Number of girders 


(N) 


Girder spacing (S), 


m 


1 6 3 2.00 


  4 1.50 


2 7.6 3 2.53 


  4 1.90 


  5 1.52 


3 11.2 4 2.80 


  5 2.24 


  6 1.87 


4 14.6 5 2.92 


  6 2.43 


  7 2.09 


 


 


The concrete deck slab thickness was 225 mm. The cantilever slab length was equal to half the girder spacing. The 


X-type cross-frames at the support and between the span was provided in accordance with the specification 


stipulated in the manual of standard short-span steel bridges (Theodor and Al-Bazi 1997). Cross-frame members 


were spaced at equal intervals between the support lines and were made of L102x102x11 steel angles. Based on a 


sensitivity study, parallel cross-frame layout was used for bridge configurations up to 30o skew angle and beyond 


that up to 60o skew angle perpendicular-discontinuous cross-frame layout was adopted for this study (Razzaq et al. 


2015). In total, 594 bridge cases were analyzed and assessed using finite-element analyses (FEA).  


2.2. Finite Element Modeling  


The general FEA program, CSiBridge (CSI 2013), was used to generate the 3D finite-element models. It is an 


object-based interface that converts bridge objects to a finite-element model to be analyzed using SAP2000 (CSI 


2007) structural analysis techniques.  


 


 
 


Figure 2: Details of the finite-element modeling of composite girder with cross-frames 


 


The concrete slab and web of steel girders were modeled using four-node 3D elastic shell elements with six degrees 


of freedom at each node. The top and bottom flanges of longitudinal steel girders were modeled using two-node 3D 


elastic beam elements with six degrees of freedom at each node. The transverse diaphragm cross-frames were 


simplified and modeled using the same beam elements. The shell and beam elements were connected by rigid link 


elements. These elements were used to model the composite action between the deck and the girders by connecting 


the nodes of the deck elements with the beam and shell elements. The connections between the girder and cross-


frame elements were fixed. Details of the finite-element modeling of composite girder with cross-frame are shown 


in Figure 2. Simple supports at the ends of bridges were modeled using boundary constraints in which the lower 


nodes of the girder web ends were restrained against translation in such way to simulate a temperature-free bridge 


superstructure (Lee 1994). Figure 3 shows typical boundary conditions considered for two-lane and four-lane 
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bridges respectively. To improve the accuracy of the finite-element modeling and to make the design more efficient 


and cost-effective, the aspect ratio of the shell elements was adjusted less than 4. Logan (2002) proved that as the 


aspect ratio rises above 4, the inaccuracy of the solution increases.  


 


 
 


Figure 3: Boundary conditions for single-span bridge models for: (a) two-lane; and (b) four-lane 


 


For the purpose of comparing the results of a skewed bridge with a straight configuration, in-addition to the self-


weight of the structure, the superimposed loading was applied over the girders in the form of line load assuming that 


each girder carried the equal weight of the two barrier walls and the asphalt layer. The thickness of the asphalt layer 


was taken as 90 mm, and CHBDC performance level-3 bridge barriers (CSA, 2014a) were considered on both sides 


of the bridge deck as applied loads without any contribution to bridge cross-section flexural stiffness. 


3. PARAMETRIC STUDY 


A practical design oriented parametric study was conducted on selected bridge configurations, shown in Table 1, to 


determine the shear magnification factors (Fv). For this purpose, the maximum shear force, V3D, of a 3-dimensional 


simply supported structure under the effect of dead load was first calculated for each prototype bridge at the obtuse 


corner. Subsequently, the maximum shear force, V2D, from a simple 2-dimensional beam-line model (Barker and 


Puckett 1997) was evaluated for each prototype bridge in the parametric study. The shear distribution factor, Fv, thus 


calculated is represented as: 


[1]  


D


D
V


V


V
F


2


3    


The effect of various superstructure variables on girder shear distribution factors were examined in parametric study, 


and discussed in the following sub-section. For brevity and space limitations only response of girders in a two-lane 


and four-lane bridge configuration are presented. 


3.1. Effect of Skew Angle  


Figure 5 shows the FEA results of an obtuse corner of skewed bridges under shored sequence of construction 


quantified in terms of Fv as follows: 


 


a)    For a multi-lane bridge configuration, it was observed that at the obtuse corner between 0o and 30o skew angle, 


Fv value was increased to a maximum of about 12%. 


 


b)    For skew angles between 30o to 60o, the obtuse corner showed a significant increase of Fv value with the 


increase of skew angle. This increase in the response of Fv value was more pronounced in bridge structures 


having small girder spacing and reached about 35% within that skew range.   
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(a)                                                                                         (b)                       


                                                                     


Figure 5: Effect of skew angle on Fv at bridge obtuse corners for: (a) two-lane, and (b) four-lane. 


3.2. Effect of Span Length  


The shear distribution factors at the obtuse girder supports of a multi-lane skewed bridge were evaluated and their 


effects with the variation of span lengths are presented in Figure 6. 


 


(a) For the skew angle up to 30o, Fv values at the obtuse corner were not significantly affected with the increase of 


span length. A variation of about 5% was observed within that skew range. 


 


  
(a)                                                                                     (b) 


Figure 6: Effect of span length on Fv at bridge obtuse corners for: (a) two-lane, and (b) four-lane. 


 


(b) From 30o to 60o skew angle, obtuse corner shear response resulted in the decrease of Fv value with the increase 


of span length for and a maximum reduction of about 9%, 20% and 8% was experienced in one-, two- and 


three-lane bridge configurations respectively. However, four-lane bridge showed a 5% increase of Fv value with 


the increase of span length. This increase is more prominent as the span length varies form 15 m to 25 m and 


beyond that it resulted in the decrease of the Fv value. 
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3.3. Effect of Girder Spacing, Number of Girders and Number of Lanes 


 


The girder spacing is dependent on the bridge width and the number of longitudinal girders. The bridge width can be 


considered to be the number of lanes multiplied by the lane width, which can be assumed to be constant for a given 


bridge configuration. Therefore the girder spacing could be related to the number of girders and the number of lanes. 


The effect of girder spacing on the shear distribution factors are presented in Figure 7, and summarized as follows: 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


(a)   


                                          


 


 


(a)                                                                                           (b)                                    


Figure 7: Effect of girder spacing on Fv at bridge obtuse corners for: (a) two-lane, and (b) four-lane. 


 


(a) For skew angle up to 30o, Fv values for the obtuse girder supports were not significantly affected with the 


increase of girder spacing. A maximum of 6% increase was noticed up to 30o skew angle. 


 


(b) For the same aspect ratio (length/width) between skew angle 30o to 60o, increase in girder spacing resulted in 


the reduction of the obtuse corner Fv value. Also, at high skew angles (> 30o), with larger number of girders 


having smaller girder spacing demonstrated more increase of obtuse corner response in-comparison to less 


number of girders with large girder spacing. Also, the increase in the number of lanes resulted in the increase of 


Fv value as illustrated in Figure 7. 


4. CORRELATION OF FEA RESULTS WITH CHBDC AND PROPOSED EQUATIONS 


CHBDC (CSA, 2014a) has specified equations to compute the shear magnification factor (Fs) for the skewed slab-


on-girder bridges at the obtuse girders supports due to dead loads for shored sequence of construction as: 


 


[2]  
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Based on the data generated from the parametric study, it was found that shear distribution factors were mainly 


influenced by few critical parameters, namely: skew angle, span length, girder spacing, number of girders and 


number of design lanes. So, in-order to keep uniformity and simplicity in understanding the shear magnification 


factors for bridge designers and engineers, it was decided to keep the format of Equation 2 the same as proposed in 
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the bridge code (CSA 2014a) and develop a new equation for the “ε” factor that replaces Equation 3, based on the 


parametric study results. Hence, the proposed empirical equation for the “ε” factor is expressed by Equation 4: 


 


[4]   cos..... edcb nNSLa   


 


Where, a, b, c, d and e are equation variables, L is the bridge span length in meters; S is the girder spacing in meters; 


N is the number of girders, and n is the number of design lanes. Using a statistical package for curve fit and 


regression analyses, sets of empirical equations for shear magnification factor for the girders at the obtuse corners 


under dead loading of a skewed slab-on girder bridge were deduced as shown in Tables 2.  


 


Finally, the correlation between the CHBDC (CSA, 2014a) equations and the proposed equations based on the 


parametric study for the obtuse corner shear magnification factors are obtained and compared with the Fv values 


from the finite-element analysis due to dead loads, as presented in Figures 8. It presents good correlation between 


the values obtained from proposed equations and those calculated results from FEA, and all data points fall within 


5% over and under-estimation  region, shown by dotted lines in Figure 8. 


 


Table 2: Shear Modification factors for the obtuse corners of a skewed slab-on-girder bridge under dead loads 


 
 


                                                                                
Figure 8: Correlation between shear magnification factors obtained from FEA results with CHBDC and proposed 


equations for obtuse corner. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 


The effect of sequence of construction in a skewed slab-on-girder bridge was investigated by conducting a three-


dimensional finite-element modeling under dead loads. Based on the results obtained from the parametric study, a 


set of empirical expression was developed for the girder obtuse supports for rational prediction and accurate 


assessment of the girder shear magnification factors. Finally, the Fv values obtained by FEA at the obtuse corner 


were correlated with the proposed empirical equations and CHBDC design guidelines. The results showed that the 


CHBDC equations to estimate the shear magnification factor at the obtuse corner under shored sequence of 


construction proved to be ineffective to capture the behavior of most of the skewed slab-on-girder bridge 


geometries. Furthermore, for obtuse girder shear, it gives conservative response for certain bridge configurations and 


for some other bridge cross-sections it produces highly under-estimated response. Based on this study, the equations 


specified in CHBDC needs to be modified to comprehend the shear stresses developing at the obtuse girder supports 


during construction under the influence of dead loads.      
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ABSTRACT  


High-performance concrete typically has a low water to cementing materials ratio (w/cm), high binder content and 


may contain high levels of supplementary cementitious materials. The effects of ground granulated blast furnace 


slag (GGBFS) and silica fume (SF) on the durability of HPC were investigated.  In this study, HPC mixtures at 0.33 


w/cm were made with two sources of blended cements containing 8% SF mixed with 25 and 50% GGBFS 


replacements by mass of cement. The compressive strength, drying shrinkage, thermal deformation and transport 


properties were tested. The preliminary test results have shown that increased fineness of the blended cement 


enhances the transport and mechanical properties), but results in increased early age thermal deformation, drying 


shrinkage, leading to increased cracking potential.  


 


Keywords: slag, silica fume, drying shrinkage, RCPT, strength 


1. INTRODUCTION 


High-performance concrete (HPC) has been widely used for the last couple of decades due to its superior 


performance (low transport properties and high compressive strength), offering substantial enhancement of 


durability of concrete construction. HPC has economic benefits, significantly reducing the maintenance costs and 


enhancing service life (Neville and Aitcin 1998). Researchers (Hooton, 2000; Rodriguez & Hooton 2003) have 


emphasized that slag replacements improve the transport preoperties and lower heat of hydration of HPC. The effect 


of level of cement, ground granulated blast furnace slag and silica fume on the durability of HPC were investigated. 


The compressive strength (ASTM C39, 2010), rapid chloride permeability test (RCPT) (ASTM Standard C1202, 


2010), and drying shrinkage (MTO LS-435 R23, 2006) were tested. HPC is defined as a concrete meeting special 


combinations of performance and uniformity requirements that cannot always be achieved routinely using 


conventional constituents and normal mixing, placing, and curing practices (ACI 318-2014). The Ontario Ministry 


of Transportation (MTO) has specified HPC with 28-day limits of 50MPa compressive strength and RCPT of 1000 


coulombs. But in a survey of 15 HPC bridge decks, the MTO found a high risk of increased early age cracking 


(MTO 2012), and as a result, use of HPC has fallen out of favour. It should be mentioned that in 2015, the MTO 


lowered the 28-day HPC strength requirement to 40 MPa. 


2. RESEARCH MOTIVATIONS AND OBJECTIVES 


Due to the typically high cementing materials content in HPC, it tends to be more vulnerable to developing high 


temperature gradients between the concrete temperature and ambient temperature. Susceptibility to thermal cracking 


in concrete depends on the heat evolved during cement hydration. Therefore, the influence of chemical and physical 


properties of GU8SF cement and GGBFS on the thermal characteristics of HPC needs to be well understood. This 
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study is a part of ongoing PhD research on developing strategies to mitigate early-age transverse cracking in HPC 


bridge decks.  


3. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 


The experimental program consists of various tests to assess durability, mechanical properties, and shrinkage 


properties. The cementing binder included CSA A3000 blended portland cement interground with 8% silica fume 


(Type GU-SF8) and ground granulated blast furnace slag (GGBFS). HPC was made with two sources of blended 


cements (A and C) containing 8% SF used together with 25 and 50% by mass replacement levels of GGBFS. The 


blended cement and slag were mixed at a water/binder ratio of 0.33. Table 1 shows the chemical and physical 


properties for the blended cements and slag. The total binder content was selected based on an MTO 50 MPa mix 


design obtained from one of the concrete ready mix suppliers. Table 2 shows mixture proportions of the HPC 


concretes. The superplasticizer and water reducer admixtures were used to maintain slump at 150±10 mm and to 


provide efficient dispersion. 


The concrete mix proportions are shown in Table 2. Cylindrical specimens were used for tests including 


compressive strength and RCPT. The compressive strength was tested on cylinders of 100 mm in diameter and 200 


mm in height. For RCPT, four 50 mm thick samples were cut from two cylinders on the day of testing, and prepared 


in according to (ASTM Standard C1202, 2010). Prismatic specimens (75x75x285 mm) were used to determine the 


drying shrinkage at 1, 7, 14, 21 and 28 days according to (MTO LS-435 R23, 2006).  


Table 1. Blended cement and slag properties 


 Cement Type 


GU8SF 


GGBFS 


Binder ID A C I 


Chemical Analysis (%)    


LOI 2 2.33 0.21 


SiO2 25.1 26.67 39.62 


Al2O3 4.4 4.72 7.63 


Fe2O3 2.7 2.23 0.53 


CaO 57.3 56.71 39.51 


MgO 2.6 2.23 10.8 


SO3 3.7 4.07 2.68 


K2O - - 0.39 


TiO2 - - 0.36 


Total Alkali (Na2Oeq) 0.91 0.91 0.27 


Physical analysis       


Blaine fineness (m2/kg) 582 787 587 


Table 2. Concrete mixtures 


*Note: A-I-25S; A (means blended cement of source A, and I is slag ID, 25S is the slag replacement) 


* All aggregate quantities shown are in SSD condition. 


 


Thermal deformations were measured in a semiadiabatic condition; the test set up for obtaining the thermal 


deformation and temperature profile is shown in Figure 1. An insulated 150 x 300 mm cylinder mold was 


Mixture 


ID 


Ternary Binder % GU8SF 


(kg/m3) 


GGBFS 


( kg/m3) 


Water 


(kg/m3) 


Fine agg. (Max 


4.75mm)(kg/m3) 


Coarse agg. (Max. 19mm) 


(kg/m3) 


Fresh 


Density 


(kg/m3) 


A-I-25S GU8SF (A)+25%GGBFS 349 116 153 624 1065 2366 


A-I-50S GU8SF (A)+50% GGBFS 233 233 153 621 1067 2345 


C-I-25S GU8SF (C)+25% GGBFS 349 116 153 622 1068 2372 


C-I-50S GU8SF (C)+50% GGBFS 233 233 153 620 1066 2355 
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surrounded with 50mm thick rigid polystyrene insulation and filled with concrete just after mixing. The room 


temperature was controlled at 25 ± 2 °C. The internal strain and the temperature of the specimens were obtained 


every 15 seconds by data acquisition.  


 
Figure 1. Test set-up for thermal deformation 


4. TEST RESULTS 


Compressive strength results are shown in Figure 2a. Strengths were tested at the ages of 3, 7, 28 days. Three 


cylinders were tested at each age and the average of the three was plotted. The development of compressive strength 


of all four HPC mixtures met the MTO requirement of 50 MPa by 28 days. It was observed that the compressive 


strengths of mixtures made with the lower fineness Cement A (A-I-25S and A-I-50S) were lower ranging between 


15-33% than that of the higher fineness Cement C at all ages. The mixtures containing 50% slag replacement had 9-


14% lower compressive strengths at the age of 3 days in comparison to those with 25% slag replacement. The 25% 


slag replacement met or exceeded that of the MTO 50 MPa requirement at age of 7 days. The 50% slag replacement 


at an age of 7 days, showed a delayed strength development, but the compressive strength of A-I-50S was 45MPa 


and C-I-50S reach 52MPa. At 28 days, all the 50% slag mixtures had 29-55% higher strengths in comparison to the 


MTO 50 MPa requirement.  


 


The RCPT was performed to ensure the HPC mixtures met the MTO durability requirements. Four, 50-mm thick 


specimens were saw cut from two 100×200 mm cylinders and tested at an age of 28 days. Every specimen was 


vacuum saturated one day prior to testing. Specimens and water were placed under vacuum independently for three 


hours, and the specimens were then submerged in the de-aired water and the vacuum maintained for another hour. 


Results from the rapid chloride penetration test are shown in Figure 2b. The RCPT results are in the category of very 


low. The MTO specifies a maximum rapid chloride permeability of 1,000 coulombs (Very Low) or less at 28 to 32 


days of age for HPC, and the four HPC mixtures reached RCPT results well below this limit at the age of 28 days. 


Since concrete used for bridge decks also has to meet either exposure class C-1 or C-XL (CSA Standard A23.1, 


2014), the 56-day CSA chloride ion penetrability requirements are also considered.  


 


 
 


a)                                                                                         b) 


Figure 2: (a) Compressive strength development; (b) RCPT at age of 28 days 


300 mm 


150 mm 


Data logger 
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Figure 3 shows linear drying shrinkage versus time of drying until an age of 28 days. There was slight difference 


difference in shrinkage of the four mixtures during the first 1 day of drying (following 7 days of wet curing).  It was 


observed that all four mixtures (A-I-25S, A-I-50S, C-I-25S, and C-I-50S) met the requirement of low-shrinkage 


concrete as defined by CSA 23.1 (2014), which is less than 0.040% shrinkage after age of 28 days of drying. At 28 


days of drying, the most shrinkage was observed for mixtures made with Cement C; it can be attributed to the higher 


Blaine fineness of the cement. As well, with both cements, the mixtures with 50% slag had lower 28-day shrinkage 


than those with 25% slag. 


 


 
Figure 3: Drying Shrinkage of four HPC mixtures 


 


Thermal deformation in conjunction with temperature profile versus time (up to 72 hours) are displayed in Figure 4 


for two HPC mixtures (A-I-25S and A-I-50S). Thermal deformation started to take place almost immediately. The 


strain increased in conjunction with temperature rise due to the generated heat of hydration during the cement and 


water reaction at early stages. The thermal shrinkage of insulated and uninsulated specimens was almost identical 


from 4 to 12 hours of age (see Figure 4). The rate of deformation changed in conjunction with the temperature 


evolution between 6 and 12 hours, followed by a significant increase beyond 12 hours for A-I-25S. The measured 


ultimate thermal deformation at an age of 18-20 hours was reduced by up to 30% with 50% slag replacement. The 


peak temperature was 45 °C with 50% slag replacement compared to 60 °C with 25% slag replacement. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 
 


 


Figure 4: Measured strain and semi-adiabatic temperature rise of HPC concretes 
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5. DISCUSSION AND CONLUSIONS 


The key benefit of using HPC for bridge deck applications is that it has enhanced resistance to chloride penetration (RCPT 


is low/or very low). Due to its low w/cm, use of high binder contents including silica fume, and other supplementary 


cementitious materials, HPC is essentially more vulnerable to the various types of early-age volume change, including 


autogenous shrinkage, and thermal shrinkage. The experimental results show that increasing the level of slag replacement 


and decreasing the fineness of the silica fume blended cement used, significantly improved both the strength and the 


drying shrinkage. The ternary HPC mixtures with 50% slag replacement exhibited lower drying shrinkage compared for 


the low slag replacement level. The RCPT results of HPC mixtures with 50% slag replacement met MTO standards with 


less than 1000 coulombs at 28-days of age. The thermal deformation increased as the concrete temperature increased; 50% 


slag replacement reduced the ultimate thermal deformation by up to 30%. 
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ABSTRACT  


This paper provides a cost analysis case study to compare the effectiveness of using reinforced concrete versus steel 


as a construction material for conical tanks. Simplified design approaches, which were developed in previous 


investigations, are utilized to design a wide range of reinforced concrete conical tanks and steel counterparts having 


three different capacities (500 m3, 1750 m3 and 3000 m3). The cost analysis is conducted for each of the concrete and 


steel tanks. This analysis includes the cost of material, formwork, labour and life-cycle cost. Also, a general study of 


the effect of tank dimensions on the cost is provided. The results of this study show that steel conical tanks are 


considered as a more economical choice for medium and small capacity tanks, regardless their dimensions. On the 


other hand, for large capacity conical tanks (3000 m3), the tank dimensions govern which construction material 


(reinforced concrete or steel) is more cost effective.  


 


Keywords: Conical tanks; hydrostatic load, cost analysis, analysis of variance 


1. INTRODUCTION 


The vessels used for elevated liquid storage containers are commonly built in a conical shape, including pure conical 


tanks and conical-cylindrical combined tanks. The construction of conical tanks is dominated by using either steel, 


conventional reinforced concrete or partially pre-stressed concrete. The decision to select the most proper construction 


material for conical tanks depends on various factors: structural performance, material cost, life service, material 


availability and cost of labour works (Barry 2001). The main advantages of  reinforced concrete tanks over steel tanks 


are that they provide high resistance to compression stresses and have long service life (i.e. up to 50 years) compared 


to steel tanks (i.e. up to 20 years) (Cheremisinoff 1996). On the other hand, the main disadvantages of reinforced 


concrete tanks are related to the low tensile strength and the large thickness required to satisfy design requirements, 


which leads to a significant increase in their own weight. Despite the advantage of using reinforced concrete as a 


construction material for storage tanks, steel tanks are widely used in North America over the last 25 years. This is 


due to the fact that steel storage tanks are leak-free structures and they also provide high tension resistance and lighter 


own weight compared to reinforced concrete counterparts. The only concern about steel as a construction material is 


that it is sensitive to geometric imperfections, buckling, and corrosion problems.  


 


Choosing the most proper construction material, which leads to an economical design, is not an easy task as it involves 


many parameters. These parameters include: type of the structure, construction techniques, and life-cycle cost of 


construction material. In fact, there is a limited data in the open literature regarding the comparison between the cost 


of reinforced concrete conical tanks and steel counterparts. Few researches presented trials to minimize the cost of 


storage tanks; Saxena et al. (1987) presented a cost function which includes the cost of different construction materials 


(e.g. concrete and steel) and the cost of formwork. It was concluded in their study that more savings in cost can be 


achieved in case of large storage capacity tanks. Later on, Copley et al. (2000) presented the design and cost analysis 
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of a partially pre-stressed concrete conical tank having a storage capacity of 7570 m3. In their cost analysis, they 


showed that the cost of construction of the steel tank is more economical than that of the pre-stressed concrete 


counterpart. However, the life-cycle cost analysis, which was implemented in Copley`s work, showed that pre-stressed 


concrete is a better alternative in terms of long service life. 


  


Moreover, most of structural optimization techniques of conical tanks deal with minimizing the weight of the structure 


by achieving the minimum thickness, which satisfies design requirements (Kamal and Hoijat 1998; El Ansary et al. 


2010; El Ansary et al. 2011). Also, Barakat and Altoubat (2000) introduced optimization techniques, which were 


coupled with the finite element method in the analysis and design of reinforced concrete conical and cylindrical water 


tanks. They illustrated the effect of different parameters, including wall thickness at the base and at the top of the tank, 


base thickness, tank height, inclination angle and concrete compressive strength. It was concluded that the total cost 


of cylindrical tanks is about 18% - 40% more than that of the conical water tanks having the same inner volume.  


 


The main objective of this study is to investigate the economics of reinforced concrete conical tanks versus steel 


counterparts. This study considers only pure conical vessels having a constant thickness and subjected to hydrostatic 


loading as shown in Figure 1. The design of concrete tanks is conducted under the effect of hydrostatic load following 


the simplified approach presented by Azabi (2014), which complies with the requirements of the ACI350-06 (2006). 


On the other hand, the design of steel tanks was obtained by using the simplified approach provided by Sweedan and 


El Damatty (2009). The current cost study is based on an average unit prices for contractors working in Canada. It 


should be noted that these unit prices are variable depending on various factors such as site location, material 


availability, energy cost and others. A total of 51 tanks are chosen to cover a wide range of practical tank dimensions 


and are categorized into three capacities; 500 m3, 1750 m3, and 3000 m3. These tanks are designed first as reinforced 


concrete tanks then as steel tanks. The cost of each tank is estimated and a comparison is then conducted to analyze 


the economics of using the two construction materials (i.e. reinforced concrete and steel) for these tanks. Statistical 


analyses are also performed in order to evaluate the factors having the most significant effect on the cost of conical 


tanks. 


 


 
Figure 1: Typical pure conical tank 


2. DESIGN OF REINFORCED CONCRETE CONICAL TANKS UNDER HYDROSTATIC LOAD 


Design of reinforced concrete conical tanks includes many parameters; angle of inclination of tank’s wall, tank height, 


base radius, and wall thickness. In order to achieve an adequate design, it is essential to predict the maximum internal 


forces that include hoop tension acting in the circumferential direction and the meridional moment combined with the 


axial compression force acting in the longitudinal direction. Conducting this analysis needs modeling experience and 


knowledge about design steps. An alternative way is to rely on simplified design procedures which satisfy code 


provisions. In this study, a reliable simplified procedure proposed by Azabi (2014) was utilized in the design of 


reinforced concrete tanks. This approach includes certain design charts that were developed by modelling a wide 


Rb


qv H


Rb


t
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practical range of reinforced concrete conical tanks having different dimensions. All analyzed tanks were modelled 


using a degenerated consistent sub-parametric shell element developed in-house (Koziey and Mirza, 1997; El Damatty 


et al., 1997, 1998). 


  


The simplified design charts enable the designers to easily evaluate the required minimum thickness and the associated 


internal forces in both the circumferential and longitudinal directions. These forces are then employed to design for 


the required reinforcing steel. Consequently, the cost of the required construction material (i.e. reinforced concrete) 


can be estimated. The steps of the procedure involved in the design can be explained as follows: 


 


1. The tank dimensions (angle of inclination qv, base radius Rb, and tank height H) are chosen according to the 


required tank volume (i.e. capacity). It should be mentioned that specific capacity ranges are assumed in this study 


covering a practical range starting from 500 m3 up to 3000 m3.  


2. The design charts proposed by Azabi (2014) are then used to determine the minimum required thickness. By 


knowing the values of the base radius and the tank height, linear interpolation is applied to predict the minimum 


required thickness of the walls. 


3. A factor (Gf), which relates the tank dimensions to the internal forces that are developed in the tank wall due to 


hydrostatic pressure, is calculated using Equation 1. This factor is then used in the design charts to estimate the 


internal forces developed in the tanks’ walls due to un-factored hydrostatic pressure. The outputs of these charts 


include the maximum values of hoop tension, meridional moment and meridional compression.  


 


[1]   (Gf) =  
𝐻2


𝑡𝑚𝑖𝑛..(𝐶𝑜𝑠 𝜃𝑣)2  


 


The required circumferential reinforcement (Ash) is then calculated using Equation 2. 


 


[2]   𝐴𝑆ℎ =
𝑇𝑢


0.9×𝑓𝑦
 


 


Where Tu is the maximum factored hoop tension force magnified by the environmental durability factor Sd, (Tu = 


1.4 × Sd × T), where T is the service hoop tension obtained from step 3, fy is the steel yielding strength, and Sd is 


the environmental durability factor calculated from Equation 3 according to requirements of ACI350-06 (Design 


Considerations for Environmental Engineering Concrete Structures). 


 


[3]   Sd=
∅fy


γ fs
   


 


In Equation (3),  is the strength reduction factor, ( = 0.9) for both hoop tension and flexural members),            fy 


= 400 MPa is the steel yield strength, fs = 140 MPa is the allowable stress in normal environment, and               γ = 
factored load 


unfactorred load
  = 1.4 in case of hydrostatic pressure and dead loads. 


4. The area of longitudinal reinforcement (Asv) is calculated by performing sectional analysis and developing an 


interaction diagram showing section capacity under the combined meridional moment and meridional normal force 


following the ACI318-05.   


3. DESIGN OF STEEL CONICAL TANKS UNDER HYDROSTATIC LOAD 


Similar to reinforced concrete tanks, hydrostatic pressure acting on the walls of the steel tanks leads to tension hoop 


stresses (σh) that are acting in the circumferential direction and vary along the wall height. In addition, meridional 


compressive stresses (σm) that reach their maximum value at the base of the wall are acting in the meridional direction. 


Those stresses are magnified due to the effect of boundary conditions as well as geometric imperfections. Therefore, 


a magnification factor should be provided to relate the theoretical membrane stresses, which can be evaluated from 


static equilibrium of the shell to the actual maximum stresses acting on the wall. Sweedan and El Damatty (2009) 


developed a simplified procedure that can evaluate this magnification factor associated with the maximum stresses 


developed in the tank’s wall. Consequently, the wall thickness can be designed to prevent steel yielding. This 


simplified procedure is utilized in the current study to design the steel conical tanks under consideration according to 


the following steps: 
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1. The tanks’ dimensions (angle of inclination qv, base radius Rb, and tank height H) are chosen to be similar to the 


concrete tanks designed previously to keep storage capacities the same. For each tank, an initial value of the wall 


thickness (ts) is assumed taking into account that the minimum thickness is 6.4 mm according to AWWA-D100 


(2011) code provisions. 


2. From static equilibrium, the theoretical tensile hoop stress (𝜎ℎ
𝑡ℎ) and the theoretical meridional compression stress 


(𝜎𝑚
𝑡ℎ) are calculated from Equations 4 and 5, respectively. 


 


[4]   𝜎ℎ
𝑡ℎ =  


𝛾𝑤 𝐻 𝑅𝑏


𝑡𝑠 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑣
  


 


[5]   𝜎𝑚
𝑡ℎ =  


𝛾𝑤 𝐻 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜃𝑣


2 𝑅𝑏 𝑡𝑠 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑣
[𝑅𝑏 𝐻 + 𝐻 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜃𝑣(1


3⁄ 𝐻)] 


 


Where, γw is the specific weight of water. 


Based on the Von Mises yield criterion, the theoretical maximum effective membrane stresses (𝜎𝑙
𝑡ℎ) is calculated 


from Equations 6 to 9. 


 


[6]  𝜎𝑙
𝑡ℎ =  √


3


2
[(𝜎1)2 + (𝜎2)2 + (𝜎3)2]  


 


in which 


 


[7]  𝜎1 =  𝜎𝑚
𝑡ℎ − 


𝜎𝑚
𝑡ℎ− 𝜎ℎ


𝑡ℎ


3
  


 


[8]  𝜎2 =  𝜎ℎ
𝑡ℎ − 


𝜎𝑚
𝑡ℎ− 𝜎ℎ


𝑡ℎ


3
   


 


[9]   𝜎3 =  − 
𝜎𝑚


𝑡ℎ− 𝜎ℎ
𝑡ℎ


3
  


3. The magnification factor (𝛽) is then calculated from Equation 10. 


 


[10]  𝛽 =  𝑎 (
𝑅𝑏


𝐻
)


𝑏


+  𝑐 (
𝑡𝑠


𝐻
)


𝑑


+ 𝑒 (
𝑅𝑏


𝐻
)


𝑓


(
𝑡𝑠


𝐻
)


𝑔
(𝜃𝑣)ℎ  


 


Where, (a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h) are the regression factors that are given by Sweedan and El Damatty (2009). It should 


be mentioned that a good quality of welding of steel panels is assumed in the current study and regression factors 


for good conical shells are used in Equation 10. A yield stress of 300 MPa is assumed for all studied tanks.  


4. The total actual stress (𝜎𝑙) is then calculated by multiplying the magnification factor (𝛽) by the theoretical 


maximum effective membrane stresses ( 𝜎𝑙
𝑡ℎ) as shown in Equation 11. 


 


[11]  𝜎𝑙 =  𝛽 𝜎𝑙
𝑡ℎ 


 


5. The actual total stress is then compared to the yield strength of steel ( 𝜎𝑦 = 300 MPa ). The yield strength should 


be greater than the actual total stress. The procedure is repeated until the optimum thickness is achieved (i.e. 𝜎𝑙  ≅
 𝜎𝑦 ). 


 


4. COST ESTIMATION 


The total cost of the storage vessel of a tank is the summation of the cost of different parameters. This study focuses 


on the construction costs, which includes material, labour, erection and life-cycle costs. This section presents the 


details and methodology of analyzing the cost of each tank using two different construction materials (reinforced 


concrete and steel). 
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4.1 Construction cost estimation 


The cost of construction using each material (i.e. reinforced concrete and steel) is estimated to identify the most cost 


effective construction material for conical tanks. The cost of reinforced concrete, which includes labour works, is 


measured by concrete volume, the weight of steel rebar and the surface area of the formwork. For the cost of steel 


tanks, the material unit prices are presented by unit weight. The prices assumed in the current study are based on the 


average prices collected from local construction industry. 


4.1.1 Construction cost estimation for concrete tanks 


 The cost of materials and construction is estimated according to the volume of concrete and the reinforcing ratio 


of circumferential (i.e. horizontal) and longitudinal (i.e. vertical) steel as well as the surface area for the formwork 


(El Reedy 2011). Table 1 shows the unit prices for concrete considered in this study. The construction cost function 


is presented as the summation of the following parameters: 


 Cost of concrete = (Tank’s surface area × Wall thickness) × Cost of cubic meter of concrete. 


 Cost of reinforcement steel = Concrete volume × 7.85 
𝑡𝑜𝑛


𝑚3 × (𝜌𝑠ℎ+ 𝜌𝑠𝑣) × Cost of steel 
𝐶𝐴𝐷$


𝑡𝑜𝑛
 


Where 𝜌𝑠ℎ is the ratio of circumferential steel (𝜌𝑠ℎ =
𝐴𝑠ℎ


𝐴𝑐
), Ash is the area of circumferential reinforcement that is 


determined by using the simplified design charts provided by Azabi (2014). Referring to Equation 2, the area of the 


circumferential reinforcement can be calculated to be used in determining the ratio of circumferential steel. The ratio 


of vertical steel 𝜌𝑠𝑣 is always taken as (𝜌𝑠𝑣 = 1% of gross area of concrete). Based on the constructability aspects, the 


tank’s wall is assumed to have the same vertical reinforcement for external and internal sides. 


 Cost of formwork = Tank’s surface area × Cost of double face of formwork 


 Total cost (material + construction) per volume (
𝐶𝐴𝐷$


𝑚3  ) = Cost of concrete + Cost of reinforcement + Cost of 


formwork + Cost of labour 


Table 1: Unit price for reinforced concrete conical tanks 


Item description Unit 
Price 


(CAD$/Unit) 


1. Cost of materials   


 Pumped concrete with admixtures and air entraining agents. m3 255 


 Reinforcement steel M16/20. ton 1324 


 Impermeable plywood formwork double face. m2 266 


2. Cost of labour   


 Fabrication of wood and reinforcement steel and pouring 


concrete (per concrete volume). 


m3 45 


4.1.2 Construction Cost Estimation for Steel Tanks 


The cost of the designed steel tanks is estimated assuming the material unit cost for steel to be 3000 𝐶𝐴𝐷$


𝑡𝑜𝑛
. The 


construction and erection unit cost is taken as 30% of the total material cost, as stated by (EL Reedy 2011). The 


construction cost function is calculated as the summation of the cost of the following parameters: 


 Material cost = Material weight × Material unit cost  


= (Steel unit weight; 7.850  
𝑡𝑜𝑛


𝑚3  ) × (Wall thickness; ts) × (Tank surface area) × (Material unit cost; 3000  
𝐶𝐴𝐷$


𝑡𝑜𝑛
 ) 


 Total cost (material + construction) per volume (
𝐶𝐴𝐷$


𝑚3  ) = 
(𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 × 1.3) 


𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒
 


4.2 Life-Cycle Cost Estimation 


In order to estimate the current cost of future maintenance and rehabilitation works, the present value analysis method 


is performed for all concrete and steel tanks for a service life of 50 years (El Reedy 2011). This method is widely used 


in construction applications and it also presents the future costs in today’s monetary taking into consideration the 


inflation and interest rates. It should be mentioned that for comparison purposes, the same period of life-cycle (i.e. 50 
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years) is chosen for both steel and concrete tanks. El Reedy (2011) provided an expression to calculate the value of 


maintenance and repairs required, as shown in Equation 12.  


 


[12]   Present Value = Repair Cost ×  (1 + 𝑚)(−𝑛) 


 


Where; m is the discount rate (m = 4%), and n is the number of years of each maintenance period. 


Based on the data collected from the local market, the maintenance cost of concrete tanks is assumed in the current 


study to be 89 
𝐶𝐴𝐷$


𝑚2  every 5 years while in case of steel tanks, it is recommended to cost 40 
𝐶𝐴𝐷$


𝑚2  at a period of 3 years. 


It is worth to mention that the operating cost is not taken as part of this study. 


5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 


This study includes 51 conical tanks having wide range of dimensions with different capacities; 500 m3, 1750 m3, and 


3000 m3. For illustration purposes, only 12 tanks out of the 51 studied tanks are presented. The dimensions of these 


twelve tanks are presented in Table 2. 


Table 2: Design and estimated cost of conical tanks (-) 


Capacity 


(m3) 
Tank # 


Rb 


(m) 
qv H (m) 


Section Design Cost (CAD$/m3) 


Concrete Steel 
Concrete Steel 


tc (mm) sh (%) ts (mm) 


500 


7 4 15 6.6 200 0.92 6.4 339 198 


9 4 45 4.15 200 0.91 6.4 363 212 


11 4.5 30 4.61 200 0.84 6.4 315 184 


13 5.5 15 4.3 200 0.82 6.4 275 161 


1750 


16 3 60 6.52 273 1.67 22 352 385 


21 4 45 8.02 241 1.69 13 276 220 


29 5.5 15 11.2 267 1.61 8.5 251 157 


34 6 30 7.92 233 1.66 8 230 142 


3000 


37 3 45 11.25 316 1.66 24.5 256 295 


41 4 45 10.31 333 1.57 20 251 248 


47 5.5 30 11.62 343 1.68 13 226 168 


49 5.5 60 6.78 407 2.09 22.5 311 312 


(-) The study included 51case studies. 12 tanks are presented in this table. 


(-) The vertical reinforcement for reinforced concrete tanks is always taken as 1% (0.5% from each side). 


 


The considered tanks are first designed as reinforced concrete and then as steel tanks according to the simplified design 


procedures mentioned earlier. The cost analysis is then conducted for all designed tanks as presented in Table 2. This 


table shows the design outputs and the total cost described as price per unit volume (i.e. CAD$ per m3) for each tank. 


The comparison between the cost of reinforced concrete conical tanks and steel counterparts is displayed in Figures 


2, 3, and 4 for tanks with volumes of 500 m3, 1750 m3, 3000 m3, respectively. Also, each figure categorizes the tank 


cost according to the base radiuses, where Rb is varying from 3 m to 6 m with an increment of 0.5 m. In the current 


study, only the cost of tanks having radiuses of 3 m, 4 m, 5 m, and 6 m are shown in these figures. Table 2 and Figure 


2 show that steel tanks are more cost effective than reinforced concrete for small capacity tanks, i.e. 500 m3 tanks. The 


average total cost of reinforced concrete conical tanks is estimated to be 338 
𝐶𝐴𝐷$


𝑚3 , which is approximately 1.7 times 


the cost of steel counterparts. 
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Figure 2: Cost analysis for tanks capacity 500 m3 (C: Concrete, S: Steel) 


 


For conical tanks having a volume of 1750 m3, it is concluded that steel tanks are more economical than reinforced 


concrete tanks. Figure 3 shows that the total cost of steel tanks is less than that of reinforced concrete tanks having the 


same dimensions. In general, steel tanks show less cost compared to reinforced concrete counterparts with a percentage 


of reduction varying between 4% and 39%. It can be noticed from the results that in only two cases the cost of steel 


tanks is found to be greater than that of reinforced concrete tanks. The reported percentage of increase for these two 


cases are 9 % and 2 % for tanks having walls inclined to the vertical with an angle of  60° and having base radiuses 


of 3 m, and 3.5 m, respectively. 


  


 
Figure 3: Cost analysis for tanks capacity 1750 m3 (C: Concrete, S: Steel) 


 


Based on the cost analysis of large capacity tanks (i.e. 3000 m3) as presented in Figure 4, it can be observed that in 


some cases concrete as a construction material is a more economical choice. Figure 4 shows that the cost of concrete 


tanks is less than steel for the case of wide conical tanks having walls inclined to the vertical with an angle greater 


than 45° and a base radius less than 4 m. Otherwise, steel provides a more economical choice for all conical tanks 


having 30° inclination angle and tanks with 45° walls and having a base radiuses of (4 m to 6 m). Based on the results 


reported for large capacity tanks, no clear trend can be reached in order to decide which construction material is the 


most cost effective one. 
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Figure 4: Cost analysis for tanks capacity 3000 m3 (C: Concrete, S: Steel) 


 


The results obtained from the cost analysis are evaluated statistically by using one way analysis of variance ANOVA 


for a single factor (Stamatis 2002). This analysis is conducted to assess the significance in the change of the cost from 


one case to another. Two different case studies are performed using ANOVA. The first case is conducted for reinforced 


concrete tanks and steel counterparts in order to study the variance in the cost function with the change of material 


type. In the second case of this study, ANOVA is employed to evaluate the effect of tank dimensions on its cost for 


each type of the studied tanks. 


 


As a result of the analysis of variance of the first case study, small capacity tanks show significant differences in cost 


due the difference in construction material (i.e. concrete and steel). It is found that for 500 m3 and 1750 m3 capacities, 


where (p-value  0.05) as presented in Table 3, the cost of steel conical tanks is significantly less than concrete 


counterparts. On the other hand, for large tanks having 3000 m3 capacity, there is no significant difference in cost (p-


value > 0.05). It can be stated that for large capacity tanks the effect of the type of construction material (steel or 


concrete) on the cost is negligible. 


Table 3: Effect of material type on cost of conical tanks; descriptive of ANOVA 


Tank Capacity (m3) Groups (1) Count (Tanks) Sum (2) Avg.(2) Variance P-value 


500 
C 14 4731 337.9 1794.6 4.85E-11 


S 14 2765 197.5 604.4  


1750 
C 22 6267 284.8 1748.0 0.0025 


S 22 5011 227.7 5201.2  


3000 
C 15 4067 271.1 1432.2 0.7128 


S 15 4208 280.5 8138.1  


(1) C: Concrete, S: Steel. 


(2) Sum: Summation in CAD$/m3. 


(3) Avg.: Average in CAD$/m3. 


For the second case study, ANOVA results, as presented in Table 4, show that regardless the type of the construction 


material, the effect of changing the inclination angle qv has a significant effect on the cost of the tanks. This is noticed 


for 1750 m3 and 3000 m3 capacities where p-values are less than 0.05. Therefore, increasing the inclination angle 


increases the cost of both concrete and steel conical tanks. It is also noticed that the change of the inclination angle in 


case of small capacity tanks (i.e. 500 m3) has a negligible effect on the cost (p-value  0.05). The reason of this 


negligible effect is that the minimum wall thickness governs the design of these small capacity tanks. Moreover, the 
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results show that the change in the base radius has a minor effect on the cost of conical tanks except in case of small 


capacity tanks (i.e. 500 m3).  


Table 4: P-Value of ANOVA – effect of tank dimensions on cost based on a significant level ( 


Tank Capacity (m3) 
Effect of θv Effect of Rb 


Concrete Steel Concrete Steel 


500 0.288133 0.326551 0.055180847 0.04254477 


1750 1.66E-09 1.12E-06 0.971745071 0.812747932 


3000 3.23E-10 0.000494 0.999773457 0.804062029 


6. CONCLUSIONS 


The current study presents a cost analysis to compare the effectiveness of using reinforced concrete versus steel as a 


construction material for conical tanks. In order to conduct this comparison, 51 conical tanks having different 


capacities (i.e. 500 m3, 1750 m3, 3000 m3) and different dimensions are designed first as reinforced concrete tanks and 


then as steel tanks. Two simplified design approaches that were developed in previous investigations are utilized in 


designing the studied tanks. The cost analysis conducted in this study includes the cost of materials, formwork, labour 


and life-cycle. At the end of the study, statistical analyses using one way ANOVA are conducted to study the 


significance of type of construction material on the cost function and to investigate the effect of dimension parameters 


on the cost for both reinforced concrete tanks and steel counterparts. The main conclusions of this study are listed 


below: 


 Compared to reinforced concrete, steel is a more cost-effective construction material for conical tanks with 


capacities of 1750 m3 or less. Steel tanks provide a reduction in the cost up to 42%, and 22% for 500 m3, and 1750 


m3, respectively. This conclusion can be generally applied for conical tanks having different dimensions except 


for those tanks with inclination angle 60° and base radiuses of 3 m and 3.5 m. 


 For 1750 m3 capacity conical tanks having dimensions of 60° inclination angle and base radius less than 4 m, 


reinforced concrete is considered to be more economical construction material compared to steel. 


 Cost analysis for conical tanks with 3000 m3 volume shows that concrete is more economical for tanks that have 


inclination angle of 60° and base radiuses of (3 m to 3.5 m). For all other studied cases, no general conclusion is 


reached. 


 ANOVA technique demonstrates that the angle of wall inclination has the main effect on the cost of conical tanks 


as increasing the wall inclination increases the cost. Moreover, tanks with angles of inclination 15° and 30° are 


found to be more economical than those with angles of 45° and 60° and having the same capacities. On the other 


hand, the change in the base radius has a slight effect on the cost function. The effect of the base radius is only 


noticed in case of small capacity (500 m3) tanks, where the increase in base radius leads to a slight reduction in 


cost.  
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ABSTRACT  


The City of London Ontario has strategically rehabilitated several heritage bridges over the past decade with great 


success in extending their service lives well beyond 100 years.  In August 2011, the Municipal Class Environmental 


Assessment process was formally amended to recognize the requirement to review the cultural heritage value within 


the bounds of the Ontario Ministry of Tourism Culture and Sports (MTCS) screening checklist. 


 


This presentation covers three case studies including King Street Bridge, Meadowlily Footbridge and Blackfriars 


Bridge.  A summary of the bridge rehabilitations will be included, as well as impacts of rehabilitation to heritage 


bridge elements and the MTCS / municipal review process. 


1. INTRODUCTION 


In recent years, the City of London has undertaken the rehabilitation of several heritage bridges, successfully 


extending their service lives well beyond 100 years. Over the last decade, the King Street Bridge, the popular 


Meadowlily Footbridge, and the Blackfriars Bridge have undergone rehabilitation and restoration efforts that have 


not only provided engineering solutions to prolong the service lives of the aging structures, but have also conserved 


the cultural heritage value of the structures in a significant way. Also within the last decade, the Municipal Class 


Environmental Assessment process has been modified requiring municipalities to reconsider their approach to the 


rehabilitation or replacement of bridges, structures, building and other public / private assets that may have cultural 


heritage value.  


2. MUNICIPAL HERITAGE PROCESS 


In Ontario municipalities, heritage considerations and review processes are typically built into a municipality’s 


planning procedures to provide a framework for the review and implementation of effective change management 


related to heritage properties within their jurisdiction. The majority of heritage planning tasks are focussed on 


privately owned heritage properties – houses, districts, or commercial properties – that have been identified through 


a municipal identification and evaluation process that often includes planning staff, advisory committees, 


consultants, and members of a community or a neighbourhood. Nonetheless, the process is also aimed to focus on 
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municipally-owned heritage assets and properties which in most towns and cities include things like iconic town 


halls, libraries, and other landmark structures such as bridges. 


 


Although most municipalities vary in their exact approach to addressing bridges that may have potential heritage 


value, or are already recognized as heritage bridges, the processes generally follow a graduated system from 


screening for heritage value using checklists and review processes, to fully evaluating a structure for its heritage 


value, to undertaking impact assessments to plan and prepare for a rehabilitation, restoration, or replacement project. 


Specific to bridge projects, is the “Municipal Heritage Bridges, Cultural, Heritage, and Archaeological Resources 


Assessment Checklist” developed by the Municipal Engineers Association. The document is designed to guide 


municipal engineering decisions regarding the level of the class environmental assessment process, while screening 


for potential concerns related to the subject structures and identifying requirements for assessing heritage value or 


impacts to a heritage structure. Although broad in its approach, it is the most bridge-specific tool for identifying 


heritage concerns and requirements and provides a starting point for understanding reporting requirements. 


 
If a municipality is required to undertake further studies as a result of screening checklists, these often come in the 


form of “Cultural Heritage Evaluation Reports” (CHER) or “Heritage Impact Assessments” (HIA). Both studies are 


designed to evaluate the potential heritage value of a structure based on regulations and evaluative criteria that 


assesses a resource for its architectural or design value, its historical or associative value, or its contextual value. 


Under heritage legislation in Ontario, if a resource or property meets one of the criteria, it is considered to have 


heritage value. However, this does not necessarily shackle a project into an inevitable costly restoration, nor is it 


designed to “mothball” or freeze a bridge in time as a relic or artifact which cannot be altered or touched. Instead, 


the evaluative process is meant to identify the constraints and opportunities that a structure may possess, and to 


guide a transparent decision-making process as it relates to municipal infrastructure. A properly scoped CHER or 


HIA will identify the key historic themes, or design characteristics of a structure – often known as “Heritage 


Attributes” – that make a resource particularly interesting and offer recommendations to assist in decisions as broad 


rehabilitating or replacing a structure.  This may entail specific recommendations such as replacing rivets or bolts, or 


identifying opportunities for restoring railings and other bridge elements as demonstrated by the rehabilitation of the 


Meadowlily Bridge.  


 
In addition to municipal checklists, heritage evaluations, and impact assessments, a series of other provincial and 


federal guideline documents produced for public and private us can be used strategically to assist in decision making 


relating to heritage bridges. Produced in 2008 by the Ministry of Transportation of Ontario, the Ontario Heritage 


Bridge Guidelines was developed to provide direction for the conservation of provincially-owned heritage road 


bridges. However, it has been used for municipal bridges of all scales and in some instances for railway bridges as a 


useful guide for decision-making. The guidelines include eight conservation options ranging from retaining existing 


bridges with minor modifications to complete replacement with sympathetic designs that employs 


documentation/recording programs as a means of mitigation. Further, the Standards and Guidelines for the 


Conservation of Historic Places in Canada is a guidance document produced by Parks Canada in 2010, which 


devotes a chapter to a the conservation of engineering works.  It identifies best practice guidelines for undertaking 


preservation, rehabilitation, or restoration projects as part of a heritage conservation process. 


3. REHABILITATION OF HERITAGE BRIDGES IN LONDON 


Rehabilitation projects in London, such as the King Street Footbridge, the Meadowlily Footbridge, and the 


Blackfriars Bridge have each been identified as heritage structures through the municipal reporting process as well 


as through the increasing presence of community input. Bridge managers and engineers of London have been 


approaching the remnants of London’s Victorian era of bridge construction by taking advantage of heritage 


documentation and local community input to provide context for design objectives. (Heritage Aspects of Bridge 


Engineering). 


 


Local community and heritage planners were consulted in researching the history of the bridge to provide a context 


for the rehabilitation program. The research provided the foundation to develop a context for the rehabilitation 


program which resulted in a heritage-sensitive approach. Design objectives focused on maintaining the visual look 


of the original bridge while meeting the technical requirements of the Canadian Highway Bridge Design Code. 
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Table 1 summarizes the key heritage attributes which contribute to the cultural heritage value or interest of the King 


Street Bridge, Meadowlily Footbridge and Blackfriars Bridge.  A brief description of the applied rehabilitation 


measures which respect the heritage attributes is also provided.  It should be noted that the City of London is 


undertaking a more extensive EA study, review and rehabilitation of the Blackfriars Bridge to address ongoing 


concerns with this unique heritage structure.   


  
Table 1: Heritage Attributes and Rehabilitation of Bridge Structures 


King Street 


Bridge 


Heritage 


Attributes 


Nine-panel, pin-connected, steel Pratt through truss bridge; Latticework detailing on 


structural members and decorative hand railing; full timber deck; suspended sanitary sewer; 


inscription on west pier (“London Sewerage System A.D. 1897 J.W. Little Mayor, Ald. E. 


Parnell Ch. Board of Works, A.O. Graydon City Engineer”); historical plaques on the 


approach pillars: one dedicated to Isaac Crouse (west approach), and one dedicated to the 


King Street Bridge (east approach); historical associations with the Central Bridge & 


Engineering Company of Peterborough, Ontario and Isaac Crouse, famed London bridge 


builder; views of the King Street Bridge from various locations around the Forks of the 


Thames, contributing to its landmark recognition and contextual values; has an Ontario 


Heritage Bridge scoring of 78. 


Rehabilitation Significant repairs to the concrete substructure (with special attention to protect and preserve 


the pier inscription); replacement of the longitudinal steel stringers (which were not original 


to structure); strengthening of steel connections; coating of the original structural steel 


(including original truss and transverse floor beam elements); reinstatement of a full width 


laminated timber deck (which replaces the divided deck arrangement installed the 1970s); 


replacement of the railing system on bridge (with a suitable height for bicyclists and a design 


which partially reflects the original railing appearance); installation of additional plaques 


summarizing the history of the bridge; installation of accent lighting across the bridge. 


Meadowlily 


Footbridge 


Heritage 


Attributes 


Double-Intersection Warren truss; built by a locally known contractor – Levi Crouse (son of 


Isaac Crouse) – and the Hamilton Bridge Works Company; provided access to a mill for 


local farmers (ruins of the mill and headpond exist upstream); the 1911 concrete deck of the 


main span included inscribed names; the bridge is a local community landmark within the 


Meadowlily Natural Reserve and Meadowlily Woods Environmentally Significant Area; has 


an Ontario Heritage Bridge scoring of 74. 


Rehabilitation Refacing of abutment and piers (maintaining the original shape); replacement of the 


longitudinal steel stringers; strengthening of steel connections on main truss; main truss span 


and its transverse floor beam elements retained; replacement of various pony truss elements 


(transverse floor beams and bottom chord connections replaced, original chords and 


diagonals retained); coating of structural steel; restoration of pony truss connections above 


the deck with round bolt heads; deck replacement with a laminated timber deck; replacement 


of the railing system on bridge (with a suitable height for bicyclists and a design which 


partially reflects the original railing appearance); installation of monument at south end of 


bridge with preserved portions of the concrete deck containing the inscribed names; 


installation of new lighting across the bridge. 


Blackfriars 


Bridge 


Heritage 


Attributes 


Whipple Arch-Truss or Bowstring design which includes two rigid, parallel arch top chords, 


pin connected horizontal bottom chords and variable dimension transverse trusses ; longest 


structures consisting of wrought iron construction; first metal bridge constructed in the 


London area; decorative hand railing; mass gravity large limestone abutments 


Rehabilitation Past flood protection efforts on the Thames River resulted in the partial encasement of the 


west abutment in concrete.   This previous project focused on the significant deterioration of 


the mortar joints and large stone components of the east abutment.  Approximately one half 


of the east abutment area was in need of significant repair.   Rehabilitation included the 


removal of the stone face to depth of 0.3 m to 0.5 m and restoration with materials, which 


would maintain the size, appearance and performance of the original abutment.  A limestone 


stone material was sourced from quarry in Southern Ontario which was a relatively good 


match to the existing.  Restoration included a lime mortar mix similar to techniques used in 


past construction. 
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In general, a historic restoration approach using classic materials and connections (i.e. rivets) and a sympathetic 


restoration approach using modern materials and visually similar connections (i.e.  round head bolts) for repairs 


were the leading preferred methods for rehabilitation. While a historic restoration rated highest for heritage 


preservation, it is not always practical to apply it given the numerous uncertainties, risks and issues associated with 


skilled labour, material availability/limitations, code upgrades (railing heights/arrangements, loads, etc.), and others. 


The sympathetic restoration alternative was often selected as the preferred alternative as it proved to be optimal in 


terms of cost, upgrades, constructability and environmental impacts. 


 
A complete understanding of each bridge established values beyond just monetary concerns.  Whether a formal 


heritage investigation was required or not in the cases reviewed, community participation and various levels of 


research played a large role in significant project decisions, including design detail development, conservation 


approach evaluations, a demolition decision and consequence definition for a risk analysis.  


 
Ultimately, the fate of heritage structures lies with willingness of the client to invest in restoring or rehabilitating the 


structure. As stated in section 13.6.1 of the Ontario Heritage Act for municipally owned heritage resources: 


 
Council will endeavor to protect, restore, and maintain municipally-owned heritage 


resources, and will encourage the efforts of other public bodies and agencies to do likewise. 
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WATERLOO REGION LIGHT RAIL TRANSIT – OVERVIEW AND 


DESIGN CHALLENGE 


Scott Davis 


AECOM, Canada 


ABSTRACT  


The Region of Waterloo rapid transit system (“ION”) will connect the Region’s three major urban centres - the cities 


of Cambridge, Kitchener and Waterloo. This presentation will focus on the Stage I Light Rail Transit (LRT) project 


between north Waterloo and south Kitchener. It is being implemented as a DBFOM project by GrandLinq 


Consortium, and AECOM is the lead designer for this project. The capital cost to construct is $818M and the cost is 


split approximately equally between the Government of Canada, the Government of Ontario, and the Region of 


Waterloo. 


 


Keywords: Light Rail Transit, Embedded Track, Load Cell, Grade Separation 


1. THE HISTORY OF THE LRT PROJECT AND DRIVING ISSUES: 


Presently, Grand River Transit (GRT), which services the cities of Kitchener, Waterloo, and Cambridge, travels over 


12,000,000 km /year utilizing conventional low floor accessible buses, MobilityPlus specialized buses, and iXpress 


(Express) buses. 


 


Regional growth is expected to add about 200,000 new residents over the next 20 years to the existing 570,000 


population. ION will help to accommodate increased commuter traffic while concentrating new residential/ 


commercial growth near the LRT corridor stops. This investment is expected to help reduce urban sprawl and 


demand for individual vehicle use.  


 


Stage 1 LRT is scheduled to become operational in 2017 and is comprised of 19 km of light rail track from 


Conestoga Mall in north Waterloo to Fairview Park Mall in south Kitchener, with 19 individual stops. The stage I 


plan also includes a 17 km long adapted Bus Rapid Transit (aBRT) which connects the Stage I Fairview Park Mall 


LRT stop to the City of Cambridge Ainslie Street transit terminal.  


2. DESCRIPTION OF WATERLOO LRT 


The at-grade “low floor” LRT train is driven by 750 V supply via an Overhead Contact System. The system is 19 


km rail track along a dedicated alignment, and incorporates concrete embedded, ballasted, and direct fixation track. 


Through downtown Waterloo and downtown Kitchener the NB and SB alignments split (along Caroline Street and 


King Street in Waterloo, and Duke Street and Charles Street in Kitchener).  


 
The track is generally side-running along Regional roads, meaning that stops are located on both sides of the road 


rather in the median. Along the Waterloo Spur though, a median stop is provided at each stop location. Track is: 


 


1. On-road from Conestoga Mall to the Waterloo Spur 


2. Along existing Waterloo Spur corridor through the University of Waterloo and Waterloo Park to downtown 


Waterloo 


3. On-road through Waterloo and Kitchener to Courtland Avenue/Huron Spur 


4. Along existing CN Rail Huron Spur corridor to Hayward Avenue in south Kitchener 
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5. On-road along Courtland Avenue 


6. Off-road along the hydro corridor parallel to Fairway Road to Fairview Park Mall 


 


The system also includes 19 LRT Stops, 13 Traction Power Substations, 1 New Operations,  Maintenance and 


Storage Facility, 1 Major Grade Separation plus 2 new bridges, 2 new culverts, structure rehabilitations of several 


bridges and culverts, and extensive new public infrastructure works. 


3. KING STREET GRADE SEPARATION 


The largest new bridge on the project is the King Street Grade Separation, which carries two CN tracks over King 


Street and the LRT. The existing crossing is at-grade. The crossing skew is 42° and the structure accommodates 3m 


wide walkways at CN track level on each side for a future Go Transit platform.  


 


The RFP proposed a three-girder steel through plate girder structure. However, with the required skew, and CN 


restrictions on skewed steel girder bridges, the bridge ultimately put forward by GLC in the proposal submission 


was twin two-span skewed concrete rigid frame bridges supported on H-pile foundations. The method of 


construction was conventional, including a track diversion, extensive track protection, and large excavation for 


foundations, as the proposed alignment of King Street and the LRT under the heavy rail tracks is about 5m lower 


than the original grade. 


 


Early in the detailed design stage, the possibility of using top-down construction was evaluated. The main reasons 


for considering the use of top-down construction were the resulting reduction of track protection required to 


construct the foundations and substructure, the reduced excavation for the foundations, and elimination of steel H-


piles if caissons could be used. Although this had been contemplated during the proposal stage, there was 


insufficient time and information to be able to effectively determine whether this alternative was possible. 


 


The geotechnical investigation indicated that very dense glacial till material was available at about 35m below 


existing grade. A 1.3m diameter test caisson with a load cell was constructed at the site to confirm the soil 


parameters used to calculate the capacities of the concrete caissons. The test caisson with load cell located near its 


base extended into this very dense glacial till. The load cell was hydraulically pressurized from the surface, 


simultaneously loading the pile section below which was resisted by end bearing resistance of the till, while the 


loading on the caisson above the load cell was resisted along the caisson’s length by skin friction. As the load was 


applied, sensors measured the displacement of both the upper and lower pile sections which provided the individual 


end bearing and skin friction of the test pile.  


  


The results of the load test confirmed that the concrete caissons could support the heavy rail loading of the proposed 


bridge, and so the alternative design concept was confirmed. The bridge design was modified to being supported on 


caissons and construction proceeded: caissons were installed for the piers, abutments, and wingwalls, concrete caps 


were constructed at the top of the abutments and pier, sufficient excavation was then undertaken to accommodate 


the construction of the deck, King Street was excavated under the deck, and facing walls were constructed on the 


exposed abutment and pier caissons. Retained soil system walls were installed to transition the embankments 


beyond the bridge. 
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CASE STUDIES ON THE IMPACT OF SURROUNDING BUILDINGS ON 


WIND-INDUCED RESPONSE  


John Kilpatrick 


Rowan Williams Davies and Irwin, Guelph, Ontario, Canada 


ABSTRACT  


In multi-tower and/or multi-phase developments, the impact of prominent nearby surroundings can play a large role 


in the aerodynamic conditions of proposed developments.  This paper focuses on two case studies: i) two 160 m tall 


residential towers atop a prominent transportation terminal and ii) a tall (220 m) residential tower in complex terrain 


with significant future development. Comparisons will be made of the structural wind loads on the towers under 


various sheltering conditions.  Both cases quantifies the amplification of wind loads due to vortex shedding off an 


existing upwind building 4 to 6 building widths upstream, as well as the role that a future development might play in 


modifying these amplifications. Comparisons will also be made to various empirical methods.  This study also 


examines the aerodynamic impact of the two respective proposed towers in case i) as a result of their relative 


proximity within 2 building widths. 


 


Keywords: Wind loads, aerodynamic interference factors, dynamics, code 


1. INTRODUCTION 


In multi-tower and/or multi-phase developments, the impact of prominent nearby surroundings can play a large role 


in the aerodynamic conditions of proposed developments. However, for the practicing designer, there is little design 


guidance which falls readily to hand which advises on how one might assess the adverse impact of surroundings.   


 


The 2010 NBCC [1] recommends the Experimental Procedure for buildings that may be subjected to buffeting or 


channeling effects caused by upwind obstructions, but is unclear regarding what situations might cause adverse 


buffeting or funneling response.  


 


The 2010 ASCE 7 Standard provides similar guidance, recommending the Wind Tunnel procedure if the building 


has response characteristics making it subject to across-wind loading, vortex shedding, instability due to galloping or 


flutter; or it has a site location for which channeling effects or buffeting in the wake of upwind obstructions warrant 


special consideration. Very little additional guidance is given to the practitioner. While this is perhaps beneficial to 


the Wind Engineering practitioner, there are practical design decisions which are impacted by significant departures 


from the initial concept design of a development. 


 


Other codes of practice give similar recommendations. While this guidance is well placed, it would be useful to have 


some provisions embedded in code to permit evaluation of potential wind impacts due to surrounding buildings at 


early design stages, for the purposes of concept design and preliminary costing exercises.  A literature review 


suggests that there are a number of good guidelines in existence, and the author will use selected advice to illustrate 


its value in identifying potential wake interference problems. 


2. SELECT RESEARCH ON INTERFERENCE 


The adverse aerodynamic interference effects on the responses of tall buildings caused by proximity to adjacent 


structures has been systematically studied since the 1970’s. Many point to the collapse of 3 of 8 of the cooling 


towers at the Ferrybridge Power Station in West Yorkshire, England, in 1965 as one of the seminal moments in the 
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formation of the field of Wind Engineering – aerodynamic interference is cited as one of the causes of the failure of 


these cooling towers, though there were several other factors which contributed. The degree of interference effect 


has been shown by numerous researchers to be influenced by the geometric massing of the upstream building, with 


buildings of similar height or higher upstream having larger adverse impacts on mean and fluctuating along-wind 


and across-wind loading. 


 


Khanduri et al (1998) reviewed the state-of-the-art of wind-induced interference effects, and also undertook 


parametric studies on prismatic building models to evaluate and identify or map locations wake interference effects 


as a function of the spacing between buildings, where the spacing was a function of the breadth of the upwind 


building. Khanduri introduced Interference Factors (IF’s) to describe the change in mean and fluctuating along- and 


across-wind loading due to aerodynamic interference between simple square cylinders. An important part of 


Khanduri (1997) was identifying influence areas for dynamic interference effects (Figure 1). Clearly, when the 


upstream building was nearly adjacent to the study building, or quite distant (say 8 building diameters upstream), 


adverse effects were neglibible. The most significant impacts occurred with buildings spaced between 3 and 6 


diameters apart. 


 


Significant work has been carried out on this topic since the late 1990’s, and recent efforts by Mara et al (2012, 


2014) take these concepts further. Mara identifies aerodynamic interference effects (AIF’s) which are related to the 


change in mean and fluctuating external wind forces, and Total Interference Effects (RIF’s) which identifies the total 


interference effect on peak building response, including inertial forces. Figure 2 illustrates the RIF for the peak 


across-wind response of a tall building in open country wind exposure, at a non-dimensional wind velocity of 


V/fD=10 and 2% critical structural damping.  For this particular plot, it is clear that the maximum amplification of 


the total across-wind response of a tower at a critical non-dimensional wind speed of V/fD=10 occurs when the 


spacing to the interfering building is 4-6 times the breadth of the upwind building, and the buildings are not aligned 


in the lateral direction. 


 


Perhaps the only criticism of these studies which prevents the work from being adopted by code is that these (and 


other) studies take a simplistic approach to the issue of interference.  Prismatic (square) buildings are used in 


boundary layer flows which are based on uniform upwind terrain, while in reality the wind profiles and surroundings 


of a tall building in many developed cities is far more complicated.  


 


The value of the empirical wind tunnel studies noted above is perhaps in the indicative rather than absolute values of 


the wake interference phenomenon. Regardless, this is still of value and worthy of merit for inclusion in a code-


based assessment method. To date, the author is not convinced that computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations 


are appropriate for global assessment of interference effects, though it has been adopted to evaluate changes in local 


surface pressures. 


3. CASE STUDIES OF WIND-INDUCED INTERFERENCE IN ACTUAL BUILT ENVIRONMENT 


Based on the factors identified in the preceding sections, two case studies have been selected by the author to 


evaluate the relevance of the aforementioned interference factors in real urban building environments. 


3.1 Case Study #1 


Case study #1, presented in Figure 3a and 3b, is a multi-tower development in the southern United States, comprised 


of office, hotel and residential towers situated above a train station. The two main towers of the development are of 


similar height (160m), with spacing between the towers of approximately 2.5 building diameters. RWDI was 


involved in wind tunnel testing of these towers for existing (Figure 3a) and future (Figure 3b) surrounding scenarios. 


Structural sign convention for the tower is provided in Figure 4. 


 


Figure 5 indicates a severe peak across-wind response in the Mx base moment for winds approaching from 200˚. For 


the existing surroundings, the wind-induced response of the southern-most tower, Tower 3, is influenced by wake 


buffeting from a 6-sided tower upwind to the SSW. The upwind tower is of similar breadth, and moderately taller.  


The spacing between the upwind building and Tower 3 is on the order of 4.5 times the breadth of the upwind tower.  
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For the future scenario, a super-tall building is located immediately to the south of Tower 3, a distance of 3-4 


building diameters upstream.  The super-tall building to the South was anticipated to have a much more significant 


wake impact on Tower 3 than the 6-sided building to the SSW, but wind tunnel tests proved this belief to be 


deceptive (Figure 6). In fact, the presence of the super tall building to the south has a mitigating effect on the peak 


across-wind Mx base moments for winds approaching from 200˚, though another across-wind peak is now present 


for winds approaching from 180˚, where the supertall building is directly upwind. 


 


Unfortunately, the wind-induced response of the case study tower was not measured without the interfering building, 


since the interfering tower is an existing building, topped out in 1985.  However, based on the fluctuating across-


wind response from adjacent wind directions, one could infer that the peak across-wind response from 200˚ wind 


direction may be on the order of 1.5 - 2 times the across-wind response in the absence of the interfering building. 


The non-dimensional wind speed V/fD associated with the response curve in Figure 5 is between 6 and 7, and 


damping was taken to be 2.5%. 


 


The fluctuating lift response IF’s from Khanduri suggest that an IF of about 1.1 may have been anticipated for the 


Case Study #1 tower, while data from Mara et al suggest an appropriate RIF may have been 1.1 < RIF < 1.2. These 


values are significantly different from the amplification of response inferred from the wind tunnel data for 200˚ wind 


direction.  This may be related to a complex flow pattern in the multi-tower development. However in Figure 6 it is 


evident that the across-wind response for winds approaching from 180˚ has increased on the order of 10%, which is 


consistent with the Khanduri and Mara research, and flow patterns within the multi-tower development are expected 


to be more symmetric for this wind direction. 


 


The interference factors extracted from literature are not predicting the absolute magnitude of the increase in peak 


response well, but they are correctly identifying that response is likely to increase. 


3.2 Case Study #2 


Case study #2, presented in Figure 7a and 7b, is a 220 m single-tower development in the United Kingdom with 


residential occupancy. RWDI was involved in wind tunnel testing of these towers for existing (Figure 7a) and future 


(Figure 7b) surrounding scenarios. Sign convention for the tower is provided in Figure 8. 


 


For the existing surroundings, the My base overturning moment of the tower is governed by a large across-wind 


response to winds from the south (Figure 9, blue curves). The addition of future surroundings to the south, the wind-


induced response of the study building is strongly influenced by interference from a tower upwind, directly to the 


south (Figure 9, red curves). The upwind tower is of similar breadth, and moderately taller.  The spacing between 


the upwind building and Tower 3 is on the order of 6-7 times the breadth of the upwind tower.  


 


Based on the fluctuating across-wind My base moment response illustrated in Figure 9, one can infer that the peak 


across-wind response has increased by about 30% as a result of the interfering building. Note maximum across-wind 


response does not occur when the buildings are in perfect alignment, i.e. wind approaching from 190˚, but for winds 


about 10˚-20˚ either side. The non-dimensional wind speed V/fD associated with the response curve in Figure 9 is 


about 8, and damping was taken to be 2%. 


 


The fluctuating lift response IF’s from Khanduri suggest that an IF of about 1.0 - 1.1 may have been anticipated for 


the Case Study #2 tower, and data from Mara et al suggest a similar RIF. These values are slightly lower that the 


amplification of response indicated in the wind tunnel data in Figure 9.  This may be related to a complex shear 


layer in the wake of the interfering tower, which has a rectangular footprint with a plan aspect ratio of 1:2.  


4. CONCLUSIONS 


Interference factors, while developed on generic prismatic cylinders in uniform terrain, do have value in providing 


an order of magnitude estimate of the adverse wind impacts related to aerodynamic interference from surrounding 


buildings.  Limited results of two Case Studies indicate higher than anticipated interference factors. Contributing 


factors for the discrepancy may include the influence of additional surrounding buildings, and geometries of 


interfering building which vary from a square planform.  
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Admittedly wind tunnel testing is preferred for the purpose of assessing demand on the main lateral wind load 


resisting system. However, in early design stages interference factors may be helpful in identifying “problems” 


before design progresses to latter stages when the costs of mitigating a wind-issue increase.  
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Figure 1: Influence Areas for Dynamic Interference Effects (Khanduri 1997) 


 


 
Figure 2: Peak (Total) Across-wind Response Interference Factor, V/fD=10 (Mara et al 2013) 
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Figure 3: Wind tunnel test of Case 1: a) existing; and b) future surroundings 


 


 
Figure 4: Case Study #1 - Sign Convention  


 


 
Figure 5: Wind-induced overturning moment, Case 1 – existing surrounds 
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Figure 6: Case 1 - impact of future surrounds on overturning moment 


 


 
 


Figure 7: Wind tunnel test of Case 2: a) existing; and b) future surroundings 


 
Figure 8: Sign convention 
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Figure 9: Wind-induced overturning moment, Case 2 – existing (blue) and future (red) surrounds 
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ABSTRACT  


The need for sustainable structures, that provide adequate ductility without experiencing major damage, has led 


researchers to develop methods to achieve self-centering structures. One of these methods involves the use of 


superelastic Shape Memory Alloy (SMA) bars. This study assesses the seismic performance of a three-story SMA 


Reinforced Concrete (RC) shear wall considering different potential locations for the SMA bars. The maximum 


inter-story drift, residual drift, and damage scheme are evaluated using Incremental Dynamic Analysis (IDA). The 


use of SMA bars at the plastic hinge of the first floor was found to significantly reduce the residual drifts and 


associated damage.  


 


Keywords: Concrete shear walls, SMA, incremental dynamic analysis, inter-story drift ratio, residual drift 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Superelastic shape memory alloy (SMA) is a unique material that has the potential to improve the seismic 


performance of civil structures. The attractive features for this alloy are self-centering after large inelastic 


deformations and corrosion resistance. 


 


The use of SMA as a passive vibration damper in a cable-stayed bridge was analytically investigated by Sharabash 


and Andrawes (2009). SMA dampers successfully controlled the bridge seismic behaviour. Saiidi et al. (2008) 


highlighted the improved ductility and reduced residual displacements for RC bridge columns having SMA bars in 


their plastic hinge zone. The efficiency of utilizing SMA bars in near-field ground motion was analytically assessed 


by DesRoches and Delemont (2002). Their experimental study included simply-supported and multi-span bridges 


that utilize SMA restrainers, which significantly reduced the bridge deck response and the relative hinge 


displacement. The cyclic performance of an RC beam–column joint that utilized SMA bars at plastic hinge zone was 


experimentally investigated by Youssef et al. (2008). The results showed significant recovery of inelastic 


deformations. 


 


Abdulridha (2012) experimentally studied the cyclic behaviour of an RC wall that utilized SMA bars in the plastic 


hinge region. The SMA bars increased the wall ductility and reduced the residual displacements. Effendy et al. 


(2006) used external SMA bars to improve the seismic performance of existing squat walls. The test results showed 


a significant reduction in residual displacements combined with 16% to 26% increase in the peak shear strength. 


Abraik and Youssef (2015) conducted an analytical study to identify the performance of SMA RC squat and 


intermediate walls considering different SMA bar locations. The results highlighted that the SMA bars location has a 


significant effect on the wall residual drifts.  


 


This paper describes the seismic behaviour of three-story RC SMA walls. IDA results of maximum inter-story drifts 


and residual drifts are utilized to evaluate the seismic response. The results of the SMA RC walls were compared to 


a conventional RC wall. It was found that the SMA RC walls achieved reliable seismic performance over the 


conventional RC wall.   
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2. BUILDING DESCRIPTION 


A three-story prototype reinforced concrete building located in Vancouver, BC, was designed. The building has a 


13 m by 7.5 m floor plan and a height of 11.4 m. The lateral resisting system is composed of two shear walls in the 


transverse direction and moment resisting frames in the longitudinal direction as shown in Figure 1. The modelled 


wall was designed according to the 2010 National Building Code of Canada with total force reduction factor of 5.6. 


Figure 2 shows the shear walls reinforcement details. 


 
 


(a) Floor Plan                                                     (b) Section A-A 


Figure 1: Three-Story Building 


 


 
Figure 2: Wall Cross Section Details 


 


 


3. SEISMIC GROUND MOTIONS 


Table 1 summarizes important information about the chosen ground motions. Scaling of the ground motions was 


based on the Mean Square Error (MSE) (PEER, 2015; Michaud and Lèger, 2014). The method minimizes the error 


between the spectral acceleration of the record and the target spectrum, which was chosen to be the uniform hazard 


spectrum for Vancouver, BC. Figure 3 shows the spectral acceleration of chosen ground motions scaled to the site 


design spectrum assuming 5% damping. 
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Table 1: Ground motion parameters 


Motion Title Duration 


(Sec) 


PGA (g) 


San Fernando ORR021 


ORR291 


61.81 0.29 


Imperial Valley-


06 


 


H-CPE147 


H-CPE237 


63.82 0.16 


Irpinia Italy-01 A-CTR000 


A-CTR270 


35.21 0.14 


Corinth Greece COR—L 


COR--T 


41.32 0.24 


Loma Prieta CYC195 


CYC285 


40.00 0.13 


Northridge-01 GLE170 


GLE260 


30.00 0.15 


Cape Mendocino LFS270 


LFS360 


28.68 0.25 


 


 


 
Figure 3: Spectral Acceleration of the Chosen Ground Motions 


4. ANALYTICAL MODELING 


The Shear Flexural Interaction Multi-Vertical Line Element (SFI-MVLE) proposed and validated by Kolozvari 


(2013) was selected for this study. The stress-strain relationships proposed by Chang and Mander (1994), Menegotto 


and Pinto (1973), and Christopoulos et al. (1973) to model the behaviour of concrete, steel bars, and SMA bars, 


respectively, were adopted. Table 2 shows the properties of the SMA reinforced. The SFI-MVLEM is relatively 


simple, numerically stable, and provides an accurate prediction of axial-flexural and shear-flexural interaction for 


moderate and slender walls.  


 


Each MVLE consists of six degrees of freedoms. They represent the horizontal deformation, the vertical 


deformation, and the rotation at the top and bottom of the element. Two-dimensional membrane RC panels, Figure 


4, are utilized to capture the flexural and shear behaviour of the RC wall. The shear resistance along the cracks is 


accounted for using a fixed angle approach.  


 


The relative rotation between the top and bottom faces of the wall element is assumed to occur at 40% of the 


element’s height (Kolozvari, 2013). The flexural response of the wall is captured through the axial deformation of 
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the RC panels in the vertical direction. The average vertical and shear strains can be determined by dividing the 


average vertical or shear deformation by the element height. The strain in the horizontal direction is obtained by 


dividing the horizontal deformation at the internal degrees of freedom of the element by the panel width. 


 


Failure was assumed when the global drift capacity is reached, which is defined by FEMA 355F (2000) as the drift 


at which the slope of the IDA is less than 20% of the elastic range slope or at which the analysis terminates because 


of numerical instability (flat line). 


Table 2: Material properties of the SMA 


Properties Title 


Yield Strength  380 (MPa) 


Modulus of Elasticity 38000 (MPa) 


Maximum Strain 7% 


Maximum Stress 500 (MPa) 


 


 


 
(a) RC Wall                                                                                                     (b) MVLEM 


Figure 4: Modeling the 3-Story Shear Wall   


5. EIGENVALUE ANALYSIS 


Figure 5 shows the considered cases that are SMA bars at the plastic hinge of the first floor (PF), SMA bars at the 


plastic hinge of the first and second floor (PFS), SMA bars at the plastic hinge of first, second, and third Floor 


(PFST). The 1st and 2nd time periods for the analyzed walls are shown in Figure 6. The fundamental period of SMA 


RC walls was larger than the RC wall by 9% on average.   


6. INCREMENTAL DYNAMIC ANALYSIS 


The IDA curves represent the relationship between the Engineering Demand Parameter (EDP) and the Intensity 


Measure (IM) for a set of suitably selected ground motions. The mean, 84%, and 16% fractiles are shown in Figure 


7. It is clear that structural resurrection happened in Figures 7a, 7b, and 7d. The steel RC wall exhibited a flat-line at 


PGA of 0.91g corresponding to 5.0% and 3.6% maximum inter-story drift for the 84% and 50% fractiles, 


respectively. Utilizing SMA bars on each floor (PFST wall) led to delaying failure to 1.04g considering 84% of the 


records. The analytical results show that all SMA RC walls experienced higher maximum inter-story drifts 


compared with the RC wall. 
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         (1) Steel RC                        (2) PF                                 (3) PFS                         (4) PFST                  


Figure 5: Analyzed walls   


 


 


 
Figure 6: Eigenvalue analysis 
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(a) RC Wall                                                                                    (b) PF  


(c) PFS                                                                                         (d) PFST 


 


Figure 7: Maximum inter-story drift  


 


 


                             


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


   


                          (a)                                                              (b)                                                              (c) 


 


Figure 8: Story drift demand 
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(a) 16% First Story                                           (b) 50% First Story                                         (c) 84% First Story  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


    (d) 16% Second Story                                     (e) 50% Second Story                                        (f) 84% Second Story 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


   (g) 16% Third Story                                         (h) 50% Third Story                                          (i) 84% Third Story 


 


 


Figure 9: Residual drift at 0.91g PGA 


 


 


MAX 


75% 


50% 


25% 
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7. MAXMIUM INTER-STORY DRIFT RESULTS 


Figure 8 presents the maximum story drift for all cases at 0.91 PGA for 16%, 50%, and 84% fractiles. The use of 


SMA bars increased the inter-story drift for the first floor by 39% on average for all fractiles. The inter-story drift 


for the second story did not change when SMA bars were used at first floor (PF). The inter-story drift increased by 


53% and 41% on average when the SMA bars were also used in the third and/or second stories (PFS, PFST). The 


drift of the third-story increased by 9%, 25%, and 29% for PF, PFS, and PFST, respectively. 


8. RESIDUAL DRIFT RESULTS 


The residual drifts were calculated for different fractiles at each story and are shown in Figure 9. Each plot 


illustrates the maximum, mean (50%), and minimum, as well as the 75% and 25% marks for the data. Although the 


residual drifts of the PFS and the PFST cases appear to be high at the first story for 50% and 84% fractiles, both 


walls recovered about 98% of the maximum inter-story drift. The results of the PF wall at first floor exhibited lower 


residual drifts for all fractiles.  


 


The second story had slightly increased residual drifts for all fractiles as compared to the first floor. The results of 


84% fractiles show that even so the inter-story drift reached 51% in the second story, the residual drift does not 


exceed 0.5%, 0.9%, and 1% for The PF, PFS, and PFST, respectively. The residual drifts for 50% of the data at the 


first and second stories do not exceed 0.2% and 0.3% considering all cases, respectively. The PF case showed lower 


residual drift as compared with the other cases (Figures 9d, 9e, and 9f). 


        


The results of 16% fractiles at third story showed that all SMA cases have almost the same average of 0.015% 


residual drift. Whereas the maximum values for both PFS and PFST are equal. A rapid change in the behaviour is 


noted in Figure 9h and 9i. Residual drifts for 50% and 75% of the data for the PF case are slightly higher than the 


case of RC wall. However, the maximum residual drift for the PF case is smaller than that for the RC wall case. For 


50% and 84% fractiles data, both PFS and PFST exhibited higher residual drifts.   


9. CONCLUSION 


Four three-storey RC walls were assessed using IDA analysis. The analytical study intended to investigate 


enhancing the performance of RC walls by considering several SMA bars locations within multi-storey RC walls. 


Eigenvalue analysis was conducted for all considered cases and the results showed that the SMA wall fundamental 


period increases by an average of 9%. 


  


The RC wall exhibited the first structure resurrection phenomena at 0.91g followed by the PFST case, which failed 


at 1.04g. For the PF case, 50% of the records produced a flat line at 2.2g.  


   


The inter-story drift results of PF case was generally less than other SMA wall cases and it was concluded that using 


the SMA bars at first story increased the inter-story drift by 39% and 9% for the first and third stories, respectively. 


However, there does not seem to be any obvious trend with the peak drift in the second story. 


  


Limiting the use of the SMA bars at the plastic hinge of the first floor is considered as an efficient sustainable design 


due to the significant recovery in the inter-story drift along the building height. 
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ABSTRACT  


People’s lives are threatened by explosions; the tragic terrorist attacks have forced the governments to consider the 


importance of dealing with these attacks. With the rising threat of terrorism, protecting critical civil infrastructure 


such as embassies, governmental buildings, and airports against bomb attacks has become a critical issue. In the 


current research, reinforced concrete barriers subjected to blast loading are numerically investigated using Applied 


Element Method “AEM”. The blast loads adopts the ASCE guidance for design of blast-resistant buildings in 


petrochemical facilities. Fully nonlinear dynamic analysis was considered where the barriers thickness and 


reinforcement, end connections were parametrically investigated. It was found that the thickness and reinforcement 


of the barriers affect the barriers’ response, where the most significant parameter was the wall thickness.  


Keywords: blast loads, applied element method, reinforced concrete barriers. 


1. INTRODUCTION 


1.1 Background 


The importance of taking blast loads effects on buildings into consideration has been increased greatly in the last 


few decades. Several blast hazards have occurred in the last few years. In April 1983 the United States embassy in 


Beirut, Lebanon was subjected to a car bombing attack, which killed 63 people. Murrah federal building was 


bombed in Oklahoma in April 1995, killing 168 people and injuring about 680 people. Bombing of the Khubar 


towers in Saudi Arabia in June 1996 lead to killing 19 people and injured about 372 people (Rigby, 2014). 


Eventually, the total collapse of the World Trade Centre (WTC) towers in New York City has raised the importance 


of the priority of protection of infrastructure against blast hazards.  


1.2 Characteristics of the blast wave and its relation with load parameters 


The principal parameters of the blast wave that define the blast loading for a building’s components are: (1) Peak 


side-on positive overpressure, P, (2)  Positive phase duration, td and (3) Positive impulse, I. Any blast is defined by 


charge weight of the blast (W) based on TNT equivalence (the 


amount of trinitrotoluene which will produce similar effects as the 


actual explosive material under consideration), the radial distance 


from the epicenter of the explosive to a particular location on the 


structure (R) and the scaled distance parameter (Z). To simplify 


the blast resistant design procedure, the generalized blast wave 


profiles are usually idealized, or linearized, as illustrated in Figure 


1 for a shock wave and pressure wave.                      


Figure 1: Idealized Blast Load (ASCE, 1997) 
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2. APPLIED ELEMENT METHOD 


2.1 Overview 


In the Applied Element Method “AEM”, the structure is modeled as an assembly of relatively small 3D elements. 


The elements are connected together along their surfaces through a set of normal and shear springs. Each single 


element has six degrees of freedom: three for translations and three for rotations. The springs are responsible for 


transfer of normal and shear stresses among adjacent elements. Each spring represents stresses and deformations of a 


certain volume of the material as shown in Figure 2. Each two adjacent elements can be completely separated once 


the springs connecting them are ruptured. AEM is capable of predicting the discrete behavior of the structures to a 


high degree of accuracy. 


 


Fully nonlinear path-dependant constitutive models are adopted in the AEM. For concrete in compression, elasto-


plastic and fracture model is adopted (Maekawa and Okamura, 1983). When concrete is subjected to tension, linear 


stress-strain relationship is adopted until cracking, where the stresses drop to zero. Since the method adopts discrete 


crack approach, the reinforcing bars are modeled as bare bars for the envelope (Okamura and Maekawa, 1991) while 


the model of Ristic et al. (1986) is used for the interior loops. 


 


The AEM was proven to be capable of following the deformations of a structure subjected to extreme loads to its 


total collapse. Therefore, and since the goal of the current study is to investigate the behavior of reinforced concrete 


structures under severe loads resulting from tsunami action, it was decided that the AEM is the most appropriate 


numerical tool for such investigation. Although the Finite Element Method (FEM) is a robust and well established 


structural analysis method, it is not the optimum solution for the scope of progressive collapse analysis. Many 


drawbacks are associated with the FEM progressive collapse analysis. The elements damage, separation, falling and 


collision with other elements are very difficult. Hartmann et al. (2008) showed that the computations associated with 


the simulation of collapses of real world structures based on conventional FEM are very costly, and therefore 


followed another approach based on multibody models. 


 


(a) Element generation in AEM (b) Spring distribution and area of 


influence of each pair of springs


(a) Element generation in AEM (b) Spring distribution and area of 


influence of each pair of springs  
Figure 2: Modeling of structure using AEM 


 


2.2 Software used in progressive collapse analysis 


 


The Extreme Loading for Structures (ELS®), which was developed using the theory of Applied Element Method 


(AEM), will be used in this study. The ELS is a sophisticated software package that is capable of analyzing the 


structure to its total collapse (Tagel-Din and Meguro, 2000, Meguro and Tagel-Din, 2001, Tagel-Din, 2002, Meguro 


and Tagel-Din, 2003, Sasani and Asgitoglu, 2008, Salem et al., 2011, Park et al., 2009, Helmy et al., 2009, Helmy et 


al., 2012, Sasani, 2008, Wibowo, 2009, Salem 2011, Salem and Helmy, 2014, Salem et al., 2014). 
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3. ASCE REPORT 1997 SOLVED EXAMPLE 


The American report “Design of Blast Resistant Buildings in Petrochemical 


Facilities.” solved an example –in chapter 11- studying the behavior of 


structural members under the effect of a desired blast load. In this section, 


the example of the report is modeled using ELS program and the results of 


the ELS model is compared to the report results. 


 


The structure of the example in the report is made of cast –in- situ concrete 


walls of a span 20.12m*28.04m. The vertical loads are resisted by a 


structural steel frame and the blast load is resisted by concrete walls of 25 


cm thickness, Figure 3 shows the cross section of the reinforced concrete 


wall. 


 


The yield strength of the structural steel used is 248 N/mm2, the reinforcing 


steel yield strength is 414 N/mm2 and the characteristic strength of concrete 


used is 27.6 N/mm2. 


 


 


                                    
The reflected overpressure Pr = 0.095 N/mm2, effective duration te = 0.042 sec, the reflected overpressure versus 


time is shown in Figure 4: 


 


 
Figure 4: Reflected overpressure VS effective duration 


 


The thickness of the walls is 25 cm and the reinforcement is 7φ16/m, the steel columns are W10x45, girders 


W21x111 and beams W14x38, the roof slab and slab on grade thickness is 15cm and the slabs reinforcement is 


6φ12/m. 


 


The structure is analyzed in the report example using SDOF method. The maximum deformation of the wall is 2.27 


cm, and the rotation of the wall is 0.71o, the results show that the behavior of the wall is considered as a low 


response range (less than 2o). 


Figure 3: Reinforced concrete wall 


cross section 
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4. MESH SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS  


The same example of the report is modeled using ELS program. Mesh sensitivity analysis is conducted to optimize 


the solution time with a good accuracy. Four models with different mesh sizes are used to model the front barrier as 


shown in Table 1.  


Table 1 Mesh distribution for the front wall 


Model number Wall mesh in x 


direction 


Wall mesh in y 


direction 


Wall mesh in z 


direction 


Number of 


elements 


1 11 2 36 792 


2 23 2 36 1656 


3 47 3 36 5076 


4 61 3 36 6588 


 


 


 
Figure 5: mesh sensitivity analysis for the front wall 


 
Based on the deformations obtained for the 4 models as shown in Figure 5, the model number “2” is used in the 


current study. It’s obvious that the deformation obtained from the ELS analysis is much less than the SDOF method 


adopted by the report (1.09 cm vs 2.27 cm). This is attributed to the fact that the ELS model uses the integrity of the 


whole structure in resisting the blast pressure. Figure 6 shows the modeling of all structural members using ELS. 


 


 
Figure 6: ELS model for the steel structure, the top slab, slab on grade and the barriers 


 


Since the current study is focusing mainly on the behavior of the front wall, and to reduce the time of computations, 


a small model is considered, in which only the front wall in addition to one meter of the side walls, top slab and slab 
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on grade are modeled. The results of the small model are compared to the full model representing and mesh 


sensitivity analysis is applied as shown in Figure 7. 


 


 
Figure 7: Comparison between small and full barrier models 


 


Since the difference between the maximum deformation for the small model compared to the full barrier model is 


3.6%, it is acceptable to study the behaviour of the front wall based on the small model analysis. 


5.  PARAMETRIC STUDY  


The parameters of this case study are the properties of the wall are the wall thickness and reinforcement as well as 


the connection details. The thicknesses studied are 15, 20, 25 and 30 cm, the reinforcements of the wall are set to be 


7φ12/m and 7φ16/m. the connection between the barrier and the slabs is considered in the parametric study. Five 


different reinforcement details are analyzed for each parameter as shown in the Figure 8 and Table 2.  


 


 
                             A                            B                          C                              D                                E 


Figure 8: Reinforcement extension from slabs to wall 
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The description of the five cases is summarized in the following table: 


Table 2: Description of slabs reinforcement extension to the front wall 


Case Description Abbreviation 


A Both of bottom and top reinforcement of top slab and slab on grade are extended 


to the front wall 


XX 


B Top reinforcement only of both of top slab and slab on grade is extended to the 


front wall while the bottom reinforcement is not extended 


XS 


C Bottom reinforcement only of both of top slab and slab on grade is extended 


while the top reinforcement is not extended 


SX 


 


D 


Top reinforcement of the top slab and bottom reinforcement of the slab on grade 


extends to the front wall while the bottom reinforcement of the top slab and the 


top reinforcement of the slab on grade is not extended. 


 


H 


 


E 


Bottom reinforcement of the top slab and top reinforcement of the slab on grade 


extends to the front wall while the top reinforcement of the top slab and the 


bottom reinforcement of the slab on grade is not extended. 


 


F 


 


5.1 Thickness  


The thickness parameter is studied by changing its value from the report example which is 25cm to 15cm, 20cm and 


30cm.The reinforcement of the wall is assumed to be 7φ16/m, the characteristic strength of the concrete used is 


25N/mm2 and the density of concrete is 25 KN/m3. Five different reinforcement details are used for each thickness. 


5.2 Reinforcement of the wall parameter 


The reinforcement of the wall parameter is studied by changing its value from the report example which is7φ16/m to 


7φ12/m. The concrete specific weight is 25 KN/m3, the thickness of the wall is 25cm and concrete characteristic 


strength is 25 N/mm2. Five different reinforcement details are used for each thickness. 


6. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS  


6.1 Effect of wall thickness  


As mentioned above, the thickness effect is studied by changing its value from the report example (which is 25cm) 


to 15cm, 20cm and 30cm. 


 


Except the extension of the slabs reinforcement to the wall which is shown in Fig. 16, the other parameters are 


assumed to be constant; the reinforcement of the wall is assumed 7φ16/m, the characteristic strength of the concrete 


used is 25 N/mm2 and the density of concrete is 25KN/m3. 


 


The maximum allowed deformation of the wall can be calculated as 6.385 cm as indicated in the ASCE report. The 


effect of changing the wall thickness on the maximum deformation of the wall compared with the allowed 


deformation is shown in Figure 9. It can be concluded that the wall thickness is so effective on the maximum 


deformation occurs during the time studied (1.2 seconds).  


 


The end conditions of the barriers have no significant effect on the barrier deformation. When the barrier thickness 


is 15 cm, the fixed end condition gives a 14 % higher deformation value than the hinged end condition. While at 


thickness equals 30 cm, the difference is almost 0.3%. 
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Figure 9: Maximum deformation of the wall versus wall thickness 


 


6.2 Effect of wall reinforcement  


The effect of changing the reinforcement of the wall on the maximum deformation of the wall is shown in Figure 10. 


The maximum deformations obtained are safe to a very far extent (i.e. the maximum deformation among all the 


models is 1.92 cm and the allowed deformation is 6.385 cm). It can be concluded that the effect of the reinforcement 


of the wall on the maximum deformation is significant. 


 


 
Figure 10: Maximum deformation of the wall versus wall reinforcement 


 


6.3 Effect of end conditions  


The end conditions of the barriers have no significant effect on the barrier deformation. When the barrier 


reinforcement is 7ɸ12/m, the fixed end condition gives a 9.5 % higher deformation value than the hinged end 


condition. While at reinforcement equals 7ɸ16/m, the difference is almost 0.12%. Figure 11shows the variation of 


the top deformation of the barrier with the different the end conditions.  
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Figure 11: Maximum deformation of the wall versus end conditions 


7. CONCLUSIONS 


Based on the AEM analysis for the reinforced concrete barriers under blast loading, the following conclusions are 


obtained: 


1. Applied Element Method “AEM” can predict the overall response including any potential partial or total 


collapse which cannot be predicted by SDOF component by component method. In other words, SDOF method 


could be sometimes unconservative method. 


2. The end conditions of the barriers have no significance effect on its behaviour. 


3. The reinforced concrete barriers behavior is greatly affected by its thickness, An increase of  5 cm in the 


thickness reduces the deformation of the barriers by 52% 


4.  The behavior of the barriers is affected by the barriers reinforcement, decreasing the barrier RFT by from 


7ɸ16/m to 7ɸ12/m increases the maximum deformation by 44 %. 
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ABSTRACT  


Alkali-silica reaction (ASR) occurs between alkalis in concrete and reactive silica in aggregates. This reaction 


results in the formation of alkali-silica gel, which fills the pore space in the cementitious matrix, leading to 


expansion and damage. Reactive aggregates that can cause this type of damage were identified in different locations 


in Southwestern Ontario. X-Ray diffraction and petrographic analysis were used to investigate the type of reactive 


minerals in such aggregates. In addition, the effect of using different types of cement replacement-materials, 


including crushed limestone powder, fly ash, silica fume, and nano-silica on ASR were investigated in cement 


mortars incorporating the reactive aggregates. Results indicate that the expansion of mortar bars due to alkali-silica 


reaction can be controlled using an adequate type and substitution level of cement replacement materials.  


Keywords: Alkali-silica reaction; Crushed limestone; Nano-silica; Fly ash; Silica fume; Petrographic analysis. 


1. INTRODUCTION  


Alkali-silica reactivity (ASR) in concrete can be defined as a chemical reaction between the hydroxyl ions in the 


pore solution and reactive silica in the aggregate. The product of this reaction is an alkali-silica gel that forms within 


and around the aggregates. This gel, when exposed to moisture, has the capability to absorb water and expand, 


causing distress within the concrete matrix (Yurtdas, et al. 2013; Latifee, et al. 2014). The expansion due to ASR 


can result in extensive cracking and lead to premature deterioration, loss of serviceability and damages beyond 


repair. 


 


The result of the alkali-silica reaction is the formation of two different types of gel products: a non-swelling 


calcium-alkali-silica-hydrate gel {C-N-S-H or C-K-S-H} and a swelling alkali-silica-hydrate gel {N-S-H or K-S-H}. 


According to Islam and Akhtar (2013), alkali-silica reaction can only cause damage when both gels form, since the 


presence of the swelling gel is what produces expansion. The expansion excreted by the alkali-silica gel depends on 


the moisture from pore water in the concrete, air humidity, or other sources of water. Once the pressure from the 


expansion exceeds the tensile strength of the concrete, cracks occur (Rajabipour et al. 2015). The expansion and 


cracking of the concrete due to ASR are dependent upon the type of gels formed (Farny and Kerkhoff, 2007). 


Extensive expansion and severe cracking correspond to a high-swelling alkali-silica gel while moderate expansion 


and minor cracking correspond to a mild-swelling gel. Silica in aggregates can take two different basic                        


forms (crystalline and amorphous). For the most part, silica is innocuous and unreactive if it is in crystalline form, 


and reactive if it is amorphous (Farny and Kerkhoff, 2007). When reactive silica is exposed to a highly alkaline 


solution, the structure is broken down, thereby creating the alkali-silica gel product. The reactivity of a rock or 


mineral depends on various factors including its chemical composition, level of crystallinity, and solubility of the 


silica phase in the alkaline solution (Islam and Akhtar, 2013).  
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A wide variety of potentially reactive silica bearing rocks and minerals are known to exist in Ontario. Rogers, et al. 


(2000) reported that chert, a potentially reactive form of silica, can be found in sand and gravel pits and bedrock 


quarries throughout southwestern Ontario. In this study, natural aggregates located at different locations in 


Southwestern Ontario and intended to be used for concrete construction purposes were investigated. 


2. RESEARCH SIGNIFICANCE 


The objective of this study is to investigate the alkali-silica reactivity (ASR) of fine aggregate samples retrieved 


from different locations in Southwestern Ontario. X-Ray diffraction and petrographic analysis were used to identify 


the different types of minerals that can lead to alkali-silica reactivity. The results could provide guidance to avoiding 


the potential damage to new structures due to alkali-silica reactivity.   


3. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 


3.1 Accelerated Mortar Bar Test Procedure 


The potential of ASR of all fine aggregates collected from different locations in Southwestern Ontario was 


investigated according to CSA A23.2-25A (Test method for detection of alkali-silica reactive aggregate by 


accelerated expansion of mortar bars). 


3.2 X-Ray diffraction Analysis 


X-ray diffraction (XRD- Bruker D8 diffractometer) was carried out on all fine aggregate samples. All samples were 


dried and grounded to pass the 200 μm sieve before testing. Cu-Kα radiation with a wavelength of 1.54 Å was 


conducted at a voltage of 40 kV. The scanning speed was 2o /min at a current of 35 mA. 


3.3 Petrographic Analysis  


Petrographic analysis according to CSA A23.2-15A (Petrographic examination of aggregates) was carried out on 


different aggregate samples using a petrographic microscope in order to quantify the various rock and mineral 


constituents present. The samples were separated into five thin sections, which correspond to sieve numbers 8, 16, 


30, 50, and 100, and  were examined in plane polarized light (PPL) and cross-polarized light (XPL). 


4. MITIGATION TECHNIQUES   


Tables 1, 2, and 3 list properties of the materials used in this study. Several different materials were used either in 


combination or as partial substitution for cement in the mortar mixtures in conjunction with the reactive aggregate 


samples to evaluate and compare the effectiveness of different ASR mitigation techniques. The mortar bars were 


prepared according to a CSA A23.2-25A and the results were compared to that of the control mortar bars containing 


100 % portland cement. Table 4 shows the mixture proportions for the mortar bars. One set of mixtures explores the 


use of different proportions of fly ash as partial substitution for cement to mitigate ASR expansion. Another set 


investigates the differences between various dosages of silica fume as partial substitution for cement. Similarly, the 


third set of mixtures contains an equal percentage of silica to the second set; however, nano-silica was used as 


partial replacement for silica fume. Finally, the last mixture contains a portion of the expansive aggregate diluted 


with non-reactive limestone powder to compare its effectiveness versus the addition of pozzolanic materials.  


 


Table 1: Properties of nano-silica used in this study  


Particle Diameter(nm) Density (g/cm3) Purity 


(%) 


5-10 < 0.15 >99.8 
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Table 2: Physical and chemical properties of OPC, Fly ash, and Silica fume 


Components /Property OPC  
Silica 


Fume 
Fly ash 


Calcium oxide (CaO) (%) 61.50 0.49 16 


Sulfur trioxide (SO3) (%) 3.50 0.24 2.4 


Loss on ignition (%) 1.90 1.99 1.6 


Insoluble residue (%) 0.44 - - 


Equivalent alkalis (%) 0.7 - - 


Tricalcium silicate (C3S) (%) 55 - - 


Dicalcium silicate (C2S) (%) 15 - - 


Tricalcium aluminate (C3A) (%) 7 - - 


Tetracalcium aluminoferrite (C4AF) (%) 10 - - 


Autoclave expansion (%) 0.09 - - 


Compressive strength 28 days (MPa) 40.9 - - 


Specific gravity 3.15 2.58 2.60 


Time of setting (min) Vicat Initial  104 - - 


 


Table 3: Properties of limestone powder used in this study 


Particle Size(µm) Specific Gravity Absorption 


(%) 


300 2.61 1.58 


 


 


Table 4: Mixture proportions for tested mortars 


 Ingredient (%)  


 Cementitious Materials Aggregate  


Mixture ID OPC FA SF NS Sieve # 


8 


Sieve # 


16 


Sieve # 


30 


Sieve # 


50 


Sieve # 


100 


LS w/c 


FA-15 85 15 - - 10 25 25 25 15 - 0.44 


FA-25 75 25 - - 10 25 25 25 15 - 0.44 


FA-35 65 35 - - 10 25 25 25 15 - 0.44 


SF-3 97 - 3 - 10 25 25 25 15 - 0.44 


SF-5 95 - 5 - 10 25 25 25 15 - 0.44 


SF-8 92 - 8 - 10 25 25 25 15 - 0.44 


NS-1 97 - 2 1 10 25 25 25 15 - 0.44 


NS-2 95 - 3 2 10 25 25 25 15 - 0.44 


LSP 100 - - - 7.5 18.75 18.75 18.75 11.25 25 0.44 


 


 


5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 


5.1 Accelerated Mortar Bar Test Results for Fine Aggregates from Different Locations in Southwestern 


Ontario  


Figure 1 shows the results at 14 days of the accelerated mortar bar test for the fine aggregates collected from 


different locations in Southwestern Ontario. As shown in Figure 1, the expansion of the mortar bars exceeded the 


CSA A23.2-25A recommended expansion limit of 0.15% indicating potential alkali–silica reactivity. This indicates 


that all tested aggregates are highly reactive. 
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Figure 1: Results of accelerated mortar bar tests at 14 days for fine aggregates retrieved from different locations in 


Southwestern Ontario.  


 


 


5.2 X-Ray diffraction and Petrographic Analysis  


Figure 2 shows XRD analysis for a fine aggregate sample that led to exceeding the recommended expansion limit in 


the mortar bar test. Results show that the tested aggregate contains feldspar and mica. Both feldspar and mica 


release alkalis and increase the alkali content of the mixture leading to larger expansion (Islam and Akhtar, 2013). 


Table 4 and Figures 3, 4, and 5 show the results of the petrographic analysis. Reactive minerals such as volcanic 


glass and chert were found in the tested aggregate.  These minerals are susceptible to alkali-silica reaction. Previous 


study by Rogers, et al. (2000) reported that cherts are found in sands and gravels and in some quarries located in 


Southwestern Ontario. The current study also documented the presence of volcanic glass among the reactive 


minerals that can be found in Southwestern Ontario.  


 


 


 
Figure 2: XRD pattern for fine aggregate.   
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Figure 3: Two volcanic glass/plutonic fragments from sieve number 16 in XPL. 


Table 4: Results of particle count for the tested fine aggregate 


 Sieve no. 8 Sieve no. 16 Sieve no. 30 Sieve no. 50 4 - sieve no. 100 


Constituents 
No. of 


particles 


%  


 


No. of 


particles 


%  


 


No. of 


particles 


%  


 


No. of 


particles 


%  


 


No. of 


particles 


%  


 


Carbonate  14 37.8 53 52 201 50.2 183 45.8 163 40.8 


Sandy/silty carbonate 5 13.5 6 5.9 35 8.8 32 8 17 4.2 


Chert/cherty carbonate 1 2.7 8 7.8 14 3.5 6 1.5 8 2 


Micrite 6 16.2 15 14.7 20 5 34 8.5 11 2.8 


Lithic fragments 5 13.5 6 5.9 29 7.3 15 3.8 20 5 


Volcanic-glass/plutonic 


fragments 


6 16.2 11 10.8 52 13 13 3.3 4 1 


Plagioclase feldspar - - 2 2 7 1.8 13 3.3 22 5.5 


Quartz - - 1 1 42 10.5 104 26 117 29.3 


Potassium feldspar - - - - - - - - 3 0.8 


Hornblende - - - - - - - - 18 4.5 


Garnet - - - - - - - - 10 2.5 


Epidote - - - - - - - - 7 1.7 


Totals 37 100 102 100 400 100 400 100 400 100 


 


 
Figure 4: (a) XPL image of a volcanic/plutonic fragment surrounded by carbonate grains and two quartz grains from 


sieve number 30. (b) XPL image of volcanic glass/plutonic fragment. 
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Figure 5: Lithic fragment from sieve number 8 in PPL (left) and XPL (right). The grains are composed of quartz and 


chert fragments. 


 


 
5.3 Mitigation Techniques   


Figure 6 shows the results at 14 days of the accelerated mortar bar test for mortar specimens incorporating different 


proportions of fly ash, silica fume, nano-silica, and limestone filler. The results indicate that the expansion of the 


mortar bar specimens had a strong correlation with the amounts of fly ash used as a replacement of cementitious 


material. The higher the fly ash content, the lower was the mortar bar expansion. It was observed that 15% fly 


replacement was able to lower the expansion down to slightly over the unreactive threshold of 0.1%. The specimens 


containing 25% and 35% reduced expansion below the 14 day limit of 0.1%. It can be deducted that addition of the 


used fly ash in excess of 25% supplied marginal decrease of ASR expansion. This also conforms to current 


recommendations of a minimum fly ash requirement of 25% replacement to control ASR (Malvar et al. 2002; 
Shehata and Thomas, 2000). Thus, fly ash used as a mitigation technique can be an efficient method to alleviate the 


expansion due to ASR. 


 


Partially replacing the cement with silica fume up to 8% did not control the ASR expansion. In addition, using 2% 


of nano-silica in combination with 3 % of silica fume reduced the expansion of the mortar bar compared to the 


control mixture, but failed to adequately control the overall expansion. It was observed that the expansion of the bars 


exceeded the CSA-recommended expansion limit of 0.15%, indicating potential alkali–silica reactivity. Different 


factors can affect the expansion of the accelerated mortar bar test when silica fume is used as a supplementary 


cementitious material. For instance, a study by Andrew et al. (2007) showed that some agglomerated particles of 


silica fume may actually act as alkali-silica reactive aggregates and participate in ASR. Thus, these type of particles 


can increase the expansion rather than reducing it. Another study by Boddy et al. (2000) investigated different 


product forms of silica fume such as densified, compacted, and slurried under ASR. It was reported that using 


undensified and slurried silica fume significantly controlled the expansion of a reactive aggregate more than using 


densified or pelletized silica fume. In the current study, densified silica fume was used. Overall, In order to 


sufficiently affect the expansion from ASR, silica fume must be effectively dispersed and agglomeration should be 


prevented. Since higher dosages of silica fume also tend to drastically decrease workability, the best use of silica 


fume as a mitigation strategy for ASR may be in a ternary system with fly ash. 


 


The addition of crushed limestone was ineffective in controlling the expansion due to ASR. The replacement of 25% 


of the reactive aggregate was explored as a means to dilute the source of aggregate susceptible to ASR reaction 


known as limestone sweetening. By reducing the concentration of reactive siliceous aggregate, it was expected to 


result in the production of fewer ASR gel products and decreasing the overall expansion. Although the addition of 


crushed limestone powder resulted in a minor reduction in mortar bar expansion, it appeared that the effect of the 


limestone had only caused a delay in the expansion. The expansion rate of the bars with limestone had appeared to 


slow significantly for the first two days, at which point the expansion began to proceed at a similar rate of the 


control mixture. This lag resulted in a minor decrease in expansion at 14 days but was not significant enough to 


reduce the ASR expansion below the deleterious limit. 
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Figure 6: Results of accelerated mortar bar test at 14 days for specimens with (a) fly ash, (b) silica fume, (c) silica 


fume + nano-silica, and (d) limestone powder. 


 


6. CONCLUSIONS  


In this study, fine aggregate retrieved from different locations in Southwestern Ontario was investigated for alkali 


silica reactivity. Several conclusions can be drawn based on the experimental results: 


 


1. Reactive minerals such as volcanic glass and chert were found in all tested specimens. In addition, feldspar and 


mica that can increase the potential of alkali-silica reactivity were also identified at these locations. 


 


2. It was found that partial replacement of cement by fly ash in excess of 25% could effectively control the 


expansion of the mortar bars incorporating the reactive aggregates. 


 


3. Dosages of up to 8% were not sufficient to control expansions due to ASR. This is likely due to inadequate 


dispersion of silica fume and its agglomeration. 
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4. The replacement of 25% of reactive aggregate by crushed limestone powder was unable to effectively control 


mortar bar expansion. The effect of limestone appeared to have only caused a short delay in the rate of 


expansion. 
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ABSTRACT  


A 1:50 scale aeroelastic wind tunnel test for a multi-span transmission line system is conducted at the WindEEE 


dome under downburst wind. WindEEE is a novel three-dimensional wind testing facility capable of simulating 


downbursts and tornadoes. This test simulates a transmission line consisting of v-shaped guyed towers holding three 


conductor bundles. Details about the model design, the wind field and the test setup are provided. A downburst 


loading case that is critical for the line design and causes unbalanced tension load on the conductors is investigated 


in the current study. Resulting line responses obtained from the test are compared with a previously developed finite 


element model by the research group at the University of Western Ontario. The comparison shows a good agreement 


which validates the finite element models. Results obtained from this test will be very useful to understand the 


behavior of the lines under downburst wind. 


 


Keywords: Aeroelastic modeling, Downburst, Transmission line, Wind load, High Intensity Wind (HIW). 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Fujita (1985) defined a downburst as a severe descending mass of cold air that impinges on the ground and then 


convects radially. Different design guidelines such as the CIGRE (2009) have highlighted that downbursts are 


responsible for more than 80% of the weather-related failures of transmission lines worldwide. Examples of the 


previous failures under downburst include failure of 18 (500 kV) and 57 (110 kV) transmission towers during 2005 


(Zhang 2006), as well as failures of guyed towers belonging to Manitoba Hydro and Hydro One during 1996 and 


2006, respectively (McCarthy and Melsness 1996; Hydro One 2006). 


 


Despite those failures, most design codes of transmission lines account for wind loads due to synoptic wind but not 


due to downburst wind. This encouraged several researchers, including many from the University of Western 


Ontario, to study the effect of downbursts on transmission lines. For example, Shehata et al. (2005) and Shehata and 


El Damatty (2007) studied the behavior of a guyed transmission line and showed that the main challenge of 


analyzing the line under downburst wind is the localized nature of the downburst. Such localized nature results from 


the scale of the event (i.e. ~500-1000 m diameter) which is comparable to the span length of the line. This 


comparable scale leads to altering downburst loads applying on the line with the change of the downburst location. 


Downburst locations leading to critical loads have been identified by Shehata and El Damatty (2007), Shehata et al. 


(2008), El Damatty and Aboshosha (2012) and El Damatty and Elawady (2015). Those studies showed that three 


downburst locations can be critical for the line design. The most critical location is when downburst acts at an 
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oblique location to the tower of interest leading to loads on conductors at one side of the tower. This causes an 


unbalanced conductor tension and ultimately high longitudinal forces on the tower. 


 


It worth mentioning that most of the available studies in the literature were conducted using numerically simulated 


downburst wind field and employing Finite Element Models for the transmission line. In the current study, an 


aeroelastic wind tunnel test for a multi-span transmission line subjected to downburst wind is conducted. This is to 


assess the findings obtained from previous numerical studies and to understand the interaction between downburst 


and the line. The test is conducted at the WindEEE dome, the new three dimensional wind tunnel testing facility at 


the University of Western Ontario that is capable of simulating downburst and tornadoes. The critical downburst 


case of loading that causes unbalanced conductor tension and high longitudinal tower forces is investigated in this 


paper in detail. 


2. AEROELASTIC WIND TUNEL TESTING 


In this section a description of the prototype line as well as the designed aeroelastic model is provided. 


2.1 Full-scale transmission line system 


The transmission line, shown in  


Figure 1, (Tangent line, 500 kV single circuit tower) is chosen for the test. The line consists of guyed towers 


supported by 4 guys at the height of 40.72 m above the foundation level. The towers have two horizontal cross arms 


protruded from the tower shaft at the level of 40.72 above the foundation level (main girder level) in the transverse 


direction and ended at the location of the insulator. Three conductor bundles are attached to the tower through the 


insulators; two at the tip of each cross arm and one at the center point of the main girder. Each conductor bundle has 


4-wires and each wire has a diameter of 0.02159 m, which weights 8.67 N/m. The conductor bundles have a square 


shape with a separation of 0.48 m. The bundles are supported by insulators with a length of 4.27 m. A conductor 


span of 125 m and sag at the mid-span of 3.25 m are considered in the model. Although the span length for such 


towers is typically longer, the considered 125 m represents .is till practical and used in some cases. Galvanised steel 


guy wires of a 0.019 m diameter and 50 m length are used to prevent the displacement at the anchorage level. A 


pretension force of 11 kN is applied to all guys. The tower is resting on the ground on a pivotal (i.e. hinged) support 


that allows for the rotations at the tower centre. The total weights approximately six tons and has a height of 46.5 m. 


2.2 Aeroelastic modelling of the line  


An aeroelastic scaling of a structure must consider a geometric scaling of the exterior dimensions and corresponding 


scaling of all forces influencing its structural behavior. This means scaling of elastic, inertia, viscous and gravity 


forces and damping forces. Maintaining the geometry is crucial for the aerodynamic loads, while maintaining the 


stiffness and mass is crucial for the dynamic inertial loads associated with the model response.  
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Figure 1: Three dimensional view of the tower “Z” 


According to Isyumov (1972), it is preferred to use the prototype material to model the aeroelastic structure in order 


to maintain the structural damping where dynamic responses are pronounced. However, due to the light weight of 


the structure under this study, it is difficult to satisfy the mass scaling using the steel material. As such, aluminum is 


selected as an alternative to satisfy the mass scaling requirement.  


 


A length scale of 1:50 is chosen for the model. Froude scale, which characterizes the ratio between inertial forces 


and gravitational forces, is maintained in the model as that in the prototype (Isyumov 1972). This is achieved by 


linking the velocity scale to the square root of the length scale (i.e. 1:7.07). The scaling ratios of all other variables 


are functions of the length and velocity scales and are summarized in Table 1.  


 


Previous studies on downburst effect on transmission line structures showed that considering at least six spans (three 


on both sides of the tower of interest) is essential to predict the proper responses of the tower (Shehata et al. 2005, 


Aboshosha and El Damatty 2015). Similarly, six spans are considered in the aeroelastic model. Span length is 


chosen equal to 2.5 m in the model scale, which is equivalent to 125 m in the full scale. Although this is less than the 


typical span length used for such towers (i.e. ~200-500 m), it is still practical and represents the span used in some 


cases. Previous studies on downbursts (Aboshosha and El Damatty 2015, and El Damatty and Elawady 2015) 


showed that the ratio between the downburst diameter and the span length is a key parameter in characterizing peak 


loads transferred from the conductors to the towers. Such a ratio is maintained in the current test. The simulated 


downburst at WindEEE has a 3.2 m diameter and the modeled conductor span has a 2.5 m length leading to a ratio 


of 1.3. That ratio is compatible with the ratio found in typical full scale studies. For instance, a downburst with a 


diameter of 500-1000 m and a conductor span of 500 m, result in a ratio in the order of 1 to 2.  


 


 


 


 
Figure 2 shows a layout for the tested transmission line. The tested line include three fully aeroelastic towers at the 


middle and four rigid frames at the two ends. Those rigid frames are used to support the conductors. Figure 3 shows 


a picture of the assembled line starting from the mid tower up to the end of the line, while Figures 4 show the 


aeroelastic towers and Figure 5 show the rigid towers. The aeroelastic towers consist of: (1) an aluminum spine that 
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is designed to model lateral and torsional stiffness and (2) RP non-structural cladding attached to the spine and used 


to model the geometry of the tower angle members. Dimensions and cross sections of the aluminum spine are shown 


in Figure 6. As shown in the figure, cross section of the spine at the tower legs is chosen to be circular to avoid the 


discrepancies between the responses under different angles of attack (Kong et al. 2009). RP cladding is made out of 


segments and each is connected to the spine only at one point using an aluminum clamp to prevent their contribution 


to the tower stiffness. Conductor bundles are simulated using equivalent single steel wires with small bullets of foam 


as shown in Figure 3. Those bullets are carefully chosen to maintain the modeled wire drag area as the target drag 


area from the full-scale conductor bundle. 


 


The guyed tower model is restrained at the base using: 1) a central hinged support which is modeled using universal 


joint as shown in Figure 7-a, and 2) four guys connected to leaf springs as shown in Figure 7-b. The leaf springs are 


carefully designed to model the proper flexibility of the guys. Conductors are supported by the towers using steel 


rods and are supported at the end to towers F and G using leaf springs as shown in Figure 7-c. Stiffness of those leaf 


springs is chosen to represent the effect of adjacent spans. 
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Table 1: Scaling ratio for various physical parameters of the model 


Parameter Scaling ratio 


Length λ =L L =1:50m pL  
Velocity 7.07:1VVλλ pm


0.5


Lv   


Time 7.07:1λλTTλ VLpmT 
 


Density 1:1ρρλρ pm 
 


Mass per Unit Length 2500:1λλλ 2


Lρm 
 


Mass 125,000:1λλλ 3


LρM 
 


Mass Moment of Inertia per Unit Length 6,250,000:1λλλ 2


Lmi   
Mass Moment of Inertia 0312,500,00:1λλλ 2


LMI   
Acceleration 1:1/λλ/aaλ Tvpma 


 
Damping 1:1ζζλ pmζ 


 
Elastic Stiffness 000,500,312λλλλ 4


L


2


VGCEI 
 


000,125:1λλλ 2


L


2


VEA 
 


Force per Unit Length 2500:1/ 232  TLLVf 
 


Force 000,125:1/ 22  LVpmF FF 
 


Bending and Torsional Moment 000,625:132  LVBM 
 


 


 


 
Figure 2: Schematic of the test layout and the names of the tested towers 


 


 
Figure 3: Half-length of the assembled line  


Insulator 


Foam bullets 
Steel wire 
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Figure 4: Test picture of A, B, and C 


towers 


 


 


 


 


 


 
Figure 5: Test picture D, E, F, and G towers 


 


 


 
Figure 6: Spine dimensions and instrumentations of tower A, B, and C (all dimensions are in mm) 


 


 
                      (a)                              


 


       
               (b)                                                       (c) 


 


Figure 7: (a) 2-DOF Universal Base Support, (b) Supporting guy anchorage, (c) Conductor end support 


Instrumentations and data acquisition system 
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Different measurement instruments are used as shown in Figure 6. Those instruments include: strain gauges to 


measure in-plane (Y direction) and out-of-plane (X direction) bending moments in the cross arms and mid-height 


legs, strain gauges to measure the tension in the guys, force balances to measure the exerting base forces in three 


directions, and accelerometers to measure accelerations at main girder as well as mid-height legs.  Figure 6 


illustrates various measurement devices employed.   


2.4 Downburst Wind Field at WindEEE 


An attempt is conducted at the WindEEE dome to measure the wind field of the downburst before starting the test 


using cobra probes. A number of 12 Cobra Probes installed on two towers as shown in Figure 8 are used to measure 


the wind field. Figure 9 shows the testing chamber dimensions as well as the found three critical locations where the 


radial speed, VRD, is maximum. A sample of the speed time history is shown in Figure 10, while the three maximum 


profiles are shown in Figure 11. Those maximum profiles are found at R/D ratio equals to 0.8, 0.9 and 1.0 where R 


is the radius measured from the downburst centre and D is the diameter of the downburst. The profile leading to the 


peak maximum radial velocity, Vmax, is found at R/D =0.9 and is compared with the peak profile obtained from the 


CFD simulation (Aboshosha et al. 2015) as shown in Figure 12. As indicated from the figure, the two peak profiles 


are in a good agreement.  


 


 
Figure 8: cobra probe devices 


 


 
Figure 9: Cobra probe sample locations at WindEEE 


  
Figure 10: Time history of cobra probe measurement  


 
Figure 11: WindEEE radial wind profiles  


3. VALIDATION OF THE AEROELASTIC MODEL DESIGN   


A free vibration test is conducted to evaluate the natural frequencies of the model. Natural frequencies are obtained 


from the peaks in the power spectral density of the acceleration responses.  


Profiles of maximum speed 
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Table 2 shows the natural frequencies of the model compared with the target frequencies for the first three vibration 


modes. As indicated from the table, the model frequencies are in good agreement with the target frequencies with a 


maximum difference of 8%.  


Table 2: Targeted and aeroelastic model modal results 


 


 
  


Mode no.\ Description Mode 1, Out-of-plane 


bending 


Mode 2, Torsional Mode 3, In-plane bending 


Proto. Frequency (hz) 1.44 1.88 2.44 


Model Frequency (hz) 10.15 13.3 17.3 


Target Frequency (hz) 10.3 14.3 18.7 


Difference  1.3 % 7.8 % 8.0 % 
 


4. IN-HOUSE FINITE ELEMENT PROGRAME VALIDATION  


The test is designed based on the findings of previous studies related to the critical configurations of the downburst 


(Sheta and El Damatty 2008, El Damatty and Aboshosha 2012; El Damatty and Elawady 2015). Those studies 


showed that the most critical case of loading is when the downburst acts at an oblique angle of attack to the tower of 


interest causing a non-symmetrical loading on the adjacent spans from each side. This causes unbalanced tension 


forces in the spans adjacent to the tower of interest which apply high longitudinal forces acting on the tower. This 


oblique load configuration is one of the major aspect that differentiate between the downburst and synoptic winds. 


The current study adopted the oblique load case to validate the numerical models.  


 


El Damatty and Elawady (2015) has shown that the maximum tension force developing under the downburst oblique 


load case occurs when the projection of the center of the downburst on the line is located approximately on the 


second span from the tower of interest. In the current study, the tower is placed so that the projection of downburst 


center is located at distance X equal 1.25L, 1.5L, and 1.75L measured from the center of Tower B. The evaluation of 


the radial wind profiles of the downburst has shown that the maximum VRD in the range of R/D equals 0.8 to 1.0. As 


such, the tower is assumed to be located at distance Y equal 2.56 m, 2.88 m and 3.2 m which represents R/D ratios 


of 0.8, 0.9, and 1.0, respectively. The combinations of variations of X and Y tested distances resulted in a number of 


nine locations of the tower B relative to the downburst center as shown in Figure 12. The figure shows the base 


shear results of the nine locations tested. The figure shows that the maximum base shear occurs at a distance X equal 


3.125 m and Y equal 2.56 m. Out of the nine locations, the current study will utilize the test results of the critical 


configuration to validate the numerical models; i.e., at X equals 3.125 m and Y equals 2.56 m. A schematic plan 


view of the critical configuration of the downburst relative to the tower center is shown in Figure 13.   


 


A sample of the time history responses of the tower is shown in Figure 14. The time variations of the response 


shows a sudden peak occurring and then decreasing suddenly till it reaches a minimum peak and then a stabilization 


occurs. The mean response is obtained out of the peak response by adopting a cutting off frequency equals twice the 


shedding frequency of the main vortices as recommended by Kim and Hangan (2007) and Aboshosha et al. (2015). 


The mean response is then compared to the numerical models solution (FEM).  


 


Figure 15 shows the results of the comparison conducted between the numerical models solutions and the test 


measurements. The results show a good agreement between the test results and the numerical tools (FEM). The 
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differences is equal to 12.3%, 9%, -15.4%, ±3.5% and 1.2% for the guy’s tensions, base moments, base shears, mid 


height moments, and the cross arm moment, respectively. 


 


 
Figure 12: Base shear results of the oblique downburst configuration tests.  


 


 
Figure 13: schematic plan view of the test layout    


 
Figure 14: Sample of the test results 


 


 
Figure 15: Validation results 
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5. CONCLUSION  


An aeroelastic model is designed and constructed at the University of Western Ontario to test a multi spanned 


transmission line at WindEEE dome under the downburst loads. The line consists of three towers and other four 


rigid frames to simulate a total number of six spans. The desired geometric scale is selected to be 1:50. A detailed 


description of the aeroelastic model design procedures and assumptions is given in this paper. A detailed description 


of the instrumentations and the boundary conditions is provided. The natural frequencies of the tested towers show a 


good agreement with those of the prototype tower. The test measurements are compared with findings from the 


finite element tools that were previously used. A good agreement between the test and FEM is found. The difference 


is minimal for the base and mid-height moments (~ 9%), while is slightly higher for base shear and guy tension (i.e. 


~15%). In general, that validates the findings obtained from our FEM. Results obtained from this test will be very 


useful to understand the behavior of the lines under downburst wind. 
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ABSTRACT  


The construction of tall buildings has become a necessity in crowded urban cores, such as the Greater Toronto Area. 


The result of denser population and shifting construction guidelines, however, is the decrease of available space for 


building processes. For this reason, challenges in planning and storage during construction phases occur. Reducing 


the cost of storage and the distance of materials and equipment from the work area, while increasing site productivity 


through scheduling and planning, is known as site logistics. This paper examines the existing site logistics processes 


as well as site layout and optimization models that can be used for construction of tall buildings. Advantages and 


shortcomings of each site logistics planning strategy are noted and a set of recommendations are provided for better 


utilization of site area during the construction of tall buildings. Finally, this paper outlines the use of interior storage 


spaces as a viable solution for reducing the construction footprint of tall buildings. Factors that need to be considered 


for including interior storage in existing site layout and optimization models are also examined.  


 


Keywords: site logistics, congested construction, tall buildings 


1. INTRODUCTION 


The basis of site logistic planning for the materials and equipment (objects) that need to be located on-site is a 


compromise between object size and shape, duration of storage, location of use, and available space on the site. Many 


models have been created for construction site logistic planning to increase productivity and reduce costs and project 


duration. These models aim to create layouts for construction projects that aid in placing objects close to the area of 


use, ensuring an adequate supply of objects is available as needed to stay on schedule (Cheng and Kumar, 2015). The 


models consider site space, schedule, and constraints as the basis of their logic.  


 


Early models used a simple framework where objects were placed outside the building footprint on a first-come, first-


served basis (Sadeghpour et al., 2004). Because space was readily available and therefore not a constraint, the objective 


was to minimize travel time to bring the objects to the work areas where they were needed (Tommelein and Zouein, 


1993). While very useful in some circumstances, the constructors of tall buildings in urban areas typically have to deal 
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with very restricted space, and congestion quickly becomes a serious problem (Jung et al., 2014). Hence, more recent 


models have added features that are better equipped to address congested conditions.  


 


Although several models exist, they are often made for specific situations and cannot be used seamlessly across all 


building projects. It is even more difficult to create such a model with the continuous changes that the construction 


industry faces, ranging from policy modifications to varying building environments and new construction methods.   


 


The objective of this paper is to review existing models in the literature, analyze their shortcomings, and provide 


recommendations for future models with a focus on tall building construction in the Greater Toronto Area (GTA). 


The existing models are further compared according to their inputs, program functions, and model outputs so a 


systematic analysis can be presented.  


2. MODEL INPUTS  


Every model needs inputs to define the situation. Every construction site, however, is unique due to its location, project 


details, subsurface conditions, regulatory constraints, labour and material practices, and so forth. Fortunately, there 


are also some similarities across inputs used in many models. The following section outlines and compares inputs 


used in existing models.  


2.1 Object Storage Location Definitions 


There are several factors involved in defining layout locations in a construction site. First, the unique project details, 


such as site plans and schedules, have to be uploaded to the model. These are obtained from various forms of 


documentation including drawings, spreadsheets and reports (Sadeghpour et al., 2004). Once details of each 


construction project have been defined, a location must also be represented. 


 


There are generally three ways that locations are represented. First, predetermined locations can be used to represent 


on-site storage areas (Wang et al., 2014). These blocks have a predefined size and are used to store objects of one type 


at any point in time (Cheng and Kumar, 2015). This means that a large space used to store a small amount of material 


is not available for other materials as the block is used and therefore unavailable. Second, available space is described 


using a grid. Objects can be located across multiple grids depending on their size, shape, and other parameters 


(Sadeghpour et al., 2004). Again, once a grid is used, it is unavailable for other materials. The final approach is to 


treat the construction site as a continuous space, allowing the placement of objects anywhere there is space available. 


In this case, the model is able to represent the actual area used, thereby making better use of the available space.  


 


These various representations of space allow different levels of granularity for placing objects, however, each comes 


with advantages and drawbacks. Models using predetermined locations are computationally light as there are a limited 


number of areas where objects can be placed. The biggest shortcoming is that it permits wasted space if objects are 


smaller than the predefined locations. The grid system allows the user to define the size of the grid, thereby providing 


a finer locating system if smaller grids are selected. However, no locations between the grids can be used (Sadeghpour 


and Andayesh, 2015). A more accurate method for placement lies with the continuous representation of space as it 


allows objects to be located anywhere on the site to get the optimal location with exact shapes. As expected, this 


method proves to be the most time-consuming and computationally intensive to carry out (Zouein et al., 2002). 


 


While many models use only space exterior to the building footprint, some also incorporate interior space, adjacent 


space, and temporary off-site locations (Cheng and Kumar, 2015). The use of exterior space is common, however, the 


congestion found in urban construction areas has decreased available storage space exterior to the building footprint. 


For example, Toronto now requires all new projects in the downtown area to extend the building footprint to the 


property boundaries, leaving no space on the lot for material staging. This has prompted construction managers in 


dense urban areas to look for storage space within the building. To date, models have only used interior storage space 


as a secondary location in cases of over-ordering (Cheng and Kumar, 2015). The use of adjacent land, such as roads 


and sidewalks, extends the site parcel for easy storage, but requires permits and has associated rental costs. Finally, 


the use of off-site temporary locations has also only been used as a last resort where there is no space available on site 


and the objects have already been shipped (Cheng and Kumar, 2015). The use of these secondary locations creates a 


need for two or three iterations of object handling, which decreases the efficiency of the site logistics model as time 


and resources are allocated towards the relocation.  
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2.2 Object Definition 


After defining the location type, the definition of on-site objects is undertaken. Some parameters that characterize 


objects include their shape, mobility and typology (Sadeghpour and Andayesh, 2015). 


 


The shape of an object includes defining the object as a point, an orthogonal box or as its actual shape. The point 


location only works for very simple sites with sufficient space, or where predefined blocks are used. In this case, the 


predefined location must be able to accommodate the largest object (Li and Love, 1998). The orthogonal geometry 


models objects as rectangles and ensures no overlap on limited sites. They lead to suboptimal layouts because only 


two orientations are possible, resulting in wasted space (Zouein et al., 2002).  Finally, the representation of the objects 


as their actual shape leads to the creation of complex algorithms, but is necessary for congested sites (Sadeghpour and 


Andayesh, 2015). 


 


An object’s mobility ranges from stationary to self-propelled objects. The modelling of stationary objects, like cranes, 


is relatively straightforward, however, their location cannot be changed once in place. On the other hand, moving 


objects like trucks requires programs to model trajectories of the objects at various times throughout the project, 


ensuring that no clashes occur (Tommelein and Zouein, 1993). In between the two, lie objects that can be relocated, 


such as building materials. Finally, the object type classifications include construction equipment, temporary facilities, 


construction materials, workspace, and access paths. These are necessary for specifying handling procedures.  


 


2.3 Time Element 


There are three types of time breakdowns, namely, static, staged, and dynamic (Sadeghpour and Andayesh, 2015). 


The static time representation allows the model to only create one layout for the entire duration of the project, assuming 


objects remain at their locations for the entire duration of construction. The staged representation allows users to 


breakdown the project into times representing major changes with respect to site storage. The dynamic breakdown 


allows the project to be modelled in real-time, showing continuous changes over the project duration. The most 


efficient breakdown happens to be the dynamic approach. It incorporates the consumption of objects as activities 


proceed, allowing the reuse of available space for future storage (Tommelein and Zouein, 1993). Error! Reference 


source not found. Error! Reference source not found.shows the differences in site layouts using the various 


approaches. Figure 1a shows the size and shape of each object, as well as the start and end date. For instance, object 


A requires six grid boxes and arrives on day zero. Object A is consumed by day four. Figure 1b, 1c, and 1d show the 


static, staged and dynamic time breakdown approach, respectively. The staged approach is split at day 3, allowing 2 


stages during the construction project. By incorporating the dynamic approach, the space allocated to object A during 


days 0-4, can be used to store other objects once A is completed. 
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Figure 1: Site Layouts with Different Time Dimensions 


 


As can be seen by the maximum number of boxes required in each time breakdown in Figure 1b, 1c and 1d, the static 


approach requires the most area to accommodate all site objects at 17 grid boxes, while the dynamic approach, with a 


maximum of 11 grids occupied, requires the least. The static time representation is not sufficient to create the object 


layout for complex projects with limited space since they require the reuse of space. The staged procedure creates 


solutions at predefined times of the project stages. It lengthens object on-site duration across the entirety of a stage, 


but provides a better solution than the static approach. Finally, though the dynamic model is the best solution as it 


changes layout whenever any object is consumed, it requires significant computing efforts (Jung et al., 2014). To 


minimize these efforts, a discrete event model can be used to model every change instead of every moment of a project 


(Tommelein and Zouein, 1993). 


2.4 Constraints 


The limiting factors of site logistics that allow the optimization within the model are known as constraints. These 


constraints are project and object specific, acting as the interaction between objects and available locations. Although 


the main objective of a site logistics model is to increase productivity by decreasing travel times, other objectives such 


as, providing work areas, and increasing security also exist (Li and Love, 1998). Due to this, constraints can be set up 


as decreasing travel distance, providing buffer zones around objects or areas, creating visibility of certain objects for 


security reasons and storing objects inside spaces (Huang and Wong, 2015).   
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Consequently, the qualitative constraints defined above are translated into optimization formulas in the form of utility 


functions. The utility functions add a weight to each constraint representing their importance in the project. An 


example of a utility function is shown in Equation 1 (Sadeghpour and Andayesh, 2015).  The representation of 


constraints in the utility function is a numerical way to analyze trade-offs.  


 


[1]   Pkw ijij  


 


where w is the weight given to closeness between objects and k is the numerical representation of a constraint being 


fulfilled. P is the penalty and ij refer to objects i and j.  


 


In multi-objective problems with more than one constraint, violations are likely to occur as it is harder to satisfy all 


constraints (Marler and Arora, 2004; Zolfagharian and Irizarry, 2014). Under these circumstances, an unconstrained 


solution with penalties may be preferred (Smith and Coit, 1997; Wang et al., 2014). An example of a penalty may be 


in the form of object relocation which may be necessary if objects cannot be placed close to their immediate work 


area due to existing on-site objects. Hence, the penalties can be added to the utility function, shown as P in Equation 


1 (Sadeghpour and Andayesh, 2015). Unfortunately, the difficulty of creating efficient penalty equations due to 


optimal solutions being almost infeasible is noted (Smith and Coit, 1997). 


 


The constraints are vital in tall buildings as productivity greatly decreases as buildings get taller. This is due in part to 


the longer vertical transportation times for site personnel and objects from the ground to the construction floor. The 


objects that limit vertical movement are cranes and hoists. There are additional restrictions, such as limited work hours 


in accordance with local noise by-laws, the need to acquire air rights for crane swings over neighboring properties, 


and scheduling deliveries around rush hour traffic. Hence, there is a need to not only optimize the location of these 


objects, but also their operations to ensure that objects are moved to required location in time for use in on-going 


activities (Heikkilä et al., 2013). The operations can be optimized using penalty functions as well (Wang et al., 2014). 


3. PROGRAM FUNCTIONS 


Once users have input project specific details, the solution is dependent on the inner workings of the program. The 


form of logic used by the model has a direct effect on the solution and the time it takes a computer to solve the problem. 


Additionally, the object handling module has an impact on the amount of space required on a site. The details of these 


mechanisms are discussed next.  


3.1 Model Logic  


The type of logic used is heavily dependent on the required level of detail, as well as the inputs of the model. The 


simplest form of modelling is on an order basis, locating objects at optimal available locations based on the order in 


which they are input to the program. This is a first-come, first-served method, which can cause conflicts in complex 


projects in terms of the ordering method actually used. Some proposed ordering methods for the objects include 


chronological arrival, size, and on-site duration (Sadeghpour et al., 2004). Unfortunately, as this is a step-by-step 


process, larger amounts of objects slows down the program.  


 


A second approach is the incremental optimization technique, usually carried out with genetic algorithms (GA) 


(Marler and Arora, 2004). The program creates a solution satisfying some of the constraints. After this, it creates more 


solutions in increments, replacing the prior solution if the posterior one is found to be better. The program stops 


creating solutions when it reaches a threshold. This method allows the program to obtain a local optimized solution 


and is suitable for sites with many objects as added data does not have a significant time effect on the program. 


 


Finally, the program can also be designed to find the absolute optimal solution. Although this is the best method, it 


requires the most amount of time, effort and computational power, sometimes producing results that are only 


marginally better than the incremental optimization approach. The approaches used for optimization in some existing 


models are summarized in Table 1.  
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Table 1: Model Logic Summary 


Source Logic Type Visual Representation 


Tommelein and Zouein, 1993 Order basis  


Li and Love, 1998 Incremental approach (GA)  


Zouein et al., 2002 Incremental approach (GA)  


Sadeghpour et al., 2004 Order basis (fuzzy logic)  


Sadeghpour et al., 2006 Order basis  


Said and El-Rayes, 2010 Incremental approach (GA)  


Said and El-Rayes, 2012 Incremental approach (GA)  


Heikkilä et al., 2013 Order basis  


Jung et al., 2014 Order basis (agent-based method)  


Cheng and Kumar, 2015 Order basis  


 


3.2 Object Supply and Space Updating  


As sites cannot accommodate nor need to store their total objects throughout the entirety of the project, a staggered 


ordering method is preferred. An approach that has been extensively used is the just in time (JIT) ordering method, 


often associated with lean construction (Issa, 2013; Marhani et al., 2012). This method allows sites to order only 


required objects for each phase, decreasing the stock of objects on-site and thus the need for on-site storage space 


(Bertelsen and Nielsen, 1997). This method has been reported to decrease schedule delays and overall project costs.  


 


In conjunction with the JIT method, space updating can be used. The space updating can be automatic or manual, 


allowing the model to recognize available space for future ordering (Heikkilä et al., 2013). A limited number of current 


models have built-in updating. The updating allows re-optimization of the remaining site area as changes from the 


initial plan occur over the duration of the construction project (Tommelein and Zouein, 1993). 


4. MODEL OUTPUT 


The pre-existing models have had two substantial ways of representing results. Firstly, the results can be formatted as 


a spreadsheet, assigning a certain amount of objects to predetermined locations on certain days. Although the 


spreadsheet summarizes the results very clearly, it does not create a visual representation of the site.  


 


A more recent method is a 3-dimensional (3D) model with built-in information, known as building information models 


(BIM) (Cheng and Kumar, 2015). BIM can graphically show locations of objects over the course of the project and 


allow the user to identify any assignments they may want to change, as well as locations where objects can be moved 


to (Wang et al., 2014). The 3D model is easier to use in presenting the site and analyzing the 3D changes for a dynamic 


model, however, it has been found that 2-dimensional (2D) models are easier for users to understand (Heikkilä et al., 


2013). In recent years, the movement away from computer-assisted drawings (CAD) into BIM software, which allows 


3D and 2D imaging from the same model, has been observed (Cheng and Kumar, 2015). Table 1 summarizes the 


existing models that have incorporated visual output.  


5. SHORTCOMINGS 


Even with the considerable model mechanisms described, there are limitations in the field of site logistic modelling. 


Firstly, there is no industry accepted standard procedure (Sadeghpour et al., 2004). This is mainly due to the varying 


programs and techniques used by site planners. The introduction of an industry accepted model would increase the 


ease of sharing data between trades, planners and other relevant personnel.  


 


There is also a lack of real-time updating to the models, which would simulate changing layouts that take into account 


the as-built conditions. Furthermore, there is very little use of interior space as storage for modelling. The range of 


existing model abilities with respect to storage type and updating are shown in Figure 1. As shown, there is currently 
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no model among these papers that uses interior space as primary storage and incorporates updating, which is needed 


due to the impacts of any variances between the original plan and the as-built conditions.  


 


 
Figure 1: Model Comparison of Storage Type and Feedback 


6. FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS 


It is proposed that future models incorporate a 4D approach, with automatic updating. The updating can be carried out 


using a photo modelling technique. This technique uses 2D photographs to create 3D models of a construction site 


(Gore et al., 2012). Updating the model so as-built conditions are incorporated into the site logistic plan can result in 


the re-optimization of site logistics since the as-built conditions may differ from the as-planned ones. This is important 


since any changes can result in the initial plan becoming inapplicable without updating. The use of a drone capturing 


2D pictures can meet update requirements without additional manual labour (Gaich and Pötsch, 2015).  


 


Furthermore, manual changes to the simulations must be possible to ensure that expert knowledge can improve 


computer generated solutions. This can be aided if the model shows a few different options including optimal and sub-


optimal solutions for the user to choose from. Finally, the consideration for policies can be integrated to ensure that 


utilized space is permitted for use. For instance, some areas on the site may not be usable in the footprint due to a need 


to have an offset from surrounding pedestrian walkways. This step will help in the early planning stages while the 


building footprint is designed.  


6.1 Special Considerations for Tall Buildings 


Apart from the logistic plan used, there are many factors to consider for the construction of tall buildings. Some of 


these factors are presented in this section. 


 


 Complexities of tall building construction introduce new constraints, such as: 


o changes to storage space as the construction process progresses, including shifts in the building 


footprint due to a podium to tower structure, and accounting for the time needed for a slab to gain 


sufficient strength to be used to store materials (Jung et al., 2014; Cheng and Kumar, 2015); and, 


o the delay of interior construction due to the space being used for storage while maintaining schedule 


criticality (Said and El-Rayes, 2012). 


 Challenges with respect to cranes and hoists, such as:  


o Vertical movement of objects, such as windows, precast concrete panels, steel column and beams, 


where crane and hoists are limiting resources (Jung et al., 2014) For example, if the crane is being 
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used to move concrete, it cannot be used for anything else. The use of a concrete pump frees up the 


crane for other activities; 


o Assembly and dismantling of cranes in congested urban setting and at great heights;  


o Decreased line of sight if the crane is placed too far from the building edge on the side of a pick-up 


point; and, 


o Increased wind forces as height increases. 


 Requirements of different labels for each floor. An example of this is rebar_basement, rebar_1, rebar_2 and 


so on. As different amounts of objects of each type are needed for each floor, the ordering and locating of the 


objects in batches is necessary; and, 


 Considerations to weather and height as duration of construction processes may vary. For instance, pumping 


concrete at heights requires a thinner mix or expensive admixtures, resulting in concrete needing more time 


to cure. 


 Differences between the construction methods and materials used for tall residential buildings compared to 


commercial buildings. 


 


With the additional considerations regarding tall building construction and updated model mechanisms, it is believed 


that a superior logistic planning model may be created. There is a need for industry follow-up to gain further 


information about considerations to building factors. This information creates cohesion between methods of carrying 


out on-site activities and the planning of the application of activities as models can always be lacking without the 


inclusion of industry experience. The inclusion of this data would ensure that the logistic model is feasible for real-


life conditions. The use of a database to store expert knowledge and apply it to future projects is recommended. 


6.2 Proposed Model  


A flowchart of a proposed model can be seen in Figure 2. The steps of the model are outlined.  


 


1. Users input documentation to generate a BIM site model and incorporate the schedule to assess possible delays 


of non-critical activities. Any new expert knowledge or urban policies can be stored in a database so they may 


be used for current and future projects. 


2. The material supply schedule should be generated to minimize on-site objects.  


3. The numbers of cranes and hoists and their location should be optimized. (Wang et al., 2014).  


4. Constraints can be input by the user at this point. 


5. The locations of objects over the course of the construction project should be optimized through discrete-event 


modelling and an incremental approach.  


6. A 3D model of the optimized layout, as well as the option to display sub-optimal layouts should be available to 


the user. This enables visualization and validation of the logistic plan.  


7. At this step, project updating can be input, so the model can optimize the remaining areas returning back to step 


4. This is to incorporate the placement of objects in locations other than those specified in the initial plan. 


8. If the building structure changes after construction has commenced, the updating returns to step 1. It can skip 


step 3 if it is indicated in the model that cranes and hoists have already been placed. This allows the re-


optimization of the remaining objects. This process is shown with the dashed arrows in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2: Proposed Model Framework 


 


7. CONCLUSION 


This paper identified mechanisms and approaches that are used in several models in site logistic planning. The lack 


of interior space as an available storage solution in most models is identified as a significant capability gap as it would 


limit the optimization of logistic plans for congested tall building construction projects in dense urban areas, where 


exterior storage is limited. Furthermore, the lack of updating capabilities was identified as another area of major 


shortcoming of existing models, as the plans generated at the start of project would not be applicable to the site for 


the most of the duration of the project. The combination of the preferred mechanisms outlined in the paper, and 


addressing these shortcomings in existing models can lead to the creation of a model that is efficient, comprehensive 


and adaptable.  


 


With respect to the congested conditions occurring in dense urban areas and the complexities of tall building 


construction, it is concluded that the use of an incremental approach for optimization alongside the abovementioned 


considerations will create a model that can efficiently and reliably optimize site logistics. A sample framework for a 


proposed model has been outlined in the paper, which uses 3D analysis instead of 2D analysis so space-time conflicts 


do not occur as vertical construction commences. This is especially important in tall buildings since their structure 


changes over their height. Furthermore, the proposed model includes a database to store expert knowledge and urban 


policies to guarantee all operations are permitted and efficient. The next steps for this research is to gain knowledge 


in urban policies that heavily affect construction site logistics, and to gain deeper understanding in vertical 


transportation systems, such as hoists and cranes, and to build a site logistic model that is geared towards tall building 


construction in congested urban areas, such as the GTA.  
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ABSTRACT  


Empirical mode decomposition (EMD) has shown significant promises in signal decomposition of vibration data of 


civil engineering structures. Owing to its self-adaptive time-frequency decomposition capability, it is widely used in 


system identification of both linear and nonlinear structures. Unlike EMD which uses only single sensor, 


multivariate EMD (MEMD) is recently explored as a modal identification tool utilizing multichannel vibration 


measurements. In this paper, the performance of MEMD is investigated by integrating with another powerful signal 


separation technique to undertake modal identification under a wide range of applications. The proposed EMD 


method is validated using a suite of numerical studies. 


 


Keywords: Signal decomposition, modal identification, empirical mode decomposition, MEMD, multiple sensors, 


blind source separation. 


1. INTRODUCTION  


Output-only modal identification has shown significant effectiveness in health monitoring, retrofitting and 


rehabilitation of large-scale civil infrastructure. Numerous time and frequency domain algorithms are studied in the 


literature, and relevant literature on this topic is vast (Maia and Silva 2001; Staszewski and Robertson 2007). More 


recently, powerful signal processing methods including blind source separation (BSS) (Antoni et al. 2004; Sadhu 


2013, Sadhu and Narasimhan 2013), empirical mode decomposition (EMD) (Darryll and Liming 2006; Hazra et al. 


2012) and Hilbert-Huang transform (Huang et al. 1998; Yang et al. 2003; Yang et al. 2004) are studied in a broad 


range of applications of structural health monitoring including human-induced vibration, control and damage 


detection techniques. 


 


Compared to other time-frequency decomposition tools like wavelet or Wigner-Ville distribution, EMD is capable 


of dealing with nonlinear and non-stationary signals using adaptive bases and therefore has significant flexibility in 


handling a wide range of signals found in structural condition assessment. With its classical form, EMD works with 


just a single sensor vibration measurement to extract a subset of modal information (Yang et al. 2003). On the other 


hand, multivariate EMD (MEMD) is able to utilize multichannel signals in generating a time-frequency map 


(Rehman and Mandic 2010). In this paper, a MEMD-based signal processing technique is employed on multiple 


sensor vibration measurements to identify the linear normal modes in a structural system.  


 


Standard EMD method utilizes a single vector of data (corresponding to a single sensor) at a time. This means when 


multiple channels of data are processed, one cannot be sure whether their frequency content and the joint 


information will match (Rehman and Mandic 2010. Recognizing these limitations, traditional EMD is extended to 


its multivariate version suitable for multichannel signals (Rehman and Mandic 2010). In multivariate EMD 


(MEMD), multidimensional envelopes are firstly developed by utilizing the projections of the raw signal along 


different directions, and then the average of these envelopes is used as the local mean. This method is explored in 


bio-medical (Julien et al. 2011) as well as mechanical systems (Zhao et al. 2012). 
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While MEMD alleviates the issue of using a single sensor for decomposition, the issue of mode-mixing is still 


prevalent in this method, as with the standard EMD. Recently, MEMD is integrated with Ensemble EMD (EEMD) 


to address the mode mixing in vibration signals (Sadhu 2015). In this paper, the performance of MEMD is further 


improved where the mode mixing is alleviated using the principles of blind source separation. The proposed method 


is illustrated using a suite of numerical studies. 


2. EMPIRICAL MODE DECOMPOSTION USING MULTI-CHANNEL MEASUREMENTS 


EMD primarily uses a single data channel for frequency extraction and is blind to others when multiple channels are 


available. While dealing with the measurements of multiple sensors as typically found in modal applications, EMD 


algorithm faces two problems:  


 


1. It is likely that the decomposition of IMFs from different channels of measurements will not match, either in the 


number of identified frequencies, or in their frequency content.  


2. The combined information between multichannel sensors is not exploited because signals from multiple sensors 


are treated individually.  


 


In this time-frequency decomposition method, multidimensional envelopes are initially developed by projecting 


vibration data along different directions. The average of these envelopes is then denoted as the local mean. For a 


general case of n-dimensional signal, a set of uniformly distributed points on a unit (n-1)-sphere (Rehman and 


Mandic 2010; Rehman and Mandic 2011) are generated and the resulting intrinsic mode functions (IMFs) are 


obtained using three dimensional projections. The details of this method can be found in this reference (Rehman and 


Mandic 2011). 


 


                                  


 
 


Figure 1: Performance of the MEMD method under sine example 
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A mixture of three sine signals with frequencies 2, 3.5 and 4.8 Hz is considered to illustrate the performance of 


MEMD method. Fig 1 shows the separated sine signals obtained from these mixtures. It can be seen that each signal 


has three IMFs corresponding to three sine frequencies. Moreover, MEMD is able to separate those frequencies 


using three measurements. In order to simulate a real-life scenario, three closely-spaced frequencies with 0.9, 1.3 


and 3.8 Hz are used and the identification results are shown in Fig. 2. The results confirm the accuracy of the 


MEMD method in this case well. 


 


However, under the presence of low energy modes or measurement noise, it is observed that there is significant 


mode-mixing and the MEMD method itself is unable to delineate them. In order to solve this problem. Independent 


component analysis (ICA), a higher-order statistics-based BSS, is integrated with MEMD to separate modal-mixing 


in the resulting IMFs of vibration data.  


 
 


Figure 2: Performance of the MEMD method under sine example with closely-spaced frequencies 


3. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS 


A 5-storey numerical building model is utilized to demonstrate the proposed method. The model is excited by white 


Gaussian noise at floor locations. The vibration data is now analyzed using MEMD, and the resulting IMFs of three 


typical vibration measurements are shown in Fig. 3. The results reveal significant mode mixing in last three modal 


responses. ICA is then performed over the IMFs containing modal responses with mixed modes and the resulting 


modal responses are shown in Fig. 4.  The performance of the proposed method is also evaluated under different 


measurement noise (i.e. signal-to-noise (SNR)) and tabulated in Table 1. It reveals significant accuracy in modal 


assurance criteria (MAC) even under the presence of 10% measurement noise. 
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Figure 3: Modal responses of the 5-DOF building model obtained using the MEMD method  


 


Table 1: Identification results using the proposed method 


 IMF MAC 


Mode ω, Hz ς, % SNR=100 SNR=10 


1 0.91 1.9 1.0 0.99 


2 3.39 1.95 0.995 0.99 


3 7.1 2.03 0.99 0.98 


4 10.67 2.1 1.0 0.99 


5 12.67 1.99 0.99 0.98 


4. CONCLUSIONS 


The MEMD method is explored as an attractive tool for modal identification employing multichannel vibration 


measurements. The modal response separation capability of MEMD is improved using blind source separation. The 


proposed modal identification is illustrated using a numerical study. The future work is reserved towards full-scale 


validation of the improved method and addressing other practical challenges like closely-spaced modes and fewer 


sensor measurements. 
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       Figure 4: Separated modal responses using the improved MEMD method 
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ABSTRACT  


Insulated concrete form (ICF) wall construction is largely used in residential construction in North America and 


gaining acceptance in low-rise multi-family residential and commercial buildings. The advantages of using ICF 


include faster construction compared to traditional concrete forming, built-in thermal insulation, higher energy 


efficiencies as a result of greater air-tightness and thermal mass, and better durability compared to traditional low-


rise construction systems. However, the application of structural ICF wall construction in high-rise is limited and, 


the costs and benefits of employing ICF in high-rise construction are not well understood to date. This paper 


presents an analysis in the areas of initial construction cost, construction efficiencies, building energy performance, 


and estimated life-cycle costs of a high-rise multi-family residential ICF construction project in Calgary, Alberta. 


 


Keywords: Life-cycle cost, high-rise building, Structural ICF, construction efficiency, energy performance  


1. INTRODUCTION 


Insulated concrete form (ICF) wall construction is largely used in single-family residential construction in North 


America and gaining acceptance in multi-family residential and commercial buildings (Lennox and Roma 2013). 


Examples of such use in Calgary where the current authors were involved are: a nine-unit three-storey multifamily 


residential construction (Project A) with an EnerGuide rating of 88, and a 16-unit three-storey multifamily 


residential construction (Project B) that not only included ICF exterior wall construction but also a 10 kW combined 


heat and power generation plant. In addition, two high-rise residential buildings (Project C and D that are13 and 14 


storeys high respectively) have been built in the recent past and one high-rise (Project E) is under construction. 


Commercial application of ICF in Alberta includes a recently completed commercial building of 7,500 m2 floor area 


(Project F). 


 


The advantages of using ICF include faster construction compared to traditional concrete forming (as evidenced 


during the construction of Projects A to F above), built-in thermal insulation, higher energy efficiencies as a result of 


greater air-tightness and thermal mass, and better durability compared to traditional low-rise construction systems. 


 


Faster construction times in building structures using ICF walls can be attributed to two main efficiency factors: 


faster installation of ICF blocks and, better curing environment for concrete within the ICF block where it is 


thermally insulated and protected from the environment. Concrete forming using ICF blocks to form the walls is 


faster than using traditional formwork for concrete walls (Lennox and Roma 2013). Horizontal concrete 


reinforcement is placed as per structural design while the concrete blocks are being stacked. Next, wall bracing at 


required interval are installed; vertical reinforcement bars are threaded in after all wall blocks are stacked. Concrete 


is then poured in several lifts or in one single lift depending on ICF block strength (to avoid “blowouts”), 
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segregation tendencies of the concrete mix being used, and available concreting equipment. Once the concrete is 


sufficiently cured, the flooring system is installed and construction of the next floor would continue. 


 


According to a large number of energy performance simulations by Raji et al. (2015) showed building envelope 


parameters such as, facade design parameters (e.g. glazing type, window area, shading) and building material 


properties (e.g. thermal mass, insulation and airtightness), have a significant impact on a building’s energy 


consumption. Their study has shown that a high-performance envelope design could result in considerable energy-


savings of around 42% for total energy use (64% for heating and 34% for electric lighting). In another study by 


Utama and Gheewala (2009), high-rise residential building envelopes in Indonesia contribute to 10-50% of total 


building cost and 20-30% of total heat gain. The authors conclude that material selection which depends not only on 


embodied energy but also thermal properties, do play a crucial role in the design of buildings. According to a 


statistical analysis of 29 ICF homes and 29 framed homes (VanderWerf, 1997), ICF exterior walls reduce energy 


consumption for heating by 44% and for cooling by 32% on average compared to a framed wall. 


 


ICF blocks are available with 150 mm, 200 mm, and 250 mm concrete cores and with 63 mm thick expanded 


polystyrene (EPS) walls on both sides. The R-value of a typical wall assembly built with ICF blocks can be 


estimated using published R-values of EPS, concrete and other material components. The estimated R-values of ICF 


walls can mostly be approximated to 22 regardless of the concrete core thickness since EPS is the main contributor 


of the thermal resistance of the wall assembly whereas; concrete contributes to the thermal mass. Similar R-values 


can be achieved in alternative wall assemblies without much effort. According to Simmonds (1991), overall energy 


use in buildings could be optimized using the thermal inertia of the building. This argument is being challenged by a 


CHMC report (2007) titled “Monitored Thermal Performance of ICF Walls in MURBs” that concludes thermal mass 


contributes minimally to the energy performance of the building whereas 60% better air-tightness of the ICF 


building envelope has the greatest impact on energy efficiency. Therefore, it can be argued that the advantage of ICF 


walls in buildings, beyond the R-value, stems from the air-tightness and the thermal mass of the complete exterior 


wall assembly.  


 


The expected higher durability of ICF walls could be attributed to the concrete being protected from the 


environment by virtue of the built-in 63 mm EPS, and the application of more durable acrylic based modern exterior 


insulation finishing systems (EIFS) with drainage, compared to traditional exterior finishes applied to concrete and 


framed walls. 


 


The application of structural ICF wall construction in high-rise is limited and the costs and benefits of employing 


ICF in high-rise construction are not well understood by project stakeholders including owners, developers, 


financing agencies, architects, engineers and other professionals involved in multi-family residential construction. 


Some of the criticism of using ICF in high-rise buildings include, the structure is going to be “heavy” resulting in 


higher foundation costs, ICF walls are only the exterior cladding that has no structural purpose, and being not cost 


effective to build the complete structure using concrete. This paper presents an analysis, in the areas of initial 


construction cost, construction efficiencies, building energy performance, and estimated life-cycle costs of one of 


the high-rise residential ICF construction projects in Calgary, Alberta.  


2. STRUCTURAL DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION 


Structural design of a high-rise multi-family residential construction project is not much different from designing a 


structure using load bearing structural concrete walls in accordance with CSA Standard A23.3 (2004). The 


differences lie in detailing of reinforcement such that installation efficiency could be maintained without 


interference of the webs within the ICF blocks. For example, horizontal reinforcement spacing is limited to 406 mm 


which is the height of each ICF block, and concentrated reinforcement detailing at wall end zones becomes tedious 


to install if ties are required for vertical reinforcement. Once these limitations are recognized by the structural 


engineer, structural design would follow a routine design. Construction efficiencies and cost effectiveness are 


achieved by proper sequencing of the construction activities and selecting appropriate materials as discussed below. 


2.1 Structural Form 


Most of the ICF buildings stated above (both high-rise and low-rise buildings in Calgary) had a similar structural 


form; exterior load bearing structural walls, elevator core designed to take lateral loads and interior vertical loads, 
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interior concrete walls that act as load bearing and partition walls, and a proprietary floor system consisting of light 


weight composite joist/girder and a cast-in-place slab.  The versatility of this floor system allowed up to 7.76 m 


spans in Project C building, and the 307 mm deep open web girders allowed relatively easy installation of heating, 


ventilation and air-conditioning (HVAC) and other services within the ceiling space (Figure 1). The ICF walls 


mainly consisted of 203 mm thick 25 MPa concrete core reinforced with one or two layers of horizontal and vertical 


rebar, and 330 mm overall thickness including the exterior EPS. 


 


 


 


 
 


Figure 1: Typical ICF Wall to Hambro Floor Connection 


2.2 Construction Efficiencies 


Construction efficiencies were realized, by using self-compacting concrete (SCC) mixes, window installation during 


ICF block stacking (prior to concreting). ICF block’s 63 mm EPS insulation mitigated the adverse effects of cold 


weather on concrete hydration process during construction. 


 


SCC mixes containing up to 70% fly ash (Nazir et al., 2005) were used in casting the ICF walls. These particular 


concretes containing high fly ash volumes have shown stability and are less prone to segregation. This allowed 


casting the ICF walls in one lift from the floor level to the top of the wall. This increased the likelihood of ICF 


blocks bursting during concrete casting that can be attributed to the increased concrete pressure on the ICF block 


due to the fluidity of the concrete mix. The impact of a probable blowout increased with the floor level at which 


concrete was being poured. In order to mitigate this risk a non-chloride based accelerator was added to the mix for 


the first 600 mm of concrete lift at each floor level. It has been observed by one of the current authors’ yet to be 


published laboratory work that the formwork pressure decreased even before the concrete showed any sign of 


setting. Considering this, at higher elevations, the rate of pour was controlled to stay within 600 mm per hour for the 


first 1.2 m lift. 
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On a few occasions some non-critical parts of the ICF walls of the said projects and in laboratory testing, the EPS 


form of the ICF blocks on cast walls had to be stripped for various reasons. No air voids of any size, segregation, or 


honeycombing was observed in any of the full height walls. This gave the structural engineer the confidence that 


concrete within the ICF blocks would not be inferior to any traditionally cast concrete wall. It appears that in order 


to achieve this aspect of concrete quality, self-compacting fresh concrete needs to have a slump flow of 450-500 mm 


with 14 mm aggregate. 


 


The second form of construction efficiency was realized in all of the construction projects stated above by installing 


the windows prior to casting concrete. This goes against traditional construction processes because of the concern 


that window frames deform and crack the windows as the structure is loaded. In order to mitigate this effect a 


proprietary “window buck” was designed and built using galvanized light gauge steel. Traditional window bucks for 


ICF construction are made of wood or plastic and are installed during the ICF block stacking process to create the 


rough opening required for window installation. The window buck acts to hold the concrete within the ICF during 


the casting process and then allows for fixing the window to the structure. The specially designed window buck was 


built, windows were installed into the buck and necessary flashing and taping was completed at the fabrication shop. 


These window assemblies were transported to the site and hoisted into place using the site crane and becomes part of 


the ICF assembly that is ready to cast. 


 


Installation of windows this way and constructing the Hambro floor system allowed for an enclosed environment in 


the floors below. This enabled temporarily heating the building during cold periods so that construction trades could 


continue unhindered by weather. This is a major advantage for construction in cold climates. The second cold 


climate advantage was that the ICF blocks insulated the concrete and kept the heat of hydration within the concrete 


allowing it to mature during cold seasons thereby extending the construction time frame. Concrete needs to be kept 


at temperatures above freezing to reach the critical compressive strength of 7.0 MPa to avoid frost damage that will 


result in 28-day strength reductions (CSA A23.1, 2014). According to a comprehensive study of 4” and 6” ICF walls 


exposed to cold weather by Gajda (2002), even at ambient temperatures as low as -7 °C the freezing risk was low for 


concretes containing 230 kg/m3 and cast at a fresh concrete temperature of 21°C. The concrete walls used in the 


Project C were 203 mm thick but they contained lower cement contents than 230 kg/m3. Temporary heating of the 


building as described earlier mitigated adverse effects of low ambient temperature and the insulating effect of the 


ICF gave the additional protection against potential freezing of the concrete. 


3. ENERGY PERFORMANCE 


During the conceptual design phase of the 13-storey Project C building an energy efficiency analysis was carried out 


to compare a base case with conventional curtain wall construction (50% area glass and the remaining 50% being 


structural insulated panels) vs. an ICF building envelope using Natural Resources Canada`s RETScreen Clean 


Energy Project Analysis Software. Project C’s building envelope consisted of 4604 m2 of ICF gross wall area 


(including 16% of the area covered by Low-e triple-pane windows with an estimated R value of 3.8) and a building 


volume of 28,805 m3. A typical 2.5 air changes per hour (ACH) was used for “natural air infiltration” for the 


conventional curtain wall type envelope. Based on prior experience with blower door testing results, a 0.5 ACH rate 


was used for the ICF envelope of Project C (Table 1). The mechanical system and electrical loads were excluded 


from the analysis in order to assess the contribution of the ICF envelope towards energy efficiency. 


Table 1: Input Data 


 Curtain Wall Envelope ICF Envelope 


Wall effective R-Value 16.81 21.9 


Window effective R-Value 2.7 3.8 


Air Change Rate (ac/h) 2.5 0.5 


Space Heating Schedule 75% of the time 75% of the time 


 


 


Table 2 below compares energy consumption and savings with varying air infiltration rates (every other parameter 


kept constant). The results presented in Table 2 indicated that using ICF could substantially contribute to the overall 
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energy efficiency of the building. This finding contributed towards the final decision to select and ICF as the 


building system for the multi-storey building. 


Table 2: Energy Consumption and Savings at different ACH 


 ACH = 3.0 


Curtain wall 


ACH = 2.5 


Curtain wall 


ACH = 2.0 


Curtain wall 


ACH = 1.0  


ICF 


ACH = 0.5 


ICF 


Heating (GJ) 8,924 8,598 6,909 3,674 2,191 


GHG Emissions (tCO2) 482 465 373 199 118 


Energy Savings 0% 3.7% 22.6% 58.8% 75.5% 


 


 


After the design development phase, an energy simulation model created using Natural Resources Canada’s EE4 


software gave a comprehensive evaluation of the total building energy performance, including all energy efficiency 


measures of the electrical and mechanical systems. The simulation model of the proposed building was created to 


match the plans and specifications issued by the design professionals and it was compared against a similar 


reference building as per Model National Energy Code for Buildings (MNECB) 1995. As the results presented in 


Table 3 indicate, the proposed building has the potential to save 43.5% in heating costs and 10.2% in electrical 


energy costs. 


 


These results compare well with VanderWerf (1997) report and Raji et al (2015) paper on the subject. However, it 


should be noted that the boiler used in this case had an 85% annual fuel utilization efficiency (AFUE) and heat 


recovery ventilators of 67% sensible thermal effectiveness were included in the ventilation system. Additional 


sensitivity analyses using the same model indicated that ventilation requirements of the building consumed most of 


the thermal energy. 


Table 3: Energy performance 


 Electrical (GJ) Natural Gas (GJ) Total (GJ) 


Project C 1,690.4 3,589.8 5,280.3 


Reference Building 1,884.5 6,350.2 8,234.8 


Savings 194.1 2,760.6 2,954.7 


Savings (%) 10.2% 43.5% 35.9% 


 


4. LIFE-CYCLE COST ANALYSIS 


In a report to California’s Sustainable Building Task Force (a group of over 40 California state government 


agencies) Greg Kats (2003) states that a minimal upfront investment of about 2% of construction costs typically 


yield life-cycle savings of over ten times the initial investment. As seen in the previous section, there is a potential to 


gain significant cost reductions based on energy performance of an ICF building. In addition, the ICF building 


envelope, concrete being the predominant material used, is expected to have a longer service life and incur less 


maintenance costs over a long period of time. This led to the question whether investing in an ICF high-rise building 


would make economic sense, and if so, are we able to quantify the benefits to reasonable level. 


 


According to an analysis of survey results of ICF construction costs compared with wood construction costs by 


NAHB Research Center (2004), ICF construction costs were about double that of wood frame construction for 


above grade walls. However, this resulted in only about a 4% increase in the total construction cost for a home 


similar to the one in the survey. Using high volume fly ash SCC in the Project C building reduced the concrete 


purchase costs by 18% per cubic metre. This was a significant cost saving towards the ICF assembly. 
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According to NIST (1995), “Life-cycle cost analysis (LCCA) is an economic method of project evaluation in which 


all costs arising from owning, operating, maintaining and ultimately disposing of a project are considered to be 


potentially important to that decision”. LCCA could provide a better assessment of the total cost of owning and 


operating a building over the long term rather than selecting alternative options solely based on initial investment 


costs. LCCA method combines all costs of owning a building adjusted to reflect the time value of money, also 


known as the net present worth (NPV) analysis. Equation 1 below illustrates how the NPV is calculated. 


 


[1]    
 



n


0t
n


t


i)(1


c
NPV   


 
Where, NPV = net present value of life cycle costs, Ct = total of all relevant costs occurring in year t, n = length of 


analyzed period in years (i.e. life of the project being analysed), and i = discount rate, and Ct is calculated as given in 


Equation 2. 


 


[2]   SV - RC + MC + OC + CC = C t  


 


Where, CC = capital cost, OC = operating cost, MC = maintenance cost, RC = repair cost, and SV = salvage value 


(net of disposal cost). 


  


The discount rate (i) is the aggregation of the opportunity cost of capital (i.e. interest rate based on a secure 


investment alternative), the rate premium for financial risk of investment, and the anticipated rate for inflation (or 


deflation). Each component is typically stated as a percentage of the rate of annual increase or decrease (TRB 2003). 


 


A 40-year life-cycle cost analysis was carried out using BLCC5 Software (BLCC5, 2016) for Project C building 


while making reasonable assumptions about the discount rate (4.5%), a 100-year total life of the ICF building with a 


salvage factor of 60% and 60 years for the conventional building with a salvage factor of 30%, energy consumption 


results of the EE4 modeling report, annual escalation rates in the range of 0.5% to 5.0% over the 40-year analysis 


period. In addition, $0.14/kWh electric charge and $6.0/GJ natural gas cost including the commodity, transmission, 


distribution and other costs. As Figure 2 illustrates, the total cost of ownership of the ICF alternative is estimated to 


be 18% less than the conventionally constructed building over a life-cycle of 40 years.  


 


As identified by Rahman & Vanier (2004) uncertainties in predicting future costs and discount rates need to be 


acknowledged. For example, assuming the discount rate to be constant over the life of the project imparts 


uncertainty to the results. In addition, assumptions made in estimating future operating, maintenance, repair and 


salvage costs bring in further uncertainty to the analysis. Nevertheless, building life-cycle costs act as a decision 


support mechanism in evaluating project options. 
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Figure 2: Results of Life-cycle cost analysis 


5. SUMMARY 


Several characteristics of ICF make it an appealing alternative structural form not only for low-rise residential 


buildings, but also for high-rise building construction. To achieve the discussed benefits of ICF in structural walls, 


authors have adopted a few innovative approaches in design, construction, and management of a few construction 


projects in Alberta.  


 


Several approaches in line with lean construction principles used to achieve higher construction efficiency were 


discussed in detail. Energy modeling using Natural Resources Canada`s RETScreen Clean Energy Project Analysis 


Software indicate significantly higher energy efficiency in the ICF building compared to the base case with 


conventional curtain wall construction.  The results of life-cycle cost analysis carried out using the widely used 


BLCC5 indicate a significant (18% compared to conventional building) cost saving favourable to ICF construction 


which justifies the 4% increment in capital cost.  


 


Authors believe other non-quantified benefits such as reduction of project duration, and increased quality of 


construction could ideally be incorporated to the analysis and would be beneficial for the construction industry to 


make an informed judgement. Authors expect to compare the modeled with actual energy consumption and validate 


the findings. 
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ABSTRACT  


The Union Pearson Express Spur and station in Terminal 1 is a Design-Build-Finance pursuit by Infrastructure 


Ontario on behalf of the client/owner, Metrolinx. The rail passenger service line branches off the existing GO 


Georgetown Rail corridor and connects to Toronto Pearson International Airport with a new passenger station at 


Terminal 1. The Spur alignment is elevated over its entire length and crosses above major existing airport access 


roads and existing bridges, and connects to a new UP Express Terminal 1 Station in-line with the existing 


Automated People Mover Station. 


 


The Spur Elevated Guideway is a 3 km long, multi span structure carrying two railway tracks. The tracks are made 


of continuous welded rail (CWR), directly fixed to the concrete deck. The deck is supported by pre-stressed concrete 


beams creating composite action. The substructure consists of seventy single column piers with “hammer head” cap 


supported on augured caissons; and eleven existing bents that carry both UP Express Spur and Automated People 


Mover. 


 


To understand and asses the structural behavior between the CWR and the structure, Rail-structure interaction 


design of the Guideway was performed using non-linear 3D finite-element analysis of the entire structure. The 


analysis and modelling included all Guideway superstructure and substructure elements, and track structure 


including direct-fixation rail fasteners with non-linear behavior. The results were used to optimize the design of 


individual Guideway components. 


 


This innovative approach allowed staged design delivery to meet an accelerated schedule in a design-build 


environment. 


1. INTRODUCTION  


UP Express is a new air rail link, connecting Canada’s two busiest transportation hubs – Toronto Pearson 


International Airport and Union Station in downtown Toronto. UP Express service is to run at 15 minute intervals 


during the airport operating hours, with each one-way trip taking about 25 minutes. Full revenue service started in 


spring of 2015 before the 2015 Toronto Pan Am Games. 


 


UP Express service required upgrades and changes along the shared 22-kilometre stretch of the existing GO 


Kitchener rail corridor, between Union Station and the beginning of the UP Express Spur into the Airport. Those 


upgrades were part of a separate larger infrastructure project – the Georgetown South Project. 
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Figure 1: UP Express Service Map 


 


A key element of the UP Express was the construction of a new Spur between the existing GO Kitchener rail 


corridor and Terminal 1 at the Airport. The design-build-finance contract for the design and construction of the Spur 


was tendered by Infrastructure Ontario and Metrolinx, and awarded in late 2011 to AirLINX Transit Partners (a joint 


venture between Dufferin Construction Co. and Aecon Group Inc.) with AECOM as a design consultant. 


 


The Spur is 3 km long and consists of the 300 m at grade section and 2.7 km elevated Guideway that carries two 


railway tracks. At the end of the Spur a new Terminal 1 Station is located next to the existing Automated People 


Mover Station. 


 


 
Figure 2: UP Express Spur 


2. EXISTING CONDITIONS 


The UP Express Spur branches off the GO Kitchener rail corridor on the west side of Highway 427 (east of 


Goreway Drive), and from there runs adjacent to Highway 409 to Terminal 1. It crosses over several roadways – 


Goreway, Zahavey, Network, Viscount and Airport Roads – as well as Mimico Creek. This section of the 


Guideway, north of Airport Road, was raised above the existing roadways to maintain required clearances up to 10 


m above existing grade. Various underground utilities, including pipe lines and transformer grounding grids, 


dictated the layout of sub-structure, to minimize relocations. 


 


South of Airport Road it crosses the network of Airport access roads and bridges including the Automated People 


Mover (APM). It ends in a “canyon” between the Terminal 1 frontage roads and T1 Parking Garage, in front of the 


APM T1 Station. 
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Figure 3: Airport Road Network 


 


The Guideway reaches heights of 28 m above grade in order to cross existing three levels of roads. Guideway sub-


structure location was governed by available lands between existing Airport infrastructure elements (roads, bridges, 


APM, utilities, etc).   


 


The T1 Station and the end segment of the Guideway were constructed on the existing APM bents next to the 


existing APM Station. These bents were originally constructed to support future Guideway and T1 Station.  


 


Guideway geometry was governed by the track design that had to fit into available corridor lands. This resulted in 


two sharp curves and profile grades that were maximized. 


 


 
Figure 4: Existing bridges and Guideway 


3. ELEVATED GUIDEWAY 


The Guideway tracks consist of 115 lb continuous welded rail, supported by direct fixation fastener system with 


concrete plinths on concrete deck. It provides two tracks for the entire length of the Spur, including a No. 8 scissor 


(diamond crossover) immediately north from the T1 Station.  



http://www.google.ca/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAcQjRw&url=http://www.torontolife.com/tag/up-express/&ei=EzsoVavqMIvEgwTemYPgBw&bvm=bv.90491159,d.eXY&psig=AFQjCNHbORluqCGVzPUQtZ7WetWeoRaAww&ust=1428786248823556
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Typical cross section encompasses two UP Express vehicles with future OCS poles located between the two tracks 


and the walkway envelope (per NFPA 130) on each side. 


 


 
Figure 5: Typical Guideway Section 


 


At the location of the diamond crossover, the cross section is similar to typical, with the future OCS poles located on 


the outside of the Guideway. 


 


In front and at the ARL Station, the Guideway cross section is divided into two independent cross sections, each 


supporting one ARL vehicle with the future OCS poles located on the outside of the Guideway, and with the 


walkway envelope (per NFPA 130) located on the inside of the Guideway between the crossover and the start of the 


station platform. 


 


Concrete parapet walls (800 mm high) are provided throughout the Guideway with 300 mm railing on top. 


 


Guideway drainage is via deck drains, typically located at every second span.  


 


Guideway superstructure consists of cast in place reinforced concrete deck supported on girders. The deck has a 


variable width, 10830 mm in the tangent, to 11540 mm in curves, for the double track section; and variable width 


(4870 mm to 5500 mm) at the single track section adjacent to the T1 Station. The deck depth is 225 mm. 


 


The concrete deck is supported on precast and pre-stressed concrete CPCI Girders between the GO Kitchener line 


and the Guideway, split in front of T1 Station, and on steel girders at the T1 Station for the single track parts of the 


Guideway. The girder spans vary between 12.3 m and 38.0 m. 


 


Typically, 4 – CPCI 2300 girders are used throughout majority of the Guideway with the following exceptions: 


5 – CPCI 2300 at two sharp curves; 


6 – CPCI 1900 at the Guideway high point to maintain vertical clearance to existing road bridge below; 


4 – CPCI 1600 at APM crossing to maintain vertical clearance; 


6 – CPCI 1600 at diamond crossover;  


2 – WWF 1600 steel girders, per track, at the T1 Station. 


 


Integral pier caps are provided at P1 (Goreway Drive crossing) and EP 19 (APM crossing), in order to maintain 


required vertical clearance. The remainder of the girders are supported on elastomeric bearings. 


 


Typical Guideway superstructure is a two span continuous system with deck expansion joints provided at every 


second (even) pier, with the exception of the Guideway structure at track double crossover and in front of the T1 


Station.  
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Figure 6: Typical Guideway Elevation 


 
Typically, Guideway superstructure is supported on cast in place reinforced concrete pier caps which are supported 


on single columns, at each of new 70 pier location (from P1 to P70).  


 


These new columns are typically supported on a single concrete caisson, driven in till layers down to bedrock. 


Where utility conflicts cannot be resolved by utility relocation, or where increased soil lateral resistance is required, 


multiple caissons with a caisson cap were used. 


 


Between EP 18 and EP 28, the Guideway superstructure is supported on the existing APM piers. Required 


modifications/ extensions of existing APM piers are designed and constructed as cast in place reinforced concrete 


structure. Originally, existing APM piers were designed to carry additional loads from the Guideway and T1 Station. 


4. DESIGN REQUIREMENTS 


The Project Agreement prepared by the owner, specified various design requirements that had to be met in order to 


achieve project compliance. The main requirements that governed design were: 


 Use of continuous welded rail (CWR) without use of rail expansion joints; 


 Use of direct fixation of CWR to concrete superstructure utilizing concrete plinths and direct fixation fasteners 


(DFF); 


 Track design and construction in accordance with AREMA and CN Rail standards; 


 Structure design using Canadian Highway Bridge Design Code (CHBDC); 


 Project Agreement specified Diesel Multiple Unit (DMU) rail vehicle loading (Live Load, Dynamic Load 


Allowance, Rolling/Lurching, Centrifugal Forces, Hunting/Nosing, Breaking, Vehicle Mishap Load);  


 Project Agreement specified additional base loads accounting for rail-structure interaction (radial and tangential 


DFF restraint forces, thermal rail forces, broken rail forces) and design load combinations, modifying CHBDC 


requirements to suit the rail carrying structure; and 


 Design and construction of provisions for future electrification of the Spur, such as OCS supports, grounding 


and bonding. 


5. RAIL-STRUCTURE INTERACTION ANALYSIS 


The interaction between the CWR and the elevated Guideway takes place through direct-fixation rail fasteners 


which have nonlinear force-displacement behaviour to facilitate slips between CWR and the superstructure under 


temperature changes. Factors that have significant influence on this interaction include the following:  


 superstructure type and articulation  


 type and spacing of rail fasteners 


 heights and sizes of piers and caissons 


 stiffness of soil 


 properties of guideway bearings 


 trackwork properties 


 


To analyze this complex interaction mechanism, nonlinear three-dimensional (3D) finite-element analysis of the 


entire Guideway structure was carried out using commercially available software - MIDAS Civil. This model was 


used to analyze dead loads, temperature, acceleration and braking forces, broken rail forces, and live loads. 
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Figure 7: Entire Guideway 3D Model 


 


The results from this rail-structure interaction analysis are combined with the results from separate simplified 


analysis for additional load cases including live loads, wind loads, mishap loads, etc. for the design of the various 


Guideway structural components. 


 


The 3D model was built in accordance with the actual horizontal and vertical geometry. All structural components 


including rails, DFF fasteners, composite deck and girders, piers, and caissons were modeled.  


 


 
Figure 8: Partial 3D Model 


 


Four rails were modeled with a single element. Individual rails move separately in the section and therefore, the total 


moment of inertia in vertical axis at the Guideway centre is the sum of the inertia of each individual rail. Separate 


analysis was carried out to verify this approach. 


 


 
Figure 9: DFF force-displacement properties 


 


Elastic link boundary elements were used for DFF fasteners. At each fastener location, elastic springs were used in 


the vertical and transverse directions, and elasto-plastic non-linear springs were used in the longitudinal direction, to 


account for non-linear behavior of DFF. Properties were based on the DFF fastener actually installed on the 


Guideway. 
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The stiffness of the founding soils was modeled with soil springs corresponding to actual horizontal subgrade 


reaction values. Bottoms of caissons are embedded into bed rock and modeled with fixed boundary conditions. 


 


To simplify the model, all bearings in one support line were modeled with one equivalent spring support. To 


calculate properties of equivalent support, in each direction, independent models were used. In these models, 


bearings were modeled with springs, as per the properties provided by the bearing manufacturer, and rigidly 


connected. Unit forces were applied in the direction of each degree of freedom. Displacement results were used to 


calculate equivalent spring values of the supports. 


6. INTERACTION ANALYSIS FINDINGS 


Results of interaction analysis were used for design of structural elements. Following observed findings are specific 


for this type of guideway structure and associated specific checks were required to ensure structural compliance of 


the rail-structure system.  


 


The interaction between the curved rails and the guideway structure under temperature changes is generally the 


governing load case for the design of piers, caissons and bearings. The tangent guideway segments are generally 


governed by hunting forces and wind loads. Under temperature changes, the superstructure expands or shrinks in 


tangent portions of the guideway, while rails do not move noticeably in the longitudinal direction.  


 


In curved portions of the guideway, under the temperature changes, both rails and superstructure expand/shrink and 


move in radial direction. The Guideway structure is articulated to have a series of 2-span continuous bridges with 


close to equal span lengths on a middle fixed pier, and expansion piers at both ends. This is to reduce/eliminate 


tangential interaction forces through symmetrical expansion/ shrinkage of the structure.  The radial interaction forces 


are governing load cases for design of piers and caissons in the transverse direction. 


 


Longitudinal forces due to braking and acceleration are distributed over multiple spans through the rails due to 


relatively high axial stiffness of the rails in comparison to the flexural stiffness of the substructure in the longitudinal 


direction. Consequently, longitudinal forces by individual pier or caisson are relatively small and do not govern the 


design of piers and caissons. 


 


Broken rail force effect is typically larger than interaction since this load case adds to the force effect of temperature 


drop. However, this load case is an exceptional  


load with load combination factor 1.0, and is not combined with the other major load cases. Therefore, broken rail 


force is not a governing load case for the design of the substructure. The broken rail gap varies mainly depending on 


the articulation of the guideway superstructure. Maximum calculated broken rail gap is 50 mm. 


 


Additional rail stress due to the rotation and longitudinal deformation of the deck at expansion joints were also 


checked using specified extreme load combination. The load combination included rail-structure interaction under 


low temperature, live load including impact load with snow and ice on vehicle, and temperature gradient of 5°C.  


Due to the temperature variation and deformation shape, only the temperature drop case with inverse gradient was 


considered. Position of the vehicle was chosen to create maximum rotation angle at expansion joint. This analysis 


could not be elastically superimposed due to the non-linear behavior of the Guideway. All individual relevant loads 


were combined in single load case used for the non-linear analysis. Maximum stress in the rail at expansion joint 


locations was calculated under temperature drop case and compared to the initial internal stress in CWR under 


temperature drop without DFF interaction. The resulting additional stress introduced in the rail due to the fasteners 


and deck deformation was 30.3 MPa and lower than the allowable limit of 140 MPa. 


 


Lastly, maximum relative rotation about vertical axis at expansion joints was calculated to ensure that the Guideway 


has met serviceability requirements. Maximum rotation at the expansion joints was calculated at 0.0015 radian and 


within allowable limit. 
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7. DESIGN-BUILD-FINANCE ENVIRONMENT 


This project was delivered through a design-build-finance model. This model stipulates a fixed price and schedule, 


therefore providing the owner with additional insurance that the project will meet overall operational and service 


targets and milestones. 


 


The project agreement requires that all design submissions undergo the compliance review by the owner and 


owner’s engineer to ensure that design meets Project Agreement requirements. It adds additional pressure to the 


design delivery schedule that was accounted for. 


 


The design-builder (contractor) cost and schedule goals are main driving forces influencing the design type and 


delivery. It was necessary to understand these requirements and approach the project in a pro-active manner and 


adjust the design process to suit. To achieve this following decisions and commitments were made during the 


design-build proposal stage and at the beginning of the detailed design stage. 


 


The precast concrete girder structure with cast in place deck was chosen based on the cost and constructability 


advantages over segmental concrete structure types, early during the proposal stage.  


 


Concrete caissons driven to bedrock were accepted, from the project start, based on the soil’s conditions and 


previous bridge construction experience within the Airport Lands by the design-build team. 


 


Properties of the direct fixation fastener including the type and supplier, as well as bearing properties were chosen 


during the proposal stage. This ensured that interaction detailed design could start early and be done accurately. 


 


The rail-structure interaction analysis was completed at the outset of the design phase and refined throughout any 


later structure adjustment and modification.  


The results were used to design the Guideway substructure.  


 


Individual two span continuous superstructures were analyzed independently and the results were superimposed 


with the interaction analysis results, to complete the design of superstructures. This allowed the superstructure 


designs to be completed in stages in the order of the construction schedule. 


 


The type of precast girders and the girder supplier was selected at the end of the proposal stage. It ensured that the 


shop engineering support from the precast supplier was available from the start of the detailed design phase. 


 


The project compliance, process driven by the owner, was achieved through multiple smaller submissions, 


independently done for foundations, substructure and superstructure. Allowing the owner and owner’s engineer to 


be continuously involved in the review process of smaller submissions, eliminated review bottleneck and schedule 


delays.  


 


This approach allowed the commencement of substructure construction only four months after the start of the 


design. The design-builder did not have to encounter additional risk of proceeding with construction without the 


owner’s buy-in, and used reviewed and compliant construction documents.  


8. CONCLUSION 


UP Express Spur design to substantial construction completion schedule (November 2011 to July 2014) required an 


innovative design approach to enable early construction start. Working closely with the design-builder key design 


decisions were committed to early in the project and the design was segmented to follow construction schedule. This 


ensured that the project is ready for revenue service, scheduled to start in spring of 2015. 
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ABSTRACT 


Recently, the non-corrodible fibre-reinforced polymer (FRP) materials have been used successfully as reinforcement 


for concrete structures. However, the behaviour of glass (G) FRP-reinforced concrete (RC) columns under seismic 


loading has not been explored yet. This paper presents the results of an experimental program that investigates the 


contribution of GFRP transverse reinforcement to the confinement of concrete core in lap-spliced GFRP-RC 


columns. Three full-scale column specimens were constructed and tested to failure under quasi-static cyclic‐reversed 


loads. All specimens were reinforced with GFRP longitudinal bars and transverse stirrups. The columns had 350-


mm square cross section and 1850-mm cantilever length. Each column was cast on heavily steel-RC footing 


measuring 1400×1400× 600 mm3, which was constructed to simulate rotational fixity of the column and to force the 


failure to occur in the column. The splice length for each column was equal to sixty times the diameter of the 


longitudinal column reinforcement. The test variable was the spacing between the transverse GFRP reinforcement 


(75, 100 and 150 mm). Test results are presented in terms of mode of failure, load-drift diagrams, energy dissipation, 


ultimate capacity and code comparison, if applicable. The results showed that, decreasing the spacing of spiral 


reinforcement improved both the strength and the deformability of the columns. Moreover, the requirement of the 


Canadian standard for FRP-RC buildings related to the amount of confinement provided by GFRP transverse 


reinforcement is adequate to ensure stability of the longitudinal bars.  


 


Keywords: Reinforced Concrete (RC); Fibre Reinforced Polymer (FRP); Seismic; Lap Splice; Quasi-Static; 


Cyclic‐Reversed Loads 


1. INTRODUCTION  


Considerable amount of research has been conducted on the behaviour of fibre-reinforced polymer (FRP) reinforced 


concrete (RC) members, such as beams and slabs. However, very limited studies are available on GFRP–RC 


columns subjected to cyclic-reversed loads (Sharbatadar 2003; Tavassoli et al. 2015; Ali and El-Salakawy 2015). 


These previous studies demonstrated that the energy dissipated by GFRP-RC columns is lower than their steel-RC 


counterparts. Due to significant ductility in steel, steel-RC members exhibit desirable energy consumption. This 


behaviour is not pertinent for GFRP-RC members, which behave in linear-elastic manner until failure. To overcome 


this issue, the use of hybrid seismic resistant dampers is a possible solution. Although, steel-RC columns showed 


better performance in dissipating seismic energy, the overall behaviour of GFRP-RC columns was adequate to 


consider their use in seismic regions (Tavassoli et al. 2015; Ali and El-Salakawy 2015). Moreover, GFRP-RC 


specimens experienced large deformation prior to failure, and were able to attain adequate drift capacity. The drift 


capacity far exceeded the 2.5% drift ratio recommended by the National Building Code of Canada (NRC 2010). 


 


Lap splicing in RC columns cannot be avoided in moment resisting frames. Lap splices in framed buildings are 


required to: (1) suit concreting schedule; (2) satisfy the limited lengths of the reinforcing bars; (3) facilitate the 
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continuation to smaller diameter bars at upper storeys where reduction in loads is expected. In practice, a lap splice 


in columns of a building frame is provided directly above the floor, within the potential plastic hinge region. Since 


this plastic hinge zone experiences extensive damage, it adversely affects the anchorage of the lap spliced 


longitudinal reinforcement. Accordingly, proper design and detailing of GFRP-RC columns with lap splices is 


deemed necessary. However, to date, there has been no research conducted on the GFRP-RC columns with lap 


splices subjected to combine axial and cyclic-reversed loading.  


 


A study is being initiated at the University of Manitoba to investigate the behaviour of GFRP-RC columns with lap 


splices. The first phase of this study was to determine the adequate lap splice length required for GFRP-RC columns 


under combine axial load and seismic loading. The results showed that, the splice length equal to 60 times the 


diameter of the longitudinal column reinforcement was sufficient to provide anchorage and stable load-drift 


response. The other key parameter that affects the behaviour of columns with lap splices under seismic loading is the 


spacing of transverse reinforcement. Transverse confinement of concrete elements in compression can significantly 


improve their capacity and deformability. Lack of research limits the use of FRP transverse reinforcement in lapped 


spliced GFRP-RC columns. In the Canadian standard CSA S806-12 (CSA 2012), the use of transverse 


reinforcement is permitted in moment resisting frame members subjected to significant axial load. However, the 


standard does not specify any safe limit for the spacing of GFRP transverse reinforcement, in case of GFRP-RC 


columns with lap splices. The objective of this paper is to present the results of an experimental investigation that 


studies the effect of spacing of transverse reinforcement on the lapped spliced GFRP-RC columns subjected to 


cyclic-reversed loads. 


2. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM  


2.1 Test Specimens 


 


In this study, three full scale square (350 × 350 mm2) GFRP-RC column prototypes were constructed and tested. 


Each column prototype represents the part of a first story column between foundation and assumed point of contra-


flexure at column mid-height. The overall dimensions are shown in Figure 1. Each column had 1850 mm cantilever 


length (shear span of 1650 mm). To provide rotational fixity to the column, 1400 × 1400 × 600 mm3 steel-RC 


footing was provided. To simulate the field conditions, the steel-RC footing and the GFRP dowel bars were cast 


monolithically, then the column was cast a week later. A splice length, equal to 60 times the diameter of the GFRP 


longitudinal column reinforcement was kept constant for all three specimens. Each column was reinforced with 


GFRP longitudinal bars and stirrups. Concrete-crushing failure was achieved by providing longitudinal 


reinforcement ratio more than the balanced one. The design of GFRP-RC columns (P-M interaction curve) was 


based on the guidelines provided by recent research studies (Choo et al. 2006; Hasaballa and El-Salakawy 2015). 


For the spacing and amount of GFRP transverse reinforcement, recommendations of CSA/S806-12 (CSA 2012) 


standard were considered.  


 


2.2 Material Properties 


 


All specimens were cast using normal weight ready-mix concrete with a 28-day target compressive strength of 35 


MPa and a maximum aggregate size of 20 mm. All test prototypes were wet cured for seven days after casting. The 


average compressive strength attained on the day of testing was in the range of 40 to 48 MPa, as shown in Table 1. 


Sand coated (Pultrall Inc. 2014) with high ultimate tensile strength GFRP bars and stirrups were used. Table 2 


indicates the mechanical properties of GFRP reinforcement, measured according to CSA/S806-12 (CSA 2012) 


standards. 


 


 


Table 1: Design Features of Specimens 


Specimen ID G-75S G-100S G-150S 


Transverse Reinforcement No. 10 @ 75 mm No. 10 @ 100 mm No. 10 @ 150 mm 


Longitudinal Reinforcement 8-15M GFRP Bars 


Concrete Strength (MPa) 40 46 48 


Splice Length 60 db (960 mm) 
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Table 2: Properties of GFRP bars 


 


GFRP Bar Type 


 


Diameter 


(mm) 


 


Area 


(mm2) 


Modulus of 


Elasticity 


(GPa) 


Ultimate Tensile 


Stength 


(MPa) 


 


Ultimate Strain 


(%) 


No. 15M 15.9 198 62  1,184  1.89  


No. 10 (bent) 9.5 71 50  1,022±38a 2.04 0.1% 


* a Strength of the straight portion of the bent bar. 
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Figure 1: Details of test prototype (all dimensions in mm) 


 


2.3 Test Setup 


The test setup is illustrated in Figure 2. A hydraulic jack was used to pre-stress steel-RC footing with the strong 


floor, to ensure rotational fixity of the column.  Quasi-static cyclic-reversed loads were applied using an actuator 


which had 1000kN capacity and ± 250 mm stroke. The actuator was centered on the column head and was supported 


on a laboratory strong wall. During the test, the columns were constantly loaded using a hinged frame, with an axial 


load of 10% of the concrete column capacity (0.1 Ag f’c). The direction and the magnitude of the axial load were to 


simulate the service conditions.  


2.4 Loading Scheme and Procedure 


The loading scheme had two phases (Figure 3). The first was the service loading phase, which had two cycles. In the 


first cycle, columns were loaded until first crack appeared, while during the second cycle; service loading conditions 


were reached (25% of ultimate strain of GFRP longitudinal bars). The second was the cyclic loading phase, which 


was based on displacement controlled mode. This phase of loading consisted of variable displacement amplitudes 


(steps), which represented the increase in drift ratio (ACI 2015). Each cyclic loading step included three identical 


cycles (at same displacement amplitude), in order to have steady formation of cracking pattern. Once the cyclic 


loading step reached 2% drift ratio, one load-controlled cycle with the maximum load equal to service condition was 


applied, to assess the stiffness degradation of the columns, if any. 
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Figure 2: Test Setup (all dimensions in mm): (a) front photo of the test setup (b) schematic drawing of side view 


 


 


 
Figure 3: Loading Scheme 


 


3. TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 


3.1 Load-Lateral Drift Response 


 


The relationship between the applied lateral load and drift ratio of the column at the point of load application is 


indicated by the hysteresis loops (Figure 4). The drift ratio corresponds to the ratio of the column displacement at 


the point of load application to the distance between that point and the column footing interface i.e. 1650 mm. 


Specimen G-75S showed linear elastic response up to 5% drift ratio (as indicated in Figure 4a). However, it started 


to show non-linear behaviour after 5% drift ratio, due to significant concrete damage. Maximum lateral load 


resistance (equal to 158 kN) was recorded at 2.5% drift ratio. At 5.0% drift ratio, the lateral capacity dropped to 143 


kN and then remained approximately constant up to 8.5% drift ratio. Significant pinching was observed starting at 


8.5% drift ratio. The specimen failed at 12.5% drift ratio with 29% strength loss. Specimen G-100S showed linear-
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elastic behaviour up to 4% drift ratio, followed by non-linear behaviour up to failure (Figure 4b). Starting at 5% drift 


ratio, pinching was observed. The maximum lateral capacity of 148 kN was recorded at 4% drift ratio. The specimen 


failed at 8.5 % drift ratio load step, with 35% reduction in strength. Figure 4(c) shows the load-drift response for 


specimen G-150S. The specimen behaved linearly up to 3% drift ratio. Compared to specimens G-75S and G-100S, 


specimen G-150S showed relatively less maximum lateral resistance (139 kN), which was recorded at 3% drift ratio. 


The strength degradation was 38% when the specimen failed at 8.5% drift ratio. It is worth mentioning that, for 


specimen G-100S and specimen G-150S, selected spacing was 14% and 71% more than that recommended by 


CSA/S806-12, respectively. However, the maximum drift capacity equal to 8.5% of these specimens was 


considerably more than the 2.5% and the 4% drift ratio required by the National Building Code of Canada (NRCC 


2010) and CSA/ S806-12 (CSA 2012), respectively. 


 


 


 
(a) Specimen G-75S 


 


 
          (b) Specimen G-100S              (c) Specimen G-150S 


Figure 4: Load Lateral Drift Relationship 


 


3.2 Mode of Failure  


At the end of each loading step, cracks were marked after visual inspection. At higher drift ratios, the damage was 


recorded using digital video cameras. For all test specimens, flexural cracks were observed at the face of the column, 


perpendicular to the direction of load application at approximately 55 kN. During the 0.8% drift loading stage, 


flexural cracks further developed and spread on the column faces. At 2% drift ratio, the cracks were extended 


towards the sides of the columns, while the existing cracks on the faces got widened. However, intensity of the 


flexural cracks was lower in specimen G-150S compared to specimens G-100S and G-75S. This showed ineffective 


confinement at early stages of loading for this specimen. Spalling of concrete started at 3% drift ratio in all 


specimens, which was mostly limited to the hinging zone (approximately one column depth above footing). 
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Concrete damage in specimen G-150S was more sever, which exposed the reinforcement cage at 4% loading stage, 


whereas for specimens G-75S and G-100S, the reinforcement cage was exposed at 5% drift ratio. 


 


The flexural failure in the GFRP-RC specimens occurred due to the crushing of concrete followed by buckling and 


compression failure of dowel bars. Failure in specimen G-75S occurred at 12.5% drift ratio (Figure 5a). The 


buckling and compression failure of specimen G-100S and specimen G-150S started at 6.5% drift ratio. These early 


indications of failure were due to the instability of the dowel bars caused by increased spacing and widened cracks, 


which ultimately led to the failure of the two specimens at 8.5% (Figure 5b and 5c). 


 


 
Figure 5: Condition of the specimens at failure: (a) G-75S; (b) G-100S; (c) G-150S 


 


3.3 Cumulative Energy Dissipation 


Figure 6 shows the cumulative energy dissipated by each specimen, at different drift ratio. Cumulative energy is 


calculated as the area enclosed by the hysteresis loops. Because of the linear elastic behaviour, all specimens showed 


same low level of energy dissipation up to 3 % drift ratio (> NBCC limit, 2.5%). During the later stages of loading, 


specimen G-75S experienced higher energy dissipation due to the fact that, it showed higher lateral resistance with 


significant pinching of the hysteresis loops. Specimen G-150S showed the least energy dissipation levels after 5% 


drift ratio. This explains that, well-confined columns have a better non-linear response under seismic excitations. 


3.4 Developed Strains in Transverse Reinforcement 


The maximum strain in column stirrups and drift ratio relationship is shown in Figure 7. The figure also includes the 


allowable strain limit, 6000 micro-strain, recommended by CSA/S806-12 (CSA 2012). Transverse reinforcement 


strain in specimens G-75S and G-100S increased as the applied drift ratio was increased, until it reached a maximum 


value; then dropped down when the lateral capacity of the column was reduced. Also, maximum recorded stirrup 


strains were significantly lower than the rupture strain, before initiation of strength degradation in both specimens. 


This behaviour indicates that closely spaced GFRP stirrups were able to provide effective confinement to the 


columns. 


 


In contrast to the above mentioned specimens, higher stirrup strains were developed in specimen G-150S; despite 


the fact that it showed least lateral resistance. At 4% drift ratio, the recorded stirrup strain exceeded the allowable 


limit of 6000 micro-strain, specified by CSA/S806-12 (CSA 2012). This observation can be explained as follows. 
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First, the spalling of concrete cover caused a serious crushing of concrete core. Most of the crushed concrete 


gravitated towards the GFRP stirrups, which resulted in higher strains. Second, the unsupported length of the GFRP 


longitudinal bars was increased due to wide stirrup spacing. This caused the early buckling of the longitudinal bars. 


The buckling of longitudinal bars applied outward pressure on to the GFRP stirrups, which led to the increase in 


strains. 


 


 
Figure 6: Cumulative Energy Dissipation 


 


 


 
Figure 7: Maximum strain in column stirrups–drift ratio relationship 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 


Based on the limited test results, the following conclusions can be derived: 


 GFRP transverse reinforcement (stirrup) was effective in providing confinement to the concrete columns 


and provided lateral restrained up to failure, due to its linear elastic behaviour. 


 The efficiency of widely spaced GFRP transverse reinforcement (more than 0.43 times column dimension) 


was found to be unreliable, and should be ignored in seismic design of GFRP columns.  


 The results of specimen G-75S showed that, closely spaced transverse reinforcement (less than 0.22 times 


column dimension) enhanced the level of confinement, which increased the deformability and prevented 


the early crushing of concrete 


 The requirement of the Canadian standard CSA/S806-12 (CSA 2012) for the amount of confinement 


provided by GFRP transverse reinforcement is adequate to ensure stability of the longitudinal bars. 
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ABSTRACT  


The present research study investigated the ultimate capacity and the failure pattern of wood I-joists in the presence 


of a rectangular flange notch. A total of 40 specimens were tested with various sizes and locations of flange notch in 


the I-joists. 10 specimens were also tested as control beams without any notch. The test results showed that the 


presence of a flange notch reduced the ultimate capacity significantly up to 82% from the capacity of control I-joists. 


The strength reduction was also dependent on the size and location of flange notch which controlled the failure 


pattern. The web of the control I-joists with no opening failed in flexure in the mid-span whereas the top-flange 


failed in compression and bottom-flange failed in tension. On the other hand, most of the I-joists with flange notch 


showed premature failure in flexural forms which were brittle and sudden. Therefore, to prevent the premature 


failure of I-joists, the present study also investigated the capacity and failure of the I-joists after retrofitting of the 


notches. I-joists were retrofitted from the available Oriented Standard Board (OSB) waste. A Total of 50 specimens 


were retrofitted and tested. After retrofit, the brittle premature failure of I-joists was prevented with a significant 


improvement in the ultimate capacity (up to 104%) compared to the I-joists with notch. 


 


Keywords: I Joist; Flange Notch; Retrofitting; Oriented Standard Board  


1. INTRODUCTION 


Timber based composite I-joists are very popular for construction of floor and roof of small scale residential and 


commercial building in the construction industry in Europe, Australia and North America. It is also very common to 


cut the flange notches of the I-joists of the flooring and roofing system of the buildings. Usually electro mechanical 


contractors notch the I-joist flanges to facilitate their systems without considering the structural integrity. As per 


CSA-O86 (2010) it is strictly prohibited to cut/notch any flange at any location of the I-joists. These notches at 


flanges makes the flooring system weaker. Hence a proper retrofitting technique is required to increase the structural 


capacity of the notched I-joists. The main objective of this study was to investigate the performance improvement of 


I-joist having a flange notch after retrofitting with a low cost OSB collar.  
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Figure 1: Notch at top flange of I-joist to facilitate the plumbing system 


 


Recently Chen et al. (2015) have conducted an experimental study on the performance of OSB webbed bamboo I-


joists with square and round hole in the web. They found that the cracking load with circular web hole is 10% higher 


than that of the cracking load with a hole having sharp corner, i.e. square hole, which is due to the occurrence of 


stress concentration at the sharp corners. Earlier, Morrissey et al. (2009) conducted a similar study for OSB webbed 


timber I-joists and the findings were similar.  


 


Another research study was conducted by Koz and Hulimka (2014) on  hybrid timber-glass I beams. Based on their 


experimental studies it is found that the capacity of timber glass hybrid I beams are much higher than the load at 


which the glass web initiates to crack. They have also conducted the analytical and numerical analysis for the timber 


glass hybrid I beams and they have found that the numerical models with the used parameters suitably simulate the 


linear elastic behavior. 


  


Davids et al. (2011) examined the bending and creep performance of timber I joists panel. They reported that the 


strength and stiffness of panels is 59 to 124% and 79 to 115% higher than those of the single I-joists, respectively. It 


is also reported that the creep performance was better for the shorter span panels in comparison to the longer span 


panels. 


  


Zhang et al. (2010) investigated the bonding behavior of joints between flange and web (OSB and Plywood) of I-


joists. They discovered that the tanks depth and length of the joint are the most significant factors for the web-flange 


joints of I joist. 


  


Harte and Baylor (2011) evaluated the structural performance of castellated timber I joists and proposed two models 


to determine shear capacity for circular and rectangular holes of castellated timber I joists. It is found that the 


bending response of the castellated timber I joists is fairly linear elastic until failure. Later Polocoser et al. (2012) 


conducted a research study on the remediation technique of timber I joist having holes in the web by using OSB 


collar. The OSB collar remediation technique was more effective for the longer span joists with higher moment-


shear ratio than the shorter span beams 


 


Until today only few research works were conducted to evaluate the performance of I-joist with a flange notch and 


their retrofitted one. Islam et al. (2015) evaluated the performance of I-joist having a flange notch at different 


locations of 12ft & 20ft span I-joists. They found that notch distance-span ratio has a significant effects on the 


performance of notched I-joists. Hindman and Loferski (2008) has carried a pertinent research study to evaluate the 


improved performance of I-joists having a flange notch retrofitted with a cold formed steel plate. They found that 


the structural capacity and stiffness of retrofitted I-joists was lower than those of the uncut I-joists by 39.8% and 


33%, respectively. 
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2. METHODOLOGY 


To evaluate the performance of I-joists without any notch (Series 12-A), with a notch at top flange with two 


different sizes at three different locations (Series 12-F to 12-I) and their retrofitted one (Series R-12-O to R-12-S) 


were tested by following the test guideline stated in ASTM-D5055 (ASTM-D5055 2013) and WIJMA guideline 


(WIJMA 2008). Mid-span deflection of each tested I-joists was measured continuously with an extensometer. Three 


HD cameras were used to monitor the crack development and the deflection of the I-joist from a reference point at 


three different locations as shown in Figure 3. Figure 4 shows testing frame of four point bending test of I-joists. 


 


The span length and depth of the tested I joist was 12 feet and 12 inch, respectively. The cross sectional dimensions 


are shown in Figure 2, which is designated as NJH 12 by I-joist manufacturer guidelines. This NJH 12 I-joists are 


made with timber flanges (top & bottom) having a width (bf) of 63 mm and depth (hf) of 38 mm. The width (tw) of 


the Oriented Strand Board (OSB) based web is 9.5 mm. Details of notch sizes, locations and length of retrofitted 


collar and types of retrofitted technique have been presented in Table 1. Total 100 I-joists were tested in this 


experimental study in 10 series, each series contains 10 number of I-joists.      


hf=38


bf=63


hw=225.63


hf=38


bw=9.5


 
Figure 2: Cross Section of Tested I-Joists (Dimensions are in mm) 


Table 1: Specimen Details of I-Joist Testing 


Flange Notched I-joist details Retrofitted I-joist details 


Sample 


Code 


Span, 


Lo 


Notch 


size, 


(BnxDn) 


Location, 


(Ln) 


No. of 


Specimen 


Retrofitted 


Sample 


Code 


OSB Collar 


Length, (Ld) 


No. of 


Specimen 


(mm) (mm) (mm) Ld 


(mm) 


Type 


12-A-- 3650  


(12ft) 


- - 10 - -   - 


12-F-- 100x100 305 (12in) 10 12-O-- 305 T-1 10 


12-G-- 100x100 455 (18in) 10 12-P-- 305 T-1 10 


12-H-- 100x100 610 (12in) 10 12-Q-- 305 T-1 10 


12-R-- 610 T-1a 10 


12-I-- 100x150 455 (18in) 10 12-S-- 455 T-1a 10 


Total 50       50 
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HD Camera 2
HD Camera 1


HD Camera 3
P/2 P/2


Ln
Notch Size: Bn×Dn


Dn


L/3 L/3 L/3


Extensometer


 
Figure 3: Schematic of retrofitted I-Joists with flange notch (dimensions are in mm). 
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Cameras
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Load Cell


 
Figure 4: Test setup of four point bending test of I-joist  


 


Flange notched I-joists were retrofitted with OSB collar as shown in Figure 5. Two types (Type 1 & Type 1a) of 


technique have been employed. For type 1 retrofitting technique, the OSB collar length (Ld) was set to 12 inch, 


which lead to a total length (2xLd+Bn) of the OSB collar is 28 inch. On the other hand, for type 1a retrofitting 


technique, the OSB collar length (Ld) was set equal to the notch distance (Ln) from the support which is 18 inch and 


24 inch for sereis R-12-R and R-12-S, respectively. Which lead to a total length (2xLd+Bn) of the OSB collar is 40 


inch and 52 inch for sereis R-12-R and R-12-S, respectively. OSB collar was attached with the joist by using glue 


and nails with spacing of 3 inch. A sample of retrofitted I-joist has been shown in Figure 5 (b).  


 


38


63


225.63


38


9.5
OSB Collar


  


          a) Cross Section (Type 1 and 1a)                b) Retrofitted I-Joist with Type 1 (12-O-8) 


Figure 5: Details of Flange Notch Reinforcer  
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 


The performance of I-joist was evaluated with four point bending test as per the provisions specified in the ASTM-


D5055 (ASTM-D5055 2013). A comparison of structural capacity of all tested I-joists has been among all tested I-


joists in Figure 6. The percent reduction of structural capacity of flange notched I-joists (Series 12-F to 12-I) was 


also evaluated in compared with the control I-joist series (12-A). It is found that the structural capacity of flange 


notched I-joists (Series 12-F to 12-I) was reduced from 51% to 82%. The maximum reduction was occurred for the 


I-joist series 12-I, which has a notch of 100x150mm at 455 mm from the support. Series 12-G was observed a 71% 


reduction in structural capacity with a notch of 100x150mm at the same location of series 12-I. Hence, it can be 


concluded that the additional 11% reduction was occurred due to the presence of a deeper notch. It is also observed 


that the structural capacity of the notched I-joists were reduced with a higher percentages with the increase of the 


notch location, which is due to shifting of notch towards the higher bending moment demand zone of the beams. 


 


The percent improvement of structural capacity of retrofitted I-joists (Series 12-O to 12-P) was also evaluated in 


compared with the notched I-joist series (Series 12-F to 12-I). It is found that a significant improvement of structural 


capacity was evaluated, which varies from 27% to 85% for type 1 retrofitting technique. Additional 19% 


improvement was also observed for type 1a retrofitting technique (series 12-R), where the OSB collar length was 


increased by 6 inch in each side of the notch. However, a further improvement is required to achieve the equivalent 


structural capacity of control I-joists series.  
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Figure 6: Comparison of structural capacity of flange notched I-joist and their retrofitted one 


 


 


Average load-deflection responses of all tested I-joist series have been presented and compared to the load 


deflection response of the control I-joist series in Figure 7. It is obvious that further improvement is required in 


stiffness and structural capacity of the flange notched I-joists retrofitted with the OSB collar (Type 1 & Type 1a). 


Some photos of tested I-joists have been presented in Figure 8. It is observed that the most of the notched and 


retrofitted I joists failed due to bending at notch location, whereas the control I-joists failed due to the shear and 


bending.   
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12-A: y = -0.9407x2 + 1169.2x
R² = 0.9841


12-F: y = -9.872x2 + 1020.3x
R² = 0.9555


12-O: y = 2.6358x2 + 840.29x
R² = 0.9832
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Figure 7: Comparison of load deflection responses 
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a)  Series H: 100x100mm notch at 610mm  b) Series I: 100x150mm notch at 455mm 


  
c) Series O: Retrofitted of 100x100mm notch at 305mm 


(series F) 


d) Series P: Retrofitted of 100x100mm notch at 455mm 


(series G) 


Figure 8: Failure types observed in the tested I-joists.  


4. CONCLUSIONS  


Following conclusions can be made based on the experimental results obtained from the four point bending test of 


notched and retrofitted I joists: 


1. Presence of notch significantly reduces the structural capacity and stiffness of I-joists.  


2. Retrofitting of Notched I-joists improves the structural capacity but this improvement is not enough to be an 


equivalent to the control I-joists. 


3. Most of the notched and retrofitted I-joists fails in flexure at notch location. 
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ABSTRACT  


Foam glass lightweight aggregate (LWA) derived from mixed waste and recycled glass has great potential for use as 


an alternative material for several applications in building and other industrial applications. Despite the significant 


superior features of the current product, there is still room for further research to improve the structural performance 


of newly developed foam glass and foam glass-ceramics produced from waste and recycled materials. Improvements 


may be achieved through controlling microstructures and the distributions of pore sizes and shapes, altering chemical 


and phase compositions, creating reinforced structures by the inclusion of other fibrous materials as well as adding 


colour to the foam glass and glass-ceramics. One commercially used foam glass gravel has been selected and was the 


subject of a wide range of tests to determine its physical and mechanical properties and to compare them to 


conventional products in the industry. Results obtained from percent crushed particle content, abrasion resistance and 


freezing and thawing resistance testing are presented and analysed. Methods for improving foam properties and 


expanding its usefulness in engineering applications are proposed; adjusting the microstructure characteristics and 


changing the chemical and phase composition were found to be effective. A deeper examination of the microstructure 


by microscopy (SEM or TEM) further revealed the promising features of the evaluated material as a new versatile 


construction material. In addition, inclusion of colouring oxides in foam formulation was examined as an innovative 


way for increasing mechanical strength in a colourful product. 


 


Keywords: Foam glass-Lightweight aggregate-Colour foam glass-Ceramic frits 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Foam glass is generally composed of 98% recycled glass. It is considered one of the best solid isolation materials with 


a number of unique properties. The material comes in various shapes and sizes (aggregates, blocks and granules) and 


has found many different application areas in building and construction industries. Horpibulusk et al. (2014) discusses 


how lightweight fill materials are increasingly being used in civil engineering applications such as backfills, slope 


stability, embankment fills, pavement and pipe bedding. Arulrajah et al. (2015) discusses how the applications of 


lightweight fill materials are fairly broad but the main intent of this material is to significantly reduce the weight of 


fills, thereby mitigating excessive settlements and bearing failures. Due to their porous structures, they are lightweight 


and have distinctive properties such as fire retardant and noise insulating characteristics. Janetti et al. (2015) discusses 


that foam glass is best used as thermal insulation of building foundation and cellar plates, as backfilling of voids or 


overflows in structural engineering or as cost-effective insulation for long-scale thermal energy stores. 
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In the past, the shortage of recycled glass linked with a high production cost confined foam glass usage to specific 


applications such as underground piping jackets or tank and vessel insulation covers. However, recent advances in 


manufacturing technology and the abundance of used glass supplies have made it possible for foam glass to become 


a more economically viable commodity. Increased health-consciousness amongst the general public as well as the 


need to eliminate the devastating environmental hazards caused by organic and polymeric wastes have prompted the 


increased use of glass containers in food and beverage industries. Moreover, rapid technological advancements in 


electronics industry have generated even more glass wastes due to a large number of discarded computer and TV 


monitors. As a result, there has been an increase in research on how to use contaminated recycled glasses for the 


production of foam glass. Mugoni et al. (2015) has investigated the use of recycled florescent lamps to produce foam 


glass as an interesting way for waste prevention and waste management, developing new products with commercial 


potential. Konig et al. (2015) investigates the excellent potential of cathode ray tube (CRT) panel glass foamed with 


carbon and MnO2 for the production of foam glass with improved heat-insulating ability. 


 


The use of recycled and waste glass in foam glass production has many environmental benefits. Foam glasses are 


generally classified as green products, as they contribute to considerably lower CO2 emissions and less environmental 


pollution in the process of foam glass production compared to any other industrial process which incorporates recycled 


glass as a feeding constituent.  


 


Foam glass can be widely used in many applications such as basement walls, foundations, floors and roofs, terrace 


and garden covers, rooftops and parking areas (Ayadi et al., 2010). Other possible city infrastructure construction 


usages are in parks and yard areas, pedestrian and bicycle paths, railway embankments, sports fields and many other 


applications, which introduces substantial savings in cost energy and maintenance. During the past few years, there 


have been many studies on using recycled glass as aggregates in lightweight concrete (Limbachiya et al., 2011; Shi et 


al., 2007; Bumanis et al., 2013). Not only does the excellent water permeability of the foam glass aggregates allow 


proper drainage of water from the road surface seeping through small cracks, but also it reduces susceptibility to 


freezing and thawing phenomena such as ice lenses. The improved drainage capacity provides for a shallower road 


preparation depth. Compared to natural aggregates, foam glass requires less depth of road preparation, dirt removal 


and aggregate replacement. 


 


Current research work focuses on examining the engineering properties of two manufactured foam glass aggregates 


delivered by Foamyna Canada Inc. and tested at the Centre for Pavement and Transportation Technology (CPATT) 


of University of Waterloo. Additionally, the engineering properties of the newly developed foam glass aggregate 


known as LWA will also be assessed and discussed. The chemical and physical properties of the foam glass were 


improved by controlling the material microstructure characteristics, and novel approaches were investigated to modify 


the pore sizes and shapes and develop more uniform pores with controlled sizes. The incorporation of colouring agents 


has created a range of coloured foam glass with ideal properties and increased strength for use in various road 


construction applications. The features and significant benefits of this new material could still be increased to a very 


high level compared to similar materials, by creating a new controlled microstructure which may be reinforced by the 


presence of other fibrous and nano-scale material. The market for porous, lightweight, cost-effective and 


environmentally friendly material such as foam glass and glass-ceramics, in different colors, shapes and sizes, having 


innovative and improved chemical, physical and mechanical properties is becoming extremely important. This will 


make them ideal materials for future use in both buildings and road construction. 


2. 2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 


2.1 Physical Characterization of LWA 


CPATT has been supplied with quantities of two distinct foam glass LWA materials, designated as LWA-A and LWA-


B.  Both materials were produced by melting down recycled glass and mixing it with air and with trace quantities of 


chemical additives to form a highly porous, rigid foamed glass product with a bulk and absolute density substantially 


lower than that of water.  For the purposes of the physical properties testing, the engineering assessment to date has 


included Grain Size Analysis, Crushed Particle Content, Flat and Elongated Particle Content, Abrasion Resistance 


Testing and Freezing and Thawing Resistance Testing.  
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Visual examination showed that both materials possess a highly vesicular structure. By relative comparison between 


the two materials, LWA-A appears darker grey in colour, while possessing smaller or finer voids than LWA-B and 


having the lower apparent density in hand specimens.  Material LWA-B appears a uniform light grey in colour, with 


larger or coarser voids in its matrix and appearing denser in hand specimens than LWA-A.  Both materials appear to 


be quite brittle and prone to damage in handling, necessitating the use of hand sieving for grain size analysis in lieu 


of mechanical sieving.  A visual comparison of LWA-A and LWA-B can be seen below in Figure 1. 


Figure 1: Comparison of visual appearance between LWA-A (left) and LWA-B (right) 


 


Grain size distribution testing and analysis was performed on materials LWA-A and LWA-B based on MTO 


laboratory standard LS-602, Method of Test for Sieve Analysis of Aggregates.  In total, six samples of a minimum of 


10 kg each were obtained and analyzed, including three samples each of LWA-A and LWA-B. As both materials are 


coarse aggregates, no sieving was performed on material passing the 4.75mm sieve. LWA-A and LWA-B were both 


found to have broadly similar grain size distributions.  In both cases, all of the material passed the 75mm sieve, with 


the 63mm sieve being the largest size upon which any material was retained.  For both materials, across all samples, 


less than 10% of the aggregate by mass passed through the 19.0mm sieve.  LWA-A had more material on average 


passing the 4.75mm sieve at an average of 3.7% by mass, while LWA-B averaged 2.6% passing the 4.75mm sieve.  


Both materials can thus be summarized as relatively coarse aggregates. Figures 2 and 3 illustrate the grain size 


distribution for material LWA-A and LWA-B. 


 


Figure 2: Grain size distribution for material LWA-A 
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Figure 3: Grain size distribution for material LWA-B 


 


Percent crushed particle testing and analysis was performed on three samples each of materials LWA-A and LWA-B 


in accordance with MTO laboratory standard LS-607, Method of Test for Determination of Percent Crushed Particles 


in Processed Coarse Aggregate. The percent content of crushed particles was determined solely by examining material 


from the fraction passing the 26.5mm sieve and retained upon the 19.0mm sieve. For material LWA-A, the three 


samples were found to have crushed particle contents of 99.4%, 99.3% and 99.7% on a mass basis, for an overall 


average of 99.5% crushed particles.  For material LWA-B, all three samples taken consisted of 100% crushed particles.  


For both materials, this compares favourably to Ontario Provincial Standard Specification (OPSS) 1010, which 


governs requirements for granular fill materials in use in pavements in Ontario.  OPSS 1010 prescribes a minimum of 


50% crushed particles by mass for Granular S class materials, 60% crushed particles for Granular A and Granular M, 


and 100% crushed particles for Granular B Type II and Granular O. 


 


Percent flat and elongated particle content testing and analysis was performed on three samples each of materials 


LWA-A and LWA-B in accordance with MTO laboratory standard LS-608, Method of Test for Determination of 


Percent Flat and Elongated Particles in Coarse Aggregate.  One modification was made to the LS-608 procedure.  The 


mass amount examined for each test was reduced from 3000g to 1500g for the fraction passing the 37.5mm sieve and 


retained upon the 26.5mm sieve, and from 2000g to 1000g for the fraction passing the 26.5mm sieve and retained 


upon the 19.0mm sieve.  This change was followed as the original specified mass amounts would have corresponded 


to a much greater volume of particles of the lightweight aggregates than would be the case for a natural aggregate. For 


material LWA-A, the three samples were each found to have flat and elongated particle contents of 0.2% by mass, for 


an overall average of 0.2%.  For material LWA-B, the three samples were found to have flat and elongated particle 


contents of 0.1%, 0.1% and less than 0.1% by mass for an overall average of 0.1%. 


 


Abrasion resistance testing was conducted on the two materials using a Micro-Deval apparatus.  The Micro-Deval 


testing was based on MTO laboratory standard LS-618, Method of Test for the Resistance of Coarse Aggregate to 


Degradation by Abrasion in the Micro-Deval Apparatus, with a number of modifications to compensate for the low 


density of the LWA materials. Grading A was selected from LS-618 as both LWA materials are coarse aggregates 


with a nominal maximum size which is much greater than 16.0 mm (for Grading B) or 13.2 mm (for Grading C). For 


LWA-A, percent losses during Micro-Deval tests were 4.6%, 3.7% and 9.2% for an overall average percent loss of 


5.9%.  For LWA-B, percent losses were 1.8%, 3.2% and 4.4% for an overall average percent loss of 3.1%.  This is 


within tolerances established by OPSS 1010, which specifies maximum coarse aggregate abrasion percentage losses 


by mass of 21% for Granular O, 25% for Granular A, Granular M and Granular S, and 30% for Granular B (Types I, 


II and III) and for Select Subgrade Material (SSM). 


 


Freezing and thawing resistance testing was conducted on materials LWA-A and LWA-B based on MTO laboratory 


standard LS-614, Method of Test for Freezing and Thawing of Coarse Aggregate. The freeze-thaw test was conducted 


on particles from both LWA materials in the size fractions ranging from 37.5mm to 26.5mm and from 26.5mm to 


19.0mm. As the LS-614 specification does not cover lightweight aggregates, European Standard BS EN 13055-2 
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Annex B specifies a procedure for testing of freezing and thawing resistance of lightweight aggregates, whereby a 


sample volume of 1500mL is required for freeze-thaw cyclic testing on materials which have a maximum aggregate 


size of 16mm to 32mm. For material LWA-A, percentage losses for each sample were found to be 0.5%, 0.2% and 


0.1% by mass, for an overall average of 0.3%.  For material LWA-B, percentage losses for each sample were found 


to be 0.01%, 0.1% and 1.4% by mass, for an overall average of 0.5%.  Again, this compares favourably to the OPSS 


1010 standard, which specifies a maximum unconfined freeze-thaw percentage loss of 15% for Granular O, with no 


limits stated for other classes of granular materials. 


2.2 Material Formulation and Test Samples 


The materials considered for the preparation of coloured and non-coloured foam gravel LWA are listed below. It 


should be noted that apart from the additives, the main materials have molecular structures similar to glass which 


develops a more uniform cellular pattern in the final product. 


  


● Mixed recycle container glass; 


● Waste flat glass; 


● Dumped CRTs from TVs and computer monitors; 


● Frits and glazes (transparent and opaque); 


● Foaming agents such as silicon carbide (SiC); 


● Steel industry slag; 


● Colour oxides and ceramic pigments; 


● Other additives such as clays 


 


Using different combinations of the above materials, foam glass samples are produced and assessed for their final 


quality in accordance with the area of intended applications. 


 


The first step in the sample preparation process is to pulverize all the ingredients in the formula prior to weighing and 


mixing. The mixture is prepared in accordance to a given recipe. It is then ground in ball mills to reach D90<200 mesh 


in particle size. It is sieved and milled repeatedly so that all particles are under 75 microns (µm). The binding agent is 


added and the mixture is formed using an appropriate forming apparatus. Finally the foams are fired under a specific 


thermal cycle to achieve the required stability and uniformity. 


2.2.1 Methods 


Two methods of both direct and indirect types were employed. In the direct method, ingredients are used without 


being processed prior to mixing stage, whereas in the indirect method, waste materials of a non-glassy nature are 


selected and processed to acquire a glassy structure before being used in the formulation. The latter technique allows 


for the creation of additional favourable characteristics. Choosing the proper method depends on the type of wastes 


used in the foam formulation. 


2.2.2 Results 


Wastes from ceramic frit manufacturing plants can universally be used as the basic element in making foam glass. 


Any kind of melted frit with an amorphous structure will be useful in this process. The main advantage of frits over 


other materials for use as the base element in foam production is its basic molecular structure which provides more 


suitable physical and chemical properties. As in any other industrial product, chemical and physical characteristics of 


different frits can vary. It is therefore recommended to consider these properties and modify the frit in accordance 


with the final foam requirements. In addition, foam characteristics can be conveniently controlled by changing frit 


percentage in the formulation. Important parameters including density, mechanical strength, thermal conductance, 


flammability, coefficient of thermal expansion and chemical strength can be adjusted for any application requirement. 


This makes waste frits an ideal ingredient in the formulation recipe. 


 


The microstructure variations in foams can be studied by Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM). Figures 4, 5, 6 and 


7 demonstrate the capabilities of SEM in evaluating and thus controlling the end results. Figures 4 and 5 show a 


scanning electron microscope image of the homogeneous microstructure of foam glass with approximate uniform 


cellular shape and sizes obtained by using waste of ceramic frits and glazes under a firing condition of 800°C and 30 


minutes of firing cycle. Figures 6 and 7 are SEM images of the damaged microstructure of foam glass obtained by 
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using waste of ceramic frits and glazes produced under a firing condition of 900°C and 30 minutes of firing cycle. As 


shown, the increase in the firing temperature from 800°C to 900°C destroys the cellular structure of the foam glass. 


 


                                                                  
Figure 4:Homogeneous microstructure of foam glass               Figure 5:Homogeneous microstructure of foam glass 


 


 


 


                     
Figure 6: Damaged microstructure of foam glass                   Figure 7: Damaged microstructure foam glass  


 


Foaming agents are another important parameter in the course of foam development. It is found that pure silicon 


carbide possesses superior foaming capacity which makes it one of the most suitable constituents in foam glass 


production, in particular when ceramic frits and glazes are part of the components in the formula. Experiments were 


carried out to determine the foaming capabilities and the end product features at different SiC weight values and in a 


temperature range of 800-900°C, undergoing a 30 minute heating cycle. Figures 8 and 9 show the foam structure 


produced in a sample containing 19.6% waste transparent frit compared to the standard foam glass using 2% SiC with 


the firing temperature at 800°C. Figure 10 is an image of foam glass made from ceramic frits and glazes with varying 


SiC contents. Foam configurations in different samples produced by using ceramic waste frits and with increasing SiC 


content show that as temperature increase to 850°C, a uniform foam structure is developed (Figure 10). Raising the 


temperature over 850°C has caused deformation in the microstructures of foams. 
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Figure 11: Direct method producing coloured foam glass by adding different percentages of waste ceramic frits and 


glazes to mix glass to improve colour quality 


 


Another promising feature in the present work is development of coloured foams which are expected to find a bright 


future in road and highway signs and traffic codes. The physical inclusion of ceramic pigments in the glaze 


composition yields shades with excellent quality. Therefore it can be concluded that presence of ceramic frits or glazes 


in the foam composition helps to enhance its colour quality. It should be noted that transparent frits increase the colour  


density and produce darker shades whereas the so called opaque frits have tendency to produce light pastel colours. 


Figure 11 demonstrates various coloured foams produced by direct pigment inclusion. Coloured foams such as LWA 


can have excellent applications in road industry. 


 


Raising the temperature over 850°C causes the deformation in microstructure. Foaming agents are formulated in such 


a way as to obtain maximum performance with minimum quantity. Pure silicon carbide is the main bubbling agent in 


this test and is used as foaming component with darker products. Other agents are employed to give soft colour and 


clear effects. 


3. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 


Initially, physical properties testing was carried out at CPATT on the two lightweight aggregate materials, designated 


as LWA-A and LWA-B. The tests included grain size analysis, crushed particle content, flat and elongated particle 


content test, abrasion and freeze-and-thaw testing. The laboratory tests indicated that both samples have a very 


consistent and repeatable gradation with high percentage of coarse aggregate. They both have very high crushed 


particle contents and very low flat and elongated particle contents. Overall, the LWA materials showed excellent 


physical and mechanical characteristics and conform to most of the OPSS 1010 requirements for granules A, M, O or 


S. Both materials are concluded as suitable for use in pavement structures. 


 


Based on the promising initial results, more intensive research work has continued to establish techniques for 


monitoring foam capabilities at the microstructure level. It has been concluded that the physical and mechanical 


properties of the foam glass can be controlled and altered according to specific needs at the very early stages of 


composition preparation. Important mechanisms are introduced which conveniently enhance flexibility in changing 


and modifying foam characteristics. The addition of small percentage of ceramic frit to the base formulation can have 


significant influence on important qualities such as cellular structure, surface water absorption, viscosity and density. 


Other physicochemical specifications can be modified and tailored as required by adjusting the frit content in the 


mixture of raw materials, while the use of SiC as a foaming agent has been determined to be a second versatile 


controlling mechanism. Volumetric expansion, density and colour stability in foams can be altered by varying 


quantities of SiC in mixture contents. Finally, ceramic stains are confirmed as ideal substances for producing colourful 


foam glasses. Impressive coloured foams, considered as multifunctional elements, can find considerable demand in 


road and highway construction operations. 
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The fundamental research work has disclosed excellent mechanisms for customizing foam properties according to the 


sector of application. In continuation of present studies and in order to supply proper samples for the ongoing 


experimental works at UW, new foam products with modified compositions will be the subject of future research. The 


capabilities of glass foams as environmentally friendly and green substances will be further explored and developed. 


A deserving place for many varieties of foam glass is anticipated in the ever-expanding construction industry and its 


important related markets. 
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ABSTRACT  


This study aimed to investigate the effect of crumb rubber (CR) on the flexural behavior and cracking characteristics 


of self-consolidating concrete beams. Four full-scale self-consolidating rubberized concrete (SCRC) beams 


containing recycled CR particles as a partial replacement for fine aggregate with percentage ranging from 0% to 


15% (by volume of sand) were tested. The performance of some design codes was evaluated in predicting the 


cracking moment and crack widths of the tested beams. The results indicated that increasing the CR content 


noticeably reduced the compressive strength, tensile strength, and first cracking moment of all SCRC beams. 


However, up to 15% replacement of CR, the flexural capacity of the tested beams was shown to be slightly 


decreased. In addition, increasing the CR content appeared to improve the beams’ ductility and limit the flexural 


crack widths. In general, the results of flexural loading tests indicated a promising potential for using SCRC in 


structural applications. 


 


Keywords: Self-consolidating concrete, crumb rubber, flexural strength, cracking behaviour. 


1. INTRODUCTION 


During the last years, discarded tires represent a large portion of solid wastes which have become a significant 


environmental concern, worldwide. Around 75% of these tires are burned or buried in landfills, while the remaining 


are used as raw materials to fuel factories (Eldin and Senouci, 1993). The United States found 2-3 billion scrap tires 


have accumulated in illegal remote areas including deserts and empty lots (Baoshan Huang and Guoqiang Li, 2004). 


There are many environmental and human health problems associated with the techniques that are commonly used 


to dispose of the worn-out tires, such as burning or piling up in landfills. Burning of waste tires releases toxic fumes 


that pollute the air (Garrick, 2005; Turer, 2012). Similarly, storing the wasted tires in landfills for a long time 


provides a suitable environment for insects and pests, which may lead to the spread of disease.  (Mohammed et al., 


2012; Wang et al., 2013; Thomas et al., 2015).   


Many techniques have proposed to generate safe uses for scrap tires in construction industry. One of these 


techniques is the use of rubber particles as a partial replacement of fine or/and coarse aggregates in concrete. 


Significant research reported that although using waste rubber in concrete decreased its mechanical properties (Eldin 


and Senouci, 1993; Pelisser et al. 2011), the addition of rubber appeared to improve the fracture toughness, energy 


absorption, impact resistance, ductility, and reduced the density of concrete (Reda-Taha, 2008; Bharati Raj et al., 


2011; Najim and Hall, 2014).  


However, most of the available research focuses on investigating the behaviour of rubberized concrete mixtures 


using small-scale samples, but there is a dearth of data available regarding the structural behaviour of large-scale 


rubberized concrete elements, especially when self-consolidating rubberized concrete (SCRC) is used. The main 


objective of this research was to study the effect of crumb rubber (CR) on structural performance of full-scale 
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reinforced under flexural load. The investigation included evaluations of the effect of CR on the first crack load, 


flexural capacity, cracking characteristics, and curvature ductility of the tested beams. 


2. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 


2.1 Materials Properties 


Type GU Canadian Portland cement similar to ASTM C618 (2012) Type F was used as cementitious material for 


SCRC mixtures. Natural sand and 10 mm crushed stone aggregate were used as fine and coarse aggregates, 


respectively. Both aggregates have a specific gravity of 2.6 and absorption of 1%. A crumb rubber aggregates with a 


maximum aggregate size of 4.75 mm, a specific gravity of 0.95, and negligible absorption was used as a partial 


replacement of the fine aggregate in SCRC mixtures. Glenium 7700 high-range water-reducer admixture (HRWRA), 


similar to ASTM Type F (ASTM C494) (2013), was used to adjust the flow-ability and cohesiveness of SCRC 


mixtures. The tested beams contained two different bar diameters of 10 and 25 mm, as shown in Figure 1. All steel 


bars and stirrups had an average yield stress of 400 MPa. 


2.2 Concrete Mixtures 


The concrete mixtures in this investigation were selected based on a previous study by the authors (Ismail and 


Hassan 2015) aimed at developing a number of SCRC mixtures containing maximum percentages of CR (by volume 


of fine aggregate) and minimum reductions in strength and stability. In order to develop preliminary acceptable fresh 


properties for all tested SCRC mixtures, a trial mixtures stage was performed to determine the minimum water-to-


binder (w/b) ratio and the minimum total binder content that can achieve acceptable SCRC flow-ability without 


overdosing the HRWRA. The results of the trial mixtures stage indicated that at least 0.4 w/b ratio and 500 kg/m3 as 


a total binder content should be used to obtain SCRC having acceptable slump flow with no visual sign of 


segregation. Therefore, a w/b ratio of 0.4 and a minimum total binder content of 500 kg/m3 were used in all tested 


mixtures (Table 1). Also, a constant coarse-to-fine aggregate (C/F) ratio of 0.7 was chosen for all tested mixtures. 


This ratio was chosen based on previous research (Hassan and Mayo 2014) carried out on SCC with different C/F 


aggregate ratios. The selected mixtures contained four SCRC mixtures with CR replacement of 0%–15%. All tested 


mixtures were designated by total binder content, and percentage of CR. For example, a beam containing a 500 


kg/m3 binder content, and 5% CR would be labelled as 500C-5CR. 


 
Table 1: Mix Design for Tested Mixtures. 


Beam # Mixture Cement 


(kg/m3) 


SCM 


(Type) 


SCM 


(kg/m3) 


C. A.  


(kg/m3) 


F. A. 


(kg/m3) 


CR 


(kg/m3) 


HRWRA 


(kg/m3) 


Density 


(kg/m3) 


1 500C-0CR 500 - - 686.5 980.8 0.0 2.37 2367.3 


2 500C-5CR 500 - - 686.5 931.7 17.9 2.37 2336.2 


3 500C-10CR 500 - - 686.5 882.7 35.8 2.37 2305.1 


4 500C-15CR 500 - - 686.5 833.7 53.8 2.37 2273.9 


Note: All mixtures have a 0.4 w/b ratio; C. A. = Coarse aggregates; F. A. = Fine aggregates; CR = Crumb rubber. 


2.3 Fresh and Hardened Concrete Property Tests 


Slump flow diameter and time, and V-funnel and L-box tests were conducted to measure flow-ability, viscosity, and 


passing ability. These tests were conducted as per the European Guidelines for Self-Compacting Concrete 


(EFNARC 2005). The compressive strength and splitting tensile strength (STS) tests were conducted using 100 mm 


diameter x 200 mm height concrete cylinders, according to ASTM C39/C39M (2011) and C496/C496M (2011), 


respectively. The compressive strength and STS tests were implemented after the sample had been exposed to a 


curing condition similar to that of the tested beams. The results of the fresh and mechanical properties of the tested 


mixtures are presented in Table 2. 
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Table 2. Fresh and Mechanical Properties of Tested Mixtures. 


Mixture 


# 


Mixture Slump 


flow 


L-box 


H2/H1 


V-


funnel 


Air 


% 


28-Day f’c 28-Day STS 


  Ds 


mm 


T50 


sec 


 T0 


sec 


   


1 500C-


0CR 


700 1.20 0.89 6.39 1.5 50.2 3.87 


2 500C-


5CR 


690 1.55 0.83 6.95 2.00 43.0 3.23 


3 500C-


10CR 


687 1.74 0.79 7.57 2.3 41.8 2.94 


4 500C-


15CR 


675 2.00 0.75 8.75 4.3 35.3 2.67 


 


2.4 Casting of Beam Specimens, Flexural Test Setup, Instrumentation, and Loading Procedure 


Four full-scale concrete beams were prepared using the 4 developed mixtures. Immediately after completing the 


fresh properties tests, the reinforced concrete beams were cast for each mixture. All SCRC beams were cast without 


consolidation; the concrete was poured from one side until it flowed and reached the other side. Formworks were 


removed after 24 hours of casting, and the beams were moist-cured for four days and then air-cured until the date of 


testing. All beams were designed to fail in flexure with a ductile behaviour. Figure 1 shows the beams’ dimensions, 


reinforcement details, and test setup for all 4 concrete beams. A hydraulic jack with a capacity of 500-kN was used 


to apply a single-point loading onto a steel beam, which distributed the load into two-point loads acting on the beam 


surface. The mid-span deflection was measured using a linear variable differential transformer (LVDT) while two 


strain gauges were attached at the bottom of the longitudinal reinforcement to record the mid-span reinforcement 


strain. The beams were loaded gradually, with a constant loading rate through four stages until failure (first crack 


load, 50%, 75%, and 100% of the theoretically calculated failure load). After each stage of loading, the cracks were 


marked and their widths were recorded and plotted on each crack pattern. The overall behaviour of the beams, 


including the development of cracks, crack patterns, crack widths, crack heights, and failure modes, was observed 


and sketched for all beams (see Figure 2). The results obtained from the flexural testing of the 4 tested beams are 


presented in Tables 3 and 4.   
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Figure 1: Beam dimensions, reinforcement details, and test setup. 


 


 


Table 3: Results of Flexural Test of Tested Beams. 


Beam 


# 


Mixture Deflection 


at 


ultimate 


load 


(mm) 


Ultimate 


Flexural 


load 


(kN) 


Experimental 


first cracking 


moment 


(kN.m) 


Calculated cracking moment 


(kN.m) 


ACI CSA AS EC2 


B1 500C-0CR 27.0 250.0 11.15 11.44 11.07 12.50 12.16 


B2 500C-5CR 28.5 251.1 8.60 10.59 10.25 11.56 10.96 


B3 500C-10CR 28.2 249.2 7.75 10.44 10.10 11.40 10.75 


0B4 500C-15CR 30.8 243.3 7.28 9.59 9.28 10.48 9.60 
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Table 4: Cracking Characteristics of Tested Beams. 


Beam 


# 
Mixture 


Number of 


cracks at 


different % of 


failure load 


Experimental maximum 


crack width at different % 


of failure load 


Calculated maximum 


crack width at different % 


of failure load (Gergely-


Lutz Equation) 


Calculated maximum 


crack width at different % 


of failure load (Frosch 


Equation) 


50 75 100 
First 


crack 
50 75 100 


First 


crack 
50 75 100 


First 


crack 
50 75 100 


B1 500C-0CR 8 11 16 0.035 0.24 0.60 5 0.060 0.38 0.62 1.78 0.035 0.22 0.36 1.03 


B2 500C-5CR 11 13 18 0.028 0.22 0.56 4 0.064 0.43 0.68 1.96 0.037 0.25 0.39 1.13 


B3 500C-10CR 11 13 17 0.026 0.20 0.48 3.5 0.047 0.44 0.67 1.24 0.027 0.25 0.39 0.71 


B4 500C-15CR 13 15 19 0.023 0.19 0.46 3 0.047 0.45 0.74 1.44 0.027 0.26 0.43 0.83 


3. DISCUSSION OF TEST RESULTS 


3.1 Failure modes 


The crack patterns of all tested beams indicated a typical flexural failure mode (See Figure 2). At early stage of 


loading, fine vertical flexural cracks were formed at the mid-span of all beams and the number of these cracks was 


increasing as the applied load increased. With further increase in load, new flexural cracks appeared in the shear 


spans and propagated diagonally due to the effect of flexural and shear stresses. At high stage of loading, the 


existing cracks grew wider forming small branches near their tips. Before failure, the steel reinforcement yielded 


first then the concrete crushed at the compression zone near the mid-span, indicating a ductile failure mode. Figure 2 


shows the crack pattern of all tested beams at failure stage. The vertical and inclined lines in the figure represent the 


cracks formed along the loaded beams’ span while the dark regions represent the concrete crushing zone. It should 


be noted that because adequate rebar’s anchorage and shear reinforcement were provided, no bond or shear failure 


occurred in any of the tested beams.  
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Figure 2: Crack patterns of tested beams at failure (crack width in mm) 


 


3.2 Moment-Curvature Curve and Ductility 


The moment-curvature of all tested beams are presented in Figure 3. It can be seen from the figure that the moment-


curvature followed a typical pattern. Up to the first cracking moment, the curves appeared to be linear with high 


slopes. With further loading, the slope of the curves slightly reduced, showing a relatively higher rate of increase in 


the beams’ curvature. At the rebar’s yielding, the beams’ curvature rapidly increased with a slight increase in the 
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moment. It should be noted that, the moment-curvature at the ultimate failure stage of the beam is not presented in 


Figure 3. This is because the top surface of the concrete beams cracked and crushed near the glued strain gauges at 


the ultimate failure stage which make it impossible to obtain reliable results from these gauges. For this reason, the 


relationships in Figure 3 were presented up to approximately 98% of the failure load and therefore, the ultimate 


curvature values were higher than the values reported herein. 


.  


 
Figure 3: Moment-curvature curves of the tested beams 


 


In the present work, curvature ductility factor (µϕ) was used to evaluate the effect of CR on the deformability of the 


tested beams. Figure 4 shows the curvature ductility factor (µϕ), which is expressed in term of µϕ = ϕ98%/ϕy, where 


ϕ98% is the experimental curvature at 98% of ultimate failure load and ϕy is the curvature at the yield load. Generally, 


improving the ductility of structural member indicates increasing its ability to undergo large deformations prior to 


failure, thus providing early warning to the occupants before failure. While, increasing the percentage of CR from 


0% to 15% showed an improvement in the ductility factor reached up to 25%. This result reflects the beneficial 


effect of inclusion CR particles in concrete, in which the low stiffness of rubber particles can contribute to 


enhancing the deformability and strain capacity of rubber-cement composite, and thus increasing the ductility of 


beams. 


 


 
Figure 4. Curvature ductility of the tested beams. 


 


3.3 Cracking Behaviour 


Table 4 shows the experimental cracking characteristics (numbers and widths) of the tested beams at each loading 


stage. Figure 2 also shows the crack patterns of all tested beams at the failure stage. Based on the results, the 


inclusion of CR seemed to restrict the cracks from opening wider. The beam with no CR (B1) was found to exhibit 


wider crack widths compared to the rubberized concrete beams (B2–B4) at all stages of loading. However, 
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increasing the CR content raised beam’s curvature, as shown in Figure 3, which led to a slight increase in the 


number of cracks.  


 


In early ACI 318 provisions, the Gergely-Lutz equation (1973) (Eq. 1) was used to predict crack widths. In addition, 


the current Canadian code requires calculation of a crack width parameter based on the same equation. Eq. 1 was 


obtained by running a statistical analysis on crack width data from a number of investigations. The aim of this 


equation was to predict the maximum crack width at the surface of beams in areas of flexural tension. On the other 


hand, the new crack control calculations in ACI 318 (2008) rely on the Frosch’s model (Eq. 2) (1999), which is 


adopted from fundamental crack control concepts presented by Broms (1965). Part of this investigation was to study 


the ability of the aforementioned equations (Eqs. 1 and 2) to predict the maximum crack widths at each stage of 


loading. 


 


[1]    w = 11 x 10-6 β fs  = 11 x 10-6 β z       


 


Where z = fs (dc A)1/3; w is the crack width in mm; β is the distance from the neutral axis to the bottom fibre divided 


by the distance to the centre of tensile reinforcement; fs is the stress in the longitudinal reinforcement in MPa; dc is 


the distance in mm from the extreme tension fibre to the centre of the reinforcing bar located closest to it; and A is 


the area of effective tension surrounding the tension reinforcement with the same centroid as the tension 


reinforcement, divided by the number of bars or wires in mm2. 


 


[2]    w = 2  β            


 


where w is the crack width in mm; fs is the stress in the longitudinal reinforcement in MPa; Es is the Young’s 


Modulus of the longitudinal reinforcement in MPa; the value of β is approximately 1.0+0.0031dc (Frosch 2001), dc 


is the distance from the extreme tension fibre to the centre of the reinforcing bar located closest to it in mm; s is the 


centre-to-centre spacing of tension reinforcement. 


 


Table 4 compares the experimental and calculated (predicted) crack widths from Eqs. 1 and 2. As seen from the 


table for beams with/without CR, the calculated crack widths obtained by the Gergely-Lutz equation (up to 75% of 


the failure load) showed a comparatively high difference between the calculated crack widths and those obtained 


from the experiments. This can be attributed to the fact that the value of β is relatively high in shallow beams (β = 


1.72), which heightened the prediction values. From Table 4, it can be also seen that increasing the percentage of CR 


led to heightening the difference between the expected values by Eq. 1 and that obtained from the experiments. Such 


observation may be related to that increasing the percentage of CR allowed higher number of cracks to be formed 


during loading, thus helping to reduce the overall cracking widths. However, at failure stage, the width of flexural 


cracks significantly increased, exceeding the calculated value. Adoption of the Gergely-Lutz equation by the 


Canadian code does not limit the crack width. However, it does limit the z-value in Eq. 1 to 30000 N/mm and to 


25000 N/mm for interior and exterior exposure, respectively (CSA 2004). These limitations assume a constant value 


of 1.2 for β in order to limit the critical crack width to 0.40 for interior exposure and 0.33 mm for exterior exposure 


(CSA, 2004). For the tested beams with 250 mm depth, although the assumption of a constant value of β (= 1.2), as 


per CSA (2004), may yield lower values compared to those obtained from experiments, using the Gergely-Lutz 


equation generally over-predicted the maximum crack widths.  


 


Using Frosch’s model gave predicted values close to those measured from experiments, when applying up to 50% of 


the expected failure load (see Table 4). As the applied load increased to 75% and up to 100% of the failure load, the 


experimental crack widths significantly exceeded the calculated values. This could be related to the fact that up to 


50% of failure load, the stress in the longitudinal reinforcement was below the yielding stress, while with further 


loading (75%–100% of the failure load) the stress exceeded the yielding limit, causing a larger widening in the 


flexural crack. The current ACI 318 adopted the Frosch’s model without making a distinction between interior and 


exterior exposure. It requires that for crack control in beams the spacing of reinforcement closest to a surface in 


tension shall not exceed a limiting value calculated based on concrete cover and stress level in tensile reinforcement 


bars, in which the maximum spacing for tensile reinforcement is 300 mm. For the case of the tested beams with 30 


mm clear cover, to limit the crack width to 0.4 mm at stress in longitudinal reinforcement equal to 0.6fy (at service 
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load), the maximum required spacing should be 282 mm, which is higher than that used in all tested beams (145 


mm).  


 


From the perspective of serviceability, to fix problems with long-term durability most design codes limit the 


maximum allowable crack width at service load based on exposure condition. Focusing on 40% of the failure load, 


which can represent the customary level service load (Gholamreza et al. 2009), it can be observed that the maximum 


crack width of the tested beams up to 50% of the failure load (as shown in Table 4) did not exceed the critical crack 


width for the exterior exposure condition given by CSA-04 (0.33 mm), ACI 318-95 (0.33 mm), and BS 8110-97 (0.3 


mm). Also, the results from up to 50% of the failure load met the limit of 0.3 mm maximum crack width tabulated 


by ACI 224R (2001) and CEB-FIP (1990) with respect to specific requirements such as water tightness or specific 


exposure classes. This finding indicates a potential applicability for using rubberized concrete safely in exterior-


exposed structures. 


3.4 Ultimate Flexural Capacity and Cracking Moment 


Table 3 presents the ultimate failure load and cracking moment (Mcr) values of all tested beams. The results showed 


that increasing the CR content generally reduced the ultimate flexural capacity and cracking moment of the tested 


beams. Varying the percentage of CR from 0% to 15% CR slightly decreased the ultimate flexural load by 2.67%, 


while the first cracking moment showed a significant reduction reached up to 34.76%. The significant reduction in 


the load associated with the first flexural crack could be related to the significant decay in the tensile strength of the 


concrete when the CR content increased, as shown in the STS test results (Table 2).   


In this part of the investigation, a comparison between the experimental and theoretical cracking moment (Mcr
pred.) 


was conducted. The theoretical values of Mcr
 pred. were calculated based on various codes as follows:  


 


As per ACI-318 (2008): 


 


[3]    Mcr = fr             


 


where fr = 0.62λ  for normal-weight concrete; λ is taken as equal to 1 for normal-density concrete and 0.85 for 


semi-low-density concrete; yt is the distance from centroid axis of the gross section to the extreme tension fiber; and 


Ig is the second moment of area of the gross section (the steel bars are not considered).  


 


As per CSA (2004): 


 


[4]    Mcr = fr              


 


Where fr = 0.6λ  for normal-weight concrete; λ is taken as equal to 1 for normal-density concrete and 0.85 for 


semi-low-density concrete; yt is the distance from centroid axis of the gross section to the extreme tension fiber; and 


Ig is the second moment of area of the gross section (the steel bars are not considered). 


 


As per the Australian Standard (AS 3600 1988): 


 


[5]    Mcr = Z            


 


where  is the characteristic flexural tensile strength of the concrete = 0.6 ; and Z is the section modulus of 


the uncracked section, referring to the extreme fiber at which cracking occurs. 


 


As per Eurocode (EC2 2004): 


 


[6]    Mcr = fctm            
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where fctm is the mean value of axial tensile strength of concrete = 0.3 ; fck is the characteristic compressive 


cylinder strength of the concrete at 28 days; Iu is the second moment of area of the uncracked section; xu is the 


distance from the neutral axis of the section to the extreme top fiber; and h is the height of the cross section of the 


beam. The characteristic strength of concrete (fck and fcf) is defined as the value of concrete strength, which is 


exceeded by 95% of the control specimens. 


 


Eqs. 3–6 were used to calculate the Mcr
pred., and hence the first cracking load of the experimental beams. Table 3 and 


Figure 5 show the value of Mcr
pred. calculated by ACI, CSA, AS, and EC2 compared to the experimental cracking 


moment (Mcr
exp.) of the tested beams. The results showed that increasing the CR content generally exhibited higher 


predicted values compared to those obtained from experiments. This could be attributed to the fact that the inclusion 


of CR had weakened the concrete mixtures because of the formation of a weak interfacial transition zone (ITZ) 


around the CR. Since the tensile strength is more critical to the strength of the ITZ, adding more CR showed lower 


Mcr
exp. and thus increased the error of codes’ prediction. The tensile strength in the design code equations is not 


taken from the experiments but rather predicted based on the compressive strength of concrete. For example, ACI 


and CSA assumed the tensile strength as a proportion from the square root of the compressive strength of concrete 


(tensile strength = 0.6 ), while EC2 derived the tensile strength using another relationship (tensile strength = 


0.3 ). Therefore, the design code equations used for predicting the first cracking moment may need to be 


reconstructed to be compatible with the performance of rubberized concrete beams. However, the above results are 


still based on limited tested mixtures. Therefore, it is recommended that additional experimental investigation be 


conducted to evaluate the applicability of the design code equations for predicting the first cracking moment of 


beams containing CR. From Figure 5, it can also be noticed that both ACI and CSA predictions gave lower values 


compared to AS and EC2. The ratio of Mcr
pred./ Mcr


exp. ranged from 1.03 to 1.49 in ACI and from 0.99 to 1.45 in 


CSA, while AS and EC2 had ratios that varied from 1.12 to 1.92 and from 1.09 to 1.67, respectively. This difference 


can be attributed to the fact that ACI and CSA codes neglect the effect of longitudinal reinforcement, while AS and 


EC2 take it into account in the calculation of the second moment of area of the uncracked section, yielding higher 


predicted values. 


 
Figure 5: Code design performance in predicting the first cracking moment. 


4. CONCLUSIONS 


The following conclusions can be drawn from the results of this study: 


1. Inclusion of 15% CR in SCRC mixtures showed a reduction in the compressive and tensile strengths reached up 


to 29.7% and 31%, respectively. 


2. The reduction in the tensile strength of rubberized concrete due to the formation of a weak mortar-rubber 


interface showed a considerable reduction in the first cracking moment of the tested beams reached up to 


34.7%, when 15% CR was used. Meanwhile, the flexural capacity showed a slight reduction of 2.67%.     
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3. As the percentage of CR increased, the deformation capacity and ductility of the tested beams appeared to be 


improved. For example, increasing the percentage of CR from 0% to 15% showed an improvement in the 


ductility factor reached up to 25%.       


4. The Frosch’s model predicted the crack width reasonably up to 50% of the failure load for SCRC beams, but 


significantly underestimated the crack widths at 75% and 100% of the failure load when the longitudinal steel 


reinforcement yielded. On the other hand, the Gergely-Lutz equation showed overpredicted values up to 75% of 


failure load due to the higher β-value in shallow beams.  


5. According to the limitations of crack width given by the design codes considered in this study (CSA A23.3-04, 


ACI 318-95, BS 8110-97, ACI 224R-01, and CEB-FIP MC90) at service load level (40% of failure load), the 


results of the tested beams indicated a potential applicability for using rubberized concrete safely in exterior-


exposed structures. 


6. For beams with no CR (CR = 0%), all the investigated code-based equations (ACI, CSA, AS, and EC2) 


reasonably predicted the first cracking moment compared to that obtained from experiments. Increasing the CR 


content, however, showed a significant reduction in the experimental first cracking moment compared to the 


predicted values in all tested code-based equations.  
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ABSTRACT  


The catastrophic nature of punching shear failure exhibited by flat plate system requires a great attention and robust 


predictions of the behaviour of slab column connections. This paper presents an experimental study carried out to 


investigate the punching shear behaviour of fibre-reinforced polymer (FRP) reinforced concrete (RC) interior slab-


column connections made of high strength concrete (HSC). Three full-scale HSC specimens were constructed and 


tested up to failure. The three connections were reinforced with GFRP sand-coated bars with reinforcement ratios of 


1.0, 1.5 and 2.0% without any shear reinforcement. The typical dimensions of the test specimens were 2800 × 2800 


× 200 mm with a 300 mm square column extending 1000 mm above and below the slab, representing the region of 


negative bending moment around an interior supporting column of a parking structure. All specimens were simply-


supported along all four edges with the corners free to lift. The connections were subjected to vertical load and 


unbalanced moment that were monotonically applied through the column tips. The behaviour of the specimens in 


terms of the deformation and strength characteristics is discussed. Increasing the reinforcement ratio increased the 


punching shear capacity and decreased the reinforcement strains and deflections at the same load level. The test 


results were also compared to the predictions of the relevant North American codes where applicable.  


 


Keywords: Punching Shear, Flat Plate, GFRP, Interior Connection, High Strength Concrete 


1. INTRODUCTION  


The increased incidence of durability problems in steel-reinforced concrete (RC) structures due to corrosion of steel 


is well known. The problem is even worse for structures in cold climatic conditions such as parking structures, 


leading to effectively higher chloride ingress due to the use of de-icing salts. Even with protective measures such as, 


increasing the concrete cover, decreasing the permeability of concrete by using appropriate dosages of 


supplementary cementitious materials, corrosion inhibitors and/or the use of different kinds of steel reinforcement 


(i.e., stainless steel, epoxy-coated steel and galvanised steel), tedious repair procedures cannot be avoided and the 


economic implications can be quite large. On the other hand, replacing the corrodible steel with non-corrodible 


fiber-reinforced polymers (FRP) reinforcement provides a promising solution to the corrosion problem. 


 


In North America, a large number of parking structures is constructed using flat plate systems, taking the advantage 


of the absence of beams. However, flat plate structures are susceptible to punching shear failure due to large shear 


forces and unbalanced bending moments, which is a dangerous mode of failure due to its suddenness and brittleness, 


thus it is considered a major drawback. The unbalanced moment could result from uneven loading conditions, 


uneven lengths of adjacent spans and/or eccentric loading. Also, the use of high strength concrete (HSC) has 


increased in the construction industry, not only for its higher compressive strength, also for other desired properties 


that come along with higher strength, such as increased stiffness or high abrasion resistance. However, it exhibits a 


different behaviour compared to normal strength concrete (NSC), which drew the attention to the performance of 


such elements. Several researchers have studied the effect of HSC on the punching shear behaviour of steel-RC 


connections. Test results showed that, HSC delayed the appearance of flexural cracks, increased the stiffness 


compared to NSC, the cubic root of concrete compressive strength yields better results than the square root in 
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predicting the shear strength and in general the failure of HSC slabs is more brittle (Gardner 1990; Marzouk and 


Hussein 1991; Ramdane 1996; Ozden et al. 2006). On the other hand, relatively little work has been conducted on 


HSC RC slab-column connections reinforced with FRP. It was reported that increasing the concrete strength 


enhanced the punching capacity and the initial stiffness, however it has little effect on the post-cracking stiffness 


(Zhang et al. 2005; Hassan et al. 2013; Gouda and El-Salakawy 2016). This paper presents the results of three full-


scale HSC interior slab-column connections reinforced with GFRP bars and subjected to a combination of shear 


forces and unbalanced moments. 


2. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 


2.1 Test Connections 


In this study, three full scale interior slab-column connections were constructed and tested under combined shear 


and unbalanced moment, with a moment-to-shear ratio of 0.15 m, up to failure. The slab dimensions and 


reinforcement were defined by performing an elastic analysis of a typical multistory parking garage system 


consisting of three 6.5 m long square bays in both directions, resulting in 2600×2600×200 mm square slab with a 


central column. A connection of these dimensions simulates, with a good approximation, the region of negative 


bending moment around an interior column, bounded by lines of contra-flexure which are assumed to be 0.2 times 


the bay length. However, 2800×2800×200 mm slabs were cast to allow for supporting clearance as shown in Figure 


1. The central 300-mm square column was adequately reinforced with 4-20M conventional steel reinforcement and 


10M stirrups to prevent premature failure, the column stub extends 1000 mm above and below the slab.  


 


 
Figure 1: Connections geometry and reinforcement layout for a typical connection (all dimensions in mm) 


 


The three connections were reinforced with sand-coated GFRP bars. All connections were reinforced in tension side 


only using one orthogonal mesh at an average effective slab depth of 160 mm for all connections, and none of the 


connections had shear reinforcement. This study aims to investigate the effect of flexural reinforcement ratio on 


HSC slabs. The designation of the connections consists of two characters; the first character indicating the type of 


reinforcement (G for GFRP) while the second character is a number indicating the flexural reinforcement ratio (1.0, 


1.5 and 2.0%). The details of the connections are listed in Table 1. 


Table 1: Details of Test Connections 


Connection Slab Thickness 


(mm) 


Reinforcement 


Type 


Concrete Strength 


(MPa) 


Reinforcement Ratio 


(%) 


G-1.0 200 GFRP 80 0.97 


G-1.5 84 1.46 


G-2.0 87 1.94 
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2.2 Material Properties 


All specimens were cast using high-strength, ready-mixed concrete using a maximum aggregate size of 19 mm. The 


concrete compressive strength was determined on the day of testing based on standard compression tests on 


100×200 mm concrete cylinders. The obtained concrete compressive strengths are listed in Table 1. Sand-coated 


GFRP reinforcing bars were used as slab reinforcement in both directions. The characteristics of the GFRP 


reinforcing bars are summarized in Table 2. 


Table 2: Properties of Reinforcing Bars 


Bar Size Diameter 


(mm) 


Effective Area 


(mm2) 


Tensile Modulus 


(GPa) 


Ultimate Strength 


(MPa) 


Ultimate Strain 


(%) 


No. 15M 15.88 198 65 1,685 2.6 


2.3 Instrumentation 


Each specimen was provided with 15 electrical strain gauges attached to four reinforcing bars passing through the 


column (two bars in each direction) at critical location. Also, the deflection profile of the slab was captured in both 


directions using a total of 12 linear variable displacement transducers (LVDTs). All instrumentation was connected 


to a data acquisition system (DAQ) to record the readings during the test. 


 


 
Figure 2: Test setup 


2.4 Test Setup and Procedure 


The specimens were tested in the Structures Laboratory at the University of Manitoba. The connections were 


simply-supported on a supporting frame as shown in Figure 2, consisting of four heavy steel I-beams assembled 


together, along all four edges with the corners free to lift. The connections were tested in an upside-down position 


with respect to the position of a real structure. In addition, neoprene strips were inserted on top of the supporting 
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frame to ensure a uniform distribution of the loads along the edges. This arrangement allows the vertical shearing 


force to be applied from top to bottom, by a 1000 kN hydraulic actuator, therefore, tension cracks appeared at the 


bottom side of the slab. The unbalanced moment was caused by two lateral forces applied at the tips of the upper 


and lower columns through two hydraulic jacks. During the test, the propagation of cracks was carefully drawn at 20 


kN increments. 


3. TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 


3.1 Cracking Pattern and Mode of Failure 


In all tests, the first crack was observed passing through the column corner on the tension side of the slab, i.e. 


location of maximum bending moment, along the bars, followed by similar cracks in the orthogonal direction. As 


the load increased, the first radial crack developed from the corner of the column towards the corner of the slab, as 


more cracks around the column circumference were formed. At a relatively higher load, radial cracks became wider 


and a series of circumferential cracks appeared at different distances from the column periphery connecting the 


radial cracks together. Finally, as the ultimate load was reached, punching failure occurred with the column 


penetrating through the slabs, characterized by a sudden drop in the vertical load with the formation of a wide 


circumferential crack defining the failure cone as shown in Figure 3. For all slabs, neither concrete crushing on the 


compression side nor bar rupture was evident which confirms that the mode of failure was pure punching shear 


failure.  


 


  


a) G-1.0 b) G-1.5 


 


c) G-2.0 


Figure 3: Cracking pattern at failure 
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3.2 Reinforcement Strains 


The relationship between the strain in the reinforcing bars at the column face in the direction of unbalanced moment 


and the vertical load is presented in Figure 4. Generally, strains in the reinforcing bars start to increase rapidly after 


the first crack in each specimen, which depends on the relative location of the crack and the gauge. The maximum 


measured reinforcement strain was 8,590 μɛ in the connection with the lowest reinforcement ratio (G-1.0). This 


measured strain represents 33% of the ultimate tensile strain of the GFRP bars, which confirms that no rupture 


occurred in the reinforcing bars. At the same load level, increasing the reinforcement ratio decreased the 


reinforcement strain. All slabs showed a similar reinforcement strain profile. Figure 5 represents the strain profile in 


the direction of unbalanced moment at increments of 25% of the failure load for connection G-1.5., it can be noticed 


that, strains are decreasing as moving further from the column face, which indicates that no bond slippage occurred 


during the test, also, higher strains corresponds to the direction of moment application, due to the unbalanced 


moment. 


 


 


Figure 4: Load-strain relationship 


 


 


 


Figure 5: Reinforcement strain profile for G-1.5  


3.3 Deflections 


Figure 6 shows the relationship between the vertical load and maximum deflection in all slabs measured at 50 mm 


from the column face in the direction of unbalanced moment. Before initiation of cracks, the behaviour of the three 


connections was comparable, as it depends on the mechanical properties of the concrete. After cracking, the 


behaviour depends on the post-cracking stiffness up to failure, which is a function of the axial rigidity of the 
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reinforcement, ρE. Therefore, increasing the reinforcement ratio by 50 and 100% increased the post-cracking 


stiffness by 46 and 100%, respectively. Moreover, the deflection decreased at service load level by 52 and 77% and 


at failure by 24 and 43%, respectively. Again, this is attributed to the increased axial stiffness 


 


 


Figure 6: Load deflection relationship 


3.4 Punching Shear Strength 


The ultimate capacity was normalized by multiplying the ultimate load by 3 '
84 f c  to account for the variation of 


the concrete compressive strength as listed in Table 3, where 84 MPa is the average compressive strength of 


concrete for the three specimens and the cubic root of the concrete strength was used rather than the square root to 


follow the provisions of the Canadian standard CSA/S806-12. Increasing the reinforcement ratio by 50 and 100% 


increased the normalized capacity by 16 and 28 %, respectively. This is attributed to better control of the cracks 


which increases the contribution of the uncracked concrete, also increasing the reinforcement ratio increased the 


contribution of dowel action.  


Table 3: Test Results 


Connection First Crack 


Load 


(kN) 


Failure 


Load 


(kN) 


Normalized 


Failure 


Load 


(kN) 


Maximum Deflection  


(mm) 


Reinforcement 


Strain 


at Failure 


(μɛ) 
Service Failure 


G-1.0 120 461 468 8.8 24.0 8,590 


G-1.5 125 541 541 4.2 18.2 4,660 


G-2.0 130 604 597 2.0 13.8 5,360 


3.5 Code Comparison 


To evaluate the punching shear resistance of FRP-RC slab-column connections without shear reinforcement, the 


CAN/CSA S806-12 (CSA 2012) provided equations similar to those of steel-RC structures, with modifications to 


account for the axial stiffness of FRP, ρf Ef . Also, it assumes a cubic-root relationship between the punching 


resistance and the concrete compressive strength instead of square-root relationship. The punching shear resistance 


is the least of the following three equations:  


 


[1]      fEvv
cffccr


c


' 3


1
2


1028.0 



 











                                    (MPa) 
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[2]      fE
b


d
vv


cffsccr
' 3


1


19.0147.0  















                         (MPa) 


 


[3]      fEvv
cffccr
' 3


1


056.0                                                  (MPa) 


 


Where, vc is the factored shear stress resistance provided by concrete, βc is the ratio of long side to short side of the 


column, λ is a factor to account for concrete density, φc is the resistance factor for concrete, Ef and ρf are the elastic 


modulus and the flexural reinforcement ratio for the FRP reinforcement, respectively, fc
’ is the concrete compressive 


strength (shall not exceed 60 MPa) and αs is a factor takes into account the support condition (αs = 4 for interior 


columns), d is the average slab depth and b̥ is the critical section perimeter. 


 


In contrast, the ACI 440.1R-15 (ACI Committee 440 2015), gives only one equation to calculate the punching shear 


resistance as follows: 
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Where Vc is the nominal shear strength provided by concrete, fc
’ is the concrete compressive strength, b̥ is the critical 


section perimeter and c is the cracked transformed section neutral axis depth, and may computed as: 
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Where ρf and nf are the FRP reinforcement ratio and the ratio of modulus of elasticity of FRP bars-to-modulus of 


elasticity of concrete, respectively. 


 


The failure loads were compared to the predictions of CSA S806-12 and the ACI 440.1R-15 as listed in Table 4. 


CSA S806-12 provided reasonable yet slightly conservative predictions with an average Vexp. / Vpred. of 1.17 ± 0.03 


and a COV of 2.6%. On the other hand, ACI 440.1R-15 highly underestimates the capacities with and average Vexp. / 


Vpred. of 1.79 ± 0.06 with a COV of 3.35%, this underestimation is due to that the punching shear equation of ACI 


440.1R-15 only accounts for the uncracked concrete contribution to resist the applied shear stresses. 


Table 4: Code Comparisons 


Connection 
Failure Load, 


Vexp. (kN) 


Punching Shear Capacity Predictions, Vpred. 


CSA/S806-12 ACI 440.1R-15 


Vpred. Vexp. / Vpred. Vpred. Vexp. / Vpred. 


G-1.0 461 404 1.14 249 1.85 


G-1.5 541 459 1.18 303 1.79 


G-2.0 604 505 1.20 347 1.74 


Mean 1.17 


 


1.79 


SD 0.03 0.06 


COV (%) 2.60 3.35 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 


1. All connections exhibited a brittle punching shear failure, where the column punches through the slab, with no 


signs of concrete crushing on the compression side of the slab or FRP rupture 


2. Increasing the reinforcement ratio has a considerable effect on the post-cracking stiffness; increasing the 


reinforcement ratio by 50 and 100% increased the post-cracking stiffness by 46 and 100%, respectively. 


3. No bond slippage was observed since the strains in the reinforcement were inversely proportional to the 


distance from the column.  


4. Increasing the reinforcement ratio by 50 and 100%, increased the punching capacity by 16 and 28%, 


respectively 


5. The CSA/S806-12 standard gives reasonable predictions to the experimental work with an average Vexp. / Vpred. 


of 1.17 ± 0.03 and a COV of 2.6%. On the other hand, ACI 440.1R-15 highly underestimates the capacities with 


and average Vexp. / Vpred. of 1.79 ± 0.06 with a COV of 3.35%. 
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ABSTRACT  


A ten-metre span, simply-supported, overlap-jointed, rectangular hollow section (RHS) Warren truss was tested 


elastically by applying a single quasi-static point load to various chord panel points to obtain experimental axial force, 


bending moment, and truss deflection patterns. A total of 53 axial forces and bending moments were measured in the 


chord and web members during two tests, and deflections at panel points along the bottom chord were measured 


during a broader series of nine tests. The theoretical behaviour given by practical frame analysis models, consisting 


of: (i) all joints pinned and concentric; (ii) all joints rigid and concentric; (iii) pin-ended webs connected eccentrically 


to continuous chords; and (iv) rigid-ended webs connected eccentrically to continuous chords, has been compared to 


the experimental results. Recommendations are thus made for the analysis of welded RHS trusses with overlapped K-


connections. 


 


Keywords: steel structures, hollow structural sections, trusses, connections, deflections, modelling. 


1. INTRODUCTION 


1.1 Recommendations for RHS Truss Analysis 


International (Packer et al. 2009) and Canadian (Packer and Henderson 1997) design guides recommend that the static 


design of standard (e.g., Warren and Pratt) RHS trusses, having either gapped or overlapped connections (Figs. 1a and 


1b), be carried out on the basis of a force distribution obtained from an elastic analysis of the truss assuming either: 


(a) all of the members are pin-connected, or (b) web members are pin-connected to continuous chords, with the 


distance between the intersection of the web and chord centrelines (+e or –e in Figs. 1a and 1b) modelled as an 


extremely stiff, or rigid, link.  


 


 
Figure 1: RHS (a) overlapped and (b) gapped K-connections (adapted from Packer and Henderson 1997) 
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Moments resulting from connection noding eccentricity (e) must be taken into account when designing the chords (as 


beam columns). Using method (a), these “eccentricity moments” can be easily overlooked, since it is necessary to 


calculate and distribute the total panel point moment (i.e., the sum of horizontal web member force components × e) 


to the chord (which is assumed to primarily resist these moments) in proportion to the chord stiffness on either side of 


the connection. This process is automated using method (b), which was initially suggested in the 1980s with the 


popularity of personal computers (Packer and Davies 1989; Wardenier and Packer 1992; Packer and Henderson 1992; 


Packer et al. 1992).  


1.2 Previous Research 


Under applied loads, significant chord face deformations are generally produced in RHS truss connections and these 


contribute to the axial force and bending moment distributions, and the overall truss deflections. Various methods, 


such as the “micro-bar” model (Czechowski et al. 1984) and finite element methods (Coutie and Saidani 1989, 1991), 


have been used to show that by simulating chord face deformations, the behaviour of experimental trusses can be 


replicated by theoretical models, which can presumably be used for design of the truss. However, such models are 


impractical for design, since they require experimental inputs (the “micro-bar” model) or an appreciable amount of 


modelling time (finite element methods). 


 


Philiastides (1988), whose test program involved RHS trusses with fully-overlapped web members (i.e., Ov = 100%) 


(plus one gap-jointed truss) showed that there is little benefit in simulating chord face deformations for an overlap-


jointed truss. Practical models, like (a) and (b) above, produced similar results. One exception was that, in his models 


with the webs rigidly connected to the chords, predictions of the web member bending moments were not as good as 


the more rigorous methods of simulating chord face deformations (i.e., “micro-bar” or finite element models). 


Additionally, neither (a) nor (b) were evaluated.  


 


Frater and Packer (1992) studied the behaviour of two large-scale gap-jointed RHS trusses and evaluated both (a) and 


(b) on their ability to predict forces and deflections in the trusses, for the purpose of design. They found that bending 


moments in the chords obtained using (b) showed poor numerical agreement with their experimental results, but for 


the purpose of design, where it may only be necessary to predict the maximum bending moment in the chord and to 


check its interaction with the maximum axial force, Frater and Packer (1992) concluded that (b) was generally 


successful. Frater and Packer (1992) also found that a (concentric) rigid-jointed model did not give good bending 


moment predictions for the web members. These moments were found to be highly variable due to the secondary 


effects caused by chord face deformation. 


 


The Canadian HSS Design Guide (Packer and Henderson 1997) suggests that secondary bending moments in the webs 


(resulting from joint deformations) can be neglected in the design of the web members and connections when the ratio 


of the web member length between the node points (L) to the member height (hi, or hj) is six or more (i.e., L/hi ≥ 6 and 


L/hj ≥ 6), provided that connections are designed within a certain range of validity; however, for cases where L/hi < 6 


or L/hj < 6, these secondary moments need to be considered. 


 


Although it has been shown by Frater and Packer (1992) that (b) produces an axial force and bending moment 


distribution that is sufficient for the design of gap-jointed RHS trusses, there is a paucity of evidence demonstrating it 


to be a suitable analysis method for overlap-jointed trusses. This paper evaluates several truss analysis models that are 


available for obtaining axial force and bending moment distributions, including (a) and (b), for the design of overlap-


jointed RHS trusses. 


2. EXPERIMENTAL WORK 


A ten-metre span, simply-supported, overlap-jointed Warren truss (Fig. 2), with web members at 60° to the chord, 


was designed and fabricated using RHS with a minimum nominal yield stress, Fy = 345 MPa. The truss chord members 


were comprised of two sections, as noted in Table 1. Matched web members were overlapped at their connection to 


the chord, with 30% ≤ Ov ≤ 90% (see Fig. 1), and produced noding eccentricities (e) that ranged from 0 to -0.45 times 


the chord height (h0). All of the connections were designed within the parametric range of validity given by Packer 


and Henderson (1997).  
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The truss was tested under “service-load conditions” by applying a single quasi-static point load with a universal test 


frame to one of seven top chord panel points (4 – 10, in Fig. 2), facilitated by translating, rotating, or inverting the 


truss to invert the arrangement shown in Fig. 2. The compression chord was always braced against lateral instability, 


by two frames that were post-tensioned to the laboratory strong-floor, and supported out-of-plane by 


polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) plates. The PTFE plates allowed vertical movement of the truss within the set-up, and 


two rollers provided the vertical support to the truss at its ends. Centreline dimensions of the truss and e values at the 


connections are given in Fig. 2. 


 


 
Figure 2: Truss centreline dimensions (in mm) and e values at the connections 


 


The actual (mechanical and geometrical) properties of the chord and web members were determined, for use later in 


the analysis, as follows: the cross-sectional areas (A) were determined by cutting a prescribed length of the RHS, 


weighing it, and then using a density of 7850 kg/m3 to calculate the area; the Young’s modulus (E) was determined 


from tensile coupon tests in accordance with ASTM A370 (2015); and the moment of inertia (I) was determined from 


formulae given in Annex B of EN10219-2 (CEN 2006), using the measured widths, heights, thicknesses, and corner 


radii of the RHS members. The measured and calculated section properties are shown in Table 1. 


Table 1: Measured and calculated section properties for the RHS truss members 


 


RHS Designation 


A 


mm2 


E 


× 103 MPa 


I 


× 106 mm4 


HSS 127 × 127 × 8.0 (webs 1 – 10) 3626 193.0 8.25 


HSS 178 × 178 × 13 (top chord 11 – 15; posts 22 and 23) 7776 193.0 33.9 


HSS 254 × 254 × 9.5 (bottom chord 16 – 21) 8804 191.7 85.6 


 


 


 
Figure 3: ERSG and LVDT locations 
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Instrumentation consisting of electrical resistance strain gauges (ERSGs) and linear variable differential transformers 


(LVDTs) was used to record the member axial forces and bending moments, and truss deflection patterns. A total of 


106 ERSGs (shown by symbols in Fig. 3) were installed on the top and bottom of each member, centred in the plane 


of the truss, and oriented along the longitudinal axis of the members to measure the in-plane strain profiles. Gauges 


were located (in pairs) at mid-length of each member and at a distance from the connections (as shown in Fig. 3). 


LVDTs were placed along the underside of the bottom chord at every panel point, and inside of the chord at corner 


joints (1 and 13, or 2 and 12, in Fig. 2). This entailed a total of seven LVDTs when the truss was upright, and a total 


of six LVDTs when the truss was inverted (see Fig. 3). Two load cells situated below the rollers were used to measure 


the reaction forces during the tests. An overall view of the arrangement is shown in Fig. 4. 


 


 


 
Figure 4: Overall view of the testing arrangement 


3. RESULTS 


The ERSG data and the actual member properties (Table 1) were used to determine the experimental axial force (Pe) 


and bending moment (Me) at each pair of ERSGs in the truss, from strain distributions such as the one shown in Fig. 


5. According to the ERSG output, the truss remained linear elastic. Hence, Pe and Me were calculated from Eq. 1 and 


Eq. 2. For a test designated as 4.1, the point load was applied to panel point 4, and the experimental axial force and 


bending moment distributions at the peak load are shown in Fig. 6. A similar test, 4.2, gave comparable Pe and Me 


distributions, and has not been shown here. (For test numbers, the first digit refers to the loaded panel point, and the 


second digit refers to the first or second time that the panel point was loaded in a series of tests (see Table 2)). 
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In eight total tests, the panel point deflections and support settlements were determined from the LVDT data. The 


maximum truss defection (Δmax) for each test is given in Table 2, and has been calculated by taking into account the 


support settlements. 
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Figure 5: Potential measured in-plane strain distribution for truss members 


 


 


 
Figure 6: Experimental (a) axial force (kN) and (b) bending moment (kN·m) distributions for test 4.1 (note: the 


bending moment diagrams have been plotted on the side of the member subject to tensile bending stress) 
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Table 2: Comparison of experimental and theoretical (predicted) maximum truss deflections 


 


Test no. 


Applied load 


kN 


Δmax 


mm 


Model RR 


mm 


Model PR 


mm 


Model R 


mm 


Model P 


mm 


Upright 4.2 490 4.50 4.42 (-2%*) 4.57 (+2%) 4.72 (+5%) 5.02 (+10%) 


 6.1 497 6.49 6.93 (+6%) 7.05 (+8%) 7.37 (+12%) 7.69 (+16%) 


 6.2 497 6.46 7.00 (+6%) 7.12 (+7%) 7.41 (+11%) 7.73 (+15%) 


 8 497 6.61 6.93 (+7%) 7.05 (+8%) 7.37 (+12%) 7.69 (+16%) 


 10 490 4.32 4.36 (+3%) 4.60 (+6%) 4.70 (+8%) 5.00 (+14%) 


Inverted 7.1 483 6.21 6.57 (+5%) 6.67 (+7%) 6.95 (+11%) 7.22 (+14%) 


 7.2 480 6.35 6.54 (+3%) 6.63 (+4%) 6.91 (+8%) 7.19 (+12%) 


 9 496 6.00 5.84 (-3%) 5.95 (-1%) 6.18 (+3%) 4.44 (+3%) 


        


Mean percentage error: (+3%) (+5%) (+9%) (+13%) 
*percentage error = [1 – (experimental/theoretical)] × 100% : positive indicates over-prediction 


4. EVALUATION OF RESULTS 


The experimental results have been compared with the theoretical behaviour/predictions given by four practical frame 


analysis models, consisting of:  


 


(a) a concentric pin-jointed model (P) (Fig. 7a); 


(b) a combined pin and rigid connection model (PR), where web members are pin-connected to continuous chord 


members (Fig. 7b);  


(c) a concentric rigid-jointed model (R) (Fig. 7c); and 


(d) an eccentric rigid-jointed model (RR) (Fig. 7d). 


 


 
Figure 7: Assumptions in models (a) P, (b) PR, (c) R, and (d) RR with respect to noding at interior joints, and in 


models (e) P and PR, and (f) R and RR at corner joints 


 


 


Methods (a) and (b) above are the same ones recommended by Packer and Henderson (1997), and have been described 


in the introduction to this paper. Method (c) entails using fixed-end web members that are capable of transmitting 


axial, in-plane bending and shear forces, thereby making it possible to plot a bending moment distribution for both 


the web and chord members. In method (c), joints are modelled concentrically regardless of the e value at the joint. 


Method (d) uses fixed-end web members that are connected to continuous chords, with the distance between the 


intersection of the web and chord centrelines (+e or –e) modelled as a rigid two-joint link. 
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The true effective depth (distance between chord centrelines) has been modelled for methods (a) and (c), meaning that 


the true web-to-chord angle (θ1 = θ2 = 60°) has not been maintained. This assumption, for “forced” concentric analyses, 


is claimed to give better results than the alternative (i.e., modelling the true web-to-chord angles) (Philiastides 1988). 


Using methods (b) and (d), both the true effective depth and the true web-to-chord angles have been maintained, since 


system lines for the models coincide with the member centrelines. Assumptions with respect to noding at the corner 


joints are shown in Figs. 7e and 7f. One should note that for concentrically-noded trusses (i.e., e = 0 at all connections), 


models R and RR are identical. 


4.1 Comparison of Experimental and Theoretical Truss Behaviour 


4.1.1 Axial Force Distributions 


By comparing the mean percentage error for axial force predictions in each member (Table 3), it is shown that models 


RR, PR, and R conservatively (over-)predict most member forces, and give similar axial force distributions overall. 


Forces that were under-predicted by the models were always in web members, and the maximum percentage errors 


were -4%, -1%, and -9% in test 4.1 (for models RR, PR and R, respectively) and -7% (for model R) in test 4.2. It is 


found that model R most significantly under-predicts member forces; thus, it is not recommended to use an axial force 


distribution obtained from this model for design. 


 


The larger mean percentage error in test 4.2 is explained by weld fractures that, by design, occurred in nine of the 


connections between tests 4.1 and 4.2 (for more information, see Tousignant and Packer 2015). Fractured joints were 


ground, re-welded, and sometimes plated between tests, thereby modifying the geometry and stiffness of the 


connections, and hence the experimental axial force distribution. The sample standard deviation of the percentage 


error for all predictions (19 total for each test/model), was less than 4% for both models RR and PR, and greater than 


6% for models R and P. Thus, the former two models can be deemed more precise with respect to axial force 


predictions. 


Table 3: Mean percentage errors for theoretical (predicted) axial forces  


Test no.  Model RR Model PR Model R Model P 


4.1 Top chord (11 – 15) +5% +4% +5% +8% 


 Bottom chord (17 – 20)  +7% +10% +8% +15% 


 Webs (1 – 10) +6% +6% +6% +7% 


      


 Mean percentage error* +6% +8% +7% +11% 


 No. of members under-predicted 1 1 2 0 


4.2 Top chord (11 – 15) +8% +8% +9% +11% 


 Bottom chord (17 – 20) +9% +12% +11% +17% 


 Webs (1 – 10) +10% +10% +9% +11% 


      


 Mean percentage error +9% +11% +10% +14% 


 No. of members under-predicted 0 0 1 0 
*percentage error = [1 – (experimental/theoretical)] × 100% : positive indicates over-prediction  


 


4.1.2 Bending Moment Distributions 


Experimental and theoretical bending moment distributions (for models RR, PR and R) are compared in Fig. 8. With 


the exception of top chord segments 11 and 15, and bottom chord segments 16 and 21, models RR and PR give similar 


bending moment distributions in the chords. These are, in turn, similar to the experimental results. Model R 


underestimates bending moments in the top chord away from the applied load, and gives the incorrect sense of bending 


in the bottom chord (segment 17, where there is large e at the adjacent connections). This is not surprising, since model 


R is capable of defining only the continuity component of the bending moment distribution. Conversely, model P is 


only capable of defining the eccentricity component of the bending moment distribution if it is calculated in 


accordance with recommendations in the introduction to this paper. 
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By the slopes of the experimental versus theoretical bending moment diagrams (Fig. 8), it is shown that models PR 


and RR give reasonable shear forces in the chords; however, in this regard, model RR may be deemed better, since 


model PR does not correctly give double curvature in chord segments 11, 13 and 15 (top chord), and 2, 12 and 19 


(bottom chord). For 11 and 15, this is an effect caused by corner joint rigidity, and since, by definition, model PR 


cannot employ web member end fixity, it cannot replicate the experimental bending moments at these locations (which 


were also measured by Philiastides 1988, and Frater and Packer 1992).  


 


Bending moments in the webs are produced by models R and RR, and both distributions show the correct sense of 


bending in all but two members (i.e., members 1 and 4), but underestimate the magnitude of the experimental results 


(a trend which has been reported by Coutie and Saidani 1989, 1991; Philiastides 1988; and Frater and Packer 1992). 


The maximum experimental web member bending moment in tests 4.1 and 4.2 (which occurred in member 3) was 


still low – less than 7% of the nominal yield moment of the member (for Fy = 345 MPa) – but this being (a) under 


“service load conditions”, and (b) 2.5·bi and 2.5·bj away from the chord face (see Fig. 3). At ultimate loads, web 


member bending moments will be larger, and may not redistribute as easily as in a gap-jointed truss since connections 


are more rigid. Designers should therefore be mindful of cases where web moments could become significant.  


 


 
Figure 8: Comparison of experimental and theoretical bending moment distributions for test 4.1 (note: the bending 


moment diagrams have been plotted on the side of the member subject to tensile bending stress) 


 


4.1.3 Maximum Truss Deflections 


Experimental and theoretical maximum truss deflections are compared in Table 2, and it is shown that model RR 


(mean error = +3%) gives the most accurate prediction of the maximum truss deflection. Model PR (mean error = 


+5%) is comparable. The similarity of these two models in predicting the maximum truss deflection is unsurprising, 


since they also give similar chord bending moments, and axial forces overall. By virtual work principles, the difference 


in given deflections is therefore made up in the bending of the webs, which under experimental loading conditions 
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were shown to be small. On average, the concentric models (P and R) over-predict the maximum truss deflection by 


13% and 9%, respectively. Nonetheless, all four models (a – d) may be used to obtain a conservative (over-)prediction 


of the maximum truss deflection for design. 


5. CONCLUSIONS 


The experimental behaviour of a large-scale overlap-jointed RHS truss has been compared with the theoretical 


behaviour given by practical frame analysis models, consisting of: (i) all joints pinned and concentric (P); (ii) all joints 


rigid and concentric (R); (iii) pin-ended web members connected eccentrically to continuous chords (PR); and (vi) 


rigid-ended web members connected eccentrically to continuous chords (RR). The following conclusions have been 


reached for the analysis of RHS trusses with overlapped K-connections: 


 


1. Model P provides a conservative (over-)prediction of the axial force distributions and truss deflections; 


however, since it neglects continuity bending moments it will be a poor indicator of the actual truss behaviour. 


2. Model R is not suited for analysis since it has been shown to unsafely (under-)predict member axial forces and, 


since it neglects eccentricity bending moments, it will be a poor indicator of both the magnitude and sense of 


bending in chords.  


3. Model PR gives generally good predictions for axial forces in chords and webs, bending moments in the chords, 


and for the maximum truss deflection.  


4. Model RR may be used for analysis since it provides even better predictions for the axial forces, bending 


moments, and maximum truss deflection than model PR, but it does produce a bending moment distribution for 


the web members which may cause difficulties using conventional truss design recommendations, as these are 


based on axially-loaded web members. 


 


The above conclusions are based on limited experimentation and pertain to RHS trusses of similar geometry and, in 


particular, low span-to-depth ratios. 
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ABSTRACT  


The City of Barrie’s municipal solid waste landfill is located in a depleted sand pit and is in close proximity to 


residential development.  The landfill opened in the 1960s and was slated for closure in 2017.  Originally designed 


as a natural attenuation facility, leachate seepage from the waste to the groundwater and an adjacent stream, posed 


environmental risks and compliance issues.  The risks were mitigated through a project completed between 2008 and 


2015, involving the progressive excavation of approximately 1.6 million cubic metres of waste in the western 2/3 of 


the landfill, installation of an engineered state-of-the-art liner and leachate collection system, re-use of sand from the 


waste screening process and installation of a landfill gas collection system. The re-engineered landfill cells contain 


leachate from impacting groundwater and will allow existing purge well remedial system to be stopped earlier than 


initially predicted.  The landfill gas collection and flaring system constructed as part of the project will result in 


reduction in the release of greenhouse gas. The total airspace remaining as a result of the reclamation and re-


engineering translates to a site closure of 2035, a lifespan increase of 18 years.  This increase resulted from the re-


use of daily cover screened from the waste, as well as increased density achieved through recompaction activities.  


This project outcome is considered to be a success from the perspectives of improved environmental performance 


and improved utilization of an existing waste management asset, which will allow the City to continue to develop its 


long term Sustainable Waste Management Strategy. 


 


Keywords: waste reclamation, landfill mining, airspace gain, environmental benefit, landfill remediation  


1. INTRODUCTION 


 The Barrie landfill curently services the City of Barrie (population 140,000) and has been used to dispose of 


municipal solid waste (MSW) since the mid 1960s.  Prior to 1973, the landfill also accepted waste from local 


industries, which was placed in the eastern third of the landfill (Cell 1).  The landfill has a licenced volume of 3.9 


Mm3, a design footprint of 18.6 hectares and consists of three waste cells (Cells 1 to 3 from east to west, Figure 1) 


and a peak waste pile thickness of approximately 30 m.  Prior to 2007, the landfill was constructed without an 


engineered liner and, as a result, groundwater collection systems consisting of a drain (Gallery) and purge wells 


have been constructed to intercept leachate impacts.  The combined discharge of these systems is directed to the 


City’s wastewater treatment plant. 


 


An updated design and operations (D&O) plan was completed (Golder Associates, 2005), which included 


reclamation, or “mining”, of waste in the western two thirds of the landfill and re-engineering of the landfill to 


incorporate a liner and leachate collection system, as well as a landfill gas collection system and flare.  Although 


groundwater impacts from potentially hazardous waste in Cell 1 have not been identified, reclamation of waste in 


this cell was not recommended due to the possible presence of the hazardous material in this area.  The reclamation 


operations were undertaken to bring the site into environmental compliance and reduce the period of time over 


which the purge well system will be required and thus reduce the discharge conveyed to the wastewater treatment 


plant.   
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Landfill reclamation for this project refers to the process whereby the existing waste fill is excavated, screened to 


remove the daily cover soil (soil component) and then the remaining large waste fraction is re-landfilled using a 


greater level of compaction and less soil cover than had originally been used.  The screened daily cover component 


is referred to as “fines”, whereas the remaining waste component is referred to as “overs”.  Whereas the primary 


intent of the reclamation at the Barrie Landfill is to reduce environmental impact, it was also expected to result in a 


recovery of air space, thus extending the operational life of the landfill.  


  


Figure 1: Barrie Landfill Site - Stream (blue) southeast of Cell 1, purge wells (red circles) to south of Cells 2 and 3. 


 


At the commencement of the project, there was only one small lined area in the south of Cell 3 available to place the 


reclaimed and incoming waste, with an interim capacity of 130,000 m3. A critical aspect of the project therefore 


involved the timing of waste reclamation and new cell construction, such that the available space in the new lined 


cells would be sufficient to hold the estimated volume of the reclaimed waste as well as incoming MSW and daily 


cover until the next cell could be constructed. Sequencing and design of the access by incoming waste trucks and the 


internal transfer of the processed fines and overs was also critical.  


 


In 2007, a liner and leachate collection system were installed in the south end of Cell 3, where no waste had been 


placed to date.  The liner, which meets the current requirements under Ontario Regulation 232/98 based on transport 


model predictions, consists of a composite of a geosynthetic clay liner and a 60 mil high density polyethylene liner 


with non-woven separator and cushion cloth and sand.  A continuous stone drainage layer comprised of 50 mm 


diameter stone and a leachate collection system (LCS) overlie the liner, and are ultimately directed to the City’s 


wastewater treatment plant. This design of liner and leachate collection was progressively extended into Cell 2 and 


the northern part of Cell 3 as the waste reclamation activities were completed in these areas.  Figure 4 shows the 


construction of a new cell in the south half of Cell 2. 
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2. RECLAMATION PROGRAM 


The reclamation project was based on a pilot scale waste mining operation carried out from November 2007 to 


February 2008 in the southern part of Cell 2, to confirm design assumptions and to plan the multi-year 


reclamation/re-engineering staging plan.  Frequent and detailed surveys for a large volume sample (more than 


13,200 m3) of the excavated and waste fill areas were combined with weigh-in-motion measurements, which 


allowed a determination of the average in-situ density of the excavated waste, the percentage of fines and the 


average density that was achieved during recompaction of the oversize waste fraction.  The fine (i.e., sand) fraction 


from this part of the landfill was 60% of the total waste (by volume).  The in-place density of the excavated waste 


was 1,310 kg/m3; the apparent density of the re-compacted oversize fraction was 1,280 kg/m3, as compared to a 


typical compacted waste density of 750 kg/m3.  The high density of the in-place waste reflects the high proportion of 


soil used to cover the waste. 


 


Subsequent to the pilot scale reclamation, full scale operations were completed between 2009 and 2015, of which 


1,392,475 m3 was excavated, screened and recompacted.  The average apparent waste density achieved during the 


full operation was 1,180 kg/m3, slightly lower than that identified in the pilot process.  The operations were staged in 


three large phases, covering the south, central and northern parts of Cell 2 and 3.  The first two phases are illustrated 


on Figures 2 and 3.   


Figure 2: Phase 1 Reclamation                              Figure 3: Phase 2 Reclamation 


 


A total of 1,620,000 m3 of waste was excavated between 2009 and 2015, representing 44% of the total licenced 


landfill volume.  A total of 331,781 m3 of the waste was excavated and re-landfilled without screening, including 


asbestos and newer waste which exhibited high odours during excavation. The fines component over the entire 


project averaged 52-53%, however the percentage varied substantially on a day-to-day basis.  The excavated waste 


consisted of a variable mix of residential and commercial refuse and in some cases, substantial thicknesses of cover 


material.  Significant quantities of telephone wire, industrial fabric cut-offs and tires were encountered, notably in 


the southern part of Cell 2, which slowed the rate of screening.  In some areas large wood stumps and construction 


concrete rubble was encountered.  The wire and industrial fabric served as the greatest operational challenge; 


however tires comprised the greatest percentage of large items in the waste. The waste materials in newer part of the 


landfill (Cell 3) consisted largely of “uniform” waste and contained few tires or material that affected screening; as a 


result, the overall daily production increased.   


 


The waste screening operations for the full scale reclamation were undertaken using two 2.1 m diameter 10 m long 


rotating drum “trommel” screens with 52 mm openings (Figure 5).  These screens were typically staged at the base 


of a waste slope and excavation operations were adjusted to push or occasionally transport waste to the screens.  A 


15 m stacker was occasionally used in order to manage the fines.  The heavy equipment used in the operations 


typically included two to three large excavators with thumbs, two D-6 bulldozers and four articulated haul trucks (25 


to 35 tonnes).  The production rate for each screen averaged approximately 140 m3/hour for each screen over the 


project period.  
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Figure 4: Construction of lined waste cell                      Figure 5: Waste Screening Operation  


 


Odour control and assessment of the potential for air quality impacts, notably relative to the potential for off-site 


impacts, was a significant part of the project planning and implementation.  Sampling of the landfill gas and of air 


quality upwind and downwind of the landfill indicated that there were no anticipated exceedances of the regulatory 


standards or unacceptable health impact related to the reclamation process (Golder, 2011).  The City implemented 


regular odour inspections surrounding the site, targeted at identifying perceptible odours, which were ranked 


according to type, frequency and strength of the odours.  Site operations were adjusted (covering of waste, cessation 


of activities) as required, to ensure minimal impact to residents. 


3. FINES COMPONENT ANALYSIS 


The management of the volume of the fines component produced during the reclamation process was a significant 


challenge.  A portion of this material was also used for interim cover on the lower slopes of the completed areas, 


which is further covered by topsoil.  Analyses relating to the potential influence of this latter for use as interim cover 


have been completed and indicate that the fines material placed in these areas are not expected to adversely 


influence off-site surface water.  This analysis was based in part on comparison of the in-place fines after a number 


of years, to that of the fines materials collected during the waste screening process.  


 


The geotechnical and geochemical nature of the fines from the screening process was assessed in order to determine 


potential alternative uses other than daily cover.  This included use as a base material below the liner, final cover 


and off-site fill.  On a weight basis, the fines consisted primarily (74%) of fine grained sand, followed by dry 


combustibles (15.4%) consisting largely of paper and fibre and plastic (7%). 


 


The grain size of the fine component was largely consistent with that of fine sand, which was sourced from the on-


site soils for daily cover.  Figure 6 illustrates the grain size distribution of a typical sample of the fines fraction from 


waste placed after approximately 1992.  This material is lighter than typical results for sand, as a result of the 


inclusion of paper and plastic, and is also slightly wetter, as a result of the inclusion of the organic/wood fraction.  


Geotechnical testing of the material was completed to confirm the properties for use as cover and base fill. 
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Table 1: Relative proportions of fine fraction from the waste screening process 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 
Figure 6:  Grain size distribution of a typical sample of fine fraction from reclamation 


 


Geochemical assessment of the fine material upon screening indicated that it largely meets the Ontario Table 2 


standards for final cover material quality below the vegetated topsoil layer, with a few exceptions.  The electrical 


conductivity of the material is elevated, consistent with the fines fraction being in contact with water leaching salts 


from the waste materials.  Concentrations of boron and copper are occasionally slightly elevated above the 


standards.  Sampling of fines material placed since 2009 indicates that their quality improves as precipitation 


infiltrates through this material to the waste, leaching the remaining salts.  Based on an analysis of soil and runoff 


quality using a risk assessment approach, it has been determined that the quality of the runoff from the site will not 


adversely impact off-site streams. 


4. ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFITS 


At the time of the commencement of the landfill reclamation and re-engineering project, the environmental control 


systems at the Barrie Landfill consisted of  (i) a groundwater collection gallery (Gallery) east of Cell 1 and (ii) a 


system of groundwater extraction (purge) wells.  These systems were installed in 1973 and 2007, respectively, to 


control groundwater impacted by the landfill leachate infiltrating through the native sandy materials under the 


landfill.  The groundwater from these systems is directed to the City’s wastewater treatment plant, at a rate of 


approximately 1,750 m3/day in 2014 (Golder Associates, 2015). 


 


The benefit of installation of the liner and LCS is that the leachate will be captured directly and no longer mix with 


the underlying groundwater flow.  Once the existing plume in the aquifer under the landfill is captured by the purge 


well system and it is subsequently shut down, the flows to the wastewater treatment system will be reduced.  


Fraction Air Dry 


Mass (g) 


% of Total 


Inert (sand) 2392.2  73.7 


Metal     13.9    0.4 


Combustible   498.7  15.4 


Wet/Putrescible   112.7    3.5 


Plastics   226.8    7.0 


TOTAL 3244.0 100.0 
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Furthermore, the cost of operating and maintaining the active purge well system will end, and the leachate collection 


will be limited to gravity drainage (i.e., non-mechanical) of the LCS and the Gallery. 


 


In addition to the above systems, a landfill gas (LFG) collection and flaring system was installed in the reclaimed 


portions of the waste in order to reduce the effects greenhouse gas emissions.  The LFG collection system consists 


of vertical wells and horizontal trenches, which are connected to a gas header extending from the south perimeter of 


the landfill, west and ultimately north to the LFG extraction plant.  This system is currently collecting and flaring 


approximately 340 m3/hr of landfill gas and it is predicted that a maximum collection rate of up to approximately 


500 m3/hour may be achieved.  On this basis, and considering current approaches to funding of LFG power 


generation projects, installation of a 500 to 850 kW generator is considered feasible. A financial assessment of the 


feasibility of generating electricity from the LFG is currently underway. 


 


Overall, the reclamation and re-engineering project has resulted in a net benefit to the environment though the 


reduction of the release of leachate to the groundwater and the capture of methane gas and flaring to reduce 


greenhouse gas emissions.  Additional benefits were achieved in terms of the expected long-term reduction in flows 


to the wastewater treatment facility, as well as potentially the income from the generation of electricity from landfill 


gas.  


5. AIRSPACE GAIN 


In 2004, it was predicted that the Barrie landfill would be filled to capacity by 2017, based on the existing design.  


The approval of the reclamation operations in the D&O plan was predicated on no change to the total original 


licenced waste volume, 3.9 Mm3.  It was initially predicted, based solely on a 50 / 50 % fines to overs ratio, that 


reclamation would result in an increased site life of 7 years (i.e., 2024). 


 


A total of approximately 742,200 m3 of fines were produced during the reclamation process, which has been partly 


used during the placement and recompaction of the screened overs from the reclamation process and the incoming 


MSW from 2009 to date.  The remainder of the fines will be used in future for daily and interim cover, and possibly 


final cover.  A total of approximately 200,000 m3 of fines have been stored over the interim filled areas in the central 


parts of Cells 2 and 3, as well as on the east side of Cell 2. 


 


In 2009, prior to reclamation, the remaining airspace was approximately 815,000 m3; the remaining airspace at the 


end of reclamation in 2015 was 1,144,550 m3. The resultant difference of approximately 330,000 m3, plus the 


interim disposal of approximately 170,000 m3 of incoming MSW over this period, represents the net increase in 


capacity associated with the reclamation.   


 


Based on the current annual waste disposal rates (30,000 to 36,000 tonnes) and population growth predictions for the 


City, it has been estimated that the total lifespan of the landfill will extend to 2035.  This, represents an 18-year gain 


in lifespan over the initial closure date of 2017.  This gain represents the increases resulting from (i) re-use of the 


fines component as daily cover, (ii) greater density of compaction of the in-place materials and (iii) reductions in 


waste disposal rates achieved since the project began. Over the remaining lifespan of the landfill, it is expected that 


all of the remaining fines material will be used as daily cover.  No importation of cover material is expected to be 


required, with the potential exception of the final years. 


 


The benefit of the airspace gain to the City includes both the value of waste disposal from the perspective of 


alternatives including waste export, and the time which the City will have to implement their Sustainable Waste 


Management Strategy and to further develop options for additional reduction of the waste disposal rate through 


reduced waste generation and increased diversion. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  


Barn Swallow is a medium-sized song bird that is approximately 15 to 18 cm long, which feeds on flying insects.  


They are easily recognized by their blue glossy back and upper wings, rusty- orange forehead and throat, brownish 


underbelly, and their deeply forked tails.  In Ontario, they are most common in southern and central Ontario but 


occur as far north as Hudson Bay (COSSARO 2011).  Barn Swallows nest on walls or ledges of barns and on other 


human-made structures such as bridges, culverts or other buildings (Lepage 2007).  Barn Swallow often nest in 


small colonies of 2 to 59 nests in Ontario (Peck and James 1987), and often nest together with Cliff Swallows.  


Barns Swallows feed on aerial insects while foraging in open habitats such as meadows, hay, pasture or even mowed 


lawn. (COSEWIC 2011).  Barn Swallows are associated with grassland.  They will also frequently forage in 


woodland clearings, over wetland habitats or open water where insect prey are abundant.  A review of historical data 


from the Ontario Nest Records Scheme was conducted by Bird Studies Canada and Stantec (Richardson et al. 2015) 


to identify historic patterns in use of structures. This analysis showed that although barns are the most commonly 


used nesting structure, their use over time has decreased, whereas the use of bridges and culverts has increased. To 


investigate present day use of structures, more than 500 bridges and culverts were surveyed from 2010-2015. The 


objective was to determine if there was a relationship between the presence of Barn Swallow nests and the physical 


characteristics of bridges and culverts, and the surrounding landscape. Preliminary analyses showed that only about 


20% of bridges and culverts surveyed were used by Barn Swallows, although this varied across the province 


(Richardson et al. 2015)  Barn Swallows appeared  to select concrete culverts that were greater than 1.5 m wide; 


while unused culverts tended to be smaller in size or made of metal materials (Richardson et al. 2015). The 


surrounding landscape may also be an important contributor to the presence of nesting Barn Swallows; their 


distribution in Ontario appears to be related to the availability of open country habitat and possibly also to cattle 


abundance (Richardson et al. 2015). 


2. STATUS 


The Barn Swallow nests in all Canadian provinces and territories, throughout most of the United States and northern 


and central Mexico.  The Ontario population represents 1% of global population and 3% of North American 


population and there is an estimated population size of 350,000 individuals, 91% of which occur in southern Ontario 


(COSSARO 2011).  The North American population is showing long-term declined (COSSARO 2011), with the 


largest declines in the northeastern states and eastern Canada (COSEWIC 2011).   Breeding bird survey data 


indicate an overall decline of 38% in North America between 1970 and 2009, and 80% in Canada for a similar 


period (COSEWIC 2011).  Other aerial insectivores, including swallows, swifts, flycatchers and other birds that 


catch insects in flight, are  declining more steeply than any other group of birds in Canada, but the causes of the 


decline are unknown (NABCI Canada 2012).  Although Barn Swallow habitat loss is well documented, its potential 


role in the decline of the species is not well understood.  Habitat loss includes the removal and modernization of 
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barns as nesting habitat, direct loss of foraging habitat.  Other factors include loss of insect food through pesticide 


spraying.   


3. LEGAL PROTECTION  


The Barn Swallow is classified as a threatened species in Canada and Ontario.  Barn Swallow is not listed on 


schedule 1 of the federal Species at Risk Act, 2002 (SARA), and is not protected by the SARA.  Barn Swallow was 


added to the Species at Risk Ontario (SARO) List as a Threatened species in May 2011 and automatically receives 


legal protection from harm or harassment under the Endangered Species Act, 2007 (ESA). They also receive general 


habitat protection because a species-specific habitat regulation has not yet been developed.  


  


When the ESA came into effect in 2007, proponents were required to obtain a permit from the Minister of Natural 


Resources and Forestry (MNRF) to undertake any activities which would contravene the ESA. Ontario Regulation 


(O.Reg.) 242/08 came into effect on July 1, 2013, to provide proponents with new exemptions that remove the 


requirement for the ESA (2007) permitting for eligible activities and streamline the authorization process.  Instead of 


permitting, the Regulation introduces a new compliance process, which involves registering activities with MNRF 


through an online registry. The registration process is proponent driven; it is the proponent’s responsibility to ensure 


the activity is eligible for one of the exemptions and that all requirements are met. 


 


O.Reg. 242/08 Section 23.5 (Barn Swallow) allows proponents to register eligible activities that will affect habitat 


for Barn Swallow, including “the repair, maintenance, modification, replacement or demolition” of an existing 


structure with Barn Swallow nests.  Under Section 23.5, proponents are required to prepare a mitigation plan and 


undertake a three-year monitoring program.  The mitigation plan must include avoidance of the active Barn Swallow 


nesting period (May 1 to August 31), and creation of replacement nesting habitat (such as kiosks), including 


installation of nest cups at a 1:1 ratio.   


 


O.Reg. 242/08 Section 23.18 (Threats to health and safety, not imminent) allows proponents to register activities 


that are necessary for maintaining human health of safety in habitat of some protected species, including Barn 


Swallow.  Eligible projects include activities to “maintain, repair, remove, decommission or upgrade certain 


structures or infrastructure,” including communication systems, power facilities, pipelines, roads, railways, 


water/wastewater/stormwater works, and drainage works.   Activities that change the location, area or use, or the 


operation of existing structures or infrastructure are not eligible.  Section 23.18 can be used for multiple protected 


species.  Under this Section, the proponent is required to prepare a mitigation plan, however there is no requirement 


for monitoring as described for Section 23.5. 


4. IMPLICATIONS TO INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECTS IN ONTARIO 


Bird Studies Canada and Stantec research (Richardson et al. 2015) has shown that approximately 20% of bridges 


and culverts support nesting Barn Swallows and therefore, a large number of maintenance and upgrade projects may 


be subject to authorization under the ESA. In addition to the research data, we will review five construction projects 


in southern Ontario to demonstrate the implications of nesting Barn Swallow to projects.  These case studies will 


provide an overview of approaches to field investigations and impact assessment; consultation undertaken with 


regulatory authorities (i.e., MNRF) to confirm preventative nesting measures and nest replacement strategies; design 


considerations; and mitigation plans prepared to address O.Reg. 242/08 Section 23.18 and Section 23.5.  The case 


studies that were selected were: (1) Culvert Rehabilitation / Replacement of Structural Culverts in Southwestern 


Ontario (G.W.P. 3040-11-00 and G.W.P. 3032 14-00); (2) Highway 401 Reconstruction, Municipality of Chatham-


Kent, Contract 1 (G.W.P. 3091-12-00); (3) Highway 401 Reconstruction, Municipality of Chatham-Kent, Contract 2  


(G.W.P. 3086-14-00); (4) Oil and Gas Sector development, southern Ontario; and, (5) Residential development, 


southern Ontario.   


 


There is no consensus on the effectiveness of the current mitigation plans, particularly with respect to the provision 


of artificial nesting habitat (e.g., nesting kiosks).  The collection of habitat data from this collaborative research 


(Richardson et al. 2015) will help inform mitigation plans and hopefully assist with Barn Swallow recovery efforts. 
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ABSTRACT  


This paper presents the results of an ongoing experimental investigation examining the effect of fiber orientation and 


stacking sequence on the behavior of FRP-confined concrete. As part of the experimental study, 100 mm x 200 mm 


concrete cylinders were jacketed with carbon fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP) sheets and tested under pure axial 


compressive loading. The specimens were confined using various CFRP stacking sequences, with fibers oriented at 


0⁰, 90⁰, and ±45⁰. Furthermore, within each stacking sequence, the numbers of layers was varied from 4 to 8 to 


examine the effect of number of plies on the behavior of the FRP-confined concrete cylinders. In addition, the research 


program included a companion set of CFRP coupons made from CFRP laminates having the same properties as the 


CFRP jackets used in the cylinder series. The preliminary results show that parameters such as fiber orientation, 


stacking sequence, and number of confinement layers have a direct impact on the strength, ductility and stress-strain 


behavior of CFRP confined concrete.  


 


Keywords: - CFRP; Confinement; Columns, Fiber Orientation; Number of Layers.  


1. INTRODUCTION  


In the past three decades the popularity of fiber reinforced polymers (FRP) has increased in civil engineering 


applications due to their favorable properties which include: high strength-to-weight ratio, corrosion resistance, and 


high versatility which allows for ease of construction. In the case of reinforced concrete columns, application of 


externally-bonded FRP jacketing results in significant enhancement in strength and overall energy-dissipation capacity 


due to the ability of FRP to enhance confinement of the concrete cross-section (Sheikh et al. 2007).  Over the years, a 


large number of studies have been conducted to examine the behavior of FRP-confined concrete, ranging from a large 


number of studies on small-scale cylinders as well as larger-scale reinforced concrete columns. The research has 


allowed for the development of numerous FRP confinement models and the development of design guidelines in codes 


of practice such as the Canadian CSA S806 Standard (Design and construction of building structures with fiber-


reinforced polymers) (CSA, 2012). Most of these models and design equations have been developed based on data 


from cylinders and columns confined with unidirectional FRP oriented in the hoop direction. There is a need for 


further data to examine the effect of fiber orientation and stacking sequence on the stress-strain behaviour of FRP-


confined concrete. This data is necessary to calibrate existing confinement models and code equations for columns 


confined with FRP having varying fiber orientations and stacking sequences. 
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Table 1: Summary of studies in the literature examining effect of FRP fiber orientation  


Author Type of test Parameters Main conclusions 


Rajappa 


(2004) 


Cylinders,  


coupons 
 Concrete strength 


 Size effect 


 Number of layers 


 Fiber orientation 


 Increase in peak stress more pronounced in specimens 


with lower concrete strength. 


 Increase in peak stress higher in smaller size 


specimens, opposite results obtained in the case of 


increase in strain. 


 Specimens with greater number of layers showed 


greater increase in strength and stiffness. 


 Specimens with 45º fibers showed relatively low 


increase in strength compared to those with hoop fibers. 


Au and 


Buyukozturk 


(2005)  


Cylinders  Stacking sequence 


 Fiber orientation 


 


 Specimens with equal number of layers but different 


layups showed different failure modes. 


 Brittle failure observed in specimens with hoop fibers, 


while ductile failure in specimens with angular fibers. 


Li et al. 


(2005)  


Cylinders,  


coupons 
 Fiber orientation 


 Number of layers 


 Fiber orientation & jacket thickness have  influence on 


stress-strain behavior, strength, ductility & failure mode. 


 Specimens with confinement ratio smaller than 0.07 


showed behavior similar to those of unconfined concrete. 


Hong and 


Kim (2004)  


Cylinders  Cross-section 


shape 


 Winding angle 


 Number of layers 


 Increase in stress and strain is more pronounced in 


circular specimens when compared to specimens with 


square cross-section.  


 Increase in stress is higher in specimens with fiber 


orientation close to hoop direction. 


 Both strength and stiffness increased proportionally 


with number of layers. 


Vincent and 


Ozbakkalogl


u (2013)  


Cylinders  Fiber orientation 


 Concrete strength 


 FRP tubes vs. wrap 


 Specimens with hoop direction fiber displayed a 


greater increase in stress compare to those with fibers 


oriented at 45⁰ or 60⁰. Specimens with fibers in angular 


directions showed more ductile behavior compared to 


specimens with hoop direction fibers. 


 The increase in stress and strain was more pronounced 


in specimens with lower unconfined concrete strength. 


 No significant difference was observed in specimens 


confined with external FRP sheets and FRP tubes. 


Parretti and 


Nanni (2002)  


Columns  Cross section 


shape 


 Fiber orientation 


 


 Circular specimens with fibers in hoop direction 


showed sudden failure, while specimens with 45⁰ fibers 


showed ductile response. 


 Rectangular specimens confined with fibers in 45⁰ 


showed the best performance in the case of increase in 


ductility. 


Hadi and Le 


(2014)  


Columns, 


coupons 
 Fiber orientation  Better performance achieved from vertical and angular 


fibers as load eccentricity was increased. 


Fam and 


Rizkalla 


(2001) 


Conc. filled 


GFRP tubes 
 Stacking sequence 


 Fiber orientation & 


loading condition 


 Size of core area  


 Aligning fibers as closely as possible to hoop direction 


in GFRP tubes results in enhanced strength & stiffness 


 Aligning fibers in axial direction reduces strength and 


stiffness for the same number of FRP layers which is 


attributed to Poisson's ratio effect   
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A limited number of studies have examined the effect of FRP fiber orientation on the behaviour of FRP-confined 


concrete (some of these studies are summarized in Table 1). Sadeghian et al. (2009) examined the effect of fiber 


orientation by testing a series of CFRP coupons having different fiber configurations. A total of 24 coupon specimens 


(cross-section of 30 x 350mm) were tested under axial tension load. A total of eight wrap configurations were prepared 


from fibers oriented at 0⁰, ±45⁰ and 90⁰, with the number of layers varying from 1 to 4 layers. The increase in the 


number of CFRP layers having the same orientation enhanced the stiffness and maximum load capacity of the coupons, 


while the maximum elongation remained relatively unchanged. Coupons with fibers oriented at 0⁰ showed linear-


elastic behaviour, with brittle rupture at failure. Coupons with a CFRP fiber orientation of ±45⁰ showed nonlinear 


behavior and more ductile failure response. As the fiber angle approached 90⁰, the ultimate strength of the FRP 


coupons reduced substantially. In a follow-up study, Sadeghian et al. (2010) tested a companion series of 30 cylinders 


having dimensions of 150 x 300 mm. The series including various stacking sequences with fibers oriented in the 


longitudinal (90o), transverse (0o) and diagonal directions (±45o), while the number of layers was varied between 1 


and 4. Specimens with FRP sheets in the hoop direction (0⁰) showed a significant increase in ultimate strength and 


ultimate strain when compared to the unconfined specimens. Specimens with FRP oriented in the longitudinal 


direction (90⁰) did not show an increase in strength or ductility. However, when combined with FRP sheets at 0⁰, the 


behavior of the specimens became similar to that of specimens with specimens having FRP fibers oriented in the hoop 


direction. Specimens confined with 4 layers of angled FRP (±45⁰) demonstrated an effective enhancement in ductility 


(with a ductility increase factor of 10) compared to unconfined cylinders, while specimens confined with 4 layers of 


0⁰ FRP sheets had a ductility increase factor of 8. Specimens confined with a combination of FRP sheets with fibers 


oriented in transverse and angled directions (0⁰ and ±45⁰) behaved in a similar fashion to cylinders confined purely 


with FRP in the transverse (0⁰) direction. Fam and Rizkalla (2001) have studied the effect of fiber orientation in 


concrete-filled GFRP tubes and have found that aligning fibers as closely as possible to the hoop direction results in 


enhanced strength & stiffness when compared to fibres aligned in the axial direction. The result was attributed to 


Poisson's ratio effect, where the ratio is considerably higher than that of the concrete core when fibres are aligned in 


the axial direction, which reduces confinement efficiency. A summary of other studies in the literature along with 


conclusions are presented in Table 1.  


2. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 


2.1 Details of the specimens 


A total of 26 concrete wrapped cylinders and 5 unwrapped control specimens, were tested under uniaxial compression 


to failure. Variables considered in this study include:  CFRP fiber orientation, CFRP stacking sequence (lay-up) and 


number of CFRP layers.  Specimens were batched into 5 groups, namely, Groups 0 (control), 1, 2, 3, and 4 based on 


their fiber orientation and stacking sequences. Each stacking sequence had varying combinations and orientations (0˚, 


90˚, ±45˚) of unidirectional (UD) and woven (W) ±45 CFRP. The test matrix is presented in Table 2. A total of 4 or 5 


replicates were considered for each configuration. 


Table 2: Test matrix 


Series Orientation # of specimens # of layers Stacking sequence 


0 Control 5 Control Control 


1 
UD[0˚]4 5 4 (0)-(0)-(0)-(0) 


UD[0˚]8 5 8 (0)-(0)-(0)-(0)-(0)-(0)-(0)-(0) 


2 


UD[90˚]W[±45˚]2UD[0˚] 4 4 (90)-(±45)-(±45)-(0) 


UD[90˚]2W[±45˚]4UD[0˚]2 4 8 (90)-(90)-(±45)-(±45)-(±45)-(±45)-(0)-


(0) 


3 W[±45˚]2UD[0˚]2 4 4 (±45)-(±45)-(0)-(0) 


4 W[±45˚]4 4 4 (±45)-(±45)-(±45)-(±45) 
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2.2 Material properties 


2.2.1 Concrete 


Concrete of a relatively low compressive strength was used to fabricate the cylinders. The concrete, which had a 


specified strength of 25 MPa, was provided by a local ready-mix company; the mix proportions are shown in Table: 


3. The concrete used commercially available Type I Portland Cement; 14 mm maximum size crushed limestone 


aggregate complying with ASTM C33-2013; sand conforming to the graduation requirement of ASTM C33-2013; 


and did not contain any dry or liquid admixtures. Standard concrete cylindrical specimens with dimensions (d x h) of 


100 x 200 mm were used to determine the average strength of the concrete at 28 days and at 335 days which were 


found to be 30.78 MPa and 43 MPa. 


2.2.2 Fiber Reinforced Polymer (FRP) 


Two types of carbon fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP) fabric, with (1) unidirectional CFRP fibers (UD) and (2) woven 


±45 CFRP fibers (W), were used in the experimental program. The unidirectional fabric consists of concentrated fibers 


at 0⁰ with sparsely spaced fibers at 90⁰ for linking (at a warp-weft ratio of 97%-3%), and has a nominal thickness of 


0.34 mm/ply with a wet lay-up thickness of 0.7 mm/ply. The woven ±45 CFRP consists of 2:2 twill fabric with fibers 


aligned in ±45⁰ (at a warp-weft ratio of 50%-50%), and has a nominal thickness of 0.2 mm/ply with a wet lay-up 


thickness of 0.38 mm/ply. The stress-strain properties of the composite layups used to wrap the cylinders were 


determined experimentally by testing coupons in accordance to ASTM D3039/D3039M Standard. The epoxy 


consisted of ProBuild MM55538 epoxy resin and ProBuild MM55729 hardener at a ratio of 3:1 by weight, and was 


mixed manually for about 1 minute before saturating the CFRP fabric. According to the manufacturer, the mixed 


epoxy has a working life of about 30 minutes at 25 ⁰C. This guideline was followed during the lay-up process of all 


CFRP-confined cylinder samples. 


Table: 3 Concrete mix design 


Materials Mass (kg/m³) Weight fraction 


(in terms of Cement) 


Cement 256 1 


Water 128 0.5 


Sand 781 3.0 


Aggregate 1077 4.2 


 


2.3 Specimen preparation 


Before wrapping, the concrete cylinders were ground flat at both ends using a cylinder grinder to ensure a smooth 


and uniform test surface for loading. The sheets were applied to the concrete surface by the wet layup method 


(Figure 3: Ductility and energy absorption capacity factors definition 


). As noted previously the epoxy-resin ratio was 1:3.  All cylinders were wrapped over their entire height and the 


CFRP plies were extended as close as possible to the ends of the cylinders to minimize the likelihood of premature 


failure of the unconfined concrete at the specimen ends. An overlap of 70 mm was used in between each layer of 


CFRP to prevent de-bonding during testing. In order to gain further understanding on the effect of FRP stacking 


sequence on laminate behavior, a set of CFRP coupons with same lay-ups considered for cylinders were casted and 


tested under axial tension.  


 


    
Figure 1: Lay-up procedure 
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2.4 Instrumentation and test set-up 


The specimens were tested using an Instron SATEC 2000 KN universal testing machine (see Figure 2) at the National 


Research Council of Canada (NRC). All specimens were tested at an age of 335 days. Since explosive and brittle 


failures were expected, the cylinder specimens were tested without external LVDTs or extensometers (see Figure 2). 


The axial strains on the specimens were obtained by adjusting the displacements recorded by the machine test frame 


using a calibration equation determined from previous testing at the NRC.  


 


  
Figure 2: Typical explosive failure of CFRP Confined Specimens and test set-up 


4. TEST RESULTS 


The effect of the test variables on the behavior of the CFRP confined concrete cylinders is examined by comparing 


the stress-strain response of the specimens. In addition to comparing the relative increase in peak stress 
𝑓𝑐𝑐


′


𝑓𝑐𝑜
 and strain 


𝜀𝑐𝑐
′


𝜀𝑐𝑜
, various quantitative indicators related to strength, ductility and toughness as defined by Cui and Sheikh (2010) 


are also compared. These include: a strength enhancement effectiveness factor (𝑘1), a ductility factor (𝜇𝑐𝑢), an energy 


absorption capacity factor (𝑒𝑐𝑢), and a work index (𝑤𝑐𝑢). 


4.1 Stress-strain parameters  


4.1.1 Strength effectiveness factor (𝑘1) 


The strength enhancement factor (𝑘1) is calculated using the expression shown in [1] which consists of the ratio of 


maximum increase in concrete stress and the maximum confining pressure of the FRP jacket.  


 


[1]   𝑘1 = (𝑓′𝑐𝑐 − 𝑓𝑐𝑜)/𝑓𝑙        


 


Where 𝑓′𝑐𝑐= peak confined concrete stress, taken as the greater of 𝑓𝑐𝑜 (peak stress of unconfined concrete); 𝑓𝑙 = 


maximum confining pressure provided by the FRP jacket; where 𝑓𝑙 = 2. 𝑓𝐹𝑅𝑃 . 𝑛𝐹𝑅𝑃/𝐷  and where 𝑛𝐹𝑅𝑃 = number of 


FRP layers; 𝑓𝐹𝑅𝑃 = tensile strength of FRP material in fiber direction (with units of N/mm/layer), as obtained from 


the tension coupon tests, and D = diameter of the specimen. 


4.1.2 Ductility factor (𝜇𝑐𝑢)  


The ductility factor is defined as the ratio of the rupture strain and the axial strain corresponding to the maximum 


confined concrete stress on the initial tangent and is calculated using the expression shown in [2]: 


 


[2]   𝜇𝑐𝑢 = 𝜀𝑐𝑐
′ /𝜀1 


 


Where 𝜀𝑐𝑐
′ = axial strain corresponding to rupture of the FRP jacket and 𝜀1 = axial strain corresponding to the maximum 


confined concrete stress on the initial tangent 𝐸𝑡  (see Figure 3a) 


4.1.3 Energy absorption capacity factor (𝑒𝑐𝑢)  


Energy absorption capacity is defined as the area under the stress-strain curve up to the rupture of FRP jacket and is 


graphically presented in Figure 3b.  
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4.1.4 Work index (𝒘𝒄𝒖) 


The last indicator that is used to evaluate stress-strain response is the Work index, a dimensionless parameter which 


is calculated by normalizing the energy absorption capacity as shown in  


[3]: 


 


[3]   𝑤𝑐𝑢 = 𝑒𝑐𝑢/(𝑓′𝑐𝑐  𝑥 𝜀1) 


  


 
a) Definition of the ductility factor 


 
 


b) Definition of energy absorption capacity 


Figure 3: Ductility and energy absorption capacity factors definition 


 


4.2 Effect of fiber orientation and stacking sequence 


4.2.1 Coupons  


Figure 4a shows the effect of stacking sequence on the stress-strain behavior of flat coupons having 4 layers of CFRP 


sheets. It is clear that the highest stiffness and strength was recorded for Series 1 which had fibers in UD [0o], parallel 


to the loading axis, while the maximum ductility was achieved for Series 4 which had fibers woven in angular direction 


(+/- 45o). Linear-elastic behavior is obvious in those series with unidirectional UD [0o] fibers. On the other hand, non-


linear behavior was observed in the coupons with fibers woven in 45o angular directions. Series 2 and 3 showed a 


compromise of both behaviors, although the unidirectional fibers tend to dominate response. For example, coupons 


with combination of UD [0o] and W[±45˚] showed limited nonlinear behavior up to the rupture strength of angular 


fibers followed by linear behavior due to unidirectional direction fibers until final rupture of the coupon. Post failure 


photos from coupons are presented in Figure 5. No significant difference is observed in the failure photos, nonetheless 


more brittle failures occurred in those specimens with larger amounts of unidirectional fibers parallel to the loading 


axis. Maximum stress was obtained by coupons with UD [0o] CFRP sheets which was 961 MPa, while minimum stress 


was achieved by coupons W[±45˚] CFRP sheets which was 132 MPa. The opposite trend is observed in the case of 


rupture strain, where the W[±45˚] series shows the largest strain capacity. Series 2 and 3 showed stress-strain behavior 


in between these extremes.    
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Figure 4: Effect of stacking sequence on stress-strain behavior of CFRP coupons and concrete cylinders 


4.2.2 Cylinders  


The effect of fiber orientation on the behaviour of FRP-confined concrete can be examined by comparing the stress-


strain behaviour of the cylinders with 4 layers of CFRP. As shown in Figure 4, the stress-strain response of the series 


1 specimen which was confined with UD [0o] CFRP shows an initially steep parabolic ascending branch followed by 


a quasi-linear second branch up to failure, with large increases in both maximum stress and strain when compared to 


the plain unconfined concrete. The series 4 specimen, which was confined with W[±45˚] CFRP, shows an initial 


ascending parabolic branch with only a nominal increase in peak stress, followed by a plastic plateau and large strain 


capacity before failure. Specimens in Series 2 and 3 show a hybrid of the responses observed in series 1 and 4, with 


an initially parabolic ascending branch followed by a second branch with relatively lower stiffness when compared to 


Series 1, although the stress-strain response seems to be dominated by the UD [0o] fibres. It is noted that the transition 


point between the two branches is somewhat more rounded when compared to Series 1. Fam and Rizkalla (2001) have 


shown that orienting fibres away from the hoop direction can result in a reduction of confinement efficiency due to 


Poisson's ratio effect, where the FRP shell expands at a higher rate when compared to the concrete core, and this effect 


warrants further study for concrete confined with complex FRP stacking sequences.  


 


Table 4 reports the average stress-strain parameter (as defined in section 4.1) for the various specimens tested in this 


study. It can be observed that the Series 1 specimens, which were confined purely in the hoop direction (0°), 


experienced the larger strength increase ratio (𝑓𝑐𝑐
′ /𝑓𝑐𝑜) when compared to other series. The strength increase ratio 


(𝑓𝑐𝑐
′ /𝑓𝑐𝑜) for specimens with 4 plies of CFRP were determined as 313.4%, 88.9%, 141.9%,  and 1.02% for the UD[0˚] 


(Series 1), UD[90˚]W[±45˚]2UD[0˚] (Series 2), W[±45˚]2UD[0˚]2 (Series 3), and W[±45˚]4 (Series 4) configurations, 


respectively. It can be seen that the largest values are reported for specimens with a greater amount of UD[0˚] sheets. 


When considering all specimens, the maximum increase in strain (𝜀𝑐𝑐
′ /𝜀𝑐𝑜) was obtained for specimens confined with 


the woven angular fibers (Series 4), with an average strain increase ratio of 1568%. Fiber orientation did not have a 


significant impact on the strength effectiveness factor (𝑘1) which fluctuated around between 1.5 and 2, except for 


CFRP jackets placed in W [±45˚] which had a (𝑘1) value less than 1 because of a small gain in strength. The influence 


of orientation on energy absorption capacity factor (𝑒𝑐𝑢) was found to be largest for the UD [0°] pattern, with the 


following sequence of decreasing energy absorption for the remaining series: UD [0˚] ˃  W[±45˚]2UD[0˚]2 > W [±45˚]4  


˃ UD[90˚]W[±45˚]2UD[0˚]  . Maximum values of 13.1 and 9.2 for the ductility factor (𝜇𝑐𝑢) and the work index (𝑤𝑐𝑢), 


were achieved for specimens in Series 2 (UD[90˚]W[±45˚]2UD[0˚]). This layup sequence showed moderate increase 


in stress and increase in strain, with additional benefits in terms of failure.  


Table: 4 Test results 


EXPERIMENT 
%Increase in 


Strength 


(
𝑓𝑐𝑐


′


𝑓𝑐𝑜


 ) 


𝑓𝑙 


(MPa) 
𝜀𝑐𝑐′ 


%Increas


e in 


Strain 


(
𝜀𝑐𝑐


′


𝜀𝑐𝑜


 ) 


𝜀1 𝑘1 𝜇𝑐𝑢 𝑒𝑐𝑢 𝑤𝑐𝑢 Serie


s 


 


# of 


Layers 
𝒇𝒄𝒄′ 


(MPa) 


1* 
4 177.9 313.4 79.0 0.052 2043.2 0.0180 1.71 2.92 5.96 1.87 


8 263.7 512.7 125.2 0.062 2427.1 0.0240 1.76 2.60 7.59 1.24 


2* 
4 81.3 88.9 25.1 0.023 849.5 0.0018 1.52 13.07 1.32 9.18 


8 113.8 164.6 50.7 0.035 1328.3 0.0145 1.40 2.45 2.70 1.69 


3 4 104.1 141.9 39.7 0.030 1130.2 0.0110 1.54 2.78 2.13 1.91 


4 4 43.7 1.02 10.7 0.057 2248.9 0.0077 0.009 5.13 1.47 4.22 
 


 


Fiber orientation and stacking sequence also had a significant impact on the failure mode of the CFRP confined 


concrete cylinders, with more brittle failures observed in the case of specimens with large amount of UD [0˚] fibers 


and ductile failures in specimens having larger amount of angular fibers. Combination of both fiber types resulted in 


a hybrid of both responses. As shown in Figure 5 cylinders with purely UD [0°] (fibers aligned in the hoop direction) 


had brittle and explosive failures, due to the large release of energy as the FRP jacket fails. Cylinders confined with 


CFRP sheets having fibers aligned in the angular direction had more ductile and gradual failures. The results also 


show that applying the angular CFRP sheets as an inner layer and the hoop direction sheets in outermost layers as in 
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Series 3 is one strategy that can prevent catastrophic brittle failures, with concrete crushing in the concrete core 


confined within the FRP jacket, preventing the violent expulsion of concrete fragments at failure. 


   


In summary, confinement of specimens with unidirectional fibers aligned purely in the hoop direction (UD [0˚]) as in 


Series 1 resulted in the best overall stress-strain performance at 4 layers, with largest increase in strength, and overall 


toughness. On the other hand the use of angular fibers in series 4 resulted in increased strain capacity, although the 


use of this type of CFRP may require a greater amount of layers to achieve satisfactory performance. The response of 


other series showed a hybrid response due to the combined effect of different fiber orientation, however the response 


was generally dominated by the influence of the unidirectional hoop fibers. Fiber orientation and stacking sequence 


also had an effect on failure mode, with greater ductility observed in specimens with FRP with fibers oriented at ±45˚. 


 


 


 
UD[0˚]4 UD[90˚]W[±45˚]2UD[0˚] W[±45˚]2UD[0˚]2 W[±45˚]4 


 
UD[90˚/0˚]2 


 
UD[90˚]W[±45˚]2UD[0˚] W[±45˚]2UD[0˚]2 


 
W[±45˚]4 


Figure 5: Post failure photos of coupons and cylinders with different stacking sequences (4 layers) 


 


4.3 Effect of number of layers 


4.3.1 Series 1 (UD [0˚]) 


The specimens in Series 1 (UD [0˚]) were confined with 4 and 8 layers of unidirectional CFRP with fibers aligned in 


the hoop direction. Figure 6 compares the stress-strain response of typical specimens with 4 and 8 layers in this series 


(UD [0˚]4 and UD [0˚]8). Figure 6 demonstrates that specimens having additional layers exhibiting a larger gain in 


strength and overall toughness. Cylinders with 4 and 8 plies had average increase in stress (𝑓𝑐𝑐
′ /𝑓𝑐𝑜) of 313% and 512%, 


respectively. The effect of increasing the number of layers is less important in the case of the increase in strain (𝜀𝑐𝑐
′ /𝜀𝑐𝑜) 


with average values of 2043% and 2427%, for the same set of specimens. The stress-strain behavior can be further 


investigated by comparing the strength, ductility and toughness parameters reported in In summary, confinement of 


specimens with unidirectional fibers aligned purely in the hoop direction (UD [0˚]) as in Series 1 resulted in the best 


overall stress-strain performance at 4 layers, with largest increase in strength, and overall toughness. On the other 


hand the use of angular fibers in series 4 resulted in increased strain capacity, although the use of this type of CFRP 


may require a greater amount of layers to achieve satisfactory performance. The response of other series showed a 


hybrid response due to the combined effect of different fiber orientation, however the response was generally 


dominated by the influence of the unidirectional hoop fibers. Fiber orientation and stacking sequence also had an 


effect on failure mode, with greater ductility observed in specimens with FRP with fibers oriented at ±45˚. 
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Figure 5: Post failure photos of coupons and cylinders with different stacking sequences (4 layers) 


 


. The number of plies is found to have an insignificant influence on the strength effectiveness factor (𝑘1) with values 


of 1.71 and 1.76 for cylinders with 4 and 8 layers of CFRP.  The result indicates that while overall stress increases 


with additional layers of FRP, the incremental increase in stress is not directly proportional to the number of applied 


layers (i.e. doubling the number of CFRP layers does not double the peak confined stress). Examination of the data in 


In summary, confinement of specimens with unidirectional fibers aligned purely in the hoop direction (UD [0˚]) as in 


Series 1 resulted in the best overall stress-strain performance at 4 layers, with largest increase in strength, and overall 


toughness. On the other hand the use of angular fibers in series 4 resulted in increased strain capacity, although the 


use of this type of CFRP may require a greater amount of layers to achieve satisfactory performance. The response of 


other series showed a hybrid response due to the combined effect of different fiber orientation, however the response 


was generally dominated by the influence of the unidirectional hoop fibers. Fiber orientation and stacking sequence 


also had an effect on failure mode, with greater ductility observed in specimens with FRP with fibers oriented at ±45˚. 
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Figure 5: Post failure photos of coupons and cylinders with different stacking sequences (4 layers) 


 


, shows that the energy absorption capacity (𝑒𝑐𝑢) increases proportionally with the amount of layers. Specimens with 


4 and 8 plies of CFRP had average energy absorption capacity factors of 5.9 and 9.7, respectively. The improvement 


in toughness and ductility due to the increase in CFRP layers is not as obvious when evaluated in terms of work index 


factor (𝑤𝑐𝑢) or ductility factor (𝜇𝑐𝑢). Ductility factors (𝜇𝑐𝑢) of 2.92 and 2.07, as well as work index factors (𝑤𝑐𝑢) of 


1.87 and 1.24 were obtained for specimens confined with 4 and 8 layers of CFRP sheets, respectively.  The ductility 
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factor decreases with the increase in the number of layers and this can be explained by the fact that strain 𝜀1 (0.018 to 


0.46) increases proportionally to the number of plies, while the associated increase in maximum strain 𝜀𝑐𝑐
′ (0.052 to 


0.062) is relatively small. All specimens in this series failed in a brittle manner, however failures were found to be 


more explosive for cylinders with a greater CFRP plies (see Figure 6).  


4.3.2 Series 2 (UD[90˚]W[±45˚]2UD[0˚])   


The series 2 specimens (UD[90˚]W[±45˚]2UD[0˚]) had either 4 or 8 plies of CFRP. The stress-strain response of 


specimens in this series is shown in Figure 7 and the various stress-strain indicators for this series are reported in and 


In summary, confinement of specimens with unidirectional fibers aligned purely in the hoop direction (UD [0˚]) as in 


Series 1 resulted in the best overall stress-strain performance at 4 layers, with largest increase in strength, and overall 


toughness. On the other hand the use of angular fibers in series 4 resulted in increased strain capacity, although the 


use of this type of CFRP may require a greater amount of layers to achieve satisfactory performance. The response of 


other series showed a hybrid response due to the combined effect of different fiber orientation, however the response 


was generally dominated by the influence of the unidirectional hoop fibers. Fiber orientation and stacking sequence 


also had an effect on failure mode, with greater ductility observed in specimens with FRP with fibers oriented at ±45˚. 
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Figure 5: Post failure photos of coupons and cylinders with different stacking sequences (4 layers) 


 


. Failure photos for typical cylinders in this series are shown in Figure 7. Provision of unidirectional fibers in the hoop 


direction in this series resulted in some incremental increase in stress. Similarly, provision of woven CFRP with 


angular fibers led to increase in strain capacity. Cylinders wrapped with 4 layers of CFRP showed enhancement in 


strength (𝑓𝑐𝑐
′ /𝑓𝑐𝑜) of roughly 88.9%, while an average increase in strain (𝜀𝑐𝑐


′ /𝜀𝑐𝑜) of 849.5%. Specimens with 8 plies 


showed further increases in strength and strain with average values of 164.6% and 1328.3%. When examining the 


strength enhancement in terms of the strength effectiveness factor (𝑘1) the values fluctuate around 1.5, with average 


values reducing from 1.53 to 1.40 as the number of plies is increased from 4 to 8, an indicator of reduced CFRP 


efficiency as the number of plies is doubled . The effect of the number of plies is more evident when evaluated in 


terms of energy absorption capacity (𝑒𝑐𝑢), where average values double from 1.32 to 2.70 when increasing the number 


of plies from 4 to 8. The opposite effect is observed when comparing the work index (𝑤𝑐𝑢) and ductility factor (𝜇𝑐𝑢) 


for these specimens, with a six fold decrease as the number of layers goes from 4 to 8 layers (In summary, confinement 


of specimens with unidirectional fibers aligned purely in the hoop direction (UD [0˚]) as in Series 1 resulted in the 


best overall stress-strain performance at 4 layers, with largest increase in strength, and overall toughness. On the other 


hand the use of angular fibers in series 4 resulted in increased strain capacity, although the use of this type of CFRP 


may require a greater amount of layers to achieve satisfactory performance. The response of other series showed a 


hybrid response due to the combined effect of different fiber orientation, however the response was generally 


dominated by the influence of the unidirectional hoop fibers. Fiber orientation and stacking sequence also had an 


effect on failure mode, with greater ductility observed in specimens with FRP with fibers oriented at ±45˚. 
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Figure 5: Post failure photos of coupons and cylinders with different stacking sequences (4 layers) 


 


). As noted before the stress-strain response seems to be dominated by the unidirectional hoop direction fibers, 


although the transition point between the initial and secondary branches is more rounded (particularly at 8 plies). In 


terms of failure mode, the specimens showed relatively less explosive failures when compared to specimens in series 


1 due to the provision of angular fibers.  


 


 


 
a) Stress-Strain Curves 


 
b) 4 layers 


 
c) 8 layers 


Figure 6: Stress-strain curve and post failure photos of CFRP confined cylinders, series 1 (100 mm) 


 


 


 
a) Stress-Strain Curves 


 
b) 4 layers 


 
c) 8 layers 


Figure 7: Stress-strain curve and post failure photos of CFRP confined cylinders (series 2 (100 mm)) 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 


The following conclusions can be drawn based on the findings from the cylinder tests: 


 


1. The stress-strain behavior of FRP-confined concrete is strongly influenced by FRP fiber orientation and 


stacking sequence; 


2. Cylinders confined with unidirectional fibers aligned in the hoop direction (UD [0o]) show a bilinear response 


which has been reported by other researchers, with an initial ascending parabolic branch, followed by a quasi-


linear secondary branch with increase in stress and strain until brittle failure of the FRP jacket.  


3. Cylinders confined with angular fibers (45o) show a different response, with limited increase in peak stress 


and significant increase in strain capacity, with a distinct stress-strain plateau after peak stress;    


4. In this study it was observed that the stress–strain curves of cylinders with different layup configurations 


follow the trend of the strongest fibers. For example, in the case of UD[90˚]W[±45˚]2UD[0˚] and 


W[±45˚]2UD[0˚]2, the curve trend was found to be dominated by the UD[0˚] sheets, although the other fiber 


orientations modify some aspects of the stress-strain response (e.g. rounding of transition point when  90˚ 


CFRP sheets are added, and effects on strength, stiffness and strain capacity with  45˚ CFRP sheets); 


5. Peak stress and strain capacity of CFRP-confined concrete increases proportionally with the number of CFRP 


layers, although the efficiency and contribution of additional CFRP sheets reduces once the number of sheets 


reaches a certain threshold;  


6. Brittle fracture of CFRP jackets was experienced in specimens confined with unidirectional fibers aligned in 


the hoop direction. The failures became more brittle and explosive as the number of UD[0˚] CFRP plies was 


increased.  Specimens confined with angular fibers showed gradual and ductile failures. Specimens confined 


with layups consisting of multiple fiber orientations, showed a hybrid failure response with failure mode 


affected by the combination of CFRP orientations as well as sequence of stacking.  
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ABSTRACT  


An experimental study was recently conducted to address the applicability of concrete shear walls entirely 


reinforced with glass-fiber-reinforced polymer (GFRP) bars and subjected to quasi-static reversed cyclic lateral 


loading in attaining reasonable strength and drift requirements specified in different codes. The reported test results 


clearly show that properly designed and detailed GFRP-reinforced concrete (RC) walls could reach their flexural 


capacities with no strength degradation. The results also demonstrate that the tested walls were able to achieve 


recoverable and self-centering behavior up to allowable drift limits before experiencing moderate damage and attain 


a maximum drift comparable to steel-RC walls. The promising results provide impetus for constructing shear walls 


with GFRP bars and constitute a step toward using GFRP bars in lateral-resisting systems. Since enhancing concrete 


confinement at the boundary might be a solution in attempting to increase the deformation capacity of GFRP-RC 


shear walls without significant loss of strength, a series of shear walls were constructed with different reinforcement 


confinement configurations at the boundary zone. This paper compares the first tested shear wall to a previously 


reported shear wall (Mohamed et al 2014a). The results show a significant increase in lateral drift and strength of 


almost 79% and 27%, respectively, by doubling the confinement reinforcement ratio of the boundary. The seismic 


behavior of the wall was obviously improved, and the deformability level was significantly enhanced. 


 


Keywords: Concrete, GFRP bars, cyclic loads, hysteretic behavior, shear walls, drift, stiffness, deformability. 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Parking garages are one type of multistory building undergoing steel corrosion due to harsh climate conditions. 


Fiber-reinforced-polymer (FRP) bars have been innovatively used as reinforcement in many structural elements 


because of their corrosion resistance. As a new application for FRP reinforcement, full-scale shear walls reinforced 


with FRP bars under cyclic loading were recently tested as a primary lateral-resisting system typically used for 


parking garages. The results show that the FRP reinforced-concrete (RC) walls exhibited appropriate cyclic 


performance and possessed good deformation capacity in comparison to a steel-RC shear wall (Mohamed et al. 


2014a). Mohamed et al. (2014a) carried out an experimental investigation of the applicability of reinforcing shear 


walls with GFRP bars in which the main parameters were steel versus GFRP reinforcing and different aspect ratios 


for GFRP-reinforced walls. The test matrix involved testing of four full-scale shear walls 3500 mm in height: one 


reinforced with steel bars and three with GFRP. Boundary-element reinforcement and diagonal bars were provided 


to eliminate sliding shear and ensure flexural domination. The test results show that all of the tested walls achieved 
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their predicted ultimate strength through flexural response, as evidenced by the typical amount of horizontal 


cracking. The observed failure mode was concrete crushing at one end associated with buckling of longitudinal bars 


for the steel reinforced wall and fracture of the longitudinal bars for the GFRP reinforced walls. The measured cyclic 


response of the GFRP-reinforced walls showed insignificant strength degradation and reasonable stability of 


stiffness. They achieved a higher drift ratio of 3.1% as compared to the steel wall’s 2.6%. Due to FRP-bar 


brittleness, the GFRP RC-walls achieved a lower level of deformability than the steel-reinforced wall based on 


virtual yield-point analysis (Mohamed et al. 2014b). 


 


In order to enhance the deformability behavior of GFRP walls, a series of five full-scale shear walls were 


constructed with different confinement configurations at the boundary zone with the aim of developing higher 


concrete strains at ultimate load and delaying the elastic–plastic transition point so as to possibly enhance the 


deformability performance of such walls. This paper investigates the cyclic response of the first wall tested and 


compares it to one of the walls tested by Mohamed et al. (2014a). 


2. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 


The experimental program comprised the testing to failure of reinforced-concrete shear walls with a higher 


confinement configuration than that for the wall pre-tested by Mohamed et al. (2014a). They were designed with an 


adequate amount of distributed and concentrated reinforcement to ensure flexural domination and eliminate sliding 


and shear failures. The walls are classified as medium-rise walls according to CSA and ACI codes. The sections that 


follow describe specimen design and details, materials, instrumentation, and test setup. 


2.1 Specimen Design and Details 


The specimens represent a model of a single shear wall complying with the special seismic requirements specified in 


CSA A23.3 (2014) and ACI 318 (2008) for the seismic-force resisting systems (SFRSs), as a case for new 


unexamined SFRS (RdRo = 1). One GFRP-reinforced specimen (G15-II) was constructed and tested. The wall was 


analytically compared to the wall pre-tested by Mohamed et al. 2014a, referred to as G15-I. The minimum thickness 


and reinforcement details were according to CSA S806 (2012) and ACI 440.1R (2006). The wall specimens were 


3500 mm high (hw), 200 mm thick (bw), and 1500 mm long (lw), resulting in a shear-wall aspect ratio (hw/lw) of 2.3. 


Figure 1 shows the concrete dimensions and reinforcement details of the shear-wall specimens. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 1: Concrete dimensions and reinforcement details 
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The reinforcement details of the GFRP reinforcement specimens (G15-I and G15-II) complied with CSA S806 


(2012) minimum reinforcement requirements, resulting in two layers of vertical reinforcement comprised of #3 (10 


mm diameter, Af = 71.3 mm2) GFRP bars spaced at 120 mm. Eight #3 GFRP bars were used as vertical 


reinforcement for each boundary element on both side ends of G15-I, while 13 #3 GFRP bars were used in the 


boundary of G15-II. The boundaries were tied with GFRP #3 rectangular spiral stirrups (140 × 140 mm for G15-I 


and 140 × 260 mm for G15-II) spaced at 80 mm, which is approximately the maximum spacing permitted in 


CSA S806 (2012) (75 mm). The web horizontal reinforcement consisted of two layers of #4 (13 mm diameter, Af = 


126.7 mm2) GFRP bars spaced at 80 mm. Table 1 lists the reinforcement ratios for the tested walls. The ultimate 


lateral load (Vf) was predicted based on plane sectional analysis. Table 1 lists the predicted values. 


Table 1: Reinforcement details and calculated capacities of the walls 


Wall f’
c (MPa) 


Reinforcement Ratio 
Pu (kN) Vr (kN) Vf  (kN) Pu/Vf 


ρv ρh ρl ρt 


G15-I 39.9 0.58 1.58 1.43 
0.89 


586 884 563 1.04 


G15-II 33.0 0.54 1.58 0.67 745 879 725 1.03 


f’
c = concrete compressive strength Vf  = predicted load   


ρv = web vertical-bar reinforcement ratio ρh = web horizontal-bar reinforcement ratio 


ρl = boundary longitudinal-bar reinforcement ratio ρt = boundary tie reinforcement ratio 


Pu = experimental ultimate lateral load Vr = factored shear strength 


 


 


Sufficient shear reinforcement was provided to resist the shear force associated with the development of the 


probable moment resistance of the tested walls. The factored shear strength (Vr) of a reinforced-concrete cross 


section is the sum of the shear resistance provided by the concrete and shear reinforcement. Using the described 


detailed reinforcement, the factored shear strength of the walls was calculated based on the sectional analysis 


equations in CSA S806 (sections 8.4.4.5 to 8.4.4.11), resulting in a Vf /Vr of not more than 0.75, as listed in Table 1. 


2.2 Material Properties 


All specimens were constructed with normal-weight, ready-mixed concrete having a nominal compressive strength 


(fc′) of 40 MPa. Table 1 gives the actual concrete compressive strength based on the average values from tests 


performed on at least five 100  200 mm cylinders for each concrete batch on one day before testing. The GFRP 


reinforcing bars were two diameters of high-modulus (HM) sand-coated bars (CSA S807 2010): #3 for vertical bars 


(ffu = 1412 MPa, Ef = 66.9 GPa, εfu = 2.11%, Af = 71.3 mm2) and spiral ties (for straight portions: ffu = 962 MPa, 


Ef = 52 GPa, εfu = 1.85%, Af = 71.3 mm2; for bent portions: ffu = 500 MPa) and #4 for horizontal bars 


(ffu = 1392 MPa, Ef = 69.6 GPa, εfu = 2%, Af = 126.7 mm2). The longitudinal tensile properties of the FRP bars were 


determined by testing five specimens according to ASTM D7205 (2011) for straight bars and test method B.5 in 


ACI 440.3R (2004) for bent bars. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 2: Instrumentation                                                            Figure 3: Test setup 
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2.3 Test Setup and Procedure 


A series of linear variable differential transducers (LVDTs) and strain gauges were used to measure critical response 


quantities. That notwithstanding, only the instruments used in this study will be shown (Figure 2). Lateral 


displacement was measured at the top of the wall height; two LVDTs were used to measure horizontal sliding 


between the wall and base slab as well as between the base slab and rigid floor (unlikely to occur). An automatic 


data-acquisition system monitored by a computer was used to record the LVDT and load-cell readings. During 


loading, crack formation was marked and recorded. 


 


Figure 3 shows the test setup. The wall specimens were tested in an upright position. A specially fabricated steel 


load-transfer assembly was used to transfer both axial and lateral loads to the wall specimen. An axial load of 


approximately 0.07bw.lw.fc’ was applied at the top of the wall by two hydraulic jacks mounted to the load-transfer 


assembly. The axial stress was maintained constant throughout the duration of each test. Cyclic lateral displacements 


were applied to the walls with a 1000 kN MTS actuator mounted horizontally to a reaction wall. Out-of-plane 


bracing was provided to prevent out-of-plane displacement, simultaneously providing no resistance to in-plane 


displacement. As the loading history was not a test variable, a typical procedure of applying quasi-static reversed 


cyclic loading until failure was used (Figure 4). The walls were cycled twice at each displacement level with 


increments of 2 mm up to 10 mm, followed by increments of 5 mm up to 50 mm, and then increments of 10 mm to 


failure. Hinged connections at the tips of both the horizontal actuator and vertical hydraulic jacks prevented any 


substantial restraint of rotation of the top of the wall, thus ensuring cantilever behavior. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 4: Applied displacement history 


3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 


3.1 General Behavior 


In general, each wall exhibited a reasonably symmetric lateral load–top displacement relationship for loading in the 


+ve and -ve directions until boundary concrete crushing occurred at one end. The behavior of both walls was 


dominated by a flexural response, as evidenced by the typical amount of horizontal cracking shown in Figure 5. No 


sign of premature shear, sliding shear (no sliding displacement was measured), or anchorage failure was observed. 


Under increased displacement, horizontal cracks continued to form up to a height of approximately 2/3 hw in G15-I 


and more than 3/4 hw in G15-II. The horizontal cracks extended in a downward trend inside the web forming 


diagonal cracks. As loading continued, vertical splitting cracks typically appeared in the walls at the boundary under 


compression. With increased displacement, spalling of the concrete cover became more significant at the 


compression end of the walls (Figure 6). Thereafter, wall stiffness decreased as a result of crack spreading, but the 


lateral load kept increasing. 


 


G15-I continued to carry load in each cycle with no degradation until concrete crushing and fracture of the 


longitudinal GFRP bars, followed by rupture of the GFRP ties (Figure 7). G15-II, however, experienced no failure 


as the hysteretic response demonstrated a horizontal plateau at a drift level of 4.89 % until reaching the maximum 


displacement capacity of the actuator. Subsequently, the test was stopped before the failure of the wall specimen. 


Table 2 summarizes the failure progression of the tested specimens. 
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Figure 5: Crack pattern 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


                                                            Figure 6: Splitting and spalling of concrete cover 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 7: Failure of G15-I 
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Table 2: Failure progression 


       Stage First Crack 
Flex–Shear 


Crack 
Vertical Spalling 


Concrete 


Crushing 
Maximum Load 


G15-I 


P (kN) 162 193 437 586 586 


Δ (mm) 7.6 12.9 68 108 108 


Drift (%) 0.22 0.37 1.9 3.1 3.1 


G15-II 


P (kN) 147 219 440 - 745 


Δ (mm) 5.7 15.0 70 - 194.6 


Drift (%) 0.16 0.43 2.0 - 5.6 


 


 


Overall, both walls achieved their flexural strength, as shown in Table 1. The following sections provide information 


on the lateral load–top displacement relationship, extent of damage, and the energy dissipation for each wall. 


3.2 Hysteretic Response 


Both walls showed a pinched behavior of hysteresis loops with no strength degradation, as shown in Figure 8. The 


unloading/reloading curves seemed to demonstrate linearity depending on GFRP elastic behavior. The reloading 


branches followed a similar loading path but at a lower loading stiffness, resulting in lower peak strength. The shape 


of the unloading path seems to be dependent on the strain at the onset of unloading. The lateral load–top 


displacement curves indicate that the first cycle of a new displacement level followed the loading path of the second 


cycle at the previous displacement level. This suggests that additional cycles at a specific displacement level would 


produce negligible damage in comparison to that experienced in the first unloading/reloading cycle. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 8: Hysteretic response 
 


The hysteretic response observed for G15-II exhibits more pinching loading/unloading loops than that for G15-I but 


with a similar initial stiffness, as shown in Figure 8. An initial linear branch corresponding to the uncracked 


condition of the wall is evident. At a lateral drift of 0.22%, a crack initiated, reducing stiffness with initial crack 


widths of 0.125 and 0.137 mm for G15-I and G15-II, respectively. As the lateral load increased, the walls exhibited 


a softened response, with the propagation of cracks that closed and realigned after each cycle. The same pattern 


continued with increased deformations up to lateral drifts of 1.43 % to 1.6%, at which point all crack propagation 


stabilized. Vertical cover splitting in the boundary gradually initiated at the most heavily compressed fibers 


(Figure 6-a) at approximately 2% of lateral drift. At a lateral drift of 2.6%, spalling of the concrete cover took place 


at the boundary element (Figure 6-b). With increasing lateral load, concrete crushing (Figure 7-a) associated with 


the rupture of the GFRP ties (Figure 7-b) was clearly evident, causing wall failure and a drop in strength, followed 


by the sequential rupture of the GFRP bars in the boundary under compression (Figure 7-c). In subsequent cycles of 


G15-II, the hysteretic response demonstrated a horizontal plateau at a drift level of 4.89 % with a constant load level 


until reaching a drift level of 5.6%. At that point, the maximum displacement capacity of the MTS actuator was 
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reached before the wall specimen failed, so the test was stopped. The ultimate lateral loads attained were 586 and 


745 kN, corresponding to lateral drifts of 3.1 % and 5.6% for G15-I and G15-II, respectively. 


3.3 Envelope Curve 


Figure 9 shows the envelope curves for both walls. It is clear that both walls behaved similarly. It is interesting to 


note that the concrete cover of both walls split—considered moderate damage—at similar loads and drift levels (see 


Table 2). The drift values fell within the range of 1.5 % to 2% (reached with moderate damage to both walls), which 


is the recommended allowable design drift in many codes (CSA A23.3 2014 and Duffey et al. 1994). After that 


point, both walls kept increasing almost linearly until G15-I failed at a load of 586 kN, corresponding to 3.1% drift. 


G15-II, however, reached a higher load, corresponding to a higher drift level, which can be attributed to the 


confinement effect. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 9: Envelope curve 
 


Generally, both walls evidenced minimal crack width and ability to recover and realign cracking up to a lateral drift 


of 2%, which is considered an advantage in using GFRP bars and provides proof of sufficient bond between the 


concrete and GFRP bars (Mohamed et al. 2014a). For many years, engineers believed that hysteretic pinching was 


an undesirable characteristic that would lead to larger structural displacements during inelastic response. Recent 


research (Huang and Foutch 2009, Sharbatdar and Saatcioglu 2009), however, has indicated that hysteretic pinching 


without strength degradation does not produce undesirable responses and can result in less structural deformation 


than elastic–perfectly plastic behavior. Therefore, the behavior of GFRP-reinforced shear walls can be accepted in 


resisting lateral forces. Moreover, increasing the confinement level of the wall’s boundary elements (G15-I) resulted 


in a higher lateral drift with the presence of a horizontal plateau. 


3.4 Secant Stiffness 


Realistic modeling of RC buildings with shear walls typically dictates the use of relatively simple elements for all 


members, preferably using one element for each structural member. In this typical situation, it is essential to use 


realistic values for the stiffness of the wall elements, which are known to be significantly lower than that 


corresponding to gross-section properties, even at the serviceability limit state (Aktan et al. 1985). 


 


The stiffness properties of the walls tested were assessed with their secant stiffness, defined as the ratio of peak load 


of each cycle to the corresponding displacement. As a result, the stiffness degradation during cycling at a constant 


displacement can also be assessed. Figure 10 shows the Ki/K0 of the secant stiffness at various levels of lateral drift 


to the initial stiffness of wall specimens. As expected, considerable reduction in stiffness took place in the specimens 


as higher levels of deformation were imposed. The decreased stiffness resulted in apparent strength degradation, that 


is, the same displacement amplitude was reached at a higher force. Both walls had almost identical stiffness ratios at 
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the different drift levels. It is clear that the confinement did not enhance the stiffness ratio. Moreover, the achieved 


stiffness ratios at the moderate-damage level (corresponding to 2% of lateral drift) were similar in both walls. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 10: Ratio of secant to initial stiffness 


4. DEFORMATION CAPACITY 


Ductility is a measure of the ability of the wall to deform beyond yielding of the flexural reinforcement. As FRP 


bars do not yield (they are elastic), Jaeger et al. (1995) proposed the new term “deformability” to describe a 


comparison method based on deformability and strength considerations instead of ductility. Since concrete members 


reinforced with FRP bars are highly deformable, structures should be designed based on a curvature factor, as 


curvature is the double integration of deflection. The curvature factor is the ratio of curvature at the ultimate state to 


the curvature at a concrete strain of 0.001. Moreover, Jaeger et al. (1995) suggested considering the strength factor, 


which is defined as the ratio of ultimate moment to moment at a concrete strain of 0.001. To take these two 


capacities into account, Jaeger et al. (1995) defined an overall deformability factor (J) calculated as the product of 


the curvature factor and strength factor expressed as follows: 


[1]     


c


u


c


u


M


M
J






  


where M and Φ are moment and curvature at service or ultimate load, denoted by the subscripts c or u, respectively. 


The Canadian Highway Bridge Design Code (CHBDC) includes an overall performance factor for FRP-RC beams 


and slabs (CSA S6S1-10) that combines the strength and deformability given by Eq. 1 with the service condition 


taken as the point at which the maximum concrete compressive strain reaches 0.001. 


 


The 0.001 concrete compression-strain limit was chosen to represent linear stress–strain behavior in compression 


and defined the serviceability limit state. The concrete compression strain of G15-II reached more than 0.015 at the 


maximum load. Mohamed et al. (2014a) reported a concrete compression strain of 0.007 at ultimate load; the 


concrete compression-strain limit of 0.001 is very conservative compared to the actual test values. Therefore, the 


deformability factor (J) was recalculated for moment and curvature values corresponding to a concrete compressive 


strain equal to 0.0035. Table 3 provides the calculated values of the deformability factor (J) for G15-II versus G15-I 


reported by Mohamed et al. (2015). 


Table 1: Deformability factor 


Wall J0.001 J0.035 


G15-I 22.0 2.10 


G15-II 86.6 8.62 
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The deformability factor (J) was calculated and resulted in unreliably high values (referred as J0.001 in Table 3). As 


the moment and curvature were determined at a concrete compressive strain of 0.001 (the recommended value for 


FRP-RC beams and slabs according to the CHBDC), high values of J0.001 were reached due to well-confined 


concrete, which allowed the concrete compressive strain to reach more than 0.007 at ultimate load (Mohamed et al. 


2014a). Therefore, the deformability factor J was recalculated for moment and curvature values corresponding to a 


concrete compressive strain of 0.0035 (J0.0035). Table 3 lists the original J0.001 and modified J0.0035 deformability 


factor resulting in a large difference between the two procedures due to the difference in the values of moments and 


curvatures corresponding to concrete compressive strains of 0.001 and 0.0035. The calculated J0.0035, however, 


provided more reliable values. 


5. CONCLUSIONS 


The main aspects that were investigated by means of these tests concern the effects of the reinforcement content and 


configuration in the boundary element on the deformation behavior of the tested walls. G15-II, which had double 


overlapped ties in the boundary element evidenced significant enhancement in deformation capacity compared to 


G15-I with one tie. The maximum drift ratio and maximum lateral load of G15-II were 79% and 27% higher than 


those of G15-I, respectively. The predicted flexural strength was in close agreement with the measured load-carrying 


capacities. In general, the hysteresis response, stiffness degradation, and energy dissipation of both walls were very 


similar, which shows that GFRP-reinforced shear walls can demonstrate a predictable linear behavior up to failure. 
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ABSTRACT  


Infrastructure systems of transportation, water supply, telecommunications, power supply, etc. are not isolated but 


highly interconnected and mutually coupled. Infrastructure interdependences can increase system vulnerability and 


produce cascading failures at the regional or national scales. Taking the advantage of network theory structure 


analysis, this paper models street, water supply network, power grid and information infrastructure as network layers 


that are integrated into a multilayer network. The infrastructure interdependences are detailed using five basic 


dependence patterns of network fundamental elements. Definitions of dynamic cascading failures and recovery 


mechanisms of infrastructure systems are also established. The main focus of the paper is introduction of a new 


infrastructure network resilience measure capable of addressing infrastructure system as well as network component 


(layer) interdependences. The new measure is based on infrastructure network performance, proactive infrastructure 


network resistance capacity and reactive infrastructure network recovery capacity. With three resilience features and 


corresponding network properties developspaper, this  the of dynamic spacenew quantitative measure -time 


resilience and a resilience simulation model resilience and network propertiesthree dimensions ofuse for 


infrastructure network assessments. The resilience model itsandinfrastructureis applicable to any type of


application can improve the infrastructure planning, design and maintenance decision making. 


 


Keywords: resilience, infrastructure system, multilayer network, infrastructure interdependence, adaptive capacity 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Due to the rising cost of infrastructure upkeep and increasing frequency of extreme events affecting its functioning, 


Canada’s infrastructure systems have become more vulnerable to natural disasters. Recent examples include Alberta 


and Toronto floods of 2013. Infrastructure systems consists of diverse infrastructure elements, including 


telecommunications, power supply, natural gas and oil, transportation, water supply, etc. Interdependencies among 


different infrastructure elements can produce cascading failures throughout the whole infrastructure system at 


regional and national scales (Ouyang 2014). So the infrastructure system resilience is often overestimated (Cutter et 


al. 2008) and corresponding protection and recovery strategies don’t always provide desired results. 


 


Infrastructure system resilience refers to the ability of system to resist possible hazards, absorb the initial damage, 


and recover to normal operation (Ouyang and Dueñas-Osorio 2012, Francis and Bekera 2014). Multidisciplinary 


Center for Earthquake Engineering Research (MCEER) provides a general resilience framework for definition and 


quantification of the physical and organizational systems resilience to earthquakes (Bruneau et al. 2003). As a 


follow up of this work, many studies emerged on the quantification of performance and resilience assessment of 


utility systems, such as water supply networks (Li and Lence 2007), electric infrastructure systems (Maliszewski and 


Perrings 2012, Ouyang and Dueñas-Osorio 2014), telecommunications cable systems (Omer et al. 2009) and 


underground transportation (D’Lima and Medda 2015). Most of the reported research efforts use for resilience 


quantification   metrics of system robustness or system recovery rapidity of individual infrastructure system. 
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Taking the advantage of network theory structure analysis, infrastructure systems can be described as complex 


networks, where nodes represent infrastructure components (such as water pumps and electric transformers), and 


links mimic the physical and relational connections among different infrastructure component (such as electric tie 


lines and water pipes) (Dudenhoeffer 2006, Johansson and Hassel 2010). Cascading failures across diverse 


infrastructure systems can be simulated using topology-based or flow-based methods (Ouyang 2014) that lead to the 


estimation of multi-infrastructure system vulnerability. Some of the published research is clearly emphasising 


recovery processes to evaluate for example, gas and electric infrastructure system resilience (Filippini and Silva 


2014, Ouyang and Dueñas-Osorio 2012). However, the infrastructure system resilience should address both, 


proactive adjustment capacity and reactive recovery capacity (Manyena 2006).  


 


Simonovic and Peck (2013) point out that continued operation and rapid restoration of the systems affected by a 


disturbance are essential for resilience. Resilient infrastructure system is a sustainable network of critical lifelines 


that “possess the capacity to survive, cope, recover, learn and transform from disturbances”. So based on the Space-


Time Dynamic Resilience Measure of Simonovic and Peck (2013), this paper integrates multi-infrastructure network 


properties and defines a genetic infrastructure system resilience model for quantifying both, dynamic proactive 


adjustment capacity and reactive recovery capacity. 


 


The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the infrastructure system model, including 


street, water supply, power supply and information infrastructure components, as a network of networks, or a 


multilayer infrastructure network model. Basic dependence patterns of individual infrastructure components for 


establishing system dynamic cascading failures and recovery mechanisms are also provided. Section 3 provides a 


definition of a new multilayer infrastructure network resilience, and presents dynamic resilience metric under 


sequential disturbances. Finally, the potential resilience model applications are discussed.  


2. INFRASTRUCTURE NETWORK FORMALIZATION 


2.1 Infrastructure Network Representation 


The infrastructure network model is based on the network theory, where two basic components, nodes and edges, 


build up the model of a system. A network is always represented by G, the nodes set and edges set are represented 


by N and E respectively. This paper focuses on the main urban infrastructure system networks, including streets, 


power grid, water supply network, and information infrastructure. 


 


Street network is represented as GS (NS, ES), where NS is the set of street junctions and end points, and ES is the set 


of street segments (Cavallaro 2014). The edges are undirected and homogeneous. Generally, the street network is 


fully connected. Water supply network is represented as GW (NW, EW), where waterworks, storage facilities and 


pump stations are represented as nodes with different attributes, and water distribution pipes are denoted by edges 


(Shuang 2014, Wei and Li 2015). The edges of water supply network are directed as the water flow from waterworks 


to pump stations and storage facilities through distribution pipes. Generally, water supply networks are represented 


as trees without circle and redundant edges. The downstream nodes and edges could not operate unless all the 


upstream nodes and edges function normally. Power grid is represented as GP (NP, EP), where power plants, 


distribution and transmission substations are represented by nodes with different attributes, and power lines are 


represented by directed edges (Albert 2004, Kinney 2005). Same as for water supply networks, edges of power grid are 


directed as the electricity is transmitted from power plants to transmission substations, and then to distributing 


stations through power lines. The downstream nodes and edges could not operate unless all the upstream nodes and 


edges function normally. Information infrastructure is represented as GI (NI, EI), where Internet service providers are 


represented by nodes, and cable connections are denoted as undirected edges (Omer 2009). Since these networks 


provide bidirectional exchange of information, the edges are undirected. According to scale, population and 


structure of a city, information network structure could be represented as a star, chain or circle shape, and so on. A 


node or edge operate normally if there is an existing path connecting to the source node. 


 


All individual infrastructure networks introduced above can be illustrated as individual infrastructure layers. 


Infrastructure system model is a network of networks integrating all of the layers, as illustrated in Figure 1 


(Dudenhoeffer 2006). Nodes and edges in the same layer are belong to the same kind of infrastructure (intra-


infrastructure connection, which denoted by solid lines within the single layer network in Figure 1). Edges crossing 


different layers denote dependence of different kinds of infrastructures, illustrating physical and cyber connections 



http://arxiv.org/find/cond-mat/1/au:+Albert_R/0/1/0/all/0/1
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between different kinds of infrastructures (inter-infrastructure connections, which denoted by dotted lines 


connecting different layer networks in Figure 1). Such as the red dotted lines between nodes belong to power grid 


and water supply network illustrate electric transmitting from electric infrastructures to water supply infrastructures.  


 


 
Figure1: Interdependent infrastructure system model representation 


 


As different infrastructure components located in same area are subject to a specific disturbance (disaster), it is 


necessary to consider the location of infrastructure in the model description. Furthermore, location of infrastructure 


has important effect on topological properties and consequently on infrastructure functioning processes (Barthélemy 


2011). So, the spatial attributes of nodes and edges should be included in a realistic infrastructure network model 


with geographical coordinates, which can be defined in a two-dimensional Euclidean coordinate system. Therefore, 


each node has three coordinates (ϕ,x,y), where ϕ denotes the type of the infrastructure, (x,y) denotes the geographical 


location of the node. Edges are denoted by the two adjacent nodes. 


2.2 Basic Infrastructure Dependence Patterns 


The interdependent networks represent a complex system where emergent behaviors are rarely fully understood. 


Urban infrastructure components can be dependent and interdependent in multiple ways. Most of the earlier 


literature review interdependencies as macro-properties of coupled systems classified in different ways. For 


example, Dudenhoeffer et al. (2006) classifies interdependences into four types: physical, geospatial, policy and 


informational.  


 


Interdependence indicates the bidirectional interaction, which includes two directed dependences between two 


infrastructure elements (Rinalidi 2001). Generally, not any components malfunction of one infrastructure system can 


result in efficiency reduction, function loss or system destruction of another macro-interdependent infrastructure 


system. So the macro-interdependence is a function of the system attributes and status of the malfunction 


infrastructure systems. Therefore, micro structure, or basic pattern of infrastructure dependence, need to be 


considered. The focus of the proposed resilience model is direct impact of infrastructure malfunction, which is 


always seen as the first-order effect.  


 


Let us consider two layer infrastructure networks Gϕ
1, Gϕ


2 where ϕ1 ≠ ϕ2. Every element of the infrastructure has two 


exclusive states: on and off.  With different relations between four fundamental network structure elements: nodes, 


edges, paths and clusters (combinations of nodes and edges), there are five basic infrastructure dependence patterns 


(four patterns are illustrated in Figure 2):  


 


(a) Node – Node Dependence (Figure 2a): the state of node 1


in



is dependent on the state of 2


jn



, or vice versa. For 


example, the state of water pump depends on the state of its connecting electric transmission substation. This pattern 
is represented as 
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[1]     1 2NN


ijID e
 


 .  


 


(b) Node – Edge Dependence (Figure 2b): the state of node 1


in



 is dependent on the state of edge 2


ije



, or vice versa. 


For example, the state of Internet service provider depends on its connecting power supply. This pattern is 


represented as 


 


[2]   1 2NE


l ijID n e
 


   


 


(c) Node/Edge – Path Dependence (Figure 2c): the state of node 1


in



or edge 1


lke



 is dependent on the state of the 


path 2


imp



, which is represented as 2 2 2 2 2 2


i ij j jk k m{n ,e ,n ,e ,n n }
     


K . For example, the state of coal power plant is dependent 


on the path (transportation network) connecting the plant with coal supply locations.  This pattern is represented as 


 


[3]   1 2 1 2NP EP


l im lk imID n p or ID e p
   


    , where  2 2 2


,mm


im i ij


i i, j


p n e
  





   


 


(d) Node/Edge – Cluster dependence (Figure 2d): the state of cluster 1


ic



, which is a set of nodes and their edges of 


network 1G



, is dependent on the state of node 2


ln



or edge 2


kle



 of network 2G



. For example, the operations of water 


or power infrastructure with the same geographic or logic attributes being controlled by an Internet service provider. 


This pattern is represented as 


 


[4]   2 1 2 1NC EC


l i kl iID n c or ID e c
   


    , where 1 1 1 1 1 1


i i ij i i ij ic n e ,(n c ,e c )
     


   . 


 


(e) Geographic Dependence: the state of all infrastructure elements located at the same location A are affected by 


a disturbance simultaneously. This pattern is represented as 


 


[5]   11 1 2 2 2GL


i jk mn p qrID {n e e n e }
    


     , where 
11 1 2 2 2


mn p qri jkn ,e ,e ,n ,e
(x, y) | A    


  . 


 


 
Figure 2: Basic infrastructure dependence patterns  


Nodes and edges with different colors (red and blue) represent different kind of infrastructures; 


Grey nodes and edges represent malfunctioning infrastructures; arrows represent the time change. 


 
In the previous discussion we looked at two infrastructure networks. The basic dependence patterns can cause 


cascading impacts throughout the multilayer network as time goes on. Given three infrastructure networks Gϕ
1, Gϕ


2
 


,Gϕ
3


 (ϕ1 ≠ ϕ2 ≠ ϕ3), there are many combinations of the five basic dependence patterns, which could form chain or 


cycle reaction among three single later networks and cause cascading failure spreading throughout the whole 


infrastructure system. On the other hand, interdependences could accelerate mitigation and be conducive to 


                        


     (a) Node-Node Dependence                                 (c) Node-Path Dependence 


                           


(b) Node-Edge Dependence                                (d) Node-Cluster Dependence 
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disturbance response with repair of several components and strengthen system robustness and resilience with local 


protection. 


2.3 Infrastructure System Dynamic Mechanism 


Magnitude of the interrupted services and duration of the interruption are the two main characteristics of the 


disturbance of importance for the assessment of consequences (Johansson and Hassel 2010). In practice, an 


infrastructure could: (i) absorb the impacts of disturbance and minimize consequences with little effort (i.e. 


buffering); (ii) adjust to undesirable conditions by undergoing some changes (adaptation); and (iii) fully recover 


from disturbance. All three response modes define the infrastructure adaptive capacity (Francis and Bekera 2014). 


The response of the infrastructure system to a disturbance vary with time - adding dynamic properties to 


interdependent infrastructure networks (Filippini and Silva 2014).  


 


In order to capture the dynamic character of the disturbance consequences, the change of the infrastructure 


performance due to various disturbances needs to be estimated. As discusses in the section 2.2, the state of an 


infrastructure is influenced by the disturbance as well as the state of other infrastructure.  Let TB denote buffering 


time of an infrastructure system, TR its repair time; and TM its malfunction time. The dynamic performance of an 


infrastructure system subject to a disturbance can be illustrated using a flow chart in Figure 3. IS in Figure 3 can be a 


node, an edge, a cluster and a path of an infrastructure network. Its state is decided by corresponding basic 


dependence patterns, and calculated using relationships [1-5]. 


 


 


Figure 3: Dynamic process of an interdependent Infrastructure 


3. INFRASTRUCTURE SYSTEM RESILIENCE MODEL 


3.1 Infrastructure System Resilience Definition 


The infrastructure system resilience is defined as “the ability to prepare for, and adapt to changing conditions and 


withstand and recover rapidly from disruptions”, including “the ability to withstand and recover from deliberate 


attacks, accidents, or naturally occurring threats or incidents” (Ouyang and Dueñas-Osorio 2012). Therefore 


infrastructure system resilience includes system performance and its adaptive capacity that can be in two different 


forms: proactive adjustment capacity and reactive recovery capacity. As the number of functioning infrastructure 


elements and the amount of resources left are the foundations for recovery, the former capacity will directly 


influence the latter.  
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Infrastructure system, a typical “systems of systems”, is a set of multiple and independently operational systems 


interacting with one another to meet specific needs (DeLaurentis and Crossley 2005). So infrastructure system 


resilience refers not only to the ability to resist disturbance and reorganize while undergoing change of intra-layer 


networks, but also the ability to retain essentially the same function, structure and feedbacks among inter-layer 


networks. The former capacity is concerned with an individual infrastructure system. The later need more systematic 


thinking and management due to potentially small unforeseen disturbances.  


3.2 Three Features of Infrastructure System Resilience 


System resilience can be represented and quantified by four key features: robustness, redundancy, resourcefulness 


and rapidity (Bruneau 2003). As proactive adjustment capacity is a function of network robustness, reactive 


recovery capacity can be represent by network resourcefulness and rapidity. Redundancy can be seen as the cause of 


robustness (National Infrastructure Advisory Council 2009) and therefore in this paper we analyze the three key 


features of resilience: robustness, resourcefulness and rapidity.  


3.2.1 Robustness 


Robustness refers to the ability of a system to withstand a given level of stress without suffering degradation or loss 


function. The common measure for network robustness is the critical fraction at which the system completely 


collapses (Albert 2000). Similarly, this paper uses the minimum number of network components withstanding 


disturbance to denote infrastructure system robustness. For single layer infrastructure network, robustness 


1


1R


f,ζ


RobR (t ) is computed as minimum and stable ratio of operational components after a disturbance 1 : 


 


[6]   1R 1R1


1R


o o,ζ


Rob


n (t ) e (t )
R (t )


N E


 


 


  







 


 


where 
1R


t  is the moment when 
1R 1Ro on (t ) e (t ) 


    starts to be stable after the disturbance 1 . on  is the number of 


operational nodes, oe is the number of operational edges, N
and E  are the total number of nodes and edges of 


undisturbed network. Multilayer infrastructure network robustness 1


1R


ζ


RobR (t ) is computed as the minimum ratio of 


operational elements:  
 


 


[7]   
1RM 1RM


1


1RM


o o


ζ


Rob


(n (t ) e (t ))


R (t )
(N E )


 


 





  
















 


 


where 
1RM


t  is the moment when the sum of o on e   starts to be stable after the disturbance 1 .  


3.2.2 Resourcefulness 


Resourcefulness is the capacity to make and implement mitigation and response measures to a specific disturbance, 


which is limited by the ability to obtain sufficient resources, such as monetary, physical, technological, 


informational and human resources. This paper uses the network performance of restoration strategies to a specific 


disturbance 1 for quantifying resourcefulness, represented as 1,ζ


ResR (t)



: 


 


[8]    11 1,,ζ ,


Res 0R (t) f RS (t) SP (t)
   


   


 


where 1,
RS (t)


 
is a restoration strategy (RS) of network   after disturbance 1 . f( )  is the network performance of 


1,
RS (t)


 
 at t,  calculated as the ratio of operational nodes and edges to total nodes and edges of network  at t. 


1,


0SP (t)
 


 is the system performance without restoration strategy (RS), which is calculated as the ratio of operational 
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elements to total elements of  network  after disturbance 1 at t. For multilayer infrastructure network, 


resourcefulness 1ζ


ResR (t)  is measured as: 


 


[9]    11 ,ζ


ResR (t) f RS (t)
 





   


where  1,
f RS (t)


 





  is the integration all the 1,ζ


ResR (t)



 of single layer networks with corresponding 1,
RS (t)


 
 , and 


calculated as the ratio of normal operational nodes and edges at t.  


3.2.3 Rapidity 


Rapidity refers to the capacity to meet priorities and achieve goals in a timely manner. Duration of system recovery 


to normal operational levels is always used as a measure to evaluate system resilience, and can be seen as the main 


figure-of-merit to evaluate reactive recovery capacity. This paper uses the duration of system recovery to denote 


rapidity, represented as 1,ζ


RapR
 : 


 


[10]   1 1


1O


,ζ ζ


Rap ResR t (R ) t
  


    or  


 


[11]   1


2O 1O


,ζ


RapR t t
  


   , 


 


where 1ζ


Rest (R )  is the moment when single layer infrastructure network  recovers to normal operational level, 
1O


t  


is the moment  disturbance 1  occurs. 
2O


t  is the moment disturbance 2ζ  occurs. Equation [10] is used for single 


disturbance or the last disturbance of a sequence of disturbances. Equation [11] is used in other situations. For 


multilayer infrastructure networks, rapidity 1ζ


RapR  is measured by the longest rapidity of single layer networks:  


 


[12]    1 1ζ ,ζ


Rap RapR =max R (t)
  


 


3.3. Dynamic Infrastructure System Resilience Metric 


System performance and its adaptive capacity represent dynamic system behavior in response to system disturbance 


and application of various adaptation measures.  Original Space-Time Dynamic Resilience Measure developed by 


Simonovic and Peck (2013) is adapted in this research to complex network infrastructure systems. It quantifies 


resilience as the difference between the area under expected system performance and actual system performance 


(dotted shaded area in Figure 4). The introduction of system adaptation measures provides for the increase in system 


resilience (line shaded area in Figure 4), where the system performance without adaptation measures is shown by 


grey dashed line and with adaptation measures as full black line. The adaptive capacity can be achieved by: 


proactive adjustment measures and reactive recovery measures.  
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Figure 4: Typical performance process of an infrastructure system 


3.3.1 Proactive adjustment capacity metric 


With the three features above, proactive adjustment capacity of individual infrastructure network subject to a 


disturbance 1 can be illustrated as the dotted area in Figure 4 and represented as 1,ζ


PAρ



. 


 


[13]   


1


,ζ1
Rap


1


1


,ζ


0


R,ζ


PA ,ζ


Rap


SP (t)


ρ =
1 R
















 


 


where 1 in the denominator refers to the undisturbed system performance. For a multilayer infrastructure system 


network, the proactive adjustment capacity metric denote by 1


PA



 . 


 


[14]   


1


,ζ1
Rap


1


1


,ζ


0


R


PA ζ


Rap


SP (t)


=
1 R















 
  


3.3.2 Reactive recovery capacity metric 


Reactive recovery capacity of individual infrastructure network subject to a disturbance 1 can be illustrated as the 


line shaded area in Figure 4 and represented as 1,ζ


RRρ



. 


 


[15]   


1


,ζ1
Rap


1


1


,ζ


Res


R,ζ


RR ,ζ


Rap


R (t)


ρ =
1 R
















  


 


For a multilayer infrastructure system network, reactive recovery capacity metric is 1ζ


RRρ . 


 


[16]   


1


φ,ζ1
Rap


1


1


,ζ


Res


Rζ


RR ζ


Rap


R (t)


ρ =
1 R











 
 


3.3.3 Resilience metric 


Resilience of a single layer infrastructure network   and multilayer infrastructure network to disturbance 1 is 


represented as 1r




and 1r



, which are calculated as follows. 
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[17]   


1 1


,ζ ,ζ1 1
Rap Rap


1 1 1


1 1


,ζ ,ζ


0 Res


R Rζ ,ζ ,ζ


PA RR ,ζ ,ζ


Rap Rap


SP (t) R (t)


r =ρ +ρ = +
1 R 1 R


 


 


 


  
 


 
   


 


[18]   


1 1


,ζ ,ζ1 1
Rap Rap1 1 1


1 1


,ζ ,ζ


0 Res


R Rζ ζ ζ


PA RR ζ ζ


Rap Rap


SP (t) R (t)


r =ρ +ρ = +
1 R 1 R


 


 


 


 


   
 


 


Above metrics are derived for a single disturbance. Under a sequence of disturbances 1 2 d, ,  K , single layer and 


multilayer infrastructure system resilience is the integral of the resilience under all single disturbances, which can be 


represented as 1 2 d,
r
  





K  and 1 2 d,
r
  K


 , and calculated as follows.  


 


[19]   


i 1


,ζ ,ζ1 1
1 2 d 1 2 dRap Rap1 2 d 1 2 d 1 2 d


1 2 d 1 2 d


,ζ ,ζ


0 Res


ζ ,ζ …ζ ζ ,ζ …ζR Rζ ,ζ …ζ ;ζ ,ζ …ζ ;ζ ,ζ …ζ


PA RR ,ζ ,ζ …ζ ,ζ ,ζ …ζ


Rap Rap


SP (t) R (t)


r =ρ +ρ = +
1 R 1 R


 


 


 


  
 


   
 


 


[20]   


i 1


ζ ζ1 1
1 2 d 1 2 dRap Rap1 2 d 1 2 d 1 2 d


1 2 d 1 2 d


,ζ ζ


0 Res


ζ ,ζ …ζ ζ ,ζ …ζR Rζ ,ζ …ζ ζ ,ζ …ζ ζ ,ζ …ζ


PA RR ζ ,ζ …ζ ζ ,ζ …ζ


Rap Rap


SP (t) R (t)


r =ρ +ρ = +
1 R 1 R





 


   
.  


 


It's worth noting that the robustness under subsequent disturbances is always weaker than of the previous 


disturbance. This is because the time between sequential disturbances is always shorter than the time needed for the 


recovery to undisturbed level.  


 


The resilience model developed in this work needs to be enhanced for the spatial distribution of disturbances.  First, 


a disturbance is represented as the removal of elements of the network. As natural disasters, such as severe weather 


conditions, earthquakes, hurricanes or floods always strike geographically confined areas, cell space method should 


be investigated. Second, system robustness to a specific disaster can be different as the structure of infrastructure 


system changes. The proactive adjustment capacity changes accordingly. Third, reactive recovery capacity can also 


be improved through resourcefulness and rapidity. Both of them are determined by the adaptation/restoration 


strategy, which is the focus of single layer infrastructure network resilience. At last, duration of infrastructure 


malfunction does not only depend on the repair time, but also the buffering time TB and state of dependent 


infrastructure systems. So infrastructure system resilience analysis needs systematic understanding of internal 


infrastructure features, external disturbance attributes and overall integration platform.  


4. DISCUSSION 


Resilience is presented as an efficient approach for the management of infrastructure systems.  This paper 


establishes multilayer infrastructure system resilience model based on the Space-Time Dynamic Resilience Measure 


of Simonovic and Peck (2013) with consideration of infrastructure interdependences. By considering system 


performance, its adaptation capacity and consequences of specific restoration strategies, the resilience is represented 


as a dynamic measure to be implemented using system simulation.  


 


Infrastructure system resilience needs systems approach. As infrastructure systems mutually interact understanding 


of system interdependences is essential for infrastructure system resilience analysis. This paper details macro-


perspective interdependences of infrastructure systems into micro dependence patterns, and integrates them through 


system dynamics analyses. So the resilience metric could be used for evaluation of different kinds of infrastructure 


systems with cascading failures or other high-order impacts. Also the presented model could be a generic framework 


or a methodology for the resilience analysis of systems-of-systems. 
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Finally, actual infrastructure system are more complex. Integrating consequences of disaster uncertainty into 


infrastructure system evolution is another potential contribution of the model to be addressed in future work.  
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ABSTRACT  


A new Light Rail Transit (LRT) system is being constructed in Waterloo Region.  The first phase of construction is 


scheduled for completion in 2017 and will connect Conestoga Mall in the City of Waterloo and Fairview Park Mall 


in the City of Kitchener, a distance of 19 km.  The LRT route crosses the existing Conestoga Parkway 


(Highway 7/8) in Kitchener-Waterloo, requiring the construction of a new structure under the busy freeway.  In 


2014-15, the Ministry of Transportation, Ontario (MTO) administered the construction of the new single span bridge 


using a unique top-down construction technique. 


 


The highway was built during the late 1960s and early 1970s and Kitchener-Waterloo was by-passed by a new four-


lane freeway now known as the Conestoga Parkway. To accommodate the existing Canadian National Rail (CNR) 


track which crossed the then new highway alignment, the highway was built-up on 7.5 m of fill. Recently the 


Conestoga Parkway was widened to six lanes between Courtland Avenue and Fischer-Hallman Road and part of the 


construction project included the construction of the new LRT Overhead bridge to accommodate two LRT tracks 


below the existing highway. The LRT crossing posed three significant challenges; first being the 7.5 m 


embankment, second being the requirement to maintain four lanes of traffic during construction and the third being 


the close proximity of the existing adjacent CNR Overhead bridge which was offset 22 m from the new LRT 


Overhead bridge (centerline to centerline). 


 


Traditional bottom-up construction techniques were considered but not preferred due to the extensive excavation 


and temporary roadway protection works required to construct the new rail crossing. Since the existing CNR bridge 


was not designed for unbalanced lateral earth loading, significant excavation on both sides of the CNR bridge would 


also be required. A top-down construction approach using secant pile abutments and a reinforced cast-in-place 


concrete deck slab was used to create a 12 m single-span, rigid frame bridge to accommodate two LRT tracks. This 


concept was similar to the Hespeler Road / CPR grade separation project, constructed in 2012, by the Region of 


Waterloo.  A critical aspect of the LRT Overhead design was to minimize the required excavation and impacts to the 


existing adjacent CNR bridge with less than 11 m of soil between the two structures. The new LRT bridge design 


considered the future excavation and replacement of the CNR bridge.  


 


In order to maintain traffic on this busy highway, the new LRT structure was constructed in two stages. The first 


stage included the diversion of four lanes of traffic to the north half of the existing highway platform to permit the 


south half of the bridge to be constructed and the CNR bridge to be rehabilitated and widened. As previously 


discussed, the top-down construction approach was selected because it minimizes excavation; but some staged 


excavation of the existing embankment, adjacent to traffic, was required. To install the secant pile abutments and 


retaining walls, a level platform was prepared for the drill rigs, approximately two meters below grade which was 


the approximate top of caisson elevation. A temporary H-pile and lagging protection system was installed between 


construction stages to accommodate an approximate three meter excavation. The additional one meter excavation 


would be required following the installation of the secant caissons for the installation of the deck false work and 


construction of the concrete abutment caisson cap and deck. 
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Two parallel secant pile abutment walls and retaining walls were constructed using a combination of unreinforced 


concrete filler caissons and reinforced concrete king caissons. For both types of caissons, steel liners were used to 


temporarily support the shaft walls to prevent collapsing of the augered holes. Where loose soil was present, the 


steel liner was inserted during the augering of the shaft. The liner was vibrated out immediately following the 


placement of concrete. Each hole was topped up with concrete after the liner was removed. The construction of the 


secant piles involved first augering 760 mm diameter filler caisson shafts to a depth of five metres below the final 


top of rail elevation and filling with weak (2 MPa) concrete. The total finish length of each filler caisson ranged 


between 10.7 m and 11.7 m. The filler caissons were spaced at 1600 mm leaving a nominal 840 mm gap between 


caissons. Secondly, 1200 mm diameter king caissons, also spaced at 1600 mm, were augured by drilling overlapping 


holes into the weak concrete filler caissons and removing the portion of soil that remained between two the adjacent 


filler caissons. The king caissons shafts then had a reinforcing steel cage lowered into the hole and filled with 


normal 30 MPa concrete. The total finish length of each king caisson ranged between 16.7 m and 17.7 m. The depth 


of the king caissons were determined to provide adequate vertical capacity and to control deflections and stresses in 


the caissons due to lateral loads. 


 


Once the concrete in the king caissons reached sufficient strength, the additional one meter +/- of excavation was 


completed. The top of the caisson wall was exposed to allow for the placement of formwork and cleaning of the 


protruding reinforcing steel. The deck formwork was supported on grade within the approximate two meter space. 


The concrete abutment caisson cap, deck, barrier walls, etc. were all placed using conventional construction 


approaches. The remaining highway elements were finalized completing the south portion of the bridge which 


allowed traffic to be diverted back onto the new south half of the bridge. Construction on the north stage of the 


bridge was completed in the following construction season, similar to the north portion.  The removal of the existing 


embankment material, between the abutment walls, was carried out following the completion of the bridge 


superstructure as discussed below. 


 


One of the most significant advantages of the top-down approach is it offers the ability to open the highway to 


traffic prior to removing the embankment material from inside the structure. This removes many of the substructure 


elements from the construction critical path. Although the design was set-up to complete the excavation at the 


completion of both stages, the contractor opted to complete a portion following each stage. The following provides 


the general sequencing based on the design approach. The pre-determined staged sequence of the embankment 


material was designed to control the deflections and stresses in the caisson wall during construction. 


 


1. Following the removal of deck formwork, the 


interior was excavated to an average of five meters 


below the underside of deck 


2. A temporary horizontal shoring system was 


installed and pre-loaded between secant pile 


abutment walls (Figure 1) 


3. The remaining 3.4 m of embankment fill was 


removed from the interior, approximately 2.4 m 


below the final top of rail elevation 


4. A granular drainage layer and permanent 


reinforced concrete strut was constructed between 


the secant pile abutment walls 


5. Following the curing of the concrete strut, the 


temporary horizontal shoring system was removed 


6. Reinforced concrete facing walls were constructed 


on each abutment 


7. Granular bedding was placed to the underside of 


the rail elevation in preparation for the future installation of the ballast, ties and rails. 


 


In summary, the top-down construction approach, using seacant caissons, is a feasible technique where there is a 


need to minimize excavation and roadway protection. The presentation will further discuss the benefits of the top-


down construction approach for the LRT bridge and also discuss the design challenges and construction aspects of 


the project. 


 


Figure 1: Photograph of Temporary Shoring System 
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ABSTRACT  


Wastewater reclamation is becoming an important alternative for sustainable water resources management and 


building climate change resiliency in many regions around the world. The purpose of this research was to investigate 


the polishing of secondary effluents and Combine Sewer Overflows (CSOs) by a laboratory scale Soil Aquifer 


Treatment (SAT) considering local sub-surface geology and wastewater characteristics.  Results show that 


characteristic soils of southwestern Ontario can effectively polish secondary effluents in terms of BOD5 (64.9% to 


100%), e-coli (100%) and total coliforms (100%).  However, low removals of DOC (22.81%) and Nitrate (15.17 %) 


were achieved.  Furthermore, low to moderate improvements of CSOs quality were observed with maximum 


removals of 54.26 % for BOD5, 36.67% for e-coli, 58.15% for total coliforms and 44.83 % for Total Nitrogen.  


Additionally, de-nitrification of secondary effluents was greatly improved (46.1 % to 100%) by the addition of 


readily available organic matter, which supports the importance of protecting recharge wetlands for groundwater 


quality protection.  SAT in southwestern Ontario is a feasible alternative for the recharge of non-potable and potable 


aquifers with secondary effluents. However, for potable aquifers further treatment of wastewater effluents may be 


required.   


 


Keywords: Soil Aquifer Treatment, resiliency, water resources management, wastewater reclamation, sustainability. 


 


 


1.  INTRODUCTION 


 


Water resources around the world are under increasing pressure from the rapidly growing demands of rising 


population and industrialization. Furthermore, changes in global weather patterns are expected to intensify its 


current and future stresses.  Searching for alternative sources of water such as the recovery of rain water, 


desalination of seawater or brackish groundwater, on-site grey water reuse and the reclamation of municipal waste 


are important approaches to reducing the pressure on fresh water availability (NRC 2012).   Reclamation of highly 


treated wastewater has become a feasible alternative for augmenting drinking water supplies, such as groundwater 


and surface waters, largely as a result of advances in treatment technology that enables the production of high 


quality recycled water at increasingly reasonable costs and reduced energy inputs (Rodriguez et al. 2009). 


   


Advantages of aquifer storage over surface water reservoirs includes a higher capacity of storage, lower 


requirements for land, lower costs, prevents evaporation and by recharging through unsaturated soil layers it can 


provide additional purification to the treated effluent (Dillon et al. 2006, Wintgens et al. 2008). Groundwater 


recharge can be achieved by the direct injection of treated wastewater into the aquifer or by allowing the treated 


wastewater to infiltrate and percolate through the soil into the aquifer.  The latter is also known as Soil-Aquifer 


Treatment (SAT).  SAT involves the infiltration of the wastewater effluent through a recharge basin followed by the 


recovery of the purified wastewater through recovery wells. The pollutants removal mechanism involves physical, 


chemical and biological processes in the unsaturated and saturated zones. Several field and laboratory-scale studies 
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have been carried out around the world to determine the effectiveness of SAT at removing specific pollutants. 


Therefore, it can be safely stated that the performance of SAT systems is mainly affected by the quality of influent 


wastewater, the specific characteristics of the site (climate, geology and hydrogeology) and the operational schedule 


of the infiltration basins (Harun 2007, Sharma et al. 2008).  Main water quality concerns of wastewater reclamation 


subjected to SAT include organics, nitrogen species, pathogens and emergent contaminants such as pharmaceuticals 


(Dolnicar and Schafer 2009). The purpose of this research was to investigate the prospect of Soil Aquifer Treatment 


of secondary effluents and combined sewer overflows for indirect potable or non-potable reuse taking into 


consideration local wastewater characteristics and subsurface geology of southwestern Ontario.    


2. STUDY SITE 


Southwestern Ontario in a secondary region in southern Ontario, with a population of approximately 3.5 million.  


Main sources of drinking in southwestern Ontario water include the Great Lakes (Lake Erie and Lake Huron) and 


groundwater.   The current surficial deposits and landscape of southwestern Ontario are mainly the result of the last 


glaciation, known as the Wisconsin glacial events, leaving behind sediments such as tills glaciofluvial sand and 


gravel, glaciolacustrine and glaciomarine silts and clays (Chapman and Putnam 1984, OGS 2010).   Soils 


permeability in southwestern Ontario varies from high to low (29 % high, 65 % low and 6% variable) throughout the 


region (OGS 2010). High permeability soils would be preferable over low permeability for surface infiltration 


systems to maintain high infiltration rates and minimize land requirements (Bouwer 2002).   Additionally, when 


high permeability soils in southwestern Ontario are classified according to material description, fine to medium 


grained sands are the most prevalent (OGS 2010).  


3. MATERIALS AND METHODS 


A laboratory scale soil aquifer treatment was built taking into consideration the predominant surficial deposits of 


southwestern Ontario (fine to medium grained sands).   The SAT system was built using a polyvinyl chloride (PVC) 


column with an internal diameter of 5 cm and effective length of 90 cm. A series of sampling ports that extended 


from the center of the column’s cross section were installed at multiple depths from the soil surface at 0, 10, 30, 50, 


70, 90 cm.  The SAT system was operated under gravity flow conditions at a constant head of 20 cm, which was 


maintained by the use of a top feeding tank with an overflow weir, a peristaltic pump and flexible PVC tubing.   


Additionally, a valve was installed at the outlet to be able to control the outlet flow and, therefore, hydraulic 


retention times. Figure 1 shows a schematic representation of the experimental set up. 


 


 


 
Figure 1: Schematic representation of the experimental set up 
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The column was packed with natural fine to medium natural sand collected from the banks of the Medway Creek 


(MC), a tributary of the Thames River in London, Ontario.   The collected MC sand was washed, dried for 72 hours 


at 65 oC and sieved before packing the column. The sieving was performed to remove sand particles smaller than 


0.125 mm (U.S. standard mesh 120) and higher than 0.5 mm (U.S. standard mesh 35) in order to represent high 


permeability aquifer recharge zones with fine to medium grain size distribution. Subsequently, the effective length 


of the column was packed to a typical dry bulk density of sandy soils of 1.52 g/cm3. The bottom 20 cm of the 


column were filled with gravel to support the sand. Graphic geometric mean and standard deviation were measure as 


1.9 Φ and 0.55 Φ (moderately well sorted) respectively. Specific gravity was measured as 2.65.  


 


The laboratory scale SAT system was operated with wastewater for a period of 10 consecutive months (March – 


December, 2014) on cycles of 7 days wetting and 7 days drying at 20 0C (± 10C).   After a wetting cycle of several 


days, a drying cycle is usually necessary to restore surface permeability and increase the column redox potential 


(Bouwer 2002).  The SAT system was operated at 3 hydraulic retention times representative of high permeability 


soils. Simulated combined sewer overflows (CSOs) were prepared in the laboratory by diluting raw wastewater with 


distilled water at a ratio of 1:2 (Gandhi et al. 2014).  A summary of the experiments performed during the 10 months 


of operation is presented in table 1.    


Table 1: Summary of experiments 


Experiment Wet/Dry cycles Column influent 
Outlet Flow 


(ml/min) 


HRT        


(hours) 
K (m/d) 


A 3 Secondary Effluent 10 1.4 5.3 


B 3 Secondary Effluent 5 2.8 2.7 


C 3 Secondary Effluent 1 13.9 0.5 


D 2 Combined Sewer Overflows 5 2.8 2.7 


E 2 Secondary + methanol (C/N 1:1) 5 2.8 2.7 


F 2 Secondary + methanol (C/N 1:3) 5 2.8 2.7 


G 2 Secondary + methanol (C/N 1:6) 5 2.8 2.7 


 


 


Secondary effluent and raw wastewater were collected from the Adelaide Pollution Control Plant (APCP) in 


London, Ontario, and stored at 4 oC in 5 gallons high density polyethylene drums. Before introducing the 


wastewater into the system, it was allowed to acclimatize to the column operating conditions.  The APCP provides 


secondary level treatment to domestic and industrial wastewater by the activated sludge process and discharges its 


treated effluent into the Thames River, a tributary of the Great Lakes. The activated sludge process at the APCP is 


designed to provide both BOD removal and nitrification. Phosphorous removal is achieved by chemical addition and 


disinfection, between April 1 and September 30, by ultraviolet light (City of London 2015).   Average raw and final 


effluent characteristics at APCP in 2014 are shown in Table 2.    


Table 2: Average secondary effluent characteristics at APCP in 2014 (units in mg/L) 


  Raw Secondary 


Temp (oC) 16.8 n/a 


BOD (mg/L) 128 3 


Suspended Solids (mg/L) 153 3 


Total Phosphorus (mg/L) 4.2 0.58 


Free NH3  (mg/L) 18.1 0.4 


TKN (mg/L) 29.1 1.8 


Unionized Ammonia (mg/L) n/a 0.003 


NO3
-  N(mg/L) n/a 16.4 


e-coli (G.M.) n/a 8 


Source: City of London, 2015 
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Samples were collected on the last day of the wetting cycle, filtered with a 0.45 µm membrane filter when necessary 


and stored at 4oC prior to analysis.  Secondary effluents utilized for experiments A, B and C were analyzed for 


Dissolved Oxygen (DO), Dissolved Organic Carbon (DOC), Escherichia coli (e-coli), total coliforms, ammonia 


(NH3), phosphate ions (PO4
3-), Nitrate ions (NO3


-) and Sulphate ions (SO4
2-) at all column depths.  Simulated CSOs 


used for experiment D were analyzed for Dissolved oxygen (DO), Biological Oxygen Demand (BOD5), Total 


Nitrogen (TN), total coliforms and e-coli at all column depths.  Experiments E, F and G were analyzed for dissolved 


nitrate ions (NO3
-) at all column depths.  Dissolved oxygen was also measure at the column inflow and effective 


length of 90 cm every 24 hours. Secondary effluent was introduced into the system for a consecutive period of 4 


weeks to allow for biofilm formation before the start of the experiments.    


3.1 Analytical Techniques for Water Constituents  


Dissolved Nitrate (NO3
-), Sulphate (SO4


2-) and phosphate (PO4
3-) ions were measured using High Performance 


Liquid Chromatography (HPLC) with a Conductivity Detector (Waters 432).   Ammonia nitrogen and total nitrogen 


were measured by the salicylate method (Hach method 10031) and persulfate digestion method (Hach method 


10071) respectively.   Total coliforms and Escherichia coli (E. coli) were measured by Membrane Filtration Method 


(10029).  Dissolve Organic Carbon was measured using a SHIMADZU TOC analyzer for solids (SSM-5000A) and 


liquids (TOC-VCS/CP).  Dissolve Oxygen was measured at the time of sampling using a portable digital meter 


(Hach HQ30d – DO) and Biological Oxygen Demand (BOD5) was measured following the standard method for the 


examination of water and wastewater (Method 10230).   


4. RESULTS 


4.1 Dissolved Oxygen (DO) consumption  


Dissolved oxygen in the wastewater was measure every day during the wetting cycle at inflow and outflow (90 cm) 


as an indicator of biofilm growth and stabilization. On the last day of the wetting cycle it was measured at all 


sampling ports. The first measurements of inflow and outflow DO were taken 24 hours into the wetting cycle, 


followed by consecutive measurements every 24 hours until the end of the wetting cycle. Average inflow DO was 


measured as 8.04 mg/L (SD= 0.42) and 5.9 mg/L (SD= 0.70) in the secondary effluents and simulated CSOs 


respectively.   Table 3 shows average daily percentage DO consumption for experiments A, B, C and D.   


Table 3: Average daily DO consumption (%) – 7 days wetting cycle 


 EXP. A (n=3) EXP. B (n=3) EXP. C (n=3) EXP. D (n=2) 


Day % DO Red SD % DO Red SD % DO Red SD % DO Red SD 


1 13.35 1.95 26.65 0.54 50.43 0.87 11.54 4.56 


2 39.03 6.13 55.09 2.69 59.93 0.71 26.85 6.55 


3 45.16 12.49 61.32 0.43 67.91 0.61 38.13 7.09 


4 59.34 6.18 66.69 5.19 68.67 0.33 49.24 3.87 


5 61.66 1.15 68.41 0.70 73.55 0.62 48.17 0.47 


6 58.11 4.40 66.63 0.88 77.27 0.94 50.00 4.68 


7 62.88 0.45 73.06 1.28 77.64 0.89 49.78 0.72 


 


 


Additionally, samples taken from all the ports (0, 10, 30, 50, 70, 90 cm) on the 4 day of wetting were analyzed for 


dissolved oxygen.  The average DO consumption at the last day of the wetting cycle was 62.69 %, 72.32 % and 


77.64 % for experiments A, B and C respectively.  Average DO consumption at the last day of the wetting cycle for 


experiment D was 51.50 %.  


 


Results show (see table 4) that oxygen consumption during the wetting cycle is proportional to the hydraulic 


retention time for experiments with secondary effluent. Additionally, after approximately 3 days of operation, 


dissolved oxygen consumption does not change significantly for the remaining of the wetting cycle. This suggests 


that the biofilm reaches a quasi- steady state after a few days of column operation.    It is also observed in 


experiments A, B, C and D that the largest DO reduction occurs during the first 30 cm of the soil column. This is 


attributed to higher biological activity of heterotrophic bacteria in the aerobic zone of the column.  These results are 
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also consistent with previous soil aquifer treatment studies that show the important role of the first few cm of the 


soil in the treatment process (Essandoh et al. 2013, Harun 2007).  No clogging of the column was observed during 


the experiments conducted with secondary effluent (A, B and C). However, an average reduction of surface 


permeability by 31% was observed after 7 days of wetting for experiment D with CSOs. This is expected due to the 


presence of particulate and colloidal organic matter in raw wastewater. 


Table 4:  Percentage DO reduction by column depth 


Depth (cm) EXP. A (n=3) EXP. B (n=3) EXP. C (n=3) EXP. D (n=2) 


  % DO Red SD % DO Red SD % DO Red SD % DO Red SD 


0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 


10 32.80 5.83 29.07 5.41 38.43 1.44 23.54 11.12 


30 60.34 5.83 57.61 2.10 64.04 1.92 48.42 6.33 


50 61.23 6.19 68.69 1.65 71.35 0.50 50.58 4.14 


70 61.74 3.32 69.72 2.50 74.72 4.83 49.92 2.05 


90 62.69 0.18 72.32 5.48 77.64 1.89 51.50 2.56 


 


4.2 Organic matter 


Dissolved organic carbon (DOC) was measured at all the sampling depths, while BOD 5 was only measured at the 


inflow and at the 90 cm depth, for experiments A, B and C.  Organic matter in secondary effluents from biological 


treatment is mainly composed of natural organic matter, easily biodegradable organic carbon, soluble microbial 


products and synthetic organic compounds such as disinfection by-products (Fox et al. 2005). SAT has shown to 


remove easily biodegradable carbon and synthetic organic compounds (Drewes and Fox 1999; Fox 2002).   Average 


DOC and BOD5 in the secondary effluent of APPC were measured as 36.15 mg/L (SD= 2.99) and 3.30 mg/L (SD 


=1.00) respectively.  Results show the majority of the DOC consumption occurs during the first 50 cm of the 


column and reaches a maximum of 7.54 %, 20.58 % and 22.81 % at the 90 cm depth for experiments A, B and C 


respectively. Average BOD5 reduction at the 90 cm depth by experiments A, B and C was 64.09 %, 84.39 % and 


100 % respectively.   


 


Biodegradable organics in simulated CSOs were measured as BOD5.  Biodegradable organic matter in municipal 


wastewater is mainly found as carbohydrates, proteins and grease (fats).   Average BOD5 in the simulated CSO was 


measured as 19.35 mg/L (SD=3.18). Results show the majority of BOD5 removal occurs during the first 30 cm of the 


column and reaches a maximum of 54.26 % at the 90 cm depth.  DOC and BOD5 results are shown in tables 5 and 6.  


Table 5:  Percentage DOC reduction by column depth   


Depth (cm) EXP. A EXP. B EXP. C 


% DOC Red SD % DOC Red SD % DOC Red SD 


0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 


10 2.35 0.12 7.74 1.39 9.35 0.33 


30 3.29 0.13 9.81 2.49 13.96 0.97 


50 5.75 0.68 16.28 4.99 20.03 1.08 


70 6.97 0.79 18.33 0.74 21.84 0.70 


90 7.54 0.67 20.58 0.58 22.81 2.25 
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Table 6:  Percentage BOD5 reduction by column’s effective length 


Depth (cm) EXP. D 


 


% BOD Red SD 


0 0.00 0.00 


10 10.85 0.49 


30 45.74 4.41 


50 54.00 0.95 


70 55.04 2.15 


90 54.26 0.87 


 


 


Removal of DOC from secondary effluents showed dependency of both retention time and column depth up to 


approximately 50 cm.  A maximum DOC removal of 22.81 % from secondary effluents was achieved at experiment 


C, which had the longest retention time. However, removal of DOC from secondary effluents was relatively low due 


to the soil type and hydraulic retention times. Previous SAT studies have also shown that DOC removal by fine to 


medium sands is low when compared with sandy loams and clay lenses that can achieve removals as high as 85 %  


(Quanrud et al. 2003, Westerhoff and Pinney 2000).   However, BOD5 removal from secondary effluents at the 90 


cm depth was significantly higher reaching a maximum of 100 % at experiment C. It can be concluded that 


secondary effluents can be effectively polished in terms of the removal of readily available organic matter, but other 


forms of organic matter may require longer retention times.  


 


Mechanisms of organic carbon removal in SAT is a combination of biodegradation and absorption. However, the 


sustainability of SAT systems depends on biodegradation (Fox et al. 2005). Biodegradation occurs under different 


electron acceptors depending of the redox conditions (aerobic, anaerobic or anoxic).  Organic matter reduction 


shows that the SAT column operates under aerobic conditions at the three retention times, where DO is the main 


elector acceptor.   Linear correlations are observed between % DO consumption and % organic matter reduction, 


with stronger linearity at higher hydraulic retention times (0.761, 0.952, 0.903 and 0.930 for experiments A, B, C 


and D respectively).  See figure 2.  The strong linearity suggest organic matter reduction is mainly due to biological 


activity.     


 


 


 
Figure 2. Average % organic matter reduction vs average % DO consumption 


 


4.3 E-coli and total coliforms reduction:  


Bacteria and viruses in secondary effluents are removed during Soil Aquifer Treatment by a variety of processes 


such as filtration, predation and adsorption. Removal efficiencies are affected by the retention time, grain size 


distribution, size of microbes, and the ability of microbes to persist in soil (Harun 2007).  Geometric mean e-coli 


concentrations in the secondary effluent and CSOs were measured as 179 CFU/100 and ml 750 CFU/100 ml 


respectively.  Additionally, Geometric mean total Coliform concentrations in the secondary effluent and CSOs were 


measured as 1416 CFU/100 ml and 6750 CFU/100 ml respectively. E-coli was 100 % removed at the 90 cm depth at 
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experiments A, B and C, with most of the removal occurring during the first 50 cm of the soil column. However, e-


coli is only removed by 36.67 % from the simulated CSOs.  Likewise, total coliforms are almost 100 % removed at 


the 90 cm depth at experiments A (100 %), B (99.26 %) and C (99.22%), and only 58.15 % from the simulated 


CSOs. Percentage reductions of e-coli total coliforms concentration are shown in Tables 7 and 8 respectively.   


Table 7:  Percentage E-coli reduction by column depth 


Depth (cm) EXP. A EXP. B EXP. C EXP. D 


 


% E-Coli 


 Red SD 


% E-Coli 


Red SD 


% E-Coli 


 Red SD 


% E-Coli  


Red SD 


0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 


10 -16.67 7.86 -34.00 5.66 53.13 66.29 -56.67 33.00 


30 72.22 39.28 50.00 28.28 96.88 4.42 -3.33 4.71 


50 100.00 0.00 95.00 7.07 96.88 4.42 0.00 0.00 


70 100.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 96.88 4.42 36.67 4.71 


90 100.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 36.67 23.57 


Table 8: Percentage total coliforms reduction by column depth 


Depth (cm) EXP. A EXP. B EXP. C EXP. D 


 


% T.C. 


Red SD 


% T.C. 


 Red SD 


% T.C.  


Red SD 


% T.C.  


Red SD 


0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 


10 -4.05 1.91 -74.70 138.64 69.73 9.67 54.44 5.76 


30 63.51 28.67 36.36 19.28 51.95 59.66 54.44 3.67 


50 81.08 26.76 54.55 6.43 75.98 32.32 71.11 6.29 


70 95.95 5.73 97.61 0.16 98.83 1.10 52.96 6.81 


90 100.00 0.00 98.26 0.11 99.22 0.00 58.15 5.76 


 


Results show the removal of e-coli from secondary effluents occurs during the first 50 cm of the soil column and 


reaches a maximum of 100% for experiments A, B and C.   Although an increase of e-coli concentration may be 


observed during the first 20 centimeters of the column due to the high biological activity, it is successfully removed 


by the effective length of the column.  Total coliforms reduction is also substantial for experiments A, B and C, 


approaching nearly 100 % removal at the 90 cm depth. Most of the total coliforms removals for the experiments 


with secondary effluent occurs at 70 cm depth.   The Ontario Drinking Water Standards, Objectives and Guidelines 


specifies non detectable concentrations of e-coli and total coliforms in drinking water sources.  E-coli and total 


coliforms removal from CSOs (experiment D) are poor to moderate, reaching a maximum removal of 36.9 % and 


58.15% respectively at the 90 cm depth.   


4.4 Nitrogen removal 


Nitrogen removal was measured as Nitrate (NO3
-) and Total Nitrogen (TN) for the experiments with secondary 


effluents and CSOs respectively.  The main form of nitrogen found in the secondary effluents from APCP is nitrate 


(APCP, 2015). Nitrogen in simulated CSOs is mainly present as ammonia and organic nitrogen.   Nitrate removal is 


achieved by the reduction of nitrate to nitrogen gas through nitrite, nitric and nitrous oxide intermediaries by 


heterotrophic bacteria. Generally, denitrification occurs when most oxygen has been consumed and nitrate becomes 


the next electron donor. However, studies have shown that at a completely anaerobic environment is not required for 


denitrification to occur in soils (Essandoh et al. 2011). Average nitrate concentration in the secondary effluent was 


measured as 18.37 mg/L NO3
- - N (SD=4.04 mg/L).  Results show that nitrate removal from secondary effluents by 


SAT was not achieved at retention times of 1.4 and 2.8 hours (experiments A and B). However, at HRT of 13.1 


hours (experiment C), an average 15.17 % reduction was achieved at the 90 cm depth.  Average total nitrogen in the 


simulated CSOs was measured as 23.2 mg/L (S.D.=1.20 mg/L) with a 42.9  % removal  at the 90 cm depth.  Results 


are shown in Table 9.   
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Table 9: Percentage Nitrogen reduction by column depth  


 
EXP. A EXP. B EXP. C EXP. D 


Depth (cm) % Nitrate Red % Nitrate Red % Nitrate Red SD % Total N Red SD 


0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 


10 0.00 0.00 3.46 0.56 9.94 4.84 


30 0.00 0.00 12.35 0.13 13.52 4.65 


`50 0.00 0.00 13.98 0.36 21.58 3.69 


70 0.00 0.00 14.81 1.30 37.45 11.51 


90 0.00 0.00 15.17 1.46 42.90 6.42 


  


Average TKN, Nitrate, free ammonia and un-ionized ammonia in secondary effluents measured as nitrogen are 2 


mg/L, 16.4 mg/L, 0.4 mg/L and 0.003 mg/L respectively.   There are not guideline values for ammonia 


concentrations in the Ontario Drinking Water Standards, Objectives and Guidelines (2003) due to the fact that it is 


naturally produced in the body and efficiently metabolized in healthy people (Health Canada 2014).   Organic 


nitrogen and nitrate limits by the Ontario Drinking Water Standards, Objectives and Guidelines are 0.15 mg/L and 


10 mg/L (measured as Nitrogen) respectively.   However, organic nitrogen recommendations are mainly an 


operational guideline.  Nitrate in drinking water poses more serious health issues, such as Methaemoglobinaemia 


(blue baby syndrome) and effects on thyroid gland function in bottle-fed infants (Health Canada 2014).   Therefore, 


nitrogen species are one of the most common reasons that groundwaters do not meet drinking water standards 


(AWWA-RF 1998).  Average Nitrate concentrations in secondary effluents are above the limit of 10 mg/L set by the 


Ontario Drinking Water Standards, Objectives and Guidelines.  Even after the 15.17% removal achieved in 


experiment C, the nitrate concentration is higher than the accepted limit. Redox conditions and the limited 


availability of readily available organic matter for heterotrophic denitrification are the main reasons for the low 


nitrate removal by the SAT system. However, several studies have shown that denitrification in soil can occur under 


aerobic conditions even at concentrations close to air oxygen saturation (Essandoh et al. 2013).   Average Total 


Nitrogen removal from simulated CSOs was 43.8 % at the 90 cm depth due to nitrification and absorption. 


Ammonia is consumed by a combination volatilization and adsorption with subsequent nitrification, which would 


yield high concentrations of nitrate in the effluent (Essandoh et al. 2013).   


 


Concentrations of orthophosphate and ammonia in the secondary effluent from the APCP were below detectable 


levels at all column depths for all retention times.   Additionally, dissolved sulphate ions, measured as 41.87 mg/L 


(SD=3.23) and 27.47 mg/l (SD= 1.24) in secondary effluents and simulated CSOs respectively, were not removed at 


any of the column depths for experiments A, B, C and D.  


4.5. Enhance nitrate removal from secondary effluents 


Since Nitrate ions were not significantly removed at experiments A and B, and only slightly removed (15.17 %) at 


experiment C, enhance Nitrate removal from secondary effluents with the addition of readily available organic 


matter was investigated.  Methanol was used as organic matter source, which is the most commonly employed 


external carbon source due to being easily assimilated by denitrifying bacteria and its low cost. The optimal 


methanol: NO3
- ratio for biological denitrification in packed column or suspended growth reactors is between 2:1 


and 3:1 at 20 oC (EPA 1970).    Reaction stoichiometric when methanol is the carbon source is shown in equation 1.   


 


[1]  5CH3OH + 6 NO3
-     =>   3N2  + 5CO2  + 7 H2O  + 6 OH- 


 


Three methanol: NO3
- ratios where investigated, 1:1, 3:1 and 6:1, at experiments E, F and G respectively.  All 


Nitrate removal experiments were conducted at a hydraulic retention time of 2.8 hours and cycles of 7 days wetting 


and 7 days drying.  A nitrate reduction of 46.1 % (1:1), 62.7 % (3:1) and 100 % (6:1) was achieved at the 90 cm 


depth.     Results are shown in Table 10. Methanol addition has shown that denitrification of secondary effluents was 


possible under aerobic conditions when readily available organic matter is provided.  
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Table 10. Percentage Nitrogen reduction from secondary effluents by column depth 


  EXP. E EXP. F EXP. G 


Depth (cm) % Nitrate Red SD % Nitrate Red SD % Nitrate Red SD 


0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 


10 19.77 1.13 45.88 0.09 62.98 0.13 


30 26.01 2.92 60.83 1.53 69.17 0.12 


50 38.21 4.47 68.58 1.39 75.36 0.12 


70 37.25 2.21 66.63 1.24 84.49 0.42 


90 46.12 6.55 62.69 3.89 100.00 0.00 


5. CONCLUSIONS 


High permeability soils of southwestern Ontario, which are mainly composed of fine to medium grained sands, have 


the ability to polish secondary effluents in terms of readily available organic matter (BOD5), e-coli and total 


coliforms. However, issues with the persistence of nitrates affects its suitability for potable aquifer recharge.  


Nevertheless, when additional readily available organic matter is provided, denitrification is greatly improved.   In 


regards to the simulated CSOs, sustainable SAT for non-potable or potable aquifer recharge is not achievable due to 


low removal of biological contamination, potential for high nitrate concentrations in the effluent and the occurrence 


of column clogging.    


 


It can be concluded, that reclamation of secondary effluents can be an important alternative for sustainable water 


resources management and building climate change resiliency in south western Ontario. High permeability soils of 


southwestern Ontario are capable of further purifying secondary effluents for non – potable aquifer recharge.  


Additionally, recharge of potable aquifers may also be a possibility if secondary effluents are de-nitrified and 


disinfected.  These findings also provide scientific support for the importance of protecting recharge wetlands is 


southwestern Ontario for groundwater quality protection since they can provide additional organic matter needed for 


denitrification.   
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ABSTRACT  


The present study investigates the impacts that self-healing has on the microstructure characteristics of microcracked 


Engineered Cementitious Composites (ECC). These have two contrasting maturity levels and, furthermore, they 


involve three varying mineral admixtures that have very different chemical constituents. The impact of self-healing 


on the transport characteristics was examined by employing rapid chloride permeability tests (RCPT). The findings 


indicated that, if the appropriate mineral admixture type and conditioning were chosen, it would be possible to 


enhance the majority of the chloride ion penetrability levels following a 30-day period of water curing. As a result, 


the majority of the findings were in range of the low penetrability level over the 30 days, as set by ASTM C1202. 


The microstructural indications corroborated the findings from the experiments and provided weight to the notion 


that the causal factor of the healing was the appearance of calcium carbonate and C-S-H. These served to fill the 


crack owing to the hydration of the cementitious particles. In summary, the results indicate that the degree of self-


healing is subject to variance in accordance with the contrasting chemical compositions that dominate within a 


certain infrastructure type over the course of its service life.  


 


Keywords: Engineered Cementitious Composites (ECC); Mineral admixtures; Microstructure; Self-Healing. 


1. INTRODUCTION  


It is widely acknowledged to be the case that the way in which concrete mixtures perform is not just associated with 


mechanical property characterisation. In addition to this, it is considerably impacted by the parameters that influence 


the extent to which the material is durable. The durability feature of concrete, reinforced concrete, and pre-stressed 


concrete structures has a significant effect on the extent to which the material is economic and serviceable, thus 


making this a central consideration. Despite this, elements of public infrastructure are frequently impacted by 


environmental factors and/or mechanical loads. Notably, the extent to which these structures are durable is 


compromised as a result of processes like cracking. Having occurred, it is not a straightforward matter to restore the 


untouched features of the concrete that were there prior to the cracking. This is because the cracking processes 


establishes a range of pathways that have the effect of accelerating the conveyance of a range of resources into the 


material, including aggressive ions, gaseous substances, and water. As these media are conveyed, the possibility for 


disruptive mechanisms including sulphate and acid attack, corrosion, and freeze/thaw exposure is heightened 


substantially, meaning that the concrete is subject to rapid and severe deterioration. In numerous contexts, 


degradation caused by cracking or others processes should be attended to and renovated urgently. Despite the 


urgency with which these operations must be carried out, the maintenance applications can be costly and complex. 
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In certain instances, the expense incurred to restore the concrete can exceed the original expense. Witmann (1998) 


explains that, combined with the economic concerns, the atmospheric effect that restoring deteriorated infrastructure 


can have can serve to hinder the progress of such projects. In light of these concerns, the innate self-healing capacity 


of cracks in concrete, favoured by the establishment of cracks with reduced widths, increases in attractiveness as a 


way in which to heighten infrastructure durability and regain mechanical properties.   


 


Over the past years, considerable progression has been seen in the concrete sector in such a way that contemporary 


notions relating to high performance fiber reinforced cementitious composites (HPFRCC) have moved forward as 


opposed to the notion of subjecting the brittle nature of simple cementitious materials to modification (i.e. mortars 


and concretes). ECCs, a novel category of HPFRCC, are marked by considerable advantages when one considers the 


heightened damage tolerance and ductility that are the products of the spacing multiple microcracks close together. 


An additional innate feature of ECC is its micron-sized cracks that have widths of less than 100 µm level; notably, 


this is self-controlled and free of rebar ratio. When one takes into account the fact that ECC has a well-controlled 


tight crack formation, it is possible the most difficult to locate resource that could have a positive impacted on the 


serviceability of structures. This is owing to the way in which issues relating to durability are solved by applying it. 


Despite this, the applicability of these resources should be explained with reference to a range of durability 


viewpoints in order for ECC to be utilised comprehensively in the building process.   


 


Concrete is the building resource that is the most frequently utilised across the globe. In light of this, it should be 


noted that the generation of Portland cement, one of the primary components of concrete, is, in part, a contributor to 


greenhouse gas emissions. In this way, it makes substantial contributions to the onset of climate change. As a result 


of these considerations, it is now mandatory that state governments take regulatory decrees and CO2-emission 


policies into account. In the context of worldwide sustainable development, the employment of supplementary 


cementitious materials (SCMs [i.e. fly ash, slag etc.]) as an occasional replacement for cement could serve to lessen 


the ecological damage that is caused be cement manufacturing. In combination with the environment-based effects, 


the employment of SCMs could have the effect of lessening the costs incurred by concrete mixtures. This is because, 


when considered in relation to Portland cement, the cost of SCMs is considerably reduced. Notably, Wang and Li 


(2007) explained that the inclusion of increased volumes of fly ash within the ECC systems results in the reduction 


of crack widths to up to 10 µm levels. The researchers argue that this could serve to improve the extent to which 


certain structures are durable.    


 


In the past ten years, self-healing applications have been increasingly discussed among researchers. Despite the fact 


that a range of self-healing approaches have been utilised in order to functionalise the mechanism, Li and Herbert 


(2012) explain how the majority of the attention has been focused on the self-reparation of instances of damage, 


namely cracks, without external involvement. The capacity of concrete to self-heal the damage it develops is 


primarily related to the formation of calcite and, additionally, C-S-G gels in those instances where no extra healing 


actors are employed. Although each mechanism is effective to some degree in crack plugging, transformations in 


conveyance characteristics are associated with calcite formation in a closer way. This is central in the context of 


structures that will be exposed to H2O over the course of their service lives. In light of these considerations, the 


current research focuses primarily on the rapid chloride permeability tests (RCPTs) from pre-cracked and viable 


ECC samples prior to and following their being exposed to environmental conditioning for crack healing. 


Furthermore, over the course of producing ECCs, mineral admixtures (Mas) marked by varying chemical 


constituents were utilised. Notably, the chemical composition can be very important in terms of the self-healing 


ability of the mixtures. Microstructural variance was examined inside the cracks by employing scanning electron 


microscopy (SEM) in combination with energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS).    


2. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 


2.1 Materials, Mixture Proportions and Basic Mechanical Properties 


The components used for the generation of the ECC mixtures were as follows: Conventional Portland cement (PC); 


silica sand with a maximum aggregate size (MAS) of 400 µm and a water absorption capacity of 0.3%; water; poly-


vinyl alcohol (PVA) fibres with a diameter of 39 µm, nominal tensile strength of 1610 MPa, and specific gravity of 


1.3; and a high-range water reducing admixture (HRWRA). Additionally, the mixtures also involved varying 


mineral admixtures (MA) that were representative of widely differing chemical constituents. Contrasting MAs were 
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chosen, including one type of ground granulated blast furnace slag (S, [ECC_S]) in combination with two varying 


fly ashes (FA), a low lime fly ash ([FA-L], ECC_L) and a high lime fly ash ([FA-H], ECC_L). The chemical and 


physical characteristics of the Portland cement and mineral admixtures are illustrated in Table 1, and the particle 


size distributions of the solid constituents are presented in Figure 1. The ECC mixtures were generated with a water 


to cementitious materials (PC+MA) ratio (W/CM) of 0.27, and a mineral admixture (i.e. FA or S) to Portland 


cement ratio (MA/PC) of 1.2, by mass. Table 2 presents information relating to the mixture proportions. 


 


Foundational mechanical property characterisations of the ECC mixtures were carried out by employing 50 mm 


cubic specimens for compressive strength and 360×75×50 mm prism (length×depth×width) specimens for flexural 


parameters. Following a period of one day within the moulds at 23±2 °C, 50±5% RH, each example was conveyed 


to a plastic bag in order for curing to take place 23±2 °C, 95±5% RH for a one-week period. After the first week-


long curing period, specimens were maintained in a lab environment at 23±2 °C, 50±5% RH for another three 


weeks. The foundational mechanical properties (i.e. compressive strength and flexural parameters [flexural strength 


and flexural deformation]) of the ECC samples obtained by taking the average of six samples at minimum can be 


found in Table 2. It is clearly seen that the average 28-day compressive strength findings of the ECC_S mixture 


(77.2 MPa) represented the peak, and this in turn was accounted for with reference to the increasing cementing 


ability and heightened specific surface area of the slag particles. The smallest average compressive strength finding 


was acquired from the ECC_L mixture (55.5 MPa). This result displayed a relationship with the increased 


pozzolanic capacity of low lime fly ash particles, where the extent to which they were effective was predicated at a 


later age. The average flexural strength findings of the ECC mixtures ranged from 10.2 to 11.6 MPa. An interesting 


finding to note is that the variance in flexural strength results was not as pronounced as the variance among 


compressive strength results. This is accounted for with reference to the intricate material features, including tensile 


first cracking strength, ultimate tensile strength, and tensile strain capacity that determine flexural strength findings 


(Qian et al., 2009). Table 2 also presents flexural deformation values, which shed light on how ductile the ECC 


materials are. The table shows that, in the context of the range of mixture types, the ECC_S mixture displayed the 


smallest average flexural deformation value at the end of the 28-day period (2.0 mm). At the same time, the ECC_L 


mixture was over twice as large as that of the ECC_S samples with 4.3 mm mid-span beam deformation level. The 


heightened ductility of the ECC_L samples was accounted for with reference to the tendency of low lime fly ash 


particles to lower the toughness of PCA fibre/matrix interface chemical bonds and matrices. At the same time, as 


stated by Wang and Li (2007), this increased the interface frictional bond in an attempt to acquire an increased 


tensile strain capacity.          


Table 1: Chemical and physical properties of PC and different SCM types 


Chemical Composition, % PC FA_L FA_H Slag 


SiO2 20.77 57.01 41.8 35.06 


Al2O3 5.55 20.97 18.78 10.4 


Fe2O3(T) 3.35 4.15 6.44 0.79 


MnO - 0.032 0.019 0.387 


MgO 2.49 1.76 4.66 12.24 


CaO 61.4 9.78 21.77 38.34 


Na2O 0.19 2.23 1.74 0.12 


K2O 0.77 1.53 0.63 0.37 


TiO2 - 0.68 1.5 1.08 


Loss on Ignition 2.2 1.25 0.68 1.12 


Total  99.48 98.88 97.66 


Physical Properties     


Specific Gravity 3.06 2.02 2.61 2.87 


Blaine Fineness (m2/kg) 325 290 315 430 
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Figure 1: Particle size distributions of solid ingredients 


Table 2: Mixture proportions and compressive strength results of ECC mixtures 


Mixture Proportions Mix ID. 


ECC_L ECC_H ECC_S 


Cement 1.0 1.0 1.0 


Sand 0.80 0.80 0.80 


FA/PC 1.2 1.2 - 


S/PC - - 1.2 


W/CM 0.27 0.27 0.27 


PVA, (kg/m3) 26 26 26 


HRWRA (kg/m3) 3.9 4.6 5.3 


Mechanical Properties (28 days)    


Compressive strength (MPa) 55.5 58.7 77.2 


Flexural strength (MPa) 10.2 11.6 11.5 


Flexural deformation (mm) 4.3 2.7 2.0 


 


2.2 Sample Preparation, Pre-Cracking and Methods for Self-Healing Evaluation  


In order to track the nature of the self-healing process, RCPTs were carried out in line with ASTM C 1202. 


Following a one-day curing period in a lab environment at 23±2 °C and 50±5% RH, Ø100×200 mm cylindrical 


specimens were taken from the moulds and, following this, were placed into plastic bags at 23±2 °C and 95±5% RH 


until the end of 7 and 90 days. Following the first aging, a diamond blade saw was utilised in order to divide 


Ø100×200 mm cylinders were into Ø100×50 mm pieces. Prior to the samples being pre-loaded, identical processes 


to those applied in the context of the prisms were adhered to in order to define the ultimate splitting tensile 


deformation capacities of varying mixtures under splitting tensile loading. The findings ranged from 1.3 mm to 1.9 


mm, contingent on varied MAs and their associated first curing periods. Following this, in an attempt to generate 


microcracks, Ø100×50 mm ECCs were pre-loaded up to 80% of their splitting tensile deformation capacities at the 


ages of 7 and 90 days in the context of a splitting tensile loading at a loading rate of 0.005 mm/s. For the RCPTs, six 


cylinders from every mixture were utilised, where three of these were sound and three were subjected to pre-loading. 


These experiments were carried out again after 30 and 90 days of CW (continuous water curing) exposure beyond 


the initial curing times. This repetition occurred in order to witness the self-healing performance of ECCs.     
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  


3.1 Rapid Chloride Permeability Test (RCPT) 


3.1.1 Unhealed Specimens 


In order to measure the self-healing capacity of the ECCs with varying mineral admixtures, it was necessary to 


employ the RCPT. It should first be noted that the RCPT is not engaged in in order to find measurements associated 


with the permeability of concrete. Rather, the purpose of the test is to measure the resistance of the concrete to an 


electrical current. This is a valuable piece of information to find as there is a correlation between the extent to which 


the concrete is resistant and the degree to which it is permeable. Table 3 presents the findings of the RCPT in 


relation to varying ECC mixtures, and these present a fair picture of the specimens’ resistivity against chloride ion 


ingress. The figures observed in Table 3 were all determined by calculating the average of three specimens. It is 


clear that there was considerable variance among the results, but this is not surprising when one takes into account 


the maturity levels and the types of mineral admixtures employed. In terms of the RCPT findings gathered from the 


seven-day-old specimens, the values were 7169, 4863, and 6397 C for the ECC_L, ECC_H and ECC_S mixtures 


respectively. Despite the fact that the ECC_S examples were anticipated to provide reduced findings, particularly 


over the beginning phases of hydration, the collected findings from the ECC_H mixture contradicted this prediction 


as a result of the improved cementing ability and high specific surface area of the slag particles when compared to 


varying fly ashes. Notably, RCPT is an electrochemical test process that has been impacted significantly as a result 


of the transformations in total porosity of the concrete material and chemical constituents of the pore solution. Thus, 


it is possible to state that, when assessing the findings collected from RCPT, the aspects ruling the chemical state of 


the pore solution (i.e. calcium silicate hydrate [C-S-H] gels, CH, and alkalis) should be watched closely. It is 


commonly regarded to be the case that the appearance of sodium and potassium ions in cementitious matrices, in 


combination with sulphates or hydroxides, results in the speeding up of early hydration (Juenger and Jennings, 


2001). Juenger and Jennings (2001) continue to note that this is accompanied by the deceleration of late hydration. 


Furthermore, a number of researches, including Richardson (2004), have found evidence to support the notion that 


alkalis can effectively modify the morphology of calcium silicate hydrate (C-S-H) gels. In turn, Richardson (2004) 


describes how this results in the development of lath-like products that have a greater extent of crystallinity. As 


stated by Bentz (2006), the development of lath-like C-S-H gels when higher quantities of alkali are present is the 


causal factor of the depercolated (disconnected) capillary pore network. Although enhancements do take place over 


the course of the early hydration phases, it is possible that these microstructural modifications are the cause of the 


alterations in the transport characteristics of cementitious systems. This is important as it can shed light of the lower 


RCPT results that were collected from the ECC_H samples that had increased concentrations of alkali ions when 


considered in relation to ECC_S. Despite the fact that it is considered to be impactful to a lesser degree, the 


relatively decreased specific gravity of FA-H particles in comparison to slag, which result in the increased 


obtainability of these particles in the matrices per unit volume, could explain why more compact systems and lower 


RCPT results were acquired with the seven-day-old ECC_H specimens compared to ECC_S.   


       Table 3: Rapid chloride permeability test results of ECC specimens 


Mix ID. Initial  


Curing Age 


Virgin Pre-loaded Initial Curing + 


30 days 90 days 


ECC_L 7 days 7169 8318 2475 511 


90 days 375 1308 478 246 


ECC_H 7 days 4863 6289 639 258 


90 days 859 1511 399 330 


ECC_S 7 days 6397 7888 1599 997 


90 days 1195 3686 1284 909 


 


As anticipated, extending CW curing led to substantially enhanced RCPT findings owing to the incessant 


development of the cementitious composites over time. Despite the fact that the improvements in RCPT findings 
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were in near to one another, the findings associated with composites that had a low lime fly ash were lower on the 


whole when the 90-day period was over. Table 3 shows that the enhancement in chloride ion penetrability of pre-


loaded ECC_L samples was 81% beyond 90 days of early curing and up to the point where the 90-day period of CW 


curing was over. In addition, logged values for the ECC_H and ECC_S composites were 78% and 68% respectively. 


More noticeable improvements were logged in the RCPT findings from composites that incorporated FA-F particles. 


This has been accounted for with reference to the increased pozzolanic capacity and, furthermore, to the power that 


low calcium fly ash particles have to stay for long stretches of time with no chemical interaction in the matrices. 


Although enhancements in the RCPT findings varied according to the mineral admixture type, each of the 90-day-


old findings relating to sound samples, apart from the ECC_S composite, resided in the range of very low chloride 


ion penetrability levels, according to ASTM C 1202. The ECC_S composite was in the low range. When pre-loading 


was applied, chloride ion penetrability results rose to a specific level regardless of the original curing period of 


composite type. For example, the seven-day average RCPT finding for the ECC_L mixture rose from 7169 


coulombs to 8318 coulombs in those instances where specimens were pre-loaded up to 80% of their splitting tensile 


deformation capacities. This phenomenon was more exaggerated when the specimens were older. Taking the 


ECC_S specimens as a case study, it is clear that pre-loading resulted in a 23% rise in chloride ion penetrability in 


relation to the specimens that were seven days old. However, the rising RCPT finding reached 140% of the original 


figures in the specimens that were aged for 90 days. It is possible to attribute this phenomenon to the improved 


matrix maturity of the mixtures as a consequence of the elongated curing time; this resulted in rising matrix fracture 


toughness figures and, furthermore, activated the developed of contained cracks with greater widths rather than 


steady-state multiple microcracking (Wang and Li, 2007). It should also be noted that the increased percentage 


increments acquired with the employed pre-loading can be attributed to the notion that the working out took place 


on the basis of the considerably reduced RCPT findings recorded at increased ages (i.e. 90 days). The chloride ion 


penetrability levels of ECCs (according to ASTM C 1202) prior to and following the cracking process can be taken 


into account in order to acquire in-depth knowledge relating to the application of pre-loading on RCPT findings. 


Although the average RCPT findings of the 90-day-old ECC samples rose, recorded figures resided within the 


medium- or low-level range prior to and following pre-loading. The above results can be cited as proof that, 


dissimilar to water permeability as discussed by Lepech and Li (2009), the chloride ion permeability of ECC 


samples is significantly impacted by the appearance of microcracks.  


3.1.2 Effects of self-healing 


The variance in the RCPT findings of ECC samples pre-loaded up to 80% of their splitting tensile deformation 


capacities following a 7- and 90-day period of initial aging and, furthermore, a 30- and 90-day period of CW curing, 


is displayed in Table 3. In addition to this, Table 3 displays that, based a number of factors (including initial curing 


time, type of mineral admixture, and extra curing time), self-healing, with reference to the enhancements in RCPT 


findings, was witnessed in each mixture that had a minimum level of 20%. This is a testament to the efficacy of CW 


conditioning on crack sealing. Self-healing was discovered for all mixture types following a 30-day period of CW 


conditioning, regardless of whether the mixture was first cured for a 7- or 90-day period. As aforementioned, RCPT, 


as an electrochemical experiment, is impacted considerably by a range of factors. Although it is straightforward to 


carry out, it logs the progression of every ion as opposed to only measuring chlorides. Additionally, voltage applied 


for ion movement creates thermal energy; this can be considerably high and, furthermore, it can heighten the total 


findings for immature samples. Notably, the electrical conductance of the concrete is a central consideration in 


RCPT, and this can be altered dramatically by any conducting resource (i.e. alkalis, free carbon content, among 


others) where its presence in the pore solution is likewise reliant on the extent to which the samples are mature. It 


was found that, when CW curing extends to more than a 30-day period, self-healing in terms of RCPT began to 


decrease in intensity. For instance, in the context of seven-day-old ECC_L samples, the average RCPT findings fell 


from 8318 to 2475 C level following the initial 30-day period of CW curing. Minor decrements was observed when 


the curing time was extended to 90 days, and the same findings were observed in relation to 511 C. Samples that 


were originally cured for a longer period of time were subject to the same phenomena, and this was also the same 


for the remaining composites that incorporated varying mineral admixtures. This correlation was no unexpected, and 


it was attributed to the abundance of anhydrous materials in the initial phases and, accordingly, reducing initial crack 


volumes at later ages. It should be noted that this could have served to restrict the extent to which the marked self-


healing was visible. Although the specific healing periods was different in terms of the admixture type that was 


utilised, evidence of self-healing was easier to find on the samples that were cured for a seven-day period. 


Dissimilar to what the researchers had anticipated, samples that were originally cured for a 90-day period failed to 


display marked variance in healing rates. This was the case for all ECCs. Here, it should be noted that this 
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observation could address the old question relating to cementitious composites, that of the efficacy of late-age self-


healing in contrast to early-age. Nevertheless, it will be necessary to conduct follow-up studies to corroborate this 


finding; these studies could, among other things, examine samples that have been cured for extended periods of 


time. In terms of the impact that varying mineral admixtures had on RCPT findings about pre-cracked ECC samples, 


it is possible to present the general notion that each mixture had a comparable healing rate to all others. Notably, 


ECC_S samples displayed anomalously reduced figures. Although there was extensive variance in the RCPT 


findings as a result of the varying chemical constituents and initial curing ages of the composites, it is imperative to 


note that the 30-day CW curing period is suitable for the majority of seriously degraded ECCs to indicate reduced 


levels of chloride ion penetrability according to ASTM C 1202.           


3.2 Microstructure Observations of Self-Healed ECC Mixtures 


SEM-EDS was used to analyse the microstructure of healed crack lines that developed on pre-loaded specimens. 


This took place following a 90-day period of healing. Figure 2 presents the SEM micrographs and the EDS 


information relating to the self-healing products on the surface layers of ECC_L, ECC_H, and ECC_S. 


 


 


 


Figure 2: SEM micrograph with EDS pattern of products in self-healed cracks of the surface layer of ECC_L, 


ECC_H, and ECC_S 


SEM: ECC_L (Spectrum 2) 


SEM: ECC_H (Spectrum 4) 


SEM: ECC_S (Spectrum 2) 


EDS: ECC_L (Spectrum 2) 


EDS: ECC_H (Spectrum 4) 


EDS: ECC_S (Spectrum 2) 
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According to the SEM images relating to the healed cracks in Figure 4, the surfaces of ECC_L, ECC_H, and ECC_S 


seem to have been healed entirely; additionally, the crack line has been completely plugged. EDS findings were 


indicative of a number of aspects, including the high calcium peak, the presence of oxygen, silica, carbon, and a 


reduced aluminium peak. These observations confirmed that calcite, in combination with the mixed C-S-H/Ca(OH)2, 


is the primary healing component in terms of the surfaces of ECC_L, ECC_H, and ECC_S. This is supported by the 


work of numerous authors, including Kan et al. (2010), Wua et al. (2012), and Fan and Li (2015), who have 


presented the notion that calcite is the main product on healed crack surfaces. Ozbay et al. (2013) demonstrated that, 


when water is present, Ca2+ from hydration products percolates from the solid matrix into cracks; following this, a 


reaction between it and CO2 takes place, producing CaCO3 crystals.  


 


An additional notion that must be investigated further is the impact that varying mineral admixtures have on the 


microstructural characteristics of ECC composites. ECCs that had low lime fly ash particles (i.e. ECC_L) performed 


more effectively in terms of self-healing than other composites, especially in those cases where they were subject to 


initial curing for a relatively short period of time, for example a week. Given the enhancements in the findings 


associated with the sound samples, the performance of low lime fly ash particles was succeeded by that of high lime 


fly ash (i.e. ECC_H) and ground granulated blast furnace slag particles (ECC_S), generally speaking. Despite this, 


when one takes into account the self-healing rates of pre-loaded samples, slag particles seemed to outperform high 


lime fly ash and even low lime fly ash in certain instances; this was often the case when they were initially cured for 


a limited time. The way in which the ECC_S composites performed in terms of self-healing was a surprise to the 


authors owing to the fact that it had been assumed that the samples incorporating slag would yield significantly 


reduced quantities of anhydrous materials. In addition, it was thought that there was an increased matrix maturity in 


combination with a higher quantity of crack openings upon pre-loading. Sahmaran et al. (2013) arrived at the 


conclusion that, owing to the fact that slag particles contain reduced quantities of SiO2 when considered in relation 


to alternative mineral admixtures, reduced rates of pozzolanic reactivity is expected. This would mean that 


portlandite (as the product of cement hydration) would stay for a longer period of time and in larger quantities in the 


cementitious matrices. It is important to note that this could result in the increased pH of the pore solution. In the 


instances where the pH figure for a pore solution is increased, carbonic acid (as a product of the reaction between 


water and CO2) has the capacity to disassociate at a more rapid rate when it is in the form either of bicarbonate 


(HCO3-) or carbonate ions (CO3
2-). Notably, these are employed in calcite development by joining these with the 


percolated Ca2+ ions from C-S-H gels and, additionally, portlandite. As discussed by Jooss (2001) and Edvardsen 


(1999), this should take place when CO2 abundant water is present. As such, the heightened self-healing capacity 


observed in relation to the ECC_S samples has been accounted for, to a great degree, with reference to calcite 


development. This phenomenon was also visibly observable as a result of the fact that a by-product of the calcite 


formation was a white deposit on the microcracked samples. This determination concurs with the RCPT findings 


gathered from sound and pre-loaded samples.  


4. CONCLUSION 


The purpose of the current paper has been to present the assessment of the self-healing processes in cementitious 


composites that are constituted of mineral admixtures that have considerable variance in terms of their chemical 


compositions. Over the course of the investigation, the researchers focused on the task by taking RCPT 


measurements and microstructural observations into account. As a result of carrying out the evaluation, a number of 


conclusions were determined as follows:  


1. The chloride ion penetrability findings relating to the ECC composites were heightened considerably when 


microcracks were present. Despite this, the degree of this was contingent on the maturity level and, additionally, 


the kind of mineral admixture employed in the composites. 


2. Self-healing facilitated by enhancements to the chloride ion penetrability when the samples were subjected to 


further CW curing generated extensive attention. The RCPT findings associated with the majority of the almost-


failed ECC samples, according to ASTM C 1202, lowered to reduced levels when they had been CW cured for 


a 30-day period.  


3. The cracking process has a significant impact on the chloride ion penetrability of the ECC samples. Although 


the RCPT results increased as pre-loading was applied, the finishing values when the 90-day period was over 


resided within the low or the medium levels, as presented by ASTMC1202.  
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4. Serving as an effective healing product for the ECC_L, ECC_H, and ECC_S samples, an increased presence of 


supplementary calcite and C-S-H in the surface layer was suggested by the microstructural analysis engaged in 


by SEM-EDS on the surface layer of healed crack lines.  
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ABSTRACT  


In this paper, acoustic emission (AE) monitoring was used to evaluate the bond behaviour of corroded reinforcement 


in reinforced concrete prism samples. The embedded reinforcing steel bars were pre-corroded to successive levels of 


corrosion up to 5% mass loss of steel by impressed current accelerated corrosion process. A total of 24 samples with 


variable bar embedded length (50 and 200 mm) and corrosion exposure (0%, 1%, 2%, 3%, 4%, and 5% of steel mass 


loss) were tested under pull-out tests. Two attached AE sensors were mounted at the surface of each specimen to 


continuously record the emitted AE signals throughout the pull-out tests. Several AE signal parameters (cumulative 


number of hits, signal strength, amplitude, and duration) were analyzed to characterize the extent of bond 


deterioration. These AE parameters were compared with the corresponding values of bond stress and free end slip 


until failure. Furthermore, an intensity analysis on AE signal strength was implemented for the condition assessment 


of bond integrity, which yielded two additional AE parameters: historic index (H (t)) and severity (Sr). The analysis 


of cumulative signal strength, H (t), and Sr results permitted the identification of two stages of bond degradation 


(micro- and macro-cracking) before bond splitting failure. Besides, intensity classification charts were developed 


using H (t) and Sr to quantify the bond damage (micro- and macro-cracking and bar slip) of existing concrete 


structures. 


 


Keywords: structural health monitoring; concrete structures; acoustic emission; signal strength; corroded 


reinforcement; bond behaviour. 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Corrosion of reinforcing steel is the most critical factor for the deterioration of concrete structures exposed to 


corrosive environments. Several experimental and numerical studies have indicated that corrosion of reinforcing 


steel significantly reduced the bond strength of reinforced concrete structures. Reinforcement corrosion contributes 


to both the reduction of steel cross section and loss of its bond to surrounding concrete, thus minimizing the overall 


strength and serviceability of concrete structures (Fang et al. 2006). Despite the design of concrete structures to 


ensure safe transfer of forces between steel and concrete, the existence of corrosion may weaken their bond and 


eventually cause sudden bond failures (ACI Committee 408 2003). To overcome this problem, structural health 


monitoring (SHM) systems may be needed to detect any deterioration of bond between steel and concrete at its early 


stages, thus maintaining the safety and sustainability of structures. 


 


SHM systems typically consist of sensors that are attached or embedded in structures; these sensors continuously 


record signals via a data-acquisition system that can represent the overall performance of the structure (Mufti et al. 


2007). A number of studies dealing with concrete structures have recently employed SHM systems to detect bond 


damage (for example: Ho et al. 2015, Wu et al. 2015). These studies used embedded piezoelectric sensors/actuators 


(Wu et al. 2015) and fibre Bragg grating-based strain sensors (Ho et al. 2015) which were embedded at the steel bar 


surface. These sensors enabled the characterization of bond slip in prestressed concrete bridge girders (Ho et al. 


2015) and early recognition of bond splitting failure (Wu et al. 2015). However, these sensors are not suitable for the 


application to existing concrete structures owing to their embedment in the concrete matrix. 
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On the other hand, AE sensors can be deployed in passive SHM systems for damage prognosis and diagnosis in 


concrete structures. AE sensors attached to the surface of the structure are sensitive to micro-cracking of concrete, 


which may be utilized to evaluate existing concrete structures. AE-based SHM systems have been employed to 


detect and identify a variety of damage mechanisms in both reinforced and prestressed concrete structures (Nair and 


Cai 2010). Few studies involved the application of AE monitoring for the assessment of bond behaviour between 


steel and concrete. For instance, Iwaki et al. (2003) investigated the effect of concrete compaction on the steel-to-


concrete bond behaviour of reinforced concrete elements using AE monitoring of pull-out tests. The analysis of AE 


data from these tests indicated that the cumulative number of AE hits can localize the positions of inadequate bond 


and allow the detection of bar slip. 


 


Recently, the evaluation of the bond behaviour of black and galvanized deformed steel in concrete under pull-out 


testing was performed by means of attached AE sensors (Gallego et al. 2015). The results collected using these 


sensors indicated that the cumulative number of AE hits can be utilized to detect the successive stages of bond 


deterioration. The AE results also enabled the differentiation between different types of steel in terms of bond 


strength and bar slip. Nonetheless, there is a lack of research dealing with the utilization of AE monitoring for the 


evaluation of bond behaviour of corroded reinforcement to concrete. The objective of this research is to assess the 


bond behaviour of reinforcing steel subjected to different degrees of corrosion using AE monitoring, while 


considering variable bonded lengths. The study also aims at the analysis of AE signal parameters to achieve early 


detection of bond degradation of existing concrete structures that have previously been deteriorated because of 


reinforcement corrosion. Ultimately, the paper attempts to correlate the AE parameters with the successive stages of 


bond damage to establish intensity classification charts that can be useful for the damage quantification of critical 


aging infrastructure. 


2. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM  


2.1 Materials 


The study involved casting reinforced concrete prism samples with a normal-strength concrete mixture. This mixture 


incorporated type GU Canadian Portland cement with a specific gravity of 3.15, conforming to ASTM Type I 


(ASTM C150). Additionally, natural sand and 10 mm maximum size stone were both added to the concrete mixture 


as fine and coarse aggregates, respectively. The fine and coarse aggregates both had a specific gravity of 2.60 and 


water absorption of 1%. The 28-day compressive strength of the concrete mixture was obtained by testing six 100 


mm diameter x 200 mm high cylindrical samples according to ASTM C39. Moreover, the splitting tensile strength 


of six additional cylindrical concrete specimens was determined based on ASTM C496. The mixture proportions, 


28-day compressive strength, and 28-day splitting tensile strength of the concrete used in this study are shown in 


Table 1. The reinforcing steel bars used in all samples were 20M deformed carbon steel bars with constant diameter 


(20 mm). The average yield stress and ultimate tensile strength of the reinforcing steel bars were 480 MPa and 725 


MPa, respectively, as specified by the manufacturer. 


Table 1: Concrete mixture proportions and 28-day compressive and tensile strength 


Cement 


(kg/m3) 


10 mm stone 


(kg/m3) 


Sand 


(kg/m3) 


Water 


(kg/m3) 


28-day compressive 


strength (MPa) 


28-day splitting tensile 


strength (MPa) 


350 1168.27 778.84 140 fc = 40.38 fct = 3.79 


 


2.2 Details of Prism Samples 


This study involved testing 24 small-scale (100 x 100 x 300 mm) reinforced concrete prism specimens. One 20 mm 


diameter (20M) reinforcing steel bar was partially embedded in each prism sample with one protruding end to 


enable the pull-out testing (Figure 1). These samples had constant cover thicknesses (40 mm) around the embedded 


steel bar. The prism samples were cast with two values of embedded length (50 and 200 mm). Each sample had two 


PVC pipes acting as bond breakers placed before and after the bonded length. The embedded length was changed 


from 200 to 50 mm by extending the length of the PVC pipe from the bottom end of the sample (Figure 1). After 


mixing, the samples were cast in wooden molds with the reinforcing bars in a horizontal position. After 24 hours of 
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casting, the prism samples were de-molded and then water-cured for a period of 28 days. The bottom ends of all 


samples were filled with waterproof silicon to insulate the steel bar and avoid the direct connection to water in the 


accelerated corrosion period. This filling was removed from all samples at the end of corrosion exposure to allow 


the measurement of free end bar slippage in the pull-out test (Figures 1 and 2). 


  


Following the curing period, a total of 20 samples were exposed to an accelerated corrosion process until they 


reached five different degrees of theoretical steel mass loss: 1%, 2%, 3%, 4%, and 5%. For the comparison, an 


additional 4 specimens (representing control samples) were not subjected to the accelerated corrosion. Two identical 


samples were prepared from each specimen, at the same degree of steel mass loss, to ensure the repeatability of the 


results. The magnitudes of the theoretical mass loss of the reinforcing steel bars were calculated using Faraday’s law 


(Eq. 1). 


 


[1]   
F . z


M . i .t 
 = loss Mass  


                                                                                


Where: t = the time passed (s), i = the current passed (Ampere), M = atomic weight (for iron: M = 55.847 g/mol), z 


= ion charge (2 moles of electrons), and F = Faraday’s constant, which is the amount of electrical charge in one 


mole of an electron (F = 96485 coulombs per mole (C/mol)). 


 


The samples were designated according to the embedded length (A for 50 mm and B for 200 mm), percentage of 


theoretical steel mass loss (0%, 1%, 2%, 3%, 4%, and 5%), and replicate number (1 or 2). For instance, the first 


replicate of the prism sample cast with embedded length of 200 mm, and corroded to 3% of steel mass loss is 


designated as B3-1. 


 


Silicon Filled


DC Power Supply


12 V


Steel Mesh (Cathode) Plastic Container


Steel Bar


(Anode)


5% NaCl


Solution


 
Figure 1: Typical accelerated corrosion setup 


 


2.3 Accelerated Corrosion Procedure 


As previously mentioned, 20 samples were subjected to electrically accelerated corrosion conditions, as 


demonstrated in Figure 1. These samples were connected to a DC power supply with a constant voltage (12 V) and 


partially submerged in a plastic container containing a 5% NaCl solution. The protruded bar in each sample acted as 


anode (+), while a steel mesh located under the samples acted as a cathode (–). For each sample, a data-acquisition 
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system was used to record the values of the passed electric current at one-minute intervals. Using these current 


values, the theoretical percentage of mass loss was continuously estimated using Faraday’s law (Eq. 1) for all 


specimens. The sample was removed from the container when the assumed values of steel mass loss (1 to 5%) were 


obtained. In all tested samples, the cover cracks resulting from corrosion were measured at the end of corrosion 


periods using a crack measuring microscope. After the pull-out tests, the actual percentage of the steel mass loss of 


all prisms was determined according to ASTM G1. The accelerated corrosion durations, average currents, cover 


crack widths, and actual percentage of steel mass loss were reported for all samples, as seen in Table 2. 


Table 2: Specimen details and accelerated corrosion results 


Sample 


designation 


Embedded 


length (mm) 


Theoretical steel 


mass loss (%) 


Corrosion 


exposure (day) 


Average 


current (mA) 


Actual mass loss 


of steel (%) 


Crack width 


(mm) 


A0-1 50 0 NA NA NA NA 


A0-2 50 0 NA NA NA NA 


B0-1 200 0 NA NA NA NA 


B0-2 200 0 NA NA NA NA 


A1-1 50 1 15 5 0.69 0.05 


A1-2 50 1 15 7 0.87 0.09 


B1-1 200 1 15 15 0.75 0.24 


B1-2 200 1 15 18 0.93 0.38 


A2-1 50 2 16 8 1.89 0.21 


A2-2 50 2 16 9 1.94 0.23 


B2-1 200 2 16 19 1.76 0.28 


B2-2 200 2 16 23 1.93 0.35 


A3-1 50 3 17 10 2.95 0.31 


A3-2 50 3 17 11 2.87 0.34 


B3-1 200 3 17 31 2.92 0.48 


B3-2 200 3 17 33 3.01 0.52 


A4-1 50 4 18 12 3.76 0.44 


A4-2 50 4 18 15 3.99 0.42 


B4-1 200 4 18 43 4.05 0.91 


B4-2 200 4 18 39 3.89 0.87 


A5-1 50 5 19 13 4.87 0.96 


A5-2 50 5 19 16 5.06 1.08 


B5-1 200 5 19 47 4.86 1.13 


B5-2 200 5 19 51 4.93 1.14 


 


2.4 Pull-out Testing and Acoustic Emission Monitoring Setup 


After being exposed to corrosion, the samples were tested under direct pull-out tests in a universal testing machine, 


as described in Figure 2. These prism samples were loaded under an incrementally increasing monotonic loading 


condition until bond failure. The free end slip of the steel bar of each specimen was obtained using one linear 


variable differential transformer (LVDT) mounted at the top of each sample (Figure 2). The magnitude of loading 


and the corresponding free end slip measured using the LVDT in each sample were constantly acquired by a data-


acquisition system. Each tested sample was monitored during the pull-out test by two piezoelectric AE sensors with 


integral preamplifier (R6I-AST), as shown in Figure 2. The AE sensors were attached, using a two-part epoxy 


adhesive, to one side of each sample’s surface located at the centre of the embedded steel bar. All AE signals 


emitted through the test were continuously recorded via a 4-channel AE data-acquisition system and AEwin signal 


processing software. The amplitude threshold value was fixed at 40 dB to attain the AE signals released throughout 


the test duration. The data-acquisition system was set up to acquire several AE signal parameters, including 


amplitude, duration, signal strength, and number of hits. The definitions of these AE signal parameters (and other 


AE terminology utilized in nondestructive testing) are described elsewhere (ASTM E1316). 
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AE Parametric Data
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Figure 2: Pull-out testing and AE monitoring setup 


3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 


3.1 Acoustic Emission Data Filtering 


The raw AE data recorded during all pull-out tests were filtered to reduce any noise-related signals and/or irrelevant 


wave reflections within the sample’s boundaries. An amplitude-duration-based filter, or Swansong II filter, was 


performed on the original AE results acquired from all tests. This filter has previously been implemented in similar 


studies involving the application of AE monitoring in concrete structures (ElBatanouny et al. 2014, Abdelrahman et 


al. 2015). The concept of this filtering technique is derived from the assumption that real AE signals with high 


amplitudes are accompanied by long durations, and vice versa (Abdelrahman et al. 2015). Using this procedure, the 


acceptance criteria were established after the visual inspection of all recorded AE signals, as demonstrated in Table 


3. By applying these criteria, all signals that did not meet these amplitude-duration ranges were filtered and the 


remaining AE hits were then considered legitimate emissions generated from bond deterioration until failure. These 


final AE data were consequently analyzed and evaluated, as will be explained in the following sections. 


Table 3: Acceptance criteria for AE signals 


Amplitude range 


(dB) 


Duration (μs) Amplitude 


range (dB) 


Duration (μs) 


Lower Upper Lower Upper 


40 ≤ A < 45 0 400 60 ≤ A < 65 300 1000 


45 ≤ A< 48 0 500 65 ≤ A< 70 500 2000 


48 ≤ A< 52 0 600 70 ≤ A< 80 1000 4000 


52 ≤ A< 56 0 700 80 ≤ A< 90 2000 7000 


56 ≤ A< 60 100 800 90 ≤ A< 100 3000 10000 


 


3.2 Acoustic Emission Intensity Analysis 


AE intensity analysis is an analysis that exploits the signal strength of the collected AE signals to further develop 


AE parameters that can better identify and characterize the extent of damage in structures. These parameters can 


then be employed to construct damage intensity classification charts based on the acquired AE signal strength data. 
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Intensity analysis was first applied in fibre-reinforced polymer vessels and has also been utilized for the evaluation 


of various damage mechanisms of concrete structures (Nair and Cai 2010, ElBatanouny et al. 2014, Abdelrahman et 


al. 2015). The AE signal strength data recorded during the pull-out tests (after being filtered) were subjected to an 


intensity analysis to assess the bond behaviour of corroded reinforcement to concrete in all specimens. This analysis 


of AE signal strength yielded two additional AE parameters: historic index (H (t)) and severity (Sr). H (t) indicates 


any sudden variation in the slope of the cumulative signal strength (CSS) curve versus test time. The value of H (t) 


was calculated using Eq. 2 throughout the pull-out test period in all tested samples (Nair and Cai 2010, ElBatanouny 


et al. 2014, Abdelrahman et al. 2015). 
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Where: N = the cumulative number of hits up to time (t) and Soi = signal strength of the ith event. 


 


In the meantime, Sr is based on the average signal strength of the J hits with the maximum algebraic value of signal 


strength, and was estimated using Eq. 3 for all tested samples (Nair and Cai 2010, ElBatanouny et al. 2014, 


Abdelrahman et al. 2015). 
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It is worth noting that the values of the constants K in Eq. 2 and J in Eq. 3 may depend on the damage mechanism 


and type of structure (Vélez et al. 2015). The value of K was assumed according to the cumulative number of hits, as 


follows: a) N/A: if N ≤ 50, b) K = N – 30: if 51 ≤ N ≤ 200, c) K = 0.85N: if 201 ≤ N ≤ 500, and d) K = N – 75: if N 


≥ 501. On the other hand, J was taken as a constant value of 50, irrespective of the cumulative number of hits (Nair 


and Cai 2010, ElBatanouny et al. 2014, Abdelrahman et al. 2015). The magnitudes of both H (t) and Sr were 


calculated using Eq. 2 and Eq. 3 for all tested samples at all test intervals. 


 


3.3 Bond Damage Identification By Acoustic Emission Analysis 


The analysis of the AE cumulative number of hits curves has previously been applied to evaluate the bond behaviour 


(Iwaki et al. 2003) and to detect the different stages of bond damage in reinforced concrete (Gallego et al. 2015). On 


the other hand, the use of signal strength parameters (CSS, H (t), and Sr) has been found to be more sensitive in 


detecting various damage mechanisms in concrete structures; for example: (ElBatanouny et al. 2014, Abdelrahman 


et al. 2015, Vélez et al. 2015). To this end, the AE data (after being filtered) recorded throughout the pull-out test 


performed on sample A5-2 (as an example of all tested samples) is graphed in Figure 3. The figure presents the 


variations in the values of AE cumulative number of hits, cumulative signal strength (CSS), historic index (H (t)), 


and severity (Sr) versus the elapsed time during the pull-out test on this specimen. Figure 3a indicates that the AE 


cumulative number of hits increased throughout the test until failure, with only one noticeable point of slope change 


at nearly 55 seconds after the beginning of the test. This increase in the AE cumulative number of hits can be related 


to the transfer of forces between steel and concrete by means of chemical adhesion and friction up to 55 seconds. 


After the slope change in this figure, the higher rise in the AE activity (cumulative number of hits) can be attributed 


to the onset of cover cracking, followed by de-bonding and bar slippage until bond splitting failure occurred. 


  


In contrast, Figure 3b shows three locations of slope change in the CSS versus test time at approximately 51, 64, and 


89 seconds. These locations can also be noticed in the values of H (t) and Sr, as seen from Figure 3c and 3d, 


respectively. These figures manifest sudden increases in the values of H (t) and Sr at these three locations, which can 


be correlated to the successive stages of bond deterioration until failure. The first slope change in the CSS and Sr 


curves was associated with a clear increase in the value of H (t) reaching a value of 1.52. This point is mostly related 


to the initiation of the micro-cracking at the concrete-steel interface, which was seen at a bond stress of 5.41 MPa. 


This bond stress represents 1.43 fct that is located in the range of 0.8–3.0 fct. It has been reported in the literature that 
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this range of bond stress is normally accompanied by the presence of micro-cracking at the concrete-steel interface, 


which is followed by the initiation of bar slippage and macro-cracking of the concrete core (CEB-FIP 2000, Gallego 


et al. 2015). The second slope change in the CSS and Sr curves was noted at the maximum detected value of H (t), 


which is 2.52, as shown in Figure 3c. This point can be attributed to the onset of macro-cracking in the concrete core 


surrounding the bar, which preceded the occurrence of bar slip. The detection of macro-cracking was also confirmed 


by visual inspection of the sample during the test and observing the cover cracking starting at about 72 seconds. 


  


The results of CSS and Sr continued to increase after the second slope change, corresponding to further cover 


cracking and bar slippage, until the results reached a third slope change at 89 seconds, as shown in Figure 3b and 3d. 


This location showed the last significant increase in the value of H (t) (1.83) just before the sample failed by bond 


splitting mode. This value of H (t) was lower than that obtained at the detection of macro-cracking (2.52). This 


reduction in the magnitude of H (t) before failure can be attributed to the wave attenuation resulting from the 


existence of splitting cracks in the concrete cover, which would lead to lower signal strength and H (t). Nonetheless, 


the results of AE cumulative number of hits, CSS, and Sr kept increasing until bond splitting failure occurred, as 


indicated by the horizontal part of the curves in Figure 3. It should be mentioned that all other samples followed a 


similar trends in the curves of the cumulative number of hits, CSS, H (t), and Sr versus test time of sample A5-2. 


  


Table 4 summarizes the results of AE cumulative number of hits, CSS, H (t), and Sr of all tested samples obtained 


similarly at the stages of micro-cracking and macro-cracking. The table also includes the amplitude values of the 


signals detected at these stages of bond damage. In addition, Table 5 shows the results of micro-cracking load/stress, 


maximum load/stress (bond strength), free end slip at maximum load, and mode of failure of all samples. It can be 


observed from Table 5 that most samples exhibited a bond splitting failure, and some samples were completely 


broken (due to delamination of the concrete cover) at failure. It can also be noticed that the variations in corrosion 


level and embedded length yielded significant changes in the results of bond behaviour among the tested samples. 


 


 


a)                                                                                              b)  


 
c)                                                                                              d)  


  
Figure 3: Variations of AE parameters versus test time for sample A5-2: a) cumulative number of hits, b) CSS, c) H 


(t), and d) Sr 
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Table 4: AE Parameters at micro-cracking and macro-cracking stages 


Sample 


designation 


Cumulative number 


of hits 
CSS (pV.s) x 106 Amplitude (dB) H (t) Sr (pV.s) x 104 


Micro-


cracking  


Macro-


cracking  


Micro-


cracking  


Macro-


cracking  


Micro-


cracking  


Macro-


cracking  


Micro-


cracking  


Macro-


cracking  


Micro-


cracking  


Macro-


cracking  


A0-1 628 992 22.16 33.27 71 73 1.99 3.11 16.83 26.41 


A0-2 707 917 9.25 54.39 75 83 1.78 3.57 6.74 15.08 


B0-1 2713 3477 145.54 207.23 72 83 2.20 9.40 19.86 104.58 


B0-2 2797 4732 188.38 268.46 72 82 2.02 7.07 18.54 100.65 


A1-1 669 908 12.77 78.09 70 68 1.37 2.99 7.66 28.36 


A1-2 587 963 15.19 86.02 71 72 1.58 3.19 12.92 36.19 


B1-1 2411 3652 161.23 199.63 67 70 1.46 5.97 18.66 96.24 


B1-2 2569 4120 148.69 215.15 73 69 1.60 5.23 17.69 88.19 


A2-1 539 798 12.02 74.87 69 69 1.42 3.05 10.69 32.21 


A2-2 510 888 12.66 76.98 70 72 1.48 2.83 9.29 31.39 


B2-1 2109 3098 119.39 177.98 80 70 1.39 5.01 18.04 89.63 


B2-2 2262 3436 143.69 193.05 69 67 1.19 4.57 16.40 82.90 


A3-1 493 819 10.38 68.12 67 80 1.51 3.02 10.08 32.90 


A3-2 462 769 11.01 69.09 67 67 1.43 2.95 8.88 29.80 


B3-1 2039 2769 106.12 129.69 69 66 1.37 3.87 14.12 71.39 


B3-2 1966 2912 122.09 166.37 77 69 1.46 4.02 16.05 80.63 


A4-1 402 802 9.88 66.19 76 74 1.28 2.49 9.55 30.13 


A4-2 389 713 8.66 60.28 73 80 1.39 2.88 8.12 26.12 


B4-1 1903 2697 103.78 147.98 75 68 1.71 3.69 14.97 73.88 


B4-2 1706 2467 97.01 130.69 70 72 1.58 3.25 13.67 66.12 


A5-1 427 654 6.05 64.01 68 70 1.39 2.64 8.87 29.64 


A5-2 174 598 11.99 52.07 69 74 1.52 2.52 7.64 24.15 


B5-1 1832 2558 94.02 122.36 74 79 1.46 2.67 11.29 64.30 


B5-2 1603 2109 86.69 100.15 67 69 1.42 2.82 12.69 69.15 


Table 5: Summary of pull-out test results 


Sample 


designation 
Failure mode 


Maximum 


load (kN) 


Bond 


strength 


(MPa) 


Free end slip at 


maximum load 


(mm) 


Micro-


cracking load  


(kN) 


Micro-cracking 


stress (MPa) 


A0-1 Splitting cracks 38 12.10 0.24 21 6.69 


A0-2 Splitting cracks 42 13.38 0.24 12 3.82 


B0-1 Broken 124 9.87 0.78 89 7.09 


B0-2 Broken 122 9.71 0.65 54 4.30 


A1-1 Splitting cracks 33 10.51 0.22 25 7.96 


A1-2 Splitting cracks 35 11.15 0.21 24 7.64 


B1-1 Broken 92 7.32 0.68 66 5.25 


B1-2 Broken 90 7.17 0.63 62 4.94 


A2-1 Splitting cracks 32 10.19 0.2 20 6.37 


A2-2 Splitting cracks 32 10.19 0.19 22 7.01 


B2-1 Broken 85 6.77 0.62 49 3.90 


B2-2 Broken 81 6.45 0.56 43 3.42 


A3-1 Splitting cracks 29 9.24 0.17 23 7.32 


A3-2 Splitting cracks 34 10.83 0.22 15 4.78 


B3-1 Broken 76 6.05 0.44 45 3.58 


B3-2 Splitting cracks 78 6.21 0.61 47 3.74 


A4-1 Splitting cracks 31 9.87 0.16 17 5.41 


A4-2 Splitting cracks 29 9.24 0.18 13 4.14 


B4-1 Splitting cracks 69 5.49 0.48 53 4.22 


B4-2 Splitting cracks 73 5.81 0.49 48 3.82 
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A5-1 Splitting cracks 39 9.42 0.17 19 6.05 


A5-2 Splitting cracks 27 8.60 0.12 17 5.41 


B5-1 Broken 68 5.41 0.47 43 3.42 


B5-2 Splitting cracks 65 5.18 0.41 47 3.74 


 


3.4 Effect of Corrosion Level on Bond Behaviour and Acoustic Emission Parameters 


The increase in corrosion level from 0 to 5% resulted in an average reduction in the bond strength of 38%, as seen in 


Table 5, regardless of bar bonded length. The increase in corrosion level also resulted in an overall decrease in the 


values of AE cumulative number of hits, CSS, and Sr, at both micro- and macro-cracking stages. On the other hand, 


by increasing the percentage of steel mass loss, the results of H (t) decreased at the macro-cracking stage only. This 


general reduction in AE parameters at micro-cracking can be attributed to the lower contribution of chemical 


adhesion and friction between concrete and steel resulting from steel corrosion. The corrosion products that 


accumulate around the bar surface can significantly reduce the rebar-concrete adhesion, especially at high degrees of 


corrosion. In addition, increasing the accumulation of the corrosion product caused expansion of the bar volume and 


cover cracking, which reduced the rebar-concrete confinement and friction. The decrease in AE parameters because 


of reinforcement corrosion was also obtained at the macro-cracking stage. This reduced AE activity at this stage can 


be related to the lower contribution of rib bearing in resisting additional forces due to its minimized size following 


corrosion propagation. This reduction can also be correlated to the presence of corrosion cover cracks, which may 


lead to less signal strength as a result of any possible signal attenuation. The latter can be justified by the slight 


decrease (6%) in the average amplitude of the signal detected in non-corroded samples when compared to the 


average amplitude of all corroded samples, as shown in Table 4. 


3.5 Bond Damage Assessment of Corroded Bars Using Acoustic Emission Intensity Analysis 


The values of H (t) and Sr corresponding to the detection of both micro- and macro-cracking and bar slip for all 


corroded specimens are plotted in Figure 4 to develop damage intensity classification charts. The first chart can be 


utilized to distinguish between the micro- and macro-cracking stages of bond damage of corroded reinforcing bars 


(Figure 4a). For instance, if the values of H (t) and Sr were located in the ranges of 1.19-1.71 and 3.53-18.66 x 104 


pV.s, respectively, then micro-cracking is anticipated at the concrete-steel interface. On the other hand, the macro-


cracking stage is expected, if the values of H (t) and Sr were located in the ranges of 1.81-5.97 and 9.30-96.24 x 104 


pV.s, respectively. Similarly, another chart is developed using the results of H (t) and Sr and their corresponding 


magnitude of free end slip (Table 5) to identify the range of bar slip of corroded bars, as shown in Figure 4b. This 


chart can classify the value of the bar slippage into three successive ranges: 0 to 0.25 mm, 0.25 to 0.5 mm, and 0.5 to 


0.75 mm according to the values of H (t) and Sr obtained using AE monitoring of existing concrete structures. It can 


be seen from the chart that both values of H (t) and Sr were in a good correlation with the amount of bar slip in all 


tested samples. It is clear from the figure that lower values of bar slippage were associated with lower magnitudes of 


H (t) and Sr. This decrease in H (t) and Sr with lower slip values may be related to the reduction of bond strength in 


these samples, which was accompanied by lower bar slippage (Table 5).  


 


 


a)                                                                                              b)  


  
Figure 4: Classification charts for bond damage a) micro- and macro-cracking stages and b) ranges of bar slip 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 


AE monitoring was utilized to assess the bond behaviour of reinforced concrete prism samples under pull-out tests 


after being exposed to accelerated reinforcement corrosion. This paper considered 24 samples with varied bar 


embedded length (50-200 mm) and corrosion level (0-5% steel mass loss). The analysis of the acquired AE signals 


from these tests and its comparison with the values of bar slip, bond behaviour, and bond strength yielded the 


following conclusions: 


 The analysis of CSS, H (t), and Sr versus test time curves allowed the detection of two early stages of bond 


loss, including micro- and macro-cracking prior to the occurrence of bond splitting failure, in all tested 


samples. These stages were noticed at the locations of slope change in CSS and Sr curves. The micro- and 


macro-cracking stages were also identified at the points with sudden increases in the values of H (t). 


Although the AE cumulative number of hits was correlated to the progression of bond degradation, it was 


not feasible in characterizing those early stages of bond deterioration. 


 The values of different AE parameters, including cumulative number of hits, CSS, H (t), and Sr, were in a 


good correlation with the corrosion level in all tested samples. An overall reduction in all AE parameters 


(cumulative number of hits, CSS, H (t), and Sr) was noted from increasing the corrosion level from 0 to 5% 


at the macro-cracking stage.  


 At the micro-cracking stage, only AE cumulative number of hits, CSS, and Sr were decreased, in samples 


with higher corrosion degrees. Moreover, a slight decline in the amplitude of the signals detected at both 


micro- and macro-cracking stages was warranted due to the presence of reinforcement corrosion. 


 Damage classification charts based on the results of H (t) and Sr were created to classify the stages of bond 


deterioration of corroded bars embedded in concrete. These charts enable the characterization of the micro- 


and macro-cracking stages of bond damage and prediction of the range of bar slippage according to the 


detected AE signal strength data obtained from monitoring existing concrete structures. 
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ABSTRACT  


Public involvement in operation and planning of transit services is becoming a major focus of public transportation 


agencies. With the growing population and diversification of ideas, distilling knowledge from public opinion to 


incorporate into decision support systems is a major challenge for transit agencies. The common practice is to collect 


information from customers via Customer Satisfaction Surveys (CSat). Although such surveys provide useful insight 


for transit agencies, their design, data collection, and interpretation is expensive and time consuming. Because of the 


qualitative nature of the questions in these surveys, inconsistency in respondents’ perception of the survey questions 


is another challenge. Furthermore, for management and decision-making purposes, the results of surveys should be 


quantified into various key performance indicators. Lack of a standard quantification system causes some biases in 


the reported results. The advent of online social media has introduced a new bidirectional communication system. 


Developing a linguistic-based system to interpret customer discussions in social media about the transit system and to 


transform the discussions into useful information for the agency could overcome some deficiencies existing in CSat. 


The current study develops a standard lexical resource to categorize online discussions on Twitter into different Level 


of Service (LOS) indicators.  


 


Keywords: Level of Service, Customer Satisfaction, Lexicon, Social Media, Performance Measurement System 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Similar to many other organizations, transit agencies assess their activities using a large number of metrics from 


various perspectives. Utilizing a well-defined system of measures is fundamental to conducting the evaluation. This 


paper elaborates on the concepts related to performance measurement systems (PMS). More details are provided on 


the level of service (LOS) and customer satisfaction (CSat) measures which are a subset of the performance measures. 


The definition of performance measures and the LOS are outlined in various sources. Different performance 


perspectives of the transit service are discussed. Social media as an alternative source to collect information about the 


service quality is introduced. The process of developing a lexicon using standard linguistic resources is discussed. The 


lexicon facilitates the connection between information retrieved from social media and the proposed framework for 


the LOS measurement system. The performance of the proposed system is evaluated by analyzing the semantic of the 


discussions on Twitter about three transit agencies operating in Canada.   
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2. BACKGROUND 


2.1 PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT SYSTEM 


Companies and agencies evaluate their actions in providing goods and/or services to their customers. The evaluation 


is not only important to adjust their internal processes but also to provide customers with relevant reports. The 


assessment is performed typically using a performance measurement system (PMS) which consist of both qualitative 


and quantitative measures (Bititci et al. 1997, Forza and Salvador 2000, Lynch and Cross 1991). The main role 


specified for a PMS is to link strategic plans, decisions, management processes, and operations of an organization to 


the objectives of the organization including its primary objectives set by the owners, and secondary objectives defined 


as a result of transactions and contractual relationships with critical external stakeholders (Atkinson 1998, Atkinson 


et al. 1997, Gates, 1999, Ittner et al. 2003, Maisel 2001, Neely et al. 1995). Using a PMS, deviations from the 


objectives could be detected and managers are able to suggest corrective actions. As an information system, 


appropriate technology infrastructure is necessary to collect raw data, process the information, and deliver results of 


the metrics throughout the organization. Information flow within the PMS should be bidirectional, considering 


feedback and feed-forward flows, resulting in the emergence of new metrics (McGee 1992, Otley 1999). 


 


Transit agencies use performance measures because of three important reasons: 1) Transit agencies are required to 


provide various reports periodically to the government; 2) The performance measures inform other stakeholders 


outside the transit agency (transit boards, funding bodies, and public) about the operational conditions of the service; 


and 3) They are useful for the transit agency to provide an understanding of how well the transit agency is performing 


in its service area. Consequently, the measurement system could help the agency institute policy changes to improve 


its service. According to a study by the Kittelson & Associates, Inc. et al. (2003), some of the key purposes of the 


PMS include:  


-  Monitoring the service, 


-  Evaluating the economic performance of the system, 


-  Improving the management functionality, 


-  Enhancing the communications within the agency, 


-  Developing service design standards, 


-  Identifying the achievements and challenges, and 


-  Determining the community benefits. 


 


Transit agencies perform a tradeoff between their cost and their revenue to determine the extent, details, and quality 


of the service they provide. They usually use performance measures to compare the cost and revenue. A challenge to 


the transit industry is to use the most pertinent and useful performance measures for the comparative study (cost and 


revenue). If the study is performed in the planning or design stage, various default values and standard parameters are 


utilized to calculate the measures. However, if the study is performed at the operational planning stage, field 


measurements are the best source of information. Besides this challenge, a better analysis compares the cost against 


the benefits of the system. The measures used to perform this analysis allow the transit agency to consider customer 


and community concerns along with cost-efficiency and cost-effectiveness of the system (Kittelson & Associates, Inc. 


et al. 2003, Bititci et al. 1997, Kerssens-van Drongelen and Fisscher 2003, Neely 1998, Neely et al. 1995). 


2.2 PERSPECTIVES OF A PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT SYSTEM 


The measures proposed in different PMS guidelines represent various perspectives. For example, Kaplan and Norton 


suggest a business PMS with four measurement perspectives: 1) financial 2) customer 3) internal business process 4) 


learning and growth (Kaplan and Norton, 1996). In the field of public transportation, there are generally four types of 


performance perspective: (Kittelson & Associates, Inc. et al. 2003) 


-  Customers 


Transit users are classified into two major groups: 1) choice riders 2) transit-dependent (captive) riders. Captive riders 


could be considered the most important group of transit users since their travel highly depends on public transit. 


Therefore, a minimum standard should be applied to the quality of service (QOS) to keep transit viable for them. On 


the other hand, choice riders have some alternatives in their choice set including public transit. The QOS is an 


important aspect that influences their utility of choosing transit for making their desired trip. Usually, the expectation 


of the choice riders is higher than that of transit-dependent riders. 
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Customers of public transit are not restricted to choice riders and captive riders. In the current study, a wider spectrum 


of stakeholders is considered as the customers, namely the actual riders, neighbours (businesses and potential riders), 


and taxpayers (Figure 1). The dashed line specifies the area covered by the information derived from social media to 


calculate the performance measures. Although not all of these stakeholders are direct users of the transit service, their 


life is influenced by the actions and decisions of the agency providing the service. Therefore, they want to have a 


voice in the decisions made for the planning and operation of the service. 


 


 
Figure 1: Customers considered in the analysis 


 


The customer point of view reflects the level of satisfaction of the service. This perspective will be further discussed 


in the following section.  


-  Community 


Transit services is a suitable option for people with no access to private automobiles. Therefore, it also provides job 


accessibility for the economically disadvantaged residents. It could also reduce air pollution, traffic congestion, and 


parking congestion. Besides all these benefits, the community has some concerns about public transit. The amount of 


direct and indirect tax that people should pay for the service, the visual impact of transit facilities on the community, 


noise levels and diesel fumes from the operating buses, the inefficiency of buses, and empty buses are some of the 


concerns of the community associated with public transit. A wide range of measures should be developed to reveal 


the community perception of these benefits and concerns. 


-  Agency 


The agency tries to be efficient and effective at the organizational level (evaluated by traditional measures) while 


addressing customer and community issues (evaluated by non-traditional measures). 


-  Vehicle/Driver 


This perspective is mostly pertinent to buses and bus drivers. The measures are representative of the interaction 


between buses and other road users (automobiles, pedestrians, and cyclists). 


3. METHODOLOGY 


3.1 Level of Service (LOS) 


The Level of Service (LOS), as a constituent of the PMS, is a common term used in the field of transportation. It is 


sometimes called Quality of Service (QOS). The American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials 


(AASHTO) defines LOS as a qualitative measure which describes the operational conditions of the service provided 


according to some service measures such as travel time, speed, freedom to maneuver, traffic interruptions, comfort 


and convenience (American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials, 2009). The Highway 
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Capacity Manual (HCM) differentiates between the LOS and QOS. The LOS is a quantitatively stratified performance 


measure which is representative of the service quality provided under the operating conditions from the traveller’s 


perspective. On the other hand, QOS is defined as a description of the quality of a transportation facility or a service 


operation from the traveller’s perspective (National Research Council (U.S.) Transportation Research Board 2010). 


Therefore, the HCM considers the LOS as a quantitative measure and the QOS as a qualitative measure. Both 


definitions reach a consensus that the LOS is a subsystem of a PMS which could be evaluated independently from 


other measurement subsystems. The main difference is that AASHTO measures the LOS from different perspectives 


while the HCM only focuses on the traveller’s perspective. Travellers are only a subgroup of the service customers. 


The definition provided by the HCM is closer to customer satisfaction (CSat) than the LOS which is evaluated based 


on different perspectives. Figure 2 explicitly shows the relationship between the PMS, LOS and CSat. The measures 


used to evaluate the CSat are a subset of the measures defined to assess the LOS. This is mainly because the CSat 


deals with only the customers’ perspective while the LOS incorporates the four perspectives defined in the previous 


section. 


 


 
Figure 2: relationship between PMS, LOS, and CSat 


 


For each organization, based on the context and purpose of the organization, a multi-dimensional set of measures are 


introduced for the PMS (Bourne et al. 2003). Gates suggests a system composed of financial, strategic, and operating 


measures to assess the performance of a company (Gates, 1999). Neely et al. categorize measures of a PMS in four 


main categories including quality, time, flexibility, and cost (Neely et al. 2005). For the LOS, the measures should be 


consistent with the overall PMS. The LOS should encompass various attributes which influence the quality of the 


offered transportation service. In order to define a standard framework for the LOS measurement system, the 88th and 


165th reports of the Transit Cooperative Research Program (TCRP) were utilized (Kittelson & Associates, Inc. et al. 


2003, Kittelson & Associates, Inc. et al. 2013). A well-defined structure helps identify the pertinent information for 


calculating each measure. Figure 3 represents the framework of the LOS measurement system developed based on the 


TCRP reports. As could be seen, the LOS measurement system is divided into two groups at the first level: 1) 


Availability, 2) Comfort and Convenience. Each of these groups is further subdivided into four groups. 
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Figure 3: The LOS composition in public transit sector 


 


Each user subjectively evaluates the components of the above framework and develops an overall value for the LOS. 


Because of the subjective properties of the values assigned to the LOS, there are inherent differences between the 


users. These differences influence the inclusion of the transit mode in the choice set of a customer. The availability 


criterion applies to both choice riders and captive riders. The main difference between choice riders and captive riders 


is in the comfort and convenience measures. Since the choice riders have alternative modes of transportation in their 


choice set, they compare the utility of the modes against each other. When considering public transit, choice riders 


look for some features including, but not limited to, saving money; traveling faster and in a reliable manner; avoiding 


driving in a congested roadway network; efficiently using travel time; and mitigating the negative impact of their trip 


on the environment. On the contrary, captive riders can only choose transit otherwise they should cancel their trip if 


the QOS is sufficiently negative. As a result, they usually have a lower expectation of the service quality compared to 


the choice riders. The transit agency should provide a service which has a quality above a minimum level for these 


users. A service with a sufficiently above the minimum level of quality is capable of retaining the riders when they 


are no longer transit dependent (Kittelson & Associates, Inc. et al. 2013). 


 


There are numerous measures, defined by transit authorities and researchers, to measure the LOS and the level of 


satisfaction from the user point of view which fit within this framework. The purpose of the current study is to define 


equivalent measures which could be evaluted by the information retrieved from social media in order to assess the 


LOS. 


3.2 SOCIAL MEDIA: A COMPLEMENTARY SOURCE TO MEASURE THE LOS 


Social media, also known as Web 2.0, are a set of web-based applications which facilitate a bi-directional 


communication between the internet users. There are different types of social media including networking sites (such 


as Facebook and LinkedIn), micro-blogging sites (such as Twitter), media-sharing sites (such as YouTube and Flickr), 


and location-based sites (such as Foursquare). There are several reasons that transit agencies started using social media 


including 1) providing timely updates for customers; 2) disseminating information about fares, services, and long-


term planning projects; 3) engaging the community in the decision-making process; 4) announcing positions in the 


organization to recruit new employees; and 5) entertaining riders. Besides all these opportunities for transit agencies, 


there are some challenges that they have to overcome. First of all, they need organizational support and the employer 


approval to introduce their social media accounts because it allows customers to bypass the agency bureaucracy. In 


addition, Engaging in social media activities is resource-hungry. Transit agencies require staff dedicated to 


continuously monitor the company’s social media accounts and respond to criticisms from riders and employees. 


Furthermore, they need to archive and keep records of their online communications. Last but not least, security of 


their internal private information against cyber threats is another main challenge. Although there are many concerns 


and barriers associated with the use of social media, many transit agencies have decided to overcome them and benefit 


from this new communication system (Bregman, 2012). 


 


The social medium considered in this study is Twitter. A key feature distinguishing Twitter from all other social media 


is the asymmetric properties of the relationship between the users (Gupta et al. 2013). This is especially important for 


popular users like famous people or official accounts of companies and agencies. It would have been a nuisance for 


popular users if it was necessary to respond to each “following” request. The establishment of a link between users 
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without requiring permission makes Twitter a more realistic social network. An exception to this feature is access to 


private accounts which necessitates authorization of the account holder to access the network and information on their 


account. These accounts usually belong to individuals with basic status. Another feature specific to Twitter is the 


limitation on the length of messages. Each public message in Twitter is limited to 140 characters. As of August 2015, 


the limit on private messages has increased from 140 to 10,000 characters. The limitation (for public messages) makes 


users generate more unambiguous messages with a specific content and sometimes targeted users. Short messages 


also facilitate Web-surfing. Many messages in Twitter act as topics that might be of interest to a user. If users require 


further information, they could follow a link provided in the tweet. Besides the benefits of character restriction, there 


are also some disadvantages. The most important drawback is the formation of grammatically unstructured message 


with the extensive use of abbreviations and acronyms. This is one of the main challenges to researchers. In particular, 


some algorithms which employ Part-of-Speech as a language-specific concept, lose their reliability when studying the 


user-generated content on Twitter. Hence, the advantages of using Twitter outweighs its disadvantages in the current 


study. 


3.3 TRANSPORTATION THESAURI 


Information obtained from Twitter is in textual format with a limit of 140 characters for each sample (Tweet). 


Although the character limitation may introduce an unstructured use of language, standard keywords related to the 


context are still available. Since we are dealing with a set of vocabularies, the best way to exploit useful information 


is to use a linguistic-based tool. An efficient linguistic-based tool requires a standard linguistic database as well. A 


thesaurus accommodates all the necessary features to be an eligible database for this purpose. A thesaurus is a 


reference containing words and phrases and the relationship between each other. A thesaurus should not be 


misunderstood as a dictionary which lists the words alphabetically and provides a definition of the words. The 


relationship represented in a thesaurus can vary from hierarchical relationships such as Broader Term and Narrower 


Term to associative relationships such as Related Term, Synonym, and Antonym. There are many thesauri developed 


in different fields. The two thesauri utilized in the current study which are specific to the field of transportation, are 


described below. 


 


The first thesaurus utilized is the Transportation Research Thesaurus (TRT) published by the National Research 


Council (U.S.) Transportation Research Board in 2001. It summarizes efforts of a team of lexicographers and database 


experts. It is intended to address some issues such as inconsistency in terminology when describing the same concept 


and extensive misuse of a proper noun to describe a subject. The thesaurus was developed based on a rich dataset from 


various sources including the Transportation Research Information Services (TRIS), the Highway Research 


Information Services (HRIS), Northwestern University, and the University of California, Berkeley. Although it covers 


all areas of transportation, it is focused more on ground transportation. The main scope of this thesaurus is to unify 


the language and terminology between providers and users of the information available in the TRIS database. The 


main concept behind the TRT is facet analysis (National Research Council, Transportation Research Board, 2001). A 


facet is a principal characteristic which establishes a classification system by discriminating between different 


concepts (keywords and key-phrases) in a dataset. Facets should be homogeneous, mutually exclusive, and 


collectively exhaustive. They should also conform to the scope and subject of the classification system (Spiteri, 1998). 


The TRT was developed in an iterative process. Each iteration constitutes two stages. In the first stage, all the 


vocabularies in the dataset were clustered in multiple semantic groups in order to define the facets and possible sub-


facets considering the independency criterion for the facets. The second step involved the assignment of terms 


available in the database to the facets and sub-facets defined in the first stage. After this stage, some terms did not 


belong to any cluster or they belonged to multiple clusters. This two-stage process was iterated until the structure of 


the facets were revised in such a way that all terms were included in the thesaurus. Each facet in the TRT was assigned 


a letter of the alphabet. This provides the basis to define a unique code for each term in the Thesaurus which helps to 


identify the location of the term in the hierarchy (National Research Council Transportation Research Board, 2001). 


The second thesaurus used in the current study is the Australian Transport Index Thesaurus (ATRI) published by the 


ARRB Group Ltd. The focus of this thesaurus is on road-based transportation. It uses the following codes to show the 


relationship between the terms in the database: (Cox et al. 2013) 


-  SN: Scope Notes 


This code is used to show the contextual usage of a keyword or to provide further clarification for the 


meaning of a keyword. 


-  UF: Used For 


This code represents other commonly used synonyms for a term. 
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-  BT: Broader Term 


This code defines the hierarchical structure of the thesaurus. 


-  NT: Narrower Term 


This code defines the hierarchical structure of the thesaurus. 


-  RT: Related Term 


This code is representative of an associative relationship between different keywords. 


 


Although the logic behind the two thesauri seems quite similar, and there are some common terms between them, 


there is a main structural difference between them. The TRT has an explicitly defined hierarchical design and each 


term has a unique code. Therefore, each term could be easily located within the thesaurus independently from other 


keywords. On the other hand, the hierarchy defined in ATRI Thesaurus does not accommodate all terms in the database 


and some of the terms introduced in the thesaurus are loosely connected with the associative relationship (RT). 


Although the TRT dominates the ATRI Thesaurus in terms of the structural definition, the abundance of keywords in 


the ATRI Thesaurus makes it a useful source to build the intended lexicon. Therefore, the lexicon developed to define 


the LOS categories takes advantage of both thesauri. 


3.4 LEXICAL RESOURCE 


The two transportation thesauri introduced are standard collections of words and phrases which cover almost all 


aspects of transportation. The focus of the current study is on a specific concept in transportation, the LOS. Therefore, 


only a portion of each thesaurus was used. First, similar to the TRT, the categories of the lexicon were determined. In 


developing a thesaurus, facets may be subject to changes over each iteration of word assignment. However, for the 


purpose of the current study, the categories are immutable. The categories defined in the lexicon are not facets because 


they violate some of the fundamental features of facets. For example, they are not mutually exclusive and some of the 


keywords fall under multiple categories. The next step involved searching throughout the thesauri for keyphrases 


related to the study such as “Transport Performance”, “Level of Service” and “Quality of Service” in addition to 


keywords and key-phrases originated from the eight categories of the LOS. Then, all the keywords found related to 


the LOS categories were assigned to the relevant class(es). The final collection benefits from both the unique structure 


of the TRT and the abundance of keywords in the ATRI Thesaurus. The lexicon contains 227 keywords and key-


phrases in total. It consists of 207 unique terms. There are 20 terms which are shared among two categories. These 


shared keywords are another proof for the violation of the mutual exclusiveness attribute. As a result, in order to 


enhance the categories to accommodate the properties of facets, a thorough linguistic study is required. 


3.5 SEMANTIC ANALYSIS 


Semantic analysis on text is performed by analyzing words and phrases utilized in developing a text and the 


relationship between these elements. The appearance of keywords and key-phrases are studied via different feature 


sets in semantic analysis such as Term Occurrence, Term Frequency (TF), and Term Frequency Inverse Document 


Frequency (TF-IDF). The relationship between words in a sentence is established by “grammar”. Therefore, one 


feature which could be defined for each word in a sentence is their grammatical roles or in Natural Language 


terminology, their “Part-of-Speech” (POS). Although in some cases POS has been a useful feature set, it is mostly 


used for sentiment analysis. Because of the short format of tweets (Twitter restricts a tweet to 140 characters) and 


utilization of a specific lexical resource in the current study, the feature sets chosen were the occurrence of monograms 


(tokens or keywords) and occurrence of phrases. The occurrence of phrases was implemented in such a way that 


inclusion of other irrelevant words between keywords of a key-phrase, and the order of keywords of a key-phrase in 


a tweet do not influence the labelling process. It is worth mentioning that the method employed to label the tweets 


only specifies the subject (semantic). Two methods were utilized to perform the label assignment: 1) without stemming 


2) with stemming. The original lexicon was used in the first analysis without any changes. In the second analysis, the 


lexicon was replicated with the stem of the words and the labelling task was also performed based on the stem of 


words. Comparing the labeling performance of the lexicon with word stems and those without word stems could reveal 


the influence of stemming. 


4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 


The tweets about the Toronto Transit Commission (TTC), Translink, and GO Transit, as the largest public transit 


agencies in Canada, were analyzed. There are several reasons for choosing these three agencies. For example, due to 
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their high passenger volumes, a large number of tweets could be collected containing concerns of customers about the 


service. There are some key differences between these agencies such as differences in geographical location and the 


type of service (local vs. regional) which are useful in validating the proposed lexicon as a standard linguistic resource 


for the LOS. The data collection was performed over a period of approximately 11 months (Feb 5 th 2015 to Dec 31st 


2015). The tweets were collected by a streaming process using the name of the agencies as the searching keywords. 


After preprocessing the tweets and removing all the irrelevant tweets, 496389, 140694, and 159647 tweets respectively 


relevant to the TTC, Translink, and GO Transit were available. The “without stem” [“with stem”] approach was 


capable of labelling 15.93%, 9.82%, and 21.32% [20.91%, 17.10%, and 27.57%] of the tweets of each agency. The 


results show that there were more formal discussions about GO Transit compared to the two other agencies. Tweets 


pertaining to Translink had the least level of formality. The labelling process works in such a way that a tweet is 


capable possessing multiple labels. A tweet assigned multiple labels has keywords from different categories or a 


specific keyword that belongs to multiple categories. Using the stem of words had a positive effect in labelling the 


tweets. The stemming became more effective as the number of topics discussed in a tweet increased. 


 


The effect of the number of terms in each lexicon on the number of labelled tweets is another source of bias which 


needs attention. Table 1 contains the number of terms in each category and the number of tweets associated with that 


category. Pearson Coefficient of Correlation is used to draw conclusion on the possible bias introduced by the number 


of terms in a category. The coefficients of correlation measured for the correlation between the number of terms on 


one hand and number of labelled tweets (“without stem” approach); number of labelled tweets (“with stem” approach); 


and the number of differences on the other hand are respectively 0.6512, 0.6200, 0.0474. Although the result shows a 


slightly high correlation between the number of terms in the lexical resource and the number of labelled tweets, the 


diversity of key terms in each lexicon is still the main influencer on the number of labelled tweets. The positive 


correlation could become closer to zero if the lexical resource is enriched by other resources such as keywords used 


in academic papers, folksonomy, and news articles. The jump in the number of labelled tweets when switching from 


the “without stem” approach to “with stem” approach is not correlated to the number of terms in the corresponding 


resources. Since including the stem of words improves the effectiveness of the system and the enhancement is more 


related to the nature of terms utilized, further analysis on the data could be conducted based on the stemming approach. 


 


Figure 4 compares the two methods based on the percentage of tweets tagged to each category of the LOS. The largest 


difference is in the “service delivery” category. Service delivery in public transit comprises a variety of aspects. 


Therefore, the diversity of keywords in this context is higher than others which in turn influences the number of 


detected tweets in the “with stem” method. In both methods, a great portion of the discussions is about the “travel 


time” and “safety and security” of the service. Furthermore, there are more discussions about the convenience and 


comfort of the system rather than the availability of the service. “Information availability” dominates the other 


categories of the availability. This shows that a major topic of concern, within the availability spectrum, among the 


customers is the information that the agency provides. There are not many discussions about the maintenance of the 


facilities. This is mainly because among all components of the LOS, it is more related to the agency perception of the 


system rather than the customer perception. In other words, in most cases, maintenance issues require technical 


knowledge of the system and facilities.  


 


 
Figure 4: percenatege of tweets tagged for the two approaches of defining the feature set (with[out] stemming) 
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Table 1: Effect of the number of items in each category of the lexicon on the labelling process 


category number of items 


in lexicon 


transit 


agency 


number (%) of labelled tweets 


without stem with stem difference 


spatial availability 3 TTC 3814 (4.83%) 3814 (3.68%) 0 (-1.15%) 


temporal availability 12 5245 (6.64%) 6394 (6.16%) 1149 (-0.47%) 


capacity availability 3 2512 (3.18%) 3901 (3.76%) 1389 (0.58%) 


information availability 14 11512 (14.56%) 18346 (17.68%) 6834 (3.12%) 


travel time 25 26163 (33.10%) 33742 (32.52%) 7579 (-0.58%) 


service delivery 60 8610 (10.89%) 24848 (23.95%) 16238 (13.05%) 


safety and security 101 29756 (37.65%) 35858 (34.56%) 6102 (-3.09%) 


maintenance 9 357 (0.45%) 554 (0.53%) 197 (0.08%) 


spatial availability 3 Translink 382 (2.77%) 383 (1.59%) 1 (-1.17%) 


temporal availability 12 1564 (11.33%) 1722 (7.16%) 158 (-4.17%) 


capacity availability 3 661 (4.79%) 1070 (4.45%) 409 (-0.34%) 


information availability 14 2517 (18.23%) 5876 (24.42%) 3359 (6.20%) 


travel time 25 4108 (29.75%) 9388 (39.02%) 5280 (9.27%) 


service delivery 60 2119 (15.35%) 9231 (38.37%) 7112 (23.02%) 


safety and security 101 4649 (33.67%) 5601 (23.28%) 952 (-10.39%) 


maintenance 9 21 (0.15%) 40 (0.17%) 19 (0.01%) 


spatial availability 3 GO 


Transit 


918 (2.70%) 918 (2.09%) 0 (-0.61%) 


temporal availability 12 2121 (6.23%) 2400 (5.45%) 279 (-0.78%) 


capacity availability 3 2048 (6.02%) 2509 (5.70%) 461 (-0.32%) 


information availability 14 4113 (12.08%) 7246 (16.46%) 3133 (4.38%) 


travel time 25 15376 (45.17%) 19453 (44.20%) 4077 (-0.97%) 


service delivery 60 5243 (15.40%) 12881 (29.27%) 7638 (13.87%) 


safety and security 101 10171 (29.88%) 11369 (25.83%) 1198 (-4.04%) 


maintenance 9 889 (2.61%) 1049 (2.38%) 160 (-0.23%) 


5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 


In this paper, the framework of a system to calculate the LOS is defined. Appropriate language-based features in the 


form of keywords and key-phrases were allocated to the blocks of the LOS classification system using two standard 


thesauri. The resulting system was utilized to classify the information obtained from Twitter. A semantic analysis 


based on the occurrence of the keywords and the key-phrases was performed. Two methods were considered in the 


classification. The first method only dealt with the original terms while the second method considered the original 


terms as well as the stem of the words in each term. The results revealed that the second method is more effective. 


These two methods could be improved by using more advanced natural language processing methods. Despite the 


existence of informal conversations in social media, the proposed system was able to classify approximately 20% of 


the retrieved tweets. The information labelled by the system could be used as a benchmark to derive informal keywords 


which are specific to a transit agency. These keywords could be added to the lexicon to improve the performance of 


the classification system. As a future step, sentiment analysis will be added to the current semantic analysis. This will 


convert the suggested LOS classification system to a measurement system which could be comparable to traditional 


measurement systems evaluated by CSat surveys. 
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ABSTRACT  


The global construction market will be growing drastically in the next 15 years. The steel market, as a significant 


sector of the construction market, is also growing with the same pace. Supplying and delivering steel for 


construction projects cannot afford delays, therefore just-in-time (JIT) material delivery processes are essential. JIT 


delivery facilitates delivery planning and control, maximizes value, and minimizes waste throughout the project 


duration. The application of JIT principles on construction projects is still being researched and is still developing 


through experimentation. In 2010 CANAM Building Group implemented the BuildMasterTM approach, which 


applies JIT delivery methods. This paper investigates the location of buffers in structural steel supply and conducts a 


case study on construction project deliveries, and draws on examples of typical structural steel supply chains from 


the residential construction sector. The study indicates that exploring lean management techniques at various stages 


of design-build projects helps construction professionals to achieve more JIT delivery by reducing works in progress 


and project cycle time. 


 


Keywords: Just-In-Time Delivery, Time Buffers, Design-Build, Structural Steel, Lean Project Management, 


Integrated Project Delivery 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Construction professionals continuously looking to improve construction productivity by integrating modern 


management techniques such as Lean Project Management, Integrated Project Delivery, Building Information 


Modeling (BIM), etc. Due to lack of lean management, steel industry suffers massive losses yearly. Supplying and 


delivering steel for construction projects cannot afford delays, therefore just-in-time (JIT) material delivery 


processes are essential. The purpose of this study is to improve project delivery in design-built projects by exploring 


JIT delivery in supplying structural steel for residential projects. This paper also reviews and analyzes buffers in 


design-build construction projects, and their effects on JIT project delivery. Finally, a case study of design-build 


projects is presented to investigate JIT delivery management techniques in practice. 


2. BACKGROUND 


2.1 Just-In-Time Delivery 


The complexity of construction projects together with the economic pressure to minimize project time and cost, 


create extensive uncertainties and flow variations. Just-in-time (JIT) method which is developed as part of the lean 


project management concept by Taichi Ohno and his team at Toyota in the 1980’s, strives for firm and stable 


deliveries with high flexibility needed to respond to late breaking changes in the uncertain and complex world of 


construction. The fundamental purpose of JIT technique is to reduce the difference between estimated and actual 
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demands. This technique produces a more streamlined and smoother delivery by confronting problems and 


analyzing root causes. 


The construction Industry actively seeking alternative delivery methods. JIT delivery along with other lean 


principles are aimed at streamlining the entire process across all organizational boundaries and allowing product to 


flow from conception to installation. The term ‘Just-In-Time’ (JIT), used to describe the delivery of materials to a 


construction site, suggests that materials will be brought to their location for final installation and be installed 


immediately upon arrival without incurring any delay due to storage in a laydown or staging area (Tommelein et al. 


1999). Figure 1, compares JIT delivery with early and late deliveries. 


 
Figure 1: JIT Delivery vs. Early and Late Deliveries 


 


2.2 Time Buffers 


A time buffer is defined as the extra time added during planning to individual task durations to compensate for 


uncertainty and protect against workflow variation to assure a predictable hand-off to subsequent crews. Russell et 


al. categorised the top 12 most frequent causes of time buffers as: project complexity, complexity of the trade task, 


quality of documents, project size, required coordination with other trades, contract period, design constructability, 


tendency of scope changes, material transfer distance, material transfer method, work area access, and weather/ 


climate changes (Russell et al. 2012). It seems evident that buffers are used in construction, but the underlying 


causes of time buffers, both the frequency and severity, are still unclear (Russell et al. 2013). Figure 2 compares the 


allocation of buffers in the traditional project management approach versus lean management practices. As shown, 


in lean management techniques, schedule buffers float within the project estimated duration, and this makes projects 


milestones to be completed significantly faster. 


 
Figure 2: Project Duration - Traditional vs. Lean Project Management 


2.3 Design-Build Projects 


The design-build (DB) system is the fastest growing construction delivery system in North America, in which the 


designer and the builder are hired as a team under a single unity. Most common forms of current design-build 


contracts are lump sum, reimbursable, and guaranteed maximum price (GMP). The DB system is well suited to 


today’s business philosophy of reducing overhead by outsourcing what detracts from the company primary business 
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endeavor (Schexnayder et al. 2014). According to the CDBI - Canadian Design Build Institute, DB delivery system 


has many advantages over traditional design-bid-build system such as decreasing project cost, and increasing project 


speed and productivity (www.cdbi.org).  


2.4 Residential Construction Sector 


The structural steel supply chain for residential construction maybe more complex than industrial construction, 


especially when it comes to tall structures located in brownfield areas as opposed to greenfield industrial projects. 


Therefore, the major steel sections might require extra procurement efforts. Regarding logistics, for residential 


sector the building space is generally tight, especially on projects that are located in an urban area. Therefore, 


materials deliveries to the site are constrained by traffic patterns and transportation permit requirements. Trucks 


parked in the street along the edge of a site ready to off-load steel may not allowed to stay there for an extended 


time. Once materials are delivered on-site, the crane starts to off-load and move pieces to the highest floor with 


decking, from where steel will be picked up and moved into ultimate position. Only in exceptional cases will steel 


be erected directly off the truck. This can save extra handling steps but it can be done only when it is allowed to tie 


up the truck longer (Tommelein et al. 1999). 


2.5 Traditional Structural Steel Supply Chain 


According to the American Institute of Steel Construction (AISC), the four distinct components of the structural 


steel industry supply chain are: producers, service centers, structural steel fabricators, and erectors (www.aisc.org). 


In traditional structural steel supply projects, a general contractor (GC) is selected by the owner. The GC 


subcontracts the steel work to a fabricator, who might subcontract field installation works to a structural steel 


erector. The steel erector provides the crane and skilled labor, whereas the fabricator is responsible for procurement, 


fabricating, and shipping the materials to the site in the scheduled erection sequence. The fabricator may also 


subcontract the structural steel detailing work.  


The GC, fabricator, and erector must assess the project site condition to position the crane, as it affects the flow of 


construction resources by determining the steel erection sequence and the layout of other temporary facilities. The 


fabrication schedule is based on erection sequences, and must meet the GC’s master schedule. If the fabricator 


subcontracts the erection work tries to minimize the work by systematically planning the erection sequencing and 


site delivery of steel pieces when and where they will be needed.  


2.6 JIT Structural Steel Supply Chain Based on Value Stream Mapping 


Tommelein et al. developed a structural steel supply chain for residential construction sector based on a JIT delivery 


system from a common industry practice point of view (shown in Figure 3). They took a birds-eye view of supply 


chains, showing ‘fabrication’ as a process. This figure idealizes current practice in terms of its implementation of a 


JIT production/delivery system. The symbols and descriptions shown in Table 1, are borrowed from Rother’s work 


(Rother et al. 1998). Rother et al. used these symbols to elaborate their so-called “value stream mapping” where the 


term “value” pertains to reducing work in process inventories and product cycle times (Arbulu et al. 2002). 


Term Kanban, loosely translated from Japanese as “cards”, is developed by Toyota. They are applied in a JIT 


production by implementing a pull system to prevent overproduction and ensure that parts are drawn from process to 


process, in reverse order. They thus implement a replenishment system designed to control production quantities. 


Parts are taken and replenished only when needed and in the right quantity (Tommelein et al. 1999). 


Figure 3 includes two supermarkets, which illustrate the presence of pull system. A pull mechanism refers to a 


system that can quickly adapt to changes. The steel mill (IV) still takes special orders. The resulting output is stored 


in a generic buffer (triangle). The buffer is not specifically controlled in size but it is filled only based on firm 


customer orders. That product is sold so it is unlikely to become obsolete (waste). The mill also produces run-of-the-


mill product in anticipation of customer orders. This is denoted by a supermarket where quantity-on-hand will not 


exceed a threshold value and gets replenished at right times. A second supermarket (IV), handles output from 


fabrication (III). For example, the fabricator of a 20-story building could complete the steel for stories 1 through 3, 


then await orders from the construction site (withdrawal Kanban) to ship them steel for story 1 before starting work 
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on story 4 (production Kanban). A smaller inventory buffer may be well fitted to allow fabrication keeps pace with 


erection. Since it is assumed that there is almost no storage space on site, no buffer of materials is shown preceding 


erection (VI) (Tommelein et al. 1999). 


Table 1: value stream mapping symbols to depict structural steel supply chain 


Symbol Description 
CUSTOMER


PROCESS


 


A Box, denotes value-adding processes or tasks, such as ordering raw materials, fabricating steel, 


and transporting shipments to a site. 


 
A triangle, denotes work in progress or inventory. It represents an accumulation of product 


(materials or information) possibly of unlimited amount and for an indeterminate duration. 


 
An inverted triangle, is an order to batch. 


 
A Hatched Kanban, denotes orders to withdraw, in order to deplete a supermarket. 


 
A Blank Kanban, denotes orders to produce product, in order to replenish a supermarket. 


 


A supermarket, refers to controlled inventory in terms of how much material is kept on hand and 


how replenishment takes place. 


 
A dashed line with an arrow, designates the flow of product. 


 
A solid white line, is transportation of product to the customer site. 


 A black-and-white dotted line, shows that product is pushed into inventory.  


 


For residential and multi-residential brownfield projects, the timely fabrication and erection of steel is so critical that 


the owner cannot risk any delay. No significant buffer of steel can be established on site, therefore it must be created 


off-site, mostly at the steel fabricator’s output end. Therefore, a triangle more appropriately depicts the actual 


practice of buffering rather than a supermarket. The owner pushes the fabricator to finish the work even if the site is 


not yet fully ready to receive material. If project delays are experienced, the owner may even grant an extra fee for 


longer-term storage, so the fabricator has a great motivation to complete fabrication as early as possible. In fact, 


large buffers of ready-to-ship materials create a decent feeling but at a price (Tommelein et al. 1999). 


FABRICATOR (III)


STRUCTURAL DESIGNER (II)


OWNER (I)


RAW MATLS.


PROVIDER (IV)


SHIPPING


AGENT (V)


ERECTOR (VI)


TAKE-OFF PROCURE
MAJOR PCS.


MILL


DETAIL


APPROVE


TAKE-OFF PROC.  RUN-
OF-MILL PCS.


SPECIFY


DESIGN


FABRICATE


SHIP SHIP


ERECT


 
Figure 3: Idealized Example of Structural Steel Supply Chain for Building Construction (Tommelein et al. 1999) 
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3. CASE STUDY 


3.1 CANAM BuildMasterTM Approach 


CANAM Group Inc. operates 23 steel fabrication plants in North America that are among the most modern, safe and 


productive in the industry. CANAM conducts approximately 10,000 construction projects annually. In 2010, 


CANAM implemented the BuildMasterTM approach (www.canam-construction.com/en/buildmaster-2/), which relies 


on master scheduling and look ahead planning. By significantly improving industry methods, CANAM has 


reinvented how steel components are installed and handled on-site. 


The BuildMasterTM approach increases the reliability of construction projects while reducing budgetary and 


scheduling uncertainties. Through applying best-value-procurement and fast-tracking concepts, this approach is 


well-designed to significantly manage cost, time, safety, and quality of construction projects. It offers the clients: 


design assistance, accelerated construction process, JIT delivery, highly secure worksite, and a low risk construction 


process. BuildMastering a project means fast-tracking the engineering-procurement-construction phases of that 


project, i.e., construction of 1.5 million ft2 distribution centre in Cornwall, ON, was completed 33% faster with this 


approach. Research and statistics indicate the following advantages of the BuildMasterTM approach as compared to 


traditional construction approach: 


 Lower cost growth  


 Higher savings in unit costs 


 Higher construction speed 


 Higher project delivery speed 


 Lower schedule growth (firmed delivery dates with a JIT delivery) 


 Lower waste left on-site (design optimization and value engineering) 


 Higher construction quality 


 Higher client satisfaction 


 


3.2 A Case Study on Design-build Single- and Multi-Family Residential Projects 


Fifty single and multi-family residential projects have been selected to conduct this case study. These projects that 


occurred between April 2015 and March 2016, are distributed among 30 provinces and states across North America 


(as shown in Figure 4). The selected projects are all chosen among CANAM’s regular structural steel projects, and 


they are not managed through BuildMasterTM approach. 


 
Figure 4: Distribution of case study projects across North America 
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Figure 5 shows distribution of these projects based on their costs. As shown the majority of these projects have been 


selected among small size residential projects.  


 
Figure 5: Distribution of case study projects based on project costs 


The selected projects have been investigated. In the first phase, projects have been divided in three categories based 


on their delivery dates: ahead of primary schedule, behind primary schedule, on primary schedule. In the second 


phase, each category has been studied, and projects which had a JIT delivery, were specified. Figure 6 shows the 


distribution of projects based on their delivery dates along with JIT deliveries in each categories. As shown, all the 


projects which were delivered before their primary scheduled delivery dates, had JIT deliveries. 


 


 
Figure 6: The frequency of JIT deliveries versus total project deliveries 


4. DISCUSSION 


Construction professionals constantly seeking opportunities for fast-tracking projects and cutting project cycle time 


and cost. Studies show that lean project management and JIT deliveries in structural steel supply chain have a 


positive influence on reducing project duration and costs while augmenting client satisfaction. However, JIT 


methods and lean management techniques in structural steel supply chain is still under research and development, 


and project managers are trying to improve current JIT techniques. 
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This paper conducts a case study on 50 regular structural steel supply projects for single and multi-family residential 


sector, in order to investigate their delivery date from a JIT delivery method perspective. The study shows that those 


projects that were delivered before the primary delivery date, were delivered sooner as per the client request, 


therefore all delivered just-in-time. Those projects that were delivered after the primary delivery dates, had more 


than 70% just-in-time deliveries. The main reasons for deliveries after the primary delivery dates are: 


(a) Client request: the primary delivery date, which is mentioned on the contract, is determined when the contract is 


being signed by all parties involved. However in some cases, as time goes by, project status will be changed and this 


makes the clients to request a later delivery date. 


(b) Approval process: for some projects approval process takes longer than expected. This mainly happens because 


at the time of ordering structural steel, the building design in not fully completed. The clients is still looking to get 


the building permit, and the external engineers and architects do not have all the required drawings or cannot 


provide all requested information on-time. 


(c) Buffers: time buffers vary from one project to another based on project size, project complexity, construction 


method, degree of difficulty, resource availability, etc. Studies show that large buffers will increase project costs and 


duration, therefore buffers must be lean-managed. Exploring buffers at various sequences of design-build projects 


helps in achieving more JIT delivery by reducing work in progress and cycle time. 


(d) Changes to the original scope of the work: construction is change-driven. Changes happen when the client wants 


to change the project condition, or the design requires modifications. If a project schedule has sufficient slack in the 


impacted activities, changes will not affect delivery dates. This is where the idea of exploring buffers at various 


stages of a project will be highlighted again.  


(e) Unpredictable situations: generally happens in the delivery phase, unpredictable situations can delay the delivery 


date, i.e. severe weather condition, or truck damages and accidents.  


Just in time means materials must be fabricated or delivered on time, not too late, nor too early. Large buffers are 


contrary to this. Therefore buffer sizes must be determined strategically. In structural steel production system with 


complex products which involve several organizations, it is not an easy task. Lean production/delivery system 


design will help in achieving flow where possible and thoughtfully locating buffers and sizing them to achieve cost-


effective decoupling with minimal impact on project cycle time. To achieve this goal, one technique is to identify 


uncertainties in the project to reduce buffer sizes in-between various production steps in order to see and learn the 


extent to which they are needed. Process improvement efforts to reduce uncertainties, can then focus on those steps 


where the impact on throughput of the system as a whole will be most significant. To avoid buffer’s negative affect 


on the delivery dates of the design-build structural steel supplying projects, schedule buffers should be placed just 


after processes with variable output, i.e. after engineering and before fabrication; they should be sized to the degree 


of uncertainty and variation to be managed; and finally schedule buffers should be progressively replaced by plan 


buffers.  


Design-build (DB) projects, provide great opportunity for implementation of lean construction practices. Team 


members on these projects have a vested interest in making their joint effort succeed. Therefore they may be more 


eager and able to cross their traditional organizational boundaries and try to meet production objectives that stress 


supply chain performance. For example, a design-build developer (responsible for design, construction, as well as 


complete financing during construction) engaged in building design, then realized they could not meet the owner’s 


schedule because they could not get the needed steel rolled in a timely manner. To cut cycle time, steel mills and 


steel resellers were visited around the country and procured sections that were readily available and more-or-less 


matched the design. The design then can be adapted and further developed to suit the dimensions of the procured 


steel. 


JIT and other lean principles are aimed at streamlining the entire process across all organizational boundaries and 


allowing product to flow from conception to installation. Majority of current construction industry practices and 


contractual incentives counter the objective of achieving flow. CANAM Building Group Inc. has successfully 


implemented lean practices and BuildMasterTM approach, and is moving forward to applying more lean techniques 


and JIT processes. The success of JIT process and lean management techniques are also constrained by their 
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upstream suppliers and downstream customers, therefore it is essential that all structural steel industry participants 


lean towards more lean and integrated management approaches.  


5. RECOMMENDATION 


5.1 For Industry  


Research shows that majority of the time in the supply chain of structural steel is non-value added time, which has a 


direct impact on lead time and project delivery date. Moreover, waste is omnipresent in structural steel supply chain. 


Industry practitioner are recommended to apply more value engineering as well as commoditization of engineering 


services throughout the project. Occasionally engineering designs have deficiencies in terms of timeliness and detail 


of information released to suppliers. Some of these deficiencies are due to software and programs that are being used 


in the industry. Current products available in the market do not allow users to fully design all kinds of structural 


steel. Some firms work their own homemade software with pictorial references and outputs which are not 


necessarily integrated into computer aided design software. Some programs are more complicated and include 


detailed designs of standard or engineered supports using 2D or 3D modeling. Industry can address these 


deficiencies by developing new tools to improve processes in the structural steel supply chain.  


5.2 For Contractors 


It is recommended that contractors involve their suppliers early in the design phase. This will help engineers to 


expedite the approval process of shop drawings. Moreover, it is recommended to the supplier to promote 


standardization of their products and process. Batch sizes are also recommended to be minimized, as the batching 


effect is a big contributor to the lead time. 


5.3 For Project Managers 


Construction project managers must further investigate what drives the need for buffer in construction schedules and 


focus efforts on strategically addressing critical areas of concern or uncertainty. Project managers can efficiently 


improve coordination and communication between the participants in the supply chain which is needed to achieve a 


synchronized flow. A common difficulty that engineering firms face is achieving an effective communication 


between different in-house disciplines or departments. For example, it is essential for the purchasing department that 


issues purchase orders and the engineering department that works with suppliers to work together. 


5.4 For Researchers 


The structural steel supply chain which is illustrated in this paper is based on common industry practices, however, 


it is required to conduct different case studies to compare and contrast structural steel supply chains. It is 


recommended to researcher to conduct studies on supplying structural steel for special projects such as huge 


stadiums or high rise towers, and developing supply chain without considering fabrication as a process. All selected 


projects are from residential and multi residential sectors, and this could be considered as a research limitation in 


this study. It is recommended to the researcher to further investigate JIT delivery on other project sectors, i.e., 


Industrial, commercial, heavy/highway projects. It is also recommended to have more research on reducing buffer 


size for fast tracking projects, cutting cycle time, streamlining the entire process across all organizational boundaries 


and allowing product to flow from conception to installation. 
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ABSTRACT 


Development of the new ASCE/SEI consensus standard for wind speed estimation in tornadoes began in 2014 and is 


currently underway.  The intent of the new standard is to standardize the methods used to estimate the wind speeds 


in tornadoes including improvements and expansions for the damaged-based Enhanced Fujita Scale (EF Scale), with 


potential to extend the scope of the standard to include other windstorms.  The standard will include sections on the 


EF Scale, radar measurements, tree fall pattern analysis, data archives, forensic engineering analysis, in-situ 


measurements (anemometry), and remote-sensing applications. Users of the standard will include wind, structural 


and forensic engineers, meteorologists, climatologists, forest biologists, risk analysts, hazards modellers, emergency 


managers, building and infrastructure designers, the insurance industry, and the media.  The standard is intended for 


adoption by the National Weather Service and for use by storm study teams and researchers as a guide for 


conducting storm surveys and analysis of storm data. Development of the standard highlights the current state-of-the 


art in wind speed estimation and also identifies areas where new research is needed.  Development of the standard 


will include a public ballot period.  The standard is scheduled to be completed in 2019.   


1. ENHANCED FUJITA SCALE 


The EF Scale subcommittee is exploring possible new Damage Indicators (DIs) for inclusion in the standard.  These 


additions are particularly necessary for the estimation of wind speeds where no DIs are currently available, 


especially in rural areas.  New research on wind damage modes to additional objects has been completed since the 


current EF Scale was released in 2006, and the standard will benefit from inclusion of new DIs.  Further 


enhancements to the EF Scale include revision of existing DIs and DoDs to achieve better consistency in damage 


descriptions and wind speed estimates for buildings with similar construction types, rounding of wind speed values 


(to remove the unwarranted perception of precision), and emphasis on construction and assembly – rather than 


occupancy – of buildings for possible combination and simplification of existing DIs.  The DIs and DoDs for trees 
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will also be updated based on recent research.  Photographic guidance will also be provided for all DIs and DoDs to 


fill existing gaps. 


2. FORENSIC ENGINEERING 


Careful attention to detailed forensic engineering provisions in the standard includes probabilistic failure analysis 


emphasizing fragility functions for more common building types, identification of essential parameters of both 


tornado wind structure and characteristics of structures leading to wind damage, and protocols for collecting and 


analyzing field damage data to determine associated wind speeds. 


3. REMOTE SENSING 


Remote sensing provides an effective means of quickly acquiring and preserving damage data across a large area.  


Remote-sensing data of various spatial resolutions are helpful for a variety of damage data: satellite imagery in the 


range of 1 km to 1 m can be used to determine tornado paths; satellite and aerial imagery with resolutions finer than 


1 m can be used to make overall condition assessments of damaged buildings; imagery with resolutions of 1 cm and 


finer (some aerial and UAV imaging as well as laser scanning) can be used to determine the size of structural 


members and to determine the extent of structural deformations (useful for detailed forensic studies).  The ASCE 


standard will provide guidance on the use of imagery will various spatial resolutions for large-scale applications 


(tornado path characteristics) and small-scale applications (assessment of damages to DIs at the DOD level as well 


as forensic studies).  Although continued research addresses the automation of wind damage assessment using 


remote-sensing imagery, practical implementation of remote-sensing imagery is heavily reliant on manual (visual) 


assessments of damage.  The first edition of the ASCE standard will therefore concentrate on the necessary 


parameters of remote-sensing imagery (e.g. spatial and spectral resolutions) for various large-scale and small-scale 


applications conducted through manual (visual) analysis. 


4. TREE FALL ANALYSIS 


New research has focused on the production of wind speed estimates from analysis of tree-fall patterns (derived 


from aerial image analysis) from within tornado tracks.  The method generates a spatial grid of maximum wind 


speeds as well as instantaneous wind vectors along a tornado path. 


5. RADAR AND IN-SITU MEASUREMENTS 


Although direct measurement of tornado wind speeds is relatively rare, the benefits of direct measurements are 


tremendous.  The ASCE standard will provide specifications (e.g., anemometer siting and instrument characteristics) 


that must be met to ensure reliability of in-situ data.  In conjunction with radar data, in-situ data can help to better 


determine the vertical profile of horizontal wind speeds in tornadoes and other wind events.  In-situ measurements 


can also help to evaluate the use of barometry as a possibly proxy for estimation of tornado wind speeds. 


6. INTERNATIONAL INTEREST 


It is anticipated that the ASCE standard will serve as an international model for tornado wind speed estimation, and 


its development has attracted significant interest from international engineers and meteorologists. Around the world 


currently, only a handful of countries have formally adopted the EF-Scale, so a wide range of approaches are used. 


Having international agreement on standardized approaches for wind speed estimation would enhance the ability to 


gain a consistent understanding of tornado climatology from around the world.  The ASCE standards committee has 


strong representation from Canada, Japan, and Europe, and the international working group is actively considering 


the inclusion of various worldwide approaches as a part of the standards document commentary with the vision of 


eventually harmonizing various approaches employed worldwide.  
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ABSTRACT  


Alkali-silica reaction of certain concrete aggregates can lead to premature deterioration and maintenance problems 


in concrete structures. The CSA A23.1-14A/ASTM C1293 concrete prism test (CPT) and the CSA A23.2-


25A/ASTM C1260/ASTM C1567 accelerated mortar bar test (AMBT) are the two main procedures used in CSA 


and ASTM standards for examining the potential alkali-silica reactivity (ASR) of aggregates and also for assessing 


the effectiveness of supplementary cementing materials (SCMs) in suppressing ASR. The long testing duration of 


the CPT and the unreliability of the rapid AMBT have led to development and evaluation of a third method, the 


accelerated concrete prism test (ACPT). All three methods were performed using a range of different aggregates and 


SCM partial replacements of cement. Expansion data were compared with one another and with known field 


performance, where available. Results show good correlation between CPT and ACPT expansions and these tests 


appear to be good predictors of field performance. The AMBT, on the other hand, can be very misleading with 


certain aggregates.  


 


Keywords: Concrete prism test, Accelerated mortar bar test, Alkali-silica reaction  


1. INTRODUCTION 


Concrete, the most consumed structural material, is composed of two phases: aggregate and cement paste. 


Deleterious reaction between certain aggregates containing unstable silica and the alkali hydroxide ions within the 


cement paste phase is known as alkali-silica reaction (ASR). ASR is slow; however, it can eventually lead to serious 


cracking and serviceability problems. Common approaches for ASR mitigation include selecting an aggregate that 


has no significant source of unstable silica and incorporating sufficient supplementary cementing materials (SCMs) 


to reduce the concentration of alkali hydroxide ions in pore solution (ACI 221.1R 1998). 


 


For examining the potential alkali-silica reactivity of aggregates and the effectiveness of SCMs in suppressing ASR, 


there are currently two main test procedures. These are the accelerated mortar bar (AMBT) and concrete prism tests 


(CPT). The AMBT has been standardized in CSA/ASTM as CSA A23.2-25A, ASTM C1260, and ASTM C1567. 


Respective CPT standards are CSA A23.2-14A and ASTM C1293.  


 


The AMBT is rapid, giving results within 16 days. However, in some cases this test is unreliable: some nonreactive 


aggregates or aggregate-SCM combinations are incorrectly identified as reactive and vice versa (Feng and Clark 


2012) (Thomas et al. 2007). CPT has been found to be reliable, but it is very time consuming. This method requires 


1-2 years, which is unacceptable for projects with short lead time.  


 


There is an urgent need for a new or modified test that is both rapid and reliable. Some research has focused on 


expediting the CPT, primarily by changing the temperature from 38°C to 60°C. The accelerated method is referred 


to as ACPT and has been found to be associated with several issues including excessive alkali leaching (Ideker et al. 


2010). The objective of this study was to compare the results of AMBT with CPT relative to aggregates with known 


field performance, and to assess the reliability of ACPT.  
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2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 


2.1 Materials  


A suite of 13 aggregates with different mineralogy and geographical origin were selected with emphasis on those 


known to provide inaccurate AMBT classifications. Source location, brief petrographic description, and reported 


field performance of each, are summarized in Table 1.  


Table 1: Source Location, Petrographic Description, and Field Performance of Aggregates 


Aggregate 


ID 


Reference Source 


Location 


Description Field 


Performance 


BK  (Meininger et al. 2014) SC, USA Quartz, quartzite ravel, reactive 


quartzite 


Reactive 


WR  (Naranjo 2013) TX, USA Chert with quartz and limestone Reactive 


AD  (Naranjo 2013) TX, USA Chert and quartzite Reactive 


ST  (Meininger et al. 2014) MD, USA granite gneiss Reactive 


RH  (Meininger et al. 2014) VA, USA Quarried granite-granite gneiss Reactive 


GR  (Meininger et al. 2014) VA, USA Quarried metabasalt and 


greenstone 


Reactive 


GE  (Giebson and Ludwig 


2013) 


Germany Granodiorite Reactive 


EC  (Meininger et al. 2014) WI, USA Mixed siliceous sand and gravel Non-reactive 


PS  (Hooton and Rogers 


1989) 


ON, Canada Carbonate sand Non-reactive 


NS (Peterson et al. 2013) MN, USA Pierre shale Non-reactive 


SU  (Hooton and Rogers 


1989) 


ON, Canada Siliceous gravel Reactive 


SP (Hooton and Rogers 


1989) 


ON, Canada Quarried limestone Reactive 


DM (Parkes, 2014) ON, Canada Dolomitic Limestone Non-reactive 


 


The cementitious materials used for this study were Holcim (now CRH Canada) Mississauga general use cement 


(GU), Holcim Mississauga Type S ground granulated blast furnace slag (Slag), Boral Pawnee, Colorado Type C fly 


ash (C-FA), and Boral Big Brown, Texas CSA Type CI/ASTM Type F fly ash (CI-FA). Their chemical 


compositions, as given in plant certificates, are provided in Table 2.  


Table 2: Chemical Analyses of Cementitious materials 


  GU Cement Slag C-FA CI-FA 


Chemical Analysis (%)         
SiO2 19.39 41.68 32.42 50.3 


Al2O3 5.13 8.52 18.75 19.2 


Fe2O3 2.3 0.61 5.02 4.84 


CaO 61.89 39.05 27.31 16.6 


MgO 2.39 11.46 7.75 3.46 


SO3 4.08 2.81 2.17 0.88 


K2O 1.15 0.36 0.4 0.88 


Na2O 0.25 0.3 2.11 1.63 


Na2Oeq 1 0.54 2.37 2.21 
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2.2 AMBT  


Mortar mixtures with four different binders were proposed: 100% GU, 25% Slag, 25% C-FA, and 25% CI-FA.  The 


plain GU mixture was repeated for all thirteen aggregates; whereas, the SCM mixtures were only performed with 


SP. In compliance with ASTM C1260/C1567, the W/CM was 0.47 and the ratio of dry aggregate to cementitious 


materials was 2.25 by mass.  


 


ASTM C305 was followed for mixing of mortar using a Hobart mechanical mixer. Each mixture was compacted 


into two double-bar molds fitted with gauge studs. The molds were covered with plastic and placed over water in a 


sealed container, at 23˚C for 24h. Afterwards, the hardened mortar bars were demolded, and totally immersed in 


23˚C tap water. The containers were stored in ovens and heated to 80˚C for another 24h. At the end of the water 


curing period, the hot mortar bars were removed from the containers, and their zero length reading was taken using a 


comparator and a reference bar. The 4 bars of each mixture were subsequently immersed in a container filled with 


3L of 1.0 N NaOH solution preheated to 80˚C.  


 


The lengths of the bars were measured periodically. At any age, the percentage expansion of each bar was calculated 


by subtracting its periodical reading from its zero reading and by dividing the difference by the effective gauge 


length and reporting it to the nearest 0.001%. The average expansion of the bars was determined.   


2.3 CPT and ACPT 


Concretes with eight different aggregate types were cast with and without SCMs (100% GU, 25% Slag, 25% C-FA, 


and 25% CI-FA). Crushed DM with a fineness modulus 2.7 was used as non-reactive sand for the coarse aggregates 


being tested. As per ASTM C1293, the cementitious materials content was 420 kg/m3, the dry mass of coarse 


aggregate per unit volume of concrete was 0.70, and W/CM was 0.44 by mass. NaOH was dissolved in mixing water 


to bring the alkali content of concrete mixtures to 1.25% by mass of cement.  Aggregate mass and water content 


were corrected for the moisture content of coarse and fine aggregate before batching.   


 


Concretes were mixed in a 15L capacity pan mixer according to ASTM C192. Each concrete mix was compacted 


into two three-gang steel moulds with stainless steel pins. After finishing the surface of concrete, the moulds were 


covered with plastic and then saturated burlap. After 24h, the prisms were demoulded and the initial length 


measurements were taken. The prisms were placed over water in two different buckets having a perforated rack in 


the bottom and a wick of absorbent material around the inside wall. One of the buckets was placed at 38˚C, and the 


other at 60˚C. Length measurements for plain GU cement concretes are being continued until 3m and 1yr at 60˚C 


and 38˚C, respectively. Expansions of SCM blended concrete are being monitored up to 6m and 2yr at 60˚C and 


38˚C, respectively.  


3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 


Tables 3 and 4 show the AMBT, CPT, and ACPT expansions for the different aggregates, binder types and 


compositions tested.  Most of the 1yr and 2yr CPT expansions are not yet available, but will be measured and 


reported at a later date. 
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Table 3: Expansions of Aggregates with Plain GU Cement 


   Accelerated Mortar 


Bar Test Exp’n (%) 


Concrete Prism 


Test Exp’n (%) 


Accelerated Concrete 


Prism Test Exp’n (%) 


    80°C 38°C 60°C 


Aggregate 


ID 


Field 


Performance 


14d 28d 3m 9m 3m 


BK Reactive 0.107 0.287 0.013 0.029 0.033 


WR Reactive 0.118 0.144 - - - 


AD Reactive 0.081 0.123 - - - 


ST Reactive 0.090 0.185 0.023 0.034 0.047 


RH Reactive 0.062 0.109 0.025 0.044 0.040 


GR Reactive 0.075 0.240 0.032 0.050 0.052 


GE Reactive 0.072 0.137 0.022 0.034 0.046 


EC Non-reactive 0.264 0.499 0.016 0.017 0.017 


PS Non-reactive 0.140 0.226 - - - 


NS Non-reactive 0.389 0.562 - - - 


SU Reactive 0.287 0.500 - - - 


SP Reactive 0.362 - 0.162 0.243 0.09 


DM Non-reactive 0.015 - 0.015 0.027 0.020 


 


 


Table 4. Expansions for Blended Cements 


   Accelerated 


Mortar Bar Test 


Exp’n (%) 


Concrete Prism Test Exp’n (%) Accelerated 


Concrete Prism 


Test Exp’n (%) 


    80°C 40°C 60°C 


Aggregate Cementitious materials 14d 28d 3m 6m 1yr 16 m 3m 6m 


SP 100% GU Cement 0.362 - 0.162 0.218 0.269 - 0.085 - 


75% GU+25% SLAG 0.201 0.455 0.027 0.037 0.063 0.067 0.033 0.043 


85% GU+15% C-FA 0.391 0.829 0.056 0.078 0.143 0.150 0.097 0.112 


85%GU+15% CI-FA 0.189 0.389 0.009 0.020 0.045 0.051 0.033 0.061 


 


 


If the average 14d AMBT expansions in 1N NaOH at 80˚C is greater than 0.10%, the aggregate is generally 


considered as reactive; expansions below 0.10% are assumed to be indicative of innocuous behaviour. The AMBT 


clearly provides misleading information on long-term performance of aggregates tested. Only 5 out of the 13 


aggregates (BK, WR, SU, SP, and DM) were correctly identified, of which 2 were very close to the limit (BK and 


WR). Considering the multi-laboratory precision, these could be incorrectly classified when tested in other labs.   


For 3 aggregates (EC, PS, and NS), the AMBT is overly conservative. These will be referred to as false positives.  


For the remaining 5 aggregates (AD, ST, RH, GR, and GE), the AMBT failed to identify the non-reactive character 


of the aggregate. These will be referred to as false negatives and are of the greatest concern.  


 


To improve accuracy, ASTM C1260 indicates that 14d expansions between 0.10% and 0.20% should be taken as 


indecisive. Taking this approach does not provide a significant improvement: only one of the incorrectly identified 


aggregates falls in this range. Moreover, CSA A23.2-25A proposes a 0.15% limit for aggregates that are not 


quarried siliceous limestone. Although this modification is beneficial for one aggregate tested in this study (PS), it 


leads to incorrect identification of two other aggregates (BK, and WR) properly classified with the 0.10% limit. ACI 
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Committee 221 has suggested the possibility of using a 0.08% limit. This change is not effective, as the 14d 


expansion of only 2 out 5 false negatives is above 0.08%. Another approach of extending the test period to 28d and 


keeping the 0.10% limit eliminates all of the false negatives; however, it may increase false positive results.  


 


A 1-year expansion limit of 0.04% is used for the CPT. Generally, CPT is thought to be a more realistic predictor of 


field performance. At 9m, most of the known deleterious aggregates have exhibited expansions close to or 


exceeding 0.04% and the expansions of  the tested non-reactive aggregates are currently well below this limit. 


 


For assessing the reactivity of aggregates using the ACPT, a 3m limit of 0.04% has been suggested (DeGrosbois and 


Fontaine 2000). It can be seen that this test correctly identifies 7 out of the 8 aggregates tested.  It is likely that 


significant alkali leaching occurred with the ACPT because levelling out or even drops in expansion before the end 


of test period were observed. However, even when considering this disadvantage, the ACPT still appears to be a 


more realistic predictor than the AMBT and shows potential for standardization in CSA or ASTM.  


 


To determine the effectiveness of SCMs in mitigating ASR, the same 0.10% 14-day limit is used for assessing 


AMBT expansions. For the CPT and ACPT, the test is extended to 2 years at 38˚C and 6m at 60˚C respectively 


(Touma et al. 2001) and a limit of 0.04% is used. All three methods consistently classified the SCM replacement 


levels tested with SP (25% Slag, 15% C-FA, and 15% CI-FA) as insufficient to mitigate deleterious expansion; in 


Table 4. 15% C-FA is the most expansive mixture. The expansion of 15% CI-FA was higher than 25% Slag in the 


ACPT, but lower in the AMBT and the CPT. This is not unexpected because CSA A23.2-27A would require at least 


50% Slag or 25% F-FA for adequate mitigation with the SP aggregate. 


 


The 14d AMBT expansions versus 9m CPT expansions for plain GU mixtures and 16m CPT expansions for blended 


mixtures are plotted in Figure 1. Figure 2 presents the 3m and 6m ACPT length changes versus 9m and 16m CPT 


expansions for plain GU and blended mixtures, respectively. It can be observed that the scatter between the AMBT 


and the CPT expansions is greater than that between the ACPT and the CPT.   


 


 
Figure 1: 14d AMBT expansions versus 9m CPT expansions for plain GU mixtures and 16m CPT expansions for 


blended mixtures  
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Figure 2: 3m and 6m ACPT length changes versus 9m and 16m CPT expansions for plain GU and blended mixtures, 


respectively 


4. CONCLUSIONS 


Accelerated mortar bar, concrete prism, and accelerated concrete prism tests were performed on several different 


aggregate types and SCM replacements and compared to field performance. Results show that the accelerated 


mortar bar test is very unreliable for prediction of field performance. The accelerated concrete prism test can be 


subject to excessive alkali leaching, but still provides more accurate results than the commonly used AMBT. 
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ABSTRACT  


Cementitious materials are widely used as a construction material all over the world. However, cement industry has 


high environmental impact such as the release of CO2 and the consumption of natural resources for its 


manufacturing energy. Therefore, reducing cement consumption is vital to achieve sustainable green construction 


practices. In this study, the effects of using treated oil sand waste (TOSW) as a partial replacement of cement in 


grouted helical pile applications were investigated.  Fresh and hardened properties of the green grout incorporating 


different percentages of TOSW were evaluated. In addition, a model scale grouted helical pile with the green grout 


was tested to characterize its performance. The experimental results show that the properties of TOSW grout mixes 


were comparable to conventional grout and satisfy the strength and construction requirements of grouted piles. 


Moreover, tested grouted helical pile using the developed mixture exhibited similar geotechnical performance as 


those installed using conventional grout mix. Hence, TOSW can be implemented in grouted helical pile applications, 


which would assist in achieving sustainable construction. 


 


Keywords:  cementitious grout, treated oil sand waste, green grout, grouted helical piles 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Cement industry is considered one of the top industries with high environmental impact. It consumes a substantial 


amount of our natural resources, needs a huge amount of energy, and releases large amount of CO2 leading to the 


climate changes we are experienced now a days. On the other hand, oil sand industry became one of the main 


reasons for the development of the Canadian economy in the last decades. However; it is one of the top waste 


production industries in western Canada as it produces billions of tons of waste every year. Treatment and disposal 


of such huge amount of waste represent one of the major challenges facing this industry. 


 


Several treatment technologies are applied to oil sand waste to convert it into an environmental friendly product that 


could be used in different applications, or at least reduce its impact on the environment. Recently, an innovative 


technology called Thermo-mechanical Cuttings Cleaner (TCC) was proposed for oil sand waste treatment. In the 


TCC treatment technology, the waste is heated to a high temperature enough to evaporate oil and water from the 


waste. The oil and water will be brought back to a liquid phase in separate condensers leaving behind a very fine 


quartzes powder enriched with Silica (Aboutabikh et al., 2016). This opens the way to use the treated oil sand waste 


(TOSW) as a filler material or as partial replacement of cement in several construction applications. Using TOSW as 


partial replacement of cement in construction applications has dual benefits: reducing the need of cement in 
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construction industry which is the main cement consumer along with reducing the amount of TOSW that need to be 


disposed.  


 


Helical screw piles have been widely used as a deep foundation system for different engineering applications. They 


represent a viable foundation option because of their cost effectiveness, ease of installation, low levels of noise and 


vibration, and their ability to be installed through ground water without casing. In addition, they allow immediate 


loading upon installation. However; helical screw piles have some drawbacks that affect their performance. 


Paramount among these drawbacks is the installation disturbance of the soil within the zone affected by the pile 


helices (Bagheri & El-Naggar, 2013), the high displacement required to fully mobilize the bearing component of 


their bearing plates, and the low buckling resistance of their slender shaft under compression loading. In addition the 


incomplete rigidity of the coupling joints along the pile shaft can affect the pile performance under lateral loading 


(Vickars & Clemence, 2000).  


 


Several investigations have been conducted to overcome helical screw pile limitations using grouting technology, 


resulting in what is called “Grouted Helical Pile”. The idea of grouted helical pile could be summarized in providing 


a cylindrical grout column around the helical pile slender shaft to increase its buckling resistance, make the coupling 


joints more rigid, and increase the pile capacity by increasing the pile shaft resistance contribution to the total pile 


capacity. Several grouting techniques were developed to inject neat cement grout into the surrounding soil through 


the helical pile hollow shaft after installation (Ratliff 1966, and Perko 2000), and during installation (Nasr, 2008). 
 


In this study, the effect of using TOSW on grouted Helical Piles performance was investigated. Initially, the effects 


of TOSW on fresh and hardened properties of cementitious grout were evaluated to ensure that the produced grout 


meets the construction requirements for grouted helical pile applications. Then, a small scale grouted helical pile 


model was installed using cement-TOSW grout mixture (green grout) to investigate its effect on the pile 


geotechnical performance. 


2. EXPERIMENTAL TESTING PROGRAM 


2.1 Sample preparation and testing 


TOSW was added as a partial replacement of cement in the green grout mixtures with different percentages (0, 10, 


20, and 30) % by volume, which will be referred to as (M0, M10, M20, and M30) respectively. The grout mixtures 


were prepared according to ASTM C305 (Standard Practice for Mechanical Mixing of Hydraulic Cement Pastes and 


Mortars of Plastic Consistency). The effect of TOSW on the flowability of the grout mixtures were evaluated 


according to ASTM C939 (Standard Test Method for Flow of Grout for Preplaced-Aggregate Concrete “Flow Cone 


Method”). The compressive strength of the specimens was evaluated according to ASTM C109 (Standard Test 


Method for Compressive Strength of Hydraulic Cement Mortars “Using 50-mm Cube Specimens”). Specimens were 


maintained at ambient temperature of (23 ± 1C) and covered with polyethylene sheets until demolding to avoid any 


moisture loss. After demolding, the specimens were immediately moved to a moist curing room (Temperature = 23 


± 1C and relative humidity = 98 %) until the required testing age (7 and 28 days).  


2.2 Materials 


Ordinary Portland cement Type 10 (OPC 10) with a specific gravity of 3.15 and Blaine fineness of 360 m2/kg was 


used as a binder material for the grout mixtures. It consists of 61% Tricalcium Silicate (C3S), 11% Dicalcium 


Silicate (C2S), 9% Tricalcium Aluminate (C3A), 7% Tetracalcium Aluminoferrite (C4AF), 5% limestone, and 0.82% 


equivalent alkalis. The TOSW used in this study was a silicate-based material with a specific gravity of 2.54 and 


Blaine fineness of 1440 m2/kg. The chemical composition of TOSW was obtained using energy dispersive X-ray 


analysis (EDX) as shown in Figure 1, and summarized in Table 1. To adjust the flowability of the green grout 


mixtures, a polycarboxylate-based high-range water-reducing admixture (HRWRA) was used and included in the 


specified water-to-cement ratio (w/c). Table 2 summarizes the components of different green grout mixtures. 
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2.3 Particle size distribution 


One of the key parameters controlling the applicability of using a certain particulate material in soil grouting 


applications is its ability to permeate through the soil voids. This permeation ability depends mainly on the size of 


smallest soil voids and the size of largest grout particles (Warner, 2004). To assess the applicability of using TOSW 


as a partial replacement for cement in grouted helical piles applications, its particle size distribution was obtained 


using laser diffraction and compared to that of OPC 10 as shown in Figure 2. The grain size distribution curves show 


that the maximum particle size (D90) of TOSW is approximately one fourth that of OPC 10. And hence; it will not 


adversely affect the grout penetrability when it is used as a partial replacement for cement. 


 


 
Figure 1: EDX analysis for TOSW 


Table 1: Chemical composition of TOSW 


Chemical composition Percentage 


SiO2 61.24 


Al2O3 8.73 


Fe2O3 3.00 


CaO 5.55 


MgO 0.92 


Table 2: Grout mixtures compositions 


Mixture Cement (kg/m3) TOSW (kg/m3) Water/Powder  


M0 1300 0 


0.42 
M10 1170 105 


M20 1040 210 


M30 910 315 


 


3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 


3.1 Flowability 


Flow cone test was used to measure the flowability of different grout mixtures and determine the effect of TOSW on 


the efflux time of the tested mixes. The shorter the efflux time, the higher grout flowability is. It was observed that 


addition of TOSW decreased the efflux time of the tested mixture as presented in Table 3. This could be attributed to 


the small particles size of TOSW that allows them to penetrate and fill the space between cement particles leading to 


freeing the entrapped water and makes them available (Khaleel & Razak, 2012). 
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Figure 2: Particle size distribution of TOSW and OPC 10 


3.2 Compressive strength 


It was observed that addition of TOSW as partial replacement of cement reduces the compressive strength of grout 


mixtures. This reduction increases as the percentage of TOSW in the mixture increases as shown in Table 3. 


However, it was also observed that the reduction of the TOSW grout mixtures compared to the conventional grout 


mixture decrease with time. For instance, a reduction in compressive strength of 17%, 23%, and 37% was observed 


after 7 days for grout mixtures incorporating 10%, 20% and 30% TOSW, respectively, while at the age of 28 days, 


this reduction became 5.3%, 11.1% and 27.0% for the same grout mixtures.  This is attributed to the relationship 


between the hardened properties of grout and hydration of its cementitious materials. It had been reported that the 


hydration reaction between water and cementitious material of grout mixtures depends on many factors such as 


fineness and cement content (Amen, 2011). Therefore, replacing cement with TOSW will affect the rate of strength 


gain for cementitious materials. The addition of an inert material like TOSW as a partial replacement of cement will 


decrease the hydration reaction between the cementitious material and water, causing a reduction in the compressive 


strength at the early ages. While at later ages, TOSW act as a filler material that fills the voids between cement 


particles, and hence, it reduce the volume to be filled with the hydration products making the grout denser and more 


homogenous (Jaturapitakkul et al., 2011). 


 


Based on general practice, a compressive strength between 4000-6000 psi (27.6-41.4) MPa should be provided for 


the cementitious grouting material used in grouted helical pile applications. This is in good agreement with the 


recommendation of the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) to provide a minimum design compressive 


strength of 28 MPa after 28 days for the grout used in micropiles applications. Based on the results shown in Table 3 


and the grain size distribution of both (TOSW and OPC 10) shown in Figure 2, all the TOSW grout mixtures satisfy 


the requirement of the grouted helical pile applications. 


Table 3: Fresh and hardened properties of different grout mixtures 
Mixture Flow cone efflux 


time (sec) 


Compressive strength (MPa) 


7 days 28 days 


M0 12.5 44.5 52.0 


M10 11.9 36.5 48.5 


M20 11.3 33.0 46.5 


M30 11.1 28.0 39.0 


3.3 Geotechnical performance of the grouted helical pile using green grout 


To investigate the effect of TOSW on the grouted helical piles geotechnical performance, two small-scale grouted 


helical piles with hollow shaft and single helix were installed in loose sand with relative density 28% to a depth of 


80 cm. The diameters of the piles shaft and helix were 3.3 cm and 15 cm, respectively. During installation, green 
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cement grout with 30% TOSW was injected into the surrounding soil through one of them, while the other is 


installed using conventional grout mix. The grout was left to be cured for one week, after that the piles were tested 


under static axial compression loading.  


 


The quick maintained static load test procedure was adopted according to ASTM D1143-07 (Standard Test Method 


for Deep Foundations under Static Axial Compressive Load). Each pile was loaded in increments of 5% of its 


expected ultimate capacity until failure. Each load increment was maintained for 5 minutes. The last load increment 


was maintained for 15 minutes to capture the creep effect. The pile was then unloaded on 5 equal decrements. Each 


load decrement was maintained for 5 minutes. After applying the last decrement, the pile was left for 15 minutes to 


fully capture the rebound response. To monitor the pile head displacement, four linear variable displacement 


transducers (LVDT) were placed on the corners of the loading plate as shown in Figure 3. The applied load was 


measured using a load cell placed over the pile head. The LVDTs and load cell were connected to a data acquisition 


system to record readings every 1 second.  


 


 
Figure 3: Compression test setup 


 


 


Several criteria had been developed to estimate the piles ultimate capacity through their load-displacement curves. 


According to (Sakr 2009), the helical pile reaches its ultimate capacity at displacement equal to 10% of the helix 


diameter. Similar approach was recommended by (Livenih & El-Naggar 2008) where the pile ultimate capacity 


corresponds to a displacement of 8% of the helix diameter plus the elastic deformation of the pile shaft. Butler & 


Hoy (1977) suggested a different criterion, in which the load-displacement curve is divided into three parts. A first 


linear segment followed by a nonlinear segment, then a secondary linear segment with lower slope. The pile ultimate 


capacity is calculated as the intersection between the extensions of the first and secondary linear segments.  


 


The two piles were found to have similar performance as shown in Figure 4. The ultimate capacity of the two piles 


determined using the pre-mentioned failure criteria are summarized in Table 4. The ultimate capacity of the grouted 


helical pile using conventional grout mix was found to be (54 kN), which is slightly less than that of the green 


grouted helical pile (58 kN). The results are in good agreement with the findings of Aboutabikh (2016) who reported 


that the capacities of two micropiles installed with conventional grout and green grout with 30% TOSW were 


similar. Based on the data shown in Table 4, and the piles responses shown in Figure 4, addition of TOSW as a 


partial replacement of cement had no effect on the grouted helical pile performance.  
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Figure 4: Load-Displacement curves of the tested piles 


Table 4: Ultimate pile capacity 


Failure Criteria 
Conventional grouted 


helical pile 


Green grouted helical 


pile 


Sakr 2009 54 kN 58 kN 


Livenih & El-Naggar 2008 52 kN 56 kN 


Butler & Hoy 1977 60 kN 58 kN 


4. CONCLUSIONS 


TOSW is a very fine powder with smaller grading size than that of cement, its surface is rich of aluminum/silica; 


thus it has the potential to be used in construction applications. A full experimental program was conducted to study 


the effect of TOSW on the fresh and hardened properties of grout mixes. For the grout flowability, addition of 


TOSW as partial replacement of cement increased the flowability of grout mixtures slightly. Addition of TOSW was 


found to reduce the compressive strength of green grout compared to that of the conventional grout especially at the 


early ages (7 days). This reduction could be attributed to the replacement of cement with an inert material (TOSW) 


which decrease the hydration reaction, and hence; the gain of strength. However, the grout strength still meets the 


requirements for grouted helical piles applications. Replacement 30% of cement with TOSW in grouted helical pile 


test was successful, and found to have no effect on the pile geotechnical performance. Finally, incorporating of 


waste materials in construction applications can be an effective solution for waste management challenges.  
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Reply to the Reviewers’ comments 
 


 


Paper reference no. 78 


Title: Sustainable grouted helical piles 


Author: Mohamed Mansour 


 


Reviewers comment Reply 
1- Referring to the TOSW as "an inert 


material" implying that it does not 


contribute to the strength gain of the 


grout - i.e. it does not act as a 


supplementary cementing material 


(pozzolan). If that is the case, I wonder 


whether the whole concept of 


"replacing cement" has any validity. 


Oil sands consists of (3-5) % water, (8-14) % bitumen, and (83-88) % 


mineral solids. This huge amount of the mineral solids represents the 


oil sand waste that has to be treated and disposed. What we are doing 


is investigating the effect of re-using the treated waste as a filler 


material in different geotechnical applications (i.e. grouted helical 


piles) to decrease the amount of waste to be disposed. And hence, we 


will help in solving one of the major challenges facing this industry 


now a days. 


2- If the TOSW is inert, is it not more like 


adding aggregate to the mix - i.e. 


simply creating a different grout mix 


with a lower cement content? All the 


trial mixes meet the "strength 


requirement", but with decreasing 


strength at higher replacement levels - 


implying that the base mix could have 


been reworked with a lower cement 


content (but no TOSW) to save cement 


and give a strength closer to what is 


required for design. Had that been done, 


the additional mixes with TOSW 


replacement would not have met the 


requirements - i.e. the replacement only 


works because the original mix design 


was richer than it needed to be. 


The hydration reaction between water and the cementitious material 


of grout mixtures depends on many factors such as fineness and 


cement content. Addition of TOSW increases the fineness of the 


grout mixtures as its average grain size is nearly one fourth that of the 


ordinary Portland cement. Therefore, addition of TOSW will decrease 


the hydration reaction between the cementitious material and water at 


the early ages causing a reduction in the compressive strength. While 


at later ages, the small particle size of TOSW helps it to act as a filler 


material that fills the voids between cement particles, and hence, it 


reduce the volume to be filled with the hydration products making the 


grout denser and more homogenous. Therefore, the reduction in the 


compressive strength of TOSW grout mixtures compared to the 


conventional grout mixture dropped from (17, 23, and 37) % after 7 


days to (5.3, 11.1 and 27.0) % after 28 days for grout mixtures 


incorporating 10%, 20% and 30% TOSW respectively. 


 


Preparing a grout mixture with lower cement content only, will lose 


the increase in the strength gaining rate at later ages, and it will not 


help in decreasing the amount of TOSW that has to be disposed. 


3- The paper needs to be reviewed for 


proper English/grammar prior to final 


submission. 


As recommended the paper had been reviewed for proper English and 


grammar. 
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ABSTRACT  


This research work aims to evaluate the influence of the addition of rubber aggregates on     elasticity modulus 


experimentally by using ultrasonic waves and theoretically by analytical models. Based on ultrasonic waves in 


concrete specimen at different percentages of rubber granules, one can evaluate the static modulus (Estatic) from the 


dynamic elastic modulus (Edynamic), according to British code [7]. From the obtained experimental results, one can 


conclude that the use of rubber granules has the potential for vibration damping capacity. In other words, the rubber 


granules, reduces the kinetics of ultrasonic pulses in the material. This reduction is due to the decreasing density of 


rubber granules (RG), with respect to gravel. The concrete base of its aggregates can be used such as paving of 


vibrating tools. Analytical modeling (Hill and BHS models) is used.  The analytically obtained results converge with 


those from experimental procedure and give a good agreement to other researcher’s works.  


 


Keywords: concrete, aggregates, rubber, modulus of elasticity, ultrasonic waves 


1. INTRODUCTION 


The elastic modulus is a very important property for all materials. In the field of civil engineering evaluation of the 


elastic modulus of concrete is to determine the scope of its use (rigid pavements, retaining walls, structural elements 


...). In our work we use a concrete aggregate base rubber, which has characteristics very promising in terms of 


reducing the kinetic ability of ultrasonic pulses through its decreased elastic modulus. The determination of the 


elastic modulus can be achieved by experimental methods and by analytical methods. The analytical methods are 


based on the use of different models, such as selected in this work as the "terminals" of Hill [1] and the bounds of 


Hashin-Shtrikman (BHS) [2]. These models will be used for a comparative study with the results found by the 


experimental method which is based on the evaluation of the modulus of elasticity from the ultrasonic test. The 


experimental procedure is a non-destructive technique to measure the travel time of the ultrasonic wave through the 


material. 
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2. MATERIALS & METHODS 


2.1 Experimental Aspect 


2.1.1 Principles of ultrasonic testing 


The principle of ultrasonic testing is that an electrical signal is converted into a strain wave by a piezoelectric 


transducer. That wave propagates through a concrete specimen and is captured by the receiving transducer. The 


propagation time and the speed of the ultrasonic waves are deducted (see Fig. 1). 


 


 
Fig.1. Ultrasonic test 


2.2. Calculation Method 


Due to the heterogeneity of the material, the interpretation of ultrasonic signals is not easy. Typically, tests are often 


based on the measurement of velocities of longitudinal ultrasonic waves (see Fig. 2). The speed of the wave through 


an elastic solid is given by the following expression [3]: 


 


[1]  V =       


 


The Young's modulus (dynamic) E can be expressed as a function of V, and υ  using the following formula: 


 


[2]  E =     


 


V: wave velocity measured in km/s.  


E: modulus of elasticity in GPa.  


υ: Poisson's ratio. 


 


 
Fig.2. Ultrasonic measurements 
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2.3 Composition of different concretes 


The rubber granules used have a size identical to that of gravel 3/8 so we replaced different percentages of Gravel 


3/8 by rubber granules (25, 50 and 100%). We have four (04) concrete compositions: 


 


* Reference Concrete RC: which has the following composition: 


Table 1: Composition of the Reference Concrete 


CONSTITUENTS MASS (kg) 


Sand 644 


Gravel 3/8 206.7 


Gravel 8/15 1004.6 


Cement 400 


Water 221 


*Concrete including 25% of rubber granules C25RG: with the following composition: 


Table 2: Composition of C25RG 


CONSTITUENTS MASS (kg) 


Sand 644 


Gravel 3/8 155.02 


Gravel 8/15 1004.6 


Rubber Granules 51.67 


Cement 400 


Water 188 


Adjuvant 4 


 
 


*Concrete including 50% of rubber granules C50RG: with the following composition: 


Table 3: Composition of C50RG 


CONSTITUENTS MASS (kg) 


Sand 644 


Gravel 3/8 103.35 


Gravel 8/15 1004.6 


Rubber Granules 103.35 


Cement 400 


Water 188 


Adjuvant 4 


 
*Concrete including 100% of rubber granules C100RG: with the following composition: 
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Table 4: Composition of C100RG 


CONSTITUENTS MASS (kg) 


Sand 644 


Gravel 3/8 0 


Gravel 8/15 1004.6 


Rubber Granules 206.7 


Cement 400 


Water 188 


Adjuvant 4 


3. ANALYTICAL MODELLING 


3.1. Hill Model  


Hill [1] considers a material with 2 phases: the inclusion and the matrix. To supervise the actual properties of these 


materials, it offers two models: parallel and series as shown in Fig. 3, which correspond to the "terminal" top and 


bottom respectively. Terminals Hill are best known for their simplicity and are also at the origin of models classified 


as parallel-series models with many applications for concrete. 


   
 Fig.3. Schematic representation of Hill model [1]  


 


We consider Ec and Em  modulus of the two phases ‘’c’’ (rubber) and ‘‘m’’ (matrix) respectively: 


 


[3]  Superior borne SB: =β + (1-β)          


 


[4]  Inferior borne IB:  = +       


These models can be adapted to predict the values wrapped in the elastic modulus of composite materials. 


If we consider Vc, Ec and Vm, Em, as the volume fractions and elastic modulus of the two phases Rubber granules 


and Cement Matrix, we therefore proposed the following expressions by Hill [1]: 


 


[5]  SB:   =  +                             


 


[6]  IB:     =   +                                                     
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3. 2. Hashin-Shtrikman Model (BHS) 


Hashin and Shtrikman [2] proposed limits established for a mixture of “n” isotropic elastic components, without any 


particular assumption about their form or their volume concentration. On concrete incorporating RG, if Kr, Km, Gr, 


Gm, Vr, Vm are the bulk modules compressibility, shear moduli and volume fractions of each phase and rubber 


matrix, Kinf and  and Ksup (the lower and upper bounds of the modulus) and Gsup and Ginf (terminals of the shear 


modulus) of the composite can be put in the form of the following equation [4]: 


 


[12]  Kinf = Kr +                                         


 


[13]  Ksup = Km +                                                             


 


[14]  Ginf = Gr +        


 


[15]  Gsup = Gm +                                                


 


[16]   We note that:      Kr,m =      et      Gr,m =       


 


Where  r,m  and Er, m are the Poisson's ratios and modulus of elasticity of each phase, i.e. rubber and matrix 


respectively. 


 
So we can express the modulus of elasticity as a function of the shear modulus G and the bulk modulus K according 


to the relation below: 


 


[17]   E =                                                                                               


And the relationship between the upper bound, lower elastic modulus and the experimental result is as follows: 


 


[18]  BHSinf =   ≤ Eexp ≤  = BHSsup         


4. RESULTS AND INTERPRETATIONS 


4.1 Experimental Results:  


After measurement of ultrasonic velocities, we use the formula (2) to evaluate the results of the dynamic modulus of 


elasticity of each concrete composition and which are illustrated in Table 5 and Fig. 4 given below:  
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Table 5: Variation of elasticity modulus versus rubber granules percentage 


Concrete composition RC C25RG C50RG C100RG 


Elasticity Modulus (GPa) 37.26 32.77 29.42 15.22 


              


 
Fig.4. Influence of rubber aggregates on elasticity modulus 


 
It can be seen from the graphic that the addition of rubber granules induced a significant drop in modulus of about 


59% for concrete C100 RG, 21% for concrete C50RG and around 12% for concrete C25RG compared to the 


reference concrete. Many studies, such as those Güneyisi [5] Ganjian [6] and Cuong [4] confirmed that the 


incorporation of RG induced a significant drop in modulus of elasticity. Note that this drop is mainly due to the low 


stiffness of the RG, the poor quality of the transition zone between the rubber and the cement matrix and the 


porosity of the concrete. In order to proceed to the analytical modeling of the dynamic modulus of elasticity and the 


static modulus of elasticity and basing on the British Code [7] and the work of Lydon and Balendran [8], a linear 


correlation between the Young's modulus static and dynamic was performed. This correlation is limited to a 


compressive concrete resistance less than 40 MPa concrete. The following formula defines the relationship between 


Estatic and Edynamic: 


 


[19]  Estatic = 0.83 Edynamic                         


 


The results are summarized and given in the following Table 6. 


 


 


Table 6: Values of Estatic for different compositions of concrete 


 


 


 


 


4. 2. Results of Analytical Modeling 


In this part we present only the modeling results for two models, i.e. the models according to HILL and the Hashin-


Shtrikman terminals. 


 


Concrete 


composition 


RC C25RG C50RG C100RG 


Edynamic (GPa) 37.26 32.77 29.42 15.22 


Estatic (GPa) 30.92 27.19 24.41 12.63 
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4.2.1. Hill Model 


  


Using eqs. (5) and (6) we can calculate the lower and upper bounds and compare them with the experimental results. 


The modulus of elasticity of the vulcanized rubber is chosen to be 1.75 GPa. 


The results are shown in Table 7 and Fig.5 below: 


 


Table 7:.Modulus of elasticity: comparison of experimental results and the model of Hill 


 


Type of 


concrete 


 


(%) 


 


(%) 


Modulus of elasticity  (GPa) 


IB SB Experimental Results 


 


RC 


 


0 


 


100 


 


30.92 


 


30.92 


 


30.92 


 


C25RG 


 


9 


 


91 


 


12.36 


 


28.29 


 


27.17 


 


C50RG 


 


19.5 


 


80.5 


 


7.27 


 


25.23 


 


24.41 


 


C100RG 


 


39 


 


61 


 


4.13 


 


19.53 


 


12.63 


 


The above figure shows that the experimental curve is between the two upper and lower bounds of the Hill model 


agrees best with the results given in relation to the upper bounds. The Hill model therefore allows describing the 


variation of the elastic modulus as a function of experimental substitution rate in RG. This statement is more 


accurate for a percentage of the aggregate less than 50% according to the graph in other words assays RG volume 


less than 20%.  


 
4.2.2. The Terminals Hashin-Shtrikman (BHS) 


 


Using eqs. (12), (13), (14), (15), (16), (17) and (18) for three concrete compositions the Reference concrete, concrete 


with a 50% RG and concrete with 100% RG, we find the results summarized in Table 8 below: 


                    
Table 8:.Bounds of Hashin-Shtrikman model results 


 


Fig.5. Modulus of elasticity, comparison of the experimental results and analytical model 


 


Concrete Vr Vm Kr Km Gr Gm Kinf Ksup Ginf Gsup BHSinf BHSsup Eexp 


RC 0 100 14.583 18.405 0.591 12.672 396.726 18.405 1208.683 12.672 30.920 30.920 30.920 


C50RG 19.5 80.5 14.583 18.405 0.591 12.672 67.189 28.064 6.504 19.032 18.903 46.568 24.410 


C100RG 39 61 14.583 18.405 0.591 12.672 36.378 45.002 2.838 29.603 8.299 72.837 12.630 
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It can be seen that the lower Hashin-Shtrikman agreement is better with the experimental results with a small 


difference in contrast to the upper bound. We can say therefore that the BHS yield very significant results since they 


integrate at the same time the bulk modulus, shear modulus and Poisson's ratio of two constituent phases of the 


composite. 


5. CONCLUSIONS 


In this work we discussed and compared the results of two analytical methods (model BHS HILL and terminals) to 


calculate the elastic modulus of concrete containing rubber granules from the experimental results in order to have a 


reliable prediction of this important feature. The HILL model which considers the material in two phases is one of 


the important tools to predict the modulus of elasticity of concretes and those incorporating rubber granules. This 


modeling approach is characterized by its simplicity and its appearance affordable based on physical characteristics 


and the volume fractions of each phase, but it is far from perfect. The lower Hashin-Shtrikman bound gives results 


much better and more realistic because this method incorporates bulk modulus, shear and Poisson's ratio of RG 


phases and cement matrix and therefore we can say that it can be used as a tool for prediction of the elastic modulus. 
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ABSTRACT 


The pavements which make up Canada’s high volume highways are subjected to some of the most demanding 


conditions in the world. They must structurally be capable of supporting significant traffic loading, which can exceed 


an average of 30,000 trucks per day. They must be capable of supporting these loads throughout the wide variety of 


environmental conditions to which they are exposed, ranging from hot summers to cold winters. In order to achieve 


service lives which do not necessitate frequent maintenance and repair activities, these pavement structures are 


required to be very resilient. A complication to constructing the resilient pavement structures is that construction 


activities on high volume highways are generally limited to over-night construction windows that are six to eight hours 


long. At the end of this construction window, full traffic must typically be reinstated. Ontario’s Ministry of 


Transportation (MTO) has a number of high volume highways which have been reaching the end of their service lives 


prematurely due to deep-seated pavement rutting issues. These highways have previously been rehabilitated using a 


mill and replace strategy. In response to this issue and the restricted construction windows for rehabilitation operations, 


a new rehabilitation strategy has been developed for rehabilitating high volume hot mix asphalt (HMA) highways. 


This strategy is the use of Precast Concrete Inlay Panels (PCIPs) which are placed within a partially milled HMA 


pavement structure. A trial section of the PCIP strategy has been designed and proposed to the MTO for 


implementation and this paper outlines the development of the rehabilitation strategy, with specific focus on details 


produced to address to the unique nature of this rehabilitation strategy. These details include panel support conditions, 


built in design details, and construction specifications that address various constructability and performance concerns. 


 


Keywords: Precast Concrete, High Volume, Pavement Rehabilitation, Constructability, Construction Windows 
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1. INTRODUCTION 


The Ministry of Transportation of Ontario (MTO) is responsible for several extremely high volume highways in the 


Province of Ontario, Canada.  The largest of these is the King’s Highway 401 (401), which is also part of the 


TransCanada Highway, which has sections which experience average annual daily traffic (AADT) levels greater than 


400,000 vehicles (Ministry of Transportation Ontario: Highway Standards Branch, 2010) and average annual daily 


truck traffic (AADTT) levels higher than 35,000 trucks/day (Ministry of Transportation Ontario, 2014).  


 


These high traffic levels have the following two impacts: very high loading on the pavement structure and magnified 


negative effects of on-highway construction operations. 


 


In order to minimize the effects of construction on the highway traffic, the MTO specifies time windows for 


construction operations on the highways between the hours of 10 pm or 11 pm and 6 am. This means a 7 or 8-hour 


work window in which to complete construction operations. Outside of these hours, the highway must remain fully 


operational at full capacity. When traffic is not reinstated at the end of the work window, an initial penalty is incurred 


and further penalties are then accrued every minute that the highway remains unopened (Ministry of Transportation 


Ontario, 2012).  


 


The substantial loading associated with the high traffic volumes has resulted in substantial HMA rutting in several 


locations, and particularly in the truck lane (the rightmost lane in a given direction of travel). This rutting has been 


observed to extend through the surface course and into the base courses of HMA. Previously, this pavement distress 


has been addressed by the MTO through partial-depth milling and structural resurfacing. While the service life of this 


rehabilitation technique depends on many factors, including layer thickness, condition of the original pavement, and 


traffic loading, a typical milled and structurally resurfaced pavement will last 12-15 years (Susan Tighe, 


Transportation Association of Canada, 2013).  


 


When this rehabilitation technique was used in the past, the MTO observed pavement service lives of 3-4 years before 


the level of rutting required rehabilitation. This could be due in part to the work window restrictions discussed 


previously. Since the highways must be re-opened to full traffic each morning, the depth of milled HMA that must 


then be replaced is somewhat limited. This could result in insufficient time to fully remove and replace the deep 


structural rutting. 


 


The overall scope of this research is to investigate the feasibility of using precast concrete panels for HMA repair.  


The objective is to assess the design considerations and to develop a strategy for usage on a high volume highway 


whereby night work and limited closure times are permissible due to high traffic volumes.  This paper presents the 


development of the plans for a trial section for this novel repair technique in Ontario, Canada. The key issues being 


considered will be highlighted and the plan for on-going research and monitoring will be outlined.  


2. BACKGROUND 


Due to the previously mentioned durability issue, the MTO began to consider concrete as a pavement alternative on 


these highways since one of the main benefits of concrete pavements in comparison to HMA pavements is higher 


durability under high traffic volumes (Applied Research Associates , 2011). This benefit is specifically seen in the 


surface profile stability which is a result of concrete’s relatively high stiffness. Furthermore, concrete overlays have 


seen wide success as a means to rehabilitate deteriorated HMA pavements (Harrington & Fick, 2014). 


 


Cast-in-place concrete pavements require a period of curing before traffic can be allowed on them. Advances in fast-


track concrete have reduced the length of this curing time to as low as 4 hours through the use of accelerating 


admixtures, but it is still a requirement. With a project on a major highway such as the 401, this consideration can 


have significant impact on the project’s feasibility. The short construction windows combined with the requirement 


to fully open the lanes each morning make typical concrete overlay rehabilitation unfeasible for these highways. 


Furthermore, the MTO has experienced issues with fast-track concrete, including temperamental mixtures, shrinkage 


cracking, and questionable long-term durability (Lane & Kazmierowski, 2011). 
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A study performed by the MTO from 2004-2011 investigated the use of precast concrete panels as a repair for the 


concrete base of highway 427, an urban freeway in Toronto, Ontario (Lane & Kazmierowski, 2011). The study 


investigated the repair strategy as a potential alternative to fast-track repairs which had been problematic, as mentioned 


previously. The findings of the study were that each of the precast systems observed provided similar ride quality to 


the fast-track rehabilitation method previously used by the MTO, and were installed within the required 6-hour 


timeframe. Most issues which were observed were attributed to workmanship issues due to the contractor’s 


inexperience with the repair methodology. Furthermore, the importance of precision saw-cutting of the repair areas 


and precision grading of the base material were identified as two key considerations in the performance of precast 


concrete panel repairs. Figure 1 illustrates an example of an intermittent concrete repair using the Fort Miller Super 


Slab™ method. Using this method, damaged concrete is saw-cut and removed then base material is adjusted to suit 


required elevation restrictions and a base material is placed, levelled, and compacted. Dowel holes are drilled into the 


exposed transverse concrete faces and smooth dowel bars are then epoxied into place. Finally, the precast panel is 


lowered into place such that the dovetail slots formed into the panels envelope the dowel bars. At this point, the panels 


will support traffic loading and lanes can be temporarily re-opened to traffic in this condition. Dowel grout, which is 


a non-shrink, non-expansive grout, is pumped into dowel slots at a time such that the grout can achieve a compressive 


strength of approximately 20 MPa prior to opening the lane to traffic. Following the dowel grout, bedding grout is 


pumped beneath the panel to ensure continuous support beneath the panel. The bedding grout is a thin grout that 


obtains a minimum strength of 5 MPa in one hour. 


 


Subsequent projects involving spot and continuous repairs of concrete pavement were specified by the MTO using 


the Fort Miller Method with their trademarked Super Slab, due to this method’s relative ease of installation and its 


trial performance. 


 


Considering the issues associated with HMA rutting, the restrictive construction windows, and the good performance 


of precast repairs, a group was formed to investigate the feasibility of using precast concrete as an inlay rehabilitation 


technique for use on high-volume HMA highways. 


3. PAVEMENT REPAIR DESIGN 


In general, the repair strategy being proposed involves cold milling deteriorated surface HMA to a partial depth and 


replacing it with precast concrete. As these panels will be placed within the existing pavement structure, they are 


referred to as Precast Concrete Inlay Panels (PCIP). In order to investigate this repair strategy, a trial section on a high 


volume HMA highway is proposed. The plan for the trial is to implement the repair along approximately 100 m of the 


rightmost lane of a high volume highway which is experiencing significant HMA rutting. The cold milling will be 


done to a depth such that the thickness of the precast panel and the support material placed beneath it will result in 


final pavement surface elevation which matches the adjacent existing pavement. 


 


Within this proposed trial section, three variations of the repair strategy will be investigated. Each variation is related 


to a different type of support between the existing HMA and the precast concrete panels and these include: 


 


1. Grade Supported Panels 


2. Grout Supported Panels 


3. HMA Supported Panels 
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Figure 1: Repair section prepared for Super Slab™ insertion (1), Super Slab™ being placed (2). 


 


Grade supported panels will use the support method typically used by The Fort Miller Company (Fort Miller) in the 


support of its Super Slabs. For this method, a cement-treated bedding material (CTBM) will be placed, levelled, and 


compacted on the HMA surface which is exposed after the surface HMA has been cold milled. The final surface of 


the CTBM will be placed with ± 3 mm accuracy. After the panels are put into place, bedding grout will be pumped 


beneath the panel to ensure uniform panel support. 


 


Grout supported panels will use levelling screws to ensure that the final surface elevation of the precast panels meet 


the specified requirements. The screws act as feet which can be adjusted to change the elevation of the panel’s surface. 


After the required elevation is met, edge and dowel grout will be pumped into the voids along the longitudinal and 


dowelled transverse edges, respectively. Following this, rapid setting bedding grout will be pumped into the void 


beneath the panel.  This method will require that grouting occurs on the same night as panel placement. Prior to 


1 


2 
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opening the panels to traffic, edge and dowel grout should reach a strength of 20 MPa while the bedding grout should 


reach a strength of 5 MPa. Achieving these target strengths will require that a curing period be built into the 


construction plan.  


 


HMA supported panels will rely on a micro milled HMA surface for support. The final milled surface of the HMA 


will be controlled to ± 3 mm accuracy, and the precast concrete panels will be placed directly on to this surface. Similar 


to the grade supported panels, the HMA supported panels will have bedding grout pumped beneath them to provide 


full uniform support and can be temporarily opened to traffic prior to grouting which makes construction scheduling 


more manageable. 


3.1 Precast concrete inlay panel design 


The PCIPs which will be used in this trial are produced using Fort Miller’s trademarked Super Slab design. These 


were selected based on the favourable results of MTO’s previous experience with precast panels. One of the key 


defining features of the Super Slab is how the dowels are placed. For continuous panel placement such as that which 


will be used on this project, the dowels on one transverse edge are cast into the panel during fabrication. On the other 


transverse edge, inverted dovetail slots which fit over top of the dowels of the adjacent panel are blocked out. This 


allows panels to be lowered directly on to the protruding dowels of the adjacent panel. This feature has several practical 


benefits. It leaves the pavement surface free of exposed slots for dowel bars which must be filled prior to allowing 


traffic on the panels. This allows the Super Slab to be temporarily opened to traffic prior to the placement of dowel 


grout. This design also doesn’t allow for grout to be exposed to traffic wearing which can cause some cracking and 


spalling under certain conditions (Lane & Kazmierowski, 2011). 


 


Figure 2 shows two drawings of the typical panels proposed for the trial. Both drawings were produced by the Fort 


Miller Company for the use of this project (The Fort Miller Co., Inc., 2015). Figure 2.1 is a plan view of a typical 


panel which shows the inverted dovetail slots and the cast-in dowels, both spaced at 300 mm O/C. The typical panel 


dimensions of 3.66 m x 4.57 m are also shown. The cast-in lifting inserts which are shown on the figure will be used 


to place the panels into position by providing a reinforced area for the on-site crane to hook on to. For the grout 


supported panels, the lifting inserts will also contain levelling screws to achieve the desired panel elevation. 


 


Figure 2.2 shows a cross-section of a typical longitudinal panel edge. The gap between the precast panel and the 


existing HMA at either the shoulder or lane 2 will be cut to be approximately 75 mm wide and will be filled with edge 


grout. Edge grout will be dowel grout which is extended 60% by mass through the addition of 9.5 mm clean pea 


gravel. Similar to dowel grout, the edge grout will be required to achieve a compressive strength of 20 MPa prior to 


opening the lane to traffic. Threaded tie bars attached to the precast panel will support a longitudinal 15M reinforcing 


bar which will run along the edge gap. If grouting is not to occur on the same night as panel placement, the 75 mm 


gap between the precast panel and the existing HMA will be temporarily filled with a hollow steel section which will 


be bolted to the longitudinal edge of the precast panels. This steel will have a top elevation the same as the precast 


panel and will provide a temporary riding surface for traffic during the day. The following night of construction, the 


hollow steel section will be removed such that edge grouting can take place. 


The specified minimum 28 Day compressive strength of the  concrete to be used in the precast concrete panels i s  


30 MPa in accordance with typical Ontario Provincial Standards and Specifications (OPSS). The air void parameters 


of the hardened concrete are specified to be a minimum air content of 3% and a maximum spacing factor of 0.230 


mm. 
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Figure 2: Plan view of typical precast inlay panel (1), Section view of typical longitudinal edge detail (2). (The Fort 


Miller Co., Inc., 2015) 


1 


2 
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The surface of each panel will be finished with a burlap drag and then longitudinally tined, relative to the direction of 


traffic flow. Following the completion of the trial section, surface grinding will be undertaken to provide a consistent 


surface across all panels and the transitions to and from the HMA surface. During this surface grinding, the MTO has 


indicated an interest in applying a next generation concrete surface to minimize the noise associated with traffic 


travelling over the section. 


3.2 Implementation Plan 


The general implementation plan for a given section is outlined below. This plan will be subjected to contractor review 


prior to the beginning of construction and may be changed in order to achieve better efficiency or constructability 


where opportunities are identified. Individual steps may change based on the individual support condition, but 


generally the following steps will be taken: 


 


1. Surveying- Detailed surveying will take place prior to construction in order to accurately delineate the extents 


of the project in both the longitudinal and transverse directions. The surface elevations at each edge of the lane 


being repaired will be surveyed to ensure that the correct pavement cross-slope is maintained. 


2. Saw Cutting- The prior to the night of construction, the extents of HMA removal will be saw cut. The purpose 


of the saw cut will be to accurately define the extents of HMA milling for a given night and also to facilitate 


removal of HMA at the ends of a given section which cannot be removed by the milling head of the milling 


machine. The depth of the saw cut will be to the specified depth of milling. This depth will change based on the 


support condition specified for a given section. 


3. HMA Removal- At the beginning of each night of construction, the extent of the HMA to be repaired that night 


will be removed using cold milling equipment. The distance between the final milled surface of the HMA and a 


3 m long straightedge placed anywhere upon the milled surface will not exceed 6mm under the grade supported 


and grout supported panels and will not exceed 3 mm under the HMA supported panels. The HMA at each end 


of the nightly extents which cannot be removed by the cold milling machine will be removed using a small 


chipping hammer such that the adjacent HMA is not damaged. 


4. Surface Preparation- Following the partial removal of the HMA, the surface of the remaining HMA will be 


prepared for panel placement. This will include micro milling (if applicable), removing water and detritus left 


from the cold milling operation, and placing, levelling and compacting the cement treated base material (if 


applicable). During this step, instrumentation which is to be placed at the interface between the precast panels 


and the HMA sublayer will be installed. 


5. Panel Placement- The panels will next be lowered into place using a crane and guide bars inserted into bedding 


grout port holes. If an elevation differential between consecutive panels exceeds 3 mm, the panel will be 


removed and the base will be modified to correct the issue. A 1 m long temporary panel will be placed at the 


final extent of the panels placed each night. This temporary panel will allow for traffic to be reinstated the 


following morning while protecting the dowels which will be protruding from the transverse edge of the final 


permanent panel of the night. Prior to the beginning of the following night’s activities, the temporary panel can 


be removed. 


6. Grouting- The grouting of the panels can be begun the same night for all support conditions or the following 


night for grade supported and HMA supported panels. For a given panel, the dowel grout should be placed first, 


followed by the edge grout, and then finally the bedding grout. This order of placement ensures that the dowels, 


which are the highest priority grout application, and the edges are completely surrounded by the appropriate 


grout and not by bedding grout, which will have a much lower 28 day strength. Nightly grouting should cease 


with enough time for the last installed grout to achieve its minimum specified strength. 


4. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 


The research evaluates performance with respect to three main considerations: constructability, repair performance, 


and cost. Three different variations of this repair strategy will be assessed for feasibility. These variations involve 


different panel support techniques that include: grade support, grout support, and HMA support.  


 


The repair strategy is novel and the contractor’s ability to implement the plan will be monitored throughout the 


construction procedure. The individual components of this rehabilitation strategy will not be new to an experienced 


contractor, but the combination of these components under a time restriction has the potential to pose difficulties. The 
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research plan was developed based on contributions from members of industry with significant construction 


experience, however issues are likely to be identified prior to and during construction. These issues will be identified 


and solutions will be recommended for future projects using this repair strategy. 


 


Once the repair is implemented, it will be monitored continuously for performance. Monitoring will include visual 


surveys, falling weight deflectometer testing, and the data collection discussed in the instrumentation section of this 


paper.  


 


The cost of the repair strategy will be initially estimated prior to and confirmed following the construction of the trial 


section. The overall cost of each technique being considered will depend greatly on the constructability and 


performance discussed above. Furthermore, a precise cost estimate will be difficult to obtain due to the nature of trial 


sections. No economies of scale will be realized for the small test section and therefore the cost of the repair strategy 


will appear largely inflated. The potential for cost savings in this project lie in the implementation of large repairs over 


significant lengths of urban highway as well as the life cycle cost savings potentially realized by the increased 


durability of the repair strategy. Increasing the life cycle of the repair strategy and thereby the time between repair 


activities on the highway could also reduce the user costs associated with construction activities on high-volume 


highways. 


 


The constructability, performance, and cost of each support technique will help to determine the best option for future 


projects involving this repair strategy. 


5. INSTRUMENTATION AND FUTURE WORK 


One of the most significant design considerations for precast concrete panels is the support conditions. Therefore, 


monitoring initial and long-term performance of the interface between the panels and the supporting HMA could 


provide invaluable insight into the feasibility of this repair strategy.  


 


The instrumentation plan considers load transfer between materials, temperature gradients which can contribute to 


differential thermal strains, and moisture conditions at the interface layer. To examine the interface of the design, earth 


pressure cells (to give an indication of the stress imparted by the panel onto the concrete) and moisture probes (to 


measure the presence of moisture beneath the panel over time) will be installed. The pressure cells have built-in 


thermistors which will provide a reading of the interface temperature. Several of these sensors will be installed under 


panels with each support condition to assess any differences between designs. These sensors will be connected to a 


data logging system which will be housed in an enclosure located at the fence line of the property adjacent to the test 


section of highway. 


 


A long term monitoring program for collecting and assessing the performance of the precast inlay will be instituted 


after the completion of construction.  A major part of this task will be to review the data that comes out of the 


instrumentation and to work with MTO to evaluate any performance data. In conjunction with data collection and 


analysis from the installed instrumentation, on-site condition surveys and falling weight deflectometer (FWD) testing 


will also be performed to correlate measured data with observed performance. FWD testing will take place 


immediately after construction and will be conducted at the approach and leave joints of each precast panel and across 


the transverse end joints to determine the load transfer efficiency. This testing will provide an indication of the as-


built performance of the joints. This FWD testing will be repeated throughout the course of the pavement’s design life 


to provide insight into the durability of the load transfer design as well as to determine if maintenance on the panels 


is required. 


 


It is anticipated that this monitoring program will continue throughout the whole life of the trial section while the 


readings from the installed sensors will be collected as long as the sensors remain in working condition. 


 


Traffic noise level testing is also planned for when the section is completed. The specific plans for this testing will 


depend on the surface grinding regimen specified by the MTO, but measurement of the effects of implementing a next 


generation concrete surface on precast concrete panels could provide insight into the noise effects that this repair 


strategy could have if it is implemented in an urban environment.  
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ABSTRACT  


A new generation of buildings have been designed in recent years with an innovative structural system developed in 


New Zealand over the last decade. Conventional post-tensioning is combined with timber structures made of 


engineered wood products to produce highly efficient systems suitable for supporting long floor spans. The moment 


connections are particularly useful in structures designed for seismic regions. The post-tensioning ensures self-


centering in addition to ductility provided by additional energy dissipating elements within the connections. 


Extensive experimental and numerical studies have confirmed the expected performance of the systems and design 


procedures have been developed for practical applications. A summary of the evolution of the concept and 


developments are presented here. The concept has already been applied in design of a number of structures within 


and outside New Zealand. The applications are reviewed with discussion on the details implemented. The system 


has excellent prospect of emerging as a practical alternative for multi-storied timber buildings. Arrangements have 


been made recently to utilize the technology in North America and initiatives are currently underway for 


implementation in Canada. 


 


Keywords: Prestressed Timber, Multi-storied Building, Seismic Design 


1. INTRODUCTION  


Around the middle of the last decade research initiated in New Zealand on application of post-tensioning in 


structural members made of engineered wood products. The moment capacities of connections are increased due to 


post-tensioning, the arrangement is self-centering at removal of load. In the “Hybrid” structures additional 


replaceable ductile elements are used for seismic loading which absorbs energy during seismic events but protects 


the structural members from serious damage (Figure 1). Engineered wood products have been found to be 


particularly suitable for this type of applications because of their superior strength characteristics compared to rough 


sawn timber and the concept has been applied to different engineered wood products such as Laminated Veneer 


Lumber (LVL), Glue Laminated Timber (Glulam) and Cross Laminated Timber (CLT). One of the common energy 


dissipating connection consisted of axially loaded deformed bars, encased in steel tubes to prevent buckling. A high 


level of deformation can be achieved by the ‘fuse’ with possibility of replacement after yielding. 
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Figure 1: Application of Hybrid concept to LVL frame system and idealized flag-shape hysteresis loop 
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2. RESEARCH  


As part of a comprehensive research investigation for the development of innovative seismic resisting systems for 


timber construction, a number of different hybrid solutions for frame and wall systems have been successfully tested 


for implementation in multi-storey LVL buildings at the University of Canterbury, Christchurch, New Zealand 


(Palermo et al. 2005, Necombe et al 2008). Initially beam to column, column-to-foundation or wall to foundation 


connections were tested with and without energy dissipation devices (Figure 2). The flag-shaped hysteresis plots of  


beam-column joint and wall specimens are shown in Figure 3. The research was extended (Iqbal et al 2007, 2010a, 


b) to shear walls coupled with energy dissipating elements and interior beam column joints which was followed up 


by tests on a two-storied building model (Figure 4).  


 


The tests confirmed the behavior of the assemblies as well as feasibility of adopting the system in multi-storied 


building structures (Newcombe et al. 2010, Smith et al. 2008, 2011). The two-storied model suffered little damage 


and was re-used as a practical structure providing office space after some modifications. Design procedures were 


developed based on the research findings and design guidelines were published for practitioners (Expan 2013). 


 


 


 


Figure 2: Exterior beam-column joint, wall-foundation, column-foundation test specimens (Palermo et al., 2005) 


 


Figure 3: Hysteresis plots of beam-column joint (left) and coupled shear walls (right) test specimens 
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Figure 4: Coupled walls and two-storied building model 


3. APPLICATIONS  


The first building built with system (Devereux et al. 2011) is the Arts and Media Centre of Nelson-Marlborough 


Institute of Technology in New Zealand (Figure 5) with post-tensioned LVL shear wall panels and UFPs (Figure 6). 


 


 
Figure 5: NMIT Arts and Media Centre during construction and after completion 


 


 
Figure 6: NMIT structure and U-shaped flexural plates between walls 
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Figure 7: Carterton Events Centre during construction and after opening 


The Carterton Events Centre (Figure 7) was a single-story building located in a high seismic region. The structure 


included LVL shear walls and timber trusses (Curtain et al. 2012, Dekker et al. 2012). 


 


The post-tensioned structural system with wood (Figure 8) has been used in some variations. One of them is in a 


podium structure for College of Creative Arts (CoCA) of Massey University in Wellington, New Zealand 


(Cattanach et al 2012). The bottom two stories of the building are of concrete and the top three are made of wood. 


Innovative connection details were used in the column to overcome the weakness of LVL in perpendicular-to-the-


grain direction; wood-concrete composite system (Yeoh 2011) was used for floors (Figure 9). In the Merritt 


Building in Christchurch (Figure 10) a series of portal frames were used (Stuff 2014) with energy dissipating 


elements between beams and columns (Figure 11). 


 


 
Figure 8: College of Creative Arts during construction and completed 


 


  
Figure 9: CoCA Building floor and post-tensioning anchorage 
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Figure 10: Merritt Building frames and completed building 


 


 
Figure 11: Merritt Building beam-column connections 


 


The Trimble Navigation building in Christchurch, New Zealand (Figure 12) is a prime example of application of the 


idea in different types of connections (Brown et al. 2014). The typical frames have post-tensioning with energy 


dissipating elements at the beam-column joints. The walls and columns have energy dissipaters connected to the 


foundation. The post-tensioned walls also have U-shaped Flexural Plates between them for additional energy 


dissipation. The beam-column joints have energy dissipating elements at the connections (Figure 13). 


 


 


Figure 12: Trimble Building structure and completed building 
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Figure 13: Walls and Beam-Columns with energy dissipating connections in Trimble Building 


 


 
Figure 14: CLT shear wall test specimen and load-deflection plot 


 


It should be mentioned that the post-tensioned concept is applicable not only to structures made of glulam or LVL 


but also to those with other types of engineered wood products. Utilizing information from latest research on CLT 


Hybrid structures the new Kaikoura District Council building in New Zealand (Figure 15) has been designed to be 


the first in the world with post-tensioned CLT structure (DesignBASE 2014, Xlam 2016). CLT shear walls have 


been used alongside LVL beams and columns and wooded floors. A number of other structures are currently at 


different stages of design or construction within New Zealand. 


 


Variations of composite systems have also been in other structures. The St Elmo court building in Christchurch 


(Stuff 2012) uses concrete columns with wooden floor and beam systems (Figure 16) whereas in Tait 


Communications building, also in Christchurch (Figure 17), wooden frames have been used in parallel to steel 


braced frames and wooden frames at the interior (Aurocon Group 2015). 


 


 
Figure 15: CLT Shear walls within wooden structure of Kaikoura District Council Building 
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Figure 16: St Elmo Court structure and completed building 


 


Figure 17: Tait Communications complex structure during construction 


4. APPLICATIONS OUTSIDE NEW ZEALAND 


Since the first application in the NMIT building the concept has been applied in a number of others have been 


structures in Europe and North America. Following up on the work done on gravity frames (Figure 18) in New 


Zealand (van Beerschoten 2012), researchers at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology (ETH) at Zurich decided 


to design and construct the House of Natural Resources (Figure 19) within their campus as a research facility for 


sustainable construction (ETH 2015, Frangi 2014). 


 


Two more structures are currently at planning and design phase in North America. The proposed Cathedral Hill 2 in 


Ottawa (Figure 19) is a 14-storied commercial-cum-residential building to be built entirely with Glulam and CLT. 


The shear walls made of CLT will be post-tensioned and will also include energy dissipating connections (Douglas 


Consultants 2015). In addition to meeting the serviceability criteria such as acoustics and vibration, because of its 


height the building has to be designed for adequate fire safety and deformations over short and long periods. 


Prefabrication and fast erection features have to be considered as they are more important in this case from 


commercial point of view. 


 


One of the winners of the US Tall Wood Building Competition is the Framework Project (Figure 19), a 12-storied 


building planned in Portland, Oregon (USDA 2015). The building will use CLT as the primary material, with ductile 


connection details. 


 


FPInnovations has recently signed an agreement with the New Zealand researchers to utilize the technology in North 


America (FPInnovations 2015, Stuff 2015). That is expected to facilitate adoption of the technology in many other 


structures in North America and initiatives to achieve that are already underway. 
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Figure 18: Gravity frame test structures and details including draped tendon layouts 


 


 
Figure 19: ETH House of Natural Resources building frame and completed building 


 


 
Figure 20: Cathedral Hill2 (left) and Framework Portland (right) 
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THE IMPORTANCE OF INTEGRATED CORRIDOR MANAGEMENT AT 


BORDERS AND THEIR SURROUNDING COMMUNITIES 


Ben Plested 


Ministry of Transportation of Ontario, Canada 


ABSTRACT  


The Transportation field is moving forward with an Integrated Corridor Management (ICM) approach whose aim is 


to manage the highway corridors as a multimodal system, and allows professionals to introduce operational 


decisions for the benefit of the corridor as a whole. Through this approach, travelers will be able to make educated 


decisions in choosing their method and route of travel, allowing highway corridors to realize significant 


improvements in the efficient movement of people and goods.  


 


Border crossing locations are receiving attention from various stakeholders and partnerships, and substantial funding 


is being provided with the aim of implementing an Integrated Corridor Management approach at borders. The 


efficient flow of border access points are of particular importance to the economies of adjacent countries as it is the 


entry point of commuters, travelers, and commercial trade between countries. 


 


Current technology being utilized involves the use of Bluetooth readers and vehicle detectors, which help determine 


service flow rates, cars in queue, and wait time information. With this technology however, there are often long 


waits, heavy congestion, unpredictable crossing times, and an imbalance between different crossing locations, 


negatively affecting the environment, quality of life, and economic competiveness.  


 


These problems often arise due to a lack of information for commuters, capacity constraints, and limited crossing 


options, all which can be mitigated through an Integrated Corridor Management approach. 


 


An Integrated Corridor Management approach will eventually be implemented at borders, which will include 


policies and procedures to address recurring and nonrecurring congestion, utilizing advanced modeling, and a data-


driven decision support tool to provide relevant information to travelers. When properly implemented, these 


methods combined with continuous performance monitoring will allow the flow of commuters, travelers, and 


commercial trade through borders to be seamless and efficient. 


1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 


Integrated Corridor Management is an emerging system that deals with the management of congestion on highway 


networks and arterial roads by using advanced technologies and innovative practices. It is a promising tool in the 


congestion management toolbox, and requires proactive, joint, multimodal management of existing transportation 


infrastructure along a corridor by system operators and managers. The idea of Integrated Corridor Management is to 


manage the transportation corridor as a system, rather than the more traditional approach of managing individual 


assets, seeking to leverage under-utilized corridor capacity such as parallel routes, transit services, and single 


occupant vehicles to help manage congestion. Better “visibility” across the corridor’s transportation network gives 


transportation managers and operators more choices for managing travel demand and can help to provide more 


actionable traveler information. Integrated Corridor Management has the potential to be extremely effective at 


border crossings, as they represent bottlenecks for the efficient flow of goods and commuters across highway 


networks. Through the use of existing and emerging ITS technologies, Integrated Corridor Management will allow 


travellers, enforcement agencies, and emergency services to both receive and provide real time traffic flow and 


incident information, so that commuters can choose optimal routes and departure times, and agencies can efficiently 


allocate resources, ultimately contributing towards the success of the economies surrounding the border.  
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In terms of specific topics that will be discussed and presented, first the importance of efficient border crossings will 


be highlighted by discussing some of the Ontario-US border statistics surrounding trade, and tourist utilization, as 


well as the negative impact that inefficient border crossings have on the economy. A brief overview of current ITS 


tools, strategies and systems currently utilized at Ontario borders will also be covered, with a look at what is 


currently missing. 


 


A summary and description of Integrated Corridor Management will be given, and some of the ICM strategies that 


can be utilized at border crossings and their associated benefits will be discussed. In order to implement these ICM 


strategies, many partnerships and collaborations must be established with various stakeholders. These types of 


partnerships and collaborations will be defined, and the difficulties and roadblocks associated with establishing them 


will be covered. 


 


What will then be highlighted are the benefits associated with successfully implementing an Integrated Corridor 


Management approach at borders, and we will conclude by discussing what types of projects the Ministry of 


Transportation is currently undertaking in the area of Integrated Corridor Management at borders, and what their 


plan is for the future. 
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SEISMIC RETROFIT OF EXISTING LOW-RISE STEEL BUILDINGS IN 


EASTERN CANADA USING ROCKING BRACED FRAME SYSTEM  


Robert Tremblay 


Polytechnique Montreal, Canada 


 


Paul Mottier 


Polytechnique Montreal, Canada 


 


Colin Rogers 


McGill University, Canada 


ABSTRACT  


A promising retrofit strategy consists of allowing deficient braced frames to rock at their bases to reduce the force 


demands on the structure and the foundation. For low-rise buildings, modifications to the structure may be limited to 


the braced frames, which then represent a very effective solution when compared to other approaches where 


alterations are needed along the entire lateral load path. In the article, the rocking braced frame solution is 


investigated for the seismic retrofit of 3-storey typical office buildings designed in accordance with codes prevailing 


in the early 1980s. The frames are located in Montreal, QC, and firm ground and soft soil conditions are examined 


for both locations. Rocking braced frames with friction energy dissipation mechanism are investigated. The response 


of the retrofitted structures is examined through nonlinear time history analyses using site representative ground 


motions and the results are compared to predictions from simplified models assuming first mode response. 


 


Keywords: Brace steel frames, Earthquakes, Rocking, Uplift 


1. INTRODUCTION 


In Canada, special design and detailing requirements for ductile seismic response were introduced for the first time 


in 1989 in the CSA S16 steel design standard (Redwood and Channagiri 1990). Structures designed prior to this 


change to the steel design standard may not possess sufficient ductility to accommodate the inelastic deformations 


resulting from the reduced seismic design loads prescribed in the National Building Code of Canada (NBCC). 


Furthermore, seismic design provisions in the NBCC have evolved considerably in the last decades (Mitchell et al. 


2010). In particular, design seismic loads specified for steel braced frames in the 1970-1985 code editions were 


significantly lower than those prescribed today (Figure 1a).  


 


One approach to reduce the seismic forces transmitted to structures is to use controlled rocking response 


(Huckelbridge 1977, Priestley et al. 1978). For steel braced frames, this can be achieved by allowing braced frame 


columns to uplift at their bases (Figure 1b). Resistance to overturning can be provided by gravity loads supported by 


the frame acting in combination with added elastic post-tensioning (PT) and energy dissipating (ED) systems. The 


properties of the PT and ED systems can be adjusted to control lateral displacements while limiting force demands 


on members and foundations. Rocking systems are also expected to sustain minimal structural damage and exhibit 


self-centering response, which represent significance advantages in terms of cost and downtime periods after an 


earthquake. The response of the system has been verified experimentally for steel braced frame structures (e.g., 


Tremblay et al. 2008, Pollino and Bruneau 2010, Wiebe 2013). The system however presents limitations and 


drawbacks. In particular, base rocking is less effective for tall multi-storey buildings as large shear forces can still 


develop over the structure height (Tremblay et al. 2008). The beneficial effects of base rocking on overturning 


moments also reduce in the upper floors (Wiebe et al. 2013). Rocking is therefore expected to be more efficient for 


low-rise building applications. In eastern Canada, ground motions are expected to impose limited displacement 
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demands on structures (Tremblay and Atkinson 2001) and rocking system that do not include PT and ED systems 


may represent a viable solution for this part of the country. This article evaluates the potential of using gravity-based 


rocking braced frames for the seismic retrofit of seismically deficient low-rise steel buildings designed prior to 


1990s in eastern Canada. The study is performed for a three-storey prototype building with steel braced frames 


located in Montreal, QC. Attention is paid to the computer analysis model used for the analysis.  


 


a)


         


b)
P P
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Grav
Grav


ED
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Figure 1: a) Evolution of seismic design forces in the NBCC; b) Rocking braced frame. 


2. PROTOTYPE BUILDINGS 


The structures studied are three-storey office buildings located in Montreal, QC. Site classes C (soft rock or firm 


ground) and E (soft soils) were considered to examine possible effects of the ground motion signature on rocking 


response. The plan dimensions of the two buildings were adjusted to obtain the same braced frame design for both 


site categories. The structures plan views, braced frame elevation and design gravity loads are given in Figure 2. The 


seismic force resisting system (SFRS) includes chevron braced frames in each of the four perimeter walls. Seismic 


resistance in the E-W direction is investigated herein. Light steel framing consisting of 38 mm deep steel deck 


panels placed on regularly spaced open web steel joists supported on steel girders are used at roof and floor levels. 


The floor slabs are 102 mm thick (38+63 mm) composite slabs. As shown in the figure, a closer joist spacing is used 


at the roof level. The braces are cold-formed square HSS members made from CSA G40.21-350W steel and 


columns and beams are W shapes with CSA G40.21-300W steel, as was the practice in the early 1980’s.  


 


 


 
 


Figure 2: Prototype buildings studied.   
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2.1 Design of the prototype buildings  


The structures were designed using the 1980 NBCC (NRCC 1980) and CSA S16.1-M78 steel design standard (CSA 


1978). In the NBCC 1980, the minimum earthquake lateral design load, V, was given by: 


 


[1] 1980V = ASK I FW  


 


, where A was the design acceleration ratio, S was the seismic response factor, K was a coefficient that depended on 


the type of construction, F was the foundation factor, I was the importance factor, and W was the seismic weight. 


The design acceleration ratio A corresponded to peak ground accelerations established for a return period of 100 


years and took a value between 0 and 0.08 depending on the seismic zone. For Montreal, A = 0.04 was specified. 


The factor S was equal to 1.0 but could be limited to 0.5/T0.5, where T was the fundamental period of the structure. 


For steel braced frames, T was given by: T = 0.09hn/D0.5, where hn is the building height (12.5 m) and D the building 


dimension parallel to the loading direction. Lateral resistance along the E-W direction is considered herein and D = 


45.5 m in that direction, which gives a period T = 0.17 s and, thereby, S = 1.0.  It is noted that S in the 1980 NBCC 


could also be determined using the period computed from methods of mechanics, without any prescribed upper 


limit. However, this relaxation was intended for tall buildings and was generally not used for low-rise buildings. The 


K factor varied from 0.7 for the most ductile seismic force resisting systems (e.g., ductile moment-resisting space 


frames) to 2.0 for the least ductile ones (unreinforced masonry). The vertical bracing is composed of tension-


compression chevron bracing for which a value of 1.0 was specified for K. For buildings of normal importance, I 


was equal to 1.0 and the factor F was equal to 1.0 for rock and firm ground sites and 1.5 for soft soil conditions. The 


seismic weight included the dead load plus 25% of the design roof snow load. In NBCC 1980, the roof snow load 


for Montreal was 2.16 kPa. Using these values in Equation 1, the original design seismic load V1980 for both 


structures studied is equal to 761 kN. Two load combinations with earthquake loads were considered in the 1980 


code: 1.25D + 1.5E and 1.25D + 0.7(1.5L + 1.5E), where L included the snow load. Hence, for the design of SFRS 


components, 1.5 E was used, given a factored seismic load Vf,1980 = 1.5×761 = 1142 kN. For simplicity in this study, 


accidental torsional effects were ignored. The equivalent static equivalent force procedure was used for distributing 


the seismic loads over the building height and storey shear per braced frames are given in Table 1. The design was 


performed to achieve minimum steel tonnage. The brace factored compression loads Cdf,1980 and selected bracing 


members are given in the table. This design applies to both site conditions as the building dimensions were adjusted 


to obtain the same member forces. The columns are W200x46 over the entire building height. For the building on 


site class C, the periods in modes 1 to 3 are 0.81, 0.37 and 0.26 s, respectively. For site class E, the corresponding 


values are 0.71, 0.29 and 0.20 s. 


Table 1: Seismic design and evaluation of the bracing members (forces / braced frame) 


Level Vf,1980 


(kN) 


Cdf,1980 


(kN) 


Bracing members Cdr,1980 


(kN) 


Vf,0.6x2015 


(kN) 


Cdf,0.6x2015 


(kN) 


Cdr,2015 


(kN) 


Cdn,2015 


(kN) 


3 


2 


1 


167 


431 


571 


136 


360 


507 


HSS102x102x4.8 


HSS152x152x4.8 


HSS152x152x6.4 


158 


444 


516 


239 


430 


569 


193 


358 


504 


185 


502 


598 


205 


568 


662 


 


2.2 Seismic evaluation of the prototype buildings  


According to NBCC, existing building structures are evaluated using 60% of the design seismic loads prescribed in 


the current building code. In the NBCC 2015, the minimum earthquake load V is given by: 


 


[2] a v E
2015


d o


S(T ) M I W
V =


R R
 


 


where S is the design spectrum, Ta is the structure fundamental period used in design, MV is a factor that accounts 


for higher mode effects on base shear, W is the seismic weight and Rd and Ro are ductility- and overstrength-related 


force modification factors. The design spectrum is obtained from uniform hazard spectral ordinates Sa that are 


specified at periods of 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 5.0 and 10 s and modified by site factors F(T) to account for local site 
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conditions. The resulting design spectra at both sites are given in Figure 3. The F factors at periods of 0.2, 0.5, and 


1.0 s are respectively equal to 1.048, 1.477, and 1.737, which is different from the unique value of 1.5 in NBCC 


1980. The period Ta can be taken as the building fundamental period determined from analysis, without exceeding 


Ta = 0.05 hn. For the buildings studied, this upper limit controls and Ta = 0.625 s is used. The factor Mv = 1.0 for 


braced frames with periods less than 1.0 s. The importance factor IE is also equal to 1.0. The seismic weight in the 


2015 NBCC is same as in 1980 except that seismic weights at floor levels are determined using 0.5 kPa for the 


partition loads. In addition, the roof snow load for Montreal has increased to 2.48 kPa in 2015. The modified seismic 


weights are considered in the seismic evaluation as well as in the analyses of the rocking braced frame systems 


described later. The 1980 braced frame design was performed without any special design and detailing requirements 


for seismic ductility and the structures SFRS are considered as being of the Conventional Construction (Type CC) 


category with Rd = 1.5 and Ro = 1.3. In the 2015 NBCC, V from Equation 2 need not exceed the larger of 2/3 the 


value determined with Ta = 0.2 s and the value determined with Ta = 0.5 s. 


 


Although the equivalent static force procedure is permitted for both buildings, dynamic (response spectrum) analysis 


was performed to better assess seismic demands. For regular structures such as the ones studied herein, the design 


base shear Vd from dynamic analysis is taken as the larger of 0.8V and VeIE/RdRo, where Ve is the base shear from 


analysis performed with the design spectra S. The analysis results are then multiplied by Vd/Ve. For the building on 


site class C, the periods in the first three lateral modes with the revised seismic weights are 0.87, 0.36 and 0.24 s. 


The upper limit on Ta (= 0.625 s) is used to determined S, which gives S = 0.270 and V = 2370 kN. For this 


structure, Ve from response spectrum analysis is equal to 2962 kN and Vd = 1896 kN (= 0.8V). For the structure on 


site class E, the computed periods T1 to T3 are 0.71, 0.29 and 0.20 s and the period Ta = 0.625 s is also used, which 


gives S = 0.408 and V = 2378 kN. The base shear Ve = 3712 kN, which leads to Vd = 1902 kN (= 0.8V ≈ VeIE/RdRo). 


 


Values of 60% Vd for site classes C and E are 1138 and 1141 kN, which are coincidentally very close to the factored 


base shear used in 1980 (1142 kN), which suggests that seismic rehabilitation would not be triggered. In Table 1, 


detailed calculations are performed for the bracing members of the building on site class C. Storey shears and brace 


factored loads due to 60% NBCC 2015 seismic loads (Vf,0.6x2015 and Cdf,0.6x2015) are given together with the braces 


factored compressive resistances determined with CSA S16-14 (Cdr,14). For Cdr,14, an effective length factor K = 0.9 


was adopted to reflect the actual buckling length of the braces. As shown, Cdf,0.6x2015 slightly exceeds Cdr,14 at the 


third level but is less than Cdr,14 at the other two floors. The columns at level 1 were also verified. From analysis, the 


factored axial compression load from gravity and 60% Vd is equal to 635 kN for the structure on site class C (640 


kN for site class E) , which less than the factored compressive resistance of the column (877 kN). In spite of this 


positive assessment, seismic retrofit could be appropriate for these structures considering that CSA S16-14 now 


requires connections in Type CC SFRSs to either exhibit a ductile governing failure mode or be designed for forces 


amplified by Rd = 1.5. Non-ductile failure in tension on net section typically governs HSS brace connections and 


connections designed for loads close to Cfx,1980 in Table 1 would not satisfy the S16 required design load 


requirements. Furthermore, brace buckling will be expected under the NBCC 2015 seismic loads, and the resulting 


vertical unbalanced brace loads at beam mid-span could have detrimental impact on the frame response. A retrofit 


scheme aiming at limiting brace axial loads to the brace compressive strengths would therefore be desirable. 


2.3 Rocking braced frame as a seismic retrofit strategy  


The rocking braced frame retrofit strategy considered herein consists in simply removing the nuts of the anchor rods 


of the braced frame columns to allow uplift to occur. As shown in Figure 3a, horizontal reaction blocks would be 


anchored to the existing foundation on both sides of the braced frame to resist base shear forces acting in either 


direction. A horizontal strut connecting the two column bases would be added to transfer the horizontal component 


of the brace forces at the base of the uplifting columns to the opposite columns bearing against the reaction block. 


No vertical pretension would be used; however, a friction mechanism with slotted bolted connections would be 


mounted on each reaction block and connected to the adjacent column to dissipate seismic input energy and control 


the structure rocking response. Lateral and vertical forces acting on the braced frame upon rocking are illustrated in 


Figure 3b. Forces Fx are the horizontal inertia forces developing at every level x. The force Fs is the slip resistance of 


the energy dissipation (ED) system. Forces Pgc,x represent the gravity loads supported by the braced frame columns 


(including loads applied to the braced frame beams). In the figure, a P- column is added to include the effects on 


lateral response of the gravity loads Pgb,x supported by the building columns laterally braced by the braced frame 


studied. Equilibrium of the vertical forces and moments give: 
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Figure 3: a) Rocking braced frame retrofit scheme; b) Forces upon rocking. 


 


[3] vc,max gc,x sR 2 P F   


 


[4]    gc,x s x x gc,x gb,x xP + F L F h 2 P P       


 


Equation 3 gives the maximum vertical reaction at the base of the column in contact with the foundation. When 


uplifting, column bases are subjected to a tension force equal to Fs. Assuming first mode response, lateral 


displacements x and accelerations are considered to vary linearly with the height of the levels above ground, hx. 


Using this assumption, Equation 4 can be written as follows: 


 


[5] 
 


 
    x x n


gc,x s gc,x gb,x x2
nx x


W h
V P + F L 2 P P h


hW h


  
    


 
 


 


where V is the total lateral load that can be resisted by the rocking frame. The first term in this expression represents 


the resistance to uplift whereas the second term represents P-delta negative effects on lateral resistance. The total 


lateral load to trigger uplift can be estimated by setting n = 0: 
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Variations of Rvc and lateral load V with lateral displacement are illustrated in Figure 3c. In design, a larger slip load 


Fs results in higher energy dissipation capacity, which generally contributes to reducing frame lateral displacements. 


However, larger Fs values result in higher force demand on the members and Fs must be kept lower than the dead 


load carried by the braced frame columns to ensure self-centering response. For the braced frames studied, the 


reaction at the column basses due to dead, live, and snow loads are Pgc,D = 199 kN, Pgc,L = 101 kN, and Pgc,S = 52 


kN. After a few trials, slip loads equal to 50 kN and 220 kN were selected for the buildings located on site classes C 


and E, respectively. The larger value required for site class E is due to the relatively larger displacement demand 


from ground motions in soft soils. Under the load combination D+0.5L+0.25S, the total column gravity load is 263 


kN. From Equation 3, the total vertical reactions expected at the column bases are respectively 576 and 746 kN for 


the two sites. From Equation 6, the loads Vr at onset of rocking are equal to 228 and 352 kN per braced frame for the 


structures on site classes C and E, respectively. Upon rocking, lateral loads are expected to reduce with 


displacements due to P- effects (Equation 5) and it is anticipated that lateral loads on the braced frames will not 


exceed Vr during ground motions. Values of 2Vr for the entire buildings (456 and 704 kN) represent fractions (40% 


and 61%) of the factored base shear design Vf,1980 = 1142 kN used in the original design. This suggests that the 


proposed rocking braced frame retrofit strategy could effectively protect members and connections of the existing 


braced frames from being overstressed during strong seismic ground motions. 
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3. SEISMIC RESPONSE OF THE PROPOSED ROCKING FRAMES 


3.1 Numerical model and ground motions  


Response history analysis was performed to study the response of the rocking braced frames under seismic ground 


motions and validate the predictions made in Section 2.3. The analyses were performed using the commercial 


SAP2000 computer software (CSI 2016). The program offers several nonlinear analysis capabilities including 


nonlinear link elements that can be introduced at the column bases to simulate rocking response with energy 


dissipation. Two different models were used in this study: Model P and Model M. The former is a simple 2D model 


of the rocking braced frame (Figure 4a). Gravity loads carried by the frame beams and columns are specified in the 


model. The model also includes a “P-delta” column to reproduce global P-delta effects on lateral response due to 


gravity loads Pgb described earlier. The P-delta column was modeled with truss elements and lateral displacements at 


every level were constrained to be same as those of the braced frame. Nonlinear links elements were used to 


represent the contact (Gap type) and friction energy dissipation (Multilinear type) at the column bases. Non-linear 


(P-delta) static analysis under the concomitant gravity loads was performed first. Nonlinear dynamic analysis was 


then carried out under the ground motion histories including gravity load effects from the previous static analysis. A 


direct integration (Newmark-Beta) scheme was used for the dynamic analysis and P-delta effects were included. 


Mass proportional damping corresponding to 3% of critical at the period associated to rocking response was 


assigned to the structure. In addition, stiffness proportional damping corresponding to 3% of critical in lateral modes 


1 and 2 of the fixed base structures was assigned to the steel material of the beams and columns. Initial effective 


stiffness and damping properties were set equal to zero for the link elements to prevent fictitious damping forces at 


the column bases during rocking response. 


 


a)
  


 


b)


   


c)


  
Figure 4: Numerical models: a) 2D Model P; 3D Model M; and c) Floor beam vibration mode (from Model M). 


 


Model M is a 3D model that includes all beams connecting to the rocking braced frames (Figure 4b). In the model, 


all gravity loads supported by these beams are specified as vertical masses to capture inertia forces and dynamic 


response developing in the vertical direction upon frame rocking. For the frames studied, the fundamental periods of 


vibration of the floor and roof beams are respectively equal to 0.32 and 0.21 s, respectively. Vertical load on the P-


delta column are also specified as vertical masses. No static analysis under gravity loads was performed. Instead, 


downward vertical acceleration of 1.0 g, starting with a 4.5 s linear ramp, was applied at the same time of the ground 


motion histories so that gravity loads and P-delta effects were considered simultaneously in the analyses. Ground 


motion records were delayed by 5.0 s to start after the gravity loads have been entirely applied. Damping modelling 


and integration techniques were same as in Model P. 


 


A suite of 11 simulated ground motion time histories was used for each site. The records were generated for 


magnitude-distance scenarios dominating the hazard at the sites, i.e. 5 records from M6.0 events at close distance 


and 6 records from M7.0 at longer distances, as well as the local site classes (Atkinson 2009). The ground motions 


were then scaled to match the design spectrum (Tremblay et al. 2015). The absolute response spectra of the scaled 


ground motions are shown in Figure 5a. 
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3.2 Overall frame response  


Frame rocking response developed under all ground motions considered at both sites. Typical time histories of the 


roof lateral displacement (n) and column uplifts (w) obtained from Model M are illustrated in Figure 5b. As shown, 


the frame lateral response correlates well with column uplift and peak lateral displacements are mainly due to 


rocking response. For the case shown, maximum uplift of the LHS column is 53 mm, which would induce a roof 


lateral displacement of 102 mm assuming rigid frame response (= 53 mm × 12.5 m / 6.5 m). This value represents 


85% of the roof displacement from analysis at the same time (120 mm = 0.96% hn). 


 


Statistics of key response parameters are given in Table 2 for the structures located at both site classes. The mean 


value, the mean value of the largest 5 values, the mean values of the largest 3 values and the maximum value of the 


peak results from the 11 ground motions of each suite are presented to assess variability in the response. The values 


in the table are those obtained from Model M. When available, values from Model P are given in brackets. As 


shown, mean values of the roof lateral displacements from Model M at both sites are less than the 1.0% hn limit 


specified in NBCC 2015 for post-disaster buildings, which indicates that lateral deformations could be well 


controlled with the proposed retrofit solution. As shown, Model M generally gives smaller column uplifts and lateral 


displacements. This is attributed to vertical inertia forces developing at the roof and floor levels when columns uplift 


occurs. These inertia forces restrain upward displacements of the columns and, thereby, the rocking response of the 


frame. This restraining effect on roof lateral displacements can be seen in Fig. 5b when comparing results from 


Models M and P. Vertical acceleration effects are discussed further in the next section.  


 


a)


  


           


b)


 


  
Figure 5 a) 5% damped acceleration spectra of the ground motions; b) Overall frame response for the structure on 


class C site under subjected to M7.0 at 42 km ground motion. 


Table 2: Statistics of key response parameters from Model M (values from Model P are given in brackets) 
 Montreal, Site C Montreal, Site E 


Parameters Mean  Mean of 


largest 5 


Mean of 


largest 3 


Maximum Mean  Mean of 


largest 5 


Mean of 


largest 3 


Maximum 


w (mm) 


n (%hn) 


Rvc/Rvc,max 


V/Vr 


Cc,1/Ccn,1 


Cd,3/Cdn,3 


Cd,2/Cdn,2 


Cd,1/Cdn,1 


ah,3 (g) 


ah,2 (g) 


ah,1 (g) 


av,3 (g) 


36 (45) 


0.67 (0.79) 


1.48 (1.00) 


3.31 (3.10) 


0.84 (0.73) 


2.10 (2.16) 


0.69 (0.66) 


1.06 (0.97) 


0.30 


0.16 


0.22 


0.50 


54 (70) 


0.95 (1.16) 


1.68 (1.00) 


3.90 (3.85) 


0.93 (0.82) 


2.54 (2.64) 


0.78 (0.72) 


1.23 (1.19) 


0.37 


0.19 


0.28 


0.63 


59 (76) 


1.03 (1.25) 


1.75 (1.00) 


4.27 (4.24) 


0.93 (0.82) 


2.83 (3.01) 


0.81 (0.74) 


1.33 (1.30) 


0.41 


0.21 


0.31 


0.73 


75 (90) 


1.28 (1.44) 


1.87 (1.00) 


4.54 (4.62) 


1.08 (0.98) 


3.27 (3.27) 


0.84 (0.78) 


1.42 (1.42) 


0.47 


0.25 


0.31 


0.91 


41 (47) 


0.79 (0.85) 


1.39 (1.00) 


2.30 (2.07) 


0.87 (0.76) 


1.87 (1.89) 


0.85 (0.75) 


1.10 (1.00) 


0.42 


0.21 


0.29 


0.74 


59 (76) 


1.00 (1.14) 


1.51 (1.00) 


2.56 (2.31) 


0.93 (0.85) 


2.21 (2.31) 


0.81 (1.01) 


1. 21(1.11) 


0.49 


0.24 


0.34 


0.91 


75 (90) 


1.18 (1.35) 


1.59 (1.00) 


2.63 (2.44) 


0.93 (0.85) 


2.23 (2.42) 


0.86 (1.13) 


1.24 (1.16) 


0.50 


0.25 


039 


0.99 


105 (132) 


1.81 (2.15) 


1.87 (1.00) 


2.76 (2.51) 


0.97 (0.89) 


2.25 (2.55) 


1.13 (0.93) 


1.30 (1.20) 


0.51 


0.26 


0.42 


1.28 
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3.3 Base reactions and member forces  


Time histories of the vertical reactions Rcv at both column bases, as obtained from Model M, are plotted in Figure 6a 


for the example discussed in Figure 5b. Only the 6-14 s portion of the response is shown on the graphs. The 


hysteretic response of the column base reaction vs roof displacement from both models are given in the upper part of 


Figure 6b. As expected, the reaction upon column lifting is equal to Fs in tension (= 50 kN for the case shown). 


When the column base returns to its initial position, the force Fs is reversed and maintained until contact is 


established with foundation. At the base of the supported column, the upward reaction reaches and exceeds the 


predicted Rcv,max value in every rocking cycle. The peak amplitude of Rcv generally increases with the importance of 


the uplift excursion in the opposed column. The higher base reactions are caused by the downward inertia forces that 


develop at the roof and floor levels when columns uplift. These forces add to Pgc and Fs in Equation 3 to resist 


rocking. Time histories of the vertical shear in the roof girder connecting to the RHS column (VG,3) and the axial 


compression load at the third level of that column (Cc,3) are plotted in Figure 6a. At the beginning of the ground 


motion, these two forces are respectively equal to 34 kN and 45 kN, as predicted from statics. Once rocking 


response initiates, larger forces develop when the column moves upward due to the additional vertical inertia forces. 


In figure 6b, it is clear that these forces are not captured in Model P. As shown in Table 2, this dynamic 


amplification can be in the order of 1.4 to 1.9 depending on the probability level.  


 


 
 


Figure 6:  Response of the structure on class C site to M7.0 at 42 km ground motion: 


a) Time histories of key response parameters; b) Vertical reaction and base shear hysteretic responses. 


Base shear time histories from both models are plotted in Figure 6a, together with the predicted Vr upper limits 


predicted from Equation 6. For Model M, close examination of the base shear signal reveals a general correlation 


with the rocking (uplift) response as the base shear changes sign (or direction), on average, when the rocking 


response is reversed. During the large rocking excursions between 9 and 12 s, the average base shear amplitude is 


closer to the predicted Vr limits, although significant variations can be observed. These oscillations are more 


pronounced during the smaller rocking cycles. The period of these oscillations (0.3-0.4 s) is close to the second 


mode period of the fixed base structure, suggesting that higher mode response contributes to the frame lateral 


response. When comparing the bottom graphs of Figures 3b and 6b, it is clear that this higher mode demand has a 


profound impact on the base shear demand. As shown in Figures 6a and 6b, this behaviour is also observed when 


using Model P, which confirms that this additional contribution to base shear is dominated by higher lateral 


vibration modes. The history of the axial load in the brace at Level 1 that connects to the base of the RHS column is 


plotted in the uppermost graph of Figure 6a. The axial load in that column is also presented in the same plot. As 


expected, the brace axial load correlates nearly perfectly with the base shear response. Since vertical equilibrium 
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must be maintained at column bases, axial compression in the column is also affected by the structure higher mode 


response. For this particular example, the peak axial load in the brace exceeds the nominal compression resistance of 


the braces Cdn (= Cdr,14 / ), meaning that the brace would have buckled under that particular ground motion. 


Conversely, the column nominal compressive strength Ccn is sufficient to prevent column buckling in that analysis. 


In Table 2, the values of V/Vr show that Vr significantly underestimates the base shear demands. Statistics of peak 


axial forces in the braces at all three levels and in the first-storey column are also given in the table. The retrofit 


scheme would adequately protect the column and the braces at the second level but the braces at the first and third 


levels would require strengthening if buckling limit states are to be avoided. 


3.3 Acceleration demands  


Peak values of the horizontal absolute accelerations (ah,x) at every level are reported in Table 2. Examination of floor 


acceleration time history responses do not reveal clear correlation with frame rocking response. For both site classes, 


peak horizontal accelerations in the structures are larger at the third (roof) and first levels. The relatively lower 


accelerations computed at the second level confirm that the second translational mode of vibration of the structure 


dominates the seismic lateral force demands. Horizontal accelerations may cause damage to non-structural 


components in buildings. In the 2015 NBCC, peak accelerations for the design of non-structural components would 


be equal to 0.54 and 0.31g at the third and first levels of the structure on the class C site. The corresponding values 


in Table 2 are lower or comparable to these design values, which means that a rocking braced solution would not 


induce horizontal accelerations in excess of those assumed in current code provisions. Rocking response may 


however induce significant vertical accelerations of the floors and roof components affected by column uplift, as 


revealed by the peak vertical accelerations values computed at mid-span of the roof girder framing into the RHS 


braced frame column (av,3). In addition to the impact on column axial loads discussed earlier, these vertical 


accelerations may impose additional shear and moments demands in beams as well as extra shears on beam-to-


column connections. This aspect must be considered when relying on gravity loads to control frame rocking 


response.  


4. CONCLUSIONS 


Hypothetical three-storey office buildings located on site classes C and E in eastern Canada were designed in 


accordance with the seismic provisions of the 1980 NBCC. Chevron bracing was selected for these structures and 


seismic evaluation using the 2015 NBCC seismic provisions revealed that the brace connections could be prone to 


brittle failure in the eventuality of a future strong earthquake. The rocking frames solely rely on the columns 


tributary gravity loads for self-centering response, rather than added vertical post-tensioning. Friction based energy 


dissipation is added to control rocking and lateral displacements. Assuming first mode lateral response, equations 


have been proposed to predict the maximum vertical reactions and horizontal shears at the base of the rocking 


frames. Nonlinear response history analysis was performed to examine the response of the rocking braced frames 


and propose recommendations for the use of this retrofit solution. In the analyses, gravity loads were modelled using 


vertical masses to reproduce possible vertical inertia forces and dynamic response induced by column uplift. A 


simplified model with gravity loads specified as forces was also used for comparison purposes. The following 


conclusions can be drawn from this study: 


 


1. For the structures studied, rocking braced frames supporting gravity loads and equipped with friction energy 


dissipation were sufficient to achieve satisfactory column uplift and building lateral displacement responses. 


Lateral deformations could be predicted with some conservatism with a simplified numerical model without 


vertical masses.  


2. Vertical inertia forces developed at the floor and roof levels due to column uplift response. Those resulted in 


higher vertical base reactions, amplified column axial loads and additional localized force demands on the floor 


and roof framing members and their connections. This increased force demand must be considered in design. 


Vertical inertia forces may also contribute to reducing the lateral displacements of the rocking frames. Vertical 


inertia forces and their effects can only be obtained in the analysis by modelling gravity loads on the form of 


vertical masses.  


3. The equation proposed to predict maximum vertical reactions must include vertical acceleration effects. 


4. Horizontal reactions at the structures bases correlated to some degree with the frame rocking response, but they 


were also significantly influenced by the higher lateral modes of vibration of the structures. Peak base shears 
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were markedly underestimated from simple equations based on commonly adopted first mode response 


assumptions. Brace axial forces and, to a lesser extent, column axial loads were also significantly influenced by 


the structure higher mode lateral response. Base shears and axial load demands on braces and columns can be 


predicted using numerical models without vertical masses.  


5. Peak floor accelerations in the structures with rocking braced frames were comparable to those assumed in 


current codes for the design of non-structural components. 


 


The dynamic seismic response of rocking braced steel frames that rely on gravity for self-centering response should 


be validated through physical testing. The study was limited to three-storey structures located in eastern Canada. 


Future studies should examine structures located in western Canada where larger seismic displacement demands are 


expected as well as two-storey structures for which higher mode demand should be reduced. Additional research 


should also examine alternative energy dissipation systems and bracing configuration with the objectives of 


reducing member forces and lateral displacements. Additional research should also aim at developing simple design 


guidelines and methods to achieve effective rocking braced frame designs in day-to-day practice.  
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1. ABSTRACT 


Bioventing is a cutting edge, non-destructive treatment method that uses indigenous soil microorganisms in-situ to 


remediate soil contaminated with petroleum hydrocarbons. When done correctly, it can be at a lower cost when 


compared to other in-situ approaches like soil vapour extraction. Unlike soil vapour extraction, there is no tailing of 


contaminants in the soil as the contaminants are broken down by petroleum degrading bacteria, providing an overall 


more effective clean-up. 


 


It is well understood that bioventing is an effective soil remediation technology for unsaturated soil zone. However, 


the application of this technology in a field environment still has some uncertainties associated with regard to the 


length of remediation. Essentially, additional information is needed on biodegradation rates and whether any scaleup 


factors exist when transferring laboratory results to the field. Available literature has shown that limited research 


has been completed on large scale bioventing laboratory experiments. This study takes work from previous studies 


on biodegradation correlations at a smaller scale and further investigates scale-up factors. 


 


This experiment developed an 80 kg soil bioventing reactor system consisting of custom made reactor, climate 


chamber, low flow venting system and an off gas capture device. Both a sandy and a clayey soil were tested with 


known concentrations of spiked synthetic gasoline. Environmental conditions monitored included, moisture levels, 


microbial levels, nutrient and oxygen levels, ensuring an accurate representation of natural soil environmental 


conditions. Preliminary results show a two-stage degradation process exists and a slightly smaller scale-up factor 


when compared to the results obtained from a previous study at the meso-scale (4kg). This smaller scale-up factor is 


consistent with other findings, where degradations rates decrease with an increase in scale. The final analysis will 


produce a scale-up factor which can be used to transfer laboratory results from the laboratory to the field, improving 


remediation efforts. 


 


Keywords: Bioventing, Soil Remediation, Petroleum Hydrocarbons.  


2. SUMMARY 


Soil contaminated with petroleum hydrocarbons is an environmental issue that poses a threat to human health. 


Humans can come in contact with contamination through exposure to contaminated surface soils, as well as through 


drinking contaminated groundwater.  Throughout Canada there are an estimated 22,000 federally contaminated sites 


(OAGC, 2012). The estimated liability cost for assessment and remediation of those sites is currently set at $4.9 


billion (OAGC, 2012). Federally Contaminated Sites Action Plan estimates that approximately 52% of the listed 


sites are contaminated with petroleum hydrocarbons (gasoline) and may require remediation (OAGC, 2012). Site 


remediation is big business and government agencies are always looking for cost effective, yet environmentally 


responsible methods to clean up these sites.  


 


Leading the advancement in soil remediation for the clean-up of petroleum hydrocarbons is bioventing soil 


remediation. Bioventing builds on the existing understanding of soil vapour extraction, where the air movement is 
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reduced to minimize volatilization and nitrogen-based fertilizer is added to the soil to stimulate native microbial 


populations. These stimulated microbial populations in an oxygen and nutrient rich environment break down semi-


volatile compounds in petroleum hydrocarbons which are often hard to remove from the soil. Bioventing is a cutting 


edge, non-destructive treatment method that uses indigenous soil microorganisms in-situ to remediate soil 


contaminated with petroleum hydrocarbons. When done correctly, it can be done at a lower cost when compared to 


other in-situ approaches like soil vapour extraction. Unlike soil vapour extraction, there is no tailing of contaminants 


in the soil as the contaminants are broken down by petroleum degrading bacteria, providing an overall more 


effective clean-up.  Furthermore, bioventing eliminates many of the issues associated with traditional SVE 


remediation systems, where volatilized hydrocarbons would be directly discharged to the atmosphere without an air 


remediation system. 


 


This research project examines the use of bioventing soil remediation as a viable clean-up technology for the 


removal of petroleum hydrocarbons from unsaturated soil. It is well understood that bioventing is an effective soil 


remediation technology for unsaturated soil zone. However, the application of this technology in a field environment 


still has some uncertainties associated with regard to the length of time for remediation. Essentially, additional 


information is needed on biodegradation rates and whether any scale-up factors exist when transferring laboratory 


results to the field. Available literature has shown that limited research has been completed on large scale bioventing 


laboratory experiments. The challenge of scaling up an experimental design and applying it to a field application is 


that in a laboratory setting all of the variables can be controlled and conditions are often ideal, which is not always 


the case in the environment.  


 


Past research has examined laboratory scale and meso-scale bioventing soil remediation, which has led to the 


development of scale-up factors between the two experiments (Eyvazi and Zytner, 2009 and Khan and Zytner, 


2013).  However, it is unclear if these scale-up factors can be directly applied to scaling up an experimental design 


and applying it to the data in the field. Conducting bioventing experiments using an 80 kg reactor vessel to 


determine large scale degradation rates will allow further development of scale-up factors by comparing the new 


degradation rate constants to the rate constants developed by Eyvazi and Zytner (2009) and Khan and Zytner (2013). 


These revised scale-up factors can then be used to scale the effectiveness of bioventing in a laboratory setting 


compared to a field environment.  


 


For this research a 80 kg soil bioventing reactor system was developed consisting of custom made reactor, climate 


chamber, low flow venting system and an off gas capture device. Both a sandy and a clayey soil were tested with 


known concentrations of spiked synthetic gasoline. These types of soils were previously use by Eyvazi and Zytner 


(2009) and Khan and Zytner (2013) to develop their degradation rates. Environmental conditions monitored 


included, moisture levels, microbial levels, nutrient and oxygen levels, ensuring an accurate representation of natural 


soil environmental conditions. Soil samples from the reactor were taken daily throughout the course of the 


experiment and analyzed using gas chromatography. Off gasses extracted from the soil through the venting well 


were captured in specifically designed granulated carbon absorption tubes to allow for the documentation of losses 


during the experiment. 


 


Results from the study show that a two-stage degradation process exists and a similar scale-up factor when 


compared to the results obtained from a previous study at the meso-scale (4kg) (Khan and Zytner, 2013). Microbial 


counting for both total heterotrophic bacteria (THB) and petroleum degrading bacteria (PDB) were completed at the 


beginning and end of each experiment. Microbial pollutions were present for each test and counts were sustained 


throughout each experiment. Through daily oxygen monitoring of the off gasses from the soil reactor, it was evident 


that oxygen was being consumed by the microorganisms in the soil and degradation process was occurring. Using a 


Student’s T-Test, it was determined that the degradation rate from the meso-scale (4kg) experiment was not a 


statistically difference from the degradation rate at the large (80kg) scale when the same soil was used. This similar 


scale-up factor indicates that there is not a significant advantage in completing bioventing experiments at a lager 


(80kg) scale. However, after a statistical comparison of the degradation rates for the two different soil types it was 


concluded that there was a statistical difference. This is consistent with the previous finding that soil type in a major 


determining factor in degradation. Essentially, the degradation rates of the meso-scale experiment are statistically 


similar to the degradation rates of the larger scale (80kg) bioventing experiment. This can be confirmed when the 


scale-up factors from the meso-scale and larger (80kg) experiment are compared as detailed in Table 1. Overall, it is 


possible to complete bioventing soil remediation experiments that mimic field conditions, provide degradation 


correlations and scale-up factors that can be applied to field applications. 
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Table 1: The degradation rates for the micro-scale, meso-scale and large scale bioventing experiment. 


Soil Type Duration Micro-scale Meso-scale Scale Up 


Micro to Meso 


80kg 


Exp. 1 


80kg 


Exp. 2 


Scale Up 


Micro to 80kg 


Delhi 0-8  0.598  0.218 0.341  


8-30 0.045 0.123 2.7 0.141 0.101 2.7* 


Elora 0-8  0.460  0.389 0.384  


8-30 0.040 0.075 1.9 0.068 0.081 1.9* 


*Calculated using the average degradation rate constant for each 80kg experiment. 


Notes: 


 Micro-scale (Eyvazi and Zytner, 2009) 


 Meso-scale (Khan and Zytner, 2013) 


 Scale-up factors are calculated using the reference Micro-scale (Eyvazi and Zytner, 2009) experiment 
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ABSTRACT  


Damage to nearby surface structures caused by excavation-induced ground displacements is a major concern during 


excavation of tunnels in congested urban areas. Hence, developing a reliable numerical model for predicting the 


possibility of damage to nearby structures is needed. This paper presents the details of a comprehensive 3D finite 


element model developed to study the induced structural distortions of adjacent structures due tunneling activities. 


The proposed 3D model used the newly develop shotcrete material model in Plaxis to model the reinforced concrete 


elements of the tunnel. Utilizing the developed FE model the characteristics of the soil-structure interaction were 


studied and the criteria for the safety of the structures were accordingly proposed. 


 


Keywords: Tunneling, Construction, Buildings, Soil-structure interactions, 3D model, Damage 


1. INTRODUCTION 


One of the main challenges facing designers during drilling tunnels in crowded urban areas is to ensure that the 


proximate buildings are satisfactorily unaffected by the excavation-induced ground settlement. Therefore, reliable 


models to predict the jeopardy of destruction of the building are indispensable. A small differential settlement can 


initiate the progress of cracking in the walls and facades of the surface buildings. To assess the range of probable 


damage, Skempton and MacDonald (1956), Bjerrum (1963), and Polshin and Tokar (1957) proposed empirical 


methods limited to the damage caused by settlements rising from the weight of the structures. Burland and Wroth 


(1974) and Burland et al. (1977) proposed an analytical approach to assess the damage of a building. They modeled 


building facades as a linear elastic deep beam undergoing sagging and hogging modes of deformation. Boscardin 


and Cording (1989) later included lateral strain using simple superposition to consider the role of horizontal 


extension induced by adjacent excavation and tunneling. El Naggar and Steels (2012 & 2013), El Naggar and 


Elgendy (2012) considered similar interaction problems using a two dimensional finite element models.  


 


In this paper, a comprehensive procedure is developed to assess settlement-induced damage to buildings and the 


associated soil-structure interaction (SSI). This procedure is based on a finite element method in which the building, 


the ground and the tunnelling processes are combined in a single numerical model. The lining of the tunnel is 


modeled using the shotcrete constitutive model modified to simulate the behaviour of reinforced concrete, in which, 


more realistic stress distributions can be obtained, as the non-linearity of the material behaviour and the distinct 


different strength performance in compression and tension is taken into account. 


2. SHOTCRETE MODEL (USDM: USER DEFINE SOIL MODEL) 


The new shotcrete constitutive model in PLAXIS is a versatile user defined model that can be modified to 


reasonably simulate the behaviour of reinforced concrete structures. In its original format, it can account for the 


increase of the strength and stiffness with time, while model the accompanying decrease in ductility and creep. In 


this model, the Mohr-Coulomb approach has not been pursued further to model the failure surface due to the 
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underestimation of the material strength in compression, even though, it was able to realistically simulate the tensile 


strength. Accordingly, Mohr-Coulomb was excluded. Thus a more advanced failure criterion was utilized in the new 


shotcrete model that takes into account the non-linearity of the material behaviour. Besides, this user defined model 


has the capabilities to take into consideration strain hardening or softening in both compression and tension which is 


particularly relevant for modeling concrete material in general and shotcrete in particular. As well, the time 


dependent strength and stiffness could be entered as a function of time. Moreover, it considers the creep and 


shrinkage.  


2.1 Model specific input parameters 


Table 1: Input parameters of the shotcrete model 


No. Parameter Description Unit Value  


1 E28 Young’s modulus of cured shotcrete at thydr kN/m2 30,000,000  


2 ν Poisson’s ratio -- 0.2 


3 fc,28 Uniaxial compressive strength of cured shotcrete at thydr kN/m2 45,000 


4 ft,28 Uniaxial tensile strength of cured shotcrete at thydr kN/m2 4,500 


5 Ψ Dilatancy angle ° 0 


6 E1/E28 Time dependency of elastic stiffness -- 1 


7 fc,1/ fc,28 Time dependency of strength -- 1 


8 fc0n Normalized initially mobilized strength -- 0.15 


9 fcfn Normalized failure strength (compression) -- 0.1 


10 


 


fcun Normalized residual strength 


(compression) 


-- 0.1 


11-


13 


εcp 
p Uniaxial plastic failure strain at 1h, 8h, 24h -- -0.03/-


0.001/-


0.001 14 Gc,28 Compressive fracture energy of cured shotcrete at thydr kN/m 100 


15 ftun Ratio of residual vs. peak tensile strength -- 0 


16 Gt,28 Tensile fracture energy of cured shotcrete at thydr kN/m 6.9 


17 Leq Equivalent length (if no regularization is used) m 0 


18 a Increase of εcp with increase of p’ m 18 


19 Φmax Maximum friction angle ° 37 


20 Φcr Ratio between creep and elastic strains -- 2.6 


21 t50 cr Time for 50% of creep strains days 1.5 


22 ε∞
shr Final shrinkage strain -- -0.0005 


23 t50 shr Time for 50% of shrinkage strains days 28 


24 γfc Safety factor for compressive strength -- 1 


25 γft Safety factor for tensile strength -- 1 


26 thydr Time for full hydration (usually 28 days) days 28 
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2.2 Model structure 


The total strain is calculated according to hardening/softening elastoplasticity: 
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2.3 Yield surfaces 


 
Figure 1: Yield surfaces and failure envelope 


2.4 Strain hardening and softening 


2.4.1 Compression 


Schütz et al. (2011) proposed an approach for the behaviour of the model in compression. The stress-strain curve is 


divided into 4 parts (see Figure 2). 


Due to the time dependency of the material: 
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Figure 2: Normalized stress - strain curve in compression 


 


2.4.2 Tension 


In tension, the behaviour of the model is linear elastic until the tensile strength, ft, is reached after which the strength 


will be governed by the residual strength as shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3: Tension softening  
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2.5 Time dependent material parameters 


2.5.1 Elastic stiffness  


The increase of Young’s modulus E follows the CEB-FIP model code (1990) 
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E is constant for t ˂ 1h and for t ˃ thydr. 


 


Where, 


E28= Young’s modulus of cured shotcrete; 


thydr = time until full curing; 


t = time in days; 
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2.5.2 Compressive and tensile strength 
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The ratio of ft / fc and the values of fcfn, fcun and ftun are assumed to be constant in curing. 


For the time between 24 h to thydr, Oluokun et al. (1991) suggested a method: 
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3. PROBLEM DEFINITION  


This section presents the development of the FE models that were used to carry out the numerical analyses presented 


in this paper. The considered problem involves a high rise building (15 stories with 1 basement) laying on a mat 


foundation resting on a thick sandy layer underlain by bedrock at a great depth (Figure 4). The 3D FE models were 


established using the computer program PLAXIS 3D AE.01 (PLAXIS bv, 2015). Sensitivity analysis was conducted 


and appropriate size mesh was reutilized accordingly. The FE models were employed to perform a comprehensive 


parametric study to investigate the interaction between the building and the tunnel, and evaluate the forces within 


the different structural members. This paper presents the results of the first stage of the undergoing research. 


 


 


 
Figure 4: Plan view and section  


4. THREE-DIMENSIONAL FE ANALYSES 


4.1 Geometry 


The considered FE model is 180 m wide that extends 162 m in the y direction and it is 60 m deep. These dimensions 


are sufficient to allow for any possible collapse mechanism to develop and to avoid any influence from the model 


boundaries. Figure 4 shows the geometry of the considered problem. The tunnels were assumed to be buried at 


different depths ranging from 1D to 2.5D in the vertical direction, where D is the tunnel’s diameter, and from 0B 


(under the centerline of the mat foundation) to 1B in the horizontal direction where B is the width of the mat 


foundation. 


4.2 Soil Stratigraphy and Used Material Model 


The Soil layer is assumed to be horizontal throughout the model. The ground water table is located well below the 


foundation level so there is no influence of the water table on the ultimate bearing capacity of the foundation. The 


analyses were conducted assuming drained conditions. The unit weight γunsat = 20 kN/m3. The Mohr-Coulomb model 


is selected as the material model. The Mohr-Coulomb model involves only five basic parameters: (1) Young’s 


modulus, E = 40,000 kPa, (2) Poisson’s ratio, ν = 0.3, (3) Cohesion, C = 0.2 kPa, (4) Friction angle, φ = 38ᵒ, and (5) 


Dilatancy angle, ψ = 0ᵒ.   
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4.3 Mat Foundation  


The 20x18 m mat foundation considered in this analysis is located at the centre of the sand deposit. It consists of a 


0.75 m thick concrete of unit weight, γ = 24 kN/m3. The foundation was modeled using plate elements from the 


PLAXIS library with a linear isotropic behaviour. The Young’s modulus, E1 = 30,000,000 kPa, and the Poisson’s 


ratio, ν12 = 0.15. 


4.4 Tunnel Lining  


The tunnel lining was assumed to obey the USDM model defined above in the second paragraph. According to the 


considered cases the tunnel was modeled for lining thicknesses equal to 0.05D (i.e., 400 mm in this case). For all 


cases, the tunnel lining was modeled as shotcrete with unit weight, γ = 24 KN/m3. See table 1 for the other 


parameters. 


4.6 The Used FE Mesh and its Boundary Conditions 


The model was built using about 250,000 3D 10-node tetrahedral elements. Figure 5 shows the generated mesh of 


the model.  


 
Figure 5: Generated mesh 


 


5. RESULTS 


A parametric study was conducted to examine the effect of the burial depth on the performance of the mat 


foundation. Also, the influence of the existing structure on the developed moments and thrusts in the tunnel lining 


was studied. 


 


In the parametric study, the tunnel was assumed to be located just below the centerline of the foundation. In 


addition, burial depths ranging between 1D to 2.5D were investigated in the vertical direction and from 0B to 1B in 


the horizontal direction.  


5.1 Effect of the Existing Structure on the Developed Moments and Thrusts in the Tunnel Lining 


Figure 6 shows the percent increase (% increase from the base case, i.e., just the tunnel without any surface 


structure) of the thrust and the moment in the tunnel lining at the springline and the crown locations when the tunnel 


is located at the centerline of the foundation at different burial depths varies between 1D to 2.5D. whereas, Figure 7 


shows the percent increase of the thrust and the moment at the springline and the crown locations when the tunnel is 


located at a constant depth of 1D and the horizontal distance between the center of the tunnel and center of the mat 


foundation varies between 0B to 1B in the horizontal direction.  
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It can be noticed from the Figure 6 that the thrust and the moment increase considerably, especially when the tunnel 


is located under the centerline of the building close to the surface (almost by 120% for the thrust at the springline 


and 30% at the crown (See Figure 6(a)). When the tunnel is located at a depth of 1D-1B or more below the 


foundation (See figure 7), the increase in the thrust and moment drops (the tunnel is located away from the intense 


of the influence zone of the building).  


 


 
Figure 6: (a) thrust and (b) moment at the springline and crown of the tunnel lining when the center of the tunnel is 


located at the centerline of the mat foundation at a burial depth varied from 1D to 2.5D 


 


 


 


 
Figure 7: (a) Thrust and (b) moment at the springline and crown of the tunnel lining when the center of the tunnel is 


located at a horizontal distance varied from 0B to 1B from the mat foundation 


5.2 Effect of the Existing Structure on the Displacements of the Tunnel Lining 


Figures 8(a) and 8(b) show the vertical and horizontal deformation of the tunnel at the crown and springline 


locations for a tunnels located at the centerline of the foundation at a burial depth varies between 1D to 2.5D (Figure 


8(a)) and at tunnels buried at a constant depth of 1D and the horizontal distance varies from 0B to 1B, respectively. 


It can be seen from Figure 8(a) that the vertical deformation increases as the burial depth of the tunnel increases. 


Similar trends in behaviour can also be observed for the horizontal deformation at the springline. It can be noticed 


that the maximum deformation of the lining is less than the tolerable deformation (less than 1% of the diameter). It 


remains on the safe side. The behaviour in Figure 8(b) is expected. As the tunnel is located away from the 


foundation, @ 1B the stress concentration from the foundation does not interfere with the tunneling zone and 


consequently, less deformation occur. It can be noticed from Figure 8(b), at 0.5B (part of the tunnel under the mat 


foundation) the drop in the displacement values due to the differential settlement. 
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Figure 8: Displacement of the springline and the crown of the tunnel lining when the center of the tunnel is located 


(a) at the centerline of the mat foundation at a burial depth varied from 1D to 2.5D and (b) at a burial depth 1D from 


the mat foundation and the horizontal distance varied from 0B to 1B 


5.3 Effect of the Tunnel on the Pressure below the Existing Mat Foundation 


It can be seen from Figure 9 which represents the distribution of the vertical stress underneath the mat foundation 


that the pressures in general are not uniform. The maximum applied pressure in all cases is less than the calculated 


allowable bearing capacity of the soil. 


 


 
Figure 9: Pressure under the centerline of the mat foundation when the center of the tunnel is located (a) at the 


centerline of the mat foundation at a burial depth varied from 1D to 2.5D and (b) at a burial depth 1D from the mat 


foundation and the horizontal distance varied from 0B to 1B 


5.4 Effect of the Tunnel on the Settlement of the Existing Mat Foundation 


Figure 10 shows the deformed shape of the centerline of the mat foundation. The maximum value at the center of the 


mat is less than the tolerable settlement. It noticed from the figure 10(b) when the tunnel is located at 0.5B (part of 


the tunnel is under the mat foundation) the differential settlement occurred in the mat. 
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Figure 10: Deformed shape of the centerline of the mat foundation when the center of the tunnel is located (a) at the 


centerline of the mat foundation at a burial depth varied from 1D to 2.5D and (b) at a burial depth 1D from the mat 


foundation varied from 0B to 1B 


6. CONCLUSIONS 


This study was conducted to examine the effect of the pre-existing high rise buildings on the forces and 


deformations developed in the tunnel lining and vice-versa. The conclusions are summarized as following: 
 


1. When the tunnel is located within the overstressed zone (the tunnel is embedded within 2D and 0.5B) the 


deformations, bending moment and thrusts increase substantially due to the interaction between the foundation 


and the tunnel. 


2. The horizontal deformation of the lining at the spring line and the vertical deformation at the crown, decrease as 


the burial depth of the tunnel increases. 


3. All of the above effect reduces substantially or vanishes when the tunnel is embedded at a depth of 3D or more 


below the foundation.  


4. Presence of the tunnel did not really affect the vertical pressure underneath the foundation and its deformed 


shape due to the high stiffness of the tunnel lining which acted as a support below the foundation.  


5. The current engineering approach to model shotcrete linings in numerical simulations assumes a linear elastic 


material with a stepwise increase of the Young’s modulus in subsequent excavation stages. While realistic 


lining deformations may be obtained with this method, lining stresses are usually too high, in particular if the 


lining is subjected to significant bending. 


6. With the new constitutive model more realistic stress distributions can be obtained, as the non-linearity of the 


material behaviour is taken into account. Furthermore, the stability of the tunnel can be checked at all 


intermediate stages without the need for additional capacity checks of the lining cross section. 
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ABSTRACT  


The risk of a major injury or fatality in the construction industry is two and a half times and five times higher 


respectively than that in the manufacturing industry. The resulting costs of injuries and fatalities in the form of 


productivity losses, workers’ compensation insurance and other direct and indirect costs affect the profitability of 


construction organizations. This reinforces the need for effective health and safety disability management (DM) and 


the need to quantify safety and disability management performance. A research study has been initiated by the 


University of Manitoba Construction Engineering and Management Group and funded by the Workers’ 


Compensation Board of Manitoba (WCB) for that purpose. The study aims more specifically to evaluate DM in the 


construction industry and its relation to safety performance using leading and lagging indicators of performance. 


This paper reports on the methodology used to measure safety and DM performance using lagging performance 


indicators or metrics. The research entailed reviewing the literature to identify the most important metrics used to 


evaluate safety and DM performance in construction and collecting those for ten Manitoban construction companies 


with the help of these companies, the Construction Safety Association of Manitoba and SAFE Manitoba. The 


indicator developed include communication practices, case management practices, return to work practices, claims 


management, disability and injury prevention practices, transition program practices, physical accessibility practices, 


senior management support, program evaluation  practices, regulatory  and compliance polices, retention polices and 


ergonomic practices. The resulting data will be analyzed and correlated with the data derived from the use of a 


maturity model developed to evaluate these organizations’ DM performance using leading indicators of 


performance. This research makes the case for the need to better integrate disabled workers in the construction 


workplace to improve the safety of the overall organization. It also aims to justify further investments in DM to 


ensure related practices effectively accommodate disabled workers on site and in the field. 


 


Keywords: Safety performance, Disability management, Disability management performance, Lagging indicators 


1. INTRODUCTION 


The construction industry is among the most hazardous industries, as evidenced by its injury and fatality rates in 


comparison to other industries’ (Culver et al., 1993; Glazner et al., 1998). A number of factors that affect the 


industry’s safety performance include workers’ attitudes, senior management support and health and safety training 


(Hinze, 2013; Jannadi, 1995). Poor design is another important factor, thus the need to design for safety to protect 


workers from injuries (Behm, 2005 and Gambatese et al., 2005). Associated impacts of the industry’s poor safety 


performance include injuries, fatalities, delays and productivity losses, higher insurance premiums, and potential 


litigation (Culver et al., 1993). This has made safety performance the primary determinant of project success, 


especially for the public sector and has led by extension to the enactment of health and safety guidance to 


benchmark projects’ health and safety performance (Hughes et al., 2004).  


 


Within the context of Manitoba, the Manitoban construction industry accounted for approximately 14% of all 


injuries in 2012 (Worker’s Compensation Board of Manitoba (WCB), 2013). A total of 2,062 construction-related 
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time-loss injuries and 4,269 all injuries were made to the WCB in 2012. Despite a decrease in time-loss injury rates 


from 11% and 7.5% in 2000 to 6.7% and 5.1% in 2011 for heavy and building construction in Manitoba 


respectively, these rates were still much higher than the overall average rate of 3.3% in 2012. Building and heavy 


construction’s all injury rates were also a lot higher than the provincial averages equalling 14.5 and 10.3% 


respectively. These statistics reinforce the need for effective programs that ensure the timely and safe return of 


injured workers and protect them from discrimination.  


 


Against this contextual backdrop, the goal of the paper is to identify DM and safety performance metrics used in the 


literature and review the most important ones to be used in the research. This study identifies a variety of 


performance metrics for building construction projects and develops a system for measuring the metrics. By 


collecting data from construction companies, the assessment system is tested for its validity and applicability to 


future projects. This paper is part of an ongoing study which seeks to investigate DM in the Manitoban construction 


industry and its relation to safety performance. This study is being conducted by the Construction Engineering 


Management group at the University of Manitoba and supported and funded by the Workers Compensation Board of 


Manitoba. The study has so far developed and currently validating a maturity model which evaluates the maturity of 


construction organizations’ DM practice. The validation process for the maturity model entails using analytical 


hierarchy process to determine the weights of importance of the 12 model indicators and surveying participating 


companies. The data collected for safety performance will eventually be analyzed and correlated with the maturity 


model data which benchmarks DM in construction using leading indicators.  The methodology suggested in the 


research is expected to be a useful tool for continued assessment of the construction project performance. The 


resulting paper is meant encourage both further study and investment in disability and injury management and be of 


interest to researchers as well as practitioners and construction firms. 


2. LITERATURE REVIEW 


This section presents a detailed review of the literature on the evaluation of the construction industry’s safety and 


disability management performance. It focuses in this review on the use of metrics in the literature to evaluate both 


aspects, providing a contextual background about each of these aspects in the process.     


 


2.1 Construction Safety Performance Evaluation  


 


Safety performance evaluation is as an essential part of safety management, since it provides information on a 


system’s quality in terms of development, implementation and results (Sgourou et al., 2010). It integrates 


quantitative as well as human-related goals, as both influence overall project success. In more recent years, there has 


been a trend in the literature towards conceptualizing safety performance as multi-dimensional. Sawacha et al. 


(1999) investigated the impact of historical, economical, psychological, technical, procedural and organizational 


factors as well as the working environment on construction safety performance. The study found organizations’ 


safety policy to be the most important factor affecting safety performance, reinforcing the need for safety 


performance evaluation frameworks that help companies identify potential hazards at an early stage (Ng et al., 2005; 


Crocker, 1995). Ng et al. (2005) proposed a safety performance evaluation framework that built on past frameworks 


(e.g., Mohamed, 1999) and that relied on the administration of two questionnaires to evaluate seven main safety 


factors and six related sub-factors. Mahmoudi et al. (2014) proposed a framework for the continuous monitoring and 


improvement of construction companies’ safety. The framework evaluated seven main factors and 120 related sub-


factors. Similarly, Teo and Ling (2006) developed a model to measure the effectiveness of construction safety 


management systems using a safety index. Rozenfeld et al. (2010) proposed a construction safety evaluation method 


that relied on interviewing construction superintendents and safety experts to identify safety hazards inherent in 


construction activities and rate their probability of occurrence and severity levels.  


 


However, safety performance has also been traditionally measured using metrics (Hinze et al., 2013; Sgourou et al., 


2010), such as the recordable injury rate; days away, the transfer injury rate; or the experience modification ratings 


for workers’ compensation (Ng et al., 2005; Hinze et al., 2013; Grabowski et al., 2007). Additional metrics used 


include the number of injuries and their severity as well as accidents’ frequency and related costs (Sgourou et al., 


2010). Metrics used less regularly include loss ratios (i.e. ratio of the cost of claims to the cost of premiums) and the 


number of liability claims associated with worksite injuries (Hinze et al., 2013). Many of these metrics were defined 


through research conducted by the Construction Industry Institute (CII) (1997). Given that they provide historical 
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information about past safety performance, they are known as lagging indicators of performance (Hinze, et al., 2013; 


Toellner, 2001). The distinction between leading and lagging performance indicators is not always clear-cut 


(Reiman and Pietikäinen, 2012), with some researchers describing them as a continuum rather than two separate 


entities (Hopkins, 2009; Hale, 2009; Wreathall, 2009). Typically, leading indicators precede harm whereas lagging 


indicators follow it. Leading indicators are considered superior to lagging indicators because they consider 


proactive, preventative approaches to safety rather than reactive ones. Nevertheless, there’s value in having tools 


that account for both types and account for subjective feedback and perceptions in addition to objective metrics to 


assess safety performance (Hinze et al., 2013, Rozenfeld et al., 2010; Toellner, 2001).  


 


Investigating safety hazards and their causes is an essential step in safety management (Brown, 1976; Goetsch, 


1996; Holt, 2001). Following the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970, two groups of studies emerged to 


investigate this aspect of safety management. The first (e.g. Goetsch, 1996; Holt, 2001) focused on the theory of 


accident causation integrating knowledge from psychology, sociology, engineering, and systems analysis (Wanberg 


et al. 2013). The second group of studies based their investigation of accident causes on a situational analysis of the 


tasks performed or work environments (e.g., Huang and Hinze 2003). The situational analysis approach attempted to 


quantify risk by quantifying the extent to which various work environment-related factors were present in the 


workplace and the extent to which workers were exposed to workplace hazards. Previous studies investigated 


accident causation in construction, for the purpose of modeling risk assessment and accident prevention. 


Mitropoulos et al. (2003) suggested an accident causation theory based on the theory that organizational pressures to 


increase productivity and workers’ tendency to want to minimize work push them to take safety risks. Further 


research by Suraji et al. (2001) indicated that a significant portion of construction accidents occur during the design 


and planning stages before construction even begins. This confirms the need to alter design to improve safety 


performance. Gambatese et al. (2005) further stressed the importance of designing for safety.  


 


2.2 Disability Management Performance Evaluation 


 


The main goal of DM is to support injured employees and enable them to successfully return to work (RTW). A DM 


program includes policies and practices that aim to minimize production loss, reduce the magnitude of work 


disability, and prevent injuries or illnesses from becoming chronically disabling (Williams & Westmorland, 2002; 


Krause et al., 2001; Habeck, 1996; Gensby et al., 2012). Though most employers are well versed in traditional 


methods to eliminate workplace safety hazards and injury risks, there’s growing interest in reducing their impact 


should they occur by tracking work absences, facilitating early RTW, and proactively communicating with affected 


workers and their health-care providers (Shaw et al. 2013).  


 


Construction is high-risk industry that can be managed through primary and secondary management strategies. 


Primary strategies, the focus of the industry are those designed to prevent work-related injuries and illnesses. They 


include safety programs, pre-placement screening, ergonomic services, safety education, loss prevention programs, 


health promotion, employee assistance programs and wellness services (Habeck, 1996; Tate et al., 1987)). Within 


construction, these strategies are traditionally integrated to the core of project management and project design. 


Secondary DM strategies focus on managing disability after an injury or illness has occurred. There is little 


formalization and standardization of these strategies in construction. Related practices tend to be informal and ad 


hoc in nature. Construction organizations are also less likely to have such policies and practices than employers in 


other industries (Newton and Ormerod 2005; Lingard and Saunders, 2004).  


 


Like most programs, DM programs require on-going evaluation to ensure that they operate effectively and that any 


issues are identified and addressed appropriately (Gensby et al., 2012).  These evaluations have focused primarily on 


ensuring the existence of specific policies and practices, with the use of metrics almost non-existent. Little attempts 


were made to quantitatively evaluate the specific contribution of DM program components (Krause & Lund, 2004). 


This is a problem given how the mere evaluation of the existence of specific policies and practices is insufficient. 


For instance, identifying whether a RTW has occurred or not does not enable an evaluation of how well people are 


doing after a RTW, what types of work they can perform, and their future employment prospects and concerns 


(Krause et al. 2001; Gensby et al., 2012). There is a need to use metrics that would measure aspects such as the 


length of time for which these people were away from work, related operational and administrative costs and 


potential savings from proactive measures.  
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Few studies used such metrics. Some used metrics such as time away from work due to sickness or injury (e.g. Tate 


et al., 1987; Badii et al., 2006), days lost per work related injury (Breslin & Olsheski, 1996; Burton & Conti, 2000; 


Bunn et al., 2006), total work lost days (Bernacki et al., 2000), and injury claims (Wood 1987). A study by Breslin 


& Olsheski (1996) evaluated a transitional RTW program in Cincinnati based on time away from work. Lemstra & 


Olszynski (2003) investigated an occupational management program for a private meat manufacturing company in 


Saskatchewan based on workers’ compensation injury claims. Only a few studies used measures related to the 


modification or change of a job function and sustained job retention (Gensby, 2005). Brooker et al (2000) believed 


DM program evaluations should focus on employee-centered outcomes, whilst Williams and Westmorland (2002) 


wanted more focus health-related outcomes. Skisak et al. (2006) measured work absences as percent changes in 


average days of absence per employee in managed and non-managed business units. Yassi et al. (1995) measured 


time losses in total hours lost and time loss per 100,000 paid hours.  


3. METHODS 


This research involved conducting a search of the literature focusing on construction safety and disability 


management (DM) to identify the methods used to evaluate contractors’ safety and DM performance, focusing in 


particular on the most important metrics used to evaluate both aspects. The literature was not only limited to 


scientific journal and conference publications found by searching databases such as SCOPUS and Science Direct but 


extended to public and government agencies such as the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) 


and the Workers Compensation Board. The work involved identifying the most important safety and DM 


performance metrics used in the literature and then review the ones to be selected for the research. The metrics 


selected for the research had to satisfy two main criteria. The metrics needed to have been widely used, tested and 


validated. They also needed to allow for the evaluation of DM performance at the organizational level.  


4. RESULTS 


This section details a review of existing safety and DM metrics used in literature. It further goes on to elaborate on 


the specific metrics that would be utilized in the ongoing research, highlighting their usage in literature and their 


limitation and rationale for opting for those specific measures.  


 


4.1 Safety and DM Performance Metrics in the Literature  


 


Table 1 lists the most important safety and DM metrics to be used in the research. There’s a need to make the 


distinction between safety and DM given the clear overlap between the two aspects. There’s also a need to make the 


distinction between metrics covering the preventative, primary aspect of DM and those covering its secondary 


management aspect. These metrics will provide evidence that can be used to assess safety and DM performance 


across construction organizations, thus enabling cross-organizational comparisons. These are metrics that have been 


used and validated widely by OSHA, the WCB, insurance companies, facility owners, researchers and other 


construction practitioners. The adopted metrics and framework are complimentary to the existing project 


benchmarking system that focuses more on process and practices at the project level. 
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Table 1: Safety and DM Metrics in Literature 


Metric Definition Formula Sources 


Reportable 


incidents/Accident Rate/ 


Recordable Injury Rate 


The number of reported 


incidents measured against 


hours worked during 


construction 


Number of reported 


incidents/100,000 work 


hours 


Rankin et al. 2008; Cha 


and Kim, 2011; Hinze et 


al. 2013; Yun et al. 2016; 


Jannadi, 1995; Wanberg et 


al., 2013; Nasir et al. 2012 


Lost Time  The amount of time lost to 


incidents measured against 


hours worked during 


construction 


Amount of time lost to 


incidents /100,000 work 


hours  


Rankin et al. 2008; Nassar 


and AbouRizk, 2014; 


Nasir et al. 2012; 


First-aid Injury Rate 


 


The amount of first-aid 


injuries per 200000 work 


hours 


Number of 


Accident*200,000/Total 


Work Hours 


Wanberg et al., 2013; Cha 


and Kim, 2011 


Safety Cost Ratio The amount spent on 


safety issues against total 


revenue 


Safety Cost /Revenue Cha and Kim, 2011; 


Jannadi, 1995 


Safety Education The amount of training of 


employees per gross area 


Number of Training hours 


of employees/Gross Area 


of company 


Cha et al. 2011; Jannadi, 


1995 


Days Away/Restricted or 


Transfer (DART) Rate 


The number of recordable 


injuries and illnesses that 


occur among a given 


number of full-time 


workers over a given 


period of time  


Number of incidents that 


resulted in days away 


from work, restricted 


activity and/or job transfer 


*200000/ number work 


hours 


Hinze et al. 2013; Cha and 


Kim, 2011; Grabowski et 


al., 2007; Yun et al. 2016 


Severity Rate The average number of 


days lost per one million 


hours worked 


Number of Days Lost x 


1,000,000 number of work 


hours 


Hinze et al. 2013; Yun et 


al. 2016 


Loss Ratio The cost of claims against 


the cost of premiums 


Cost of claims/cost of 


premiums  


Hinze et al. 2013; Jannadi, 


1995; Grabowski et al., 


2007 


Number of Liability 


Claims 


The number of liability 


claims associated with 


worksite injuries 


Number of claims Hinze et al. 2013; Cox et 


al. 2003; Grabowski et al., 


2007 


 


 


4.2 Safety and DM Performance Metrics in Research 


 


Lost Time 


The metric measures how safe construction site activities are in respect to the number of lost time incidents (Nassar 


and AbouRizk, 2014). The lost time incident index was chosen to measure safety performance as most companies 


use this as the primary measure of safety performance. Lost time injuries are defined as those occurrences that 


resulted in a fatality, permanent disability, or time lost exceeding part of one normal shift. Lost time is calculated as 


number of lost time injury events per 200 000 work hours. In their study Nassar and AbouRizk, (2014) used the 


measure on a case study in which the researchers worked directly with the company, and the results showed that the 


metric was easy to implement and achieved practical result. Statistics on lost-time injuries have varying criteria for 


reporting injuries or making insurance claims. For instance England counts lost-time injuries after three days, 


Australia after five, most Canadian provinces after one ((Kieback 1988). Theoretical literature provides major 


criticisms of the use of lost time injury rate, such as they fail to account for occupational diseases where there is a 
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prolonged latent period and that it measures injury severity, not necessarily the potential seriousness of the accident 


(Amis and Booth, 1992; Kletz, 1993; Krause and Finley, 1993; Hopkins, 1994). Hopkins (1994) pointed out lost 


time bears no relationship to injury frequency. Her examination of accident data in the mining industry indicated 


that lost time data are far more indicative of changes in claiming behaviour and claims management than of changes 


in safety performance.  


 


Despite the criticism of the use of lost time in the literature, it continues to be used in practice. For example, Rankin 


et al. (2008) in their study measuring overall construction performance proposed and used lost time as one of two 


indicators of safety performance. It was reported that the use of the metric provided valuable information which 


were easily understood and comparable over multiple projects. It verification and applications on 37 projects across 


Canada provides further validation to the usefulness of the metric. A follow up study by Nasir et al. (2012), further 


validated the metrics proposed by Rankin et al. (2008) on a sample of 19 projects across Canada. It was reported that 


companies were satisfied overall with the project performance metrics and management metrics on health and 


safety. Jaselskis et al (1996) conducted quantitative and qualitative analysis of data related to companies and 


projects in the US to identify the factors considered being important for a good level of safety. The performance 


indicators included; OSHA (Occupational Safety and Health Administration) recordable injury rates, lost time, and 


the experience modification rate (EMR). Both the lost time and OSHA reportable injury rate were found useful in 


evaluating a company’s safety performance over years. The study confirms similar findings by Levitt and 


Samuelson (1987) on the value of lost time and recordable injuries as indicators, as it reflects actual costs paid for 


worker's compensation. 


 


Recordable Injury Rate (RIR) 


Recordable injuries as per OSHA covers any injury that results in death, days away from work, restricted work or 


transfer to another job, medical treatment beyond first aid, or loss of consciousness (Janner, 1995). This rate is 


defined as the number of “all work injuries” per million work hours. 'All work injuries" means any injury that 


requires either first aid or a doctor's attention (Wanberg et al., 2013). The difficulty in this measure stems from the 


lack of an appropriate figure for the denominator. In practice, the denominator is usually the total number of persons 


employed or the total number of persons insured at a particular time during the reference period, rather than workers 


in the reference group (ref). This rate is predominately used by construction organizations and subsequently used by 


Wanberg et al. (2013) in quantifying safety performance of 32 projects. For many companies, using reactive 


recordable injury rates remain their primary method of tracking company safety performance. Even when 


statistically valid, incidence rates are still less desirable than a proactive approach that can predict incidents before 


they occur (Rud, 2011). In quantify overall construction performance Cha et al. (2011), used the metric as one of 


their measures of safety performance. In their study, the validity of the metric was conducted on a survey of 


constructions firm and later sampled by experts in the field. The quantitative approach was found to be very useful 


in appropriately classifying performance categories, and evaluating the sub-level indicators (Cha et al., 2011). The 


metric was also proposed and implemented by Rankin et al. (2008) as one of the measures for quantifying safety. 


The study was initiated by the Canadian Construction Innovation Council (CCIC) to quantify construction 


performance using metrics. The metric in this case recordable injury rate was developed and verified on 37 projects 


from 7 provinces within Canada. Accordingly, it was concluded that the use of the metric required no further 


modification. A later study by Nasir et al. (2012), adopted this metric and it was concluded that metric required 


information at different levels of aggregation, which was difficult to provide. So, simplified productivity metrics 


were recommended. More recently, Yun et al. (2016) reviewed over 23 metrics for quantifying performance and 


based on sampling on industry experts conclusively adopted the metric as one of two for benchmarking safety.  


 


In order to prove the effectiveness of the recordable injury rate as a measurement index, it should be operated over 


the whole project life cycle. To be more useful in the industry, the metric should cover a specific target project, i.e., 


residential projects, commercial projects, industrial projects, etc., which the metric fails to account for. This is 


because the performance of the specified type of projects can be accurately measured when the characteristics are 


disseminated down into performance measurement (Hwang et al., 2010). Since these are uniform metrics, there are 


little limitations in comparing rates in one organization with those in another. Moreover, recordable injury rates 


reflect more recent experience, although the reliability these rates are solely dependent of judicious reporting by the 


organization.  
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First-aid Injury Rate 


First aid injuries are those injuries that require one-time treatment and subsequent observation of them. They include 


injuries such as cleaning wounds on the skin surface; applying bandages; flushing an eye; or drinking fluids to 


relieve heat stress (Wanberg et al., 2013). Studies by Wanberg (2013) adopted the Occupational Safety and Health 


Administration’s definition of this metrics in studying the relationship between safety and quality performance. The 


Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) recordable injury rate and first aid injury rate was noted to 


be widely accepted measures of construction safety performance (Wanberg et al., 2013), and therefore used as the 


primary measures of safety performance in their study. Data collected from 32 projects validated the rate as an 


effective measure of performance and also concluded that projects with poor quality performance have a higher 


likelihood of injuries. Similarly, the metric was defined and used by Cha and Kim (2011) in their study as one of 


three measures of safety performance. The study which sort to define a quantitative performance measurement 


systems reported that a general consensus by participating organizations as an effective and comparable measure of 


safety.  


 


 


Safety Cost Ratio 


This metric was proposed and used by Cha and Kim (2011) as one of indexes for quantifying safety performance. In 


their study, the metric was used in addition to recordable injury to measure safety. The metric which was 


implemented on a sample of 22 construction projects from 7 constructions organizations enabled the uniform 


comparison of performance across the projects. In calculating the ratio, the total cost of safety is divided by total 


revenue. Similarly, the ratio was suggested and reviewed by Hinze et al. (2013) demonstrated that the ratio can be 


utilized to distinguish the differences in project safety performances. The costs take into account the indirect as well 


as direct costs. The indirect cost includes costs associated with the loss of productivity of the crew and injured 


individuals, transportation costs to medical facilities, and the time taken to fill out forms. The direct costs are 


associated with the cost of worker’s compensation.  A study by Applegate (1991) indicated that the cost ratio for 


case injuries was 4.2, while lost workday injuries equaled to 20.3, which shows that even minor injuries have 


considerable cost.  


 


 


DART Rate  


This is a relatively newer metric and describes the number of recordable injuries and illnesses per 100 full time 


employees that resulted in days away from work, restricted activity or job transfer that a construction organization 


has experience in at any given time frame (OSHA, 2010;Rud, 2011). The days away, job restriction or transfer 


(DART) rate is calculated by capturing the number of DART cases occurring annually among 100 full-time workers 


2000 work hours per year (Yun et al., 2016; Gokey, 2010). Since 1996, CII Performance Assessment (CII PA), 


formerly known as CII Benchmarking & Metrics, has initiated various industry-specific benchmarking programs in 


order to reliably measure an organization's performance against recognized leaders for the purpose of determining 


best practices that lead to better performance (Dai et al., 2012). To measure safety performance, CII adopted total 


recordable injury rate (RIR) and days away, job restriction or transfer (DART) rate as defined by the Occupational 


Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) at the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (Dai et al., 2012).  The metric since 


then has been adopted as one of measures to quantify safety performance. For example a study by Yun et al. (2016) 


used the DART rate as of two measures to quantify safety performance in phase-based capital projects. The use of 


the metrics was based on industry experts' input and an extensive review of existing metrics. The results showed the 


metrics an effective evaluation method for project performance throughout capital project delivery. By employing 


the benchmarking process during the course of the project, industry practitioners could improve project performance 


and develop proactive strategies for subsequent phases. 


 


 


Loss Ratio 


The loss ratio is a useful tool and likely to be re-estimated many times. Extreme caution must be used in evaluating 


how organizations determine and interpret the loss ratio before drawing any conclusions. Any loss ratio analysis 


must consider the period over which the rates will be effective, sometimes referred to as the “pricing horizon 


(Grabowski et al., 2007).  When comparing the loss ratios of one organization with another, it is important to 


consider the nature and mix of the projects and the impact of those factors on the loss ratio. In calculating the loss 


ratio its takes into account the cost of claims divided by the cost of premiums.  Unlike other metrics, this ratio has 


been used less frequently but none the less found to be a useful measure of disability and injury management 
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performance (Grabowski et al., 2007). For example, a study by Hinze et al. (2013) examined the use of the loss ratio 


and found that the use of the ratio improved safety performance significantly. Similarly, Cox et al. (2003) examined 


quantitative and qualitative performance metrics typically used in the construction industry, and found the loss ratio 


highly significant to construction executives and project managers. Almahmoud et al. (2012) examined the linkage 


of project health to project performance indicators through multiple case studies of construction projects in Saudi 


Arabia. Loss ratio was one of the metrics used and was found to be an over useful measure (Almahmoud et al., 


2012). It was however noted that the ratio should not be used in isolation and should be used in addition with other 


measures to give a broader assessment.  


5.  CONCLUSION AND NEXT STEPS 


The research will involve collecting these metrics for participating construction companies through direct contact 


with these companies, the Workers’ Compensation Board of Manitoba and the Construction Safety Association of 


Manitoba. The data will be kept anonymous so that it is not traceable to any specific organization. The data collected 


will be analyzed in relation to the maturity model scores to investigate the relationship between the leading 


indicators of DM (i.e. the model’s maturity scores) and their lagging indicators (i.e. quantitative performance data). 


This is to investigate whether companies with more mature DM practices have better DM performance than 


companies with less mature practices. Moreover, the relationship between the leading indicators of DM (i.e. model 


maturity scores) and the lagging indicators of safety (quantitative safety performance data) for these companies will 


be investigated. This is to determine whether companies with more mature DM practices have a better safety record 


than companies with less mature practices. Additionally, the relationship between DM performance metrics and 


safety performance metrics will be assessed to ascertain whether any correlation exists between DM performance 


and safety performance. This analysis will enable a better understanding of the relationship between improved DM 


performance and improved safety performance at the organizational levels rather than the industry or project levels. 


Should a relationship exist, the research would be making the case for the need to better integrate disabled workers 


in the workplace to improve everyone’s safety.  
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ABSTRACT  


Base isolation is a method that can be employed to significantly reduce the demands on a structure during a seismic 


event. This method has shown considerable success in reducing the adverse effects of earthquakes, including 


damage and loss of life. The main concept of base isolation is to reduce the seismic demand on a structure by 


placing isolators beneath the superstructure at points where load is transferred to the foundation. One of the most 


commonly used types of isolator is the elastomeric isolator. These isolators are traditionally comprised of layers of 


elastomer and steel. More recently, research has been completed on the use of fibers as a replacement to the steel 


reinforcement layers, in order to reduce weight and potentially reduce costs. Fiber reinforced elastomeric isolators 


(FREI) can be placed (unbonded) between the superstructure and its foundation. This research investigates the 


behaviour of unbonded fiber-reinforced elastomeric isolators (U-FREI) under lateral deformations expected during 


seismic events. The objective of this study is to investigate the lateral behaviour of FREI under a range of 


temperatures, representative of those expected in various regions throughout Canada. Results from preliminary 


experimental tests show that the influence of temperature on the lateral response of U-FREI is negligible under the 


range of temperatures considered. 


 


Keywords: bridge structures; base isolation; fiber-reinforced; temperature; lateral response 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Fiber reinforced elastomeric isolators (FREI) have been investigated as a potentially lighter and less expensive 


alternative to traditional steel reinforced elastomeric isolators. Several studies have shown that by using a fiber 


material (such as carbon fiber) with an elastic modulus on the same order as steel, the vertical stiffness requirement 


of the bearing can be satisfied (Kelly 1999; Al-Anany et al. 2016a). The individual fibers are twisted into larger 


strands, which are woven together to form the thin layer of material that is used as the reinforcement. When tension 


is applied along the axis of the fiber strands, they straighten and allow the fabric to stretch. Accordingly, if fiber is 


used for reinforcement instead of steel, the flexibility of the isolator in extension is expected to increase while its 


flexural rigidity would decrease. It has been shown that a reduction in the flexural rigidity has a limited effect on the 


horizontal stiffness of a bonded FREI, as the stiffness decrease is only on the order of 10% when compared to 


laminated steel bearings (Kelly 1999).  


 


The application of unbonded FREI (U-FREI) also presents desirable properties that are exhibited at larger shear 


strains. It was shown by Toopchi-Nezhad et al. (2007) that with the appropriate aspect ratio (width to total height 


ratio), a rollover mechanism develops, which results in a decrease in the effective lateral stiffness as the lateral 


displacement increases. The initial decrease in stiffness corresponds to a change in boundary conditions as the 


bearing begins to rollover. The rollover mechanism is stable when positive lateral tangent stiffness is observed 
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throughout the hysteresis loop (Toopchi-Nezhad et al. 2008a). Further research by Van Engelen et al. (2014) found 


that as the aspect ratio is decreased, the bearing becomes more susceptible to experiencing unstable rollover 


behaviour. In addition, it was determined that aspect ratios over 2.5 allow the rollover mechanism to be stable (Van 


Engelen et al. 2014). Under very large lateral displacement amplitudes a hardening behaviour occurs, which is 


associated with the bearing rolling over onto its vertical faces. At this point the vertical faces become horizontal and 


are in complete contact with the upper and lower loading platens. This contact is expected to limit the maximum 


lateral displacement of the bearing and prevents a negative tangent stiffness from occurring at large displacements 


(de Raaf et al. 2011). 


 


Recently, unbonded FREI bearings were evaluated analytically (Al-Anany and Tait 2015) and experimentally (Al-


Anany and Tait 2016b) to determine their behaviour under the vertical and rotational loading that is typical of bridge 


bearings. It was shown that unbonded FREI bearings meet criteria in CSA-S6 and AASHTO-LRFD by investigating 


the bearing behaviour under vertical stresses up to 10 MPa and angles of rotation up to 0.05 radians. With respect to 


this application of FREI bearings in bridges, the bearings must also withstand the same negative temperatures that 


the bridge itself experiences.  Roeder et al. (1989) studied the low temperature behaviour of elastomeric isolators 


and concluded that temperature has a large effect on the stiffness of the bearing. Results from this study also 


confirmed that there are two main mechanisms that cause stiffening: instantaneous thermal stiffening and low 


temperature crystallization. Thermal stiffening is independent of time and is a function of temperature only. As the 


temperature is decreased, the rubber begins to stiffen immediately. Once below the second order transition 


temperature of the material, the increase in stiffness can be more than 50 times its room temperature value (Roeder 


et al. 1989). The second order transition temperature has been suggested to be approximately -60 C for natural 


rubber and -50 C for neoprene (Roeder et al. 1990). The second mechanism, low temperature crystallization, occurs 


after an initial delay from the time that the temperature was decreased. The bearing then begins to increase in 


stiffness before it ultimately plateaus. As the temperature is decreased, the delay becomes longer, the rate of increase 


in stiffness grows and produces a higher plateau (Roeder et al. 1989). Murray and Detenber (1961) and Roeder et al. 


(1990) both reported that low temperature crystallization has less of an effect on natural rubber than neoprene 


compounds. As a result, it was suggested that natural rubber bearings are more suitable for low temperatures. The 


rate of stiffness increase was slower and the plateau was much lower for the natural rubber. It was found that the 


natural rubber in some instances had not reached its plateau stiffness even after 21 days at the conditioning 


temperature (Roeder et al. 1990).  


 


The results from Roeder are reflected in the AASHTO Standard Specification for Plain and Laminated Elastomeric 


Bridge Bearings (2006). The standard splits bearings into five grades based on service location, where each grade is 


to be tested for shear modulus at low temperatures for extended periods of time. For example, a Grade 2 bearing 


must be conditioned for 7 days at -18  2 C, while a Grade 5 bearing must be conditioned for 28 days at -37  2 C 


(AASHTO 2006). This insures that the peak stiffness of the bearing is known once it plateaus. Roeder et al. (1989) 


recommended that the conditioned bearing’s stiffness must be less than four times the stiffness at room temperature. 


This was adopted by AASHTO as the pass criteria for conditioned bearing stiffness testing. In the CSA Canadian 


Highway Bridge Design Code (2014), it is required of bearings to be conditioned for 14 days at a temperature equal 


to the minimum mean daily temperature for the service location of the bearing. The CSA code also specifies the 


conditioning temperature criteria for a 2% probability of exceedance. The temperature is taken as the average of two 


values, 15 C and the minimum service temperature (CSA-S6 2014). 


 


These studies confirm that a large increase in stiffness is of concern to engineers designing bridge bearings in cold 


climates. In Canada, bridge bearings can be subject to a large range of temperatures and the stiffness of the isolators 


must be limited in order to reduce the shear forces that can be transferred to the bridge during earthquakes. The 


objective of this paper is to evaluate the effect of low temperatures on the lateral response of unbonded, natural 


rubber FREI. The considered bearings are designed with the ability to exhibit stable rollover. 


2. TEST SPECIMENS 


The FREI specimens were cut from a larger pad that was constructed in the Applied Dynamics Laboratory (ADL) at 


McMaster University. This pad was formed using natural rubber with a shear modulus of approximately 0.85 MPa 


and bi-directional carbon fiber cloth with 0 and 90 degree orientations. Seven layers of rubber were used, with the 


upper and lower layers half the thickness of the internal layers. A hot-vulcanization bonding agent was used to fuse 
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the layers of rubber and fiber reinforcement together. The total height of the rubber (tr) in the final pad was 17 mm. 


The pad was then cut into four ¼-scale FREI using a band saw, with each bearing having an aspect ratio of 3.  


The first bearing was kept at room temperature, 20  5 C in order to serve as a base line. The temperature of the 


second bearing was held at 0 C by placing it in a freezer where it was conditioned for seven days. The third 


specimen was held at a temperature that was very similar to that required for a Grade 2 AASHTO bearing. It was 


placed in a freezer at -20 C where it was also conditioned for seven days. In this initial pilot study, a shorter 


conditioning time was used in order to lower the wait time of the initial study. Further studies to determine how the 


FREI bearings behave under more extreme conditions are currently being carried out. 


3. TEST SETUP AND PROCEDURE 


The FREI were tested using a setup that is capable of applying vertical and lateral displacements to the specimen. 


The setup consists of a reaction frame, a loading beam and a pedestal. The pedestal consists of a large column 


section attached at the base, with a lower platen, two 3-axis load cells, and an upper platen fixed on top. The 


specimen is placed on the upper platen and is loaded vertically using two vertical actuators attached to opposite 


sides of the loading beam. The actuators use the 3-axis load cells to ensure that the target vertical load is maintained. 


A lateral actuator, which is attached to the end of the loading beam, is used to apply lateral displacements. A string 


potentiometer records these displacements at the center of the loading beam with reference to the stationary reaction 


frame.  Between the upper platen and the loading beam are two removable steel plates that facilitate the addition of 


surfaces with varied coefficients of friction. In this study, smaller steel plates, roughened to have a coefficient of 


friction similar to that of concrete, were installed onto the removable steel plates. The unbonded FREI test 


specimens were placed between the roughened plates for testing. For the low temperature tests, the removable plates 


with the installed roughened surface were placed in the same freezer unit as the specimen. This ensured that the 


bearings did not experience a sudden increase in temperature when placed in the test setup, as it was expected that a 


thin layer of water would have formed between the test specimen and the roughened plates that could induce slip 


during testing if they had not been placed in the freezer (Pinarbasi et al. 2007). 


 


 
Figure 1: Photograph of test setup. 


 


Once the conditioning period was complete, the steel plates were first removed from the freezer and rapidly installed 


into the test setup. The FREI specimen was then removed from the freezer and placed in the setup, where the test 


commenced. The total time to complete the test was less than 60 seconds. Each specimen was subject to a constant 


vertical pressure of 7 MPa, applied using a ramp function as shown in Figure 2. The lateral cyclic displacement was 


applied once the vertical pressure was achieved and consisted of three, fully reversed, sinusoidal cycles at each 


horizontal amplitude equalling a percentage of the total thickness of rubber layers, tr. These lateral amplitudes in 


sequence were 25%, 50%, 75%, 100%, 150%, 200% of tr as given in Figure 2. After the three cycles at 200% tr were 


completed, the specimen was vertically unloaded. 
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Figure 2: Vertical loading time history (left). Lateral displacmenet time history (right). 


 


From each cycle, the effective horizontal stiffness of the specimen can be found. It is calculated as the slope of the 


line that connects the maximum lateral load and corresponding displacement with the minimum lateral load and 


displacement (ASCE 2010).  


 


 
 


The variables of Fmax, Fmin, max, and min are the maximum and minimum values of lateral load and displacement. 


The effective horizontal stiffness, as well as the equivalent viscous damping ratio, are calculated for each full cycle 


of displacement. The equation used to calculate the damping ratio is given below (Chopra 2012): 


 


 
 


The variable ED is the area enclosed by the hysteresis loop for a particular cycle. It represents the energy dissipated 


in that individual cycle and is equated with that of an equivalent viscously damped system. 


4. LATERAL RESPONSE 


4.1 Specimen Hysteresis Analysis 


The first FREI was tested at room temperature and subject to the sequence of lateral displacement amplitudes as 


described above. The test was videotaped in order to review the test and confirm that slip did not occur with the 


specimen. It can be seen in Figure 3 that the FREI exhibited acceptable behaviour and remained stable over the 


entirety of the test.  
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Figure 3: 20 C hysteresis loops corresponding to the final cycle at each lateral displacement amplitude.  
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As the displacement amplitude was increased from 25% tr to 100% tr, the effective stiffness of each cycle decreased. 


At even larger lateral displacements, the vertical faces of the FREI were close to becoming completely horizontal, 


but did not make contact with the loading platens. Finally, at 200% tr, it was observed that full rollover occurred. 


The slope of the curve begins to decrease at around 50% tr, but then starts to increase again around 125% tr. This 


slope change becomes more prominent between 150% and 200% tr where it can be seen to continue to increase and 


pick up lateral load. The maximum absolute value of lateral load from the final 200% tr cycle was 4284 N.  


 


As previous mentioned the second FREI test specimen was conditioned for 7 days at 0  3 C. Based on the 


elastomer used, the FREI was not expected to exhibit behaviour that differed greatly from the first specimen at room 


temperature. At 0 C, the rubber is not at a low enough temperature to have a large rate of crystallization. As a 


result, any increase in stiffness was expected to be minimal and primarily due to instantaneous thermal stiffening. A 


video recording of the test was reviewed to confirm that no slippage occurred.  


 


It can be seen from Figure 4a that the peak force achieved was 4724 N. This value is approximately 500 N larger 


than the maximum value for the FREI tested at room temperature, which indicates an increase in the effective 


stiffness. In addition, the video recording showed that the bearing was able to exhibit a full, stable rollover at 200% 


tr, despite the increase in stiffness. In general, it can also be seen in Figure 4a that the hysteresis loops for the 0 C 


specimen contain a slightly larger area than those for the original specimen. This implies that the bearing was able 


dissipated more energy and should have a higher equivalent viscous damping ratio. 


 


The final FREI test specimen was conditioned at -20  3 C for 7 days. This bearing was expected to be stiffer than 


the previous two specimens, as instantaneous thermal stiffening would have a greater effect at this temperature. In 


addition, it was expected to gain more stiffness due to crystallization, since the rate of stiffness increase is greater at 


lower temperatures. The hysteresis loops for this test specimen, which are shown in Figure 4b, indicate acceptable 


behaviour as positive tangential stiffness is maintained. A peak force of 4723 N was required to displace the bearing 


to the 200% tr cycle and it can be seen that this specimen was not pushed fully to the end of each cycle. The 


deformation was 2% tr short of being displaced to the full amplitude of 200% tr, but had already reached the same 


lateral load as the 0 C bearing, indicating that it was more stiff. Lastly, it can be seen that the hysteresis loops of 


this bearing contain more area, indicating that this bearing was able to dissipate more energy and as a result should 


have a larger damping ratio. 


 


a)                                                                                       b) 


 
Figure 4: 0 C (a) and -20 C (b) hysteresis loops overlaid 20 C hysteresis loops corresponding to the final cycle at 


each lateral displacement amplitude. 


 


4.2 Effective Stiffness Comparisons 


Additional information on the difference between the three conditioning temperatures can be obtained through the 


calculated lateral stiffness and damping. These values are given for each cycle in Table 1. The effective stiffness of 
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each specimen for the third cycle at each lateral displacement amplitude are presented in Figure 5a. This figure 


provides a graphical representation of the change in horizontal stiffness as the FREI are subjected to increasing 


displacements.  


 


Table 1: Effective stiffness and damping at different temperatures. 


    
20 ºC    0 ºC   -20 ºC 


Displacement 


Amplitude 
Cycle 


Stiffness Damping   Stiffness Damping   Stiffness Damping 


(N/mm) (%)   (N/mm) (%)   (N/mm) (%) 


25% tr  
a  


1 194.8 11.4   217.7 13.2   241.8 15.1 


2 189.6 11.9   211.8 13.7   235.1 16.1 


3 186.0 11.5   208.1 13.4   229.9 15.6 


50% tr 


1 159.2 10.0   174.3 11.1   187.7 12.9 


2 148.8 9.9   161.2 10.9   172.4 12.8 


3 146.5 9.7   158.7 10.7   169.6 12.6 


75% tr 


1 140.2 9.3   151.2 10.1   160.9 11.7 


2 133.3 8.7   142.7 9.6   150.5 11.3 


3 130.7 8.7   139.7 9.5   147.2 11.3 


100% tr 


1 130.8 8.5   139.8 9.2   148.4 10.5 


2 122.0 8.3   129.4 9.0   136.4 10.4 


3 119.4 8.3   126.1 9.0   132.6 10.4 


150% tr 


1 128.6 8.6   138.7 9.1   148.7 10.0 


2 115.0 7.9   122.7 8.4   130.5 9.5 


3 110.6 7.8   117.4 8.4   124.5 9.4 


200% tr 


1 152.0 7.9   169.1 8.2   177.4 8.9 


2 131.6 7.4   143.6 8.0   147.5 8.8 


3 125.1 7.4   137.1 8.1   138.0 8.9 
a These values were determined at a lateral displacement amplitude slightly less than 25% due to setup capabilities. 


 


It can be observed that as the temperature the specimen is conditioned at is decreased, the effective horizontal 


stiffness of the specimen increases. This trend is valid at all lateral displacement amplitudes and creates curves that 


become more parallel to one another as the displacement intervals increase. During the first interval of 25% to 50% 


tr, the change in stiffness was approximately 40, 50 and 60 N/mm for each of the 20 C, 0 C, -20 C test specimens. 


By the 100% to 150% tr interval, the change in stiffness of each specimen was between 8.1 and 8.8 N/mm. This 


shows how the change in stiffness converges for all specimens. At 200% tr full stable rollover occurs and an increase 


in stiffness is evident in the figure. Each specimen’s effective stiffness increases to values greater than values at 


lower displacement amplitudes, in particular, 100% tr. 


 


The Standard Specification for Plain and Laminated Bearings gives the criteria of a bearing to be accepted for use at 


low temperatures. It requires that the stiffness at the conditioned temperature be less than four times the room 


temperature stiffness (AASHTO 2011). This equates to a maximum percent increase of 300% of the room 


temperature stiffness. Figure 5b shows that the conditioned bearings behaviour is acceptable at all displacement 


amplitudes tested. The greatest percent increase is only 24% and occurs with the -20 C specimen at 25% tr. 


Accordingly, the FREI were all expected to pass the provided criteria at the current conditioning periods and 


temperatures.  


 


Another way to analyze the data is on a per cyclic amplitude basis. This is shown in Figure 5c, where the lateral 


stiffness is plotted versus the conditioning temperature. It is interesting to note that, excluding the previously 


mentioned discrepancy, the change in stiffness over the three temperatures is approximately constant for each 


displacement. This indicates that the relationship between stiffness at different temperatures for the same length of 
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conditioning can potentially be modeled as approximately linear over the +20 C to -20 C temperature range. 


However, more test data is required to confirm this. 


 


a)                                                                                          b) 


 
 


          c) 


 
Figure 5: a) Lateral stiffness versus final cycle displacement amplitude.  


b) Percent increase in stiffness when compared to 20 C. 


c) Relationship between lateral effective stiffness and temperature at each displacement amplitude. 


 


4.3 Equivalent Viscous Damping Comparison 


The damping ratio was determined at all lateral displacements for each specimen and the results are displayed in 


Figure 6a. The greater level of damping present within the specimens can be explained by the behaviour of the 


carbon fiber within the FREI. It was found that the addition of fiber reinforcement provides a source of energy 


dissipation in the bearing, in addition to the inherent properties of natural rubber (Kelly 1999; Toopchi-Nezhad et al. 


2007). It has been postulated that in unbonded applications of FREI, as the fibers in the reinforcement bend, the only 


way to permit this flexure is if the fibers slip past one another. The inherent tension in the fibers, combined with the 


vertical load on the isolator causes frictional forces to form (Kelly 1999). Energy is dissipated as these forces are 


overcome and slip between the fibers occurs. It is not expected that the amount of energy dissipated by the fibers 


increases at lower temperatures.  
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At lower temperatures the damping ratio increases noticeably. Figure 6b shows this increase in damping at lower 


temperatures as a percent increase of the damping ratio at 20 C. For the 25% tr displacement amplitude, the percent 


increase in damping ratio is 35% for the -20 C specimen and 16% for the 0 C specimen. The percent increase in 


damping ratio becomes smaller as the amplitude is increased. This trend is only not valid for the 0 C bearing at 


200% tr and is consistent with the increase in stiffness that was observed at the same temperature and displacement.  


 


A previous study by Kulak and Hughes (1993) on steel reinforced isolators, found that the same trend with respect 


to temperature occurs. In the study, as the temperature was decreased from 20 C to -20 C, the damping ratio 


increased by approximately 7% at 100% tr (Kulak and Hughes 1993). The data provided in Figure 6a, shows that an 


increase of approximately 2% occurred over the same temperature range. The study additionally found that as the 


displacement amplitude was increased, the damping ratio decreased, which is also consistent with the data presented 


here (Kulak and Hughes 1993). 


 


a)                                                                                            b) 


 
Figure 6: a) Damping ratio versus final cycle displacement amplitude 


b) Percent increase in damping ratio when compared to 20 C 


 


4.4 Mullins Effect and Temperature 


It was observed from the hysteresis loops that the stiffness on the final cycle of each lateral displacement was less 


than that of the first cycle at the same displacement. This occurred for every set of cyclic displacements and can be 


explained from the properties of the elastomer. Cyclically displacing an elastomer until it reaches the same 


amplitude as the previous cycle results in the material being loaded, unloaded and then loaded again. During the first 


cycles, the molecular structure of the elastomer changes as cross-links within it are broken (Marckmann et al. 2002). 


As a result, subsequent displacements require less force in order to displace the rubber to the same amplitude. This 


softening of the rubber is called the Mullins effect (Marckmann et al. 2002). As the number of cycles increase, this 


effect minimizes until the rubber achieves a stable state (Toopchi-Nezhad et al 2008b). The FREI were tested with 


three fully reversed cycles, as this is the number of cycles stated in both CSA-S6 (2014) and the ASCE Standard for 


Minimum Design Loads for Buildings and Other Structures (ASCE 2010). The ASCE Standard gives guidance on 


the amount of softening that is allowed to occur before a room temperature specimen is no longer considered 


adequate. It states that the effective stiffness at any of the three cycles must be less than or equal to 15 percent of the 


average effective stiffness of those three cycles (ASCE 2010). It can be seen in Figure 7 that for the room 


temperature specimen, the percent change between the maximum and minimum effective stiffness values of the 


three cycles is within 15 percent up to the 150% tr amplitude. Since the total difference is within the limits, the 


percent change from the average will also be within the limits. For the 200% tr cycles, the maximum and minimum 


effective stiffness cycles must be compared to the average effective stiffness. The values taken from Table 1 have 


been used to determine that the average stiffness is 136.2 N/mm and the variation from this average is only 11.6 and 


8.2 percent for the maximum and minimum effective stiffness cycles, respectively. The room temperature bearing is 


deemed acceptable based on this criterion. The specimen tested at -20 C was checked as well in order to determine 
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if a conditioned bearing can pass the adequacy criteria. At 200% tr the bearing has a decrease in effective stiffness 


by approximately 22 percent over the three cycles. Comparing the maximum and minimum stiffness values to the 


average value, resulted in a 15% increase and 10.6% decrease in stiffness compared to the average value. This is just 


within the acceptable range and after checking that the bearing at the 150% tr amplitude is acceptable, the 


conditioned bearing is deemed adequate as well. 


 


 
Figure 7: Maximum percent change in effective stiffness between cycles for each lateral displacement amplitude. 


5. CONCLUSION 


Bearings that are to be used in a bridge application must withstand the same temperatures as the bridge. As a result, 


it is important to know the behaviour of the bearings at low temperatures. In this study, quarter scale carbon FREI 


bearings were tested under lateral cyclic deformations at low temperatures, in order to determine their lateral 


response. For the tests, each specimen was subjected to a single temperature, for a length of 7 days. The three 


conditioning temperatures were 20 C, 0 C and -20 C. In addition, all specimens were cut to have the same aspect 


ratio that is known to ensure stable rollover. 


 


The main conclusions to draw from this research are that: 


 Hysteresis loops have the same shape at low temperatures as at room temperature. 


 Bearings conditioned at lower temperatures have a higher stiffness throughout all lateral displacement 


amplitudes. 


 The maximum increase in stiffness is well within the amount permitted by AASHTO M 251-06 (2011) for 


low temperature testing. 


 Bearings conditioned at lower temperatures, also have a larger damping ratio throughout all lateral 


displacement amplitudes. 


 The Mullins effect on the lateral stiffness is larger for lower temperatures. 


 All bearings met clauses outlined in ASCE-7 (2010) limiting the impact of the Mullins effect. 


 


In general, all low temperature bearings performed adequately and can be deemed as providing acceptable lateral 


performance at low temperatures. The information gathered in this preliminary study will be used to prepare the next 


phase of the research program. It will involve conditioning lengths that coincide with various standards and a larger 


range of temperatures that reflect the in-situ temperatures representative of various regions throughout Canada. 
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ABSTRACT  


While the National Building Code of Canada (NBCC) provides engineers with suitable snow loading guidelines for 


structural design, the strict application of the code may not lead to an optimized structural design. Generalizations 


have been made to ensure the applicability of the code to the majority of potential structures within Canada, which 


result in conservative estimates in certain situations.  In particular, the interaction between region-specific prevailing 


wind directionality, climate and roof orientation are not accounted for. However, the development of advanced 


physical and numerical snow simulation approaches allows for the investigation of building-specific variables that 


affect snow loading.  The Finite Area Element (FAE) process simulates the hour-by-hour accumulation and 


depletion of snow on a specific building design.  This tool provides detailed quantification of the probabilistic snow 


loading accounting for region-specific long term meteorological conditions and building-specific variables such as 


roof size, exposure to prevailing winds, thermal capacity and local aerodynamics.  While providing a detailed 


assessment of the snow loads, a full FAE assessment can be both time consuming and relatively costly for many 


applications.  This parametric analysis approach has been developed using a variety of simple building geometries to 


provide an approach to assess the relative impacts of many of the key variables needed to inform a design.  This 


paper describes the physical and numerical models used for the parametric simulation of snow loads, and discusses 


their application to structures within Canada. 


 


Keywords: Snow Load, Snowdrift, Wind Tunnel, Wind 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Snow loading guidelines are provided in many building codes and standards, and are meant to be conservative to 


cover a wide range of possible design scenarios. Alternative methods for characterizing design snow loads for a 


specific building geometry and meteorological climate are accepted by most building codes and standards, for 


example the National Building Code of Canada (NBCC) and the America Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) 


standard.  Such methods include the use of water flume wind and snow simulations and wind tunnel based finite 


area element modelling, which have been shown to provide reliable snow load estimates (Gamble 1992 and Irwin 


1983).  


 


Of the snow loads recommended by the NBCC, roof surcharge snow loads tend to be the most significant and have a 


large impact on the overall design of the structural system.  This paper investigates the relationship between roof 


step orientation of a typical building and the local meteorological climate to provide snow load reduction 


coefficients that can be reliably applied to reduce roof step snow surcharge loads.  
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2. PARAMETRIC ROOF STEP SIMULATION MODEL 


2.1 Model Description 


The dependence of snow surcharges on both meteorological climate and building orientation was analyzed using 


three typical building models featuring roof steps of 3 m, 9 m and 30 m height.  Each model has identically sized 


large upper and lower roofs, as shown in Figure 1.  The effect of building orientation was evaluated by rotating each 


building for 16 equally incremented compass directions relative to the meteorological climate. The geometry and 


intent of this model is similar to the scale model building used by Tsuchiya et al, 2002.  


 


Three corresponding numerical FAE models were created to simulate the hour-by-hour deposition, drifting, and 


melting of snow and absorption of rain and melt water into a snow pack within a grid system that divides the roof 


into a large number of finite areas. 1:300 physical scale models of the three roof step models were instrumented and 


tested within a boundary layer wind tunnel using a standard suburban wind velocity and turbulence profile to obtain 


the required aerodynamic flow patterns.  Entire winters were simulated on an hour-by-hour basis, including the 


cumulative effects of successive storms, drifting events and melting periods. Specific methodology and applications 


of the FAE method are described in: Irwin and Gamble 1988 and Gamble et al. 1992.  


 
Figure 1: Plan and elevation views of the parametric model buildings. Dimensions are given in full-scale 


millimeters. Dark blue circles indicate the location of wind tunnel sensors.  


2.2 Directional Sensitivity of Building Orientation to Meteorological Climate 


Meteorological data from 25 cities across Canada were processed using the three roof step FAE models for each of 


the 16 equally incremented building orientations for a total of 1200 unique snow load design scenarios.  The area 


averaged snow load within the roof step was determined on an hour-by-hour basis and used to determine each peak 


annual maxima within the meteorological data set under investigation, and the 1 in 50 year mean recurrence snow 


load derived using a Fisher-Tippet Type 1 fit. This simulation and analysis process was completed for each of the 16 


building orientations and for each roof step height. The building orientation which exhibited the largest load was 


used to normalize each of the remaining test orientations. The normalized snow load values were plotted to 


determine the relative sensitivity of the building to the climate.  For comparison purposes, key examples of 


representative meteorological climates are presented, including London, Toronto, Quebec City and Vancouver.     


 


The left image in Figure 2 presents the normalized snow load for each of the 16 building orientations investigated 


based on meteorological data recorded at London International Airport for each of the three building roof step 


heights. Each cardinal direction presented represents the direction in which the roof step is facing; for example, a 


data point for the north direction corresponds to a north facing roof step, where the lower roof is on the north side 


and upper roof on the south side of the step. The right image presents the directional distribution of frequency of 


winds (blowing from) from October through May for the same meteorological data.   


 


It is apparent that roof steps facing towards the northeast through southeast directions are most heavily loaded with 


snow. However, roof steps oriented facing towards the south-southeast through north directions are not likely to 


accumulate as large of a snow load, and large reductions to building code recommendations may be applicable. This 
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is expected to be primarily due to the lack of winds of significant strength and low frequency from the north through 


northeast and southeast through southwest directions as indicated in the wind rose in Figure 2. 


 


These simulations reveal that roof steps of greater heights result in greater reductions in snow accumulations for 


westerly facing roof steps.  The trends in the data remain similar for other building orientations. This is due to strong 


westerly winds downwashing from the exposed building roof step face and scouring snow from the lower roof.  


Increasing the height of the step increases the strength of this downwashing and scouring wind flow.  


 
Figure 2: Left: Load reduction factors due to building orientation and meteorological climate sensitivity.  Illustrated 


are buildings with 3 m, 9 m and 30 m roof step heights. Right: Directional distribution (%) of winter winds (blowing 


from) from October through May.  Data recorded at London International Airport from 1953 through 2009. 


 


A distinctly different trend in sensitivity to buiding orientation was observed for the meteorological climate in 


Toronto. As shown in Figure 3, the meteorological climate around Toronto resulted in a more uniform distribution 


of strong winds over the course of the winter and a therefore more uniform snow load within roof step zones. This 


results in less sensitivity of building orientation to the climate and lower directionality reduction factors. However, 


reductions of up to 60% are seen for roof steps facing towards the north.  Similar to what was observed in the 


London meteorological data set, higher roof steps result in a reduced windward snow accumulation on the lower 


roof. However, these snow load reductions are somewhat limited as the relatively infrequent winds from the east are 


responsible for the redistribution of snow from the upper roof into the roof step region. 


 
Figure 3: Left: Load reduction factors due to building orientation and meteorological climate sensitivity.  Data 


recorded at Toronto International Airport from 1953 through 2015. 
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Upon reviewing wind data from a region with a highly directional wind climate such as that found at Quebec City 


International Airport (right image in Figure 4), a designer may assume that large reduction ratios would occur for 


roof steps that are not aligned in directions downwind of prevailing wind directions. However, the interactions 


between wind speed, frequency and a snow pack cannot be simplistically reviewed in this fashion as evidenced by 


the results of the parametric simulation for data from Quebec City International Airport (see left image in Figure 4). 


A comparison between the Quebec City and London wind data sets indicate that greater reductions should be present 


for Quebec City; however this is not necessarily the case as even relatively infrequent directions still contribute to a 


large amount of snow scour and subsequent deposition on the lower roof surface.  This is a due to the relationship 


between the driftable state, availability of snow to drift, and the movement of snow with wind speed.   


 
Figure 4: Left: Load reduction factors due to building orientation and meteorological climate sensitivity.  Data 


recorded at Quebec City International Airport from 1953 through 2014. 


 


A disconnect between prevailing wind directionality and the resulting load sensitivity is apparent when 


meteorological data from Vancouver International Airport was reviewed (Figure 5).  This is due to the relatively low 


frequency of strong winds during the winter,  snowfall events consisting of wet snow with low driftability and the 


relatively short period of time that snow is present on the roof due to frequent melting periods. As a result, reduction 


factors based on building orientations are likely to be limited, as is the likelihood for large roof step surcharges. 


 
Figure 5: Left: Load reduction factors due to building orientation and meteorological climate sensitivity.  Data 


recorded at Vancouver International Airport from 1953 through 2012. 
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3. APPLICATION  


The following sections illustrate the application of step surcharge reduction factors previously determined to a 


model with complex geometry that is representative of features that are encountered in practise. Illustrated below are 


NBCC code calculations and loads parametrically modified using reduction factors obtained for Toronto and 


Quebec City.  Lastly, the loads derived using the parametric analysis are compared against load derived using the 


detailed FAE simulation process.   


 


The Snow Accumulation and Precipitation Calibration Experiment (SPACE) model, as illustrated in Figure 6, 


features complex but common geometries that allow for evaluation of building aerodynamics and snow simulation 


methods.  Key building geometries have been included in the geometric design of the building such as a mechanical 


penthouse on a projecting tower, multiple roof steps and a large central arched roof. A detailed description and 


resulting water flume snow drifting simulations of the SPACE model can be seen in Brooks et al, 2015.  


 


 
Figure 6: Plan and elevation views of the SPACE model building. Dimensions are provided in full-scale meters 


(Brooks et al 2015). 


3.1 Comparison of NBCC Recommended and Parametrically Modified Design Snow Loads 


Figure 7 illustrates the three-dimensional distribution of snow as recommended by the NBCC (left) and as modified 


by the reduction factors determined using the simplified building roof step model and the FAE (right).  These loads 


are the 1 in 50 year mean recurrence snow loads based on meteorological data from Toronto, Ontario.  The height of 


the snow accumulation is based on an NBCC recommended density of 3.0 kN/m3. Any abrupt changes in the 


geometry of the NBCC recommended snow loads have been smoothed through interpolation during modelling.  


 


The roof snow loads shown in Figures 7 and 8 illustrate where differences in the volume of snow within roof step 


zones are present between code and those parametrically modified.  As can be seen, some of the wind directions 


have seen appreciable reductions in depth, where others oriented in more sensitive directions relative to the 


meteorological climate remained unfactored.  
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Figure 7: Left: Three dimensional representation of 1 in 50 year design snow loads as recommended by the NBCC. 


Right: NBCC recommendations factored using roof step surcharge reduction relationships derived using the 


simplified building roof step model.  Presented snow loads are based on meteorological data from Toronto, Ontario. 


 


 
Figure 8: Left: Three dimensional representation of 1 in 50 year design snow loads as recommended by the NBCC. 


Right: NBCC recommendations factored using roof step surcharge reduction relationships derived using the 


simplified building roof step model.  Presented snow loads are based on meteorological data from Quebec City, 


Quebec. 


3.2 Comparison of Parametrically Modified Snow Loads and FAE Snow Loads 


Since the building roof step parametric model is representative of a simple building roof step geometry in isolation, 


a detailed FAE simulation of the SPACE model was conducted to compare the loads recommended by the 


parametrically modified NBCC loads to a current, state of the art analysis method.  


 


Using the FAE simulation method required detailed wind flow velocity information. This information was obtained 


through the boundary layer wind tunnel testing of a 1:300 scale model (left image in Figure 9).  Velocity data 


(magnitude and direction) were measured with a high degree of spatial resolution using 253 surface velocity vector 


(SVV) sensors, as described in Gamble et al 1992 (right image in Figure 9). A standard suburban wind and 


turbulence profile was used. 
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Figure 9: Photograph of the SPACE wind tunnel model within a boundary layer wind tunnel (left) and example of 


measured wind velocity vectors for winds from the north (right). 


 


As can be seen in Figures 10 and 11, the parametrically modified code loads appear larger than those derived using 


the detailed FAE simulation process. This indicates that the code loads, and resulting parametrically modified roof 


step loads do provide a degree of conservatism, as is desirable for a method that does not relay on detailed physical 


and numerical modelling. 


 


The total snow load on the building including area averaged and roof step surcharges was calculated for each 


analysis method for a building located in both Toronto and Quebec City based on an assumed snow density of 3 


kN/m3, and is presented in Table 1.  The difference in total snow load for each of the analysis methods is also 


provided for comparison purposes. 


 


 
Figure 10: Left: NBCC recommendations factored using the reduction factor relationships derived using the 


simplified building roof step model.  Right: Snow loads derived using the detailed FAE simulation process. 


Presented snow loads are based on meteorological data from Toronto, Ontario. 
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Figure 11: Left: NBCC recommendations factored using the reduction factor relationships derived using the 


simplified building roof step model.  Right: Snow loads derived using the detailed FAE simulation process. 


Presented snow loads are based on meteorological data from Quebec City, Quebec. 


 


 


Table 1: Total Area Averaged and Step Surcharge Snow Load 


 


4. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 


A parametric simulation of snow accumulation and depletion was conducted for 25 sites across Canada using simple 


roof step model geometries with heights of 3 m, 9m and 30 m. The resulting directional sensitivies of roof step 


orientation to structural snow loads were demonstrated using different meteorological data sets.  Conclusions drawn 


from this work include: 


 


1. The strict application of NBCC recommended roof step surcharge snow loads are often conservative, depending 


on the meteorological climate, because there are often directional sensitivities due prevailing wind directions 


and other climatic factors.    


2. Parametric reduction factors applied to roof step surcharge loads, as illustrated within this paper, allow 


designers to refine the predicted code design snow loads to allow for a more efficient structural system. 


3. A comparison of NBCC and parametrically adjusted loads to FAE simulated snow loads on a detailed building 


indicates that, for the example geometry and climates investigated in this paper, the parametric refinement 


method does include conservatism as is desirable for a method that does not rely on detailed physical and 


numerical modelling.  
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 NBCC Code Snow 


Load (kN) 


Parametric NBCC 


Snow Load (kN) 


FAE Snow Load 


(kN) 


Toronto 15490 13264 8612 


Quebec City 39881 35523 21273 
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ABSTRACT  


Many industrial effluents contain concentrated Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen (TKN), which may might be also 


accompanied with ammonia, sulfur, iron, total solids, etc. Conventional wastewater treatment plants are unable to 


remove TKN, to a level acceptable for the ecosystem, thus, such wastewater has to be treated at the source; however, 


adequate methods have not been demonstrated yet.  The industrial wastewater of concern, which contained 14 g 


TKN/L and 11 g NH4/L had a low probability to be biologically treated, therefore, an enhanced electro-oxidation 


method was proposed in this study. The industrial effluent was subjected to a series of tests, where finally the 


electro-Fenton oxidation demonstrated the best results; however, the method was designed to be effective without an 


addition of external iron; iron pollutant contained in wastewater was used instead. DC electrical field permitted to 


keep iron at an adequate state for the Fenton reactions. The results from batch reactors of 2.2L showed an excellent 


removal of TKN and ammonia - 98.7% and 99.5%, respectively. In order to decrease the detention time to 24h, an 


Electro-Fenton Sequential Batch Reactor (EF-SBR) was invented and designed. Considering a low degradability of 


TKN in the form of amides, the developed Enhanced Electro-Fenton Oxidation method based on wastewater 


components, is an effective approach in preventing the discharge of organic nitrogen to the sewage system and 


therefore protecting the environment. Moreover, the proposed design is sustainable since limits supplying additional 


chemicals and optimizes energy use. The technology is ready for a full-scale application.  


 


Keywords: Industrial wastewater treatment, Enhanced Electro-Oxidation, TKN, Ammonia, Electro-Fenton 


Sequential Batch Reactor, Detention time, Electro-Fenton Oxidation, Sustainable design. 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Highly polluted industrial wastewaters require adequate treatment before discharge since it is mostly considered as 


one of the greatest threats to the ecosystem. Moreover, at conventional treatment facilities, total Kjeldahl nitrogen 


(TKN) removal may not reach the allowable discharge concentration before being released to the receiving 


waterbodies because of its low degradability. Furthermore, the high concentration of ammonia in wastewater 


increases the complexity in TKN removal. Therefore, an operation unit based on Advanced Oxidation Processes 


(AOPs) appears to be an appropriate approach to obtain a satisfactory TKN removal. Unfortunately, no such 


treatment is available at this moment.  


 


There is a number of Advanced Oxidation Processes (AOPs) such as: Ozonation, Photolysis, Fenton Oxidation, 


Photo-Fenton Oxidation and Electrochemical Advanced Oxidation Processes (EAOPs); however, they have never 


demonstrated successful treatment of such harsh wastewater. The first disadvantage that limits the use of ozonation 


in this study are the fact that the compounds with an amide structure are resistant to ozone (Nakada et al., 2007). An 


additional disadvantage is the side effects of the by-products from ozone treatment, which may be more harmful 
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than the parent ones (Li et al., 2008). Moreover, the mass transfer of the ozone molecule from the gas to liquid phase 


is a limiting step, which reduces removal efficiency and increases the cost of treatment (Homem and Santos, 2011). 


 


There are two types of photolysis processes: direct and indirect. In the direct process, organic compounds absorb UV 


light and undergo self-decomposition (Boreen et al., 2004). Since photolysis can be applied to low COD loads and 


photosensitive compounds (Kummerer, 2009), it cannot be used to the wastewater of concern since its chemical 


oxygen demand (COD) is 44000 mg/L.  Fenton Oxidation requires the presence of Fe2+ and H2O2, where ferrous 


ions act as a catalyst while hydrogen peroxide produces hydroxyl radicals to degrade organic compounds. Moreover, 
H2O2 can act as an OH scavenger as well as an initiator (Venkatadri and Peters, 1993). The disadvantages include 


expensive treatment of sludge and a limited pH range (pH 2-3), as well as the fact that not all organics are 


susceptible to this type of oxidation (Nidheesh and Gandhimathi, 2012). However, the costs might be reduced if the 


addition of chemicals (e.g. iron) can be avoided.  


 


Photo-Fenton Oxidation, which is the combination of Fe2+/H2O2/UV, which can use solar radiation instead of UV to 


decrease the costs (Bauer and Fallmann, 1997). However, the process needs a reactor with a chamber that limits the 


design parameter selection (e.g. detention time and dimensions of the reactor); furthermore, it requires a continuous 


source of light, which would not be always available. Likewise, UV resource installation causes a significant 


increase of costs. Thus, Photo-Fenton Oxidation was not applied in this study. 


 


Electro-Fenton Oxidation is one of the electrochemical advanced oxidation processes that has a possibility of a high 


mineralization of persistent organics. The feasibility of Electro-Fenton Oxidation reactions and anodic oxidation was 


studied in this research for the first time on such complex wastewater (Tab. 1). The proposed Electro-Fenton process 


was modified, since wastewater contained already iron. The application of an adequate direct current (DC) electric 


field would keep the iron in an adequate state for Fenton reaction. The sustainable approach to this industrial 


wastewater treatment lies on using contaminants instead addition of chemicals to initiate Fenton reaction.  The 


concept of electro-bioreactor (Elektorowicz et al., 2011) where electrochemical processes might be prevalent over 


biological processes, or vice-versa (Ibeid et al., 2013; Hasan et al., 2012), was previously applied; however, it has 


not included Fenton process yet.  


2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 


2.1 Methodology 


The objective of this study was to achieve the lowest possible concentration, or highest removal, of TKN using the 


modified Enhanced Electro-Oxidation without the addition of iron. Instead, this study used iron contaminant 


contained within the industrial wastewater (Tab. 1).  Generally, the Electro-Fenton is an indirect oxidation that 


generates hydrogen peroxide by the reduction of oxygen at cathode surface (Eq. 1). Then, the oxidizing power is 


enhanced by the production of OH radicals in bulk solution trough Fenton reaction (Eq.2). This reaction is catalyzed 


from electrochemical re-generation of ferrous ions (Eq. 3).  


 


[1]      O2 + 2 H+ + 2 e- → H2O2                                                                                                                                          


 


[2]      Fe2+ + H2O2 → Fe3+ + OH. + OH  


 


[3]      Fe3++ e- → Fe2+                                                                                                                                                                                                                      


  


Hydroxyl radicals lead the process to a higher oxidation potential level and ferric ions are produced in the result of 


oxidation potential increase. Effective destruction of wastewater contaminants is due to generation of highly reactive 


radicals (HO-) – a strong oxidizing agent. 


 


[4]     H2O2+ Fe+2+H+ → HO. + Fe3+ + H2O    


 


They react with persistent organics and may mineralize them into inorganic ions or convert to biodegradable organic 


compounds. Electro-Fenton process removes organic nitrogen (Eq.5), ammonia (Eq. 6 and 7) and TKN (Eq. 8) in 


the following equations: 



http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1878535213001767#b0030
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[5]     R + OH-   →    CO2 + H2O (or ROH)      


 


[6]    2NH3 +6OH− →N2 +6H2O+6e−          


                                                                                                    


[7]    6H2O + 6e− →3H2 +6OH−                                                                                                                       


 


[8]    NH3+ + O2 + 2e- + H2O → NO2- +5H+ +4e-                                                                                         


 


2.2 Materials 


The industrial wastewater in this study, containing high concentrations of TKN, were sampled at the “end-of-pipe” 


at industrial facilities and analyzed within 12 hours. The initial concentration of its compounds and physiochemical 


properties are provided in Table 1 and Table 2, respectively. Hydrogen peroxide 30% was used as an associated 


oxidant in order to produce hydroxyl radicals and to occur the Fenton reactions during Enhanced Electro-Oxidation 


process. Hydroxyl radical led the process to higher oxidation potential where ferric ions produced in the result of 


oxidation potential increase. Effective destruction of wastewater contaminants was due to a generation of highly 


reactive radicals (HO-) – a strong oxidizing agent. The initial pH of the wastewater was maintained without any 


adjustment. 


Table 1: Initial concentration of wastewater pollutants 


Compound  Concentration [mg/L] 


TKN 14000 


Ammonia 11000 


TN 14500 


Nitrate/Nitrite 519 


Organic nitrogen 3000 


Ferrous ion 2760 


Sulphate 4190 


Table 2: Initial physiochemical value of industrial wastewater  


Parameter Average Value 


pH 6.85 


Conductivity [mS/cm] 54.8 


ORP*[mV]                        -10.7 


Temperature [ºC] 15.7 


 


2.3 Equipment and Setup 


Enhanced electro-oxidation experiments were performed in the laboratory in a single electro-Fenton reactor (Fig. 1). 


The studies consisted of 3 phases, namely small-scale, higher (medium) scale and EF-SBR (Electro-Fenton 


Sequential Batch Reactor). In the first phase, graphite sheet and rods were used as the anode. They were 


characterized by very fine carbon grains that improved strength and heat-resistant comparing to other typical 


graphite materials. Stainless steel was used as the cathode in both forms: mesh and sheets. The selection of the 


electrodes materials was based on preliminary experiments. Two individual power suppliers, 30V/5A and 20V/76A, 


were applied for a small scale and higher (medium) scale tests, respectively.  


  


In the first phase, small-scale tests were conducted in 0.5 L electro-reactor (Fig. 1), while a various number of 


carbon rods were used as an anode and mesh stainless steel as a cathode. Using carbon rods enhanced the flexibility 


of the anode exposure surface area; it also helped to provide a larger anode surface area in a smaller volume reactor.  


The first phase of the study focused on the investigation of the optimal value of parameters in order to design 


electro-reactor properly on a small scale. Four approaches were considered and 43 experiments were conducted in 
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order to investigate the influence of each approach. In the first approach different electrode materials were 


considered. In the second approach, the anode to cathode surface area ratio was investigated. The third approach 


consisted of studying the effect of varying the time interval of hydrogen peroxide supply. The fourth approach 


assessed the impact of adding ferrous ions (FeSO4). 


  


  The scale-up design in phase 2 kept a constant current density and distance between electrodes. The medium scale 


tests were referred to experiments in 2.2 L effective volume reactor (Fig. 2).  The carbon rods were used as the 


anode and stainless steel plate as the cathode. Carbon rods provided optimal current density in scale-up process. The 


distance between electrodes was kept constant; however, a fluctuation in the distance between the electrodes by 


more than 20% influenced TKN removal. Supply of hydrogen peroxide was adjusted and optimized over time.  


 


Anode                 DC Power Supply            Cathode 


 


Figure 1: Schema of experimental setup for small and medium 


 


In phase 3, the Electro-Fenton Sequential Batch Reactor (EF-SBR) of the effective volume of 6.7 L, was designed in 


order to optimize the energy use by considering exposure and detention time of the process. In the proposed EF-SBR 


design, a specific percentage of the volume was remaining after each sequence of treatment and discharge. This 


study demonstrates the initial stage of EF-SBR when the first three days was considered with subsequent two days 


of the process. EF-SBR is a novel process for TKN removal developed in this study. . It permitted to obtain in 24 


hours better results than in a single reactor.   


3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION   


In approach 1, the best results were achieved with very fine grain carbon graphite as the anode and stainless steel as 


the cathode after running 10 experiments with various combination of different electrode materials. For the second 


approach, according to achieved outcome, the best results were obtained in 1:1 anode to cathode surface area ratio 


(Fig. 2) among nine combinations from 0.125:1 to 1.25:1. The increase of TKN removal from 73.5% to 98.1% was 


observed when ratios 0.625:1 to 1:1 were applied, however the removal efficiency tended to decrease while the 


anode to cathode ratio is increased more than 1:1. Therefore, the optimal ratio was considered as 1:1.In the third 


approach, the optimal removal of ammonia (99.7%) and TKN (98.1%) was achieved when the 12h-interval supply 


of H2O2 was implemented (Fig. 3). The best removal efficiency was achieved in the fourth approach with respect to 


removal of TKN (98.4%) and organic nitrogen (96.7%). However, due to adding sulfate ions, the probability of 


producing hydrogen sulfide gas was increased. So the third approach was finally selected as a primary aim in 


experimental plan setting for scaling-up (Phases 2 and 3).  The best achieved results in each small scale approach are 


provided in Tab. 3. 


 


Operation conditions with 12h-interval of hydrogen peroxide supply led to a significant decrease in real-time of 


treatment process (60h) and helped to achieve higher removal efficiency comparing to all previous approaches (Fig. 


3). A significant removal was achieved after 48 h when the amount of TKN was reduced from 14 g TKN/L to 1.08 g 


TKN/L (Fig. 2). Furthermore, an important reduction of the TKN concentration was achieved after 36 h when the 


addition of H2O2 was optimized. 
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Figure 2: TKN, NH3, and organic nitrogen concentrations (mg/L) in small scale experiments (Phase1, 2nd approach)   
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Figure 3: TKN, NH3, and organic nitrogen concentrations (mg/L) in small scale experiments (Phase1, 3rd approach)   


   


  


The second phase of the study focused on scale up the process in a reactor of medium size with an effective volume 


of 2.2 L. This phase used electrodes, current density, and interval of hydrogen peroxide application selected in phase 


1. The results demonstrated high removal of ammonia and TKN, 99.3% and 97.8 %, respectively (Tab. 4).   


Significant removal efficiency was achieved in Phase 3 (Fig. 4) with new EF-SBR at higher (medium) scale because 
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its second cycle demonstrated a removal of 98.6% for TKN. Furthermore, the designed EF-SBR reduced the energy 


consumption to one-third of previous setups due to 3 times shorter exposure time. Moreover, the capability of TKN 


treatment increased three times compared to the volume treated in other phases. This approach has been 


recommended for further scale up. 


   


The results in all phases also showed a decrease in pH levels, which indicated acidity of the effluent. Therefore, pH 


adjustment after treatment was suggested, for example using sodium hydroxide (2M NaOH). An optimal volumetric 


ratio of treated wastewater and 2M NaOH solution was 1:1.42, which. means that 1 L of effluent with pH 1 needs 


1.42 L of 2M NaOH to neutralize effluent to pH=7. No significant sludge generation was observed. 


Table 3: The optimally achieved results in small scale experiments (Phase 1) 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Description of 


Experiments 


Current 


[A] 


Voltage 


[V] 


NH3 


[mg/L] 


TKN 


[mg/L] 


ON 


[mg/L] 


Initial 


Wastewater 


Properties 


- - 11000 14000 3000 


Small scale 


2ndapproach 


after 72 h 


2.87 4.4 
61.4 


(99.4%) 


327 


(97.7%) 


265.6 


(91.1%) 


Small scale 3rd 


approach after 


48 h 


2.87 4.6 
45.4 


(99.6%) 


575 


(95.9%) 


529.6 


(82.3%) 


Small scale 3rd 


approach after 


60 h 


2.87 5.4 
34.1 


(99.7%) 


350 


(97.5%) 


315.9 


(89.5%) 


Small scale 3rd 


approach after 


72 h 


2.87 5.2 
36.7 


(99.7%) 


260 


(98.1%) 


223.3 


(92.5%) 


Small scale 4th 


approach after 


72 h 


2.62 5.0 
130 


(98.8%) 


228 


(98.4%) 


98 


(96.7%) 
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 Figure 4: Concentrations (in mg/L) of TKN, ammonia and organic nitrogen after treatment using EF-SBR      


      (1 cycle at medium scale), Phase 3. 


Table 4 - The best achieved results in medium scale experiments  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


4. CONCLUSIONS 


The Enhanced Electro-Oxidation method using modified electro-Fenton phenomena was applied for the first time to 


industrial wastewater polluted with iron and TKN in the form of amides. This study optimized the process at a 


number of stages for efficient scale up of the reactor design. Results demonstrated that the proposed process is 


capable of reaching 99.5% and 98.7% removal efficiency for ammonia and TKN, respectively. Electro-Fenton 


Sequential Batch Reactor (EF-SBR) design, applied at a medium scale, also led to reduce the treatment time to 24 h, 


and therefore decrease treatment costs. The proposed successful and innovative technology is an important 


Description of 


Experiments 


Current 


[A] 


Voltage 


[V] 


NH3 


[mg/L] 


% removal 


TKN 


[mg/L] 


ON 


[mg/L] 


Initial 


Wastewater 


Properties 


- - 11000 14000 3000 


Phase 2 


after 72 h 
10.54 6.45 


71.8 


(99.3%) 


313 


(97.8%) 


241.8 


(92%) 


Phase 3 


after 72 h 
10.21 4.18 


83.2 


(99.2%) 


191 


(98.6%) 


107.8 


(96.4%) 


Phase 3 


after 96 h 
11.66 4.11 


172 


(98.4%) 


184 


(98.7%) 


12 


(99.6%) 


Phase 3 


after 120 h 
9.33 4.07 


106 


(99.0%) 


230 


(98.3%) 


124 


(95.9%) 
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achievement with respect to treatment of TKN in industrial wastewater. It represents a sustainable design as it uses 


existing pollutants in the wastewater instead of relying on the addition of external chemicals allowing the process to 


be easily automated.  Moreover, the proposed design is ready to be applied at full scale, and may be easily adjusted 


and implemented to both existing and newly built treatment facilities due to the fact that the configuration of existed 


setups don’t require complete redesign. 
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ABSTRACT  


Balanced cantilever construction is an economical method when access from below is expensive or practically 


impossible. In segmental balanced cantilever construction the precast segments are transported to the bridge 


construction site and placed and held at the right position before post-tensioning back to the rest of the bridge. As 


the construction stages go on, the statically determinate structure changes to a statically indeterminate one, which 


should be considered in the design process. Creep and shrinkage of concrete and relaxation of prestressing steel may 


lead to excess long-term deflection and may cause redistributions in internal forces and stresses. In the previous 


study (Hedjazi et. al.) a general simulation for time-dependent analysis of segmentally erected prestressed concrete 


box-girder bridges has been presented. A three dimensional finite-element model for the balanced-cantilever 


construction of segmental bridges, including effects of the load history, material nonlinearity, creep, shrinkage, and 


aging of concrete and relaxation of prestressing steel was developed using ABAQUS software. The analysis has 


shown significant changes in the values of deflections, longitudinal stresses and internal forces as a result of long-


term effects of creep and shrinkage of concrete and relaxation of the prestressing steel which has led to new 


arrangement and the increase in the number of mid-span continuity cables. But some times, adding new cables or 


rearranging the cables in existing bridges, is impossible.  In these cases strengthening of the deck is a fast and 


economical solution. The aim of this study is to analyze the structural behavior of prestressed concrete box girder 


bridges when strengthening with fiber reinforced polymer laminates (FRP). Three examples of prestressed concrete 


box-girder bridges segmentally-erected using the balanced-cantilever technique have previously discussed to 


demonstrate their long-term behavior under dead load and effects of live load at the end of construction and different 


ages up to a thousand days by performing nonlinear analysis up to failure. In the present study, same examples of 


prestressed concrete box-girder bridges is being strengthened using FRP laminates. A moment–curvature analysis 


was subsequently carried out to investigate the flexural characteristics of the prestressed concrete box-girder bridges 


prior to and after strengthening with CFRP laminates. The results shows that significant strength can be gained at the 


ultimate limit state. The increase in flexural resistance at ultimate does provide an adequate margin of safety against 


further overloading. 


 
Keywords: Segmental bridges; Box-girder; Prestress; Mid-span deflection; Strengthening with CFRP and GFRP 


laminates. 


1. INTRODUCTION 


The popularity of precast concrete segmental bridge construction has grown worldwide in the last few decades. 


These types of bridges offer many benefits to owners like reduced costs, reduced construction time, reduced 


environmental impacts, and reduced maintenance of traffic. These benefits can be achieved while utilizing local 
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labor and materials, better means of quality control, and with minimum requirements for future maintenance. They 


also offer additional structural advantages of durability, fire resistance, deflection control, better rider serviceability, 


insensitivity to fatigue, and other redundancies. These bridges can accommodate highways, railways, and rapid 


transit, in both urban and rural environments. They can be straight or curved alignments, and can provide long spans 


for difficult obstructions and terrain. During construction stages and service life, time-dependent deformations of 


materials proved to have significant effects on the behavior of the bridge. Long-term deformations of material 


include those from creep and shrinkage of concrete and relaxation of prestressing steel. The time-dependent effects 


in the long term can cause poor ride quality, cracking, poor service and loss of durability in the bridge. 


Strengthening of prestressed concrete box girder bridges using fiber reinforced polymer (FRP) laminates is an easy 


and appropriate solution. Installation of this technique is relatively simple and can be achieved in a very short time. 


The system must be designed to avoid premature failure due to possible delamination or debonding of the CFRP 


material from the concrete surface. Alfred et al. in 2012 used models for fracture resistance of FRP sheets in 


strengthening prestressed concrete beams. The importance of the interaction between concrete and FRP and resin 


properties were emphasized, as the failure began in the interface between concrete and FRP. Rosenboom et al. in 


2009 investigated the behavior of strengthened prestressed concrete beam in six specimens. They tested the 


specimens under static and fatigue loading conditions. The results indicated that the installation of a composite 


strengthening systems may result in increasing the cargo capacity of the samples, and in some cases, member’s 


serviceability were increased.  


 


Choo et al. in 2007 studied reinforced concrete bridges subjected to extreme loads and vehicles and examined the 


strengthening effects with FRP sheets. Analytical model indicated that considerable resistance can be obtained in the 


ultimate limit state and increase in ultimate flexural strength provides an adequate margin from safety against more 


overhead. Rizkalla and Hassan in 2002 worked on several large-scale models of prestressed concrete bridges to 


investigate failure and the effectiveness of different methods of strengthening with FRP. They achieved the desired 


result from increased resistance and reduced failure and deflection. Cost-effectiveness of methods to strengthen was 


considerable. In The North Carolina Department of Transportation (NCDOT), a research project with practical goals 


was initiated to evaluate the cost-effectiveness and value engineering of Carbon Fiber Reinforced Polymer (CFRP) 


repair and strengthening systems for prestressed concrete bridge girders. The experiments were under static loading 


conditions of eight prestressed concrete bridge girders, where six of them strengthened with various CFRP systems. 


Results show that the ultimate capacity of prestressed concrete bridge girders can be increased by as much as 73% 


using CFRP without sacrificing the ductility of the original member (Owen Rosenboom et al., 2007). Takacs and 


Kanstad showed that prestressed concrete girders could be strengthened with externally bonded CFRP to increase 


their ultimate flexural capacity. Two 11.3 m (37 ft) specimens plated with procured CFRP laminates achieved an 


increase in flexural moment capacity of 28% and 37%, respectively. Hassan and Rizkalla examined the flexural 


behavior of prestressed concrete bridge slabs strengthened with various CFRP systems. The flexural capacity of the 


slabs could be increased by as much as 50% using the CFRP strengthening, with the most cost effective solution 


being the CFRP sheets. A batch of constitutive models for prestressing tendon, concrete and fiber-reinforced plastic 


were proposed for the nonlinear finite element analysis of reinforced concrete structures strengthened by fiber-


reinforced plastics and prestressed concrete structures strengthened by fiber-reinforced plastics. These material 


models have been tested against series of experimental data and good agreements have been obtained, which 


justifies the validity and the usefulness of the proposed nonlinear constitutive models (Hu et al., 2009).  


 


Mayo et.al applied bonded FRP-laminates to strengthen and lift load restriction from a simple span, reinforced 


concrete slab bridge in Missouri. Behavior of reinforced-concrete beams strengthened with bonded CFRP-plates was 


investigated by Spadea et.al. Their study emphasized importance of consideration of end-anchorage stresses in the 


design and indicated as much as 70% increase in load capacity when external anchorages are used. Hag-Elsafi et al. 


investigated load testing for evaluating effectiveness of FRP composites in reinforced concrete bridge rehabilitation. 


Hag-Elsafi et al. discussed application of FRP materials in retrofitting reinforced-concrete bridge members. Hag-


Elsafi and Alampalli investigated similar applications for prestressed concrete bridge members. Anchorage stresses 


and bond between the laminates and concrete were studied by various researchers, including Mukhopadhyaya and 


Swamy, Neubaurer and Rostasy, Ueda et al., Brosens and Van Gemert, and Rabinovitch and Frostig. Some of these 


efforts resulted in development of equations to estimate anchorage length, and all emphasized the importance of 


proper anchorage and consideration of laminate bond in design. Fatigue strength of concrete beams (reinforced and 


non-reinforced) strengthened by externally bonded CFRP laminates was studied by Muszynski and Sierakowski. 


The bonded FRP laminates were used by the New York State Department of Transportation in a demonstration 


project to repair girders of a concrete T-beam bridge to increase their flexural and shear capacities. The bridge was 
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instrumented and load tested twice before and after the installation of the FRP laminate system (Osman Hag-Elsafi 


et al., 2001). 


 


This paper is intended to provide bridge engineers and researchers with data for better understanding of the 


strengthening of prestressed concrete box girder bridges using fiber reinforced polymer (FRP) laminates. The finite-


element computer program “ABAQUS” is used to simulate the time-dependent effects due to creep and shrinkage of 


concrete, relaxation of prestressing steel, changing of concrete properties with time, and strengthening using FRP 


laminates and also to investigate changes in the flexural capacity of the models retrofitted with FRP laminates. 


2. DESCRIPTION OF THE FINITE-ELEMENT MODEL 


The general purpose finite-element “ABAQUS” software is used for the numerical simulation of three segmental 


bridges built by balanced cantilever construction method and then strengthened with fiber reinforced polymer (FRP) 


laminates. The models in this study, are including three types of materials with specific properties. These materials 


include reinforced concrete, prestressing cables and composite plates. Concrete is defined of elements, C3D8R 


(eight-node solid elements with reduced integration) and C3D4 (four-node solid elements), and to simulate the linear 


and nonlinear behavior of concrete, the User's Option of Material Property is used, in which the compressive 


stresses, tensile and plastic strain are identified by the user. The characteristics of reinforcement separately defined 


in the material property section. To do so it is necessary to define stress-strain curve of steel in Abaqus. The stress-


strain curve of concrete were determined using Hagnstad relations with the final strain assumption of about 0.003. 


Modulus of elasticity, Ec(t) can be calculated as follows: 


 


[1]  = 0.043  


 


wc and are unit weight of concrete and compressive strength of concrete at 28 days respectively ( ACI Committee 


209, 1992). The interaction between concrete and tendons was defined using the Optional Module of Interaction as 


Embedded Region. For modeling of the prestressed cables the element T3D2 is used, which is a two-node truss 


element. Element type S4R is used to model the composite plates. In this paper three examples of multi-span bridge 


built by cantilever technique (Ketchum and Scordelis 1986; Chiu et al. 1996; Hedjazi et al. 2007) are assumed and 


after strengthening with fiber reinforced polymer (FRP) laminates analyzed using ABAQUS software. Length of the 


spans of the samples, include 76.2 m(MSB1), 150 m(EX1) and 200 m(EX2) and each span consists of twenty, Forty 


and Fifty-two precast segments, respectively. More details about these examples can be found elsewhere (Ketchum 


and Scordelis 1986; Chiu et al. 1996). 


 


 
Figure 1: Layout of segments and cantilever tendons and continuity cables (MSB1) 


 


 
 


Figure 2: Layout of segments and cantilever tendons (EX1, EX2) 
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3. DISCUSSIONS OF THE RESULTS 


To examine the accuracy of time-dependent analysis and simulation of strengthening of prestressed concrete beams, 


an experimental work on simple support beams conducted at Taiwan University (Chiu et al. 1996) is selected 


(Hedjazi et al. 2007). These tests were performed on six laboratory-scale prestressed concrete beams to investigate 


their behavior under the effects of long-term deformation of materials and to verify a control method finite-element 


approach for segmental bridges built by the balanced cantilever method. Figure 3 shows the test set up and beam 


dimensioning. More details can found elsewhere (Chiu et al. 1996). Beam elements with prestressing cables are used 


to model the tested beams and then modeled by solid elements strengthened with CFRP Laminates. Comparison 


between the analytical results and experimental findings with and without CFRP Laminates is shown in Figure 4. 


The analysis results show that the beams strengthened with CFRP have reduction in mid-span deflection and their 


bearing capacity have increased up to 34.7 percent which was expected.  


 


After verifying the changes of bending capacity, finite-element computer modeling is constructed, using ABAQUS 


software. The bridges prototype shown earlier in this paper is modeled using the balanced cantilever erection 


technique. View of the finite-element models of the segmental bridges considered herein is shown in Figure 5 and 


Figure 6. After modeling, simulation and verification, the bridges were simulated using various layers of FRP sheet. 


Characteristics of CFRP, GFRP fibers used in this analysis and the graph obtained from the analysis of strengthened 


bridges, are shown in Table (1), (2) and Figures 7 and 8, respectively. 


 


 
Figure 3: Flexural test set up (quoted from Chiu et al. 1996) 


 


 
Table 1: Characteristics of CFRP fibers 


Thickness 


(mm) 


Weight per 


square meter 


)kg/m2 ) 


Density 


(kg/m3 ) 


Ultimate 


Elongatio


n 


Tensile 


modulus 


(MPa) 


  


Tensile 


Strength 


(MPa) 


1.0 0.664 1740 0.017 230,000  3790 


 


 
Table 2: Characteristics of GFRP fibers 


Density (kg/m3 ) Thickness 


(fibers  ( mm 


Thickness 


(mm) 


Tensile 


modulus (MPa) 


 


Tensile 


Strength (MPa) 


2600 0.363 1.0 73,000 3400 
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a) Comparison between experimental and analytical results:  


Deflection at beam mid-span versus time  
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b) Mid-span Deflection of beam with and without CFRP Laminates 


Figure 4: Mid-span Deflection 


 


 
Figure 5: Bridge view of the finite-element model (MSB1) 
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Figure 6: Bridge view of the finite-element model (EX1, EX2)  
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Figure 7: Mid-span deflection diagram of bridge MSB1 at the end of construction 
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Figure 8: Mid-span deflection diagram of bridge MSB1 after 10 years after construction 
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Figure 9: Mid-span moment-deformation diagram of bridge MSB1 with various layers of CFRP 


 
As shown in Figures 7 and 8, MSB1 bridge’s bearing capacity after strengthening with CFRP Laminates has 


increased significantly. In addition, the deformation of the mid-span of the bridge reduced according to the number 


of CFRP layers. According to Figure 9, it is shown that the moment capacity of the bridge after strengthening with 


CFRP Laminates can increase up to 25.16 percent. Strengthening the bridge within the range of 9 to 12 layers of 


FRP sheets shows little effect on flexural capacity of the bridge, and that expresses after certain point the number of 


layers has not significant effect on the bridge flexural capacity as the failure mode has changed. 
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Figure 10: Mid-span deflection diagram bridge EX1 at the end of construction 


 


 
Figure 11: Mid-span deflection diagram of bridge EX1 at the end of construction 
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Figure 12: Mid-span deflection diagram of bridge EX2 at the end of construction 


 
Figure 10, 12 shows that the retrofit of bridges with CFRP laminates will have a significant impact on increasing the 


ultimate load bearing capacity up to 31.12, 33.46 percent, respectively. The analysis results in Figure 11,13  show 


that the percent of increase in the load bearing capacity of the bridge strengthened using CFRP layers is greater than 


using GFRP sheets but strengthening with GFRP sheets compared with CFRP sheets shows more flexibility.  


 


 


Table 3: Percent of increase in flexural capacity of the bridge MSB1 using layers of CFRP 


Layers of CFRP 


(mm) 


Percent of increase in 


load bearing capacity % 


Layers of CFRP 


(mm) 


Percent of increase in  


flexural capacity 


3 13.95 3 13.08 


7 22.57 6 20.10 


10 31.88 9 24.02 


- - 12 25.16 
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Figure 13: Mid-span deflection diagram of bridge EX2 at the end of construction 


4. CONCULUSIONS 


A general method for simulating of construction and strengthening analysis of with FRP laminates for segmental 


prestressed concrete bridges built by balanced-cantilever method is proposed. Loads are gradually applied to the 


structures, in the construction phase and after that up to 10 years. Time dependent effects including creep, and 


shrinkage of concrete and relaxation of cables have been considered in the long term analysis. In this study, three 


bridges, MSB1, EX1 and EX2 modeled and then after strengthening using the various layers GFRP and CFRP, the 


effect of the number of layers on reducing mid-span deflection and increasing load bearing capacity have been 


investigated. Changes in flexural behavior and capacity of bridges after strengthening with different layers of FRP 


investigated and showed limited increase. It is shown that increasing the number of layers of FRP sheets has limited 


effect on the flexural capacity as the failure mode may change. The analysis show that strengthening of studied 


prestressed box bridges using CFRP and GFRP sheets, can result in more load bearing capacity of the bridges 


strengthened with CFRP plates and better flexibility of the bridges strengthened with GFRP sheets. The comparisons 


between ABAQUS predictions and the experimental data show that the proposed FE models are good 


representations for both time effects and immediate load effects. Generally, modeling a reinforced concrete structure 


in a nonlinear analysis in ABAQUS is very sensitive to changes in material properties and can be affected due to 


different parameters such as mesh size and load steps. 
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ABSTRACT  


This paper presents the results of an investigation of the shear strength and behavior of three circular concrete beams 


reinforced with glass-FRP (GFRP) bars and spirals. The beams, which measured 3,000 mm in length by 500 mm in 


diameter, were tested under four-point bending. The test parameters included the GFRP-spiral-reinforcement ratio 


(different spiral spacings [150 and 200 mm] and spiral diameters [13 and 15 mm]). As designed, the beams failed in 


shear due to GFRP-spiral rupture. The test results indicated that the higher the GFRP spiral reinforcement ratio, the 


higher the enhancement of the shear strength due to the confinement, which controls shear cracks and improves 


aggregate interlocking.  


 


Keywords: Circular concrete beams, Shear, FRP bars, and spirals. 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Reinforced concrete (RC) members with circular cross section are often used in civil engineering structures, for 


instance as laterally loaded bridge piers and piles because they are easy to build, have a pleasing appearance, and 


provide equal strength characteristics in all directions under wind and seismic loads. These members have limited 


service lives and high maintenance costs when used in harsh environments due to corrosion of steel reinforcement.  


In North America, it has been estimated that the repair and replacement of piling systems costs billions of dollars 


annually (Benmokrane et al. 2015). In the last decade, the use of fiber-reinforced polymer (FRP) as an alternative 


reinforcing material in RC structures has emerged as an innovative solution to the corrosion problem (ACI 440.1R-


15). FRP bars offer many advantages over conventional steel bars, including a density of one-quarter to one-fifth 


that of steel, greater tensile strength than steel, and no corrosion even in harsh chemical environments (Rizkalla et al. 


2003; Benmokrane et al. 2007; Drouin et al. 2011; Mohamed and Benmokrane 2012; Beaulieu-Michaud et al. 2013 


Benmokrane and Mohamed 2014). 


 


In recent years, extensive research programs have been conducted to investigate the shear behavior of concrete 


members reinforced with GFRP bars and stirrups with rectangular cross sections (Razaqpur and Spadea 2015, Alam 


and Hussein 2012, Bentz et al. 2010, Ahmed et al. 2010, Fico et al. 2008, El-Sayed and Benmokrane 2008, El-Sayed 


et al. 2006, Shehata et al. 2000, Alkhrdaji et al. 2001, Guadagnini et al. 2006, Tottori and Wakui 1993). As a result, 


several guidelines and code standards have been published, including design equations for assessing total shear 


resistance (Vr): ACI 440-1R-15, CSA S806-12, CSA S6-14, and JSCE (1997). They all follow the traditional (Vcf + 


Vsf) philosophy, but significantly differ in the manner in which they estimate the contributions of concrete (Vcf) and 


diagonal tension reinforcement (Vsf) to the total shear resistance (Vr). In contrast, studies on the shear behavior of 


circular concrete members that can be reinforced with GFRP bars and spirals have not yet been introduced. 
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Moreover, none of the aforementioned FRP design standards have incorporated specific formulae for circular RC 


members. In general, FRP shear design provisions can be applied to circular members by using an equivalent 


rectangular cross section. The accuracy of such an approach should, however, be assessed, because circular GFRP 


spirals may not contribute to shear strength in the same way as rectangular bent stirrups. That being said, limited 


research has been carried out during the last decade on the shear behavior of circular steel-reinforced-concrete 


members (Jensen et al. 2010, Khalifa and Collins 1981, Clark and Bijandi 1993, Priestley et al. 1994, Collins et al. 


2008, Felthem 2004, Merta and Kolbitsch 2006, Turmo et al. 2009). 


 


The experimental study reported on herein is part of an ongoing comprehensive research program at the University 


of Sherbrooke, in which full-scale circular concrete beams are tested under shear loading to investigate different 


variables and design parameters. The variables include the type of reinforcement (glass, carbon FRP, and steel), 


ratio of longitudinal reinforcement, ratio of shear reinforcement (spiral diameter and spacing), and shear-span-to-


depth ratio. This paper describes the results of full-scale concrete beam internally reinforced with longitudinal GFRP 


bars spirals to study the effect of GFRP-spiral-reinforcement ratio (spiral spacing and diameter). 


2. EXPERIMENTAL WORK 


2.1 Material 


GFRP bars and spirals were used to reinforce three circular concrete beams in the longitudinal and transverse 


directions, respectively. The GFRP longitudinal bars were pultruded, while the transverse reinforcement was 


fabricated with a bending process (BP Automation, Inc. 2014). The reinforcement was made of continuous glass 


fibers impregnated in a thermosetting vinyl-ester resin, additives, and fillers. The GFRP reinforcement had a sand-


coated surface to enhance bond performance between the bars and the surrounding concrete. GFRP bars (#6; 20 mm 


designated diameter) were used as longitudinal reinforcement. GFRP spirals (#4; 12.7 mm and #5; 15.8 mm) were 


used as shear reinforcement. The tensile properties of longitudinal GFRP bars were determined by performing the 


test method in ASTM D7205 (ASTM 2011) and CSA-S806-12, Annex C, as reported in Table 1. In addition, the 


bent tensile strength (ffu, bent) of the #4 and #5 bars was calculated according to ACI 440.1R-15 and CSA/CSA S6-14 


design equations for the bend strength of bent FRP bars. Table 1 presents the measured and calculated bent tensile 


strength of the spirals. All beam specimens were cast on the same day with normal-weight, ready-mixed concrete 


with an average compressive strength of 49.5 MPa. The actual compressive strength was determined based on the 


average test results of ten concrete cylinders (150 x 300 mm) tested on the same day as the start of testing of the 


beam specimens. 


Table 1: Mechanical properties of the GFRP bars and spirals 


Bar  


Size 


Diameter 


(mm) 


Area 


(mm2) 


Straight Portion 
Bent Portion ,fu bentf  


(MPa) 


fuf
* 


(MPa) 


vE
 


(GPa) 


fuv
 


(%) 
Manufacturer ACI 440 


CSA/CSA  


S6-06 


# 4 13 127 1019 47.0 2.06 615 1019 765 


# 5 15 198 1003 49.5 2.16 567 962 641 


# 6 20 285 1103 62.8 2.0 -- -- -- 


* fuf is the guaranteed tensile strength of the straight portion; ,fu bentf
 
is the ultimate tensile bend strength 


2.2 Specimens Details 


A total of three full-scale circular RC beams totally reinforced with GFRP bars and spirals were constructed and 


tested under monotonically increasing shear load. The test matrix was arranged to assess the influence the GFRP-


spiral-reinforcement ratio (spiral spacing and size) on the shear strength and behavior of circular concrete beams. 


Each beam was simply supported over a 2,400 mm span and had a total length of 3,000 mm, an equivalent effective 
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flexural depth (d) of 377 mm, an equivalent effective shear depth (dv=0.9d) of 340 mm, and a diameter of 500 mm. 


The equivalent effective depths were estimated based on the shear provisions (Clause 5.8.2.9) in the 2012 edition of 


the AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specifications. Table 2 provides the test matrix and reinforcement details of the 


beam specimens. Each specimen was identified a code consisting of two letters (B and S) and two numbers. The 


letters B and S refer to beam specimen and spiral, respectively. The first number refers to the spiral diameter. The 


second number represents the spiral spacing. As shown in Table 2, the effect of the GFRP-spiral-reinforcement ratio 


was investigated using #4 spirals at a spacing of 150 and 200 mm and using #5 spirals at a spacing of 150 mm. 


These beams were reinforced longitudinally with 10 #6 (20 mm) GFRP bars. Figure 1 shows the dimensions, 


various configurations, and reinforcement details of the test specimens. 


 


GFRP cages were assembled for the various beam configurations. The clear concrete cover was kept constant at 40 


mm. The circular beams were prepared for casting in very stiff Sonotubes. Wooden plugs were used to seal the ends. 


The Sonotubes were placed in an inclined position and the concrete was cast from the top. External and internal 


vibration was used.  


Table 2: Test matrix and reinforcement details 


Beam 


ID 


 Shear Reinforcement 


cf   


(MPa) 


S 


mm 


db 


mm 
fv  


(%) 


BS4-200 49.5 200 13   0.26 


BS4-150 49.5 150 13 0.35 


BS5-150 49.5 150 15 0.53 


 


L= 3000 mm


BS4-150


Strain gauges in reinforcing bars


P P


10 GFRP #6


5
0
0


GFRP #4


BS4-200


10 GFRP #6


GFRP #4


BS5-150


10 GFRP #6


GFRP #5


a = 1000 400


 
 


Figure 1: Dimensions and reinforcement details of the tested circular specimens 


2.3 Instrumentation and Test Setup  


Strains in the longitudinal reinforcing bars were measured using electrical-resistance strain gauges with gauge 


lengths of 6 mm. In addition, three strain gauges with a gauge length of 6 mm were mounted on the concrete top 


surface at three different levels (D, D/8, and D/4) at the mid-span to measure compressive strains. Furthermore, 


three strain gauges were placed on each shear span to measure concrete diagonal strains at the mid-shear span. These 


strain gauges were installed at mid-depth (D/2) of the cross section. Beam deflection was measured with three 


LVDTs placed at the mid-span and at mid-shear span. The crack width was monitored by visual inspection during 


the test until the first crack appeared which was initially measured with a handheld microscope. Then, seven high-


accuracy LVDTs (±0.001 mm) were installed at the crack location (three at each shear span and one at the mid-


span). 
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The test setup was designed and fabricated in the University of Sherbrooke’s structural laboratory. Steel saddles 


were designed in order to accommodate the circular geometry at the loading and support points. Rubber and 


aluminum sheets were used as an intermediate layer between the saddles and the test specimen to ensure a smooth, 


uniform distribution of the applied load at the loading point. Moreover, prior to specimen testing, a thin layer of 


high-strength cement grout was applied to the supports for leveling and to compensate for any geometrical 


imperfections in the saddles and specimens. The beams were loaded in four-point bending, as shown in Figure 2, 


using a servo-controlled, hydraulic 1000 kN MTS actuator attached to a spreader beam. The load was applied at a 


displacement-controlled rate of 0.6 mm/min. An automatic data-acquisition system monitored by a computer was 


used to record the readings of the LVDTs, load cells, and strain gauges.  


 


 
Figure 2: Test setup 


3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 


3.1 Mode of Failure 


In all of the specimens, flexural cracks first appeared between the two concentrated loads, where the flexural stress 


is highest and shear stress is zero. As loading increased, additional vertical cracks appeared on the beam surface, 


followed by the formation of diagonal cracks. The formation of diagonal cracks did not immediately lead to final 


collapse. Instead, these cracks continued to develop with each increment of the applied load, and the ultimate loads 


sustained by the beam were, in general, considerably higher than the load at which the diagonal tension cracks first 


formed. The initial flexural cracks at the pure bending moment zone remained narrow throughout the tests. Failure 


occurred after the formation of two or more significant diagonal shear cracks near the mid shear span that 


propagated through the compressive zone, leading to diagonal tension failure combined with rupture of GFRP 


spirals. Removing the concrete cover revealed the rupture of the GFRP spirals, with at least two of the GFRP spirals 


crossing a diagonal crack. The concrete cover under the layer of longitudinal reinforcement at the bottom of the 


beam was lost. The main difference in the final crack patterns of the three beams was the number and spacing of 


diagonal cracks that developed in the shear span: the higher the failure load, the greater the number of induced shear 


cracks. Figure 3 shows the typical failure mode of the beam specimens. 
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Figure 3: Failure mode of the tested beams 


4. EFFECT OF SPIRAL-REINFORCEMENT RATIO ON LOAD–DEFLECTION BEHAVIOR 


Figure 4 shows the shear behavior of three circular RC beams (BS4-200, BS4-150, and BS5-150) that were 


reinforced with different spiral-reinforcement ratios (0.26, 0.35, and 0.53, respectively). In general, the behavior of 


these beams can be divided into two stages. In the first—the “prior-to-flexural-cracking stage”—all the beams 


behaved similarly and approximately linearly. Beam stiffness at this stage was almost identical regardless of spiral-


reinforcement ratio, representing the behavior of the uncracked beam with the gross moment of inertia of the 


BS4-200 


BS4-150 


BS5-150 
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concrete cross section. After cracking, the beams behaved nearly linearly with reduced stiffness up to failure. This is 


attributed to the linear-elastic characteristics of the GFRP reinforcement. Beam stiffness in this stage was 


insignificantly dependent on the spiral-reinforcement ratio as well as the stiffness of the flexural reinforcement, 


which was constant for the three beams. Figure 4 indicate that the ultimate shear strength increased as the spiral-


reinforcement ratio increased. Increasing the shear reinforcement from 0.26 to 0.35 and 0.53 increased the shear 


capacity of the tested beams by 9% and 30.7%, respectively. Moreover, BS4-150 and BS5-150 evidenced enhanced 


stiffness when the major diagonal shear crack compared to BS4-200, which had a lower shear-reinforcement ratio. 


This can be attributed to the higher spiral-reinforcement ratio that tends to control crack opening and propagation. 


Increasing the shear-reinforcement ratio in BS4-150 and BS5-150 helped redistribute internal stresses, forming a 


truss action in which the reinforcement acts as tensile links and the concrete acts as compression diagonals. 


 


 
Figure 4:  Load–deflection response at mid-span for the effect of the spiral-reinforcement ratio  


5. MID-SPAN FLEXURAL STRAINS 


Figure 5 shows the measured applied load on the beams versus the strain relationships for the GFRP longitudinal 


bars. As shown in this figure, the strain was minimal until the concrete section cracked. The specimens exhibited 


similar strain behaviors up to this stage. After cracking, the figure indicated that, there was no significant different 


between the tested beams. The maximum strains in the GFRP bars for beams were approximately 8,130, 7,340, and 


9,670 microstrains for BS4-200, BS4-150, and BS5-150, respectively. In general, this strain at ultimate shows that 


shear failure was not triggered by the GFRP bars rupturing. No signs of anchorage problems were observed in any 


of the beams. 
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Figure 5: Load-strain relationship for longitudinal reinforcement 


6. CONCLUSIONS 


The experimental results concerning the shear behavior of full-scale circular beams reinforced with GFRP bars and 


spirals are presented and discussed. The main variable was the GFRP-spiral-reinforcement ratio (different spiral 


spacings [150, 200 mm] and spiral diameters [13 and 15 mm]). The beam specimens were tested under shear 


loading. The main findings of this investigation can be summarized as follows: 


 


1. In all tested beams, the mode of failure was GFRP-spiral rupture. However, the main difference in the final 


crack patterns of the three beams was the number and spacing of diagonal cracks that developed in the shear 


span: the higher the failure load, the greater the number of induced shear cracks. 


 


2. The presence of GFRP spirals in the beam specimens enhanced the concrete contribution after the formation of 


the first diagonal crack.  


 


3. The test results indicate that the higher the GFRP spiral reinforcement ratio, the higher the enhancement of the 


shear strength due to the confinement, which controls shear cracks and improves aggregate interlocking. The 


shear strengths increased linearly with the increase in 
fv fvE for each spiral size. Increasing the GFRP spiral-


reinforcement ratio from 0.26 to 0.53 increased the shear strength of the tested specimens by 30.7%. 
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ABSTRACT  


This paper investigates the feasibility of applying acoustic emission (AE) monitoring to evaluate the cover cracking 


caused by reinforcing steel corrosion in concrete structures. Ten small-scale reinforced concrete prism samples were 


continuously monitored using attached AE sensors as being exposed to accelerated corrosion tests. The samples had 


a constant concrete cover (40 mm) around one embedded steel bar and were corroded to reach five percentages of 


steel mass loss: 1%, 2%, 3%, 4%, and 5%. Several AE signal parameters including number of hits, signal strength, 


energy, amplitude, and peak frequency were acquired during the tests. The AE signal strength data were also 


incorporated in an intensity analysis to attain two additional AE parameters namely; historic index (H (t)) and 


severity (Sr). For the comparison, visual inspection of all samples was performed to detect and measure cover crack 


widths. The results indicated that AE parameters especially H (t) and Sr were in a good correlation with the 


corresponding values of crack widths at all percentages of steel mass loss. In addition, a damage classification chart 


was generated using the values of H (t) and Sr to predict the cover crack width associated with reinforcement 


corrosion in concrete structures. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 


Corrosion of reinforcing steel is considered one of the major causes of deterioration of concrete structures, which 


affects serviceability and overall service lifetime. The concrete cover protects the embedded steel from premature 


corrosion due to the natural alkaline environment of the surrounding concrete. However, when concrete structures 


are exposed to chlorides from different sources, chlorides can penetrate the concrete cover, decrease the concrete 


alkalinity, and attack the embedded steel. The increased concentration of the chlorides around the reinforcing steel 


leads to corrosion initiation. This is followed by corrosion propagation and accumulation of corrosion products 


around the reinforcing steel surface. Corrosion products, with its larger volume, lead to the expansion of steel bars 


and eventually to concrete cover cracking. This concrete cover cracking can directly expose the reinforcing steel to 


higher chloride exposure and consequently lead to significantly higher corrosion rate (Otieno et al. 2010, Di 


Benedetti et al. 2013). 


 


Different nondestructive testing (NDT) techniques were successfully applied to identify and evaluate potential 


deterioration in concrete structures. However, most of these methods are intrusive and require regular site visits for 


efficient condition assessment. Instead, continuous structural health monitoring (SHM) systems are recently being 


applied for both damage prognosis and diagnosis of concrete structures. Acoustic emission (AE) sensors are used as 


a strong tool for testing and evaluating the behaviour of materials and structures deforming under stresses. AE 


sensors have successfully been implemented in SHM systems for condition assessment and long-term monitoring of 


civil infrastructure systems. This type of monitoring showed great potential for early detection of different forms of 


deteriorations in reinforced concrete structures (Nair and Cai 2010, ElBatanouny et al. 2014). AE sensors can be 
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exploited in SHM systems to measure a variety of signal parameters that can be analyzed to detect and evaluate the 


level of damage that follows corrosion of steel in reinforced concrete. 


 


AE technique has extensively been applied to monitor corrosion in reinforced concrete structures. A number of 


experimental investigations (Li et al. 1998, Ohtsu and Tomoda 2008, Di Benedetti et al. 2013, Kawasaki et al. 2014) 


have examined the feasibility of using attached AE sensors to detect corrosion of steel in small-scale reinforced 


concrete samples. The outcomes from these experimental studies show that different AE signal parameters can be 


analyzed to achieve early corrosion detection when compared to traditional NDT methods. The application of AE 


has also been extended to detecting corrosion of prestressed concrete small-scale samples (Ramadan et al. 2008, 


Mangual et al. 2013). The results obtained from these investigations showed the possibility of using AE signal 


parameters to characterize and quantify the extent of damage in prestressed concrete structures. The applications of 


AE have also been confirmed by testing larger-scale samples, including prestressed concrete girders and piles 


(ElBatanouny et al. 2014, Vélez et al. 2015). 


 


AE intensity analysis is an analysis that can be performed on AE signal strength to obtain parameters that 


characterize the level of damage of structures. This analysis was first applied in fibre-reinforced polymer (FRP) 


vessels and has further been adopted in the literature to characterize damage in prestressed concrete structures 


(Mangual et al. 2013, ElBatanouny et al. 2014, Vélez et al. 2015). The outcomes of this analysis can be utilized to 


develop damage classification charts based on the collected AE signal strength. However, further research is needed 


to apply the AE intensity analysis to quantify cover cracking in concrete structures considering the effects of the 


degree of steel corrosion. The objective of this study was to apply the AE intensity analysis to evaluate the extent of 


damage of the concrete cover in reinforced concrete prone to corrosion of reinforcing steel. In addition, the aim was 


to investigate the effect of the severity of corrosion damage (in terms of higher degrees of steel mass loss) on 


different AE signal parameters. 


2. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 


Ten small-scale reinforced concrete prism samples were subjected to an accelerated corrosion test and the rate of 


corrosion was continuously monitored using AE sensors (Figure 1). These prism samples were constructed with 


constant concrete covers (40 mm) around one embedded steel bar at the centre of each prism. The dimensions of all 


prism samples were 100 x 100 x 250 mm. All samples were cured in water for a period of 28 days before the 


corrosion exposure. The samples were exposed to corrosion using an impressed current accelerated corrosion test 


until reaching variable levels of damage. These different degrees of damage were estimated based on the theoretical 


mass loss of steel, including 1%, 2%, 3%, 4%, and 5%. Two identical samples were tested at each degree of mass 


loss to confirm the repeatability of the test results. The selected levels of mass loss were presumed, based on 


reviewing the literature, to obtain the range of the critical corrosion degree that causes cover cracking in reinforced 


concrete structures. This literature review showed that a critical range of 0.8% to 5.6% of steel mass loss may induce 


cover cracking with cover thickness ranges between 10 mm and 50 mm (Oh et al. 2009). The targeted values of the 


theoretical mass loss of steel in all tested samples were calculated by applying Faraday’s law (Eq. 1). 


 


[1]   
F . z


M . i .t 
 = loss Mass  


 


Where: t = the time passed (s); i = the current passed (Ampere); M = atomic weight (for steel: M = 55.847 g/mol); z 


= ion charge (2 moles of electrons); and F = Faraday’s constant, which is the amount of electrical charge in one 


mole of an electron (F = 96485 coulombs per mole (C/mol)). 


 


The tested samples were designated according to the percentage of steel mass loss (1%, 2%, 3%, 4%, and 5%), and 


replicate number (1 or 2). For instance, the first replicate of the prism sample exposed to 3% steel mass loss is 


identified as S3-1. 


2.1 Mixture Proportions and Material Properties 


The concrete mixture used in this paper contained type GU Canadian Portland cement, similar to ASTM Type I 


(ASTM C150), with a specific gravity of 3.15. Natural sand and 10 mm maximum size stone were incorporated into 
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the mixture as fine and coarse aggregates, respectively. Both coarse and fine aggregates had a specific gravity of 


2.60 and water absorption of 1%. The 28-day compressive strength of concrete was obtained by testing six 100-mm 


diameter x 200-mm high cylindrical samples according to ASTM C39. The compressive strength of the concrete 


mixture used herein indicated an average of 33.47 MPa with a standard deviation of 0.8 MPa, as seen in Table 1. 


Carbon steel bars with a 20 mm diameter were used in all of the tested prism samples. All reinforcing steel bars have 


an average yield stress of 480 MPa and an average tensile strength of 725 MPa. The mixture properties and 28-day 


compressive strength results of the concrete mixture are shown in Table 1. 


Table 1: Mixture design and 28-day compressive strength for the concrete mixture 


Cement 


(kg/m3) 


10 mm stone 


(kg/m3) 


Sand 


(kg/m3) 


Water 


(kg/m3) 


28-day compressive 


strength (MPa) 


350 1168.27 778.84 140 fc' = 33.47 ± 0.8 


 


2.2 Accelerated Corrosion Test Procedure 


All tested samples were subjected to an electrically accelerated corrosion test, as shown in Figure 1. A constant 


voltage (12 Volts) was applied to all tested samples during the test. The prism samples were partially submerged in a 


plastic container filled with a 5% NaCl water solution. The embedded steel bar in each sample was connected as an 


anode (+) in a DC power supply, whereas a stainless steel mesh was placed underneath all samples to act as a 


cathode (–). The amount of the electric current passing in each sample was constantly monitored and recorded at 


one-minute intervals using a data-acquisition system. Based on the recorded values of the electric current and passed 


time, the predicted percentage of steel mass loss was calculated using Eq. 1 until the target values were reached. The 


samples were also visually inspected on a daily basis to detect the concrete cover cracking and to measure the crack 


widths by means of a crack-width-measuring microscope. The test was ended for each sample after reaching the 


previously assumed degrees of steel mass loss (1 to 5%). The percentage of steel mass loss was verified at the end of 


the test by breaking the samples and weighing the steel bar to obtain the actual mass loss, as per ASTM G1. 
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Figure 1: Accelerated corrosion and AE monitoring test setup 


 


2.3 Acoustic Emission Monitoring 


The acoustic emissions, resulting from the steel corrosion in each sample during the accelerated corrosion test, were 


monitored using two piezoelectric AE sensors with integral preamplifier (Physical Acoustics 2005). These sensors 


were attached at the top of each sample’s surface using a two-part epoxy adhesive (an epoxy resin and a hardener) 


on the centre of the steel bar, as seen in Figure 1. The generated acoustic emissions were continuously acquired and 


recorded using a 4-channel AE data acquisition system and AEwin signal processing software (Mistras Group 


2007). An amplitude threshold value of 40 dB was utilized to record AE signals using the data acquisition system. 


The AE hardware was set up to gather variable AE signal parameters including amplitude, energy, duration, signal 


strength, absolute energy, and peak frequency. The definition of different AE signal parameters and other 


terminology for nondestructive testing are available elsewhere (ASTM E1316). These different signal parameters 
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can be evaluated to characterize and quantify the level of damage arising from any deterioration in concrete 


structures. These parameters were selected based on reviewing the most significant AE parameters for characterizing 


corrosion in concrete structures (For example: Li et al. 1998, Di Benedetti et al. 2013, Mangual et al. 2013, 


ElBatanouny et al. 2014, Kawasaki et al. 2014). 


3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 


The results obtained at the end of the accelerated corrosion test on all tested samples are shown in Table 2. These 


results include the test duration, time to detect cover cracking by visual inspection, both theoretical and actual 


percentages of steel mass loss, and crack widths at the end of the experiment. The table also shows that the actual 


degrees of steel mass loss were mostly in good agreement with the predicted percentage of steel mass loss results. 


All tested samples showed a typical cracking behaviour, as seen from the example in Figure 2. It can be noticed 


from the figure that the sample, exhibited one crack along the length of the embedded bar on only one side of the 


specimen. The results in Table 2 will be used as a benchmark for the results obtained from AE monitoring in order 


to characterize the damage in the cover zone in terms of AE data. 


Table 2: Results of all tested samples at the end of the accelerated corrosion test 


Specimen 
Test duration 


(days) 


Theoretical mass 


loss of steel (%) 


Actual mass loss 


of steel (%) 


Time to first 


crack (days) 


Final crack width 


(mm) 


S1-1 12 1 0.9 10 0.1 


S1-2 12 1 0.8 10 0.08 


S2-1 15 2 1.8 10 0.46 


S2-2 15 2 1.8 10 0.48 


S3-1 17 3 3.0 10 0.72 


S3-2 17 3 2.8 10 0.8 


S4-1 19 4 3.9 10 1.12 


S4-2 19 4 4.0 10 1.23 


S5-1 21 5 4.8 10 1.88 


S5-2 21 5 4.9 10 1.95 


 


 


 
Figure 2: Typical cracking behaviour of tested samples 


3.1 Acoustic Emission Data Filtering 


At the end of each test, the acquired AE results were filtered to reduce any signals related to noise or unwanted wave 


reflections recorded during the test. For this reason, an amplitude-duration-based filter or Swansong II filter was 


applied here. This filtering approach has successfully been performed in similar experimental studies (ElBatanouny 


et al. 2014, Vélez et al. 2015). In this approach, all signals that exhibited both higher amplitudes and relatively long 


durations were rejected according to the presented ranges of amplitude-duration in Table 3. Furthermore, all signals 


that exhibited low amplitude values from 40 to 45 dB were attributed to noise and thus were all filtered. After 


performing the previously mentioned filtering process, the remaining AE data were deemed actual emissions 


resulting from corrosion propagation and cover cracking in all tested samples. These data were subjected to further 


analysis and are discussed in the following sections. 
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Table 3: Rejection limits for amplitude-duration-based filter (Vélez et al. 2015) 


Amplitude range (dB) 
Duration (μs) 


Lower Upper 


40<A<45*   — — 


45 ≤ A<54  0 1000 


54 ≤ A<60  100 1000 


60 ≤ A<65  300 1000 


A ≥ 65 500 1000 


* All signals were rejected regardless of the duration value 


3.2 Effect of Cover Crack Growth on Different Acoustic Emission Parameters 


The results in Table 2 show that all tested samples exhibited an overall increase in the values of crack width with 


higher levels of corrosion (higher percentages of steel mass loss). Figures 3 to 5 show the impact of the increase in 


crack widths on different AE parameters in a typical sample corroded up to 3% of steel mass loss (S3-1), as an 


example. The figures show the variations of the number of hits (Figure 3), cumulative signal strength (CSS) (Figure 


4), and cumulative energy (CE) (Figure 5) versus test time. It can be realized from the figures that the increase in 


crack width as a result of corrosion showed an overall increase in the results of number of hits, CSS, and CE. These 


figures, however, demonstrated an increase in number of hits, CSS, and CE before the detection of the first visual 


crack in this sample. This increase may be related to the movement of chlorides through the sample and further to 


the depassivation of steel and corrosion initiation. It is also clear that these graphs exhibited sudden increases at 


certain times of the test in all tested covers. For instance, the CSS versus time curve for S3-1 (Figure 4) has two 


points of sudden activity at nearly 120 hr and 205 hr. The first sudden change, at about 120 hr, is mostly related to 


the onset of steel corrosion, which also showed a significant increase in the number of hits and CE (Figures 3 and 5). 


The second point, at almost 205 hr, can be correlated to the inception of micro-cracking resulting from the rebar 


expansions, which is due to the accumulation of corrosion products. This increased AE activity was further 


confirmed by the detection of the first visual crack (width of 0.08 mm) in this sample (S3-1) at 240 hr (Table 2). 


After these two points of the curve, the results of number of hits, CSS, and CE showed an almost linear increasing 


trend, indicating further opening of the crack. These detections of sudden changes in number of hits, CSS, and CE 


curves were used by other researchers to indicate different stages of corrosion of steel in concrete structures (Di 


Benedetti et al. 2013, Mangual et al. 2013, ElBatanouny et al. 2014, Vélez et al. 2015).  


 


The results of number of hits, CSS, and CE at the end of the test for all other tested samples are summarized in 


Table 3. The results presented in Table 3 also confirm that increasing cover crack widths (higher percentages of steel 


mass loss) yielded higher number of hits, CSS, and CE in all tested specimens. Although these relationships can give 


an indication of the crack growth by this continuously increasing trend of AE activity, it cannot be applied to 


quantify the amount of crack width. Instead, an intensity analysis should be performed to assess the extent of cover 


cracking due to corrosion of embedded steel. 


 


 
Figure 3: Number of collected hits versus test times of sample S3-1 
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Figure 4: Cumulative signal strength (CSS) versus test time of sample S3-1 


 


 


 
Figure 5: Cumulative energy (CE) versus test time of sample S3-1 


3.3 Evaluation of Cover Cracking Using AE Intensity Analysis 


The signal strength values were further analyzed to quantify the cover crack growth in all tested samples of different 


corrosion levels. Thus, an intensity analysis on the signal strength values of all acquired signals of each tested 


sample was completed to obtain two parameters: historic index (H (t)) and severity (Sr). H (t) indicates the sudden 


changes of the CSS curve slope by comparing the average signal strength of the last K hits with the average value of 


the signal strength of all acquired signals. The historic index was calculated based on Eq. 2 at all times of the test in 


all tested samples (Mangual et al. 2013, ElBatanouny et al. 2014, Vélez et al. 2015). 
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Where: N = the number of hits up to time (t); and Soi = signal strength of the ith event (Mangual et al. 2013, 


ElBatanouny et al. 2014, Vélez et al. 2015). 


 


Sr compares the average signal strength of the preceding J events with the maximum algebraic value of signal 


strength at any time and can be calculated using Eq. 3 (Mangual et al. 2013, ElBatanouny et al. 2014, Vélez et al. 


2015). 
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The magnitudes of the constants K in Eq. 2 and J in Eq. 3 may vary based on the type of phenomenon, degradation 


mechanisms, and simulation method (For instance: natural versus accelerated corrosion). As a result, parametric 


analysis can be performed to better understand the influence of these constants on severity and historic index based 


on the mechanism of damage (Vélez et al. 2015). These constants have been selected as K = 25 and J = 35 based on 


reviewing similar research studies for corrosion detection in concrete structures (Mangual et al. 2013, ElBatanouny 


et al. 2014, Vélez et al. 2015). The values of both historic index and severity were calculated continuously 


throughout the test for all samples using Eq. 2 and 3. For example, Figure 6 compares the values of H (t) and Sr of 


sample S3-1 corresponding to the cover crack growing. In addition, the values of H (t) and Sr of all tested samples at 


the end of corrosion exposure are included in Table 4. 


Table 4: Results of number of hits, CSS, CE, amplitude, peak frequency, H (t), and Sr of all tested samples at the end 


of tests 


Specimen 
Number of 


hits 


Cumulative 


energy (aJ) 


Cumulative signal 


strength (mVs) 


Amplitude 


* (dB) 


Peak frequency 


* (kHz) 


H (t) Sr (x106) 


pV.s 


S1-1 117 5390 0.034 77 103 5.25 1.87 


S1-2 97 3711 0.023 82 103 4.99 1.55 


S2-1 154 6825 0.048 83 102 5.22 1.67 


S2-2 223 6177 0.043 85 103 5.69 1.81 


S3-1 397 8223 0.052 85 107 6.34 2.15 


S3-2 356 7059 0.049 83 107 6.88 2.36 


S4-1 510 9857 0.071 84 103 7.04 2.25 


S4-2 490 8856 0.069 83 102 7.33 2.12 


S5-1 538 10080 0.076 83 110 7.07 2.37 


S5-2 597 11817 0.082 84 108 7.91 2.49 


* The values of amplitude and peak frequency represent the maximum value of all detected signals in each sample 


 


The results in Figure 6a indicate that increasing the crack width (after being visually detected) yielded an almost 


linear increase in the values of H (t). It is also clear that the values of historic index did not significantly increase 


after the first crack detection. The values of historic index showed an increase of only 21% due to the crack growth 


from 0.08 to 0.72 in sample S3-1. These results indicate that most of the recorded AE activity occurred at the stages 


of bar expansion due to corrosion products as well as the micro-cracking of the surrounding concrete. This finding 


may also be attributed to the wave attenuation that may be due to the crack opening. Similarly, Figure 6b follows an 


overall increasing trend of the values of severity due to the increase in crack widths. For instance, sample S3-1 


witnessed an increase of 28% of the original value recorded upon detection of the first visual crack. It is also 


obvious that the values of severity did not see a sharp increase after the formation of the first visual cover crack. 


These results once more indicate that most of the acquired AE signals were related to the early stages of damage at 


the beginning of visual cover cracking. It is worth noting that other tested samples were corroded to different levels 


of steel mass loss, yet they showed similar behaviour to the sample presented in Figure 6. 
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a)  


  
 


b)  


 
Figure 6: Intensity analysis parameters versus crack width in sample S3-1: a) H (t) and b) Sr 


 


3.4 Estimation of Cover Crack Width Using AE Intensity Analysis 


The results of crack widths and their corresponding values of H (t) and Sr for all tested specimens were used to 


develop an intensity classification chart (Figure 7). This chart is based on the results of cover cracking (ranging from 


0.08 to 1.95 mm) in reinforced concrete samples with constant cover thickness (40 mm) due to corrosion of 


embedded steel. It can be utilized to correlate the different values of historic index and severity calculated based on 


collecting AE signal strength with the extent of damage in reinforced concrete. These kinds of damage classification 


charts can be suitable for the assessment of cover cracking in existing concrete structures. It should, however, be 


mentioned that further investigations are needed to validate the results in this chart using data collected from actual 


existing structures, which are exposed to natural deterioration in the form of corrosion of reinforcing steel. 
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Figure 7: Cover crack width classification chart based on the results of the H (t) and Sr for all tested samples 


4. CONCLUSIONS 


Acoustic emission monitoring was applied in this experimental investigation to quantify the growth of concrete 


cover cracking in concrete structures due to reinforcing steel corrosion. Small-scale reinforced concrete prism 


samples were subjected to accelerated corrosion conditions to induce cover cracking. The samples were exposed to 


accelerated corrosion to reach different levels of steel mass loss (1%, 2%, 3%, 4%, and 5%). The acquired AE 


signals in all specimens were analyzed and then further incorporated in an intensity analysis to evaluate the extent of 


damage in all tested samples. The following conclusions were drawn from the analysis of results described in this 


paper: 


 The growth of crack width due to corrosion propagation showed a significant impact on different AE 


parameters. This growth in crack widths resulted in an overall increase in the results of number of hits, 


cumulative signal strength (CSS), and cumulative energy (CE) in all tested samples regardless of the 


corrosion level (percentage of steel mass loss). The variation of these parameters with respect to the test 


time showed a similar increasing trend in all tested samples. 


 The increase of crack widths also yielded an overall rise in the magnitudes of intensity analysis parameters 


(H (t) and Sr) at all corrosion levels. 


 The results indicated that the most of the recorded AE activity (in terms of the values of H (t) and Sr) was 


associated with the stages of bar expansion because of corrosion products followed by the micro-cracking 


of the surrounding concrete prior to the first crack detection.  


 The intensity analysis parameters (H (t) and Sr) at the same crack widths showed very similar values at all 


percentages of steel mass loss. The results of the intensity analysis parameters corresponding to crack 


widths of all tested specimens (ranging from 0.08 to 1.95 mm) were employed to develop an intensity 


classification chart. This chart can be utilized to assess the cover crack widths as a function of the collected 


AE signal strengths resulting from corrosion damage in concrete structures. 
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ABSTRACT 


The objective of this study was to assess the effect of corrosion on the punching shear capacity of parking garage 


decks. Two parking structure decks were cast for this study: a control one; 0% of mass loss, and a corroded one; 26% 


of mass loss of flexural reinforcement. A uniform level of corrosion was reached by using an accelerated corrosion 


technique. In this technique a direct current with a constant volt was applied across the main reinforcement bars to 


reach a corrosion level of 26% of mass loss. In order to ensure the highest probability of a punching failure mode, the 


corrosion was localized in the punching area. The experimental results are presented in terms of load vs. deflection 


curves, load vs. crack width curves, crack patterns, deflection profiles, slab rotations, and concrete strain profiles. The 


experimental results revealed that there was a high correlation between the calculated mass loss (according to 


Faraday’s law) and the real mass loss in the corroded reinforcing bars due to accelerated corrosion. The test results 


indicated that 26% corrosion of the steel reinforcement led to 19% drop in punching shear resistance and a 20.5% 


reduction in the slab stiffness.  In addition, the capacity of the corroded slab fell below the design capacity according 


to A23.3-04 building code. This is a pilot study and the results of the full experimental program should aid in the 


evaluation of corrosion damage on the structural integrity of parking garage decks. 


 


Keywords: Punching, Parking garage decks, Corrosion, Deflection, Crack, Structural integrity   


1. INTRODUCTION   


Reinforced concrete (RC) parking garage decks, like any other structures, deteriorate with time due to environmental 


effects, material fatigue, and possible overloading. The deterioration of parking decks is increased in northern climates 


such as Canada due to the aggressive environmental conditions of that region. Parking decks are suffering from 


corrosion and freezing/thawing (Donnelly et al. 2006). For enclosed parking garages there is no fear of 


freezing/thawing damage because the temperature rarely drops below freezing temperature inside garages (Litvan 


1982). Therefore, the main concern about the deterioration of parking decks is from corrosion (Litvan 1982). There is 


a thin oxide film surrounding the embedded steel reinforcement inside concrete called the passivation layer. This 


passivation layer needs an alkaline environment to keep it strong and prevent steel rebar from corrosion. Salts contain 


chlorides that change the alkaline environment of concrete causing weakness on the passivation layer and corrosion 


process starts (Neville 2011). There are two consequences of corrosion of steel reinforcement. First, the product of 


corrosion occupies a volume larger than the original steel volume, which forms internal pressure surrounding the 


concrete leading to spalling and delamination on the concrete cover, in addition to the reduction on the cross-sectional 


area of the steel reinforcement which reduces its load carrying capacity (Neville 2011). Corrosion on parking garage 


decks is usually caused from de-icing salts that are held in vehicles’ tires, in which chlorides penetrate the concrete 


cover and with the presence of moisture and oxygen corrosion process occurs (Donnelly et al. 2006).  
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The research that has been conducted to examine the effect of deterioration on the structural response of concrete slabs 


is limited.  Rahman (1992) studied the effect of corrosion on 12 two-way slab-column specimens containing ordinary 


(non-prestressed) reinforcement and post-tensioning tendons (Rahman 1992). Rahman simulated the loss of bar area 


due to corrosion by using fewer top bars, and simulated the broken tendons by using empty sheathes. Rahman 


concluded from his results that loss of reinforcing bar and tendon cross section caused significant reductions in 


strength, with a 50% loss in bar and tendon area reducing the punching shear capacities by 30%. He also studied the 


effect of loss of bond and concrete delamination on the punching load capacity. He simulated the loss of bond by 


wrapping the reinforcing bars with adhesive plastic tape, whereas he simulated the delamination by placing a 


polyethylene sheet between the upper and lower layers of the top reinforcing mat. While deflections and crack widths 


were more noticeable in his simulation for loss of bond and delamination, the punching load capacities in both cases 


increased slightly, in contrast to what might be expected (Rahman 1992). 


 


Kuang and Morley (1993) studied the effect of deterioration on two-way slabs with edge beams. They concluded that 


there is a 70% reduction in area of steel rebar associated with a 30–40% reduction in punching shear capacity (Kuang 


& Morley 1993).   


 


Aoude et al. (2014) mimicked delamination on two-way slab column connections. They imitated delamination by 


placing a plastic sheet under the flexural reinforcement. They examined four different specimens to study the effect 


of delamination on the capacity of punching shear: a control specimen with no delamination; a specimen imitated a 


slight delamination by extending this plastic sheet for a short distance around the column; a specimen imitated medium 


delamination by using the plastic sheet with dimension such that the flexural reinforcement had a remaining 


embedment length at the edges of the specimen equal to the development length Ld; and a specimen imitated large 


degree of delamination by using a plastic sheet allowing only 0.5Ld of the flexural reinforcement to remain bonded. 


They concluded that slight delamination caused a 4% increase in the punching shear capacity; medium delamination 


caused only a 3% decrease in the punching shear capacity; and severe delamination caused a 12% reduction in 


punching shear capacity. They also concluded that the maximum strain on the flexural reinforcement for the specimen 


with no delamination or slight delamination occurred near the column, while the other specimen occurred outside the 


delaminated region (Aoude et al. 2014). 


 


Reilly et al. (2014) reported on tests of two-way slab-column connections with mimicked delamination. They studied 


the effect of large delamination due to corroded reinforcement on the punching and post-punching responses of slab-


column connections in parking structures. They also demonstrated the influence of properly designed and detailed 


structural integrity reinforcement on the post-punching behavior of delaminated slab-column connections. They 


compared their results with predictions of punching shear resistance and predictions of post-punching shear resistance. 


They concluded that severe delamination of the flexural reinforcement led to decreases in pre-punching stiffness, 


punching shear resistance, and post-punching shear resistance of the specimens. They also concluded that design of 


structural integrity reinforcement safely enhanced the post-punching shear resisting mechanism, where it caused an 


increasing of the post-punching shear resistances and ultimate deflections (Reilly et al. 2014). 


2. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 


This paper investigates the effect of corrosion on the punching shear capacity of parking garage decks, using an 


accelerated corrosion technique to reach the target level of corrosion. The test results were showed in terms of load-


deflection response, punching shear resistance, load vs. crack width curve, crack pattern, and slab rotation.  


2.1 Details of Test Specimens 


Two two-way reinforced concrete slabs were cast. Each tested slab had dimensions of 1900 × 1900 × 150 mm (74.8 


× 74.8 × 5.9 in) and consisted of 250 mm (9.84 in) column stub extending 200 mm (7.9 in). The clear cover was 30-


mm (1.2 in).  The reinforcement ratio was 1%.  The bars used were 15M bar [db = 16 mm (0.63 in)] with 190 mm 


spacing as shown in Figure 1.  The details of the test specimens are shown in Table 1. 
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Table 1: Details of Slab Specimens 


Specimens Properties 
c 


mm (in) 


d 


mm (in) 
cf    


MPa 
Main reinforcement 


Delaminated area 


mm × mm (in × in) 


S-C0 Control 


(0 % corrosion) 


250 (9.84) 104 (40.94) 40 Two layers of 15M 


bars with 𝜌 = 1% 


N/a 


S-C26 Corroded 


(26 % corrosion) 


250 (9.84) 104 (40.94) 40 Two layers of 15M 


bars with 𝜌 = 1% 


70 × 70 (27.55 × 


27.55) 


*c is column width; d is the effective slab depth;  is the reinforcement ratio; and cf  is the concrete compressive 


strength. 


  
(a) (b) 


Figure 1: Typical slab specimen: (a) before casting; (b) after casting. 


 


 
Figure 2: Targeted corroded area. 


Specimen S-C0 was used as a control specimen for the comparison with the responses of the corroded one S-C26. S-


C26 was a deteriorated slab that corroded to 26% of mass loss of reinforcement using accelerated corrosion. S-C26 


represents the deterioration effect of the critical punching area as a result of steel corrosion at this area. The targeted 


corroded area was chosen as the reinforcement bandwidth of c + 3h, where c is the column dimension and h is the slab 


thickness, as define in CSA A23.3-04 (Canadian Standards Association, 2004).  
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2.2 Accelerated Corrosion Setup 


An accelerated corrosion technique has been used before in previous tests showing a reasonable result in regarding to 


the sensitivity of steel reinforcement to the corrosion (Amleh & Mirza 2000). The accelerated corrosion setup used in 


this investigation consisted of electrolytic solution (5% sodium chloride (NaCl) by the weight of the water) and steel 


mesh placed at the top of the slab over the targeted corroded area. Foam sheets were used to construct a tank above 


the targeted corroded area.  The foam tank is immersed with the electrolytic solution as shown in Figure 3. To avoid 


any change in the concentration of the sodium chloride in the electrolyte solution, the solution was permuted every 


week. A direct current with a constant volt of 15V was applied to the slab, where the steel reinforced bars under the 


targeted corroded area served as anodes while the steel mesh served as a cathode. The theoretical mass loss is 


calculated based on Faraday’s equation as shown in Eq. (1): 


[1]      
t.i.m


Mass loss 
z.f


  


where t = the time passed in seconds, i = the current passed in amperes, M = atomic weight (for iron M = 55.847 


g/mol), z = ion charge (two moles of electrons) and F = Faraday’s constant which is the amount of electrical charge 


in one mole of electron (F=96,487) (Hassan et al. 2009).  


 


 
Figure 3: Corrosion setup above the targeted corroded 


area. 


Figure 4: Strain gauges at the compression side of the 


slab. 


2.3 Test Setup and Instrumentation 


Figure 5 shows a typical test specimen in the test frame. A steel frame, located in the structural lab at Memorial 


University of Newfoundland was used for testing the two slabs. The test specimens were simply supported along all 


four edges of the steel frame. Rubber strips were placed along the contact line between the rods and the slabs to 


minimize the resulted friction. All slabs were placed for testing in a vertical position. A concentric load was applied 


to the slabs through the column stub using a hydraulic actuator. The slabs were loaded in small load increments. 


During the loading, the deflections, crack widths, and concrete strains were recorded. For the control slab, a pre-


cracking load was applied before the crack gauges were mounted at the points of maximum crack width. Slab S-C26 


was cracked due to the corrosion process before the test started.  For this slab, the crack gauges were placed at the 


locations of those cracks.  The deflections were measured at different locations on the tension side using five LVDTs 


arranged as shown in Figure 5.  Strain gauges were used to measure the concrete strains on the compression side of 


the slab as illustrated in Figure 4. 


2.4 Material Properties 


The details of the concrete mix are shown in Table 2.  The concrete was delivered from a local batch plant. Table 3 


shows the measured properties of the reinforcement and the mechanical properties of the concrete. 
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Table 2: Concrete mixture composition for one cubic meter 


Cement (kg) Water/cement 


ratio 


Water (L) Coarse/Fine 


ratio 


Coarse Agg 


(kg) 


Fine Agg 


(kg) 


Aggregate size 


(mm) 


350 0.4 140 1.3 1083 833 10 


* Agg refers to aggregate  


 


Table 3: Steel and concrete properties 


Slab 


 Steel properties  Concrete Properties  


 
Designatio


n 


Are


a 


mm
2 


yf


MPa 


y 


() 
 cf   


(MPa) 


rf  


MPa 


C0  
15M 200 443 2200 


 
40 3.82 


C26   


* 
yf is steel yield strength, y is the steel yield strain, cf  is concrete compressive strength, and rf is modulus of rupture 


of concrete. 


 
 (a) 


 
(b) 


Figure 5: Test slabs in the test frame: (a) slab S-C0, and (b) slab S-C26. 


3. TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 


3.1 Load-Deflection Response 


Specimen S-C0 is the control slab and represents an un-deteriorated slab, while specimen S-C26 represents 26% mass 


loss of steel reinforcement due to corrosion around the column in a certain area of 700 mm × 700 mm.  Figure 6 shows 


the applied load versus the central deflection for the both slabs S-C0 and S-C26. The deflection profiles for both slabs 


at ultimate load are shown on Figure 7. The deflection at ultimate load for slab S-C26 was higher than that for slab S-


C0.  The 26% of corrosion in flexural reinforcement around the critical punching area reduced the punching capacity 


from 390 kN to 315 kN. Hence, the slab capacity decreased by 19% for 26% of mass loss. In previous studies by 


Rahman (1992) and Auoda (2013), the corrosion process was simulated by decreasing the bar diameter.  The results 


of those investigations revealed that 50% of the simulated mass loss decreased the punching capacity by 30%.  Based 


on the more realistic corrosion process in the current study, the expected reduction in the punching capacity for 50% 


mass loss could be more than 30%.  The next slab in the current study will target this level of corrosion.  The simulation 


of the corrosion process by Rahman (1992) and Auoda (2013) had two main flaws.  Firstly, changing the bar diameter 


to simulate the mass loss caused a change in the reinforcement ratio of the whole slab and not only for the targeted 


corroded area. Previous studies have shown that any reduction in the flexural reinforcement in two-way slabs had a 


corresponding effect in the reduction of the punching shear capacity (Hussein 1990, Dilger et al. 2005).  Secondly, 


the bond between the simulated corroded steel reinforcement and concrete still exists which did not represent the 


effect of corrosion on the loss of bond.  
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3.2 Stiffness, Ductility, and Energy Absorption  


Stiffness is defined as the slope of the load-deflection curve shown in Figure 6.  From the figure, it can be seen that 


26% of corrosion reduced the slab stiffness 20.5% compared to the control slab. The reduction in the stiffness for S-


C26 is due to the loss that occurred to the main reinforcement around the column vicinity and loss of bond due to 


corrosion. This loss could also cause a reduction in the load required to causing the yield for the reinforcement.  


The ductility is calculated to illustrate the deformation capacity of the slab until failure. The ductility of slab S-C0 is 


determined as the ratio between the deflection at the ultimate load (∆u) and the deflection at the first yielding of the 


flexural reinforcement (Hussein 1990). On the other hand, it was not possible to place strain gauges in slab S-C26 to 


measure the yield strain.  Hence, this definition of ductility could not be applied to the corroded slab S-C26.  The 


energy absorption is equal to the area under the load deflection curve that was recorded at the center of each slab 


(Figure 6). The results indicated that the capacity of energy absorption in the control slab S-C0 is less than that in C26 


by 18%. Figure 8 presents the comparison of slab rotation between S-C0 and S-C26. The slab rotation is measured for 


the slab portion outside the shear crack which rotates as a rigid body (Hussein 1990). The results indicate that both 


the slab rotation and the energy absorption are increased in S-C26 due to the effect of the corroded reinforcement that 


led to a reduced stiffness in the slab. 


 
Figure 6: Load versus mid-span deflection. 


 


Figure 7: Deflection profile at ultimate load. 


 
Figure 8: Slab rotation vs applied load. 


3.3 Concrete Strains 


Figure 9 shows a plot of the concrete strains versus the applied load. Figure 10 shows the concrete strain profile in the 


radial direction at ultimate failure load for each specimen; S-C0 and S-C26. It has been noted that the highest concrete 


strain values were recorded at the column face for the both specimen. It can be seen from the two figures that the 


maximum concrete strain in both specimens did not exceed the crushing concrete strain value (0.0035) which is 


specified by CSA (Canadian Standards Association 2004). This result can be attributed to the fact that the two 


specimens failed under punching shear. It can be observed from Figure 10 that the slope of the concrete profiles in 


both specimens changes at a point approximately equal to 1.5d from the face of the column stub; 350 mm from the 


center of the specimen. This value almost coincides with the corroded punching area that was chosen at this 


investigation.     
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Figure 9: Concrete strain verses applied load. 


 
Figure 10: Concrete strain profile at ultimate failure 


load. 


3.4 Cracking Response 


Figure 11 shows the crack patterns for specimens and S-C26 after the test was completed. S-C26 showed a radial 


crack pattern while S-C0 showed an orthogonal crack pattern. Figure 12 shows the total load verses the measured 


maximum crack width for both slabs S-C0 and S-C26. Slab S-C26 had maximum crack width equal to 7.93 mm while 


the maximum crack width for S-C0 was 2.49 mm. The large crack width in S-C26 could be attributed to the formation 


of cracks during corrosion process. The maximum crack width after the corrosion process and before the punching 


test was 0.5 mm. When the load was applied to S-C26, the cracks that were formed due to corrosion became wider. 


Moreover, the cracking density in S-C26 was less than that in S-C0. It should be mentioned that specimen S-C0 was 


subject to a load to induce cracking in the specimen.  After cracking was induced, the crack gauges were installed and 


the loading was resumed. The pre-cracking load was 58 kN and the crack width was 0.02 mm. On the other hand, S-


C26 did not need pre-cracking because cracks were formed actually during the corrosion process. The crack width at 


S-C26 at a load corresponding to the pre-cracking load for S-C0 was 0.76 mm.  


 
(a) S-C0 


 
(b) S-C26 


Figure 11: Crack patterns. 
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Figure 12: Applied load vs maximum crack width. 


4. COMPARISON WITH CODE PREDICTED CAPACITIES 


Table 4 shows the experimental punching shear capacities (Pu) for both slabs S-C0 and S-C26. The table also provide 


the flexural capacity of each slab, Pflexure, according to the line theory.  It can be noticed that Pu/Pflexure for S-C0 is equal 


to 0.91 so that the failure of this slab can be considered to fail in ductile punching.  For slab S-C26 Pu/Pflexure is 0.74 


and hence slab S-C26 is considered to fail in punching. The capacity of the slabs was calculated according to four 


different codes: The Canadian Code (CSA 23.3-04), the American Code (ACI 318-11), the British Standard (BS 8110-


97), and the European Code (EC2).  It should be noted that both the British standard and the European code takes into 


consideration the effect of the flexure reinforcement ratio on the punching shear capacity, while North American 


Codes (CSA and ACI) do not consider the reinforcement ratio in calculating the punching shear capacity (British 


Standards Institution 2004; BS 8110 1997; Canadian Standards Association 2004; ACI Committee 2011).  The 


resistance factors in the code equations are taken as unity when comparing the predication of the code equations to 


the test results. As mentioned earlier, the 26% of corrosion in flexural reinforcement around the critical punching area 


reduced the punching capacity from 390 kN to 315 kN. Hence, the slab capacity decreased by 19% for 26% of mass 


loss.  It can be noted from Table 4 that the actual capacity of the corroded slab fell below the design capacity according 


to the CSA A23.3-04, BS8110-97 and EC2 12%, 4%, and 8%, respectively.  On the other hand, the corroded slab 


capacity was still 2% below the design capacity according to the ACI A318-11 code.  However, the margin of safety 


of the ACI code decreased due to corrosion of the reinforcement.  


Table 4: Test Results versus Code Predictions 


Specimen 
Pu 
kN 


Pflexure 
kN 


Pu
Pflexure


 


CSA 23.3-04  ACI 318-11  BS 8110-97  EC2 


Pcode 
kN 


Pcode
Pu


 
 Pcode 


kN 


Pcode
Pu


 
 Pcode 


kN 


Pcode
Pu


 
 Pcode 


kN 


Pcode
Pu


 


S-C0 388 
368 


0.91 
354 


0.91  
307 


0.79  
329 


0.85  
341 


0.88 


S-C26 315 0.74 1.12  0.98  1.04  1.08 


* Pu is the experimental punching shear capacity,  Pflexure is the flexural slab capacity, and Pcode is the code 


predicted punching shear resistance. 
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5. CONCLUSION  


In this investigation, two full scale slabs representing parking garage decks were tested to examine the effect of 


corrosion on the structural response. One specimen had zero level of corrosion (S-C0) and another one had 26% level 


of corrosion (S-C26).   The results indicated that the punching shear capacity of the corroded slabs was reduced by 


19%. The maximum crack width increased in the corroded.  During the punching tests the density of the cracks 


increased and the cracks were more distributed in S-C0 compared to S-C26 where the existing cracks became wider. 


The results also demonstrated that the corroded specimen had a 20.5% reduction in stiffness and higher values of 


deflections and rotations at all stages of loading compared to the un-corroded specimen. This can be attributed to the 


reduction on the steel reinforcement in specimen S-C26 due to corrosion, leading to yield the steel reinforcement at 


service load less than S-C0.  Finally, comparing the experimental punching shear capacity of the corroded slab with 


the design capacity according to four different codes: CSA A23.3-04, BS8110-97, EC2, and ACI. It has been noted 


that the actual capacity of the corroded slab fell below the design capacity of CSA A23.3-04 by 12%, BS8110-97 by 


4% and EC2 by 8%. On the other hand, the actual capacity of the corroded slab was still above the design capacity 


according to ACI. However, ACI neglects the reinforcement ratio in calculating the nominal shear resistance. 
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ABSTRACT  


Methane biofiltration (MBF) has been proposed as an effective and cost efficient method for mitigating methane 


emissions from anthropogenic sources. Previous MBF studies have successfully demonstrated effective methane 


oxidation using compost, soil and biodegradable organic materials as the filter medium because they are a natural 


source of nutrients, organic matter content, and provide adequate space to support microbiological growth. However, 


these media types will inevitably decompose over time and lose their effectiveness. This study investigates the use of 


biologically stable media mixtures of lava rock and biochar in batch oxidation studies to determine their ability to 


support a methanotrophic bacterial population for the oxidation of methane. A screening experiment was performed 


using an unreplicated 23 factorial design to understand the influence of nutrient content, water holding capacity (WHC), 


and mixture ratios of lava rock and biochar, by volume, on the methane oxidation rate (MOR). Virtually no activity 


was observed when 3300 ppm of nitrogen were added to the batches. Methane oxidation activities were only observed 


when lower nutrient additions were made at 96 ppm of nitrogen with values reaching 2.2 - 2.5 mol/mL∙hr when the 


WHC was adjusted to 50% regardless of the media composition. Subsequent replicates performed at the lower nitrogen 


level additions and 30% WHC demonstrated similar MORs. Results demonstrate the supplementation of nutrients to 


a mixture of lava rock and biochar is possible in supporting a methanotrophic population and that lava rock can be 


used as a bulking agent.  


 


Keywords: Methane oxidation, biochar, lava rock, biofilter, batch studies, methanotrophs, greenhouse gas 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Methane (CH4) is a potent greenhouse gas (GHG) with a global warming potential of 34 over a 100 year time horizon 


relative to CO2 (IPCC 2013). The oxidation of CH4 by methanotrophic bacteria serves as an important sink for the 


removal of CH4 that otherwise would escape from terrestrial and aquatic environments into the atmosphere. 


Microbiological oxidation of CH4 in granular media is a biological air pollution technology that utilizes 


microorganisms that are attached to a solid surface for the biodegradation of chemicals in the gaseous state—otherwise 


known as methane biofiltration (MBF). MBFs comprising of soils and similar granular media mixtures has been 


proposed as an inexpensive method for the mitigation of CH4 from heavy oil well sites, landfills, and other terrestrial 


systems. Previous MBF studies that have utilized organically labile filter bed materials, such as compost and landfill 


cover soil, commonly observed 100% CH4 oxidation but eventually would taper off to a lower level of performance 


(Gebert, et al. 2003, Hilger, et al. 2000, Huber-Humer, et al. 2011, Wilshusen, et al. 2004).  


 


Recently, there has been a growing interest in utilizing biologically stable materials in place of compost and landfill 


cover soil in MBFs to overcome declining performance issues due to biodegradation (Avalos Ramirez, et al. 2012, 


Kim, et al. 2013, Nikiema and Heitz 2009). Biochar is a biomass that has undergone thermochemical conversions 


through pyrolysis, gasification, or by hydrothermal carbonization in an O2 limited environment (Qian, et al. 2015). 
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High temperature pyrolysis conditions produce biologically stable biochar (Keiluweit, et al. 2010, Zhang, et al. 2014) 


and thereby making them suitable materials to support methanotrophic growth in MBFs. The physical and chemical 


properties of biochar that are of interest include their adsorption capacity for CH4; ability to buffer against sudden 


changes to moisture content; and providing increased aeration, porosity, and surface area for methanotrophic growth 


(Kinney, et al. 2012, Reddy, et al. 2014). 


 


The purpose of this research is to evaluate the effect of two different media types or their mixtures, by volume, 


including lava rock and biochar, nutrient addition, and moisture content (based on the water holding capacity (WHC) 


of the mixture) on the methane oxidation capacity. Lava rock (also known as volcanic rock) is investigated here to 


determine its suitability as a bulking agent without compromising the methane oxidation activities and to, ultimately, 


reduce the cost of operating a field-scale biologically stable MBF. 


2. METHODS 


2.1 Media Material 


A biologically stable biofilter media mixture was tested in an unreplicated 23 factorial design comprising of 3-20 mm 


diameter lava rock (Burnco, Calgary, Alberta) and wood-based biochar (Diacarbon, Burnaby, British Columbia). The 


biochar was produced using fast pyrolysis at 550°C with 20-30 minutes residence time. As the feedstock for the 


biochar is primarily in the form of sawdust, there is no pretreatment of the material and, therefore, the overall size and 


morphology of the individual particles following treatment is similar to the parent material and ranges from 0.5 to 1 


cm long slivers. Compost from East Calgary Landfill in Calgary, Alberta was used as a source for methanotroph starter 


material. The compost was acquired in July 2015 and sieved through a no. 8 sieve (2.38 mm) prior to use. 


2.2 Physical and Chemical Characterization Testing 


Duplicate samples of compost were sent to ALS environmental laboratories for analysis of total and available 


phosphorus and nitrogen. In addition, the three media types were analyzed for moisture content, bulk density and 


WHC prior to the batch incubation experiments. Following the completion of the experiments, the moisture content 


was redetermined. 


2.3 Batch oxidation experiments 


In order to test the oxidation capacity of using biologically stable media mixtures of lava rock and biochar, batch 


oxidation experiments were conducted in the laboratory. Three factors were chosen to study their potential interactive 


effects on the methane oxidation rate (MOR) including nutrient level, WHC, and mixture ratio by volume using an 


unreplicated 23 factorial design (see Table 1). Three center-points were included to test for curvature. Each treatment 


combination was monitored for a total of 10-11 days. The center-points were monitored for a total of 18 days.   


Table 1: 23 Methane oxidation rate experimental factors and levels. Each treatment combination consisted of 10% 


(v/v) of compost as the source of microbes. Here AN and TN denote the bioavailable and total nitrogen level of the 


ECL compost used in this study. 


Factor Treatment Level 


 Low High 


A* (lava rock: biochar) 100% biochar 90% lava rock, 10% biochar 


B (WHC) 10% 50% 


C (nutrient level) 
96 ppm Nitrogen  


(¼ AN) 


3300 ppm Nitrogen  


(¼ TN) 


* The mixture ratios are on a volume basis. 
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An overall depth of 2.5 cm of media mixture was used for each test in order to ensure a consistent volume of media 


mixture was used in each batch and to allow for direct comparison between treatment combinations on a volume basis. 


Previous batch studies with a single media type, such as compost, typically have used a ratio of 10 g of media per 250 


mL—equating to approximately 1 – 1.5 cm of overall depth (Perdikea, et al. 2008, Stein and Hettiaratchi 2001). In 


this study, the large variation in mass between lava rock and biochar requires that the comparisons between the 


different treatment combinations are to be done a volume basis; as a result, the diameter to depth ratio of 10 g of 


compost that would occupy a 250 mL amber bottle was calculated to determine an appropriate depth of media for the 


1 L amber bottles used in this study. A larger depth was not used in this study in consideration of the gas diffusion 


potential through the media and to account for gas withdrawal from the headspace for periodic gas analysis. The source 


of starter microbes was provided in the form of compost at 10% (v/v) added to each bottle. The remainder 90% of the 


volume was then prepared using the assigned media mixture ratio as identified in Table 2. Based on the moisture 


content and WHC of each media material, a predetermined amount of distilled water was added into each amber jar, 


as necessary, in order to attain the target WHC.  


 


Nutrients were added to match the target bioavailable nitrogen content in the same volume of compost for both the 


low and high level as outlined in Table 1. An all-purpose garden fertilizer (Miracle Gro) at a N:P:K ratio of 24:8:16 


was used for nutrient addition. As is common in commercial garden fertilizers, the phosphorus is actually in the form 


of P2O5 (phosphorus oxide) and therefore, the actual elemental nitrogen to phosphorus ratio in the fertilizer is 24:3.5 


since the weight percent of elemental phosphorus in P2O5 is 43.6%. The pelletized garden fertilizer was dissolved into 


the distilled water and added together into each treatment combination. To ensure comparability between treatment 


combinations, the amount of nutrients added to the batches for the low level and high level conditions was based on 


approximately ¼ of the amount of bioavailable and total nitrogen, respectively, that would be present in ~166 mL of 


compost (i.e. 2.5 cm depth). Additional nutrients were added in the form of the fertilizer after compensating for the 


nutrients already present in the 10% (v/v) of compost. As a result, nutrients were added to obtain a nitrogen 


concentration of 96 ppm or 3300 ppm (Table 1) for the low and high level, respectively.  


 


The mouth of the amber bottles were lined with Teflon tape and sealed with a polypropylene cap and 


Teflon/silicone liner and septum—where gas withdrawal was made for analysis.  Electrical tape was used as an 


additional sealant around the outside of the cap. A blank bottle served as a control and was prepared in the same 


manner as the other bottles but without any media, water, or nutrient addition in order to measure CH4 leakage. All 


bottles and bottle caps were autoclaved prior to use in order to avoid contamination from previous experiments. In 


between measurements, the bottles were placed in an incubator-shaker (G24, New Brunswick Scientific Co, Inc.) at 


30°C and shaken at the lowest speed setting in order to ensure that the CH4 gas is evenly distributed throughout the 


bottle and to minimize the opportunity of it separating from the air phase due to differential density.  


 


Approximately 50 mL of air was withdrawn from the headspace of each bottle and replaced with CH4 gas (99.9% 


purity, Praxair, Calgary, Alberta) to achieve a headspace concentration of 5.5 – 6.0 % (v/v). Gas samples were obtained 


using a 5 mL luer lock syringe and non-coring needle fitted with a two-way stainless steel stop-cock (Model 1005 SL 


SYR, Hamilton, Reno, Nevada). Following each headspace sampling, a layer of fresh silicone was then applied to 


the septum to prevent gas leakage in between measurements. The samples were then immediately injected into a 


Varian CP4900 micro gas chromatograph (Varian Canada Inc.) equipped with a thermal conductivity detector (TCD). 


Results were analyzed on “Galaxie Chromatography Data System” (Version 1.9.3.2, Varian Inc.). The micro GC is 


outfitted with two columns including a 10 m in length MolSieve (MMS) and a 10 m PPU. The MMS and the PPU 


have the following specifications: injector temperature of 110ºC and 100ºC respectively; an oven temperature of 80ºC 


for both columns; and a carrier gas pressure of 29 psi and 40 psi, respectively. Helium was used as the carrier gas. Gas 


samples were obtained once per day until the CH4 concentration began to deplete which provided an indication that 


the methanotrophic bacterial population was establishing itself. At this point, the bottles were flushed with air and 


reinjected with CH4 gas. As soon as the O2 content dropped below ~14% (v/v) or if ~10% of the headspace volume 


had been withdrawn the samples were flushed with air and reinjected with CH4 in order to reduce potential stress on 


the methanotophs due to the reduction of O2 or the build-up of negative pressure in the bottles, respectively. A 


minimum of 3 gas measurements were then taken over the course of 6 hours per day in order to calculate the CH4 


oxidation rate each day. Prior to making measurements, the GC was calibrated using two ultra-high purity CH4 


standards at 1 and 80% CH4 (v/v), respectively.  
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 


3.1 Physical and Chemical Characterization 


Table 2 provides the results of the media characterization tests for biochar, lava rock, and compost. The bulk density 


(based on wet weight, ww) of biochar was lowest of the three material as expected since it is also the lightest. Although 


the pyrolysis process of manufacturing biochar would remove any trace of water from the material, in preparing the 


biochar for shipment the manufacturer treats it with a small amount of water in order to reduce the amount of dust 


production; therefore, both the bulk density and the moisture content of the biochar varies from batch to batch; as a 


result, only one batch of biochar was used for these set of experiments. Compost had the highest moisture content as 


it was freshly obtained from the landfill. The compost displayed a WHC of 153% (dw) and is roughly half the amount 


of the biochar.  


Table 2: Physical properties of biochar, lava rock, and compost. 


Media Bulk density 


(g/mL, ww) 


Moisture Content  


(% ww) 


Water holding capacity 


(% dw) 


Compost 0.63 ± 0.02 36.6 ± 0.19 153 ± 7 


Lava rock 0.80 ± 0.01 0.1 ± 0.03 12 ± 3 


Biochar 0.23 ± 0.01 7.6 ± 0.04 330 ± 12 


 


 


As neither the biochar nor the lava rock is a significant source of nutrients for the methanotrophs (Zhang, et al. 2015), 


the compost was analyzed for both bioavailable and total nitrogen and phosphorus at ALS environmental laboratories 


(Calgary, Alberta). Table 3 are the results of the nutrient analysis. The ratio between total nitrogen and total 


phosphorus is approximately 6:1 in the ECL compost. As a result, the garden fertilizer with an actual elemental N:P 


ratio of 24:3.5 was chosen for nutrient matching. An additional benefit of using the all-purpose garden fertilizer is that 


it contains copper at 0.07% (w/w), which is a critical micronutrient for the methanotrophs (Dedysh and Dunfield 


2014). 


Table 3: Bioavailable and total phosphorus and nitrogen nutrient content in East Calgary Landfill compost (dry mass 


basis). 


 Bioavailable 


phosphorus 


(mg/kg) 


Total 


phosphorus 


(mg/kg) 


Bioavailable 


nitrogen 


(mg/kg) 


Total 


nitrogen 


(mg/kg) 


Compost sample 1 611 2300 404 13,300 


Compost sample 2 608 2252 399 14,200 


Average 609.5 2275 401.5 13,750 


3.2 Batch oxidation experiments 


The results from the single unreplicated 23 factorial design are provided in Table 4. Of the 8 treatment combinations, 


only 4 demonstrated CH4 oxidation activity and they all coincided with low level nutrient additions (i.e. ¼ of AN or 


96 ppm nitrogen). The high level nutrient (i.e. ¼ of TN or 3300 ppm nitrogen) treatment combinations showed peak 


activity on Day 1 but dropped thereafter to virtually no activity (data not shown); however, all of the ¼ TN 


demonstrated very minimal activity. In fact, some of the high level nutrient experiments displayed slightly negative 


oxidation rates over the course of the experiments. Although it is unlikely that these treatment combinations were 


producing CH4 since the O2 content was always maintained at > 14% (v/v) and therefore the development of an 


anaerobic environment for methanogenesis to take place (Feng, et al. 2012) is unlikely. The O2 drop in the high level 


nutrient treatment combinations coincided with CO2 increases and is indicative of the presence of biological activities; 


therefore, in the presence of nutrient rich media the methanotrophs may have been outcompeted by other bacteria that 


are better able to metabolize the higher level of nutrients and thereby outgrow and utilize all of the available space. In 


a recent study on the effects of NH4-N addition to a biofilter column Hernandez, et al. (2015) similarly observed a 


drop in CH4 removal efficiencies with increasing N concentrations; however, in their study, the impact on the response 
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was attributed to inhibitory effects related to NH4-N. Another possible reason may be the hydrolysis of urea from the 


fertilizer, which makes up 20.5% of the total nitrogen content with the remaining 3.5% as ammoniacal nitrogen, into 


NH4-N which has been demonstrated to be inhibitory to methanotrophs (Bedard and Knowles 1989). Similarly, Jugnia, 


et al. (2012) observed minimal improvement on methanotrophic activity to a landfill cover soil following the 


amendment of urea at three different incubation temperatures: 5°C, 15°C and 25°C. 


Table 4: Peak methane oxidation rate on the unreplicated 23 factorial experiment on mixture ratio, by volume, of 


lava rock: biochar; % water-holding capacity; and nutrient content. All treatment combinations were inoculated with 


10% (v/v) compost. Three center-points were included to test for curvature. Low level nutrient additions (¼ AN) 


corresponded to 96 ppm and high level nutrient additions (¼ TN) 3300 ppm. 


Run Label 
Factor A 


Mixture 


Factor B 


% WHC 


Factor C 


Nutrient 


Methane 


oxidation rate 


(mol∙mL-1∙h-1) 


(1) 100% biochar 10 ¼ AN 0.92 


a 90% lava rock: 10% biochar 10 ¼ AN 0.68 


b 100% biochar 50 ¼ AN 2.52 


ab 90% lava rock: 10% biochar 50 ¼ AN 2.24 


c 100% biochar 10 ¼ TN 0.005 


ac 90% lava rock: 10% biochar 10 ¼ TN 0.009 


bc 100% biochar 50 ¼ TN 0.029 


abc 90% lava rock, 10% biochar 50 ¼ TN 0.009 


Center-point 1 45% lava rock: 55% biochar 30 ⅛ TN 0.01 


Center-point 2 45% lava rock: 55% biochar 30 ⅛ TN 0.22 


Center-point 3 45% lava rock: 55% biochar 30 ⅛ TN 0.02 


* Methanotrophic oxidation rates for all of the ¼ TN and the three center-point treatment combinations 


subsequently dropped following the peak MORs reported here. 


 


The time profile of the MORs for all four ¼ AN treatment combinations are shown in Figure 1. Treatment combination 


b (100% biochar, 50% WHC, and ¼ AN addition) and ab (90% lava rock: 10% biochar, 50% WHC, and ¼ AN 


addition) demonstrated the highest MOR at 2.5 mol∙mL-1∙h-1 (Day 4) and 2.2 mol∙mL-1∙h-1 (Day 8), respectively.  


 


 
Figure 1: Time profile of the MOR over 12 days for the ¼ AN treatment combinations: ( ) denotes 100% biochar, 


50% WHC, ¼ AN (treatment combination b); ( ) denotes 100% biochar, 10% WHC, ¼ AN (treatment combination 


(1)); ( ) denotes 90% lava rock: 10% biochar, 10% WHC, ¼ AN (treatment combination a); and ( ) denotes 90% 


lava rock: 10% biochar, 50% WHC, ¼ AN (treatment combination ab). 


 


This peak oxidation state remained for only 1 day for both treatment combinations and declined thereafter. By Day 8, 


treatment combination b had dropped to nearly one-quarter of the peak activity level.  Treatment combinations (1) 


(100% biochar, 10% WHC, and ¼ AN addition)  and a (90% lava rock: 10% biochar, 10% WHC, and ¼ AN addition) 


maintained at their peak levels for more than one day but the highest MORs were not even half of the peak MORs for 


treatment b and ab. In fact, treatment a was able to sustain steady oxidation rates at around 0.6 mol∙mL-1∙h-1 when 
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the experiments were ceased on Day 11. From the results on the ¼ AN experiments, higher WHC had a positive 


influence on MOR activities in both the 100% biochar and the 90% lava rock, 10% biochar mixtures—indicating that 


the use of lava rock produced comparable results to the 100% biochar mixture. This may suggest that only a small 


amount of biochar is required to support methanotrophic bacterial growth, in place of compost, and that the use of 


lava rock as a bulking agent is promising. Alternatively, it is also possible that the 100% biochar batch experiment, 


treatment b, was limited by CH4 diffusion into the media since the addition of water to reach 50% WHC was observed 


to swell the material and increase the overall depth beyond 2.5 cm. 


 


The center-point replicates were observed for a total of 19 days, 8-9 additional days from the other experiments, to 


observe if the methanotrophs could eventually acclimatize to ⅛ of the TN addition. The MORs peaked on Day 3 for 


CP1 and CP3 and Day 2 for CP2 before declining to nearly zero or slightly negative values. Day-to-day measurement 


variability on the micro GC may be a possible reason for the calculated negative MOR values since the changes in 


CH4 concentration were minor from day to day. Although CP2 displayed a peak MOR that is approximately 10-20x 


of CP1 and CP2 it had dropped to 0.003 mol∙mL-1∙h-1 by the end of the experiment. Similar to the high level nutrient 


experiments, all of the center-point replicates exhibited very minimal activity. 


3.2.1 ANOVA Analysis 


As a full ANOVA statistical analysis cannot be performed on an unreplicated factorial experimental design, due to 


the lack of an error term, the effects are plotted on a normality curve to observe for any main effects or interactions 


between the effects. A normality curve (not shown) of the effects revealed three outliers corresponding to the 


significance of % WHC (factor B), nutrient level (factor C), and their corresponding interaction (BC). These results 


are re-confirmed upon including the third-order interaction as the error term in an ANOVA: % WHC (F(1,1) = 


1082.88, p<0.05), nutrient level (F(1,1) = 3936.77, p<0.05), and the interaction term between %WHC and nutrient 


level (F(1,1) = 941.46, p<0.05). Due to the significance of the interaction term, it is not possible to look at the % WHC 


and the nutrient level independently. When the nutrient is under ¼ AN conditions, an increase in % WHC produces a 


higher MOR, whereas at the ¼ TN level, virtually no activity occurs with an increase in % WHC.  


 


Unfortunately, the diagnostic checks on the residuals indicate that these results may not reveal all of the significant 


effects. Linearity of the factor effects is the underlying assumption of the 2-level factorial design. Upon inclusion of 


the three center-points, the ANOVA confirms that curvature is significant (F(1,2) = 5646.25, p<0.05) as is evident in 


the corresponding MORs (Error! Reference source not found.). Therefore, it is not possible to use the results of the 


above factorial analysis to prepare a linear regression model.  


 


The moisture content of the different media mixtures were compared before and after the batch oxidation experiments. 


In most cases, the moisture content had dropped following the experiments, with the exception of treatment 


combination ac (90% lava rock: 10% biochar, 10% WHC, and ¼ TN addition) and abc (90% lava rock: 10% biochar, 


50% WHC, and ¼ TN addition) indicating that the loss of water from the system is greater than the production by the 


methanotrophs. The moisture content reduction may be due to the consumption by other microorganisms present in 


the media or due to evaporation during air flushing before CH4 reinjection. 


3.3 Center-point batch oxidation experiments at available nutrient levels 


Due to the inhibitory nature of the ¼ TN levels, 3 center-point replicates were prepared for the existing results on the 


treatment combinations of ¼ AN (Figure 2). All three replicates demonstrated a similar pattern of MOR of up to ~2.4 


mol∙mL-1∙h-1 between Day 5 and Day 7 before moving on a downward decline. This MOR activity is similar in 


response to treatment b and ab which indicates that the % WHC of the mixture may be the determining factor on MOR 


when nutrient is held constant. On Day 12, each replicate was supplied with additional nutrients at three different 


levels: ¼ AN, 1¼ AN, and 2½ AN in approximately 3-4 mL of distilled water. Center-point no 1 (CP1) responded 


immediately on the following day with an MOR of 4.3 mol∙mL-1∙h-1, the highest MOR observed in all the 


experiments, which suggests that the bacteria respond best to repeated low-level nutrient additions rather than higher 


dosages at any given time.  
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Additional nutrient was supplied to CP1 on Day 14 at a dosage of ½ AN following the decline in MOR observed on 


Day 13. The response to ½ AN increased more gradually and did not peak to the same levels as the previous ¼ AN 


addition but the MOR rose quicker than the 1¼ AN additions made to center-point 2 (CP2) on Day 12—although also 


declining sooner. Conversely, CP2 and center-point 3 (CP3) required more time to adapt to the higher nutrient level 


additions including up to 7 days for CP3. Not only did CP2 respond sooner than CP3 but the MOR fluctuated less and 


were generally higher. These observations provide further evidence that the methanotrophs prefer low levels of 


nitrogen and phosphorus. For this reason, compost is a great media to support methanotrophic growth as the nutrients 


are slowly released over time; however, compost also biodegrades over time and, inevitably, loses their overall 


efficacy (Wilshusen, et al. 2004). On Day 21, all three center-point replicates were removed from the incubator-shaker 


and left on the laboratory bench at room temperature. MOR activities subsequently dropped for all three treatments 


but this may have also been due to the exhaustion of nutrients; however, CP2 at 1¼ AN supplementation appeared to 


be relatively steady and maintained MOR activities at ~1.3 mol∙mL-1∙h-1. Therefore, it is unlikely that the nutrient 


supply in CP3 was depleted but rather the higher nutrient content was causing instability. 


 


 
Figure 2: Center-point triplicates prepared using available nutrient addition followed by three different nutrient 


concentration additions on Day 12. Additionally nutrient addition was made to CP1 on Day 14. All three replicates 


were placed in an incubator shaker set at 30°C until Day 21 where they were removed to a stationary bench at room 


temperature. 


4. CONCLUSION 


This study investigated the influence of nutrient content, WHC, and the use of lava rock and biochar on the MOR. 


The unreplicated 23 factorial design revealed an interaction effect between WHC and nutrient content. However, 


diagnostics checks on the underlying model revealed that further investigations are required as the ANOVA uncovered 


significant curvature and therefore, the assumption of linearity in the 2-level factorial design did not hold. There were 


two conclusions drawn from these experiments. First, high nutrient content appeared to inhibit the growth of the 


methanotrophs as evidenced by the lack of CH4 oxidation. Although CH4 was not consumed, CO2 continued to be 


produced while O2 was depleted, this lends support to the conclusion that other microorganisms dominate the media 


mixture at higher nutrient content and likely displaces the methanotrophs by outcompeting them for nutrients and 
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space. At higher concentrations, the NH4-N production through the hydrolysis of urea from the fertilizer may have 


also contributed to inhibitory effects. At compost ¼ AN levels of nutrient, MOR was found to be higher when the 


WHC was at least 30% regardless of the media type or mixture used and responded more favorably to further nutrient 


additions at low levels; however, in order to maintain peak MORs will require frequent nutrient additions. Second, 


the preliminary results indicating an indifference to media type suggests that only a minimum amount of biochar is 


required to support an effective methanotrophic population for methane oxidation activities. The use of lava rock as a 


bulking medium appears to be promising for future MBF applications. Further studies are required to examine the 


MOR at lower ranges of nutrient addition and with urea-free fertilizer in order to observe for potential interaction 


effects with media types and WHC and the duration of one full cycle of MOR consumption activities per nutrient level 


addition relative to the total lag time for the methanotrophs to adapt to the conditions.  
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ABSTRACT 


Many researchers have studied the differences in travel behaviours during the weekdays and the weekends for 


building travel demand in Makkah, Saudi Arabia, any travel demand framework should recognize the differences in 


residents’ travel behaviour not only between the weekdays and the weekends, but also on Fridays. During the 


weekends (i.e., Thursday and Friday), most residents spend time with their families and friends on Thursdays, 


whereas some go to work. On Fridays, there is the Friday prayer, which takes place around noon, and most of the 


stores are closed until late afternoon. This paper presents modelling of the activity duration for residents of the city 


of Makkah for weekdays and weekends. The municipality of Makkah collected a full-day travel diary for the 


residents of Makkah in 2010 for all days of the week. The data were categorized as either weekdays or weekends. 


Then the multiple discrete continuous extreme value (MDCEV) model was used to estimate the activity duration for 


3 separate groups of days (i.e., weekdays, Thursdays, and Fridays), and a fourth model was estimated for all days of 


the week. This paper will highlight the differences in travel behaviour for the residents of Makkah between the 


weekdays and the weekends time periods. The outcomes of this paper could be expanded for use in Muslim 


communities and for all other religions that perform religious rituals during the weekends. 


1. INTRODUCTION  


A travel demand framework is the first step for planning a city. Several frameworks are used to model travel 


demand, such as the conventional four-step demand model, agent-based model, and activity-based model. One of the 


most advanced modelling techniques is the activity-based travel demand model, specifically, the econometric 


modelling framework. It consists of multiple connected models forming an individual day plan, including 


information such as activity start time, duration, location, and mode of transportation.  


 


Makkah, which is located in western Saudi Arabia, is considered the capital city for all Muslims. The city attracts 


millions of worshippers every year from around the globe. As a result of the high demand, the Al-Haram mosque, 


which is the main attraction of the city, is under expansion so that it will hold up to 1.2 million pilgrims. In the city 


of Makkah, the calendar year is divided into four seasons by the type of religious observance conducted during each 


time period. The seasons are Hajj, Ramadan, Friday, and Umrah. Hajj is conducted only once a year, on the last 


month of the lunar calendar. Ramadan is also an annual event, but it lasts for a whole month, which is the ninth 


month of the lunar calendar. Fridays are considered a special religious season that happens weekly, with big 


gatherings in mosques to perform Friday prayer. Finally, Umrah is an all-year season during which pilgrims and 


residents conduct a special religious ritual in Al-Haram. In Makkah, a large number of residents and visitors make 


religious trips to Al-Haram on Fridays to perform Friday prayer. In 2001, the total daily travel demand in Makkah 


for all modes of transportation was around 4.37 million trips (Kaysi et al. 2010).   
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Beyond special seasonal events, transportation planning agencies require information on travel demand during both 


weekdays and weekends to plan for the city better. Starting on June 29, 2013, the weekends in Saudi Arabia has 


officially become on Friday and Saturday. During weekends in Makkah in 2010 (i.e., Thursday and Friday), most 


residents spend time with family and friends on Thursdays, whereas others have to work or catch up on weekly 


chores and grocery shopping. However, Fridays are mainly for religious activities; the stores will not operate until 


late afternoon or remain closed for the day. In addition, religious activities have received limited attention in the 


literature when modelling travel demand. This raises the need to study whether the travel demand framework should 


distinguish Fridays from weekends in Makkah. The focus of this paper is to evaluate the behavioural effects on time 


usage for weekdays and weekends in Makkah using an activity duration model. Researchers have studied the 


differences in travel behaviour between weekdays and weekends for different reasons. Ashish (2004) highlighted the 


spatiotemporal constraint differences during weekdays and weekends as an important cause to distinguish between 


the two time frames. Another cause is that total work trips decline and travel volume during weekends exceeds peak-


hour congestion (Rongfang, 2009).  


 


The objectives of this paper are to study the daily time expenditure behaviour for the residents of Makkah during 


weekdays and weekends and to examine whether the travel demand framework in Makkah should distinguish 


Fridays from weekends. In 2010, the municipality of Makkah collected a full-day travel diary for the residents of 


Makkah during the third and the fourth months of the lunar calendar for the whole week. The data were categorized 


based on three groups: weekdays, weekends, and Fridays. Then the multiple discrete continuous extreme value 


(MDCEV) models was used to estimate activity duration. A separate model was estimated for each of the three 


groups, and a fourth model was estimated for all days of the week together.  


2. ACTIVITY DURATION STUDIES FOR WEEKDAYS AND WEEKENDS 


Zhong et al. (2007) acknowledge that activities during weekdays are different from those on weekends in 


participation rates and start times. The literature has further studied the differences between weekdays and weekends 


based on participation rates, start time, duration, and location using statistics, the Wilcoxon log-rank test, and the 


best-fit duration model. Studies have suggested looking at weekdays differently from weekends when modelling 


travel demand. Rachel and Chandra (2007) conducted a descriptive study on activity participation during weekdays 


and weekends for school-aged children. They indicated that the highest number of trips during weekends are to 


church. Children and their families make trips to church with an average duration of 2.5 hours of activity. Retail 


stores are a relatively frequent activity location from noon to 4:00 p.m. during weekends. Kids spend more time in 


sport practices, kids’ clubs, and other meetings during weekends compared to weekdays. They also spend more time 


on passive activities, such as watching TV, than on sport activities during both weekdays and weekends. The study 


noted that age is a key factor for specifying the type of activities.  


 


The literature in general concluded that activity duration during weekdays is substantially different from those of 


activities performed during weekends. Ashish (2004) modelled activity duration using a structural equation model 


(SEM). Sociodemographic characteristics of households and individuals were used to estimate the model and to 


show the differences in activity duration between weekdays and weekends. Based on Chandra et al. (2012) and 


Werner and Engel (2009), as dimensionality of the problem increases, the SEM becomes computationally 


demanding. In addition, as the number of dependent variables increases, the SEM suffers from identification 


problems. As a result, the MDCEV model will be used to estimate the models. Residents’ time expenditure 


behaviour by itself is important in modelling travel demand when using an activity-based modelling framework. It 


helps in understanding the residents’ overall time-use patterns and their mode of choice patterns.   


3. HOUSEHOLD TRAVEL SURVEY OF MAKKAH 


The municipality of Makkah collected a household travel survey during the third and fourth months of the lunar 


calendar 1331 AH (2010 AD). The data were collected through personal interviews with family members aged 8 


years and older, except for women. The householder of the family or the driver answered the questions directed to 


women for cultural reasons. The survey included only the residents of Makkah. Family members needed to be 


staying a minimum of 3 nights at home to be eligible for the survey. The survey started by giving a description of 


the survey and obtaining permission from the householder to conduct the survey. Then the interviewer verified the 


household address and asked the questions in a specific order. Finally, the answers’ completeness and clarity were 
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approved. The survey contained three parts: (a) household information, (b) individuals’ information, and (c) trip 


information. The household part included relative information such as the number of household members, the 


number of owned cars, and the household income. The individuals’ questionnaire contained personal household 


socio-economic information such as age, occupation, place of work, and driver’s license status. The trips part 


covered trip chains made the day before the interview for each individual in the household. For illustration, the 


destination of the first trip in the trip chain is the origin of the second trip in the trip chain. Each trip part included 


trip start and end time, origin and destination zones, mode of transportation used, occupancy of the mode of 


transportation, and trip purpose. After organizing the data set, a total of 22,000 individual cases was selected for the 


model estimation. The participants for eight out-of-home activities are as follows:  


 


1. Single-stop work activity (ACT 1). 


2. Single-stop school activity (ACT 2). 


3. Single-stop shopping activity (ACT 3). 


4. Single-stop recreation activity (ACT 4). 


5. Single-stop other activity (e.g., hospital, clinic; ACT 5). 


6. Multiple recreational activity stops (e.g., trip from gym to restaurant; ACT 6). 


7. Multiple shopping activity stops (ACT 7). 


8. Religious activity (ACT 8).  


4. METHODOLOGY 


One of the advanced modelling techniques in modelling activity duration is the MDCEV model proposed by 


Chandra (2005). It has a micro-economics framework base that uses the random utility maximization (RUM) theory 


such that a person tries to maximize his or her utility, which is constrained by the time budget. The model contains 


three parameters to capture the trade-off in time consumed between in-home and out-of-home activities, such as the 


pure satiation parameter, translating parameter, and baseline utility parameter [see Chandra (2005) for the model 


formulation and derivations]. The three parameters combined form the total utility function (see Equation 3). The 


specifications implemented by Habib et al. (2008) and their software code are used in this paper. 


 


The pure satiation parameter (µ) represents the satiation effect of out-of-home activity duration expenditure and is 


given by 


 


[1]   


 


where  = in-home activity variables for the pure satiation parameter and  = coefficient of variable . This 


parameter is a function of in-home activity variables, and it shows the effect of the increase or decrease in in-home 


utility on the out-of-home activity duration. The increase in the coefficient  increases µ and decreases the time 


spent out-of-home, as shown in Equation 1.  


 


The translating parameter () represents the trade-off between out-of-home activities, such as a person’s spending 


all day on one type of activity, and is given by 


 


[2]      


 


where  = out-of-home activity variables for the translating parameter and  = coefficients of variable . As 


noted, the higher the coefficient , the higher the  value and the lower the out-of-home activity duration (see 


Equations 2 and 3).  also includes the satiation effect of out-of-home activity (Kim et al. 2002). 


 


The total individual utility for spending time in-home and out-of-home is the summation of the subutilities of each 


individual activity, as follows:  


 


[3]     
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where ε = error term (type I extreme value distribution) and z = total time spent on all in-home activities. The total 


individual utility contains the pure satiation parameter, the translating parameter, and the baseline utility parameter 


( ). The total utility function is used to estimate the model parameters and drive the likelihood function.  


 


The baseline utility parameter of specific activity a ( ) is the marginal utility at the zero time expenditure point:  


 


[4]     


 


where  = out-of-home activity variables for the baseline utility parameter and  = coefficients of variable . 


The higher the coefficient , the higher the  value and the higher the out-of-home activity duration (see 


Equations 3 and 4). The in-home utility is considered the base for the out-of-home utility, such as when the in-home 


utility is set to zero.  


 


The total activity duration of a specific activity a is the average time spent on the activity multiplied by the 


frequency of the activity, which is given by 


 


[5]     


 


where  = total time spent on activity a,  = average time spent on activity type , and  = frequency of 


activity type . 


 


The model is constrained with a total time budget of 16 hours for out-of-home activities. Individuals with more than 


960 minutes (i.e., 16 hours) of out-of-home activities are excluded from the data. It is assumed that a person should 


spend at least 8 hours at home for sleeping and other in-home activities.  


 


The Kuhn-Tucker optimality conditions are applied to the utility function (Equation 3) to transform it to a 


deterministic utility part of a specific activity ( ) and a deterministic utility part of the total in-home activities ( ) 


as follows: 


 


[6]    


 


[7]     


 


Then the transformation variable theorem and the error term are used to drive the likelihood function. The final 


shape of the likelihood function used to estimate activity duration is given by  


 


[8]     


 


where M = frequency of activities conducted more than once and L = total number of in-home and out-of-home 


activities.  


 


The variables’ coefficients were estimated using the GAUSS 15.0 software with the Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–


Shanno gradient (BFGS) search algorithm. 


5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  


Four empirical models were estimated (i.e., weekdays, Thursdays, Fridays, and all days) to model the differences in 


time consumption among the residents of Makkah during the specified day groups. Each model comprises eight out-


of-home activity durations with a time budget constraint of 16 hours. The mean log-likelihood and goodness of fit 


vary between the four models. The goodness of fit for the Friday model is the highest, which shows the importance 


of including Friday as a separate category. Rho-square is the index used to measure the goodness of fit of this model 


(see Equation 9). It ranges between 0 and 1. The best-fit model is 1. However, values between 0.1 and 0.3 are 
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considered reasonable for such a complex model. Rho-square values in this paper show extraordinarily high values 


of 0.69. Figure 1 and Table 1 show the details of the goodness of fit of each of the four models. 


 


[9]     


 


The full model mean log-likelihood increases in the following order: the Thursday model, the all-days model, the 


weekday model, the Friday model. This means the Friday model has the highest mean log-likelihood. However, the 


null model follows a different order that results in the goodness of fit of the Thursday model being the lowest, then 


the all-days model, then the weekday model; the highest is the Friday model. The variability in travel plans seems to 


be the lowest in the Friday model because it has the highest goodness of fit. This is a reasonable output because 


most people spend their mornings at home because there are no working or shopping activities until the afternoon. In 


other words, the residents have a half-day of out-of-home activity to use and a limited number of out-of-home 


activities to do. The number of parameters’ coefficients varies from 54 to 65 based on the model. The weekdays 


model has the highest number of parameters (see Table 1 and Figure 1).   


 


Table 1:Summary of the number of parameters and number of cases 


Goodness of fit model components\the models All days Weekdays Thursdays Fridays 


Total number of cases 18,434 18,434 2,700 928 


Number of parameters of the full model 59 65 54 61 


Number of parameters of the null model 3 3 3 3 


 


 
Figure 1: Goodness of fit model components. 


 


A 90% confidence interval is used to test the significance of the parameters and to decide whether to keep or omit 


the variables’ coefficients. The model has three parameters, as discussed earlier: translating satiation, pure satiation, 


and baseline utility. The interpretation of the model parameters and its variables’ coefficients follows.  


6. PURE SATIATION AND TRANSLATING SATIATION PARAMETERS 


The pure satiation parameter (µ) defines the marginal rate of utility. An increase in the µ value or  value reduces 


the out-of-home activity time. Household information is used to model µ. µ contains a constant and the number of 


people per household. The constant and the variable coefficient are the same across all in-home and out-of-home 


activity types. The constant values are negative and almost the same in all four models. In the all-days and weekday 


models, the number of people per household coefficient is negative, which indicates that the number of people per 


household affects activity duration during weekdays and not the weekends (see Table 2).  


 


Table 2: Purely satiation parameters components for the four models. 


Purely satiation components All days Weekdays Thursdays Fridays 


Constant –2.146 –2.158 –2.075 –2.474 


# people/household –0.003 –0.003 0 0 
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The translating satiation parameter Ω ensures the corner solution, such as when a person can spend all of his or her 


activity duration on one activity type, and includes the satiation effect. The increase in the  variable coefficient  


decreases the time spent out-of-home for a specific activity of type . Trip information is used to model the 


translating satiation effect. The constant, the number of people combined in the activity, and the mode of 


transportation are the variables that define . Both coefficients of the constant and people combined in the activity 


variable are the same across each activity type for the Friday model. For the three other models, the constant varies 


from one activity type to another, and the occupancy coefficients are the same across all activity types. In the Friday 


model, the constant and occupancy coefficients are positive. This constant is the highest constant coefficient of the 


models. This reflects the residents’ preference for spending time at home more on Friday than the rest of the week. 


The occupancy coefficients are positive for all the models. The highest occupancy coefficient is for Thursday, which 


indicates that the residents prefer not to spend time out-of-home when the travel group is high. More household 


members have more needs and consequently less time to spend out-of-home per person need. The next highest 


occupancy coefficient is for the Friday model, followed by the weekday model, then the all-days model. The low 


coefficient value during weekdays (around 0.48) reflects the lower effect of the trip party on activity duration 


compared to Thursday (Table 3).  


 


 


Table 3: Constants and occupancy coefficients for the four models. 


Translating satiation 


components 


All days Weekdays Thursdays Fridays 


Constant ACT1 5.496 0.630 2.738 3.631 


Constant ACT2 5.496 0.630 2.738 3.631 


Constant ACT3 –0.568 –1.44 –1.542 3.631 


Constant ACT4 2.068 0.840 –1.980 3.631 


Constant ACT5 0.748 –1.260 –6.069 3.631 


Constant ACT6 2.146 0.985 2.738 3.631 


Constant ACT7 1.681 0.841 –0.967 3.631 


Constant ACT8 1.852 1.914 2.880 3.631 


Occupancy 0.353 0.483 2.839 1.415 


 


 


Dummy variables for each mode of transportation are used to model the effect of mode choice on activity time 


consumption. Private auto with a chauffeur, private auto, company-owned taxi, individually owned taxi, private 


school bus, private company bus, walking, and motorcycle are considered. Taxi services owned by individuals are 


not registered in the Ministry of Transportation in Saudi Arabia, and it is hard to keep records of them. These are the 


equivalent of Uber in Canada. In addition, they are competing with taxis owned by companies because they offer 


competitive fares. However, these taxis are accounted for in this data set. None of the modes were significant for the 


all-days model.  


 


However, during weekdays, coefficients for all modes of transportation are positive except for private company 


buses, which indicates that residents who use private company buses spend more time in out-of-home activities such 


as work compared to residents who use private autos or motorcycles (the highest coefficient value). On Thursday, 


the only negative coefficient is for taxis owned by companies, which shows that this is the residents’ mode of 


transportation of preference when spending more out-of-home time. On Fridays, all mode of transportation 


coefficients are negative. The lowest values are for taxis owned by companies and by individuals, which results in 


spending more out-of-home time compared to the other modes. Parking fares in the central area where Al-Haram is 


located are high, which makes taxis an attractive mode of transportation (see Table 4).  
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Table 4: Mode of transportation coefficients for the four models. 


Mode of transportation  Weekdays Thursdays Fridays 


Private auto (chauffeur) 0.503 0 –0.948 


Private auto 2.559 1.81 –1.460 


Taxi (owned by company) 0 –1.156 –3.293 


Taxi (owned by individual) 1.095 0 –2.637 


Private school bus 0 3.845 –1.407 


Private company bus –1.059 0 –1.013 


Walking 0.438 0 0 


Motorcycle 2.461 6.908 0 


 


Baseline Utility Parameter 


The baseline utility is the zero-time expenditure point. The baseline utility functions of specific activities are 


estimated with respect to the total in-home activities. For illustration, the parameters of the baseline utility function 


of the total in-home activities are assumed to be zero. The baseline utility for out-of-home activities uses 


individuals’ information such as constant, gender, and age for all the models. Travel time to activities and 


acquisition of driver’s license are included in the Friday model only because they are statistically significant. In the 


Friday model, the constant values are negatives with slight variations across activity types. For the other three 


models, all activities have one constant, and they are negative in value (i.e., they range from –27.6 to –30.3). The 


highest constant value is for the Thursday model. In other words, the residents prefer to spend more out-of-home 


time on Thursdays than on the rest of the week (Table 5). 


 


 


Table 5: Baseline utility constants for the four models. 


Baseline utility components All days Weekdays Thursdays Fridays 


Constant ACT1 –30.312 –30.638 –27.630 –41.346 


Constant ACT2 –30.312 –30.638 –27.630 –34.057 


Constant ACT3 –30.312 –30.638 –27.630 –39.790 


Constant ACT4 –30.312 –30.638 –27.630 –38.107 


Constant ACT5 –30.312 –30.638 –27.630 –37.929 


Constant ACT6 –30.312 –30.638 –27.630 –44.329 


Constant ACT7 –30.312 –30.638 –27.630 –41.346 


Constant ACT8 –30.312 –30.638 –27.630 –41.782 


 


 


A gender-specific dummy variable is included in the model to capture the differences between males and females in 


spending time on specific activities out-of-home relative to in-home. The positive parameter values indicate that 


males spend more time in out-of-home activities than females. Each activity has its own parameter except for in the 


Friday model, which contains a general gender-specific positive coefficient. This indicates that males spend more 


time in all activity types than females. For the other three models, the highest parameter value for males among the 


three models is for school activities, then work activities, which indicates that these are the major activities for 


males. Males spend more time than females on school activities, work activities, single-stop shopping activities, and 


single-stop recreational activities in all three models.  


 


The highest parameter values for females in the three models are for multiple shopping stops (ACT 7), which 


indicates that females spend more time in these activities than males. ACT 7 is the most important activity for 


females. Females spend more time in Al-Haram during weekdays than on weekends. They might be trying to avoid 


the visitors’ congestion in Al-Haram during the weekends, or they might have other plans during the weekends. 


Commonly, females make more hospital visits, Al-Haram visits, and multiple recreational and shopping stops than 


males in the three models (Table 6). 


 


Travel time and driver’s license were found significant in the Friday model. Each activity contains its specific 


coefficient. All travel time coefficients are positive, which indicates that the increase in travel time increases the 
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utility for out-of-home activity. Multiple recreational and social activities contain the highest coefficient values; 


thus, residents spend more time on these specific activities. Only males of 18 years and older are allowed to drive. 


Males prefer to drive to work, school, and single shopping destinations. Because the rest of the activity was 


conducted the most by females, who are not allowed to drive, the coefficients have negative signs (see Table 7). 


 


 


Table 6: Gender-specific dummy variable for the four models. 


Gender-specific dummy 


variable (male) 


All days Weekdays Thursdays Fridays 


ACT1 4.208 4.136 3.896 0.693 


ACT2 6.306 6.297 6.155 0.693 


ACT3 2.936 2.866 2.952 0.693 


ACT4 3.053 3.069 3.670 0.693 


ACT5 –0.468 –0.480 0 0.693 


ACT6 –1.173 –1.115 –1.182 0.693 


ACT7 –2.324 –2.472 –1.933 0.693 


ACT8 –1.375 –1.393 –1.066 0.693 


 


 


Table 7: Travel time and driver’s license coefficients for Friday model. 


Baseline utility components Travel time Driver’s license 


ACT1 0.155 1.344 


ACT2 0.120 0.420 


ACT3 0.159 1.789 


ACT4 0.229 –0.009 


ACT5 0.169 –0.009 


ACT6 0.497 –0.009 


ACT7 0.497 –0.009 


ACT8 0.328 –0.009 


 


 


The individual’s age is a key variable when explaining time-consuming behaviour with a variability of high 


significant variable coefficients. To capture the nonlinear effect of the age, the variable was set as a dummy variable 


for the seven age categories (see Figure 2). The base of these age categories is age less than 20 years old, which is 


set to zero. Age coefficients were not consistent across the four models. Not surprisingly, religious activities’ (ACT 


8) variable coefficients for all ages are positive at different values depending on age, except for age category > 70 on 


Friday. This shows that Al-Haram activity is a quite important to residents of all ages in Makkah. The highest 


parameter values are for weekdays, which indicates that the city residents visit Al-Haram on weekdays more than on 


weekends. It appears that the city residents try to avoid Friday prayer in Al-Haram due to the high demand resulting 


from pilgrims and merchants from the hotels and shopping centers in the surrounding areas.  


 


For work activities (ACT 1), most of the coefficients are positive. In general, people aged 21–60 are willing to go to 


work more than people aged 61 and older. As shown in Figure 2 for the general case of the all-days model, as the 


age increases, the residents’ willingness to go to school decreases. For a single shopping activity (ACT 3), from the 


average model (i.e., the all-days model), younger age groups are willing to do more shopping trips than older age 


groups. Only those 21–30 years old hold a positive coefficient in multiple shopping stops (ACT 7). On average (i.e., 


the all-days model), young residents 21–30 years old are willing to spend more time in single and multiple 


recreational activities (ACT 4 and ACT6) than other age groups. In the all-days model, hospital visits’ and other 


activities’ (ACT 5) coefficients are positive for all ages except for ages > 70. That shows that these groups are 


willing to go on hospital visits more than the older age groups. Variations in parameters’ coefficients values and 


signs are visible across the models, which supports the fact that time expenditure behaviors during weekdays, 


Thursdays, and Fridays are different. Otherwise stated, this is related to the fact that the study considered weekdays 


and weekends (i.e., Thursday and Friday) and a specific event (e.g., Friday prayer) that affected all activities. 
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Figure 2: Age variable coefficients for different age categories. 


7. CONCLUSIONS 


In this paper, the MDCEV model was used to analyse the trade-off between in-home and out-of-home activity 


duration for weekdays and weekends. Out-of-home activities were divided into eight activity types with a time 


budget constraint of 16 hours. A travel diary was collected by the Municipality of Makkah for 2 months of the lunar 


calendar year during the Umrah season in 2010. The data were categorized based on three groups: weekdays, 


Thursdays, and Fridays. Then an activity duration model was developed using the Kuhn-Tucker demand system 


approach for the city of Makkah. A separate model was estimated for each of the three groups, and a fourth model 


was estimated for all days of the week together. As of June 29, 2013, weekend days has been changed. Thursday and 


Friday were the weekend days before June 29, 2013, and it has changed to be on Friday and Saturday. Considering 


the new change, modifications need to be done for future analysis. It is expected that the time expenditure behavior 


for the current Friday from morning until the late afternoon will remain the same since the city follow the same 


pattern. However, after late afternoon, Friday time expenditure behavior will be swapped with the first day of the 


weekend before June 29, 2013. For the last day of the current weekend (i.e. Saturday), time expenditure behavior is 


expected to be similar to the first day of the old weekend from morning until late afternoon. Beyond the late 


afternoon, the time expenditure behavior is expected to follow the second day of the old weekend because the 


residents will be preparing for school and work. 


 


The key factors that affected the activity duration for various trip purposes were considered, and included gender, 


occupancy, age, mode of transportation, number of people per household, travel time, and driver’s license. From the 


results, it appears that these models capture the trade-off between in-home and out-of-home time expenditures with 


high Rho-squared values ranging from 0.48 to 0.69. The Friday model resulted in the highest goodness of fit. 


Categorization of the data based on the days provided a meaningful insight into different time expenditure behaviour 


during these days and revealed the differences among the four day groups. 
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Residents of Makkah are willing to spend more time in Al-Haram during weekdays than during weekends. Because 


the residents of Makkah do not visit Al-Haram more on Fridays, studying pilgrims’ activities in the city of Makkah 


might provide a reasonable answer to the congestion on Fridays. In addition, the residents might try to avoid the 


high-congestion areas and the hot weather by performing Friday prayers in mosques close to their homes. This 


model could be applied to Medina city, which is similar to Makkah. The only two cities in Saudi Arabia that have a 


holy mosque at the center of the city, which attracts millions of pilgrims and visitors, are Makkah and Al-Medina. 


The high number of visitors affect the residents time expenditure behavior. Other cities in Saudi Arabia, which have 


smaller scale mosques spread all around the city, are expected to have different travel behavior compared to Makkah 


because of the low number of mosques visitors. Consequently, this model could be applied to other cities in Saudi 


Arabia but with considering the crowd factor and with appropriate data.  


 


From the analysis of these models, other religious communities outside Makkah that perform rituals during the 


weekends might use these estimated models because Makkah is a multinational. In addition, Friday in Makkah and 


Saturday in most of the countries are the last day of the weekend. In case there is a main prayer area and high visitor 


volumes, the residents are expected to avoid the main area and leave a chance for the visitors to pray. All Muslim 


communities perform Friday prayer every Friday afternoon all around the globe. However, they might not spend 


most of the time at home on Friday when Friday is considered a weekday. This approach also could be useful in 


other applications such as modeling regular public events (e.g., farmer's markets), which take place during the 


weekends in non-peak hour period. Appropriate data collection is needed for this regard.  
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TRENT SEVERN WATERWAY HEALEY FALLS LOCK 16 - 17 
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ABSTRACT  


The lock systems of the Trent Severn Waterway are owned and operated by Parks Canada. These systems serve the 


purpose of providing boaters with transportation routes throughout Ontario. Healey Falls, Lock 16-17 was originally 


put into operation in 1913 and rehabilitation is continuously necessary to maintain the system. Rehabilitation of 


these locks will take multiple years due to staging of the project and the short, difficult construction seasons 


available to do it. This plays a large roll in resilient infrastructure because of the importance of these structures to 


Canadian history and how they must be maintained to continue to serve its operational function. The system brings 


thousands of tourists to the area and provides essential transportation routes. This being said the locks must always 


be maintained in working order. The history of engineering and how it has developed over the years is identified 


from comparing and contrasting the past and present drawings, examining structural components found during 


demolition, maintenance completed throughout its history and photography from the original construction period.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 


1.1 THE TRENT SEVERN-WATERWAY 


The Trent Severn Waterway is a 386 kilometer canal created to connect Lake Huron and Lake Ontario for 


transportation purposes. This waterway, owned and managed by Parks Canada (PC) consists of numerous dams, 


lock systems, retaining walls, and generating stations. Figure 1 shows the locations of the abundant amount of 


infrastructure involved in the Trent- Severn Waterway. 


 


 


 


Figure 1: Map of the Trent-Severn Waterway 


 


 


The construction of this transportation system began in the 1830’s and was not completed until the 1920’s. The 


construction period took such a long period of time due to the resources available to complete the scope of work and 


the multiple delays in construction caused by wars, political views and funding availability. This infrastructure is 


now all nearly 100 years of age or older and requires maintenance and rehabilitation in order to continue to maintain 


its status in Canada’s history and continue to have its economic impact; “The Trent-Severn Waterway was 


designated a National Historic Site as early as 1929 and today is appreciated by more than 130,000 boaters each year 


and more than a million land visitors that visit its 44 lock stations. Hundreds of thousands of people live along the 


Waterway’s shorelines in cities, towns and villages as well as cottage and rural residential developments. Eighteen 


generating stations produce green energy and more than 35 species at risk live along its length” (TCI Management 


Consultants & EDP Consulting. 2007). 
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1.2 Healey Falls Lock 16- 17  


Healey Falls is one of the two sets of flight locks located on the Trent-Severn Waterway and is currently under a 


large rehabilitation project. The original contract for the construction of the locks and all of its components was 


given to Hainley, Quinton and Robertson in 1911. Maintenance completed throughout the years on this structure 


consisted of multiple concrete rehabilitation projects, door replacements, valve replacements, tunnel repairs and the 


addition of mechanics to its operating system. Currently the chamber walls and components within are being 


replaced as well as rehabilitation of its Lower Approach Wall. Figure two is a picture taken after completion of the 


original structure at the Healey Falls location. 


 


 


 
Figure 2: Healey Falls Locks 16-17 after completion of original construction 


2. HEALEY FALLS LOCKS 16-17 MAINTENANCE HISTORY 


The lock systems consist of multiple components serving different purposes to complete a successful lock, moving a 


boat up and down to appropriate elevations. The main components are the gates, the chamber walls, the filling 


culvert and pipes, control building, the valves and valve shafts. The original designs for all these components are 


still in use today with very little modifications made to them. Although the Design is still acceptable, the wear and 


tear caused over a hundred years has forced major rehabilitation to be necessary.  


2.1 Gates 


At Healey Falls Upper Lock 16-17 there is 3 Gates used together to maintain water levels inside and out of the lock 


system. Each gate is used to create a break in elevation on each side of the gate. Therefore the gates are located 


when travelling North on the Trent-Severn at the entrance to lock seventeen, the point directly in between lock 


sixteen and lock seventeen, and at the exit point of lock seventeen.  


 


The gates are composed of both wood and steel with the use of hydraulics to open and close. Each gate consists of 


two identical doors that come together along the centerline of the lock. The size of each gate varies depending on its 
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location. These doors are constructed using both steel and wood used together to withstand the pressures created 


when changing the water levels on each side. Figure 3 shows a photo with locations of each gate. The wooden gate 


shown at the top section is the exit point from Lock 17. The other wooden gate is at the entrance of lock 16. The 


gate in the middle of the two locks is open in Figure 3 and composed of steel. 


 


 
Figure 3: The lower portion of the photo is Lock 16 and the upper is Lock 17 


 


 


These gates are a major component to completing a successful lock and therefore have had and will need 


maintenance to continue the locks operation. Since the original completion of the lock system all of the gates have 


been changed. In 1967 the upper and lower gates were changed but were still constructed using large timbers as they 


were during the original construction period. In May of 1999, the gates located between lock 16 and 17 were 


removed because the condition they were in. The new gates for this section were fabricated using steel compared to 


the original timber design. The gates located at each end of the lock system are beginning to deteriorate and are in 


plan to be replaced in the near future. 


2.2 Chamber Walls 


The chamber walls of the lock system are important in confining the water in order to make lifts possible. It is vital 


to create these walls in a waterproof manner in order to contain the water during high pressure periods. Lock 


seventeen of Healey falls has chamber walls stretching 42 meters in length, 12 meters in height and has a bottom 


width ranging from 5 to 6.5 meters.  Lock sixteen’s chamber walls are similar in all but height because lock 


seventeen completes a significant portion of the elevation drop to continue into the lower canal. 


 


Since the original completion of construction a significant amount of maintenance has been completed to the surface 


of the chamber walls.  Separate sections of re-facing of the lock walls have been completed in 1927, 1935, and 


1956. Complete re-facing of lock sixteen and seventeen was completed in 1969 and 1968, respectively. Since the 


completion of the re-facing in the late 60’s no work has been done. The filling culvert located in the bottom of the 


chamber wall has also had repairs completed to it through pneumatically placed concrete in 1978.   
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Figure 4: The chamber walls of lock 17. An abundance of spalling throughout the walls can be seen 


 


 


2.3 Valves and Valve shafts 


There are six valves and valve shafts used in the Lock 16-17 system. Like the gates they are located at the beginning 


middle and end of the system. The area inside the shafts allow for access for access to perform any maintenance and 


to correct any problems throughout the locks operation. The purpose of the valves is to allow water to flow in and 


out of the filling culverts in order to fill and empty the chambers. From the upper canal water travels through trash 


racks in order to catch any debris that may irritate the systems process. The water then continues into a filling 


culvert located inside the monoliths of the lock where it then reaches the valves. These valves will lift open in order 


to allow the water to travel down through the filling culvert and continue into the chamber. Once the necessary 


volume of water is reached inside the chamber the valves can be closed again. This process is repeated at each valve 


location until a successful process is completed. 


 


The original contract to supply and erect these valves was awarded in 1911. These valves were in operation for the 


completion of the lock in 1913 and had no maintenance completed to them until they were completely dismantled 


and replaced in March of 1959.  Similar to the rest of the lock system minimal concrete repairs were made to the 


valve shafts in March of 1951. 


2.4 Mechanics 


The mechanics involved with the lock system are essential to opening and closing the gates and valves of the 


system. In the early life of the lock systems these functions had to be performed manually and it wasn’t until 1965 


that hydraulic equipment with electric motors began to be introduced to handle the capacities involved with opening 


and closing the valves and gates. This change to the system was completed in 1967 and is still in use today. With the 


mechanization added to the lock system a control house was constructed to house the motorized pumping 


equipment. 
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3. NEW CONSTRUCTION 


Currently the chamber walls of lock seventeen are under construction. The initial phase of the project includes a 


complete replacement of each wall. This consists of an abundance of formwork to support the mass pours, 


construction and installation of the filling culverts and lateral pipes. All construction joints have keyways formed 


into them where water stop is being installed. This section of new construction is limited to the chamber walls due to 


limitations created by the construction season availability. 


 


As previously stated the entire lock system needs to be re-habilitated. Due to the scope of work of a complete lock 


replacement and only being able to work on the system from the middle of October to the middle of May this is not 


possible. These time constraints created by the canal’s necessity to be in operation during its appropriate season 


forces work to be completed over multiple years in 7 month periods. Large portions of the new construction can be 


completed during these periods but constraints limit the amount that can be completed. These constraints include but 


are not limited to the abundance of snow during the construction period, freezing temperatures, curing periods for 


concrete and the staging of the construction. 


  


 


 
Figure 5: Lock 17 chamber wall upper level construction 


 


 


Snow and freezing temperatures increase the man hours necessary to provide a safe and efficient work environment.  


When preparing to pour concrete numerous hours are lost in heating the formwork and surrounding area to provide 


optimal conditions for concrete curing. At this point forms and heat must stay in place until the concrete has been 


cured to an acceptable state and this creates delays in constructing the adjacent pours.  For the chamber walls 


multiple pours are needed to create such a mass of concrete and time must be allowed for curing of each section as 


well as allowing time to safely create accessibility to these locations. 


 


3.1 Concrete 


The complete mass of concrete used to retain the water at this location is being replaced. After numerous attempts to 


maintain the walls over the years through different methods of re-facing complete reconstruction became the most 


effective option. Concrete with strength of 35 MPA is being used and materials to provide this strength such as slag 
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and aggregate size have been selected in order to control curing during the temperature conditions experienced 


throughout the construction period. With the extreme loads experienced during the locks operation rock anchors 


have been designed and added to the locks support system. 


3.2 Rock Anchors 


Rock anchors have been added to the design of lock seventeen in order to retain the loads present during its 


operation. These anchors consist of an anchor zone and a free zone. The anchor zone is 6 meters and this is the 


distance the anchor is embedded into the existing bed rock. The free zone is used for construction purposes and 


allows the anchors to be installed before concrete placement. This reduces the distance and effort involved during 


the drilling process.  


 


 


 
Figure 6: Anchor free zone during concrete placement  


 


 


After the drilling and installation of the anchor zone the anchors are grouted. The free zone includes a sleeve that is 


placed over the entirety of the anchor which allows it to be tensioned, grouted and locked after concrete placement. 


This can be seen in figure 6. These anchors will be locked once each anchor is tensioned to 550 kilonewtons. Ten 


anchors have been added throughout each wall at 4 meter intervals. 


3.3 Lateral Pipes and Filling Culverts 


Since the Healey Falls project must be staged, very little design change can be done to this component of the lock 


since the inlet and outlet must still be maintained. Construction joints at these locations must be precise so that there 


is no turbulence created.  In this case water comes down through the valves from the upper canal into the filling 


culvert, running parallel to the chamber and through the lateral pipes into the chamber. This process is used to fill 


the chamber to the appropriate elevation to create a smooth transition for travellers into the lock system. The same 


process is repeated using the water in the chamber and valves between lock sixteen and seventeen to fill the culverts 


and lateral pipes of lock sixteen. 


 


In the current construction of the chamber walls of lock seventeen the lateral pipes and filling culverts must be 


formed into the mass pours. When forming these culverts thought must be given to how they will be removed 
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afterwards. After the concrete is placed and cured the forms must be removed and the concrete creates limited space 


available to do so. 


3.4 Water stop 


With the new construction of the chamber walls engineering improvements have been made in order to control the 


water inside and surrounding the lock. The previous condition of the lock system was having problems containing 


the water and therefore increased the length of time to complete a successful lock. Adjustments to the design 


included not only new concrete but also water stop at all construction joints. Depending on the location of these 


construction joints the type of water stop was determined. Retrofit, hydrophilic and PVC water stop are all being 


used throughout the new construction in order to limit the amount of water coming in and out of the lock through the 


chamber walls. Figure 5, 6, and 7 illustrates the type of water stop and how it is being applied.  


 


 


 
Figure 7: Retrofit water stop Installed  


 


 


The retrofit water stop shown in Figure 5 is used to tie in new concrete to existing concrete surfaces. This type of 


water stop consists of PVC water stop anchored to the existing surfaces using epoxy, batten bars and expansion 


anchors (Figure 6). The installation of retrofit water stop is of the highest importance in order to be able to 


successfully serve its purpose. Time needs to be taken to ensure the surface it is being applied to have no deviations. 


This retrofit water stop differs from the regular PVC water stop only because it is formed into all construction joints 


and therefore secures itself into initial and future concrete sections. As shown in figure 6 a key way is constructed in 


order to embed the PVC into current formwork and ensure sufficient cover is gained throughout all connecting 


concrete sections. 


 


 


 
Figure 8: PVC water stop and supporting formwork 
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Figure 9: Hydrophilic water stop 


 


 


Hydrophilic water stop shown in figure 7 can be compared to the original construction which had wood timbers used 


at all construction joints. These 300mm x 300 mm white pine timbers shown in figure 8 performed in a manner that 


allowed water to work against itself. Water would be absorbed into the timber and this would cause it to swell and 


create a seal. Hydrophilic water stop is composed of a modified chloroprene rubber that is capable of expanding up 


to 8 times its original volume when exposed to water. This expansion, like the timbers creates a seal to reduce 


seepage through the construction joints. 


 


 


 
Figure 10: Water stop used in the original construction exposed during demolition 


4. CONCLUSION 


Parks Canada has assessed the condition of the Trent Severn Waterway and all of its components. Projects have 


taken place throughout the years to try to maintain this infrastructure in working order however the rehabilitation 
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necessary will need to continue in order for it to be able to serve its function in the future. Parks Canada has 


identified what needs to be replaced and the importance level of each replacement in order for this infrastructure to 


safely provide its service. Due to the large scope of work involved with many of the components of this system 


significant funding will be required.  


 


It must be recognized that the engineering completed in the original designs of these systems have successfully 


served its purpose. This allows projects to be staged in order for the Trent Severn Waterway to stay in operation for 


future generations and to continue to provide a significant impact to the economy of the surrounding communities. 
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ABSTRACT  


A deteriorated concrete box culvert conveying a tributary of the Saugeen River under Highway 21 in Ontario had 


reached the end of its lifespan and was in need of replacement.  The tributary supports a diverse range of coldwater 


fish species such as Rainbow Trout; however, fish passage, particularly upstream migration, has been cut off since 


the culvert and highway were constructed over seventy-five years ago. Specifically, fish passage has been hindered 


by shallow sheet flow along the sixty metre flat bottom, excessive velocities associated with the smooth, seven 


percent gradient, and a perched barrier at the downstream outlet.  A key component of the culvert replacement was 


an effort to improve the overall condition of the tributary’s natural environment, including the promotion of fish 


passage and migration opportunities.  The culvert replacement project undertaken by the Ontario Ministry of 


Transportation (MTO) and MMM Group, coupled resources with the Saugeen Ojibway Nation (SON) Environment 


office, Parsons biologists, and Aquafor geomorphologists.  The most ecologically sensitive replacement 


methodology of an open bottom structure was not viable for this project as it would have required a full closure of 


the Highway for approximately four months.  A circular steel pipe culvert installed through tunneling was designed 


to by-pass and replace the existing concrete box culvert. In an effort to mitigate the current barriers to fish with the 


new pipe culvert, a prefabricated corrugated steel slip liner with engineered baffle arrangement was integrated into 


the design.  The baffle configuration and geometry was designed by Jason Duguay (Université de Sherbrooke) and 


Ken Hannaford (Gov. NFLD), and the slip liner construction by the Corrugated Steel Pipe Institute. Construction of 


the new culvert and slip liner was completed in December, 2015, and a two year monitoring program will be 


undertaken to assess the effectiveness of barrier mitigation and geomorphic stability of the tributary. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 


Culverts are an essential tool to enable roadway crossings of watercourses; however, one of the primary issues with 


regards to fish is the impact they can have on migration and passage.  Maintaining free passage of fish is a 


requirement of the Canadian Fisheries Act (Government of Canada, 1985), and the Ministry of Transportation 


(MTO) follows the MTO/DFO/OMNR Protocol for Protecting Fish and Fish Habitat on Provincial Transportation 


Undertakings (MTO et al. 2013).  However, There are many instances of existing culverts where reduced fish 


passage and habitat connectivity exists as a result of vertical barriers found at the downstream outlet, as well as sheet 


flows too shallow for fish, increased flow velocities, and lack of refuge within the structures.  These issues are often 


associated with structures constructed before the Fisheries Act and joint Protocol were in place, or have developed 


over time, and can be addressed through maintenance or replacement, with the intent of restoring the natural 


function and connectivity to pre-disturbed conditions. 


2. CRAIG STREET CULVERT REPLACEMENT UNDER ONTARIO HIGHWAY 21  


The Craig Street Culvert, located along Highway 21 within the Saugeen First Nation, was deteriorated, at the end of 


its lifespan, and required replacement.  The culvert facilitates the watercourse crossing of a tributary which 


maintains permanent flow throughout the year, and confluences with the Saugeen River as presented within Figure 


1.  As the culvert and watercourse are part of the Saugeen River watershed located within Saugeen First Nation, 


fisheries is of special importance as a valuable natural resource.   


 


N


 
Figure 1: Study Area with respect to Saugeen Tributary and Craig Street Culvert (MTO Station 9+901), Saugeen 


First Nation #29 Reservation 
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In order to prepare for the culvert replacement, the MTO, working in consultation with the Saugeen Ojibway Nation 


Environment Office, retained Parsons to conduct a Fish and Fish Habitat Existing Conditions and Impact 


Assessment.   


 


Concurrent with the fisheries assessment, MMM Group provided engineering services to develop a culvert design 


which would tunnel through the existing Highway 21 embankment, with the intent of minimizing disturbance to the 


adjacent First Nation lands while maintaining roadway traffic.  


2.1 Fish and Fish Habitat Considerations for Craig Street Culvert Construction  


The aquatic assessment followed the Protocol for Protecting Fish and Fish Habitat on Provincial Transportation 


Undertakings, including three (3) seasonal field investigations in the spring, summer, and fall of 2013.  The intent of 


the assessment was to determine the existing conditions, as well as potential impacts to fisheries associated with 


undertaking the replacement of the culvert.  During each investigation, fish habitat was assessed both upstream and 


downstream of the culvert, and fish were collected via electrofishing for identification purposes and released 


thereafter.   


 


The watercourse downstream of the culvert was defined as highly sensitive, supporting a diverse range of cool and 


cold water species.  Spawning habitat for Rainbow Trout was evidenced by the high number of juvenile and Young 


of Year Rainbow Trout, as well as a variety of more common species such as Creek Chub, Northern Redbelly Dace, 


Brook Stickleback, Central Mudminnow, Black Bullhead, Bluntnose minnow, and White Sucker, with the collective 


inventory presented in Table 1.  


Table 1: Fish Collection Inventory Downstream of Craig Street Culvert (2013) 


Fish Species Spring Summer Fall 


 Rainbow Trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss)   1 43 57 


 Creek Chub (Semotilus atromaculatus)   18 39 58 


 Northern Redbelly Dace (Chrosomus eos)   23 20 3 


 Brook Stickleback (Culaea inconstans)   2 1 2 


 Black Bullhead (Ameiurus melas)   1 1  -  


 Central Mudminnow (Umbra limi)   2  -   -  


 Common Shiner (Luxilus cornutus)    -   -  3 


 Bluntnose Minnow (Pimephales notatus)    -   -  1 


 White Sucker (Catostomus commersonii)    -   -  7 


Total 47 104 131 


 


 


Upstream of the culvert, fish habitat potential was observed as the watercourse extended through a well defined 


riparian corridor of White Cedar and mixed hardwood vegetation, however, the fisheries investigations did not 


identify any fish utilizing the creek upstream of the culvert.  


 


The dramatic contrast between fisheries conditions in the tributary downstream and upstream of Highway 21 (where 


the downstream habitat supports a diverse community of sensitive native species, and no fish were observed in the 


upstream reach); suggests that the passage and connectivity between the two stream segments was negatively 


impacted as a result of the existing culvert structure.  


 


The types of barriers and obstructions the Craig Street Culvert posed were considered threefold, including shallow 


sheet flow along the sixty metre flat bottom, excessive velocities associated with the smooth, seven percent gradient, 


and a perched barrier at the downstream outlet.   


  


A comparison of conditions has been presented within Figure 2 to illustrate the existing habitat conditions, as well as 


aspects of the culvert impacting to fish passage and connectivity.  
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Figure 2: Representative Photos of Existing Fisheries Habitat Conditions  


(Photo A – Downstream Habitat Supporting Sensitive Species,  


Photo B – Vertical Barrier at Culvert Outlet,  


Photo C – Shallow Sheet Flows with No Refuge,  


Photo D – Upstream Fish Habitat Void of Fish) 


 


With an understanding of the existing fish habitat conditions, opportunities for enhancement when replacing the 


culvert were made, particularly with regards to mitigating the perched outlet, and providing refuge throughout the 


structure through measures to reduce flow velocities. In order to address these changes, the study team required a 


fluvial geomorphic investigation to define channel morphological features and restoration adjustments which will 


provide stability to the adjacent creek segments.  


2.2 Geomorphic Considerations for Craig Street Culvert Construction 


The geomorphology of a watercourse defines the interaction between the channel flow and the surrounding 


landscape.  Stable geomorphology of the watercourse, particularly as it relates to the upstream and downstream 


transitions into a culvert, is required to maintain fish passage connectivity over the lifespan of the structure. In 


contrast, geomorphic instabilities will often cause a channel to adapt, and are typically the cause of barriers such as 


perched outlets and excessive erosion or degradation. In addition to inhibiting passage, geomorphic instabilities can 


also cause risks to the integrity of the structure by undermining foundations and inhibiting embankment failures 


through toe erosion.   


 


In order to maintain or improve the geomorphic conditions of the watercourse at the transitions of the culvert 


replacement, Aquafor was retained to complete a detailed geomorphic assessment, and provide input into the design 


as it relates to channel transitions and fish passage.  


 


The first component of the geomorphic assessment included a detailed topographic survey of the channel conditions, 


in order to define geomorphic metrics such as longitudinal profile, bankfull channel geometry, floodplain 


connectivity, and riffle – pool spacing.  Other aspects of the geomorphic investigation included assessment of bed 


and bank composition, modes and rates of channel adjustment, stages of channel evolution, and constraints imposed 


by the natural landscape on the culvert design.  


 


The topographic survey was compiled to define the existing longitudinal profile of the channel and culvert, as 


presented within Figure 3.    
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Figure 3: Longitudinal Profile of Channel and Craig St Culvert 


 


The profile of the channel is such that the downstream channel maintains an average gradient of 7%, which is 


carried through the culvert, and then transitions to a significantly lesser slope of 1% within the upstream segment.  


The reason for the dynamic profile is the proximity of the culvert and roadway along the top slope of the confined 


Saugeen River valley, with the upstream segment draining the table lands, and the downstream segment traversing 


the valley slope.  


 


Although the downstream channel segment maintains a steep gradient, the channel has naturally adjusted over time 


to a relatively stable channel form, with large cobbles and boulders (median grain size (D50) ranges from 32 - 128 


mm) forming short cascade features which prevent the bed from downcutting, and allow for significant pool 


volumes providing high quality refuge and fish habitat. As this gradient is carried through the culvert however, the 


culvert does not have the same morphologic features providing natural refuge areas, as the bottom of the culvert is 


flat and flows increase in velocity to supercritical conditions for the length of the structure.  


 


Comparison of the existing longitudinal profile to Guidelines for the Protection of Fish and Fish Habitat (DFO, 


2015), the culvert significantly exceeds the thresholds for passage, which recommend mitigation measures be 


included for fish passage if the culvert is greater than 25m in length and 0.5% slope, whereas the existing Craig 


Street Culvert is 60 m in length and 7% slope.  


 


As the profile and gradient of the culvert replacement will be generally constrained in the same manner as the 


existing culvert, mitigation measures have been evaluated and included in the design to enhance fish passage in 


order to meet the requirements for fish passage under the Fisheries Act (1985).   


2.3 Design Considerations to Enhance Fish Passage  


When it comes to designing culverts to allow fish passage, options may include open-bottom culverts, embedded 


closed-bottom culverts, and baffled or non-baffled closed bottom configurations (MNR et. al, 2012).  Open-bottom 


culverts are generally used in order to minimize impacts of culvert installation on a natural stream channel; however, 


can be at risk of downcutting when not designed to appropriately convey a stable channel system. Best management 


practices for implementing open bottom culverts require the culvert span be at a minimum equal to the bankfull 


width of the downstream channel and possibly as large as the meander belt width (ie. channel width plus width of 


any confining boundaries).  For the case of the Craig Street culvert, the span would need to be a minimum of 4 m to 


meet bankfull channel widths, or more ideally 10 m which would be consistent with the base of the confined valley 


setting within the downstream segment.  
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Construction of an open bottom culvert was not considered practical, as the existing culvert supports an eight metre 


high embankment and Highway 21 across the top, which would require prolonged road closure to facilitate 


significant excavation to the base level of the channel.  Also, this construction would cause enlarged areas of 


disturbance, and higher costs in comparison to a closed bottom culvert constructed using tunneling technologies.  


 


With regards to an embedded closed-bottom culvert where natural materials line the bottom, this alternative was also 


not considered practical as the oversteepened profile and associated stream power would create issues with regards 


to material stability.  It is expected that the steep gradient (~7%) and associated flow velocities (estimated at 4.5 


m/s) through the culvert would lead to increased particle mobility size and likely create unstable bed conditions.  For 


example, the median grain size (D50) within the study area that was measured during the geomorphic assessment 


ranges from 32 - 128 mm, which is quite large and provides stability to the cascade system as the channel extends 


down the valley. However, empirical relations as shown in Table 2 indicate this size of material will become 


entrained during velocities ranging from 0.9 to 1.22 m/s.   


 


In turn, a fixed, baffle configuration that can withstand significant stream power and velocities was defined as the 


preferred solution to enhance fish passage opportunities.  


Table 2.  Permissible Shear and Velocity for Selected Channel Lining Materials (Adapted from Fischenich, 2001). 


Channel Lining Type 


Permissible Shear 


Stress 


Range (N/m2) 


  
Permissible Velocity 


Range (m/s) 


Soils 
     


Fine Gravels 3.6 
  


0.76 
 


Stiff Clay 12.4 
  


0.91 1.37 


Alluvial Silt 12.4 
  


1.14 
 


Graded Silt to Cobble 18.2 
  


1.14 
 


Shales and Hardpan 32.1 
  


1.83 
 


      
Non-Uniform Gravel / Cobble 


     
50 mm 32.1 


  
0.91 1.83 


152 mm 95.8 
  


1.22 2.29 


304 mm 191.5 
  


1.68 3.66 


      
Long native grasses 57.5 81.4 


 
1.22 1.83 


Short native and bunch grass 33.5 45.5 
 


0.91 1.22 


Reed plantings  4.8 28.7 
   


Hardwood tree plantings 19.2 119.7       


3. DETAILED DESIGN OF CULVERT AND BAFFLE CONFIGURATION 


Baffles within the culvert are intended to reduce velocities throughout the oversteepened culvert, creating areas for 


resting and adequate water depth during low flow periods.  At the preliminary design stage, an initial orientation and 


layout following the Guildelines for Protection of Fish and Fish Habitat (DFO, 2015) was applied to the general 


arrangement of the new culvert as shown in Figure 4.  
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Figure 4: General Arrangement of Proposed 1.5m CSP Culvert (adapted from MMM Group Design Drawing 


 


In order to span the embankment and tie into the adjacent tributary segments, the culvert requires a significant length 


of approximately 56 m, and vertical drop of 4.5 m, extending the profile of the steeper downstream channel segment 


to match the break into the table lands at the upstream end. The recommended or fixed parameters for the culvert are 


summarized in Table 3, with refinement to the downstream invert shown in Figure 4.  


Table 3: Summary of Fixed Culvert Parameters for Baffle Design 


Craig St Culvert   


Culvert Length (m) 56 


Culvert Diameter (m) 1.5 


Downstream Invert (m) 190 


Upstream Invert (m) 194.5 


Total Drop (m) 4.5 


Culvert Slope (%) 8 


 


 


As defined by DFO (2015), baffles should be configured to control water velocities throughout the culvert, ensuring 


burst swimming speeds are not exceeded within the high velocity sections (ie. over the baffle), and sustained 


swimming speeds are provided for resting between baffles.  


 


When designing a baffle configuration for a fixed culvert with a significant slope (ie. > 4%), the spacing of the 


baffles is generally the first step as this is largely the controlling factor. As defined in Table 3, the Craig Street 


culvert will have a slope of ~8%, and a length of ~56 m. The number of baffles can be defined applying Equation 1.  


 


[1]    # of baffles =  (H / h) + 1   


 


  Where  


  H (m) is the total drop  


  h (m) is the drop between baffles 


 


As per DFO (2015), the maximum drop between baffles should be 0.2 m, which was chosen as a starting point to 


minimize the total # of baffles.   
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When applying formula to the Craig Street culvert and total drop, the result follows: 


 


# of baffles  =  (4.5 / 0.2) + 1 


     =  24 


 


When configuring the spacing and arrangement, the downstream most baffle was placed so that the top of the first 


baffle is set equal to the downstream control of the scour pool (ie. first downstream riffle / cascade).  The profile for 


the proposed arrangement is presented within Figure 5, presenting the slotted weir baffle concept, as well as the 


extended restoration works within the channel transition segments upstream and downstream of the culvert.  


 


 
Figure 5: General Arrangement of Preliminary Baffle Configuration 


 


 


With regards to the type of baffle, the slotted weir baffle as presented within Figure 5 has been noted to cause some 


issues with regards to turbulent conditions spanning the refuge pools, as well as debris jams blocking the slots 


causing low flow conditions to crest over the upper weir.   


 


In turn, an alternate arrangement for baffles was presented to the MTO through an initiative of the Corrugated Steel 


Pipe Institue (CSPI), in which a curved baffle configuration referred to as the Duguay-Hannaford design, as 


presented within Figure 6, is appended to a corrugated steel slip liner and affixed to the steel culvert following the 


general layout and spacing as per Equation 1.  
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view 


Stagnant water level (Q = 0 m3/s) 


Right isometric 
view 


Front view


 
Figure 6: Configuration of Duguay - Lacey (2014) Baffle Design 


 


With regards to confirming the functionality of the Duguay-Hannaford baffle liner, design criteria for culvert 


velocities was referenced to the swimming capabilities of the target fish species within the study area. Fish 


swimming performance has been classified into three categories based on speed and duration for a given flow 


velocity: burst speed (highest speed attainable for less than 15 seconds), prolonged speed (moderate speed for 1800 


seconds) and sustained speed (a speed that can be prolonged indefinitely) (Katopodis, 1994). In natural 


watercourses, migrating fish will mainly use sustained and prolonged speeds reserving burst speeds to overcome 


high velocity rapids.  Through the culvert, burst speed capabilities will typically be used to overcome the baffle, 


finding refuge within the adjacent pool.  


 


Rainbow Trout between 100 – 400mm in length, the target species within the tributary, belong to the 


subcarangiform category, and maintain swimming capabilities for 1m bursts between 0.6 m/s to 2.5 m/s (Katopodis, 


1994). 


 


Modelling of the baffle configuration was provided by CSPI to provide an understanding of baseflow (0.2 m3/s) 


velocity through the culvert, and to be used for comparison to swimming capabilities of the target species. The 


results of the modelling are presented within Figure 7, in which the velocity profile ranges between 0m/s within the 


lower pool areas for resting, to the upper limit of 2m/s as flows crest over the top of the baffle. As the burst speed 


swimming capabilities of the target species exceeded the velocities estimated over the baffles, the Duguay-


Hannaford baffle configuration appended to a corrugated steel slip liner was chosen as the preferred baffle 


arrangement. Construction of the culvert was implemented in winter 2015 in anticipation of the spring spawning 


runs, and a two year monitoring program by the MTO is underway.  
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Figure 7: Hydraulic Modelling of the proposed Duguay, Lacey (2014) Baffle Design provided by CSPI  
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ABSTRACT  


Cracking represents a major threat for the integrity and performance of structures. Self-healing concept was 


introduced to construction materials in order to enhance their performance and extend their service life with less 


repair. This study aims at assessing the performance of Portland cement mortar incorporating self-


healing Bacillus Pseudofirmus bacteria using Diatomaceous earth (DE) to immobilize precursor and bacteria in 


mortar and lowering the pH level of mortar by using silica fume to provide a suitable growth environment for 


bacteria to generate limestone. The specimens were prepared at three different bacteria dosages and three DE 


dosages.  Cracking of specimens was induced by load percent concept after 7 days and tests were performed at 14 


and 28 days of curing. Micro analysis of the healed crack surface of the different specimens was performed and a 


parametric study was conducted to select the optimum dosage of bacteria, DE and mix design combination as well. 


 


The testing scheme for the mortar included sporulation tests over bacteria inside mortar specimens, compression 


test, chemical soundness test and ultrasonic pulse velocity. Results demonstrate that self-healing bacteria is 


promising technique in minimizing cracking. It is recommended to expand this work to cover more dosages of 


bacteria, different types of self-healing as well as concrete specimens. 


 


Keywords: Self-Healing, Bacteria, Diatomaceous earth, Silica Fumes, Mortar.  


1. INTRODUCTION  


1.1 Background 


Cracks shape a huge deficiency of concrete as a material used in the construction industry. Cracks can occur due to 


many different factors such as mechanical, shrinkage, autogenous factors, etc. Cracks can differ in shape, depth, 


width and the negative severity on the strength of the concrete structure. Micro cracks are cracks that are of 


micrometer scale in width although they do not affect the strength of concrete or mortar severely, they highly affect 


the permeability of the material. As the permeability of concrete increases, it paves the way for ingress amount of 


water or harsh chemicals such as sulfate or chloride to inter the concrete structure that would result in concrete 


deterioration and steel corrosion and accordingly severely affect the integrity and the mechanical properties of the 


material. Due to the fact that there are many sources that induces cracks which cannot be all eliminated or it would 


increase the cost dramatically to eliminate most of them, repair for mortar or concrete becomes a must. However, 


repairing concrete is a time consuming, expensive and sometimes physically impossible; thus, an efficient way of 


healing shall be introduced. Self-healing of concrete is a new method that has a great potential in reducing the repair 


time as well as reducing the repair cost and reaching places of repair that are expensive or impossible to reach.  Self-


healing of concrete is a phenomenon introduced recently in the research which could be divided into two main 


sectors. The healing that occurs by regular concrete, which is due to the hydration of the cement particles that have 


not yet been hydrated, is referred to as autogenous healing of concrete or mortar which happens due to swelling 


effect, expansion effect, and re-crystallization. Another type of healing, which is due to adding special additives to 


concrete mix that results in healing is referred to as autonomous healing. The second approach of healing involves 


adding self-healing agents without compromising the initial properties of concrete during the mixing phase of 
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concrete or mortar. In this study, the material used is mortar and the self-healing agent is biological agent, a type of 


bacteria named Bacillus Pseudofirmus.  


 


Bacillus Pseudofirmus Bacteria used in this study are the ones that have a high potential in living in a high alkali 


environment. Since mortar is a highly alkaline material, the bacteria had an optimum environment for living with a 


pH of 9.8 and has no adverse effect of the human health. Despite the fact that the mortar pH is 12 and higher, this 


specific kind of bacteria has the value of being alkali-resistant as it forms spores and is activated when exposed to 


water. The bacteria used in this study would work as a catalyst by feeding on calcium lactate and producing calcite, 


the sealing material of the crack.  


1.2 Self-healing Mechanism  


Mortar matrix seems a very aggressive environment for any life form to inhabit because of its' high alkalinity and 


dryness. A good analogy would be 'finding a life form on Mars'. However, this is not really the case as from the 


perspective of microbiology. Bacteria is found in extreme tough environments such as rocks, beds of oceans, ultra 


base environments and deep inside earths' crust (Jorgensen and D’Hondt 2006; Fajardo-Cavazos and Nicholson 


2006; Dorn and Oberlander 1981; DelaTorre et al. 2003; Pedersen et al. 2004; Sleep et al. 2004). The Fact that 


bacteria can resist such high alkaline environments is due to its ability to form spores (Sagripanti and Bonifacino 


1996). Such ability allows the bacteria to survive harsh conditions such as mechanical and chemical stresses by 


forming a thick surface layer around itself and reduction of the metabolic activity. This ultimately increases the 


livelihood of bacteria up to 200 years in certain types (Schlegel 1993).  


 


Many researchers have utilised such potential of the bacteria to enhance the performance of concrete by healing 


cracks that appear on a micro level. Ghosh et al. have used Bacteria for increasing the compressive strength of 


mortar. Bacteria is used as a healing agent at the surface of the crack and has significantly decreased the 


permeability of concrete surfaces and sealing surface cracks.  


 


The mechanism of self-healing is involved in forming calcium carbonate by using ureolytic bacteria of the genus 


Bacillus based on the enzymatic hydrolysis of urea to ammonia and carbon dioxide. Since the value of the 


equilibrium pK is constant, the reaction would integer the pH increase to alkaline conditions and accordingly 


forming bicarbonate and carbonate ions, which precipitate with calcium ions to form calcium carbonate minerals 


(Bang et al. 2001; Ramachandran et al. 2001; Rodriguez-Navarro et al. 2003; De Muynck et al. 2005; Dick et al. 


2006).  None the less, this mechanism involved a high risk of reinforcement corrosion due to production of massive 


amounts of ammonia (Neville, 1996).    


 


Another mechanism used is to embed bacteria in the mix design inside the cement stone matrix and using a healing 


agent such as calcium lactate and using bacteria as a catalyst to produce calcite. Bacillus Psydophirms DSM 8715 


and B. cohnii DSM 6307 were cultures, formed spores and tested for producing minerals and viability in cement 


stones.  The results revealed that the bacteria was able to produce minerals when calcium lactate was used as a 


precursor in copious amounts at cracks surfaces and without decreasing the compressive strength of the cement 


stone unlike the other two procuress tested: calcium acetate and yeast extract. The viability of bacteria showed that 


the viable cells decreases drastically with time. (Jonkers et al. 2010, Jonkers and Schlangen, 2007, Jonkers, 2007, 


Jonkers and Schlangen, 2008). The main problem with this mechanism is mainly the massive decrease in the viable 


cell number as wells as calcium lactate, a relatively expensive material not used efficiently as an excess amounts of 


it reacts with the concrete matrix.  


 


Physicochemically versatile PU has been used to immobilize Bacillus pasteurii which was successful in stabilizing 


the metabolic activity for a longer period of time by decreasing the rate of enzymatic activity. However, this reduced 


the rate of calcite precipitation and, accordingly, concluded that the performance, at the end, is equally effective 


whether the bacteria was immobilized or not (Bang et. al., 2001).  Different studies have used several types of 


bacteria such as Bacillus Sphaericus (Van Tittelboom et al., 2010), Bacillus Sphaericus and Bacillus Lentus (Dick, 


2006), B. Subtilis subsp. globigii ATCC 9372 (Sagripanti, 1996), Bacillus Pasteurii (Ramakrishnan, 2013) and 


Bacillus Psydophirms (Jonkers, 2010). The best of which to precipitate calcite in copious amounts was found to be 


Bacillus Psydophirms. Albeit, the immobilization factor for the bacteria was performed using several methods, such 


as capsules to immobilize healing agent (Fathy et al., 2014), cracking capsules have been a drawback of such 


method. Another method of immobilization that was investigated was by using expanded clay particles to 
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immobilize bacteria and a healing agent (Jonkers, 2007). However, since compressive strength of the specimens 


decreased by 50% of its control, such method proved to be inefficient. 


 


DE was used in a study conducted on Bacillus Sphaericus as a protective immobilization technique to measure 


ureolytic activity in concrete matrix showed promising results, yet due to the ureolytic activity, the generation of 


ammonia indicated an adverse effect of such mechanism. Very limited studies have tackled the issue of lowering the 


pH level of mortar or concrete. 


 


The present study builds further on the outcomes of previous studies, tackling the problem of mobilization by using 


DE and investigating lowering the pH level of mortar specimens by replacing a percent of cement with silica fume.  


2. MATERIALS AND EXPERIMENTAL WORK  


2.1 Materials   


Cement used is Ordinary Portland Cement type I with a fineness modulus of 365 m2/kg. Cement will work as one of 


the two main binding materials in this experiment (Cement & Silica Fume). Silica fume is used in the mix design of 


the experiment with a specific surface of 20 m2/g. DE is used as in the mix design which is a porous sedimentary 


deposit formed from the fossil remains of diatom with a particle size of 23 µm and a pH level of 8.0-9.5, and 


specific gravity of 2.33. Fine aggregates used are well- graded sand passing sieve #8. Tap water was used for several 


purposes in the experiment including mixing, curing and a medium for spores’ suspension. 


Bacillus Pseudofirmus bacteria is used as the bio catalysis for the generation of calcite. The precursor used for 


bacteria is calcium lactate. Chemical compounds were used for culturing and sporulation bacteria were used are 


nutrient broth, sodium carbonate, sodium bicarbonate and sodium chloride.   


2.1 Experimental Work  


2.2.1 Cultivation of Bacteria  


Bacillus Pseudofirmus DSM 8715 strains were purchased form the DSMZ (German Collection of Microorganisms 


and Cell Cultures), Braunschweig, Germany and were cultivated based on the DSMZ recommendation using 0.8 g 


of nutrient broth in 0.9 liter of Mili-Q water and autoclaved. 4.2 g NaHCO3 and 5.3 g Na2CO3 (Sesqui Solution) 


were dissolved in a 0.1 Liter of Mili-Q water and filtered to ensure that no other bacteria would be interfered in the 


experiment. The Sesqui Solution was added to the autoclaved nutrient broth container until the pH level of the 


medium for bacteria cultivation was 9.2. Bacteria strains were extracted from their plates and suspended in four 50 


ml falcon tubes containing only 15 ml of the alkaline nutrient medium prepared to and put in an incubator with a 37 


°C and a rate of 150 rpm for 17 hours to grow. The growth was investigated with visual inspection when noticing 


that the medium turned turbid. The falcon pre-culture were poured in 4 1 liter containers continuing 0.25 L of the 


alkaline media each and left in the incubator for 16 hours to grow more. Centrifuging for 15 minutes on a rate of 


10000 rpm was followed for the containers and bacteria pellets were extracted. Figure 1 shows the Cultured bacteria 


in a turbid situation. 


 


 
Figure 1: Cultures of Bacillus Psydophirms before centrifuging    
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2.2.2 Sporulation of Bacteria  


The bacteria pellets were extracted using a sporulation media which was prepared by autoclaving a 1 liter of Milli-Q 


water containing 0.9 g of sodium chloride. Containers that included bacteria and sporulation media were left in an 


incubator to form spores for two days then the bacteria spores were extracted by centrifuging for 15 minutes on a 


rate of 10000 rpm and the  suspended in tab water. The viability of spores were tested on plates that contained a 


media of ajar and calcium lactate. Spores of bacteria were counted using hemocytometer and divided into three 


dosages of 3x 108, 6 x 108 and 109 cm-3. 


2.2.3 Preparation of Mortar Specimen 


Mortar specimens mix designs were prepared all at w/c ratio of 0.5 and 15% of silica fume of the Original Cement 


weight and cement and silica fume to fine aggregates ration of 1:3. 10 types of mortar mixes were prepared for this 


study to account for the comparison analysis of the study. Type I called (C1) consisted of  above  materials and 


ratios only; types II,III & IV called (B1a),(B1b) and (B1c) contained in addition to the Control Specimen materials 


ratios, 5% w/w fraction calcium lactate and a 3 x 108 cm-3  dosage of bacterial spores with 5,10 and 15% of DE  


respectively; types V,VI &VII called (B2a), (B2b) and (B2c) called consisted of the same mix as (B1a), (B1b) and 


(B1c), however, with a bacterial spores dosage of  6 x 108 cm-3 and type VIII, IX & X called (B3a),(B3b) and (B3c) 


consisted of the same mix as (B1a),(B1b) and (B1c), however, with a bacterial spores dosage of  109 cm-3. Table 1 


shows the mixtures proportions used in this study.  


 


Specimens for compression test consisted of 21 cube specimens with dimensions of 5x5x5 cm and specimens for 


Ultrasonic test consisted of 21 specimens with a diameter of 10 cm and 5 cm in height which are to be used for rapid 


chloride permeability test in further research. Specimens for chemical soundness tests consisted of 21 cubical 


specimens with dimensions of 5x5x5 cm. Figure 2 shows a digitized image of the preparation process of mortar 


Specimens. 


Table 1: Mixing proportions for all mixtures 


Mixture Mixture 


I.D. 


Cement 


(g) 


Silica 


Fume 


(g) 


Water 


(g) 


Fine 


Aggregate 


(g) 


Diatomaceous 


earth (DE) (g) 


Calcium 


lactate 


(w/w) ratio 


Bacteria 


(cm-3) 


Type I C1 425 75 250 1375    


Type II B1a 425 75 250 1306.25 68.75 0.05 3 x 108  


Type III B1b 425 75 250 1237.5 137.5 0.05 3 x 108  


Type IV B1c 425 75 250 1168.75 206.25 0.05 3 x 108  


Type V B2a 425 75 250 1306.25 68.75 0.05 6 x 108  


Type VI B2b 425 75 250 1237.5 137.5 0.05 6 x 108  


Type VII B2c 425 75 250 1168.75 206.25 0.05 6 x 108  


Type VIII B3a 425 75 250 1306.25 68.75 0.05 1 x 109 


Type IX B3b 425 75 250 1237.5 137.5 0.05 1 x 109 


Type X B3c 425 75 250 1168.75 206.25 0.05 1 x 109 


 


Figure 2: Mortar Specimens with different DE concentrations cast 
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2.2.4 Cracking Specimens 


A control cube from the compression test specimens was loaded until failure after 7 days of curing with water to 


determine its ultimate load then all the specimens of both the compression and chemical soundness tests batches 


were cracked at 80% of the ultimate load in order to induce micro cracks. Also, a control specimen of the rapid 


permeability test was as well loaded to failure after 7 days of curing with water to determine the ultimate load and 


all other 20 specimens were cracked at 80% of the ultimate load to induce the required micro cracks. 


2.3 Tests  


Sporulation test was conducted by visual inspection for the Agar and Calcium lactate plates that spores were put on 


them to monitor their viability. SEM Inspection was conducted on small samples that has been cut to view the 


precipitation of calcite at cracks. Compression test has been conducted in accordance with ASTM C109 procedures 


on 10 samples after 14 and 28 days of curing and records were tabled; Chemical soundness test was conducted by 


immersing 20 specimens in a saturated magnesium sulfate solution and subjected to cycles of wetting and drying for 


durations up to 28 days the loss in mass was calculated and tabulated. Ultrasonic pulse velocity was conducted in 


accordance with ASTM C 597 for 20 specimens that were used for rapid permeability test.   


3. RESULTS 


Spores were detected under microscope using the malachite green dye that was an enough proof for its ability to 


form spores using the sporulation method in this study. Testing whether spores will be able to transform to the 


vegetative form when the environment is suitable was tested and revealed that bacteria could truly shift from spores 


phase to vegetative phase at which it fed on the provided media and have showed growth rate and it calcite 


precipitation as figure 3 shows a digitized image of a culture plate at which spores have transformed into vegetative 


phase.  


Figure 3: Bacillus Psydophirms cells growth after transforming from spores to vegetative stage. 


 


SEM inspection was performed on mortar specimens used for compression test and it has revealed that the bacteria 


spores have actually transformed to vegetative form and calcite like crystals where noticed inside the mortar matrix 


as shown in figures 4 and 5.  


Figure 4: Bacteria cells in mortar matrix              Figure 5: Calcite precipitation in mortar matrix. 
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Compression test results are shown in figure 6 after 14 and 28 days curing revealed that there is no fundamental 


difference between control and bacterial concrete with the three different doses of bacteria and DE.  


 


 
Figure 6: Compressive strength values at 14 and 28 days after curing for the different mortar mixes 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 7: A: Specimen B1a, B: Specimen B2c presenting precipitation of calcite on the surface of the cube; C: 


Specimen B3c showing healing of few surface Cracks.   


 


 


Chemical Soundness test results are clarified in Table 1, which is calculated in accordance to the original weight of 


each cube.  


Table 2: Chemical Soundness Test Results 


Test Day C1 B1a B1b B1c B2a B2b B2c B3a B3b B3c 


14 days 1.5 1.6 1.58 1.61 1.68 1.67 1.7 1.82 1.8 1.76 


28 days 1.1 0.9 1.1 0.85 1.2 1.23 1.15 0.8 0.97 1.1 


 


 


Ultrasonic Pulse velocity test results revealed increase in the velocity on all mortar specimens after 14 days of 


healing as Figure 8 shows 


 


B A C 
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Figure 8: Ultrasonic Pulse Velocity for specimens before and after cracking and 14 days after cracking  


4. DISCUSSION 


According to the sporulation test, the fact that spores have turned into vegetative cells and started feeding on 


calcium lactate and generating calcite assures that the bacteria culturing and sporulation is successful. SEM 


inspection revealed that the mix design that has been prepared shaped a good environment for bacterial spores to 


transform to vegetative form easily when oxygen accessed the mortar matrix. Image (A), figure 7, shows that the 


effect of healing is minimal with low dosage of bacteria and low concentration of DE. While image (B) shows that 


specimen with medium dosage of bacteria and high concentration of DE healed the surface cracks and voids in the 


specimen which indicates that most of the bacterial concentration was at the surface of the specimen and, due to the 


abundance of oxygen, higher metabolic activity occurs. On the other hand image (C), figure 7, represents the higher 


dosage of bacteria and DE of the specimen’s cracks fully healed, revealing that the higher the dosage and DE, the 


higher the rate and amount of healing.  


 


Compression test revealed that compressive strength of the bacterial batches increases more than that of the control 


specimens, indicating that the healing process increases the compression strength of the material. It is clear from the 


compressive strength test results that batches with 15% of DE has a higher compressive strength than the other is 


due to the factor that more calcite precipitation was copious for those batches as inspected by the SEM. The fact that 


precipitation of calcite was more in batches containing 10% and 15% of DE is due to the fact that the DE provided a 


protective environment for the Bacterial Spores from mechanical stresses, heat of hydration and a nutrient storage 


for calcium lactate which increased the rate of its metabolic activity.  


 


The rate of healing was relatively faster than that of previous studies and this is due to the improvement of the 


environmental conditions of the mortar matrix for the bacteria to grow and precipitate more calcite by decreasing the 


pH of the mortar matrix due to replacing 15% of the cement by Silica fume.  


 


The compressive strength in the bacterial batches, containing 15% of DE, appears higher than that of the ones 


containing 5 and 10% in all bacterial dosages. However, the Calcite precipitation appears more copious in the 


batches containing 10% of DE. The higher compressive strength in B1c, B2c, and B3c, is due to the fact that DE has 


decreased the amount of water content on the mix design and accordingly increased the compressive strength. Thus, 


the compressive strength in this study was function with two variables due to the use of DE.  


 


The Compressive strength appeared higher as the dosage of bacteria increases while pivoting the other variables of 


the mortar matrix environment. This is because more healing occurs with higher bacteria population.  
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The healing process was witnessed to improve with prolongation of time in the bacterial batches than the control 


specimens that are free of bacteria, indicating that the autogenous healing rate of mortar decreases with time, while 


autonomous healing rate increases with time.    


 


Chemical soundness test presented that the percent loss of bacterial batches was less than the that of control 


specimens due to the fact that surface healing of bacterial mortar cubes prevent a high loss of weight for mortar 


specimen. However, when the samples of bacterial specimens were inspected by the SEM, the amounts of 


precipitated calcite was much less than that of the specimens used for compression test where they were left in a 


95% humid environment. This observation is interpreted that the magnesium sulfate resulted in a tough environment 


for spores to transform and thus remained inactive and did not contribute to the self-healing process of the mortar 


specimen.  


 


The ultrasonic pulse velocity results have revealed that the velocity increased after 14 days of healing; the results 


showed 50% higher in the bacterial specimens than that of the control specimens, roughly indicating that the 


autogenic healing using bacteria has the ability to close internal cracks. The ultrasonic pulse velocity also indicated 


that the increase in the dose of bacteria increases the velocity that points to a better healing for cracks and less voids 


in the bacterial specimens.    


5. CONCLUSIONS 


Based on the materials, equipment and other parameters associate with this study, the following can be concluded: 


 


 The rate of healing using bacteria is higher than the one that is free of bacteria.  


 Increase dosage of bacteria was found to have a positive effect on the Calcite precipitation of bacillus 


Pseudofirmus in the concrete matrix as more viable bacteria would have a higher cumulative effect on mortar 


specimens healing.  


 Introducing the DE in the design mix has offered a protective environment for bacteria from the high pH of 


the cement mortar as well as from the heat of hydration and provided a storage for calcium lactate and 


prevented from wasting such a relatively expensive material that is vital for the healing process but not letting 


it react with matrix chemical compounds.  


 Use of DE had an adverse effect in analyzing the results of the compression test comparison as the DE 


contributed indirectly to the increase of the compressive strength of mortar by decreasing the water cement 


ratio. 


 Time is a dependent factor for self-healing using bacterial approach as its’ potential increases with the 


prolongation of time.  


 Decreasing the pH level of mortar specimens by replacing 15% of cement with silica fume enhanced the 


environmental conditions for higher percent of spores to transform to functioning cells.  


 The analysis of chemical soundness test offered that self-healing using bacterial approach perform poorly as 


the chemical compounds toughen the environment for bacteria to transform and decrease its metabolism. 


Thus, decreasing the precipitation of calcite.  


6. RECOMMENDATIONS 


Similar to common research work, there are several recommendations that need to be considered by future research 


work as well as by the construction industry, this is incudes, but is not limited to the following: 


 


 This work need to be expanded upon and further validated through investigations covering various types 


and higher dosages of bacteria, different precursor compounds and immobilization techniques 


 Future studies should cover long term testing as well as exposure conditions. 


 Rapid chloride permeability test should be avoided as it will have significant adverse effect on the 


transformation of spores to vegetative cells; permeability test using only water should be considered.   


 Further studies should tackle the applicability of using self-healing mechanism for structures immersed in 


sea water.     


 Investigating the rate of healing of bacteria using ultrasonic pulse velocity for higher number of samples. 
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 Experimenting on a larger models or prototypes is an essential step for the widespread and adoption of this 


relatively new technique. 


 The construction industry needs to consider this new technique in structures of strategic nature as well as 


those where detection of damage, accessibility or repair effectiveness are in doubt.   
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ABSTRACT  


Contemporary seismic design of steel braced systems is based on dissipating earthquake energy through significant 


inelastic deformation in the bracing members under cyclic excursions. The structure is designed such that the first 


significant yield occurs at ground intensity levels that are at or above the design earthquake forces. Thus, delaying 


the yielding of brace elements is deemed a good design but it could also lead to subsequent loss of stiffness and 


strength, large residual deformation or even dynamic instability and collapse. To enhance the post-yield 


performance of the brace system, a steel component with high strain hardening character may be required. The 


stress-strain behaviour of structural stainless steel, the austenitic 304L type, shows an early deviation from linearity 


at a much lower stress level than carbon steels, but with a much stronger strain hardening character. In this study, the 


austenitic 304L stainless steel material is characterised under large inelastic cyclic strains. Coupons were carefully 


designed and machined from 304L stainless steel and 350WT carbon steel plates, and were tested under constant 


cyclic strain amplitudes. Results of these tests have shown that 304L stainless steel exhibits greater cyclic hardening 


with maximum cyclic stress values up to nearly three times the yield stress. However, the carbon steel showed 


greater low-cycle fatigue life. 


 


Keywords: Structural stainless steel, carbon steel, inelastic cyclic strain, cyclic hardening, low cycle fatigue. 


1. INTRODUCTION 


The hysteretic characteristics of a structural system play an important role in many contemporary approaches to 


seismic design and analysis. Hysteresis refers to the path-dependence in the force versus deformation response of a 


structural system. The hysteresis loop offers vital information which must be well understood in order to develop 


appropriate design tools to mitigate structural damage under extreme seismic load reversals. For instance, the 


hysteretic characteristics can lead to an understanding of the structure’s degradation and nonlinear response 


behaviour under cyclic loading. These characteristics can be used as basis for developing numerical models to 


predict collapse response and mechanism. Experimental cyclic testing is an effective tool for evaluating the 


hysteretic characteristics. 


 


Concentrically Braced Frames (CBF) have proven to be an economic way of designing steel structures while 


maintaining a desirable lateral stiffness compared to Moment Resisting Frames (MRF). For CBFs, the lateral 


response is dominated by the inelastic behaviour of the bracing members. These members are designed to yield in 


tension and buckle in compression. Traditional brace hysteretic behaviour is unsymmetric in tension and 


compression, and typically exhibits substantial degradation of strength and stiffness when subjected to monotonic 


compression or when loaded cyclically. Under reversed cyclic loading, brace members are expected to buckle in 


compression and yield in tension. After brace buckling, plastic hinges may develop and could lead to permanent 


plastic deformations and deterioration of brace capacity (Jain et al. 1978, Tremblay 2002). 


 


Buckling-restrained braces (BRBs) have evolved as efficient in the use of the ductility of brace elements by 


developing their full axial yield strength both in tension and compression, as a result of a buckling-restrained 
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mechanism provided by an outer restraining medium to a ductile steel plate core (Sabelli et al. 2003, Fahnestock et 


al. 2007). Although it exhibits stable hysteresis behaviour with balanced hysteresis loops, the BRB frame is prone to 


low post-yield stiffness and consequently large residual drift (Black et al. 2002, Tremblay et al. 2006). Residual 


drifts are the permanent deformations in the structure after a seismic event and are closely related to structural 


damages and the cost of repairs after the event under earthquake ground shaking, yielding of the BRB steel core 


element can provide significant inelastic energy dissipation. The post-yield stiffness of the brace component would 


be enhanced if the core material possesses considerable strain hardening character.  


 


The use of stainless steels for structural application has received significant attention in the last decade (Annan 


2013). The stress-strain behaviour for the austenitic stainless steel type 304L (EN 1.4301 European designation) 


have shown an early deviation from linearity at a much lower stress level than for carbon steels, but with a much 


stronger strain hardening character (Gardner 2005, Baddoo 2008). A previous study on the use of stainless steels in 


CBFs showed that the material’s strain hardening character leads to delayed inelastic buckling and consequent 


improvement in structural overstrength (DiSarno et al. 2008). The austenitic stainless tubular grade has also shown 


greater ductility with a good energy dissipation capacity under axial cyclic loading (Nip et al. 2010). These 


characteristics are desirable for the steel core plate material in a BRB component. It is worth noting that, for 


structural applications, the austenitic stainless steel grade is fabricated by methods similar to those used for regular 


carbon steels. 


 


The present study seeks a better understanding of the cyclic plasticity behaviour of austenitic stainless steels to 


characterise their hysteresis behaviour, including their low cycle fatigue life and cyclic hardening character. Low-


cycle fatigue tests were conducted on plate coupons fabricated from both austenitic stainless steel type 304L and 


350WT carbon steel. The cyclic stress-strain behaviours at different inelastic strain levels were evaluated, and the 


cyclic hardening and low cycle fatigue life parameters were assessed. This was to enable a careful comparison of the 


hysteretic behaviour of austenitic stainless steels and their carbon counterpart, and to assess their feasibility as 


alternate steel core plate material for BRB application. 


2. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM  


2.1 Materials description 


For the purpose of evaluating the stress-strain behaviour of the 304L type austenitic stainless steel under repeated 


inelastic strains, and to compare with carbon steels, low-cycle fatigue tests were carried out on two different steel 


materials. Stainless steel type 304L is a low carbon version of the commonly used 304 grade. These types of steels 


are usually used in the food and pharmaceutical industries where corrosion resistance is the primary required 


property. For better ductility and low yield stress, the annealed condition was selected for the test material, at an 


annealing temperature of about 1040°C. The CSA G40.21 350WT carbon steel was selected for testing. Thus carbon 


steel type is known to be more resilient than the commonly used CSA G40.21 350W, and it is mostly used in the 


bridge industry. 


 


Table 1 contains the chemical composition and mechanical properties for these two steel types. The austenitic 


stainless steel has a yield stress of 252 MPa compared to 364 MPa for the G40.21-350WT carbon steel. The elastic 


modulus is 195 GPa, which is nearly identical to that of the carbon steel. The value of the ultimate stress (Fu) shown 


in the table for 304L stainless steel is obtained from the mean value of 5 tensile tests and the values of the yield 


stress (Fy) shown for both types of steel are found to be the average of 5 different values obtained by the offset 


method on tensile tests for the stainless steel and on the first quarter cycle of the cyclic tests for the carbon steel. 


2.2 Specimen specification and test setup 


Test specimens in the form of round coupons with reduced effective section were machined from 1¼’’ steel plates 


with the longitudinal axis of the coupon carefully selected to be in the rolling direction of the plate. This is to 


account for the anisotropy of the material. A numerically-controlled metal lathe was used to machine the specimens, 


and care was taken to achieve a good consistency in different specimens, especially in the gage section. Sand paper 


grade 325 was used to polish the gage section to ensure smooth finish without visible machining marks. 
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The gage length was chosen to be 28 mm to make room for the 25 mm extensometer to be used. For the diameter of 


the gage section, the standard ASTM E466 recommends a ratio gage length to diameter equal to less than 2.0. For 


this ratio, buckling was found to be important at around 6% strain amplitude when subjected to cyclic loading 


increasing amplitude by 1% every 2 cycles (Dusicka et al. 2007). Based on these, a gage diameter of 16 mm was 


selected to obtain a length-t-diameter ratio of 1.56 and to ensure that buckling would not be a problem. Based on the 


ASTM E606 standard, a grip diameter of 30mm was chosen, to get a value lower than twice the diameter which is  


 


Table 1: Properties of different steel materials 


Steel type  304L 350WT 


 Al  0,03 


 B  0,0002 


 C 0,0176 0,09 


 Cr 18,169


5 


0,05 


 Cu 0,524 0,13 


 Mn 1,753 1,43 


 Mo 0,33 0,01 


Element composition (%) N 0,0882  


 Nb  0,041 


 Ni 8,029 0,05 


 P 0,033 0,013 


 S 0,001 0,002 


 Si 0,2565 0,22 


 Sn  0,007 


 Ti  0,002 


 V  0,004 


 E (MPa) 194500 211200 


Mechanical properties Fy (MPa) 252 364 


 Fu (MPa) 642 503* 


 Elongation (%) 58,55* 22,1* 


         *Value from milltest 


 


 


required for a ductile material, and the radius between the gage and grip section was chosen to be 22mm, as the 


lower limit specified by the code, to minimize the unrestrained length as much as possible. The grip length was 


chosen to leave a space of 25mm between the hydraulic grip end and the start of the reduced section, in order to 


avoid local stresses building up near the grip area which has potential to influence readings in the gage section. The 


designed specimen dimensions are shown in figure 1. 


 


 


Figure 1 : Specimen dimensions 


All the tests were carried out using an MTS 322 test frame, with a capacity of 500kN. Hydraulic grips were used to 


clamp the specimens, permitting to use a cylindrical specimen to get a better alignment than a threaded specimen. 


To avoid out of plane deformations under cyclic strain excursions, the head of the press needed to be braced by 


external fabricated brace system to increase its lateral stiffness. The bracing was designed to prevent the head of the 
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press from moving more than 0.1 mm under a 100kN lateral load and was mounted on bearing rollers to avoid any 


constraints in the axial direction of the loading frame. The test setup is shown in figure 2. 


 


Figure 2: Experimental setup 


2.3 Testing program 


All specimens were tested under strain-controlled constant amplitude fatigue, using an extensometer signal. 


Triangular waveform was used with the first quarter cycle starting in tension. The ratio of axial strain limits is found 


to be equal to -1, to maintain the fully reversed cycles for all the specimens. The strain rate was chosen to be 0.1%/s, 


to ensure that no heating occurs in the specimen during the tests, except for the first quarter cycle of every test where 


it was chosen to be 0.005%/s to reduce the possible transient instability around the time of first yielding. 


 


2 different constant strain amplitudes (1 and 2%) were chosen for each of the 2 steel materials representing standard 


strain amplitude demand prescribed for BRBs under seismic excitation. In Canadian context, tests on BRBs have 


indicated that the anticipated strain demand in the core plate would be between 1 and 2% for a ratio of the yielding 


length to the total length of the core between 0.3 and 0.6 (Tremblay et al. 2006). To obtain a good consistency of the 


results, 5 stainless steel and 4 carbon steel specimens were used for each strain amplitude and the most 


representative one was used to present the results. 


3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 


3.1 Cyclic hardening 


Different phenomena are observed when a metal is loaded under repeated cycles into the plastic range. Figure 3 


shows the hysteresis curve for the first tensile and full cyclic excursion of the 304L stainless steel loaded at ±1% 


strain amplitude. In the first quarter cycle in tension before unloading, the specimen’s response is similar to 


observations in uniaxial tensile tests. Firstly, an elastic response then followed by deviation into the nonlinear 


region. Upon unloading, the same elastic slope as in the loading phase was observed, but due to the Bauschinger 


effect, deviation from linearity occurred at a lower stress level in compression than that of a uniaxial tension 


loading. Upon reloading, the same phenomenon is observed and is repeated in subsequent cycles in both loading 


direction. It is, however, observed that after a complete cycle, the specimen reaches a stress level that is higher than 


the level in previous cycle. This is an indication of the cyclic hardening character of the test material. The cyclic 


hardening character depends not only on the type of material but also on the strain amplitude, and it tends to 


stabilize after a few numbers of cycles to reach a near constant level. 


 


Figure 4 shows plots of the maximum tensile stress level reached at the end of each cycle for both 304L and 350WT 


steels at the two different strain amplitudes. By the definition of straining hardening, these plots represent the cyclic 


hardening within the life of a representative specimen at the two amplitude levels. For the structural steel grade 


350WT, both strain amplitudes showed consistently increasing hardening within the first 3-4 cycles, then a slightly 


increasing hardening until an almost total stabilisation at around 10 cycles. For the 2% strain amplitude, the 


maximum stress value exceeded the ultimate tensile strength after about 13 cycles and then stabilises at about 13 
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MPa above the ultimate tensile strength. In the case of the 1% strain amplitude, the maximum stress reached in the 


life of the specimen was below the ultimate tensile stress. For the stainless steel type 304L, both strain amplitudes 


showed significantly greater hardening character than the structural carbon steel grade at the same strain amplitude.  


 
Figure 3: Hysteresis curve for first full cycle of 304L stainless steel 


 


For the 2% strain amplitude, the material showed high hardening rate in the first 5-6 cycles and then continues to 


harden at a smaller but significant rate until failure. For the 1% strain amplitude, the behavior is slightly different. 


Significant rate of hardening occurred in the first 5-6 cycles, then it appeared to have stabilized before starting a 


secondary hardening phase at around 75 cycles until failure. This secondary phase of hardening has been observed 


for 304L stainless steel tested under fully-reversed conditions at low strain amplitudes of 0.25 and 0.3% (Colin et al. 


2010). 


 


 
 


 
Figure 4: Cyclic hardening for different strain amplitudes 
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In order to compare the amount of cyclic hardening between two materials, the ratio of the maximum cyclic stress to 


the yield stress can be used. At 1% strain amplitude, this ratio is calculated as 1.26 and 2.0 for the structural carbon 


steel and stainless steel, respectively, and it is found to be equal to 1.42 and 2.88 for 2% strain amplitude. The main 


reason for greater cyclic hardening in the austenitic stainless steel, especially the secondary hardening, is the 


martensitic transformation, where the unstable austenite partially transforms into martensite which tends to improve 


its mechanical properties. 


3.2 Cyclic stress-strain 


Cyclic stress-strain curves are useful for describing the cyclic hardening character between strain amplitudes when 


compared to the tensile response. The Ramberg-Osgood relation (Ramberg and Osgood 1943), given by Eq. 1, can 


be used to represent the cyclic stress strain curve, and is particularly useful for metals that harden with plastic 


deformation. The first term on the right hand side represents the elastic part of the strain, while the second term 


defines the plastic part. In the equation, Δεt, Δεe and Δεp are the total, elastic and plastic strain amplitudes 


respectively, Δσ is the stress amplitude, E is the Young’s modulus, K’ is the cyclic strength coefficient and n’ is the 


cyclic strain hardening exponent. 
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In order to derive the cyclic stress-strain curves, the single-step tests method was chosen because of the material’s 


(stainless steel) dependence on prior loading and the fact that it does not stabilize. This method consists of doing 


several cyclic tests at different constant strain amplitudes until fracture. The loops representing the stabilized state 


for each different strain amplitude are superposed and the cyclic stress-strain curve is obtained as the curve that 


passes through the tips of each loop. Since the austenitic stainless steel does not stabilize, the half-life data is used 


instead of the stabilized data. To get a representative half-life data, the determination of failure must be consistent, 


and so the modulus method (ASTM E606) was used to determine the number of cycles to failure. 


 


For the determination of the model parameters, the plastic component of the total strain amplitude must be 


determined and fitted with the stress amplitude where Δεp is found to be the sum of the absolute values of the 


positive and the negative strain at zero stress at half-life of the specimen, and Δεe, the difference between Δεt and 


Δεp. Values of the derived parameters for both the carbon and stainless steels are given in table 2. Figure 5 shows the 


Ramberg-Osgood cyclic stress-strain curves fitted to the hysteresis loops, as well as the monotonic tensile response 


for both steel materials. The hysteresis loops shown have been chosen as the most representative specimen from 


different tests at constant amplitudes. 


Table 2: Models coefficients for 2 types of steel 


Type of steel  304L 350WT 


Ramberg-Osgood Coefficients 
K’ (MPa) 5166 1002 


n’ 0,4981 0,1545 


Basquin Coefficients 
σ’f (MPa) 25820 1070 


b -0,4813 -0,11 


Coffin-Manson Coefficients 
ε’f 0,01454 0,1676 


c -0,2677 -0,4232 


 


 


As observed from the graphs, the fitting of the Ramberg-Osgood relationship is not passing exactly by the peak 


points, underestimating it for the compression part and overestimating it for the tension, due to kinematic hardening, 


described by the translation of the yield surface in stress space. For the stainless steel, the curve started deviating 


from linearity much early and showed dramatic strain hardening, while the carbon steel hardened but not in a 


dramatic fashion. 
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3.3 Low-cycle fatigue life 


Low cycle fatigue is associated with localised plastic behaviour in metals. Thus, a strain-based parameter is used to 


predict this life, which can be obtained from a constant strain amplitude testing. For many ductile metals, low cycle 


fatigue is characterised by the Coffin-Manson relation (published independently by S.S. Manson in 1953 and L.F. 


Coffin in 1954) which is linear on a log-log plot of plastic strain range versus cycles to failure.  The elastic part of 


the stress is defined by the Basquin relation (Basquin 1910) which is also linear on a log-log plot of elastic strain 


range versus cycles to failure. Equation 2 shows the combination of these two relations which are able to satisfy 


cases where plastic or elastic strain dominates. 
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2Nf is the number of reversals to failure (Nf cycles), σ’f is the fatigue strength coefficient, b is the fatigue strength 


exponent, ε’f is an empirical constant known as the fatigue ductility coefficient and c is known as the fatigue 


ductility exponent. To derive the model parameters, each power function representing the elastic strain and the 


plastic strain were fitted separately using mean values of the number of cycles to failure for each strain amplitude. 


 


 
 


 
Figure 5: Cyclic stress strain curves for 2 types of steel 


 


The empirical coefficients found for each type of steel are presented in table 2 and the two relationships are 


represented on a log-log scale in figure 6.  
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Clearly, the carbon steel showed longer strain life than the stainless steel, while both cyclic lives improved with 


decrease in strain amplitude. The short low-fatigue cyclic life of the stainless steel may be due to the martensitic 


transformation with plastic loading of the material (Baudry and Pineau 1977). 
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Figure 6: Coffin-Manson-Basquin relationship for 2 types of steel 


4. CONCLUSION 


This experimental study has characterised the cyclic plastic behaviour of the austenitic stainless steel 304L type, 


including the Bauschinger effect, cyclic hardening, and the symmetric strain controlled low cycle fatigue. Low-cycle 


fatigue tests were conducted at 1% and 2% strain amplitudes for stainless steel coupons machined from plates, and 


as a comparative study, coupons from carbon steel were prepared and tested. This following is a summary of 


observations from the tests: 


 


1. Cyclic hardening occurred in both materials, with stabilization occuring after the first few cycles in the carbon 


steel and almost absent in the stainless steel but rather a secondary hardening. Maximum cyclic stresses reached 


values of 1.26 and 1.42 times the yield stress for the carbon steel at 1% and 2% strain amplitudes respectively, 


and values of 2.0 and 2.88 times the yield stress for the stainless steel at 1% and 2% strain amplitudes. The 


cyclic hardening rate increased with strain amplitude. 


2. Ramberg-Osgood parameters were determined to describe the cyclic stress-strain curves, confirming that the 


stainless steel showed greater cyclic hardening than the carbon steel with increasing strain amplitude. 


3. Low-cycle fatigue life was evaluated by determining the Coffin-Manson parameters. The fatigue strain-life was 


found to be longer for the carbon steel than for the stainless steel. 


4. Both the greater cyclic hardening and  the short low-cycle fatigue life observed in the stainless steel are due to 


the plasticity induced martensitic transformation that occurs in the material under loading. 
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ABSTRACT  


Energy recovery form black liquor and the treatment of effluents from pulp and paper industries are increasing 


environmental concerns. The objectives of this study were to convert black liquor into short chain carbon byproducts 


using UV/TiO2 photocatalysis and to assess and compare methane and electricity production from the pretreated 


black liquor (PrBL) using a 2-stage anaerobic digestion (AD) process and single chamber microbial fuel cells 


(SCMFC). The photocatalytic degradation process enhanced the biodegradablility and reduced the toxicity of the 


black liquor. A total biogas production of 195±29 mL CH4 per g COD added was obtained from the 2-stage AD fed 


PrBL. The PrBL fed SCMFCs, generated maximum current and power densities of 8045±340 mA m-3 and 2815±120 


mW m-3, respectively. The corresponding maximum current and power densities normalized to the cathode area 


were 1065±45 mA m-2 and 375±15 m W m-2, respectively. The SCMFCs removed 89.3±0.8% of the COD of PrBL 


and achieved a coulombic and potential efficiencies of 7.8±0.6% and 65.7%, respectively. This study demonstrated 


the feasibility of using a 2-stage AD or electro-biochemical processes for treating and recovering energy from black 


liquor.   


 


Keywords: Black liquor, microbial fuel cell, 2-stage anaerobic digestion, photocatalysis, biogas, titanium dioxide 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Energy recovery from waste generated in industrial processes is an important energy management strategy for 


industries to recognize as energy demand continues to grow (Francis and Chungpaibulpatana 2014).  In 


biorefineries, lignocellulosic wastes are an important feedstock used for energy recovery.    With increasing high 


energy and chemical costs, stringent environment regulations and solid waste disposal and mill effluent treatment 


costs, the need for improving energy recovery and chemicals from black liquor has become a critical economic 


factor in the operation of pulp mills (Tran and Vakkilainen 2007). In addition to energy recovery form black liquor, 


the treatment of effluents from pulp and paper industries is an increasing concern. 


  


Aerobic and anaerobic bioprocesses have been used to treat diluted black liquor effluents (Kortekaas et al. 1998); 


however, low biodegradability as well as toxicity are major impediments to microbial degradation.  Pretreatment 


prior to biological treatment could aid in detoxifying and facilitating degradation (Leach et al. 1976, Sierra-Alvarez 


and Lettinga 1990, Font et al. 2003).  According to Font et al. (2003), the low biodegradability of black liquor is due 


to the presence of lignin and lignin derivatives.   Substrates containing lignin or bacterial cells appear to be the most 


amendable to pre-treatment for enhancing AD (Carlsson et al. 2012). The application of an advanced oxidation 


process to increase the biodegradability and reduce the toxicity of a model lignin compound, sodium lignosulfonate 


(LS) has been recently reported by Shewa and Lalman (2014).  This was accomplished through partial/controlled 


photocatalytic degradation using TiO2.  
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Methane production using anaerobic treatment and electricity production using microbial fuel cells (MFCs) have not 


been examined as energy recovery options because of the inhibition imposed by chemicals in black liquor on 


microorganisms.  AD is used commercially to treat a variety of organic feedstocks.  The AD process can be 


configured with a 1 or 2-stages. A 1-stage AD process combines hydrolysis, acidogenesis, acetogenesis and 


methanogensis in a single reactor.  In comparison, in a 2-stage AD design, hydrolysis, acidogenesis, acetogenesis 


processes are mediated in the 1st reactor with methanogensis in the 2nd stage.  The 2-stage AD process has been used 


to produce hydrogen plus methane in the 1st and 2nd reactor, respectively (Poggi-Varaldo et al. 2014). The 


application and advantages of the 2-stage AD process for bio-energy production using a wide range of effluents have 


been reported by several researchers (Fongsatitkul et al. 2012,  Kyazze et al. 2007, Liu et al. 2006, Ueno et al. 2007).  


According to Schievano et al. (2014), an overall energy recovery efficiency of 8%–43% was significantly higher for 


the 2-stage AD process under a variety of experimental conditions when compared the 1-stage AD process.  In 


comparison, the AD process produces a methane rich biogas while microbial fuel cells (MFCs) are 


bioelectrochemical systems that use electrochemically active bacteria (Chang et al. 2006) to generate electricity 


from organic compounds. Biodegradable organic substrates include simple molecules such as carbohydrates and 


proteins, as well as complex mixtures of organic matter present in sewage, animal and food-processing effluents 


(Logan 2009).    Rabaey et al. (2005) have argued that the overall conversion efficiencies which can be attained are 


potentially higher for MFCs compared to other processes that produce biofuels such as hydrogen gas, methane 


(biogas) and bio-ethanol.   


 


The objectives of this study were to convert black liquor into short chain carbon byproducts using TiO2 


photocatalysis and to assess and compare fuel and electricity production from the pretreated black liquor for energy 


production using a 2-stage AD process and single chamber microbial fuel cells (SCMFCs), respectively. 


2. MATERIAL AND METHODS 


Details of the photocatalytic, AD, and MFCs process configuration used in this study are shown in Figure 1. 


 


 
Figure 1: Process flow diagram show a) photocatalysis plus AD and b) photocatalysis plus MFC  


2.1 Microbial culture source 


2.1.1 Anaerobic reactor and MFC cultures 


Microbial cultures for the SCMFCs were obtained from two chamber MFCs which were used in studies reported by 


Shewa (2016).  The two chamber MFCs mixed cultures were taken from anaerobic bioreactors.  The bioreactors 


were fed glucose over an extended period for more than 1 year and operated 37±1oC.  The microbial culture in the 


bioreactors was obtained from anaerobic digesters located at a municipal wastewater treatment facility (Chatham, 


ON).  The inoculum pH and volatile suspended solids (VSS) were approximately 6.62 and 18,200±400 mg L-1, 


respectively.  The SCMFCs were operated at 37±1oC. 
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2.1.3 Biological oxygen demand (BOD) and chemical oxygen demand (COD) 


The BOD test seed culture was obtained from raw domestic wastewater sampled from a municipal wastewater 


treatment facility (Windsor, ON).  The wastewater sample was stored at 4oC prior to conducting the test.  The COD 


and BOD of liquid samples were determined in accordance with Standard Methods (APHA et al. 2005). Liquid 


samples were filtered through a 0.2 µm filter paper prior to the COD and BOD analyses.  


2.2 Medium and chemicals 


2.2.1 Feed to anaerobic digester 


The basal medium added (mg L-1 of deionized water) to the anaerobic reactors contained the following: NaHCO3, 


6000; NH4HCO3, 70; KCl, 10; K2HPO4, 12.5; (NH4)2SO4, 10; yeast extract, 10; MgCl2∙4H2O, 9; FeCl2∙4H2O, 2; 


resazurin, 1; EDTA, 1; MnCl2∙4H2O, 0.5; CoCl2∙6H2O, 0.15; Na2SeO3, 0.1; (NH4)6MoO7∙4H2O, 0.09; ZnCl2, 0.05; 


H3BO3, 0.05; NiCl2∙6H2O, 0.05; and CuCl2∙2H2O, 0.03 (Adapted from Wiegant and Lettinga 1985). All the 


chemicals were 99% purity and purchased from Spectrum Chemicals, CA. 


2.2.2 Feed to microbial fuel cell 


The basal medium added to the SCMFCs contained the following: 310 mg L-1 NH4Cl, 130 mg L-1 KCl, 4225 mg L-1 


NaH2PO4.H2O, 7400 mg L-1 Na2HPO4.12H2O, 10 mg L-1 yeast extract plus 1 mL L-1 of a mineral solution. The 


mineral solution was prepared in accordance with the procedure described by Wiegant and Lettinga (1985) and 


contained the following (Spectrum Chemicals, CA): (mg per L of distilled water): MgCl2∙4H2O, 9; FeCl2∙4H2O, 2; 


resazurin, 1; EDTA, 1; MnCl2∙4H2O, 0.5; CoCl2∙6H2O, 0.15; Na2SeO3, 0.1; (NH4)6MoO7∙4H2O, 0.09; ZnCl2, 0.05; 


H3BO3, 0.05; NiCl2∙6H2O, 0.05; and CuCl2∙2H2O, 0.03.    


2.3 Photocatalysis  


The black liquor (Table 1) was obtained from a pulp and paper mill (Lakehead, Ontario, Canada) and stored at 4oC.  


Photocatalysis of the black liquor was performed using TiO2 anatase nanoparticles (10 nm) (Alfa Aesar, Ward Hill, 


MA, USA). The characteristics of the TiO2 nano particles were previously described in Choquette-Labbé et al. 


(2014). The operating conditions for the pretreatment of black liquor were selected based on a prior optimization 


study conducted on the photodegradation of a model lignin compound by Shewa et al. (2014b). 


Table 1: Black liquor characteristics  


Property Unit Value 


pH  13.4 


Density g L-1 1090±10 


COD mg L-1 208900±1160 


Total solids mg L-1 225±5 


Ash % 13.0±0.5 


Acid soluble  lignin mg g-1 140±45 


Acid insoluble  lignin mg g-1 240±35 


Total lignin % 37.9±7.5 


Total carbohydrate % 2.95±0.50 


     


 


A stock suspension of the TiO2 nanoparticles (in aqueous) (10,000 mg L-1) was prepared and stored at 21oC in sealed 


150 ml conical flasks. The TiO2 stock solution was sonicated in an ultrasonic bath (VWR, Mississauga, ON) for 


approximately 10–15 min to ensure homogeneous mixing prior to reaction solution preparation. Photocatalytic 


reactions were performed in a modified Rayonet RPR–100 UV photocatalytic chamber (The Southern New England 


Ultraviolet Company, CT, USA). Configuration of the reactor and procedures followed during the photocatalytic 


degradation experiment were reported by Shewa and Lalman (2014).  The photocatalytic degradation experiments 


were conducted at an initial pH of 7 with TiO2 concentration of 1000 mg L-1. The pH was not controlled during the 


reaction.  All the solutions were prepared using Milli-Q® water.  Prior to the photocatalystic experiments, the raw 


black liquor was diluted with MQ water to a COD concentration of 962 mg COD L-1.  The pH was adjusted to pH 7 
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before the reaction using 1 M HCl. The effluent from the photo-chemical reactor was centrifuged (Marathon 3200R 


centrifuge, Fisher-Scientific, Blaine, MN) at 3000 rpm for 20 minutes to separate the TiO2 particles from the 


solution.  The clear centrate, pretreated black liquor (PrBL), was removed and stored at 4oC prior to feeding the 


anaerobic reactors and SCMFCs.   


 


After the first AD stage, the effluent was pretreated for 2 hours using a TiO2 concentration of 1000 mg L-1 and 


mixing at 10 RPM. Next, the effluent from the photocatalytic reactor was centrifuged at 3000 rpm for 20 minutes to 


obtain a clear centrate prior to feeding the 2nd stage AD. 


2.4 Anaerobic reactor set-up and operation 


Preparation of the serum batch reactors was previously reported by Shewa (2016).  The study was conducted for 4 


days.  The photocatalytic procedure used for the 1st stage AD was repeated again using the effluent from 1st stage 


AD.   The treated 1st stage AD photocatalytic effluent was fed to the 2nd stage AD. 


2.5 Microbial fuel cell set-up and operation 


The MFC (working volume 130 mL) and the air-cathode were constructed as previously described by Shewa and 


Lalman (2014) (Figure 2). The carbon brush anodes (9 cm long and 9 cm in outer diameter) (Mill-Rose Co., Mentor, 


OH)  were constructed with a Panex 35 carbon fiber fill (400,000 tips per inch) and fixed to a titanium stem wire 


(12.5 cm long and 0.135 cm diameter).  


 


 
Figure 2: Schematic of the single-chamber microbial fuel cell 


 


All the SCMFCs were operated in batch mode at 37±1 ◦C. The SCMFCs were fed repeatedly with fresh solution 


until the voltage decreased to within the range 20 to 50 mV.  The time for the voltage to decrease within 20 to 50 


mV was designated as one feeding cycle. 


2.6 Analytical methods  


2.6.1 Gas analysis 


Headspace gas samples (25 μl) were removed from the anaerobic reactor every 24 hr and analyzed using a Varian-


3600 (Varian, Palo Alto, CA) gas chromatograph (GC).  Details of the GC configuration have been reported by 


Shewa and Lalman (2014).  


2.6.2 Electrochemical and biochemical analysis 


Measurement of the voltage, electrochemical analysis (cyclic voltammetry (CV)) and linear swipe voltammetry 


(LCV)) were performed according to the procedures and methods described in Shewa et al. (2014a). The coulombic 


efficiencies (CE) for SCMFCs were calculated using Equation 1 (Logan 2008).  
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where M is the molecular weight of oxygen (32), tb is time for one feeding cycle, I is the current, F is Faraday’s 


constant, b is the number of electrons exchanged per mole of oxygen (4), vAn is the volume of liquid in the anode 


compartment and ΔCOD is the change in the chemical oxygen demand (COD) over a feeding cycle. The energy 


conversion efficiency (ECE) was obtained by multiplying coulombic efficiency and potential efficiency (PE).  The 


PE is the ratio between actual cell voltage and open circuit voltage (OCV) (Lee et al. 2008).  


3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 


3.1 Photocatalytic degradation 


Biological treatment of wastes containing recalcitrant chemicals is challenging because of concerns related to 


toxicity and biodegradation.  According to Oller et al. (2011), a systematic procedure of utilizing model chemicals 


with simultaneous evaluation of toxicity and biodegradability is a usually approach coupled with employing pilot-


plant scale studies using industrial effluents.  The approach suggested by Oller et al. (2011) was adopted in studies 


conducted by Shewa et al. (2014b).  Shewa et al. (2014b) evaluated the photocatalytic degradation of lignosulfonate 


(LS), a model lignin compound, before assessing the photo degradation of black liquor.  Optimization and modeling 


of the photocatalytic degradation of LS was performed using the Box-Behnken design (BBD).  The BBD indicated 


that the factor values for maximum BOD5/COD ratio were observed at 569 mg COD L-1 LS, 944 mg L-1 TiO2 and 9 


RPM (Shewa et al. 2014b).  The operational conditions used by Shewa et al., (2014b) were an irradiation time of 4 


hr and an initial pH of 7. 


 


The selected operating conditions for black liquor photocatalytic pretreatment were 5000 mg L-1 black liquor (962 


mg COD L-1), 1000 mg L-1 TiO2 and 10 RPM. The BOD5 and COD of the effluent from the photocatalytic 


degradation of the black liquor were 248 mg L-1 and 620 mg L-1, respectively with a BOD5 to COD ratio of 0.4. The 


raw black liquor with a BOD5 to COD ratio of 0.08 was less when compared to the PrBL BOD5:COD ratio of 0.40. 


This data indicate the raw black liquor has limited quantity of biodegradable substrate compared to PrBL. 


3.2 Two-stage anaerobic digestion 


The COD of the diluted black liquor fed to the photo-reactor was 962 mg COD L-1. Pretreating using TiO2 


photocatalysis improved the biodegradability of the black liquor but at the same time removed 35.5±3.6% of the 


COD.  Approximately 64.5±3.6% of the COD (620 g L-1) was available for biogas production. The quantity of 


biogas produced from the 2-stage AD process is shown in Table 2.  


Table 2: Total biogas production 


CH4 


(mL per g CODadded) 
Total CH4 production  from 


PrBL (mL per g CODadded) 


Total CH4 production from 


raw BL (mL per g CODadded) 
Stage I Stage II 


160±25  35±3 195±30 130±20 


 


 


The gas yield from the 1st-stage AD process reached 161 mL CH4 per g CODadded (Table 2).  Approximately 34 mL 


CH4 per g CODadded was produced during the 2nd-stage AD process (Table 2). This represents an increase in the CH4 


gas yield of approximately 21%.  The total amount of CH4 produced based on 1 L or 1.086 kg of black liquor was 


23.4 L.  Note the percent solids content of the undiluted black liquor was approximately 20.6%. The CH4 gas 


production was approximately 0.022 m3 per kg of liquid black liquor. The total CH4 yield (19530 mL CH4 per g 


CODadded) achieved from this study demonstrates the capability of 2-stage AD process to recover energy from black 


liquor.  
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The CH4 yield from AD of readily biodegradable substrates is variable and typically range from 50 to 80% of the 


theoretical CH4 yield assuming 1 mol glucose produces 3 mol CH4  (Rabaey et al. 2005).  In this study, the CH4 


yield from PrBL AD was 568% of the theoretical CH4 yield. The reason for not attaining the maximum biogas 


production is likely attributed to the oxidative nature of the photocatalysis process which resulted in loss of reduced 


carbon for AD (Carlsson et al. 2012) and the conversion of electron equivalences for microbial growth.  An 


additional reason is the possible presence of residual untreated lignin in the pretreated black liquor.   


3.3 Microbial fuel cell performance 


Shewa and Lalman (2014) recently reported electricity production from a feed containing a model lignin compound. 


Evaluating the performance of the SCMFCs was based on voltage generation, power density, potential efficiency, 


columbic efficiency and COD removal.  In this case, different feeds included diluted black liquor and pretreated 


diluted black liquor (PrBL). 


3.3.1 Electricity generation 


The feasibility of utilizing PrBL as a feedstock for electricity generation was evaluated and compared with glucose. 


The SCMFCs were fed repeatedly with glucose until a repeatable voltage was achieved and thereafter, the fuel cells 


were fed PrBL plus glucose in an incremental fashion (Table 3).  Similar studies conducted by Chae et al. (2009) 


indicated that an anode biofilm enriched for a specific substrate has the potential to acclimate to other substrates 


within a short time depending on the substrate type.  The maximum voltage produced from SCMFCs fed PrBL at 


different proportions is shown in Table 3. The COD content of the feeds at each phase was constant in order to 


compare the electricity generation capacity.  The maximum voltage of 524±93 mV which was achieved for PrBL 


fed SCMFCs was approximately 82% of the maximum achieved from glucose fed SCMFCs.  


Table 3: Maximum voltages obtained with glucose, glucose plus PrBL mixtures and PrBL 


Substrate 


 


Maximum 


Voltage (V) 


Glucose (GL)  0.640±0.010 


GL(2/3) plus PrBL(1/3) 0.590±0.045 


GL(1/3) plus  PrBL(2/3) 0.600±0.040 


PrBL only  0.525±0.095 


Note: COD content of the feeds at each phase = 620±25 mgL-1;  


GL = Glucose; PrBL = Pretreated black liquor  


 


3.3.2 Power density 


According to Pant et al. (2010), the current and power density, CE and substrate removal efficiencies differences 


between various reported studies is due to the experimental conditions under examination.  These conditions include 


initial wastewater composition, concentration and MFC operating conditions. The power produced from the 


SCMFCs fed PrBL was monitored under similar conditions in comparison to those fed glucose.  The COD level in 


the feed containing either glucose or PrBL was maintained at 620 mg COD L-1 to aid in comparison of the data set. 


The PrBL fed SCMFCs generated maximum current and power densities of 8,045 mA m-3 and 2,815 mW m-3, 


respectively. The corresponding maximum current and power densities normalized to the cathode area were 1,065 


mA m-2 and 373 mW m-2, respectively. 


 


Even though the initial PrBL and the initial glucose fed levels in SCMFCs were maintained at a constant COD 


concentration (620 mg L-1), the amount of electricity produced was not the same (Figure 3, Table 4).  Several studies 


conducted with different substrates reported less power production than that achieved with acetate and glucose 


(Logan 2008).  The lower power production could be because of low biodegradability of the substrates and 


difference in biofilm kinetics (Logan and Rabaey 2012).  SCMFCs fed with PrBL generated less electricity when 


compared to those fed glucose (Figures 4 and 5).  The internal resistance (Rin) of the SCMFCs fed glucose (202 


ohms) was greater than that of PrLS fed SCMFCs (335 ohms).  A possible explanation for less power generation and 


higher Rin for PrBL fed SCMFCs is the presence of compounds which are not be easily oxidized by electrogenic 


bacteria. These compounds may include complex organic chemicals derived from wood chips (Cardoso et al. 2009). 
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Numerous studies have indicated that the power generation capacity and performance of MFCs strongly depends on 


the type of substrate fed to the MFCs (Catal et al. 2008, Lee et al. 2008, Chae et al. 2009, Pant et al. 2010, Sharma 


and Li 2010).  


 


 
Figure 3: Voltage generation from GL (glucose) and PrBL (pretreated black liquor)  


at mesophilic temperature for one feeding cycle after obtaining a stable and repeatable voltage 


Table 4: Electrochemical properties of SCMFCs fed with GL and PrBL 


Substrate Current density Power density Rin() 
mA m-3 mA m-2 mW m-3 mW m-2 


Glucose 15630 2070 6425 850 200 


PrBL 8045 1065 2815 375 335 


Note: Rin = Internal resistance. 


3.3.4 Coulombic efficiency and COD removal  


The coulombic efficiency is an indicator of the fraction of organic matter diverted to electricity production 


(Lefebvre et al. 2008).  The CE obtained from the PrBL fed SCMFCs was 7.8±0.6% (Table 5).   Similar studies by 


Ozkaya et al. (2013) using a leachate fed to MFCs reported a CE value of 8%.  However, the COD removal reported 


by Ozakaya et al. (2013) was 45% while in this study the COD removed reached approximately 89%. Work by Min 


et al. (2005) has reported a CE of 8% from single chamber MFC treating swine wastewater. 


 


The low CE (7.8±0.6%) achieved from using PrBL might be attributed to the presence of methanogens which 


compete with electrochemically active microorganisms and convert organic material to methane (Oliveira et al. 


2013).  This is a major drawback for MFCs since, methane production can considerably lower the amount of 


electricity produced (Lefebvre et al. 2008).   In comparison to PrBL, the higher CE value (20.3%) for glucose fed 


SCMFCs is consistent with previous studies conducted on glucose fed MFCs.  The CE reported in this study is 


comparable with values reported by Cheng et al. (2006). Using similar graphite brush anode electrodes and air-


cathode, Cheng et al. (2006) reported a CE of 23%.  The higher CE values observed for SCMFCs fed glucose is 


attributed to the biodegradability of glucose and its byproducts when compared to PrBL.  Work by Chae et al. 


(2009) has shown a 72.3% CE for acetate-fed MFC while the CE for butyrate, propionate and glucose were 43.0%, 


36.0% and 15.0%, respectively.  


 


The potential efficiency for glucose fed SCMFCs of approximately 77.4% is comparable to the potential efficiency 


(65.7 %) for PrBL. The COD removal efficiencies were 76.1% and 89.3% for the glucose fed and PrBL fed 


SCMFCs, respectively. Therefore, the comparable COD removal and potential efficiency achieved when using 


glucose and PrBL as a feed to SCMFCs confirm that microbial fuel cells are a promising technology for recovering 


energy from black liquor pretreated with photocatalysis. 
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Figure 4: Power density curves normalized to (a) working volume and (b) cathode surface area 


 


 


Figure 5: Polarization curves of SCMFCs fed GL (glucose) and PrBL (pretreated black liquor) 


 


Table 5: Efficiencies of SCMFCs fed with GL and PrBL 


Substrate 


Vmax 


(mV) 


OCVmax 


(mV) 


PE 


(%) 


CE 


(%) 


ECE 


(%) 


η 
COD 


(%) 


Glucose       642 829 77.4 20.3 15.7 76.1 


PrBL 525 797 65.7 7.8 5.1 89.3 


Note: Vmax = Maximum voltage; OCV = Open circuit voltage; PE = Potential efficiency;  


CE = Coulombic efficiency; ECE = Energy conversion efficiency; η 
COD = COD removal efficiency 


3.4 Comparison of energy production 


Based on the calorific content of glucose, an MFC can theoretically (at 100% efficiency during fermentation) deliver 


3 kWh for every kg of organic matter (dry weight) in a single fermentative step (instead of 1 kWh of electricity and 


2 kWh of heat per kg of dry organic matter (dry weight) in hydrogen and biogas production by employing several 


process steps) (Rabaey et al. 2005). To aid the comparison of energy production for the two technologies, the energy 


was calculated based on Joules(J)/g CODadded. The energy production was 7143 and 874 J/g CODadded for the 2-stage 


AD and SCMFC, respectively. The corresponding energy generated from the 2-stage AD and SCMFC were 1.98 


and 0.24 kWh per kg CODadded, respectively. Despite the fact that energy conversion efficiencies are higher for 


MFCs compared to other biofuel production processes, the results from this study indicate that the energy recovered 


by the SCMFC is less than that of the 2-stage AD. The lower generation of electricity by MFCs, which is less than  


the theoretical expected generation can be attributed to physical, chemical and biochemical factors which include (1) 


the microbial activity to oxidize the PrBL, (2) electron transfer rate to the electrode from the microbes, (3) circuit 


resistance, (4) proton transfer from the anode compartment to the air-cathode, (5) oxygen supply and reduction at the 


cathode, and (6) oxygen diffusion into the anode compartment (Kim et al., 2006).   
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4. CONCLUSIONS 


This study demonstrated the feasibility of using a 2-stage AD or electro-biochemical processes for treating and 


recovering energy from diluted black liquor. The energy produced from both systems was analyzed and quantified. 


This is the first study to demonstrate the possibility and potential of producing electricity from diluted black liquor 


using MFCs. The conclusions from this study are as follows: 1. The UV/TiO2 photocatalytic degradation process 


enhanced the biodegradablility of black liquor, 2. A total biogas production of 195±30 mL CH4 per g CODadded was 


obtained from using 2-stage AD of PrBL, 3. The PrBL feed SCMFCs, operating at 37oC, generated maximum 


current and power densities of 8045±340 mA m-3 and 2815±120 mW m-3, respectively. The corresponding 


maximum current and power densities normalized to the cathode area were 1065±45 mA m-2 and 375±15 mW m-2, 


respectively. The SCMFCs removed 89.3±0.8% of the COD of PrBL and achieved a coulombic and potential 


efficiencies of 7.8±0.6% and 65.7%, respectively, 4. The low current and power densities for SCMFCs fed PrBL 


compared to those fed glucose is likely due to the inability of electrogenic bacteria to oxidize complex organic 


compounds and 5. The 2 stage AD produced higher amount of energy (1.98±0.30 kWh per kg CODadded) from PrBL 


compared to the energy recovered by SCMFC (0.24±0.02 kWh per kg CODadded). 
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ABSTRACT  


Since the abundance of conventional oil & gas proven reserves are exhibiting decline, the exploration of alternative 


energy resources has become critical to meet the increasing demands of energy consumption of the present and 


future population. To solve the shortages of resources, oil & gas industries and governments across the globe are 


investing in technology development for the exploration and extraction of unconventional oil & gas sources such as 


extra heavy oil, oil sands, oil shale, thermal depolymerisation, and coal and gas conversion, among others. Although 


the alternatives present a feasible solution, the different impacts due to project development and operations have 


only had a short amount of time to be realized. The Canadian oil sands—the third largest proven reserves of oil after 


Saudi Arabia and Venezuela—are located in Northern Alberta, Canada; these deposits of unconventional oil are an 


attractive investment for oil & gas developers and governments not only because of the size of the reserves but also 


the geopolitical stability of the region. Nevertheless, the development of the projects and current operations are 


facing opposition and struggling with a negative campaign around the world due in part to misinformation of the 


facts, lack of knowledge of the process throughout the life cycle of projects, and years of stakeholder 


mismanagement. Indisputably, the development of these projects elicits a series of impacts (environmental, social, 


economic, and health); developers and operators may dispute the intensity of the impacts, but not the existence of 


them. Based on the indicators used by ten organizations, the manuscript discusses sustainability performance and 


reporting of the Canadian oil sands developers and operators. Analyzing the statistics of the social, economic, and 


environmental impacts contributes to a broader understanding of the current state of the Canadian oil sands 


development, while identifying advances and setbacks, and noticing the need for the development of reporting and 


benchmarking tools with the aim of supporting sustainability performance and reporting.  


 


Keywords: sustainability, sustainability performance assessment, oil & gas, oil sands, energy consumption 


1. INTRODUCTION 


One of the largest deposits of oil in the world can be found in the Canadian oil sands located predominantly in the 


areas of Athabasca, Cold Lake, and Peace River in Northern Alberta. The deposits contain nearly 167.2 billion 


barrels of recoverable oil using current available technology and given certain economic conditions to make the 


exploitation feasible. The recovery process can be accomplished through surface mining and various in-situ 


methodologies. The complete life cycle of these projects begins with the resource and assessment phase, followed 


by rights and exploration, scheme approval, project approval, recovery, upgrading, royalties, refining and sale, 


shutdown, and finalizing with reclamation.  


 


The different impacts from the oil sands development and operations are directly linked to surface mining and in-


situ processes; however, there are other activities to consider in the assessment of social, economic, environmental, 


and health impacts (e.g., provisional housing/buildings, permanent housing/buildings, roads, fluid transportation and 


storage, upgrading and refining processes, reclamation, CO2, SOx, and capture and storage of other GHGs). Not 


only have the processes used in the exploitation of the resource caught the attention of stakeholders at the national 


and international levels, but also the operation and rapid development of the projects. Alberta Energy (2015) reports 


that the mining operations have disturbed 715 km2 of boreal forest as of January 2013, and 66% of the total oil sands 


area has been leased to developing companies for extraction, which has been distributed as follows: 44% of Peace 


River, 74% of Athabasca, and 55% of Cold Lake. Oil sands’ surface mining operations and in-situ recovery 
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processes continue to support Canada’s total oil production, which represented 56% in 2012, and it is expected to 


continue growing yearly (National Energy Board 2015). Surface mining operations represented 51% (889,000 


barrels per day) of Alberta’s oil sands production in 2011, while 49% (854,000) came from in-situ operated sites 


(Energy Resources Conservation Board 2012). As a result of surface mining and in-situ operations, the Canadian oil 


sands projects present four main areas for environmental concern: air, soil, water, and tailing ponds. 


 


Oil sands’ stakeholders face a certain level of complexity. While there are undisputable negative impacts, the 


exploitation of the natural resource also carries economic benefits for those same stakeholders. Canadian oil sands 


developers and operators do not deny the existence of a range of impacts; however, some controversy may arise in 


the areas of identification of these impacts, the assessment of impact intensity, the implementation of remedial 


actions, and the performance reporting methodology, among others. Subsequently, developing and operating 


organizations act based on regulatory requirements, pressure from stakeholders, or self-motivation in order to obtain 


the social license to operate. Among those activities, the need for transparency and stakeholder engagement has 


resulted in the common practice of reporting sustainability performance assessment in the non-compulsory annual 


sustainability report, which is published by organizations and also available to the public. While organizations seek 


to be perceived as transparent, stakeholders are aiming for accountability in different aspects of the organizations’ 


performance that impact them. Annual sustainability reports published by project developers and operators include a 


wide range of indicators under sections that are self-determined by the organizations. 


 


Within the sustainability report, some metrics or key performance indicators (KPIs) are based on regulatory 


requirements promulgated for the development and operation of the Canadian oil sands. Federal and provincial 


governmental bodies have enacted legislation with the aim of supporting the exploitation of the resource in a 


sustainable manner. Federal agencies include the Environmental Assessment Agency, Environment Canada, 


Fisheries and Oceans Canada (DFO), Transport Canada, and the National Energy Board (NEB), while at the 


provincial level the industry faces Alberta Energy, Energy Resources Conservation Board (ERCB), and Alberta 


Environment and Sustainable Resource Development (AESRD). AESRD not only establishes rules for water use, 


tailings management, air emissions, reclamation activities, monitoring and reporting requirements, and reclamation, 


but also ensures that organizations follow approval conditions and comply with environmental laws. Inspections can 


be scheduled or unannounced and compliance sweeps can also take place. Organizations are required to submit 


verified monitoring data to the government, and multi-stakeholder programs such as the Regional Aquatics 


Monitoring Program and the Wood Buffalo Environmental Association (WBEA) are often supported by developers 


and operators of the projects. 


 


In addition to the legal obligation to report certain aspects of their performance, developers and operators use 


monitoring programs and research activities to support their efforts in the area of sustainability performance and 


reporting. These typically involve provincial and federal governmental bodies, industry, universities, and Aboriginal 


communities (e.g., First Nations, Métis), among several other stakeholders. The Joint Canada-Alberta 


Implementation Plan for Oil Sands Monitoring integrates and enhances environmental monitoring systems to assess 


the cumulative impacts of oil sands activity on water, biodiversity, and air quality (Environment Canada 2014a). The 


joint plan uses a data portal in which maps of the monitoring region are included along with details of the 


monitoring sites, up-to-date data collected by scientists in the field, and scientific analysis and interpretation of the 


data and results. With the aim of improving environmental performance, the Canada’s Oil Sands Innovation 


Alliance (COSIA) has been launched with the participation of 13 members and targets four priority areas: tailings, 


water, land, and GHGs. Both initiatives share a common focus on performance improvement, increased 


transparency, and stakeholder engagement.  


 


International reporting standards are also used by developers and operators of the Canadian oil sands. The Global 


Reporting Initiative (GRI) serves as a sustainability reporting tool with the intent to communicate the performance 


in different areas within the scope of sustainability. The GRI is a non-compulsory standard in which the organization 


determines the level of reporting by selecting whichever KPIs they choose to self-declare. Some organizations 


adhered to the GRI guidelines, which typically specify the indicators that have been reported in their annual 


sustainability report. 
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2. ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY OF SUSTAINABILITY PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT AND 


REPORTING 


The development and operation of the oil sands resources carry social, economic, environment, and health impacts, 


among others; the degree of these impacts can be argued, but their existence is indisputable. While, economically, 


the projects are perceived to contribute to the development not only of the region, but also the country, the balance 


between social wellbeing and environmental protection represents the sustainable path of the oil sands resource. The 


four most common environmental impacts from oil sands development and operation are greenhouse gas (GHG) 


emissions, land use, water use, and tailing ponds (Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers 2015). These 


environmental aspects, in addition to social and economic performance, are typically included in an annual 


sustainability report that has become an industry practice for oil sands developers and operators. 


  


Each organization independently presents a number of metrics or KPIs based on internal and external stakeholder 


and stockholder expectations. The information and indicators vary, drastically in some cases, from one organization 


to another; still, commonalities are found in these reports and are used to analyze the current trajectory of the oil 


sands development. These commonalities are found in broad areas (e.g., land, water, air) of performance, as 


developers must meet minimum legal requirements in these areas. Additionally, although the aim is to benchmark 


the performance of detailed aspects of their processes, oil sands developers and operators are not required to 


specifically measure and/or report on common sustainable development indicators (SDIs), nor is there a tool 


currently implemented industry-wide to do so. Conversely, Poveda and Lipsett (2011a, b; 2014) have developed the 


Wa-Pa-Su project sustainability rating system targeting this existing gap.  


 


The analysis is based on reports from ten oil sands developers and/or operators using the surface mining process and 


in-situ methodologies for the exploitation of the resource. The organizations which have been included are: 


Canadian Natural Resources Limited (CNRL), Cenovus Energy Inc. (Cenovus Energy), ConocoPhillips Canada 


(ConocoPhillips), Devon Energy Corporation (Devon Energy), Husky Energy Inc. (Husky Energy), Imperial Oil 


Limited (Imperial Oil), Nexen, Shell Canada Ltd. (Shell), Suncor Energy, and Syncrude Canada Ltd. (Syncrude). 


3. THE LAND RESOURCE 


Surface mining operation has disturbed about 767 km2 (approximately 0.2% of Alberta’s boreal forest), of which 77 


km2 has been under active reclamation as of December 31, 2012 (AESRD 2015). In contrast, the Government of 


Alberta (2014a) states, “in situ’s land disturbance is 10% to 15% of a similar sized mining operation and produces 


no tailing ponds.” In an effort to advance the reclamation process, new definitions were introduced in 2009 with the 


aim of improving the tracking of the level of land disturbance and reclamation progress. Moreover, the land use can 


be tracked in different stages of progress with the corresponding quantifiable area. As of December 31, 2012 the 


status of all land affected by oil sands mining has been recorded as follows: 104 hectares (ha) have been certified 


reclaimed, 5,447 ha have been permanently reclaimed, 1,244 ha have been temporarily reclaimed, 1,543 ha have 


been soils placed, 181 ha have been categorized as ready for reclamation, 61,832 ha have been disturbed, and 19,265 


ha have been cleared (AESRD 2015). 


 


Surface mining project developers are required to submit a closure plan in which they must indicate how disturbed 


areas will be reclaimed. Additionally, a reclamation security (i.e., bond) must be provided as a guarantee that mining 


operators will complete the reclamation process. In reclamation security for the oil sands industry, the government 


has held over Can$ 1 billion as of June 30, 2013. The stringent reclamation process currently in place requires 


monitoring of the area once the reclamation is complete since establishing a successful ecosystem may take over 15 


years. The reclamation certificate is issued only once the reclaimed land meets the objectives of equivalent land 


capacity. In 2008, the first successful reclamation process was completed (Alberta Energy 2015); the Government of 


Alberta issued a land reclamation certificate to Syncrude for the 104 ha parcel of land known as Gateway Hill 


(Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers 2012; Government of Alberta 2015). 


 


Cenovus Energy has set an annual performance target, which, in 2013, resulted in more than 2,000 wells under 


active reclamation and 126 reclamation certificates issued by the Province of Alberta; it has been reported that 250 


to 300 wells become inactive each year, and those numbers are expected to dramatically increase over the next 15 


years (Cenovus Energy 2013). In reference to submitted reclamation certificates, CNRL reports a total of 337 
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reclamation certificates in NA E&P (North America Exploration and Production) in 2014 representing more than 


760 ha of land. CNRL’s Horizon site reclaimed 30 ha in 2014, totalling 263 ha since 2009 when operations began 


(CNRL 2014). On the other hand, ConocoPhillips has shown a cumulative total land footprint added of 961.0 ha and 


only 15.2 ha of land in reclamation (ConocoPhillips Canada 2014). 


 


Shell reports permanent and temporary reclamation for two projects: Muskeg River Mine and Jackpine Mine. The 


number of cumulative permanent reclaimed hectares in the Muskeg River Mine project has fluctuated from 16.0 ha 


to 166.1 ha in the past five years, measuring 166.0 ha in 2014, while the Jackpine Mine project does not report any 


progress in that area. On the other hand, the Jackpine Mine project reports a small number of hectares for cumulative 


temporary reclamation in the past five years, totalling 57.4 ha in 2014, while the Muskeg River Mine totals 154.2 ha 


for the same year (Shell Canada 2014). Additionally, the total active footprint—including mine and plant size—for 


Shell projects totalled 13,960 ha in 2014 (Shell Canada 2014). Suncor Energy has disturbed 21,690 ha of land 


through mining operations since production began in 1967 (Suncor Energy 2014). As of the end of 2012, Suncor 


Energy has reclaimed 1,708 ha, and has targeted a 100% increase in land area to be reclaimed by 2015 as compared 


to 2007 (Suncor Energy 2014). In 2014, disturbed land used for mine or plant purposes and total active footprint—


mine and plant site footprint—of Syncrude projects had been measured at 19,984 ha and 28,951 ha, respectively; 


those figures represent an increment of nearly 14% since 2009 (Syncrude Canada 2014). In relation to temporary 


and permanent land reclamation, Syncrude reports 632 ha for temporary reclamation in 2014, which marks a 


decrease from the three previous consecutive years, while permanent land that has been reclaimed increased from 


3,403 ha in 2013 to 3,516 ha in 2014 (Syncrude Canada 2014). 


 


Finally, the limited number or complete absence of metrics or KPIs related to the land resource is a commonality 


found in the sustainability reports presented by Nexen, Devon Energy, Imperial Oil, and Husky Energy. Imperial Oil 


(2014) reports that 100 ha of land have been permanently reclaimed and over 16 million m3 of soil have been 


stockpiled for future use at the Kearl oil sands mining project, while Husky Energy includes in its report a 98% 


approval rate on the submission of reclamation sites for regulatory approval, and that 1,232 sites have been certified, 


which has returned 6,000 ha of land to the pre-disturbance condition; however, the number of reclamation 


certificates had been decreasing since 2010 until, conversely, in 2014, the number of certificates began to increase 


once again. (Husky Energy 2014). 


4.  THE WATER RESOURCE 


The amount of water used for recycling has reached levels of 80% to 95% in oil sands projects industry-wide; in 


order to produce one barrel of oil, the oil sands require two and a half barrels of fresh water in the surface mining 


process, and half of a barrel in in-situ operations (AESRD 2015). While the mining process uses between two to four 


barrels of fresh water plus an additional eight to ten barrels of recycled water to produced one barrel of oil, the in-


situ process uses only one half of a barrel of fresh water plus two and a half barrels of non-potable and recycled 


water. 


 


Three percent of the average annual river flow of the Athabasca River is allocated for oil sands projects, including 


those oil sands mines which have already been approved; however, the actual water use is less than 1% of the 


average annual flow. Although the production of oil from the oil sands has increased, the levels of fresh water use 


by mature oil sands mining operations remains similar to those in the 1980s and 1990s. It is common to find that in-


situ projects use deep salty or brackish water instead of fresh water; if required, fresh water for in-situ projects 


usually comes from groundwater sources. The total amount of fresh surface water used by all oil sands mining 


operations in 2015 was 166.79 million m3, while the total amount of groundwater and river water used by all in-situ 


operators was 26.42 million m3, and was 4.35 million m3 by all upgrader operators. 


 


Different regulations and frameworks have been developed for the protection of water resources in the Athabasca 


region. The provincial regulatory system and the Athabasca River Water Management Framework have set 


mandatory limits on withdrawals and wastewater releases. Other frameworks have been developed to protect the 


water quality of regional aquifers and the lower Athabasca River; the groundwater management framework has been 


set to develop a regional groundwater monitoring network, and sets interim regional groundwater quality triggers for 


key indicators; furthermore, the surface water quality management framework has been developed to protect aquatic 


life and other surface water quality uses (AESRD 2015). 
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Cenovus Energy reports the water consumption and water use intensity of fresh and saline water both company-wide 


and across oil sands projects. Fresh water use had shown an increase until 2013, but decreased by 51% in 2014 due 


to the completion of the dewatering pilot project at the Telephone Lake project; the fresh water intensity has 


remained relatively steady since 2012, fluctuating between 0.05 and 0.06 bbls/BOE, which is about 84% lower than 


the industry’s average fresh water use intensity for in-situ oil sands and Western Canadian oil (and natural gas) 


production; Cenovus Energy has improved the fresh water consumption by 76% in its Foster Creek operation by 


recycling more water and using saline water, or salty water, instead of fresh groundwater (Cenovus Energy 2014). 


CNRL shows fluctuations in total water withdrawal between 2010 and 2014. Levels of fresh water withdrawal, 


which in 2010 amounted to 20,845,454 m3, increased to 21,409,907 m3 in 2014, while brackish, non-potable water 


use increased from 117,369 m3 to 797,719 m3 in the same time period. Although CNRL does not report the water 


use intensity, the organization claims water recycle rates of 94.9% in the Pelican Lake polymerflood operations and 


99.8% in the Nipisi light oil waterflood operations (CNRL 2013). 


 


ConocoPhillips includes in its report the water use for the Pilot and Phase I projects. Three indicators can be 


highlighted for the Phase I project: the produced water used increased from 2,774,888 m3 to 3,648,959 m3 between 


2010 and 2014; the disposal water also presented an increase from 2010 to 2013, but decreased to 383,157 m3 in 


2014; and, makeup water intensity values seem to have shown a decrease with 0.27 (m3) reported for 2014 


(ConocoPhillips Canada 2014). Similarly, Shell classifies their water use in three areas of operations: Scotford 


upgrader, mine, and in-situ. While the water use of the three areas of operations increased from 103.1 million m3 in 


2009 to 160 million m3 in 2014, water use intensity presents a different outlook. In the Scotford upgrader operation, 


the fresh water use intensity (bbl water consumed/bbl Muskeg River Mine and Jackpine Mine bitumen) fluctuated 


between 0.42 and 0.45 in 2014; mine water use intensity (Athabasca Riverwater consumed/bbl bitumen) decreased 


from 2.41 in 2010 to 1.14 in 2014; in-situ fresh water use intensity (bbl water consumed/bbl in situ bitumen) values 


have fluctuated from 2.22 to 1.61, and have been measured at 1.40 in the past year (Shell Canada 2014). 


 


Suncor Energy reports that oil sands mining operations have consumed 2.01 m3 of water to produce 1 m3 of oil, 


which represents a 13% reduction in water consumption intensity since 2007. Imperial Oil’s report includes 


freshwater consumption values fluctuating from 110.7 million to 203.4 million barrels between 2010 to 2014, with 


2014 indicating a fresh water consumption of 169.9 million barrels; the report also shows a decrease in fresh water 


use intensity value reaching 0.29 m3 of fresh water per m3 of bitumen produced in 2013; this was followed by a 


slight increase to 0.31 m3 of fresh water per m3 of bitumen produced in 2014 (Imperial Oil 2014; Suncor Energy 


2014). Husky Energy only reports water withdrawals, which have increased between 2011 and 2014 from 18.6 


million m3 to 234 million m3, while Syncrude’s performance does not provide much of a positive outlook: fresh 


water withdrawal levels from the Athabasca River are on an increasing path with 40.7 million m3 of water 


withdrawn in 2014, whereas the fresh water intensity has decreased to 2.35 barrels of water per barrel of production 


SCO (synthetic crude oil) in 2014; the fresh water use intensity (measured in barrel of water per barrel of bitumen) 


continues to increase varying from 1.70 in 2010 to 2.18 in 2014 (Husky Energy 2014; Syncrude Canada 2014). 


4.1 Tailing Ponds 


Sand, clay and other minerals, water, and bitumen are the components that comprise the oil sands. Such a mixture, 


in its natural form, cannot be used by refineries to produce usable fuels (e.g., gasoline, diesel); therefore, the oil 


sands must be mixed with hot water and diluent (naphthanic, parafanic) to separate the bitumen from the sand. In the 


separation process, water, clay, some small portions of bitumen, organic compounds, and solvents become tailings 


that must be contained in ponds, as provincial law restricts the release of water that has been in contact with bitumen 


into regional water bodies. The function of tailing ponds is to allow the settlement of fine and coarse sands as well 


as the storage of water for reuse. As seepages are potential risks, the tailing ponds are built with groundwater 


monitoring systems and groundwater collection systems to facilitate the capture of any seepage and its return to the 


ponds.  


 


The latest statistics include 220 km2 (54,363 acres) at the end of 2013 of total area occupied by oil sands tailing 


ponds and associated structures such as dikes; these numbers include 88 km2 (21,745 acres) of total liquid surface 


area of ponds, and a 975.6 Mm3 of total volume of fine fluid tailings reported by the mine operators for 2013 


(AESRD 2015). As a result of increasing oil production, the Alberta Energy Resources Conservation Board issued 


Directive 074 in February of 2009, which included tougher regulations for managing tailings. The directive 
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indicated that oil sands operators must not only reduce tailings but also provide target dates for closure and 


reclamation of ponds. Additionally, in order to prevent birds from landing on the ponds, the management of tailing 


ponds requires bird deterrence systems be put in place which meet the government’s approval requirements. 


 


Land disturbance occurs because of different processes, including the creation of tailing ponds; therefore, these areas 


must undergo the reclamation process. Industry developers and operators have planted more than 12 million tree 


seedlings toward reclamation efforts, including 6 million trees planted by Suncor Energy, of which 900,000 trees 


were planted in 2012 alone (Alberta Energy 2015; Suncor Energy 2014). Wildlife and biodiversity is another aspect 


of the reclamation process of land used for tailing ponds, mining, or any other operation in the development of the 


oil sands projects. For large-scale industrial operations, Environmental Impact Assessments (EIAs) are mandatory; 


oil sands developers and operators are required to create management plans with the aim of minimizing the impacts 


on wildlife and other biodiversity as laws and regulations have been implemented to protect the environment; the 


Alberta government is required to monitor and verify that the industry follows through on the implementation of 


these plans (AESRD 2015). In addition, tougher regulations were introduced in 2009 with the aim of improving the 


management of tailings, which included mandates to reduce the amount of fluid tailings created, and targeted dates 


for pond closures and reclamation. 


 


Imperial Oil operates the Kearl oil sands mining project and Cold Lake production facility, which is the world’s 


largest in-situ oil sands facility. Similarly, Devon Energy, Husky Energy, and Nexen’s operations concentrate on the 


use of in-situ technology to recover the bitumen. The sustainability reports produced by these four developers and 


operators do not include any metric or KPIs related to tailing ponds management (Devon Energy 2015; Husky 


Energy 2014; Imperial Oil 2014; Nexen 2014).  


 


Finally, as one of the most challenging areas of oil sands development, tailing ponds are the focus of research and 


development among stakeholders, including government, scientists, developers, and operators. Efforts are being 


made in different areas: tailings performance criteria, management technologies, and initiatives to accelerate the 


reclamation of areas used for tailing ponds (CNRL 2014; Cenovus Energy, 2014; ConocoPhillips Canada 2014; 


Devon Energy 2015; Husky Energy 2014; Imperial Oil 2014; Nexen 2014; Shell Canada 2014; Suncor Energy 2014; 


Syncrude Canada 2014). 


5. THE AIR RESOURCE 


The Alberta Environmental Protection and Enhancement Act (EPEA) underlines Alberta’s ambient air quality 


objectives and guidelines. The Air Quality Health Index (AQHI) is used as a parameter to measure the air quality of 


the surroundings, which serves as a guideline for the design and operation of industrial facilities that must remain 


below stipulated ambient air quality objectives. The air quality of the surroundings, as indicated by the AQHI, is 


calculated based on the risks of a combination of pollutants known to be harmful to humans, including ozone at 


ground level, particulate matter (PM2.5/PM10), and nitrogen dioxide (NO2) (Environment Canada 2014b). The 


AQHI is measured using a scale of 1 to 10+ in which higher numbers indicate higher health risk: low (1 to 3), 


moderate (4 to 6), high (7 to 10), and very high (above 10). In an effort to control the release of substances and 


pollutants into the atmosphere from industrial activities, monitoring stations are located throughout the oil sands 


area. Currently, the air quality in the sands region is observed by 15 active stations operated by the Wood Buffalo 


Environmental Association (WBEA), which monitor the air quality 24 hours a day and 365 days a year across the 


region; the industry also possesses another 70 passive stations, and the WBEA has portable monitoring stations for 


their use as necessary (AESRD 2015). Statistics for AQHI available for five communities in the oil sands region 


indicate low risk air quality more than 95% of the time. Moreover, the Fort McMurray area shows decreasing annual 


average concentrations of sulphur dioxide and carbon monoxide while also revealing an increase in concentrations 


of nitrogen dioxide and no clear trend for concentrations of ozone (Government of Alberta 2014b). 


 


Cenovus Energy presents a decreasing path of NOx emissions from 2010 to 2014, and Syncrude had been on the 


same track until 2014 when the emissions demonstrated a slight increase to 26.73 thousand tonnes (t) per year. Other 


organizations included in the analysis either show fluctuations in the rate of emissions or do not incorporate any 


such information in their sustainability report. The performance of Cenovus Energy in the past five years regarding 


NOx emissions and NOx intensity presents a decrease from 13,642 t to 8,060 t and 0.74 to 0.33 tonnes/thousand 


m3OE (oil equivalent), respectively; Syncrude reports a NOx emissions decrease from 30.85 to 26.73 thousand t per 
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year between 2010 to 2014 (Cenovus Energy 2014; Syncrude Canada 2014). On the other hand, CNRL reports a 


significant decrease in NOx emissions from 2010 to 2011; however, NOx emissions have begun to rise since then. 


From 2011 to 2012, the NOx emissions increased over 24.7%, and the 4,696 t in 2014 represents an increase of over 


19.34% compared to the previous year (CNRL 2013, 2014). Imperial Oil had been decreasing between 2009 and 


2012, but has fluctuated between 12.7 thousand t and 12.0 thousand t per year between 2012 and 2014, while 


ConocoPhillips’s performance has not improved in this area; NOx emitted by ConocoPhillips in the past five years 


has increased from 0.065 kilotonnes (kT) in 2007 to 0.737 kT in 2011, which represents an increase of over 


1,133.8% (ConocoPhillips Canada 2014). Shell, Nexen, Husky Energy, Devon Energy, and Suncor Energy do not 


include NOx or SOx performance indicators in their sustainability reports; however, some include other air 


contaminants and even forecast their performance. Suncor Energy, for example, reports their emissions and intensity 


of CO2, which are tracked and forecasted through to 2018 (Suncor Energy 2014). 


 


SO2 emissions performance shows fluctuations in six organizations (i.e., CNRL, Cenovus Energy, ConocoPhillips 


Syncrude, Imperial Oil, Husky Energy), and the other four do not include any metric or KPI in this area. In the 


period between 2010 to 2014, Cenovus Energy’s SO2 emissions and intensity present a decrease from 2010 to 2011, 


but both indicators have been on an increasing path since that time with S02 emissions at 3,127 t and an intensity of 


0.13 tonnes/thousand m3OE in 2014; CNRL has reported values oscillating from 1,988 t to 2,993 t of SOx emissions 


between 2010 and 2014 with a spike of 4,060 t of SOx in 2013 (Cenovus Energy 2014; CNRL 2014). Similarly, 


ConocoPhillips’ emissions of SOx have decreased annually since 2010 reporting 0.129 kT of SOx in 2014, and 


Syncrude Canada has reported SO2 emissions in the range between 25.43 thousand t and 72.97 thousand t per year 


between 2010 to 2014 with a significant decrease from 2013 to 2014, while Imperial Oil’s performance has 


oscillated between 22.9 thousand t and 26.1 thousand t per year between 2010 and 2014 (ConocoPhillips Canada 


2014; Imperial Oil 2014; Syncrude Canada 2014). A decreasing trend in SO2 emissions has been reported by Husky 


Energy from 2009 to 2013, followed by an increase in 2014 (Husky Energy 2014). 


 


Some developers and operators include other metrics or KPIs in addition to NOx and SO2 emissions. The main 


commonality among these indicators is the lack of a clear path as the values have shown fluctuation in the period 


reported by the organizations. Cenovus Energy includes steam to oil ratio (SOR), total gas flared, and total gas 


vented. These indicators do not show a clear path as their values fluctuate in the 2010 to 2014 period; while the 


Christina Lake site has been on a decreasing path since 2011, the Foster Creek site has been rising since 2012 


(Cenovus Energy 2013). Similarly, ConocoPhillips includes gas flared and vented, particular matter (PM), and 


volatile organic compounds, among others (ConocoPhillips Canada 2014). Total gas flared and vented is also 


reported by CNRL, and Syncrude includes PM and volatile organic compounds (VOCs), while Shell mainly focuses 


on indicators related to CO2 emissions, reporting direct, indirect, and intensity for in-situ, Scotford upgrader, and 


Jackpine and Muskeg River mine operations (CNRL 2014; Suncor Energy 2014, Syncrude Canada 2014). Similarly, 


Nexen, Husky Energy, and Imperial Oil include indicators related to CO2 emissions while some organizations 


separate direct and indirect emissions in their reporting (Husky Energy 2014; Imperial Oil 2014; Nexen 2014). 


 


5.1 GHG Emissions 


 


Carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4), and nitrous oxide (NO2) are the primary components of greenhouse gases 


(GHGs); while some organizations disclose their emissions of different GHG components in the reports, others only 


include the overall GHG emissions or simply do not include any metric or KPI in this area of performance. An 


analysis by sector shows that the oil sands operations represent 22% within the Province of Alberta while 


nationwide the oil and gas industry represents 18% (excluding oil sands), and the oil sands only add 5% of the GHG 


emissions. Therefore, Alberta’s oil sands account for less than 0.15% of the world’s GHG emissions (AESRD 


2015). 


 


As pressure increases against the projects, stakeholders, including the governmental sector, have been forced to act 


on behalf of the Canadian people and the environment; for this reason, the Province of Alberta has become the first 


jurisdiction in North America with mandatory reduction regulations for large emitters. The industrial facilities 


emitting more than 100,000 t of GHGs per year are required to lower emissions intensity by 12%, buy carbon off-


sets, or pay a fee. Accordingly, 3.9 million t of offset credits were purchased in Alberta in 2010 as a result of those 


projects that were unable to reduce emissions. Oil sands companies have been able to reduce GHG emission per 


barrel of oil by an average of 39% since 1990 due to investments in research and technology (AESRD 2015). 
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As the emissions of GHGs and oil production increase in parallel, the intensity metric gains relevance among 


stakeholders, including industry (developers and operators), scientists, and governmental organizations. By 2050, 


Alberta’s emissions target includes a reduction of 200 megaTonnes (Mt), in other words 50% below projected 


business as usual, and 14% below 2005 levels. Those 200 Mt are presented as follow: 24 Mt from conservation & 


energy efficiency, 139 Mt from carbon capture & storage, and 37 Mt from green energy production (AESRD 2015). 


 


Cenovus Energy presents opposite scenarios between GHG emissions and GHG emissions intensity; the direct GHG 


emissions for the organization increased from 2,247 kT CO2e in 2010 to 4,381 kT CO2e in 2013, while the direct 


GHG emissions intensity for the same time period went from 0.33 t to 0.29 t CO2e/m3 OE (Cenovus Energy 2014). 


On the other hand, indicators from other organizations have shown fluctuations in the past few years, which causes 


difficulty in the estimation of future performance or the identification of a clear path. CNRL’s indirect and direct 


GHG emissions and direct GHG emissions intensity values fluctuate in the period from 2011 to 2014 with a direct 


GHG emission intensity of 0.083 t CO2e/BOE in 2014, which represents a decrease of 11.7% from the previous year 


(CNRL 2014). Similarly, the GHG emissions reported by Syncrude also fluctuate, but have held steady at 0.11 t 


CO2e per barrel produced in 2013 and 2014. The organization includes in its report the GHG emissions as per 


Environment Canada quantification guidelines and Specified Gas Emitters Regulation in addition to the intensity 


based on t of CO2e per barrel produced and per m3 produced; the values of these four indicators fluctuate in the 


period between 2009 and 2013 (Syncrude Canada 2014). 


 


Suncor Energy indicates in its forecast through to 2018 an overall increase of GHG emissions and a decrease of 


emissions intensity, while Imperial Oil’s GHG emissions intensity for upstream operations increased to 0.070 t of 


CO2e per barrel of oil equivalent produced in 2013, but slightly decreased in 2014, and downstream and chemicals 


show similar fluctuation with 1.38 t of CO2e per unit of normalized throughput in 2014. Other organization only 


include CO2 emissions and intensity indicators as part of their GHG performance reporting strategy; Husky Energy’s 


performance shows an increase in total direct and indirect CO2 equivalent emissions in the period between 2011 to 


2014; ConocoPhillips is on an increasing path of direct carbon dioxide (CO2) as the organization performance shows 


an annual increase since 2009 with a slight decrease in 2014; and, Nexen’s Canada-wide performance indicates an 


increase of CO2 equivalent emissions and fluctuations intensity since 2011 with 1.07 emissions per cubic metre (t 


CO2/m3 OE) in 2014; furthermore, Shell follows a decreasing path in CO2 emissions and intensity between 2010 and 


2014.  


 


Developing and operating organizations also report other indicators related to GHG and air resource performance. 


Energy use and energy intensity serve to broaden the understanding of the magnitude of the oil sands projects. 


Cenovus Energy and Syncrude report their energy consumption and intensity performance; however, the data offers 


two different outlooks of the industry. While the energy use for Cenovus Energy has been steadily increasing with 


85.1 million Gigajoules (GJ) consumed in 2014, Syncrude shows the opposite, reporting 131,902 billion BTUs 


(British thermal unit) consumed in the same year. Regarding energy intensity, Cenovus Energy presents constant 


improvement in performance from 2009 to 2014, as the indicator shows a decrease from 7.26 to 5.72 GJ/m3OE, 


while Syncrude reports an increase from 1.26 to 1.39 million BTUs per barrel between 2010 to 2014 (Cenovus 


Energy,2014, Syncrude Canada 2014). 


6. SOCIAL SUSTAINABILITY 


The social component is not only the least defined of the three pillars of sustainability, but is also poorly understood. 


The most widely known approach to sustainability—not necessarily accepted—describes a balance among the social 


wellbeing, economic development, and environmental protection; the social pillar, in this case, includes the areas of 


social capital, labor rights, social equity, human rights, human adaptation, social justice, community resilience, 


livability, health equity, community development, social support, placemaking, social responsibility, and cultural 


competence, among others. The understanding of social sustainability aligns with the limited number and type of 


metrics and KPIs used in performance reporting by developers and operators of the oil sands projects. While a small 


number of statistics are typically included in the area of social sustainability performance reporting, some 


commonalities can be found in the areas of stakeholder engagement, community investment, and labor and human 


resources management. The social section in the sustainability report of some organizations includes company-wide 


statistics rather than oil sands specifics, where, for other companies, the oil sands are the primary focus of their 


operations. 
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Conversely, ConocoPhillips (2014) presents environmental statistics specifically for oil sands operations while the 


social and economic areas of performance include Canadian operations in Artic Canada, oil sands, and Western 


Canada. It is noticeable that the total spent on Aboriginal contracting increased from Can$ 27.4 million in 2010 to 


Can$ 240 million in 2014 while other community investments fluctuated in the same period of time (between Can$ 


5.7 million and Can$ 8.1 million) with over Can$ 7.6 million spent in 2014; Nexen’s operations include oil sands, 


shale gas, conventional gas & coalbed methane, electricity, marketing, and some operations in the Yukon Territory. 


The sustainability report includes a small number of Canada-wide safety performance statistics; the total recordable 


injury frequency (TRIF) is above the Canadian benchmark of 0.75, and the lost-time injury frequency (LTFI) 


fluctuates between 0.04 and 0.20 for the same period between 2012 and 2014. Although Suncor Energy’s 


sustainability report presents consolidated data for the entire company’s operations and uses the Global Reporting 


Initiative (GRI) guidelines, there are no statistics included in order to compare annual performance; however, the 


report includes four main focus areas: (1) safety, health, and security, (2) human rights and social risk, (3) 


stakeholder and aboriginal relations, and (4) community investment. Husky Energy’s report also includes operations 


worldwide. The organization includes statistics in the areas of safety, people, and community while other areas are 


discussed without incorporating any metric or KPI. Husky Energy shows for 2013 an increase of women in senior 


roles of 17.65% while an improvement in safety can also be noticed, as the total recordable injury rate (number of 


lost-time injuries per 200,000 exposure hours) is at 0.80, and LTIF (number of lost-time injuries per 200,000 


exposure hours) is at 0.14. The total recordable incident frequency (employees and contractors per 200,000 hours 


worked) for Imperial Oil’s workforce increased from 0.18 in 2010 to 0.27 in 2014 for employees, and decreased 


from 0.61 in 2010 to 0.33 in 2014 for contractors; also, the community investment has been increasing with Can$ 


20.3 million in 2014. Furthermore, Devon Energy’s total recordable injury rate (employees and contractors per 


200,000 hours worked) is at 1.10 for 2014. 


 


Syncrude, CNRL, and Cenovus Energy’s operations focus on Alberta’s oil sands, and Shell publishes a performance 


report specifically for oil sands operations. Moreover, CNRL’s sustainability report (i.e., stewardship report to 


stakeholders) includes indicators in the areas of safety and employment from 2011 to 2014 with the recordable 


injury rate increasing between 2011 and 2013, but decreasing in 2014 when the indicator was reported at 0.81. 


Cenovus Energy also includes statistics in the areas of safety and employment with fluctuating values for injury rate 


between 0.91 and 0.64 for the period of 2010 to 2014; additionally, the gender breakdown in 2014 indicates that 


1,123 males and 935 females were in the office locations, and out in the field operations the total number of females 


and males were 145 and 1,354, respectively (Cenovus Energy 2014). Among the ten companies included in this 


analysis, Syncrude presents one of the most comprehensive reports in this area. The organization not only contains 


the GRI reporting guidelines, but also incorporates specific indicators in five areas from 2010 to 2014: (1) aboriginal 


relations, (2) community and stakeholder relations, (3) people, (4) labor relations, and (5) safety and health 


(Syncrude Canada 2014). 


 


Finally, the sustainability report from Shell only includes indicators in the area of safety, and discusses relationships 


with indigenous people and social investment. The LTIF has come down from 0.30 in 2013 to 0.16 in 2014; social 


investments spent in 2014 totalled Can$ 3.6 million; and, Aboriginal contracting spent dropped from Can$ 206 


million in 2013 to Can$ 182 million in 2014. 


7. ECONOMIC AND ORGANIZATIONAL SUSTAINABILITY 


Finding the balance among the three pillars of sustainability intrinsically depends on maintaining a “healthy” level 


of indefinitely economic production through the optimization of resources. While the development of some natural 


resources (e.g., oil sands) brings indisputable economic benefits for numerous stakeholders, social and 


environmental impacts may influence the balance to the extent of driving the development toward an unsustainable 


path. Developers and operators of the Canadian oil sands incorporate economic metrics or KPIs to demonstrate not 


only their financial stability but also the contributions to stockholders and local, provincial, national, and 


international economies. 


 


As for social sustainability reporting, some organizations include company-wide economic sustainability, while 


others have oil sands as their primary area of operations. ConocoPhillips (2014) reports yearly increases since 2010 


in the areas of production costs (excluding taxes, capital, and exploration expenditures) and total goods and services 
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spent, while indicators of sales and royalties show fluctuations. Devon Energy (2015) includes three economic 


indicators: (1) total revenues, which fluctuate from Can$ 8.0 to 11.5 billion between 2009 and 2013; (2) annual 


production, which presents small increments since 2010 with 253 million barrels of oil equivalent; and (3) proved 


reserves, which is reported at 3.0 billion barrels of oil equivalents in 2013. Imperial Oil includes in its economic 


development section a series of indicators in which capital and exploration expenditures demonstrate a significant 


growth from Can$ 4,045 million in 2010 to Can$ 8,020 million in 2013, and a decrease to Can$ 5,654 million in 


2014; however, taxes and royalties to the government have fluctuated in the same time period with Can$ 6.0 billion 


for 2014 alone. Husky Energy’s performance from 2011 to 2013 presents an inverse scenario between production 


and net operation earnings; although production has increased to 340 thousand barrels of oil equivalent per day in 


2014, net operating earnings have decreased from Can$ 2,023 million in 2012 to Can$ 2,015 million in 2014. Nexen 


reports annual capital expenditure increases in the period of 2012 to 2014 with Can$ 1.69 billion in 2014. 


Additionally, the organization contributed Can$ 115 million in 2014 in total royalties and income taxes. 


 


Syncrude’s investment in research and development had increased from Can$ 74 million in 2010 to Can$ 192 


million in 2013, but decreased to Can$ 107.4 million in 2014; and, annual economic contributions increased from 


Can$ 6,100 million to Can$ 8,594 million between 2010 and 2013, but decreased to Can$ 7,969 million in 2014. 


Economic contributions include royalties, payroll & municipal taxes, purchased energy, employees (salaries and 


benefits), and goods and services. Suncor Energy and Shell, instead of including any metric or KPI, present a 


dialogue of their economic performance; Cenovus Energy presents some statistics for 2014 in the areas of 


community involvement & investment and contribution to the economy, and CNRL includes for 2014 a summary 


table titled Distribution of Expenditures – Economic Contributions. 


8. SUGGESTIONS FOR SUSTAINABILITY ASSESSMENT PERFORMANCE AND REPORTING 


The creation and evolution of regulations for the development and operation of the oil sands projects have 


accelerated in the past few decades due in part to the need for addressing stakeholders’ concerns and their goals, 


objectives, and vision for a sustainable future. While regulatory requirements are being met, the oil sands 


development is still facing numerous challenges which add to the complex environment. Developers and operators 


not only report on sustainability performance, but also engage and work with stakeholders and invest in research and 


development, among several other efforts. The aim of sustainability performance reporting is to address the 


communication and transparency issues between organizations and their internal and external stakeholders. 


Nevertheless, the current reporting strategies implemented by each organization present one or several of the 


following shortcomings: (1) reported information varies since no formatting standard exists to govern which 


indicators and sections are to be included in the reports; (2) the environmental indicators and targets are easily 


identifiable, as regulatory frameworks serve as a baseline, but the opposite is observed in other areas (e.g., social, 


economic); (3) organizations use different metric units to report the same indicator(s), and performance assessments 


from previous years differ from those included in later sustainability reports; (4) sustainability reporting focuses on 


overall project, organizational, or company-wide performance which limits benchmarking activities; (5) some 


reports only include a small number—if any—of KPIs and metrics, or any other objective sustainability assessment 


measure; (6) inconsistencies in current reports exist for the performance reported in previous years; (7) reported 


indicators such as GHGs cannot be used for benchmarking due to the fact that processes (e.g., surface mining, in-


situ) with the same operational target (e.g., extraction) vary; (8) classification of indictors varies from one company 


to another; and (9) the implementation of standards for sustainability reporting such as the Green Reporting 


Initiative (GRI) is not an industry-wide practice. Indicators included in the GRI are to be used with caution in an 


eventual implementation of a process-criterion benchmarking approach for performance improvement. 


 


With the aim of improving sustainability performance assessment, reporting, and benchmarking processes, there are 


several recommendations for potential improvement: (1) development of industry-wide guidelines for sustainability 


reporting; (2) development and implementation of process-criterion benchmarking methodologies; (3) establishment 


of collaborative learning processes; (4) formation of multi-disciplinary stakeholder committees; (5) development 


and implementation of sustainability and environmental rating systems; and (6) establishment of sustainability 


management systems (SMS) (Poveda and Elbarkouky 2015). 
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ABSTRACT 


Located north of Toronto, Ontario, The Regional Municipality of York, the sixth largest municipality in Canada, is a 


thriving community and home to a well-established service sector. York Region’s population is expected to grow from 


1.1 million in 2013 to 1.8 million in 2041. With more people coming to the Region every year, Rapid Transit projects 


provide significant benefits. Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) lanes are built or being built along the three most heavily 


travelled roads in York Region: Yonge Street, Highway 7 and Davis Drive. To improve the level of safety through 


enhanced visibility and help residents and motorists easily understand this new transit system and follow the right-of-


way, York Region uses coloured asphalt pavement design for its dedicated BRT lanes.  


 


York Region and Metrolinx, an agency of the Government of Ontario created to improve the coordination and 


integration of all modes of transportation in the Greater Toronto and Hamilton Area, retained the Centre for Pavement 


and Transportation Technology (CPATT), located at the University of Waterloo, to identify innovative and sustainable 


future preservation and maintenance solutions to ensure durability and high performance throughout the material’s 


life cycle.   


 


This paper highlights information on how coloured asphalt can be used to achieve technical and social benefits in a 


number of transportation applications. This paper also looks at pavement performance results obtained from 


conducting material testing at the state-of-the-art pavement laboratory at CPATT. These results provide insight into 


the level of resistance the pavement structure will exhibit to loss of surficial colour and friction due to inevitable wear 


and tear. These results are used to compliment performance prediction models describing the expected path of 


deterioration over time. Materials under evaluation included those collected during paving operations and those 


produced under controlled laboratory conditions.  


1. INTRODUCTION 


As the home of a well-established service sector including engineering, information technology (IT), finance and 


insurance, York Region in Ontario has the fastest growing population in Canada. Located north of Toronto, it is a 


thriving community and proactive in promoting efficient transportation. To meet its rapidly increasing need for public 


transit, York Region has used a combination of coloured aggregate and red pigment as surface course for its dedicated 


Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) lanes (Figure 1). The initial BRT lanes are located along the three most heavily travelled 


roads in the Region: Yonge Street, Highway 7 and Davis Drive. 



http://www.mto.gov.on.ca/english/
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Figure 1: A section of Highway 7 BRT lane, York Region, Ontario 


 


Denoting dedicated bus lanes in the right-of-way (ROW) has been implemented globally and allows buses to move 


out of congestion, enabling travellers to get around the busiest corridors faster by using transit. This solution is known 


as Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) and endeavours to create a more vibrant, livable and sustainable urban development by 


providing a pedestrian and transit oriented real estate development. Many metropolitan areas around the world have 


included coloured pavements in their infrastructure to denote dedicated lanes for buses and bicycles. These cities, such 


as New York, London, Ottawa, Sydney and Auckland, all have colouring applied to all or portions of their dedicated 


bus lanes (SDT, 2011). Transit benefits of these installations are well documented in terms of vehicle violation of the 


lanes, however structural and functional performance has not been investigated systematically and data are scarcer.  


 


Developing a BRT system easily understood by ROW users is necessary in order to maintain a high level of safety. 


This is traditionally accomplished through signage and lane markings, however the most effective solution is through 


using a different surface colour for designated lanes. Lane colouring can be accomplished through one of three 


methods: painting, applying a coloured thermoplastic or laying a thin wearing course of Coloured Hot Mix Asphalt 


(CHMA).  


 


In collaboration with the University of North Carolina Highway Safety Research Center (UNCHSRC), the City of 


Portland investigated colour options for bike lane identification in the 1990s and their analysis provides a broad 


analysis of material durability. In brief, their research expected that the most durable solution would be a dyed asphalt 


wearing course, however this was not tested due to the high cost of implementation. Portland installed test sections of 


painted and thermoplastic colours and found that while the painted material wore away after the first winter, the 


thermoplastic proved to still be in good condition after one year (Birk et al., 1999). 


 


Coloured surface treatments for bus lanes were investigated by the New York City Department of Transportation 


(NYDOT) in collaboration with Penn State University in 2010, as part of a study to improve the durability and cost-


effectiveness of colouring treatments. NYDOT has implemented red bus lanes since 2008. Figure 2 shows one of the 


major bus corridors outfitted with red bus lanes. This study focused on long-term field observation and laboratory 


testing of various colouring treatments with a minimum durability and skid-resistance target of three years, which 


were selected to be applied on different road surfaces such as: (1) existing asphalt, (2) new asphalt, (3) existing 


concrete and (4) new concrete (Carry, 2012).  
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Figure 2: Red bus lane on 1st Avenue in Midtown, Manhattan, United States (Carry, 2012) 


 


Overall, their work found that epoxy street paints produced the most durable solution, while hot mixed asphalt (HMA)-


based micro surfaces were promising and required further investigation (Carry, 2012). Moreover, the study concluded 


that regardless of age/condition of the asphalt road surface, treatments experience intense wear at bus stops. This 


wearing was suggested to be due to factors such as: (1) friction caused by buses stopping and starting and (2) prolonged 


heat exposure from bus engines. 


 


Laboratory evaluation of HMA overlays incorporating coloured synthetic binders for use in bus lanes have been 


studied in Seoul, South Korea. This work focused on an unnamed synthetic resin binder and performed number of 


laboratory tests to evaluate the strength and moisture susceptibility of the overlays. The results showed the designed 


overlay was of higher strength and lower moisture susceptibility than traditional HMA mixtures, indicating the 


technical potential of coloured HMA overlay and structure solutions (Lee & Kim, 2007).  


 


The friction, thermal and UV characteristics of coloured asphalt pavement surfaces have been studied to some extent. 


Friction is of high importance due to the minimum requirements for safe vehicle operation, and adding paints and 


polymers to the roadway surface increases the risk of making a driving surface too smooth (Carry, 2012). Coloured 


asphalt reduces the amount of thermal energy absorbed compared to black asphalt and this can reduce the urban heat 


island effect which has major benefits for cities.  


 


One challenge is finding scientific literature on the usage of colouring pigment in HMA, as all major chemical 


suppliers have their own proprietary products. The products tend to be either synthetic binders or pigment solutions. 


In addition, the usage of these materials in Canada has been limited. All additives may have a direct impact on the 


structural, functional and environmental performance of the pavement surface, so when selecting the ideal 


pigmentation option for a given region, it is important to identify the best options and perform thorough laboratory 


and field testing before implementation. 


2. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES AND SCOPES 


A key to proper management of BRT lanes is identifying timely and cost-effective preservation and maintenance 


strategies. This may be difficult without a good understanding of the in-situ materials’ performance and its long-term 


behaviour. To assist decision makers, an array of materials are being systematically evaluated at the state-of-the-art 


pavement laboratory, located at Centre for Pavement and Transportation Technologies (CPATT), to gather 


performance testing results to develop performance prediction models describing the expected path of deterioration 
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over time. Materials under evaluation include those collected during paving operations and materials produced under 


controlled laboratory conditions.  


 


Laboratory performance results are integrated with field observations and semi-automated distress surveys of existing 


road sections. The distress survey is conducted using a semi-automated road analyzer equipped with an extensive set 


of sensors and video cameras, continuously recording type, extent and intensity of different types of surface cracks. 


By using the semi-automated road analyzer equipment, accurate and cost-effective data is collected and will 


effectively compliment management decisions.  


3. LABORATORY TESTING AND RESULTS  


3.1 Materials and Sample Fabrication 


Plant-produced red asphalt mixture was collected from production plant and consisted of a red aggregate blend, red 


proprietary pigment and polymer modified asphalt binder. The aggregate blend consisted of 12.5 mm coarse aggregate, 


and crusher fines (washed, and unwashed) to meet physical requirements of Superpave 12.5 Friction Course type 2 


(FC2) mixture type for use in Traffic Category ‘D’ as per Ontario Provincial Standard Specification (OPSS). This 


type of mixture is intended to provide superior rutting resistance and skid resistance for a 20 year Equivalent Single 


Axle Loads (ESALs) level of 10 to 30 million. The CPATT Superpave Gyratory Compactor (SGC) was used to 


fabricate compacted specimens, which can be used for further testing. The specimens measuring 152 mm (6 inches) 


in diameter and approximately 180 mm (7 inches) in height were compacted at pressure of 600 kPa in accordance 


with AASHTO PP 060-13, “Standard Practice for Preparation of Cylindrical Performance Test Specimens Using the 


Superpave Gyratory Compactor (SGC) (AASHTO, 2013).  


3.2 Effect of Colouring on Surface Friction 


Effect of colouring pigment on the surface frictional properties was measured in a laboratory by using the British 


Pendulum Skid Resistance Tester in accordance with the ASTM E 303-93, “Standard Test Method for Measuring 


Surface Frictional Properties Using the British Pendulum Tester” (ASTM, 2013). The British Pendulum Skid Tester 


in the CPATT setup shown in Figure 3-2 (a) was used to capture the effect of pigment on the friction response due to 


micro-texture modification.  


 


The testing procedure involved using a dynamic pendulum impact-type tester (also called “British Pendulum”) to 


swing a rubber slider over a contact path marked on the surface of a specimen, as shown in Figure 3-2 (b). The surface 


friction was then measured as the amount of energy loss during the contact between the slider and the test surface. A 


drag pointer on the British Pendulum as shown in Figure 3-2 (a) was used to indicate the energy loss in terms of a 


British Pendulum Number (BPN). The greater the friction between the slider and the test surface, the more the swing 


is reduced and the larger the BPN reading. 


 


Specimens were prepared by using the CPATT Superpave Gyratory Compactor, each measuring 150 mm (6 inches) 


in diameter. Specimens were compacted to a targeted air void content of 4 ± 0.5 per cent to represent the field 


condition. Five swings of the pendulum were made for each test dry surface conditioned at five different temperatures 


(0, 4, 21, 37 and 54 degree Celsius) to obtain BPNs. Conditioning was performed by using the environmental chamber 


located at CPATT. Furthermore, the testing was performed on a wet surface for each testing temperature. To wet the 


test surface, approximately 45 mL of distilled water was sprayed across the specimen in the beginning of each set of 


data collection and 5 mL of water was sprayed on the specimen surface to replace the lost water between swings. The 


average results for the measured skid resistance are shown in Figure 3-2. 
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(a) Wessex British Pendulum and CPATT test setup (b) Close-up view of contact path 


Figure 3-1: CPATT British Pendulum Test Setup 


 
Figure 3-2: British Pendulum Number Laboratory Results 


 


The results of laboratory friction testing suggests pigmented plant-produced mixture exhibited a higher number of 


BPN in both dry and wet conditions at different temperatures, suggesting a higher level of friction and safety. 


3.3 Colour and Functional Performance 


Literature review suggested the colour of material exposed to sunlight affects its thermal properties due to solar 


radiation absorption. Darker colours relatively absorb more solar radiation, which cause temperature increase; while 


lighter colours absorb less radiation, leading to cooler temperatures. This theory has been evaluated by many 


researchers on pavements with lighter surface colours compared with so called “black topped” asphalt pavements. 
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Lighter surface colour pavements are commonly referred to as “cool pavements”, which has been demonstrated by 


many researchers to provide major benefits for cities by reducing heat absorption and ultimately reducing the possible 


impact of black surfaced pavements on urban heat island generation (Synnefa, 2009).  


 


In addition to environmental benefits, lighter colour pavements may provide economic benefits as reduction in heat 


absorption rate may lead to a reduction in the in-service temperatures through different seasons. This allows for usage 


of less expensive Performance Grade (PG) binders. Moreover, surface layers within the pavement structure may not 


experience as high a temperature which causes damages such as rutting and bleeding. This might lead to a more 


durable and longer lasting road, which might require less maintenance.   


 


A laboratory setup shown in Figure 3-3 (a) was used to evaluate the effect of colour change due to pigmentation on 


the rate of heat absorption. This test was performed on two laboratory-produced cylindrical specimens at the same 


time: (1) pigmented and (2) non-pigmented asphalt specimen. Specimens were prepared using the CPATT Superpave 


Gyratory Compactor compacted to similar level of in-filed compaction level (4% Air or 96% Gmm). 


 


Specimens were instrumented with thermocouples connected to an automated data collection unit (also referred to as 


“data logger”) capable of collecting data every two minutes. Thermocouples were installed at various depths of 


specimen by drilling holes extended 75 mm (2 inches) into the specimen. The holes were then backfilled with the 


same PG grade asphalt binder used in producing the specimens. Instrumented specimen are shown in Figure 3-3 (c).  


           


  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


(b)  Inside view of insulation shield 


 


(c)  Instrumented Specimens (a) UV heating laboratory setup 


Figure 3-3: UV heat absorption laboratory setup 


 


Figure 3-4 illustrates measurements collected during one heat-cycle performed in 210 minutes, which indicates 


coloured asphalt absorbed less heat resulting in roughly 2°C of reduction in temperature at 20 mm below the surface. 


Similar trend was also observed for the depth of 40 mm. This temperature reduction might be significant in field, 


which might suggest lowered level of oxidation and colour degradation compared to conventional black asphalt.  
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Figure 3-4: Heat absorption comparison of red and black asphalt after one heating cycle 


 


The UV properties of a coloured surface are important as UV radiation will degrade the colour over time and may 


make it less effective for lane designation. This was observed during the field test conducted on October 26, 2015. 


During this visit, the image in Figure 3-5 was taken from a section of BRT lanes located near the Highway 7 and 


Woodbine Avenue intersection, which consisted of two sub-sections paved with coloured asphalt two years apart. The 


UV properties of a coloured surface are important as UV radiation will degrade the colour overtime and make it less 


effective for lane designation. While these factors have been widely analyzed, it is important to test these factors for 


any potential new installation in a new environment to ensure compatibility. 


  


 


 
 


 


 


(a) New and old coloured surface (b) Close-up view of new and old 


coloured asphalt texture 


Figure 3-5: Surface colour change over two-year period 
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4. CONCLUSIONS  


To effectively manage its red coloured pavements on BRT lanes, York Region is interested in understanding the in-


situ materials’ performance and its long-term behaviour. The field and laboratory performance results assist York 


Region to develop performance prediction models describing the expected path of deterioration over time. 


Additionally, the performance data triggers the best timing to apply innovative and sustainable solutions, which can 


be effectively used as a means of ensuring durability and high performance throughout the red pavement life cycle. 


Research results indicated pigmented plant-produced mixture exhibited the higher level of friction and less heat 


absorption compare to conventional black plant-produced asphalt. 


5. FUTURE STEPS AND EXPECTED CONTRIBUTIONS 


This research is intended to advance the state-of-the-art and knowledge of using coloured asphalt mixtures in Canada. 


It will focus on evaluation methods to characterize the long-term structural, colour and functional performance of the 


mixture. Moreover, this research is intended to identify effective maintenance and rehabilitation options to maintain 


the structural, colour and functional performance of the in-situ mixture throughout the material’s lifecycle. The 


integration of this knowledge gained from both laboratory and field experiments will provide a greater understanding 


of the material. This information can then be used by municipalities and agencies to implement the most suitable 


asphalt mixture for their region.   
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ABSTRACT  


Pipelines are necessary for trade, sanitary and communication purposes all over the world. Construction of pipelines 


involves utilizing unique construction methods due to various characteristics like cost, constructability, resources 


and time. This paper covers different methods of pipelines construction by concentrating on different construction 


methods of every type of pipelines. Moreover, a comparative analysis is provided to show when to use every method 


of construction according to the conditions available. Two projects involving pipelines with different sizes and 


project conditions were studied and examined against the developed selection criteria in order to evaluate the 


validity of the applied construction methods in each case. 


 


Keywords: Pipelines; Construction Engineering; Trenchless Technologies. 


1. INTRODUCTION 


A pipeline is considered the modern way of transferring different liquids and gases through long distances, such as 


water, oil, natural gas, waste, etc. They transfer these fluids quickly without a need for much energy and in the same 


time; they are efficient and economically cheaper. They consist of cylindrical pipes attached to each other. 


Moreover, they can be bended to pass the environment obstacles, such as rivers or mountains. They are produced in 


different materials and different sizes. Ductile Cast Iron, UPVC, Stainless steel, FRP, Concrete, Aluminum, and 


ceramic are considered the most famous materials used to produce these pipes. 


 


The construction of any pipeline is divided into three main phases: the pre-construction phase, the construction 


phase, and the post construction phase. In the pre-construction phase, a surveying of the site is done beside the 


cleaning and the grading. Stripping, stringing, bending and welding are done also in this phase. Then comes the 


construction phase with include either a trenched or trenchless method depending of the site constraints and 


conditions. Finally, the post construction phase which includes as built surveying, hydrostatic test, and cleaning and 


restoring the site (CEPA, 2014). 


 


Until the 1980’s, pipeline construction was only conceivable by applying the open-cut (trenched) excavation. This 


excavation method was successfully applied in both cohesive and cohessionless soils, however the trenching process 


and its side effects initiated the need to have trenchless methods in which pipelines could be constructed without the 
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need to close the streets above or cross streets and waterways without the need to construct a bridge for this purpose 


(Najafi, 2010). 


 


Trenchless technologies incorporate all the methods of installing new pipelines or utility systems below ground 


surface without direct installation into an open-cut trench. Trenchless technologies could be classified into three 


families: pipe jacking, utility tunneling and horizontal earth boring. The difference between each of these families 


and the variation within each method within each family is what determines which method is to be used to construct 


which type of pipelines and within which type(s) of soils and/or ground conditions. However, another way of 


classifying these methods is by categorizing them according to the association of labor within the excavated/bored 


pipeline into two broad categories of worker-entry and non-worker-entry techniques. Conventional pipe jacking 


(CPJ) and utility tunneling (UT) methods need workers within the pipeline during the pipeline construction process. 


However, horizontal earth boring methods include methods in which the excavation process is performed 


mechanically without having workers inside the pipeline itself (Najafi, 2010). 


 


In general, the terms micro-tunneling and pipe-jacking are commonly used in North America to describe any 


pipeline construction trenchless technology that is remotely controlled, steerable and continuous in all diameters 


whether worker-entry or non-worker-entry. On the other hand the European terminology is more specific as in 


Europe only worker-entry trenchless methods are defined as pipe jacking with a minimum diameter of 1–1.2 m, 


while smaller diameter trenchless operations are defined as micro-tunneling (ISTT, 2014). Another method in 


classifying trenchless methods is to classify them into unguided and guided methods. According to this 


classification, auger boring, conventional pipe jacking and pipe ramming are classified as unguided methods while 


micro-tunneling, horizontal directional drilling and pilot-tube micro-tunneling are considered as guided methods, 


typically guided methods are of higher accuracy and could be used for longer pipe drives (Gottipati, 2011). Also 


trenchless new pipeline construction methods can be classified according to the excavation method into four general 


groups: face excavation (involving muck haulage), ground displacement (without muck haulage), horizontal 


directional drilling (HDD) and combination methods (face excavation + ground displacement + HDD) (Bilgin, 


Copur, & Balci, 2014). Each of these tunneling techniques will be discussed within the next section of this paper and 


selection criteria governing the choice of each of them will be developed in section 3. 


2. CONSTRUCTION METHODS 


2.1 Trenched Method 


The trenched cut and cover method is the simplest of all methods, as it is easy and doable. This method starts by 


excavating the trench then positioning the pipeline, installing the valves and finally backfilling the trench. 


Connecting the pipes together could take place out of trench (before lowering them) or inside the trench (after 


lowering them), this arrangement depends on the availability of the needed space and equipment as connecting the 


pipes up requires more space and lowering a line off connected pipes requires several mobile cranes to work 


simultaneously however connecting the pipes upwards guarantees a higher level of quality during this step (CEPA, 


2014). 


 


Within the open-cut method, the construction effort is focused on activities not related to the pipeline itself such 


activities as detouring roads away from the site, trenching, shoring, shielding or sloping, and sometimes dewatering, 


backfilling and compaction operations, and reinstatement of the surface. This leads to a minor part of the 


construction work actually being concentrated on the most important element, which is the pipe installation itself. 


Sometimes, the double handling of the soil, including trenching, stockpiling, hauling, backfilling, compaction, and 


ground reinstatement and pavement alone may amount to 70 percent of the total cost of the project. In addition to 


that blocking streets, causing noise and dust within urban areas are very common side effects when using this 


method. In addition to all of that, excavating and backfilling within the open-cut method causes the loads above the 


soil to be transferred to the pipeline as the arching effect within the soil surrounding the pipeline is not as prominent 


as that present in the case of a pipeline constructed using trenchless methods. This is mainly attributed to the 


disturbance caused to the soil due to the excavation and backfill. Hence, the trenchless methods have been 


continuously developing and increasingly used within the last three decades (Najafi, 2010). 
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2.2 Pipe Jacking 


The general term of pipe jacking is used to describe any trenchless method in which a micro-tunnel is being drilled 


whether manually or using jack hammers or a tunneling machine attached to the first segment pipe with the pipe 


segments being jacked one by one through a pipe jacking machine. The main difference between the different pipe 


jacking alternatives is the excavating/boring technique used at the tip of the first pipe segment. Other than that, there 


are main common components and procedures that are present in all pipe jacking alternatives. This method is done 


in 6 steps which start by first drilling the shafts to place the pipe jacking machine (jacking pit) and another one at the 


end to be the reception shaft. Secondly, the pipe jacking machine is being placed inside the shaft in order to start the 


process of pipe jacking. Then if a tunneling machine is used, it is connected to the control and the slurry container 


through the slurry discharging unit and the segment pipe is being fixed to the tunneling machine to start the 


installation process. The first pipe is being installed through creating a tunnel or a path for it then the other pipe is 


being jacked and connected to the first pipe. Then welding or connecting (depending on the pipe type) the first pipe 


with the second pipe takes place and the process continues and the pipes being jacked one by one after each other 


and welded/connected. It is preferred to have jacking equipment with capacity slightly higher than the maximum 


allowable jacking force, The jacking system ought to distribute the jacking loads equally on the pipe. The extension 


rate of the hydraulic cylinders should be matched to the excavation rate. A pipe lubrication system can be utilized to 


decrease the friction between the outer surface of pipe and the surrounding ground. Usually bentonite slurry is used 


as lubricant, which can be injected through lubrication ports on pipes (Young, Ball, Natsuhara, Philips, & Wong, 


2013). 


2.2.1 Conventional Pipe Jacking (CPJ) 


Conventional pipe jacking is mainly a worker-entry method in which a pipeline with a minimum diameter of 1.2 m 


is constructed in order to allow the workers to be able to enter it. Within this alternative, excavation is either done 


manually or mechanically. Recently, most excavations are done mechanically (Bilgin, Copur, & Balci, 2014). This 


method is applied mainly in conditions allowing open shield technologies to be used to excavate through self-


supporting ground as weak rock and fully or partially cohesive soils in which groundwater is minimal (Geodata 


S.p.A., 2008). Open shield wheel tunnel boring machine is a shield with a rotating cutting head. Typically, a 


bulkhead separates the face from the rest of the shield. A variety of cutting heads are available to suit a broad range 


of ground conditions. Due to the minimal diameter requirements, this method is mainly used in cases of constructing 


precast concrete, GFRP or steel gravity pipelines (mostly sewers) (Najafi, 2010). However, due to this method 


depending mainly on jacking forces and due to this method being an unguided method, it is limited to pipelines with 


a maximum length of 90 m made of strong materials as reinforced concrete (RC) , fiber reinforced concrete (FRC) , 


fiber glass (GFRP) and steel (Najafi, 2010) (ODOT, 2011). 


2.2.3 Micro-Tunnel Boring 


This process is usually done by using a micro-tunnel boring machine (MTBM). Shielded closed-face soft ground 


MTBM’s are either earth pressure balance (EPB) type, slurry shield (SS) or compressed air shield type. The third 


type is rarely used due to health and safety reasons (Geodata S.p.A., 2008). Hence, the most two common MTBM’s 


used are the earth pressure balance (EPB) type and the slurry shield (SS) type as both are closed face machinery. 


Typically these machines are guided via laser beams and controlled remotely hence permitting accurate monitoring 


and adjustment of the alignment and achievement of the required grade as the work proceeds. This alternative is 


mainly used in cases with significant ground water and/or soils that could not support itself. The diameters of these 


pipes could start from 300 mm as these machines could operate automatically without the need of workers to enter 


inside the pipeline (Najafi, 2010). Hence, for smaller pipelines these systems are non-worker-entry however for 


pipelines exceeding 1.2 m in diameter these systems could allow for worker entry (Bilgin, Copur, & Balci, 2014). 


Also, as MTBM’s are guided technologies they are more accurate than conventional pipe jacking and therefore they 


could bore longer pipelines of lengths exceeding 300 m (ODOT, 2011). In addition to that, as is the case for large 


TBM’s the mobilization phase for MTBM’s takes longer times than other methods due to the MTBM assembly and 


attachment which consumes a lot of time while the productivity of the MTBM itself is high once it starts working. 


Hence, this method becomes a waste of time and money if used for short pipelines and is more efficient and cost-


effective if used in cases of long pipelines (Gelinas, et al., 2010). 


 


The tunneling process starts by assembling the MTBM in the entry shaft and attaching it to the tip of the first pipe 


section. When the MTBM starts excavation the pipe is jacked holding the soil up. The process of excavating differs 
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depending on the MTBM type. After the excavation, the MTBM is lifted from the end shaft. However, the process 


details change depending on the MTBM type which is mainly a function of the soil type and soil conditions. 


However, as the MTBM type varies with the soil condition, the TBM may not continue excavation if any surprises 


occur or if the type of soil changes (Bilgin, Copur, & Balci, 2014).  


 


All soft ground MTBM’s are shielded as the soil may collapse as the machine proceeds boring. However, the 


shielding technique varies from one machine type to the other. When it comes to excavating soft grounds with 


MTBM, the machine cutter head will require balancing pressure from the side of the machine, so the boring process 


is well-controlled. Concerning the earth pressure balance (EPB) type, it utilizes the excavated soil by mixing it with 


water, foaming agents and polymers to create muck in the working chamber behind the cutter head. The pressure of 


the muck is controlled by the pressure wall. A screw conveyor takes the mud out of the machine as the machine 


moves forward to carry out the extra mud from the working chamber. The rotational speed of the screw conveyor 


and the opening of its discharging gate are adjustable in order to control the pressure within the excavation chamber. 


The muck ejection rate and rotational speed of the screw conveyor must be equal to the machine excavation rate. 


This rate is controlled by thrust cylinders for appropriate face pressure control without dangerous stability problems. 


The amount of excavated material is controlled by either a weighing or a laser scanning system. These machines are 


usually used for excavation of fine sand, silt, and clay having low permeability. They are not very effective in soils 


having a percentage of fine material less than 10% and water heads over 4 bars (Bilgin, Copur, & Balci, 2014).  


 


The slurry shield (SS) MTBM works with the same concept of the EPB type however, the cutter head is balanced by 


bentonite slurry. Moreover, the screw conveyor is replaced by two pipes that are the slurry feed and return to pump 


the slurry in and out of the working chamber. The slurry system works in a closed circuit as the slurry is reused after 


reprocessing. On the other hand, in stable ground and hard rock conditions, SS MTBMs can be used in open mode 


without giving any face pressure. They are normally used to excavate gravel, coarse-medium sized sands, and silty 


and/or clayey sands of a hydraulic permeability between 10−8 and 10−2 m/s (Young, Ball, Natsuhara, Philips, & 


Wong, 2013). 


2.3 Utility Tunneling (UT) 


This technique is very similar in terms of process to pipe jacking. However, here a liner (a temporary support 


structure) is concurrently constructed as the tunnel excavation advances. Usually, this liner is composed of 


traditional steel or concrete liner plates or wooden boxes or steel ribs with wooden lagging. After completing the 


utility tunnel, the pipe sections are inserted inside in their positions. The space between the liner and the pipe is 


usually grouted. It could be obviously seen that this method is a two-phase operation as the phases of liner and pipe 


installations are separate while pipe jacking is considered as a one-step operation. Typically, workers are required 


inside the pipeline under construction to carry out the tunneling and soil removal activities. The utility tunneling 


technique main components are the same as pipe jacking, except that in the utility tunneling, the jacking frame, 


intermediate jacking stations, thrust block, lubrication equipment and pumping equipment are not required as the 


pipe sections are not jacked in this method. Consequently, the pipes are designed and manufactured to take only 


permanent loads which could save a lot in terms of pipe thickness (which reflects in lower costs). Also similar to 


pipe jacking, depending on the soil condition the excavation technique is determined and if an MTBM is used the 


type of this machine and its shielding system is determined. Hence, and as this method is a worker-entry methods it 


could only be used for pipes that are of large diameters (ODOT, 2011). 


2.4 Horizontal Earth Boring Methods 


Within this family of methods, workers may work in the shaft or pit, but they do not enter inside the installed pipe. 


Therefore, these methods can be used for small diameter pipes (as small as 100 mm). This technology envelopes 


several methods including: horizontal auger boring, horizontal directional drilling, micro-tunneling (for small 


diameters), pilot-tube micro-tunneling and pipe ramming (Najafi, 2010). 


2.4.1 Horizontal Auger Boring (HAB) 


Within this method, a steel casing is jacked from a drive pit under a road or railway while the spoil is being removed 


through the steel pipe using a rotating continuous flight auger (CFA). This auger is a tube with couplings at each end 


transmitting torque to a cutting head from the auger-boring machine located in the bore pit and transferring spoil 


back to the drive pit. The casing supports the soil around it during spoil removal. Typically, after fully installing the 
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casing, the product pipe is installed using spacers and the annular space is grouted. The conventional equipment 


used in this method provides a water hose for grade control with no steering capability for alignment. Within the 


recent years more sophisticated versions of these equipment have emerged with the line and grade control available 


but not all contractors have such equipment (Najafi, 2010). 


 


The work starts by excavating a large hole or trench in the ground to make a pipeline starting station from which the 


pipeline will start and in which the boring machine will be placed. Then a rail track is being placed inside the 


excavated trench. After that the boring machine is being placed and fixed on the rail track facing the wall in which 


boring will start and the pipeline will be installed. Each of the pipe casings that are being installed has an auger 


boring tool inside it to be fixed in the boring machine and bore in the facing wall which is the boring target point. 


The first pipe casing is being fixed through the boring auger inside it to the boring machine while having the cutting 


head of the auger outside the pipe pointed to the boring point then the auger starts boring while the soil is being 


removed at the same time throughout the pipe that is being installed. Then after the first pipe is inserted, the second 


pipe is placed right behind the first pipe and the front head of the boring tool of the second pipe is being fixed to the 


tail of the boring tool of the first pipe while the tail of the boring tool of the second pipe is being fixed to the boring 


machine then the two pipes are being welded together and the boring process starts again. The process is repeated 


until the pipeline is completely constructed. Due to the limitation of the auger size, this method is typically used for 


pipes of diameters ranging between 300 mm to 900 mm and a length ranging between 30 m and 90 m. However, the 


maximum recorded dimensions for a pipeline constructed using this method was a diameter of 1.5 m and a length of 


240 m using exceptionally large augers. This method could be used to construct pipelines in various types of soils as 


the auger could bore into soils with a maximum boulder size equal to one third of the casing diameter. Depending on 


the soil type, the productivity varies from 1 m/hr to 12 m/hr. Due to the boring process the minimum depth at which 


this method could be used is 600 mm (ODOT, 2011). In addition to all of that, this method is an open-faced method 


with no shield at its face, hence it is not recommended to use this method if significant amount of ground water is 


encountered (Gelinas, et al., 2010).  


2.4.2 Pipe Ramming (PR) 


This is a trenchless method in which a casing is being installed through hammering the casing into the target point 


using a percussion hammer connected to high pressurizing air compressors. Firstly, a large hole or trench is 


excavated in the ground to make a pipeline starting station from which the pipeline will start in which the pneumatic 


hammer is placed. Then a rail track is being placed inside the excavated trench. After that the pneumatic hammer is 


being placed on the rail track facing the wall in which ramming will start and the steel casing will be installed. Then 


the hammer is being connected to the compressor and the first steel casing section is being rammed through the 


pneumatic hammer. Similar to pile driving, this first section has a cutting shoe in the front to displace the 


surrounding soil. Then the second casing section is placed right behind the first one and welded together then the 


ramming process starts again. This process is repeated until reaching the exit pit. Then the pipe sections are installed 


and welded together one after the other, installed inside the casing with grout filling the thickness between them. 


However, this method could also be used in cases where the casing is the pipe itself however this needs special 


design considerations for this pipe in terms of material and thickness. Typically this ramming procedure is unguided, 


due to that and due to limitations in the capacity of the machinery the length of the pipe line that could be 


constructed using this method is 90 m. However, some recent more powerful hammers have been developed that 


could ram up to 150 m. On the other hand, the main advantages of this method is that if the proper equipment is 


used, this process could take place in any soil (except rocks) as boulders in the ground could be broken through 


hammering, in addition to that, the fact that the this method could be used with a wide range of pipe diameters gives 


it a competitive advantage in various cases over other methods (ODOT, 2011). 


2.4.3 Horizontal Directional Drilling (HDD) 


This trenchless method allows the use of a grundodrill technique to drill from the access point then reach the 


reception point then pull the pipe case through fixing a back reamer to it to the access point again. The process starts 


by the grundodrill being adjusted to an angle of 10 to 15 degrees then drilling starts while having bentonite injection 


system to ease the process of drilling and it keeps drilling till it reaches the other side. The track of the drilling is 


being followed through sensors and detection system to make sure that drilling is following the right path. Then a 


back reamer is being fixed in the grundodrill machine and starts reaming till it reaches the other side from which the 
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drilling started. After that, the casing pipe is fixed to a reamer to prevent any obstacles and is pulled to reach the side 


from where drilling started (PPI, 2014). 


 


The terminology used within the industry differentiates between mini-HDD and conventional HDD (sometimes 


referred to as maxi-HDD). Mini-HDD rigs can classically handle pipes with diameters up to 25 – 30 mm and are 


used primarily for urban utility construction. On the other hand, HDD rigs are typically capable of handling pipes as 


large as 1.2 m diameter having larger pullback forces reaching up to several hundred Kilo-Newtons. In order to 


increase the accuracy of this method and minimize the probabilities of its failure it is highly recommended to select 


the shortest possible crossing route in which the pipeline can be constructed in a single continuous length. Although 


compound curves have been done in previous projects, it is recommended to use a drill path which is as straight as 


possible. In order to avoid any emergence of ground water out of the entry or exit pits it is highly recommended to 


avoid having a difference in elevation between the entry and exit points exceeding few meters as it is recommended 


to have these points at nearly the same elevation. Also, as this method is used in urban areas for utility lines, it is 


very important to acquire as-built drawings and investigate all structures and substructures that are within the 


vicinity of the pipeline under-construction (PPI, 2014). The high level of flexibility of this method and the fact that it 


is a guided method enables it to be capable of achieving long drive lengths that could reach up to 1800 m and this is 


one of the reasons for the increase in its use within the last years (Najafi, 2010) (Gottipati, 2011). 


2.4.4 Pilot-Tube Micro-Tunneling (PTMT) 


This method is a combination of micro-tunneling, horizontal directional drilling (HDD) and auger boring. The 


installation process in this method is very similar to that of HDD through the use of pilot boring followed by 


reaming and product pipe installation. This method utilizes a slant faced steering head for directional control similar 


to that used in HDD. However, this method adopts its accurate guidance system from micro-tunneling (with some 


differences). On the other hand, this method is similar to auger boring as both methods use jacking systems and 


auger flights for spoils removal. This method is applied through three different alternatives which are: Two-Step 


Method; Three-Step Method; and the Modified Three-Step Method. There are some differences in the site 


preparation and equipment setup among the three alternatives (Gottipati, 2011). 


 


The first step in all the pilot tube installation alternatives is to precisely install the pilot tube on line and grade in 


order to display the head position and steering orientation hence establishing the center line of the new installation 


on which the coming steps will rely on. The second step (in the Three-Step and the modified Three-Step methods) is 


to follow the path of the pilot tube with a reaming head. That reaming head is larger in diameter than the product 


pipe and its front is fastened to the last pilot tube installed in the same manner in which each two successive pilot 


tubes were fastened together. This reaming head has behind it the auger casings equal to it in diameter. These auger 


casings transport the spoil to the jacking pit for disposal. This step is complete when the reamer and auger casings 


reach the reception shaft and all spoil is removed. The third step (final step in the Three-Step method) is installing 


the product pipe just after the arrival of the reaming head in the reception shaft. The reaming head and auger casings 


are pushed into the reception shaft and removed as the product pipe is installed. However, the modified version of 


the Three-step method involves installing a powered cutter head behind the auger casings which is advanced by the 


product pipe. This powered cutter head increases the bore size hence matching a larger product pipe diameter. 


However, here there is an extra spoil that is excavated around the previously installed auger casings. The discharge 


of this spoil takes place in the reception shaft through reversing the auger direction. This process continues until the 


powered cutter head reaches the reception shaft (Boschert, 2008). 


 


The difference between the Two-Step and Three-Step methods is that in the second step within the Two-step 


method, the installation of the product pipe sections is performed simultaneously while the reamer is advanced 


through the ground replacing the pilot tubes installed in the first step hence combining the second and third steps (in 


the Three-step alternative) into one step. The major merit of using the two-step alternative over the three-step 


alternative is that the multiple pipe diameters could be installed using the same set of auger casings. However, as the 


diameter of the product pipe increases, using smaller auger casings to transport large quantities of spoil becomes 


more difficult (Gottipati, 2011). 


 


This technology can be used to install pipes of diameters reaching 1.2 m with drive lengths that are typically within 


the order of 120 m. However, installations as long as 177 m have been reported. Accuracy in line and grade of 6 mm 


is achievable on installing up to 90 m in length. Recent advancements in optical guidance systems and power 
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hydraulics in the jacking frames have made larger diameters and drive lengths possible. This technique could drill in 


a variety of ground conditions except cobbles and boulders might cause some difficulties especially if these gravels 


and cobbles of larger than 100 mm. However, recent innovations in the fields of using lubricants for loose sands, 


water control reaming heads for wet sands, and air hammers for solid rock have improved the capability of using 


this method for various soil conditions (Gottipati, 2011). 


3. CONSTRUCTION METHODS SELECTION CRITERIA 


Based on the discussion of the different methods presented in the previous section, a selection criteria could be 


developed to aid the decision making process concerning the pipeline construction methods. Typically, the trenched 


method is more economical than trenchless methods however, if the pipeline is planned to be underneath a city street 


or crossing water ways or if it is deep to the extent that trench side protection is expensive it will not be economical 


to use the trenched method. The pipe diameter, material, pipeline length, pipeline route, ground water and soil type 


are the most important factors governing the choice between the different trenchless methods. The time frame, 


resources (especially equipment), cost, level of risk and constructability also affect the method selection. On the 


other hand, on using MTBM’s the main factors governing the choice between different MTBM’s is the soil type, 


conditions and the ground water table. Each MTBM type could only bore in certain type(s) of soil which could be 


problematic in case of considerable soil type change along the pipeline length.  


Table 1: Selection criteria for trenchless pipeline construction methods. 


Method CPJ MTBM’s UT HAB PR HDD PTMT 


Typical 


Diameters  
1.1 – 3 m 0.25 – 3 m 0.25 – 3 m 0.3 – 0.9 m 0.1 – 3 m 0.05 – 1.2 m 0.1 – 1.2 m 


Max. Drive 


Length (m) 
90 m 


More than 


300 m 
90 m 90 m 90 m 


Up to 1800 


m 
120 m 


Soil Type 


Not suitable 


in rocks & 


boulders 


Depends on 


MTBM type 


Not suitable 


in rocks & 


boulders 


Not suitable 


in rocks & 


boulders 


Not suitable 


in rocks 


Unfavorable 


in gravel, 


cobles & 


rocks  


Unfavorable 


in gravel, 


cobles & 


rocks  


Vibration level Moderate High Varying Moderate High Varying Moderate 


Ability to work 


in curved paths 
No Yes Maybe No No Yes Yes 


Applicability in 


Ground Water 
Not suitable 


Only if 


shielded 


Only if 


shielded 
Not suitable Not suitable Suitable Suitable 


Pipe/Casing 


Material 


Steel, RC, 


GFRP & 


FRC 


Steel, RC, 


ductile iron, 


VCP, GFRP 


& FRC 


Steel, RC, 


GFRP & 


FRC 


Steel Steel 


Steel, ductile 


iron, HDPE 


& PVC 


Steel, RC, 


ductile iron, 


VCP, GFRP 


& FRC 


Level of 


Mechanization 
Moderate High 


Moderate – 


High 
Moderate Moderate High High 


Cost High Highest High Moderate Moderate High High 


Most Suitable 


Applications 
Short Sewers Long Sewers Short Sewers 


Road & 


Railway 


crossings 


Road & 


Railway 


crossings 


Pressurized 


pipes & 


cables  


Sewers 


(Laterals) 


 


 


The major factor governing the diameter range for pipes/caissons that could be constructed using a certain method is 


the size of the equipment used in a certain method. The level of mechanization and whether the face of the 


excavation is shielded or not are the main factors governing the cost per unit length of a pipeline of a certain specific 


diameter (ODOT, 2011). On the other hand, the maximum drive length depends on whether the method is guided or 


not and on the accuracy of the method itself which increases as the level of sophistication and technological 


advancement within the equipment used increases. Whether the method is using a shielded excavation face or not is 


the main issue governing its suitability to work in ground waters. On the other hand, methods depending solely on 


jacking, hammering or driving have significant difficulties when working in grounds containing rocks or boulders 
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although modern advancements in the HDD and PTMT equipment made these methods more capable of facing such 


conditions if the proper equipment is used. Also, only large diameter pipes could be constructed using a worker-


entry method. In addition to all of that, the pipe materials that could be used within certain methods are limited with 


the level of flexibility/ductility of the pipe material and the level of strength of this material as several methods will 


include additional loads that need high strength materials and some other methods could only install flexible 


pipelines. A summary of the selection criteria for trenchless methods is presented in Table 1. 


4. CASE STUDIES 


4.1 PEPSI Bottling Plant, Newport News, VA, USA 


The purpose of this project was to install a new reverse osmosis water filtration system involving a 203 mm 


diameter drain pipeline instead of the existing 152 mm diameter pipeline to meet the additional flow rate combined 


with the flow from the existing equipment that would have overwhelmed the old pipeline resulting in the flooding in 


the water treatment room. The waste water in the facility has changeable pH levels that could cause rapid pipe 


deterioration requiring the use of a chemically sound pipeline. Hence, 1 m sections of 8” (203 mm) Vitrified Clay 


Pipe (VCP) was used in this job because of its highly resistive chemical properties (Boschert, 2008). 


4.1.1 Applied Method 


The PTMT technique was used. A crew of four man crew prepared the site by constructing two pits through the RC 


floor of the bottling plant that were approximately 26.25 m apart (which is the length of the new pipeline). The entry 


pit was 2.4 m wide, 2.4 m long and 2.4 m deep while the exit pit was 2.4 m wide, 1.8 m long and 2.1 m deep. The 


depth of the pits was mainly determined by the depth of the RC footings and the existing drainage system as the new 


pipeline had to cross under these two. It was also important that the pits should not be too deep in order to permit the 


connection between the new pipeline and the existing building drainage system. Hence, the installation process of 


this pipeline had to be very precise with a maximum allowable error of 50 mm in the targeted grade. Based on a 


previous pipe bursting job in this facility, the soil was known to be dense clay, which was ideal for the pilot tubing 


process (Boschert, 2008). 


 


After the pits were constructed, the pilot tubes (with a diameter of 108 mm and a segment length of 750 mm) were 


installed on line and grade. The dual-walled pilot tube used utilized an illuminated LED target directed by the 


guidance system and prepared the route for the larger diameter casing. After installing all of the pilot tubes, the 279 


mm casings and augers were driven along the same route that was previously taken by the pilot tubes. With the 


addition of each section of casings and augers in the entry pit, a section of pilot tube is removed in the exit pit. 


Finally, each section of the VCP advances a section of casings and augers into the exit pit until the process is 


complete. The entire job took two weeks to excavate and shore the pits, launch the pipe and restore the warehouse 


floor. The guided boring machine pilot tubing process and the pipeline installation was done in three days (Boschert, 


2008). 


4.1.2 Construction Method Evaluation 


It would have been more economic to use a trenched technique to construct this pipeline if the work was in an 


opened area with no obstructions. However, using the trenched method in an industrial facility like the one in this 


case would have caused this facility to be totally closed for several days which consequently would have caused 


significant financial losses to the owner. Hence, using a trenchless method was the right choice in such a case. 


 


On the other hand, according to the selection criteria presented in section 3, only three trenchless methods could be 


used to construct a pipeline with a diameter of 203 mm. These three methods are, pipe ramming, HDD and PTMT. 


Also according to the presented selection criteria HDD could not be used as the VCP is not flexible enough while 


the HDD could only be used when installing flexible pipes. Also, pipe ramming could not be used in such a facility 


as it involves hammering activities that could harm the structure and the substructure of the facility itself in addition 


to needing entry and exit pits that are larger in size due to using larger equipment. Hence, the only choice left was 


the PTMT technique that was used in this project. 
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4.2 The Santa Ana River Interceptor Relocation Project, Yorba Linda, CA, USA 


This project (also known as SARI project), involves relocating 1433 m of sewer pipes in five segments including 


two siphon crossings and two curved segments. One of the main challenges within the project was the ground 


conditions that included a mixture of cobbles and boulders within a weak sandy soil in addition to the presence of 


groundwater at a level significantly above the pipeline elevation. Another challenge was the S-shaped curvature 


(double curvature) of one of the segments in addition to the depth of the crossings that forced the excavation to be 


significantly deep (Young, Ball, Natsuhara, Philips, & Wong, 2013). 


4.2.1 Applied Method 


Before construction, an entry and exit shaft for each of the five segments had to be excavated. However, for the 


477.6 m long S-shaped segment and intermediate shaft was constructed at the inflection point (nearly midway) of 


the S-curve in order to perform the job in two drives (each with a curve having a constant radius). Due to the fact 


that the pipeline crossing two siphons, it had to have an elevation which was 19 m below the ground. Hence, the 


shafts were 21 m deep which created a challenge during constructing these shafts as soldier piles and secant pile 


were used to construct the shafts. The method chosen was micro-tunneling in which a casing of a 2578 mm diameter 


was installed in four of the segments while the fifth segment had a casing that was 1956 mm in diameter. Due to the 


soil type slurry shield MTBM’s were used in the project each designed for the geology of a specific length of the 


project. The MTBM’s were lowered into the drilled shafts at both ends then the MTBM boring started. While the 


machine rotates, the spoil of the micro-tunnel is taken through the slurry circulation were then the slurry is refined in 


its bentonite slurry unit and returned again. As it rotates the casings were jacked continuously using hydraulic jacks. 


RC casings were used in three of the five segments while steel casings were used in the other two segments.  The 


installed sections were then connected to the previously installed ones and connected together (grouted if concrete 


and welded if steel) to form the micro-tunnel lining. After the completion of each micro-tunnel the PVC sewer pipes 


were installed and grout was injected between the inner surface of the casing and the outer surface of the pipes 


(Young, Ball, Natsuhara, Philips, & Wong, 2013). 


4.2.2 Construction Method Evaluation 


The fact that the pipeline was crossing two siphons and was 19 to 20 m deep made it impossible to construct any of 


its segments using the trenched method. According to the selection criteria presented in section 3; of the trenchless 


methods, CPJ, MTBM’s, UT and PR are the only methods that could construct a pipeline with the diameters 


specified for this project. Of these four methods only the micro-tunneling method was capable of constructing single 


drives within the order of 300 m that is needed in each of the project drives. Hence, choosing this technique was the 


only option available. 


 


On the other hand, choosing a slurry shield MTBM was dictated by the soil conditions due to the presence of high 


ground water pressure and due to the soil type as using an unshielded open face MTBM would have been 


catastrophic and using an EPB shielded MTBM would have been inefficient due to the cohessionless nature of the 


soil. 


5. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 


When examining the methods applied in the two cases discussed in section 4 of this paper against the selection 


criteria developed in section 3, the selection criteria proved that it covered the different aspects governing the 


selection of the most suitable methods for different pipeline construction cases. The most governing factors of 


choice are the pipe diameter, length and material.  After that the soil conditions come into the picture and following 


that comes the risk, project conditions, equipment and cost. Hence, it is highly recommended when using the 


selection criteria matrix to take all the factors governing the method selection into account as neglecting some of 


them could cause serious problems that are difficult in fixing. 
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ABSTRACT  


Replacement of concrete bridge decks can be an expensive process.  In order to decrease costs and time of 


construction, precast deck panels can be used with closure strips cast in place between the panels.  In order to ensure 


that these connections can withstand the rigors of a bridge’s life cycle, fatigue testing was completed on a specimen 


consisting of two precast concrete panels reinforced with GFRP and connected using a UHPC closure strip.  These 


panels were subjected to 2,000,000 cycles of fatigue loading at three locations and subject to static failure loading at 


one location following fatigue loads.  It was found that under fatigue loading the panels were able to maintain 


structural integrity while deflection values increased linearly following the initial cracking phase.  At ultimate load, 


the panel failed in punching shear at levels less than those specified by bridge code.  This is primarily due to the 


failure location adjacent to the closure strip failing on three punching shear planes and one plane along the interface 


between the UHPC. 


 


Keywords: UHPC, GFRP, precast bridge deck panel 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Replacing a bridge deck can be a time consuming and expensive project to undergo.  In order to decrease 


construction time, the use of full-depth precast concrete deck panels allows for the deck to be constructed or 


replaced more quickly than typical cast-in-place construction.  This composite bridge system is shown schematically 


in Figure 1.  The panels are placed on the steel girders, and composite behaviour is provided using grouped shear 


studs that coincide with pockets in the precast panels.  The pockets are grouted after placing the panels on the 


girders to complete the connection.  In order to ensure continuity of the deck system, the transverse joints (and 


longitudinal joints, if present) between panels are grouted.  The panel reinforcement extends into the joints were a 


lap splice is used to provide reinforcement continuity.  The shear pockets and joints between panels are typically 


filled with a non-shrink structural grout or concrete.  More recently, ultra-high performance concrete (UHPC) has 


been used as a closure strip material between the precast concrete panels.  This allows the joint width to be reduced.  


In order to understand how these UHPC joints will behave over the life cycle of the bridge deck, specimens 


replicating a transverse deck joint in a bridge deck system were created and fatigued at service load levels to 


simulate the loading life of a bridge.  The deck panels used in this study were reinforced with glass fibre reinforced 


polymer (GFRP) bars based on guidance from the Ontario Ministry of Transportation (MTO).  The specimen was 


loaded to failure following the fatigue cycles to compare the ultimate load capacity to the design load capacity 


specified in the Canadian Highway Bridge Design Code (CHBDC, 2013). 
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Figure 1: Precast Deck Panels Shear Connected to Steel Girders 


2. LITERATURE REVIEW 


Bridge decks are generally the first component of a bridge to experience deterioration requiring repair or 


replacement (Biswas, 1986).  For this reason, the ability to replace the deck quickly is advantageous to 


transportation authorities.  The UHPC used in the closure strip is a type of concrete consisting of portland cement, 


fine sand, silica fume, water-reducing admixture, ground quartz, steel fibres, and water (Graybeal, 2007).  This 


concrete produces compressive strengths in excess of 100 MPa with 2-day strengths of approximately 70 MPa.  It 


should also be noted that UHPC remains linear elastic up to 80% of its ultimate load capacity (Graybeal, 2007). 


 


In previous tests completed by El-Ragaby and El-Salakawy (2011), it was found that GFRP reinforced deck slabs 


were able to withstand fatigue loading of 70 kilonewtons (kN) for 3,000,000 cycles at various thermal conditions 


and still fail through punching shear at a load similar to that for the control unfatigued specimen.  Steel reinforced 


panels with UHPC closure strips were tested by Au, Lam and Tharambala (2011) which concluded that U-shaped, 


L-shaped, and welded bars provided continuity within the closure strip.  It has also been shown that transverse 


UHPC filled joints with shear keys and CZ shapes reinforced with GFRP survived up to 4,000,000 cycles under 


continuous amplitude loading and had punching failures which exceeded the code required punching load (Sayed-


Ahmed & Sennah, 2015). 


3. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 


The research presented in this paper is part of a larger study of the behaviour of full-depth precast panel deck 


systems for composite bridges.  The primary objective is to study the effect of fatigue loading on the punching shear 


capacity of full-depth precast panels reinforced with GFRP bars and with UHPC used to complete the transverse 


panel joint.  The research variables investigated include the load position (mid-panel, adjacent to UHPC joint and 


centred on UHPC joint) and the type of GFRP bars (bars from two manufacturers were used). 


3.1 Slab Layout 


The configuration and details of the test specimen were adapted from typical details used for this type of composite 


bridge system in Ontario highway bridges.  The test specimen utilized two 150 mm deep slabs with dimensions of 


1500 mm x 1965 mm supported by two W530x101 steel beams spaced at 1565 mm on center.  The slab dimensions 


and beam spacing were selected based on an approximately 70% scale of a full size bridge deck.  In order to connect 


the slabs to the beams, shear pockets were cast into the slabs to allow for 19 mm diameter bolts to be installed at a 


height of 115 mm within the shear pocket.  These shear pockets were then filled with UHPC to complete the 


connection between the slab and the beams. Figure 2 shows a diagram of the shear pockets on the support girders. 
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Figure 2: Diagrams of experimental setup with shear pocket locations. 


 


The transverse deck joint between the precast panels consisted of a 200 mm wide closure strip.  During casting of 


the precast slabs the longitudinal reinforcing bars were positioned to allow for 150 mm of GFRP bar to protrude 


from the interior face of the precast panel.  These bars overlapped the bars from the opposite slab over a distance of 


100 mm within the closure strip.  The interior faces of the slabs were sandblasted prior to placement to allow for a 


better bond between the UHPC and precast concrete.  Figure 3 shows the closure strip prior to casting of UHPC. 


 


 
Figure 3: Closure strip prior to UHPC placement. 
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3.2 Material Properties 


The precast concrete slabs were reinforced with sand-coated GFRP #5 bars.  The precast slabs utilized self-


consolidating concrete with a compressive strength of 46.5 MPa at the time of testing.  The UHPC used to join the 


panels was a premix provided by a manufacturer with a 28-day compressive strength of 173 MPa.  Table 1 shows a 


summary of all of the materials utilized within the slabs. 


Table :. Material Properties 


Property GFRP Reinforcement UHPC Concrete 


Elastic Modulus (GPa) 52.5 50 * 30.7 


Compressive strength (MPa) N/A 173.2 46.5 


Tensile strength (MPa) 1130* 8* N/A 


*Indicates an estimated value provided by the manufacturer  


 


3.3 Test Procedure 


The specimen underwent fatigue loading at a load level of 100 kN for 2,000,000 cycles at three locations.  The load 


of 100 kN was applied on an area of 150 mm x 400 mm.  This load level and area were selected based on analysis 


which concluded that these dimensions and load provided equivalent reinforcement and concrete stress to a full 


depth, 225 mm deep concrete panel subjected to the load from the maximum loaded wheel with dynamic load 


allowance of the CL-625-ONT design truck loading (CHBDC, 2013).  The reduced load and loaded area sizing were 


selected based on the 70% scale of the slab design.  This initial sizing was confirmed based on analysis in SAP2000. 


 


The fatigue loading was applied at three locations on the test specimen: the center of one panel, directly adjacent to 


the strip on the non-loaded panel, and on the centerline of the transverse UHPC joint.  The center of the panel acted 


as a control location to compare the discontinuity of UHPC joint to a continuous concrete slab.  The loading directly 


adjacent to the transverse joint was selected to create the maximum bar stress in the longitudinal bars within the 


closure strip, and to examine the effect of the discontinuity of the joint and the differing concrete material properties 


on the deck response.  The loading on the center of the closure strip was selected to determine the effect of loading 


on the UHPC directly and its ability to transfer load into the adjacent panels. Following fatigue loading, the 


specimen was subject to static loading to failure directly adjacent to the closure strip.  This location was deemed to 


be the most severe from a punching shear perspective as the UHPC joint partially intersects the punching shear cone.  


Figure 4 shows a plan view of the slab and the three fatigue load locations and the static failure locations. 


 


 
Figure 4: Load location layout.  Fatigue loading proceeded from 1 to 2 to 3.  Failure loading was applied at location 


2 first and location 1 second. 


 


1 2 3 
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4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 


4.1 Deck Response During Fatigue Loading 


The bridge deck was subjected to constant amplitude fatigue loading ranging from 10 kN to 110 kN.  For the load 


locations at the center of the panel and adjacent to the closure strip, it was clear that during the initial 200,000 cycles 


the deflection of the slabs significantly increased due to the formation and initial growth of cracks under the 


repeated loading.  After this initial cracking period, the deflection increased gradually at an approximately linear rate 


for the remaining 1,800,000 cycles.  It is also valuable to note that the slab did not return to the initial deflection 


value, but that the minimum deflection value (at 10 kN) and the maximum deflection value (at 110 kN) follow 


similar curves at different magnitudes over the duration of the fatigue loading.  The slab response for the loading 


applied at the centreline of the closure strip did not exhibit the rapid increase in deflection over the first 200,000 


cycles.  It is assumed that since both deck panels were already cracked from loading at the first two locations, the 


initial rapid softening of the deck system did not occur at this load location.  Figure 5 shows the deflection versus 


cycle count curves for the three fatigue loading locations. 


 


 
 


 
Figure 5: Deflection versus fatigue cycles for the three locations of loading.  Deflection measured at load location. 


 


Most of the cracks formed in the precast deck panels within the first 100 cycles, with a few additional cracks 


manifesting throughout the fatigue loading.  The first load location in the center of the panel (control location) had 


cracks that reached the UHPC closure strip but did not extend into the strip.  However, immediately after fatigue 


loading began at the second load location, adjacent to the closure strip, a crack extended across the width of the 


UHPC joint at the approximate midpoint of the joint.  It was clear that the crack was wide enough to break the steel 
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fibres within the UHPC, thus significantly reducing the tensile properties in that portion of the UHPC.  Loading at 


the third location directly on the closure strip did not increase the number of cracks significantly, however fatigue in 


this location did increase the size of the crack through the closure strip.  Figure 6 shows the crack in the UHPC 


closure strip. 


 


 
Figure 6: Crack through UHPC during fatigue loading adjacent to the closure strip 


4.2 Static Loading to Failure 


Once fatigue loading was completed at the three load locations, the slab was loaded to failure at location 2 directly 


adjacent to the closure strip as this was the point of greatest interest due to the influence of the UHPC-to-precast 


interface. The slab experienced a punching shear failure, however it exhibited a significant amount of strength post-


failure.  It should also be noted that the punching shear failure plane did not pass through the UHPC (following the 


typical punching shear cone geometry), but rather was truncated at the interface between the UHPC and precast 


panel.  Figure 7 shows the underside of the loaded area after failure loads were applied. 


 


 
Figure 7: Underside of slab after loading to failure adjacent to panel (load location 2).  Red rectangle indicates the 


approximate load location. 


 


Figure 8 shows the load deflection curves for the static loading to failure adjacent to the closure strip.  Note that the 


specimen was unloaded and reloaded several times during the static loading history as the interlock limits on the 


controller were triggered.  Punching failure occurred adjacent to the strip at a load of approximately 285 kN as 


indicated by a sudden drop in the load carrying capacity coincident with the formation of a typical punching shear 


crack failure pattern.  Applied loading was continued after the punching shear failure had occurred.  During this 


time, the applied load increased to 325 kN as the load-carrying mechanism changed to arch action.  
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Figure 8: Load versus deflection curves for specimen loaded to failure adjacent to strip. 


 


4.3 Comparison of Failure Load and Predicted Strength 


The measured punching shear failure load was compared to the strength predicted using the CAN/CSA S6 (CHBDC, 


2013) Clause  8.9.4.3 provisions as given by Equation 1. 


 


[1]   popccrcr VdbffV  25.0  


 


Where fcr is the cracking strength of concrete (MPa), fpc is the compressive stress in concrete after prestress losses 


(MPa), bo is the critical section perimeter (mm), d is effective depth of reinforcement (mm), and Vp is the shear 


component from prestressing.  For this case, it was assumed that bo would be measured on the four sides of the 


loaded area and that d would be measured from the top fibre of the slab to the centroid of the bottom reinforcement 


layer. Using a resistance factor for concrete of 1.0 (for behaviour prediction rather than design strength) and 


omitting the prestressing contribution, Vp, since the deck was not prestressed, it was found that the calculated shear 


resistance of the slab should be 486.5 kN.  This predicted value is greater than the punching load experienced, 


however the predicted failure load does not account for pre-existing damage to the panel (from fatigue loading) and 


assumes that the failure plane is symmetrical and is centred on the load point.  For the case being considered, the 


load adjacent to the panel only had three standard failure planes since the fourth plane was truncated along the face 


of the UHPC.  That is, the failure plane did not extend into the UHPC to follow the geometry normally assumed for 


a punching shear failure.  It is assumed that the very high strength and toughness of the UHPC relative to the precast 


concrete panel resisted extension of the punching shear failure plane into the UHPC.  Figure 9 shows a diagram of 


the approximate failure plane based on a top view of the slab after punching failure. 
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Figure 9: Approximate failure plane location indicated by red dashed line. 


 


A more accurate prediction for the failure load of slab adjacent to the closure strip can be obtained using the 


punching shear provisions of CSA A23.3 (CSA, 2010), Clauses 13.3.3 and 13.3.4.  These provisions differ from the 


CAN/CSA S6 provisions in that situations for edge and corner columns are addressed.  In these conditions, the 


typical four-sided punching shear cone is truncated by the slab free edges, thus reducing the failure perimeter and 


punching shear capacity.  Clause 13.3.4 predicts the failure shear stress as the minimum of Equation 2, Equation 3, 


and Equation 4. 
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Where βc is the ratio of the long to short side of the load, αs is a factor that adjusts the shear strength of concrete 


based on support dimensions, d is the distance from the extreme compression fibre to centroid of the tension 


reinforcement (mm), bo is the critical section perimeter (mm), λ is factor for concrete density (1.0 for normal density 


concrete), φc is the resistance factor of concrete (1.0 for behaviour prediction), and f’c is the compressive strength of 


concrete (MPa). For this case, bois assumed to only occur on three sides of the loaded area at a distance of one-half 


of d from the load edge. 


 


In order to apply the CSA A23.3 provisions to the deck loading positon adjacent to the UHPC joint, it was assumed 


that the truncation of the failure cone by the UHPC had a similar effect to that of an edge column.  As well, the bond 


between the precast panel and UHPC joint was assumed to be negligible, and the dowel action of the panel 


reinforcement extending into the UHPC joint was neglected.  Using Equation 2 with βc of 0.75 the shear stress was 


found to be 2.23 MPa.  Using Equation 3 αs taken as 3 for a case with three planes of failure, the predicted failure 


shear stress for the location adjacent to the panel would be 3.68 MPa.  Finally, Equation 4 finds a shear stress of 


2.54 MPa.  For a four sided failure plane, the failure load is calculated to be 377.8 kN.  However, assuming the 


failure area is the three sides of a punching failure cone defined by the depth of reinforcement and critical perimeter, 


bo, the predicted punching shear failure load in this case is 225.7 kN using the shear stress from Equation 2.  


Therefore, the failure load of 285 kN is between the three and four sided failure plane assumptions.  This difference 


may be caused by the contribution of the shear or bond on the interface between the UHPC and precast panel which 


is insufficient to transfer the entire shear stress through the UHPC.  Once the punching shear failure cone developed 


and slip occurred at the UHPC to panel interface, the GFRP did not appear to provide significant shear resistance in 


dowel action.  Upon removal of the top layer of panel concrete, the top layer GFRP bar under the load position was 


found to have sheared near the UHPC to precast concrete interface.  Figure 10 shows the shear failure through this 


bar. 
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Figure 10: Shear failure of top GFRP bar after failure load adjacent to the closure strip. 


5. FUTURE TESTING 


Further tests will be conducted using a similar method of construction and loading.  Two additional slabs will be 


created utilizing GFRP bars from a second manufacturer and one additional slab with same bar type used in the 


experiment described above.  One difference for these tests is the precast concrete interface will have a greater 


surface roughness through an exposed coarse aggregate finish, rather than simply sandblasted.  Figure 11 shows the 


difference between the tested sandblasted surface and the new coarse aggregate surface. 


 


 
Figure 11: Previous sandblasted surface (left) and the new coarse aggregate finish (right). 


6. CONCLUSIONS 


In conclusion, a slab consisting of two precast panels joined by a UHPC closure strip was tested under fatigue 


loading followed by static loading to failure.  Under fatigue loads it was found that slab deflections increased 


significantly for the 200,000 cycles followed by gradually increasing deflections for the remaining 1,800,000 cycles 


of fatigue loading.  During fatigue loading, cracks were noticed primarily during the initial loading phase with few 


cracks propagating during the latter stages of fatigue loading.  The slab was loaded to failure directly adjacent to the 


UHPC closure strip which resulted in punching failure.  The failure load of 285 kN was less than the punching shear 


capacity predicted by CAN/CSA S6 of 485 kN.  The reason for this difference is likely due to truncation of the 


punching shear failure cone along the precast to UHPC interface, rather than the assumed full, four-sided cone of 


failure.  Future testing is required to identify if this interface can be improved to provide greater shear resistance and 


increase the ultimate failure load of the specimen.  Future investigation will be conducted to determine what effect 


fatigue has on the ultimate capacity of the slab. 
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ABSTRACT  


Transport plays an important role in the development of the economies of countries and people around the world. 


Some goods are readily available everywhere and can be obtained easily, while others are unique and require certain 


means of transportation. Transportation can certainly add value to goods.  Depending on the mode of transport and 


the cost of moving the goods, economic benefits can be realized. The main objectives of this paper are: (1) to evaluate 


and compare the economic viability of utilizing two leading modes of transportation; rail and trucking systems, in the 


movement of goods, and (2) to perform a life cycle cost analysis using software applications, accessible databases, 


while considering current demand and market inclinations. The results of the analysis will be applied to assess the 


effects of rules and regulations of government, intricate security and safety matters and several other unforeseen issues 


that influence the cost or benefits related to the use of the two modes. The focus of the study will be on the Gulf 


Cooperation Council (GCC) countries.  


 


Keywords: Rail, Truck, Freight, Intermodal, Cost, Transportation 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Transportation is an economic function; that is to say, it serves along with other functions in the production of goods 


and services in the economy of a country and the whole world (Norton, H. S., 1971). For centuries, freight transport 


has been playing a vital role in the economic progress of any civilized country. Some goods are readily available in 


various locations, while others are unique. Therefore, it can be profitable to transport them to great distances. Shipping 


transport corporations have surfaced as one of the major leaders in technology that caters to the challenges of a fast 


fleeting world and its requirements. Transportation is the fundamental part of economics for upgrading and 


multiplying wealth, based on competitive transportation services, cost abatement policies, reliability planning and 


specifications, government rules and current technological developments. Advancement in all modes of transport has 


emerged with the development of highways, rail tracks and air routes. Now, in the present scenario of shipping, 


customers for global merchandise transport are independent in their ability to choose the transportation modes on the 


basis of the price, availability and performance. However, freight transport can have a potential impact on road 


conditions, traffic, safety and the environment of the surrounding communities. At the same time, freight movements 


show great influence by contributing to the economic health of the nation and the world, technological changes, trade 


agreements, and government policies and regulations.  


 


The ever increasing population requirements in the world demands the efficiency of two other leading modes of 


transport besides ocean shipping, which are truck and rail, and will be the main focus of this paper. These two land 


modes stand out to be the very foundations of freight transport, and hence have attracted attention of the entire world 


towards them.  The reason behind this interest is that there are issues such as increasing demand for commodities, 


environmental factors, dissemination of products at comparatively cheap prices, and safety. From the literature in this 
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area, one can say that for vast majority of commodities, truck and rail symbolize the prevailing share of freight 


circulation in Canada and all over the world.  


 


Various studies have been reported in the literature for seeking solutions to different situations to minimize the cost 


of freight transport while maximizing public interest. While financial costs immediately come to mind, environmental 


and safety matters prove to be more vital when policy makers make decisions to shift modes for transport. It has been 


found that it is good public policy practice to minimize total transportation cost, while ensuring that goods are moved 


effectively. This objective creates a necessity to consider total cost analysis, a process where overall factors are 


considered, while making cost estimations are made in relation to the available mode. Policy makers must understand 


the full costs of different modes of transportation for comparison and real cost benefits so that policies can then be 


approved and embraced to inspire transportation users to think through these costs while making their shipping 


decisions.  


 


Various studies have been implemented on freight transportation costs. Forkenbrock (2001) has compared the external 


costs of rail and truck freight transport, while considering the total cost pricing. This total cost pricing was inclusive 


of air emissions, safety, and noise factors that influence the well-being of society and this approach emphasizes the 


importance of acknowledging such factors when transportation strategies are designed. Several matters and challenges 


surrounding these factors need to be discussed when moving goods, such as green gas emission releases (Kim, 2009); 


locating the intermodal facilities to get the maximum benefit of the current freight flow (Brogan, 2001); additional 


consideration given to economic shipping styles (Brogan, 2001); reliability issues that are significant to both public 


and private sectors; and the willingness of freight shippers to pay for faster and more reliable service (Significance, 


2012). In conclusion, users are required to make their mode decision in relation to all environmental costs, security 


matters, financial costs, weather conditions, and rules and regulation matters of freight distribution. When it comes to 


single equation approximation of mode selection or shipment volume, there is a presence of potential biases in assessed 


parameters of that model (Abdelwahab, 1998). 


 


In general, studies on freight transportation have one common limitation, which is that data that are not broad enough 


to encompass the topics efficiently. Based on the literature, lack of costs data such as accident cost, environmental 


impact cost, noise cost, and depreciation data might lead to potential bias analysis (Fender, K. J., 2012). As per 


Mahmudi & Flvnn (2006), selection of the modes of freight transportation depends on the type of commodity to be 


delivered along with the availability of proper data. On the other hand, limiting the study to one city or to a smaller 


amount of data also might affect the results (Cenek, 2012). Another limitation that was found in the literature is that 


studies lack a super-network that conglomerates both the road and rail systems in a particular area, for unequivocally 


considering the multi-modal transport scheme in the given area (Rwakarehe, E. E., 2014).  


 


In conclusion, a very limited study has been done covering the Arabian Gulf area when the shipping of goods occurs. 


Unlike other studies, all life cycle costs will be included in this paper for both modes: trucking and railway systems. 


The framework was proposed using geographic information system (GIS), which will be an efficient tool for 


optimization and design system strategies in future. 


2. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK 


The methodology is intended to develop a life cycle model that can help with selecting the most appropriate mode of 


transport that has more reliability for shipping. Therefore, a set of factors will be used to study the cost and 


effectiveness along the corridors. Geographic information system (GIS) will then be used to discuss the intermodal 


option and other scenarios using existing data. The research methodology plan is illustrated schematically in Figure 


1. The main purpose of this paper is to first examine the two leading modes of transportation: truck and rail.  And 


later, execute a life cycle cost analysis by considering accessible database, software applications, current demand and 


market inclinations, rules and regulations of government, intricate security and safety matters and several other 


unforeseen issues that influence the cost estimations concerned to the area of our subject. 
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 Figure 1: Research flow diagram 


3. DEVELOPMENT OF FRAMEWORK LIFE CYCLE ANALYSIS 


3.1 Study area and corridors 


Economic and population growth are strongly correlated with the development of transport activities. It is visible and 


expected that the economy of the six GCC countries is likely to continue developing, due to the oil and petrochemical 


market, tourism industry and other economic diversification. This will affect the existing transportation network and 


patterns as well as increase the demand for transportation services to support it. Currently, the six GCC countries are 


connected on a large basis with road networks as shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2: Existing road connections between the GCC countries  


 


As shown in Figure 2, the GCC region has a geographic location favorable for growth in trade amongst the GCC 


countries and beyond, including Europe, Northern and Middle Africa and Asia. Moreover, exports and import 


commodities within GCC countries are mostly bound to the regional GCC market.  It was found that in 2006, around 


50 million tons of commodities were transported within the GCC area. This consisted petroleum products, cement, 


lime, raw materials such as iron ores, gravel, stone, steel, aluminum, foodstuffs and other consumer products. Table 1 


gives the amount of import and export tonnage within the GCC countries in 2006. 


 


 


Table 1. Import/Export tonnage between the GCC countries (000) tons. Source: Abu Dhabi Municipality 


                    To 


From 


Qatar Kuwait Bahrain UAE KSA Oman TOTAL 


Qatar - 43 118 11,012 879 150 12,200 


Kuwait 20 - 32 22,777 1,696 52 24,577 


Bahrain 55 160 - 3,391 1,060 3 4,669 


UAE 436 233 461 - 3,212 515 4,857 


KSA 436 460 2,147 1,729 - 244 5,016 


Oman 25 81 232 940 367 - 1,645 


TOTAL 972 977 2,990 39,849 7,214 964 52,964 


 


 


The above demonstrates a necessity to have other freight alternative modes such as railway lines to meet coming future 


challenges and to develop a complete transportation system. A complete transportation system should take into 


consideration that rail routes should be connected with port terminals and intermodal yards that have easy access, and 


at the same time incorporating the geographical, geological, and environmental impacts as well as rules and regulations 


within the gulf area. Although trucking is most widely used, the poor conditions of highways between GCC countries 


plus other impacts requires a shift in the load of traffic to GCC railways. The following Figure 3 shows the current 


and future freight railway system connecting these countries. 
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Figure 3: Current and future rail corridors between the six GCC countries (modified from google maps)  


 


As shown in Figure 3, the green line belongs to the Saudi Railways Organization (SRO), the orange line represents 


the future land bridge connecting the east and west areas of the country, and lastly, the blue line represents the future 


GCC corridor that is planned to be connected with the Saudi Freight rail lines to improve the overall economy of the 


gulf area.  


3.2 Freight Data Description 


Transport sectors contribute greatly to the economic development and trade within a country as well as with other 


countries. Each mode of transport, either rail or road, has its own differing needs and costs attached to each of them. 


These costs and needs vary depending on several factors such as distance of transportation, bulkiness of the 


commodities, and final destination of the goods. Side effects are also to be considered since each mode has some side 


effects to society and a greater effect to the world at large.  For example, air and noise pollution are greater with rail, 


and congestion in towns is more prevalent with road transport. The pollution collectively affects the world at large 


through rising disasters such as global warming. These factors are collectively termed as external costs. 


 


In making a choice on each of the transport systems, one should put into consideration several aspects among which 


include cost. This chapter of the paper presents the different considered cost for each mode of transport as well as the 


necessary assumptions that need to be made. In general, when it comes to comparing the two modes of transportation, 


each one has its own potentials and drawbacks. The distance of transport can favor road to rail depending on how long 


or how short it is. Short distances can be more convenient for road rather than rail. Based on the available information, 


this study will analyze the cost of each mode based on a comprehensive statistical model in order to find the most 


reliable way for shipping using rail or trucking systems. 


3.3 Trucking and rail systems capital cost 


The freight systems capital costs include trucks, road infrastructure, rail tracks, rolling stock, and locomotive costs. 


The focus in this paper will be only on the movement of the goods assuming that the road and rail tracks are already 
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constructed. However, there are different types of trucks that can be used based on the type of commodity and shipping 


as shown in Table 2. For example, normal flatbed trucks can be used for all types of dry and general cargo, while 


reefer trucks are used when temperatures need to be controlled. Each shipment has different specifications and payload 


value, so for example, a 3 axle semi-truck costing 50,000 US$, has a payload value of 25 tonnes, and average fuel 


consumption equal to 0.039 l/ton-km. 


 


As for rail, locomotive and wagon prices need to be considered when estimating shipping cost. Just like trucks, wagon 


types vary based on the weight, size and type of commodity to be shipped. For example, flat wagons can be used for 


steel and iron products, while tanker cars are used for oils, bituminous items and chemical products.  On the other 


hand, the price of locomotives also varies based on efficiency and horse power. For this paper, a 4400 AC locomotive 


and a double stack wagon were selected. The capital cost of a locomotive is about 3,000,000 US$, and the double 


stack wagon is about 80,000 US$.  Assuming the average annual mileage for both modes, the capital cost per kilometer 


for locomotive, wagon and truck equal 0.208 US$/km, 0.006 US$/km, 0.0613 US$/km respectively. 


3.4 Operation and maintenance cost 


When selecting between various transportation modes, inclusion of operation and maintenance cost is essential. This 


includes the fuel cost, labor, truck/rolling stock maintenance and repair costs. Operation usually depends on the fuel 


price in each country, and information used here was obtained from the international global petrol price for 2016, and 


incorporated average wages as well. For this paper, operation cost was estimated based on the data for a 3 Axle Semi 


Truck Trailer, labor and fuel cost of each country over the whole shipping distances. The maintenance cost varies 


from one truck to another. For this paper, the maintenance cost was calculated based on real data on repair and 


maintenance of a 3 Axle Semi Truck Trailer. Road distances were  measured using GIS application, while track 


distances were calculated based on Table 2. 


 


 


Table 2. Rail segment lengths. Source: Abu Dhabi Municipality 


# Rail Segments Track Length km 


S1 Kuwait City to Kuwait / Saudi border 111.7 


S2 Kuwait / Saudi border to NSR Jct 144.6 


S3 NSR Jct to SR04 Jct. (Jubail) 75.4 


S4 SRO4 Jct (Jubail) to Interchange Stn. 104.6 


S5 Interchange Stn. To Dammam Jct 22 


S6 Dammam Jct To Saudi /Bahrain border 17.9 


S7 Saudi / Bahrain border to Manama 35 


S8 Interchange Stn. to As Salwa Stn. 191 


S9 As Salwa to Saudi / Qatar border 26 


S10 Saudi /Qatar border to Doha Junction 68 


S11 As Salwa to Saudi / Emirate border 121.8 


S12 Saudi / Emirate border to Abu Dhabi 368 


S13 Abu Dhabi to Dubai 69 


S14 Dubai to Fujairah 137 


S15 Fujairah to Emirate / Oman border 15.7 


S16 Emirate / Oman border to Muscat 257.1 


S19 Doha Jct. to Doha station 36.5 


 


 


Unlike trucks, rail systems have different components that need to be considered when estimating operation and 


maintenance cost, which includes the locomotive or wagons as well the cost of fuel and labor. The following Table 3 


shows the operation and maintenance cost of each part of the system based on data from Federal Transport Authority 


in the UAE: 
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Table 3: Operation and maintenance cost of freight service. Source: Abu Dhabi Municipality 


Item Unit  


Fuel Consumption L/1000ton-km 3.77 


Lubricant Costs Unit Price US$ 


Locos $ / unit / year 20,000 


Rolling Stock maintenance materials Unit Price US$ 


Locomotives $ / unit / year 120,000 


Wagons $ / unit / year 20,000 


 


 


The operation cost was estimated based on fuel price and the distance driven in each country, while the labor cost was 


calculated assuming the following:  


 


1. The driver works 6 hours a day; 


2. Monthly average wages are around 4000US$; 


3. There are 250 working days in a year; and 


4. Rail speed is 80 km/hr 


 


Regarding the maintenance cost per kilometer, locomotives, wagon, and lubrication costs were estimated based on the 


wagon payload value and the maximum distance over 24 hours. Considering the delays that can occur at each station, 


3 different groups were created as shown in Table 4. Therefore, total maintenance cost for locomotive, wagon and 


lubrication were calculated with the following factors detailed below. 


 


 


Table 4: Number of station per distances groups 


Group 1 to 3 Origin Destination Distances 
Number of 


stations 


Average working 


hrs/day after the delay 


Short distance example Dubai Abu Dhabi 113 ≤ 3 21.5 


Med distance example Dubai Muscat 562 > 3 ≤ 4 20 


Long distance example Dubai Kuwait 1281 > 4 ≤ 6 18 


3.5 Vibration and Noise cost 


Noise and vibration are two of the main environmental effects of freight transport. These can have a negative impact 


on health, such as headaches, sleep disturbance, hearing impairment, and damage to property. Noise can be generated 


from wheel interface, horns and bells. Several factors can affect the noise and vibration intensity such as the traffic 


volume, the distance from the noise source, type of locomotive and horns, number of trains per day and the length of 


the train. As per a recent study by the UAE Freight Transport Authority, the average truck noise cost was estimated 


to be 16.05 US$/1,000 ton-km, while the Rail noise cost is about 5.62 US$/1,000 ton-km. However, as per the U.S. 


National Research Council, noise costs can be assumed to be zero in rural areas. As a result, urban distances only have 


been considered in calculating noise factor.  


3.6 Safety and accident cost 


Even though the GCC countries are trying to impose different countermeasures to improve safety, there are still 


significant numbers of road and rail accidents causing loss of human life and property damages. As per Osterhaudt 


(2002), accident costs can be quantified based on the number of injuries and fatalities of using that mode per year. 


The data that are necessary to calculate the accident costs in a useful form are not readily available. Road accidents, 


fatalities and injuries cost estimates were configured based on international factors (fatalities per capita and per 


vehicle) and other published data from other countries that can be used to scale international factors to GCC levels. 


To calculate the cost of accidents for trucking systems, different cost factors were applied for each section of the 


network for each distance driven on each country. Regarding rail, very limited data was found in Saudi Arabia to 
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complete the comparison. The following Table 5 shows the cost of accidents that has been used to be scaled to the 


GCC countries based on a GCC economic study report from 2008.  


 


 


Table 5: Manipulated cost-of-accident for the GCC countries. Source: Abu Dhabi Municipality 


Freight Modes - Cost-of-accident per 1,000 ton-km (2008 $ US) 


Country Truck Rail 


Bahrain $18.07 


$1.18 


 


Oman $10.84 


Qatar $31.62 


UAE $9.04 


Kuwait $18.07 


Saudi Arabia $18.07 


 


 


The design of the GCC Railway includes better crossing protection systems than the current Saudi Arabian Rail (SRO) 


such as fences, camel crossing bridges, which can bring the accident rate down, but still the resulting factor was used 


for all six GCC countries. 


3.7 Environment and pollution cost 


Pollution cost can be estimated based on the exposure to mode, population densities and health damage unit costs 


(Victoria Transport Policy Institute, 2015). There are different kinds of greenhouse emissions that can be produced by 


operating railway or trucking systems. Exhaust emission has some toxic characteristics affecting air quality, human 


health and can contribute to climate change. 


 


Comparing the two modes, trucks produced a higher amount of greenhouse emissions and presents a serious issue,  


particularly in urbanized communities. Unlike trucks, rail has low emissions rates, which can encourage modal shift 


since the impact would be very minor. Considering all of these impacts, the freight mode can be selected. It has been 


reported that there are no specific factors that can be used to estimate emissions impacts in GCC countries. Therefore, 


international factors have been used. As per the environmental and congestion costs in Western Europe (INFRS – 


IWW, March 2000), the average pollution cost for a truck is about 33.28 US$/1,000 ton-km, while the rail has lessened 


value of 13.97 US$/1,000 ton-km. 


3.8 Depreciation rate value 


Depreciation is a term used in economics when an asset loses its value over time. The depreciation of assets must also 


be considered while evaluating the life cycle cost of transportation. The useful life of an asset can be extended by 


improving the maintenance, thereby reducing the depreciation cost, but this generally means there is a need for 


increasing the maintenance cost. However, based on a study completed by the Abu Dhabi Department of 


Transportation, the average was taken for a variety of trucks, resulting in an annual depreciation of 11,493 US$ and a 


per km cost of 0.14 US$ assuming that the annual truck mileage is 80,000 km. Regarding rolling stock depreciation 


for rail, according to the Association of American Railroads (A.A.R)., the annual depreciation for a freight car is 3.6 


percent. However, considering the cost of wagons and locomotives, the annual depreciation of wagons are about 2,880 


US$, and about 108,000 US$ for locomotives. Assuming the annual mileage is about 480,000 km, the depreciation 


rate for locomotive is 0.23 US$/km, while the wagon deprecation cost equals 0.006 US$/km. 


4. ANALYSIS OF RESULTS  


As mentioned previously, cost rate factors were calculated using three different distances between origin and 


destination for two different modes: trucking and rail systems. Table 6 and Table 7 summarize the total cycle cost 


analysis.  
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Table 6: Trucking cost rate US$ 


Origin-Destination 


US$/ton-km  US$/km           US$/ 


Dist. (km) 
f1  


(n) 


f2 


(a) 


f3 


(p) 


f4 


(m) 


f5 


(o) 


f 


(Rt) 


f6 


(d) 


f7 


(dep.) 


f8 


(cap.) 
Total Cost 


Dubai  to Kuwait 1281 0.0026 0.0136 0.0333 0.0022 0.0117 0.063 0.0015 0.14 0.0613 2290 


Dubai to Abu Dhabi 113 0.016 0.009 0.0333 0.0022 0.0002 0.0607 0.0015 0.14 0.0613 194 


Dubai to Muscat 562 0.014 0.01 0.0333 0.0022 0.0163 0.0758 0.0015 0.14 0.0613 1179 


 


 


Table 7: Intermodal cost rate US$ 


Origin-Destination 


US$/ton-km  US$/km       US$/ 


Dist. (km) f1 (n) 
f2 


(a) 


f3 


(p) 


f4 


(m) 


f5 


(o) 


f 


(Rt) 


f6 


(d) 


f6 


(dep.) 


f7 


(cap.) 
Total Cost 


Dubai  to Kuwait 1186 0.0014 0.0012 0.014 0.0019 0.0038 0.022 0.4 0.236 0.214 1669.295 


Dubai to Abu Dhabi 69 0.0056 0.0012 0.014 0.0024 0.0038 0.027 0.4 0.236 0.214 105.225 


Dubai to Muscat 409.8 0.0028 0.0012 0.014 0.0022 0.0038 0.024 0.4 0.236 0.214 594.21 


f1: Noise rate factor, f2 accident rate factor, f3 pollution rate factor, f4 maintenance rate factor, f5 Operation rate factor 


(Fuel), f Cost rate (US$/ton-km), f6 Operation rate factor (Driver), f7 Depreciation rate factor, and f8 Capital cost. 


 


 


The relationship between various distances and total life cycle cost for both systems is shown in Figure 4. It is clear 


that using the intermodal system results in less costs than trucking costs for specific origins and destinations. 


  


Figure 4: Distance-Total cost relationship.   


 


Based on the information in Table 6, it seems that approximately 1,135,476.4 g of CO2 is produced by intermodal 


freight rail for the distance from Kuwait to Dubai, while the use of trucking systems produces 1.5% CO2. On regards 


to NOx, trucking system generates around 1.25 g more than the intermodal freight rail system. 


 


 


Table 3. Unit pollutant emission for freight trains and trucking freight. Source: Methodology for calculating 


transport emissions and energy consumption, TRL 


Truck Gross weight (tons) Freight Train Average Truck 


Pollutants g/ton.km 


CO2 38.296 72 


NOx 0.834 1.1 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 


Based on the selected system modes and the specific origins and destinations, the results show that shipping using 


intermodal system is less costly than shipping by using trucking systems. The amount of emissions were calculated 


for both freight systems, and the result shows that the trucking system generates more emissions of CO2 and NOx by 


1.5% and 1.25% respectively than the intermodal system. Therefore, different origins and destinations should be added 


and investigated in order to verify the shipping cost of various distances, and for appropriate selection of the most 


reliable and appropriate freight mode.  
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ABSTRACT  


Flexible (simple) shear connections commonly used in steel-framed buildings are very economical and are relatively 


easy to fabricate. These connections are used for shear resistance, but recent studies have shown that they are 


capable of sustaining an interaction of rotational and axial load demand necessary for steel-framed building 


structures to help resist collapse in the event of unanticipated damage scenarios.  


 


The objective of this paper is to outline and discuss an experimental effort designed to evaluate the robustness of 


single plate shear connections under a quasi-dynamic loading scenario simulating the loss of a central column. The 


experimental program included eleven full-scale tests of a system consisting of two wide flange beams connected to 


a central wide flange column stub by means of the shear plate connections.  Three, four, and five bolt configurations 


were tested, and two of the tests utilized galvanized bolts.  The experimental testing provides important information 


regarding the ability of these connections to sustain large rotational demands in conjunction with axial tension forces 


generated through geometric stiffness (catenary) effects when subjected to rapidly applied vertical loads. 


 


Keywords: Robustness, Progressive Collapse, Steel Structures, Connections. 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Typical elements within a structural steel framework, such as infill beams, girders, and connections, are intended to 


resist the gravity and lateral loads demanded of them based on typical design standards (e.g., AISC 2010a).  These 


elements are designed to resist their share of the gravity and lateral loads acting on the frame, and they are usually 


not directly intended to contribute to the inherent robustness of the system.  However, these elements can and likely 


do contribute to the overall robustness even without direct consideration to their contributions.  Such contributions 


have been recognized in other design codes such as the concrete design codes (ACI 2014) where design provisions, 


although often prescriptive, are included with the intention of enhancing the robustness of cast-in-place and precast 


systems. 


 


Most structural steel frames include gravity-load connections that are most often considered to be flexible (i.e., 


“simple”) and are not designed to resist bending moment or axial forces. These flexible connections have the ability 


to resist measurable rotational and tensile force demands that are necessary for the resistance to disproportionate 


collapse.  The capacities of these connections and the alternate load paths developed have recently been a topic of 


interest by researchers; however, even considering recent advances the topic remains one that is not fully understood 


by the structural engineering community. Ellingwood et al. (2009) notes that the deformation capacity of elements 


subjected to force and moment interaction is an assumption that is worthy of further investigation. 
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Recent research initiatives have taken many different paths in identifying and quantifying robustness characteristics 


in steel framed structures.  Some initiatives have focused on the entire steel framework, either as a reduced model 


(e.g., Main 2014; Alashker et al. 2010; Foley et al. 2008) or as an entire prototype building system (e.g., Raebel 


2011).  Others have narrowed their focus on the interactive behaviour of the connections within the framework by 


means of experimental evaluation (Raebel et al. 2012; Oosterhof and Driver 2012; Oosterhof and Driver 2011; 


Guravich and Dawe 2006) and by finite element or other analytical modeling (Main 2014; Main and Sadek 2012; 


Alashker et al. 2010; Sadek et al. 2008). The single plate connection (often also called a “shear tab”) is often the 


connection of choice in the experimental and analytical studies due to its simplicity and relative ease in limit state 


identification and modeling.   


 


The subject of the current research initiative is the shear plate beam-to-column connection as illustrated in Figure 1.  


A standard connection (AISC 2010b), the shear plate offers many advantages to the fabricator and engineer due to 


its simplicity and constructability.  The conventional shear plate is assumed to resist transverse shear forces (i.e., in 


vertical direction parallel to the line of bolts in Figure 1) with minimal eccentricity, thus resulting in minimal 


moments within the connection.   


 


 
 


Figure 1:  Shear Plate Connection Configuration. 


 


Liu and Astaneh-Asl (2000) investigated the rotational flexibility and ductility of shear plate connections with and 


without the effects of slab.  Geschwindner and Gustafson (2010) investigated the structural integrity of the shear 


plate connection by means of a limit state analysis in an effort to satisfy the integrity requirements of the 


International Code Council (2009) and New York Building Code (2008).  However, little experimental data has 


been generated towards the understanding of the behaviour of simple shear plate connections subjected to a 


significant magnitude of rotation demand in concert with interactive axial and shear forces.  Experimental studies 


performed by Thompson (2009) and analytical studies by both Main and Sadek (2012) and those discussed by 


Daneshvar and Driver (2010) have provided much needed experimental data and analytical insight into the 


interactive force and moment behaviour of the shear plate connection with significant rotational demand under a 


column removal scenario.  The experiments clearly showed that the shear plate connection has the ability to resist 


those forces and moments and allows the framework to generate significant axial tension forces through geometric 


stiffness (i.e., catenary) effects as the vertical deformation progresses. 


 


The loading rate performed by Thompson (2009) was very slow, such that the loading could be considered static, or 


“quasi-static.”  The present research initiative investigates the behaviour of the shear plate connection while 


undergoing interactive forces and moments, including significant rotation demands; however, the loading rate used 


in the present research is significantly faster than Thompson’s tests.  The loading rate is described as “quasi-


dynamic” (also described as “dynamic” herein) because the experimental system was not able to reach speeds 


expected of the free-fall of a suddenly removed central column, but the speeds in the present study are significantly 


increased when compared to that generated during Thompson’s experiments. 
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2. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 


The experimental program included shear plate connections with three bolting patterns: three rows (3ST), four rows 


(4ST), and five rows (5ST).  Figure 2 shows the general layout and geometry of each specimen.  The dimensions 


shown for the 4ST are typical for all specimens.  The yield stress of the plate was nominally 36 ksi (250 MPa) and 


the modulus of elasticity was nominally 29,000 ksi (200 GPa).  Material tests resulted in an average yield stress of 


59 ksi (407 MPa) and an average modulus of elasticity of 30,395 ksi (209.6 GPa).  The column stub is a W12×53 


(W310×79). 


 


 
 (a) 3ST (b) 4ST (c) 5ST 


 


Figure 2:  Shear Plate Connection Configurations Included in Experimental Study. 


 


Design of the shear plate connections followed U.S. specification requirements (AISC 2010a) and accepted design 


procedures (AISC 2010b). Standard size bolt holes were used (i.e., 1/16 in. (1.6mm)) larger than the bolt diameter) 


and the test beams and column stub were designed so that failure limit states were exclusive to the shear plate 


components and the bolts attaching them to the beam or column stub.  Further details regarding the calculated limit 


states and specimen design are available (Lesser 2016; Thompson 2009). 


 


An illustration of the experimental fixture is shown in Figure 3, and a photograph of the pre-test experimental setup 


is shown in Figure 4.  The test specimens are centered in a two-span system that connects two reusable pin-ended 


test beams to a central stub column.  The column stub was unrestrained above the beams in an effort to focus on the 


rotational demands at the shear plate connections. 


 


Loading was applied by means of an MTS hydraulic system.  An MTS 201.30T single ended hydraulic actuator with 


integral force and displacement instrumentation was used to apply loading through a clevis-styled heavy plate 


assembly connected by means of a single steel pin to a central column. The hydraulic actuator pulled down on the 


test specimen.   Two Unimeasure Model PA-30-DS-L5M draw wire transducers (DWTs) were attached to the 


flanges of the column stub to measure both total and differential deflection. Averaged DWT measurements were 


used to define vertical deformation.  Rotation at the connection was determined based on DWT measurements and 


assembly geometry.  Force, displacement (actuator and DWT) and strain data were collected through a customized 


software program, and the force and actuator displacement data were also collected through the MTS controller 


software.  Force and displacement data from the MTS system was compared to the data collected by the custom 


software to ensure accuracy and consistency between the two systems. 


 


Seven Vishay “Micro-Measurements” CEA-06-062UW-350 (350 ohm) strain gages in quarter-bridge completion 


were applied on each beam (right and left).  The gages were placed on the center face of the top flange, the center 


face of the bottom flange, and approximately equidistant between the flanges on the web (see Figure 3). 


 


The W18×35 (W460×52) test beams were designed for repeated use as the test assembly was used for both shear 


plate (present work) and WT (Hayes 2016) testing programs.  A 1/2 in. (12.7mm) doubler plate with a nominal yield 


stress of 36 ksi (250 MPa) was welded to each beam at the connection point to the shear plate in order to prevent 
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damage to the beam during testing.  The W18×35 (W460×52) beams were connected to the frame columns by 


means of a single bolted pin ended connection. 


 
Figure 3:  Fixture and Instrumentation Used in Experimental Testing. 


 


 


 
Figure 4:  Typical pre-test configuration. 
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3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 


In all, eleven specimens were tested in an effort to measure data that would result in quantifying the interacting axial 


force, shear force and moment at the point of the single plate connection.  The actuator displacement rate was 


approximately 2.5 in. (63.5 mm) per second for quasi-dynamic tests.  The strain gages located near mid-span of each 


W18 (W460) beam continuously collected data during each experiment.  DWTs measured the amount of 


displacement at each flange of the column stub, and these measurements were used to calculate the amount of 


rotation at the connection.  Applied force was measured through internal instrumentation in the MTS actuator, and 


the applied force was used to determine the shear force in the shear plate connections.  The MTS actuator also 


measured displacement parallel to the line of action of the applied force.  Figure 5 shows the post-test positions of 


typical tests. 


 


    
(a) (b) (c) (d) 


 


Figure 5: Post-test positions for typical (a) D3ST, (b) D4ST and (c) D5ST tests, and (d) enlarged photo at deformed 


bolt hole (4ST shown). 


 


The strain data was used to determine the internal forces (axial force and moment) at the point of the strain gages. 


For this calculation, the strain gages applied to the top and bottom flanges were used on each beam, and the strain 


gages applied to the webs were used for data validation.  The forces and moment calculated near mid-span was 


extrapolated to determine the axial force and moment at the point of the connection.  Extrapolation was relatively 


straight-forward, knowing that axial force is constant throughout the length of the beam and moment varies linearly 


throughout the length of the beam, starting with zero moment at the pin ended connection.  Further details regarding 


the computation of internal forces and moments and validation of measured data are available (Lesser 2016). 


 


For each bolting configuration, one test was conducted as a quasi-static test, where the actuator load rate was one 


inch (25.4 mm) per minute.  Quasi-static tests were performed in an effort to compare to previous testing 


(Thompson 2009) and data results showed similar trends to the previous work.  These tests also served as a baseline 


for comparison to the quasi-dynamic tests. 


3.1 Three-Bolt Shear Plate Results 


One three-bolt static (S3ST1) and two three-bolt dynamic tests (D3ST2 and 3) were run.  Due to a data acquisition 


error, D3ST3 resulted in a partial data set that was used to compare forces at bolt fractures, but could not be used for 


full comparison of data.  A force and moment versus rotation response for both static and a typical dynamic 3ST 


connection is shown in Figure 6.  The point of zero rotation, as shown by the vertical solid line, indicates the point 


where the actuator is halfway through its full stroke (i.e., the extreme negative and positive rotations relate to the 


actuator at its full extension and full contraction points, respectively).  This point was convenient for data 


comparison because of its consistent spatial location for all tests.  The graphs show the full extent of the test, starting 


at the left side of the plot and ending at the right side. 


 


The graph clearly shows that 3ST connections begin with a modest spike in moment magnitude and then exhibit a 


range of sustained moment resistance as beam rotation accrues.  As the system reaches its maximum moment, a 


transition from flexural resistance to a catenary type behaviour is seen.  For the static test, the measured moment in 


the connection increases until it achieves a net rotation of approximately 0.04 radians.  The connection then 


transitions from flexural to significant catenary behaviour as indicated by the rapid rate of increase in axial loading 


starting after it achieves a net rotation of approximately 0.05 radians.  For the dynamic test, the measured moment in 


the connection increases until it achieves a net rotation of approximately 0.05 radians and transitions to significant 


catenary behaviour starting after it achieves a net rotation of approximately 0.06 radians. Geometric stiffness results 
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in a significant increase in axial force as the bending moment in the connection plateaus and declines.  This 


continues until a bolt fractures, at which point moment reverses and the axial force immediately begins to accrue.  


Once the second bolt fractures, forces and moment both drop to relatively low magnitudes. 


 


Deformation parallel to the beam axis occurred at the bolt holes in the stem of the shear plate prior to bolt fracture 


(see Figure 5(d)).  The bottom bolt hole showed the most significant deformation, and deformation became less 


pronounced on every bolt hole closer to the top of the plate.  A significant level of ductility was exhibited prior to 


bolt fracture.  Prior to initial bolt fracture the 3ST specimens were found to have compression at the upper region of 


the shear plate and tension in the lower half, with rotation about the center bolt.  Moment reversed upon initial bolt 


fracture due to the redistribution of load occurring within the connection. 


 


 
Figure 6:  Response of static 3ST and typical quasi-dynamic 3ST tests. 


3.2 Four-Bolt Shear Plate Results 


One four-bolt static (S4ST1) and three four-bolt dynamic tests (D4ST2, 3 and 4) were run.  D4ST4 used galvanized 


bolts, which negatively affected the strength of the connection.  The pattern of results for the four-bolt tests was 


generally consistent with the three-bolt results.  Bolt hole deformations were consistent with the three-bolt tests; 


however, the point of rotation was located between the two middle bolts. 


 


A force and moment versus rotation response for both static and a typical dynamic 4ST connection is shown in 


Figure 7.  As with the 3ST specimens, the graph shows that the connections exhibit a transition from flexural 


resistance to a catenary type behaviour but in the 4ST tests the axial and moment increase simultaneously.  For the 


static test, the measured moment in the connection spikes initially and steadily increases until it achieves a net 


rotation of approximately 0.08 radians.  Within the same range, catenary behaviour is exhibited by the rapid rate of 


increase in axial loading starting after it achieves a net rotation of approximately 0.02 radians.  For the dynamic test, 


the measured moment in the connection increases until it achieves a net rotation of approximately 0.07 radians.  


Catenary begins 


Bolts fracture 


Beginning of test 


End of test 
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Transition to significant catenary behaviour starts after it rotated less than 0.02 radians, significantly less than what 


was observed in three-bolt tests. Geometric stiffness results in significant increase in axial force as the bending 


moment in the connection reaches maximum magnitude, and an earlier initiation of the geometric stiffness can be 


attributed to the additional bolt present in the connection.  This continues until a bolt fractures, but the axial force 


begins to accrue again immediately following bolt fracture.  The trend is repeated until one bolt remains, at which 


point the forces and moments drop to relatively low magnitudes.   


 


 
Figure 7:  Response of static 4ST and typical quasi-dynamic 4ST tests. 


 


3.3 Five-Bolt Shear Plate Results 


One five-bolt static (S5ST1) and three five-bolt dynamic tests (D5ST2, 3 and 4) were run.  D5ST4 used galvanized 


bolts, which negatively affected the capacity.  The pattern of results for the five-bolt tests was generally consistent 


with the four- and three-bolt results.  Bolt hole deformations were consistent with the other tests and the center of 


rotation once again gravitated toward the middle bolt. 


 


A force and moment versus rotation response for both static and a typical dynamic 5ST connection is shown in 


Figure 8.  As with the 3ST and 4ST specimens, the graph shows that the connections exhibit a transition from 


flexural resistance to a catenary type behaviour.  However, for the 5ST tests the static and dynamic responses were 


closer together, both in terms of maximum magnitudes and for the rotation demand at maximum magnitudes. 


 


For the static test, the measured moment in the connection spikes and increases immediately and quickly until it 


achieves a net rotation of approximately 0.06 radians, which coincides with the first bolt fracture.  The moment 


curve indicates that moment magnitude is still increasing at the point of first bolt fracture.  At the same time moment 


is accruing, axial force is also accruing and reaches maximum when the first bolt fractures.  The dynamic test 


behaves similarly, although the moment appears to be leveling off at its maximum point, indicating that behaviour in 


Catenary begins 


Bolts fracture (typ.) 


Beginning of test 


End of test 
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the connection is transitioning to catenary dominant behaviour.  Both moment and axial magnitudes increase 


between the first and second bolt fracture, but the moment magnitude quickly plateaus and slightly decreases 


whereas the axial force continues to increase until the second bolt fractures.  Moment resistance has diminished 


greatly after the second bolt fracture, but axial force resistance is regained again for each subsequent bolt fracture.  


Moment resistance is effectively negligible following the third bolt fracture, but the system is able to develop rather 


significant axial forces as rotation continues.  The rotation of the column stub due to unequal rotational stiffness is 


indicated by the differing slopes in the axial force trace after every subsequent bolt fracture.   


 


 


 
Figure 8:  Response of static 5ST and typical quasi-dynamic 5ST tests. 


4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 


Eleven experimental tests (3 static and 8 quasi-dynamic) were performed and the results for six of the experiments 


were discussed.  As was expected, a measurable magnitude of moment resistance existed in all of the shear plate 


connections. Also as expected, the magnitude increased as the number of bolts in the connection increased.  


Geometric stiffness resulted in significant axial forces in the system, and axial forces dominate the response as 


moment resistance plateaus and declines. 


 


Interesting observations can be made when comparing the different configurations.  The results for the 3ST 


configuration show an initial flexural resistance.  Catenary action engaged as indicated by the sharp increase in axial 


force in the connection as the connection approached its point of maximum moment.  Initial bolt rupture was seen in 


the catenary range after moment resistance had declined.  Results for 4ST differ somewhat as the catenary action 


engaged earlier in the connection response and both flexural and axial forces increased simultaneously.  Once again, 


the initial bolt rupture was seen in the catenary range.  The 5ST configurations show a nearly simultaneous flexural 


and catenary engagement.  Initial bolt rupture occurred at the height of flexural resistance, which is also within the 


catenary range. 
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Bolts fracture 
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The axial force, shear and moment for both the static and quasi-dynamic tests are very similar in magnitude at the 


point of each bolt fracture.  However, the initial bolt fracture occurs with less net rotation in the 3ST static test as 


compared to the quasi-dynamic test.  For the 4ST tests, the opposite trend is observed.  For the 5ST, the initial bolt 


fractures at nearly identical net rotation magnitudes, with quasi-dynamic tests slightly preceding static tests.  A 


parallel study of WT connections (Hayes 2016) shows similar trends for 4- and 5-bolt connections, but differs for 


the 3-bolt connection.   


 


After an initial bolt fracture, the system regains axial force resistance through catenary behaviour.  In the 3ST 


configuration, axial force resistance increases beyond the magnitude prior to initial bolt fracture.  The shear force 


reengages, but it does not see a recovery of shear force magnitude similar to that of the axial force.  In the 4ST 


configuration, the axial forces recover to similar magnitudes prior to each bolt fracture, but the shear force 


magnitudes lessen at each subsequent bolt fracture.  For the 5ST, the axial forces don’t quite recover to the same 


magnitude at each subsequent bolt fracture, and neither do the shear forces.  One could point to the interaction 


between moment, shear and axial force in the connection as an explanation of this trend, as the 5ST has the ability to 


resist significantly more moment than do the other connection configurations. 


 


Vertical displacement coupled with geometric constraint in the system induces rotational demand on the extreme 


upper and lower bolts in the connection.  The interacting force and moment carrying capacity of the connection is 


limited due to the demand imposed on the extreme bolts, particularly on the lower-most bolt as it resists an additive 


shear force from moment and axial demand.  As the system displaces, geometric stiffness (i.e., catenary) effects 


contribute to the load carrying capacity, but is curtailed by initial bolt fracture.  Redistribution of loading was 


evident in each of the configurations, but the system was never able to completely recover its initial ability to resist 


force demands. 


 


Robustness in a structural system is dependent on the system’s inherent ductility.   A ductile system has a better 


chance of forming alternate load paths that are necessary for structural systems to resist disproportionate collapse.  A 


connection rotation magnitude of 0.03 radians (AISC 2010a) is commonly used in order to deem a connection as 


ductile.  The shear plate experiments conducted exceed 0.03 radians of rotational demand, in fact effectively 


doubling that rotation prior to initial bolt fracture and/or exhausting moment capacity within the connection. 


 


Sadek et al. (2008), using high-fidelity finite element analysis to study a floor system with loss of a supporting 


column.  The connection used in the analytical study was a standard three-bolt shear tab designed using accepted 


procedures (AISC 2010a), so the analytical study is relevant.  The results of the analytical model of the shear tab 


showed that the system began to lose strength at a rotation magnitude of 0.088 radians and failed at a rotation 


magnitude of approximately 0.14 radians.  These magnitudes are of a similar order to that of the present 


experimental study.  This comparison shows that the connections tested in this study behave similarly to those 


previously modeled through exhaustive analytical modeling. 
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ABSTRACT  


The construction of infrastructures like bridges, tunnels, pipelines, elevated tanks, underground structures, hydraulic 


structures and caissons involves heavy construction activities. Each type of these structures involves activities 


categorized as heavy construction activities involving capital intensiveness and non-conventional equipment and 


construction technology. The choice between the different construction methods within project of such large scale 


should be performed on solid scientific basis. The selection criteria of different construction methods vary from one 


type of structures to the other. The current study is the fruit of a series of studies in which the selection criteria for 


different types of infrastructure were studied. The different types of factors governing the choice of the different 


construction methods applicable to infrastructure projects involving heavy construction activities are studied and 


categorized under either detrimental or non-detrimental factors that govern the choice between different methods.  


Different cases for existing projects all over the globe are examined as case studies to prove the validity of this 


categorization of governing factors. 


 


Keywords: Infrastructures, Heavy Construction, Construction Engineering, Construction Technology 


1. INTRODUCTION 


The construction of infrastructures is typically different than typical building construction in the irregularity of its 


activities in terms of involving heavy construction activities that may require special construction techniques that 


involve special construction equipment. This is mainly attributed to the fact that infrastructures are large in size, of 


high cost and of special design considerations. Hence, the heavy construction techniques used in such cases and their 


corresponding equipment need to be chosen with special care according to specific factors that could be general 


factors or factors related to that specific type of structures or related to that specific case. Some of these factors are 


detrimental as they will prevent a certain method or a certain family of methods from being used in certain 


circumstances. Other factors are non-detrimental as although they are of high importance but taking which of them 


into account or not and the priority of each factor over the others are decisions that are left for the various project 


parties to take as per the contract provisions and various project circumstances. 


 


The detrimental factors are mostly out of the hands of the design, construction and project management teams. As 


shown in Figure 1, these factors could be related to the site conditions (such as geotechnical, locality or geometric 


conditions), size, structural systems, legal factors (such as building codes, standards and laws) or contractual factors 


(related to time, cost or risks). It could be noticed that these factors all have something in common which is the fact 


that they are all non-avoidable and must be strictly respected by the decision makers when it comes to selecting the 


construction method for a specific infrastructure project. Most of these factors control the construction decision 


making process by excluding certain construction methods from the list of methods that could be used to construct 


that type of infrastructures. Hence, when selecting the construction method to be used these factors must be dealt 


with first before the non-detrimental factors. Once the construction method passes this filter, the non-detrimental 


factors will come into the picture. 
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On the other hand, non-detrimental factors are mostly within the hands of the design, construction and project 


management teams. As shown in Figure 1, these factors could be related to time, cost, risks (within certain limits) 


and ease of construction. However, if the contract conditions state special provisions concerning one or more of 


these factors, that factor(s) would be moved from the category of being non-detrimental to being detrimental. It 


could be noticed that in most of the cases that these factors affect the construction method selection process through 


giving some preference to one method over the others not by excluding certain construction methods from the list of 


methods that could be used to construct that type of infrastructures as it is the case for detrimental factors. 


 


 


Figure 1: Summary of the factors affecting heavy construction method choice. 


2. DETRIMENTAL FACTORS 


2.1 Site Conditions 


2.1.1 Subsurface Conditions 


The most detrimental factor of all is the site conditions as the site conditions are totally beyond the hands of any of 


the project delivery parties. One of the most significant of those conditions is the subsurface conditions. These 


include the soil type, bearing capacity, cohesiveness, chemical reactivity and the ground water level. This family of 


factors is most detrimental when the project involves the major parts of its activities below the ground or highly 
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dependent on the soil bearing capacity such as in tunneling, pipeline construction, caisson construction, dam 


construction and multi-story underground building construction and underground tank construction. 


 


When examining tunneling and pipeline construction projects all of the subsurface geotechnical factors come into 


the picture as all of the tunneling and micro-tunneling methods are highly dependent on the soil type, bearing 


capacity, cohesiveness, chemical reactivity and the ground water level. Each of these factors could simply exclude 


one or more of the construction methods that could be used to construct a tunnel (Federal Highway Administrtion, 


2013). The subsurface conditions surely dictate the type of tunnel boring machines to be used in cases of using the 


tunnel boring techniques in terms of whether the machine should be shielded or not, its mode of operation and its 


cutting head (Girmscheid & Schexnayder, 2003) (Bilgin, Copur, & Balci, 2014). Also other methods could be totally 


excluded in some cases as the sequential excavation method for example could never be used in cases of 


cohessionless soils and in cases of high ground water tables as it highly depends on the cohesiveness and strength of 


the soil during excavation. On the other hand the drill-and-blast method is only applicable in rocky soil and couldn’t 


be used in other cases (Darwish, et al., 2015). The issue is even more sensitive when it comes to some kinds of 


pipeline construction methods that depend on jacking, ramming or hammering as the cutting head used in such 


methods could structurally fail if jacked, hammered or rammed in stiff clays or rock formations and other methods 


should be used in such cases (Najafi, 2010). This is very similar to the case of using the jacked box tunneling 


method that could be only used in soft grounds and the process could totally stop if the jacked box met stiff clay or 


rock formations that the structure couldn’t be jacked through (Darwish, et al., 2015). 


 


The subsoil conditions are also of clear direct effect on the choice of the type of caisson to be constructed in cases of 


caisson construction. This is also an example of how deterministic factors govern through excluding some methods 


due to the subsurface conditions. This is apparent in the case of boxed caissons that are highly dependent on resting 


on a soil that has a significantly high bearing capacity and hence this type of caissons will be excluded in cases of 


soils with low bearing capacities (Gerwick B. C., 2007). It is also apparent in the case of opened caissons as these 


caissons cut into the soil through a cutting shoe along its perimeter at the bottom and this mechanism will totally 


stop in case of cutting through cohesive soils (Darwish, et al., 2015). 


 


The bearing capacity comes into the picture with most significant effect on constructing massive and heavy 


structures of heavy weights like dams. On constructing in-the-wet dams the installation of deep foundations like 


piles becomes an extremely difficult task in the middle of the water hence, such in-the-wet construction alternative 


like float-in dams depends on founding the dam on a soil with a significantly high bearing capacity (Gerwick B. C., 


2007). This is not the only soil-related issue that could be raised when exploring dam construction methods as the 


construction of roller compacted concrete (RCC) dams is limited to cases where soils are of low chemical reactivity 


as the mix design of RCC involves the use of mineral admixtures that could react with chemically reactive soils and 


cause cracks within the tank body itself (Darwish, et al., 2015). Also the construction of cellular sheet pile 


cofferdam method could be hindered if the soil is stiff clay as driving sheet piles in stiff or hard clays could carry 


risks of failure of the sheet piles during hammering or driving activities hence, such type of soils would exclude that 


construction alternative when deciding which dam construction method is to be used (Gerwick B. C., 1996). 


 


The effect of subsoil conditions is the most detrimental factor when it comes to choosing between the different 


construction alternatives used in the construction of multi-story underground structures and underground tanks. The 


level of ground water in the location dictates whether a water-tight side support system will be used or not and 


whether a dewatering technique is to be used or not and which type of soil grouting could be used if grouting is to be 


used (US Army Corps of Engineers, 2004) (Darwish, et al., 2015). The type of soil also determines whether certain 


construction methods could be used or not as sheet piling for example is totally excluded in cases of stiff/hard clays. 


Additionally, the depth of the bearing strata governs the decision of which wall construction alternative could be 


used as only limited types of side wall construction alternatives like diaphragm walls could reach deeper location of 


bearing strata exceeding 25 m deep while other methods like sheet piles, secant piles and soldier piles couldn’t reach 


bearing strata that are that deep (ASUC plus, 2013) (Santarelli & Ratay, 1996). 


2.1.2 Crossings 


When an infrastructure such as a bridge, tunnel or pipeline is crossing a highway, water way or a valley, that limits 


the construction method that could be used to construct that infrastructure as the basic conventional construction 


methods are highly dependent on the work space availability which becomes scarce when having such crossings. It 
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is also clear that the dimensions of the crossing have a strong say in the method choice as the larger is the crossing 


(in terms of width and depth) the lower is the possibility of using conventional methods to construct the portion of 


the infrastructure passing above or below the crossing. 


 


On constructing tunnels and pipelines that are crossing highways and water ways the application of regular trenched 


methods becomes impossible and using trenchless technologies becomes a must. That is not the only case in which 


trenchless technologies is used however it is the case at which there is no other solution other than trenchless 


technologies (Najafi, 2010) (Darwish, et al., 2015). This is another example at which such detrimental factors affect 


the construction method choice process by excluding simple conventional methods and force the construction team 


to use more sophisticated methods to construct the infrastructure. 


 


The construction of bridges crossing wide highways, water ways or deep valleys forces the construction team to 


exclude conventional methods as the erection of the falsework to conventionally construct the bridge deck becomes 


extremely difficult. In some cases where the crossings are not allowing construction of piers the designers are forced 


to change the structural system and use a long-span bridge instead of a short-span one or to construct an arched 


bridge instead of a regular one. In such cases the whole family of conventional construction and is limited to only 


two or three non-conventional methods that could be used in such cases (Darwish, et al., 2015). 


2.1.3 Neighboring Structures 


When a structure is constructed beside neighboring structures the rights of these neighbors should be taken into 


consideration when constructing the new structure. The issue becomes more critical when excavating beside the 


existing structures and as the depth of the new excavation increases the risks that the existing neighboring structure 


faces increase. This excludes the use of the conventional open-cut excavation method that shall constitute a major 


risk on the foundation system of the neighboring structure (Darwish, et al., 2015) (Abdel-rahman, 2007). This is not 


the only effect as not any earth retaining method could be used beside existing foundations without harming the 


foundations or the supporting soils. Vibrations caused by hammering or vibrating driven piles used in sheet piling 


and soldier piles constitute real risks on the soil on which the existing foundations are constructed. Hence, such 


methods should be excluded when constituting risks of failure or differential settlements on neighboring structures 


(Woolworth, 1996) (Darwish, et al., 2015). 


 


Tunneling activities could also affect neighboring foundations founded on certain types of soils that could suffer 


from loss of bearing capacity or volumetric changes due to vibrations caused by tunnel boring activities. Within 


such cases, the neighboring structures should be properly protected and the tunnel boring process is monitored 


properly, or else the tunneling method should be changed within this locality (Bilgin, Copur, & Balci, 2014) 


(Darwish, et al., 2015). 


2.2 Size and Structural Systems 


2.2.1 Bridge structural systems 


The major deterministic factor in bridge construction is the structural system of the bridge itself as the structural 


system could narrow down the list of construction methods that could be used to construct the bridge. Whether the 


bridge is short-span or long-span, it’s structural system, its curvature and whether the spans are equal or not will 


strongly affect the construction method to be used for each case as each of these factors excludes one or more of the 


construction methods (Blank, Blank, & Luberas, 2003). 


 


The incremental launching technique is proven to be only used in cases where the slope of the bridge deck under 


construction is not significantly changing. Consequently, if a bridge is of significant curvature, such a method could 


not be used for such a case (VSL Inc., 1977). On the other hand curvature could come into the picture in another 


fashion when it comes to constructing arched bridges as most of arched bridges are single spanned, with unequal 


spans or with spans having different arch curvatures. For all of these cases and in addition to the incremental 


launching being impossible, the balanced cantilever method is not balanced any more and hence for most of arched 


bridges the unbalanced unidirectional cantilevered method is used to construct the bridge deck which should be 


designed together with the piers to carry the high moments caused by the unidirectionality of that method and should 


utilize temporary structures as cables or trusses in order to carry the huge moments induced by the unidirectionality 


of the cantilever (Barker, 1981) (Darwish, et al., 2015). 
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The structural system is not always excluding methods of construction, in some cases a certain structural system 


may include methods of construction that are not valid for other structural systems. This is apparent in the case of 


suspended bridge construction as it is the only type of long-span bridges that could have its deck constructed starting 


from its mid span. This could be done through constructing the suspension cables first and then assembling the 


prefabricated deck sections in position, this process should be done in a certain sequence in order to avoid the 


swinging of the deck under wind loads during the construction process (Adanur, Günaydin, Altunisik, & Sevim, 


2012).  


2.2.2 Underground structural systems 


One of the most deterministic factors in the construction of multi-story underground structures and underground 


tanks is the size which is coupled to the structural system as the both narrow down the list of construction methods 


that could be used to construct the structure. The depth of the underground structure and its horizontal dimensions 


(width and length) will strongly affect the construction method to be used for each case as each of these factors 


excludes one or more of the construction methods. 


 


The depth of the structure is the most important factor when selecting the proper side support systems as the 


different side support systems vary in the maximum depth that each of them could reach due to the variation in their 


stiffness and the construction method of each. This depth is not simply the depth of the underground structure it also 


includes the depth needed until reaching the bearing strata which is pre-dictated by the subsoil conditions as 


explained previously. The depth attainable by sheet piles is the least of all which is about 12 m while the diaphragm 


walls could reach more than triple that depth and the other types of walls could attain depths between these two 


extremes (Woolworth, 1996). Hence, the larger is the depth of the underground structure, the shorter is the list of 


side support methods suitable for construction in such a case.  


 


The width and length of the structure come into picture when choosing between the major three alternatives related 


to the construction sequence which are the open-cut, bottom-up and top-down methods. The open-cut method is the 


simplest, fastest and most economic when used in shallow excavations in neighboring conditions that allow the soil 


to slope. The bottom-up method is more conventional than the top-down however the use for bracing members or 


tiebacks makes this method not that suitable for wide excavations as bracing such excavations would be 


significantly uneconomic and time-consuming due to the use of significantly large bracing members (Darwish, et al., 


2015). 


2.2.3 Pipeline cross-section and material 


In pipeline design, the material and diameter is predetermined by the medium transferred and the design performed 


by the design engineers however such decisions have a major effect on the construction method choice. One 


example for that is the fact that some pipeline construction methods depend on hammering, ramming or jacking the 


pipeline in sections, such methods are only suitable to construct pipelines made of materials of significantly high 


strength like reinforced concrete, metal alloys and fiber reinforced polymers and are totally unsuitable for 


constructing pipelines made of low-strength materials such as PVC’s and vitrified clays (Najafi, 2010) (ODOT, 


2011). Hence, for such weaker materials, the hammering, ramming or jacking techniques are excluded from the list 


of possible methods. 


 


The type material is not the only design-related detrimental factor excluding the methods that are not suitable for 


constructing certain pipelines as the size constraints come into the picture too. Each trenchless pipeline construction 


method could be used to construct pipelines within certain ranges of diameters. This is attributed to the equipment 


size and the curvature constraints that govern some methods. Pipe-jacking, micro-tunneling and utility tunneling 


methods are mainly used to construct moderate to large diameter pipelines with diameters that could reach up to 3 m 


while small to medium diameter pipes of diameters ranging between 0.05 – 1.2 m could only be constructed using 


the horizontal directional drilling and pilot-tube micro-tunneling. Hence, it could be seen that for pipeline 


construction, the pipe material and the pipe diameter are the most detrimental factors that govern the choice of the 


construction method to be used (Najafi, 2010) (ODOT, 2011). 
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2.3 Legal Factors 


The legal aspects that could act as deterministic factors causing the exclusion of certain construction methods from 


the list of methods possible to be used are either related to third party rights or to assure the abidance by laws, codes 


and standards. The rights of third parties could be either understood in lieu of the protection of neighboring 


structures as explained in section 2.1.3 or in terms of the rights of the general public. 


 


On the other hand, laws, codes and standards provide certain boundaries that are either related to quality, 


environmental or safety aspects when it comes to construction. One clear example for how standards could exclude 


some methods is caisson construction. In some cases of caisson construction it is well known that pneumatic 


caissons cause what is so-called the “Caisson disease” affecting the respiratory system and general health of labors 


working inside pneumatic caissons in cases of high pressures. Hence, the occupational health and safety regulations 


of several nations worldwide prohibit workers from working in a pressurized environment beneath 35 m below the 


sea level (Gerwick B. C., 2007). Hence for jobs at which the caisson will reach a depth below 35 m pneumatic 


caissons are excluded for legal reasons related to safety issues unless robotics are used as applied in some projects in 


Japan (Darwish, et al., 2015). Another similar example is the exclusion of the use of pressurized air TBM’s that 


depends on equalizing the ground water pressure by air pressure in order to bore a tunnel using the TBM. This 


family of TBM’s is no longer used in several countries due to the hazards of people working within high pressure 


environments (Bilgin, Copur, & Balci, 2014). 


 


Noise pollution is another type of hazards that is regulated by legislations in several countries. Due to such 


regulations hammering and vibrational pile driving activities associated with methods like sheet piling and soldier 


piling are not to be done in populated areas. This is a factor that excludes such construction alternatives from the list 


of alternatives that could be used in underground structure construction methods (Woolworth, 1996) (ASUC plus, 


2013). This factor also comes into the picture when constructing pipelines in populated areas as methods like pipe 


ramming and pipe bursting definitely involve hammering and ramming noisy activities and hence such methods are 


excluded in populated areas due to the legislations controlling noise hazards (Najafi, 2010). 


 


Disturbing traffic could also act as a legal deterministic factor as conventional methods of bridge construction and 


trenched tunneling and pipelining disturb traffic in urban areas and most of laws require permits and high level of 


coordination with official authorities for re-routing traffic during the construction activities. Such vast hassle forces 


the use of non-conventional methods to construct the bridge, tunnel or pipeline in urban areas and excludes the use 


of conventional construction methods. 


2.4 Contractual Factors 


The terms of any contract are binding to the parties signing it which is also the case with construction contracts that 


keep the different parties bound to their terms and may act as a detrimental factor on the choice of construction 


methods for certain cases. Factors like time-frame, cost and level of risk may or may not be deterministic depending 


on the contract terms that govern such factors. 


 


Some contracts may be very strict when it comes to the construction time-frame to the extent that some could 


include a clause mentioning that time is “of the essence”. For such cases, the project management team is actually 


forced to use the fastest method of construction that could finish the project within the specified time frame. This is 


even more important when such activities are on the critical path of the project which means that these activities are 


the ones controlling the project duration. This issue could also be connected to cost if the delay penalties are high 


and the contractors could pay a lot in cases like these if the chosen construction method was not as fast as needed 


(Oberlender, 2000). 


 


The type of contract also controls the financial risk of such projects as lump-sum and unit price contracts create a 


high level of financial risk on contractors when it comes to the construction methods they could use as they are not 


flexible in reflecting the variation in cost due to changes in construction methods and hence such type of contracts 


force the contractors to use the methods that will be most-cost saving. On the other hand cost-plus-fee contracts are 


different in the essence that they relieve the contractors from the risks of the variation in cost due to abrupt changes 


that could happen during construction activities and could be related to the method choice. Hence, such type of 
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contracts give room for contractors to use a larger variety of methods than it is the case for the lump-sum or unit 


price contracts (Oberlender, 2000). 


 


In addition to that, contracts differ in terms of covering the costs of construction risks that could cause. If the 


contract clauses do not secure the contractors from carrying the burdens of risks caused by using construction 


methods that involve high levels of risk, the contractor may be forced to use less risky methods even if it will take 


more time to construct the infrastructure under construction or increase the price to cover the contingencies. 


3. NON-DETRIMENTAL FACTORS. 


As explained above, the cost, time-frame and risks could all be considered as detrimental factors only if the legal 


and contractual circumstances force them to be detrimental. However, if the legal and contractual pressures on the 


project manager are decreased such factors could be non-detrimental. In such cases the project management and 


construction teams will have higher flexibility in choosing the construction methods to be used. For non-detrimental 


factors, the decision making process becomes more in the hands of the project manager, consultant(s) and the 


contractor(s) who will decide which of the non-detrimental factors is more important than the others. 


3.1 Time and Cost 


Prioritizing between the time, cost, risk and constructability is not an easy task specially that two or more of these 


factors may be coupled. The time and cost are coupled as the more time consumed in the project, the more labor 


days are counted which means more money. However, for some cases the construction method itself could be faster 


however more expensive either due to needing special equipment that will increase the cost or needing highly skilled 


labors who will be paid higher rates or both. Hence, the relation between the time and cost is not a straight forward 


question to be easily answered, it is an issue to be thoroughly studied for each project on its own. 


 


One example for such a case is the comparison between float-in dam construction and the conventional coffer-dam 


method as the float-in dam construction method is much faster however it involves a higher level of skill from labors 


and special equipment. Consequently, the float-in method is to be used only in large scale projects where the cost 


savings from reducing the project duration are more than the additional costs of using special equipment and the 


higher rates of the higher skilled labor (Darwish, et al., 2015). It could be also seen that the simplicity of the 


construction method comes into the picture as it is related to the labor level of skill and the use of complex 


equipment which are both related to the cost as the more skilled is the labor, the higher rate he/she will take and the 


more complex is the equipment the higher is its price or rental cost. 


3.2 Risk 


Another factor that is coupled to cost is the level of risk associated with the construction method as the more risky is 


the method of construction, the higher is the estimate of contingency cost that the contractors add to their unit prices 


during bidding (in case it is a unit price contract). The bidders in such bids are forced to either use a risky method 


with higher price to cover the anticipated risks or to propose a less risky method during bidding which could be on 


the account of time or the method itself could be more costly than the more risky one. 


 


A good example for such a case could be seen when examining a case at which an opened caisson or a pneumatic 


caisson could be used as pneumatic caissons involve higher mechanization however they are proven to have lower 


risks of tilting during excavation due to the fact that the excavation is performed in a more controlled environment 


(Gerwick B. C., 2007). Hence, and although the pneumatic caissons are more capital intensive, the reduction in risk 


and higher productivity makes them a better option for a lot of engineers provided the depth is within the 


permissible limits. On the other hand, other bidders who are less familiar with the pneumatic caissons could decide 


to use the opened caissons and increase the unit price to cover for their contingencies if it is a unit price contract 


(Darwish, et al., 2015). 
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4. THE DECISION MAKING PROCESS 


As explained before, the detrimental factors are deterministic in terms of determining the boundaries that the 


decision makers should not cross. These boundaries exclude the methods that are unsuitable for construction due to 


reasons related to site conditions, size/structural aspects, legal or contractual factors. Within these boundaries non-


detrimental factors govern the decision making process through favoring one method over the other based on the 


priorities of the owner and project manager reflected in the contract provisions. Hence, within the decision making 


process each method should pass first through the filter of the detrimental factors. The project management and 


construction teams list the methods that passed. After that, the contract terms and specifications are used to prioritize 


the non-detrimental factors and decide which of them will have the top priority when selecting the construction 


method to be used and then decide the construction method. The process is summarized in Figure 2.  


 


 


 


5. CONCLUSIONS 


When examining the different factors related to choosing between the various heavy construction methods used in 


the construction of infrastructures the different factors could be classified into detrimental and non-detrimental 


factors. The detrimental factors act as the filter at which the validity of all the different construction methods should 


be tested. The methods that fail in the detrimental factors test are excluded. The methods that pass the detrimental 


Gather 
information 


Test each possible 
construction method against 


the detrimental factors 


Does the 
method 
pass?  


Exclude the 
method  


NO 


Repeat for other methods 


Include the 
method 


Repeat for other methods 


 


YE
S 


Choose the 
construction 


methods to be used 


List the 
possible 


method(s) 


Prioritize the non-
detrimental factors 


Figure 2: The decision making flowchart 
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factors test are listed and the non-detrimental factors are prioritized. The most important of the non-detrimental 


factor(s) will govern the choice between the different methods in order to select the method to be used to construct 


the infrastructure. 
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ABSTRACT  


Post-earthquake fires (PEF) especially in densely populated urban areas have been catastrophic in recent seismic 


events. It appears to be an important design load which has not been considered critical by most design standards. 


Moreover, current performance-based seismic design philosophy permits certain level of damage to a structure 


based on the assumed design seismic hazard. These damaged structures are extremely vulnerable to post-earthquake 


fires. Even after the outbreak of fire, the structural integrity of the damaged structure must be intact for sufficient 


duration enabling the firefighters to evacuate and extinguish the fire in the affected building. The recent 


performance-based design, necessitates evaluation of the fire resistance level of earthquake damaged building with 


or without the outbreak of post-earthquake fire. In this study an integrated seismic and thermal analysis model was 


developed using the sequential thermal–structural analysis scheme using the finite element program, ABAQUS. A 


simple portal frame was considered to investigate the global behaviour of the frame and determine post-earthquake 


fire resistance. A 2D transient heat transfer analysis was conducted and the transient nodal temperatures across the 


structural elements cross sections were stored for subsequent thermal structural analyses. The state of earthquake 


inflicted damage, corresponding to desired performance level was realized using pushover analysis. The results of 


the simplified 2D model matched reasonably well with that of 3D finite element model considered for validation 


study. The developed model is being used for subsequent study to investigate the multi-story moment resisting 


frames with fire scenarios resulting in asymmetric heating of the frame.  


  


Keywords: Performance-based design, post-earthquake fire, seismic hazard, fire resistance, performance evaluation. 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Construction of steel moment resisting frames (SMRFs) are common in seismically active regions. SMRFs have 


been preferred because of their fast and economical construction with factory controlled production. However steel 


structures have an inherent weakness of severe loss of strength and stiffness at elevated temperatures and are 


susceptible to damage in such extreme loading scenarios. Therefore, these structures are invariably fire protected 


with sprayed fire resistant material (SFRM) coatings to prevent the temperature rise in their structural elements. 


Though SFRM coatings have been experimentally proven to be effective in normal fire scenarios, in the event of 


earthquake these protective layers are severely damaged making the steel structures vulnerable to post-earthquake 


fire. Studies showed that even a 4% loss of protective layer could significantly decrease the fire resistance of 


columns by up to 40% (Tomecek and Milke. 1993). Ryder et al. (2002) reported similar results from an 


experimental study on effect of loss of fire protection materials on the fire resistance of steel columns. In addition 


damaged active fire protection measures such sprinklers, fire and smoke detection system along with severely 


impaired city infrastructure such as blocked roads, loss of water supply and diminished information network in the 


event of earthquake make the  mitigation of multiple post-earthquake fire extremely difficult (Mousavi et al. 2008).  
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Owing to the enormous loss of life and economy in such multi-hazard scenarios, researchers and designers 


highlighted the need for the development of performance based design (PBD) for post-earthquake fire events in line 


with PBD for earthquake. In view of the current performance based seismic design approach, where a certain extent 


of damage in case of severe earthquake is acceptable (Della Corte et al. 2003), the analysis of the behavior of 


structures under the effect of fires in combination or following an earthquake is a significant research field, which is 


not yet fully explored (Faggiano and Mazzolani 2011). Although the fire and earthquake resistances of structures 


have been extensively studied independently, there are very limited studies on the combined effect of post-


earthquake fire on steel structures.  


 


In one of the initial numerical investigations on the PEF performance of steel structures Della Corte et al. (2003) 


investigated unprotected steel moment-resisting frames. Elastic perfectly plastic behaviour for steel was assumed 


and P-Δ effect was included to simulate geometric nonlinearity. In addition, reduced strength and stiffness was used 


to simulate the sustained seismic damage. Numerical model was used for thermal-structural analysis on pre- and 


post-earthquake scenario to investigate the effect of earthquake induced damage on the fire resistance of the 


structure. It was observed that seismic design philosophy can significantly affect the performance of steel moment 


resisting frames in PEF event. In another study, Faggiano et al (2007) conducted, nonlinear pushover analysis and 


3D coupled thermal structural analysis in ABAQUS to investigate unprotected steel portal frames exposed to PEF. 


The results showed that the fire resistance for frames were approximately the same as that of the undamaged frame 


in case performance level is within the operational level. It was concluded that higher the seismic damage lesser will 


be the fire resistance rating of the damaged structure in PEF. In line with the Federal Emergency Management 


Agency (FEMA) 356 performance levels for earthquake design, Faggiano et al (2011) suggested fire after 


earthquake performance levels as Operational fire (Of), Life Safe fire (LSf), Local Collapse fire (CLf),  Section 


Collapse fire (CSf), Global Collapse fire (CGf). Further, Faggiano et al. (2011) developed a robustness assessment 


framework, to evaluate the performance of buildings subjected to earthquake, and suggested fire performance levels 


for various conditions of fire.  


 


Behrouz and Hamid (2013) conducted sequential analysis to investigate the PEF resistance of a 10-story moment-


resisting steel structure designed to meet the Life Safety (LS) level of performance according to FEMA 356. 


Nonlinear pushover analysis was conducted in SAP (2000) and for sequential thermal- structural analysis, SAFIR 


was used. Three scenarios of vertical fire spread initiating on 1st, 4th
, and 7th floors with time delay of 5 to 25 minutes 


were considered. PEF resistances of the frame exposed to the concurrent fire and the fire with 5 minutes lag were 


observed to be much lower than that with a lag of 25 minutes. The results indicate that subjecting the frame to a 


delayed fire spread caused the frame failure in cooling phase, unlike the other scenarios where the frames failed 


during heating phase.  


 


Mehrdad et al. (2013) developed a multi-resolution finite element model to assess both local behaviour of the 


reduced beam section connection and global behaviour of the frame. The frame was with reduced beam section 


connection commonly used in strong column and weak beam design concept in earthquake resistant design. The 


ABAQUS model included 3D elements for only one connection of interest to investigate the local behaviour and 


line element for the rest of the multi-storey frame model. The time history analysis and sequentially uncoupled 


thermal-structural analysis was conducted in ABAQUS. In general the symmetric PEF scenarios mostly resulted in 


smaller IDRs when compared to those resulting from the earthquake, therefore the likelihoods of global failure 


because of symmetric fire scenarios were not imminent. However the unsymmetrical PEF scenario may give rise to 


excessive P-delta effects, leading to collapse (Mehrdad (2003)) which is presently investigated by authors and will 


be reported in subsequent studies.  


 


Roben et al. (2010) studied the structural behaviour of multi-storied composite frame subjected to vertically 


traveling fire between three floors by varying the inter storey time delays of fire travel and floor beams sizes. The 


study considered the natural fire model and highlighted the importance of the cooling regime of the fire and the 


importance of relative axial stiffness of the beams especially in cooling regime. It was observed that the fire travel 


time affects the global structural behaviour significantly however their research with limited fire scenarios could not 


suggest worst-case rate of vertical fire spread.  One of the critical findings in case of travelling fire was the cyclic 


movement in columns at each floor level due to alternate heating and cooling regime on adjacent floors which puts 


significant ductility demand on the connections. This requires extensive numerical and experimental investigations 


for the various connections in steel structures under travelling fire scenarios for a robust connection design.  
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Though limited studies have been done on post-earthquake fire performance of structures, there is a compelling need 


to develop a computationally efficient and commercially viable analysis and design tool for investigating the 


behaviour of steel structures to encompass wide spectrum of earthquake damage followed by innumerable realistic 


fire scenarios. The objective of this study is to develop a simplified 2D finite element model capable of modelling 


the sequence of events in post- earthquake fire events. A brief review is presented on modelling of fire hazard, heat 


transfer, and sequential thermal structural analysis. The results of the validation study for heat transfer and thermal 


structure analysis models are presented.  


2. FIRE SCENARIOS AND MODELLING  


The thermal action of fire is mostly simulated by a single compartment time temperature relationship. Post flashover 


i.e. when the fire has fully developed (Buchanan 2001) a uniform temperature is assumed inside the compartment, at 


this momentthe heat release rate (HRR) is maximum affecting the transmission of heat to adjoining structural 


elements. The design codes such as Eurocode (1) or ASCE (2006) suggests two types of time temperature curves (a) 


Nominal or standard fire curve or (b) Parametric fire curves. Standard fire curves such as those given by ISO834 


(ISO 834 International Standard, 1999) are extensively used in Europe whereas American Society for testing and 


Materials (ASTM) E119 (ASTM, 2006) are widely used in North America. Figure 1 shows the time temperature 


variation for hydrocarbon fire, ISO834, ASTM E119, and external fires respectively. For comparison purpose a 


typical parametric fire is superimposed. The hydrocarbon fires attains high temperature in the range of 11000C after 


30 minutes and maintains a constant value thereafter. External fire curves are used in case of investigating the effect 


of compartment fires on external structural elements.  


 


 
Figure 1: Comparison of Standard and parametric Time Temperature Curves 


 


Standard temperature-time curves though straightforward to use are not suitable for describing the fire phenomena 


because these curves neither take into account the environmental parameters of the compartment nor its ventilation 


conditions. Additionally fire according to standard fire curves never decay. On the other hand parametric fire curves 


are more realistic since these take into account compartment’s ventilation conditions and thermal properties of its 


surroundings. Parametric fire curves, furthermore, consider all the three phases of fire namely, growth, decay and 


ambient phase, thus allowing for a temperature decrease once the fire load has been exhausted. One of the 


limitations of the standard or parametric curves is its applicability only in moderate size compartments. 


3. HEAT TRANSFER ANALYSIS 


The exposed surfaces of a structural member surrounded by hot gases transfer heat to the inner core by the 


conduction of energy through the solid. Equation 1 expresses the one dimensional heat transfer rate known as 


Fourier’s law. The heat flux, (W/m2) is the heat transfer rate across the depth per unit area perpendicular to the 


direction of transfer, and it is proportional to the temperature gradient . The parameter k is a transport property 


known as the thermal conductivity (W/m.K) and is a characteristic of the material. The rate “Equation 1” is solved 
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with the convective and radiative boundary conditions as given by “Equation 2 and 3” respectively. Where Tg and Ts 


are gas and surface temperature respectively. The “Equation 3” provides the difference between thermal energy that 


is released due to radiation emission and that gained due to radiation absorption. The total heat flux at the surface of 


the steel element due to combined effect of convection and radiative heat transfer is given by “Equation 4”, where ε 


is the emissivity and σ = 5.67E-8W/m2K4 is Stephan Boltzmann’s constant. The heat flux by radiation can also be 


expressed similar to that of the convective heat flux in terms of temperature difference between gas and the surface 


concerned. However it is important to note that the hr, which is coefficient of heat transfer by radiation, is highly 


temperature dependent and hence needs to be considered accordingly in the numerical model (Agrawal et al. 2104). 


Eurocode 1 suggests a constant emissivity,  = 0.5 and coefficient of convection as 25 W/m2K for modelling 


heat transfer due to radiation and convection boundary conditions from standard fire (Faggiano et al. 2007).  


 


 
Figure 2: Temperature dependent thermal properties of Steel Structures (Eurocode 3)  


 


 
In the present study, a 2D nonlinear finite element model for transient heat transfer analysis was developed. Figure 2 


shows the Eurocode-3 specified temperature dependent normalised specific heat and conductivity of structural steel 


considered in the present study. A constant value of emissivity of 0.5 was considered to simulate the radiative heat 


transfer from the ambient to structure. The beam and column cross section were modelled using 2-dimensional 4-


noded rectangular heat transfer element DC2D4. The results of the heat transfer analysis were stored in the form of 


the time temperature curves corresponding to the section points at each node and serve as thermal load during the 


thermal structural analysis. 


4. STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS  


The finite element model based on sequentially coupled thermal structural analysis procedure in ABAQUS was 


developed. The steel portal frame was modelled using beam element, B21. The time temperature curves 


corresponding to the section points at each node of the beam serve as thermal load during the PEF event. Figure 3 


shows temperature dependent strength and stiffness degradation and variation of normalised thermal expansion of 


steel as suggested by Eurocode 3. The reductions in strength and stiffness are particularly significant in the 


temperature range of 400oC to 700oC.  


    


Three step analysis procedure based on the framework proposed by Mousavi et al. (2008) was performed. These 


steps of analysis simulate the actual sequence of loads from initial gravity loads to final thermal loads. The inelastic 


damage in the moment resisting frame due to the earthquake corresponding to desired performance level was 
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simulated by nonlinear pushover analysis in the second step. The frame was pushed to the target displacement 


corresponding to the desired performance level. Subsequently, it was unloaded to simulate residual inelastic damage 


sustained during the earthquake. This was followed by thermal structural analysis to simulate the effect of the fire 


following earthquake. The analysis results in the form of forces and deformation due to combined effect of thermal 


and mechanical effects were obtained. The gravity loads were acting throughout the analyses. The structural 


response in terms of the displacement and rotation were observed at critical sections. The fire resistances for both 


the undamaged and the post-earthquake damaged frames were considered to have reached at the time instance when 


one of the plastic hinge attained a rotation of 0.05 radian (Table 1) at this instant the rundown failure was observed.   


 


 
Figure 3: Temperature dependent mechanical and deformational properties of Steel Structures (Eurocode 3) 


 


In this study, earthquake performance levels as per SEAOC 1995 have been considered which are, Fully Operational 


(FO), Operational (O), Life Safe (LS) and Near Collapse (NC). The acceptable performance limits in terms of inter-


storey drift and plastic rotations corresponding to four performance objectives are tabulated in Table 1.  


Table 1. Seismic performance levels of structures (SEAOC Vision 2000) 


Performance level Inter-story drifts (δ/h) Plastic rotations (θ) 


Full Operational 0.002 – 0.005 0 (elastic range) 


Operational 0.002 – 0.01 ≈ 0 (negligible damage) 


Life Safe 0.01 – 0.02 0.01 – 0.03 


Near Collapse 0.02-0.04 0.02-0.05 


     


5. VALIDATION OF NUMERICAL MODELS: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 


A simple portal frame shown in Figure 4 (Faggiano et al. 2007) is selected for the validation of the uncoupled 


thermal structure analysis model. The frame is of steel grade S235 (Eurocode 1) having span and height of 3.5m 


each. The bay width of 3m is considered in the other direction. The dead and live load considered in the analysis are 


4.5kN/m2 and 2kN/m2 respectively. The cross sections of the beams and column are IPE180 and HEB180 


respectively. The chosen frame has been analysed by Faggiano et al. (2007) using fully coupled temperature-


displacement transient analysis scheme in ABAQUS. They used solid brick element in their analysis which may not 


be computationally viable for large scale multi-storeyed structural post- earthquake fire investigation. However this 


study considers computationally efficient simple beam element (B21), which is extensively used for structural 


analysis especially for investigating the global structural behaviour. The beam element B21 has an additional 


temperature degree of freedom per node and is capable of simulating the temperature gradient across the cross-


section. In order to simulate the temperature gradient across the cross section ABAQUS allows inputting the 


temperature at multiple section points (3 section points for planer beam and 5 section points for beams in 3-D frame) 
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per node of the beam. Figure 4 shows three section points along the depth of the 2-D planer beam element cross 


section, where the gradient across (direction -1) the width is neglected. 


 


 
Figure 4: Simple Portal Frame Configuration (LH1 S235) (Faggiano et al. 2007) 


 


5.1 Heat Transfer analysis results 


The 2D finite element heat transfer numerical model developed in this study was used to simulate the distribution of 


temperature across the depth of sections. The time-temperature results at three section points of the beam cross 


section were stored for the subsequent thermal structural analysis 


 


 
Figure 5: Time Temperature history in IPE180 Beam Section a comparison with Faggiano et al. (2007)   


 


The emissivity equal to 0.5 was considered in the heat transfer analysis (Faggiano et al 2007). In this study the ISO 


834 fire was applied on all four faces of the beams and columns, therefore section points 1 and 3 in the flanges have 


same temperature time history. The section points for the beam element are numbered from 1 to 3 across the depth 


of the beam or column as shown in Figure 4. The temperature growth at the section points obtained using the 


developed model is plotted for initial 20 minutes of fire in Figure 5 and compares reasonably well with that of the 


result obtained by 3D model used by Faggiano et al. (2007). The temperature growth initially lags the ambient gas 


temperature, ISO 834. Similar time temperature curves for 1hr fire for HEB180 column cross sections are stored 


which serve as input for thermal structural analysis.    


5.2 Seismic Analysis Results 


The damage due to earthquake in the frame under consideration was inflicted using pushover analysis in ABAQUS. 


Two dimensional frame with beam elements (B21) was used in the structural analysis. The frame was statically 


analysed initially subjecting only the gravity loads. Subsequently it was pushed to the target displacement 


corresponding to the desired performance levels and unloaded to simulate residual inelastic damage sustained during 
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the earthquake. For the validation study three performance levels considered were – Fully Operational (FO): δ/h = 


0.5%; Operational (O): δ/h = 1.0%; and Life Safe (LS): δ/h = 2.0%. The result for the pushover analysis is presented 


in terms of capacity curve as shown in Figure 6. The results of the pushover analysis are in good agreement with the 


three dimensional numerical study conducted by Faggiano et al. (2007).  


 


 
Figure 6: Pushover Curve for the 2-D frame  


 


5.3 Thermal Structural Analysis Results 


This section presents the results of the validation of the simplified thermal structural model developed in present 


study. The damaged state of the frame characterising the desired performance level was subjected to previously 


determined time-temperature load. The structural element B21 used in the finite element model is capable of 


incorporating the temperature gradient across the cross section. To this effect time -temperature histories previously 


saved from thermal analysis are input at three section points of the beam cross section at each node using a user 


subroutine UTEMP (ABAQUS). 


 


The aim of the thermal structure analysis is to ascertain the fire resistance rating of the damaged structure and 


subsequently determine the effects of earthquake damage on the fire resistance rating. Three performance levels 


namely fully operational (FO), operational (O) and life safe (LS) have been considered.  Each frame was subjected 


to thermal load and the time required to reach a previously defined collapse condition, i.e. achievement of 0.05 


radian of plastic rotation in at least one hinge of the structure (Faggiano et al. 2007) is determined by dynamic 


implicit analysis scheme in ABAQUS. The variation of normalised fire resistance i.e. the ratio of the PEF fire 


resistance corresponding to a given performance level (drift) to the fire resistance of undamaged frame with the 


earthquake performance level for the frame is shown in Figure 7. The results show that for portal frames with 


uniform heating inside the compartment, the post-earthquake fire resistance decreases with increase in the 


earthquake damage. However for such frames the decrease in PEF resistance is very small. Moreover, Faggiano et 


al. (2007) reported the fire resistance for fully operational performance level to be the same as that of the 


undamaged structure. In the present study the undamaged structure has greater fire resistance as compared to that of 


the FO performance level. The analysis of the vertical displacement U2 (Figure 8) at the beam midpoint provides a 


worthy insight into the behaviour of steel portal frame subjected to PEF. At the onset of fire the structures is in the 


deformed state and the deformation is downward as the temperature grows the beam undergoes thermal elongation 


and curves upwards. However the sudden strength and stiffness degradation of the cross section causes the rapid 


downward deformation of the beam called rundown failure.  
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Figure 7: Variation of normalised PEF Resistance with earthquake performance level  


 


 


 
Figure 8: Vertical deformation of Beam mid-point, u2 (mm)  


 


 


Figure 9 shows the beam mechanism for the PEF structural thermal analysis of frame subjected to 1% drift.  It 


shows the deflected shape of the frame subjected to post-earthquake fire.  It is important to note that in all the four 


cases of the post-earthquake analysis considered in this study the collapse occurred by formation of beam 


mechanism.  
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Figure 9: Beam Mechanism at the failure of the portal frame in PEF 


6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 


A methodology for post-earthquake fire resistance investigation using sequentially coupled thermal structural 


analysis scheme in ABAQUS was developed. To this effect a simplified 2-D nonlinear finite element model for the 


post-earthquake fire behavior of steel portal frame was developed and validated based on the previous research by 


Faggiano et al. 2007. The results of the heat transfer analysis, seismic pushover analysis reasonably matched with 


the 3D model developed by Faggiano et al. 2007. Results from both the studies show a very small reduction in fire 


resistance with increase in the seismic performance level for such portal frames. Nevertheless the validated model 


can be used for evaluating the PEF resistance of 2-D or 3-D low, medium and high rise moment resisting framed 


structures firstly conducting non-linear time history analysis followed by asymmetric fire spread scenarios with time 


lag in fire spread. The analysis for the low rise moment resisting framed structure is in progress and the results of the 


study will be presented very soon. The analysis results will augment the much needed data for understanding the 


behaviour of SMRF subjected to post –earthquake fire and to correlate the extent of damage due to earthquake to the 


residual fire resistance of the MRFs.   
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ABSTRACT  


Debris impact on structures have been reported and shown to be a major reason for structural failure in many post-


mortem site assessments of tsunami devastated communities. However, due to the random nature of the debris motion, 


determining areas at-risk for debris impact is difficult. This paper presents a novel camera-based object tracking 


algorithm which allows for the quick and accurate tracking of debris trajectory in highly turbulent flows. The algorithm 


was used to determine debris motion observed during an experimental program on the displacement of scaled-down 


shipping containers (debris), carried out by the authors in the Tsunami Wave Basin at Waseda University, Tokyo, 


Japan. This study evaluated the effect of the initial orientation and number of debris on the time histories of their 


trajectory, orientation and velocity. The study found that, while random in nature, the motion of the debris was highly 


repeatable through the various tests conducted. An increase in the number of debris resulted in a higher peak debris 


velocity. Setting the initial orientation of the long-axis of the debris perpendicular to the flow direction resulted in an 


earlier and higher peak velocity than in the case of the debris initially oriented parallel to the direction of the flow. 


 


Keywords: Debris, Debris Motion, Tsunami, Object Tracking, Impact Force, Coastal Engineering, Physical Modeling 


1. INTRODUCTION 


The 2011 Tohoku Japan Tsunami was among one of the most tragic and destructive natural disasters, with over 


15,500 fatalities and an estimated $209.8 trillion (USD) dollars in damage (Fujii et al., 2011, Kazama and Noda, 


2012). The primary reason for the extraordinary scope of the damage was due to the fact that coastal communities 


and associated infrastructure located within the tsunami inundation area lacked the necessary capacity to handle the 


extreme hydrodynamic forces (Esteban et al., 2015). As a result, a sustained research effort worldwide focused on 


identifying the loading conditions occurring in the extreme hydraulic events. 


 


Although Canada has avoided any extreme damage due to tsunamis in recent history, the West Coast of Canada and 


the United States of America (USA) is vulnerable to tsunamis, generated from earthquakes along the Pacific “Ring 


of Fire”, nearly as large as the tsunami that struck Japan in 2011 (Clague et al., 2003, Palermo et al., 2009). The 


increased risk to the West Coast of North America has led the American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) to 


develop a new standard, written in mandatory language, specifically targeting communities at risk of tsunami events 


(ASCE 7: Tsunami Loads and Effects, 2016). While these standards cannot prevent damage from a tsunami, 


appropriate design and preparedness of at-risk communities can greatly reduce the devastation level of such events 


(Johnston et al., 2005, Taubenböck et al., 2009, 2013).  


 


Building failure due to debris impact has been reported in some forensic engineering site assessments of tsunami-


stricken regions (Figure 1). However, the impact forces and areas at-risk of debris impact are difficult to evaluate 
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(Yeh et al., 2013). Determining areas at risk of debris impact requires an in-depth understanding of the debris 


motion as many variables affect their overall motion, such as properties of the debris (i.e. mass and geometry), 


surrounding environment as well as flow conditions (Matsutomi et al., 2008, Matsutomi, 2009, Naito et al., 2014). 


For impact loading, which is the variable that determines the design condition of at risk structures, the velocity and 


orientation of debris on impact are critical properties of the debris motion to consider (Matskevitch, 1997, Haehnel 


and Daly, 2004, Aghl et al., 2015). The examination of debris motion has been difficult due to the random nature of 


the process (Matsutomi, 2009). The examination of the motion has been particularly difficult in an experimental 


setting due to a lack of methods that can quickly, accurately and non-invasively track the motion of the debris. 


Historically, debris motion has been evaluated by determining the maximum inundation and final resting position of 


the debris using image-by-image analysis (Imamura et al., 2008, Matsutomi, 2009). However, this method is time-


consuming and does not capture the intermediate steps involved in debris motion such as the maximum velocity and 


orientation. Recently, more sophisticated image processing techniques have been used to evaluate the debris motion 


(Rueben et al., 2014, Yao et al., 2014) as well as wirelessly equipped debris (“smart” debris) for quicker and more 


accurate evaluation of debris motion (Shafiei et al., 2014, Goseberg et al., 2015). 


 


This paper examines the motion of scaled-down 20-feet shipping containers (debris) on a horizontal bottom using a 


novel image processing algorithm that quickly and accurately tracks the trajectory and orientation of the debris in 


high velocity flow. The objectives of this paper is to analyze: 


 


 The repeatability of the debris motion. 


 The effect of the initial orientation of the debris on the debris motion under extreme flow conditions. 


 The effect of the distance from the initial debris site on the potential impact forces of the debris. 


 


The paper consists of the following sections: the “Experimental Setup” section outlines the test setup at Waseda 


University, Tokyo, Japan and briefly outlines the necessary equipment. For a more in-depth description of the 


experimental setup, see Nistor et al. (2016). The “Debris Tracking” section outlines the camera-based debris 


tracking algorithm that was used in evaluating the debris motion. The algorithm is further described in Stolle et al. 


(2016). Finally, “Results and Discussion” analyzes the results of the experiments focusing on the debris trajectory 


and velocity while “Summary and Conclusions” outlines the findings of the paper and the potential next steps in the 


research. 


2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 


2.1 Tsunami Wave Basin 


The experimental program was conducted in the Coastal Engineering and Management Laboratory at the Department 


of Civil and Environmental Engineering at Waseda University, Tokyo, Japan. For these tests, a newly-constructed 


Tsunami Wave Basin (TWB) was utilized (Figure 2). The TWB was equipped with a four-chamber overhead reservoir, 


Figure 1: Debris impact on structures following the 2011 Tohoku 


Japan Tsunami (Nistor, 2011). 
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fillable with a vacuum pump (TST-150, Sato Vac Inc., Japan). The maximum achievable hydraulic head with reference 


to still water elevation was 0.77 m. The water impoundment was released through computer-controlled air valves 


(SVB1V-50F-02HS, CKD Corporation, Japan). 


 


At the opposite end of the wave basin an elevated, rigid horizontal apron, mimicking a harbor environment, was 


constructed. A vertical quay wall separated the “sea” section of the basin from the dry, horizontal apron. A right-


handed coordinate system with the origin at the midpoint of the edge of the quay wall was used throughout the tests. 


The y-axis was positive in the onshore direction of the wave propagation. The vertical axis was positive in opposite 


direction of the gravity vector, with z = 0 at the elevation of the apron area. Two high-definition (HD) cameras (Basler 


AG, pi1900-32gc, Germany) were mounted at the apron’s end of the wave basin on an instrument frame positioned at 


a height of 2.95 m above the apron area and pointing towards the area of interest (AOI). 


 


Figure 2: Tsunami Wave Basin (TWB) at Waseda University, Tokyo, Japan. 


2.2 Debris Model 


The debris consisted of an idealized 20-feet shipping containers (ISO668/688) down-scaled based on Froude 


similitude at a length scale of 1 in 40. The down-scaled shipping container, shown in Figure 3, were manufactured 


from positively buoyant polyethylene (PE-HMW, 0.92 g/cm³). The scaled shipping container had overall dimensions 


of 0.06 x 0.06 x 0.15 m with an approximate draft of 0.025 m. The debris was placed centered on the TWB harbor 


platform, 0.20 m in the positive y-direction from the vertical quay wall (Figure 2). 


 


 
Figure 3: Debris model: scaled-down ISO shipping container (1:40 Froude scale). 
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2.3 Experimental Test Program 


The paper presents the results of 13 of 45 experiments performed in the TWB at Waseda University (  Table 1). 


The experiments comprise the effect of orientation and number of debris on the trajectory and velocity of the debris 


as the debris passed through the AOI. For each test, the water depth in the TWB was set to 0.235 m in the “sea” 


section, leaving thus a freeboard of 0.015 m between the harbor still water level and the level of the dry apron area. 


Before each test, the wave maker vacuum reservoirs were filled with the same volume of water resulting in a 


hydraulic head of 0.67 m above the harbor’s still water level. The filling level of the vacuum chambers was 


controlled to ensure the same hydraulic conditions of the generated wave. The hydraulic head used in all tests was 


related to the total amount of water impounded in the reservoir chambers (1.2 m³ total volume) which was released 


by the opening of the computer-controlled air valves. 


 


Debris were placed with the centroid of the debris 0.23 m from the edge. For experiments with one debris (E01 and 


E02), the centroid of the debris (D2) was placed on the y-axis. For experiments with three debris (E03 and E04), the 


centroid of D2 was placed on the y-axis and the spacing in the x-direction between the centroids of the debris to 


each side was 0.18 m (0.03 m spacing between the debris). The initial orientation of the debris was either 0o, where 


long axis of the debris was placed perpendicular to flow direction, or 90o, where the long axis of the debris was 


placed parallel to flow direction.  


  Table 1: Experimental Test Program 


ID Number of 


Debris 


Initial Debris 


Orientation [o] 


Initial Y-Position  


[m] 


Test ID 


[#] 


E01 1 0 0.23 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 


E02 1 90 0.23 6, 7, 8 


E03 3 0 0.23 10, 11 


E04 3 90 0.23 12, 13, 14 


 


3. DEBRIS TRACKING 


A camera-based image processing algorithm was developed for the tracking of multiple uniform debris in high-


velocity flow (Stolle et al., 2016). The objective of the algorithm was to quickly and accurately track the debris 


through the AOI to provide high-quality data of the motion of the debris. The algorithm used raw images recorded 


by the camera. By using image processing techniques determined the position and orientation of the debris within 


each frame. The algorithm was validated using a manual image-by-image selection of the debris for selected 


experiments from the Waseda University experimental program. This section provides a brief outline of the tracking 


algorithm, but a more detailed explanation can be found in Stolle et al. (2016). 


 


The tests were performed at Waseda University in the Tsunami Wave Basin which is located outdoor. Therefore, the 


algorithm had to handle a large variety of lighting conditions. The primary method of dealing with this issue was to 


transform the traditional color space of the raw image (each pixel being expressed as a Red-Green-Blue value) into a 


three-dimensional luminance-chrominance color space (each pixel being expressed as a Luminance (Y)- Blue 


Chroma (Cb)- Red Chroma (Cr) value), which has less redundancies associated with the expression of an individual 


color (Chai and Bouzerdoum, 2000). The new color space allowed the algorithm to track the green color of the 


debris using the chrominance vales and the shading was expressed in the luminance. Moreover, the image must be 


transformed from the image plane to the camera plane using geo-rectification. Using control points located on the 


outside edges of the AOI, each pixel in the image could be placed within the coordinate system specified in Figure 


2. The rectified image is shown in Figure 4(a). 


 


Within each rectified image, the debris needed to be identified from the image background and water surface. Since 


the debris was of uniform green color, color thresholding (Harrabi and Braiek, 2011) was used to segment the image. 


Color thresholding used a Boolean operation on the three values used to express each pixel (Y-Cb-Cr) and if each 


value falls within the specified thresholds the pixel was assigned a “1” (white) or “0” (black). The color thresholding 


resulted in a binary image, as shown in Figure 4(b). An image processing technique, referred to as blob analysis (Salvi, 
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2012), searched the binary image for interconnected “1” pixels large enough to be the debris. Blob analysis also 


provided important geometric feature of the interconnected pixel, such as the centroid and long axis. The centroid was 


used in determining the trajectory of the debris and the long axis was used to determine the orientation of the debris.  


 


 
Figure 4: Camera-based optical tracking algorithm used in the tracking of debris (D1 – D3) motion. (a) Raw data 


frame from the camera; (b) binary image from the color thresholding; and (c) debris tracked using their centroid and 


orientation. 


 


Based on the above mentioned steps, the debris was identified in each image. However, the information from each 


image had to be assigned to the unique debris to track it continuously through the AOI. This process was completed 


using a Kalman filter (Laplante and Neill, 2003). Based on the previous motion of the debris, the Kalman filter 


predicts the position of the debris in each image. With both the predicted position of the debris using the Kalman 


filter and the observed position of the debris, employing the blob analysis, a matching algorithm (Munkres, 1957) 


was used to match the observed positions at a given time to the observed positions recorded in the previous frames. 


 


Figure 5 shows an example of the frame-by-frame tracking of video data from the experiments performed in the 


Tsunami Flume at Waseda University. The algorithm quickly and accurately tracks the trajectory of the debris and 


the orientation of the debris as it propagates through the area of interest. The algorithm performed well when 


compared to the manual method, except in cases where significant agglomeration occurred between the debris 


(Stolle et al., 2016).  


 


 
Figure 5: Trajectory of debris (D1 – D3) in experiment #12 (E04) at four instances in time: (a) 0.000 s; (b) 0.5830 s;  


(c) 1.625 s; (d) 1.959 s. 
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 


4.1 Hydrodynamics 


The wave maker in the TWB impounded a head of 0.655 m in the overhead reservoirs, which was kept constant 


throughout all tests to maintain comparable hydrodynamics conditions. The water was released from the reservoir and 


would propagate through the “sea” section as an elongated solitary wave (Nistor et al., 2016). The wave front showed 


good agreement with the analytical solution for a solitary wave by Munk An elongated tail was generated after the 


wave front resulting in a longer duration flow compared to the solitary wave definition (Madsen et al., 2008). As the 


wave approached the vertical quay wall, the wave began to shoal and break, propagating over the horizontal apron as 


a tsunami-like surge as shown in Figure 6(c)-(d). A more in-depth discussion of the hydrodynamics can be found in 


Nistor et al. (2016). 


 


Figure 6: Time-history of water surface elevation at the four wave gages (WG) shown in Figure 1. The solitary wave 


profile is compared to the analytical solution by Munk (1949) 


 


4.2 Debris Trajectory and Velocity 


The trajectory of the debris was tracked by continuously monitoring the centroid of each debris throughout the AOI. 


With the centroid of each debris and the time stamp of each frame evaluated, the velocity of the debris could be further 


determined. In the evaluation of forces - later discussed in in Section 4.3 -the on-shore velocity (y-direction) was the 


component of interest as the structure perpendicular to the flow direction would experience maximum impact forces. 


Alternatively, as can be observed in Figure 7 and Figure 8, there is minimal motion in the cross-shore (x-direction) 


direction and minimal velocity. Due to this analysis, the velocity from herein on will only refer to the on-shore (y-


direction) velocity. The orientation of the debris was determined by tracking the movement of the long axis of the 


debris. 


 


As shown in Figure 7(a)-(b) and Figure 8(a)-(b), the trajectory of the debris with one and three debris was repeatable. 


The only case where there was significant deviation occurred when grounding of the one debris was observed in 


experiment #7. As debris propagated over the horizontal apron, likely due to the random nature of the turbulence of 


the incoming surge, the debris briefly contacts the apron resulting in a sharp deceleration at around 0.8 s (as shown in 


Figure 7(c)). As the debris propagated significantly slower than the surge, water built up on sides of the debris causing 


the debris to rotate towards the longer axis of the debris perpendicular to the flow direction. As the debris was rotating, 


the flow continued to act along the long axis resulting in the debris being pushed in the negative x-direction. 


 


Unlike the trajectory, the orientation of the debris was significantly less repeatable. Overall, the debris tended to 


propagate in the same orientation as the initial position for each test for the length of the acceleration of the debris. 


However, as the debris decelerated as the debris fell out of the surge front, debris tended to orient perpendicular to the 


flow. As the debris slowed and the water surface elevation decreased, the debris contacted the horizontal apron 


resulting in periodic grounding similar to the more extreme case seen in experiment #7. Due to the random nature of 
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the periodic grounding caused by the turbulent surge front, the orientation tends to display a similar pattern but with 


significant variation between the tests. 


 


 
Figure 7: Motion and velocity of one debris. (a) the trajectory and orientation for E01; (b) the trajectory and 


orientation for E02; and (c) the on-shore (y-direction) velocity for E01 (solid line) and E02 (dashed line). 


 


The velocity of the debris, as shown in Figure 7(c) and Figure 8(c), was also repeatable. For both the experiments with 


one and three debris, the debris oriented perpendicular to the flow reached a higher peak velocity. The debris velocities 


were between 6-14% higher than in the case of the experiments where debris were initially oriented parallel to the 


flow. The higher velocity was a result of the debris located perpendicular to the flow experiencing a greater drag force 


acting on the face of the debris, as the exposed cross-sectional area was larger (drag force is a function of cross-


sectional area), resulting in larger accelerations (Imamura et al., 2008). However, once the debris had reached peak 


velocity, their subsequent deceleration was similar, regardless of their initial orientation of the debris. 


 


 
Figure 8. Motion and velocity of three debris. (a)  trajectory and orientation for E03; (b) trajectory and orientation 


for E04; and (c) on-shore (y-direction) velocity for E03 (solid line) and E04 (dotted line) for D1 (c), D2 (d), and D3 


(e). 


 


The grounding of the debris had no noticeable effects on their velocity after the debris had been re-entrained within 


the flow. The debris that briefly grounded quickly returned to similar velocities to those of the debris that had not 


grounded. As debris grounded, water built up behind them causing a wake around the debris with little water present 


in front of the debris. When the debris was released, the hydraulic head difference (gradient) between the front and 


back of the debris resulted in subsequent sharp acceleration, which returned the debris to the velocity of debris that 


did not ground. 


4.3 Debris Impact Force 


Current (FEMA P646, 2008) and upcoming (ASCE 7: Tsunami Loads and Effects, 2016) design standard for debris 


impact in extreme hydrodynamic flows rely exclusively on incoming velocity of debris for calculating the impact 
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force. The equations used in the calculation of the forces are based on a simplified 1D bar model for the debris 


(Haehnel and Daly, 2004, Aghl et al., 2015): 


 


[1]  𝐹 = 𝑢√𝑚𝑑𝑘 
 


where 𝐹 is the impact force, 𝑢 is the debris velocity at impact, 𝑚𝑑 is the mass of the debris, and 𝑘 is the lesser of the 


debris stiffness and the lateral stiffness of the impacted structural element. If the impacted structural element was not 


known, the stiffness was calculated using the elastic Young’s modulus (𝐸 = 1.9𝑥109 𝑃𝑎) of the debris material 


(Polyethylene) using: 


 


[2]  𝑘 =
𝐸𝐴


𝐿
 


 


where 𝐴 is the cross-sectional area of the debris, and 𝐿 is the long-axis of the debris. Previous work in debris impact 


testing indicated that maximum debris impact force occurred when the long-axis of the debris was perpendicular to 


the structure (Matskevitch, 1997, Haehnel and Daly, 2004, Aghl et al., 2015). The orientation of the impact would 


also significantly affect the impact force, however due to the highly random nature of the debris orientation, the 


maximum potential force was considered here. 


 


Figure 9(a) compares debris velocities of all four experimental categories discussed. For the experiments with three 


debris, the peak velocities of the debris are up to 9% greater than the experiments with one debris. As the flow reaches 


the debris initially, there is little debris movement, thus causing the water to build up behind the debris. As the debris 


continued to remain stationary, water would continue to build up until the friction between the debris and the horizontal 


bottom was overcome. The built up water entrained and accelerated the debris within the flow propagating over the 


horizontal apron. This phenomena occurred for both experimental with one and three debris; however, due to more 


debris causing a larger blockage, the build up behind the three debris was increased. The result was greater acceleration 


and therefore higher peak velocities for the three debris experiments. 


 


Figure 9(b)-(c) shows the potential debris impact force based on equation [1) for one and three debris as a function of 


dimensionless space (𝑌), where 𝑦 is the displacement in the flow direction and 𝐿 is the length of the debris. Along the 


flow transect, the debris underwent a rapid increase in potential impact force near the debris site. From 𝑌 = 2 to 𝑌 =
10, the impact force plateaus until the debris began to decelerate and the impact forces significantly lowered. Based 


on these conditions, the near-field structure would be of most concern for debris impact as the impact forces would be 


significantly larger. 


 


The debris reached a maximum potential force earlier when the debris was initially oriented perpendicular to the flow 


for both one and three debris. However, for the case of three debris, the peak forces occur closer to the aprons edge 


comparing to the case with one debris. As discussed earlier, the three debris accelerated faster as a result of the water 


build up behind the debris on initial impact with the surge, resulting in larger accelerations and therefore reaching 


peak velocities earlier than in the case with one debris. 
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Figure 9: Impact forces due to debris propagates over the horizontal apron. (a) On-shore velocity for all groups; (b) 


and (c) Potential force over the apron from Aghl et al. (2015) for E01, E02 (b), E03, and E04(c) - dotted lines denote 


where the maximum force occurs. 


5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 


This paper presents an analysis of debris motion using a novel, camera-based, optical tracking algorithm of 


experiments performed at Waseda University, Tokyo, Japan by the authors. The algorithm used multiple image 


processing techniques to quickly and accurately track the trajectory and orientation of the debris through the AOI. The 


experiments were run with one and three scaled-down shipping containers, orientated perpendicular or parallel to the 


flow direction, in an experimental setting mimicking a modern port environment. From this analysis, the following 


conclusions can be drawn: 


 The repetitions of the experimental tests showed that the trajectory, as well as the velocity of the debris are 


consistent throughout all tests. 


 Peak velocities of the debris oriented perpendicular to the flow direction occur earlier in time than the peak 


velocities of the debris oriented parallel to the flow.  


 Peak velocities were greater when the debris was oriented perpendicular to the flow. 


 Peak velocities of the experiments with three debris were larger than those observed during the experiments 


performed with one debris. 


 Debris tended to orient towards the long axis perpendicular to the flow direction, regardless of their initial 


orientation. 


While the work presented herein presents a brief analysis and explanation of the motion of debris, a more in-depth, 


detailed experiment with more experimental runs would allow for a probabilistic approach to better understand the 


phenomena involved. The analysis of the force of the debris on a structure would also help in the verification of the 


potential forces determined from these experiments. 
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ABSTRACT  


The ability of urban drainage systems to operate satisfactorily under a wide range of possible future hydrologic 


conditions is an important system characteristic. As weather patterns shift, it is important to understand how local 


infrastructure may be affected as extreme rainfall events have the potential to cause direct and indirect damages to 


communities. Continuous simulation in SWMM 5.1 coupled with synthetic precipitation files generated using GCM 


outputs were used to assess the risk-based performance in terms of reliability, resiliency and vulnerability of an 


urban drainage system in the City of Kingston, Ontario, Canada. The study drainage network investigated in this 


paper never experienced a flooding or surcharging event (i.e. 100% system reliability), however, an observed 


positive trend in the ratio of conduit depth to full depth over time indicates the potential for unsatisfactory system 


performance in the future as a result of changing hydrologic conditions due to climate change. 


 


Keywords: hydrologic impact assessment; climate change; flood risk; stormwater management 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Climate change impacts in Ontario include higher temperatures and increases in magnitude and frequency of 


extreme weather events (IPCC 2013). These changes in climate variability may increase stormwater runoff and 


consequently, the potential for localised flooding in urban areas. While the need for Canadian municipalities to 


adapt to changing climatic conditions is pertinent there is a lack of necessary expertise within municipalities for 


implementing current research related to the impact of climate change on design methods (Srivastav et al. 2014). 


The primary objective of the research is to contribute to the advancement of decision making capabilities of 


municipalities and watershed management authorities in addition to providing a better understanding of the existing 


and future operation and performance of stormwater infrastructure under future climate scenarios. 


 


Urban stormwater management systems are typically designed to meet performance standards based on historical 


climate events which are assumed to be stationary (Peck et al. 2012). Based on the evidence from climate change 


impact studies, this assumption is unsound and stormwater management systems within the built environment will 


need to meet performance expectations under climatic conditions that are different from historical climate.  


 


Research incorporating non-stationarity into climate projections in order to revise and update the design storm 


concept is abundant. Mailhot and Duchesne (2010) introduced a procedure for revising the design criteria of urban 


drainage infrastructure by integrating information about climate projections for extreme rainfall, expected level of 


system performance and expected lifetime of the infrastructure system through a concept of a critical reference year 


T years into the future. This methodology recognizes the addition of the climate change dimension could negatively 


impact system performance over time. Therefore, some evaluation of the performance level should be conducted in 


order to develop an adaptation strategy that will maintain the desired performance (and corresponding risk) to an 


acceptable level over time (Mailhot and Duchesne, 2010). The concept of designing for the future provides the 


context and impetus for this paper. The research aims to establish methods for evaluating existing and future 
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stormwater drainage systems using a continuous simulation approach in order to assess and quantify system 


performance in terms of risk over time.  


 


Several studies have implemented the risk-based performance criteria presented by (Hashimoto 1982). However, 


most apply the concepts presented to evaluate water resource system capacities for case studies focusing on 


reservoir systems (peak demand and periods of drought) (e.g., Labadie 2004) or studies establishing sustainability 


criteria for water resource systems (e.g., Sahely et al. 2005, Loucks and Gladwell 1999). To date, no studies have 


applied the risk-related performance criteria in a Canadian drainage system assessment context. The research 


presented adapts and applies the performance criteria of Hashimoto (1982) to evaluate the reliability, resiliency and 


vulnerability of an urban drainage network in the City of Kingston. These performance measures are of particular 


importance during periods of extreme weather and will be useful in evaluating how an existing or proposed storm 


system will perform in an uncertain future. 


1.1 Study Site  


The methodology presented in the research is applied to a study site in the City of Kingston. Kingston is an eastern-


Ontario municipality located on Lake Ontario, at the mouth of the St. Lawrence Cataraqui Rivers (Figure 1).  


 


 
Figure 1: Kingston, Ontario, Canada 


 


Kingston has a humid continental climate with warm summers and no dry season. The annual precipitation averages 


952 mm, of which approximately 17% falls as snow. Kingston is projected to experience an increase in average 


annual precipitation of 3% and 8% by 2020 and 2050 (MacIver and Auld 2013). Meteorological data utilized in this 


paper was obtained from the Kingston Pumping Station (Meteorological Services of Canada (MSC) ID: 6104175) in 


Kingston, Ontario, Canada. Examined in this paper is a 6.4 ha subarea (Figure 2) within the LO-09 catchment. The 


study area features residential land use and is serviced by approximately 0.75 km of separated storm sewers. 


 
Figure 2: LO-09 catchment and 6.4 ha study area 
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2. METHODOLOGY 


2.1 Model development in SWMM 5.1 


The drainage network presented in Figure 2 was modeled using EPA SWMM 5.1. SWMM 5.1 is a dynamic rainfall-


runoff model used for single-event to long-term simulation of the surface/subsurface hydrology quantity and quality 


from primarily urban areas. SWMM 5.1 is used worldwide for planning, analysis, and design related to drainage 


system components, floodplain mapping of natural channel systems, generating nonpoint source pollutant loadings, 


evaluating LIDs for sustainability goals, etc. More details on SWMM 5.1 features and characteristics are provided in 


Rossman (2007). The time-series outputs generated from continuous simulation will facilitate the risk-based 


performance assessment 


2.2 Generation of precipitation time-series 


The mathematical models and procedures used in this research integrated precipitation data from existing 


Environment Canada hydro-meteorological station with outputs obtained from Global circulation models (GCMs) 


provided by the Canadian Centre for Climate Modelling and Analysis (CCCma). 


 


GCMs are numerical models representing the physical processes in the atmosphere, ocean, cryosphere and land 


surface, they are the most advanced tools in climate science currently available for simulating the response of the 


global climate system to increasing greenhouse gas emissions (IPCC 2013). GCMs provide an understanding of 


climate change under different future emission scenarios and provide a way to incorporate climate change into 


stormwater management and planning (Srivastav et al. 2014). The main drawback to GCMs are the temporal and 


spatial scale (typically 100 km by 100 km) of outputs which are incompatible with smaller study sites like those of a 


city. In order to accommodate the application of assessing the impacts of climate change at the local level, 


downscaling techniques of GCM outputs were be utilized to provide suitable temporal and spatial scales. 


 


A change factor approach (CFA) was used to downscale GCM outputs as the method has been widely used in 


hydrological impact studies (e.g., Prudhomme et al. 2010, Anandhi and Frei 2011, Darch and Jones 2012, Kay and 


Jones, 2012, Karamouz et al. 2013, Zahmatkesh et al. 2014). The approach consists of first establishing a baseline 


precipitation time-series for the area of interest, then changes in the equivalent precipitation variable for the GCM or 


Regional Climate Model (RCM) grid box closest to the target site were be determined. For example, a difference of 


10.5 mm might occur by subtracting the mean GCM precipitation values for 1971–2010 from the mean of the 2050s. 


Next, the temperature change suggested by the GCM (in this case, +10.5 mm) is simply added to each day in the 


baseline time series (Diaz-Nieto and Wilby 2005).  


 


The future emission scenarios used in this paper is based on RCP 2.6. The results using RCP 2.6 will represent the 


range of uncertainty or possible range of performance under changing climatic conditions. The intent of RCP 


scenarios is to provide a framework by which the process of building simulation experiments can be streamlined. By 


utilizing the above mentioned RCPs in the proposed research, it would be applicable to compare the results obtained 


in this study to others in the field. 


 


Two precipitation files were developed in order to drive the SWMM 5.1 rainfall runoff model, a baseline (historical) 


and a climate change (CC) record. The baseline file was generated using the observed precipitation record (no RCP). 


The CC scenario was created by modifying the observed record using the results of selected GCMs (change fields). 


2.3 Description of risk-based performance criteria 


Using concepts presented in (Hashimoto 1982), the time-series outputs produced from continuous simulation 


modeling in SWMM 5.1 were used to evaluate the performance of the study area within the LO-09 urban drainage 


system in terms of the criteria of reliability, resiliency and vulnerability. 


 


The operational status of a drainage network can be described as either satisfactory or unsatisfactory. The 


occurrence of unsatisfactory performance is described in this research as a failure, where a failure corresponds to a 


flood event. The analysis on system performance focuses on system failure, defined as any output value in violation 


of a performance threshold and can be described from three different viewpoints; (1) Reliability – how often the 


system fails (α or CR); (2) Resiliency – how quickly the system returns to a satisfactory state once a failure has 
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occurred (γ or CRS); and, (3) Vulnerability – how significant the likely consequences of failure may be (ν or CV) 


(Hashimoto, 1982). A brief description of the criteria is as follows.  


 


A criterion, C, is defined for each drainage network conveyance element, where an unsatisfactory value is one where 


a conveyance element (i.e. conduit) is unable to provide a pre-determined level of service. The time series of 


simulated values of water depth, Xt, will then be evaluated to some future time, T. Each storm system element will 


have its own range of satisfactory, S and unsatisfactory, F, values defined by the criterion, C (Hashimoto 1982): 


 


 
 


Another indicator is defined, Wt, which indicates a transition from a satisfactory to and unsatisfactory state 


(Hashimoto 1982): 


 


 
 


If the periods of unsatisfactory Xt are then defined as J1, J2,…, JN, then reliability (1), resilience (2) and vulnerability 


(3) indices can be defined (Hashimoto 1982): 


 


    
[1]   


 


 


 


[2] 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 [3] 


 


 


Calculations are performed for each conveyance element, or sewer segment in the drainage network. The time series 


outputs from SWMM 5.1 were analyzed in order to measure and quantify the performance of the drainage network. 


Performance calculations were performed at 5-year time intervals. The main purpose of the intervals is to provide a 


reference point in monitoring how the performance of the drainage system progresses over time, a very important 


system characteristic under the non-stationary climate hypothesis. 


3. PRELIMINARY RESULTS FOR STUDY SITE 


Two simulations were conducted in SWMM 5.1, one with the baseline record and another with the modified record 


that incorporated climate change projections until the year 2040. The outputs produced from continuous simulation 


modeling in SWMM 5.1 were used to evaluate risk-related aspects of system performance, more specifically the 


criteria of reliability, resiliency and vulnerability.  


 


The case study drainage system was observed to never operate in an unsatisfactory state for both the baseline and 


CC experiments, where and unsatisfactory period is defined as an occurrence of the conduit capacity exceeding 


100%, as shown in Figure 3. Therefore, equation (1) yields a completely reliable system (CR = 1.0) for both 


scenarios and consequently system resilience (CRS) and vulnerability (CV) were determined to be zero using 


equations (2) and (3).  
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Although the system operated in a satisfactory state throughout the duration of the simulation, it was observed that 


the maximum volume experienced by the system increased over time. This supports the non-stationarity hypothesis 


indicating that system performance will decline over time. Figure 3 illustrates the maximum capacity experienced by 


each conduit during the 70-year (1971-2040) continuous simulation.  


 


 
Figure 3: Ratio of conduit depth to full depth during baseline and projected time-slices. 


4. SUMMARY 


The methodology and results of the research will provide new tools and methods for engineers, planners and 


decision makers to assist them in the development and assessment of stormwater drainage infrastructure under 


climate change. Although this paper only presents brief comparison of baseline conditions to a single climate change 


scenario (CC), additional climate scenarios can be considered in order to form a range of potential future climates as 


indicated in Figure 4. This will address the limitations and magnitude of uncertainty associated with the selection of 


a single climate scenario (Srivastav et al. 2014). 


 


 
Figure 4: Time-series plot of existing drainage system performance for multiple climate scenarios. 
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With the inclusion of additional climate scenarios, the decision maker is provided with two essential pieces of 


information; (1) how the current drainage system is operating and how they can expect it to operate in the future 


under a range of climate scenarios; and, (2) provide the decision maker with a planning horizon or a target year for 


adaptation and development of implementation strategies by identifying the time period where the system will 


perform unsatisfactorily. This unsatisfactory period can be determined by interpolating down from the intersection 


of the lower-bound and upper-bound values at the pre-determined acceptable performance level. The results 


presented are specific to the case study drainage system, however, the procedures presented in this paper are 


transferable to any region or municipality.  Applying the methods can improve the decision support framework for 


the assessment of municipal urban stormwater infrastructure in light of a changing climate. 
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ABSTRACT  


Engineers need a simplified procedure to predict the residual axial capacity and stiffness of Reinforced Concrete (RC) 


columns exposed to a complete heating-cooling cycle. Finite difference heat transfer and sectional analysis models 


are developed to determine the axial behavior of such columns with various end-restraint conditions at different fire 


durations. The influence of cooling phase on temperature distribution and residual mechanical properties are 


considered in the analysis. The ability of the model to predict the axial behavior of the damaged columns is validated 


in view of related experimental studies and shown to be in very good agreement. A parametric study is then conducted 


to assess the axial performance of fire-damaged RC columns. A procedure is proposed to determine the residual 


strength and stiffness of fire-damaged RC columns in typical frame structures. 


 


Keywords: Reinforced Concrete; Residual; Fire; Temperature; Restraints. 


1. INTRODUCTION 


The fire incident data published by the Council of Canadian Fire Marshals and Fire Commissioners showed that a 


total of 42,753 fire incidents occurred in the Canadian provinces in 2007 alone resulting in 224 civilian deaths and 


CAD $ 1,551,657,179 direct property damage (Wijayasinghe 2011). With such high figures, it is mandatory to develop 


a procedure to assess the residual performance of the structural system after fire. Most concrete structures exposed to 


fire conditions are not fully deteriorated and their structural integrity and mechanical properties can be restored by 


applying suitable repair methods (ACI 201.1R 2008). In the current design practice, a preliminary assessment of the 


damaged members is performed immediately after being exposed to elevated temperatures by inspecting the building. 


Both visual inspection and hammer tapping techniques are carried out to identify the maximum temperature reached, 


fire propagation route, residual strength of concrete, cracking schemes, color changes and smoke characteristics. After 


that, the structure is evaluated and repaired according to the relevant design code depending on the extent of damage 


and the affordability of the required work (Concrete Society 2008). 


 


Although considering the temperature and load history experienced by the structural members is of great importance, 


the current design codes overlook providing a detailed examination in the relevant clauses. In an extensive fire-related 


study performed by Anderberg (1976), it was stated that "Concrete has memory" to indicate the significant influence 


of temperature-load interaction on the residual behavior of fire-damaged members. In the current study, the 


temperature and load history acting on various RC members in typical RC structures is taken into account to assess 


their residual structural behavior. The various strain components developed during and after fire are calculated and 


their influence on changing the residual performance of the damaged members under various restraining conditions is 


evaluated. The impact of varying the geometrical and mechanical properties of the exposed members as well as the 


influence of fire duration on their residual structural integrity are examined. The proposed analytical model is validated 


against relevant experimental studies. An extensive parametric investigation is then carried out to propose a robust yet 


simple procedure for engineers to accurately assess the residual performance of fire-damaged members. The outcomes 


of the current study is an important milestone towards incorporating the performance-based approach into standards 


and regulations. 
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2. ANALYSIS APPROACH 


An accurate assessment of post-fire behavior of RC members in typical frame structures requires the consideration of 


(1) the residual mechanical properties of the composing materials; and (2) the temperature-load interaction before and 


during fire. In order to achieve both criteria, the analytical approach, performed in this study, encompasses three main 


stages that describe the structural variations in the exposed member throughout the heating-cooling cycle. Firstly, the 


structural performance of the intact member is determined in terms of its capacity and stiffness considering the relevant 


material models at ambient conditions. The obtained structural characteristics act as a basis to calculate the initial load 


level (λ) and to determine the extent of deterioration in the member after fire exposure. The second stage involves 


thermal and structural analyses of the exposed member during the heating and cooling cycles. Heat transfer analysis 


is carried out using the finite difference method in order to determine the maximum temperature distribution within 


the member depending on concrete thermal and physical properties. The residual properties of the member at the final 


stage (point 2) is highly dependent on the temperature-stress path followed as indicated in Fig.1(a). Therefore, at each 


time increment, the change in the applied load level is also calculated based on the additional restraint forces. Both 


thermal and transient strains are calculated at each time increment at the corresponding temperature-stress combination 


represented by the stepped curve in Fig.1(a). In addition, the residual capacity of the member during fire is calculated 


based on the relevant material models to ensure that failure is not reached. The third analysis stage initiates after the 


member is completely cooled down to room temperature. In this stage, sectional analysis is carried out to determine 


the residual capacity and stiffness of the fire-damaged member depending on the recorded data including the maximum 


temperature reached and residual strain distribution. The analysis is performed by applying uniform strain increments 


until failure occurs taking into account related post-fire mechanical properties and material models. 


 


The current study focuses on the axial behavior of rectangular RC members exposed to fire from all sides. The 


geometrical properties and reinforcement distribution of a typical cross-section considered in the analysis are defined 


in Fig.1 (b) in terms of section width (b), section height (h), concrete cover, top steel reinforcement (Ast) and bottom 


steel reinforcement (Asb). To account for the restraint conditions, a pin support is assigned to one end of the member, 


while the other end is attached to a roller support and a spring having an axial stiffness of (kδ) as illustrated in Fig.1(c). 


Spring stiffness represents the axial constraints provided by the adjacent beams and columns in an actual frame 


structure and can be obtained with the aid of any commercially available software for structural analysis. While the 


spring is considered to resist the expansion tendency of the member, it does not affect any possible contraction the 


member may experience. 


 


             
(a) Temperature-stress interaction.             (b) Typical cross-section. (c) Model. 


 


Figure 1: Main considerations in the proposed analytical analysis. 


3. ASSUMPTIONS 


The proposed analytical model is performed considering the following assumptions: (1) a cross section remains plane 


before, during, and after fire exposure, (2) perfect bond exists between steel reinforcement and the surrounding 


concrete material, (3) spalling of concrete is neglected in the analysis, (4) two dimensional heat transfer analysis is 


considered in the member, (5) influence of concrete tensile cracks on heat flow is neglected in heat transfer analysis, 


(6) the only source of nonlinearity in the analysis arises from materials behavior, whereas geometrical nonlinearity is 


not considered. (7) failure of the member is not governed by buckling. 
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4. THERMAL ANALYSIS 


Temperature distribution at any section along the member is determined based on the finite difference method 


described by Lie (1992) and validated with relevant experimental data by Alhadid and Youssef (2016). The analysis 


procedure begins by dividing the cross section into multiple elements as shown in Fig. 2 (a). The point at the center 


of each internal element or on the hypotenuse of each boundary element represents the temperature of the entire 


element. Steel bars are considered as perfect conductors due to their high thermal conductivity and their temperature 


is assumed to be identical to the adjacent concrete elements. The physical and thermal properties of both concrete and 


steel are provided by Lie (1992). For each time increment, temperature distribution within the section is obtained by 


solving the heat balance equations of all elements. In the current study, the member is exposed to an ASTM E119 


(2001) standard fire along its perimeter during the heating phase as given by Equation 1. 


 


[1]   𝑇𝑓 −  𝑇𝑜 = 750 [1 − 𝑒( −3.79553 √𝑡 )] + 170.41√𝑡 


 


where Tf is the fire temperature (oC), To is the room temperature (oC) and t is the time after the start of the fire (hr).   


During the cooling phase, temperature is assumed to decrease gradually according to ISO 834 (2014) specifications 


in terms of fire duration since the ASTM E119 (2001) standards do not provide a descending branch. Concrete thermal 


properties are assumed to be irreversible and maintain a constant value corresponding to the maximum temperature 


reached (Schneider 1985, Hertz 2005). Figure 2 (b) illustrates the change in temperature at different points within a 


rectangular 400 mm × 500 mm section exposed to fire from all sides for 1.5 hrs followed by a cooling phase. Three 


main observations can be drawn from this figure: (1) the points closer to the surface respond faster to the variation in 


the fire time-temperature curve than the interior points, (2) the maximum temperature in the interior elements is 


reached during the cooling phase indicating that heat flow propagates not only to the atmosphere, but also to the inner 


colder portions of the member, (3) the cooling continues for a considerable amount of time before heat flow takes one 


direction only toward the atmosphere. Figure 2(c) shows the maximum temperature distribution within the 


aforementioned cross section after a complete heating-cooling cycle. This distribution results in higher temperature 


values than that at the end of the heating phase. The residual mechanical properties and constitutive relationships of 


both concrete and steel are determined in the following sections based on the maximum temperature reached. 


 


 


   


(a) Typical meshing in thermal analysis. 
(b) Temperature variation with time at 


different points. 


(c) Maximum temperature 


distribution. 


Figure 2: Determination of temperature distribution within a typical rectangular cross-section. 


5. MATERIAL MODELS AND STRAIN COMPONENTS 


The general form of Tsai (1988) model is adopted to represent the compressive stress-strain relationship of concrete 


at all stages. During fire, the reduced compressive strength due to fire (𝑓𝑐𝑇
′ ) proposed by Hertz (2005) is adopted; 


whereas, concrete strain at peak stress at elevated temperatures (εoT) is determined by Terro (1998) formula. The post-


fire mechanical properties are calculated based on the expressions provided by Chang et al. (2006). 


 


Regarding steel constitutive models, Karthik and Mander (2011) model is adopted for both ambient and post-fire 


conditions as it conveniently combines the initial elastic response, yield plateau and strain hardening stages in a 


rigorous form. At elevated temperatures, Lie (2004) model is used as it implicitly includes the reduction in yield 
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strength due to fire. The post-fire mechanical properties of steel are obtained from the expressions proposed and 


validated by Alhadid and Youssef (2016). 


 


Total strain in concrete (𝜀) is calculated as the summation of stress-related strain (𝜀𝜎), free thermal strain (𝜀𝑡ℎ), creep 


strain (𝜀𝑐𝑟), and transient strain (𝜀𝑡𝑟). The deformation tendency of structural members due to external applied loads 


is described in terms of the stress related strain. Free thermal strain of both concrete and steel bars is determined from 


EN 1992-1-2 (Eurocode 2004) proposed expressions. Regarding the transient and creep strains, the empirical model 


proposed by Terro (1998) is adopted as it determines the value of both strain components simultaneously as referred 


to by load induced thermal strain (εLITS). 


6. STRENGTH ANALYSIS 


An iterative sectional analysis procedure is carried out to determine the residual P-ε behavior of the fire-damaged RC 


columns. At every loading step, the axial strain is increased incrementally until reaching the total applied axial load. 


The kinematic and compatibility conditions are considered in view of the corresponding residual mechanical 


properties and stress-strain relationships of both concrete and steel. To maintain the high accuracy while reducing the 


computation time, a sensitivity analysis was performed and the maximum layer height is chosen as not to exceed 2 


mm. The failure criterion of the RC element is defined by crushing of concrete once the strain in any of the sectional 


layers reaches the residual ultimate strain (εcuR) proposed and validated by Alhadid and Youssef (2016). 


 


Figures 3(b) through 3(e) illustrate the development of the strain components along section (A-A) in Figure 3(a). The 


residual free thermal strain (εthR) represents the irreversible part of the free expansion that occurred during fire. The 


reduction rate in concrete thermal strain is taken as 8×10-6 /oC (Guo and Shi 2011), while εthR for steel is set to zero. 


If the member is initially loaded, then transient strain is generated in concrete and maintains its maximum values after 


cooling (Guo and Shi 2011). The difference between the residual thermal strain (εthR) and the residual transient strain 


(εtrR) is the total residual strain (εR) which can be either positive or negative depending on the temperature-load history. 


Residual stress-induced strain (εσi) distribution is determined as the difference between an equivalent strain (εeq) and 


the total residual strain (εR). 


 


     
       (a) Discretized Section (b) εthR (c) εtrR (d) εR and εeq (e) εσi 


          Figure 3: Development of various strain components along the discretized cross-section. 


 


Residual stresses are induced in fire-damaged members for two main reasons: (1) thermal strain in concrete is partially 


reversible, while transient strain is completely irreversible (Guo and Shi 2011). At equilibrium, unloaded fire-damaged 


concrete tends to remain either expanded or contracted after fire depending on the temperature-load history. On the 


other hand, thermal strain in steel is fully reversible, while transient strain does not develop. Hence, steel bars tend to 


restore their initial length after fire. The variation in behavior between concrete and the embedded steel bars generate 


internal stresses to achieve equilibrium. (2) both thermal and transient strain distributions along section height are 


nonlinear as they follow the nonlinear temperature profile. Therefore, internal stresses are developed in order to 


maintain the plane section assumption. An iteration process is performed by changing the εeq and checking the 


equilibrium condition of εσi distribution. Once equilibrium is achieved, εσi are applied as initial strains in the concrete 


and steel layers; whereas, εeq results in shifting the P-ε curve as illustrated in Figure 4(a). Unloaded members tend to 


expand when heated, resulting in expansion εeq to achieve equilibrium as shown in Fig. 4(b). However, if the member 


is loaded when exposed to heat, then it contracts due to the influence of transient strain. Therefore, the contraction to 


the entire member occurs after cooling as indicated by εeq in Fig. 4(c). 
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(a) P-ε Relationship (b) εR1 and εeq1 (c) εR2 and εeq2 


        Figure 4: Influence of initial load level on the residual (P-ε) relationship and residual strain distribution. 


7. VALIDATION OF THE PROPOSED MODEL 


The capability of the present model to predict the post-fire structural performance of axially loaded RC members is 


validated in view of the experimental results obtained by Chen et al. (2009) and Jau and Huang (2008). The validation 


is limited to structural members made of normal strength concrete where spalling does not occur. 


7.1 Chen et al. (2009) 


Chen et al. (2009) carried out full-scale experiment to investigate the performance of RC columns after exposure to 


different fire conditions. The results obtained from the proposed analytical model are compared with the measured 


data of columns FC06 and FC05. These columns are exposed to ISO 834 (2014) standard fire curve from four sides 


for 2 hrs and 4 hrs, respectively. The tested columns have cross-sectional dimensions of 300 mm × 450 mm, concrete 


cover of 40 mm and overall length of 3.0 m. The concrete compressive strength at ambient conditions is 29.5 MPa. 


The longitudinal reinforcement consists of 4Φ19 mm and 4Φ16 mm steel bars having yield strengths of 476 MPa and 


479 MPa, respectively. Both columns were subjected to an initial axial load of 797 kN prior to heat exposure. After 


30 days from the fire test, the columns were subjected to the constant initial concentric load of 797 kN while another 


eccentric load is applied until failure. Fig. 5(a) shows the analytical and experimental load-deflection curves at the 


column mid-span due to the eccentric load about the y-axis for columns FC06 and FC05 corresponding to fire duration 


of 2 and 4 hours, respectively. A very good agreement between both curves can be shown with a percent difference 


of 3.8% and 4.6% in the ultimate capacity of columns FC06 and FC05, respectively; and a percent difference of 6.3% 


and 5.4% in the 40% secant stiffness for the same two columns, respectively. This variation can be attributed to the 


sensitivity of the adopted thermal expansion model to the experimental conditions and concrete mix that it was derived 


from. Also, the heating-cooling cycle adopted in the model follows the ISO 834 provisions which may be different 


from the actual relationship followed in lab. 


7.2 Jau and Huang (2008) 


In another experimental study, Jau and Huang (2008) investigated the residual behavior of initially loaded restrained 


RC columns subjected to heat from two adjacent sides. The cross-sectional dimensions of all columns are 300 mm × 


450 mm with an overall length of 2.7 m. The concrete cover varies between 50 mm or 70 mm, whereas the steel 


reinforcement ratio varies between 1.8% and 3.0%. Normal strength concrete with compressive strength of 33.7 MPa 


and steel bars with yield strength of 475.8 MPa are used. The test setup allows the heat to flow through two adjacent 


surfaces only while the other two surfaces are insulated and not subjected to fire. The restrained columns are subjected 


to a 10% axial preloading of their ambient compressive strength during the 2 or 4 hours fire test. After the columns 


naturally cooled down, the load is applied until failure occurs. Figure 5(b) shows both the experimental and predicted 


residual capacity of columns A12, B12, A14, A24 and B24 whose detailed geometrical and mechanical properties are 


provided by Jau and Huang (2008). The proposed model is found to predict the capacity of the tested columns with 


high accuracy as indicated by the maximum percent error of 5.3% depicted of column A14 shown in the figure. 


Overall, the agreement between the experimental and analytical results is very good. 
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(a) Chen et al. (2009) 


 
(b) Jau and Huang (2008) 


Figure 5: Validation of the proposed analytical model with experimental data. 


8. PARAMETRIC STUDY 


The influence of the considered parameters on the post-fire behavior of rectangular RC columns is investigated in 


view of an extensive parametric study. The members are exposed to ASTM E119 (2001) standard fire along their 


perimeters followed by a cooling phase as described in section 4. The main parameters include the concrete 


compressive strength, fc
' (25 MPa and 35 MPa); steel yield strength, fy (300 MPa and 400 MPa); member height, h 


(400 mm and 800 mm); member width, b (300 mm and 600 mm); fire duration, t (0.5 hr, 1.5 hrs and 2.5 hrs); initial 


load level, λ (0.0, 0.2 fc
', 0.4 fc


'); axial restraint stiffness, Rδ (0.0, 0.5 and 1.0); and steel reinforcement ratio, ρ (0.02 


and 0.04). Concrete cover is taken as 30 mm from the bar centroid to the nearest concrete surface. Based on these 


parameters, the analytical investigation consists of a total of 864 different cases. 


 


The effect of the aforementioned parameters on both the residual axial capacity (𝑃𝑅) and the residual 40% secant axial 


stiffness (𝐸𝐴𝑅) is determined in view of the members presented in Table 1. The variation of these two characteristic 


behaviors as functions of the different parameters are shown in Figs. 6(a) through 6(f) at different load levels. The 


Reduction Ratio in these figures is defined as the proportion of the residual capacity (or stiffness) to its counterpart at 


ambient conditions. 


 


Table 1: Properties of the examined sections. 


Case t (hr) fc
' 


(MPa) 


fy 


(Mpa) 


b (m) h (m) ρ Rδ 


R1 1.5 35 400 400 500 0.04 0.0 


R2 0.5 35 400 400 500 0.04 0.0 


R3 2.5 35 400 400 500 0.04 0.0 


R4 1.5 25 400 400 500 0.04 0.0 


R5 1.5 35 300 400 500 0.04 0.0 


R6 1.5 35 400 250 500 0.04 0.0 


R7 1.5 35 400 600 500 0.04 0.0 


R8 1.5 35 400 400 300 0.04 0.0 


R9 1.5 35 400 400 800 0.04 0.0 


R10 1.5 35 400 400 500 0.02 0.0 


R11 1.5 35 400 400 500 0.04 0.5 


R12 1.5 35 400 400 500 0.04 1.0 
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(a) Fire duration. 


 
(b) Section width. 


 
(c) Restraint condition. 


 
(d) Steel reinforcement ratio. 


 
(e) Concrete compressive strength. 


 
(f) Steel yield strength. 


  


Capacity: 


 


 λ = 0.0 


 


 λ = 0.2 fc
' 


 


 λ = 0.4 fc
' 


 Stiffness:  λ = 0.0  λ = 0.2 fc
'  λ = 0.4 fc


' 


Figure 6: Influence of varying the examined parameters on the residual axial capacity and stiffness. 


 


8.1 Effect of Fire Duration (t) 


Fire duration is found to have the most significant influence on reducing the post-fire capacity and stiffness of RC 


columns. Figure 6(a) indicates that increasing the fire duration from 0.5 hr to 2.5 hrs causes an additional 30% drop 


in the capacity reduction ratio and an extra 41% in stiffness reduction ratio for all columns regardless of the initial 


load level. This is justified by the additional deterioration in both concrete and steel residual mechanical properties 


caused by the longer duration of the heating-cooling cycle which provides more time for heat to transfer to the inner 


elementary layers raising their temperatures. 
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8.2 Effect of Section Size 


Increasing the width of the cross-section results in higher residual flexural strength and stiffness after fire as indicated 


in Fig. 6(b). This larger residual capacity is caused by the lower temperature increase within the wider member as it 


requires more heat energy to increase its temperature. For the same fire duration, concrete within the inner parts of the 


wider member experience lower increase in temperature and consequently more recovery after fire. The influence of 


strength recovery in steel bars is neglected since concrete cover is the same in all specimens causing the maximum 


temperature reached in all steel bars to be the same. The same influence is determined for increasing the section height 


for the same aforementioned reason. In addition, increasing section height shifts the concrete core away from the 


corners where the maximum temperature condensation exists resulting in reducing concrete degradation after fire. 


8.4 Effect of Restraint Conditions 


The influence of restraining the member against thermal expansion during heating is found to slightly increase its 


post-fire stiffness and capacity as shown in Fig. 6(c). This is explained by knowing that transient strain component 


significantly alleviates the extent of thermal expansion, which means that the overall thermal expansion pushing the 


stiffer supports is smaller than that exerted on unrestrained supports. Thus, the additional restraint axial forces 


developed in the restrained members are not very large to significantly alter its residual capacity. The change in the 


generated restraint load is characterized by a mild increase followed by a gradual degradation with time. In the first 


stage, the member's stiffness remains close to that at ambient conditions as the temperature increase within the member 


is relatively low. Thus, an increase in restraining force is observed to hinder the higher thermal expansion tendency 


exhibited by the member. However, after certain period of time, the temperature within the member becomes relatively 


high causing the stiffness degradation to become more pronounced. Thus, the forces required to resist the larger 


thermal expansion of the member drops. 


8.5 Effect of Steel Reinforcement Ratio 


Increasing the steel reinforcement ratio is shown to have a negative impact on the residual capacity and stiffness of 


fire-damaged members as indicated in Fig. 6(d). For instance, increasing ρ from 0.02 to 0.04 results in a consequent 


increase in the reduction ratio by about 5% and 14% for capacity and stiffness, respectively. This insignificant decrease 


is attributed to the higher impact of the larger steel area in representing the permanent deterioration steel bars' yield 


strength and modulus of elasticity after fire. 


8.3 Effect of Mechanical Properties 


Increasing the concrete compressive strength is found to have an insignificant inverse relationship on the reduction 


ratio of both capacity and stiffness for all load levels in the examined range as shown in Fig. 6(e). The decreasing rate 


can be justified by the more reduction in compressive strength of the stronger concrete after fire. Hence, the reduction 


in concrete contribution within the compression zone becomes more pronounced and results in the observed larger 


decrease relative to the original capacity. The use of normal strength concrete infers that no spalling is encountered 


which could otherwise significantly affect the residual capacity. 


 


Regarding the steel yield strength, increasing the grade from 300 MPa to 400 MPa results in a further reduction in the 


residual capacity and stiffness as indicated by the 4.3% and 6.8% increase, respectively. The reason for this 


observation lies in the more pronounced reduction in residual yield strength for the steel bars of higher grade as 


described by the material models. 


8.5 Effect of Initial Load Level 


A comparison of the examined members reveals that increasing the applied load level causes a reduction in the 


reduction ratio. For example, applying a 0.4 fc
' initial load level decreases the residual strength by about 9.3% in 


column R10 relative to its unloaded condition as indicated in Fig. 13(d). This is caused by the larger applied strain at 


the end of the heating phase and the lower residual concrete strength in the compression zone. Hence, concrete 


crushing occurs at lower axial load than the case of unloaded members. This change in behavior is attributed to the 


transient and creep strains that possess a counteractive influence on the member's response to elevated temperatures. 
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9. PROPOSED SIMPLIFIED EQUATIONS 


Accurate determination of temperature distribution and residual strain components developed within RC columns is 


tedious and requires detailed thermal and structural analyses that may not be convenient for design engineers. Hence, 


based on the extensive parametric study conducted on 864 different cases, regression analysis is carried out to develop 


expressions for obtaining both the residual axial capacity and residual 40% secant axial stiffness of fire-damaged RC 


columns. These proposed expressions take into consideration the loading history, restraint conditions, fire duration, 


geometrical properties and mechanical properties of the exposed members. The validity and accuracy of the proposed 


equations depend on the range of  parameters considered in the parametric study.  


9.1 Axial Capacity 


The residual axial capacity (𝑃𝑅) is calculated by multiplying the intact column's capacity by the ratio (𝛼𝑃) given in the 


proposed Equation 3. 


 


[3]   𝛼𝑃 = 0.641 + 0.0541 𝑡2 −  0.311 𝑡 + 0.00514 
𝑓𝑦


𝑓𝑐
′ +  0.254 𝑏 + 0.219 ℎ + 1.92 𝜌 − 0.0967 𝜆 − 0.0374 𝑅𝐷 


 


where 𝛼𝑃 is the axial capacity reduction ratio, 𝑡 is the fire duration at the end of the heating phase (hr), 𝑓𝑦 is the steel 


yield strength (MPa), 𝑓𝑐
′ is the concrete compressive strength (MPa), 𝑏 is section width (m), ℎ is section height (m), 𝜌 


is steel reinforcement ratio, 𝜆 is the initial load level relative to ambient capacity, and 𝑅𝐷 is the axial restraint ratio. 


Figure 7(a) shows a very good agreement between the values predicted from Equation 3 and the results determined 


through performing detailed analytical analysis for all examined cases. 


9.2 Axial Stiffness 


The 40% secant axial stiffness (EAR) is determined by multiplying the corresponding axial stiffness at ambient 


conditions with the ratio (𝛼𝐸𝐴) calculated from the proposed Equations 4 and 5. 


 


[4]   𝛼𝐸𝐴 = −0.7824 𝑅𝐸𝐴
2 + 1.8842𝑅𝐸𝐴 − 0.2024 


 


[5]   𝑅𝐸𝐴 = 0.413 + 0.0823 𝑡2 −  0.481 𝑡 + 0.00734 
𝑓𝑦


𝑓𝑐
′ +  0.709 𝑏 + 0.247 ℎ + 3.16 𝜌 − 0.161 𝜆 − 0.0345 𝑅𝐷 


 


where αEA is the stiffness reduction ratio, and REA is a factor calculated in terms of all considered parameters. The 


expectation function of the proposed ratio is determined considering nonlinear regression analysis of the data. The 


line of equality plot reveals that the model provides an excellent prediction of the actual behavior. The presence of 


outliers is almost negligible which enhances the confidence of using the proposed expressions. 


 


 


 
(a) Axial Capacity 


 
(b) Axial Stiffness 


Figure 7: Validation of the proposed equations with the proposed model results. 
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10. CONCLUSIONS 


In this paper, both thermal and sectional analyses are performed aiming at determining the residual behavior of fire-


damaged members in typical RC frames. The temperature-load history experienced by the exposed members is 


considered in detail in the analytical study. The model is validated against relevant experimental studies and a 


parametric study is then carried out to determine the influence of various loading conditions and fire scenarios on the 


residual properties of the members. The study has lead to developing a performance-based method to allow engineers 


evaluate the deterioration in fire-damaged members and to assess the extent of repair required after the fire incident. 


Main findings coming out of this study are as follow: (1) fire duration and member width have the most significant 


influence on the residual stiffness and capacity of the fire-damaged members, (2) The initial load level has minor 


impact on the residual flexural strength ratio of fire-damaged members, (3) Subjecting a member to a moderate initial 


load before and during heating, both transient and creep strains are developed and counteract thermal expansion 


tendency of the member, (4) Increasing the concrete compressive strength and steel grade is found to have an 


insignificant impact on the reduction in the residual flexural capacity of the fire-damaged member for all load levels 


in the examined range. 
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ABSTRACT  


Disruption of transit service is a common occurrence in many cities around the world, and these incidents may have 


serious impacts on the transit user’s journey. Transit user behavioural response under disrupted service conditions, 


specifically how transit riders choose among available mode options to complete their trips, is not well understood. 


Mode choice studies often lack proper consideration of travel time variability and uncertainty in such situations, 


neither do they fully account for some options considered by users, such as waiting, taking a shuttle bus, or cancelling 


the trip. This study aims to investigate transit user mode choice in response to peak hour rapid transit service disruption 


in the City of Toronto, incorporating such factors as the type of disruption, stage of the passenger’s trip (pre-trip or 


en-route), weather conditions, and uncertainty of delay duration. A joint Revealed Preference (RP) and Stated 


Preference (SP) survey is designed where the RP part gathers information on the respondent’s actual response to the 


most recent service disruption while the SP part solicits the respondent’s responses under a set of hypothetical service 


disruption scenarios. A transit trip planner tool is developed to generate alternative transit mode and path options to 


avoid the disrupted segment. The survey methodology is discussed including the scope, experimental design, survey 


sample design, survey instrument design, and survey implementation. The data collected would be used to develop 


econometric models to understand the potential effects of different factors on the choice making behaviour of transit 


users under conditions of service interruption. 


 


Keywords: public transit, service disruption, travel behaviour, mode choice, RP-SP survey 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Disruption of public transit service is a common occurrence in many cities around the globe. Disruptions can range 


from a breakdown of a single bus to the shutdown of entire subway lines over an extended period of time, and these 


incidents have huge impacts on passengers’ journeys. The underlying causes can be numerous including external 


factors such as weather, accidents, security issues, power outage or internal such as crew shortage, breakdown of 


transit vehicles or infrastructure. Depending on the nature and severity of these disruptions, passengers are likely to 


have different behavioural responses to different types of disruptions. 


 


Many transit agencies have established practices to respond to service disruptions, and there exist many studies on 


service recovery and management measures. However, the effects of these disruptions and response strategies on 


transit user behaviour is not well understood (Papangelis, et al., 2013). For the few disruption studies that consider 


transit user behaviour, they were usually based on logical assumptions instead of empirically measured behaviour. 


Similarly, performance indicators which are widely used in the transit industry are usually operator oriented and less 


passenger oriented (Barron et al., 2013), for example focusing on train delay instead of passenger delay. Furthermore, 


some disruption studies are sometimes event driven and conducted due to a major disruption; therefore they have 


limited ability to draw more generalized conclusions.  
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Transit user behaviour is significantly different in the event of service disruptions, which may have significant impacts 


on the passengers’ experience. User responses and behavioural changes can vary according to the stage of the trip at 


the time of service disruption. For example, a passenger finding out about a transit service disruption before starting 


the trip (pre-trip) may make no changes (travel on the same route), switch mode or route, or even cancel the trip. A 


passenger encountering a transit service disruption during the trip (en-route) may decide to catch the replacement 


shuttle buses (if applicable), walk to the destination, take a cab, or wait until the disruption is over. The passenger can 


make different choices based on the information provided and its timeliness with respect to the disruption event. After 


experiencing a trip involving service disruption, a passenger making a similar trip in the near term (post-trip short-


term) may decide to change the departure time or try a different route or mode. After encountering multiple service 


disruptions over a long period of time (post-trip long-term), a passenger may decide to permanently adjust the 


departure time, switch away from this route or mode, change destination, cancel trip, or make no changes; it is also 


possible to see more drastic changes such as household location or car ownership. 


 


The passenger experience and behaviour can also differ based on the causes of disruptions. For example, disruptions 


caused by the transit agencies are likely to be more frustrating and unacceptable for the passengers; on the other hand, 


crime or terrorism related incidents can be more frightening and have longer effects on passengers’ behaviour. In 


addition, there are some pre-announced disruptions such as pre-planned closure for maintenance and upgrade as well 


as labour strike. These instances are also expected to induce different responses than unexpected incidents as travellers 


can obtain information about the closure and consider alternative choices before their trips. There are other factors 


that can also affect the passenger behavioural changes, such as the length of delay, presence and media of information 


provision, timeliness and accuracy of provided information, and other level of service considerations (such as safety, 


comfort, reliability) of various alternative modes. These considerations demonstrate that passenger responses and 


adaptations are extremely complex, requiring a more thorough investigation. 


 


The main purpose of this research is to understand the travel behaviour of transit users in response to service 


disruptions in order to capture the behavioural responses in the time frames of interest. The pre-trip and en-route time 


periods are characterized by short or no notice, with or without relevant information when passengers have to make a 


decision quickly for a single trip about to start or already started. Post-trip short-term and post-trip long-term time 


periods do not necessarily have a well-defined time periods and are concerned with behavioural adaptations through 


learning and experience over time that lead to more permanent changes. Due to the differences between immediate 


single-journey responses versus longer-term permanent changes, as well as the more complex decision making and 


factors involved in longer term behavioural adaptations, this paper is focused on the immediate response behaviour of 


transit users following service disruption (i.e. pre-trip and en-route response). The study aims to review the current 


literature on passenger behaviour in response to disruptions, identify the shortcomings of the existing literature, and 


propose a conceptual framework to outline the approach and methodology. 


2. LITERATURE REVIEW 


2.1 Disruption Types 


Given that different types of disruptions can result in different passenger behavioural responses and adaptations, it is 


important to classify the disruptions by type of cause. Transit disruptions can generally be classified into the following 


four categories of causes: natural, human accidental, human intentional, and operating environment. These categories 


can each be subdivided, if applicable, into external causes and internal causes. External causes are instances where 


the transit agency has no control and the cause of incident is not related to the transit personnel or properties, while 


internal causes are those with some level of transit agency involvement. Given that the geographic scope of this study 


is the City of Toronto with emphasis on rapid transit, the 2013 TTC (Toronto Transit Commission, the local transit 


agency of Toronto) subway incident report was referenced to obtain the frequency and duration of each type of 


disruption. The incidents with delays less than 10 minutes were considered minor incidents related to recurring 


reliability issues and thus were not included in the analysis while incidents with a 10-minute delay or longer, 627 


recorded in 2013, were considered as major incidents (or simply referred to as incidents henceforth) or disruptions. 


Table 1 builds on the classification by Nielsen (2011) and summarizes the types of disruptions by cause and the likely 


consequences with relation to transit service, while Table 2 provides the incident frequencies and durations in the TTC 


rapid transit system in 2013. 
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Table 1: Taxonomy of Disruption Causes and Consequences 


 External Internal 


 Causes 


[length of suspension, damages to transit 


properties] 


Causes 


[length of suspension, damages to transit 


properties] 


Natural 


(Weather) 


I. Hurricanes, thunderstorms, flooding 


II. Blizzards, heavy snow 


III. Extreme temperature 


[medium to long term, yes] 


N/A 


Human 


Accidental 


(collisions, 


passengers and 


operators 


issues) 


I. Medical issues, passenger assistance 


required 


II. False alarms 


III. Collisions (external party involved) 


[temporary to short term, (for collisions) yes] 


I. Fire 


II. Operator error 


III. Crew illness or availability issues 


IV. Collisions 


[temporary to short term, (for fire, error, and 


collisions) yes] 


Human 


Intentional 


(crime related, 


labour strike, 


maintenance) 


I. Security issues and terrorist attack 


II. Vandalism 


III. Suicide attempt 


IV. Disorderly patron and assault 


[temporary to medium term, yes] 


I. Pre-announced or last-minute 


announcement of labour strike 


II. Pre-announced maintenance or 


upgrade 


[medium to long term, no] 


Operating 


Environment 


(outage, 


breakdown) 


I. Power outage 


II. Communication (internet, signal) 


outage 


[short to long term, usually no] 


I. Breakdown of infrastructure or 


rolling stock  


II. Unreliable or unsafe to operate 


[temporary to medium term, yes] 


Table 2: Summary of 2013 TTC subway incidents statistics 


 External Internal 


 Total incidents Average Delay 


(minutes) 


Total incidents Average Delay 


(minutes) 


Natural 7 >600 N/A N/A 


Human Accidental 191 15 159 19 


Human Intentional 135 27 0 N/A 


Operating Environment 1 12 134 23 


Total 334 32.3  293 21.0  


 


 


Not surprisingly, natural causes of incidents, while rare, had the longest delays. Accidents accounted for the majority 


of all 2013 subway incidents, at 56%. Approximately half of those were external, mostly due to passenger illness or 


injury, while the other half were internal, predominately due to fire related. The average durations of delay for external 


and internal accidents, however, were the smallest as the incidents are usually local and not malicious. External 


incidents were mostly disorderly passengers (shorter delay) and security issues (longer delay). There were no instances 


of pre-planned closure during the time periods of interest (peak periods). The operating environment causes can be 


breakdowns of infrastructure, rolling stock or other transit properties, such as signal, train, track, power, door, and 


mechanical; among those, signal issues had substantially longer delays.  


2.2 Transit User Behaviour 


The studies done on passenger behaviour in response to transit disruptions consider a general disruption or a specific 


type of disruption. Studies on a general disruption look at service suspension without particular a cause. Studies on a 


specific type of transit disruption mainly focused on a particular event or incident that typically had large impacts 


immediately after the incident and possibly in the long term. Due to their specific nature, the findings may only be 


applicable to a particular type of disruption, geographical area, or only the incident itself if it is very unique. 


 


Fukasawa et al. (2012) conducted a stated preference (SP) survey on passenger behaviour in response to an en-route 


disruption to compare their departure time and level of service (local vs. express) choices between scenarios with and 
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without information provision of estimated travel time and crowding. The study found that there would be more 


instances of switching to other trains if information on alternative options was provided and that passengers prefer 


having some information about the delays even if it is not always accurate. Bai & Kattan (2014) also conducted an SP 


survey to study the effect of information provision on the passengers’ en-route mode choice given LRT delays and 


found that a significant mode and transit mode shift would occur (over half) when information on the length of delay 


is not provided, compared to less than 25% with length of delay given and not too long (10 minutes).  


 


All but one study looked at a specific type of disruption without focusing on a single event: Lu et al. (2014) investigated 


the impacts of flooding as a possible recurrent event by conducting an SP survey on traveller behaviour in extreme 


weather events that can lead to flooding and found that 70% of travellers (among different modes) would alter their 


travel behaviour in the form of departure time, mode, destination, and trip cancellation. The study showed that in 


certain situations, extreme weather events might be perceived as recurrent and not unexpected, thus inducing long 


term behavioural adaptation in travel. 


 


Studies that focused on a specific event of disruption mostly collected revealed preference (RP) data after the incident. 


The New Zealand Ministry of Transport (2013) conducted a study following the storm that resulted in a 6-day partial 


closure of one commuter rail line and found substantial short-term changes in rail mode share for the area served by 


this rail line from 51% to 22% (the latter using rail and replacement bus). The study also showed that 11% of riders 


changed their departure time or mode in the long term, but the agency drew the conclusion that long-term changes 


were not observed as a result of the storm. Murray-Tuite et al. (2014) studied the behavioural changes due to a fatal 


rapid transit accident in Washington DC and observed that 17% of Metrorail users avoided the front or rear car of the 


train while 10% switched to a different transit mode or travel mode. The study did not explicitly mention the focus on 


short-term or long-term behavioural changes and it acknowledged the sampling bias by not collecting data from 


passengers who no longer took transit. Pnevmatikou & Karlaftis (2011) conducted an RP study on transit users’ mode 


and route choice after the re-opening of an Athens Metro Line from a 5-month pre-announced closure. The results 


showed that 58% of the respondents continued with the same transit mode (metro) or replacement bus service and 


76% continued to use transit while only 9% switched to modes involving auto despite significant service delays. The 


study also excluded riders who no longer take the metro line. Pnevmatikou et al. (2015) then combined this study with 


an SP study from different respondents during a series of planned strikes and found that the joint RP-SP estimation 


with Nested Logit model performed better. The SP study only considered three options (auto, bus, and taxi) for 


investigating behavioural changes. Van Exel and Rietveld (2009) conducted a case study on the pre-planned and pre-


announced one-day rail strike in the Netherlands in 2004 and found that 44% who intended to travel by rail cancelled 


their trips, while almost half of those who intended to travel by car also changed their behaviour (e.g. switching mode 


or cancelling trip) in anticipation of transit network disruption. The study did a before (SP) and after (RP) comparison 


and found that 86% of respondents had the same behaviour as their stated choice beforehand.  


2.3 Survey Methods 


The two main types of passenger travel surveys are revealed preference (RP) and stated preference (SP) surveys. 


Traditionally, RP surveys collect data from a sample of respondents on trips they have made in a previous time period 


(e.g. the previous day). The stated preference approach was conceived in the 1960’s, with applications starting in 


1970’s in market research (Green & Srinivasan, 1978; Kroes & Sheldon, 1988). SP data capture the preferences and 


choices of respondents when presented with hypothetical scenarios of various travel options or policies that may or 


may not be available in the real-world transportation system at the time of the survey. 


  


The SP approach has recently gained more traction due to several disadvantages of RP data, including limited data 


variation, treatment of strong correlation of variables, limitations in evaluating hypothetical conditions, and limitation 


on subjective variables (Kroes & Sheldon, 1988). First, RP data are limited to observations only and can have 


insufficient number and variation of the variables within the collected data to conduct insightful analysis on the effects 


of different variables. Second, the variables considered may be strongly correlated, such as travel time and cost, and 


it is hard to capture the effect of each variable and the trade-off in between from RP. Third, RP data are based on 


observations and thus cannot be used to evaluate hypothetical scenarios. Fourth, RP data usually include objective and 


quantifiable measures of variables, such as travel cost and time, and the evaluation of other qualitative variables, such 


as comfort and convenience, is difficult due to subjectivity. SP, on the other hand, can incorporate these subjective 


variables by quantifying them (e.g. crowding level for comfort). In the context of transit user behaviour under 


conditions of service disruption, behavioural investigations are hard to conduct using RP surveys due to limited data. 
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RP surveys also tend to target transit users who continue to use the service without behavioural changes and thus the 


sampling frame excludes respondents who already switched transit route, transit mode, travel mode, or made other 


behavioural changes.  


  
However, SP data also have limitations. The main issue of SP is the inherent bias or inaccuracy of the collected data, 


as the respondents might not actually choose the option selected in the SP survey in real life. This issue can be more 


prominent in situations where it is difficult for respondents to understand the hypothetical scenarios, such as creating 


and describing scenarios that induce long-term transit user behavioural adaptation. SP data are also subject to other 


biases such as policy bias and justification bias (Ben-Akiva & Morikawa, 1990; Kroes & Sheldon, 1988). 


 


Due to the issues with RP and SP data mentioned above, studies have been done to compare between RP and SP data. 


Ben-Akiva & Morikawa (1990) compared model estimations using RP only, SP only, and joint RP-SP and found that 


the joint model had more accurate parameter estimates. The study demonstrated that combining RP and SP together 


can address the limitations of each type while utilizing the strengths of both. While the RP-SP approach has overcome 


the issues of RP and SP respectively and has become more widely used, the authors are not aware of any joint RP-SP 


survey done on behavioural studies or choice modelling for transit disruptions. Pnevmatikou et al. (2015) had a joint 


RP-SP estimation between two datasets from different incident type and respondents, which investigated short-term 


and long-term behaviours on two single-event pre-planned disruptions. 


2.4 SP Experimental Design 


There are two main types of SP experimental design: full factorial design, where all possible choice situations (all 


combinations of different attribute levels of all variables) are included, and fractional factorial design, where only a 


subset of the full factorial design is included (ChoiceMetrics, 2014). Full factorial design is usually not feasible due 


to the large number of choice situations and sometimes not reasonable in terms of certain combinations of attribute 


levels. The three main types of fractional factorial design are random, orthogonal, and efficient. Random design selects 


choice situations randomly and can lead to biased results due to unbalanced attributes. Orthogonal design requires a 


balancing of attribute levels and measures the independent effects of each variable. It has been widely used due to the 


historical impetus from the lack of studies to evaluate different design methods and the widespread use of linear 


models in the past that is more suitable for orthogonal design (Bliemer & Rose, 2011). Efficient design tries to 


minimize the standard errors for parameter estimates by using prior estimates that can be obtained from similar studies 


or a pilot study.  


 


The efficient design, in theory, should perform better than orthogonal design or at worst perform equally well with 


orthogonal design if no prior information can be obtained. Recent studies have shown that the efficient design 


outperforms orthogonal design in empirical studies (Bliemer & Rose, 2011; Rose et al., 2008). Therefore, the efficient 


design is the preferred method, and obtaining prior estimates to construct efficient design would be crucial to ensure 


improvements over orthogonal design. 


3. SURVEY DESIGN 


3.1 Data Needs 


Transit user behaviour during a disruption can be significantly different from routine travel depending on the 


circumstances, availability of choices, and the level of service of various choices. The primary mode choice can 


become unavailable due to a service disruption while sometimes alternative choices may become available (such as 


replacement shuttle bus service), feasible (such as walking to destination), or considered (such as taking a cab). The 


level of service attributes including travel time, travel time variation, information provision, comfort, and other factors 


can also vary greatly and can be perceived differently. Therefore, it is important to consider transit user behaviour 


under conditions of service disruptions separately from their behaviour under normal conditions, in order to capture 


the actual decision making and trade-offs. Traditional household travel surveys do not capture travel patterns under 


disruption conditions; neither do customer satisfaction surveys by travel agencies have details on incidents and how 


customers respond to service disruptions. Therefore, available survey data provide very limited information for this 


study and there is a clear need to collect specific data to better understand the user behaviour during service disruptions.  
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3.2 Survey Study Area 


The survey study area is the City of Toronto, the largest city in Canada with the largest transit system (TTC) in the 


country and third largest in North America. The rapid transit system of Toronto includes two major subway lines, a 


third short subway line and an intermediate capacity rail line. This study focuses on rapid transit trips, which are trips 


involving at least one rapid transit segment within the City of Toronto, as rapid transit is the mode subject to the 


highest potential impacts. For this study, rapid transit trips include only rail transit with exclusive right-of-way 


operations because the isolation of the rail transit line makes the system unique in terms of disruption causes, recovery, 


alternative options for transit users, and the accessibility of those alternative options. For example, a bus rapid transit 


vehicle that breaks down can be removed more easily with minimal impact to subsequent services while a 


malfunctioning train can shut down part or all of the subway line for long periods, affecting an order of magnitude 


more passengers. Peak periods are the most sensitive and vulnerable times for disruption events, as travel demand and 


passenger volumes are the highest. Consequently, peak periods are characterized by tightly scheduled headway and 


high level of crowding, which lead to less buffer time and more difficulty to recover from delays and disruptions. 


Therefore, this study will focus on the peak periods (AM peak) to examine the transit user behaviour.  


3.3 Survey Scope 


This study only considers the pre-trip and en-route behavioural responses. In order to investigate the immediate 


passenger behaviour in response to disruptions, the types of responses must first be identified. For an en-route 


disruption, Bai and Kattan (2014) included the following options for the respondents: switch to driving or taxi (mode 


switch), take a bus (transit mode switch), walk and take the same LRT line at a different station (walk access to the 


same mode), do something while waiting (productive waiting), just wait (unproductive waiting or no change), and 


other. To remove the specificity of the transit mode and study area, the following generalized choices will be included 


for both pre-trip and en-route scenarios: auto mode switch (drive or taxi), route switch (different path using transit), 


replacement service (service provided specifically due to disruption, e.g. shuttle buses), cycling, walking, waiting (no 


change), trip cancellation.  


 


There are three restrictions on modal feasibility, affecting the number of alternatives available to a user. These include 


the availability of the cycling mode only for pre-trip disruptions with non-zero household bike ownership, availability 


of cycling only if the trip distance is less than 15 km, and availability of walking only if the distance is less than 5 km. 


The threshold distances for cycling and walking are higher than the usual ranges of acceptable distances with journeys 


possibly taking up to an hour to complete; however, respondents should not be restricted from selecting a desired 


mode in a special circumstance if it is justifiable and there are several factors that make cycling and walking more 


attractive in this situation, including lowest variability of travel time, no wait time, no availability or crowding issues. 


Taxi is included in the auto mode option, so possession of a driver’s license or a vehicle is not required for this 


alternative. 


3.4 Survey Experimental Design 


The main advantage of SP data over RP data is the ability to capture choice behaviours in hypothetical scenarios that 


are difficult or impossible to obtain from RP data. The SP experiment includes different attributes and levels of 


potentially influential characteristics and factors to study the effects of each attribute on the individual’s choice 


making. Given the importance of capturing all effects of the numerous attributes and the importance of minimizing 


survey length to avoid fatigue and inaccurate responses, D-efficient design will be used for the SP experiment. D-


efficient design requires prior estimates of attribute parameters from similar studies or a pilot study. Since no 


comparable study can be found for the initial estimates of the parameters, a pilot survey would be developed and 


conducted among the same target population as the main survey. 


3.5 Survey Sample Design 


The target population is defined as all rapid transit commuting workers and students 18 years or older in the GTA. 


According to the Transportation Tomorrow Survey (TTS) conducted every 5 years on household travel of 5% of the 


population, the total rapid transit commuters with trip origins and destinations in the City of Toronto come to around 


760,000. The initial estimate of the sample size required for a margin of error of 0.05 and 95% confidence interval 


based on simple random sampling and adjusted for population size is 384. However, the sample size required for the 


survey also depends on the requirements of the D-efficient design for the SP section. The sample size for the pilot can 
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be small as it is used for obtaining prior parameter estimates to carry out the D-efficient design and has been chosen 


to be 50. The sample size for the main survey needs to be determined upon completion of the final experimental design 


and is likely to be higher than 384. Once the sample size of the main survey is determined, the percent of residents 


commuting using the subway (qualification), estimated survey response rate and survey completion rate would be 


used to estimate the number of survey invitations needed for the required sample size. 


3.6 Survey Instrument Design 


The joint RP-SP survey consists of three main sections: RP, SP, and socio-economic information. In Section A, the 


RP component collects information on the individual’s last encounter of service disruption, the choice made during 


the disruption and the relevant information for the trip. In Section B, the SP component presents hypothetical scenarios 


of service disruptions by providing various attributes and levels of travel mode alternatives to the respondent to obtain 


his or her stated choices and the effects of individual variables on the choices made. In Section C, background and 


socio-economic information is collected at the end to analyze the demographics and its representativeness of the 


population. The survey data model is presented in Figure 1. 


3.6.1 Trip Planner Tool 


The survey provides hypothetical scenarios reflective of the respondent’s usual commute by customizing the trip using 


the origin-destination (OD) pair of the respondent’s regular commute. The attributes for these scenarios can be 


specified by either constructing a trip planner tool that can compute alternative routes online or looking up the level 


of service attributes for a particular OD zone pair from a pre-calculated attribute table. The trip planner is more 


accurate and reflective of the respondent’s actual OD pair but requires extensive design and testing of the trip planning 


application as well as online computation of all the required trip attributes for each alternative. On the other hand, the 


lookup table allows computation of all required attributes offline at a zonal aggregate level for each mode without 


providing the route using a network assignment model. Based on the trade-offs between complexity, computation 


efficiency and accuracy, both methods are utilized. The auto travel time and cost is based on the EMME network 


assignment model using 2011 trip data and 2012 network model. The access, egress, in-vehicle time, transfer time, 


and number of transfers are calculated for all choices involving transit using the trip planner to enable generation of 


multiple routes. Cycling and walking distance is calculated offline using GPS coordinates.  


 


Google Directions API (application programming interface) was used to construct the mode and route alternatives for 


the customized trip planner tool. While Google API allows for obtaining mode specific travel times, it cannot be 


instructed to remove or block a specific segment of the subway line to represent a transit service disruption scenario. 


This was found to be problematic because the best alternative route often times involves using the subway in the non-


disrupted section. The trip planner tool was later modified so the API would be used for surface transit only and the 


subway travel time and transfers was pre-calculated offline using GTFS (General Transit Feed Specification) data for 


each pair of subway stations to provide realistic and competitive options to get to the destination.  


3.6.2 Revealed Preference 


In Section A, the following information is collected regarding the respondent’s last encounter of subway service 


disruption: origin and destination of trip, TTC subway access station, access mode, egress station, egress mode, 


number of subway/LRT transfers, date and time of last disruption encounter, location (subway station), type, and 


duration of incident, purpose of trip, departure time, expected arrival time, parking cost at destination, weather 


condition, information provided pre-trip and en-route, availability of replacement bus service, chosen alternative, 


confidence level of choice at time of choice, confidence level of choice at trip completion (retrospective evaluation), 


additional travel time, additional travel cost, possession of a driver’s license, household bike and auto ownership. The 


Google Maps API (application programming interface) is used for the respondents to enter the origin and destination 


of the trip so it can be Geocoded based on a variety of inputs (address, postal code, name of place). 


3.6.3 Stated Preference 


The attributes to be included in the survey are various factors that can influence passenger behaviour. There are many 


variables of interest and relevance but only the 10 most important attributes were selected to be varied in the survey 


to limit the length of the survey. In order to minimize the total number of possible scenarios, all but two of the attributes 


have only two levels, which are deemed sufficient to distinguish among different circumstances. The only exceptions 
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are the disruption type by cause where the top three incident categories were included to avoid generalization between 


distinct characteristics among each category. The list of disruption types are discussed in the following paragraph and 


the list of all other attributes and their levels are summarized in 3. 


 


 
Figure 1: Data Model 
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Table 3: Summary of SP attributes and levels 


Attribute name First level Second level Third level Fourth level 


Stage of trip Pre-trip disruption En-route disruption   


Weather condition Comfortable Not comfortable 


(heat, cold, snow, 


extreme temp) 


  


Incident type No information  Signal or train 


problem 


Medical 


emergency 


Fire investigation 


Delay information on 


subway 


Unavailable Available   


Length of delay or 


wait time (subway) [1] 


Medium (30 minutes) Long (60 minutes)   


Accuracy of delay 


duration (subway) [1] 


Small (0 to +10 


minutes) 


Large (0 to +30 


minutes) 


  


Delay information on 


replacement shuttle 


Unavailable Available   


Length of delay or 


wait time (shuttle) [2] 


Medium (10 minutes) Long (20 minutes)   


Accuracy of delay 


duration (shuttle) [2] 


Small (0 to +10 


minutes) 


Large (0 to +30 


minutes) 


  


Auto cost [3] Pre-trip normal En-route low (-25%) En-route normal   


Transit cost [4] $0 $2.9   


[1] dependent on “Delay information on subway”; [2] dependent on “Delay information on shuttle”; [3] dependent on 


“Stage of trip”, low level for alternative ride hailing service; [4] entirely dependent on “Stage of trip” (fixed) 


  


The following types of disruption will be considered in the survey: breakdowns of subway infrastructure or fleet (with 


signal and train problems being the most frequent), medical emergencies (caused by passenger illness, contact with 


train or other injuries), and fire investigations (mostly smoke or odour of smoke at track or on platform). The other 


types of disruptions occur less frequently and have been excluded. There is also an additional level for the lack of 


information on the disruption type to represent situations when passengers are not given a reason. 


 


A hypothetical disruption event needs to be created before the SP experiment can be constructed. The location of 


disruption would be randomly generated from the list of subway stations that the respondent passes by based on the 


relative probability (frequency) of incident occurrence at each station in the 2013 incident report. Once the location 


(subway station) of the disruption is determined, which would remain the same for each respondent throughout the 


survey, the segment of the subway line that would be closed can be determined based on track cross-over location and 


the “new” origin of the en-route disruption scenario can be presented (while the pre-trip origin remains the same) 


along with the level of service attributes for the respondent. The SP scenarios would be created by changing the 


attribute levels of different variables based on D-efficient design using the Ngene software (ChoiceMetrics, 2014). 


Each respondent would be presented with seven scenarios with up to seven alternatives and would make a mode choice 


for each of the scenarios as well as indicate a confidence level for each choice. Upon completion of the last scenario, 


the respondent would be asked to identify the alternatives considered in the presented choice set because the 


respondent might not consider all possible alternatives provided in the choice set. 


3.6.4 Demographic Information 


The socio-economic information includes those pertaining to the individual and his/her household. Household 


information includes dwelling type, home tenure status, household size, and household income. Individual information 


includes age, gender, highest level of education, and employment type. 


3.7 Survey Implementation 


The date collection is taking place in the winter of 2016 with the help of a market research company. The survey has 


been approved by the Research Ethics Board of the University of Toronto and is ready to be tested in terms of its 


interface, layout, questionnaire quality and clarity. Once testing is concluded, a market research company will recruit 


respondents and distribute the survey. Respondents would be randomly selected from a panel of survey participants 
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who previously agreed to be contacted and invitations to the online survey would be sent by email. The final survey 


would be conducted in the same manner after incorporating the pilot survey results for parameter estimates and survey 


improvement from feedback. 


4. CONCLUSION 


This study aims to investigate transit user behaviour in response to service disruptions before and during a morning 


AM peak trip. The literature of behavioural studies on transit disruptions is reviewed to understand the current 


practices and methodologies. A summary of the types of transit service disruptions and the local transit subway 


incident report is provided to present the incident classification and local context with regards to transit service 


disruptions. The data requirement for a joint RP-SP survey is discussed and details regarding the survey are provided. 


The next step is to collect data and to develop econometric models to understand the individual effects of different 


factors that influence the choice making behaviour of transit users. 
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ABSTRACT  


The Lisgar Community in Mississauga, Ontario began to experience basement water infiltration in 2008, after nearly 


20 years without any significant problems.  Initially this involved some isolated instances affecting a small number 


of homes, however in the fall of 2011 a larger number of residences were impacted.  In total, 187 homes are known 


to have been affected between 2008 and 2013. 


 


The problem was unexpected since the Lisgar District is serviced by a three-pipe system: standard storm and 


sanitary servicing, but also a third pipe (Foundation Drain Collector – FDC) dedicated to only collecting foundation 


drainage (weeping tiles) around homes, which would thereby not be expected to surcharge or cause basement water 


infiltration. 


 


Amec Foster Wheeler was retained by the City of Mississauga to undertake a study to determine the potential causes 


and establish appropriate solutions.  A detailed monitoring program was undertaken for the area sewers, 


groundwater, and streamflow.  The monitoring was complemented by further field investigations and tests 


(including sewer leakage testing and water quality analyses), as well as numerical analyses.  It was ultimately 


determined that the problem was primarily related to the build-up of water in the bedding material of the utility 


trenches that contain the various sewers, including the FDC, largely due to storm sewer leakage.  A priority action 


plan, including sewer lining and trench dewatering systems was subsequently developed and is being implemented 


to mitigate the identified causes.  The findings of this study may be applicable to other municipalities which use an 


FDC system. 


 


Keywords: foundation drain collector, weeping tile, sewer leakage, utility trench, basement water infiltration 


1. INTRODUCTION AND PROBLEM STATEMENT 


The Lisgar District is situated in the northwest portion of the City of Mississauga and is bounded by the Canadian 


Pacific Railway tracks to the north, Britannia Road West to the south, Ninth Line to the west and Tenth Line to the 


east (ref. Figure 1).  It is located within the Sixteen Mile Creek watershed and drains to a small tributary of the east 


branch of Sixteen Mile Creek, often referred to as Lisgar Creek (Figure 1).  Lisgar Creek drains to the Osprey Marsh 


Stormwater Management (SWM) Facility, an online wet pond which provides both stormwater quality and quantity 


control for upstream developments.  This pond outlets to the east branch of Sixteen Mile Creek near Britannia Road 


West and Ninth Line.  Surficial soils within the study area consist primarily of Halton Till, which is considered to be 


relatively impermeable. 
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The Lisgar District is primarily a residential community comprised of single family homes which were built over a 


25-year period starting in the early 1980s.  Commencing in 2008, a number of homes in the Lisgar District have 


experienced water seeping into their basements following certain rainfall events.  A total of 187 homes are known to 


have been affected between 2008 and 2013, some on multiple occasions.  In response to these events, the 


engineering consulting firm of Amec Foster Wheeler Environment & Infrastructure (Amec Foster Wheeler) was 


retained by the City of Mississauga to undertake a study to determine the causes of the reported basement water 


infiltration, as well as to propose potential mitigation measures.  This paper documents the process and related 


findings, including recommendations. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 1:  Subwatershed Map 


2. DRAINAGE SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS 


In order to avoid excessive water build-up around the foundations of residences (which can lead to issues related to 


basement water infiltration), weepers are typically constructed around homes to collect this water and discharged to 


a suitable outlet. 


 


A number of different alternatives can be considered, depending on the specifics of the area being serviced.  The 


most common alternatives include: 


 Direct gravity drainage to the storm sewer 


 A sump pit and pump directing flow to the storm sewer 


 A sump pit and pump directing flow to the surface 
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Due to the shallow grades in the Lisgar District, the storm sewer system could not be constructed sufficiently deep 


to be used as an outlet for the weepers and area homes.  At the time of the development of the Lisgar District, sump 


pumps were not preferred, given concerns with respect to reliability and backup power, and the associated 


responsibilities for the homeowner.  As such, an alternative foundation drain system was proposed and ultimately 


constructed for the Lisgar District. 


 


A dedicated and stand-alone Foundation Drain Collector (FDC), typically located in the same utility trench as other 


municipal services, is a sewer system which only collects and drains water from weeping tiles of homes to a 


sufficiently deep outlet by gravity flow.  [Note: The outlet is typically a considerable distance downstream, much 


further than the storm sewers servicing the local streets.]  The FDC system is often referred to as part of a three-pipe 


system, the other two being the storm and sanitary sewer systems.  At the time of its construction, the FDC system 


was considered to be a preferred solution for many new areas that cannot connect by gravity to the storm sewer.  In 


fact, the text book Modern Sewer Design (Canadian Edition) states: “This system virtually eliminates the probability 


of back-ups into foundation drains, which have caused considerable flooding, and damage to basements” (ref. 


American Iron and Steel Institute, 1996).  FDC systems have been constructed in numerous other municipalities in 


Southern Ontario, including the City of Barrie, the City of Brampton, and the City of Vaughan, among others.  


Figure 2 provides a general overview of the typical drainage systems in the Lisgar District, including the FDC 


system. 


 


 
Figure 2:  Foundation Drain Collector as Found in the Lisgar District 


 


Due to the flat surface grades in the Lisgar District, the main FDC trunk sewer extends some 8 km, outletting to a 


deep trunk storm sewer to the south of the serviced area ( notably to a different watershed than surface drainage 


within the Lisgar District). 


3. ASSESSMENT AND ANALYSIS 


3.1 Long List of Potential Causes 


A main objective of this study was to identify and assess the potential causes of basement water infiltration in the 


Lisgar District in light of the fact that homes in this area did not have any known issues prior to 2008, more than 20 


years since development of the area began. 
 


Identifying changes since the time of the original development was a primary consideration.  Climate change was 


suggested as a potential cause, however, over the course of the assessment it was noted that the types of storms that 


had been identified as causing basement water infiltration were not considered to be particularly significant, which 


would suggest that climate change is not a primary cause.  Ongoing development in the area was also suggested as a 


potential change, however the majority of the Lisgar District was fully developed several years before reported 
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instances of basement water infiltration, with the exception of the Lisgar GO Transit Station immediately north of 


the Lisgar District.  Table 1 presents a summary of the various potential factors considered as part of the study. 
 


Table 1:  Summary of Assessment of Potential Factors in Basement Water Infiltration 


Potential Factor Theory 


GO Transit Station Recent development may be contributing additional flows to downstream areas 


Creek Maintenance 
Excessive vegetation growth in creek may contribute to elevated water levels in 


creek 


Creek Backwater 
Elevated water levels in creek may increase water levels in connected storm 


sewers and storm sewer bedding material 


Osprey Marsh Pond (SWM) 


Backwater 


Elevated water levels in SWM facility may increase water levels in connected 


storm sewers and storm sewer bedding material 


Lot Grading 
Poor lot grading or settling over time may mean that local water may drain more 


directly to foundations 


Basement Walkouts 
Runoff/rainfall to basement walkouts added to residences after original 


construction may drain directly to FDC system 


Basement Construction / 


Changes 


Cracks and settling becomes more prevalent as homes age, increasing the 


number of infiltration pathways into basements 


Groundwater 
Rising groundwater levels during storm events can overwhelm weeping tile 


drains and the FDC system 


FDC Maintenance 
Insufficient FDC maintenance and inspection may lead to defects or blockages 


going undetected, which impairs the FDC’s performance 


FDC Design 
The FDC system may not have been designed to accommodate the ultimate 


number of residences connected to it 


FDC Hydraulics 
The FDC system may have hydraulic deficiencies (shallow slope or undersized 


pipe size) which may contribute to instances of surcharge 


FDC Tailwater 
The FDC sewer system ultimately outlets to a deep storm sewer; surcharge from 


the storm sewer may impact the performance of the FDC sewer 


FDC and Utility Trench 


Depths 


Locations where the FDC sewer is comparatively shallow may have a greater 


risk from FDC surcharge  


Inflow/Infiltration to FDC 
Cracks or breaks in the FDC may lead to unintended inflow/infiltration to the 


FDC system 


FDC Construction 


The FDC system may not have been constructed as intended – sections of sewer 


may be flatter or smaller than was intended, or other details such as the utility 


trench layout may have been constructed incorrectly 


Sanitary System 
Cracks or inflow points in the sanitary sewer system receive stormwater and can 


overwhelm sanitary sewers, resulting in residential back-ups 


Cross-Connections 
Sanitary sewer system inadvertently connected to either the storm sewer or FDC 


system, FDC or storm sewer surcharge could backup into residences 


Stormwater to Utility Trench 


Leaking storm sewer can contribute stormwater flows to the utility trench, where 


water is able to accumulate in the granular bedding material, and is unable to 


quickly drain away. 


  


3.2 Analysis and Interpretation 


Amec Foster Wheeler and the City of Mississauga conducted an extensive program of activities in support of the 


Lisgar District Basement Water Infiltration Investigation.  These activities, which included extensive field 


monitoring, testing, and analysis, were undertaken to better understand the existing performance of the various 


drainage systems and their inter-relationships.  These activities were also conducted to either validate or rule out the 


possible causes of the observed basement water infiltration, as discussed in the previous sections. 


 


Field monitoring is heavily dependent on weather conditions and rainfall.  Without the reoccurrence of weather 


conditions experienced during the basement infiltration events, it is difficult to fully and accurately assess how the 
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drainage system responded during those events, and thereby understand the likely primary causes of basement water 


infiltration.  Accordingly, monitoring work ultimately extended over multiple years in order to collect enough 


representative field data.  Due to the complexity of the interactions between the various components of the drainage 


system in the Lisgar District, a strategic process was required in order to eliminate some potential factors and 


ultimately focus on others.  Additional field work, testing and analysis was subsequently required to clearly prove or 


disprove theories.  This strategic process also necessarily required multiple years of analyses in order to 


comprehensively assess and understand the drainage system processes. 


3.2.1. Monitoring Work 


Groundwater Monitoring 


Groundwater monitoring wells were installed at four main sites throughout the study area.  Two primary types of 


monitoring wells were installed: in the native (undisturbed) till soils, and in the granular bedding material found in 


the utility trench.  Gauges were installed in order to continuously record water level and water temperature. 


 


The results of this monitoring indicated that groundwater temperatures in the native till soils do not vary greatly and 


are not affected by precipitation events.  The shallow groundwater levels in the native soils also do not increase 


rapidly enough during precipitation events to be the cause or primary conduit of the reported basement water 


infiltration.  This was considered logical given the relatively impermeable nature of the till soils in this area.  Water 


levels within the granular bedding material however were shown to vary much more rapidly, reflecting their greater 


degree of permeability. 


 


FDC, Storm, and Sanitary Sewer System Monitoring 


Water level monitoring gauges were also installed within the FDC and storm sewer systems (within maintenance 


holes) in order to observe how water levels in these systems respond to storm events.  The monitoring gauges also 


recorded water temperature, which is a useful parameter in distinguishing between sources of water.  The number 


and locations of gauges were adjusted over the course of the study to the most suitable sites through interpretation of 


the collected data.  Over the course of the study 17 water level monitoring gauges were installed within the FDC 


sewer system, extending from the Canadian Pacific Railway tracks to Erin Centre Boulevard; three additional water 


level monitoring gauges were installed over the course of the study within the storm sewer system. 


 


The FDC system was frequently observed to surcharge rapidly in response to rainfall events (water levels exceed the 


top of the pipes meaning that the system is flowing under pressure); the surcharging occurred in different locations 


and in different amounts depending on the storm event.  The surcharging was most common in locations of reported 


basement water infiltration, which suggested a correlation.  The duration of surcharge was also generally considered 


to be short; with a rapid surcharge and then an equally rapid recession period.  This pattern suggested surface water 


sources rather than groundwater, given the slow movement of water through the native till soils as indicated by 


groundwater monitoring work.  The water temperature data from the observed surcharge events also suggested that 


the water is coming from surface water sources (rise in water temperature over the summer months - warm surfaces, 


or a drop in water temperature over the early spring/fall/winter months – cold surfaces). 


 


The results of water levels monitoring in the downstream receiving storm sewer system, which takes drainage from 


the FDC system, also indicated that it was not the cause of upstream FDC surcharging, given observed differences in 


time and magnitude. 


 


Sanitary sewer monitoring data were provided separately by the Region of Peel, which is responsible for these 


systems within the City of Mississauga.  The monitoring data indicated no surcharging at any point during the 


monitoring period, including during reported instances of basement water infiltration.  As such, the sanitary sewer 


system was eliminated as a potential cause. 


 


Surface Water Monitoring (Lisgar Creek and Osprey Marsh SWM Facility) 


Water level monitoring gauges were installed and monitored at key locations along Lisgar Creek and within the 


Osprey Marsh SWM Facility during non-winter periods (typically April to November).  The number and locations 


of gauges were adjusted over the course of the study to the most suitable sites through interpretation of the collected 


data. 
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Recorded data from these gauges showed that there was a nominal creek flow from the GO Station lands upstream, 


and no apparent connection between these flows and observed FDC surcharging.  There was also no apparent 


connection between observed creek flows and observed SWM Facility levels and observed FDC surcharging. 


3.2.2 Testing and Inspection Work 


Sewer Inspection and Testing 


The City of Mississauga conducted an extensive closed circuit television (CCTV) inspection of area FDC and storm 


sewers.  No significant blockages or debris were observed in either system.  Only a few cracks and leaks were 


detected, of which the most significant were subsequently repaired by the City. 


 


The City also conducted dye and smoke testing to identify homes with potential cross-connections, specifically 


where a residential foundation drain was suspected to be connected to the sanitary sewer system and vice versa.  


Only two cross-connections were identified, and were subsequently repaired by the City.. 


 


Water Quality Characterization 


A scoped water quality characterization program was completed to determine the chemical properties of the water 


sampled from various sources, including native soils (i.e. the groundwater), the utility trench, Lisgar Creek, Osprey 


Marsh SWM Facility, and the FDC.  The analysis used the tested concentrations of major anions and cations to 


identify commonalities among the various different water sources, and in particular the source of the water in the 


FDC. 


 


Under expected operating conditions, the quality of the water in the FDC system should show some similarities with 


the shallow groundwater.  However, water in the FDC system water was found to be salt rich, similar to the utility 


trench, the tributary and the pond.  This suggests that the water in the FDC system is very similar to surface water 


(and dissimilar to groundwater). This similarity is particularly evident in winter conditions when surface water was 


found to contain elevated salt concentrations from the application of road salt. 


 


Storm Sewer Leakage Testing 


Storm sewer leakage testing was undertaken in 2013 at three (3) sites where basement water infiltration was 


reported.  The intent of the tests was to confirm whether or not, under high flows, the storm sewer system would be 


expected to leak and contribute water to the lower utility trench where the FDC system resides.  The tests involved 


blocking off sections of storm sewer and filling them with water above the obvert to replicate surcharge (pressure) 


conditions.  A green fluorescent dye (fluorescein) was added to the storm sewer, and then monitored for in the utility 


trench, groundwater and FDC system.  Figure 3 outlines this procedure graphically. 


 


 
Figure 3: Graphical Summary of Storm Sewer Leakage Test Procedure 


 


The results of the testing conclusively demonstrated storm sewer leakage to the FDC trench at all three sites; at two 


of the sites, the dye was detected in the FDC trench after only two hours.  The testing proved the presence of a flow 
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path from the storm sewer to the FDC through the utility trench with a response time consistent with that observed 


between major storm events and instances of basement water infiltration. 


 


Storm Sewer Outfall Impermeable Collar Testing 


Over the course of the study, it was speculated that water from Lisgar Creek or the Osprey Marsh SWM Facility 


could possibly move upstream through the storm sewer bedding and contribute excess water to the utility trench.  In 


order to prevent and thereby verify if water in the utility trench was coming from the tributary or the Osprey Marsh 


SWM pond, impermeable concrete collars were designed and constructed across the utility trench near storm sewer 


outfalls in two different locations (one to Lisgar Creek, another directly to the Opsrey Marsh SWM Facility).  These 


collars were installed with backflow valves that allow water from the utility trench to drain to the tributary and pond, 


but would shut if the backwater is sufficient to reverse flow. 


 


Utility trench and sewer monitors were installed both pre and post-construction in order to assess the impact of the 


collars.  The monitoring results indicated a relatively limited benefit to these features, which suggested that surface 


water tailwater is not a primary cause of basement water infiltration.  


3.2.3 Analysis Work 


Groundwater analysis 


Constant head tests and slug tests were undertaken using installed piezometers for both the native till soils and 


granular materials (utility trench).  The permeability of the granular materials was also assessed from the dewatering 


of utility trench excavations.  The tests showed that the permeability of the granular materials in the utility trench is 


up to 10 million times greater than the native till soils.  This further confirmed the hypothesis that the utility trench 


represents the primary linkage for surface water to reach the FDC system. 


 


Design check of the FDC system 


A review of the original design of the main FDC sewer system was undertaken.  The FDC system in the Lisgar 


District was originally designed on the basis of 0.075 L/s (or 0.000075 m3/s) per connected foundation drain 


(ref. Paul Theil Associates Limited, 1984).  This assumed flow rate or design criteria is common to that applied in 


other municipalities (ref. City of Barrie, 2009), although its origins and derivation could not be determined.  The 


original criteria applied by the City of Mississauga also applied a peaking adjustment factor which reduces overall 


flow rates with an increasing number of connected foundation drains. 


 


The design check review identified some deficiencies, including:  a larger number of residences connected to the 


FDC sewer system than was originally intended, discrepancies between design and as-built pipe slopes (which could 


impact capacity), and deficient sections of sewer (where expected flow rates would exceed the theoretical full flow 


capacity).  Notwithstanding, these deficiencies were not in of themselves considered sufficient to be the primary 


cause of FDC surcharging and reported basement water infiltration.  In many cases, based on the monitoring results, 


FDC surcharging was noted to be a considerable distance from where FDC sewer deficiencies were identified, 


which further supports this conclusion. 


 


Modelling of the FDC system 


Computer modelling of the FDC system was also undertaken using PCSWMM, a pre-processor and support system 


for the EPA-SWMM hydrologic/hydraulic modelling platform.  The as-constructed trunk FDC sewer system was 


represented in the model.  Varying flow inputs were used, including pipe flows based on the FDC design basis, as 


well as re-creations of observed FDC surcharge events using monitored gauge data. 


 


Based on the findings of this modelling work, several potential factors were able to be screened, including the 


impacts of tailwater levels from the receiver (downstream storm sewer system) and the impact of connected 


basement walkouts.  The modelling was also able to demonstrate that based on the estimated rates of storm sewer 


leakage (calculated from testing activities), storm sewer leakage to the FDC would be expected to be the primary 


cause of FDC surcharging.  This same modelling work was also able to identify sub-areas with relatively higher 


rates of FDC flow contributions (through a comparison to monitored gauge data).  These areas were therefore 


considered to be a priority and a focus for the implementation of mitigation measures. 
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3.3 Conclusions and Findings 


Based on results and findings of the comprehensive monitoring, testing and analysis work, it was concluded that the 


primary cause of the basement water infiltration relates to stormwater leaking from stormsewers entering the utility 


trench and subsequently entering the FDC.  As storm sewers are not built to be watertight, and due to normal againg 


leading to cracks and leaks, stormwater is able to leak out during storm events and migrate into the utility trench, 


where the bedding material, made up of gravel and other granular soils can allow water to move very quickly.  Over 


time, water builds up in the utility trench from storm sewer leakage, as well as through other sources (other utilities, 


groundwater, etcetera), and is unable to drain away quickly due to the relatively impermeable nature of the native 


soils surrounding the trench. 


 


Stormwater leaking from sewers into the utility trench and overwhelming the foundation drain system, in 


combination with certain storm conditions and local lot drainage, can lead to the basement water infiltration 


problems experienced in the Lisgar District.  For instance, where the ground and utility trench are already wet, 


possibly from an earlier storm event, and rainfall subsequently occurs, this may create a condition where there is 


enough leakage from the storm sewer system during the rainfall event to fill an already wet utility trench and then 


push water up the bedding material around the FDC laterals servicing the homes and into the foundation weeping 


tiles.  This water then drains directly into the FDC pipes through the weeping tiles, which may result in excess flow 


in the FDC system (surcharge).  However, this condition by itself may not lead to basement water seepage.  It is this 


condition, in combination with certain storm conditions (preceding rainfall followed by a sufficiently large storm 


event) and local lot drainage that may lead to water around the weeping tiles being unable to drain and potentially 


seeping into the basements of homes.  The ultimate result of this process is shown in Figure 4. 


 


 
Figure 4: Basement Infiltration due to water within the Utility Trench 


 


The exact reasons why homes in the Lisgar District did not have basement water seepage prior to 2008 are not 


definitively known.  However, it is considered that the increasing frequency and amount of leakage of water from 


the storm sewers through normal aging has gradually increased the volume of water collected in the trenches over 


time, ultimately contributing to the problems first experienced in 2008. 


 


The risk of basement water infiltration is also directly related to the relative depths of the FDC system and 


basements of homes in the different areas of the Lisgar District.  Under the condition where water has moved up the 


bedding material surrounding the FDC laterals to the homes, the homes placed at greatest risk of basement water 


infiltration would be those where the FDC system (and thus the utility trench) is the shallowest.  In other words, the 


less vertical separation between the FDC pipe/utility trench and the basement floor slabs, the more susceptible 


basements will be to water seepage. 
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Several of the other identified potential factors may also be contributing to the overall performance of the FDC 


system, however, none of them, either alone or in combination, would cause water to seep into basements to the 


extent reported. Table 2 provides a summary of the conclusions with respect to the potential contributing factors in 


the basement water infiltration investigation.  


 


Table 2:  Summary of Assessment of Potential Factors in Basement Water Infiltration 


Potential Factor Level of Influence 


Stormwater to Utility Trench Primary Cause 


FDC and Utility Trench Depths 
May increase risk of basement water infiltration at 


specific locations 


Groundwater 


May contribute additional/excess flows to the FDC 


and utility trench 


(Not sufficient to cause basement water infiltration) 


Creek Backwater 


Osprey Marsh Pond (SWM) Backwater 


Basement Walkouts 


Inflow/Infiltration to FDC 


FDC Hydraulics 


May impair conveyance capacity of FDC system 


(Not sufficient to cause basement water infiltration) 


FDC Design 


FDC Tailwater 


FDC Maintenance 


FDC Construction 


Cross-Connections 


Not Applicable 
Creek Maintenance 


GO Transit Station 


Sanitary System 


Lot Grading 
Insufficient information to assess 


Basement Construction / Changes 


 


4. RECOMMENDATIONS 


To address the basement water infiltration issue, eleven (11) alternative actions were developed and evaluated for 


potential implementation based on the conclusions and findings regarding the primary cause of basement water 


infiltration.  Of these eleven alternatives, five (5) were identified as a priority for the City to implement, these 


include: 


 


1. Strategic Lining of Storm Sewers – line and seal the inside of selected storm sewers to minimize water leakage 


into the utility trench. 


2. Construction of a Utility Trench Dewatering System - drain water from the utility trench at key locations to 


provide additional storage during storm events and reduce FDC surcharging. 


3. Construction of FDC Pumping Stations – subject to the effectiveness of the above measures, actively pump 


from the FDC sewer system to minimize surcharging of the FDC system. 


4. FDC Sewer Upgrades – subject to the effectiveness of the above measures, strategically upgrade selected FDC 


sewers to increase capacity and reduce surcharging occurrences.   


5. Sump Pumps - continue to offer the Lisgar District Sump Pump Subsidy Program for homes with reported 


basement water infiltration to assist homeowners with the cost of installing new sump pumps. 
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The other alternatives may be considered further in the future depending on the success of the priority action plan 


described in the foregoing.  Based on the findings of the study, the City of Mississauga is currently proceeding with 


the strategic lining of approximately 4 km +\- of storm sewers in the Lisgar District in the highest priority areas, 


along with the construction of a pilot utility trench dewatering system in the same area.  The City and the Amec 


Foster Wheeler team are continuing to monitor conditions in this area, and will use the results of this testing to 


determine what additional measures may be required, and how the measures should be expanded to other areas. 


 


Following completion of the study, the City’s sump pump subsidy program was opened to eligible homeowners 


located on streets serviced by the municipal Foundation Drain Collector (FDC) system, irrespective of any past 


occurrences of basement water infiltration. This new program is referred to as the FDC Sump Pump Subsidy 


Program. 


5. SUMMARY 


Over the course of the investigation, storm sewer leakage to the utility trench was identified as the primary cause of 


basement water infiltration.  It is however a unique combination of factors that result in this outcome, including the 


level of watertightness of the storm sewer system, the relatively impermeable native soils in this area, the relative 


depths of the FDC system, sufficient antecedent rainfall, and the characteristics of the infiltration-causing rainfall 


event. 


 


Numerous other municipalities in Southern Ontario and Canada employ the FDC system to service residential 


foundation drainage.  A further review of FDC performance in these areas should be considered in the future, to 


assess their susceptibility to this identified issue.  Areas with common or hydraulically connected storm and utility 


trenches, relatively impermeable surficial soils or elevated groundwater levels would be particularly vulnerable to 


the mechanisms outlined in this paper. 
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ABSTRACT  


Construction of South Tunnel project in Hartford, Connecticut, USA requires a launch shaft, starter and tail tunnels 


and a large diameter circular pump station.  These structures will require excavation through 25 m of overburden 


soils and 25 m of bedrock.  Overburden soils include approximately 10 m thick layer of soft and compressible 


varved clay.  Lowering of groundwater above or below varved clay as a result of South Tunnel construction will 


cause a reduction of groundwater level and increase in the effective stress in varved clay.  Given adequate time, this 


increase in effective stress will result in consolidation settlement.  There are existing facilities in the vicinity of the 


launch shaft area where ground movement should be minimized. This paper discusses the method of analyses and 


presents the results of estimated settlements and mitigation measures. 


 


Keywords: Settlement, Consolidation, Clay, Tunnel, Shaft  


1. INTRODUCTION  


The South Hartford Conveyance and Storage Tunnel (SHCST) project is a significant component of the Hartford 


Metropolitan District’s (MDC) long-term control plan (LTCP), which is overseen by the Connecticut Department of 


Energy and Environmental Protection (CTDEEP). This project will address a portion of the MDC’s Clean Water 


Project (CWP), which will reduce combined sewer overflows (CSOs), eliminate sanitary sewer overflows (SSOs), 


and reduce nitrogen released into the Connecticut River. 


 


The purpose of the SHCST project is to eliminate West Hartford and Newington SSOs, eliminate Franklin area 


CSOs discharging to Wethersfield Cove and to minimize CSO discharges to the South Branch Park River. The 


locations of each overflow are shown in Figure 1. 


 


In 2010, the district prepared a preliminary design report (PDR) for the SHCST project, which included relief of the 


Folly Brook trunk sewer and proposed to keep the tunnel boring machine (TBM) retrieval shaft within the city limits 


of Hartford. Figure 1 shows the 2010 PDR recommended tunnel route. Subsequent to the PDR, the objectives of the 


SHCST have slightly shifted. In accordance with ongoing revisions to the LTCP, relief of the Folly Brook Trunk 


Sewer is no longer necessary. Additionally, the MDC has decided to perform less sewer separation in the Franklin 


Avenue drainage area. To replace the sewer separation, new relief points are proposed within the Franklin area and 


will be diverted to the SHCST. Figure 1 also shows the current recommended tunnel route (Alignment F). 
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Figure 1: Location of CSOs and SSOs tributary to the SHCST 


 


During 2012, the MDC conducted an evaluation of the potential of connecting the proposed North Tunnel 


(originally proposed as an independent tunnel with its own pump station) into the South Hartford Conveyance and 


Storage Tunnel. This evaluation concluded that the two proposed tunnels could reasonably be connected together 


and operated as a single tunnel system utilizing the tunnel pump station at the eastern terminus of the South Hartford 


Tunnel (Figure 2). It also was concluded that this alternative was less costly than two independent tunnel systems. 


 


 


Figure 2: SHCST and North Tunnel integration 


 


During dry weather, the SHCST will not receive flow, as the existing MDC collection system can adequately convey 


flow to the Hartford Water Pollution Control Facility (HWPCF). During wet weather, when the capacity of the 
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existing collection system is exceeded, the SHCST will receive overflows that would have previously discharged 


directly to receiving waters. 


 


The components of the SHCST project in the vicinity of the launch shaft consist of: 


 


 Tunnel pump station shaft (21 m diameter and 64 m deep below ground surface) - 190 million liter/day 


 Launch shaft (10.5 m diameter and 60 m deep below ground surface) 


 Deep rock tunnel (5.4 m internal diameter at 6,650 m long) with a TBM launch shaft near the HWPCF.  


Tunnel centerline is approximately 50 to 95 meter below ground surface along the alignment. 


 A starter horse-shoe shaped tunnel 145 m long (8.5 m wide, and 7 m high) at a depth of approximately 50 m 


below ground surface 


 A tail horse-shoe shaped tunnel 25 meter long (7.5 m wide, 6.5 m high) at a depth of approximately 50 m 


below ground surface 


 


The existing facilities and structures that are in the vicinity of the launch shaft are as follows (see Figure 3): 


 


 Clark Dike is approximately 110 m from the proposed launch shaft. 


 South Meadow Pump Station is directly above the centerline of the proposed tunnel.  The centerline of the 


tunnel is approximately 55 m deep below the pump station.  


 Interstate 91 is approximately 65 m from the proposed launch shaft. The tunnel passes directly beneath the 


highway in perpendicular direction approximately 60 m below the embankment.   


 Wilbur Cross Highway – The tunnel passes directly beneath the highway about right angle approximately 60 


m below the embankment.  


 Transmission Towers are approximately 15 to 100 m from the tunnel alignment 


 ConnDOT Rail – The tunnel passes directly beneath the rail line in perpendicular direction approximately 


55 m below the rail line.  


 HWPCF settling tanks and large diameter process piping.  The closest facility structure is approximately 60 


m from the launch and pump station shafts. 


 


 
 


Figure 3: Launch shaft and tunnel location with respect to the existing facilities and structures 
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This paper presents the ground settlement estimate as a result of tunneling and shafts construction on adjacent 


structures and utilities for the SHCST. The potential for surface settlement as a result of tunnel and shaft 


construction arises due to: (1) settlement induced by groundwater drawdown as a result of tunnel and shaft drainage 


during construction (consolidation settlement), and (2) settlement induced by ground relaxation during the tunnel 


excavation.  This paper discusses the impact of groundwater drawdown and consolidation settlement. The potential 


settlement as a result of ground relaxation during tunnel excavation was found negligible due to great depth of the 


tunnel as well as adequate rock cover over the tunnel.  Furthermore, long-term surface settlement due to minor 


groundwater leakage from the base of the tunnel pump station and launch shaft are evaluated herein.  


2. PROJECT COMPONENTS 


The launch shaft and the tunnel pump station shaft’s initial ground support in soil will be either structural slurry 


walls or secant pile wall to minimize groundwater inflow into the shafts. The initial support will be installed from 


the ground surface and will be socketed approximately five feet into bedrock. The soil will be excavated from inside 


the initial support exposing the bedrock in the shaft base.  Probe drilling will be performed before beginning bedrock 


excavation to reduce the potential of encountering water-bearing features in the rock mass. The bedrock will be pre-


excavation grouted if water-bearing features are detected during probe drilling. Drill and blast methods are 


anticipated to be used for excavation in the rock section of the shafts. The shaft walls will be supported with rock 


dowels and shotcrete. A final shaft lining of reinforced cast-in-place concrete will be installed in both the 


overburden and bedrock sections of the shafts.  


 


The tunnel will be excavated by a TBM which is suitable for tunneling in hard rock conditions. There are different 


types of rock TBMs which are manufactured to operate in specific types of ground conditions.  These include main 


beam and double shield machines. Tunnel excavation by TBM requires two construction shafts, one at each end of 


the tunnel alignment. The construction shaft located at the eastern terminus will be used for launching the TBM, 


access to the tunnel during excavation, and muck removal. The construction shaft located at the western terminus 


will be used to retrieve the TBM upon completion of the tunnel excavation.  Intermediate hydraulic drop shafts are 


also required along the alignment. The size of the construction shafts will depend on the TBM diameter, TBM type, 


and the dimensions of the permanent structures that will be housed in each shaft.  


 


The starter and tail tunnels will be required to assemble the TBM and to store equipment and muck cars.  These 


portions of the tunnel will be excavated using drill and blast method.  The lengths and dimensions of the starter and 


tail tunnels indicated herein are the expected dimensions and may be adjusted by the contractor based on his TBM 


support equipment. 


 


The drill and blast method is not prohibited in the City of Hartford and will likely be used for excavation of the 


pump station and launch shafts and the starter and tail tunnels. 


 


This paper focuses on the ground settlement generated during construction of the proposed pump station and launch 


shafts and the main deep rock tunnel as well as the starter and the tail tunnels.   


3. GEOLOGICAL SETTING 


The following soils are present overlying the bedrock, in general order of sequence from ground surface downwards 


in the SHCST project site in the vicinity of the launch shaft and pump station.  


 


Artificial Fill - Fill was found along the eastern end of the tunnel alignment at the surface in varying thicknesses. 


From Franklin Avenue the end of the anticipated tail tunnel, fill thicknesses typically encountered were 0 to 5 m, 


except where embankments for Interstate I-91 and Wilbur Cross Highway cross the alignment where the thickness is 


up to 15 m. Materials in these fill deposits are ranged from very loose to very dense. The uncorrected blow counts 


varied from 3 to over 50. The Fill material was variable and classifications varied between sand (SP and SW), sand 


with silt (SW-SM), silty sand (SM), silt (ML), elastic silt (MH), lean clay (CL), and silty clay (CL-ML) in the 


Unified Soil Classification System (USCS). Cobbles were found in two borings. Due to the nature of fill, significant 
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variations in its composition and properties are expected, including cobbles, boulders, debris and other manmade 


obstructions. 


 


The Clark Dike is a significant flood control structure along the east end of launch shaft area. Fill in the 


embankment is typically about 10 m thick. Materials in the fill ranged from very loose to very dense. The 


uncorrected blow counts varied from about 4 to over 50. The fill material varied from clean sand to cohesive soil 


with a variety of intermediate materials.   


 


Alluvium - Alluvium was found along eastern end of the tunnel alignment. Alluvium thickness was recorded 


between 3 and 15 m with a typical thickness of 7.5 m.  Materials in these Alluvial Deposits are typically loose to 


medium dense but ranged up to dense. The uncorrected blow counts were typically between 5 and 20, but ranged up 


to approximately 45. Around three-quarters of the Alluvial material was classified as sand (SP and SW) or silty sand 


(SM) with other classifications of silt (ML), elastic silt (MH), lean clay (CL), silty clay (CL-ML), organic silt (OL), 


sand with silt (SW-SM), and gravel (GW) in the Unified Soil Classification System (USCS).  


 


Glaciolacustrine Deposits - Glaciolacustrine Deposits were found along the eastern extent of the tunnel alignment in 


varying thicknesses. The Glaciolacustrine Deposits were found at the ground surface in some areas, beneath Fill in 


others, and beneath Alluvium in the eastern-most portion of the tunnel alignment. Glaciolacustrine Deposits thin out 


to the west and are in the order of 3 to 6 m thick along Franklin Avenue. East of Wethersfield Avenue, the varved 


clay deposits were up to 12 m thick.  


 


Materials in these Glaciolacustrine Deposits ranged from very soft to very stiff. The stiffer soils were typically 


closer to the ground surface with softer materials at greater depth. The uncorrected blow counts varied from 0 to 17 


near the ground surface. Blow counts between 0 and 4 were typically recorded at greater depths. These 


Glaciolacustrine Deposits are a part of the Connecticut Valley Varved Clay (varved clay) formation which is known 


to consist of alternating varves of clay and silt. Composite samples of the material are classified as lean clay (CL) 


and fat clay (CH) in the Unified Soil Classification System (USCS). The existing facilities and structures in the 


vicinity of the proposed launch shaft are underlain by 3 to 10 m of varved clay. This varved clay is potentially 


subject to consolidation settlement as a result of proposed excavations and temporary, but prolonged groundwater 


drawdown at the bottom of varved clay. 


 


Glacial Till - Glacial till was found throughout the eastern end of the project area. Glacial Till thickness was 


recorded between 1.5 and 7.5 m in the borings completed for the tunnel and pump station east of Franklin Avenue. 


Materials in the Glacial Till deposits ranged from medium dense to very dense but were more typically very dense. 


The uncorrected blow counts varied from 11 to over 50, but were usually over 50. Around three-quarters of the 


Glacial Till material was classified as silty sand (SM) or silt (ML) with other classifications of clayey gravel (GC), 


silty gravel (GM), clayey sand (SC), sand with clay and silt (SC-SM), sand (SW), and gravel (GP and GW) in the 


Unified Soil Classification System (USCS). Cobbles were encountered in one boring.  Occasional cobbles and 


boulders are generally expected in Glacial Till formations. 


 


Bedrock - The Portland Formation underlies the sediments along the eastern end of the project area.  The dominant 


rock type, siltstone, is generally described as red brown, with very closely to widely spaced bedding joints, laminar 


to moderately thick bedding, fine grained, fresh to slightly weathered, mostly fresh and moderately hard.   


Discontinuities are present in the rock mass and for the most part are dominated by the bedding planes which strike 


to the north and dip at 15 to 20 degrees to the east.  High angle joint system is present, but is more prevalent toward 


the western end of project site (west of Franklin Avenue). 


 


Groundwater Condition: Based on the monitoring wells and piezometers installed during different phases of this 


project, it appears that the overburden groundwater table generally follows the ground surface topography. Artesian 


flow was encountered in several borings drilled during recent phases of the investigations.  Artesian conditions are 


not present in the vicinity of the launch shaft. Any flow or seepage of the rock mass is through discontinuities in the 


rock along bedding planes or along joints.  The hydraulic conductivity of the rock mass is dependent upon the 


spacing and interconnection of these fractures.   
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4. APPROACH 


Tunnel and shaft excavation in bedrock reduces groundwater pressures in the material immediately surrounding the 


excavation to atmospheric pressure. This reduction in groundwater pressure leads to groundwater flow towards the 


excavation and an associated redistribution of groundwater pressures in the surrounding rock-mass. Initially this 


effect is limited to the rock-mass close to the excavation face. With time this effect will radiate out from the 


excavation until an equilibrium steady state is achieved. The volume of flow to the tunnel and the extent and rate of 


drawdown of groundwater level in the rock is a function of hydrogeological conditions, the rock mass properties, 


and the availability of groundwater to recharge the depressurized rock mass. Where compressible material such as 


varved clay overlies the rock mass and are affected by depressurization, there is an increase in effective stress in the 


material which results in consolidation, and ultimately ground settlement may result. 


 


It should be noted that the soil excavation of pump station shaft and launch shaft will be performed after installation 


of initial ground support system of either concrete slurry wall or secant pile wall embedded into the bedrock.  The 


initial support system will be relatively impervious and will not cause any significant groundwater drawdown and 


therefore no consolidation settlement of clay is expected. 


 


Construction methodology and construction activities subsequent to initial excavation control the extent of 


drawdown and hence the potential for surface settlement. Construction of a tunnel or shaft lining (particularly a 


lining with permeability significantly lower than the material the tunnel or shaft is excavated in) will significantly 


reduce the ability of groundwater to flow into the tunnel or shaft void. As the tunnel face advances, groundwater 


pressures around the lined section of the tunnel will begin to recover and the depressurization process will reverse.  


Numerical modeling methodology has been utilized for the settlement analysis. In deep tunnel excavation water 


inflow will either drop and reach steady state, if connected to a recharge body at the surface (such as a lake or a 


superficial aquifer), or will run dry, if not connected to a recharge zone. In the latter case, ground settlement may be 


observed on the surface due to the total water table decline.  


 


The analytical approach employed is based on the groundwater drawdown in the tunnel and shafts which reduces the 


pore water pressure in the bottom of varved clay layer thereby increasing its effective stress with time.  This increase 


in effective stress will result in time rated consolidation of the varved clay.  


5. METHODOLOGY 


Finite element analysis using MIDAS GTS computer program was used to assess the groundwater drawdown in 


varved clay and to estimate the magnitude of consolidation settlement due to tunnel and shaft drainage and 


groundwater drawdown.  In order to formulate the analysis, subsurface profiles were established along the tunnel 


alignment, the consolidation parameters of the varved clay assigned and the amount of ground water drawdown and 


its duration determined.  Due to complexity of the geometry, sequence of construction and groundwater behavior in 


the vicinity of the proposed launch shaft, a three-dimensional analysis was employed in order to evaluate the 


groundwater drawdown and corresponding consolidation settlement.  The three-dimensional model included 


construction of tunnel pump station shaft, launch shaft, starter and tail tunnels as well as topographic features of the 


site as shown in Figures 4.  


 


Subsurface Profiles: Site specific subsurface profiles were established for the analyses based on the review of 


subsurface conditions encountered and used in the analyses.  The groundwater within the overburden soils were 


assigned based on the monitoring records of observation wells as well as groundwater noted on the boring logs. The 


groundwater levels in glacial till and bedrock were established based on the piezometer readings in the vicinity of 


section analyzed as well as groundwater noted on the boring logs. 


 


Consolidation Parameters and hydraulic conductivities were established based on the field and laboratory soil and 


rock investigations and test results. In order to minimize groundwater inflow into the shafts and the starter and tail 


tunnel, probing and pre-excavation grouting will be performed as needed to reduce the hydraulic conductivity of 


bedrock. 
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Figure 4: Three-Dimensional finite element mesh of launch shaft area and tunnel 


 


MIDAS GTS finite element program was used to assess the groundwater drawdown in different strata including 


within varved clay.  The transient flow condition was performed to model the drawdown based on the anticipated 


construction schedule of 33 months in the vicinity of the launch shaft (all drill and blast portion of construction). 


6. SETTLEMENT ANALYSIS 


The effect of groundwater lowering in the bottom of varved clay will increase the effective stress in varved clay. 


The time rate of pore water pressure reduction was calculated by MIDAS GTS finite element program based on 


transient flow analysis and the consolidation settlement was calculated in accordance with one dimensional 


consolidation theory.  The estimated settlements were calculated and shown in Figure 5.  Construction durations for 


the tunnel pump station and launch shaft and starter and tail tunnels were selected based on the construction 


schedule (approximately 33 months).  


 


In order to evaluate the long-term effect of minor seepage through the base of the tunnel pump station and launch 


shaft, the tree-dimensional model was analyzed for 20 years post construction.  Based on the model run, the 


groundwater drawdown reduces to less than 5 feet in the immediate vicinity of the shafts’ footprint; thereby the 


long-term consolidation settlement to the facilities and structures in the vicinity of the launch shaft is negligible. 
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Figure 5: Consolidation settlement contours in the vicinity of launch shaft 


7. DAMAGE ASSESSMENT 


The potential for settlement and damage to structures depend primarily on the differential settlement, angular 


distortion and lateral strain, not on the total settlement. For damage to occur to a structure it must be subject to 


differential settlement resulting in distortion of the structure. 


 


The consolidation settlement as a result of varved clay consolidation for the duration of tunnel and shaft construction 


(i.e., 33 months) is less than 25 mm and the angular distortion is less than 0.001within a length of 20 m. Based on 


the settlement and angular distortion, it was concluded that the degree of damage is negligible.  These settlements 


will not impact the flood control function of the Clark Dike. 


 


The settlement was also be evaluated in terms of function of the dike as flood control barriers and embankment for 


the highway.  The magnitude of settlement is small (less than 20 mm) and the function of the dike and embankment 


will not be jeopardized or impacted by the consolidation settlement.  


8. CONSTRUCTION MONITORING 


Monitoring of construction is required to verify that actual settlements are within limits estimate.  A monitoring 


program will be implemented to monitor tunnel and shafts construction. It would measure the effect that 


construction has on the groundwater system and confirm that any associated surface settlement is within acceptable 


limits. 
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In order to establish a baseline for the settlement monitoring, a significant number of monitoring points have been 


established in the vicinity of the launch shaft as part of an early contract.  These monitoring points will be recorded 


for several months before the start of tunnel and shafts construction.  When the tunnel and shaft construction starts, 


the settlement monitoring points will be turned over to the tunnel contractor to continue monitoring them during 


construction.  


  


The geotechnical instruments include:  


 


1. Piezometers installed in close proximity to the tunnel as well as remotely to monitor groundwater level response 


to construction and to capture the groundwater response in a representative range of geological units, 


particularly those with potential to consolidate. 


2. A network of surface settlement monitoring points installed on a number of representative cross sections to the 


tunnel alignment 


3. Additional surface settlement/deformation monitoring points and utility monitoring points located on or near 


settlement sensitive structures and utilities. 


4. Inclinometers to monitor lateral movement of ground near settlement sensitive structures. 


5. Observation wells and Piezometers installed during investigations for tunnel and shaft design will be part of the 


monitoring program if operational. 


 


While both groundwater and surface settlement should be subjects of the monitoring program, it is surface 


settlement that is of importance for protecting public and private property from potential adverse effects associated 


with construction. 


 


Groundwater response may vary significantly from those estimated but provided the settlement resulting from the 


groundwater responses are within tolerable limits then this variance in itself should not be considered a reason to 


interrupt the construction.  


9. SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS 


Finite element analysis has been undertaken to estimate surface settlement effects of the tunnel and pump station and 


launch shafts based on geological and hydrogeological conditions. The following findings of the analysis are 


summarized below: 


 


The analysis results presented can be considered as reasonable estimates of settlement.  The upper bound for surface 


settlement along the route has been estimated by considering construction methodologies that provide control on 


groundwater drawdown such as probing and pre-excavation grouting. The settlement varies within the launch shaft 


area, depending on the local hydrogeological conditions, and is estimated to be up to approximately 20 mm in the 


vicinity of Clark Dike.   The estimated settlement noted herein is due to consolidation of varved clay layer.  The 


settlement associated with ground relaxation (deep rock) is negligible based on the numerical modeling results.  


 


As indicated previously, the lengths and dimensions of the starter and tail tunnel may be adjusted by the construction 


contractor; however, the impact of such a change is anticipated to be minimal and inconsequential to the existing 


facilities and structures. 


 


The rate at which settlement would develop is generally expected to be slow relative to potential construction 


methodologies for tunnel and shafts. The consolidation settlements are generally expected to take time to develop, 


over a period of greater than several months to one year after excavation. 


  


It can be concluded that the construction of the proposed SHCST tunnel and shafts will result in negligible 


impact/risk to the facilities and structures in the vicinity of the launch shaft. 


 


The SHCST tunnel construction is anticipated to start in third quarter of 2016.  The actual monitoring results will be 


compared with the predicted settlement when available.  It is anticipated that the actual settlement will be below the 


predicted settlement. 
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ABSTRACT  


Fly ash is generated from thermal power stations as an industrial by-product of coal combustion materials. Its 


particles are generally glassy, spherical in shape, and typically range in size from 0.5-300 µm. Coal fly ash is widely 


used as a partial cementitious material in concrete, which not only offers economic and environmental benefits but 


also improves concrete performance. However, variability of the physical description and chemical composition of 


fly ash has been considered to be a major barrier to its increased use in cement and concrete. In this study the 


variability and properties of fly ash are characterized with an emphasis on particle size analysis as a means for fly 


ash producers to better understand material properties in relation to the process of production, classification, and 


potential modes of utilization. Fly ash samples were collected from different coal-fired power plants from certain 


Indian and Canadian sources. The particle size analysis results using Laser Diffraction Technique showed a wide 


variation between the particle size distributions of the studied sources. However, no correlation between the varied 


size distributions and chemical compositions of fly ash samples was found. Laboratory experiments on the selected 


fly ash samples are being undertaken to correlate fly ash characteristics and their effects on the performance of 


concrete mixtures with cementitious replacement level up to 50%. 


 


Keywords: fly ash, fineness, particle size distribution, median size, water requirement 


1. INTRODUCTION 


This study is part of a collaborative research programme focused on management and wider utilization of coal 


combustion by-products in India. The electric power industry has been under increasing pressure to reduce the 


environmental impacts of greenhouse gases (GHG) emissions. The burning of coal to produce electricity has 


environmental and human health impacts associated with disposal of coal fly ash to existing communities and future 


generations. 


 


Over the last decade, important changes have occurred in the electricity generation sector in both Canada and India. 


In 2012, Canada became the first major coal user to ban construction of traditional coal-fired electricity units for 


clean energy generation. Currently, few coal-fired power stations have remained in operation in western Canada. By 


2020, it is projected that 85% of the utility electricity will be generated from non-GHG-emitting resources (e.g., 


hydro, nuclear and renewables)1. In India, the total number of power stations has increased from 138 (2012- 2013) to 


145 (2014-2015). Consequently, the fly ash generation has increased from 164.54 MT (2012- 2013) to 184.14 MT 


(2014-2015), of which 55.5% were utilized2.  In 2009, the Indian Ministry of Environment and Forests (MoEF)3 


prescribed targets with an aim to achieve 100% utilization in a phased manner. According to the International 
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Energy Agency, India is expected to add between 600 GW to 1200 GW of new power generation capacity, most of 


it in the form of coal-fired plants, before 2050. 


 


Fly ash has been used in a wide range of residential, commercial, industrial and infrastructure concrete applications. 


The typical use of fly ash in concrete is ranges from 10% to 35% by mass of the cementitious material. Engineers 


and scientists have made significant advancements over the past several decades in the utilization of fly ash with 


cement replacement levels of 50% or more in the manufacture of concrete.  Optimized material mix designs are 


aimed at producing sustainable, high-performance concrete mixtures that show technical benefits including 


improved workability and consolidation, reduced heat of hydration, reduced unit cost of concrete, reduced water 


requirements, improved ultimate strength, decreased permeability, improved aesthetic finishes, and extended service 


life of concrete structures. 


 


The variability of fly ash has the potential to adversely influence the variability of concrete, thus reducing 


marketability and limiting commercial viability of promoting increased fly ash utilization. The variations fly ash 


increase the operational complexity of concrete production and reduce its marketability. For instance, fineness, 


measured as a residue the 45-um sieve is highly regarded as a “useful key indicator” for assessing fly ash variability 


and current Canadian and Indian standards limit it to 34%. However, the 45-um sieve residue has been found to 


range from 5% to 34% between classified fly ashes. Moreover, Indian fly ash is of relatively coarse size and widely 


variable. The significant modification in latest revision of IS 3812 (Part 1)5 in 2013 is that it provides a framework 


within which manufacturers can modify physical properties of noncompliant fly ash using suitable beneficiation 


technologies to meet material regulatory requirement. Presently, particle size is being improved by either fine 


grinding or high efficiency cyclone separation technologies. The latter technology has the shortcoming of resulting 


in disposal of large volumes of by-product coarse fly ash (Chatterjee 2010)4. The grinding action appears to 


breakdown agglomerates and porous particles with little influence on fine glassy spherical particle. All 


aforementioned parameters have direct impacts on accurate optimization of fly ash performance for use in concrete. 


2. RESEARCH SIGNIFICANCE 


A better understanding the physical properties of fly ash generated from Indian coal-fired power stations in relation 


to currently used Canadian sources should help producers and users to increase its utilization in concrete and 


substantially reduce GHG emissions. Fineness of coal fly ash is considered important as it affects both water 


requirement and reactivity of concrete mixtures6. In North America, fineness is characterized by the percentage of 


particles retained on a 45 micron sieve (No. 325) while the Indian standard specifies the Blaine air permeability 


method that estimates specific surface in m²/kg. The corresponding residue on 45 micron IS sieve is an optional test 


in IS 3812.1.135. However, little effort has focused on investigating the relation between the standardized physical 


properties of fly ash and particle size distribution. Rather than using a single point, three or multiple points are 


typically reported by particle scientists to better describe particle size of a material particulate. A better 


understanding for particle size distribution can provide meaningful parameters for setting appropriate particle size 


specifications for fly ash to help fly ash producers improve consistency and performance of fly ash for use in cement 


and concrete. The primary objective of this study is to provide an outline for interpreting particle size distribution 


analysis of fly ashes having different physical properties.   


3. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 


3.1 MATERIALS 


The purpose of this study is to evaluate if particle size distribution can be a meaningful mean for improving fly ash 


consistency and performance in concrete. The fly ash samples were selected broadly to represent the range of coal 


fly ash typically generated and utilized in Canada and India taking into account several attributes such as geographic 


locations of thermal power stations, fly ash generation volumes, utilization modes, and sources of variability 


between fly ashes (type of combustion materials, beneficiation technologies etc.). Thus, representative fly ash 


samples were collected from eight different power plants as shown in Table 1.   
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3.2 METHODS 


Reported literature pertaining to coal fly ash characterization methods was the basis for the experimental design and 


testing protocols for this project. The North American and Indian testing protocols and standards including existing 


prescribed limits for fly ash for use in concrete were critically reviewed. 


 Table 1: Identification of fly ashes sources used 


Fly Ash Code Type Thermal Power Station Community Origin 


Ban.1-T As collected Guru Nanak Dev Banga  India 


Ban.2-T As collected Guru Gobind Singh Banga India 


Roo.1-T As collected Badarpur Roorkee  India 


Roo.2-T As collected Chhotu Ram Roorkee  India 


Alb.1-R Classified Sundance Alberta  Canada 


Alb.2-R Classified Genesee Alberta  Canada 


Nag.2-R Classified Dahanu Nagpur  India 


Nag.3-R Classified Mundra Nagpur  India 


                  T: Target / R: Reference 


 


 


The fineness by the 45-um (No. 325) sieve and specific surface by air permeability (Blaine), were tested in 


accordance with ASTM C4307 and C2048, respectively. The specific gravity was estimated using gas stereo-


pycnometer. The particle size analysis was performed using Laser Scattering Particle Size Distribution Analyzer 


LA-950, Horiba Instruments9. As a complement to the laser technique, fly ash particle morphology and distribution 


were viewed by scanning electron microscope (SEM)10. The chemical compositions were determined using a X-Ray 


Fluorescence Spectrometer (XRF).  


 


The water requirement and strength activity index of mortars containing 20% of fly ash by mass of cementitious 


materials were tested as prescribed by ASTM C31111. The amount of water required for obtaining constant flow 


within ±5 of a control mixture using general use portland cement, type GU, conforming to the chemical and physical 


requirement of CSA A300012was determined. 


4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 


The chemical compositions of classified and as collected fly ash-samples were within the limits specified by their 


relevant standards. The class limits for the sum oxides (i.e., silicon, aluminium, and iron oxides) of ASTM C 618, IS 


3812-Part 1, and calcium oxide of CSA3000-13 were in compliance as shown in Table 2. 


 


The particle size analysis by Laser Scattering Analyser for all fly ashes is presented in Table 3 and Figure 1. The 


measured median particle sizes vary from 5 to 74 µm. A three-point specification including D10, D50, and D90 


particle size values offer appropriate information for presenting the particle size span width of fly ashes. D50 is the 


diameter that splits the distribution with half above and half below this diameter. The D90 and D10 represent the 


coarsest and finest parts of the distribution, respectively. 
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Table 2: Summary of fly ash oxide analyses 


 


 


Table 3: Summary of particle size analysis results 


 


 


The results obtained by particle size analysis for all samples were examined under SEM. Figure 2 presents an 


example of fly ash particle range and the corresponding particle size distribution in Figure 1(a). 


 


 


ID Class Al2O3 


(%wt) 


SiO2 


(%wt) 


Fe2O3 


(%wt) 


SiO2+Al2O3+Fe2O3 


(%wt) 


CaO  


(%wt) 


Ban.1-T - 30.32 58.83 4.56 93.71 0.5 


Ban.2-T - 31.06 58.36 4.58 94 0.86 


Roo.1-T - 30.53 56.59 3.79 90.91 0.7 


Roo.2-T - 31.07 55.72 4.5 91.29 1.25 


Alb.1-R F 23.04 55.67 3.17 81.88 9.6 


Alb.2-R F 23.96 51.62 4.408 79.99 9.35 


Nag.1-R F 25.00 57.99 3.49 86.48 1.20 


Nag.2-R F 20.08 50.98 10.21 81.27 4.52 


Standard mandatory requirements for fly ash chemical compositions 


CSA-A3001 Type F 
    


15 max 


ASTM C 618 Class F 
   


70 min 
 


IS 3812  Grade I   35 min   70 min   


       


 Minimum 


Diameter  


(μm) 


Maximum 


Diameter  


(μm) 


Under 


Passing 


Diameter 


44.9 μm  


(%) 


Median Size   


(D50 μm) 


Diameter on 


Cumulative  


10%  


(D10 μm)  


Diameter on 


Cumulative 


90% 


 (D90 μm) 


Ban.1-T 2.98 394 48 49 9 184 


Ban.2-T 4.47 452 29 74 16 200 


Roo.1-T 5.12 394 39 62 14 171 


Roo.2-T 1.98 394 47 51 7 186 


Alb.1-R 1.73 200 69 21 6 106 


Alb.2-R 1.32 263 78 17 5 75 


Nag.1-R 2.00 229 78 15 6 83 


Nag.2-R 1.00 153 95 5 2 18 
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Figure 1: Graphical comparison of particle size distribution analyses (a) Measurements obtained for the studied fly 


ash sources (b) Measurements obtained for the fields of Nag.1-R coal power station 


 


 


 
Figure 2: SEM micrograph of Roo.2-T fly ash particle shapes and sizes 


 


The standard physical requirement for fly ash physical properties is presented in Table 4. Figure 3 (a, b, and c) 


illustrates that the median size D50 correlates well with fineness tests by the 45-um and air permeability (Blaine). 


The water requirement values to produce equivalent flow of control mixture for all mortars are shown in Figure 3 
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(d), which were clearly influenced the median size D50. All mortars made with classified fly ash required less water 


than that of the control mortar (94%-98%). In contrast, mortars with coarse fly ash required water higher than 100% 


including two samples above 105% which is the limitation specified by ASTM C 618. At the age of 7 days, as 


collected fly ash mortars had strength activity indices less than 75%, which in the min limit specified by ASTM C 


618, while classified fly ash exceeded the limits. However, at the age of 28 days, the strength was improved 


significantly except for those where the water requirement was above 105%.  


 
Table 4: Summary of standards requirement for fly ash physical properties 


Ɨ Optional requirement IS 3812 (Part 1): 2013  
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(c)                                                                                        (d) 


Figure 3: (a) Blaine fineness vs % Retained on 45 microns (b) Median size vs % Retained on 45 microns (c) Median 


size vs Blaine fineness (d) Water requirement vs median size 


 


ID Class Specific 


surface by air 


permeability, 


m²/kg 


Median Size 


by Laser 


Diffraction 


µm   


Fineness: 


45Micron 


Residue, 


% 


Water 


requirement 


of control,% 


Strength 


Activity 


Index, 7 


days, % 


Strength 


Activity 


Index, 28 


days, % 


CSA-A3001 Table A.3 Type F - - 34 max - - 75 min  


ASTM C 618 - Table 2 Class F - - 34 max 105% max 75 min  75 min  


IS 3812 - Table 2 Grade I 320 min - 34 max Ɨ   - 80 min 
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5. CONCLUSION 


Using particle size distributions provides a better understanding of the sources of variability between fly ashes in 


relation to the pro cess of production, classification, and modes of utilization. It also creates a meaningful guideline 


for setting particle size specifications for fly ash.  


 


In this study, physical properties as key indicators of fly ash performance are compared with the results of particle 


size distribution analysis using a Laser Scattering Analyzer. Key findings to date include: 


 


1. The median size correlates well with the 45-um sieve residue and Blaine surface area, thus influencing the fly 


ash performance in hydraulic mortar and concrete (i.e. water requirement). 


2. Use of a particle size distribution comprising of three point values D10, D50, and D90 provides a more 


meaningful characterization of particle size variability between fly ashes.   


3. Microscopic examination of fly ash particles is a powerful approach to support the results obtained by particle 


size analysis. 


 


This work is specifically targeting characterization of fly ash generated from coal-fired power station in the vicinity 


of specific Indian communities with the intent of promoting increased utilization.  
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ABSTRACT 


The Ontario Endangered Species Act (ESA 2007) provides protection of listed bat species and their habitat, 


including Eastern Small-footed Myotis (Myotis leibii), Little Brown Myotis (Myotis lucifugus), and Northern Myotis 


(Myotis septentrionalis); all of which have been identified as Endangered.   The Tri-coloured Bat (Perimyotis 


subflavus) is currently under review and may be identified at risk in the near future.  Bats are listed as a result of the 


spread of White-nose Syndrome (WNS), a fungal pathogen that has resulted in mass mortality events within 


hibernation sites. Through the use of two case studies we identify a number of challenges in accounting for bat 


species at risk during development, including identification and confirmation of natural maternity roost habitat. In 


our experience, woodlands have been considered general habitat regardless of confirmation of use if bat species at 


risk are recorded in the Project Area.  This has implications for development projects that propose to remove any 


treed habitat, however; there are some general mitigation measures that, in most cases, can be implemented to avoid 


impacts. This includes timing restrictions for tree clearing, habitat restoration and compensation, and retention of 


suitable roost trees. Failure to consider protected habitat for Endangered bats early in the planning process could 


have consequences for project schedules. It is recommended that development projects proposing tree removal 


identify potential bat habitat features early in the planning process and engage in early and ongoing consultation 


with the Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry (MNRF). 


1. INTRODUCTION 


In Ontario, concern for bat populations has increased in recent years, particularly with the confirmed presence of 


White-nose Syndrome (WNS) in the province in 2010 (MNRF 2015a).  WNS is a fungal pathogen that infects and 


spreads amongst hibernating bats.   


 


In 2013, Little Brown Myotis (Myotis lucifugus) and Northern Myotis (Myotis septentrionalis) were added to the 


Species at Risk in Ontario (SARO) List as Endangered, with Eastern Small-footed Myotis (Myotis leibii) following 


in 2014.  These species are collectively referred to as bat species at risk. The status of Tri-coloured Bat (Perimyotis 


subflavus) is currently under review and may be added to the SARO List in the near future.  The designation of these 


species is due to a 92% decline of the known hibernating populations of bat species at risk in eastern Canada in two 


years due to the spread of WNS (COSSARO 2012).  These bat species at risk are most susceptible to WNS as they 


congregate in damp caves and underground mines to overwinter. Temperature and moisture regimes within these 


hibernation areas (i.e., hibernacula) are ideal for both hibernating bats and growth of the WNS fungus (MNRF 


2015a) resulting in rapid spread of infection.  


 


Little Brown Myotis, Northern Myotis, and Tri-colored Bat are also classified as Endangered nationally. They are 


protected by the federal Species at Risk Act (SARA), an Act that applies only on federal lands. The focus of this 
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paper will be on private and public lands, which fall under the protection of the provincial Endangered Species Act 


(ESA 2007). 


 


The four remaining species of Ontario bats have not been severely impacted by WNS. This includes Big Brown Bat 


(Eptesicus fuscus), which appears to be resistant to the fungus (Frank et al. 2014), and three (3) additional species 


that migrate south instead of congregating to overwinter. This includes Red Bat (Lasiurus borealis), Hoary Bat 


(Lasiurus cinereus) and Silver-haired Bat (Lasionycteris noctivagans). These species are not at risk in the province.   


 


Bat species at risk are found throughout much of the province and use different habitats at different times of the 


year.   In winter, bats hibernate communally, as detailed above.  In spring, they become active and move from their 


hibernacula and in summer rear young in trees or buildings. These species and their habitats are protected by the 


ESA, which could include hibernacula and maternity roosts. 


 


Hibernacula are often distinct, identifiable features in the landscape.  Surveys to confirm the use of potential 


hibernacula sites by bats can be undertaken using a combination of visual surveys (at entry/exit points) and acoustic 


monitoring.  Similarly, use of buildings as roosts can also be confirmed through visual and acoustic monitoring. 


When conducted in accordance with agency recommended protocols (Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry; 


MNRF), these methods have proven effective in confirming building use as a hibernacula or an artificial roost.   


 


However, identifying which trees, or areas of a forest, support roosting bats can be a challenge.  As a result, 


identifying and confirming natural bat maternity roost habitat in Ontario, as well as assessing the impacts of tree 


removal to bat maternity roost habitat, remains a challenge. This has implications for development projects in 


Ontario where consideration of ESA protected habitat is required prior to tree removal. 


 


In this paper, we will focus on the current processes for identifying and confirming bat maternity roost habitat in 


woodlands, challenges presented to projects where removal of trees is required, and consideration of avoidance and 


mitigation measures in order to address the requirements of the ESA.  As bat hibernacula and artificial maternity 


roost habitat, as discussed above, are readily identifiable and confirmed in the landscape, they are not further 


considered in this paper.  


 


We will describe: 


1. The protection provided to bat species at risk under the ESA in Ontario. 


2. Current knowledge and approaches to identifying and confirming natural bat maternity roosts. 


3. Two case studies to highlight challenges and recommend strategies for addressing bat species at risk for 


infrastructure projects in Ontario.   


4. Implications and recommendations for addressing bat maternity roost habitat for development projects, 


including identifying bat habitat features, confirming habitat use and avoidance, mitigation, and compensation 


measures. 


2. SPECIES PROTECTION IN ONTARIO 


Little Brown and Northern Myotis were assessed by the Committee on the Status of Species at Risk in Ontario 


(COSSARO) and added to the SARO list in January 2013.  Eastern Small-footed Myotis was assessed by 


COSSARO in January and added to the SARO list in June 2014. All three species were designated as Endangered as 


a result of the assessments, defined as a species that is facing imminent extinction or extirpation (ESA 2007). The 


ESA protects bat species at risk, as well as all Endangered, Threatened, and Extirpated species, under Sections 9 and 


10 of the Act. The ESA applies to public and private lands, which can impose restrictions on development and 


construction projects in Ontario.  


 


The ESA protects species at risk by prohibiting the killing, harming and harassing a member of a species at risk 


(Section 9). It also prohibits the damage or destruction of the habitat of a species at risk (Section 10). Species 


receive General Habitat Protection upon designation, which is defined by the ESA as an area on which the species 


depends, directly or indirectly, to carry on its life processes, including life processes such as reproduction, rearing, 


hibernation, migration or feeding.  General habitat protection remains in effect until it is replaced by a Habitat 
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Regulation, which provides a more precise definition of a species’ habitat and may describe specific features, 


geographic boundaries or other unique characteristics. 


 


For the three bat species at risk, a habitat regulation does not yet exist, and the species currently receive General 


Habitat Protection, as defined above.  Therefore, any areas on which bats depend for their life processes are 


protected from damage or destruction under the ESA.  This includes, but is not limited to, maternity roost trees, 


which are the focus of this paper.  


 


Any destruction of habitat or harm/harassment of a species at risk is a contravention of the ESA. The MNRF is the 


governing body responsible for administration of the ESA. In determining the likelihood of a contravention, MNRF 


considers the biology and behaviour of the species, the proposed project activity details, and the potential effects of 


the activity on the species at a given location.  These assessments are completed on a case-by-case basis.  Not every 


activity that occurs in the habitat of a protected species will contravene the ESA.  If a project is determined to have 


adverse effects on a species or its habitat protected by the ESA, alternate approaches may be adopted to avoid these 


effects.    


 


Under the ESA, authorizations and regulatory exemptions may be granted to allow activities that would otherwise be 


prohibited, under a number of conditions. This is done through one of two processes, the application of a permit or a 


registration process.  


 


In order to obtain a permit issued under Clause 17 (2) (c) of the ESA, applicants are required to demonstrate the 


following: (1) that reasonable alternatives to the development have been assessed and the best alternative has been 


adopted, (2) that reasonable steps to minimize adverse effects on the species are undertaken, and (3) that an overall 


benefit to the species will be achieved.  Overall benefit to the species at risk generally includes habitat compensation 


as well as additional offsetting activities such as research or education.  ESA permits can take up to one year (or 


longer) to be issued.   


 


Ontario Regulation 242/08 allows a proponent to register a project to avoid contravention of the ESA, provided that 


specific regulatory conditions are followed to protect species and their habitat.  Prior to June 2015, under Section 


23.13 proponents were able to register for Little Brown and Northern Myotis, however; this is no longer an option 


on any new projects as the transitional period for these species has expired. Other options to register under Ontario 


Regulation 242/08 may apply depending on the proposed activity, including Section 23.18 (Threats to health and 


safety, not imminent).   Under this Section of the Regulation, eligible projects that avoid or reduce a serious threat to 


human health and safety can proceed as long as the proponent registers the activity and the affected species (before 


work begins), takes immediate steps to minimize effects on the species and habitat and reports sightings of rare 


species.  In addition, for specific types of works a mitigation plan must be created for each species.  


3. BAT MATERNITY ROOST HABITAT 


Roosting sites are required by bat species at risk for two purposes: (1) resting areas during the day; and (2) areas for 


females to raise pups, referred to as maternity roosts.  Roosting structures provide shelter from weather conditions as 


well as predation.  Females rearing young sometimes roost in groups forming maternity colonies, which provide 


additional benefits such as social thermoregulation and energy savings (Willis and Brigham 2007). Roost switching 


occurs regularly by both males and females during the active season and therefore individuals may be dependent 


upon a network of roosts in an area (Vonhof and Wilkinson1999). 


 


Maternity roosts are typically located in poorly ventilated, dark sites with high temperatures (Humphrey 1982, as 


cited in Gerson 1984).  Bat species at risk in natural settings may roost in tree cavities or under loose bark.  


Maternity roosts are most likely to occur in tall, large diameter trees with heart rot, which creates cavities that are 


large enough to house colonies and provide suitable temperatures (Olson and Barclay 2013, Jung et al. 1999, Jung et 


al. 2004).  Bat roosts are more likely to occur in older forests (Crampton and Barclay 1998) as suitable trees are 


more common. In addition to age and stage of decay, tree species, diameter, height, sun exposure, canopy gaps, snag 


availability, tree density, proximity to water, and forest composition may affect roost selection (Environment 


Canada 2015).  
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4. IDENTIFICATION OF NATURAL BAT MATERNITY ROOST HABITAT 


In consideration of the general habitat protection afforded bat species at risk under the ESA, the ability to accurately 


identify bat habitat becomes an important tool to ensure protection and compliance with the ESA.  The first step is to 


identify potential maternity roost habitat that may be impacted by the project. If suitable habitat exists, the habitat 


assessment is followed by exit surveys to determine which (if any) of the potential habitats are being actively used 


by bat species at risk.    


4.1 Identification of Potential Habitat 


The MNRF has provided guidance on how to identify maternity roost habitat for bat species at risk in Bats and Bat 


Habitats – Guidelines for Wind Power Projects (MNR 2011) and draft Ontario Summer Maternity Roost Monitoring 


Emergence Counts (MNR 2012). These documents provide the basis for the identification and confirmation of 


habitat use for bat species at risk. 


 


Potential habitat for bat maternity roosts includes mixed wood or deciduous forests and treed swamps that contain a 


high density of large diameter cavity trees.  A cavity tree is defined as one that is dead or in poor health with one (or 


more) holes in the trunk or main branch. Assessments to identify cavity trees are provided by MNRF (2011), which 


includes sampling random survey plots in the spring prior to leaf-out. These cavity trees are considered potential bat 


maternity roost habitat. 


 


Cavity trees considered the most suitable to support bat maternity roosts are evaluated according to the following 


criteria (in order of importance): those that are the tallest; have cavities or crevices; have a large diameter at breast 


height; are within the highest density of cavity trees; have a large amount of loose, peeling bark; have a cavity or 


crevice more than 10 m high; are tree species that provide good cavity habitat (i.e. aspen, maple, ash, oak or white 


pine); are within an open canopy; and exhibit early stages of decay.  


 


If habitat to support bat maternity roost is identified exit surveys are typically required to document habitat use. 


4.2 Confirmation of Habitat Use 


If habitat to support bat maternity roosts is identified then exit surveys are required to confirm if the identified trees 


are being used by bats. MNRF has developed a protocol for conducting these surveys, detailed in MNR 2011 and 


MNR 2012.  The protocol involves conducting exit counts at cavity trees using visual and acoustic monitoring to 


record numbers and species of bats.  Visual surveys alone are unable to identify which species of bats are present, 


which is critical as not all bats in Ontario are species at risk.   


 


Surveys are conducted at the best cavity trees selected according the criteria described above.  Surveyors observe 


cavity trees for 30 minutes before dusk until 60 minutes after dusk, when bats typically exit their daytime roosts 


(MNR 2011).  Bats that are exiting trees are counted and the total number recorded.  Acoustic monitoring equipment 


is used to record ultrasonic bat calls, which are emitted by bats in flight. These calls, in conjunction with computer 


software, generate species-specific sonograms which allow qualified observers to identify the species of bats that 


were present. Exit surveys can only be conducted during the summer, with optimal timing in June (MNR 2011 and 


email corr. MNRF 2015b). The restriction of exit surveys to a single one-month period a year may provide 


challenges to development projects, particularly if bat species at risk habitat is not considered or identified early in 


the planning process.  


5. CASE STUDIES 


Case studies of two selected projects are presented below to demonstrate two examples of the application of the 


ESA for bat species at risk in Ontario. This includes an overview of approaches to field investigations and impact 


assessment, survey findings, avoidance and mitigation measures that were implemented and authorization 


requirements.  
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5.1 Project 1: Renewable Energy Project in Northern Ontario 


The first case study is a renewable energy project located on the Canadian Shield north of Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario.  


The project was sited within a contiguously forested landscape interrupted by small lakes, rivers, and numerous 


wetlands.  Artificial roost structures (i.e. buildings) were rare in the landscape.  Construction of the project required 


the permanent removal of forested habitat, which was a small proportion of the available habitat in the local 


landscape. 


 


Surveys took place in 2012 and 2013 to identify cavity trees. In total, 257 trees that met the criteria (e.g., large 


diameter, cavities present, etc.) were identified.  Of these, 70 trees were selected for exit surveys, randomly stratified 


across the Study Area to determine habitat use by bats.  Both Little Brown Myotis and Northern Myotis were 


detected flying within the Study Area; however no bats were observed flying into or out of any of the surveyed 


cavity trees.    


 


Although surveys did not confirm use of the 70 surveyed trees as maternity roosts, the forested area proposed for 


removal was considered bat habitat by MNRF. This decision was based on consideration of the presence of the 


species in association with an assessment of the habitat available within the landscape.  As artificial roosting sites 


(i.e. buildings) were rare, MNRF felt that bats were likely roosting in trees in the Study Area, despite the lack of 


site-specific confirmation.   


 


The project registered under Section 23.13 (“Transition- Newly Listed Species”) of O. Reg. 242/08 for Little Brown 


and Northern Myotis to remove their habitat.   Steps were taken to minimize negative impacts to bat species at risk 


including the application of a timing window restriction for tree clearing (no tree clearing was undertaken April 30-


September 1), minimizing the amount of tree removal, restoration of temporary work spaces (where applicable) and 


providing bat boxes in accordance with Bat Conservation International guidelines.  


5.2 Project 2: Linear Infrastructure in Southern Ontario 


The second case study involved the expansion of an existing linear facility in Southern Ontario, within a landscape 


that is primarily open and agricultural with fragmented woodlots scattered throughout. Construction of the project 


required the widening of an existing right-of-way (RoW), including the removal of trees along select woodland 


edges.   


 


Assessments to identify potential bat maternity roost habitat took place early in 2015, which identified a suitable 


density of cavity trees in the vicinity of the project. Exit surveys conducted in June focused on trees that would be 


removed.  Surveys were conducted twice at 10 of the 23 identified trees, in accordance with current MNRF 


guidelines and recommendations.  No bats were observed entering or exiting any of the cavity trees during visual 


surveys. However, acoustic detectors recorded the presence of Little Brown and Northern Myotis within the existing 


RoW, which was not unexpected due to the relatively widespread nature of these species. 


 


As with the project in northern Ontario, despite the lack of confirmation of tree-specific maternity roosts, the 


presence of suitable habitat as well as bat species at risk (detected during exit surveys) resulted in the determination 


by MNRF that the trees proposed for removal could not be excluded as habitat for bat species at risk. However, due 


to the small portion of habitat to be removed and through the application of specific mitigation measures it was 


determined that removal of the habitat would not be considered a contravention of the ESA. Mitigation measures 


included the retention of the majority of the identified maternity roost habitat trees and applying a timing window 


restriction for tree clearing (i.e. no vegetation clearing between May 1 and August 31).  No permit or registration 


under the ESA was required. 


6. GOING FORWARD: ADDRESSING BAT MATERNITY ROOST HABITAT FOR DEVELOPMENT 


PROJECTS 


Drawing from the two case studies, and other experiences, thorough assessment and consideration of bat maternity 


roost habitat is required for development projects that propose tree removal.   
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A number of challenges exist in the identification of maternity roost habitat and the application of the ESA for bat 


species at risk. This includes the poor success of confirming maternity roost trees and the application of a case-by-


case approach to determining contravention of the ESA. Avoidance and mitigation measures may be implemented to 


minimize the likelihood of a contravention of the ESA and are further discussed below.  


6.1 Identifying Features and Determining Habitat Use 


The two case studies highlight a number of challenges with identifying maternity roost habitat for bat species at risk. 


Although bat habitat preferences for maternity colonies are fairly well studied, roost switching, scarcity of roosting 


sites in natural features (particularly in southern Ontario; MNR pers. comm., L. Hale, June 2011), and an abundance 


of trees possessing some (or all) candidate characteristics have resulted in challenges in confirming the presence of 


bat maternity colonies in forested areas.  Despite this inability to confirm use of bat maternity roost habitat, 


concurrently conducted acoustic surveys often record the presence of bat species at risk as they are still relatively 


widespread in the province. The relative frequency of detections provides useful information on species 


presence/absence but does not provide a measure of abundance nor confirm habitat use as they may simply be flying 


through an area. 


 


Regardless of existing challenges, in both case study examples, exit surveys did not confirm habitat use within the 


Project Areas for maternity roost habitat but the trees proposed for removal were still considered habitat for bat 


species at risk by the MNRF. Therefore, we recommend a focus on habitat identification when identifying impacts 


to bats. 


6.2 Regulatory Approval Requirements and Project Implications 


At a minimum, projects that propose the removal of any trees will require consideration, and likely further 


assessment, of bat maternity roost habitat. This will likely include field surveys, which must be conducted during 


specific timing windows; habitat assessments are best conducted during winter and early spring, while exit surveys 


are restricted primarily to the month of June.      


 


Even if visual surveys do not confirm use of trees as roosts, if Little Brown, Northern Myotis, or Eastern Small-


footed Myotis are recorded during acoustic surveys as being present in the area, the woodlands may still be 


considered habitat for bat species at risk and thus protected from damage or destruction under the ESA. The 


determination of whether tree removal constitutes damage or destruction of habitat for species at risk (i.e., 


contravention of the ESA) requires consideration of a number of variables (i.e. location, landscape setting, scale of 


removal, and timing of removal) and is made on a case-by-case basis. Consultation with the MNRF regarding 


development impacts where tree removal is proposed is an important component of project planning and ensuring 


compliance under the ESA. Consultation early in the process can help facilitate the process and avoid delays. 


 


Given that the current approach has generally been to apply avoidance and mitigation measures regardless of 


confirmation of use as habitat, it is likely that projects that require tree removal will need to implement additional 


mitigation and compensation measures.  This should be considered during project planning.  The requirement for an 


ESA permit was avoided in the two case studies through the implementation of specific mitigation and avoidance 


measures. This included: 


 Timing restrictions for vegetation clearing outside the breeding period for bat species at risk; 


 Provisioning of compensation roosting habitat (e.g., bat boxes) in the vicinity of tree removal;  


 Retention of a proportion of identified cavity trees; 


 Minimizing the amount of tree removal; and 


 Restoration of temporary work spaces to pre-construction conditions where appropriate. 


 


Other avoidance and mitigation measures may be required depending on the project.  
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7. SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 


The ESA provides species and habitat protection for bat species at risk, which includes Little Brown, Northern, and 


Eastern Small-footed Myotis; all of which have been classified as Endangered in the province due to a precipitous 


decline in hibernating populations caused by a fungal pathogen known as White-nose Syndrome. 


 


Experience in Ontario to date indicates that natural bat maternity roost habitats are difficult to identify and even 


more difficult to confirm. Currently, one is likely to detect the presence of bat species at risk at most sites and as 


such the best approach is to focus on bat habitat when identifying impacts.  In our experience, woodlands have been 


considered to be General Habitat by MNRF regardless of confirmation of use if bat species at risk are recorded in 


the Project Area.  This has implications for development projects that propose to remove any treed habitat, however; 


there are some general avoidance and mitigation measures that, in many cases, can be applied to minimize the 


likelihood of a contravention of the ESA. This includes minimizing tree removal, retaining roost trees, applying 


timing windows for tree clearing, as well as habitat restoration and compensation (e.g., tree planting and bat boxes).  


While the required timing windows may be region and MNRF district specific, bats are generally active from early 


spring until late-fall and rear young in June/July. To ensure contravention of ESA is avoided proponents need to 


consult with MNRF on a case-by-case basis.    


 


It is recommended that development projects proposing tree removal identify potential bat habitat features early in 


the planning process, and engage in early and ongoing assessment and consultation with MNRF. Failure to consider 


bat species at risk habitat early in the planning process to account for specific timing restrictions (e.g., survey 


windows, consultation timing, vegetation removal, potential permitting requirements) could have consequences for 


project schedule.  


 


With timely planning, proper assessment, consultation with regulatory agencies and the application of mitigation 


and avoidance measures, it is feasible for projects to proceed while ensuring consideration of bat species at risk and 


the habitat protection provided to these species by the ESA. 
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ABSTRACT  


Groundwater is becoming an essential water resource in Egypt due to the deficit in water balance. It is planned to 


increase withdrawal in 2017 to 7.5 BCM and 3.5 BCM from renewable and non-renewable groundwater aquifers, 


respectively. In recent years there have been efforts to protect this water resource. The main objective of this paper 


is studying the impacts of reusing treated wastewater in irrigation after natural attenuation through the vadose zone. 


Hydrogeological data were collected to characterize the aquifer in Sadat City. A field program was conducted to 


identify the saturated hydraulic conductivities of the aquifer and the contaminant concentrations in groundwater. 


Field investigations were conducted by drilling five boreholes in the study area and five monitoring wells were 


installed. Groundwater flow and solute transport were simulated by VISUAL MODFLOW and MT3D. Four 


contaminants of concern were selected for simulation: magnesium, chloride, iron and nitrates. Seven irrigation 


scenarios were tested: primary treated wastewater, secondary treated wastewater, oxidation pond wastewater, 


tertiary treated wastewater, tertiary for double field water duty, irrigation with two-year rotation (primary treated 


wastewater and groundwater) and in the last scenario the study area is divided into 3 zones and irrigated with tertiary 


treated wastewater, oxidation pond wastewater and groundwater. The simulation results of the seven scenarios were 


presented and compared to the initial concentrations in groundwater. The results show that the contaminants of 


concern concentrations depend on initial concentrations in groundwater and the quality of the infiltrated water from 


the vadose zone. 


 


Keywords: Wastewater, groundwater, vadose zone, MODFLOW. 


1. INTRODUCTION 


The overall objective of this work is to assess the impacts of treated wastewater (TWW) reuse in irrigation on the 


groundwater aquifer in the study area in Sadat City after vadose zone attenuation. In this research, groundwater 


numerical models were developed to simulate groundwater flow and transport of the contaminants of concern 


(COC). Previous vadose zone model results (Abu-Bakr et al. 2015) were used as a basis for MODFLOW recharge 


fluxes at the water table and for COC concentrations following natural attenuation in the vadose zone. 


 


Numerous studies discussed the solute transport simulations in groundwater and vadose zone, and reuse of treated 


wastewater in irrigation. Pakorajac (2000) developed a numerical groundwater model (GROW) to assess the 


problem of high concentration of coliform bacteria in two production wells in Bosnia. The results indicated that the 


source of pollution was domestic septic tanks upstream of the well field. The research recommended long term 


monitoring and sewerage system construction. Hai long et al. (2006) simulated wastewater transport and attenuation 
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in a soil aquifer on the Chongming island of China using MODFLOW and MT3DMS to assess the soil infiltration 


treatment system and interaction between surface water and groundwater. Jovanovic et al., (2008) simulated 


nitrogen transport in the unsaturated zone using HYDRUS-2D and in groundwater using VISUAL MODFLOW. 


Candela et al., (2007) evaluated the impacts of treated wastewater utilization on soil and groundwater aquifer in 


Girona, Spain. The results indicated that the soil and aquifer chemical characteristics of the area were affected by 


irrigation water quantity and quality. Bekele et al., (2011) applied a soil aquifer treatment approach on infiltrated 


secondary treated wastewater from the Subiaco wastewater treatment plant in Western Australia. They concluded 


that the reductions in average concentrations were 30% for phosphorous, 66% for fluoride, 62% for iron and 51% 


for total organic carbon with a treated wastewater infiltration rate of 17.5 L/ min and residence times of four days in 


the vadose zone and two days in the aquifer. 


 


These studies guide us to understanding the impacts of treated wastewater reuse on groundwater through (1) 


developing numerical groundwater models, (2) wastewater transport and attenuation in soil aquifer simulation (3) 


interaction between surface water and groundwater and through applying soil aquifer treatment approach and (4) the 


reductions in concentrations through the vadose zone. 


2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 


2.1 Site Description 


The study area is located in Sadat City, Egypt and is shown on Figure 1 an area of 49.4 km2. The region includes 


oxidation ponds, a wooded area irrigated with treated wastewater from the oxidation pond, another area irrigated 


with groundwater and a non-cultivated area. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 1. Study Area and Location Plan 


2.2 Study Area Hydrogeology 


The key hydrogeological formation in the study area ranges in age from Tertiary to Quaternary (Shata et al. 1962 


and Said 1962). Tertiary is subdivided into Miocene and Pliocene while Quaternary is subdivided into Holocene and 


Pleistocene as shown on Figure 2. 


 


There are three main aquifers in the study area; Nile Delta, Moghra and Wadi el Natrun as shown on Figure 3 


(RIGW/IWACO 1992).  The Nile Delta aquifer is predominantly sand and gravel and can be several hundred meters 


thick; this aquifer is highly productive with high permeability values ranging from 35 to 75 m/day. The second main 


aquifer is the Moghra aquifer, characterized by coarse sand and gravel. The Moghra aquifer is also highly productive 


with permeability values ranging from 15 to 25 m/day. These two aquifers are connected hydraulically to the east of 


the Wadi El Natrun depression (RIGW/IWACO, 1992). The Wadi el Natrun aquifer is a Pliocene aquifer consisting 


of sand and clay layers. The Wadi el Natrun aquifer is underlain by the Moghra aquifer, separated by clay layers of 
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Lower Pliocene age. The aquifer is in hydraulic contact with the overlying Nile Delta aquifer, north of the Wadi el 


Natrun depression. Figures 4a and 4b show hydrogeological cross-sections at the Sadat City area. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 2: Soil classification and surface geology of the study area 


 


 
Figure 3: The aquifer system of Sadat City 
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Figure 4.a: Hydrogeological cross-section A-A' 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 4.b: Hydrogeological cross-section B-B' 


 


2.3 Hydrogeological Conceptual Model 


A hydrogeological conceptual model (Figure 5) was developed to simulate groundwater flow and solute transport 


and to predict impacts of treated wastewater infiltrated from the vadose zone to the groundwater aquifer. January 


1992 was chosen to calibrate the model under equilibrium (steady state) conditions and data from years 1992-2014 


were chosen to verify the calibrated model under non-equilibrium (transient) conditions. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 5: Schematic presentation of the conceptual model 
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The model domain covers an area of about 49.4 km2. The grid size is taken as 250m  250m. The vertical 


discretization (5, 20, 50 and 100m) is shown in Figure 6. The study area is modelled as one hydrogeological layer, 


which represents the young quaternary aquifer consisting of graded sand and gravel with thickness ranging from 


160m to 200m. At the base of this aquifer is an impervious clay layer. For solute transport, four contaminants of 


concern (COC: Mg, Cl, Fe, and NO3) were selected for simulation based on the findings of previous studies (Abu-


Bakr et al. 2015). 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 6: MODFLOW model cross-section showing vertical discretization 


 


2.4 Groundwater Sampling 


Five boreholes were drilled and equipped with monitoring wells in the study area. Borehole/monitoring well 


locations were selected to provide areal coverage of the three types of irrigated lands (land that was irrigated with 


effluent, land that was irrigated with groundwater and land proposed to be irrigated with treated wastewater) as 


shown in Figure 7. Groundwater samples were collected to assess the initial condition of groundwater quality. Two 


groundwater samples were collected from each borehole in August 2014 and May 2015. The laboratory analysis of 


groundwater samples followed the standard methods for the examination of water as described by the American 


Public Health Association (1998). Table 1 summarizes the COC average concentrations for the groundwater 


samples. 


Table 1. COC average concentrations in groundwater (mg/l) 


Parameter Mg Cl Fe NO3 


Borehole1 17 50 0.7 1 


Borehole2 18 43.98 0.964 1 


Borehole3 16 60.99 0.5 5 


Borehole4 


Borehole5 


29.25 


37 


200 


335.3 


0.36 


0.33 


21.8 


10.1 


 


 


 


 


 


   


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 7: Borehole location plan 
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 


3.1 Groundwater Flow Simulation with VISUAL MODFLOW 


A numerical groundwater model constructed and run with VISUAL MODFLOW code is used for flow and solute 


transport simulation for the aquifer system. The model is used to evaluate the impacts of reuse of treated wastewater 


in irrigation on the groundwater after the vadose zone natural attenuation. 


Year 1992 is selected as a steady state year because significant changes in water use in Sadat city began in 1992, 


including substantial increases in groundwater withdrawal and decreases in water supplied to agricultural use. 


According to 1992 data the groundwater flow direction in steady state is from the northeast to southwest in 1992 


(Figure 8). According to 2002 and 2014 data, groundwater flow direction changed slightly over time and was 


trending north to south. No flow boundary conditions are considered to exist at the southeastern and northwestern 


boundaries of the model domain. The northern boundary is simulated as a variable general head boundary with time 


(1992, 2002 and 2014) according to field investigations and groundwater monitoring data.  The lower boundary of 


the aquifer system is treated as a no flow boundary or aquiclude (impervious clay layer). Finally, the upper boundary 


is defined as a recharge boundary which is obtained from HYDRUS-1D simulations as per (Abu-Bakr et al. 2015) as 


input in VISUAL MODFLOW. The recharge rates R1, R2 R3, R4 and R5 in areas surrounding the five boreholes 


(B1, B2, B3, B4 and B5) are summarized in Table 2. 


Table 2. Output bottom flux values obtained with HYDRUS-1D for the period from 1992 to 2042 and used in 


VISUAL MODFLOW (mm/yr) 


Parameter R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 


time=0 to 3650 days 190.0 0.00 100.0 1000 900.0 


time=3650 to 8030 days 842.0 667.0 917.0 917.1 708.0 


time=8030 to 18250 days 928.6 785.7 928.6 892.9 696.4 


 


 


According to Abu-Bakr et al. (2015), the values of the coefficient of permeability are measured using a permeability 


test for each linear vertical meter along each of the five boreholes. The average values of saturated hydraulic 


conductivity are 15, 24, 17, 16 and 32 m/d for boreholes B1, B2, B3, B4 and B5, respectively. 


The calibration process relied on a number of observation wells providing head data in the study area. The model is 


calibrated against the available average annual groundwater heads in January 1992 under steady state conditions.  


The model is then run under transient conditions from 1992 to 2014 using measured heads at 2002 and 2014. Figure 


8 shows calculated groundwater levels at 1992 and Figure 9 shows the calibration curve.  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 8: Calculated groundwater levels 1992 
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Figure 9: Calculated versus observed heads for years 1992, 2002 and 2014 


3.2 Solute Transport Simulation and Irrigation Scenarios 


MT3D is used to simulate the transport of the COC (Mg, Cl, Fe and NO3) for a simulation period of 10220 days 


from August 2014 to August 2042. The initial contaminant concentrations in groundwater were assigned according 


to groundwater sample analysis results in August 2014. The values of COC concentrations in recharged water were 


taken from HYDRUS-1D as per Abu-Bakr et al. (2015). 


 


Seven irrigation scenarios were developed to simulate flow and transport. These scenarios are:  


(1) Primary treated wastewater; 


(2) Secondary treated wastewater; 


(3) Oxidation pond; 


(4) Tertiary treated wastewater; 


(5) Tertiary treated wastewater for double the field water duty; 


(6) Irrigation with two year rotation (primary treated wastewater and groundwater); and, 


(7) Dividing the study area to 3 zones and irrigation with tertiary treated wastewater (area surrounding B1&B2), 


oxidation pond water (area surrounding B3) and groundwater (area surrounding B4 & B5). 


 


Model simulations have been completed to predict the changes in groundwater quality after irrigation for each 


scenario. The predicted COC concentrations were compared to World Health Organization (WHO) drinking water 


standards and to Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) irrigation water standards. The comparison between 


COC concentrations in groundwater for the seven scenarios at five locations in the aquifer (i.e., the five boreholes) 


in August 2042 with groundwater initial concentrations is summarized in Figure 10 and discussed below. 


3.2.1 Magnesium (Mg) 


The highest Mg concentration occurs at the north area surrounding boreholes B3, B4 and B5. 


- For B1 concentration decreases for all scenarios except scenarios 6 and 7. 


- For B2 concentration increases for all scenarios except for scenario 5. 


- For B3 concentration increases for all scenarios except for scenario 5. 


- For B4 concentration decreases for all scenarios. 


- For B5 concentration decreases for all scenarios except for scenario 7.  


These results are most likely due to Mg concentrations in the vadose zone bottom flux due to irrigation being less 


than the initial Mg concentration in groundwater. 


3.2.2 Chloride (Cl) 


The highest Cl concentration occurs at the north area surrounding boreholes B3, B4 and B5.  


- For B1, B2, B3 and B4 concentration increases for all scenarios because Cl concentrations in wastewater were 


greater than Cl concentrations in groundwater. 
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- For B5 concentration decreases for all scenarios except for scenario 7 because the Cl concentration in B5 was 


greater than the Cl concentration in wastewater. 


These results are most likely due to Cl concentrations in the vadose zone bottom flux due to irrigation being greater 


than initial Cl concentration in groundwater except in the area which surrounds B5. 


3.2.3 Iron (Fe) 


The highest values of Fe concentration occur in proximity to boreholes B1, B4 and B5. Fe concentration increases 


with time in all irrigation scenarios except for scenario 3, most likely because Fe concentrations in the vadose zone 


bottom flux due to irrigation water were greater than initial Fe concentrations in groundwater. 


3.2.4 Nitrate (NO3) 


The highest NO3 concentration occurs at the north area surrounding boreholes B3, B4 and B5. NO3 concentration 


increases with time, most likely because NO3 concentrations in the vadose zone bottom flux due to irrigation water 


were greater than initial NO3 concentrations in groundwater. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 10.a: Comparison between Mg concentrations in groundwater from GW models results for the seven 


scenarios for five boreholes at January 2042 with initial groundwater concentrations, FAO and WHO guidelines 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 10.b: Comparison between Cl concentrations in groundwater from GW models results for the seven scenarios 


for five boreholes at January 2042 with initial groundwater concentrations, FAO and WHO guidelines 
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Figure 10.c: Comparison between Fe concentrations in groundwater from GW models results for the seven scenarios 


for five boreholes at January 2042 with initial groundwater concentrations, FAO and WHO guidelines 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 10.d: Comparison between NO3 concentrations in groundwater from GW models results for the seven 


scenarios for five boreholes at January 2042 with initial groundwater concentrations, FAO and WHO guidelines 


4. CONCLUSION 


This paper presents the feasibility of reusing treated wastewater in irrigation and the impacts on a key groundwater 


aquifer for the study area in Sadat City, Egypt. The study area covers 49.4 km2. The region includes oxidation 


ponds, a wooded area irrigated with treated wastewater from the oxidation pond, another area irrigated with 


groundwater and a non-cultivated area.. Groundwater samples were collected from five boreholes. Four 


contaminants of concern (COC) were selected for analysis and simulation: Magnesium (Mg), Chloride (Cl), Iron 


(Fe) and Nitrate (NO3).  A regional groundwater model was developed using VISUAL MODFLOW and MT3D. The 


rate of recharge and COC concentrations in the water percolating into the groundwater aquifer were obtained from 


HYDRUS-1D (Abu-Bakr et al. 2015) and used as inputs for VISUAL MODFLOW. 


 


Seven irrigation scenarios were selected to simulate groundwater flow and transport according to quality of 


irrigation water and irrigation rate. According to groundwater simulation results, the highest predicted 


concentrations of Mg, Cl and NO3 concentration in year 2042 are at the north area in close proximity to boreholes 


B3, B4 and B5; however, the highest predicted concentrations of Fe occur in close proximity to boreholes B1, B4 


Initial GW 


Initial GW 
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and B5. The results indicate that COC concentrations were highly affected by the initial soil and groundwater 


concentrations, irrigation water quality, irrigation rate, bottom flux (and concentration) from the vadose zone, soil 


contaminant transport parameters, reaction parameters, longitudinal dispersivity, diffusion coefficients, adsorption 


isotherm coefficient, nitrification and denitrification rate constants. Considering WHO and FAO standards and the 


irrigation scenario simulation results, the three recommended scenarios are 4: irrigation with tertiary treated 


wastewater, 5: irrigation with tertiary treated wastewater doubling the infiltration rate: and 7: zonal irrigation with 


tertiary treated wastewater, oxidation pond and by groundwater.  
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ABSTRACT  


Two-stage concrete (TSC) is a special type of concrete in which coarse aggregates are pre-placed in the formwork 


and subsequently injected with a grout. Beneficiating fly ash in TSC grouts increases TSC sustainability through the 


ecological use of large quantities of fly ash, reduced carbon-dioxide emissions associated with cement production, 


and enhancement of resource productivity of the concrete industry. Limited research has explored the effects of 


using high volume of fly ash as partial replacement for cement in TSC grout mixtures. Therefore, the flowability of 


grout mixtures incorporating various fly ash addition rates (i.e. 0%, 30%, 50% and 70%) was evaluated using the 


flow cone method and spread flow test. Correlations between the efflux time and spread flow for the grout mixtures 


were developed. Results show that increasing the fly ash addition reduced the grouts efflux time while increasing its 


spread flow. The optimum high-volume fly ash dosage for achieving high flowability and acceptable TSC 


compressive strength was identified. 


 


Keywords: Two stage concrete, grout, efflux time, spread flow, compressive strength. 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Two-stage concrete (TSC) is a special type of concrete that is produced by first placing coarse aggregates in the 


formwork and then voids between the coarse aggregate particles are filled through injecting a special grout mixture 


(Abdul Awal 1984; Najjar et al. 2014). The ability of the TSC grout to flow and penetrate around the aggregate 


particles is of paramount importance in TSC production (ACI 304.1 2005). Therefore, special measuring techniques 


are used to evaluate the flowability of TSC grouts, including the flow cone method and spread flow test (Abdelgader 


1996). The grout used in TSC normally consists of ordinary portland cement (OPC), well graded sand, water and 


chemical admixtures (ACI 304.1 2005).  


 


Nowadays, fly ash (FA) has been used in the concrete industry to improve the performance of concrete in its fresh 


and hardened states. The use of FA in concrete mixtures provides ecological disposal of large quantities of fly ash, 


reduced carbon- dioxide emissions from cement production, and enhancement of resource productivity of the 


concrete industry. Partially replacing OPC with 33% class F fly ash was recommended to produce TSC grouts with 


an acceptable flowability (ACI 304.1 2005). However, limited data on TSC grout mixtures made with high volume 


FA addition and the corresponding TSC compressive strength are available. Therefore, the effect of fly ash addition 


rates (0%, 30%, 50%, and 70%) on the flowability of grout and the corresponding compressive strength were 


investigated in this study. Moreover, a relationship between the grout efflux time and the spread flow was 


developed.  
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2. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 


2.1 Materials and Grout Mixture Proportions  


Ordinary portland cement (OPC) was used in the grout mixtures. Fly ash (FA) was used as partial replacement for 


OPC. Physical and chemical properties of the used binders (i.e. OPC and FA) are listed in Table 1. Silica sand with a 


fineness modulus of 1.47 and a saturated surface dry specific gravity of 2.65 was used as a fine aggregate. To 


control the flowability of the grout mixtures, a poly-carboxylate high-range water-reducing admixture (HRWRA) 


was used. Crushed limestone coarse aggregate with a maximum nominal size of 40 mm, a saturated surface dry 


specific gravity of 2.65 and water absorption of 1.63 % was used.  


Table 1: Chemical Analysis and Physical Properties of OPC and FA 


 OPC FA 


SiO2 (%) 19.60 43.39 


Al2O3 (%) 4.80 22.08 


CaO (%) 61.50 15.63 


Fe2O3 (%) 3.30 7.74 


SO3 (%) 3.50 1.72 


Na2O (%) 0.70 1.01 


Loss on ignition (%) 1.90 1.17 


Specific gravity 3.15 2.50 


Surface area (m2/kg) 371 280 


 


Several grout mixtures were prepared using different dosages of FA (0%, 30%, 50%, and 70%). All grout mixtures 


had the same sand-to-binder ratio (s/b = 1.0) and different water-to-binder ratios (i.e. w/b= 0.35, 0.45, 0.55). Table 2 


shows the TSC grout mixtures used in this study. Moreover, several trial grout mixtures with different dosages of 


HRWRA were tested to study the flowability of grouts and identify the optimum mixture that meets ACI 304.1 


recommendations.  


Table 2: TSC Grout Mixture Proportions 


Grout Mixture 


No. 


Grout Mixture 


Notation 


Binder (kg/m3) Sand 


(kg/m3) 


Water 


(kg/m3) OPC FA 


C-0.35 100OPC 960 -- 960 335 


F3-0.35 70OPC-30FA 670 290 960 335 


F5-0.35 50OPC-50FA 480 480 960 335 


F7-0.35 30OPC-70FA 290 670 960 335 


C-0.45 100OPC 875 -- 875 390 


F3-0.45 70OPC-30FA 610 265 875 390 


F5-0.45 50OPC-50FA 440 435 875 390 


F7-0.45 30OPC-70FA 265 610 875 390 


C-0.55 100OPC 805 -- 805 440 


F3-0.55 70OPC-30FA 595 210 805 440 


F5-0.55 50OPC-50FA 405 400 805 440 


F7-0.55 30OPC-70FA 210 595 805 440 


2.2 Experimental Procedures  


The grout mixture was mixed for 6 minutes using a high-speed mixer according to ASTM C938 (Standard Practice 


for Proportioning Grout Mixtures for Preplaced-Aggregate Concrete 2010). Immediately after mixing, the grout’s 


efflux time was measured according to ASTM C939 (Standard Test Method for Flow of Grout for Preplaced-


Aggregate Concrete - Flow Cone Method 2010). The flow cone test consists of measuring the time of efflux of 1725 


ml [0.06 ft3] of the grout through a specific cone having a 12.7 mm [0.5 in.] discharge tube (Figure 1). Moreover, the 


spread flow was used to determine the flowability of the grout. The basic principle of the spread flow test is that a 


fixed volume of grout (i.e. 250 ml) is filled into a cylinder then poured from a height of 1 cm on a scaled plate 
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(Figure 2). The distance that the grout flows along the plate is an indication of the flowability of grout (Abdelgader 


1996). The mixing and flowability measurements were conducted at room temperature (23±2C) [73.4±3.6F]. 


  


 


 
Figure 1: Grout flowability measurement using flow cone method. 


 


 
Figure 2: Grout flowability measurement using spread flow test. 


 


The compressive strength of grouts that achieved the recommended grout efflux time (i.e. 35 to 40± 2 s) was 


evaluated on 50 mm [2 in.] cubic specimens at ages of 7, 28, and 56 days according to ASTM C 942 (Standard Test 


Method for Compressive Strength of Grouts for Preplaced-Aggregate Concrete in the Laboratory 2010). 


Immediately after demolding, specimens were moved to a moist curing room (T = 25C [77F] and RH = 98%) until 


the testing age. Furthermore, cylindrical TSC specimens (150 mm  300 mm [3 in.  6 in.]) were prepared. The 


molds were first filled with coarse aggregates and then the grout was injected into the voids. Specimens were 


covered with wet burlap to prevent surface drying. After 24 h, specimens were demolded and cured in the moist 


room described above. At each testing age (i.e. 7, 28 and 56 days), the compressive strength of TSC was evaluated 


according to ASTM 943 (Standard Practice for Making Test Cylinders and Prisms for Determining Strength and 


Density of Pre-placed-Aggregate Concrete in the Laboratory 2010). 


3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 


3.1 Effect of FA Addition Rate on Flow Properties of TSC Grouts 


Table 3 reports efflux time and spread flow results for grouts incorporating different FA dosages. It can be observed 


that the FA replacement rate had a significant effect on the grout flowability along with the effect of the w/b ratio. 
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For grouts with 0% HRWRA, it can be observed that the efflux time decreased as the w/b ratio increased, while the 


grout spread flow increased as the w/b ratio increased. For example, the F3-0.45 grout mixture exhibited 41% 


shorter efflux time and 68% greater spread flow compared with that of the F3-0.35. This can be attributed to the fact 


that increasing the w/b ratio results in a higher amount of free water in the grout mixture (i.e. excess water), which 


acts as a lubricating agent between the solid particles, leading to greater grout flowability (Kismi et al. 2011). 


 


Moreover, it can be observed that the efflux time decreased as the FA addition rate was increased. For example, at 


w/b = 0.55 and 0 % HRWRA, grout mixtures F3 and F7 exhibited 48.6 % and 62.9 % shorter efflux time compared 


to that of the control grout mixture (C). Also, it was found that the grout spread flow increased as the FA 


replacement rate increased. For instance, at 0% HRWRA dosage, the spread flow of F3-0.55 and F7-0.55 was 1.2 


and 1.6 times that of control grout, respectively. This is because FA addition reduces frictional forces among 


particles due to the spherical shape of its particles, which have smooth vitreous surfaces, leading to a lubricant ball-


bearing effect, thus facilitating mobility (Yung et al. 2013). Moreover, FA particles can be adsorbed on oppositely 


charged cement particle surfaces, preventing flocculation and enhancing particle dispersion, which consequently 


results in better flowability with higher amount of free water, leading to a shorter efflux time (Kismi et al. 2011). 


3.2 Effect of HRWRA Dosage on Flow Properties of TSC Grouts 


Adding adequate dosages of HRWRA into grout mixtures had a great effect on the grout’s flowability as illustrated 


in Table 3. The higher the HRWRA dosage, the shorter was the efflux time and the greater was spread flow of the 


grout mixture. For instance, increasing the HRWRA dosage from 0% to 0.4% shortened the efflux time of the grout 


mixture F3-0.45 by about 73% and increased the spread flow of the same grout mixture by 88%. The poly-


carboxylate admixture prevents the binder-water agglomeration and formation of flocs through its steric repulsion 


mechanism. Furthermore, it has unique poly-ethylene oxide side chains, which move in water and steer the binder 


grains to disperse evenly into the grout mixture (Safiuddin 2008). Hence, the addition of the HRWRA reduced the 


inter-particle friction (i.e. flow resistance) between solid particles, and hence improved the grout’s flowability. 


3.3 Relationship between Efflux Time of Grout and Corresponding Spread Flow 


Based on the results presented in Table 3, it can be observed that grout mixtures having a short efflux time resulted 


in a high grout spread flow. In fact, the relationship between efflux time of TSC grouts and corresponding spread 


flow has not yet been defined. Therefore, an empirical relationship between efflux time and spread flow of grout 


mixtures based on the results of this study was proposed (Figure 3). As mentioned above, the flowability of the grout 


mixture is mainly affected by the amount of water used, which depends on the amount of required water to cover 


powder particles and fill the inter-granular porosity in the mixture. Therefore, this relationship is significantly 


affected by the w/b ratio used in the grout mixtures as illustrated in the proposed equations (Eq. 1, 2 and 3).  


[1]  S = 101.15 × T(-0.233) (w/b = 0.35) 


[2]  S = 113.74 × T(-0.412) (w/b = 0.45) 


[3]  S = 118.34 × T(-0.534) (w/b = 0.55) 


 


Where S is the grout spread flow (cm) and T is the grout efflux time (s). The proposed equations were assessed 


statistically based on the fraction absolute of variance, which yielded 0.866, 0.925 and 0.893 for Eqs. 1, 2 and 3, 


respectively. Moreover, the proposed Eq. 2 was validated using further experimental results of efflux time and 


corresponding spread flow for various grout mixtures made with w/b = 0.45. It was found that Eq. 2 achieved 


reasonable prediction relation to experimental results as shown in Figure 4. It is believed that, the grout flowability 


is of paramount importance since it directly affects the TSC engineering properties. Therefore, these proposed 


equations can be used to estimate the required grout spread flow based on the recommended efflux time for TSC 


applications.  
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Table 3: Results of Grout Flowability (Efflux Time and Spread Flow) 


Grout 


Mixture 


Number 


Grout Efflux Time (sec) Grout Spread Flow (cm) 


 
HRWRA Dosage % HRWRA Dosage % 


0.0 0.6 0.8 1.0 0.0 0.6 0.8 1.0 


C-0.35 300 390 270 148 8.0 23.0 28.5 34.0 


F3-0.35 153 117 103 86 9.5 32.0 35.5 38.0 


F5-0.35 80 80 77 72 10.0 35.0 38.0 39.0 


F7-0.35 61 54 53 53 12.5 36.0 39.0 40.0 


 
HRWRA Dosage % HRWRA Dosage % 


0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 


C-0.45 300 91 39 39 11.5 18.0 23.0 28.0 


F3-0.45 90 34 24 22 16.0 25.0 30.0 33.0 


F5-0.45 39 25 22 20 18.0 30.0 32.0 34.0 


F7-0.45 26 22 20 19 19.0 30.0 33.0 35.0 


 
HRWRA Dosage % HRWRA Dosage % 


0.0 0.1 0.2 -- 0.0 0.1 0.2 -- 


C-0.55 35 25 16 -- 18.0 22.0 24.0 -- 


F3-0.55 18 16 14 -- 22.0 28.5 30.0 -- 


F5-0.55 16 14 13 -- 27.0 29.0 31.0 -- 


F7-0.55 13 13 13 -- 28.0 30.0 32.0 -- 


 


 


 
Figure 3: Relationship between efflux time of grout and corresponding spread flow at different w/b ratios. 
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Figure 4: Experimental grout spread flow versus that predicted by Eq. 2. 


 


3.4 Effect of FA Cement Replacement Rate on Compressive Strength of Grout and Corresponding TSC  


Based on the flowability results discussed above, it can be observed that all grout mixtures made with a w/b ratio = 


0.45 could achieve the efflux time of 35-40 ±2 s recommended for successful TSC production (ACI 304.1 2005). 


Therefore, grout mixtures with w/b = 0.45 having an optimum HRWRA dosage were selected to investigate TSC 


compressive strength development.  


 


Table 4 presents the compressive strength results at different ages for the tested grouts and their corresponding TSC 


mixtures. Generally, the higher the FA partial replacement level for OPC, the greater was the reduction in 


compressive strength. For example, increasing the FA rate in the grout from 30% to 70% resulted in about 15.5 % 


greater reduction in the 7-days compressive strength of TSC than that of the control TSC. This is because grouts 


incorporating FA gain strength slowly due to slower hydration reactions at early-age (Bouzoubaâ et al. 2004).  


 


At later ages (i.e. more than 7 days), TSC mixture incorporating 30% FA exhibited higher strength gaining rate than 


that of the control mixture. The strength gaining rate of this mixture was 1.6 and 3.1 times that of the control 


mixture at 28 and 56 days, respectively. However, the strength gaining rate of mixtures incorporating 50% and 70% 


FA had exceeded that of the control mixture after 28 days. For example, the strength gaining rate of F7 mixture was 


0.8 and 1.8 times that of the control mixture at 28 and 56 days, respectively. Therefore, TSC mixtures incorporating 


FA are expected to achieve comparable or even higher compressive strength than that of the control mixture as the 


strength gaining rate sustained over time (Hwang et al. 2004). 


Table 4: Grout and TSC Compressive Strength Versus FA addition dosage 


Grout 


Mixture 


Number 


Optimum HRWRA 


Dosage (%) 


Compressive strength of 


grout (MPa) at days 


Compressive strength of 


TSC (MPa) at days 


7 28 56 7 28 56 


C-0.45 0.4 33.8 50.4 54.3 25.9 31.5 33.3 


F3-0.45 0.2 27.1 38.5 46.2 14.0 18.9 25.8 


F5-0.45 0.0 21.0 28.0 38.2 12.0 14.1 18.5 


F7-0.45 0.0 13.5 18.0 24.6 10.0 11.8 15.0 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 


In this study, the flowability and compressive strength of two-stage concrete made with various fly ash addition 


rates were explored. The following conclusions can be drawn: 


 


-    The suitable TSC grout mixture proportions and FA partial replacement level for OPC are selected according to 


ASTM C938, which mainly depends on the grout flowability. Grouts with an efflux time of 35-40 ±2 s are 


recommended to achieve adequate properties of TSC. 


-    Partial replacement of OPC with FA significantly improved the TSC grout’s flowability.  


-    Empirical equations for the relationship between the efflux time of grouts and the corresponding spread flow 


were proposed. 


-    The higher the FA partial replacement level for OPC, the greater was the reduction in TSC compressive strength. 


However, the strength gaining of TSC mixtures made with high-volume FA increased after 28 days resulting in 


an increase of the compressive strength over time.  
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ABSTRACT  


The high rate of recorded injuries and fatalities in construction makes it one of the most hazardous industries in 


Canada. According to the Workers’ Compensation Board of Canada, in the last ten years 11% of the lost-time 


injuries and 22% of the workplace fatalities were recorded on construction sites, rendering construction the industry 


with most fatalities in Canada. In recent years, researchers have investigated the potentials of automated real-time 


location estimation in identifying and preventing accidents on construction sites. Among various technologies, 


Ultrawide Band (UWB) is receiving special attention as it offers a high rate of accuracy. A number of conceptual 


safety models have been developed, where a Virtual Safety Boundary (VSB) is defined around moving resources, 


and potential accidents are detected when the VSBs between two resources overlap. As a result, the size selected for 


the VSB is an essential parameter to the functionality of such models. There is a trade-off between the size of the 


VSB and the reliability of accident detection; if the VSB is too small, accidents will be detected when objects are too 


close to each other, leaving little time for reaction from the involved parties. If the boundaries are too large, it could 


lead to continuous false alarms. The objective of this study is to evaluate how the accuracy of the UWB location 


estimation affects the size of the VSB, accounting for the moving speed of resources. The results of this study can be 


used for UWB-based safety models that are proposed for construction sites.  


 


Keywords: Construction Site, Safety, Ultrawide Band (UWB), Accident Detection, Real-Time Location Estimation, 


Virtual Safety Boundary 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Every year a large number of work-related accidents are recorded on construction sites in Canada. Statistics from 


Association of Workers’ Compensation Boards of Canada (AWCBC) show that about 11% of all lost-time injuries 


occurred between 2004 and 2015 in Canada were in construction (AWCBC 2016). More importantly, 22% of all 


workplace fatalities in Canada occurred in a construction site. This represents the largest percentage among all the 


industry sectors, rendering construction the most dangerous industry in terms of severe accidents. Although few 


other sectors recorded a higher number of accidents, construction is the industry with the highest number of fatal 


accidents in almost every province. The province of Ontario represents the only exception, where manufacturing 


industry recorded a higher number of fatalities compared to construction. However, when the number of fatalities is 


compared to the capital expenditure of industry sectors, Ontario shows the same trend as other provinces. The 


“accident to capital expenditure” ratio offers an important perspective when evaluating the safety records of 


different industries as it shows how workplace accidents affect the sectors with larger impact on the economy. In 


Canada as a whole, the construction industry accounts for 45% of the total number of fatalities when the expenditure 


in the industry sectors is considered. Furthermore, while the number of fatal accidents has decreased in other 


important sectors over the last years, in construction this number has actually been on the rise. 


 


In recent years, automation technologies have shown strong potential for identifying hazards and decreasing the time 


required for corrective actions (Skibniewski 2014). In particular, the applications of Real-Time Locating Systems 


(RTLS) has attracted researchers’ attention as they have demonstrated strong potentials to be effective in avoiding 
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accidents, through monitoring the ongoing work and providing immediate feedback to the workers. In particular, 


Ultrawide Band technology has shown the best accuracy in conditions that are typical of construction sites. As part 


of the broader scope of this research work, the authors have conducted an analysis of one hundred twelve (112) case 


studies on fatal accidents that were occurred in construction sites in Alberta, to examine when obtaining real-time 


location information can actually avoid accidents. While the details of this work are out of the scope of this paper, 


the results showed that the two main causes of fatalities are contact with objects or equipment and falls from heights. 


Combined, these two causes were responsible for almost 75% of the investigated accidents. Out of this, more than 


43% of the fatalities caused by contact with objects or equipment and almost 40% of the fatalities caused by fall 


from heights could have been avoided if the actual location of the resource (worker) was known in real time. This 


translates into more than 31% of all the fatalities. 


 


For this reason, a number of conceptual models have been proposed for construction safety applications. These 


models usually rely on a RTLS that continuously estimates and tracks the positions of construction resources on the 


site. Typically, a Virtual Safety Boundary (VSB) is defined around each moving object, and the potential accident is 


identified by the overlapping between different VSBs of two moving objects, or a VSB and a danger zone (restricted 


area that workers are not allowed to enter). A detected overlap indicates an unsafe situation, and consequently a 


warning is issued to alert the involved parties. The dimension of VSBs depends on a number of factors such as the 


moving speed of the object, the type of activity conducted, vicinity to danger zones, and most importantly, the 


accuracy of the location estimation of the positioning system (Esmaeilnejad and Sadeghpour 2014). The latter is an 


inherent parameter to the functionality of any positioning system. If the VSB is selected to be too small, it would not 


guarantee the safety of the workers. On the other hand, a large VSB would lead to continuous false alarms. 


Therefore it is important to indentify an optimal dimension for the VSBs of moving objects. Typically, a VSB is 


composed of three main parts: the work space required for the resource (worker) to conduct its task, which can vary 


depending on the type of activity that is conducted; the displacement of the resource as a result of perception-


reaction time, which is also dependent on the type of activity that the worker is conducting (dPR); the location 


estimation error (Figure 1). The objective of the study presented in this paper is to assess the accuracy of the UWB 


positioning system for estimating the location of dynamic (moving) resources, in order to identify the relationship 


between the speed of a moving object and the location estimation error. The results can be used for defining the size 


of the VSB of moving objects for UWB. 


 
Figure 1: Virtual Safety Boundary components 


2. LITERATURE REVIEW 


As mentioned earlier, in the last decade, the application of automation technologies in construction safety 


management has received increasing attention from the researchers. More than one hundred and thirty (130) articles 


were published between 2006 and 2014 in this area (Skibniewski 2014), and this number has increased since. A 


number of studies have demonstrated the effectiveness of different types of RTLS on construction sites in increasing 


the safety level of workers by automatically monitoring the operations in real time. Compared to other RTLS, UWB 


offers a high level of accuracy under unfavorable conditions that are common on construction sites, such as the 


presence of metal objects, or tracking a large number of resources simultaneously (Maalek and Sadeghpour 2013). 


Furthermore, it does not require line-of-sight and does not suffer from multipath distortion and interference (Gu et 


al. 2009). In addition, UWB offers long range of operation, and the resources can be tracked through the use of 


small and light tags (Teizer et al. 2008). For these reasons, UWB has been referred to as the most suitable 


technology for construction safety applications (Jiang et al. 2011). 
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A number of studies have proposed UWB-based safety models for construction sites and it is interesting to review 


different approaches in defining VSB for those models. For example, Giretti et al. (2009) and Carbonari et al. (2011) 


proposed a predictive algorithm to detect potential overhead hazards using UWB tracking. In this study, the position 


of the workers within the construction site is continuously monitored in real time and an alarm is issued when a 


worker enters a “danger zone”. The dimension of this zone was set based on rough estimations and repetitive trials. 


The results of their experiments showed that the efficiency of the system is affected by the time required to update 


the location of the workers. Lee et al. (2012) developed a similar system that allows the safety manager to manually 


activate a warning signal when a worker is approaching a danger zone. In this case, the dimension of the VSB is not 


actually defined but it is visually evaluated by the person responsible of issuing a warning signal. Zhang et al. (2012) 


and Hammad et al. (2012) also proposed a model that defines “virtual fences” around danger zones through the use 


of UWB tags. The workers are provided with tags to monitor their movements and “virtual safety boundaries” are 


created around them. When a “virtual safety boundary” intersects a “virtual fence”, an alarm is sent to the worker. 


Nevertheless, no indications about the dimensions of these virtual margins are given. Hwang (2012) used UWB to 


detect possible collisions between the booms of two adjacent tower cranes. The cranes’ movements are monitored in 


real time and potential collisions are detected when the distance between the two booms becomes smaller than a 


certain “safety distance”. However, there is no explanation provided as to how the “safety distance” is defined.  


 


An important factor in the calculation of the size of a VSB is the accuracy of the position estimation provided by the 


RTLS. To that end, a number of studies have investigated the accuracy of UWB location estimation under 


suboptimal conditions of the site. Teizer et al. (2008) evaluated the performances of UWB RTLS in a laboratory 


environment. The experiments were conducted by estimating the coordinates of more than one hundred points in 


static mode (non-moving objects). Cho et al. (2010) analysed the accuracy of an untethered UWB system (wireless 


communication between the different pieces of hardware) in three different construction environments: a wood-


framed building site, a steel-framed building site, and a fully furnished office area. Shahi et al. (2012) investigated 


the performances of UWB in complete occlusion situations using wood and steel as blocking materials. The 


experiments were performed in both a laboratory and an indoor construction site, using two different configurations 


(rectangular and linear) for the receivers. Maalek and Sadeghpour (2013) performed several tests on UWB accuracy 


simulating different scenarios that are typical of a construction site. In particular, they evaluated the impact of the 


presence of metal objects, signals being blocked by moving equipment, using a reduced amount of cabling, 


monitoring multiple tags simultaneously, and having fewer receivers available. The results of all these experiments 


have shown that the accuracy of UWB RTLS ranges between 0.04 and 0.67 meters. These studies tested the UWB 


technology in construction sites or environments that are similar to a construction site. However, the accuracy of the 


system was always assessed in static conditions. 


 


To determine the dimension of the VSB for a moving construction resource (worker), the dynamic accuracy of the 


system is required. Two studies in the literature have conducted dynamic tests (Saidi et al. 2011 and Cheng et al. 


2011), obtaining results that vary between 0.36 and 1.82 meters. In considering these measurements, it should be 


noted that in both these studies the UWB accuracy was measured in large lay down yards, where the conditions of 


line of sight, signal transmission, and multipath interference are nearly optimal. In addition, the studies did not 


report the speed of the moving objects. It is speculated that the relationship between error and speed is an important 


parameter to implement an automatic safety management system, since the dimension of the VSB should vary with 


the resources’ speed. This allows to obtain an optimal dimension for all the different circumstances, rather than 


using a fixed dimension that could lead to either too small or too large VSBs. The objective of this study is to 


evaluate how the accuracy of an UWB RTLS changes with the speed of a moving object, in order to use dynamic 


VSBs in the implementation of automated safety models. 


3. ACCURACY ASSESSMENT OF UWB LOCATION ESTIMATION FOR DYNAMIC RESOURCES 


A typical UWB RTLS is composed of receivers, tags, and a location estimation platform. Figure 2 shows a 


schematic of a typical UWB tracking system. The tags periodically transmit a very short pulse to the receivers, 


which collect two types of data: the Angle of Arrival (AOA) of the signal and the time when the signal reaches the 


receiver. The time difference between the arrivals of a pulse to two different receivers is referred to as Time 


Difference of Arrival (TDOA). These data are transferred to the location estimation platform, which estimates the 


position of the tag and generates a log file that records the estimated locations of the monitored tags. Receivers are 


connected to each other through timing cables to synchronize the time among them. They are also connected to the 
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Power over Ethernet (POE) switch that provides power to the receivers and transfers the collected data to the 


platform. One receiver is assigned as a “Master Receiver” and has two-way communications with the tags, while the 


other receivers are “Slave Receivers” and can only receive signals from the tags. 


 
Figure 2: Schematic of a typical UWB RTLS 


3.1 Experiment setup 


In this study, the location estimation error of the UWB RTLS was assessed in the Civil Engineering Concrete 


Laboratory of the University of Calgary. This working environment is very similar to a construction jobsite, due to 


the presence of concrete blocks, steel profiles, and wooden materials, as well as small construction equipment (such 


as forklift, lift, overhead traveling crane). The experiments were conducted in a 30×11 m2 area. This area is covered 


by eight (8) UWB receivers installed along the edges of the lab, at a height of approximately 5.30 m. The geometric 


configuration of the receivers is shown in Figure 3. 


      
 


             
        Figure 3: Experiment configuration: a) layout of the system, b) experiment environment 


(b) 


(a) 
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In order to assess the dynamic accuracy of the UWB RTLS, the location estimations provided by the system were 


compared to their actual location at that point in time, referred to as “true” locations. The “true” locations were 


measured through the use of a Total Station. A motion table, as shown in Figure 3, was used to move the UWB tag 


in a controlled manner. A motion table is a structure with a conveyor belt that allows to move a metal plate between 


the two ends of the table. The movement of the plate is controlled by a computer platform through a programmable 


source code that includes the distance, speed, and acceleration parameters of the motion. The UWB tag was 


positioned on the metal plate and the location of the table within the lab was accurately measured with a Total 


Station. As a result, the “true” coordinates of all the points of the UWB movement trajectory were known. The table 


was oriented parallel to the x-axis of the UWB coordinate system. This way, the velocity of the tag had only one 


component along this axis, and as a result, the effects of the speed on the accuracy of the system can be evaluated. 


Since the goal of these experiments was to assess the dynamic accuracy of the system as a function of speed, the 


acceleration of the plate movement was set to the maximum value (15 m/s2). This allowed to reach the desired speed 


in the shortest time and keep the speed constant during the rest of movement at each run where the location 


estimation acquisitions were conducted. At every run, the coordinates of the tag were continuously estimated and 


recorded by the UWB system at a specified frequency (2.3 Hz). The experiment was conducted with different speeds 


to measure the effect of speed on the accuracy assessment. The absolute value of the difference between the 


“estimated” coordinates and the “true” coordinates was taken to define the location estimation error that affects the 


UWB tracking system in dynamic conditions. This difference was evaluated in both x and y directions. The errors in 


the two directions were also combined to obtain the absolute error (AE) of the system using equation 1.  


 


[1]        2


TRUE


2


TRUE yyxxAE   


 


3.2 Experiment results 


The designed experiment was repeated at fifteen (15) different speeds in the range of 0.5 to 10 km/h (walking speed) 


and with increments of 0.15 m/s (0.54 km/h), in order to evaluate the position accuracy of the workers walking 


within the construction site. About three hundred data points were collected for every speed. The x, y, and absolute 


errors of the collected data are presented in Figure 4. A linear regression line was used to describe the growth of the 


three errors shown in Figure 4, as presented in equations 2 to 4:  


 


[2]    Δx = 0.004·v + 0.159 


 


[3]    Δy = 0.003·v + 0.057 


 


[4]     AE = 0.005·v + 0.185 


 


The errors are expressed in meters (m) and the speed (v) in kilometers per hour (km/h). As it can be seen from the 


figure, the error tends to increase with the speed in both x and y directions. However, the error along the direction of 


the movement (x direction) increases more than the one in the y direction. This can also be easily demonstrated by 


comparing the regression lines in Figure 4. The error along the y direction (Δy) is almost consistent at different 


speeds. As a result, the absolute error (AE) increases with the speed in a similar trend to that of the error in the x 


direction. 
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Figure 4: Location estimation errors as a function of speed: a) Δx, b) Δy, c) absolute error (AE) 


 


4. DEFINING VSB FOR CONSTRUCTION SITE SAFETY MODELS 


The linear regression lines provide a good understanding of how the dynamic accuracy of the system changes with 


the speed. However, it cannot be directly used to determine the size of the VSB. As it can be inferred from Figure 4, 


many of the collected data points were estimated to be much farther from their “true” location than the average 


error. When it comes to human safety, these extreme values must also be taken into account. For this reason, the 


prediction interval (PI) for the data should be calculated at a conservative value. The selection of this value relates to 


the risk tolerance considered for the site. For example, the 95% prediction interval (PI95) of the average errors at 


(a) 


(b) 


(c) 
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every speed in both directions and the absolute error is shown in Figure 5. The upper boundary of this interval is the 


one of interest, since it represents the largest errors from the “true” positions. Below this, it can be expected to find 


the 95% of the actual UWB “estimated” positions. Differently, the lower boundary is not of interest as it shows the 


cases where the minimum errors were measured. In all three cases (Δx, Δy, and AE) the upper boundary of the 95% 


prediction interval is expressed through a polynomial of the second order: 


 


[5]     Δx = 0.0006·v2 – 0.00003·v + 0.2508 


 


[6]     Δy = 0.0003·v2 + 0.0005·v + 0.1099 


 


[7]     AE = 0.0005·v2 + 0.0010·v + 0.2590 


 


 


 


 
Figure 5: 95% prediction interval for the average errors: a) Δx, b) Δy, c) absolute error (AE) 


(a) 


(b) 


(c) 
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As mentioned at the beginning of the paper, the location estimation error is one of the components required for the 


definition of the Virtual Safety Boundary (VSB) in construction safety models. If we assume a circular VSB, the 


VSB is defined by the radius of a circle that surrounds the moving resource (worker). In this case, one location 


estimation error is considered in all directions. Hence, the absolute error (AE) that was defined in Equation 7 can be 


used to add the location estimation uncertainty to the VSB: 


 


[8]     VSB = R + dPR + 0.0005·v2 + 0.0010·v + 0.2590 


 


where VSB is measured in meters (m) v is the speed of the moving resource in kilometers per hour (km/h), R is the 


radius of the circle that represents the work space required by the moving resource in meters (m), and dPR is the 


distance covered by the moving resource during the perception-reaction time also in meters (m). 


5. CONCLUSIONS 


Based on the statistics on work injuries and fatalities from across the country, construction sites are one of the most 


dangerous workplaces in Canada and the situation is similar in other countries around the world. In recent years, a 


number of studies have proposed conceptual safety models that rely on the use of Real-Time Locating Systems. The 


general concept in these models is that the resources (workers) moving within a construction site are continuously 


tracked in real time. Each resource is surrounded by a Virtual Safety Boundary (VSB) and a potential accident is 


detected when either the VSBs of two different resources or a VSB and a danger zone overlap. Hence, the dimension 


of each VSB is an important parameter to the functionality of the system. The objective of this study was to evaluate 


the accuracy of an UWB RTLS when tracking dynamic (moving) objects on site, in particular workers moving with 


human walking speed. Hence, the accuracy was assessed in dynamic conditions and a relationship between the 


positioning error and the speed of the moving object was identified. 


 


The results of the experiments showed that the location estimation error increases with the speed of moving 


resources. This trend is particularly visible in the direction of the movement (x direction), while the error is almost 


consistent in the y direction. As a result, the absolute error (obtained combining the errors in the x and y directions) 


shows a trend that is similar to the one in the x direction. On average, both the error in the x direction and the 


absolute error range between 0.15 and 0.22 meters when the speed increases. Differently, the error in the y direction 


is approximately 0.05 meters at all different speeds. The results presented in this paper also showed that many of the 


collected points are affected by larger errors than the average one. When applied to safety, these large errors must 


also be considered. Hence, the 95% prediction interval was calculated for the x, y, and absolute errors. This 


represents the maximum and minimum boundaries of a region where it can be expected to find the 95% of all the 


data points. Since the location estimation error was evaluated in terms of its absolute value, the upper boundary of 


the prediction interval is of more interest, since it indicates the largest possible error at different speeds. This is 


related to the moving speed by a polynomial of the second order and ranges between 0.25 and 0.30 meters along the 


direction of the movement. In the y direction, it is consistent at approximately 0.09 meters. 


 


The results of this study can be used to calculate the positioning error component of the VSB for an UWB-based 


safety models. As mentioned earlier, in the safety models proposed in the literature, the dimension of the VSB is an 


important parameter to detect a potential accident on time. This is obtained by adding the positioning error to the 


work space required by the specific activity that the worker is performing and the reaction time of the involved 


people. Also, the dimension should change with the speed of the moving resources. Using these results, a dynamic 


VSB can be assigned to each resource.  
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ABSTRACT  


The current world population of 7.2 billion is projected to reach up to 8.2 billion in 2025 with current annual growth 


rate of 1%. The Asia, Middle East, Africa and Latin America are the places, where most of this growth will occur 


due to rapidly growing industries and urbanization. As a consequence, the generation rate of municipal solid waste 


(MSW) will increase from 1.2 to 1.5 kg per capita per day in next 15 years. Globally, around 2.4 billion tons of 


MSW is generated every year that will reach up to 2.6 billion tons by 2025. Similarly, the energy demand will 


increase significantly in developing countries, especially in Asia with an increase of 46-58% at annual rate of 3.7% 


till 2025. Fossil fuels are the most relied source at the moment to meet the world’s energy demands. The intensive 


and solely utilization of fossil resources are not only depleting our natural reserves but also causing global climate 


change. The municipal waste can be a cheap and valuable source of renewable energy, recycled materials, value-


added products (VAP) and revenue, if properly and wisely managed. The possibilities for converting waste-to-


energy (WTE) are plentiful and can include a wide range of waste sources, conversion technologies, and 


infrastructure and end-use applications. Several WTE technologies such as pyrolysis, anaerobic digestion (AD), 


incineration, transesterification, gasification, refused derived fuel (RDF) and plasma arc gasification are being 


utilized to generate energy and VAP in the form of electricity, transportation fuels, heat, fertilizer, animal feed, and 


useful materials and chemicals. However, there are certain limitations with each WTE technology, as an individual 


technology cannot achieve zero waste concept and competes with other renewable-energy sources like wind, solar, 


and geothermal. A conceptual and technological solution to these limitations is to integrate appropriate WTE 


technologies based on the country/or region specific waste characterization and available infrastructure, labor skill 


requirements, and end-use applications under a biorefinery concept. Such waste-based biorefinery should integrate 


several WTE technologies to produce multiple fuels and VAP from different waste sources, including agriculture, 


forestry, industry and municipal waste. This paper aims to assess the value of waste-based biorefinery in developing 


countries as a solution to waste-related environmental and human health problems with additional bonus of 


renewable energy and VAP.   


 


Keywords: Waste-based biorefinery; Municipal solid waste (MSW); Waste-to-energy (WTE); Value-added products 


(VAP); Renewable energy; Fossil fuels 


1. INTRODUCTION 


The world population was about 7.2 billion in 2013 that is estimated to reach up to 8.2 billion by 2025 with the 


current annual growth rate of 1%. In coming decades, the population growth will mainly occur in developing world 


with more than half only in Africa (UN-DESA, 2012). The urban areas around the world accommodate about half of 


the world population (Gilbert and Wendell, 2008), which will increase by about 1.5% in next 15 years. Similarly 


like population, the growing urbanization will be mostly concentrated in the developing countries, particularly in 


Asia (GHO, 2014). As a result, the municipal solid waste (MSW) generation and energy demand have increased 


significantly in developing world (Sharholy et al. 2008). Globally, the generation of MSW is around 2.4 billion tons 


per year that is projected to reach up to 2.6 billion tons by the 2025 (World Bank, 2005). The per-capita generation 


of non-recyclable waste in the European Union (EU), and Asia ranges from 0.9 to 1.6 kg/day and 0.7 to 1.5 kg/day 
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respectively (Themelis, 2006). The sustainable treatment of MSW is critical not only from sanitation, environmental 


and public health point of view (Sadaf et al., 2016), but also due to its economic values, including potential 


contribution to energy demands and reduction in landfill cost (Rathi, 2006).  


 


The conventional fossil-based fuels and renewable (e.g. hydro, wind, solar, waste-to-energy (WTE), geothermal, 


etc.) energy sources have to suffice the ever growing energy demand-supply of the world (Nizami et al. 2015a). The 


energy demand in developing countries is expected to increase by 46-58% in 2025 in comparison to current energy 


needs (FAO, 2010). In Asia, particularly, the energy needs are projected to increase at an annual rate of 3.7% (US-


EIA, 2007). Such trend will play a key role in future energy demand-supply in Asia; making the region of high 


interest for energy developments. At present, fossil fuels are the most relied source of energy supply to the world 


with electricity production of approximately 13,700 TWhr that is about 84% of the total electricity production 


worldwide (IEO, 2013). These resources are non-renewable and will eventually dry out with the ever increasing 


population, urbanization, living standards and energy demands (Demirbas et al. 2016).  


 


The advancement in energy recovery technologies with reduced process cost, and governmental subsidies have 


made renewable-energy sources more competitive in the energy market in the last two decades (Ouda et al. 2016). 


Kyoto Protocol has added extra momentum towards green energy, enforcing governments to move towards 


renewable energy (Ouda et al. 2015). The current dependence on renewable energy is significantly lower than 


conventional energy sources; however, their contribution is expected to rise dramatically in the future. So far, the 


wind and solar energy are the fastest growing energy resource in Asia, while hydro power achieved more than 200% 


increase. The WTE is next in developing countries with 150% potential increase that is more than the increase 


observed in the USA. The worldwide electricity generation through renewable resources is expected to achieve 3750 


billion kWhr by the end of 2020 (US-EIA, 2007).  


 


Biomass has been utilized for energy purposes since ancient times (Nizami et al. 2013). For instance, wood was used 


for cooking and heating. Ethanol was used to run the early automobiles and plant oils were used to run the diesel 


engines. The concept of biomass to energy has been re-emerged to produce eco-friendly and sustainable fuels and 


reduce the greenhouse gases (GHG) emissions (Murphy et al. 2010). The biomass to renewable energy is in solid, 


liquid and gaseous fuel forms (Rana and Roberto, 2008). Liquid fuels are used as transportation fuel and source of 


electricity generation through turbine and engine (Nizami and Ismail, 2014). The gaseous fuels are used to generate 


electric power in special designed direct and indirect turbine-equipped plants (IEA, 2014). The solid fuels are used 


in power plants as fuel briquettes or pellets (Ouda et al. 2016). Moreover, the value-added products (VAP) such as 


organic fertilizer, animal feed, and useful materials and chemicals are produced from organic biomass. Initially, 


most of the biomass for producing fuels were produced from fertile land. As a result, the issues of land-use and high 


food and animal feed price were linked with the fuels that were produced from fertile land resources (Sims et al. 


2010). Therefore, the non-food biomass resources such as corn stover, cereal straw, sugar cane bagasses, perennial 


grasses, forest and agricultural residues, and municipal and industrial waste are given significant attention in recent 


years to generate single or multiple fuels under different conversion pathways (Naik et al. 2010). 


 


Biorefinery is a sustainable concept of generating renewable-energy (IEA, 2014); similar to petroleum refinery with 


multi-processes and multi-products such as food, feed, materials and chemicals, and energy in the form of fuel, 


power and heat (Table 1). This new energy concept is very relevant for developing countries, where limited WTE 


and material recovery facilities exist, and waste-related environmental problems are prevailing (Ahmed et al. 2016). 


Therefore, developing non-food biomass or waste-based biorefineries in developing countries will not only solve the 


waste management problems, but also generate significant economic and environmental benefits in terms of 


renewable energy (Nizami et al. 2015b & c). This paper aims to assess the value of waste-based biorefineries in 


developing countries. A case study of Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA) was presented under this concept. 


2. WASTE-BASED BIOREFINERY 


In the scientific literature, there is no standard classification of existing and emerging energy recovery technologies 


(Cherubini et al. 2009). Different pathways and platforms are used to classify these technologies based on their 


products, feedstock, and processes. Generally, conversion technologies are classified based on transportation fuels 


(Table 2). Other important classification criteria are biorefining (Table 3), which is based on biomass sources, type 


of fuel and VAP (Kamm and Kamm, 2005). However, the desired form of fuel determines the technology route, 
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followed by the availability and quantities of biomass (Table 4). Biomass conversion to energy utilizes four 


conversion pathways such as thermal, biological, chemical and physical processes (Table 5). Thermochemical 


processes include pyrolysis, gasification, incineration and plasma arc gasification technologies that use high 


temperature to convert carbonaceous biomass into electricity, heat and VAP (Verma et al. 2012). Chemical and 


physical conversion processes include rendering and transesterification technologies that use chemical agents to 


convert biomass into liquid fuels and VAP (Brodeur et al. 2011). Biochemical processes include anaerobic digestion 


(AD) and fermentation technologies that use biological agents to convert biomass into liquid and gaseous fuels and 


VAP (Dobbelaere et al. 2014).  


2.1 Types of Waste-Based Biorefineries 


There are different types of biorefineries that are under development such as agricultural biorefinery, forestry 


biorefinery, whole crop biorefinery, lignocellulosic feedstock biorefinery, green biorefinery, and municipal or 


industrial waste biorefinery (Börjesseon and Mattiasson, 2008). For instance, in green biorefinery, grass/grass silage 


is used for production of fibre-rich cake and the nutrient-rich juice (Kamm and Kamm, 2004). The cake is further 


processed into VAP such as dyes, pigments and crude drugs through different methods. The nutrient-rich juice is 


processed into feed pellets, raw material for chemical production such as levulinic acid and syngas and 


hydrocarbons. The wastes from all these processes are converted into biogas and organic fertilizer through AD 


technology (Kamm and Kamm, 2005). All the potential waste sources that can be used as feedstock for waste-based 


biorefineries include agricultural, forestry, animal, industrial and municipal waste (Table 6). Based on these waste 


sources, waste-based biorefinery is divided into following three main subtypes.  


2.2.1 Agricultural Waste-based Biorefinery 


Kaparaju et al. (2009) investigated the economic and energy-efficient processes utilizing agricultural residues in the 


biorefinery network. They examined various fuel productions such as bioethanol, biogas and biohydrogen using 


wheat straw as a feedstock. Half of wheat straw was used without pretreatment, while half of straw was 


hydrothermally pretreated. The pretreated wheat straw produced liquid and solid fractions that were rich in 


hemicellulose and cellulose respectively. Various treatments were studied under following six different scenarios:  


(1) Energy production from incineration of untreated wheat straw  


(2) Biogas production from AD of untreated wheat straw  


(3) Conversion of pretreated wheat straw to biogas  


(4) Fermentation of pretreated wheat straw to produce bioethanol  


(5) Conversion of pretreated wheat straw to biogas, bioethanol and biohydrogen  


The results showed that the most energy-efficient process was biogas production using AD alone or multiple fuel 


productions from wheat straw in comparison to bioethanol production alone from fermentation of hexose sugars. 


Moreover, they concluded that the biorefinery concept is more energy proficient than converting biomass into single 


fuel.     


2.2.2 Forestry Waste-based Biorefinery 


According to Klass, (1998) the earth surface covered by forest is about 32% of the entire available land. Moreover, 


forests are accounted for 89.3% and 42.9% of total standing biomass and annual biomass production respectively. In 


terms of energy generation, forest has the capacity to produce 1,030 quadrillion BTU/year that was more than 


double of the world’s total primary energy consumption of 460 quadrillions BTU in 2005. Therefore, for forestry-


based biorefinery, forestry residues can be an imperative source of feedstock. From last few decades, energy 


productions from forests were lowered down due to cutting of forest for paper, timber and other products (Pande and 


Bhaskarwar, 2012). However, the significance of forests for energy production has regained its momentum due to 


the biorefinery concept. Currently, biorefinery is considered a promising alternative for paper and pulp mills 


effluents. Forest biomass is mainly composed of lignocellulosic material that contain lignin (16-31%), cellulose (40-


47%), hemicellulose (25-35%) and other extractives (2-8%). Whereas, the structural rigidity by tightly cross-linkage 


of hemicellulose and polysaccharide's cellulose via ether and ester linkage require pretreatments, in order to convert 


forestry feedstock into a suitable digestive feedtsock for biorefineries (Pande and Bhaskarwar, 2012).        
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2.2.3 Industrial and Municipal Waste based-Biorefinery  


Municipal waste is a combination of wastes generated by commercial, domestic and construction activities (Iyer et 


al. 2002). There are various municipal waste management techniques such as recycling, material recovery and WTE 


(Ouda et al. 2016). A promising waste management technique under organic waste-based biorefinery is the 


separation and utilization of green components in AD and composting for energy and organic fertilizer production. 


Nowadays, industrial and waste-based biorefineries are given significant attention due to load reduction of waste on 


landfills, and higher net GHG emissions saving and energy balances in comparison to other biomass-based fuels 


(Posada et al. 2013).  


 


A waste-based biorefinery can be an energy or VAP oriented. However, the hybrid or integrated waste-based 


biorefinery can produce more efficiently the both energy and VAP and is capable of switch towards alternative 


feedstocks, if required. Such integrated waste-based biorefinery should use different combination of WTE or 


conversion technologies and feedstocks for numerous fuel productions. Therefore, in order to get utmost energy and 


economic benefits from waste-based biorefinery, integration of all three types of waste-based biorefineries such as 


agricultural, forestry and industrial and municipal waste-based biorefineries should be required (Pande and 


Bhaskarwar, 2012). The USA’s National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) and Du Pont in October 2003 


launched the World’s first integrated biorefinery project. Afterwards, a large number of integrated biorefineries have 


been successfully developed in different parts of the world utilizing different feedstock for different products (Pande 


and Bhaskarwar, 2012). However careful planning is critical for the availability, generation and utilization of waste 


sources as feedstock for integrated waste-based biorefinery (Ouda et al. 2016). Moreover, a focus on the conversion 


process should be given to analyse, whether it is technically and economically feasible and environment friendly 


(Pande and Bhaskarwar, 2012).   


3. CASE STUDY OF SAUDI ARABIA 


KSA is facing a chronic challenge of sustainable waste management. There is no energy or VAP recovery facility 


exits in KSA; all the collected municipal waste is disposed to landfill or dump sites untreated. As a result, the 


problems of GHG emissions, and groundwater and soil contamination along with public health issues are occurring 


in the waste-disposal vicinities (Ahmed et al. 2016). Every year, around 15 million tons of MSW is generated in 


KSA with an average rate of 1.4 kg per capita per day (Nizami et al. 2016). This municipal waste can be a valuable 


source of recycled materials and energy and VAP, if properly and wisely managed (Ouda et al. 2016). The food and 


the plastic waste are the two largest waste streams that collectively add up to 70% of total MSW. Nizami et al. 


(2015a) and Ouda et al. (2016) very recently examined the appropriate WTE technologies for KSA according to the 


local waste composition and energy contents. They suggested the following three WTE technologies along with 


recycling to divert the MSW from landfills to material recovery and WTE facilities. 


(1) AD technology for food waste that accounts for 50.6% of total MSW  


(2) Pyrolysis for plastic waste that is 17.4% of total MSW 


(3) RDF for paper, cardboard, wood, textile and leather waste that are collectively 26.3% of total MSW  


(4) Recycling for glass and metals that collectively account for 5.6% of total MSW  


 


An estimated potential of 2.99 TWh electricity can be generated from AD plants every year in KSA, if all of the 


produced food waste is utilized in AD facilities. Similarly, from pyrolysis and RDF plants, an electricity potential of 


1.03 and 1.55 TWh electricity can be achieved annually in KSA, if all of the plastic waste and RDF related wastes 


are utilized in their respective processes (Nizami et al. 2015a). An integrated waste-based biorefinery with multiple 


processes and products is proposed for KSA based on the country’s waste composition and generation rates and 


energy contents (Figure 1). However, according to Nizami et al. (2015a, c & d) and Ouda et al. (2016) 


recommendations, the real decision of developing and commissioning WTE technologies for integrated waste-based 


biorefinery in KSA requires in-depth socio-economic, technical and environmental evaluations using the life cycle 


assessment (LCA) tools.  


4. CONCLUSIONS 


Increasing energy consumption has exerted great pressure on natural resources and results in significant GHG 


emissions, especially in developing countries. This has led to a move towards sustainable energy production, mainly 
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from the non-food biomass, including cereal straw, sugar cane bagasse, perennial grasses, forest and agricultural 


residues and industrial and municipal waste, in order to improve the energy supply, rural economies and agricultural 


industries. The full commercialization of WTE technologies are expected in near future due to continuous 


improvement in process technologies with reduced process costs, governmental subsidizes and generation of variety 


of energy in the form of fuel, heat, power and VAP such as chemicals, materials, animal feed,  organic fertilizer 


under a biorefinery concept. The LCA-based studies on the integrated waste-based biorefinery will provide a 


knowledge base platform for academics and industries about technical, economic and environmental benefits and 


limitations of the conversion technologies. Moreover, the findings of the LCA studies will help the municipalities to 


optimize the different waste management practices and develop new sustainable and environment-friendly waste 


collection, handling and disposal methods. A case study of KSA showed potential economic and environmental 


benefits of developing integrated waste-based biorefinery in the country that include reduction in GHG emissions, 


and waste landfill cost, improvements in public health, protection of land resources, and generation of renewable 


electricity. 
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Figure 1: A Conceptual model of integrated waste biorefinery in KSA 


Table 1: Salient features of integrated waste biorefinery (Sims et al., 2010; Jose and Bhaskar, 2015) 


 Lesser amount of carbon and hydrogen comparable to petroleum feedstock and rich in oxygen 


 Oxygen presence increase the porosity and decrease heat of molecules    


 Difficult to combine with fossil fuel due to high polarity  


 Reduce transportation cost due to biorefinery setup close to feedstock 


 Variable feedstock composition 


 Capability of processing raw materials of different composition  


 Various products formation facility  


 Require large array processing technologies 


 Different industrial complexes can be developed  


 Contributing to economic uplifts of rural areas due set up in these areas  


 Increase carbon credits  


 Carbon negative fuels can be develop 


 Variability in products nature and yield due to seasonal changes in composition and availability of feedstock 


 Require long term feedstock storage  


 Different from oil refinery due to product range           
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 Table 2: Biorefinery classification based on transportation based fuels (Jose and Bhaskar, 2015; Pande and 


Bhaskarwar, 2012) 


1st generation biofuels   2nd generation biofuels 3rd generation 


biofuels 


4th generation 


biofuels 


Fuels produced from 


raw materials in 


competition with food 


and feed industry.  


  


Examples include, 


bioethanol from 


sugarcane, sugar beet 


and starch (corn and 


wheat), biodiesel from 


oil based crop like rape 


seed, sunflower, 


soybean, palm oil and 


waste edible oils and 


starch derived biogas  


Fuels produced from non-


food crops (energy crops) 


or raw materials based on 


waste residues.  


 


Examples include, biogas 


from waste and residues, 


fuels from lignocelluloses 


materials like residues 


from agriculture, forestry 


and industry and fuels 


from energy crops such as 


sorghum 


 


Fuels produced 


using aquatic 


microorganisms 


like algae  


 


Examples include, 


biodiesel produced 


using algae and 


algal hydrogen  


Fuels based on high 


solar efficiency 


cultivation  


 


 


Examples include, 


carbon-negative 


technologies and 


technologies of the 


future 


Table 3: Biorefinery classification based on biorefining (Naik et al., 2010; Pande and Bhaskarwar, 2012) 


Biorefinery type  Features  Products  


Agriculture biorefinery  Uses all types of waste 


generated from agricultural 


activities 


Methane, hydrogen, biofuels, 


energy, chemicals and materials 


Cereal biorefinery Uses dedicated starch crops, 


sugar crops and grains  


Bioethanol  


Oil seed biorefinery Uses oil seed crops and oil 


plants  


Vegetable oil and biodiesel  


Green biorefinery Uses grass and green plants  Bioethanol 


Lignocellulosic biorefinery  Uses agricultural wastes and 


crop residues   


Bioethanol (Lignocellulosic) 


Forest biorefinery  Uses forest residues, barks, saw 


dust, pulping liquors and fibers  


Fuels, energy, chemicals and 


materials 


Industry and municipal waste 


biorefinery   


Uses all types of waste 


including forest generated 


waste, industrial waste and 


municipal solid and liquid waste  


Methane, hydrogen, fuels, 


energy, chemicals and materials 
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Table 4: Process used to produce energy and value added products (Awang et al. 1988; Antizar-Ladislao and 


Turrion-Gomez, 2008) 


Technologies  Products  Potential utilization  Application  


Anaerobic 


digestion (AD) 
Fuel gas 


Boiler, gas engine, gas turbine, 


fuel cell 
Heat power, heat 


Fermentation, 


extraction 
Liquids 


Oil burners, liquids motor 


fuels, fuel cells 
Power, heat, transport 


Combustion Hot exhaust gas Boiler, steam engine 
Space heating, process heat, 


hot water, power, heat 


Gasification 


Fuel gas, 
Boiler, gas engine, gas turbine, 


fuel cells, 
Heat power, heat 


Synthesis gas 
Synthetic natural gas, liquid 


motor fuels, chemicals, heat 
Heat, transport 


Pyrolysis 


Gas fuel, Engine boiler engine Power, heat 


Liquid (fuel oil), char 


(solid fuel), 
Engine boiler engine Power, heat 


Enzyme 


Ethanol, amino acid 


(protein based 


chemicals) 


Oil burners, liquids motor 


fuels, fuel cells 
Power, heat, transport 


Hydrolysis 


Cellulose, 


hemicelluloses and 


lignin 


 
 


Chemicals, Additives, VAP 


Solvent 


extraction 


Primary and 


secondary 


metabolites 


 
 


Chemicals, Additives, VAP 


Supercritical 


conversion of 


biomass 


(greener route) 


Cellulose, 


hemicelluloses and 


lignin 


 
 


Chemicals, Additives, VAP 


Liquefaction Heavy oil Engine boiler engine Power, heat 


Refuse Derived 


Fuel (RDF) 
RDF pellets Power plants Power, heat 


 Table 5: Waste to energy and VAP processes  


Thermochemical 


conversion  


Biological 


conversion  


Chemical  


conversion  


Physical  


conversion  


• Liquefaction  


• Pyrolysis 


• Gasification  


• Combustion  


• AD 


• Fermentation  


• Enzyme  


• Aerobic digestion 


/composting 


• Hydrolysis  


• Solvent extraction  


• Supercritical 


conversion of 


biomass (greener 


route) 


• Transesterification 


• RDF 


• Mechanical 


extraction  


• Briquetting of 


biomass 


• Distillation  
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Table 6: Sources of waste for waste biorefineries (Antizar-Ladislao and Turrion-Gomez, 2008; Jose and Bhaskar, 


2015) 


Forestry waste  Agricultural waste Animal waste  Industrial waste  Municipal waste  


• Bark 


• Sawdust  


• Pulping liquors  


• Fibers  


• Dead trees 


• Culling and 


logging waste 


• Leaves 


• Straws  


• Crop waste 


• Citrus waste 


• Green waste 


• What and rice 


straw waste 


• Wood chips 


• Sawdust 


• Fats  


• Tallow 


• Blood 


• Meat 


processing 


waste 


• Manure 


• Swine waste  


• Olive pulp 


• Wastewater from 


pulp and paper 


industry  


• Wastewater from 


sugar or toffee 


industry  


• Food waste 


• Used cooking oil 


• Sewage  


• Plastics 


• Paper and card 


boards 


• Textile  


• Leather  


• Construction and 


demolition waste 
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ABSTRACT  


Lightweight Foamed Concrete Fill (LFCF), also known as cellular concrete, has been growing in use in 


transportation infrastructure projects over recent years. LFCF is a versatile construction material that has now been 


in use for over 30 years. A number of recent road rehabilitation projects have demonstrated some of the benefits of 


use.  With a greater emphasis on sustainability on all provincial and municipal road projects, new solutions are being 


sought to minimize the generation of waste and deliver better performing pavements that require less maintenance 


interventions. Roads over peat and organic deposits pose challenges for road agencies. They are subject to continual 


and long term settlements that necessitate frequent patch repairs. The downside of such repairs is that the additional 


weight of the new asphalt, triggers further settlement. Traditionally, permanent solutions have necessitated the total 


reconstruction of the road section and removal of the underlying organic layers. This is expensive, creates huge 


traffic disruptions, generates waste and consumes large volumes of aggregate for the reinstatement.  The use of 


lightweight fill offers an alternative as it allows the pavement to be ‘floated’ above the organic layer. However, the 


traditional lightweight materials, such as polystyrene, have been prohibitively expensive for such applications. In 


recent years, LFCF has been successfully used as a cost effective solution in road works.  LFCF is a foamed, 


pumpable, cementitious fill with a density of only 475 kg/m3, about a quarter of that of conventional granular fill. 


With a compressive strength of at least 0.5 MPa, it has sufficient strength to support pavement loads. However, the 


real advantages relate to constructability, since the material can be installed very quickly, minimizes excavation 


time, can be placed in winter and does not require conventional compaction or associated testing. This paper will 


provide an overview of the use of LFCF for road works, including typical specifications, quality control/assurance 


requirements, and performance based on a number of case study applications. 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Lightweight Foamed Concrete Fill (LFCF), also known as cellular concrete, is a foamed, pumpable, cementitious fill 


with a density of 475 to 600 kg/m3. This is only about a quarter of the density of conventional granular fill. The 


concept was originally developed in Sweden in the early 1900s but it was only after the Second World War that the 


technology gained traction. The foaming technology improved significantly in the 1990s and the uses and 


applications for the product have grown continuously since then. Essentially it is a concrete made with hydraulic 


cement, water and a pre-formed foam. The mixtures can include fine aggregates, flyash and chemical admixtures. 


Different processes and plant can be used to produce cellular concrete, a common method is as follows: 


 


 Foam concentrate is diluted with water 


 The pressurized mixture is forced through an engineered foam generator nozzle 


 Pre-formed foam with the texture of shaving cream moves from the nozzle into a mixture of cement and 


water (i.e. a slurry) 


 The result is fresh low density cellular concrete mix. 


 


The texture of the product during placement can be seen from Figure 1. 
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Figure 1: Foamed cellular concrete being discharged from a pipe 


 


Cellular concrete has many applications in construction. These include:  


 


 Annular grout for tunnels, water and sewer lines 


 Tunnel backfill and annular fills 


 Soil stabilization 


 Fill for abandoned underground tanks and pipelines 


 Fill for abandoned mines 


 Tremie applications 


 Bridge approach and landslip repair fills 


 Arrester material at end of runway which crushes and stops overshooting aircraft 


 Retaining wall backfills 


 Sound walls and insulation 


 


One of the more high profile applications for cellular concrete fill is as backfill for mechanically stabilized earth 


(MSE) walls. A recent example was on the Chief Peguis Trail Extension Public Private Partnership Project in 


Winnipeg (Loewen et al, 2012). On this project the lightweight cellular concrete backfill was used, up to five meters 


in depth, to compensate for low strength foundation soils. Its use also allowed for accelerated construction, including 


some winter works. The cellular concrete was also used around integral abutments. It was also used extensively for 


MSE wall backfill on the Rt. Hon. Herb Gray Parkway Project in Windsor, Ontario, where the walls were supported 


on relatively low strength silty clay foundation soils. The authors have also designed lightweight cellular concrete as 


underslab fill in a large distribution warehouse, where it proved cost effective in reducing the cost of polystyrene 


insulation.    


 


This paper describes an application in road construction. Frequently, roads and highways constructed over peat, 


organics and soft soil deposits undergo continual and long term settlements that necessitate frequent patch repairs. 


The hot mix asphalt patches add further load to the pavement structure and result in further settlement. Obviously, 


the most effective solution would be to remove the compressible materials, however, if the thicknesses of these 


layers are greater than about one meter, this option becomes prohibitively expensive.   


 


LFCF represents an alternative to the traditional full depth reconstruction approach by allowing the pavement to be 


“floated” above the compressible layer.  Full depth reconstruction is expensive and disruptive to the travelling public 


by necessitating full road or extended lane closures. It also requires extensive environmental impact mitigation 


measures, generates large quantities of excess material requiring disposal and requires large quantities of imported 


backfill materials.  With the growing emphasis on sustainability on all provincial and municipal road projects, new 
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solutions are being sought to minimize the generation of waste and deliver better performing pavements that require 


less maintenance interventions.   


 


LFCF is produced from a “slurry” base material supplied from a conventional ready-mix concrete supplier or 


produced from bulk cement powder on site. It is then “expanded” onsite using a proprietary foaming agent and with 


the addition of air. Chemical admixtures or fibres can be added to the mix design to adjust the foam properties and 


to meet specific project specifications and requirements.  


 


This paper provides an overview of the use of LFCF for road works including typical specifications, quality 


control/assurance requirements and the performance of LFCF on a select case study application.   


2. TESTING PROCEDURES AND QUALITY CONTROL (QC) 


Testing procedures should be consistent with, or exceed the requirements of the American Society for Testing and 


Materials (ASTM), Canadian Standards Association (CSA) and the American Concrete Institute (ACI). Relevant 


ASTM standards include C495, C796 and C869 (2011 and 2012).  A non-standard Special Provision should be 


included in the construction Contract to detail the project specific LFCF specifications and requirements.  It is 


recommended that the contractor retain the services of an experienced Quality Verification Engineer (QVE) to 


independently verify the accuracy of the shop drawings and feasibility of the construction approach.  While the 


process of LFCF placement is very efficient and safe, because it involves pumping a slurry from a mobile plant to 


the site, an environmental protection strategy should be included as part of the work.   


 


The LFCF is comprised of Portland cement, water and a foaming agent. Synthetic fibre or glass fibre can be added 


to adjust the tensile strength properties to meet specific project requirements. Some typical standards and testing 


requirements are summarized in Table 1.  


Table 1: Material Testing Standards 


Material/Process Relevant Standards and 


Testing 


Products/Comments 


Portland cement (Slurry) 


 Compressive Strength 


 Density 


CAN/CSA A3001 Types GU, HE, HS or InterCem GUb 


Mixing of Water CSA A23.1  


Synthetic Fibre (monofilament) ASTM C1116 12 to 19 mm length 


Glass Fibre 
As approved by LFCF 


contractor/supplier 
Various proprietary 


Foaming Agents ASTM C869, ASTM C796 Various proprietary 


 


 


The key quality control parameters are density and compressive strength of the hardened mix.  The wet densities are 


monitored in the field during placement as well as the temperature of the mix. Sets of standard 75 mm diameter by 


150 mm high test cylinders are cast for compressive strength testing. The routine density measurements are recorded 


and assist in monitoring the consistency of the mix as discharged.  


 


When sources of any of the materials for cellular concrete, such as cement and other additives are changed, or there 


are no historical data available for specific uses, trial batches are necessary to develop the optimum cellular concrete 


mixture.   


3. PRODUCTION REQUIREMENTS 


LFCF should only be produced and installed by a specialty contractor with previous experience.  All delivery 


equipment must be cleaned and rinsed and completely emptied of concrete or aggregates prior to mixing and 


transporting slurry for the production of LFCF.  The density of the slurry from the concrete supplier should be 
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checked and verified onsite before placement.  Supplementary cementing materials, fillers, fibres, chemical 


admixtures should be added after the required density has been confirmed. 


  


If slurry is produced from bulk powder onsite the mix water and bulk powder should be measured within a tolerance 


of 2% of the mix design value.  The mixers must have enough power to provide complete mixing and be free of 


foreign material or previously hardened material. Density of the slurry should be measured at least once per 


production run.  


 


Expansion (addition of air into the slurry) should be completed by the LFCF contractor/supplier.  Daily delivery 


tickets should be reviewed and signed by the client’s representative to confirm the actual volumes placed.  


 


Slurry is the base material for producing cellular concrete (supplied by a concrete ready-mix producer) and should 


be checked by the LFCF contractor/supplier to ensure that it matches the mix design. Each truck must be tested to 


evaluate the density and viscosity.   


 


Table 2 summarizes a typical QC testing program suitable for use when placing LFCF for roadworks.  


Table 2: Typical QC Program 


Material Property  Frequency Acceptance Criteria Comments/ Additional Requirements 


Density  


 One per batch or every 


10 m3 


 For continuous 


production every 50 m3 


or once per 20 minutes 


Within 10% of design 


density 


 


Compressive 


Strength 
 One sample per 100 m3 


Meets or exceeds 


design strength 


 Cast in 75x150 mm cylindrical 


moulds.   


 Store in an undisturbed condition 


within 15 m of casting area.  


 Initial curing temperate of 25 to 


30oC for 24 to 96 hours. 


 Cure in 80% to 100% humidity 


room at 18 to 27oC.  


4. WEATHER CONSIDERATIONS 


LFCF can be placed during freezing conditions if measures are taken to protect the LFCF from freezing until 


sufficient strength has been attained. This can be accomplished by using hydration aids including the use of 


polyethylene sheets and insulating tarps or heating and hoarding to maintain the LFCF above 4oC.  Cold weather 


protection measures are not required when the minimum daily temperature is not expected to drop below 0oC.  A 


site specific evaluation should be completed if sub-zero temperatures are anticipated during construction to reduce 


the project risk.  


 


Placement of LFCF can proceed in light rain but the pour should be cancelled in heavy rain. 


5. SITE CONDITIONS 


Groundwater seepage control of all excavations is required before the placement of LFCF and should be continuous 


until the granular materials are placed above to avoid floatation. Any standing water in the excavation needs to be 


removed. The base of the excavation should be relatively stable for placement and free of deleterious materials.  


Since the LFCF is placed by discharge from a hose, heavy equipment is not required to enter the excavation. The 


sides of shallow excavations can be cut vertically or formwork may be needed for deeper excavations. As a best 


practice, a site sketch including a description of the soil base, weather conditions and photographs of the base should 


be included as part of the QC program and for record purposes.  
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6. LFCF PLACEMENT 


Over 300 m3 of LFCF can be placed per day, even late in the season. The lift thicknesses are typically 250 to 300 


mm as this allows curing overnight so that the next lift can be placed the following day.   


 


The wet-mix equipment must be able to receive slurry on-site into the equipment and process it continuously during 


ready-mix supply, and pump it through hoses or pipes up to a flat lineal distance of 200 metres. LFCF must be 


pumped by a positive displacement pump. A foam generator is used to continuously produce pre-formed foam, 


which is injected and mixed with the cementitious slurry downstream of the positive displacement slurry pump. The 


equipment needs to be calibrated to produce a precise, consistent and predictable volumetric rate of foam with stable 


uniform micro-bubbles. 


 


LFCF can be placed with a maximum slope of 1%. Slopes greater than 1% require profiling by creating steps for the 


LFCF with formwork. 


7. BACKFILL 


Backfilling can be continued once the LFCF can support foot traffic. Construction traffic consisting of up to a 


vibratory roller weighing 5,500 kg is allowed after the first lift (350 mm) of backfill is placed. If no vibration is used 


a 150 mm backfill lift may be used.  Geogrids can be set directly into the upper portion of the LFCF mass to 


strengthen the material to allow construction traffic on the surface earlier. However, this should generally not be 


necessary. 


8. TRANSITIONS 


Properly designed transitions are fundamental to the long term performance of a pavement incorporating LFCF.  


LFCF pavement has significantly different density and thermal properties to a conventional granular pavement. As 


such, in northern climates the transitions must be designed to accommodate the differential performance due to frost 


action. A further complication is introduced since the end of the LFCF section typically corresponds to the end of 


the problematic foundation support which necessitated the use of the LFCF. As frost is unlikely to penetrate through 


the LFCF pavement due to its high porosity, reverse heaving of the transitions can occur.  This can be mitigated 


through a combination of the use of granular transition tapers and lateral drainage of the subbase directly adjacent to 


the LFCF. If geogrids are utilized in the upper portion of the LFCF mass they can be extended along the top of the 


granular subbase used to construct the transition. 


 


For most applications 10 horizontal to 1 vertical granular transitions will provide adequate performance; however, 


the subgrade material directly adjacent to the LFCF mass should be sampled and its susceptibility to frost heave 


evaluated. Frost susceptibility evaluation methods differ greatly for individual provincial agencies.  One accepted 


method is the Frost Susceptibility Criteria provided in the Transportation Association of Canada (TAC) Pavement 


Asset Design and Management Guide (TAC, 2013) originally published in Chamberlain, (Chamberlain,1981) which 


classifies soil as acceptable, borderline or unacceptable.  If the adjacent subgrade material is borderline or 


unacceptable, consideration should be given to increasing the granular taper configuration to 20 horizontal or even 


40 horizontal to one vertical. The diameter to the subdrain directly adjacent to the LFCF mass should also be 


increased. 


9. CASE STUDY – HIGHWAY 9 SETTLEMENT, TOWNSHIP OF KING, ONTARIO 


LFCF was utilized in October of 2014 to remediate an area of settlement along Highway 9, directly adjacent to a 


tributary of the Holland Drainage Canal, approximately 1.5 km west of Highway 400, north of Toronto. This site is 


located in the physiographic region known as the Schomberg Clay Plains (Chapman and Putnam, 1984) and thick 


organic deposits are commonly encountered.  Based on the construction and maintenance history, sinkholes and 


settlement were a recurring maintenance challenge, being repaired in 2009 and problems developing again in 2014 


shortly after dredging of the adjacent canal. The settlement was limited to the eastbound lanes of the highway. 


Geotechnical investigations completed in 2014 encountered pavement structure and embankment fill to depths 
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ranging from 3.7 to 7.0 m underlain by organic material (peat) (Stantec, 2014).  Based on nearby investigations, the 


underlying inorganic soil consists of soft to firm clayey silt to silty clay or compact silt and sand.  The groundwater 


was encountered at depths ranging from 1.5 to 2.3 m below the top of pavement.  As asphalt padding to temporarily 


repair the settlement would result in additional loading and further settlement, this repair strategy would result in 


continued maintenance interventions and costs, likely on an annual basis.  LFCF was selected as an economical and 


sustainable remediation treatment to arrest the continued settlement and reduce safety concerns and maintenance 


costs.  


 


The settlement remediation treatment involved excavation over a length of approximately 100 m (including 


transitions) to a depth of 1.5 m to provide for 200 mm of hot mix asphalt, 200 mm of Ontario Provincial Standard 


and Specifications (OPSS) Granular ‘O’ and 1100 mm of LFCF.  A photograph of the excavation to a 1.5 m depth 


and subgrade preparation is shown on Figure 2. 


 


 
Figure 2: Excavation and Base Preparation 


 


For this project the subgrade fill material had a relatively low permeability so a polyethylene sheet was not applied 


to reduce the loss of the LFCF.  Eastbound traffic was temporarily staged into the westbound lanes (one lane of 


traffic in each direction) to complete the work.  The excavation was divided with shoring into four sections to 


facilitate staged LFCF placement.  A photograph of the LFCF placement in progress in shown on Figure 3.  


 


 
Figure 3: LFCF Placement 


 


A biaxial geogrid with a minimum tensile strength of 8.0 kN/m was installed at a depth of 0.3 m below the top of the 


LFCF.  A photograph of the LFCF with the geogrid installed is shown on Figure 4.  
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Figure 4: Geogrid Installation 


 


Since the material properties of the LFCF and adjacent embankment fill will vary, properly designed transitions are 


critical to mitigate the effects of differential performance.  For this project, the granular subbase (OPSS Granular B, 


Type II) was tapered from the bottom of the LFCF at 10 horizontal to 1 vertical to the existing subgrade, and a 


subdrain installed transversely at the end of LFCF and longitudinally on the highway centreline side to capture water 


that could pond against the LFCF.  Two transverse asphalt step joints were provided over a minimum distance of 


5 m (40 mm and 90 mm depth) to tie-in to the paving limits.  


 


Table 3 lists the QC specifications that were used for the LFCF placement and the QC results summary: 


Table 3 – Project Specifications and QC Results 


Item 
Project Specification 


Requirements 


Range Observed 


During QC Testing 


Average Observed 


During QC Testing 


Minimum Unconfined 


Compressive Strength 
1.0 MPa @ 28 days 0.9 to 1.7 MPa 1.3 MPa 


Wet Cast Density 523 to 578 kg/m3 525 to 580 kg/m3 550 kg/m3 


Air Temperature 
Protection required for 


sub-zero temperatures 
10 to 17oC 14oC 


Cellular Concrete Temperature  22 to 26oC 24oC 


Max. Lift Thickness 500 to 600 mm 300 to 500 mm N/A 


 


The LFCF placement was completed over three days and a total of 905 m3 was placed.  


 


The pavement transition consisted of a 10H:1V granular transition with a 100 mm diameter perforated subdrain 


placed in a 300 x 300 mm trench wrapped in a Class I non-woven geotextile with a FOS of 40-80 µm and backfilled 


with 19 mm clear stone.   


 


The use of LFCF eliminated the need for deep sub-excavation of the organic material and reduced the required 


excavation depth to 1.5 m.  The benefits of the reduced excavation include simplified traffic staging, considerable 


reduction in the amount of excess material requiring disposal, reduced backfill materials required, reduced 


construction time and reduced impact on the adjacent canal and wetlands. 


  


Photographs of the condition of the pavement approximately one year after the completion of the construction are 


provided in Figures 5 and 6.  
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Figure 5: Completed pavement, one year after construction 


 


 
Figure 6: Completed pavement incorporating LFCF 


 


One year after completion of the work the pavement is performing well.  The transitions have only slight differential 


performance that is barely perceptible to the travelling public.  The use of the LFCF reduced costs, lessened impact 


on traffic and the public, increases operational safety and will reduce ongoing maintenance costs.  The installation of 


the LFCF was performed quickly and efficiently and no problems were encountered during construction. 
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ABSTRACT  


Protecting existing and new structures from potential terrorist attacks and accidents is becoming an essential 


consideration in the design of most structures. Building façade is the first layer exposed to external loading, thus it 


acts as the first line of defence against external loads. Precast concrete panels are mostly used in external building's 


façade for modern construction, and therefore their resistance to other dynamic loads such as impact load needs 


further evaluation. This paper presents the results of an experimental research on two-way reinforced concrete 


panels as well as thin ferrocement concrete panels under impact loading. The impact test apparatus used is versatile 


enough to test large variety of specimens modeling façade units. The performance of the panels under impact load is 


evaluated in terms of: the failure mode; the maximum impact loads sustained by the panels; the number of impact 


loads up to failure; the maximum load transmitted to the supporting frame; and the strain induced in the panels. The 


effect of the different design parameters including the reinforcement amount, spacing and location across the panel 


thickness on the dynamic response of the panel to impact load are considered. Results clearly showed the significant 


effect of reinforcement on the overall resistance to impact loading. This research outcomes provide a better 


understanding of the performance of concrete panels under impact loading that can help enhancing structural design 


under such loads.   


 


Keywords: Building façade, two-way panels, impact load testing, ferrocement panels, dynamic response.  


1. INTRODUCTION 


Civil and commercial buildings have became vulnerable to other types of loading such as impact and blast loading. 


Most military structures are located at remote and better secured areas, while civil structures are in more danger of 


being exposed to these loads, especially with the increase in potential attacks worldwide. Public awareness was 


highly raised for considering impact load design for civil and commercial structures, especially malls and shopping 


centers, after the World Trade Center incident in New York in 2001. Impact load can be generally defined as a 


relatively large dynamic load applied to a structure in a relatively short time period. According to Daudeville and 


Malecot (2011), impact loadings are defined as mostly extreme loading cases with a very low probability of 


occurrence during the life time of the structure. A building can be exposed to impact load in many forms; starting 


from a small strike, vehicle hitting the building reaching flying debris of explosions.  


 


Research for impact load is not a new field of study, but it was exclusively for military applications and critical 


structures. According to Murthy et al., 2010, the effect of impact load on concrete structures have been investigated 


since the mid-1700s. It started with the design of high-performance missiles and protective barriers. When they first 


started designing concrete containment vessels for nuclear reactors, they wanted to ensure the absolute safety of the 


structure under any accidental load. D.A. Abrams was one of the first researchers to conduct compressive tests on 


concrete with different strain rates in 1917. The research indicated that concrete strength was rate dependent 
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(Haifeng and Jianguo 2009). Old researches and studies, such as that conducted by Hughes and Beeby (1982) and 


Miyamoto et al (1991), concluded that application of equivalent static loads or similar static-based design methods 


would not be adequate for designing for impact loads. In addition, according to Miyamoto et al. (1994),  it is hard to 


produce a single design method based only on the dynamic response of concrete structures under different impact 


loads as they can occur in many types and no single method will be able to predict the response of the structure 


under all these probable types of loads.  


 


This paper introduces a research conducted that provides a deep insight to the behaviour of two-way concrete 


panels, with different reinforcement configurations (including ferrocement) - under high intensity short duration 


load; namely impact loading. The test program included testing full scale reinforced concrete and ferrocement 


panels under impact load of a pendulum mass. The panels' performance under impact load is evaluated in terms of: 


the failure mode; the maximum impact loads sustained by the panels; the number of impact loads up to failure; and 


the maximum load transmitted to the supporting frame. 


2. EXPERIMENTAL TESTING PROGRAM 


2.1 Specimens Types 


Table 1: Specimens Types 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


A total of six concrete specimens will be tested; four reinforced concrete (R/C) and two ferrocement (F/C). All 


panels are of dimensions 1480 mm x 1480 mm and thickness of 75 mm and 25 mm for R/C and F.C, respectively. 


These dimensions were chosen for ease of construction and movement. The research aims in studying the effect of 


changing the amount and location of reinforcement, keeping the impact loading and the drop height constant. A 


summary of all specimen types is presented in Table 1 above. Specimen # 2 was chosen to be the control specimen 


for all R/C panels as its reinforcement (diameter 10 mm/ 15 cm) is the most repeated type of reinforcement in all 


specimens and its reinforcement location is common in concrete panels. The yield strength of the steel bars used in 


R/C panels is 360 MPa for diameter 10 mm (high tensile) and 250 MPa for diameter 8 mm (mild steel). The mesh 


used for the ferrocement panels is a galvanized wire square mesh, to minimize rust and corrosion, of 1 mm diameter 


with 15 mm mesh opening and of yield strength 400 MPa. R/C specimens are of a compressive strength (fcu ) of 43 


MPa, where F/C are of 50 MPa.  


2.2 Test Apparatus 


The test apparatus is a pendulum type impact loading one, designed to hold specimens of different structural 


elements. This apparatus was designed for a previous research (Cherif, 2009). A winch is used to raise the pendulum 


mass to the desired height and then release it to hit the specimen. A load cell is attached to the mass striking the 


reinforced concrete slab to measure the impact force. Different load cells can be placed on the frame supporting the 


specimen to measure the reaction forces. Figure 1 shows a picture of the impact apparatus.   


 


The apparatus is designed to support pendulum mass between 80 and 500 kg (Cherif 2009). The impact mass, shown 


in Figure 2, is constant throughout the test and is equal to 357 kg, as well as the drop height of the mass that is equal 


to 150 mm, measured from a constant datum. All the details about the experimental testing program is elaborated 


more in Bayoumy (2014). The impact force caused by the applied impact weight is recorded by the action load cell 


placed at the center of the face of the impactor. Four load cells, placed approximately at the corners of the panels, 


with equal distance in between, were used to measure the reaction forces transmitted to the supports. For the surface 


S# Type Reinforcement 
Reinforcement 


Location 


Testing 


Parameter 


1 R/C diameter 10 mm /7.5cm Middle Rft. spacing 


2 R/C diameter 10 mm /15cm Middle Control 


3 R/C diameter 10 mm /15cm Back Rft. location 


4 R/C diameter 8 mm /15cm Middle Rft. 


5 F.C 2 Meshes Front & Back Rft. 


6 F.C 1 Mesh Middle Rft. 
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of contact, a square steel plate of minimal thickness and dimensions chosen to have the same rectangularity of the 


panel is fastened facing the impact load cell to ensure smooth transfer of load to the panel and to avoid having the 


surface of contact variable. Data measurements start concurrently with impact mass release and record for the first 


five seconds. The test is terminated when the specimen reaches the mechanism of failure or maximum ten hits. 


  


 
 


          Figure 1: Impact apparatus (Bayoumy 2014)                                  Figure 2: Pendulum mass (Cherif 2009)  


3. EXPERIMENTAL TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 


Reinforced concrete and ferrocement panels of different reinforcement amount and location were tested under 


impact loading to simulate the behaviour when subjected to such type of loading. Ferrocement is a special form of 


reinforced concrete, but with different structural behaviour and strength. It was meaningful to test both materials 


under the same testing conditions to compare the behaviour and study the capability of each to sustain impact. Each 


panel was hit till it reaches failure or maximum ten hits, whichever happens first. This section presents and analyzes 


the output results obtained for both R/C and ferrocement specimens tested. For the purpose of simplicity in 


presenting the results, the hits will be simplified to three typical hits; initial, intermediate and final. A comparison 


between the results obtained for the two different materials will be presented in terms of studying the maximum 


action force carried by the panel, reaction forces transmitted to the supporting frame, strain measurements induced 


on both sides of the panel and the failure mode.   


3.1 Action force and load-time history  


Table 2: Peak action loads and td at 1st hit 


S # Peak Action Load 


 (kN) 


Time 


 (sec) 


Td  


(sec) 


1 25.17 0.791 75 


2 17.63 1.028 97 


3 28.70 1.586 62 


4 1.21 1.472 127 


5 4.12 1.407 89 


6 21.17 1.989 38 


 


 


Impact load at the first hit illustrates the full capacity of the specimen to carry the load,  hence, only action loads of 


the first hits will be presented in the results and will be used to calculate the period of the load (td). For each hit, the 


impact mass rebounds to hit the specimen again with a much lower force due to the effect of damping. Table 2 


presents the values of the maximum action loads of the first hit, the time of occurrence and the period of the load for 


each specimen of both the reinforced concrete and ferrocement panels tested. It can be noted from the table below 


that the lowest magnitude of action load and the highest period is recorded by S# 4 (diameter 8 mm / 15 cm - 


middle). It is expected that this specimen to be the weakest as it has the lowest reinforcement, so the specimen was 


not strong enough to resist higher load. The maximum value of the force was recorded by S# 3 (diameter 10 mm / 15 
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cm - bottom), where it reached a value of 28.7 kN. The action loads of the R/C specimens (S# 1, S# 2 & S# 3) are to 


some extent close, but much more than that of S# 4. The period of the action forces of the first hit for all R/C 


specimens ranged from 62 ms to 127ms. Generally, it was noted that there is a relationship between the action load 


and the time period it takes; as the magnitude of the action load increases, the time it takes decrease. For the 


ferrocement specimens, S# 6 (one mesh) surprisingly recorded much higher value of action load than that for S# 5 


(two meshes). Other results than the action forces need to be analyzed before making a solid conclusion.  


 


 
Figure 3: Load - time history (S# 2-1st hit)  


      


 
  Figure 4: Period of load- td (S# 2-1st hit) 


 


The load-time history for the control specimen S# 2 is illustrated in Figure 3. It presents a typical load-time history 


and a good representative for other R/C specimens under impact load. Ferrocement panels did not sustain more than 


one hit and they failed, so the load cell recorded one peak force only at the time of the impact. S# 2 recorded a 


maximum action load of magnitude 17.63 kN at time 1.02 sec. A typical shape for the first wave of the impact load 


for S#2 is shown in Figure 4, where it also shows a clear illustration of the period load td (97 ms).  


3.2 Support reaction 


This section will be presenting an analysis of the relationship between the action force and each reaction force 


recorded at  the four supports. Reaction forces anticipate the behaviour of columns or the supporting system carrying 


the structure. The design target for building façade is to design panels that can sustain the impact load and transmit it 


to the supporting system with minimal failure and risk on human lives.  
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Table 3: Reactions & time delay 


S # Hits Force 


(kN) 


TR 


(kN) 


T Delay 


(ms) 


TL 


(kN) 


T Delay 


(ms) 


BR 


(kN) 


T Delay 


(ms) 


BL 


(kN) 


T Delay 


(ms) 


1 Initial 25.17 11.8 2 18.9 36.4 9.67 6.2 10.0 7.4 


Intermediate 24.11 13.8 -1 14.9 39 9.81 5.4 10.2 5 


Final 21.29 10.3 0 16.0 33.2 9.23 0 9.53 0 


2 Initial 17.63 5.82 -5.8 9.77 36.8 8.1 -2.2 6.32 -0.8 


Intermediate 12.50 6.36 -3 7.04 28.2 7.49 2.2 7.15 2.4 


Final 8.46 6.49 -9.6 6.85 37.8 7.28 -2 7.33 -2.2 


3 Initial 28.70 10.2 -2 8.29 -1.2 11.6 0 10.8 0.8 


Intermediate 20.37 10.6 5.2 9.73 4.8 10.8 8.6 10.8 9.2 


Final 18.88 10.3 6.2 9.95 5.6 10.8 10.2 10.3 10.8 


4 Initial 1.21 4.68 4.6 4.12 2.4 4.41 -2.6 4.90 -1.2 


Intermediate 1.21 5.59 -10.6 4.38 5.6 4.97 -2 5.94 -1.2 


Final 1.29 5.86 -5.6 4.27 -3.8 4.62 2.6 5.67 0.4 


  5 --------- 4.12 1.74 -31 2.44 -31.8 1.34 -3.8 1.78 -3.6 


  6 --------- 21.17 1.74 16.5 3.0 30.5 5.2 20 3.2 12 


*TR: Top-Right Support, TL: Top-Left Support, BR: Bottom-Right Support, BL: Bottom-Left Support  


 
 


The values of action forces, reaction forces and the time delay between their occurrence for both R/C and 


ferrocement specimens at the initial, intermediate and final hits are presented in Table 3. For the R/C panels, all 


specimens failed after ten hits with the exception of S# 4, the one with the lowest amount of reinforcement; it 


sustained only three hits. None of the ferrocement panels sustained more than a single hit. It can be noted from the 


table that the values of the supports reactions are not equal, cause of load cells sensitivity or specimen setting up, but 


they are generally close with some exceptions. In an ideal situation, when the panel is rigid, load is transferred to the 


supports at the exact time of the impact without any time delay in the reaction forces. This was the case for some 


panels, while others recorded a time delay that ranged mostly from 0.8 ms to 10.8 ms reaching 39 ms only at one of 


the supports (top-left), which indicates an noticeable problem with the setting of that specific support, and 20 ms for 


the single mesh F.C panel. There happen to be some negative values of time delays of very small insignificant 


values. Most of the values of all time delays are small compared to the load duration. Recall, that the load duration 


for the R/C tests ranged from 62 to 127 ms. Reaction forces delay can be explained due to the following; load cells 


accuracy, as they may be not that sensitive to read the load at the exact time of impact; the specimen may be not 


perfectly in touch with the load cell or the nature of the specimen itself; slab may be very flexible so that it takes 


time for the load to reach the support.  
 


The relationship between the maximum action force and all the maximum values of reaction forces recorded for 


each support for the control specimen S# 2 is shown in Figure 5. The illustration is presenting the values at the first 


hit, where the load cell recorded the highest load values. By analyzing the results of this specimen, it was noted that 


at the first hit, there was much difference between the action force and each reaction force, but then, this difference 


started to decrease at later hits. At the first hit, the specimen shows large action force; much larger than the 


reactions. The action force in all hits is always higher than each support reaction force and the values of support 


reactions usually are close to each other except for two load cells at the first hit.  
 


 
Figure 5: Action - reactions (S# 2 - 1st hit) 
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3.3 Total reaction  


Table 4: Peak loads & total reactions 


 Initial  hit Intermediate hit Final hit 


S# 


Peak 


Load 


(kN) 


Peak Total 


Reaction 


(kN) 


Ratio 


Peak 


Load 


(kN) 


Peak Total 


Reaction 


(kN) 


Ratio 


Peak 


Load 


(kN) 


Peak Total 


Reaction 


(kN) 


Ratio 


1 25.17 42.08 1.67 24.11 45.16 1.87 21.29 38.76 1.82 


2 17.63 30.03 1.7 12.50 28.05 2.24 8.46 27.97 3.3 


3 28.70 40.86 1.42 20.37 42.02 2.06 18.88 41.54 2.2 


4 1.21 18.13 14.92 1.21 20.90 17.2 1.29 20.43 15.77 


Initial hit 


 Peak Load (kN) Peak Total Reaction (kN) Ratio 


5 4.12 7.318 1.78 


6 21.17 13.142 0.62 


*Ratio: Total Reaction / Action              
 


 


The amount of force transmitted to the supports is one of the most important criteria in evaluating the overall slab 


behaviour under loading. Reaction loads of all the supports were combined together to present the slab reaction 


force-time history. Table 4 presents a summary of the values of the peak impact load reached and the peak total 


reactions recorded by the four load cells together with the ratio (Total Reaction / Action), that shows the percentage 


increase of reactions.  
 


As the slab is exposed to several impact loads, its stiffness decreases, so the magnitude of the action force resisted 


by the slab decreases and the reaction forces transferred to the supports increase causing an increase in the ratio 


between the total reaction and the action force. The results for all specimens showed the same trend; as the number 


of hits increase, the ratio of the total reaction forces to the action force increases. This phenomena repetition 


validates the explanation of the earlier behaviour. And this indicates that S# 1 is a stiff specimen, as it shows the 


lowest ratio, while S# 4 is a very weak one. Higher forces are transmitted to the supports as the specimen gets 


weaker. S# 6 is an exception, as the total reaction force was found to be less than the action force. This can be 


explained by the possibility of having a loose contact between the steel plates placed in front of the load cells with 


the panel, so the force was dissipated as a result. These results need to be supported by a detailed numerical non-


linear analysis of panels under short duration load, which is outside the scope of this research, that takes into account 


cracking and the dynamic effect.  


3.4 Average reaction  


Table 5 presents the values of the peak action load and the ratio for the typical three hits. The relationship between 


the action force and the average reaction force of all four supports is of significant importance as it shows the 


correspondence of the forces magnitude to each other along the increase in the number of load strikes. In an ideal 


static load situation of a rigid slab, the total reaction forces should be equal to the action force, which makes each 


reaction force to be 0.25 of the magnitude of the applied action force. Since it is a dynamic impact test, vibrations 


and other dynamic characteristics are considered. As the panel's stiffness decreases with the number of impact hits, 


the action force decreases and the corresponding reaction forces increase. The values show that the ratio is above 


0.25 and it increases with the increase of the number of hits for S# 1,2 & 3, ranging from 0.36 to 0.83. As expected, 


S# 4 showed the highest average reaction/action ratio of value 4.3, as it is the weakest specimen. As the specimen 


gets weaker, the reaction force is getting higher than the action force resulting in an increase in the ratio between the 


average reaction and the action.  
  
For the ferrocement slabs, S# 5 (2 meshes) had an average reaction force of value equals to 0.4 of the action force. 


For S# 6 (1 mesh), the average reaction is much less than the expected to be; it recorded a value of 0.16 of the action 


force. This specimen had a total reaction force less than the action force and recorded the highest average time delay 


of all specimens. The force was dissipated till it reached the supports due to a loose contact of steel plates with the 


load cell or the specimen itself was misplaced and not touching the load cells. 
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Table 5: Peak loads & average reactions 


 Initial  hit Intermediate hit Final hit 


S# 


Peak 


Load 


(kN) 


Average 


Reaction 


(kN) 


Ratio 


Peak 


Load 


(kN) 


Average 


Reaction 


(kN) 


Ratio 


Peak 


Load 


(kN) 


Average 


Reaction 


(kN) 


Ratio 


1 25.17 10.52 0.42 24.11 11.29 0.47 21.29 9.69 0.46 


2 17.63 7.5 0.43 12.50 7.01 0.56 8.46 6.99 0.83 


3 28.7 10.21 0.36 20.37 10.50 0.52 18.88 10.38 0.55 


4 1.21 4.53 3.73 1.21 5.22 4.3 1.29 5.10 3.94 


Initial hit 


 Peak Load (kN) Average Reaction (kN) Ratio 


5 4.12 1.83 0.44 


6 21.17 3.29 0.16 


*Ratio: Average Reaction / Action              
 


3.5 Strain measurements  


The results of strain induced at the back and front sides of each panel were recorded to determine a general range of 


the magnitude and the rate of strain on both the tension and compression sides of the different slabs tested under 


impact loading. A total of three strain gauges were used for each specimen; two at the middle and the quarter of the 


back side and one at the middle of the front side. Data of strains recorded for specimen #3 at the first hit were 


chosen to be the representative for all R/C slabs, as the strain gauges of the control specimen (S# 2) were 


malfunctioned and gave inadequate results. Table 6 presents the maximum values recorded by the three strain 


gauges for all specimens.   


Table 6: Values of strains 


 
St. 1 


(µ) 


St. 2 


(µ) 


St. 3 


(µ) 


S# Initial Intermediate Final Initial Intermediate Final Initial Intermediate Final 


1 -912.6 -857.88 -785.86 27.4 33.5 27.2 1248.5 1457.7 547.3 


2 -1045 -1625.7 -1538.3 5186.3 5186.3 5186.3 5186.3 5186.3 5186.3 


3 -1155 -1300.1 -1301.1 1301.5 1812.6 1966.4 1592.3 1851.9 1687.9 


4 -714.1 -934.96 -1167.5 5186.3 5186.3 5186.3 170.3 85.2 -1060 


 
                 St. 1 


                  (µ) 


St. 2 


(µ) 


St. 3 


(µ) 


5 -1395.1 5186.3 553.2 


6 -870.4 947.8 947.8 


*St.1 : front - middle strain gauge      St.2 : back - middle strain gauge         St.3 : back - quarter strain gauge   


 


3.5.1 Front - Middle Strain Gauge (St.1) 


Negative strains are induced at the front side of the panel facing the impact as the force is of a compressive type. 


The values of the strains for St.1 for all R/C specimens were all negative and ranged from 714.16 to 1625.7 µ. As 


the panel is exposed to more impact strikes, the measurements of the strains induced is expected to increase 


throughout the test. Specimen #1 was an exception, as the strain readings were decreasing with the hits. Also, for S# 


2, the strain slightly decreased between the intermediate and the final strike, however, the difference in both 


specimens was not high. Other than that, strain recorded for all the panels was increasing with the hits. A good 


illustration for the change of strain with time is presented in Figure 6, where it presents the values of St.1 for S# 3 at 


the first hit. The maximum value measured by the strain gauge happened to be at exact the same time of the impact 


load with a zero time delay. The load cell rebounded twice for S# 3, so this was shown in the corresponding peak 


values measured by the strain gauge in the figure below. The values of the negative strains at the front side of both 


ferrocement panels were within the same range of that of the reinforced concrete ones. When comparing between 


both F.C panels, it is was found that more strain was induced at the specimen with the double mesh reinforcement 
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than the single mesh slab. As specimen #6 (single-mesh reinforcement) was damaged severely more than the other 


one, the strain was released at the surface where cracks happened, thus decreasing the values of strains.  
 


 
Figure 6: Strain - time St.1 (S# 3 - 1st hit) 


3.5.2 Back - Middle Strain Gauge (St.2) 


The difference between the values of the strains at the compression and the tension sides is not significant. Some of 


the back strain gauges were damaged during the test due to a disruption in the internal sensor caused by the impact 


shock or possible manufacture faults. The readings for  back-side strain gauges recorded positive strain as they are 


under a tensile force. Values recorded for S# 1 were significantly low compared to other readings, which indicates 


an instrumental error while testing. The strain gauges of S# 2 and S# 4 were damaged after the first strike, reading 


both a constant reading of 5186.3 µ. These results for both specimens were discarded. Figure 7 shows the strain of 


St.2 for S# 3 at the first hit, where it best represents strain at the back side as strain is increasing with the hits. Both 


strain gauges for the ferrocement panels failed after reaching the limit of the gauge, but the gauge placed for S# 6 


recorded much less value than that of S# 5.  


 


 
Figure 7: Strain - time St.2 (S# 3 - 1st hit) 


3.5.3 Back - Quarter Strain Gauge (St.3) 


Values recorded for St.3 were as anticipated, except for S# 2 and S# 4 as they failed by reaching the limit of the 


gauge after the third hit. S# 4 recorded the lowest value at the first hits compared to other R/C specimens, but it then 


recorded an inconvenient high negative value, which can be due to sensor malfunctioning or poor gluing of the 


gauge. Figure 8 shows the strain values of St.3 for S# 3 after the initial hit. By comparing the readings of strain 


gauges at the two different locations along the panel; middle and quarter, it was noted that the values were within the 


same range for all specimens, except S# 1, where the readings at the middle were much lower than that at the back. 


In general, it is expected that the values of strain at the middle of the span to be more than that at the quarter. For the 


ferrocement panels, St.3 recorded the highest noise vibrations of all specimens. The gauges recorded maximum 


value of 553.2 and 947.8 µ for the double mesh and single mesh slabs (S# 5 and S# 6), respectively. Unlike St. 2, St. 


3 recorded less value at double mesh specimen than that at the single mesh panel. 
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Figure 8: Strain - time St.3 (S# 3 - 1st hit) 


3.6 Failure Mode 


The observations of the failure mode and the cracking that happened at each specimen type is presented in this 


section. Figures 9a-c shows a sketch of the final cracking pattern for each of the four reinforced concrete specimens. 


For S # 1, the cracks on the back surface showed a fanned pattern coming out of the centre of the impact point and 


propagating. At first it started as minimal hair cracks and then these hair cracks were developed and got widen 


around the center of the impact region by the end of the test. This specimen was stiff enough to sustain the load and 


it did not fail after impacting ten hits. The cracking pattern of S# 2 is of a different type. At first, horizontal 


(transverse) cracks started to appear and by the fifth hit, few longitudinal cracks started from the center of the impact 


region and propagated along the longitudinal direction of the slab. By the end of the test, cracks at the center became 


wider and deeper and slab deflection remarkably increased.  


 


For S# 3, long and wide cracks appeared right after the first hit. Along the test, few more cracks were developed and 


there was an increase in the crack width of cracks at the middle of the slab. Cracking increased rapidly during the 


last five hits. As shown in Figure 9-c, a rigid region appears near the middle and the left side of the back surface. 


Cracks were developed above and below this area. This may be explained as during casting, the reinforcement at 


this specific region was shifted more towards the back of the slab thus, increasing the effective depth and the tensile 


reinforcement at this area. Slab damage observation of S# 4 is very distinctive from all other R/C specimens. This 


specimen is a weak one as concluded from studying the reaction forces. It completely failed after the first three hits 


only and then the test was terminated. Starting from the first hit, the slab experienced cracks of very high thicknesses 


and depths. The overall number of cracks is minimal, but most of the cracks were wide and deep. The widest crack 


was found to be near the center, indicating that this is the slab's weakest point.  


 


Ferrocement specimens showed the weakest behaviour of all specimens tested. Both specimen did not withstand 


more than one strike and they completely failed. The panels were fractured into totally separate parts after only one 


impact hit. For the one with double reinforcing mesh, the slab was split horizontally from the middle into two almost 


equal-sized parts. There were some cracks at the back side originated from the centre and propagating along the 


slab. The other specimen with only one reinforcing mesh was broken into several parts. It showed very weak 


resistance to the load and it is obvious from slab damage observation.  


 


 
                        a- S# 1                               b- S# 2                                c- S# 3                                d- S# 4 


Figure 9: Cracks sketch- back side of R/C specimens 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 


This paper introduces an experimental research conducted on reinforced concrete and ferrocement two-way panels 


exposed to impact loading. Reinforcement amount, spacing and location were changed, keeping all other testing 


parameters constant, such as impact mass and drop height. The results clearly show the significant influence of 


reinforcement on the overall structure resistance to impact loading. As the amount of reinforcement increases, the 


action load increases indicating a higher section capacity to resist more load and delay cracking and yielding of 


reinforcement. Reinforcement location helps in improving the panels behaviour. Panels of facades in risk of being 


subjected to impact loading are best designed with reinforcement placed at both sides as to account for all the 


possible directions of load as well as the rebound after impact. Façade panels subjected to impact should be designed 


in a way to sustain damage with enough ductility to break without shattering and thus avoids possible risks of 


causalities and injuries resulted from flying debris, as cracking in a nature manner acts as a mean of load absorption. 


Strain induced at both compressive and tensile sides increases with the increase in the number of hits.  


 


As for the supporting system , it was found that the total reaction force is always higher than the action load. The 


fact that it is a dynamic and not static problem, inertia forces are also applied, so this ratio keeps increasing with the 


increase in the number of strikes, as the slab is getting weaker and its capacity to sustain the load is decreasing.  


 


Results emphasize that ferrocement panels can be used as sacrificial layers for building subjected to low impact 


loads. Both specimens with single and double reinforcing mesh showed very weak resistance to impact load relative 


to the reinforced concrete panels.  
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ABSTRACT  


People spend 90% of their time indoors, making the need to investigate indoor environmental quality (IEQ) a 


priority. While ample evidence exists in the literature about buildings’ IEQ, in particular office buildings’ IEQ, 


there’s little empirical evidence about the IEQ of other types of buildings such as school buildings and in particular 


residential ones. This is despite the time people spend at home, reinforcing the need for research that addresses the 


unique characteristics of residential buildings’ IEQ. This paper reports on a literature review conducted in 


preparation for a research study undertaken by the Construction Engineering and Management Group at the 


University of Manitoba and aiming to evaluate IEQ in a sample of green and conventional homes in Manitoba. The 


review involved identifying relevant scientific journals and conference papers and analyzing them based on a 


number of parameters such as these papers’ country of origin, year of publication, the sample of residential buildings 


studied, the IEQ aspects investigated and the data collection methods used. The review confirmed the scarcity of 


research and empirical evidence on the topic, but revealed growing interest in it in recent years in particular in Asia, 


Europe and North America. The review also showed limited reliance on physical measurements as a data collection 


method in those studies, and little standardization of any of the methods used to evaluate residential IEQ. Even 


though the review showed that green homes generally had better IEQ than conventional ones in the studies 


reviewed, some of the findings were inconsistent from one study to the other. These results reinforce the need for 


further research on residential IEQ and for comprehensive methodologies that address the gaps of existing methods 


and build on their strengths in the same manner those exist for other types of buildings. 


 


Keywords: Indoor environmental Quality, Green buildings, Residential buildings, Conventional buildings 


1. INTRODUCTION 


People spend a significant amount of time at home (Frontczak et al. 2012, Ravindu et al. 2015) reinforcing the need 


to investigate residential indoor environmental quality (IEQ). Recent changes in national building and 


environmental regulations have led to the proliferation of green buildings (see McGraw Hill Construction 2014, 


Rojas et al. 2015). For instance, in Canada the level of green building activity (i.e. more than 60% green projects) 


was well over 30% in 2014, and it is expected to increase to 50%  by 2017 (McGraw Hill Construction 2014). 


Proponents of green buildings argue that they provide comfortable indoor environments through the supply of 
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adequate fresh air, the elimination of polluting building materials, and the provision of adequate occupant controls 


of the indoor environment (Xiong et al. 2015). Several research studies have been conducted to investigate the 


difference between green and conventional buildings with respect to aspects such as energy consumption, water 


efficiency, and IEQ. However, most of those have focused on non-residential buildings (Xiong et al. 2015). This 


paper presents a comprehensive review of studies focusing on IEQ in green and conventional residential buildings. 


Its specific objectives involve investigating: 1) the country of origin and timing of those studies, 2) the IEQ 


dimensions evaluated and methods used in them and 3) their findings. This makes this paper primarily relevant to 


researchers and practitioners (e.g. designers, builders, facility managers) interested in the design, construction, 


operation and maintenance of green homes and residential buildings.  


2. METHODOLOGY  


This research involved searching the electronic databases: “Scopus”, “Science Direct”, “Compendex” and “Google 


Scholar” for relevant journal and conference publications using the keywords “indoor environmental quality”, 


“green buildings”, residential buildings”, “conventional homes” or any combination of them. The search was 


confined to studies published between the years 1990 and 2015, both years inclusive, to make them of relevance to 


built environment researchers, practitioners, and policy makers. Owing to the limited number of studies on homes, 


the scope was widened to include all types of residential buildings. The definition of green building was also 


extended to include buildings constructed to the standards of “passive regulations”, “net-zero performance 


regulations”, or any other recognized green building rating system. The search initially yielded 304 publications. 


Those were screened and reduced to 25 using the aforementioned criteria. Two of the 25 papers were literature 


reviews whiles an additional five did not report on the specific IEQ parameters evaluated, bringing the total number 


of papers reviewed for this research to 18.  


 


Additionally, the papers were analysed according to the objectives aforementioned under the previous section. 


Specifically, sections 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 show the year of publication and country of origin, methods and findings; and 


literature on IEQ in green residential buildings respectively. Thorough analysis of the papers on green residential 


buildings was conducted according to the IEQ factors and parameters, and research methods used (see subsections 


3.3.1 and 3.3.2). 


3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  


3.1 Literature’s Year of Publication and Country of Origin  


Figure 1 shows the number of relevant published research papers over the study period. As shown in the figure, the 


first paper was published in 2001. There was a marginal increase in the number of published papers from 2001 to 


2014 and a significant increase from 2014 to 2015 that may be ascribed to the growing concerns about residential 


IEQ and changes to existing relevant guidance and regulations (Rojas et al. 2015). This is a trend that is likely to 


continue owing to those same concerns and to the increasing interest in residential IEQ.  


 


  
Fig. 1 Distribution of research papers per year of publication   
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With respect to the country of origin, Asia has published the most number of relevant papers (i.e. 12) followed by 


Europe and (9) North America (4). The papers from Asia came from China, Hong Kong, Korea and Japan whiles the 


European ones were from Finland, Denmark, and the UK. Studies in North America originated from the United 


States. There were no papers from Canada, reinforcing the need for studies on Canadian buildings. There were also 


no papers from developing countries in general, including ones in Africa. This is could be due to residential IEQ not 


being a matter of public discourse in those countries, and to the lack of awareness in general about the importance of 


IEQ and its potential impact on occupants’ health and well-being (Wu et al. 2007). 


3.2 Summary of Studies Investigating IEQ in Residential Buildings  


3.2.1 IEQ Factors and Parameters Investigated  


Table 1 shows the frequency at which each of the four main IEQ factors (i.e. thermal comfort, indoor air quality, 


lighting quality and acoustics quality) and their parameters have been investigated in the literature. As shown, 


thermal comfort and indoor air quality were the most evaluated. Only one research study (Li et al. 2013) evaluated 


all four factors.  


 


As shown in Table 1, the most investigated thermal comfort parameters in the literature were air temperature and 


relative humidity. This is not surprising given that these two parameters are generally considered to be key 


indicators of thermal comfort (Pekkonen et al. 2015). However, relative humidity was mostly evaluated using 


physical measurements and not qualitative means (i.e. surveys and interviews), unlike air temperature evaluated 


using both. Despite the importance of air velocity, it was the least investigated thermal comfort parameter in the 


literature.  


Table 1: Frequency of IEQ factors and parameters investigated in studies on IEQ in residential buildings 


IEQ factors IEQ parameters 
References  


Name Publications Name Publications 


Thermal 


comfort 
11 


Air temperature 10 (Alborz and Berardi 2015, Bonde 


and Ramirez 2015, Cho et al. 


2015, Frontczak et al. 2012, Hui 


et al. 2006, Li et al. 2006, Li et al. 


2013, McGill et al. 2015, 


Pekkonen et al. 2015, Ravindu et 


al. 2015, Ribeiro et al. 2001, 


Rojas et al. 2015, Sakaguchi and 


Akabayashi 2003, Xie et al. 2015, 


Xiong et al. 2015, Xue et al. 


2014, Zalejska-Jonsson 2014, 


Zhao et al. 2004)  


Relative humidity 9 


Air velocity 1 


Indoor air 


quality  
10 


Carbon dioxide (CO2) 8 


Carbon monoxide (CO) 3 


Particulate matter 3 


Formaldehyde (HCHO) 6 


Volatile organic compound 


(VOC) 


4 


Nitrite (NO2) 1 


Radon  3 


Acoustics  5 
Indoor noise 5 


Outdoor noise 3 


Lighting  4 


Daylight factor (DF) 3 


Illuminance level 2 


Artificial light 2 


 


 


As shown in Table 1, as expected, the primary indicator of indoor air quality (IAQ): Carbon dioxide (CO2) was the 


most investigated in the literature. Despite the importance of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) as another IAQ 


indicator and indoor pollutant in residential buildings, only four out of ten studies evaluated it. This could be due to 


the difficulty associated with analyzing all VOCs and on a lack of consensus on the sampling and analysis methods 


to use for the analysis (Xiong et al. 2015). The most investigated VOC in IAQ studies was found to be Toluene. 


 


Acoustics and lighting were the least investigated IEQ factors as shown in Table 1. Out of the five research studies 


focusing on green buildings, only two investigated both acoustics and lighting. The limited focus on acoustics in 


green residential buildings is in line with the limited emphasis placed on it in most green building rating schemes 


(e.g Alborz and Berardi 2015). This is different from lighting that is emphasized in global green rating system (for 
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instance, U.S. Green Building Council 2013) and the impact of which on the well-being of building occupants is 


well documented in the literature. 


3.2.2 Methods and Key Findings  


Previous studies have examined IEQ in residential buildings. These studies were performed mainly in green and 


conventional residential buildings. Majority of the studies investigated overall satisfaction with IEQ in residential 


buildings and few examine the difference in IEQ between green and conventional buildings. Table 2 summarises the 


methods and key findings of the publications that investigated IEQ in residential buildings. The results as presented 


in Table 2 show that qualitative assessment (i.e. surveys and interviews) of IEQ is popular in IEQ literature.  


3.3 Literature on IEQ in Green Residential Buildings  


Of the 18 studies reviewed, only five evaluated green buildings as shown in Table 3. Three of these studies 


investigated Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) buildings (referred to as K certification in this 


paper) while the remaining two investigated passive homes. Interestingly, only two (i.e. Bonde and Ramirez 2015, 


Zalejska-Jonsson 2014) of those five studies examined both  green and conventional buildings. In both studies, the 


IEQ evaluation was limited to surveying occupants about their perception of IEQ. While informative, these 


perceptions are subjective because occupants under the same environmental conditions can perceive the indoor 


environment differently and thus react differently to it (Frontczak and Wargocki 2011). They are therefore no 


substitute to IEQ physical measurements. 


Table 3: Studies on IEQ in green residential buildings 


Study Survey 


responses 


Type of dwelling Green certification 


Alborz and Berardi (2015) 593 Residential Halls K 


Zalejska-Jonsson (2014) 477 Multi-family buildings Passive House 


Bonde and Ramirez (2015) 85 Residential Halls K 


Rojas et al. (2015) 61 Residential apartments   Passive Housing standard 


Xiong et al. (2015) 158 Residential apartments   K 


 


 


3.3.1 Research Methods Used  


Of the five studies focusing on green buildings, four of them (Alborz and Berardi 2015, Bonde and Ramirez 2015, 


Rojas et al. 2015, Zalejska-Jonsson 2014) investigated both green and conventional buildings, highlighting the need 


for more research investigating both types of buildings. Table 4 summarizes the research methods and key findings 


of each. The largest study (Rojas et al. 2015) evaluated a total of 18 buildings, making it difficult to generalize its 


results to larger populations and reinforcing the need for studies analyzing larger samples of buildings. The smallest 


(Bonde and Ramirez 2015) evaluated only two. Even though each of the four studies used interviews and surveys to 


evaluate IEQ, only two of them relied on physical measurements of IEQ. The four studies also reported inconsistent 


results. For example, Bonde and Ramirez (2015) found no significant differences in occupants’ satisfaction with 


artificial and daylighting in green versus conventional buildings; however, green building occupants were most 


satisfied with thermal comfort compared to those in conventional buildings. This is different from Zalejska-Jonsson 


(2014) where green apartment owners were found to be less satisfied with thermal comfort than renters of 


conventional apartments. Notwithstanding these inconsistencies, the four studies generally showed that green 


buildings performed better than conventional buildings with respect to most of the IEQ factors and parameters 


investigated.  
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Table 2: Summary of methods and key findings of studies on IEQ in residential buildings 


Study Population Research Design Findings 


Pekkonen et al. 


(2015) 
 No. of Units – 28 


apartments in 6 buildings 


 65 Occupants 


 Physical measurement and occupants’ survey 


 Bivariate analysis, Chi square and multiple 


logistic regression 


 Large differences between occupant self-reported satisfaction 


and thermal comfort by tenure status, but differences in 


measured parameters were relatively small 


Xie et al. (2015)  Two-storey building  Physical measurement and laboratory 


experiment 


 Descriptive statistics and correlation 


 Indoor radon concentrations negatively correlated with indoor 


humidity (r=-.14, p < 0.01), outdoor temperature (r= -.3, p < 


.01). Positive correlation with indoor-outdoor temperature 


difference (r=.32, p < .05) 


Cho et al. 


(2015) 
 No. of buildings – 2 


apartment complexes  


 40 households 


 Site observation and occupants’ survey  


 Independent t-test and correlation analysis 


 Significant differences exist in the satisfaction between the 


two apartment complexes especially in perceived thermal 


comfort (p < .001) and air quality (p < .05). Critical 


influencing factor for residents’ discomfort is indoor 


temperature 


Zalejska-


Jonsson (2014) 
 No. of buildings – 14 


multi-family buildings  


 477 occupants  


 Occupants’ survey 


 Descriptive statistics, Mann-Whitney tests, 


ordered logistic regression 


 No statistically significance difference was found between 


occupants of green (4.44) and conventional buildings (4.48) 


Alborz and 


Berardi (2015) 
 No. of buildings – 10 


residential halls  


 593 students, designers, 


facilities manager 


 Physical measurement, occupants’ survey, 


and interviews 


 Descriptive statistics and regression 


 Multivariable linear regression showed that students were 


satisfied with their indoor temperature. 58% indicated 


dissatisfaction with their ability to control their indoor 


temperature and 98% of their comments were negative on the 


parameter 


Bonde and 


Ramirez (2015) 
 No. of buildings – 2 


residential halls 


 85 students  


 Occupants’ survey and interview 


 Chi square 


 Results suggest a greater performance of green buildings over 


conventional buildings in terms of indoor air quality and 


thermal comfort 


McGill et al. 


(2015) 
 No. of buildings – 8 


social housing 


 28 residents  


 Physical measurement, occupants’ survey 


and interviews 


 Descriptive statistics  


 Bedrooms recorded higher CO2 levels relatively than the 


living rooms. In summer, formaldehydes level peaked above 


the recommended i.e. >0.08 ppm 


Du et al. (2015)  No. of buildings – 36 


multi-family buildings 


 139 residents  


 Physical measurement, occupants’ survey 


and site observation 


 Descriptive statistics and correlation analysis 


 Results showed that average levels of indoor parameters met 


national guidelines. Mean CO2 levels were recorded above 


1000ppm in the bedroom of about 3 buildings 


Zhao et al. 


(2004) 
 No. of buildings – 30 


apartment buildings  


 550 residents  


 Physical measurement and occupants’ survey  


 Descriptive statistics  


 CO2 concentration was above the recommended levels 


(>1000 ppm). Major sources of pollution were emissions from 


automobiles (which accounted 40% of the buildings 


surveyed) and dust 


Hui et al. (2006)  No. of buildings – 20 


residential buildings  


 128 residents  


 Physical measurement and occupants’ survey 


 Descriptive statistics  


 Majority of the houses (12 out of 20) obtained a RH >80% 


which is above the standard of 60%. Rooms obtained acoustic 


levels less than 55 dB suggesting comfortable aural indoor 


environment 
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Ribeiro et al. 


(2001) 
 No. of buildings – 4 mid-


priced buildings 


 73 occupants 


 Physical measurement and interviews 


 Percentages and computer simulations 


 Building orientation and location impact the attenuation or 


sound transmission within dwellings. Conventional 


techniques to reduce noise disturbance (e.g. sealed enclosures) 


conflict with requirements for thermal comfort 


Xue et al. 


(2014) 
 No. of buildings – 3 


residential estates (above 


40 storey) 


 340 occupants 


 Occupants’ survey 


 Descriptive statistics and tests of 


dependencies 


 Physical factors of floor, orientation, and window area were 


also significant with daylighting (p<0.05). About 91.5% of 


the respondents were satisfied with their luminous 


environment. Artificial lighting had a negative significant 


correlation (-0.455) with lighting comfort 


Frontczak et al. 


(2012) 
 No. of buildings not 


stated 


 638 occupants 


 Occupants’ survey and interviews 


 Descriptive statistics and tests of 


dependencies 


 More than 30% of the respondents were dissatisfied with their 


indoor environment. Majority of the problems were thermal 


comfort related and almost all the occupants preferred to 


manually control the indoor environment 


Li et al. (2013)  No. of buildings – 6 


buildings  


 236 occupants 


 Physical measurement and occupants’ survey 


 Descriptive statistics and tests of 


dependencies 


 Average satisfactions with Tulou and normal buildings were 


0.64 and 0.57 respectively. Occupants in the heritage 


buildings appeared to be more satisfied with their indoor 


environment than their counterparts in conventional rural 


buildings 


Sakaguchi and 


Akabayashi 


(2003) 


 No. of buildings – 104 


wooden detached houses 


 105 households 


 Physical measurement and occupants’ survey 


 Descriptive statistics  


 The subjective responses showed that 38.2% of all houses 


perceived the indoor air to be bad, and no answers are 61.8%. 


Formaldehyde concentration in about 29% of all houses 


exceeded 0.08 ppm 


Xiong et al. 


(2015) 
 No. of buildings – 17 


apartments  


 293 households 


 Physical measurement and survey 


 Descriptive statistics  


 8% of occupants perceived thermal discomfort on a daily 


basis. Over the five years, the median CO concentrations in 


the apartments varied from 0.9 ppm to 1.5 ppm. 
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Table 4: Research methods used in studies on IEQ in green residential buildings 


Research studies  Research methods Key findings  


Alborz and Berardi 


(2015) 
 Data collection – physical measurements, 


occupants’ survey, interviews, and document review 


 Buildings – students’ accommodation, four (4) 


green and six (6) conventional 


 Survey response – 593 students  


 No statistically significant differences between green and 


conventional buildings  


 58% of all green and conventional building respondents were 


dissatisfied with ability to control indoor temperature 


 Green buildings met requirements of American Society for Heating, 


Refrigeration, and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) Standard 


55 for thermal comfort 


Bonde and Ramirez 


(2015) 
 Data collection – interviews and occupants’ survey 


 Buildings – students’ accommodation, one (1) green 


and one (1) conventional 


 Survey response – 85 students  


 83.78% and 81.08% of all green building respondents were satisfied 


with indoor temperature in spring and fall seasons respectively versus 


60.86% and 51.06% of conventional building respondents 


 Air quality satisfaction followed same trend as thermal comfort, 


however, there were no significant differences between artificial and 


daylighting satisfaction    


Rojas et al. (2015)  Data collection – physical measurements, individual 


and focus group interviews, two occupants’ surveys 


(one for each building type) 


 Buildings – 12 certified passive houses with 


mechanical ventilation, and six (6) conventional 


 Around 70% of the respondents stated they were satisfied with the 


preset temperatures, 18% would prefer it even warmer 


 Overall mean temperature was 23.5oC and 21.6oC for passive houses 


and non-passive respectively  


 Relative humidity for passive houses ranged from 20 – 40% and was 


generally below 30% for non-passive 


 Non-passive houses had 25% of bedrooms and 35% of living rooms 


exceeding 1000 ppm  of CO2 concentrations versus 2% of bedrooms 


and 15% of living rooms for passive houses  


Zalejska-Jonsson (2014)  Data collection – occupants’ survey 


 Buildings – 14 multi-family apartments, seven (7) 


green, and seven (7) conventional  


 Survey responses – 477 building occupants 


 No statistically significant difference between occupants’ satisfaction 


with IEQ in green and conventional apartments for either renters or 


owners 


 Owners of green apartments were less satisfied with thermal 


environment than renters of conventional apartments  


 Renters of green apartments were less satisfied with thermal 


environment than owners of conventional apartments  


 Owners of green apartments were more satisfied with IAQ than 


renters of conventional apartments 


 Renters of green apartments were less satisfied with IAQ than owners 


of conventional apartments  
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4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE PROSPECTS  


While green residential buildings appear to outperform conventional ones, current research on the topic remains 


limited and fragmented. This results in limited and at times conflicting empirical evidence on the topic, reinforcing 


the need for research studies that build on one another in order to generate uncontested, conclusive evidence and a 


cohesive body of knowledge. While the literature has traditionally focused on IEQ in commercial buildings, there’s 


growing research on residential IEQ in general coming from Asia. The limited research focusing on green residential 


buildings’ IEQ in particular came from North America, especially the United States. There are also no studies on 


residential IEQ originating from Canada, reinforcing the need for studies that address the unique characteristics of 


Canadian buildings. IEQ evaluation methods used have mostly been subjective and qualitative (i.e. survey and 


interviews) with growing use of objective and quantitative methods (i.e. physical measurements) in recent years.  


 


Despite the limitations of existing studies, there’s increasing interest in residential IEQ and increasing recognition of 


its importance. The growing green building market is translating into a growing green building residential sector, 


which should translate to increasing research on green residential buildings. This research is needed to validate the 


projected performance of green buildings and close the gaps that may exist between actual and projected 


performance, especially as it applies to IEQ. This literature review aims to lay the foundation for future research 


studies on the IEQ of green residential buildings. It is part of an ongoing research study. Its aim is to evaluate IEQ in 


a sample of green and conventional homes in Manitoba using physical measurements, occupant surveys and 


interviews with project stakeholders, thus paving the way for more research studies on Canadian residential 


buildings, green buildings in particular.      
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ABSTRACT  


Network screening, a process for an effective and efficient management of road safety programs, relies on crash 


prediction techniques to quantify the relative risks of given sites. The two most commonly used statistical approaches 


are- cross-sectional model-based approach and Empirical Bayesian (EB) approach as they are known for reducing 


regression-to-mean bias problem of a simple crash history-based method. Meanwhile, relatively the EB approach is 


known to be a robust technique as it accounts for a site-specific risk level while still incorporating the risk estimates 


obtained from a cross-sectional model. Common to both the approaches is they are relatively convenient to apply and 


easy to interpret due to a defined mathematical equation used to relate crashes and the potential explanatory variables. 


However, pre-specification of such relations are challenging as the true cause-effects are not known. One approach is 


to use trial and error process to select for the final relation. Nonetheless, potential misspecification may still remain 


which consequently could result in an inaccurate list of crash hotspots in a network screening process. As an alternative 


to model-based approach, this study applies kernel regression (KR), which is a data-driven nonparametric method. In 


addition, the KR method is extended in a similar framework of EB approach to account for site-specific risk levels. 


All these techniques when applied in a case study using crash data from Highway 401 of Ontario, Canada showed that 


some deviations exist between the methods, particularly when applied in the ranking of sites in a network screening 


process. 


 


Keywords: Network screening, Ranking, Empirical Bayesian method, Kernel regression, Negative binomial model 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Network screening is an essential component of any road safety improvement programs.  By prioritizing the sites of 


interest for a given safety improvement program, network screening can ensure that the limited resources allocated 


for the safety program be utilized in a most cost effective way. Network screening often starts with estimation of risk 


levels at all sites of interest followed by their ranking based on some risk measures. The sites that are ranked at the 


top most are then identified as crash hotspots for further consideration of safety treatments. A variety of risk measures 


such as average crash rate (crash per vehicle-kilometers), average crash frequency (crash per km-year), weighted crash 


frequency based on crash severities can be used as the ranking criteria for hotspot identification, depending the interest 


and priority set by the stakeholders or road agencies (Laughland et al., 1975; Deacon et al., 1975; Mcguigan, 1981; 


Mcguigan, 1982; Stokes and Mutabazi, 1996; HSM, 2010). While the choice of these ranking criteria lies in the interest 


and priority factors set by road agencies, selecting a robust technique to estimate risk measures is critical to make sure 


that genuine crash hotspots are identified during the process of network screening. 
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Several statistical approaches can be employed to predict crash risk at individual sites.  Among them, the most widely 


adopted one in the context of both research and state-of-practice is the parametric approach. This includes a number 


of count models that are framed either in generalized linear, Empirical Bayesian or full Bayesian modeling approaches 


(Greibe, 2003; Saccamanno et al., 2004; Miranda-Moreno, 2005; Geedipally and Lord, 2010; Higle & Witkowski 


1988; Hauer, 1996; Montella, 2010; Persaud et al.,1999; HSM, 2010; Miaou and Song, 2005; Miranda-Moreno et al., 


2005; Miranda-Moreno et al., 2007; Huang et al., 2009; Miranda-Moreno et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2014). The 


fundamental concept to these model-based techniques is that the risk measures are estimated from a given crash data 


through a process of defining a relation of crashes and the factors imposing the crash risk. However, establishing such 


relations prior to determining the magnitude of model parameters is a challenging task. Failure to capture such true 


relation may result in a biased estimate of ranking criteria, and consequently, these affect the results of network 


screening.  


 


Another alternative approach to determining ranking criteria could be using a data-driven nonparametric technique 


which has rarely been explored for the purpose of network screening. The fact that it is specification free may provide 


a significant advantage for improving the accuracy of crash frequency (Persaud et al., 1999). One of the examples 


could be using kernel regression which provides an estimate of conditional average crash frequency without the need 


for prior specification of a relation of crashes and its influencing factors. As the implementation of nonparametric 


techniques is relatively new for this particular road safety application, it may be important to examine how these two 


approaches differ, particularly in the ranking of sites. 


 


The objective of this study is to investigate the practical implications of alternative crash prediction techniques in 


terms of network screening. Two parallel methods are compared- 1) NB model with KR method and 2) traditional NB 


based EB method with KR-based EB method. The latter method is introduced in this study to account for site-specific 


crash history. Crash data from Highway 401 of Ontario, Canada is used as a case study. The paper hereafter is arranged 


as follows. Section 2 discusses some of the common estimation techniques used in network screening. Section 3 


presents estimation techniques employed for this study and followed by a case study in Section 4. Finally, the 


conclusions are made in Section 5. 


2. LITERATURE REVIEW 


In the past, when the practice of statistical techniques was not well matured, road agencies used simply observed crash 


frequency (or rate) as ranking criteria in network screening process.  However, these conventional approaches do not 


account for uncertainty in crash occurrence and thus suffers from the regression-to-mean effect. In a network screening 


study by Cheng and Washington (2005), they evaluated the performance of conventional approach of using simple 


crash count with the EB approach. For the conventional approach, two ranking criteria were used. First was based on 


the observed crash frequencies where a set of sites were ranked in descending order and the top most sites were 


selected as hotspots, and the second criterion was by establishing a threshold value and comparing it with the observed 


crash counts. In the latter, the threshold value was calculated as a summation of average observed crashes and the 


confidence interval. When the observed crash exceeded threshold value then the sites were classified as hotspots. 


Similarly, for the EB approach, ranking criterion was the expected crash frequency obtained from the combination of 


model estimates (NB model) and observed crashes. The study showed that the EB approach significantly outperformed 


the conventional method. The study further concluded that the importance of an EB approach is especially critical 


when there is high heterogeneity in crash counts. Similar conclusions were made in a study by Elvik (2008). 


 


Recently, the cross-sectional model-based and EB approach have been the most extensively used approach for network 


screening. The commonly used ranking criteria i.e., expected crash frequency (or rate) can be obtained using cross-


sectional crash models such as Poisson and NB model in a generalized linear modeling approach (Saccamanno et al., 


2001; Greibe, 2003; Saccamanno et al., 2004; Miranda-Moreno, 2005; Geedipally and Lord, 2010). Meanwhile, these 


criteria can also be obtained from the EB approach where NB model is extended in a framework of Bayesian approach 


(Higle & Witkowski 1988; Hauer, 1996; Montella, 2010; Persaud et al., 1999; HSM, 2010). Mathematically, the EB 


estimates are the combination of model estimates and observed crashes. While implementing such criterion, one has 


to be cautious, especially when the site-specific historical crash data are not available (HSM, 2010). Another advanced 


form of parametric models are using Full Bayesian approach (Miaou and Song, 2005; Miranda-Moreno et al., 2005; 


Miranda-Moreno et al., 2007; Huang et al., 2009; Miranda-Moreno et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2014). When the dataset 


and sample mean is large, the use of full Bayesian approach do not significantly contribute to improving the estimation 
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results compared to generalized linear modeling approach (Lord & Miranda-Moreno, 2008; Miranda-Moreno et al., 


2013). 


 


Some studies have compared network screening across different estimation techniques that are used to determine the 


ranking criteria. For example, Saccamanno et al. (2001) applied Poisson model (cross-sectional model-based 


approach) and EB method for the identification of hotspots in a two-lane highway in Italy using crash frequency as 


the ranking criteria. The result concluded that the numbers of hotspots identified by the EB approach were less than 


that from the Poisson model. Furthermore, the authors mentioned that the results from the Poisson model may have 


biased estimation due to its inability to account over-dispersion nature of crash data. Comparatively, the advantages 


of EB method is- first, it uses a NB model which takes into account of over-dispersion in the data structure unlike in 


a Poisson model; second, the precision of prediction is improved by considering site-specific crash history under a 


Bayesian framework. Similarly, Saccamanno et al (2004) applied Poisson and NB models for ranking of highway-rail 


grade crossing and concluded that comparatively the NB model performs better. The result could be attributed due 


NB to account dispersion in crash data. In another study by Miranda-Moreno et al (2005), a significant difference was 


observed between EB and generalized linear models in ranking of highway-railway grade crossings, thus emphasizing 


on the importance of method selection. Similarly, Huang et al (2009) compared EB and full Bayesian approach using 


NB and Poisson-lognormal model structure to identify crash hotspots of signalized intersection. First, the sites were 


ranked based on mean crash frequency estimated from the individual methods using three years (2004-2009) of crash 


data. Among them, a certain number of sites, e.g., 5%, 10% of total sites were considered as hotspots. These hotspots 


were then compared with the “true” hotspots obtained from crash counts using 10 years (1997-2006) repressing a 


long-term average. The study concluded that the full Bayesian approach showed better performance in identifying the 


crash hotspots. 


 


An alternative approach for improving the modeling part, whether when used independently in a cross-sectional 


model-based approach or in an EB framework, could be using nonparametric approach. While the application of this 


approach is relatively new in road safety, past few studies have demonstrated evidence of some promising results by 


comparing with the NB model. The methods used were- regression tree (Karlaftis and Golias, 2002), artificial neural 


network (Xie et al., 2007; Chang, 2005), multivariate adaptive regression splines (MARS) (Abdel-Aty & Haleem, 


2011), support vector machine (Li et al., 2008), kernel regression (Thakali et al., 2013) and others. However, these 


studies are limited to only exploring the effects of causal factors on crashes and their comparisons to the parametric 


counterpart models. 


3. PROPOSED CRASH ESTIMATION TECHNIQUES  


This section provides a theoretical background on various crash prediction techniques used in network screening.  


3.1 Cross-sectional Modeling Approach 


Negative binomial (NB) model: Negative binomial model is one of the most popular count models used in network 


screening. It is also known as Poisson-gamma model as it is derived from the Poisson model with inclusion of a 


gamma-distributed error term thereby releasing the restriction of equal mean and variance condition of Poisson model 


(Maher and Summersgill, 1996; Lord and Mannering, 2010; Cameron and Trivedi 2013). Let 𝑌 be a number of crashes 


occurring at a certain site for a specified time period (here year). Assuming 𝑌 follows a Poisson distribution, i.e., 


 𝑌|θ~𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑛(θ), where θ = 𝜇𝑁𝐵 ∗ 𝑒𝜀
  with 𝑒𝜀 – a random term being included for modelling additional variation in 


the count data.  If 𝑒𝜀  is assumed to follow a Gamma distribution with both of its parameters equal and greater than 


zero (i.e., (𝛼, 𝛼),  where 𝛼 is known as a dispersion parameter), the resulting Y would follow a NB distribution.  In 


road safety analysis, it is customary that the conditional expected crash frequency (𝜇𝑁𝐵) is assumed to be a function 


of site attributes in a form similar to the one shown in Eq. 1. The dispersion parameter could also be modelled as a 


function of site attributes, as shown in Eq. 2). Note that the model coefficients are estimated using crash data in a 


framework of generalized linear modeling approach with an objective to maximize the likelihood of crash occurrence.  


 


[1]   𝜇𝑁𝐵 = (𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒)𝛽1𝑒(𝛽0+∑ 𝛽𝑖∗𝑥𝑖) 


 


[2]   𝛼 = 𝑒(𝛾0+ ∑ 𝛾𝑖∗𝑥𝑖  
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where, in Eq. 1- 𝜇𝑁𝐵 is expected crash frequency, exposure is defined as the product of annual traffic volume and the 


road section length, β1 = exponent of the exposure, β0 is intercept, βi is coefficient of explanatory variable xi in the NB 


model and xi is ith explanatory variable. Similarly, in Eq. 2- 𝛾0 is intercept,  𝛾𝑖 is coefficient of explanatory variables 


in the dispersion-parameter model.  


 


Kernel regression (KR): Kernel regression, a data-driven nonparametric technique, relaxes the exponential restriction 


of the conditional mean by employing the kernel density estimation process (Pagan and Ullah, 1999; Silverman, 1984). 


Following the same notations as the NB model, we represent KR method using Eq. 3 and Eq. 4:  


 


[3]  𝑌 ≔ 𝑚(𝑋) + 𝜀           


         


where, the identification is 𝐸[𝜀|𝑋] = 0. It is important to note that there is no functional assumption imposed on 𝑚(. ), 


which is interpreted as the conditional mean of Y given X.  According to Pagan and Ullah (1999), for an x in the 


support of X and a random sample (𝑋𝑖 , 𝑌𝑖) for i = 1, … , n, 


 


[4]    𝜇𝐾𝑅 = �̂�(𝑥): =  ∑ 𝜔𝑗(𝑥, 𝑋1, … , 𝑋𝑛)𝑌𝑗
𝑛
𝑗=1         


 


where, 


 �̂�(𝑥) ( or 𝜇𝐾𝑅) is called the kernel nonparametric estimator of 𝑚(𝑥), 


 𝜔𝑗(𝑥, 𝑋1, … , 𝑋𝑛) = 𝐾 (
𝑋𝑗−𝑥


𝑏
) ∑ 𝐾 (


𝑋𝑗−𝑥


𝑏
)𝑛


𝑗=1⁄ , 


 𝐾(𝑈): = ∏ kd(𝑈(𝑑))𝐷
𝑑=1  and each kd, called a kernel or kernel function, satisfying: kd(u) > 0,  kd(u) =


kd(−u),∫ kd(u)𝑑𝑢 = 1 and∫ 𝑢2kd(𝑢)𝑑𝑢 < ∞.  𝐾 is called the product kernel, D is the number of input 


variables. 


 𝑏 is called the bandwidth, which is a D × 1 vector with each coordinate be a sequence of positive 


numbers such that:𝑏𝑑 ↓ 0 (goes down to 0 monotonically) and n𝑏𝑑 → ∞ for all 𝑑 = 1, … , 𝐷. 


 


It is easy to show that 𝜔𝑗 > 0 and ∑ 𝜔𝑗
𝑛
𝑗=1 = 1. Therefore, the estimated number of crashes given 𝑋 = 𝑥 could be 


viewed as a specific weighted average of 𝑌𝑗’s. Such weights are determined jointly by the kernel and bandwidth. The 


most common choice of kernel is the density function of a standard normal random variable. In theory, the choice of 


the kernel makes little difference when the sample large and the conditions listed above are satisfied. For fixed 𝑏𝑛, 


larger weights are given to the observations closer to 𝑥. Therefore, the kernel regression is a local fitting technique as 


opposed to a parametric approach that chooses one curve of a certain shape to fit all the data points. By down-weighing 


the observations that are further apart, kernel nonparametric estimator uses more relevant information for estimation, 


hence, it could capture variations that are overlooked by parametric models. Apart from this Kernel regression 


technique, there are other nonparametric methods available, such as Spline and Orthogonal polynomial. However, 


within this family of nonparametric models, KR is one of the well-established and widely applied techniques (Livanis 


et al., 2009). It has also been argued that all these methods are in an asymptotic sense essentially equivalent to kernel 


regression (Hardle and Mammen 1993; Silverman, 1984). 


 


The critical component of kernel nonparametric estimator is the bandwidth, which determines the “distance” 


between 𝑋𝑗’s and 𝑥. Though the kernel nonparametric regression estimator is free from misspecification, i.e., it 


converges to the truth when sample size approaches infinity, it is biased for a finite sample. A smaller bandwidth 


reduces the bias but inflates the variance, while a bigger bandwidth reduces variance at the cost of bigger bias. This 


natural trade-off between the bias and variance helps to pin down the desirable bandwidth that minimizes the mean 


squared error of the estimator. A detailed discussion of possible choices of bandwidth could be found in Pagan and 


Ullah (1999). In this paper, we adopt a variation of the Silverman’s rule of thumb. Similar rule of thumb is also applied 


in past studies (Lavergne and Vuong, 2000; Gu et al., 2007; Dudek, 2012).The bandwidth for the jth variable is 


calculated as: 


 


[5]    b𝑑 =  (
4


2𝐷+1
)


1


4+𝐷
∗ 𝑛−


1


4+𝐷 ∗ σ𝑑          


 


where σ𝑑 is the standard deviation of the corresponding dth variable, D is the total number of variables.   
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3.2 Empirical Bayesian (EB) Approach 


Empirical Bayesian (EB) is another extensively used approach in a network screening. Intuitively, including a site-


specific crash history with expected crashes from similar sites can provide a better representation of expected risk 


levels at the selected sites. An effort to combine this two information is popular in an EB framework using Eq. 6, 


where weights are calculated using Eq. 7 and Eq. 8. Here, we followed same notations as used by Hauer (1997). 


 


[6]   𝐸(𝑘/𝐾) = 𝑤𝐸(𝑘) + (1 − 𝑤)𝐾         


 


[7]   𝑤 =  
1


1+
𝑉𝐴𝑅(𝑘)


𝐸(𝑘)


 


 


[8]   𝑉𝑎𝑟(𝑘) = 𝑆𝐷 − 𝐸(𝑘)          


 


where, 𝐸(𝑘/𝐾) = Expected crashes on a given site (e.g., a road segment, or an intersection) given that K crashes 


occurred, 𝐸(𝑘)= Expected crashes (or mean) referenced from similar sites (e.g., estimated from a crash model), 𝐾 = 


Observed crashes on that given site, 𝑤 = weight; 𝑉𝑎𝑟(𝑘) is variance of expected crashes from similar sites, SD is 


defined as square difference between the observed crash counts and crash estimates from a model. 


 


As given by Eq. 6 to Eq. 8, an EB framework requires estimates of E(k) and the weight. For this, Hauer (1997) 


proposed two methods- 1) method of sample moment and 2) method of multivariate regression. In the first method, a 


simple sample mean is used to estimate the value of E(k) (also referred here as mean) and Var (k) (also referred here 


as variance) which together are used to determine the weight (Eq. 7). While this method is simple to apply with very 


few assumptions made, however, it does not, account for possible effects of safety related factors that could explain 


variation in crashes between sites. This issue is addressed by using the second method of regression approach. This 


approach takes into account of effects due to site-specific factors by developing their relation with crash frequency. 


In the past, use of multivariate regressions from a family of parametric models has been the common tradition. As in 


this study, we used two different approaches to estimate the crash risk, we name respective EB method after their 


name, either NB-based EB method or KR-based EB method. Note that the use term EB in association to KR may be 


argued due to the fact that the derivation does not come purely from the Bayesian analysis. Rather it is explained from 


an approach of combining two random variables and Hauer (1997) showed that both the approaches result in the same 


form. 


 


NB-based EB method: The EB method can be categorized depending on the types of count models used in its 


formulation. Some of the examples include- EB based on NB model (Hauer., 1997; Miranda-Moreno et al., 2005; 


Montella, 2010, HSM, 2010), EB based on Sichel model (Zou et al., 2013), EB based on Poisson-lognormal model 


(Miranda-Moreno et al., 2005). Among these, the first one, based on the NB model, is the most commonly used 


method. In context of NB-based EB method, we make following adjustments: 


 


 E(k): Replace the estimate as- 𝐸(𝑘)=𝜇𝑁𝐵 


 Weights (w): Hauer & Persaud (1987), in a study using NB based EB method, observed a systematic relation 


of mean (i.e., E(k))  and variance (i.e., Var(k)). A quadratic function, given by Eq. 9, was used to establish the 


relation. After substituting the values of mean and variance in Eq. 7, the expression obtained for weight is given 


by Eq. 10.  Since then, in NB based EB method, it has been a standard procedure to apply proposed relation of 


mean-variance to calculate the weights (Persaud et al., 1999; HSM, 2010).  


 


[9]   𝑉𝑎𝑟(𝑘) = [𝐸(𝑘)]2 ∗ 𝛼; where, 𝛼 is a dispersion parameter 


 


[10]   𝑤 =  
1


1+
[𝐸(𝑘)]2∗𝛼


𝐸(𝑘)


=  
1


1+E(k)∗𝛼
=  


1


1+𝜇𝑁𝐵∗𝛼
 


 


Finally, Eq. 6 is used to obtain the final NB based EB estimates by substituting the values of E(k) and w.  
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KR-based EB method: The commonly used methods to obtain an estimate of E(k) in an EB framework are based on 


parametric approach. In context of KR-based EB method, the following method is proposed: 


 


 E(k): Replace the estimates as-  𝐸(𝑘)=𝜇𝐾𝑅 (ref to Eq. 4) 


 Weights (w): The steps involved in determining the weights (w) are not as straight forward as in previously 


discussed NB-based EB method. For this particular method, we trace back to its initial form in Eq. 7, where it 


is represented as a function of variance and mean of crash estimates from similar sites. Following three steps 


are needed to determine the weights: 


1. Estimate the variance associated with each site using Eq. 8. 


2. Use kernel regression to establish a relation of mean and variance. The detailed process are described 


in the section Cross-sectional modeling approach- KR method. Note that, establishing a mean-


variance relation here is a univariate case.  


3. Use Eq. 7 to calculate weights associated with each site.  


 


Finally, Eq. 6 is used to obtain the final KR-based EB estimates by substituting the values of E(k) and w.   


4. APPLICATION OF CRASH ESTIMATION TECHNIQUES IN NETWORK SCREENING – A CASE 


STUDY 


This paper presents a case study using crash data from one of the busiest highways in North America - Highway 401, 


located in the provinces of Ontario, Canada.  The entire highway stretches for 817 km of which a total of 800 km were 


covered in this study.  Three different sources of data used are- 1) historical crash records from 2000 to 2008 extracted 


from MTO’s Accident Information System (AIS); 2) historical AADT data for the same years from MTO’s Traffic 


Volume Inventory System (TVIS); and 3) road geometric features from MTO’s Highway Inventory Management 


System (HIMS) database. A Geographical Information System (GIS) tool was used to process and integrate all the 


datasets on an annual basis over individual homogenous sections (HSs) which represented a segment with similar road 


features and traffic levels, resulting in 418 unique HS sections.  Table 1 presents a variable list including summary 


statistics of processed datasets from nine years (2000-2008).  Further details about the data processing are described 


in our previous paper (Thakali et al., 2016). 


Table 1: Summary statistics of processed dataset 


 


Total 


Crash 


(per year) 


AADT 


(veh/hr) 


Exposure  


(MVK) 


Commercial 


AADT 


(veh/hr) 


Median 


width 


(m) 


Shoulder 


width-


right (m) 


Curve 


deflection 


(1/m, in 


1000) 


shoulder 


width-


left (m) 


Mean 23.81 76633 41.79 13993 11.11 3.14 0.19 1.60 


St.dev. 50.02 91476 54.05 6719 6.14 0.28 0.35 1.19 


Min 0 12000 1.66 0 0.60 2.60 0.00 0.00 


Max 468 442900 611.41 42076 30.50 4.00 1.86 5.19 


Sample size- 3762 
 


 


 


 


Network screening process- It is a systematic process of ranking sites that suffer from unacceptably high risk of 


crashes. Four steps are involved: 1) selection of ranking criteria; 2) selection of a method to estimate expected crash 


frequencies; 3) ranking of sites, and 4) selection of high-risk sites (or crash hotspots). Two ranking criteria are used 


for this study, including crash frequency/km and crash rate (crash frequency/exposure) as determined by normalizing 


the estimated crash frequency by length and exposure, respectively.  


 


Estimation methods and their relative performance: The expected crash frequencies required for ranking criteria 


are obtained using the methods discussed previously. Prior to their applications for network screening, we present a 


summary of the modeling results including the performance measures. For this, the dataset mentioned in Section 4 


was divided into a training set (2000-2006) and validation set (2007-2008). Table 2 provides the model results using 


the training set. Note that the variables included in a NB model are significance at a level of significance of 5 %. 


While, in KR method, a similar statistical test is not possible due to non-parameterization. However, we used an 
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indicator called Variable Importance (VI) measure which was determined based on effect of each variable on 


improving goodness-of-fit values of the KR model. The result showed that all the variables has high VI values 


suggesting for their inclusion. The performance of each method was determined using goodness-of-fit measures- sum 


of absolute deviation (SAD) and sum of square deviation (SSD) computed on the validation set. Note that the lower 


these values, the higher the performance level of given crash estimation technique. The results in Table 3 indicate that 


the KR method (in both approaches) performed relatively better in comparison to the NB model. All analyses were 


performed using the statistical software platform- “R”. 


 


Table 2: Summary of model results 


Variables 
NB model            KR 


Coefficients Std. error t value P value Bandwidth 


Intercept -1.16 0.15 -7.528 <0.001  


ln(Exposure) (MVK) 0.84 0.02 50.75 <0.001 21.08 


AADT (Commercial) 5E-05 0.00 18.69 <0.001 2621 


Median width (m) -0.01 0.00 -5.23 <0.001 2.397 


Median shoulder (m) -0.10 0.01 -9.14 <0.001 0.465 


Shoulder width (m) 0.16 0.04 3.51 <0.001 0.111 


Deflection (1/m) '0.001 -0.09 0.05 -1.69 0.052 0.135 


Dispersion parameter (𝛼)      


Intercept -0.51 0.03 -15.10 <0.001  


Length (km) -0.83 0.04 -20.11 <0.001  


AIC        19303  


 


 


It is noted that a mean-variance relation was established for the KR-based EB method as shown in Figure 1. This 


relation was directly used to compute the weights associated with each site to obtain final expected crash frequencies 


in an EB framework. However, the weights for NB-based EB method were directly determined using dispersion 


parameter model presented in Table 1.  


 


 
Figure 1: mean and variance relation from KR method 
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Table 3: Summary of performance measures 


Methods SAD SSD Remarks 


Cross-sectional modeling approach For EB approach 


1. Obtain EB estimates for the last two years of model set 


i.e., 2005-2006. 


2. Adjust estimated values in Step1 by using a factor=
𝜇2007−2008


𝜇2005−2006 to obtain estimates for validation. 


3. Obtain SAD and SSD by using estimated values in Step 2 


and observed crashes in the validation set (2007-2008).   


KR 6822 425475 


NB  9291 1026236 


Empirical Bayesian (EB) approach 


KR based EB 4504 190392 


NB  based EB 4793 261577 


Note:𝑆𝐴𝐷 = ∑ |𝑦�̂� − 𝑦𝑖|𝑛
𝑖=1  and 𝑆𝑆𝐷 =  ∑ (𝑦�̂� − 𝑦𝑖)2𝑛


𝑖=1  where, 𝑦𝑖is ith observed crashes; 𝑦�̂�  is estimated crashes of the 


ith observation and n is total number of observations. A method with smaller SAD and higher SSD implies that the 


quality of 𝑦�̂� is quite uneven.  
 


 


Ranking of sites: All the methods previously described were used to estimate the crash frequency for each road 


section (418 unique HS sections) using the validation set. Then, for crash frequency criterion, the estimated crash 


values were normalized by section length, whereas for rate criterion they were normalized by exposure level measured 


in millions vehicle kilometer. Finally, road sections were ranked in descending order of each criterion. Figure 2 and 3 


present scatter plots of one to one ranking of road sections obtained from the selected methods for each criterion. We 


can observe some deviations in ranking as some of the sites are found significantly off the diagonal line. Spearman’s 


correlation (SC) coefficients are used to determine the correlation between the two methods, where large SC values 


represent high correlation and vice versa for the low values. As summarized in Table 4, KR and NB model in a cross-


sectional modeling approach showed relatively lower correlation compared to those when they were used in an EB 


approach. One of the reasons of their high correlation when applied in the EB framework could be due to the 


involvement of site-specific crash history in both the methods. Meanwhile, relatively, ranking correlations are higher 


with frequency criterion when compared to the rate criterion. The result from example suggests that the choice of 


criteria for ranking may have a significant impact on the relative performance of each method. 


 


 
Figure 2: Ranking comparison based on cross-sectional modeling approach- (a) crash frequency/km and (b) crash 


frequency/million vehicle km 
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Figure 3: Ranking comparison based on EB approach- (a) crash frequency/km and (b) crash frequency/veh-km 


 


Table 4: Spearman’s correlation (SC) coefficients 


Methods 
Ranking criteria 


Crash frequency Crash rate 


Cross-sectional modeling approach  0.826 0.526 


EB approach 0.973 0.965 


 


5. CONCLUSIONS  


The main purpose of this study was to introduce kernel regression (KR), a data-driven approach, for network screening 


and examine its performance in comparison to negative binomial (NB) model, one of the most extensively used 


parametric model in road safety literature. These two methods were applied in two different types of crash prediction 


methods - cross-sectional modeling and Empirical Bayesian (EB) approach.  One of the appealing parts of the KR 


method is, unlike in the parametric models, there is no need of prior specification for defining a relation of crashes 


and its influencing risk factors. Therefore, such method is expected to capture any underlying complex relations for 


improved crash estimations. An empirical study of Highway 401 of Ontario was considered to examine the differences 


in implications of proposed estimation techniques in ranking of sites in a network screening process. Summary of 


findings are as follows: 


 


 There exist differences among the methods in their ability to predict crashes where KR method outperformed 


the NB model in both the approaches. 


 Deviations in estimation methods were visually observed in one to one ranking of sites (road sections). This 


was further confirmed by computing Spearman’s correlation coefficients (SC) for each pair. Meanwhile, the 


SC’s varied depending on types of ranking criteria. The findings from this study showed that the crash rate 


criterion results higher deviation among the methods than the crash frequency criterion. 


 


While this study has demonstrated a potential use of kernel regression as an alternative to parametric models in 


network screening, more case studies may be required to confirm their relative performance. Moreover, emphasis 


should be given to inclusion of more samples as the performance of kernel regression is expected to increase 


significantly as demonstrated by Thakali et al. (2016). Meanwhile, the use of the EB approach must be considered 


with care, especially in a case of major changes in the road features and missing of site-specific crash data (HSM, 


2010). 
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ABSTRACT  


Passenger flow control of minority stations and consecutive reaction is one potential way to maintain the 


performance of subway system. One key question is the pre-selection of the stations for adopting control actions, as 


related optimization method results in an excessive computational burden. Based on the methods in network 


controllability, this paper proposes an approach to identify these critical stations for system performance control, and 


analyzes the characteristics and changing rules of the stations. Practical analysis is conducted with passenger flow 


networks of Shanghai subway. The results show that the critical stations for control are flow dependent, and stations 


with low inflow are more likely selected as the stations for adopting control actions. This study contributes a 


quantitative approach which supports operators and managers of subway to identify the stations for system 


performance control, and is helpful to resource allocation and emergency preparedness. 


 


Keywords: Subway system; Passenger flow network; Network controllability;  


1. INTRODUCTION  


Subway is one of most efficient and convenient transport means in big cities (Martínez and Viegas 2012). As a 


complex infrastructure system, the subway is composed by multiple crossed lines. The state of one station influences 


or is correlated with the state of another station through passenger flows travelling between them. As a result, 


fluctuations or jumps of passenger volume in some stations will impact the performance of the entire system. 


Passenger flow control is a common and important measure in system performance management. The control 


actions include limiting passengers to entering, closing partial entrances, skipping crowded stations (Jiang 2008), 


which are adopted in selected stations, and aim to maintain the performance of subway in system level. A key 


question to control is there are numerous stations in subway, and how to identify the right ones for adopting control 


actions.  


 


The field of network science has been widely used to study characteristics of the rail transit systems such as subways 


and railways. The studies can be divided into structural analysis and functional analysis two categories. Structural 


studies focus on the characteristics as fractal dimension (Benguigui and Daoud 1991), average distance (Liu and 


Song 2010), and average clustering coefficient (Angeloudis and Fisk 2006). The properties as vulnerability (Roanes 


et al. 2009), robustness and reliability (Derrible and Kennedy 2010) are also investigated according to methods in 


network science, which find the systems are vulnerable to some type of attacks, and identify topologically critical 


components as hub stations and high betweeness stations. Functional studies combine the structure with flows or 


system performance, research includes characteristics and phenomenon as passenger flow passing capacity (Feng et 


al. 2009), distribution of the weights of passenger flows (Lee et al. 2008), state relationship between stations (Zhang 


et al. 2011), causes of passenger congestion ( Barberillo and Saldana 2011). The results show the stations are closely 


associated through flows, and emphasize the importance of some components as links with high flow. Besides, the 


function interdependence between rail transit systems and other infrastructures has also been studied (Zhang et al. 
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2014, Johansson and Hassel 2010), the service dependencies among infrastructures lead some unimportant 


components in individual systems to critical ones in the interdependent system. 


 


The aforementioned studies analyze the topological and functional characteristics of the rail transit systems, as well 


as the responses to emergent scenarios such as natural disasters and deliberate attacks. The results find the 


importance of some components from multiple perspectives, and propose mitigation and response suggestions. 


However, the problem of subway performance control is a combined achievement of multiple stations, not only 


related to the importance of stations. There are two points to the pre-selection problem, one is the number of the 


stations selected, the other is the specific set of stations. Relatively few studies have attempted to address the 


problem. In reality, the selection of the stations is mainly according to congestion magnitude. From the view of 


system level, the pre-selection problem can be solved with optimization methods (Marler and Arora 2004), however, 


the subway systems contain a huge number of stations and links, the computation complexity will be high with the 


method. Liu et al. (2011) build the theoretical model for the control of complex network, which can find the minimal 


driver nodes sets (crucial to the functioning of the system) for any linear time complex network. The method has 


been proved to be effective for supervision or intervention of the real system state. Diao and Rauch (2013) 


investigate the layout design of the detection sensors in water distribution systems, and demonstrate that the 


application of network controllability can optimize the sensor placement. Delpini et al. (2013) apply network control 


to identify and detect financial institutions which are crucial to the functioning of an interbank market.  


 


The methods in network controllability can identify the minimal number of driver nodes which are able to develop 


the system to a certain state. This paper solves station pre-selection problem with the methods. As flow analysis is 


more useful to capture the performance of rail transit systems (Ouyang 2014), and directly reveals the state 


relevance between station. The passenger flow networks (PFN) are built according to the movement of the 


passengers, in which, nodes represent the stations, links represent the time dependent passenger flows between 


stations. We propose the analysis process of the pre-selection problem, and conduct practical application to 


Shanghai subway. The analysis determines the number of stations, identifies the critical stations for system 


performance control, and examines their characteristics. The results can provide support information for resource 


allocation and emergency preparedness, and improve the reliability and stability of the subway system.  


2. METHOD  


2.1 Network controllability 


Most real systems are driven by nonlinear processes, but the controllability of nonlinear systems is in many aspects 


structurally similar to that of linear systems, so the controllability of complex network is explored using the 


canonical linear equation: 


 


[1] ( ) ( ) ( ) &x t Ax t Bu t                       


 


Where the vector T


1 2( ) ( ( ), ( ),..., ( )) nx t x t x t x t captures the state of a system of N nodes at time t . 


The N N matrix A denotes the interaction strength between the nodes. The nodes selected to input control signals are 


named as driver nodes, B is a N M matrix ( M N ) that identifies the driver nodes (i.e.) controlled by an outside 


controller. Finally, the time-dependent input vector T


1( ) ( ( ),..., ( )) Mu t u t u t denotes the control signals imposed by 


the controller. Generally, to control the system’s dynamics, it is essential to identify the set of driver nodes that, if 


fed by signals, can offer full control over the system.  


 


If a system described by Equation 1 is controllable, it can be driven from any initial state to any desired final state in 


finite time. This is possible if and only if the N NM controllability matrix 2 1( , , ,..., ) NC B AB A B A B  
has a full rank, 


that is 


 


[2] ( ) rank C N                                  
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This constraint is called Kalman’s controllability rank condition (Kalman 1963). One important step in 


controllability analysis is to identify the minimum number of driver nodes (MNDN) such that Equation 2 is 


satisfied.  


 


Applying Equations 1 and 2 to large networks is computationally prohibitive. On the one hand, it is hardly feasible 


to determine the weight of each link (i.e., the aij
 
) are time dependent as well in real world situations. On the other 


hand, computing the rank of C is a computationally prohibitive task for large networks. For instance, with all weights 


being defined, there are 2 1n combinations for a brute-force search (Anantharaman et al. 1990). 


 


To overcome the dependency of controllability analysis on the link weights, the concept of structural controllability 


is proposed. The structural controllability of dynamic systems is investigated by analyzing the structural model of 


the system. The structural model (described by Equation 1) abstracts the system’s behavior in such way that only the 


structure of the constraints (i.e. the existence of links between variables and parameters) is considered and not the 


constraints themselves. Despite such a simplification, structural models can provide very useful information, such as 


to suggest protection strategies, to identify important components to system state, etc. Furthermore, structural 


properties are almost true everywhere in the system’s parameter space, as the structural model does not depend on 


the value of the parameters. E.g. the properties are independent of the link weights and the node dynamics. Thus, the 


whole system (A, B) is “structurally controllable” (Lin 1974) if one may find non-zero weights in A and B such that 


the system satisfies Equation 2. The structural controllability reveals under certain topology whether the network is 


controllable for all weight combinations, except for some special cases that occur only when there are constraints of 


the system parameters (Shields and Pearson 1975). Furthermore, structural controllability provides a sufficient 


condition for controllability for most nonlinear systems by ensuring the controllability of a continuum of linearized 


systems (Lohmiller and Slotine 1998). 


 


To avoid searching driver nodes by the brute-force method, the problem is solved by identifying the “maximum 


matching” (Hopcroft and Karp 1973) in the network. A node is defined as being matched if a link in the “maximum 


matching” points at it; otherwise it is unmatched. The number of nodes without inbound links from the maximum 


matching in network is equal to the number of input signals required for structural controllability. The patterns of 


maximum matching may be various, but the number of unmatched nodes is same in every matching, which is equal 


to the MNDN, the unmatched node sets are the minimal driver nodes sets. 


 


The network controllability analysis is then to achieve full control over a directed network if and only if all 


unmatched nodes are directly controlled, and if there are directed paths from the input signals to all matched nodes 


(Yu et al. 2010). Since at most ( )O N L steps are required to identify the maximum matching in directed networks, 


MNDN can be determined for an arbitrary directed network. 


2.2 Applying controllability analysis to performance control of subway system 


In order to control the subway performance in system level, this section introduces the construction procedure of the 


PFNs, and analysis process of pre-selection problem with method in network controllability. 


2.2.1 Construction of passenger flow network 


As mentioned in literature review, the passenger flow captures more system performance information of subway 


than topology structure. The following analysis mainly focuses on the PFN, in which, nodes represent the stations, 


and links represent the time-dependent passenger flows between stations. Figure 1 is an example of the structure and 


PFN of one subway line. The line is composed by four one by one connected stations. The PFN of the line is a full 


connected directed network, as there are passengers moving between every pair of stations. The direction and width 


of links denote the direction and volume of passenger flows. The passenger movement and state correlation between 


stations can be directly observed through the PFN. 
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Figure 1: An example of structure and PFN of a subway line 


The key to construction of PFN is the data pertaining to the actual passenger movement between stations. 


Sometimes, the data required may be not available, here we introduce a method to predict the passenger flow based 


on passenger counts, which contain the number of passengers entering and exiting stations. Gravity model (Lewer  


and Vanden 2008) are used here, the model have been applied to describe and predict behaviors such as the 


movement of people, information and goods, and trade exchange between cities, countries and continents. This 


model generally involves concepts of mass and distance, which lend themselves to the physical metaphor of 


Newton's law of gravitation (Wang et al. 2008). According to the gravity model, the passengers flow between 


stations is depended on the passenger volume of the stations, and the distance between them. Therefore, the 


passenger flow pij(t) representing the number of passengers traveling from station i to station j
 
at time t is predicted 


as follows:  


 
in in


out i k
ij j 2 2


ij kjk¹j


p (t) p (t)
[3]  p (t)=p (t) [( )/ )]


d d
 


 
 


Where ( )in


ip t denotes the number of passengers entering station i at t , ( )out


jp t denotes the number of passengers 


exiting station j at t ,
ijd denotes the shortest path between station i and j . From Equation 3, it can be seen the 


passenger flow ( )ijp t is time-varying, and the value is dependent on the in and out passenger volume of relevant 


stations.   


2.2.2 Analysis process 


The network controllability provides method to identify the driver nodes, which offer full control over the system if 


fed by signals. Similarly, method is helpful to identify the stations for adopting control actions on passenger flow, 


which can drive performance of subway to desirable state when needed. The method in network controllability is 


mostly related to the existence of links between nodes, and independent with link weights. Value of the passenger 


flow
ijp is the weight of the dependency from station i to station j, small one has little impact on the states of the 


relevant stations, so does the performance of the system. In order to master the main trend of the passenger flow and 


simplify the analysis, a filter threshold parameter is given to determine the existence of link ijl in the PFN. The 


expression is as follows: 


 


ij


ij


ij


1 if p α
[4]   l =


0 if p <α







 


 


If ijp is less than threshold , the passenger flow is neglected and deleted, setting 0ijl represents there are no link; 


if 
ijp  is larger than  , setting 1ijl represents the existence of the link. The value of the filter threshold  is 


determined by the mean value of the passenger flows and service level of the system.  


 


For given task of subway passenger flow or performance control, the analysis proceeds with following steps: ① 


Construct the PFN based on data of passenger movement, or data of passenger counts with gravity model. ② 
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Determine the existence of links in the PFN according to given filter parameter . ③ Extract the backbone network 


of the PFN. Some nodes may be isolated after the filter step, since all their passenger inflow and outflow are smaller 


than . The isolated nodes are always stations with small passenger volume, and have small influence on the state 


of other stations and the performance of the system. Here we only consider the backbone network of the PFN, which 


is composed by non-isolated nodes. ④ Applying the maximum matching algorithm, calculate the MNDN and the 


minimal driver node sets for the backbone network. Usually, the minimal driver node sets is not unique. 


3. PRACTICAL APPLICATION 


For verification of the method, this section conducts practical application to Shanghai subway, investigates the 


characteristics and the changing rules of the stations for performance control, and identifies the critical ones. 


Further, the change of the controllability of the PFNs under disruption scenarios is also examined. 


3.1 Data of Shanghai subway 


Shanghai subway consists of 12 subway lines, 277 stations and 309 track lines, the mileage of the network exceeds 


548 km. The mean number of passengers in workday is about 9 million, comparing with the city population (about 


24 million), subway is the most critical public transport mean in Shanghai. To build the PFN of Shanghai subway, 


we obtain the data of passenger counts from Shanghai Metro Operation Company. Tidal phenomenon exists in the 


trend of passenger flows. Most passengers access the subway system from the stations near their living and working 


locations. Table 1 shows the passenger counts of four stations in Shanghai subway line 1. Different trends can be 


found between the number of passengers entering and exiting for AM peak and PM peak. Taking station People's 


Square for example, in AM peak, the number of exiting is about ten times of the entering, while in PM peak, the 


number of exiting is about one third of the entering. This means the direction of passenger flows are different for 


peaks. 


 


Table 1: Passengers counts of stations in Line 1  


Station 
AM peak PM peak 


entering Exiting entering exiting 


People's Square 1431 14569 10734 3942 


Xinzhuang 12875 5617 3986 9922 


Xujiahui 2068 11719 10089 4686 


Pengpu Xincun 7426 1477 969 6282 


 


The subway system is approximately performance maximizing during AM peak and PM peak, it is more meaningful 


to analyze performance control during peaks compared with other time periods. Since the trends of passenger flows 


are different for AM peak and PM peak, which can be more directly seen in Figure 2, the passenger flows are 


calculated according to data in Table 1 with gravity model, and the link width denotes the volume of passenger flow, 


most stations have high inflow during one peak, and high outflow during another peak. For comparison, following 


analysis takes the AM peak and PM peak into account respectively.  


 


Pengpu Xincun


Xinzhuang People's Square


Xujiahui Pengpu Xincun


Xinzhuang People's Square


Xujiahui


(a) (b)
 


Figure 2: The PFN of four stations for peaks (a) AM peak (b) PM peak 
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3.2 Analysis of critical stations of PFNs 


This part takes the PFNs of AM peak and PM peak for comparison, analyzes the number of the stations for adopting 


control actions, and determines the specific stations which are critical to system performance control. As the number 


of nodes and link density in the backbone network of the PFN is dependent on the filter threshold , according to 


the analysis process in section 2.2.2, Figure 3 shows the number of nodes in backbone network (NNBN) and the 


MNDN of the PFNs with different , the value of threshold is set from 0 to 100 with step 1.  


 


 
(a)                                                                          (b) 


Figure 3: NNBN and MNDN with different for peaks (a) AM peak; (b) PM peak 


 


The curves in Figure 3 (a) and (b) are similar in shape. There are two vertical arises in the figs, the left is for NNBN, 


and the right is for MNDN. If  increases, the NNBN for two peaks will decrease, the reason is that more nodes are 


isolated when  increases. Comparatively, in most cases, the MNDN will increase if increases, while the change 


is not monotonically increasing. The link density of the backbone network will decrease if increases, in normal 


sense, the MNDN will increase because more nodes are prone to be unmatched if there are fewer links for the 


choices of matching (Yu et al. 2012). However, the decrease of NNBN results that the increase of MNDN is not 


monotonous, as sometimes there are fewer nodes in the backbone network when  increases, so does the number of 


nodes needing for control.  


 


For a specific network, the efficiency of control is low if the number of driver nodes is small, as more time are 


required for transmission of control signals in the network; in comparison, the cost of control is high if the number 


of driver nodes is large, as more control actions need to be adopted (Gao et al. 2014). According to the mean 


passenger flows, 68 for AM and 62 for PM, in order to filter the small passenger flows, interval [10, 30] is chosen as 


the value interval for the threshold in following analysis. 


 


 A key to the control of passenger flow or system performance is to identify the specific stations for adopting control 


actions. That is equivalent to determining the minimal driver node sest for the backbone network of the PFNs. Under 


the conditions that the MNDN is fixed for a specific , the minimal driver node set is not unique. For the selected 


range of , the number of the minimal driver node sets for two peaks is shown in Figure 4.  


 
Figure 4: Number of the minimal driver node sets with different  
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In Fig.4, the PFNs have multiple minimal driver node sets corresponding to each . the number of sets mostly 


increases when increases, the value is from 5 to 22 for  10,  30  , and value for PM peak is usually larger than 


for AM peak. 


 


Some stations belong to different minimal driver node sets for the same or different . If a station has high 


probability to belong to different minimal driver node sets with [10, 30]  , they can be regarded as the critical ones 


to system performance control. A measurement of the criticality of stations to the control is presented 


as
1


/




 j


N


i i
j


C P N  , where 
 j


iP represents the probability that station i belongs to the minimal driver nodes sets 


for j , N is the number of j selected. Stations do not belong to any minimal driver nodes sets are not taken into 


consideration. According to the presentation of the measurement, (0,1]iC , 1iC  implies that station i belongs to 


every minimal driver nodes set for different . When [10, 30]  , the distribution histograms of
iC for two peaks 


are shown in Figure 5.  


 
(a)                                               (b) 


Figure 5: Distribution histogram of criticality
iC for peaks. (a) AM peak; (b) PM peak   


 


In Figure 5, for two peaks, the aggregated numbers of stations that at least once belong to the minimal driver nodes 


sets for different is 64 and 68. Criticality
iC of most stations is less than 0.2, a small proportion belong to interval 


[0.2, 0.4], and only one station is larger than 0.4 in Figure 5 (b). According to subway topology and station names, 


the stations whose criticality 0.2iC are marked in Figure 6. 


 


 
Figure 6: Critical stations for two peaks 


 


In Figure 6, nine critical stations for AM peak (marked by red circle), and ten for the PM peak (marked by blue 


square). For the same time period, the critical stations distribute on different subway lines. They are not mainly the 


stations locating at the central part in subway structure, about half of them are the stations locating at the non-central 
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areas. The critical stations for two peaks are mostly different, only two stations belong to two peaks together, i.e. 


‘Hengshan Road’ and ’Xintiandi’. It means the critical stations for system performance control are flow dependent, 


different control focuses are required if the trend direction of the passenger flow changes. However, the station 


‘Hengshan Road’ and ’Xintiandi’ should gain more attentions because their importance for two peaks. More 


characteristics of the critical stations in subway topology are listed in Table 2 and 3. 


Table 2: Characteristics of nodes with high
iC in control for AM peak  


Nodes name Criticality Degree Betweenness Entering Exiting 


Lianhua Road 0.352 2 5230 2100 783 


Wujiao square 0.338 2 3392 1871 656 


Caoxi Road 0.312 2 3120 3617 1690 


Dongbaoxing Road  0.284 2 1816 1919 682 


Zhongshan Park  0.275 3 8202 6301 1719 


Luheng Road 0.261 2 12516 1662 1083 


Hengshan Road 0.245 2 2584 3885 2501 


Xintiandi 0.226 4 18124 6055 3128 


Dongjing Road 0.211 2 1798 2097 1562 


Table 3: Characteristics of nodes with high
iC in control for PM peak 


Nodes name Criticality Degree Betweenness Entering Exiting 


Yishan Road 0.418 5 24554 4282 2485 


Changzhong road 0.376 2 3516 1062 959 


North yanggao Road 0.343 2 3776 934 988 


Xintiandi 0.226 4 18124 3320 2052 


Youdianxincun 0.291 2 6458 2254 1333 


Hengshan Road 0.245 2 2584 2743 1427 


Hailun Road 0.252 4 13208 4437 1989 


Eastern sport center 0.243 4 4754 587 479 


Nanpu bridge 0.226 2 7516 1125 1228 


Weining Road 0.210 2 3280 2481 461 


 


 


In Table 2 and 3, four characteristics of the critical stations are shown. The mean value of degree and betweenness 


of the stations in subway structure network is 2.23 and 5124. The mean entering and exiting passenger volume, for 


AM peak are 2478 and 2618, for PM peak are 2344 and 2286. Comparing these indicators with critical stations, we 


find that the critical stations in PFN include some nodes with low degree or betweenness in topology. As highly 


connected stations have been highlighted in their importance in previous studies (Zhang et al 2011), this 


specification is complementary to previously measures as centrality. One common feature of critical stations is their 


exiting passenger volumes are mostly smaller than the mean value.  


Further, we examine the features of the driver nodes according to their characteristics in the backbone of the PFNs, 


usually, hubs nodes with high degree maintain the structural integrity of networks against failures and attacks 


(Albert et al 2000, Cohen et al 2000), and it is natural to expect that control of the hubs nodes is most essential to the 


control a network. However, some studies (Liu et al 2011) find that the driver nodes sometimes tend to avoid the 


hubs in network controls. We in-depth investigate the relevance of the driver nodes and nodes-degree in the 


backbone of PFNs. Taking the thresholds
 15  and 25 as examples for two peaks, according to node in-degree and 


node out-degree in the backbone of PFNs, the nodes are divided into three groups (low, medium and high) with 


equal number of nodes. Figure 7 shows the fractions of driver nodes, among the low-, medium- and high- indegree 


nodes and outdegree nodes. 
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(a)                                                              (b) 


Figure 7: The fractions of driver nodes among the low-, medium- and high-(in and out) degree nodes in the 


backbone of PFNs (a) AM peak; (b) PM peak 


 


In Figure 7, it can be seen that no matter which peak and are selected, the fraction of driver nodes is higher among 


the low-indegree than the middle-indegree and high-indegree. In comparison, the distributions of driver nodes in 


outdegree do not show obvious characteristics, though there are more driver nodes are among the low-outdegree and 


middle-outdegree. From above analysis, the driver nodes are more likely also the low-indegree nodes in the 


backbone of PFNs. Above results have some similarity with reference (Menichetti et al. 2014), one difference is the 


relationship between the driver nodes and low-outdegree nodes is not remarkable. From the perspective of 


maximum matching algorithm, as the driver nodes are the nodes which are unmatched, nodes with high in-degree 


have high possibility to be matched, so low-indegree nodes are more likely to be chosen as the driver nodes in the 


PFNs. This result provides inspiration to the subway management, in order to ensure the smooth operation and the 


performance of the system, some preparedness should be made at stations with small exiting passenger numbers, 


this has some differences with action adopting strategy in reality. 


4. CONCLUSIONS 


Approaches in network controllability provide methods to identify the stations for passenger flow control of subway. 


This paper applies the method to the PFN of subway. The analysis finds that the critical stations for control are flow 


dependent, and different control focuses are required for the AM peak and PM peak, the result is helpful to the 


performance management of the system. By examining the characteristics of the driver nodes, the study finds that 


critical stations in the PFNs for control include some unimportant nodes in subway topology, and the low-indegree 


nodes in the PFNs are more prone to be chosen as the driver nodes, this specification is complementary to 


previously measures as centrality. The results provide inspiration to the pre-selection of stations for adopting control 


actions. There are two limitations in the research. One is the simplification of the differences of passenger flow 


weights, the assumption decreases the number of variables and the computation complexity of the problem, also 


reduces the accuracy of the analysis, this shortage is also the limitation of the methods in network control. Another 


limitation is the study doesn’t compute the specific value of control signals corresponding to specific scenarios, if 


more data about the subway system is available, this will be a part of future work. 
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ABSTRACT  


Transmission line structures play a vital role in transmitting electricity from the source of production to the 


distribution system. The main components of a transmission line are the conductors, the insulator strings, the ground 


wires and the supporting towers. Among the different types of supporting towers, prestressed concrete transmission 


poles have the advantages of low installation and maintenance costs, appropriate delivery time, and corrosion 


resistivity. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this paper represents the first investigation conducted to assess the 


response of cantilever prestressed concrete poles to tornadoes. The localized nature of the tornadoes and the 


extended length of the conductors introduce some challenges in predicting the critical response of power 


transmission towers to tornadoes. The current study is conducted numerically using an in-house numerical model 


that includes the following: (1) a three-dimensional tornado wind field developed using computational fluid 


dynamics simulations; (2) a non-linear simulation of the structural behaviour of a prestressed concrete transmission 


poles taking into account the non-linear behaviour of the concrete and of the prestressed strands, and (3) a 


simulation of the non-linear behaviour of the conductors including the effects of the pretension force, sagging, the 


insulator’s stiffness and the non-uniform distribution of wind loads. Details of this numerical model are briefly 


discussed in this paper. A case study is considered to assess the importance of including the effect of tornadoes in 


the design of prestressed concrete poles.  


 


Keywords: transmission lines- tornado-prestressed concrete poles-conductors. 


1.  INTRODUCTION 


Transmission line structures play a vital role in electrical energy 


transmission. The main components of a transmission line are the 


conductors, the insulator strings, the ground wires and the supporting 


towers. The use of prestressed concrete transmission poles is 


widespread due to their low installation and maintenance costs, their 


appropriate delivery time, and their corrosion resistivity. In addition to 


the prestressed concrete poles’ own weight, they are mainly subjected to 


normal (synoptic) and high intensity wind loadings (downbursts and 


tornadoes), ice loads and maintenance loads. Hence, the design of the 


poles should satisfy both the strength and serviceability requirements 


during the poles’ life cycle. The poles’ delivery process and the road 


(terrain) conditions should be considered as a case of loading where the 


poles should behave in an elastic manner. The reactions of the 


conductors, the ground wires and of any other attachments should also 


be taken into account. The design criterion for such poles is that they 


should remain un-cracked under normal synoptic wind loading. The 


prestressed concrete poles’ behaviour under high intensity wind loading 


Figure 1: Concrete Pole. Source: 


http://www.valmont.com/valmont/ 


markets/ utilities/transmission-poles 
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especially tornadoes has not been previously studied.  


 


The major specific characteristic of a tornado wind event is its localized high intensity wind speed. Field 


measurements for such events can’t be easily performed because the tornado path’s width can reach up to 500 m. 


Hence, the intensity and scale of tornadoes cannot be measured by traditional recording stations in the field. 


Therefore, the simulation of the tornado event relies mainly on numerical and analytical modelling. Fujita (1981) 


defined a tornado as a rotating wind vortex moving at high speeds, affecting a relatively narrow path. Hangan and 


Kim (2008) conducted a three-dimensional computational fluid dynamic (CFD) simulation for the wind field 


associated with tornadoes. The velocity field test was conducted in a steady state manner. Therefore, the velocity 


profile does not vary with time. It consists mainly of three velocity components, radial Vmr, axial Vma and 


tangential Vmt velocities. Hangan and Kim (2008) validated their CFD model by comparing the velocity field 


results with those of Baker (1981), Wurman (1998) and Sarkar et al. (2005). Hamada et al. (2010) studied the wind 


velocities associated with F4 and F2 tornadoes. Having no field data for F2 tornadoes, scaling procedures were 


adopted to estimate a velocity field for F2 tornadoes from the CFD data as presented by Hamada et al. (2010). 


Hamada et al.’s (2010) scaling steps are implemented in this paper to evaluate the tornado’s tangential, axial and 


radial velocity components at an arbitrary point on the studied pole or conductor.  


 


To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this paper is considered to be the first investigation conducted to assess a 


prestressed concrete transmission pole’s response under tornado events. In this paper, a sophisticated numerical 


model, which is capable of predicting the behaviour of the self-supported prestressed concrete poles subjected to 


tornadoes, is developed. A summary of the numerical model development is shown as follows: 


 


1. This model incorporates the CFD simulations for tornadoes developed by Hangan and Kim (2008).                                                                                                                                                             


2. The velocities computed by the CFD models are then scaled up to be applied to the pole and the conductors 


based on Hamada et al. (2010). 


3. The forces induced from the HIW events on the prestressed concrete pole and the conductors are then 


calculated based on ASCE No.74 guidelines (2010). 


4. The nonlinear semi-closed form solution developed by Aboshosha and El Damatty (2014) is adopted to 


evaluate the conductors’ reactions when subjected to tornadoes.  


5. A nonlinear section analysis model for the prestressed concrete poles is utilized to predict the pole’s internal 


forces and deformations under HIW events.  


2. EVALUATION OF TORNADO FORCES ON POLES AND CONDUCTORS 


According to ASCE No.74 guidelines (2010), the wind forces acting on an arbitrary point are shown in the 


following equation: 


 


[1]   
2)(5.0 VZAGCF vfaw   


 


Where Fw is the wind force developed in the studied direction (translation, rotational or axial); ρa is the density of air 


= 1.225 (Kg/m3); G is the gust factor, and Cf is the drag force coefficient. A is the nodal projected area facing the 


wind direction, Zv is the terrain factor and V is the tornado’s velocity in the studied direction in m/sec. 


 


For conductors and circular concrete poles, the value of the drag coefficient is taken to be equal to 1 according to 


ASCE No. 74 guidelines (2010) and the same values are recommended for the gust and terrain factors. 


 


The conductors are analyzed separately and their reactions are taken into consideration while studying the pole. 


Various approaches are conducted to model the conductor. Aboshosha and El Damatty (2014) conducted a semi-


closed form solution that determines the displacements, and the longitudinal and transverse reactions of the 


conductors under tornado loading, taking into consideration the insulator’s stiffness. After analyzing the conductors 


during a specific tornado event, the conductors’ reactions are then applied to the prestressed concrete poles in 


addition to the loads resulting from the tornado forces on the pole itself. 
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3. STRUCTURAL MODELLING OF PRESTRESSED CONCRETE POLES 


Based on the ASCE manual “Prestressed Concrete Transmission Pole Structures” (2012), the poles generally exhibit 


both material and geometrical nonlinear behaviour due to the stress-strain relationship of reinforced concrete and the 


change in the section properties relative to the applied loads, respectively. Also, time-dependent changes that occur 


in the prestressed concrete should be taken into account, such as: shrinkage, creep and relaxation of strands. 


Rodriguez and Ochoa (2001) developed an analytical model that determines the relationship between the curvatures 


of partially and fully prestressed concrete elements subjected to biaxial bending and axial forces. This relationship is 


known as (M-P-ø). The model accounts for the nonlinear stress-strain relationship of concrete including: tension 


stiffening, creep and shrinkage, and the modified stress-strain relationship of the prestressed steel including 


relaxation as recommended by Mattock (1979). This model will be incorporated into this paper. 


3.1 Determining M-P-ø diagrams for circular hollow prestressed sections 


The assumptions used in the analysis are listed as follows: 


 


1. Plane sections remain plane before and after bending. 


2. The concrete stress-strain relationship is given by the following equations: 


 


For Ɛ / Ɛ0 < 1:    
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Where: 


fc is the concrete stress 


ɛ is the concrete strain  


ɛ0 is the concrete strain at maximum concrete stress 


β is the confinement factor 


y is the height of the compression portion measured from the cross section center 


c is the height of the cross section subjected to compression measured from the center 


f’c is the concrete maximum allowable strength 


 


3. The torsional and shear deformations are not taken into account as their effect on bending deformations is 


negligible. 


 


To determine the stresses, strains, curvatures and deformations that will occur due to both axial and bending actions 


on a concrete section, the M-P-ø diagram should be constructed for such cross sections. After construction of this 


diagram, the curvature of a section under a specific bending moment and axial force can be determined. 


A numerical technique is developed using FORTRAN. This technique is capable of drawing the M-P-ø diagram for 


a hollow circular cross section in 0.09 seconds. 


                                                               


Figure 2: Stress-Strain curve for concrete                        Figure 3: Variation in strain across the pole cross section       
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Where: 


Concrete ultimate strain = -0.0035 


ɛtop = compression strain in concrete 


C = height of the compression zone 


ɸ is the section curvature = | etop | / c 


Pacting is the acting axial load on the cross section 


Pinternal is the internal forces developed in the concrete and strands due to the acting axial load 


3.2 Convergence criteria  


The neutral axis position for a specific concrete compression strain that equates the internal forces in concrete and 


steel strands to the acting external force is the key for analyzing the prestressed concrete pole’s cross section. After 


determining the position of the neutral axis, the concrete and the strands’ compression and the tension forces as well 


as the developed resisting bending moment can be easily determined. 


 


To determine the neutral axis position with a high accuracy, two initial values are assumed for ɸ based on ensuring 


that the two values will result in two internal forces with the acting force lying between those two values. The first 


two values for ɸ are 0.000001 and 10, respectively. The curvature value, which is 0.000001, is identified as ɸsmall and 


the value of 10 is identified as ɸbig. The internal forces corresponding to the small and big curvature values are 


calculated and (P small>Pinternal> P big). Consequently, the next value of ɸ is evaluated such that ɸ= (ɸsmall + ɸbig
)/2 , and 


then Pinternal is calculated.  Consequently, the new ɸsmall and the new ɸbig   are assigned such that (P small>Pinternal> P big). 


Those steps are repeated until Pinternal= Pacting± tolerance. The efficiency of this technique guarantees that the 


tolerance can be assumed such that the difference between the applied external force and the internal developed 


forces don’t exceed 1 Newton. This highly accurate process is achieved within 0.0022 to 0.0027 sec.  


 


After obtaining the curvature at the specific strain state, the internal moments developed by both concrete and 


strands are calculated and a point is plotted on the Moment Curvature diagram. After conducting the previously 


mentioned steps for a certain compression strain in concrete, another strain is assumed and this process is repeated to 


obtain more points on the Moment Curvature diagram. This process is repeated for every compression strain until 


the crushing of the concrete. The strain state that corresponds to the acting external force might not be achieved at a 


certain assumed top strain because the rupture of the strands might occur at this state. Based on that, if the number of 


trials exceeds 20000 and the desired force is not achieved, a higher concrete top strain is assumed and another loop 


of iterations begins. 


3.3 Detailed example 


In this section, a detailed example of determining the M-P-ɸ diagram for a circular hollow prestressed cross section 


is presented. When a concrete section is subjected to a compression force = -200 KN, the prestressed concrete 


section properties are as follows: 


 


Fc’=25 Mpa, Ɛ0 =-0.002 mm/mm, Ɛu=-0.0035 mm/mm, outside diameter = 500 mm, inside diameter = 450 mm. This 


section is pre-tensioned using 8 low relaxation strands with an area of 200 mm2.  


 


 
Figure 4: Moment Curvature diagram at P=-200 KN 
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To validate the developed technique, the same cross section is modelled using the RESPONSE 2000 Program and 


the M-ɸ diagram is obtained under the same load, which is -200 KN. A great agreement between the two curves was 


achieved. 


 


From the previous figure, it can be concluded that the development of the M-P- ɸ diagrams for the prestressed 


concrete hollow circular cross sections using the developed technique is validated and shows a strong agreement 


with the RESPONSE 2000 program. 


3.4 Determining pole deflection  


The deflection for the tapered prestressed concrete poles under any type of loading can be obtained by determining 


the curvature of each cross section due to the acting bending moment and axial force. After identifying the curvature 


profile of the pole, the deflection is determined using the conjugate beam method (integrating the curvature profile 


along the pole height) as follows: 


 


[4] 


H


dl
0


  


Where: 


Δ: is the top deflection of the pole 


Ф: is the curvature of a cross section across the pole height  


dl: is a portion of the pole length and H: is the total pole height 


3.5 Validation of the developed technique  


A prestressed hollow circular tapered pole tested by Fouad et al. (1994) was modelled using the developed technique 


that determines the curvature of each cross section along its height due to the acting bending moment and it was 


extended to have the capability to integrate the curvatures over the pole length to determine the pole deflection. 


 


The pole tested by Fouad et al. (1994) was 27 m in height, with an unsupported length of 22.3 m. The outer 


diameters at the top and the bottom were 335 and 831 mm, respectively; the thickness of the tapered pole varied 


from 64 mm at the top to 92 mm at the bottom. The concrete strength was 65.5 MPA.  A number of 24 low 


relaxation strands with a diameter of 13 mm were used and the load cell was applied at 0.6 m below the pole tip, 


while the load increment was 1.8 KN. The deflection was plotted at each load increment. 


 


Figure 5 below shows the load deflection relationship for the proposed model and the results of the test performed: 


 


 


Figure 5: Load versus top deflection for the developed technique and the test  
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According to the above figure, the difference between the maximum loads that can be sustained by the pole 


according to the developed program is higher than that calibrated through the test by 12.5 % and the difference in 


the maximum deformation is about 20 %. Both of the differences can be accepted because the developed technique 


assumes that the material factors for concrete and strands are equal to 1.0.  Based on the previous results, it can be 


concluded that the model developed to analyze the prestressed concrete hollow circular poles is verified and can be 


used to predict the behaviour of this type of poles. 


4. EFFECT OF TORNADO LOADING ON A PRESTRESSED CONCRETE POLE (CASE STUDY) 


After validating the numerical technique developed for the cantilever prestressed concrete poles and the wind field 


associated with tornadoes, a parametric study is performed on a typical prestressed concrete circular hollow 


cantilever pole where the pole is subjected to 169 F2 tornado cases with a gust wind speed of 72 m/sec. The 


maximum top deflection of the pole and the maximum bending moment at the pole bottom are calculated in each 


case. 


 


The tornado case is defined by two main parameters known by R and θ and shown in the figure below. The 


parametric study is conducted such that R ranges between 12 to 288 m with an increment of 23 m and θ ranges 


between 00 and 1800 m with increment of 150. 


 


Figure 6: Tornado parameters 


 


The properties of the pole are the same as those used by Dai, K.S. and Chen, S.E. (2007); the pole height is 30 m, 


with an unsupported length of 25.45 m; the outer diameters in the top and the bottom are 281 and 802 mm, 


respectively; the thickness of the tapered pole varies from 139 mm at top to 198 mm at bottom; the concrete strength 


is 75.8 MPA, and 20 low relaxation strands of an area of 93 mm2 are used. 


4.1 Conductor Properties 


Two conductors are used in this study and their properties are shown in the following table: 


Table 1: Conductor properties 


Hanging  point 


elevation(m) 


Diameter 


(mm) 


Weight 


(N/m) 


Modulus 


of 


Elasticity 


*1011 


(N/m2) 


Sag(m) Span(m) 


 


Cross arm cross 


section 


(inch) 


Cross arm 


length 


(m) 


23 346.9 30 1.89 2  100 10x10x3/8 2.44 


 


 


Based on the ASCE manual No.123, “Prestressed Concrete Transmission Pole Structures”, the poles’ cross sections 


are typically designed to remain un-cracked under synoptic wind load. The maximum reference mean wind speed 


that this pole can sustain without cracking is found to be 40 m/sec.   
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4.2 Effect of F2 tornado parameters and critical tornado case 


In this section the effect of each parameter is studied and the following figures show the effect of each parameter on 


the maximum moment developed: 


 


 


Figure 7: Variation of moment with radius (R) at critical theta values for span = 100m 


 


 


Figure 8: Variation of top deflection with radius (R) at critical theta values for span = 100m 


 


From the previous figures it can be concluded that the critical F2 tornado case is when R=127 m and θ=750. The 


maximum moment developed in the cantilever prestressed concrete pole- carrying the 100 m span conductors and 


designed to be un-cracked under synoptic wind speed of 40 m/sec - under the effect of 169 F2 tornado cases didn’t 


exceed the maximum capacity of this pole. The ratio between the maximum base moment and the base bending 


moment capacity is found to be equal to 0.95.  


 


For the F2 tornado distance of R=127 m, the maximum base moment and the top deflection increases with the 


increase of θ until it reaches its maximum value at θ=750. The effect of the tornado on the transmission pole begin 


to decrease until θ=1800. The effect of θ made the ratio between the maximum and the minimum base moments 


equal to 4.35 times. This result indicates that the effect of the angle at which the tornado event attacks a transmission 


pole is very significant even if the distance of the tornado centre to the pole centre is the same. The top deformation 


of the pole in this critical case (R=127m and θ=750) = 4.02m.  
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5. CONCLUSIONS  


According to the previous results it can be concluded that: 


1. A new numerical technique is developed and validated to assess the behaviour of cantilever prestressed 


circular concrete poles where the poles’ deformation can be estimated with a high degree of accuracy while 


applying high intensity wind events like tornadoes.  


2. The maximum F2 tornado effect on a cantilever prestressed concrete transmission pole carrying conductors 


of a 100 m span and mainly designed to stay un-cracked under synoptic wind speed of 40 m/sec occurs 


when θ=750 and R=127m. 


3. Cantilever prestressed concrete poles with a 100 m conductor span designed to be un-cracked under mean 


normal wind speed of 40 m/sec will not fail if subjected to an F2 tornado loading with all its possible 


configurations. 


4. A cantilever prestressed concrete transmission pole carrying conductors of 100 m span and mainly designed 


to stay un-cracked under synoptic mean wind speed of 40 m/sec will suffer from excessive deformations 


and cracks if subjected to critical HIW events. 


5. Critical tornado cases should be taken into consideration while designing cantilever prestressed concrete 


poles with an allowance of acceptable cracks in order to maintain the pole’s serviceability. 
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ABSTRACT 


This research describes the full scale evaluation and testing of an integrated PCBs treatment system. Experiments 


were conducted on organic soil contaminated with PCBs. The result showed that a removal efficiency of 95% can be 


achieved using a three cycle isopropyl alcohol (IPA) extraction. It also showed that at least 80% of IPA can be recycled 


and reused for further extraction of PCBs. The concentrated PCB extracts can be photodechlorinated in an alkaline 


condition. The successful testing of this integrated PCB treatment system demonstrates this technology to be a 


promising solution to a very difficult problem.  
 


Keywords: PCBs, Extraction, IPA, UV 


1. BACKGROUND 


PCBs are a group of nonpolar compound, consisting of a biphenyl ring bounded with one to ten chlorine atoms. PCBs 


have been widely used in different industrial products due to its high chemical stability, low dielectric constants, high 


thermal conductivity and low flammability. The extensive usage of PCBs and improper disposal of PCBs products 


have resulted in soil contamination world widely. Concern about adverse effects of PCBs has led to a ban on PCB 


production in the United States since 1979. Despite a ban on their production, a combination of high persistence, 


bioaccumulation potential and negative effects on humans and the environment make PCBs remain a major 


environmental contaminant of concern. The primary treatment technology for the remediation of PCB contaminated 


soils is thermal incineration (Arrtis, 2007).  Other processes such as bioremediation, solvent extraction, soil washing, 


and stabilization were also developed to treat PCBs contaminated soils (Arrtis, 2007). Photochemical treatment 


methods were reported to degrade PCBs in organic solvent (Hawari et al., 1992; Izadifard et al., 2010). However, so 


far, except the costly thermal processes, no complete robust technology has been used to treat PCB contaminated soil 
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on a large scale. In this research, a pilot scale remediation system integrating extraction and photochemical methods 


were tested on the PCBs contaminated organic soil.  


2. PCB MOBILE TREATMENT SYSTEM 


A pilot scale integrated PCB treatment system has been developed at University of Calgary. It is housed in a 45-feet 


trailer fitted with a paddle mixer, a hydrocyclone, a bag house filter, a solvent recycler, and a UV reactor. PCBs in the 


contaminated soil can be extracted with IPA in the paddle mixer. Following extraction, the treated soil is removed 


from the IPA using a multistage process. Separation is accomplished using a hydrocyclone, followed by a bag filter. 


The resulting treated soil is then distilled to concentrate, while the distillate is reused for further extraction. Finally, 


sodium hydroxide is added to the concentrated IPA/PCB mixture, which is then treated in a UV reactor to achieve 


dechlorination of PCBs. 


3. MODIFICATION AND TEST OF TREATMENT SYSTEM 


During the pilot test of this system, site conditions necessitated certain modification of the original modules, although 


the processes involved remained unchanged. A volume of soil appropriate to demonstrate the technology was treated. 


Soil from a test site was pretreated by hand sieving to remove large pieces of organic matter followed by drying under 


ambient conditions. Modifications to the system consisted of utilizing a mixing container (90L) that was fitted into 


the system in place of the large mechanical mixer. Thorough mixing was accomplished using a pump to mix the 


IPA/soil mixture through turbulent action. For each extraction cycle, one pail (20L) of soil (containing 16 ppm of 


PCBs) was tested; the volume ratio between IPA and soil was set to be 3:1 and the mixing time was set for one hour. 


After mixing, most of soil particulates were removed from the IPA through settling for 3 hours. Following settling, 


the IPA was further cleaned by passing it through one micron bag filters. The cleaned IPA was then distilled using a 


commercial solvent recycler, with about 80% of IPA being recycled for reuse. The distillate bottom containing 


concentrated PCBs was made alkaline by adding 0.1N NaOH and then passed through to a UV reactor for 


dechlorination. PCB analysis was conducted both at University of calgary and Maxxam Labs. 


4. FINDINGS 


The integrated PCB remediation system was found to successfully treat PCB contaminated organic soil. The results 


are shown in Figure 1. Figure 1(a) showed that around 95% of PCBs can be extracted from organic soil with three-


cycle IPA extraction. One-cycle IPA extraction can approximately extract 45% of PCBs from organic soil. As the 


number of extraction cycle increased, the overall extraction efficiency increased. Figure 2(b) showed that the extracted 


PCBs in IPA can be dechlorinated with UV in presence of sodium hydroxide. More than 50% of PCBs can be 


dechlorinated within 5 hours of UV irradiation.  


 
Figure 1. (a) PCBs extraction; (b) PCBs photodechlorination 
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ABSTRACT  


Traffic congestion is a major problem in many cities around the world resulting in massive delays, increased fuel 


wastage, environmental impact and other negative consequences affecting the daily life of each individual. From a 


transportation engineering point of view, making the correct decision to eliminate such congestion problems can be 


very difficult for decision-makers who carry the burden of analyzing large quantities of data which could be vague 


and conflicting in nature. Therefore, an effective and consistent system is required to simplify the decision-making 


process of the traffic congestion control. Traffic simulation could be that tool.  


 


The seriousness of traffic congestion in Egypt is the main motive for the study presented herein. The study aims at 


developing a model that sets guidelines on how to approach an urban congested traffic area, be able to tackle the 


problem and choose the effective engineering solution in terms of either geometry and/or structure. 


 


Sectors of El Nasr Road, Cairo with a total length of 2.4 km is chosen as a typical example of an urban area with 


traffic congestion hotspots. It serves as an excellent location to implement the traffic solution model on.  


 


The model is developed and implemented as follows: collection of traffic data, diagnosis of the congestion problems 


in terms of social, commercial, cultural, and behavioral aspects. The analysis of the data finger points out the flag 


areas by conducting total and peak traffic volume counts, simulation of the existing traffic conditions to get the 


delayed travel times of vehicles in that area. The analysis of the output would finally help decide whether such 


problem would be solved by geometric adjustments of the surface or the problem requires a multi-layered 


intersection. 


 


Keywords: Traffic Congestion, Solution Model, Total & Peak-Hour Volumes, Traffic Simulation. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  


One of the rapid developing cities in the world in terms of population growth is the capital city of Egypt, Cairo, 


which would provide accommodations for more than 24 million people by the year 2027 (Yohansin et al 2010). This 


rapid growth is directly proportional to the increasing pressure on the infrastructure systems available in the capital 


city, mainly on road networks (Yohansin et al 2010). The average vehicle speed around town is expected to be 


below 10km/hr per day (Yohansin et al 2010). This pressure will be translated into traffic congestions, which will 


have dominant and adverse effects on both the quality of   the capital city population life and its economy.  


 


A traffic engineering model solution is proposed and presented in this paper. The model should able to pinpoint the 


main sources of congestion in an urban area and suggest an engineering sequence of steps to be followed to find the 


most suitable solution for such problems. The suggested solution would be the most feasible and effective one in 


terms of traffic control efficiency and congestion solution. The model is, then, applied on one of the traffic 


congested areas in Egypt, which is thoroughly discussed in the part of the Case Study, to study the model’s 


effectiveness and proposed solution(s). 


2. DEVELOPING TRAFFIC SOLUTION MODEL  


Figure (1) shows the proposed model that should provide solutions to urban traffic congestions. It all starts with 


designating the study area and parameters contributing to the traffic problems on the urban artery under 


investigation. Data relevant to the designated study area will be collected and analyzed thoroughly in order to 


diagnose the traffic problem. Engineering solutions will be evaluated after using the simulation traffic tool in order 


to assess the effectiveness of these solutions through the output of the simulation program. If the suggested 


improvement is not accepted, another solution is proposed and assessed till reaching acceptable performance of 


traffic flow 
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Figure 1: Traffic Solution Model 


 


2.1. Identification of the main influencing Parameters 


The process starts by identifying the crucial parameters for the traffic solution model which point out the social, 


cultural, commercial, urban planning and geometrical design factors that contribute to such a congestion problem 


and add to the existing pressure on the road network. The identified parameters are analyzed to comprehend their 


possible direct and/or indirect effects on the congestion problem. 


2.2 Information Collection 


The most crucial step to guarantee the success of the model and the efficiency of its output is the data collection 


processes and its analysis including: research about the study area in terms of urban and transportation planning, 


previous total traffic volume counts and studies, interviews with the transportation authorities, surveys of the drivers 


and residents, contour maps and soil reports.  
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2.3 Data Collection  


Traffic data collection includes total volume vehicle counts during different hours of the day to determine the peak 


hour of the study area. Afterwards, detailed, categorized traffic and pedestrian counts are conducted at the chosen 


peak hour of a typical day at different stations of the area. Such data collection and its analysis will lead to the main 


basis of all assumptions in the application of the model. Using the traffic volumes and the main geometric features 


of the study area, the delay time and average speeds are simulated using a traffic simulation tool.  


2.4 Traffic Simulation  


The model calls for selecting an appropriate simulation technique. There are various simulation programs that are 


used to model a traffic flow situation. The selection of the suitable tool to simulate the existing traffic flow should be 


guided by the output parameters needed for the evaluation of simulation model; e.g. travel delay times of the 


vehicles, Moreover the different tools in the program to optimize the simulation model are important as well (e.g. 


input collected traffic volumes, option of adjusting for the driving behavior of the vehicle drivers). After choosing 


the simulation tool/program, different measures of effectiveness (MOE) such as the reduction of delay times of 


different sections of the study area and the average speed of the vehicles in the whole network are used to evaluate 


and compare different proposed scenarios with the situation of the study area.  


 


At the end of this step, further solution approaches and scenarios may be considered to optimize the output of the 


simulation by reducing the travel and delay times of the vehicles and monitor the traffic control of the whole area. 


3. APPLICATION OF THE PROPOSED TRAFFIC SOLUTION MODEL: CASE STUDY IN EGYPT 


To validate and calibrate the described traffic solution model, it is used to study one of the traffic congested areas in 


Egypt. Long term and short term solutions are proposed, simulated, analyzed and finally evaluated.   


3.1 Identify Study Area  


A typical highly congested area in Greater Cairo, Egypt with high impact on the general traffic flow in the capital 


city is chosen, observed and analyzed. The main arterial road “Nasr Road” in Nasr City, one of Cairo’s largest 


districts, is selected to demonstrate the validity of the model. Figure (2) shows the Google Earth image of the 


selected area. 


3.2 Characterization of the Study Area 


In 1959, the Egyptian President made the decision to plan and execute a new district called “Nasr City” or “The City 


of Victory” which is located in the east side of Old Cairo, formally a deserted area, to prevent the urban expansion 


on cultivated land  around the Nile valley and delta. The “new” district was planned on a total area of 1200 km2 


(Cairo Observer, 2015). 


 


The concept of its master plan was based on a grid pattern which consists of different neighbourhoods with “central 


nucleuses” and contain “superblocks” with several services and activities. The grid pattern consists of main 


intersecting roads with a width of 50 m which acted as main dividers between the different zones (Cairo Observer, 


2015).  


 


Over the last fifty years, land use transformation has started taking place during the built up phase (i.e. before the 


completion stage of the district) shifting Nasr City to a “mixed use concept (residential-commercial)” instead of 


“single usage” as per the original plan concepts. The area has experienced drastic population changes, according to 


the population statistics (Central Agency for Public Mobilization and Statistics, Egypt): Population Count in the year 


1996: 291,571 & and in the year 2006: 501,597, in terms of number of inhabitants, socio-cultural background and 


life styles, which were important factors that led to the land transformation.  
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                                                 Figure 2: Google Earth Image of the Study Area 


3.3 Origin of Traffic Congestion Problem 


Nasr City has witnessed a severe deviation from its master plan in terms of urban planning structure and population 


accommodation. The daily scene in Nasr city is chaotic, very high in vehicular traffic congestions and lacks 


pedestrian circulation facilities. In addition, the ineffective public transportation networks and increasing population 


density, the replacement of residential low-rise buildings with multi-story apartment buildings, have escalated the 


congestion situation in that area noticeably. The originally planned district which should have been composed of 


residential blocks with its services and activities in the center, has turned to a mix use area with many commercial, 


educational and residential areas. Most ground floors of the buildings located on the main atrial road of this district 


have been used for commercial purposes which increase the rate of traffic attraction; such traffic was not taken into 


account in the original design. 


 


Another significant factor contributing to the congestion problem is the changes in socio-cultural behavior and life 


style of the citizens. The lack of proper driving behavior, which could be summarized in illegal parking, no respect 


to the over-taking maneuver and no respect to the general rules of the road, are some of the major factors in causing 


such traffic congestion. Figure (3) shows an example of the present vehicular congestion at one of the intersections 


in the selected area.  
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Figure 3: Chaotic intersection situation 


3.5 Traffic Volume Counts   


Total volume data collection was conducted using on site and videotaped counts in both directions for an 


intersection at a typical segment of the road. The preliminary selection of the counting hours were based on the most 


congested hours of the day.  


 


The segment which was chosen to represent a typical congested section of the road is located at Makram Ebeid 


Street (check Figure 1). These counts were done by installing cameras at a five storey building at Nasr Road. The 


recording continued for 24 continuous hours. These videos were filtered and manually counted for the following 


typical rush hours: 7 to 11 AM and 4 to 10 PM. Based on this count, the peak hour of the typical working day is 


selected for further analysis. Table 1 shows the results of traffic volume count. 


Table 1: Total volume count   


Time 


Total Volume Count ( Wednesday 9-9-2015) 


Direction: from Tayaran Street to Omar Ibn El Khattab Street 


West Bound East Bound Total Volume (∑2 ways) 


7am-8am 3063 3840 6903 


8am-9am 3841 4935 8776 


9am-10am 3550 4525 8075 


10am -11am 3250 3682 6932 


4pm-5pm 3490 3225 6715 


5pm-6pm 4029 3962 7991 


6pm-7pm 3377 4242 7619 


7pm-8pm 3413 4228 7641 


8pm-9pm 3340 3870 7210 


9pm-10pm 3750 4005 7755 


 


It was concluded that the peak hour of a typical working day in Nasr Road is from 8 to 9 am. A detailed manual 


count is then conducted at each intersection to record the traffic volume during that peak hour at each intersection. 


The count was done partially by videos recorded by the group or by on-street counting using Talley-sheets. The first 


two intersections were counted at same day at a typical working day between Monday and Wednesday. The two 


others were counted on the following day and finally the last two intersections at the third day. Figure 4 shows the 


results of the intersection hourly count. 
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Figure 4: Intersection Hourly Count 


3.6 Traffic Simulation parameters & Simulation Package 


The model presented in this study falls under the category of “Traffic Models”, according to criteria mentioned in 


the Handbook of Transportation Engineering (Kutz 2011). The model completes detailed analyses of traffic 


operations for the network available and analyzes the influence of traffic control systems and geometric adjustments 


on the facility.  


 


The main parameters for the analysis and the simulation are: travel times, time delays, average speed and the 


geometry of the study area.  


 


The modelling package, PTV VISSIM 7 (PTV Group 2013), is chosen to perform this task. The choice of this 


program is based on various aspects: the ease to model the geometry of the study area which varies along the span, 


the provided number of integrated systems such as signal controllers and its option to control and specify the 


behavior of the driver and the characteristics of the vehicles. It offers a 3D animation of the modelled scenarios and 


is able to present a graspable demonstration of the traffic situation of the study. (PTV Group 2013) 


Calibration of the Vehicle Count Data: 


To insure the accuracy of the simulation model and its output, the vehicle count had to be calibrated in order to 


assess inaccuracies.  


First, all vehicle counts were added on the study are:  


 


[2]  ∑ Vehicle Inputs (number of vehicles entering the model from all directions) = 


  ∑Vehicle Outputs (number of vehicles exiting the model from all directions)  


 


[3]  ∑ number of vehicles entering the intersection (entrance, U-turn or intersecting street) = 


  ∑ Number of vehicles exiting the intersection (exit, U-turn or intersecting street) 


3.7 Important modelling factors of the Simulation Package:  


In the simulation model, the following inputs are required to start the simulation: 


  


- Street Network’s Geometry: to be able to illustrate the network on the program, the dimensions of the road 


have to be measured and drawn via links and connectors.   


- Vehicle Input at the different entrances to the study area (e.g. at intersection of Makram Ebeid Street with Nasr 


Road). 


- Decision Routes: specify the routes for the vehicles coming into and leaving the model during the simulation 


along with the relative flow (i.e. how the vehicle input from one end would disperse in the model with the 
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desired percentage). The relative flow percentages is based on assumptions made while observing the recorded 


videos. 


- Data Collection Points: to specify the points at which program shall count the vehicles and measure the 


velocity.  


- Travel Time Measurements: this input is similar to the routes, but the routes are selected to measure a specific 


distance along with its travel time to use it later for the delay measurement.  


 


- Driving Behavior: To effectively take the wrong driving behaviour factors into consideration, some changes 


and adjustments were made to the model to reflect the traffic situation as realistic as possible. First of all, to 


accommodate the illegal parking situation, each lane which is used as a parking spot is discarded from the model 


(i.e.: if the road has 4 lanes and one of them is occupied by parked cars, only 3 lanes were entered in the 


simulation model). A lot of changes were made in the settings “Driving Behaviour” in the program (e.g. sudden 


maneuver, sudden change of lanes, no gaps between the cars…etc.).  


3.8 Rate of Traffic Increase 


From an urban planning point of view, the predicted traffic flow in that area would increase due to the urban 


development in terms of residential compounds; e.g. the “Gate” compound currently under construction near Omar 


Ibn El Khattab Street. Also, the increasing demand on the various commercial facilities in the area has been causing 


a lot of traffic in that area. For example, “City Stars” mall, which is one of the most important causes for the traffic 


increase in the surroundings of the study area, attracts many people who come from different districts of Greater 


Cairo – mainly using 6th of October Bridge. 


 


Hence, the previously mentioned commercial development would attract traffic and warrant an assumption of annual 


increase of 5% over a time period of 20 years in traffic volumes entering and leaving the study area. This 


assumption is based on the annual population increase plus retail and commercial attractions that would exist in that 


area in the next 20 years. Normal growth in Egypt is around 2.3%. This may create significant delay times. 


3.9 Analysis of Facility Performance 


The measures of effectiveness for this case study are delay times of the vehicles at the end of the simulation run and 


the overall vehicle network performance evaluation. The decrease of delay times is a clear indication of the 


effectiveness of the chosen alternative solution. To form the basis for a clear reliable evaluation, the current traffic 


flow is entered into the traffic simulation model and its output in terms delay times is recorded. The same procedure 


is done for the estimated future short and long term traffic flow.  


 


The suggested implemented solutions are divided into and named as “short” and “long” term solution. The Short 


Term Solution involves geometric re-design of the artery and the intersection. It is meant to provide better 


performance for 5 years, i.e. till year 2020.  


 


The Long-Term Solution approach is to consider an interchange to separate directional traffic flows; in this case 


study a tunnel is the proposed long term solution. The tunnel is a two directional longitudinal one with only one 


entrance and one exit on each side (i.e. west bound tunnel and east bound tunnel ) and stretches along the whole 


study area starting before the Tayaran intersection and ends after Ahmed Fakhry intersection (check Figure 5). 


 


The short term solution consists of transforming all four legged intersections from un-signalized to signalized 


intersections with fixed times signal control systems calculated according to the method of Garber, J. and Hoel, A. 


2008, and removing most of the U-turns unless needed. Results show clear reductions in the delay times between the   


expected future without changes and the one with signalized intersections.  


 


To differentiate the appropriate solution approaches, the traffic flow is simulated 3 times: 1- without making 


changes for the current situation, 2- no changes to area with the five years anticipated and estimated flow and finally 


no changes to the area with the 20 years anticipated and estimated flow. The results of these 3 simulation runs will 


be used as a basis to demonstrate the improvements in delay times done by the short term solution and long term 


solution.  
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3.10 Simulation Results 


The following graphs present the simulation results of different scenarios, with or without solution(s), to illustrate 


the traffic problem and its suggested solutions. Table (3) shows the key map for the study artery.  It identifies the 


inlets and outlets of the main road and the main circulation in that area. The study area, Al Nasr Road, consists of a 


main two directional arterial road with a total stretch of approximately 2.9 km long, two main entrances to the area 


from each side – one coming from the direction of the Airport (west bound) and the other from October Bridge 


heading in the opposite direction (east bound). Seven streets intersect perpendicularly with the main road and one at 


lightly skewed angle. These intersections are considered as in and out flow sources.  


 


Figure (6) presents the delay results per distance at the near future time with and without the short term solution. The 


figure illustrates clearly the critical sections with very high delay times such as at the first section (1), figure (5), 


which reaches a delay of approximately 18 minutes without the short time solution.  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 5: Key Map of the Study Area 


 


 
Figure 6: Average vehicle Delay per Distance at Year 2020 


 


A 
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Figure 7: Average vehicle Delay per Distance at Year 2035 


 


Figure (7) shows the far future delay results of three different scenarios: expected flow without any solutions, 


expected flow with the short term solution and finally the delay of the long term solution. The drastic decrease in 


delay which reaches up 0 minutes delay time (i.e. no delay time, travel time will be the distance multiplied by the 


speed) at some sections such as opposite Tayaran Street to October Bridge emphasises the effectiveness of the 


suggested solutions. It can be observed that the difference between the short and long term solution do not show a 


significant change; however, the capacity of the road increases significantly with the addition of the tunnel. For 


example; at the entrance of the area coming from October Bridge, the capacity without the tunnel was 2143 vehicles 


per hour in the future with the short term solution only. After the addition of the tunnel to the model, the capacity of 


the area increases to 2200 vehicles per hour on surface and 2461 vehicles per hour driving through the tunnel. The 


same significant increase is visible in the other direction. Therefore it is safe to say that the dual improvement in the 


capacity and delay time shows the success of such model. 


3.10.1 Performance Evaluation of the whole Network 


 
 


Figure 8: Average Speed over Total Network         Figure 9: Average Delay of total network 


 


Figure (8) and (9) are different measures, average delay time and average speed, over the whole network. Such 


evaluation is useful when comparing the overall performance of the network and pointing out the improvement over 


the whole area and not at specific locations. For example, the average speed in the far future (2035) increases from 


3km/hr to 10 km/hr to finally 16 km/hr due to the implementation of the short term and long term solution, 
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respectively. The average delay over the whole network experiences as clear decrease starting with 15 minutes in the 


present situation and reaching 3.5 minutes in the long term solution after 20 years.  


3.10.2 Limitations of the Suggestions 


The main limitation the group has faced during examining such a heavily congested urban traffic sector, is the 


attempt of improvement of the capacity of the study area (i.e. Nasr Road) by increasing capacity of the road. The 


model states the level of service or the volume per capacity ratio is one of the measure of effectiveness of any 


suggested solution. In the case of the study area, the increase of capacity of such area is very limited due to the 


existing structures, buildings, geometric traffic features in that area and the unacceptable driving behavior of the 


drivers (.e.g. illegal parking and illegal bus stops). Various solutions were discarded due to the lack of space in that 


road (i.e. constructing a tunnel with multi-entrances and exists to serve more than two points). 


The application of the model for that area, however, has succeeded to drastically decrease the delay time in that area 


in the far future, which is the point in time analyzed in any traffic planning study.  


Because the model is applied on a fully saturated area with a critical existing level of service F due to very high 


traffic demand, in addition to the 2.5% assumed and anticipated increase in population growth, the short and long 


term solution will limit the increase in capacity of the sector.  


The success of other measures in terms of delay time and speed compensate for the lack of variety in solution 


options that could be applied in such section according to the model.  


3.11 Analysis of Proposed Solutions 


It is clear from figure (8), that the short term solution decreased the average travel delay time per vehicle per 


distance from 19 minutes to 11 minutes at the east bound, which is an evident improvement for the short term 


period. The long term solution includes a multi-layer interchange, which proposes to combine the short term 


solution with the construction of a two directional 3 lanes tunnel with its entrances at both ends of the study stretch 


artery at the west and east bound. This solution intends to serve the traffic volumes for the next 20 years, i.e. till year 


2035. Figure (9) provides comparison performance for the traffic situation in 20 years without any changes, short 


term and that associated with the long term solution in terms of delays. The simulation results show gradual 


improvement corresponding to the short term and long term solutions. Although a large number of vehicles have 


been taken off the surface using the proposed tunnel, the signal timings are still necessary in the future network 


improvement solutions to control the reduction of delay times across the study stretch.  


Figure (8) shows improvement in the average travel speed at present time (4 km/hr), year 2020 with short term 


solution (10 km/hr) and year 2035 with long term solution (18 km/hr) which confirms the statements of the JICA 


report stated at the introduction of this study.  


4.  CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS  


The following can be concluded; 


1. The proposed model is used successfully to pinpoint, analyze and assess the congestion problem within a 


proposed study area 


2. The proposed model is flexible enough to provide different solution scenarios; both surface geometric 


adjustments and construction (Tunnel) solution 


3. The used simulation tool (Vissim PTV) is a powerful tool to simulate local traffic flows including 


providing flexibility in network geometrics and modeling driver behaviour. 


4. The traffic simulation model results indicate the criticality of the traffic situation in the next 20 years, if 


study area remains at its current state without any traffic solution attempts, and emphasises the need for fast 


strict decisions which have to be taken to face Cairo Chronic traffic congestion problems. 


5. The proposed traffic congestion model is a good tool for helping decision makers specify their appropriate 


decision 


The following can be recommended for future work:  


1. Undertake an environmental assessment after reaching a conclusion with the help of the simulation tool   


2. Consider additional MOE’s in the iterations (e.g. pedestrian circulations) to make the model as robust as 


possible.  
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ABSTRACT  


An experimental program is underway at the University of Saskatchewan to investigate the performance of concrete 


masonry block walls reinforced with non-prestressed, unbonded reinforcement that are subjected to out-of-plane 


lateral loads.  By eliminating the need for grouting, this construction method may lead to substantially lower wall 


weights, as well reduced construction times, cost, and workplace injuries. At the same time, the presence of 


reinforcement will increase the flexural strength of the walls, significantly increasing the allowable vertical spans of 


such walls as compared to those of comparable unreinforced walls.  Unreinforced walls, as well as conventionally 


reinforced and partially grouted walls, were included in the experimental program to serve as control specimens 


against which the performance of the walls with unbonded, ungrouted reinforcement could be compared.  Although 


the experimental program is ongoing, preliminary results described herein comparing the unbonded reinforced walls 


to unreinforced companion specimens suggest that this construction method is a promising alternative to more 


conventional systems. 


 


Keywords: Concrete block walls, unbonded reinforcement, out-of-plane loading 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Unreinforced masonry walls cannot efficiently resist out-of-plane lateral loads such as those due to wind and 


earthquake since the resulting failure mode is generally governed by tensile cracking at mortar bed joints (Udey 


2014).  The inherently low tensile strength of the mortar, exacerbated by imperfect bond between the mortar and the 


concrete block units, severely limits the flexural capacity of such walls.  As a result, the compressive strength of the 


concrete blocks is never fully realized. 


 


The efficiency and flexural resistance of masonry walls can be significantly improved by providing longitudinal 


reinforcement in select block cells, with the reinforcement grouted in place to ensure strain compatibility with the 


surrounding cementitious materials (Drysdale & Essawy 1988). While the vertical span of unreinforced masonry 


walls is typically limited to a single storey, reinforced and partially grouted masonry walls can span much greater 


distances, making them more useful for open interior spaces such as building atriums or school gymnasiums. 


However, such construction methods are time consuming, increase project costs, and increase the risk of workplace 


injuries since they require workers to thread blocks up and over reinforcement that has already been grouted in 


place.  The grout also substantially increases the dead load, with a fully grouted wall weighing approximately twice 


as much as a comparable ungrouted wall.   


 


A novel solution is therefore sought to increase the out-of-plane flexural capacity of masonry walls while avoiding 


the disadvantages associated with conventionally grouted reinforcement.  As such, an experimental investigation is 


being undertaken to study the use of non-prestressed, ungrouted and unbonded internal reinforcement in masonry 
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walls to determine the resulting load-carrying capacity and serviceability characteristics.  By anchoring the 


unbonded reinforcement at the top and bottom ends of the wall specimens, arching action can be engaged to resist 


the applied lateral loads and better utilize the compressive capacity of the masonry assemblage. 


 


This paper presents the details of specimen construction, instrumentation, and testing for an experimental program 


comprising 21 full-scale wall specimens.  Two sets of control specimens, one consisting of unreinforced walls, and 


the other of conventionally reinforced and partially grouted walls, were included to allow for comparison with the 


ungrouted walls that included unbonded reinforcement; since the test program is currently ongoing, only results 


from the unreinforced and unbonded reinforced specimens will be discussed herein.  Preliminary test results, 


including visual observations of crack patterns and failure modes, load-deflection response, and ultimate capacity 


are also presented. 


 


At this stage, the experimental program was intended to provide a proof-of-concept validation for the use of 


unbonded reinforcement in masonry walls with well-defined loading and boundary conditions.  Since it is 


recognized that the construction method employed herein would not be feasible in practice, a subsequent phase of 


the study will be undertaken to develop and evaluate a practical implementation strategy. 


2. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 


A total of twenty-one concrete masonry block wall specimens were included in this experimental program.  All 


specimens were constructed with standard 200 mm concrete blocks laid in running bond by an experienced mason 


using standard Canadian construction practices. Three general categories of specimens were included: unreinforced 


walls, conventionally reinforced and partially grouted walls, and ungrouted walls that included unbonded 


reinforcement.  The walls were tested to failure under monotonically increasing quasi-static lateral loading using a 


four-point loading system. The unreinforced and conventionally reinforced specimens served as control specimens 


that were used as benchmarks against which the performance of the wall specimens with unbonded reinforcement 


could be compared.  The following sections describe the construction, testing, instrumentation, and material 


properties used. 


 


2.1. Specimen Details 


Figure 1 shows the elevation and representative cross-sections for the wall specimens included in this investigation.  


All specimens were 14 courses high and two-and-one-half blocks wide (approximately 2.8 m tall by 1 m wide), and 


featured standard 10 mm concave tooled mortar joints. Six of the wall specimens were unreinforced, six were 


conventionally reinforced and partially grouted, while the remaining nine specimens featured unbonded 


reinforcement.  Longitudinal reinforcement for both the conventionally reinforced and unbonded reinforced 


specimens consisted of 6.4 mm diameter deformed steel bars conforming to ASTM A1064/A1064M-15 (ASTM 


2015). 


 


All specimens were laid atop reinforced concrete grade beams to reproduce a support condition commonly 


encountered in practice, with a 10 mm mortar joint included between the grade beams and the first masonry course.  


The grade beams were 1,700 mm long, extending beyond the block wall on each side to allow the grade beams to be 


securely clamped to the laboratory strong floor during testing. Grade beams used for the unreinforced (Fig. 1(a)) and 


conventionally reinforced (Fig. 1(b)) wall specimens were 300 mm wide and 400 mm tall.  These grade beams were 


longitudinally reinforced with four No. 15 bars, one located at each corner, and No. 10 stirrups at 300 mm on-centre. 


 


The grade beams used for the walls featuring unbonded reinforcement (Fig. 1(c)) had the same overall dimensions 


as those used for the other specimens, but required modifications to accommodate the dead-end anchors used to 


secure the unbonded reinforcement.  For this purpose, two 200 mm tall x 200 mm long full-width blockouts were 


constructed at the bottom of the grade beams, centred on the wall reinforcing locations.  The anchors bore against 


240 mm x 153 mm x 9.7 mm thick steel plates embedded at the top of the blockouts; the anchor plates included a 


central 20 mm hole through which the wall reinforcing bars could pass.  In addition, 20.9 mm PVC ducts were cast 


into the grade beams directly above both anchor plates to allow the wall reinforcing bars to pass freely through the 


grade beam.  Modifications to the grade beam reinforcement required to accommodate the blockouts are illustrated 


in Figure 1(c). 
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The unreinforced wall specimens were constructed in a single lift and were ungrouted (see Figure 1(a)).  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 1: Cross-section and elevation of the wall splice specimens: (a) unreinforced walls, (b) conventionally 


reinforced and grouted walls, and (c) walls with unbonded reinforcement. 


 


The conventionally reinforced walls shown in Figure 1(b) were constructed in two lifts, with the first lift consisting 


of eight courses, and the second of six courses.  After the blocks for the first lift were placed, the reinforcing bars 


were placed in the first interior cell on either end of the wall specimens.  The reinforced cells in the first lift were 


then grouted and allowed to cure for a minimum of 24 hours prior to erecting the second lift of masonry.  Blocks in 


the second lift needed to be threaded over the reinforcing bars that were already grouted in place.  Reinforced cells 


within the second lift were then grouted.  The steel reinforcing bars were centered in the cells and held in place 


using welded wire mesh templates cast in the bed joints above the second, fourth, sixth, ninth, eleventh, and 


thirteenth masonry courses.  Plywood strips with holes drilled through to accommodate the reinforcing bars were 


laced on top of the fully erected walls to further maintain the position of the reinforcing bars during placement of the 


second lift of grout and curing. 


 


As shown in Figure 1(c), the configuration of the reinforcing bars for the nine wall specimens constructed with 


unbonded reinforcement was similar to that of the conventionally reinforced specimens, except that the reinforced 


cells were not grouted; instead, the reinforcing bars were anchored at the top and bottom ends of the wall using 


anchor chucks.  In the absence of grout, one of the challenges for the unbonded specimens was to maintain the 


position of the reinforcing bars, not just during construction, but also during testing, since the relative distance 


between the compression face of the wall and the reinforcing bars was a critical factor in determining the flexural 


resistance of the wall.  As a result, more robust reinforcing spacers were required for these walls than the welded 


wire templates used in the conventionally reinforced specimens.  Figure 2 therefore shows the 100 mm x 110 mm x 


5 mm thick steel alignment plates that were placed horizontally in the bed joints above the second, sixth, eighth, and 
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twelfth block courses.  These plates had 12 mm diameter holes drilled at their centre to allow the reinforcing bars to 


pass through.  To maintain the position of the alignment plates within the block cell, vertical 60 mm x 40 mm x 5 


mm thick steel plates were welded to the underside of the horizontal plates 25 mm in from both ends such that the 


vertical plates would fit fairly snugly adjacent to the face shell on either side of the cell when the alignment plate 


was seated within the block; the vertical plates also helped transfer to the block face shells any lateral loads 


generated by kinking of the reinforcing bars at the alignment plate locations during testing.  Guide ropes were 


threaded up through the holes in the alignment plates as construction progressed so that the reinforcing bars could 


ultimately be pulled through the reinforced cells from the top end once the walls were constructed to their full 


height. 


 


 
 


Figure 2: Reinforcement alignment plates used in specimens with unbonded reinforcement:  restraints fabricated 


from steel plates embedded within the wall section 


 


Prior to installation, the reinforcing bars for the unbonded specimens were instrumented with eight UFLA-1-


11 120  full bridge circuit metallic strain gauges (Tokyo Sokki Kenkyujo Co., Ltd.); pairs of gauges were located 


at 2500, 2600, 2700, and 2900 mm from the bottom of the wall or, in other words, at the level of the bed joints 


above the eleventh, twelfth, and thirteenth masonry courses.  Wires connected to the strain gauges were threaded up 


through the reinforced cells and out the top of the specimen to be connected to the data acquisition unit.   


 


To generate the required arching action in the walls with unbonded reinforcement once significant cracking and 


displacements had occurred, the compressive thrust force had to be transferred through the block webs from the 


loaded face of the wall at the crack located near mid-height to the unloaded face at the base of the wall (see Figure 


3).  The resulting potential for premature web failure near the base of the wall was mitigated in six of the nine 


unbonded specimens by fully grouting the bottom course of blocks; for purposes of comparison, the bottom course 


in the remaining three unbonded walls was left ungrouted. In the case of the six specimens with a grouted bottom 


course, the PVC tubing used in the grade beams was extended into the wall by a minimum of 200 mm so that the 


reinforcement could pass freely through the grouted first course.  The grouted first course in those six walls was 


allowed to cure for a minimum of 24 hours prior to proceeding with the remainder of the wall construction.  Since 


the top course of the wall bore more uniformly on the top support plate, web failure due to the action of the thrust 


force near the top support was deemed to be less of an issue, so that grouting of the top course was not done in any 


of the unbonded specimens. 


 


Transverse reinforcement was not required in any of the specimens since the shear resistance of the specimens was 


determined to be greater than the flexural resistance and so would not govern.  Once constructed, all specimens were 


cured in the laboratory for a minimum of 28 days prior to testing. 


 


In preparation for testing, the walls were moved from their as-constructed position to the test bed, taking care to 


avoid cracking the specimens.  Steel cross-beams were then placed over the grade beams on either side of the 


masonry wall and anchored to the strong floor in the Structures laboratory.  To simulate a roller support at the top of 


the wall capable of providing lateral restraint without generating a bending moment or axial force, a 100 mm x 


460 mm x 25 mm steel top plate was placed on top of the wall and connected to a rigid reaction frame by three 


horizontal steel rods that were pin-connected to lugs on the top plate at one end, and to the reaction frame at the 


other (see Figure 4); a layer of plaster was first applied to the top of the wall to ensure uniform contact.  The 


Alignment plate Guide rope 
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horizontal reaction was provided by a 1.0 m long L75x75x5 structural angle bolted to the underside of the top plate 


and positioned with its vertical leg in secure contact with the unloaded face of the wall. 


 
Figure 3: Schematic of wall with unbonded reinforcement in displaced position showing thrust forces. 


 


 
Figure 4: Top wall support, showing plan view of top plate and an elevation of the entire support assembly. 


 


The roller support at the top of the wall was deemed to be a conservative approximation of the guide-angle supports 


typically used in practice for non-loadbearing walls. Binding of the wall within the guide-angle supports as the wall 


displaces laterally can generate compressive axial forces in the wall (Udey 2014) that would effectively supplement 


the arching action associated with the unbonded reinforcement.  In a similar manner, moderate levels of 


superimposed axial loads applied at the top of a loadbearing wall would increase the resultant compressive force, 


thus complimenting the arching behaviour.  The boundary conditions at the base of the wall specimens (i.e. a mortar 


joint laid directly on a concrete grade beam), on the other hand, was representative of a detail typically employed in 


practice 


 


For specimens featuring unbonded reinforcement, the reinforcing bars were passed through 19 mm diameter holes 


drilled in the top plate and secured with the live-end anchor chucks that bore on the top plate, as well as with the 
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dead-end anchor chucks positioned within the grade beam blockouts.  Just prior to testing, the unbonded reinforcing 


bars were minimally stressed to an initial load of approximately 630 N ( i.e. 3.6% of their actual yield force) to 


eliminate any slack in the bars and so ensure that they would resist load from the start of testing.  Reinforcement in 


the conventionally reinforced walls terminated at the top of the wall. 


 


A typical test setup is shown in Figure 5.  A single MTSTM hydraulic actuator and a spreader beam assembly, 


centered at mid-height of the wall, was used to produce the four-point loading arrangement; the load points were 


vertically separated by 930 mm (i.e. the load points were located 465 mm on either side of the specimen mid-


height), creating a constant bending moment zone in that region.  The statically determinate spreader beam system 


was designed to ensure a symmetrical load distribution. Furthermore, the spreader beams extended the full width of 


the wall to produce uniform loading in the transverse direction.  The load was applied under displacement control at 


a constant rate of 3 mm/min, except during the first test (specimen UG-1) for which the loading rate was set at 1 


mm/min. 


2.2. Material Properties 


Hollow concrete masonry units with frogged ends were obtained from a single batch of material via a local supplier.  


The concrete units were delivered to the Structures Laboratory well in advance of construction to allow for the block 


temperature to equilibrate with that of the laboratory.  The 15 MPa standard concrete blocks measured 390 mm long 


x 190 mm wide x 190 mm high.  Half blocks were produced by cutting whole blocks in two, thus ensuring all 


masonry units had the same material properties.  The compressive strength of the blocks was determined by using 


the testing protocol in ASTM Standard C140/C140M-15 (ASTM 2015).  An average compressive strength value of 


22.2 MPa (COV = 6.8%) was calculated using the net cross-sectional block area based on the results of 6 tests. 


 


Mortar was prepared in the laboratory in accordance with CSA Standard A179-04 (CSA R2014) using Type S 


mortar cement, and a 3:1 masonry cement-to-sand ratio.  Nineteen mortar cubes were cast and tested in accordance 


with CSA Standard A179-04 (CSA R2014).  The average overall compressive strength for the mortar batches 


included in wall specimens tested thus far was 18 MPa with a coefficient of variation of 20%. 


 


 
Figure 5: Schematic of loading arrangement and LVDT placement. 
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The grout was also prepared in the laboratory in accordance with CSA Standard A179-04 (CSA R2014) and 


consisted of Type GU cement, aggregate with a maximum particle size of 10 mm, and a 5:1 aggregate to cement 


ratio by weight.  A water-to-cement ratio between 0.95 and 1.00 was used in the batching process and the target 


slump value immediately following batching was 250 mm.  The average result from the slump tests was 


approximately 232 mm.  Thirty non-absorbent 75 mm diameter by 150 mm long grout cylinders (three from every 


batch of grout) were cast and tested in accordance with ASTM Standard C1019-16 (ASTM 2016).  In addition, 


thirty absorbent 190 mm high x 100 mm wide grout prisms (three per grout batch) were cast and tested in 


conjunction with the wall specimens tested thus far.  The average compressive strength of the non-absorbent grout 


cylinders and absorbent grout prisms were 21.9 MPa (COV = 5.1%) and 13.4 MPa (COV = 4%), respectively. 


 


One standard ungrouted one-block-wide by three-course-tall prism was constructed alongside each unreinforced 


wall and specimens containing unbonded reinforcement.  One fully grouted prism of the same dimensions was 


constructed in conjunction with each conventionally reinforced and partially grouted wall specimen.  Prisms were 


constructed and tested in accordance with CSA Standard S304-14 Annex D (CSA 2014a) with compressive 


strengths as reported in Table 1. 


 


No. 10 and 15 Grade 400 hot-rolled reinforcing bars conforming to CSA Standard G30.18-9 (CSA R2014) were 


used to reinforce the grade beams.  Bars of each size were obtained from a single heat batch of material. Six samples 


of each bar size acquired from excess lengths of material were tested in accordance with ASTM Standard A370-15 


(ASTM 2015) to establish their material properties.  The average yield strengths were 533 MPa (COV = 0.7%) and 


464 MPa (COV = 1.8%) for the No. 10 and 15 bars, respectively. 


 


Deformed steel bars with a diameter of 6.4 mm conforming to ASTM A1064/A1064M-15 (ASTM 2015) were used 


to longitudinally reinforce the wall specimens, where applicable.  These bars had a nominal yield stress of 515 MPa.  


Six samples of these bars were tested in accordance with ASTM Standard A370-15 (ASTM 2015) to establish their 


average actual yield strength of 537 MPa (COV = 2.7%). 


3.  DISCUSSION OF TEST RESULTS 


At the time of writing, 12 of the 21 wall specimens had been tested: six unreinforced (UR) specimens, three 


specimens with unbonded reinforcement and no grouting in the first course of blocks (UB-U), and three specimens 


with unbonded reinforcement and grouting in the first course of blocks (UB-G).  A summary of preliminary test 


results is presented in Table 1, including strength of the masonry prism associated with each wall specimen, the 


applied load at cracking, the ultimate load, and the midspan deflection at the ultimate load.  In addition, plots of the 


total applied load vs. midspan deflection for the wall specimens tested to date are provided in Figure 6(a); a separate 


plot featuring only the unreinforced specimens is also included in Figure 6(b) for clarity due to the large difference 


in vertical scale between the unbonded reinforced (UB) and unreinforced (UR) wall plots.  More detailed 


discussions of the test results are presented in the sections below. 


3.1 Cracking, Deflections and Failure Modes  


As suggested in Table 1, the initial cracking in the unreinforced walls occurred at relatively low applied load levels 


ranging from 0.28 – 0.49 kN. It should be noted that this first cracking load was detected based on observed 


discontinuities in the load-deflection plots, rather than by the identification of visible cracks.  In all but one 


specimen (UR-2), the first visible crack appeared in the mortar joints within the constant moment region near mid-


height (at the bottom of courses 7 – 10); specimen UR-2, on the other hand, exhibited a visible crack above of the 


first course of blocks prior to a second crack forming near mid-height.  Somewhat surprisingly, only unreinforced 


walls UR-1 and UR-2 developed visible cracks at the base of the wall. 
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Table 1: Preliminary Test Results 


Specimen ID 
Prism Strength 


(MPa) 
 


Measured 


Cracking Load 


(kN) 


Ultimate Load 


(kN) 


Midspan 


Deflection at 


Ultimate Load 


(mm) 


Unreinforced:      


UR-1 22.3  0.28 1.49 1.6 


UR-2 21.9  0.37 2.32 0.4 


UR-3 21.2  0.49 1.60 16.7 


UR-4 19.4  0.37 1.42 0.6 


UR-5 18.4  0.35 1.75 18.1 


UR-6 20.2  0.35 1.12 3.5 


Average: 20.5  0.37 1.62 6.8 


COV (%): 6.7  18.5 22.8 110.9 


Unbonded:      


UB-U1 23.2  1.77 4.35 85.5 


UB-U2 20.6  0.75 6.89 62.0 


UB-U3 21.4  1.54 6.80 58.0 


UB-G1 19.7  1.69 8.51 39.2 


UB-G2 20.2  1.69 7.49 52.9 


UB-G3 20.6  2.27 7.27 56.6 


Average:* 20.5  1.59 7.39 53.7 


COV (%):* 2.7  30.7 8.3 14.6 


* Excluding specimens UB-U1 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 6: Applied lateral load vs. midspan lateral displacement plots: (a) All wall specimens; and  


(b) Unreinforced wall specimens only. 


 


Figure 6(b) shows that five of the six unreinforced specimens exhibited a definite load-deflection plateau, 


maintaining load levels similar to the peak applied load over a displacement range that varied between 


approximately 7 – 18 mm prior to failure.  Since an ideal pinned support at the base of the wall would have resulted 


in the creation of a collapse mechanism immediately after the formation of a mid-height crack (Udey 2014), this 


suggests that the grade beam support used in this study retained some minimal moment capacity after the initial 


formation of cracks, possibly as a result of the accumulation of mortar within the cells at the base of the wall and/or 


the resisting couple created by the wall self-weight as the vertical support reaction shifted from the middle of the 


wall to the unloaded face as the base of the wall rotated under load.  For all of the unreinforced wall tests, the failure 


condition was defined as the point at which the MTSTM load control system detected a sudden drop in load-carrying 


capacity, rather than by total collapse of the wall. 
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As indicated in Figure 6(a), the first wall tested with unbonded reinforcement (UB-U1) exhibited much higher 


displacements and a lower apparent load-carrying capacity than the remaining five unbonded specimens.  This was 


attributed to the fact that the system used to anchor the grade beam to the strong floor was not sufficiently rigid, 


allowing the grade beam to rotate appreciably; this rotational flexibility may have also contributed to the lack of 


visible cracking at the base of the unreinforced specimens, as noted above.  For subsequent tests of walls with 


unbonded reinforcement, a more rigid anchorage system was implemented that appeared to adequately restrain the 


grade beam.  This proved to be an important factor in improving the performance of the unbonded reinforced walls 


since it forced a sizable crack to form at the base of the wall, as well as near mid-height, thereby increasing the rate 


at which strain was induced into the unbonded reinforcement with increasing wall displacements. 


 


For the remaining five wall tests featuring unbonded reinforcement, the initial visible cracks appeared in a mortar 


joint on the unloaded face of the wall within the constant moment region, followed by a crack at the base of the wall 


on the loaded face of the wall.  As shown in Figure 6(a), the load carrying capacity of those specimens then 


continued to increase at any approximately constant rate with increasing wall displacements until large lateral 


displacements in the range of 30 – 60 mm had been attained.  At this point, the mortar joint cracks near mid-height 


and at the base of the wall were both excessively large (12-17 mm); in addition, the wall segments above and below 


the mid-height crack were noticeably inclined (approximately 2 to 3).  The tests were terminated prior to collapse 


of the wall when the MTSTM loading system detected a sudden drop in load-carrying capacity.  Although the cause 


of the drop in capacity could not be determined precisely, it is speculated that there may have been shear-related 


slippage at the mid-height cracked mortar joint brought about by large axial loads in the increasingly inclined wall 


segments on either side of the crack.  It should be noted, though, that crushing was not observed in the mortar joints 


or blocks at that point, and that the average strain in the unbonded reinforcement was below (or, in the case of 


specimen UB-G3, just above) the nominal yield strain.  Furthermore, upon unloading, the walls returned very nearly 


to their initial undeformed position, with the cracks closing to the point where they were hardly visible.  When an 


attempt was made to reload specimen UB-U1 after the initial failure and unloading, it was found that the wall 


specimen exhibited a stiffness comparable to its post-cracking response in the initial load cycle. 


3.2 Lateral Load-Carrying Capacity 


It is evident from Table 1 and Figure 6(a) that the addition of unbonded reinforcement substantially increased the 


lateral load-carrying capacity of the masonry walls considered in this experimental program as compared to similar 


unreinforced walls.  Specifically, the average ultimate applied load resisted by the walls featuring unbonded 


reinforcement was 356 % higher than that for the unreinforced specimens; in making this comparison, specimen 


UB-U1 was excluded due to the issues related to support anchorage flexibility, as discussed above.  It is also 


interesting to note that the ultimate condition in the walls with unbonded reinforcement appeared to be limited as 


much by geometric considerations (large crack widths and the slope of the cracked wall segments) as by material 


strength.  


 


In the wall specimens featuring unbonded reinforcement without grouting in the bottom course, no evidence of 


premature failure or distress was observed in the webs of the lower block courses due to transfer of the thrust force 


from the loaded to the unloaded face under arching action.  The slight increase in capacity and stiffness seen in the 


unbonded specimens with a grouted first course (particularly UB-G2 and UB-G3), as compared to those with an 


ungrouted first course (UB-U2 and UB-U3) may be attributed more to an improvement in the alignment of the 


unbonded reinforcing bars over the first course due to the presence of the grout than to any strengthening effect that 


the grout had upon the webs.  It can therefore be concluded that, for the wall configurations considered in this 


program, that grouting of the first course was not necessary to avoid web-related failures under arching action. 


4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 


An experimental program has been undertaken at the University of Saskatchewan to investigate the use of 


unbonded, non-prestressed reinforcement in concrete masonry block walls in order to enhance resistance to out-of-


plane lateral loads.  When completed, a total of 21 full-scale wall specimens will have been tested to failure: six 


unreinforced specimens, six conventionally reinforced and partially grouted specimens, and nine specimens with 
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unbonded reinforcement.  This paper considers the preliminary results from tests of the six unreinforced walls, along 


with six of the nine walls featuring unbonded reinforcement. 


 


The inclusion of unbonded, non-prestressed reinforcement was found to produce a dramatic improvement in both 


the lateral load-carrying capacity and ductility of the wall specimens.  For the wall configurations considered in the 


study to date, the average lateral capacity of the walls was seen to increase by 356 %, while the average lateral 


displacement at failure increased by 690 %, as compared to those of unreinforced companion specimens.  Since the 


strain, and hence the resisting force, in the reinforcing steel was largely governed by the displaced geometry of the 


wall specimens (i.e. rigid-body rotation of the wall segments after cracking near mid-height and at the base), it can 


be expected that walls with the same thickness but higher slenderness ratios will experience similar increases in 


bending moment capacity with the addition of unbonded reinforcement, albeit at higher lateral displacements; 


however, that would have to be verified by further testing.  It was evident, though, that the tensile action of the 


unbonded reinforcement greatly enhanced the lateral stability of the walls considered in this study, even at very 


large lateral displacements, since the walls invariably returned to a straight configuration immediately after the load 


was removed. 


 


Due to the potential benefits associated with the elimination of the need for grouting, including lower wall self-


weight and improved constructability, the use of unbonded, non-prestressed reinforcement appears to hold 


significant promise based on the outcomes of this study to date.  While the current phase of this study was intended 


primarily as a proof-of-concept investigation, subsequent phases will focus on the development and evaluation of 


methods by which unbonded reinforcement can be effectively incorporated into masonry walls in practice. 
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ABSTRACT  


Wind tunnel tests of tall buildings are capable of accurately determining the wind loads on a building in its current 


surroundings, since the surroundings are included in the wind tunnel modelling.  The tests may also include some 


future developments if they are known to be imminent.  However, the question of the effects of possible longer term 


changes in surroundings needs to be considered.  In some cases the development of the city may be mature resulting 


in little likelihood of future changes, but in rapidly developing cities the possible changes may be significant.  It is 


known that buildings very close to the building under test can have significant sheltering effects in some cases and 


may amplify wind loads in other cases.  Cases have been seen where the removal of an important adjacent building 


more than doubled the wind loads.  Wind tunnel testing can readily determine loads in the different scenarios but the 


question of how to treat the data requires some thought.  This paper presents a method called the Combined Risk 


Method in which the results from the various test scenarios are combined to provide a single risk consistent 


relationship between load and return period.  It does require that the various stakeholders agree on a reasonable 


probability for each scenario, but once this is done the method makes the path clear to developing appropriate design 


loads.  The paper includes examples of application of the method to several projects. 


 


Keywords: Wind loading, wind tunnel testing, risk, surrounding buildings, unsheltered 


1. INTRODUCTION 


When using a building code such as the National Building Code of Canada (NBCC, 2010) or a wind standard such 


as ASCE 7 (ASCE 7, 2010) the analysis methods for establishing wind loads are based on generic shapes and 


generic surroundings.  The building code provisions are intended to envelope the vast majority of possible building 


shapes and surrounding conditions.  However, for tall buildings it is recognized that the wind induced loads and 


building responses could go outside the envelope of what is covered by the analytical code provisions and it is 


recommended that wind tunnel tests be undertaken, using appropriate methodology such as described in ASCE 49 


(ASCE 49, 2012). In particular the crosswind responses of tall buildings, which can be sensitive to shape and 


surroundings, and the torsional responses are not adequately covered by the analytical methods, but can be 


accurately determined through wind tunnel testing. 


 


However, questions arise when undertaking wind tunnel tests as to the possible effects of future changes in 


surroundings.  Wind tunnel tests of tall buildings are capable of accurately determining the wind loads on a building 


in its current surroundings, since the surroundings are included in the wind tunnel model.  The tests may also include 


some future developments if they are known to be imminent.  However, the question of the effects of possible longer 


term changes in surroundings, not known at the time of the wind tunnel study, needs to be considered.  In some 


cases the development of the city may be mature resulting in little likelihood of future changes, but in rapidly 


developing cities the possible changes may be significant.  In general as a city becomes more built up, which has 


been the history of most cities, the terrain becomes aerodynamically rougher.  Thus the addition of many new 


buildings to a city will tend to reduce loads through this far field “exposure factor” effect.  However, it is known that 


buildings in the near field, very close to the study building, can be the cause of significant local aerodynamic 


interference effects, some of which may reduce loads and some of which may cause load increases.  Where an 
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adjacent building has a sheltering effect, the probability that it could be removed in future, and the potential load 


increases if this were to happen, invites some thought.  Cases have been studied in the wind tunnel where the 


removal of an important adjacent building more than doubled the wind loads on the study building.  


 


Wind tunnel testing can readily determine the loads in the different surrounding scenarios but the question of how to 


treat the data has not received much attention.  This paper presents a method called the Combined Risk Method in 


which the results from the various test scenarios are combined to provide a single risk consistent relationship 


between load and return period. 


2. COMBINED RISK METHOD 


The risk of loads being meaningfully increased by some future scenario of surrounding buildings will vary 


depending on many factors including but not limited to:  expectation of future development, design risk and 


implication to the structure, and relative size and aerodynamic influence of the building relative to surrounding 


buildings.  These risks are difficult to quantify, but, in general, the history of development in major cities (where 


most buildings are) suggests the risk of future wind increase is relatively low.  Most cities are growing, and one does 


not see too many buildings being demolished with nothing being built to replace them. 


 


As a first step we assume that there is a probability,  , that the adjacent building(s) will be removed and not be 


replaced during the life of the study building. The probability  implies that, over the long term, for a fraction  of 


the time the building can be considered as unsheltered and for the remaining )1(  of the time it can be considered 


as sheltered.  We can undertake wind tunnel tests on the sheltered and unsheltered cases and determine the return 


period of a given load level (e.g. base moment xM ) for each case individually.  Denoting the return period in the 


unsheltered case as uT and in the sheltered case as sT , it can be shown (Irwin and Sifton, 1998) that the overall 


return period, T , for the selected load level, bearing in mind the fractions of time the building is sheltered and 


unsheltered, is given by 


 


[1]  
su TTT
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In the general case where there are multiple possible configurations of surroundings each with probability i the 


overall return period relationship is 


 


[2]  
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where iT is the return period for the selected load level in the i th surrounding configuration.  However, in this paper 


we restrict attention to just two surrounding configurations, sheltered and unsheltered. 


 


The question of what value to assign to   is a difficult one since it requires assessing what might happen or not 


happen in future.  However, many decisions that society has to make involve some similar kind of assessment of 


probability of future events.  Decisions are necessary in order to move forward.  The importance of the decision 


depends on the consequences of being wrong.  In the case where a load may be doubled if shelter is removed, then 


caution is required and even a conservative estimate of  is better than no decision at all.  If one asks about the 


probability of a large nearby building, currently in full use, being demolished and not replaced with something 


similar, the usual answer is no more than a few percent.  So it is still instructive to see what happens if one 


conservatively assumes say 10% or 20% probability in the proposed method. In the following examples the 


sensitivity of the loads to these types of assumption are assessed. 
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3. APPLICATIONS 


In what follows we examine application of the above method to three different projects where removal of adjacent 


buildings had fairly dramatic effects on the wind loads.  The cases considered here were on the extreme end of the 


scale since not just one adjacent building was removed but large areas of adjacent blocks were cleared of buildings.  


The results are nonetheless of interest in illustrating what we have called here the Combined Risk Method. 


The wind tunnel tests we undertaken in one of RWDI boundary layer wind tunnels, with 2.4 m wide by 2 m high 


working section.  The model scale was 1:400 and the high-frequency-force-balance method was employed to 


establish wind loads as a function of wind speed at every 10 degree interval of wind azimuth. The wind tunnel data 


were combined with wind statistics using the up-crossing method described by Irwin et al (2005).  The wind 


statistics were derived from a Monte Carlo simulation of hurricanes for the city in question, which lies in a wind 


climate where design wind loads are dominated by hurricanes.  Essentially the return periods sT and 


uT corresponding to a selection of load levels were determined for the sheltered and unsheltered cases respectively, 


and then the combined return period for each load level was determined using Equation 1.  This provided a table of 


combined return periods versus load levels from which the load level for any return period could be interpolated. 


3.1 Case 1 


The wind tunnel tests of Case 1 are illustrated in Figure 1, which shows the sheltered and unsheltered conditions.  


The unsheltered condition was extreme in that all nearby buildings were completely removed.  Figure 2 shows the 


variation of base moment with return period for the three cases: sheltered, unsheltered and combined or composite.  


The probability for this example was selected to be %20 , which is probably very conservative in view of the 


large number of buildings that were removed in the unsheltered case.  It can be seen in Figure 2 that the 700 year 


base moment xM increased by a factor of more than 2.5 in going from sheltered to unsheltered.  But even a 


conservative assumption of %20 resulted in a much reduced factor of about 1.44 for the composite risk case.  


Much of the jump in base moment xM in the unsheltered case was due to vortex excitation which had been largely 


suppressed in the sheltered case.  However it is noticeable in the unsheltered case that the increase in xM between 


the 700 year and 2500 year return periods was relatively modest. The yM moment was also increased in the 


unsheltered case, but not by such a large factor.  


 


 


  
Figure 1: Wind tunnel test of Case 1: a) Sheltered; and b) Unsheltered. 


b) a) 
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Figure 2: Base moments for Case 1 for the Sheltered, Unsheltered and Combined conditions assuming %20  


 


Figure 3 shows the effect on xM of different assumptions for  in Case 1.  One could argue that even a 10% 


assumption for  is conservative for the complete clearing of nearby surroundings, and at this percentage the 


increase in 700 year base moment is by a more modest factor of about 1.17. 


 


 
Figure 3: Sensitivity of base moment xM for Case 1 to assumption of probability   


 


3.2 Case 2 


The wind tunnel tests for Case 2 are illustrated in Figure 4.  Several surrounding buildings were removed for the 


unsheltered case and the results for base moments are shown in Figure 5 with the assumption of %20 again for 


the composite case.  It can be seen that in this case the yM moment was the most affected response by the removal 


of surrounding buildings.  In the unsheltered case the building tended to experience vortex excitation at about the 


200 year return period, as indicated by flattening of the xM for return period between 200 and 700 years.  In the 


composite case the flattening was moved to higher return periods.  The 700 year yM value was increased by a factor 
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of about 1.72 in the unsheltered case and by 1.34 in the composite case.  A less conservative assumption for  would 


probably be appropriate in view of how many buildings were removed.  At  10% the increase factor drops to 


about 1.15.  


 


       
Figure 4: Wind tunnel tests for Case 2: a) Sheltered; b) Unsheltered. 


 


 
Figure 5: Base moments for Case 2 for the Sheltered, Unsheltered and Combined conditions assuming %20  


 


3.3 Case 3 


The wind tunnel tests for Case 3 are illustrated in Figure 6.  Many buildings were removed for the unsheltered case 


and the results for base moments are shown in Figure 7 with the assumption of %20 again for the composite 


case.  The removal of the sheltering buildings allowed vortex excitation to come to the fore dominating wind loads 


for xM at about the 400 to 600 year return period but having almost no effect on yM .  Above 400 years the response 


in xM did not increase much further as the return period increased.  In the sheltered case there was little sign of 


vortex excitation.   In the composite case the results for yM are hardly changed from the sheltered case and the 


results for xM at 700 year return period are increased by a factor of about 1.13. 


 


a) b) 
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Figure 6: Wind tunnel tests for Case 3: a) Sheltered; b) Unsheltered. 


 


 
Figure 7: Base moments for Case 3 for the Sheltered, Unsheltered and Combined conditions assuming %20  


4.  DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 


The proposed Combined Risk Method is a relatively simple approach for formulating the overall risk of various load 


levels being exceeded that includes the probability of varying future surroundings.  It has been applied to three case 


studies where removal of surrounding buildings caused a substantial increase in the wind loads in at least one 


direction.  By assuming a probability of the future surrounding condition actually occurring, a rational procedure for 


assessing overall risk is possible.  The selection of the appropriate probability is a matter where consensus must be 


reached by the various stakeholders and it will be affected by the how many surrounding buildings it is felt 


reasonable to remove.  In the cases shown in this paper the removal of surroundings was somewhat extreme but the 


results have nonetheless illustrated several outcomes.  First, even a relatively conservative assumption on the 


probability of the future condition leads to very significant drops in wind load compared with the raw unsheltered 


result.  Second, the amount of reduction obtained relative to the raw unsheltered result does depend on at what return 


period in the unsheltered case vortex shedding reaches its peak.  In Case 2 this occurred at a return period of about 


200 years and the combined risk calculation moved it to close to the design return period of 700 years.  In this case 


the reduction obtained in the combined case was not as dramatic as in the other cases.  In Case 3 the vortex shedding 


peak in the unsheltered case was at about the 400 to 600 year range and in the combined risk calculation moved it to 


well above the design return period of 700 years.  In this case there was a dramatic reduction in load even assuming 


a fairly high 20% probability of the unsheltered case occurring.  


 


The combined risk approach has been used for other applications in wind engineering such as the combination of 


exterior cladding pressures with the probability of openings in the envelope (Irwin and Sifton, 1998).  It has also 


a) b) 
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been used at RWDI to assess the risk of aerodynamic instability on long span bridge decks under the combination of 


strong winds with severe icing accumulations of safety screens at the deck edges.  In this last case the probability of 


the future occurrence does not have to be arrived at by consensus since it can be based on past statistical data.  
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ABSTRACT 


A research project titled “Development of Fibre-Reinforced Concrete Pipes” funded by Con Cast Pipe and Natural 


Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada (NSERC) was conducted between 2011 and 2014 by 


Professor Moncef Nehdi and his research team at Western University to study the structural behaviour of steel fibre 


reinforced concrete pipe (SFRCP). 142 pieces of SFRCP, and 58 pieces of conventional reinforced concrete pipe 


(RCP) and non-reinforced concrete pipe with 300 mm, 450 mm, 600 mm inner diameters were manufactured using 


existing fully-automated equipment. These SFRCP specimens contain various fibre contents and two fibre types. 


During the manufacturing week, full production and quality crews were deployed to accomplish the planned 


activities. Over 300 testing cylinders and 60 testing beams were collected. A portion of the pipes were sent to the 


university for laboratory work and full scale testing. Another portion was tested in the precast plant using 


conventional testing equipment. This report presents the manufacturing and testing activities in order to demonstrate 


the practicality of SFRCP manufacturing. The challenges are discussed and concluded at the end of this report 


providing insights for any future development of SFRCP. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 


1.1 Background 


Steel fibre reinforced concrete (SFRC) was first introduced in 1960s and was commonly used for crack control. 


Primary application can be found in non-structural elements such as slabs on grade and curtain wall construction. 


Although the use of steel fibre in concrete is a technological advancement in civil engineering, the design guideline 


for structural use was not clear and not included in many design standards. 


 


When steel fibres are mixed with concrete, the combined matrix creates a uniform and balanced mechanical 


characteristic which compensates for the weak tensile property of concrete. In order to use SFRC in structural 


elements, it requires significant research effort to develop a full understanding of material behaviour, structural 


behaviour and design guidelines. The manufacturing process of SFRCP from dosing, mixing, casting, stripping and 


curing also needs to be examined. In fact, steel fibre has a high potential to be used to supplement or even replace 


conventional reinforcing steel especially in precast drainage products. Dr. Abolmaali mentioned in University of 


Taxas Arlington News Centre dated April 1, 2011 that the elimination of cages will make the pipe manufacturing 


process less expensive and less labour intensive. Subsequently, ASTM C1765-13 “Standard Specification for Steel 


Fibre Reinforced Concrete Culvert, Storm Drain, and Sewer Pipe” was published in late 2013.  


 


In Canada, there is no industrial standard published for SFRCP. The conventional reinforced concrete pipe is 


governed by CSA A257.2. Unlike the equivalent American standard ASTM C76, it is performance based. In 2012, a 


3-year SFRCP research project was sponsored by a major precast concrete fabricator in Ontario Canada, and funded 


by NSERC to study the behaviour of SFRCP using full scale experiments, testing, and numerical modeling. To 


support this project, the first step is to validate that the existing manufacturing technology is capable of fabricating 


the full scale quality SFRCP. Over a hundred of full scale pipe specimens were manufactured through a regular 
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production period. It was the first time that the precast fabricator, possibly the industry, introduced the steel fibre 


into its regular concrete pipe manufacturing process. 


1.2 Research Scope 


Some technological obstacles were expected during full scale production: the technique for dosing steel fibre into 


the mixer, the behaviour of the new concrete mix with the consolidation process, the moisture content of the new 


mix affecting the workability of concrete, the quality of the finished products, the performance tests on the finished 


products, and the impact in structural behaviour of using steel fibre in complete replacement of conventional 


reinforcement etc. This report documents the manufacturing experience and conventional performance tests 


including materials, process, sample collection, inspection, testing, and challenges. Additionally, it was also to 


explore if the use of SFRC in modern manufacturing equipment requires any additional capital investment and if the 


total cost of manufacturing is reduced. However, the latter two areas are excluded from this report. 


2. MATERIALS AND PIPE SIZE SELECTION 


2.1 Concrete 


The concrete for all SFRCP specimens was made of a typical commercial mix using dry cast concrete with water-


cement ratio between 0.3 and 0.4. The concrete was consolidated through vibration in the mould. The zero slump 


characteristic allows concrete to be stripped from the formwork immediately after sufficient vibration. The concrete 


mix properties were reported in the research report by Nehdi (2014).  


2.2 Steel Fiber 


The first phase of the research project considered various types of fibres. Two kinds of steel fibres were selected to 


be used in the full-scale test: Dramix RC-65/35-CN and Dramix RC-80/60-CN. The aspect ratio of the fibre (length : 


diameter) are 65 and 80, and the length of fibre are 35 mm and 60 mm respectively. These fibres are collated with 


hooked ends (See Figure 1), and are commercially available. It was found that the dosage of 20 kg/m3 was too low 


to achieve adequate post crack behaviour; therefore, the full scale pipe specimens were prepared with the above 


mentioned types and their combined hybrid mixture in 20, 30, 40, 60 kg/m3 steel fibre contents.  


 


 
Figure 1: 35mm long collated steel fibers with hooked ends (aspect ratio = 65) 


 


2.3 Pipe Size Selection 


Nominal size of 300, 450 and 600mm inner diameter pipes were selected. The decision was to consider the quantity 


of the pipe specimens required for full scale testing and the associated duration of production. However, based on 


experience, for small diameter pipes 600 mm or smaller, the pipe strength is depends on the concrete strength rather 


than the reinforcing steel content and its position. Pipe size between 900 mm to 1800 mm depend more on the 


flexure strength where the strength of inner cage plays an important role. Large diameter pipes, 2100 mm and up, 


rely on the shear capacity of the reinforcing steel. The total area of steel and its orientation at the upper and lower 


haunch dictates the ultimate load that the pipe can withstand. That being said, it is more economical to use steel fibre 


in smaller diameter pipe than larger pipe. Moreover, steel fibres are expected to be evenly distributed (see Figure 2), 


which enhance the tensile strength overall hence the concrete is less sensitive to the location of steel for flexure 


strength. Therefore the mixture of concrete and steel fibre provides a more cost effective result in smaller diameter 


pipes. 
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Figure 2: Dry cast concrete mix with steel fibres 


3. MANUFACTURING 


3.1 Facility 


A total of 200 full scale pipe specimens were produced by Con Cast Pipe in their plant located in Oakville, Ontario. 


The manufacturing system, named EXACT 2500, from Schlusselbauer, Austria, is a fully automated system. The 


facility, opened in 2002, was the first of its kind in North America. The system was designed to manufacture RCP 


ranged between 300 mm and 1500 mm diameter, as well as 1200 mm and 1500 mm diameter maintenance hole 


components.  


3.2 Production Plan 


Five consecutive production days in the manufacturing facility were scheduled for this project in February 


2012. It was to accommodate three full production runs after few trial runs on the first day. During the 


production, a total of 200 pipes including the three selected size of pipe with no reinforcement, conventional 


reinforcement and steel fibre reinforcement were produced. Table 1 shows the breakdown quantities of each 


type. In addition, 330 of 100 mm diameter x 200 mm tall concrete cylinders and 66 of 533 mm x 152 mm x 152 


mm testing beams were also scheduled to be cast during this period.   


  
Figure 3 shows the SFRCP produced for this research. 
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Table 1 Total Produced Quantity of each type of pipe specimen 


Size Total Plain Convention 65/35 80/60 Hybrid 


300 96 22 4 25 23 22 


450 50 6 8 12 12 12 


600 54 14 4 12 12 12 


Total 200 42 16 49 47 46 


 


 


    
Figure 3: (a) Left - Fresh SFRCP; (b) Right – Testing pipe specimens, cylinders and beams  


          


3.3 Production Process 


The process started with weighing the fibres. Because the steel fibre dosing was a manual process, the prescribed 


fibre was weighed on the scale in several pails. Aggregates were first mixed by the mixer. The fibres were then 


manually poured into the mixer when the batch was called by the operator. Cement and slag were added after and 


mixed without water for few minutes. The collated steel fibres were expected to be broken down into pieces during 


the dry mix period. Water and admixture were introduced last to the mixing cycle. The glue between the steel fibres 


was further dissolved. When the mixing was completed, the batch was transported through flying bucket into the 


hopper, where the mix was visually inspected for consistency to ensure the fibres were evenly distributed. The 


distribution of fibres was also further inspected from the sample collected at this stage using a wash-out test. In this 


test, a set amount of the mix was randomly collected, weighed and washed. The number of fibres were counted and 


compared to the expected amount.  


 


In a normal production process, a traditional cold drawn wire cage is fed into the core of the mould. The 


jacket is placed from the top. Two sets of knives engage from the jacket hold the cage in a pre-determined 


location inside the mould before concrete enters. This step was completely eliminated in manufacturing 


SFRCP, as was the cage fabrication. The SFRC was introduced into the mould at a steady rate. Vibration 


began as soon as the concrete reached a certain level. Until the mould was full, the header machined with the 


joint profile was pressed into the mould with a twisting motion to form the pipe spigot. The jacket of the 


mould and the pipe was then removed from the core and placed on the conveyer. The jacket then was 


stripped from the pipe. Due to the nature of dry cast concrete, the shape of the pipe was completely formed at 


this stage. To achieve the desired result, moisture content of the concrete is extremely sensitive to the final 


shape of the product. After the operator visually inspected the pipe, the pipe was moved by the conveyor into 


the staging area. When enough pipes were waiting along the conveyor, a fully computerized crane 


transported the pipe into a kiln for accelerated moisture curing. The heat and moisture are fully controlled in 


the curing chamber by an integrated system. After an 8-to-10-hour curing cycle, cured pipes were taken to 


the depalletization process, a process to remove the pallet. The pallet which forms the bell end of the pipe was 


removed by an impact hammer. Pallets were then taken to the cleaning and oiling station for reuse, the pipe 


was then rotated from a stand-up position to an installed position. Conveyer tracks send the pipe through an 


inspection station to tip out area. To this point, there is no operator involvement. Finally, pipes were taken by 
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the forklift in groups to the yard for storage. The process was illustrated in 


 
Figure 4. 


 


 


 
Figure 4: Manufacturing Process of SFRCP 


 


In addition to the pipe samples, a group of research assistants and fabricator staff assisted in making testing 


cylinders and beams. This process was an addition to the normal production process and solely for research 


purposes. Two vibrating tables were staged to accomplish this activity. Half of the cylinders were reserved for the 


university to examine and other half were tested on site for 1 or 4-day compressive strength.  


4. INSPECTION AND TESTING 


4.1 Visual Inspection 


Each pipe specimen manufactured was visually inspected. The purpose of this inspection was to examine the quality 


of the concrete surface, the bell and spigot. In addition, dimensional checks were also conducted to ensure that the 


pipe met the dimensional tolerance specified in CSA A257.2. Table 2 exhibits the quantity of pipes from visual 


inspections showing voids or cracks in pipe spigot, bell, inside and outside barrel faces. Quantity of pipe failed Go-


no-go measurement, which measures the inner diameter of the pipe, is listed. 


 


 


Table 2: Quantity of pipe specimen inspected visually that exhibited voids, cracks or violation of standard 


Condition Total Plain Convention 65/35 80/60 Hybrid 


Spigot 88 20 0 25 19 18 


Bell 7 6 0 0 1 0 


Outside barrel face 16 8 0 1 3 4 


Inside barrel Face 8 2 0 3 2 1 


Go-no-go 20 7 0 3 3 7 


Total Inspected* 200 42 16 49 47 46 


*Total inspected quantities do not equal to the sum of the quantity under the described conditions. A pipe may 


exhibit more than one condition when visually inspected. 


4.2 Three-edge Bearing Test 


Three edge bearing (3EB) tests were conducted on the pipe specimens as per CSA A257.2. In this test, the pipe 


specimen is supported by two rubber strips and loaded by a loading beam (Figure 5(a)). The pipe is loaded until a 


0.3mm wide by 300 mm long (design) crack appears. The crack usually starts at the invert of the pipe. The pipe is 


continuously loaded to ultimate failure. The maximum load recorded by the loading machine is called the ultimate 


load. The class of the pipe is then calculated using the load in kilo-newtons divided by the length of the pipe in 


metres and the inner diameter of the pipe in millimeters. The class labeled in “D” is a normalized value and is 


Steel Fiber Concrete Mixing 


Cage Making 
(Eliminated) 


Casting Curing Depalletization Inspection Tip-out 


Steel Fiber Concrete Mixing 


Cage Making 
(Eliminated) 


Casting Curing Depalletization Inspection Tip-out 
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interpreted as the amount of load can be taken per metre length of pipe and per millimeter inner diameter (N / m / 


mm). The pipe also required to have a safety factor of 1.5 between the design and ultimate load for 100-D or less, 


and 1.25 for 140-D or higher. Typical pipe classes commercially available for 300 mm, 450 mm, and 600 mm are 


65-D, 100-D, and 140-D.    


 


In this research project, specimens including non-reinforced, traditionally reinforced, and each dosage and 


type of fibre reinforced pipes were tested. The strength of the pipe was targeted to 140-D. The failure mode of 


SFRCP begins at the hairline crack similar to those in the conventional RCP. As the crack opens up, the 


stress is transferred to the steel fibre until the pipe cannot withstand any additional load. It was clear that the 


steel fibre failed in pull-out or rupture, see shown in Figure 5(b). The test results shown in 


 
Figure 6 and Table 1 are normalized to equivalent pipe classes (N/m/mm). 300 mm pipe reached approximately 290-


D, 390-D, and 500-D for fibre contents of 20kg, 40 kg and 60 kg/m3 respectively which showed that higher steel 


fibre content will produce a higher class of pipe. However with the same fibre content, increase in pipe size reduces 


the class. For example, SFRCP reached 290-D, 190-D and 150-D for 300mm, 450 mm, and 600 mm at 20 kg/m3. At 


600mm pipe, SFRCP with 20 kg/m3 fibre content was tested to 148-D which was less than the conventional cage 


design of 179-D, but will still meet the 140-D requirement. Conversely, the 300mm and 450 mm non-reinforced 


pipe and conventional RCP had very close D-load results (280-D and 284-D for 300 mm, 156-D and 157-D for 450 


mm respectively), but far less (114D and 179-D) in 600 mm diameter. This also explains that smaller diameter pipes 


rely on concrete strength more than the steel content. 


 


 


   
 (a) Left - Three edge bearing test set up;      (b) Right - Failure mode of steel fiber in SFRCP 


Figure 5: Three-edge bearing test 
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Figure 6: Three edge bearing test results 


Table 3: Three Edge Bearing Test Result - Equivalent Pipe Class (N/m/mm) 


Pipe Size (mm) 300 450 600 


SF Dosage (kg/m3) 20 40 60 20 30 40 20 30 40 


80/60 300 396 536 195 213 243 152 168 191 


60/35 292 394 497 194 225 234 155 169 174 


Hybrid 303 388 523 189 215 238 148 172 182 


Cage (140-D) 284 157 179 


No Steel 280 156 114 


Requirement 140 140 140 


4.3 Hydrostatic Test 


Although the hydrostatic performance was not part of the scope of the research, it was part of the performance 


requirements according to CSA A257.2. Two hydro tests were conducted using 300 mm and 450 mm specimens 


respectively with 20 kg / m3 or 40 kg / m3 fiber dosage. The tests mainly examines the ability of the concrete pipe 


and it’s joint to withstand an internal hydrostatic pressure of 103 kPa for 10 minutes in proper alignment. The test 


specimens are also required to withstand an internal hydrostatic pressure of 90 kPa and 35 kPa for 10 minutes in 


maximum deflected position and under differential load respectively. Unfortunately, none of the specimen passed 


the required hydrostatic performance. The specimens showed leakage at the joint as well as the barrel of the pipe 


(See   


Figure 7). It was believed that the quality of the joint and the consolidation of SFRCP both contribute in providing 


the required hydrostatic performance. More discussion can be found in Section 5. 
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Figure 7: Leakage through barrel of the SFRCP in hydrostatic test 


4.4 Compressive Test 


The compressive strength of concrete was examined on site at 1-day or 4-days old in accordance with CSA A23.2-


3C. The cylinder was cast on the day of pipe manufacturing and cured with pipe specimens in the kiln. The 


compressive test results are summarized in Figure 8. Few cylinders with steel fibres exhibited voids to a certain 


extent (see Figure 9). The compressive strength results of those cylinders were found to be significantly lower than 


others; thus they are excluded from the data points. The voids resulted from the ability of the consolidating steel 


fiber dry cast concrete using the vibrating table. No sign of similar voids showed in any of the pipe specimens. This 


also explained that the vibrating table may not be adequate in consolidating the concrete cylinder with steel fibres. 


 


In Figure 8, the compressive strength in MPa are plotted against the fiber dosage in kg/m3. The range of strengths 


are 22 – 64 MPa, 23 – 52 MPa, 24 MPa – 51 MPa, 22 – 38 MPa for 20, 30, 40 and 60 kg/m3 fibre content. The large 


variance in the result attributes to the different efforts of consolidation and compaction. The higher the dosage, the 


lower the strength may also be attributed to the same reason. 


 


 
Figure 8: Compressive Strength Distribution 


 


 


        
(a) Wet SFRC mix (b) broken cylinder for 80/60, 


dosage rate 20 kg/m3   


(c) broken cylinder for 80/60, 


dosage rate 30 kg/m3   


Figure 9: SFR Concrete Cylinder Compressive Test 
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5. CHALLENGES 


Although all test specimens exceeded the structural requirement, many challenges and obstacles were faced. 


Pressure was generated in the first two days of production when only 15% of the planned specimens were produced. 


First of four non-reinforced pipes collapsed few minutes after being stripped on the manufacturing line. Some pipes 


were observed slumping to one side causing them to be curved. It was discovered that the moisture content was a 


partial factor in the non-reinforced pipe and SRRCP. The impacts of the core vibration intensity and conveyor speed 


were also studied. It was concluded that the SFRCP is less tolerable to the moisture content and vibration intensity 


than conventional RCP. The conventional cage provides better support and ductility to the fresh concrete. It was also 


determined that the fibre distribution improves with a longer mixing time. 


 


As mentioned in the compressive test section, the team experienced a challenge in casting test cylinders with steel 


fibres. The vibrating table available for the conventional cylinder testing was believed to have insufficient strength. 


Lifting anchors and hammers were used to assist in compaction. Despite this effort, those cylinders that exhibited 


excessive voids with low compressive strength were removed from the analysis. A number of pipes were found to 


have either broken or cracked spigots, or spigots with excessive voids, see Figure 10. This is attributed to the 


moisture content at the time of the pressing operation, the insufficient energy being transmitted to the top of the pipe 


during the vibration process, or the excessive energy being transmitted to the pipe during the depalletization process. 


This also play a role in failing the hydrostatic test. More trial with different vibration setting and possibly the 


location of the vibrators may improve the quality of the spigot.  


 


During the visual inspection, steel fibres were found to be exposed on the surface of the concrete (Figure 11). Signs 


of fibre corrosion were found in aged pipes. The corrosion may not be a major concern due to the fact that the steel 


fibre matrix was not continuously connected. However, the exposed fibre was a concern to the workforce in terms of 


safety, and those found in the inner surface of the pipe may also catch debris in the sewage or storm water causing a 


reduction of flow rate. Hence, the increased risk of turbulence in the open channel flow will affect its serviceability. 


Nonetheless, failing the hydrostatic test was the major road block to SFRCP research. In order for the SFRCP to be 


commercialized, the pressure rating in CSA A257.2 must be achieved.  


 


 


     
(a) Left – Borken spigot caused by depalletization;      (b) Right – voids in spigot due to inadequate consolidation 


Figure 10: Pipe Quality 
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Figure 11: Exposed SF on the inside surface of the pipe 


6. CONCLUSION 


The scope of manufacturing of pipe specimens for this research project was completed using a fully automated 


manufacturing system. The system was capable of handling the steel fibres throughout the manufacturing process. 


The conclusion of this report can be summarized as follow:  


 


1. The evaluation of the impact of using steel fibres to the production facility concluded that the equipment and 


internal production process are compatible with selected steel fibres and that this could be a complete 


replacement of the conventional reinforcing cage. 


 


2. With assistance from the steel fibre supplier, the preliminary formula was determined. It was found that the idea 


dosage shall be maintained below 30 kg / m3. Exceeding this dosage may increase the difficulty in the mixing 


and consolidating process which leads to a longer production cycle. Within the recommended dosage rate, a 


consistent distribution of selected fibre was achieved through the normal concrete mixing and batching process. 


 


3. The quality of the product needs further investigation which includes: (a) concrete porosity, (b) excessive voids 


near joint, (c) fiber exposure on the inner face of the pipe, ext. These areas of research will enhance the pipe 


surface appearance, and more importantly the ability to withstand hydrostatic pressure. 


 


4. The three edge bearing test showed that SFRCP effectively provides adequate reinforcement in the pipe which 


allows the pipe to exceed the required design load. The ideal fiber types and contents for each pipe size can be 


studied. There is room to reduce the fibre contents in 300 mm and 450 mm pipe sizes.    


 


5. There is no major capital investment necessary other than a steel fibre dispenser. The dispenser is readily 


available in the market to eliminate the manual weighing and dosing operation, and provide an efficient 


dispensing process. It is highly recommended if the production of SFRCP is to be commercialized.  


 


Future work is required to better understand SFRCP behaviour. This research project proved that the steel fibre is 


capable to be used as an alternative reinforcing method for structural performance. Design guidelines are required to 


relate the equivalent dosage rate to the structural behaviour. It may be also possible to combine conventional 


reinforcing steel and steel fibre to achieve optimum structural behaviour in larger diameter pipes. 
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ABSTRACT  


The Canadian Pacific coast is located in a highly seismic region with active convergent plates with the potential to 


generate large tsunamis. The tsunami vulnerability of communities in British Columbia is assessed using 


geographical information system (GIS) model for potential run up heights between 3-25 m and the difference 


between the necessary pedestrian time to safety and the tsunami arrival time, defined as the available time (AT). 


Using these metrics, 8 communities were identified to be highly vulnerable to tsunami due to run ups of 25 m: 


Ucluelet, Gordon River 2 IRI, Tofino, Esowista 3 IRI, Hesquiat 1 IRI, Hope Island 1 IRI, and Masset and Masset 1 


IRI. The high vulnerability level was considered when the AT was less than 15 min. Tofino and Ucluelet were 


assessed to be particularly vulnerable given that they are resort communities where high number of tourists during 


peak seasons. Additionally, many large tourist accommodations are located near the shoreline, which are high-risk 


regions. The majority of the BC population is located in the low vulnerability regions of the Strait of Juan de Fuca 


and Georgia. Delta and Richmond were determined to have negative ATs as the majority of their communities are 


located within low-lying areas, but these areas are highly vulnerable to tsunamis caused by landslides. This study 


highlights the need for reliable run-up modelling in high vulnerability regions, which is currently lacking throughout 


British Columbia.  


 


Keywords: Tsunami, vulnerability, risk, run up, evacuation, inundation zone, GIS 


1. INTRODUCTION 


The Canadian Pacific coast is located in high seismic region as a result of the many active faults that form part of the 


Pacific Ring of Fire. The largest tsunami threat is from the Cascadia Subduction Zone (CSZ), an active fault capable 


of generating M 9.0 earthquakes with a return period between 400-600 years. The CSZ is located along the Pacific 


coast from Vancouver Island to northern California. Geological evidence has been discovered throughout 


Vancouver Island, Washington, and Oregon of a great tsunami from the CSZ in 1700 (Clague, Bobrowsky and 


Hutchinson 2000; Jacoby, Bunker and Benson 1997). Run ups from this event are estimated to be approximately 5 


m along the west coast of Vancouver Island and up to 15-20 m at the head of some inlets (Clague, Bobrowsky and 


Hutchinson 2000). The Pacific coast is also vulnerable to far sources in the Pacific Ocean such as the Aleutian 


trench, along the south coast of Alaska and Aleutian Islands. In fact, the largest tsunami in recent history to occur in 


the Canadian Pacific coast was in 1964 by the great Alaska earthquake. Port Alberni, located at the head of a long 


and narrow inlet making it prone to wave amplification, was the most severely affected. The tsunami caused no 


casualties in Canada and $10 million (1964 dollars) in damage. Coastal areas are also at risk of tsunamis caused by 


local shallow earthquakes and landslides, such as in 1975 in Katimat where submarine landslides caused run ups of 


up to 8.2 m in height (Clague et al., 2001). The majority of the fiords in British Columbia contain unstable 


sediments that caused the 1975 landslide and are at risk of similar events today. Tsunamis caused by landslides are 


not within the scope of this study. An assessment of the tsunami hazard for the Canadian Pacific coast by Leonard 
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and Rogers (2015) suggests a probability of run ups exceeding 3m, which has the possibility of causing significant 


damage, between 10-30 % in 50 years.  


1.1 Study Area 


The study area is the Canadian Pacific coast, which results in the coastline of British Columbia (BC). All 


municipalities located within 4 km of the coast or inlets were included, totalling 172 communities and 


approximately 3 million residents. Most of the residential population is located in the large urban centers, including 


Victoria and Vancouver, and in the Strait of Juan de Fuca and Strait of Georgia (Figure 1). However, the residential 


population is likely underestimated as 105 communities are Indian Reserves (due to cultural sensitivity, hereafter to 


be referred to as Reserves or IRI), which are not obligated to participate in the census, of which 15 have a population 


of 5 and below, resulting in some suppressed data (AANC 2013).  


1.2 Zones – Warnings 


The province of British Columbia in partnership with the U.S. National Tsunami Warning centers monitor for 


potential tsunamis. To effectively communicate a potential threat to the population, the province has divided the 


coastline into 5 zones: A, B, C, D and E (Figure 1; Emergency Management BC 2013). As these zones were devised 


to represent regions with a similar hazard, they are used in this study to categorize the communities at risk. Zone A 


and B were amalgamated to represent Haida Gwaii and the north coast. Zone C is the west coast of Vancouver 


Island, zone D is the Capital region (Victoria and vicinity), and zone E is the metropolitan region of Vancouver and 


surrounding communities.  


 


 
Figure 1: Tsunami zones and population distribution of British Columbia (modified from Emergency Management 


BC (2013)) 
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2. METHODOLOGY 


2.1 Run-up calculations  


The hazard zone (HZ) and safe areas (SA) were computed for run ups between 3 m and 25 m, with a 2 m interval. 


The SA was computed by first eliminating all areas with elevations equal to or lower than the run up value. To 


eliminate small gaps in the SA produced as artefacts from processing the DEM, the SA were shrunk 4 cells and 


expanded 3 cells. To create a uniform HZ extending to the primary run up extent, as typically done in evacuation 


mapping (Port Hardy 2015; Alberni-Clayoquot Regional District 2015; Village of Masset 2013), SA less than 8 cells 


(3,283.74 m2 in UTM projection) located within the main HZ were eliminated. Unless these small SA are 


specifically identified, it is uncertain that residents will utilized them to escape to safety. Additionally, these small 


SA have a potential to be overtopped even though their elevation is above the run up value as they are located closer 


to the shoreline (FEMA, 2002). This provides a conservative assessment of the HZs. The HZ was computed as the 


inverse of the SA. A 30 m digital elevation model (DEM) was used consistently throughout the model.  


 


The surface area of the HZ is used to estimate the resident population by multiplying it with the population density 


of each community using census data. The tourist population was not included in the scope of this study, as no 


reliable database currently exists in British Columbia quantifying this value.  


2.2 Available time 


The available time (AT) is defined as the time necessary to reach safety less the arrival time of the first tsunami and 


when the first tsunami wave arrives. Conversely, a negative value represents the amount of time a resident would 


have needed to reach a safe area after the first wave arrives.  


 


The necessary time to safety is computed by calculating the Euclidian distance of each cell in the model (raster) 


located in the hazard zone to the nearest safe area and then dividing by the travel speed. A bear-earth model was 


used to calculate the distance to safety. Two velocities were used for the analysis: mobility-impaired ambulatory 


speed, taken as 0.89 m/s (FEMA 2012); and an average adult walking speed of 1.22 m/s (Wood and Schmidtlein 


2013). Vehicle based evacuation was not considered in this analysis as pedestrian evacuation is considered the most 


efficient in most cases, as the sudden influx of vehicles on the road is likely to cause traffic jams (Johnstone and 


Lence 2012). Additionally, the road network is likely to be damaged following an earthquake, further diminishing 


vehicle-based evacuation efficiency. The tsunami arrival time was taken as the publicly available information from 


the Province of BC (Table 1) and interpolated for communities where the information was not available. 


Table 1: Arrival time in minutes of the first tsunami wave of various communities in British Columbia (BC 


Earthquake Alliance 2016) 


Location Arrival time of 


first wave (min) 


Location Arrival time of 


first wave (min) 


Tofino 20 Esquimalt Harbour 70 


Ucluelet 25 Victoria’s Inner Harbour 75 


Winter Harbour 30 Sidney 120 


Port Renfrew 35 Fulford Harbour 125 


Bella Bella 40 Boundary Bay 130 


Sooke Harbour 55 Delta/Richmond 135 


Gawaii Haanas,  55 Burrard Inlet 150 


Haida Gwaii 55 Nanaimo 155 


Port Alberni 65 Prince Rupert 170 


 


 


The duration of the earthquake and the reaction time of residents are not included in the AT. Safety measures in BC 


direct residents to leave for safe grounds after a strong earthquake, and to not wait for the tsunami warning. Despite 


this, it is expected that factors such as recognition of the hazard, evacuation warning infrastructure and one’s wish to 


collect valuable items will affect the evacuation departure time of a segment of the population (Park, et al. 2012). 
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For these reasons, high vulnerability is defined in this study as communities with a minimum AT of 15 min or less, 


moderate vulnerability between 16 and 30 min, and low above 30 min.  


3. RESULTS 


As the arrival time differs greatly between locations, the HZ surface area and population exposure is not a good 


metric to represent the vulnerability of communities. Instead, the distribution of the minimum value of the available 


time (AT) of each community is plotted as a function of the run up (Figure 3). A minimum run up of 3 m is used as 


this represents the threshold of significant damaged with high probability of occurring in Canada (Leonard and 


Rogers 2015).  


 


 
Figure 2: Minimum available time (AT) of all BC communities for run ups between 3 m and 25 m: (a) zone A and 


B; (b) zone C; (c) zone D and; (d) zone E. Note that the red lines represent the mean values.  


3.1 Zone A and B 


Zone A and B have the most elongated boxes as two distinct dataset are present, municipalities of zone A and zone 


B. The median zone A and B are above 50 min at all run up, zone A and B individual AT average is of  42.2 min 


and 145.4 min respectively. The minimum value reaches 0 at 17 min where as lower bound of the 25th percentile 


never goes below 30 min for any run up. Zone A has no outliers, but the lowest values are Masset and Masset IRI, 


which are located next to each other, in the north of Haida Gwaii. This zone has the second lowest residential 


population but the lowest population percentage at 25 m run up of 29% (Figure 4), totalling 11,727. The area in the 


HZ increases steadily with run up, having the largest increase of 3.6 and 3.3% at 11 and 15 m run ups, respectively. 


The communities within this zone have a low vulnerability up to 7 m run up. At 25 m run up, 3 and 4 communities 


are considered high and moderate vulnerabilities, respectively, out of a total of 33.  


 


In Zone A and B, Port Hardy’s and Masset’s current tsunami evacuation maps indicate a HZ corresponding to a run 


up of 10 m. The ATs of these communities for such a run up are 30.8 and 34.8 min, respectively. Run ups between 6 


m and 13 m were recorded on the seaward side of the southeast tip of Haida Gwaii in 2012 (Table 2). Masset, 


located on the northern tip, is slightly sheltered therefore it is reasonable to assume a value of 10 m. However, no 
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numerical models have been developed for the north coast of BC, therefore the tsunami hazard and potential run up 


height is uncertain.  


 


 
Figure 3: Percent of residential population within the tsunami inundation zone (HZ) for run ups between 3 m and 25 


m; total population of each zone presented at the end of the bar 


Table 2: Run up and planning run up values categorized by tsunami notification zones 


Zone Source Type  Location Run up 


(m) 


Planning run up 


(m) 


A (Cassidy, Rogers, & Hyndman 


2014) 


H Moresby Island  6.0-13.0 9.0-20.0 


A (Village of Masset 2015) PL Massett 6.7 10.0 


B (Port Hardy 2015) PL Port Hardy 6.7 10.0 


C (Aecom, 2013) NM Port Renfrew 3.0 5.0 


C (City of Port Alberni 2015) H & 


PL 


Port Alberni (Planning & 


1700) 


- 20.0 


C  (City of Port Alberni 2015) H Port Alberni (1964 


Alteutian) 


6.0 9.0 


C (Aecom 2013) NM Port Renfrew 4.0 6.0 


D (Aecom 2013) PL Capital Region 2.65 4.0 


E (City of Vancouver 2011) PL Vancouver 1.3 2.0 


E (Clague and Orwin 2005) PL North Vancouver 


West Vancouver 


1.5-2.5 3.75 


H = historical data, NM = numerical model, PL = planning level  


Planning run ups are the run up values with a safety factor of 1.5 used by communities as part of their evacuation 


plans 


 


3.2 Zone C 


A total of 39 communities are located in zone C. This zone has the lowest ATs, with an average value of 27.6 min 


(Figure 3). This zone also has the lowest ATs at the starting run up of 3 m of 16.9 min. The first instance of a 


community reaching life safety AT (AT of 0) is an outlier at 15 m. Following this, the ATs continuously decreases 


to reach a minimal value of -9.6 min at a run up of 25 m. The maximum residential population in the HZ is 12,710, 


representing 45.5%, the highest percentage of the zones (Figure 4). The population in the HZ grows 20% between 3 


and 9 m. For run ups between 3 and 25 m, 0 to 21% of the communities have high vulnerability and 45 % have 


moderate vulnerability.  


 


A run up of approximately 6 m in Port Alberni was observed during the 1964 Aleutian Earthquake and an estimated 


20 m from the 1700 Cascadia event (Table 2). These values provide a worst-case scenario for Zone C, but due to the 


location of Port Alberni at the head of the Alberni inlet where wave heights are amplified, it may be an 
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overestimation for the zone. Comparatively, a CSZ model established a run up of 4.0 m at Port Renfrew, 6.0 m 


including a safety factor (Aecom 2013). The Cherniawasky et al. (2007) CSZ model calculated waves between 6-9 


m in Ucluelet, with a maximum of 15.7 m, but these waves did not propagate inland. At a run up of 20 m, 5 


communities have high vulnerability (Tofino, Hesquiat, Tin Wis 11 IRI, Gordon River 2 IRI, and Ucluelet) and 13 


have moderate vulnerability. Using the lower historical run up value of 6m leaves only Tofino as highly vulnerable.  


 


This area is highly populated by tourists during some seasons, with two of its municipailites, Tofino and Ucluelet, 


classified as resort communities. During peak tourist seasons, these communities’ populations can increase up to 


60% (Johnstone and Lence 2012). Tourists can be particularly vulnerable to natural hazards as they may not be well 


educated in local emergency procedures. Additionally, a large percentage of tourist accomodations and tourist 


attractions are located near the shoreline; the most vulnerable area.  


3.3 Zone D  


The lower bound of the AT of Zone D decreases almost linearly between 42.6 and 38.3 min, with an average of 57.0 


min. The maximum residential population within the HZ is 127,176. The percent of its area and population within 


the HZ also increases linearly, with the exception at a run up of 5 m, which causes a minimal increase, similarly to 


Zone A and B (Figure 4).  


 


A far-field tsunami would need to travel the Strait of Georgia, between the Vancouver Island and Washington State 


before reaching Zones D and E, which explains the large arrival times in these areas. Numerical models performed 


in this extent demonstrate that energy of the waves attenuate in this area (Aecom 2013; Cherniawasky, et al. 2007). 


Run ups of 4.0 m, including the safety factor were established in this region (Table 2). All the communities within 


this zone have a low or moderate vulnerability at a run up of 25 m, and all have a low vulnerability at 5m run up. 


The results for this zone suggest a very low tsunami risk.  


3.4 Zone E 


Zone E has the highest minimum AT, ranging from 65.8 to 47.3 min with an average of 59.9 min. The communities 


of Richmond and Delta are outliers in the Zone E dataset. They have the overall lowest AT, reaching their peak at 


run ups of 9 m. Zone E is the most populated zone, as it includes the metropolitan area of Vancouver. At the peak 


run up of 25 m, a maximum of 977,555 (38.3%) of the population is located in the HZ. However, depending on the 


run up, Delta and Richmond contribute 40-60% of those values. Both communities have large rural areas within 


their municipal boundaries; therefore, using a population density based on the total surface area likely overestimates 


the residents located within the HZ. Not including Richmond and Delta, 100% of the communities within this zone 


have low vulnerability. 


 


There is no evidence of past tsunamis for the Strait of Georgia, implying that the 1700 Tsunami caused run ups of 


less than 1m in this region (Clague, Bobrowsky and Hutchinson 2000). The City of Vancouver defines their tsunami 


HZ with a run up of 2 m above high tides, whereas North and West Vancouver uses a run up between 1.5 and 2.5 m 


(Table 2). Adding a safety factor of 1.5 to these values yields a maximum planning run up of 3.75 m, below the 


maximum run up of 5 m to maintain life safety (AT above 0).  


 


In addition, sea dikes for coastal flooding caused by severe storms and high tides protect the Vancouver 


metropolitan area. These structures may help militate against tsunami waves, but a strong earthquake could cause 


these dikes to fail. Even without structural failures, there is a possibility of dikes being overtopped in a worst-case 


scenario; high tides in addition to high tsunami waves. Even with this worst-case scenario, Zone E has low 


vulnerability to tsunamis, as ATs are high at high run up values.  


3.5 High risk area 


The high risk area is defined as that with an AT less than 15 min. The evolution of available times for communities 


with high vulnerability at the maximum run up is shown in Figure 5 for a mobility impaired and average adult 


ambulatory speed of 0.89 and 1.22 m/s, respectively. A total of 11 communities fit this criterion, but Tin Wis 11 IRI 


was not included as its population is listed as 0 in the census and is located within the Municipality of Tofino. Zone 


C has the largest high-vulnerability communities (Ucluelet, Gordon River 2 IRI, Tofino, Esowista 3 IRI, and 


Hesquiat 1) followed by Zones A and B (Hope Island 1 IRI and Masset and Masset 1 IRI). All communities, other 
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than Hope Island I IRI, have 80% of their community located within the HZ at 25 m run up (Figure 5). The at-risk 


population has a linear correlation with the area within the HZ as the population is calculated with this value 


multiplied by the population density.  


 


 
Figure 4: Available times for high-vulnerability municipalities at run up of 25 m: (a) mobility impaired ambulatory 


speed of 0.89 m/s; and (b) average adult ambulatory speed of 1.22 m/s 


 
Figure 5: Communities residential population and percent of its area within the run up zone (HZ) 
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Communities located in Zone C could feasibly experience run ups of 20 m. Low-population communities such as 


Gordon River 2 IRI, Esowista 3 IRI, and Hesquiat 1 IRI have at least 80% of their area and population within the 


HZ at this run up level. Using an adult ambulatory speed, the AT of Esowista, Hesquiat and Gordon River are 18.2, 


9.3, and 16.9 min, respectively (Figure 4). The entire community of Gordon River is located within the HZ at run 


ups of 5 m (Figure 5).  


 


Although Tofino doesn’t have the lowest AT, it is the most vulnerable community. The topography and geometry of 


the Esowista Peninsula, elongated shape with the highest elevated area at the far north tip, causes very long 


distances to travel to safety with low run ups (Figure 7). Tofino has high vulnerability at run ups of 5m. Using the 


average walking speed of an adult, the AT reaches below 15 min at 7m run up; instead of 5m using the mobility 


impaired ambulatory speed. Similarly, the AT reaches 0 at 19m instead of 15m run up. Tofino’s residential 


population is approximately 2,000. Fortunately, the region with the highest population density is in the village, 


which is mostly located within the SZ (red area at the far left of Figure 6). However, as a resort community, its 


population increases substantially during the summer. Most large tourist accommodations are located on the seaward 


side of the peninsula in the most hazardous regions, identified as the resorts in red circles (Figure 7). Ucluelet is 


located a short drive southwest of Tofino, in the Ucluth Peninsula. Similarly to Tofino, Ucluelet is a resort-


community also with an elongated shape with most of the resorts located along the shoreline. However, its ATs is 


never less than the life safety threshold, reaching a minimum of 7.6 and 12.1 min using mobility impaired and 


average adult ambulatory speeds, respectively. Ucluelet has higher AT than Tofino as its topography creates pockets 


with elevations above 25 m throughout the Peninsula, creating multiple safe heavens. Even with these areas, 


Ucluelet has high vulnerability. A potential mitigation strategy for these communities to reduce the tourist 


population at risk located in these high risk regions would be add vertical evacuation shelters near the shoreline. 


 


 
Figure 6: Safe areas (SA) corresponding to run ups ranging from 3 m and 25 m for the Municipality of Tofino and 


Tin Wis 11 IRI, and locations of large resorts 


 


The combined residential population of Masset and Masset 1 IRI is 1,510. Masset reaches the life safety threshold at 


a run up of 17m using a mobility impaired ambulatory speed, and at 21m using an average adult walking speed 


(Figure 4). At a run up of 13m which is the higher end of the recorded run ups in Haida Gwaii in 2012 (Table 2), 


both of these communities are 80% in the HZ (Figure 5) and have an AT between 21.8 and 40.0 min, respectively. If 


a realistic run up value for these communities is between 10 and 13m, Masset and Masset 1 IRI have moderate 


tsunami vulnerability.  


 


Delta and Richmond are the most populated communities and have the lowest ATs, reaching the life safety threshold 


slightly after 5m and 7m run up respectively using mobility impaired ambulatory speed. Using an average walking 


speed, the life safety threshold is reached in Delta at 7.8m and 8.5m in Richmond, an improvement of 2.4 and 1.6m 
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in run ups values. For Delta, at a run up of 5m, 71.8% of the municipality’s area is within the HZ, putting 72,800 


residents at risk (Figure 5). Similarly at 7m run up, 96.6 % Richmond’s area is in the HZ with 189,300 residents at 


risk. No sediments or geological evidence of indicating the occurrence of a past tsunamis has been found in the bogs 


of Delta and Richmond, confirming similar past studies (Clague, Hutchinson and Lesemann 2005). This suggests 


that past, and therefore potential tsunamis, caused only small run ups in the Strait of Georgia. Although both of these 


communities have large areas with high population in low laying areas, these communities have low vulnerability 


for a far-field tsunami due to low tsunami hazard. However, this risk assessment does not include locally generated 


tsunamis caused by landslides, as these would have much lower arrival times, and therefore lower ATs.  


4. DISCUSSION 


The travel time was calculated using a bare-earth model, where all land was considered equal, not considering the 


effects of travel speed slope and land cover (Wood and Schmidtlein 2013). The built environment in the distance to 


safety could increase or decrease the time to safety of the population depending on the circumstance. The even 


surface of roads and other built path can increase travel speed. Conversely though, pedestrians following roads may 


not take the most direct route. Built environment, such as large structures and fenced regions, could cause necessary 


detours for pedestrians, elongating their travel route. Some of the finer details in the topography are omitted due to 


the relatively coarse size of the raster of 30m used throughout the model. However, as a bare-earth model was used 


to find the minimal time to reach safety using the shortest distance possible distance on land, such fine details are 


not necessary. In addition, as the same topological dataset was used throughout the model, consistency was 


maintained for all communities. The duration of a preceding earthquake and reaction time of residents were not 


included in the time necessary to reach safety, adding additional conservatism to this parameter.  


 


In identifying the hazard zone, communities should take great care in not overestimating the run up or add too great 


of a safety factor as this would increase the distance and time to safety. However, safe havens should be identified 


with a high level of certainty that they will not be inundated or overtopped, similarly to what occurred in some areas 


during the Tohoku Japan Earthquake (FEMA 2012). For planning purposes, sea level rise caused by climate change 


should be included in the run up; BC recommends planning for an increase of 1 m until 2100 and 2 m until 2200 


(Sandwell 2011). 


 


Tsunami mitigation strategies include structures (dikes and sea walls), land use planning, and vertical evacuation 


shelters. Sea walls and dikes are not always a cost effective measure for very large waves. Vertical evacuations 


structures should be considered in high vulnerability communities, such as Tofino and Ucluelet. Both are very 


similar communities in terms of tsunami risk, as both are resort-communities with many tourist accomodations 


located along the shoreline in high risk regions. Tourists can be particularly vulnerable to natural hazards as they 


may not be well educated in emergency procedures. Tofino requires additional safe heavens; its AT is negative for 


run ups of 15 m and greater, potentially lower than expected run ups. Resorts would be ideal locations for vertical 


shelters as they typically have large structures, are located in the highest risk regions and accommodate tourists, a 


significant portion of the population during peak seasons. As run up modelling is lagging  in this region, and for 


Zone A and B, the expected run ups for most of BC are not well known.  


5. CONCLUSION  


Using the available time (AT) as the primary metric, 8 communities were determined to have high tsunami 


vulnerability:  Ucluelet, Gordon River 2 IRI, Tofino, Esowista 3 IRI and Hesquiat 1 IRI located in Zone C and Hope 


Island 1 IRI, Masset and Masset 1 IRI, located in Zone A and B. Tofino and Ucluelet are particularly vulnerable as 


they accommodate a great number of tourists during peak seasons, with large tourist accommodations in high risk 


regions near the shoreline and low ATs. Tofino has an elongated low-lying area with negative ATs regions, meaning 


that a portion of the population will not be able to reach a safe elevation before the first tsunami wave arrives. These 


communities are excellent candidates for vertical evacuation structures.  


 


As 98% of the population living on the west coast are located in the least vulnerable zones, D and E, the overall 


tsunami hazard for the population of BC is low. Zone E has the lowest vulnerability, followed by Zone D as most of 


their communities have an available time greater than 50 and 30 min, respectively at a run up of 25m. Tsunami 


waves are expected to be attenuated once they reach these locations. Although the ATs of Delta and Richmondare 
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low, they have a low vulnerability as a tsunami is expected to cause run ups below 5 m and arrive after 2 hours.  


However, Zones D and E could be vulnerable to landslide tsunamis occurring near the Strait of Georgia.  For this 


type of an event the arrival time would be greatly reduced, and the hazard and vulnerability would increase.  


 


The most vulnerable areas of BC do not have reliable run up predictions from models. The models have been 


completed for the most populous regions of BC in the Strait of Juan de Fuca and Georgia.  To reliably assess the risk 


of communities, further studies are necessary  for ZoneS A, B, and C to provide the specific tsunami and run-up 


hazard.  
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ABSTRACT 


Graphical modelling is considered a suitable approach for displaying project data because of its ability to effectively 


communicate information. The current scheduling methods seem to be unable, individually, to meet all of the 


planner's needs, to be understood visually, and to be efficient in terms of displaying as much information as 


possible. The main is to present the Chronographical Modelling for planning and monitoring construction projects. 


The Chronographical Conceptual Framework describes all the elements required to perform construction operations, 


their processes, their logical constraints and their association and organisational models and studies the suitable 


visual parameters and their associated values in order to define a standard graphical. In this way, graphic 


representation becomes a living, transformable image. The graphical modelling is classified into seven (7) 


categories: Table Series, Cross-tabulation Series, Pure Logic Series, Time-Scaled Series, Chrono Series, CAD 


Series, and Chart Series. This classification illustrates how the information can be presented using different 


strategies resulting in the presentation of the same project schedule through different compatible approaches. The 


organisational approach permits to alternate from one visual approach to another by manipulation of graphics via a 


set of defined graphical parameters. Each individual approach can help to schedule a certain project type or 


speciality, show valuable information in a clear and comprehensible manner, and facilitate the management of 


construction site problems visually. Visual communication can also be improved through layering, sheeting, 


juxtaposition, alterations and permutations, allowing for groupings, hierarchies and classification of project 


information. The validation process was performed using case studies that evaluated visual data and assessed the 


necessary mental effort required to find information on the schedule. The results have clearly demonstrated that this 


convention helps to simplify the process of searching for information on the schedule. 


 


Keywords: Scheduling, Modeling, Chronographic, Precedence, Construction, Project 


 


Graphical modelling is considered a suitable approach for displaying project data because of its ability to effectively 


communicate information. The current scheduling methods seem to be unable, individually, to meet all of the 


planner's needs, to be understood visually, and to be efficient in terms of displaying as much information as 


possible.  


 


According to Tufte (1983) graphical quality is what gives the reader the greatest number of ideas in a minimum time 


period with the least possible amount of writing in the smallest possible space. In the case of construction 


scheduling, the model represents a simplified visual representation of the future unfolding of operations. Due to the 


availability of a large amount of data, the project planning involves the use of complex information and therefore, 


the model becomes more and more elaborate in scope. The main purpose of the present work is based on exactly 


these ideas. The Chronographical Model’s main objective is to use graphical means to improve data visualisation 


and communicate information clearly and effectively for construction project schedules, replacing the traditional 


Gantt/Precedence method. 


 


The Chronographic Approach (Francis 2013) is a graphical scheduling method that is able to represent a multitude 


of planning approaches and provide a comprehensive visual appearance, along with a more adaptable representation 


of the project information. The Chronographical Conceptual Framework describes all the elements required to 


perform construction operations, their processes, their logical constraints and their association and organisational 


models and studies the suitable visual parameters and their associated values in order to define a standard graphical 


(Francis 2016). In this way, graphic representation becomes a living, transformable image. The graphical approach 
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describes how the schedule information can be communicated using tabular and graphical interfaces in order to 


manage specialties, locations, means, processes and constraints. The graphical modelling is classified into seven (7) 


categories: Table Series, Cross-tabulation Series, Pure Logic Series, Time-Scaled Series, Chrono Series, CAD 


Series, and Chart Series (Francis 2015a). This classification illustrates how the information can be presented using 


different strategies resulting in the presentation of the same project schedule through different compatible 


approaches.  


 


Managers have to deal with various project types and they are confronted with problems of different natures. To 


answer these various needs, managers must currently handle information within several incomplete methods, which 


are incompatible between each other. Although the existence of several scheduling methods is criticized because of 


the lack of compatibility, the existence of a complete model, which can present information within different and 


compatible facets, is considered as an optimal solution. To meet this objective, the Chronographic Approach 


analyses the layout of the user interface in the spatial dimension and discusses the suitable visual parameters and 


their associated values. The result is the presentation of the same project schedule through different compatible 


approaches. The organisational approach permits to alternate from one visual approach to another by manipulation 


of graphics via a set of defined graphical parameters. Each individual approach can help to schedule a certain project 


type or speciality, show valuable information in a clear and comprehensible manner, and facilitate the management 


of construction site problems visually. In this way, graphic representation thus assists planners in solving problems 


of a variable nature, and simplifying site management while simultaneously utilizing the visual space as efficiently 


as possible (Francis 2015b). Visual communication can also be improved through layering, sheeting, juxtaposition, 


alterations and permutations, allowing for groupings, hierarchies and classification of project information (Francis, 


2013).  


 


The validation process is performed using case studies that evaluated visual data and assessed the necessary mental 


effort required to find information on the schedule. Validation process follows the steps recommended by Lam et al. 


(2012): i) setting a goal; ii) picking suitable scenarios; iii) considering applicable approaches; iv) creating evaluation 


design and planned analyses. The actual results clearly demonstrate that the use of understandable visual 


communication methods will facilitate the sharing of information while helping planning and controlling project 


activity, including the improvement of productivity, performance and effectiveness. 
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ABSTRACT  


Traditional residential building systems are not sufficient to produce the required number of housing units needed 


every year to solve the current housing problem in many countries. To meet such a challenge, it is necessary to 


explore the latest construction technologies, and to create innovative building systems that have the potential to 


bring high-performance affordable housing within reach of new markets. Light (cold-formed) steel (CFS) framing 


systems have proven to be a worthy alternative to traditional systems. Recent advances in the application of 


Building Information Modeling (BIM) into the Architecture-Engineering-Construction industries present an 


additional mean to further enhance the efficiency of CFS projects. This paper presents a BIM based integrated 


approach for project scheduling and cost estimating of cold formed steel residential buildings. The approach 


integrates the basic 3D BIM model with the construction management tools used for project scheduling and cost 


estimation to produce a 4D BIM and 5D BIM models that can be used to enhance the project efficiency in both the 


design and construction phases. The developed models facilitate communication among all project participants and 


support project management in effectively planning on-site construction activities. A case study is presented to 


demonstrate the methodology. 


 


Keywords: Building Information Modeling, Construction Scheduling, Cost Estimating, CFS Construction. 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Traditional residential building systems are not sufficient to produce the required number of housing units needed 


every year to solve the current housing problem in many countries. To meet such a challenge, it is necessary to 


explore the latest construction technologies, and to create innovative building systems that have the potential to 


bring high-performance affordable housing within reach of new markets. Beyond being affordable, these systems 


have to be flexible enough to suit local climate and site conditions, cultural and living habits, and spatial standards. 


Construction solutions also should reduce or eliminate the need for skilled personnel on the site, and ideally should 


be assembled with simple tools and erectable without machinery. 


 


Among the available alternative construction systems that satisfy the previous conditions, light steel framing system 


using cold formed steel (Figure 1) have proven to be a worthy alternative to traditional systems. Potential 


advantages of this system include high strength-to-weight ratio, ease of production and handling, faster erection, 


high recycled contents, and sustainability. The basic building elements of CFS systems are cold-formed C or U 


sections that are fabricated off-site into panels and then transported to site ready for erection. This construction 


system already lends itself to the application of industrialization techniques, such as lean and Just In Time (JIT) 


techniques, to enhance the performance of the construction industry (HUD 2000-2004).  
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Figure 1: Cold-formed steel residential building 


 


The flooring  systems usually used with this type of construction include light timber flooring, cast-in-situ reinforced 


concrete with or without metal decking or thin ferrocement slabs which are prefabricated off-site from cement 


mortar reinforced with one or more layers of relatively small wire or expanded metal mesh. These prefabricated 


slabs can be easily transported to site and erected using self tapping screw (Abu-Hamd 2016). Similarly, walls are 


usually cladded with gypsum boards or cement boards.  


Recent advances in the application of Building Information Modeling (BIM) into the Architecture-Engineering-


Construction (AEC) industries present an additional mean to further enhance the efficiency of CFS projects.  


The BIM Project Execution Planning Guide (Building SMART Alliance 2010)  identifies twenty-five BIM uses 


which are organized by project phases: planning, design, construction and operation. An extensive  survey of 


research work and literature on BIM implementation is presented by Ding 2014 and Liu 2015. 


 


Review of available BIM implementation in CFS residential projects  (Barret 2013) concluded that CFS projects 


have not yet benefitted from the information integration provided by BIM implementation. Abu-Hamd 2015 studied 


how BIM can be employed to enhance the efficiency of CFS residential projects during the planning phase, the 


design phase and the construction phase. During the planning phase, programming can be used to create complex 


floor plans from few simple architectural modules. During the design phase, design authoring can be used to create 


parametric objects for CFS components such as walls, floors and bracings. During the construction phase, digital 


fabrication tools can be used to enhance the quality and speed of construction. This way the entire building can be 


created from wall and floor parametric objects as shown in Fig. 2 


 


.   


 


 


   


 


 


 


a) Wall Panel Parametric Object                                  


 


              


 


            


 


 


 


             (c) Entire Building created from wall and floor parametric objects 


 


 


(b) Floor Panel Parametric Object 


 


Figure 2: BIM Parametric Objects for CFS Buildings 
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Once the 3D building model has been created , available BIM tools  can then be used efficiently to explore and 


evaluate the project's constructability before it is built, visualize construction processes through schedule simulation 


and monitor the cost at different construction stages 


 


This paper describes how available BIM tools may be used to develop 4D and 5D models by integrating time and 


cost dimensions to the 3D-BIM model to produce the time schedule, resource utilization, and cost for any given CFS 


residential building. The methods presented are applied to a case study of a cold formed steel educational building 


constructed at Cairo University. 


2. PROJECT SCHEDULING IN BIM (4D BIM MODEL)  


The project schedule dictates the pace at which construction is performed and sets a timeline for project completion. 


Project schedules are vital to the construction process, making massive projects manageable by breaking them down 


into individual parts. It is important to have a well-defined schedule so that all parties understand the activities that 


need to be completed as well as those that are most critical to the projects on-time completion. Project schedules are 


often subject to changes due to many reasons including inclement weather, design change, lack of worker 


production, poor scheduling, and lack of funds among many others.  Since some of these reasons are unpredictable, 


such as poor weather conditions, there is often extra time built into the schedule to account for the potential 


additional setbacks. Project  schedules  are  comprised  of  individual  activities  that  are  either  critical  or 


secondary.  Critical activities are those that have no lag time, meaning they must have no extra time built in for them 


to be completed.  These activities need to be completed on time or the entire schedule will be forced back.  Non-


critical activities do not dictate the schedule as directly as critical activities since they have lag time built in, 


however if they are not completed on time they can delay the overall schedule.  A single project can have tens of 


thousands of activities that need to be completed before the project is finished, so it is vital to determine the 


relationship between them and their level of critical completion. 


 


Project scheduling can be implemented in BIM by linking the 3D BIM model to the project schedule so that the 


construction progress over time can be visualized. The developed model, called 4D BIM Model, integrates the three 


dimensional building model database information with the fourth dimension; time. In other words, a Visual 4D 


model combine 3D models with construction sequencing activities to display progression of construction over time, 


and thus improving the quality of construction documents and schedules. Accordingly, planning of construction 


projects, and communication and coordination among the different project stakeholders will be enhanced. .. The 4D 


model is useful during both the design and construction phases. During the design and planning phase, it allows the 


owner to leverage the greatest value out of their BIM by visualizing construction sequences in order to develop a 


phasing sequence to include in the construction documents. Moreover, it can allow the contractor to evaluate the 


design to ensure that it is feasible and constructible. In the construction phase, a 4D Model can provide both the 


Contractor and the Owner a better visualization of the planned construction sequence compared to the actual 


sequence. It allows the real-time project process to be updated more frequently. The process of the project can be 


updated automatically according to any changes in the building design. The contractors can even arrange the site 


logistics based on the virtual 4D simulation such as arranging lay-down areas, crew movement, and location of 


equipment. 


 


Several techniques exist for the development of 4D BIM. These can be classified as (Jiang 2012): 


         i) Built-in 4D features in a 3D or BIM tool, and 


        ii) Export 3D/BIM to 4D tool and import schedule. 


i) BIM Tools with 4D Capability (Jiang 2012) 


In these methods  a “phase” of a BIM object is assigned to the object property or parameter by adding the “phase” 


parameter to the BIM object. For example, in Autodesk Revit Architecture, users can define the project phases such 


as Existing, New Construction and Demolished or by timeline such as March 1st or by the end of March under the 


Project Phases Tab. The BIM objects in Revit Architecture  could be assigned to these phases, and the phase works 


as the 4th parameter of the model. When the  building model  is  completed,  users  can  get  a  straight-forward  


breakdown  of project phases generated by the software. Users can also apply filters to show the objects in a specific 


period of time or in a specific phase. Under the Phase Filters tab, users can manage how to show the related objects. 
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For example, “show demo + new” filter will show all objects that are demolished and the objects that are in new 


construction phase. However, the built-in 4D capability in BIM tools is for basic project phasing since the phases 


defined are not based on the “date” and “time”. For users who need to track a more accurate project schedule such as 


the Actual start date, Actual end date, Planned start date, Planned end date, etc., the direct integration with schedules 


generated by professional scheduling software tools is more applicable. 


ii) Export 3D BIM to 4D tool and import schedule (Jiang 2012) 


The limitations of previous BIM 4D method encouraged the software developers to find out a way which can fully 


integrate the scheduling software with the 3D model. Generally, the steps involves importing the existing 3D BIM 


model into the BIM software tool, importing the schedule created by another scheduling software tool (such as 


Primavera) and then linking the schedule with its relevant objects in the BIM model.  


 


Accordingly, the work flow to develop the 4D BIM scheduling model shall use the following tools: 


1- A BIM 3D modeling tool to develop the 3D BIM Model. 


2- A scheduling software to develop the Project Schedule 


3- A BIM 3D scheduling tool to link the 3D model to the Project Schedule. 


 


The flow chart for this work flow is shown in Fig. 3. The Figure also contains the process for developing the 5D 


model as explained in the next section 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 3: Schematic diagram for developing 4D and 5D BIM Models 


 


 


The BIM 3D scheduling tool can assign a group of objects in the BIM file to a schedule activity ID and then display 


the objects in the sequence portrayed in the construction schedule. The output is a 3D video that can be rotated 


during playback. It can also import schedules from a variety of scheduling software tools and allow the user to 


connect objects in the model with tasks in the schedule, simulate the schedule showing the effects on the model, 


including planned against actual schedules, and exports images and animations based on the result of the simulation. 


Timeliner will automatically update the simulation if the model or schedule changes.  


 


The steps needed to develop the 4D BIM model are: 


 


Step 1: Develop a 3D BIM model for the project using a 3D BIM modeling tool; e.g., AutoDesk Revit software, as 


shown in  (Abu-Hamd 2015).  


 


Step 2: Develop the project schedule using a scheduling software tool; e.g., Primavera software: 
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First the project activities are organized in an Excel sheet which when imported to Primavera can be used to create 


the schedule. Cold formed residential buildings have four distinctive work packages: foundations, cold formed steel, 


and ferrocement slabs for floors and ferrocement boards for walls.  These four work packages make up 


approximately 50% of the total cost of all work package items for this building type. 


  


This excel file includes a description of the activity, the work package,  the  planned  start  and  finish  date,  the 


activity ID  code,  as  well  as  the quantity take off. For every activity in the schedule an ID is created in order to 


easily identify the activity without reading its description. Each ID is made using an activity coding system made up 


of a sequence of eight digits as follows: 


1- The first six digits define the activity trade code as defined by the CSI Master Format (CSI 2014). Out of 


the sixteen trades listed in the CSI Master Format, we needed only the following four codes: 


     Code 033000 for cast-in-place concrete used in foundation works 


     Code 034100 for pre-cast concrete units used as floor slabs 


     Code 034900 for Ferrocement cladding panels 


     Code 054000 for Cold Formed Steel Framing  


2-The last  two digits define the level of the building as follows: 


                     00 for ground floor 


                     01 for first floor 


                     02 for second floor 


                     03 for third floor 


 


The quantity take off shall be obtained by linking the developed 3D BIM model to a quantity take off tool; e.g., 


AutoDesk QTO, which can calculate the quantity of each element.  


 


Step 3: Linking 3D Model Activities to Schedule Activities 


Once every activity has been identified the ID is used in the 3D Model in order to link the corresponding objects to 


the activities found in the Schedule. To identify these objects a Parameter labeled “Activity ID”  is created to contain 


the text data of the code for each activity. Once the Activity ID Parameter has been defined,  the different objects in 


the 3D model corresponding to the same activities in the Schedule are highlighted. With all the objects highlighted, 


the ID code pertaining to that specific activity is saved. This process is done to each object in the model which 


pertained to the activities in the Schedule. Once completed, the progress of the construction of the four chosen work 


packages on a daily, weekly, or monthly basis may be shown.  For this type of construction, two different Revit 


models – Structural and Architectural – are used because all elements are not included in one centralized model. The 


Structural model contained the concrete, steel, and roof elements, while the Architectural model contained the façade 


elements.  


 


Step 4: Generation of 4D Model: Exporting to BIM scheduling tool 


Successive to the completion of the schedule and the object identification in the 3D BIM model,  both items are 


exported into a 3D BIM scheduling software; e.g., Navisworks, so that all model elements are linked to the schedule. 


This generates the 4D BIM model with the time of each activity linked to the elements of the 3D BIM model. Once 


the simulation is created it may be  paused on the last day of each month in order to obtain the month-by-month 


pictures. These pictures may used in the future for the  quantity take-off. 


3. COST ESTIMATION IN BIM (5D BIM MODEL)  


The  two  main  elements  of  a  cost  estimate are  quantity  take-off  and  pricing. Quantities from a Building 


Information Model can be extracted to a cost database or an excel file.  However, pricing cannot be attained from 


the model.  Cost estimating requires the expertise of the cost estimator to analyze the components of a material and 


how they get installed. If the pricing for a certain activity is not available in the database, cost estimator may need a 


further breakdown of the element for more accurate pricing. Cost estimator may need this level of detail from the 


model to figure out the unit price which consists of the unit material cost, unit labor cost, overhead and profit. The 


unit labor cost is driven by the mobilization and installation durations, and the labor wage while the unit material 


cost is the sum of the material costs used for the activity per unit. Once the unit price is attained, the cost of the 


entire activity can be attained by multiplication of the total quantity extracted from BIM and unit price. 
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The cost estimating process involves performing quantity takeoff (QTO) and adding cost data to the QTO list. 


Traditional QTO process with CAD drawings involves selecting individual elements in CAD drawings, using the 


software to automatically determine the dimensions for the take-off, and inputting the quantities into the QTO list. 


This process requires estimators to spend substantial amount of time on generating the QTO of the entire drawing.  


Since BIM models are object-based with built-in parametric information, it will be more accurate with less errors to 


capture the quantities of the objects directly from the  BIM model using quantity take off tools. The QTO process is 


also expedited– it can require 50% to 80% of a cost estimator’s time on a project. QTO process can be enhanced 


with higher accuracy and less time using BIM technology. Mapping the QTO list with cost databases, which can be 


built-in in BIM models or a standalone  external  cost  database,  estimators  can  generate  a  more  accurate  and 


reliable cost estimate of the building with minimal effort.  


 


The resulting BIM model is called 5D BIM model in which project cost is integrated with the 3D model of the 


building making it possible to forecast and track the project cost throughout all the phases of construction.  It is 


helpful in the early stages of the project to establish budget areas. With the evolvement of the model, cost estimation 


can be enhanced with the increased level of model detail and the cost implementations of different design 


alternatives can be estimated at any stage of design phase. The cost data extracted from the 5D model can also be 


utilized to measure the financial performance of the project during the actual construction phase 


 


Most BIM software tools offered by software vendors include features for extracting the QTO off the BIM Model. 


Example  of  this  is:  Autodesk  QTO  which can  automatically  extract  QTO  from  the building model according 


to category information leveled on the object model and it also allows manual modification of the takeoffs based on 


the users’ own preference. After that, the QTO list can be exported to the MS Excel spreadsheet and users can 


associate the quantities with any suitable cost database. After the automatic takeoff, users can also make some 


changes on the QTO list manually.  


4. CASE STUDY OF BIM IMPLEMENTATION 


As a case study of BIM implementation, the procedures described in the previous sections are applied to a three-


story digital library building constructed at Cairo University using cold formed steel construction (Fig. 4). The 


building plan dimensions are 12.27 m width by 16.65 m length giving a floor area of 204 m2 per floor. It shall be 


used by the Faculty of Engineering as a Digital Library to provide access to digital resources from various disciplines 


which can be used for research and teaching.  


 


The structural systems comprises cold formed steel bearing walls for carrying the vertical loads and shear wall strap 


bracing in selected bays for carrying the lateral loads. Nominal spacing of wall studs and floor joists is taken equal 


to 600 mm. Galvanized high strength steel of suitable thickness is used. Walls are sheathed using 10 mm 


ferrocement boards from interior and exterior sides. Floors consist of 30 mm ferrocement slabs on top of the cold 


formed steel joists. Floor finish consists of 20 mm mortar screed and ceramic tiles. Revit software was used to 


construct a 3D model of the building using  parametric CFS objects of walls , floors, and bracings  (Abu-Hamd 


2015) as shown in Fig. 5,. This 3D model was used during the design stage for visualization,  clash detection and for 


planning staged construction. The workshop drawings and bills of material quantities needed for fabrication were 


obtained using the Revit add-in 'StrucSoft' software Furthermore, the 3D model was also used for efficient 


coordination between design, fabrication and erection.  


 


 
Figure 4: Digital Library Building at Cairo University 
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Figure 5 Digital Library 3D Model 


 


4.1 4D BIM Model 


Step 1: Develop the project schedule using a project scheduling tool 


First a work breakdown structure of the building activities is prepared as shown in Fig. 6. The work is generally 


divided into off site fabrication and on site erection. We focused on four different major work packages for the 


construction and tracked their progress: foundations, cold formed steel, and ferrocement slabs and boards.  These 


four work packages make up approximately 50% of the total cost of work package items for this project.   We chose 


these work packages since other items are the same as for traditional reinforced concrete construction. 


 


 
Figure 6: Work Breakdown Structure of a CFS Building 


 


The project activities are then organized in an Excel sheet which when imported to Primavera can be used to create 


the schedule. This excel file included a description of the activity, the work package,  the  planned  start  and  finish  


date,  the activity ID  code,  as  well  as  other  relevant information. 


For every activity in the schedule an ID was created in order to easily identify the activity without reading its 


description. Each ID was made using an activity coding system made up of a sequence of eight digits as shown in 


section 2 of this paper. 


Step 2: Linking 3D Model Activities to Project Schedule Activities 


Once every activity had been identified, the ID was used in the 3D Revit Model in order to link the 


corresponding objects to the activities found in the Project Schedule Software; e.g., Primavera. To identify these 


objects we created a Parameter to hold the information for the ID. To do this we went to the Project Parameters 
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and created a parameter labeled “Activity ID” whose future use was to contain the text data of the code for each 


activity. 


 


Once the Activity ID Parameter had been defined we went into the 3D Model and highlighted the 


different objects corresponding to the same activities in the Primavera Schedule. With all the objects highlighted 


we inputted the ID code pertaining to that specific activity. This was done to each object in the model which 


pertained to the activities in the Primavera Schedule. Once completed, we were able to show the progress of the 


construction of our four chosen work packages using the 3D Model on a daily, weekly, or monthly basis.  We used 


two different Revit models – Structural and Architectural – because all elements are not included in one 


centralized model, however we used the same exact process for each. The Structural model contained the 


concrete, steel, and roof elements, while the Architectural model contained the façade elements. The next step is to 


export the excel file into Primavera. Once the dates are in Primavera, the activities and the flow of the project 


progress can be visualized as shown in Fig. 7. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 7: List of Activities and Project flow in Project Scheduling Software 


Step 3: Generation of 4D Model: Exporting to Navisworks 


Successive to the completion of the Primavera schedule and the object identification in the Revit Structural and 


Architectural Models both the Revit models and the Primavera schedule were exported in a manner which would 


allow them to import into Navisworks. Upon the exportation of the schedule and models, each model was opened in 


Navisworks. From there we imported the schedule and created a rule which we labeled “Link Element To 


Schedule”. This rule allowed Navisworks to link that object ID from the Revit model to the matching activity ID in 


the schedule. Once the rule was created we went to the simulation tab in Navisworks and clicked “construct” on 


each activity.  Lastly we ran the simulation and reviewed it for any potential identification errors. Once the 


simulation was created we were able to pause the simulation on the last day of each month in order to obtain the 


month-by-month pictures. These pictures would be used in the future for our quantity takes-off. 
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4.2 5D BIM Model 


Step 1: Export the 3D Building Model from Revit to Material Take off Tool 


The material take off of the building was obtained using  the Autodesk QTO software. First step is to export the 


building model from Revit into QTO software. Figure  6  shows  the  interface  of QTO and the generated QTO 


list.  


 


Step 2: Export the QTO list to Excel and calculate the cost 


The next step is to export the QTO list to a cost calculation software; e.g., MS Excel. The Excel sheet contained the 


cost of each building component categorized by its activity ID code.  This enables the calculation of the cost of each 


activity and the total cost.  


 


Step 3: Export cost data to Primavera and Navisworks to generate the 5D BIM Model 
Once the cost data was calculated in the Excel sheet, it is exported to the Project Scheduling software (Primavera) 


and the linked to the simulation tool (Navisworks) to generate the 5D BIM model as shown in Fig. 8. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 8: The 5D model simulation showing the duration for each phase with construction and cost 


5. CONCLUSIONS 


The paper presents a BIM based integrated approach for project scheduling and cost estimating of cold formed steel 


residential buildings. The approach integrates the basic 3D BIM model with the construction management tools used 


for project scheduling and cost estimation to produce a 4D BIM and 5D BIM models that can be used to enhance the 


project efficiency in both the design and construction phases. The developed models facilitate communication 


among all project participants and support project management in effectively planning on-site construction 


activities. A case study is presented to demonstrate the methodology. 
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USING LIF TO ESTABLISH MONITORING WELL NETWORK OF 


MIGRATING LNAPL PLUME IN THE VICINITY OF SURFACE WATER 
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ABSTRACT  


The former Michigan Avenue Landfill (the “Site”, now Canatara Park) was used by the City of Sarnia for disposal 


of municipal waste between approximately 1930 and 1967.  Between approximately 1930 and 1944, oily waste was 


reportedly disposed of at the Site from one of the local refineries.  This waste material was reportedly a by-product 


of a process that used clay to remove colour impurities during the production of automobile lubricating oil. 


 


In 1997, light non-aqueous phase liquid (LNAPL) was discovered at the southwest shore of Lake Chipican, north of 


the Site.  In response, temporary measures were taken by the City to contain and collect the oil film at the lake.  In 


2000, remedial measures were developed to mitigate the discharges from the Site including installation of a 70-


metre-long sheet-pile barrier wall along the south shore of Lake Chipican and installation of two oil recovery wells 


south of the barrier wall.  


 


An annual monitoring program commenced in 2000, to detect LNAPL at monitoring locations prior to potential 


migration to Lake Chipican.  During routine monitoring in October 2011, LNAPL was detected in a sentry well 


located near the west end of the barrier wall which prompted additional remedial measures.  


 


Since LNAPL was discovered in a sentry well, a subsurface investigation was undertaken to determine the current 


extent of LNAPL in the vicinity of Lake Chipican.  The subsurface investigation used Laser Induced Fluorescence 


(LIF) to delineate the extent of the LNAPL plume and to determine locations for additional monitoring wells to 


provide advance warning of plume migration prior to encountering sensitive receptors.  LIF uses a built-in laser to 


emit short pulses of light of a certain wavelength range.  Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), present in the 


automobile lubricating oil, fluoresce when excited by light of a known wavelength and emit light of a specific 


wavelength range.   LIF provides rapid semi-quantitative results in the field to allow for quick decision making 


regarding progress of the investigation. 


 


In April 2012 and April 2013, an LIF investigation was completed at 49 locations and monitoring wells were 


installed at 9 locations near Lake Chipican and associated surface water bodies to provide advanced warning of 


LNAPL plume migration.  Figure 1 illustrates the current extent of LNAPL in the Lake Chipican Area and LIF 


Investigation points.  The LIF program was able to identify a narrow band of migrating LNAPL.  Monitoring wells 


were installed in locations beyond the migrating LNAPL plume to provide advance warning of further migration of 


LNAPL towards surface water bodies.  The LIF program was able to achieve high resolution data in the field, which 


allowed the investigation to proceed in a systematic way and allow for cost effective delineation of the LNAPL in 


one mobilization using a finer spacing between locations than would be used using monitoring wells. 
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Figure 1: Final Extent of LNAPL from LIF Investigations 


 


The additional wells were incorporated into the annual groundwater monitoring program and have been included as 


trigger wells in the Trigger and Contingency Plan for the Site.  Since start of the LIF investigation program, 


additional LNAPL migration has been discovered based on the network of monitoring wells installed and results of 


the LIF investigations. 


 


The results of the investigation and the benefits of using LIF over traditional investigation techniques will be 


presented in a case study format. 


 


Keywords: LNAPL, LIF, High Resolution Site Characterization 
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ABSTRACT: 


This paper presents a laboratory Test program undertaken to investigate the leak noises in a ductile iron water main 


in a controlled laboratory environment. A 2.83 m long and 0.15 m diameter buried ductile iron pipe is tested in the 


laboratory facility to investigate the characteristic of leak noises. An artificial circular leak of 4.76 mm diameter is 


created through drilling a hole in the pipe wall. Water is then flowed through the pipe with a flow control mechanism. 


The noise of the water escaping from the leak is measured using two acoustic sensors with integrated pre-amplifier. 


The acoustic signals are recorded using a data acquisition system at sampling rates of 10,000 to 20,000 data/sec. The 


collected data are then evaluated using signal processing algorithms including frequency spectrum analysis. The study 


reveals that the leak noise is largely controlled by the surrounding conditions. The characteristics of the leak noise 


under different surrounding conditions are discussed. 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Leaks in buried water mains impose major challenges to the municipalities in transporting potable water to the city 


dwellers. The water loss and the damage caused by the escaping water result in a significant economic burden to the 


municipalities. To address the issues, the municipalities are focusing on leak detection in their water main 


infrastructure and maintain the integrity of the infrastructure proactively. Several methods such as tracer gas, infrared 


thermography, ultrasonic and electromagnetic scanning, acoustic emission, flow and pressure modelling, and ground 


penetrating radar were used in the past to detect leak in water pipeline. Most of these methods have a number of 


limitations that are being addressed through research. 


 


In the recent years, acoustic emission method is becoming popular for leak detection in municipal water mains. In this 


method, hissing sound from leak are recorded using two or more sensors located on both sides of a suspected leak. 


Mathematical algorithms are then used to interpret the acoustic signals for determination of the locations of leaks, if 


any.  The acoustic signals are however affected by a number of parameters including pipe diameter, leak size, and the 


surrounding ground conditions. The affects are not well-understood that sometime leads unsuccessful leak detection 


using the method.   


 


To improve the performance of leak detection using the acoustic emission method, a few studies were carried out for 


plastic water pipes (e.g. Hunaidi and Chu 1999, Gao et al. 2005, Papastefanou et al. 2012 and Martini et al. 2015). 


Hunaidi and Chu (1999) studied the acoustic characteristics of leak noise in plastic pipeline. They found that the 


frequency band of the acoustic signals for leaks in PVC pipes is below 50Hz. The propagation velocity of the wave 


was independent of the frequency. However, only a limited study is available in the literature on the application of the 


acoustic emission method on metal pipes. Brunner and Barbezat (2007) experimentally investigated acoustic emission 


signals on a 50 mm diameter aluminum pipe under compressed air pressures between 400 and 800 kPa. Distinct 


differences in the power spectra for the pipes with and without a leak were noticed in the experiments.  It was 


concluded that there might be a lower limit of the leak diameter for the gas pipes that can reliably be detected using 


the acoustic method.  The gas leakage-induced acoustic waves generally propagate along multiple paths with different 


velocities that need to be correctly determined for leak detection and determination of leak location, Li et al. (2014).  
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Anastasopoulos et al. (2009) presented several case studies on acoustic emission method of leak detection for liquid 


filled buried pipelines (water mains). In this study, a number of test pits were used for mounting of multiple acoustic 


sensors on the pipes at various spacing along the length ranging from less than 100 m to 125 m.  The acoustic signals 


are then analysed to identify the leak and determine the leak location. Excavation of multiple test pits is no longer 


used for leak detection in municipal pipeline.  The current practice is to mount the acoustic sensors at convenient 


access points to the pipe (e.g. fire hydrants) typically on either side of the leak (two point measurements). The acoustic 


signals from two point measurements require careful interpretation with proper understanding about the source of the 


leak noise and the characteristics of the acoustic wave. 


 


There are debates among the researchers about the source of acoustic noise from a leak in water pipe. Anastasopoulos 


et al. (2009) postulated that eddy breaking through the leak would be a possible source of leak noise. However, the 


experimental work by others has revealed a different scenario where the interaction of the escaping water with 


surrounding material was found to contribute more significantly to the leak noise (Juliano et al. 2013, Miller et al. 


1999). Juliano et al. (2013) experimentally investigated the acoustic emission for leak detection in 305 mm diameter 


steel pipeline buried in sandy soil where the method was found successful for leak rates ranging from 15.2 to 16.6 


mL/s with sensor separation of 46.3 to 65.5 m.  However, the method for these leak rates was unsuccessful for sensor 


spacing of 78 m.  In this regard, further experimental work is required to develop a better understanding of the leak 


noise and identify the contributing factors to the noise. This paper presents a laboratory set-up developed to investigate 


leak noise in a controlled laboratory environment. Acoustic wave characteristics of leak noise under different boundary 


conditions are investigated.  


2.  LABORATORY SETUP 


The laboratory setup includes a test bed to house a pipe with an artificial leak, a prepared pipe sample, two acoustic 


sensors and a data acquisition system. 


2.1 Test bed 


The test bed is a 4 m long, 61 cm wide and 20 cm deep flume in the Hydraulics Lab at Memorial University (Figure 


1). The bed is made of steel plates, supported on a steel frame. The ends of the bed are connected to two water tanks 


to allow drainage of water.  


 


 
Figure 1: Test bed for pipe leak test 


2.2 Acoustic sensors 


Two acoustic sensors are used to measure the noise on both side of the leak. Figure 2 shows an acoustic sensor used 


in the current research that is attached to the pipe wall. It is a R. 45I sensor from Physical Acoustics with a frequency 


bandwidth of 1 to 30 kHz and resonance frequency of 20 kHz.  High sensitivity and low-noise input capabilities make 
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this sensor suitable for recording acoustic signals from leak in water main. An integrated 40dB preamplifier in the 


sensors enables deriving the signals without any external amplifier.  


 


 
Figure 2: Acoustic sensor 


 


2.3 Data acquisition system  


The data acquisition system consists of Data acquisition (DAQ) module and personal computer equipped with 


LabVIEW Signal Express (Figure 3). The DAQ module consists of two component NI 9218 D-sub connectivity and 


NI 9982D Screw Terminal Block. The NI 9218 can read dynamic universal simultaneous analog input from two 


channel at 51.2 kS/s per channel simultaneous sample rate. This module has Built-in support for accelerometer, 


powered sensor, full-bridge, and voltage measurements. It can support for 1/4-bridge, 1/2-bridge, 60 V, and current 


measurements via measurement-specific adapters. 


 


The NI 9218 is connected with personal computer using USB cable. The sensors are connected to the system using 


NI 9982D screw terminal block. 
 


 
Figure 3: NI 9218 connected with NI 9982D Screw Terminal Block  
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2.4 Pipe Sample  


A pipe sample was prepared for the test. The pipe sample consists of a 15.25 cm diameter ductile iron pipe segment 


of approximately 3 m length. Ends of the pipe segment were capped using two steel plated welded at the ends. The 


ends are tested for leaks using 0.5 MPa air pressure. Two nipples with 12.7 mm diameter and 7.6 cm length are 


connected at the ends to facilitate water circulation and the attachment of a flow control mechanism. One of the nipples 


is connected to a water line. The nipple on the other end is equipped with a flow controlling valve. An artificial leak 


of diameter of 4.75 mm was created on the pipe wall at approximately 70 cm from one end of the pipe.  


 


 
Figure 4: Pipe sample      


3. TEST PROGRAM: 


A test program is designed to investigate the source of leak noise in ductile iron pipe. A leak with different obstacles 


in front of the leak is considered. Three conditions of obstacles are presented in the present study. These include a test 


without any obstacles in-front of the leak other than the fine sand backfill (Test 1), a test with a wood block as the 


obstacle (Test 2), and a test with river bed stones as the obstacle (Test 3), Figure 5. The collected data are analysed 


using signal processing algorithms. 


 


                 
                   a) Test 1                                        b) Test 2                                     c) Test 3 


Figure 5: Test program with different obstacles in front of the leak 


4. SIGNAL PROCESSING  


The acoustic signal are recorded at 20000 data/sec using the LabVIEW signal express software. The signals are stored 


in personal computer (PC). The data are then exported to text file and interpreted using MATLAB program. The 


MATLAB program convert the data to sound wave and store in the PC. This sound wave are then analyzed to get the 


frequency spectrum. Moving average filter have been used to remove noise from frequency spectrum. A moving 


average is commonly used with time series data to smooth out short-term fluctuations and highlight longer-term trends 
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or cycles. The threshold between short-term and long-term depends on the application. The parameters of the moving 


average are set accordingly.  


 


The moving average is a simple and effective filter to remove noise from signal. This filter operates by taking some 


points from input sample and producing output signal by averaging them (Eq. 1).  


 


[1]      𝑦[𝑖] =  
1


𝑀
 ∑ 𝑥[𝑖 + 𝑗]𝑀


𝑗=1  


 


Where x [ ] is the input signal, y [ ] is the output signal, and M is the number of points in the average.   


 


The degree of association of the signals recorded by two sensors are then determined. A higher degree of association 


(relationship) would indicate that the noise measured in two sensors is from the same source (i.e., potential leak). 


“Coherence” is a measure the degree of association between time series as a function of frequency, which is defined 


as (Eq. 2):  


 


[2]       𝐶𝑥𝑦(𝑓) =  
|𝑝𝑥𝑦(𝑓)|


2


|𝑝𝑥𝑥(𝑓)||𝑝𝑦𝑦(𝑓)|
     


 


Where, pxx(f) and pyy(f) are the power spectrum densities corresponding to x and y sound waves and pxy(f) are the 


cross power spectrum for x and y.  


 


The magnitudes of the coherence range from 0 to 1 depending on the strength of association of two time series. A 


coherence magnitude of zero would mean that the time series are statistically independent whereas a magnitude of ‘1’ 


would mean the two time series as linearly dependent. However, the degree of relationship between time series is 


often more complex than the magnitude of the “coherence” only. For example, a high value of coherence not 


necessarily indicates a strong correlations or a very low value of the coherence does not mean that there is no 


relationship between the time series (McNames, 2005). The definition of the degree of relationship generally varies 


depending on the application. 


5. TEST 1: LEAK WITHOUT ANY OBSTACLES 


In this test, no obstacle was placed in-front of the leak except the bedding sand. However, the bedding sand was 


washed away by the flowing water from the leak. Water was passed into the pipe from one end through the water line. 


The flow control valve on the other end of the pipe was closed. Water discharged from the pipe through the leak. 


The acoustic signals was measured using the acoustic sensors located near the ends of the pipe.  LabVIEW software 


was used for data acquisition. The measured signals are then analyzed using MATLAB software. The results of the 


data analysis are shown in Figure 6. Figure 6(a) shows the amplitudes of the audio signal, which is very less. The leak 


noise and the background noise are inseparable from the amplitudes in the figure. The frequency spectrum and 


coherence analysis from the leak noise response spectrum are shown in Figure 6(b) and (c), respectively. In high value 


of coherence are not consistently seen in Figure 6(c), indicating low degree of association of the signals measured 


using the two sensors. Thus, the measured noises do not correspond to the leak noise. The cross-correlation function 


(Figure 6d), used to calculate time lag, is also not clearly depicted in the figure. This implies that the leak noise is not 


detectable in this test without any obstacle in front of the leak. In other word, there was no detectable noise from the 


leak. This observation is consistent with the findings from Juliano et al. (2013) who reported that the interaction of 


the escaping water with surrounding material is the major source of the noise from water main leak. In Test 1, there 


was no surrounding material (obstacle) for interaction of the escaping water. 
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(a) Acoustic signal 


 


 
(b) Frequency spectrum  


 


 
(c) Coherence of acoustic noise 
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(d) Cross-correlation to get time lag 


Figure 6: Acoustic signal analysis for Test 1   


6. TEST 2: WOODEN BLOCK AS OBSTACLE 


Since no detectable noise was found in Test 1, tests were conducted with obstacles in front of the leak hole to 


investigate the interaction of the escaping water with surrounding obstacle. In Test 2, a wooden obstacle is placed in 


front of the leak.   As in Test 1, water is entered from one end of the pipe that escapes from the leak. Acoustic noises 


are measured near the ends of the pipe segment that are analysed. The results of analysis are shown in Figure 7. Figure 


7(a) shows the relative magnitude of the measured audio signals. High magnitude of signals are measured in this test. 


Response spectrum of the signals are obtained applying Fast Fourier Transform. The resulting frequency spectrum 


from Fast Fourier Transform is shown in Figure 7(b). The frequency of the high amplitude noise (i.e., leak noise) 


range from 2000 Hz to 10000 Hz in the figure. The result of coherence analysis from the leak noise response spectrum 


is shown in Figure 7(c). The magnitude of coherence is as high as 0.95 in the figure. Magnitude of coherence is higher 


than 0.75 within the frequency band of 2000 to 7000 Hz. Thus, high correlation exists between the signals measured 


using the sensors. Similarly, high magnitude of cross-correlation (Figure 7d) is also obtained. These observations 


clearly indicates that the sensors identified a common source of noise, which is the leak noise. The leak noise is 


potentially created through interaction of the escaping water with the wooden block. 


 


 
(a) Acoustic signal  


 


 
(b) Frequency spectrum  
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(c) Coherence of acoustic noise 


 


 
(d) Cross-correlation to get time lag 


Figure 7: Acoustic signal analysis for Test 2 


7. TEST 3: RIVER BED STONE AS OBSTACLE 


This test is conducted with riverbed stone in-front of the leak hole as the surrounding obstacle. As before, the acoustic 


signals are measured near the ends of the pipe segment. The results of analysis of the acoustic signals are shown in 


Figure 8. As in the case of Test 2, high amplitude of audio data is obtained in this test (Figure 8a). This implies that 


the interaction of the escaping water with the riverbed stone created a detectable noise. The frequency of high 


amplitude noise (leak noise) ranges from 2500 Hz to 10000 Hz (Figure 8b), similar to the those observed in Test 2. 


The result of coherence analysis are also similar to those observed in Test 2 (Figure 8(c)). The magnitude of coherence 


is as high as 0.95 in the figure. Magnitude of coherence is higher than 0.75 within the frequency band of 2700 to 10000 


Hz. High magnitude of the cross-correlation function is also obtained from this test (Figure 8d). Thus, the sensors 


identified a common source of noise (the leak noise), which created through interaction of the escaping water with the 


riverbed stones. 


 


 
(a) Acoustic signal  
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(b) Frequency spectrum  


 


 
(c) Coherence of acoustic noise 


 


 
(d) Cross-correlation to get time lag 


Figure 8: Acoustic signal analysis for Test 3 


8. CONCLUSION 


This paper presents the results of laboratory tests conducted to develop a better understanding of the leak noise in a 


ductile iron water main. The study reveals that the leak noise is governed significantly by the surrounding obstacles. 


No detectable noise was encountered when no obstacle was placed in front of the leak hole. However, the leak noise 


was detected when obstacles such as wooden block and river stone was placed in front of the leak hole. The finding 


is consistent with the experimental work of Juliano et al. (2013) who revealed that the interaction of the escaping water 


with surrounding material/obstacle contribute more significantly to the leak noise. 


 


For the leaks with a surrounding obstacle, frequency of the leak noise ranges from 2000 Hz to 10000 Hz. The frequency 


band appears to vary depending upon the type of obstacle. A coherence magnitude higher than 0.75 was found to 


represent a correlation for leak noises between the sensors.  The coherence magnitudes were higher within the 
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frequency bands corresponding to the leak noises.  Cross-correlation function for leak location determination was also 


consistently higher.  


 


The study concludes that the acoustic emission method can effectively be used to detect the leak in water mains 


through proper interpretation of the acoustic signals. 
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DOMAIN DECOMPOSITION USING BEM FOR SEEPAGE ANALYSIS 


BENEATH A DAM UNDERLAIN BY NON-HOMOGENEOUS DEPOSIT 


Faisal M. Mukhtar 


King Fahd University of Petroleum & Minerals, Saudi Arabia 


ABSTRACT  


A seepage problem beneath an impermeable dam is analyzed, and the flow head and flownets distribution determined 


using boundary element method (BEM) which requires boundary-only discretization. Since BEM is only applicable 


to homogeneous problems, the idea of domain decomposition is used to solve the non-homogeneous orthotropic cases. 


Verification has been achieved using finite element method (FEM) that requires both domain and boundary 


discretization. The obvious advantage of BEM over FEM is the fact that results of high accuracy with lesser 


computational time and effort can be obtained. Results achieved indicate an excellent agreement between the BEM-


based and FEM approaches. 


 


Keywords: Boundary element method, seepage analysis, domain decomposition, Laplace equation. 


1. INTRODUCTION 


In many cases, the flow of water through a soil is neither in one direction nor is it uniform over the entire region of 


the flow. Hence, the use of graphs referred to as the flow nets is made in order to calculate the groundwater flow. The  


concept  of  the flow net  is  based  on  Laplace's  equation  of  continuity,  which  governs  the  steady  flow condition 


for a given point in the soil mass.  


 


Such phenomena and many others in scientific and engineering community require a smart choice of solution 


techniques that are fast, easy to program in a computer, and yet produce accurate and reliable results with minimum 


possible effort. As a result, various researchers studied such many problems utilizing the already existing techniques. 


For instance, studies on seepage analysis in dams have been reported by Jie et al. (2004) based on boundary-fitted 


coordinate transformation method, Chen et al. (2008) and Jun-feng and Sheng (2009) based on finite element method 


(FEM), Shamsai et al. (2010) based on finite volume method, and Hashemi and Hatam (2011) based on local radial 


basis function-based differential quadrature method. 


 


However, some limitations of these tools in solving some complex problems necessitates exploring the possibilities 


of other more simplified, yet, robust techniques. Boundary element method (BEM) is a versatile and friendly numerical 


technique for solving partial differential equations governing the behavior of many physical and engineering 


phenomena. Reasons for this are obvious; its ability to handle complicated domains in a simpler manner due to the 


fact that only the boundary discretization is required rather than the domain discretization needed in finite difference 


and finite element methods. As a result, efficiency is significantly improved over traditional methods (Chen et al., 


1999). 


 


Use of BEM and its variances have been made by some researchers for seepage analysis. Some of these include the 


works of Chugh and Falvey (1984), Chang (1987), Chen and Chen (2000), Rasmussen and Yu (2003), Abdel-Gawad 


and Shamaa (2004), Sutradar and Paulino (2004), Young et al. (2006), Chaiyo et al. (2011), Zhang et al. (2011), 


Rafiezadeh and Ataie-Ashtiani (2013), e.t.c. 


 


In this study, approaches based on the BEM are utilized to solve seepage problems under an impermeable dam. While 


the BEM can only handle the case of homogeneous soil deposits, a modified form of the method using domain 
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decomposition is proposed in order to take care of the non-homogeneity in the underlying soil stratum. The FEM is 


utilized in verifying the results achieved. 


2. GOVERNING EQUATION - LAPLACE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION OF CONTINUITY 


Consider an impervious structure, such as a row of sheet piles, placed into a permeable soil layer as shown in Figure 


1(a). The configuration warrants a 2-dimensional model for the steady state flow of water from the upstream to the 


downstream side through the permeable layer.  


 


Taking an elemental soil block of dimensions 𝑑𝑥 × 𝑑𝑦 × 𝑑𝑧 at point A, its enlarged form is shown in Figure 1(b). 𝑣𝑥 


and 𝑣𝑦 are components of the velocity in horizontal and vertical directions respectively. The rates of flow into the 


elemental block in the horizontal and vertical directions are, respectively,  𝑣𝑥𝑑𝑧𝑑𝑦 and 𝑣𝑦𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑧. The corresponding 


rates of outflow in the horizontal and vertical directions are (𝑣𝑥 +
𝜕𝑣𝑥


𝜕𝑥
𝑑𝑥) 𝑑𝑧𝑑𝑦 and (𝑣𝑦 +


𝜕𝑣𝑦


𝜕𝑦
𝑑𝑦) 𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑧, 


respectively. 


 


         
                       (a)                                 (b) 
 


Figure 1: (a) Single-row sheet piles driven into permeable layer (b) Flow at A 


 


For an incompressible fluid flow, and that no volume change occurs in the soil mass, the total rate of inflow is equated 


to the total rate of outflow which, upon some simplifications, yields Eq. 1. 


[1]                
𝜕𝑣𝑥


𝜕𝑥
+


𝜕𝑣𝑦


𝜕𝑦
= 0 


The discharge velocities based on Darcy’s law are given by Eq. 2. 


[2]                𝑣𝑥 = 𝐷𝑥


𝜕ℎ


𝜕𝑥
;      𝑣𝑦 = 𝐷𝑦


𝜕ℎ


𝜕𝑦
  


 


𝐷𝑥 and 𝐷𝑦  are the hydraulic conductivities in the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively. Eq. 3 is obtained by 


combining Eq. 1 and Eq. 2. 


 


[3]                 𝐷𝑥


𝜕2ℎ


𝜕𝑥2
+ 𝐷𝑦


𝜕2ℎ


𝜕𝑦2
= 0 


3. PROBLEM STATEMENT – SEEPAGE UNDER A DAM 


To analyze a groundwater flow under an impermeable dam with a sheet pile, two cases, with regards to the soil 


condition beneath the dam, are considered in this study. Firstly, homogeneous isotropic soil deposit is analyzed as 


illustrated in Figure 2(a). The soil’s hydraulic conductivities in both vertical and horizontal directions are assumed to 


be 𝐷𝑥 = 𝐷𝑦 = 15𝑚/𝑑𝑎𝑦. 
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(a)                                                                                       (b) 


 


Figure 2: Geometry and boundary conditions for the (a) homogeneous and (b) non-homogeneous deposits 


 


Secondly, a non-homogeneous anisotropic medium as shown in Figure 2(b) is considered. Two soil layers with 


different values of hydraulic conductivities are analyzed; 𝐷𝑥 = 25 𝑚/𝑑𝑎𝑦 and 𝐷𝑦 = 15 𝑚/𝑑𝑎𝑦 for the upper layer, 


and 𝐷𝑥 = 10 𝑚/𝑑𝑎𝑦 and 𝐷𝑦 = 20 𝑚/𝑑𝑎𝑦 for the lower layer. 


 


In both the two cases mentioned above, sufficiently large dimensions (140 m vertical and 400 m horizontal) are 


considered in order to ensure that the assumed values of the boundary fluxes (zero) are satisfied. Hence, the boundary 


conditions are; 


(1) The water levels (hence, the heads) at the upstream and downstream sides of the dam are 30m and 1m high, 


respectively. 


(2) The dam, the sheet pile, the left and right vertical boundaries, and the inclined limit at the bottom are 


impermeable. This means that the water velocity perpendicular to these boundaries or, equivalently, the flux 


is zero. 


Thus, the boundary conditions for the governing differential equation given in Eq. 3 can be written mathematically as 


follows. 
 


[4]               ℎ = ℎ̅      𝑜𝑛    Γ1 ;  
𝜕ℎ


𝜕𝑛
= �̅�      𝑜𝑛    Γ2       


 


where ℎ̅ = ℎ̅1 = 30𝑚 on the upstream side, ℎ̅ = ℎ̅2 = 1𝑚 on the downstream side, and �̅� = 0 


 


4. METHOD OF SOLUTION 


4.1 BEM Formulation 


For a homogeneous deposit with 𝐷𝑥 = 𝐷𝑦 = 𝑎0, Eq. 3 can be written in the form given by Eq. 5. 


 
[5]                 𝑎0∇2ℎ(�̅�, �̅�𝑖) = 0 


where �̅�: general representation of (𝑥, 𝑦), �̅�𝑖: general representation of some ith point (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖) 


Applying the concept of weighted residual technique to Eq. 5 and integrating by parts twice, results in Eq. 6. 


 


[6]                ∫ (𝑎0∇2ℎ(�̅�, �̅�𝑖)) ℎ(𝑥)𝑑Ω
 


Ω


+ ∫ 𝑞(𝑥)ℎ∗(�̅�, �̅�𝑖)𝑑Γ
 


Γ


− ∫ ℎ(𝑥)𝑞∗(�̅�, �̅�𝑖)𝑑Γ
 


Γ


= 0 
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Selecting the fundamental solution to be the weighting function, h*, yields the domain integral equations as given by 


Eq. 7. 


[7]                  ℎ(�̅�𝑖) = ∫ 𝑞(�̅�)ℎ∗(�̅�, �̅�𝑖)𝑑Γ
 


Γ


− ∫ ℎ(�̅�)𝑞∗(�̅�, �̅�𝑖)𝑑Γ
 


Γ


 


where  


[8𝑎]                𝑞 = 𝑎0


𝜕ℎ


𝜕𝑛
;               𝑞∗ = 𝑎0


𝜕ℎ∗


𝜕𝑛
;            ℎ∗ =


1


2𝜋𝑎0


𝑙𝑛 (
1


𝑟(�̅�, �̅�𝑖)
) ; 


[8𝑏]                
𝜕(⋯ )


𝜕𝑛
=


𝜕(⋯ )


𝜕𝑥
𝑛𝑥 +


𝜕(⋯ )


𝜕𝑦
𝑛𝑦;                 𝑟 = √(𝑥 − 𝑥𝑖)2 + (𝑦 − 𝑦𝑖)2 


Dividing the boundary into nb constant-type elements (Figure 3(a)) with h and q evaluated at mid-points (𝑥𝑚
𝑖 , 𝑦𝑚


𝑖 ) over 


each boundary element, the boundary integral equations are obtained by taking xi to the boundary. This results in the 


boundary integral equations given by Eq. 9.  


 


[9]                   ℎ(�̅�𝑚
𝑖 ) = ∑ 𝑞𝑗 ∫ ℎ∗(�̅�𝑗 , �̅�𝑚


𝑖 )𝑑Γ
 


Γ𝑗


𝑛𝑏


𝑗=1


− ∑ ℎ𝑗 ∫ 𝑞∗(�̅�𝑗 , �̅�𝑚
𝑖 )𝑑Γ


 


Γ𝑗


𝑛𝑏


𝑗=1


 


 


where ℎ𝑗 and 𝑞𝑗 are nodal values at mid-points, �̅�𝑚
𝑖 , of the ith element, and �̅�𝑗 are the coordinates of any point within 


the jth boundary element. 


 


 


               (a)                                                                            (b) 


 


Figure 3: Boundary element (a) coordinates for the homogeneous layer (b) domain decomposition applied to the 


non-homogeneous layers 


Applying Eq. 9 at �̅�𝑚
𝑖  (𝑖 = 1, 2, ⋯ , 𝑛𝑏), the boundary element equations are obtained as given by Eq. 10. 


    


[10]                 𝐻𝑖𝑗ℎ𝑗 = 𝐺𝑖𝑗𝑞𝑗,                𝑖, 𝑗 = 1, 2, ⋯ , 𝑛𝑏 


where  


𝐻𝑖𝑗 = ∫ 𝑞∗(�̅�𝑗 , �̅�𝑚
𝑖 )𝑑Γ


 


Γ𝑗
;       𝐺𝑖𝑗 = ∫ ℎ∗(�̅�𝑗, �̅�𝑚


𝑖 )𝑑Γ
 


Γ𝑗
;           𝑖 ≠ 𝑗 


It can be shown that the singular elements (𝐻𝑗𝑗  and 𝐺𝑗𝑗) are computed as follows. 


𝐻𝑗𝑗 = ∑ 𝐻𝑖𝑗


𝑛𝑏


𝑖=1
𝑖≠𝑗


=
1


2
;           𝐺𝑗𝑗 =


𝐿𝑗


𝜋𝑎0


[𝑙𝑛 (
2


𝐿𝑗
) + 1] 
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Once the system of algebraic equations given by Eq. 10 are solved for the boundary nodal values ℎ𝑗 and 𝑞𝑗, the 


solution at any domain point �̅�𝑑
𝑖  and its derivatives can be obtained by Eq. 11 and Eq. 12, respectively.  


[11]                 ℎ(�̅�𝑑
𝑖 ) = ∑ 𝑞𝑗 ∫ ℎ∗(�̅�𝑗, �̅�𝑑


𝑖 )𝑑Γ
 


Γ𝑗


𝑛𝑏


𝑗=1


− ∑ ℎ𝑗 ∫ 𝑞∗(�̅�𝑗, �̅�𝑑
𝑖 )𝑑Γ


 


Γ𝑗


𝑛𝑏


𝑗=1


 


[12]                 
𝜕𝑛ℎ


𝜕𝑥𝑘
𝑛 (�̅�𝑑


𝑖 ) = ∑ 𝑞𝑗 ∫
𝜕𝑛ℎ∗


𝜕𝑥𝑘
𝑛 (�̅�𝑗 , �̅�𝑑


𝑖 )𝑑Γ
 


Γ𝑗


𝑛𝑏


𝑗=1


− ∑ ℎ𝑗 ∫
𝜕𝑛𝑞∗


𝜕𝑥𝑘
𝑛 (�̅�𝑗, �̅�𝑑


𝑖 )𝑑Γ
 


Γ𝑗


𝑛𝑏


𝑗=1


 


 


4.2 Domain Decomposition using BEM 


The scheme proposed in solving the non-homogeneous anisotropic problem using BEM is the domain decomposition 


technique. This approach is necessitated due to the nature of the problem (non-homogeneous domain) and that the 


conventional single domain BEM approach cannot handle the situation. As, a result each layer (top and bottom) is 


treated separately by applying the BEM in turn. Compatibility of the unknowns (head and flux) is enforced at the 


interface between the two layers. The resulting set of equations are solved to obtain the unknowns on the boundaries 


of the top and bottom layers, as well as at the interface between them. The idea of the domain decomposition approach 


utilized is illustrated in Figure 3(b). 


Let, 


nb1 = the number of boundary elements (hence, nodes) on subdomain 1 (the top layer) 


nb2 = the number of boundary elements (hence, nodes) on subdomain 2 (the bottom layer) 


ni = the number of interface elements (hence, nodes) along the interface between the two subdomains. 


This implies that the total number of unknowns in the system = nb1+nb2+2ni (since both the heads and the fluxes are 


unknowns along the interface elements). 


To get the required number of equations needed to solve for the unknowns, the BEM equations given by Eq. 10 are 


applied on each of the subdomains (Eq. 13), in turn, resulting into nb1+nb2 equations. In order to obtain the remaining 


2ni equations, compatibility conditions, given by Eq. 14, are satisfied at the interface. 


 


[13]                 (𝐻𝑖𝑗ℎ𝑗)Γ1
= (𝐺𝑖𝑗𝑞𝑗)Γ1


;            (𝐻𝑖𝑗ℎ𝑗)Γ2
= (𝐺𝑖𝑗𝑞𝑗)Γ2


 


[14]                  ℎΓ1
𝑖 = ℎΓ2


𝑖 ;            𝑞Γ1
𝑖 = −𝑞Γ2


𝑖  


The system of equations given by Eq. 13 and Eq. 14 is solved for all the boundary and interface unknowns in terms 


of which the domain solution is obtained. 


 


It should be noted, here, that while the fundamental solution ℎ∗ and its derivative 𝑞∗ given in Eq. 8 holds for the 


isotropic deposit, their expressions are different in the case of orthotropic deposits and are given by Eq. 15. 


[15]                 ℎ∗ =
1


2𝜋√𝐷𝑥𝐷𝑦


𝑙𝑛 [1 √(
𝑥


√𝐷𝑥


−
𝑥𝑖


√𝐷𝑥


)


2


+ (
𝑦


√𝐷𝑦


−
𝑦𝑖


√𝐷𝑦


)


2


⁄ ] ;      𝑞∗ = 𝐷𝑥


𝜕ℎ∗


𝜕𝑥
𝑛𝑥 + 𝐷𝑦


𝜕ℎ∗


𝜕𝑦
𝑛𝑦 


5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 


Going by the discussions and derivations given in Section 4, it can be noticed that both the conventional single domain 


BEM and the domain decomposition BEM can handle homogeneous isotropic material whose hydraulic conductivity 


is the same in each direction. Hence, before implementing the proposed BEM domain decomposition approach on the 


non-homogeneous orthotropic deposit, its reliability is first verified by testing it on a homogenous isotropic soil 


medium with 𝐷𝑥1 = 𝐷𝑦1 = 𝐷𝑥2 = 𝐷𝑦2 = 15𝑚/𝑑𝑎𝑦. Figure 4 shows a comparison of the result obtained from the 
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BEM domain decomposition with that obtained from the single domain BEM, where it can be noticed that both the 


two approaches predict the same flow pattern. 


 


         
             (a)                                                                                             (b) 


Figure 4: Streamlines within the homogeneous isotropic domain using BEM based on (a) Single domain approach, 


and (b) domain decomposition approach 


Next, the results achieved for the non-homogenous orthotropic soil medium (𝐷𝑥1 = 25𝑚/𝑑𝑎𝑦, 𝐷𝑦1 = 15𝑚/𝑑𝑎𝑦,


𝐷𝑥2 = 10𝑚/𝑑𝑎𝑦, 𝐷𝑦2 = 20𝑚/𝑑𝑎𝑦) obtained using the BEM domain decomposition technique and a comparison 


with the FEM-based approach (whose discretization is shown in Figure 5) are presented as follows. Figure 6 gives the 


variation of the water head over the modeled domain using both the BEM domain decomposition and FEM 


approaches. 


 


Figure 5: FEM mesh for the modeled geometry: 2208 elements, 9.12m maximum element size, and 132 edge 


elements 


               


(a) (b) 


Figure 6: Variation of hydraulic head (m) within the non-homogeneous orthotropic domain of the soil mass based on 


(a) BEM domain decomposition approach, and (b) FEM approach 
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A depression is noticeable in the plot for the domain decomposition approach (Figure 6(a)). This is due to the fact that 


Figure 6(a) represents the domain solution (Eq. 11) and not the boundary solution (Eq. 10). The interface line serves 


as a boundary to each of the two individual subdomains. Hence, in order to get the values at the nodes lying along the 


interface, the corresponding boundary results needs to be used. This interface serves as a first boundary for subdomain 


one and a third boundary for subdomain two. Therefore, plotting this results will serve a dual purpose: (1) Obtaining 


the interface values and (2) Checking the compatibility at the interface between the two subdomains. This is shown in 


Figure 7. Comparisons between the predictions of the hydraulic head along the inclined bottom boundary and the 


flownets, by the domain decomposition BEM and the FEM, are also given in Figure 8 and Figure 9 respectively. 


 


 


Figure 7: Prediction by BEM of the variation of hydraulic head (m) along the interface for the non-homogeneous 


orthotropic domain 


 


            


                                           (a)                                                                                   (b) 


Figure 8: Variation of hydraulic head (m) along the bottom boundary for the non-homogeneous orthotropic domain 


based on (a) FEM approach, and (b) BEM domain decomposition approach 
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                                                   (a)                                                                                    (b) 


Figure 9: Streamlines within the non-homogeneous orthotropic domain based on (a) FEM approach, and (b) BEM 


domain decomposition approach 


Throughout the analyses presented in this study, implementation of the BEM formulations is achieved via coding in 


MATHEMATICA package (Wolfram Inc., 2010), where 76 and 97 boundary elements are used for the homogeneous 


and non-homogeneous problems, respectively. On the other hand, use is made of the COMSOL Multiphysics Software 


(Comsol Inc., 2010) in order to obtain the FEM results. 


6. CONCLUSIONS 


BEM has been utilized to model the seepage problem through homogeneous isotropic and non-homogeneous layers 


beneath an impermeable dam. Based on the good correlation that exists between the results and those from an FEM-


based approach, it can be concluded that the domain decomposition BEM is reliable and can be adopted to any number 


of non-homogeneous materials. A significant saving in the computational effort and time is achieved in the BEM 


which requires a boundary-only discretization with 76 and 97 elements used for the homogeneous and non-


homogeneous problems, respectively against a total of 2208 domain elements and 132 edge/boundary elements used 


in the FEM. Another obvious advantage of BEM over FEM is the fact that solution is obtained in a functional form 


which enables determining secondary solutions, such as the velocity, by direct differentiation. 
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ABSTRACT  


The research presented in this paper studies the effect of sample geometry and temperature on expansion due to 


alkali-silica reaction (ASR) in concrete. Expansions of cubes and cylinders are compared to those of the standard 


prisms. Control samples, samples with fly ash (FA) and others with slag are investigated at two temperatures, 38°C 


and 60°C. At 38°C, results showed that smaller samples have higher expansion at early ages. However, larger 


samples such as cubes and cylinders seem to reach higher expansion compared to prisms after 32 weeks for both 


control and samples with fly ash. In addition, the results showed that higher temperature accelerated the expansion 


of the different sample geometry. However, in the case of the samples with no supplementary cementing materials 


(SCM), the ultimate expansions at 60°C are not higher than that of the samples tested at 38°C. Secondly, the degree 


of hydration and pozzolanic reaction of different SCM were studied using thermal analysis to predict their alkali 


binding capacity at different temperatures. The results provide a better understanding of the evolution of their 


hydration products. The hydration of SCM was higher at temperature higher than 23°C, especially at ages earlier 


than 28 days.  


 


Keywords: Alkali-silica reaction, alkali leaching, SCM, degree of hydration, pozzolanic reaction. 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Since 1940, alkali-silica reaction in concrete has been studied to understand its mechanism and to find preventive 


measures to mitigate it. ASR is a chemical reaction between the alkalis present in the cement and the reactive silica 


in some types of aggregate. In presence of water, a gel product is formed and swells with the absorption of moisture. 


The latter exerts pressure to the surrounding. If the swelling pressures exceed the tensile strength of the concrete, 


this will lead to the formation of cracks (Poole 1992). Many sources of alkali can be available in concrete such as 


aggregates, cement, chemical admixtures as well as external sources. However, the major contributor for the 


reaction is the Portland cement which normally has an alkali content in the range of 0.2 to 1.3% of Na2Oe (Federal 


Highway Administration 2012). As for the silica, a form of reactive silica should be present in the aggregates so that 


the alkali-silica reaction occurs. SiO2 is a component of many rocks but not all types of siliceous particles can react 


with alkalis (Federal Highway Administration 2012). Depending on their microstructure, some aggregates are 


unstable at high pH compared to others having the same chemical composition. As many other reactions, water is 


required for ASR to occur. Other than being a transport for the external alkalis, water is absorbed by the gel formed 


due to the reaction between alkalis and silica. Although below 70% there is minimal expansion but the dramatic 


change is whenever the relative humidity is higher than 80% (Poole 1992). 


 


Preventive measures have been developed to mitigate ASR such as the use of lithium-based compound, sealers or 


supplementary cementing materials. The use of SCM, the mostly commonly used method, showed improved 


performance of concrete against ASR (Shehata and Thomas 2000, Thomas et al. 2006). The results are based on 


concrete prism test (CPT) described in the Canadian Standards, CSA A23.2-14A (2014). This test is the most 


reliable lab test to predict the levels of supplementary cementing materials to counteract ASR. However, many 


challenges are being faced while using this test such as the long testing time and the alkali leaching from the 
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samples. Many researchers studied the possibility to shorten the testing time for the concrete prism test by increasing 


the temperature to 60°C instead of 38°C. However, Ideker et al. found that some non-reactive fine aggregates at 


38°C have shown expansion at 60°C (Ideker et al. 2008). Further, many studies were done to compare the field 


expansion to laboratory results. In 2012, Ideker et al. compared the expansion of CPT samples to site blocks, both 


tested with a variety of SCM, at 10 and 15 years. They established that there exists good correlation between CPT 


expansion results and prism samples at 10 years. However, that was not the case for the same samples tested at 15 


years (Ideker et al. 2012). At later ages, the expansion of tested blocks under field conditions was much higher than 


the expansion found in CPT for samples with SCM (Fournier et al. 2008, Ideker et al. 2012). The leaching is being 


more revealed in the case of smaller samples compared to the blocks on site which lead to lower expansion results as 


compared to the site testing. Bérubé et al. studied the possibility of changing the diameter of the sample to reduce 


leaching. He found out that the higher the diameter of the cylinder samples, the more the expansion (Bérubé et al. 


2012). Many attempts are being made to reduce leaching and testing time. 


 


Many explanations have been suggested to explain the effect of SCM in preventing the expansion due to ASR. 


Although there is still some disagreement on the nature of the reactions, some proposed that the presence of SCM 


acts as a diluent for the Portland cement (Glasser 1992). Another explanation of the effect of SCM is their fineness, 


which will lower the permeability of the concrete thus making the migration of the alkali towards the reactive silica 


more difficult (Glasser 2012). In addition, studies have been done to understand the binding capacity of SCM. 


Researchers suggested that the hydration products of SCM have a higher binding power to alkalis than that of the 


silica in the aggregate (Glasser 1992). The silica present in SCM will react with the calcium hydroxide formed from 


the hydration of the calcium silicates through pozzolanic reaction. As a consequence, the produced calcium silicate 


hydrates (C-S-H) have a lower calcium-to-silica ratio (Shehata et al. 1999) which has a high tendency to bind alkalis 


(Shehata et al. 1999, Shehata and Thomas 2002, Shehata and Thomas 2006, Kandasamy and Shehata 2014). The 


removal of alkali from the pore solution into cement solids will result in less immediate potential for reaction with 


aggregates (Glasser 1992). The degree of pozzolanic reaction of SCM can thus be measured based on the 


consumption of Ca(OH)2. The calcium silicate hydrates formed due to the pozzolanic reaction do not show any sign 


of expansion compared to the silica gel formed due to ASR expansion. This could be explained by the fact that the 


pozzolans are very fine materials which will distribute the C-S-H throughout the cement paste compared to the 


accumulation of large deposits of alkali-silica gel in discrete locations where the reactive silica aggregates are 


present (Federal Highway Administration 2012). Thus, the binding capacity of different pozzolans and their effect in 


reducing expansion due to ASR is still not clearly understood. 


2. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 


Some preventive measures that limited the 2-year expansion in CPT produced late expansion at 15 years when tested 


in large blocks under field test. This triggered the need to identify the reasons behind this and to come up with a 


modified approach to determine the level of SCM required to mitigate long-term expansion in field. This paper will 


focus on studying two possible reasons: 


 


(a) The sample size, geometry and temperature of CPT could underestimate the expansion. Smaller samples usually 


promote more leaching which reduces the expansion at late ages although their cores are usually of higher 


relative humidity which sustains the swelling gel. 


 


(b) The rate and ultimate hydration of SCM, and hence their capacity to bind alkalis, under CPT conditions could 


be higher than those under field conditions. 


 


The methodology followed to investigate the above possible reasons is composed of two experimental programs. 


The first one studies the effect of the geometry - cubes, cylinders and prisms - on expansion by casting different 


samples and measuring their expansions at different temperatures. The second experimental program focuses on 


developing a better understanding of the hydration and pozzolanic reactions of different cement blends at different 


temperatures through studying the hydration of cement paste samples over time.  
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3. MATERIALS AND EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 


3.1 Materials 


3.1.1 Aggregates and Cementing Materials  


The aggregate used in this study is Sudbury coarse aggregate, a moderately reactive aggregate, which is a gravel 


containing argillite, greywacke and quartz-wacke. The bulk relative density and absorption of Sudbury aggregates 


were tested in the lab and found to be 2688 kg/m3 and 0.56% respectively. As for the cementing materials, Type GU 


Portland cement with 0.99% Na2Oe was used for the different mixes along with Class F fly ash and slag. The 


chemical compositions of these materials are presented in Table 1. 


Table 1: Chemical composition of cementing materials (Mass %) 


Oxide Cement Fly ash Slag 


SiO2 19.54 57.0 37.0 


Al2O3 5.21 23.4 8.2 


Fe2O3 2.16 3.5 0.5 


CaO 62.39 9.5 38.5 


MgO 2.39 1.0 10.5 


SO3 4.03 0.1 2.7 


Na2Oe 0.99 2.89 0.67 


Loss on Ignition 2.36 0.59 2.1 


 


3.1.2 Expansion Samples 


The samples casted in this research are: (1) concrete prisms (75x75x285 mm), (2) cylinders of same height as the 


prisms to allow measuring them using the same length comparator (ø100 mm), and (3) 150 mm cubes. For prisms 


and cylinders, studs were placed on top and bottom of the specimen. As for the cubes, studs were inserted on two 


faces and expansion was measured diagonally using a demec style digital strain gauge. Each set of samples consists 


of 3 prisms, 3 cubes and 3 cylinders and were tested at two different temperatures, 38°C and 60°C, for a total of 18 


specimens for each set. Three different sets were casted: a control with no SCM containing a reactive gravel from 


Sudbury, Sudbury with 15% FA and Sudbury with 35% slag. The fine aggregate used is non-reactive natural sand. 


The coarse to fine aggregate ratio is 60 to 40 by mass as per CSA A23.2-14A (2014). The coarse gradation for the 


samples is as specified in the CSA A23.2-14A (2014) and the amount of Portland cement and cementing materials is 


420 kg/m3. The alkalinity of the cement was boosted to 1.25% to compensate for the leaching that will occur during 


the test as explained in the CSA A23.2-14A (2014) guidelines of the concrete prism test. The moulds used for the 


cylinders and cubes are not commercially available because there is no current test method that uses these sample 


shape/size for monitoring length change. Figure 1 and 2 show the moulds that have been fabricated for cubes and 


cylinders respectively. 
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     Figure 1: Moulds for cubes                                                               Figure 2: Moulds for cylinders  


3.1.3 Tested Samples for Degree of Hydration 


Different paste samples of 50 mm x 100 mm were casted at a water cement ratio (w/cm) of 0.42 with several 


replacement levels of SCM, as follows: 


 control samples with 100% Portland cement, 


 samples with 15% low-calcium fly ash, 


 samples with 35% slag. 


Each set of samples consists of 6 specimens for testing at 7 and 28 days of curing at 100% relative humidity, and 


three different temperatures: 23°C, 38°C and 60°C. More testing at a later stage is also scheduled.  


3.2 Experimental Procedures 


3.2.1 Casting of Expansion Samples 


The concrete prism test was followed as per CSA A23.2-14A (2014) to determine the expansion due to ASR. All 


procedures outlined in the standard were followed during casting. The samples were cast and put in the curing room 


at 100% relative humidity and room temperature for 24 hours and then demolded. They were measured for zero 


reading and then put in buckets lined with cloth. The samples were put above water and placed at the designated 


temperatures of 38°C and 60°C. The buckets and containers used for the different samples are shown in Figures 3, 4 


and 5. The cube buckets at 38°C were put in a heat room; and the ones tested at 60°C were put in an oven. Thus, due 


to space constraint, the containers used for 60°C were smaller. 
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      Figure 3: Containers for cubes at 38°C                                                 Figure 4: Containers for cubes at 60°C 


 
Figure 5: Buckets for cylinders and prisms 


3.2.2 Paste Samples and Thermal Analysis 


Mixing the paste samples for thermal analysis was made using the high-shear blender. First, water was added to the 


mixer; the water cement ratio used is 0.42 similar to the one used for expansion samples. Then, cementing materials 


were added. The procedure consisted of three minutes of mixing at low speed, stopped as needed to remove the 


materials stuck on the surfaces of the blender. Following the three minutes of mixing, a two-minute rest was 


adopted, followed by two minutes of mixing at medium speed. Finally, a two-minute rest period followed by one 


minute of mixing was used. After this complete 10 minutes of mixing and rest periods, the samples were placed in 


their moulds. They were cured for 24 hours and then demolded. Each sample was put at its designated temperature 


in containers above water. At the testing age, the sample is taken and crushed into small chucks of 2-3 mm. The 


water was removed from the samples by solvent replacement method where they were soaked in acetone for 7 days. 


Following this, they were put in desiccators at 38°C to allow the evaporation of the acetone. These samples will be 


tested using thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) to determine the Ca(OH)2 present in the sample. Another portion of 


the crushed sample was put into the oven at 105°C to remove all the free water in the sample. They will be tested for 


loss on ignition (LOI) to determine the amount of chemically bound water (CBW) in the sample. The samples are 


kept in the desiccators at room temperature until testing to avoid humidity and carbonation. During the tests, the 


samples were heated to 1050°C and loss on ignition as well as mass loss at 450°C was used to calculate the Ca(OH)2 


in the samples and the chemically bound water.  


4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 


Two sets of samples were measured for expansion in the lab until 52 weeks. Figure 6 and 7 present the expansion 


data for Sudbury control and Sudbury with 15% FA respectively. The data are based on the average of 3 different 


specimens of the same shape and mixture. It should be noted that the values of the 3 specimens, constituting one 
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sample, were close to each other. At 38°C, the expansions at 52 weeks are 0.170%, 0.145% for prisms and cubes 


respectively, and 0.166% for cylinders at 39 weeks. As for 60°C, the expansions are higher with 0.158%, 0.113% 


and 0.08% for cylinders, cubes and prisms respectively. The reaction at 60°C is faster and it seems to reach a plateau 


after about 26 weeks.  


 


 
Figure 6: Expansion data of samples of different shape and geometry containing Sudbury aggregate 


 


 
Figure 7: Expansion data of samples of different shape and geometry containing  Sudbury aggregate with 15% FA 


  


For Sudbury with 15% FA, the expansions are well below the acceptable limit of 0.04%. At 39 weeks, the 


expansions are 0.007% for cylinders, 0.005% for prisms and -0.002% for cubes. As for 60°C, the cylinders have an 


expansion of 0.014% and 0.006% for cubes. Also, a set of samples was casted using 35% replacement of slag. The 


data was measured until 13 weeks. It seems that fly ash with 15% replacement level was more efficient in reducing 


the expansion as compared to 35% slag. At 8 weeks, the expansions at 60°C are 0.015%, 0.014% and 0.003% for 


prisms, cylinders and cubes, respectively as compared to 0.005%, 0.003% and -0.0016% for samples with 15% FA. 


The long-term expansions will be monitored to see the late rate of expansions obtained in different sample 


shape/size. 
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Figure 8: Expansion data of samples of different shape and geometry containing  Sudbury aggregate with  35% Slag  


4.1 Effect of Sample Shape on Expansion 


Prisms seem at the beginning to have the highest expansion compared to cubes and cylinders as shown in Figure 6. 


At 18 weeks, the prisms had an expansion of 0.05% compared to 0.04% for cubes and cylinders of the control. As 


for the samples with fly ash, at 13 weeks, the expansion of the prisms was higher than those of the cubes and 


cylinders, although all the values are low. Same trend seems to be followed by the samples with 35% slag. This 


could be explained by the fact that the cores of smaller samples have higher relative humidity compared to larger 


samples, which accelerates the reaction. However, the late expansion may show different trend; for instance, it can 


be seen that at 26 weeks the cylinder expansions started catching with the other samples to reach higher values at 32 


weeks of 0.12% for samples without SCM, Figure 6, and 0.002% for samples with fly ash, Figure 7. This suggests 


that perhaps more leaching is occurring in the prism samples, and this was shown at a later age when the level of 


alkalis drops. Also, it should be noted that the slope of the expansion curve of cylinders for the control seems to be 


steeper than that of the prisms which indicates that the rate of expansion is higher for the cylinders compared to 


prisms. On the other hand, the cubes seem to have an expansion almost similar to the prisms until 32 weeks. At later 


ages, it is anticipated that the cubes should reach higher expansion than that of the prisms. This is implied by the 


accelerated test at 60°C where the difference in expansion between the three samples is clear from the early ages 


with expansion values reaching 0.157%, 0.115% and around 0.08% for the cylinders, cubes and prisms respectively. 


It could be concluded that sample geometry has an effect on expansion. This might help explain the fact that in the 


field, expansions are higher due to their larger size compared to lab samples. 


4.2 Effect of Temperature on Expansion 


For the control sample with no SCM, it can be seen that the expansion at 60°C is much faster than the one at 38°C as 


shown in Figure 6. At 13 weeks, for the prisms at 60°C, the expansion is 0.08% which is around four times the 


expansion at 38°C. As for the cylinders, the expansion is 0.135% at 60°C compared to the low expansion of 0.022% 


at 38°C. Also, it is shown that the expansion at 60°C has almost reached its ultimate value at 26 weeks. However, it 


is clear that the expansion at 38°C will reach much higher ultimate values at later ages since at 36 weeks the cubes 


expansions at 38°C started having higher expansions than the ones at 60°C, which reached a plateau with a value of 


0.115%. Same for the cylinders where at almost 39 weeks, the expansions are 0.158% and 0.165% at 38°C and 


60°C, respectively. As for the samples with 15% FA, the same trend can be observed from Figure 7 where the 


expansions at 60°C are higher from the ones at 38°C by around 0.008% for all the samples. Same observations are 


shown in Figure 8 for the samples with 35% slag. Thus, it could be concluded that at higher temperatures, the 


expansion rate is faster. However, the ultimate expansions at 60°C are not higher than the ones at 38°C, perhaps 


partly due to the characteristics of the swelling gel. At lower temperatures, the period at which the gel exerts its 
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maximum pressure is prolonged compared to higher temperatures. The gel composition differs from temperature to 


temperature with the ability of the gel to exert higher swelling pressures at lower temperatures (Poole 1992). 


4.3 Degree of Hydration and Pozzolanic Reaction of Blended Cement 


The paste samples were tested by TGA and LOI tests. Two important quantities are obtained from the analysis. First 


is the chemically bound water which gives an indication of the degree of hydration of the cementing materials. It 


gives an explanation about the amount of water needed for the cement to react. The second important quantity is the 


decomposition of the calcium hydroxide which occurs in the range of 440°C and 550°C. This quantity shows how 


much Ca(OH)2 is present in the sample. Ca(OH)2 is a product of the cement hydration. In presence of SCM, this 


quantity should normally decrease since SCM consume Ca(OH)2 through pozzolanic reaction. The results of 


chemically bound water present in each sample are presented in Table 2. It should be noted that the tests have not 


been completed yet for the samples at 60°C and 28 days. 


Table 2: CBW results obtained from LOI test (% of dry mass) 


Time (Days) Temperature (°C) Control Fly ash (15%) Slag (35%) 


7 


23 16.6 16.8 14.6 


38 16.9 17.1 15.8 


60 17.4 17.6 16.4 


28 
23 17.8 17.7 16.1 


38 18.9 17.9 17.2 


 


As shown in Table 2, the chemically bound water of blended mixes as well as the control is higher at higher 


temperatures. For example, the CBW, in the case of 35% slag at 7 days, is 14.6% at 23°C as compared to 16.4% at 


60°C. As for the control, it is 16.6% at 23°C compared to 17.4% at 60°C. The chemically bound water is related to 


the degree of hydration. The higher the chemically bound water means higher degree of hydration. Thus, at higher 


temperatures, the degree of hydration of the samples is higher. The CBW is higher in the samples with 15% fly ash 


compared to the ones with 35% slag at the same age and temperature. At 7 days and 38°C for example, the CBW of 


the sample with FA is 17.1% and that of slag is 15.8%. This could be related to the fact that the fly ash sample has 


85% Portland cement while the slag sample has only 65% Portland cement. Cement hydration is faster and this 


could explain, partly, the higher CBW in fly ash samples.  


 


Table 3 presents the Ca(OH)2 content in the different samples obtained from TGA analysis. It can be seen that the 


control has higher Ca(OH)2 as temperature increases which confirms the fact that the degree of hydration is higher at 


higher temperatures, since Ca(OH)2 is a by-product of cement hydration. Also, the control has the highest percent of 


Ca(OH)2 with 20.9% after 28 days at 38°C. This is because no SCM is present to consume the calcium hydroxide. 


For blended mixes, the Ca(OH)2 present in the samples is less compared to the control for all temperatures and ages. 


Table 3: Ca(OH)2 results obtained from TGA analysis (% of dry mass) 


Time (Days) Temperature (°C) Control Fly ash (15%) Slag (35%) 


7 


23 17.0 17.1 10.5 


38 19.1 14.8 10.4 


60 19.5 14.3 11.9 


28 
23 17.5 14.3 11.3 


38 20.9 12.6 11.4 


 


For example, at 28 days and 23°C, the control has 17.5% of Ca(OH)2 as compared to the lower values of 14.3% and 


11.3% for samples with FA and slag respectively. This is reasonable because SCM consume Ca(OH)2 through 


pozzolanic reaction. For the samples with FA, it should be noted that the Ca(OH)2 present drops with increase in 


temperature, with 17.1% at 23°C and 14.3% at 60°C for 7 days and 14.3% at 23°C and 12.6% at 38°C for 28 days. 
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However, this is not the case with slag. For example, at 7 days, the slag samples showed higher Ca(OH)2 when 


tested at 60 ºC. In addition, the Ca(OH)2 content is also increasing with age when tested at the same temperature. 


This could indicate that the control is producing more Ca(OH)2 as temperature increases while the 35% slag did not 


consume as much between 7 and 28 days. In any case, the limited samples tested here are not enough to reach 


conclusions and more testing is in progress. 


5. CONCLUSIONS  


(a) Samples of smaller cross section have higher expansion at early ages, likely due to the higher relative humidity 


in their cores.  


(b) At later ages, larger samples showed higher expansion suggesting that less leaching is occurring. 


(c) At higher temperatures, the expansion rate is accelerated; however, the ultimate expansions are lower than the 


ones tested at lower temperatures. 


(d) The chemically bound water and thus the degree of hydration of cement as well as blended mixes are higher at 


higher temperatures.  


(e) There is evidence from this study that larger samples are likely to have higher ultimate expansion at later age, 


suggesting that the issue of alkali leaching during lab testing can be minimized. 
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ABSTRACT  


China has embarked on an initiative to link Asia, Europe, and other parts of the world with high-speed rail and other 


forms of transportation; this initiative is entitled the “Belt and Road.”  The word “road” alludes to a 21st century 


version of the ancient Silk Road from China to Persia and beyond to Europe.  The word “belt” suggests an economic 


corridor fanning out from this route.  CSCE was invited to attend the Belt and Road International Forum of Civil 


Engineering in Beijing November 2015.  The first day of the two day forum included a description of the initiative as 


well as speakers from civil engineering societies around the world.  CSCE’s presentation identified challenges that 


currently face civil engineers (including aging infrastructure, technological change, and climate change) leading to 


CSCE’s strategic plan centered on sustainable infrastructure.  In two parallel sessions on the second day of the forum, 


speakers from China identified challenges faced by their ambitious initiative; one session focused on traffic and tunnel 


aspects of the initiative and the other session focused on architectural heritage and architectural engineering aspects 


of the initiative.  In addition to providing a thumbnail sketch of the forum content, this paper asks questions about this 


initiative and speculates on their answers.  These questions and answers are primarily from a civil engineering 


perspective, but necessarily fall within global, geopolitical initiatives which civil engineering serves.  We conclude 


that civil engineers around the world should monitor this unprecedented infrastructure project and we suggest that 


Canadian civil engineers have sustainability expertise to contribute. 


 


Keywords: Belt and Road initiative; China; Civil engineering infrastructure; Geopolitical 


1. INTRODUCTION 


China has embarked on the “Belt and Road” initiative to link Asia, Europe, and other parts of the world with high-


speed rail and other forms of transportation.  The word “road” alludes to a 21st century version of the ancient Silk 


Road that provided a trade route from China to Persia and beyond to Europe.  The word “belt” suggests an economic 


corridor fanning out from this route.   


 


The purpose of this paper is to inform Canadian civil engineers of the ramifications of the Belt and Road initiative on 


international infrastructure development.  The following section of the paper examines the China-led initiative to 


enhance international cooperation and trade under the Belt and Road initiative.  The initial international civil 


engineering conference held on the topic of this initiative is then described, followed by a section on the International 


Civil Engineering Science and Technology Development and Cooperation Alliance Protocol signed during the 


conference.  In the subsequent section, entitled Implications, we identify questions about the Belt and Road initiative 


and speculate on their answers.  The paper ends with conclusions and recommendations. 
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2. THE BELT AND ROAD INITIATIVE 


The Belt and Road initiative was raised by Chinese President Xi Jinping during his visits to Central Asia and Southeast 


Asia in 2013, and was officially issued by China’s National Development and Reform Commission and Ministries of 


Foreign Affairs and Commerce (Xinhua 2-15).  The initiative is a development strategy and framework proposed by 


the People's Republic of China that focuses on connectivity and cooperation among countries.  The strategy underlines 


China's push to take a bigger role in global affairs, and China’s need to enhance its geopolitical influence, export 


capacity, and construction capabilities.  “The plan involves more than 60 countries, representing one third of the 


world’s total economy and more than half of the global population” (Cheung and Lee 2015).  The initiative aims to 


reallocate some of China’s recent capital investments in regional infrastructure development to the Belt and Road 


initiative, initially increasing the export of engineering and construction expertise and ultimately increasing the export 


of other services and products.   


 


The Belt and Road initiative consists of two main components, the land-based “Silk Road Economic Belt” and 


oceangoing “Maritime Silk Road.”  The Silk Road Economic Belt initiative calls for the countries situated on the 


original Silk Road through Central Asia, West Asia, the Middle East, and Europe to form a cohesive economic area 


through building infrastructure, increasing cultural exchanges, and broadening trade.  “Key to the Belt and Road 


initiative’s success is the development of an unblocked road and rail network between China and Europe.” (Cheung 


and Lee 2015)  In addition to the historical Silk Road, the concept is extended to South Asia and Southeast Asia.  The 


Maritime Silk Road, also referred to as the “21st Century Maritime Silk Road,” is a complementary initiative aimed 


at investing and fostering collaboration in countries bordering the Indian Ocean and South China Sea.  Under this 


initiative, China could facilitate regional cooperation, industrial parks, marine industry, economic and trade 


cooperation, and maritime training bases.  “Through such industrial cooperation, China will forge an investment 


cooperation platform in which Chinese enterprises can gain international competitiveness and participate at a higher 


level of the industrial echelon.” (Liu 2014)  An action plan was issues in 2015, and is now being implemented.  “So 


far more than 70 countries and international organizations have expressed interest, and over 30 countries have signed 


agreements with China to build the Belt and Road,” Chinese Foreign Minister Wan Yi, updated the progress in a 


recent conference (People’s Daily Online 2016).  Chinese firms hope to win many of the engineering projects—roads, 


railways, ports and pipelines—that the new “connectivity” will demand (The Economist 2015). 


 


Like the Silk Road Economic Belt, most countries along the Maritime Silk Road have joined the China-led Asian 


Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB).  By December 31, 2015, the AIIB’s Articles of Agreement have been signed 


by all the 57 Prospective Founding Members (AIIB 2016). The capital of the bank is $100 billion, equivalent to 2⁄3 of 


the capital of the Asian Development Bank and about half that of the World Bank (The Economist 2014).  China 


recently pledged US$ 40 billion to a Silk Road Fund that Chinese President Xi Jinping says will be used to support 


the development of the "one belt and one road” initiative (Caixin Online 2014).  Many of the countries that are part of 


the Silk Road belt are also members of the China-led AIIB.  


 


The project should result in improvements to China’s domestic economy via exports from industries with major 


overcapacity such as steel, cement, and aluminum (Cheung and Lee 2015).  For example, the railways, pipelines, 


power stations and other projects of the Belt and Road plan could boost demand for China’s steel as much as 5% per 


year (Zhu 2015) and for China’s cement (Leung 2015).  According to Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi, all-round 


progress have been made in industrial capacity cooperation with almost 20 countries and a large number of projects 


have been launched. For example, the freight train services are now linking China directly to Europe, such as the 


railways linking Budapest and Belgrade as well as Jakarta and Bandung that have begun construction. Some important 


steps have also been taken in the China-Laos Railway and China-Thailand Railway, which are both important parts 


of the Pan-Asia Railway Network (People's Daily Online 2016).  


 


The Belt and Road initiative has been criticized by some as a means of China supplanting American influence.  


However, China is already the top trade partner for close to half of the countries on the route (Orlik and Chen 2015).  


As Chinese-led institutions play an ever-bigger role in Asian economies, some additional countries may choose to 


move away from America’s strategic objectives and political influence.  Nevertheless, market forces underpin how 


China gains from the initiative it started.       


 


The rhetoric associated with the Belt and Road initiative, as expressed by the Chinese leadership, is one of beneficial 


international cooperation and a common destiny offering peace and security.  According to Guo (2015), these are 
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based on Chinese traditional concepts of equilibrium (yin and yang) and of respect for wisdom and equality of different 


peoples.  Eliminating warfare and enhancing peace are of profound practical significance to China, which suffered 


many wars during the 20th century, and therefore the concept of common destiny will be raised to a higher level as 


China rejuvenates as a great nation. (Guo 2015)  According to Cheung and Lee (2015), the Belt and Road initiative is 


constrained by “three no’s …(1) no interference in the internal affairs of other nations, (2) does not seek to increase 


the so called ‘sphere of influence,’ and (3) does not strive for hegemony or dominance.”  


3. THE INTERNATIONAL FORUM 


The initial international civil engineering conference under the Belt and Road initiative was held in Beijing, People’s 


Republic of China, from November 18 to 20 (inclusive), 2015.  The Belt and Road International Forum of Civil 


Engineering (also referred to as a “Yi Dai Yi Lu” International Cultural and Scientific Meeting) was jointly sponsored 


by the China Civil Engineering Society (CCES) and the Chinese National Culture Research and Exchange Center.  


The joint sponsorship is recognition that civil engineering is not only about building infrastructure, but also that the 


practice of engineering and the built environment has profound influence on culture.   


 


CSCE was invited and three of the authors attended the “Belt and Road” International Forum of Civil Engineering 


held in Beijing November 19-20, 2015.  The first day of the two-day forum included the official description and 


progress review of the initiative by several executives from the leading agencies in China (e.g., the State Council, the 


Ministry of Housing and Urban Rural Development, the China Association of Science and Technology, and the CCES) 


as well as the speeches for the representatives of civil engineering societies around the world.  In two parallel sessions 


on the second day of the forum, speakers from both the public and private sectors in China identified challenges faced 


by their ambitious initiative and ongoing projects; one session focused on traffic and tunnel aspects of the initiative 


and the other session focused on architectural heritage and architectural engineering aspects of the initiative.  This 


section describes the content of these conference sessions. 


3.1 Plenary Session 


After the opening ceremonies and signing ceremony, the remainder of the first day was devoted to a general assembly.  


In this plenary session, the speakers from China spoke mainly about the Belt and Road initiative.   


 


For more than two millennia, goods and products, as well as ideas and beliefs, flowed from China to Africa and Europe 


on historic routes now collectively referred to as the Silk Road.  It is clear from the presentations made by speakers 


from China and other countries along the historic Silk Road, that they see infrastructure development as the path to 


economic growth and improvements in quality of life.   


 


Several papers dealt with railway infrastructure.  A large-capacity, standardized, high-speed rail system connecting 


Central and East Asia is a key component of the Belt and Road initiative.  Presentations were also made on a 


Himalayan railway connecting China to Nepal and India, on long-range planning of extensive railway networks in 


Africa, and on railway maintenance and safety.  Perhaps there is a lesson for Canada, whose early political and 


economic development was based on construction of railways, to consider the importance of railways in its future 


development.   


 


The international cooperation behind the Belt and Road initiative extends beyond infrastructure to include cultural 


initiatives that celebrate common histories and cultural exchanges of the past.  For example, Borath (2015) 


hypothesizes that the Khmer civilization (the builders of the Angkor Wat temple in the 12th century) grew from the 


maritime routes commercialized by China that spread Chinese goods and Indian art and religion in Southeast Asia.  


Liu (2015) described 20 years of Chinese foreign assistance with respect to archaeology, heritage conservation, and 


historical site restoration.   


 


Speakers representing four foreign engineering organizations (CSCE, ICE, ASCE, and the Columbia Society of 


Engineers) described their engineering societies, spoke of their support for the initiative, and highlighted selected 


technical topics.  Waugh (2015) declared that structural health monitoring is important to the function and 


serviceability of structures, and identified Canadian researchers and practitioners that could collaborate with interested 


parties; furthermore he identified challenges that currently face civil engineers (including aging infrastructure, 


technological change, and climate change) leading to CSCE’s strategic plan centered on sustainable infrastructure.  
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Lugg (2015) described the current UK investment in transportation infrastructure, including High Speed 2 railway, 


and described new approaches to infrastructure delivery.  He also spoke of the benefits of ICE’s New Engineering 


Contract 3 (NEC3) for the procurement of transportation infrastructure.  Bula (2015) described Columbia’s 


unprecedented investments with respect to road, railway, port, airport, and river works infrastructure to improve 


Columbia’s development.  She spoke of the need for international collaboration among the world’s engineers to 


transfer knowledge for the sustainable development of infrastructure that countries need.  A common theme in these 


presentations was the willingness to collaborate with Chinese engineers. 


3.2 Technical Session A: Traffic and tunnel considerations 


This session included seven presentations on the following topics: 


 


 Tunneling through soft rock 


 Tunnel construction and environmental protection 


 Regional and urban planning 


 Urban rail transit technology development 


 Integrating high speed rail with other transportation systems 


 Smart cities 


Five of the presenters were from China.  In addition to detailed technical information, general impressions were 


obtained as follows: 


 


 China already has a wealth of experience building tunnels at home and around the world under various geological 


and environmental conditions.  Their current goal is to quickly expand in the international market. 


 The transportation bottleneck is the transfer point between high-speed rail and a city’s transportation system, for 


both passengers and goods. 


 Above and below ground urban rail systems are being used to alleviate congestion in large cities. 


 Chinese engineers acknowledged failures.  A candid presentation described and displayed images of tunnel 


failures that caused subsidence of nearby buildings and roads. 


 China has learned lessons from environmental problems and economic losses due to inappropriate design and 


construction of tunnels, leading to more stringent engineering codes and requirements for future development. 


3.3 Technical Session B: Architectural heritage and architectural engineering 


The initial presentation of Session B was partly on materials, but not the material used in modern construction.  Instead, 


it was on the production blue bricks and mortar used for conservation work and restoration of the ruined city and tower 


of Kherlen Bars, the only historical site of value in the Central Asia left from Kidan period related to the history of 


the Kidan Empire.  The paper (Enkhbat 2015) published in the proceedings describes in detail this effort and the 


conservation work performed and planned at the site in Mongolia.  The conservation of the Mongolian site required a 


combination of theoretical and practical knowledge, as Chinese experts provided expertise to their Mongolian 


colleagues on the making of blue bricks, and on the methodology for conservation of architectural heritage (Enkhbat 


2015). 


 


Two presentations during the session were the use of concrete in construction.  Zhou (2015) spoke of considerations 


in the implementation of China’s concrete standards, especially as it applies to the China’s construction standards in 


Africa.  He suggested China could influence international standards by participating in international and regional 


standardization, and by incorporating an international perspective in some Chinese standards so that they can be work 


external to China.  Yan (2015) stated that high performance concrete needs greater promotion in China with standards 


and quality control during construction to ensure obtainment of satisfactory results.  These presentations revealed an 


awareness of problems with ensuring concrete quality during manufacture and construction, and demonstrated 


progress in China in identifying and addressing these problems.    


 


Railways were a main subject of the conference, and of major interest to Chinese engineers considering railway 


infrastructure pursuant to initiatives under the “one-belt, one road” concept.  In session 2, Burgess (2015) spoke of the 


UK ground investigations with respect to a high speed rail link (High Speed 2) connecting the  cities of London, 
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Birmingham, Leeds, and Manchester.  The project is the largest-ever ground investigation undertaken in the UK with 


work being carried out under 90 contracts.   


 


Other presentations during the session dealt with structural engineering and building construction: the use of BIM, the 


structural design of airport terminals (including the new Beijing airport), and the construction of high-rise buildings.  


All these presentations demonstrate advanced Chinese structural engineering and building construction expertise.  One 


presentation, in particular, clearly demonstrated the creative ability of Chinese civil engineers.  Wang (2015) described 


the research, planning, design, and development of a construction methodology with respect to a kilometre-high 


skyscraper; work which has resulted in 31 patent applications and the training of doctoral students.  Chinese engineers 


have the benefit over many of their professional colleagues in other countries of having opportunities to work on major 


infrastructure projects and to dream of greater projects in the future.  This will ensure their influence on the 


development and practice on civil engineering during the 21st century. 


4. THE PROTOCOL 


The International Civil Engineering Science and Technology Development and Cooperation Alliance Protocol 


(hereafter referred to as the Protocol) was signed on behalf of several engineering societies, including the CSCE, at 


the start of the Belt and Road International Forum of Civil Engineering.  The Protocol is a general policy statement 


calling for cooperation among engineering societies.  By signing the protocol, the CSCE committed to an international 


alliance for the development of engineering science and technology, and to multilateral cooperation among 


engineering societies with respect to sharing information pertaining to the design and construction of sustainable 


infrastructure.  As part of the international alliance, the CSCE has agreed to help and support developing and 


underdeveloped countries strengthen their capacity to build needed infrastructure.  Inspiration for the protocol came 


from the visionary statements of China's Belt and Road policy.  The CSCE intends to work closely with the China 


Civil Engineering Society (CCES) to develop and implement tasks in accordance with the general principles outlined 


in the protocol.  The CSCE has a long history of cooperation with the CCES on matters pertaining to civil engineering.   


 


The mandate of the CSCE as a learned society is to develop and maintain high standards of civil engineering practice 


in Canada and to enhance the public image of the civil engineering profession.  Civil engineering in Canada cannot 


be insular, but needs to be responsive to the development of civil engineering practice, projects and research outside 


of North America, and particularly in Asia.  The alliance formed by signing the Protocol and subsequent civil 


engineering conferences held under the Belt and Road initiative, provide an opportunity for Canadian civil engineers 


to participate, through the CSCE, to benefit from multilateral and bilateral exchanges of technical information, and 


project opportunities.    


5. QUESTIONS ABOUT IMPLICATIONS 


This section of our paper is based on the initial opinions of the authors only.  We acknowledge we are not experts in 


all the fields that the following questions touch on.  Hence, we are not able to answer definitively these questions as 


they apply to the Belt and Road initiative. The authors hope to encourage our counterparts, members of the Chinese 


Civil Engineering Society (CCES), to perhaps take a look at the Belt and Road projects in a different light and to 


encourage interest in these projects by our colleagues in Canada. 


5.1 Why is China pursuing international projects? 


China sees the development of infrastructure outside of the country as a means to export construction services, to 


increase trade with other countries in Asia, Europe, and Africa and to promote international development.  Trade 


applies to the Belt and Road initiative, but also to the international development projects that China has undertaken 


during the past decade.  As the development agencies of Canada and other western countries have focussed on 


governance and downplayed infrastructure development, China has occupied the vacuum left and built the 


infrastructure and industries that were required to bring people out of poverty.  It can be argued that the Chinese 


commercial undertakings are for Chinese benefit, but foreign investment in Canada is lauded as necessary to grow the 


Canadian economy, so why would the same argument not apply to other nations such as those in Africa?  Perhaps 


Canadian civil engineers need to be more critical of government aid agencies that have placed increasing priority on 


international trade and decreasing priority on infrastructure development for betterment of human welfare. 
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5.2 Will China emerge as the dominant world power in science and technology? 


For a millennium, Chinese engineering was as advanced as engineering elsewhere in the world.  During the 19th and 


20th centuries, Chinese engineering and supporting sciences languished.  Now the high standards of Chinese 


engineering are re-established and it is emerging as a major force in international engineering. 


 


At the end of the Cultural Revolution, China had to draw on foreign institutions and required foreign engineering 


expertise as its economy grew.  The situation is much different a generation later.  Chinese engineering schools are 


high calibre, with three universities in mainland China and four in Hong Kong (officially known as “Hong Kong 


Special Administrative Region of the People's Republic of China”) ranked among the top 50 civil and structural 


engineering universities compared to two Canadian universities (QS World University Rankings by Subject 2015).  


China has 2.4 million engineers out of a science and engineering labour force of 3.2 million (Xie et al. 2014), including 


a skilled compliment of civil engineers experienced on major engineering projects. Chinese universities awarded over 


27,000 doctorates in science and engineering in 2011, more than their American counterparts (24,800). China’s 


doctoral graduation rate is 2.2% in all disciplines, equivalent to that of Denmark (2.2%) and Austria (2.1%) (University 


World News 2014). 


 


China is increasingly emerging as a major contributor to science and technology.  In 2012, China’s total spending on 


research and development (R&D) was just under 2% of its gross domestic product (GDP). China plans to spend 2.5% 


of GDP on research by 2020 and heads for top of the world in R&D spending (OECD 2014).  As China’s economy 


and its R&D spending continue to grow, its economy is projected to overtake that of the United States by 2022.  The 


number of China’s scientific and engineering papers has increased greatly during the past 25 years, making China the 


second highest producer of such papers.  Furthermore, the average citation count per Chinese paper has increased 


greatly.  (Xie et al. 2014)   


 


Recent economic indicators project slower economic growth in China than over the last few decades, but this growth 


is still much higher than is projected for the vast majority of other countries.  Will growth stabilize at, or above, that 


of the rest of the world? 


5.3 Might the Belt and Road initiative raise the profile of the civil engineering profession? 


In China and other parts of Asia, civil engineers are held in high esteem, partly due to the use of infrastructure 


development as a means of improving social conditions and partly due to cultural norms.  Furthermore, China’s 


engineering bodies foster the strength of the profession and enhance its public profile.  A good example is the fast and 


successful development of the high-speed railway network covering the entire country, which has brought huge 


benefits to the public and local economy and has significantly raised Chinese civil engineers’ reputation and nation-


wide respect. Could Canadian engineering organizations, including the CSCE through its Engineering Practice 


Committee, use the engineering achievements of the Belt and Road initiative to raise the profile of civil engineering 


in Canada?  


5.4 Will the Belt and Road initiative influence the international construction sector? 


In much of the world, the construction sector is fragmented due to, among other things, the communication barriers 


between project phases (feasibility, design, construction, and operations), which our project delivery model 


encourages.  Moreover, this fragmentation is exacerbated by further communication barriers between the many 


participating legal entities, each of which seeks to optimize their individual profit.  Over the last decade in Canada 


this fragmentation has been partially overcome on large projects when PPP (i.e., public-private partnership or build-


own-operate-transfer) project delivery methods are used.  These arrangements bring the top-level legal entities 


together in a joint venture that is responsible for all project phases (An 2015).  Although this approach is not 


appropriate for smaller projects, it does force a multiphase perspective and it does integrate the impediments to 


communications that could otherwise exist between legal entities. 


 


If the Belt and Road initiative is successful and international designers and contractors are participants, it will greatly 


enhance their experience on multiphase, joint-venture projects.  Based on these assumptions and the magnitude of a 


successful Belt and Road initiative, this experience would be very likely to influence construction sector practices in 


many other countries including Canada.  It would also have an influence on quality and safety practices around the 


world (An 2015).   
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5.5 Will the Belt and Road initiative impact the demand for Canadian civil engineers? 


Although the Belt and Road initiative creates new opportunities for Canadian infrastructure design and construction, 


the engineers of the countries along the routes and Chinese engineering firms will likely perform much of the 


engineering work.  The international emergence of Chinese “design institutes” fed by recent engineering graduates 


from Chinese universities, as well as foreign-trained Chinese engineers, could eventually have profound effects on the 


global market for Canadian engineering expertise.  As foreign markets for Canadian engineers are responsible for the 


employment of about one fifth of Canada’s consulting engineers (O’Grady 2009), the increased competition could 


affect the number of graduates from Canadian engineering schools who are able to obtain employment.   


Canadian engineers have a good reputation in China, but Canadian consulting firms may face many challenges 


working in China.  Although the Chinese market looks attractive due to its rapid economic growth and large 


infrastructure spending and needs, Canadian consulting firms are faced with challenges posed by design licensure, 


cultural and language differences, and lack of local connections (Dai 2013).  Canadian consulting firms may overcome 


some of these barriers by opening local offices in China or forming partnerships with Chinese design institutes as well 


as hiring employees with good knowledge of both China and Canada such as those Canadian trained Chinese engineers 


(Dai 2013). 


 


The next two questions effectively ask: 


 


 Will these structures last? 


 Are these projects the right projects to invest in now? 


Civil engineers in Canada, the USA, and Great Britain are starting to take an interest in these questions, questions that 


need to be asked if we wish to assess the long term sustainability of new infrastructure projects, in particular 


infrastructure projects that rely on public funding. Ensuring the selection of the most sustainable solution to traditional 


civil engineering challenges is how civil engineers can also help deliver the best possible value for public funds 


expended. 


5.6 Will the Belt and Road infrastructure be built right and to last? 


This is essentially a question of materials, design, construction and maintenance and these are all subjects in which 


civil engineers are expert. On the other hand, whereas civil engineers may know how to build infrastructure that will 


last, civil engineers do not normally have much influence in the determination of the major design criteria. The real 


decision makers in the realm of public infrastructure, at least in Canada and the USA, are the public representatives, 


the politicians. In China the situation may be different. 


5.6.1 Positive considerations 


In China the chief executives, including some who are civil engineers, run the major construction and engineering 


companies.  They are politically powerful individuals who can make the right decisions with respect to infrastructure 


design, if they have the right training, tools, and experience.  If equivalent tools do not exist in China, Canadian civil 


engineers should offer to share with their Chinese counterparts information and experience with infrastructure 


sustainability rating systems like Envision (ISI 2016). 


 


China hopes to attract the private sector to the building and operation of the Belt and Road infrastructure.  Considering 


the scale and complexity of these projects, it may make sense for these facilities to use some form of PPP structure.  


As alluded to above, with PPPs there is a built in tendency to invest at the beginning of a project to reduce maintenance 


costs and to extend operating life.  Experience with PPPs may be another contribution that Canadian civil engineers 


can bring to China as it wrestles with how to design, build, finance, operate and maintain the massive and hugely 


complex Belt and Road facilities.  


5.6.2 Less positive considerations 


China has spent billions on infrastructure in the last decade and not all of it has been of good quality. A rush to make 


money has been embraced at all levels of society has led, in some cases, to short cuts and degraded quality. When 


lacking effective and sufficient government oversight and quality control, a consequence of this rush to profit may be 


poorly constructed infrastructure along the Belt and Road system. 
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Most of the proposed construction will take place outside of China, in countries where there are few governmental 


controls over environmental or social impact. Quality control and environmental protection in remote areas of 


Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Afghanistan and other developing countries along the historic Silk Road for example, will 


be a major challenge. Parts of Africa will present similar quality control challenges. 


5.7 Is this the right infrastructure to build now? Will the total returns on this investment of money and talent 


justify the risks inherent in these ventures?  


It is very difficult to anticipate the future needs of society.  Building infrastructure that responds to present needs is 


the fall back approach.  The current needs and immediately anticipated needs of Chinese society are great and must 


be responded to.  However the current needs of China will not always be the needs of China.  Trying to determine if 


the Belt and Road infrastructure will be needed in 50 or 100 or 200 years requires an intensive risk analysis.  And the 


major risks associated with the Belt and Road initiative are not the technical ones which civil engineers are trained to 


handle.  The major risks to the future usefulness of the Belt and Road projects are economic and political.   


5.7.1 Demand risk 


Much of the Belt and Road system is envisaged as a way to bring an increased supply of foreign raw materials into 


China, to satisfy growing Chinese internal consumer demand and the demands of Chinese export oriented businesses. 


Demand for externally sourced raw materials therefore depends in large measure on the rest of the world’s demand 


for Chinese manufactured goods.  A slow or weak world economy will (and has) dramatically reduced Chinese 


exports, and the need for imported raw material and the need for the Belt and Road infrastructure.  If both the internal 


and external consumer markets shrink or collapse, the Belt and Road infrastructure will certainly be underused and 


oversized.  


5.7.2 Political risk 


Increasing reliance on international sources of raw materials will mean that China will be more susceptible to the 


political risks that exist with and within its partner nations. To date, most of China’s mega projects have been in China. 


China has tremendous political control, for better or worse, within its own borders. It will have less control over its 


relationships with and within its new partner countries: 


 


Risks of tensions or conflicts between China and its suppliers:  


 


 The Cold War portrayal of China as an international communist power with ambitions to take over the 


governments of surrounding nations is seen now as false.  China realizes that potential partner nations do not want 


different political or religious systems imposed upon them, and advocates non-interference in the domestic affairs 


of other countries.  In geopolitical terms, China is taking a realistic rather than an idealistic approach to 


international relations.  China will deal with any regime (for better or worse) in its pursuit of raw materials and 


markets for its manufactured goods;  


 Partner nations will benefit from increased Chinese economic connections.  Suppliers of raw materials and 


purchasers of Chinese goods and services will benefit financially, and the political class has nothing to lose except 


if trade relationships with China once established are threatened.  Stable relationships between China and its 


partners will benefit all parties. 


 


Risks of internal conflicts within partner nations:   


 


 In many countries along the proposed Belt and Road routes, however, economic power and its benefits is 


concentrated in the hands of a small group of people who are often part of the military and political elite of that 


country.  The existence of, and Chinese dependence on, these powerful local gatekeepers could become 


problematic. 


 The poor in the countries along the Belt and Road routes can either stabilize or destabilize the proposed economic 


relations with China.  The long-term stability of the supply and distribution systems will be strengthened if the 


living standards of the poor are improved.  If the poor citizens in a partner country see a disproportionate 


distribution of benefits and little improvement in their own lives, they could perceive Belt and Road infrastructure 


as symbolic of inequality and oppression, and in reaction disrupt construction and operation.  Whether China 
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wants to or not, whether it cares about the poor in Zimbabwe or Indonesia or Kazakhstan or not, China should 


worry about the distribution of the economic benefits resulting from the Belt and Road initiatives. The same 


applies to infrastructure projects by North American and European interests. 


5.7.3 Economic risk 


One reason China is investing in the Belt and Road initiatives is that these investments are likely to have a better return 


than investments in Western businesses or industries.  Exchange rate and inflation/deflation risks will exist with the 


proposed investment in Belt and Road infrastructure, but the diversity of these investments may represent an intelligent 


risk mitigation strategy. 


 


Even if China is able to attract foreign investors to the Belt and Road projects, because of the risks in many of the 


countries involved, these partners will likely require significant guarantees from the government of China.  Whether 


China finances the projects directly or guarantees significant project risks, it can only afford to do so as long as it has 


strong foreign reserves.  These reserves depend on the sale of Chinese goods, which in turn depend on strong demand 


outside of China.  China cannot protect itself from soft consumer demand.  The financial risk to China of the Belt and 


Road initiatives is the risk of the world economy; a risk that today appears to be high and unavoidable. 


 


Securing foreign sources of raw material can result in the opposite of resource security.  The more dependent China 


is on imported oil, gas, minerals, etc., the more dependent China is on its neighbours.    China has never been in a 


position of economic dependency on foreign nations (except perhaps for a period in its past when it was dependent on 


the importation of horses for its army). 


 


Reliance on foreign markets has the potential to affect technological development within the Chinese economy for 


generations and not always in a positive way.  For example, the very fact that China is investing in pipelines to bring 


oil and gas from Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan will likely retard the development in China of alternative renewable 


sources of energy.  Money spent within China to reduce or eliminate foreign resource dependency may in the long 


term be a better investment.  


6. CONCLUDING REMARKS  


As a major platform of China’s foreign and economic policies, the Belt and Road initiative will proceed and major 


infrastructure projects will be completed, although the relative importance and scope of various projects may change 


as design and construction proceeds.  The economic and political risks are very high.  If the Belt and Road initiatives 


fail to deliver expected trade benefits, China would have lost the opportunity to invest in other projects that achieve 


the goals of resource security and expanded markets with less risk.  


 


The long-term durability and quality of the built infrastructure along the Belt and Road system depends upon the 


implementation of infrastructure sustainability rating systems, quality controls during construction, and continuing 


maintenance. As civil engineers we should care if the projects are sustainable.  If the Belt and Road initiatives fail, 


either because they were not built right or were not the right thing to build, civil engineers will have contributed to an 


unprecedented waste of effort.  


 


The Belt and Road initiatives seek to benefit China but in their scale and potential impact they are actually global 


initiatives.  As inhabitants of the world, we should care.  If China’s leaders commit to the Belt and Road projects and 


these projects fail, there will be huge consequences, internal and external.  When small countries fail in the pursuit of 


their international objectives the rest of the world can shrug.  When a country like China fails the rest of the world 


will be fundamentally shaken.  If the Belt and Road initiatives fail there will be economic and political and potentially 


military consequences for all of us.  


 


It is recommend that Canadian civil engineers monitor the Belt and Road initiative closely.  It has potential to greatly 


influence the civil engineering profession globally over the next few decades.  The authors will be watching for 


opportunities to engage with the CCES on what appears to be the largest infrastructure initiative ever.  We encourage 


you to do the same. 
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ABSTRACT  


The National Building Code of Canada 2010 (NBCC) defines several loading combination scenarios for use in 


structural design. Appropriate combination factors are provided based on the probability of failure due to the 


simultaneous occurrence of the specified loads. Load Combination Cases 3 and 4 of Table 4.1.3.2.A include the 


combination of wind and snow loads, which are transient in nature. The recommended combination factors are 


intended to provide a uniform degree of reliability for design.  However, in reality, the probability of the 


simultaneous loading due to wind and snow depends on the local meteorological climate. This probability can be 


more accurately simulated through the Finite Area Element (FAE) process, which studies the hour-by-hour 


accumulation and depletion of snow based on historical meteorological records. It takes into account variables such 


as wind speed and direction, temperature, humidity, water retention in a snow pack and many others. In the present 


work, the accumulation and depletion of snow on a modelled ground patch and the corresponding wind speeds were 


computed on an hourly basis to determine the correlation of wind and snow loads. Using this process, this paper 


investigates the interaction between wind and snow loads for 25 distinct regions in Canada, for both ground and roof 


snow loads.  


 


Keywords: Wind Load, Snow Load, Load Combination, Wind Tunnel, Snowdrift 


1. INTRODUCTION 


The National Building Code of Canada 2010 (NBCC) defines several loading combination scenarios for use in 


structural design. These factors are provided based on the probability of failure due to the simultaneous occurrence 


of the specified loads, and are intended to be conservative enough to reliably encompass a variety of loading 


scenarios that are expected to be encountered in practise. Load Combination Cases 3 and 4 of Table 4.1.3.2.A 


include the combination of wind and snow loads, which are transient in nature and depend on the regional 


meteorological climate. The load combination factors themselves, however, are the same across all regions. 


 


This paper investigates the possibility that the simultaneous loading of wind and snow would depend on the local 


meteorological climate and the wind exposure of the surface carrying the loads. This is done through the use of 


sophisticated snow and wind load simulation tools, which are used to model climate-specific loads for various 


loading scenarios on a building. Typically wind and snow loads are calculated independently, but by modelling them 


simultaneously, it is expected that a great deal of refinement in the predicted loads can be provided to create a more 


efficient and reliable structure. 
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2. METHODOLOGY 


Estimates of the snow loads for 25 locations across Canada were determined using the Finite Area Element (FAE) 


method, and were combined with the hourly wind data as measured at local meteorological stations.  The FAE 


method simulates the hour-by-hour deposition, drifting, and melting of snow and absorption of rain and melt water 


into a snow pack within a grid system that divides the roof into a large number of finite areas.  Entire winters are 


simulated on an hour-by-hour basis, including the cumulative effects of successive storms, drifting events and 


melting periods. Specific methodology and applications of the FAE method are described in: Irwin and Gamble 


(1988) and Gamble et al. (1992). Both ground snow loads and roof snow loads for a generic building were modelled 


using this method, and then analysed alongside the wind pressures for the same areas. These techniques are 


described below.  


2.1 Ground Snow Simulation 


First, an isolated patch of ground for each region was simulated by using a single grid element with the FAE 


method.  To do this, the FAE simulation requires detailed hourly and daily meteorological data including wind speed 


and direction, dry bulb temperature, rainfall, snowfall and cloud cover. The resulting time series of hour by hour 


accumulation and depletion of snow was recorded for the entire period of record, which encompassed between 30 


and 60 years of data, depending on the availability of data for each meteorological station.  The peak annual snow 


load maxima were plotted, and a Fisher-Tippet Type 1 fit was used to determine the 1 in 50 year mean recurrence 


snow load.   


2.2 Roof Snow Load Simulation 


In addition to simulating ground snow, the effect of snow loading on a typical commercial building with large upper 


and lower roofs and a step height of 3 metres was parametrically assessed.  A 1:300 scale model of this building was 


tested within a boundary layer wind tunnel using a standard suburban wind and turbulence profile to determine wind 


velocities at various points on the building surface for drifting purposes. The orientation of the building was 


evaluated for 16 equally incremented compass directions.  This allowed for the investigation into the effects of local 


climate, wind directionality and step orientations on snow accumulation and depletion.   Further descriptions of this 


parametric roof step model can be found in: Dale et al, 2014, Dale et al, 2015.  The geometry and intent of this 


model is similar to the scale model building used by Tsuchiya et al, 2002 for review of snow modelling tools on a 


generic building roof step.  


 


The FAE simulation method was then used to determine the area averaged snow loads on the upper roof and the step 


region of the lower roof on an hour-by-hour basis, as well as the peak 1 in 50 year mean recurrence snow load value 


as determined using the peak annual maxima and a Fisher-Tippet Type 1 fit. One building orientation was selected 


for each meteorological station, which corresponded to the roof’s maximum sensitivity to the region’s prevailing 


winds and climate. This was selected based on the ratio of upper roof area averaged snow load to the lower roof area 


averaged snow load; a larger ratio indicates that the upper roof is generally more scoured of snow compared to the 


lower roof.  This also tends to result in a more significant lower roof accumulation.   


 


 
Figure 1: Plan and elevation views of the parametric model building. Dimensions are given in full-scale millimeters. 


Wind tunnel sensor locations indicated by the dark blue circles.  
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2.3 Wind Pressure  


Hourly wind speed records from each of the 25 meteorological sites within Canada were analyzed to determine the 


expected 1 in 50 year mean recurrence wind speed using a Fisher-Tippet Type III fit. The hourly records and the 1 in 


50 year wind speed were converted to equivalent wind pressures using Equation 1, where P is pressure, ρ is the 


density of air, and V is the wind speed.  


 


[1]   P = ½ρV2  


 


For the purposes of comparison, the wind loads on the building roofs were considered the same as those at the 


ground for ease of analysis and to highlight the effects of variable snow load effects.  Future work will include 


specific roof wind loads for the geometry of the reference building.  


2.4 Combining the Data  


For each of the ground, upper roof and step region scenarios, the hourly snow loads were normalized to the scenario-


specific 1 in 50 year snow load value and the hourly wind pressures were normalized to the site-specific 1 in 50 year 


wind load value. Thus, the hour by hour normalized snow loads and wind pressures can be plotted against each other 


referenced to an equivalent return period.  


3. COMBINED WIND AND SNOW LOAD FACTORS 


3.1 Ground Snow Simulation – All Meteorological Stations 


Figure 2 presents the normalized snow loads versus normalized wind pressures including data for all 25 unique 


meteorological sites within Canada.  Each data point within the plot corresponds to the simulated wind and snow 


load at one hour within the time series, for a total of 1227 years and 10 748 520 hours.   


 


To allow for the direct comparison of wind and snow loads, the combination factors recommended within the NBCC 


were factored from the ultimate limit state design (Equation 2 and 3) to a limit state value equivalent to 1 in 50 year 


mean recurrence interval (Equations 4 and 5): 


 


[2]   Ultimate State Design: 1.5 S+0.4W 


 


[3]   Ultimate State Design: 1.4 W+0.5S  


 


[4]   Limit State Design: 1.0S +0.285W 


 


[5]   Limit State Design: 1.0W +0.33S 


 


Each of these loading combination factors have been overlaid on Figure 2. As can be seen, a number of data points 


for both wind and snow loads lie beyond a value of 1, indicating a mean recurrence interval beyond the 1 in 50 year 


return period.  This is expected for a data set consisting of a long period of record with some events above the 


desired return period.  Noting that the plot in Figure 2 contains in excess of ten million points, the data reveals that 


only a small number of simulated events fall outside the point recommendations provided by the NBCC.  This 


implies that the code provides a reliable, conservative estimate of the joint probabilities, as one would expect from a 


code intended for use by the engineering community at large. 
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Figure 2: Normalized snow load vs. normalized wind load for 25 meteorological stations across Canada.   


 


This time series approach to tracking the snow accumulation with a corresponding wind load allows us to see how 


these variables interplay.  For example, one may assume that the point of greatest interest is the largest value within 


the desired return period. However, this may not necessarily be the case, as the net load effect on an actual structure 


of these coincident factors depends on a multitude of variables such as wind direction, geometry of the building and 


the distribution of snow which is the result of the preceding meteorological events. Thus, a load combination 


maximizing a particular load effect could be any combination of wind and snow within a range appropriately 


described by a function that encompasses data points corresponding to the desired return period. Determining this 


function is challenging, but may be notionally described by a function that encompasses all but say 2% of the data 


points within the normalized return period, thus corresponding to approximately the 50 year mean recurrence period.  


Future work is recommended to further refine the interpretation of this data to a more usable generalized format over 


the time series approach currently used by the authors. 


3.2 Meteorological Climate and Load Case Specific Combinations 


Hourly time series of load combinations are presented for three cities within Canada: Halifax, Toronto and 


Vancouver. These cities were selected because they have different meteorological climates which produced different 


trends in the presented data.   


3.2.1 Combined Load Factors - Halifax Meteorological Climate 


Normalized ground snow loads and coincident normalized wind loads using meteorological data recorded at 


Shearwater Airport in Halifax from 1953 through 2006 can be seen in Figure 3. Each data point corresponds to a 


single hour of time within the period of record.  The corresponding peak annual maxima and Fisher-Tippet Type 1 


fit can be seen in Figure 4, which was used to calculate the 1 in 50 year snow load.  As can be seen within the data, 
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the peak snow loads typically occur in April, however many of the peak wind loads that occurred simultaneously 


with moderately high snow loads occur early to mid-winter. In fact, some of the highest wind load events occurred 


during the winter in January and February.  Review of the distribution of the data within Figure 3 indicates that the 


general trends in the data are similar to those presented in Figure 2. 


 


A dramatic shift in the simulated wind and snow load values becomes evident when values are derived on a building 


geometry and load case specific basis using the parametric building model previously described.  Figures 5a and 5b 


present data from the exposed upper roof of the building, and as a result is generally well exposed to wind and 


subsequent snow scour. Figures 6a and 6b present data from the lower roof of the building including the roof step 


region, where snow from the upper roof is typically redistributed. 


 


The comparison between the exposed and sheltered roof steps indicates a significant shift in combined wind and 


snow factors, in addition to a shift in time as to when they typically occur.  For example, combined factors typically 


peak in February and March on the exposed roof step.  This is evident by the lack of peak snow load events later in 


spring as is commonly seen within Canada, and due to the extreme event that is beyond the 1 in 50 year mean 


recurrence interval that appears in the extreme value fit (Figure 5b) that is not present within the ground snow 


simulation, nor within the sheltered roof scenario. This indicates that the Halifax region is susceptible to significant 


single snowfall events. 


 


In the sheltered scenario, accumulations typically build over a prolonged period of time and peak late in the winter, 


typically in March and April.  As snow is present for a longer period of time there is a greater probability of a 


coincident high wind speed event, leading to a significantly higher shift in the combined wind and snow load factors 


when compared to the exposed roof scenario. 


 


 
Figure 3: Normalized snow load vs. normalized wind load as recorded at Shearwater Airport in Halifax from 1953 


through 2006. 
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Figure 4: Annual ground snow load maxima for Shearwater Airport from 1953 through 2006 using a Fisher-Tippet 


Type 1 fit. 


 


    
Figure 5a: Hour-by-hour area averaged roof snow loads 


for an exposed roof 


Figure 5b: Corresponding annual maxima for Shearwater 


Airport from 1953 through 2006 using a Fisher-Tippet 


Type 1 fit 


 
Figure 6a: Hour-by-hour area averaged snow loads for a 


sheltered roof 


Figure 6b: Corresponding annual maxima for 


Shearwater Airport from 1953 through 2006 using a 


Fisher-Tippet Type 1 fit 
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3.2.2 Combined Load Factors - Toronto Meteorological Climate 


Load combination factors simulated using 62 years of meteorological data (1953 through 2015) from Pearson 


International Airport in Toronto illustrate a trend observed within the larger data set of locations analyzed. As seen 


in the Halifax data, a distinct shift in the data is seen between the ground snow, and the exposed and sheltered roof 


loading scenarios. Unlike within the Halifax dataset, the seasonal distribution of peak snow load and wind data 


points are more uniformly distributed.  This indicates that the Toronto meteorological climate may be less prone to 


significant single event snow accumulations, or there is less wind and resulting snow scour, indicating a lower 


exposure factor on upper roof surfaces or a combination of both. 


 


Similar to the data presented in Figures 5a and 6a, the data plotted within Figures 8a and 8b indicate a greater 


frequency of significant snow accumulation present on the lower sheltered roof throughout the winter as there is an 


upward shift in the coincident wind load data compared to the exposed roof.    


 
Figure 7: Normalized snow load vs. normalized wind load as recorded at Pearson International Airport in Toronto 


from 1953 through 2015. 


 


   
Figure 8a: Simulated area averaged exposed roof snow Figure 8b: Sheltered roof snow load 
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3.2.3 Combined Load Factors – Vancouver Meteorological Climate 


Review of data from Vancouver International Airport from 1953 through 2012 indicates that load combination 


factors within the NBCC may contain a great deal of conservatism.  The trends in these figures are the result of the 


meteorological climate of Vancouver where peak snow loads are often the result of a single snowfall event.  The 


limited difference between the distribution of wind and snow load data points in the exposed and sheltered roof 


cases indicates that this climate is not as conducive to snow drifting and redistribution as those previously described.  


This is the result of the warmer, wet climate of Vancouver leading to snowfall which is less susceptible to drifting, 


and due to cyclical ambient air temperature that tend to melt accumulations relatively soon after the precipitation 


event.  These typical meteorological characteristics will limit the probability that a wind event of significance will 


occur when snow is present.  In these scenarios, significant reductions in the load combination factors recommended 


by the NBCC are possible. 


 


 
Figure 9: Normalized snow load vs. normalized wind load as recorded at Vancouver International Airport from 1953 


through 2012. 


 


 
Figure 10a – Simulated area averaged exposed roof 


snow load 


Figure 10b – Sheltered roof snow load 
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4. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 


As described within this paper, the simulation of the hour by hour accumulation and depletion of snow load on a 


ground snow patch and roof allows for the detailed analysis of combined snow and wind load probabilities. The 


conclusions drawn from this work include: 


1. The combined probabilites of a peak snow and wind load are dependent on the meteorological climate of a 


site as evidenced by the wide range of snow and wind load data points between simulations illustrated for 


Halifax, Toronto and Vancouver meteorological data sets. 


2. Wind and snow load combination factors are influenced by the building geometry. Differences in these 


factors are the result of building specific variables such as geometry, but also the interaction of these 


variables to the meteorological climate and are therefore not considered mutually independent.  As seen when 


comparing the Halifax and Toronto meterological data sets, combination factors for the exposed upper roof 


are a funciton of the climate, as some loading scenarios become more sensitive to specific climatic 


conditions, such as large single snowfall event snow loads.  


3. The NBCC recommended load combination factors are likely conservative for some meteorological climates 


such as Vancouver. 


4. In addition, the NBCC recommended load combination factors may be conservative for a number of building 


load cases, such as on exposed roof surfaces.  Additional investigation into the load effect of the combined 


wind and snow loads may be required to investigate the reliability of the combination factors for load cases 


where snow is present over greater periods of time.   


5. Advance analysis techniques, such as what were used within this paper can be used to better understand the 


interconnected relationships between the variables of snow load, wind loads, building geometry and 


meteorological climate.  


5. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 


Determining the net effect of coincident wind and snow loads for generic or building and site specific application is 


not a simple process.  Future work by the authors and by the engineering community should be undertaken to further 


investigate these combination factors.  Topics of investigation include: 


1. Simulation and statistical models for snow and wind load combination functions to better reflect the wide 


range of load design scenarios that can occur. This should include further research into assigning appropirate 


probabilities to the data, including methods for reconciling the differences between a peak annual snow load 


and an hourly event wind load, for example.  


2. Develop climate-specific snow load combination factors for use along with the current ground snow and 


wind load values presented within the NBCC. 


3. Develop generic building applicable refinements to the snow and wind load combination factors by 


investigating varaiables such as wind exposure and roof size/geometry.  


4. To provide refinements to building load case specific wind loads, specific wind loads should be determined 


and applied, as the wind loads presented within have been simplistically modelled for the purposes of 


comparison of trends.  
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ABSTRACT 


A severe tornado system produced damage to engineered metal buildings at an industrial facility outside Pampa, TX 


and toppled several nearby center-pivot irrigation structures.  Rapid remote-sensing preservation of this overall 


damage scene was of particular necessity: access to the industrial facility was prohibited, and the overall size of the 


center-pivot irrigation system disallowed rapid direct measurement of member displacements.  Engineers and 


architects from West Texas A&M University, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, and Texas Tech University 


collaborated to acquire and preserve the damage scene for future study, using a suite of existing and emerging 


platforms: including 3D point clouds derived from aerial FoDAR, aerial drone imaging, terrestrial laser scanning, 


and terrestrial digital photogrammetry as well as two-dimensional, four-band satellite imaging.  Data collection 


using these various platforms offers guidance for the future remote-sensing preservation of damage scenes, the 


validation of estimated wind speeds currently employed in the Enhanced Fujita Scale of tornado intensity, and the 


further development of techniques for automated remote-sensing-based wind damage assessments.   


1. BACKGROUND 


A rare November tornado outbreak produced at least 17 tornadoes across portions of Texas, Oklahoma, and Kansas 


on November 16-17, 2015.  The most intense of these tornadoes severely damaged a group of engineered buildings 


at the Halliburton Oilfield Services facility at Pampa, TX.  The National Weather Service has rated the intensity of 


this tornado as EF3 (estimated 158 mph wind speed), based on damage to buildings at this facility. This facility 


contained multiple types of engineered structures for which structural resistances can be estimated, thereby enabling 


the verification of the estimated wind speeds required to cause the observed damage. The tornado also overturned 


several nearby engineered center-pivot irrigation systems. 


2. NEED FOR REMOTE SENSING 


Facility owners made immediate plans to demolish the damaged buildings and prohibited access to the site due for 


safety and security liability reasons.  Investigators were therefore not able to make direct measurements of structural 


member sizes and deformations to assist with resistance calculations.  Investigators were, however, able to acquire 
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laser scan data from the property line.  As structural steel members of the pre-engineered metal buildings were 


visible, measurements of the member sizes could be utilized in structural analysis models to validate or correct the 


wind speed estimates for damage to pre-engineered buildings in the current EF Scale.  Laser scanning from the 


property line as well as aerial and drone (UAV) imaging provided effective solutions for rapidly and accurately 


preserving damage data for subsequent detailed forensic analysis.  Although access to the nearby center-pivot 


irrigation systems was possible, measurements of the overall structure (approx. ¼ mile long) and deformations were 


most readily accomplished by laser scanning and drone imaging. 


3. DATA ACQUISITION 


In the weeks following the tornado, a collaborative team of investigators from West Texas A&M University, the 


University of Nebraska-Lincoln, the National Wind Institute of Texas Tech University, and the Texas Tech 


University School of Architecture conducted a multi-platform remote-sensing investigation of the Halliburton 


facility and surroundings to capture data for further analysis.  The various remote-sensing platforms included UAV 


(drone) imaging, 3D laser (LiDAR) scanning 3D photogrammetric modeling based on a suite of 2D digital images, 


3D FoDAR imaging based on third-party aerial imaging, and high-resolution satellite imaging. 


4. ADVANTAGE OF DATA PRESERVATION 


These data have provided the opportunity to demonstrate new and existing platforms available for reality capture for 


damage scenes.  Long-term preservation of such damage scenes will be valuable for wind engineering researchers 


and insurance modellers for decades to come.  An archive of such damage scenes is being made available for use by 


researchers through the NHERI DesignSafe-ci.org Cyberinfrastructure data repository at the University of Texas at 


Austin. The data in this repository can assist hazards researchers in countless future analyses, including validation of 


damage models.  This event is one of the first new events to be preserved in this new archive. Preservation of 3D 


damage scenes, including damaged structures and related debris fields, enables researchers to validate new wind-


damage prediction models, via physical (wind-tunnel) modeling, computer modeling (computational fluid dynamics) 


and other predictive damage modeling (e.g., loss estimation and risk assessment models).  Such perseverations of 


data minimize collection times, costs, and efforts and also facilitate forensic structural engineering investigations 


whenever access is limited due to safety and/or security concerns. 


5. OPPORTUNITIES FOR APPLICATION OF DATA 


Preservation of 3D damage scenes enables researchers to validate new wind-damage prediction models, via physical 


modeling, computer modeling, and other predictive damage modeling (e.g., loss estimation and risk assessment 


models).  Such perseveration of data minimizes collection times, costs, and efforts and also facilitate forensic 


structural engineering investigations whenever access is limited due to safety and/or security concerns.  The data are 


valuable to wind-hazard researchers, structural engineers, and atmospheric scientists because the performance of 


these structures under the extreme tornado-induced loads help to validate the wind speed estimates for the EF Scale.  


Due to the scarcity of direct measurements, tornado wind speeds remain largely unknown; the EF Scale has thus 


necessarily relied upon wind speeds estimates based on common damage indicators (e.g., trees, signs, light poles, 


and buildings).  By nature, the vast majority of these damage indicators are found in urban or forested areas, while 


damage indicators in rural areas remain scarce.  For accurate populating of the national tornado database (relied 


upon for risk assessments for engineering design and insurance modeling), it is necessary to obtain intensity 


information for all tornadoes: including both urban and rural settings.  Damage information for new damage 


indicators can be readily obtained using the above-mentioned platforms. 
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ABSTRACT  


Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) implies monitoring the performance of structures using sensors to get an 


advance warning of the loss of structural capacity or potential collapse. Wireless-sensor based monitoring system is 


found to be advantageous over traditional wire-based system because of their ease of implementation and 


maintenance. However, power supply is an important concern for wireless sensors used in monitoring of civil 


engineering structures. While there are different efficient power usage methods and power supply solutions available 


for wireless sensors, their applications to SHM systems for civil infrastructure are not standardized. Energy 


harvesting by means of converting energy from the surrounding environment provides a desirable solution to 


address the issue of finite power source for wireless sensors. There are several sources of renewable energy that can 


be harnessed to generate electrical energy for the sensors. This paper reviews some of these energy harvesting 


sources and provides their working concept, brief idea about related research and a current state-of-art of their 


applications for structural health monitoring of civil engineering structures. Solar and mechanical energy harvesters 


have the most implemented applications for monitoring structures currently. 


 


Keywords: Structural Health Monitoring, Wireless sensors, Energy harvesting 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) of civil engineering structures is essential as any structural failure leads to huge 


loss of life and property. Wireless sensing networks provide flexibility in application of SHM by reducing the cost, 


decreasing labour interference and providing assessment with high accuracy. However, power supply is a prime 


concern for wireless sensors. It is not practical to keep replacing or recharging their batteries. Some sensors are even 


located at inaccessible regions on structures like bridges, which make it impractical to use batteries as power source. 


Hence, an alternative source, energy harvesters are being used to power wireless sensors by harvesting other energy 


sources like sunlight, vibrations, wind etc. and converting them to electrical energy. Autonomous structural health 


monitoring is the need of the hour for monitoring a large infrastructure with several wireless sensor nodes and 


energy harvesting plays a major role to achieve it. 


 


There has been a lot of research related to energy harvesting technologies and designs of energy harvesting 


generators (like Mateu and Moll 2005, Davidson and Mo 2014, etc). It is a mature technology and is too broad for 


the current paper. This paper provides a state-of-art review of available research on energy harvesting methods for 


application SHM of civil engineering structures. The energy sources considered for survey in this paper are solar, 


mechanical, thermal, radio frequency and hybrid energy sources. 
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2. WIRELESS SENSORS FOR STRUCTURAL HEALTH MONITORING 


Structural health monitoring (SHM) aims at monitoring behaviour of structures to assess structural performance and 


evaluate structural damage. Civil infrastructure includes buildings, bridges, tunnels, dams, etc. They are designed to 


resist static and dynamic loads like gravity, traffic, snow, wind and earthquake. For accurate structural assessment, it 


is necessary to effectively capture varied structural responses under different excitation and ambient scenarios. SHM 


can be wired or wireless depending on the mode of transfer of the acquired structural data by sensors collecting 


structural response at critical locations. Wired SHM has several disadvantages like high cost, labour-intensive 


installation, high susceptibility to disturbance due to human or environmental causes and inflexibility of sensor 


system modifications (Zhou and Yi 2013). These issues can be addressed by wireless sensor network (WSN) as they 


are easily deployable and serve as a practical low-cost solution (Chintalapudi et al. 2006). WSN comprises wireless 


sensors, which are autonomous data acquisition nodes to which traditional structural sensors (e.g. strain gages, 


accelerometers, linear voltage displacement transducers, inclinometers, among others) can be attached. Each sensor 


has following sub-systems: sensing interface, computational core, wireless transceiver and, for some, an actuation 


interface (Lynch and Loh 2006). For functioning of all these sub-systems to maintain desirable connectivity in the 


WSN, a power source providing energy is essential. 


3. POWER SUPPLY TO WIRELESS SENSORS  


There are several design considerations for SHM using WSN which include suitable network topology with multi-


hop configuration for full coverage, high-resolution sensors with optimal sampling rates, good processing 


capabilities in sensors, high speed and reliable communication, and effective time synchronization to name a few. 


Structures are designed to serve for many years and the sensor network is expected to function throughout their 


lifetime. A wireless sensor turns inactive and useless when the power supply is disrupted and it fails to contribute to 


the utility of the network as a group (Kausar et al. 2014). Hence, lifetime of sensors is directly related to their power 


source and battery life. Batteries are a common power source for wireless sensor nodes but they eventually degrade 


and have to be recharged or replaced. This is cumbersome and sometimes impractical due to placement of sensors in 


inaccessible locations. Thus, batteries provide a limited lifetime to the sensor nodes and network. There are several 


energy efficient methods for slow degradation of available power. As summarized by (Sudevalayam and Kulkarni 


2011), enhancement of longevity some of the battery-powered sensor nodes are achieved through energy-aware 


MAC protocols (SMAC, BMAC, XMAC), power aware storage, routing and data dissemination protocols, duty-


cycling strategies, adaptive sensing rate, tiered system architectures, and redundant placement of nodes. These 


methods minimise the battery power usage but still, the battery lifetime is limited. Theoretically, unconstrained 


power can be supplied by energy harvesting methods. The energy harnessed can be stored in rechargeable batteries 


and super-capacitors. NiMH and Li-based batteries are most viable for energy harvesting nodes. Super-capacitors 


also store power but it is suitable for cases when ample energy is available as they have high self-discharge rates. 


Super-capacitors have infinite recharge cycles theoretically and do not suffer from memory effect. They can be used 


solely or as buffer to stabilise jittery energy source supply to batteries (Jiang et al. 2005), (Sudevalayam and 


Kulkarni 2011). This article reviews the current state-of-art of research in energy-harvesting methods for wireless 


sensors for applications in SHM of civil engineering structures. 


4. ENERGY HARVESTING METHODS FOR SHM AND THEIR RECENT ADVANCEMENTS 


The term energy harvesting means the process of energy extraction from the environment or from a surrounding 


system and its conversion to useable electrical energy (Park et al. 2008). The energy can be captured from ambient 


sources as well as other generated energy sources. Figure 1 illustrates the scheme for providing power to wireless 


sensor nodes by energy harvesting. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 1: Energy harvesting application for powering wireless sensor node 
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The energy sources reviewed in this paper are solar, mechanical, thermal, radio frequency and hybrid energy 


sources. A brief comparison of power densities of these energy harvesting sources surveyed by (Roundy 2003) is 


shown in Table 1. 


Table 1: Comparison of energy harvesting methods 


Energy source Power Density (µW/cm3 ) Evaluation 


Direct solar energy (outdoors) 15000 Excellent performance on sunny 


days making it a good option for 


sensors deployed outdoors. 


Solar energy at office desk 


(indoors) 


6 Very low energy produced. 


Vibrations inside buildings 200 Sufficient power generation for 


monitoring buildings. 


Daily temperature variation 10 approximately Insufficient power generation. 


Temperature gradient 15 @ 10 ºC gradient Promising technology but is rare 


in nature. 


Passive human power by shoe 


inserts 


330 Good conversion efficiency but 


transferring electricity from shoe 


to wireless sensor networks is a 


challenge. 


5. SOLAR ENERGY HARVESTING 


Photovoltaic or solar cells harvest electrical energy from light energy, which is already an established technology. 


Table 1 (Sudevalayam and Kulkarni 2011), (Jiang et al. 2005) and with contributions from Raghunathan et al. 2005, 


Park and Chou 2006, Simjee and Chou 2006, Corke et al. 2007, Minami et al. 2005 summarizes some features of 


popular solar energy harvesting sensor nodes. For solar energy harvesting, outdoor applications are preferred due to 


high solar energy availability in outdoor conditions, and could be very useful for SHM of outdoor infrastructure like 


roads and bridges. Solar energy is not available all the time though; so a design using harvest-store-use architecture 


is the most practical option (Sudevalayam and Kulkarni 2011). Since structures are designed for a long lifetime, 


sensors too should be operational for a long time. Thus, for SHM purposes, nodes with solely super-capacitor type 


of energy storage should be used as batteries will eventually need replacement, while supercapacitors do not. (Miller 


and Spencer 2009) have developed and validated solar powered IMote2 wireless smart sensor system for monitoring 


a cable stayed bridge, Jindo Bridge in South Korea. (Jang et al. 2010) have validated the successful deployment of 


this system. (Musiani et al. 2007) created SHiMmer which is a solar energy harvesting system for sensing and 


actuating civil engineering structures. It uses super-capacitors for energy storage and low power consuming micro 


controller and radio. (Chae 2012) developed and tested 45 solar powered sensors on Yongjong Grand Bridge. 


(Hassan et al. 2012) have proposed and tested a wireless sensor system powered by harvested solar energy for 


monitoring cracks in concrete structures. (Inamdar 2012) designed a photovoltaic system to monitor strains in 


bridges. (Kurata et al. 2011) created and installed solar powered autonomous wireless monitoring network using 


Narada sensing unit (Zimmerman and Lynch 2009) on New Carquinez Suspension Bridge in California. (Ho et al. 


2012) developed a solar powered autonomous smart wireless sensor system and validated it on cable-stayed 


Hwamyung Bridge in Korea. Microstrain has installed solar powered wireless sensors for structural health 


monitoring. (Arms et al. 2008). This system monitors strain, temperature and vibrations of the Goldstar bridge. 


Microstrain also has installed solar energy powered system for monitoring Great Road State Bridge in North 


Smithfield (Nordbloom and Galbreath 2012). The current challenges with regard to solar energy harvesting are to 


estimate its availability and design the harvesting nodes according to the parameters of periodicity and magnitude of 


solar energy. The energy harnessed is not at a constant voltage, and the generated energy is proportional to the 


surface area of the solar panel. New materials like black silicon with high efficiency is being developed to improve 


the efficiency of these systems. Also, hybrid energy harvesting methods are becoming popular. (Sudevalayam and 


Kulkarni 2011), (Stojcev et al. 2009). 
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Table 2: Features of solar energy harvesting nodes 


Node Storage type with 


capacity 


Sensor 


node used 


Energy harvesting features 


Heliomote Ni-MH Battery (1800 


mAh) 


Mica2 Harvesting-aware microcontroller 


operation.  


Hydrowatch Ni-MH Battery (2500 


mAh) 


TelosB Simple circuit design for low 


power generation and has been 


used for climate monitoring 


purposes. 


Fleckl Ni-MH Battery (2500 


mAh) 


NA High power generation for long 


durations by DC-DC regulator 


Everlast  Supercapacitor 


(100F) 


NA Efficient charging of super-


capacitor by Pulse Frequency 


Modulated (PFM) regulator with 


20 years estimated lifetime. 


Solar Biscuit Supercapacitor (1F) NA Ineffecient communication 


protocol and needs improvement. 


Sunflower Supercapacitor (0.2F) NA Overall small in size with power 


adaptation facilities and switch 


regulator for efficient charging. 


Prometheus Supercapacitor (two 


22F) & Li-poly 


Battery (200 mAh) 


Telos Complex charging circuit 


programmed by TinyOS leading to 


longer lifetime. 


AmbiMax Supercapacitor (two 


22F) & Li-poly 


Battery (200 mAh) 


Telos Harvests both wind and solar 


energy 


6. MECHANICAL ENERGY HARVESTING 


Electrical energy can be obtained from energy generated when a device is subjected to some movement. This 


harvested energy can be converted to electrical energy by piezoelectric, electrostatic and electromagnetic 


conversions (Stojcev et al. 2009). This paper discusses piezoelectric and electromagnetic harvesting. Market survey 


of vibration based energy harvesting products was conducted by (Moghe et al. 2009) and it can be inferred that 


piezoelectric harvesters generate more power than inductive harvesters but at a higher frequency range. 


6.1 Piezoelectric 


Piezoelectric transducers can couple electrical and mechanical energy. Piezo-electric films like PVDF (Piezo-


polymer Polyvinylidene Fluoride) and piezo-electric ceramic like PZT (Piezo-ceramic lead Zirconate Titanate) are 


two kinds of piezoelectric materials used for electrical energy generation on application of mechanical force on 


them. PZT is less flexible than PVDF as PZT is a ceramic (Sudevalayam and Kulkarni 2011). Still, PZT is more 


commonly used due to its ease of manufacturing leading to low cost and high electromechanical coupling constants. 


PVDF is a better choice under cyclic loads as PZT might develop fatigue cracks in such cases (Zhou et al. 2014). 


Literature reviews on piezoelectric transducers using vibration-based energy harvesting have been studied by many 


researchers like Sodano et al. 2004, Dutoit et al. 2005, Park et al. 2008, Gilbert and Balouchi 2008, Khaligh et al. 


2010 and Kim et al. 2010. Vibration based energy harvesters are still in their infancy. In 1998, Kymissis et al. built 


shoe powered RF tag system powered by walking. While there are several other examples, this paper focuses on 


applications for structural health monitoring of civil engineering structures. (Wischke et al. 2011) designed 


piezoelectric harvester from vibrations of railways ties to sufficiently power the wireless sensor nodes. (Peigney and 


Siegert 2013) developed a device to generate power from traffic on highway with a piezoelectric cantilever bimorph 


consisting of a tip mass and two piezoelectric patches attached to the clamped end of a steel plate. (Xiang et al. 


2013) performed theoretical analysis of piezoelectric energy harvesting from traffic passing on pavements. Results 


demonstrate increase in output power with increase in velocity of passing vehicles. (Kaur and Bhalla 2015) have 
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conducted experiments and investigated energy harvesting from PZT patches in steel and reinforced concrete beams. 


(Cahill et al. 2014) experimentally validated use of PVDF based piezoelectric energy harvesters and an energy 


harvesting circuit for damage detection in reinforced concrete beam. (Erturk 2011) analysed moving loads for 


energy harvesting.  (Xie et al. 2015) introduced a novel PZT piezoelectric harvester design containing two groups of 


series piezoelectric generators connected by a shared shaft which is driven by a linking rod attached with a hinge to 


a proof mass on the tip of a cantilever fixed on the roof to harness energy from a high rise building, and can act like 


a tuned mass damper to dissipate energy. Piezoelectric harvesters have the advantage of direct generation of voltage, 


but they also allow charge leakage sometimes (Stojcev et al. 2009). Typical highway bridges have low frequency 


excitation. Piezoelectric harvesters require vibrations in at least close to 100s of Hz. Hence, they are not in a mature 


state of technology for powering monitoring on bridges currently (Roundy 2003), (Sazonov et al. 2009), (Sodano et 


al. 2004). 


 


6.2 Electromagnetic induction 


Electromagnetic induction is the process of generating voltage due to varying magnetic flux around the conductor by 


movement of the magnet (Park et al. 2008). Ceramic, Alnico, SmCo, and NdFeB are the most common magnets and 


NdFeB is mostly used due to its properties of large magnetic field intensity, high coercive force and no issue of 


demagnetization due to generator vibration (Zhou et al. 2014). Several researchers have studied, analyzed and 


worked on improving the electromagnetic harvesters design and mechanism like Glynne-Jones et al. 2004, Stephen 


2006, Poulin et al. 2004, Roundy 2005, El-Hami et al. 2001 and many others. (Jung et al. 2012) experimentally 


validated application of an electromagnetic harvesting device working on wake-galloping phenomenon of wind at a 


bridge site. Results showed that from a wind speed of 2.5–4.5 m/ s – 1, an average power of 50–370 mW can be 


generated. (Jung et al. 2012) developed a new electromagnetic harvesting device with a combination of moving 


mass with a rigid bar and motor attached to a gear part. (Kim et al. 2013) replaced the electromagnetic induction part 


with a moving mass and a rotational generator. This innovated design tuned the natural frequency of the structure by 


changing proof mass position. (Sazonov et al. 2009) developed a linear electromagnetic energy harvesting system 


and deployed it for powering wireless sensors on a rural highway bridge, RT Bridge in Potsdam, NY with low traffic 


volume.  (Galchev et al. 2011) developed a parametric frequency-increased generator (PFIG) for enhancing low 


acceleration (0.1–0.5 m s−2), low frequency (2–30 Hz) and adjusting non-periodic vibrations on bridges. University 


of South Hampton’s company Perpetuum developed electromagnetic energy harvesters for rail monitoring 


(Perpetuum 2013). (Wang and Yuan 2008) have developed magnetostrictive harvester, It has a high conversion 


efficiency and the maximum output power can reach 200 μW at a low frequency of 58 Hz (Davidson and Mo 2014). 


Electromagnetic harvesters show great potential for scaling to lower frequencies of bridge vibration (Sazonov et al. 


2009). However, they are bulky in size for MEMs integration and further research also focuses on achieving 


resonance.  


7. RF ENERGY HARVESTING 


Another category of energy supply is wireless energy transfer where power generation is somewhere else and 


supplied wirelessly by electromagnetic wave or electromagnetic radiation. Transmission of microwave waves have 


been studied a lot in the past. RF transmission to low power devices is a new area (Taylor et al. 2009). Researchers 


like Strassner and Chang 2003, Ali et al. 2005, Ren and Chang 2006, Kim et al. 2006 and several others focus on 


designing antennas and rectennas, improving conversion efficiency and maximize output power (Park et al. 2008). 


(Mascarenas 2006) used wireless RF to supply electrical energy to SHM sensor node based on the piezoelectric 


impedance method by charging the capacitor. The central server was a controlled helicopter which could fly to the 


sensor nodes and exchange energy and data. The results showed charging of 0.1 F super-capacitor to 3.3 V in 200 


seconds and the average power which can be delivered was calculated as 2.5 mW. This was the first attempt to 


wireless energy transfer to miniaturized wireless SHM sensor node (Mascarenas et al. 2007). (Farinholt et al. 2009) 


used RF energy transmission in Alamosa Canyon Bridge in New Mexico to charge a 0.1F super-capacitor to 2.4 V 


with transmission ranges of 1 to 2 metres. (Thomson et al. 2009) designed RF resonant cavity sensors interrogated 


by gated RF signals with possible strain resolution of less than 10 ppm at 8 m range, and displacement resolution of 


less than 0.01 mm at 4.5 m range. They suggest its applications for wireless sensors in civil infrastructure 


monitoring. RF transmission still needs further development. In RF transmission, there is attenuation of the wave 


during its travel (Taylor et al. 2009). Hybrid energy resources with RF delivery system are also a trending research 


area (Park et al. 2008).  
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8. THERMAL ENERGY 


Seebeck effect is generation of electricity at the junction of two dissimilar metals with temperature difference (Park 


et al. 2008). Thermoelectric generators (TEG) work on this principle. TEG is constructed by arranging p-type and n-


type junctions thermally in parallel and electrically in series. TEGs have an advantage over vibration energy 


harvesters as they do not operate on moving parts. But TEGs have the disadvantage of low efficiency with small 


thermal gradient and not easy to integrate with MEMs (Park et al. 2008). Investigations about TEGs have been 


carried out by many researchers like Lawreence and Snyder 2002, Rowe et al. 1997, Fleming et al. 2004 to name a 


few. Damaschke in 1997, developed a self starting TEG which operates at low input voltages i.e. below 300 mV 


using low-grade exhaust heat operating at temperature difference of 20 °C and less. In 2010, Lu and Yang 2010 


presented a thermoelectric generator prototype which extracts heat energy from a radiator and powers the radio. 


(Sodano et al. 2007) investigated a Seebeck heat pump which uses solar radiation and waste heat to generate 


electricity in a passive configuration. Thermal electricity generation variables have been studied by Meydbray et al. 


in  2005 for low temperature gradient. (Abbaspour 2010) demonstrated how heat flow and temperature difference 


between inside and outside of buildings which is waste energy can be harvested to power wireless sensor nodes. 


(Inman and Grisso 2006) developed a system to carry out structural health monitoring of a panel using ambient 


vibrational and thermal energy. TEGs have been commercialized and have more application in structural health 


monitoring or powering automobiles, aircrafts and spaceships (Penella and Gasulla 2007, Thermogen 2015). 


However, there are not many applications developed for monitoring of civil infrastructure. Until recently the 


dimensions and weight of the devices were too large to integrate them with MEMS for monitoring purposes by 


wireless sensors. 


9. HYBRID ENERGY SOURCES 


A common suggestion listed by researchers in the field of energy harvesting is the combined use of several energy 


harvesting sources in the same devices to compensate and enhance each other and maximize the output. The first 


work in this regard was when in 2009, Xu et al. developed a nanogenerater which harnessed solar energy and 


mechanical energy simultaneously as well as independently showing enhancement of performance. In 2009, 


Wischke developed a hybrid energy harvester with piezoelectric and electromagnetic transducer.  AmbiMax, 


developed by (Park and Chou 2006) can simultaneously harvest multiple energy sources to power wireless sensors. 


Magno et al. developed a platform for ultra low power continuous operation using solar and wind energy harvesters 


in 2014. (Farinholt et al. 2010) investigated use of piezoelectric bimorph cantilevers and TEGs for harvesting 


ambient vibrations and thermal gradients, respectively, from the Omega Bridge in Los Alamos, New Mexico.  


10. CONCLUSION 


Energy harvesting technology is a viable and long-term solution for power issues of wireless sensors. Autonomous 


independent sensor nodes can be created using energy harvesting mechanisms removing the constraint of continuous 


energy supply. Some common focus areas are improving the efficiency of harvesters, maximising the power output, 


better designs for low power micro-electronics, power generation model predictions. The summary of this paper is 


presented in Table 3. 
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Table 3: Overview of energy harvesting systems for SHM applications  


Energy 


harvesting 


system 


Advantages Limitations SHM application for civil 


engineering structures 


state-of-art 


Suitable deployment for 


maximum output 


SOLAR Mature 


technology, high 


power density for 


outdoors and 


easy to install. 


Not 


periodic 


and not 


available 


24 hours. 


There are several 


applications in SHM, 


mostly in outdoor and need 


ample sunlight.  


Outdoor structures like 


bridges, building and near 


the equator. 


PIEZO-


ELECTRIC 


Direct generation 


of desired voltage 


and easy 


integration with 


MEMs. 


Variation 


in 


properties 


with age, 


stress, 


temperature 


and leakage 


in charge. 


Need high frequency 


vibration. Civil 


engineering structures 


have lower frequency, 


need amplifiers, they can 


be put into use. Most work 


for SHM applications is in 


lab stage. 


Bridges with preferably 


heavy passing traffic, 


impulse loads from 


railways, buildings with 


vibration from ducts or 


machinery and cantilevered 


structures can generate 


energy with higher 


vibrations and piezoceramic 


patches. 


ELECTRO-


MAGNETIC 


High reliability 


and no 


mechanical 


damping 


Difficult to 


integrate 


with 


MEMs, 


low output 


voltage 


There has been substantial 


amount of work using 


electromagnetic generators 


on bridges and it is 


promising. 


Traffic induced bridges and 


railways. 


RF No of embedded 


storage and can 


supply power to 


remote areas. 


Noise and 


loss of 


signals. 


It has a lot of potential in 


SHM for civil 


infrastructure. Not much 


wireless energy transfer 


has been done in the past. 


Structures in urban areas 


with dense communication 


installations where RF 


signals are easily available. 


THERMAL Low maintenance 


and high 


reliability 


High cost 


with low 


conversion 


efficiency 


Not much work yet for 


structural assessment as 


low thermal gradient leads 


to low efficiency.  


It can be used in buildings 


due to their environment 


inside and outside. 
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ABSTRACT  


Continuously reinforced concrete pavement designs (CRCP) are premium pavement designs that are often used on 


heavily-trafficked roadways and urban corridors. Although CRCP typically is an effective, long-lasting pavement 


design, it can develop performance problems when the aggregate-interlock load transfer at the transverse cracks is 


degraded. The prevalence of wide cracks in CRCP has frequently been associated with ruptured steel and significant 


levels of corrosion. Because of that, there has been recent interest in identifying new reinforcing materials that can 


prevent or minimize corrosion-related issues in CRCP. Glass fibre-reinforced polymer (GFRP) bars are one product 


being investigated for use in CRCP in place of traditional steel bars. This paper summarizes the construction details, 


material properties, early-age behaviour, and preliminary monitoring results of GFRP CRCP after 12 months in 


service. The project is located westbound HW-40 in Montreal, Qc, Canada, and presents a collaboration between the 


Ministry of Transportation of Quebec (MTQ) and the University of Sherbrooke. Varieties of sensors were installed in 


this project in order to monitor the early-age behaviour and the effects of repeated traffic loads and environmental 


conditions on the performance of CRCP slabs. 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Recently, glass fiber-reinforced polymer (GFRP) reinforcing bars have been used in several concrete structures such 


as bridges, marine structures, parking garages where steel corrosion causes major problems. One of the potential 


applications of the GFRP bars is as reinforcement for concrete pavements. The continuously reinforced concrete 


pavement (CRCP) is a kind of pavement where the longitudinal reinforcement is continuous for its length and has no 


transverse joints, other than construction joints. Traditional CRCP, reinforced with steel bars, has been applied for a 


few decades (since 1921) and its performance has been reported by many researchers (Van Breemen 1950; Selezenva 


and Rao 2004). Up to this point, there has been no precedence of the use of GFRP as reinforcement in CRCP, and 


little related research has been conducted in this area (Benmokrane et al. 2008). 


 


The corrosion of steel reinforcement in the CRCP, which has been attributed to the development of transverse cracks 


above and along the length of the reinforcement, is a major concern, especially in the presence of de-icing salt 


applications. Several techniques, including epoxy coating of the reinforcing bar, increased concrete cover thickness 


and polymer concrete overlays have been used to inhibit or eliminate corrosion. None of this technique; however, has 


proven to be cost-effective or a long-term solution. 
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Glass FRP has several advantages, which include, eliminating steel corrosion, resistance for magnetic field, and 


stiffness compatibility between GFRP and concrete. However, there are many differences between steel and GFRP in 


bond characteristics, strength, elastic modulus and mode of failure. Moreover, the design equations for steel-reinforced 


CRCP are semi-empirical and thus cannot be used to evaluate the CRCP reinforced by GFRP bars. Hence, the 


behaviour of GFRP reinforced element cannot be extrapolated from that of the steel reinforced ones. Therefore, it is 


necessary to study the structural performance and to develop the design mechanism for the CRCP reinforced with 


GFRP bars through real experimental study. 


 


Historically, cement concrete pavements built in Quebec have not always performed satisfactorily (Thébeau 2002). 


This was mainly linked to the following factors: use of slabs not always suited to our climate, poor design and 


construction practices, an increase in traffic volume and load, as well as, a decrease in funds allocated to maintenance. 


 


Since the early 1990s, the Ministry of Transportation of Quebec (MTQ) has placed renewed emphasis on constructing 


long-lasting concrete pavements suiting local traffic and climatic conditions. In 2000, these efforts led to the 


installation of Canada’s first roadway with continuously reinforced concrete pavement (CRCP). Five years later, 


however, concerns were raised about the long-term performance of CRCP, as portions of this initial installation were 


found to have insufficient cover over the bars and core samples showed that the longitudinal reinforcement was 


corroding at transverse cracks (Thébeau 2006). These observations, coupled with the knowledge that up to 60 tonnes 


(65 tons) of salt per year can be spread on a 1 km (0.6 mile) long stretch of two-lane pavement in Montreal (nearly 


three times the amount of salt used on roads in the state of Illinois), led the MTQ to select galvanized steel as the 


standard reinforcement for subsequent CRCP projects and to continue investigating other systems with enhanced 


corrosion resistance. As part of these investigations, the MTQ and University of Sherbrooke began studying the use 


of glass fiber-reinforced polymer (GFRP) bars for CRCP since 2006. A 150-m long section of Highway 40 East 


(Montreal) was selected to demonstrate in September 2006 (Benmokrane et al. 2008). In September 2013, it was 


decided to implement the GFRP bars in one of the CRCP highways in Quebec (300 m long). A stretch of test pavement 


has since been constructed on westbound HW-40 in Montreal. This paper summarizes the construction details, material 


properties, early-age behaviour, and preliminary monitoring results for the 300 m GFRP CRCP after 12 months in 


service. 


2. OBJECTIVES AND PHASES 


The objectives of the current study are as follows: 


- Investigate the mechanical and cracking behaviors of CRCP-GFRP and compare them with those of conventional - 


CRCP; 


- Long-term monitoring GFRP CRCP; 


- Develop an analytical model, based on nonlinear finite elements, for CRCP-GFRP; and 


- Provide design and construction recommendations of the CRCP reinforced with GFRP bars. 


3. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 


3.1 Test Zone 


Highway 40 (Montreal consists of three lanes each 3.7 m (12.1 ft) wide. The investigated test slab represents a 300 m 


(984 ft) long section of the highway with the full width. The construction work in the demonstration area started at 


the end of August 2013. The total thickness of the CRCP foundation was 600 mm according to MTQ recommendations 


The CRCP foundation is composed of three layers: the base, the subbase, and the subgrade soil. 750 mm thick subbase 


material identified as MG-112 (according to MTQ specifications) was used. MG-112 often referred to as class A 


material. Its maximum grain size is 112 mm, with MTQ specifications permitting between 35 and 100% particles 


smaller than 5 mm and between 0 and 10 % passing a No. 200 mesh sieve. Afterwards, a 150 mm thick base course 


was placed over the subbase surface composed of well-graded crushed aggregates with a maximum grain size of 20 


mm and an average grain size of 4-9 mm referred to as MG-20. 


 


GFRP bars placement started in the middle lane by placing the horizontal reinforcement bars as shown in Figures 1.a. 


Afterwards, longitudinal bars were placed according to the designed plan Figure 1.b. Different sizes of galvanized 


steel strips were used to supporting the longitudinal reinforcement up to meet the designed reinforcement level. Due 
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to the light weight of GFRP bars, and to ensure that the bars will stay in the designed place during casting, the strips 


were tied to the base layer with nails. Details about the location of the bars and the strain gauges are presented in Fig. 


2. 


 


 
(a) Transverse GFRP bars placed at a 30-degree angle 


 


 
(b) Transverse and longitudinal bars 


Figure 1. GFRP bar placement in center lane 


3.2 Design Details 


The test slab was 315 mm (12.4 in.) thick. The reinforcement ratio of GFRP was determined according the Vetter’s 


equation (Vetter 1933), AASHTO code, USDT, and ACI 440 (Table 1 and 2). The GFRP reinforcement ratios are 


1.2% and 0.365% for longitudinal and transverse reinforcement, respectively, in the CRCP-GFRP slab. However, 


the reinforcement ratios of the steel bars in the CRCP-steel slab are calculated according to AASHTO code (0.1% 


for transverse rebar and 0.739% for longitudinal bar). 
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Table 1: Longitudinal Reinforcement Ratio 


Equation Vetter’s, 1933 AASHTO 1993 USDT 1996 ACI 440.1R-06 Proposed 


Design 


Reinforcement 


Ratio (%) 


1.36 1.212 1.67 1.17 1.2 


 


 


Table 2: Transverse Reinforcement Ratio 


Equation AASHTO 1993 USDT 1996 ACI 440.1R-06 Proposed 


Design 


Reinforcement 


Ratio (%) 


0.36 0.06 0.442 0.365 


 


3.3 Material Properties 


Sand-coated GFRP bars Grade II were used to reinforce the GFRP CRCP- 300 m slab in the longitudinal and transverse 


directions. The longitudinal reinforcement was 25 mm (#8) GFRP bars, while 19 mm (#6) GFRP bars were used as 


transverse reinforcement. The tensile properties of GFRP bars were determined according to ASTM D7205, as 


reported in Table 3. The GFRP bars were pultruded (Pultrall 2012). Sand coating was used on the surface of the 


longitudinal and transverse FRP bars to improve the bond to concrete, which is the standard industry practice. 


 


 


Table 3: Mechanical properties of the GFRP reinforcement (Pultrall 2012). 


Bar  


Size 


 


Diameter 


(mm) 


Area 


(mm2) 


Elastic Tensile  


Modulus 


(GPa) 


Tensile  


Strength 


(MPa) 


Tensile 


Strain 


(%) 


# 6 19 285 56.5  807 1.43 


# 8 25 506 52.9 703 1.33 


 


3.4 Construction  


Test zone construction started in August 2013 with compaction and grading of the subgrade soil followed by the 


installation of a 750 mm (30 in.) thick sub-base, a 150 mm (6 in.) thick base course. GFRP bars #6 (diameter 19 mm) 


was used for the transverse and GFRP bars #8 (diameter 25.4 mm) was used for the longitudinal reinforcement in 


GFRP CRCP-strip. Transverse reinforcing bars were placed 500 mm (20 in.) center to center at a 30 degree angle 


relative to the transverse line to avoid producing transverse cracks directly over the transverse bars. Longitudinal bars 


were then placed 173 mm (7 in) center to center according to the design plans. The MTQ Type IIIA concrete was used 


for the concrete pavement. The reconstructed stretch of HW-40, including the demonstration area, was opened to 


traffic at the end of December 2013. 


3.5 Instrumentation 


The GFRP-CRCP investigated strip was instrumented at different locations to measure the internal strain data using 


Fabry-Perot fiber-optic sensors (FOSs) (Roctest 2012). The objective of using FOSs was to allow for the long-term 


monitoring and future field tests of the GFRP-CRCP. The slab was instrumented with 30 FOSs, at different locations. 


FOS sensors were mounted on the bars and embedded in the concrete. Six (6) GFRP bars were instrumented with the 


30 FOS sensors (5 for each bar). The 30 FOSs were glued to the GFRP reinforcing bars. The GFRP bars were 


instrumented at the FRP manufacture as shown in Figure 2. Thereafter, the bars were shipped to the construction site, 


where they were installed at the designated location during the construction stage. Typical instrumentation layout in 


the CRCP slabs is shown in Figure 3. The FOS was controlled and their readings were captured using a 50 Channel 


DMI unit. Measurement devices were connected to two data loggers that could be accessed remotely for monitoring 


data in real time and retrieving stored data. 
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(a) 


 


 
(b) 


Figure 2: (a) GFRP bars prepared with FOS (b) Instrumented GFRP bars placed in place at the site 


 


 


 
Figure 3: FOS Layout in the GFRP-CRCP test-zone 
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4. PRELIMINARY MONITORED FIELD RESULTS 


4.1 GFRP Strain Behavior 


The purpose of the reinforcement is to limit the contraction/expansion movements of concrete in the CRCP slabs, 


which in turn will affect the crack width and crack spacing in the surface of the CRCP. In general, the strains in the 


reinforcement of CRCP depend on different parameters such as the age of the CRCP slabs, temperature, and the 


location of the cracks in the slab related to the FOS instrumented points. Figure 5 shows the strain behavior in the 


GFRP reinforcement in the first 12 months. The reported strain values in the first 10 days represented concrete 


shrinkage. The high temperature due to cement hydration at early age could be observed.  


 


 
(a) Strain at induced crack 


 


 
(b) Restraint strains  


Figure 4: Selected GFRP rebar strain response 


 


Figure 4 shows that the maximum recorded tensile strain reached to approximately 150 microstrains, directly one day 


after casting the pavement. These strains induced the shrinkage cracks in the slabs as it was observed in the first week 


after casting. In this period, the number and width of the cracks in the GFRP-CRCP were a little higher than that in 
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the steel-CRCP. Beyond that, the concrete pavement started to shrink as the weather temperature at the time went 


down, that contraction is resisted by the reinforcement and the subgrade induced friction. The concrete developed 


tensile stresses until it reached its tensile capacity and a crack forms at the weakest points in different sections of the 


pavement. Tension in the concrete near the crack was thereby relieved, and a tensile force is developed in the 


reinforcement at the crack, as shown in Figure 4.a. This continues until several cracks have developed and the tensile 


force in the concrete is no longer enough to result in additional cracks. The maximum tensile strain ranged from 500 


to 600 microstrains during the winter. The measured values indicate that the GFRP reinforcement strains were 


insignificant, as they represented less than 1.0% of the ultimate strain of the GFRP bars. On the other hand, Figure 4.b 


shows the restraint strain in the GFRP reinforcement as resulted from the contraction of the pavement. The maximum 


compressive strain ranged from 150 to 300 microstrains during the winter.  


4.2 Crack Spacing and Width 


Crack spacing and width are generally acknowledged as the most critical indicators of CRCP slab performance. 


Tracking of crack propagation on the surface of the CRCP slabs was carried out in order to monitor the development 


of the cracking pattern, and to calculate the cracking rate and average crack spacing. All the concrete cracks observed 


were transverse cracks; there was no longitudinal crack. Figures 5 and 6 show the crack width and crack distribution 


along the length of the GFRP-CRCP and steel-CRCP sections, respectively; the crack width of each crack was traced 


at seven different ages after the construction. As can be seen in the figure, a drastic crack number change appears after 


the days of casting. This is because a large number of cracks were generated due to a combination of large concrete 


volume change due to drying shrinkage and low concrete strength, which is inherent at this early age. Field 


investigation indicated that the cracking rate for the steel-CRCP V2 is higher the cracking rate for GFRP-CRCP. The 


field performance of the GFRP-CRCP appeared satisfactory, particularly because the crack widths satisfied the 


AASHTO limiting criterion for crack width as ≤1 mm (0.04 in.) which is an essential requirement to maintain the 


integrity of the pavement by securing adequate aggregate interlock at the crack. 


  


 
Figure 5: Cracks in concrete slab, section 200 to 225 (GFRP) 
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Figure 6: Cracks in concrete slab, section 0 to 25 (Steel) 


 


5. CONCLUSION 


According to the 16-month observation, the crack spacing and crack width of the GFRP-CRCP test section were 


similar to those of the steel-CRCP section. Nonetheless, the field performance of the GFRP-CRCP appeared 


satisfactory, particularly because the crack widths satisfied the AASHTO limiting criterion for crack width as ≤1 mm 


(0.04 in.) which is an essential requirement to maintain the integrity of the pavement by securing adequate aggregate 


interlock at the crack. Data from this experimental phase will allow the finite element modeling of the CRCP-GRFP 


slab. 


 


Finally, this successful field application demonstrated the effective use of GFRP bars in a CRCP in the HW-40 in 


Montreal, Qc, Canada. The structural performance of this first application of its type and scale, based on the 


monitoring and continuous observations, was anticipated. This application opens the door to major application of FRP 


reinforcing bars in CRCP in North America and across the world. CRCP with GFRP bars would extend the life of 


such road applications to 100 years or more compared to steel-reinforced concrete, which needs major restoration after 


25 years. 
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ABSTRACT 


This paper presents the results of an experimental program carried out to investigate the effect of concrete strength on 


the punching shear behaviour of concrete slab-column edge connections reinforced with glass fibre-reinforced 


polymer (GFRP) bars. Six full-scale connections were constructed and tested to failure under gravity loads. Three 


connections were made of normal strength concrete (NSC), while the other three were made of high strength concrete 
(HSC). The dimensions of the slabs were 2,800×1,550×200 mm with a 300-mm square column extending 1,000 mm 


above and below the slab. All connections were reinforced with GFRP sand-coated bars without shear reinforcement. 


Three flexural reinforcement ratios were employed for each concrete strength; 0.90, 1.35 and 1.80% in the direction 


perpendicular to the free edge. All connections failed in a brittle punching mode. The HSC connections showed less 


deflections and strains in both reinforcement and concrete at the same load level than their NSC counterparts. Also, 


doubling the concrete strength (from 40 to 80 MPa) slightly increased the capacity by 10, 3 and 5% for connections 


with reinforcement ratios of 0.90, 1.35 and 1.80%, respectively. Moreover, the Canadian standard for FRP-reinforced 


concrete buildings provided reasonable predictions with an average experimental-to-predicted ratio of 1.29±0.05 and 


1.22±0.05 for the NSC and HSC connections, respectively. 


 


Keywords: edge connection; flat plate; GFRP; high strength concrete; punching shear; slab-column connection;  


1. INTRODUCTION 


Most parking garage structures in North America are constructed using reinforced concrete (RC) flat plate systems, 


which allow for more clearance for vehicles due to the absence of beams. Those parking garages are vulnerable to the 


corrosion of steel problem since they are exposed to harsh conditions such as freeze-thaw cycles, wet-dry cycles and 


de-icing salts. Recently, fibre-reinforced polymer (FRP) reinforcement is used in RC structures instead of the 


conventional steel reinforcement to overcome the steel corrosion problem; thanks to its superior performance in 


corrosive environments and its durable nature. Regardless of the reinforcement type, punching shear failure is a 


common type of failure in flat plate systems. This type of failure is very dangerous due to its brittle nature, which 


gives no warning before the failure occurs. In addition, the failure of one joint in the system may lead to a progressive 


collapse of the whole building. Punching shear failure occurs due to the high shear stresses resulting from the 


combination of direct shear forces and unbalanced bending moments transferred from the slab to the column at slab-


column connections. This combination of shear and unbalanced bending moment is inevitable at slab-column 


connections as a result of unequal spans, unsymmetrical loading and the disruption of the slab at exterior connections. 


Moreover, slab-column edge connections are more critical to punching failure than interior ones due to the relatively 


higher moments transferred between the slab and the column at this location and the probable lack of slab 


reinforcement anchorage due to small column cross-sections and the disruption of the slab. 
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High strength concrete (HSC) is extensively used in bridges, buildings and other structures due to its superior strength 


and stiffness (El-Sayed et al. 2006). Tests on steel-RC slab-column connections made of HSC demonstrated a 


considerable increase in the punching capacity and significant enhancement in the pre- and post-cracking behaviour 


of the connections (Ghannoum 1998; Marzouk et al. 1998; Ozden et al. 2006). This is mainly attributed to the increased 


uncracked concrete contribution to the punching shear strength and the delayed initiation of cracks. On the other hand, 


little research was conducted to study the effect of concrete strength on slab-column interior connections reinforced 


with FRP bars (Hassan et al. 2013; Gouda and El-Salakawy 2016). However, to date, no research has been done to 


study the effect of concrete strength on FRP-RC slab-column edge connections. This paper aims to partially fill this 


gap.  


2. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 


2.1 Test Connections 


Six full-scale slab-column edge connections were constructed and tested to failure in the McQuade Structures 


Laboratory at the University of Manitoba. Three connections were made of NSC, while the other three were made of 


HSC. All connections were reinforced using GFRP bars with one orthogonal mesh in the tension side of the slab. 


Straight bars were used in the direction parallel to the free edge, while bent bars were used in the direction 


perpendicular to the free edge to provide sufficient anchorage. Three flexural reinforcement ratios were employed for 


each concrete strength; 0.90, 1.35 and 1.80% in the direction perpendicular to the free edge.  


 


The dimensions and reinforcement distribution of the connections were defined by performing an elastic analysis of a 


typical parking garage building consisting of three 6.5 m-long bays in both directions. Each connection simulates a 


portion of the slab bounded by the slab free edge and the lines of contra-flexure located at a distance of 0.2L from the 


column centrelines, where L is the distance between the centrelines of the column. The typical dimensions of the slabs 


were 2,800×1,550×200 mm with two 300-mm square column stubs extending 1000 mm above and below the slab as 


shown in Figure 1. The control design was conducted using NSC with a compressive strength of 40 MPa, which 


resulted in a flexural reinforcement ratio of 1.8%. Then, two more reinforcement ratios 0.9 and 1.35% were selected 


to investigate the effect of concrete strength (either 40 or 80 MPa) at different reinforcement ratio. The columns were 


adequately reinforced with 4 No. 20M bars and No. 10M stirrups to prevent premature failure. The designation of the 


connections consists of a letter indicating the concrete strength (N for normal strength, H for high strength) and a 


number indicating the flexural reinforcement ratio in the direction perpendicular to the free edge (0.9 for ρ = 0.9%, 


1.3 for ρ = 1.35%, 1.8 for ρ = 1.8%).  
 


 
Figure 1: Dimensions of a typical connection and reinforcement distribution  
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2.2 Material Properties  


All connections were cast using normal-weight ready-mix concrete with target compressive strengths of 40 and 80 


MPa for the NSC and HSC connections, respectively. The actual concrete compressive strength of each connection 


was determined on the day of testing by testing three 100×200 mm concrete cylinders. The concrete strength of each 


connection is listed in Table 1. All connections were reinforced using No. 20 sand-coated GFRP bars. Table 2 shows 


the properties of the used GFRP reinforcing bars. 


Table 1: Details of Test Connections  


Connection Concrete Compressive Strength 


(MPa) 


Reinforcement Ratio Perpendicular 


to the Free Edge (%) 


N-0.9 40 0.90 


N-1.3 42 1.35 


N-1.8 


H-0.9 


H-1.3 


H-1.8 


42 


81 


85 


80 


1.80 


0.90 


1.35 


1.80 


Table 2: Properties of Reinforcing Bars  


Bar Type Diameter 


(mm) 


Area 


(mm2) 


Tensile Modulus 


(MPa) 


Ultimate Strength 


(MPa) 


Ultimate Strain  


(%) 


Straight GFRP 19.1 285 65 1480 2.3 


Bent GFRP (straight portion) 19.1 285 52 1230 2.3 


2.3 Instrumentation 


A total of 12 electrical strain gauges (6-mm long) were attached at critical locations to four bars passing through the 


column (two in each orthogonal direction) in order to measure slab reinforcement strains. Also, two electrical strain 


gauges (40-mm long) were used to measure concrete surface strains at the column face in both orthogonal directions. 


On the other hand, 12 linear variable displacement transducers (LVDTs) were used to measure the deflections of the 


slab at different locations. The applied loads were measured using load cells. All instrumentation was connected to a 


computerized data acquisition system (DAQ) to record the readings during the test.  


2.4 Test Setup and Testing Procedure 


Figure 2 shows the details of the test setup. The connections were tested in an upside-down position with respect to 


the position of a real structure, i.e., the vertical column load is applied from top to bottom. As a result, tension cracks 


appeared on the bottom face of the slab. Stiff I-beams were used to simply support the connections at three edges, 


while the fourth edge was left free. Also, neoprene strips were placed between the I-beams and the connections in 


order to have a uniform load distribution along the edges. A hydraulic actuator and two hydraulic jacks attached to a 


rigid steel frame were used to apply the vertical shear force and the lateral forces causing the unbalanced moment, 


respectively. The actuator and one hydraulic jack were placed at the tip of the upper column stub, while the other 


hydraulic jack was placed at the tip of the lower column. A moment-to-shear ratio of 0.4 m was kept constant during 


the whole test for all connections and the loading was paused every 20 kN to mark the propagation of cracks. 
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Figure 2: Test setup   


3. TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 


3.1 Mode of Failure and Cracking Pattern 


All connections, regardless of the concrete strength and the reinforcement ratio, failed in a brittle punching shear 


mode, in which the applied load dropped suddenly with the formation of a wide circumferential crack and the 


penetration of column through the slab. However, as expected, the HSC connections had higher cracking load than 


their NSC counterparts. All connections showed similar cracking behaviour. Flexural cracks were observed first at the 


inner corners of the column at a vertical load of 32, 34, 36, 65, 60 and 63 for connections N-0.9, N-1.3, N-1.8, H-0.9, 


H-1.3 and H-1.8, respectively (Table 3). These flexural cracks then propagated around the column periphery reaching 


the slab free edge. As the load increased, radial cracks developed from the column faces towards the supports. 


Eventually, circumferential cracks formed and connected the radial cracks together. The cracking pattern on the 


tension face for the six connections is shown in Figure 3.  


3.2 Deflections 


The relationship between the vertical load and the deflection measured at 50 mm from the face of the column in the 


direction perpendicular to the free edge is shown in Figure 4. As expected, the use of HSC enhanced the uncracked 


stiffness of the connections. The HSC connections had higher uncracked stiffness factor, Ki, which is the slope of the 


load-deflection curve before cracking, than their NSC counterparts as listed in Table 3. Since the post-cracking 


stiffness, which is the slope of the load-deflection curve after cracking, is mainly dependent on the axial rigidity of 


the reinforcing bars (ρfEf), the HSC connections had approximately the same post-cracking stiffness as their NSC 


counterparts. However, the HSC connections showed less deflection than their NSC counterparts at the same load 


level due to the increased cracking load and the enhanced uncracked stiffness.   
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a) Connection H-0.9 b) Connection N-0.9 


  
c) Connection H-1.3 d) Connection N-1.3 


  
e) Connection H-1.8 f) Connection N-1.8 


Figure 3: Cracking patterns 


3.3 Reinforcement and Concrete Strains 


Figure 5 shows the relationship between the vertical load and the reinforcement and concrete strains measured at the 


column face in the direction perpendicular to the free edge.  The maximum measured concrete strain was 1,640 µε, 


which is considerably less than the theoretical concrete crushing strain defined by the CSA/S806-12 standard (3,500 


µε). This confirms that the connections exhibited a punching shear failure rather than a flexural failure. The HSC 


connections showed less reinforcement and concrete strains at the same load level than their NSC counterparts because 


of their high tensile strength, which delayed the formation of cracks.  Figure 6 shows the reinforcement strain profile 


for connection H-1.3 in the direction perpendicular to the free edge at different loading levels of 25, 50, 75, 100% of 


the failure load. The measured strains were inversely proportional to the distance from the column face, which 


indicates a good bond behaviour between the GFRP and the surrounding concrete. This behaviour was observed in all 


tested connections and agrees with the findings of recent studies for both edge and interior connections (El-Gendy and 


El-Salakawy 2016; Gouda and El-Salakawy 2016).  
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Figure 4: Load vs. deflection relationship  


 
 Figure 5: Load vs. reinforcement and concrete strain relationship  


 
Figure 6: Reinforcement strain profile for connection H-1.3  


3.4 Punching Shear Capacity 


The failure loads of the NSC and HSC connections were multiplied by √40 𝑓𝑐
′⁄3
 and √80 𝑓𝑐


′⁄3
, respectively, to 


eliminate the effect of concrete strength variation within each type of concrete. The use of HSC slightly enhanced the 


punching shear capacity of the connections. Doubling the concrete compressive strength (from 40 MPa to 80 MPa) 


resulted in a 10, 3 and 5% increase in the capacity for connections with reinforcement ratios of 0.90, 1.35 and 1.80%, 


respectively.  Similarly, Gouda and El-Salakawy (2016) found only 5% increase in the punching capacity when they 


increased the concrete strength from 42 to 70 MPa (67% increase) in GFRP-RC interior connections with flexural 


reinforcement ratio of 0.65% and subjected to eccentric loading. Furthermore, for steel-RC interior connections 
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subjected to eccentric loading, Marzouk et al. (1998) reported only 5% increase in the punching capacity when the 


concrete strength was increased from 35 to 74 MPa (111% increase) in connections with flexural reinforcement ratio 


of 1.0%. These results raise an important concern about the accuracy of the current design standards in North America, 


which predicts the punching capacity to be proportional to the cubic root (CSA S806-12) and the square root (ACI 


440.1R-15) of the concrete compressive strength. Further investigation is needed, however, to clarify this issue. On 


the other hand, while increasing the flexural reinforcement ratio by 50 and 100% increased the capacity by 14 and 


21%, respectively, for the NSC connections, the increase in the capacity was only 7 and 15% for the HSC connections. 


Increasing the reinforcement ratio helps control the propagation of cracks, which results in increasing the aggregate 


interlock, the depth of uncracked concrete and dowel action. In HSC, however, cracks tend to pass through the 


aggregate particles instead of around it. As a result, crack surfaces in HSC are smoother than those in NSC, which 


reduces the contribution of aggregate interlock and, in turn, reduces the effect of increasing the flexural reinforcement 


ratio.  


Table 3: Test Results 


Connection First 


Crack 


Load 


(kN) 


Failure 


Load 


(kN) 


Normalized 


Failure 


Load 


(kN) 


Maximum 


Deflection 


at Failure  


(mm) 


Uncracked 


Stiffness, Ki 


(kN/mm) 


Reinforcement 


Strain at 


Failure 


(µε) 


Concrete 


Strain at 


Failure  


(µε)  


N-0.9 32 227 227 39 93 9,780 -1,640 


N-1.3 


N-1.8 


H-0.9 


H-1.3 


H-1.8 


34 


36 


65 


60 


63 


264 


278 


251 


272 


288 


260 


274 


250 


267 


288 


28 


24 


42 


31 


19 


80 


83 


127 


138 


120 


8,170 


5,090 


10,200 


6,990 


4,485 


-950 


-800 


-744 


-683 


-736 


3.5 Code Comparison 


The failure loads of the six connections were compared to the predictions of the CSA/S806-12 standard (CSA 2012) 


and the ACI 440.1R-15 guideline (ACI Committee 440 2015) as listed in Table 4. It is to be noted that the CSA S806-


12 standard limits the maximum concrete compressive strength to be used in the punching shear equations to 60 MPa. 


The CSA S806-12 equations provided reasonable predictions with an acceptable safety margin yielding an average 


VTest/VPred of 1.29±0.05 and 1.22±0.05 for the NSC and HSC connections, respectively. However, if the 60 MPa limit 


is ignored, the safety margin is reduced for the HSC connections and the average test-to-predicted capacities becomes 


1.1±0.05. Similar results were obtained by Gouda and El-Salakawy (2016) and Marzouk et al. (1998) for GFRP-RC 


and steel-RC interior connections, respectively, subjected to eccentric loading. On the other hand, the ACI 440.1R-15 


guideline highly underestimated the capacities with an average VTest/VPred of 2.23±0.12 and 1.93±0.18 for the NSC and 


HSC connections, respectively.  


Table 4: Codes Comparisons 


Connection Ultimate Capacity, VTest 


(kN)  


Punching Shear Capacity Predictions, VPred 


CSA S806-12 ACI 440.1R-15 


VPred  VTest/VPred VPred VTest/VPred 


N-0.9 227 174 1.30 97 2.34 


N-1.3 264 200 1.32 118 2.24 


N-1.8 278 221 1.26 132 2.11 


Mean   1.29  2.23 


Standard Deviation   0.05  0.12 


H-0.9 251 196 1.27 118 2.13 


H-1.3 272 225 1.21 144 1.88 


H-1.8 288 247 1.17 161 1.79 


Mean   1.22  1.93 


Standard Deviation   0.05  0.18 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 


Based on the presented experimental results and discussion, the following can be concluded: 


 


1. All tested connections failed in a brittle punching shear mode characterized by a sudden drop in the load 


accompanied by column penetration through the slab.  


2. The use of HSC enhanced the deflection performance of the tested slabs. The HSC connections had higher 


uncracked stiffness and less deflection at the same load level compared to their NSC counterparts.  


3. The use of HSC delayed the formation of cracks, which resulted in less reinforcement and concrete strains in 


the HSC connections compared to their NSC counterparts at the same load level. 


4. The use of HSC slightly enhanced the punching shear capacity. Doubling the concrete strength (from 40 to 80 


MPa) increased the punching capacity by 10, 3 and 5% for connections with reinforcement ratios of 0.90, 1.35 


and 1.80%, respectively. 


5. The CSA/S806-12 standard (CSA 2012) provided reasonable predictions with an average VTest/VPred of 


1.29±0.05 and 1.22±0.05 for the NSC and HSC connections, respectively, while the ACI 440.1R-15 guideline 


(ACI Committee 440 2015) highly underestimated the capacities with an average VTest/VPred of 2.23±0.12 and 


1.93±0.18 for the NSC and HSC connections, respectively. 


6. The concrete strength limit of 60 MPa in the CSA/S806-12 standard (CSA 2012) provides acceptable safety 


margin for HSC slab-column edge connections.   
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THE NEW CHAMPLAIN BRIDGE – TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS AND 


DELIVERY STATUS REPORT 


Guy Mailhot 


Infrastructure Canada, Canada 


ABSTRACT  


In June 2015, the Government of Canada awarded a 3.98 billion dollar contract to the consortium Signature on the 


Saint Lawrence Group to design, build, operate, maintain and finance the undertaking of the new Champlain Bridge 


Corridor Project. Procured as a public-private partnership, this new project entails a new replacement crossing over 


the St. Lawrence River in Montreal and represents one of the largest bridge projects currently underway in North 


America. This new major transportation infrastructure, extending over a length of some 3.3 km will provide six 


vehicular traffic lanes, two lanes dedicated to a mass transit corridor and a multiple-use pathway. With 


reconstruction of its companion crossing over the western arm of the river along Nuns’ Island, a combined deck 


surface of some 193,000 m2 will be constructed, making the new Champlain Bridge Canada’s largest bridge. This 


paper summarizes the technical requirements imposed by the Government of Canada to guide the bridge design and 


material selection. It also explains the approach used to develop the architectural features of the bridge and the 


technical requirements so as to ultimately endow Montreal with an elegant and highly durable structure (125-year 


design life). The paper also highlights some of the major construction techniques that have been selected and 


developed by the Private Partner to meet the demanding technical requirements and to ensure that the new bridge 


will be delivered on time. Finally, the paper summarizes the status of the bridge construction and presents a glimpse 


of the challenging and impressive works to come. 


 


Keywords: Bridge, Champlain, NBSL, design, construction, durability 


1. INTRODUCTION 


The existing 3.5 km long Champlain Bridge shown 


in Figure 1 spans the St. Lawrence River and 


connects the city of Brossard to Nuns’ Island which 


forms part of the city of Montreal. A companion 


structure, 468 metres long and referred to as the 


Nuns’ Island Bridge (recently demolished) crosses 


the western arm of the St. Lawrence and connects 


the southern shore of the St. Lawrence River to the 


Island of Montreal. Both structures were constructed 


at the same time and opened to traffic in 1962.  


 


The project and its schedule are driven by the 


condition of the existing bridge. As reported 


elsewhere “…the bridge is quickly approaching the 


end of its useful life. As such, replacement of the 


bridge must be expedited to ensure continuous use of the crossing” (Mailhot et al, 2014). In light of its condition, in 


December 2013 the Government of Canada announced that it would strive to replace the existing bridge under an 


accelerated timeframe by the year 2018. Because of its condition and importance, the existing bridge has undergone 


extensive major structural repairs over the years by The Jacques Cartier and Champlain Bridges Incorporated, the 


owner and operator of the existing crossing. Pending the bridge’s replacement, monitoring, inspection and major 


Figure 1: Aerial View of Existing Bridge &Temporary Jetties 
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structural interventions over the past few years have increased substantially in order to maintain the bridge in a safe 


operating condition. 


 


Under the context described above, the Government of Canada issued a Request for Proposal on July 18, 2014 and 


awarded a contract on June 19, 2015 to the consortium Signature on the Saint Lawrence Group to design, build, 


operate, maintain and finance the undertaking of the new Champlain Bridge Corridor Project. Procured as a Public-


Private Partnership (PPP), this new project entails a new replacement crossing over the St. Lawrence River in 


Montreal and represents one of the largest bridge projects currently underway in North America. Despite its 


accelerated schedule and delivery method, the Government of Canada has committed to delivering a modern and 


highly durable structure that would meet the transportation requirements of the Greater Montreal region while 


meeting the expectations of the community with respect to its architectural quality and visual impact.  A number of 


the technical requirements prescribed by the Government of Canada to define its expectations and principal 


objectives and the Private Partner’s approach to satisfy these are described in the pages below. Figure 2 below 


provides a rendering developed on the basis of the Government of Canada’s reference design which also serves to 


illustrate the West Approach, the East Approach, the Main Span Tower and Cable Stayed Bridge spanning the Saint 


Lawrence River. In this figure, Montreal and Nuns’ Island are located on the left of the figure whereas the City of 


Brossard is shown on the right. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 2: Aerial View Rendering of New Champlain Bridge (Existing Bridge Removed) 


2. ARCHITECTURAL REQUIREMENTS 


An important facet of the project for which the Government of Canada endeavored to devote proper attention early 


in the development stage was architectural quality. The new Champlain Bridge involves one of the largest pieces of 


infrastructure in the Montreal area and is considered to be the gateway to Montreal. Accordingly, the Government of 


Canada wanted to integrate measures to ensure that the architectural quality expectations for the new Champlain 


Bridge would be met. Although various potential schemes were explored to incorporate architectural quality within 


a PPP procurement framework (international competition, architectural directives process, competitive dialogue, 


etc.), the accelerated timelines and concerns about the ability to preserve the requisite architectural quality elements 


and enhancements throughout the delivery process led the Government of Canada to adopt a directives approach 


resulting in a precise definition of the most prominent and visually significant features of the main span over the St. 


Lawrence Seaway and the approaches of the bridge over the remainder of this major river. 


 


Under this approach, architectural guidelines were developed regarding structural form, architectural lighting and 


lighting scenes including highly realistic views from and of the bridge. These guidelines were framed by a 


“definition design” such that the government could guarantee to the community that what it displayed during its 


public announcements would in fact be delivered, or in other words “What you see is what you get” (WYSIWYG). 


As part of its mandate to assist the Government of Canada in the development of procurement documentation, Arup 


Canada Inc. retained the services of a world renowned architect (Poul Ove Jensen from Dissing+Weitling) who has 


contributed to several notable bridge projects including several cable stayed bridges (Svensson, 2012). The process 


of determining the architectural shape of the bridge involved the collaboration of distinguished professionals and 


members of the community, a local architectural firm and Government of Canada professionals in order to clearly 


establish the rules and expectations in matters of architectural quality and aesthetic enhancement. Measures were 


incorporated in the Request for Proposal as well as the Project Agreement’s technical requirements to ensure that the 
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architectural vision set out in the development phase would be preserved in the delivered bridge. This was a key 


requirement of the tendering process.  


3. STRUCTURAL DESIGN REQUIREMENTS 


Considering the importance of the bridge and its extended design life, a number of special structural requirements 


were specified by the Government of Canada in addition to the architectural requirements identified above. Some of 


these requirements, which generally exceed or expand upon the minimum design requirements prescribed in the 


Canadian Highway Bridge Design Code (06 or 14 versions), are briefly discussed below. 


3.1 Highway Live Loading 


To account for the extended design life, the standard truck load and lane models defined in CAN/CSA S6-06 were 


augmented by 10% (i.e. CL-625 increased by 10% equally to all axles to give a CL-685 truck load model).  A 


special truck load, identified as NBSL-15 was also specified. This vehicle (inspired from a Caltrans P-15 special 


truck) represents a total load of 1,796 kN (mass of 183 metric tonnes) distributed over 15 axles as shown in Fig. 3 


below. Considering that the potential passage of a truck of this size and magnitude over the new Champlain Bridge 


is expected to be a rare event (based on historical special permit requests on the existing Champlain Bridge), the 


project requirements allow that this vehicle could travel in a single lane at a reduced speed of 10 km/h or 


alternatively, it could straddle two adjacent marked lanes while travelling at 25 km/h.  Dynamic load allowances are 


permitted to be reduced by the factors identified in Section 14 of CAN/CSA S6-06 and the live load factors for the 


special truck are those generally identified in Section 3, Table 3.2 of CAN/CSA S6-14. 


 


The specifications required that the new bridge have three separate corridors (see Fig. 6), with the upstream and 


downstream corridors dedicated to highway loading and the central corridor dedicated to a mass transit system, 


which could consist of either busses or a light rail system. When operated with buses, the applicable highway 


loading would consist of the standard CL-625 load model. However, to accommodate the eventual transition from a 


bus system to a light rail system, the highway carriageways were widened to safely accommodate buses running 


temporarily within the shoulders. Accordingly, the highway corridors are designed to accommodate 4 lanes of 


highway traffic. The north corridor (downstream corridor) was also required to accommodate a multiple-use path 


with a net width of 3.5 metres with pedestrian and maintenance vehicle loading as prescribed in CAN/CSA S6-06. 


 


 
Figure 3 – NBSL-15 Special Truck Loading 


 


3.2 Rail Loading Requirements 


Provisions in the Project Agreement (the PPP contract) required that the bridge be designed so that it could 


eventually accommodate a light-rail transit system (LRT) or as designated in this project a “Système léger sur rail 


(SLR)”. Because the exact type of light-rail transit system was not known at the time the project was tendered (and 


is still not confirmed), discussion with the promoter of the eventual light-rail transit system namely, the Agence 


métropolitaine de Transport (the promoter is now the Caisse de dépôt et de placement du Québec/CDPQ), it was 


decided to adopt Eurocode rail loading meeting the following two train load models (classified LM71 and SW0 


models) below. 
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Figure 4a: Classified LM71 Rail Loading                                    Figure 4b: Classified SW0 Rail Loading 


 


3.3 Seismic Design Requirements 


At the time the Government of Canada (the Authority) was drafting its technical specification in 2014 with the 


assistance of its consultant Arup Canada Inc., the applicable Canadian Highway Bridge Design Code in force was 


CAN/CSA S6-06 (R2013). Well aware however of the fact that a newer version of the upcoming code would 


include major revisions to its seismic design provisions, notably an evolution towards a performance based design 


approach, the Authority obtained a draft version of the newer code via CSA International as well as edits to its draft 


version via Dr. Denis Mitchell, McGill University, chairman of the seismic design section of the code. Furthermore, 


in collaboration with Geological Survey of Canada/Natural Resources Canada and in particular Dr. John Adams a 


prominent Canadian seismologist, the Authority was also able to obtain the most recent spectral values available at 


the time for the Montreal region (Table 1), which were essential in establishing the basic design parameters for 


seismic design. Essentially, the design requirements for seismic design included as a minimum most of the relevant 


sections of the draft version of CAN/CSA S6-14, ensuring that the new bridge would meet state-of-the-art 


requirements for seismic design. The new Champlain Bridge is designated as a lifeline bridge, and this designation 


fits very well the newer definition of such a bridge as defined in CAN/CSA S6-14 which reads “a large, unique, 


iconic, and/or complex structure that is vital to the integrity of the regional transportation network, the ongoing 


economy, and the security of the region and represents significant investment and would be time-consuming to 


repair or replace”. Such a designation requires that the bridge shall be fully serviceable for normal traffic and have 


sustained minimal damage under a seismic event having a 975-yr return period and provide limited service for 


emergency traffic and be repairable without bridge closure under a large seismic event having a 2475-yr return 


period (i.e. 2% probability of exceedance in 50 years). 


Table 1: Horizontal Spectral Acceleration for Seismic Design (Site Class C 5% damping) 


Period (s) 475-yr. 


10% 50 yr 


975-yr 


5% 50 yr 


2475-yr 


2% 50 yr 


 


.2 


.5 


1 


2 


5 


10 


 


.2040 


.1065 


.0520 


.0240 


.0055 


.0020 


 


.3370 


.1740 


.0835 


.0385 


.0095 


.0040 


 


.5915 


.3090 


.1470 


.0675 


.0175 


.0060 


 


 


Recognizing the need to ensure that damage to the bridge under a large seismic event could be repaired (i.e. limit on 


concrete strains and limit on excessive inelastic behaviour), the project requirements included the opportunity for the 


designer to pursue an “Essentially Elastic Design” approach. If such an approach were adopted, the seismic demands 


had to be augmented by 30%. Consistent with requirements for modern seismic design of important bridges, the 


specifications required that the designer carryout non-linear time history analysis using a minimum of five sets or 


more of relevant time-histories. If less than eleven sets of time histories were used, the maximum response quantity 


had to be used, however, if eleven or more sets are used, the mean response quantity can be used. To further ensure 


that the design for seismic approach would follow recognized best-practices in the area of modern seismic design of 


important bridges, the project requirements also required that the seismic design of the new bridge be peer reviewed 


by an independent seismic expert. 
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Figure 5: Aeroelastic Wind Tunnel Testing of Completed 


Bridge (The Boundary Layer Wind Tunnel Laboratory – 


Western University) 


3.4 Wind Loading 


Incorporating an asymmetrical cable stayed bridge with a main span of 240 m, a back span of 124 m and a single 


slender tower extending some 158 m above high water level, the project requirements incorporated modern best 


practice requirements for wind engineering for the design of the new bridge. These requirements included among 


others; i) sectional model testing of the deck cross-section with and without traffic at 1:50 scale, ii) stability and 


buffeting analyses for completed bridge and critical construction stages, iii) full aeroelastic modelling at 1:150 scale 


in both smooth and turbulent flows of the final bridge (with and without the presence of the existing Champlain 


Bridge) and iv) full aeroelastic modelling of the bridge at 1:150 scale in both smooth and turbulent flows at critical 


erection stages. The Mean Return Interval (MRI) and corresponding design wind speed and averaging times at the 


bridge deck level, based on a review of historic wind speeds at the site (including in-situ measurements on the 


existing Champlain Bridge)  are reported in Table 2 below. 


 


Table 2: Design Wind Speeds (at Deck Elevation)  


Condition MRI 


(years) 


Averaging


Time (sec) 


U 


(m/s) 


Construction design 


Final design 


Aeroelastic Stability - construction 


Aeroelastic Stability - final bridge 


20 


125 


1000 


10000 


3600 


3600 


600 


600 


27.5 


31.0 


41.0 


48.0 


 


 


The analysis for wind loads were carried out by two 


highly specialised wind engineering specialty firms, 


namely WES WIND Laboratories for the sectional 


modelling and The Boundary Layer Wind Tunnel 


Laboratory at Western University for the full aeroelastic 


wind tunnel testing. With the unexpected passing of Dr. 


Raggett (WES WIND Laboratories) in September 2015, 


Dr. Peter King, P.Eng. of Western University oversaw 


the entire wind study investigations.  


 


Wind tunnel testing showing in the foreground the full 


aeroelastic model of the new bridge in its final 


configuration and the existing bridge in the background is 


presented in Fig. 5. In this figure, it is interesting to note 


the height of the new main span tower in comparison to 


the existing steel through-truss cantilever bridge. The 


height of the new bridge is in fact limited by the zone of 


no obstruction for aircraft landing at the nearby Saint 


Hubert Airport. 


4. DURABILITY OBJECTIVES 


One of the Government of Canada’s principal objectives for the project as noted above was to ensure the delivery of 


a new bridge of a very high quality and endowed with an extended design life of 125-years. To this end, the project 


specifications and performance objectives imposed by the Authority included among others the following design 


criteria or design features: 


 


 Design life of 125-years for all non-replaceable elements (refer to Table 3 below). 


 Mandatory use of stainless steel reinforcement in strategic locations as detailed below. 


 Incorporation of a deck waterproofing membrane and high performance asphalt overlay with enhanced 


thickness (90 mm vs 65 mm standard thickness in the province of Québec). 
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 Good deck drainage system including longitudinal carrier pipes and vertical drain pipes extended so as 


to discharge close to water level.   


 Requirement that the Private Partner develop a Durability Plan that demonstrates that the durability 


objectives set out in the Project Agreement can be met. 


 Requirement that the Private Partner undertake time-to-corrosion modelling for concrete components 


using state-of-the art modelling techniques. 


 Fatigue resistance of components to be considered over the extended design life. 


 Reserve capacity for structure design which allows for the replacement of a cable stay with traffic and 


which also accounts for the potential loss of multiple stays in an extreme event.  


 Limitation on the number of expansion joints; a maximum of only 8 expansion joints is permitted, 


including the expansion joints at the abutments. This is in strong contrast to the existing bridge which 


incorporates 57 expansion joints. 


 Incorporation of an efficient system for maintenance access and inspection, for example shuttles within 


box girders, elevators within the main span tower shafts, supply of under-bridge-inspection-vehicle and 


access devices within the interior of all hollow pier columns as well as maintenance travellers for the 


main span and back span for the cable stayed bridge. 


 Remote controlled inspection system for cable stays. 


 Stainless steel anchors installed in bridge components to facilitate inspection of the structure using rope 


climbing techniques. 


 Incorporation of a Structural Health Monitoring System including corrosion sensors for concrete. 


 Requirements to mitigate stray currents and induced currents, particularly in light of the eventual 


implementation of an electrified mass transit system. 


 High performance three-coat paint system for exterior surfaces of structural steel elements and a two-


coat system for all interior surfaces of box girders. 


 Specific and detailed requirements governing handback conditions of the structure (after the 35 year 


concession period), including a detailed assessment of the condition of the cable stays. 


 Special requirements governing the design of reinforced and prestressed concrete components, 


including specific requirements on maximum crack widths and conditions for injection of specific 


cracks. 


 


With respect to the design and fabrication of concrete components, of special concern given the owner’s challenges 


encountered with respect to the maintenance of the existing bridge’s prestressed concrete girders along approach 


spans, the project specifications required the use of stainless steel reinforcement meeting the requirements of British 


Standard BS 1.4301, 1.4162 or 1.4362 (similar to ASTM A955/A995M) at the following strategic locations: 


 


 100% of all reinforcement in deck slab.  


 Starter bars for barriers and appurtenances (other bars in barriers consist of galvanized reinforcement). 


 Outer layer of all external faces of horizontal tie beams at the top of all piers (not applicable in the 


Private Partner’s design since the pier cap will be made of steel). 


 Outer layers of all external faces of superstructure, piers and abutments at and below roadway joints. 


 Outer layers of all external faces in piers and abutments within 10 metres horizontally of at-grade 


roadways up to a height of at least 8 m above the at-grade roadway. 


 Outer layer of all external faces of tower columns and lower cross-beam from 8 m above the roadway to 


the soffit level of the superstructure. 
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Table 3 - Specified Design Life for Various Components  


Component * Design Life (years) 


Non-replaceable components 


Foundations (piles, pile caps, footings) 


Substructure (piers, abutments, tower) 


Superstructure (including deck slab) 


 


125 


125 


125 


Replaceable components 


Bearings 


 


40 


Expansion joints 


Barriers 


Drainage system 


Bridge cables/stays 


30 


50 


40 


65 


 * Partial list    


  


5. SUMMARY OF PRIVATE PARTNER’S ADOPTED DESIGN 


Although the project requirements and in particular the definition design dictated the overall shape of the piers, 


approach spans  as well as the main span crossing over the seaway, the Private Partner was free to establish the 


internal configuration of box girders and to select the specific material type for deck slab, superstructure, and pier 


caps. The Private Partner was also offered the flexibility of determining the most appropriate span length for 


approach spans, provided that spans would be equal to or greater than 65 metres in length and provided that the 


bridge would comprise a maximum of eight expansion joints (including the two expansion joints at the East and 


West abutments). In its planned final form, the Private Partner’s adopted design which was developed following 


close collaboration between the design and construction teams consists of: 


 


For typical approach spans 


 three independent steel box girders (East bound and West bound highway corridors and central mass 


transit corridor) having constant depth of 4 m and typical spans of 80.4 m centre-to-centre of piers. 


 precast deck panels with wide closure strips reinforced with looped stainless steel reinforcing  bars. 


 W-shaped plated steel pier caps which are secured to the pier shafts by way of post-tensioning (PT 


anchors are located inside the steel pier caps and within a cast-in-place concrete bulk head). All post-


tensioning is also internal to the precast pier segments and footings. 


 hollow precast post-tensioned match-cast pier legs for approach spans.  


 precast gravity footings (generally 11 m x 11 m x 2 m thick) resting on sound (unaltered) bedrock. 


Looped ducts in the footings allow the footings to be connected to the pier shafts by way of internal 


post-tensioning. A system of pucks, levelling bolts and tremie pipes allows the footings to be levelled 


and uniformly supported by the bedrock.   


 


For cable stayed bridge 


 asymmetrical cable stayed bridge having a 240 m main span and 124 m backspan. Cable planes are 


essentially vertical (as dictated by the definition design) and spaced roughly 12 m on centres. 


 three steel box girders 4 m deep interconnected with rectangular steel cross-beams. 


 154.5 m high main span tower (measured from the top of pier cap to top of tower). The main span tower 


legs consist of hollow precast segments inclined below the upper cross beam (bow-tie) and cast-in-place 


hollow concrete sections for the region located between the bow-tie  and the tower tops (refer to Fig. 8). 


 drilled shaft foundations for back span piers (W01 and W02) as well as main span tower (MST) 


foundation. Tower is supported by two 4 m thick pile caps connected with tie beams, each supported by 


twenty-one 1.2 m dia. drilled shafts per tower leg. The most heavily loaded drilled shafts are socketed 


some 12 m into sound (unaltered) Utica-shale rock. 
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Figure 6 illustrates the typical arrangement for approach spans decks and Figure 7 the typical arrangement for the 


substructure. With respect to the main span, Figure 9 shows the general configuration of the asymmetrical cable-


stayed bridge whereas the main span tower is illustrated in Fig. 8. An architectural rendering of the new bridge, seen 


from below the deck, is also shown in Fig. 10. 


 


 


 
Figure 6: Typical Approach Span Deck Configuration 


 


 


 


 


  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


6. PRIVATE PARTNER’S CONSTRUCTION METHODOLOGY 


In order to meet the challenging construction schedule, the Private Partner opted for extensive on-site and off-site 


precast concrete operations as well as off-site steel fabrication by Quebec based steel fabricators as well as steel 


fabricators based in Spain. Pre-assembly of steel components will occur on site at the West Jetty described below. 
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Fig. 12: Self Propelled Mobile 


 Transporter 


 


Fig. 13: Marine Excavation on Barge 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


6.1 Temporary Concrete Precasting and Steel Preassembly Facilities 


One of the key strategies behind the Private Partner’s construction 


approach is the installation of three rock-filled jetties, the principal one 


having dimensions of roughly 500 m in length by 100 m in width and 


which has been  constructed along the western end of the new 


Champlain Bridge along Nuns’ Island as shown in Fig. 15a.  This large 


jetty (West Jetty), which incorporates three fish passages, is used to 


install a temporary precasting plant certified to the requirements of CSA 


A23.4 Precast concrete – materials and construction. This precast plant 


is used to fabricate precast footings, pier starter stems and to 


preassemble the first off-site fabricated precast starter segments. The 


jetty is also used to preassemble superstructure segments and steel pier 


caps. The jetty is equipped with marine load-out and docking facilities 


required to transfer prefabricated concrete and steel bridge components 


for transport by barge to their final position along the St. Lawrence 


River. A custom-built Self Propelled Mobile Transporter (SPMT) with a 


capacity of some 1000 tonnes (see Fig. 12) will be used to move precast 


foundation units (footing, pier stem and starter segment) to various 


fabrication positions within the West Jetty. Lastly, once all bridge 


components have been precasted or preassembled on the jetty, the rock 


filled structure will be used to facilitate the construction of 6 piers in dry 


conditions (on rock-fill). 


 


The West Jetty is complemented by two other jetties, namely the Main Span Tower Jetty (MST Jetty) and the East 


Jetty as shown in Fig. 1. The MST Jetty is currently being used to construct the main span tower footing and will be 


used to erect a temporary bent to construct the backspan superstructure on land for eventual hoisting into position by 


Figure 10: Main Span Rendering 


View from Below Deck 


Figure 11: Main Span Erection 


MST W01 W02 E01 


240 m 124 m 80.4 
m 


84.43m  


Figure 9: Main Span Configuration 
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Fig. 14: Erection of Footing and Pier- 


Starter Segment using Catamaran 


Gantry 


way of strand jacks (Fig. 16). The East jetty, on the other hand is used to 


erect piers in the dry along the fingers of the East Jetty. The total length 


of jetties (West, MST, East) represents approximately one-third of the 


width of the St. Lawrence River at the location of the bridge. 


6.2 Approach Span Fabrication 


Fabrication of the west approach spans substructure includes the 


following principal activities, namely;  i) prefabrication of footings and 


pier stems, ii) transport of heavy prefabricated segments using the SPMT 


to load-out marine facilities, iii) marine excavation using an excavator 


mounted on a barge (Fig. 13), iv) water transport of footings and pier 


stems from the jetty to final destination using a large gantry supported by 


catamaran (Fig. 14), v) final excavation and verification of bedrock, vi)  


unloading of the precast concrete pier components to their intended final position, vii) levelling of pier footings 


using three-point support pucks  installed on the underside of the footing and levelling devices, viii) placement of  


tremie concrete to fill the cavity between the bedrock  and the underside of the footing elements, ix) adjustment of 


geometry facilitated by a cast-in-place joint (below water level) made between the pier stem and  the first off-site  


prefabricated pier starter segment, x) installation of  match-cast pier segments making use of  a combination of post-


tensioning bars and post-tensioning cables, xi) installation of  a temporary horizontal tie beam at the top of the pier 


legs, xii) installation of steel pier caps which are composed of two large preassembled pieces (roughly 25.6 m  x 


11.4 m each) by way of a large barge mounted crane  and  xiii) post-tensioning of the steel pier caps to the precast 


segmented pier legs. East approach work although similar, involves several spans located on land or accessible by 


the temporary East Jetty (see Fig. 1) which simplifies works to some degree. 


 


West approach steel-concrete composite superstructure erection includes the following main activities, namely; i) 


installation of a segment of the steel superstructure on a pier which is temporarily supported  by steel struts 


connecting the superstructure segment to the pier, ii) load out of a preassembled box-girder section, iii) erection of 


the preassembled superstructure segment using a large barge mounted crane, iv) making of the splice with the  


previously installed steel segment installed over the pier, v) installation of precast deck panels, vi) placement of 


closure strip concrete (deck stitches), and vii) deck finishing works. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


6.3 Main Span Erection 


Main span erection methodology is currently being developed by the Private Partner in close collaboration with the 


St. Lawrence Seaway Management Corporation (SLSMC) to ensure that the main span can be safely erected with 


minimal impact to navigation within the St. Lawrence Seaway navigational channel. 


Figure 15a: West Jetty Plan View Figure 15b: West Jetty Aerial View 


Pre-assembly area for  


steel pier caps 


Precasting area 


 for footings 


Pre-assembly area for  


steel superstructure 


Load-out facilities 
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The erection method developed by the Private Partner 


contemplates the construction of a temporary bent on the 


MST Jetty. The jetty and the temporary bent will enable 


the preassembled backspan to be erected at ground level 


and then hoisted into position using strand jacks as shown 


in Fig. 16.  For erection of the main span, steel segments 


will be delivered at the base of the Main Span Tower and 


then shuttled along the underside of the cantilevered 


superstructure for pick-up by a gantry mounted at the tip 


of the cantilever (see Fig. 11). This sequence will be 


repeated, with the installation of both temporary stays and 


permanent stays, until closure can be made with a 


segment of superstructure installed at pier E01. It is 


expected that the free end of the superstructure will be 


cantilevered out approximately 203 m from the tower 


erection of the main span. This most critical erection 


condition has been verified for aerodynamic stability 


through wind tunnel testing. 


7. CHALLENGES AND OVERALL PROJECT STATUS 


Given the fast-track nature of the project, one of the major challenges encountered involved the need to ensure that 


the advancement of the design would be able to meet the aggressive project construction schedule considering the 


elaborate design review process which was integrated into the Project Agreement and which includes reviews by the 


independent design checker, the Authority and its Owner’s Engineer, reviews by various stakeholders as well as 


reviews and the issue of certificates by the Independent Engineer.   


 


Furthermore, in light of the condition of the existing Champlain Bridge, the Project Agreement (which governs all 


aspects of the construction and delivery of the new Champlain Bridge) imposes strong incentives so as to ensure that 


the new Champlain Bridge will be delivered by the required target substantial completion date which is set as 


December 1, 2018. Very important liquidated damages in the amount of $100,000 per day and $400,000 per day are 


set for late delivery after Dec. 1 and Dec. 8, 2018 respectively. The construction status of the new Champlain Bridge 


proper, the most important component of the project is summarized below. 


7.1 Current Status 


New Champlain Bridge Construction Status as of April 18, 2016: 


 


 Design of the overall bridge (West and East approaches and Cable Stayed Bridge) is approaching 100%. 


 The West Jetty, MST Jetty and East Jetty are completed. 


 Eight footings have been completed at the West Jetty and the temporary precast plant used to fabricate them 


has received CSA certification. 


 All drilled shafts (42 in total) for the MST have been completed and the South and North pile caps have 


been cast. 


 Marine excavation has begun at the location of two piers (W10 & W18). 


 Drilled shaft foundations at the West Abutment and East Abutment have been completed. 


 Drilled Shaft for two piers along the East Approach (E07 & E10) have been completed.  


 Offsite fabrication for the pier segments of the main span tower and steel superstructure has begun. 


 


Figure 16: Erection of Cable-Stayed Bridge 


Backspan 
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Additional information regarding the project and its status can be found at Infrastructure Canada’s web site 


(www.infrastructure.gc.ca/nbsl-npsl/index-eng.html) and the Private Partner’s web site (www.newchamplain.ca). 


Real-time cameras monitoring the construction activities can also be viewed at: 


http://www.nouveauchamplain.ca/chantier/chantier-en-direct/.  


7.2 Upcoming Works 


It is expected that by the summer of 2016, the main span tower will be constructed to a height of some 35 metres 


above water level. It is also expected that a number of piers will have been constructed and would be ready to 


receive superstructure components. By the end of 2016, it is expected that erection of the steel superstructure for the 


west approach would have begun, the main span tower will have reached a height of some 45 metres above water 


level and the first segments of the Cable-Stayed Bridge back span will have been erected.  


 


In summary, almost all key construction activities would have been initiated, thus serving to confirm that the new 


Champlain Bridge can be delivered as planned. 
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ABSTRACT 


When is a Civil Engineering solution good enough? When does it support sustainable communities? The purpose of 


this opinion paper is twofold: 1) To convey the role of common sense in Civil Engineering; and, 2) To help our young 


Civil Engineers recognize situations where perfection must be sought, versus those where the proposed solution is 


sufficient and constitutes good engineering. The expectation for perfection, fuelled as it now is by instant 


telecommunications, big data, and phenomenal increases in computation power, creates the expectation that 


everything must be made perfect, that no flaws can be tolerated, and that it must all happen now. Yet behind every 


complex computer model and algorithm are simplifying assumptions, sometimes with a very large margin of error. 


Normal human frailties and preconceptions can bias every engineering project. As such, there is and will continue to 


be a place for good old-fashioned common sense. Therefore, it is important to balance these expectations created by 


our current information intensive technology and models against the concepts that: a) perfection is not always 


achievable nor affordable; b) often an 80% perfect solution is still good engineering; and, c) good engineering focuses 


on the soundness of the solution not the complexity of the calculation. As our profession pushes forward to embrace 


sustainability, we need to remind ourselves that it is preferable to employ good engineering and common sense to 


progress onwards, rather than waiting or being dissuaded from acting because we have not achieved the perfect 


solution. The consequences of sustainability require we act now, not later. 


1. INTRODUCTION 


When is a Civil Engineering solution good enough? When does it support sustainable communities? These questions 


are not meant to demean advances in Civil Engineering or efforts to improve the practice or rigorously advance a 


design, but simply to recognize that Civil Engineering, of all branches of engineering, is usually done in the public 


environment under pressing social, economic and environmental constraints. This opinion paper argues that for our 


profession to develop sustainable engineering solutions, we need to be cognizant of how and why we design solutions, 


and in particular, to not forsake solutions that at first appear simple or unconventional, because they may offer timely 


and sufficiently effective solutions.  


 


Sitting in a spacecraft heading for Mars, the astronauts want perfection! They want the team to have spent many nights 


and weekends perfecting the computational models, the trajectory, and the exact moment in time, to the 30th decimal 


place, that they must engage the retro rockets for landing. The same is true when driving across that thin Confederation 
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Bridge deck high up over the Northumberland Straights between PEI and New Brunswick. The design of the bridge 


deck, the thickness of the rebar and the performance of the concrete is critical and demands our very best efforts. Such 


extreme scenarios demand equally extreme levels of precision, accuracy, and performance. However, even under these 


circumstances, engineers must still work under constraints: there is still a budget, and materials and methods have 


limitations. Consider a more conventional example, such as walking down a city sidewalk. Users expect proper width, 


matches, and engineering specifications to preclude cracks, eliminate obstacles, and keep sidewalk unevenness to 


under 3 mm.  Falls from sidewalk trips are a source of major legal claims across Canadian cities, and injuries from 


falls are a leading cause of death among our aging population. Whether complex or simple, our engineering projects 


impact and are impacted by social, economic and environmental constraints, and decisions about trade-offs must be 


made. How do we as Civil Engineers resolve this natural dilemma in our profession to hold paramount the safety and 


protection of the public and environment, while serving our clients economic interests? 


 


Unfortunately, the drive for engineering advancement, for higher technology, for higher precision, fuelled by the 


availability of instant technology and big data, creates the expectation that everything can be made perfect, that no 


flaws can be tolerated, and that anything less is not good nor sustainable engineering. Advances in computing, 


particularly as depicted in popular culture, would lead us to believe that every solution is available or can be calculated. 


After all, the computer technology in a modern cell phone is far more powerful than the computer systems that were 


in the early Apollo spacecraft landing on the moon. The first commercial computers widely used in engineering, the 


IBM 1130 for example, had 8 kilobytes of storage, filled an entire room, and used punched cards with Fortran 


programming. The analysis of a water distribution network, using the Hardy Cross Method, would slowly chunk away 


all night and may have closed on the solution by the next morning. Yet, the engineer was close to the computations 


and could spot the errors quickly: sound decisions and designs were made with minimal failures. Just as astronauts 


returned home safely, fire flows were maintained. There are many instances of past engineering accomplishments 


achieved without modern computing power, and they persist as examples of how sound judgment and thoughtful 


engineering can produce lasting and sometimes still productive legacies. The failures that occurred were more due to 


imperfect knowledge of materials or processes than imperfect computations. 


2. SOPHISTICATED VERSUS SIMPLE 


Modern information technology enables Civil Engineering research and analysis at levels that were unheard of decades 


ago. It enables us to do more with less, to undertake a far wider range of investigations and analyses, and to elevate 


the decision making to a much more detailed and sophisticated level. On the other hand, it can create uncertainty about 


how much analysis is enough, undermine confidence in the assumptions and choices made, promote the concept that 


newer and more complex technology is always best, and may cost unnecessary time and money in devising an 


appropriate solution.   


 


There will continue to be a need for common sense in Civil Engineering, like recognizing that despite the most 


thorough and exhaustive computer modeling of a watershed, 25 mm of rainfall cannot produce 50 mm of runoff. The 


rational method used in hydrology first came into use in Britain in the 19th century as the Lloyd Davies formula, but 


has often been set aside as an empirical anachronism. There are now several high capacity computer runoff models in 


use for watershed flow estimates and which are sometimes mandated by the local drainage design codes. These models 


are highly useful and labour saving when a large and complex water resources project is under design.  


 


But those same computer models rely on underlying assumptions, such as the form and volume of the mandated 


"design storm" used to determine the watershed response. These affect the size and complexity of the required drainage 


works. The same design storm may produce watershed runoff that varies by 100% or more, depending upon the 


direction it takes over the watershed or whether or not it rained in the previous 3 or 4 days. These are simply design 


assumptions. If the drainage works are routine and not overly costly, perhaps the rational method - which can be 


performed in an hour or two - is all that is required. 


 


Another example is the design and installation of a new traffic signal to address collision and capacity problems at a 


four-way stop-controlled intersection. Consider that perhaps a more sustainable traffic control could be used, such as 


a roundabout, which could have lower lifecycle costs, improved safety for all travel modes, and reduced braking, 


delays, and gas consumption for users, including reduced air pollution and noise for nearby neighbors.    
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In an era of virtual realities, advanced modeling, and high technology, we can forget that the real, physical world is 


not subject to our modeled constraints nor does it always benefit from excessive sophistication. If the circumstances 


are not extreme, a simpler approach may be sufficient. 


 


Our younger Civil Engineers should continue to be exposed to the idea that - as Sir Sanford Fleming knew in the 


1880's regarding his designs for the cross-continent Canadian Pacific Railway (CPR), and I K Brunel in the 1840's 


with his Clifton Suspension Bridge design1 - they need to be concerned about full system financing and costs, lifecycle 


operation and maintenance, and public communication and acceptance of the recommended works. These social, 


economic and political considerations are not easy to address, and may be overlooked in the rush to design if relying 


only on computer technology.   


 


When the CPR was built across Canada in the 1880’s, there was almost no data available on rainfall or snowfall from 


Port Arthur (now Thunder Bay) to the Pacific Coast. The Civil Engineers involved noted the high water marks, paced 


their horses across the flowing rivers, performed a maximum flow calculation, and designed 300 bridges, many of 


which withstood the test of time. Modern computers would no doubt improve on those designs – lower bridges, less 


materials and structural supports – but only with more accurate data inputs than from pacing horses!  Given the 


historical context, those bridges represent a wonderful example of good engineering. And today, we must also 


minimize the impact on the environment of the materials and processes involved: the creosote piles, the rusting bolts, 


construction waste. Engineers of the day were not trained in or sensitive to these issues.  


 


The scale of engineering analysis and design should be suited to the social, economic, and environmental impacts of 


the proposed project, and the problem being addressed. Is the potential for death or injury high? Is it a costly project, 


or a modest installation? Are the environmental impacts clear and definable?  And is it a serious, urgent and growing 


problem that is being addressed? These are worthy considerations because the approach to design can be simple, 


moderate, or highly specialized.  


 


Most Civil Engineers are involved, at least to some extent, in publicly funded infrastructure projects. Civil engineers, 


like many other professionals, often must react to the owner's or the public’s stated need or concerns, without giving 


full consideration to other cost effective alternatives. Many regulations and standards have been adopted on purely 


environmental concerns, without a full consideration of their financial or human impacts. While such legislated 


measures are supposed to safeguard society and the environment, there may be other approaches to the problem, 


especially when designing for short-term, peak-demand situations such as typically encountered in transportation, 


water supply, energy and waste management.  


 


Appropriate solutions may include new technologies to meet the peak demand at lower costs, but they may also include 


demand management approaches that involve storage in the case of water supply needs, or work hour shifting in the 


case of transportation. Civil engineers need to be prepared to lead the discussion and present a full suite of options to 


meet the expressed needs, rather than react to service demands or standards and criteria that have been imposed by 


others. It requires courage and determination to advance solutions that may seem unproven, but the tendency to 


overlook anything that is not tried-and-true or regulatory compliant can be difficult to resist, especially in today’s 


more risk averse, impatient, and litigious world. 


3. FACING THE CHALLENGE 


The main themes of this paper involve decision making under uncertainty and the role of common sense in developing 


solutions to serve societal needs. These must be embodied in the education of the next generations of civil engineers. 


Current socio-economic and environmental factors render invalid the “certainty” assumption of major factors that 


shape designs. Examples include the increasing demand and complexity in the transportation sector; factors of 


production impacted by the fluctuating price of petroleum; and extremes in environmental conditions. With respect to 


long-term climate change, calls are being made to develop design criteria and standards to cope with effects of long-


term climate change. For sustainability reasons, the trend is to seek infrastructure designs that are long-term, 


                                                           


 
1 Our younger members can read more about the engineering of the CPR in Pierre Berton’s book “The Last Spike” 


and of the Clifton Suspension Bridge at IK Brunel’s website. 
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performance-based. Although advances in technology and materials allow for higher standards, there are difficulties 


in developing long-term forecasts of demand for services provided by new infrastructure. Unless demand forecasts 


are developed by recognizing uncertainties in inputs to models, there is the risk of designing and providing over-sized 


or under-sized infrastructure capacity.  


  


Of course, there are other risks and uncertainties that affect decision-making. These include the risk associated with 


infrastructure development. Such examples include the availability of funds to finance large scale projects, the costs 


associated with overruns, schedule delays, unexpected maintenance, and/or latent defects in infrastructure 


components. Therefore, it is realistic that civil engineers should relax the certainty assumption and recognize that 


decisions for infrastructure planning and design are in fact made under uncertainty.      


 


The attributes of common sense in civil engineering can be defined by relying on the principles and methods of a 


systems approach to planning and design, starting with clearly defining goals, to balancing efficiency and flexibility, 


and then engaging the public.  


 


A very positive development in civil engineering education is the senior year capstone design project encouraged by 


the professional licencing authorities as well as by the CSCE. Groups of students form teams to produce innovative 


civil and environmental engineering solutions to serve societal needs. The design process is shaped by the above noted 


attributes of common-sense in civil engineering. Students experience, as much as possible, the various phases involved 


in engineering, such as: defining the problem, conceiving alternatives, assessing feasibility, developing specifications, 


recognizing public participation, assessing environmental impacts, and so on. More importantly, such projects provide 


an important first step in training young professionals to make decisions and design choices in the absence of perfect 


information – a reality that they will soon face. Arguably, there are likely many more opportunities in which such 


training can be introduced.  


 


The common sense-driven approach to the capstone design project is very popular with senior year civil and 


environmental engineering students due to its logical and systematic structure. However, there is room for 


improvement in communicating the results to the public.  


4. COMMUNICATIONS AND DECISION MAKING 


Ironically, society at large is not necessarily more scientifically or technologically literate than previous generations. 


Our youth are better at using technology, but they do not necessarily understand its development or implications. 


Similarly, the public does not fully understand engineering issues and considerations. Civil Engineers need to be 


prepared to communicate those issues and concerns in clear, simple and unequivocal terms. Civil Engineering 


programs in Canadian universities now provide training in communications skills, and student conferences and student 


paper competitions go far beyond what was provided in past. However, many of these are targeted on communicating 


with peers and professionals, rather than the general public. Renewed efforts to equip our new Civil Engineers, early 


in their career, with public consultation and communications skills would be beneficial. 


 


For example, instead of a complex table of computer modelling results in a public meeting that few can read let alone 


interpret, engage stakeholders through a strategic decision-aid exercise, using a multiple account evaluation (MAE) 


spreadsheet  (Figure 1). This de-mystifies not only the process but also the engineering professional: he or she is a 


member of the community at large, rather than an omnipotent expert. The outcome hopefully produces public trust 


and acceptance, with enhanced project transparency. Leave the detailed, complex computer algorithms and data for 


peer reviewers and the few stakeholders that can understand them in appendices. Instead, summarize them as part of 


potential impacts of each solution alternative alongside other decision-making criteria – social, environmental, and 


economic. The overall presentation demonstrates you considered all aspects of the problem, to pursue a preferred 


engineering solution, and to promote a sustainable community.  
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Figure 1: Strategic Decision-Aid MAE Tool 


 


Figure 1 shows an MAE decision-aid tool, modified for use in this example, with five decision-aid criteria that was 


used to help a community design and choose their safe-routes-to-school infrastructure solution. One of the options 


includes the do-nothing possibility, which is often the status-quo. From discussions with community stakeholders, the 


Civil Engineer developed the criteria and associated weights. The weights sum to “10” for mathematical convenience 


in explaining the results to the community. They placed highest priority on community impacts (including safety of 


their children), thereby placing a weight of “3” on it, and thereby helping the civil engineer and mayor resolve the 


dilemma of choosing between economy/cost (weighted at “2”), environment (also weighted “2”). The community then 


scored each alternative using a consensus approach, which leads to the final totals at bottom reflecting which to choose 


based on stakeholder inputs. In this case alternative 2 scores 80 out of a possible 100 and so is the preferred alternative. 


A decision-aid tool such as this is transparent and understandable. It is supported by the complex technology 


underneath that allows the civil engineer to communicate possible impacts across all areas and to arrive at key 


decisions. As a result, its use can promote sustainable communities by effectively embracing ethical processes and 


considerations and moving forward the decision process in a timely manner. 


 


Sometimes, business concerns and the desire to advance the technology can lead to the promotion of "Cadillac" 


solutions when a "Volkswagen" will suffice. The Civil Engineer’s role is to clearly and effectively communicate and 


analyze the possible future social, economic and environmental considerations and impacts of each possible choice, 


for the benefit of the project’s stakeholders and decision makers. A good engineer needs to consider each problem on 


its own merits, to recognize the influence of personal biases, to have the self-confidence to appreciate what other 


stakeholders are saying, and to have the courage to accept and communicate whether a perfect or imperfect solution 


will be sufficient. 


 


Finally, it is essential to have someone on the project responsible for oversight and to ask critically, “Have we missed 


anything, or would another approach be sufficient?” This is the role of the “what-if” person. The growth of value 


engineering procedures reflects this need. Many large projects are now subject to a review panel of some sort, and 


dramatic savings can result. But most projects, especially those financed by tax revenues, should be subject to a “fresh-


eyes” review at the planning stage, before a costly and complex project is embarked upon. This can be achieved within 


the project team itself, or by creating a small “arms-length” panel to consult from time to time.  


5. CONCLUSION 


In summary, what should our younger and new practicing Civil Engineers consider when addressing their social, 


economic and environmental responsibilities? 


 


The first is to recognize that there is a choice in selecting the appropriate level of planning and design appropriate to 


the problem at hand. This includes forming one’s own definition of the problem to be solved, rather than simply 


accepting the definition of others without question. In no way are we advocating that the “old ways” are always better: 


technology can and does make for improved engineering! However, consciously seek the most appropriate solution, 


and recognize that in some cases, the oft-referenced 80% solution may be sufficient.   
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Second, resist the temptation to adopt tried-and-true solutions without considering the merits of newer or lesser known 


alternatives. The range of technologies available, such as in the environmental sector, has increased rapidly over the 


last 20 years. There may well be lower lifecycle cost, easier to operate systems, and/or more sustainable strategies that 


will meet the needs in both short and long terms. And most importantly, ensure that the existing infrastructure has 


been fully optimized and efficiently used before embarking on costly upgrades and expansions to meet growth needs. 


For example, a system optimization can help defer investments five or ten years, at which time emerging technology 


may be sufficiently mature to implement and reduce environmental and/or community impacts. 


 


Third, recognize that civil works must reflect not only technical excellence, but also public acceptance, financing 


ability, and operational and maintenance capacity of the ultimate end user. Introductory engineering economics 


courses may well be the most useful aspects of one’s Civil Engineering development. In this context, consider the 


lifecycle costs of engineering alternative, including indirect and societal costs external to the direct project costs. There 


is an ethical and professional duty to society, the environment, and all stakeholders in the short and long term, not just 


a fiduciary duty to the client. And of course, improvements in educating new engineers must recognize how to develop 


their ability to make sound decisions in scenarios of increasing complexity but also with greater uncertainty. 


 


Finally, enhancing one’s public communications skills to be able to explain Civil Engineering projects in clear, 


understandable terms, to the press and the public will serve each and every Civil Engineer well over a career. A 


strategic MAE decision-aid tool like the example cited above is one approach that has proven effective in many 


stakeholder consultation processes across Canada. Moreover, sound judgment and a keen awareness of the public’s 


concerns will help to keep in mind that, for many situations, the simple solution may be the most appropriate one, and 


the 80% solution may well be good enough.  
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ABSTRACT  


The existing literature on wind-induced pressures on roofs of low-rise buildings is generally limited to regular-


shaped, mostly rectangular roofs with relatively small dimensions, say less than 60 m. Large roofs for industrial and 


institutional buildings have not been considered in the formulation of wind code and standard provisions. Therefore, 


it is important to assess the efficiency of the current national building code/standard provisions as to their 


applicability for very large roofs. This paper presents experimental results of wind loads on flat roofs of low-rise 


buildings with large dimensions carried out in an atmospheric boundary-layer wind tunnel for different wind 


directions. Nine low-rise buildings (5, 7.5 and 10 m high) have been modeled and tested in open-country terrain 


exposure. The buildings have square plans with full-scale horizontal dimensions ranging from 60 to 180 m. 


Comparison of the results with respective provisions adopted by ASCE 7-10, NBCC 2015, EN 1991-1-4:2005 and 


AS/NZS 11702, 2011 indicates that some of the current provisions may lead to considerably conservative designs by 


increasing the size of the edge and corner zones. A variety of approaches were considered in order to redefine the 


size of the edge and corner zones with respect to the magnitude of the pressure coefficients provided for all roofs in 


the different codes/standards when dealing with large roofs of low-rise buildings. 


 


Keywords: design, edge and corner zones, large roofs, wind codes and standards, wind pressures, wind tunnel 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Historically, significant contributions have been made by several studies to describe the wind pressures on low-rise 


buildings and codify the results such as the comprehensive research conducted in the mid-seventies to investigate 


various geometries of low-rise buildings by means of atmospheric wind tunnel tests (Davenport et al. 1977, 1978) 


and the study on the estimation of instantaneous area-averaged pressure coefficients by the pneumatic-averaging 


method (Surry and Stathopoulos, 1978). 


 


A number of wind-engineering investigators have also presented wind measurement results in the form of wind 


loads and reviews for low-rise buildings, e.g., Stathopoulos (1984-B); Holmes (1993); Krishna (1995); Kasperski 


(1996); Stathopoulos et al (1996); Uematsu and Isyumov (1999); Ho et al (2005); and St. Pierre et al (2005). 


 


Over the past several years the wind load on interior areas of flat roofs of low-rise buildings has been intensely 


investigated by wind tunnel and full-scale experiments. For instance, Gerhardt and Kramer (1992); Milford et al 


(1992); Lin et al (1995); Lin and Surry (1998); and Morrison and Kopp (2007). However, these studies were 


restricted to the simple shapes of low-rise buildings with common, relatively small, dimensions. 


 


Recently, the characteristics of mean and peak wind pressure on flat roofs of large low-rise buildings have been 


described by (Alrawashdeh and Stathopoulos, 2015). The study found that although building height plays a key role 


in impacting the values of pressure coefficients, the distribution patterns of roof wind pressures are mainly affected 


by building plan dimensions. The impact of horizontal plane dimension on the flow patterns is presented in Figure 1, 
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which shows the wind flow patterns over roofs of different dimensions for wind direction normal to the building 


edge. 


 


Figure 1 (a) represents the general simplified trace of pressure distribution over relatively small roofs - for this group 


of buildings the pressure distribution collapses slowly; moreover, the reattachment (if any) occurs further away from 


the leading edge. Figure 1(b) represents the general trend of pressure distribution over relatively large roofs. For this 


case, the pressure distribution collapses rapidly up to the point of first reattachment and thereafter the flow is 


retreated close to the surface and runs away smoothly. 


 
                   (a)                            (b) 


Figure 1: Mean or peak negative pressure distributions over roofs of different sizes: 


(a) Smaller roofs (b) Larger roofs (Alrawashdeh and Stathopoulos, 2015) 


The loading zones of large roofs have been generated by (Alrawashdeh and Stathopoulos, 2015) along with their 


wind loads and compared with respective provisions adopted by North American wind codes and standards (ASCE 


7-10 and NBCC 2015).   


 


The aim of the current paper is to extend the scope of the previous work. Thus, this paper presents a comparative 


study, which consists of two parts. The first part includes comparisons of application of current national wind 


building codes and standards, namely:  ASCE 7-10 (USA), NBCC 2015 (Canada), EN 1991-1-4:2005 (Europe) and 


AS/NZS 11702, 2011 (Australlia/New Zealand), provisions for flat roof zone systems and design wind pressures. 


The second part of the paper compares the present experimental results with those specified in the current 


codes/standards to assess their suitability for roofs of large buildings. 


2. OVERVIEW 


This section presents a concise overview of the methodologies used by current wind standards and codes of practice. 


The description includes the recommended external design wind pressures and the flat roof zones given by ASCE 7-


10, NBCC 2015, EN 1991-1-4:2005 and AS/NZS 11702 (2011), for low-rise buildings. 


2.1 Design wind pressures on external building cladding 


The methodologies used by the four codes/standards mentioned above, for calculation of wind pressures of enclosed 


rectangular buildings are summarised in Table 1. The basic wind speed used in NBCC 2015 has a longer averaging 


time (1-hr) compared with the 3-sec averaging time used in ASCE 7-10. Therefore, since the gust factors for 


computing pressure coefficients used in ASCE 7-10 will be lower than those in NBCC 2015, the current values of 


the gust pressure coefficients used in the ASCE7-10 will be lower than those in NBCC 2015 in order to yield 


comparable design wind pressures. 


2.2 Zonal systems for flat roofs  


Wind standards and codes of practice divide the entire flat roof of the building into at least three loading zones, 


namely: corner, edge and interior. The loading zones of the current wind codes and standards are defined as a 


function of different parameters such as building plan dimensions and building height. The detailed definitions for 


the zonal system recommended by the wind codes/standards for large flat squared roofs are presented in Figure 2. 
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Also, design local peak pressure coefficients for each respective zone are provided. As shown in Figure 2, NBCC 


2015, ASCE 7-10 and AS/NZS 11702, 2011 use square corner zone, whereas EN 1991-1-4:2005 recommends L-


shape corner zones. Also, AS/NZS 11702, 2011 divides the roof interior zone into subzones of width Z2 and Z3 on 


the basis of H, which is the roof height. 


 


The local external peak pressure coefficients of ASCE 7-10 (GCp) and NBCC 2015 were obtained directly from 


simple graphs versus the tributary area. These values are the envelope from all wind directions. It should also be 


noted that the directionality factor, Kd = 0.85, has already been applied to GCp values of ASCE 7-10.  


 


The local external peak pressure coefficients of EN 1991-1-4:2005 are the equivalent values for CeCp,e1. EN 1991-1-


4:2005 specifies two values for external pressure coefficients on building envelope. The first is assigned for loading 


area 1 m2 or smaller and represented by Cpe,1 as a local coefficients, whereas the second is for loading area of 10 m2 


or larger and represented by Cpe,10 as overall coefficients. The values of Cpe,1 for the corner, edge and interior zones 


of flat roofs are -2.5, -2.0 and -1.2, respectively. However, these values are the most critical from all wind directions 


in the range between 45o to the left and right of the orthogonal wind direction to the roof edge. This is equivalent to 


all wind directions for the case of square roofs, which are dealt with in this paper. The exposure factor, Ce, is given 


as a function of height above the terrain and the terrain category. For the three heights considered in this study (10, 


7.5 and 5 m) and open exposure, the values of exposure factors are 3.0, 2.8 and 2.6 and, therefore, the values of the 


CeCp,e1 for the corner zones are -7.5, -7.0 and -6.5, respectively.  


Table 1: Wind Code and Standard Approaches for Design Wind Pressure. (Alrawashdeh and Stathopoulos, 2015) 
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        θ ≤ 7o                 θ ≤ 5o              θ ≤ 10o 


B


D


ASCE: CpCg=-5.5


NBCC: CpCg=-5.4


ASCE: CpCg=-3.5


NBCC: CpCg=-2.5


ASCE: CpCg=-2.0


NBCC: CpCg=-1.8
Z1


Z1


Z


Z


Z Z


    


CpCg(H=10m)=-6.6


CpCg(H=7.5m)=-6.2


CpCg(H=5m)=-5.7


B


D


Z


CpCg(H=10m)=-8.6


CpCg(H=7.5m)=-8.0


CpCg(H=5m)=-7.4


CpCg(H=10m)=-4.0


CpCg(H=7.5m)=-3.7


CpCg(H=5m)=-3.4


Z


Z Z


Z1


Z1


   


CpCg=-0.68


CpCg=-4.1
CpCg=-3.1


CpCg=-1.1CpCg=-6.2


B


D


Z1


Z1


Z1 Z1
CpCg=-0.46


Z


Z


Z Z


Z2 Z3


 


           
(a)                   (b)                        (c)  


θ: Roof slope 


D: minimum horizontal dimension  


H: Eave height 


Figure 2: Zonal systems of large flat roofs recommended by wind codes and standards: (a) ASCE 7-10 and NBCC 


2015, (b) EN 1991-1-4:2005 and (c) AS/NZS 11702, 2011. All pressure coefficients were referenced to 2
Vρ5.0=q , 


where: V is the mean hourly wind speed. 


 


AS/NZS 11702 provides the values of external mean pressure coefficients, )C( e,P
, for flat roofs as a function of the 


distance from the windward roof edge and the ratio of the roof height to the width. For the roofs shown in Figure 2, 


e,pC  for the corner and edge zones is -0.9, for the interior zones 
e,pC  values are -0.5, -0.3 and -0.2. The area 


reduction factor )K( a
 depends on the tributary area (A), such that it has a maximum value of 1.0 for A ≤ 100 m2, 0.9 


for A = 25 m2 and 0.8 for A ≥ 100 m2. The combination factor, 
e,cK , is not applied for roof cladding, thus it is taken 


as 1.0 in case of wind pressures acting alone. The local pressure factor )K( I
 on flat roofs is applied to the cladding 


elements within a distance of Z from the leading edge. Thus, the values of )K( I
 are 3.0, 2.0 and 1.5 for small 


cladding area on the corner, exterior edge and interior edge zones, respectively. For the interior zones 1=KI
. 


Permeable cladding reduction factor )K( P
accounted for the effect of surface permeability on the negative pressure is 


taken as 1.0. For example, the value of )C(KKKK e,PPIe,ca
 of the corner zones is =9.0×1×3×1×1 -2.7.  


 


Finally, in order to take into account the different averaging time for the basic wind speed the values of GCp (ASCE 


7-10), CeCp,e1 (EN 1991-1-4:2005) and )C(KKKK e,PPIe,ca
 (AS/NZS 11702, 2011) have been multiplied by 2.31, 1.14 


and 2.31 respectively using Durst (1960).  


3. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 


All experiments have been carried out in the boundary layer wind tunnel at the Building Aerodynamics Laboratory, 


Concordia University. The wind tunnel has a length 12.20 m and working section with 1.80 m wide with an 


adjustable roof height ranging between 1.40 m and 1.80 m. At the test section, the tunnel is provided with a turntable 


of 1.60 m diameter, which allows the tested model to rotate at different wind directions. The floor of the tunnel is 


covered by carpet to generate the required velocity and turbulence profiles of open-country exposure. 


The variation of the mean wind speed with the height above the floor was generated with power law index (α) of 


0.15, matching the exposure B of ASCE 7-10 and open terrain exposure of NBCC 2015, exposure II of EN 1991-1-


Z= Z1=min (0.1D or 0.4H), but 


             ≥ (0.04D or 1.0m)  


Z=min (0.1D or 0.5H) 


Z1= min (0.1D or 0.2H)  
Z= min (0.2D, 0.2B or H) 


Z1= 0.5H 


Z2= Z3= H 
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4:2005 and exposure 2 of AS/NZS 11702, 2011. Therefore, CpCg values of EN 1991-1-4:2005 shown in Figure 2 


will be modified by a reduction factor 0.80 to make them compatible with the exposure used in this study. 


 


A geometric scale of 1:400 has been used for all experiments of this wind tunnel study as recommended by 


Stathopoulos (1984). A Plexi-glass model of full-scale equivalent plan dimensions of 60 m has been used as a basic 


model in the simulation. The roof of the basic model is equipped with 127 roof pressure taps. Models of larger plan 


dimensions are composed of the basic model and similar geometry wooden blocks, which can be removed or placed 


to create varying building dimensions i.e. buildings of plan dimensions of 120 m and 180 m. Three full-scale heights 


of 5.0, 7.5 and 10.0 m are considered in this study. Totally, nine configurations of large low-rise buildings have been 


tested for this study (B1:60X60X10 m to B9: 180X180X5 m). 


 


The instantaneous surface pressures over the entire roof have been measured for wind directions between 0o and 90o 


at increments of 15o. The measured pressures have been normalized by the mean dynamic pressure measured at 


reference height to express them as non-dimensional pressure coefficients, Cpi(t) defined as 


 


[1]   ,  


 


in which Pi(t) is the wind pressure at pressure tap (i), Ps is the static pressure at reference location,  is mean value 


of the dynamic velocity pressure at height Zref, ρ is the density of the air and  is mean value of the wind velocity at 


roof height, H. 


4. COMPARISON OF ZONAL SYSTEMS FOR FLAT ROOFS 


In this section, zonal systems of current national wind codes and standards considered in this study are compared. 


Moreover, experimental results of the large roof zones are compared with respective values from current wind 


codes/standards.  


4.1 Current wind codes and standards for large roofs 


It is well known that the provisions of the current wind codes and standards were established mainly based on wind 


tunnel experiments of model configurations with relatively small dimensions. Therefore, it would be of interest to 


apply the provisions of these codes/standards on flat roofs of low-rise buildings with large dimensions. A 


comparison of roof zone patterns and sizes of ASCE 7-10, NBCC 2015, EN 1991-1-4:2005 and AS/NZS 11702, 


2011 was made for the nine building geometries considered in this study.  


 


It has been noted that differences in terms of zonal system sizes are significant among the four national 


codes/standards considered in this study. For instance, ASCE 7-10 (NBCC 2015) edge/corner zone sizes are 


determined by the design criterion of 4% of the least horizontal dimension (0.04Ds) for most geometries. According 


to EN 1991-1-4:2005, the sizes of the edge zone for all geometries are governed by the design criterion of 20% of 


the roof height (0.2H) and sizes of the corner zone are defined by 50% of the roof height (0.5H); whereas, the width 


of edge and corner zones of AS/NZS 11702, 2011 are determined by the roof height (H); the sub-zones within the 


edge zones are governed by (0.5H), while the interior sub-zones are created by (H) for all geometries considered in 


this study; see Figure 2. 


 


Clearly, it can be noticed that the smallest corner and edge zone sizes are those provided by EN 1991-1-4:2005. For 


relatively high buildings (H ≥ 7.5 m), the largest corner zones are created by AS/NZS 11702, 2011 provisions. Also, 


for buildings with relatively low height (H ≤ 7.5 m) the largest edge zones are those created by the provisions of 


ASCE 7-10 (NBCC 2015). 


4.2 Experimental data and current wind codes/standards 


Edge and corner zones have been created by following the same methodology and patterns implemented for 


ASCE7-10 and NBCC 2015. Detailed information about this methodology is provided by Alrawashdeh and 


Stathopoulos (2015).  
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Comparison of the roof zone sizes of the experimental results with those created by the current guidelines of ASCE 


7-10 and NBCC 2015 shows that for buildings with low height and large size (B ≥ 120 m and H ≤ 7.5 m), the edge 


and corner zones are considerably smaller than the sizes governed by ASCE 7-10 (NBCC 2015) guidelines. The 


disagreement between the experimental results and the respective code values is due to the zoning parameter 4% of 


the least horizontal dimension (0.04Ds). For instance, the edge zone size of ASCE 7-10 (NBCC 2015) for building 


(B9) is found to be twice as large as the actual (experimental) size. On the contrary, for relatively high and large roof 


buildings, the sizes of the edge and corner zones created by this investigation are comparable to the current ASCE 7-


10 (NBCC 2015) provisions. 


 


The experimental sizes of the corner zone (Z) are found to larger than those created by EN 1991-1-4 (0.5H). For all 


tested roofs, the experimental width of the edge zone (Z1) are a factor of 2.7 to 3.6 larger than those provided by 


(0.5H) of EN 1991-1-4. In addition, the experimental sizes of the corner and edge zones (Z and Z1, respectively) are 


approximately 1.5 to 2.0 times smaller than those created by the design criterion (H and 0.5H, respectively) of 


AS/NZS 11702. 


 


The methodologies followed for the development of current wind code and standard provisions are different. For 


instance, the smallest sizes of the corner and edge zones are provided by EN 1991-1-4, which also gives the highest 


local peak pressure coefficients among the other codes and standards; see Figure 2. Therefore, quantitative 


comparisons of the roof zone sizes separately may not be sufficient to describe the adequacy of these codes and 


standards. In this regard, the suitability of the code/standard roof systems should be equally examined with the 


design wind pressure coefficients.    


 


The current wind codes/standards roof zones and the experimental roof pressures are investigated together by 


projecting the wind codes/standards zone layouts on the roof distribution of most critical peak pressure coefficients. 


For example, Figure 3 shows the contour distribution of most critical peak pressure coefficients over the perimeter 


of the building B9: 180X180X5 m with roof zones of current wind codes/standards. It should be noted that these 


contours on a quarter of the roof reflect the pressure distribution on the entire roof perimeter by taking advantage of 


the symmetry of the roof models. The summary of this investigation is presented in Table 2, in which the range of 


most critical pressure coefficients captured by corner and edge zones of current provisions are provided.  


 


Based on the results shown in Table 2, it can be concluded that the current provisions of ASCE 7-10 and NBCC 


2015 have a tendency to provide very conservative corner and edge zones. These results have been demonstrated by 


Alrawashdeh and Stathopoulos (2015) during their investigation to the current ASCE 7-10 and NBCC 2015 


provisions for flat roofs. 


 


Corner and edge zones of EN 1991-1-4:2005 capture the local pressure coefficients higher than -3.0 and -2.5, 


respectively. These values, which represents the local boundary pressure coefficients between edge/corner zones and 


the interior zone, are found to be in agreement with  design pressure coefficients for the interior zones (-3.3, -3.0 and 


-2.7, see Figure 2). Accordingly, current edge and corner zones of EN 1991-1-4:2005 on the one hand are suitable 


for large roofs, and on the other hand very conservative design pressure coefficients are provided for edge and 


corner zones. 
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Figure 3: Most critical negative peak pressure coefficient contours (envelope values for all wind directions) with 


roof zones for building B9: 180X180X5 m of the current provisions of: (a) ASCE 7-10 (NBCC 2015), (b) EN 1991-


1-4 and (c) AS/NZS 11702, 2011 


 


Corner zones of AS/NZS 11702 capture local boundary pressure coefficients higher than -1.8, -1.7 and -1.5 for all 


roofs of heights 10, 7.5 and 5 m, respectively. Comparison of these boundary pressure coefficients with those 


provided by AS/NZS 11702 for the first interior zone (-1.1, see Figure 2) shows that the design pressure coefficients 


of AS/ (2011) 11702 for interior zones are insufficient and indeed lower than the actual wind pressure. This implies 


that sizes of the corner zone and total edge zones (two sequential) created by design criterion eave height (H) for 


large flat roofs are less than desired. Thus, these zones should be extended for larger sizes to capture lower pressure 


coefficients. Accordingly, the size of the interior zones will be reduced and the maximum local pressure coefficients 


captured by these zones will be decreased too. 


Table 2: Minimum Values (in Absolute Sense) of Most Critical Pressure Coefficients Captured by Current Wind 


Code/Standard: ASCE 7-10 (NBCC 2015), EN 1991-1-4:2005 and AS/NZS 11702, 2011– see Figure 3 for B9. 


Corner Zone 


Building 


ASCE 7 


(NBCC) 
EN 1991-1-4 AS/NZS 11702 


CpCg CpCg CpCg 


B1 > -2.5 > -3.0 > -2.0 


B2 > -2.0 > -2.8 > -1.8 


B3 > -2.0 > -3.0 > -1.8 


B4 > -2.2 > -2.7 > -1.6 


B5 > -1.9 > -2.7 > -1.7 


B6 > -1.3 > -2.8 > -1.3 


B7 > -2.0 > -3.0 > -1.4 


B8 > -1.5 > -2.8 > -2.0 


B9 > -1.3 > -2.8 > -1.3 


Edge Zone 


Building 
ASCE 7 


(NBCC) 
EN 1991-1-4 AS/NZS 11702 
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CpCg CpCg CpCg CpCg 


B1 > -2.5 > -2.5 > -2.5 -2.5> CpCg >-1.8 


B2 > -2.3 > -2.8 > -2.3 -2.3> CpCg >-1.8 


B3 > -2.0 > -2.5 > -2.3 -2.3> CpCg >-1.8 


B4 > -2.5 > -2.7 > -2.4 -2.4> CpCg >-1.6 


B5 > -2.3 > -2.7 > -2.5 -2.5> CpCg >-1.7 


B6 > -1.8 > -2.5 > -2.3 -2.3> CpCg >-1.8 


B7 > -2.5 > -3.0 > -2.5 -2.5> CpCg g>-1.5 


B8 > -1.5 > -2.5 > -2.5 -2.5> CpCg >-1.8 


B9 > -1.3 > -2.8 > -2.3 -2.3> CpCg >-1.8 


5. MODIFYING THE PROVISIONS OF CURRENT WIND CODES AND STANDARDS 


A suggestion has been proposed by Alrawashdeh and Stathopoulos (2015) for the current statement of ASCE 7-10 


(NBCC 2015) defining the roof zones of low-rise buildings for better evaluation of edge and corner zones of large 


roofs. A key limitation of this suggested exception is that the exception addresses the current roof zones sizes 


without modifying the structure of the guidelines defining the zone sizes, as well the design wind pressures of these 


zones. This suggestion is appropriate for buildings with mean roof height of 8 m or lower and least horizontal plan 


dimension greater than 90 m. Following this, during this section application of the proposed suggestion and its 


efficiency to current wind codes and standards will be discussed. The proposed suggestion is presented in Figure 4. 


Accordingly, Table 3 shows roof zones of the tested buildings obtained by experiments, current and modified 


provisions based on the suggested exception.   


The current provisions of ASCE 7-10 (NBCC 2015) may lead to considerably conservative and uneconomic 


edge/corner zones for large and relatively low height roofs with sizes larger than the actual sizes. For these 


geometries the size of these zones should be decreased such that they will envelope higher range of pressure 


coefficients. This issue can be solved for the current roof system of ASCE 7-10 (NBCC 2015) by applying the 


suggested exception that presented in Figure 4. Application of this exception to the ASCE 7-10 (NBCC 2015) 


guidelines has led to more economic and adequate design for large roofs of large buildings. 


Roof zones of EN 1991-1-4:2005 are found to be suitable in terms of sizes for large roofs with exaggerated design 


pressure coefficients for the small areas on the roof perimeter. In this case, increasing the size of the edge/corner 


zones is not compatible. Thus, interior zones with the exception will be designed for more conservative values of 


pressure coefficients compared with before (current system). As presented in Table 3, application of the suggested 


exception does not change the roof zones since the edge/corner zones are created by the design criteria 0.2H which 


is always less than (0.8H) of suggested by the exception.  


 


Exception: for roofs of buildings with α = 0° to 7° and a least horizontal dimension greater than 90 m (300 ft) 


the width of the corner and edge zones (Z and Z1) shall be limited to a maximum of (0.8H) regardless of the 


zones shape. 


Figure 4: Current guidelines specified in different wind codes/standards and the proposed suggestion. 


Table 3: Size of Corner/Edge Zones of Present Study and Current Wind Code/Standard: ASCE 7-10 (NBCC 2015), 


EN 1991-1-4:2005 and AS/NZS 11702 (2011), compared with the proposed exception. 


Corner Zone (Z, in m) 


Building Experimental 
ASCE 7 (NBCC) EN 1991-1-4 AS/NZS 11702 


Current Modified Current Modified Current Modified 


B1 5.3 4.0 4.0 5.0 5.0 10.0 10.0 


B2 6.0 4.8 4.8 5.0 5.0 10.0 10.0 


B3 6.9 7.2 7.2 5.0 5.0 10.0 10.0 


B4 5.2 3.0 3.0 3.8 3.8 7.5 7.5 


B5 5.3 4.8 4.8 3.8 3.8 7.5 6.0 


B6 5.4 7.2 6.0 3.8 3.8 7.5 6.0 


B7 3.3 2.4 2.4 2.5 2.5 5.0 5.0 
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B8 3.4 4.8 4.0 2.5 2.5 5.0 4.0 


B9 3.4 7.2 4.0 2.5 2.5 5.0 4.0 


Edge Zone (Z1, in m) 


Building Experimental 
ASCE 7 (NBCC) EN 1991-1-4 AS/NZS 11702 


Current Modified Current Modified Current Modified 


B1 5.3 4.0 4.0 2.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 


B2 6.0 4.8 4.8 2.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 


B3 6.9 7.2 7.2 2.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 


B4 5.2 3.0 3.0 1.5 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.8 


B5 5.3 4.8 4.8 1.5 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.8 


B6 5.4 7.2 6.0 1.5 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.8 


B7 3.3 2.4 2.4 1.0 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 


B8 3.4 4.8 4.0 1.0 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 


B9 3.4 7.2 4.0 1.0 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 


 


 


Current corner/edge zones of AS/NZS 11702 are found to capture experimental boundary pressure coefficients 


higher in values than those provided by the AS/NZS 11702 (2011) for the interior zone. Thus, current pressure 


coefficients of the first interior zone are not appropriate with the actual wind pressure coefficients. Therefore, 


decreasing the size of the edge zone will make the guidelines worse. Application of the suggested exception to the 


current guidelines of AS/NZS 11702 (2011) does not affect the size of the edge zone (Z1) since the edge zone size 


(0.5H) is less than the proposed size (0.8H), whereas application of the of the suggested exception has reduced the 


size of the corner zones, see Table 3. Thus, a part area of the corner zone will be a part of the edge zone (interior). 


 


As a brief conclusion from the previous, the proposed exception has only effects on the guidelines of ASCE 7-10 


(NBCC 2015) and AS/NZS 11702 (2011). As already noted, the current guidelines of ASCE 7-10 (NBCC 2015) 


overdesigning the corner/edge zones of large roofs and very low height (H ≤ 7.5 m) by producing zones of width of 


4% of the least horizontal plan dimension. AS/NZS 11702 (2011) underestimates the interior zone wind pressure or 


the guidelines of AS/NZS 11702 (2011) create edge zones of sizes less than required. In spite of that the authors 


believe that application of this practical exception will effectively improve the current provisions by decreasing the 


size of the unjustified areas under the conditions that the design wind pressure coefficients of ASCE 7-10 (NBCC 


2015) and AS/NZS 11702 (2011) are kept as they are. 


 


To verify this exception, the proposed roof zones are figured on the experimental contours of most critical pressure 


coefficients distribution of all tested buildings. Undoubtedly, the final outcomes of these code/standard provisions 


become more reliable against wind loading for low-rise buildings. As an illustration, proposed roof zones and the 


experimental pressure coefficients over the roof building B9: 180X180X5 m are shown in Figure 5. 


 


Clearly, the gross area of the corner zones of ASCE 7-10 (NBCC 2015) and AS/NZS 11702 (2011) are reduced. The 


edge zones of ASCE 7-10 (NBCC 2015) are also decreased. These reductions in the sizes are treated for the 


overdesigning portion of the roof zones created by the current guidelines of these wind codes/standards. Thus, the 


corner zones of the modified provisions hold all local peak pressure coefficients higher than -1.8, whereas the corner 


zones of the current provisions hold all peak pressure coefficients higher than -1.3. In the same way, the edge zones 


of the modified provisions of ASCE 7-10 (NBCC 2015) hold all local peak pressure coefficients higher than -2.0 in 


comparison with the edge zones of the current provisions that hold all peak pressure coefficients higher than -1.3. 


 


Moreover, the design wind pressure coefficients provided by ASCE 7-10 (NBCC 2015) and AS/NZS 11702 (2011) 


become more consistent with the actual pressure distribution on large roofs with the modified zonal system. 
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Figure 5: Most critical negative peak pressure coefficient contours (envelope values for all wind directions) with 


roof zones for building B9: 180X180X5 m of the proposed provisions: (a) AS/NZS 11702 (2011) and (b) ASCE 7-


10 (NBCC 2015) 


For instance, the maximum local peak pressure coefficients measured on the modified interior zone are found to be 


roughly -1.8, which are consistent with the respective design values -2.0 and -1.8 of ASCE 7–10 and NBCC 2015, 


respectively. Also, the local peak pressure coefficients measured on boundary of the modified corner zone of 


AS/NZS 11702 (2011) are found to be in range of -1.8 to -2.3, which will be overestimated by the AS/NZS 11702 


(2011) design pressure coefficients -3.1 provided for the edge zone. Whereas in the case of the current provisions, 


these reduced parts of the corner zones are overestimated by the AS/NZS 11702 (2011) design pressure coefficients 


-6.2 provided for the corner zone. 


6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 


This study has discussed roof zones of various wind codes/standards and their applicability for large low-rise 


buildings. A set of experimental results on large roofs have been acquired and applied for code comparisons, mainly 


including the roof wind pressures and roof zones. The main findings can be summarized as follows: 


1. There are significant discrepancies in the definitions of edge and corner roof zones among current wind 


codes and standards, including the roof zone sizes and their design wind pressures. These discrepancies 


are due to the differences in their methodologies and sources at development. 


2. The ASCE 7-10 and NBCC 2015 restriction (0.04Ds) may lead to oversized edge and corner zones for 


such buildings with large roofs and low heights (H ≤ 7.5 m and D ≥ 120 m).  


3. Narrow corner and edge zones with high design pressure coefficients are introduced by EN 1991-1-4 for 


large flat roofs. This approach may be too conservative. 


4. AS/NZS 11702, 2011 provisions overestimated the sizes of the roof corner zones. 
Extending the scope of the work done by Alrawashdeh and Stathopoulos (2015), their proposed exception for large 


low-rise buildings has been applied to the general definitions of the size of edge and corner zones of ASCE 7-10 


(NBCC 2015) and AS/NZS 11702 (2011). This exception reduced the sizes of the edge/corner zones of ASCE 7-


10 (NBCC 2015) and the corner zones of AS/NZS 11702 (2011). 
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ABSTRACT  


MTO is actively expanding Highway 69 from a two-lane rural highway to a four-lane controlled access freeway. 


This is being completed through the eastern Georgian Bay area, some of the most pristine habitat for numerous 


species at risk reptiles. MTO obtained a permit under the Endangered Species Act for the project, prescribing 


extensive mitigation measures, including a requirement to prevent snakes and turtles from accessing the highway 


while still being able to access habitat on both sides. 


 


To fulfill this condition, MTO is constructing one of the most permeable highways in Canada.  At this stage, MTO 


has completed 13 passage systems (crossings underneath the highway) and is planning to construct another 80 


passages, including approximately 140 kilometres of fencing to keep the animals off the roadway and funnel them 


towards the passages. 


 


There have been many challenges over the years, both in design and implementation.  


 


The challenges with these passage systems include: 


 Materials (durability, mesh size, multiple species of snakes and turtles); 


 Installation (bedrock and swamp); 


 Design (where/how to end fencing, locating crossings, making culverts attractive to reptiles); 


 Monitoring effectiveness, and 


 Maintenance. 


 


Keywords: Highway 69, species at risk, reptiles, fencing, mitigation 


1. REPTILES AND ROADS  


Reptiles are particularly prone to road mortality because: they are attracted to roads to bask and/or lay eggs; they 


readily attempt to cross roads; they are relatively small and not easily seen by drivers; and they move slowly, 


increasing the risk of being hit.  


 


Species at risk reptiles are found on both sides of the existing Highway 69 corridor. The highway functions as a 


general barrier to the movement of these animals because few individuals of are likely to successfully cross the 


highway.  


1.1 Reduce Reptile Road Kill 


The first step in reducing the number of reptiles killed on the highway each year is to prevent them from accessing 


the road in the first place. Constructing a barrier that is effective and stopping snakes and turtles, that requires 


minimal maintenance, that is economically feasible, and that is not a road-side hazard has been a priority. The first 


generation of barrier consisted of a heavy-duty geotextile fabric that is attached to the ungulate fence (or highway 


fence) with a portion of the fabric buried. While the barrier system is effective, it requires frequent maintenance to 


remain functional.  The second generation of fencing consists of a heavy steel quarter inch mesh installed with 


wooden posts and top rails. Again, the design is very effective, but the wooden rails were often stolen and required 
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frequent replacement. The current design consists of the same heavy steel mesh installed using steel posts and a steel 


pipe-style top rail. 


 


Installation challenges have also led to various design and contract changes. The corridor consists largely of rock 


and swamp, both of which challenge the fence installation. Rock drills and concrete grout are used to install the 


posts, and granular backfill is brought in to bury the bottom of the mesh. In swamp areas, a granular bench is often 


constructed at the toe of slope to allow the fence to be installed in the dry.  


1.2 Design Features to Attract Use 


The second step in reducing road impacts on reptiles is to provide the connectivity to habitat on either side of the 


road and remove the barrier that has been in place for many decades. This is accomplished through the installation 


of large culverts. These culverts, in conjunction with the fencing that not only keeps them off the road but also 


funnels them to the culverts, are referred to as passage systems.  


 


As the scientific community’s understanding of these protected reptiles broadens (Rouse, J.D., 2005; Eco-Kare 


International. 2016), the infrastructure required to protect them is also evolving to improve effectiveness. In order to 


increase light penetration, the culverts must be large enough (minimum 1.8 metre box), as short as possible (often 


requiring wing-walls), and open in the median. The goal is to ensure the openness ratio (length to height) is large 


enough to maintain light through the entire length of the culvert, and therefore provide enough heat to keep it 


hospitable for reptiles.  


 


Reptiles also exhibit strong site fidelity and travel patterns year to year. Locating crossings in areas of higher travel 


will increase the likelihood of use. Ensuring that the approaches are graded properly (i.e. avoid perched culverts or 


steep rock fills) and include sufficient hiding features (woody debris, rocks, vegetation) to make the animals feel 


safe also increases the likelihood of use. 


2. ONGOING CHALLENGES 


The issue with fence ends continues to be a challenge. It is not possible to entirely fence the right-of-way and gaps 


in the barrier must be designed to minimize the animals’ access to the road. Escape structures have been included 


that allow animals trapped on the road side of the fence to return to the habitat side. Ongoing monitoring of the 


barriers constructed to date will continue to affect the future installations, as we see what is and is not effective. 


 


Another challenging aspect to these mitigation measures is the long-term maintenance. While the frequency of 


inspection is a requirement that can be easily quantified in a contract, the amount of repairs and materials required is 


not. This becomes a challenge when trying to include the maintenance requirements in the Area Maintenance 


Contracts.  


 


Despite the challenges and the unknowns, the data collected to date shows that the passage systems are successful. 


The 2015 monitoring program has successfully captured both snakes and turtles utilizing the crossings, and road 


surveys have indicated the fencing is successful at preventing road kills. MTO will continue to monitor the 


infrastructure that has been constructed to date and utilize an adaptive management approach to continue to improve 


the effectiveness of future installations. 
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ABSTRACT  


Recent surge in academic and industry-related interest in transit resilience can be partly attributed to the occurrence 


and impact of disruptive events like Hurricane Sandy, Hurricane Katrina and the July 2005 London bombings. Such 


events have served not only to highlight the vulnerabilities of our public transit systems to natural disasters, targeted 


attacks and, broadly speaking, unexpected conditions, but also to garner interest in resilience-based approaches to 


mitigate and recover from the damage caused. In spite of recent gains in developing better understanding of transit 


resilience, substantial gaps remain in establishing a clear relationship between resilience and transit planning. This 


relationship is explored through means of an expert survey, with survey responses used to identify disruptive events 


to transit operation, critical transit infrastructure, disruption mitigation strategies, and the future relevance of transit 


resilience. The survey was administered to various individuals in academia and in the transportation consulting and 


transit planning and operation industries. Responses were received from experts from over 15 Canadian institutions 


and agencies. Survey findings indicate a common industry interest in the implications of enhancing resilience, and a 


shared regard of resilience as not merely a relevant topic of consideration in planning and operating future transit 


systems, but also a critical subject of focus 


 


Keywords: Resilience, Transit resilience, Public transit, Expert survey, Disruption management 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Recent surge in popular, academic and industry-related interest in resilience can be partly attributed to the occurrence 


and impact of disruptive events like Hurricane Sandy, Hurricane Katrina and the July 2005 London bombings. Such 


events have served not only to highlight the vulnerabilities of our urban environments to natural disasters, targeted 


attacks and, broadly speaking, unexpected conditions, but also to garner interest in resilience-based approaches to 


mitigate and recover from the damage caused.  Given the visibility and publicity associated with large disruptions, the 


resilience implications of extreme events tend to receive more attention in academic discourse, leaving the 


implications of smaller disruptions less studied. However, focus on these smaller disruptions is warranted, given their 


higher frequency and because the total impact of numerous such disruptions can equal that of a single large disruption. 


 


Public transit systems are subject to the impact of a wide spectrum of events ranging from extreme weather events to 


day-to-day operational breakdowns. The threats posed by these disruptions, when considered against a backdrop of 


global trends of increased transit use and deteriorating state of transportation infrastructure in many regions 


worldwide, indicate a pressing need for proper consideration of resilience in transit system planning, design, 


management and operation. While this need is acknowledged by many in the public transit field, the incorporation of 
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resilience in practice is, at best, nascent. Strategies for enhancing transit resilience, if implemented, are typically ad-


hoc and reactive. Moreover, an understanding of methods for systematically improving transit resilience remains 


fragmented; few transit agencies and operators possess coordinated plans for building transit resilience and the sparse 


existing research related to transit resilience tends to focus on implications of severe disruptions.   


 


This study explores the concept of transit resilience and measures the interest and understanding of the transit 


community of transit resilience. Attempts are made to define, through an expert survey, what constitutes improving 


resilience of transit operation in the face of disruptions. Ultimately, this study contributes to the transportation 


resilience literature by establishing a baseline summary of expert knowledge on transit resilience. 


2. ORIGINS OF RESILIENCE 


The concept of resilience is applied across numerous contexts in the literature; a cursory review illustrates the range 


in which resilience is defined and measured.  At a high-level, however, the modern notion of resilience can be 


generalized with respect to two schools of thought.  


 


The first school of thought, drawing from studies conducted by ecologist C.S. Holling in the 1970s, describes resilience 


as “the ability of … systems to absorb changes … [and] still persist” (Holling 1973). Resilience is measured by “the 


magnitude of disturbance that can be absorbed before the system changes its structure by changing the variables and 


processes that control behaviour” (Holling 1996). This view of resilience emphasizes the uncertain, non-linear aspects 


of a complex system, and presumes the existence of multiple stable states or regimes that a system may flip between. 


This view is termed ‘ecological resilience’. The second school of thought is based in the work of ecologist S.L. Pimm 


(Pimm 1984). Pimm presents a more traditional definition of resilience, one based on principles studied in the fields 


of physics and engineering. This definition “concentrates on stability near an equilibrium steady state” and is measured 


as the “speed of return to the equilibrium”. This view is thus termed ‘engineering resilience’ (Holling 1996). 


Ecological and engineering resilience serve as the bases for many other context-specific interpretations of the concept. 


A survey of resilience definitions from various disciplinary perspectives is presented in Table 1.   


Table 1: Summary of Resilience Definitions in Different Disciplines 


Source Discipline  Proposed Definition 


Bruneau et al., 


2003 


Earthquake 


engineering 


The ability of a system to reduce the chances of a shock, to absorb such a 


shock if it occurs (abrupt reduction of performance) and to recover 


quickly after a shock (re-establish normal performance) 


Foster, 1997 General The capacity of a system to absorb shocks gracefully 


Francis et al., 


2014  


 


Reliability & safety 


engineering 


The endowed or enriched ability of a system to anticipate and absorb 


potential disruptions, develop adaptive means to accommodate changes 


within or around the system and establish response behaviours aimed at 


either building the capacity to withstand the disruption or recover as 


quickly as possible after an impact 


Holling, 1973 Ecology The ability of a system to absorb changes and still persist 


Pimm, 1984 Ecology The speed of (or time for) a system’s return to equilibrium 


3. RESILIENCE IN TRANSPORTATION NETWORKS 


Definitions of the resilience of a transportation network have been given under various contexts, though all relate to 


the function of a network in facilitating accessibility and mobility. A sample of definitions present in literature is 


provided in Table 2. 
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Table 2: Summary of Resilience Definitions in Transportation Specific Contexts 


Source Proposed Definition 


Battelle, 


2007 


A characteristic that enables the system to compensate for losses and allows the system to 


function even when infrastructure is damaged or destroyed 


Freckleton 


et al., 2012 


The ability of a transportation network to absorb disruptive events gracefully and return itself to a 


level of service equal to or greater than the pre-disruption level of service within a reasonable time 


frame 


Urena 


Serulle et 


al., 2011 


The ability of a system to maintain its demonstrated level of service or to restore itself to that 


level of service in a specified time frame 


Litman, 


2012 


The ability of a system to accommodate variable and unexpected conditions without catastrophic 


failure 


 


3.1 Transit Resilience in Existing Systems 


In practice, strategies for enhancing the resilience of a transit system are often applied in conjunction with those 


intended to enhance the sustainability of a system. Resilience strategies are often presented as related to, or even 


interchangeable with, strategies for supporting environmental sustainability and climate change preparedness 


(Davoudi et al. 2012, Stumpp 2013). In planning, few transit agencies possess comprehensive resilience plans or 


policy documents which explicitly outline an agency’s approach to considering and improving system resilience. 


Many agencies regularly apply strategies that increase a system’s resilience; however, most strategies are applied 


singly and not as part of an adopted comprehensive resilience-building approach. Furthermore, the implementation of 


these strategies tends often to be ad-hoc, as reactive actions. Instituting a bus bridging scheme following closure of 


subway services is an example of one such ad-hoc strategy. 


3.2 Reliability and Resilience 


Parallel to growing interest in transit resilience is a growing interest in service reliability. Given the understanding 


that improvements in service running time and running time variability increases rider satisfaction levels (Boyle 2006, 


Hensher et al. 2003, Hollander 2003), many have investigated the development of metrics and methods for measuring 


transit reliability and benchmarking best practices for enhancing service reliability.  Many such studies have focused 


on the use of Automatic Passenger Counter (APC) and Automatic Vehicle Location (AVL) data to measure on-time 


performance and schedule adherence of transit service (Hammerle 2005, Camus et al. 2006, Carrasco 2011, Cevallos 


et al. 2011, Diab et al. 2013, Gittens et al. 2015). APC and AVL systems offer quality real-time information that can 


inform service planning and provide more reliable service (Hammerle 2005). Service delivery quality has also been 


measured using elapsed travel time collected by Automated Fare Collection (AFC) (Chan 2007). Overall, reliability 


metrics provide a robust measure for transit operation, especially from the operator’s perspective, but fall short of 


explicitly capturing the concept of transit resilience; further, they are typically stop- or line-specific and lack the 


representation of network-wide performance. 


 


Evidently, a gap exists in the understanding of transit resilience. Considerable efforts are needed to establish the value 


of applying the concept of transit resilience in practice to proactively improve transit systems. This study helps define 


the key attributes of transit resilience through an expert survey, enriching the overall understanding of transit 


resilience.    


4. CONSULTATION APPROACH 


This study designed and conducted an expert survey for capturing the attitudes and opinions of experts in the public 


transit and transportation planning industry. Expert surveys are often characterized by their use of open-ended 


questions in obtaining attitudinal information. The questionnaire for this study was designed to be open-ended, so that 


attitudes towards resilience could be captured and, consequently, differences in attitude between groups also indirectly 


captured. A summary of the questions that were included in the survey questionnaire is presented in Table 3. Survey 


responses were accepted for a period of four weeks in March 2014 following distribution of the survey to initial 


respondents. 
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An online questionnaire was used to collect responses. A non-probability sampling technique, snowball sampling, was 


used against a sampling frame based on four expert groups: academia, consulting, governmental 


transportation/planning agency and transit company. The rationale for defining the expert groups was related to the 


role of an individual in the transportation industry. Individuals from a list of academic institutions, consulting firms, 


transit agencies, and governmental planning agencies were contacted as initial respondents and invited to nominate 


other potential respondents from their contact networks.  


Table 3: Questions included in the expert survey questionnaire 


Question Text  


1a Where are you from? - Organisation 


1b Where are you from? – Occupation 


1c Where are you from? - City/Town 


1d Where are you from? - Country 


2 Which of the following groups do you feel you belong to most? (Choice of ‘academia’, 


‘consulting’, ‘governmental transportation/planning agency’ and ‘transit company’) 


3 Are you familiar with the concept of resilience? (Choice of ‘not at all familiar’, ‘slightly familiar’, 


‘somewhat familiar’, ‘moderately familiar’ and ‘extremely familiar’) 


4 Through what experiences and sources have you become familiar with resilience? 


5 Provide your description of resilience. Feel free to use examples, short phrases or related terms. 


6 Rank how well the resilience descriptions below correspond with your own description of 


resilience.  Rank 1 for most related to 6 for least related. (See Table 1 for presented descriptions)  


7 Provide your description of transportation resilience. Feel free to use examples, short phrases or 


related terms. 


8 Rank how these presented descriptions, from 1 for most related to 5 for least related, correspond 


with your own description of transportation resilience. (See Table 2 for presented descriptions) 


9 Consider the infrastructure components of a transit system. Consider the range in complexity of 


infrastructure components associated with different types of transit service. Of these infrastructure 


components, which do you feel are most critical to the operation of a transit line or system? 


10 List some infrastructure components which you feel can be easily enhanced with respect to 


resilience. Also list strategies which could be used to enhance the resilience of these components. 


11 Consider the small to medium, daily or relatively frequently disruptions which affect a transit 


system. List below those which come to mind. 


12 With respect to operational dimensions of a transit system, how do you feel the operational impacts 


of a disruption can be classified? 


13 What are your experiences with transit resilience? As related to your role in your sector, what 


strategies for approaching and enhancing transit resilience have you come across? 


14 From your experience, provide an example(s) of a time when you felt that the resilience, or lack of 


resilience, of a system influenced system operation. 


15 As an individual in your sector, how do you regard the role of resilience planning in the design and 


improvement of future transit systems? 


16 If you have any further questions regarding transit resilience and this study, or any general 


comments, please free to leave them in the box below. These suggestions will be helpful for future 


research purposes. 


17 If you would like to receive a synthesis of the responses from all survey participants when it is 


available, please enter below the email address to which you would like it to be sent. 


5. SURVEY RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 


Responses were received over a period of four weeks in March 2014. A total of 106 survey responses were received, 


of which approximately half were considered complete. Since open-ended questions in expert surveys are intended to 


accurately capture a range of views and opinions, a systematic approach to interpreting survey responses was adopted. 


In our study, this approach enabled a complete analysis of all available data through consideration of both complete 


and partial responses.   
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5.1 Summary of Respondent Characteristics   


The survey received responses from individuals from a range of organisations including both public and private 


organisations. The majority of reported occupations were related to the transportation and public transit industry. 


Respondents reported representing the following agencies and organisations: 


 Academia 


 Monash University 


 TU Delft 


 University of Amsterdam 


 University of British Columbia 


 University of Catania 


 University of Illinois at Chicago 


 University of Toronto 


 University of Waterloo 


 Consulting 


 Arup 


 HDR 


 IBI Group 


 Parsons Brinckerhoff 


 SNC-Lavalin 


 Urban Systems 


 Governmental transportation/planning 


agency 


 City of Kelowna 


 City of Kelowna & Central Okanagan 


Partnership 


 City of Ottawa 


 City of Surrey 


 City of Toronto 


 Metrolinx 


 Ministère des Transports du Quebec 


 Ministry of Transportation, Ontario 


 Region of Peel 


 Regulatory Agency (Fortaleza) 


 Town of New Tecumseth Engineering 


Department 


 Transit company 


 BART 


 CITSO (Quebec) 


 Durham Region Transit 


 Greater Sudbury Transit 


 Metro Transit (Halifax) 


 St. Albert Transit 


 Transport for London 


The geographic distribution of responses was broad with responses from individuals in 35 cities over 12 countries 


received; these cities and their transit systems range drastically in size. A greater share of Canadian responses was 


observed, which can be partly attributed to the bias associated with using a primarily Canadian sample frame for 


contacting respondents.  The target population for the survey was comprised of four expert groups. The majority of 


respondents - almost 45% - identified themselves as belonging to the consulting industry. Approximately 29% of 


respondents reported belonging to the academia group, about 18% reported belonging to a government agency and 


8% reported belonging to a transit agency or company.  


 


Most respondents identified themselves as being somewhat or moderately familiar with the concept of resilience. 


Given that the conducted survey was intended to be an expert survey, such a distribution of familiarity is appropriate. 


The majority of respondents reported gaining familiarity with resilience through at least one education and academic 


experience, one work experience or a combination of both education and work. Around 31% of respondents reported 


becoming familiar with resilience through education and academic experiences only. Similarly, about 20% of 


respondents reported gaining familiarity with resilience through work experiences only.     


5.2 Definitions of Transportation Resilience 


Respondents were requested to present descriptions of definitions of transportation resilience. The descriptions can be 


classified in to 11 categories: 


 


 Adaptability 


 Mitigation of impact 


 Preparedness 


 Reliability 


 Return to equilibrium 


 Robustness 


 Ability to learn  


 Capacity to respond 
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 Contingency planning 


 Maintenance of function 


 


The ability of a system to maintain function while disrupted was mentioned most often by respondents, with 


approximately one-quarter of respondents relating continued provision of service to transportation resilience. About 


18% of respondents included descriptions of a transportation system’s ability to recover and restore function in their 


definitions of transportation resilience. About 16% of respondents characterised transportation resilience as a form of 


system adaptability, while 11% of respondents described the robustness of a transportation system as related to the 


resilience of a transportation system. 


5.3 Resilience of Transit Infrastructure and System Assets 


Respondents were instructed to identify infrastructure components most critical to the operation of a transit line or 


system. Infrastructure associated with transit right-of-way and its maintenance and with the fleet of a system were 


most frequently identified as most critical to the operation of a transit line. Almost a sixth of responses discussed 


aspects of transit right-of-way, while about 14% of responses included mention of system rolling stock. These two 


components were considered necessary at a bare minimum to operate a transit service, even if at a degraded level of 


service, assuming staff and adequate power (for electric rail systems) are available. Other identified components such 


as information systems, signals, communication, and controls act as support systems to these ‘central’ components 


and help in improving the level of service of the system, incrementally, after a disruptive event. 


5.3.1 Critical Transit Infrastructure Assets 


Right-of-way (ROW) infrastructure broadly refers to any physical infrastructure required for provision of transit 


service along a route. Respondents often referred to the availability of tracks, roads, tunnels, bridges, and other pieces 


of general transportation infrastructure when describing the critical nature of ROW infrastructure. Most respondents 


agreed that infrastructure supporting the right-of-way for transit is a critical component to maintain operation of a 


transit service, especially for rail-based exclusive ROW transit systems. Buses have more flexibility in route planning 


and therefore are less susceptible to non-availability of regular routes due to closures.  


 


Fleet refers to the availability of functioning transit vehicles, including rolling stock and buses. Redundancy in fleet, 


including streetcars, trains and especially buses, is considered important to maintain the operation of a transit system. 


Even if buses in mixed traffic provide a potentially lower level of service when replacing suspended rapid transit 


operations, their inherent flexibility during route planning and immediate dispatch renders them an attractive option. 


Fleet yards like train sheds and bus depots store large number of transit vehicles. Therefore, ‘events’ that incapacitate 


the ability of these centres to dispatch vehicles could significantly affect system- wide transit service operations. 


Specifically for surface transit routes, bus priority and bus only lanes were considered important to expedite movement 


in a congested environment due to a disruptive event on the transit network. 


 


The infrastructure required to provide adequate and timely information from the transit agency to the users of the 


transit system about current/future planned/unplanned disruptions on the transit system and the subsequent impacts 


on schedule and travel time, was identified as another critical component to operate a resilient transit service. In the 


event of a service disruption, availability of real time information display/announcements and guidelines on alternate 


travel options help mitigate the impact of the disruption, and increases the comfort of transit users.  The infrastructure 


required to communicate within the transit agency, from the control centre to dispatch, and transit operators, was 


considered another critical component to facilitate a quick and organized response to disruptions. It is crucial for the 


development of alternative routes, and it also enables efficient dissemination of ‘information’ to transit users. It helps 


reinforce the confidence of transit users in the agency that the disruption is being readily addressed.  


 


Stations, including rail and bus stations and especially ‘nodal’ stations at the intersection of two or more transit service 


lines, were identified as a significant component in providing transit service as well. Disruptions at busy interchange 


stations during peak travel periods, for instance, can have trickle down effects on operations for multiple transit lines 


thereby increasing the range of transit users affected by delays.  


 


Maintenance of a system command centre that leads, directs and monitors the mitigation measures implemented in 


the event of disruption was considered crucial to ensure the integrity of control systems/centre to facilitate efficient 
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execution of the disruption management strategy adopted. Control systems refer to systems that monitor the operation 


of the overall transit system. Although signals can be characterised as part of the ROW infrastructure, they were 


frequently identified as a separate item of critical infrastructure. Signalling systems, especially the interlocking system 


for rails, were considered important to maintain an acceptable service for rail systems.   


5.4 Spectrum of Disruptive Events 


Respondents were asked to provide examples of small to medium, daily or relatively frequent disruptions. In 


interpreting responses provided, it is unclear whether respondents listed all disruptions, including those perceived as 


large, severe disruptions, or only those perceived as small to medium, and more frequently occurring, as instructed. 


Based on responses received the disruptions are classified into the following categories:   


 


 Passenger-related 


 Failure of infrastructure 


 Congestion delay 


 Weather-related  


 Accidents 


 Construction  


 Signals  


 Power  


 Demand surge  


 Other disruptions 


 


Passenger-related disruptions were largely characterised as involving security and passenger safety concerns. 


Examples of such events include at-track injury, driver/employee assaults and other medical or police emergencies. 


Events associated with failure of infrastructure were those related to failure and malfunction of vehicles and rolling 


stock, track and signalling components, power systems, fare and payment systems, and passenger information systems. 


Congestion delay-related events were those associated with both expected and unexpected demand conditions. For 


instance, congestion during peak periods and congestion generated by demand surges due to incidents and special 


events were cited as examples of disruptive events. Weather-related disruptions included extreme storms and natural 


disasters, as well as less severe, yet disruptive, seasonal weather conditions. Disruptions caused by accidents referred 


to those associated with traffic incidents involving transit vehicles, and those not directly involving transit vehicles 


but influencing traffic conditions that impact transit operation. As a source of disruption, construction referred to both 


transit-related and other construction work, and road repairs which affect travel conditions. Failure or malfunction of 


signals, both track and road traffic signals, was cited as a disruptive event. Similarly, the failure and malfunction of 


power systems was cited as a disruption. Events associated with unexpected increases in demand, due to special events 


or incidents, were also identified as disruptive. 


5.5 Strategies for Enhancing Transit Resilience 


Based on the responses of survey respondents, strategies for enhancement of transit resilience are classified into the 


following categories:   


 


 System Level Planning 


 Monitoring procedures for system performance and regular reviews of system vulnerabilities 


 System expansion to increase system capacity and add system redundancies 


 Application of modelling and forecasting in developing a better understanding of system 


vulnerabilities 


 Support of initiatives for establishing and supporting multimodal transportation networks and 


improving connections between transit and active transportation networks 


 Transit network designs which reduce vulnerability by minimising convergence of multiple transit 


lines or systems at a single point or node  


 


 Operational Level Planning 


 Regular and proactive maintenance of fleet and ROW infrastructure 
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 Establishing transit priority schemes (priority lanes, queue jump lanes, signal priority) 


 Establishing exclusive transit ROW or adding greater elements of ROW separation 


 Provision of passenger information and real-time information 


 Use and transfer of information within a transit system, specifically between operators and control 


centre  


 Security presence for passenger safety and perception of increased passenger safety 
 


 Emergency Standards 


 Emergency preparedness measures and protocols 


 Established protocols for implementation of operational ‘bandage’ and ad-hoc solutions (short-turning, 


bus-bridging, and active rerouting of services) following disruptions 


 Established protocols for weatherproofing pieces of transit infrastructure 


 Employee training for protocol during and following disruptive events  
 


The most mentioned resilience enhancement strategy, included in almost 18% of responses, was the provision of 


system redundancy. The next most cited strategies were provision of passenger information and prioritization of 


passenger communication, provision of system flexibility, establishment and maintenance of transit ROW, mentioned 


by 10%, 8% and 7% of respondents, respectively.  Respondents reported that the infrastructure needed to provide user 


information (17% of responses), maintain right-of-way (12%) and the fleet / rolling stock (14%) can be most easily 


enhanced with regards to resilience. Other enhancements recommended include improvements to network to provide 


alternate travel options, having sufficient redundant sources of power, better signalling and communication systems, 


management of transit staff, and bus/train station infrastructure. 


5.5.1 Industry-based Commonalities in Familiarity with Resilience Enhancement Strategies 


To investigate commonalities in industry experience with resilience enhancement strategies, responses listing 


familiarity with a specific enhancement strategy were cross-classified by reported role in industry (academia, 


consulting, governmental transportation and planning agency and transit company).  As presented in Figure 1, 


knowledge of enhancement strategies related to information provision is shared by individuals in academia, consulting 


and governmental planning. Recognition of the relationship between providing system redundancies and increasing 


resilience is common in academia, consulting and governmental planning. Based on the responses received, it appears 


that individuals representing governmental transportation and planning agencies may be more familiar with 


operational strategies for enhancing resilience than individuals in academia and consulting; enhancement strategies 


related to conducting regular emergency preparedness drills and facilitating employee training were reported only by 


those at a governmental agency.  Classification of enhancement strategies by a role in a transit company is not included 


in Figure 1, as the survey did not receive a sufficient number of responses from individuals belonging to the ‘transit 


company’ group. 


 


Resilience Enhancement Strategy 


Role in Transit Industry 


Academia Consulting 


Governmental 


transportation & 


planning agency 


Information 


Provision 


Real time travel information    


Passenger communication    


Operational 


Fixes 


Emergency preparedness drills    


Employee training    


Maintenance and monitoring 


procedures 
   


Operational ‘bandages’    


Schedule flexibility    


Transit ROW and transit priority 


schemes 
   


Weatherproofing/flood proofing 


initiatives 
   


Redundancy Multimodal networks    
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System redundancies    


Studies Modelling and forecasting    


Network design    


General planning studies    


Figure 1: Transit resilience strategies cross-classified by respondent role in industry  


5.6 Relevance of Resilience in Future Transit Systems 


Respondents were instructed to provide a personal anecdote about service disruptions or system deficiencies, as an 


indirect approach to identifying examples of system vulnerabilities and to establishing contexts in which resilience is 


especially needed. Reported service disruptions or system deficiencies can be generalized as related to the following 


conditions: 


 


 Systems with aging infrastructure 


 Systems which are large and complex  


 Service suspension of higher-order systems 


 During maintenance/system upgrades 


 Demand surges on transit 


 Lack of information 


 Lack of passenger communication 


 Staffing/shift problems 


 ROW obstruction and/or delays due to congestion, incidents or construction  


 Vehicle failure 


 Extreme weather conditions 


 


The responses received were broadly classified as related to the condition of and context surrounding a specific transit 


system and as related to the occurrence of a specific disruption. A system with aging infrastructure or a system which 


is particularly large and complex exists can be considered to exist, given surrounding context, in a state of elevated 


vulnerability.  A system is also in a state of disruption if it experiences a demand surge or staffing problems.  


 


Respondents were also asked to comment on their perception of the relevance of resilience in planning and operating 


future transit systems. The majority of respondents reported regarding the role of resilience planning as important or 


critical, indirectly indicating interest in considering resilience implications in planning and design. There appears to 


be little difference in this sentiment with respect to sector. Individuals from all four expert groups reported similar 


sentiments for the significance of resilience in transit systems. 


6. CONCLUSIONS 


This paper presented a survey-based approach to elicit expert attitudes and opinions on aspects of transit resilience, 


allowing the establishment of a baseline summary of knowledge related to defining transit resilience, and developing 


high level strategies to enhance transit resilience. Survey findings indicate a common industry interest in the 


implications of enhancing resilience, and a shared regard of resilience as not just a relevant topic of consideration in 


planning, operating and designing future transit systems, but a critical subject of focus. Transit ROW, system fleet 


and the provision of information to users are identified by most respondents as being infrastructure components most 


critical to maintaining transit operation and most easily enhanced with respect to resilience. By indirect extension, 


transit ROW, system fleet and user information systems or protocols represent infrastructure components which are 


of particular significance in developing transit resilience enhancement strategies.    


 


Further research on the relationship between transit resilience and the size or complexity of a transit system would 


serve as an appropriate complement to this investigation.  Further attempts related to eliciting the opinions and 


expertise of individuals associated with transit agencies specifically would serve to supplement currents findings.  


Finally, a more quantitative, model-based exploration of the relationship between system resilience and the occurrence 


of a disruption should be conducted.  It is the authors’ hope that the expert knowledge collected in this study supports 


future investigation into the integration of resilience-sensitive approaches to transit operation and planning by 


researchers and practitioners alike. 
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ABSTRACT  


Square, rectangular, circular, elliptical, and oval steel hollow structural sections are commonly used in a wide range 


of structural applications. The need for deep sections with increased bending stiffness has been the motivation for 


polygonal hollow structural sections. Polygonal hollow structural sections can have a higher bending strength, and 


rotational capacity when compared to traditional rectangular or square hollow structural sections with similar cross-


sectional area. This paper discusses the numerical optimization of one such polygonal hollow structural section 


currently used in Canada. Previously conducted full-scale beam bending tests provide data for the calibration of the 


numerical model. The optimized cross-section has a 9.4% higher bending stiffness with no increase in cross-


sectional area as compared to the original design. If a 19.6% increase in cross-sectional area is permitted, the 


optimized cross-section has a 40.5% higher bending stiffness than the original design. 


1. INTRODUCTION 


In the construction industry and other engineering sectors, square, rectangular, circular, and other specialised steel 


hollow structural sections (HSS), shown in Table 1, have become more widely used due to their structural efficiency 


and aesthetics. The recent addition is the polygonal hollow structural section (PHSS). The advantage of the PHSS is 


the increase in bending strength, and rotational capacity it offers as the number of corners of its cross-section 


increases (Yamashita et al., 2003).  


Table 1: Examples of specialized steel hollow structural sections 


 
 
 
The PHSS herein starts as a basic rectangular HSS (RHSS) but includes bends in its web and flange, as shown in 


Figure 1, to reduce the potential for local buckling,. Another way to minimize the potential of local buckling is to 


use an oval HSS (OHSS). However, a disadvantage of the OHSS is that its constantly changing radius requires 


specialized manufacturing expertise, especially for welded sections. In contrast, the flanges of the PHSS are easier to 


fabricate as they require only a discrete number of plate bends rather than a continuous curvature. Furthermore, the 


corners of the flanges of the PHSS maintain a minimum radius of 3t, where t is the wall thickness. This increases its 


rotational capacity, and ensures that no microscopic stress cracks and brittle-type failures occur during galvanizing. 
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Figure 1: Proposed cross-section of the PHSS beam with the different dimension variables 


 


The PHSS shown in Figure 1 is used in cantilever applications so that compression occurs primarily in the bottom 


flange. The additional bends on the bottom flange maximize resistance to local buckling while minimizing weight. 


This does mean the PHSS is not symmetric about its horizontal axis and a reversal of loading could lead to local 


buckling of the top flange. In practice, however, reversal of loading rarely occurs.  


 


However, research on PHSS beams for engineering applications is limited. In one of the most recent studies, 


Yamashita et al., 2003 only considered the crush behaviour of short PHSS stub-columns (200 mm long) under axial 


compression, and there is also a lack of proper design guidance hindering more widespread use in the industry. As a 


result, a full-scale experimental four-point flexural bending test program was initiated using a proposed cross-


section of the PHSS beam, Figure 2.  
 


 
Figure 2: Flexural bending experimental test set-up 


 


The results showed that the proposed PHSS has a higher bending strength, and rotational capacity, Figure 3, when 


compared to a traditional RHSS with similar cross-sectional area.  
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Figure 3: Applied load vs deflection comparison between PHSS and RHSS beams 


 


Following completion of the experimental tests, a design optimization study was initiated. The purpose of this study 


was to further improve the bending stiffness of PHSS beams as experimental tests would be too costly for this 


purpose. This paper discusses the optimization analysis of the proposed cross-section of one of the PHSS beams that 


was used to complete the experimental flexural bending tests.  


 


The optimization process was carried out by numerically varying the cross-sectional dimensions of the proposed 


cross-section of the PHSS beam with the objective function of minimizing deflection, and thus increasing stiffness. 


The numerical optimization and finite element analyses were completed in ANSYS Mechanical APDL 15.0. The 


initial dimensions of the proposed cross-section of the PHSS beam are listed in Table 2.  


Table 2: Initial Dimensions of the proposed cross-section of the PHSS beam 


Design Variable Length (mm) 


b 203 


b1 49.5 


b2 104 


b3 33.5 


b4 42 


b5 52 


h 305 


h1 57 


h2 191 


h3 39.6 


h4 17.4 


t 6.4 
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2. METHODOLOGY 


The purpose of this optimization study was to obtain the cross-section of the PHSS beam which maximized its 


bending stiffness. An optimization analysis requires an objective function, design variables, and a state variable. The 


objective function is the parameter being optimized. The design variables are the parameters that are varied to 


change the objective function, and the state variable provides a constraint or constraints on the system. 


 


The goal of each optimization analysis was to increase the elastic stiffness of the PHSS beam. A finite element 


model of a PHSS beam under four-point bending was developed and its maximum deflection was used to represent 


the change in stiffness. Consequently, the objective function of the optimization analysis was set to minimize the 


mid-span deflection with a stopping tolerance of 2% of the initial deflection.  


 


The moment of inertia of a beam is dependent on its cross-sectional dimensions. These dimensions, which are the 


design variables, were varied in the optimization analysis and as a result the moment of inertia changed. The design 


variables which were used in the optimization analyses herein are: 


 


[1] 2*b1 + b2 ≤ b  


 


[2] 2*b3 + 2*b4 + b5 ≤ b 


 


[3] h1 + h2 + h3 + h4 ≤ h. 


 


The original values of the design variables b1, b2, b3, b4, b5, h1, h2, h3, h4 are provided in Table 2. The values of b 


(overall PHSS width) and h (overall PHSS depth) are constant and their values are provided in Table 2. The original 


PHSS thickness t is also given in Table 2. It is constant for some of the optimization analyses, while in others it was 


permitted to vary.  


 


Furthermore, a state variable that constrained the FE models within acceptable design limits was implemented. The 


state variable herein was the cross-sectional area of the PHSS which was either kept constant or allowed to increase 


up to 20% of the original. Finally, for each optimization analysis, the mesh size was kept constant, and only 


hexahedral elements were used. 


 


The design optimization was completed via the first order analysis method (Huebner et al., 2001). This method is an 


iterative procedure, and the steps involved are described below:  


 


1. Start with an initial design or cross-section x0. Set the iteration counter k = 0. 


2. Calculate the displacement or deflection vector u(xk) for the current design by performing a finite element (FE) 


analysis: K(x)u(x) = F(x), where K and F are the stiffness and force vectors, respectively. 


3.  For the current design or cross-section xk, calculate the objective function, the constraint functions and 


determine their gradient, ▽g(xk). For optimization problems, the local (global) minima are located at points for 


which the gradient is zero. 


4.  For each xk formulate an explicit, convex approximation Sk for the problem.  


5. Solve Sk via an optimization algorithm such as the Taylor Series to give a new design or cross-section xk+1.  


6.  Put k = k+1 and return to step ii) unless a stopping criterion or tolerance is satisfied. 


2.1 Verification of the Finite Element Model 


In order to accurately complete the optimization study, the FE model of the PHSS beam was initially verified. The 


verification process involved comparing the numerical deflection at the mid-point of the beam to the corresponding 


theoretical deflection.  


 


The numerical analyses were conducted up to load P of 200 kN. This load was determined from the experimental 


tests as the elastic region limit for the test specimen, Figure 3. The beams analysed were made of cold-formed steel 


(Es = 200,000 MPa), 3658 mm in length. The moment of inertia was varied during the optimization analysis as the 


cross-sectional dimensions changed. The beam supports and loading points consisted of profiled plates to match the 
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shape of the PHSS, as shown in Figure 4, with a width of 152 mm to ensure adequate bearing resistance. The 


loading points were 1000 mm apart (L2).  


 


 
 


Figure 4: 3-D FE model of the proposed PHSS 


 


The FE model of the proposed PHSS beam was built using hexahedral Solid185 brick elements in ANSYS APDL 


15.0, and all the design variables were defined parametrically. The bottom-up meshing technique was used for the 3-


D model. The mesh size (1 mm x 1 mm), which controlled the number of brick elements, was dependent on the 


available computing power, and the required level of accuracy.  


 


The distance between the support points (L) was 3500 mm, and each of the point loads was 1250 mm (L1) from the 


support points. The initial cross-sectional dimensions of the FE model are shown in Table 2. 


 


Based on the initial design variables, a FE model with 50,656 Solid185 brick elements and a load P of 200 kN, the 


mid-point deflection of the proposed PHSS beam was determined to be 10.53 mm, with a moment of inertia of 


69.3*106  mm4. On the other hand, the theoretical equation for the maximum deflection at the mid-point of a beam 


in four-point bending with this moment of inertia predicted 11.4 mm. The obtained numerical and theoretical 


solutions differ by only 7.6%, which was deemed to be reasonable agreement. This discrepancy is likely due to 


differences in loading (point loads versus loading through plates in the finite element model) and support conditions 


(true pin and roller supports versus plate supports in the finite element model).   


2.2 Design Optimization 


In order to investigate the effect of the cross-section shape on the elastic stiffness of a PHSS beam, three 


optimization analyses were conducted.  


 


The first analysis investigated how close the original cross-section was to an “optimized” shape in terms of elastic 


stiffness. Only the vertical dimensions of the webs, y4 and y5, were permitted to vary. The updated cross-section was 


constrained to have the same plate thickness, t, and cross-sectional area, as the original.  
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Figure 5: Deflection vs design sets for the first optimization analysis 


 


Figure 5 shows the maximum midpoint deflections of the PHSS beam as the design variables were changed. Each 


specific set of new design variables is termed a “Set Number” with Set 1 representing the original cross-section. The 


minimum deflection was obtained for the Set 5 parameters. Figure 6 shows the cross-section corresponding to Set 5, 


and, for comparison, the original cross-section. The Set 5 dimensions are also listed in Table 3. 


 


(a)               (b)    
 


Figure 6: Comparison of the original cross-section (a), and the Set 5 cross-section (b) 
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Table 3: Dimensions of the different cross-sections of the PHSS beam 


Design 


Variable 


Set 5 Length    


(mm) 


Set 7 Length    


(mm) 


Set 4 Length      


(mm) 


b 203 203 203 


b1 49.5 41.55 49.6 


b2 104 119.9 103.8 


b3 33.5 28.6 34.8 


b4 42 46.3 40.7 


b5 52 53.2 52 


h 305 305 305 


h1 112.5 79.8 61.3 


h2 140 169.8 186.3 


h3 35.1 47.3 49.3 


h4 17.4 8.1 8.1 


t 6.4 N/A N/A 


 


In the first analysis, the optimized cross-section has a 4.3% higher flexural stiffness as compared to the original. 


This increase was obtained by significantly reducing the height of the web h2 by 26.7% (Table 3). It is possible that 


the slender web dimension h2 in the original cross-section leads to ovalization of the PHSS beam during bending, 


which lowers its stiffness (Guarracino, 2003). Therefore, by reducing h2 in Set 5 the flexural stiffness is increased. 


This increase, however, is quite modest, suggesting the original cross-section was already close to “optimum” in 


terms of flexural stiffness. 


 


In the second optimization, all the constraints, including the thickness, were relaxed somewhat with the overall 


cross-sectional area permitted to increase up to 20% of the original. The cross-sectional dimensions in Set 5, Set 6, 


and Set 7 provided the lowest deflections, Figure 7. However, the cross-sectional areas for Set 5 and Set 6 exceeded 


the area of the original by more than 20%. Thus Set 7 was chosen as the optimum solution. 


 


 
 


Figure 7: Deflection vs design sets for the second optimization analysis 
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The Set 7 cross-section, whose dimensions are shown in Table 3, increased the stiffness of the PHSS beam by 


40.5%. As would be expected, the flexural stiffness can be increased with more area located away from the centroid, 


and this optimized cross-section significantly increased the area of its top and bottom flanges by 19.6%, Figure 9(a). 


 


With the final optimization analysis, all the design variables, b1, b2, b3, b4, b5, h1, h2, h3, h4, and t were allowed to 


change. However, the total cross-sectional area was kept constant in relation to the original cross-section. 


 


 
 


Figure 8: Deflection vs design sets for the final optimization analysis 


 


In the final optimization analysis, the cross-sectional dimensions of Set 4 resulted in the lowest deflection. This 


cross-section, Figure 9(b), increased the stiffness of the PHSS beam by 9.4% with no increase in the overall area.  


(a)          (b)    
 


Figure 9: Illustration of the cross-sections from Set 7 (a), and Set 4 (b) 


 


The reduction of the deflection of the PHSS beam was achieved by reducing the height h2 of its web (Table 3) while 


redistributing more of its cross-sectional area to the tension flange, as shown in Figure 9(b). This helped minimize 


ovalization during bending, and consequently increased the stiffness of the PHSS beam. Note that both of the 


optimized sections in Figure 9 have variable wall thicknesses. This certainly would make fabrication more costly; 


however these sections could be obtained through steel castings (Baddoo, 1996). 
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3. CONCLUSION 


An optimization algorithm proposed by Huebner et al., 2001 has been adopted in this paper to investigate the 


bending stiffness of polygonal hollow structural sections. An elastic finite element model using a commercial 


package was used to predict the deflections of a PHSS subjected to 4-point bending. The following conclusions were 


drawn from this work:  


 


1. The numerical optimization process is feasible. Solutions were found to typically converge in 5 iterations. The 


design optimization method and FE analyses offer an inexpensive method of optimizing the cross–section of 


structural sections compared to experimental testing. 


2. Constraining the algorithm so that no increase in cross-sectional area is permitted, an optimized PHSS was 


obtained that had a 9.4% higher bending stiffness compared to the original section.  


3. Allowing the algorithm to increase the total cross-sectional area, an optimized PHSS was obtained that had a 


40.5% higher bending stiffness, with only a 19.6% increase in area, compared to the original section.   


4. Both optimized sections have a variable wall thickness, which may not be the most economical from a 


fabrication perspective. In such instances, steel castings would have to be used. 
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ABSTRACT  


In response to challenges created by Toronto’s continued growth and increased transit needs, Amec Foster 


Wheeler’s is committed to providing resilient solutions for replacing and rehabilitating Toronto’s aging transit 


infrastructure.  


 


Amec Foster Wheeler incorporated these principles of sustainable design when they were retained by Metrolinx to 


complete the detailed design and construction supervision of the rehabilitation of three bridges carrying Metrolinx 


tracks over Lansdowne Avenue at Mile 3.12 Weston and Newmarket Subdivisions in Toronto, Ontario.  A major 


component of the project is the replacement of two through plate girder spans carrying three tracks with three steel 


beam bridge spans seated on existing abutments. 


 


The proposed infrastructure for this location in the Metrolinx Georgetown Rail Corridor will include an eight-track 


corridor. Five new steel beam bridge spans were previously constructed at this location and are currently carrying 


five tracks with the remaining two TPG spans were replaced with the proposed three steel beam span bridges in 


April 2016. 


 


Each of the proposed new three bridge spans consist of four built-up steel plate I beams, 20.6 m single span and 4.24 


m wide ballasted steel deck carrying one track. The spans are heavily skewed at 33.6o and will be seated on existing 


abutments. In order to compensate for the skewed span configuration, approach slabs were designed to be installed 


on the existing abutment ballast walls. 


 


The project also includes raising the existing track profiles to match the profile of adjacent tracks, utility relocations, 


and substructure concrete repairs. 


 


The constant and consistent rail traffic significantly limited the construction window to permit span replacements 


through available track blocks over two weekends only. In response to this challenge and to minimize the amount of 


work to be completed in the two weekend blocks, Amec Foster Wheeler’s engineers devised that the bridge spans to 


be pre-assembled adjacent to the site and they were installed in one piece during the track blocks.  Additionally, the 


existing ballast walls were modified by installing precast concrete sections complete with a seat for the new precast 


approach slabs.  Further, the new bearings on steel grillage bearing seat assemblies were installed in order to raise 


the new beam spans and maintain the existing road clearance, with existing utilities relocated in advance of the 


proposed track blocks. Also, the existing bearing seats were leveled using a fast curing non-shrink, non-corrosive, 


non-metallic cementitious grout (Dayton Superior, Turbo Grout LT12). By utilizing these innovations Amec Foster 


Wheeler achieved the goal of rehabilitating this critical infrastructure asset, while at the same time ensuring minimal 


disruption to the essential rail traffic. 


 


Keywords: Concrete, Steel, Precast, Beams, Spans, Railway 
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1. INTRODUCTION 


Metrolinx has proposed that the new Weston Corridor will have eight (8) tracks at Lansdowne Avenue.  These eight 


(8) tracks will comprise of two (2) tracks connecting to the Newmarket Subdivision, four (4) tracks for the Weston 


Subdivision, and two (2) tracks for the Galt Subdivision.  The Newmarket tracks service the Barrie Line, the Weston 


tracks service the Georgetown South and Airport Rail Link, and the Galt tracks service the Milton Line. 


 


Five (5) new steel beam bridge spans were previously constructed at this location and are currently carrying five 


tracks. Amec Foster Wheeler Environment & Infrastructure (Amec Foster Wheeler) was retained by Metrolinx in 


March 2015 to provide the preliminary and detailed design for the replacement of two through plate girder (TPG) 


spans bridges carrying three tracks with three (3) bridge spans and the rehabilitation of the existing substructure. 


 
Figure 1 


 


1.1 Location 


The site is located in the City of Toronto at Lansdowne Avenue south of Dundas Street West just north of Rideau 


Avenue.  


1.2 Existing Two Bridge Spans 


The Newmarket Subdivision TPG span bridge, 


constructed in 1907, currently carries the 


northernmost track at this crossing. It carries the track 


on a ballasted deck plate.  The skewed structure 


consists of two built-up steel girders with curved 


girder ends, supporting 51 floor beams.  The 


ballasted steel deck plate rests on the floor beams. All 


girder plates are riveted together and all component 


connections are riveted. 
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The Weston Subdivision TPG span bridge currently 


carries the 2nd and 3rd northernmost tracks at this 


crossing. The structure is a skewed two-bay, three-


girder structure supporting 6 floor beams in both the 


north and south bays. Six stringers run the length of 


each bay which directly support the rail ties. The 


main girders and the floor beams are riveted built-up 


plate girders, and the stringers are steel I-beams. New 


lateral bracing, keeper plates, and a vertical stiffener 


were installed in 1960, select new stringers, lateral 


bracing, gussets, and stiffener patches were installed 


in 1972, new stringer bearing beams, end stringers, 


and floor beam repair cover plates were installed in 


1993 along with other minor steel repairs. 


 


All span bridges are supported by existing concrete 


abutments and spread concrete footings. The existing 


concrete abutments remained and were only be rehabilitated.  


2. PROPOSED SPAN BRIDGE REPLACEMNTS 


The new bridge spans are oriented in an east-west direction on a horizontal tangent alignment and match the existing 


33.60o skew with the centerline of Lansdowne Avenue.  The new span bridges have a span of 20.550 m c/c bearings. 


The overall width of the new span bridges measure 4.240 m, each accommodating one railway track. 
 
The design requirements, specific for the Lansdowne Av. bridge spans, are as follows: 


1. Single Spans consisting of four (4) 900 mm deep steel plate I beams spaced at 1.050 m; 


2. The beams are connected with two (2) skewed end diaphragms and nine (9) intermediate diaphragms spaced 


at 2.125 m squared to the plate beams; 


3. The bridge deck consist of 16 mm plate topped with waterproofing and 50 mm ballast matt 


4. The bridge spans accommodate 400 mm ballast measured from bottom of rails. The ballast will be contained 


by two (2) 55o mm high ballast plates; 


5. Expansion and fixed elastomeric bearings were provided including shoe plates;  


6. A trainman walkway railing is installed at the most outside ballast plates of the three span bridges. All other 


ballast plates of the adjacent bridge spans are connected by steel grating to compose trainman walkways; 


7. Utilities will be carried on the side of the bridges utilizing steel hangers connected to the outside beam webs; 


8. The existing abutment ballast walls will be modified to accommodate the new bridge spans. Precast concrete 


ballast walls for each span was installed on top of the existing ballast walls. A precast concrete approach slabs 


will be installed at the back of the proposed precast ballast walls; 


9. Structural steel grillages 1000 mm x 425 mm x variable depth (140 mm – 220 mm) were provided to raise the 


new beam spans and maintain the existing road clearance. These grillages were seated on leveling pads 


consisted of fast curing grout;  


10. Deck joint cover plates will be installed to block the openings between the proposed bridge spans and the 


proposed abutment precast concrete ballast walls. 
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Figure 2 


3. CONSTRUCTION 


3.1 Staging 


Two weekend blocks were designated to complete the removal of the two old bridge spans and install the three new 


spans. The first block (phase 1) for Newmarket (span 1) bridge replacement started on Friday April 1st, 2016 at 7:00 


pm and ended on Monday April 3rd, 2016 at 4:00 am. The second block (phase 2) for Weston 1 and Weston 2 (Span 


2 and Span 3) bridge replacements started on Friday April 15th, 2016 at 7:00 pm and ended on Monday April 17th, 


2016 at 4:00 am. Lansdowne Avenue was closed for any vehicles or pedestrians the whole duration of the block.  
 


 
Figure 3 
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3.2 Removal of existing bridge spans 


All span removals were completed using 750 t capacity crane 


Newmarket bridge span (Span 1) was removed in one piece. Existing bearings and grillages were kept attached to 


the span in order to save time. The existing track and ballast were removed from the existing bridge to reduce the 


weigh during removals. 


    


The Weston Subdivision TPG span bridge was removed in two pieces. The track and ties were stripped from one 


side of the bridge, all floor beams were torch cut and the span was removed. The second piece was removed with the 


track and ties attached. 
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3.3 Removal of portions of the existing ballast wall and existing approach slabs 


Portion of the existing concrete ballast walls were removed in order to accommodate the installation of the precast 


concrete ballast walls. Also there was an existing concrete approach slabs/buttresses, behind existing ballast walls, 


which needed to be sawcut, chipped and removed, these 6’ x 8’ x 10’ triangular shape concrete pieces were not 


shown on the available existing drawings. 


         


 


        


3.4 Installation of precast concrete ballast walls and precast concrete approach slabs 


Once the concrete removal was completed, core holes were drilled along the top surfaces of the existing ballast walls 


which they were aligned with the pre-drilled holes of the precast concrete ballast walls in order to connect both 


components with dowels and grout. In between the concrete removal and the installation of the precast units, the 


leveling pads were completed and the grillages were installed. 


The precast ballast walls were pressure grouted to seal all gaps between the existing and the new precast ballast 


walls. 


Subdrains were also installed and backfilled to the elevation of the new precast concrete approach slabs  
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3.5 Installation of bridge spans 


After all precast units (ballast walls and approach slabs), subdrains, bearing pads and steel grillages were installed 


and the subballast backfilled to the required elevations, the pre-assembled new steel beam bridge spans were 


installed. The bearing assemblies and the anchor bolts were attached to the bridge spans prior to installation. Pre-


cored holes at the bearing seat levels for the anchor bolts were also prepared prior to installation. The bridge spans 


were installed successfully by aligning the anchor bolts and bearing assemblies (attached to the pre-assembled 


bridge spans) to their final location on the installed steel grillages. The gap between the steel beam bridge spans and 


the newly installed precast concrete ballast walls were covered by attaching 25 mm thick galvanized cover plates. 
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All bearings and grillages were inspected after the installation of bridge spans were completed to make sure that no 


component was moved or misplaced during installation and to make sure that all bearing assemblies and the 


grillages were in full contact. 


  


Minor deficiencies were noticed and corrected. All gaps between the precast concrete ballast walls and the existing 


ballast walls for the adjacent bridge spans were blocked by cast-in-place concrete ballast walls. All gaps between the 


trainman walkways and the precast concrete ballast walls were covered by providing checker at the trainman 


walkway ends. 
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4. DESIGN/CONSTRUCTION CHALLENGES AND SOLUTIONS 


The rehabilitation design of the Three Bridges at Lansdowne Av. was completed in May 2015.  Construction started 


in late 2015 and substantially completed on April 21st, 2016. The main significant aspect of this project was to utilise    


rapid construction techniques to accommodate the available train blocks to replace the bridge spans. The available 


train blocks were only two weekends to replace the existing two spans with the three new bridge spans.  


 


The design of the new three bridge spans that consisted of four built-up steel plate I beams was not a big challenge 


since this type of a single span is very common and traditional. The spans were fabricated at the shop and assembled 


on site near the bridge span locations. Many components were pre-assembled such as bearing assemblies, anchor 


bolts, waterproofing system, ballast mats, trainman walkway brackets and grating, utility brackets and deck joint 


cover plates. 


 


Modification to the existing substructure design was challenging as the existing abutment ballast walls were not 


consistent at all three span locations as the original abutment was not constructed all in one time, it appeared that 


original abutment was extended more than one time and each time it was constructed differently, this was combined 


with the heavily skewed spans and the large variation in the elevations at the bearing seats. Therefore portions of the 


existing ballast walls were designated for removal in order to have a leveled surface for the new precast concrete 


ballast walls, bearing seats were leveled with fast cure grout, grillage cover plates were bevelled and proposing 


different height of the steel grillages to accommodate the slope in the track vertical alignment. 


 


The first train block was designated to replace only one bridge span, in order to get familiar with the potential 


problems that may occur during construction and prepare to avoid these problems for the second train block that 


involved the replacement of two bridge spans. Many lessons were learned during the first weekend specifically 


during the removal of portions of the existing concrete ballast walls as there were slight variation in the wall 


thickness at different locations. Also there were concrete that was dumped behind the abutments that needed to be 


removed. Extra resources (labour and equipment) were prepared for the items that took longer than anticipated 


during the first block. 


5. CONCLUSION 


The rehabilitation of the Three Bridges at Lansdowne Av Project illustrates the use of the latest engineering 


solutions in ridge rehabilitation, such as the utilization of rapid construction techniques in order to mitigate the 


minimum allowable time to replace the rapidly deteriorating existing old spans without disturbing the train traffic 


for a long period of time. 


 


This project also showcases many of the challenges that could arise during bridge rehabilitation projects where 


unforeseen conditions often arise requiring an adaptive engineering design approach for their timely resolution. 


Thoughtful planning from the design stage, in order to accommodate construction requirements, becomes vital for 


the successful implementation of the project.  These requirements include construction staging, work time 


restrictions, regulatory and permitting requirements and safety considerations.   
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RÉSUMÉ  


L’évaluation de la résistance sismique des bâtiments patrimoniaux en maçonnerie de pierres non armée (MNA) est 


la première étape nécessaire à l’évaluation du risque sismique associé et l'élaboration d'une stratégie de 


réhabilitation optimale tout en conservant les caractéristiques de l'architecture d'origine. L’évaluation de la 


résistance latérale des murs en MNA est complexifiée par le fait qu’ils sont souvent composés de deux ou trois 


parois de matériaux aux propriétés variables, et leur résistance aux charges sismiques est compromise par la 


dégradation des joints de mortier. Dans l'Est du Canada, les caractéristiques des murs porteurs des bâtiments 


patrimoniaux, telles que leur composition, l’agencement des composantes et leurs matériaux, sont peu connues. De 


plus, les propriétés mécaniques de ses murs en MNA ont fait l’objet de très peu de recherches, rendant difficile la 


prédiction fiable de leur résistance sismique d’autant plus que les modèles actuels de prédiction de résistance latérale 


des murs en MNA nécessitent les valeurs de résistances à la compression et au cisaillement spécifiques au site. Cet 


article présente une évaluation expérimentale des paramètres de résistance à la compression et au cisaillement 


d’assemblages en maçonnerie de pierre calcaire et de mortier de ciment et chaux. On détaille le plan 


d’expérimentation, l’analyse et la discussion des résultats incluant : la résistance à la compression des mortiers de 


chaux et des blocs de pierre calcaire, le comportement force-déplacement en compression d’assemblage de 


maçonnerie, la résistance au cisaillement de joint et la résistance à la flexion du joint. 


 


Keywords: Maçonnerie, Pierre, Mortier, Compression, Cisaillement, Flexion 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Les structures en maçonnerie non armée (MNA) sont considérées parmi les plus vulnérables aux séismes. Plusieurs 


rapports internationaux de dommages post-séisme ont rapporté une proportion de dommages aux bâtiments en MNA 


plus élevée que pour les autres structures (Chidiac et al. 2000, Giovinazzi 2005, Ingham et Griffith 2011, Klingner 


2006, Park et al. 2009). Dans l’Est du Canada, les bâtiments patrimoniaux en MNA de pierre sont situés dans des 


quartiers historiques de villes comme Québec, Montréal ou Ottawa, et sont exposés à un aléa sismique modéré. Le 


risque sismique associé à ces bâtiments, conçus sans considération des normes parasismiques, peut donc être élevé 


selon la qualité de la construction. L’évaluation de la résistance sismique des bâtiments en MNA de pierre est la 


première étape nécessaire à l’évaluation du risque sismique associé, et à l'élaboration d'une stratégie de réhabilitation 


optimale permettant de réduire le risque de dommages sismiques tout en conservant les caractéristiques de 


l'architecture d'origine. Cependant, cette évaluation est complexifiée par le fait que les murs de MNA de pierre sont 


souvent composés de deux ou trois parois de matériaux aux propriétés variables, et que la résistance est compromise 


par la dégradation des joints de mortier. Par ailleurs, la résistance latérale des murs de maçonnerie dépend en 


premier lieu des caractéristiques géométriques et les propriétés mécaniques des matériaux (Abo-El-Ezz et al. 2013). 


À ce jour, peu d’information est disponible sur les caractéristiques des murs porteurs des bâtiments patrimoniaux de 


l’Est du Canada, telles que leur composition, l’agencement des composantes et leurs matériaux (Sorour 2010). De 
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plus, les propriétés mécaniques de ses murs en MNA ont fait l’objet de très peu de recherches (Sorour 2010), 


rendant difficile la prédiction fiable de leur résistance sismique. Aussi, les modèles actuels de prédiction de 


résistance latérale des murs en MNA nécessitent les valeurs de résistances à la compression fm, au cisaillement du 


joint fs et à la flexion du joint ft spécifiques au site (ASCE 2013).  


 


Cet article présente les résultats de la première phase d’un projet de recherche expérimentale visant l’évaluation des 


paramètres de résistance à la compression et au cisaillement d’assemblages en maçonnerie de pierres calcaires et de 


mortier de ciment et chaux, utilisés traditionnellement dans les bâtiments patrimoniaux de l’Est du Canada. Le plan 


d’expérimentation est détaillé et les résultats sont analysés et discutés. Ceux-ci incluent : la résistance à la 


compression du mortier de ciment-chaux et des blocs de pierre calcaire, le comportement force-déplacement en 


compression d’assemblage de maçonnerie, la résistance au cisaillement de joint et la résistance à la flexion du joint. 


2. CARACTÉRISTIQUES DES MURS ÉTUDIÉS 


Le recensement de la documentation disponible sur 5 projets de réhabilitation ou de conservation de bâtiments en 


maçonnerie de pierre traditionnelle des régions de Montréal et Ottawa, a permis de définir la configuration et 


géométrie type des murs de MNA de pierre traditionnelle.  Une revue de littérature sur des projets similaires au 


Canada et ailleurs dans le monde (Calvi and Magenes 1991, Mazzon, N. 2010, Maurenbrecher et al. 2007, Sorour 


2010, Zimmermann et al. 2012) a complété l’information technique tirée des projets de réhabilitation consultés. La 


Figure 1 illustre une élévation et une section transversale type des murs à l’étude. Ces murs sont composés en 


général de pierre calcaire assemblés par un mortier de chaux hydraulique ou un mélange de ciment et chaux 


hydraulique. Les dimensions indiquées sur la coupe sont des dimensions moyennes relevées sur l’ensemble des 


projets considérés.  


 


 
Figure 1: Mur à doubles parois à l’étude 


3. PROGRAMME EXPÉRIMENTAL 


Le programme expérimental inclut trois phases telles qu’illustrées à la Figure 2. La Phase I vise la caractérisation 


mécanique des composantes, pierre et mortier, ainsi que d’un assemblage de maçonnerie. La Phase II vise 


l’évaluation de la résistance en cisaillement diagonal de la maçonnerie sur des murets à échelle réduite 1 : 3. La 


Phase III mettra à l’essai un mur à parois multiples dans le cadre d’un autre projet de recherche. Seule la Phase I fait 


l’objet de cet article. 


 


La première phase du programme expérimental inclut des essais sur : (i) des blocs de pierre calcaire de la carrière 


St-Marc des Carrières, au Québec, (ii) des cubes de mortier de ciment-chaux typiquement utilisé dans les projets de 


réhabilitation et de conservation de maçonnerie de pierres, et (iii) des spécimens de maçonnerie de pierres-mortier. 


Une série de huit (8) essais ont été réalisés sur les blocs de pierre et des cubes de mortiers pour déterminer leur 


résistance à la compression, respectivement fbs et fj. Un total de 23 spécimens de maçonnerie de pierres ont été mis à 


l’essai pour évaluer la résistance en compression (fm), la résistance au cisaillement du joint (fs) et la résistance à la 


flexion du joint (ft), tel qu’illustré à la Figure 2. La Phase I incluait donc un grand total de 31 essais décrits à la 


section suivante. 
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Figure 2: Programme expérimental de la caractérisation de maçonnerie de pierres calcaires et mortier de ciment-


chaux. 


4. ESSAIS DE CARACTÉRISATION DE LA PIERRE ET DU MORTIER 


L’ensemble des essais de résistance à la compression de la pierre (fbs) et du mortier (fj) ont été réalisés à l’aide d’une 


presse « MTS Rock Mechanics Testing System » de 4600 kN. 


4.1 Résistance à la compression de la pierre calcaire 


Les blocs de pierre calcaire mis à l’essai sont des pierres sciées en cube d’environ 100 mm de côté. Trois blocs de 


pierre ont été testés en compression pour déterminer la résistance en compression moyenne de la pierre selon les 


spécifications de la norme ASTM-C 1314-14 (ASTM 2014). La pierre étant taillée et les surfaces étant lisses, les 


blocs sont déposés sur une plaque d’acier et la charge est appliquée directement par le vérin, tel qu’illustré à la 


Figure 3. L’essai a été réalisé en contrôle de déplacement à un taux de chargement de 0.25 mm/min. 


 


 
Figure 3: Montage pour les essais de compression sur les blocs de pierre calcaire. 


 


Lors de la rupture on a pu observer sur les trois blocs de la fissuration verticale, de l’écaillement et de l’écrasement 


(Figure 4a, b et c). Une fois les débris retirés on observe une forme en sablier typique d’un essai de compression 


confiné aux extrémités par les plaques non lubrifiées. Ce confinement limite le changement de dimension 


transversale (élargissement) près des extrémités et la rupture se manifeste par l’éclatement des côtés et l’écrasement 


du centre.  
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Figure 4: Essais de compression sur pierre calcaire: (a), (b) et (c) Mode de rupture pour les trois blocs de pierre 


testés;. (d) Débris retirés. 


 


Le Tableau 1 présente les résultats obtenus lors des essais. La résistance en compression varie de 87.23 MPa à 


113.55 MPa avec une moyenne de 100.6 MPa, et un écart-type de 13.1 MPa. Les résultats obtenus sont cohérents 


avec les valeurs attendues pour une pierre calcaire, variant en général entre 99 et 106 MPa (Sorour 2010). 


Tableau 1: Résultats des essais de résistance à la compression sur la pierre calcaire 


Spécimen Surface 


(mm2) 


Force maximale 


(kN) 


Résistance à la compression (fbs) 


(MPa) 


1er bloc 10618 1072 101.03 


2e bloc 10553 920 87.23 


3e bloc 10574 1200 113.55 


Résistance moyenne à la compression (MPa) 100.6 ± 13.1 


4.2 Résistance à la compression du mortier 


La composition du mortier a été déterminée suite à l’étude des documents de projets de réhabilitation de bâtiments 


patrimoniaux et en consultant un maçon spécialisé dans la réfection et conservation de maçonnerie de pierre 


traditionnelle, M. Jean-Luc Gaillard de Maçonnerie L.M.R inc. Le choix s’est établi sur un mortier, de chaux 


hydraulique et de ciment utilisé dans la réfection de la maçonnerie traditionnelle, composé d’une portion de ciment 


par volume pour deux portions de chaux et huit portions de sable (1 :2 :8). La chaux utilisée est de la chaux 


dolomitique à air entraîné à haute plasticité de Graymont et le ciment est un ciment blanc Portland avec un rapport 


eau/liant d’environ 0.83. Le sable normalement utilisé pour la réfection de la maçonnerie traditionnelle n’étant pas 


disponible lors de la construction des spécimens, il a été remplacé par du sable sec de Bomix respectant le fuseau de 


granulométrie retrouvé dans les documents de réhabilitation et recommandé par la norme CSA-A179-04 (CSA 


2004), tel qu’indiqué au Tableau 2.  


Tableau 2: Granulométrie utilisée pour le sable du mortier et fuseau CSA 


Tamis (mm) 5 2,5 1,25 0,63 0,315 0,16 0,08 


CSA-Max 100,00 % 100,00 % 100,00 % 95,00 % 80,00 % 35,00 %  


Sable sec Bomix 100,00 % 100,00 % 97,90 % 86,55 % 49,51 % 10,18 % 1,05 % 


CSA-Min 100,00 % 90,00 % 85,00 % 65,00 % 15,00 % 0,00 %  


 


Des cubes de mortier de 50 mm de côté ont été prélevés à chaque gâchée de mortier pour la fabrication des 


spécimens de maçonnerie. Ils ont ensuite été testés en compression selon la norme ASTM C109/C109M-13 (ASTM 


2013b), le même jour que les spécimens de maçonnerie correspondante après un mûrissement minimum de 28 jours. 


(b) 


(d) 


(a) 


(c) 
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L’essai a été réalisé en contrôle de force à un taux de chargement de 1 kN/sec. Les résultats des essais de résistance 


à la compression sur cinq cubes de mortier sont présentés au Tableau 3. Leur résistance fj varie de 2.92 MPa à 


3.49 MPa, la moyenne étant de 3.30 MPa avec un écart-type de 0.20 MPa. Ces résistances sont inférieures à la 


résistance moyenne de 5.9 MPa obtenue sur des mortiers utilisés dans les projets de réfection de bâtiments en MNA 


de pierre. Toutefois, leur ratio eau/liant était de 0.9, légèrement supérieur à celui utilisé dans ce projet, et leur 


proportion de chaux était de 2.5 pour 1 ciment.   


Tableau 3 Résultats d’essais de compression sur les cubes de mortier 


Spécimen mortier Surface 


(mm2) 


Force maximale 


(kN) 


Résistance à la compression (fj) 


(MPa) 


M-1 2628.60 7667 2.92 


M-2 2630.57 8808 3.35 


1-1 2555.73 8717 3.41 


1-2 2522.94 8444 3.35 


1-3 2498.18 8707 3.49 


Résistance moyenne à la compression (MPa) 3.30 ± 0.20 


5. ESSAIS DE CARACTÉRISATION SUR LA MAÇONNERIE 


Cette section présente les montages et les résultats des essais sur les spécimens de maçonnerie construits en 


laboratoire. Six de ces spécimens ont été testés en compression pour déterminer la résistance à la compression de la 


maçonnerie (fm), douze en cisaillement pour déterminer la résistance au cisaillement du joint (fs) et cinq ont été mis à 


l’essai pour déterminer la résistance à la flexion du joint (ft).  Tous les essais ont été réalisés sur une presse 


hydraulique « MTS Rock Mechanics Testing System » d’une capacité de 4600 kN 


5.1 Essais de compression 


Les six spécimens mis à l’essai en compression sont constitués de trois blocs de pierre superposés et séparés par 


deux joints de mortier. Les spécimens ont été construits en respectant un ratio de hauteur à épaisseur comprise entre 


1.3 : 1 et 5.0 : 1 tel que recommandé par la norme ASTM-C 1314-14 (ASTM 2014). Les dimensions approximatives 


sont de 100 mm x 100 mm x 320 mm, pour un ratio de hauteur à épaisseur de 3.2 : 1. 


 


 
Figure 5: (a) Montage expérimental et instrumentations des essais de compression, (b) mode de rupture des essais de 


compression 


(a) (b) 
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Les essais de compression ont été réalisés selon les spécifications de la norme ASTM-C 1314-14 (ASTM 2014). Le 


montage expérimental est illustré à la Figure 5a. La plaque de réaction supérieure est supportée par un pivot 


sphérique permettant l’application de la force de façon uniforme sur le spécimen. La plaque de base, la partie mobile 


durant l’essai, est toujours à l’horizontale. Le spécimen placé au centre de la plaque de base est instrumenté par un 


LVDT à l’avant et un à l’arrière de façon à mesurer les déplacements subis par les deux joints et le bloc central 


(Figure 5a). La distance moyenne entre les points d’attache des LVDT est de 226 mm.  


 


L’essai a été réalisé en déplacement contrôlé, afin de limiter le déplacement imposé au spécimen, à un taux de 


0.5 mm/min jusqu’à l’obtention de la force maximale. Lors de la diminution de la force, la vitesse de déplacement 


est augmentée à 1.0 mm/min jusqu’à ce que la force diminue à 50 % de la force maximale de compression. Les 


courbes contrainte-déformation obtenues durant les essais de compression sur les spécimens de maçonnerie de 


pierres sont présentées à la Figure 6.  


 


 
Figure 6: Courbes contrainte-déformation des essais de compression sur la maçonnerie 


 


La Figure 5b présente les modes de ruptures observés lors des essais de compression. Les premières fissurations se 


produisent habituellement dans le bloc central et elles sont suivies d’écrasement des joints de mortier et de 


fissurations additionnelles dans les blocs d’extrémité jusqu’à la rupture du spécimen. La rupture se produit 


typiquement dans le bloc central. Les blocs en contact avec la machine d’essai présentent en général une seule 


fissure, sauf pour le spécimen COMP-3, où les deux blocs d’extrémité sont restés intacts. 


 


Le Tableau 4 présente les résultats des essais de compression sur les spécimens de maçonnerie de pierres : la 


résistance à la compression (fm), la déformation correspondante (εmax), le module d’élasticité (Em) évalué à partir de 


la rigidité sécante à 33 % fm (sur la courbe contrainte-déformation) et le ratio du module d’élasticité à la résistance 


en compression (Em/fm).  La résistance moyenne est de 33.23 MPa avec un écart-type de 3.23 MPa. 


Tableau 4: Résultats d’essais de compression sur les spécimens de maçonnerie 


Spécimen fm 


 


(MPa) 


εmax 


 


(mm/mm) 


Em 


 


(MPa) 


Em/fm Résistance moyenne 


du mortier (fj) 


(MPa) 


COMP-M 28.04 0.009 2920 104 3.30 


COMP-1 31.65 0.019 2693 85 3.30 


COMP-2 33.54 0.015 2814 84 3.30 


COMP-3 33.53 0.015 2634 79 3.30 


COMP-4 37.69 0.016 3145 83 3.30 


COMP-5 34.91 0.015 2732 78 3.30 


Moyenne 33.23 ± 3.23     
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Selon la littérature, la majorité des modèles théoriques pour déterminer fm à partir des résistances mécaniques des 


unités et du mortier ont été développées pour la maçonnerie de briques (Kržan et al. 2015). Pour de la maçonnerie 


régulière moderne, selon l’Eurocode-6 (EuroCode 2006), la résistance à la compression de la maçonnerie (fm) peut 


être calculée à partir des résistances à la compression de la pierre (fbs) et du mortier (fj) avec l’équation 1. 


 


[1]   3.07.045.0 jbsm fff   


 


En utilisant les résultats de résistance à la compression observés pour la pierre (fbs=100.6 MPa) et le mortier 


(fj=3.30 MPa), on obtient une résistance à la compression calculée de 16.24 MPa, comparativement au résultat 


d’essai de 33.23 MPa. Cet écart entre la résistance à la compression observée et prédite en utilisant l’équation de 


prédiction souligne d’une part, la nécessité d’obtenir plus de données expérimentales sur les propriétés mécaniques 


de la maçonnerie de pierres et ses composantes, par des montages et programmes d’essais fiables, et d’autre part, la 


nécessité de caractériser les propriétés des matériaux spécifiques aux sites. 


5.2 Essais de cisaillement 


Les douze spécimens construits pour les essais de cisaillement sont constitués de trois blocs superposés et séparés 


par deux joints de mortier, et ont les mêmes dimensions que les spécimens testés en compression. Chaque spécimen 


est placé à l'horizontale dans un montage permettant d’appliquer une charge verticale Fv au spécimen lors de l’essai 


(Figure 7a). À sa base, le spécimen est supporté sur toute sa profondeur par deux blocs d’aluminium de 30 mm de 


large du côté extérieur des joints. Au dessus, deux blocs d’aluminium ainsi qu’une plaque d’acier sont disposés du 


côté intérieur des joints afin de distribuer la force appliquée sur les deux joints de façon simultanée. Durant le test, 


deux LVDT, un à l’avant et l’autre à l’arrière, mesurent le déplacement relatif entre le bloc central et les deux blocs 


d’extrémité. La charge axiale de précompression, N, est appliquée grâce à deux tiges d’acier filetées de 15 mm de 


diamètre et est suivie par deux cellules de charge. 


 


Les essais de cisaillement ont été réalisés à trois niveaux de contrainte normale au joint : 0.3 MPa, 0.7 MPa et 


1.1 MPa. Il est à noter que la contrainte normale initiale augmente légèrement durant l’essai dû à une rotation du 


bloc central causée par la dilatation des joints de mortier sous l’application d’une déformation en cisaillement. La 


force de cisaillement, Fv, est appliquée par le déplacement vers le haut du vérin inférieur de la presse. L’essai est 


réalisé en déplacement contrôlé à un taux de 0.5 mm/min jusqu’à l’obtention de la force maximale. Lors de la 


diminution de la force, la vitesse de déplacement est augmentée à 1.0 mm/min.   


 


 
Figure 7: Essais de cisaillement : (a) Montage; (b) et (c) Spécimens après rupture des joints de mortier 


 


Les déformations précédant l’apparition des premières fissures au contact pierre mortier sont inférieures à 0,01 mm, 


soit la précision des LVDTs. La résistance au cisaillement maximale est atteinte à la rupture des joints de mortier. 


On observe alors une légère diminution de la contrainte de cisaillement représentant la cohésion initiale du mortier, 


suivie d’un déplacement relatif des blocs sous effort constant. L’essai est interrompu lorsque le déplacement en 


cisaillement atteint environ 10 mm. La rupture des deux joints de part et d’autre du bloc central n’est pas toujours 


simultanée et se produit indistinctement à la face intérieure ou extérieure du joint de mortier. Dans certains cas, la 


fissure traverse horizontalement le joint pour passer d’une face à l’autre (Figure 7c).  


 


Pour chacun des 12 essais, la force de cisaillement maximal Fv et la charge axiale N correspondante, mesurée par les 


cellules de charge en compression, sont retenues pour l’évaluation de la meilleure enveloppe de rupture de Mohr 


Fv 


N 
N 


(a) (b) (c) 
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Coulomb (Figure 8). La contrainte de cisaillement maximale, , est donnée par la force de cisaillement maximale Fv 


divisée par la section transversale brute des deux joints de mortier (cisaillement double), et la contrainte normale, , 


est donnée par la charge axiale N divisée par la section d’un bloc de pierre. À noter que la section exacte des blocs 


est mesurée à chaque essai. Les résultats des 12 essais sont tracés sur le graphique de la Figure 8, donnant 


l’enveloppe de rupture de Mohr Coulomb entre la contrainte de cisaillement  et la contrainte normale  selon 


l’équation 2. 


 


[2]     C    


 


La cohésion moyenne (C) est de 0.56 MPa et le coefficient de friction μ est de 0.85. La résistance au cisaillement du 


joint fs, peut alors être calculée à partir de l’enveloppe de Mohr Coulomb. Dans la littérature, les sources concernant 


les valeurs de cohésion et de friction de la maçonnerie de pierres sont limitées. Le Tableau 5 présente la 


comparaison entre les paramètres de résistance au cisaillement obtenu et ceux cités par Vasconcelos et Lourenço 


(2009) ainsi que Binda et al. (1994). Une valeur de cohésion moyenne de 0.56 MPa est cohérente avec la valeur de 


0.58 MPa citée par Binda pour de la maçonnerie en pierre calcaire avec mortier de chaux hydraulique. On observe 


par contre une grande variabilité des valeurs du coefficient de friction, de 0.58 à 0.85. 


 
Figure 8: Enveloppe de Mohr Coulomb pour les essais sur spécimens de maçonnerie. 


Tableau 5: Paramètres de l’enveloppe de Mohr Coulomb pour la résistance en cisaillement de la maçonnerie de 


pierres selon les résultats d'essais et la littérature 


Références Type de pierre  Type de mortier Cohésion, 


C (MPa) 


Coefficient 


de friction μ 


Selon les résultats d’essais Pierre calcaire Ciment/Chaux 0.56 0.85 


Vasconcelos and Lourenço 2009 Granit Chaux 0.36 0.63 


Binda et al. 1994 Grès Chaux hydraulique 0.33 0.74 


Pierre calcaire Chaux hydraulique 0.58 0.58 


 


5.2 Essais de résistance à la flexion du joint 


Les essais de flexion du joint ont été réalisés sur cinq spécimens constitués de deux blocs de pierre superposés et 


séparés par un joint de mortier. Les dimensions des spécimens ont été sélectionnées selon les recommandations des 


normes ASTM-C1072 (ASTM 2013a) et AS 3700-2011 (Standards Australia 2011), soient des dimensions 


approximatives de 100 mm x 100 mm x 210 mm (pour un ratio de hauteur à épaisseur de 2.1 : 1). Le montage 


d’essai comprend : (1) un piston hydraulique appliquant la charge verticale Pv afin d’imposer un moment sur le 


spécimen (Figure 9a); (2) une serre permettant de maintenir le bloc inférieur du spécimen en place et une serre, fixée 


au bloc supérieur, munie d’un bras connecté au piston (Figure 9b). Le chargement des essais de flexion du joint est 
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réalisé en contrôle de force. L’essai est interrompu lorsque la force maximale causant la rupture du joint est atteinte. 


La résistance à la flexion du joint ft, donnée par le rapport du moment appliqué sur l’aire de la surface d’adhérence, 


varie de 0.19 MPa à 0.27 MPa, la moyenne étant de 0.23 MPa avec un écart-type de 0.03 MPa. Malheureusement, 


aucune donnée n’est disponible dans la littérature pour la maçonnerie de pierres pour permettre une comparaison. 


Cependant, ces résultats sont légèrement supérieurs aux valeurs attendues données à l’ASCE-41 pour la maçonnerie 


de briques, lesquelles varient de 0.09 MPa à 0.18 MPa (ASCE 2013). 


 


 
Figure 9: Montage d'essais de flexion du joint : (a) cadre du montage, (b) vue rapprochée des serres. 


6. CONCLUSION 


Cet article présente les résultats d’un projet de recherche expérimentale visant à caractériser les assemblages en 


maçonnerie de pierre calcaire et de mortier de ciment-chaux utilisés traditionnellement dans les bâtiments 


patrimoniaux de l’Est du Canada. Les matériaux mis à l’essai et le plan d’expérimentation sont définis afin de 


déterminer les paramètres mécaniques requis pour l’évaluation de la résistance latérale des murs typiques en 


maçonnerie de pierres non armée (MNA) des bâtiments patrimoniaux de l’Est du Canada. Le plan d’expérimentation 


inclut l’évaluation de : la résistance à la compression d’un mortier de ciment-chaux, la résistance à la compression 


de blocs de pierre calcaire, la résistance à la compression d’assemblage de maçonnerie, l’enveloppe de Mohr 


Coulomb pour la résistance au cisaillement du joint et la résistance à la flexion du joint. Un total de 31 essais ont été 


réalisés dont 8 sur des blocs de pierre calcaire de St-Marc des Carrières, 3 sur des cubes de mortier de ciment-chaux 


utilisé dans les projets de réhabilitation et conservation des bâtiments patrimoniaux, et 23 sur des spécimens de 


maçonnerie de pierres. La résistance à la compression moyenne de la maçonnerie de pierres était de 33.23 MPa, 


avec une résistance moyenne à la compression de la pierre de 100.6 MPa et celle du mortier de 3.3 MPa. Ces 


résultats sont en général supérieurs aux résistances prévues par les équations de prédiction de l’Eurocode-6. Les 


essais de cisaillement ont permis de déterminer une valeur de cohésion 0.56 MPa et un coefficient de friction de 0.85 


entre la pierre et le mortier. Ces valeurs sont cohérentes avec les résultats d’études similaires dans la littérature. La 


résistance à la flexion du joint a été mesurée à 0.23 MPa. Dans l’ensemble, ces résultats soulignent le besoin en 


recherche pour obtenir plus de données expérimentales sur les propriétés mécaniques de la maçonnerie de pierres et 


ses composantes par des montages et programmes d’essais fiables. 
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ABSTRACT  


Traffic signals are a critical part of the transportation infrastructure and it is important that they be robust enough to 


resist extreme wind storms lasting several hours.  Failure of the signal systems results in unsafe traffic conditions 


during and after a storm, and the time taken for repairs delays recovery.  A significant fraction of existing signals 


use span-wire supporting systems.   The wire spans can range from 15 m to 60 m, depending on the width of the 


highway intersection, and exhibit nonlinear characteristics.  The typical signal system used in Florida consists of the 


signal units, a catenary wire, hangers, a tensioned messenger wire, and the end support posts.  The hangers are 


connected to the catenary wire at their upper ends and to the signal units at their lower end.  They are also connected 


to the messenger wire just above the signal units.  In light winds the weight of the signals is taken by the catenary 


wire and swinging of the signals is restrained by the messenger wire.  In strong winds the combination of drag and 


lift forces on the signal units can result in substantial movement of the signals and changes in wire tension.  To study 


the response of these types of system in strong winds the Florida State Department of Transportation has sponsored 


a research program at the Wall of Wind laboratory at Florida International University.  The paper describes the 


development of a test rig that allows the non-linear response of the full scale signals to real wind conditions to be 


studied as a function of wind speed and direction.  Preliminary results are also described, including the identification 


of an aerodynamic instability that can cause large amplitude oscillations of the whole signal system.  The onset 


speed for the instability is a function of a number of parameters but most important are the signal geometry, the 


hanger design and the wire span. 


  


Keywords: traffic signals, wind loading, wind tunnel testing, testing methods 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Traffic signals are an important part of the infrastructure and damage to them in wind storms disrupts the flow of 


traffic and creates unsafe conditions until they are repaired.   The costs and delays for repair can be very significant 


(Sivarao et al., 2010).  While many traffic signals are mounted on mast arms or overhead bridge structures, there are 


a significant number that are mounted on span wire systems, which are more economical.  In the past a number of 


studies have been carried out on traffic signal structures supported on cantilevered masts (Kaczinski et al., 1996). 


For instance, McDonald et al., 1995 found that structural damage was caused by excessive wind-induced 


oscillations. Hamilton et al., 2000 developed a damping device to reduce vibration on traffic signals hanging from 


cantilever masts.  However, most previous studies were restricted to traffic signals supported by cantilevered masts 
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at wind speeds below 100 mph (44.7 m/s). Existing standards such as ASCE 7-10 and AASHTO 2013 do not 


provide guidelines for wind loads on span-wire traffic signals. In 2003-2004, hurricanes with wind speeds exceeding 


100 mph caused considerable damage to traffic signals in Florida, USA (Cook et al., 2012).  


 


Therefore research has been initiated at Florida International University (FIU), funded by the Florida Department of 


Transportation (FDOT) to develop a better understanding of the mechanisms of failure of span wire signals and to 


develop more wind resistant systems.  To do this a test rig has been developed at the Wall of Wind facility at FIU 


for studying the response to wind of span wire mounted signals.  The overall program includes full scale tests and 


aero-elastic model simulations at 1:10 scale.   This paper focuses on the design of the test rig and provides examples 


of early results obtain with it.  


2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND  


The research so far conducted at FIU has focused on a span-wire arrangement shown schematically in Figure 1.  In 


Figure 1only a single signal is shown to illustrate the general configuration, but typically the configurations studied 


had several signals fairly closely spaced.  In zero wind the weight of the signals is taken by the Catenary Wire and 


the Messenger Wire is horizontal with some pretension applied.  The tensions in the Catenary Wire are dictated by 


the weight of the signals, the sag ratio L/  and the location of the signal along the wire.  Here  sag and 


L total span. 


 
Figure 1: Schematic illustration of span-wire traffic signal system 


 


Consider a wire tensioned between two anchor points as shown in Figure 2.  This can be thought of as the messenger 


wire.  If a force nF is applied normal to its span (either vertically or horizontally) at the point of attachment of the 


signal/hanger system, for small deflections the difference in tensions 
aT and 


bT in the two parts of the span is 


negligible and they can be replaced by a single tensionT .  Then the balance of forces can be shown to be given to 


close approximation by  


 


[1]  n
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Figure 2: Deflection of wire due to application of force normal to span 


For small deflections (e.g. 1.0
a


n


L


x
) the following expression for the strain in the wire can also be derived 
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The change in the wire tension T is related to the strain by  


 


[3]  EAT   


 


where E modulus of elasticity of the wire and A effective cross-sectional area of the wire.  From this it follows 


that the total tension is 
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where 0T initial wire tension before application of the normal force nF .  Combining this with Equation 1 we 


deduce that the relationship between normal force nF and deflection nx is 


 


[5]  
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In this relationship we introduced the position factor P defined as 


 


[6]  
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L
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For the case where the force is applied at mid-span 1P and the force-deflection relationship becomes 


 


[7]  
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0 84 nnn x
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EA
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These relationships show that the force-deflection relationship is non-linear.  As an example, suppose we have 3/8” 


diameter wire, for which the value of
61081.0 EA lb. (


61061.3  N) is estimated, and that the span 


is 84L ft. (25.6 m).  For 3/8” (9.5 mm) diameter wire the FDOT specified pretension is 2860 T lb. (1273 N).  


Therefore for this case Equation 7 tells us that at mid span 
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[8]  
39.106.13 nnn xxF  lb.  


 


where nx is in feet.  So for 1 ft. (0.305 m) deflection the force is 24.5 lb. (109 N) nearly half of which comes from 


the second non-linear term. 


3. TEST RIG USING SPRINGS 


In designing a test rig for full scale testing it is desirable to use a shorter span than in the field because this facilitates 


rotating the entire rig within the wind field of the test facility so as to explore the effect of various wind directions 


relative to the span.  However, it is important in doing this that the span-wire possesses the same deflection versus 


force relationship as the field span.  This can be achieved as follows.  In the field the signals can be at various 


positions along the span but in the rig at the Wall of Wind test facility it is more practical to set up the signals so that 


they are symmetrically disposed about mid-span. 


In Equation 5 we see that the coefficient of nx in the first term on the right hand side is P
L


T04 .  We want this 


coefficient to be the same on the rig as in the field.  This will be achieved if we set the initial tension RT ,0  in the rig 


such that 


 


[9]  F


FF


RR
R T


LP


LP
T ,0,0   


 


where subscripts R and F denote the rig and field quantities respectively. 


The coefficient of the second term in Equation 5 is 
2


3
8 P


L


EA
and, in order to achieve the same force versus 


deflection relationship as in the field, we need to devise a way of achieving an “effective” EA value, effAE , in the 


rig so that 
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As indicated earlier, in the rig we would generally have the signal unit at the center of the span or, if there are more 


than one signal units, they would be arranged in symmetrically about the center.  So we consider the force-deflection 


relationship on the rig at the center of the span, implying 1RP .   If we insert springs near each end of the wire in 


the rig as shown in Figure 3, the extension of the wire plus springs when the tension is increased by T is 
 


[11]  
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wire 
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where wireL is the length of the wire in the rig after subtracting the length occupied by the springs.  We want L to be 


the same as would occur without springs but with a rig wire and spring combination that has an effective EA value 


given by Equation 10.  Therefore from Equations 10 and 11 
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Figure 3: Use of springs to represent longer span 


 


From this equation it can be deduced that the required spring stiffness is 
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In the rig set up the same diameter wire can be used as in the field, so that 1/ RF EAEA .  Also, the 


factor  3/ FIELDRIG LL in the WOW test rig is typically 1/64 (the rig span is nominally 21 ft. (6.40 m) or smaller 


and RWIRE LL / is less than 1.0.  Also, provided the signals in the field are not very close to the end of the span FP is 


in the range of 1 to 2.  These facts combine to make the denominator in Equation 23 very close to 1.0.  Therefore for 


practical purposes the following simpler relationship can often be used to acceptable engineering accuracy 
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From this expression we see that if the signals in the field are offset from the center of the span then the required 


spring stiffness will go up according the square of the position factor, i.e.
2


FP .  The minimum value of P is 1.0 


which occurs when the signal position is at mid-span.  However, if the signal is at the 1/3rd span position, for 


example, which might be more typical, then
2


FP =1.27. 


 


The messenger wire has the same force-deflection relationships for horizontal and vertical deflections.    Therefore, 


provided the initial messenger wire tension is set according to Equation 9 and that the spring stiffness is set 


according to Equations 13 or 14, the non-linear stiffness at the point of attachment of the signal unit to the 


messenger wire will be correctly simulated for both horizontal and vertical deflections. 


4. TREATMENT OF CATENARY WIRE 


The case of the catenary wire is depicted in Figure 4.  The initial tension 0T is in this case the result of the built in 


sag  and the weight Mg , where M mass of signal and g = gravitational acceleration.  The balance of vertical 


forces for small sag ratio L/ may be written 
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Figure 4: Catenary deflections 


 


When the additional vertical force
nF is applied the balance of forces for small sags becomes 
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Using Equation 15 and following a similar analysis as used for the messenger wire, the following force-deflection 


relationship for vertical deflections can be obtained. 
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Therefore on the rig we can obtain the same relationship between vertical force and deflection as in the field 


provided we satisfy two criteria which are: 


 


1. The sag distance is kept the same as in the field.  This ensures that the coefficient of z in the first term in 


Equation 17 is kept the same as in the field.  It also ensures that the coefficients of 
2z and z in the brackets 


of the second term in Equation 17 are kept the same as in the field. 


2. The parameter
2


3
P


L


EA
is kept the same as in the field, which can be achieved in the same way as for the 


messenger wire, by using springs to obtain an effective value of EA which is scaled down in proportion 


to
23 / PL . 


 


The spring stiffness requirement is the same as for the messenger wire and the sag requirement is met by simply 


maintaining the same sag distance , rather than sag ratio L/ , as in the field. For small deflections the horizontal 


force-deflection relationship for the catenary wire is the same as for the messenger wire resulting in the same spring 


stiffness again.  The above results for the force-deflection relationships are consistent with those of Irvine, 1974 and 


Inglis, 1963. 


5. IMPLEMENTATION 


Based on the above analysis a test rig has been constructed consisting of two posts supported on a common stiff base 


structure, with the span wires connected to the two posts.  Coil springs are inserted into the span wires near the 


posts.  Figure 5 illustrates the set up in the Wall of Wind (WOW) facility, a description of which can be found in 
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Mooneghi et al., 2014. The test rig span is 21 ft. (6.40 m) which allows the entire rig to be rotated on the test 


facility’s turntable so as to examine the effects of different wind directions.  Six component load cells measure the 


forces at the connections of the span wires to the end posts.  Additional instrumentation in the form of 


accelerometers, tilt meters and orientation sensors is installed in the signal units to provide further information on 


signal angular deflections and accelerations as a function of wind speed and direction.  High definition video 


recordings of the tests are also obtained. 


 


 
Figure 5: Test rig with three signal units in the FIU Wall of Wind 


 


Since the tests are at full scale it is not possible to simulate the complete turbulence spectrum of the wind.  Therefore 


there is a choice of either testing in non-turbulent flow or in a flow with high frequency turbulence that is 


representative of high frequency turbulence in the natural wind.  The latter approach has been taken to date using 


turbulence with integral scale of 1.5 ft. and intensity of 7%.  The high frequency turbulence has been estimated to be 


representative of that found in suburban terrain. Some initial tests have been undertaken on various types of hanger 


and signal systems.  Some hanger designs have a rigid rod connected to the catenary and messenger wires and 


continuing down to a rigid connection to the signal unit.  Others have various types of flexible joint just above the 


messenger wire.   


6. PRELIMINARY RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 


Figure 6 shows examples of two types of hanger for which some illustrative results are described here.  The first, 


denoted as Case 1 has a flexible joint just above the messenger wire.  The second has a continuous nominally rigid 


strap running from Catenary down to the signal unit.  The wind direction for the results discussed below was normal 


to the span and impacted the front face of the signals.  The springs used in these tests had a spring constant of 100 


lb./in (175 N/cm) which made the rig span of 21 ft (6.4 m) behave like a field span of 84 ft. (25.6 m).  Figure 7 


shows the location of the load cells, inclinometers and accelerometers used to measure the forces, inclinations and 


accelerations respectively. 


 


 


Coil  


Springs 


Coil 


Springs 
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                a)         b) 


Figure 6: Cases tested in the WOW at FIU: a) Case 1 – flexible joint in strap; b) Case 2 – nominally rigid strap 


 


 


  
Figure 7: Location of load cells, accelerometers and inclinometers (after Zisis et al., 2016) 


 


Figures 8 shows measurements of the span-wire tensions (30 second averages) as a function of wind speed for Case 


1.  It can be seen that the Catenary tensions are generally much lower than in the Messenger wire.  The tensions do 


not go up in proportion to speed squared because the signals blow back thus reducing frontal area. Large amplitude 


oscillations persisted over a range of speeds for Case 1 as can be seen in Figure 9 which shows acceleration 


measurements.   


Flexible 


joint 


Strap 
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a)                                                                                 b) 


  Figure 8: Case 1 span-wire tensions as function of wind speed: a) Catenary wire; b) Messenger wire 


 


a)                                                                                     b) 


Figure 9: Rms accelerations as function of wind speed for Case 1: a) 3-section traffic signal; b) 5-section traffic 


signal 


 


It can be seen in Figure 9 that rms accelerations reached values as high as 35 m/s2 on the three section signal and 18 


m/s2 on the 5 section signal for the Case 1 hangers. The oscillations signified by these high accelerations began at 


about 31 m/s and persisted over a range of speeds up to 58 m/s beyond which the accelerometers were removed to 


preserve them in the event that the signals broke from the wires at higher speeds.  It should be noted that the thin 


aluminum back plates on the signals typically were partially or wholly torn off well before the maximum test speed 


was reached and the aerodynamics of the signals would have been changed as a result. 


 


Figures 10 and 11 show results for Case 2.  The wire tensions were similar in magnitude to Case 1 but the 


accelerations were an order of magnitude less and remained below 3 m/s2.   The acceleration measurements were 


consistent with visual observations and video recordings that oscillations were substantially less than for Case 1.    
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a)                                                                                       b) 


Figure 10: Tensions in the cables for Case 2: a) Catenary wire; b) Messenger wire 


 


 
a)                                                                                      b) 


Figure 11. Rms accelerations as function of wind speed for Case 2: a) 3-section traffic signal; b) 5-section traffic 


signal 


7. CONCLUSIONS 


The analysis of the non-linear force versus deflection relationships for tensioned span wires indicate that on a test rig 


of much shorter span than the real span in the field it is possible to still obtain the same non-linear stiffness 


behaviour as in the field.  This can be achieved by introducing springs into span wires on the rig.  Expressions for 


the required spring constant are derived.  In addition to the using the springs the pretension in the Messenger wire 


needs to be reduced in proportion the span and on the Catenary wire the sag distance  needs to be maintained the 


same as in the field (rather than the sag ratio L/ ).  Preliminary tests have been undertaken on a number of signal 


configurations.  The examples of results in the paper show that the design of the hanger can have important effects 


on the dynamic response of the signals.  Signals that had hangers with a flexible link between the Messenger and the 


Catneary wires tended to go into large amplitude oscillations over a range of speeds whereas signals without a 


flexible link exhibited much smaller oscillations. 
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ABSTRACT  


In the past decades the construction industry has experienced the diffusion of a wide variety of complex building 


envelope components, of which many contribute to building energy consumption. As a result, engineered systems 


with dynamic response to the climatic parameters are required to efficiently maintain all the components of these 


envelopes. Roofs are one of the most important components of the building envelope that have inevitable role in 


proper insulation of buildings. As a result, their condition needs to be regularly inspected to report potential defects. 


This typically is done through visual inspection or thermographic (infrared) scanning to detect leaking energy 


through gaps in the roofs, façade or elsewhere, or through wet insulation. However, conventional fault detection 


methods are usually costly and labor intensive processes. The efficiency of the detection is also dependent on the 


experience of the inspector as well as the instruments and methodologies being used. In addition, these inspection 


practices are often limited by safety, accessibility, and site conditions. Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) can be 


employed as efficient alternatives for the current manual inspections. These aircrafts can be operated more 


economically and safely than manual inspections; they are less limited by weather conditions and can also be 


operated in hard-to-reach, remote or isolated locations without putting personnel at risk. This paper presents a case 


study conducted at McMaster University to examine the efficiency of using UAVs compared to manual inspection 


methods. For this purpose, four building roofs were selected on McMaster Campus to be inspected using different 


methods; namely visual inspection, manual thermographic scanning and UAVs equipped with high-resolution 


thermographic and video cameras. The results of the inspections were compared in terms of quality, accuracy of the 


location and the scale of the deficiencies detected as well as details provided for each. The results have suggested 


that using UAVs would exhibit promising prospects in enhancing safety in inspection of buildings. 


 


Keywords: Building Envelope; Roof Inspection; Infrared Thermography; Unmanned Aerial Vehicle 


1. INTRODUCTION 


The building management and industry has been continuously evolving and transforming in the past few decades 


(Brandt 2014). This transformation has imposed pressure to extend the functionality of building maintenance 
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services. Energy consumption in particular has been a raising issue.  Buildings account for 40% of the total world-


wide energy consumption, primarily for space heating and cooling. Studies have shown that 16% of the total energy 


is being lost as undetected through deficiencies in the building envelope (Canam report 2007). Roof alone accounts 


for 70% of energy loss through loss in thermal insulation due to moisture penetration and improper assembly 


connections. With the increasing complexity in structures’ design and components, coupled with dynamic climatic 


changes, it has proven to be a difficult task to manually inspect and manage building envelope systems through 


conventional methods. Building envelope can be defined as the physical enclosure which separates the conditioned 


interior from the unconditioned exterior environment. Different building components like external walls, roofs, 


windows, doors and ceilings integrate and function together to form the envelope of any structure. The integrity of 


the envelope and its components determine the energy performance of the building and thermal comfort of its 


occupants. It is a fact that structures deteriorate over time mainly due to external forces of decay like thermal 


stresses, moisture infiltration, climatic variations and internal concrete stresses. The advent of modern civilization 


has also resulted in affordable construction approached that have resulted in decline of building envelope efficiency 


(US Department of Energy 2010). Roofs have been recognized as buildings’ first line of defense from all 


unfavorable environmental conditions. A typical commercial roof consists of a roof membrane system, installed 


over a roof deck. 


 


Despite its importance, the roof is one of the most overlooked areas in respect to building maintenance programs. In 


addition, maintenance professional generally follows a reactive approach towards roof repairs and upgrades (19). A 


roof is considered intact and functioning until actual moisture penetration and leakages is being experienced by 


occupants. Conventional roof inspection methods make use of visual inspection and infrared scanners to identify 


potential defects by physically walking over roof. This method is expensive and labor intensive (Eschamann et al 


2012). Moreover, the accuracy of the detection depends primarily on the inspector’s experience and judgement. 


Recently, automation of these non-destructive techniques is slowly being accepted by municipalities and facility 


managers. Toronto Building Auditor’s General report has mandated the use of remote technologies for recording 


inspections within the city. An increase in use of such technologies has also been observed from 45.3% in 2012 to 


72.5% in 2013 (Auditor General Toronto 2014).    


 


Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV), commonly known as drone, is an aircraft without a human pilot on board. These 


vehicles can either be controlled by a remote or autonomously controlled with a microprocessor on board. A UAV is 


part of a system known as the Unmanned Aircraft System (UAS). This consists of the Unmanned Aircraft (UAV), a 


communication data link, a station control and the operator. These can be classified based on operation, weight, 


configuration, range / altitude and complexity to name a few (Krawczyk et al. 2015). UAV’s had been originally 


developed for military operations, but recently their lightweight design and low maintenance costs have led them 


into infrastructure inspections and photography (Burn and Schuyler 1979; Tobiasson and Korhonen 1985; 


Hemmerdinger 2014). UAV’s when coupled with Non-destructive testing can easily be applied for state detection, 


damage analysis and conditioning monitoring for civil infrastructures. Apart from direct applications to buildings 


inspections such as thermal diagnosis and aerial photography, inspection of complex structures including bridges, 


dams, cooling towers, water towers and transmission lines is also possible with the use of UAV’s (Koroluk 2014; 


Kennedy 2015)   


 


 A case study of use of UAV’s for building roof inspection is presented here. For this purpose, four building roofs at 


McMaster University have been inspected for deficiencies. The four buildings had been chosen after careful scrutiny 


of the age of building and historical evidence of defects, from the facility manager’s office. All four buildings had 


been subjected to both manual and UAV inspection but with slight gap in dates. The results of these inspections, 


received as reports from respective organizations, along with field observations, have been compared in terms of 


time taken for inspection, quality of the scan and results, scale of deficiency detected with respect to cost of 


inspection and safety as a function of the actual time spent on roof by some personnel. 


2. INFRARED THERMOGRAPHY BACKGROUND 


Building envelope can be defined as the physical enclosure which separates the conditioned interior from the 


unconditioned exterior environment. Different building components like external walls, roofs, windows, doors and 


ceilings integrate and function together to form the envelope of any structure. The integrity of the envelope and its 


components determine the energy performance of the building and thermal comfort of its occupants. It is a fact that 
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structures deteriorate over time mainly due to external forces of decay like thermal stresses, moisture infiltration, 


climatic variations and internal concrete stresses. The advent of modern civilization has also resulted in affordable 


construction approached that have resulted in decline of building envelope efficiency. Roofs have been recognized 


as buildings’ first line of defense from all unfavorable environmental conditions. A typical commercial roof consists 


of a roof membrane system, installed over a roof deck. Despite its importance, it is one of the most overlooked areas 


in respect to building maintenance programs. In addition, maintenance professional generally follows a reactive 


approach towards roof repairs and upgrades. A roof is considered intact and functioning until actual moisture 


penetration and leakages is being experienced by occupants. Non-Destructive Testing methods have been a common 


practice for roof inspection in the industry since 1970 to detect the issue of moisture penetration and proliferation in 


commercial low sloped roof (20Desjarlais and Byers 1998). Nuclear Hydrogen Detection (NHD), Electrical 


Capacitance (EC) detection method and Infrared Thermography are the three most prevalent methods being used for 


analyzing building envelope integrity and heat loss through assemblies (Desjarlais and Byers 1998). The first study 


on scanning efficiency of these three methods of detection these three methods by National Bureau of Standards 


(NBD) in 1981 has demonstrated the superiority of Infrared thermography and its higher level of acceptance. It was 


also concluded that Nuclear Hydrogen Detection method and Infrared thermography provide better results for low 


levels of moisture in roof. Also, Infrared Thermography was found to be more potent in scanning larger areas in 


relatively less time.  


 


Infrared Scanning is a form of passive thermography. It measures the surface temperature as a measure of the 


thermal energy radiating from the surface of a material (Robinson et al. 1999). Infrared thermography can detect 


anomalies like moisture penetration, and defects such as cracks and voids. In fact, this method is functioning based 


on the following principles (Robinson et al 1999; Grot and Wood 1981); 


 


 Thermal energy always flows from warmer areas to cooler areas. Insulation in roofs prevents this flow of energy 


across the roof section, thus providing a thermal barrier, preventing heat from escaping to the external 


environment in cold conditions.  


 All objects above absolute zero temperature radiate energy within the infrared region of the visible spectrum. An 


area affected by moisture absorbs heat during the day time and radiate the heat slowly during night time to the 


surrounding area. An infrared scanner is calibrated to catch this difference in radiation and present it with a color 


on an infrared radiation scale or dark spots on a grayscale image. 


 


Fundamentally, the principle of infrared thermography is driven from three laws of radiation in physics (Robinson et 


al 1999; Grot and Wood 1981): 


 


2.1 Kirchhoff’s Law of Thermal Radiation 


 


This law establishes a relationship between emission and absorption of energy, concluding that energy absorbed by a 


body is directly proportional to the energy emitted by it. It introduces the emission coefficient (Ԑ) as a ratio of 


emissivity E of a real body to the emissivity Ez of the blackbody under the same temperature; 


 


[1]   Ԑ = E/Ez  
 


2.2 Plank’s Law 


 


Plank’s law of radiation describes the spectral radiation I’ emanating from the idealized black body. 


 


[2]   I’(λ,T) = (2πhc^2)/λ  1/(e^(hc/λkT)-1) 
 


Where, λ is the wavelength, T – absolute temperature, h – Planck’s constant and c – speed of light.  


When λ is plotted as a function of temperature, plank curves will be obtained. Here, it can be seen that wavelength 


(λ) decreases as temperature (T) increases. This is governed by Wein’s Displacement law; 


 


[3]   λ =b/T 
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Where, λ is the peak wavelength, T is the absolute temperature of the blackbody and b is a constant of 


proportionality called Wein’s displacement equal to 2.8977685 x 10-3 m.K 


 


2.3 Stephan Boltzmann Equation of Radiation 


 


This law integrated the Plank’s law to all wavelengths and applies that the radiant emission (I), grows with the 


fourth power of the temperature and is given by Equation 4; 


 


[4]   I = σεT4 
 


Where, σ – Stephan Boltzman constant = 5.6696 x 10-8 (W/m2 oK4), ε – Surface radiative characteristic known as 


emissivity and T – absolute temperature (0K). It explains the fact that the emissive power of an object is a function 


of its temperature. This means that a measurement of the energy being emitted can be used to determine the surface 


temperature of the object. However, Infrared Thermography is a very sensitive method of measurement. Proper 


measuring condition is essential to achieve meaningful and accurate results. Different factors including 


environmental conditions, the speed of wind, location of external heat sources, etc. may cause extreme difficulty in 


interpreting results. 


3. UNMANNED AERIAL VEHICLE (UAV) 


There is an increase in demand for new application of Non Destructive Techniques to allow for remote inspections 


along with unique monitoring and management of life cycle of structures (Eschmann et al.2013). Conventional 


methods that have been in use for decades still do not fill the gap between the required data and the actual data 


available (Burn and Schuyler 1979). These methods have proved to be intensive and dangerous for inspectors while 


also being time consuming and costly. The technical progress in the last few years in field of UAV’s and infrared 


cameras have opened up possibilities for quick and elaborate building inspections using unmanned aircrafts 


(Eschmann et al. 2013). Such an application not only facilitates the timely process, but also reduces the risk 


associated with the human intensive process and decrease the risk of human casualty (Burn and Schuyler 1979) 


(Hogland 2014). Roof inspections through UAV also consist of the two primary processes: data acquisition and 


image post-processing. The camera on the UAV determines the type and quality of picture being obtained. The 


UAV flight is succeeded with a physical verification of the roof to study the findings in greater detail. 


 


Data Acquisition: The primary purpose of utilizing a UAV is acquiring the required data from the structure being 


inspected. Data acquisition process begins by setting up the UAV and the ground station controller. The flight path 


is programmed into the UAV and the ground station controller is set at a location with minimum obstruction. A 


preliminary flight path is planned, with an in-house software based on GPS waypoint navigation system. In planning 


the flight path, all the factors usually considered by expert inspectors about surface and condition of the surface to 


be inspected need to be taken into account. The UAV sets out on the pre-defined flight path and takes multiple 


photographs from all possible angles to capture every part of the roof.  


 


Image Post-processing: The images are extracted from the UAV onto a computer and then stitched together using 


software to prepare the entire plan of the roof into one picture. Digital post-processing of the data collected during 


flight is then performed to reassemble the individual image into a panoramic photograph. The Stitching or 


mosaicking methods used are based on pattern recognition techniques which analyses similar image content 


structures called matching point, in two or more images and link them together according to the matched points. 


 


In order to examine different methods used for roof inspection and comparing their efficiency in detection of 


building roof deficiencies, a series of case studies have been carried out. For this purpose, four buildings in the city 


of Hamilton were selected to be inspected using three methods, namely, eye inspection, manual infrared inspection 


and UAV infrared inspection. The results were then compared as discussed in the following section. 
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4. CASE STUDY 


The methods used for inspecting all four buildings are the conventional method of inspection by an inspector and 


thermal inspection using a UAV. Infrared Thermographic inspections measure the radiating energy from the surface 


and represent it as a function of temperature either through a color range or as light spots in a grayscale image. In 


terms of the principal being applied for collecting the data, both methods of inspection depend on the same 


technology; however the process of application is different and distinct.  


 


Conventional Method: This method consists of a roof inspector, with extensive experience and knowledge of roofs 


to physically walk roof twice over the same roof and capture anomalies based on his experience and visual 


inspection. The inspector prepares himself by studying the roof plan in detail to understand the type of roof and its 


structural components. The first walkover is a preliminary study by visual observations and sensory perceptions. The 


inspector records areas of concern and marks them in the roof plans which are then later verified with a secondary 


walk over the roof. An infrared camera is used during this inspection and all the areas marked are checked for 


temperature difference that might occur due to faults such as cracks, blisters or moisture built up in the roof 


membrane. The roof inspector will then prepare a detailed report based on the scope of work and present it to the 


client. 


 


UAV Inspection: A UAV inspection consists of three major sub-phases. The first flight on the pre-defined flight 


path is done to capture digital photos of the roof. The second flight over the same flight path is done after replacing 


the digital camera with an infrared camera to capture thermal images of the same roof. The two images are stitched 


together with special software’s and geo-tag information to identify areas of distress on the roof. The last step in this 


process calls for a physical investigation during the day time by a roof inspector verifies the findings through the 


UAV flight. 


 


4.1 Standards and Policies Governing Building Inspections in Canada 


 


Standards and policies governing the use of UAV’s in Canada are stringent and extensive. All the applications of the 


UAV ought to take place at high altitudes where there is no human traffic. A UAV inspection in Canada is primarily 


governed by two regulatory departments– Transport Canada (TC) and Department of National Defense (DND) 


(Khedr 2015). While Transport Canada (TC) governs the implementation of UAV’s for the purpose of civil aviation, 


scientific research, commercial purposes and recreation, Department of National Defense (DND) regulates 


operations of UAV’s in military zones and protected air spaces (Office of the Privacy Commissioner of Canada 


(2013).  


 


In order for the UAV to be operated in the areas governed by Transport Canada, a Special Flight Operations 


Certificate (SFOC) needs to be obtained both for the UAV itself and for the pilot. Attaining SFOC requires specific 


details in respect to the type of vehicle being operated, description of technology, dates and times of proposed 


flights, security and contingency plans as well as detailed plans on altitude, geographical locations and exact 


boundaries of operations. Transport Canada has been playing a significant role in promoting the use of UAV’s by 


opening the air space to businesses and technologists through SFOC’s, however it is still claimed that the change has 


not been fast enough. Transport Canada reports that there has been a 485% growth in issuance of SOFC from 345 in 


2012 to 1672 in 2014 (Transport Canada 2013). They are working towards continuous improvements in regulations 


and standards pertaining to UAV’s by enhancing collaborations with key industry partners like Regulatory 


Cooperation Council (RCC) to harmonize approaches between two countries in terms of trade, travel and security. 


They have also been closely working with Unmanned System Canada, a non-profit association that represents the 


interest of the UAV community (Khedr 2015, Transport Canada 2015). 


 


In regards to conventional manual inspections, conducting building inspections by using IR technology requires 


certification from ASNT (American Society for Non-Destructive Testing) (Unmanned System Canada 2015). It 


requires applicants to take training courses along with exams and industrial experiences (American Society for Non-


destructive Testing 2015). National Certification Authority of Canadian Home & Property Inspections (CAHPI) has 


published National Occupational Standards (NOS) that provide guidelines to professional property inspections in 


Canada and these apply to foundations, walls and roofs. It requires inspectors to have knowledge on the 


components, materials, drainage and problems to allow for effective inspections. In Ontario, these regulations are 


governed by the Ontario Association of Home Inspector (OAHI) (National Occupational Standard 2013). Public 
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Work and Government Service Canada (PBGSC) have also introduced a limiting condition by allowing inspections 


to take place immediately after spring, summer and fall and also only when the roof is clear of moisture and snow 


cover. Apart from the required knowledge to perform the inspection, roofing inspectors need to follow Ministry of 


Labor Standards that fall in context to working at heights.  Such considerations include adhering to precaution for 


safety, hazard recognition, risk assessments, training and rescue plan (Ontario Association of Home Inspectors, 


2014).   


 


4.2 Building Pre-Qualification  


 


Before any inspection could be done for the purpose of this study, different buildings at McMaster University’s 


campus were pre-qualified for roof inspection based on different criteria as shown in Table 1. These criteria include: 


Age of Building, Number of defects based on information on renovation work as well as retrofits, importance of the 


building based on architecture and history of the building, Size, type and condition of the building.  Each of the 


buildings were given a score for each criteria. Score of 1 or 2 is given to age of building, number of defects, 


importance, size and condition of the roof and 0 or 2 is given to type of the roof (0 for sloped roof and 2 for flat 


roof). Four buildings with highest total score, namely, McMaster Innovation Park (MIP), Togo Salmon Hall (TSH), 


Hamilton Hall (HH) and McMaster Automotive Resource Centre (MARC) were selected for inspection. 


 


Table 1: Selection criteria 


 


4.3 Evaluation Parameters 


 


After selection of the buildings, various parameters were selected to be used as means of comparison and analysis of 


different inspection methods. These parameters are selected to be the process to be undertaken for the inspection, the 


time required for inspection, quality of analysis, Cost and Safety.  Each Parameter is explained below.  


4.4 Inspection Process 


Certain process has been identified during the scan of all four buildings which differ from each other and also from 


the general process map. The general outline for both processes is summarized into the following main steps as 


shown in Table 2; 


 


 


Table 2: UAV and Manual Inspection Process 


Process UAV Manual Scan 


Steps Pre Scan Process Visual Inspection / On-site 


Inspection 


Scan Progress Infrared Inspection 


Post Scan Process Physical Verification (Optional) 


Physical Verification --- 


 


Selection Criteria Age of 


Building 


Defects Importance Size Roof 


Type 


Roof 


Condition 


Total 


Score 


University Hall 2 2 2 1 0 2 9 


Hamilton Hall 2 2 2 1 2 2 11 


Chester New Hall 2 1 1 1 2 1 8 


Togo Salmon Hall 2 2 1 1 2 2 10 


Kenneth Taylor 


Hall 


2 1 1 1 2 1 8 


Ivor Wynne 


Centre 


2 1 1 1 0 1 6 


McMaster 


Innovation Park 


1 1 2 2 2 1 9 


MARC 1 1 2 2 2 1 9 
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4.5 Inspection Time 


Time is an extremely important factor which needs to be considered and has to be recorded for all four buildings. It 


should be noted here that the time has been recorded in two stages – time at which the inspection process is started 


and ends, and also the time observed (in minutes) for the actual scan to take place. The time for the actual scan was 


fragmented into parts and recorded at each stage of the scan process. This process would allow us for comparing 


each part of the UAV scan with the manual inspection. Time for the first part has been recorded for the equipment 


preparation time or time taken by the roof specialist to gear himself for the scan process. Also the approach time for 


the buildings in term of time acquired for reaching the roof by the roof inspector and also the time taken to return. 


For the second part, time has been broken down as given in Table 3. In the case study, the cumulative time for each 


method is used as a measure of comparison since the processes differ significantly. 


 


 


Table 3: Time Break Down 


Process UAV Manual Scan 


Time UAV Calibration Time Visual Inspection / On site 


Verification 


Flight time from Ground Station to 


first Grid point 


Infrared Inspection 


Flight time from First Grid Point 


to Last Grid Point 


--- 


Flight time from Last Grid point to 


Ground Station 


--- 


Geo Marking --- 


Physical Verification Physical Verification (Optional) 


 


4.6 Quality of Analysis 


Individual reports have been generated for both the processes which describe the extent of problem on the specific 


roofs. The two sets of scans have been performed for both process during the day and night time. The main focus of 


the scan is to capture the presence of moisture that lead to wet insulation within roof deck. A qualitative as well as 


quantitative comparison has been done on the type of reporting as well as the efficiency of the detection would be 


evaluated. 


4.7 Cost 


This study is primarily based on application and implementation of each methodology on commercial and 


institutional buildings. The cost for both methodologies have been obtained from their parent organization. The cost 


for implementing UAV on all four buildings have been extracted from a standard rate sheet provided by its company 


and the cost for manual inspection has been obtained through an interview with inspection professionals. Both cost 


has been compared for each of the four case studies.  


4.8 Safety 


Safety is a very subjective term and does not hold a specific mathematical expression for quantification. There are 


various factors which determine the safety of a person on the roof both during the day and night time. Safety of 


inspection is presented and compared here in terms of different parameters such as the operation time the inspectors 


spends on the roof, wind speed at the time of inspection, illumination, minimum height of parapet wall as protection, 


difference in roof elevation and stability of the structures that the inspector need to reach during the scanning 


process.  
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5. RESULTS AND RECOMMENDATION 


After comparing the mentioned parameters for all the four selected buildings, following results were obtained. 


Tables 4 and 5 demonstrates the comparison of the time spent for each type of inspection as well as the safety time 


for each of the buildings. As expected, the inspection using Unmanned Aerial Vehicles takes less time compared to 


manual inspection for all four buildings. Figure 2 shows the cost required for each inspection on the buildings. In 


addition, because no night inspection is required when using UAV, the safety of inspection is higher. As it is shown 


in that figure, the cost is more for manual inspection for three buildings as it depends on a number of factors 


including initial assessment, age of Roof, level of consultancy required and the area of the roof. The cost of UAV 


inspection is more under the condition that the roof would be of bigger size that happened for one of the buildings in 


this study. 


 


Table 4: Comparison of inspection time for the four buildings 


Building  UAV: Time (mins) Manual: Time 


(mins) 


  Infrared 


+ Visual 


Physical 


Verification 


UAV: 


Total 


Time 


Infrared + 


Visual 


McMaster Innovation 


Park (MIP) 


24 15 39 47 


Hamilton Hall 22 27 49 55 


Togo Salmon Hall 13 7 20 64 


MARC 32 10 42 30 


Total Time 91 59 150 196 
 


 


 
 


Figure 1: Cost comparison 
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Table 5: Comparison of Safety Time 


Building  UAV: Time (mins) Manual: Time (mins) 


  Day 


Time 


Night Time Day time Night Time 


McMaster Innovation Park (MIP) 15 0 32 15 


Hamilton Hall 27 0 35 19 


Togo Salmon Hall 7 0 30 34 


MARC 10 0 30 N/A 
 


 


The quality of the inspection reports was also compared. UAV has proven to be more effective in detecting wet 


insulation for all four case studies. However, UAV cannot detect roof areas which are under steel structures or 


mechanical equipment. On the other hand, manual scan is more effective in detecting source of water penetration 


such as blisters and cracks. Roof inspector can still overlook many areas with wet insulation that can be detected 


using the UAV flights. As such, the results of this study has demonstrated that using Unmanned Aerial Vehicles 


equipped with infrared cameras will significantly improve roof inspection procedures in terms of time, cost, safety 


and also in some cases the quality of inspection. However, the results of this case study suggests for improvements 


in current use of UAV for inspection purposes as follows: Roofs over 10 years older with area over 10,000 Sq feet 


should be ideally scanned. Improvements need to be done to enable use of UAV for detecting any deficiencies in 


sidewalls. Different Features of the roof should be marked on the report. Thermal Scan should be conducted at least 


2 hours after sunset. Physical Verification in the case of UAV application should be done immediately and/or when 


the roof is dry. Quality of camera should be improved to detect cracks and other defects. 
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ABSTRACT  


Nonlinear finite-element (NLFE) analysis was used to compare and optimize the load transfer and failure mode of 


bridge barriers subjected to static transverse loads. Concrete is a material that needs strengthening in tension in order 


to meet the structural requirements. Studies have shown that the addition of steel fibers in a concrete matrix 


improves all the mechanical properties of concrete, especially tensile strength, impact strength, and toughness. The 


resulting material possesses higher tensile strength, consolidated response and better ductility. Although fiber 


reinforcement is a method that has been in use over the last few decades, yet it is unfamiliar to some practices, and 


there is no common guideline for design using this method. It is now well established that one of the important 


properties of fiber reinforced concrete (FRC) is its superior resistance to cracking and crack propagation and also the 


fibers are able to hold the matrix together even after extensive cracking. In the present study, numerical finite-


element analysis has been performed on selected bridge barriers with steel reinforcement, to compare the difference 


between barriers with normal and fiber reinforced concrete. The FE modeling was performed under static load 


testing with displacement control. The ultimate load carrying capacities for each barrier type was compared. The 


behaviors of FRC barriers with different amount of fibers were accurately simulated with NLFE models.  


Modifications were then made to FRC barriers to reduce the barrier wall thickness as well as the reinforcement 


arrangement. The present study shows reserved capacity of FRC barriers compared to their counterparts with normal 


concrete and steel reinforcement.  


 


Keywords: Bridges; Bridge Barrier; Size effect; Fiber-reinforced concrete; Nonlinear finite element calculations. 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Fiber reinforcement is a method that has been in use over the last few decades, yet it is unfamiliar to some practices, 


and there is no common guideline for design using this method. It is now well established that one of the important 


properties of fiber reinforced concrete (FRC) is its superior resistance to cracking and crack propagation and also the 


fibers are able to hold the matrix together even after extensive cracking. Early technological development of steel 


fiber reinforced concrete (SFRC) was hampered by lack of information and authenticated measures until the early 


1960’s. Since that, researchers have done extensive researches on SFRC, driven by the promising performance 


enhancements in terms of strength, durability and toughness. Studies have shown increasing evidence that the brittle 


behavior of concrete can be overcome by the addition of short steel fibers of small diameters in the concrete mix [1, 


2]. ACI Committee 544[3] reported that the addition of steel fibers in a concrete matrix improves all mechanical 


properties of concrete, especially tensile strength, impact strength, and toughness. Identifying the correlation 


between the tensile strength as the dependent variable and each of the aspect ratio and the volumetric ratio as 


independent variables is an important aspect of successful design. Concrete fiber composites have been found more 


economical for use in Airport and Highway Pavements, Bridge Decks, Erosion resistance structures, slope 


stabilization, Refractory concrete, Earthquake resistance structures and Explosive resistance structures [4]. In the 
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design of concrete structures, the two essentially considered material properties are compressive and tensile 


strengths. Compressive strength is a major parameter in the case of structural applications, whereas flexural strength 


is an essential parameter in pavement applications. In certain applications, toughness is a vital parameter [5]. The 


observations given by published literature indicate that the selection of SFRC volumetric fraction can be chosen 


within the range of 1 to 2.5% by concrete absolute volume [6]. Few studies have been carried out towards 


investigating the relationship between the split tensile strength and the compressive strength of SFRC. The available 


relationships are either based on limited number of specimens or narrow range of fiber content or fiber aspect ratio. 


Ashour et al [7,8] suggested the following equation for high strength concrete specimens of a single aspect ratio, l/d 


of 75 


 


[1]     f sp = 4.95 − 2.13 v f      


 


Where v f is the volumetric fiber content. Studies carried out by Yazici et al. [9], Holschemacher et al.[10] and 


others concluded that in case of SFRC, volumetric fraction as well as the aspect ratio (l/d) are two major factors in 


terms of performance enhancement. 


 


More parameters were presented within the expression addressed by Ashour et al. [11], as follows: 


 


[2]     f sp = (0.6 + 0.4 (v f × l/d ) )×  c      


 


In the present study constitutive model for FRC in compression is assumed based on the equation below:  


 


 


[3]    


 


 


 


[4]                                               


 


 


[5] 


 


Where the details and parameters are derived by Carreira et al. and  Nataraja [12,13], and the aspect ratio, l/d and the 


volumetric fiber content, v f , are considered in the equations.   


2. FINITE ELEMENT MODELING OF CONCRETE BARRIERS 


Although the experimental programs are compulsory for a research to progress, the problems can be simplified with 


advances in modern computers using finite-element software. ABAQUS (Hibbitt et al. 2011) is regarded as 


sophisticated and general purpose software that can be utilized to model the behavior of structural members under 


externally applied load.  


 


In this paper, finite-element models, describing the non-linear behavior of steel and fiber-reinforced concrete bridge 


barriers under static load testing were developed. The non-linear finite element package “ABAQUS” was utilized 


for this purpose. Numerical simulations on the structural response of statically loaded bridge barriers and the 


associated failure modes have been performed herein by the ABAQUS/ Explicit, which is suitable for static test 


events and strong discontinuous geometrical or material response (Hibbitt et al. 2011). The concrete barrier was 


reinforced with conventional steel reinforcement in the deck slab and the barrier wall. As such, the concrete 


damaged plasticity (CDP) model and elastic-perfectly plastic with isotropic hardening material models have been 


used to define the static behavior of concrete and reinforcing steel, respectively. Concrete damaged plasticity model 


in ABAQUS/Explicit is capable of modeling the behavior of plain and reinforced concrete structures or other quasi-


brittle materials subjected to static, cyclic or dynamic loading. The tensile behavior of concrete after failure is 


modeled in ABAQUS with tension stiffening. The tension stiffening allows defining the strain-softening branch of 


concrete after failure due to bond interaction between concrete and the reinforcement. Concrete behave differently in 
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tension and compression. It is very strong in compression compared with its tension behavior. The tensile strength of 


concrete is relatively low (about 8% to 15% of the compressive strength). Figure 1, illustrates typical stress-strain 


curve of concrete behavior in tension and in compression. In tension, concrete is loaded until it reaches the tensile 


cracking strength, fʹt, after which the stress-strain curve follows by some tension stiffening branch if reinforcement 


presents. In compression, concrete is loaded until it reaches the peak compressive strength, fʹc, followed by crushing 


of concrete with increase in compressive straining. Two types of material properties were defined to represent non-


linear properties of concrete material namely as elastic and plastic properties. Table 1 presents the concrete 


compressive strength considered herein for FE modeling of the proposed barriers. Steel reinforcing bars are modeled 


as a linear-elastic material up to the point of yielding. After yielding, a yield plateau occurs followed by either a 


linear or non-linear strain hardening phase until rupture.  


 
Figure 1: Typical stress-strain curve of concrete in tension and compression (Adopted from Khederzadeh et al.) 


 


 


Table 1. Concrete compressive strengths assumed for barriers 


Barrier model Concretecompressive strength 


(MPa) 


Elastic modulus 


(MPa) 


Short barrier  25.4 22,680 


Long barrier 30.9 25,015 


 


 


In FE modeling, evolution of the yield criterion is based on the uniaxial elastic behavior of material models; thus, 


the definition of material parameters and uniaxial material behavior is more important. CSA A23.3 specifies 


approximate elastic modulus of normal density concrete with a density of about 2300 kg/m3 as follow;  


 


[6]     Ect = 4500√𝑓′𝑐 (MPa)                                    (in tension)   


 


[7]     Ec = 2 𝑓ʹ𝑐/𝜀ʹ𝑐 ≅ 4500√𝑓′𝑐 (MPa)                  (in compression)    


 


Where, Ect is the initial tangent stiffness of concrete, and 𝑓′𝑐 is concrete compressive strength estimated from 


experimental concrete test cylinders. Values of the elastic modulus of numerically tested barriers are calculated 


using equation 6 and provided in Table 1. Solid 3D elements with 8 nodes linear brick and reduced integration with 


hourglass control (C3D8R), were used to mesh the concrete barrier wall. Also, the 3D stress-linear displacement 


truss elements with 2 nodes (T3D2) were used to model the reinforcing bars. 
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3. DETAILS OF CONCRETE BARRIERS  


The FE modeling was carried out on the selected 1-m short barrier as well as the long barrier models. The short 


length barrier represents the case for one-way action behavior of barriers under static load testing so that only 


horizontal flexural cracks are expected in the wall portion and deck-wall junction. However, the long barrier 


represents structural behavior of tested barriers by two-way actions, in which the failure of the wall expected to 


include horizontal flexural cracks as well as the diagonal shear cracks. In all barrier models, steel reinforcement was 


used as reinforcing bars in the deck slab and the wall portion. In the deck portion, M25 steel bars were used at 


tension face, while M15 steel bars used at compression face of the deck slab. However, in the barrier wall, M15 bars 


were used to reinforce the barrier wall everywhere, except M12 bars were used as vertical bars at back face of the 


wall. Figure 2 shows view of the PL-3 traffic barrier with reinforcement arrangement in the wall.  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 2: Selected barrier models for numerical analysis 


 


(a) Short barrier                  (b) Long barrier 


Figure 3: Barrier models with finite-element meshing 
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Figure 4: Rebar arrangements in the deck and the barrier walls 


4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 


In this section, the ability of ABAQUS/Explicit to model the behavior of traffic barrier walls under static load 


testing has been investigated. The ABAQUS/Explicit version 6.13 was used to model the barriers. 3D FE models 


were generated based on proposed geometry and load conditions of the PL-3 barriers approved by Ministry of 


Transportation of Ontario. Figure 3 and 4, show geometry of the barrier models and arrangement of transverse and 


longitudinal reinforcement in the wall and deck slab portion.  


 


The numerical simulation is meaningful when the results are similar to those of the actual model. To validate FE 


model accuracy, geometry, shape and material properties should be imported from actual model to the FE model. 


The output results in terms of load-displacement, strains and stresses should yield relatively similar values. 


Therefore, numerical models were conducted using the same material properties for normal concrete and fiber-


reinforced concrete as in the literatures. Such FE modeling are considered as the preliminary design of the fiber-


reinforced barrier to obtain ultimate load carrying capacities compared with barriers with normal concrete. The 


numerical analysis are revised with results obtained from actual testing of the proposed barrier walls and can be 


reached elsewhere (Khederzadeh et al.  [15]), where for each model, the load-displacement curve, the barrier wall 


lateral displacement and crack patterns were obtained from ABAQUS. The FE modeling was carried out on a barrier 


to examine the accuracy of the FE modeling (Figure 5). When the accuracy of the model was confirmed with the 


small scale barriers, the material property definition was taken similarly to model the large scale barrier at interior 


location. The following subsections discuss the FE results of each barrier model in more detail. Figure 6 shows the 


configuration of a PL3 barrier for another experimental study conducted on an actual scale long barrier 


(Khederzadeh et al.  [15]), and is going to be compared with the FRC barriers in the present study. 


 


Figure 5: Overall shape of barrier failure by Von-Mises criterion 
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Figure 6: Long Barrier - PL3 configuration used in experimental study 


 


After evaluation of the reliability of the FE model and calibrate some unknown parameters with uncertainty, and 


comparison between the FE models results with the experimental load-displacement responses as well as the 


obtained crack patterns from testing of the barriers, and prior to conducting non-linear analysis of barrier with fiber-


reinforced concrete, the barrier (Figure 2) with normal reinforced concrete was modeled. In non-linear analysis, it 


was assumed that the barrier is subjected to a lateral displacement of 25 mm which was applied 990 mm above the 


deck slab. The ABAQUS program was to apply the 25 mm displacement into 20 increments. From the FE modeling 


of the normal reinforced concrete barriers, the barrier was failed at a load of 107 kN.  


 
Figure 7: Load-displacement curves for FRC and normal reinforced concrete in short barriers 
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Figure 8: Load-displacement curves for FRC short barriers 


 


Once the barrier with steel reinforced was modeled and calibrated, material properties for fiber-reinforced concrete 


with 0.25% , 0.5 %, 0.75%, 1% and 1.25% fiber volume fraction was obtained from current literature and imported 


into ABAQUS. Figure 7, also compared graph of load-displacement curve of FRC barrier with that of normal 


concrete barrier. It should be noted that in both barriers with normal and fiber-reinforced concretes, the barriers were 


modeled with similar arrangement of steel bars in the wall and the deck portion. From the FE model, the FRC 


barrier was failed at a load of 119 kN and 126 kN for 0.5 %, and 1%  fiber volume fraction respectively. Figure 8, 


compared graph of load-displacement curve of FRC barrier with 0.25% , 0.5 %, 0.75%, 1% and 1.25% fiber volume 


fraction. It shows that in fiber-reinforced concretes barriers, the ultimate load carrying capacity of barriers are 


increased with the increase in the amount of fiber volumes, and the analysis demonstrates that the optimum values 


are reached with the 1% of  fiber volume fraction.  


 


From the analysis, it was noticed that the ultimate load carrying capacity of FRC barrier improved 18% in the 


application of FRC with 1% fiber volume fraction compared to normal concrete, so prior to failure of the barrier for 


the same displacement, the FRC barrier reserved relatively higher load when compared to normal concrete barrier. 


In normal concrete barrier, the first crack appeared at displacement of 1.25 mm and load of 42 kN, however, in FRC 


barrier with the same displacement, the load was 56 kN which corresponds to an increase of 33.1% in the applied 


load.  


 


The post-failure behavior and residual stress in FRC barrier improved comparably with normal concrete barrier. 


From this observation, it was decided to reduce the geometry of the FRC barrier. Therefore, in the FE modeling of 


long barriers a reduction of 50 mm in the geometry of the barrier shown in Figure 2 was considered but the bar 


arrangement was kept the same (namely called it 175mm barrier in figures versus 225 mm barrier illustrated in 


figure2), also a long barrier with the exact geometry of figure 2 (225 mm barrier) is modeled for verification. 


 


Similar to the FE modeling of the short length barriers, the long barriers are also being modeled and loaded at 


interior location with normal and fiber-reinforced concretes and the results were compared. Similar material 


property definitions to experimental study were considered in the long barrier models. The barriers at interior 


location were modeled based on the principle of symmetry. Therefore, the results shown herein are on the half-


length of the barrier. In accordance with CHBDC, the transverse displacement was applied over an area of 2400 x 


200 mm2 with the centroid of the displacement at 990 mm above the deck slab. Similar barrier geometry and bar 
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arrangement as the short barrier were considered in numerical study. As displacement of 40 mm was applied on the 


top of the wall in 20 increments and load-displacement curves were captured from ABAQUS for each of normal and 


FRC barrier. Figure 9 compared the load-displacement of modeled barrier with FRC for the long barriers with rebar 


configuration of figure 2 and length of 12 meters but the thickness of the barriers are reduce to 175mm instead of 


225 mm. From the graphs, it can be observed that the increase in the amount of fibers increases the load bearing 


capacity in long barriers also. It is obvious that the increase in fiber volume fraction from 0.75% to 1 % shows a 36 


% growth in ultimate load carrying capacity from 535 kN to 730 kN respectively. 


 


The cracking stress concentrations in the wall and deck portion of the barriers were investigated. ABAQUS shows 


smeared crack models at stress or strain cracking rate. Figure 11 (a) depicts overall failure of the barrier by von-


mises theory. It can be observed that the barrier wall experience flexural cracks at the deck-wall junction as well as 


the tapered portion of the wall, followed by diagonal shear cracks that are extended to the top of the wall causing 


punching shear in the wall portion at the top.  


 


 
Figure 9: Load-displacement curves for FRC long barriers 


 


Figure 10 compares the graphs of load-displacement curves for the two numerically modeled FRC barriers. One 


barrier with the same geometry shown in figure 2 (225 mm thickness) and the other with the reduced wall thickness 


to 175mm, both with the same rebar arrangement as Figure 2. Figure 10 , also, illustrates the experimental result for 


the barrier whit the configuration in Figure 6 and normal concrete. It can be observed that the implementation of 


FRC can compensate the difference in rebar sizes between the two type of barriers shown in Figure 2 and Figure 6, 


and as a result lead to more economic design. In all barrier models, the ultimate load in FRC barriers were increased, 


and at the same time the ductility of the FRC barriers were significantly enhanced. Figures 11(b) shows views 


overall barrier failure by von-mises failure criterion, it can be observed that the barrier wall experience shear and 


punching shear cracks at the applied load location at the vertical portion of the wall, diagonal shear cracks reach to 


the top of the wall causing punching shear in the wall portion at the top. 
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Figure 10: Load-displacement curves for FRC long barriers compared to experimental results 


 


 


(a) Long barrier with minimum thickness of 175mm             (b) Long barrier with minimum thickness of 225 mm 
Figure 11: Overall failure of the barrier at interior location by Von-Mises criterion 


5. CONCLUSION  


The NLFE models created for this study accurately reproduced the experimental results in terms of stiffness, crack 


damage, and failure mode. The results demonstrate that all FRC barriers configurations exceed the static design 


criteria specified in the CSA bridge design codes and meet the recommended failure hierarchy for bridge barrier 


design. Finite-element modeling of fiber-reinforced concrete barriers were investigated under static load testing and 


compared with normal reinforced concrete and experimental results. The NLFE model accurately reproduced the 


experimental results for the pre- and post-cracking tensile strength properties, so FE modeling can be utilized for the 


preliminary design of the barrier to obtain ultimate load carrying capacity and expected failures of the barrier. FE 


modeling carried on the FRC barriers improve the ultimate load carrying capacity of the barriers, and comparably 
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increased the ductility of the barrier both at pre-peak and post-peak behavior. This feature of the FRC’s can enhance 


the resistance to the impact loading of the barrier and increase the energy absorbance. The first crack appeared 


relatively at higher load in FRC barriers when compared to the normal-reinforced concrete barriers. This indicates 


an increase in the tensile strength of the FRC barriers compared to normal concrete barriers. Due to such increase in 


the barrier ductility and tensile strength of the concrete, it presumed that barrier enhancement can be made for FRC 


barriers, for example; the wall thickness can be reduced from top or bottom or along the height, wall reinforcement 


can be reduced at front and back face of the wall, also it might be advisable to remove the back face reinforcement.  
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ABSTRACT 


Real-time 3D data acquisition can be a key step for timely and reliable fabrication control of components and 


assemblies in modular or off-site construction. In many cases, fabrication errors, mainly geometric deviations and 


discrepancies, result from the fabrication craft workers misreading or misinterpreting the isometric or 3D CAD 


drawings of the component or assembly. These errors can be detected in a timely manner if a real-time data acquisition 


method is appropriately integrated within a fabrication quality control system. Real-time fabrication control is 


currently a disconnected process because the 3D data acquisition step is not performed in real-time. This is due to the 


preprocessing that is normally required to generate usable 3D data; a step that is computationally intensive and 


therefore time inefficient. This paper investigates the applicability of recently commercialized sensors that can acquire 


usable 3D data in real-time, both inexpensively and with a reasonable level of accuracy to capture the types of errors 


that may occur during fabrication and assembly. As well, an integrated framework for general fabrication and 


installation control of construction assemblies was developed. The real-time acquired 3D point clouds were 


automatically overlaid with the 3D CAD drawings integrated using an iterative closest points (ICP)-based point cloud 


registration to facilitate error checking between the as-built and as-designed conditions of the assemblies. The 


assembly and fabrication processes are therefore monitored in a systematic way. Such a framework can minimize 


fabrication errors and will therefore result in improved productivity with reduced rework. The framework was tested 


on experimental-scale pipe spools. The results suggest that the proposed framework has the potential to be employed 


for monitoring and tracking the fabrication processes of industrial construction components. 


 


Keywords: real-time data acquisition, fabrication error, fabrication control, 3D imaging, point cloud analysis. 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Industrial construction comprises 10% to 20% of construction spending in Canada and US [1]. Generally, industrial 


construction includes power plants and refineries that involve with piping fabrication. Typically, 30% to 50% of the 


industrial construction work involves pipe spool fabrication. Due to the complexity of pipe fitting, pipe fitters have a 


high impact on the critical path [2]. In order to improve productivity and reduce additional cost in industrial 


construction, off-site fabrication is beneficial. Moreover, off-site fabrication is normally less expensive, safer, and 


more sustainable, and results in higher quality fabrication in comparison to on-site construction. These advantages 
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result from the controlled conditions, more accurate quality control, and reduced construction waste possible when 


working offsite [3]. For these reasons, modularization and industrial fabrication has become a part of growing trend 


towards off-site fabrication [4].  


 


Generally, 54% of total construction defects are due to human factors such as craft worker insufficient skill, or 


supervisor error [5]. The improved quality control and productivity of modularization is a potential solution to reduce 


such defects. However, inevitable defects experienced during modular construction are costly and time consuming to 


repair [6].  Additionally, 10% to 20% extra structural material is typically used to stiffen and strengthen modules for 


transportation and handling and loading, although damage and geometric defects may still occur which leads to 


rework. The aforementioned statistics emphasizes the importance of proper and time efficient defect detection in 


modular construction. Furthermore, it has been reported that 6% to 12% of construction cost is because of rework 


caused by defects detected late [7]. Moreover, based on statistics revealed by Patterson and Ledbetter [8], 5% of 


construction cost is wasted due to the rework of defective components detected in maintenance period. Finally, 


approximately 15% of construction waste is caused by late detection of defective components in either the construction 


or maintenance phase [9]. In conclusion, these statistics indicate the importance of proper, timely and reliable defect 


detection for, and the importance of integrated frameworks that can detect such defects efficiently and timely. 


 


In order to overcome the challenges involved with the detection and prevention of fabrication defects, various 


approaches have been taken. 3D imaging has been found an effective tool for capturing the as-built status of 


construction components. However, continuous, accurate and cost efficient data acquisition in off-site fabrication 


facilities and on construction sites is required to effectively use this information as part of a quality control process. 


Additional practical applications of laser-scanning technology have been introduced, such as automated progress 


tracking, safety planning, and realignment planning [10]. Real time processing of the acquired laser scans is a 


challenge that still needs to be addressed for all of these applications. This challenge is due to the preprocessing steps 


that need to be performed in order to generate reliable 3D point clouds.  


 


Although various frameworks have been developed in order to reduce rework, an improved method for real-time data 


acquisition integration is still necessary. The current study was conducted to examine the applicability of recently 


commercialized sensors in order to address the challenge of real-time data acquisition. The challenges and 


opportunities of using such sensors in the off-site fabrication of pipe spools was investigated. The key objective of 


this paper is to use structured-light-based sensors and developing an integrated framework for defect detection, in a 


time-effective framework.  


2. BACKGROUND  


A range of diverse applications of 3D imaging in construction have been proposed, and numerous approaches using 


different technologies have been used to acquire point clouds. Some key applications in construction using 3D imaging 


include: progress tracking [11], automated inspection and material tracking [12-14], safety [15], motion tracking [16], 


and structural health monitoring, such as concrete crack depth assessment [17]. 


 


Various methods have been investigated to assess the as-built status of construction projects. Abourizk et al. [18] 


introduced visualization and simulation for reducing rework and optimizing project costs. In an effort to reduce cost 


and improving time for accurate data acquisition, researchers have also investigated using unmanned aerial vehicles 


(UAV’s) for monitoring the built environment [19].  Other researchers have focused on the potential of using static 


overlaying between the as-built and as-designed states in project control. This approach requires point cloud 


registration between the as-built and as-designed states. For instance, Yue et al. overlaid a design model of a facility 


with the as-built point cloud to identify which data points belong to a specific object and to detect the deviations 


between the as-built and as-designed conditions [20]. Moreover, 3D imaging has been used to automate continuous 


quality assessment of fabricated assemblies with different approaches such as ICP (iterative closest point) for robust 


point cloud registration, or skeleton-based registration for discrepancy detection [10,21]. 3D imaging using laser 


scanning technology has also been used for the creation of as-built building information models (BIM) [22].  


 


Various technologies are used as 3D scanning sensors. There are limitations in regards to type of objects (in terms of 


color and shape) that can be digitized by the various technologies. Three primary technologies are: (1) photogrammetry 
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(image-based), (2) laser scanning, and (3) structured-light or pattern projection. Structured light will be discussed as 


it has been used in this research. 


 


In order to acquire a reliable point cloud faster than the processes involved within photogrammetry, the use of laser 


scanners is continuing to be further developed within the construction industry; even though new studies are also 


revealing promising results using photogrammetry [23]. A structured-light 3D scanner is a device for measuring the 


three-dimensional shape of an object using projected infrared light patterns and a camera system [24]. This types of 


scanners incorporate an IR projector and one sensor within a certain distance of the projector. The projector projects 


speckle patterns on the objects and the sensor calculates the distance of a point to itself. In order to use triangulation 


there should be two separate images. The second image is virtual and is a hardwired pattern which the laser projects.  


 


In summary, for reducing the cost and avoiding delays on construction projects, especially in industrial construction, 


it is crucial to detect defects in a timely and costly efficient manner. To address this challenge, different approaches 


have been studied, such as visualization and 3D imaging. The research described in this paper investigates the use of 


recently commercialized sensors for real-time geometric data acquisition, and analysis to allow reliable detection and 


quantification of misalignments. In this project as-built 3D point clouds were obtained using a structured-light-based 


sensor (Structure IO).  


3.  METHODOLOGY 


In this section, the key steps of the proposed method for real-time defect detection are explained. Figure 1 shows the 


sequence of steps and the flow of information for the proposed method. The method compares the real-time scanned 


data for a pipe assembly and registers the 3D point cloud with the as-designed state integrated in the BIM (building 


information model).  
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Figure 1: Proposed framework for real-time defect detection in modular assemblies. 


 


The process of real-time defect detection consists of two main steps: (1) scanning the object-of-interest, and (2) 


registration of the point cloud acquired with the model for discrepancy detection. The first step requires scanning 


object of interest, transferring the acquired point cloud to a processing machine, manually removing the clutter and 


performing resampling if necessary. Once the appropriate data has been acquired, automatic registration of the as-


built (scanned) point cloud with the as-designed point cloud begins using PCA (Principal Component Analysis) 


followed by ICP for fine registration.  These registration steps can be performed essentially in real time.  Once the 
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two point clouds have been registered, a discrepancy calculation is performed and compared to a threshold to 


determine whether the component is compliant or not. Each step is described in the following sections. 


3.1 Point Cloud Acquisition and Preprocessing  


A recently commercialized 3D scanning device was used to obtain the as-built point cloud. As shown in Figure 2, this 


sensor scans the object of interest within the manually defined boundary box. The output of the scan is in obj format 


which contains coordination of points. After acquiring the initial scan, based on the captured occlusion and density of 


the point cloud, the clutter removal and point cloud resampling will be performed. 


 


Due to the presence of materials and construction equipment in the scenes being captured, it is almost impossible to 


take a scan without clutter. Although Kim et al [25] have automated noise removal, for automated clutter removal the 


process is still performed manually. After removing the clutter, the point cloud may need to be resampled for better 


representation. The process of converting a sparse point cloud to a dense point cloud is called resampling.  Resampling 


makes it easier to represent the model with a point cloud comparable to the acquired 3D image. Error! Reference 


source not found. illustrates the necessity of resampling in the scanned point cloud of relatively large objects, whereas 


the point cloud acquired in smaller pipe spool did not need resampling. For this purpose, a triangle and the vertices 


representation of mesh in the STL (stereo lithography) format are uniformly resampled. This will improve the 


registration and deviation quantification.  


 


 


 
Figure 2: Preprocessing required for the proposed method. (a) Data acquisition using Structure IO. (b) as-built point 


cloud before resampling (sparse point cloud acquired by sensor), and (c) dense point cloud after resampling. 


3.2 Point Cloud Registration and Discrepancy Analysis  


Once reliable scan data is acquired and the required preprocessing steps are performed, the point cloud is imported to 


the processing framework. The portion of the 3D CAD model (which may be integrated within the building 


information model) that corresponds to the scanned object is then isolated and processed to generate the as-designed 


point cloud.   


 


The next step is to automatically match the preprocessed point clouds representing the built and designed states. 


Automatic registration allows easier and more reliable quantification and localization of defects. As mentioned earlier, 


the registration step presented here consists of two steps:  


 


(1) Coarse registration using PCA (Principal Component Analysis) to roughly align the two point clouds. Registration 


involves with an optimization of error between the two point clouds representing the built and designed states. The 


initial state for finding the optimal solution is critical in the optimization process. Improper initial values may 


cause getting stuck in local minima [10]. The alignment of principal axes is ambiguous in PCA. In order to address 


this inadequacy and finding an appropriate initial state that will result in finding the correct global optimum, a loop 


was designed to check any possible combination of principal axes. The algorithm will then extract the orientation 


with the minimum error of corresponding points in the coarse registration step. Using this loop improved the 


robustness of the registration step. Figure 3 illustrates the problem of PCA and the orientation of the principal axes.  


(a) (b) (c)
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(2) Fine registration using ICP (Iterative Closest Point) [26]. In this step, the algorithm finds the global optimum and 


therefore the best match between the two states being compared. Based on [27], ICP is sufficiently quick and 


robust to be used for real-time fabrication and process control. 


 


 
Figure 3: Illustration of dependency of PCA to the initial position without using the loop. (a) Perfectly oriented 


Initial state. (b) Resulted registration. (c) Not perfectly oriented initial state. (d) Wrong results using PCA without 


the loop. 


 


Once the point cloud registration has been performed, discrepancies can be detected with 2 methods: 


 


(1) Using the method presented in [10], makes it possible to calculate translational and rotational errors between 


corresponding points in the model and scanned data. This method makes the use of a robotics analogy and 


quantifies the incurred deviations using a kinematics chain and geometric relationship between branches of a pipe 


spool. However, the accuracy of the sensor used was insufficient for reliable analysis using this method. 


(2) Approximating the error by the Root Mean Square (RMS) value. In order to measure the performance of assembly 


the RMS was used. RMS value is calculated as:  


 


[1]    𝑅𝑀𝑆 = [
1


𝑛
 ∑ 𝑑𝑖


2𝑛
𝑖=1 ]


0.5


  


                                             


where, n is the number of corresponding points, and d is the Euclidean distance between corresponding points in the 


model and scanned data.  


 


In terms of pipe fabrication and tolerances for prefabricated pipe assemblies there are specified codes identifying 


general guidelines for pipe fabrication [28].  


 


 


Table 1: Linear tolerance along the pipe length [Pipe Fabrication Institution Standard ES-3] 


Pipe Size Under 10'' 12'' to 24'' 24'' to 36'' Over 36'' 


Acceptable 


Tolerance 
±1/8'' ±3/6'' ±1/4'' 


Increasing by plus or minus 1/16'' 


for each 12'' in diameter over 36'' 
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Table 2: Angularity and Rotation Tolerances [Pipe Fabrication Institution Standard ES-3] 


Type Acceptable Tolerance 


End preparation for 


weld 


Shall not deviate from indicated position by more than 1/32'' 


across the land for inert gas weld joints or 3/32'' for other joints 


For Bending 


Tolerances 


Tolerance minimum radius and minimum tangent see PFI 


standard ES-24 


Rotation of flanges From the indicated position measured, 1/16'' max 


Alignment of 


Flanges and Ends 


Shall not deviate from indicated position measured across any 


diameter more than 3/64'' per foot or 1/32'' whichever is greater 


 


 


Once basic compliance checking is performed, decision regarding the shipment of the pipe spool will be made.  After 


such basic compliance checking, the pipe spool is ready to be shipped to the construction site. Nevertheless, if 


inspections on a pipe spool reveals a non-compliancy, the pipe spool will be sent back to the shop instantly. This 


framework has the potential to improve the time wasted for repairing and realigning defective assemblies on 


construction sites.  


4. RESULTS 


The methodology described in the preceding sections was tested using a structured-light sensor to capture the as-built 


geometry of two small pipe spools. The Spool I is approximately 40×40×40 cm in overall orthogonal dimensions, and 


the Spool II is 200×50×30 cm. The dissimilarity in the size and proportions of these two spools was found to affect 


the results which will be discussed below. (Figure 4) 


 


 
Figure 4: The pipe spools used for experimental studies. (a) Spool I, and (b) Spool II. 


In order to identify defective assemblies, a threshold in RMS value is identified. Defective assemblies are expected to 


have larger errors in the registration step. A set of experiments smaller pipe spool was performed to calibrate the RMS 


value based on the compliancy status of a typical assembly. In these experiments three compliant assemblies, one non-


compliant with small rotational deviation, and three non-compliant were tested. Table 3 shows the results for 


calibrating the RMS value for identification of compliancy vs. non-compliancy. The RMS in Figure 5-(e), equals 


0.088 m, whereas the RMS in the intentionally defected assembly is 0.015 m. This value should be calibrated for each 


assembly. 
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Table 3: RMS value for different assemblies and the classification associated for each one in Pipe Spool II. 


Experiment number Intentional Status RMS (m) Classification 


1 Compliant 0.0092 OK 


2 Compliant 0.0088 OK 


3 Compliant 0.0098 Suspicious 


4 Non-Compliant 0.0105 Not-OK 


6 


Non-Compliant 


(Slightly) 0.0096 Suspicious 


7 Non-Compliant 0.0129 Not-OK 


8 


Non-Compliant 


(immense error) 0.0242 Not-OK 


9 


Non-Compliant 


(immense error) 0.015 Not-OK 


 


 


For Spool II in the experiment, a threshold value is set for identifying the compliancy of the spool. This value is to 


0.009 m. The configurations that have an average error more than 0.01(m) were then deemed to be defective, and those 


below 0.009 m were considered to be compliant. However, the values between 0.01 m and 0.009 m are the ones that 


the device is not accurate enough to identify. Such configuration are therefore classified as suspicious.  


 


In Figure 5-(d), a non-compliant configuration was tested. The results signify that the assembly is non-compliant with 


the model. Using such a framework by craft workers will allow them to detect the defective assemblies before causing 


delay to the project schedule. The defective assemblies can then be realigned or repaired before it leaves the work 


station, thereby reducing rework and improving productivity on construction sites. On the other hand, in Figure 5-(e), 


where the assembly is compliant with the 3D model, the two point clouds match each other perfectly.  


 


Figure 5: Registration results for Spool II. (a) Defected as-built model where faeces 1 and 2 should be replaced with 


each other; (b) 3D CAD model converted to point cloud; (c) compliant as-built model; (d) Results for registration of 


models (a) and (b); (e) Results for registration of models (a) and (c) 


 


 


The as-built scans obtained using the commercial structured light sensor were found to be adequate for compliance 


checking of the small pipe spools using the process developed in this research.  However, inaccuracies in the scan data 


were observed when used with the relatively longer pipe spools. The results for the long pipe spool are shown in 


Figure 6, where a significant deviation between the apparent lengths of the spool was evident in the point cloud 


registration although no real error existed (note that the inaccuracy remained even though 100 iterations were 


performed for the ICP fine registration). The maximum length of the pipe spool in Figure 5 was 40 cm, and maximum 


(a) (b)


1


2


1


2


(c)


(d) (e)


RegisteredRegistered
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length of the spool in Figure 6 was 200 cm. There are various reasons why error manifested in Figure 6 occurs: (1) 


since the employed sensor uses the same technology in Microsoft Kinect [29], the random error of depth measurement 


increases when the distance to the sensor increases. Consequently, in a 2 m pipe spool if the 3D data is captured in 


one frame, there would be substantial error in the point cloud captured. (2) Trying to capture points from closer 


distance requires moving while capturing. This action by itself causes numbers of errors: 


 


 Since pipe spools are relatively featureless objects, the accuracy of data collection may be compromised. 


 Various scanning devices use different sensors such as an accelerometer and/or a gyroscope to detect relative 


movements of the scanning device to aid in the construction of the scanned point cloud.  Moving the scanning 


device along the object length may cause positional errors due to limitations of these sensors to result in 


accumulative error in the scanned data. 


 Other factors such as interference of sunlight to the scene has significant impact on the quality of captured 


data as it is empowering the sensor's IR (infrared) emitter.  


 
Figure 6: (a) 3D CAD model transferred to point cloud, (b) Resampled scanned data, (c) Registration results (d) 


Error occurred using sensor on a relatively large object (2m)  


5. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS  


A method was proposed to address the essential need for continuous monitoring of industrial assemblies. A 


preliminary investigation was performed to assess the applicability of commercialized sensors for real-time fabrication 


control of industrial pipe spools. This study aimed to find a solution to minimize the time for data acquisition. A 


framework was developed to reduce the rework caused by misalignments induced in the fabrication shops. For 


validating and verifying the performance of the proposed method, a case study was conducted on two objects altered 


in size and shape. Promising results were obtained when applied to a smaller pipe spool, whereas results obtained for 


a larger pipe spool contained errors in the scanned point cloud that compromised the compliance analysis. This error 


might be due to the loss of key frames in the 3D reconstruction of the scanned object. 


 


Stitching of the scans of small segments might be a solution for handling and scanning larger objects. This will be 


investigated by the authors in future. For future work this method and the employed sensor need to be tested on larger 


components and the framework will be integrated with other modules. The performance of the proposed framework 


will then be measured on a real-sized project. 
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ABSTRACT  


In this paper precast concrete wall systems are compared to curtain wall and window wall systems in terms of 


durability and disaster resilience of multi-story buildings.  Window wall systems are currently the enclosure system 


of choice for tall residential buildings in most parts of North America.  


 


Precast concrete wall systems can be expected to last the lifetime of a building with routine seal replacement.  These 


are highly durable systems.  Windows within precast concrete wall systems will require replacement in 25-35 years 


but represent a limited portion of the wall area and hence are less costly and have less impact on building use 


interruption. 


 


The impact of façade choice on passive survivability and security are also considered.  Maintaining livable 


temperatures in a space in Toronto, Ontario (a city with a climate similar to many Northern U.S. cities) during a power 


outage is shown to mostly depend on having little heat loss, reducing solar gains, and provision of thermal mass.  A 


whole wall metric is also introduced which combines various vision and non-vision wall system heat loss components.  


A similar metric for solar gain is introduced.  The most significant factor affecting this heat loss and solar gain (and 


thereby affecting thermal resilience) is to avoid high Window to Wall Ratios (WWR).    This will apply for most wall 


systems but is most significant for systems like precast concrete where there is minimal thermal bridging through the 


insulation.  In terms of security, precast concrete walls will protect occupants from projectiles and endure little damage 


during disasters.  These impacts make precast concrete wall systems significantly more disaster resilient. 


 


Keywords: Precast, Concrete, Durability, Disaster Resilience, Passive Survivability, Solar Gain, Heat Loss  


1. INTRODUCTION 


Buildings are products that provide spaces for human use and, in most cases, occupancy.  The building enclosure is 


the element which physically separates these spaces from the outdoors.  The enclosure has support, control, finish, 


and sometimes distribution (e.g. electrical, plumbing, etc.) functions.   How and/or how well these functions are 


fulfilled directly affects in-service performance and other attributes of the building (beauty, sustainability, etc.).  This 


paper will explore how precast concrete wall systems contribute to two important attributes, durability and resilience. 


 


Precast concrete has been used successfully to provide durable building enclosures for many decades.  As requirements 


for thermal performance, air leakage and rain penetration control increase in modern buildings, designers are often 


considering precast concrete to provide a low-maintenance, durable, high-performance solution.  There are three broad 


categories of architectural precast concrete wall system: Conventional panels use precast concrete as large format 


panels on the exterior acting as the exterior finish and providing the enclosure support function.  Double wythe 


insulated precast concrete wall panels (sandwich panels) incorporate thermal insulation between an exterior finish 
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wythe and an interior support wythe.  The exterior and interior wythes are connected with ties that maintain the 


structural integrity of the panel and provide the degree of composite or non-composite action desired.  Finally, veneer 


panels comprise a precast concrete backup panel with small panel non-loadbearing cladding products (stone, metal, 


etc.) attached to the face.  The discussion in this paper applies to precast concrete wall systems with effective 


“rainscreen” drained joints for rain water management (see example in Figure 1). 


 


 


 
Figure 1: Conventional Precast Concrete Wall Assembly (Straube 2013) 


 


Curtain walls are enclosure systems comprised of thin-walled metal framing, usually aluminum, with in-fills of glass, 


metal panels, or thin stone. The framing is attached to the primary building structure and provides enclosure support 


functions only and does not participate in primary building loads. The American Architectural Manufacturers 


Association (1996) defines window wall as a type of metal curtain wall installed between floors or between floor and 


roof and typically composed of vertical and horizontal framing members, containing operable sash or ventilators, 


fixed lights or opaque (spandrel) panels or any combination thereof.  Such systems are popular because they provide 


a low-cost solution for enclosures with high window-to-wall ratios (WWR).  In our experience, design teams often 


fail to recognize that systems with high WWRs have marginal performance in numerous areas, such as thermal comfort 


and energy performance (Straube 2008), as well as having significantly lower durability and resilience compared to 


opaque wall systems such as precast concrete. 
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2. DURABILITY 


CSA S478-95 (R 2007) Guideline on Durability (CSA 2007) defines durability as the ability of a building or any of 


its components to perform its required functions in its service environment over a period of time without unforeseen 


cost for maintenance or repair.  The standard provides a process for defining design service lives, comparing to 


predicted component service lives, and then a quality assurance program to avoid component failures.  The standard 


also provides useful categories of failure as shown in Table 1 with examples specific to exterior wall systems. 


Table 1 CSA S478-95 Categories of Failure with Wall System Examples 


Category Effects of failure Wall System Example 


1 No exceptional problems Recoating, resealing, etc. 


2 Security compromised Wall movement causes door to not 


close properly 


3 Interruption of building use - Repair requires 


discontinuation of services or dislocation of 


occupants 


Excessive wetting of interior drywall 


4 Costly because repeated Window hardware replacement 


5 Costly repair - Requires extensive materials or 


component replacement or extensive use of 


scaffolding 


Window IGU replacement, brick ties 


rusted out, etc. 


6 Danger to health or the ecological system Excessive mould growth on or within 


walls 


7 Risk of injury Spalling masonry bits falling from 


building 


8 Danger to life Large chunks of cladding or glazing 


falling from building 


 


 


Durability is also commonly attributed to materials and systems that can achieve a long service life with low 


anticipated maintenance requirements.  First ongoing maintenance and then service life will be explored for both 


systems in terms of anticipated and unanticipated failure. 


2.1 Ongoing Maintenance 


Precast concrete wall panels should be installed with rainscreen water control using drained joints as shown in Figure 


1.  Quality silicone sealants used at the outer rainscreen seal in precast concrete systems last reliably for 25 years and 


often 35 years.  Lower-grade sealants may only last 10 years and are not recommended.  In both cases, the inner seal 


will probably need to be replaced with every second outer seal replacement (i.e., inner seals, protected from UV and 


direct water, tend to last twice as long). Hence, for a precast concrete wall system using a good silicone sealant one 


could assume replacement of the outer seal at 30 years and both outer and the inner seal at 60 years.  Replacement is 


made relatively easy as the joints are exposed and accessible from the exterior, and are relatively wide.  Precast 


concrete wall systems overhang floor slabs and separation walls avoiding additional seals at floor lines.  Although 


potential complications can arise at the interface of the precast concrete wall system and the window or other wall 


cladding, design guidance for achieving maintainable rainscreen joints at such locations has recently been published 


by Straube (2013), which minimize these. 


 


Curtain wall and window wall systems are installed with gaskets and sealant for air and water protection.  The gaskets 


are often intended to last the service life of the wall system and will be discussed in the next section.  Sealants are 


used onsite where window walls intersect exposed floor slabs and other cladding systems.  In window wall systems, 


these joints are often not drained and rely on the outer exposed sealants for rainwater protection.  The sealing is a 


likely point of failure since it is difficult to maintain and to avoid rain water entry.  Furthermore joints are often 


difficult to access, increasing the cost of remediation where leaks occur. Sealant is often extensively used internally 


to provide the hidden water seal at aluminum framing intersections.  Curtain walls designed as drained systems rely 


extensively on such hidden sealant.  This sealant, while protected from sun and direct rainwater, can only be replaced 
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by disassembling the system, and is often highly stressed because of the small joint size, lack of backer rods, and large 


thermal movements of aluminum. 


 


The various maintenance items are listed in Table 2, along with their estimated costs.  The Net Present Value (NPV) 


has been calculated with a 10% discount rate for 60 year period.  For the precast concrete wall the NPV cost for the 


maintenance items are an order of magnitude less than that for window wall.  This represents significantly less 


maintenance cost for precast concrete panel wall systems. 


Table 2: Ongoing Maintenance Requirements 


System Maintenance Item Frequency


* (yrs) 


Cost** 


($/sqm) 


NPV*** 


 ($/sqm) 


Precast concrete wall  Outer seal replacement 30 $20 $1.21 


 Inner seal replacement 60 $25 $0.08 


 Fibreglass window gasket replacement (5% 


failure rate) 


2 $30 $0.18 


Window wall Outer sealing replacements and at failed 


gaskets (20% failure rate) 


2 $30 $30.50 


* Based on author experience 


** Based on author experience (note in fact these cost vary considerably in North America) 


*** 10% discount rate for 60 year period   


 


2.2 Service Life 


Precast concrete wall panels are reinforced for crack control, and made of high-quality, factory-made concrete with 


very low water-to-cement ratios.  The panels are generally considered unrestrained and their connections are designed 


to not be affected by building movement.  For these reasons they are reliable water barriers that last the life of most 


buildings.  Some Insulated Glazing Units (IGUs) will fail throughout the life and the windows will likely need to be 


replaced at 40 years.  


  


Kesik (2011) describes the common service life of window wall systems typically used in Toronto and summarized 


here.  A common scenario involves isolated gasket failures after 3-7 years which are identified by rain water leakage 


and are remediated on an as-required basis.  These failures spread until the repeated nature of the issue justifies 


resealing the entire exterior face of the window wall.  This cost varies depending on the height of the building and the 


ease of vertical access.  This remediation extends the life of the facade 10 to 15 years.  Hence, some experts forecast 


that many of these systems will need extensive renovation or replacement after only 15 to 20 years post-construction. 


Table 3: System Replacement Costs Over 60 Year Period 


System Maintenance Item Frequency 


(yrs) 


Cost* 


($/sqm) 


NPV** 


 ($/sqm) 


CSA S478-95 (R 2007) 


Failure Category 


Precast concrete  Replace windows*** 40 $750 $4 1 


wall Replace Failed IGUs 


(2% failure rate)*** 


2 $375 $5 1 


 Recoating precast 10 $45 $23 1 


Window wall Replace Failed IGUs 


(2% failure rate) 


2 $375 $36 1 


 Install cap bead over 


glazing tape 


15 $40 $13 1 


 System Replacement 40 $800 $18 3, 5, and possibly 6 


* Based on author’s experience 


** 10% discount rate for 60 year period 


*** Only 25% of the area is considered in this cost  
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Within our analysis we use much more optimistic assumptions.  Within a 60-year period, window wall systems is 


replaced once with resealing every 15 years.  IGUs are assumed to be replaced at the same frequency as for the 


fibreglass windows. This amounts to a significant difference in NPV as shown in Table 3.  The Net Present Value 


(NPV) has been calculated with a 10% discount rate for 60 years as before.  The cost for the window wall is double 


that of the precast concrete system and punched windows.  Furthermore, window replacement in the precast concrete 


walls and various maintenance items can be completed with little interruption to the building use.   Replacement of 


large areas of the façade will significantly interrupt space use and be costly due to the extent of work required.  The 


failing of rain water seals in window walls can also potentially lead to interior moisture damage and mold growth.  


These additional costs are not included in the NPV costing. 


 


It is noted that the costs used this analysis and discount rate will vary considerably between buildings and locations.  


However, the differences in performance are quite drastic and such differences are not expected to change the general 


conclusions.  This is reflected in the higher predicted life cycle costs reported in the recent Hanscomb study 


(Hanscomb 2016) for window wall versus precast walls for major cities across Canada.  This further reflect the 


superior durability of precast walls relative to window wall systems. 


3. RESILIENCY 


The Centre for Resilience of Critical Infrastructure [anon, 2016] defines resilience as that essential ability of an 


operation to respond to and absorb the effects of shocks and stresses and to recover as rapidly as possible normal 


capacity and efficiency.  Operations can simply be the livelihood of high rise condo dwellers.  Other buildings contain 


complex operations like server farms or manufacturing facilities.  Most operations require human assistance 


(occupancy) and require a level of space comfort and security. 


 


Pilot credits targeting resilience have recently been introduced to Version 4 of the Leadership in Energy and 


Environmental Design (LEEDTMv4) rating system (USGBC 2016).  The first two credits assessment and planning for 


resilience and design for enhanced resilience, mostly target natural disasters induced shocks and stresses.  The third 


credit entitled passive survivability and functionality during emergencies has the intent of ensuring that buildings will 


maintain reasonable functionality … in the event of an extended power outage or loss of heating fuel.  This credit 


addresses both natural and human-made disasters. 


3.1 Passive Survivability – Thermal Resilience 


The LEED “Passive Survivability and Functionality During Emergencies” pilot credit has a Thermal Resilience option 


whose intent is to ensure that a building will maintain livable conditions in the events that all relevant power and 


thermal utilities are lost.  It requires demonstration through thermal modeling that “livable temperatures” can be 


maintained during at least 7 days during peak summertime and wintertime conditions.    Detailed guidance is provided 


where hours with indoor temperature 12°C during winter and above 30°C during summer in the absence of electrical 


power or natural gas need to be limited. 


 


For example, the coldest winter week within Toronto’s CWEC2 (Canadian Weather for Energy Calculations) weather 


file (commonly used for energy modelling) is shown in Figure 2 along with the hottest summer week in Figure 3.  


During the cold period the temperature ranges between 0 and -20°C with an average of -10°C.  These include days 


with little sunshine.  Based on these observations, maintaining livable temperatures in wintertime will rely on adequate 


thermal mass and limiting heat loss. The summertime condition rarely exceeds 30°C but every day is relatively sunny.  


Hence, maintaining livable temperatures will rely on adequate thermal mass and limiting solar heat gain. 


 


Hard floor surfaces, concrete slabs, and the use of double wythe insulated precast concrete wall panels with exposed 


interior walls can provide significant thermal mass to spaces.  Options for limiting heat loss and solar gains will be 


explored in the next section. 
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Figure 2: Coldest 7 Day Period in Toronto CWEC2 File 


 
Figure 3: Hottest 7 Day Period in Toronto CWEC2 File 


 


3.1.2 Whole Wall Performance 


A range of different metrics are used to rate the thermal conductance of vision and non-vision wall assemblies.  For 


non-vision walls it is typical to specify thermal resistance, RNV, in an RSI (°C m2/W) or R-value (°F ft2/btuh) while 


U-value (W/m2 °C or btuh/ft2 °F) is used for thermal conductance, UV, of vision glazing.  Building codes typically use 


a nominal R-value/RSI requirement which only accounts for the insulation while window U-values include surface 


films and can include the thermal bridging effects of framing and edge-of-glass construction.  The thermal 


performance of an entire wall assembly can be drastically changed by modifying the Window to Wall Ratio (WWR) 


(Ross and Straube 2014).  In order to compare the impact of WWR, glazing performance, and opaque wall 


performance, an equivalent overall whole wall thermal conductance, which combines the influence of all, is 


recommended as a single metric. 


 


Thermal bridging effects not captured in the effective opaque wall performance can be captured by linear and point 


based thermal bridging factors ψ and χ, respectively.  These have been published for a number of assemblies (RDH 


2013, Higgins et. al. 2014, MH 2014) or can be derived from two and three dimensional thermal models. 


Whole wall equivalent conductance, UWW, can then be calculated as 


 


[1]     UWW = [(1-WWR) · A / RNV + WWR · A · UV + Σ(ψ · L) + Σ(χ)]/A 


 


where A is the total area in m2 and L are the lengths associated with linear thermal bridging factors in m. 
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Whole wall solar heat gain coefficient, SHGCWW, capturing the effect of WWR and glazing performance, is likewise 


calculated from the vision SHGC as  


 


[2]     SHGCWW = WWR * SHGC. 


 


To provide an example of how these metrics influence performance, consider an example with a baseline window wall 


system with a 1.99 W/ m2 K effective U-value and SHGC of 0.45.  The non-vision areas are spandrel panel with R15 


batt and an effective RSI of 1.33 K m2/W (MH 2014 section 1.1.1), linear thermal bridging heat loss at the slab of 


0.63 W/m K (MH 2014 section 1.2.1), and at exposed intersecting concrete walls of 1.15 W/m K (MH 2014 section 


1.5.1).  It is assumed the space is bounded by intersecting walls and hence, half the heat loss from each wall is assigned 


to the space.  The results for the baseline window wall systems are given in Figure 4 for a range of WWR values.  


Systems with almost all vision glazing are not uncommon and show high rate of heat loss and solar gain.  Most of the 


heat loss is through the vision glazing for such designs.  Any reduction of WWR will significantly reduce solar gains 


and reduce heat loss, as the thermal performance of the spandrel panel areas are better than the vision glazing. 


 
Figure 4: Whole Wall Heat Loss and Solar Heat Gain for Baseline Window Wall 


 


Consider the influence of an upgraded window wall with improved glazing (either triple pane or interior low-e coating) 


resulting in a U-value of 1.34 W/m2 K and SHGC of 0.35.  R12 spray foam insulation (50mm) has been added to the 


interior of the backpan with an effective RSI of 1.81 K m2/W (MH 2014 section 1.1.2), linear thermal bridging heat 


loss at the slab of 0.63 W/m K (MH 2014 section 1.2.1), and at exposed intersecting insulated concrete walls of 0.82 


W/m K (MH 2014 section 1.5.2).  The results for the upgraded window wall case are shown in Figure 5.  There is a 


25% reduction in heat loss between the baseline and upgraded window wall system which will translate into occupant 


being sheltered in the building for much longer during a power outage during the winter. 
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Figure 5: Whole Wall Heat Loss and Solar Heat Gain for Upgraded Window Wall 


 


 


For the precast concrete enclosures 75 mm of 0.036 W/m2 K continuous interior insulation is assumed with 25 mm of 


this mineral wool bypassing the slab.  The thermal bridging effects of anchors, slab and intersecting walls (assumed 


to be similar to slab) are taken from Straube (2016).  A double wythe insulated precast concrete wall panel would 


perform even better because of its internal thermal mass but these are not often used in high-rise residential buildings.  


Similar performance for the vision areas as the window wall system are assumed.  The results are given in Figure 6.  


A 20% WWR case is added in lieu of the 80% WWR case as ist is much more likely to be pursued with this wall 


system.  Changing from a baseline 80% WWR window wall system to a low WWR baseline precast concrete wall 


system can cut winter time heat is half and summer solar gains in half or more.   


 
Figure 6: Whole Wall Heat Loss and Solar Heat Gain for Baseline and Upgraded Precast Concrete Wall System 


 


The upgraded precast system is also a conventional precast concrete wall system with 150 mm of 0.024 W/m2 K 


continuous interior insulation with 100 mm of fire-resistant stonewool insulation bypassing the slab.  The thermal 


bridging effects of anchors, slab and intersecting walls were also taken from Straube (2016).  It is assumed that triple 
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pane fiberglass framed windows are used with U-value of 1.16 W/m2 K and SHGC of 0.36 (e.g., Thermotech 2016 


awning window 302 HM TC88, #3, #4).  Note that fire codes currently limit the use of fiberglass (combustible) 


framing for high WWR facades.  The results for the baseline precast concrete wall are given in Figure 7.  The upgraded 


precast concrete wall system has approximately half the heat loss of 60% and 40% WWR upgraded window wall 


systems.  Using the upgraded precast concrete wall systems would quadruple the thermal resilience (i.e., the amount 


of liveable time in winter based on heat loss reduction).  In reality the cooling period stretches over days where such 


system could effectively maintain night time comfort conditions allow some day time heat gain and extend the liveable 


time period even longer.  The further reductions in solar gain due to lower SHGC windows would also extend comfort 


conditions within the summer. 


 


There are many difference precast concrete and window wall systems available on the market.  We do not expect the 


evolution of these product in North America to affect these performance differences significantly in the near future. 


 
Figure 7: Whole Wall Heat Loss and Solar Heat Gain for Baseline and Upgraded Precast Concrete Wall System 


 


3.2 Security 


Provision of security during disasters allows occupants to safely stay indoors, easing stresses on emergency services.  


LEEDv4 does not address this issue directly for wall performance.  However, some obvious observations can be made. 


Precast concrete wall systems offer protection from projectiles (wind borne, thrown, shot, explosion related, etc.) 


limiting potential for injury to occupants who stay away from the windows.  Highly glazed systems offer limited 


protection from projectiles.  Falling glass from damaged areas presents significant injury risks to those below and 


would be significantly greater for window wall systems.   The cost of broken windows, which in the case of window 


wall will include vision and non-vision areas, will present a significant cost burden.  Most precast concrete wall 


systems will be little affected by most projectiles and will be functional without repair.  This reduced repair burden 


will affect how quickly operations can proceed post disaster. 


4. CONCLUSIONS 


Two aspects of system durability have been investigated: ongoing maintenance and system replacement costs over the 


life of a building.  The cumulative ongoing maintenance costs for precast concrete wall systems are much lower than 


those for the window wall system.  The NPV of costs for the window wall replacement is an order of magnitude higher 


than that for window replacement in precast concrete systems because non-vision areas do not need replacement and 


vision areas will last longer.  Furthermore, replacement of isolated windows in the precast concrete walls can be 
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completed with little interruption to the building use.  These factors all demonstrate the durability features of precast 


wall systems. 


 


Two aspects of disaster resilience have been investigated: passive survivability and provision of security.  To assess 


passive survivability the LEEDv4 pilot credit criteria for maintaining livable conditions have been considered.  For 


the Toronto, Ontario climate significantly limiting heat loss in winter and solar gains in summer along with provision 


of adequate thermal mass will be key to performance.    


 


For winter time, going from a baseline 100% WWR window wall system to a low WWR baseline precast concrete 


wall system can cut heat loss in half.  The upgraded precast concrete wall system has about half the heat loss of the 


25% and 50% WWR upgraded window wall systems.  Ideally using the upgraded precast concrete wall systems would 


quadruple the amount of livable time in winter based on heat loss reduction.   


 


For summer time conditions the reduction of WWR and/or glazing SHGC directly reduce the solar gains for the space.  


Considering the common use of high WWR buildings being built in Toronto, Ontario and the limitation in reducing 


SHGC while providing high visible transmittance it would seem that reductions in WWR are the most likely path to 


improving thermal resilience.  


 


Precast concrete wall systems provide increased security during disasters, as they offer protection from projectiles 


(wind borne, thrown, shot, explosion) limiting potential for injury to occupants who stay away from the windows.  


Most precast concrete wall systems will be little affected by most projectiles and will require little repair after the 


disaster. 
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ABSTRACT 


This paper presents the results of experimental and analytical investigations on the structural performance of high 


performance reinforced concrete (HPC) columns subjected to monotonic axial loading. Reinforced columns made of 


self-consolidating concrete (SCC), engineered cementitious composite (ECC) and ultra-high performance concrete 


(UHPC) were tested to failure under axial loading. The test variables included concrete strength and length/slenderness 


of columns (classified as short and long columns). The UHPC and ECC columns demonstrated excellent ductility and 


higher energy absorbing capacity compared to their SCC counterparts. UHPC columns also illustrated higher ultimate 


load capacity compared to both ECC and SCC columns. The efficiency of UHPC and ECC columns was also judged 


based on strength and ductility ratio compared to their SCC counterparts. Existing models and other Code based 


equations were used to predict the axial load capacity as a part of analytical investigation. The predictions suggested 


the need for the modification of existing models/Code based equations for UHPC and ECC columns.  


1. INTRODUCTION 


Civil infrastructure constitutes a major proportion of Canada’s wealth and thus, it behooves the scientific community 


and relevant industries to develop new, cost-effective construction materials with superior qualities that exceed the 


performance of currently available materials.  During the last decades, tremendous progress has been made on the 


high performance concretes (HPCs). Such HPC technology involves the family of highly durable fiber reinforced 


engineered cementitious composite (ECC) and ultra-high strength/performance concrete (UHSC/UHPC).   


 


Compared to traditional concrete, UHPC demonstrated advantages such as outstanding mechanical properties, 


ductility and durability (Acker and Behloul 2004, Hossain et al. 2011, Hossain et al. 2014; Mak et al. 2011). UHPC’s 


higher compressive strength, improved toughness and increased damage tolerance and high strain capacity made these  


materials very attractive to use in heavily loaded components and civil infrastructures (Tawfik et al, 2014, Blais and 


Couture 1999, Hajar et al.  2004, Bierwagen and Abu-Hawash 2005, Hossain et al. 2012).   


 


UHPC is characterized by high strength with moderate ductility while ECC materials commonly have high ductility, 


tight crack width and low to high strength. Poly-vinyl alcohol (PVA) fiber successfully used in the production of 


moderate strength ECC. ECC shows strain hardening behavior after the first crack, and demonstrates a strain capacity 


300 to 500 times greater than conventional concrete. Even at large deformation, crack widths of ECC remain less than 


60 μm (Li, 2003; Li & Kanda, 1998; Fischer et al. 2002). The multiple micro-cracking behavior and high strain 


hardening characteristic of ECC components under tension and flexure with relatively low reinforcing fibers contents 


(less than 2% by volume) makes it an ideal material for structural applications (Fischer and Li, 2003; Sahmaran et al. 


2010; Shahman and Li 2009; Li 1998; Li et al.2001).  
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This paper presents the result of experimental and analytical studies on the performance of SCC, UHPC and ECC 


columns under axial loading. As part of the experimental program, six columns with different lengths were constructed 


with three different type of materials such as SCC, ECC and UHPC. The analytical study examines the axial load 


capacities of SCC, ECC and UHPC columns calculated based on existing standards/equations for normal and high 


performance concretes. 


2. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 


2.1 Description of test specimens 


As part of the experimental study, six column with three different concrete materials (SCC, ECC and UHPC) were 


constructed based on design as per CSA A23.3-14 standard. To study the effect of different materials on column axial 


load capacity, the cross section of the columns was kept constant at 160 mm x 120 mm while the heights were changed 


from 540 mm for short column to 1060 mm for long column. The longitudinal reinforcement consisted of 4-15M 


reinforcing bars (𝑑𝑏 = 16𝑚𝑚 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐴𝑠 = 800𝑚𝑚2) while the transverse reinforcement consisted of 6M bars (𝑑𝑏 =
6𝑚𝑚 − 𝑏𝑎𝑟 𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑚𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐴𝑣 = 60𝑚𝑚2 − 𝑏𝑎𝑟 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎) with total of 2 legs of transverse bars in perpendicular 


direction of the column cross section. The detail designs for each type of columns are shown in figure1.  


 


 
a) Long column             b) Short column     c) Cross section of columns 


 


Figure 1: Column design details (dimensions in mm) 


 


2.2 Material properties 


The UHPC developed with water to cementitious material ratio of 0.22 and a steel fiber content of 9% by mass of dry 


material. It consisted of general purpose cement and silica fume as the cementing material, water, natural grain silica 


sand of 110 micrometer nominal size, steel fibers and a polycarboxylate-based high range water reducer. The material 


proportions are shown in table 1.The steel fibers used in this mix design are 0.4 mm in diameter and 14 mm in length 


with a tensile strength of 2160 MPa, modulus of elasticity of 210 GPa, and melting point higher than 800°C. For 


casting UHPC, weighted dry materials except the steel fibers were introduced to shear mixer and mixed for 2 minutes. 


After that again 75% of the water was added to the mixer and mixed for another 2 minutes. The remaining water and 


the HRWR was added gradually and mixed for another 2 minutes for the development of a uniform and consistent 


mix. At the end the steel fibers were added to the mix until all fibers were dispersed with mortar mixture. 


 


The ECC mix has a water/cementitious material ratio of 0.30, PVA fiber content of 1% fibers/kg of dry material. It 


consists of general purpose cement and fly ash (FA) as the cementing material, water, natural grain silica sand with 


110 micrometer nominal size, Polyvinyl Alcohol (PVA) fibers and a polycarboxylate-based high range water reducer 


(HRWR) as shown in Table1. The PVA fibers are 39 microns in diameter, 8 mm in length, a tensile strength of 1620 


MPa, modulus of elasticity of 42.8 GPa, and has a melting point of 225°C. For casting ECC, weighted solid contents 


except for the PVA fibers were introduced into the shear mixture and mixed for 1 minutes. After that 75% of the water 
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was added to 50% HRWR and mixed together then the mix of water and HRWR was added gradually to the mixer 


and mixed for additional 2 to 3 minutes. Then the remaining water and HRWR was introduced again with same 


procedure to the mix, and mixed for another 2 minutes for the development of a uniform and consistent mortar mixture. 


Lastly, the PVA fibers were added to the mortar for another 3 minutes of stirring until all fibers were dispersed with 


mortar mixture. A commercial SCC mixture made of 10 mm maximum size coarse aggregates, crushed sand, Portland 


cement and admixtures was used.  


 


 


Table 1: Mix design of UHPC and ECC 


Mixture  


Ingredients per 1 part of Cement  


w/b 
Cement Fly Ash (FA) 


Silica 


Sand 


PVA 


kg/m
3
 


HRWR 


kg/m
3
 


UHPC 1 0.25 1.10 164 26 0.22 


Mixture Cement Silica Fume 
Silica 


Sand 


Steel fiber 


kg/m
3
 


HRWR 


kg/m
3
 


w/b 


ECC 1 1.2 0.80 26 5.4 0.27 


*w: water; c: cement; b: binder 


 


 


Average concrete compressive strength (𝑓𝑐
′) obtained by testing three 100mm x 200mm concrete cylinders at 28-days, 


as per ASTM C39 (2003) and ASTM C109 (2011) is summarized in table 2. The four-point bending test was 


performed on the concrete prism specimens at 28-days according to ASTM c78 (2010). The four-point bending test 


was performed using a closed-loop controlled servo-hydraulic system under displacement condition at a loading rate 


of 0.005 mm/s. The total span length of the flexural specimens was 304.8mm. Typical load/flexural stress-mid span 


deflection responses of SCC/ECC/UHPC and flexural strength are presented in figure 2 and table 2, respectively. The 


properties of reinforcing steels were obtained based on tension test performed on three randomly selected samples for 


each bar size. The 15M longitudinal steel reinforcement had average yield strength (𝑓𝑦) of 478 MPa and 6M transverse 


steel reinforcement had average yield strength of 429 MPa. Sample of stress-strain curves for steel reinforcement are 


shown in figure 3 with yield stress and strain values are summarized in table 3. 


 


 


Table 2: Concrete compressive and flexural/tensile strength 


 SCC UHPC ECC 


Concrete compressive strength 


(MPa) at 28 days 
50.6 136 63.5 


Flexural  strength (MPa) at 28 days 5.9 15.7 5.1 


 


  


 
 


Figure 2: Flexural stress-displacement responses of SCC, ECC and UHPC 
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Figure 3: Stress-strain/deformation responses of steel bars 


 


Table 3: Properties of steel reinforcement 


Rebar Size (mm) Yield strain (Micro-Strain) Yield stress (𝑓𝑦) MPa 


15 mm 2310 478 


6 mm ** 429 


 


 


2.3 Instrumentation and testing 


All specimens were tested under monotonic axial loading using MTS machine. Figure 4 shows the test setup. In order 


to measure the horizontal displacement, one LVDT was placed in the mid-span of each sample to record the data 


during the loading as shown in figure 4. To measure the strain in concrete and steel reinforcement, two strain gauges 


were also attached - one to the surface of concrete and one to the middle of longitudinal steel reinforcement in each 


sample, as shown in figure 4b. 


 


   
a) LVDT position             b) Steel strain gauge         c) Concrete strain gauge 


Figure 4: Column test setup and LVDT/strain gauges positions 
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3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 


3.1 Experimental results 


Figures 5a and 5b present the experimental load-vertical displacement of all long and short column specimens tested 


in this study, respectively. UHPC long column had more than 1100kN load capacity which was higher than short ECC 


and SCC columns with 900kN and 585kN load-capacity, respectively. Short UHPC column showed 100% and 200% 


increase in axial load-capacity compared to ECC and SCC short columns, respectively. UHPC column showed higher 


vertical displacement compared to its ECC and SCC counterparts by 60% and 100%, respectively.  


 


 
a) Long Column vertical displacement        b) Short Column vertical displacement 


Figure 5: Axial load- displacement responses of SCC, ECC and UHPC columns 


 


 
a) Long Column horizontal displacement     b) Short Column horizontal displacement 


Figure 6: SCC/ECC and UHPC columns - load-horizontal/lateral displacement responses 


 


Figures 6a and 6b compare the load-horizontal/lateral displacement responses of columns. The horizontal 


displacement was recorded with a LVDT positioned in the middle of the column height shown in figure 4a. All tested 


samples indicated a very low lateral deflection at mid-height of columns; the highest value obtained was 3 mm. None 


of the tested columns failed due to buckling.  


 


Comparative load-strain responses of concrete and longitudinal steel reinforcement for long and short columns are 


presented in figure 7. Strains were recorded with two strain gauges attached at the mid-height of the column on 


concrete surface and to the longitudinal steel reinforcement as shown in figures 4b and 4c.   
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a) Long column steel strain                b) Long column concrete strain 


 


 
    c) Short Column steel strain            d) Short Column concrete strain  


 


Figure 7: comparative concrete and longitudinal steel reinforcement’s strains of SCC/ECC and UHPC columns 


Longitudinal reinforcement for both short and long ECC columns were yielded as shown in figures 7a and 7c. 


Summary of axial load-capacity, vertical and horizontal displacement, concrete and steel reinforcement strains are 


presented in table 4. 


 


 


Table 4: Summery of load-displacement and strain developments 


Column 


Type 


Concrete 


Type 


Maximum 


Axial Load 


(kN) 


Maximum 


Vertical 


Displacement 


(mm) 


Maximum 


Horizontal 


Displacement 


(mm) 


Concrete 


Strain (Micro 


Strain) 


Steel 


Strain 


(Micro 


Strain) 


Long 


Column 


SCC 515.19 12.64 1.59 1228 yielded 


ECC 876.81 6.53 1.38 1199 yielded 


UHPC 1165.25 15.29 0.96 1123 1124 


Short 


Column 


SCC 584.63 6.87 1.54 2971 1327 


ECC 797.91 9.39 1.54 2903 yielded 


UHPC 1678.1 9.12 2.95 4556 yielded 


 


 


The displacement ductility index (DI) for different column types and materials defined by the ratio of the displacement 


at 80% of ultimate load in post-peak descending part of the load-displacement curve to yield displacement at 80% of 


ultimate load pre-peak ascending part of the curve. Both ECC and UHPC- short and long column had shown higher 


ductility compared to their SCC counterparts. The summery of the ductility index for each column and the comparison 


between ECC/UHPC columns to their SCC counterparts are presented in table 5. 
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Table 5: ductility of long and short columns 


Column 


Type 


Concrete 


Type 


Ductility Index 


(DI) 


Ductility ratio with 


respect to SCC 


column 


Long 


Column 


SCC 1.21 1 


ECC 1.30 1.065 


UHPC 1.42 1.168 


Short 


Column 


SCC 1.24 1 


ECC 1.28 1.036 


UHPC 1.26 1.017 


 


 


Comparison of failure modes of different columns exhibited that SCC columns (both short and long) failed due to 


severe concrete spalling at the top and bottom. However, ECC and UHPC long and short columns had shown multiple 


cracking development with ECC columns showing more multiple micro cracking as shown in figure 8. Localized 


failure of SCC columns at the top and bottom indicated that SCC columns failed to distribute the load to whole column 


length while ECC/UHPC columns were able to distribute the load. This can be attributed to the better confining 


capacity of the ECC and UHPC columns mainly due to the presence of fiber.   


 


 
Figure 8: Crack patterns for ECC and UHPC columns under axial loading 


 


3.2 Analytical studies 


The axial load capacity of columns was calculated by using Codes and existing equations.  The axial load capacity of 


SCC and ECC columns was calculated based on equation 5 as per CSA Standard A23.3-04 standard (CSA 2010). 


However, equation 5 based on CSA A23.3-04 has limitations for concrete compressive strength𝑓𝑐
, ≤ 80 𝑀𝑃𝑎. 


Therefore, the UHPC column axial load capacity was calculated based on equations 1 to 4 as per Hossain (2014). 


Results of axial load calculations for columns are summarized in table 6. 


 


The axial load bearing capacity (𝑁𝑅𝑑) of centrically loaded UHPC-column can be determined from concrete (Ncd) and 


steel (Nsd) contributions according to the following equations: 


 


[1]  𝑁𝑅𝑑 = 𝑁𝑐𝑑 + 𝑁𝑠𝑑            


 


[2]  𝑁𝑅𝑑 = 𝑓𝑐𝑑. (𝐴𝑔 − 𝐴𝑠) + 𝑓𝑦. 𝐴𝑠          


 


Where𝐴𝑔: concrete gross cross section;𝐴𝑠: longitudinal reinforcement cross-section and 𝑓𝑐𝑑 can be obtained from 


equation 3. 
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[3]  𝑓𝑐𝑑 =
0.85.𝑓𝑐𝑘


𝛾𝑐.𝛾𝑐
,             


 


𝑓𝑐𝑘: Characteristic concrete compression strength, actual compressive strength resulted from experimental test. The 


safety factor 𝛾𝑐is chosen 1.5 for in-situ concrete members and 


 


[4]  𝛾𝑐
, =


1


(1.1−
𝑓𝑐𝑘
500


)
            


 


As per CSA Standard A23.3-04 standard, the maximum axial load resistance of compression members is determined 


from equation 5: 


 


[5]  𝑃𝑟𝑜 = 𝛼1𝜑𝑐𝑓𝑐
,(𝐴𝑔 − 𝐴𝑠) + 𝜑𝑠𝑓𝑦𝐴𝑠          


 


Where 𝑃𝑟𝑜 is the axial load resistance at zero eccentricity; 𝛼1is the concrete stress block factor; 𝜑𝑐  is the resistance 


factor for concrete and 𝜑𝑠 is the resistance factor reinforcing bars. Values for 𝜑𝑐  𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝜑𝑠 are considered equal to 1. 


 


 


Table 6: Columns analytical axial load capacity 


Column Type Concrete Type Axial Load capacity 


from CSA 2004 


(kN) 


Axial Load 


capacity from 


Hossain (kN) 


Long Column SCC 1092 ------ 


ECC 1252 ------ 


UHPC ------ 1556.4 


Short Column SCC 749 ------ 


ECC 1252 ------ 


UHPC ------ 1556.4 


 


 


3.3  Comparison of analytical and experimental results 


 


Analytical and experimental axial load capacities of columns are presented in table 7. Analytical load capacities of 


ECC and UHPC columns were higher compared to those obtained from experiments for all columns except UHPC 


short columns.  No definite conclusions can be drawn on the prediction performance of Code/existing equations. 


However, the UHPC short column axial capacity seemed to be predicted reasonably by the existing equation. The 


lower axial load capacity of SCC columns compared to that predicted by equation can be associated with the 


unexpected baring failure associated with localized stress concentration at the loading points. However, more tests 


should be conducted to study the performance of existing equations or modify the equations for better prediction of 


ECC/UHPC columns.   


 


 


Table 7: Analytical and experimental axial load capacities of columns  


Column Type Concrete Type Analytical Axial 


Load capacity (kN) 


 Experimental 


Axial Load 


capacity (kN) 


Ratio of 


experimental axial 


load to analytical 


axial load 


Long Column SCC 1092 515 0.48 


ECC 1252 877 0.7 


UHPC 1556 1165 0.75 


Short Column SCC 749 584 0.78 


ECC 1252 798 0.64 


UHPC 1556 1678 1.08 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 


The following conclusions are drawn from experimental and theoretical analyses: 


 


1. Both ECC and UHPC long and short columns had higher axial load capacity compared to SCC columns. 


Maximum axial load capacity of UHPC columns was 3 times higher (for short column) and 2 times higher (for 


long column) compared to their to SCC counterparts. Columns made of ECC showed increased axial load 


capacity compared to SCC columns - 36% higher for short columns and 70% for long columns.  


2. UHPC and ECC long and short columns had exhibited higher axial displacement compared to their SCC 


counterparts and hence showed better ductility characteristics. Lateral/horizontal displacement of all tested 


columns was negligible exhibiting no buckling failure.  


3. Both ECC and UHPC columns exhibited multiple crack formation all over the concrete columns. ECC columns 


exhibited more multiple micro-cracking behavior with tight crack width compared to UHPC/SCC columns. 


UHPC and ECC columns showed better load distribution capabilities through confinement effect of fiber 


compared to SCC  columns which  failed due to sever concrete spalling/bearing at the loading points. 


4. No definite conclusions can be drawn on the ability of theoretical/code based equations in predicting axial load 


capacity of ECC/UHPC columns although predicted axial load for UHPC short columns (by existing UHPC 


column equation) was close to experimental value. More experimental tests are needed to develop new or 


modify existing equations to predict axial strength of ECC/UHPC columns.  
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ABSTRACT  


Dents are plastic deformations on a pipeline’s cross-section caused by contact with external forces. They are known 


to have the potential to adversely affect the structural integrity of the pipeline as they induce localized strains and 


stresses on the pipeline. In this study, the finite element analysis of a dented plate and an analytical approach to the 


determination of strains based on a dent profile are compared in a bid to develop a procedure for evaluating the strains 


on a dented pipeline based solely on the dent profile. 


 


Keywords: Strains, Dents, Pipelines 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Oil and gas pipelines are often subjected to external mechanical forces which can result in the distortion of their 


geometric cross section. Most international pipeline codes including CSA Z662-15 code consider plain dents injurious 


if they exceed a depth of 6% of the nominal pipe diameter. This criterion however does not consider the effects of 


other parameters such as the localised strains which may also govern the failure of the pipeline. A major drawback in 


the use of localised strains as criterion for the assessment of dent severity is the lack of efficient and accurate measures 


of determining the strains (Stanislaw et al. 2006). Currently, finite element analysis is used for the strain analysis of 


pipelines as the evaluation of such strains requires the solution of a series of nonlinear differential equations. However, 


finite element analysis is also complex and computationally demanding especially for three dimensional models 


involving a large number of unknowns. 


 


In this paper, we present an analytical approach by which the strains in the pipeline can be evaluated based on the dent 


profile. Our analytical technique assumes "large displacement" and allows for evaluating the bending and membrane 


strains in the pipeline without resorting to the finite element analysis.  Appendix R of the ASME B31.8 code provides 


non mandatory equations for strain evaluation in pipelines from the radii of curvature of the dent; however, the 


equations are based on the Euler Bernoulli hypothesis of small deformations. The mathematical expression of the 


small strain tensor used to generate the equations is shown in Equation 1  


 


[1]  εSmall =
1


2
(F + FT) − I;         
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Where, F is the deformation gradient, FT the transpose of the deformation gradient and I, the identity matrix. This 


strain measure is limited to small rotation as such it pollutes the results when used to evaluate the strains associated 


with large nonlinear rotations.  The proposed strain measure in this study is the green strain tensor which is also 


derived from the relationship between the deformation gradient and the identity matrix and expressed mathematically 


as shown in equation 2. 


 


[2]  εGreen =
1


2
(FTF − I)      


 


The green strain measure takes into consideration the nonlinear nature of the elasto-plastic deformation as it computes 


strains that are independent of rotation thus allowing for large displacements and rotations. 


2. METHODOLOGY 


The strain analysis of a dented pipeline cross section was performed on the mid–plane of a two dimensional plate 


element, the justification being the Kirchhoff Love plate theory from which follows that the displacement of the plate 


can be determined from the mid surface displacement vector (Yoshibash and Kirby, 2005).  The indenting process 


was simulated with the FEA software (ABAQUS 6.14). The plate model was 1000mm in length and 30mm thick. The 


boundary conditions imposed on the model restricted translation and rotation at both ends of the plate. Quadrilateral 


solid elements were used to mesh the plate and a frictionless contact was modelled as the surface interaction between 


the plate and the indenter through the master-slave algorithm. The indenter used was a rigid body 600mm in length 


which plastically deformed the plate to a depth of 100mm. 


 


Third order B splines were used to describe the position vector of any point on the interpolated geometry of the dent 


with a function. The strain tensors used for this study were developed on the assumption that plane sections remained 


plane and perpendicular to the neutral axis throughout the deformation process.  


3. RESULTS 


 


 


 


 


 


 


4. RECOMMENDATIONS 


The study carried out so far is limited to the evaluation of longitudinal strains hence further work should be done on 


implementing the green strain measure in computing the strains in a three dimensional pipeline model. 


 


 


The small and the green strain tensors predicted 


longitudinal strains which were functions of the 


coordinates of the dent.  The green strain contours 


shown in figure 1 had a good correlation with the 


logarithmic strains from the finite element analysis, 


as both strain measures predicted higher tensile than 


compressive strains in the plate. The small strain 


tensor predicted pure bending as shown by the 


contours in figure 2. This is an oversimplification of 


analysis and would likely lead to impractical results. 


The green strain measure thus presents a more 


realistic deformation mode and can be computed in 


a three dimensional pipeline model thus providing a 


more analytical criterion for dent analysis. 


Figure 2: Small Strain Distribution 


 


Figure 1: Green Strain Distribution 
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ABSTRACT 


Low Impact Development (LID) Stormwater Management (SWM) techniques is the appropriate approach to be 


applied to site developments in an attempt to mimic a site’s natural hydrologic cycle to store and treat stormwater 


runoff close to where it falls. In 2014, the UTRCA conducted a survey of member municipalities to gauge a 


familiarity with SWM LIDs to help UTRCA effectively target their efforts regarding SWM LID during a 


development and planning process at the Municipal level.  Several issues were highlighted from the survey results, 


including the presence of institutional, technical, and physical barriers, as well as a general lack of awareness and 


knowledge about LID.  The survey helped UTRCA effectively target efforts on the implementation SWM LIDs in 


the watershed.  The UTRCA initiated pilot projects in the watershed with the help of proponents. 


 


This paper discusses two case studies, implementing the new LID approach, a private condominium development in 


Ingersoll and a brownfield site in Chatham Ontario. Both projects were designed comparing conventional SWM and 


SWM LIDs from project inception and design to final implementation. The two projects are within the Thames 


River watershed which has been identified as one of the watersheds contributing to the Lake Erie Algae Bloom. The 


SWM LIDs in the Thames River watershed will reduce phosphorous loading of the Thames River and will improve 


the quality of runoff. 


 


The site in Ingersoll is approximately 1.31 ha (3.24 Ac.) in area which is being developed as a private condominium 


development consisting block townhouse structures totaling 41 units.  SWM LID and over control of the sites 


stormwater runoff under the 250- year post-development conditions to the 2-year pre-development conditions was 


managed using SWM LIDs features known as bioswales and raingardens. The cost savings were approximately 


41%, in addition two additional units that were able to be built as a result of the additional area made available by 


eliminating a conventional stormwater management pond on the site. 


 


The brownfield site in Chatham is approximately 0.43 ha (1.06 Ac.) in area and was converted to a 27 stall parking 


lot with rain-garden type presentation.  SWM LID and control of the sites stormwater runoff under the 100- year 


post-development conditions to the 5-year pre-development conditions was managed using SWM LIDs features 


known as bioswales and raingardens.  


 


The SWM LIDs considered, on the sites, will slow down the runoff, reducing its velocity and providing appropriate 


plantings for nutrient uptake whereby helping improve the water quality while controlling the runoff quantity and 


mimicking the hydrological cycle on the site as much as possible.  In both cases the Municipalities had revised 


intensity-duration curves to address the effects of climate change on new and existing infrastructure.  At the 


Ingersoll site the external storm sewer, providing a stub for servicing to the site and downstream conveyance sewers, 


were designed many years earlier without the current knowledge and impact of climate change.  The result is 


existing sewers typically are unable to meet the capacity requirements.  The SWM LID design option was able to 


minimize the input onto the existing sewer system eliminating the need to increase the size of the conveyance 


sewers.  The existing LTVCA parking lot in Chatham had its parking lot catch basins and collection storm sewer 


discharging to an existing 150mm combined sewer service into the city sewer.  The new parking lot design 


eliminated this storm connection and separated it to discharge directly to the Thames River after filtering through 
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proposed LID features.  This reduces the amount of water that discharges to the combined sewer providing greater 


capacity and reduces the I & I to be treated at the wastewater treatment plant. The cost comparison between 


conventional SWM and SWM LID approaches for the projects highlight the benefits SWM LIDs can have as a 


potential savings.  SWM LIDs offer many benefits when compared with conventional such as environmental 


benefits through water quality and quantity control, a potential reduction on the capacity requirement on existing 


infrastructure. 


 


New construction typically results in a loss of vegetative cover and drainage capacity. The conventional systems use 


storm sewers and detention ponds which can impact water quality and water quantity. Also, the conventional 


conveyance and disposal disrupts the natural hydrologic cycle. The pilot projects in the Thames River will help in 


educating the public with a hopeful result of policy change and will improve quality of runoff in the Thames River 


watershed.  
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ABSTRACT  


Many of Canada’s hydropower infrastructure systems are reaching the end of their serviceable life. Major 


investments in the coming years will be required to renew and upgrade these critical infrastructure systems. It is 


important that decision makers have a good understanding of current system performance in order to optimize 


operations and develop strategies for re-engineering these systems in the future. Resilience is a dynamic numerical 


measure of system performance and adaptation capacity that covers the time from the beginning of an undesirable 


event to full system recovery from it. Using resilience as a metric to measure system performance offers a major 


advantage over traditional methods that seek to estimate probabilities, which are essentially a static measure of risk 


that does not take time variance into consideration. Simulation lends itself well to estimating system resilience as it 


can be used to investigate system response over time under different operating conditions. This paper presents a 


system dynamics simulation technique which can be utilized to quantify dynamic resilience. System dynamics 


facilitates: (a) detailed representations of complex system structures, allowing the modeller to ensure all components 


affecting system resilience are included in the model, and (b) easy modification of the system structure for 


comparison between different alternatives for infrastructure upgrades or operations strategies. Simulation outputs of 


system performance over time can be used to estimate the dynamic resilience of both individual system components 


and the system as a whole in response to various operating conditions. The system dynamics modelling approach 


presented in this work considers interactions between natural, engineered and human system components. The 


approach is applied to a hydropower system but a similar methodology could be utilized for other civil infrastructure 


systems. Four model sectors are utilized to represent the system structure: (1) the controller, (2) mechanical and 


electrical actuators, (3) physical infrastructure, and (4) sensors and information relay. Simulation provides a useful 


technique for quantification of system resilience, allowing for an improved understanding of the system structure 


and its vulnerabilities under different operating conditions. The proposed methodology can be utilized to provide 


informative comparisons between various investment alternatives for infrastructure renewal. 


 


Keywords: Resilience, System Dynamics, Simulation, Hydropower, Dam Safety 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Hydropower infrastructure systems are highly complex arrangements of physical and nonphysical components 


which interact and behave in a nonlinear way. A typical hydropower system consists of a dam (or multiple dams) 


retaining water in a reservoir (or multiple reservoirs) to be passed through water conveyance structures such as a 


spillway, valves, and hydroelectric turbines. Gates in the system (actuators) change position to control the flow of 


water through the hydropower system conveyance facilities. Instrumentation (sensors) relay information about the 


state of the system (e.g. reservoir elevation, inflow) to the controller who interprets and acts on the information. 


Disturbances such as component deterioration, debris build up, earthquakes, landslides and ice formation that could 


all affect the performance and behaviour of a hydropower system for a given input and operational strategy must be 
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considered. Technological advances over the past few decades have resulted in increasing complexity of these 


integrated civil infrastructure systems, making management and operation of these systems even more of a challenge 


than it was in the past (Leveson, 2011). These highly complex systems can be extremely dangerous if they either fail 


to retain water or fail to safely pass flows. Dam breach flows and uncontrolled releases of water from dams can lead 


to loss of life as well as catastrophic economic and environmental impacts. It is critical for dam owners to have an in 


depth understanding of all potential operating conditions which the system might enter during its lifetime to ensure 


that these potentially dangerous systems are operated and maintained in a safe and economical manner. Many of 


Canada’s hydropower generating facilities are reaching the end of their serviceable life. Major investments in the 


coming years will be required to renew and upgrade these highly complex systems, often with the requirement of 


maintaining essential functions during the renewal process.  


1.1 Traditional risk assessment of hydropower systems  


Risk assessment is defined as a process where (1) Hazards are identified; (2) Consequences and likelihoods of each 


hazard are determined, and (3) Strategies for hazard control or elimination are determined (CCOHS, 2015). 


Traditional methods of risk assessment for hydropower systems include Failure Modes and Effects Analysis, Event 


Tree Analysis and Fault Tree Analysis (Hartford & Baecher, 2004). The major disadvantages to these approaches 


are: 


 


1. Subjective judgement is required in selection of events and failure modes, and for assigning probabilities to the 


events (Hartford & Baecher, 2004) 


2. Events are generally assumed to be independent, though common cause events are possible (Putcha & Patev, 


2000) 


3. Emphasis is placed on failures as opposed to design or control flaws which could be just as dangerous 


(Leveson, 2011) 


4. Linear progression of events is assumed, even though component interactions can lead to nonlinear behaviour of 


a system (Leveson, 2011; Regan, 2010; Thomas, 2012) 


5. Systems are decomposed into more manageable sub-systems (Leveson, 2011; Regan, 2010; Thomas, 2012) 


6. Limited ability to deal with human failures and software flaws that could contribute to system risks (Leveson, 


2011; Thomas, 2012)  


 


Issues with the current approaches to risk assessment in dam safety and other fields are well documented by Regan 


(2010), Leveson (2011), Thomas (2012),  Baecher (2013) and Komey et al., (2015). Thomas (2012) provides a 


detailed analysis of hazard assessment techniques, evaluating each of the commonly used approaches. Leveson 


(2011) questions the foundations of many traditional risk assessment practices, noting that consideration of only 


immediate physical failures can lead to overconfidence in risk assessments. Leveson (2011) highlights the need to 


consider component interaction in order to assess the possibility of dysfunctional interactions of functional 


components in risk assessment. The interdependencies in complex systems are poorly understood despite the fact 


that system performance and reliability is a result of interactions between engineered, natural, and human 


components (Baecher et al., 2013; Leveson, 2011; Regan, 2010; Thomas, 2012). Many examples are provided by 


Leveson (2011) to illustrate the shortcomings of traditional risk assessment approaches. Regan (2010) presents some 


case studies of dam failures that would not easily be predicted using current approaches. Traditional analysis in dam 


safety tends to focus on extreme events which have a low probability and thus contribute very little to the overall 


system safety and reliability (Komey et al., 2015; Regan, 2010). Very little emphasis is placed on events which 


could occur within the design envelope (Regan, 2010). 


1.2 Dynamic resilience of hydropower systems 


Dynamic resilience is a measure which takes into account the system state before, during, and after recovery from an 


undesirable event. It integrates system performance and its adaptive capacity. In comparison to traditional risk 


measures, which generally focus on static estimates of the probability of a single event and the associated outcome, 


dynamic resilience reflects the consequence of undesirable events on system performance as well as the ability of 


the system to cope and recover (Simonovic & Peck, 2013). Using resilience as a metric for the assessment of 


infrastructure response to changing operating conditions would provide a much more complete insight into the 


characteristics of the system structure and system response, allowing for a more meaningful investigation into 


system vulnerabilities. Various strategies for capital upgrades and maintenance could be compared by using 
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resilience to measure the loss of performance due to undesirable events, system response time and level of 


performance after recovery. System resilience can be assessed by looking at the resilience of individual system 


components and taking into consideration their interactions.  


 


Ayyub (2015) provides a comprehensive overview of different definitions of resilience and a variety of metrics 


which have been used to quantify it, all of which end in a singular value. Tierney and Bruneau (2007) propose the 


use of “4 R’s” to describe system adaptive capacity, where:  


 


1. Robustness: the ability of the system and the elements of which it is comprised to withstand external 


disturbances without any significant loss in performance 


2. Redundancy: the extent to which the system (or it’s elements) are capable of meeting functional requirements in 


the event that a disturbance causes significant degradation 


3. Resourcefulness: the ability to recognize, prioritize and solve problems through identification and monitoring of 


resources.  


4. Rapidity: the ability to restore functionality (and the timeline of this restoration), while containing losses and 


avoiding future functionality disruptions.  


 


Simonovic and Peck (2013) note that many traditional approaches to quantification of resilience end in a single 


value which may not provide analysts with a comprehensive assessment of the system resilience. They propose (i) 


implementation of a dynamic resilience metric which can be achieved using system simulation modelling; and (ii) 


quantification of system performance over time in response to various conditions. The result is a resilience  graph 


over time – a dynamic resilience metric as opposed to estimation of a single value (Simonovic & Peck, 2013). A 


dynamic estimation of resilience allows for useful information to be extracted about both the system performance 


over time and its adaptive capacity that may be expressed using the 4 R’s of Tierney and Bruneau (2007). 


Simonovic and Peck (2013) apply a framework to quantify the dynamic resilience of coastal megacities in response 


to climate change induced flooding.  


 


The flexibility of the resilience definition of Simonovic and Peck (2013) and its implementation through simulation 


allows for the use of this methodology to assess many different engineering infrastructure systems. In the presented 


research, a hydropower infrastructure system is selected as the application domain. This paper is focused on the 


development of a hydropower infrastructure system performance simulation model that will provide the necessary 


information for assessment of hydropower infrastructure system resilience. The preliminary results suggest that 


simulation of system performance is a promising approach to generating the information needed for quantification of 


resilience.  


1.3 Simulation for assessment of hydropower system performance 


A system is defined as “a collection of various structural and non-structural elements that are connected and 


organized in such a way as to achieve some specific objective through the control and distribution of material 


resources, energy and information” (Simonovic, 2009). Two of the major techniques that can be used in the analysis 


of systems include simulation and optimization. Simulation involves a “what if” assessment of the various inputs to 


a system, where outputs are determined in response to a particular set of inputs. Simulation inputs may be varied to 


determine system behaviour under various conditions (Simonovic, 2009) and link system structure to its behaviour. 


Optimization, in contrast, provides a single optimal solution to a given system configuration, with performance 


measured by some objective function (e.g. maximize profit). It can be useful in determining optimal operating 


decisions, but could not easily be extended to assess a wide range of system conditions.  


 


Within the hydropower industry, there are a number of researchers calling for the application of systems analysis in 


assessment of dam infrastructure safety. The research of Regan (2010), Baecher (2013) and Komey et al., (2015) all 


advocate for the consideration of surface water flow-control dams as systems and using the systems approach for 


assessment of dam safety hazards. Both Regan (2010) and Baecher et al. (2013) point to control systems theory as a 


potential path forward for development of a new technique to model hydropower infrastructure system safety. 


Control systems theory is an interdisciplinary approach that involves the use of feedback to determine how systems 


behave in response to inputs and as a result of system structure (Leveson, 2011).  Thomas (2012) and Song (2012) 


also advocate the use of Leveson’s (2011) techniques, mainly focusing on potential applications in the nuclear 


industry. The key challenge in extending the application of Leveson’s (2011) control systems techniques for 
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assessment of hydropower systems is the scale of these systems and the natural variability that the infrastructure is 


meant to control (physical interface between asset and natural surroundings, inflows, earthquakes, debris build up, 


ice, etc.).  


 


Komey et al. (2015) applied a simplistic version of the proposed approach of Baecher et al. (2013) to the Mattagami 


River System in Ontario. Their model utilized Monte-Carlo simulation to model system response to a variety of 


disturbance scenarios. It is likely that the ability of this model to simulate the dynamic interactions of system 


components is limited because there is no evidence that feedbacks were incorporated and their approach focuses on 


the physical infrastructure, with less of an emphasis on sensory and operational component interactions. More work 


is necessary to develop a generic approach that is fully automated and allows for inclusion of the full system 


structure including physical and non-physical component interactions. Modelling of maintenance activities and 


times to failure and repair for individual components will be essential to better understand overall system 


performance over time. An automated simulation procedure that considers the detailed system structure will allow 


for simulation of a wide range of potential failure scenarios occurring both within and outside of the design 


envelope. 


2. PROPOSED MODELLING APPROACH FOR ASSESSMENT OF HYDROPOWER SYSTEM 


RESILIENCE 


This research aims to implement systems analysis techniques to develop a new methodology for assessment of 


complex hydropower system resilience. The methodology will involve the utilization of simulation to generate 


change in infrastructure system performance as a consequence of a wide range of operating conditions occurring 


both within and outside of the design envelope. The simulation outputs will provide information that can be used to 


estimate dynamic system resilience by assessing the change in system performance and its adaptive capacity. This 


will help to provide decision support information for assessment of high-cost, high-stakes infrastructure renewal and 


capital upgrade alternatives. The remainder of this section provides the details of the system performance simulation 


model. 


 


System dynamics is a particularly promising simulation environment to deal with performance of highly complex 


civil infrastructure systems because it allows for a detailed representation of the system structure. In system 


dynamics, the behaviour of the system is linked to its underlying structure (the relationships between system 


components) and the dynamics of how a system changes over time can be investigated by changing either the inputs 


or the structure (Simonovic, 2009). In system dynamics, the system structure is comprised of feedback loops as well 


as delays in information and actions – these ultimately determine the behaviour of the system, which can be tested 


under a variety of system inputs (Forrester, 1969). System dynamics can facilitate investigation of the nonlinear 


behaviour of complex civil infrastructure systems, giving a better understanding of hazards, control flaws, and 


system vulnerabilities. System dynamics software packages (such as Vensim and Stella) are object oriented, 


allowing for easy development and modification of the system structure without extensive programming effort. By 


making changes to the system structure and rerunning the analysis, analysts can easily compare different operational 


strategies or design alternatives for infrastructure system upgrades.  


 


The basic building blocks in system dynamics simulation models are stocks (variables which increase or decrease in 


value over time), flows (which change the values of the stocks), and auxiliary variables (represented by equations 


which link different input variables). Delays can also be introduced in the relationships between variables and are a 


key driver of system behaviour. Feedbacks are introduced when variables are connected in loops. These may either 


be stabilizing through negative feedback or reinforcing through positive feedback. Stabilizing loops work to bring 


the system into a steady state whereas positive feedback loops tend to amplify changes, moving the system away 


from equilibrium. Large numbers of stabilizing loops are a typical characteristic of many complex systems 


(Kauffman, 1980). Casual loop diagrams have been used throughout this paper to represent the key dynamics that 


drive system behaviour and are present in the detailed stock-and-flow system structures used for simulation.  


2.1 System Structure  


The system structure utilized in this research will be modelled following the generic control system structure 


outlined by Leveson (2011), which has been adapted in Figure 1 to represent a hydropower flow control system. 
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This structure can be adapted for different kinds of civil infrastructure systems as required. The stabilizing control 


loop includes: (1) A controller, who interprets information relating to the state of the system and produces a set of 


operating instructions, (2) Actuators, which are the mechanical and electrical assemblies that work to move gates in 


the controlled process, (3) The controlled process, made up of the water retaining and conveying components on 


site, and (4) Sensors, which relay information from the site back to the controller. This high-level system structure 


represents a hierarchical system of systems, with each box representing its own sector or sub-system (Leveson, 


2011). There may be further levels of sub-systems as complexity is added to the model. This generic structure forms 


a closed loop that works to keep the system in a stable state (stabilizing loop).  


 


 
Figure 1: Generic control system structure from Leveson (2011), adapted for a hydropower flow-control system.  


 


These high level systems are represented by generic sub-systems which interact with each other within the Vensim 


modelling environment. Sub-systems are connected in Vensim using shadow variables which link the different 


model views together. Vensim has subscripting capabilities so multiple components which function in the same way 


can be represented using a single generic structure. This is particularly useful in cases where there are multiple 


reservoirs, gates, spillways, and gauges. For each subscript, the modeller may add different equations, rating curves, 


capacities, etc. to represent each specific component and its unique characteristics. For more advanced programming 


requirements, equations in Vensim can be replaced with more complex functions developed in the Python 


programming environment, through the use of the “Venpy” package (Breach, 2015).  


 


The Vensim model is run on an hourly time-step to facilitate simulation of inflow hydrographs, changing gate 


positions and rising reservoir levels at an appropriate level of detail. The following sections detail the development 


of the sub-systems for actuation, the controlled process, sensors and the controller. 


2.1.1 Actuators sub-system 


Actuators in a hydropower system are the mechanical and electrical assemblies which implement changes to the 


positioning of spillway gates, turbines, and valves within the system for the purpose of carrying out operating 


instructions and conveying water through the system. Figure 2 represents a generic actuator sub-system which could 


be used to represent a gate, turbine or valve within the system. Instructions (from the controller sub-system) are 


implemented by the actuator only if there are personnel on site (assuming manual operation) and all structural, 


mechanical and electrical components required to carry out the operation are available (ie. Availability = 1). This is 


achieved in the model through the use of an “if” statement. Availability may be suspended for a time (ie. 


Availability = 0) due to power outages, mechanical failures or structural failures. Simulations of different failures 


and times-to-repair can be carried out in this way using pulse functions within Vensim. Actuation changes the gate 


position until the desired gate position is achieved – this is the main feedback for the actuators sector. The gate 


position is then passed into the controlled process sub-system as a shadow variable to determine gate flow.  
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Future development of the actuator sub-system will focus on different modes of operation other than manual, 


including remote operation and automatic operation, in response to changes in the reservoir level, for example. 


Reliability equations will be developed to represent component availability as a random function. In addition to time 


to failure, time to repair will also be simulated based on the available data. Maintenance factors should also be taken 


into consideration so the modeller can experiment with different maintenance strategies to investigate potential 


impacts on system vulnerabilities. 


 


 
Figure 2: Actuator subsystem 


 


2.1.2 Controlled process sub-system 


The controlled process sub-system represents the water retaining and conveying structures on the site. The 


difference between the controlled process and the actuators is that the controlled process represents the water-


infrastructure interaction, whereas the actuators represent the interaction between the mechanical/electrical systems 


and flow conveying infrastructure (gates) in terms of changes in gate positioning.  


 


A generic structure for the controlled process sub-system containing a single reservoir is shown in Figure 3. 


Multiple reservoirs may be linked together using subscripts and by setting the equation for inflow in downstream 


projects equal to the natural inflow plus discharges from the upstream structure. Reservoir level is increased by 


inflows and decreased by outflows. Its value is computed by adding the difference between inflow and outflow at 


each time step to the reservoir storage at the previous time step, following Equation 1.  


 


[1]   dS/dt=I-O 


 


Where “I” represents inflow and “O” represents outflow, “dS” represents the change in storage and “dt” represents 


the time step. Inflows are a time-series input to the model. In the case of multiple reservoirs, the local inflow would 


be added to upstream discharges. Outflows are calculated as a summation of releases through the power conduit, low 


level outlet (fish flow release) and the gated spillway. Additional outflow facilities may be added for different 


facility arrangements as needed. Multiple outflow facilities of the same kind can be simulated using subscripting in 


Vensim. The feedback between outflow and reservoir level is the main stabilizing loop in this sub-system. 


Overtopping flows are calculated using an overtopping stage-discharge curve and Breach formation/breach flow 


dynamics were derived from the USBR equations as shown in Equations 2 and 3 (USBR, 1988). 


 


[2]     B=3hw 
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[3]     tf=0.011B 


 


Where “B” is the base width of the breach (ultimate breach width assumed), “hw” is the height of the water behind 


the dam and “tf” is the formation time for the breach. The breach is assumed to form linearly over time, with the 


breach depth and width tracked using stocks as shown in Figure 3. Breach is assumed to initiate when the dam is 


overtopped by a certain threshold value. Gated spill release, power flow release and fish flow release are all 


calculated by looking up the gate position and reservoir elevation on the component rating curve. Each of these can 


also be represented in more detail using a sub-system (of the controlled process sub-system) as shown in Figure 4 


for gated spill release. The gate flow from the gated spill release sub-system is passed into the higher level 


controlled process sub-system model as a shadow variable. 


 


 
Figure 3: Controlled process sub-system 


 


 


 
Figure 4: Gate spill release sub-system 
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The unobstructed gate flow is computed from the rating curve for the gate using the gate’s position (from the 


actuators sector) and reservoir level (from the higher level controlled process sub-system). This is achieved using a 


three-way lookup with 2D interpolation, executed in Python. Gate flow is equal to the unobstructed gate flow unless 


the gate capacity is reduced by debris accumulation – in this case the gate flow is multiplied by the reduced 


percentage of full capacity. If the gate flow exceeds the chute capacity, the chute is overtopped and flow is also 


passed outside of the chute. Flow outside the chute initiates chute damage which causes a reduction in the in-chute 


flow and in turn increases flow passing outside of the chute. The main feedback in the spillway sub-system is this 


propagation of chute damage as a result of chute overtopping. 


 


Future development of the model will focus on physical modelling of the system to provide additional information 


about damage to structures in a spill event or in the event of overtopping the spillway chute or dam. This could be 


incorporated into the system structure to model the propagation of damages during prolonged spilling events. 


Development of a relationship for cavitation within spillway chutes is of particular interest for future modelling 


efforts. A relationship for debris buildup as a function of reservoir level and duration could also be incorporated in 


the model for the various outlet structures.  


2.1.3 Sensors sub-system 


The sensors subsystem is shown in Figure 5. It is quite simple and essentially represents the sequential steps from 


gauge reading to recording to gauge relay. Disturbances can be introduced at these steps to result in inaccurate 


information being relayed or a disruption in the information transfer. For the gauge reading, it is assumed that if the 


sensor fails then the gauge reading is equal to what it was at the previous time step and the gauge is essentially 


“stuck”. In future model development it may be useful to introduce different failure modes for the gauge that include 


the possibility of a false reading or “drift” of the calibration. Gauge recording is done once per hour and gauge relay 


returns an NA if the relay condition fails (ie. relay condition = 0). Information from the gauge relay is sent to the 


operator to use in operations planning. Currently, only reservoir level gauges are modelled but additional gauges can 


be added in the future using the same generic structure. 


 


 
Figure 5: Sensors sub-system 


2.1.4 Controller sub-system 


The controller sub-system (shown in Figure 6) involves the sequential steps of inflow forecasting, operations 


planning to issue daily operating instructions, and implementation of operating instructions in real-time. Inflow 


forecasting and operations planning are done once every 24 hours. Real time operation then proceeds at the hourly 


time step. Subscripting is used so all conduits are modelled in this sector. Most of these functions are quite 


complicated and as such have been programmed in Python, with information exchanged between Vensim and 


Python. 


 


For inflow forecasting, a relationship between forecasted and actual inflow can be developed using real forecasting 


error estimates for each day in the forecast. Forecasting error means and standard deviations for days 1 through 5 of 


the forecasts were provided by BC Hydro for a particular river system and these values were extrapolated out to 14-


day estimates. The values differ for flows below and above 110cms at this particular site and are representative of 


both model and forecaster error. A similar procedure may be used for inflow forecasting at any site of interest. A 


random normal variate is generated once every 24 hours and this is shaped by the mean and standard deviation of 


the error for each day in the forecast. The result is then added to the corresponding daily inflow to determine the 


forecast for the next 14 days which is then used in operations planning.  
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Figure 6: Controller sub-system 


 


A single objective optimization model has been developed to represent the daily operations planning process and is 


carried out within the Python programming environment. The optimization seeks to minimize penalties, with power 


considered to be a negative penalty. The decision variable is the daily change in storage and the flows required to 


achieve this change are preferentially passed to meet fish flows (first), generate power (second), and lastly to spill if 


necessary. Penalties are used to target specific reservoir elevations and spill releases. The optimization model takes 


the 14-day inflow forecast and considers weekly average inflows beyond this for a full year planning period. More 


weight is placed on the first two weeks of daily inflows but the operator takes into consideration what will happen 


for the rest of the year in terms of seasonality. Operations planning is carried out once per day and the optimized 


next-day releases then become the operating instruction for the following 24 hours.  


 


Following operations planning, real time operation compares the actual inflows with the forecasted ones and adjusts 


the releases to ensure the reservoir targets from operations planning are met and the water is balanced. If there is 


excess water in the system (inflow > inflow forecast current day), the operator preferentially passes this quantity of 


water through the unit with any remaining water passed through the low level outlet or spillway. If there is less 


water than expected in the system (inflow < inflow forecast current day), that quantity of water is preferentially 


removed from spill releases (until the minimum fish flow is reached) and any remaining water necessary to balance 


the system is taken from the power flow releases. The real time operations process is also carried out within Python.  


 


Future development of the controller sub-system will focus on development of hourly inflow forecasts for day t+1 


(where t is the current time step). These hourly next-day forecasts can be incorporated into the operations planning 


optimization model to allow for development of more realistic, hourly operating instructions for the following day 


that take into account the forecasted hydrograph as opposed to the daily average inflow. Different optimization 


algorithms will also be tested to determine an optimization procedure that is both effective and computationally 


efficient. 


3. CONCLUSIONS 


A generic modelling framework for the simulation of hydropower system performance has been presented as one of 


two main components of a hydropower system infrastructure resilience measure: (1) system performance and (2) 


system adaptive capacity. The performance of the system is a product of the system structure and the set of 


operating conditions and hazards assessed using the system dynamics simulation model presented in this paper. 


Performance over time can then give the analyst insight into the system’s adaptive capacity which can be measured 


using the 4 R’s or perhaps by assessing the units of impact (e.g. impacts to power generation). The generic 


simulation methodology can be adapted to any hydropower system to simulate system performance under a wide 


range of potential operating conditions, providing information that can be used to assess system resilience. A similar 


technique could be applied to assess the performance and resilience of other civil infrastructure systems.  


 


Utilization of an original dynamic resilience measure through system dynamics simulation presents an opportunity 


to compare various capital upgrade alternatives and maintenance strategies as the system structure can easily be 
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modified to reflect the different alternatives. This approach allows for consideration of component interactions and 


failures within the design envelope, which are limitations associated with traditional hazard assessment techniques. 


The methodology could be used to automate the procedure of failure mode identification and help reduce 


subjectivity and the use of expert judgement. Dynamic resilience provides decision makers with more detailed 


information about the system response to various hazard conditions, moving away from the singular, time-


independent values of probability and consequence that are traditionally used.  


 


Future work will focus on full automation of the model, integrating maintenance activities and time-to-failure 


functions for various components. Extension of the model to include physical modelling of dam-site inundation, 


erosion and spillway cavitation effects is expected to require a much finer time step (minutes rather than hours). 


Hourly inflow forecasting and operations planning should also be integrated in the controller sub-system.   
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PRECAST SLIM FLOOR 


Dominic Colpron-Labelle, D C-L 


Project Engineer for Peikko Canada, Canada 


ABSTRACT  


Precast concrete is increasingly specified in multi-storey projects in Canada. Our harsh winter weather is one of the 


reasons behind the increased popularity of this construction method. Notwithstanding the benefits of precast, some 


challenges remain to improve its performance. One of these challenges is the support for precast concrete slabs: 


indeed precast slabs are often supported by concrete walls, but what if a wall becomes a problem at a parking level 


below? Or reduces the flexibility of a suite layout? Traditional cast-in-place concrete does not face this exact 


challenge: a bi-directional concrete slab does not require a wall to support gravity loads. So how to produce a similar 


result as a cast-in-place slab? With the precast slim floor made possible through slim steel beams. One of these slim 


beams in the Deltabeam, a steel beam that matches the thickness of hollow core slabs (precast slabs), enables spans 


of 20 to 28 feet* and has an integrated fire rating of up to 4 hours. We would like to explore the possibilities and 


limits of the precast slim floor.  


 


Keywords: Precast concrete, hollow core slabs, fast construction, design flexibility 


1. PRECAST SLIM FLOOR 


Total precast construction is an increasingly popular building method in Ontario. The province’s two largest 


producers of structural precast concrete are expanding their production. While CORESLAB structures opened a new 


plant focusing on total precast last year, STUBBE'S precast is set to start production in their new plant this year. The 


increase in production of major precast suppliers relates to the increased demand of precast concrete in South 


Western Ontario. Some examples of this demand are buildings such as River House Condominiums in Guelph or 


Saginaw Apartments in Cambridge.  


 
Precast concrete used in large scale projects faces one major challenge: design flexibility. While prefabricated 


concrete typically increases the speed of construction compared to cast in place concrete, it can also reduce the 


design flexibility for professionals involved in a project. One of these design issues is the floor thickness. Hollow 


core slabs, which are typically used as the precast slab system, require a structural support. To obtain a similar result 


as a flat slab system, the support needs to be a beam integrated in the slab assembly. Hence the precast slim floor, 


achieved through specialized slim steel beams. This article will elaborate on design flexibility of precast concrete 


achieved through specialized steel beams.  


1.1 Integrated beams 


A slim floor is a slab system that enables a low floor to floor height. It is a combination of shallow structure and 


integrated total slab depth. This type of construction is typically achieved with a flat slab in a cast in place structure, 


and now increasingly achieved with precast concrete where hollow core concrete slabs are combined with slim steel 


beams.  


 


Two companies have been promoting this new construction method in North America: Girder Slab and Peikko. 


While Girder Slab has been active in the North Eastern United States, Peikko has been active in Canada; especially 


in Manitoba and Ontario.  Projects that have been built with slim beams in London Ontario include:  
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- Renaissance II 


- Village North 


- Fanshawe College Manor 


- Mosaik Apartments 


- Azure Condominiums (currently in construction) 


1.2 Fire rated slim floor 


The two most prominent characteristics of slim beams in the London projects are to enable a slim floor and to 


provide a fire rated assembly. Floor thickness on the London projects varied between 10" and 12" throughout the 


slab assembly. Hollow core slabs are supported by the bottom flange of the slim steel beam, which is typically less 


than 1" thick. The rest of the specialized beam is integrated in the slab. With only the thin bottom flange protruding 


below the slab, professionals involved in these projects were able to work with a completely unobstructed ceiling. 


Slim beam spans varied from 20' to 28'.   


 
Fire rated steel is another important characteristic of the London projects. The specialized slim beams enabled an 


integrated two hour ULC certified fire rating: most of the steel beams were left exposed with no additional fire 


proofing required. This benefit facilitated project scheduling by eliminating an onsite trade (no need for the 


application of fire resistant material) and reducing onsite heating and hoarding, required by some fire proofing 


methods.  


1.3 Slotted beam connection 


Some of the slim beams used in the London projects were connected to concrete columns through the use of 


specialized steel corbels. Characteristics of these corbels:  


 
- Slotted connection:  no welding or booting of the slim beam required. The beams are simply dropped onto the steel 


corbel.  


 
- Hidden connection: after the slim beam installation, the steel corbels are hidden inside the beam 


 
- Onsite adjustment: the corbel is adjustable 1/2 inch in each direction of the concrete column while the slim beam 


has a length tolerance of 1-1/2" through the use of the specialized corbel.  


1.4 Span limitations of the precast slim floor 


With a simple beam span, 2.4 kPa live load, 250mm thick hollow core slabs and 12 meter spans on either side of the 


slim beam, a maximum of 7 meter span can be achieved. Considering simple span beams and maxed out hollow core 


spans (for 200mm = 10 meters, for 250mm = 12 meters and for 300mm = 14 meters, always considering 2.4 kPa live 


load) the maximum span of slim beams is constant at 7 meters.  


 


As explained with the preceding details, an efficient grid with the precast slim floor is typically rectangular: the 


shorter span being a slim beam and the long span being hollow core slabs. In case a building project requires spans 


longer than 7 meters; still considering the parameters above, then the slim beam will need additional depth. This is 


achieved with steel channels added to the bottom flange of the beam (see figure below).  
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1.5 Other projects in Canada 


Onside of London Ontario, other projects have been built using the precast slim floor in Canada. Here are a few 


examples:  


 


- Bolton Street Apartments, Ottawa. 4 levels + underground parking 


- Victoria Place, Whitby. 3 level office 


- River House, Guelph. 17 Storey condo tower 


- River Mill, Guelph. 17  Storey condo tower 


- Glasshouse, Winnipeg. 22 Storey condo tower 


- Center Point, Winnipeg. 5 Storey office 


- Grand Hotel, Winnipeg. 6 Storey 
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ABSTRACT  


A load deformation hysteresis model has been developed for the piston based self-centering (PBSC) bracing system. 


This bracing system utilizes shaft-piston mechanism for transferring load to its core energy dissipating elements, 


which are made of Nickel Titanium alloy (NiTinol) bars. These bars provide the brace its strength as well as the self-


centering capability. Although in theory, the NiTinol based shape memory alloy bars are supposed to come back to 


their original shape after large nonlinear deformations, in reality, they experience residual deformation. The 


hysteresis models, which are currently available for capturing the behavior of self-centering systems, are known as 


flag shaped hysteresis. Unfortunately, these flag shaped hysteresis models cannot capture residual deformation. In 


order to solve this issue a novel hysteresis model has been developed for the PBSC bracing system. This model will 


enable researchers to capture the PBSC brace behavior in detail during quasi-static and dynamic time history 


analysis. This hysteresis model is developed using the results of nonlinear static analysis in MATLAB. The resultant 


plots were thoroughly examined to determine loading/unloading rules. These rules were coded and implemented in 


the S-FRAME software’s nonlinear analysis solver. A building frame model was built with PBSC bracing system 


and it was tested using ten earthquake records scaled to Vancouver soil class “C” response spectrum. It was 


observed that the PBSC brace has an excellent re-centering capability. 


 


Keywords Self-Centering Brace, SMA Brace, NiTinol, Seismic  


1. INTRODUCTION 


Recent seismic events and vast damages in Nepal (25th April 2015), New Zealand (22 February 2011), Chile (27th 


February 2010) has renewed interest in self-centering structural systems. These systems in theory are able to re-


center after large nonlinear deformations. Hence, after a significant earthquake it is expected that such systems will 


be able to come back to their original state; and thus will be able to reduce permanent damages and prevent post-


earthquake collapses. So far, researchers have developed various self-centering devices, such as: PBSC (Haque & 


Alam, 2014), SCED (Tremblay & Christopoulos 2012), MANSIDE (Dolce et al. 2001, Dolce & Cardone (2006)), 


RHDB (Zhu and Zhang (2007)) and Self-centering buckling restrained brace (Miller et al. (2012)). Most of these 


systems rely either on high-strength steel strands/composite cables or on superelastic shape memory alloy (SE SMA) 


wires/bars. Their use can result in very low (less than or equal to 0.1% as per Zhu and Zhang (2007)) residual 


interstory drift ratio for the host structures. Among these, the SE SMA is a thermomechanical alloy made of an equal 


molecular ratio of Nickel and Titanium. At room temperature, the SE SMA is able to regain its original shape after 


large nonlinear strains (6%-8%). This unique property has made it one of the most fascinating materials in the 


development of smart structures.  
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Although, there are some fundamental differences between the above-mentioned braces, they exhibit almost similar 


force deformation response; which are generally flag-shaped. Although, these systems are declared as “fully self-


centering”, in reality, they experience some residual deformation; which arises mostly due to the residual 


deformation observed in the material used in these systems. The flag-shaped hysteresis models available in 


Opensees or Ruaumoko cannot simulate the residual deformation properly. Without this feature, the structural 


engineers will not be able to accurately determine the performance of their designed structure.  


 


In the previous study (Haque and Alam, 2015), the authors have presented the PBSC brace hysteresis without 


considering the residual deformation of the SMA tie bars. It was found that without considering SE SMA’s residual 


deformation, the PBSC brace hysteresis would be similar to the SMA flag hysteresis. However, it was found out that 


the PBSC bracing system has a unique hysteresis if residual strain is considered for the SE SMA material. In the 


following section, this is discussed in detail.  


1.1 PBSC Brace 


The piston based self-centering bracing system is a novel invention by Haque and Alam (2014). This system is 


essentially composed of a piston, shaft and SE SMA bars. Nickel titanium based shape memory alloy bars are used 


for transferring axial load from the shaft to the connected structure directly or through the sleeve for tension or 


compression forces, respectively. From the detailed solid model based analysis done in ABAQUS (2014), it was 


found that the brace has a hysteresis response almost similar to the flag shaped hysteresis (Haque and Alam, 2015). 


As mentioned earlier, this hysteresis shape signifies excellent self-centering capability. 


2. SMA BAR BEHAVIOUR 


As the PBSC brace utilizes SMA bars, it is essential to understand the cyclic loading unloading response of these 


bars. DesRoches et al. (2004) has carried out quasi-static and dynamic cyclic load tests on SMA large diameter bars. 


He observed that SMA bars show a good re-centering capacity (Figure 1). The residual strain observed for the test 


specimen was approximately 0.65% where the maximum strain was 6%.  
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Figure 1: Stress–strain plot for 25.4 mm diameter nitinol SMA bar subjected to quasi-static cyclic loading (adapted 


from DesRoches et al. 2004). 


 


From Figure 1, it can be seen that SMA cannot fully re-center. The residual plastic deformation is a function of the 


maximum plastic deformation. The current SMA material model (Auricchio and Sacco (1997)) is not capable of 


capturing this behaviour. In order to solve this issue, a new uniaxial SE SMA material model has been developed. 


This model follows the basic hysteresis rule established by Auricchio and Sacco (1997). In addition to that, it can 


simulate the residual strain accumulation. However, this modified model is only for representing the super elasticity. 


This model cannot be used for the shape memory effect or solid element modeling.  


In the PBSC bracing system the SE SMA bars only gets loaded in tension, therefore an SE SMA material model 


with only tension loading unloading rule is sufficient in simulating the brace behaviour. 
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3. PBSC MODEL SIMPLIFICATION 


In order to model the PBSC bracing system in MATLAB finite element program, several idealization and model 


simplifications were carried out. Below is a systematic description of the process by which the model was 


simplified. 


Coupler/Nut
Front CapSMA tie bars


Piston PlateBrace Shaft Sleeve


 
Figure 2: Longitudinal profile of the PBSC bracing system 


 


It can be seen from Figure 2 that the PBSC bracing system has three major components: the shaft, the sleeve and the 


internal SMA tie bars. The plates are for transferring loads from one of these parts to the other. From this figure, it 


can be understood that the sleeve is acting as a support for the back cap/plate, which transfers load from the SMA 


bars to the support when the brace is under compressive loading. Furthermore, the sleeve cross section is designed to 


be much larger than the ties and the shaft; this ensures very low longitudinal deformation for the sleeve. Therefore, a 


finite element model made without the sleeve should behave almost similarly if the plates are restrained from 


movement.  


Coupler/Nut
Front CapSMA tie bars


Piston PlateBrace Shaft
Sleeve


 
Figure 3: PBSC bracing system without the sleeve 


 


Figure 3 shows the concept of the PBSC brace model without the explicit sleeve model. For MATLAB 


implementation, we further assumed that both the shaft and the SMA bars are bar elements and the plates are the 


nodal points. This simplified model is shown in Figure 4. 


Bar element for the shaft


Support


Node


Bar elements representing the SMA Ties


Gap Support


Cyclic Load


 
Figure 4: Simplified PBSC brace model 


4. SMA MATERIAL MODEL 


In this study, at the first step, a tension only cycle based SE SMA material hysteresis model was developed. Then it 


was incorporated into a MATLAB finite element program specifically developed for the quasi-static analysis of the 


PBSC bracing system developed using the simplified model shown in Figure 4. This section briefly discusses the 


rules of SE SMA material model with residual deformation. 


 


The tension only hysteresis model of the SE SMA hysteresis model is shown in Figure 5. Here σams, σamf, σmas and 


σmaf represent the austenite to martensite starting stress, austenite to martensite finishing stress, martensite to 


austenite starting stress and martensite to austenite finishing stress respectively. Ei, Ep and Ev represent the initial 


plastic and variable modulus of elasticity. εri represents the residual deformations for the corresponding cycles. 
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σamf = Austenite to Martensite Starting Stress


σams = Austenite to Martensite Finishing Stress
σmas = Martensite to Austenite Starting Stress
σmaf = Martensite to Austenite Finishing Stress
εri = Residual deformation of the ith cycle
Ei = Initial Modulus
Ep = Post Yield Modulus
Ev = Variable Modulus


 
Figure 5: SMA uniaxial stress-strain hysteresis model with residual deformation (Tension Cycles Only) 


 


The residual strain is calculated using equation (1). For simplification, a linear relationship has been used between 


the residual and plastic strain. 


 


[1]  Residual strain = (Maximum strain of the cycle-Yield Strain)*Residual Strain Coefficient 


 


Here, the “Maximum strain of the cycle-Yield Strain” is the plastic strain for the current cycle under consideration. 


Furthermore, the Yield Strain is calculated based on the original backbone curve. In this hysteresis model, residual 


strain is only allowed to increase. Therefore, if current cycle has a maximum strain value less than the maximum 


strain of one of the previous cycles, the new residual strain will not be calculated and the previous residual strain 


will be used for the current cycle. Because of this rule, if the material experiences large strain cycles at the 


beginning, the residual strain will be set to a higher value and will not be reduced if the subsequent cycle’s 


maximum deformations are smaller. Furthermore, every subsequent cycle starts from the previous maximum 


residual strain point (εri,0) on the strain axis. 


 


The residual strain coefficient can be set to any value between 0 and 1. However, a value of around 0.1 (10% 


residual strain coefficient) is most practical for NiTinol based SMAs which can be seen from Figure 1. 


 


The SE SMA hysteresis model shown above was coded as a function in MATLAB (2012). This function was called 


from the MATLAB finite element program. A bilinear kinematic material model was used for the steel shaft. A 


quasi-static loading history was provided as input and at every load step both of these material models were called to 


calculate element stiffness matrices from the corresponding material tangent modulus. The global stiffness matrix is 


formed and the global deformation matrix is calculated using the global force matrix. The brace geometry is updated 


and the program retrieves the next loading data from the memory. Due to the use of SMA material model with 


residual deformation, the tie bars are subjected to plastic deformation, which changes their lengths permanently. 


When the load reverses from either tension to compression or vice versa, the elongated lengths are kept in the 


memory for the unloaded tie and the same is loaded for the newly loaded tie. When the new length data is retrieved, 


a sudden length change occurs inside the brace, this generates a displacement data without any force. This results in 


a sliding response in the hysteresis shape. 


5. QUASI-STATIC RESPONSE FROM MATLAB 


Based on the procedure described above, a load controlled quasi-static analysis was carried out on the PBSC bracing 


system. The following section property data was used for this analysis.  Shaft is made of HS219x9.5 section with 4m 


length and ties are 20mm diameter bars with 1m length. The shaft is made of 350MPa steel and the tie bars are made 


of SMA. For the tie bars the following SMA material properties were used: σams = 400MPa, , σamf = 510MPa, , σmas = 


370MPa and σmaf =130MPa. The modulus of elasticity for SMA was set to 62.5 GPa and for steel it was set to 


200GPa. The plateau strain was assumed to be 6% and the residual to plastic deformation ratio was set to 0.1 or 


10%. Using the above mentioned section properties and the loading history data shown in Figure 6(a), a quasi-static 


analysis was carried out. Figure 6(b) shows the global load deformation hysteresis response of the brace. The 


previously mentioned sliding behaviour can be observed near the origin. This is generated due to the 10% residual to 


plastic deformation ratio included in the SMA material model. It can be seen that with residual deformation taken 
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into account the brace shows different behavior compared to the one without residual deformation presented in 


Haque and Alam 2015. 
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Figure 6: (a) Input loading history and (b) Hysteresis response of the PBSC bracing system from MATLAB finite 


element model 


6. HYSTERESIS RULES 


Based on the observed response Figure 6(b), an SMA flag hysteresis rule has been developed for simulating the 


PBSC bracing system. This modified rule of the SMA flag hysteresis with sliding deformation is graphically 


presented below. In this hysteresis model, residual deformation values are calculated every time a deformation cycle 


exceeds the previous maximum deformation in the respective direction. This means that positive and negative 


deformations are independently calculated and they do not affect each other. The residual deformation “dr” is 


calculated using the following equation. 


 


[2]  dr = (Maximum deformation of the cycle-Yield deformation)*Residual deformation Coefficient 


 


Figure 7 depicts the proposed PBSC brace hysteresis model with sliding deformation. Three consecutive cycles have 


been shown here with loading/unloading directions marked with arrows. Here k1, k2 and kv represent the initial, post 


yield and variable unloading stiffness’s. Fff represents the force at which austenite to martensite transformation 


finishes and Fr represents the force where SMA starts transforming from martensite to austenite. dr1, dr2 and dr3 


represent the residual deformation of cycle 1 to cycle 3 respectively. 
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Figure 7: SMA flag-shaped hysteresis model with sliding response. 


 


The hysteresis rule presented in Figure 7 was integrated in S-FRAME software’s nonlinear solver for analyzing 


building frames equipped with PBSC bracing system.  
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7. ANALYSIS MODEL 


A six-storied tall, 4x4 bay steel braced frame was considered in this study. The bay widths are 5m and story heights 


are 3m each. Therefore, the total width of the building in two orthogonal directions is 20m and the total height is 


18m. The braces are only installed on the perimeter frames of the building. In order to design the braces for full 


lateral load arising from the seismic event, all beams were connected to the columns using moment released 


connections. The columns were restrained to the foundation using hinges. However, the columns were modelled as 


continuous members along their heights. The modeling was done in a way that the structure becomes unstable under 


lateral loading if braces are not installed. The braces were modelled using pin ended connections and were installed 


as inverted “V” in the middle two bays. In this configuration, only the braces will resist the lateral load arising from 


the earthquake. The slabs were modeled using 150mm thick concrete shell sections. However, for clarity it is hidden 


from the view in Figure 8. The following loading was applied to the floor slabs (except the roof) in gravity direction. 


Superimposed dead load: 2kN/m2, live load: 2.4kN/m2. On the roof, the dead load was considered as 0.5 kN/m2 and 


snow load was taken as 2.2 kN/m2. Furthermore, another 0.9kN/m2 on the roof was considered for miscellaneous 


storage loads. After the structural modeling, the frame was analyzed under both gravity and seismic loading. The 


seismic zone considered for this analysis is “Vancouver”. The soil class was taken as class “C”.  


 
Figure 8: Three-dimensional model of the building 


 


The peak ground acceleration value for Vancouver is 0.47g. The peak spectral acceleration values for this seismic 


zone is given in Table 1. For this building, both the importance factor and higher mode effect were taken as 1.0. As 


Rd and Ro are unknown for the PBSC braced frames and it can also be seen from Figure 6 that they exhibit very high 


ductility (over 10). For this design exercise, a value of 8.0 was considered for Rd and 1.3 for Ro. Besides, designing 


this braced frame with a low Rd value (4 or below), may not induce nonlinearity in the braces; which will prevent us 


from assessing the self-centering capability of this bracing system. Furthermore, if this building can resist seismic 


load and can self-center after designing with a large Rd value (8.0), then the performance of this novel bracing 


system will be confirmed. 


Table 1: Spectral acceleration values for Vancouver Soil Class “C” 


Sa(T) Sa (0.2) Sa(0.5) Sa(1.0) Sa(2.0) Sa(4.0) 


Acceleration (g) 0.95 0.65 0.34 0.17 0.085 


 


 


After carrying out the analysis and design using CSA S16-2014, it was found out that the required sections for the 


beams and columns are W250x24 and W310x67, respectively. It was also found out that the minimum required size 
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for the brace for the upper three floors is HS127x4.8. For the 2nd and 3rd floor the required brace section is 


HS127x6.4 and finally for the ground floor the required size is HS127x8.0. 


 


As nonlinear dynamic time history analysis of three-dimensional building frames are computationally intensive, a 


two dimensional model was created using the outer perimeter frame. In order to run the analysis only in two 


dimensions, the following restraint condition was applied to the nodes. All the nodes except the foundation were 


restraint in Uy, Rz and Rx degrees of freedom. The foundation nodes were restrained in Ux, Uy and Uz directions 


only. Furthermore, the brace ends were moment released in both local orthogonal planes (My and Mz); the torsion 


was also released in one end. This end release condition prevents bending moment transfer to and from the building 


frame. The previously mentioned gravity loading (Dead, Snow and Storage) and self-weight of the slab was 


calculated and applied to the beams as uniformly distributed load as seismic mass. For dead, and self-weight a 


multiplier of 1.0 was used; whereas, for the snow and storage loads 0.25 and 0.6 were used. The nodal restraint 


conditions and the gravity loading on the beams are shown Figure 9(a) and the uniformly distributed loading 


condition is shown in Figure 9(b). 


 


 
Figure 9: (a) Nodal Restraint Conditions (b) Uniformly distributed gravity loading on the beam for 2D model. 


 


The dashpot shapes shown at the end of the braces represents the zero length link elements. Three different PBSC 


braces were designed for the three different brace sections used in this frame. In order to design the PBSC braces, 


the ultimate design loads that were used to design the brace sections were retrieved from the software. The 


envelopes of all the design load cases were taken and the PBSC brace was designed for it. The amount of required 


SMA needed for each brace was calculated using a spreadsheet specifically developed for this task. The ultimate 


design load was divided using the austenite to martensite starting stress (σams) of SMA to find out the required cross 


sectional area of SMA bars. For this study, the value of σams was taken as 400 N/mm2. The result gave the required 


cross sectional area of the SMA bars. Bar diameters were selected in a way to provide an integer value or as close to 


that as possible. In the next step, a design length of the SMA bars was chosen. The estimated length of the SMA bars 


was taken as 1/6th of the brace length or approximately 1m. Buildings are normally designed for a maximum 


interstory drift of 2%-2.5%. As braces are diagonal members, they typically experience 40-50% of this drift in their 


axial direction; which results in a drift of approximately 1%. As NiTinol based SMAs are capable of recovering 


from 6%-8% strain, we can comfortably make the NiTinol bars of the PBSC brace 1/6th to 1/8th of the total brace 


length. This will also result in material and cost savings. The above-mentioned parameters were provided as input to 


the MATLAB quasi-static analyzer developed for the PBSC brace and hysteresis were generated. The hysteresis 


results were used to find out the initial and post yield stiffness as well as the SMA unloading stiffness. These values 


were provided as input in the S-FRAME software link hysteresis input window. This process was repeated three 


times for the three brace sections and three links were generated. Finally, these links were assigned to the 


appropriate brace ends. Figure 10 shows the link input parameters used for the HS127x8 brace section. 
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Figure 10: Sample input data for PBSC link hysteresis 


8. RESULTS 


The above-mentioned frame was analyzed using ten historically significant earthquake records. These records are as 


follows: Imperial Valley, ChiChi, Corralitos, Emeryville, Trinidad, Kobe, Kocaeli, Loma Prieta, Northridge, 


Sakaria. These records were matched with Vancouver soil class “C” response spectrum before the analysis. The 


spectrum matching was done using the SeismoMatch (2015) software, which utilizes the wavelets algorithm 


developed by Abrahamson (1992), and Hancock et al. (2006).The scaled spectral acceleration vs time period (Sa-T) 


plot of the matched records are shown in Figure 11. 
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Figure 11: Matched response spectra of the ten earthquake records 


 


After the spectrum matching, these ten earthquake records were used to run the nonlinear dynamic time history 


analysis on the braced frame. From these analyses results, the following parameters were chosen for investigation: 


Maximum roof drift %, Residual roof drift %, Maximum interstory drift % and residual interstory drift %. Figure 12 


shows the comparison between maximum roof drift % and residual roof drift % for the ten earthquake records. 
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Figure 12: Maximum and Residual Roof Drift Percentage 
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It can be seen that the maximum roof drift % was 0.49%, which is well below the code specified limit. Furthermore, 


the maximum “residual roof drift %” was found to be 0.032% for the Kocaeli earthquake record. This value is also 


extremely low compared to traditional steel buildings. For the 18m tall building frame, this equates to a value of 


5.76mm. This low residual roof drift ratio can be attributed to the performance of the self-centering bracing system. 


 


Figure 13(a) and (b) compares the maximum and residual interstory drift ratios for the ten earthquake records. It can 


be seen that the maximum interstory drift ratios for all ten-earthquake records are very close to one another except 


the ChiChi record. It can be seen that the maximum interstory drift ratios were observed mostly in the 3m and 12m 


level, which are 1st and 4th floor of the building respectively.  
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Figure 13: (a) Maximum Interstory Drift Percentage (b) Residual Interstory Drift Percentage 


 


The maximum value is 0.78%, which is around 1/3rd of the code specified limit. Furthermore, the average value was 


found to be around 0.5% only. On the other hand, the residual interstory drift values were found to vary more 


significantly between the earthquake records. The range is from 0 to 0.04%, which is a much wider band compared 


to the maximum interstory drift ratios. Here the maximum values are mostly observed at 3m and 12m level (1st and 


4th floor). The average was found to be around .015%. 


 


Figure 14 shows the brace hysteresis for ChiChi earthquake record. Six figures from (a) to (e) represents brace 


hysteresis from first to sixth floor. It can be observed that the nonlinearity is highest in the first floor and it gradually 


becomes linear at the sixth floor. 
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9. CONCLUSION 


A tension only uniaxial superelastic SMA material model has been developed with residual deformation and it was 


used in a MATLAB finite element program to generate the hysteresis of the PBSC bracing system. The resultant 


brace hysteresis was found to exhibit sliding behaviour. The brace hysteresis rules were analyzed, an algorithm was 


developed, and finally it was integrated in the S-FRAME structural analysis and design software’s link element. 


This finite element program was used to run dynamic time history analysis on a braced frame using ten earthquake 


records matched with Vancouver soil class “C” response spectrum. From the displacement response of the frame it 


was found out that although the maximum interstory drift ratio reached almost 0.78%, the residual interstory drift 


was below 0.04%, which is insignificant for a building frame. Furthermore, similar behaviour was observed for 


maximum roof drift and residual roof drift ratio. Therefore, it can be concluded that the PBSC bracing system is 


excellent in reducing residual deformation in buildings. Therefore, a structure equipped with this bracing system will 


be able to self-center after the earthquake is over.  
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ABSTRACT  


Many turtle species are considered species at risk in Ontario and Canada.  Legislation and policy protects 


individuals, habitats and nests.  Turtles nest in areas with sand and gravel and other loose substrates, with suitable 


sunlight and good drainage, including roadsides, and other disturbed areas.  The presence of nests may pose 


constraints to construction and operation of roads and other engineering projects in Ontario.  


 


Throughout Ontario, turtles have been observed to nest in the embankments and gravel shoulders of roadways 


located near wetlands. The ease of access to these nests enables the use of non-destructive technologies, such as 


Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR), that are capable of locating these nests. During a GPR survey, the radar scans 


cross subsurface features such as pipes, walls, rocks or void spaces which generate hyperbolic reflections. The turtle 


nests are essentially void spaces in the gravel shoulder and can be detected using GPR because of the change in the 


reflected radar signal velocity. Once the data has been collected, it is imported into a data reduction software which 


digitizes the radar reflections and can also be linked to GPS coordinates. The depth and location of the nests can 


then be exported into an Excel spreadsheet. 


 


In this paper, we will draw on recent project experiences in Ontario to: describe the process for identifying suitable 


nesting habitat and finding nests; and regulatory approval requirements, including avoidance, mitigation, and 


compensation requirements. The paper also provides suggestions for improvements in ground-truthing the collected 


data in order to refine data processing and identification techniques. 


 


Keywords: - turtles, GPR, non-destructive testing, SAR 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Many turtle species are considered species at risk in Ontario and Canada.  Legislation and policy protects 


individuals, habitats and nests.  Turtles nest in areas with sand and gravel and other loose substrates, with suitable 


sunlight and good drainage, including roadsides, and other disturbed areas.  The presence of nests may pose 


constraints to construction and operation of roads and other engineering projects in Ontario.  


 


Throughout Ontario, turtles have been observed to nest in the embankments and gravel shoulders of roadways 


located near wetlands. The ease of access to these nests enables the use of non-destructive technologies, such as 


ground penetrating radar (GPR), that are capable of locating these nests relatively quickly. GPR is typically used for 


archaeological surveys or subsurface utility surveys, however the same principles can be applied to detecting turtle 


nests buried below the surface of a gravel shoulder adjacent to a roadway. During a GPR survey, the radar scans 


cross subsurface features such as pipes, walls, rocks or void spaces which generate hyperbolic reflections. The turtle 


nests are essentially void spaces in the gravel shoulder and can be detected using GPR because of the change in the 
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reflected radar signal velocity. Once the data has been collected, it is imported into a data reduction software which 


digitizes the radar reflections and can also be linked to GPS coordinates. The depth and location of the nests can 


then be exported into an Excel spreadsheet. 


 


The next section of this paper will provide some background regarding turtle nesting habits, legislation in Ontario, 


and typical mitigation measures. 


2. BACKGROUND 


2.1 Status of Turtles in Ontario 


There are ten distinct taxa of turtles that are native in Ontario, including nine distinct species and two subspecies.  


Eight of the nine species are listed as Species at Risk (SAR) in Canada and Ontario, and are considered rare in 


Ontario.  The turtle species are presented in Table 1 below. 


 


The Committee on the Status of Species at Risk in Canada (COSEWIC) identified declining populations and/or 


susceptibility to population decline as a threat to all turtle SAR except for Eastern Box Turtle, which is no longer 


present in Ontario (COSEWIC 2016).  Although factors leading to population decline are species specific, some 


factors listed by COSEWIC are common to many of Ontario’s turtle species, including: habitat loss and 


fragmentation, population isolation, habitat degradation, late age of reproductive maturity, low reproductive output, 


low fecundity (reproductive rate), and road mortality.  Low reproductive output and low fecundity highlight the 


importance of nesting success to the sustainability of turtle populations in Ontario. 


 


Turtles lay their eggs in spring and summer months and may return to the same areas for nesting each year.  Turtles 


nest in areas with sand, gravel and other loose substrates, including roadsides and other disturbed areas.  Suitable 


exposure to sunlight and good drainage are essential to nesting success, and turtles may show a preference for sites 


that are close to overwintering habitat such as ponds, marshes, or other wetlands and waterbodies.  The most 


productive nesting sites are located away from roads, because mortality from vehicle collision and wildlife predation 


is reduced (OMNR 2000). 


2.2 Legal Protection in Ontario 


Legal protection for SAR in Canada and Ontario is provided by the federal Species at Risk Act, 2002 (SARA) and 


provincial Endangered Species Act, 2007 (ESA) respectively.  The SARA was created to prevent wildlife species 


from becoming extirpated (i.e., extinct in Canada), and includes prohibitions against killing, harming, harassing, 


capturing or taking species at risk or destroying their critical habitats.  SARA provides protection to turtles listed in 


Schedule 1, and their critical habitat, when they are located on federal lands.   


 


The ESA was created to protect SAR and their habitats in Ontario.   Species listed as threatened, endangered or 


extirpated by the Species at Risk in Ontario (SARO) list automatically receive legal protection from harm or 


harassment and general habitat protection under the ESA, including protection of nesting sites.  The ESA applies to 


public and private lands, and can impose restrictions on development and construction projects in Ontario.  Seven of 


Ontario’s turtles are protected by the SARA, and six are protected by the ESA. The turtle species details are 


presented below in Table 1. 


 


Nest sites of turtle species that are not protected under the ESA or SARA may be considered Significant Wildlife 


Habitat (SWH) in Ontario.  SWH is protected in Ontario by the Provincial Policy Statement, 2014 (PPS) issued 


under the provincial Planning Act, 1990 (PA).  The PPS protects SWH from development and site alteration that is 


subject to municipal planning decisions.  For development and other construction scenarios where the PPS does not 


apply, identification of SWH can be used as a tool to identify relative significance of natural heritage features.  


Nesting areas on road shoulders and embankments are generally not considered SWH (MNRF 2015) due to the high 


risk of adult and hatchling mortality. 
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Table 1: Status of Ontario’s Native Turtles 


Species 


Number 


Common 


Name 


Scientific Name S-rank COSSARO COSEWIC Protected 


by the 


ESA 


Protected by 


the SARA 


(Schedule 1) 


1 
Eastern Spiny 


Softshell 


Apalone spinifera 


spinifera 
S3 THR THR Yes Yes 


2 
Snapping 


Turtle 


Chelydra 


serpentina 
S3 SC SC No Yes 


3 
Western 


Painted Turtle 


Chrysemys picta 


bellii 
S4 - NAR No No 


4 
Midland 


Painted Turtle 


Chrysemys picta 


marginata 
S5 - - No No 


5 Spotted Turtle Clemmys guttata S3 END END Yes Yes 


6 
Blanding's 


Turtle 


Emydoidea 


blandingi 
S3 THR THR Yes Yes 


7 Wood Turtle 
Glyptemys 


insculpta 
S2 END THR Yes Yes 


8 
Northern Map 


Turtle 


Graptemys 


geographica 
S3 SC SC No Yes 


9 
Eastern Musk 


Turtle 


Sternotherus 


odoratus 
S3 THR THR Yes Yes 


10 
Eastern Box 


Turtle 


Terrapene 


carolina 
SU EXT EXT Yes No 


S-rank: Provincial (Ontario) rank  
S2: Imperilled— Imperilled in Ontario, very few populations (often 20 or fewer) 


S3: Vulnerable— Vulnerable in Ontario, relatively few populations (often 80 or fewer) 


S4: Common – Common in Ontario. 
S5: Secure— Common, widespread, and abundant in Ontario  


SU: Status Unrankable due to lack of information 


COSSARO: Committee on the Status of Species at Risk in Ontario 
COSEWIC: Committee on the Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada 


SC: Special Concern 


THR: Threatened 
END: Endangered 


EXT: Extirpated 


NAR: Not at risk 
 


 


Turtle nesting sites are difficult to find in the field (OMNR 2000).  The Significant Wildlife Habitat Technical Guide 


(OMNR 2000) and Criteria Schedules (MNRF 2015) describe an approach that includes desktop screening to 


identify potentially suitable nesting sites, field documentation of soil substrates and vegetation cover, and visual 


scans to document the presence of nesting turtles or turtle nests.  This approach may result in poor detection of 


nesting sites or individual nests because eggs are buried and covered by mineral soil and may not be visually distinct 


from the surrounding area.    


 


2.3 Typical Mitigation Measures  


Construction or other work can reduce the risk of disturbing turtles and their nests by avoiding the peak active 


season (i.e., when turtles are not hibernating), which generally corresponds with spring, summer and fall; however, 


avoidance of the peak active season may not be feasible for many construction projects.  If construction proceeds 


during the peak active season, sediment or other barrier fencing can be used to inhibit the movement of turtles into 


working areas.  To exclude nesting females and nests, barrier fencing can be installed outside the turtle nesting 


season, which generally corresponds with spring and summer.   If work must be initiated during the turtle nesting 


season, a qualified biologist can visually inspect the site for turtles and/or nests and direct installation of turtle 


exclusion fencing to avoid interference while maintaining access to wetlands for hatchling turtles.  If it is not 


possible to isolate a nest from the work area, it may be necessary to delay work until it is determined that the nest no 


longer includes viable eggs (i.e., hatchlings have emerged or eggs were predated), particularly if the nests are 


protected by the ESA.   
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Turtle exclusion fencing should meet minimum acceptable standards based on the best available information, 


including the Best Practices Technical Note – Reptile and Amphibian Exclusion Fencing (OMNR 2013).  This 


approach has been successfully implemented by Stantec on multiple projects, including the Rehabilitation of 


Highway 24 from Blue Lake Road to Glen Morris Road in the County of Brant as well as the Rehabilitation of 


Culverts in Southwestern Ontario, Contract 2 (GWP 3040-11-00 and 3032-14-00).  


 


During the Detail Design studies for both of these projects, turtle habitat was identified adjacent to the locations 


where culvert improvements where required. As a result, exclusionary fencing will be installed, tapering outwards to 


prevent turtles and other reptile species from entering the specific work areas.  


 


In the case of the Highway 24 project, barrier fencing will also be provided along the corridor to address high 


instances of turtle road mortality by restricting access to the road and shoulders, where nesting activities could 


occur. In both cases, construction workers will be trained to search for and identify turtles, and implement 


appropriate avoidance strategies.  


 


Compensation and overall net benefit plans may also be required as a regulatory requirement, particularly as a 


condition of authorization under the ESA.  A case study in southern Ontario highlights turtle habitat enhancement 


strategies that exceeded typical mitigation requirements, including consideration of the following: design of multiple 


turtle passages across a provincial highway, installation of permanent barrier fencing to redirect turtles away from 


the highway, creation of turtle nesting habitat in a remote location from the highway; removal of suitable turtle 


nesting substrate along the highway shoulder, and monitoring to measure the effectiveness and use of crossing 


structures and other enhancements by turtles.  


 


The Detail Design study for the rehabilitation of Highway 24 from Blue Lake Road to Glen Morris Road 


encompassed an area well known within the scientific community as containing significant turtle nesting and 


migration activities. High instances of turtle road mortality were historically documented, prompting the project 


team to consider both temporary mitigation measures to address construction related impacts as well as permanent 


measures to address these issues.   


 


The project team conducted a literature review, including case studies to identify appropriate culvert conditions to 


determine type and size that would be most likely to be used by turtle species as crossings and appropriate fencing 


that would be durable, cost effective and function as intended to exclude turtle and other reptile species.  


 


Specifically, the following permanent mitigation measures were developed as a proactive approach by MTO:  


 


1. Installation of larger culverts where replacement of existing culverts was identified as required. This included 


providing concrete box culverts 2.4 m wide and 1.8 m high to provide suitable conditions for wildlife crossing 


under Highway 24. These culvert locations were ranked in order of priority based on proximity to high turtle 


mortality locations, proximity to SAR records, connectivity to wetlands and other natural areas, distance to 


nearest suitable turtle wintering area, proximity to other priority crossing structures and opportunities to install 


funnel fencing without limitations (i.e., driveways). 


 


2. The installation of permanent chain link fencing to produce a funneling effect towards the proposed upsized 


crossing culverts. Portions of the chain link fence will also serve as barrier fencing to restrict wildlife access to 


Highway 24 and prevent nesting in the shoulders. The chain link fence was also intended to serve as exclusion 


fencing during the construction phase, as recommended, where feasible. Fine mesh or solid geotextile material 


should be installed at the base of the fence to prevent the passage of turtle hatchlings and amphibians in areas of 


concentration. 


 


3. A location of alternative turtle nesting habitat was proposed to be created away from the highway and behind 


the permanent barrier fencing on the east side of the highway. 


 


A meeting with the Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry was undertaken to obtain input regarding the above 


measures. At this meeting MNRF confirmed support of the proposed measures and that due to MTO’s proactive 


approach; a permit under the Endangered Species Act would not be required for the project. Subsequently, the 
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identified measures were incorporated into the contract documents to be implemented when construction is 


scheduled. 


3. USE OF ALTERNATIVE TECHNOLOGIES TO LOCATE TURTLE NESTS 


Over the past few decades there has been considerable advancement in technology which has allowed computers 


and electronics in general to become more portable and to be able to store more data than ever before. GPR is most 


synonymous with archaeological investigations, however it has become more prevalent in civil engineering 


applications as the technology has been developed for specific applications including the location of buried utilities 


and infrastructure, structural concrete assessments (bridge decks, piers, slabs and columns), as well as roadway 


surveys (pavement layer profiles, sinkholes/voids and frost tapers).  


 


As discussed above, turtle nesting sites are difficult to identify in the field using conventional practices, which 


involve using a qualified biologist to perform a visual survey and inspect the potential nesting sites. The turtle nests 


themselves are generally flask-shaped, with the narrowest part at the top and the eggs down below in a wider 


chamber. The nests are buried below the surface at an unknown depth and are surrounded by gravel, sand and silt 


materials. The opening at the top of the nest is smaller in diameter than the width of a work boot.  


 


GPR is non-destructive and is based on the reflection/transmission of microwave electromagnetic (EM) energy 


which responds to different materials governed by two physical properties of the material, electrical conductivity 


and dielectric constant. For reflections to occur at different material interfaces, there must be a contrast in dielectric 


value (reflection produced at a boundary where the dielectric changes). The turtle nests introduce a different material 


type and therefore would have a different dielectric value than the material surrounding it which should be visible in 


a GPR scan.   


 


The following section will provide some background information on GPR technology. 


3.1 GPR Technology – How Does It Work? 


A GPR system typically consists of an antenna which contains both a transmitter and a receiver. The antenna emits 


pulses of microwave EM energy at a specific frequency range (typically between 200 MHz to 2,000 MHz) which is 


dependent on the type of antenna used. During emission of the EM pulses, the antenna receives reflections of the 


signal when there is an abrupt change in material dielectric permittivity below the surface (Conyers 2013). 


Essentially, some of the emitted energy pulses are reflected back to the antenna at subsurface features which could 


include pipes, rocks, void spaces, and soil strata. The travel time of the pulses emitted from the antenna are recorded 


by the GPR equipment which can then be imported into software which digitizes the reflections and allows the user 


to determine the depth of the reflection (ie. material interface). The general principle of GPR data collection is 


illustrated below in Figure 1 using an example from a typical roadway application. 
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Figure 1: Principle of GPR Data Collection 


 


The quality of the digitized reflections, or resolution, as well as the depth of signal penetration below the surface 


depend on the frequency of the emitted pulses which are attributed to certain models of antennae. Antennae which 


operate at lower frequencies (200 MHz to 400 MHz) are able to penetrate deeper into the subsurface (4 m to 9 m), 


however the resolution of the digitized reflections are much lower than the antennae operating between 1,000 and 


2,000 MHz due to the higher amplitude of the emitted waves. The differences in the signal amplitude of various 


antennae are illustrated in Figure 2 below. 


 


 
 


Figure 2: Relationship of GPR Antennae Frequency 
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A digital photograph of the cart-mounted GPR equipment is provided below in Figure 3. The pictured system is 


composed of a Geophysical Survey Systems Inc. (GSSI) 400 MHz ground-coupled antenna and a Trimble GPS 


system. 


 


 
Figure 3: GSSI Cart-mounted GPR System – 400 MHz Antenna 


4. APPLICATION OF GPR TECHNOLOGY FOR LOCATING BURIED TURTLE NESTS 


This section of the paper will describe the methodology and the steps taken to develop and implement a field 


program for GPR surveys to detect buried turtle nests in the gravel shoulders of a rural road in Ontario.  


4.1 Development of Field Program 


Several turtle nesting sites were identified in 2014 on a stretch of roadway in Ontario. Since turtles are known to 


return to the general location of the nesting site each year, the agency responsible for the roadway wanted to try an 


alternative to the conventional practice of using a biologist to perform a visual survey.  


 


The field investigation program was developed around known nesting sites and would include performing GPR 


surveys for a distance of 1 km upstream and downstream of the site in an attempt to determine the limits of the 


nesting areas. The antenna selected for the survey was a 400 MHz ground-coupled antenna which has an effective 


penetration depth of 4 m below the surface. This antenna was chosen for its portability and maneuverability as it is 


cart-mounted (similar in size and function to a baby stroller) with three wheels and can be operated by a single 


technician.  


 


Prior to the field investigation, it was uncertain if the GPR scan would be able to detect an object as small as a turtle 


nest. As mentioned above, the opening at the top of the nest is typically smaller than the width of a work boot (~10 


cm), therefore the investigation program required careful consideration. The effective width of the GPR scan using 


the 400 MHz is roughly equivalent to the physical width of the antenna itself (approximately 30 cm). However, the 


effective scan width will shrink with increasing depth. Since the width of the existing shoulder at the project site was 


approximately 1.0 m in width, it was decided to use an offset of approximately 0.3 m from successive longitudinal 


scans. Each nesting site would require a total of three passes, with 1 km for each pass, and a total of 6 km of data 


collection. The general layout of the GPR scan runs are illustrated in Figure 4 below. 
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Figure 4: GPR Scan Layout 


 


Another concern during the planning stages of the project was whether the turtle nests could be distinguished from 


other subsurface anomalies, voids, etc. Consequently, data was obtained from a previous investigation performed by 


a qualified biologist in July of 2015. The known location was located at the beginning of our investigation by field 


technicians using a handheld GPS system and subsequently surveyed with multiple passes of the GPR. This data 


would be used during post-processing to ground-truth and calibrate all of the GPR data collected at each nesting site. 


 


Lastly, the fieldwork involving all GPR surveys would need to be completed between mid-July and mid-August as 


this timeline would not interfere with the turtles’ preparation of the nests and laying of the eggs as well as not 


affecting the emergence of the hatchlings in late summer. 


4.2 GPR Survey Results 


GPR testing was completed using a GPR system manufactured by GSSI. It consisted of a SIR-4000 data acquisition 


system, a model 50400S 400-MHz ground coupled antenna, and a wheel-mounted distance measuring instrument 


(DMI). The unit was also paired with a Trimble Global Positioning System (GPS) system that simultaneously 


collected GPS data during the GPR scans. All of the turtle nests identified during post-processing of the data could 


be exported with GPS coordinates to facilitate ease of location and would help identify the limits of the nesting site. 


 


To collect GPR data at the required depth, the antenna was set to collect at 40 nanoseconds, or up to a depth of 


approximately 1.5 m below ground surface.  The transmission rate for the GPR data collection was set to 100 kHz. 


Data was collected at a scan rate of 50 scans per meter.  


 


A number of ground-truth scans were completed at the confirmed turtle nesting location to provide a base line 


sample to calibrate the data collected at each nest site. A screen capture of the calibration run showing the confirmed 


nesting location is presented below in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5: Confirmed Turtle Nest Ground Truth Scan 


 


The buried nest is illustrated in Figure 5 above and is characterized by the hyperbola outlined by the red box in the 


GPR scan. Hyperbolas typically indicate the presence of a void space below the surface. In this case, the turtle nest 


was determined to be buried approximately 10 cm below the surface. Another nesting location identified during 


post-processing of the collected data is shown in Figure 6 below. 


 


 
Figure 6: Buried Turtle Nest Above Culvert 


 


The turtle nest illustrated in Figure 6 was identified directly above a Corrugated Steel Pipe (CSP), highlighted by the 


yellow box, that runs underneath the roadway. The energy pulses emitted by the GPR antenna cannot pass through 


metal, and thus all of the energy is reflected back to the antenna. The strong hyperbolic reflection and lack of visible 


data below the peak of the hyperbola is indicative of a large metal object beneath the surface. Culverts require 
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regular maintenance and depending on their condition, rehabilitation. Depending on the treatment applied at the 


culvert location, mitigation measures would be required so as not to disturb the nest. 


 


After completing all of the data processing, hundreds of potential turtle nests were identified at each nesting site. 


The nests were observed to be buried at varying depths ranging from 25 mm to over 300 mm below the surface of 


the roadway. The locations of the potential turtle nests were exported into an Excel spreadsheet file complete with 


GPS coordinates, GPR pass number and offset as well as the depth to the top of the nesting chamber. The data was 


also exported into a Keyhole Markup Language (KML) file which is used to display geographic data in software 


such as Google Earth of Google Maps. The ability to store the data in a KML file is valuable as the data can be 


accessed using free software that is easily accessible and facilitates sharing the information among all stakeholders. 


4.3 Future Improvements 


This paper has shown that locating turtle nests is possible using GPR technology, however a number of 


improvements are still needed for this technology to be a universally accepted alternative to conventional 


procedures. While GPR may never completely replace a conventional visual survey in the near future, it has been 


shown that it can be used to reduce the scope of a visual survey and identify specific locations to focus the 


investigation. One major issue identified during the case-study of this project which requires further research and 


examination is; how can we be certain that the identified nest locations are active and the eggs are still present and 


have not been affected by predation? More ground-truth information is required to discern an old or predated nest 


and an active one. This ground-truth data can be used to fine-tune the data processing techniques used to recognize 


active nests.  
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ABSTRACT  


Permanent deformations in a steel moment resisting frame can be eliminated by using post-tensioned (PT) elements. 


This paper presents the development of three-dimensional finite element models of PT steel beam-column 


connection subassemblies. Knowing that there is limited experimental data in the literature on PT steel connections 


with top-and-seat angles, reliable finite element models can be used to investigate the load carrying behaviour of PT 


steel connections as well as producing more data for these new connections. In this paper, finite element modelling, 


meshing, and analysis are performed in the commercial software, ANSYS. The analysis includes geometric and 


material nonlinearities, pre-loaded bolts and strands, gap opening and closing behaviour, in addition to contact and 


sliding phenomena. The results of finite element simulations are verified against previous test results on five interior 


PT steel beam-column connections with top-and-seat angles. In addition, parametric studies are conducted to 


investigate the effects of three factors on the cyclic response of PT steel connections. These factors include the yield 


strength and strain hardening of steel angles, the amount of initial post-tension force in PT strands, and the use of 


beam flange reinforcing plates.  


 


Keywords: Steel Connections, Beam-Column Connections, Post-Tensioned, Self-Centering Steel Frames, Cyclic 


Loading, ANSYS simulation.  


1. INTRODUCTION 


Since the 1994 Northridge earthquake, several efforts have been made to improve the seismic design and resistance 


of steel buildings. Nonetheless, permanent damage may still occur in steel framed buildings under moderate and 


strong excitations; this permanent structural damage is expected because the design of these steel buildings is based 


on the ductility of steel material. To eliminate permanent deformations in steel buildings, various new techniques 


have been proposed and investigated by researchers. Several studies have examined the applications of smart 


materials, such as Shape Memory Alloys (SMAs) in civil engineering structures (Menna et al. 2015); SMA-based 


bracing systems (e.g., Moradi et al. 2014), beam-column connections (e.g., Moradi & Alam 2015), as well as 


isolation and retrofitting devices (e.g., Ozbulut et al., 2011) are a few examples of such applications. However, the 


practical applications of SMAs are currently hindered by several factors, including cost, manufacturing, material 


training, and lack of reliable joining techniques.  


 


Another alternative is to allocate pre-specified elements in a building so that damage is confined to easily 


repairable/replaceable components. Thus, the main structural elements remain elastic and consequently, residual 


deformations can be eliminated after replacing the damaged elements. Many researchers have studied self-centering 


systems (Hajjar et al. 2013) for building applications. Among these systems, the application of post-tensioned (PT) 


strands or bars in buildings and bridges have attracted much interest in recent years. Ricles et al. (2001) was the first 


study that extended the use of PT elements to steel moment connections. In a PT steel frame, beams are pre-


compressed to columns using PT steel bars or strands, which run parallel to beams and pass through column flanges. 


The main purpose of using the PT elements anchored at exterior columns is to provide self-cantering in the building. 


The flag-shape response of a PT beam-column connection, is governed by gap-opening and closing behaviour at the 
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connection interface. In frames with PT connections, supplemental energy dissipation is provided through yielding 


or friction devices. PT connections with steel angles (Ricles et al. 2002; Garlock et al. 2005), friction devices 


(Wolski et al. 2009; Rojas et al. 2005), buckling-restrained bars (Christopoulos et al. 2002),  and web hourglass-


shaped pins (Vasdravellis et al. 2013b) are among many other studies on PT steel connections and frames. A recent 


overview of PT steel connections is available in Moradi & Alam (2016).    


 


The self-centering response is achieved in a PT steel frame as long as brittle failure and damage states, such as beam 


local buckling and PT strand fracture are prevented through a comprehensive design (Garlock et al. 2007; Kim & 


Christopoulos 2009b). In the absence of adequate experimental studies, finite element analyses can be used to 


investigate the complex behaviour of these connections (Kim & Christopoulos 2009a; Moradi et al. 2015; 


Vasdravellis et al. 2013a). In this paper, three-dimensional finite element modeling of large-scale PT steel beam-


column connection subassemblies with bolted angles is described. A detailed study is presented describing the 


options that were found useful in avoiding convergence problems in the nonlinear finite element modeling of PT 


connections. The modeling techniques can be also useful for simulation of other types of steel connections.  


2. DETAILS OF PT BEAM-COLUMN CONNECTION SPECIMENS 


The experiment on interior PT connections performed by Ricles et al. (2002) was used as a basis for verifying the 


accuracy of the finite element simulations. Figure 1 shows a schematic view of these connections with PT strands 


and top-and-seat angles. The connections have W24×62 wide flange beams and a W14×311 wide flange column. 


Other components in the tested connection specimens are angles, bolts, bearing plates, PT strands, shim plates and 


beam flange reinforcing plates. From the connections tested in Ricles et al. (2002), five specimens were modeled in 


ANSYS (Release 15, 2013). Table 1 summarizes the angle sizes and gage-length to-thickness (g/t) ratios for the 


steel angles in each specimen. The gage length, g, is the distance between the fillet of the angle leg (attached to the 


column) and the edge of the bearing plate. The connections have four high-strength post-tensioning strands on each 


side of the beam running parallel to the beam. Table 1 also lists the ratio between the initial post-tensioning force in 


a PT strand, Ti, and its ultimate tensile strength (Tu = 261 kN).     


 


 
Figure 1: Schematic of a PT connection modeled in this study (adapted from Ricles et al. 2002; Moradi & Alam 


2016) 


Table 1: PT connections modeled as per the experiment in Ricles et al. (2002). 


PT connection Angle size t (mm) g/t Ti/Tu 


PC1 L152×152×7.9 7.9 9.0 0.36 


PC2 L152×152×7.9 7.9 4.0 0.37 


PC3 L203×203×15.9 15.9 7.2 0.34 


PC4 L203×203×15.9 15.9 4.0 0.34 


PC5 L203×203×25.4 25.4 4.0 0.34 
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3. FINITE ELEMENT MODELS 


All the simulations in this study were performed using the Mechanical APDL tools in the finite element Software, 


ANSYS. Figure 2 shows the three-dimensional solid model for PT Connection specimen PC4. Since dealing with a 


large model is expensive in terms of computational time and resources, a few assumptions were made to alleviate 


this matter. Considering a symmetry condition, half of the beam-column connection was modeled. In addition, 


welding was not explicitly modeled. The welded components were modeled by constraining all degrees-of-freedom 


for appropriate volumes (for example, the beam flange and the beam reinforcing plate). The main challenge in such 


finite element simulations is to overcome convergence difficulties, especially when the finite element analysis 


involves a nonlinear problem with sliding and contact behaviour. In the next sections, we discuss the techniques that 


were found helpful in avoiding divergence in the finite element analysis.  


 


 
 


 


Figure 2: Specimen PC4: volume and meshing details  


 


To improve the accuracy of the simulation, solid models were developed for all the components (including the 


bolts). By modeling 75% of the area corresponding to the nominal bolt diameter, the reduction of the cross-sectional 


area of the bolt shank, due to the threads, was included in the models (Kulak 2005). The generation and analysis of 


the finite element models involve defining material properties, meshing, assigning boundary conditions, loading and 


analysis. These tasks are demonstrated in the following sections. 


3.1 Material properties 


A bilinear elasto-plastic behaviour was assigned for the material property of steel in all the components, except for 


the bolts (see Figure 3). For the modeling of high strength bolts, the trilinear relationship in Figure 3(b) was defined. 


The strain hardening (α) was assumed to be 0.05, and 0.02 for steel in PT strands and angles, respectively, while the 


strain hardening for other components was taken as 0.01. The modulus of elasticity, E and Poisson ratio for steel 


material were assumed to be 200 GPa and 0.3, respectively. Material yielding was set to be predicted using von 


Mises yield criterion, as well as the Kinematic strain hardening and the associated flow rule for material post-yield 


behaviour; the Bauschinger effect is therefore considered in material models. Further details for the material 


properties can be found in the reference experimental study by Ricles et al. (2002).   


3.2 Meshing 


The created models were meshed using three-dimensional, 8-node homogeneous solid elements (SOLID185) from 


the element library available in ANSYS. A mapped mesh with a typical regular pattern was generated for the 


models. Meshing details for the model of specimen PC4 are shown in Figure 2. Adequately dense meshes should be 


created in the regions that the behaviour of material and/or components is of interest (such as the connection 


interface and plastic hinge regions). Fine meshes were also generated for the top-and-seat angles, which are 


expected to undergo extensive yielding. The convergence of a finite element analysis can be improved by producing 


consistent and sufficiently dense meshes over contact surfaces. However, finite element analysis of models with 


finer meshes (greater number of elements) is computationally more demanding. The finite element model for PC4, 


for instance, consists of 4,212 key points, 10,300 lines, 8,236 areas, 2,150 volumes, 70,022 nodes, and 50,840 


elements. To reduce computational time, half of a PT connection was modeled (see Figure 2). 
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(a)                                                        (b)  


Figure 3: Material properties assumed for: (a) steel and (b) the bolts [adapted from Moradi & Alam (2016)] 


3.3 Contact  


The interaction between structural components that are in contact may have significant effects on the accuracy of a 


nonlinear finite element analysis. Here, we used three-dimensional 4-node surface-to-surface contact elements 


(CONTA173) to model the contact and frictional sliding of the components. By defining contact elements, a 


deformable surface is created on the solid model; the contact elements are then paired with defined target elements 


(TARGE170). A contact between two surfaces is initiated when a contact element penetrates into one of the target 


elements. For all the contact elements, coefficient of friction was set to 0.4. Contact elements were defined between 


the following structural components: (a) angle leg and the shim plate (or the column in model PC1, which does not 


have any shim plate); (b) angle leg and the beam flange; (c) beam web/flanges and the shim plate (or the column in 


model PC1); (d) PT bars and holes in the column flanges. In ANSYS, different key options are available to control 


element properties, formulations, and outputs. The following key options in ANSYS were used to control element 


properties, formulations, and outputs for the contact elements:  


 


1. The location of contact detection point was chosen to be on Gauss point. This option generally provides more 


accurate results. 


2. Penalty function was chosen for the contact algorithm.  


3. In the analysis, both the initial geometrical penetration (gap) and offset were excluded. 


4. The solving program was allowed in the analysis to automatically update contact stiffness values in each 


iteration (based on current mean stress of underlying elements). 


 


Additionally, two other settings were used in case of convergence difficulties, which were particularly due to the 


contact between the PT bars and holes on the column flanges. One technique was to assign a lower value than 1 (the 


default) for normal penalty stiffness factor (FKN) for the contact element. Making a refinement to the allowable 


stiffness range using the key options for the contact element was the other way to overcome the convergence 


difficulties associated with the contact phenomena. 


3.4 Boundary conditions and loading 


Since half of a PT connection was modeled, symmetry conditions (zero out-of-plane displacement) were established 


for the vertical plane. Pin support conditions were also created for the column base by restraining the vertical and 


horizontal displacement of the nodes on the centerline. As per the test in Ricles et al. (2002), roller supports were 


established for the beams. 


 


The horizontal loading was applied to the column flange (nodes at a distance of 3,658 mm from the bottom). 


According to the experimental test (Ricles et al. 2002), the loading involves cyclic story drifts with amplitudes of 


0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.7, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, and 3%. Story drift here is defined as the displacement applied on the 


column flange divided by 3,658 mm. Specimens PC3 and PC4 were loaded up to 3.5% story drifts. In the finite 


element analysis, the loading was therefore applied as successive cycles of displacement loading on the column. 
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3.5 Analysis 


Before loading the column, pretension forces were created in the bolts and PT strands. This step was carried out 


using PSMESH and SLOAD commands in ANSYS. The amount of pretension force in the bolts was given equal to 


230 kN (RCSC 2009). Afterwards, the displacement drift cycles were applied to the column through several load 


steps.  


 


A nonlinear static analysis was performed to simulate the cyclic performance of the PT connections. In the analysis, 


geometric nonlinearity was considered by enabling large deformation effects. The optimized nonlinear solution 


defaults with automatic time stepping were also enabled. To improve the convergence of analysis, it is important to 


apply the load very slowly (with small load increments). Additionally, changing the Newton-Raphson options from 


AUTO (program chosen) to UNSYM (i.e., full Newton-Raphson with unsymmetric matrices of elements where the 


unsymmetric option exists) is useful to avoid convergence difficulties (ANSYS 2013a). On average, the finite 


element analysis running time for one model was 7 hour long, using a 64-bit operating system in Win. 7 with an 


Intel Core i5–3570 CPU at 3.40 GHz and with 8 GB of RAM.         


4. VALIDATION OF THE SIMULATIONS 


A detailed validation study of the finite element analysis can be found in Moradi & Alam (2016). However, in this 


section, a summary is presented. Figure 4 depicts the lateral load-displacement response of four specimen (PC1, 


PC2, PC3, and PC4) along with the corresponding experimental response (Ricles et al. 2002). As seen, very good 


correlations exist between the analytical and test results. 


 


 


 


Figure 4: Analytical [Moradi & Alam (2015)] versus experimental response [Ricles et al. (2002)] for specimens 


PC1, PC2, PC3, and PC4 


 


The finite element analysis shows smaller residual stiffness, a smaller strength, and lower energy dissipation for 


PC2, which has smaller angles, as was also reported in Ricles et al. (2002). The connection stiffness after 


decompression is called residual stiffness. Figure 5 illustrates the contour of equivalent plastic strain (EPEQ) for 


specimen PC3, at a story drift of 3.5%. This indicates that the accumulated damage is confined to the angles, as is 


expected for well-designed PT connections.  
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Figure 5: Equivalent plastic strain contour for specimen PC3 at 3.5% drift 


 


The analysis of specimen PC4, which has a lower g/t than specimen PC3, exhibits greater strength, residual stiffness, 


and energy dissipation capacity (see Figure 4). The finite element analysis for PC4 also shows early yielding of the 


tensile bolts at 1.75% story drift. The von Mises stress distribution in the tensile bolt is shown in Figure 6. This 


result is in agreement with the reported experimental study in Ricles et al. (2002).   


 


        
Figure 6: Early yielding of horizontal bolts in specimen PC5  


 


By comparing the analytical response parameters with the corresponding experimental response quantities in Ricles 


et al. (2002), the capability of the finite element analysis to predict the cyclic behaviour of PT connections was 


confirmed. The analytical response was, on average, 1.08, 0.99, 1.07, 1.06, and 1.04 of the corresponding quantity 


reported in the test for peak relative rotation between the beam and column, maximum PT strand force, initial 


stiffness, the decompression moment, and the maximum connection moment, respectively. Further details of the 


validation study are available in Moradi & Alam (2016).     


 


This validation of the finite element analysis however is limited to the test results for a few number of PT steel 


beam-column connection specimens. Further experimental tests can be performed to comprehensively validate the 


accuracy of the finite element predictions. Additionally, the analysis does not capture material fracture (which is 


particularly important for the behaviour of steel angles), fatigue behaviour of angles, dynamic and loading rate 


effects, and out-of-plane deformations of the connection components. Therefore, more detailed finite element 


models can be developed in future research to include possible effects of these factors. Based on the validation 


study, these factors however will not have significant effects on the lateral response of PT connections with the 


section sizes, material properties, and specifications in the order of those used in the reference experimental test.  


5. PARAMETRIC STUDIES 


Using the validated finite element model, additional analyses were performed to investigate the effects of three 


factors on the cyclic response. These factors are the amount of initial post-tensioning strand force, the presence of 


beam flange reinforcing plates, and the material properties of steel angles.   
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Running the model for PC1 with different initial pot-tensioning strand forces (Ti) demonstrates that the connection 


stiffness, strength, and gap opening behaviour are affected by this factor. Figure 7 illustrates the force-displacement 


response curves for PC1 with different initial post-tensioning strand forces (94 kN, 117 kN, 130 kN, and 157 kN). 


Connections with higher Ti display lower gap opening, greater strength and stiffness, and higher energy dissipation. 


This result is evident in Figure 7. Note that higher values of Ti may lead to the early yielding of the PT strands and 


local buckling (damage) in the beam [as also observed by Garlock et al. (2005)].  


 


 


Figure 7: Effect of strand PT force on the cyclic response [adapted from Moradi & Alam (2016)] 


 


To examine the influence of using beam flange reinforcing plates, two PT connections were analyzed: connections 


with and without reinforcing plates denoted as withRP and noRP, respectively. Figure 8 indicates that better self-


centering is obtained for the PT connection with beam flange reinforcing plates (i.e., model withRP). In addition, 


connection withRP displays 10.4% and 13.4% higher moment capacity and initial stiffness, respectively.  


 


 


Figure 8: Effect of strand PT force on the cyclic response [adapted from Moradi & Alam (2016)] 


 


Two different material properties were considered for the angles of the connection withRP. These models are shown 


in Figure 9. By comparing the hysteretic performance of the connections (wRP-AN1, wRP-AN2), it can be seen that 


the load capacity and energy dissipation of a PT connection are not significantly affected (less than 3%). However, 


early yielding of the tensile bolts was observed in the finite element analysis of the PT connection with a greater 


yield strength.  


 
Figure 9: Material models used for angles in connections withRP, withRP-AN1, and withRP-AN2 [adapted from 


Moradi & Alam (2016)] 
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Figure 10: Effect of angle material property on the cyclic response [adapted from Moradi & Alam (2016)] 


6. CONCLUSIONS 


This paper presented a research effort to simulate the cyclic behaviour of post-tensioned (PT) beam-column 


connections. Three-dimensional finite element models of PT steel connections with top-and-seat angles were 


developed in ANSYS. The models were constructed using solid elements, while including material and geometric 


nonlinearities, contact elements, and preloading conditions for bolts and PT stands. The accuracy of the simulation 


was examined by comparing the analytical results with those of experiments on five full-scale interior PT 


connections with bolted angles. Parametric studies were also performed to investigate the influence of three different 


factors on the cyclic response. These factors were the amount of initial post-tensioning force in the strands, the use 


of beam flange reinforcing plates, and the material properties of steel angles. The following conclusions are 


summarized from the presented research:   


 


 The finite element analysis predicted the cyclic performance of PT beam-column connections with 


adequate accuracy. The models can be therefore used for future research.   


 The finite element study of PT connections can be used to capture all the possible limit states associated 


with the cyclic performance of PT connections, including PT strand yielding, beam local buckling, angle 


fracture, and the early yielding of tensile bolts. 


 The initial stiffness, moment capacity, and energy dissipation of PT connections increased by using greater 


initial post-tensioning force in the strands.  


 The use of beam flange reinforcing plates led to better self-centering behaviour, avoiding beam local 


buckling. Additionally, higher moment capacity and initial stiffness were observed for the connections with 


reinforcing plates. 


 The self-centering behaviour of PT connections may be affected by the material properties of steel angles. 


The finite element analysis showed that the early yielding of tensile bolts may appear in case of using 


angles of higher strength.    


 


The finite element modeling technique described in this paper is limited to PT steel beam-column connections with 


top-and-seat angles although it can be used for the simulation of steel connections with other energy dissipating 


mechanisms. Other limitations of the presented finite element study are that the analysis does not capture material 


fracture, fatigue behaviour of steel angles, dynamic and loading rate effects, and out-of-plane movement of the 


connection components. Future research is therefore recommended to include the potential effects of these important 


aspects in the finite element simulation of PT steel connections. The validation study in this paper however showed 


good accuracy of the finite element simulation results; therefore, the effects of these factors may not be significant 


for PT connections with sizes, details and specifications in the order of those used for the connections in the 


validation study.  
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ABSTRACT  


The mining industry produces significant amounts of mine tailings (MT). Most of the MT are disposed of in on-site 


impoundments behind engineered earth and rock dams, which leads to a variety of environmental and safety concerns. 


This paper presents a feasibility study for the use of two types of wastes: recycled gypsum, produced from waste 


plasterboards, and cement kiln dust (CKD) as additives to stabilize MT. Different mixtures of recycled gypsum and 


CKD were mixed with slurried MT at different contents. Mechanical properties of the stabilized MT including 


unconfined compression strength, stiffness, shear strength parameters, and hydraulic conductivity were investigated. 


Results indicate that the addition of recycled gypsum and CKD had improved the mechanical properties of the 


stabilized MT compared to that of the untreated MT. Strength and stiffness of the stabilized MT had increased with 


the increase of admixture content. Therefore, both recycled gypsum and CKD has a potential to be used in MT 


stabilization. This application supports the sustainability of society by using wastes as beneficial materials for MT 


stabilization and reducing its disposal cost.  


 


Keywords: Gypsum waste; Cement kiln dust; Mine Tailing; Strength. 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Tailings are by-products or “wastes” of the mining activities resulting mainly from crushing and grinding of rocks in 


order to extract the “ore”. Typically, the ore percentages within the raw material are 1-30% of its volume, which means 


massive amount of mined materials are disposed daily leading to about 1 to 6 million cubic meters per year from each 


a single mine. The annual increase in the height of tailings deposits for a single mine is from 2 to 9 meters. This 


resulted in the construction of super-giant tailings storage facilities (TSF) (sometimes called tailing dams) up to 250 


meters in height (Villavicencio et al., 2014). As tailings are used in the construction of these tailing dams, the 


knowledge of their properties becomes crucial for the safe design of the formed tailing impoundments. 


 


The upstream construction method is the dominant construction method for tailing dams because it is the most 


economic and efficient way for disposal of large amounts of tailings (Priscu, 1999; Ates, 2013; Rout et al., 2013). 


However, this method was abandoned in some countries (e.g. Chile) due to its susceptibility to failure due to 


earthquakes (Villavicencio et al., 2014). Thus, some mine companies are forced to adopt other methods of 


construction, which makes the construction of containments much more expensive and unnecessarily time consuming. 


Nevertheless, mine operators are yet inclined to adopt the upstream construction technique due to its cost effectiveness 


and simplicity. Therefore, several stabilization techniques are explored to help enhance the safety of tailings dams 
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constructed using the upstream construction technique. Therefore, the application of recycled gypsum-CKD admixture 


was used as a stabilizer material for treating MT to improve the stiffness and strength properties of MT and, therefore, 


the stability of MT dams in terms of the overall safety factor. 


2. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 


2.1 Materials, Mixture Proportions and Tests 


Different tests were conducted to characterize the mechanical properties of pure tailings materials including sieve 


analysis, specific gravity, Atterberg limits, water content, and density according to ASTM specifications.  


 


Unconfined compressive test based on ASTM D 2166 was conducted on treated MT in order to investigate the effects 


of treatment on stiffness and strength of treated MT. The used additive in this study was a mixture of recycled gypsum 


(B), and cement kiln dust (CKD). Recycled gypsum was produced from gypsum waster plasterboard. The process of 


obtaining recycled gypsum from gypsum waste plasterboards was presented in details in previous work (Kamei et al., 


2007; Ahmed et al., 2011). In brief, gypsum waste was crushed and then sieved through #20 U.S sieve to remove any 


contaminations such as paper, wood, wires, and paint. The crushing gypsum waste was heated under temperature 


ranged from 140 to 160 ˚C for a certain time. Figure 1 shows the used gypsum waste and final recycled gypsum 


product. CKD was brought from local Cement Company in Canada.  


 


 
Figure 1: Preparation of recycled gypsum (B) before and after grinding 


 


Recycled gypsum (B) was mixed with CKD in different proportions of (B:CKD) 1:1, 2:1, and 4:1. Three percentages 


of this admixture 5, 10, and 20% based on weight were mixed with the MT to assess both mechanical and 


environmental properties of the MT treated with admixtures of gypsum-CKD (B-CKD). The MT samples were used 


with their original moisture water contents to simulate in situ conditions. Recycled gypsum was mixed in a dry state 


with CKD to the desired proportions mentioned above. Subsequently, the specified percentages of these admixtures 


were mixed with the MT according to the testing program. An automatic mixer was used to complete the process of 


mixing, and this process was continued for 5 minutes to ensure that a uniform mixture was obtained. The MT samples 


treated with admixtures were placed in cylindrical moulds to produce cylindrical stabilised MT specimens to prepare 


samples for the unconfined compression test. These samples were cured for different days based on the testing program 


days in a controlled room at a temperature of 21±1 °C with humidity greater than 98%. The cured samples were then 


tested for environmental properties and unconfined compression strength. It is important to report that the treated 


materials gain most of their strength within the first 28 days if using traditional stabilizing agents (Bertero et al., 2012). 


However, in this study, the treated MT with gypsum and CKD exhibited a high percentage of its maximum strength 


within the first 14 days and this result is in agreement with previous study (Ahmed et al., 2015). 


 


Cylindrical treated MT specimens 50 mm in diameter and 100 mm in height were used. To mould these specimens, 


the treated MT mixture was placed in a plastic mould in three layers and pressed by a steel rod to prevent the formation 


of air bubbles. Extreme caution was followed during sample preparation and extraction to produce homogenous 


samples. For each percentage, three different specimens were tested and their average result is reported. The extracted 


samples were wrapped in a polyethylene plastic sheet and then kept in a controlled room at 21±1 °C and humidity of 


more than 98% for a specific amount of time until required for testing. The demoulded soil samples were cured for 7 
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and14 days and the water content was determined for each sample after being tested. Unconfined compressive test 


was performed in accordance with ASTM D 2166 (2006). The tested MT sample was placed between two bearing 


blocks in the compression machine and the load was applied with a strain rate of 4 mm/min for 240 seconds. The load 


was measured by using an automatic load cell and the settlement was recorded by a strain gauge. Figure 2 shows the 


unconfined compression set-up.  


 


To study the effect of using gypsum and CKD admixture as a stabilizing agent for MT on the plasticity properties of 


the used MT, Atterberg limit tests were conducted. Atterberg limit tests including liquid and plastic limits were 


performed for soil-gypsum mixtures in accordance with ASTM D 423-66 and D 424-59, respectively. The tested soil 


was mixed with the desired stabilisers according to testing program and then cured for 7 days under the same regime, 


which used in the unconfined compression test. The cured samples were air-dried for a few days before testing. The 


dried MT samples were pulverised and particles passed from a No. 40 sieve for the Atterberg limits. 


  


 
Figure 2: UCS testing setup 


3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 


3.1 Characterization for the used Tailing 


Based on the results of sieve analysis for the used MT, presented in Figure 3, the used MT can be classified as low 


plasticity silty pattern based on Unified Soil Classification System, USCS (ASTM D2487). Physical and mechanical 


properties of the used MT are presented in Table 1.  The results of X-ray fluorescence for recycled gypsum and MT 


are presented in Table 2.  It is observed from this table that the used MT has substantial amount of pozzolanic elements 


such as silica, meaning the material has the ability to benefit most from being mixed with binders. 


 
Figure 3: Sieve analysis of used MT. 



https://www.google.ca/search?q=X-ray+fluorescence&spell=1&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjxrafvsbrLAhWHzoMKHRnMCj4QvwUIGSgA
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Table 1: physical properties of used tailings 


Property Value 


USCS ML 
Mean particle size, D50 (mm) 0.045 


Effective particle size, D10 (mm) 0.0175 
Coefficient of uniformity, Cu 3.40 
Coefficient of curvature, Cc 0.80 


Liquid limit, LL (%) 48 
Plastic limit, PL (%) NP 
Specific gravity, Gs 2.69 


 


 


Table 2: XRF analyses results of the gypsums and tailings 
Material 


symbols  


Recycled gypsum Plaster Tailings  


 wt% StdErr wt% StdErr wt% StdErr 


          CaO                        53.7 0.25 67.48 0.23 44.05 0.25 


          SO3                          44.91 0.25 26.7 0.22 1.72 0.07 


          SiO2                          0.543 0.027 1.82 0.07 32.38 0.23 


          Fe2O3         0.268 0.013 0.133 0.007 1.88 0.07 


          Al2O3                              0.192 0.019 0.591 0.029 10.81 0.16 


          MgO                      0.168 0.008 2.48 0.08 4.2 0.1 


          K2O                         0.0576 0.0029 0.371 0.018 2.36 0.08 


          TiO2        0.0463 0.0041 0.0482 0.0046 0.822 0.041 


          Sc                                          0.0287 0.0027 0.034 0.003 0.0201 0.0024 


          La                               0.0243 0.0058 0.0344 0.0068 0.0187 0.0058 


 


3.2 Treated Tailings 


3.2.1 Effects of Admixture Percentage  


Figure 4 presents the variation of unconfined compressive strength of the tailings treated using the different 


percentages of additives with time. It is clear that increasing the additive addition rate had resulted in a higher USC. 


For instance, at age 14 days, increasing the additive addition rate from 10% to 20% by tailing weight had resulted in 


2.5 times higher UCS . This indicates the effectiveness of the used additive (CKD and Gypsum).  


 


It is also noted from Figure 4 that the strength of the treated soil increased as the curing time increased from 7 days to 


14 days. However, the percentage increase in strength was approximately 10%. This indicates that most of the strength 


improvement occurs within the first 7 days. This is advantageous for applying the treatment to tailings dams as it 


allows early gain in strength.  


 


The improvement in the compressive strength upon the addition of gypsum-CKD admixtures to the tested MT is 


probably related to dewatering, flocculation, reduction in plasticity, and the formation of cementation compounds in 


the soil matrix. It is well-known that gypsum has potential to adsorb more water compared to traditional stabilizing 


agents such as cement. The reduction of water content is associated with the increase of dry unit weight and the 


decrease of voids in MT matrix which transfers to strength increase. The flocculation may occur due to the cation 


exchange between the calcium present in gypsum and the minerals of MT. The presence of CKD and gypsum in MT 


mixture promotes the formation of cementation compounds in MT matrix. The formation of cementation compounds 


in the treated MT matrix has a significant effect on the permanent improvement of strength. Ettringite is one of the 


most important cementation compounds that increase the amount of hardening between soil particles. The addition of 


gypsum-CKD admixtures to MT produces ettringite as demonstrated by the SEM images, which is not presented in 
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this paper. The formation of ettringite is most likely related to the reaction between the water in MT and Calcium in 


gypsum and CKD, sulphate in gypsum, silicate in both CKD and MT, and alumina in MT as presented in Table 2. The 


presence of ettringite in MT matrix produces interlocking between the particles of MT and then the solidification and 


hardening of treated MT increases.  Actually, ettringite is not only the cementation compound that is produced in the 


stabilised MT while calcite, which is calcium carbonate, is also produced as evidenced by the XRD results (not 


presented). Calcite is formed due to the reaction between the calcium in gypsum, MT, and CKD and carbon dioxide 


in the atmosphere. Calcium oxide reacts with the water in the MT producing calcium hydroxide, which then reacts 


with carbon dioxide in the atmosphere to produce calcite. Calcite is a well-known hardening material that also leads 


to an improvement in the compressive strength of MT.  


   


                                                                                                       


                                                                            


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 4: UCS for tested treated tailing at different ages (CKD: B = 1:1) 


3.2.2 Effects of CKD:B Ratio 


Figure 5 shows the effect of CKD to gypsum ratio on the achieved UCS with time. It is noted that increasing the 


proportion of the gypsum resulted in a reduction in the strength of the treated MT. For instance, tailing treated with 


10% additive at a CKD: B ratio of 1:2, the UCS was about 39% lower than that of the tailing treated with10% additive 


at CKD: B ratio of 1:1 at age 7 days.  This is can attributed to the fact that CKD has greater strengthening effect than 


that of the recycled gypsum. However, the advantages of gypsum addition is mainly related to its effect on water 


content (Wc %)  It should be noted that the recycled gypsum was sieved through #20 U.S sieve, which indicates coarse 


particles similar to fine sand. On the other hand, the CKD which was sieved through #40 U.S sieve size. Thus, the 


surface area of the gypsum is small compared to the CKD, which means reduced efficiency with regard to water 


absorbency. This means the outer surfaces of the gypsum particles absorb the water and set without their inner part 


necessarily absorbing any water. This allows the soil treated with gypsum to have higher water content than the soil 


treated with CKD only, or if the soil was treated with finer gypsum.  


 


 
Figure 5: UCS for tested treated tailing with 10% additive and different CKD: gypsum ratio 
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3.2.3 Effects of Commercial Gypsum’s Proportion on UCS 


Results showed that the unconfined compression strength decreased as the proportion of the recycled gypsum in the 


mixture increased, which was attributed to the relative higher effectiveness of CKD. However, it is worth exploring if 


recycled gypsum has an adverse impact on strength of the treated tailings. Therefore, powdered gypsum, also known 


as plaster (P), was used for the treatment of tailings instead of the recycled gypsum. The same aforementioned 


procedure for specimen preparation and curing was applied for MT treated with powdered gypsum. Nine samples 


were cast and allowed to cure for 7 days and tested afterwards. Results obtained from the tests on specimens including 


P and B were compared as shown in Figure 6. It is noted that the specimens treated with P exhibited higher UCS as 


the P proportion increased. For example, UCS of treated tailings increased by more than 100% when the CKD: Plaster 


ratio was varied from 1:1 to 1:4. 


 


                                              
                                    Figure 6: Effect of admixture ratio on UCS at admixture content 10% and 7days curing.  


 


These results clearly indicate that recycled gypsum can be effective in tailings treatment. The inferior performance of 


recycled gypsum in tailings treatment can then be attributed to the following two reasons: the small surface area of 


the recycled gypsum, which in turn affected the hydrophilicity gypsum particles; and the lower amount of Calcium 


Oxide (CaO) of recycled gypsum (compared to plaster) as can be noted from XRF analyses results shown in Table 3. 
The stress-strain behaviour of treated tailings is important for accurate modeling of their performance as a construction 


material for the tailings dam. It was noticed that the proportion of gypsum had no clear effect on the cracking strain 


as all samples developed cracks at approximately the same strain level. However, the inclusion of cementitious 


material has changed the typical 45o cracking plane to multiple planes of cracking. Based on its good performance in 


treatment of the clayey tailings, the admixture of CKD: B with 1:1 ratio was the best functioning admixture and 


therefore is proposed for use for strengthening tailings.  


4. CONCLUSIONS 


The experimental program involved treating mine tailing with recycled gypsum and CKD additive to improve its 


engineering properties. Based on the results of the experimental investigation, the following conclusions may be 


drawn: 


 


- Recycled gypsum with cement kiln dust (1:1) was proven to be the best tested proportion in terms of adding 


cohesive ponds to the non-cohesive tailings and by increasing its stiffness. 


- Addition rate of additive up to 20% was found to improve USC significantly. 


- Sufficient curing time should be allowed in order for the material to gain its strength (at least 7 days) 


- Effect of soaking in water on the properties of tailing treated with CKD and gypsum, as it is expected in 


impoundment dams, should be tested and evaluated.    
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ABSTRACT 


This paper presents two case studies for the delivery of wastewater servicing solutions: one in Ontario, Canada and 


the other in Gujarat State, India.  In each case a decentralized small diameter gravity sewer wastewater collection 


and treatment system was implemented for servicing residential development—with some interesting differences 


and similarities.  The first case is a small private mobile home park in Eastern Ontario under a Ministry of 


Environment Order to address failing on-site septic systems.  The Municipality was obliged to take over operation of 


the on-site systems; however, there were not adequate funds available to rectify the failing systems.  A group of 


local companies initiated the process to find and deliver a solution featuring a Design-Build-Operate-Finance model 


for a private communal sewage system showcasing advanced wastewater technology.  The second case is a rural 


Indian village without wastewater servicing infrastructure, but with considerable political incentive to implement a 


new low-maintenance communal sewage system funded through a government-regulated corporate social 


responsibility program.  The completion of the project will enable this village to be cited as the first open defecation 


free village in Gujarat State; however, success will ultimately be measured by long-term user buy-in.  Each case 


study will discuss the project context; implementation of design, approvals and construction; financial and delivery 


model; and key success factors and lessons learned.  Both case studies will highlight how using unconventional 


technology and innovative funding enabled the implementation of decentralized wastewater solutions in each 


situation.   


 


Keywords: Decentralized Wastewater, Infrastructure Financing, Ontario, India, Open Defecation Free 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Decentralized wastewater systems provide on-site sewage collection and treatment near the source of wastewater 


generation, either on individual properties or for a cluster of properties.  Whereas urban areas are typically serviced 


by vast collection networks and a large centralized treatment facility, lower density and isolated communities 


(suburban, peri-urban and rural) are often better served by decentralized systems.  The most common configuration 


of on-site system is a septic tank with subsurface leaching bed.  However, more advanced forms of decentralized 


servicing are becoming more popular as a result of more stringent environmental regulations and the decreasing cost 


of wastewater treatment technologies.   


 


One such form of decentralized wastewater servicing is a small diameter gravity sewer (SDGS) system, which 


features sewage solids separation and digestion in on-site interceptor tanks and conveyance of liquid effluent 


through small diameter gravity sewers to a final treatment facility.  This system enables the benefits of solids-free 


wastewater conveyance with the efficiency of a dedicated treatment facility and a single effluent discharge.  The 


quality of wastewater treatment can be tailored to meet the local environmental requirements—anything from 


communal leaching beds to aerobic treatment units to packaged mechanical plants.  Clearford Water Systems is a 
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provider of SDGS servicing solutions.  The technology was developed from an assignment by the Ontario Ministry 


of the Environment in 1985 to determine a cost effective wastewater collection solution for northern communities 


situated in areas with shallow bedrock.  Over the past decades, the company has refined the design and delivery of 


SDGS systems to communities in Ontario, Alberta, Peru, Colombia and India.  Experience has proven that this type 


of decentralized system offers many advantages for construction and operation, and is suited to many more 


communities than just those with geotechnical constraints.  The following case studies are presented to show how 


the delivery of decentralized SDGS systems allowed for effective servicing solutions in two communities in Ontario 


and India.   


2. FETHERSTON MOBILE PARK, ONTARIO, CANADA 


2.1 Project Context 


Fetherston Mobile Park is a privately owned year-round residential development located approximately 8 kilometres 


from Kemptville, Ontario in the Municipality of North Grenville (Municipality).  The site now has forty-one (41) 


mobile homes that were originally serviced by private communal on-site water and wastewater systems.  The 


underground infrastructure was constructed piecemeal as the development expanded, starting circa 1970, including a 


drinking water well and distribution piping, sewage collection piping, several pumping chambers and five (5) septic 


systems.  More recently in 2006, a small treatment plant was constructed to provide filtration and disinfection for 


drinking water.   


 


The official records noted several occurrences of raw sewage being discharged to ground dating back to 1974.  


These discharges were attributed to the breakdown of the sewage collection system and subsurface disposal beds.  


Several Provincial Orders were issued by the Ontario Ministry of the Environment (MOE) to the former owner over 


concerns about public health and environmental effects.  One Order required the owner to prepare and submit an 


assessment of the sewage works and to implement the recommendations; however, the work was never completed 


and the owner continued to neglect maintenance and repairs, resulting in increasingly poor performance of the 


existing system.  MOE attention intensified from 2000 to 2002, until an Order was issued that required the 


Municipality to monitor the failing sewage system on a weekly basis and take action to deal with sewage breakouts.  


Despite continued pressure from MOE and the Municipality, the owner was financially unable or failed to take 


action until the Park went into bankruptcy in 2008.  The bankruptcy trustee who took control of the property 


abandoned the development because of the high cost associated with fixing the failing septic system.   


 


This left the residents and the Municipality in a difficult position.  The Municipality was now responsible for 


operating the failing sewage system and addressing the Provincial Orders, but could not spend public money to 


replace infrastructure on a private site.  The residents were owners of their homes, but did not have the means or the 


legal structure in place to become owners of the land.  The Municipality searched for a buyer to assume control of 


the development from 2009 to 2012, but all were deterred by the high cost of replacing the on-site sewage system.  


The Municipality was forced into a grim course of action in 2013—eviction notices were distributed to the tenants 


of the Fetherston Mobile Park.  Residents rallied to keep their homes and contacted local media in hopes of saving 


their community.  Media coverage attracted interest from an Ontario water industry leader, who worked to assemble 


a team of interested industry partners to develop a solution for the troubled site.   


2.2 Delivery Model 


The solution had to meet the public health and environmental objectives, and more challengingly, to limit the 


upfront and long-term costs to residents so they could afford to remain in their homes.  Two facts became clear as 


the options were investigated: the Park residents themselves are the most suitable landowners for the development, 


and private funding with a financing component would be required to implement a sewage servicing solution.  The 


industry partners, residents and Municipality worked together to develop a plan for implementing the ownership, 


funding and responsibility mechanisms.   


 


In order for the residents to take control of running the Park, they had to legally form their own Park Association 


under the Ontario Condominium Act.  With support from the Municipality, the property was transferred from the 


bankruptcy trustee to the new Park Association.  Once the land ownership was resolved, the industry partners 


(hereafter called “service provider”) engaged with the Park Association to discuss terms for a water and sewage 
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service agreement.  Although the Park could not afford the upfront capital cost of replacing the sewage system, 


residents agreed that they could afford a monthly user fee.  Since the Park would also have to pay for operating 


costs, it was decided that the service agreement should include both capital and operating costs.  The scope of 


services was defined for design, build, financing and operation of the new water distribution and wastewater 


systems, with all-inclusive operation, maintenance and management services by a qualified licenced operator and 


full compliance with regulatory requirements.  Given the projected capital and operating costs for the new water and 


sewage systems, the service provider determined that the term of contract should be 32 years in order to provide a 


suitable return on investment for the private financier.  The monthly service fee is subject to increase only for 


additional units connected to the system, for inflation, and to account for additional level of effort and consumables 


related to every 25 additional units.   


 


In accordance with Ontario policy, municipalities are directed to establish municipal responsibility agreements for 


privately owned communal water and sewage systems.  Such an agreement enables a responsible municipal 


authority to assume control of a malfunctioning system to protect the environment and public health if the owner of 


a privately operated system has insufficient funds to remediate the problems.  The local Municipality required that a 


responsibility agreement be drafted for the new servicing at Fetherston Park.  Based on provincial guidelines, 


specific responsibilities, conditions and best practices were established regarding proper construction, operation and 


maintenance, as well as providing secured reserve funds for remedial measures that may be required.  In this way, 


the Municipality is assured of the quality and condition of servicing should they be required to assume control.  The 


municipal responsibility agreement was signed by the Park, the Municipality and the service provider.   


2.3 Implementation 


Once the ownership and funding components were established, the technical aspects of implementation were worked 


out.  In Ontario, new wastewater facilities for residential developments with daily flow greater than 10,000 litres/day 


are subject to the regulatory requirements of the Municipal Class Environmental Assessment (MCEA).  MCEA is an 


environmental planning process for municipal infrastructure projects that promotes public consultation and traceable 


decision-making.  The Fetherston MCEA study identified the project objectives and environmental constraints.  


Several alternative solutions were evaluated, including replacement of the on-site septic systems and construction of 


a new sewage forcemain to convey sewage 8 kilometres to a municipal sewer in Kemptville.  Based on the 


environmental evaluation criteria, the preferred solution was a decentralized system consisting of a SDGS collection 


system to a communal wastewater treatment facility with surface water discharge.  Different wastewater treatment 


processes were considered, such as extended aeration and moving bed bioreactor.  Finally, a membrane bioreactor 


(MBR) process was selected for secondary and tertiary treatment because of its compact size and reliably high 


quality treated effluent.  The evaluation identified treatment process efficiencies enabled by the use of a SDGS 


collection system, namely, no headworks or primary sedimentation since these processes are provided by the 


interceptor tanks at each home.   


 


The SDGS system provides primary treatment and partial digestion of raw sewage in interceptor tanks on each lot.  


Interceptor tanks were designed to achieve a minimum hydraulic retention time based on the average daily sewage 


flow from each home and in-tank sludge storage capacity.  Effluent wastewater from the interceptor tanks is 


conveyed through small diameter variable grade sewers to a lift station and equalization tank, then to the MBR 


treatment plant.  A design-build request for proposal process was completed to identify an appropriate treatment 


plant supplier.  Due to time and space constraints, it was decided that a containerized MBR treatment plant should 


be manufactured and delivered to site.  The MBR plant design includes an aeration tank with alum injection, a 


membrane tank, and ultraviolet (UV) disinfection.  The discharge from the plant is an open pipe outfall to a drainage 


ditch that flows into a tributary of the South Nation River.  The high quality treated effluent meets the MOE 


discharge criteria with a stringent total phosphorus limit due to water quality concerns in the mainly agricultural 


South Nation watershed.  One of the conditions of surface discharge was participation in a phosphorus trading 


program for point and non-point source polluters in the watershed.   


 


In Ontario, proposed sewage works are reviewed by MOE and issued an Environmental Compliance Approval 


(ECA).  A full design package was submitted including design drawings and a report containing all the technical 


design parameters and details for the proposed SDGS system and MBR treatment plant.  Because of the history of 


sewage system non-compliance at the site, the ECA review was expedited to allow an immediate start to 


construction.  Building permit approval was also required from the Municipality for plumbing connections to the 
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new sewer system and for the replacement drinking water distribution piping that would be installed in a common 


trench with the sewers.  A general contractor was selected in a tender process while the treatment plant supplier 


started final procurement of equipment and assembly of the MBR plant.   


 


Construction commenced at the site in September 2015.  There were considerable challenges associated with 


construction phasing so as to maintain water and sewage servicing to residents for the duration of construction.  The 


location of existing services was poorly documented; therefore, any excavation carried the risk of breaking the 


existing buried water and sewer services, thereby disrupting service to residents and potentially causing a sewage 


spill.  To avoid these negative effects, drinking water distribution was supplied through a temporary aboveground 


watermain system connected to the existing water supply and treatment plant.  A UV- and impact-resistant PVC 


pipe product was selected for durability during the construction period.  Once the temporary water system was 


commissioned and connected to the plumbing at each home, the existing buried water system was depressurized and 


abandoned.  However, sanitary servicing still had to be secured so as not to cause a sewage spill during excavation.  


A sewage management plan was developed to allow continuous sewage servicing during construction, enabled by 


the use of SDGS with interceptor tanks.  Thirty (30) 4000 litre interceptor tanks were installed, one adjacent to each 


home or shared between two homes.  Lateral drainage piping was installed from the home to the interceptor tank 


inlet.  Existing sanitary connections were cut and abandoned, and the new drainage pipe was connected to the home 


plumbing, allowing sewage to flow into the interceptor tanks which were capped at their outlet to act as sewage 


holding tanks (refer to Figure 1).  Sewage level floats were installed in the tanks to monitor when they needed to be 


pumped out by vacuum truck.   


 


Once the temporary drinking water system and sewage holding tanks were operational, full excavation could begin.  


Approximately one kilometre each of 75 mm HDPE small diameter sanitary sewer and 31 mm HDPE watermain 


pipe were installed below the frost penetration depth in a common trench beside the roadways (refer to Figure 2).  


The HDPE pipe was thermally fused at joints to eliminate infiltration and exfiltration, allowing for a narrower 


common trench with water and sewer services.  Water and sewer appurtenances were installed, including valves and 


valve boxes, draining curb stop valves, and sanitary sewer maintenance cleanouts.  Installation was slow because of 


restricted working space to allow continued traffic and pedestrian access on roadways and to the homes.  Water and 


sewer service laterals were installed but not connected until after commissioning of the new systems.  The new 


drinking water distribution system was chlorinated and pressure-tested, while the sanitary sewer system was tested 


for leakage.  The old water and sewer services were abandoned, and the septic systems were decommissioned.   


 


While installation of the water and sewer services was underway, the treatment plant supplier manufactured the 


package MBR plant.  All of the equipment, components and electrical were installed inside of a modified 40-foot 


shipping container at the supplier’s workshop.  On-site installation included excavation and delivery of two large 


precast concrete tanks—one for the flow equalization lift station, the other for waste sludge holding.  Buried piping 


and ducts were installed under a granular pad that was designed to support the weight of the containerized plant.  


After the plant was assembled and pre-tested at the workshop, it was delivered to site on a flatbed truck and lowered 


precisely by crane onto the granular pad over buried vertical pipe stubs for the plant inlet and outlet (refer to 


Figure 3).  A short pipe outfall with rip-rap treatment was installed to the nearby drainage ditch.  The plant supplier 


made the connections and commissioned the plant.  Once sewage was flowing through the sanitary sewer network to 


the lift station tank, the plant was seeded with waste activated sludge from a nearby operating wastewater treatment 


facility.  Within several days of start-up, the new MBR plant was processing sewage and meeting its discharge 


quality limits.  The operator can fine-tune the operation manually or remotely through a custom integrated control 


panel.   
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Figures 1, 2 & 3: Installation of an interceptor tank, small diameter gravity sewer and membrane bioreactor in 


Ontario 


2.4 Lessons Learned 


The Fetherston project was successfully completed after over a year of planning, design and approvals, and 


five (5) months of construction.  A review of the project identified several key success factors: a strong team 


focused on overcoming obstacles, a clearly defined scope and achievable milestones, the support and patience of 


stakeholders, and cooperative weather during construction.   


 


The following are the main lessons learned during the Fetherston project:  


 


Private financing can unlock the successful delivery of infrastructure projects.  Public funding may not be available 


or appropriate for all water and sewage infrastructure projects; however, private funding arrangements can be 


successfully developed to serve both public and private interests.  Open discussion and cooperation among 


stakeholders is critical to implementing the project on a tight timeline.   


 


Communication between stakeholders keeps the project moving forward.  There were many parties actively involved 


in the project, namely the residents, review agencies (Municipality and MOE), and the implementation team 


(technology/service provider, contractors, and operator).  Open communication between stakeholders allowed for 


quick responses, problem solving and implementation so that the interests of all parties were satisfied.  Positive 


support for the project was maintained from planning through to commissioning.   


 


Living sites have complex safety and implementation considerations.  Because residents continued to live in their 


homes during construction, there were several considerations that complicated the project implementation.  


Construction phasing had to be closely planned to ensure continued water and sewage servicing and access 


throughout the site.  Installation took longer than expected because of limited work space and consideration for 


residents.  Vigilance was required at every work area to ensure the safety of workers and residents.    


3. JAMBUDIYAPURA, GUJARAT STATE, INDIA 


3.1 Project Context 


Jambudiyapura is a small village located in a rural agricultural area northeast of the city of Vadodara, Gujarat.  The 


village has a population of approximately 250 people living in 56 family homes, with a daycare and a small 


elementary school.  The village is facing potential economic growth because of the recent completion of a nearby 


new local highway and expected construction of a new cricket stadium on vacant lands adjacent to the village.  


Although there is a pressurized drinking water supply from a communal water tower to overhead tanks in the homes, 


more than 90% of households do not have access to toilets and bathing rooms.  Open defecation and bathing water 
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accumulate in low-lying areas, creating non-point source pollution and contaminating crops and the nearby creek 


and small lagoon.  The area is generally flat and gets flooded almost every year during the monsoon season.  The 


lack of dedicated sanitation facilities is threatening public health and economic development in the village.  Hence, 


there is need for a low-cost low-maintenance sanitation system that includes toilet and bathing facilities, wastewater 


collection and treatment.   


 


The Swachh Bharat Abhiyan, or Clean India Mission, was announced by the Indian government in 2014.  The five-


year campaign promotes a massive change towards sustained sanitation, from cleaning streets to establishing open 


defecation free practices across the country.  In addition to government and NGO programs, the government has 


called on corporations to contribute to the open defecation free movement by directing corporate social 


responsibility funds towards new sanitation infrastructure in schools and villages.   


3.2 Delivery Model 


In India, corporations are required by regulation to fund corporate social responsibility (CSR) programs to 


encourage a community-based approach to enhance public awareness of health and security issues related to 


sustainable development.  The developer for the nearby local highway decided to use its CSR funding to implement 


open defecation free sanitation for the village.  The key objectives for the project are to have safe access for all 


households to a private toilet and bathing facility, and for the villagers to be trained to take over operation and 


maintenance of the new sanitation system.   


 


The developer selected a partner to design and build a fully functional and cost-effective sanitation system to meet 


the project objectives and budget.   Although the developer’s CSR program would fund most of the project capital 


cost, residents were asked to contribute a nominal amount upfront as a commitment to the project.  A cost sharing 


agreement was developed to ensure affordability and participation of all residents, whereby each household could 


pay up to a maximum amount or to contribute in kind, for example, by providing labour for construction.  Operation 


and maintenance costs are covered for the first two years by the developer, while longer term responsibility will be 


negotiated between the developer and the village.   


3.3 Implementation 


At the design planning stage, the major focus was the evaluation of different wastewater collection and treatment 


technologies, and of toilet and bathing facility features.  Detailed discussions on toilet and bathing facility designs 


were held with the developer, villagers, the design-build partner, and a local architect and engineering consultant 


hired by the developer.  The resulting design of side-by-side enclosed squat toilet and bathing rooms was considered 


most appropriate to meet the villagers’ preferences, while providing a facility in each household backyard ensures 


safe private access for residents.  Site visits to the village and surrounding areas were undertaken to collect 


information and get an understanding of site conditions and constraints.  The collected field information included 


household survey data, land uses, water supply data, power supply status, and topographic characteristics.  It was 


reported that the per capita water supply in Jampudiyapura is 70 litres/capita/day for both domestic and agricultural 


(cattle) uses.  With such a low flow rate and high solids concentration in the wastewater, it was determined that a 


conventional sewer system would be difficult to maintain because of solids accumulation; therefore, a SDGS 


collection system was selected for solids-free wastewater conveyance.  Various on-site wastewater treatment 


technologies were considered; however, a constructed wetland was chosen by the developer and its engineering 


consultant because of low-cost construction, easy operation, minimal maintenance, and low power requirement.   


 


The final design package for the village sanitation system was reviewed and approved by the village and the 


developer’s engineering consultant. The system is an end-to-end solution consisting of a toilet and bathing facility at 


each home connected to an underground interceptor tank in the backyard of each household lot, flowing to a shallow 


buried SDGS network, and to a constructed wetland for wastewater treatment discharging to the nearby creek and 


lagoon.  The toilet facilities are designed with a small rooftop water storage tank over separate toilet and bathroom 


stalls each with lockable doors, high windows and lighting for privacy and safety.  An elevated floor prevents 


flooding during monsoon and a sheltered outdoor washbasin, or mori, is provided for dish washing and laundry.  


Wastewater generated from the mori, toilet and bathroom is collected in PVC drain pipes connected to a 2000 litre 


interceptor tank.  The interceptor tanks are constructed in-place with top and bottom concrete slabs and hand-laid 


brick walls lined with cement.  The tanks are connected to 75 mm HDPE small diameter sanitary sewers that convey 
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effluent wastewater to the constructed wetland for final treatment.  The constructed wetland is a proven design by an 


Indian supplier that can achieve the effluent standards set by the Ministry of Environment and Forest (MOEF) and 


Central Public Health and Environmental Engineering Organisation (CPHEEO).  The wetland is described as a soil 


biotechnology treatment process utilizing vertical flow through a proprietary media.   


 


Construction started in late November 2015 after the monsoon season.  Some challenges were encountered early on, 


largely due to the lack of skilled field workers, inflexible schedule, and tight budget.  Under the contract agreement, 


the design-build partner was retained for carrying out all aspects of the project such as preparing tender documents 


and construction specifications, finding and evaluating local contractors, conducting quality control and site 


supervision, risk mitigation, monitoring construction progress and reporting to the developer and the villagers.  To 


address these challenges, the construction activities were carefully planned in four stages.  In the first stage, the 


constructed wetland was installed by the supplier at the downstream end of the system near the discharge creek.  


Meanwhile, the final design of the toilet and bathing facilities was completed.  In the second stage, the household 


toilet and bathing facilities were constructed by an experienced contractor who carried out the labour-intensive field 


work of casting in-place each toilet and bathing facility and completing the plumbing, tiling and other finishing 


work (refer to Figure 4).  A communication plan was developed to guide the interactions with residents to inform 


them of construction activities on their properties and enabling them to contribute to construction decision making 


and risk mitigation.  A site engineer was present to oversee construction management and quality control by 


checking material samples and coordinating with the design engineers for field adjustments due to commonly 


encountered terrain conditions such as waterlogged ground and black cotton soil.  The third stage of construction 


started after 50% completion of the toilet and bathing facilities.  The SDGS and sanitary connections were installed 


along the rear household lots (refer to Figure 5), across the roadway towards the school and daycare, and connecting 


to a lift station near the constructed wetland (refer to Figure 6).  The final stage before operation was testing and 


commissioning of the sewage system components including leakage testing of the interceptor tanks and sewers, and 


hydraulic testing of the constructed wetland.   


 


       
Figures 4, 5 & 6: Construction of toilet and bathing facilities, interceptor tanks and constructed wetland in India 


3.4 Lessons Learned 


The Jambudiyapura village servicing project was successfully completed after 6 months of construction.  


Construction of the toilet and bathing facilities for each household accounted for most of the work during that 


period; however, these private facilities are the critical aspect of delivering a safe and usable wastewater solution.  


Long-term success of the open defecation free village model will depend on the effectiveness of the final 


implementation, particularly whether the design of the toilet and bathing facilities meets the daily needs of the 


villagers.  User buy-in will be tied to the residents’ sense of ownership and pride for the new wastewater system, and 


to the perceived health and economic benefits of maintaining sanitation servicing in their village.  A review of the 


project identified several key success factors: well-defined project objectives, the support of residents and 


stakeholders, and a well-organized local workforce for delivering the project.   


 


The following are the main lessons learned during the project:  


 


Technologies must be adapted to suit local preferences and conditions.  Canadian expertise in technology should be 


paired with local experience in project delivery.  It is also critical to be engaged with local professionals and 


residents to establish preferences and expectations that will make a project successful or not.  For example, the most 


important local considerations—design of the toilet and bathing facilities, toilet and interceptor tank locations on 


each lot—were not well-understood by the Canadian team members; but working closely with the residents enabled 


successful implementation and user buy-in.   
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Corporate social responsibility programs are an important delivery mechanism for community infrastructure 


projects in rural India.  Through CSR, Indian companies are incentivised to engage with local communities to target 


appropriate servicing solutions.  Technology providers can benefit from a CSR partnership to participate in 


manageably-sized projects with clear delivery objectives.  Working directly with an Indian company is an effective 


way for Canadian companies to import technology while respecting local customs and business practices.   


4. DISCUSSION 


These case studies highlight how innovative funding and unconventional technology enabled the implementation of 


decentralized wastewater solutions in two small communities in Ontario and India.  In both cases, residents were 


unable to afford the initial capital cost of constructing a new wastewater system; however, creative funding 


models—corporate social responsibility in India, and a private design-build-operate-finance arrangement in 


Ontario—were applied to make these projects viable.  Additionally, the choice of wastewater technology—


specifically, small diameter gravity sewers with interceptor tanks—was critical to the success of these projects, but 


for different reasons.  In India, SDGS was suited to conveying the low flow of wastewater where conventional 


whole sewage sewers have failed.  In Ontario, the risk of causing sewage spills from the existing system was 


eliminated by using SDGS interceptor tanks for sewage holding during construction.  Wastewater treatment 


technologies were thoughtfully selected to match the requirements for each project.  While final treated effluent 


quality was a main consideration, the sustainability of operation and maintenance for the treatment technology was 


also important.  In India, a locally-designed low cost constructed wetland provided adequate treatment with easy 


operation and maintenance, and low power requirement.  In Ontario, a membrane bioreactor process was selected to 


meet the strict nutrient limits and to reduce the footprint of the treatment plant.  The success of both projects was 


attributed to having well-defined objectives, the support of stakeholders and local resources, and strong 


communication to allow collaborative planning and effective problem solving.   
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ABSTRACT  


From September 29 to October 1, 2015 over 200 mm of rain deluged parts of southern New Brunswick. The 


catastrophic rain event washed away bridge size culverts and conventional bridges, including the surrounding soil 


and asphaltic concrete pavement. Also erosion encroached on the driving lane of road and highway embankments at 


over 100 locations. Several homes and businesses were left stranded. A fast and efficient means was required to 


assess the impact on infrastructure after the storm. This paper presents the procedure and outcomes of using digital 


imagery captured with Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) for post-disaster assessment. The use of a UAV to gather 


site images, at hard to access locations, allowed for the timely prioritization of needs and allocation of limited 


resources to areas most urgently in demand of emergency repairs. High quality aerial images were processed using 


commercial software specifically designed for the creation of 3D models and orthomosaics from aerial photos.  This 


information, along with ground-level panoramas communicated the current condition of assets and roads. It 


provided engineers with the ability to complete initial assessment, create 3D models for design, and provide highly 


qualitative evaluation records. The successful use of a UAV for this storm event was preceded by other uses of 


UAVs for asset management within the New Brunswick Department of Transportation and Infrastructure. 


 


Keywords: Unmanned Aerial Vehicle, post-disaster assessment 


1. INRODUCTION 


The University of New Brunswick’s Construction Engineering and Management Group (UNB) and the New 


Brunswick Department of Transportation & Infrastructure (NBDTI) have been collaborating on the application of 


Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) since the spring of 2015. This collaboration studied the use of UAVs as an 


inspection tool for difficult to access sites including: one retaining wall, two cable-stay bridges, one arch bridge, one 


rock slope, and most recently as an impact assessment tool after a serve rain storm. 


 


The use of UAVs is becoming prevalent with various transportation departments conducting pilot projects focused 


on the application of UAVs for inspecting infrastructure. According to Zink & Lovelace (2015) the Minnesota 


Department of Transportation inspected four bridges with a UAV and made several observations including that a 


UAV can be used to safely conduct inspections and collect detailed information that is equivalent to close up photos 
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in a cost effective means. The Florida Department of Transportation also sponsored a study completed by Otero et 


al. (2015) that concluded that UAVs provide significant benefits for inspection purposes.  


 


Ferguson & Waugh (2015) completed a literature review which included the application of UAVs and found that 


research on the applications of UAVs began to increase in 2011 and that there exists a range of disciplines exploring 


the benefits that are offered by UAVs, including the use for post disaster scenarios. Adams et al. (2012) used a UAV 


to collect images after a tornado in Alabama, USA of a neighbourhood for post disaster field studies . The case study 


resulted in images with a Ground Sampling Distance (GSD) of 0.007m and significantly improved the ability to 


assess buildings and the neighbourhood. Yamamoto et al. (2014) used a UAV to rapidly collect aerial images to 


conduct a survey that resulted in 3D data and drawings of two river sites impacted by heavy rainfall in Japan. 


2. EVENT DESCRIPTION  


Between September 29 and October 1 2015 southern New Brunswick (Figure 1) was hit with a serve rain-driven 


storm that had a major impact on the road network. With over 200mm of rainfall in the areas shown in Figure 2, 


major flooding devastated the local infrastructure. The rain storm has been classified as up to a one in 200 year 


storm in areas with the highest precipitation. There are six transportation Districts in New Brunswick and two 


Districts were heavily impacted by the rain event. The reported damage, 3 days after the heavy rainfall at District 


Five, included 46 partial road embankment failures and 28 full width road failures. From District Four, the reported 


damage included 52 partial embankment failures and 31 full width road failures.   


 


 
Figure 1: Base Map - Showing 17 UAV Site Locations  


 


Instructions were given to the District crews to make repairs to road embankments as quickly as possible. For partial 


road failures, repairs could be made while leaving one lane open to traffic. For full width embankment failures, 


traffic was redirected to posted detour routes. Various roads were closed because portions of bridge decks were 


displaced or the bridge abutments were disturbed. Generally, the full width embankment failures occurred at culvert 


locations. In order to re-open many roads quickly, it was decided that:  


 where the road was washed away and the culvert showed no signs of deformation, road embankment fill 


could be placed to match the original road grade.  


 if the culverts were damaged and were less than 1600mm in size, it was replaced with the next larger size of 


a concrete culvert pipe. 


 All other sites would need a survey and a hydraulic design to ensure replacement with proper size culvert, 


temporary modular bridge, or permanent bridge.  
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A priority list was quickly developed and consisted of approximately 20 sites. The top sites were selected that 


required a site visits to capture images using the UAV and can be found in Table 1. Additional sites were 


documented with the UAV, with all sites plotted in Figure 1. The highest priority sites were in order of the urgency 


for site information and repair. Top sites may not have had a detour or any other access. Some of these sites had 


property owners and businesses isolated and waiting for NBDTI to provide access. All sites had full culvert and 


embankment failure with the exception of asset K430, which had the bridge deck displaced. All proposed repairs 


began soon after Oct 8, 2015, expedited by the UAV assessment. 


 


 
Figure 2: Total Precipitation 


Table 1: Select UAV Sites – Previous & Proposed Structures  


Asset # District Priority Previous Structure Proposed Structure 


TB06 5 9 CSP Steel Bridge Deck: Length 30m 


C140 5 7 SPCSP Arch Steel Bridge Deck: Length 30m 


N810 5 8 SPCSP Pipe Steel Bridge Deck: Length 33.53m 


QX06 5 6 SPCSP Pipe Reinforced Concrete (RC) Pipe: Diameter 2400mm  


K300 4 2 Steel Stringer Panel Bridge: Length 28.81m  


F770 4 3 SPCSP Arch RC Pipe Twin: Diameter 2400  


S225 4 4 RC Arch RC Box Twin Box: Cross Section 2400mm 


J360 4 5 Steel Rolled Beam Panel Bridge: Length 24.38m 


K430 4 1 Steel Stringer Panel Bridge: Length 24.38m 
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The impact was the greatest on large infrastructure such as bridges and large culverts due to the long duration of the 


storm. Long duration storms typically do not impact small culverts because the flow is spread out over the storm 


duration and results in a constant, manageable flow. However, due to a long time of concentration, when the 


accumulated rainfall reaches larger watercourses, the flow exceeds the capacity of large culverts or bridges. A short 


duration storm will have a greater impact on smaller culverts because the high intensity storm will result in a flow 


that quickly exceeds the design flow, but the short duration storm will have a minor impact on larger culverts and 


bridges.  


3. METHODOLOGY 


From the previous UAV work, it was speculated that deploying a UAV for image reconnaissance would be 


potentially beneficial to rapidly collect high-resolution overview images and site specific details in remote locations. 


An ad-hoc decision was made the morning of October 2 to use a UAV as an assessment tool and within hours of the 


decision, the first flight was conducted. This resulted in little time for flight planning and as a result, flight 


operations were revised and optimized throughout the three days of data collection. The following sections outline 


the equipment used, the data collection and improvements made, along with the delivery interface. 


3.1 Equipment 


The UAV used was a Phantom 3 Professional (P3P) manufactured by DJI (www.dji.com). The UAV is a quadcopter 


that is controlled by a remote controller (RCt) which uses a phone (iPhone 5S for this case) or tablet as the control 


device through the manufacture’s app (DJI GO). Using the control device, the aircraft and camera settings (ISO, 


shutter speed, camera angle, etc)  can be adjusted, along with a live stream from the camera. The camera is mounted 


on a 3-axis gimbal attached to the aircraft and captures 12MP stills and records up to 4K video. Figure 3 shows the 


UAV, RCt, and the control interface. A canon 60D camera with a 20mm lens mounted on a virtual reality panoramic 


head attached to a tripod was utilized to capture ground level panoramas. The camera captures 18MP stills and the 


panoramic head provides the ability to capture a 3600 view.   


 


3.2 Data Collection 


Once the decision was made 


to use a UAV to collect data, 


the conditions and 


constraints of UAV 


operations were reviewed to 


determine that it was 


possible to use a UAV for 


the reconnaissance  project. 


The relevant limitations 


included: weather 


conditions, traffic & 


regulations, and 


mobilization. The weather 


conditions were not a 


limiting constraint because 


the storm had passed. As a 


result there was no 


precipitation, low wind 


speeds, and the temperature 


was within the UAV 


operating temperature. 


Current regulations in 


Canada require that no flight take place within “30m from people, animals, buildings, structures, and vehicles that 


are not involved in the operation” and requires that no flight take place within 9 km of an airport and the flight 


Figure 3: P3P & RCt 
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altitude must be below 90m (Transport Canada, 2014). The majority of the sites were in remote areas or not within 


30 m of buildings. Persons in 30m of the area of the interest were notified that a UAV would be in operation and the 


UAV was not within 30 m of buildings or structure not involved in the operation. All sites that were being 


investigated were culvert or bridge washouts, therefore there was no traffic on the roadways. As a result, no flight 


took place within 30m of vehicles. Also no flight was within 9 km of an airport and the flight altitude was limited to 


90m and visual line of sight (VLOS) was always maintained. Mobilization of a UAV operation does not require 


significant resources, however multiple washouts occurred on a single route and to maintain VLOS it was required 


to walk to sites that were located in between washouts.  


 


The first step at each site was to paint Ground Control Points (GCP); 


they were distributed across the site. The GCPs were surveyed at a later 


date by high accuracy positioning survey methods. The GCP markings 


were painted throughout the site with at least five points per site and 


each point in at least three images. A cross (see Figure 4) was 


determined from previous operations to be the best symbol as it is 


easily identifiable in post processing. With GCPs marked, a flight plan 


was then created. This consisted of creating a grid to capture images 


with a 75% overlap between images. This was completed by drawing a 


scaled grid on the UAV map in the control device. A spreadsheet was 


developed to determine the required grid spacing to achieve a 75% 


overlap based on the altitude of the UAV and the camera sensors. Once 


a grid was created the flight was completed to capture vertical (or 


nadir) images at each grid intersection. The procedure of drawing a grid 


on the manufacture’s app was required because a third party flight planning app was not updated to include the P3P. 


Once the images were captured for the creation of a 3D model, overview images were captured. Vertical overview 


and oblique perspective images were collected at a max altitude of 90m to capture a site overview, as well lower 


altitudes images of site specific details were captured. Finally, on select sites, video was captured of the site to 


simulate a car driving on the road. While traveling between sites, the batteries for the UAV as well as the control 


device were charged using a power converter in the vehicle. This was identified to be necessary from the start of the 


project and as a result no operation was delayed because of low batteries. 


 


During the first two sites, the grid was created and did not extend over the entire area of interest or was on the 


opposite side of the point of interest. This error occurred because several of the washouts were located in remote 


areas that did not have a distinguishable land features that appeared on the interface map. Therefore, it was 


determined that it would be more efficient to capture the overview images before creating the grid. It was beneficial 


to capture overview images first, because it simplified the grid development process by identifying the boundaries of 


site during the overview flight. It was later determined that the video taken should have been captured in 1080p 


quality because a standard NBDTI computer is not currently capable of viewing 4K video because of the required 


computing power. It was also an issue in some cases that the video would become corrupted and was later 


determined to be a hardware issue with the UAV. Oblique images of the downstream area would have been 


beneficial, these images were captured at later sites when a standard flight plan was developed. After the first day of 


data collection it was decided that panoramas would add value for the documentation of the site to provide ground 


level visualization details. At major sites, one or two panoramas were captured onsite. Panoramas were taken at the 


edge of the washout along the road and if it was feasible a panorama was taken at stream level where the culvert had 


previously existed.  


3.3 Delivery Interface 


The delivery interface that was used to present the data was developed by UNB. The Virtual Reality Documentation 


(VR Doc) interface is a web-based interface that provides users the ability to access information via the web. It was 


originally designed for progress monitoring of construction sites (Waugh et al. 2007). The interface was recently 


updated to deliver visual inspection data collected from a UAV as part of previous work between UNB and NBDTI. 


Different icons were created to represent image direction and perspective, as well as to distinguish between images 


and panoramas. Hotspots were also added to link a large overview area to specific detailed images.  


 


Figure 4: GCP Marking 
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A password protected interface was created for this project and access was provided to select NBDTI employees. At 


the end of each day all the images were downloaded from the UAV SD card and separated by project and image 


type. For each day of operation a separate Google Earth map was created and all sites were plotted on the map to 


represent the location over a large geographical area as seen in Figure 4 (see Figure 1 for a full view of the area with 


all UAV inspected locations). For each site, Google Earth images were also used as a map to plot all the overview 


images to show their relative location. Each site map is represented in an individual tab and was labelled according 


to its asset number (if known at time of site visit), otherwise it was labelled according to the site visit sequence.  


 


The panoramic images were also downloaded from the camera SD card. The images were first corrected for 


distortions before being stitched together. Stitching errors were then corrected before exporting the cropped image 


and converting the cropped image into a virtual reality file. This was all completed immediately following the 


collection of the data to provide rapid access for key users.  


 


 
Figure 4: VR Doc Site Overview 


4. VALUE 


The collected images provided an aerial perspective that was previously impractical to obtain. The initial value of 


the collected data was an aid for the initial assessment to determine the impact of the storm. Once the images were 


processed to create a 3D model, then they could be used in the design phase, as well as for further advantages such 


as long term evaluation records. 


4.1 Initial Assessment 


The initial value was immediately recognized by NBDTI managers, directors, and key decision makers. The 


imagery was uploaded onto VRDoc immediately following the data collection and access was provided to select 


NBDTI employees, providing them with the ability to view the site status. By plotting all sites on an overview map 


as seen in Figure 4 it was possible to understand what routes had the largest impact. Overview images of each area 


showed the extent of the damage and the upstream and downstream area as seen Figure 5. Figure 5 also provided the 
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ability to view the culvert as it was washed almost 100m downstream and was out of view from the roadway. The 


panoramas that were collected on selected sites as seen in Figure 6 provided the ability to see the impact at the 


ground level in a virtual reality mode. The results provided decision makers that were unable to see the site in the 


field with ability to quickly recognize the impact and the damage through the rapid collection and delivery of the 


data. As a result decision makers were able to complete a triage of the damage and were able to better assess the 


areas in urgent need and direct the limited resources available. This resulted in a faster decision making process that 


accelerated the recovery after the storm event.  


 


 
Figure 5: Downstream Overview 


 


4.2 3D Modeling and Orthomosaics  


After the initial assessment, the images that were collected for the purpose to create a 3D model were processed 


using aerial photogrammetry software Pix4D (www.pix4d.com). This software processes aerial images and creates a 


3D model including a point cloud, mesh, and orthomosaic. By using computer visioning techniques the software can 


identify and match thousands of common pixels in overlapping images. Then by utilizing photographic processing 


algorithms it extracts the geometry of the camera positions and consequently can generate 3D models and 


orthorectified maps. The spatial accuracy of the model is increased with the use of GCPs. The GCP were collected 


by high accuracy positing methods and were inputted into the model which increases the accuracy of the model to 


within 2-6 cm. The resulting model can be exported in various formats, with the point cloud capable of being 


exported in LAS, LAZ, XYZ, and PLY. The data storage requirements for the models can range from 2GB to 20GB 


per project file. The models were created a week after the images were collected and were intended to be used for 


design of new structures.  
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Figure 6: Site Panorama 


 


The resulting models of the various sites provided some added value in the design phase. The high resolution images 


provided an aerial perspective of the site that is not possible through traditional methods and provides a new 


perspective versus traditional topographic ground surveys. However, the current computing resources and 


processing workflows were not optimal and the advantages of the 3D model were not utilized to the full extent in a 


CAD design working environment. Transportation infrastructure design is moving from a paper-based 2D plan and 


profile workflow to digital 3D models (Olsen et al. 2013).  


 


The orthomosaics that were created from the aerial photography were used as a high resolution background image 


by survey engineers to enhance the topographic line survey for each site as seen in Figure 7. A fully detailed 


topographic survey was not conducted at the washout sites. The topographic surveys for these sites were limited in 


detail since the survey crew resources were spread thin in an effort to acquire survey data from many sites in a 


limited time frame. Additionally, washout sites were unstable in some locations and washout debris limited the 


ground access for the topographic survey. This provided design engineers with a highly detailed and comprehensive 


survey of the washout site that could be used in the design phase of replacement culverts. As shown in Figure 8 the 


orthomosaic was also used by design engineers to indicate replacement details using scaled measurements. The site 


was easily communicated to design engineers and preliminary drawings could be quickly developed to identify 


replacement details such as the approximate abutment locations and rip-rap placement to begin the design phase. 


Details such as the washout sediment, location of the damaged culvert, guiderail, temporary structures, and the 


extent of the road asphalt damage were clearly visible in the augmented plans. The beneficial opportunity of this 


product can lead to more informed decision making and better use of scarce resource, especially for rapid response 


to emergency situations (Olsen et al. 2013), such as seen in this case study.  


 


4.3 Evaluation Records 


The value of the data set also provides accurate visual and spatial data for long-term records. These records provide 


high qualitative information that can be used for disaster relief funding applications. The high-resolution images 


provide a means to communicate the full extent of the damage to other agencies. These records are also useful for 
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future work. The images also provide an accurate representation of the environmental impact of the washouts as 


sediment washed downstream can easily be seen from the aerial images.  


 


 
Figure 7: Augmented Line Survey  


5. CONCLUSION  


The use of UAVs within Department of Transportations (DoTs) for various applications such as post-disaster 


scenarios is being studied by select DoTs, including NBDTI through collaboration with UNB. The rain-driven storm 


event between September 29 and October 1, 2015 had a major impact on southern New Brunswick’s road network. 


Aging and under-resourced infrastructure can not withstand major storms. This storm had a major impact on large 


infrastructure. However, even if maintenance was completed regularly, it is estimated that the impact would have 


only been reduced by 30% because of the storm duration. 


 


The decision to use a UAV to collect site overview images and images to create a 3D model, provided value for 


initial assessments, 3D modeling, and evaluation records. The rapid collection of data provided key decision makers 


the ability to quickly assess the impact of the damage and accelerate the recovery process. The creation of the 3D 


models provided added value during the design phase. However, a detailed workflow should be created to better 


utilize the advantages that a 3D model from aerial images offer, including the augmentation of a topographic line 


survey over an aerial orthomosaic and the value of scaled orthomosaics for preliminary design drawings. The long 


term value provides qualitative record of the event that visually communicates the damage.  


 


Disaster mitigation techniques have become normal practise to sustain aging infrastructure. The potential use of 


UAVs for disaster mitigation has been shown to be useful. It is recommended that future work be completed to 
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develop a strategic plan within DoTs for the use of UAVs as an assessment tool for future storm events to maximize 


the potential benefits for initial assessments and the design phase. However innovative designs, quality construction, 


and well funded maintenance phases must be the focus to build resilient infrastructure for the future. 


 


 
Figure 8: Preliminary Bridge Design 
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ABSTRACT 


Dispersants have been widely applied for oil spill response. Green dispersants are highly desired since the 


application of existing chemical dispersants has led certain toxicity concern. Till now, green dispersants have not yet 


been employed extensively in industry, mainly due to their high production costs. Using waste as unconventional 


source for green dispersant production has become a trend to facilitate wider commercial applications. In this study, 


Newfoundland shrimp waste was utilized as the low-cost resource for green dispersant production through 


enzymatic modification. Alcalase, a kind of commercial protease was used to hydrolyze the shrimp waste. 


Optimization of the green dispersant production process was conducted using composite central design and response 


surface methodology. Three factors including enzyme/substrate ratio, hydrolysis time and hydrolysis temperature 


were investigated. The effectiveness of dispersing Alaska North Slope crude oil was used as a response for system 


optimization. Economic analysis regarding the factors was also conducted. Results indicated that the optimized 


conditions of factors for generating the green dispersant with effective oil dispersion at minimum cost were E/S ratio 


at 1%, hydrolysis time at 2.23 h and temperature at 62.5oC. The research outputs would lead to a promising green 


methodology for oil spill response. 


 


Keywords: Green dispersant, Shrimp waste, Low-cost resource, Crude oil dispersion  


1. INTRODUCTION 


Dispersants have been widely used as an effective option for oil spill response (Kujawinski et al., 2011). 


Consequently, the toxicity and metabolism of current chemical surface-active compounds have risen certain 


environmental concerns (Pietroski et al., 2015). Environmentally friendly alternatives with lower toxicity and better 


biodegradability are thus greatly desired. Protein hydrolysis products have recently been recognized as surfactants 


(Zhao and Xiong, 2015). These low-toxic products containing surface-active peptides could be potentially applied as 


green dispersants (Wurm and Weiss, 2014). About 100,000 tons of shrimp are landed every year in Newfoundland, 


leaving over 40% (w/w) solid shrimp waste. Shrimp waste usually consist of 8–10% chitin, 30–40% protein and 10–


20% calcium in dry weight (Gallert and Winter, 2002). The relative abundance, inexpensive cost and high protein 
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content makes shrimp waste a promising resource for producing peptide-based dispersants. Till now, no information 


is available regarding of using shrimp waste hydrolysate as dispersants. This study aimed to optimize the generation 


process of the shrimp waste-based dispersant and find an economical solution for future applications. 


2. MATERIALS 


Shrimp waste was obtained from a local fish market in Newfoundland, Canada as the starting materials. Alcalase 


2.4L (≥2.4 U/g), dichloromethane and anhydrous sodium sulfate were from Sigma Aldrich (U.S.). Instant ocean sea 


salt was from Instant Ocean Company (U.S.) for making artificial seawater. Alaska North Slope (ANS) crude oil 


was provided by the research partner. 


3. METHODS 


The enzymatic hydrolysis procedure for shrimp waste was modified from Dey and Dora (2014). The evaluation of 


dispersant effectiveness was modified from the Baffled flask test (BFT) method developed by Sorial et al. (2004). 


4. FIGURES AND RESULTS 


Three main factors including enzyme/substrate ratio, hydrolysis time and hydrolysis temperature were investigated. 


The dispersant effectiveness was used as a response for system optimization. Economic analysis was also conducted. 


 


 
(a)                                                                (b) 


 
       (c) 


Figure 1: Response surface on different combination of two factors: (a) E/S ratio and temperature; (b) time and 


temperature; (c) time and E/S ratio 


 


After ANOVA analysis, enzyme/substrate ratio, hydrolysis time and hydrolysis temperature were all significant 


factors on the dispersant effectiveness. The interaction effect among the factors were not significant. The dispersant 


effectiveness of Corexit 9500 on ANS was determined, which was 78%. With a target range of dispersant 
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effectiveness larger than 78%, 45 optimal combinations of three factors were obtained. The optimal solution sets 


were further utilized in economic analysis, the lowest cost solution with acceptable dispersant effectiveness was 


$14.2 per 100 g crude dispersant powder when E/S ratio was 1%, hydrolysis time was 2.23 h and temperature was 


62.5oC. The corresponding dispersant efficiency was 78.16%. 
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ABSTRACT  


Open channel expansions are common in various types of hydraulic structures for such important purposes as 


irrigation, water supply and hydro-electric power generation. The flow of water in an expanding channel 


continuously decreases in strength and thus tends to create an adverse pressure gradient. This condition typically 


leads to flow separation from the sidewalls of the expansions and the formation of turbulent eddies. One expects 


significant losses of flow energy not only in the expansions but also further downstream, which is undesirable. Thus, 


it is important to be able to control flow separation. The purpose of this paper is to investigate the use of vanes 


installed in a warped expansion in order to reduce flow separation. The scope of work covers: (1) flume experiments 


of subcritical flow in warped expansions with a vane installed and without, (2) point measurements of flow velocity 


using a Laser Doppler Anemometry made from the expansions and further downstream, and (3) an analysis of the 


effectiveness of the vane in suppressing flow separation. In the experiments, warped expansions were used to 


connect an approach channel section of rectangular shape to a downstream channel section of trapezoidal shape. The 


measurements are non-intrusive, and provide three-dimensional distributions of flow velocity. The analysis produces 


time-averaged flow velocity, secondary flow, and flow energy loss. The results show distinct characteristics of the 


above-mentioned quantities in the approach channel section, the expansion, and the downstream channel section. 


The characteristics include one-sided flow separation and flow reversal. Without the use of a vane, separation-


induced losses of flow energy between the entrance and exit of the expansion are significant. The use of a vane is 


shown to suppress flow separation, secondary flow, and streamline asymmetry. The use of vane greatly reduces the 


amount of energy losses. The experimental results reported in this paper are useful for validation of numerical 


models and for the optimal design of open-channel expansions. 


 


Keyword: Flow separation; Secondary flows; Vertical Vane; Laser Doppler anemometry; Energy loss;  


1. INTRODUCTION  


Channel expansions are encountered in many hydraulic structures such as flumes, siphons, and aqueducts. Consider 


subcritical flow in a short expansion. Due to an increase in flow area along the expansion length, the flow velocity is 


expected to decrease, whereas the water surface is expected to rise. This condition would produce an adverse 


pressure gradient and a tendency for flow to separation from the sidewalls at some distance downstream of the 


expansion. At the point of flow separation, the wall shear stress is zero. Further downstream from this point, the 


shear stress becomes negative, and the flow reverses in direction. As a result, a region of circulating eddies 


develops. The eddy motions may cause damages to the channel bed and sidewalls of the channel. The purpose of 


this paper is to improve our understanding of the flow behavior in channel expansions, more importantly to develop 


strategies for control separation behavior of flow in channel expansions. 
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A review of the literature show several experimental studies aiming to determine the head loss in sudden expansions 


(Hinds 1927; Formica 1955; Smith and Yu 1966; Mazumdar 1967; Nashta and Garde 1988). Some researchers 


(Smith and Yu 1966; Rao and Seetharamiah 1969; Ramamurthy and Basak 1970; Skogerboe et al. 1971; Mazumdar 


1967; Grade et al. 1979) addressed the issue of flow separation in expansions. They used splitters and baffle walls in 


expansions to control flow separation and eddy length. Daugherty et al. (1954) determined energy losses in a closed 


conduit with a sudden expansion as   21L VVg2/CE  , where ∆E is the energy loss in the expansion, CL is the 


loss coefficient, and V1' andV2' are the flow velocities at the inlet and outlet of the channel transition, respectively. 


Formica (1955) applied this concept in open channel flow and obtained an average value of CL in the range of 0.41 


to 0.87 for different channel expansions. Hinds (1927) used an expansion to connect a rectangular channel section to 


a downstream trapezoidal channel section. The author assumed a reverse parabola water surface profile in the 


expansion with an inflexion point in the middle of the expansion. The author calculated the energy loss in the 


gradual expansion as uL EKE  , where ∆EL is the energy loss along the channel length, K is the loss coefficient 


whose value varies between 0.2 and 0.3, and g2/Vg2/VE
2


2


2


1u   is the change in velocity head between the 


inlet and outlet of the channel expansion. 


 


To reduce flow separation, Smith and Yu (1966) suggested that the sidewall flare rate should not exceed 1:10 in a 


gradual expansion. They observed separation when the central angle exceeded 19º even if B/b ratio was less than 


2.0, where b was the expansion width at its entrance, and B was the expansion width at its exit. The authors 


concluded that an S-curved warped wall expansion was the least effective. This is in contrary to the recommendation 


made by Hinds (1927).  According to Smith and Yu (1966), a straight wall expansion is more efficient than a curved 


wall expansion of the same length. 


 


Abbott et al. (1962) investigated experimentally the performance of a straight wall diffuser. They observed that 


eddies near both sidewalls had the same length if B/b < 1.5. The authors obtained asymmetry flow patterns, with the 


maximum velocity deviated from the centreline of the channel, when B/b >1.5. 


 


Mitra (1940) analyzed the performance of an expansion for flow of constant depth and linearly changing velocity 


along the direction of flow. The author proposed a hyperbolic bed-line equation. Vittal and Chiranjeevi (1983) found 


an analytical function for describing the geometry of a trapezoidal channel expansion. Swamee and Basak (1991) 


tried to minimize flow separation and associated head losses in a rectangular expansion. They reported the optimal 


bed width profile by analyzing several profiles. Swamee and Basak (1992, 1993) analysed rectangular and 


trapezoidal expansions by using the optimal control theory. They adopted a loss coefficient for pipe flow, which was 


a limitation of their theory. 


 


El-Shewey and Joshi (1996) conducted an experimental study of turbulence flow characteristics in a smooth 


expansion. The expansion was a sudden expansion of rectangular shape. Using a Laser Doppler Velocimeter, the 


authors observed high turbulence intensities near the channel-bed and the free surface, in comparison to those in the 


middle depth. 


 


Ramamurthy and Basak (1970) fitted a hump at the expansion bottom to reduce flow separation. Their showed that 


the specific energy head remained unchanged before and after a horizontal expansion, assuming negligible energy 


losses due to friction. At high Reynold numbers, the flow became turbulent and asymmetric, regardless whether or 


not a hump was used. However, flow separation was minimized by using the hump.  


 


For the purpose of channel expansion design, Alauddin and Basak (2006) proposed an expansion geometry that led 


to improved hydraulic efficiency and head loss from those reported in Hartley et al. (1940), Chaturvedi (1963), 


Nashta and Grade (1988) and Swamee and Basak (1993). 


 


Mehta (1979) experimentally studied flow characteristics in a two-dimensional rectangular channel with an 


expansion section. The flow was symmetrical when the expansion ratio was 1.25, and asymmetric when the ratio 


was 2.0, 2.5 and 3.0. With an increasing expanding ratio, the flow become more asymmetric, unsteady and unstable.  


 


Using the momentum and energy concepts, Najafi-Nejad-Nasser and Li (2015) determined the effect of a hump in a 


channel expansion. Results were verified with laboratory measurement data with respect to the depth of flow and 


energy head loss coefficient. 
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The problem of flow in expansions is complex due to flow separation from the sidewalls, the formation of turbulent 


eddies, and secondary flow. In spite of studies over many decades, many aspects of the problem remain unresolved. 


Experimental data of flow velocity in expansions is very limited. Existing research work has mainly focused on 


expansive channels of rectangular shape, as opposed to expansive channels of trapezoidal shape. Researchers 


considered mainly one-dimensional configurations. The flow characteristics in rectangular-to-trapezoidal expansions 


are poorly understood. There is a lack of qualitative and quantitative experimental data from such expansions.  


2. METHOD  


In this paper, experiments were carried out in the Hydraulic Laboratory at Concordia University. The channel was 


built with half an inch thick Plexiglas, which had smooth surfaces. The channel was laid on a horizontal frame 


(Figure 1). A Laser Doppler Anemometer (LDA) was used to measure the flow velocities at different cross sections. 


The channel consisted of an upstream section of rectangular shape, a warped expansion and a downstream section of 


trapezoidal shape (Figure 2). The upstream channel section had a width of b = 203.2 mm and a length of L1 = 2.44 


m. The downstream channel section had a base width of B = 304.8 mm, a side slope angle of 45°, and a length of L3 


= 6.0 m. The upstream and downstream channel sections were connected by the warped transition with a length of 


L2 = 609.6 mm. The sidewalls of the channel had a height of z = 304.8 mm. A platform was installed below the 


channel bottom to facilitate positioning the LDA probe. Using this platform, flow velocities were measured from the 


bottom and sidewalls of the channel. 


 


 


 
 


   


Figure 1: A photo of the experiment channel, showing a warped expansion connecting an upstream channel section
of rectangular shape to a downstream channel section of trapezoidal shape. The red arrow marks the direction of the


approach flow.


The  experiments  were  carried  out  on  two  different  setups.  One  had  a  vane  installed  along  the  centreline  of  the


expansion (Figure 2). The other did not use a vane. The vane was a thin Plexiglas plate of 0.063´´ thick. The leading 
edge of the vane was beveled. 
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Figure 2: Definition sketch of the upstream and downstream channel sections connected by a warped expansion with
a vane and without. The approach flow is from left to right. The x-axis is along the channel centreline, pointing 


positively to the right, with x = 0 at the entrance of the expansion. LDA measurements were made at several cross
sections, labeled as CS1, CS2, CS3, and CS4 for the experiments without the vane, and as CS1', CS2', CS3', and


CS4' for the experiments with the vane.


During the experiments, water was recirculated through the channel. Water was pumped from a sump into a constant


head  tank.  The flow  of  water  entered  the  channel  from  the  head  tank.  Inside  the  tank,  a  wire  screen  was  used  to 
damp possible turbulent motions. The outlet of the tank was streamlined at the bottom and on the sidewalls, and thus 
allowed relatively uniform and steady flow approaching the expansion. The depth of flow at the downstream end of 
the channel was controlled by a control gate. The discharge through channel was measured by using a standard 30° 
V-notch. The length of the upstream channel section was an order of magnitude greater than the depth of approach 
flow. This was enough for the flow to fully develop before entering the expansion. The length of the downstream


channel  section  was  an  order  of  magnitude  larger  than  that  of  the  expansion.  This  allowed  for  the  analysis  of 
evolving secondary flow.


A Laser Doppler Anemometer was used to measure time-averaged velocity components (u, v, w) of the flow field. 
LDA  measurements  were  made  at  selected  vertical  cross  sections  along  the  channel  length  (Figure  2).  For  the 
experiments without a vane, one (CS1) of the cross sections was located in the rectangular upstream channel section;


the other three cross sections (CS2, CS3, and CS4) were located in the trapezoidal downstream channel section. For 
the experiments with the vane, one (CS1') of the cross sections was located in the rectangular channel section; the 
other three cross sections (CS2', CS3', and CS4') were located in the trapezoidal channel section.


In the rectangular upstream channel section (Figure 2), at each of the cross sections, velocities were measured along


ten vertical lines. These lines were distributed across the width of the cross section in question. Each of the vertical 
lines contained seven points of velocity measurement. The relative heights of these points measured from the bottom


were  0.02,  0.06,  0.16,  0.26,  0.47,  0.66,  and  0.83  respectively.  In  the  trapezoidal  downstream  channel  section, 
velocities  were  measured  along  28  vertical  lines.  Each  of  the  vertical  lines  contained  multiple  points  of  velocity
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measurement. The relative heights of these points measured from the bottom were 0.02, 0.06, 0.16, 0.26, 0.47, 0.66, 


and 0.83, respectively. 


 


For the experiments with the vane, velocities were measured at seven vertical lines in the rectangular upstream 


channel section. Each of the lines contained seven points. In the trapezoidal downstream channel section, velocities 


were measured along 17 vertical lines. Each of the vertical lines contained multiple points of velocity measurements. 


The relative heights of these point measured from the bottom were same as for the experiments without a vane. 


 


The flow velocities, which were measured along different vertical lines at the different cross sections, will reveal the 


three-dimensional flow conditions. All the point measurements used a sampling frequency of up to 150Hz, 


depending on the actual conditions of flow strength and the number of suspended particles in the flow. At each 


measurement position, data sampling continued until 2000 records were obtained or the elapsed time reached one 


minute. 


3. RESULT 


Contours of the along-channel velocity u are shown in Figure 3 for cross section CS1 and in Figure 4 for cross 


section CS1', which are marked in Figure 2. The (x, y) coordinates (Figure 2) are oriented such that the x-axis points 


positively downstream, and the y-axis points in the lateral direction. The z coordinate is the normal distance 


measured from the channel bottom. In the rectangular upstream channel section, the along-channel velocity has 


positive values, meaning there is no flow reversal [Figures 3 and 4]. As expected, the velocity has small values near 


the solid boundaries (the channel bottom and sidewalls). 


 


 
 


Figure 3: Contours of time-averaged along-channel velocity u (in m/s) at a selected cross section (Figure 2, CS1) 
for the experiments without a vane. Positive values of u mean that flows direction is toward downstream. Negative


values of u mean flow direction pointing upstream (or flow reversal). 
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Figure 4: Contours of time-averaged along-channel velocity u (in m/s) at a selected cross section (Figure 2, CS1') for
the experiments with a vane. Positive values of u mean that the flow direction is toward downstream. Negative


values of u mean that the flow direction is toward upstream (or flow reversal).


After entering  the  expansion,  the  flow  velocity has  positive values in  the  flow  area  on  the  left  side  of  the  cross 
section [Figure 5(a)]. There is a core of strong flow downstream (the yellow colour region). On the right side of the 
cross  section near the  expansion  sidewall  (the  blue  colour  region),  there  is  a  region  where  the flow velocity  has 
negative values, meaning that the flow reverses direction and flow separation occurs. At channel cross section CS3


[Figures 5(b)], recirculation  zone disappeared.  At  a large  distance  downstream  of  the  expansion  [Figure  5(c)],


smooth flow appeared. 


 
(a) CS2   


          


 
 


  
  


 


Figure 5: Contours of time-averaged along-channel velocity u (in m/s) at three selected cross sections (Figure 
2, CS2, CS3 and CS4) without a vane. Positive values of u mean that the flow direction is toward downstream.


Negative values of u mean that the flow direction is toward upstream (or flow reversal). 
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Figure 5 (continued) 


(b) CS3 
 


 
 


(c) CS4 


 
 


 


At channel cross section CS2' [Figure 6(a)], flow had symmetric patterns with partial flow reversal. In the 


trapezoidal downstream channel, the area of flow reversal disappeared at cross section CS3' [Figure 6(b)]. Further 


downstream of the expansion CS4' [Figure 6(c),], flow becomes symmetric. 


 


(a) CS2' 


 
Figure 6: Contours of time-averaged along-channel velocity u (in m/s) at three selected cross sections (Figure 2,


CS2’, CS3' and CS4') with a vane. Positive values of u mean that the flow direction is toward downstream. Negative
values of u mean that the flow direction is toward upstream (or flow reversal). 
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Figure 6 (continued) 
(b) CS3' 


 
 


(c) CS4' 


 
 


The flow velocity at the exit of the channel expansion is much lower than that in the rectangular channel section 


upstream of the expansion. The flow accelerated on one side of the channel cross section [Figures 5(a) and 5(b)], 


with flow circulation on the other side. Clearly, flow separation [Figures 5(a) and 6(a)] started just downstream of 


the inlet (Figure 2) of the expansion. Secondary flow (not shown) started at the inlet of the expansion and intensified 


in the expansion as it proceeded to the outlet. Flow reattachment occurred further downstream, as can be seen in 


Figure 5(b) and Figure 6(b), where all the velocities had positive values. A comparison of velocity contours between 


cross section CS2 [Figure 5(a)] and cross section CS3 [Figure 5(b)] shows a reduction in the recirculation zone from 


the former to the latter, meaning that the main flow gradually recovered after being perturbed in the expansion. A 


similar flow recovery is seen by a comparison between CS2' [Figures 6(a)] and CS3' [Figure 6(b]. 


4. CONCLUSION 


Laser Doppler anemometer measurements of water velocity for flow passing through a warped expansion were 


reported in this paper. The measurements are non-intrusive, and provide a description of three-dimensional 


distributions of flow velocity. The measurements show that flow separation and reversal occur in the expansion and 


create disturbances to the main flow. For the experiments without a vane, the disturbances persist over a long 


distance from the exit of the expansion. They die out after a distance of six times the length of the expansion. 


Further downstream, the main flow re-establishes itself. Flow separation is one-sided. The flow field shows three 


dimensional characteristics. There are significant losses of flow energy between the entrance and exit of the 


expansion. An analysis of the measurements permits us to determine the point of flow separation and re-attachment 


and to delineate the flow separation zone. The use of a vane is shown to suppress flow separation and secondary. 


The flow field and streamlines become less asymmetric about the centreline of the channel. The amount of flow 


energy losses are greatly reduced. The experimental results reported in this paper are useful for validation of 


numerical models and for the optimal design of open-channel expansions. 
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ABSTRACT  


The EF-Scale estimates tornado wind speeds by the damage left in their wake, including the damage done to 


residential houses. The scale was developed based on an expert elicitation process, and so empirical testing is useful 


in determining its accuracy. Wind tunnel testing is often used to test low-rise buildings but building code 


configurations tend to be single, isolated houses, even though residential houses are much more common in 


suburban environments with many neighbouring buildings. The objective of this testing was to assess the roof-


failure wind speeds for residential buildings in typical neighbourhood patterns and compare them to rural residence 


failure speeds and the EF-Scale. To this end, a 1:50 scale model of a suburban neighbourhood with 32 houses was 


built and tested in a wind tunnel. The effects of several variables such as wind direction and presence of dominant 


openings were also included in the study. After testing, it was concluded that neighbouring houses provided 


shielding and increased failure wind speeds in the range of 5 – 10%. Interestingly, when the shielding effects are 


considered, the range of failure wind speeds matches the range set out by the EF-Scale. Further work will analyze 


these points in greater detail. 


 


Keywords: Low-rise buildings; Wind loads; Tornadoes; Wood-Frame Houses; EF-Scale. 


1. INTRODUCTION 


The destructive capabilities of tornadoes are intense, responsible for huge costs and the loss of life every year. In the 


United States, tornadoes cause about $10B dollars in damages every year (Simmons et al. 2015), two thirds of which 


occur to residential structures. For wood-frame residential houses, failure of the roofs, be it from sheathing panel 


loss or global roof failure, can allow water ingress and greatly increase the amount of damage (Sparks et al. 1994). 


In addition to this, windborne debris from these failures can strike other structures, further increasing the amount of 


damage (Minor 1994). 


 


The intensities of these tornadoes are defined in Canada using the Enhanced Fujita (EF) Scale. Since sensitive 


anemometry equipment is easily damaged in tornadoes, the EF-Scale uses observations of Degrees of Damage 


(DOD) to various Damage Indicators (DI) in the tornado path to estimate its wind speed after the fact. For example, 


a residential house losing its roof would be DI-2, DOD-6 and has an expected failure wind speed of 195 km/h 


(Environment Canada 2013). Table 1 shows an excerpt of DOD-6 for one- and two-family residences in Canada. 


Table 1: Excerpt of EF-Scale for one- or two- family residences 


Degree of 


Damage 


Damage Description Expected 


Value (km/h) 


Lower Bound 


Value (km/h) 


Upper Bound 


Value (km/h) 


6 Large sections of roof structure removed (more 


than 50%); most walls remain standing 


195 165 230 
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To assess how residential buildings will react to tornadoes, wind tunnel testing can be used. Most wind tunnel 


testing for code-based design of buildings are performed on single, isolated models within the wind tunnel, which 


typically simulates the open terrain, rather than the more common suburban and urban terrain. However, as of 2011 


only 14% of people in Ontario lived in rural areas (Statistics Canada 2011). To allow for analysis of suburban and 


urban residential buildings, the boundary layer of the tunnel can be set to model suburban terrain, but this is an 


approximation. To have a near exact simulation, multiple house models set up in the wind tunnel simultaneously are 


required. In other words, full neighbourhoods also need to be replicated. 


 


Neighbourhood modelling of residential housing has been performed in previous tests, such as (Holmes et al. 1979, 


Holmes 1994, Gavanski et al. 2013). However, this type of testing is relatively rare and often concludes that while 


surrounding buildings provide both shielding from the wind and gust enhancement from the increased turbulence, 


the net effects are minimal.  


 


The objective of the current testing was to examine the effects of a fairly expansive neighbourhood using failure 


models to see if an increased scale would lead to different results. The testing performed used a 1:50 scale 


neighbourhood of up to 32 houses to test them for global roof failures in a wind tunnel at varying directions of 


tornado level wind speeds. Figure 1 shows an image of this testing and of a model house experiencing global roof 


failure. In addition to this, many tests were run on a lone house model at different orientations, with and without 


wall openings for differing levels of internal pressure. The goal of these tests was to determine the relationship 


between rural and suburban houses in terms of roof failure wind speed, the effect of orientation and wall openings 


on these failures, and the accuracy of the EF Scale in estimating the failure speeds of a global roof failure of a 


residential wood-frame house. 


 


 
Figure 1: Global roof failure at 15 fps. The sequence is from left to right, starting in the upper row. 


2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 


2.1 House Models 


Testing was performed using forty 1:50 scale-model 2-storey, 4:12-sloped, gable-roofed residential houses. Of the 


forty, eight of the models were “failure” models that had a roof (with a scaled mass and hold down force) that was 


able to experience global roof failure in the wind tunnel. This was achieved by using balsa and foam to build the 


roofs with magnets to simulate the hold down force of the roof-to-wall connections. These models also had openings 


on two sides of the house: the shorter “Front” face and the longer “Side” face. These openings represented over 2% 


of the given wall area, which is enough to be considered a “dominant opening” that will substantially change the 


internal pressure of the house (Kopp et al. 2008). These openings were covered with tape for tests with a sealed 


internal environment. The eight failure models were labelled A-H for testing. Figure 2 shows the dimensions of 


these models, and Figure 3 shows two failure models on the right. 


 


In addition to the failure houses, there were 32 “dummy houses” which had fixed roofs that couldn’t fail. They were 


placed on the edge of the neighbourhood to simulate the presence of neighbouring houses for the failure models in 


the center. Figure 3 shows a dummy model on the left side of the failure models. 
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Figure 2: Failure house dimensions 


 


 


 
Figure 3: Dummy and failure houses 


 


2.2 Scaling and Calibration 


A scale of 1:50 for the neighbourhood was chosen because it allowed a large number of models to fit inside the wind 


tunnel, and also because a scale of 1:50 has been used in previous wind tunnel studies of residential houses, such as 


Gavanski et al. (2013). The models were designed using Froude scaling, a complete list of which can be seen in 


Table 2. 


 


The model mass of the house roofs was calculated using the weight value from (Kezele 1989) and the mass scaling 


factor and was found to be 53.7g. This assumes a truss spacing of 0.6m, which was given by Morrison et al. (2014) 


as the most common wood-frame truss spacing. This spacing allowed for 18 trusses in the full scale equivalent of 


the failure model, the hold-down force of which was modelled using eight magnets. Toe-nails are the most common 


roof-to-wall connection in Ontario, thus the model hold-down force was calculated from Morrison’s analysis of 


these connections, which found the mean failure capacity of toe-nails to be 2.8kN per connection, which, calculated 


using the mass scaling factor, is modelled as 82.2g. This hold-down mass was calibrated using pulleys and a hanging 


mass. 
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Table 2: Model scaling factors 


Scale Relationship Scaling Factor 


Density λρ=ρm/ρp 1 


Length λL=Lm/Lp 1/50 


Velocity λU=Um/Up=√ λL 1/7.07 


Mass λm=mm/mp= λρ* λL
3 1/125000 


Time λL=tm/tp= λL/ λU 1/7.07 


 


2.3 Neighbourhood Setup 


This testing took place in Boundary Layer Wind Tunnel 1 at Western University. The model neighbourhood was 


placed on an 8’x8’ platform. Figure 4 shows the placement of the models at different testing orientations, with the 


wind blowing from the north. The points of rotation for the rows of houses are the northwest corner of House E and 


the northeast corner of House B, which is why the arrangement of houses changes between orientations. For the 60° 


testing, the column spacing was reduced to main alignment with the rotation points. During single house testing, 


only House E was tested at the same location it is in the below figure, but with the rest of the houses removed. 


 


 
Figure 4: Model placements for different neighbourhoods 


 


2.4 Wind Tunnel Setup and Instrument Location 


The wind velocity during testing was measured by three Cobra probes, which record the wind speed and direction. 


Probe 289 and 290 were placed above Houses E and B, respectively, at the rotation points. They were placed at a 


height of 26cm above the ground, which is twice the height of the corner of the roof. As a benchmark for these 


probes, probe 311 was placed in front of the neighbourhood platform at the mean roof height of the failure houses. 


The location of the tips of the three probes can be seen above in Figure 4. The probes were attached to vertical metal 


stands, which would add some extra turbulence to the wind flow. However, it was decided that the presence of these 


probes was not dissimilar to the presence of street lights in a suburban neighbourhood, thus, they should not have 


impacted the test results greatly. Additionally, bird netting was strung up behind the neighbourhood to catch flying 


roofs and prevent them from slamming into the metal screen at the back of the wind tunnel. 


 


Roof failure was tracked during testing using a laser transducer placed inside of House E, with the laser pointed at 


the front edge of the roof measuring distance. When the roof failed and was ripped from the house, the laser 


transducer recorded a change in distance which allowed the wind data to be aligned with the roof failure of House E. 


 


To align the roof failures of the rest of the models, a camera was set up on a tripod outside of the wind tunnel and 


recorded all the neighbourhood tests. From these videos, the failure time compared to House E was found down to 


the nearest 30th of a second (limited by the frame rate of the recording), and this value was used to find the failure 


wind velocities for the other house models. 


 


During the single, isolated house testing, the Cobra probes were placed in the exact same location, and the laser 


transducer remained inside of House E. Video recording was not necessary for these tests, though some trials were 


recorded to potentially analyze failure method and roof flight. 
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2.5 Wind Profile 


The wind tunnel roughness elements were set into an open country configuration. The resulting boundary layer can 


be seen in Figure 5. The reference height (H) is also the location of failure wind speed of interest: the mean roof 


height at 15.5cm above the ground. Since probes 289 and 290 are located at 26cm off the ground, at z/H = 26/15.5 = 


1.733, the mean roof height velocity was 1/1.10 or 90% of the velocity recorded by probes 289 and 290. When z is 


20cm for the full scale 10m height used in the EF scale, z/H = 1.291 and the mean roof height velocity is 96% of the 


velocity at 10m. 


 


 
Figure 5: Wind tunnel profile and turbulence intensity for open country terrain 


2.6 Test Protocols and Configurations 


The fan speed of the wind tunnel was controlled via computer by raising and lowering the voltage of the fan from 0 


to 10V. The single house testing was performed from an initial wind tunnel voltage intentionally below the failure 


wind speed, and ramped up in steps of 0.1V until failure. Each step lasted for 10 full scale minutes, as 10 minutes 


was considered the minimum amount of time required for statistically meaningful wind events. Using the Time 


Scaling Factor, the model time step duration was calculated to be 600s/7.07 = 85s. For this testing, a variety of 


angles and number of openings were used. The comprehensive list of tests can be found in Table 3 below. 


 


For the neighbourhood tests, the same 85 second time step was used but each trial required many more steps. Wind 


tunnel voltage began at 8.6V and was increased 0.2V every step, eventually to 10V. This range was required 


because a variety of wind velocities were required for failure depending on the location in the neighbourhood of the 


failure models. In all of these tests, the side openings of the models were uncovered, while the front openings were 


taped close. The reason that the 00° oriented neighbourhood test is absent from Table 3 is that the wind tunnel 


proved too slow to cause failure in that configuration. 


Table 3: Testing configurations and order 


Test Other Houses? Wind Direction Number of Exposed Openings Number of Trials 


S1 Single 00° 2 20 


S2 Single 00° 1 10 


S3 Single 00° 0 10 


S4 Single 60° 1 10 


S5 Single 40° 1 10 


S6 Single 20° 1 10 


S7 Single 20° 0 10 


N1 Neighbourhood 20° 1 14 


N2 Neighbourhood 40° 1 8 


N3 Neighbourhood 60° 1 8 
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To extract the instantaneous failure velocity from the data, the maximum value from a 33ms range centered on the 


time of roof failure was used. This was done because the recordings of the roof failures were done at 30fps, meaning 


that the maximum accuracy in determining the point of failure was 1/30th of a second or 33ms. For 3s average failure 


velocity, a time factor scaled 0.424s average was taken, centered on the point of failure. 


3. RESULTS 


3.1 Single House Testing 


Table 4: Single house testing summary 


Test 289 Average 


Instantaneous 


Longitudinal 


Failure Velocity at 


Mean Roof Height 


U289-I (m/s) 


Standard Deviation 


 


 


 


 


σ289-I (m/s) 


Ratio of 289 


Failure Velocity 


Over 311 Failure 


Velocity  


 


U289-I / U311-I 


289 Average 3s 


Average 


Longitudinal 


Failure Velocity at 


Mean Roof Height 


U289-3 (m/s) 


Standard Deviation 


 


 


 


 


σ289-3 (m/s) 


S1 8.249 0.664 1.259 7.063 0.497 


S2 6.203 0.566 1.040 5.552 0.514 


S3 9.381 0.936 1.239 8.104 0.545 


S4 7.587 0.968 1.180 6.785 0.521 


S5 7.666 0.723 1.098 6.784 0.472 


S6 8.986 1.111 1.204 7.506 0.639 


S7 9.878 1.188 1.151 8.303 0.639 


 


 


The above table summarizes the single house testing results. It uses the wind velocity data from probe 289 as that 


was the probe directly above House E, includes both instantaneous and 3s average failure speeds and their standard 


deviations, all reduced to 90% to lower the speed to the mean roof height. Finally, the ratios between the 


instantaneous velocities compared to the wind speeds at the same height in front of the testing platform were found. 


Most analysis was performed using the 3s average failure velocities, since they had a lower standard deviation and 


are the values used in the EF Scale.  


 


By comparing tests S3, S4, S5 and S6 (each tested a single house with the front opening sealed), the effect of the 


orientation of the house on the failure wind speed can be analyzed. By comparing the average 3s failure velocities, 


Figure 5 was obtained. The graph correlates a larger orientation angle with a lower failure velocity, likely from the 


increased exposure of the Side Opening to the longitudinal wind, as well as from aerodynamic effects. 


 


 
Figure 6: Orientation vs failure velocity for single opening single house tests 
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The effect of the dominant openings can analyzed by comparing Test S3 to Test S2 and S7 to S6. Each pair of tests 


feature House E at the same orientation, either sealed or with an unsealed dominant opening. Table 5 summarizes 


this comparison. This test wasn’t performed for orientations of 40° and 60° because they failed to fail at the 


maximum wind speed of the wind tunnel when sealed. This shows that, while sealed, when the orientation changes 


from 00° to 40°, the failure velocity increases, meaning that aerodynamically the models are most vulnerable at an 


orientation of 00°. In terms of the dominant openings, this data shows that they reduces failure velocity by 


increasing internal pressure, and the magnitude of this reduction appears to increase the closer the opening is to 


directly facing the wind. 


Table 5: Number of openings vs failure velocity for single house tests 


Orientation 289 Average 3s Average 


Longitudinal Failure Velocity at 


Mean Roof Height – One 


Opening U289-3  (m/s) 


289 Average 3s Average 


Longitudinal Failure Velocity at 


Mean Roof Height – No 


Openings U289-3  (m/s) 


Ratio of No Opening Velocity 


Over One Opening Velocity 


00° 5.552 8.104 1.460 


20° 7.506 8.303 1.106 


 


 


The above data only analyzed the longitudinal component of the velocity, but to properly analyze the turbulence of 


the neighbourhood, all the components of the velocity must be considered. As of writing, only tests S1-S3 have been 


analyzed in this manner, which Table 6 summarizes below. Figure 7 explains the directions and the angle directions. 


The data reveals that the lateral and vertical failure velocities are much smaller than the longitudinal velocities, 


which are to be expected. The other take away is that all failures had an upwards component which likely assisted in 


lifting the roof and causing failure.  


Table 6: Single house multi-directional analysis summary 


Test 289 Average 


3s Average 


Longitudinal 


Failure 


Velocity at 


Mean Roof 


Height  


U289-3  (m/s) 


289 Average 


3s Average 


Lateral 


Failure 


Velocity at 


Mean Roof 


Height  


V289-3  (m/s) 


289 Average 


3s Average 


Vertical 


Failure 


Velocity at 


Mean Roof 


Height  


W289-3  (m/s) 


289 Average 


3s Average 


Failure 


Velocity at 


Mean Roof 


Height 


 


K289-3  (m/s) 


Horizontal 


Angle of 


Failure 


Velocity 


 


 


 


(rads) 


Vertical 


Angle of 


Failure 


Velocity 


 


 


 


(rads) 


289 Failure 


Velocity 


Normalized 


Over 311 


Failure 


Velocity 


 


K289-3 / K311-3 


S1 7.075 -0.191 0.306 7.084 -0.0270 -0.0432 1.180 


S2 5.552 -0.197 0.376 5.568 -0.0355 -0.0675 1.124 


S3 7.996 -0.502 0.765 8.049 -0.0627 -0.0954 1.160 


 


 


 
Figure 7: Angle and direction compass 
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3.2 Neighbourhood Testing 


Table 7: 20° neighbourhood testing summary 


Failure 


Model 


Failure 


Percentage 


Probe 


Used For 


Velocity 


Average 3s 


Average 


Longitudinal 


Failure 


Velocity at 


Mean Roof 


Height  


U3  (m/s) 


Standard 


Deviation 


 


 


 


 


 


(m/s) 


Full Scale 3s 


Average 


Failure 


Velocity at 


10m 


 


 


U3F (m/s) 


Full Scale 3s 


Average 


Failure 


Velocity at 


10m 


 


 


U3F (km/h) 


Ratio of 


Failure 


Velocity 


Over 311 


Failure 


Velocity 


  


U3 / U311-3 


A 46.2% 289 7.410 0.604 54.52 196.3 1.165 


B 100.0% 290 7.421 0.482 54.60 196.6 1.078 


C 30.8% 289 6.783 0.653 49.91 179.7 0.960 


D 92.3% 290 7.259 0.686 53.42 192.3 1.161 


E 100.0% 289 8.138 0.585 59.88 215.6 1.277 


F 46.2% 290 6.940 0.588 51.06 183.8 1.278 


G 100.0% 289 6.882 0.966 50.64 182.3 1.101 


H 61.5% 290 6.399 0.603 47.09 169.5 1.098 


 


 


 
Figure 8: Failure rate and failure velocity vs location in 20° neighbourhood 


 


As of writing, only the 20° neighbourhood test has been analyzed for longitudinal winds. Looking at Figure 8, there 


didn’t seem to be a strong correlation between failure rate and location, thus the differences in failure rates likely 


stem from the slight variations in the hold-down force of the individual models. Further analysis will normalize the 


results against these variations to determine the true relation. The location did seem to affect the 3s average failure 


velocity, however. Generally, the further back the models, the lower the failure wind speed. This could have been a 


result of the roofs of the back models experiencing less shielding from the wind after the models in front of them 


failed, while the models in the front always experienced this shielding from the dummy houses. Further analysis of 


the failure velocities in Table 7 shows that the equivalent full scale 10m 3s average failure velocities ranged from 


170-215km/h, which lies exactly within the 165-230km/h wind speed range for residential global roof failures given 


by the EF Scale. 


 


Comparing the probe 311 failure velocity ratios from the single and neighbourhood tests, a similar range of values is 


found. The average of all the longitudinal single house tests was 1.167 and the average for the 20° neighbourhood 


test was 1.141, a difference of 2.2%. This suggests that the magnitude of the longitudinal component of the wind 


velocity is not affected severely by the presence of the neighbourhood. 
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Table 8 compares the failure velocities of House E in the 20° single house test to those of House E in the 20° 


neighbourhood test. It shows that while in the neighbourhood, House E had a greater failure velocity, suggesting that 


the shielding provided by the surrounding houses and increased the capacity by a small amount. If the largest 


measured 10m 3s average failure speed (215.6km/h) is increased by this 8.4% ratio, a value of 231km/h is obtained, 


which lies at the very top of the EF range for roof failures. 


Table 8: Single house vs neighbourhood 20°, single opening 3s average failure velocity comparison  


Single House 289 Average 3s 


Average Longitudinal Failure 


Velocity at Mean Roof Height 


U289*3  (m/s) 


Neighbourhood 289 Average 3s 


Average Longitudinal Failure 


Velocity at Mean Roof Height 


U289*3  (m/s) 


Ratio of Neighbourhood Failure 


Velocity Over Single  


House Failure Velocity 


7.506 8.138 1.084 


4. CONCLUSIONS 


Through the wind tunnel analysis of the residential house models, in both single and neighbourhood configurations, 


at varying orientations and with differing numbers of dominant openings, the following statements could be 


concluded. Though, since further data analysis shall be done for these tests, there are further conclusions to be made, 


and the current conclusions will be refined as a result. 


 The internal pressures generated by dominant openings play a large part in global roof failures. The closer 


one of these openings is to directly facing the longitudinal wind flow, the greater the effect of reducing 


failure wind speed. Of all the wind angles tested, the 00° orientation was found to be the most vulnerable, 


yet was found to be the most safe when a side opening was unsealed. 


 When all the components of wind velocity are considered, the longitudinal wind speed is by far the largest 


component (which is to be expected). More notably, in all the tests analyzed thus far, there was an upwards 


vertical component to the velocity, which is likely helping to fail the roof. 


 From the neighbourhood testing, there appears to be a correlation between the location of a failure model 


and the failure wind speed. The downwind models failed at lower speeds than the upwind ones, which may 


be due to the reduced shielding experienced when the roofs of upwind houses fail. 


 Based on the 20° tests, it seems that the presence of the neighbourhood provides shielding and increases the 


failure wind speed of the models. The specific tests gave a required wind speed increase of 8.4% to cause 


failure. This increase is close to the approximately 6% increase found by Gavanski et al. (2013), who 


ultimately concluded that the shielding provided by neighbourhoods was ultimately minimal and extra 


consideration isn’t required. The data obtained during this testing would suggest that they are correct. 


 The 10m 3s average failure velocities (those used by the EF scale) of the 20° neighbourhood test all fell 


within the range given by the EF code for the global failure of the roof of a One- or Two-Family Residence. 


This gives more credibility to the expert opinions upon which the EF Scale is based. The fact that the 


testing range of 170-215km/h is closer to the bottom than the top of the 165-230km/h range given by the 


EF-Scale is the slight shielding cause by the neighbouring houses. When the shielding is taken into 


account, the maximum equivalent single house failure velocity is at the very top of the EF range. This 


further supports the EF Scale since the range must encompass both rural and suburban values, and the 


results from the testing is perfectly encompassed for this range. 
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1. ABSTRACT 


The Nairn Avenue Overpass is a 213 m long, 11-span, 4-lane + sidewalk precast prestressed concrete I-girder bridge 


over the CP Keewatin Subdivision line in Winnipeg, MB. The superstructure consists of three continuous segments 


with deck joints at piers #3 and #8. The structure was built in 1967, and underwent major strengthening and 


rehabilitation of the deck, girders, and bearings in 1985. Piers consist of a cast-in-place pier cap approximately 18 m 


long supported on two cast-in-place columns approximately 7 to 8 m tall supported on concrete pile caps over 


timber raft-pile foundations. 


 


Leaking omega-style strip seal deck joints at Pier #3 and Pier #8 have exposed the piers and girder ends to chloride 


contaminated run-off from the deck. In 2002, the pier caps were re-faced on three sides and provided with galvanic 


anode cathodic protection, and the pier columns received local patch repairs only. 


 


In 2014, during a deck rehabilitation project that included rehabilitating the deck joints, Morrison Hershfield (the 


Consultant) noted significant deterioration of pier column concrete including staining, moderate-to-severe cracking 


and localized spalling. The Consultant was subsequently engaged by the City of Winnipeg (City) to conduct a field 


investigation to quantify the degree of deterioration, evaluate alternatives, and undertake design and construction 


administration of the preferred solution. This presentation describes these steps, and lessons learned from the 


Contractor, Consultant, and Owner’s perspective. 


 


Keywords: bridge, construction, rehabilitation, concrete, galvanic 


2. PROBLEM INVESTIGATION & QUANTIFICATION 


In Fall 2014, the Consultant undertook a complete condition assessment of the two piers (#3 and #8). The 


investigation program included: a visual inspection following the Ontario Structure Inspection Manual (OSIM), a 


complete concrete cover survey, delamination survey, half-cell corrosion potential survey, local demolition and 


repair to obtain sample measurements of steel reinforcement cross-section loss, and two concrete cores per column 


in order to visually assess the condition of the concrete with depth and obtain water soluble chloride profiles. It was 


determined that 30-50% of each column’s fascia was in poor condition visually, 25-40% of each column’s surface 


area had delaminated, and the area of delamination included the majority of concrete patches applied during the 


2002 rehabilitation. The probability of reinforcement corrosion based on ASTM C876 standard half-cell ranges was 


greater than 90% on over 90% of one pier column, and over 50% of the three remaining pier columns. Chloride 


profiles indicate that chlorides had penetrated beyond the vertical reinforcement in all four columns. Section loss on 


tie bars and longitudinal bars ranged from medium to severe. The pier caps, which had been rehabilitated in 2002 


were in visually good condition. The elastomeric bearings were in fair condition, with surface corrosion of steel 


parts, but remained functional. Local concrete spalling was noted on girder and end diaphragm soffits. 
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3. REHABILITATION RECOMMENDATIONS 


To address the pier deterioration, recommendations were made to remove the source of the chlorides. The deck joint 


seals had been replaced in 2014, which included in-situ refurbishment of expansion joint hardware to obtain a tighter 


seal. In the present rehabilitation program (2015), chloride access to the pier columns was further reduced by 


drainage improvements including drip edges and extending the deck drains down to the existing grade to prevent salt 


spray on the piers. Recommendations were also made to address minor maintenance items, including performing 


local patch repairs to the girders and end diaphragms and renewing galvanic protection of the bearings. Additionally, 


as the service life of the pier cap galvanic protection was nearing the end of its useful life, hot applied spray-on zinc 


cathodic protection was applied to both the pier cap and at local patches of the girders and end diaphragms. 


 


The City’s initial criteria for the project included that there to be no restrictions on bridge traffic and for there to be 


no use of costly supplementary shoring. This limited the extent of permissible column concrete removals to the 


outside face of the longitudinal reinforcement to avoid compromising the column capacity. Pier column renewal 


with a reinforced concrete jacket using self compacting concrete was recommended based on condition thresholds 


for delamination and corrosion potential in the MTO Structure Rehabilitation Manual. A load evaluation performed 


by the Consultant demonstrated significant reserve capacity in the columns which, coupled with the robust 


configuration of existing column ties and the soundness of concrete observed at the surface (Schmidt hammer tests) 


and at depth (concrete cores), provided sufficient confidence to perform the concrete cover removals over the entire 


column height without face-by-face staging. This also allowed pouring each stage of the column jackets around the 


full perimeter of the columns. Three alternatives for cathodic protection of the pier columns were considered to 


further extend the service life of the rehabilitation, including hot-applied spray-on galvanizing, chloride extraction, 


and chloride mitigation by long-life embedded zinc anodes. This last alternative was selected on the basis of a 


comparative evaluation. A monitoring system was installed at one zinc anode location to aid the City in the future in 


determining when the useful life of the embedded zinc anodes has expired. The rehabilitation was successfully 


completed in September 2015 and is expected to extend the life of the rehabilitated pier columns by 25 years. 


4. CONSTRUCTION 


The project was tendered in April 2015 and Vector Construction Ltd. was the successful proponent at a capital 


construction cost of approximately $0.5M. The critical path for construction was relatively sequential, including: 


concrete removals; scaffolding erection; sandblasting; rebar placement; embedded anode placement; modular form 


placement; stage 1 (lower half) concrete pour & curing; modular form relocation; and stage 2 (upper half) concrete 


pour & curing. The project was completed in October 2015 on schedule and on budget. 


5. LESSONS LEARNED 


The Owner, Contractor, and Consultant discussed challenges and lessons learned from this project. 


1. From the Contractor’s perspective, unexpected conditions were the primary challenge. Site runoff management 


implemented early in the work would have avoided several rainfall flooding events which impacted the 


schedule and required some galvanic anodes to be replaced. Existing pier column reinforcement was extremely 


dense and was not placed as expected, which caused challenges for the selected prefabricated form system. For 


future work, the Contractor would consider site-fabricated forms and would consider pouring the concrete 


jacket pour in a single stage, for schedule savings. 


2. From the Consultant’s perspective, unexpected conditions and material quality management were the primary 


challenges. Providing additional thickness in the original design of the concrete encasement may have alleviated 


some of these issues. Due to the lack of supplementary shoring, tight monitoring of the condition of existing 


reinforcement was required, and supplementary confinement steel was added to maintain confidence in column 


performance during construction where existing column ties showed excessive section loss once exposed.  


3. From the Owner’s perspective, the project had overall positive outcomes, and the asset management 


considerations were met. The intervention was correctly timed as the rehabilitation at the two damaged piers 


provides a meaningful life cycle extension for the entire substructure of the bridge. Regular expansion joint 


maintenance is important to limit chlorides that may pass to the substructure. The monitoring station for the 


embedded cathodic protection provides a useful asset management tool for the City to plan future 


rehabilitations. Lastly, clear & prompt team communication and collaboration was key to the project’s success. 
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ABSTRACT  


Structural problems created by corrosion, ageing, aggressive environments, material defects and unforeseen 


mechanical or seismic loads can compromise the serviceability and safety of bridges. The importance of an effective 


bridge-management system (BMS) cannot be overstated, especially in light of the recent collapse of bridges in North 


America and elsewhere. Several technologies are available for assessing the condition of concrete bridges and a 


number of deterioration models are used to predict future bridge conditions and estimate associated funding 


requirements. This paper critically reviews the different available condition assessment and deterioration prediction 


approaches for concrete bridges. The potential applications of condition assessment technologies with particular 


focus on their advantages and limitations are presented. The various types of deterioration models are discussed and 


compared. The findings indicate that: (i) non-destructive testing (NDT) methods and structural health monitoring 


(SHM) systems can play a major role in effectively evaluating the conditions of concrete bridges; (ii) mechanistic 


models for deterioration prediction embrace a reliability-based approach that can provide bridge owners and 


maintenance personnel with an improved tool to assess bridge conditions and to make decisions regarding their 


maintenance; and (iii) automated data collection and interpretation analysis is needed for improved BMS. The 


challenges associated with the different technologies and models are outlined. Furthermore, to empower bridge asset 


managers in making more informed decisions, recommendations are made on the selection of appropriate evaluation 


and prediction models that meet desired service goals.  


 


Keywords: Bridge management system, bridge condition assessment, deterioration models, non-destructive testing, 


structure health monitoring. 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Existing bridges represent strategic components of infrastructural networks. Aging and deterioration of bridges can 


lead to structural and/or functional failure. Bridge failures can be catastrophic, both in terms of human life and 


economic loss, rendering the task of managing this important asset a complex endeavour that attracts growing 


attention. According to the Canadian infrastructure report card (2016), 26% of bridges are in fair, poor and very poor 


condition while as per the United States’ 2013 infrastructure report card, an annual investment of $20.5 billion 


would be needed to eliminate the backlog of deficient bridges in the USA by year 2028. An effective bridge 


management system (BMS) highly depends on accurate and objective information about the condition of the bridge. 


Reliable assessment of the bridge health is necessary to predict the progress of deterioration, to provide the required 


inputs for making cost-effective maintenance, rehabilitation, and replacement decisions (MR&R), and to ensure that 


safety, serviceability and functionality of a bridge can be sustained over its designed service life. 


 


Visual inspection is the default bridge inspection methodology, yet its results heavily depend on the expertise and 


judgment of bridge inspectors, yielding primarily qualitative and subjective decisions. Structural health monitoring 


(SHM) encompasses a range of methods and practices designed to assess the condition of a structure based on a 


combination of measurement, modeling and analysis. The SHM technology has not been widely adopted as a routine 


approach for bridge monitoring in Canada and the United States. However, recent improvements in the functionality 
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and performance of SHM systems make it a viable approach for reliable and potentially real-time bridge assessment. 


Non-destructive evaluation (NDE) approaches enable the detection of deterioration processes at its early stages. 


NDE can be incorporated into the inspection process to evaluate hidden defects such as reinforcing steel corrosion or 


crack propagation. However, the use of NDE techniques is usually specified for special inspection when severe 


deficiencies are observed. A deterioration model is a link between a measure of existing bridge condition and a 


vector of explanatory variables that represent the factors affecting bridge deterioration (Black et al., 2005). Accurate 


prediction of the deterioration rate is crucial to the success of any BMS. Deterioration models can be categorized in 


different mechanisms. For example: (i) linear or nonlinear, (ii) deterministic or stochastic, (iii) aggregate or 


disaggregate, and (iv) mechanistic or empirical models. Several developed probabilistic models are widely used for 


predicting the performance of bridge components and networks. For instance, the Markov chain approach is a 


probabilistic model that has been adopted in most BMSs. The reliability-based mechanistic models are promising 


where quantitative performance indicators (physical parameters) can be determined through detailed condition 


surveys, using NDE or SHM techniques, and then applying analytical assessments to predict the micro-response of 


bridge components (Morcous et al., 2010). However, most of the currently implemented condition assessment and 


deterioration models suffer from some limitations and will be discussed in this study. 


2. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES AND METHODOLOGY 


The aim of this study is to explore the condition assessment techniques and deterioration models that are currently in 


use by the bridge community. To achieve this goal, the following objectives are outlined: (1) delineate recent 


research efforts in BMS; (2) investigate the potential applications of condition assessment techniques with particular 


focus on their advantages and limitations; (3) discuss and compare the various types of deterioration models; (4) 


determine the challenges associated with each technology; and (5) assist bridge asset managers to make more 


informed decisions on the appropriate evaluation methods. The methodology adopted for the achievement of these 


objectives is based on reviewing articles within the domain of bridge asset management with attempts to capture 


recent relevant developments. The selected articles were evaluated to define relevant categories and classify the 


articles in the defined categories. The technologies were then compared to identify their key application areas, 


principal strengths and limitations. The challenges and technology gaps that need further research were addressed 


and hence, guidelines to the bridge community for the selection of appropriate technologies were recommended. 


3. BRIDGE INSPECTION AND CONDITION ASSESSMENT 


The condition assessment of an existing bridge aims at assessing whether it will function safely over a specified 


residual service life. The most significant challenge to bridge condition assessment is the quantification of 


information on bridge condition by development of technologies for objective and accurate condition assessment 


and reliability evaluation. Current bridge condition assessment methods are categorized in Figure 1. 


3.1 Visual Inspection 


Guidelines for visual inspection (VI) of existing bridges have been developed in many countries. The National 


Bridge Inspection Standards (NBIS) is the governing document in the USA. VI is often conducted within 24-month 


intervals depending on the condition of the bridge. Similarly, the Ontario Structures Inspection Manual (OSIM) 


describes procedures for carrying out detailed VI of material defects, performance deficiencies and maintenance 


needs of bridges. Emergency detailed inspection should be carried out immediately when a component contributing 


to the overall bridge stability has failed, or in case of imminent failure, or when public safety is at risk. The use of 


bridge inspection reporting software has been explored by several asset management software developers. A bridge 


inspection software typically consists of interactive forms that retrieve customized inspection guidelines and 


relevant historic bridge inspection data, capture bridge evaluation data, and automatically associate the captured 


information with the bridge components, making the bridge inspection documentation intuitive (Akula et al., 2014). 


Research results indicate that assessing a bridge condition by VI is unreliable, being unable to identify correctly the 


repair priorities. The quality and consistency of visual inspection results greatly depend on the motivation, 


qualification and equipment of those conducting such inspections. However, although VI is subjective and 


qualitative, it is likely to remain the most significant aid for bridge condition assessment.  
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Figure 1: Condition assessment mechanisms for concrete bridges. 


 


3.2 Load Testing Response (LTR) 


Not only do older bridges deteriorate overtime, but may also not have been designed for increased load demand. The 


reliability bridge evaluation rating process described in the AASHTO’s manual is based on load testing response. 


Load testing is a procedure to determine the safe loading levels of a bridge, leading to a load rating which provides 


the capacity level of a bridge. Through forced static and dynamic load testing in varied load patterns, the maximum 


response can be detected using strain transducers placed at critical locations on the bridge. The load ratings can be 


determined by allowable stress, load factor, or load and resistance factor methods. Bridge ratings performed by all 


three methods follow similar basic procedure, differing primarily in the load or resistance factors in the rating 


equation. Although, the ratings are determined in both inventory and operating load levels, these three competing 


rating methods may yield different rated capacities for the same bridge (Wang et al., 2011). Another useful 


procedure is the use of B-WIM (bridge-weight in motion) monitoring data to evaluate the bridge condition for 


enforcement and safety assessment, especially for bridges under load restriction due to distress. Bridge structural 


integrity can also be assessed by the most probable values of the structural element properties, such as the stiffness 


obtained using vibration measurements and video traffic recording. Wang et al., (2011) recommended guidelines for 


reliable evaluation of existing bridges. These guidelines are established by a coordinated load testing program and 


advanced computational modeling integrated within a structural reliability framework to determine practical bridge 


rating methods. However, loads experienced by bridges are often inferred from limited measurements of external 


conditions (i.e. ambient temperature, wind speed/direction, wave heights). Therefore, the monitoring of load testing 


can be combined with other technologies such as SHM methods for improved assessment of concrete bridges.  


3.3 Non-Destructive Evaluation (NDE) 


Non-destructive evaluation (NDE) methods enable detection of deterioration processes at their early stages and 


monitoring of deterioration progression through periodical surveys. NDE approaches can be incorporated into the 


inspection process to evaluate hidden defects such as reinforcing steel corrosion and crack propagation. Condition 


indices obtained from NDE survey results can provide more objective and accurate condition assessment, enabling 


to monitor the progress of deterioration (Gucunski et al., 2014). NDE is specified in some BMSs when visual 


inspection results indicate irregularities within the structure. There are several NDT methods capable of evaluating 


and identifying different types of damage in reinforced concrete bridges and the most commonly used methods are 


illustrated in Figure 2. The principles and testing procedures of these methods are described in details in the 


American concrete institute report (ACI 228.2R-13). 


3.3.1 NDE Single Application 


Use of simple NDE tools such as chain drag (CD) and hammer sounding (HS) is the predominant practice of 


condition assessment of concrete bridge decks. CD and HS are low-cost methods but their result are subject to the 


operator’s judgment and experience (Yehia et al., 2007). Each of the NDE methods uses a unique physical principal 


of the bridge materials to identify deterioration and its location. For example, corrosion can be evaluated by Half-
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cell potential (HCP), electrical resistivity (ER), and ground penetrating radar (GPR) measurements. Increased 


electrical conductivity due to the presence of moisture, and chloride ions leads to lower measured electrical 


resistivity by ER, or an increased attenuation of electromagnetic waves measured by GPR. The presence of vertical 


cracks leads to a reduced modulus of elasticity of concrete, which can be captured using the ultrasonic surface wave 


(USW) method. Delamination can be detected using impact echo (IE), and infrared thermography (IRT) tests. 


However, due to the composite nature of concrete and the many causes of deterioration, a diverse set of NDE 


technologies is required for a complete understanding of a bridge condition (Gucunski et al., 2014).  


3.3.2 NDE Hybrid Application 


Although single NDE approaches have their own merits, there is no single NDT technology that is capable of 


identifying all of the various deterioration phenomena that can affect a bridge. Bridge condition assessment results 


from different NDT techniques do not necessarily agree (Yehia et al., 2007). Therefore, NDT practitioners often 


adopt a multi-modal NDT approach which allows identificatiying different damage states, yielding a more complete 


understanding of a bridge condition. For instance, Gucunski et al., (2014) developed a fully autonomous robotic 


system named “RABIT” (Robotics Assisted Bridge Inspection Tool) for the condition assessment of concrete bridge 


decks using multiple NDE technologies (ER, IE, USW, and GPR). The system utilizes three high resolution cameras 


for crack mapping and documentation of previous repairs and to image larger areas of the deck for inventory 


purposes. The robot’s data visualization platform facilitates an intuitive 3-D presentation of three deterioration types 


(rebar corrosion, delamination, and concrete degradation) and deck surface features. Pailes, (2014) developed a 


multi-NDT condition assessment model for concrete bridge decks. The NDT methods utilized were ER, HCP, GPR, 


IE, and CD. He identified the correlations between the utilized methods and developed a statistics-based approach to 


threshold identification for ER, HCP, and GPR, which were fused and converted into a deterioration based condition 


assessment that identifies locations of active corrosion, delamination, and cracking. 


 


 


 
Figure 2: Nondestructive evaluation methods for concrete bridges. 


3.4 Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) 


Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) is a non-destructive in-situ sensing and evaluation technique that uses multiple 


sensors embedded in a structure to monitor and analyze the structural response and detect anomalous behavior (Bao 


et al., 2013). SHM applications can be deployed for short-term assessment of a specific bridge performance aspect 


(e.g. corrosion or scour) or for long-term monitoring to assess a wide range of bridge health conditions. Most SHM 


systems have similar fundamental elements: (1) measurements by sensors and instrumentation, (2) structural 


assessment (e.g. peak strains or modal analysis), and (3) condition assessment to support MR&R related decision-


making. The functionality of an SHM system depends on the type and number of sensors used, which can be tailored 


to capture a various physical measurements associated with dynamic loads, environmental conditions including 


temperature gradients, and material parameters such as creep, shrinkage and corrosion. Agdas et al., (2015) 
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summarized the common sensor systems and their potential purposes and measurement capabilities. For example, 


measuring bridge deflections requires a fixed reference point, GPS, radar systems, video, and laser-based systems.  


3.4.1 Wireless Sensors 


Standard strain gages and accelerometers have been in wide use to measure structural responses. More recently, 


fiber-optical sensors (FOS) have been applied for strain, temperature, and vibration measurement. FOS are less 


susceptible to electrical noise than strain gages and accelerometers and thus, can provide distributed measurements 


along a bridge (Agdas et al., (2015). However, the sensors mounted on bridges could not represent the complete 


behavior of the investigated bridge since they are discretely located. With the increased availability of wireless data 


networks, sustainable SHM systems have been developed so that pervasive sensor networks allow centralized data 


collection and more efficient monitoring of multiple bridges and bridge segments across large areas. O’Connor et 


al., (2014) employed a wireless sensor network to measure bridge accelerations, strains and temperatures. 


Limitations of using wireless sensors include constraints in power and transmission bandwidth. However, power 


supply from solar, vibration, or wind is required to sustain long-term wireless sensor network operations while 


communication bandwidth constraints can also be made less relevant when less data is conveyed (Bao et al., 2013).  


3.4.2 Laser Scanning 


Laser scanning capabilities have been used in recent years for several health monitoring and damage detection 


applications of structures. Texture mapped 3D point clouds can be used effectively to document quantitative 


information on present conditions of bridges. Guldur et al., (2015) developed a condition rating system of bridge 


components using detected and quantified surface damage from texture-mapped laser point clouds. The system 


provides structural evaluation, giving an overall condition of the bridge based on major deficiencies, including its 


ability to carry the required loads. Akula et al., (2014) introduced an integration condition assessment system 


through a software called Toolkit, which allows inspectors an intelligent interpretation of SHM obtained data and the 


condition assessment data corresponding to equivalent components recorded visually by other respondents. While 


the SHM approach is promising as an effective bridge management tool, it still needs further dedicated research to 


make it a simple, reliable and low-cost option. 


3.5 Finite Element Modeling (FEM) 


Finite-element modeling (FEM) is widely used for the condition assessment of concrete bridges. The construction 


process, erection methods, concrete properties, geometric accuracy, and environmental conditions are key factors in 


the development of robust FE models. For instance, Xia et al., (2005) developed FEM for the quantitative condition 


assessment of a damaged reinforced concrete bridge deck, including damage location and extent, residual stiffness 


evaluation, and load-carrying capacity assessment. Wang et al., (2011) developed FEM to assist the design of load 


tests and the interpretation of their results. The actual bridge test results, in turn, were used to validate the FE 


analysis and the measured bridge deflections were found in good agreement with those computed by FE analysis. 


Alani et al., (2013) proposed an integrated bridge health mechanism where a FEM was developed using data from 


visual inspections and calibrated using NDT survey results. The system identifies the portion of the bridge which 


had undergone the greatest amount of deterioration. Ghodoosi et al., (2015) evaluated the system reliability of 


concrete bridges using a FEM model and found that the estimated element-level structural conditions degrade faster 


once corrosion is initiated and spalling of concrete becomes evident. FEM can also be used to evaluate the reliability 


of bridges that use nonconventional materials or structural forms. For example, Ghodoosi et al., (2015) developed a 


FE condition assessment model for a restrained bridge deck system and calibrated the model with experimental 


results giving static deflection, vibration characteristics, load distribution, and crack patterns.  


4. BRIDGE DETERIORATION MODELING 


There is a variety of bridge deterioration models that have been developed and can be categorized from literature 


into three main categories: deterministic, stochastic, and mechanistic models. Those models and their techniques are 


summarized in Figure 3. Each category is briefly discussed below. 
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Figure 3: Deterioration models techniques. 


4.1 Deterministic Models 


Deterministic models use a single defined value to describe bridge elements’ condition at a certain given time. They 


utilize historical data to estimate the deterioration rate using the available statistical techniques. Accordingly, the 


models can be categorized as straight-line extrapolation, regression and curve-fitting models. For instance, straight-


line extrapolation models can be used to predict the material condition rating of a bridge given the assumption that 


traffic loading and maintenance history follow a straight line. The models require an initial condition that can be 


assumed at the time of construction and only one condition measurement after construction at the time of the 


inspection. Although, these models are accurate enough for predicting short-term conditions, they are not 


appropriate for conditions at long periods of time. They cannot also predict the rate of deterioration of a bridge that 


has undergone some repair. Regression models depend on developing an empirical relationship between two or 


more variables that affect the bridge condition; one dependent variable and one or more independent variables. 


Several forms of regression models are presented in the literature including linear and non-linear regression. Linear 


regression models do not provide sufficient accuracy and may underestimate or overestimate the bridge condition at 


a specific time while the non-linear regression models provide more adequate prediction accuracy (Morcous et al., 


2010). Curve-fitting techniques are mathematical methods that depend on constructing a polynomial that best fit 


bridge condition data. A third order polynomial curve, based on the relationship of bridge component condition 


rating versus age, was found as an accurate prediction model for several concrete bridges (Elbehairy et al., 2006). 


4.2 Stochastic Models 


The deterioration process has a stochastic rather than a deterministic nature since several complex mechanisms 


characterize the variability of a deteriorated element. The use of stochastic models has contributed significantly to 


the field of modeling bridge deterioration due to the high uncertainty and randomness involved in the deterioration 


process. Generally, stochastic models can be categorized into probability distribution, simulation and Markov chains 


models (Morcous et al., 2010). A probability distribution describes the probabilities associated with all values of a 


random variable. For example, if the random variable is the condition rating of an element in a bridge, then the 


probabilities associated with all of its values are described by a probability distribution function rather than a 


deterministic value. The use of probability distribution requires knowledge of the distribution for the variables being 


predicted, which limits the use of this technique for individual distress prediction (Abu Dabous et al., 2008). An 


effective way to deal with uncertainties is through simulation, which can provide more accurate estimates using a 


large number of “what if” scenarios. The Monte Carlo simulation method takes both sensitivity and input variable 


probability distribution into consideration and have been widely utilized in concrete bridge deterioration models. 


The deterioration can be simulated if enough statistics on the transition times required for an element to change its 


condition are available. The output of the simulation is a probabilistic deterioration profile in terms of the time taken 


to change from one condition rating to another.  
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4.2.1 Markovian Models 


A stochastic process is generally defined as the process in which the past behaviour influences the future ones. A 


Markov process is a conditional stochastic process where the transition probability from a given behaviour to a 


future behaviour is dependent only on the present behaviour and not on the manner in which the current behaviour 


was reached (Elbehairy et al., 2006). This assumption was made for simplicity and to facilitate computations but not 


supported by mechanistic knowledge of material behaviours (Abu Dabous et al., 2008). The Markovian models are 


the most common example of state-based probabilistic deterioration models and have been employed in many 


advanced BMSs such as Pontis, Bridgit, and OBMS. State-based probabilistic deterioration models are those used to 


predict the probability distribution of transition states from one condition to another over multiple discrete time 


intervals. The Markovian model takes advantage of the discrete condition states identified for inspections, to provide 


a simple way of describing the likelihood of each possible change in condition at evenly-spaced intervals. Figure 4 


shows an example of how a Markovian model can describes the change in condition of a new element over time. 


 


 


 
Figure 4: Example of a Markovian model. 


 


 


The main challenge in Markovian models is the derivation of the transition probabilities. Several methods have been 


adopted to estimate the transition probabilities such as percentage prediction method, expected-value method, 


ordered probit model, and regression-based optimization methods. Those methods can be used when a statistically 


significant number of consistent and complete sets of condition data are available, otherwise Monte Carlo method or 


expert judgment elicitation procedure may be applied (Black et al., 2005). More improved and realistic models have 


been recently developed to account for the effect of the time spent between the states on the transition probabilities 


(i.e., Semi-Markov, Weibull Survival models, and Hybrid Markov-Weibull models) and to relax the state 


independence assumption by accounting for the past condition among other explanatory variables (Black et al., 


2005). The Bayesian belief network (BBN) models also offer a compact representation of a joint probability 


distribution, together with a rigorous formalism for the construction of models relying on probabilistic knowledge. 


Bayesian’s procedure has great advantages that cover problems of insufficient data and difficulty in estimating 


model parameters but it demands careful considerations for the convergence process (Nasrollahi and Washer, 2014). 


If condition ratings are unavailable, the backwards prediction models (BPM) can produce an estimated rating for the 


unavailable components or data and use time delay analysis to predict the condition ratings of future components. 


4.3 Mechanistic Models 


Mechanistic models describe the specific deterioration mechanisms of particular bridge components where 


deterioration is described by quantitative performance indicators through knowledge of the physical and chemical 


processes involved in the deterioration process (Lu and Liu, 2010). Modeling of bridge load-capacity, chloride-


induced corrosion, and alkali-silica reaction (ASR) are some examples of research efforts towards the use of 


mechanistic deterioration models. For instance, Wang et al., (2011) used load-carrying capacity to predict bridge 


deterioration. Ian et al., (2015) modeled the deformation of concrete bridges due to the effects of ASR, creep, and 


shrinkage. Lu and Liu, (2010) developed an analytical model describes the mechanism of damage initiation and 
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accumulation to predict corrosion-induced cracking, spalling, and delamination of reinforced concrete decks and 


performed numerical simulations, using a FEM, of the condition evolution for different values of model parameters. 


Morcous et al., (2010) utilized Monte Carlo simulation to generate the probability density function of the time to 


corrosion initiation and to capture the stochastic nature of the deterioration process. Jalalifar and Tarighat, (2014) 


considered the spatial variability of the deterioration parameters across the bridge components (the materials and 


geometrical properties) and developed a deterioration model of concrete bridges, exposed to corrosion. Shafei et al., 


(2014) calculate the corrosion initiation time through a detailed computational model considering the most 


influential parameters, including ambient temperature, relative humidity, chloride binding capacity, and exposure 


conditions. They also provided a detailed mechanical model, which considers the effects of corrosion on decreasing 


the cross-sectional area of steel, yield strength of steel and the loss of the concrete cover.  


5. DISCUSSION 


The process of bridge condition assessment is challenging, involving the aggregation of diverse distress indicators. 


Providing a suitable measure and accurate condition evaluation becomes increasingly complex due to uncertainties 


attributable to inherent subjectivity in the inspection and/or interpretation processes. The advantages and limitations 


of the commonly used condition assessment approaches of concrete bridges are summarized in Table 1. Visual 


inspection suffers from limitations such as the required time of inspection, the assessment subjectivity, a number of 


safety risks associated with field inspections, and the need for a clear line of sight to conduct condition assessment. 


NDE technologies can enhance accuracy and yield more efficient condition rating and makes the assessment of a 


large population of bridges feasible. Integrated remote sensing technologies are also gaining popularity as they 


provide higher evaluation details and more comprehensive defect detection. SHM is becoming common in bridge 


monitoring. Using wireless SHM to monitor the progression of deficiencies identified during a visual inspection 


allows for continuous monitoring of identified defects, while maintaining a safe use of the bridge. Yet, SHM 


systems have some limitations which can hinder their adoption as part of BMSs. These include system complexity 


which depends on the desired functionality characteristics, system maintenance to sustain long-term operation, and 


the requirement of automated data analysis to locate potential damages. Data collection using either NDE methods 


or SHM systems is the most reliable strategy to improve and update concrete bridge FEM assessment.  


Table 1: Comparison of condition assessment techniques for concrete bridges 


Technique Description 
Advantages & Limitations 


Advantages  Limitations 


Visual 


Inspection  


(VI) 


 


Trained engineers have to 


recognize, register, and 


evaluate the physical 


condition of different 


bridge elements using 


inspection manuals and 


defined codes. 


BMSs, rely primarily on VI 


to record components 


condition ratings, which are 


quantified and standardized 


through a priority-ranking 


procedure. It is the most cost-


effective method 


Subjective evaluation, results 


greatly depend on the 


qualification of persons 


conducting inspections. 


Considers only the observed 


physical health of the bridge. 


 


Non-


Destructive 


Evaluation 


(NDE) 


Each NDE method uses a 


unique physical principal 


of the bridge materials to 


identify locations flaws or 


deterioration without 


damaging the elements. 


Objectify the inspection 


process and make it more fast 


and reliable to provide 


effective, and accurate 


condition assessment. 


 


No single NDT technology is 


capable of identifying all of 


the various deterioration 


phenomena. It requires 


trained persons for data 


collection, and interpretation. 


Structure 


Health 


Monitoring   


(SHM) 


Encompasses a range of 


methods and practices 


designed to capture 


structural response, and 


detect anomalous 


behavior. 


 


Reliable and potentially real-


time bridge assessment. 


Wireless sensors alleviated 


the cost associated with 


cabled monitoring systems. 


More meaningful than using 


loading response data. 


Requires routine, on-site 


maintenance. Wireless 


sensors often rely on battery 


power. The complexity and 


size of the bridge could result 


in complex SHM system. 
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The bridge deterioration process exhibits the complex phenomena of physical and chemical changes that occur in 


different bridge components. Each bridge element has its own unique deterioration rate which is directly related to 


the design and construction techniques, maintenance practices, materials properties and the operating environment. 


The advantages and limitations of the deterioration models are summarized in Table 2. Deterministic models are the 


simplest models where the deterioration rate of one element is generalized to all similar elements. The main 


limitations of these models are the failing to consider uncertainty and ignoring the effect of unobserved variables 


and hence, the inherent stochastic nature of demands. Several advantages for stochastic models include: (1) 


represent uncertainty in initial condition, assessment errors and deterioration process, (2) provide an unbiased 


estimate of needs within any time frame, and (3) do not require long time-series of data. However, they still suffer 


from several limitations: (1) future deterioration depends only on the current or preceding condition state and does 


not relate to the historical condition of a bridge or any other attribute (e.g. maintenance) of the bridge elements, (2) 


assume discrete transition time intervals, a constant bridge population, and stationary transition probabilities, and (3) 


transition probabilities are estimated in terms of subjective engineering judgement and require frequent updating. 


Mechanistic models embrace a reliability-based approach and focus on relevant failure modes of the bridge in 


determining the reliability of the bridge over time. These models relate the qualitative measurement of the condition 


state to the quantitative physical parameters of the bridge such as material properties, stress conditions, structural 


behaviors, which are critical data for assessing the structural capacity of the bridge. Although, these models have the 


ability to predict the deterioration with high accuracy and efficiency, none of the transportation agencies incorporate 


them in their BMSs as it is difficult to consider the various variables affecting the deterioration process. Another key 


limitation to this approach is the associated cost to perform detailed condition survey for the network level analysis.  


Table 2: Comparison of deterioration model techniques for concrete bridges 


Technique Description 
Advantages & Limitations 


Advantages  Limitations 


 


 


Deterministic 


Models  


 


 


Use a single, defined 


value to describe bridge 


element conditions at a 


certain given time. Use 


historical data to estimate 


the deterioration rate.  


Simple and easy to 


understand and develop. 


Require only one condition 


rating after construction. 


 


 


Assume that the 


environment, structure 


system, and material 


properties exhibit the same 


behaviour. Not accurate for 


long-term prediction. 


 


Stochastic 


Models  


 


 


Consider discrete 


condition states identified 


for inspections. Describe 


the probabilities of all 


variables by a probability 


distribution function. 


 


Consider the inherent 


uncertainty and randomness 


involved in the deterioration 


process. Can predict 


condition within any time 


frame. Require only two 


cycles of inspection. 


Condition distribution is 


independent of the past 


conditions or any other 


attribute. Assume discrete 


transition time intervals. 


Subjective transition 


probabilities. 


Mechanistic 


Models  


Use quantitative 


performance indicators of 


the damaged elements 


through detailed condition 


surveys and analytical 


assessments. 


Can accurately predict the 


initiation, propagation, and 


failure induced by different 


damage mechanisms, such 


as corrosion, fatigue, and 


overstress. 


Difficult to develop when 


multiple types of 


deterioration processes are 


to be modeled together. 


Costly for data collection, 


analysis, and modeling. 


 


 


The decision of which technique is more appropriate for bridge condition assessment and deterioration modeling is 


highly dependent on the nature of the available data and is driven by certain factors: (a) the mechanism of 


deterioration in the bridge being investigated, (b) expected output from the evaluation method, (c) how the 


assessment data will be used, and (d) level of complexity and available time to conduct the evaluation. For instance, 


corrosion can be tracked by monitoring the electrical outputs in a cathodic protection system, whereas scour 


monitoring involves using acoustic, pier-mounted sensors to directly track scour depth in the regions of bridge piers 


and abutments. Cameras are useful for displacement monitoring, whereas strain gauges are suitable for 


deformations. For bridge decks, if delamination is of greatest concern, IRT or IE with a higher degree of automation 


are appropriate, while GPR is suitable if corrosion of greatest concern.  
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6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 


Bridge engineering is rapidly evolving and much work is ongoing in the specific matter of bridge assessment and 


deterioration modeling. The present review demonstrates clear need to upgrade existing BMSs to incorporate recent 


research in this field. The following concluding remarks were drawn from the present study: (1) NDE and SHM 


systems play a major role in effectively managing bridge infrastructure. They can also enhance the numerical 


modeling of deterioration prediction. However, applying such methodologies requires cost-benefit analysis in both 


the short- and long-term; (2) at present, NDE methods, such as GPR, IE, and IRT are being commonly used for 


quantitative evaluation of bridge condition to augment visual inspection data; (3) most current research efforts aimed 


at verifying the capability of integrating NDE techniques to have an objective deterioration system; (4) The 


Markovian and regression models have restrictive assumptions implicit in their respective formulations; and (5) 


fully automated data collection and interpretation analysis seems to be the primary need to improve current BMSs. 
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ABSTRACT  


Successful construction of infrastructure projects largely depends on innovative geotechnical engineering solutions. 


For example, tunnels, tailing dams, road beds, and foundations for large structures represent significant societal 


investment that can benefit from innovative use of construction materials and sustainable construction practises. In 


response to the increased interest in sustainable infrastructures construction, many industrial waste materials had 


been adopted in various geotechnical applications. This paper provides an overview for successful implementations 


of different industrial wastes to produce green materials for geotechnical applications. It highlights the quantitative 


benefits of sustainable construction using recycled materials and benefits of green construction in geotechnical 


applications. This would allow engineers and policymakers to consider design for sustainability as a new 


requirement in the design for publicly funded infrastructures 


 


Keywords: Solid wastes, shredded tires, oil wastes, industrial by-products 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Modern world generates large amount of waste materials every year. Most of these waste materials come from the 


industrial sector especially construction, oil production, mining, and power generation industries. Recently, waste 


disposal processes became a major concern for these industries, due to the high disposal cost, the limited disposal 


areas, and the environmental controls that have been tightened by regulatory authorities (Carignan, 2005). In order 


to solve such problem and to reduce the environmental impact, many researchers investigated the potential use of 


industrial waste in different applications.  


 


On the other hand, the production of different construction materials consumes a significant percentage of our 


natural resources and impacts our environment adversely. Therefore, reusing industrial wastes in construction 


applications will have dual benefits. It will decrease the needs for new construction materials along with reducing 


the amount of waste materials disposed every year. This study provides a critical review for the history of 


implementing different types of industrial wastes in geotechnical applications (i.e. road construction, soil/wall 


reinforcement, and soil improvement).  
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2. INDUSTERIAL WASTES IN GEOTECHNICAL APPLICATIONS 


2.1 Solid wastes  


Solid wastes are produced mainly during construction/demolition process, so they are widely known as C&D waste. 


C&D waste represents more than 50% of the total amount of wastes produced worldwide. Recycling/reusing such 


huge amount of waste represents a major concern for many countries because its disposal is expensive and needs 


large areas. C&D waste is a mixed material composed mainly of soil, crushed bricks, and small particles of concrete. 


The resulting crushed bricks and concrete aggregates are considered acceptable alternatives for natural construction 


materials in various geotechnical applications. Figure 1 shows the different types of C&D waste.  


2.1.1. Road construction 


One of the major geotechnical applications where C&D waste could be used in bulk is road construction. The 


recycled aggregate could be employed either to increase the capacity of the pavement layer, or to avoid damaging 


the subgrade layer. A study was conducted by Irali et al. (2013) to investigate the applicability of using recycled 


concrete aggregates (RCA) in the construction of concrete pavements. Four pavement sections were constructed 


using the RCA and monitored for five years to examine the effect of different environmental factors such as 


temperature and moisture gradients on their long term performance. Their results showed a comparable performance 


between the RCA pavement sections and those constructed with natural aggregates. 


  


The applicability of using recycled crushed bricks (CB) to enhance the performance of pavement sub-bases was also 


investigated by Arulrajah et al. (2011). It was reported that its performance was quite well at low moisture content. 


However, it is recommended to mix it with high quality recycled aggregates to improve its overall performance as a 


sub-base material. Moreover, Arulrajah et al. (2012) studied the effect of mixing CB with RCA and crushed 


excavated rock (CR) with percentages up to 25%. It was found that this combination had satisfied the sub-base 


material requirements. Ahmed (2013) studied the utilization of recycled Bassanite (RB) produced from gypsum 


waste in road constructions to enhance the mechanical properties of weak sub-grade clay soils. The RB was mixed 


with furnace slag cement at a ratio of 1:1 to prevent the solubility of Bassanite. Results showed that the addition of 


Bassanite enhanced the stability and the mechanical properties of the weak sub-grade clay soils. This enhancement 


had increased as the amount of Basanite increased. 


 


The possibility of using reclaimed asphalt pavement (RAP) stabilized with cement as a pavement sub-base material 


was investigated by Taha et al. (2002). Results revealed that the stabilized RAP had good strength and stiffness that 


satisfied the pavement sub-base materials requirements. The same conclusion was observed by (Sobhan & Krizek 


1998) for the RCA. 


 


 


   
a- Recycled Concrete 


Aggregates (RCA) 
b- Crushed Bricks (CB) 


c- Reclaimed Asphalt 


Pavement (RAP) 


Fig. 1: Different C&D waste materials a) recycled concrete aggregates, b) crushed bricks, and c) reclaimed asphalt 


pavement 
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2.1.2. Reinforced walls 


Construction and demolition recycled waste could also be used with large quantities as a backfill material for 


reinforced embankments. Several studies had been conducted to assess the suitability of using C&D waste as a 


backfill material in geosynthetic reinforced embankment. It was concluded that C&D waste material had similar 


performance to the commonly used backfill material as long as it is properly selected and compacted (Vieira, & 


Pereira, 2015). Santos & Vilar (2008) conducted a series of direct shear and pullout tests to investigate the strength 


and performance of geogrids/C&D material interface. Results demonstrated an increase of about 78%, 35%, and 


34% in the interface strength compared to that of the geogrids/sand interface at confining pressures of 25 kPa, 50 


kPa, and 100 kPa respectively.  


 


Different types of C&D waste were used as a backfill material in reinforced walls (Arulrajah et al. 2013). The C&D 


materials used in this study were recycled concrete aggregate (RCA), crushed bricks (CB), and reclaimed asphalt 


pavement (RAP). A modified large scale direct shear apparatus was used to measure the shear strength properties at 


the interface between the geogrids and different C&D materials. Results revealed that the RCA had the highest 


interface shear strength, while RAP had the lowest one. The effect of using quarried basalt, quarry waste, building 


debris, and crushed concrete as backfill materials on the performance of geogrids were studied by (Sivakumar et al., 


2004). The study included crushability, and direct shear tests in wet and dry conditions. The geogrid with the 


backfill waste materials exhibited a satisfactory performance. However, it was noticed a weakness in the crushability 


when subjected to a repeated loading rates. 


2.2 Vehicle tires 


Tires represent one of the major sources of rubber waste. Approximately 13.5 million tonnes of scrap tires are 


disposed of every year worldwide (Jan et al., 2015). Recycling and reusing such huge amount of tires are 


economically essential. One of the geotechnical applications that showed promising results for the reuse of shredded 


(scrap) tires is soil reinforcement. Soil reinforcement is one of the oldest methods to improve the soil stability, 


increase its bearing capacity, and reduce its vertical and axial deformations. However, most of the soil reinforcement 


techniques available nowadays are extremely expensive. This encouraged the geotechnical researchers to investigate 


the ability of using shredded tire wires (shown in Figure 2) as a soil reinforcement material. 


 


Bosscher et al. (1993) conducted a detailed field study to investigate the effect of using shredded tire wires as a 


reinforcement material for an embankment. The embankment was divided into sections constructed using shredded 


tire wires, shredded tire wires overlain by (1 m) of soil, and others were constructed using only soil. The 


embankment sections constructed with pure tire shreds were found to compress slightly more than those constructed 


with only soil. However, sections composed of tire shreds with a soil cap of (1 m) thick exhibited an equivalent 


performance to sections constructed with only soil. This could be attributed to the confining pressure exerted by the 


(1 m) soil cap which significantly reduced the compressibility of the shredded tire wires. Results are in good 


agreement with the findings of Edil & Bosscher (1994), who found that tire shreds and soil-tire shred mixtures had a 


high plastic compression at low normal stresses. However, this compressibility significantly decreased when they 


were subjected to a one load application. Therefore, they recommended preloading of tire shred-soil mixture after 


embankment construction to eliminate its high compressibility.  


 


Foose et al. (1996) investigated the effect of using shredded waste tires on the shear strength of sand. They 


investigated the effect of normal stresses, sand matrix unit weight, shred contents, shred lengths, and shred 


orientation on the behavior of the shred-sand mixtures. Results showed that the shear strength of shred tire-sand 


mixtures is mainly controlled by the normal stresses, shred contents, and sand matrix unit weight. The shear strength 


of shred tire-sand mixture was found to be higher than that of the clean sand. The initial friction angle of dense 


shred-sand mixture was found to be 67o compared to 34o for the un-unreinforced sand at the same unit weight. 


Similar study was conducted to investigate the effect of using scrap tire wires with different length and content on 


the unconfined compressive strength, cohesion, and the angle of internal friction, in addition to the dynamic soil 


parameters (shear modulus and damping ratio) of clay soils (Akbulut et al. 2007). It was observed that both tire 


fibers length and content played an important role in the development of the soil strength parameters. It was also 


found that the unconfined compressive strength (qu) increased with increasing the tire fibers content up to 2% and 


then decreased. Similar behaviour was observed for the damping ratio (D) and shear modulus (G). On the other 
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hand, both angle of internal friction, and cohesion of the reinforced clay samples were found to increase non-linearly 


with the tire fibers content.  


 


  


a- Shredded tires rubber b- Shredded tires wires (fibers) 


Fig. 2: Shredded tires a) shredded tire waste, and b) shredded tire fibers 


 


2.3 Oil and mine tailings waste  


Oil and mine tailings industries played an important role in the development of the Canadian economy in the last 


decades. However; they produce billions of tons of waste every year. Treatment and disposal of such huge amount 


of waste represent one of the major challenges facing these industries. One of the solutions to dispose these large 


amounts of waste without using large disposal areas is reusing them again in geotechnical applications (i.e. road 


construction, replacement for cement in geotechnical structures).  


2.3.1. Road construction 


As previously mentioned, road construction is one of the geotechnical applications that allow usage of recycled 


waste in large quantities without affecting the environment. The effect of using petroleum-contaminated drilling 


waste as sub-base material for road construction was investigated by (Tuncan et al.  2000). The petroleum waste 


used in this study was stabilized by mixing it with pozzolanic fly ash, lime, and cement. Physical, mechanical, and 


chemical properties of the new mixtures were studied and found to have better properties compared to the 


commonly used sub-base materials. 


 


The potential uses of petroleum contaminated soil (PCS) in highway construction were also investigated by Hassan 


et al. (2004). Their investigation included the stabilization of the tested soil with cement and crushed stone 


aggregates. The new mixtures were used as replacement for fine aggregates in asphalt concrete mixtures. A toxicity 


characteristic leaching procedure (TCLP) was conducted on the tested soil specimens and found to be non-


hazardous. The unconfined compressive strength for cement-stabilized contaminated soil at a percentage of 5% 


remained relatively constant with increasing the cement content. An adverse effect on the cement hydration caused 


by the addition of waste was also noticed. However, the tested waste still showed a good potential to be used in road 


construction. Moreover, (Hassan et al. 2008) investigated the permeability and leaching of asphalt concrete mixtures 


containing oil-contaminated soils (OCS) as a partial replacement of fine aggregates with percentages up to 40% by 


weight. A reduction in the tested asphalt permeability was observed with increasing the OCS percentage. This 


reduction was significant for OCS up to 30%. 


 


The effect of using oil drill cuttings in road construction was also investigated (Misra et al. 2011). Results showed 


that drill cuttings waste can provide a stable and strong sub-grade for roads with minimal amount of heavy/toxic 


metals, which makes it suitable to be safely used in road construction. The potential use of mine tailings wastes as a 


base material for unpaved roads had been studied (Mahmood & Mulligan 2010). Physical characteristics and 


unconfined compressive tests were performed on different types of tailings wastes brought from several mines in 
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eastern Canada. Results revealed that all tested samples have exceeded the minimum strength requirements; hence, 


this type of waste could be used as a base material for unpaved temporary access roads. 


2.3.2. Replacement for cement in geotechnical structures 


The effect of using treated oil sand waste (TOSW) as a partial replacement for cement in micropiles applications 


was studied by Aboutabikh et al. (2015). The TOSW used in this study was a silicate-based material with a specific 


gravity of 2.54 and average particle size of (2.8 μm) which is nearly one fourth that of the ordinary Portland cement 


type 10 (OPC 10) as shown in Figure 3. In this study, the effect of different TOSW percentages (0, 10, 20, 30, and 


50) % by volume on the fresh and hardened properties of grout was investigated. It was observed that increasing the 


percentage of TOSW slightly increased the grout flowability and reduced its compressive strength. However, all the 


grout mixtures still meet the minimum compressive strength requirements specified by the Federal highway 


administration (FHWA) for micropiles applications (i.e. 28 MPa at the age of 28 days).  


 


The implementation of TOSW in the Continuous Flight Auger (CFA) Piles Concrete Mixtures was also studied 


(Kassem et al. 2015). The effect of adding different TOSW percentages (0, 10, and 20 %) as a replacement of 


cement on the fresh and hardened properties of concrete was investigated. Results revealed that the incorporation of 


TOSW had insignificant effect on the concrete properties. Although a decrease of 11% was observed in the 


compressive strength due to the addition of TOSW, all the mixtures satisfied the compressive strength requirements 


for CFA piles applications (i.e. 35 MPa after 28 days).  


 


 


 
Figure 3: Particle size distribution of TOSW and OPC 10 (after Aboutabikh et al., 2016) 


2.4 Industrial by-product waste  


Industrial by-products are the remaining (waste) materials that are usually produced during an industrial process. 


The most famous industrial by-products materials utilized in the geotechnical engineering field are the fly ash and 


blast furnace slags. Fly ash is a by-product of coal combustion in thermal power stations that run on coal as a fuel.  


The fly ash was divided into two major classes (McLaren & DiGioia, 1987): class F fly ash, which is a frictional 


material that derives its shear strength mainly from friction between particles; and class C fly ash that exhibits 


considerable true cohesive strength due to the cementitious reactions. On the other hand, blast furnace slag is a non-


metallic by-product produced during the manufacture of iron in blast furnace. It consists mainly of silicates and 


alumino-silicates, and calcium alumino-silicates (Seggiani & Vitolo 2003). Different forms of slag products are 


available depending on the method of cooling the molten slag. The. Disposal of this type of waste without causing 


any environmental impact is one of the greatest challenges we are facing nowadays.  


 


Both fly ash and blast furnace slag are characterized by their very fine particles as shown in Figure 4. This makes 


them suitable to be used as filler materials in several geotechnical applications (i.e. soil improvement materials, 


embankment, and road base construction). 
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a- Fly ash (class C) b- Blast furnace slag 


Fig. 4: Industrial by-product a) fly ash, and b) blast furnace slag 


 


Cokca (2001) explored the effect of fly ash on the behavior of expansive soils. The soils were mixed with different 


types and percentages of fly ash ranging between 0% and 25%. It was found that increasing the fly ash percentage in 


a soil sample decreased its plasticity index, its activity, and its swelling potential. The study also recommended class 


C fly ash as an effective stabilizing agent for expansive soils. The effect of fly ash on the engineering properties of 


expansive soils was also investigated by mixing expansive soils with different fly ash contents varied between 0% 


and 20% on a dry weight bases (Phani Kumar & Sharma 2004). It was found that increasing fly ash content reduced 


the plasticity, the free swell indices, and the hydraulic conductivity of the tested samples. In addition it increased the 


maximum dry density of the soil.  


 


The effect of mixing clay soil with different percentages of granulated blast furnace slag (GBFS) on its plasticity 


index, clay content, and swelling potential was investigated by Cokca et al. (2009). Results proved that increasing 


the GBFS percentage in an expansive soil sample increased its specific gravity, decreased its plasticity index, and 


reduced its swelling potential. Moreover, the addition of GBFS decreased the clay fraction and increased the silt 


fraction of the expansive soil samples. 


 


A laboratory testing program to investigate the improvement in the mechanical properties of soft fine grained 


subgrade soil stabilized with different fly ash types and percentages was conducted (Edil et al., 2006). It was found 


that the mechanical strength of the soil-fly ash mixture increased with increasing the fly ash content. (Prabakar et al. 


(2004) conducted a series of laboratory experiments to assess the applicability of using fly ash as a soil improvement 


material by mixing different fly ash percentages with three types of soil. The addition of fly ash was found to play 


an important role in the development of the soil shear strength parameters. For low plastic soils, increasing the fly 


ash content increased both cohesion and angle of internal friction. While for high plastic soils, increasing the fly ash 


content increased their angle of internal friction, and decreased their cohesion. 


3. CONCLUSIONS 


This paper presents a review for successful incorporations of different recycled industrial waste materials in some 


geotechnical applications. Reusing of wastes as alternatives for natural materials in construction will have a lot of 


environmental and economic benefits, and it will lead to a more sustainable construction. However, choosing a 


suitable waste material is a key factor to have a successful application. Based on the provided examples, the flowing 


points can be concluded:  


 


1. Construction and demolition (C&D) wastes can be used as a full or partial replacement of natural aggregates 


and as a backfill material in road construction and reinforced walls (or embankment) applications. 
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2. Shredded tires show very promising results as a soil reinforcement material, especially in geotechnical 


applications where strong and lightweight fill material is needed. It improves both soil strength parameters, and 


dynamic response. 


3. Oil and mine tailings wastes have small particle size which increases their potentials to be used as filler 


materials in road construction application, or a partial replacement of cement in the cementitious geotechnical 


structures. 


4. Fly ash and blast furnace slag had shown promising results as soil improvement materials. They have been 


successfully used in expansive soil stabilization, and to increase the mechanical properties of weak soils. 
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ABSTRACT  


There is a rapidly growing demand for more environmentally sustainable materials in the construction industry. 


Natural flax fibre reinforced polymers (FRPs) have potential applications as lightweight skins for utility poles, 


pedestrian bridge elements, and small wind turbine shafts but the structural behaviour of flax-FRP wrapped foam 


beams has yet to be investigated. Six beams with various internal foam density and fibre arrangements were 


constructed and tested. A control beam was made using one glass-FRP (one layer of longitudinal fibres, one 


transverse) while the remaining used flax-FRP. A fabrication technique for constructing the tubes was developed 


and presented here. An arrangement using 5 layers of longitudinal flax fibres and 3 hoop flax fibres gives similar 


strength to the glass-FRP control; 4 longitudinal and 3 hoop flax fibres is expected to give similar stiffness to the 


glass-FRP control. Flexural strength and stiffness was found to be proportional to the number of longitudinal layers. 


Increasing the amount of hoop layers shifted the failure mode from compression to tension controlled. Flax-FRP 


beams that failed in compression gave slightly more warning and higher deflections than those that failed in tension. 


The results show that flax-FRP skinned foam beams have potential applications in lightweight construction but 


further testing under environmental and cyclic loading is recommended before these tubes are used in practice. 


 


Keywords: Fibre Reinforced Polymers, Natural Materials, Thin-Walled Structures, Lightweight Construction. 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Over the past few years, there has been a growing interest in lightweight construction. Though the materials are 


generally more expensive, the overall construction cost of a lightweight structure is similar to a conventional one 


due to the reduced amount of material required, lower shipping costs, a reduction in heavy equipment size (e.g. 


cranes, forklifts), and accelerated construction schedules (Navon, 1995). Fibre reinforced polymer (FRP) structures 


are commonly used, particularly in the automotive and aerospace industries, for lightweight construction as their 


strength-to-weight ratio is considerably higher than that of structural steel. FRPs are also resistant to corrosion and 


have high energy absorbing capability (Yan and Chouw, 2013a) However, FRPs are generally less stiff than steel 


and are linear-elastic to failure, leading to design often being controlled by serviceability requirements rather than 


strength (ACI 2015). 


 


There is also more awareness now than ever regarding the environmental effects of construction. Traditional 


construction materials (e.g. concrete, steel) contain substantial embodied energies. For instance, the production of 


cement alone is attributed to between 9 and 10% of global CO2 emissions (Taylor et al. 2006). 


 


These two drivers have increased interest in the use of natural fibres such as flax, coir, and jute in structural 


applications as they combine lightweight construction with environmental considerations. Flax fibres have a 


reasonably high tensile strength with reported values ranging between 500-1500 MPa (Ku et al. 2011). However, 
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they also have considerably lower embodied energy (2.75 MJ/kg) than glass (31.7 MJ/kg) and carbon (355 MJ/kg) 


fibres (Cicala et al. 2010). Flax-FRP has successfully been used to confine concrete cylinders and gives similar 


results to glass or carbon-FRP despite having lower strength (Yan and Chouw, 2014). Concrete filled flax-FRP tubes 


have been shown to perform well relative to steel-reinforced sections in bending (Yan and Chouw, 2013b). A ratio 


of 3 layers of flax to 1 layer of glass fibres has been shown to give similar structural behaviour to glass-FRP when 


used in FRP-skinned sandwich panels (Mak et al. 2015). However, natural fibres have been shown to degrade from 


UV or moisture intake (Yan and Huang, 2015) but chemical treatments have shown promising results in addressing 


these issues (Loong 2015). 


 


This paper investigates the potential for flax-FRP to be used as the skin element in foam-cored tube structures for 


lightweight construction. Different foam densities and fibre arrangements are considered and the resulting systems 


are compared with a tube structure constructed with glass-FRP. 


2. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 


2.1 Description of Test Specimens 


A new structural system composed of flax FRP-wrapped soft-cored tube structures was considered. This system has 


potential applications as a utility pole, truss members in pedestrian bridges, and as support structures for small wind 


turbines. The constructed tubes are 2000 mm long and consist of fibres wrapped around an internal polyisocyanurate 


foam section 150 mm in diameter. Fibres are aligned either longitudinally (0°) or transversely (90°) along the tube. 


Longitudinal fibres provide structural strength and stiffness while the transverse (aka hoop) fibres confine the 


longitudinal fibres under compression to prevent them from buckling. The foam acts both formwork during 


construction as well as an internal brace to prevent buckling or crushing of the longitudinal compression fibres, 


similar to the function of the hoop fibres. 


2.2 Test Matrix 


The test program is shown in Table 1. Each specimen is given a four term identifier. The first term represents the 


fibre material (F – flax, G – glass) (Figure 1), the second is the number of longitudinal layers, the third is the number 


of hoop layers, and the fourth is the foam density (L – Light, M – Medium, H – Heavy). A reference glass-FRP 


beam, G11M, was constructed using 1 layer of longitudinal and hoop fibres. Previous work on flax-skinned 


sandwich panels using the same materials (properties given in the next section) showed that 3 layers of flax gives 


similar response to one layer of glass (Mak et al. 2015) and is the reason why the flax beams were constructed with a 


minimum of 3 longitudinal layers. Three flax beams (F31L, F31M, and F31H) were compared in order to evaluate 


the contribution of the foam density to structural response. These beams had the fewest hoop layers as it was 


anticipated that the foam contribution would be more clearly understood in these tests. F33M and F53M investigated 


the contribution of providing more hoop layers and longitudinal layers respectively on response and failure mode. 


Table 1: Test Matrix 


Test ID Foam Density, 


kg/m3 


Fibre 


Material 


# Longitudinal 


Layers 


# Hoop 


Layers 


Specimen 


Weight, kg 


G11M 58 Glass FRP 1 1 6.29 


F31L 33 Flax FRP 3 1 4.51 


F31M 58 Flax FRP 3 1 5.75 


F31H 66 Flax FRP 3 1 5.54 


F33M 58 Flax FRP 3 3 7.13 


F53M 58 Flax FRP 5 3 9.09 
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Figure 1: Flax and glass fibres used to make tubes 


 


2.3 Materials 


2.3.1 Foam Cylinders 


Three densities (33, 58, and 66 kg/m3) of precut rigid closed-cell polyisocyanurate foam cylinders were used. The 


cylinders had a diameter of 150 mm. Flexural tests on pure foam specimens gave modulii of elasticity of 40, 64, and 


79 MPa and flexural strengths of 0.45, 0.79, and 1.14 MPa from the lowest to the highest density respectively. 


2.3.2 Flax-FRP 


The flax-FRP was comprised of 275 g/m2 fibres (Figure 1) bonded together with a blended epoxy-pine oil resin. 


Prior material tests on wet-layup coupons using the same fibres and epoxy as that used in this program gave a tensile 


strength of 135±11.9 MPa and modulus of elasticity of 8.7±1.15 MPa (Mak et al. 2015). 


2.3.3 Glass-FRP 


The glass-FRP was comprised of 1150 g/m2 fibres (Figure 1) bonded together with a blended epoxy-pine oil resin. 


Material tests on wet-layup coupons using these fibres and epoxy gave a tensile strength of 481±31.4 MPa and 


modulus of elasticity of 24.2±1.59 MPa (Mak et al. 2015). 


2.4 Fabrication of Test Specimens 


The specimens were fabricated as illustrated in Figure 2. First, fibre material was cut to length (2000 mm for 


longitudinal layers and 550 mm for hoop layers) from a stock sheet. The width of the longitudinal layers was 475 


mm (i.e. there is no overlap). An overlap of 75 mm was provided for the hoop layers. 


 


The longitudinal layers were laid on top of each other and saturated (Figure 2 (a)). After the fibres were saturated, 


the foam was wetted with the resin to encourage bonding between the fibres and foam. The foam was then rolled to 


wrap it with the longitudinal fibres (Figure 2 (b)). After wrapping, air bubbles and misaligned fibres were worked 


out by hand and the tube was left to cure for a period of 18 to 24 hours. The curing period allowed the longitudinal 


fibres to set in place and allow the hoop layers to be added without causing the longitudinal fibres to become 


misaligned. 


 


Each hoop layer was saturated and wrapped around the longitudinal layers (Figure 2 (c)). For each hoop layer, the 


overlap was set on the opposite side of the tube from the previous layer; in the first layer, the overlap was placed on 


the opposite side of the tube from the seam caused by the longitudinal fibres. After all hoop layers were added, 


potential issues (e.g. air bubbles, misaligned fibres) were worked out by hand and the tube was left to cure for a 


minimum of 2 weeks prior to testing (Figure 2 (d)). 


 


Flax 


Glass 
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Figure 2: Tube fabrication process (a) Saturating longitudinal fibres (b) Rolling tube to wrap longitudinal fibres (c) 


Wrapping hoop fibres 18-24 hours after longitudinal layers wrapped (d) completed tube 


 


2.3 Test Setup and Instrumentation  


The tubes were tested at in four-point bending using a 50 kN capacity electro-mechanical testing frame (Figure 3). 


The test span was 1800 mm with the 400 mm apart loading points, giving a shear span of 700 mm on both sides. The 


beams were loaded in stroke control at 2 mm/min until failure. To ensure even load distribution to the tube, semi-


circular steel sections were used at the support and loading points Figure 3 (c). The weight of the spreader beam (7.5 


kg) and semi-circular loading points (2.8 kg) is included in the reported loads. 


 


During each test, midspan deflections were recorded using two 100 mm linear potentiometers (LPs) attached to 


brackets mounted at midheight of each side of the tube (Figure 3 (b)). Strains at midspan were measured using three 


5 mm strain gauges: one at the bottom of the tube (longitudinal tensile strain), and the other two at the top of the 


tube (longitudinal compression strain and transverse tensile hoop strain). 


 


(a) 


(c) 


(b) 


(d) 
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Figure 3: Test setup and Instrumentation (a) setup elevation view (b) mid-span cross section showing 


instrumentation (c) photo of test setup 


3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 


3.1 Response up to Failure 


The load deflection relationships for the tests are shown in Figure 4 with the results summarized in Table 2. At loads 


up to service (taken as span/360, common for beam elements) the response of the beams is linear-elastic. The beam 


stiffness, particularly for the flax-FRP wrapped tubes, decreased as loading increased beyond this point. The 


effective stiffness, EI, of the system was evaluated using Equation 1 which back-calculates the stiffness based on the 


expected deflections under four-point bending. 


 


[1]    22 43
12


al
Pa


EI
cl






 


 


Where P is the total applied load, a is the shear span length, l is the span length, and cl is the centreline deflection 


(measured from LPs). The value for EI in service (span/360 = 5 mm) is given in Table 2 while EI over the course of 


each test is given in Figure 5. The load-strain relationships for each beam (Figure 6) showed similar relationships to 


the load-deflection curves, as expected but also show that the hoop fibres are under non-negligible strains, indicating 


that the longitudinal compression fibres were being confined during loading. The effect of the various parameters on 


the beam response is discussed later. Failure of the specimens occurred at deflections considerably higher (between 


7.3 and 12.6 times) the service deflection of 5 mm, indicating that design of these sections is governed by 


serviceability rather than strength.   
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Figure 4: Load-deflection curves for all tested beams. Service limit of span/360 is highlighted for reference. 


Table 2: Test Results 


Test ID Peak 


Load,  


kN 


Deflection 


at Peak, 


mm 


Effective 


Stiffness, 


Nmm2×109 a 


Compress


ion Strain 


at Peak, 


 


Tensile 


Strain at 


Peak,  


Hoop 


Strain at 


Peak,  


Failure Mode 


G11M 18.0 36.4 165 -8517 +7431 +978 Fibre Crushing 


F31L 10.8 44.6 112 -8062 +8850 +1312 Hoop Rupture 


F31M 12.7 62.9 115 -11770 --b +5444 Hoop Rupture 


F31H 11.4 58.6 104 -12860 +11830 +2925 Hoop Rupture 


F33M 12.8 40.4 130 -9356 +8459 +2529 Fibre Rupture 


F53M 19.8 39.9 201 -8248 +6717 +1665 Fibre Rupture 
a – effective stiffness evaluated with Equation 1 at span/360., b – gauge failed prior to peak (reading > 15000) 
 


 
Figure 5: Flexural stiffness, EI, over the course of each test. 
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Figure 6: Load-strain relationships for the each beam. 


 


3.2 Failure Modes 


Three distinctive failure modes were observed in the tests and shown in Figure 7. The first, crushing of the 


longitudinal fibres (Figure 7 (a)), was observed in the glass-FRP tube (G11M). There were no clear indications that 


failure was imminent from the load-deflection or strain readings but there were sounds of distress (i.e. pops 


indicating fibre failure) close to failure. It was observed that the fibres crushed into the foam; this is attributed to the 


foam having a considerably lower stiffness than the hoop layer. 


 


Crushing of the longitudinal fibres and rupture of the hoop layers were seen in the flax-FRP beams with a single 


hoop layer (F31L, F31M, and F31H). This failure is distinctive from the crushing seen in G11M as the failure 


happened outward from the foam) and was accompanied by rupture of the hoop layer. This failure was also pre-


empted by slight decreases in load and rapidly changing strains immediately before failure, giving more warning 


than G11M. After failure, it was noticed that the ruptured fibre sections had foam attached to them, indicating that 


the foam was well bonded to the tube and failure happened within the foam rather than at the fibre-foam interface.  


 


The third failure mode was by fibre rupture (Figure 7 (c)), seen in the flax-FRP beams with 3 hoop layers (F33M, 


F53M). There were no clear indications that failure was imminent from the experimental data. Failure was sudden 


and the abrupt energy transfer caused both of these tubes to break completely in half. 


 


 
Figure 7: Tube failure mechanisms (a) Crushing of longitudinal fibres (G11M), (b) Crushing of longitudinal fibres 


and rupture of hoop layer (F31M), (c) Rupture of longitudinal fibres (F33M). 


(a) (b) (c) 
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4. DISCUSSION 


4.1 Effect of Foam Density 


Foam density’s effect was investigated by comparing F31L, F31M, and F31H. The foam has a similar function to 


the hoop fibres (i.e. it prevents buckling of the longitudinal fibres in compression). Higher density foam is expected 


to perform better as it has higher stiffness and strength. All three tests had similar load-deflection relationships, 


indicating that changing the foam density has little effect on flexural stiffness, especially compared to the other 


investigated parameters. However, F31L was weaker and failed at lower deflections than F31M and F31H. This is 


attributed to the weaker foam rupturing in tension (which then caused the skin to expand outward and rupture the 


hoop fibres). The other two beams had the same failure mode but this occurred at higher loads as the higher densities 


of foam have higher strength. 


4.2 Effect of Adding Hoop Fibres 


Adding two hoop layers (F31M vs. F33M) caused two noticeable effects. Firstly, the failure mode of the beam 


changed from being compression-controlled to tension-controlled. This is attributed to the hoop layers adding more 


confinement to the compression fibres and preventing them from buckling outwards. This allowed the fibres to reach 


their tensile capacity in F33M. The second effect was that stiffness was higher (by 13%) in F33M. Though the 


additional fibres were added in the hoop direction (i.e. not expected to add to flexural stiffness), the contribution of 


the resin to resistance is not negligible. Interestingly, the strengths of the two beams were almost identical (~1% 


different); it is believed, based on the recorded strains, that with slightly more confinement from the hoop fibers that 


F31M would have failed in tension. 


4.3 Effect of Adding Longitudinal Fibres 


The effect of varying longitudinal fibres is investigated by comparing F53M and F33M. The two additional 


longitudinal flax layers increased the tube peak load and stiffness considerably (by 55% and 54% respectively) 


especially relative to the 27% increase in specimen weight. The failure modes of the two tubes were the same, 


showing that 3 layers of hoop fibres are enough to confine even 5 layers of longitudinal flax and develop the full 


tube capacity. 


4.4 Effect of Fibre Material 


One of the goals of the test program was to compare flax-FRP wrapped tubes to ones wrapped with glass-FRP. For 


F33M and G11M, which abide by the 3:1 ratio presented for sandwich structures by Mak et al (2015), the two 


specimens had similar weights but G11M was considerably stronger (by 41%) and stiffer (by 27%). The reason the 


3:1 ratio does not apply to this case is that sandwich structures have non-negligible shear deformations which cause 


them to behave differently than beam structures whose deformation is dominated by flexure. 


 


Specimen F53M is stronger (by 10%) and stiffer (by 22%) than G11M. This indicates that a ratio of 5 longitudinal 


flax layers is comparable in strength to 1 layer of glass, provided that adequate hoop confinement is provided. This 


capacity comes at the cost of increased weight (4.55 kg/m for F53M and 3.15 kg/m for G11M). The average 


stiffness of F33M and F53M is 166 Nmm2×109 so it is suspected that 4 longitudinal layers of flax would provide 


equivalent stiffness to 1 layer of glass (stiffness of 165 Nmm2×109). Additional testing or modelling is 


recommended in order to confirm this. 


 


The decrease in stiffness over the course of each test was lower for G11M than it was for the flax-FRP tubes (Figure 


5). Comparing the final stiffness to the stiffness at a service deflection of 5 mm shows that G11M reduces in 


stiffness by 10%. Tension controlled flax-FRP beams (F53M and F33M) see an average decrease of 42% and 


compression controlled is even higher (averaging 78%) the decrease in stiffness appears to be proportional to 


deflection and is believed to be due to the flax-FRP itself being non-linear due to mechanisms such as 


microbuckling of fibres in compression, slip of fibres against the matrix in tension, or non-linearity of the resin 


material being more apparent with the lower modulus of the flax fibres.  


 


The hoop strains in the flax-FRP beams were higher than those of the glass-FRP beams, showing that the fibres are 


contributing more to confinement in the flax-FRP beams. Unlike in the flax-FRP beams, fibre buckled inwards in 
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G11M, showing that the foam failed before the hoop layer ruptured. This is attributed to the higher stiffness and 


strength of the glass hoop layer relative to flax (and the foam as well) causing failure to occur into the foam as the 


foam is softer and less able to resist buckling than the glass-FRP hoop layer. In the flax-FRP beams, the hoop layer 


was either too weak (encouraging buckling to occur outward from the foam) or too strong (buckling in either 


direction is prevented and failure is governed by tension). 


4.5 Strength and Stiffness relative to Weight 


Strength-weight and stiffness-weight values are presented for each beam in Figure 8. G11M has both the highest 


strength (2.86 kN/kg) and stiffness (26.2×109 Nmm2/kg) to weight ratios. Of the flax-FRP beams, F31L had the 


highest ratios (2.39 kN/kg and 24.8×109 Nmm2/kg) followed by F53M (2.18 kN/kg and 22.1×109 Nmm2/kg). F33M 


had the lowest strength and stiffness to weight ratios (1.80 kN/kg and 18.2×109 Nmm2/kg). 


 


Overall, the flax beams had between 59 and 82% the strength and between 69 and 95% of the stiffness-to-weight 


ratios of G11M. Though lower than G11M, these values are much higher than the ratio of flax to glass-FRP’s 


strength (0.28) and stiffness (0.36) from material tests. F33M’s low ratio relative to the other flax-FRP beams is 


attributed to the added hoop layers having reduced effectiveness as the full tensile capacity of the tube was 


developed and the stiffness increase from adding hoop fibres is less effective than from adding longitudinal fibres 


(such as in F53M). Reducing foam density and increasing longitudinal fibre layers increased the strength and 


stiffness to weight ratios; future investigations should build upon these findings to determine the ideal foam density 


and fibre arrangement to maximize both ratios. 


 


 
Figure 8: (a) Strength-to-weight ratio and (b) stiffness-to-weight ratios for each of the tested beams 


5. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 


Six tests were run on FRP-wrapped foam structures using glass and flax-FRP in order to investigate the validity of 


this structural system. The tubes were loaded statically in four-point bending until failure. The following was 


concluded from this experimental program: 


 


1. A method of successfully fabricating the tubes using wet lay-up was developed. It is suggested that if this 


system is to be used on a larger scale that a different technique (i.e. filament winding) is used. For filament 


winding, the foam cylinder could function as a stay in place structural form. 


2. For the tested flax-FRP beams, adding hoop layers caused the failure mode to transition from compression 


controlled (buckling of the fibres and rupture of the hoop layers) to tension controlled (rupture of the fibres). 


Additional hoop layers also increased the specimen stiffness slightly, due primarily to the increased thickness of 


resin. 


3. For the tested arrangement, it was found that 5 longitudinal and 3 hoop layers of flax gives similar strength to a 


system with 1 longitudinal and 1 layer of hoop glass fibres. Based on interpolating the results from beams with 
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3 and 5 longitudinal layers of flax-FRP, it is suspected that a beam with 4 longitudinal layers of flax will give 


similar stiffness to a beam with 1 layer of glass-FRP. 


4. Lower density foam caused premature failure in the flax-FRP beams as the foam’s lower tensile capacity allows 


fibres to buckle outward under lower loads. Varying foam density did not appear to affect its stiffness. 


5. The load-deflection response of the flax beams was non-linear and showed a consistent decrease in stiffness as 


load increased (the decrease ranging between 42 and 78% that of service at ultimate). The decrease in stiffness 


was higher for flax-FRP beams that failed in compression (and at higher deflections). The glass-FRP beam had 


a considerably smaller decrease in stiffness of 10%. 


6. Of the investigated parameters, lowering foam density and increasing the number of longitudinal layers gave the 


highest increases in strength-to-weight and stiffness-to-weight ratios. 


 


Future work should investigate the response of these tubes to axial and cyclic loading simulating wind loads on 


utility structures along with further characterization of the long-term performance of flax under environmental 


effects, creep, and cyclic loads. The authors are now in the process of conducting additional flexural tests that will 


be compared to an analytical model to ensure reliability in the reported test results. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 


A major challenge in designing resilient infrastructure is to meet the needs of sustainable development (Kennedy & 


Corfee-Morlot, 2013). Sustainable development requires a high degree of energy efficiency. Municipal wastewater 


treatment plants (WWTPs), in particular, have the potential to be much more sustainable. In the U.S., 3 – 4% of the 


total energy consumed is dedicated to WWTPs and drinking water services, accounting for 30 – 40% of energy 


consumed by municipalities (U.S. EPA, 2014). In Canada, 25% of the $123 billion municipal deficit in 2006 was tied 


to water supply systems (i.e., drinking water, wastewater, and storm water) (Mirza, 2006). This problem becomes 


further complicated as much of North America’s WWTP infrastructure approaches the end of its design life. An 


estimated $298 billion and $39 billion is required in the U.S. and Canada, respectively, to satisfactorily refurbish 


WWTP infrastructure (ASCE, 2013; Félio et al., 2012). Within WWTPs, around 50% of the operating and capital 


costs are dedicated to managing the solid by-product, biosolids, making it the most expensive system component 


(Khiari et al., 2004). In Canada, 90% of biosolids are either incinerated or land applied for agricultural purposes 


(Apedaile, 2001). These methods are expensive, requiring high energy inputs in various forms (e.g., fuel, labour, 


transportation) (Wang et al., 2008). Land application is also subject to limitations and uncertain risks due to the 


potential for introducing synthetic contaminants into the environment (Hale et al., 2001; U.S. EPA, 1995). In general, 


managing biosolids persists as a major energy intensive challenge within WWTPs and there is a strong need to provide 


novel solutions (Tyagi & Lo, 2013). 


 


Self-sustaining smouldering combustion of organic wastes was originally developed as a chemical waste management 


and soil-clean up technology (Pironi et al., 2011; Scholes et al., 2015; Switzer et al., 2009). Smouldering is a flameless 


form of combustion for solid and liquid fuels, where a common example is glowing red charcoal in a traditional 


barbeque (Ohlemiller, 1985). The fuel (e.g. oil sludge) is mixed with sand to form a fixed-bed; this increases the 


surface area for reaction, provides porosity for the oxidant (air), and efficiently transfers, stores, and recycles the 


released reaction energy (Switzer et al., 2009). The smouldering reaction typically reaches temperatures between 500-


800°C for many minutes in one location resulting in upwards of 99% conversion of organic waste to heat (Pironi et 


al., 2011). Smouldering in this configuration is unique as it supports an extremely energy efficient, self-sustaining 


reaction; therefore, following ignition, no external energy is required to sustain the reaction indefinitely. As a result, 


the process can smoulder fuels containing little energy or significant water contents that would otherwise not burn 


(e.g., via incineration) (Switzer et al., 2009; Yermán et al., 2015). 


 


Proof-of-concept experiments demonstrated for the first time that biosolids, obtained from Greenway Pollution 


Control Centre (London, ON) could be successfully destroyed via self-sustained smouldering. Thirty experiments in 


40 cm tall, 15 cm diameter fixed-bed columns mapped the parameter space of self-sustained smouldering as a function 


of sand dilution, biosolids water content, and injected air flow rate. The results demonstrate that a self-sustaining 


reaction was achieved using biosolids with water contents as high as 80% (1.6 MJ/kg, effective calorific value). With 


little input of energy, the biosolids were converted to heat, steam, and emissions dominated by carbon dioxide. These 
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results suggest that smouldering presents strong potential as a cost and energy effective waste management alternative 


for WWTP biosolids, achieving on-site destruction with minimal energy input and limited preliminary processing 


(Rashwan et al., 2016). This underscores the beneficial application of smouldering as a novel waste management 


technique that may be useful in designing resilient infrastructure.  
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ABSTRACT 


Soil vapour intrusion of subsurface volatile organic compounds (VOCs) into indoor air of buildings is a significant 


potential concern at existing sites where chemical releases occur, or at new buildings at Brownfield sites with 


residual chemical impacts. While soil vapour intrusion mitigation systems are increasingly being implemented, there 


are limited published data on mitigation performance for VOCs particularly for industrial or commercial buildings 


or high density residential buildings with below ground parking garages. Data gaps include the effectiveness of 


passive and active venting systems and reduction in vapour intrusion that can be achieved relative to unmitigated 


buildings. Because of lack of knowledge and standardization, design practices and post-mitigation monitoring 


requirements vary widely and are, in some cases, over-conservative. To address these gaps, a comprehensive 


empirical review of data on the performance of active and passive venting systems and a study using the Modified 


Johnson and Ettinger Model was completed.  The empirical data indicate performance of passive venting systems are 


variable in terms of venting air flow rates and pressures.  The results of modelling for passive venting indicate a wide 


range of predicted reduction factors, defined as the vapour attenuation factor for a baseline unmitigated building divided 


by the attenuation factor for the mitigated case. Because of the potential for depressurized buildings and/or reverse vent 


stack effect, for passive venting systems a continuous leak free barrier that reduces the potential for soil gas diffusion and 


advection is essential. The performance of active venting systems can be more readily controlled and quantified based on 


design principles as supported by the results of modelling, which indicated higher reduction factors than for passive 


venting systems.  For both passive and active venting systems, improved efficiency in venting can be achieved through 


aerated subfloors.  A monitoring framework that is robust but efficient and sustainable is presented that incorporates the 


concept of a concentration exceedance factor and the type of mitigation system.   


 


Keywords: vapour intrusion, mitigation, passive venting, active venting, design, optimization, sustainability  


1. INTRODUCTION 


Soil vapour intrusion of subsurface volatile organic compounds (VOCs) into indoor air of buildings is a significant 


potential concern at existing sites where chemical releases occur, or at new buildings at Brownfield sites with 


residual chemical impacts. Generic models utilizing subsurface concentration data or indoor air quality 


measurements often predict unacceptable potential health risk and consequently risk management measures (RMM) 


such as vapour intrusion mitigation systems are increasingly being required. While there is several decades of 


experience for radon mitigation, there are limited published data on soil vapour mitigation performance for VOCs 


particularly for industrial or commercial buildings or high density residential buildings with below ground parking 


(storage) garages.  Data gaps include the effectiveness of passive and active venting systems and reduction in vapour 
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intrusion that can be achieved relative to unmitigated buildings.  Because of lack of knowledge and standardization, 


design practices and post-mitigation monitoring requirements vary widely, and in some cases, overly-conservative 


approaches are being followed.  


  


This study addresses these gaps through a comprehensive review of empirical data on soil vapour intrusion 


mitigation system performance and a modelling study that evaluates key factors for mitigation.  The objectives of 


this study are to develop a better understanding of the performance and sustainability of different vapour intrusion 


mitigation methods and an improved framework for mitigation and monitoring that is efficient and that is tied to an 


concentration exceedance ratio concept, which is a measured or predicted indoor air concentration divided by an 


acceptable indoor air concentration (e.g., regulatory standard).  The intended outcome is a more stream-lined and 


sustainable approach for vapour intrusion mitigation. 


2. SUMMARY OF SOIL VAPOUR INTRUSION MITIGATION METHODS  


Soil vapour mitigation options for existing buildings include: 1) subslab depressurization (SSD) or subslab 


ventilation (SSV); 2) building pressurization and increased ventilation; 3) soil vapour extraction; and 4) air 


purification.  SSD and SSV require that larger openings in the building envelope such as open perimeter cracks and 


drains are sealed. SSD or SSV are similar technologies with slightly different operational objectives. The intent of 


SSD is to create a slight negative pressure below essentially the entire foundation slab to prevent soil gas advection 


into a depressurized building, while through venting, SSV removes or dilutes vapours that could potentially migrate 


to the building.  A SSV will also create negative pressures below the foundation slab to varying degrees.   


 


Building pressurization and increased ventilation requires modifications to the building heating, ventilation and air 


conditioning (HVAC) system.  The potential drawbacks of this method include cost of heating or cooling additional 


air and challenges in consistently pressurizing the building air space. There is also the potential for increased 


moisture in the building and mold. When buildings have exhaust-only ventilation systems, balancing of air intake 


and exhaust through installation of a heat recovery ventilator (HRV) can reduce vapour intrusion, as reported in the 


radon literature. Soil vapour extraction can be an effective approach for deeper contamination zones and coarse-


grained soils. Air-purifying units may be a short-term option for addressing vapour intrusion but there are limited 


published data on their effectiveness. 


 


For future buildings, in addition to installing a passive or active venting system, a geomembrane barrier may be 


installed below the building foundation, which is warranted for passive systems, but may not be required for active 


systems depending on the reduction in vapour intrusion required and venting design.  There is opportunity for 


engineering and optimization of the barrier layer, venting layer and system energy (i.e., wind, electrical fan). For this 


study, passive venting is defined to include wind turbines, while active venting is mechanically powered. Guidance 


on soil vapour intrusion mitigation is provided in ITRC (2015) and US EPA (2008). 


3. REVIEW OF EMPIRICAL DATA ON SOIL VAPOUR INTRUSION MITIGATION 


Forty-one published studies with empirical vapour mitigation performance data for VOCs, radon and methane were 


reviewed.  Twenty-two studies were for residential houses and fifteen studies were for institutional, commercial 


and/or industrial buildings.  For the majority of the studies, the mitigation technology was active SSD, with 64% of 


residential buildings and 73% of institutional, commercial or industrial buildings mitigated using this method.  Other 


mitigation technologies employed were passive venting, building pressurization (infrequent) and soil vapour 


extraction (infrequent).   


 


Published case studies of mitigation performance for new buildings at Brownfields were limited to institutional, 


commercial or industrial buildings, with no data for residential buildings.  The authors are, however, aware of high 


density residential condominiums with underground parking garages where risk assessments have incorporated the 


reduction in vapour intrusion due to increased ventilation and size of parking garages.  Existing or proposed 


regulatory frameworks in Ontario and British Columbia include less conservative vapour attenuation factors (indoor 


air concentration divided by the soil vapour concentration) for parking garages depending on the scenario considered 


thereby avoiding needless mitigation where appropriate. 
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3.1 Existing Buildings 


 


The results of literature review of active and passive SSD performance for existing buildings are presented in Tables 


1 and 2. All but one case study was for single family houses.  The SSD performance was quantified as the reduction 


in post-mitigation indoor air concentrations relative to pre-mitigation concentrations (percentage and a reduction 


multiplier).  The buildings in the case studies reviewed had venting layers comprised of sand and gravel.  The results 


in Tables 1 and 2 indicate active venting is significantly more effective than passive venting.  The active venting 


case studies reviewed generally showed at least 80% (5X) reduction in post-mitigation concentrations, compared to 


50% (2X) or less reduction for passive venting systems or one study where just floor drains were sealed. 


Table 1: Active SSD Performance for Existing Buildings – Chemical Monitoring Results 


Study Building  Chemical Performance1 


Lund et al. (2015) – New 


Mexico, USA 


Commercial 


N = 6 


Perchloroethylene 


(PCE) 


91% - >99% 


11X - >100X 


Eernisse et al. (2009) – Utah, 


USA 


Houses 


N = 50 


Trichloroethylene 


(TCE) 


84%  


6.2X 


Folkes & Kurtz (2002) – 


Colorado, USA 


Houses 


N = N/A 


1,1-DCE 2-3 orders of magnitude2 


100X - 1000X  


Hannu (2010) – Finland Houses 


N = N/A 


Radon 70% - 90% 


3.3X – 10X 


Paridaens et al. (2005) – 


Belgium 


Houses 


N = 1 


Radon 90% 


10X 


Jiránek (2014) – Czech Republic Houses 


N = 62 


Radon 70% - 98% 


3.3X – 50X 


Golder (unpublished) – 


Confidential Site, Canada 


Houses 


N = 26 


TCE 80 - 99% (Avg = 94%) 


5X – 100X (Avg = 26X) 


Notes: 1 Reduction in post-mitigation indoor air concentrations compared to pre-mitigation concentrations; 2 Action levels were 


achieved in 75% of houses for the initial system, while for 25% additional measures were required to achieve action levels.  N = 


number of buildings.  N/A = not available. 


Table 2: Passive Venting Performance for Existing Buildings – Chemical Monitoring Results 


Study Building Chemical Performance1 


Holford and Freeman (1996) – 


Washington (State), USA 


House 


N = 1 


Radon 30%  


1.4X 


Weiffenbach and Marshall 


 (2003) – Wisconsin, USA 


Houses 


N = 8 


Radon 25% - 87% 


1.3X - 8X 


Hannu (2010) – Finland Houses 


N = N/A 


Radon 50% 


2X 


Warkentin and Johnson (2015) – 


Manitoba, Canada 


Houses 


N = 50 


Radon 47% (just drain seal installed) 


2X 


Notes: 1 Reduction in post-mitigation indoor air concentrations compared to pre-mitigation concentrations.  N = number of 


buildings.  N/A = not available. 


 


 


 


There were three additional case studies with data on pressure and flow for passive venting systems of existing 


buildings, which are summarized below: 
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 Abdelouhab et al. (2010) reported data from a test house in France where the pressure difference between 


the subslab vapour vents and house was measured.  During the winter, the differential pressure was less 


than -1 Pascal (Pa) indicating that the stack effect was causing venting of soil gases.  During the summer, 


the pressures were neutral or positive indicating poor venting performance.  With a wind-turbine connected 


to the vent, the performance in terms of vent air flow improved by approximately two-times. 


 Weiffenback and Marshall (2003):  Eight houses in Wisconsin were monitored for subslab pressures.  Data 


indicate subslab vents were under negative pressure, but sumps located at varying distances from the vents 


were under positive pressure indicating poor pressure extension. 


 Lutes et al. (2015):  At two duplexes, the differential pressure between the subslab venting layer and house 


was monitored.  The differential pressure was greater than zero much of the time and as high as 3-5 Pa 


indicating poor performance. 


 


The lessons learned from these studies include the variable effectiveness of passive venting for existing buildings, 


with  poorer performance potentially in summer because of reverse stack effect in vents where warm air moves 


down the stack.  Limited data indicate wind turbines can improve venting performance. 


3.2 New Buildings 


For new buildings constructed at Brownfields, it is not possible to quantify the performance of a mitigation system 


with respect to pre- and post-mitigation indoor air concentration data.  However, it is possible to infer performance 


from monitoring data of pressure and flow (Tables 3 and 4). 


Table 3: Active Venting Performance for New Buildings – Air Flow Data 


Study 
Building 


Type 


Venting 


Material 


Mitigation 


System 


Building 


Footprint 


Area 


(m2) 


Venting 


Layer 


Void 


Volume 


(m3) 


Measured 


Air Flow 


Rate 


(m3/hr) 


Venting 


Layer Air 


Change 


Rate (hr-1) 


1. Folkes. 


(2008) 


Rec centre 


w\ basement 


Gravel 4 blowers 


 


1858 99.1 10.8 6.6 


2. Al-Ahmady & 


Hintenlang (‘96), 


Florida, USA 


Commercial 


building  


Gravel Single fan 


(0.1 HP) 


773 41.2 3.96 5.8 


3. Jourabchi et al. 


(2015), Ontario, 


Canada 


Commercial 


building 


Gravel 1 blower    


(1.5 HP) 


899 63 5.66 5.4 


4. Hers & Hood 


 (2012), Ontario 


Commercial 


building 


Aerated 


Subfloor 


2 fans  


(0.2HP ea) 


8880 1332 57.6 2.6 


5. Hers & Hood 


(2012), Ontario 


Commercial 


building  


Aerated 


Subfloor 


1 fan  


(0.2 HP) 


1750 262 24 5.4 


6. Hers & Hood 


(2012), Ontario 


Commercial 


building  


Aerated 


Subfloor 


1 fan  


(0.2 HP) 


2200 329 26 4.7 


7. Folkes (2011) Commercial 


building 


Aerated 


Subfloor 


1 fan 


(0.03 HP) 


400 75 4.6 3.7 


Notes: Gravel venting layer thicknesses are 0.15 m for Studies 1 & 2 and 0.2 m for Study 3.  Aerated floor thicknesses are 0.2 m.  


Assumed gravel and aerated floor porosities are 0.35 & 0.75, respectively.  Commercial buildings had slab-at-grade foundations. 


 


 


Case studies of active venting systems indicate pressures generally met the ASTM 2121 criteria of 6-9 Pa negative 


pressure in the venting layer below more than 90% of the building (Al-Ahmady and Hintenlang 1996; Jourabchi et 


al. 2015; Hers and Hood 2012).  A significant advantage of aerated subfloors compared to gravel venting beds is 


more consistent negative pressures (Hers and Hood 2012; Folkes 2011).  The case studies reviewed indicate pressure 


criteria were also met for aerated subfloors using relatively small, low energy fans (Table 3).  Higher air flows were 
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obtained for aerated subfloors at lower energy cost than gravel venting layers because of lower frictional losses. The 


reported air flow rates for fans were divided by the estimated volume of the venting layer void space to obtain the 


venting layer air change rate.  Similar venting layer air change rates were obtained for gravel and aerated subfloors 


because of the larger void space per unit area for aerated subfloors.  A lesson learned from these studies is that 


improved venting performance can be achieved through aerated subfloors.   


 


Case studies of passive venting systems reported soil gas air flows out of the vent stacks and inferred or measured 


negative pressures in vent stacks (Table 4). All three studies described mitigation systems comprised of a barrier, 


gravel venting layer and a series of vent pipe laterals. The study by Reinis et al. (2006), which was for two buildings at 


methane-impacted sites, indicated higher vent stack air flows of 4.9 to 32 cubic feet per minute (cfm) compared to those 


measured at 28 buildings with a range of soil gas impacts (methane, VOCs) where stack air flows were 0.6 to 13.1 cfm.  


The higher air flows for Reinis et al. (2006) compared to Reinis et al. (2012) were, in part, attributed to shorter air entry 


pipes and lower frictional losses.  Negative vent pipe pressures were inferred during seasonal monitoring for all three 


studies, and for Reinis et al. (2006), while vent stack air flow was correlated to wind speed, positive air flow rates out of 


the stack were measured even during calm days (likely due to stack effect).  Reinis et al. (2012) include data that indicate 


venting performance decreased as the outdoor temperature increased, likely because of reduced or absent stack effect. 


The lessons learned include that performance of passive venting systems are influenced by weather conditions and 


piping and venting systems should be optimized to reduce frictional losses.  Negative pressures and positive outflows of 


soil gas from vent stacks are important for reducing the reliance of passive mitigation on the barrier system. 


Table 4: Passive Venting Performance for Existing Buildings – Air Flow and Pressure Data  


Study Building 
Vent Stack Air 


Flow Rate (cfm) Comments 


Reinis et al. (2012) – 


Oakland, CA, USA 


Commercial 


N = 28 


0.6 - 13.1  


(mean 5.9) 
Negative P inferred, venting performance decreased 


with increasing ambient  temperature 


Reinis et al. (2006) – 


Oakland, CA 


Commercial 


N = 2 


4.9 - 32  


(mean 13) 
Negative P inferred, flow rate correlated to wind speed, 


but air flow measured even under calm conditions 


Golder ( unpublished) 


– Vancouver, BC  


Commercial 


N = 2 


1.2 cfm at wind 


speed = 1.4 m/s 


Pressure = - 6.5 Pa (0.026 in w.c.) in vent stack, 


temperature in stack ~ 3oC > ambient temperature 


suggesting potentially significant vent stack effect 


Notes: w.c. = water column;  P = pressure difference between venting layer and ambient or building air 


4. MODELLING STUDY OF PERFORMANCE OF SOIL VAPOUR MITIGATION SYSTEM 


The performance of passive and active venting systems for new buildings was evaluated through a modelling study 


where predicted vapour attenuation factors for a baseline scenario without mitigation were compared to scenarios 


with mitigation.  The model used for this study, the Modified Johnson and Ettinger (J&E) Model, is a semi-


analytical spreadsheet model developed by Golder based on the Johnson and Ettinger (1991) model framework.  


4.1 Model Description 


The Golder Modified J&E model is a multi-compartment model that can simulate different scenarios for passive and 


active venting, including a venting layer comprised of an aerated subfloor or gravel layer.  The model enables air 


concentrations to be predicted in a sub-building compartment, consisting of a parking garage, basement, or 


crawlspace, and a main building compartment (e.g., building enclosure above a parking garage). The model includes 


options for vapour barriers below the sub-building and between the two building compartments.  


 


The Modified J&E model assumes that there is a laterally continuous, constant-in-time, non-depleting soil vapour or 


groundwater source located below the building.  The model utilizes the SOLVER routine in EXCEL to calculate the 


upward diffusive mass flux in an unsaturated soil zone, mass flux removed through a venting layer (if present), mass 


flux through soil gas advection into a sub-building compartment (if operable), diffusive mass flux through a building 


foundation and instantaneous mixing of vapours in sub-building and building air spaces. The model has been 


successfully benchmarked to the US EPA Superfund Johnson and Ettinger spreadsheet for the case where there is no 
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mass removed through a sub-building or venting compartment (i.e., model collapses to the Johnson and Ettinger 


(1991) solution). The Modified J&E model also includes diffusion through the concrete foundation as an option in 


addition to diffusion through dust-filled cracks in concrete.   


4.2 Modelling Scenarios and Model Input Parameters 


The Modified J&E Model was used to predict vapour attenuation factors for trichloroethene vapour intrusion for an 


industrial or commercial type building with slab-at-grade construction for a baseline scenario without vapour 


mitigation and mitigation scenarios where the soil gas advection rate (Qsoil), the venting layer ventilation rate (Qvent) 


and foundation crack ratio were varied, as follows:  


 


1) Case 1: Passive venting with barrier - Qsoil and Qvent varied 


2) Case 2: Active venting without barrier – Qvent varied 


3) Case 3: Active venting without barrier – Crack Ratio varied 


For passive venting, Qsoil was varied because of the potential for buildings to be depressurized under certain weather 


conditions (e.g., due to reverse stack effect). The input parameters for the modelling are provided in Table 5.   


Table 5: Input Parameters for Modified Johnson and Ettinger Model 


Parameter Unit Value Parameter Unit Value 


Building width (m) 20 Building height (m) 3.0 


Building length (m) 15 Distance of building to vapour source (m) 0.3 


Foundation thickness (-) 0.11 Air-filled porosity (-) 0.39 


Crack width (mm) 1 Total porosity (gravel) (-) 0.40 


Foundation crack ratio1 (-) 2.3E-04 Soil gas advection rate1 (Qsoil) L/min 9.8 


Air change rate (hr-1) 1 Venting Layer Ventilation Rate1 (Qvent) (hr-1) 0 


Note:  Above inputs are the Ontario MOECC Modified Generic Risk Assessment Model (MGRA) inputs for an industrial 


building and coarse-grained soil. 1Parameter values vary and those for the Baseline No Venting Scenarios are shown. 


 


 


4.3 Modelling Results 


 


Baseline No Venting: For this scenario, a Qsoil of 9.8 L/min was assumed based on the Ontario Ministry of 


Environment and Climate Change (MOECC) default value for an industrial building scenario.  The calculated 


attenuation factor was 6.1 x 10-4. 


 


Passive Venting with Barrier – Qsoil and Qvent Varied:  For this scenario, Qsoil was varied from 4.9 L/min to 0 L/min 


and Qvent from 0 to 0.5 hr-1.  The values are considered to span the range of plausible inputs for poor to good venting 


performance. Poor venting performance is characterized by soil gas advection into a depressurized building equal to 


Qsoil of 4.9 L/min (arbitrarily assumed to be half of Qsoil for the unmitigated building).  Good venting performance is 


characterized by no soil gas advection with some ventilation of the venting layer with Qvent equal to 0.5 hr-1.  The 


barrier layer thickness (1.5 mm) and permeation rate (2 x 10-12 m/s) were estimated based on published values for 


Liquid Boot and Geo-Seal (Olsta, 2010 and manufacturer’s data) and 80 mil HDPE (McWatters & Rowe, 2010).  


The defect ratio, assumed to be 7.5 x 10-8 (dimensionless value), was based on landfill studies (Needham et al. 2006, 


Schroeder et al. 1994; Giroud and Bonaporte 1989; Rowe et al. 2003). The defect ratio was only used to adjust 


diffusion through the building foundation and not Qsoil. 


 


The modelling results are presented as vapour attenuation factors and reduction factors, defined as the baseline 


attenuation factor of 6.1 x 10-4 divided by the attenuation factor for mitigation scenario considered. The reduction 


factors range from two to 507 (Figure 1).  The results indicate that the influence of a barrier is small when soil gas 


advection is assumed to occur because of openings in the liner and a depressurized building.  This assumption is 


overly conservative but is included to illustrate the importance of a continuous, leak free liner for passive venting 


systems (and maintenance to prevent future leaks) where the barrier is relied upon to reduce soil gas diffusion and 
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advection into a building. The scenarios with no soil gas advection are considered to be generally more 


representative.  The model predictions were insensitive to properties of the barrier for input parameters considered. 


 


Active Venting without Barrier – Qvent Varied: For this scenario, Qsoil was 0 L/min, and Qvent was varied from 0.1 


L/min to 10 L/min.  The corresponding reduction factors range from 507 to 5159 (Figure 2).  Given that the 


empirical data indicated air flow rates in gravel beds and aerated subfloors were greater than about 2 L/min (Table 


3), representative reduction factors are greater than 1000.   The high end of the range of reduction factors may be 


unrepresentative because the model assumes uniform venting.  Air flow rates of venting layers may be variable 


because of pressure losses in sand and gravel and interior grade beams, if present.  However, the distribution of air 


flow and pressures has been shown to be relatively uniform for aerated subfloors (Hers and Hood, 2012). 


 


Active Venting without Barrier – Crack Ratio Varied: For this scenario, Qvent was equal to 1 L/min and the crack 


ratio was varied over two orders of magnitude.  The reduction factor varied from 93 to 9300 (Figure 2) indicating 


crack ratio has a potentially significant influence on vapour intrusion for this case.  The implication of the modelling 


is that to improve efficiency of venting, it is important to seal the building foundation through, for example, caulking 


of cracks or through use of a geomembrane liner.  Because the primary purpose of the liner is to improve efficiency 


of active venting (and not to reduce chemical diffusion), liners that are used as water vapour retarders (e.g., ASTM 


1745 Class C) are considered an acceptable option for this application. 
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Figure 1:  Modelling Results for Passive Venting Case 
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Figure 2:  Modelling Results for Active Venting Cases 


5. SOIL VAPOUR INTRUSION MITIGATION DESIGN AND MONITORING  


Design factors that typical should be considered include whether an existing or future building is being mitigated, the 


building characteristics and the mitigation target (e.g., as determined by the exceedance ratio, which is the measured or 


predicted indoor air concentration divided by the acceptable air concentration).  In some cases, climate and weather 
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conditions and preferential pathways such as sewers may be important.  Key performance factors and measures that may 


be implemented to optimize and improve sustainability of venting systems are summarized in Table 6.  For active 


venting systems, the typical criteria for pressure is a minimum of 6 to 9 Pa negative pressure in the venting layer (ASTM 


2121).  We note that there is recent research that suggests acceptable performance with smaller pressure differences 


(Lutes et al. 2015) or an approach where the venting system is designed based on the VOC mass flux (McAlary et al. 


2011).  Active fans should be sized sustainably to meet targets while minimizing electrical cost and energy cost 


associated with drawing of conditioned air from the building into the subslab venting layer (Moorman 2009).  While 


typically not an issue for larger buildings, fans should be sized to avoid back-drafting. 


Table 6:  Performance Factors and Measures for Optimization and Improved Sustainability  


Passive Venting Active Venting 


Performance Factors 


Building design such as height, foundation, interior grade beams, HVAC design, utility  


penetrations and pathways will influence both passive and active design and performance 


Pressure gradients and flow in venting layer are variable Pressure gradients and flow in venting layer can be 


controlled, only small P is required for mitigation 


Convection may enhance venting during the heating 


season but there is the potential for reverse vent stack 


effect during warm weather 


System design should take into consideration 


performance during cold weather to counter greater 


building stack effect 


Continuous leak free barrier is required to reduce soil gas 


diffusion and advection into the building 


Sealed foundation and/or a liner to improve efficiency 


of venting is desirable where possible 


Measures for Optimization and Improved Sustainability 


Venting layer consisting of aerated floor or very high 


permeability gravel layer 


Venting layer consisting of aerated floor 


Number of vent risers function of venting layer design and 


climate (1 riser per 200-500 m2 may be reasonable) 


With aerated floor, typically small number of vent risers 


required; can be designed using quantitative tools 


Important to minimize frictional losses in pipes; diameter 


of vent riser should be greater than pipe lateral;  


cross-transfer pipes (e.g., 1 per 1 to 3 lineal m) should be 


installed through grade beams 


Frictional losses can be quantified and pipe size can be 


designed using quantitative tools;  


cross-transfer pipes (e.g., 1 per 1 to 3 lineal m) should 


be installed through grade beams 


Locating vent stack in heated building or using heat 


absorbent materials outdoors 


Location of vent stack less important 


Performance can be improved through wind turbines but 


depends on climate, site setting and is temporally variable 


Acceptable performance can usually be achieved with 


small, low power radon-type fans  


Note: For methane, additional considerations include intrinsically safe equipment and methane monitoring devices. 


 


Available published guidance on monitoring of soil vapour mitigation systems is relatively limited.  New Jersey DEP 


(2013) requires initial commissioning testing of indoor air quality and then a minimum of one additional monitoring 


event of indoor air quality conducted during the heating season, and physical tests (pressure and flow) for the first year 


on a quarterly basis and on an annual basis thereafter.  The California DTSC (2011) indicates soil vapour mitigation 


systems may be either passive or active systems. For passive subslab venting systems, seasonal indoor air 


monitoring is recommended (twice a year) for the first three years or until there is consistent verification that the 


mitigation system is meeting established indoor air performance measures. For SSD systems, a lesser frequency of 


indoor air monitoring is potentially acceptable because of monitoring of active depressurization, but no specific 


recommendation for frequency is provided.  The DTSC (2011) guidance acknowledges the significant challenge 


associated with indoor air monitoring because of the potential confounding influence of background contaminants. 


 


A new approach for monitoring is proposed that is based on mitigation scenario and design and an exceedance ratio 


concept (Tables 7 and 8).  A monitoring approach is linked to anticipated performance and required reduction in 


vapour intrusion and is considered more efficient than previous conventional approaches.  The exceedance ratio 
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thresholds of A, B, and C are based on the empirical data review and modelling conducted for this study and are 


nominally proposed as A equal to 5, B equal to 200 and C equal to 100.  Given the certainty in the data, future 


adjustment of these values may be warranted. 


 


The monitoring approach in Table 8 is tied to the exceedance ratio scenario. For the low exceedance ratio scenario, 


limited or possibly no monitoring of indoor air concentrations may be warranted subject to the design and 


monitoring requirements described below. Monitoring of subslab vapour should typically be considered to confirm 


mitigation performance, which avoids potential background issues associated with indoor air data. We note that 


newly constructed plastic piping, caulking and certain membranes could also initially result in off-gassing and 


elevated VOC concentrations in subslab vapour. While detections of VOCs in subslab vents would not be 


unexpected in the longer-term; the key factor is whether VOCs are being adequately vented to the outdoor air.  To 


evaluate performance, measured subslab vapour concentrations can be compared to subslab vapour criteria derived 


using generic regulatory attenuation factors for subslab vapour to indoor air transport or site-specific factors if less 


conservative criteria are warranted.  For the high exceedance ratio scenario, indoor air chemistry monitoring is 


considered required to confirm that the mitigation system is functioning as expected. 


 


The above framework (particularly if no indoor air monitoring is conducted) requires that mitigation systems be 


appropriately designed, constructed according to specification, and operated, maintained and monitored.  Some 


factors and performance requirements are identified in this paper, but additional guidance is warranted.  For active 


systems, initial commissioning testing confirming pressure extension below the building is essential, and continuous 


monitoring of pressures with alarm or notification if the system inadvertently stops functioning is recommended.  


Pressure data obtained should be interpreted with respect to performance criteria. For passive systems, monitoring of 


pressures and air flows is also recommended, but further work is needed to define performance criteria.  For passive 


systems, designs that promote venting through the stack effect through use of aerated subfloors or very high 


permeability gravel (to reduce frictional losses) and stacks located inside buildings or using heat absorbent materials 


(if outside and south facing) are recommended.  Passive venting systems should be designed such that they can be 


readily converted to active systems, if warranted, and appropriately tested during system commissioning. 


Table 7: Soil Vapour Mitigation Exceedance Ratio Framework 


Scenario Building Exceedance 


Ratio 


Existing Building Active Venting - SSD Low  < A 


High > A 


Future Building Active Venting – 


Liner Optional 


Low < B 


High > B 


Future Building  Passive Venting – 


Barrier Required 


Low < C 


High > C 


Table 8: Example Soil Vapour Monitoring Framework 


Exceedance Scenario Subslab Vapour Chemistry Indoor Air Chemistry  


Low Recommended  


(commissioning + bi-annual for 1 yr) 


Optional 


High Recommended (typically at frequency  


of indoor air monitoring) 


Required (commissioning , then 


bi-annual x 1 yr; then 3rd and 5th yr 


Note:  An increased monitoring frequency may be warranted for developmental toxicants including indoor air monitoring. 


6. CONCLUSIONS 


A comprehensive empirical review of data on the performance of active and passive venting systems for soil vapour 


mitigation was completed.  The performance of passive venting systems are variable in terms of venting air flow rates 


and pressures.  Because of the potential for depressurized buildings and/or reverse vent stack effect, for passive venting 


systems a continuous leak free barrier that reduces the potential for soil gas diffusion and advection is essential. The 
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performance of active venting systems can be more readily controlled and quantified based on design principles as 


supported by the results of modelling presented here.  For both passive and active venting systems improved efficiency 


in venting can be achieved through aerated subfloors.  A monitoring framework that is robust but efficient and 


sustainable is presented that incorporates a concentration exceedance factor concept and type of mitigation system.  


Further research is needed to evaluate the efficiency of passive venting including use of wind turbines. 
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ABSTRACT 


All engineering schools in Canada will be implementing various approaches to meet the Canadian Engineering 


Accreditation Board (CEAB) requirements to demonstrate attainment of graduate attributes (learning-based 


outcomes). Undergraduate Engineering Co-operative Education at Memorial University of Newfoundland (MUN) 


started in 1969, graduating its first class of engineers in 1974. Co-operative (co-op) education work terms have been 


an essential component in the education and development of an engineer since inception of the program, and this 


university has been at the forefront of this educational model as students develop the necessary skills and attributes 


required to become professional engineers. Co-op work term employers are invaluable partners with universities in 


engineering education as instructors in outcomes-based assessment, by mentoring students in approaches to solving 


real world problems and professional skills development. Preparing engineering graduates will require Engineering 


Co-operative Education to enhance and develop new approaches to teaching, assessing learning outcomes, and 


documenting the development of associated CEAB graduate attributes, which students are already readily gaining 


through co-op work term experiences. 


1. INTRODUCTION 


As the only university in the province of Newfoundland and Labrador, the Faculty of Engineering and Applied Science 


at Memorial University has a long and proud reputation of providing excellence in Engineering Co-operative 


Education in Canada, starting in 1969. It was one of the first three engineering programs in Canada (following the 


University of Waterloo in 1957 and the Université de Sherbrooke in 1966) to offer a “mandatory” co-operative 


education approach to learning in its curriculum [1, 2]. Some 45 years later, the engineering program at this university 


is still strong and vibrant and serves to educate the future engineers of the 21st century. 


 


Engineering degree programs in Canada are reviewed, evaluated and accredited by Engineers Canada, under the 


auspices of the Canadian Engineering Accreditation Board (CEAB), to ensure the education necessary for professional 


licensure in Canada. In 2014, the faculty’s undergraduate programs received full accreditation to June 30, 2017 from 


CEAB. Meanwhile, co-operative education programs in Canadian universities and colleges fall under the policies and 


regulations of the Canadian Association for Co-operative Education (CAFCE). In January 2016, the CAFCE 


Accreditation Council awarded full accreditation status (6 years) for this university’s Bachelor of Engineering (co-


operative) programs in: Civil Engineering, Computer Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, 
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Ocean and Naval Architectural Engineering and Process Engineering, from December 2015 to December 2021. The 


faculty was commended by CAFCE for its top-notch programs, student participation rates, its detailed student 


handbook and innovative grading process, whereby work term students not only receive an overall grade for work 


terms, but also separate grades for performance and communications skill [3]. This is a testament to the strength, 


calibre and robustness of this undergraduate mandatory co-operative engineering degree program. 


2. EVOLUTION OF ENGINEERING EDUCATION IN NEWFOUNDLAND AND LABRADOR 


Memorial University College (MUC) opened its doors in 1925 as a “memorial” to the Newfoundlanders who had lost 


their lives during the First World War and began to offer the first two years of university training in arts and sciences. 


In 1930, the college started offering a three-year engineering diploma program; and these graduates attended other 


institutions to complete their engineering degree. Typically, graduates went on to the Nova Scotia Technical College 


(now Dalhousie University), with whom this college had a formal agreement, to complete their degrees. In 1949, after 


the Dominion of Newfoundland joined Confederation, the post-Confederation government elevated the status of this 


college to full university status, renaming the institution to its current namesake.   


 


In 1969, this university began its own degree-granting engineering program and the Faculty of Engineering and 


Applied Science graduated its first class of engineers in 1974 in the original three disciplines (Civil, Electrical and 


Mechanical) [4]. In 1982, the Faculty graduated its first two naval architects in Canada in its Shipbuilding Engineering 


program (1982-1985), which was subsequently renamed Naval Architectural Engineering (1986-1996) and currently 


Ocean and Naval Architectural Engineering. Following this, its first class of Computer Engineering students graduated 


in 1991. With continued growth and expansion of the Faculty, the first class of Process Engineering students graduated 


in 2013. This university is also the first in Canada to offer a discipline of Process Engineering [5] and this university 


continues to offer the only undergraduate Ocean and Naval Architectural Engineering degree program in Canada and 


is the only undergraduate mandatory co-operative education program of its kind in this engineering discipline in North 


America.  


 


Co-operative education is an integrated and mandatory component of the undergraduate engineering degree program 


at this university, where academic semesters alternate with co-op work placements and theory can be applied at work 


and work experience can provide context for academic studies. In co-operative education, “experience” plays a key 


role in the learning process, as outlined by Kolb’s experiential learning cycle of active involvement in an experience, 


reflection on that experience, conceptualization (i.e., interpreting and making sense of the event), and active 


experimentation (i.e., putting into practice what is learned) [6].  


 


In a typical undergraduate co-op engineering degree program, there are up to six (6) available work term slots 


(semesters) through which students can gain practical work experience, and all students have an opportunity to 


complete all six (6) work terms plus the typical eight (8) academic study terms in order to meet requirements for 


graduation (See Table 1). Canadian co-op engineering programs generally follow a four month classroom rotation 


integrated with four month work terms. Engineering concepts and theories are learned in the classrooms and 


laboratories, while the work terms put this knowledge and these skillsets into practice to solve real-life engineering 


situations. Students could gain the equivalent of up to two (2) years of practical engineering work experience by the 


time they graduate. 


 


 


Table 1: Typical undergraduate co-op engineering program – academic and work term sequence 


 Fall Winter Spring 


Year 1 Academic Term 1 Academic Term 2 Work Term 


Year 2 Academic Term 3 Work Term Academic Term 4 


Year 3 Work Term Academic Term 5 Work Term 


Year 4 Academic Term 6 Work Term Academic Term 7 


Year 5 Work Term Academic Term 8  


 


 


One of the strengths of a typical undergraduate co-op engineering program has been the involvement and participation 


of Co-op Coordinators to oversee the work term component of the program. These Co-op Coordinators develop work 
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term opportunities, match students with appropriate work term experience opportunities, monitor and evaluate 


students on their work terms, develop and deliver professional development seminars and provide individual and 


professional development counselling as well as implement appropriate reflective learning activities. At this 


university, the Co-op Coordinators are all experienced engineers of various disciplines and they travel locally, 


nationally and internationally to monitor work term students at their place of employment to ensure students are doing 


meaningful engineering work aligned with their academic studies as well as meeting learning objectives and employer 


expectations. This is all part of the overall mentoring and learning process, and directly relates to this university’s 


Teaching and Learning Framework in regards to experiential learning [7]. 


3. THE 12 GRADUATE ATTRIBUTES - CANADIAN ENGINEERING ACCREDITATION BOARD 


(CEAB) 


The Canadian Engineering Accreditation Board (CEAB) is primarily responsible for the accreditation of all Canadian 


university engineering programs. In 2008, the CEAB mandated the accreditation requirements for engineering schools 


to take an outcomes-based approach in the assessment of a comprehensive and defined set of graduate attributes, rather 


than taking a prescriptive approach to learning [8]. Engineering accreditation in Canadian universities has traditionally 


been input-based, with a focus on the number of contact hours, course content, laboratory hours, student-to-teacher 


ratios, etc. Through international agreements, this has changed, as Canada and other countries are shifting towards 


outcomes-based accreditation systems. In 2010, the CEAB, under the auspices of Engineers Canada, started the 


process to review engineering programs across Canada to assess graduate attributes within the educational curriculum 


[9].  


 


Beginning in 2014, for accreditation, the CEAB required that undergraduate engineering programs in Canada are 


actively working to develop the graduate attributes that should be possessed by practicing engineers. That requires 


engineering schools to have a system in-place for the outcomes-based assessment of graduate attributes. There must 


be associated curriculum enhancements developed to meet this mandate, as per CEAB Accreditation Sections 3.1 and 


3.2. The basic feature of outcome-based education is the implementation of assessment and reporting processes, 


followed by continual curriculum improvement [5, 10]. 


 


For accreditation visits, the engineering schools must demonstrate that processes are in place to document students’ 


acquisition of graduate attributes. The CEAB must see substantial evidence that schools have been actively working 


toward implementation and have results that can be used to show that their programs are meeting the requirements.  


Canadian engineering schools were required to demonstrate that graduates of their programs possess the following 


twelve (12) graduate attributes related to essential knowledge, skills and abilities [5].  These graduate attributes 


include: 


 


1. Knowledge base for engineering 


2. Problem analysis 


3. Investigation 


4. Design 


5. Use of engineering tools 


6. Individual and teamwork 


7. Communication skills 


8. Professionalism 


9. Impact on society and environment 


10. Ethics and equity 


11. Economics and project management 


12. Lifelong Learning 


 


4. CO-OPERATIVE EDUCATION PROGRAM ENHANCES DEVELOPMENT OF GRADUATE 


ATTRIBUTES  


With a co-operative education program providing significant mentoring and relevant work experience through work 


term placements, students will have increased opportunities to develop their skills and knowledge to the level that 
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employers require in newly-graduated engineers.  Students have opportunities to develop a greater appreciation of 


how their work term (work place) experiences contribute to their professional growth as an engineer. Co-op work 


terms place students in professional work environments that differ in many ways from academic study terms where 


students must interact with other employees and / or contractors and contribute to the workplace in a variety of ways 


that help prepare them for the transition from student to full time employment as an engineer upon graduation. It gives 


students an opportunity to test skills learned in the classroom and to expand their knowledge through related work 


experiences. The opportunity to combine classroom learning with real world problems on work terms not only 


enhances the undergraduate experience, but also provides these students a head start on exploring their career options. 


For employers, it is an effective and efficient means of assessing these co-op students as potential future hires without 


making a long-term commitment.  


 


Co-operative education has been described as a three-way partnership between the employer, the academic institution 


and the student. The employer gains latest theories and ideas from the academic world, the institution obtains practical 


input from the professional community, and the students receive hands-on experience in their chosen field of study 


[11]. After completion of one-half of their undergraduate academic program, students on work terms can voluntarily 


complete the Engineer-in-Training (EIT) Monthly Experience Logbook. Up to 12-months of documented pre-


graduation work experience in a Canadian work environment can be credited towards the 48 months of required post-


graduation work experience, leading to the Professional Engineer (P.Eng.) designation, ahead of those students who 


do not secure formalized engineering work term experience prior to graduation. Although there have been a few 


quantitative studies, anecdotally, successful co-op work term experiences seem to help instill in students to remain on 


the path to professional licensure [12].    


 


Prior to their first work term, typically all engineering students are required to complete a mandatory series of 


professional development seminars throughout the preceding semester that are designed to develop skills and 


techniques that can be used throughout their co-op work term experience. These seminars are delivered by Co-op 


Coordinators, invited guest speakers, industry practitioners and domain experts. Various assignments provide the 


opportunity for students to practice what they have learned and gather constructive feedback from Co-op Coordinators. 


The following is a typical listing of the topics covered at this university [13]: 


 


 Cover letters and résumés 
 Co-op work permits (for international students ONLY) 
 Job competition process and how to use the on-line job portal 
 Interview skills and techniques / Finding a job outside of the job competition 
 Adapting to professional work environment and achieving exceptional performance 
 Registration requirements and evaluation / promotion requirements of work term  
 Work term objectives and communications requirements (work term deliverables) 
 International work terms and associated requirements 


 Technical writing skills 
 Sexual harassment awareness and policies  
 Counselling centre and stress management 
 Professional ethics in the workplace 
 


Along with the above, students are typically required to prepare and submit documentation during each work term, 


such as:   


 


 Work Term Confirmation form 


 Work Term (Learning) Objectives 


 Work Report and /or Oral Presentation Outline 


 Employer’s Evaluation form 
 Non-Disclosure Request Form (for confidential documents only) 


 
Work term (learning) objectives help guide students to achieve the maximum benefit from their work term and allow 


students to focus on their stated goals. As student’s progress through their respective work term, the learning objectives 


assist them to recognize, demonstrate and evaluate the learning that has taken place during the work term. They outline 


what the student will learn, how this learning will be accomplished, and when the learning objective will be achieved. 


These are reviewed throughout the work term and may need to be revised as the student comes to better understand 
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their role. Learning objectives should be realistic and achievable within the timeframe of their work term. Learning 


objectives should be SMART, that is [13]: 


 


 Specific 
 Measurable 
 Attainable 
 Realistic 
 Time limited 


At this university, students are also encouraged to maintain Personal Job Diaries during each of their work terms. This 


is mandatory during their first two work terms however it is encouraged for all six. Diaries are fundamental to the 


development of sound written communication and good time management skills. The submission of a technical report 


and / or oral presentation at the end of the work term is a required element that illustrates the understanding and 


experience that students have acquired during their work terms. The reports develop good technical writing skills, 


whereas, the oral presentations provide practice in organizing and orally presenting the material to an audience of their 


peers. Both provide the forum for critical thinking, analysis and design, and to develop relevant organizational, 


presentation, evaluation and prediction skills. The work term communications documents are used by the Engineering 


Co-operative Education Office (ECEO) as a means to demonstrate and measure the learning that has occurred on the 


work term. 


 


An end-of-term performance appraisal (Employer’s Evaluation form) of the student is completed by the work term 


supervisor and student, and the skills categories found on the form overlap with many of the CEAB graduate attributes. 


The key ingredient to achieving a successful work term is the student’s ability (or openness) to learn and / or further 


develop work-related skills. Feedback on skills and attributes development is reflected in the Employer’s Evaluation 


form with written comments to be completed by the employer on both the technical content and communications 


effectiveness of the report and / or oral presentation. Additional feedback on how well the student has met the planned 


performance and professional objectives and general comments about the students’ strengths and weaknesses are 


encouraged to assist Co-op Coordinators in measuring the learning that has occurred. Grades for student performance 


range from Outstanding, Above Expectations, Satisfactory, Marginal Pass to Fail. Supervisors are also encouraged to 


conduct their own mid-point assessment and review of the student’s performance to better demonstrate the learning 


that has occurred and that improvement has been made throughout the work term. The overall work term performance 


grade will be based on the Co-op Coordinators assessment of the completed Employer’s Evaluation form, information 


gathered from the monitoring visit with the student and supervisor and the timely receipt of all work term 


documentation by established deadlines. All of the above provide feedback to the university as to the overall 


effectiveness of their co-op experiences in enhancing graduate attributes.  


 


Overall, co-op work terms offer opportunities for significant contribution to the development of all graduate attributes. 


However, some graduate attributes are more easily assessed and better developed through co-operative education 


experiences that provide value-added benefits in the training and development of student engineers. These attributes 


may include: individual and teamwork, communication skills, professionalism, impact on society and environment, 


ethics and equity, economics and project management, and lifelong learning. This demonstrates that co-operative 


education is of significant benefit to the faculty and of high value in student learning. The following provides examples 


of how the entire set of student graduate attributes can be enhanced through work term experiences: 


 


 Knowledge base for engineering 


o Applying theories and knowledge in a field / production environment reinforces learning concepts, 


increases interests, and fosters a better understanding of real life constraints 


o Gaining a better understanding of theoretical design versus industrial design requirements, 


constraints, innovation opportunities 


o Having opportunity to observe and to participate in the application of technical knowledge 


acquired through the academic courses and to reflect on how additional technical training could 


help address some of the engineering challenges observed during a work term. This would provide 


an appreciation and broader understanding of the application of the theory presented in academic 


course offerings making them more relevant and enjoyable. 


 


 Problem analysis 
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o Adopting practical approaches to problem analysis skills (e.g., fish bone, root cause) 


o Reinforcing the importance of observation, requirements gathering, analytical approaches to 


problem solving 


o Gaining a better understanding of environmental impacts / limitations of design 


 


 Investigation 


o Gaining real life experience in problem / issue investigation, complexity of multi-disciplinary 


teams, regulatory requirements, economic considerations, legal and ethical requirements, 


professional approaches to investigation 


 


 Design 


o Teaching real life, practical application of design (standard parts, produce-ability, unexpected 


environmental, human machine interface issues, change management issues) through interaction 


with design engineers, fabrication personnel, trades people and equipment suppliers 


 Use of engineering tools 


o Applying and using industrial standard tools (e.g., SolidWorks, AutoCAD, Excel, PowerPoint) 


o Applying finite element analysis tools 


o Experiencing hands on, professional application of different equipment / instruments, (e.g. nuclear 


density measurement, non-destructive inspection techniques), survey devices, configuration 


management systems, project management tools (eg., Microsoft Project, Primavera, SAP) 


 


 Individual and teamwork 


o Developing the ability to work collaboratively with engineers, technologists, technicians, trades 


people, supervisors, administration staff, management while being accountable for individual 


assigned tasks 


o Participating in more diverse teams than during academic study terms 


o Demonstrating initiative, self-monitoring and leadership 


o Gaining multi-disciplinary engineering team work experience 


 


 Communication skills 


o Providing an opportunity to “fine tune” communication skills, not just through the requirements of 


the Engineering Co-operative Education Office, but requirements of the job as well, and obtain 


constructive feedback from experienced engineering professionals from a variety of industries 


o Assisting in the development of various types of documents (e.g., drawings, specifications, scope 


of work, RFPs, tenders, technical requirements, technical reports, health and safety reports, 


presentations, calculations and analysis, spreadsheets, work packs, planning/scheduling) 


o Participating in meetings (with peers, management, clients) enhances interpersonal 


communications skills 


o Improving ability and confidence in delivering presentations to clients, management, owners, etc. 


 


 Professionalism 


o Professionalism is a lifelong learning experience – one does not instantly become a professional 


engineer 


o Observing the action of other professional engineers in real life situations 


o Guidance is provided by engineering supervisors 


o Providing an opportunity to understand the role of many stakeholders and how to interact with 


them at a professional level 


o Gaining an awareness of one’s own role in an organization 


o Maintaining confidentiality is expected 


o Respecting and adhering to company policies and safety practices is expected 


 


 Impact on society and environment 


o Participating in “real world” projects and services provides  understanding of the outcomes and 


consequences of work for clients 
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o Gaining an appreciation of environmental assessment processes 


o Enhancing an understanding of work site safety through student representation on Health, Safety, 


Environmental (HSE) committees in the work place or helping to maintain data required to 


monitor / report HSE activities 


o Gaining an appreciation of sustainable design 


 


 Ethics and equity 


o Working with and in diverse groups 


o Observing many types of real life situations 


o Receiving company ethics and intercultural / diversity training 


o Making ethical decisions is expected 


o Taking responsibility for errors in one’s own work and bringing them forward to be addressed is 


expected 


 


 


 Economics and project management 


o Engaging in project management activities on work sites 


o Gaining an appreciation of the role played by various stakeholders in execution of projects 


o Tracking data to assist project managers monitoring level of effort and financial expenditures 


helps students understand economics of engineering 


 


 Lifelong learning 


o This is a lifelong, voluntary and self-motivated process but work terms help instill a positive 


attitude towards it and can provide an appreciation of lifelong learning opportunities available for 


engineering professionals in various types of industries; to help identify their own future 


educational needs (All of the Graduate Attributes can serve as a basis for establishing professional 


development goals throughout one’s career) 


o Lifelong learning is a continual process that starts with an engineer’s career not only in university 


but long after they start their professional career [14] 


o Learning what other professionals have been doing throughout their career to maintain a level of 


competency or developing new competencies that can benefit the advancement and delivery of 


professional services in an effective and safe manner 


o Gaining a knowledge of the vast amount of training opportunities available with most 


organizations, some driven by legislation or code requirements, others purely for professional and 


technical development 


o Mid-term monitoring visits by Co-op Coordinators provide opportunities for students to reflect on 


and summarize learning experiences. A set of questions used by Co-op Coordinators for the mid-


term monitoring meetings is designed to encourage students to relate work experience to academic 


learning. Having the students to reflect, summarize / conceptualize their work experiences is an 


important element of the experiential learning process [15]. As all Co-op Coordinators at this 


university are engineers of various disciplines with many years of professional experience, they 


can provide relevant guidance or suggestions to help and guide the student through this learning 


process.  


o Communication component deliverables such as work term objectives, employer’s evaluation, 


reflective journals, technical reports or oral presentations on a work term related subject, etc. all 


help students to solidify and demonstrate their acquisition of the different attributes. 


 


Overall, a Co-operative Education program helps students to develop the necessary graduate attributes to be successful 


in the 21st Century by providing an increased opportunity for the development of soft skills and knowledge based 


attributes through work experience and experiential learning, attributes that may not be as fully developed if not for 


co-operative education. Engineering schools in many parts of the world have experienced industry partners observing 


that their graduates are not trained properly, and they need soft skills, business skills and communications skills [16, 


17, 18]. All of the experiences from work terms are highly valuable in all these regards, but capturing those experiences 


in a meaningful way is important to effectively measure learning outcomes and the relevant graduate attributes and 


demonstrate student progress.   
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Co-operative Education is an educational model rather than a job placement strategy.  Co-op engineering graduates 


have gained an enhanced understanding of career choices through various work term experiences. This ultimately 


leads to more relevant employment opportunities after graduation. Studies have shown that co-op education students 


gain employment sooner after graduation, have higher salaries and are more likely to find employment relative to their 


discipline over that of non-co-op graduates [19]. Through a co-operative education program, students are better 


prepared to develop the ability to assess their skill level through continual self-reflection and have more enhanced soft 


skills. Through their co-op engineering work terms, students develop and refine their employability and marketability 


skills, gain an appreciation of career opportunities and gained significant understanding of the dynamics of the 


workplace [11]. Many of the above can be tied to the “soft skills” graduate attributes. 


5. ENHANCING THE ENGINEERING CO-OPERATIVE EDUCATION CURRICULUM  


The Engineering Co-operative Education Office (ECEO) of the Faculty of Engineering and Applied Science at this 


university is in the very early stages of a Co-operative Education Curriculum Enhancement project. The goal of this 


project is to maintain the strength of the existing programs while further enhancing the curriculum (educational value 


of co-operative education) and incorporating improved methods of providing evidence of the learning that occurs on 


work terms. The ability to do this also provides the ability to provide evidence of the development and attainment of 


the discussed graduate attributes. Curriculum enhancement is the focus while assessing and documenting the 


development of CEAB graduate attributes is one of the outcomes. In particular, curriculum enhancement will involve 


the development of appropriate learning outcomes for the professional development course (the mandatory series of 


preparatory PD seminars prior to a student’s first work term) and all associated work terms, the addition and 


enhancement of appropriate learning and reflection activities, and the refinement and development of associated 


assessment tools to measure learning outcomes that will be linked to graduate attributes. 


   


As part of this curriculum enhancement undertaking, the following elements will also be considered. The Engineering 


Co-operative Education Office (ECEO) will review the minimum number of required work terms, while still providing 


support for all eligible work terms.  The ECEO will also investigate the possibility of moving work terms to a full 


credit hour basis. The six (6) engineering work terms at this university are currently not assigned credit hours.  


 


In order to maintain optimal employer relationships, there should be no increase in deliverables from employers, and 


the effort and commitment required from work term students will have no impact on the employer / employee 


relationship, which will remain as a priority for the engineering co-operative education program. There will be a need 


to maintain an important balance between learning on work terms and its assessment through “academic” 


requirements, ensuring that the required assessment is conducted but not unduly impacting the employer / employee 


relationship. 


 


The existing Employer Evaluation forms will be revised to better identify and collect the data needed to assess learning 


outcomes and graduate attributes, and confidentiality concerns will be carefully considered when designing work term 


assessments. Other considerations relate to the unique challenges of work term assessments when compared to 


academic course assessments. In academic courses, students are presented with similar materials under similar 


settings, whereas students in a work term are engaged in very diverse and dynamic job assignments in different work 


environments. The complexity and the technical content of the job assignments also vary greatly, sometimes even for 


students working in a same company or the same organization. As employers provide input into the students’ work 


term performance by evaluating the attainment of a number of skills and attributes based on the work term's stated 


learning outcomes, this variability must also be taken into consideration in the design of the evaluation or assessment 


tool. Different company standards, supervisor / mentor expectations, amount of supervision provided, work 


environment, stress level, etc., must also be factored into the design. Co-op engineering students sometimes opt to 


have work terms with companies / organizations on projects or assignments that are not directly related to their specific 


discipline, especially early on in their program when they are seeking to grow foundational engineering skills in a 


technical environment. While this provides the student opportunities to obtain a broader view of engineering and is 


considered beneficial, the design of the learning outcomes assessment tools for the co-op work term must also take 


this into consideration. 


 


In addition, supportive technologies will be used where appropriate to facilitate learning activities, along with 


formative and summative feedback for work term students. Feedback will be provided in a timely manner.  The goal 
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is to adopt a more formative approach to provide students with the opportunity to reflect and improve upon their 


performance over the course of the work term. Since late 1990s and early in the 21st century, the adoption of reflective 


practices has become more widespread [20].  Current information and data management technology can assist with 


the student profile management as well as the assessment, tracking and demonstration of the necessary graduate 


attributes. Structured reflections can be drawn into online tools by the student to demonstrate the growth of their 


graduate attributes, particularly those that require an experiential and reflective approach for meaningful learning to 


occur [21]. 


 


Developing an enhanced curriculum that significantly enhances the student’s ability to meet the graduate attributes is 


a dynamic process. It will require continuous evaluation and monitoring to meet the changing needs of society and the 


program.  


6. CONCLUSIONS 


Engineering Co-operative Education has had a long standing history in Canada (since its adoption in 1957) of 


promoting continuous learning through the integration of classroom and work-based integrated learning. This three-


way partnership between the student, employer and the academic institution has gained a solid foundation since its 


inception. Since 2008, all undergraduate engineering programs in Canada have been working towards adapting to 


“outcome-based” assessment for accreditation. The skills and attributes gained by these  students on work terms can 


enhance the development of all twelve (12) graduate attributes.  


 


Rather than just providing a final grade for the performance and communications component of the work term, 


assessing the twelve (12) graduate attributes in a more formative way will create opportunities for improvement as the 


student’s progress throughout their respective work terms and the academic part of the undergraduate degree program. 


The Engineering Co-operative Education Office will seek ways to improve on this learning in a more formative way 


through its curriculum enhancement project. 


 


Although co-op work term placements are often affected by ebb and flow of the world’s economy, the work term 


experiences gained by students will better prepare them to go from the classroom to the workplace. Work terms play 


an essential role in demonstrating that students have and continue to acquire the specified skills under the CEAB 


graduate attributes. 
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ABSTRACT  


This paper describes a case study of a $254 million Public Private Partnership (PPP) project and highlights the 


procurement process used and innovations implemented during the procurement of a potable drinking water treatment 


plant in Saint John, New Brunswick, Canada.  


 


The study was completed by researchers from the University of New Brunswick over the period of August 2014 to 


November 2015. The underlying purpose of the case study was to capture the steps of the procurement process for the 


Safe Clean Drinking Water Project (SCDWP) and to compare this process to the procurement process in other 


jurisdictions across Canada as a monitoring case for further research. The case study was compiled by completion of 


the following steps: (1) the researcher was given access to the historical information and documents associated with 


the project; (2) the researcher was immersed into all project discussions, project document development discussions, 


and discussions with proposed bidders; (3) the researcher was integrated into the City’s evaluation team at both the 


Request for Qualification (RFQ) and Request for Proposal (RFP) stages; and (4) the researcher recorded the 


information to provide an initial model of the procurement process for the SCDWP.  


 


The aggregated assessment of the information indicated that the project carried unique risks that had to be mitigated 


which allowed the City to develop innovative project precedents at various stages of the project including: (1) The 


zone of influence (2) unit pricing, and (3) the interim operating period. The case study provides insight to project 


administrators and project advisors on practices that can be adopted for PPP projects with similar risk profiles.       


 


Keywords: Public Private Partnership, Infrastructure, Procurement, PPP 


1. THE PROBLEM  


The City of Saint John water network is one of the oldest systems in Canada. The system’s beginnings can be traced 


back to the first half of the 1800s and several existing pipelines in the city are estimated to be more than one hundred 


years old. Although the City has grown and developed, many elements of the early water system are still incorporated 


in the City’s existing network. The water system is fairly large and is divided into two parts, the eastern water system 


and the western water system with the Reversing Falls bridge separating both boundaries.  


 


The City of Saint John can boast that they have been privileged to have reliable sources of water to draw upon for the 


last century. The original source of water in the eastern section of the city was Lily Lake and the first pipeline from 


the lake to the city core was constructed in 1838. As the city grew, a more sophisticated supply network and 


distribution, including a dam and 12-inch water mains were constructed from Little River Reservoir to the city in 1857 


and 1874 respectively. The City expanded its water source on the east side and Latimer Lake became an auxiliary 


source of water for the eastern system. Over time, Loch Lomond was also added to further enhance the water supply 


and eventually it became the principal watershed for the eastern water system. (See Figure 1) 
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The water system for the section of the city west of the Reversing Falls bridge was first constructed in 1856. A 12-


inch water main was constructed from Spruce Lake to service part of the west side. Today, the Spruce Lake watershed 


provides a large portion of the City’s water demands, including several significant industrial and commercial users 


(e.g. Irving Pulp and Paper).  


 


The transmission of water from the two watersheds through the city involves long distances and diverse topography 


and terrain. To accommodate the terrain, The City’s water network also consists of several storage tanks, pump stations 


and pressure reducing valves to assist in providing the required demand and pressures. As a result, the existing water 


network comprises several water zones that together service The City.  


 


The City continues to be the industrial, commercial and employment center for the region and the existing sources of 


water continue to provide relatively good raw water quality. However, the existing treatment operations used by The 


City are limited to screening and disinfection, and have limited ability to address issues such as removal of 


enteroviruses and microorganisms or to eliminate disinfection by-products.  Enteroviruses have a major public health 


and socioeconomic impact and are the most important concern of water quality (Atheesha and Johnson, 2013).   


 


The treated water in the existing system can sometimes be colored and turbid, which can create an aesthetic problem 


for the water consumers and the 1.5 million tourist visitors (City of Saint John, 2015) that visit The City of Saint John 


annually. The age of the water system provided limitations that needed to be addressed; the water infrastructure in 


The City restricted to response to changing water standards and was in urgent need of replacement or rehabilitation. 


The standards and other health guidelines were changing as they were systematically reviewed by Health Canada in 


order to assess the need to update (Health Canada, 2014). The City was facing challenging issues that would likely 


require an improvement in the water system to allow at a minimum filtration and enhanced disinfection.  


 


Improvement was necessary but funding was limited and The City was determined to minimize the effect on the 


ratepayers. The City’s common council authorized the preliminary submission be made to the federal government 


(Public Private Partnership Canada or PPP Canada) to assist in funding the development of the project. The City’s 


application was submitted in 2010 and was deemed to have merit and they were encouraged to conduct a business 


case for the project to asses if there was Value for Money (VfM) for taxpayers.  The City moved forward with the 


project called the Saint John Safe Clean Drinking Water Project (SCDWP) using the P3 alternative method of 


procurement to address the issues and ensure city residents had a reliable supply of safe, clean drinking water which 


meet Canadian and New Brunswick standards.   


Figure 1 : City of St. John Raw Water Sources 
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2. THE SOLUTION 


Across Canada, public-private partnerships (PPPs) have become increasingly institutionalized as the model of choice 


for delivering large-scale public infrastructure projects (Siemiatycki, 2015). It is selected in place of the traditional 


tendering system which essentially involves the following steps: (1) notice to tender, (2) intent to bid, (3) submission 


of bid, and (4) evaluation and award. The notice to tenderer notifies potential bidders of the upcoming project. The 


notice is typically widely distributed in public announcements and contains specific details about the project (such as 


a description of the work and the type of contract) and material requirements of the tender submission. Material 


requirements typically include the location of the tender sub- mission, the time of submission, bonding requirements, 


etc. (Grow 1975, p. 40). Contractors who choose to bid, submit tenders according to the material requirements of the 


contract documents. Tenders are then opened in a public forum and, providing there are no errors or omissions, the 


contract is usually awarded to the lowest bidder (Rankin et al, 1996).  


 


Under the PPP system: (1) there is the insertion of a qualification step in the process, (2) there may be some form of 


dialog or discussion between owners and individual bidders during the procurement process (i.e. commercially 


confidential meetings), and (3) in some jurisdictions public sectors, owners have considered factors other than price 


in their project evaluation (Public Works Canada 1992). Owners may require the contractor to be qualified prior to 


obtaining contract documents (i.e., prequalification), while other owners may allow anyone to bid and only qualify 


the low or lowest bid (i.e., postqualification). Qualification criteria are well documented in the tender documents and 


include not only financial status, but also past performance, current performance, and experience (Russell 1990). 


Qualification can occur on a project to project basis or can be an ongoing process by which contractor performance is 


monitored and recorded for future reference. Postqualification often uses similar criteria to prequalification, although 


it may be more project specific. (Rankin et al, 1996).  


 


Commercially confidential meetings are established to help the owner benefit from the expertise of the contractors 


when designing the specifications of the project. Empirical research suggests that traditional procurement solely based 


on price may pose a number of limitations (Bajari et al, 2009).  Traditional procurement may perform poorly when 


projects are complex, contractual design is incomplete, and there are few available bidders (Bajari et al, 2009). The 


concurrent degree of negotiation with bidders before and after the contract is dependent on the required flexibility 


needed by the owner during procurement (Lawther, 2007).   


 


The city of Saint John adopted a procurement process with the following steps: (1) Request for qualification 


(prequalification), (2) evaluation of bidders (shortlisting), (3) Request for proposal, and (4) Evaluation of proposal 


and award of contract. The City also engaged in commercially confidential meetings with bidders during the Request 


for Proposal stage and with the successful bidder after evaluation of proposals and before the award of the contract 


(See Figure 2).  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


The successful bidder is required to design, build, finance, operate and maintain (DBFOM) a new 75 ML/day water 


treatment plant and new storage reservoirs with a total capacity of 33 ML for a 30-year period. The project also 


includes the design, construction and financing (DBF) of improvements to specified parts of the water source 


infrastructure. These improvements include construction of selected new water transmission mains, the rehabilitation 


of selected existing water transmission mains, well site development and related improvements to the well site.  


 


Request for 


Qualification 


Short Listing of 


bidders 


 


Request for 


proposal 
Evaluation 


of proposals 


 Award of 


Contract 


 


Commercially 


Confidential 


Meetings 
Figure 2: P3 procurement process 
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The project is broken down into two distinct parts termed the “Primary Infrastructure” and “Additional Infrastructure.”  


The primary infrastructure, is the construction and maintenance of the water treatment plant and water storage tanks. 


The additional infrastructure consists of improvements to the water sources, improvements to transmission and 


pumping facilities, and rehabilitation to the water transmission mains.  The two parts are further subdivided into the 


west works and east works with a west milestone completion paid upon completion of the Saint John west works and 


the balance paid at substantial completion. The City will also make monthly payments to the successful bidder during 


the operating period which will last for 30 years and the interim operating period of 6 months to cover operating 


expenses and the capital cost of the project.  


 


The final contract was issued on February 4th 2016 concluding a procurement process that started in July of 2014. The 


construction of the project is expected to take 18 months and operation is scheduled to run for 30 years after 


construction completion.    


3. INNOVATION  


The innovation of the projected are discussed as those areas of the project related to the procurement process and the 


technical design of the project. 


3.1 Process 


3.1.1Transfer of risk; 


PPPs transfer project risks to the private sector by bundling key project delivery functions that were traditionally 


disaggregated into a single concession. This bundled approach to infrastructure project delivery is meant to deepen 


early and ongoing cooperation between the partners so that their interdependence is of an increasingly reciprocal 


nature (Smyth and Edkins, 2007; Teicher et al, 2006). The private sector benefits by transferring to the private partner 


those risks that can be better managed by the private partner. The SCDWP team was able to transfer most of the design 


risk to the private partner, sharing only functionality risk in the design component (See Table 1). The City solely bears 


the risk for changes in specifications but was able to transfer most of the other risk to the private partner or share the 


risk with the private partner. The risk transfer is a key component of the PPP model and account for a large percentage 


of the cost saving by the public partner (Ball et al, 2003). This cost savings is a major contributor to the Value for 


Money on projects.   


   


Table 1: Saint John’s Project Risk Allocation Table  


 Allocation 


Risk Public Private Shared 


Design - Planning Approval  X  


              - Design/Construction Interface  X  


              - Misinterpret Specifications  X  


              - Functionality   X 


Build    - Construction Cost  X  


              - Construction Schedule  X  


              - Change of Specifications X   


              - Geotech/ Environment and Land Acquisition   X 


              - Mislocated Utilities   X 


Finance – Availability of Finance  X  


                - IRR (Equity) and Interest Rate (Debt)   X  


                - Inflation    X 


                - Currency  X  


Maintain – Source Water Quality   X 


                   - Life Cycle Cost  X  


                   - Energy Efficiency  X  


                   - Residual Value / Hand back Condition  X  


Source: Tory’s LLP 
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3.1.2 Value for Money (VfM); 


The extent to which VfM is achieved is tested through private sector capital investment appraisal techniques. It 


involves the construction of a Public Sector Comparator (PSC) which is a discounted cash flow of the costs to the 


public sector of procuring the project traditionally (English and Guthrie, 2003, p. 504). The cost of risks transferred 


to the private sector is added to the PSC to adjust for the risks transferred under the PPP model. The difference in net 


present cost if the PSC and PPP project is the VfM. Appropriate risk allocation so that risks are assigned to the party 


best able to manage it, is believed to reduce the problems encountered in a project. As a result, VfM is enhanced due 


to fewer risks occurring in the project life (Cheung et al, 2009).  When a project produces value for money, the 


resulting savings can then be used to fund other needed services in the public sector. The SCDWP had a VfM of 


$24.1M or 8.7% when compared to the PSC. This savings would be passed on the the consumers reducing the 


increase in water rates needed to cover the cost of the project. 


 


 
Figure 4: Project Value for Money (VfM) 


3.1.3 Cost certainty. 


The development of P3 projects in Canada can be viewed in two waves (Siemiatycki, 2015). The first wave of projects 


before 2004 and the second wave looking at projects after 2004. The Canadian evidence on the cost and time certainty 


of P3 projects is incomplete, because only 19 of the 55 second-wave P3 projects have reached substantial completion 


(Conference Board of Canada, 2010). These early results point to a very strong performance. Most of the 19 projects 


have been delivered either early or on schedule, with only two projects delivered up to two months late. (The financial 


penalties resulting from these delays were borne by the private sector partner or by the public sector partner in the 


case where delays were due to risks retained by the public sector.) Moreover, the interim results for the P3 projects 


that remain in the construction phase provide little reason to expect substantial cost or time overruns, based on the 


information regarding contract variations and claims against the public sector. Therefore, the preliminary evidence 


indicates that the second wave of Canadian P3 projects is providing a high degree of cost and time certainty for the 


period from financial close through to completion of construction (Conference Board of Canada, 2010).  
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It is important to emphasize that cost certainty in a project is not just about cost saving or improving the predictability 


of public sector budgeting. Cost certainty is vital from a public interest perspective, because it enables public decision 


makers to allocate public funds to the right projects. Without cost certainty, the public sector is often compelled to 


allocate relatively large amounts of additional funds midway through a project, regardless of whether the additional 


funding would have been justified on a VfM basis (Conference Board of Canada, 2010). On this project The City 


received combined funding of up to 50% of the total eligible capital cost of the project from PPP Canada and the 


Province of New Brunswick. With a project of this magnitude, socio-political constraints of raising previously 


subsidized public water services to cost reflective levels are largely misunderstood and underestimated socio-political 


constraints of raising previously subsidized public water services to cost reflective levels were largely misunderstood 


and underestimated (Orr and Metzger, 2005). As a result, The City needed to ensure that they were using as little 


public funds as possible so as to not have a severe effect on water rates. The City put a cap of $242.8 million on the 


project to ensure cost did not escalate and to maintain cost certainty.  


3.2 Project 


The Saint John Safe Clean Drinking Water Project is one of the early water projects to be done as a PPP in Canada. 


The project carried unique risks which was unlike any other project, which included the rehabilitation of the existing 


water distribution system while maintaining supply to water users. To accommodate this risk, the City had to be 


innovative in how they developed the RFQ, RFP, and PA. Well structured PPP water supply projects have good market 


returns and continue to attract the private sector’s interest at a time when governments are constrained in their 


willingness to add to the already high public debt (Choi et al., 2010). In response to this challenge, and following the 


Dublin International Conference on Water and Environment and the UN Conference on Environment and 


Development (held in 1992), many governments have adopted PPPs as a financial means to procure water 


infrastructure and services (Ameyaw and Chan, 2015). Despite its advantages, water PPP involves risks and 


uncertainties in planning, implementation, and monitoring (Wibowo and Mohamed, 2010) that vary according to 


country specific and project circumstances (Zheng and Tiong, 2010), and external uncertainties occurring in the 


contractual relationships between the private and public sectors due to intrinsic differences in working practices and 


objectives (Ibrahim et al., 2006).  


 


To mitigate some of these risks The City developed new precedents on this project. One innovative feature was the 


defining of what is now known as the “zone of influence”.  The project is a single project which contains both 


greenfield (DBFOM) and brownfield components (DBF), which was unique on this type of infrastructure. The city 


had to identify the area in which the private partner would be responsible for while working in an area where there is 


other existing municipal infrastructure. The staging of the project also provided a challenge as the treatment plant 


would be operational before the project was fully complete. This forced the City to create another innovative feature 


referred to as the “interim operating period”. The period will allow the PCWP to be paid while operating the plant 


pending completion of the entire project. 


 


Construction cost overrun and time overrun are significant problems in infrastructure projects (Rajan et al, 2013).  


Although the City retained the risk and cost associated with change in project specifications, they were able to 


negotiate a unit pricing payment arrangement for the installation of additional infrastructure during construction and 


the interim operating period. This would help mitigate the risk of extras that may arise during the project.  


4. LESSONS LEARNED 


This project, now serves as a guiding model for all Canadian drinking water projects in the future. The model, based 


on a combination of approaches from Alberta, New Brunswick and Ontario, is transferable to other jurisdictions with 


the aim of delivering safe clean drinking water. 


 


A key aspect to the success of the project was the high level of teamwork shown by all participants. As with many 


projects of this size, large and diverse teams are required from both public and private sector to ensure the availability 


of expert advice on all matters related to the project. Key staff members of the City were required to devote the 


necessary time to the delivery of the project. Resources did prove a challenge in some cases because some key staff 


members also had to fulfil their municipal responsibilities, but the City’s senior leadership fully endorsed the project 


as a priority and ensured appropriate resources were always available.  
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Ke et al. (2011) conducted a two-round Delphi survey with practitioners to assess the key risks in Chinese PPP projects 


and identified political intervention as the primary risk of PPP project failure. Political support was a contributor to 


the success of this project. Common Council’s support early in the procurement process was crucial to the project 


staying on schedule. The Council had Safe Clean Drinking Water high on their agenda and elected councillors 


approved the issuing of the procurement documents, the selection of the successful proponent and the arrangement of 


the PA. The City staff dedicated to the project in-turn ensured that Common Council had regular updates throughout 


the process. 


 


Any construction project requires a great deal of due diligence with respect to the preparation of technical reports and 


assessments such as geotechnical, hydrogeological, dam safety and environmental. What also made this project unique 


was the output specifications done in earlier years which had numerous water infrastructure assessments embedded 


within it.  The City provided the bidders with reports including: (1) Latimer Lake raw water quality. (2) water treatment 


pilot study, and (3) preliminary design reports for water system improvements and a drinking water facility. Having 


these reports available to the owner’s engineer and bidders provided huge benefits for the project. This was especially 


important because the project included the rehabilitation of existing infrastructures. Sharing the reports with the 


bidders during the RFP stage reduced the uncertainty associated with existing infrastructure and provided comfort to 


the bidders so they could be confident in their pricing proposals. 


5. CONCLUSION  


Undertaking the Safe Clean Drinking Water Project (SCDWP) using a P3 delivery approach brought many advantages 


to the City of Saint John, the Province of New Brunswick and the Canadian P3 landscape. The City employees, 


together with their advisors, drove an impartial procurement process that generated an impressive risk transfer profile. 


The City will deliver a fully functional, world-class water treatment plant by spring 2018 at a savings of $23 million 


NPV to Saint John residents.  


 


The residents will benefit from a state-of-the-art water treatment plant that will deliver safe clean drinking water free 


from enteroviruses and microorganisms, such as giardia and cryptosporidium, and eliminate the formation of 


disinfection by-products.  The project will also bring significant benefits to the City of Saint John’s economy by 


employing workers from Saint John and subcontracting to many Saint John businesses.  


 


Combined with the time and cost savings, the City also benefited by transferring the risks associated with design, 


construction and maintenance, making the P3 approach the most reliable and the most advantageous for Saint John 


residents for this project. 
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TOWARDS A ROBUST WIND TUNNEL BASED EVALUATION OF 


EXTREME WIND LOADS  
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Boundary Layer Wind Tunnel Laboratory (BLWTL), Western University, Canada.  


ABSTRACT  


Proper modeling of the boundary layer flow is essential for wind load evaluation under extreme events such as 


hurricanes. This layer is formed due to the interaction of wind with natural or man-made obstacles over the surface 


of the earth. Such interactions generate drag forces proportional to the roughness of the ground which shape the 


characteristics of the boundary layer, including mean velocity and turbulence intensity profiles, as well as the 


spectral contents and correlations.  In the current study, a robust technique for evaluating extreme wind loads using 


wind tunnels is proposed and validated. The technique is based on automatic identification of effective ground 


roughness at a site of interest using aerial Google images and reproducing it through automated roughness blocks 


mounted on the wind tunnel floor, dynamic turntable to recreate the wind direction effects, and high resolution 


pressure and load measurements. In addition to enhancing the efficiency, these automations limit the subjectivity 


involved in this type studies.   


 


The main steps are summarized as follows (also shown in the accompanying flowchart): (1) Site location is 


identified using longitude and latitude. Then, Google images at the site location are downloaded and combined to 


form two maps; a large scale map covering distances ± 10 km (to characterize close details to the site) and a small 


scale map covering distances of ±100 km (to characterize far details from the site). Information such as angle of the 


illumination and time of image capture are also considered. (2) The two maps are segmented into zones based on the 


gradient of the gray-scale image. Then each zone is classified into a water, vegetation, building or non-building zone 


and roughness of each zone is estimated. (3) Each map is divided into roughness sectors, to represent various wind 


directions approaching the site, and each sector is divided into roughness patches. Effective roughness within each 


patch is estimated based on the roughness of all subzones identified in Step 2. (4) Applying the Engineering 


Standard Data Unit (ESDU) methodology (based on the Harris-Deaves atmospheric boundary layer model), the 


target boundary layer characteristics at the site are identified for wind approaching from each direction. An 


automatic selection routine is developed and used to find the best match between the expected full-scale and 


simulated boundary layer profiles. This technique reduces the subjectivity involved with characterizing ground 


roughness. Consideration of the quality and completeness of the location-specific satellite imagery remains an 


important component of this process. Also, detailed models of surrounding buildings are included to simulate the 


local effects due to adjacent structures. (5) Wind load is measured either using aerodynamic (e.g., pressure taps, 


force balance) or aero-elastic models for wind approaching from a full range of directions. (7) The measured loads 


are combined with the local climate data to evaluate the predicted load or response corresponding to the nominal 


return period of the extreme event. 
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ABSTRACT  


The corrosion of the steel reinforcement embedded in a two-way reinforced concrete flat slab around the column stub 


area was investigated in this study, which aimed to studying the effect of corrosion on the shear punching behavior. 


Two square flat slab-column connections were cast, the flat slab dimension was 1900 mm × 1900 mm × 150 mm, and 


the column dimensions was 250 mm × 250 mm. A specific delaminated area was corroded around the column stub to 


emphasize the effect of corrosion around punching area. The corrosion reached two levels of mass loss uniformly over 


that specified area: 0% and 26%. Corrosion process was monitored under an accelerated corrosion technique through 


the application of a constant potential of fifteen volts to reach the targeted uniform corrosion level.  Then, the corrode 


slab-column connection was loaded until failure for each slab occurred. The corrosion performance of the slab was 


evaluated based on the results of the current measurement, half-cell potential tests, and mass loss. The test results 


show that the corrosion of reinforcement rebar around the column stub in flat slab causes a significant loss in punching 


shear capacity and affects the structural integrity by increasing crack widths. 


 


Keywords: Corrosion, Flat slab, Punching, Structural integrity, Crack width. 


1. INTRODUCTION 


The deterioration of reinforced concrete structures due to reinforcement corrosion is a serious problem that faces the 


concrete industry worldwide. Corrosion is an electrochemical reaction between steel reinforcement and the 


surrounding environment that has convenient amount of chloride. Chloride ions penetrate and diffuse through the 


concrete cover reaching the embedded steel reinforcement and thus causing corrosion. The corrosion of steel 


reinforcement causes a reduction in the capacity of the structure.  In addition, cracks area created in the concrete cover 


from the products of corrosion. Thus, the safety and the serviceability of the corroded structures are reduced (Neville 


2011). 


 


Reinforced concrete flat slabs are commonly used in parking garage structures. Parking structures are one of the most 


structures that are exposed directly to harsh environmental conditions, especially in cold climates such as Canada. 


Parking garage structures are usually exposed to water, snow, ice, and de-icing salts which increase the probability of 


corrosion of the top flexural reinforcement. The most vulnerable structural element that can be affected by corrosion 


in the parking structures is the slab-column connection, which could fail due to punching shear (Reilly et al. 2014). 


There are several existing structures that collapsed due to punching shear failure such as a parking garage collapse in 


Bluche, Switzerland, in 1981 (Mirzaei 2008); and a parking garage collapse in Ville St. Laurent, Québec in 2008 


(Reilly et al. 2014).    


 


The punching shear failure of slab-column connections has been investigated by many researchers.  However, little 


research was carried out to examine the effect of corrosion on the punching shear. Rahman (1992) studied the effect 
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of corrosion on the slab-column connection.  He simulated the effect of corrosion by decreasing the number of top 


flexural bars and using empty sheathes as broken tendons.  The researcher concluded that 50% loss in bar and tendon 


area reduced the punching shear capacity by 30%. He also examined the effect of loss of bond and concrete 


delamination.  The author simulated the loss of bond by wrapping the reinforcing bars with adhesive plastic tape.  The 


delamination was simulated by placing a polyethylene sheet between the upper and lower layers of the top reinforcing 


mat. Deflections and crack widths were more noticeable due to loss of bond and delamination.  However, the punching 


load capacities in both cases increased slightly, which is obviously in contrast to what might be expected 


 


Aoude et al. (2014) simulated delamination of two-way slab column connections. The delamination was simulated by 


placing a plastic sheet under the flexural reinforcement. Four different specimens were tested: a control specimen with 


no delamination, a specimen simulating a slight delamination by extending this plastic sheet for a short distance around 


the column, a specimen simulating medium delamination by using the plastic sheet with dimension such that the 


flexural reinforcement had a remaining embedment length at the edges of the specimen equal to the development 


length, Ld, and a specimen simulating a large degree of delamination by using a plastic sheet allowing only 0.5Ld of 


the flexural reinforcement to remain bonded. The authors concluded that slight delamination caused a 4% increase in 


the punching shear capacity; medium delamination caused only a 3% decrease in the punching shear capacity; and 


severe delamination caused a 12% reduction in punching shear capacity.  


 


Reilly et al. (2014) studied the effect of large delamination on the punching and post-punching responses of slab-


column connections using the same technique as Aoude et al. (2014). The authors concluded that severe delamination 


of the flexural reinforcement lead to decrease in the pre-punching stiffness, punching shear resistance, and post-


punching shear resistance of the specimens. They also concluded that well design of structural integrity reinforcement 


enhanced post-punching shear resisting mechanism, where it caused increasing the post-punching shear resistances 


and ultimate deflections (Reilly et al. 2014). 


 


This study investigates the effects of real corrosion of the reinforcement on the punching responses of slab-column 


connections in parking structures. An accelerated corrosion technique was used by applying a constant voltage 


between the outside stainless steel nets (cathode) and the embedded reinforcement steel (anode) using a DC power 


source in presence of electrolyte solution. This acceleration technique was used before in several experiments on 


beams (Hassan et al. 2010; Hassan et al. 2009). This is the first research that used this technique in flat slab-column 


connections. 


2. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 


This paper investigates the effect of corrosion performance on flat slab-column connections. Using accelerated 


corrosion technique to reach the targeted uniform corrosion level. The corrosion performance of the slab was evaluated 


based on the results of the current measurement, half-cell potential tests, and mass loss. The test results were showed 


in terms of deflection profiles, load-deflection response, punching shear resistance, load vs. crack width curve, crack 


pattern, and concrete strain profile.  


 


2.1 Details of Test Specimens 


Two reinforced concrete flat slab-column connection were cast. Each specimen had dimension of 1900x1900x150 


mm and consisted of 250 mm column stub extending 200 mm. The clear cover was 30mm. The main reinforcement 


was 1% reinforcement ratio, distributed uniformly using 15M bar [db = 16 mm] (see Figure 1).  The details of the test 


specimens are showed in Table 1.  The slab-column connections designation included a combination of letters and 


numbers: C0 and C26 to indicate the level of corrosion, where C0 refers to a 0% level of corrosion while C26 refers 


to 26% level of corrosion. 
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Table 1: Details of Slab Specimens 


Specimens Properties 
C 


mm 


d 


mm 


fc’ 


MPa 
Main reinforcement 


Delaminated area 


mm x mm 


C0 Control 


(0 % corrosion) 


250 104 40 Two layers of 15M 


bars with 𝜌 = 1% 


N/a 


C26 Corroded 


(26 % corrosion) 


250 104 40 Two layers of 15M 


bars with 𝜌 = 1% 


70x70 


* C is column width, d is the effective slab depth, 𝜌 reinforcement ratio, 𝑓𝑐
′ is concrete compressive strength 


 


 
 (a) 


 
(b) 


Figure 1: Typical slab specimens: (a) before casting; (b) after casting 


2.2 Material Properties 


The mixes for the two flat slab-connection were the same to achieve the same compressive strength 40 MPa. Table 2 


shows the mix composition of the concrete mixture used in casting the two specimens. The targeted compressive 


strength and the water to cement ration (w/c) were chosen according to ACI specification to consider the type of 


exposure for the case of parking garage structures (case F3). ACI recommendation for case F3; compressive strength 


not less than 35MPa, and w/c ration not more than 0.4 (ACI Committe-318 2014). The concrete is delivered through 


a ready mix. Table 3 illustrates the material properties of the Grade 400 Mpa 15M reinforced bars used in the slab 


specimens. It also shows the material properties of the concrete that used for casting the two slabs.  


Table 2: Concrete mixture composition for 1 m3 


Cement (kg) Water/cement 


ratio 


Water 


(L) 


Coarse/Fine 


ratio 


Coarse 


Aggregate 


(kg) 


Fine 


Aggregate 


(kg) 


Aggregate 


size (mm) 


350 0.4 140 1.3 1083 833 10 


Table 3: Steel and concrete properties 


Slab 


 Steel properties  Concrete Properties 


 
Designatio


n 


Are


a 


mm
2 


𝑓𝑦  


MPa 
µ𝜀𝑦  


𝑓𝑐
′ 


MPa 


Measure


d 


fr MPa 


Calculate


d 


𝑓𝑟 MPa 


fr


√fc
′
 


C0  
15M 200 443 2200 


 
40 3.815 3.79 0.603 


C26   


* 𝑓𝑦 is steel yield strength, 𝜀𝑦 is steel strain, 𝑓𝑐
′ is concrete compressive strength, 𝑓𝑟 is modulus of rupture  
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2.3 Casting of Slab-Column Connections 


The concrete mixture was delivered to Memorial University Structure Laboratory in a truck by a ready mix. Directly 


after the concrete had been dispatched, the slump was measured, cylinders and prisms were filled with the delivered 


concrete, and the slabs were cast in prepared wooden forms. Electrical vibrator was used to consolidate the concrete, 


and the top surface was smoothed using finishing trowels. The column stub was cast after twenty-four hours from 


casting the flat slabs. After a day from casting the column stub, the frameworks were removed and the slabs were 


moist-cured for four days, then air curried until the date of testing for C0 and the date of starting the accelerated 


corrosion for C26. 


2.4 Accelerated Corrosion Setup 


Accelerated corrosion technique has been used before in previous tests showing a reasonable results about the 


sensitivity of steel reinforcement to the corrosion (Amleh & Mirza 2000). The accelerated corrosion setup used in this 


investigation consisted of electrolytic solution (5% sodium chloride (NaCl) by the weight of the water) and steel mesh 


placed at the top of the slab over the targeted corroded area. Foam sheets were used to construct a tank above the 


targeted corroded area.  The foam tank is immersed with the electrolytic solution as shown in Figure 2. To avoid any 


change in the concentration of the sodium chloride in the electrolyte solution, the solution was permuted every week. 


A direct current with constant volt of 15V was applied to the slab, where the steel reinforced bars under the targeted 


corroded area served as anodes while the steel mesh served as a cathode. A data-acquisition system was used to record 


the current flow from anode to cathode as shown in Figure 3. The theoretical mass loss is calculated based on Faraday’s 


equation as shown in Eq. (1): 


 


[1]  Mass loss =  
t .i .M


z .F
 


 


Where t = the time passed in seconds, i = the current passed in amperes, M = atomic weight (for iron M = 55.847 


g/mol), z = ion charge (two moles of electrons) and F = Faraday’s constant which is the amount of electrical charge 


in one mole of electron (F=96,487) (Hassan et al. 2009).  


2.5 Half-Cell Potential Measurements 


ASTM has been adopted the half-cell potential technique as an indication of corrosion in 1977 (ASTM C876 1999). 


This method measures the electrochemical potential of reinforcement against a reference placed on the concrete 


surface. The reading measurement give an indication of the probability of corrosion, if the readings are more negative 


values imply a bigger chance for the occurrence of corrosion while positive values imply a very low chance for the 


occurrence of corrosion. Half-cell potential measurements were taken periodically at twenty-four different points the 


cover the corroded area.  The corroded area was chosen to cover the critical punching area that was taken as 1.5 depth 


of the slab from the face of the column, according to BS8110 (BS 8110 1997; British Standards Institution 2004) as 


shown in Figure 4.  The reading of half-cell was taken every 3 days.      


2.6 Measurement of Mass Loss 


After the slab C26 corroded and the measurement of half-cell and crack widths were recorded, the slab-column 


connection was jackhammered using demolition hammer to remove the corroded longitudinal reinforcement bars. The 


rust and all adhered corroded products on the corroded bars were cleaned using a wire brush, then the bars soaked in 


a HCL solution according to ASTM Standards G1-03 method (ASTM G1-03 2003). After that the cleaned bars were 


weighted and the percentage mass loss for each bar was calculated based on Eq. (2):  


 


[2]  %  mass loss =  
(initial weight−final weight)


initial weight
 x 100  
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Figure 2: Corrosion setup above the targeted corroded 


area 


 


Figure 3: Corrosion current monitoring by data-


acquisition system 


 


 
   


Figure 4: Illustrates the targeted delaminated corroded area 


3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 


3.1 General Cracking Observation 


Figure 5 shows the crack pattern for the corroded specimen C26 after the completion of the corrosion process. C26 


had had a maximum crack width of 0.5 mm before doing the punching test. Figure 6 illustrates the crack width verses 


the level of corrosion for C26. It can be noted that the rate of widening the crack width was increased with increasing 


the level of corrosion. This widening can be attributed to the enlargement of the corrosion products around the steel 


bar with increasing the level of corrosion, which exerted pressure on the concrete cover. Those cracks due to corrosion 


had contributed on changing the behavior of the crack distribution during the punching test on C26 comparing with 


C0. Figure 7 shows that C26 had a radial crack pattern distribution after the punching test while C0 had an orthogonal 


crack pattern distribution. In addition, the maximum crack width for C26 at the end of the test was 7.93 mm while at 


C0 it was 2.49 mm. This results can be interrupted to the fact that the initiated cracks at C26 is bigger than the pre-


cracking of C0 by 0.48 mm, a pre-cracking was done for C0 before punching test. This big difference in crack width 


also had effected the punching radius; C0 has a big punching radius while C26 had a small punching radius bounded 


around the corroded area as shown in Figure 7. That reason beside the point of reducing mass loss of steel 


reinforcement have influence on the punching capacity for C26 which was reduced by 20% comparing with C0. 
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Figure 5: Corrosion-Cracked patteren on the 


corroded area 


 
Figure 6: Maximum Crack with level of corrosion 


 


 


 
(a) 


 
(b) 


Figure 7: Crack Pattern in |Specimen: (a) C0; (b) C26  


3.2 Time-dependent corrosion tests results 


3.2.1 Current Results 


The rate of corrosion was monitored and recorded during the acceleration corrosion test by a computer-controlled 


data-acquisition system. Figure 8 shows the relation between the current and the immersion time. It can be noted that 


the current was initially dropped down followed by genteelly increased till 14% of mass loss then the current rate was 


gradually increased till the targeted level of corrosion 26% of mass loss. The current dropped down in the first few 


days is an implication of creation of the passive film around the steel reinforcement, which prevents reinforcement 


against corrosion. When this passivation layer become weaken due to the ingress of chlorides, the corrosion starts and 


the corrosion rate increases progressively (ASTM C876 1999). The sudden jump in the current verses time might me 


caused due to losing the bond between the concrete cover and steel reinforcement and due to starting spalling for the 


concrete cover (Hassan et al. 2009). Figure 9 shows the mass loss rate with time. Its noted that the rate of losing mass 


is increased when the current rate increased, which associated with increasing in the rate of corrosion.   
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Figure 8: Current time history for C26 specimen 


 


Figure 9: Mass loss rate with time 


3.2.2 Half-Cell Potential Measurements 


Figure 10 illustrates the variation of half-cell potential readings over the corroded area with age. The potential reading 


was measured above each corroded steel reinforcement bar for the top reinforcement mesh. Figure 11 shows the 


variation of half-cell potential reading verses the level of corrosion. It can be noted from the both figures that the steel 


bars near the concrete cover give more negative values than the steel bars that are farther, second layer of the steel 


mesh. The more negative values are an indication of the higher probability of corrosion; the upper bars had bigger 


probability to corrode faster than the lower steel bars at the top mesh. This was expected because the upper layer of 


steel mesh had a clear concrete cover of 30mm while the lower layer for the steel mesh had a clear concrete cover of 


46mm. Therefore, the upper steel bars were more subjected to chlorides ingress more than the lower one for the top 


steel mesh. This result was conducted with other researchers that the concrete cover has a big influence in the half-


cell potential reading (Klinghoffer 1995). The figures also show that the reading of the half-cell potential test did not 


give variation in reading when corrosion really occurred; therefore, the half-cell potential test only be used to represent 


the probability of corrosion for un-corroded slabs, but when corrosion happens it may not give any indication for the 


level of corrosion. 


 
Figure 10: Half-cell potential reading vs. age Figure 11: Half-cell potential reading vs. level of 


corrosion 
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3.3 Test Results After Corrosion 


3.3.1 Mass Loss 


The theoretical mass loss was calculated using Faraday’s Eq. (1), this equation is based on the amount of the current 


that passed across the steel bar. After the punching test had been done, a demolition for the slab-column connection 


had been occurred using a demolition hammer to extract the corroded bars as shown in Figure 12. The actual mass 


loss for the corroded bars found to be little bit less than the actual mass loss. The Faraday’s equation gives a good 


relation between actual and predicted mass loss when the current passes through a bar suspended in salt solution. In 


another hand, when the current passes through embedded bars inside concrete, the theoretical mass loss overestimates 


the actual mass. This overestimates might be related to losing of some current through concrete cover to reach the 


embedded the steel reinforcement, which do not contribute on the corrosion (Spainhour & Wootton 2008; Auyeung 


et al. 2000).  


It was observed during the demolition of the slab that the corroded area was easy to destroy comparing with the un-


corroded area that was very hard to destroy it. This observation indicates that the bond was diminished under the 


corroded area and a delamination started to happened as shown in Figure 13. This delamination part effects the 


punching shear area of C26 comparing with C0 as mentioned in section (3.1).     


 


 
Figure 12: Corroded bars after demolition process 


 
Figure 13: Delamination area around the corroded 


region 


4. CONCLUSION 


The corrosion performance and cracking behavior of flat slab-column connection were investigated based on a real 


corrosion process using the accelerated corrosion technique. Based on the results presented in this paper, the following 


conclusions were warranted:  


- The cracks performance during the punching test in the un-corroded specimen C0 was easily propagated and 


extended while in the corroded specimen C26 the cracks did not propagate as much as C0. This is can be 


attributed to the initial crack widths at C26 were bigger than C0, therefore during loading the cracks at C26 


specimen become widen while new cracks initiated and propagated at C0. 


- The crack width can be used as indication for the corrosion with associating of the half-cell potential readings. 


When the reading of half-cell potential around the crack gives more negative values that are an indication of 


the higher probability of corrosion. When the level of corrosion increases, the accumulated corrosion 


products increases around the steel bars which increases the pressure beneath the concrete cover, leading to 


widening the crack widths. However, the development of accurate relationships between crack width and 


level of corrosion needs more experimental data for slabs with different concrete covers and different 


corrosion levels. 


- The corrosion products causing delamination only under the corroded area, leading to minimizing the 


punching radius at C26 comparing with C0 and leading to decrease the punching resistance. 


- The predicted mass loss using Faraday’s equation has a strong estimation for the actual mass loss in the 


corroded flat slab-column connection. Therefore, the theoretical mass loss estimation can be used to examine 


the effect of corrosion over time. 


- The results indicate that the corrosion of steel reinforcement reduces the punching shear capacity in C26 by 


20% comparing with the control specimen C0. 
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ABSTRACT  


This study introduces a Vehicle-To-Infrastructure (V2I) architecture to enhance driver awareness at signalized 


intersections. The main objectives are to (i) provide a proof-of-concept field experiment on the use of V2I 


communication architecture at a signalized intersection and (ii) evaluate the impact of V2I communication on 


improving driver performance while crossing the intersection. The proposed V2I communication application will 


relay an advisory auditory message to the driver regarding the status of the traffic signal. It is expected that driver 


behaviour is going to change as a result of the in-vehicle audible message. Consequently, the proposed application 


will collect additional driver performance indicators which include information on average speed, maximum speed, 


and the acceleration\deceleration profiles. To understand the impact of the advisory message on changing driver 


behaviour, a comparison was performed between the indicators with and without the in-vehicle message. Driver 


behavior was investigated under two scenarios, namely; as the driver heads towards a green signal and as the driver 


heads towards a red signal. For both scenarios, the results show that the average speed of the driver have changed 


significantly after turning “on” the in-vehicle messages. In addition, the maximum speed distribution shifted towards 


a lower value indicating decreases in maximum speeds. Moreover, the difference between the 


acceleration\deceleration profiles near the intersection when driving with and without the message, while heading 


towards a red signal, was found to be significant. These preliminary results show that the proposed V2I 


communication application can have promising impacts on improving driver awareness at signalized intersections.  


 


Keywords: Connected Vehicles, Vehicle-To-Infrastructure, Communication, Driver Behavior, In-Vehicle Message 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Connected vehicle (CV) technologies are innovations with the potential to reshape the current transportation sector. 


These new technologies have the ability to significantly improve traffic safety and mobility while reducing 


environmental impacts on our roads (Olia et al. 2014,Lee and Park 2012, Paikari et al. 2014). Research has shown 


that CV technologies, including both vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) and vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) communications, 


are expected to reduce 83% of all unimpaired crashes (Harding et al. 2014). In addition, CV technologies are 
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expected to target almost all crash types (i.e., rear-end collisions, lane-changing collisions, etc.) (Najm et al. 2010). 


This new type of technology has also been found to provide substantially better results when combined with 


automated vehicles and autonomous emergency braking systems in terms of their ability to mitigate different crash 


types (Najm et al. 2010, Doecke and Anderson 2014). 


 


As intersections are considered to be one of the most problematic spots in a traffic network, several CV-V2I 


applications (e.g. running red light warning, stop sign violation warning, stop sign gap assist, railroad crossing 


violation warning, etc.) have been developed and tested to address the safety concerns at these hotspot locations. 


However, most of these experiments were undertaken in a simulation environment (Olia et al. 2014, Lee et al. 2012, 


Paikari et al. 2014, Doecke and Anderson 2014, Basma et al. 2011, Zha et al. 2015). The results provide 


overwhelmingly positive evidence supporting the application of CV-V2I to improve intersection safety, especially 


when they are signalized. When approaching a signalized intersection at a certain speed and distance, the driver 


could be guided to drive at an advisory speed in order to minimize fuel consumption or to reduce his stopping time 


at the intersection. In addition, this advisory speed may assist the driver in avoiding unnecessary evasive 


maneuvering (i.e., acceleration or deceleration) to reach the intersection during the green phase or to stop at the red 


signal. The Green Light Optimal Speed Advisory (GLOSA) application can provide drivers with advisory speeds 


through an in-vehicle message. The GLOSA has been tested in simulation environments and the results showed that 


the GLOSA can reduce fuel consumption and improve traffic efficiency (Krajzewicz et al. 2012, Katsaros et al. 


2011).  


 


In this study, the in-vehicle message will be sent to the driver based on a GLOSA application through a proposed 


V2I communication architecture. Consequently, the first objective of this study is to provide a proof-of-concept of 


the V2I communication architecture to be used at a signalized intersection using a field experiment. While 


approaching the signalized intersection, an in-vehicle message will be relayed to the driver that is expected to 


change the driver’s behaviour, and consequently his action and decision process should change accordingly. Hence, 


the second objective of this paper is to analyze and evaluate the preliminary impact of this in-vehicle advisory 


message on driver behaviour. The change in driver behaviour will be assessed using several performance indicators 


(e.g. driver’s speed and acceleration/deceleration profiles).  


2. LITERATURE REVIEW 


2.1 CV-V2I Applications 


As mentioned previously, CV-V2I technologies have several applications that aim at improving traffic safety and 


mobility at signalized and unsignalized intersections. Some of these applications were proposed in the Cooperative 


Intersection Collision Avoidance Systems (CICAS) initiative, which was a project supported by the U.S. 


Department of Transportation (USDOT). The CICAS-V project, which was limited to stop sign and traffic signal 


violation, aimed to develop a warning system that alerts the driver of an expected violation of a stop sign or traffic 


signal to avoid potential collisions at the intersections. However, this project stopped before executing a full-scale 


field operational test, but the project was still able to achieve a few important goals. For example, the system is now 


ready for a full-scale field operation after a pseudo-naturalistic test, and an effective warning algorithm has been 


developed and tested (Maile et al. 2008).  


 


An additional example of a safety application included warning drivers about the dilemma zone. Zha et al. (2015) 


used V2I communication to evaluate a dilemma zone protection framework to improve safety at signalized 


intersections. This framework combined actuated signal control and a cost-benefit approach, which weighs the cost 


of the dilemma zone protection and the delay due to conflicting movements. In order to evaluate this framework, a 


microsimulation model was developed in VISSIM assuming different market penetration rates. The results showed 


that the best performance was at 100% penetration rate. Since the evaluation was based on a microsimulation model, 


this study did not evaluate the real driver reaction to the warning. Another V2I application focused on mitigating red 


light running (RLR) violations. An algorithm was developed to predict RLR in a CV environment and extend the 


all-red time based on the V2I communication (Chen et al. 2013). A huge amount of real-life data using radar sensors 


was collected to simulate the data collected by the CV technology. This study showed that the CV-V2I technology 


will improve the correct prediction rate of RLR by 2%-3% higher than the fixed sensor based approach. In addition, 
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the false alarming (i.e. when non-RLR vehicles is considered as a RLR vehicle) will decrease from 10-15 times per 


1000 vehicles with fixed sensor based approach to 2-3times per 1000 vehicles with CV-V2I approach. 


 


In conclusion, warning the driver about an expected violation or crash using V2I communication has been tested in 


several previous studies. The warning systems and the algorithms were tested either in the real life (Maile et al. 


2008, Park et al. 2013) or in simulation environments (Zha et al. 2015, Chen et al. 2013). In this study, besides 


providing a proof-of-concept for the whole V2I communication architecture including the proposed algorithm, the 


preliminary driver behavior change will be evaluated in an urban signalized intersection. 


2.2 Driver Behavior and CV-V2I Warning Messages 


Investigating the primary cause of road crashes showed that approximately 95% of crashes are caused due to some 


kind of driver error (Sayed et al. 1995). The CV-V2I advanced warning capabilities will attempt to reduce these 


errors by warning the driver about potential violations or expected collisions. Hence, these messages will have a 


significant impact on driver behavior. Farah et al. (2012) analyzed some physiological measurements and drivers’ 


acceptance of a cooperative V2I system. In addition, the impact of the warning messages on driver behavior was 


investigated in terms of driving speed, lane-changing frequency, following gaps, and acceleration noise (i.e. the 


fluctuation in the acceleration profile due to the change in road and traffic conditions and the driver behavior) 


Herman et al. (1959), in a real-life situation. The messages provided in this study were non-audible messages to 


warn the driver about the speed limit, an accident ahead, traffic congestions, road construction, hazardous conditions 


due to adverse weather, and lane status. However, the messages sent to the drivers during the test were simulated 


messages, as the test site did not have any critical events that would activate the system. While using this system, 


drivers were found to be less stressed, and the average speed reduced and the following gap increased. These results 


reflected a positive impact on driver behavior, especially for the drivers who are 45 years old and above. Moreover, 


the system reduced acceleration and deceleration differences among drivers and unified their behavior (Farah and 


Koutsopoulos 2014).  


 


Yan et al. (2015) used simulator-based techniques to analyze the change in driver behavior due to an in-vehicle 


warning message. Since the main concern in this study was the occurrence of right-angle collisions at signalized 


intersections, a message was sent to the driver only if a RLR vehicle was coming from either the right or the left 


side. The driver reaction towards these messages was measured in terms of the brake reaction time, alarm-to-brake-


onset time, and the deceleration. The results showed that the proper warning message timing will make the 


deceleration smoother. Consequently, the system will improve driver performance, and hence can significantly 


reduce RLR collisions. Moreover, Zhao et al. (2014) evaluated the human-related factors through testing an eco-


driving application in a traffic network simulator. However, the focus was mainly on the reduction in fuel 


consumption and emissions. The results showed that the application could reduce drivers’ hard 


accelerations/decelerations and maximum speed, and hence, the application would have a positive safety impact. In 


a real-life controlled track, Ruscio et al. (2015) tested and analyzed the impact of a collision warning system on the 


braking reaction time steps with different levels of driver expectancy (i.e. information expectation, previous 


experience, warning reliability, hazard prediction) by monitoring the driver’s facial expressions. However, the 


acceleration/deceleration and speed profiles were not investigated; it was found that a reliable warning accelerates 


the decision-making process and that the absence of the warning during a hazardous situation will affect driver 


response negatively.  


 


In summary, the impact of the messages on the driver behaviour due to V2I communication at signalized 


intersections was not clearly evaluated in real life at signalized intersections with clear performance indicators. A 


number of studies tested algorithms to avoid certain collision types using high-resolution data to simulate CV data. 


Other studies tested these algorithms in simulation models like VISSIM or in driver simulators with the aid of 


volunteer drivers. On the other hand, real-life tests were executed on a freeway or in controlled tracks to investigate 


the driver behavior change due to service messages. In this paper, an algorithm embedded in a mobile application, 


which was developed based on CV-V2I communication, is proposed to relay an audible warning message while 


approaching a signalized intersection. This warning message is based on the signal timing data, vehicle speed, and 


the distance to the intersection. In addition, the change in driver behaviour due to the warning will be assessed. This 


preliminary evaluation has been executed at a signalized intersection, as a case study, near the University of Alberta 


North Campus, Alberta, Canada. 
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3. METHODOLOGY 


In order to prove the V2I communication architecture concept, this study had three sub-objectives: i) prepare and 


test the communication between the V2I architecture components, ii) develop and test an algorithm that will relay a 


variable audible advisory message for certain scenarios, and iii) collect several performance measures with and 


without the advisory message. The following subsections will discuss each objective and will also include a 


description of the study.  


3.1 V2I Architecture and Communication 


 
Figure 1: The components and the connection of the testbed. 


 


As shown in Figure 1, the V2I system used in this study consisted of the following components: 


 Traffic Signal Controller: a signal controller is the data source of the signal phase and timing (SPaT) 


information. The SPaT information collected from the signal controller can be used to obtain the current traffic 


light status and the remaining time of the current status for the test vehicle, therefore enabling the optimization 


of safety performance.  


 Roadside Unit (RSU): the RSU collects the SPaT information from the controller, and encapsulates and encodes 


it in to a standard SPaT message defined by the standard SAE J2735 (SAE International 2009). The SPaT 


message, specifically designed for infrastructure-to-vehicle (I2V) communication, is then broadcast on a 


dedicated short-range communication (DSRC) channel, a channel in the 5.9GHz band specified for automotive 


use (Kenney 2011). The broadcast can be received by all on-board equipment within communication range. 


 On-Board Equipment (OBE): the OBE receives the broadcast of the SPaT message. After decoding the 


message, the OBE obtains the traffic light status and the timing information for the lane of concern (the lane in 


which the test vehicle is driving). The obtained information is then sent out via Bluetooth. 


 Smartphone: the smartphone is the data sink of this testbed. It receives the SPaT information from the OBE via 


Bluetooth. This information is processed through the algorithm with the vehicle speed and distance to the 


intersection. This distance is calculated based on the vehicle coordinates, which are updated each time step 


using the GPS navigation in the smartphone, and the intersection coordinates which are stored in the 


application. 


3.2 Algorithm Development 


This subsection discusses the development of a prototype algorithm, which is the core of the smartphone 


application; based on the algorithm, the message will be relayed to the driver automatically. This algorithm is 


developed mainly as a part of the proposed V2I system architecture and to serve the main objectives of this study. 


The coverage of the RSU is about 200 meters, so the OBE starts to receive data around 200 meters from the 


intersection. The OBE receives the SPaT from the RSU and sends it to the smartphone via Bluetooth. The 


smartphone will record the distance between the vehicle and the intersection, which is calculated as mentioned 


before, as well as the speed. Knowing the SPaT, the distance to the intersection, and the speed, the algorithm will 


calculate whether the vehicle will be able to cross the intersection or has to stop before the intersection. 
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As shown in Figure 2, the algorithm deals mainly with two major scenarios as an exploratory stage to provide a 


proof-of-concept of the proposed architecture. The first scenario is when the driver is heading towards a green signal 


and is advised to keep his current speed or increase his speed (maxed at a certain threshold) in order to clear the 


intersection during the green signal. On the other hand, the driver will be advised to prepare to stop when there is 


insufficient green time to pass through the intersection as the signal is expected to turn red. Similarly, the second 


scenario is when the driver is heading towards a red signal time, and the driver is advised to keep his current speed 


or to slow down to a certain speed in order to pass through the intersection without stopping. On the other hand, the 


driver is advised to start preparing to come to a complete stop due to the length of the remaining red time since the 


signal is not expected to turn green. 
Connected 


To RSU


Signal Status Red 


Able to 
pass


Need to 
slow down?


System 
Calculation


Yes


Yes


Speed advice


No
Keep current 


speed


NoRed ahead


Green
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Figure 2: Framework of GLOSA strategies 


 


The following notations are used throughout the following paragraphs to describe the algorithm and how it works: 


 = the remaining green time;  


= the distance between the vehicle and intersection when the signal is green; 


= the current vehicle speed; 


 = the vehicle general average acceleration rate at the current speed; 


 = the speed limit on the segment (50 km/hr); 


 = the remaining red time; 


 = the distance between the vehicle and intersection when the signal is red; 


 = the deceleration rate at the current speed; and 


 = the minimum speed limit, which will be assumed as half the speed limit. 


 


The following scenarios will use acceleration and deceleration models that are found in the literature. At current 


speed, the vehicle average acceleration rate and deceleration rate will be calculated as in Eq. 1 (Mehar et al. 2013) 


and Eq. 2 (Maurya and Bokare 2012) respectively.  
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3.2.1 Scenario 1: Heading towards a Green Signal 


This scenario occurs when the vehicle is approaching the intersection and the signal is green. The vehicle may be in 


one of the following cases: 


 If  
green


0


green
t<


v


L , the vehicle can pass through the intersection without stopping. In this case the application will 


advise the driver to keep the current speed. 
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a , the vehicle cannot pass through the intersection safely with 


its current speed; however, if the driver speeds up to a certain safe speed, the vehicle will pass through the 


intersection without having to stop 
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a  , the vehicle cannot pass through the intersection even if the driver 


speeds up. Consequently, the application will advise the driver to prepare to stop. 


 


In this scenario, the vehicle needs to speed up or keep the current speed in order to clear the intersection during the 


green phase.  


3.2.2 Scenario 2: Heading towards a Red Signal 


In this scenario, the vehicle is approaching the intersection and the signal is red. The vehicle may be in one of the 


following cases: 


 If 
red


0


red t
v


L
 , the vehicle can pass through the intersection without stopping, so the application will advise the 


driver to maintain the current speed. 


 If  
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, the vehicle cannot pass through the intersection with its current 


speed; however, if the driver slows down, the vehicle will pass the intersection without having to stop. In that 


case, the application will advise the driver to slow down and drive under a certain speed. 


 If
red
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0
red


t
vv
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dr


dr


a


a , the vehicle is unable to clear the intersection and will need to slow down 


and come to a complete stop since the signal will be red upon arrival at the intersection.   


 


In this scenario, the vehicle needs to slow down or maintain the current speed in order to reach the intersection after 


the signal turns green.  


3.3 Performance Indicators 


One of the main objectives of this paper is to evaluate the change in driver behaviour due to an advisory message 


sent to the driver using V2I communication. Consequently, several performance indicators are selected for this 


evaluation based on the data availability. In this paper, the speed profile, maximum speed, and 


acceleration/deceleration profiles with and without the advisory message are compared based on real-life runs. Many 


performance measures have been used in previous studies in order to investigate changes in driver behavior at 


signalized intersections. Speed and acceleration are the most common measures used for this purpose. For instance, 


average speed, acceleration noise, lane-changing behavior, and the car following gap were used to assess the impact 


of the V2I system on driver behavior on freeways. However, acceleration and lane-changing behavior did not differ 


significantly before and after the use of the system; the average speed reduction and the car following gap increased 


significantly (Farah et al. 2012). Moreover, relative speed distribution and acceleration have been used to evaluate 


the change in drivers’ car following behavior due to the deployment of the V2I system (Farah and Koutsopoulos 


2014). In a simulator experiment, the speed at the yellow onset, the deceleration rate (from the speed at the yellow 


onset to 5 mph), and the red entry time (i.e. the time elapsed from the red onset to the time when the vehicle reaches 


the stop line) were used in a logistic regression analysis to investigate the capability of a RLR warning message to 


reduce the RLR violations (Yan et al. 2015). Therefore, changes in speed and acceleration were chosen as the two 


main performance indicators in this study. 


3.4 Case Study Area 


The test site, which is used as a case study, is a signalized intersection located near the University of Alberta North 


campus, AB, Canada. The major road is 87 Ave. NW, which consists of two entering lanes; one is a dedicated left-


turn lane, and the other is an exit lane for both the east and the west approaches. The minor road, which is 111 St. 
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NW, consists of one entering and one exit lane for the south approach and two entering lanes and one exit lane for 


the north approach. The study area is bounded by two intersections on the main road. The first is a signalized 


intersection 200 meters to the east, and the second is a pushbutton pedestrian crossing 190 meters to the west. There 


are no bus stops in proximity to this intersection. The traffic signal heads, which are horizontally-arranged signal 


face, are visible to the driver without any obstructions from both directions. This signal has two phases, one for the 


east-west movements, including left turns, and one for the north-south movements including left turns. Separating 


the left-turn movement in a dedicated lane will facilitate the test of the application, as the scope of this test will be 


on the through movement on the main road. However, the main road has a long green time, which limits the testing 


of all possible vehicle arrival scenarios at the intersection, as will be discussed later. For pedestrians crossing, this 


intersection has only blinking hand as a warning for the pedestrians without any countdown. This pedestrian display 


will not help the driver when exactly the green phase will end. 


 


The study was conducted on several days in order to achieve all objectives. First, the communication between the 


components of the V2I communication system was tested and the controller was successfully synchronized with the 


real signal plan. Second, the algorithm and the smartphone application were tested several times on separate days 


and debugged successfully. In addition, the smartphone application was prepared to collect the data for this study. 


Finally, the data were collected on different days, four hours in total, with the same weather conditions. In order to 


provide a clear proof of concept of the V2I communication architecture, the context of this study focused only on 


the case where a single vehicle is approaching the intersection and is not impeded by any slow-moving vehicles 


ahead. Thus, the test was carried out during off-peak times to ensure the free flow movement of traffic. Speed, 


acceleration, and the distance to the intersection were collected every time step (i.e., one second). This set of data 


was collected continuously during the study period and then filtered to separate the data into runs. All the data was 


collected for the same driver in order to facilitate the comparison between his behaviour with and without the 


message. The driver was asked to drive through the intersection in both directions (i.e., east and west) with total 


period of two hours without the message and two hours with the message in different days.  


4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  


After filtering the data, a total of 30 runs were produced without the message (i.e., normal driving mode) which are 


divided into 19 runs for scenario 1, when the driver is going through the intersection during a green light, and 11 


runs for scenario 2, when the driver is slowing down or stopping when approaching the intersection during a red 


light. In addition, a total of 28 runs with the message, divided into 18 runs for scenario 1 and 10 runs for scenario 2, 


were produced. A single run is defined as when the vehicle crosses the signalized intersection once on the vehicle’s 


route. The reason for having only two analyses scenarios is that the driver was asked to drive through the 


intersection continuously during the study period, so the same scenarios were repeated and it was difficult to target 


all the vehicle arrival scenarios. On the other hand, many runs were produced from the study period for each 


scenario, as mentioned before, which will make the results more robust. In addition, the same driver performing the 


whole test will serve the make it possible to compare his behaviour during the test.  


 


In the first scenario, a vehicle is approaching the intersection at the start of or midway through the green time. When 


the message is turned on, the driver will hear the following command “keep current speed” only once. As previously 


discussed in the algorithm description section, the driver should have enough time to cross the intersection during 


the green light while maintaining his current speed. This should provide the driver with enough information to 


modify his behavior as he approaches the intersection. It is assumed that when the message is not playing, the driver 


will either maintain his speed or increase it slightly to pass through the intersection during the green phase, since he 


does not know when the signal will turn to yellow. In the second scenario, the vehicle is approaching the intersection 


during the yellow phase or at the start of the red light. When the message is turned on, the driver will hear the 


following command “signal will turn red” only once; consequently, the driver should reduce his speed and prepare 


to stop. The driver is considered stationary when the speed is less than 5 km/h. Again, without the message, it is 


expected that the driver will continue to drive normally and will only start to reduce his speed before the intersection 


when he sees the signal turn red. The smartphone application was programmed to collect time, distance to the 


intersection, speed, acceleration, and signal status (i.e. green, yellow, or red) and remaining time for each. Based on 


the collected data, the average speed and acceleration\deceleration profiles for each scenario were developed for 


both cases (i.e., with and without the advisory message). The results are shown in the following subsections. 
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4.1 Speed Profiles 


 
Figure 3: The speed profiles for both scenarios with and without the advisory message. 


 


The average speed profiles were created for each scenario in the two cases (i.e., with and without the message) as 


shown in Figure 4. It is worth mentioning that the message is relayed to the driver once the smartphone receives the 


data from the OBE and after the OBE is connected to the RSU. In other words, the driver will start hearing the 


message around 190 meters from the intersection. As mentioned previously, because the study area is bounded by 


two intersections 200 meters to the east and 190 meters to the west, the profiles start from 160 meters from the 


intersection to avoid the effect of these adjacent intersections. Figure 4 shows that the driver speed when the 


messages are being played is less than the speed without the message. According to the Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test, 


the difference between the speeds with and without the message is significant at the 95% confidence level for both 


scenarios and the p-value is 0.00013 and 0.00148 for scenario 1 and 2, respectively. These results show that the 


message has a significant impact on the driver’s choice of speed as he is approaching the study intersection. 


4.2 Maximum Speed 


The maximum speed not only reflects the impact of the message on driver behaviour, but it can also be indicative of 


the severity of an expected collision. When the maximum speed is reduced, it is expected that a collision, if it 


occurs, will be less severe. The maximum speed between two conflicting vehicles is typically used as a surrogate 


safety measure (Gettman and Head 2003). The maximum speed is calculated for each single run and the maximum 


speed percentage frequency is plotted for each scenario for both cases as shown in Figure 5. The figure shows that 


the maximum speed percentage frequency, for scenario 1, has been reduced and distributed in a wide range instead 


of the being concentrated from 40 to 42 km/h. For scenario 2, the peak of the maximum speed distribution is not 


only reduced but also shifts to lower values.  


 


  
Figure 4: The maximum speed percentage frequency for the runs of each scenario with and without the message. 
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4.3 Acceleration\Deceleration Profiles 


 
Figure 5: The acceleration\deceleration profiles for both scenarios with and without the advisory message. 


 


The acceleration\decelerations profiles were generated for both scenarios with and without the message. As shown 


in Figure 6, the differences between the acceleration\deceleration profiles for the first scenario are not significant, 


which is reinforced by the Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test. The results for this scenario show that there is no significant 


difference at the 95% confidence level, as the p-value is 0.52. This may be due to the fact that, approaching the 


intersection during the green phase, as in scenario 1, the driver is cautious and prefers to maintain that same speed as 


shown in Figure 4. On the other hand, the Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test result for scenario 2, for the whole 


acceleration\deceleration profile, shows that the difference is not significant at the 95% confidence level, as the p-


value is 0.0534, which is very close to the significance threshold. In fact, this difference is significant at the 90% 


confidence level. When the deceleration rates just before the intersection (i.e., 50 meters before the intersection) 


were analyzed separately, using the same test, the difference between the deceleration rates with the message and 


without the message is significantly different at the 95% confidence level and the p-value is 0.0277. This result 


implies that the message has a significant effect on changing the driver’s deceleration behaviour near the 


intersection as the deceleration with the message was smoother (i.e. less deceleration values) than without the 


message as shown in Figure 6. 


5. CONCLUSIONS 


This paper provides a proof-of-concept of the V2I communication architecture and analyzes the change in driver 


behaviour due to an advisory message and evaluates the impact of this message on behaviour using a real-life test 


case. The advisory message is an audible message sent to the driver using a smartphone application that is based on 


the GLOSA application. The SPaT is sent from RSU to OBE on the vehicle, which in turn is sent from the OBE to 


the smartphone via Bluetooth. The smartphone application processes the remaining time of green or red when the 


smartphone receives the data from the OBE, using the vehicle speed and distance to the intersection. Consequently, 


the smartphone will relay the audible message to the driver based on the processed data.  


 


A four-hour field test was executed at an urban intersection in order to evaluate the change in a driver’s behaviour 


due to the message. The test was divided into two cases, which are driving the vehicle with and without the audible 


message. Two scenarios were tested using the collected data. The first scenario involves a vehicle approaching the 


intersection at the green onset so the driver will travel through the intersection without having to stop. The second 


scenario involves a vehicle approaching the intersection at the red onset, therefore requiring the driver to come to a 


complete stop. Comparisons between the speed profiles, maximum speed, and acceleration\deceleration profiles 


when the message is on and off were conducted. The results show that the differences between the speed profiles 


and maximum speeds for both cases (i.e., with and without the message) are significant. The difference between the 


acceleration\deceleration profiles for both scenarios is not significant, while the difference in the deceleration rate 


starting from 50 m before the intersection was significant.  


 


In summary, this paper confirms that an audible advisory message sent to the driver through V2I communication can 


significantly affect the driver’s behaviour. The findings showed that the average and maximum speeds were reduced 


as a consequence of driving through the intersection and also due to the decrease in deceleration values just before 


stopping at the intersection during the red phase. However, this study has several limitations, which are related to the 


fact that only one connected vehicle was tested with no preceding vehicles. Consequently, the results are based on 
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changes in a single driver. Further testing is required to validate the results of this study. Nevertheless, the limited 


results from this study show how CV-V2I technologies can have a huge impact on changing driver behavior. 
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ABSTRACT  


The ability of the transportation system to continue to serve traffic under disruptive conditions is a resilience 


characteristic of infrastructure and traffic management. In the context of this research, resilience is defined as the 


ability to resist the loss of traffic-serving capability by using traffic (including geometric) and control system design 


advances (i.e. the inherent resilience) and by activating capacity-enhancing measures (i.e. the dynamic resilience). 


Vulnerabilities in road traffic networks cause the loss of capability to serve demand overloads. On the other hand, 


intelligent technology and associated methodology can potentially prevent or reduce this loss of capability. An 


outstanding research question is the role of automation in driving for enhancing the resilience of urban road traffic 


network. This paper reports research in-progress on improving resilience of adaptive capacity in traffic networks 


with intelligent systems and advanced methods. An introduction is provided to vulnerabilities in traffic network, and 


available information is used as empirical evidence of vulnerabilities. Inherent and dynamic resilience measures of 


the traffic system are defined at the scales of corridors and networks that can potentially overcome vulnerabilities. 


Features of autonomous driving are presented as resilience-enhancing measures. Finally, conclusions are presented 


on the potential of automation in driving to enhance the resilience of urban traffic network so that it can withstand 


high predictive imbalances of demand vs. capacity as well as stochastic traffic overloads and recover functionality at 


a tolerable level of performance within an acceptable time period.  


 


Keywords: Resilience, traffic, intelligent transportation system, autonomous driving, networks, adaptive capacity 


1. RESEARCH CHALLENGES 


The subject of physical resilience of infrastructure is receiving due research attention around the world. There is 


another facet of the resilience subject that also requires research attention. It is resilience in traffic handling 


capability that is needed to overcome vulnerabilities in the network. Without resilience measures, traffic disruptions 


are highly likely. This paper reports research in-progress on vulnerabilities in road traffic network in terms of risk of 


severe loss of capability to serve demand, and intelligent technology-assisted methods for improving the resilience 


of adaptive capacity.  
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From a long term perspective, the research program underway is aimed at enhancing the adaptive capability of urban 


transportation by using resiliency measures in traffic system development and operation. To achieve this long term 


objective, it is intended to contribute new knowledge on how advanced methods in association with intelligent 


systems (e.g. connected-vehicles, other technologies of automation in driving) can further improve resiliency 


attribute for enhancing adaptive capacity of urban road traffic networks so that efficiency and other issues of 


transportation can be addressed in a more effective manner than can be done today with existing knowledge. 


2. VULNERABILITIES IN TRAFFIC NETWORK 


The road traffic network serving an urbanized region is subjected to recurring major traffic overloads in traffic 


demand and there is a general lack of adaptiveness in the system to handle such traffic surges. The cause of this 


phenomenon relates to planning urban and regional transportation systems under uncertainty. Planners use long-term 


forecasts of land use and the knowledge of the interaction of land use and transportation systems in devising the 


most suitable multimodal infrastructure and operations plan to meet the person and goods movement requirements 


for future years. There are uncertainties in population and economic activity forecasts and a well-known issue is the 


joint land use and transportation system plan may not be implementable exactly as modelled by the planners. 


Therefore, it is likely that over time there will be imbalances in travel demand and available capacity in some parts 


of major travel corridors and the central city transportation network. 


 


In shaping the configuration and geometry (i.e. the traffic design) of the road network, designers use future year 


origin-destination modal travel demand patterns that are subject to uncertainty. Although, attempts are made over 


time to accommodate predictive recurring mismatches of peak period travel demand and available capacity in some 


high traffic components of the overall regional network through traffic and demand management measures, there is 


very rarely a satisfactory accommodation of peak period traffic surges. 


 


To make matters worse, there is a lack of built-in flexibility in the network to handle traffic overloads caused by 


stochastic events that cannot be known ahead of time. These random surges of traffic could be caused by incidents 


(e.g. major traffic cpllisions), severe weather-related disruptions (some induced by long-term climate change), and 


many other nature-induced or man-made disruptions. Evidence-based information indicates that such disruptions are 


responsible for a very high percentage of delays and other adverse effects. Although advances in traffic control and 


traffic management made possible by intelligent transportation systems play a role in lessening the adverse effects, 


there is a need for additional measures to manage the effects of such disruptions. Table 1 presents vulnerabilities, 


root causes and potential solutions. The following sections provide additional information on potential solutions. 


Table 1 Vulnerabilities, root causes and potential solutions 


Vulnerability 


                                              


Root causes Potential solutions 


Lack of flexibility - inability to adapt 


to traffic overloads; inability to 


predict on a short-time basis the 


onset of severe traffic disruption; 


inability to shift traffic quickly to 


alternate routes that have the 


capacity to handle diverted traffic.  


Planning under uncertainty of 


traffic demand & localized traffic 


design deficiencies; predictive 


imbalance of demand vs. capacity; 


random events – traffic incidents; 


severe weather, etc. 


Inherent resilience provided by new 


design approaches and intelligent 


infrastructure; dynamic network 


level resilience enabled by 


knowledge of traffic condition in the 


network obtained from data 


contributed by connected-


vehicles/other technologies of 


automation in driving, and 


application of data in smart route 


guidance system. 


_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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3. INHERENT AND DYNAMIC RESILIENCE 


The subject of inherent (also called static) and dynamic resilience of adaptive capacity in urban traffic networks can 


be considered as “new and developing”. Although the benefits of adaptive traffic control became clear over a decade 


ago, research in systems of higher capability and wider scope has been fragmented, and published sources are very 


scarce. However, there is a general recognition in the research community that enhanced knowledge of this subject 


is necessary for coping with recurring major changes in traffic demand as well as stochastic non-recurring surges of 


traffic. As noted earlier, these random surges of traffic could be caused by incidents (e.g. traffic accidents), severe 


weather-related disruptions (some induced by long-term climate change), and many other nature-induced or man-


made disruptions. 


 


Resilience is defined as the ability to resist the loss of traffic-serving capability by using traffic (e.g. geometric) and 


control system design (i.e. the inherent resilience) and by dynamically activating capacity-enhancing measures (i.e. 


the dynamic resilience). Adaptive traffic control of signalized intersections was an initial step in this direction more 


than a decade ago. Available information suggest that its installations have progressed well (Jagannathan and Khan 


2001, Stevanovic 2010). But, there is a need to go beyond this technology by enhancing inherent plus dynamic 


resilience of the traffic system, especially at a broader spatial scale of a corridor or a wide-area road network so as to 


withstand severe traffic overloads and recover functionality at a tolerable level of performance within an acceptable 


time period. Available information suggests that such predictive but very high imbalances of demand vs. capacity, as 


well as stochastic severe traffic shocks, occur frequently. Considering that some links in the traffic network serve 


private as well public travel modes, opportunities as well as challenges increase. 


 


Research products that integrate intelligent technology, predictive models, and decision aids for traffic management 


are needed for enhancing “resilience of adaptive capacity” for overcoming vulnerabilities of links or an entire route 


in the network. These can be implemented in active traffic management under unusual conditions that require 


adaptation within the routes selected by motorists as well as in diversion routes that may be used to prevent severe 


congestion. 


 


Although there are many facets of resilience of the urban transportation system, research underway focuses on 


improving the resilience of adaptive capacity in traffic networks with intelligent systems and advanced methods. If 


such capability becomes available on a real-time basis for use in the best-suited traffic assignment (i.e. dynamic or 


system-optimal) and route guidance parts of active traffic management, their usefulness will rise considerably.    


 


Available research products are serving as building blocks for current research. These and additional products will 


be integrated within a systematic framework for maximum effectiveness. Examples of resilience measures 


developed at Carleton University include real-time optimization of traffic signal timing transition (Qin and Khan 


2012), control techniques for maintaining the existing vehicular capacity of the roadway infrastructure while 


improving travel time advantage of transit vehicles on shared use facilities (Mucsi and Khan 2011), dynamic 


metering of ramps in integrated freeway-arterial corridors  and traffic adaptive high occupancy vehicle/toll lanes 


(Gryz et al 2007, Armstrong and Khan 2008).  


4. ROLE OF AUTOMATION IN DRIVING TO ENHANCE RESILIENCE 


To determine if automation in driving has the potential to enhance the resilience of traffic networks, we review 


developments in automation and relate technological and methodological capabilities to resilience attributes. Due to 


advances in information and communication technology (ICT), the profession has advanced much beyond the 


intelligent vehicle and highway system (IVHS) initiative of many decades ago and now is the era of developing and 


testing connected and autonomous vehicles.  


 


Further research is needed for improving automated systems and guiding the application of promising technologies 


for the benefit of road users, the economy and society at large. The resilience of traffic networks is one such worthy 


endeavour. In support of the research community, public agencies can create programs for guiding new systems in 


the direction of delivering benefits that are within reach. Such programs can be of immediate use to public agencies 


in regards to knowing how their mandate to plan and operate road network is likely to change, should these new 


systems (i.e. automation in driving technologies) be accepted in the mass market.  
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4.1 Level of technological advances 


Khan, Bacchus and Erwin (2012) provide a projection of technological advances and approximate time frame as a 


part of the paper on policy challenges of increasing automation in driving. See Figure 1. These have progressed 


along the continuum between conventional fully human-driven vehicles and autonomous vehicles, which partially or 


fully drive themselves and which may ultimately require no driver at all. 
 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Fig.1. Levels of technological advances and approximate time frame 


 


Level I: Pre-2010 (implemented 


or approved for implementation)   


 Advisory/warning information 


systems 


 Assisted driving systems 


 Limited automation in parking  


Level II: 2010-2025 


 Advanced advisory and 


warning information systems 


 Advanced assisted driving   


      (Automated driving for  


      active safety) 


 Connected cognitive vehicle 


(advanced automated driving 


features)  


  


Level III: 2025+ 


 Autonomous vehicle with 


cognitive capabilities for 


real world applications 


 Limited autonomous 


driving (specialized 


missions) 


 


 


On-going Research, Development & Demonstration (R&D and D)  


Along this continuum are notable automated vehicle technologies that enable a vehicle to assist and make decisions 


for a human driver.  The automated driving functionality can be built upon partially or fully automatic driving. 


Examples of applications include operational assistance or autopilot in heavy traffic, keep-your lane systems, 


automated parking systems and advanced adaptive control systems. A subset of developing technologies are 


packaged as driving assistance systems and include crash warning systems, adaptive cruise control, lane-keeping 


systems, and self-parking technology. The US National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) has 


created a five-part taxonomy to help clarify this continuum (described by Anderson et al 2014). These are 


summarized in Table 2.  


Table 2: Level of automation in driving 


 


Level of automation                                                          


      Description 


  


Level 0                                  No-Automation: The human driver is in complete of all functions of the vehicle  


 


Level 1                                  Function-specific Automation: One or more specific control functions are automated 


                                              and these operate independently of each other. But, the driver has overall control. 


 


Level 2                                  Combined Function Automation: This level involves automation of at least two primary 


                                              control functions designed to work in unison to relieve the driver of control of those 


                                              functions (e.g. steering and acceleration); shared authority when the driver cedes active 


                                              primary control in certain limited driving situations; the driver must remain attentive all 


                                              the time. 


 


Level 3                                  Limited Self-Driving Automation: The vehicle enables the driver to cede full control of 


                                              all safety-critical functions under certain traffic or environmental conditions; transition 


                                              back to driver control under defined conditions. The driver is expected to be available 


                                              for occasional control.  


 


Level 4                                  Full Self-Driving Automation: The vehicle is designed to perform all safety-critical 


                                              driving functions and monitor roadway conditions for an entire trip; the driver provides 


                                              destination or navigation input; applies to both occupied and unoccupied vehicles. By 


                                              design, safe operation rests solely on the automated vehicle system. 


_____________________________________________________________________________________________  


Adapted from Anderson et al. (2014) 
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There are different views on how autonomous vehicle technology and connected-vehicles technologies relate to each 


other. Some technology developers believe that these are closely related, and others consider that autonomous 


vehicles can function on sensor data alone and need not consider obtaining data from other vehicles (Anderson et al 


2014). Connected vehicles are designed to share information with other vehicles or the transportation infrastructure 


(EU Commission 2016). 


 


If vehicles share location information with each other within a certain distance via information technology, this 


could aid autonomous vehicles. Taken a step further, if vehicles share sensor information with nearby vehicles, this 


could give an autonomous vehicle additional information that could be used in decision-making. In order to take 


advantage of these technological capabilities, it a common belief among researchers that connected vehicle 


technology will be central to achieving automation in driving (Anderson 2014, EU Commission 2015, 2016). 


 


The role of the human driver and the driver-vehicle interface continue to be of research importance. At hand, there is 


lack of consensus on the full autonomy for the vehicle, according to researchers and automotive industry experts, the 


next step is the development of a cognitive vehicle which will integrate intelligent technology and human factors for 


providing non-distractive interface for safety, efficiency and environmental sustainability in driving. A cognitive 


connected vehicle can function in highly automated and fully autonomous mode (Khan et al. 2014).  


 


Table 3 describes the capabilities of a cognitive connected vehicle. Technological forecasts suggest that a number of 


cognitive vehicle features can be achieved with R&D efforts (Heide et al 2006, Hoch 2007). 


Table 3: Cognitive vehicle features for human and machine control 


Cognitive vehicle features Features for human control Features for adaptive 


longitudinal and lateral control 


system 


Awareness of position and surroundings X X 


Ability to gather data and transmit data X X 


Ability to process data X X 


Ability to cooperate/collaborate X X 


Communication for active safety  X 


Informs the driver about situations (warnings, 


advice) 


X  


Diagnostic capability X X 


In case of crash, capability to send and receive 


information 


X X 


Ability to provide non-distractive user 


interface 


X X 


Infotainment capability + + 


+ This feature does not relate to traffic service and safety objectives. Source: Khan et al 2014    


 


 


The above brief review indicates that over the years, the vision of the intelligent vehicle became increasingly 


ambitious. An intelligent vehicle in its advanced form should have cognitive features that mimic non-distracted and 


non-aggressive driving tasks. A cognitive vehicle is intended to assist the driver, and if necessary in dangerous 


conditions, it has the capability to take corrective active safety action if the driver is incapacitated or highly 


distracted or if the driver wishes the vehicle to take over driving for a limited duration of time. However, driving an 


intelligent cognitive vehicle does not take the driver out of the loop. The design attributes of a cognitive vehicle are 


influenced by human factors in driving. According to a recent news article, development of ‘human-like’ self-


driving technologies is attracting investor capital (Traffic Technology Today 2016).  


 


Research is underway at Carleton University in a number of facets of the cognitive vehicle and automation in 


driving (Figure 2). Subjects covered include resilience, traffic infrastructure and operations for automation in 


driving, human factors, eco-driving, safety surrogate measures, and algorithm development for active safety and 


very high level of automation in driving.       
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4.2 Contribution of Automation in Driving to Resilience 


Connected cognitive vehicles can be developed with capabilities to enhance resilience of the traffic network. Table 4 


provides a summary of resilience measures that benefit from developments in various attributes of connected vehicle 


technologies that enable automation in driving.       


  Table 4: Resilience measures enhanced by connected cognitive vehicle services and associated methodologies 


   Resilience Measure  


 


Connected vehicle services 


and other actions                                                                                                     


Connected vehicle 


technologies and 


associated methods  


Inherent resilience 


Traffic and geometric design of roads and 


highways with built-in flexibility to 


accommodate random traffic overloads 


 


Intelligent roadside and traffic control  centre 


with capability for two-way communications 


with vehicles   


 


Dynamic resilience 


Dynamic inventory of traffic loads in various 


parts of the network and assessment of 


available capacity to handle diverted traffic 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Smart routing options based on system optimal 


or dynamic traffic assignment and traffic 


diversions 


 


 


Post-event transition to normal  and 


establishing strategies for future events 


 


               


Simulation studies to test 


designs 


 


 


Design of intelligent 


infrastructure (roadside and 


control centre)    


 


 


Traffic jam ahead warning, slow or 


stationary vehicle(s), electronic brake 


light,  emergency vehicle  approaching 


 


Hazardous location notification, road 


works warning, weather condition, 


shock wave damping, probe vehicle 


data, in-vehicle speed limit, in-vehicle 


signage, time to green.    


 


Traffic information & smart routing 


 


 


 


  


Simulation of transition. 


 


Microsimulation of 


traffic 


 


 


Simulation studies of 


data transfer and 


analysis 


 


 


Vehicle-to-vehicle 


(V2V) 


 


 


Vehicle-to-infrastructure 


(V2I) 


 


 


 


 


V2I, system optimal or 


dynamic traffic 


assignment, Montecarlo 


and Bayesian methods   


 


V2I data used for 


planning future active 


safety strategies 


_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 2: Cognitive connected vehicle research framework  
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From a resilience perspective, automation in driving offers the possibility of fundamentally changing transportation.  


Vehicles equipped with automation technologies have much potential in reducing crashes and improving mobility 


(Anderson et al 2014). Section 4.4 of this paper provides an illustration of the need and potential role of automation 


in enhancing mobility and safety, which in turn will enhance resilience. 


 


Autonomous vehicle technology will offer opportunities to avoid routes and links affected by incidents and other 


events and therefore, contribute to the resilience characteristics of the network. It can also enable the achievement of 


eco-drive objective. Smoother acceleration and deceleration that can be achieved with automation can enhance fuel 


economy by 4-10%. Shortening headways without compromising safety can be achieved by automation 


technologies. A platoon of closely spaced autonomous vehicles that stops or slows down less often resembles a train. 


This pattern of traffic flow improves travel time (European Commission 2015 and 16, Anderson et al. 2014). 


 


Autonomous vehicles, if introduced in traffic networks with due attention to planning principles and by adding 


intelligent devices to the infrastructure intended for vehicle-to-infrastructure interaction, can improve capacity and 


reduce traffic congestion. The carefully planned introduction of automated vehicles in the traffic network could 


enable greater vehicle throughput on existing roads than obtainable now. The interactions between vehicles and 


between vehicles and infrastructure will enable constant monitoring of surrounding traffic and responding with 


finely tuned braking and acceleration adjustments. These capabilities should enable automated vehicles to travel 


safely at higher speeds and with reduced distance headway between vehicles. Research indicates that the platooning 


of connected vehicles could increase lane capacity (i.e. vehicles per lane per hour) significantly (Anderson et al 2014 


– based on their literature review). 


 


In more congested travel conditions, automated vehicles could help to avoid the inefficient stop-and-go traffic 


operation — a result of the exaggerated braking and acceleration responses of inattentive human drivers. This 


driving pattern leads to a severe degradation in vehicle throughput of the traffic network. In uninterrupted traffic 


flow on highways, the volume of traffic served (i.e. throughput) forms a backward bending curve, as illustrated 


below in Figure 3. Autonomous vehicles, can reduce start-and-stop traffic through more finely controlled braking 


and acceleration, should enable higher throughput during peak travel hours. 


 


Further information on the two broad categories of traffic congestion is in order. These are recurrent delays and non-


recurrent delays. Recurrent delays occur due to congestion during same time period and at the same location on a 


daily basis. These are the result of demand vs. capacity imbalance (i.e. prevailing travel patterns in which the 


number of vehicles trying to use a road with inadequate traffic and geometric design at the same time exceeds the 


capacity of the road). Non-recurrent random delays, in contrast, occur due to isolated events, severe weather, a large 


sporting event, a disabled vehicle, or a traffic crash. These normally reduce capacity or create a demand overload. If 


highway works are not planned carefully, and road users are not informed ahead of time, a similar effect can be 


expected. Evidence-based information suggests that non-recurrent congestion accounts for roughly a half of all 


congestion delays (Anderson et al. 2014). 


 


Speed


Throughput
 


                      Figure 3: Highway traffic throughput as a function of operating speed (Illustration of effect of  


                      traffic overload). Source: Anderson et al (2014)  
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A key rationale for developing automated vehicles is to reduce accidents. If such vehicles are bought by consumers 


and the level of automation reaches to Level 4 noted in Table 2, traffic incidents are likely to reduce dramatically. A 


pre-requisite is that the traffic control system is able to accommodate automation in driving in every aspect for safe 


and efficient operation even when automated vehicles will co-exist with non-equipped vehicles. This is an area of 


further research at Carleton University. 


4.3 Illustration of a Role for Automation in Driving for Enhancing Resilience   


Frequently, a driver within the traffic stream finds it necessary to decelerate at a very high rate in order to avoid a 


collision with the lead vehicle which applied brakes to reduce speed for some unknown reason. Another situation 


that necessitates hard braking is when a vehicle abruptly changes lanes and joins the traffic stream in front of the 


driver. In these and many other similar situations, drivers that are not assisted with automation features send shock 


waves in the traffic stream that sometimes result in traffic accidents. In such traffic environment, even the most 


favourable outcome is delays experienced by a large number of motorists.  


 


In order to illustrate driving without automation features, data from a driving simulator was used. A snapshot of 


driving trajectories was extracted from a simulation run that ranged from time stamp 778 sec to 792 sec, and it 


included the incident of “Lead Car Brake” at time stamp 779.2 seconds. Results shown in Figures 4 to 7 appear to be 


very logical for the driving environment.  


 


 
Figure 4: Brake action under human control 


Notes: (1) Horizontal axis is time stamp (sec). (2) Vertical axis is brake pressure. (3) Lead car brakes at time stamp 


779.2 (sec). 


 


 
   Figure 5: Tangential acceleration under human control 


   Notes: (1) Horizontal axis is time stamp (sec). (2) Vertical axis is acceleration/deceleration (m/sec/sec). 


   (3) Lead car brakes at time stamp 779.2 (sec). 
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             Figure 6: Tangential speed (km/h) under human control 


             Notes: (1) Horizontal axis is time stamp (sec). (2) Vertical axis is tangential speed (km/h). 


              (3) Lead car brakes at time stamp 779.2 (sec). 


 


 
               Figure 7: Distance headway (m) under human control 


               Notes: (1) Horizontal axis is time stamp (sec). (2) Vertical axis is distance headway (m). 


               (3) Lead car brakes at time stamp 779.2 (sec). 


 


If vehicles are equipped with driving assistance or if vehicles are operating in the automated mode, the following 


driver actions can be avoided: (1) Distracted and/or aggressive driving. (2) Abrupt and risky actions such as a lane 


change manoeuver without sufficient gap in traffic. (3) Become distracted first and then to avoid a collision 


decelerate at a very high rate, (4) In extreme conditions, rear or a sideswipe collision. 


 


So, automation in driving can play an important role in maintaining a safe, efficient and productive driving 


environment for individual automated vehicles as well as platoons. The result can be higher throughput due to safer 


and closer headways and higher speeds. These driving conditions enhance resilience in the network. 


 


In the event of a nature-induced or any other disruption to traffic flow in major travel corridors or networks, the 


connected vehicles capability of automation in driving can identify alternate routes with available capacity to 


accommodate traffic overloads, and smart route diversion will come into effect as a dynamic resilience measure. 


The end result will be reduced adverse effect of disruption, and orderly and expedient recovery. 


5. CONCLUSIONS 


(1) Networks serving urbanized regions are vulnerable to severe traffic overloads, caused by imbalance of demand 


vs. capacity or by random events such as accidents or a number of other phenomenon including severe weather. 


These vulnerabilities can be addressed by inherent and dynamic resilience. 


(2) The inherent resilience can be developed by using advances in the design of traffic infrastructure, including 


equipping the infrastructure with intelligent technologies that will serve the needs of automation in driving. 


(3) Connected cognitive vehicle technology in highly automated or fully automated modes offers the potential to 


enhance the dynamic resilience of the traffic network.  
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(4) Contrary to some views expressed in the literature, automation in driving will require connected vehicle 


capability.  


(5) Automation in driving is a long-term initiative, and there are no firm answers on how autonomous vehicles in 


large numbers will become a part of the traffic flow without changes to the traffic management infrastructure. In 


order to obtain answers, further research is required in measures for efficient and effective integration of connected 


cognitive vehicles in traffic operations.  


(6) Information presented in this paper suggests that automation in driving has potential to enhance the resilience of 


urban traffic network so that it can withstand recurrent high imbalances of demand vs. capacity as well as stochastic 


traffic overloads, and recover functionality at a tolerable level of service within an acceptable time period. 
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ABSTRACT  


This paper presents an experimental program conducted to investigate the punching shear behaviour of self-


consolidating (SCC) two-way slabs, and the influence of using different sizes of coarse aggregate and slab thickness 


on this behaviour. For this purpose, a total of six slabs were tested. Two groups of labs with targeted compressive 


strength of 30 MPa were used; for group A, 10 mm coarse aggregate size was used, and 20 mm coarse aggregate 


size was used for the slabs in group B. Each group consisted of three slabs with different thicknesses of 150, 200, 


and 250 mm. The results revealed a significant effect of slab thickness and size of coarse aggregate. The failure 


criterion proposed by (Muttoni 2008) based on the slab rotation was used to predict the tested slabs capacities. In 


addition, comparison with other codes of practice (CSA A23.3-04, ACI 318-11, BS8110-97, and EC2) was carried 


out. These codes except the EC2 can be safely used to check the punching shear capacity of SCC slabs without the 


need of any modification to the equations used. 


 


Keywords: punching; aggregate size; self-consolidating concrete 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Self-consolidating concrete (SCC) was first used in Japan in the 1980s. It is also known as Self-compacting 


concrete. It was mainly produced to be used in reinforced structures with congested reinforcement (Goodier 2003). 


SCC has a high ability to flow under its own weight within highly congested reinforced concrete structures without 


segregation or destruction of mixture homogeneity, and provides good consolidation without need for internal or 


external compaction (Hassan et al. 2010). The high flowability is the main characteristic of SCC when compared 


with normal concrete (NC). SCC can be developed by adding superplasticizer to NC mixtures. An SCC mixture has 


a higher fine aggregate content to improve the flowability and avoid any segregation. 


 


These advantages are the main reasons for the use of SCC as a construction material in applications such as 


residential and industrial buildings, garages, walls, and bridges. The shear capacity of SCC members could be of 


concern due to the increased fine aggregate content which is believed to result in a reduction in the shear strength of 


a structural member. The increased fine content may cause a reduction in aggregate interlock which is considered to 


be the main resisting factor for shear stresses in beams (Lin et al. 2012). Thus, in the past few years, extensive 


studies have been conducted on the shear failure mechanism of SCC reinforced beams (Lin et al. 2012) and (Hassan 


et al. 2008). However, no investigations have been reported on the structural behaviour of SCC reinforced slabs 


failing due to punching shear stresses. Hence, there is a need to study the punching shear strength of SCC two-way 


slabs.  Punching shear is a brittle mode of failure which occurs without warning. 


 


A rational mechanical model was proposed by (Muttoni 2008) and subsequently formed the basis of the punching 


shear provisions in the latest edition of the Model Code (2010). The model includes the effect of the coarse 


aggregate size to predict the behaviour and capacity of the two-way slabs based on the load-rotation relationship.  
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No other rational model or code equation accounts for the coarse aggregate size effect on the behaviour and capacity 


of the two-way slab. From the literature, the model gives good predictions for the NC slabs. On the other hand, the 


provisions of the design codes (CSA 23.3-04, ACI 318-11, BS 8110-97, and EC2) for punching shear are based on 


empirical formulas. These formulas were developed based on research conducted on NC slabs.  Thus, it is necessary 


to examine the application of the code equations in the design of SCC slabs for punching shear.  


 


The current study was conducted to investigate the influence of changing the coarse aggregate size and slab depth on 


the behaviour and capacity of SCC slabs. The results were used to investigate the adequacy of the current codes of 


practice and Muttoni’s failure criterion to predict the punching capacity of two-way SCC slabs.  


2. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 


2.1 Materials and Mixture Design 


Two different concrete mixtures were used in the current experimental work. The mixtures were supplied from a 


local batch plant and were designed to achieve a compressive strength of 30 MPa after 28 days. Details of the 


mixtures are given in Table 1. Two different coarse aggregate sizes were used; namely 10 and 20 mm. Type GU 


Portland cement and Class F fly ash (ASTM Type I) were used as binder. The coarse and fine aggregates were 


crushed granite. A high range water reducing agent (HRWRA) was used to achieve the required slump flow 


diameter of 650 ± 50 mm for both mixtures. The chemical admixture was added to the mixture after the concrete 


truck arrived at the structures lab. 


Table 1: Mixture Proportions for the SCC Chosen Mixtures 


Mixture 


No. 


Total 


Binder 


(kg/m3) 


Cement 


 


(kg/m3) 


Fly 


Ash 


% 


Fly 


Ash 


(kg/m3) 


CA 


Size 


(mm) 


C/F 


CA 


 


(kg/m3) 


FA 


 


(kg/m3) 


W/B 


Water 


 


(L/m3) 


HRWRA 


 


(L/m3) 


Mix A 500 200 60 300 10 1.2 865 721 1.0 200 0.78 


Mix B 500 200 60 300 20 1.2 865 721 1.0 200 1.10 


CA: coarse aggregate; FA: fine aggregate; C/F: coarse to fine aggregate ratio; W/B: water to total binder ratio, and 


HRWRA: high range water reducing agent. 


 


2.2 Fresh and Hardened Properties Tests 


The fresh properties tests (slump flow, V-Funnel, and L-Box) were carried out to ensure that both mixtures satisfy 


the SCC requirements. The slump flow and V-Funnel tests were conducted to investigate the mixture flowability and 


viscosity by measuring the slump diameter and T500 for the slump flow test, and initial time (t0) for the V-Funnel 


test. The L-Box was performed to investigate the passing ability. They were performed according to The European 


Guidelines for Self-Compacting Concrete (2005) and the results are listed below in Table 2.  


Table 2: Fresh Properties for the SCC Chosen Mixtures 


Mixture 


No. 


Compressive 


Strength  


(MPa) 


Flexure 


Strength 


(MPa) 


Slump 


Flow 


(mm) 


T500 


 


(sec) 


H2/H1 


L-Box 


Initial V-


Funnel 


(sec) 


HRWRA 


 


(L/m3) 


Mix A 30.0 3.64 650 1.4 0.55 (0.83) 2.7 0.78 


Mix B 24.5 3.47 630 3.0 0.73 9.0 1.10 


 


 


The flexure strengths were obtained according to ASTM C78 using 100 × 100 × 400 mm prism. The flexure strength 


listed in Table 2 is the average value of four prisms tested after 28 days of casting. The compressive strength was 


obtained in accordance with ASTM C39-04 using 100 mm diameter × 200 mm cylinders. The compressive strength 


value listed in Table 2 is the average value of three cylinders tested at the same day of testing the slab.  
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2.3 Test Slabs 


Figure 1 shows the details of a typical test slab.  All slabs had side dimensions of 1900 mm × 1900 mm. A total of 


six slabs were tested.  Table 3 lists the details of the test slabs. The main variables were the maximum coarse 


aggregate size and slab thickness. Two maximum coarse aggregate sizes of 10 and 20 mm, and three slab 


thicknesses of 150 mm, 200 mm, and 250 mm were used. The concrete cover was 25 mm. The target reinforcement 


ratio was 1% and it slightly varied for the slabs with different thicknesses to maintain the same spacing between the 


reinforcement. The flexural reinforcement ratios were 1.01%, 1.08%, and 0.91% for the slabs with thicknesses of 


150, 200, and 250 mm, respectively.  


                   
 


Figure 1: Typical Test Slab Details 


Table 3: Details of Test Slabs 


Slab  


No. 


Compressive 


Strength  


(MPa) 


CA 


Size 


(mm) 


Bar 


size 


(mm) 


Bar 


spacing 


(mm) 


Concrete 


cover 


(mm) 


Slab 


thickness 


(mm) 


Slab 


depth 


(mm) 


Flexure 


reinforcement 


ratio ρ, % 


SCA150 29.0 10 15M 180 25 150 110 1.01 


SCA200 30.0 10 20M 180 25 200 155 1.08 


SCA250 32.0 10 20M 160 25 250 205 0.91 


SCB150 24.0 20 15M 180 25 150 110 1.01 


SCB200 24.5 20 20M 180 25 200 155 1.08 


SCB250 25.0 20 20M 160 25 250 205 0.91 


*SC is self-consolidating slabs; A/B is mixture number, followed by the slab thickness 


 


2.3 Test Setup 


A steel frame, located in the structures lab at Memorial University of Newfoundland was used for testing all slabs 


(Figure 2). The slabs were simply supported on all four sides. The simply supported edges simulate the lines of 


contra-flexure, and hence, the test slabs represent the region of negative bending moment around an interior column. 


The four edges of the test slab were supported on 32 mm diameter rods covered with 3.0 mm layer of rubber strips 


placed along the contact line between the rods and the slabs to minimize the resulted friction. A hydraulic actuator 


with maximum capacity of 1783 kN was fixed to the frame and used to apply the concentric loaded through a 250 × 


250 mm square column stub. The applied load and the displacement were measured using a pressure transducer and 


a linear voltage displacement transducer (LVDT), respectively. 
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Figure 2: Test Setup: (a) Testing Frame Front View; (b) Data Acquisition System and Testing Frame Layout 


2.3 Instrumentation Test Procedure 


Four linear variable differential transducers (LVDTs) were located at the tension side of the slab, as shown in Figure 


3(a). Their results were used to plot the load-deflection curves and deflection profiles. The reinforcement strains 


were monitored at ten locations, as shown in Figure 3(b). The strains were measured using electrical strain gauges 


with gauge factor 2.075 ± 0.5% and resistance of 120 ± 0.30% Ω at 24 ̊c.    The strain gauge locations were selected 


to detect the strains in the flexural reinforcement and the strain variation in both the radial and tangential directions. 


 


 


             


Figure 3: Test Setup: (a) LVDTs Arrangement; (b) Steel Strain Gauges Arrangement 


 


The data collected from the  strain gauges and LVDTs were logged to a high speed data acquisition system using 


LAB-View software and stored on a personal computer. 


 


The slabs were placed in a vertical position. Their position was adjusted to ensure that the column stub center 


coincides with the loading actuator axis. At the beginning of the test, an initial load was applied to the slab to ensure 


that all the four sides were rested on the rods and the initial settlement was reduced. The load was applied at a load 


increment of 8.8 kN (2.0 kips) until the first crack was detected. The test was then resumed using load increments of 


22.5 kN (5 kips). At each load step the test was stopped and the crack propagation was marked. 
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3. TEST RESULTS 


3.1 Load-deflection Characteristics 


Figure 4 shows the applied load versus the central deflection of all test slabs. The small initial settlement in the load-


deflection graphs was corrected. Table 4 shows the load and the corresponding deflection values at first crack, first 


yield of the flexure reinforcement, and at ultimate load. The first crack was observed by the naked eye.  However, a 


reliable value for the first crack could not be observed by the naked eye for slabs SCA250 and SCB200 ; the crack 


appeared at the surface at unreasonably high values.  The load that corresponds to the first yielding of the flexure 


reinforcement was determined from the strain gauges’ readings.  Some strain gauges malfunctioned and the readings 


could not be recorded. The first yielding of the flexural reinforcement is indicated by a circle on each curve where 


possible. This figure was plotted in order to examine the effect of changing the slab thickness as well as changing 


the maximum aggregate size from 10 mm to 20 mm. It was found that using larger maximum coarse aggregate size 


of 20 mm, resulted in higher capacities and lower deflection values compared to those resulted in slabs of mixture A 


where maximum coarse aggregate size of 10 mm was used. 


 


 
Figure 4: Load-deflection Characteristics at Slabs Center 


Table 4: Deflection Characteristics of Test Slabs 


Slab  


No. 


Compressive 


strength 


 


(MPa) 


Aggregate 


size 


 


(mm) 


First 


crack 


load 


(kN) 


First crack 


deflection 


 


(mm) 


Yield 


load 


 


(kN) 


Yield load 


deflection 


 


(mm) 


Ultimate 


load 


 


(kN) 


Ultimate 


load 


deflection 


(mm) 


SCA150 29.0 10 55 2.70 234 10.90 343 19.30 


SCA200 30.0 10 62 1.40 457 9.30 598 13.20 


SCA250 32.0 10 - - - - 764 8.35 


SCB150 24.0 20 45 2.30 221 10.0 342 17.40 


SCB200 24.5 20 - - 473 8.80 576 11.40 


SCB250 25.0 20 100 0.90 751 6.90 836 8.40 


  


The deflection values listed in Table 4 illustrate a significant effect of changing the slab thickness. The deflection at 


ultimate load for the 250 mm thick slabs was 50% of that of the 150 mm thick slabs. This can be attributed to the 


increase in stiffness resulted from increasing the slab thickness. The thin slabs showed more ductile failure 


behaviour as they exhibited higher deflection values. The 150 mm thick slabs failed in ductile punching shear. 


However, thicker slabs (200 mm and 250 mm) failed due to pure punching shear. 
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3.2 Flexure Reinforcement Strain 


Figure 5 shows a typical plot of the applied load versus strain in the flexure reinforcement at the center of each slab. 


The highest strains in the flexural reinforcement were observed at that location. Higher strain values were recorded 


in the thinner slabs. This finding was confirmed from the readings of the ten strain gauges used.  Yielding of flexural 


reinforcement was more spread in the 150 mm thick slabs and localized around the column stub in the 200 mm and 


250 mm thick slabs. None of the tested slabs reached the flexure failure load according to the yield line theory. The 


figures also show a slight change in the slope of the load-strain curves. This change approximately corresponds to 


where the first crack was formed on the slab surface.  


 


 
Figure 5: Load versus Reinforcement Strains at the Centre of the Slabs 


3.3 Shear Strength 


The shear strengths for all slabs are presented in this section. The recorded ultimate loads, Ptest, are listed in Table 5. 


The shear strength, vu, is determined by dividing the ultimate load by bod, where bo is the critical punching perimeter 


at d/2 from the column face, and d is the average slab depth for punching shear stresses calculations.  In order to 


eliminate the small variability in the compressive strength of the different slabs, the shear strength was normalized 


by dividing vu by the square root of the compressive strength. 


 


   


Figure 6: Shear Stresses: (a) Stresses versus Slab Thickness; (b) Stresses versus Maximum Coarse Aggregate Size 


 


The relationship between the normalized shear strength and the slab depth is shown in Figure 6(a) for all test slabs.  


The 200 mm and 250 mm thick slabs in Group A and B indicated a decreasing trend in the normalized shear strength 


with increasing slab depth.  However, SCA150 and SCB150 did not show the same trend of decreased normalized 


shear strength when the slab depth is increased. 
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Figure 6(b) shows the normalized shear strength versus the aggregate size for all test slabs. The figure clearly 


demonstrate that the coarse aggregate size have a significant influence on the shear strength of the test slabs. The 


shear strength consistently increased with increasing the maximum coarse aggregate size as listed in Table 5.  


3.4 Slab Rotation and Ultimate Capacity 


A rational mechanical model was proposed by (Muttoni 2008) and subsequently formed the basis of the punching 


shear provisions in the latest edition of the Model Code (2010).  The proposed failure criterion relates the punching 


shear strength of the two-way slab with the slab rotation. It is assumed that the shear strength is governed by the 


width and the roughness of the shear crack developed through an inclined compression strut that carries the shear 


force; assuming that the crack width is proportional to the slab rotation. The shear strength is calculated from a set of 


assumed kinematics characterized by the rotation of the slab and integrating the contribution of the concrete tensile 


stresses, and the aggregate interlock along the failure surface. Most of the shear stress is transferred at the bottom 


end of the crack where the crack width is small, while any contribution from dowel action of the reinforcement is 


ignored due to the expected spalling of the concrete cover. It should be noted that the CSCT failure criterion despite 


the other codes used, takes into account both the slab rotation and the maximum coarse aggregate size. In this study, 


the resulted ultimate loads were compared with those predicted by the new failure criterion. 


 


In Figure 7, the CSCT failure criterion for the current test slabs is represented by the dashed lines calculated using 


Eq. 1, where ψ is the slab rotation, dg is the maximum aggregate size, and 
0gd is a reference size equal to 16 mm. 
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(a)                                                                                      (b) 


Figure 7: Load versus Slab Rotation of Test Slabs: (a) Slabs of Mixture A, and (b) Slabs of Mixture B 


 


The solid lines represent the slab-rotation of the current test slabs as predicted using Eq. 2.  The applied load versus 


rotation obtained from the experimental work for each slab is represented by the dotted curves on those figures. 
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The capacity and corresponding maximum rotation predicted using the CSCT failure criterion are defined by the 


intersection of the slab-rotation curve (solid line) with the failure criterion (dashed line). The measured ultimate 


loads and rotations as well as those predicted using CSCT are listed in Table 5. The slab rotations at ultimate loads 


are also listed in Table 5 for all test slabs. These rotations were measured for the slab portion outside the shear crack 


which rotates as a rigid body.  
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The experimental results confirm the major influence of the slab thickness on the rotation capacity. Thick slabs were 


found to have lower rotation capacity compared to thin slabs. No significant is found due to changing the coarse 


aggregate size. Figure 7 and Table 5 reveal that the CSCT reasonably predicts the load-rotation behaviour of all test 


slabs. However, the initial stiffness is overestimated by the CSCT. This overestimation is more pronounced for slabs 


with thicknesses of 200 and 250 mm. 


Table 5: Test Results versus CSCT Predictions 


Slab  


No. 


Compressive 


Strength   


(MPa) 


Ptest PCSCT 


Experimental 


Rotation 


CSCT 


Rotation  PCSCT/Ptest 
'


cu f/v  


SCA150 29.0 343 276 0.0256 0.0153 0.80  0.402 


SCA200 30.0 598 490 0.0162 0.0087 0.82 0.435 


SCA250 32.0 764 770 0.0096 0.0061 1.01 0.362 


SCB150 24.0 342 282 0.0223 0.0166 0.82 0.441 


SCB200 24.5 576 493 0.0115 0.0092 0.86 0.463 


SCB250 25.0 836 763 0.0110 0.0063 0.91 0.448 


3.5 Test results versus code predictions 


In this study, the test results were compared to the predictions of CSA A23.3-04, ACI 318-11, BS8110-97, and EC2-


2010 design codes. When calculating the shear stresses, the control perimeter is considered at different distances 


from the column face. In the CSA A23.3-04 and ACI 318-11 it is located 0.50d from the column face, and in 


BS8110-97, and EC2-2010. It is 1.5d and 2.0d, respectively. CSA A23.3-04 does not account for the coarse 


aggregate size or the slab depth if it is less than 300 mm. However, BS8110-97, and EC2, 2010 contains terms that 


account for the slab depth. It should be mentioned that the BS 8110 code was superseded by Eurocode (EC2) in 


2010.   The resistance factors in these equations are taken as unity when comparing the predication of the code 


equations to the test results 


Table 6: Test Results versus Codes Predictions 


Slab 


No. 


Compressive 


Strength 


Ultimate 


load, Ptest 


Nominal 


shear 


stress* 


Ptest/Pcode 
Ptest/Pflex 


 (MPa) (kN)  CSA23.3 ACI318 BS8110 EC2 


SCA150 29.0 343 0.402 0.94 0.82 0.94 0.98 0.75 


SCA200 30.0 598 0.435 0.87 0.76 0.88 1.04 0.64 


SCA250 32.0 764 0.362 1.05 0.91 0.99 1.26 0.56 


SCB150 24.0 342 0.441 0.86 0.75 0.88 0.92 0.77 


SCB200 24.5 576 0.463 0.82 0.71 0.85 1.00 0.63 


SCB250 25.0 836 0.448 0.85 0.74 0.83 1.06 0.63 


* '


u test 0 cv P / b d f  


 


In the CSA A23.3-04, the ultimate shear resistance for the two-way slabs is equal to the smallest if the following 


equations; 
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where β is the ratio of long side to short side of the column, λ is the concrete density factor, ϕc is the resistance factor 


for concrete, and αs is adjusting factor (αs = 4 for interior columns, 3 for edge columns, and 2 for corner columns). 


 


A comparison between the resulted ultimate loads and the different codes predications is presented in Tables 6. The 


ACI 318-11 gives the most conservative predictions for the ultimate loads. The CSA A23.3-04 gives safe 


predictions for all slabs except slab SCB250. Hence, the CSA code is more conservative and has less scatter for SCC 


slabs with 20 mm coarse aggregate size compared to those with 10 mm coarse aggregate size. The BS8110-97 gives 


safe predictions and the least scatter of the Pcode/Ptest ratios for slabs with 10 mm coarse aggregate size. The BS8110-


97 results were very similar to those of CSA A23.3 for the slabs of 20 mm coarse aggregate size. The EC2-2010 


predictions are unsafe for the slabs with thicknesses of 200 mm and 250 mm.  


4. CONCLUSION 


In this study, two SCC mixtures were developed. Six reinforced slabs were prepared using these developed mixtures 


to investigate the influence of using different maximum coarse aggregate size and slab depth. The fresh and 


hardened properties were tested. The structural behaviour and characteristics of the slabs were examined (load-


deflection, flexure reinforcement strain, and the ultimate capacities. The following conclusions can be drawn from 


the results of this study: 


 


1. The slab thickness has the most significant effect on the behaviour of the test slabs. 


2. The depth and aggregate size are the most influential parameters on the shear capacity of the slab; increasing the 


slab thickness lead to a decrease in the normalized shear strength of the slab while increasing the aggregate size 


lead to an increase in the normalized shear strength of the slab. 


3. The punching shear provisions in the Model Code (2010) are based on the CSCT proposed by Muttoni (2008).   


The CSCT is able to reasonably predict the structural behaviour of the test slabs. Nonetheless, the test results 


did not show any clear trend in the relationship between the aggregate size and the slab rotation. 


4. The CSA A23.3-04, ACI 318-11 and BS8110-97 give safe predictions of the SCC test slabs capacities.  The 


only unsafe prediction by CSA A23.3-04 is that for slab SCB250.  Therefore, these codes can be safely used to 


check the punching shear capacity of SCC slabs without the need of any modification to the equations used for 


such shear check.  


5. The predictions of the CSA A23.3-04, ACI 318-11 and BS8110-97 are more conservative and have less scatter 


when applied to SCC slabs with 20 mm coarse aggregate size compared to those with 10 mm coarse aggregate 


size.    


6. The BS8110-97 was superseded by Eurocode (EC2) in 2010.  The predictions of the Eurocode (EC2) are unsafe 


for most of the slabs with thicknesses of 200 mm and 250 mm.   


7. The CSCT gives safe predictions of the capacity all test slabs. 
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ABSTRACT  


Preeminent effectiveness and feasibility of dispersants have been the key reasons for their widely serving as the 


response agents in oil spill responses. Moreover, dispersants can also overcome the limitation factors of other 


countermeasures like accessibility, weather conditions, sea states, and oil thickness. However, the public concerns of 


the usages of the chemically synthetic dispersants are also essential due to their toxicity and persistency in the 


ecosystem. Bio-dispersants can be a promising alternative as the proven features of lower toxicity and persistency 


while with high effectiveness, but its broad application prospects are currently restricted by the high production cost 


that is 3-10 times more than chemical synthetic ones because of the low productivity. Thus, a hyper bio-dispersant 


producer will be the desired coping strategy. 


 


An isolated bio-dispersant producer from NL offshore, Rhodococcus erythropolis strain P6-4P was selected for 


generating high-yielding producers by mutation. After UV mutagenesis, 21 enhanced mutants were selected through 


oil spreading screening method. Further productivity quantify test of critical micelle dilution (CMD) with higher 


resolution was conducted to these mutants. An outstanding mutant showed CMD as high as 225 while 15.4 is the 


CMD of the wild type strain, which means the new mutant is 14.6 times increase. The 16S rDNA sequencing results 


revealed that the 16 S ribosomal DNA of the mutant 100% matched with the original strain indicating the mutation 


occurred on other parts of the genome which will be identified through next-generation sequencing and comparative 


analysis in the future study. This mutated high-yielding strain was capable to significantly improve the production rate 


and the total yield of bio-dispersants. The yield of crude bio-dispersant was 54g per liter with 6 days incubation. At 


4mg/uL crude product/crude oil ratio, the dispersion effectiveness was found comparable to Corexit 9500A at 1:25 


(dispersant/crude oil ratio). Future works on further mutagenesis base on this new high-producing strain by novel 


mutation methods were also discussed. 


 


Keywords: Bio-dispersant, high-yielding mutant, Rhodococcus erythropolis 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Dispersants are detergent-like products for removing oil from the sea surface and disperse it into the water column, 


which simulate the degradation of the oil via natural processes (National Research Council 2005). Taking advantage 


of the energy in even small waves, dispersants have the ability to disperse floating oil slicks into tiny droplets (<70 


μm) that allow oil stably drifts apart in the water column (Prince and Butler 2014). Dispersants consist of surfactants 


dissolved in one or more solvents. They align themselves so that the lipophilic end of the surfactant molecule is 


attached to the oil phase and the hydrophilic end extends into the water phase. This reduces the interfacial surface 
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tension between water and oil, allowing oil to mix into the top 5±10 m of the water column as tiny (1±70 lm) droplets 


(Lessard and DeMarco 2000). This significantly increased surface area that allows microbial access, and finally leads 


to the broke down of oil by nature processes (Prince and Butler 2014).  


 


Both public and private institutions throughout the world invest enormous economic resources and efforts to prevent 


offshore oil spill disasters. Despite these efforts, accidents do happen and sometimes large volumes of crude oil are 


released into marine environments (Zheng et al. 2014). The recent British Petroleum (BP) Deepwater Horizon (DWH) 


oil spill was reported as one such event that released over 4.9 million barrels (780,000 m3) of crude oil into the Gulf 


of Mexico (Hemmeret al., 2011). Corexit 9500 was the major dispersant used by emergency responders during the BP 


oil spill. Zheng (2014) explained that Corexit was expected to break down the crude oil into smaller droplets which 


would increase the oil–water surface area; also, dispersion can increase mass removal rates through evaporation and 


photo-oxidation. However, some recent studies indicated that the application of Corexit had led to certain 


environmental concern (Rico-Martínez and Shearer 2013; Zheng et al. 2014). Therefore, bio-dispersants (i.e., 


biosurfactants mixed with solvents) can be promising as their proven features of environmental friendly and 


persistency while with high effectiveness (Cai, et al., 2016). Currently, the production costs of biosurfactants are 3-10 


times higher than chemical synthetic ones and the yields of production were relatively low (De et al., 2015; Nguyen 


et al., 2008). There hence is a need for a more comprehensive study that tackles the development of a high-yielding 


biosurfactant or bio-dispersant producer and mutation approach can be a coping strategy when questioning for a rapid 


and efficiency solution (Cai et al. 2016). Previously, there were rarely studies about hyper bio-dispersant producer 


from genetically modified Rhodococcus strains and the scanty results did not show satisfactory dispersing abilities. 


 


Hence, the primary goal of this study is to develop a high-yielding bio-dispersant producer mutating from 


Rhodococcus erythropolis strain P6-4P. The hyper-producing mutant #25 was screened out by the oil-spreading 


technique. The improved productivity was confirmed with critical micelle dilution (CMD) test. Subsequently, the 


mutant (M25) was subjected to 16S rDNA sequencing and compared with the wild type strain. The product yield was 


quantified and compared with the wild type strain and other biosurfactant producers in the literature. The crude 


biosurfactant product was subjected to a scale-down Baffled flask dispersion effectiveness test and the obtained results 


were compared with Corexit 9500A. 


2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 


2.1 Bacterial strains and growth condition 


Rhodococcus erythropolis strain P6-4P was isolated from seawater samples near the offshore platforms (Cai et al. 


2015). Production medium (PM) was used as the culturing medium for P6-4P, which is composed of MgSO4, 0.2 g; 


CaCl2‧2H2O, 0.05 g; KH2PO4, 3.4 g; K2HPO4‧ 3H2O, 4.4 g; (NH4)2NO3, 1 g; FeCl3, 0.05 g; Glucose, 1 g; nutrient 


broth 0.1 g; NaCl, 26 g in 1 L of distilled water, with 3% (v/v) n-hexadecane. Incubation was maintained with shaking 


at 200 rpm for 6 days (Cai et al. 2015). 


 


2.2 Ultraviolet mutagenesis 


 


The Rhodococcus erythropolis strain P6-4P was grown for 6 days to logarithmic phase and then serial diluted to 


deferent concentration levels of 10-1, 10-2, 10-3, 10-4, 10-5, 10-6, 10-7, 10-8, 10-9 to find the best result of approximately 


3000 cells per plate. Each level was plated 1mL on two PM plates respectively, in which one plate was under UV 


radiate (Thermo scientific 1300 Series Class II, Type A2 Biological Safety Cabinet) for 45s and the other one for 1m 


30s (Cai et al. 2016). The survived UV irradiated cells were incubated on the PM agar plates at 30 ºC in the dark until 


colonies were visible (Mulligan et al. 1989). The mutants were then inoculated in tubes (2 mL Eppendorf) with 1 mL 


PM and incubated for 48 h shaking at 200 rpm for further test. 


2.3 Screening technique for high-yielding mutants 


A reliable and high sensitive screening method, Oil Spreading, was used as the throughput method for screening high-


yielding UV irradiated mutants (Cai et al. 2016). It was formed of a thin oil membrane by gently adding 10µL crude 


oil to the surface of 40 mL distilled water in a petri dish (D.I. 150 mm). For testing the activity of the surfactants, 


10µL bacterial culture was gently added to the center of the oil membrane and the formed clear zone can be measured 
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then (Morikawa et al. 2000). This clear zone area was used to reflect the concentration of the produced surfactants, 


which shows linear correlation (Cai et al. 2016). 


2.4 Determination of critical micelle dilution (CMD) 


CMD is the dilution of the culture broth upon reaching the critical micelle concentration (CMC), which can reflect the 


concentration of produced biosurfactants (Shavandi et al. 2011). After centrifuging at 10,000 rpm for 10 min and 


discarding the pellet, the 10 mL cell free broth was diluted with distilled water. Then surface tension (ST) of each 


dilution was measured (Cai et al. 2014). Finally, according to Sheppard and Mulligan’s method (1987), the CMD 


value can be found as the intersection point of tangential line on the figure of ST data plotted against concentrations 


of the broth. As the broth consists of both aqueous and oil phase, to ensure homogeneity while testing, each dilution 


was conducted with sonication first and then allowed to stand for 15–20 min to achieve equilibrium before each CMD 


measurement (Cai et al. 2016). 


2.5 16S rDNA sequencing 


The Mutant25 were subjected to 16S ribosomal DNA (rDNA) sequencing referring to Cai et al. (2016) method, which 


used universal bacterial primers F27 and R1493 that can be positioned in Escherichia Coli 8-27 and 1512-1493 


respectively. DNA template that extracted from pure culture of Rhodococcus strains in the polymerase chain reaction 


(PCR) was an aliquot amount of Mutant25 culture using the primer pair. After the gel electrophoresis confirmation of 


a successful PCR reaction, PCR products were subjected to a cleanup process and measured by a NanoDrop 


spectrophotometer for determining the concentrations. Subsequently, the sequencing of cleaned-up PCR product was 


performed using Applied Biosystems 3130 and/or 3730 systems of the sequencing reactions in the Core Research and 


Instrument Training Network (CREAIT) of Memorial University (MUN).  The final 16S rDNA result of Mutant 25 


was aligned with the wild type 16S rDNA partial sequence by using the Basic Local Alignment Search Tool (BLAST). 


2.6 Scale-down Baffled flask test  


A scale down Baffled flask test was conducted to compare the effectiveness between Corexit 9600A and the frozen-


dry crude bio-dispersant products. As shown in Table 1, the seawater: oil: dispersants ratio were kept the same, while 


the volumes of these components were scaled down. Different dosages of dispersants were used as shown in Table 1. 


Table 1: Scale down vessel test of dispersant effectiveness  


 Baffled flask test Scaled down test  


Seawater             120mL 30mL 


Oil 100μL 25μL 


Corexit: 1:10 (oil) & 1:25 (oil)  


Bio-dispersant: 100mg, 80mg, 60mg, 50mg, 40mg, 30mg, 20mg, 10mg 


  


3. RESULTS AND DISCUSION 


3.1 Screening of high-yielding mutant 


After 3 rounds of ultraviolet mutagenesis, 77 irradiated mutants of Rhodococcus ethroypolis P6-4P were collected for 


the screening of hyper producing mutants using oil-spreading method. Comparing to the original strain, 18 of the 


mutants showed a better oil-spreading result with diameters of around 4.5 cm while the wild type strain had a clear 


zone with a diameter of around 2.5 cm (Figure 1). Among these 18 improved mutants, one mutant named M25 showed 


extraordinary oil-spreading result with a diameter more than 8cm, and the measuring results were limited by the size 


of the plate. The CMD test was used for further quantifying the productivity. 
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Figure 1: Results of oil spreading test for Mutant (M25) and wild type strain Rhodococcus ethroypolis P6-4P 


 


3.2 Improvements in CMD and yield 


The CMD was examined to determine biosurfactant concentration. The CMD of the surfactant is generally 


proportional to the concentration of the biosurfactants, thus it gives an indication on the optimum concentration to be 


used for maximum performance and minimum cost (Marin et al. 2015). Generally, CMD values have been determined 


by carrying out ST measurements on a series of biosurfactant solutions with different dilution factors.. The dilution at 


which the ST begins to sharply increase is termed the CMD (Al-Wahaibi et al. 2014). Thus, higher the CMD, the more 


industrially promising is the surfactant. Biosurfactant containing broths were used to determine CMD for the 


biosurfactants produced by both the wild type strain and the mutant. Sonication was applied to ensure each dilution 


was homogeneous (Cai et al. 2016).  


 


In Cai et al.’s study (2016), CMD value of that improved bio-dispersant producing mutant (Mutant#47) was 62.5. 


Whereas in this study, the outstanding mutant (M25) showed CMD as high as 225 while 15.4 is the CMD of the wild 


type strain (Figure 2), which means the biosurfactant yield of the new mutant dramatically increased 14.6 times. The 


total frozen dried yield of M25 crude bio-dispersant was 54g per liter of broth with 6 days of incubation. Table 2 


summarized recent studies of applying molecular engineering tools to improve biosurfactant productions. The current 


study showed excellent improvements when compared with other studies. 


 


 


Figure 2: CMD improvement of mutant (M25) comparing to wild strain Rhodococcus ethroypolis P6-4P 
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3.3 16S rDNA sequencing  


The 16S rDNA-sequencing results revealed that the 16 S ribosomal DNA of the mutant is identical with the original 


wild type strain indicating the mutation occurred on other parts of the genome. 


3.4 Dispersion efficiency 


Scale-down dispersion efficiency test results were demonstrated in Figure 3. The dispersant/crude oil ratio of 1:10 and 


1:25 are the recommended dosages for Corexit 9500 dispersant (Wise et al. 2014). When comparing with the Corexit 


9500, the dispersant efficiency by adding 100mg crude biosurfactants from mutant (M25) (4mg/uL crude 


product/crude oil ratio) was found comparable to Corexit 9500A at 1:25 for dispersing a crude oil sample provided by 


the industrial partner.  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 3: Scaled down dispersion efficiency test results (Corexit: 1:10 (oil) & 1:25 (oil); Bio-dispersant: 100mg, 


80mg, 60mg, 50mg, 40mg, 30mg, 20mg, 10mg) 
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Table 2. Comparison of molecular engineered biosurfactant producers and their performances 


Mutant and/or 


recombinant strain 


Characteristic 


feature 


Increased yield  


(g/L) 


Refs 


Pseudomonas 


aeruginosa PTCC 


1637 


Random 


mutagenesis with N-


methyl-N0-nitro-


Nnitrosoguanidine 


from 1.2 to 12.5 


Tahzibi et al., 2004 


Bacillus 


licheniformis 


KGL11 


Random 


mutagenesis with N-


methyl-N0-nitro-


Nnitrosoguanidine 


from 0.033 to 0.39 


Lin et al., 1998 


Recombinant 


Bacillus subtilis 


strain ATCC 21332 


Contains 


recombinantly 


modified peptide 


synthetase 


N/A (produced less 


toxic surfactin) Symmank et al., 


2002 


Recombinant 


Bacillus subtilis 


Whole enzyme 


module swapping 


Same level (changed 


structure) Yakimov et al., 2000 


Recombinant 


Gordonia amarae 


expression of 


Vitreoscilla 


hemoglobin gene 


(vgb) 


from 0.021 to 0.084 


Dogan et al., 2006 


Recombinant 


Bacillus 


amyloliquefaciens 


ES-2 


Genome shuffle Roughly 0.028 to 


0.130 Zhao et al., 2012 


Rhodococcus 


erythropolis SB-1A 


UV mutagenesis Roughly 4 time 


improve Cai et al., 2016 


Rhodococcus 


erythropolis P6-4P UV mutagenesis increased roughly 15 


times to 54 


This study 
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4. CONCLUSION 


An extraordinary high-yielding bio-dispersant mutant M25 (crude bio-dispersant was 54g per liter with 6 days 


incubation) was found in this study, which was genetically improved from Rhodococcus ethroypolis P6-4P strain 


isolated from Atlantic offshore. UV mutagenesis was conducted for generating possible mutants, and the oil spreading 


technique was applied as the high throughput method to screen hyper production mutants. Subsequently, M25 was 


found as the superior mutant and was subjected to further analysis. The CMD as well as dispersion efficiency values 


of M25 were found to be much better than previous studies. M25 showed a CMD result as high as 225 while the wild 


type strain was of 15.4, indicating a 14.6 times of increase. The dispersion effectiveness of M25 was found comparable 


to Corexit 9500A at 1:25 (dispersant/crude oil ratio) when 4mg/μL (crude product/crude oil ratio) crude biosurfactant 


was applied. In this manner, M25 showed a high potential to overcome the economic bottleneck of biosurfactant 


production and had promising prospective as an oil spill response agent. All downstream testing were conducted by 


crude bio-dispersant production from the Mutate25 that was frozen dried. Future work on its separation from the 


biomass as well as its toxicity and biodegradability tests will be demonstrated. 
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ABSTRACT  


Steel-reinforced squat walls are used as the main component for earthquake resistance in low-rise structures. 


Deterioration due to corrosion of steel reinforcement is one of the major challenges facing the construction industry. 


Furthermore, given the low aspect ratio of squat walls, their behavior is dominated by inelastic shear deformations 


activated by the yielding of flexural reinforcement. These deformations degrade strength and stiffness with 


subsequent shear failure, preventing the wall from achieving its flexural capacity, which is a prerequisite for 


adequate seismic design. Using noncorrodible glass-fiber-reinforced-polymer (GFRP) bars represents an effective 


method for overcoming corrosion problems. In addition, the available experimental studies on mid-rise shear walls 


show that GFRP reinforcement can control shear deformation, which is a major problem with steel-reinforced squat 


walls. Our study was experimentally conducted to investigate the shear-deformation behavior of GFRP-reinforced 


squat walls. Two full-scale squat walls with an aspect ratio of 1.3 were constructed and tested to failure under quasi-


static reversed cyclic lateral loading: one was reinforced with steel bars; the other with GFRP bars. The 


experimental results show that the GFRP-reinforced wall evidenced significantly enhanced behavior related to 


ultimate strength, drift ratio, control shear distortion, and mode of failure compared to the steel-reinforced wall. 


 


Keywords: Squat walls; Concrete; GFRP; Shear distortion; Seismic. 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Squat walls are defined as structural walls with an aspect ratio (hw/lw; hw: wall height and lw: wall length) less than 


2.0. This type of wall is widely used as the primary seismic-force resisting component in low-rise structures such as 


nuclear facilities and industrial buildings. Moreover, such walls also frequently serve as bridge piers and abutments 


(Salonikios 2007). Because of their low aspect ratios, squat walls—unlike slender walls—generate high shear forces 


at their bases to develop structural flexural strength, which makes shear capacity a major issue in their design 


(Paulay et al.1982; Kuang and Ho. 2008; Whyte and Stojadinovic. 2014). Experimental investigations have 


demonstrated that the behavior of squat walls is dominated by inelastic shear deformations, indicating that these 


deformations develop and significantly increase with the onset of flexural-reinforcement yielding (Saatcioglu. 1991; 


Sittipunt et al. 2001; Massone et al. 2009; Takahashi et al. 2013). These deformations, in turn, rapidly degrade 


strength and stiffness with subsequent shear failure. 


 


Using fiber-reinforced-polymer (FRP) bars as the main reinforcement in concrete structures in harsh environments is 


becoming a widely accepted solution in overcoming the problem of steel corrosion (ACI Committee 440 2007). Due 


to the relatively lower cost of glass-FRP (GFRP) bars compared to the other commercially available FRP bars, the 
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use of GFRP bars in reinforced concrete (RC) structures has found their way into numerous applications such as 


bridge deck slabs, beams, and columns (El-Salakawy et al. 2005; Kassem et al. 2011, Tobbi et al. 2014). 


Recently, and under the demand of constructing a multistory building with adequate strength and stiffness using 


GFRP reinforcement, an experimental study was conducted by Mohamed et al. (2014) to investigate the validity of 


using GFRP bars in reinforcing mid-rise shear walls to resist lateral loads. The reported test results clearly revealed 


that properly designed and detailed GFRP-reinforced walls could reach their flexural capacities with no strength 


degradation with a reasonable deformability in inelastic stage. It was also found that using elastic materials (GFRP 


bars) distributed the shear strain along the wall height; resulting in control the shear deformation than those 


experienced in steel-reinforced shear wall, in which the yielding of the flexural reinforcement caused localization of 


shear deformation at the yielding zone. 


 


As a continuation, an extensive experimental study is under way to investigate the feasibility of GFRP-reinforced 


concrete squat walls with different configuration and details. This paper reports only one GFRP-reinforced squat 


wall and its counterpart steel-reinforced one to evaluate the behavior of such structural element under quasi-static 


reversed cyclic lateral loading. The investigation focused on assessing failure modes, ultimate capacity, and 


hysteretic response. 


2. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 


2.1 Specimen Design 


Two full-scale squat walls were constructed and tested under quasi-static reversed cyclic lateral loading up to 


failure. The first specimen, SX4, was reinforced with conventional steel bars, while the second specimen, GX4, was 


reinforced with GFRP bars. The walls were designed according to the minimum requirement of CSA A23.3 (2014) 


and CSA S806 (2012). The specimens measured 1500 mm in length, 2000 mm in height, and 200 mm in thickness, 


resulting in an aspect ratio of 1.30, which classifies them as squat walls according to CSA codes. Each specimen 


was cast with a rigid base to serve as anchorage for the vertical reinforcement and to enable the test specimens to be 


fastened to the laboratory’s testing floor (Figure 1a). 


 


The two specimens were reinforced with the same reinforcement ratio and configuration. Two boundary elements of 


eight #3 (steel or GFRP) bars of equal length and width (200 × 200 mm) were placed at each end of the horizontal 


dimension. The longitudinal reinforcement in the boundaries were laterally tied against premature buckling with #3 


transverse-reinforcement spiral ties (steel or GFRP) spaced at 80 mm along the total wall height. Two layers of 


horizontal and vertical web reinforcement were used. The horizontal web reinforcement consisted of #4 bars (steel 


or GFRP) spaced at 80 mm, while the vertical web reinforcement consisted of #3 bars (steel or GFRP) spaced at 120 


mm. Figure 1b and Table 1 shows the reinforcement details. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 1: Details of specimens 
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The GFRP-reinforced wall, GX4, was designed to have nearly equal flexural capacity and shear capacity. Plane 


sectional analysis was carried out to predict the ultimate flexural capacity, considering the unconfined (0.0035 


concrete compressive strain for both walls) and confined concrete (0.005 and 0.007 concrete compressive strain for 


SX4 and GX4, respectively [Paulay and Preistly (1995); Mohamed et al. 2014]). The analysis was based on strain 


compatibility, internal force equilibrium, and the controlling mode of failure. Regarding the shear capacity, owing to 


the absence of seismic provisions for GFRP-reinforced squat walls in the CSA S806 (2012), the concept provided in 


CSA A23.3 (2014) for steel was used. The horizontal web reinforcement was calculated—according to CSA S806 


(2012)—to carry all shear forces associated with the development of flexural capacity, as no reliance should be 


placed on the concrete in contributing to shear strength in the case of large cracks associated with flexural failure. 


Sliding shear was prevented between the wall specimen and the rigid base by adding two layers of cross-diagonal #3 


GFRP bars at an angle of 45° spaced at 100 mm and sufficiently anchored on each side of the shear plane 


(Figure 1b). The anchorage length for both the vertical reinforcement and cross-diagonal sliding reinforcement was 


equal to the development length specified in CSA S806 (2012) multiplied by 1.25 to account for the cyclic effect, as 


suggested by Mohamed et al. (2014). Since the steel-reinforced squat wall, SX4, served as a reference for GX4, the 


reinforcement configuration and ratio was identical in both specimens. Table 1 lists the predicted flexural and shear 


strength for the tested specimens. The material reduction and safety factors in the design equations used in this study 


were set equal to unity, since the material strengths and specimen dimensions were known. 


Table 1 - Reinforcement details and calculated capacities of the walls 


Wall fc' 
Reinforcement Ratio  


 


Pu (kN) 


 Unconfined Confined 


ρl ρt ρv ρh ρs Pu (kN) Vr (kN) Vfunc (kN) 
 


Pu/ Vfunc 


 
Vfcon (kN) 


 


Pu/ Vfcon 
 


 SX4 34.8 
1.43 0.89 


0.59 1.58 0.48 534 1548 549 0.97 630 0.85 


GX4 40.4 0.59 1.58 0.48 912 895 764 1.30 995 0.92 


fc' = concrete compressive strength; ρl = boundary longitudinal-bar reinforcement ratio; ρt = boundary-tie 


reinforcement ratio; ρv = web vertical-bar reinforcement ratio; ρh = web horizontal-bar reinforcement ratio; 


ρs = diagonal sliding shear reinforcement ratio; Pu = experimental ultimate lateral load; Vr = predicted shear 


capacity; Vfunc = predicted flexural capacity with unconfined concrete; Vfcon= predicted flexural capacity with 


confined concrete. 


2.2 Material Properties 


The test specimens were cast using normal-weight, ready-mixed concrete with a target 28-day compressive strength 


of 40 MPa. The actual concrete compressive strength (fc') was determined based on the average of at least three 100 


× 200 mm cylinders for each specimen on the day of specimen testing. Table 1 presents the actual concrete strengths 


of the test specimens. 


Table 2 - Mechanical properties of the reinforcement 


Bar db (mm) Af (mm2) Ef (GPa) ffu (MPa) εfu (%) 


Straight bars 


#3 GFRP 9.5 71 65 1372 2.11 


#3 steel  9.5 71 200 fy = 420 εy = 0.2 


#4 steel 12.7 129 200 fy= 420 εy = 0.2 


Bent GFRP bars 


#3 GFRP 
Straight portion 50 1065 2.1 


Bent portion --- 460 --- 


#4 GFRP 
Straight portion 50 1020 2.0 


Bent portion --- 459 --- 


db: bar nominal diameter, Af: nominal cross-sectional area, Ef: 


modulus of elasticity, ffu: guaranteed tensile strength, εfu: ultimate 


strain, fy: steel  yielding strength, εy: steel yielding strain. 
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Two types of reinforcing bars were used in this study: grade 400 deformed steel bars and GFRP bars. The GFRP 


bars were sand-coated, and made of continuous boron free glass fibers impregnated in a thermosetting vinyl-ester 


resin. The tensile properties of the GFRP bars were determined by testing five specimens according to 


ASTM D7205 (ASTM 2011) for straight bars. Test method B.5 in ACI 440.3R (2004) was used to determine the 


tensile properties of the bent bars. The tensile properties of the steel bars were provided by the manufacturer. Table 


2 lists all the mechanical properties of the reinforcement used in this study. 


2.3 Instrumentation 


A series of strain gauges and linear variable displacement transducers (LVDTs) were used to monitor the 


deformation response of the test specimens. One LVDT was mounted at the top of the squat wall to measure the 


lateral displacement. One LVDT was installed at the construction joint between the wall and the base to monitor 


sliding between the wall and base. Two LVDTs were mounted at the boundary elements to measure concrete strain. 


For stability, two additional LVDTs were attached to the upper steel beam to measure unlikely out-of-plane 


deformation. The crack width was also measured with two LVDTs mounted at the first two major cracks. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 2: Instrumentation 


2.4 Test Setup and Procedure 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 3: Test setup of the wall specimens 


Figure 3 shows the test setup. The specimens were tested laterally as a vertical cantilever with forces applied 


through a specially fabricated steel load-transfer assembly; no axial load was applied to any of the test specimens as 


it is the critical shear case of the squat walls emphasizing that no post seismic axial capacity was evaluated for the 
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tested walls. Lateral loading was applied with a 1000 kN MTS-hydraulic actuator. Out-of-plane bracing was 


provided at the level of transfer steel beam to prevent the wall specimen from twisting during testing. 


 


Lateral loading was applied to the specimens in several steps under displacement-control mode throughout the test. 


Each loading step consisted of two identical displacement cycles in increments of ±2 mm up to 10 mm, followed by 


increments of ±5 mm drift up to 50 mm, and thereafter increments of ±10 mm up to failure. Figure 4 presents a 


typical sequence of the displacement cycles. 
 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 4: Applied displacement history 


3. TEST RESULTS AND OBSERVATIONS 


3.1 General Behavior and Modes of Failure 


Figure 5 depicts the typical crack propagation for the tested walls. The first initial cracks propagated at the lower 


part of the walls at a load of 175 kN (33% of ultimate load), and 164 kN (18% of ultimate load), and with initial 


crack widths of 0.1 mm and 0.12 mm for specimens SX4 and GX4, respectively. These cracks were predominantly 


horizontal along the boundary elements and perpendicular to the direction of the maximum stress induced by the 


bending moment. Upon further loading, these cracks acquired some inclination in the central zone of the web, owing 


to shear stresses in this region.  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 5: Crack pattern 


 


As loading continued, horizontal cracks in the boundary elements accompanied by shear cracks at the web continued 
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in the lower part of the wall, although their inclination and width were significantly decreased close to the boundary 


element. This control stems from the presence of heavily reinforcement and confinement in the boundary elements, 


which are known to favorably affect the shear capacity of squat walls (Salonikios et al. 1999; Kassem. 2015). As 


larger displacements were applied, flexural-shear or shear cracks originating from one side continued to 


progressively extend down to the opposite boundary element with increased inclination, intersecting the cracks 


originating from the other side and forming crisscross pattern. It is clear that crack propagation was more distributed 


and intensive in GX4 than in SX4. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 6: Failure progression of specimen SX4: (a) spalling of concrete cover; (b) concrete deterioration above 


sliding reinforcement; (c) spalling of the deteriorated concrete (d) buckling of longitudinal reinforcement causing 


failure; (e) specimen face at failure 


 


With further displacement, spalling of the concrete cover became more significant at the most compressed ends of 


the walls at lateral drift of 1.25% and 1.75% for specimen SX4 and GX4, respectively (as shown in Figures 6a, and 


7a for specimens SX4 and GX4, respectively). At this stage, yielding of longitudinal reinforcement in SX4 became 


significant and localized at the plastic-hinge zone, which extended over a height of approximately 2.5 times the wall 


thickness (510 mm) and was just above the diagonal cross sliding reinforcement. As a result, localized shear 


deformations in SX4 accompanied by excessive deterioration of the concrete cover along this region was clearly 


evidenced at a lateral drift ratio of 1.5%, as shown in Figure 6b. More deterioration of the concrete and sequential 


spalling along this zone was observed during subsequent cycles, producing a progressive degradation in lateral 


strength (Figure 6c). When loading was continued to push SX4 to 2.0% drift, a substantial deteriorated zone above 


the cross sliding reinforcement associated with in-plane buckling of boundary longitudinal bars and vertical web 


reinforcement formed (Figure 6d), leading to failure, since this stage was followed by drastic drop in the lateral 


strength during reversed loading. Figure 6e shows the specimen at the end of testing. It should be mentioned that, 


due to the additional shear resistance provided by the diagonal cross sliding reinforcement, the most damaged wall 


section was pushed away from the base–wall interface, where the interaction between moment and shear is the 


largest. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 7: Failure progression of specimen GX4: (a) spalling of concrete cover; (b) concrete crushing causing failure; 


(c) rupture of GFRP ties; (d) fracture of compressed longitudinal bars 


 


In the case of GX4, the specimen continued carrying loads in each cycle with no strength degradation. The 


specimen’s failure was gradual, starting with gradual deterioration and splitting of concrete in the compressed 


boundary element at 2.6% drift. More noise was generated from the compressed zone, and it was much easier to 


judge that flexural failure was imminent. The specimen ultimately failed at a drift ratio of 3.0% in flexural 


compression (Figure 7b) associated with rupture at the bent portion of the GFRP ties (Figure 7c) and fracture in the 


compressed longitudinal bars (Figure 7d). 
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It is interesting that the test observations revealed that the formed cracks in the GX4 tended to realign and almost 


close between load reversals (at zero loading) with negligible residual crack widths up to a lateral drift of 1.75% 


(corresponding to concrete-cover spalling). In contrast, the residual crack width in SX4 was significant, especially 


after yielding of the longitudinal steel reinforcement. This observation is attributed to the elastic nature of the GFRP 


bars and could be considered as an advantage in using GFRP bars and provide evidence of satisfactory bond 


between the GFRP bars and concrete. Furthermore, the test results show that SX4 exhibited smaller crack widths at 


the early stages of loading than did GX4. After the yielding point, however, the crack widths substantially increased 


and become remarkably larger than that in GX4; the measured maximum crack widths at failure were 6 mm and 


2.1 mm for SX4, and GX4, respectively. Additionally, although the same reinforcement ratios and configurations 


have been utilized in both specimens, SX4 exhibited extensive shear deformations accompanied by deterioration of 


concrete and followed by buckling of the longitudinal bars though the maximum applied shear force is much smaller 


than the shear strength computed according to CSA A23.3 (2014), while the failure of GX4 was generated by 


flexural compression and the full flexural capacity for confined section was achieved as will be discussed. 


Furthermore, the shear deformation in SX4 was clearly localized at the plastic hinge zone causing the extensive 


concrete deterioration leading to the premature failure; meanwhile, due to the elastic behavior of the GFRP bars, 


GX4 experienced distributed shear deformation along the wall height. 


 


Furthermore, no sign for distress due to sliding shear was observed in SX4 and GX4, since the measured sliding 


displacement at the wall–base interface was negligible (1% of the total displacement). The main reason for this is the 


effect of using cross diagonal sliding reinforcement which controlled the potential sliding crack between the wall 


and base and subsequently promoting all components of sliding shear resistance mechanisms; shear friction 


maintained by aggregate interlock and tensile resistance of the cross diagonal sliding reinforcement to work 


collectively to resist sliding deformations which have been reported in many researches that have detrimental effect 


in the behavior of squat walls and should be avoided (Paulay et al 1982; Salonikios et al. 1999; Whyte and 


Stojadinovic. 2014). 


3.2 Hysteretic Response 


Figure 8 depict the hysteretic response of SX4 and GX4. In addition, the points at which different types of physical 


damage occurring during cyclic loading are plotted to give a visual reference of the relationship between hysteretic 


response and damage progress in the tested specimens. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 8: Hysteretic response 


 


SX4 has an initial linear branch corresponding to the uncracked condition of the wall. At a lateral drift ratio of 


0.18% (176 kN), the first crack propagated and reduced wall stiffness. Yielding of the longitudinal reinforcement at 


the boundary elements occurred at a drift ratio of 0.4% (309 kN), followed by opening in the hysteretic loops and a 


gradual decrease in overall stiffness. As the lateral drift increased, the hysteretic loops gradually increased, 


accompanied by larger residual displacement. After unloading in one direction, reloading in the opposite direction 


met low initial resistance until the previously opened shear cracks closed. As the cracks closed, the walls started to 


gradually recover their strength. The specimen achieved its ultimate capacity of 534 kN at the first cycle on drift 


ratio of 1.25% and then this capacity started to decrease. Once the specimen experienced buckling in the 
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longitudinal reinforcement at boundary elements at the first cycle of lateral drift ratio of 2.0%, the corresponding 


lateral strength was 82% of the peak load and was followed by lateral strength in the negative direction of 52% of 


the peak load. It should be mentioned that, even though the specimen was properly confined at the boundary 


elements, the experimentally obtained capacity was almost equal to the predicted flexural capacity for the 


unconfined concrete (549 kN). The main reason for this is the localized shear deformations, which prevented the 


walls from achieving their flexural capacity. 


 


On the other hand, the response of GX4 was essentially linear-elastic up to 0.2% drift (164 kN) at which a slight 


reduction in stiffness induced by the propagation of the first crack was observed. As loading progressed, gradual 


degradation in overall stiffness was observed that can be attributed to the evolution of crack propagation. The 


unloading/reloading curves appear to demonstrate linearity as a result of the linear–elastic behavior of the GFRP 


bars. In addition, the reloading branches followed a similar loading path but at a lower loading stiffness resulting in 


lower peak strength. By increasing loading up to a drift ratio of 1.75% (572 kN), the crack propagation stabilized 


and the concrete cover at the most compressed end spalled. As a result, the hysteretic loops began to open in a 


manner suggesting the onset of inelastic behavior in the wall. This was also observed in mid-rise shear walls tested 


by Mohamed et al. (2014). Indeed, after this stage, the specimen lost self-centering ability, similar to that observed 


by Mohamed et al. (2014). The specimen continued withstand loading without strength degradation up to 2.6% drift 


(859 kN) which corresponds to concrete deterioration through cover splitting in the compressed zone. Thereafter, the 


specimen exhibited an insignificant increase in load with increasing displacement up to 2.75% drift corresponding to 


the ultimate load of 912 kN. This was followed by gradual strength degradation to 88% of the peak capacity as 


displacement progressed up to 3.0% drift. This capacity then suddenly dropped due to concrete crushing. It is of 


interest to note that the maximum measured capacity is similar to the predicted flexural capacity for confined-


concrete, as listed in Table 1. This bears out the recommendation made by Mohamed et al. (2014) that well-detailed 


lateral-resisting walls reinforced with GFRP bars can achieve their flexural capacity with no strength degradation, 


which is the primary requirement in lateral-resisting elements.   


 


The hysteresis response, depicted in Figure 8, shows that, due to the low modulus of elasticity of the GFRP bars, 


GX4 exhibited a softer hysteretic response than SX4 up to 1.3% drift (intersecting point of the two envelope curves, 


corresponding to 99% and 56% of ultimate load for SX4 and GX4, respectively). After that point, SX4 exhibited 


significant deterioration in strength up to failure at 2% lateral drift, while GX4 kept increasing almost linearly to 


failure at 3%, achieving a 71% higher capacity than it steel counterpart. It should be noted that the CSA A23.3 


(2014) requires that the structural walls should be able to maintain its structural integrity and at least three-quarters 


of its ultimate capacity through peak displacements equal to a story drift ratio of 2.0%. Although this drift ratio was 


achieved in both specimens, the fact that GX4 achieved larger ultimate drift and capacity could be considered as 


GFRP-reinforced squat walls providing higher safety margins in the event of an earthquake. 


3.3 Energy Dissipation 


Energy-dissipation capacity is usually used to assess the seismic response of reinforced-concrete members as it can 


be used as a response indicator in the design of short-period structures and structures subjected to a long-duration 


earthquake. Although the accumulative dissipated energy when the structure fails is an important parameter, it does 


not clearly indicate the level of deformation at which this energy is dissipated. On the other hand, the amount of 


energy dissipated at a given drift level allows for more meaningful comparisons between different structures, yet it 


has to be supplemented by an indicator of the structure's residual force; if not, the picture is rather incomplete 


(Mohamed et al 2014). 


 


Figure 9-a shows the calculated accumulative dissipated energy at each cycle for the tested squat walls. For drifts 


lower than 1%, the dissipated energy was quite small. For larger drifts, however, a nearly linear increase of the 


dissipated energy with respect to an increase in drift level can be observed. SX4 had higher dissipated energy than 


GX4. It is interesting to note that both walls experienced similar energy dissipation (31 and 28 kN.m, respectively) 


at lateral drifts of 1.25 and 2%, respectively, corresponding to cover spalling, which is considered moderate damage 


(CSA A23.3 2014 and NRC 2010). As the lateral load increased, SX4 experienced higher inelastic deformation than 


GX4, yielding to higher dissipated energy in comparison to GX4. 


In order to compare the effectiveness of the dissipated energy for the two walls, residual displacement (remaining 


displacement at zero force) was plotted against the accumulated energy dissipated in each cycle (Figure 9-b). It is 
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clearly shows that the energy dissipation of SX4 was accumulated due to the high residual displacement, while GX4 


exhibited minimal residual displacement due to the capability of self-centering behavior of GFRP-reinforced walls. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 9: Energy Dissipation 


 


Clearly, SX4 achieved higher energy dissipation than GX4 in each loop with substantial residual displacement due 


to the inelastic nature and Bauschinger effect of steel reinforcement after yielding. Due to the absence of a yielding 


point in the GFRP bars, GX4 exhibited linear-elastic behavior with insignificant residual deformations. This means 


that the GFRP-reinforced wall will require minimal repair after earthquake ground-shaking events, while the steel-


reinforced wall will be technically difficult to repair as the result of excessive permanent displacements caused by 


concentrated wall damage with yielding in the plastic-hinge zone. As a result, rebuilding might be more economical 


than repairing. Garcia and Miranda (2005) reported that recent seismic events have highlighted the necessity of 


demolishing damaged structures due to excessive permanent deformations, even though they did not collapse. 


4. CONCLUSIONS 


An experimental study was carried out to evaluate the use of GFRP bars in reinforcing squat walls under seismic 


loading. Based on the experimental results, the following conclusions were reached: 


 


 The shear deformation in SX4 was localized due to the extensive yielding of the longitudinal steel reinforcement, 


while the elastic behavior of the GFRP bars distributed the shear deformation over the wall height in GX4. This 


allowed the walls to gain their full flexural capacity with no signs of premature shear, sliding shear, bond or 


anchorage failure, or instability failure. 


 The realignment and recoverable behavior of GX4 at up to 2% lateral drift (corresponding to the moderate 


damage) indicates that it would withstand seismic loading and require minimal repair. In contrast, SX4 exhibited 


substantial deformations at the same level of lateral drift. 


 The GFRP ties at the boundary elements of GX4 were adequate to provide the required confinement. The 


experimentally obtained load was 28% higher than the predicted flexural capacity for the unconfined section. 


 The GFRP-reinforced wall exhibited adequate warning through large splitting and deterioration of concrete under 


compression prior to failure. 
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ABSTRACT  


Liquid tanks in the form of truncated steel cones are commonly used for liquid storage in North America and in other 


locations. The main cause of failure, for conical steel tanks in particular, which was identified in most of the failure 


cases, is the buckling of the tank’s shell at locations of maximum compressive stress. Being constructed of steel, 


geometric imperfections in the conical tank walls will exist and their amplitude will be dependent on the quality 


controls applied by the builder. Such geometric imperfections play an important role in defining the buckling capacity 


of shell structures in general. Some studies found in the literature assessed the effect of geometric imperfections on 


the buckling capacity of steel tanks. However, most of these studies focused on hydrostatic pressure and not on 


hydrodynamic pressure that is induced on the tank walls when the tank base is subjected to either horizontal or vertical 


ground excitations. In this study, an expression for the critical imperfection wave length is obtained and the effect of 


the geometric imperfections’ amplitude on the buckling capacity of conical steel tanks is assessed numerically under 


hydrodynamic pressure due to horizontal and vertical ground excitations.  The study is conducted numerically through 


non-linear static pushover analysis using an in-house finite element model that accounts for the geometric and material 


nonlinear effects. 


 


Keywords: conical steel tanks, buckling, non-linear static, geometric imperfections, hydrodynamic pressure 


1. INTRODUCTION  


Conical-shaped steel liquid tanks are used for fluid storage in industrial facilities or for water supply. A typical conical 


tank consists of a steel vessel resting on a supporting structure. The conical vessel is constructed of prefabricated steel 


panels welded together circumferentially and longitudinally. In some cases, a conical tank vessel is elevated above 


the ground by a reinforced concrete shaft. Two common configurations for conical steel tanks exist: (1) A pure 


truncated cone as shown in Figure 1a, (2) A combined conical tank with a cylindrical cap as shown in Figure 1b.  


In spite of the fact that some failures of conical steel tanks occurred during the last decades, most of the previous 


studies and design specifications focused on cylindrical steel tanks. The most common failure mode for conical steel 


tanks is in the form of shell instability due to the relatively narrow wall thickness. The only seismic design guidelines 


for conical steel tanks found in some specifications (AWWA 2005, API 2005, and Eurocode 1998) are those based on 


using an equivalent cylinder approach despite the fact that the state of stresses under hydrostatic pressure for 


cylindrical tanks is not similar to that for conical tanks due to the inclination of the tank walls.  


To better understand the resulting stresses for conical tanks, the volume of the contained liquid is divided into vol. 1 


and vol. 2 as shown in Figure 2. The first, is transferred directly to the tank base, while the second, is resting on the 


tank’s inclined walls. Due to the inclination of the walls, compressive meridional stresses m are developed in addition 


to tensile hoop stresses h meridionally and circumferentially, respectively, through the tank shells. Compressive 


stresses m are maximum near the tank base due to the reduction in the tank radius in addition to the increase of the 


fluid volume resting on the tank walls, i.e., vol.2. These compressive stresses are very critical for steel tanks as they 


might lead to shell instability.  
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Figure 1:  (a) Pure conical tank, (b) Combined conical tank 


 


Motivated by the collapse of a conical steel water tower in Belgium, Vandepitte et al. (1982) tested a large number of 


small-scale conical tank models experimentally under hydrostatic pressure. The objective was to develop a set of 


design charts for different base restraining conditions and geometric imperfection levels. In 1990, a conical steel water 


tower collapsed in Fredericton, Canada when it was filled with water for the first time. The tank failed as the amplitude 


of the geometric imperfections was underestimated (Vandepitte 1999). For the design of conical steel tanks under 


hydrostatic pressure, El Damatty et al. (1999) and Sweedan and El Damatty (2009) provided a simplified design 


approach that takes into account geometric imperfections and the existence of an upper cylindrical cap. 


                      


Figure 2: Stresses induced due to inclination of the wall 


 


It is important to understand the seismic behaviour of liquid storage tanks as any failure to such structures might have 


serious consequences in addition to the structural damage. Many studies were carried out in order to understand the 


seismic behaviour of cylindrical steel tanks either assuming the tank walls to be rigid (Housner 1957 and Housner 


1963) or taking into consideration the effect of wall flexibility in the form of fluid-structure interaction (Veletsos 


1974; Haroun and Housner 1982). It was concluded that the flexibility of cylindrical tank walls amplifies the tank’s 


response and must be accounted for. 


 


The induced hydrodynamic pressure on a liquid storage tank’s walls due to a horizontal ground excitation is divided 


into two components known as the impulsive and sloshing components. The impulsive component corresponds to the 


smaller amount of liquid, which moves with the walls of the tank. As a result, it has a maximum value near the tank 


base. The long period sloshing component corresponds to the upper limit of the liquid undergoing sloshing. In general, 


the impulsive pressure is the most critical unless the liquid in the tank is extremely shallow. When a conical steel tank 


is subjected to earthquake excitation, hydrodynamic pressure is induced on the tank walls. In the case of horizontal 


excitation, the induced hydrodynamic pressure will amplify both m and h on one side of the tank and reduce them 


on the other side based on the direction of the ground excitation, while the induced hydrodynamic pressure due to the 


vertical excitation will amplify or reduce both m and h in an axisymmetric manner based on the direction of the 


ground excitation, i.e., either upwards or downwards. El Damatty et al. (1997 b, c) conducted the first study to assess 


the behaviour of conical tanks under seismic loading where a coupled shell element-boundary element formulation 


was developed to simulate the fluid-structure interaction for both horizontal and vertical excitations where a fluid 


added mass matrix that can be incorporated into a nonlinear dynamic analysis routine was derived. Jolie et al. (2013) 


(a) (b) 
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assessed using the equivalent cylinder approach found in the literature (AWWA 2005, API 2005, and Eurocode 1998) 


when analyzing conical tanks subjected to horizontal ground excitations. It was shown that the base shear is well-


predicted by the Eurocode, while it is over estimated by the AWWA and API. In contrast, the three design codes 


under-estimated the overturning moment due to ignoring the effect of the vertical component of the hydrodynamic 


forces caused by the horizontal excitation when assuming the tank walls to be vertical.  


 


Early studies of the seismic behaviour of cylindrical liquid tanks often ignored the effect of the vertical excitations as 


most of the structures are relatively stiff in the vertical direction. However, it has been observed that the maximum 


amplitude of the vertical excitation component can exceed the peak horizontal amplitude especially near the center of 


an earthquake. Vertical excitation is transmitted to a horizontal hydrodynamic loading acting on the tank walls. As a 


result, tensile hoop stresses are amplified and might lead to an inelastic buckling of the shell. Marchaj (1979) attributed 


the failure of metallic tanks during past earthquakes to the lack of consideration of the vertical excitation in their 


design. Veletsos and Kumar (1984) and Haroun and Tayel (1985) showed that the flexibility of cylindrical tank walls 


amplifies the tank’s response and must be accounted for in the case of vertical excitations as well. Jolie et al. (2014) 


assessed the importance of considering the vertical component of ground excitations when designing conical steel 


tanks. Their results showed that the vertical ground excitation has a considerable effect on the increase of the 


meridional wall stresses compared to those resulting from hydrostatic pressure, especially in high seismic hazard 


regions emphasizing the importance of vertical excitation consideration. 


 


The aim of this study is to determine the capacity of conical steel tanks under hydrodynamic pressure due to the 


horizontal and vertical components of a ground excitation. The conical tank’s capacity, which is expressed in terms 


of total base shear and total vertical force corresponding to horizontal and vertical excitations, respectively, is obtained 


using a finite element model through non-linear static pushover analysis. Regarding horizontal excitation, two base 


shear capacities corresponding to both the impulsive and the sloshing hydrodynamic pressures are obtained. Geometric 


imperfections are incorporated into the finite element model in order to study their effect on the capacity of the conical 


steel tanks. The base shear capacities for the different levels of the geometric imperfections are represented in charts 


for different tank geometries. 


2. HYDRODYNAMIC PRESSURE  


2.1 Horizontal Excitation 


Hydrodynamic pressure is induced on the tank walls and floor during seismic excitation acting on a conical tank. The 


total hydrodynamic pressure can be divided into two components: impulsive pressure PIH and sloshing pressure PSH. 


The sloshing component is a long period component relative to that for the impulsive one and, hence, the two 


components can be decoupled in the analysis. The impulsive component associated with the hydrodynamic pressure 


for a conical tank containing an ideal fluid is given by El Damatty et al (1997b) as in equation [1] below: 


 


[1]  PIH(r, θ, z, t)  =  ∑   ∑  Ain(t) In( αir) cos( αiz) cos(nθ)  
N1
i=1


N2
n=1  


 


where Ain (t) is an amplitude function of time,  In are the modified Bessel’s functions of the first kind, 


αi=(2i-1) π 2h⁄  , and t is the time. The term, cos( αiz), represents the distribution of the hydrodynamic pressure for 


mode i in the vertical Z direction, while the term, cos(nθ), represents the distribution of the hydrodynamic pressure 


for mode n in the circumferential direction where n is the wave number. Coordinates r, , and z in addition to the tank 


dimensions are shown in Figure 2. As a result of the decoupling between the liquid sloshing modes and the shell 


vibration modes, the sloshing component PS(r, θ, z, t) can be evaluated assuming that the tank walls are rigid. Based 


on this assumption, El Damatty et al. (2000) derived an expression for the fundamental sloshing component of the 


hydrodynamic pressure as follows: 


 


[2]  PSH(r,θ,z,t) = B(t) ρF J1(k1r)  cosh(k1z) cos(θ) 
 


where J1(k1r) is the Bessel’s function of the first kind of order one; B(t) is the arbitrary function of time, and  ρ
F


 is 


the fluid density. A procedure to evaluate the constant k1 was discussed in detail by El Damatty et al. (2000). For a 


conical tank subjected to a horizontal excitation, a resulting base shear Q and a corresponding overturning moment M 


will act on the tank walls just above the tank base. Based on the distributions of the different circumferential 
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hydrodynamic pressure modes, the total base shear will result from the cos  pressure mode only as shown in Figure 


3a. 


2.2 Vertical Excitation 


On the other hand, when a conical tank is subjected to a vertical ground excitation, the tank is subjected to accelerations 


resulting in a hydrodynamic pressure acting on the tanks walls and base in addition to the existing hydrostatic pressure. 


The hydrodynamic pressure produced by the vertical excitation in a conical tank containing an ideal fluid is given by 


El Damatty et al. (1997b) as follows: 


 


[3]  PD(r,θ,z,t) = ∑  Aio(t) Io(αir) cos(αiz) + G̈v(t)(1 −
 z 


h
 )              


N1
i=1  


 


where Aio (t) are the amplitude functions of time, Io are the modified Bessel’s functions of the first kind, and   G̈v(t) 


is the vertical ground excitation. For a conical tank subjected to a vertical excitation, a resulting total normal force N 


will act just above the tank base. Due to the axisymmetric distribution of the resulting hydrodynamic pressure as 


shown in Figure 3b, neither a total base shear nor an overturning moment will result from the vertical excitation. 


                                         


Figure 3: (a) Horizontal excitation Cos pressure mode; (b) Vertical excitation Cos pressure mode 


3. FINITE ELEMENT MODEL 


In this study, three-dimensional numerical models are developed for conical steel tanks using the finite element 


method. The numerical model is based on a consistent 13 noded subparametric triangular shell element as shown in 


Figure 4a, which was developed by Koizey & Mirza (1997). This element has the advantages of being free of the 


spurious shear modes, i.e., locking phenomenon observed in isoparametric shell elements when used in modelling thin 


shell structures. El Damatty et al. (1997d) extended the formulation of this shell element to include both geometric 


and material non-linearities. Accordingly, this model can be used to predict both elastic and inelastic buckling. Due 


to the symmetry of the horizontal axis in both loading and geometry, only half of the cone is modelled and used in the 


analysis. A mesh sensitivity analysis was performed in order to determine the mesh size that can accurately capture 


the expected buckling. It is found that a mesh of 512 triangular elements as shown in Figure 4b is sufficient to 


accurately capture the buckling waves near the tank base. The length of the elements is not uniform as a finer mesh is 


used near the base of the tank due to the stress concentration at this location where buckling is expected to occur. The 


tanks are assumed to be hinged at the base along the circumference and to be free at the top. 


4. METHOD OF ANALYSIS 


In this study, a non-linear static analysis is used to obtain the load-carrying capacity of the conical tanks, which is 


conducted by increasing the load value incrementally until reaching failure in the form of buckling or yielding of the 


steel vessel. The load increase is achieved using an increasing load factor, which is multiplied by the applied 


hydrodynamic pressure load pattern. The non-linearity in the analysis comes from the inclusion of both geometric and 


material non-linearity in the finite element model previously discussed.  To include both the hydrostatic and the 


hydrodynamic pressure in the analysis, two load factors are used. The first is PHS, which corresponds to the hydrostatic 


pressure; while the second is PHD, which corresponds to the hydrodynamic pressure. The analysis starts with a value 


of the load factor PHD equaling zero and then the load factor PHS is increased incrementally until it reaches the actual 


value of the hydrostatic pressure acting on the tank. After this stage, the value of PHS is kept constant and the value of 


PHD begins at zero and increases until failure occurs. 


 


Cos pressure mode 
Cos pressure mode 


(a) (b) 
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The hydrodynamic pressure load pattern used follows the distributions described in Eqs. 1, 2, and 3 corresponding to 


the cases of impulsive capacity due to the horizontal excitation, the sloshing capacity due to the horizontal excitation, 


and the impulsive capacity due to the vertical excitation, respectively. A conical steel tank is considered to have  failed 


whenever one of the following two failure criteria is met: (1) Yielding failure when the tank shell yields before 


buckling instability takes place, or (2) Buckling failure when the tank shell suffers instability before yielding, i.e., 


elastic buckling. As a result, the base shear capacity of a conical steel tank in the current study represents the base 


shear value just before the yielding or buckling of the tank vessel. 


 


Figure 4: (a) Coordinates and degrees of freedom for consistent shell element; (b) Finite element mesh for half cone 


5. GEOMETRIC IMPERFECTIONS 


Conical steel tanks are normally constructed from curved panels welded together in both circumferential and 


longitudinal directions. As a result, geometric imperfections will exist and will play an important role in determining 


the capacity of conical steel tanks for liquids and might lead to failure if not estimated correctly as in the case of the 


collapsed conical steel water tower in Fredericton (Vandepitte 1999). A commonly used model for simulating the 


geometric imperfections W(s), as shown in Figure 5, is described as: 


 


[4]  W(s)=w0sin (
2πs


LI
) cos (nθ) 


 


where w0 is the imperfection amplitude, LI is the imperfection wavelength, s is a coordinate measured along the 


generator of the vessel, and n is an integer defining the circumferential wavelength of the  imperfection shape. 


According to Vandepitte et al. (1982), a conical tank with a ratio w0/LI less than 0.004 is considered to be a good 


cone while a conical tank with a ratio w0/LI ranging from 0.004 to 0.01 is considered to be a poor cone. The geometric 


imperfections are incorporated in the finite element model discussed in section 3 in the form of initial strains. 


 
Figure 5: Assumed imperfection shape along the generator of the tank walls 


 


(a) 


(b) 
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Under the effect of hydrostatic pressure only, Vandepitte et al. (1982) used experimental results to obtain an expression 


for the critical buckling wave length, LCR. Regarding the circumferential distribution of the imperfections along the 


surface of the vessel, El Damatty et al. (1997a) have shown that an axisymmetric distribution, i.e., n=0, leads to a 


minimum buckling capacity of pure conical tanks. This is due to the presence of hydrostatic pressure, which tends to 


force the structure to buckle in an axisymmetric mode; consequently an imperfection in the shape matching this mode 


is the most critical.  


 


In order to determine the critical imperfection shape, i.e., LI and n, leading to the minimum capacity of conical steel 


tanks, the same analogy identified in the latter studies is followed. As the hydrostatic pressure has an axisymmetric 


distribution, and the hydrodynamic pressure corresponding to the  horizontal excitations is in the form of the cos 


mode, a distribution of geometric imperfections corresponding to n=0 or n=1 will lead to the minimum buckling 


capacity of the conical steel tanks when subjected to both hydrodynamic and hydrostatic pressures. The same two-


phase loading procedure discussed in section 4 is repeated twice for a group of 60 conical steel tanks of practical 


dimensions; one with the inclusion of axisymmetric imperfections in the tanks and the other with an antisymmetric 


distribution ( i.e., n=1) with the same buckling wave length LI recommended by Vandepitte et al. (1982). It is found 


that a value of n=0 will always lead to a lower buckling capacity for the conical steel tanks. This means that the 


hydrostatic pressure loading governs the buckling capacity of the conical tanks due to the initiation of the buckling 


waves only during the hydrostatic pressure loading phase.  


 


It must be mentioned that the inclusion of the axisymmetric geometric imperfections in the non-linear static analyses 


results in an increase of the buckling capacity in some of the studied cases, especially with v=30, in comparison to 


that of perfect tanks. This is due to the fact that the hydrodynamic pressure in the form of the cos mode acts in the 


same direction as the hydrostatic pressure in one half of the tank and in the opposite direction in the other half, which 


might delay the failure due to the buckling. In order to make the geometric imperfections more critical and avoid 


increasing the buckling capacity of the tanks, a geometric imperfection pattern with n=0 is used but only on the side 


where the hydrodynamic pressure is acting in the same direction as the hydrostatic pressure, i.e., = 0 to 90. 


 


In order to determine the critical imperfection wave length LCR, several analyses are performed for each of the 60 


conical tanks with different imperfection wave lengths, and that which leads to a minimum buckling capacity is 


considered to be the critical imperfection wave length, LCR. A similar expression to that proposed by Vandepitte et al. 


(1982) is assumed. The effect of a variation in the tank height on the critical imperfection wave length is found to be 


insignificant as noted by Vandepitte et al. (1982). Using regression analysis as shown in Figure 6, the final expression 


is:  


 


[5]  Lcr=4.03√Rbtw cos θv⁄  


 


 


Figure 6: Relationship between critical imperfection wave length and the parameter √𝑅 𝑡 cos 𝜃𝑣⁄  


 


A similar procedure is followed in order to estimate the critical imperfection wave length in the case of combined 


hydrostatic and hydrodynamic pressures due to vertical excitation. It is found that the same critical imperfection wave-


length expression, i.e., Eq. 5, will lead to the minimum buckling capacity as the buckling waves initiate during the 
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initial hydrostatic pressure phase similar to that in the case of horizontal excitation. An axisymmetric geometric 


imperfections’ distribution over the tank walls will be the most critical as both the hydrostatic and the hydrodynamic 


pressures have axisymmetric distributions and consequently force the tank walls to buckle in an axisymmetric manner. 


6. CONICAL STEEL TANK CAPACITIES  


In this section, the effect of geometric imperfections on the capacity of the conical steel tanks when subjected to both 


hydrostatic and hydrodynamic pressure due to horizontal and vertical excitations is studied. After deriving an 


expression for the critical imperfection wave length LCR, an axisymmetric imperfection pattern based on Eq. 5 is applied 


to the tanks. Two levels of imperfections are studied: the first with w0 = 0.004Lcr to represent good tanks and the 


second with w0 = 0.01Lcr to represent poor tanks.  


 


A group of 75 tanks of practical dimensions was chosen for this study with Rb ranging from 4.0m to 6.0m, h ranging 


from 5.0 m to 9.0 m, and v = 30o, 45o, 60o with a steel yield stress of 300 MPa. The tanks were preliminary designed 


under hydrostatic pressure based on the simplified method proposed by Sweedan and El Damatty (2009) assuming 


the use of good tanks regarding the level of geometric imperfections. 


6.1 Horizontal Excitation 


Using the non-linear static analysis procedure described in section 4, the capacity of conical steel tanks corresponding 


to impulsive or sloshing hydrodynamic pressure due to horizontal excitations is obtained. The capacity of a conical 


steel tank can be represented by the base shear value just before the yielding or buckling of the tank walls. The base 


shear capacity for the impulsive component VI and the sloshing component VS are represented in the form of the unit-


less parameter VRb/Wh where W is the weight of the contained fluid. Figures 7a to 7c show how the impulsive base 


shear capacity represented by VIRb/Wh changes with the slenderness parameter h/Rb. Each subplot shows this 


variation for the two levels of geometric imperfections considered (i.e., both good and poor) corresponding to a 


specific value for the angle v. In order to estimate the reduction in the base shear capacity due to the inclusion of 


geometric imperfections, the capacity VIRb/Wh for perfect tanks is plotted on the same charts. Regarding the 


governing failure mode for perfect tanks, the general trend is that the probability for a yielding failure to occur is 


higher when the angle v is increased. In the case of imperfect conical steel tanks, the probability of inelastic buckling 


taking place increases with the higher geometric imperfections’ amplitude. 


 


In the case of v=30, it is observed that an imperfection with an amplitude of 0.004L or less has no remarkable effect 


on the normalized base shear capacity for the tanks with h/Rb being less than 1.1. In the case where an imperfection 


in amplitude equals 0.01L, the reduction in the normalized base shear capacity increases with a higher h/Rb. For v=45, 


it is found that an imperfection with an amplitude of 0.004L or less does not have a remarkable effect on the normalized 


base shear capacity for tanks with h/Rb less than 1.0 while for an imperfection amplitude of 0.01L, the reduction in 


the normalized base shear capacity is almost the same regardless of the value h/Rb. Finally, for v=60, the reduction 


in the normalized base shear capacity decreases for the higher h/Rb values, and this is valid for the two levels of 


imperfections studied. 


 


As discussed in section 2, another component of the hydrodynamic pressure that acts on the tank walls when subjected 


to a horizontal excitation is the convective pressure, which results from the sloshing on the water surface. Since the 


natural frequencies of the impulsive and sloshing vibration modes are well separated from one another, the analysis 


for each can be performed separately and then combined using the appropriate combination rule. A similar analysis 


procedure as that done for the impulsive component is repeated for the sloshing component. Since the impulse and 


connective hydrodynamic pressures act simultaneously, the effect of a geometric imperfection on the sloshing base 


shear capacity of the conical steel tanks is studied using the same imperfection pattern discussed earlier in the 


impulsive case. Figures 8a to 8c show how the sloshing base shear capacity represented by VSRb/Wh changes with 


the slenderness parameter h/Rb. Each subplot shows this variation for the two levels of geometric imperfections 


considered (i.e., good and poor) corresponding to a specific value for the angle v in addition to that in the case of 


perfect tanks. As for the governing failure mode of the group of conical steel tanks considered, the same observations 


as those made in the case of impulsive pressure are also valid in the case of sloshing pressure. 


 


In the case of v=30, an imperfection with an amplitude 0.004L or less has no effect on the tank’s normalized base 


shear capacity. On the other hand, in the case of where the imperfection amplitude equals 0.01L, the reduction in the 
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normalized base shear capacity increases with a higher h/Rb. When v=45, it is found that an imperfection with an 


amplitude 0.004L or less has no remarkable effect on the normalized base shear capacity for tanks with an h/Rb less 


than 1.8; while for an imperfection amplitude of 0.01L, the reduction in the normalized base shear capacity is higher 


for a larger h/Rb until it reaches a value of 2. Finally, for v=60 with an imperfection amplitude of 0.004L, the reduction 


in the normalized base shear capacity is higher with a larger h/Rb until a value of 2 is reached. A significant reduction 


in the normalized base shear capacity is observed in the case of a 0.01L imperfection amplitude.  


6.2 Vertical Excitation 


Using the non-linear static analysis procedure described in section 4, the capacity of the conical steel tanks 


corresponding to the impulsive hydrodynamic pressure due to vertical excitations is obtained. The capacity of a conical 


steel tank can be represented by the total vertical force value at failure. The total vertical force for the impulsive 


component NI is represented in the form of the unit-less parameter Nh/WcRb in charts, where Wc is the cylindrical part 


weight of the contained fluid. 


 


Figures 9a to 9c show how the total vertical force capacity represented by Nh/WcRb changes with the slenderness 


parameter h/Rb. Each subplot shows this variation for the two considered levels of geometric imperfections, i.e., good 


and poor, corresponding to a specific value for the angle v in addition to the case of perfect tanks. For the group of 


conical steel tanks considered, the tank shell was found to yield before instability took place regardless of the level of 


geometric imperfections similar to what was noted by El Damatty et al. (1997a) for the case of conical steel tanks 


under hydrostatic pressure, which has an axisymmetric distribution similar to the case of the hydrodynamic pressure 


due to vertical excitations. The reduction in the normalized total vertical force capacity Nh/WcRb is found to increase 


as the tank walls become more inclined. The average percentage of the reduction for good tanks is found to be 40%, 


53%, and 63% for v=30, 45, and 60, respectively. For poor tanks, the average percentage of the reduction is found to 


be 69%, 83%, and 95% for v=30, 45, and 60, respectively.  


7. CONCLUSIONS 


In this study, the effect of geometric imperfections on the capacity of conical steel tanks subjected to horizontal and 


vertical excitations is assessed. First, the critical geometric imperfection distribution in both the meridional and the 


circumferential directions that leads to the minimum tank capacity is determined. Finally, the tanks’ capacities 


corresponding to both the impulsive and the sloshing hydrodynamic pressure components are obtained using non-


linear static analysis where the geometric imperfections are incorporated within the nonlinear finite element model in 


the form of initial strains. For the critical imperfection, an axisymmetric distribution for the geometric imperfections 


is found to yield the lowest tank capacity corresponding to the impulsive hydrodynamic pressure due to both the 


horizontal and the vertical excitations. This is related to the presence of hydrostatic pressure, which tends to force the 


structure to buckle in an axisymmetric mode. Consequently, an imperfect shape matching this mode is the critical one.  


Regarding the reduction in the impulsive base shear capacity due to the inclusion of geometric imperfections, the 


following observations are made: (1) For tanks with v=30, it is observed that an imperfection with an amplitude of 


0.004L or less has no remarkable effect on the normalized impulsive base shear capacity for tanks with an h/Rb less 


than 1.1. In the case of an imperfection amplitude equal to 0.01L, the reduction in the normalized base shear capacity 


increases with a higher h/Rb; (2) For tanks with v=45, it is found that an imperfection amplitude of 0.004L or less has 


no remarkable effect on the normalized impulsive base shear capacity for tanks with an h/Rb less than 1.0; while for 


an imperfection amplitude of 0.01L, the reduction in the normalized base shear capacity is almost the same regardless 


of the value of h/Rb; (3) For tanks with v=60, the reduction in the normalized base shear capacity decreases for higher 


h/Rb values for both good and poor tanks. 


 


With regard to the reduction in the sloshing base shear capacity due to the inclusion of geometric imperfections, the 


following observations are made: (1) For tanks with v=30, an imperfection with an amplitude of 0.004L or less has 


no effect on the normalized base shear capacity. On the other hand, when the imperfection amplitude equals 0.01L, 


the reduction in the normalized base shear capacity increases with a higher h/Rb; (2) For tanks with v=45, it is found 


that an imperfection with an amplitude of 0.004L or less has no remarkable effect on the normalized base shear 


capacity for tanks with an h/Rb less than 1.8; while for an imperfection amplitude of 0.01L, the reduction in the 


normalized base shear capacity is higher for a larger h/Rb until a value of 2 is reached; (3) For tanks with v=60 with 


an imperfection amplitude of 0.004L, the reduction in the normalized base shear capacity is larger with a higher h/Rb 
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until a value of 2 is reached. A significant reduction in the normalized base shear capacity is observed in the case of 


0.01L imperfection amplitude.  


 


For impulsive pressure due to vertical excitations, the reduction in the normalized total vertical force capacity 


Nh/WcRb is found to increase as the tank walls become more inclined. The average percentage of the capacity 


reduction for good tanks is found to be 40%, 53%, and 63% for v=30, 45, and 60, respectively. For poor tanks, the 


average percentage of the reduction is found to be 69%, 83%, and 95% for v=30, 45, and 60, respectively. Finally, 


for the governing failure mode for perfect tanks subjected to hydrodynamic pressure due to horizontal excitation, the 


general trend is that the probability of yielding failure occurring is higher when the angle v is increased. In the case 


of imperfect conical steel tanks, the probability of inelastic buckling taking place increases with a higher geometric 


imperfection amplitude. On the other hand, the tank shell is found to yield before instability takes place regardless of 


the level of the geometric imperfections in the case of vertical excitations. 
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Figure 7: Effect of level of geometric imperfections on the normalized impulsive base shear capacity: (a) v=30, (b) v=45, and (c) v=60 


   


Figure 8: Effect of level of geometric imperfections on the normalized sloshing base shear capacity: (a) v=30, (b) v=45, and (c) v=60 


   


Figure 9: Effect of level of geometric imperfections on the normalized impulsive vertical force capacity: (a) v=30, (b) v=45, and (c) v=60 
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ABSTRACT  


Road mortality has a significant depressive effect on turtle populations in southern Ontario and mitigation measures 


to reduce turtle road mortality are therefore increasingly being incorporated into road construction projects in the 


province. This has included the installation of “ecopassages” beneath roadways which enable turtles and other 


animals to safely move between habitats. These measures are most effective if they are installed at locations with 


frequent turtle movement and high road mortality rates. We conducted a detailed multi-seasonal survey of turtle road 


mortality in order to identify mortality “hot spots” along a 4.85 km stretch of highway in Brant County, Ontario. In 


total, 122 unique observations of dead turtles of two species (midland painted turtle [Chrysemys picta marginata] 


and snapping turtle [Chelydra serpentina]) were made. Spatial statistical analysis of mortality data using geographic 


information system (GIS) software was then used to identify mortality hot spots. These hot spots are being used to 


determine appropriate locations for installing ecopassages and other mitigation measures to reduce turtle mortality 


along this stretch of highway. 


 


Keywords: wildlife road mortality, turtles, ecopassages, wildlife culverts, geographic information systems 


EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 


It is well-known that road mortality has a depressive effect on populations of many wildlife taxa, including turtles 


(Fahrig and Rytwinski 2009). Mitigating road mortality of turtles is therefore an important conservation 


consideration in regions with high road density and fragmented natural habitats (Gunson et al. 2012). In Ontario, 


there is growing interest amongst transportation management agencies in the installation of “ecopassages” which 


allow wildlife to safely travel across roadways. Construction of ecopassages is increasingly being included in 


highway reconstruction projects in the province (Dorland et al. 2014). 


 


To maximize the conservation value of ecopassages, they should be installed at locations which reflect a high 


frequency of turtle movement across roadways or a high rate of turtle road mortality (Dorland et al. 2014). One 


approach to determining optimal locations for installing ecopassages is to identify mortality “hot spots”: locations 


which exhibit a significantly higher density of road mortality than the mean density along a particular road segment.  


 


In 2013 and 2015, in cooperation with the Ontario Ministry of Transportation, we completed multi-seasonal surveys 


of turtle road mortality along a 4.85 km stretch of Highway 24 in Brant County. This highway segment is in close 


proximity to provincially significant wetlands which support turtle populations. The study area was walked in its 
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entirety thrice-weekly during peak turtle activity periods, and the locations of dead turtles observed on the roadway 


or road shoulders were documented. A similar survey of the same stretch of highway was conducted in 2014 by 


Stantec (2015) and their data was incorporated into our analysis. In total, 122 dead turtles were documented along 


this stretch of highway. This dataset was analyzed using ESRI ArcGIS v. 10.3.2 in order to identify mortality hot 


spots which would be addressed by mitigation measures including ecopassages, fencing, and potentially the creation 


of off-site nesting habitat.  


 


Simple visual interpretation of mortality data without the use of spatial analysis is an ineffective method for 


identifying mortality hot spots. Observers were found to have difficulty pinpointing hot spots with confidence 


regardless of whether the data was represented as points or as a density coverage. We therefore sought to identify 


statistically significant hot spots using two spatial analysis methods. The first method used an Optimized Hot Spot 


Analysis (OHSA) to aggregate nearby mortality incidents into a set of weighted points. The second method used a 


“Moving Window” Analysis (MWA) to assign a spatial weight to each individual incident point. We then used the 


Getis and Ord (1992) G statistic to identify statistically significant hot spots. Both OHSA and MWA identified the 


same hot spots with high confidence (p less than 0.05) (Figure 1). However, OHSA was found to be more 


conservative whereas MWA is more likely to capture subtle variations in the data. MWA is therefore the more 


appropriate method to use for small datasets.  


 


The mortality hot spots identified in our study area represent optimal locations for installing ecopassages for turtles. 


Our results demonstrate that spatial statistics can be used in combination with field observations to determine where 


mortality mitigation measures can be implemented most effectively. 


 


 
Figure 1: Outcomes of two spatial analysis methods for identifying turtle road mortality hot spots. 
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ABSTRACT  


Alberta lakes can be a suitable source of fresh water for various kinds of water use. However, water withdrawals 


from lakes should be regulated in such a way so that ecosystems are preserved while allowing reliable, quality water 


supplies for a sustainable economy. In order to support provincial policy development for water withdrawal from 


lakes, generic relationships of water withdrawal and the corresponding lake volume/surface area reduction is being 


tested. Idealized lake shapes are a very important consideration in order to develop generic formulation of 


volume/surface area relationship with depth. In the current study, dimensionless relationships between lake 


volume/surface area and lake depth have been developed for 77 lakes in Alberta. These relationships are then 


compared with the analytical relationship between volume/area and depth for five idealized lake shapes, viz. as 


cylindrical, pseudo-parabolic, parabolic, conic, and inverse-parabolic.  It was found that considering the volume-


depth relationship, the majority of Alberta lakes (48%) fall under parabolic shapes. In contrast, the surface area-


depth relationship is not quite comparable to that of idealized lake shapes.  Moreover, it was found that percent 


volume reduction due to water withdrawal possessed a good nonlinear relationship (R2 ~0.95) with the percent 


reduction in the depth of a lake. A generic formulation of percent volume reduction due to small water withdrawal 


(up to 50 centimetres) has been proposed, which requires only maximum depth of a lake in order to estimate a 


potential volume reduction limit for a water withdrawal. However, there are uncertainties involved in these generic 


formulations which need to be considered before applying them in a province-wide policy. 


 


Keywords: Lake Morphometry; Lake Water Withdrawal; Lake Volume; Lake Surface Area   


1. INTRODUCTION 


Alberta lakes can be a suitable source of fresh water for various kinds of water use. However, water withdrawals 


from lakes should be regulated in such a way so that ecosystems are preserved while allowing reliable, quality water 


supplies for a sustainable economy. Lake typology, productivity and succession are mostly influenced by climatic, 


edaphic and morphometric factors of a lake (Carpenter, 1983). Climatic factors are characteristics of a lake 


biographic region, edaphic factors are depends on geochemistry of lake watershed, and morphometric factors are 


determined by the shape of a lake’s basin (Carpenter, 1983).  The volume of a lake or reservoir is a basic 


distinguishing characteristics that affects water quality, water quantity, and residence time of a lake, which in turn 


impacts the water available for given management purposes (Martin, 2013). Hence, in order to support provincial 


policy development for water withdrawal from lakes, generic relationships of water withdrawal and corresponding 


lake volume/surface area reduction is important. 


 


Two distinct classes of lake shape model are found in literature, viz. as sinusoids and quadratic surfaces. Neumann 


(Neumann, 1959) presented an elliptic sinusoid model of lake shapes.  The elliptic sinusoid is a geometric body 


whose base is an ellipse, and the planes perpendicular to the base passing through the center of the ellipse intersect 


the surface of the body along troughs of sine curves (Wetzel, 2001).  
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The volume (V) and surface area (A) of elliptic sinusoid is given by (Neumann, 1959),  


 


[1]   max


2
14 abDV 















 


 


[2]   abA   
 


where, a and b are the half-axes of the lake surface ellipse and Dmax is the maximum depth of lake 


 


Neumann’s model was applied for Great Lakes (Anderson, 1961) and found very useful for idealizing lakes volume 


and surface area. In current study, Neumann’s model was applied for about 77 lakes in Alberta to investigate 


whether this model can be useful to idealize lake volume and surface area for Alberta lakes. However, it was found 


that (Figure 1a & 1b) the model does not provide an entirely satisfactory representation of Alberta lakes. The ratio of 


mean depth to maximum depth (RD = Dmean/Dmax) of a lake is an important morphometric parameter. According to 


the Neumann’s model, this ratio is about 0.464. However, for Alberta lakes, this ratio widely varies from 0.13 to 


0.70 (Figure 1c). So it is necessary to test other models (quadratic surfaces) in order to find an idealized shape for 


Alberta lakes.  
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Figure 1: Relationship of a) dimensionless volume versus dimensionless depth, b) dimensionless surface area versus 


dimensionless depth), and c) ratio of mean depth to maximum depth versus mean depth for Alberta lakes with 


comparison to Neumann’s model (Neumann, 1959). 
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Based on aforementioned introduction, the objectives of this study are: 


 


a) Explore various quadratic surfaces lake shape models and verify those models with lake bathymetry data to find 


any generalized geometric representative of Alberta lakes. 


 


b) Develop a generalized formula to relate water withdrawal with lake volume/lake surface area.  


2. QUADRATIC LAKE SHAPE MODEL  


         


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 2: Schematic representation of a lake as a volume of revolution of a quadratic surface 


 


Let’s schematize the shape of a lake that consists of a volume of revolution of a quadratic surface,  
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The maximum volume and surface area at a maximum depth (Dmax) is given by,  
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Then the dimensionless volume and surface area at any depth (D) is given by,  
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The mean depth (Dmean), and the ratio of mean to maximum depth (RD) is given by,  
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Eventually, if we replace k by 1; and replace n by ½, 1, 2, and 4 in Equations 3-9, the idealized shape of a lake 


becomes Inverse Paraboloid, Cone, Paraboloid, and Pseudo-Paraboloid, respectively (See Table 1 for definition and 


Figure 3 for demonstration). Moreover, for a cylindrical shape lake the volume (πR2
maxD) changes linearly with 


depth and the mean depth becomes equal to the maximum depth.    
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Table 1: Different idealized shapes (quadratic surface) for lakes and their properties  


Shape Quadratic Surface 


Equation 
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Figure 3: Demonstration of different idealized shapes for lakes as mentioned in Table 1: a) Inverse Parabolic, b) 


Conic, c) Parabolic, d) Pseudo-Parabolic, and e) Cylindrical. 


3. DATA AND METHODOLOGY 


In order to test different lake shape models as discussed in Section 2, it is required to estimate volume and surface 


area at various depths of a lake. Lake area/capacity curves (curves showing relationship of lake surface area with 


depth, and lake volume with depth) of about 77 lakes are collected from Alberta Environment and Parks (AEP) and 


Atlas of Alberta Lakes (Mitchell, 1990). Location and basic characteristics of these lakes are presented Figure 4 and 


Appendix A, respectively.  These study lakes are selected such a way that the area/capacity curve are available, 


lakes are distributed over major river basins and over different natural (ecological) regions/sub-regions, and also 


cover wide spectrum of depth and lake surface area. Out of 77 lakes, about 16 are from the Beaver River basin, 15 


from the Athabasca River basin, 22 are from the North Saskatchewan River basin, 6 are from the Peace/Slave River 


basin, 17 are from the South Saskatchewan River basin, and only 1 from the Milk River basin. Most of the selected 


lakes are from the Boreal natural region (73%) and the rest of them are from Parkland, Rocky Mountain, Grassland, 


and Foothills natural regions. 


a) b) c) d) e) 
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Figure 4. Location of 77 Alberta lakes analyzed in the current study 


 


The step by step methodology to determine idealized geometric shape of a lake and lake volume/lake surface area 


reduction due to water withdrawal will be discussed in the following sub-sections.  


3.1 Idealized Geometric Shape 


First, area capacity curves of a lake are collected and the following proxy parameters are set: 


 


a) Maximum Recorded Elevation =Maximum Elevation (Elvmax)  


b) Depth of lake at Elvmax =Maximum Depth (Dmax)  


c) Volume of the lake at Elvmax = Maximum Volume (Vmax)  


d) Surface Area at Elvmax = Maximum Surface Area (Amax)  


 


Then, the following non-dimensional parameters are estimated at regular elevation intervals: D/Dmax, A/Amax, and 


V/Vmax.  


 


Then, at every D/Dmax, the estimated value of A/Amax and V/Vmax are compared with the idealized values of A/Amax 


and V/Vmax (from idealized lake shape equations). 
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Then, at every D/Dmax, the difference between actual and idealized A/Amax and V/Vmax are calculated, and root mean 


square (RMS) deflection are estimated as, 
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where, N is the number of D/Dmax points. 


 


Finally, the shape which gives the least RMS Deflection is selected as the idealized shape for the lake.  


 


3.2 Lake Volume/Surface Area Reduction with Water Withdrawal  


 


First, reduction in lake depth (from maximum surveyed depth) are estimated for various water withdrawal limits 


(e.g., 1 cm, 3 cm, 5cm, 10cm, 25 cm, and 50 cm)  


 


Then, based on the area/capacity curves, percent reduction in dimensionless volume (%ΔV/Vmax) and percent 


reduction in dimensionless surface area (%ΔA/Amax) (from maximum volume and surface area, respectively) are 


estimated for the aforementioned water withdrawal limits. 


 


Finally, these dimensionless reductions in volume and surface area are plotted against maximum depth of each lake 


in order to find a relationship of volume/surface area reduction under various water withdrawal limits. 


4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 


4.1 Idealized Geometric Shape 


 


Figure 5 shows the relationship for dimensionless volume (and surface area) and dimensionless depth of 77 Alberta 


lakes. The scattered points represent relationship for individual lakes, whereas the solid and dotted lines are 


representing the theoretical relationship for different idealized lake shapes (viz. as, Inverse Parabolic, Conic, 


Parabolic, Pseudo-Parabolic, and Cylindrical).  


 


It was found that the dimensionless volume and dimensionless depth follows regular non-linear relationship (Figure 


5a). However, the dimensionless surface area and dimensionless depth does not follow any regular relationship 


(Figure 5b).  The dimensionless volume and dimensionless depth relationship for each individual lake is then 


compared with similar relationship for five different idealized lake shapes (e.g., Inverse Parabolic, Conic, Parabolic, 


Pseudo-Parabolic, and Cylindrical). Table 2 summarizes the results. It was found that out of 77, 37 lakes (48%) 


shows parabolic relationship between lake volume and lake depth; 22 lakes (29%) shows conic relationship between 


lake volume and lake depth; 12 lakes (16%) shows pseudo-parabolic; and the rest (7%) shows either inverse-


parabolic or cylindrical relationship. Based on these 77 lakes, the majority of lakes in Alberta (77%) are either 


parabolic or conic as an idealized shape. 


 


The lakes that possess parabolic shape characteristics have an average mean depth to maximum depth ratio of about 


0.463 (theoretical value=0.5), whereas lakes classified as conic shapes show a lower mean depth to maximum depth 


relationship (0.319, theoretical value 0.333) 
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Figure 5: Relationship of a) dimensionless volume versus dimensionless depth, and b) dimensionless surface area 


versus dimensionless depth, for Alberta lakes with comparison to various lake shape models.  


Table 2: Summary results of 77 Alberta lakes  


Lake Shape No of Lakes Percent of 77 Lakes Ratio of Mean Depth to Maximum Depth 


Inverse-Parabolic 5 6 0.228 


Conic 22 29 0.319 


Parabolic 37 48 0.463 


Pseudo-Parabolic 12 16 0.568 


Cylindrical 1 1 0.650 


 
4.2 Lake Volume/Surface Area Reduction with Water Withdrawal  


 


Figure 6a shows the percentage change in volume as normalized by maximum volume (%ΔV/Vmax) for various water 


withdrawals limits (e.g., 1 cm, 3 cm, 5 cm, 10 cm, 25cm, 50 cm). The percent reduction in volume is higher for 


shallow lakes than deep lakes. The solid lines in Figure 6b shows regression lines (power functions) relating percent 


reduction in lake volume with the percent reduction in lake depth for various water withdrawals, as given by,  
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Equation 12 is then verified for all 77 lakes for 6 different  withdrawals limits (e.g., 1 cm, 3 cm, 5 cm, 10 cm, 25cm, 


and 50 cm) and is presented in Figure 7. It was found that the generalized formula well represents percentage 


reduction in lake volume for known water withdrawal limits. 


 


Figure 8a shows the percentage change in surface area as normalized by maximum surface area (%ΔA/Amax) for 


various water withdrawals limits (e.g., 1 cm, 3 cm, 5 cm, 10 cm, 25cm, 50 cm). The percent reduction in surface is 


higher for shallow lakes than deep lakes. The solid lines in Figure 8b shows regression lines (power functions) 


relating percent reduction in lake surface area with the percent reduction in lake depth for various water 


withdrawals, as given by,  
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Figure 6: Percent reduction in volume of a lake for various water withdrawal amounts. 
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Figure 7: Comparison of actual and modelled (Eq. 14) percentage reduction in lake volume for known water 


withdrawal limits. 
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Figure 8: Percent reduction in surface area of a lake for various water withdrawal amounts. 


 


Unlike the volume reduction-depth reduction relationship (Eq. 12), the relationship between percent reduction in 


surface area and percent reduction in lake depth does not exhibit a good relationship.  Even though the statistical 


correlation (R2~0.71) is satisfactory, the uncertainty band of estimating surface area reduction for a given depth 


reduction is quite high.    


5. CONCLUSIONS 


Based on the results presented in the current study, it reveals that volume to depth relationships of Alberta lakes are 


comparable with “idealized” lake shapes, and majority of Alberta lakes are either “parabolic” of “conic” in shape. 


However, there are uncertainties involved in developing any generalized lake shape. It can also be concluded that, 


per cent reduction in lake volume due to water withdrawal can be estimated using a generalized formula. Unlike 


“volume to depth” relationship, Alberta lakes don’t show any “idealized” surface area to depth relationship. 


Moreover, no reliable estimation of per cent reduction in lake surface area due to water withdrawal is available. 
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 Appendix A: List of study lakes and their properties. 
Lake Name Dmax 


(m) 


Vmax 


(m3 x 106) 


Amax 


(m2x106) 


Dmean 


(m) 


RD 


 


River Basin Natural Regions Lake Shape 


Amisk Lake 61.16 81.86 5.29 15.46 0.25 Beaver Boreal Conic 


Baptiste Lake 27.20 91.14 10.47 8.71 0.32 Athabasca Boreal Conic 


Battle Lake 14.80 38.29 5.45 7.02 0.47 North Saskatchewan Boreal Parabolic 


Bear Lake 9.66 224.70 36.44 6.17 0.64 Peace/Slave Parkland Parabolic 


Beauvais Lake 11.21 4.35 0.95 4.59 0.41 South Saskatchewan Rocky Mountain Parabolic 


Beaver Lake 15.30 236.53 33.25 7.11 0.46 Beaver Boreal Conic 


BloodIndian Creek 
Reservoir 


12.09 4.89 1.04 4.68 0.39 South Saskatchewan Grassland Conic 


Bonnie Lake 7.70 14.22 4.07 3.49 0.45 North Saskatchewan Boreal Parabolic 


Buck Lake 14.38 183.47 27.61 6.65 0.46 North Saskatchewan Boreal Parabolic 


Buffalo Lake 7.77 395.09 136.05 2.90 0.37 South Saskatchewan Parkland Parabolic 


Chain Lakes Reservoir 10.40 16.30 3.12 5.22 0.50 South Saskatchewan Parkland Parabolic 


Chestermere Lake 6.71 9.30 2.63 3.53 0.53 South Saskatchewan Grassland Parabolic 


Christina Lake 32.17 310.40 21.50 14.44 0.45 Athabasca Boreal Parabolic 


Coal Lake 7.49 60.29 11.43 5.27 0.70 North Saskatchewan Parkland Pseudo-
Parabolic 


Cold Lake 105.88 18908.88 378.42 49.97 0.47 Beaver Boreal Parabolic 


Cooking Lake 4.93 70.59 39.44 1.79 0.36 North Saskatchewan Boreal Conic 


Crawling Valley Reservoir 16.00 136.93 26.57 5.15 0.32 South Saskatchewan Grassland Conic 


Crimson Lake 10.02 6.59 2.36 2.79 0.28 North Saskatchewan Foothills Inverse-
Parabolic 


Dilberry Lake 11.22 2.48 0.88 2.80 0.25 North Saskatchewan Parkland Conic 


Eden Lake 15.35 1.18 0.17 7.04 0.46 North Saskatchewan Boreal Parabolic 


Elkwater Lake 8.88 9.15 2.43 3.77 0.42 South Saskatchewan Rocky Mountain Parabolic 


Ethel Lake 31.29 37.35 5.33 7.01 0.22 Beaver Boreal Inverse-
Parabolic 


Figure Eight Lake 6.39 1.21 0.38 3.24 0.51 Peace/Slave Boreal Parabolic 


Garner Lake 18.24 70.14 7.19 9.76 0.54 Beaver Boreal Parabolic 


Gleniffer Reservoir 33.00 206.01 17.56 11.73 0.36 South Saskatchewan Boreal Conic 


Glenmore Reservoir 21.10 21.90 3.80 5.76 0.27 South Saskatchewan Grassland Conic 


Gregoire Lake 8.54 130.92 27.29 4.80 0.56 Athabasca Boreal Parabolic 
Gull Lake 10.45 608.00 86.24 7.05 0.67 South Saskatchewan Boreal Pseudo-


Parabolic 
Halfmoon Lake 3.01 0.31 0.18 1.78 0.59 North Saskatchewan Boreal Pseudo-


Parabolic 
Hasse Lake 9.74 3.44 0.94 3.67 0.38 North Saskatchewan Boreal Parabolic 


Hastings Lake 8.41 30.30 16.46 1.84 0.22 North Saskatchewan Boreal Conic 


Hubbles Lake 30.51 4.01 0.40 10.11 0.33 North Saskatchewan Boreal Conic 


Iosegun Lake 11.08 53.63 13.01 4.12 0.37 Peace/Slave Boreal Parabolic 


Island Lake 19.29 35.14 9.17 3.83 0.20 Athabasca Boreal Inverse-
Parabolic 


Isle Lake 10.03 112.39 25.60 4.39 0.44 North Saskatchewan Boreal Parabolic 


Lac La Biche 22.46 2255.19 250.12 9.02 0.40 Athabasca Boreal Conic 


Lac La Nonne 21.15 106.30 12.91 8.23 0.39 Athabasca Boreal Parabolic 


Lac St Cyr 22.00 13.32 2.64 5.05 0.23 North Saskatchewan Boreal Inverse-
Parabolic 


Lac Ste Anne 10.79 294.42 58.60 5.02 0.47 North Saskatchewan Boreal Parabolic 


Lessard Lake 6.33 13.34 3.33 4.00 0.63 Athabasca Boreal Pseudo-
Parabolic 
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 Appendix A: List of study lakes and their properties (Continued). 
Lake Name Dmax 


(m) 


Vmax 


(m3 x 106) 


Amax 


(m2x106) 


Dmean 


(m) 


RD 


 


River Basin Natural Regions Lake Shape 


Lesser Slave Lake 22.24 15159.02 1200.49 12.63 0.57 Athabasca Boreal Parabolic 


Little Bow Lake Reservoir 13.92 39.70 7.49 5.30 0.38 South Saskatchewan Grassland Parabolic 


Little Fish Lake 5.73 25.54 11.41 2.24 0.39 South Saskatchewan Grassland Pseudo-
Parabolic 


Long Lake Athabasca 29.06 17.09 1.71 9.99 0.34 Athabasca Boreal Conic 


Lower Kananaskis Lake 40.01 68.40 5.26 13.01 0.33 South Saskatchewan Rocky Mountain Conic 


Lower Mann Lake 7.70 21.22 5.22 4.06 0.53 Beaver Boreal Parabolic 


Marie Lake 26.44 500.71 35.98 13.92 0.53 Beaver Boreal Parabolic 


McGregor Lake Reservoir 10.13 347.83 52.86 6.58 0.65 South Saskatchewan Grassland Cylindrical 


McLeod Lake 12.32 24.03 3.92 6.13 0.50 Athabasca Foothills Parabolic 


Miquelon Lake 6.30 24.60 9.59 2.57 0.41 North Saskatchewan Boreal Parabolic 


Moose Lake 19.10 248.56 45.59 5.45 0.29 Beaver Boreal Conic 


Muriel Lake 11.73 488.58 68.94 7.09 0.60 Beaver Boreal Pseudo-
Parabolic 


Nakamun Lake 9.03 17.78 3.90 4.56 0.51 Athabasca Boreal Parabolic 


Narrow Lake 35.81 5.41 1.17 4.64 0.13 Athabasca Boreal Pseudo-
Parabolic 


North Buck Lake 7.40 53.61 19.71 2.72 0.37 Beaver Boreal Conic 


Pigeon Lake 10.63 718.29 102.06 7.04 0.66 North Saskatchewan Boreal Pseudo-
Parabolic 


Pinehurst Lake 21.89 513.43 41.77 12.29 0.56 South Saskatchewan Parkland Pseudo-
Parabolic 


Pine Lake 13.19 26.24 4.55 5.77 0.44 Beaver Boreal Parabolic 


Reesor Lake Reservoir 6.02 1.96 0.51 3.83 0.64 Milk Rocky Mountain Pseudo-
Parabolic 


Rock Lake 30.54 26.73 2.30 11.61 0.38 Athabasca Rocky Mountain Parabolic 


Sandy Lake 5.30 35.16 12.12 2.90 0.55 North Saskatchewan Boreal Parabolic 


Skeleton Lake 17.68 52.32 7.97 6.56 0.37 Beaver Boreal Conic 


Smoke Lake 8.64 52.25 9.81 5.33 0.62 Peace/Slave Boreal Pseudo-
Parabolic 


Spring Lake 9.83 1.84 1.42 1.30 0.13 North Saskatchewan Boreal Conic 


Steele Lake 7.32 28.13 7.98 3.52 0.48 Athabasca Boreal Parabolic 


Sturgeon Lake 10.24 294.06 50.57 5.82 0.57 Peace/Slave Boreal Parabolic 


Sylvan Lake 16.75 448.29 43.89 10.21 0.61 South Saskatchewan Boreal Pseudo-
Parabolic 


Thunder Lake 7.04 27.48 10.62 2.59 0.37 Athabasca Boreal Parabolic 


Touchwood Lake 41.27 459.28 31.17 14.74 0.36 Beaver Boreal Conic 


Tucker Lake 7.50 18.94 6.74 2.81 0.37 Beaver Boreal Conic 


Twin Lake West 37.20 3.79 0.24 15.84 0.43 North Saskatchewan Boreal Parabolic 


Upper Kananaskis Lake 111.88 247.30 7.69 32.14 0.29 South Saskatchewan Rocky Mountain Conic 


Upper MannLake 9.82 27.53 4.62 5.96 0.61 Beaver Boreal Parabolic 


Utikuma Lake 7.22 752.71 410.21 1.83 0.25 Peace/Slave Boreal Conic 


Wabamun Lake 11.67 562.15 82.91 6.78 0.58 North Saskatchewan Boreal Parabolic 


Wizard Lake 12.18 16.49 2.67 6.17 0.51 North Saskatchewan Boreal Parabolic 


Wolf Lake 42.89 305.12 34.10 8.95 0.21 Beaver Boreal Inverse-
Parabolic 
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ABSTRACT  


There is increasing demand, from both engineers and their clients, for structures that can be rapidly returned to 


occupancy following an earthquake, while also maintaining or reducing initial costs. One possible way towards this 


goal is to ensure that seismic damage occurs only within elements that can be removed and replaced following a 


damaging earthquake. For concentrically braced frames that use hollow structural sections, the current design 


practice requires field welding of the brace to the gusset in a way that causes the brace to buckle out-of-plane. In the 


event of a damaging earthquake, the out-of-plane brace buckling may damage both the gusset plate and also any 


adjacent exterior cladding. The plate cannot be easily replaced, resulting in expensive and time-consuming repairs, 


and the damaged cladding could endanger the lives of people evacuating the building and of other pedestrians. This 


paper discusses the development of an alternative connection that can be bolted into place and that confines damage 


to replaceable components. The proposed connection is expected to result in reduced erection costs and be easier to 


repair following a major earthquake. Moreover, the new connection causes buckling to occur in plane, preventing 


dangerous damage to the cladding. Potential challenges in the design of such a connection are discussed and 


evaluated, and a finite element model that was created to confirm the performance of the proposed connection is also 


introduced. Finally, future areas of research and development of the connection are identified. 


 


Keywords: Earthquake Engineering, Concentrically Braced Frames, Replaceable Bolted Connections 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Steel concentrically braced frames (CBFs) are a commonly used lateral force resisting system in moderate and high 


seismic areas in North America. CBFs have the high strength and stiffness needed to be serviceable under wind 


loads and smaller earthquakes. During larger, infrequent earthquakes, CBFs dissipate energy primarily through 


nonlinear tensile yielding and postbuckling behaviour of the braces. The inelastic deformation is meant to provide 


life safety and collapse prevention during these major events. Hollow structural sections are commonly used as 


braces due to their high compressive resistance that results in a well-balanced response between paired braces. 


 


Although the brace is the primary member in the design, the connections play a critical role in allowing the brace to 


dissipate the seismic energy. To accommodate brace buckling, connections must be either designed to allow for 


brace end rotation or designed as fully restrained. In practice, gusset plate connections typically allow brace end 


rotation using a linear or, more recently, an elliptical clearance rule that allows the brace to buckle out of plane, as 


shown in Figure 1 (Lehman et al. 2008). When using HSS braces, the brace is typically slotted and welded directly 


to the gusset plate. This requires welding on site, which can increase costs and complicate quality control. 


Additionally, if the brace and gusset plate are damaged during a major seismic event, replacing the brace and gusset 


would require cutting out the gusset plate, welding a new plate on site and welding a new brace to the gusset on site. 


These processes would be expensive and time consuming, delaying the building’s return to safe occupancy. 
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Figure 1: Typical CBF gusset plate designs: (a) Linear clearance rule; (b) Elliptical clearance rule 


 


When the brace buckles during a major earthquake, the typical gusset plate connection will cause buckling to occur 


out of plane. The out-of-plane displacement can be very large, with testing showing over 400 mm of displacement 


before brace fracture occurs (Tsai et al. 2013). This out-of-plane displacement can cause exterior cladding to fall off 


the building, endangering the lives of people evacuating the building and of other pedestrians. If the cladding is 


strong enough to restrict buckling, the expected behaviour of the system will change (Sen et al. 2013). This could 


impact a number of design assumptions and cause the system to fail in a less desirable manner, such as gusset plate 


buckling due to the unexpectedly high compression force. 


 


Some research has been done on creating connections that are easily replaceable or that will reliably ensure that 


buckling occurs in plane, but little work has been done on providing a solution that would reliably solve both 


problems (Kotulka 2007, Sen et al. 2013). This paper discusses the development of an alternative connection that 


can address these issues. The objectives of the proposed new design are presented and several design iterations are 


investigated. The proposed new design is explained with a focus on its benefits and the unique criteria that must be 


addressed when designing the new connection. A preliminary finite element model was created and is introduced. 


Future areas of research and next steps are also discussed. 


2. OBJECTIVES OF PROPOSED NEW DESIGN 


To find a solution to the issues presented, a clear set of objectives needed to be created. Each iteration of the design 


needed to meet these objectives. The objectives of the proposed new design were as follows: 


 


1. The new connection design should be easy to install and easy to replace in the event of damage. To facilitate 


this, the connection should not require any field welding. If the brace is damaged in an earthquake, the damage 


should be confined to a region that can be unbolted and replaced as a unit. 


2. It should allow the brace to buckle in-plane to minimize damage to the surrounding walls and cladding. 


3. It should provide comparable seismic performance to the current design practice. This includes similar yield and 


failure progression and similar energy dissipation behaviour. 
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3. DESIGN ITERATIONS 


In order to meet the proposed objectives, several different connection designs and details were created and 


evaluated. Initial designs focused on modifying a knife plate design that has been investigated in previous studies 


(Tsai et al. 2013). When using a knife plate, most of the yielding and rotation that would otherwise occur in the 


gusset plate occurs in the knife plate instead. Typically, the knife plate is slotted and welded directly to the gusset 


plate. Figure 2(a) shows an example of a typical knife plate connection.  


 


For a knife plate design to meet all the objectives of the proposed new design, the weld connecting the knife plate to 


the gusset plate must be replaced with a bolted connection. Figure 2(b) shows a design that was considered. This 


connection consists of the typical knife plate design but with 4 angles bolted around the gusset and knife plate to 


replace the knife plate to gusset plate weld. 


 


 
Figure 2: Knife plate designs: (a) Knife plate welded to gusset plate; (b) Knife plate bolted to gusset plate 


  


This connection would meet the stated design objectives but has a number of associated concerns. The primary issue 


is the poor force transfer that would occur between the knife plate and the gusset plate. The angles have very little 


room to develop the high tensile forces that would need to be transferred between the gusset and the knife plate. This 


could result in significant rotation and warping of the angles, which is problematic under the cyclic loading an 


earthquake would impose on the connection. 


 


The next iteration of design investigated using an end plate connection attached to a hinge plate to bolt the 


connection directly to the beam or column. Two examples of this are found in Figure 3. The connections for these 


braces would be assembled and welded together before being sent to site and would be bolted to the beam or column 


as a unit. This connection would meet the proposed goals and would be relatively easy to install and replace on site. 


The primary issues with this iteration of the design were geometric. First, if connected directly to the column as in 


Figure 3(a), there is very little possibility that the workpoint of the brace would pass through the desired location at 


the intersection between the beam and column centrelines. This eccentricity would induce a large moment in the 


column, which could require expensive stiffeners or a significantly larger column (Gross and Cheok 1988). There is 


also a concern that the high eccentricity could cause irreparable damage to the column under the large cyclic loading 


cause by a major earthquake. Second, the bolts nearest to the hinge plate could be very difficult to install. 
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Figure 3: Hinge and end plate connections: (a) Bolted to the column flange; (b) Bolted to the beam flange 


 


If connected directly to the beam as shown in Figure 3(b), workpoint eccentricity can usually be avoided. However, 


in order to prevent this eccentricity, the connection end would usually need to be very close to the beam edge. This 


proximity to the beam edge could create problems for the design of the beam-column connection. The beam-column 


connection would need to be more robust to accommodate the increased shear from connecting the brace directly to 


the beam, and this would create interference problems between it and the bolts and stiffeners required for the brace 


connection. There would also be a concern that the large tension force on the bolts in the beam flange would require 


excessive stiffeners or welded plates to increase the flange thickness. 


4. PROPOSED CONNECTION DESIGN 


Working in consultation with industry experts, a solution was proposed that would meet all of the design objectives 


while limiting the negative effects of the previous proposals. The final proposal combines a knife plate design with a 


support that is attached directly to the beam, as shown in Figure 4. For this design, a hinge plate is welded to a 


slotted HSS and is then bolted to support plates that have been welded to the beam flange in the fabrication shop. 
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Figure 4: Proposed connection design 


 


In addition to meeting all of the design objectives, this design provides other benefits. The proposed design would 


be very easy to install due to the simple single splice bolted connection. Hinging is unlikely to occur outside the 


brace and hinge plate due to the stiffness of the support, meaning that in all but the most catastrophic earthquakes, 


the only damaged components would be those that are easily replaceable. Since the hinge plate would be welded to 


the brace in the shop, there would be the option of slotting both the hinge plate and the brace, as suggested by 


Martinez-Saucedo et al. (2008) and shown in Figure 5. This would eliminate the need for the costly cover plates that 


are typically required on slotted HSS braces to prevent net section fracture. A potential issue with the proposed 


connection is the eccentricity due to the single sided splice connection. Eccentricities are typically avoided because 


they can increase the deformation demand on the connection, leading to earlier fracture (Gross and Cheok 1988). 


 


 


 
Figure 5: Slotting of brace and hinge plate: (a) Only the brace is slotted; (b) Brace and plate are slotted 
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There are two main design criteria that need to be considered for this connection that are not present in a typical 


gusset plate connection. The most significant design criterion is the selection of the hinge plate thickness to allow 


buckling to occur in the brace before failure in the connection. A thicker plate allows for higher initial buckling 


capacity by provided greater end rotation restraint, but it also tends to concentrate more damage in the brace during 


cyclic loading, reducing the total drift capacity of the system (Roeder et al. 2011). Determining the correct balance 


of strength and ductility will be essential for optimizing the performance of the proposed connection. The 


calculation of the connection capacity is also challenging because of the unique configuration of the eccentric splice 


plate. Most equations for determining the ultimate capacity of a single-sided splice are unable to adequately account 


for one plate being significantly stiffer than the other (Fang et al. 2015, Davaran et al. 2015, Packer et al. 2010). 


Another special design criterion is the sizing of the support plates to provide the required strength and stiffness in an 


efficient manner.   


 


An alternative form of the proposed connection design has splice plates that eliminate the connection eccentricity, as 


shown in Figure 6. This may improve the connection performance under repeated cyclic loading. Although the 


eccentricity is prevented, this connection also has an increased risk of achieving a sway buckling mode where both 


the hinge plates and the splice plates bend, resulting in a brace that does not buckle, as seen in Figure 7. If that 


occurred, the deformation would be confined to the connection, which is very undesirable. 


 


 
Figure 6: Concentric Variation of Proposed Connection 


 


 


 
Figure 7: Sway Buckling Mode of Concentric Connection 
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5. PRELIMINARY FINITE ELEMENT MODELLING OF PROPOSED DESIGN 


5.1 Model description 


In order to assess the viability of the proposed design, a finite element (FE) model was created using the general 


nonlinear analysis package ABAQUS (Dassault Systemes 2011). The model was created to simulate the behaviour 


of a future physical experiment and included the full brace, support plates, hinge plates and bolts, as seen in Figure 


8. The braces modelled ranged from HSS 89x89x6.4 to HSS 102x102x6.4 with lengths around 3m. The beams were 


not modelled and were assumed to provide rigid support to the support plates. The compressive load was applied as 


a uniform displacement at one support plate. Movement of the support plate ends along the axes perpendicular to the 


path of loading were prevented and the rotation degrees of freedom were fixed. An initial geometric imperfection 


was introduced into the model in proportion to the first buckling mode of the brace. This imperfection was scaled to 


a midspan deflection of 0.1% of the brace length. Two analysis steps were used in the model. The first step was a 


buckling analysis that was used for creating the imperfection. The second step was a nonlinear Riks arc-length 


analysis that was used to determine the critical buckling load and to observe the yielding behaviour at various 


compression strains.  


 


The brace was modelled using 4-noded quadrilateral shell elements, while the support plates, hinge plates and bolts 


were modelled using 8-noded brick elements. Contact surfaces were modelled using hard contact behaviour with no 


penetration in the normal direction. Friction was modelled using the penalty method with a coefficient of friction of 


0.2. Tie connections were used to simulate the fillet welds between the brace and the knife plate. The material model 


was simulated using an isotropic hardening model with Von Mises yield criterion. The region of a typical braced bay 


that was modelled is highlighted in Figure 8. 


 


 
Figure 8: Modelled Region of a Typical Braced Bay 


 


 


The modelling approach and selection of elements was based on two previous FE studies that validated models from 


companion physical experiments. Modelling of the brace was based on a study of concentric tubular braces 


subjected to seismic loading (Haddad 2015). The modelling of the hinge and support plates was based on a study of 


the compressive strength of single sided splice connections (Fang et al. 2015). In the future, full validation of the 


model for the proposed connection will be completed using the results of the planned physical experiment.  


5.2 Modelling Results 


The results of the model were used to confirm that the system would exhibit the desired failure behaviour and to 


estimate the critical buckling load. The stress distribution at critical buckling load is shown in Figure 9. The 


connection retains its strength and does not yield before the brace buckles. Figure 10 shows the stress distribution at 


an axial displacement of 1% of the brace length, approximately 5 times the yield strain. Significant yielding is 


observed in the hinge zone and the middle of the brace. This yielding does not spread to the support plates, meaning 


that any damage due to yielding is expected to remain confined to the easily replaceable components. 
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Figure 9: Von Mises Stress of Full System and Hinge Plate at Buckling Load 


 


 


 
Figure 10: Von Mises Stress of Full System and Hinge Plate at 1% Axial Displacment 


 


 


To estimate the peak compression load of the full system (Pu,full assemblage), the material yield and ultimate stresses 


were selected based on the material data sheets for the future physical experiment (Fy,brace = 444MPa, Fu,brace = 


500MPa, Fy,plate = 375MPa, Fu,plate = 464MPa). The loads were calculated for a 3082 mm 102x102x6.4 HSS section 


with varying hinge plate dimensions. The theoretical buckling load of the brace (Pcr,brace) was found using the same 


yield strength as the model and assuming a Class H section due to the model not incorporating residual stresses. An 


estimated value of K for the theoretical buckling load was based on the relative moment resistances of the brace and 


the hinge plate, as shown in Figure 11 (Takeuchi and Matsui 2015). This theoretical buckling load was compared to 


a FE model that only included the brace and hinge plate, and that was loaded concentrically. Good agreement was 


found between the theoretical and FE results, as shown in Table 1. The ultimate compressive resistance of the 


eccentric splice connection was calculated using Equation 1, which is adapted from the procedure outlined in AISC 


Design Guide 24 for the compressive strength of single sided shear splice connections for HSS members (Packer et 


al. 2010). In this equation, Pu is the axial strength of the connection, Pr is the compressive resistance of the thinner 


splice plate with an effective length of 1.2 times the length of the connection, Mu is the ultimate moment, which is 


taken as half of Pu times the connection eccentricity, and Mr is the plastic flexural capacity of the thinner plate.  
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[1]    Pu / Pr  +  (8 / 9) (Mu / Mr) = 1 


 
Figure 11: Determination of Effective Buckling Length Factor K 


 


The results of the FE model (Pu,full assemblage) are compared to the theoretical calculations in Table 1. The hinge plate 


thickness of 25 mm was chosen because, according Equation 1, it was capable of reaching the critical buckling load 


of the brace with a K value of 1, the value typically assumed for a CBF. The FE model demonstrated that it could 


reach this load and brace buckling was the governing failure mode. The FE model and Equation 1 also agreed well 


for the thinnest plate considered, with connection failure occurring near the predicted value. The FE model and 


Equation 1 do not agree well for the intermediate plate thicknesses, with the variation of Pu,full assemblage being more 


proportional to the brace buckling strength than the connection strength. This inconsistency between the predicted 


strength and the actual strength remains true for other methods of calculating the connection strength (Fang et al. 


2015, Davaran et al. 2015).  


Table 1: FE and Theoretical Compressive Strengths for HSS 102x102x6.4 with Varying Hinge Plate Thicknesses  


Hinge Plate 


Thickness 


K Pcr,brace 


(Theory) 


Pcr,brace (FE) Pu,connection 


(Eq. 1) 


Pu,full_assemblage 


(FE) 


Failure Mode 


25 0.75 850 864 673 640 Brace Buckling 


22 0.8 805 810 567 608 Brace Buckling 


19 0.84 767 776 464 585 Brace Buckling 


16 0.88 730 740 364 345 Connection Failure 


~ 1 620 627 ~ ~ ~ 


 


 


These results are typical of what was found for the eight specimens that are to be tested, and they suggest that the 


connection will achieve the desired failure hierarchy, but that improved guidance for determining the connection 


strength will be necessary. 


6. CONCLUSIONS AND NEXT STEPS 


This paper documents the development of a novel replaceable connection for the seismic design of concentrically 


braced frames. The objectives of the proposed new design were listed and some early design iterations were 


discussed and evaluated. The proposed new design was presented and the results of a preliminary finite element 


model were analyzed. The proposed new connection is expected to be easy to install, easy to replace if damaged, 


and to cause the brace to buckle in plane, thereby avoiding damage to exterior cladding. The FE model verified that 


the connection confines yielding to the easily replaceable components. Thus, the connection shows promise as an 


alternative for the seismic design of concentrically braced frames. 
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The next steps for this project involve performing a physical experiment to better understand the new connection’s 


behaviour and to validate a robust FE model. The results from the physical experiment and the FE model will be 


used to develop improved equations to predict the behaviour of the new connection, and these equations will be 


incorporated into guidelines for the practical design of the new connection. Future work will investigate how this 


connection would affect the seismic performance of a full structure, how to best incorporate this connection into 


different braced frame designs such as full bay bracing or X-bracing, and how to design the beams and columns of 


the structure in conjunction with the proposed brace connection design. 
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ABSTRACT  


Physical sulfate salt attack is one of the most rapid and severe deterioration mechanisms in concrete structures. One 


of the most common approaches to improve resistance of concrete to sulfate attack is to use supplementary 


cementitious materials. However, physical salt attack may still cause damage to concrete with supplementary 


cementitious materials. Moreover, according to some literature sources, some supplementary cementitious materials 


may even reduce resistance to physical salt attack. The current research investigates the effect of supplementary 


cementitious materials on the ability of mortars to resist physical sulfate salt attack and its relationship with pore 


structure and transport properties. Mortar specimens with 45 and 65% replacement of cement by ground-granulated 


blast-furnace slag and with 20 and 40% replacement of cement by fly ash were exposed to physical sulfate attack. The 


results show a good correlation between the pore microstructure and transport properties to the resistance to physical 


salt attack. Ground-granulated blast-furnace slag was found to improve the resistance to physical salt attack, while fly 


ash demonstrated a negative effect. 


 


Keywords: Sulfate attack; Physical salt attack; Durability; Supplementary Cementitious Materials; 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Sulfate attack may cause severe damage to concrete structures. Sulfate attack can take several forms (Hooton, 2015). 


Physical sulfate salt attack (PSA) and chemical sulfate attack are often confused (Haynes, et al., 1996). PSA involves 


crystallization and phase transitions of sulfate salts in the pores of a cementitious material as opposed to chemical 


sulfate attack, which is caused by chemical interaction between sulfate salts and cement minerals (Haynes, et al., 


1996). The terms “salt scaling” and “salt weathering” are often used to designate PSA (Mehta, et al., 2006). Major 


efforts have been directed toward researching sulfate attack in concrete since 1920. However, the mechanisms of PSA 


were largely overlooked (Haynes, et al., 2008). The Portland Cement Association states that PSA causes damage, 


which is more severe than the damage caused by chemical sulfate attack (Stark, 2002). Another possible explanation 


is that increased early-age carbonation of inadequately cured SCM concretes maybe the reason of reduced resistance 


to PSA (Yoshida, et al., 2010), (Liu, et al., 2014). 


 


At the present time, there is no standard method for evaluation of resistance of concrete to physical salt attack (Hooton, 


2015). Concrete standards such as CSA A23.1 and ACI 318 simply (a) limit the maximum w/cm as an indirect way 


of limiting permeability, and (b) make use of test methods for evaluating the chemical resistance of the cementitious 


materials in the concrete. These current standard test methods (ASTM C452-15, 2015; ASTM C1012-15, 2015) are 


oriented to the testing of the resistance of cementitious materials to chemical sulfate attack, using the expansion of 


mortar bars as a measure of deterioration. However, PSA is often not accompanied by expansion. The PSA damage 


typically takes the form of surface scaling, which is similar to the damage caused by freezing and thawing (Haynes, 


et al., 1996). This is because PSA causes damage by means of the cycles of crystallization, dissolution and phase 


transitions of sulfate salts (Folliard, et al., 1994). To activate these mechanisms either drying or thermal cycles are 


needed. 
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Different exposure conditions, involving various combinations of drying and thermal cycles for the testing of PSA 


resistance of concrete, are reported in the literature (Haynes, et al., 2011). Thermal cycling between 5 and 30 C in 


30% sodium sulfate solution is reported as the one of the most severe exposures due to rapid crystallization of 


mirabilite (Folliard, et al., 1994). Mass loss from such exposure is rapid and may lead to complete disintegration. For 


this reason, this exposure condition was selected for the current study. 


 


The objective of the current research is to evaluate the effect of SCM on the ability of mortars to resist physical salt 


attack, as well as to study the mechanisms of physical salt attack and the relationship with pore structure and transport 


properties imparted by the cementitious materials with SCM. For this purpose, mortars with w/cm ratio of 0.40 were 


tested, which complies with requirements of the current Canadian standard for most severe conditions of exposure to 


sulfate salts (CSA A23.1-14, 2014). The replacement levels of cement by FA of 20 and 40% were tested, GGBFS, 


subjected to the selected exposure conditions. Mortars were preferred over concrete because of higher permeability, 


which shortens the testing time, and over cement paste because of the presence of interfacial transition zones. High-


sulfate resistant portland cement was used in all mixtures to reduce the possibility of chemical interaction between 


cement and sodium sulfate.  


 


The results show a good correlation between the pore threshold radius using MIP and the resistance to physical salt 


attack, as well as between the chloride migration coefficient and the rate of deterioration in physical salt attack. 


Ground-granulated blast-furnace slag was found to improve the resistance to physical salt attack, while fly ash 


demonstrated a negative effect. 


2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 


2.1 Materials  


Natural glacial sand of mixed mineralogy from Sunderland Pit, Ontario, Ontario Canada was used in all mortars at a 


constant 45% by volume. High sulfate-resistant cement from Lafarge was used in all mixes in order to reduce the 


possibility of chemical sulfate attack. SCMs used in this research were Holcim GGBFS, from Ontario, and FA type F 


from Avon Lake, Ohio, USA. 


 


The effects of w/cm ratio, and cement replacement by SCM, GGBFS and FA, on the resistance of cement mortar to 


PSA were investigated. The effect of SCM on PSA was studied on mortars with w/cm ratio of 0.40. The replacement 


levels of cement by SCM studied were: 45 and 65% for GGBFS, and 20 and 40% for FA. The mix designs for tested 


mortars are shown in Table 1. 


 


Table 1. Mix proportions [kg/m3] 


Mix 


Notation 


 


W/CM SCM Content, % Cement Water Slag FA Sand 


Slag FA 


M40 0.40 0 0 755 302 0 0 1182 


SG45 0.40 45 0 406 295 332 0 1182 


SG65 0.40 65 0 256 292 475 0 1182 


FA20 0.40 0 20 594 297 0 148 1182 


FA40 0.40 0 40 438 292 0 292 1182 


 


2.2 Methods 


 


Mortar prisms of 51×51×266 mm were used for studying the resistance to PSA, and 51 mm cubes were used for 


compressive strength and splitting tensile strength. All specimens were demolded at the age of 1 day and kept in 


saturated lime solution until 3 days. After 3 days of age the specimens were removed from the solution and kept in 


sealed conditions until the start of sulfate exposure at 28 days. According to (CSA A23.1-14, 2014) wet curing of 7 


days is required only for extremely severe chloride exposure. For sulfate exposures (CSA A23.1-14, 2014) requires 


“additional” curing for the highest level of sulfates that corresponds to 7 days of curing, though no wet curing is 


required. Sealed curing would meet the CSA definition of additional curing. Thus the above curing conditions exceed 
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the “additional” curing requirements of (CSA A23.1-14, 2014) providing wet curing until the age of 3 days and sealed 


curing until the age of 28days, but would likely be inferior to “extended” curing.  


 


Sulfate exposure involved thermal cycles of mortar prisms submerged in sodium sulfate solution. Thermal cycles were 


between 4 ±1 and 32 ±2 °C with maximum cooling and heating rates of 2.5 and 4 °C/h, respectively. The duration of 


one full thermal cycle was 24 hours. The concentration of sodium sulfate solution was 30% by mass and the solution 


was replaced every 5 cycles. The damage caused by PSA was assessed by means of mass loss on three replicate 


specimens. The measurements were taken every 10 cycles. 


 


To study the pore structure at the age of 28 days, 51 mm cube specimens were crushed and sieved to a particle size 


between 2 and 2.5 mm and then submerged in propanol-2 solvent in order to stop hydration. The solvent was changed 


3 times every hour and then specimens were kept immersed in the solvent for an additional 24 hours. After that, 


specimens were vacuum dried to constant mass for at least 24 hours. Pore structure was examined by means of mercury 


intrusion porosimetry (MIP). MIP tests were performed using a porosimeter with a maximum pressure of 415 MPa 


(60,000 psi). . The contact angle was taken as 140 ° in all pore size calculations.  Threshold pore diameter, critical 


pore diameter and total porosity were extracted from the MIP data. 


 


Non-steady-state chloride migration tests were performed at the age of 28 days according to a Scandinavian standard 


(NT BUILD 492, 1999). Chloride migration coefficients were measured on three 50 mm specimens cut from the top, 


middle and bottom part of three different cylinders of 200 mm height and 100 mm diameter. 


 


The compressive strength and splitting tensile strength were measured at the ages of 1, 3, 7, 28 and 91 days. Three 


and five duplicate specimens were used at every age for testing compressive and splitting tensile strength, respectively. 


The standard deviation was in the range of 4-10% and 3-7% for splitting and compressive strengths, respectively. 


3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 


3.1 Mass loss 


The mass losses of the mortar prisms due to PSA are given in Figure 1. It can be seen that the mass loss didn’t start 


immediately. Initially a small weight gain was observed in most mixtures due to absorption of sulfate solution. After 


an initial period of 10-20 thermal cycles, the mass loss started and deterioration of the samples began in the form of 


scaling. The final mass loss, after 100 thermal cycles in 30% sulfate solution ranged between 10.7 and 41.5 % for the 


tested mixes. 


  


In the beginning of sulfate exposure, mass loss in the mixes with slag was slightly higher than in the sulfate resistant 


cement reference mix. However, the rate of mass loss of the reference mix exceeded the mass loss of the mixes with 


slag at later stages. The mortar with 65% cement replacement by slag behaved slightly better that the mortar with 45% 


slag, but the difference in performance between the mixes was small.  


 


Mortar mixes with fly ash exhibited considerably higher mass loss than the reference mix. However, the slope of mass 


loss decreased at later stages of thermal cycling. The difference between mixes with 20 and 40% of FA also changed 


during the course of testing. Initially the mortar with 40% FA demonstrated slightly higher mass loss than the mortar 


with 20% FA, though the final mass loss after 100 thermal cycles was the opposite. 
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Figure 1: Mass loss 


 


3.2 Pore structure 


The total porosity, critical pore diameter and threshold pore diameter of mortars at 28 days, obtained by means of 


MIP, is presented in Figure 2 and Figure 3 for mortar mixes with GGBFS and FA, respectively. Total porosity was 


determined as the total intruded volume of mercury per sample volume. The threshold pore diameter is determined as 


the first inflection point in the MIP intrusion curve, and the critical pore diameter as the point of steepest slope. The 


threshold pore diameter denotes the beginning of the percolation of pore structure. On the other hand, the critical pore 


diameter allows maximum percolation throughout the pore system, which corresponds to the mean size of pore 


entryways (Mindess, et al., 2003). 


 


The total porosity ranged from 10.5% in the M40 mortar mix to 14.7% in the SG65 mortar mix. The threshold pore 


diameter ranged from 0.028 μm in the SG45 mortar mix to 0.078 μm in the FA40 mortar at 28 days. The critical pore 


diameter ranged from 0.013 μm in the SG65 mortar mix to 0.024 μm in the FA40 mortar at 28 days.  


 


The replacement of cement by slag resulted in increased total porosity: the higher the replacement level the higher the 


total porosity. However, the threshold diameter was significantly lower in the GGBFS mortars, although the threshold 


pore diameter of the mix with 65% slag was higher than in the mix with 45% slag. Critical pore diameter consistently 


decreased with the content of slag. This means that mortars with slag have higher but finer connected porosities 


compared to the reference cement mix. 


 


The use of FA as cement replacement resulted in increases to total porosity and to both critical and threshold pore 


diameters: the higher the FA content the higher the increase in total porosity, critical, and threshold pore diameters. 


Thus, use of this FA resulted in higher porosity and a coarser, connected pore structure. 
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Figure 2: Pore structure parameters of mortar mixes with GGBFS 


 


 
Figure 3: Pore structure parameters of mortar mixes with 


 


3.3 Transport properties 


In order to characterize the transport properties of the mortars, non-steady state chloride migration coefficients were 


measured using the NT Build 492 standard (NT BUILD 492, 1999). This test was used since there is no standard test 


for measuring sulfate ingress, and increased resistance to chloride penetration is likely similar to that of sulfate 


penetration if one neglects differences in binding. The effect of supplementary cementitious materials on chloride 
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migration coefficient is shown in Figure 4. The chloride migration coefficients ranged from 22.5×10-12 m2/s in the 


FA40 mortar to 2.6×10-12 m2/s in the SG65 mortar. 


 


It can be seen in Figure 4 that the use of slag resulted in a drastic reduction in transport properties of the mortars. The 


chloride migration coefficient decreased steadily with the increase of slag content. 


On the contrary, the introduction of FA into the mortar mix resulted in increased transport properties. Chloride 


migration coefficient increased in the mortars with FA nearly proportional to the content of FA. 


 


 


Figure 4: Effect of supplementary cementitious materials on chloride migration coefficient 


 


3.4 Strength 


Compressive and splitting tensile strengths are shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6, respectively. It can be seen that the 


replacement of cement by SCM reduces both compressive and splitting tensile strength at early ages: the higher the 


replacement level, the higher the reduction of strength. The development of compressive strength in mortars with 


SCM lagged behind the reference mortar even at later ages. Only the mortar mix with 45% slag slightly exceeded the 


compressive strength of the reference mix at 91-days. The tendency in splitting tensile strength is similar, with only 


the mortar mixes having 45% slag and 20% FA exceeding the splitting tensile strength of the reference mix at 91 days. 


However, the difference in the splitting tensile strength at later ages between the mixes is less significant than with 


compressive strength. 


 


At early ages (1-3 days), the mortar mixes with GGBFS demonstrated lower compressive strength than the mixtures 


with FA. However, at later ages (28-91 days) the mixes with slag demonstrated better performance than mixes with 


FA. It is known that the mixes with SCM require longer curing than the mixes with unblended Portland cement. Thus 


it is possible that prolonged curing will improve the strength development in the mixes with SCM. When used in 


concrete, adjustments to mix proportions can be made to provide equal strength at early ages, but this was not done 


here. 
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Figure 5: Effect of supplementary cementitious materials on compressive strength 


 


 


 
Figure 6: Effect of supplementary cementitious materials on splitting tensile strength 
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4. DISCUSSION 


The effects of SCM on the mass loss due to PSA were shown in Figure 1. Though the general trend of the resistance 


of the mortars to PSA is clear from Figure 1, it is interesting to analyze the dynamics of the deterioration. The change 


in the rate of mass loss with the number of thermal cycles in sodium sulfate solution is shown in Figure 7. It can be 


seen that the initial short period of mass gain is followed by a steady increase in the rate of mass loss of all mixes. 


After the initial period of 20-40 cycles, the mortar mixes with SCM demonstrated decreased rates of mass loss. 


 


The decrease in the rate of mass loss of the mortars with FA is the most significant, and most probably was caused by 


additional hydration of FA by virtue of additional water readily available from the sodium sulfate solution. Thus, the 


mixes with fly ash potentially can benefit from extended water curing. However, the replacement of cement by fly ash 


without sufficient water curing appears to increase PSA significantly. The initial rates of mass loss of the mortar mixes 


with GGBFS were lower, as compared to the mixes with FA. However, a reduction in the rate of mass loss at later 


stages was also observed in the mortars with slag. The mortar mixes with slag demonstrated the lowest deterioration 


in PSA. It can be concluded the use of slag is beneficial for resisting PSA. 


 


 
Figure 7: Effect of supplementary cementitious materials on rate of mass loss 


 


 


The effect of SCM on the pore structure can be clearly seen in Figure 2 and Figure 3 for the mixes with GGBFS and 


FA, respectively. The question about the usefulness of MIP for pore structure analysis is the subject of much 


discussion. However, it is commonly agreed that some characteristic values of MIP curve such as the threshold or 


critical pore size can be related to transport properties such as permeability and diffusivity [16]. Indeed, as can be seen 


in Figure 8, a good correlation was obtained between the chloride migration coefficient and both the threshold and 


critical pore diameter.  


 


If the mass loss of the mortar mixes after 100 cycles is plotted against the migration coefficient (see Figure 8), it can 


be seen that there is nearly linear trend between the final mass loss and the migration coefficient. The mortars with 


FA show some deviation from this trend. However, the continuous hydration of FA mixes during the period of the test 


needs to be considered as it probably caused refinement of pore structure and reduction of permeability, beyond those 


measured at the start of PSA exposure. 
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Figure 8: Correlation of transport properties and pore structure parameters 


 


 
Figure 9: Correlation of transport properties and mass loss in PSA 


 


It can be inferred that the rate of transport of sulfate ions through the pore system of cement paste is the main 


mechanism involved in degradation of cementitious materials due to PSA. This is why limits on maximum w/cm are 


required for concrete in sulfate exposure. The refinement of capillary pore structure and the resultant reduction in 


transport properties is the main way to control the resistance of concrete to PSA. It was found that an improvement of 


PSA resistance can be achieved by using GGBFS, which produced finer pore microstructure. However, FA, which 


produced a coarser pore microstructure, has demonstrated a negative effect on the resistance to PSA. However, further 


research is needed to investigate whether prolonged curing (beyond 3 days) is capable of improving the behavior of 


FA mixes to PSA. The results of strength tests, which were low as compared to the reference cement mix, also suggest 


that additional curing is needed. 
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It should be noted that the above findings are in contradiction with some of the previous studies about PSA resistance 


of SCM concrete mixes. Obviously the refinement of pore structure was not the reason of poor performance of SCM 


mixes. The possible reason for the difference in the SCM performance results is due to the effects of carbonation in 


some other studies. Due to the nature of curing and type of exposure in these experiments, carbonation was not a 


factor.  


5. CONCLUSIONS 


Summarizing the results, it can be concluded that: 


 


1. The rate of PSA deterioration depends on the pore microstructure and transport properties of cementitious 


materials. Thus, the resistance to transport of sulfates is the primary mechanism controlling PSA damage. 


2. The replacement of cement by GGBFS up to the level of 65% significantly improved the resistance to PSA. The 


improvement of the mortar resistance to PSA was achieved by refinement of the pore microstructure, although 


the total porosity in the mixes with GGBFS was higher. 


3. The fly ash used had a detrimental effect on the resistance of mortars to PSA, though it is possible that 


performance of fly ash mixes can be improved by longer water curing. Further research is needed to confirm 


that insufficient curing is responsible for the poor behavior of fly ash mixes exposed to PSA. 
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ABSTRACT  


The health and safety (H&S) performance of the construction industry remains worse than that of other industries, 


reinforcing the need for tools in the form of methodologies, frameworks, models and rating systems to improve its 


performance. This research aimed to review existing H&S tools in the literature by their application, strengths and 


limitations. The tools were reviewed according to the H&S dimensions of safety culture, safety climate, safety 


behavior and attitude, hazard and risk management. The review showed that 61% were models, 12% were 


frameworks, 22% were methodologies and 5% were rating systems. Safety culture tools showed the importance of 


safety elements and their interaction as they influence safety culture, however the lack of predictive capacity was a 


limitation. Safety behavior and attitude tools were useful in exposing safety behavior determinants. However the 


uncertainties of an uncontrolled environment wasn’t considered. H&S management tools influenced safety through 


the implementation of defined elements and quantified measures. However complex social process and cultural 


factors such as behavior was ignored. The hazard and risk management tools addressed risk in a dynamic 


construction environment. However there was a lack of tool which integrated cost effective and holistic risk 


management procedures while considering the influence of other construction activities on hazard exposure. 


 


Keywords: health and safety, hazards and risk, safety climate, safety culture, safety behaviour  


1. INTRODUCTION 


Construction is one of the most hazardous industries causing occupational injuries due to its unique, dynamic, and 


transient nature (Rowlinson 2004). The nature of construction work is such that uncertainties are inherent in every 


condition (Gürcanli and Müngen 2009). Despite more stringent regulations aiming to improve construction health 


and safety (H&S), accidents still occur repeatedly on construction sites. In Canada, the construction industry has a 


22% fatality rate (Schwartz 2014). Health and safety researchers have conducted studies to address the industry’s 


H&S challenges. These studies have focused on investigating the causes of specific safety hazards, such as falling 


accidents (Goh and Love 2010), human–machine conflictions (Teizer et al. 2010) and ‘struck-by’ injuries (Hinze et 


al. 2005). They have also focused on identifying the essential elements of an effective H&S system and developed 


analytical models to demonstrate the relationship between various accident causation factors (Carter and Smith 


2006, Hill 2004). They have also identified a number of H&S dimension constructs to evaluate the industry’s H&S 


performance and developed tools to evaluate them. These constructs include safety climate, safety culture, safety 


behavior and attitude, risk and hazard management. Given the industry’s challenges associated with H&S 


management in the construction industry. One way to improve H&S performance in the construction industry 


requires an ability to assess H&S practices at the project and organizational level and identify areas in need of 


improvement and address them (Zhou et al. 2015). Owing to a large number of construction H&S studies addressing 


various construction H&S themes. It is difficult for stakeholders to have an overview of this field, hence a critical 


review of previous studies is pertinent to facilitate sharing of useful research findings in construction H&S. This 


research aims to review existing H&S evaluation tools in the literature, their strengths, application, and limitations.  
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2. CONSTRUCTION HEALTH AND SAFETY RESEARCH 


(Peláez 2008) organized H&S research into three main groups: accident analysis studies, accident prevention studies 


and risk evaluation studies. (Zhou et al. 2015) classifies H&S research into three categories namely: safety 


management process, impact of individual (safety attitude and behaviour) or group/organizational (safety climate 


and culture) characteristics and incident studies. Furthermore, (Zhou et al. 2015) asserted that H&S research 


revolved around two perspectives which are management-driven and technology-driven. The first presumes that 


enhancing management practices improves H&S performance. The second presumes that technology is the driver of 


H&S performance. This study, focuses on the first perspective, reviewing H&S management driven tools.  A 


number of studies (Reason 1997, Cooper 2000, Suraji et al.2001) have developed accident causation models. One of 


common conclusions of these studies is that accidents were not caused by a single causal factor, but by system 


failures. While it is pertinent to identify how and why accident happen, it’s also important to proactively manage 


H&S to improve related performance. In this light, a number of health and safety dimensions construct becomes 


very strategic in preventing accidents. Through the modification and combination of the different H&S categories as 


shown by (Peláez 2008, Zhou et al. 2015). The H&S dimension construct such as safety climate (Mohamed 2002),  


safety behaviour and attitude (Tam et al. 2001), safety culture (Molenaar et al. 2009), hazard and risk management 


(Sousa et al. 2014) and H&S management system (Teo and Ling 2006) can be identified.  


3. RESEARCH METHODS 


Figure 1 depicts the methods used to identify the relevant literature and analyze it. The research involved searching 


the electronic databases: Engineering Village, Science Direct, Scopus and Web of Science for peer-referred journal 


 papers on health and safety management in construction using keywords such as “Health and safety evaluation”, 


“Risk evaluation”, “safety culture” and “Safety behaviour”. This resulted in a total of 143 journal publications. 


These papers were further screened by title, abstract and keywords through literature coding to determine the 


relevant ones focusing on any of the H&S dimensions defined previously. Given that this research focuses on 


reviewing H&S evaluation tools in construction, keywords such as “Framework”, “Methodology”, “Model” and 


“Rating system” were used to refine the results further, leading to a total of 49 publications. These papers were 


reviewed according to the different H&S dimensions defined in Figure 1 and to the type of tool developed. 


 


 
                                           Figure 1: Literature review process    
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4. RESULT AND DISCUSSIONS 


This section presents the H&S tools in the 49 papers reviewed with respect to the H&S dimensions as shown on 


Table 1. The review focused on identifying their applications, strengths and limitations.  


 


         Table 1: Health and safety dimensions and tools matrix 


                                              


                                       Tools 


H&S  


dimensions 


 


Models 


 


Frameworks 


 


Methodologies 


 


Rating systems 


 


Total 


Safety culture      9                     1  10 


Health and safety management systems      5             2                    1  8 


Safety behavior and attitude      4           3   7 


Safety climate      2     2 


Hazard and risk Management      10             4         7     1  22 


Total     30             6         11     2  49 


 


 


4.1 Health and safety evaluation tools distribution 


 


In this study, the term tools refers to models, frameworks, methodologies and rating systems. A model is a 


simplified description that can assist understanding, facilitate questioning, evaluation, and communication (Kjellén 


2000). A framework is a guideline that describe specific constructs and the basis for their development.  A 


methodology consist of sequential steps to be applied to a situation to achieve a particular objective. A rating system 


is a structure containing information which is classified numerically based on defined criteria (Fowler and Rauch, 


2006).  From table 1, it’s observed that there were more models represented perhaps due to its effectiveness and ease 


in presenting safety information and elements as they interact and impact on the safety conditions and outcomes. 


This is shown in each of the safety construct with a higher number of models than other type of tools. It’s also 


observed that there were more hazard and risk management tools compared to other safety construct tools due to the 


high importance attached to managing risk on construction site based on the correlation between increased risk and 


high fatalities rate. There were more tools focusing on safety culture than safety climate, safety behaviour and 


attitude due to the importance of the concept which is in line with the studies of (Hughes et al. 2014) who found 


safety culture to be a strongly supported concept following the review of 121 safety models. The safety behaviour 


and attitude evaluation tools were next to the least represented, because social and cultural factors (e.g., values, and 


behaviours) inherent in construction project settings have not been seen as vital in determining the safety condition 


on a project. Furthermore (Zhou et al. 2015) revealed the lack of unsafe behaviour research to be due to the 


complexities and difficulties associated with unsafe behaviour monitoring. For hazard and risk management system 


tools, it’s not surprising that methodology was the next most used type of tool after model because hazard and risk 


management typically involve the management of sequential steps to proactively manage risk (Fanning 2016).  


4.2 Safety culture evaluation tools  


The following section presents the safety culture evaluation tools identified in the literature as shown on Table 1. 


These tools consist of models and methodology.  


4.2.1 Safety culture evaluation models 


Fostering a positive safety culture is critical for improving construction safety performance (Molenaar et al. 2009). 


(Cooper 2000) indicated that safety culture refers to individual, job, and organizational features that affect and 


influence organization’s ongoing H&S performance.  Approximately 90% of the tools developed to evaluate safety 


culture were models.  (Molenaar et al. 2009) developed a Structural Equation Model (SEM) that relates corporate 


safety culture and safety performance and bases safety culture on three platforms: people, process and values. The 


model enables the defining, measuring, and improvement of safety culture. However, safety elements constituent of 


the SEM ignores the influence of safety communication and safety resources. (Marosszeky 2005) proposed a 


conceptual model of construction safety culture that takes into account the interactive relationships between 


psychological, perceptional, environmental, situational, and behavioral constructs. The model considers the 
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interactive dynamism between the different construct but doesn’t sufficiently define the constituent of each construct 


as they affect a project safety culture. A socio-technical model of safety culture was developed by (Grote 2008) to 


link H&S management, safety culture and show the interplay of people, technology, and organization in their 


relation to safety. The model highlights industrial and organizational characteristics for developing the safety culture 


model of construction project. (Fleming 2000) developed a model to help organizations evaluate the maturity of 


their safety culture based on an earlier one developed by (Westrum 1993). The model defined five levels of maturity 


with respect to 10 elements. The model function as a diagnostic tool to evaluate the safety culture of construction 


projects and identify actions to improve culture. (Geller 1994) developed the Total Safety Culture Model based on 


the safety triad of environment factors, person factors and behavior factors to evaluate safety culture. The model 


demonstrates how different elements of behavior and the project safety environment influences safety culture. This 


and other similar models focus on identifying the characteristics or dimensions of safety culture without considering 


their interrelationships. (Cooper 2000) developed a Reciprocal Safety Culture model to measure and quantify safety 


culture. The model is based on the one by (Bandura 1986) but takes into account the environment in addition to the 


three element considered by Bandura’s model: the subjective internal psychological factors, the observable ongoing 


safety-related behaviours and the objective situational features. The Reciprocal Safety Culture Model provides a 


common frame for benchmarking with other business units or organizations safety culture. However it treated safety 


culture as a separate category and did not build a comprehensive framework to address the characteristics of safety 


culture in organization design. (Fang and Wu 2013) proposed the Safety Culture Interaction (SCI) model which 


considers the interactions between owners, contractors and subcontractors in its evaluation of safety culture with 


three main constructs: environment, perception and behavioural factors. Unlike the previous safety culture models, 


the SCI model considers the interactive dynamism of owners, contractors and subcontractors who are major players 


in a construction project team in the evolutionary process of safety culture in construction project settings. (Han et 


al. 2010) developed a conceptual system dynamics model for safety culture that considers the interactions between 


workers, supervisors and top managers which can predict an organization’s future risks with respect to its safety 


culture. The models enables the identification of the safety state of an organization and factors affecting it after 


which corrective management actions can be applied. However the model limits evaluation of the safety culture to 


leading indicators but doesn’t consider safety communication and factors affecting the leading indicators. While 


these models provide a significant contribution to evaluating safety culture, none of the models can be used in a 


predictive capacity except the model developed by (Han et al. 2010).  


4.2.2 Safety culture evaluation methodologies 


Only 10% of the safety culture tools were methodologies. (Biggs and Biggs 2013) adopted a methodological 


approach in evaluating safety culture. They proposed behavioural guidelines that would help leaders implement the 


concept of safety culture within organizations. A limitation to their approach is its cost of implementation, which 


would be a deterrent to the small construction firms that make up most of the firms in the construction industry.   


4.3 Health and safety management tools 


The following section presents H&S management evaluation tools identified in the literature as shown on Table 


1.These tools consist of models, frameworks and rating systems.  


4.3.1 Health and safety management models 


H&S management tools aim to evaluate the policies, practices and procedures designed to prevent accidents, 


manage and improve overall site safety (Guo et al. 2015). Approximately, 62% of the H&S management tools were 


models. (Teo and Ling 2006) developed a Multi-Attribute Value model that enables users to derive a Construction 


Safety Index to rate the effectiveness of a construction firm H&S performance. The model is made up of 14 H&S 


elements. (Hsu et al. 2012) applied SEM to safety and found that safety performance was composed of four 


dimensions: organization-oriented, management-oriented, control-oriented, and behavior-oriented. The SEM doesn’t 


consider the impact of hazard assessment on safety performance but it considers safety behaviour as part of its 


assessment whereas (Teo and Ling 2006) model doesn’t. (Wu et al. 2015) proposed a SEM for Prospective Safety 


Performance Evaluation (PSPE) of construction companies’ H&S performance. The model integrates safety climate, 


safety culture, safety behavior and safety attitude to define safety performance. The study showed that safety 


behaviour had the strongest impact on H&S performance. The model demonstrates how well a company is 


performing with respect to those activities that prevent injuries and ill-health. However, the interactions among 


safety elements weren’t considered. (Goggin et al. 2010) developed a maturity model of three maturity level with 
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respect to six H&S factors using a continuous improvement approach to evaluate organizational H&S performance. 


The model can help organization define their safety maturity level and address areas in need of improvement. 


However, aspects such as safety planning, controlling, communication are ignored. (Reyes et al. 2014) developed 


the Integrated Value Model for Sustainability Assessment to evaluate the H&S performance of sustainable building 


projects. The model developed a H&S sustainability index that predicts a project’s accident rate throughout its 


various lifecycle phases. The model focuses on sustainable projects and it incorporates cost evaluation of risk on the 


project. The models of (Goggin 2010, Reyes et al, 2014 and Teo and Ling 2006) focuses on normative compliance 


and largely ignores social and cultural factors (e.g., values and behaviours) inherent in construction project settings.  


4.3.2 Health and safety management frameworks 


Approximately, 25 % of the H&S management tools reviewed were frameworks. (Ng et al. 2005) developed a 


Safety Performance Evaluation (SPE) framework to assess H&S performance at the project and organization levels 


using SPE scores derived from 13 organization factors and 18 project factors. The framework can measure 


contractor’s safety performance, enable their classification with SPE scores and assist decision makers in 


benchmarking performance. However, the safety performance of contractors to determine the extent of progression 


after the implementation of corrective actions, can’t be quantified by the framework. (Mahmoudi et al. 2014) 


proposed a framework to assess H&S performance based on seven main factors. The application of the framework 


to three construction companies found leadership and commitment, risk management to be the most important factor 


at the organizational and project levels respectively. The framework can determine the state of a construction 


company with regard to H&S and enable corrective actions to be taken. However, elements defining the project and 


organization levels factors such as communication, behaviour, substance abuse were not considered. 


4.3.3 Health and safety management rating systems 


Only one of the reviewed H&S management tools was a rating system. The Sustainable Construction Safety and 


Health (SCSH) rating system developed by (Rajendran 2009)  to rate sustainable building projects H&S based on 13 


H&S categories. The rating system can facilitate H&S management planning. It can be used by owners, contractors 


and subcontractors to evaluate sustainable projects H&S performance.  However such a practices-based accident 


prevention strategy focuses on normative compliance and ignores complex social processes and cultural factors 


(e.g., values, behaviours) which are core components of high safety standards in the construction industry. 


4.4 Safety behavior and attitude evaluation tools 


The following section presents the safety behaviour and attitude evaluation tools identified in the literature as shown 


on Table 1. These tools consist of models and methodologies.  


4.4.1 Safety behavior and attitude models 


Close investigation on the mental process of workers’ safety attitudes is valuable to foresee their behavior 


(Choudhry 2014). Behavior means the observable actions. Behavior addresses how and why people behave on the 


job (Choudhry 2014). Approximately 57 % of the safety behaviour and attitude evaluation tools reviewed were 


models.  (Tam et al. 2001) developed an attitude-changing model to evaluate and predict changes in the attitude of 


practitioners in the Hong Kong construction industry based on the reinforcement theory. They found that attitudes 


and behaviour changed when practitioners understood the legal implications of unsafe attitudes and behaviours. 


However, the perception of accidental risks, which is also an important aspect to analyze safety behaviors was 


ignored. (Fogarty and Shaw 2010) developed a model highlighting the importance of management attitudes and 


group norms as direct and indirect predictors of safety violation behaviour. The model considers the psychological 


behavioural factors associated with accidents. (Shin et al. 2014) developed a system dynamics (SD) model of 


construction workers mental processes to help them analyze their safety attitudes and behaviour. The application of 


the model showed the importance of providing incentives for safe behaviors, increasing levels of communication 


and immersion in accidents(i.e., carrying a potential accident victim mentality) to eliminate unsafe acts and 


behaviours. (Guo et al 2015) developed a model of construction workers safety behavior with an attempt to better 


understand the mechanisms by which key safety climate, risk perception and individual factors influence workers 


safety behavior. The model considers key issues that affect workers perception of risk on site and how site safety 


condition changes. However, just like the models of (Tam et al. 2001; Fogarty and Shaw 2010; Shin et al. 2014) it 


doesn’t consider the interrelationship between the defining elements influencing safety behaviour. 
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4.4.2 Safety behavior and attitude methodologies 


Approximately 43 % of the safety behaviours and attitude tools were methodologies. (Feng et al. 2013) adapted the 


Behaviour Based Safety (BBS) methodology for the China construction industry to evaluate safety behaviour. (Li et 


al. 2015) developed a Proactive Behaviour-Based Safety (PBBS) methodology to improve construction safety by 


integrating the theory of BBS with the technology of Proactive Construction Management System. The PBBS 


methodology of baseline observations, safety training, follow-up observations and feedback is used to determine a 


safety index that is applied to construction projects to assess overall safety. The methodology provides real time 


warnings and post-time analysis for safety training and automatically monitor and record workers unsafe location 


based behaviors. (Choudhry 2014) developed an intervention behavioural safety method to improve construction site 


safety. It involves measuring safety behaviour, setting and implementing interventions to improve it, and monitoring 


and evaluating its implementation. The method provides a cost effective approach to improve safe behaviour as 


demonstrated by results from three construction sites. A major limitation of these methodologies is that they were 


applied to a controlled environment and didn’t consider the uncertainties associated with uncontrolled ones. 


4.5 Safety climate evaluation tools 


(Zohar 1980) introduced safety climate as a summary of molar perceptions that employees share about their work 


environment. (Choudhry 2014) submitted that safety climate reflects employee’s perceptions about the 


organization’s safety management system, including policies, practices that show how safety is implemented. 


(Mohamed 2002) proposed a SEM and defined ten constituents of safety climate on a construction site. The model 


illustrates the effect of selected safety climate elements on safety. (Patel and Jha 2014) developed an Artificial 


Neutral Network (ANN) model based on sensitivity analysis to predict the safety climate on construction projects 


using ten elements of safety climate. The application of the model revealed the significant effect of commitment, 


supervisory environment, personnel appreciation of risk and competence on safety climate. The model can help 


contractors and client develop a positive safety climate. While both models evaluate the safety climate to good 


extent, the model of (Mohamed 2002) doesn’t consider changing site conditions unlike the model of (Patel and Jha 


2014) which considers it. None of the models considered the interaction between the defining safety climate 


elements and safety behavior, training elements and accident prediction with respect to risk level. 


 


 
                                Figure 2: Distribution of hazard and risk management evaluation tools 


4.6 Hazard and risk management tools 


The following section presents hazard and risk management tools identified in the literature as shown on Table 


1.These tools consist of models, frameworks, methodologies and rating systems. 


4.6.1 Hazard and risk management models 


Hazard and risk management refers to the management of practicable steps that involves identification of hazard 


risk, assessment, controls and hazard abatement verification (Fanning 2016).  Approximately 45% of the hazard and 


risk management tools reviewed were models as shown in Figure 2. (Hallowell and Gambatese 2010) developed a 


model based on risk and safety management theory that can be used to identify expected risks in construction 


activities and identify corrective actions to address them. The model illustrates the relative effectiveness of safety 


program elements but doesn’t indicate to what extent is the effectiveness of an element constant throughout the 


spectrum of injury severity levels. (Sousa et al. 2015) developed the Occupational Safety and Health Potential Risk 
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Model (OSH-PRM) to evaluate the costs and benefits of H&S risk mitigation strategies for construction projects. 


The OSH-PRM enables an enhanced management of the resources available to improve H&S conditions in various 


construction activities. The OSH-PRM model quantified the uncertainty and imprecision in all components 


explicitly unlike the model of (Hallowell and Gambatese 2010) which didn’t consider it. However the OSH-PRM  


doesn’t address risk management from a holistic perspective as only the risk quantification process is addressed. 


(Fung et al. 2010) developed a Risk Assessment Model (RAM) to evaluate and quantify the risk levels associated 


with various work trades at various project phases using historical risk level data and predefined assessment criteria.  


The model was demonstrated to predict high risk construction activities of different construction trade and the 


subsequent implementation of safety measures to improve safety performance. However it bases its evaluation on 


previous data which may not necessarily be sufficient to predict the likely safety condition during construction. 


(Aneziris et al. 2010) proposed the Workgroup Occupational Risk Model (WORM) to assess, quantify and rank 


safety risks at the hazard level, activity level, and overall company level. A limitation of the WORM is that it 


assumes that construction risks and the construction environment are static rather than dynamic. For instance, the 


consideration of safety behavior that might cause accidents involving operational procedures, human error and 


decisions taken by designer and management was ignored. (Pinto 2014) proposed a fuzzy Qualitative Risk 


Assessment Method (ORAM) to assess safety risks on construction sites. Unlike the WORM, the QRAM model 


uses fuzzy sets theory to enhance the use of imprecise and incomplete information on the construction project and 


minimises the effect of such imprecision on the risk level of the site. (Pinto et al. 2010) proposed a qualitative model 


to conduct H&S risk assessment based on a fuzzy logic approach.  The model doesn’t consider all parameters 


necessary, together with a general formulation to obtain a complete risk assessment measure. (Ying et al. 2015) 


developed a Construction Safety Checking Ontology (CSCOntology) to identify hazards and generate solutions for 


them. The model can help to support safety planning with site project schedule and site condition changes. It can 


assist safety decisions and managing issues such as housekeeping and the influence of human behaviors on safety. 


However, the application of the model to small construction companies isn’t cost effective since the identification of 


risk response measures are limited. (Frijters and Swuste 2008) proposed a risk assessment model for the planning 


and design phases of a construction project. However, the model doesn’t adequately address the uncertainty factor 


and the use of imprecise and incomplete information on the construction process. (Jannadi and Almishari 2003) 


developed another computerized model for identifying risks and appropriate safety measures for major construction 


activities. However, the risk assessment was based on the seriousness of incidents that could happen, the degree of 


exposure to the hazard, and the likelihood that the hazard event will occur. However, the possibility that workers 


carrying out another activity which can influence exposure to hazard was not considered.(Qi et al. 2011) devised a 


model to identify design for safety suggestions, enabling therefore an early identification of related risks unlike 


models conceived for the construction phase but it doesn’t consider all parameters that can influence the risk nor 


formalize the relationships between parameters.  


4.6.2 Hazard and risk management frameworks 


Approximately 18 % of the reviewed hazard and risk management tools were frameworks. (Aminbakhsh et al. 2013) 


developed a framework based on the theory of cost of safety model and the analytic hierarchy process to facilitate 


the safety risk assessment process. The framework evaluates the impacts of different safety risks and ranks them. 


The framework can help decision makers to determine the adequate accident prevention investments. However, the 


model doesn’t address risk management from a holistic perspective but rather focuses only on risk quantification 


process. (Taiebat and Ku 2011) proposed a decision support system framework for construction hazard identification 


and analysis. It integrates safety and planning during construction and addresses it from three practicable steps of 


hazard identification, risk analysis and hazard response. However, it focuses only on fall hazards and doesn’t 


consider a wide variety of risky situations. Similarly, (Benjaoran and Bhokha 2010) developed another integrated 


risk analysis framework to integrate safety into the construction management process. The framework integrates 


design, planning and control processes to enable the identification of project specific safety hazards and provide best 


practices to eliminate the hazards before construction. However, it doesn’t include a robust risk qualification and 


quantification component to guide selection of best practice and is limited to fall hazards. (Casanovas et al. 2013) 


developed an Occupational Risk Index (ORI) that measures occupational safety risks based on activities carried out 


throughout a project’s design and construction processes. The framework enables the selection of the most safe 


alternative design among several design options based on the ORI. However, the possibility that workers carrying 


out another activity which can influence exposure to hazard was not explicitly addressed. 
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4.6.3 Hazard and risk management methodology 


Approximately, 32% of the hazard and risk management tools were methodologies. To address the dynamic nature 


of construction in which workers are often subjected to risk by activities performed by other teams. (Rozenfeld et al. 


2010) developed the Construction Job Safety Analysis methodology which focused on the identification of potential 


loss of control events during construction activities. The methodology consist of practicable steps of identification, 


assessment of severity and probabilities for managing possible loss of control events. Similarly, (Gürcanli and 


Müngen 2009) proposed a methodology to assess risks that workers were exposed to at construction sites using a 


fuzzy rule based safety analysis to deal with uncertain and insufficient data on the project. The approach 


incorporates characteristics of the site conditions to determine the risk level of a construction site. However, the 


methodologies ignored other aspect of risk management such as control and response measures. (Rozenfeld et al. 


2010) developed the Construction Hazard Assessment with Spatial and Temporal Exposure (CHASTE) approach to 


enable forecasting of safety risks in construction projects of different trades for different planning and managerial 


purposes. However, the CHASTE approach is costly to implement for small and medium-sized companies and 


required extensive training.  (Baradan and Usmen 2006) developed an approach for occupational injury and fatality 


risk analysis in building trades, based on defining risk and using the risk plans concept to evaluate and rank the 


trades in terms of fatality rates. (Mitropoulos and Namboodiri 2010) introduced the task demand assessment (TDA) 


technique to measure the safety risk of construction activities and analyze how changes in operation parameters 


affect the risk of accidents. The approach considers the dynamic nature of construction and how risk varies during 


construction and compares different construction operations scenarios to evaluate the potential for accident. 


However, the TDA just like the approach of (Baradan and Usmen 2006) ignores the possibility that workers carrying 


out another activity can influence exposure to hazard. Though the TDA considers imprecise and uncertain situation 


in the construction process whereas the approach of (Baradan and Usman 2006) ignores it. (Gangolells et al. 2010) 


developed a quantitative risk analysis methodology to evaluate the safety performance of residential construction 


designs. The methodology enables a comparison of the safety risk levels of different designs and a ranking of these 


risks to determine relevance and enable a range of measures to be developed. The methodology can help less skillful 


designers to explicitly address safety during the design and develop optimal designs. Similarly, (Enserink 2001) 


proposed a methodology for strategic impact assessment of safety risks to aid in selecting among different design 


solutions during the planning and design phases of underground construction. 


4.6.4 Hazard/Risk management rating systems 


Approximately five percent of the hazard and risk management tools reviewed were rating systems. ToolSHeD is an 


innovative information and decision support computer application that is developed by (Cooke et al. 2008) to help 


construction designers integrate the management of H&S risk into the design process. It offers a systematic way to 


evaluate and compare between different designs alternatives. However just like the approach of (Gangolells et al. 


2010, Enserink 2001) methodologies, the possibility that workers carrying out another activity which can influence 


exposure to hazard is ignored as well as the uncertainties and dynamic nature of the construction process.  


 


5. CONCLUSIONS 


 


The H&S performance of the construction industry remains worse than that of other industries, thus the need for 


tools in the form of methodologies, frameworks, models and rating systems to improve its performance. This study 


reviewed existing tools in the literature focusing in particular on their application, strengths and limitations. A total 


of 49 tools were found in total, 61% of which were models and 12% of which were frameworks. Another 22% were 


methodologies and 5% were rating systems. These tools were developed to tackle different H&S dimensions from 


risk management to safe behavior and attitudes, safety climate and safety culture. Safety culture tools showed the 


importance of safety elements and their interaction as they influence safety culture to serving as a benchmarking tool 


to identify weakness and address them. However the lack of predictive capacity was a major limitation. Safety 


climate tools were shown to enable a positive safety climate in a dynamic construction environment but the 


interaction of the elements in the tool as well as comprehensiveness was a major limitation. Safety behavior and 


attitude tools were found to be useful in exposing safety behavior determinants and identification of key procedures 


to positively influence safety behavior. However the uncertainties of an uncontrolled environment wasn’t 


considered. H&S management tools influenced site safety through the development of quantitative measures and 


implementation of defined elements based on their importance. However, the exclusive focus on normative 


compliance and error prevention while ignoring the social and cultural factors such as behavior was a major 
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limitation. The Hazard and risk management tools addressed different aspect of managing site risk from illustrating 


the cost effectiveness of risk response measure, to effective identification of hazards and managing loss of control 


events due to changing and uncertain site conditions. However it was observed that no tool integrated in a cost 


effective and holistic way the practicable steps of hazard and risk management in planning, design and construction 


while considering influence of simultaneous construction activities as they influence exposure to hazard. 
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ABSTRACT  


Drivers require a sufficient distance on a two-lane highway to ensure that they can safely maneuver past an impeding 


vehicle. The passing behaviour of drivers is an important element of safe passing maneuvers. In this paper, field studies 


were conducted in different countries to determine the passing behaviour of drivers. The study involved participants 


of both genders in different age groups.  A passing profile was established using experimental data collected by Dual 


Camera Car DVRs and a GPS data logger device that records the instantaneous speeds and positions of different 


passing vehicles. Using the collected data, linear regression models were established for the initial time, passing time, 


and acceleration of the passing vehicles. The independent variables of the models were driver gender, age, driving 


experience, and average weekly driving hours. A passing sight distance (PSD) model was then developed using the 


mechanics of passing maneuvers on two-lane highways. The results of the proposed model were compared with those 


of the design guides and existing models. The comparison revealed that the existing PSD models are either too liberal 


or too conservative. The proposed PSD model, which reflects current driver behavior, should be of interest to highway 


designers 


 


Keywords: Passing sight distance; driver behavior, modeling. 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Adequate passing sight distance (PSD) should be provided to ensure improved safety of passing drivers on two-lane 


highways. PSD criteria are provided in the design of two-lane highways to allow a faster driver to pass a slower driver 


when there is a passing gap in the opposing traffic. The PSD criteria used in geometric design were established using 


many different models. These models include the AASHTO model (2004), the MUTCD model (FHWA, 2003), and 


models developed by Glennon (1988), Hassan et al. (1996), Jenkins and Rilett (2005), and El Khoury and Hobeika 


(2007). There is a large amount of variability in the results of these models (FHWA, 2003). The PSD criteria 


established are based on different assumptions about the specific distances to be included in PSD as well as other 


assumptions regarding the speed, acceleration, deceleration, and clearance distance used for passing. The elements of 


a passing maneuver are shown in Fig.1.  


 


To illustrate, AASHTO (2004) developed the following model for the calculation of PSD based on field studies 


conducted prior to 1958: 


 


[1]  𝑃𝑆𝐷 =  𝑑1 +  𝑑2 +  𝑑3 +  𝑑4                         


 


[2]  𝑑1 = 0.278 𝑡1 (𝑣 − 𝑚 +
𝑎 𝑡1


2
)                         


 


[3]  𝑑2 = 0.278 𝑣 𝑡2                             


 


where 𝑑1= distance travelled by the passing vehicle during the perception-reaction times and during acceleration 


towards the encroachment point along the left lane (the time elapsed = 𝑡1, s);  𝑑2 = distance travelled by the passing 


vehicle as it occupies the left lane (the time elapsed  = 𝑡2, s); 𝑑3= clearance distance between the passing vehicle and 
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opposing vehicle at the end of the pass; 𝑑4= distance travelled from the opposing vehicle within two-thirds of the time 


a passing vehicle will occupy the left lane = 2/3 𝑑2(the time elapsed = 𝑡4= 2/3 𝑡2, s ); 𝑣 = average speed of the passing 


vehicle (km/h); a = average acceleration (km/h/𝑠); and m = speed difference between passing and impeding vehicles 


(km/h). 


 


The purpose of this study was to develop a PSD model that reflects current driver behaviour in passing maneuvers. In 


this regard, regression models for the initial time, passing time, and acceleration were developed using field 


observations. The remainder of this paper will describe the data collection and analysis, PSD parameter estimation, 


and details regarding the developed PSD model. A comparison between existing PSD models and the proposed model 


and a discussion of the variability of key parameters are then presented, followed by concluding remarks.  


 


 
Figure 1: Geometry of the Passing Maneuver 


2. DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS 


Field data were collected at four passing zones on a two-lane highway at three different sites: Abu Dhabi and Sharjah 


in UAE, and Muscat in Oman. The length of the passing zones ranged from 300 m to 1200 m. The lane width for each 


direction ranged from 3.5 m to 4 m. All data were collected during off-peak times on roads with good pavement 


conditions and good weather. The traffic flow rates ranged from 100 to 250 veh/hr. The sites with low flow rates were 


selected because the sites with higher flow rates resulted in limited passing maneuvers, according to research 


conducted by Harwood et al. (2010). The speed limit of the study highways was 80 km/hr. Travel time and speed for 


each vehicle was recorded in 1 s time intervals using HD in-vehicle video cameras and GPS data loggers with accuracy 


levels below 1 km/hr. The total number of passing maneuvers observed at all passing zones was 105. The sample was 


randomly selected from each group of passing drivers and included 17 male and 8 female drivers between the ages of 


20 and 63 years. The mean age was 34 years with a standard deviation of 13 years. Table 1 shows the results of the 


field data collected for all passing maneuvers. 


 


The analysis of the field data involved the following assumptions regarding passing maneuvers: (1) the passing vehicle 


moves at a constant speed during the perception and reaction times before applying the gas pedal and accelerating, (2) 


the passing vehicle continues to accelerate at a constant rate (acc) until it reaches the maximum speed at the highest 


speed point, and (3) once the passing vehicle decelerates within a constant rate (dec), it returns to the right lane. In 


their respective PSD models, Glennon (1988) and Hassan et al. (1996) assumed that the driver’s perception reaction 


time (PRT) prior to beginning a pass is equal to 1 s. In addition, the minimum time headway between the passing and 


impeding vehicles at the end of a completed passing maneuver (hi) and the minimum time headway between the 


passing and opposing vehicles at the end of a completed passing maneuver (h) are both 1 s. 


 


The passing vehicle speed (𝑉𝑝), impeding vehicle speed (𝑉𝑖), and opposing vehicle speed (𝑉𝑜) were recorded in 1 s 


time intervals using the GPS data logger (installed inside each vehicle). The starting time (𝑡1) is defined as the time 


from the moment when a passing vehicle decides to complete the pass and moves the vehicle to cross the centreline 


towards the left lane (s). The starting gap time Gs is defined as the time from the moment when a passing vehicle 


begins to cross the centreline towards the left lane until it reaches the critical point (s). The passing time (𝑡2) is defined 


as the time from the moment when a passing vehicle begins to cross the centreline towards the left lane and travels in 


the left lane to the moment it crosses the centreline and returns to the right lane (s). TTc is defined as the time between 


the opposing and passing vehicles when the passing vehicle completes the pass and drives back to the right lane (s), 
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as shown in Fig.1. The time (𝑡4) is the opposing vehicle time (s) which is calculated as 𝑡4= 𝑡𝑜= 𝑡2 − 𝐺𝑠 based on the 


AASHTO and TAC assumptions (Harwood et al., 1998).     


Table 1: Passing maneuver parameters of field study for the mean, standard deviation and coefficient of variation 


Variables Mean Standard Deviation COV 


𝑉𝑝 (m/s) 20.1 2.4 0.12 


𝑉𝑖 (m/s) 16.4 1.9 0.12 


𝑉𝑜 (m/s) 17.2 4.9 0.29 


m (m/s) 3.7 1.6 0.44 


Lp (m) 5.8 0.006 0.001 


Li (m) 5.8 0.006 0.001 


h (s) 1.0 0.001 0.001 


Acc (m/s2) 0.61 0.30 0.49 


Dec (m//s2) 0.27 0.30 1.12 


t1 (s) 3.6 0.6 0.18 


t2 (s) 9.6 2.5 0.26 


Gs (s) 4.9 1.8 0.36 


Ge (s) 3.2 1.0 0.32 


TTC (s) 6.1 4.7 0.76 


d1 (m) 62.5 16.8 0.27 


d2 (m) 200.8 50.1 0.25 


d3 (m) 36.6 11.9 0.33 


d4 (m) 97.1 85.1 0.88 


d (m) 396.9 106.9 0.27 


 


 


In this paper, the data for 𝐺𝑠, 𝑡2 and TTC were recorded using a Smartphone by pressing “Start” and “Lap” when 


analyzing the video camera for passing vehicles that started crossing the centreline towards the left lane and reaching 


the critical point, then travelling in the left lane and crossing the centreline and reaching the opposing vehicle, 


respectively. This information was used to determine the starting gap time, end gap time and time to collision. The 


passing vehicle speed (𝑉𝑝), impeding vehicle speed (𝑉𝑖) and opposing vehicle speed (𝑉𝑜) were recorded in 1 s time 


intervals using the GPS data logger (installed inside each vehicle) with an error rate below 1 km/hr. The distance from 


when the passing vehicle initiated the pass, distance moved from the moment of crossing the centreline towards the 


left lane, distance to reach the critical point, distance occupying the left lane to the moment the vehicle returned to the 


right lane, and the distance when the opposing vehicle moved during the passing maneuver were also measured using 


the GPS data logger (in meters). 


 


The observed field data for each variable (Table 1) were analyzed for the passing (𝑉𝑝), impeding (𝑉𝑖) and opposing 


(𝑉𝑜) vehicle speed, the speed differential (𝑚), passing vehicle length (𝐿𝑝), impeding vehicle length (𝐿𝑖), time headway 


between the passing vehicle and opposing vehicle at the end of the pass (ℎ), average acceleration (𝑎𝑐𝑐), average 


deceleration (𝑑𝑒𝑐),  the time of initial maneuver (𝑡1), time passing vehicle travels in the left lane (𝑡2), start gap time 


(𝐺𝑠), the end gap time (𝐺𝑒), total passing gap (𝐺𝑝), time to collision (𝑇𝑇𝐶), distance travelled by the passing vehicle 


during the perception-reaction times and during acceleration towards the encroachment point along the left lane (𝑑1), 


distance travelled by the passing vehicle as it occupies the left lane (𝑑2), clearance distance between the passing 


vehicle and opposing vehicle at the end of the pass (𝑑3), distance travelled from the opposing vehicle (𝑑4), and total 


passing sight distance (𝑑). Table 1 presents the mean (µ), standard deviation (SD), and coefficient of variation (COV) 


for all 105 passing maneuvers. The passing maneuver parameters are consistent with those obtained in previous 


research conducted by AASHTO (2004) and Jenkins and Rilett (2005). 


 


When analyzing the passing maneuver parameters using AT RISK software (Palisade Corporation, 2013), the passing 


vehicle speed, 𝑉𝑝 = 23.5 m/s, suggested by AASHTO (2004), is consistent with the speed of the observed field data 


(95th percentile). The coefficient of correlation between 𝑚 and speed, 𝜌𝑚𝑣, is 0.691. The positive sign for this 


coefficient is logical because 𝑚 is expected to increase as the passing vehicle speed increases. A comparison of the 


elements of the PSD of the AASHTO model and the model proposed in this study is presented in Table 2. 
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Table 2: Comparison of the Elements of PSD Model 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


3. PSD PARAMETER ESTIMATION   


Linear regression models for initiating the passing time (𝑡1) and passing time (𝑡2) were developed using SAS software 


(2013) based on the field data collected for the development of the proposed model. Twenty five drivers participated 


in this study and a total of 105 observations were collected. A modified PSD model was also developed using the 


same field data. The development of regression models for the new parameters is presented in the following sections. 


3.1. Initial Passing Time (𝒕𝟏) 


Regression analysis was performed for model 𝑡1 for normal driving conditions. The independent variables were the 


drivers’ gender, age, driving experience, average weekly driving hours, and the speed difference. The repeated 


measures ANOVA revealed many significant variables which affect 𝑡1during different passing maneuvers. Several 


variable combinations were verified in order to develop models for 𝑡1in kinematic conditions. The linear model was 


developed as follows: 


 


[4]  𝑡1 = 3.8102 + 0.1002 𝐺𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟 + 0.0209 𝐴𝑔𝑒 − 0.0252 𝐸𝑥𝑝 − 0.0202 𝐴𝑤ℎ − 0.0356 𝑚  


 


where 𝑡1= initial passing time (s), 𝐴𝑔𝑒= passing vehicle driver age (years), 𝐺𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟= passing vehicle driver gender (0 


for males and 1 for females), Exp = passing driver driving experience (years), 𝐴𝑤ℎ= passing vehicle driver weekly 


driving hours (hours), and 𝑚= speed difference (m/s).The results indicated that, at a 95% significance level, the speed 


difference (𝑚) explained a suitable amount of the difference in the speed decrease (F = 0.7). The estimated slope of 


the linear regression line was considerably significant (t = -0.84, p-value = 0.41). The model Root MSE is 0.59; F-


value is 4.06; and Pr > F is <.0001. These results indicate that an increase in the initial passing time during the passing 


maneuver is linearly related to 𝑚 at the moment of starting initial acceleration. 


 


To ensure acceptable performance of the proposed model, the model considered the initial time of the passing driver, 


which is the time required by the driver to initiate the passing maneuver. To obtain precise measurements of this time, 


field data were collected using different drivers who were selected from various countries. The initial time was then 


measured from the moment the driver began to react and initiate the passing maneuver. The mean of the initial time 


was 3.6 s and the standard deviation was 0.6 s. The 95% of the observations were less than 4.5 s. The value (3.6 s) 


could therefore be used. 


3.2. Passing Time (𝒕𝟐) 


Regression analysis was performed for model 𝑡2for normal driving conditions. The independent variables were the 


drivers’ gender, age, driving experience, average weekly driving hours, and passing vehicle. The repeated measures 


ANOVA revealed many significant variables which affect 𝑡2 during different passing maneuvers. Several variable 


Variables AASHTO Proposed 


Model  


Passing speed, Vp (m/s) 23.5 20.1 


Speed difference, m (m/s) 4.2 3.7 


Average acceleration, a (m/𝑠2) 0.7 0.6 


Initial time, t1 (s) 4.3 3.6 


Time occupation of left lane, t2 (s) 10.7 9.6 


Distance traveled during Initial maneuver, d1 (m) 89.0 62.5 


Distance traveled during occupation of left lane, d2 (m) 251.0 200.8 


Clearance distance, d3 (m) 75.0 36.6 


Opposing vehicle distance traveled, d4 (m) 168.0 97.1 


Total distance (m), d1 + d2 + d3 + d4 583.0 396.9 
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combinations were verified in order to develop models for 𝑡2 in kinematic conditions. The linear model was developed 


as follows: 


 


[5]  𝑡2  = 8.968 + 3.515 𝐺𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟 + 0.223 𝐴𝑔𝑒 − 0.303 𝐸𝑥𝑝 − 0.166 𝐴𝑤ℎ − 0.111 𝑉𝑝   


 


where 𝑡2 = passing vehicle time when occupying the left lane (s), and 𝑉𝑝 = passing vehicle speed (m/s). The results 


indicated that, at a 95% significance level, the passing vehicle speed (𝑉𝑝) explained a suitable amount of the difference 


in the speed decrease (F = 1.60). The estimated slope of the regression line was considerably significant (t = -1.26, p-


value = 0.21). The model Root MSE is 1.89; F-value is 15.33; and Pr > F is <.0001. These results indicate that an 


increase in the passing time during the passing maneuver is linearly related to 𝑉𝑝 at the moment of starting initial 


acceleration. The passing time was then measured from the moment the driver crossed the centreline towards the left 


lane until the moment the driver crossed the centreline to return to the right lane. The mean of the passing time was 


9.6 s and the standard deviation was 2.5 s. The 95% of the observations were less than 14.6 s. The value (9.6 s) could 


therefore be used. 


3.3 Acceleration Rate (𝐚𝐜𝐜) 


Regression analysis was performed for model 𝑎𝑐𝑐 for normal driving conditions. The independent variables were the 


drivers’ gender, age, driving experience and average weekly driving hours. The repeated measures ANOVA revealed 


many significant variables which affect 𝑎𝑐𝑐 during different passing maneuvers. Several variable combinations were 


verified in order to develop models for 𝑎𝑐𝑐 in kinematic conditions. The linear model was developed as follows: 


 


[6]  acc = 0.7032 − 0.0874 𝐺𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟 − 0.0015 𝐴𝑔𝑒 + 0.0009 𝐸𝑥𝑝 + 0.0003 𝐴𝑤ℎ     


 


where 𝑎𝑐𝑐 = passing vehicle acceleration rate (m/𝑠2). The results indicated that, at a 95% significance level, the model 


Root MSE is 0.30; F-value is 0.46; and Pr > F is <.0001. These results indicate that increases in the passing vehicle 


acceleration rate during the passing maneuver are linearly related to the drivers’ gender, age, driving experience and 


average weekly driving hours at the moment of initial acceleration. 


4.  PASSING SIGHT DISTANCE MODEL DEVELOPMENT 


The components of the proposed passing sight distance model are illustrated in Fig. 1. The distances d1 and d2 of the 


proposed PSD model are similar to those of the AASHTO model (Eq. 1) and are given by 


[7]      𝑑1 =  𝑡1 (𝑣𝑝 − 𝑚 +
𝑎 𝑡1


2
)                          


[8]  𝑑2 =  𝑣𝑝  𝑡2   


However, the distances, d3 and d4 are represented by                        


   


[9]  𝑑3 =  ℎ(𝑣𝑝 + 𝑣𝑜)                             


[10]  𝑑4 =  𝑡𝑜 𝑣𝑜                              


where 𝑃𝑆𝐷 = passing sight distance (m); 𝑣𝑝 and 𝑣𝑜= passing and opposing vehicle speed during the passing maneuver 


(m/s), respectively; 𝑡1= initiated time that the passing vehicle travelled during perception-reaction time and 


acceleration towards crossing the left lane (s); 𝑡2= time that the passing vehicle occupied the left lane (s); h = time 


headway at the end of passing (s); a = average acceleration (m/𝑠2), 𝑡𝑜= 𝑡2 − 𝐺𝑠= the opposing vehicle time (s). Note 


that 𝑡𝑜 is calculated based on the AASHTO (2004) and TAC (2007), as described by Harwood et al. (1998) and ℎ is 


assumed as 1 s, based on the Glennon (1988) and Hassan et al. (1996). As previously explained, the passing and 


opposing vehicle speeds are considered to determine the passing maneuver on a two-lane highway. PSD is computed 


using the following equation:   


 


[11]  𝑃𝑆𝐷 = 𝑡1 (𝑣𝑝 − 𝑚 +
𝑎 𝑡1


2
) + 𝑡2𝑣𝑝 + ℎ(𝑣𝑝 + 𝑣𝑜) + 𝑡𝑜𝑣𝑜     
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where 𝑃𝑆𝐷 = passing sight distance (m) and 𝑣𝑝  = passing vehicle speed (m/s). The differential speed, 𝑚, was found 


to be a constant of 4.2 m/s (15 km/h) based on the AASHTO design guide. Conversely, based on the field studies, the 


m variable was calculated by Glennon (1988) and Hassan et al. (1996) as follows 


 


[12]  𝑚 =  24 −
𝑣𝑑


10
                             


 


where m = speed differential (km/h), and 𝑣𝑑 = design speed (km/h). In this study, 𝑚 = 𝑣𝑝 − 𝑣𝑖 based on the field data. 


The proposed PSD model uses the field data which correspond to a design speed of 80 km/h for the safety margin 


with respect to the minimum PSD calculation.  


5. DISCUSSION AND COMPARISON 


There is a reasonable explanation for choosing the parameters of the regression models. For the models of  𝑡1 , and 𝑡2 


, a positive sign for the gender parameter indicates that female drivers take a longer time than male drivers under 


similar conditions. A positive sign for the age parameter indicates that time will increase with age, which is consistent 


with the results obtained in previous research conducted by Mehmood and Easa (2009). A negative sign for the driver 


experience and average weekly driver hour parameters indicates that drivers with high experience and average weekly 


hours take less time than drivers with less experience and less weekly hours under similar conditions, which is 


consistent with the results obtained in previous research conducted by Mehmood and Easa (2009). Table 3 compares 


the mean values of the proposed PSD model with those of AASHTO (2004), MUTCD (2003), Glennon (1988), Hassan 


et al. (1996) and El Khoury and Hobeika (2007) for a design speed of 80 km/h. The comparison shows the improved 


mean of the proposed model, however, the AASHTO model is more conservative when compared to the other PSD 


models.  


Table 3: Comparison of PSD Models 


Element PSD (m) 


AASHTO (2004)  538.0 


MUTCD (2003)  245.0 


Glennon (1988)  253.0 


Hassan et al. (1996) 297.0 


El Khoury (2007)  211.2 


Proposed Model 396.9 


6. VARIABILITY OF KEY VARIABLES 


Passing maneuvers are complicated and the passing driver must make a number of decisions that are based on the 


prevailing passing conditions. The driver chooses the size gap within the opposing traffic, the distance to follow behind 


the impeding vehicle, and the distance they should leave in front of the impeding vehicle when returning to the right 


lane. The driver also chooses when they begin to accelerate, the rate at which they accelerate, when they begin to 


decelerate, and the rate at which they will decelerate. The primary motivation for passing maneuvers is the desire to 


maintain a particular travelling speed. A passing driver will overtake an impeding vehicle by travelling at a higher 


speed within the opposing traffic lane. If there are no oncoming vehicles in the opposing lane, the passing driver may 


choose to continue passing the impeding vehicle at a constant speed or accelerate to minimize the time spent in the 


left lane. If there are oncoming vehicles in the left lane, the driver must slow down and follow the impeding vehicle 


until they have the opportunity to pass. Before the completion of the passing maneuver, the passing driver may choose 


to decelerate to a desired travel speed. 


 


Field data for many passing maneuvers were examined in order to identify whether or not a test driver should begin 


to accelerate and then begin to decelerate. The acceleration began once a passing vehicle moved towards the left lane. 


The deceleration began before the passing vehicle moved back into the right lane, which is consistent with the results 


obtained in previous research conducted by Jenkins (2004). A DFT of passing vehicle speed (𝑉𝑝) duration for passing 
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maneuvers is provided in Fig.2a. The passing vehicle speed duration distribution was normal with a mean of 20.1 m/𝑠 


and a standard deviation of 2.4 m/𝑠. All of the results were obtained using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (Z = 0.10). 


A DFT of the time of initial maneuver (𝑡1) duration for passing maneuvers is provided in Fig.2.b. The time of initial 


maneuver duration distribution was normal with a mean of 3.6 𝑠 and a standard deviation of 0.6 𝑠. All of the results 


were obtained using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (Z = 0.15). 


 


A DFT of the time passing vehicle travels in the left lane (𝑡2) duration for passing maneuvers is provided in Fig.2.c. 


The time passing vehicle travels in the left lane duration distribution was lognormal with a mean of  9.6 𝑠 and a 


standard deviation of 2.5 𝑠. All of the results were obtained using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (Z = 0.09). A DFT 


of the average acceleration (𝑎𝑐𝑐) duration for passing maneuvers is provided in Fig.2.d. The average acceleration 


duration distribution was normal with a mean of 0.61 m/𝑠2 and a standard deviation of 0.30 m/𝑠2 . All of the results 


were obtained using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (Z = 0.12). The distribution shows the variability of the passing 


vehicle speed, the time of initial maneuver, the time that the passing vehicle travels in the left lane, and the average 


acceleration of drivers during passing maneuvers. 


 


 
Figure 2: Density functions of observed passing maneuver field data: (a) passing vehicle speed (m/s); (b) time of 


initial maneuver (s); (c) time the passing vehicle travels in the left lane (s); and (d) average acceleration (𝐦/𝒔𝟐). 


7. CONCLUSIONS  


This study presents a new methodology for the study of passing maneuvers: in-vehicle video data recording and a 


GPS data logger. These methods provide improved video image quality and allow for the determination of complete 


trajectories with increased accuracy. This methodology allowed the researchers to obtain passing maneuver data with 


increased efficiency and accuracy. This study investigated the effect of driver behaviour on passing maneuvers and 


presented a regression model for passing time, both of which are necessary elements of passing maneuvers. The driver 


factors included gender, age, driving experience and average weekly driving hours. The analysis demonstrated that 


new variables can be introduced into the model. One of these new variables was ℎ for the clearance distance. The 


drivers who have more time to make a pass extend the distance travelled in the left lane, affecting PSD. The inclusion 


of this variable makes the model suitable for PSD criteria. This research study presents design procedures that account 


for variations in all contributing parameters within the PSD formulation.  


 


A new PSD model for two-lane highways is presented in this paper. The results were validated for a design speed of 


80 km/h. The proposed model is more conservative than the MUTCD, Glennon and El Khoury models, however, the 


AASHTO model overestimate the PSD design requirement design. This study has some limitations. This study is 


based on only 25 participants and a larger number of participants will certainly improve parameter estimation. In 


addition, the PSD model was developed using only one set of field data for a design speeds of 80 km/h, and more field 
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data should be collected to further confirm the model and update the PSD parameters. Future research should extend 


the analysis to include speed data on highways with design speeds ranging from 70 to 90 km/h. These data could then 


be added to the distribution for each design speed. In addition, a reliability analysis should be conducted to improve 


PSD design requirements. 
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1. PROBLEM OVERVIEW 


Stormwater management solutions are needed to increase resiliency within urban areas by: (1) maintaining the 


natural hydrologic cycle, (2) controlling erosion and flooding, and (3) protecting water quality (MOE, 2003). Large 


impervious areas from urban development results in the loss of vegetated surfaces which leads to an increase in 


direct runoff (e.g. Paul and Meyer, 2008). Within urban areas, conventional roofs cover 40-50% of the impervious 


surfaces giving them significant potential to host urban stormwater management solutions (Dunnett and Kingsbury, 


2004). Green roofs are able to restore the altered hydrologic cycle closer to its natural state by reducing the volume 


of runoff from a roof as well as attenuating flowrates. The hydrologic benefits of green roofs are partially attributed 


due to the vegetated surfaces enhancing evapotranspiration (ET) in urban areas. Predicting ET from green roofs is 


critical to inform green roof design and for optimization of hydrologic performance. This study focuses on 


evaluating the influence of green roof design parameters, such as vegetation type and growth media depth, on ET 


and by extension the hydrologic performance of an extensive green roof. While many studies have now 


demonstrated the effectiveness of green roofs in attenuating flowrate and reducing the volume of stormwater runoff 


(e.g., VanWoert et al., 2005a, Fassman-Beck et al., 2013, Berndtsson, 2010), little field research has been completed 


on directly quantifying ET rates and the hydrologic benefits green roofs in Canada including the influence of 


different vegetation types. The lack of available data on ET rates from green roofs limits optimal green roof design 


under the Canadian climate.  


2. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES AND QUESTIONS 


The objective of this study is to evaluate the impact of vegetation type and growth media depth on ET from 


experimental modular green roofs installed in three Canadian cities (London ON, Calgary AB, and Halifax NS). The 


research questions addressed in this study are: (1) Is there a difference in the ET rates measured at the three study 


sites? If there is a difference, what are the environmental factors that cause the difference in ET rates?; (2) Is the 


cumulative moisture loss and daily average ET rate different for different module treatments (one bare media and 


four vegetated treatments)?: (i) between the bare media treatment and the vegetation treatments; (ii) among the three 


single species vegetation treatments; and (iii) between the mixed species and single species treatments; (3) Is there a 
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difference in the cumulative moisture loss and daily average ET rate when the growth media depth is varied between 


10 cm and 15 cm? A summary of the findings for each research question are discussed in this short executive 


summary.  


3. RESEARCH METHODS 


The extensive experimental green roofs are of modular design with bare growth media modules (i.e. bare) as well as 


modules with different vegetated treatments. The four vegetated treatments include: three single species treatments 


(Sedum spurium, Aquilegia canadensis, and Sporobolus heterolepis) and a mixed species treatment with all 


aforementioned species. For each treatment, there are modules with a media depth of 10 cm and 15 cm. All module 


treatments in all cities were manually weighed daily using an electronic scale from May to August 2014. A decrease 


in the recorded weight over time is the measured rate in moisture loss (i.e. ET rate).   


4. SUMMARY OF RESEARCH FINDINGS 


(1) Different cumulative seasonal moisture and monthly average ET rates were observed at each study site due to 


different weather conditions (i.e. vapour pressure deficit and temperature) including cumulative rainfall from May to 


August. For instance, London and Halifax had relatively wet and warm summers, whereas Calgary had a relatively 


dry and cool summer during the 2014 field season. The monthly average ET rates in London were the highest 


throughout the season relative to the other sites, ranging from 1.04 mm/day to 2.22 mm/day. In Halifax, the range of 


monthly average ET rates were lower than London, ranging from 0.60 mm/day to 1.52 mm/day. Calgary had the 


largest range in monthly average ET ranging from 0.79 mm/day to 2.11 mm/day.  


 


(2i) The ET rates between vegetated and bare media treatments are not always significantly different under non-


moisture limited conditions. However, in the later stages of a drying period, vegetated treatments continue to 


transpire soil water. This results in a significant difference in the daily average ET rates between vegetated and bare 


media treatments when comparing the ET rates over the season. For example, in London, the daily average ET rate 


for vegetated treatments were 0.25 to 0.71 mm/day higher than the bare media treatments (p<0.05). 


 


(2ii) S. spurium, A. canadensis, and S. heterolepis can be classified under plant types commonly referred to as 


succulents, forbs, and grasses, respectively. Of the three individual plant types used in this study, results suggests 


that S. spurium is more effective in reducing and attenuating runoff due its higher ET rates. A. canadensis and S. 


heterolepis are not drought resistant and qualitatively showed signs of wilting during long drying periods. As a 


result, these two plant types did not survive in Calgary. It should be noted that a limitation to this study is that only 


one species of each plant type was tested; therefore, there is a possibility that the grass and forb species chosen were 


not suitable for the weather conditions in Calgary. 


 


(2iii) Mixed species treatments typically had higher ET rates compared to the single species treatments. The 


difference in daily ET rates between the mixed and single species treatments were not always significant and the 


results differed for different plant types and study sites. For example, in Halifax, there was no significant difference 


in ET rates between S. spurium and mixed species treatments. In contrast, the results from London indicated a 


significant difference in daily ET rates between the S. spurium treatment and mixed species treatment planted in 15 


cm deep growth media.  


 


(3) For the majority of the vegetation treatments in London and Calgary, plant survival and daily ET rates were 


relatively similar for all treatments irrespective of the growth media depth (10 cm and 15 cm considered). However, 


in Halifax, there was a significant difference (p<0.05) in ET rates between the 10 cm and 15 cm vegetation 


treatments, with ET rates being higher from the vegetation treatments in 15 cm media depth. The variability in the 


results across the sites require further investigation. 


5. CONCLUSION 


With 11 distinct climate regions in Canada (ECC, 2015), it is important to choose plant types which are suitable for 


the climate region and the harsh microclimate conditions on the urban roof environment. The three Canadian cities 
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chosen for this study, Calgary AB, London ON, and Halifax NS, are found in three different climate regions: 


Prairies, Great Lakes/St. Lawrence, and Atlantic Canada, respectively. This research has provided insight on how 


regional weather conditions influences the seasonal range of ET from extensive green roofs in that region. More 


importantly, this research has highlighted the importance of selecting suitable vegetation types to optimize green 


roof design in Canada. 
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ABSTRACT  


Corrosion of steel reinforcing bar (rebar) is the most significant cause of concrete failure, resulting in expensive 


repairs and premature structure replacements across the country. This paper will discuss a new, low-cost, zinc 


coating process for rebar. The properties of this new coated rebar and its contribution to improvement of concrete 


performance will be presented together with the status of related national and international standards. The 


Continuous Galvanized Rebar (CGR) coating process is similar to galvanizing of sheet steel.  The zinc coating is 


durable and resistant to abrasion that is routine during transport and construction, but is also highly ductile and can 


be bent without cracking to diameters of less than 4x the rebar diameter. This property ensures the bars can be 


coated pre-fabrication, reducing cost and speeding construction schedules. Once in the concrete, the zinc coating 


protects the rebar both as a barrier coating and with the well-known sacrificial properties of a galvanized coating.  


 


Keywords: Corrosion, Galvanizing, Rebar, Reinforcing steel, Zinc 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Galvanizing is by far the most effective way to protect steel from corrosion. The long life of exposed galvanized 


steel structures, such as transmission poles and street furniture, is a testament to the excellent corrosion protection 


provided by zinc coatings to steel. The zinc coating acts first as a barrier protection, isolating the base steel from 


corrosive elements, and secondly by cathodic protection, acting as a sacrificial anode to protect the steel should the 


coating be compromised. 


 


The excellent corrosion protection provided by zinc will also extend the life of steel-reinforced concrete structures 


exposed to aggressive environments that promote corrosion of steel reinforcement. Galvanizing increases resistance 


to chloride corrosion both by increasing the threshold chloride level where corrosion begins and by slowing the rate 


of corrosion after that threshold is exceeded, and is also very effective in combating the effects of carbonization-


induced reinforcement corrosion (Yeomans, 2004).  


 


Field studies highlight the excellent performance of galvanized reinforcing steel as a successfully established 


practice for extending the life of concrete structures in many countries. A recent study conducted in Canada revealed 


that galvanized steel was found to have 5-10 times lower corrosion rate than carbon steel in heavily contaminated 


concrete containing 2% of chlorides by mass of cement, depending on environmental exposures. The corrosion rate 


of carbon steel was found to increase exponentially with time in a very corrosive environment, while galvanized 


steel maintained a stable and much lower corrosion rate.  The low corrosion rates of galvanized rebar explained the 


fact that no corrosion induced cracking was found on columns of two concrete highway bridges after almost 50 


years in service (Zhang, 2015). 
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Steel reinforcement can be in the form of wire, prestressing strand or reinforcing bar (rebar). In the case of rebar, the 


most widely used method to apply the zinc is by the batch hot-dip method. It involves the immersion of cleaned steel 


bars into a bath of molten zinc at 450°C for several minutes. During immersion in the molten zinc, a metallurgical 


reaction occurs between the steel and the zinc, which produces a coating on the steel made up of a series of layers of 


zinc-iron intermetallics  (Gamma, Delta, Zeta), which grow out from the steel/zinc interface leaving a layer of 


essentially pure zinc (Eta phase) at the surface of the coating. Batch hot-dip coatings can have a mass of up to about 


1,100g/m2 (~150 microns thick). The composition of these coatings, including the thickness of the zinc surface 


layer, can vary as a function of the chemistry of the steel being coated and of the operating parameters of the zinc 


bath. Batch hot-dip coatings on reinforcing steel are almost always completely composed of the intermetallic phases 


due to the chemistry of the steel.  


 


The new continuously galvanized rebar (CGR) is produced by a similar method used for the continuous galvanizing 


of steel sheet. These highly formable coatings can be bent, stretched and twisted, and are limited only by the 


formability of the base steel. The formation of the zinc-iron alloy layers that occurs during the batch hot-dip process 


is avoided in the new process by adding a small percentage (0.20%) of aluminum to the zinc bath and by having 


much shorter immersion times (1 to 10 seconds). Aluminum acts as an inhibitor to the zinc-iron reaction, forming an 


extremely thin, iron-aluminum-zinc inhibition layer, and allows the production of an essentially pure, yet very 


formable, zinc coating on the rebar. The continuously galvanized coating above the thin inhibition layer will have 


the same essentially pure zinc composition regardless of the chemistry of the steel being coated. 


2. CORROSION OF STEEL REINFORCING BAR IN CONCRETE 


Zinc coatings passivate very quickly when exposed to fresh concrete. This passivation enhances the long term 


corrosion protection of the galvanized rebar during years of service. The initial passivation of a zinc coating when 


embedded in concrete occurs within hours, and is affected by the chemistry of the surface layer. A coating with a 


pure zinc layer is known to be more completely passivated than one that is an intermetallic zinc-iron phase 


(Yeomans, 2004). Galvanizing rebar in a continuous manner using a zinc-0.2% aluminum alloy will produce a zinc 


coated reinforcing steel with 40-60 microns of pure zinc coating that can successfully withstand the subsequent 


reinforcing bar forming operations, and has the potential to resist corrosion in concrete to an extent equal to that of 


much thicker zinc-iron coatings. 


 


The initial passivation of galvanized coatings in concrete is controlled by the relationship between the cement alkali 


content and the zinc corrosion rate. The pH of cement in contact with the zinc coating controls the formation of a 


compact and adherent layer of calcium hydroxyzincate (CHZ), a compound that passivates the surface of the zinc 


coating from further reaction with the concrete. The threshold for passivation of zinc in concrete pore solutions is at 


a pH of between 12.8 and 13.2 +/- 0.1 (Tan & Hansson, 2008).  pH levels greater than 13.2 do not develop in 


concrete pore solutions during the first few hours if sulphate is used as a settling regulator, or enough alkaline 


sulphates are present. The passivation layer develops during the first few hours after mixing when the pH of the 


concrete solution is lower than 12.8 +/- 0.1. If pH is between 12.8 and 13.2 the layer develops slowly and the 


galvanized coating may continue to react until the passivating layer is formed. In any case, regardless of the pH level 


of the concrete, the presence of a pure zinc layer is key to the rapid formation of a compact passivating film of CHZ 


on the galvanized rebar. 


  


While in service, the corrosion of rebar occurs when aggressive species, such as chloride ions, or a carbonation 


front, reach the reinforcement. In order to initiate corrosion of galvanized rebar, these aggressive species have to 


disrupt the physical barrier of the CHZ film. Carbonation lowers pH from highly alkaline to neutrality (pH 7), where 


the rate of Zn corrosion is very low. As a result, galvanized rebar does not generally corrode in carbonated concrete, 


although it can be quite corrosive to black steel. Chlorides are the more aggressive and are the most frequent cause 


of reinforcement distress. Chloride ions come from the raw construction materials, marine environments or de-icing 


salts. Zinc is attacked by chloride ions, but has a higher threshold value for initiation of corrosion than black steel. 


That is, the concentration of chloride ions needed to start corrosion of zinc is up to 4 times higher than the 


concentration needed to start corrosion of black steel. The overall behaviour depends on the source of the chloride 


ions, the state of the galvanized surface (including protection afforded by Zn corrosion products), and the degree of 


protection provided by the concrete cover. 
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Chloride ion induced corrosion of steel in concrete proceeds through a two-stage mechanism of initiation and 


propagation (Tuutti, 1982). Efforts to achieve long-term durability of reinforced concrete have been mostly directed 


at delaying initiation of corrosion of the rebar, i.e. postponing as long as possible the start of the propagation stage. 


The presence of a pure zinc layer on the surface of the steel rebar is the best way to delay the onset of corrosion of 


the rebar. The tenacious passivating film of CHZ is the first line of defense. The pure zinc layer will then corrode 


uniformly at less than one-tenth the corrosion rate of the base steel, thereby extending the onset of corrosion of the 


steel rebar. Through galvanic protection, the zinc will continue to protect the steel as the coating is consumed or 


damaged. It should also be noted that the zinc corrosion products migrate away from the corrosion site and help 


densify the concrete surrounding the rebar, further delaying the onset of corrosion, and also increasing bond 


strength.  


 


In concrete, the critical chloride level needed to initiate corrosion of bare steel is 0.65 kg/m3 (Kinstler, 2002). In a 


1992 International Lead Zinc Research Organization (ILZRO) performance evaluation report, a bridge in Boca 


Chica, FL reached this level of chloride in the concrete within 3 years, and the galvanized reinforcing bars in place 


showed no corrosion distress 19 years later. (Stejskal, 1992)  


 


As illustrated in Figure 1, both black steel and galvanized rebar inserted in concrete go through a dormant 


(initiation) period. This is labelled as “A” for bare steel and a longer period “C” for galvanized steel. After the 


initiation period, the corrosive species build up at the metal/concrete interface and corrosion begins. Bare steel 


begins to corrode rapidly at this point, as shown by the steep slope of the line in period “B” in Figure 1, until cracks, 


spalling and other damage appears on the concrete structure. Galvanized steel corrodes much more slowly through 


period "D" where even remnant zinc areas will continue to cathodically protect bare steel areas, providing a much 


longer timeline until damage to the concrete structure appears. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 1: Kinetics of corrosion for Black vs. Galvanized rebar (Adapted from Yeomans, 2004) 


 


Results of potentiodynamic anodic polarization scans performed by Sergi et al show that pure zinc Eta phase 


corrodes at half the rate of the zinc-iron alloy intermetallic Zeta phase (Sergi et al, 1985). In batch hot dip 


galvanized reinforcing steel, the outermost layer of the coating is most often comprised of the Zeta phase. The new 


continuously galvanized rebar coatings will be comprised entirely of pure zinc, and are expected to corrode at half 


the rate of the zinc-iron intermetallic layers. Half the coating thickness will be required to provide equivalent 


corrosion protection.  


 


More recent results from Tan and Hansson (Tan & Hansson, 2008) confirm that the corrosion rate for a coating with 


a pure zinc surface layer is half the rate of an annealed coating composed entirely of zinc-iron intermetallic phases. 


They measured the average depth loss of coating thickness for the formation of the passivating CHZ layer on a pure 


zinc coating as compared to a fully annealed coating as listed in Table 1. Both coatings are fully passivated although 


only 0.45 microns of the pure zinc coating are consumed, while 1.18 microns of the annealed coating are consumed. 


The depth losses are considered insignificant when compared to the total coating thickness, but support the previous 
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work showing that a pure zinc coating will last twice as long as a coating composed of zinc-iron intermetallic 


phases.   


 


Table 1: Depth loss to passivation (Adapted from Tan & Hansson, 2008) 


Coating type Average depth loss to passivation 


(um) 


Annealed 1.18 


Pure Zinc 0.45 


3. CONTINUOUSLY GALVANIZED REBAR PRODUCT STANDARDS 


The CGR product is covered by two existing product standards. The first is the International Standard ISO 14657 


‘Zinc-coated steel for the reinforcement of concrete’. The ISO standard covers a wide range of coating weights from 


140g/m2 up to 600g/m2 and has no specific language about galvanizing methods. An ASTM standard A1094 


‘Specification for Zinc-Coated (Continuous Hot-Dip Galvanized) Steel Bars for Concrete Reinforcement’ is also 


available for CGR. The ASTM A1094 standard is specific for the continuous coating process and specifies coating 


weights of 360g/m2.  


4. THE CONTINUOUSLY GALVANIZED REBAR PROCESS 


The CGR coating process uses a small amount of Al (0.2%) in the zinc bath to produce a coating that is almost pure 


zinc except for an approximately 0.1 micron thick ternary intermetallic alloy layer (Fe2Al5-xZnx) at the zinc/steel 


interface. Such a coating, because of its very thin alloy layer (the same as that produced on continuously galvanized 


sheet products), is very adherent due to the metallurgical bond, and can be bent, stretched or twisted with minimal 


cracking, and no peeling or flaking. 


 


In the CGR coating process, the steel reinforcing bar is fully immersed in molten zinc for a period of only several 


seconds before cooling. Including the preheating stage, the total time the steel is at the temperature of the molten 


zinc (465°C) is 4-5 seconds. This allows all grades of steel (normal and high strength) to be galvanized with no 


change in the coating structure or risk of strain age embrittlement. In fact, any cold work stresses imparted to the bar 


by a straightening process prior to entry into the coating section would be almost entirely relieved by the preheating 


prior to zinc bath entry. All grades, including high strength, will have the same coating of essentially pure zinc. A 


conceptual continuous galvanizing process line is shown in Figure 2.   


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 2: Proposed process for continuous galvanized of reinforcing bar (Courtesy of Coating Controls) 


 


The heat-to-coat method for galvanizing shown in Figure 2 uses an inert atmosphere to de-oxidize the steel before 


galvanizing. Currently, only flux based versions of this process are being used to produce cut lengths of CGR. Using 


a flux to deoxidize the steel allows for more flexibility in production schedules. To improve productivity, multiple 
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strands could be run side-by-side at speeds from 10 to perhaps 80 metres per minute. The induction heating step is 


used to dry the flux, and/or to preheat the bar surface temperature before galvanizing, allowing the normal 


continuous galvanizing iron/aluminum reaction to occur that forms the thin and ductile intermetallic alloy layer. 


 


This process could be used to convert black coils of reinforcing bar into galvanized coils that could be sent for 


subsequent processing into galvanized rebar cut lengths and formed parts. One concern about doing this is the added 


cold work that might create unacceptable strain ageing in the rebar from the extra uncoiling, straightening and 


recoiling involved in such a process. The rapid induction heating step would be expected to largely relieve any 


stresses created prior to galvanizing by taking advantage of the ‘uphill quenching’ effect. (Dieter, 1961) This would 


result in a galvanized coil of rebar with very similar cold work stresses as current black rebar coils have prior to 


being formed into parts. 


5. CONCLUSIONS 


A new continuously galvanized rebar product has been developed with excellent corrosion resistance and 


exceptional formability. Galvanizing increases resistance to chloride corrosion both by increasing the threshold 


chloride level where corrosion begins and also by slowing the rate of corrosion after that threshold is exceeded, and 


is immune to corrosion at the pH levels of carbonization-induced reinforcement corrosion. These highly formable 


CGR coatings can be bent, twisted and stretched and are limited only by the formability of the base steel.  


 


There are two multi-strand CGR lines currently in operation, one in China and one in the United Arab Emirates, 


with significant interest from potential producers in Brazil, Canada, India and the United States. The International 


Zinc Association believes that continuously galvanized reinforcing bars will significantly increase the life of 


reinforced concrete structures and maximize the investment in public infrastructure and other construction projects.  
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ABSTRACT  


This paper is about structural health monitoring using Random Decrement (RD) technique for Ultra High 


Performance Fiber Reinforced Concrete (UHP-FRC) slabs. Five simply supported slabs with identical dimensions 


are tested using low-velocity impact technique. Multi-impact load is applied at the mid-point of the UHP-FRC slabs 


by dropping a 475 kg steel weight from a constant height of 4.15 m. Two parameters are considered: namely: the 


steel reinforcement ratio, and the steel fiber volume content. The natural frequencies (eigenvalues) and 


corresponding mode shapes (eigenvectors) of tested plates are extracted numerically using linear perturbation 


analysis available in ABAQUS (Lanczos solver) to verify the experimental values extracted using RD signatures. 


The dynamic behavior (natural damped frequencies and damping ratio) of intact slabs and after applying the impact 


load is determined. The random decrement signatures are extracted and compared at intact and damage state. RD 


technique is used successfully to extract the dynamic characteristics of tested slabs with reasonable accuracy. 


Changes in dynamic parameters identify the existence and intensity of damage. As additional results, it is observed 


that steel fibers enhance the vibration behavior of slabs and the mobilization of reinforcements cause a noticeable 


change in natural frequency. 


 


Keywords: Structure health monitoring, drop-weight impact, Random Decrement, damping ratio, natural frequency, 


and Ultra High Performance Fiber Reinforced Concrete (UHP-FRC) 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Damage detection using RD technique was originally deployed for aerospace industry to detect damage in aerospace 


structure surface. Random decrement is considered as a time domain procedure. The aim of the project was to 


determine the dynamic response of space structure exposed to ambient loads and vibrations. The concept focuses on 


the dynamic signature and damping detection to monitor the probable damage of structure during its service life. 


The ambient vibration analysis encounters numerous auto correlation functions to detect damage. In the early days, 


it was recognized that the envelope of autocorrelation functions can be used to define the main dynamic properties 


of structure (natural frequency and damping ratio).  


 


Natural frequency and damping ratio are varied by both damage and load variations. In order to detect damage, there 


was a need to eliminate the response to load variations. This led to introduction of random decrement technique 


which is based on output measurement approach. The response of a system to random input loads is, in each time 


instant t, composed by three parts: the response to an initial displacement; the response to an initial velocity; and the 


response to the random input loads between the initial state ant the time instant t. Through averaging a large number 


of time segments of the response with the same initial condition, the random part of the response fade out from the 


average, and free decay response will be obtained (Asayesh et al. 2009). 
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Noise reduction is another advantage of RD technique. The free decay response pattern is directly related to the 


dynamic parameters of the system. This pattern which is the result of averaging is well known as Random 


Decrement Signature (RDS). Damage effects on the dynamic parameters of the structure such as: mass, moment of 


inertia, and stiffness. Change in dynamic parameters cause the RDS to be different. RD technique is a promising 


technique for long term monitoring of the structures health by keeping track of RD signatures (Rodrigues & 


Brincker 2004). 


 


In this research paper an experimental investigation has been conducted to develop more understanding of applying 


random decrement to detect damage existence and its intensity in UHP-FRC slabs. Drop-weight impact is used to 


cause the damage and the response to random loads of impact hammer is gathered by accelerometer. Also, the 


results are validated using finite element analysis. 


2. RANDOM DECREMENT (RD) TECHNİQUE  


Random Decrement (RD) technique is a time domain non-destructive testing procedure, with aim of obtaining free 


decay response under any service load conditions.  RD signature is equivalent to free decay response which its 


changes indicate the damage. RD technique is based on output measurements identification with considering 


theoretical facts. 


 


Normalized equation of the motion relative to the mass, Equation 1 is: 
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Where x (t) is displacement vector of the system. 


 


By contributing Probability Theory to the equation of motion, the equivalent free decay response can be derived by 


Equation 2:    
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Where μ is the mean value of the displacement which also can be shown by vector x . 


 


Equation 3 is the solution for the µ which is called Random Decrement function XR (τ): 
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RD is an averaging process of time history segments xi (ti + τ) of random vibration responses that exceed certain 


triggering condition ti and N is the number of triggering points  (Elshafey et al. 2011). Types of triggering points are 


level crossing, positive points and zero crossing with positive slope. Noise will be reduced by considering more 


triggering points. The triggering level interval has to be within the standard deviation of the response positive points 


and 2.5 times the standard deviation of the response (Sim et al. 2011).  The technique used to extract the damping 


ratio is Logarithmic Decrement and basic frequency is obtained from the free decay curve (Morsy et al. 2015). 


 


The frequency is calculated as inverse of the average period of one cycle (T) on the RD curve, Equation 4: 
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In order to find damping ratio, first the logarithmic decrement ( ) is found as Equation 5:   
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Where 
iA  is the amplitude of cycle i and  


niA 
 is the amplitude of cycle i+n of the RD curve.  


 


Secondly, the modal damping ratio ξ is obtained as Equation 6: 
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3. TEST SPECIMENS 


Five reinforced UHP-FRC slabs with identical dimensions are constructed and tested under drop-weight impact. The 


plates are 1950 mm square with a thickness of 100 mm. All slabs are doubly reinforced with equal top and bottom 


orthogonal steel reinforcement mats to resist the tensile stresses generated due to reverse moment after bounding. 


Two parameters are investigated namely: steel reinforcement ratio (0.47, 0.64, and 1.00% per layer/direction); and 


steel fibers volumes contents (1, 2, and 3%). Details of UHP-FRC slabs and the studied parameters are presented in 


Table 1. 


Table 1: Details of UHP-FRC slabs 


 


 
                                                         
 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


The used UHP-FRC mixes are Ductal® commercially available in North America marked by Lafarge Canada 


(Lafarge, 2015). All UHP-FRC mixes have target 28-day cylinder compressive strength of 150 MPa. All mixes have 


identical mix proportions with exception of fibre volume dosage. Identical short steel fibers with a nominal diameter 


of 0.2 mm and 13 mm long are used in all UHP-FRC mixes. The fiber manufacturer’s specified minimum tensile 


strength and elastic modulus of 2,600 MPa and 205 GPa, respectively. CSA standard steel bars 10M of Grade 400 


are used as longitudinal reinforcement in all slabs (CSA, 2004). The tested geometrical and materials properties of 


UHP-FRC materials are summarized in Table 2. Each data point in the table is averaged from three specimens. 


Table 2: Properties of UHP-FRC materials 


Fiber  


ratio    


(%) 


Density  


(ρ) 


 kg/m3 


Compressive 


strength (fc')  


MPa 


Strain at peak 


stress (ε0) 


mm/m 


Splitting tensile 


strength (ftsp) 


MPa 


Elastic modulus 


(E0) 


 GPa 


Poisson's ratio 


(υ) 


--- 


1 2600 154.80 4.10 7.30 45.00 0.2 


2 2650 162.40 4.35 11.10 45.80 0.2 


3 2710 158.70 4.50 14.00 46.30 0.2 


 


 


Series No.  Specimen1 Fiber Content 


         (%) 


Reinforcement Ratio2 


(%) 


Reinforcement Spacing       


(mm) 


        1 UF1S100           1      1.00                                           100 


        2 UF2S100           2      1.00         100 


        3 UF3S100           3      1.00         100 


        4 UF2S158           2      0.64         158 


        5 UF2S210           2      0.47         210 
1Plates’ identification: fiber fibre content (F1=1%, F2=2%, F3=3%); spacing (S100=100, S158=158, 


S210=210mm). 
2Based on total section height = 100 mm, per layer; per direction. 
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4. DROP-WEIGHT IMPACT SET-UP 


The drop-weight impact test setup has been designed and fabricated at Ryerson University with a target capacity of 


19.30 kJ (Fig. 1). All slabs are tested under same loading and supporting conditions. Slabs are subjected to hard 


impact at their mid-point and simply supported at their four corners. The uplift of plates' corner is prevented by 


using a special tie-down steel frame which allows a sufficient amount of rotation up to 5o. A tower frame is used to 


guide the drop-weight to ensure hitting the plates' mid-point. The striking surface of the steel drop-weight is flat 


with dimensions of 400×400 mm.  


 


The experimental investigation is equipped with sophisticated instrumentation to monitor specimen deflection, 


accelerations, reinforcing bar strains, and applied impact loads. The output data are recorded using a digital dynamic 


data acquisition system ECON model MI-7008 with sampling rate of 100 kHz. More details regarding this impact 


setup and used instrumentation can be found elsewhere (Othman & Marzouk 2015). 


 


 


 
Figure 1: Details of drop-weight impact test setup (dimensions in mm)   (Othman & Marzouk 2015) 
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a)                                                                                  b) 


 


Figure 2: Test site a) Impact load view b) Locations of accelerometer 


 


 


            
 


 Figure 3:  Random decrement test equipment 


 


5. RANDOM DECREMENT TEST EQUIPMENT 


Random excitations were applied on slabs using a 0.5 Kg impact hammer type Kistler 9728A with sensitivity of 


1.05mV/LbF. The response was captured using 50 g accelerometer type Kistler 8640A50 with sensitivity of 102.5 


mV/g, and the data acquisition system used was compact DAQ-NI-9184 with four channels (Fig. 2 &3). 


6. VALIDATION OF IMPLEMENTED RANDOM DECREMENT TECHNIQUE 


This stage of analysis is intended to verify the use of RD technique to extract the dynamic properties of UHP-FRC 


slabs. The natural frequencies (eigenvalues) and corresponding mode shapes (eigenvectors) of tested plates are 


extracted numerically using linear perturbation analysis available in ABAQUS (Lanczos solver). Eight node 


continuum brick elements with reduced integration (C3D8R) are used to model concrete. Longitudinal steel 


reinforcement is modelled using two node beam element (B31) using same arrangement and dimensions as tested 


plates. The B31 element uses linear interpolation and has a constant stress. Full details of the elements formulation 


can be found elsewhere (Simula 2015). The embedded constrain is used to simulate bond between reinforcement and 


surrounding concrete assuming full bond. Only supporting system parts in direct contact with specimens are 


modelled to simulate their effect on test specimens and in same time reduce the computational cost of the analysis. 


The three dimension FE model of the test setup is shown in Figure 4. 
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 Figure 4: Generated finite element model of UHP-FRC slabs 


 


In Modal analysis, density of material must be defined in order to form the lumped mass matrix. Additionally, the 


elastic behavior of material is specified by defining elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio. The geometrical and 


material properties of UHP-FRC used in the FE-model are extracted from the results of material tests presented in 


Table 2. Figure 5 shows typical first mode shape of modeled plate. Table 3 shows the comparison between 


fundamental natural frequencies extracted numerically and experimentally for all tested plates. It is evident from this 


table that, the fundamental natural frequencies of the finite element model and the actual model are in good 


agreement with maximum difference less than 6% in all plates. This indicates that RD technique can be used to 


extract the dynamic properties of UHP-FRC plates accurately in subsequent analyses. 


  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 5: First model shape of plate UF1S100 (f = 43.22 Hz) 


Table 3: Comparison between numerical and experimental fundamental natural frequency 


Plate ID. Numerical 


Hz 


Experimental 


Hz 


Difference  


(%) 


UF1S100 43.22 45.00 4.10 


UF2S100 44.20 42.00 5.20 


UF3S100 44.60 42.5 4.90 


UF2S158 44.10 43.0 2.55 


UF2S200 43.65 --- --- 
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7. RESULTS 


The vertical accelerations were measured at sampling rate of 2500 Hz on four slabs in four locations (points 2, 3, 6, 


& 7) in three stages including intact, after first and second impact drops. RD signature was computed using 


accelerometer data with triggering level equals to the 1.4 times the standard deviation of the captured response. 


Figure 6 presents the extracted RD signature of point 3 for slab 3. Integration is conducted using a time increment of 


0.0004 sec and the number of segments used to construct the RD is equal to half of the triggered data number. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 6: Mode 1, Normalized random decrement signatures for slab 3 point 3 with different impact loading (intact, 


first and second drop) 


 


 


The results for damping ratio found by logarithmic decrement and natural frequency are shown in the tables 4 and 5 


and following bar graphs (Fig. 7 & 8). 


Table 4: Mode 1, damping ratio for four slabs at four points (2, 3, 6 &7) 


Slab  


# 


Point 


2 


Intact 


Point 


2 


1st 


Drop 


Point 


2 


2nd 


Drop 


Point 


6 


Intact 


Point 


6 


1st 


Drop 


Point 


6 


2nd 


Drop 


Point 


3 


Intact 


Point 


3 


1st 


Drop 


Point 


3 


2nd 


Drop 


Point 


7 


Intact 


Point 


7 


1st 


Drop 


Point 


7 


2nd 


Drop 


1 3.2 3.6 3.8 3.2 3.6 3.8 3.2 3.6 3.8 3.2 3.5 3.8 


2 3.2 3.5 3.7 3.1 3.5 3.8 3.1 3.5 3.8 3.0 3.5 3.8 


3 3.2 3.65 4.3 3.2 3.7 4.3 3.2 3.5 4.3 3.2 3.6 4.3 


4 3.3 4.3 4.5 3.3 4.5 4.8 3.3 4.5 4.9 3.3 4.6 4.8 


Table 5: Mode 1, natural frequency for four slabs at four points (2, 3, 6 &7) 


 


Slab  


# 


Point 


2 


Intact 


Point 


2 


1st 


Drop 


Point 


2 


2nd 


Drop 


Point 


6 


Intact 


Point 


6 


1st 


Drop 


Point 


6 


2nd 


Drop 


Point 


3 


Intact 


Point 


3 


1st 


Drop 


Point 


3 


2nd 


Drop 


Point 


7 


Intact 


Point 


7 


1st 


Drop 


Point 


7 


2nd 


Drop 


1 45.0 31.0 30.0 45.0 31.0 30.0 45.0 31.0 30.0 45.0 31.0 29.0 


2 40.0 28.0 27.0 40.0 28.0 27.0 40.0 28.0 27.0 40.0 28.0 27.0 


3 42.5 33.0 32.0 42.5 33.0 32.0 42.5 32.0 30.0 43.0 33.0 31.0 


4 42.0 29.0 28.0 43.0 29.0 27.5 43.0 29.0 27.5 42.5 29.0 27.0 
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Figure 7: Mode 1, damping ratio for four slabs at four points (2, 3, 6 &7) 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 8: Mode 1, natural frequency for four slabs at four points (2, 3, 6 &7) 
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A decrease in natural frequency and increase in damping ratio was recorded due to damage of the concrete 


specimens as a result of dropped steel weight. The intense decrease in frequency after first drop about 25% is due to 


mobilization of reinforcements because of impact force. After second drop, the decrease in frequency is about 3-5%. 


Highest damping ratio is detected in slab 4 with lower reinforcement ratio which indicates more damage.  


 


The intense increase of damping ratio in slab 3 after second drop is not related to more damage because there was no 


damage observed visually in form of cracks. This could be due to more internal friction caused by higher fiber 


content contributing with mobilization which enhanced the damping ratio (Giner et al. 2011). Higher damping ratio 


reduces vibration which is essential for health of structure.   


8. CONCLUSIONS  


The reliability of RD technique has been examined by comparing the fundamental natural frequencies of 


experimental tests and numerical models. The results of the RD successfully replicate the fundamental frequencies 


of tested UHP-FRC slabs with reasonable accuracy. RD is an effective technique for UHP-FRC slab monitoring for 


damage. An experimental study was performed on four UHP-FRC with different reinforcement ratio and fiber 


content to explore the suitability of RD technique to determine the existence and intensity of damage occurred by 


impact load. The test results revealed that the change in dynamic parameter by an increase in the damping ratio and 


a decrease in the natural frequency due to damage growth. To analyze the result of RD for identifying dynamic 


parameter, mobilization of reinforcement must be taken into consideration. As an additional conclusion, it has been 


observed that more steel fiber in the concrete mix did lead to more internal friction which enhance damping ratio. 
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RE-TESTING OF A FIRE-DAMAGED BRIDGE 


Alexander M.C. Au,  


Senior Bridge Engineer, Highway Standards Branch, Ontario Ministry of Transportation, Canada 


ABSTRACT  


A proof load test was performed on a fire-damaged bridge in October 2008 and its load capacity was confirmed. The 


bridge was then re-opened for full traffic shortly after the load test. It was further repaired in 2009 which included 


concrete patching and carbon fibre reinforced polymer (CFRP) warping of 6 girders in the main span. The bridge is 


located at one of the busiest highways of the country with many heavy trucks passing daily. Also, reinforced 


concrete could deteriorate much faster than usual after the fire accident.  In 2014, the Bridge Office was requested to 


re-test the bridge in order to re-confirm its performance. The re-testing of the bridge was carried out in November 


2014, 6 years after the first load test.  The objective of this test was to re-confirm the bridge performance.  


Therefore, strain gauges and linear voltage displacement transducers (LVDT) were installed on the bridge at the 


locations almost identical to that installed in 2008’s load test. The applied loads were also similar to that from the 


original load test.  This second load test was successfully completed and the load effects from both load tests were 


compared.  It was observed that the bridge performances in 2008 and 2014 were similar. Therefore, the conclusions 


from the 2008 load test are still applicable. 


 


Keywords: load test, fire-damaged bridge. 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Highway 401 westbound Bridge #7 over Highway 401 Ramp to Highway 404 northbound/Don Valley Parkway 


southbound (see Figure 1(a)) is a three-span (23.2m-29.5m-23.2m) semi-continuous slab-on-girder bridge 


(continuous for live load).  Figure 1(b) shows a picture of the bridge.  The bridge deck consists originally a 175 mm 


thick concrete deck slab, cast compositely on top of 9 rows of 1350 mm depth CPCI girders. A 40 mm thick 


concrete overlay was added to the deck in 1981, which has an exposed concrete riding surface. The superstructure is 


supported on abutments and two multi-column pier systems. The bridge, more than 60 degree skew, has a roadway 


width of 16.5 m, which carries three lanes of Highway 401 WB Collector traffic over the ramp from Hwy 401 


Express to Highway 404 Northbound and Don Valley Parkway Southbound.  The highway ramp below provides two 


lanes of traffic. 


Bridge Site


  


Figure 1(a): Bridge Site at Highway 401 


and Highway 404 


Figure 1(b): South Elevation of the Bridge 
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Figure 2: Girders with CFRP Wraps  


         


Figure 3: Bridge Conditions  


 


The bridge structure was damaged by a fire created by a truck accident in the early morning of September 4, 2008. 


The damage was severe and was confined to the south-west portion of the main span. Two repair works were 


applied to the bridge separately in 2008 and in 2009. The first repair work was an emergency deck soffit repair and 


massive transverse diaphragms were constructed between girders. After the first repair in September, a load test (Au, 


Lam and Tharmabala 2010) was carried out in October 2008.  It was concluded that the bridge was able to carry the 


Canadian Highway Bridge Design Code (CHBDC) design load.  The bridge was then re-opened for full traffic 


shortly after the load test. The first repair did not cover minor damages. The second repair in 2009 included concrete 


patching and CFRP wrapping of 6 girders in the main span. The effect of the CFRP on the bridge stiffness and its 


behaviour would be small, and it would be expected to become significant at higher loads approaching bridge’s 


ultimate capacity (Cerullo et. al. 2013).  Figure 2 shows the girders with the CFRP wrapping.  Behaviour load test 


was performed on 23 November 2014 to re-assure the bridge’s performance. The bridge was inspected before the 


load test (see Figure 3).  It was found that the girders were in a reasonable good condition (see Figures 1 (b) to 3).  


2. APPLIED LOADS 


Two test trucks loaded incrementally with concrete blocks to a maximum total gross vehicle weight of 650 kN and 


668 kN respectively were moved together across the structure in 15 pre-determined steps. Three load levels were 


considered (i.e. 24, 36 and 48 concrete blocks per test truck). Each concrete block is about 1 tonne. The test trucks 


were moved along load line 5 that maximized the load effects on girder #3 (from south). Figure 4 indicates the 


transverse locations of the test trucks and Figure 5 shows the 15 load steps. 9 out of 15 steps were identical to that 


applied in the 2008 load test. 6 more steps were considered in the second test in order to generate a broader range of 


behaviour. The maximum load will generate about 65% of the load effect caused by CHBDC (CSA 2006) design 


live load and 118% of the CHBDC (CSA 2006) SLS load. Because the bridge is carrying Highway 401 westbound 


collector traffic and there is a hospital nearby, it was decided not to close the bridge completely and to leave one 


lane opened during the load test. Although leaving one lane opened during bridge test is unusual, the following 


mitigations were used to minimize the influence of the data for girder 3: i) the test was performed in the early hours 
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on Sunday morning when the traffic volume was low; ii) only lane 3 was opened to keep live load traffic away from 


girder 3; and iii) test data were recorded when there was no other commercial truck on the bridge. 
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Figure 4: Load Line 5 on the Bridge  
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Figure 5: 15 Step Locations for the Test Trucks 
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3. INSTRUMENTATION 


From the experience of the load test in 2008, 8 locations on two sections B and C from girders 2 to 5 were 


monitored.  There were 3 strain gauges and 1 LVDT on each location.  A total of 32 gauges were installed.  Figures 


6 and 7 indicate the instrumentation locations. Figure 7 shows the channel numbers identifying 8 LVDTs and 24 


strain gauges. Figure 8 shows typical LVDT and strain gauges. LVDTs were installed directly on the concrete 


surface to avoid the CFRP sheet. All strain gauges were installed directly on the top of the CFRP sheet.  It was 


assumed a perfect bonding between strain gauges and CFRP warps (see Cerullo et. al. 2013). The instrumentation 


was carried out in the early hours on two separated Sunday mornings (November 9 and 16, 2014).  Due to the repair 


of the girders and the installation of CFRP wraps, it was difficult to install the gauges exactly at the same locations 


as in the load test of 2008. Therefore, the gauge locations in this test were installed as close as possible to that 


installed in the 2008 load test. The performance of the strain gauges was a concern because instrumentation was 


carried out in November under wet conditions and near zero temperature. On the test day, one of the LVDTs and 


some strain gauges were found to be malfunctioned. In order not to further delay the test, these gauges were not 


fixed and were ignored. 
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Figure 6: 8 Instrumentation Locations  
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Figure 7: Strain Gauge and LVDT Locations at Sections B and C of Girders 2 to 5 


 


             


Figure 8: Typical LVDT on Concrete and Typical Strain Gauges on CFRP 
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4. RESULTS 


Based on the theoretical analysis and results from the load test in 2008, Girder 3 was known to experience the 


maximum response due to test trucks positioned transversely at load line 5 as shown in Figure 4. The second load 


test was carried out on November 23, 2014. The load test in 2008 was carried out in early October. The average 


temperatures at the site were different for both tests. However, the data obtained was processed after the test so that 


temperature effects were eliminated.  Therefore, the resulting data were mainly due to live loads. For both tests, 


identical live loads were applied and so, the results from both tests were directly comparable. 


 


In Figures 9 and 10, the deflections of Girder 3 measured at sections B and C were found to be similar to that 


recorded from 2008 test and also behaved linearly.  Figure 11 shows the transverse distribution of the deflections at 


section B. It indicates that the deflection distribution compared very well with the result from the 2008 load test. 


Load line 5 produced the highest deflection on Girder 3. The transverse deflection distribution is a reflection of the 


transverse load distribution of the bridge. Therefore, the lateral load distribution of the bridge is similar to that from 


the 2008 load test. 


The largest strain was observed at strain gauge 14 (Girder 3 and Section B). Figure 12 shows a comparison of the 


strain measured from 2008 and from this load test. The current measurement was smaller than the strain measured in 


2008, and the distributions over different load steps were similar with respect to the test truck locations. However, 


the comparison of strain measurement was not as good as the deflection measurement.  This discrepancy was mainly 


due to the slightly different locations of the strain gauges in both load tests. Such discrepancy could be reproduced 


from a theoretical analysis.  


The linear relationship of the strain with respect to the applied load was confirmed in Figures 13 (a) and (b) for 


Sections B and C respectively. Both figures show a lower rate of increase in strain with loads and the strain was 


linear up to 48 concrete blocks per test truck. 


Figure 14 shows the vertical strain distributions at Section C of Girder 3. It was based on the strain gauges located at 


mid-web, lower web and girder soffit, under three different load levels at 24, 36 and 48 blocks per truck. The 


location of the neutral axis matches the one obtained from the theoretical analysis. It means that the bridge 


composite action remains unaffected. 


 


Figure 9: Deflections of Girder 3 at Section B due to Two 48 Blocks Test Trucks 
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(a) Girder 3 Section B 


 


(b) Girder 3 Section C 


Figure 10: Maximum Deflections of Girder 3 due to Two Test Trucks with Different Load Levels  
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Figure 11: Transverse Deflection Distribution of Different Girders at Maximum Load Level 


 


 


Figure 12: Comparison of Strains at Girder 3 at 48 Blocks per Test Truck 
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(a) Girder 3 Section  B 


 


(b) Girder 3 Section C 


Figure 13: Strains Measured at Soffits of Girder 3 at Sections B and C due to Different Load Levels 
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Figure 14: Strain Measured at Section C of Girder 3 (Channels 24, 25 and 26) 


5. CONCLUSIONS 


The following conclusions could be drawn from the re-testing of this bridge. The vertical deflections were similar to 


that measured in the 2008 load test and were linear with increasing applied loads. The measured strains were 


comparable to that measured in 2008 and the measured strains were also linear with the applied load. Similar to the 


result in the 2008 load test, the measured deflections and the measured strains were smaller than the corresponding 


values given by the theory. From the transverse distribution of the deflections, the bridge is capable to distribute 


load transversely similar to that in the 2008 load test. Composite action remains unaffected possibly due to the 


attribution of the repair. Based on the above observations, the bridge is performing in a similar manner showed in 


the 2008 load test. Therefore, the conclusions from the 2008 load test are still applicable and the bridge should be 


capable of carrying the CHBDC design load. 
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ABSTRACT  


On behalf of the City of Sarnia (the City), Golder Associates Ltd. completed a risk assessment to evaluate potential 


risks to human health and ecological receptors associated with soil and groundwater contamination at a multi-use 


recreational municipal park located on the City’s harbour front.  Soil and groundwater investigations completed at 


the site revealed elevated concentrations of a number of typical industrial contaminants (including metals, volatile 


organic compounds, petroleum hydrocarbons and polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbon) relative to generic regulatory 


standards. Options for the management/remediation of these impacts were complicated by the observed presence of 


asbestos in soil at the site and the absence of an established regulatory criteria or framework for assessing risks 


associated with this contaminant.  Based on these environmental conditions, the City, in consultation with the 


Ministry of the Environment (MOE) and the local Medical Officer of Health (MOH) closed the park to public use 


and access. 


 


In order to establish the necessary conditions to allow the park to be rehabilitated for safe public use, a risk 


assessment was undertaken in general accordance with the methods prescribed under Ontario Regulation 153/04, as 


amended, and the resulting recommended risk management measures were implemented.  As part of the risk 


assessment process, a review of approaches for the assessment and management of asbestos in soil in other 


jurisdictions was completed.  The results of the review indicated that most jurisdictions have guidelines established 


for asbestos concentrations in air, but guidelines are not readily available for asbestos in soil.  Furthermore, the 


relationship between the concentration of asbestos in soil and asbestos fibres in air was determined to be complex, 


dependent on a high number of variables and difficult to predict. For this reason, any detection of asbestos in soil 


(including “trace”) was retained for further consideration in the risk assessment. 


 


The risk assessment completed for the park was considered a “new science” risk assessment due to the absence of 


any generic site condition standards for asbestos in soil.  Risks to human health associated with asbestos were 


evaluated qualitatively. The risk assessment considered two scenarios: parkland use and construction, in order to 


accommodate both site remediation/redevelopment and eventual reuse by the public  


 


The results of the risk identified the need to incorporate both temporary and long term risk management measures to 


protect the public and workers at the site.  The temporary measures included: maintenance of a temporary fence 


around the perimeter of the site to block access for human receptors during site remediation and construction 


activities; the implementation of an air monitoring program to mitigate inhalation pathways during soil disturbing 


activities; and use of personal protective equipment (PPE) by outdoor workers on the site during remediation and 


construction to block direct contact pathways. The long-term (post construction) risk management measures 


included the installation of a hard cap, shallow cap or fill cap at the site along with the removal of soil in specific 


areas to unimpacted levels (as defined in the risk assessment) to block all direct contact pathways and the inhalation 


of asbestos fibres.  The soil containing asbestos was managed by placement in berms capped to prevent exposure.   


 


The first phase of the remediation was completed in late 2014 and a portion of the park was re-opened to the public 


in 2015 following seeding of the remediated area.  The remainder of the remediation is planned for 2016. The 


success of the project.  The success of the project was indebted to the consultative process involving the City, the 


MOE, the MOH and the public which facilitated robust consideration and review of technical approaches and aided 


in building consensus around the selected approach for management of impacts on the site.  
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ABSTRACT  


While seismic hazard is generally moderate in eastern Canada, the seismic risk in urban area is increased by the 


density of the population, the value and the age of the infrastructure and the relative importance of the economic 


activities. Among the consequences of a seismic event, damages to infrastructures, such as bridges and overpasses, 


may compromise the safety of users and the free movement of people and goods. According to modern seismic 


codes and regulations, structures designed for seismic loading should sustain moderate to severe earthquakes with 


minimal and reparable damages and without collapse. However, older structures build prior to the introduction of 


seismic requirements in codes and standards, are more vulnerable and exposed to a high seismic risk. Geotechnical 


and geological site conditions may result in severe damages to the structures and contribute to their seismic 


vulnerability. This project proposes to extract these information using geographical information system (GIS) tools 


at the bridge sites and integrate this information in the seismic evaluation procedures. Local soil amplification and 


induced effects are integrated into scoring evaluation procedures and seismic risk studies. In this paper, the 


amplification phenomenon will be investigated by the compilation of existing data for the Saint-Lawrence valley 


and ambient noise measurements on soil and bridges. The aim of this study is to develop a susceptibility scale to the 


amplification effect based on GIS information. The results will contribute to a better estimation of the seismic 


vulnerability of bridges and overpasses to prioritize mitigation as well as post-earthquake interventions. 


 


Keywords: site effect, amplification, ambient noise, bridge, vulnerability 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Study of damages from past seismic events gives valuable information on the behaviour of infrastructure or bridges 


under seismic loads and provides a better understanding of their weaknesses. Most bridges structural deficiencies 


were identified following the 1995 Kobe earthquake  (Chen and Duan, 2003) in Japan, and the 1994 Northridge 


earthquake (Mitchell et al., 1995) in USA. Lessons learned from these events led to improvements in seismic design 


provisions. More recently,  the 2009 L’Aquila  and the 2010 Haiti earthquakes revealed the necessity to better 


understand the propagation of seismic waves  and their induced effects known to increase the probability of damages 


to buildings and infrastructures (Akinci et al., 2010; Hisada et al., 2005; Theilen-Willige, 2010).  


 


While seismic hazard is generally moderate in Eastern Canada, local site effects are known to increase the seismic 


risk (Cassidy et al., 2010; Lamontagne, 2002; Lamontagne et al., 2003). In the last ten years, three seismic events 


with magnitude 5 or more were felt in the Lowlands of the Saint-Lawrence Valley in the province of Quebec 


(Government of Canada, 2015), leading to landslides such as in Val-des-Bois (2010) or dike damages in south of 


Bowman. Furthermore, damages to chimneys and houses were related to local soil amplification. The 1988 


Saguenay earthquake (Mw=5.9) caused damages up to a distance of 340 km, most of which related to site 
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amplification effect (Paultre et al., 1993). This is partly due to the presence of marine clay deposits (Parent and 


Rivard, 2015), a sediment known to be very sensitive to local amplification.  


 


Knowledge on seismic hazard, site effects and infrastructures structural vulnerabilities is key to developing more 


effective mitigation measures and improving emergency planning to face seismic risk. This risk increased drastically 


over the last century due to massive urbanisation. The province of Quebec counts nearly 9600 bridges and 


overpasses, of which 5300 are part of the provincial network and 4300 are part of the municipal network (MTQ, 


2014). Out of this total number, 70% of bridge structures were built between 1960 and 1980 (MTQ, 2014), when 


seismic design provisions were not as stringent as today. The challenge in managing such a large number of 


structures is to maintain the operability and to limit severe damages after an earthquake. To achieve this goal, 


bridges are usually classified using a seismic vulnerability index that considers their structural deficiencies. A recent 


study on scoring procedures to assess the seismic vulnerability of bridges (Lemaire, 2013) revealed that when 


confronted to the lack of data on site conditions, managers often choose the most conservative hypothesis, leading to 


an overestimation of the seismic risk for a large number of bridges. Although the best evaluation of site effects is 


obtained from site specific geological and geotechnical characterisation and measurements, it is also possible to 


define a susceptibility to site effects from geological, geomorphological or hydrological information. The aim of this 


study is to use Geographic Information System (GIS) to extract geological information for the evaluation of the 


susceptibility to amplification for the specific region of the Lowlands of the Saint-Lawrence Valley in the province 


of Quebec. The proposed susceptibility scale is calibrated to site specific measurements. Geographic information 


system softwares are powerful tools for modeling large scale phenomenon such as earthquake impact (FEMA, 2003; 


Theilen-Willige, 2010). Moreover, such tools allow visualisation of a large variety of information such as geological 


phenomenon combined to structural data specific to bridges. This paper presents a methodology to produce 


susceptibility map for amplification.  The susceptibility maps are used with scoring seismic evaluation procedures to 


evaluate the seismic risk for bridges located within the Lowlands of the Saint-Lawrence Valley in the province of 


Quebec. 


2. AMPLIFICATION 


2.1 Quantification of the amplification effect 


There are three main phenomena responsible for the amplification. The most current one appears when an 


unconsolidated layer is overlaying a more consolidated one. The phenomenon is triggered by the impedance contrast 


between the shallow soft layer, and the more rigid layer, such as bedrock. Seismic waves are trapped in the soft layer 


and are amplified by the resonance phenomenon (Finn and Wightman, 2003; Ghofrani and Atkinson, 2014). The 


impedance contrast κ, at the origin of this case of amplification, can be calculated by Eq. 1 (Finn and Wightman, 


2003): 


 


[1]  
 


 
1 s1


2 s2


ρ ×V
κ=


ρ ×V
 


 


where ρ1 and Vs1 are, respectively, the density and the shear wave velocity of the soft layer and ρ2 and Vs2, are the 


density and shear wave velocity of the rigid layer, respectively. The amplification (A) is then given by Eq. 2:  


 


[2]  1


2


 
 


  
 


 


 
where β is the damping ratio.  


 


The lower the shear wave velocity of the soft layer, the higher the amplification. The shear wave velocity (Vs) of a 


shallow layer of thickness h can be related to the resonance frequency (f0) of the maximum amplitude using Eq. 3.  It 


is therefore possible to estimate the local amplification from the measurement of the fundamental resonance 


frequency.  
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[3]  
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0f
V


=
4×h


 


 


The second case of amplification, also called topographical site effect, is happening on cliff edges (Hartzell et al., 


2014).  The last case is produced by surface waves resulting from the impedance contrast between two layers at the 


surface, in a valley.  


 


In most building codes, amplification is usually considered through amplification factors associated to different 


seismic site classes defined from the mean shear-wave velocity to 30 m, Vs30 (m/s) (Finn and Wightman, 2003; 


NRCC, 2015). The mean shear-wave velocity Vs30 is given by: 


 


[4]  
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In Eq. 4, hi and Vi are respectively, the thickness and the shear wave velocity of the different layers on the top 30 


meters of a 1D soil column.  


 


The National Building Code of Canada (NRCC, 2015) defines six seismic site classes (A to F). The first five (A to 


E), from hard rock to soft soil, could be assigned from direct measurement of shear wave velocities by reflection or 


refraction techniques, or in boreholes and in-situ measurements methods, such as the energy corrected average 


standard penetration resistance tests values (N), or piezocone point resistance (qc), both related to the soil rigidity 


and to Vs, or from soil average undrained shear strength (su) (Hunter et al., 2012). It can also be investigated by 


indirect techniques such as measurement of the resonance frequency using ambient vibration technique and 


horizontal to vertical spectral ratio (HVSR). The sixth class (F), attributed to other soils (i.e.: liquefiable soils, peat 


and organic clays, etc.), requires a site-specific evaluation. 


2.2 Microzonation 


While building codes usually require that the seismic site class, and related amplification factors, be determined 


from specific geotechnical properties measured at the site, seismic risk studies or seismic vulnerability evaluation of 


buildings and infrastructures often rely on microzonation information. Seismic microzonation is the process of 


subdividing a seismic prone area into zones with respect to amplification characteristics defined from code’s seismic 


site classes, or by amplification factors. The attribution of the seismic site class or amplification factor to each zone 


is usually carried out by geostatistical data interpolation techniques between points of measurements of the mean 


shear-wave velocity to 30 m (NRCC, 2015) or the resonance frequency (Ghofrani and Atkinson, 2014). These can 


be obtained from a combination of the techniques presented in the previous section. In the province of Quebec, such 


regional microzonation maps are only available for Montreal (Chouinard and Rosset, 2012), Quebec City (Leboeuf 


et al., 2013) and Gatineau-Ottawa (Motazedian et al., 2011).  


 


On a larger scale, some researchers have proposed to use statistical relation between Vs and thickness to bedrock for 


the microzonation. They first create a 3D geological model, by compiling all the data available for the area, and then 


produce a microzonation map and a resonance frequency map based on all the data collected (Nastev M. et al., 


2015). In the absence of specific data on site effect or regional microzonation, the most widespread approach to 


include seismic amplification effect in seismic risk studies or scoring procedures to assess the seismic vulnerability 


of bridges, is to consider a default seismic site class D (FEMA, 2003). This process triggers an overestimation of the 


seismic risk associated to the bridge and can induce a disqualification of the evaluation. 


 


The next sections present the methodology used to develop the susceptibility index from geological information 


available through GIS and that could be used with seismic vulnerability scoring procedures for bridges in the 


absence of site specific amplification information.  
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3. DEFINITION OF SUSCEPTIBILITY TO AMPLIFICATION USING GIS INFORMATION 


The methodology to define a susceptibility index to amplification effect includes two main steps: (1) Analysis of the 


relation between quaternary deposits, thickness of quaternary deposits and probable seismic site class from a 


statistical analysis, and (2) Validation of the proposed relations from measurement of the resonance frequency at 


bridges sites. The resulting relation between quaternary deposits, their thickness and the probable seismic site class 


is converted into a susceptibility index. GIS tool is then used to extract deposits and depth of bedrock information 


and assign susceptibility index to produce a susceptibility to amplification map for the Lowlands of the Saint-


Lawrence valley.   


3.1 Analysis of quaternary deposits and seismic site classes 


The first step is to evaluate the relation between quaternary deposits present in the region of study (Parent and 


Rivard, 2015), thickness of quaternary deposits (NRCAN et al., 2004), and seismic site classes available for the 


following cities: Montreal, Québec and Ottawa-Gatineau. The purpose is to estimate the probability of belonging to 


a seismic site class based on  thickness of quaternary deposit and surficial geology (Ghofrani and Atkinson, 2014). 


Two spatial information files (shapefile) of the surficial geology gives points every 500 m (Figure 1), and the 


thickness of quaternary deposit giving polygons with an approximate resolution of 275 m, while the three 


microzonation maps give seismic site class zonation information in both formats. The total number of surficial data 


used for this study is 118 672 points. 


 


 
Figure 1: Surficial geological map of Lowlands of Saint-Lawrence Valley, (Produced from data taken from (Parent 


and Rivard, 2015)) 


 


During the last 1 800 000 years, glaciers follow each other on the continent and mould the landscape with rivers and 


valleys. Consequently, predominant quaternary deposits are composed of glacial and post-glacial unconsolidated 


deposits from 18 000 to 6 000 yr B.P. In the Province of Quebec, and particularly in the Lowlands of the Saint-


Lawrence valley, sediments are mostly till, clays and sands. The most outcropping sediments are clays from the 


Champlain Sea (marine deposits). Till are also among the most common, when other sediments have been eroded. 


Alluvial is the third common surficial deposits. 


 


To analyse the recurrence of surficial deposits as a function of depth of bedrock, within the Lowlands of Saint-


Lawrence River, the thickness deposits were subdivided in five depths from 0 to 5 m, 5 to 10 m, 10 to 20 m, 20 to 30 


m and 30 m and up. The results, presented in Table 1, give distribution of the different surficial deposits as a 
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function of the thickness of the quaternary deposits in the region of study. These results emphasize the 


predominance of marine and till surficial deposits. 


 


Table 1: Recovering percentage of surficial deposits in the region of study in function of their thickness 


Surficial deposits 0 to 5 [m] 5 to 10 [m] 10 to 20 [m] 20 to 30 [m] >30 [m] 


A-Alluvial 1.19% 1.40% 2.43% 2.24% 4.17% 


C-Colluvial 0.04% 0.03% 0.06% 0.12% 0.24% 


E-Eolian 0.16% 0.48% 0.39% 0.11% 0.02% 


Gf-Glaciofluvial 0.17% 0.13% 0.16% 0.04% 0.13% 


Gl-Glaciolacustrine 0.01% 0.02% 0.01% 0.01% 0.02% 


H-Anthropogenic 0.02% 0.04% 0.06% 0.01% 0.00% 


L-Lacustrine 0.24% 0.59% 1.47% 1.76% 1.70% 


M-Marine 7.39% 10.52% 16.20% 7.81% 4.70% 


O-Organic 0.94% 1.50% 1.49% 0.46% 0.64% 


T-Till 8.03% 7.75% 6.45% 1.23% 0.35% 


U-Undifferentiated 0.02% 0.04% 0.02% 0.01% 0.00% 


 


 


To obtain relation between quaternary deposits, their thickness and the probable seismic site class, geological and 


microzonation information was extracted at 11674 points for Montreal, Québec and Ottawa-Gatineau. Table 2 


presents the results for marine surficial deposits as a function of thickness of quaternary deposit. Similar tables were 


produced for alluvial, colluvial, glaciofluvial, anthropogenic, organic, till and undifferentiated deposits. No or few 


outcrop of eolian, glaciolacustrine or lacustrine deposits was identified in the three cities, and no relation with 


probable seismic site class could be defined for these surficial deposits. This lack of information will be 


counterbalanced by ambient noise measurements as will be shown in the next section.  


 


As expected, the thicker the quaternary deposits the higher is the probability of the site to be in seismic site class D 


or E, associated to higher amplification. In general, for thin layer of all surficial deposits (less than 5 m), the seismic 


class A or B are predominant. For marine deposits (Table 2) there is almost a sixty percent probability to be in class 


A or B when the thickness of layer ranges between 0 and 5 m; about 25 % to be in soil class C, and nearly 10% to be 


in D. On the other hand, there is 81% of probability to be in seismic class E, with the highest amplification, if 


quaternary deposits are thicker than 30 m, and the nature of surficial geology is marine deposits. 


 


Table 2: Percentage area of marine deposits belonging to each seismic class in function of thickness of quaternary 


deposit 


Site class 0 to 5 [m] 5 to 10 [m] 10 to 20 [m] 20 to 30 [m] >30 [m] 


A or B 59.53% 37.87% 24.25% 4.42% 1.27% 


C 25.97% 36.98% 33.15% 18.58% 2.96% 


D 10.80% 19.59% 33.74% 38.69% 14.38% 


E 3.70% 5.57% 8.86% 38.31% 81.40% 


 


3.2 Ambient noise measurements 


Horizontal to vertical spectral ratio (HVSR) of ambient noise measurements is a technique developed in Japan and 


spread by Nakamura (1989). The method using a microtremor three-component sensor (Tromino®, 2011), allows 


identifying resonance frequency of soil (Ghofrani and Atkinson, 2014) or structures such as bridges (Stabile et al., 


2013). Fifty single measurements were taken at sites selected according to their geological settings. Bridges were 


selected on the secondary road network to avoid important perturbations due to heavy traffic. Treatment of the 20 


minutes recording involves dividing signal in windows of 20 seconds, detrended and tapered with Bartlett window. 
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The signal is then fast Fourier transformed and the amplitude spectrum obtained is smoothed by triangular window. 


The Nakamura technique consists in dividing the two horizontal components by the vertical component of the 


signal. Geometric average is computed using Eq. 5.  


 


[5]    
NS EWH H


V



 


 


In Eq. 5, HNS and HEW are the smoothed spectra, in terms of amplitude, of the horizontal components and V is the 


smoothed spectrum of the vertical component. The final HVSR is the average amplitude of the calculated values for 


each window as function of frequency. The point of maximum amplitude ratio is identified as the resonance 


frequency of the site (SESAME, 2004). 


 


The fifty sites were selected from the characteristics of the surficial geology and thickness of the sediment. Three 


conditions were defined: First, as mentioned previously, some geological deposits of the Lowlands (Figure 1 and 


Table 1) are not identified in any of the three cities for which an analysis of the probable seismic site class was 


achieved. Therefore, to complete the relation between surficial deposits and probable seismic site class, 14 sites of 


lacustrine deposits or eolian sediments were selected. Second, some geological deposits are more common than 


others, such as marine sediments (Table 1). Furthermore the marine deposits are particularly more sensitive to 


amplification. Then, 14 sites on marine outcrop were selected. Third, other selected sites had geological 


characteristics corresponding to the case where probabilities are not strictly defining one seismic site class, such as 


for marine deposits between five to ten meters of thickness in Table 2 


 


A total of 96 ambient noise measurements were carried out on fifty different sites. One measurement on soil and one 


on bridge were taken at each site, except for four bridges that could not be reached. Data from each site were 


recorded, extracted and analysed as described in the previous paragraphs. Twenty-seven sites show site resonance 


frequency close to bridge resonance frequency. Interaction between soil and structures is maximal at resonance 


frequency (Finn and Wightman, 2003; Ghotbi, 2014). This means that amplification effect will be the highest at this 


frequency. Figure 2 shows a perfect case of resonance between soil and bridge at 1.25 Hz. This site is characterized 


by marine deposits with a thickness of 17 meters.  


 


 
Figure 2: HVSR for a bridge on marine deposits in Saint-Elisabeth (Soil in red; Bridge in blue). 


 


HVSR results are then combined with the thickness of quaternary deposits to obtain shear wave velocities (Eq. 3). 


Average of first 30th meters shear wave velocity and seismic class can be determined by Eq. 4 considering bedrock 


velocity as 1500 m/s (Adams and Halchuk, 2003). On the fifty different sites, fourteen measurements are 


investigating marine deposits. The distribution of these sites between the seismic site classes is presented in Table 3. 


These results for sites with thickness deposits between 0 and 10 m correspond partially to the percentage calculated 


in Table 2 for marine deposit, the highest proportion of sites being in A, B or C seismic site classes. For sites with 


thickness between 10 to 20 m, the HVSR data give more amplification than previous statistics, with three sites on 


soil C and one site on soil E. 
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Table 3: Number of measurements in seismic site classes calculated from resonance frequencies measured on marine 


deposit sites 


Soil class 0 to 5 [m] 5 to 10 [m] 10 to 20 [m] 20 to 30 [m] >30 [m] 


A and B 1 2 - - - 


C 2 2 3 - - 


D - - - 3 - 


E - - 1 - - 


 


 


Similar distributions were computed for the remaining sites depending on their surficial geology. The probabilities 


of belonging to a seismic site class calculated in the first step, were adjusted to consider the results obtained from the 


resonance frequencies. The final probabilities of belonging to a seismic class depending on thickness of quaternary 


deposit and surficial geology established for the different surficial geology stated in Table 1, were used to define a 


susceptibility index to amplification effect. 


4. SUSCEPTIBILITY INDEX AND APPLICATION 


A susceptibility to amplification index (ISA), varying from 0.5 to 1.0 is attributed to a site depending on the 


probability of belonging to a given seismic site class in function of geological characteristics.  For example, for a 


site with probabilities clearly identifying one dominant seismic class (greater than 60%), a value of 0.5, 0.6, 0.8 or 


1.0 is assigned as indicated in Table 4. When probabilities are not strictly defining one seismic site class, an 


intermediate index is attributed (Table 4). This amplification susceptibility index should therefore be used only as a 


relative index rather than an absolute value defined by building codes. 
 


Figure 3 illustrates how Geographic information systems (GIS) allow combining surficial deposits with thickness of 


quaternary deposit to produce a susceptibility map for amplification. A spatial information file (shapefile) of the 


surficial geology with points every 500 m is used to extract thickness of quaternary deposits from another shapefile. 


A new field is then created to provide the susceptibility to amplification index (ISA) owing to the selection by 


attribute. This latter field is at the end converted to a raster file (Figure 3).  


Table 4: Description of susceptibility index for amplification in function of seismic site classes 


Soil class Index (Isa) 


A and B 0.5 


 0.55 


C 0.6 


 0.7 


D 0.8 


 0.9 


E 1 
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Figure 3: Collecting process to provide seismic risk index for bridges on a GIS platform 


 


In the perspective of using the proposed map to evaluate the potential seismic risk for bridges, this new index, Isa, is 


used in a typical evaluation of a risk index by combining the hazard index Ihazard (established from seismic hazard 


data) and a structural vulnerability index for bridges Vvulnerability, defined from the bridge structural information, as 


shown in Eq. 6 (Lemaire, 2013). Figure 3 shows how GIS tool can help collecting information on geology and 


structures to provide a seismic risk index in order to evaluate and manage the seismic risk to bridges for the 


Lowlands of the Saint-Lawrence Valley in the province of Quebec  


 


[6]   Risk index = (Ihazard × Isa) × Vvulnerability 


 


5. CONCLUSIONS 


GIS is a powerful tool to identify geological characteristics at a site. It is here used to extract and combine 


geological and seismic microzonation information to define a susceptibility index to amplification effect for seismic 


vulnerability and seismic risk studies.  The susceptibility index was defined by analysing the relation between 


quaternary deposits, thickness of quaternary deposits and probable seismic site class for three cities: Quebec, 


Montreal, and Ottawa. Results were validated by ambient noise measurements on 50 sites. The susceptibility index 


to amplification effect is assigned to a site by superposition of geospatial information on the surficial deposit and its 


thickness using the probabilities to belong to a seismic site class previously established. This index can then be 


integrated within scoring procedure to obtain the seismic risk index of bridge. 


Surficial geology Quaternary deposits thickness 


Amplification susceptibility 
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ABSTRACT  


International Financial Institutions were originally developed for decreasing poverty all over the world and 


promoting regional integration and cooperation. These aims can be achieved through financing infrastructure 


projects. This paper presents a review of International Financial Institutions (IFI) funding mechanisms for 


infrastructure projects in developing countries. It is intended to guide governments in selecting among funding 


mechanisms for financing infrastructure projects based on their financial standing and availability of funds. A list of 


financial institutions is included and their activities are analyzed. The findings of this analysis suggest that IFIs 


support to developing countries is based on several factors that affect the choice of the most suitable financing 


mechanisms applied in each project.  These can be related to the location of project, type of project, current market 


status, political status, availability of funds, and the institutional capacity within the country.  


 


Keywords: Financing projects, Infrastructure projects, International Financial Institutes 


1.  INTRODUCTION 


The period between World War I and World War II witnessed a lack of cooperation between countries, especially 


during the depression period that took place in the 1930’s. This caused higher percentages of unemployment and 


economical turmoil. To avoid the repetition of such negative events, International Financial Institutions (IFI) were 


initiated. These are institutions which are commonly established by several countries aiming to regulate the 


cooperation between them. Following World War II, the Bretton Woods institutions (International Monetary Fund 


(IMF) and International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD) (currently a member of the World Bank 


group)) were initiated in the United States of America. Similarly, the Organization of European Economic Co-


operation (OEEC) was instituted in Europe (Bakker 1996).  


 


The main driving value of these institutions is that economic stability and prosperity in all countries eventually leads 


to world peace. All IFIs have some basic principles in common for their operations, such as: (1) they all aim at the 


freedom of capital movements and international trade; (2) try to support countries to maintain their economic and 


monetary stability internally and externally; (3) all member countries must take into consideration the interests of 


other countries in their policies; and (4) more efforts should be dedicated to under-developed countries offer them 


better economic conditions whenever possible (The World Bank 2010). 


 


To be able to make independent decisions, these financial institutions have to have their own sources of income. 


Most of these IFI.s are actually profit making. Some of them were able to build-up significant capital and reserves 


that help them have buffer reserves in case of any shortages in funds and also improve their position through 


negotiations with member countries. 
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2.  FUNDING MECHANISMS FOR INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECTS 


It is very important to efficiently select the appropriate funding mechanism as it represents a commitment on both 


the funding agency and the entity receiving funds. The most appropriate funding mechanism has to generate less 


government spending while getting higher funds. It is commonly agreed that public finance, from IFIs, is cheaper 


than commercial/private finance. Public funds are commonly limited in amounts, number of projects to be funded or 


time period over which they are funded. It is also preferred that any selected funding mechanism can be efficiently 


and easily understood and managed by local agencies. There are several financial instruments that can be used to 


support infrastructure projects through IFIs, namely; (1) Grants, (2) equity, (3) Debt / Loans, (4) Asset Backed 


securities, (5) Guarantees and Insurance and (6) Results Based Financing.  


2.1 Grants 


Grants are a form of financial support offered by IFIs to reduce financing burden on governments. Grants involve no 


fiscal return for the funding agency. These grants aim to decrease initial costs of infrastructure facilities by offering 


governments a non-refundable financial support. This eventually decreases the price of the end product for 


customers (e.g. a lower price of electricity in case of power plants). Moreover, grants do not encourage developers 


to create specific revenue from their projects for repayment. Grants are considered the simplest to implement among 


other financing techniques as they do not involve extensive due diligence on the financial outcomes of the projects, 


on the other hand, the project has to meet the desired objectives of the grant. 


2.2 Equity 


Equity funding is considered a long-term investment presented by the funding agency. In this case, the funding 


agency invests an amount of money in a high-risk projects aiming to generate revenue from executing the project. 


Equity funding most commonly targets new technologies and projects/companies with a higher potential of growth. 


It is aimed that the return from the project/company is high due to the high risk associated with this type of funding. 


To avoid such a high risk, it is preferred that the supported project/company is in a well developed financial market 


which facilitates the exiting process. Therefore, such funding mechanism may not be valid in most of the 


developing/low-income countries.  


2.3 Debt/Loans 


Debt/loans are a form of financial support where financial institutions provide governments with an amount of 


money for their projects. Government repay this amount through instalments over an agreed period after adding an 


agreed interest rate. Most commonly the interest rate added by IFIs is lower than commercial banks interest rates 


and the return period is longer. This eventually decreases the cost of financing infrastructure projects. In addition, it 


increases credibility of governments when applying for long-term financial support from commercial banks. 


Debts/loans is considered the most commonly used financing mechanism. The obligation on debtors to repay 


instalments incentivises the success of projects to generate sufficient revenues.  


2.4 Asset-backed securities 


Asset-backed securities is a form of financial support which is given to governments while being backed by the 


future cash flows of already available projects. In this case, repayment is secured by expected cash flows, which is 


considered equivalent to bond offering. This type of financing is used in expanding or refinancing projects that are 


already generating positive cash flows. This reduces the risks of not returning the borrowed amounts which in-turn 


reduces the cost of finance. The use of asset-backed securities involves highly detailed due diligence to ensure that 


current and future projects are going to generate sufficient cash flow for securing finds and debt repayment. 


2.5 Guarantees and insurances 


 Guarantees and insurances are not considered direct financing techniques; however, they offer protection for 


financiers in markets with high risks. This enables governments, having unstable market conditions, to get financing 


at acceptable costs. In both cases of guarantees or insurances, the guarantor or insurer agrees to cover or share any 


costs or losses associated with the target project in return for a fee or premium. In case of guarantees, the guarantor 


offers the guarantee for the financier against the performance of the borrower. This means that the guarantee would 
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cover a portion of any losses occurring to the financier. Commonly, the portion of losses covered by the guarantor 


decreases, as losses increase in order to encourage the financier to take corrective actions against occurring risks. In 


case of insurance, the financier expects to receive the proceeds of insurance payout as a protection against the 


performance of the borrower. It insures against any losses occurring due to unexpected conditions that may affect 


the outputs of the project. Both guarantees and insurance require extensive due diligence for all involved parties and 


the design of the project which may require a large database of relevant risks and their associated effects.  


2.6 Results Based Financing 


Results Based Financing links the payment of funds to the delivery of pre-agreed outputs, so the borrower receives 


the agreed payment for finishing specific stages in a project/program. This transfers all risks associated with these 


projects from funders to borrowers. It also incentivises borrowers to deliver their projects according to the agreed 


schedules and outputs. The borrower starts by pre-financing the projects and payments are made only after it 


delivers the agreed outputs or services. This process commonly involves a third party for verifying that the agreed 


outputs were reached.  


3.  INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS 


There are several International Financial Institutions that work on the welfare of developing and low-income 


countries in the world. These institutions have different strategies in achieving such an objective. Some of them 


assist governments and central banks in achieving financial stability while others directly target the welfare of 


people through offering governments financial and technical assistance for improving infrastructure and in-turn 


enhancing the standard of living. This paper includes only institutions that support infrastructure projects in 


developing countries, such as: 


 


1. The International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD) 


2. The Reconstruction Credit Institute (KFW) 


3. The International Finance Corporation (IFC) 


4. The Council of Europe Development Bank (CEB) 


5. The European Investment Bank (EIB) 


6. The United States Agency for International Development (USAID) 


7. The African Development Bank (AFDB) 


8. The Asian Development Bank (ADB) 


9. The International Investment Bank (IIB) 


10. The Islamic Development Bank Group (ISDB) 


11. Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA) 


12. The OPEC foundation for International Development (OFID) 


13. The Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency (MIGA) 


14. The European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) 


 


3.1 International Bank of Reconstruction and Development (IBRD) 


The International bank of Reconstruction and Development (IBRD) was first developed in 1944 to help in the 


reconstruction and development of Europe after World War II (World Bank 2015). IBRD is one of the members of 


the World Bank Group and formerly one of the Bretton Woods Institutions. Since then, the role of the IBRD shifted 


to the reconstruction of developing countries all-over the world. IBRD also provides financial support to middle 


income countries, it works closely with other members of the World Bank group aiming to reduce poverty, boost 


economic growth and increase welfare. The IBRD has 188 member countries from all-over the world, which are 


represented by 25 board members.  In Fiscal year 2015, the commitments of the IBRD were distributed as shown in 


Table 1.  
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Table 1: Regional Distribution of IBRD support 


Region Percentage 


Africa 4% 


East Asia and Pacific 19% 


Europe and Central Asia 31% 


Latin America and the Caribbean 30% 


Middle East and North Africa 9% 


South Asia 7% 


 


 


IBRD provides several financial solutions, such as loans, guarantees and risk management products and some 


advisory services to governments of middle-income countries. IBRD offers several financing instruments such as (1) 


investment project financing, (2) development policy financing, (3) program for results, (4) trust funds and grants, 


(5) and some other customized options and risk management. Error! Reference source not found. shows the 


distribution of IBRD support over financing instruments. The IBRD offers some advisory services, such as (1) 


Technical assistance, (2) Reimbursable advisory services (RAS), (3) Economic and sector Work (ESW), (4) 


Business advice and (5) donor and coordination.  


Table 2: Financing instruments distribution of IBRD support 


Financing Instruments Percentage 


Development Policy finance 29% 


Investment Project finance 67% 


Program-for-results 4% 


3.2 The Reconstruction Credit Institute (KFW) 


The Reconstruction Credit Institute (KFW) was developed in 1948 following World War II subsequent with the 


economic development of Germany (KFW 2015). Since then, the role of KFW has evolved from supporting the 


development of Germany to the European countries and eventually developing countries in the whole world. Table 3 


shows the distribution of KFW support internationally. KFW has several funding models for supporting developing 


countries, such as (1) Grants, (2) Development Loans and (3) Promotional Loans. Figure 5 shows the distribution of 


KFW support over funding models. 


Table 3: Regional Distribution of KFW support 


Region Percentage 


Sub-Saharan Africa 44% 


Asia and Oceania 29% 


Europe and Caucasus 5% 


Latin America 8% 


North Africa/Middle East 13% 


Supra-regional 2% 


Table 4: Distribution of KFW support between financial instruments 


Financial Instrument Percentage 


Grants 31% 


Standard Loans 3% 


Development Loans 19% 


Promotional Loans 41% 


Delegated Funds 8% 
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3.3 The International Finance Corporation (IFC) 


The International Finance Corporation (IFC) was developed in 1956 to improve private investments in countries 


supported by the World Bank (IFC 2015). IFC supports the private sector in these countries through providing 


advisory, investment and asset management services. Figure 7 shows the distribution of IFC support over sectors. 


Figure 8 shows the international distribution of IFC support. While Figure 9 shows the distribution of IFC support 


over financial instruments. 


 


Table 5: IFC support distribution by sector 


Sector Percentage 


Financial Markets 45% 


Infrastructure 20% 


Agribusiness and forestry 13% 


Consumer and Social services 7% 


oil, gas and mining 5% 


Funds 5% 


Manufacturing 3% 


Telecommunications and Information Technology 3% 


Table 6: IFC support distribution by region 


Region Percentage 


Latin America and the Caribbean 23% 


East Asia and the Pacific 22% 


Sab-Saharan Africa 17% 


Europe and Central Asia 15% 


South Asia 13% 


Middle East an North Africa 8% 


Global 2% 


Table 7: IFC support distribution by financial instrument 


Financial Instrument Percentage 


Loans 67% 


Equity 30% 


Guarantees 3% 


Risk-management products 1% 


3.4 The Council of Europe Development Bank (CEB) 


The Council of Europe Development Bank (CEB) was developed in 1956 for supporting and managing the flow of 


refugees to Western Europe, which took place following World War II (CEB 2015). Since then, the role of the CEB 


has evolved while being linked to socially related projects. It has four main basis for offering support, such as (1) 


supporting social integration, (2) protecting the environment, (3) enhancing public infrastructure and (4) backing 


micro, small and medium sized enterprises (MSMEs). Error! Reference source not found. shows the distribution 


of CEB financial support by sector. The CEB has 41 member countries that are also members of the Council of 


Europe. The CEB provides financial support to European countries only. CEB has several financing techniques such 


as (1) project loans, (2) program loans, (3) European co-finance facility and (4) public finance facility instrument. 


Table 8: CEB financial support distribution by sector 


Financial Instrument Percentage 


Strengthening social integration 20% 


Managing the environment 19% 


Supporting public infrastructure with a social vocation 24% 


supporting micro, small and medium-sized enterprises 37% 
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3.5 The European Investment Bank (EIB) 


The European Investment Bank (EIB) was developed in 1958 to support the establishment and development of the 


European communities, this changed to supporting other non-European countries through the past years (EIB 2015).  


Figure 11 shows the international distribution of financial support offered by EIB. Activities of the EIB focus on 


four main areas such as (1) skills and innovations, (2) supporting small businesses financially, (3) Climate and 


Environment and (4) Infrastructure. EIB supports countries through several services that are divided into three main 


categories (1) Lending, (2) Blending and (3) Advising.  


Table 9: EIB financial support distribution by region 


Financial Instrument Percentage 


Strengthening social integration 20% 


Managing the environment 19% 


Supporting public infrastructure with a social vocation 24% 


supporting micro, small and medium-sized enterprises 37% 


3.6 The United States Agency for International Development (USAID) 


The United States Agency for International Development (USAID) was developed in 1961 to combine several 


foreign assistance organizations, which already existed in the United States of America (USAID 2015). Since then 


the USAID has been focusing on the basic needs of developing countries and countries shifting from war periods. 


These were represented in several sectors such as (1) food and nutrition, (2) population planning, (3) Health, (4) 


Education and (5) Human resources development. Error! Reference source not found. shows the distribution of 


USAID support by sector. The USAID has three groups of mechanisms for supporting countries, such as (1) Host 


country managed mechanisms, (2) USAID managed mechanisms and (3) Third party managed mechanisms.  


Table 10: USAID support distribution by sector 


Financial Instrument Percentage 


Peace and security 6% 


Governing justly and democratically 11% 


Investing in people 23% 


Economic Growth 32% 


Humanitarian Assistance 22% 


Operating unit management 6% 


3.7 The African development Bank Group (AFDB) 


The African development Bank Group (AFDB) was developed in 1964 to support the economic and social 


transformation of the African continent (AFDB 2015). This is achieved through supporting sustainable economic 


growth while reducing poverty. It consists of three subsidiary institutions: (1) The African Development Bank, (2) 


African Development Fund and (3) The Nigeria Trust Fund. Error! Reference source not found. shows the 


distribution of financial support offered by the AFDB by sector. Subsidiary institutions of the AFDB have several 


financing mechanisms for supporting countries, such as (1) loans, (2) Lines of Credit, (3) Agency Lines, (4) 


Guarantees, (5) Risk Management products and (6) Equity and Quasi-Equity. 


 


Table 11: Distribution of AFDB financial support by sector 


Sector Percentage 


Infrastructure 56% 


Agriculture 11% 


Social 8% 


Finance 18% 


Multisector 6% 


Industry 1% 


Environment 1% 
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3.8 The Asian Development Bank (ADB) 


The Asian Development Bank (ADB) was developed in 1966 for supporting poor Asian and pacific countries in 


getting access to the basic needs of their people (ADB 2015). ADB started its assistance by focusing more on the 


processes of rural development and food production. This role later emerged to include infrastructure, education, 


development of finance sector, integration and cooperation between countries within the region and supporting the 


environment. ADB offers several products for supporting developing countries from the Asia and Pacific region 


such as: (1) LIBOR-based loans (LBL), (2) Local Currency Loans (LCL), (3) Debt management products and (4) 


results based lending. Error! Reference source not found. shows the distribution of financial support offered by 


ADB over instruments. 


 


Table 12: ADB Financial support distribution by instrument 


Sector Percentage 


LIBOR-based loans 88.9% 


Market-based loans 0.6% 


Pool-based single currency loans 8.4% 


countercyclical support facility 1.8% 


local currency loans 0.3% 


3.9 The International Investment Bank (IIB) 


The International Investment Bank (IIB) was developed in 1970 for promoting the social and economic development 


of its member countries (IIB 2015). IIB offers medium and long-term loans to private and public sectors in these 


countries. It generally supports the prosperity of people within these countries through supporting the development 


of the private sector and assisting the public sector by securing funds for infrastructure projects. IIB provides several 


financing mechanisms for international member countries, as shown in Figure 17, such as: (1) Loans, (2) 


subordinated and syndicated loans, (3) equity and investment funds and (4) guarantees and letters of credit. 


 


Table 13: IIB financial support distribution by region 


Sector Percentage 


Europe 42% 


Russia 26% 


Asia 26.6% 


Other 5.4% 


3.10 The Islamic Development Bank Group (IsDB) 


The Islamic Development Bank Group (IsDB) was developed in 1973 by finance ministers of Muslim countries for 


supporting the economic and social development of Muslim countries (IsDB 2015). IsDB offers finance for its 


member countries through Islamic finance compatible mechanisms. The IsDB consists of several specialized funds 


such as (1) Unit Investment Fund (UIF), (2) IDB Investment Fund (IIF) and (3) AWQAF properties investment 


Fund. Error! Reference source not found. shows the distribution of IsDB financial support by sector. These funds 


provide financial assistance to member countries through (1) Grants, (2) Loans, (3) Leasing, (4) Istisna’a, (5) 


Instalment sale, (6) restricted mudarabah and (7) equity participation.  


 


Table 14: IsDB financial support distribution by sector 


Sector Percentage 


Energy 37% 


Water, Sanitation and Urban 13% 


Agriculture 8% 


Health 3% 


Transportation 27% 


Education 4% 


Finance 0.5% 


Industry and Mining 4% 


Others 2% 
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3.11 Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA) 


The Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA) was developed in 1974 for promoting international 


cooperation, supporting the development of the Japanese and global economies (JICA 2015). JICA has objectives 


for supporting global development such as reducing poverty, improving human security, improving strategies for 


managing resources and addressing social and economic side effects of globalization. Error! Reference source not 


found. shows the distribution of JICA support by region. JICA offers several financial solutions for supporting 


developing countries such as (1) Grant aid, (2) Public Private Partnership and (3) official development assistance 


loans. It also provides technical assistance, training services and emergency disaster relief for these countries. 


Error! Reference source not found. shows the distribution of financial support offered by JICA by financial 


instruments. 


Table 15: JICA financial support distribution by region 


Sector Percentage 


Asia 54% 


Middle East 6% 


Africa 13% 


North and Latin America 7% 


Pacific 1% 


Europe 1% 


Other 18% 


Table 16: JICA financial support distribution by financial instrument 


Sector Percentage 


Technical Cooperation 14% 


Loans 78% 


Grants 9% 


3.12 The OPEC Fund for International Development (OFID) 


The OPEC Fund for International Development (OFID) was developed in 1976 by the member states of the 


Organization of Petroleum exporting countries (OPEC) for managing aid to developing and low-income countries 


(OFID 2015). Error! Reference source not found. shows the distribution of financial support offered by OFID 


according to the financing mechanism. OFID provides financial assistance to developing countries for developing 


essential infrastructure, strengthening the delivery of social delivery and improving trade, productivity and 


competitiveness in these countries. Error! Reference source not found. shows the distribution of financial support 


offered by OFID by sector.  


Table 17: OFID financial assistance distribution by support mechanism 


Sector Percentage 


Public sector lending 61% 


Trade Finance Facility 16% 


Private Sector Facility 12% 


IFAD, IMF Trust find, PRGF Trust 8% 


Grant Assistance 4% 


Table 18: OFID financial support distribution by region 


Sector Percentage 


Africa 42% 


Asia 36% 


Latin America and Caribbean 20% 


Europe and Multiregional 2% 
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3.13 The Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency (MIGA) 


The Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency (MIGA) was developed in 1988 to promote Foreign Direct 


Investment (FDI) in developing countries (MIGA 2015). MIGA is one of the members of the World Bank Group. 


The main aim of MIGA is to attract private investors and financiers to start investing in low-income and developing 


countries having fragile markets. MIGA provides support to private financiers and investors in these countries 


through offering them political risk insurance guarantees, which protects them against non-commercial risks in such 


markets. MIGA also provides some services of research and due diligence for other insurers and guarantors in such 


fragile markets. The funds’ distribution for MIGA by region and sector are indicated in Figures 24 and 25, 


respectively. 


Table 19: MIGA guarantees issued by region 


Sector Percentage 


Europe and Central Asia 42% 


Sub-Saharan Africa 39% 


Asia and the Pacific 8% 


Latin America and the Caribbean 8% 


Middle East and North Africa 3% 


Table 20: MIGA guarantees issued by sector 


Sector Percentage 


Infrastructure 43% 


Financial 24% 


Agribusiness, manufacturing and services 23% 


Oil, gas and mining 10% 


3.14 The European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) 


The European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) was developed in 1991 following the cold war 


era to support the development of central and Eastern Europe (EBRD 2015). The EBRD is committed to supporting 


developing countries that have democratic regimes while supporting sustainability and concerned with the 


Environment. EBRD finances these countries through several mechanisms, such as (1) Loans, (2) Equity 


investments and (3) Guarantees. It also provides some advisory services for other financiers and investors for 


supporting investments in developing countries. Error! Reference source not found. shows the distribution of 


financial support offered by EBRD by sector. 


Table 21: EBRD financial support by sector 


Sector Percentage 


Infrastructure 43% 


Financial 24% 


Agribusiness, manufacturing and services 23% 


Oil, gas and mining 10% 


4.  ANALYSIS 


Based on an analysis of the roles and responsibilities of the studied International Financial Institutions and their 


previous roles internationally. It was concluded that each IFI has its own objectives for supporting other countries in 


need for financial aid. It was be stated that IFI generally support other lower-income countries through several 


financial instruments, according to the rules and regulations of each IFI. Following the review of IFIs, their funding 


mechanisms, operation region, and their supported sectors, Table 1 is prepared to include: 


(1) The most commonly applied financial mechanisms,  


(2) The sectors having the highest amount of funds from such IFI and  


(3) The region receiving the highest amount of funds from such IFI. 
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Table 22: Analysis of IFI 


IFI Main Financing 


Mechanism 


Main operating sector Main operating region 


IBRD Investment Project 


Finance 


Public administration, law 


and Justice 


Europe and Central Asia 


KFW Promotional Loans Economic infrastructure and 


services 


Sub-Saharan Africa 


IFC Loans Financial markets Latin America and the Caribbean 


CEB Loans Supporting MSME.s Europe 


EIB Loans Transport Europe 


USAID - Economic Growth Asia 


AFDB Loans Infrastructure Africa 


ADB LIBOR-based loans Transport Asian and pacific 


IIB Loans MSME.s Europe 


IsDB Murabaha Energy Islamic countries 


JICA Loans Electric power and gas Asia 


OFID Public sector lending Energy Africa 


MIGA Guarantees Infrastructure Europe and Central Asia 


EBRD Loans Financial Institutions Eastern Europe and the Caucasus 


5.  CONCLUSION 


A comprehensive review of the main financing mechanisms offered by International Financial Institutions (IFI) is 


presented and the main IFIs that fund infrastructure projects in developing countries are reviewed. It can be 


concluded  that there are several factors that affect the choice of the most suitable financing mechanisms applied in 


each project, these can be related to the location of project, type of project, current market status, political status, 


availability of funds, and the institutional capacity within the country.  
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ABSTRACT  


This paper evaluates the hardened properties of self-consolidated concrete (SCC) as compared to conventional 


(normal) concrete (NC) mixes with the same mix proportions. A total of six mixes were subjected to the testing 


program, including three NC and three SCC mixes.  In particular, three pairs of mixes were compared on an 


individual basis and collectively as a group.  For each pair of mixes the cementitious material, aggregate 


proportions, and water to cement ratio were held constant.  Moreover, the water to cementitious ratio and the fine to 


total aggregate ratio were held constant for all mixes; the only parameters that could be varied were the admixture 


dosages. The results proved that SCC could be produced with adequate strength and stiffness in comparison to 


conventional concrete.  SCC mixes had high amounts of high range water reducer admixtures (HRWRA) that 


dispersed cementitious material more uniformly and allowed for thorough hydration.  In general SCC had as good or 


better strength (compressive, tensile, shear, bond) and stiffness (modulus of elasticity).   


 


Keywords: self-consolidated concrete, hardened properties, high range water reducer admixtures, mix design 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Self-consolidated concrete is commonly used in place of conventional concrete for better, faster, and cheaper 


construction. According to Okamura, “Whatever conventional concrete can do, SCC can do better, faster, and 


cheaper, especially for concrete elements with special textures, complex shapes, and congested reinforcements” 


(Okamura and Ouchi, 2003). More examples of worldwide SCC use are found within precast and cast-in-place 


construction and throughout structural and architectural concrete elements where reinforcing steel is tight and/or 


surface smoothness is important. Other implentations of SCC include drilled piers, caissons, bridge abutments and 


walls.  While European countries are rapidly adopting the technology for the construction of bridges and structures, 


concrete admixture manufacturers were the first to introduce SCC in the United States for precast and cast-in-place 


applications. Now, applications of SCC by transportation agencies have included bridges built in New York, 


Virginia, Nebraska, and other states. A National Cooperative Highway Research Program (NCHRP) project (No. 


18-12) is also underway to develop SCC mixes, structural design parameters, and construction specifications for 


precast, pre-stressed concrete elements. 


 


In this study, hardened property testing was used to evaluate strength, stiffness, permeability, shrinkage, and 


durability of the concrete mixes.  Pullout testing was performed to compare bond strength and linear traverse tests 


(hardened air void system) were used to investigate freeze thaw durability.  Experimental strength and stiffness were 
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evaluated based on ACI 318-08 prediction models for modulus of elasticity and tensile strength (Mamaghani et al. 


2016, 2010). It was found that the SCC mixes performed as well or better than their conventional mix counterparts 


in regard to strength and stiffness. However, it was observed that two of the three SCC mixes exhibited slightly 


higher air void systems as compared to requirements set by ACI 201, ASTM C457 for conventional concrete mixes. 


It was found that SCC mixes exhibited slightly higher permeability than conventional mixes but is still classified as 


having “low” permeability according to ASTM C1202. The findings of this research indicate that the bond of SCC 


to rebar is adequate. The conducted test results in this project prove that SCC can be produced with adequate 


strength and stiffness in comparison to conventional concrete (Mamaghani et al. 2016, 2010). 


2. HARDENED PROPERTY TESTING 


Following the completion of the plastic state testing, presented in a companion paper  (Mamaghani et al. 2016), the 


concrete was poured into specimens, and placed in order to prepare the samples for the hardened state testing. High 


range water reducing admixture (HRWRA) and viscosity modifying admixture (VMA) were used to increase the 


flow of the experimental mixtures and ASTM testing was used to qualify mixes in the plastic state (Mamaghani et 


al. 2016).  Mixes meeting project specifications set by the project technical advisory committee were cast into test 


specimens (Mamaghani et al. 2010). 


         


A thorough investigation of the hardened samples is necessary in order to examine tensile, compressive, shear, and 


bond strength.  In addition, permeability, modulus of elasticity, hardened air-content (air void structure analysis), 


and shrinkage must also be evaluated in order to reach conclusions about the SCC behavior (Mamaghani et al. 


2010). Table 1 lists all hardened property tests performed in this project. It lists the test’s ASTM designation, test 


description, specimen size, number of specimens per mix, test age, and the total number of specimens needed for 


each test. Most of the tests listed are conventional, but ASTM A944 is a unique test that gives a comparison bond 


value for different types of concrete.   


 


 


Table 1:  Hardened property tests. 


ASTM Designation Description Specimen Size 


Number of 


specimens 


per mix 


Test Age 


(days) 


Total number 


of specimens 


C39-04 Compressive 


Strength 


4x8" cylinder 3 1,7,28,56 72 


C293-02 Modulus of 


Rupture 


6x6x18" beam 3 28 18 


C469-02 Modulus of 


Elasticity 


6x12" cylinder 3 28 18 


C157-04 Drying 


Shrinkage 


4x4x11.25" beam 3 28 18 


C1202-97 Chloride-ion 


permeability 


4"x2" disc 3 28 18 


C457-98 Linear 


Traverse 


4x8" cylinder  1 28 6 


C496-04 Splitting 


Tensile Test 


6x12" cylinder 3 28 18 


A944-04 Bond 


Strength 


24"x15.5"x9.5" 3 28 18 
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2.1 ASTM C39-04: Compressive Strength 


 


Compressive strength of concrete depends on the size and shape of the aggregate, as well as the age of the 


specimens, batching, mixing, molding, and curing conditions. To test for compressive strength, moist-cured 


specimens were placed in between upper and lower bearing blocks on the testing machine.  The load indicator was 


set to zero and a compressive axial load was applied continuously until the load indicator showed that the load was 


decreasing slowly and the specimen showed evidence of fracture.  The maximum load attained was recorded and 


divided by the cross sectional area of the specimen to determine compressive strength. The results of this test 


method are used as a basis for quality control of concrete proportioning, mixing, and placing operations, and for 


determination of compliance with specifications control for evaluating effectiveness of admixture and similar uses.   


 


The strength gain of each mix design versus age of the design samples is shown in Figure 1.  A total of twelve 


specimens per mix design were tested and each point on the graph represents the average of three tests performed on 


each mix and a test age in accordance with ASTM C39-049.  As expected, the mixes gained seventy percent of their 


strength within the first seven days, see Figure 1. 


 


The results in Figure 1 indicate that SCC mixes exhibit higher and faster strength gain as compared to the NC 


counterpart mixes. SCC mixes, on average, have ten to twenty percent greater compressive strength, as compared to 


their NC counterparts, for a given age and cementitious material content.   


 


The NC mix containing fly ash with 6 bags of cementitious material (NC:6.0:30FA) performed almost the same as 


the NC containing fly ash with 6.5 bags of cementitious material (NC:6.5:30FA), see Figure 1. The SCC mix with 


6.5 bags of cementitious material containing fly ash outperformed the SCC mix with 6 bags of cementitious material 


containing fly ash (compare SCC:6.5:30FA with SCC:6.0:30FA, see Figure 1).     
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Figure 1: Compressive strength gain vs. time for all 6 mix designs. 
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These results imply that SCC with higher cementitious material exhibits higher compressive strength. SCC with 6.5 


bags of cementitious material without fly ash (SCC:6.5:0.0FA) outperformed all mixes tested with regards to 


strength gain, especially at the age of seven days and twenty-eight days.  However, the strength gain for the SCC 


counterpart with fly ash is almost the same at the age of fifty-six days (compare SCC:6.5:0.0FA with 


SCC:6.5:30FA), see Figure 1. A SCC mix that contains less cementitious material than a comparable conventional 


(NC) mix exhibits more strength. SCC:6.0:30FA outperformed and had greater strength than all NC mixes at fifty-


six days, see Figure 1. Comparing SCC:6.5:0.0FA and SCC:6.5:30FA, two SCC mixes with equal number of cement 


bags, results in the conclusion that altering the amount of fly ash does not affect compressive strength at fifty-six 


days, see Figure 1. From these results, it is concluded that higher cementititous material is beneficial for SCC mixes, 


while the increase in cementitious material has insignificant effect on strength gain of NC, see Figure 1.   


 


Since all mixes had identical aggregate proportions and water-cement ratios, these results indicate SCC has 


comparable strength gain to its NC counterpart. The compressive strength test results indicate that SCC outperforms 


its NC counterpart.  In summary, the following conclusions can be reached from compressive strength test. First, fly 


ash has the effect of lowering and delaying compressive strength gain.  In addition, SCC mixes have ten to twenty 


percent greater compressive strength as compared to their NC counterparts.  Furthermore, higher amounts of 


cementitious material result in larger compressive strengths for SCC mixes, while increasing cementitious material 


has an insignificant effect on compressive strength gain for NC mixes. Finally, compressive strength test results 


indicate that SCC outperforms its NC counterparts. 


 


2.2 ASTM C293-02: Modulus of Rupture 


 


The modulus of rupture (MOR) test is used to determine the MOR (or flexural strength) of concrete specimens by 


use of center point loading in accordance with ASTM C293-02.  Eighteen 6”x6”x18” beams (three specimens per 


mix design) were used in this test. The moist cured specimens were removed from moist storage and tested for 


flexural strength as soon as possible; surface drying on the specimens can lead to a reduced modulus of rupture.  The 


specimens were placed on support blocks of the testing machine, see Figure 2a. The load-applying block was placed 


in contact with the specimen at the center and a constant load of three percent of the ultimate load was applied.  In 


order to determine if gaps exist between the specimen and the load-applying or support blocks, gages of 0.004 


inches and 0.015 inches were used. The specimens were ground to eliminate gaps greater than 0.004 inches. 


Grinding was only used when gaps exceed 0.015 inches. The load was applied constantly and without shock until it 


reached breaking point so the extreme fiber stress increased at a rate of 125 to 175 psi/min. Figure 2a shows the 


MOR test setup used in this research. 


 


Once the breaking point is reached, the dimensions of the fracture faces were determined in order to calculate MOR. 


One measurement was taken at each edge of the fracture surface and one at the center. Three measurements in each 


direction are needed to obtain the average width and depth at fracture. MOR was then calculated by the following 


equation: 


 


[1]     
2


3
,


2


PL
MOR psi


bd
          


 


where: 


MOR = modulus of rupture, psi, 


P = maximum applied load, lbf,   


L = span length, in,  


b = average width of specimen at fracture, in, and  


d = average depth of the specimen at fracture, in. 
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                             (a)                                                                     (b) 


Figure 2: Apparatus used to perform ASTM C293-02, (b) Modulus of elasticity testing assembly. 


 


The modulus of rupture was tested the same day as the compressive strength (28 days) so a comparison can be made 


to ACI 318-08 Section 9.5.2.3, Equation 9-10: 


 


[2]      
c


MOR


f
 



            


 


where: 


α = coefficient of MOR = 7.5 



cf  = Compressive strength of concrete at 28 days, psi. 


              


Table 2 lists the results of MOR for each mix design. The coefficient of MOR is calculated by dividing the measured 


MOR by the square root of the specimen’s actual compressive strength.  The test results show that the coefficient for 


MOR is between eleven and twelve, indicating excellent tensile strength and aggregate interlock.  The modulus of 


rupture test results indicate that the SCC mixes performed well as compared with the NC mixes, see Table 2.   


 


Table 2:  Modulus of rupture results at 28 days. 


Mix ID fc' (psi) MOR  


(psi) 


α 


SCC:6.5:0.0FA 7858 1065.12 12.02 


NC:6.5:0.0FA 6721 910.99 11.11 


SCC:6.5:30FA 7568 861.90 9.91 


NC:6.5:30FA 5027 854.25 12.05 


SCC:6.0:30FA 6194 882.19 11.21 


NC:6.0:30FA 5228 875.54 12.11 
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2.3 ASTM C469-02: Modulus of Elasticity 


 


The modulus of elasticity (MOE) of the concrete specimens was found by the test procedure outlined in ASTM 


C469-02. Moist-cured specimens were placed between the upper and lower bearing blocks of a compressometer 


with a digital dial gage attached that allowed deflections to be recorded at each load step, see Figure 2b. Each 


specimen was weighed prior to loading and the unit weight was calculated; then the specimen was loaded to forty 


percent of its failure load to ensure that the loading only occurred in the elastic range. Dial gage readings were taken 


at intervals of 10,000 lbs up to 80,000 lbs and then the load was released. The specimen was reloaded to failure to 


obtain the 28 day compressive strength. 


           


A CDI brand dial gage was used to measure deflection of the compressometer after each test.  Deflections were 


measured on three specimens per mix design and their respective MOE calculated from a best fit line that described 


the linear elastic deformation. The MOE is found by the equation: 


 


[3]     2 1


2 0.00005


S S
E










                             


 


where: 


E = Modulus of elasticity 


S2 = stress at 40% of load, psi 


S1 = stress relative to 50 millionths strain, psi, and 


ε2 = longitudinal strain produced by S2.   


 


Since the unit weight and compressive strength were measured for each specimen, the results were compared to the 


ACI equation for MOE: 


 


[4]     
1.533 ( 318 08, 8.5.1)c c cE w f ACI Section 


          
            


 


where: 


cw =  unit weight, 
3/ .lb ft  


 fc’= compressive strength at 28 days, psi. 


 


The MOE of each mix design determined by testing and the comparative value calculated by the ACI equations are 


listed in Table 3. The percent difference between the measured MOE and calculated MOE is calculated by equation 


5 to illustrate how well equation 4 predicts values for NC and SCC mixes. 


 


[5]     
Average of Measured Average of ACI Calculated


Average of Measured


MOE MOE
Percent Difference


MOE



      


 


The modulus of elasticity for the SCC mixes is higher than that of the NC mix counterpart, see Table 3.  The results 


indicate that all mixes had greater stiffness than those calculated by the ACI 318 equation. Since MOE is dependent 


on the aggregate type, coarse aggregate content, and compressive strength, these results show that SCC mixes would 


have comparable stiffness to the counterpart NC mixes.  In summary, the modulus of elasticity for SCC mixes 


outperforms that of the NC mixes.  Also, for all mixes tested in this project, the measured MOE was exceeds the 


calculated MOE by the ACI 318 equation. 
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Table 3:  Modulus of elasticity results. 


Specimen ID 


Average 


Measured 


MOE, ksi 


Avg. ACI 


Calculated MOE, 


ksi 


% difference 


SCC:6.5:0.0FA 5174.57 5142.80 0.62% 


NC:6.5:0.0FA 4827.29 4332.53 11.42% 


SCC:6.5:30FA 4873.49 4560.01 6.87% 


NC:6.5:30FA 5045.05 4120.39 22.44% 


SCC:6.0:30FA 5257.77 4413.66 19.12% 


NC:6.0:30FA 4442.94 4313.81 2.99% 


 


 


2.4 ASTM C157-04: Drying Shrinkage 


 


ASTM C157-04 tests shrinkage of concrete specimens over a given period of time by measuring length change 


under a constant environment (fifty percent relative humidity and 73 degrees Fahrenheit).  Measurement of length 


change permits assessment of the potential for volumetric expansion or contraction of SCC and NC mixes. This test 


method is particularly useful for comparative evaluation of this potential in different SCC and NC mixtures. The 


concrete was mixed and molded in accordance with ASTM C192, and the specimens, prisms with a 4 inch cross 


section (4” x 4”) and 11 ¼ inches long,  were cured in the molds under moist conditions.   Stainless steel studs were 


embedded at the ends of each specimen to provide a reference point when measuring length.   


 


Twenty-four hours after the addition of cement and water during mixing, the specimens were removed from the 


molds and placed in a limewater bath for thirty minutes.  Once removed, the initial comparator reading was taken. 


The specimens were then submerged in lime water for twenty-eight days; following this bath, specimen lengths were 


recorded as the second comparator reading. They were then moved into a constant environment chamber for 16 


weeks (112 days).   Readings were taken after 56 days and 112 days. The percent length change was calculated by: 


 


[6]     100x


CRD initial CRD
L


G



                               


 


where:  


ΔLx = length change of specimen at any age, %, 


CRD = difference between comparator reading of specimen and reference bar at any age, and 


G = The gage length, 10 in. 


 


Results for each mix design are summarized in Table 4, with each reported value representing the average of three 


specimens per mix design.   


 


 


Table 4:  Length change results for 28, 56, and 112 days.   


Mix ID Average % Length 


Change at 28 days 


Avg. Length change 


at 56 days (%) 


Avg. Length change 


at 112 days (%) 


NC:6.5:0.0FA -0.03% -0.05% -0.04% 


SCC:6.5:0.0FA -0.04% -0.04% -0.04% 


NC:6.5:30FA -0.03% -0.04% -0.05% 


SCC6.5:30FA -0.07% -0.08% -0.08% 


NC:6.0:30:FA -0.02% -0.05% -0.04% 


SCC:6.0:30FA -0.02% -0.04% -0.03% 
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The SCC:6.5:30FA mix exhibits the largest shrinkage of -0.08% , while its normal concrete shrinkage is -0.05% at 


112 days, see Table 4. The amount of shrinkage for other specimens is almost the same (below -0.04%).  The results 


in Table 4 indicate that the shrinkage of the SCC mixes is almost the same as the NC mixes. These results are 


expected; since each mix is comprised of the same coarse aggregate, the shrinkage values should not differ by an 


appreciable amount.   


 


2.5 ASTM C1202-97: Rapid Chlorine Ion Permeability 


 


The rapid chlorine ion permeability test is used to determine the electrical conductance of concrete to indicate its 


resistance to the penetration of chloride ions. It consists of creating two inch thick slices of concrete, four inches in 


diameter, and monitoring the amount of electrical current passed through during six hours. These samples have one 


end placed in a sodium hydroxide solution and one end in sodium chloride. Sixty volts DC is the potential difference 


maintained across the ends of the specimens, and the total charge passing through relates to the concrete’s resistance 


to chloride ion penetration.  


 


Concrete samples were cut into two inch by four inch diameter pucks here at UND and sent to American 


Petrographic Services (APS) of Saint Paul, Minnesota.  APS did the remaining sample preparation, along with the 


testing and analysis of eighteen specimens (three per mix design) at the age of twenty-eight days.  Table 5 


summarizes the test results, and the detailed test data are reported in Appendix IV of reference (Mamaghani et al. 


2010).  


 


Table 5: Permeability results. 


ASTM C 1202: Rapid Chloride Ion Permeability 


Mix ID Coulombs Coulombs Coulombs Avg Total 


Coulombs 


Std 


Dev 


COV Rating 


Based On 


ASTM C 


1202 


SCC:6.5:0.0FA 2450 2270 1910 2210 224 10.2% Moderate 


SCC:6.5:30FA 1340 2580 1050 1657 813 49.1% Low 


SCC:6.0:30FA 1630 1450 1180 1420 185 13.0% Low 


NC:6.5:0.0FA 2170 1750 2490 2137 303 14.2% Moderate 


NC:6.5:30FA 1120 900 670 897 225 25.1% Low 


NC:6.0:30FA 1240 1130 890 1087 146 13.4% Low 


 


 


Factors known to affect chloride ion penetration include: water-cement ratio, air void system, aggregate type, 


degrees of consolidation, and type of curing.  The permeability results in Table 4 indicate that SCC mixes exhibit 


comparable permeability to that of the NC mixes.  A large deviation between coefficient of variation (COV) for 


SCC:6.5:30FA (49.1%) and NC:6.5:30FA (25.1%) exists even though the two mixes have similar ingredients, 


except for HRWRA. This is expected because ASTM allows up to forty-two percent variability for the same mix 


design tested at the same lab and by the same operator; in addition, AASHTO allows up to nineteen and half percent 


variability for the same conditions. This variability allowance explains that the qualitative description of “low,” 


“moderate,” or “very low” essentially means that concrete mixes falling into the same category are performing the 


same in the field. 


 


2.6 ASTM C457-98: Linear Traverse 


 


ASMT C457-98 incorporates two methods, linear traverse and modified point count, for estimating the air void 


parameters of hardened concrete. Due to its well-known accuracy, the linear traverse method was used in this 


research project. In a linear traverse, parallel lines are superimposed on a polished plane surface of concrete.  Chords 


are formed by the intersection of these lines with exposed air void sections, and are counted and measured. Air void 


parameters such as the air content, specific surfaces and spacing factor are calculated using equations set forth in the 


test method, and used to gage concrete durability under freezing and thawing (expansion and contraction). The 


system is automated in the respect that the instrument moves the concrete specimen along a line the exact same 
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distance at each step. The linear traverse method calculates the hardened air content (percent entrained and percent 


entrapped), air voids per inch, specific surface, spacing factor, paste content, and traverse length.  


 


The spacing factor is generally regarded as the most significant indicator of durability of the cement paste matrix to 


freezing and thawing exposure of concrete.  The maximum value of spacing factor for moderate exposure of the 


concrete is usually taken to be 0.008 inches.  Somewhat larger values may be adequate for mild exposure and 


smaller ones may be required for severe exposure, especially if the concrete is in contact with deicing chemicals.  


An increase in the water-cement ratio or the paste content must be accompanied by an increase in the air content if 


the spacing factor is not to increase. The air content can be reduced substantially by extended vibration of the 


normal concrete without a significant increase of the spacing factor, provided the concrete was adequately air 


entrained. Extended vibration is not, however, recommended as a field practice because of the dangers of excessive 


bleeding and segregation.  Table 6 contains the results of linear traverse testing. It is worth noting that ACI 201.2 


states that for concrete to have adequate freeze thaw resistance the spacing factor has to be less than 0.008 inches 


(0.2 mm).   


Table 6:  Linear traverse test data. 


Trial # Mix ID Air Void 


Content 


% 


Entrained 


(≤ 0.04") 


% 


Entrapped 


(≥ 0.04") 


Spacing 


Factor, 


(in) 


Consistent With 


Freeze/Thaw 


Resistance? 


5 SCC:6.5:0.0FA 5 3.4 1.6 0.01 no 


15 SCC:6.5:30FA 5.4 5.1 0.3 0.006 yes 


18 SCC:6.0:30FA 5.8 4.8 1 0.01 no 


2 NC:6.5:0.0FA 5.7 4.7 1 0.005 yes 


22 NC:6.5:30FA 4.6 4 0.6 0.005 yes 


25 NC:6.0:30FA 3.5 3.2 0.3 0.005 yes 


Freeze Thaw Limit is set by ACI 201.2 


Max Spacing Factor, to be Freeze/Thaw Resistant 0.008  


 


 


The SCC:6.5:30:FA mix exhibits a spacing factor of 0.006 inches, less than the resistance limit for freeze-thaw of 


0.008 inches. The SCC:6.5:0.0FA and SCC:6.0:30FA mixes exhibit a spacing factor of 0.01 inches which are 


slightly larger than the freeze thaw resistance limit of 0.008 inches.  In other words, the air void system was too 


coarse.  Figure 3a shows the image of SCC:6.0:30FA mix with a spacing factor of 0.01 inches, having a larger and 


less uniform distribution of air-voids as compared to NC:6.5:0.0FA with a spacing factor of 0.005 inches, see Figure 


3b and Table 6. 


 


    
(a)                                                       (b)                                                             (c) 


Figure 3: (a) SCC:6.0:30FA with a spacing factor of 0.01 inches, (b) NC:6.5:0.0FA with a spacing factor of 0.005 


inches, (c) SCC:6.5:30FA, with spacing factor = 0.006". 


 


The spacing factors for SCC:6.5:0.0FA and SCC 6.0:30FA are 0.01 inches, which are slightly above ACI 201’s 


spacing limit. The SCC:6.5:30FA mix exhibits a spacing factor of 0.006 inches, which is smaller than the spacing 


limit set by ACI 201. An image of air-void system for SCC:6.5:30FA is illustrated in Figure 3c. The results indicate 


that SCC may be adequate for mild exposure, where as it may not be adequate for severe exposure, especially if the 
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concrete is in contact with deicing chemicals. The SCC mix with 6.5 bag cementitious material containing fly ash 


exhibits a lower spacing factor and it will be adequate for severe exposure. The details of linear traverse test results 


are given in Appendix IV of reference (Mamaghani et al. 2010).   


3. CONCLUSIONS 


In this paper an experimental program was developed to evaluate hardened properties of self-consolidating concrete 


(SCC).  SCC mixes were compared to conventional concrete (referred to as normal concrete or “NC”) mixes that 


had identical mix proportions with the only difference being admixture levels. Hardened property testing was used 


to evaluate strength, stiffness, permeability, shrinkage, and durability of the concrete mixes.  Pullout testing was 


performed to compare bond strength and linear traverse tests (hardened air void system) were used to investigate 


freeze thaw durability.  Experimental strength and stiffness were evaluated based on ACI 318-08 prediction models 


for modulus of elasticity and tensile strength. It was found that the SCC mixes performed as well or better than their 


conventional mix counterparts in regard to strength and stiffness.  However, it was observed that two of the three 


SCC mixes exhibited slightly higher air void systems as compared to requirements set by ACI 201, ASTM C457 for 


conventional concrete mixes. It was found that SCC mixes exhibited slightly higher permeability than conventional 


mixes but is still classified as having “low” permeability according to ASTM C1202.  The findings of this research 


indicate that the bond of SCC to rebar is adequate. The conducted test results in this project prove that SCC can be 


produced with adequate strength and stiffness in comparison to conventional concrete.  
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ABSTRACT 


The collapse of two iron ore mine dams in south-eastern Brazil on 5 November 2015 is one of the recent 


environmental disasters. The clean-up and environment recovery would take several years and cost billions of 


dollars. Mapping the extent of the affected areas and monitoring the water quality deterioration is a challenge. In this 


study the new optical satellite SENTINEL 2 imagery along LANDSAT 8 were utilized to test the applicability of the 


Land Surface Water Index (LSWI) and Modified Normalized Difference Water Index (MNDWI) in the mapping 


process. The systematic coverage of the study area from the aforementioned satellites before and after the incident 


were studied and compared. The dynamics of LSWI, MNDWI were utilized in the delineation of the affected areas. 


Both quantitative and qualitative measures to assess the mine waste floodwater extent were developed. The high 


reflectance in both the 650-nm and 750-nm wavebands as an indication of Iron-Oxide precipitates occurrence was 


also tested. The study revealed that the mine tailings extended about 500 Km downstream. The affected areas and 


extent revealed from the study results were validated against the official figures from the Brazilian government. 


There was a good agreement between the study results and the published figures. The temporal variation in the Iron-


Oxide precipitates occurrence was successfully mapped. In addition, visual interpretation go well with the study 


results. The findings of this study indicates that the proposed algorithm can be used in the timely mapping of the 


iron ore mine waste floodwater disaster.  


 


Keywords: Mine waste, water indices, environmental disasters, remote sensing, Sentinel 2 


1. INTRODUCTION  


Iron ore is used for steel making and according to the United States Geological Survey (USGS), Brazil is the third 


largest iron ore mine production country in 2015 with 428 million metric tons. Brazil exports of iron ore accounts 


for one third of the world’s total. The region responsible of the highest iron ore production in Brazil is the so-called 


Iron Quadrangle located in the state of Minas Gerias. Tailings dams are used to store mining by-products. In the case 


of failure of such dams, negative severe environmental consequences occurs. A recent tailings dam failure in Brazil 


caused what is described as the worst environmental disaster in Brazil’s history.  
On the 5th of November 2015, a collapse of the tailings dams at Bento-Rodrigues in south-eastern Brazil caused a 


severe environmental disaster by the flooding of iron waste into the Doce River even reaching the Atlantic Ocean 


more than 500 Km downstream the collapse location. The environmental recovery of this disaster would cost 


billions of dollars and last for years. The need to monitor and assess the extent of iron waste mudflows in such an 


incident is essential.  


 


 


                                                           


 
*  Corresponding author.   
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2. METHODOLOGY  


2.1. Data and Methods  


Remote sensing is considered a time-cost efficient technology for environmental monitoring over large areas. A 


number of remote sensing based indices had been developed that make use of the different targets reflectance 


behaviour for different bands. A number of indices that are sensitive to the presence of water are the normalized 


difference water index NDWI (McFeeters 1996), the modified normalized difference water index MNDWI 


(XU2006), and the land surface water index LSWI (Chandrasekar 2010). Very high resolution imagery VHR were 


used for the Doce river course mapping. The archives of LANDSAT8, SENTINEL-2 and CBERS covering the Doce 


River area were searched. The cloud coverage of the incident area rendered many images in the respective archives 


unusable.  


2.2. Algorithm                                                       


The satellite images were checked for any anomalies. The top of atmosphere TOA reflectance was calculated for 


each band. A simple threshold on the blue band was used for the cloud masking. The indices LSWI and MNDWI for 


a pre event image were calculated. The LSWI and MNDWI were also calculated for each available post event 


image. The dynamics of the pre and post event indices were utilized to map the flooded land. In addition the flooded 


areas Red and NIR reflectance in the pre and post images were compared. The whole steps were modelled into a 


semi-automated ERDAS model. 


3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION    


The collapse affected the whole river course to the Atlantic Ocean stretching more than 500 km downstream the 


collapse location. The major affected area was near the vicinity of the collapse flooding Bento-Rodrigues, an area of 


about 3 km2. Figure 1 shows the vicinity of the collapse and the affected areas while Figure 2 depicts the mouth of 


the river at the Atlantic Ocean. The presence of water quality samples analysis from the river could have helped to 


better investigate and understand the change in the red and near infra-red bands reflectance.  


 


 


 


Figure 1: The vicinity of the collapse and affected areas        Figure 2: mouth of River (SEN-2 Dated 11 Feb 2016) 
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ABSTRACT  


Amec Foster Wheeler, EllisDon, and the Ministry of Transportation Ontario (MTO) understand that infrastructure 


investment decisions have long-term consequences for local communities, the economy and the environment. As 


such, we are committed to ensuring our replacement infrastructure will be more resilient than the asset it replaces.  


 


When designing the replacement Seventh Street Bridge over the QEW, Amec Foster Wheeler had two main goals:  


to provide the MTO and the residents of St. Catharines with a replacement structure that would sustain the increased 


traffic volume anticipated for the area; and to design a structure that would weather the possible long-term impacts 


of climate change. Part of this commitment included integrating sustainability features as much as possible into the 


planning, design and construction of the bridge structure.  


 


The existing structure, a four-span post-tensioned deck with round voids on piled foundations, is being replaced with 


a four-span concrete deck on Nebraska University (NU) girders. The new structure with integral abutments is 


supported on piles at the piers, is narrower than the existing structure, and it aligns with the north fascia of the 


existing structure.  


 


To minimize the risk of pile interference, a 3D model was created showing the theoretical location of the existing 


and new piles all the way down to the bearing strata. The pile location, batter and orientation for the new structure 


were altered as necessary to minimize the possibility of such interference.   


 
Only straight strands are specified, eliminating the need for hold down devices and permitting the simultaneous 


stressing and releasing of all the strands. Straight strands are also specified, perhaps for the first time in Ontario, in 


the web below the center of gravity of the girder to transition the concrete stresses from the highly stressed bottom 


flange to the web and reduce the possibility of horizontal cracking of the webs. 
 


Keywords: Prestressed, strands, piles, NU-Girders  


1. INTRODUCTION 


Amec Foster Wheeler Environment & Infrastructure (Amec Foster Wheeler) and EllisDon Corporation were 


retained by the Ministry of Transportation, Ontario (MTO) in June 2015 to complete the detailed design and 


construction of the Queen Elizabeth Way (QEW) and Seventh Street Interchange Reconstruction Design-Build 


project (DB-2014-2011),  located in St.  Catharines, Ontario. A  major  component of  the  project  is  the 


replacement of the QEW Underpass Bridge at Seventh Street (Site No. 18-102) which is also known as the Seventh 


Street Bridge over the QEW. 
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The Preliminary Design Report, completed by URS Canada Inc. in November 2014, assessed and recommended the 


achievable alternatives for the replacement of the existing structure. Amec Foster Wheeler have investigated those 


recommended alternatives and have confirmed that the structure type of a four-span bridge with precast prestressed 


concrete NU girders is the most feasible. 


1.1 Location  


The structure is located on Seventh Street over the QEW in the City of St. Catharines in the Regional 


Municipality of Niagara. The proposed bridge will be constructed to carry north and south-bound traffic on Seventh 


Street over the QEW. 


2. DESIGN REQUIREMENTS  


The new bridge will be oriented in a north-south direction on a horizontal tangent alignment and a vertical curve 


alignment of Seventh Street.  The centreline of Seventh Street will intersect the centreline of the QEW with a skew 


angle of 8° 50’ 45”. The new bridge will have a total length of 101.255m with spans of 21m, 32.03m, 28.225m and 


20.0m, measured from north to south.  The overall width of the new bridge will measure 14.1m, which includes 


two 3.75m traffic lanes, two 1.75m shoulders, one 2.4m sidewalk and two 0.35m wide exterior barrier walls. 
 


 
The design requirements, specific for the Seventh Street bridge structure, were prepared by the MTO as follows: 


 


1. Jointless abutment type (i.e. integral or semi-integral abutment design); expansion joints are not permitted at 


abutments.  In-span expansion joints are not permitted. 


2. Superstructure shall be continuous over the pier. No expansion joints are permitted over the pier. 


3. The riding surface shall have a thickness of 90mm, composed of a 10mm waterproofing membrane and an 


asphalt pavement. 


4. The vertical clearance shall satisfy the requirements of the Geometric Design Standards for Ontario 


Highways. 


5. The total width of the new bridge shall not be less than what is shown on the Preliminary General 


Arrangement drawing and mentioned elsewhere in the SDR. The bridge will be long enough to accommodate 


a 10-lane cross-section on this section of the QEW. 


6. Approach slabs are required. 


7. Deck drains are not permitted. 


8. The sidewalk on the west side of Seventh St. will be replaced. The sidewalk on the east side of the bridge 


will not be replaced. 


9. A parapet wall with railing on the west side and a parapet wall without railing on the east side of the bridge is 


required. The exterior face of the parapet walls will be provided with bas-relief wave pattern similar to those 


used at the Martindale and Lake St. bridges over the QEW. 


10. The existing bridge shall be removed in its entirety. 


11. An embedded 50mm and 75mm diameter PVC duct shall be provided in both barrier walls for future use. 
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2.1 Design Criteria 


 Present 
Conditions 


Design 
Standards 


Proposed 
Standards 


Functional Highway Classification RAU 90 (a)(b) RAU 60 (a)(b) RAU 60 (a)(b) 


Minimum Stopping Site Distance 160 m 85 m 85 m 


Equivalent 


Minimum ‘K’ 


Factor 


Crest 50 15 25 


Sag 40 40 18 (c) 


Grades Maximum 2.85 % 6 – 8 % 2.85 % 


Radius Minimum N/A 130 m 130 m 


 
Pavement Width 


Varies 


4 x 3.3 – 4.4 m 


 


3.50 m (d) 


 


2 x 3.75 m (d) 


Shoulder Width N/A (e) 1 – 2 m 1 – 1.75 m (f) 


Shoulder Rounding N/A N/A N/A 


Median Width 2.3 m (g) 0 m 0 m 


R. O. W. Width N/A N/A N/A 


Posted Speed 70 km/h 50 km/h 50 km/h 


3. NU-GIRDERS 


The Preliminary Design Report (PDR) recommended 6 lines of NU-1200 girders at a spacing of 2300 mm. After 


reviewing the vertical profile and available clearances we proposed to slightly raise the profile of the structure and 


utilize 5 lines of NU-1400 at a spacing of 2800 mm with 1450 mm cantilevers. The proposal was accepted by MTO 


and we proceeded with the design accordingly. 


3.1 Material Properties 


In Ontario, whenever NU-Girders are detailed for MTO, the specified concrete strength in 28 days is 60 MPa. Low-


relaxation, 7 wire, Size Designation 15 Grade 1860 strands are used. The nominal diameter of the strands is 15.4 


mm, the nominal area is 140 mm2 and the minimum breaking strength is 260.6 kN. 


 


The specified 28 day strength of concrete is 60 MPa and the transfer strength depends on design requirements and is 


discussed in detail below under limiting stresses. 


4. STRAIGHT VS STRAIGHT AND DRAPED STRANDS 


4.1 Deflected Strands and Hold-Downs 


Precasters usually utilize a steel “spine” assembly in the casting bed for holding down the deflected strands. This 


assembly is an important component of the precasting bed as it needs to be able to withstand the large hold-down 


forces during pretensioning of the strands. The number of deflected strands per hold-down location is limited by the 


capacity of the hold-down device. In the past, f o r  C P C I  girder design and fabrication in Ontario, the 


Ministry of Transportation (MTO) recommended a maximum hold-down force of 80 kN per location.  


CPCI girders are typically designed with size designation 13 prestressing strands that have a nominal cross-sectional 


are of 98.7 mm2. NU-Girders are typically designed with size designation 15 prestressing strands that have a 
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nominal cross-sectional are of 140 mm2. It stands to reason that for a similar design, the number of hold down 


devices and locations will have to be increased substantially to accommodate draped strands for NU-Girders. The 


hold-down assembly does not extend the full length of the casting bed and is often fixed at given locations with a 


relatively small capability of travel along the bed. This limits the girder location within the casting bed and 


hampers the possibility of casting multiple girders in one pour. For large structures with many girders casting 


multiple girders at once can greatly improve productivity. Maximum NU-Girder lengths can exceed 50 m 


while casting beds can be substantially more than 100 meters long. If the girders are specified with straight 


strands only, multiple girders can be cast on a single bed in one placement optimizing the production process. 


4.2 Strand Release 


When girders with deflected strands are specified, each strand needs to be release individually and gradually with a 


well thought out release sequence to ensure that there is a balance of stresses induced to the girder. When girders 


with straight strands only are specified, the fabricator is able to release a number of strands simultaneously using 


hydraulic detensioning. This is achieved by using a multi-strand jack. All the strands at the live end are released in 


increments of 20-25% while the same strands are released by heat cutting at the dead end. Heat cutting at the dead 


end should be done in a symmetrical pattern about the vertical axis to avoid introducing a sweep to the girder.   


4.3 Impacts on Design 


In typical designs with draped strands, the vertical component of the prestressing force contributes roughly 10% to 


the shear resistance of the member while the concrete in the web and the stirrups contribute more-or-less equally to 


the total shear capacity. For designs with straight strands only, the loss of the contribution of the vertical component 


of the prestressing force has to be made up by the addition of shear reinforcing.  


 


In addition, draped strands reduce the eccentricity and distribute the prestressing force at the end of the members 


more evenly reducing the possibility of horizontal cracking that has been observed in many jurisdictions where NU-


Girders with straight strands (mainly in the bottom and top flange) have been used. To reduce the possibility of this 


happening with the NU-Girders at the QEW Underpass at 7th Street, we specified straight strands in the web, and 


also debonded approximately 25% of the strands at the ends of the girders (see Figures 1and 2).  


 
Figure 1 
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Figure 2 


5. LIMITING STRESSES 


It is very important for the economical production of precast and prestressed components that the designer specifies 


the minimum concrete strength at transfer (f′ci), rounded to the nearest MPa, which the Code SLS requirements will 


permit. The concrete strength at transfer should be such that the girder can be poured, cured and stripped on a 


24 hour cycle.  


 


When transfer strengths higher than about 0.7f′c are required, a 24-hour cycle may not be possible. In this case it is 


recommended that this issue be discussed with precasters, and any effect of a longer casting cycle be considered in a 


cost-benefit analysis. The designer should make sure that the lowest allowable concrete strength at transfer required 


by the design (to the nearest MPa) is specified on the drawings.  


 


The maximum jacking stress of 0.78fpu allowed by the Code does not account for stresses added by the fabricator to 


compensate for chuck sitting, form shortening, bulkhead rotations, thermal effects, etc. The precasters are very 


reluctant to stress the strands to 0.78fpu plus the additional stresses required to account for the various losses 


indicated above due to the increased risk of breakage. This risk is even higher for draped strands. In most cases, 


limiting the jacking stress to 0.75fpu will allow the precasters to safely add the required corrections.  


 


It is also worth noting that when strands are jacked at lower ambient temperatures, the loss of prestress due to the 


heating of the strands when the concrete is placed can be quite significant and the corrections required may be as 


high as 5%.  In these cases, the correction required may bring the actual jacking stress to dangerously high levels 


and the precaster may be forced to utilise a lower design stress at jacking and increase the number of strands. The 


jacking stress, as specified on the drawings and used for design, should not exceed 0.75fpu. 


 


Recently MTO has issued “Exceptions to the Canadian Highway Bridge Design Code” that call for different limiting 


stresses from those specified in the Code. The differences are described below: 


 


1. The limiting concrete tensile tress at transfer has been increase from 0.5fcri to 0.6fcri. 


2. A new limit for compressive stresses in concrete under prestress and permanent loads (after allowance for 


losses and redistribution of load effects) of 0.60f΄c at the Serviceability Limit State has been introduced. 


3. The maximum concrete tensile stress in service has been reduced to half the cracking strength of concrete 


(0.5fcr). The Code currently permits the tensile stress in service to exceed the cracking strength of concrete 


when cracking width is controlled in accordance with the crack control clause in the Code.  


 


The above changes are quite logical and help with the design. Certainly we can be more liberal with the tensile 


stresses at transfer because of the addition of permanent load compressive stresses in service. In the design of the 


QEW Underpass at 7th St. we found that the concrete compressive stress limit at transfer of 0.6f΄ci at the bottom 


flange at mid span becomes an issue as the bottom flange is heavily prestressed. This is also a temporary condition 


which will improve with the addition of the permanent load tensile stresses in service and it may be wise on the 
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Ministry’s and the Code’s part to consider slightly modifying this limit. Increasing the compressive stress limit at 


transfer from 0.6f΄ci to 0.7f΄ci seems quite reasonable for prestressed members where the addition of permanent loads 


in service will decrease the compressive stresses.   


6. NU-GIRDERS VS CPCI GIRDERS 


In order to carry out a proper comparison between NU and CPCI girders one would have to design the exact same  


structure (span, spacing and articulation) with both and use material properties that are identical. We have carried 


out a quick design of the same structure using CPCI girders with concrete strength at 28 days of 60MPa and size 


designation 15 strands. We first tried CPCI 1500 but were unable to make it work; however, when we moved up to 


CPCI 1600 we were able to make it work quite well. Looking at the cross-sectional area of the two girders we see 


that the CPCI 1600 has an area of 515375 mm2 while the NU-1400 has an area of 507500 mm2. The areas are 


practically identical; however, utilizing the NU-1400 we are theoretically able to reduce the approach fill, column 


and abutment heights by 200 mm. This may not be a huge saving for totally new construction; however, in a 


structure replacement situation it may be the difference between having to, or not, alter the vertical profile of the 


roadway above.  


 


One issue that comes to mind that we have not experienced in Ontario yet, as the NU-Girder has just recently been 


introduced, is the sections ability to withstand impact from traffic below. We have had many cases where CPCI 


girder bottom flanges have been hit from below and they have performed rather adequately. There have been very 


few cases where the bottom flange was damaged significantly and strands were raptured. The NU girder bottom 


flange, although wider than the CPCI girder, is much thinner at the ends (135 mm vs 180 mm) which may make it 


more susceptible to damage when impacted from below.          


7. DURABILITY 


To ensure the long term durability of the structure we followed the requirements of the MTO Structural Manual and 


specified premium corrosion protection materials such as stainless steel and Glass Fibre Reinforced Polymer 


(GFRP) reinforcing bars where required.  


 


The structure has been articulate to have fully integral abutments, eliminating the need for expansion joints between 


the deck and the ballast wall. The longitudinal movement of the structure, due to time dependant and thermal effects, 


is accommodated at the end of the approach slab where a sleeper slab and class C joint have been specified.  


8. FOUNDATIONS 


The abutments and piers of the old bridge were supported on groups of vertical and battered piles. The underpass 


structure had been constructed on embankment fills with heights of about 7.5 m and 9.5 m at the south and north 


approaches, respectively.  


 


This project site is located in the Iroquois Plain physiographic region, as delineated in The Physiography of 


Southern Ontario (Chapman and Putnam, 1984). The overburden in the area predominantly consists of clayey silt. 


The bedrock in the area is Queenston Formation shale with limestone inter-beds. 


 


The results of geotechnical investigations carried out at this site also indicate that the subsurface conditions consist 


of embankment fill on both the north and south sides of the QEW, overlying a deposit of predominantly stiff to very 


stiff clayey silt, which is underlain by a hard cohesive till.  The cohesive till thins out near the south and north 


abutments, where layers of dense sandy gravel or silt and sandy gravel were encountered.  These deposits are 


underlain by residual soil, which is a mixture of cobbles and boulders, and shale fragments. The residual soil at the 


site is underlain by the shale bedrock.    


  


Both shallow and deep foundation options were considered for support of the abutments, associated wing walls and 


piers for the new Seventh Street underpass structure.  In summary, the preferred option from a 


geotechnical/foundations perspective was to support the abutments, associated wingwalls/retaining walls and piers 
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for the replacement structure on steel H-pile foundations supported on or above the residual soils (immediately 


above the bedrock surface) or on the shale bedrock.  A risk was identified associated with damaging the piles during 


driving into or through the till or residual soil deposits which are present above the shale bedrock, and contain 


cobbles and boulders.  This risk was controlled to avoid or minimize the extent of the damage to the piles once these 


layers were reached, and the required bearing resistance was achieved on these layers. 


 


It has been a common practice to utilize battered piles to resist lateral loads in a group of piles. However, vertical 


piles are also capable of sustaining horizontal loads as well as axial loads. Due to the limitations associated with the 


avoiding conflict with the existing pile foundations at the site it was decided to rely on the lateral resistance of the 


piles in order to modify the geometry of the pile groups so that such conflicts with the existing piles were avoided.  


It is common practice to design the piles for vertical loads and then check for lateral pile resistances, pile head 


deflections, and bending moments by lateral pile analysis. Lateral pile analysis involves soil structure interaction and 


requires soil stiffness properties. The analysis is generally performed by a lateral pile computer program or by 


structural analysis where the horizontal behaviour of the soil surrounding the pile is modelled as a series of non-


linear springs. 


 


Lateral pile analyses have been carried out to determine ultimate lateral resistance of single piles as well as pile top 


deflections. P-y curves which represent the non-linear response of the soil-pile structure to lateral loads were also 


generated for both abutments as well as piers for refined soil-structure interaction analysis. 


 


The behavior of a group of piles maybe influenced by two forms of interactions: 


 


 Interaction between piles in close proximity where efficiency is involved;  


 Interaction by distribution of loading to individual piles from the pile cap.  


 


The design of driven piles subjected to lateral loads should take into account such factors as the batter of the piles (if 


any), the relative rigidity of the piles relative to the surrounding soil, the fixity condition at the head of the pile at the 


pile cap level, the structural capacity of the pile to withstand bending moments, the soil resistance that can be 


mobilized, the tolerable lateral deflections at the head of the pile and the pile group effects.  For design purposes, 


both the structural and geotechnical resistances should be evaluated to establish the governing case.   


 


Some commercially available software such as GROUP from Ensoft Inc. which are typically used for analyzing 


groups of piles have the capability of introducing the P-y curves along the individual piles and taking into account 


the efficiencies of closely spaced piles. However, design engineers must consider the limitations of such software 


and the fundamental assumptions which could impact the final results. For example, some of the software analysis 


assumes that the pile cap is a rigid body whereas, in many cases, the flexibility of the cap may result in a more 


uneven distribution of the loads between the piles as compared to the results of software models assuming rigid pile 


caps. For design of the pile group for the Seventh Street underpass, Finite Element approaches which took into 


account the non-linear behavior of the surrounding soils as well as the rigidity/flexibility of the pile cap were 


implemented in the design. 


 


After distribution of the applied loads through the piles cap between the piles each pile was structurally checked to 


ensure the structural requirements of both CSA S6 and CSA S16 are satisfied.  


9. CONSTRUCTION 


Construction commenced on October 17, 2015 with the demolition of the existing four-span post-tensioned deck 


structure. The Contractor, Ellis Don, had a 12 hour QEW closure window within which the existing structure had to 


be demolished and removed from the roadway to permit traffic to continue. The contractor used an impressive list of 


equipment to complete the demolition that included 2-80 ton excavators with shears, 6-60 ton excavators with 


hammers, 4-50 ton excavators with grapple, bucket and hammers, 4 rock trucks and 3-940 cat loaders. Demolition 


started precisely at 10:00 PM on October 17, 2015 and was completed by 9:00 AM on October 18 one hour ahead of 


schedule. In eleven hours they removed 2100 m3 of concrete and 500 tonnes of reinforcing and post-tensioning steel. 
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The contractor proceeded immediately with the removal of the existing pile caps at the piers and the installation of 


piles for the new structure. During the excavation for the central pier the contractor discovered two existing 150 mm 


diameter conduits that were going right through the footing (see picture below).  


 


 
Photograph showing 150mm diameter conduits through the pier footing 


 


We quickly designed a support system for the conduits, issued a revised drawing to the Contractor (see Figure 3) 


and worked progressed smoothly and without delay. 


 


  
 


Figure 3 


 


At the time of writing this paper, the contractor has successfully constructed all the substructure elements and the 


superstructure will be constructed at the begging of the 2016 construction seasons well ahead of schedule. The pier 


columns and caps were constructed under cold weather conditions and had to be protected as shown in the 


photographs below. 
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Photograph showing cold weather protection for pier columns  
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ABSTRACT  


Comprehensive asset management practises provide a broad range of benefits to organizations with regard to 


efficiency, improved service and robust, defendable decision making. The development of asset management 


standardized practises are intended to evolve the management of assets into a future state where decision-makers can 


optimize their choices based on comparable information and do so with relative ease.  


 


This presentation offers an effective framework for implementing asset management and shows how this framework 


is being applied in the City of London, Ontario. 


 


The City’s implementation approach is summarized as follows: 1) identify best practice; 2) establish governance; 3) 


complete current state of asset management analysis; 4) develop asset management policy and strategies; 5) develop 


State of Infrastructure Report and Corporate Asset Management Plan; 6) undertake pilot trials implementing the 


asset management strategies in two service areas; 7) Acquire and implement asset management software and 8) roll 


out standardized practices to all service areas. 


 


The City of London has completed the first steps in the implementation approach and are currently executing pilot 


trials in the Transportation and Parks & Recreation service areas.  Early results of the program are being felt across 


the City, particularly the identification of the City’s infrastructure gap which has garnered significant attention in 


budget discussions.  The results of the pilot trials will help guide implementation of the asset management program 


across the remainder of the City’s service areas and ultimately support effective and sustainable infrastructure 


investment decisions well into the future.   


 


Keywords: Asset Management; Infrastructure Gap; Sustainability; Strategy; Decision Making; City of London  


ASSET MANAGEMENT PROGRAM OVERVIEW  


A successful Asset Management program systemizes, formalizes and coordinates the processes used to manage 


assets. Implementation of a successful Asset Management program will manage Assets based on the principles of 


sustainability, continuous improvement and simplicity; enable the integration of corporate priorities and enable clear 


accurate reporting in a timely manner. The City of London’s implementation approach is illustrated in Figure 1.   


CASE STUDY  


The City of London owns, manages and operates an estimated $11 billion in assets (2012 replacement value). This 


includes roads, sewers, water pipes, parks, buildings, land, vehicles, equipment and much more. These assets are 


relied upon every single day.  
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Figure 1: Asset Management Program Overview 


 


Historically, the City of London has managed its assets through individual systems in localized service areas without 


a corporately shared basis of information for decision making.  Acquiring corporate wide information is a significant 


challenge whenever the information is needed for activities such as PSAB 3150 reporting and authoring Asset 


Management Plans. The City’s corporate approach towards standardized asset management is intended to help 


ensure limited resources are applied where needed most, minimizing risk and enhancing effective use of assets over 


their life cycle.  


 


In 2011, the City recognized the need to implement Asset Management program, the City of London embarked on a 


Corporate Asset Management Project.  To date the City has completed the flowing key project milestones:  


 Develop and implement a governance strategy including tactical methods for implementation of the strategy. 


The established governance clearly defines the roles and responsibilities of the Corporate Asset 


Management office and the other stakeholders. 


 Undertake an analysis of the current state of asset management in the City.  


 Obtain senior leadership approval of the Corporate Asset Management Administrative Policy and Strategies 


enshrining commitment to support the program.   


 Author the City’s first State of Infrastructure Report that documents the current state of London’s 


infrastructure and identifies infrastructure needs over the next 10 years. 


 Author the City’s first Corporate Asset Management Plan focusing on what is needed to achieve established 


levels of service (LOS) and identify long-term asset investment needs to control growth of the 


infrastructure gap.   


 


The City is actively continuing its efforts to achieve the next milestones which include: 


 Pilot trials underway implementing the asset management strategies in the Transportation and Parks & 


Recreation service areas.  


 Purchasing process underway to acquire software solutions to support standardized asset management 


practices across the City.  


 


The knowledge and efficiencies obtained through implementation of Corporate Asset Management will help ensure 


that the City of London is receiving maximum return on its investment in assets; is spending tax dollars wisely while 


mitigating risk, meeting customer expectations and is meeting reporting requirements for Provincial and Federal 


funding programs.  
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ABSTRACT  


As communities grow and change it has become increasingly important to understand, plan and design for the 


movement of freight in order to maintain goods movement efficiency and the economic competitiveness of 


communities, while integrating and balancing the needs of other transportation system users and the compatibility of 


surrounding land uses. The Ontario Ministry of Transportation has developed Freight-Supportive Guidelines to 


assist municipalities, planners, engineers, developers and other practitioners in creating safe and efficient freight-


supportive communities. The Guidelines provide land use planning, site design, road design and operational best 


practices, examples and implementation tools that are applicable to a wide range of communities and municipalities 


across Canada. Transportation demand management strategies can also be used to improve the efficiency of urban 


freight movement. During the Toronto 2015 Pan Am and Parapan Am Games, the Ontario Ministry of 


Transportation conducted a pilot to explore the potential of using off-peak deliveries as an urban freight 


transportation demand management strategy. The pilot allowed businesses and municipalities to explore the 


suitability and potential benefits and challenges of off-peak deliveries. 


 


Keywords: freight, goods movement, land use planning, site design, off-peak deliveries, demand management 


EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  


As communities grow and change it has become increasingly important to understand, plan and design for the 


movement of freight in order to maintain goods movement efficiency and the economic competitiveness of 


communities, while integrating and balancing the needs of other transportation system users and the compatibility of 


surrounding land uses.  


 


Goods movement supports thousands of jobs in Ontario and generates billions of dollars in trade. Implementing 


strategies that support efficient movement of freight is important for all municipalities and communities seeking to 


attract new industry and for addressing the needs of existing businesses. Communities specifically designed to 


accommodate the movement of freight are safer and more livable, and consumers there have better access to goods 


and services. Incorporating freight movement into the design of communities and transportation systems can also 


help protect the environment by reducing travel times, vehicle delays and associated air pollution. 


 


In January 2016, the Ontario Ministry of Transportation published Freight-Supportive Guidelines to assist 


municipalities, planners, engineers, developers and other practitioners in creating safe and efficient freight-


supportive communities. The Guidelines provide land use planning, site design, road design and operational best 


practices, examples and implementation tools that are applicable to a wide range of communities and municipalities 


across Canada.  


 


The presentation will discuss key freight-supportive strategies, from undertaking a freight audit to better understand 


and address local goods movement to details such as site access arrangements, loading dock design and signal 


timing. 
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In order to plan for freight, it is critical to understand local needs and challenges. The Guidelines set out a process 


for undertaking a freight audit in order to identify issues affecting local freight movement, collect baseline 


information and from these establish planning, policy and infrastructure priorities needed to support the safe and 


efficient movement of freight. These may include identification and protection of linkages to future or existing 


employment areas, existing major goods movement facilities, corridors for movement of freight within and between 


neighbouring jurisdictions and areas for new freight-intensive land uses, facilities and corridors as appropriate. 


Ensuring that the appropriate land uses are located near freight facilities and corridors and planning for separation or 


buffering of sensitive land uses is also a critical to planning for safe and efficient movement of freight over the long 


term. 


 


At a more detailed level, appropriate design of sites and adjacent roads is important to support efficient goods 


movement and avoid conflicts with other road users, including transit vehicles, pedestrians and cyclists. This 


includes providing for and clearly designating safe access routes and appropriate loading zones for delivery vehicles, 


separated from areas of high pedestrian/cyclist activity. 


 


Operational strategies, such as appropriate signal timing, facility design, way-finding and truck route guidance, can 


also have a significant impact on the efficient movement of freight through communities.  


 


Creating communities designed to accommodate and support movement of freight is important to the sustainability 


of the Ontario economy, helping to maintain a high quality of life in the province. Implementing the strategies 


presented in these guidelines though context-sensitive design and based on local needs will help produce a safe, 


efficient and sustainable goods movement network that is integrated with the community. 


 


Transportation demand management strategies can also be used to improve the efficiency of urban freight 


movement. During the Toronto 2015 Pan Am and Parapan Am Games, the Ontario Ministry of Transportation 


conducted a pilot to explore the potential of using off-peak deliveries as an urban freight transportation demand 


management strategy. The pilot allowed businesses and municipalities to explore the suitability and potential 


benefits and challenges of off-peak deliveries. 


 


Key findings from the Off-Peak Deliveries pilot will also be presented. 


 


Off-Peak Deliveries (OPD) mean receiving and shipping outside of standard business hours (typically between 


7:00pm and 6:00am). 40 municipalities and more than 100 businesses participated during the Games period, 


including over 500 receiver locations across the Greater Golden Horseshoe (GGH). An estimated 18,400 deliveries 


were diverted off-peak during the games, which resulted in approximately 4,500 diverted truck trips. The pilot 


demonstrated that OPD can benefit both the public and businesses. Key benefits include congestion management 


and productivity benefits. Options for mitigating the potential barriers of corporate structures, noise impacts, and 


noise bylaws will also be highlighted. 


 


The presentation will engage the audience in the challenges associated with planning for the movement of freight 


across communities, and provide practical strategies to make use of these new opportunities.  
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ABSTRACT  


Vibration serviceability is often the governing design factor for slender, lightweight footbridges. However, there is 


currently a large gap that exists between our understanding from a modeling perspective and their actual vibration 


behaviour. Recent experimental tests conducted at the University of Waterloo have underscored these discrepancies 


and have provided an unique opportunity to not only validate many of the models currently in use, but also to 


propose new modifications to better align with experimental test results. Specifically, issues such as how to design 


for lateral vibrations and crowd-induced loading and calibration of load factors, will be addressed in this 


presentation. Recent results obtained by the pedestrian bridge research group at the University of Waterloo through 


their extensive crowd-testing program on a full-scale aluminum pedestrian bridge located at the university will aim 


to address both of these issues. The ultimate objectives of this experimental program are to validate or extrapolate 


existing analytical frameworks, and to develop new, practical models that can be used in a design guideline to better 


account for lateral vibrations and crowd-induced loading.    


1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 


Vibration serviceability is often the governing design criterion for slender, lightweight pedestrian bridges. However, 


there is currently a large gap that exists between our understanding from a modelling perspective and their actual 


vibration behaviour, which inhibits designers from making confident and economical design decisions. Over the 


course of the last few decades, a number of models have been proposed to quantify both the lateral forces exerted by 


pedestrians on the structure and the underlying mechanisms that trigger resonance (Fujino and Siringoringo 2015). 


From a designer’s perspective, the ideal end result of these models is the synthesis of a vibration serviceability 


design procedure that can be implemented in a relevant design guideline. However, while a few of these models 


have been verified numerically using field data collected from landmark structures such as the Millennium Bridge in 


London (Dallard 2001), experimental validation beyond the testing used to formulate these models has often been 


limited. The lack of a reliable means to validate these models on full-scale structures has created uncertainty in the 


models, and has left code writing committees divided in regards to which model or design criterion to use in their 


guidelines.  


 


The pedestrian bridge research group at the University of Waterloo aims to address these concerns through recent 


and future test results obtained through their extensive crowd-testing program on a full-scale aluminum pedestrian 


bridge located at the university (Dey et al. 2016). The crowd-testing program is providing a unique opportunity to 


validate many of the models currently in use. Existing models for lateral pedestrian-induced forces and vibrations 


and models for direct and parametric resonance, as well as pedestrian-structure dynamic interactions, crowd-


synchronization and the calibration of dynamic load factors will be investigated. The program will provide the data 


needed to propose modifications to existing design procedures or the development of new ones. In addition, the 


crowd-testing program will offer new and unique insights into the vibration behaviour of slender structures.  
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In addition to these experimental studies, an analytical parametric study is being conducted to determine the 


governing failure mode for a typical aluminum pony truss pedestrian bridge as a function of the overall structure 


dimensions. The study will consider static strength criteria (flexural failure and compression chord buckling) and 


vibration serviceability criteria based on existing codes. Preliminary results have shown that slender aluminum 


pedestrian bridges do transition from being strength critical to vibration critical as the span of the structure increases. 


The determination of these key transition points will aid designers in making the appropriate decisions when 


designing slender aluminum pedestrian bridges, such as when to consider the use of dampers to improve the 


performance and economy of the structure.  


 


Keywords: Vibration serviceability, lateral vibration, crowd-induced loading, Aluminum pedestrian bridges, 


footbridge dynamics 
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ABSTRACT  


Reducing heat losses through building envelope is an important step towards energy conservation in buildings. This 


study aims at providing an assessment framework to compare three different types of exterior wall systems; wood 


frame, insulated concrete forms (ICFs), and pre-cast insulated concrete panel (PICP) for Canadian applications. We 


focus on assessing the building envelope performance, cost efficiency, and environmental footprints of these 


technologies. This assessment would influence the decisions on design characteristics of such walls and the selection 


of required materials. The paper is divided into three parts.  First, the exterior wall technologies will be 


independently designed and assembled according to the building codes of Canada and ASHREA standards. And 


then, the environmental impacts of each technology and its components will be assessed through life cycle 


assessment (LCA) using Simapro software. Finally, we will turn to life cost analysis to present the cost profile of 


each technology that includes capital costs as well as operation and maintenance costs. The proposed framework 


which consists of performance criteria from building envelope, life cycle assessment (LCA), and life cycle cost 


(LCC) perspectives for each system. The proposed framework could assist the practitioners in identifying the 


technology that is the best match with a peculiar building. 


 
Keywords: LCA, LCC, Building envelope, Exterior Wall, Insulation 


1. INTRODUCTION 


There has been a growing interest in ZEBs (zero energy buildings) over the past decade mainly through reducing 


space heating load in buildings and incorporation of building integrated renewable energy technologies (Li et al. 


2013). The heat load reduction is achievable by use of proper insulating materials, airtight assemblies, reducing the 


thermal bridge and increasing the thermal mass of the building envelope (Zhang et al. 2007, Pacheco 2012). In cold 


climate regions such as Canada, space heating energy accounts for approximately 60% of total annual energy 


consumption in buildings (NRC 2009). In this sense, heat loss prevention through building envelope could lead to 


energy efficiency gains. Additionally, exterior walls play a critical role in building envelope energy efficiency for 


two main reasons. First, they have interface with other building elements including fenestrations, roof, floor, 


foundation, and slab-on-grade. Second, the wall to window ratio is a key factor in increasing the access to natural 


daylight as well as in reducing the heat losses (Su, X. et al. 2010). 


 


Accordingly, in this paper we focus on concrete wall technologies where most of the below grade stories are 


constructed with concrete walls because of their durability, resistance against heat and moisture transfer. Utilizing 


insulated concrete forms (ICFs) and insulated pre-cast concrete panel (IPCP) wall technologies in exterior walls (in 


comparison with conventional wood-frame walls) are considered a way of achieving thermal load reduction in 
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building as these walls have higher thermal mass, less thermal bridging, and lower permeability on air and vapor 


transmission (Dodoo et al 2012, Doebber et al. 2005).  


 


Consequently, at the earlier stages of the building designs, the exterior wall alternatives need to be evaluated in 


terms of their performances, costing and environmental impacts (Bribián et al. 2009). This paper aims at developing 


an integrated assessment framework accounting for three major areas of building envelope performance, LCA, and 


LCC for three exterior wall technologies of wood frame, ICFs, and IPCP. Accordingly, the proposed assessment 


framework addresses objectives as diverse as green building design, green building materials selection, building 


durability, safety, thermal performance, and ultimately long term energy efficiency during the operational phase. 


2. METHODOLOGY 


In order to evaluate the exterior wall technologies (ICFs, IPCP, and wood-framed) from engineering perspective, in 


first place, their performance and cost considerations are investigated through a literature review. Here, from 


sustainability point of view we take into account the environmental footprints along with economic and 


performance. In doing so, each technology is individually designed and compared according to building code of 


Canada, ASHRAE standard, and other relevant literatures. Then, the total costs of the alternative technologies are 


considered using an LCC assessment which incorporates capital, operations and maintenance, and end of life 


disposal costs. Lastly, based on LCA approach (using Simapro software), we assess the environmental footprints of 


technologies over their entire service lives where an equal R-value per one square meter is considered as the 


functional unit. 


3. RESULTS AND DISCUTIONS 


Insulated concrete walls (ICFs and IPCP) perform more efficiently than wood frames in terms of air, heat and 


moisture controls. Whereas the wood frames’ initial cost is less than that of concrete technologies. In terms of 


environmental impacts, during the construction phase, concrete walls deplete higher level of resources and emit a 


higher volume of CO2 into atmosphere in comparison with wood frames. However, in the operational phase, when 


accounting for energy efficiency and durability, concrete buildings are present themselves as a more eco-friendly 


alternative.     


4. COUNCLUSION 


This study aimed at providing the decision makers in building industry with an integrated framework to account for 


sustainability. We presented a holistic framework exploring performance, LCC, and LCA perspectives of exterior 


wall technologies in buildings. In this case the results reveal the fact that the insulated concrete wall technologies 


could achieve higher energy efficiency gains in the cold climate. 
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ABSTRACT  


Blast loads are categorized as far-field and near-field loads in terms of the scaled distance. Far-field and near-field 


loading are associated with explosions that occur at scaled distances of more than or less than 1.18 m/kg1/3, 


respectively. The blast waves from a far-field explosion arrive simultaneously at and exert uniformly distributed 


pressure on a target. Response computations can be performed using the semi-empirical relations (charts) presented 


in UFC-3-340 design manual, ConWep program or high fidelity physics based commercial software like LS-DYNA, 


AUTODYN, and ABAQUS. On the other hand, for near-field blasts, the interaction between blast waves and 


structures is more complex. Near-field events are characterized by a high temperature fireball and extremely high 


magnitude, spatially and temporally non-uniform overpressure. It has been reported by many researchers that 


existing empirical relationships are inaccurate to determine blast parameters of near-field explosions. Numerical 


codes exist that are capable of modeling the detonation process, propagation of shock wave and shock-structure 


interaction for near-field explosions. However, well-established experimental data that can be used to validate such 


models is limited. Furthermore, the experimental data available is focused on response of reinforced concrete (RC) 


slabs/walls, various façade elements and steel plates. A review of the literature suggests that there is limited 


experimental work on response of RC columns in the near-field and especially contact explosions. This article 


reviews the state-of-the-art of near-field and contact explosions to understand the current level of knowledge in this 


field and to identify research needs/gaps. 


 


Keywords: Near-field, contact explosions, ALE, MMALE, RC columns, JWL 


1. INTRODUCTION 


An explosion is defined as a sudden release of energy and hot gases, within a very short period of time. Explosions 


can be accidental or intentional (terrorist attack) and can cause catastrophic effects on structures. The increased 


number of accidental and terrorist events has led to more focused research in the field of blast wave structure 


interaction. However, there is limited experimental data available when compared to other forms of extreme loads 


such as wind, earthquake and impact. The dearth of live explosion research data and blast-resistant design 


procedures is due to lack of access to experimental facilities and cost involved in carrying out field testing compared 


to other load categories. Until recently, testing involving explosives were limited to the military. As the threat of 


attack has migrated from against military installations to against public and civilian infrastructures, many 


researchers are now investigating the effects of explosions against hardened and conventional structures. Access to 


test sites is however still restricted to select government agencies and their contractors. 


 


At present blast resistant design procedures are based on simplified methods elucidated in Unified Facilities Criteria 


(UFC-3-340-02, 2008). The empirical polynomial relationships given by Kingery and Bulmash (1984) form the 


basis of blast load parameters for spherical air bursts and hemispherical surface bursts. These relationships are based 


on four tests of between 5-500 ton TNT conducted between 1959-1964 (Kingery & Pannill, 1964). The semi-


empirical high-order polynomials are also incorporated into ConWep program (Hyde, 1988) for calculating blast 


load parameters for a range of scaled distances. However the charts provide no data for scaled distances less than 
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0.053 m/kg1/3 and the data represented in near-field range is also not accurate (Luccioni et al. (2006); Sherkar et al. 


(2010); Wang et al. (2008); Cormie et al. (2014a)). The definition of near field range varies a lot in the literature. 


A.S.C.E (2011) defines near-field as scaled distances lesser than 1.18 m/kg1/3 whereas Cormie et al. (2014b) defines 


near-field range as 0.4 m/kg1/3. Regardless of the definition, the charts are not accurate for small scale distances and 


contact explosions. For the purpose of this paper the near-field range has been taken as 1.18 m/kg1/3 and below. In 


case of near-field explosions the empirical expressions cannot be applied with confidence because of the fireball and 


the complexity of the flow processes involved in the propagation of detonation products close to the point of 


detonation. No clear and simple guidance exists on how to define the magnitude and spatial variation of near-field 


blast loading or contact explosions. Various numerical modelling approaches exist to simulate detonation, shock 


propagation and shock-structure interaction. However few definitive experimental data exists to validate such 


models (Rigby et al., 2014b). 


2. CURRENT STATE OF PRACTICE 


2.1 Far-field explosions 


The detonation of explosive materials generates high-temperature and high-pressure gases. The hot gases propagate 


radially outwards at very high velocities from the point of detonation, forming shock wave and preceded by a thin 


high pressure layer known as the shock front. When the shock front reaches a point in space (originally at the 


ambient pressure) an instantaneous increase in pressure to the peak incident pressure Pso is observed. Figure 1 shows 


a typical blast pressure time history as described in UFC-3-340-02 (2008). The shock front velocity diminishes with 


time as it propagates and so also does the peak incident pressure, Pso. As the shock wave impacts a surface, it is 


reflected/reinforced and is termed as reflected pressure, Pr which is higher than the incident pressure. 


 


 
Figure 1: Pressure time history of a blast wave (UFC-3-340-02, 2008) 


Broadly, the method of analysis for structures subjected to far-field blast loads involves determination of blast load 


parameters and performing dynamic analysis to ascertain the behavior of the structure. The blast parameters form 


the basis for blast loading on structures. Blast wave parameters for conventional high explosives have been 


researched in great detail. Peak overpressures due to spherical (free air burst/air burst) and hemispherical (surface 


burst) charges based on the Hopkinson-Cranz scaling law have been presented by various researchers and defense 


manuals (Brode (1955); Newmark and Hansen (1961); Mills (1987); UFC-3-340-02 (2008); Mays and Smith 


(1995)). The blast load parameters, as elucidated in the above literature, can be calculated from the empirical 


equations (charts) at a particular scaled distance. The dynamic response of structural members to blast loading is 


usually determined by means of single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) dynamics approach. The basic advantage of 


using these empirical charts and SDOF approach is speed and simplicity. The actual structural member is assumed 


to be a SDOF system with concentrated mass attached to a massless spring. The blast loads (forcing function) 


represented by Figure 1 can be idealized as triangular load. The equation of motion for the SDOF system can be 


solved to arrive at the time history of displacement response for the system. To simplify the problem further, UFC-


3-340-02 (2008) has provided family of response curves that can accurately predict the ductility of SDOF system 


under the considered loads. 


2.2 Near field blast versus far field blasts 


A structural system may be designed using SDOF approach however effects like P-Delta, localized deformations, 


concrete panel zone deformations and other localized response characteristics associated with near-field explosions 


are not captured (Smilowitz & Tennant, 2010). Near-field explosions produce high intensity blast loads that are 


extremely non-uniform across a structural member. The loading of the structural member takes place within the 
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detonation by-products and explosion fireball. In addition high velocity primary fragments from the explosive 


casing, if any, are likely to impact the structure. Under such situations the analytical tools developed for far-field 


analysis are less reliable especially for scaled distances less than 1.18 m/kg1/3 (Smilowitz and Tennant (2010), 


Cormie et al. (2014a), Sherkar et al. (2010), Wang et al. (2008), Luccioni et al. (2006)).The charts further loose 


accuracy for charges other than spherical and hemispherical shape (Smilowitz & Tennant, 2010). It is vital to 


determine the accurate blast pressure/impulse load in order to accurately predict the response of the structure 


subjected to near field blast. In near-field or contact explosions the duration of blast loading may be shorter than the 


time to maximum response of the member. In such cases the structural members are analyzed for impulse loading 


and not the blast overpressure loading. The localized shock waves result in a compressive wave originating from the 


front face when the blast wave strikes the surface. The shock waves propagate towards the back surface and upon 


reflection results in tensile waves. Concrete materials have higher compressive strength than tensile strength. Hence 


if the tensile wave stress is higher than the tensile strength, the back surface will fragment i.e. spall (Naito et al., 


2014). The front face may be crushed if the compressive stress is high and exceed the compressive strength 


(cratering). The failure of both front and back faces culminating at a common point will lead to a breach; leaving a 


hole in the member Figure 2(b). 


 


 
(a)                        (b) 


Figure 2: (a) Global behavior (far-field explosion) (b) Spall and breach (near-field explosion) (Rigby et al., 2014b) 


The near-field blast loading is spatially non-uniform and hence the structural members (beams/columns) are likely to 


fail in shear due to impulse take-up (Rigby et al., 2014b). In case of far-field explosions the pressure and impulse 


take-up of the members is uniform thereby resulting in bending action. The interaction of far-field and near-field 


blasts with structural members is depicted in Figure 2. Whilst the tools and techniques for measuring the blast 


parameters for far-field explosion is quite developed, measuring the blast parameters in near field explosion (in 


fireball and detonation products) is difficult. In addition to the temporal and spatial non-uniformity, there are large 


variations between non-spherical and spherical charges in the near-field. For instance the blast waves from 


cylindrical charges are predominantly directed in either radial or axial direction depending on the length-to-diameter 


ratio unlike spherical charges wherein the blast waves are omni-directional. Also, the point of initiation of an 


explosive charge significantly influences the blast parameters in the near-field in case of cylindrical charges 


(Anderson et al., 2002). The difficulty in measuring the blast wave parameters in the near-field and the lack of 


understanding of the response of structural elements subjected to blast loading from near-field explosions has led to 


increased research interest in the subject. The specific aspects that are currently being studied for near-field blasts 


include; (a) numerical modelling approaches to simulate near-field explosions (b) experimental techniques to 


validate numerical models and (c) simplified methods to predict structural response due to near-field explosions. 


3. MODELLING APPROACHES 


3.1 Theoretical background of numerical frameworks applicable to blast analysis 


In continuum mechanics there are two classical approaches to numerically model continuous materials (solids, 


liquids, or gases), using the finite element method. These are Lagrangian algorithm for solid mechanics and Eulerian 


algorithm for fluid mechanics. In Lagrangian approach, the structural mesh deforms in space according to the 


constitutive model, in response to the applied load or boundary conditions. The material constitutive models define 


the stress, strain and temperature relations which are used to determine the response at each time step of the 


numerical analysis. In the Eulerian algorithm the mesh is fixed in space while the material points move in space 


through the mesh. To model the physics involved when both solid mechanics (structure) and fluid mechanics 


(explosive detonation and wave propagation) are considered, elasto-plastic material models with rupture criteria 


(computational structural dynamics, CSD) coupled with either the Euler or the Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Strokes 
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formulation (computational fluid dynamics) is required (Baum et al., 2006). The Arbitrary-Lagrangian-Eulerian 


(ALE) algorithm is one such algorithm that couples the Lagrangian and Eulerian algorithms. Modelling of solid 


materials is carried out in Lagragian mesh while the surrounding fluid uses the Eulerian algorithm with fixed mesh 


nodes in space and moving material points. ALE algorithm simultaneously defines the fluid motion and the dynamic 


response of solids thereby capturing the fluid-structure interaction. Particle motion in these three approaches is 


elucidated in Figure 3(a). Within the Lagrangian elements the mesh is controlled against distortion and does not 


necessarily follow the material movement. Element nodes move in consonance with the stable solutions and the 


material state variables are thus advected to the new smoother mesh. Generally when advection is used, both 


momentum and kinetic energy is not conserved at the same time. Commonly, momentum and internal energy is 


conserved but not kinetic energy. The change in kinetic energy and hence the total energy with time is a drawback 


with ALE algorithm. Another drawback with ALE algorithm is longer computational time due to advection. Small 


element sizes must be used to get sufficient accuracy in order to minimize advection errors which is at the expense 


of computation time (Børvik et al., 2009). 


 


 
(a) Classical Finite Element (FE) mesh      (b) Material Point Method 


Figure 3: Particle motion in Lagrangian, Eulerian, ALE and MPM description (Cheng et al. (2013), Beuth (2012)) 


Multi material ALE (MMALE) is an extension of Eulerian algorithm used for describing gas flow from explosive 


detonation. A MMALE element can have several different materials, with tracked material interfaces in one single 


element. This is considered to be more efficient for modelling gas flow with large gradients (Zakrisson et al., 2011) 


as there can be Eulerian elements in the model with both air and detonation products. MMALE currently remains the 


most widely used fluid-structure algorithms for blast analysis (Trajkovski et al., 2014) in both far-field and near-


field explosion events. 


 


Numerical solutions are very sensitive to time step and mesh size while using multi-physics algorithms like ALE. 


Additionally, as stated above, the node displacements do not coincide with the movement of solid body throughout 


the computation. An offshoot of ALE methods is Material Point Method (MPM), developed by Sulsky et al. (1994), 


which is based on the Particle-In-Cell method. MPM, apart from utilizing the finite element mesh, has a cloud of 


points called material points that move through the Finite Element (FE) grid similar to Eulerean mesh (Figure 3 (b)). 


These material points represent the sub-regions of a solid body, however, unlike other meshless techniques, material 


points are not individual particles such as sand grains. The state parameters of the solid and the external loads is 


carried by these material points (Beuth, 2012). FE grid is used to calculate the incremental displacements and strain 


increments at the material point locations. If the FE grid causes numerical inaccuracies, the mesh is reset into its 


original state or changes arbitrarily depending on the accumulated distortions. In short, MPM can be seen as a FEM 


with moving integration points (Ma & Zhang, 2007). MPM, though promising in impact and blast analysis, is 


relatively new and there is only one commercially available software package implementing the technique, 


MPMsim. Limited amount of research is available in this numerical modelling framework. 


 


Finite element methods, whether in Lagrangian domain, Eulerian domain or the coupled domain, have a distinct 


disadvantage of mesh distortions leading to numerical inaccuracies. To address this shortcoming, meshless 


formulations such as the MPM were developed. In the meshless formulations a solid is defined as a point set rather 


than a finite element grid. Each point represent a sub-region of the deforming solid. The most commonly used 


method in meshless framework is Smooth Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH). Meshless methods circumvent the 


problem of mesh distortions but are poor in application of boundary condition and numerical integration. 


Additionally great care is required to ensure that the point set represents the solid body accurately. If the density of 


point set reduces due to large deformations, non-physical gaps may occur within the body leading to numerical 


instability or failure in certain regions of the body. SPH is suitable for far-field explosions where large deformations 


are not encountered. SPH algorithm has been incorporated into most high fidelity software like AUTODYN, 
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ABAQUS, LS-DYNA. Ma et al. (2009) have reported MPM to be more efficient than SPH in modelling 


hypervelocity impact problems. 


3.2 Material models 


Equations of state (EOS) and constitutive models are used within the numerical framework to define the detonation, 


propagation of detonation products and shock wave, air domain around the structure and explosive and the response 


of the structure. Commonly, there are three materials defined in a numerical model for blast analysis: explosive, air 


and structural materials. The numerical framework considered (ALE/MPM/SPH etc.) utilizes the EOS to calculate 


the pressure throughout the mesh/material point set at each time step. The fluid structure interaction is captured by 


application of pressure on the structure and its corresponding response at each time step based on the constitutive 


model. 


3.2.1 Explosive 


Detonation of an explosive is the movement of detonation wave through the explosive from the point of detonation. 


As the detonation wave moves away from the point of detonation, it raises the temperature of the explosive thereby 


initiating the explosive ahead of the detonation wave and a chemical (explosion) reaction behind the wave in a small 


region called reaction zone. The energy released from the explosion reaction drives the detonation wave further. At 


the same time the gaseous products from the reaction expand and form a rarefaction wave that moves with the same 


velocity as the detonation wave (velocity of detonation). Pressure, velocity, and density change significantly due to 


this process which is known as the detonation jump. A physical model of detonation process is depicted in Figure 


4(a) and the detonation jump can be observed in the pressure-distance curve in Figure 4(b). The tail end of the 


reaction zone is termed the Chapman-Jouget (C-J) plane. The rarefaction wave is responsible for bringing the 


gaseous products from C-J state to the fully expanded state at ambient pressure and is commonly known as the 


Taylor wave (Sherkar et al., 2010). 


        
(a)                      (b) 


 Figure 4: Detonation wave model and pressure-distance curve (Davis (1982), Zukas and Walters (1998)) 


The detonation jump is modelled by the Rankine-Hugoniot jump equations that are based on conservation of mass, 


momentum, and energy. The three equations are based on five variables: compressed density of material in front of 


shock wave (ρ), detonation velocity (U), particle velocity (u), pressure generated in material due to compression (p) 


and final specific internal energy (E). As there are five variables and three equations, solution for the problem 


requires two more equations. The fourth equation is the EOS that describes the expanding gases due to the 


detonation. Fifth equation is the known value of one of the variables. EOS for high explosives include Becker-


Kistiakowski-Wilson (BKW), Jacobs-Cowperthwaite-Zwisler (JCZ), Lennard-Jones-Devonshire (LJD) and Jones-


Wilkins-Lee (JWL) equations. Of these, JWL is most wildly used and is easily calibrated. Majority of near-field 


modelling has been performed with JWL (Tham (2009), Cheng et al. (2013), Rigby et al. (2014a), Zakrisson et al. 


(2011)). The JWL pressure-volume relationship is represented by equation 1, where p is pressure, V is relative 


volume, E is internal specific energy and A, B, R1, R2 and ω are constants obtained by calibration of test data and 


found by detonation of cylinder of explosive in consideration confined by copper-like metal. The constants for many 


known explosives are presented in Lawrence Livermore National Laboratories explosives handbook (Dobratz and 


Crawford (1985)). 
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The above discussion assumes that all the energy is released on detonation and is utilized to propel the shock wave. 


However some explosives are under-oxidized and as the shock wave moves away from the detonation point, the 


products consume oxygen from air and release more energy. This process is called afterburning. The after-burn 


energy can be up-to twice the detonation energy and cannot be neglected (Sherkar et al., 2010). Modelling after-burn 


with currently available commercial software is a challenge, but AUTODYN has provisions to account for afterburn 


energy. Computer codes like CHEETAH and CHINOOK are known to model after-burn phenomenon and the 


associated chemical reactions, however the codes are controlled for distribution and are not commercially available. 


Specifically for near-field events, Cormie et al. (2014b) reported that the effect of after-burning is likely small and 


need not be considered. 


3.2.2 Air 


For chemical reactions involved in explosions, there is no dissociation of gaseous molecules in air. The air is 


modelled as an ideal gas with a constant specific heat ratio, γ. LS-DYNA uses a polytropic form of ideal gas while 


AUTODYN uses the ideal gas equation represented by Equation 2 where ρ and ρo are the density in the shocked 


region and initial density, respectively and E is internal energy per unit reference volume. 
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3.2.3 Structural Materials 


Numerical modelling of structural materials has been an area of active research for decades. The constitutive model 


of a material describes its physical properties and response behavior under different mechanical and environmental 


conditions. For near-field explosions the material is expected to experience high strain-rates, large deformations and 


localized failures. Hence, the constitutive model should be able to describe these effects on the material response. 


 


Concrete, even though heterogeneous, is often modelled as a homogeneous material to avoid complications. For 


numerical modelling of blast events, damage plasticity constitutive models such as the Johnson and Holmquist (JH), 


Gebbeken and Ruppert (GR), Riedel-Hiermaier-Thoma (RHT), Karagozian and Case (K&C), Brannon-Fossom 


(BF1), and Continuous Surface Cap Model (CSCM) are commonly used. Abladey and Braimah (2014) reviewed the 


advantages of RHT model over JH and GR models for near-field explosions and reported that both JH and GR 


models do not consider strain hardening effects and thus are not suitable for modelling near-field explosion events. 


A review by Brannon and Leelavanichkul (2009) states that the increase in strength due to higher stain rate needs to 


be incorporated in the constitutive model for modeling blast events. Further they pointed that the increase is 


modelled as higher yield surface in K&C and RHT models by utilizing the dynamic increase factors (DIF). In the 


comparatively newer models BF1 and CSCM, the rate dependence is modelled through a viscoelastic approach that 


matches the stress transients prior to reaching the steady state strength better. The CSCM has an additional feature 


for including DIF data. It has been reported by Brannon and Wells (2007) that K&C model over-predicts concrete 


damage. Leppaenen (1997) has shown RHT to correctly predict spalling and scabbing behavior against fragment 


impact. Generally speaking, K&C, RHT, BF1 and CSCM are used as a starting point for modelling a near-field or 


contact blast for which experimental data is available. The constitutive model that has been validated with 


experimental data is used for specific studies. 


 


For steel, the Johnson and Cook (JC) model is the most commonly used constitutive model to describe large 


deformations, high strain-rate and temperature softening. The model is based on Von Mises Plasticity and the yield 


stress is scaled as per the equivalent plastic strain, strain rate and the temperature. Several modification to this model 


are available and the model modified by Børvik et al. (2001) is recommended by Zakrisson et al. (2011) and 


Abladey and Braimah (2014) for modelling near-field and contact explosion response. Generally speaking, 


numerical modelling techniques are in a mature stage and are continuously evolving to more accurately represent 


different materials and loading conditions. 
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4. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION APPROACHES 


The empirical charts and equations available for estimating blast parameters are not accurate in the near-field. A 


considerable amount of research is available on numerical modelling of near-field explosions, however, the 


literature review reveals that very little has been done on experimental verification/validation of the numerical 


results. Few experimental results are available to validate the numerical response of structural members based on 


qualitative parameters like visual damage, mode of failure, spall/breach diameter. Pi et al. (2012); Wang et al. 


(2013); Naito et al. (2014) have reported numerical computations and have compared the results to experimental 


response of near-field explosions on structural members like windows, concrete slabs, steel plates, and concrete 


columns. Most of this research is concentrated on façade elements, RC slabs/walls or steel plates and very little 


could be found in the literature for RC columns. Hence, the focus of this section is restricted to RC columns 


subjected to near-field and contact explosions. Columns are the most critical members in any structure; especially 


exterior columns as they are most accessible to terrorist attacks. Column failure is normally the primary cause of 


progressive collapse in buildings (Wu et al., 2011a). For these reasons, near-field response of RC columns is now 


getting a lot of attention. The near-field response of RC columns is noticeably different from slabs and walls. A 


large set of data is available in the literature where explosives have been detonated on or near different slab 


geometries. The damage state (breach, spall or no damage) and damage extent (breach or spall diameter) is well 


understood and considerable amount of literature is also available on numerical modelling of these phenomena 


(Puryear, 2012). Similar research work and data does not exist for RC columns pertaining to near-field blasts. The 


only limited data on spall-breach of RC columns in near-field is available from Williamson et al. (2009). Echevarria 


et al. (2014) and Wu et al. (2011b) utilized data from near-field/contact blast tests to create validated numerical 


models. These validated models were then used for parametric studies to investigate effect of various parameters on 


the response. However the conclusions are based on only 1-3 experimental tests used to validate the numerical 


model. There is a requirement of extensive experimental data in order to validate the predictive numerical tools. 


Comparison of small scale experimental response of RC columns subjected to near-field or contact blasts, with 


numerical computations gives a better understanding of near-field or contact explosion events. Details of test setup 


and correlation methodologies found in literature for field tests conducted on RC columns in near-field and contact 


range have been discussed below. 


4.1 Experimental test setups 


Near-field and contact blasts generate high overpressures, hence a reaction frame is required to provide the support 


conditions to the test member and also resist the dynamic loads. Wu et al. (2011a) conducted column tests by 


providing a footing and head to the column and placing it horizontally on the ground (Figure 5). It was assumed that 


the ground provided the reaction as a slab. In the horizontal position, placing of explosive was not complicated and 


could be placed for any condition. However, the support conditions were not replicated precisely in this setup and 


the effect of beam-column junction reinforcement was not included. 


 


 
(a) Numerical Model    (b) Predictive Response      (c) Field Test 


Figure 5: Test setup and numerical model of a composite RC column (Wu et al., 2011a) 


Echevarria et al. (2014) conducted field tests using a vertical steel frame (Figure 6(a)) that provided a better 


representation of free standing columns. The columns were subjected to blasts in the near-field and the effect of 


reflected pressure from the wall was neglected. For near-field and contact explosions, the test setup in Williamson et 


al. (2009) was found to be more suitable, as there are no surfaces reflecting the blast pressures (Figure 6(b)). The 


steel reaction structure used was designed to resist the worst test condition and was provided with a RC foundation 


(Figure 6(b)). The RC foundation was also designed to resist the blast loads and was cast in-situ. It was reported that 


the reaction frame sustained damage with each test. Consequently the later tests did not have complete fixity and 
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rotations were observed. These rotations were however incorporated in numerical computations carried out to model 


the columns subsequently. 


 


 
Figure 6: (a) Near-Field tests (reflected pressures neglected) (Echevarria et al., 2014) (b) Test frame for near-field 


and contact blasts (Williamson et al., 2009) 


The data acquisition plays an important role in near-field blasts as the gauges must be able to survive the extreme 


conditions. The data acquisition and instrumentation plan by Williamson et al. (2009) has been reported to survive 


near-field or contact conditions. The test program incorporated strain gauges on the reinforcement bars before 


casting them. In addition high speed video cameras and free-field pressure gauges were used to gather data and 


observations. Each column was provided with two additional pressure gauges than required to provide redundancy. 


Free-field pressure gauges were located at 9144 mm (30 ft.) from the charge which ensured that they survived all the 


tests. Data from pressure gauges were used to determine the TNT equivalency and efficiency in each test. All cables 


within the fireball and close to test specimen were bundled and buried. No other variations of test setups for near-


field or contact explosions on RC columns could be found in the literature apart from the test setups reviewed above. 


4.2 Validation of numerical model through experimental results 


Shock propagation in a RC slab/wall is one-dimensional (1D), implying that the waves are reflected only from the 


back face and not the sides (Figure 7(a)). Consequently, correlating the experimental and numerical results of RC 


slab/wall is much more convenient than RC columns. The spall/breach diameter gives a good understanding of the 


thresholds for RC slab/wall damage due to contact blasts. Empirical expressions and threshold curves are available 


in the literature for slabs to accurately predict the spall/breach thresholds (Marchand & Plenge, 1998). On the 


contrary, as the shock waves get reflected from both back and the side faces (2D propagation), it is largely different 


from slabs/walls (Figure 7(b)). Different parameters that can be used to validate numerical models RC columns 


through experimental data are discussed below. 


 


       
(a)                (b) 


Figure 7: Shock propagation in (a) slabs and (b) columns 


J. Li and Hao (2014) have presented parametric studies on spall prediction in RC columns subjected to near-field 


explosions. The numerical model was calibrated through experimental tests on RC slabs reported in literature. The 


numerical model was validated through residual deflection at slab centre and the spall radius which were reported to 


be in agreement. It was concluded that spall damage in RC columns is localised in case of near-field explosions and 


is insensitive to column stiffness and support conditions. Cui et al. (2015) numerically studied the damage 


mechanisms in RC columns due to near-field explosions and presented a rapid damage assessment method. The 


numerical model was validated through simulation of experimental data in literature. The validation was done in two 


steps, first, the peak overpressure from model was compared to the peak overpressure reported by Bogosian and 


Heidenreich (2012), second, the length of spall area on the back face and length of crushing area on the front face of 


the RC beam were validated with the results reported by Zhang et al. (2013). The parametric studies from this model 


showed that larger section, higher stirrup ratio, lower stirrup spacing and thinner concrete cover improves the blast-


resistance or performance of RC columns against near-field explosions. Puryear et al. (2012) developed threshold 


curves for damage prediction in RC columns that were based on eleven experimental tests conducted by Williamson 
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et al. (2009) and parametric results from 325 numerical computations. The damage extent on the sides and rear of 


the RC columns were compared with the experimental data for validation. An algorithm for predicting damage state 


(breach, spall or no damage) of a RC column was presented which was reported to be in good agreement with the 


experimental results from Williamson et al. (2009). The experimental setup for tests performed by Echevarria et al. 


(2014) has been mentioned in the previous section. The correlation parameters used in this study were peak and 


residual mid span displacements and the spall extent. The numerical results for these parameters were compared 


with the experimental data and a hypothesis of blast overpressure confinement (OPC) was proposed. As per OPC, 


the incident blast wave due to a near-field explosion engulfs the column and provides confining effect to the 


concrete thereby increasing the compressive strength. The authors further validated this hypothesis by modifying the 


concrete material model. Wu et al. (2011b) conducted two contact/near-field explosion tests on RC columns (Figure 


5) and generated a validated numerical model. The concrete erosion zone and the crack profile of two tested 


columns were used to validate the numerical model. Further, two empirical equations have been presented to 


estimate the residual capacity of near-field explosion induced RC columns. Crawford et al. (2014) presented a 


simplified design tool for RC columns subjected to near-field explosions using residual capacity as the design 


metric. The design tool is based on response surface developed with help of load and response data from a validated 


finite element model and near-field blast effects test data collected at Karagozian and Case (K & C). Abladey and 


Braimah (2014); Braimah et al. (2015) conducted numerical and experimental investigations on response of RC 


columns subjected to near-field explosions. The validation was carried out through mid-height deflections at 


different standoffs. B. Li and Bao (2010) correlated the numerical results with the experimental data using the 


residual capacity of the damaged columns and further conducted parametric studies on numerical computations. 


5. CONCLUSIONS 


The literature pertaining to state-of-the-art in near-field and contact explosions testing and modelling have been 


reviewed to arrive at the current research needs and gaps. The present empirical guidelines for far-field explosions 


cannot be applied confidently for near-field explosions design. It is now largely accepted that the empirical relations 


presented by Hyde (1988), Kingery and Bulmash (1984) etc., lose accuracy in the near-field. Several researchers 


have presented numerical methods to predict the blast parameters/structural response due to near-field explosions. 


The coupled Lagrangian-Eulerian algorithms have been widely used to model the fluid-structure interaction. The 


JWL EOS for explosive modelling and ideal gas EOS for air has been reported to give acceptable results. Many 


researchers have compared experimental results from structural members subjected to near-field explosions with 


numerical models of the test. These comparisons are restricted to RC slabs, façade elements, steel plates and walls. 


The literature on near-field and contact blast response of RC columns is sparse. The available data on RC columns is 


largely based on parametric studies through numerical models validated by limited experimental data present in the 


literature. Most of the literature reviewed conclude that the studies were based on limited experimental data and 


would require further range of tests to fully validate the procedure. The threshold aspect ratio of concrete members 


that precludes 2D shock propagation is currently not known. The implication of primary reinforcement lap locations 


on the response of RC columns subjected to near-field or contact explosions has not been investigated. Cross-


sectional shape of the column has significant effect on their response in near-field but this aspect also remains 


uninvestigated. The specific threat scenario of suitcase bombs that would result in a near-field or contact explosion, 


needs further research including the effects of cladding and axial loads and end moment capacity on column 


response. There is a need to have extensive data on field tests of RC columns subjected to close-in or contact blasts 


in order to create high fidelity numerical models, empirical relations and threshold curves. This would help 


understand the effects better and enable confidence in RC column design under near-field and contact blasts. 
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ABSTRACT  


Wind is one of the governing load cases for tall building design, which produces high level of straining actions, 


deflections and lateral and transverse vibrations. Keeping those vibrations within the comfort limits is becoming a key 


aspect in tall building design, especially for buildings with high aspect ratio. Improving the aerodynamic performance 


of the tall building by modifying its shape can lower building motions, which reduces the additional expenses for 


external damping systems and alleviate the high cost associated with lateral support systems. In the present study, an 


aerodynamic shape optimization procedure is developed by combining Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD), 


optimization algorithm and Artificial Neural Network (ANN). The developed procedure utilizes ANN as a surrogate 


model for evaluating aerodynamic properties, which is pre-trained using two-dimensional CFD analysis. The current 


study investigates the validity of the developed procedure by conducting a high accuracy, three-dimensional Large 


Eddy Simulation (LES) based analysis on the optimal building shapes. It was observed that utilizing two-dimensional 


CFD simulations in the optimization procedure can help identify effective cross-sections of tall buildings. 


 


Keywords: Wind load; CFD; Tall Building; Wind Response; Large Eddy Simulation (LES); Complex surrounding 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Enhancing resiliency and sustainability of buildings requires a climate responsive design procedure. For example, 


wind is the governing design load case for typical tall buildings. Huge amount of resources is drawn to control loads 


and vibrations caused by wind (Kareem et al. 1999). A large portion of those expenses and materials can be saved by 


improving the aerodynamic performance of tall buildings. This improvement can be reached by modifying the outer 


shape of tall buildings locally at the corners or globally over the height and the width of the building (Kwok et al. 


1988, Tamura and Miyagi 1999, Carassale et al. 2014, Elshaer et al. 2014); the common method for studying 


aerodynamic mitigations of buildings is conducting BLWT tests. This approach is useful to compare different feasible 


shapes of tall buildings. However, a wide part of the search space remains unexplored as the search space is only 


limited to the tested options (Bernardini et al. 2015). In addition, utilizing BLWT tests are considered costly and time-


consuming tool for investigating a wide range of the possible options. On the other hand, CFD can explore more 


alternatives to reach the optimal shape, which is increasing the interest in that subject (Bobby et al. 2013). Thus, the 


aerodynamics shape optimization research is primarily adopting CFD because of its applicability to be integrated with 


optimization algorithms. Kareem et al. (2013a, b and 2014) introduced an innovative tool for tall building shape 


optimization by adopting low-dimensional steady CFD models. This approach is capable of overcoming the 


computational challenge associated with the iterative procedure required for optimization. 


 


In the current study, a new hybrid optimization framework is developed by coupling optimization algorithm, CFD 


solver and Artificial Neural Network (ANN) model. The optimization algorithm is used to search for the optimal 


building shape by altering the geometric parameters controlling the building shape. The unsteady CFD analyses are 
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conducted for selected samples to train the ANN with a database of shapes and corresponding aerodynamic properties. 


The computationally less expensive, ANN model, is then utilized as a surrogate model to estimate the aerodynamic 


properties during the optimization procedure. Using ANN in the optimization procedure eliminates the need for 


sequential iterative computationally demanding CFD analyses, which significantly reduces the required execution 


time (i.e. around 250 times faster than sequential procedure). Finally, a verification stage is conducted by comparing 


the optimal solution to less optimal shapes obtained during the optimization procedure. Consistent Discrete Random 


Flow Generator (CDRFG) technique (Aboshosha et al. 2015) is utilized for synthesizing the inflow. Two illustration 


examples are presented to demonstrate the capability of the proposed framework.  


2. HYBRID AERODYNAMIC OPTIMIZATION FRAMEWORK 


The Hybrid Aerodynamic Optimization (HAO) procedure begins by defining the objective function, which is the 


aerodynamic property aimed to be minimized or maximized, such as drag and/or lift. The value of the objective 


function for each shape depends on the building geometry, which is controlled by the optimization design variables. 


Then, the optimization algorithm is used to find the optimal combination of design variables that produces the highest 


fitness to the objective function. The current study adopts the Genetic Algorithm (GA). GA requires multiple 


evaluations for the objective functions during the iterative procedure of the optimization. The evaluation of the 


objective function is conducted using the ANN model that had been previously trained using 2D-CFD simulations. 


After predicting the optimal building shape, a verification step is carried out by comparing the optimal solution to 


lower fitness shapes using high accuracy 3D-CFD simulations. Figure 1 summarizes the framework of the proposed 


hybrid aerodynamic optimization procedure. 


 


 
Figure 1: Hybrid Aerodynamic Optimization framework  


 


The optimization technique used in the current study is the GA, where design variables are coded as real numbers. 


The major advantage of this technique over the gradient-based classical techniques is its capability of locating the 


global extreme value (i.e. maximum or minimum) without being trapped in a local extreme value. This key capability 


results from starting the search process from multiple points in the search space, instead of moving from a single point 


like gradient-based methods. GA is found to be efficient in estimating the optimal solution in similar complex 


optimization problems such as Zhou and Haghighat (2009) and El Ansary et al. (2011). A complete description of GA 


technique is given by Goldberg (1989) and Davis (1991). The summary of the optimization procedure using GA is 


presented in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2: Genetic Algorithm flowchart 


 


Using GA as an optimization technique requires numerous evaluations for the objective function due to having 


multiple initial candidates and many generations. These evaluations become more challenging when the objective 


function is computationally expensive such as CFD analyses. Therefore, a surrogate model can be used for estimating 


the objective function after being trained using a database of building samples and their corresponding objective 


function values resulting from CFD simulations. The utilization of a surrogate model in the optimization procedure 


will (1) significantly reduces the computational cost, (2) eliminates the need for direct integration of CFD solver within 


the optimization procedure and (3) facilitates the use of any available experimental BLWT results in conjunction with 


the CFD database. In the current study ANN model is adopted as a surrogate model for objective function evaluation. 


This numerical model is commonly used to estimate output values depending on input values after being trained by a 


database of inputs and outputs. Thus, in an optimization problem, a well-trained ANN model will result in a reliable 


estimate for objective function. The utilization of ANN as an alternative for objective function evaluation was also 


reported in other optimization problems such as natural ventilation (Zhou and Haghighat, 2009). ANN was previously 


adopted by the authors in optimizing a building shape for reducing wind drag (Elshaer et al. 2015a) and controlling 


the building vibrations due to wind (Elshaer et al. 2015b). 


3. ILLUSTRATION OPTIMIZATION PROBLEMS 


In the current study, two optimization problems are conducted to examine the efficiency of the proposed optimization 


framework. Problem 1 aims to find the optimal tall building cross-section that reduces the wind drag forces, while 


Problem 2 targets to find the optimal cross-section reducing the wind lateral vibration. Thus, the objective functions 


are set to be the mean drag coefficient (𝐶𝐷̅̅̅̅ ) and the standard deviation of the lift coefficient (𝐶𝐿′) in problem 1 and 2, 


respectively. For each combination of design variables (candidate), the objective function is defined to be the critical 


wind direction. The 𝐶𝐷 and 𝐶𝐿 are evaluated using Eq. [1]. The basic building cross-section is chosen to be a square 


of 50 mm side length similar to previous wind tunnel studies from the literature (Tamura et al. 1998, Kawai 1998, 


Tamura and Miyagi 1999). The design variables (v1 and v2) are defined to control the corner shape following Eq. [2]. 


Figure 3 shows the geometry parameters of the tall building cross-section. In order to the building shape in an accepted 


architectural shape, lower bound (LB) and upper bound (UB) are set for each design variable. For v1, LB and UB are 


set to be 0.01 and 0.2, respectively. While for v2, they are set to be -1.0 and 2.0. 
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where 𝐹𝐷 and 𝐹𝐿 are the along- and across- wind forces, respectively, ρ is the air density, 𝑣𝑟𝑒𝑓is the reference velocity 


at the building height and 
pA is the building projected cross-section area. 


1 2[2] ,
c a


v v
L c


    


 
Figure 3: Geometric parameters of the study section 


 


In order to train the ANN, CFD analyses are required for training samples to build a database of design variables, 


wind angle of attack (AOA) and the corresponding objective function values. The training samples are selected to be 


random combinations of design variables and AOA to capture the variability of the ANN outputs (objective function 


values) with the inputs (design variables and AOA), as shown in Figure 4. After selecting the required training 


samples, an initial graphics exchange specification (iges) file is generated for each input sample using AutoLisp 


(AutoCAD) to be readable for the CFD solver. (STAR-CCM+ v.10.06) package is utilized to solve the CFD analyses 


using the SharcNet high performance computer facility at the University of Western Ontario. Time history data for 𝐶𝐷 


and 𝐶𝐿 are extracted from executed models to evaluate 𝐶𝐷̅̅̅̅  and 𝐶𝐿′. A MATLAB code is utilized to automate the 


procedure of selecting samples, generating (iges) files, building CFD models, submitting jobs for SharcNet and 


extracting the output from CFD models.  


 


 
Figure 4: Training samples for Artificial Neural Network model 


 


Two-dimensional Large eddy simulation (LES) is conducted for each sample using a length scale of 1:500, time scale 


of 1:100, and a uniform inlet velocity of 10 m/s. The outlet is considered to be a pressure outlet. Top, bottom and the 


two sides are assigned a symmetric plane. All the building faces are assigned as “No-slip” walls. The total number of 


mesh cells in each model was more than 200,000 cells. The polyhedral mesh size was less than (L/20), where L is the 


width of the building. The dimensions of the employed computational domain follow the recommendation of COST 


2007 guidelines Franke et al. 2007. The dynamic Sub-Grid Scale model by Smagornisky (1963) and Germano et al. 


(1991) is used to account for the turbulence. In order to ensure the convergence and the accuracy of the solution, 


Courant Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) is maintained less than 1.0 by setting the sol time step to be 0.0005 sec (i.e. maximum 


CFL ~ 0.5 at the top of the building). Each simulation is resolved to 1000 time steps representing 0.5 second in model-


scale (i.e. 0.8 minute in full-scale). 
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A database of 200 samples is utilized to train the ANN model for evaluating the objective function. This database is 


formed of different combinations of v1, v2, AOA and the corresponding objective function values obtained from the 


CFD analyses. 70% of the samples are used to train the ANN, while 30% are used to validate and test the developed 


model. Figure 5 shows the error distribution and the regression plot of the ANN model. The error in objective function 


evaluation using ANN model doesn’t exceed 5% in 60% of the utilized database. The regression coefficient between 


the developed model and the fitting database is found to be 0.979. These accuracy parameters reflect the capability of 


ANN as a fitting tool.  


 


Figure 5: (a) Error distribution and (b) regression plot for the ANN model  


4. RESULTS AND VERIFICATION OF THE OPTIMIZATION PROBLEMS 


The optimization procedure is conducted for the two optimization problems until the optimal solutions are obtained 


after 40 generations. Figure 6 shows the fitness curves for the optimization problems where the objective function 


value of the best fitness candidate in each generation is plotted versus the generation number. This figure illustrates 


the improvement of the aerodynamic properties (objective functions) over optimization generations. For optimization 


problem 1, the mean drag coefficient (𝐶𝐷̅̅̅̅ ) of the optimal cross-section is 1.335, which is 30% lower than that of sharp 


edge square. While for problem the standard deviation of the lift coefficient (𝐶𝐿′) of the optimal solution is 0.503. The 


optimal solution lowered the 𝐶𝐿′ by 24% than that of sharp edge square. 


 


 
Figure 6: Fitness curves for the (a) drag and (b) lift optimization problems 


 


So as to verify the obtained optimal solution, additional three cross-sections of lower fitness are selected from the 


fitness curve in each optimization problem to be compared to the optimal solution. Figure 7 shows the design variables 
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of the selected cross-sections as well as the optimal cross-section for drag and lift optimization problems. These cross-


sections are investigated using three-dimensional CFD simulations to verify the aerodynamic improvement resulted 


from the optimization procedure. Figure 7 also shows the surface plots of the objective functions evaluated using the 


ANN model. It can be noticed that the optimization algorithm is able to locate the global optimal solution without 


being trapped in a local minimum. It is noticed that the ANN model is found to be capable of fitting objective functions 


of complex shape, which indicates the efficiency of ANN as a surrogate model for objective function evaluation 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 
Figure 7: Selected cross-sections from (a) drag and (b) lift optimization problems; surface plot for the ANN model 


of the (c) mean drag and (d) fluctuating lift coefficients 


 


Three-dimensional LES are conducted for the optimal and the selected cross-sections to verify the accuracy of low-


dimensional models and ANN in HAO procedure. The used length and time scales are 1:400 and 1:100, respectively, 


with a mean wind velocity of 10 m/s at the building height. Computational domain dimensions are chosen based on 


the recommendation of COST (2007), Frank (2006) and Dagnew and Bitsuamlak (2013). CDRFG technique is utilized 


to generate a turbulent inflow because of its proven accuracy for isolated (Aboshosha et al. 2015) and complexly 


surrounded (Elshaer et al. 2016) tall buildings. The generated wind velocity and turbulence profiles are following 


ESDU 2011 assuming open terrain exposure. Figure 8 shows the velocity, the turbulence intensity and the turbulence 


length scale profiles used for generating the inflow fields using CDRFG technique. The sides and the top of the 


computational domain are assigned as a symmetry plane boundary condition, while the bottom of the computational 


domain and all building faces are defined as no-slip walls. Figure 9 shows the computational domain dimensions and 


the boundary conditions for the LES.  


 


Polyhedral control volumes are used to discretize the computational domain. The utilized grid sizes are divided into 


three zones based on the flow structures that required to be captured. Zone 1 is located away from the building of 


interest where the grid size is maximum. Zone 3 is located close to the building of interest where finer grid size is 


utilized to capture important flow details of in the wake zone and the zone around the study building. Zone 2 is located 


between zone 1 and 3 where intermediate grid size is used. The employed grid zones and sizes are selected similar to 


those adopted by the authors in Elshaer et al. (2016). A number of 15 prism layers parallel to the study building 


surfaces with a stretching factor of 1.05 is utilized in zone 3 satisfying the recommendations by Murakami, COST and 


Tominaga et al. Figure 9shows the utilized grid in the LES for the current study.  
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The simulations are conducted using a commercial CFD package (STAR-CCM+ v.10.06) employing LES with 


dynamic sub-grid scale model by Smagornisky (1963) and Germano et al. (1991). Each simulation is resolved for 


4,000 time steps representing 2 seconds in model-scale (i.e. 3.5 minutes in full-scale). SharcNet high performance 


computer (HPC) facility at the Western University is utilized for conducting the numerical simulations. The 


computational time required for each simulation is 3 hours on 128 processors. 


 


 


Figure 8: (a) velocity, (b) turbulence intensity and (c) turbulence length scale profiles used for inflow generation 


using CDRFG technique 


 
Figure 9: Computational domain dimensions and boundary conditions and Grid resolution utilized for the 3D-CFD 


simulations 


 


So as to compute the building responses for different cross-section shapes, the time histories of the base moments are 


extracted from the LES. Figure 10a shows the time histories of the normalized along-wind moment for the cross-


sections from the drag optimization problem, while Figure 10b shows the time histories of the normalized across-wind 


moment for the cross-sections from lift optimization problem. The base moments are normalized using Error! 


Reference source not found.. It can be noticed that the along-wind moment is decreasing for higher drag fitness 


cross-sections, while the fluctuation in the across-wind moments decreases for higher lift fitness cross-sections. 


 


2 2 2 2 21 1 1
[3] , ,


2 2 2
yref h y xref h x zref h x yM V B H M V D H M V D B H      


 


where 
hV is the mean velocity at the building height,   is the air density which is taken equal to 1.25 kg/m3, By is 


the building width (normal to wind direction) and Dx is the building depth (along wind direction) 
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Figure 10: Base moment time histories around (a) x-axis (along-wind) of cross-sections from drag optimization and 


(b) around y-axis (across-wind) of cross-sections from lift optimization 


 


Figure 11 shows the smoothed Power Spectral Density (PSD) plots, which illustrates the energy distribution 


corresponding to each frequency. The PSD plots are computed for the optimal shapes and the other selected cross-


sections from both optimization problems. As shown in this figure, the aerodynamic improvement can be observed 


for the optimal solutions compared to the less fitness sections. For the lift optimization problem, it is also noticed that, 


the optimal section (L4) has a broader peak than the other cross-sections, which reflects the reduction in the energy 


associated with the vortex shedding frequency. 


      


Figure 11: Base moments spectra (a) around x-axis (along-wind) of cross-sections from drag optimization and (b) 


around y-axis (across-wind) of cross-sections from lift optimization 


 


PSD are used to evaluate the dynamic responses for different cross-sections using the method described by Kareem 


and Kijewski 1999 and Kareem and Chen 2005. For the drag optimization cross-sections, the peak top displacement, 


acceleration and the base moment are plotted in Figure 12a in the along-wind direction. The optimal cross-sections 


(D4) shows lower values of dynamic responses than other less optimal cross-sections by 29%. Similarly, for the lift 


optimization, Figure 12b plots the peak top displacement, acceleration and the base moment in the across-wind 


direction. The figure indicates up to 52% reduction in the dynamic responses of the optimal cross-section (L4) 


compared to less optimal cross-sections. This reduction in motion and forces will result in significant reduction in the 


required building materials, damping systems and consequently cost. 
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Figure 12: (a) Peak top floor displacement, (b) acceleration, (c) base moments in the along-wind direction of cross-


sections from drag optimization; (d) Peak top floor displacement, (e) acceleration and (f) base moments in the 


across-wind direction of cross-sections from lift optimization 


5. CONCLUSIONS 


The current study introduces a robust optimization procedure called the Hybrid Aerodynamic Optimization (HAO), 


which combines the Genetic Algorithm (GA), the Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) solver and the Artificial 


Neural Networks (ANN) model. During the optimization procedure, ANN model is utilized as a surrogate model for 


objective function evaluation after being trained by a database of aerodynamic properties resulted from two-


dimensional CFD (2D-CFD) analyses. Two optimization problems are demonstrated to examine the proposed HAO 


procedure in optimizing drag and lift by modifying the corner shapes of a tall building. A verification stage is 


conducted to ensure the capability of HAO procedure by conducting three-dimensional CFD (3D-CFD) analyses to 


the optimal shapes resulted from HAO procedure. Based on the proposed aerodynamic optimization procedure and 


presented examples, the following conclusions are deduced: 


 


 Using ANN as an alternative to the expensive CFD analyses in HAO (1) eliminates the need for direct 


integration of CFD solver within the optimization procedure (2) facilitates the use of any available 


experimental BLWT results in conjunction with the CFD database and (3) accelerates the computational time 


required for the optimization process. 


 ANN model is capable of capturing complex variations in the objective function, which results in better 


fitting to the training data (i.e. regression coefficient = 0.979). 


 The two-dimensional LES model provides satisfactory accuracy for comparing local (corner) modifications 


in addition to significant reducing in the required computational time. 


 Despite the multiple extreme values in the objective function, Genetic Algorithm (GA) is capable of 


estimating the global optimal solution without being trapped in a local extreme value. 


 For the drag optimization problem, the mean drag coefficient (𝐶𝐷̅̅̅̅ ) is lower by 30% for the optimal shape 


compared to the sharp edge corner. While in the lift optimization problem the standard deviation of the lift 


coefficient (𝐶𝐿′) is reduced by 24% for the optimal corner compared to the sharp edge one. 
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ABSTRACT  


The purpose of this study was to investigate the performance of composite members of ultra-high performance fibre-


reinforced concrete (UHPFRC) and normal strength or high strength concrete (NSC/HSC) in chloride environments.   


Experimental studies were carried out on UHPFRC-NSC/HSC prisms in order to investigate the effect of dry and 


wet cycles on the flexural capacity of those composite members. Each prism specimen was designed with the 


UHPFRC layer in tension and the NSC/HSC layer in compression. Three fibre volume contents (1%, 1.5%, and 2%) 


were investigated. The test results revealed that the degradation in the flexural capacity of UHPFRC-NSC/HSC 


specimens after exposure to chloride ion solutions was between 4% and 17%. The results also revealed that the 


effect of using high strength concrete versus normal strength concrete in the composite prisms was negligible. In 


addition, the results revealed that the degradation in flexural capacity was reduced by an increase in the fibre volume 


content. 


 


Keywords: Durability, Ultra High Performance, Fibre Reinforced Concrete, Composite Members 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Corrosion of steel reinforcements is one of the most common causes of degradation in reinforced concrete 


structures. According to a 2013 report of U.S. infrastructure [1], approximately one in nine bridges in the United 


States was rated as structurally deficient, and corrosion of the reinforcing steel was listed as a significant contributor 


to structural deficiencies. Chloride-induced corrosion of reinforcing steel is considered the primary cause of 


deterioration in concrete structures such as bridges, parking garages and marine structures. This affects the 


serviceability and the ultimate strength of concrete elements. Corrosion products exert stresses within the concrete, 


resulting in the formation of cracks along the reinforcing bars. These cracks weaken the bond and the anchorage 


between the steel and the concrete, leading to cracking and spalling in the concrete which in turn facilitates the 


ingress of oxygen and moisture to the reinforcing steel and increases the rate of corrosion.  


 


The repair and rehabilitation of structures that are exposed to corrosive salt conditions in marine environments and 


cold-climate regions costs billions of dollars each year. Durability has also become an important characteristic of 


reinforced concrete infrastructures. Innovative and cost-effective systems must be developed in order to enhance the 


durability of reinforced concrete structures. A system combining normal strength concrete and high strength 


concrete (NSC/HSC) with ultra-high performance fibre-reinforced concrete (UHPFRC) in a composite construction 


was proposed by the authors [2] with the intention of optimizing the use of the properties of both materials. In this 


composite system, UHPFRC was used in the parts of the structure that require high mechanical loading and/or low 


permeability to harmful substances, and NSC/HSC was used in all other parts.  
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The proposed composite “UHPFRC-NSC/HSC” system can be used for the effective construction of new structures 


and the rehabilitation of existing structures. Test results revealed that the performance of the proposed composite 


system, in terms of flexural and shear capacity, was successfully enhanced. The composite beams failed in shear at a 


force that is 1.6 to 2.0 times higher than that of the resistance of the NSC/HSC beams [2]. The test results also 


revealed that the bond strength between the two concrete material layers (UHPFRC and NSC/HSC) was 


significantly high, rendering the addition of shear connectors unnecessary [2]. 


 


Numerous studies have indicated that the ingress of chloride ions in concrete structures such as marine structures 


exposed to seawater, parking garages and highway structures exposed to de-icing salt is the most prominent 


mechanism of concrete deterioration. The penetration of chlorides in reinforced concrete structures accelerates 


reinforcement corrosion by destroying the passive layer around the steel reinforcement surface [3, 4]. The sequence 


of drying and wetting cycles also affects the chloride ingress into concrete. Chloride penetrates concrete through 


different mechanisms [5]. These mechanisms include absorption, diffusion, chloride binding, permeation, wicking 


and dispersion. Diffusion and absorption are the most significant mechanisms for structures exposed to dry and wet 


cycles [5].  


 


The UHPFRC-NSC/HSC composite member is the first of its kind and will be very useful for both the concrete 


technology and economic construction of UHPFRC. In order to investigate the durability of this composite system, 


further investigation was required. The objective of this research project was to study the effect of chloride on the 


flexural capacity of UHPFRC-NSC/HSC composite members. The flexural capacity was evaluated by performing 


four-point un-notched bending tests in accordance with ASTM C1609 [6]. The effect of fibre volume content and 


the composite section UHPFRC-NSC or UHPFRC-HSC is discussed.  


2. RESEARCH SIGNIFICANCE  


The composite UHPFRC-NSC/HSC member is a new system that was recently developed by the authors. In order to 


understand the effect of harsh environmental conditions on the mechanical properties of this system, this paper 


investigates the effect of wet and dry cycles using salt water on the performance of composite UHPFRC-NSC/HSC 


members.  


3. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 


3.1 Material properties 


The UHPC mixture used in this study is a commercial product, Ductal®, which is composed of premixed powder, 


water, and superplasticizer. The premixed powder includes cement, silica fume, ground quartz, and sand. Table 1 


shows the typical composition of this material. Ductal® UHPFRC suggests the use of straight steel fibre geometry 


(13 mm length x 0.2 mm diameter) with a tensile strength above 2500 MPa.  


Table 1 Typical composition of Ductal® 


Material 3/ mkg  
Percentage by weight 


Portland Cement  712 28.5 


Fine Sand 1020 40.8 


Silica Fume 231 9.3 


Ground Quartz 211 8.4 


Superplasticizer 30.7 1.2 


Water  109 4.4 


 


3.2 Preparation of test specimens 


The UHPFRC was mixed in a 250 L capacity shear mixer. When casting composite members, the setting time is 


longer for UHPFRC than for the NSC, HSC, and the UHPC premix provided by Lafarge Inc. without an accelerator. 
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For this reason, the members were cast upside down.  The NSC/HSC layer was cast first, and then the UHPFRC 


layer was cast on top of the NSC/HSC layer without any surface preparation before casting. After casting, the 


composite specimens were sprayed with water and covered with plastic sheets and were stored at room temperature 


for 28 days.  


 


A total of 36 specimens distributed in six series were tested to determine the effect of wet-dry cycles on the flexural 


tensile strength of UHPFRC-NSC/HSC. The bending tests were performed on concrete prisms 50 x 76 x 355 mm in 


size. The composite UHPFRC-NSC/HSC prisms were composed of a 25 mm NSC/HSC layer at the top and a 25 


mm UHPFRC layer at the bottom. The NSC/HSC and UHPFRC layers were cast at the same time; the NSC/HSC 


layer was cast first and then the UHPFRC layer was cast on top. For each series, three specimens were stored at 


room temperature (22 oC ) as control specimens, and three specimens were immersed in water containing 5% NaCl 


at 20 oC for three days and dried at room temperature (22 oC ) for four days (for a total of 365 days). After 365 days, 


the samples were immersed in water containing 5% NaCl at 20 oC for one week and dried at room temperature 


(22 oC ) for one week (for a total of 235 days). The solution was changed every eight weeks. 


3.3 Mechanical properties of concrete 


The compressive strength, 
cf  , of  UHPFRC, NSC and HSC was obtained through the compressive testing of 


cylindrical specimens with a diameter of 100 mm and height of 200 mm in accordance with ASTM C39/C39M [6].  


The splitting tensile strength of UHPFRC, NSC and HSC was obtained in accordance with ASTM C496/C596M [7]. 


The cylindrical specimens were cast at the same time as the test prisms. After casting, the UHPFRC specimens were 


sprayed with water, covered with plastic sheets and stored at room temperature for 28 days. At the end of the curing 


period, the cylindrical specimens were stored at room temperature and were tested on the same day as the concrete 


prisms. 


 


The tensile strength, spf , of UHPFRC, NSC and HSC was obtained through the split cylinder testing of specimens 


with a diameter of 100 mm and height of 200 mm. The ends of the cylinders were ground flat to remove the weak 


paste layers and to ensure that the cylinders were uniformly and axially loaded. Table 2 lists the average values of 


the compressive strength and split cylinder tests for all UHPFRC-NSC/HSC members. 


 


The flexural tensile strength of composite prisms was determined using four-point un-notched bending tests in 


accordance with ASTM C1609 [8].  The prisms were loaded at a rate of 0.05 mm/min. Measurements were obtained 


using the MTS machine and the load-deflection curve was drawn. Fig. 1 shows the test setup for the composite 


prisms. 


 


 
Figure 1: Test setup of composite prisms 
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4. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 


4.1 Flexural capacity 


The key results obtained from the prism tests are summarized in Tables 2 and 3. The results indicate that the 


reduction in the flexural capacity due to wet and dry cycles was between 4% and 9% for composite specimens with 


1.5% and 2% fibre volume content, and between 13% and 17% for composite specimens with 1% fibre volume 


content. Table 2 shows the average deflection at first crack, average load at first crack, average deflection at peak 


load, average peak load and toughness. The first crack load and the first crack deflection represent the load when the 


first crack initiated and the corresponding deflection, while the peak load and peak deflection represent the peak 


load and the corresponding deflection. The average first crack load was calculated by obtaining the mean of all 


deflections at first crack load. The average first crack load is the load corresponding to the average deflection 


calculated by interpolating the two nearest points on the load-deflection curves. A similar procedure was used to 


calculate the average peak load and corresponding deflection.  


Table 2: Flexural test results 


Series 


 


Average 


Compressive 


Strength 


 (MPa) 


Average 


Splitting 


Tensile 


Strength 


 (MPa) 


Average 


Deflection 


at First 


Crack 


(mm) 


(CV) 


Average 


Load  


at First 


Crack 


(kN) 


 


Average 


Deflection 


at Peak 


Load  


(mm) 


(CV) 


Average 


Peak 


Load 


(kN) 


 


Toughness 


(kN-mm) 


 


UN1 N51.197 


U159.985 


N3.029 


U11.169 


0.651 


(0.064) 


 


8.811 


 


0.774 


(0.069) 


 


9.682 


 


14.773 


UN1S 0.604 


(0.156) 


7.331 0.731 


(0.045) 


7.961 12.739 


UN1.5 N51.197 


U169.838 


N3.029 


U14.768 


0.836 


(0.087) 


 


11.297 


 


0.969 


(0.011) 


11.527 


 


17.740 


UN1.5S 0.753 


(0.061) 


9.464 0.924 


(0.029) 


10.878 16.228 


UN2 N51.197 


U168.001 


N3.029 


U15.534 


0.947 


(0.032) 


 


12.185 


 


1.342 


(0.076) 


14.293 


 


20.381 


UN2S 0.798 


(0.88) 


10.661 1.199 


(0.103) 


13.712 19.394 


UH1 H70.078 


U181.907 


H4.216 


U13.002 


0.623 


(0.024) 


10.125 


 


0.796 


(0.037) 


11.347 


 


16.439 


UH1S 0.585 


(0.054) 


8.699 0.780 


(0.057) 


9.975 14.249 


UH1.5 H70.078 


U170.189 


H4.216 


U15.635 


1.018 


(0.022) 


 


14.129 


 


1.158 


(0.097) 


 


14.645 


 


21.624 


UH1.5S 0.847 


(0.036) 


12.869 0.989 


(0.012) 


13.380 19.133 


UH2 H70.078 


U191.838 


H4.216 


U16.275 


0.809 


(0.041) 


 


14.389 


 


1.198 


(0.032) 


 


17.074 


 


24.871 


UH2S 0.771 


(0.039) 


13.303 1.078 


(0.103) 


16.257 22.479 


   CV=Coefficient of Variation 
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Table 3: Flexural capacity of test specimens  


Beam 


specimen 


Fibres 


% 


Maximum Flexural capacity 


expM
 


(kN.mm) 


Decrease in Resistance 



















 


0exp


0expexp


M


MM


 
(%) 


UN1 1.0 491.820  


UN1S 1.0 404.393 17.76 


UN1.5 1.5 585.751  


UN1.5S 1.5 552.602 5.63 


UN2 2.0 726.059  


UN2S 2.0 696.544 4.06 


UH1 1.0 576.402  


UH1S 1.0 496.571 13.85 


UH1.5 1.5 743.966  


UH1.5S 1.5 679.704 8.64 


UH2 2.0 867.334  


UH2S 2.0 825.556 4.78 


 


 


Figure 2 shows the cracking behaviour of UHPFRC-NSC (UN) and UHPFRC-HSC (UH) prisms. Following the 


initiation of the first crack in the prisms, the crack propagated slowly and the prisms were able to carry the load after 


failure. The average peak load for UN control prisms with 1%, 1.5% and 2% fibre volume content was 9.682, 


11.527 and 14.293 kN (respectively), while the average peak load for UHPFRC-NSC prisms subjected to wet and 


dry cycles (UNS) with 1%, 1.5% and 2% fibre volume content was 7.961, 10.878 and 13.712 kN (respectively). 


Table 3 shows that the reduction in the flexural capacity due to dry and wet cycles of prisms with 1% fibre content 


was 17.17% while the reduction in the flexural capacity of prisms with 1.5% and 2% fibre content was 5.63% and 


4.06%, respectively. These results indicate that the increase in fibre content (from 1% to 1.5%) significantly 


enhanced the flexural capacity of UNS prisms. The average peak load for UH control prisms with 1%, 1.5% and 2% 


fibre volume content was 11.347, 14.645 and 17.074 kN (respectively), while the average peak load for UHPFRC-


HSC prisms subjected to wet and dry cycles (UHS) with 1%, 1.5% and 2% fibre volume content was 9.975, 13.380 


and 16.257 kN (respectively). Table 3 shows that the reduction in the flexural capacity due to dry and wet cycles of 


prisms with 1% fibre content was 13.85%, while the reduction in the flexural capacity of prisms with 1.5% and 2% 


fibre content was 8.64% and 4.78%, respectively. These results indicate that the increase in the fibre content (from 


1% to 1.5%) significantly enhanced the flexural capacity of UHS prisms.  


  


The toughness of concrete prisms was calculated by estimating the area under the load-deflection curve. The results 


revealed that the wet-dry cycles caused a slight reduction in the toughness of the prisms (as shown in Table 2). The 


average reduction of the toughness of prisms with 1%, 1.5%, and 2% fibre volume content was 13%, 10%, and 7% 


(respectively). These results indicate that addition of steel fibres improved the toughness of the prisms subjected to 


wet-dry cycles compared to control prisms. 


 


4.2 Load-deflection response 


Figures 3 and 4 show the average load deflection of UN and UH prisms. The deflection of the prisms increased in a 


linear fashion and was proportional to the applied load, even after the initiation of cracks. The load–deflection 


curves of all the composite prisms showed similar behaviour and were not significantly influenced by the wet-dry 


cycles. The composite prisms subjected to wet and dry cycles were able to carry the applied load and the stiffness 


was only slightly degraded after the initiation of the cracks. This behaviour can be attributed to the high stiffness of 


the UHPFRC layer supporting the NSC/HSC layer. The figures also show high degradation in the UHS prisms 


compared to the UNS prisms after peak load. This behaviour can be attributed to the brittleness of the HSC layer 


compared to the NSC layer. 
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(a) UN1S 


  
(b) UH1S 


 
(c) UN1.5S 


  
(d) UH1.5S 


  
(e) UN2S 


 
 (f) UH2S 


Figure 2 Cracking pattern for UHPFRC-NSC/HSC flexural prisms 


5. CONCLUSIONS 


A system combining normal strength and high strength concrete (NSC/HSC) with ultra-high performance fibre-


reinforced concrete (UHPFRC) in a composite construction was proposed by the authors with the intention of 


optimizing the use of the properties of both materials. This composite system will be very useful for both the 


concrete technology and economic constructions of UHPFRC. This study involved an experimental investigation of 


the performance of UHPFRC-NSC/HSC composite prisms following exposure to chloride ion solutions. The 


following conclusions were drawn from the test results: 


 


 The test results revealed that the degradation in the flexural capacity of UHPFRC-NSC/HSC specimens after 


exposure to chloride ion solutions was between 4% and 17%.  


 The test results revealed that the effect of using high strength concrete versus normal strength concrete in 


the composite prisms was negligible.  


 The test results revealed that the degradation in flexural capacity was reduced by an increase in the fibre 


volume content. 
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Figure 3: Mid span deflection vs load for UHPFRC-NSC members 


 


 


 
Figure 4: Mid span deflection vs load for UHPFRC-HSC members 
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ABSTRACT  


This paper illustrates the effect of non-structural components on the variation of dynamic properties of buildings in 


the elastic range using ambient vibration testing. A six-storey reinforced concrete building that forms part of the École 


de Technologie Supérieure campus was studied. Ambient vibration tests were conducted on this building during its 


construction and once finished. Measured records at different floor levels served to extract the natural frequencies, 


mode shapes and damping ratios of the building. Values obtained for the studied building, both at bare frame and 


finished phases were then compared. Calculated differences in the natural frequencies of the building range between 


1.6 % and 21.7 %. Results highlight the importance of considering the contribution of non-structural components such 


as glass, facades and partition walls in the process of structural analysis and modeling of buildings. 


 


Keywords: Dynamic modal properties, ambient vibration testing, signal analysis, non-structural components, system 


identification 


1. INTRODUCTION 


A building is mainly made up of structural components and non-structural components (NSCs) or systems known in 


Canada as operational and functional components (OFCs). According to CSA S832-14 (CSA 2014), OFCs are those 


systems or elements housed in or attached to the floors but are not part of the main load-bearing structural system. 


They can generally be divided into three categories of sub-components: 


 


1. Architectural components: internal like interior partition walls, ceilings and lighting fixtures and external like 


cladding and parapets; 


2. Building or operational services: including plumbing systems (like piping and sprinklers), mechanical systems 


(like heating, ventilation and air conditioning systems, and elevators), electrical systems (like electric 


generators, transformers, and battery racks), information technology and telecommunications (like telephone 


system, communication system, and cable trays); 


3. Building contents: common like supplies, computer systems, record storage, and specialized like fine arts, 


medical equipment and hazardous laboratory or medical materials. 


 


The first two categories are built-in NSCs that form part of the building, while the third category includes all pieces 


of furniture found inside the building.  
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When a building is subject to seismic excitation, most international design practices consider that its lateral load 


resisting system is an assembly of structural components such as the structural frames, shear walls, concrete cores, 


etc.; they neglect the contribution of NSCs and treat them as independent from the structural system. For instance, 


most designers of partitions and facades assume that these components are completely detached from the structure 


and thus do not contribute to its lateral stiffness. In practice, this would rarely be the case even when gaps are specified. 


Therefore, the role played by the NSCs is not incorporated in either the national building code of Canada (NRC 2010) 


or the CSA S832 standard (CSA 2014).  


 


Although they lack in structural abilities, increased evidence indicates that the role of NSCs in resisting lateral loads, 


can be very significant, and the interaction between the NSCs and the structural skeleton may lead to distress, loss of 


serviceability and occasional failure of the NSCs even after moderate wind or earthquake events. The contribution of 


NSCs to the lateral stiffness of buildings was recently pointed out by many researchers (Asgarian and McClure 2012; 


Devin and Fanning 2012; Li et al. 2011; Sofi et al. 2014; Sugiyama et al. 2000). Moreover, the actual performance of 


real buildings during earthquakes differs significantly from the one based on idealized structural models as highlighted 


in Lucchini et al. (2014), Sofi et al. (2015) and Sofi et al. (2013). 


 


In the last decade, in situ ambient vibration tests (AVT) have been widely used to complement and improve seismic 


vulnerability evaluation of existing buildings (Boutin et al. 2005; Gilles 2011; Michel et al. 2008a; Ventura and Horyna 


1997). AVT provide information about the dynamic characteristics of a structure in real conditions in the elastic range, 


as sensitivity of available equipment can detect any level of physical changes in the building characteristics. 


 


In order to gain an insight into the effect of NSCs on the estimation of modal properties of buildings, a series of AVT 


were conducted on a six storey building that was recently constructed on the École de technologie supérieure (ÉTS) 


campus. Experimental modal parameters such as the frequency of vibration, the damping ratios and the mode shapes 


for this case-study building were identified at the completion of the bare frame and finished phases before the addition 


of building content. Results were compared in order to assess the expected variation in the building modal properties 


due to the addition of architectural components and heavy mechanical equipment. It is known that modal parameters 


depend on the materials, the stiffness, the mass and the geometry of the structure. Results obtained at both construction 


phases are shown and confirm that NSCs affect the modal properties of buildings.  


2. DESCRIPTION OF THE TEST STRUCTURE 


The “Maison des étudiants” (MDE) located on the ÉTS campus in Montreal is a six-storey reinforced concrete office 


building (see Figure 1.a). The lateral force resisting structural system is made up of reinforced concrete moment 


resisting frames, a central concrete core wall and shear walls located at the Western and Eastern boundaries. This 29.3 


m building has two basement levels and consists mainly of offices and open spaces at the lowest four floors while the 


fifth floor consist of offices and teaching rooms (see Figure 2). The top floor consists of a mechanical room, and an 


extension of elevators and stairs. This building has a square shape in plan with dimensions 59m x 59m. 


 


The particularity of architectural design of the MDE structure stems from the fact that it has many innovative structural 


subsystems and non-structural components. Indeed, a complex steel structure that supports a ten-meter cantilever slab 


is an example of the harmonious integration of steel while enhancing the visual appearance of the entire building (see 


Figure 1b). As recognition, the building won the Award of excellence in steel construction from the Canadian Institute 


of Steel Construction (CISC), in the category of Commercial and Institutional Projects. In addition, 2760 square meters 


of curtain walls entirely enclose the building. Vertical and diagonal perimeter columns that support glass panels 


amplify the height effect of the entrance. The west and east facades are composed of precast concrete panels at the 


ground level of the building. Finally, the outside of the east facade will be completed with a 790 square meters green 


roof in an inclined plane structure. 
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Figure 1: General 3-D views of the MDE Building in the finished phase a) North view reproduced from drawings, b) 


South-East facade with steel cantilever (Reproduced from Carignan (2015))  


 


 
Figure 2: North south elevation view of the MDE building 


3. AMBIENT VIBRATION TESTING AND DATA PROCESSING 


3.1 Test setups  


High-resolution digital tromographs for passive and active seismic surveys and vibration monitoring were used to 


measure the vibration response of the structure due to prevailing environmental conditions (wind, anthropic activities, 


noise). The Tromino® sensor works in the acquisition frequency range of 0.1 to 1024 Hz in which all natural 


frequencies of buildings are included (Micromed S.p.A 2011). Both velocities and accelerations induced by ambient 


vibrations were measured in three orthogonal directions: two in the horizontal plane (x, y) and one along the vertical 


axis (z). It should be noted that only the output modal parameters and velocity motions in the horizontal plane are 


discussed in this paper. 


 


AVT were carried out for two different phases of construction (Figure 3):  


 


a) Bare frame phase: reinforced concrete frames and walls completed and some cladding elements in place, 


mainly the precast concrete panels and some window panels at the ground level ;  
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b) Finished phase: the elevators in place, the mechanical room housing all main mechanical, electrical systems 


as HVAC, fire protection and water treatment added. The windows and gypsum panels were gradually added 


in the period between the two measures.  


 


 
 


Figure 3: Construction sequence a) bare frame phase - September 2014, b) finished phase - July 2015 (Reproduced 


from (ÉTS 2015)) 


 


Many architectural NSCs (partitions, both wood and suspended ceilings) and building contents were added since the 


official opening of the building in October 2015. Therefore, a third AVT will be carried out in 2016 in order to assess 


the effect of internal architectural components and building content on the dynamic properties of the building. 


 


The spatial distribution of measurement points is selected in such a way to better catch the dominant modes of vibration 


of the building and the rotational component of the floors. Selected measurement points are divided into groups, so-


called setups. Multiple setup configurations (a total of 3 and 6 respectively for the two phases) were done using two 


reference sensors remaining in the same place to normalize components of the modal shapes, and four roving sensors 


moving to the measurements points. Five or six sensors per floor measuring along the “y” direction (matching the 


building y-axis) were positioned as shown in Figure 4. 


 
Figure 4: Horizontal measurements points at different floor levels  
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For instance, Figure 4 shows also the schematic layout of the first setup for the finished phase of the building with all 


six sensors at the fifth floor. For the second setup, two roving sensors will be moved to the sixth floor (points labeled 


31 and 32) housing the mechanical room (see Figure 5). Only these two setups are included in this analysis as the 


frequency of vibration is easily captured from recordings at the top level of the structure. In this case, sensors labeled 


l, 4, 5 and 6 are considered as reference sensors. The remaining setups (with sensors 1 and 6 as reference) will be 


studied and will serve to calibrate the finite element model of the building in an ongoing research project. 


 


 
 


Figure 5: Horizontal Setup 2: a) four sensors on 5th floor b) two on 6th floor 


 


Due to construction constraints, the different testing locations were taken within a security perimeter. The ground 


floor was not monitored since it was not accessible during the construction works. The ambient motions of the structure 


were recorded for 8 minutes at a sampling rate of 128 Hz. Setups with such characteristics are considered adequate 


for the studied building (Micromed S.p.A 2011). The sensors were synchronized using built-in radio facilitating 


communication at longer distance up to 400m. 


3.2 Response analysis  


The recorded signals were processed by means of standard signal pre-processing techniques implemented in a Matlab 


routine in order to clean the signal, select the two horizontal (x, y) measurements required for the analysis and regroup 


recorded signals of each setup. This routine has been developed specifically to analyse data acquired with Tromino 


sensors, so a compatible file was developed. Then, the modal analysis was carried out using the commercial software 


Artemis Extractor® once a model has been built based on the different measurements points, with a total of 20 points 


for the bare frame and 26 points for the finished building  (Figure 6). (Note that points at ground floor are not 


measurements points.) 


 


 
 


Figure 6: Uploaded model in Artemis extractor for setup 1: a) bare frame, b) finished phase 


 


Two peak picking techniques can be used to identify the modal parameters of the structure: Frequency Domain 


Decomposition (FDD) and Enhanced Frequency Domain Decomposition (EFDD) (SVIBS 2011). The Fourier 


transform is the basic tool of frequency analysis. Peak picking techniques use the singular value decomposition (SVD), 


which leads to the rejection of the effect of noise to identify the building's dominant frequencies and corresponding 


mode shapes (Cremona et al. 2003). It consists of decomposing the power spectral density matrices into single-


degrees-of-freedom systems by singular value decomposition. 
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Compared to the basic FDD version, the EFFD method provides an improved estimate of both the natural frequencies 


and the mode shapes and includes damping also. An adjustment is necessary using Modal Assurance Criterion (MAC) 


for comparing experimental and analytical eigenvectors, with the results presented in the form of a matrix. When the 


coefficient is close to 1, the mode shapes are close and it is then possible to select frequencies with good correlation 


(Michel et al. 2008b; Ventura 2012). 


 


Figure 7 illustrates the process, considering one set of signals (gray curves) integrated in the Artemis Extractor 


software. The amplitude of the input signals is given in decibels (dB) or power spectral density (PSD) representing in 


fact the energy in each frequency that characterizes a mode. The Artemis software automatically identifies some peaks 


corresponding to vibrational frequencies; it is also possible to complete the identification of other important peaks 


manually. 


Figure 7: Signal analysis and processing using the FDD method with automatic peaks identification 


4. IDENTIFICATION OF MODAL PARAMETERS 


4.1 Natural Frequencies and mode shapes 


The natural frequencies for the first three modes of vibration corresponding to two construction phases of the studied 


building were extracted as summarized in Table 1. Only results obtained with EFFD method are presented since they 


are close to values obtained from the FDD method, and values of damping ratios can only be obtained by the former 


technique.  


Table 1: Estimated natural frequencies and mode shapes using the EFDD method 


 Bare frame phase Finished phase  


Modes  Frequency 


(Hz) 


Mode shape Frequency 


(Hz) 


Mode shape Difference 


(%) 


Mode 1 2.3 Transverse 1.8 Transverse 21.7 


Mode 2 6.4 Longitudinal  6.3 Longitudinal 1.6 


Mode 3 12.4 Torsional 11.9 Torsional 4.0 


 


4.1.1 Natural Frequencies 


For the computed frequencies (Table 1), a general decrease in values can be observed between the two construction 


phases. The difference in terms of percentage ranges from 1.6 to 21.7 %. It is an indication of the effect of the 


additional mass in the building. This result was expected since the effect of variation in stiffness is very small as the 


main rigid components (some window panels and concrete panels) have already been in place at the bare frame phase.  
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4.1.2 Comparison of computed fundamental period with the NBCC value  


The fundamental period of a building is an important design parameter, especially for the calculation of seismic design 


base shear forces and for the evaluation of spectral accelerations. According to the current edition of NBCC (NRC 


2010), the fundamental period T for shear walls and other structures is calculated by the empirical formula as given 


in Equation 1.  


 


[1]  T = 0.05(hn )
3/4 


 


Where hn is the total height of the building. 


 


A comparison of periods extracted from AVT and calculated according to NBCC equation is summarized in Table 2. 


Table 2: Comparison of building periods extracted from or AVT and calculated according to NBCC equation 


 T (s) 


 Bare frame 


phase 


Finished 


phase 


AVT 0.44 0.56 


NBCC  0.63 


Difference (%) 30.0 11.0 


 


 


We can conclude that extracted fundamental periods for the finished phase are close to the value given in the NBCC 


for this type of building, and an increase in the building mass leads to an increase of the period of vibration, therefore 


a decrease in the seismic force. The AVT results highlight the fact that the contribution of the mass of NSCs is not 


negligible and may counteract the effect of increased rigidity. 


4.1.3 Mode shapes  


Mode shapes typically were obtained from the modal analysis; they remained the same in both phases. Figure 8 


illustrates mode shape obtained for the bare frame phase using the EFDD analysis technique. We can note a torsional 


component in modes 1 and 2 


 


   


Figure 8: Mode shapes from EFDD method (Bare frame) 


 


4.2 Damping 


As for the estimated damping ratios (Table 3), values corresponding to the considered modes of vibration vary between 


0.5 and 1.8% for the bare frame phase while they vary between 1.2 and 2.5% for the finished phase. It is worth 


mentioning that values of damping ratios extracted from AVT present significant scatter and sometimes are deemed 


not reliable (Tamura 2011). Tischer (2012) noted that the variability in computed damping ratios extracted from 


measurements taken at different periods for the same existing building is attributed to a variation in ambient conditions 


like the temperature and the time of measurement. Tamura (2011) and Cremona et al. (2003) also found a variability 


in damping ratios associated with different parameters such as the structural materials, architectural finishing, types 
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of non-structural components, variation of damping evaluation techniques (proportional to the vibration amplitude) 


and the non-stationary of excitations.  


Table 3.  Damping ratio estimation by EFDD  


 Bare frame phase Finished phase 


Modes (%) (%) 


Mode 1 1.8 2.5 


Mode 2 0.5 1.5 


Mode 3 1.4 1.2 


 


Within this study, the results obtained for the finished phase (first mode) are in the range of expected values:  


 


1) A value close to 3% is widely used in common practice for the linear analysis of new constructions, and  


2) According to the relationship between frequency and damping ratio proposed byTamura (2011) in Equation 2, the 


expected damping ratio associated to the first frequency is equal to 2.6%. 


 


[2]  𝜁 = 0.0143𝑓1 


 


Therefore, the results obtained in this study can be considered as reliable. 


5. CONCLUSIONS 


In this paper, the changes in the modal properties at the bare frame and the finished phases of a case study building 


were identified by performing a series of ambient vibration tests. Modal analyses of the building in both phases were 


carried out using both FDD and EFDD techniques. Obtained results show a decrease in the natural frequencies of the 


building in the finished phase, which indicates that the NSCs play an important role in the evolution of the modal 


parameters. Results in the finished states are close to values obtained according to NBCC recommendations.  


 


This difference in frequencies between the two phases can be explained by the fact that additional masses of facades, 


glass panels and mechanical and electrical equipment outweighs the increase in lateral stiffness due to the presence of 


these NSCs. Therefore, it is worth to study separately the effect of different types of NSCs on the building modal 


properties, especially the increase in stiffness due to addition of external architectural components before having 


additional masses due to mechanical and electrical components, internal architectural components and building 


content. Therefore, we could assess and compare the relative contribution on different types of NSCs on modifying 


the dynamic properties of buildings. 


 


Despite some limitation in the reliability of damping ratios extracted from AVT, obtained values are very close to 


general values used in common practice. 


 


The third AVT that will be undertaken shortly will serve to study the effect of building content on the dynamic 


properties of the buildings and the soil-structure interaction. 
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ABSTRACT   


This paper includes work conducted to investigate a number of systems that may be used in assessing long-term 


performance of tire derived aggregates (TDA) when applied as backfill for walls and underneath slabs for basement 


construction in lieu of natural material. The purpose of the investigation is to select the most cost-effective tools for 


monitoring, measuring and comparing the performance of TDA vs natural aggregates for on-site demonstration 


project that will be launched in 2016. The performance main indicators are: heat losses, moisture retention and 


lateral pressure. For assessing heat losses, three different devices for measuring temperature differences were tested. 


For moisture retention and drainage ability, a combination of moisture sensors and basic piezometers were also 


explored. As for the lateral pressure exerted by the material on the basement walls, a simple system using strain 


gauges was developed to replace the commonly used and expensive pressure cells. Two data acquisition (DAQ) 


systems; a commercial one and an internally developed system, were also assessed for their abilities and 


effectiveness to streamline data gathering and analysis for the different types of sensors. The paper includes the 


recommendations for the selected options as well as description of the on-site installation.    
 


Keywords: Tire derived aggregate (TDA), drainage, heat loss, pressure, sensors, DAQ 


1. INTRODUCTION 


Recycled tires are currently used for different purposes: sub grade material for road construction, fuel for cement 


production plants and kilns, landscape products etc. due to the light weight, drainage and thermal characteristics as 


well as availability. A number of studies have been undertaken in order to determine the properties of recycled tires 


for those different applications, and for determining its economic benefits compared to natural materials [1-5]. As 


supply of such otherwise waste material is increasing and more understanding of its properties is becoming known; 


the rubber recycling industry began to explore new applications in the civil engineering field. This research project 


focuses on the potential use of tire derived aggregate (TDA) produced from off-the-road wasted tires (OTR) in one 


of those civil engineering applications. The application calls for using TDA as a replacement for natural aggregates 


used as backfill materials for walls and under slabs for residential home basements in Manitoba. The expected 


benefits include: reducing heat loss, improving drainage and reducing lateral pressure on basement walls.  


 


The project began almost two years ago with a focus on determining the physical and mechanical properties of TDA 


using laboratory and small scale experiments. Properties tested included: compressibility, gradation distribution, unit 


weight, hydraulic conductivity and lateral pressure exerted by TDA on walls. Based on the encouraging results [6], 


the project then progressed into the demonstration stage where a full scale basement of a typical home using TDA is 


built. This part of the project is currently in progress and will focus, for at least two years, on measuring, analyzing 


and ultimately developing guidelines describing the long-term performance of TDA. The on-site demonstration 


project will require use of a multitude of instrumentations and tools essential to monitoring and measuring (M&M) 


the TDA performance characteristics and ultimately in the developing solid and workable guidelines. In order to 
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select the most cost-effective and reliable M&M systems for the on-site demonstration, a series of small scale tests 


were conducted to assess different options of sensors and data acquisition systems (DAQ). The following sections 


include the results of those tests as well as the on-site preparation work. 


2. LABORATORY TESTS TO SELECT M&M SYSTEMS  


2.1 Description of Sensors and DAQ Systems 


Sensors to measure the three parameters: moisture, temperature and pressure were examined for both TDA and 


natural aggregate. Different types of sensors used included: multipoint sensors (MPS) that provide both moisture 


and temperature readings, moisture detection sensors (MDS) which provide only moisture readings, as well as 


thermistors and thermocouples which provide only temperature measurements. Figure 1 below shows these different 


types of sensors.  


 


Figure 1: Different types of sensor used in the experiment 


 


As for the lateral pressure, strain gauges installed on a plastic cantilever plate were used. The strain gauge was 


installed in a 15cm x 15cm plastic plate that is attached in the top with a 25cm x 25cm plastic plate. Top plate was 


connected to the bottom (larger) plate using two plastic blocks (6.35mm thick by 2.5cm x 15cm) in order to make 


the top plate acts as a cantilever, as shown in Figure 2. As the top plate moves downward due to the initial pressure, 


the strain gauge becomes under compression. As the pressure increases, the top plate then touches the bottom plate 


and bends, which indicates the strain gauge is now in tension. Therefore, strain gauge installed in the top plate 


provides readings indicating the variation of pressure applied on the top cantilever plate.  


 


 
Figure 2: Cantilever plate & strain gauge used for measuring pressure 
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Two data acquisition (DAQ) systems were also investigated: a commercially available wireless DAQ1 (Figure 3) 


that has the capabilities of capturing the measurements from MPS, MDS, and the thermistors, and then wirelessly 


transfers the data to a proprietary software named 'Building Intelligence Gateway (BIG)' installed in laptop for 


calibration and analysis. The second DAQ2 system tested is internally developed by Red River College 


Instrumentation Department (Figures 4) for educational purpose and has the capabilities to capture the signals from 


strain gauges and thermocouples through a commercially available software (NI LabVIEW) installed in a laptop.   


 


 
Figure 3: DAQ1-Commercial SMT data logger        Figure 4: DAQ2-Internally developed data logger 


2.2 Description of the Tests Set Up 


A small scale concrete wall section (122cm x 61cm x 20cm) was constructed at the laboratory. A wooden frame was 


built around the wall and divided in the middle with a rigid wooden wall. One side of the frame was filled with TDA 


and other side filled with natural aggregate simulating backfill materials. The different sensors were installed in 


different locations on both sides of the divider. The test set up is shown in Figure 5. 


 


 
Figure 5: Experimental set up of small scale test 
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2.3 Tests Methodology and Results 


Moisture contents and temperature of natural aggregate and TDA were measured at two different locations; along 


the surface of the wall and approximately 2' away from the wall surface, as shown in Figure 5.  


 


Moisture changes were monitored and measured using MPS and MDS at different wetting and drying conditions for 


both natural aggregates and TDA. Figures 6 below shows the sensors signals (resistance in k ohms) for different 


moisture conditions when introduced at different durations. The first portions represented by the horizontal lines 


refer to the initial dry conditions measured during the first 20 hours (approx.). This followed by saturating both 


materials and then draining (drying) and repeating for different time segments. As shown in Figure 6, both sensors 


resistances behave in similar manner for TDA throughout all moisture conditions. However, for natural aggregates, 


MPS and MDS behave in a different manner during the first stage of saturation but then in similar way thereafter.  


Following this test, it was decided to use MPS for both materials, for reasons presented in the discussion section. 


Referring to Figure 6, the resistance drops more for natural aggregates compared with TDA when subjected to full 


saturation conditions after the initial drying time. As time goes by (from 20 to 45 hrs) we observe that the resistance 


for the natural aggregates remains almost constant while that for TDA rises sharply till the initial dry level. This may 


describe the TDA ability to drain moisture faster than natural aggregates. With the use of DAQ1, MPS resistance 


equates to a maximum value of 35% moisture content if the medium between the two electrodes is fully saturated, 


and to a minimum value of 8.8% moisture content if the medium is completely dry. Using the same conversions, it 


was possible to develop the two logarithmic relationships for both TDA and natural aggregates that can be used to 


express the MPS resistances (in ohms) in terms of moisture contents (%). These relationships are shown graphically 


in Figure 7. 


 


 
Figure 6: The resistance variations of MPS and MDS due to changes in moisture conditions    


 


 


 
Figure 7: The relationships between MPS readings and moisture contents     
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For temperature, all of the sensors tested provided close or identical readings as shown in Table 1.  


 


Table 1: Temperature at different time intervals 


Temperature of sand (°C) Temperature of TDA(°C) 
Ambient 


temperature(°C) 


Multipoint 


sensor 
Thermistor 


Multipoint 


sensor 
Thermistor Thermocouple 


17.35 17.32 17.29 16.77 19 


17.4 17.52 17.36 16.86 19 


18.93 19.48 19.23 18.82 19 


19 19.61 19.67 18.9 20 


19.32 19.3 19.23 18.97 20 


19.33 18.72 18 19.09 20 


19.3 18.49 17.5 19.13 19 


18.24 18.52 16.65 18.6 19 


18.2 18.35 16.81 18.56 19 


18.16 17.91 16.7 18.53 20 


18.02 17.97 17.48 18.5 21 


17.95 17.66 17.42 18.4 21 


18.04 17.85 17.35 18.27 21 


 


As for the pressure tests, loads were applied to create pressure directly transferred to the cantilever plate placed in 


the bottom of the materials. In this experiment, calibration curves were developed for both the natural aggregates 


and TDA. The curves represented the relationship between the strain readings and pressure exerted on the top 


cantilever plate. As shown in Figure 8, the strain gauge is in the compression zone as the cantilever plate is subject 


to initial pressure until it contacts with the bottom plate. The neutral point indicates that the cantilever plate contacts 


with the bottom plate, and tensile zone starts after this point with increasing pressure. The neutral point for natural 


aggregates is observed at approximately 0.7 kN whereas it is observed at approximately 2.5 kN for TDA. Therefore, 


it is obvious that TDA transfers much less pressure on the cantilever plate compared to natural aggregates. 


 


 
Figure 8: Calibration curves developed for cantilever plate theory 
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2.4 Discussion of the Results 


Sensors were selected for use in the large scale project based on their suitability of placement, reliability, and cost. 


In this small scale test, two types of sensors were used to detect moisture; MPS and MDS. MPS was applied in the 


middle of backfill materials and MDS was applied along the surface of the wall. Both sensors worked well in 


detecting moisture of backfill materials. But, MDS can only be applied along a smooth surface whereas MPS can be 


applied anywhere, and hence was the decision to use MPS. 


 


Three types of sensors were used to detect temperature; MPS, thermistors and thermocouples. Thermistors were 


mounted along the surface of the wall while MPS and thermocouples were placed in the middle of the backfill. It 


can be seen from Table 1 that all temperature sensors provide similar readings. While MPS sensors provide readings 


for both moisture and temperature and could be installed in any locations in the backfill materials, other types have 


lacked these advantages. Therefore, MPS sensors were selected for use in detecting moisture and temperature 


instead of MDS, thermistors and thermocouples.  


 


Strain gauge was selected for monitoring lateral pressure of backfill materials instead of the expensive conventional 


pressure cells. The assumption used for such decision was that the focus of the on-site demonstration is on 


comparing between the two backfill materials, namely natural aggregate and TDA and not essentially on 


determining the exact lateral pressure values, which was determined previously in the laboratory [6].  In these small 


scale tests, relationships between the pressure and strain were developed for both natural aggregates and TDA. It 


should be noted that additional tests will be conducted to adjust strain gauge final readings according to other 


factors, such as temperatures.  


3. PREPARATION FOR THE LARGE SCALE (DEMONSTRATION) PROJECT 


The selected sensors were built in a full scale basement that was completed in mid-January, 2016. Figures 9 and 10 


show the locations of the sensors as well as parts of the construction process. 


 


 
Figure 9: locations of the M&M systems 
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Figure 10: Photos showing the construction of the full scale basement and the placement of different sensors 


 


4. CONCLUSIONS 


Conclusions of the small scale test for selecting M&M systems for the demonstration project can be summarized as 


follows: 


1. Three parameters for assessing the performance of the backfill materials: moisture, heat loss and pressure can 


be monitored and measured using a variety of options. 


2. Multipoint sensor (MPS) was found to be a better option for measuring moisture and temperature at the same 


time, which is cost effective and reliable.  


3. The developed cantilever plate hypothesis and calibration charts present the possibility of replacing expensive 


pressure cell with inexpensive stain gauge for monitoring lateral pressure exerted by the backfill materials.  


4. Additional adjustments to the M&M systems are expected to be done as on-site data are collected and analysis 


begin at the different weather conditions. 
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ABSTRACT  


Hollowcore slabs are commonly used for floor and roofs of residential and commercial buildings. Concrete topping, 


which is commonly cast for leveling purposes, can also be used to increase the load capacity of hollowcore slabs. 


The post-cracking behaviour of hollowcore slabs greatly affects their ultimate strength. The composite action adds 


another level of nonlinearity. This paper presents a comprehensive 3-D finite element model that can predict the 


behaviour of such composite slabs. Nonlinear springs were used to model the interface layer. The nonlinear material 


behaviour of the concrete and the prestressing strands were also accounted for. Innovative analysis technique to 


simulate the staged construction of composite hollowcore slabs is also presented. The proposed analysis is validated 


using results from a previous experimental study by the authors. 


 


Keywords: hollowcore slabs, composite behaviour, interface properties, 3-D nonlinear finite element analysis. 


1. INTRODUCTION 


The vast majority of previous literature on the composite action of flexural elements is related to steel beams, where 


the concrete topping is attached to the top flange of the steel beam using shear connectors. In such cases, the 


connectors (shear studs) can be modeled using spring elements (Salari et al., 1998; Queiroz et al., 2006). The 


stiffness (force-displacement curve) of those springs is usually evaluated through series of push-off tests. Deng 


(2012) provided a modeling technique that accounted for the behaviour of shear studs in composite prestressed 


concrete girders and composite steel girders. 


  


Number of researchers successfully modeled non-composite hollowcore slabs using finite element analysis. To the 


authors’ knowledge, there is a lack of nonlinear numerical models in the area of composite hollowcore slabs. Mones 


(2012) conducted multiple push-off tests on composite hollowcore slabs with different surface finishes. Mones 


(2012) also modeled the composite behaviour of hollowcore slabs using 2-D plane-stress elements. Spring elements 


resembled the interfacial shear stress. The analysis assumed linear-elastic behaviour and did not account for the peel 


behaviour. The shear stiffness of the spring elements was determined based on the results of the push-off tests, 


which resembled a state of pure shear. Results of the finite element analysis were not validated. 


 


The behaviour of the concrete material becomes highly nonlinear after cracking, which greatly affects its overall 


response. Therefore, it is necessary to investigate the behaviour of composite hollowcore slabs in the post-cracking 


zone. This paper presents a 3-D nonlinear finite element model for a composite hollowcore slab specimen. The slab 


was part of a comprehensive experimental program conducted by the authors at Western University, Canada (Adawi 


et al, 2015). Interface stiffness values obtained from the push-off tests presented by Adawi et al. (2015) were used as 


initial values in the modeling of the full-scale slab. The final non-linear interfacial shear and peel stiffnesses of the 
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composite slab were then evaluated. The actual shear stress distribution along the interface between the hollowcore 


slab and the concrete topping was then evaluated. 


 


 


 


(a) Full-scale test setup. 


 


 


(b) Instrumentation. 


 


 


(c) Test photo 


 


 Fig. 1: Full-scale test  
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2. FULL-SCALE TEST 


The tested composite hollowcore slab (FMA2-2C) had a thickness of 203 mm, a machine-cast surface finish, and 7-


1/2” low-relaxation prestressing strands with ultimate nominal tensile strength of 1860 MPa. The concrete 


compressive strength of the slab was 50 MPa. The length and width of the tested slab were approximately 3658 mm 


and 1220 mm, respectively. The concrete topping had a thickness of 50 mm and a concrete compressive strength of 


30 MPa. Fig. 1 shows the full-scale test setup and the instrumentation. The concrete topping was saw-cut as shown 


in Fig. 1(b) to induce higher interfacial shear stresses during the test. The load (P) was applied at mid-span using a 


steel spreader beam. Vertical deflection was measured at mid-span using the displacement gauges: LE and LW. Slip 


was measured on both sides of the concrete topping using SLCW and SLCE. Peel deformations were measured 


using PCW and PCE. Strain gauges were also attached to the hollowcore slabs (SHCE and SHCW) and the concrete 


topping (STE and STW) at mid-span. The composite slabs were loaded at mid-span by increasing the load at 10 kN 


per minute up to failure. More details about the full-scale test are given in Adawi et al. (2015). 


3. FINITE ELEMENT MODELING 


ANSYS R15.0 (2013) was utilized to model the full-scale test. This section explains the modeling techniques 


including modeling of the prestressing force and the staged construction process. The material models used in the 


analysis will then be presented.     


 


The full-scale test was conducted using a three-point bending test setup as shown in Fig. 1. The finite element 


idealization of the test is demonstrated in Fig. 2. The main components of the full-scale test are: the hollowcore slab, 


the concrete topping and the interface between the hollowcore slab and the concrete topping. 6-noded and 8-noded 


3-D solid elements (SOLID65) were used to model the hollowcore slab and the concrete topping, respectively. The 


interface layer between the hollowcore slab and the concrete topping was modeled using nonlinear spring elements. 


A typical 3-D model for the composite hollowcore slab is shown in Fig. 3(a). 


 


The prestressing strands were modeled using a 3-D truss element (LINK180) that has two nodes with three 


translational degrees of freedom at each node. The geometry of a typical composite hollowcore slab was initially 


created by using block shapes. Several ANSYS geometry tools including “BOOLEANS” were used to create the 


voids in the hollowcore slab. The meshing was first conducted on the cross section area using the generic area 


element (MESH200) as shown in Fig. 6. The meshed cross section was then swept over the entire hollowcore slab’s 


using the (SOLID65) concrete element. Aspect ratio adequacy was verified automatically using the ANSYS 


recommended built-in criteria. 


 


 


Fig. 2: FE idealization of the full-scale test. 
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(a) General 3-D view of the composite hollowcore slab. 


 


 


(b) Cross section of the composite slab. 


 


Fig. 3: Finite element model of the full-scale test 


 


 


 


Fig. 4: Meshing layout. 
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The coincident nodes at the interface were connected using nonlinear spring elements (COMBIN39). The boundary 


conditions were assigned such that they simulate the actual support conditions of the composite slab in the full-scale 


test, Fig. 2. The bottom nodes at the hinged end of the slab were restricted in the Z and Y directions while the nodes 


at the roller support were only restricted in the Y direction. The load, (P), was applied at the midspan nodes located 


at the top of the concrete topping. Each strand consisted of a number of LINK180 elements that have the same 


length as the concrete elements along the Z direction, Fig. 4. 


3.1 Special Modeling Techniques 


Modeling the composite hollowcore slab involves dealing with two complex issues: the transfer of the prestressing 


force and the strain discontinuity between the hollowcore slab and the concrete topping. The concrete topping was 


cast after the hollowcore slab. This implies that the strains, and stresses, in the concrete topping were equal to zero 


before applying the concentrated load (P) shown in Fig. 2. The following sections explain how those two issues 


were addressed. 


3.3.1 Prestressing Force 


The prestressing force was modeled using the “initial state” (INISTATE) command. This command can be used to 


apply specific strain values to element LINK180 that resembles the strands. The strain in the strands at the time of 


testing was estimated at 0.0055. The jacking stress was 70% of the strand’s ultimate tensile strength. Prestress losses 


were estimated to be 15% of the jacking stress. Bond between the hollowcore slab and the prestressing strands was 


modeled using nonlinear spring elements (COMBIN39), as shown in Fig. 5. The constitutive force-displacement 


curve for those springs was developed using the bond-slip model by Balázs (1992), Eq. (1). The bond stress (b) is 


multiplied by the cylindrical circumferential area of the strand along the segment length to define the spring force at 


different slip values.  


 


[1]  
21' )(324.2 sf chb   (MPa)  


Where (b) is the bond stress in the direction of slip, (f’ch) is the concrete compressive strength of the hollowcore 


slab, and (s) is the slip between the strand and the surrounding concrete in millimeters.  


 


               


            (a) Modeling of strands.                                                                      (b) Location of bond springs. 


 


Fig. 5: Illustration of the bond-stress modeling. 
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3.3.2 Strain Discontinuity 


The concrete topping was cast after prestressing the hollowcore slab. Accordingly, the strains and stresses in the 


concrete topping were equal to zero before applying the external load (P). The interfacial shear and peel stresses 


were also equal to zero at that stage. Fig. 6 illustrates the staged construction process for composite hollowcore 


slabs. To model this process, the initial stiffness of the concrete topping was significantly reduced such that it does 


not contribute to the overall stiffness. This was achieved by using the “Kill” feature in ANSYS. The prestressing 


force was then applied as an initial strain using the “Initial State” feature. Finally, the stiffness of the concrete 


topping was activated to reflect its actual value using the “Birth” feature. The concrete topping and the interface 


springs were checked to ensure that they did not experience any stresses during the prestressing process before 


applying the load (P) along the entire width of the composite slab as shown in Fig. 7.  


 


 


 


Fig. 6: Staged construction steps. 


 


 


 


 


Fig. 7: Loaded composite slab 
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4. MATERIAL MODELS 


4.1 Concrete 


The linear isotropic component was defined by the concrete initial tangent stiffness (Ec) that was taken equal to 


(3320 ' 6900cf  MPa) as recommended by Collins (1991). Poisson’s ratio was taken equal to 0.2. The unconfined 


concrete stress-strain relationship Eq. (2), which was proposed by Popovics (1973) and calibrated by Porasz (1989), 


was used to define the multilinear stage. Shear transfer coefficients were taken as 0.30 and 0.95 for open and closed 


cracks, respectively (Cheng and Wang, 2010). The uniaxial tensile cracking stress (ft) was calculated using the 


formula recommended by Bentz (2000), Eq. (3).   
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fc: concrete compressive stress, c: concrete compressive strain, f’c: peak cylinder compressive strength, ’c: strain at 


peak compressive stress, n: curve fit parameter, k: factor to account for the post peak ductility of high strength 


concrete.  


4.2 Prestressed Reinforcement 


The stress-strain curve for the strands was constructed using the Ramberg-Osgood formulation (Collins, 1991) 


shown in Eq. (4).  
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Where (fp) and (p) are the stress and strain in the prestressing strand, respectively. The constants A, B and C were 


taken as 0.025, 118 and 10.0, respectively, as recommended in the 4th edition of the Canadian Precast/Prestressed 


Institute (CPCI) design manual (2007). The modulus of elasticity (Ep) was taken as 200,000 MPa.  


5. FAILURE CRITERIA 


The failure criteria were: (1) maximum principal compressive concrete strain of 0.002 indicating shear failure; (2) 


longitudinal compressive strain of 0.0035 indicating flexural failure; (3) strands’ tensile stress of 1860 MPa; (4) 


force in shear springs reaching their capacity indicating interface shear failure; and (5) force in peel springs reaching 


their capacity indicating interface peel failure.   


6. FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS RESULTS 


The load-deflection results obtained from the experimental test and the FEA analysis are shown in Table 1. The 


results are also shown graphically in Fig. 8. It can be noticed that the finite element analysis was fairly successful in 
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capturing the behaviour of the slab in terms of stiffness and failure load. The tested slab had a cut in its concrete 


topping and failed because the compressive strains in the hollowcore slab exceeded the limit of 0.0035. This failure 


followed the horizontal shear failure. The significant ductile behaviour observed experimentally is due to the 


confining effect of the applied load. The strains show good agreement between the experimental and the FEA results 


as shown in Fig. 9. The strain relaxation in the concrete topping after cracking was successfully captured in the FEA 


as shown in the graphs.   


Table 1: Load-deflection results 


Slab Label 
Analysis 


Type. 


Cracking 


load, kN 


Failure 


load, kN 


Deflection at 


failure, mm 
Failure Type 


FMA2-2C 
Exp. 152 244 49.6 concrete crushing 


FEA 164 206 18.4 concrete crushing 


 


 


Fig. 8: Load-deflection results. 


 


 


 


 


Fig. 9: Mid-span strain Results 


 


The stiffness of the nonlinear springs (COMBIN39) simulating the interface between the hollowcore slab and the 


concrete topping was crucial in the FEA analysis. The constitutive force-displacement curves were initially based on 


the FEA results of the push-off tests. The final force-displacement curves were determined using an extensive 


iteration process to match the full-scale experimental results. The final shear and peel stiffness results along with the 


parameters defining the force-displacement curves for the interface springs are show in Table 2 and Fig. 10. 


Difference between these values and the push-off test values can be attributed to the effect of confinement of the 
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interface layer that resulted from the applied load and the interaction between the shear and peel stresses along the 


interface layer.          


Table 2: FEA shear and peel stiffness results  


Slab Label 


Shear Stiffness Peel Stiffness 


yield Ultimate yield ultimate 


Py, N Slip, mm Pu, N Slip, mm Py, N Peel, mm Pu, N Peel, mm 


FMA2-2C 2740 0.007 6170 0.24 1000 0.5 1000 0.5 


 


 
Fig. 10: Interfacial springs properties 


 


When the concrete topping length is reduced for the tested slab (FMA2-2C), the shear stress intensifies causing the 


nonlinear behaviour to become apparent. The maximum interfacial shear stiffness evaluated from the FEA reached 


261 (N/mm)/mm2 during the full-scale test. The interfacial peel stiffness was found to be approximately 1.3 


(N/mm)/mm2.  


 


The shear stress distribution along the interface between the hollowcore slab and the concrete topping for tested slab 


is shown in Fig 11. The yielding load is the load at which the composite slab stiffness changes from linear to 


nonlinear based on the load-deflection curve of the slab.  


 


 
Fig. 11: Interfacial shear stress distribution. 


 


Considering the full-scale test setup, where there is only one point load at mid-span, the maximum interfacial shear 


stress occurs at the end of the slab where the moment is equal to zero and the vertical shear is at maximum. The 


shear stress dissipates towards the mid-span section, where the moment is maximum and the vertical shear is equal 


to zero. It is apparent that the tested slab had sustained shear stresses higher than the 0.55 MPa and 0.7 MPa limits 


set by the ACI 318-08 (2008) and the CSA A23.3-04 (2004) design standards.  
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7. CONCLUSIONS 


Modeling of a composite hollowcore slab full-scale test using the finite element method was conducted in this paper. 


The FEA showed comparable results with the experimental program conducted by Adawi et al. (2015). This 


demonstrates that the presented FEA approach and modeling procedures are adequate in capturing the behaviour of 


composite hollowcore slabs with an acceptable accuracy.  


 


When the concrete topping is reduced, apparent nonlinear behavior of the shear and peel stiffness was observed. 


Confinement provided by the applied load is believed to have significantly increased the interface stiffness. This 


suggests that live loads tend to confine the interface layer in the area where they are applied producing a more 


ductile behavior before failure. Considering the first stiffness branch of the FEA results, the shear stiffness of the 


tested composite hollowcore slab was 261 (N/mm)/mm2 while the peel stiffness was found to be 1.3 (N/mm)/mm2. 
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ABSTRACT  


Repeated crystallisation of salt minerals has been considered as the driving force for surface scaling of concrete 


exposed to physical sulphate attack. This damage is initiated when stresses induced by the internal pressure created 


via repeated salt crystallisation exceed the tensile strength of the concrete. The degree of such damage will depend 


mainly on the structure and connectivity of pores, which control the penetration of sulphates into the concrete. 


Several factors affect the pore structure including the concrete constituents, mixture proportions and the curing 


process. Therefore, in this paper, the effect of the pore structure on concrete deterioration by physical sulphate attack 


was investigated. Results show that the durability of concrete against physical sulphate attack can be controlled by 


tailoring the pore structure of the concrete surface. 


Keywords: Physical; Sulphate attack; Pores; Scaling; Crystallisation. 


1. INTRODUCTION  


Despite the current knowledge and specifications on concrete deterioration due to sulphate attack, there are only 


limited information and studies regarding the damage of concrete due to physical sulphate attack. According to 


Haynes et al. (2008), in certain environmental conditions, physical sulphate attack can cause substantial damage of 


the concrete surface. This was reported in several field investigations for concrete structures around the world (Al-


Amoudi, 2002; Hime et al. 2001; Novak and Colville, 1989; Yoshida et al. 2010). However, for decades, chemical 


sulphate attack on concrete was the main research interest, while physical sulphate attack has mainly been ignored 


(Haynes, 2008; Aye and Oguchi, 2011). It is only recently that researchers started to focus on the performance of 


concrete under physical sulphate attack. Nevertheless, there are contradictory views in the existing literature 


regarding concrete damage by physical sulphate attack. For instance, a field study by Irassar et al. (1995) reported 


that concrete with low permeability exhibited higher damage when exposed to an environment prone to physical 


sulphate attack than concrete with high permeability. It was suggested that concrete with fine pores, which can be 


achieved using a low w/c, is more vulnerable to damage due to physical sulphate attack (Hime 2003). Primarily, this 


concept was suggested based on the fact that stones with finer pores are more vulnerable to damage due to salt 


weathering or the so-called physical salt attack. However, laboratory investigation by Folliard and Sandberg (1994) 


showed that concrete made with w/c = 0.30 had better performance than concrete made with w/c = 0.50 under rapid 


salt crystallisation. Yet, a study by Nehdi and Hayek (2005) showed that concrete mortars with an intermediate              


w/c = 0.45 had an extensive efflorescence formation compared with w/c = 0.30 and w/c = 0.60. Therefore, more 


research is needed to investigate the main role of the concrete pore structure when exposed to physical sulphate 


attack. 


 


Studies have shown that salt weathering can cause serious damage to rocks and stones based on their pore structures 


(Angeli et al. 2008; Scherer, 2004; Buj and Gisbert, 2010). Buj and Gisbert (2010) investigated fifteen samples of 


stones that are similar to those commonly used in the architectural heritage. They found that stones with low 


porosity and high amount of small pores with low connectivity are less vulnerable to damage than stones with high 
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porosity and higher average pore radius. Thus, the previous suggestion regarding the poor performance of concrete 
with low w/c ratio under physical sulphate attack is questionable. According to Wellman and Wilson (1965), rocks 


that contain large pores connected by micro-pores are more venerable to damage due to salt weathering.  When a 


rock or a porous material is exposed to evaporation and its large and small pores are filled with a saturated salt 
solution, salt crystals will grow in the large pores at the expense of the smaller crystals in the small pores. This 


process will continue till damage occurs. The damage depends on the size of the small pores and the interfacial 


tension between the crystal face and its saturated solution compared with the strength of the rock (Wellman and 


Wilson, 1965). The current paper provides companion research data to that reported by Nehdi et al. (2014) and 


Suleiman et al. (2014) on concrete exposed to dual sulphate attack.  


2. RESEARCH SIGNIFICANCE 


Previous studies have shown that the susceptibility of stones and rocks exposed to salt weathering depends on their 
pore structure. Thus, factors that affect the concrete pore structure including the w/b ratio, binder type, and curing 


conditions were investigated under an environment prone to physical sulphate attack. The results of this study 


should explain the main role of these factors in concrete exposed to physical sulphate attack, which could allow to 


improve the durability design of concrete in sulphate environments. 


3. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 


3.1 Materials and Specimen Preparation  


Three groups of concrete mixtures with different w/b ratio (i.e. 0.30, 0.45, and 0.60) were tested. In each group, 


three binder types were used including ordinary portland cement (OPC), OPC with 25% class F fly ash (FA), OPC 


with 8% silica fume (SF), and OPC with 8% metakaolin (MK). The physical and chemical properties of the cement, 


mineral additives, and aggregates are summarized in Tables 1 and 2. The proportions of the concrete mixtures are 


provided in Table 3. For each of the concrete mixtures, standard cylinders 100×200 mm (4×8 in.) were cast 


according to ASTM C192 (Standard Practice for Making and Curing Concrete Test Specimens in the Laboratory). 


Table 1: Physical and chemical properties of various binders used in this study 


Components /Property 
Cement 


Type (10) 


Silica 


Fume (SF) 


Metakaolin 


(MK) 


Fly ash 


(FA) 


Silicon oxide (SiO2) (%) 19.6 95.3 52.2 43.39 


Aluminum oxide (Al2O3) (%) 4.8 0.2 41 22.1 


Ferric oxide (Fe2O3) (%) 3.3 0.1 1.8 7.7 


Calcium oxide (CaO) (%) 61.50 0.49 - 15.63 


Magnesium oxide (MgO) (%) 3.0 0.27 -  


Sulfur trioxide (SO3) (%) 3.50 0.24 0.04 1.72 


Loss on ignition (%) 1.90 1.99 1.1 1.17 


Insoluble residue (%) 0.44 - - - 


Equivalent alkalis (%) 0.7 - - - 


Tricalcium silicate (C3S) (%) 55 - - - 


Dicalcium silicate (C2S) (%) 15 - - - 


Tricalcium aluminate (C3A) (%) 7 - - - 


Tetracalcium aluminoferrite (C4AF) (%) 10 - - - 


Blaine fineness (m2/kg) 371 - - - 


Autoclave expansion (%) 0.09 - - - 


Compressive strength 28 days (MPa) 40.9 - - - 


Specific gravity 3.15 2.58 2.20 2.50 


Time of setting (min) Vicat Initial  104 - - - 
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Table 2: Physical and chemical properties of fine and coarse aggregates 


 


Table 3: Proportion of tested concrete mixtures 


Mixture # Binder Type Cement 


Content 


(kg/m3) 


Pozzolanic 


Content               


(kg/ m3)                


Aggregate Content 


(kg/m3) 


w/b Super-


plasticizer 


(ml/m3) Coarse Fine 


1 OPC 450 0.000 1110 804 0.30 2250 


2 OPC + 25% FA 337.5 122.5 779 0.30 1600 


3 OPC + 8% SF 414 36.00 791 0.30 3200 


4 OPC + 8% MK 414 36.0 797 0.30 2900 


5 OPC 400 0.000 1110 727 0.45 1570 


6 OPC + 25% FA 300 100.0 705 0.45 900 


7 OPC + 8% SF 368 32.00 715 0.45 2100 


8 OPC + 8% MK 368 32.00 720 0.45 1850 


9 OPC 350 0.000 1110 689 0.60 --- 


10 OPC + 25% FA 262 87.50 754 0.60 --- 


11 OPC + 8% SF 322 28.00 679 0.60 --- 


12 OPC + 8% MK 322 28.00 797 0.60 --- 


 


3.2 Curing Conditions 


Concrete cylinders from each concrete mixture were cured for 28 days in a moist room at RH ≥ 95% and T = 20°C 


[68°F] before exposure to the sulphate environment. The curing was carried out according to ASTM C511 (Standard 


Specification for Mixing Rooms, Moist Cabinets, Moist Rooms, and Water Storage Tanks Used in the Testing of 


Hydraulic Cements and Concretes). To investigate the curing effect, another identical group of cylinders from each 


mixture was exposed to the sulphate environment after 24 hours. 


3.3 Environmental Exposure Conditions 


All concrete cylinders were partially immersed in a 5% sodium sulphate solution and placed inside a walk-in 


environmental chamber with cycling temperature and RH. Cycles consist of one week at temperature = 20°C [68°F] 


and RH = 82% followed by one week at temperature = 40°C [104°F] and RH = 31%. 


Property  Coarse aggregate Fine aggregate  


Potential alkali reactivity (Mortar-bar method) (%) 0.05 - 
Absorption (%) 1.11 1.09 


Crushed particles (%) 68.00  - 
Flat/elongated (%) 6.00  - 
Micro-deval (A) (%) 11.00 17.00 


Soundness (freeze-thaw) (%) 2.20  - 


Soundness (MgSO4) (%) 3.90  - 


Specific gravity (apparent) (%) 2.73 2.73 


Specific gravity (dry) (%) 2.65 2.65 


Specific gravity (SSD) (%) 2.68 2.68 


Unit weight (kg/m3) 1734  1512  


Materials finer than 75-μm (sieve # 200) (%) 0.90 2.10 
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3.4 Visual Inspection 


Concrete cylinders were visually inspected for up to six months of sulphate exposure. The visual rating of concrete 


surface damage was rated according to the rating system proposed by Malhotra et al. (1987).  In this system, 


concrete can be rated on a scale of ten based on its surface scaling and mass change as shown in Table 4. 


Table 4: Visual rating system for damaged concrete (Adapted from Malhotra et al. 1987) 
Rating Grade Rating Description 


0 Less than 15% of surface aggregates are exposed 


1 More than 15% of surface aggregates are exposed 


2 50% of surface aggregates immediately below the surface are exposed 


3 80% of surface aggregates are exposed 


4 Surface aggregates are exposed over 20% of their perimeter 


5 90% of the surface aggregates are exposed over one half of their perimeter 


6 95% of volume of specimen remaining 


7 80% of volume of specimen remaining 


8 60% of volume of specimen remaining 


9 20% of volume of specimen remaining 


10 Specimen disintegrated 


 


3.5 Mass Loss 


Concrete cylinders from each mixture were transferred to the exposure condition after measuring their initial mass 


using a balance with an accuracy of 0.01 g [0.00035 oz.]. Before measuring their initial mass, all concrete cylinders 


were air-dried in the laboratory at temperature = 23°C [73.4 °F] and RH = 70% until constant mass was reached. 


The mass loss was calculated according to the following equation: 


 


[1                                                                                                                                                                   


 


Where; (t) is the time, Mi is the initial mass of the cylinder; Mt is the mass of the cylinder at time (t). 


4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 


4.1 Visual Inspection  


Figure 1 shows salt crystals on concrete surface. During the first week, salt precipitation (efflorescence) appeared 


above the solution level (5% of sodium sulphate) on the drying surface of the concrete cylinders when exposed to a 


temperature of 20°C [68°F] and RH of 82%. According to previous studies (Thaulow and Sahu, 2004; Haynes et al. 


2008), this exposure condition can lead to mirabilite formation. In the second week, the exposure was altered to a 


temperature = 40°C [104°F] and RH = 31%, a condition conducive to thenardite formation. It was observed that the 


volume of the precipitated salt on the concrete surface decreased compared to that in the first exposure. This is due 


to the conversion of mirabilite to thenardite, which results in a volume reduction of about 314% according to Tsui et 


al. (2003). 


 


Table 5 reports the visual rating for concrete cylinders after six months of exposure to physical sulphate attack. 


Scaling of concrete surfaces started to appear above the sulphate solution level approximately a month after the 


exposure (4 cycles of wetting and drying). The exposure was continued for up to six months (24 cycles of wetting 


and drying) and all concrete cylinders were inspected to diagnose the level of damage.  
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Figure 1: Salt crystals on concrete surface 


 


Figure 2 illustrates the damage above the solution level for the cured concrete cylinders made with w/b = 0.60. 


Higher surface scaling above the solution level was found in the cured concrete specimens incorporating pozzolanic 


minerals compared to that of the specimens made with  100% OPC at a w/b = 0.60.  Figures 3 and 4 show the cured 


concrete cylinders made with w/b = 0.45 and 0.30 after six months of physical sulphate exposure. Concrete 


cylinders having a w/b = 0.45 achieved similar results to that of cylinders made with w/b = 0.60, but with 


significantly less damage. For the cured concrete cylinders with w/b = 0.30, no surface scaling was detected after six 


months of sulphate exposure. For the non-cured concrete cylinders, an increase in damage was observed in 


comparison to their cured counterparts. 


 


 


 
                   (a)                                         (b)                                         (c)                                      (d) 


 


Figure 2: Cured concrete cylinders made with w/b = 0.60 after six months of physical sulphate exposure: (a) 


concrete made with OPC, (b) OPC + 25 % FA, (c) OPC + 8 % SF, and (d) OPC + 8% MK. 
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                         (a)                                       (b)                                      (c)                                       (d) 


 


Figure 3: Cured concrete cylinders made with w/b = 0.45 after six months of physical sulphate exposure: (a) 


concrete made with OPC, (b) OPC + 25 % FA, (c) OPC + 8 % SF, and (d) OPC + 8% MK. 


 


 


 
                       (a)                                       (b)                                            (c)                                     (d) 


 


Figure 4: Cured concrete cylinders made with w/b = 0.30 after six months of physical sulphate exposure: (a) 


concrete with OPC, (b) OPC + 25% FA, (c) OPC + 8% SF, and (d) OPC + 8% MK. 


 


Table 5: Visual rating for concrete cylinders after six months of exposure to physical sulphate attack 


 
 w/c = 0.60  w/c = 0.60* w/c = 0.45 w/c = 0.45* w/c = 0.30  w/c = 0.30* 


OPC 2.20 3.80 0.65 0.95 0 0 


OPC + 25% FA 5.80 7.50 2.25 2.85 0 0 


OPC + 8% SF 5.00 6.25 1.20 1.55 0 0 


OPC + 8% MK 5.50 6.95 1.35 1.80 0 0 


    *Non-cured 
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4.2 Mass Loss 


The mass loss was observed for all concrete cylinders that were partially immersed in the sodium sulphate solution 


and exposed to cyclic temperature and RH. Figure 5 shows the mass loss after 6 months of exposure to physical 


sulphate attack. During the first month, concrete cylinders gained mass due to water absorption, particularly for 


those with higher w/b. For example, cured concrete cylinders with w/b = 0.60 gained higher mass than the cured 


cylinders made with w/b = 0.45 and w/b = 0.30, respectively. In addition, at the same w/b ratio, 100% OPC concrete 


cylinders gained higher mass than that of samples incorporating pozzolanic minerals. For the non-cured concrete 


cylinders, the mass gain was higher than the cured concrete cylinders. Approximately one month later, concrete 


cylinders started to lose mass. Higher mass loss was observed for the non-cured concrete cylinders than for their 


cured counterparts. The highest mass loss was detected for those concrete cylinders made with w/b = 0.60 and 


incorporating pozzolanic minerals. A similar trend was observed for concrete cylinders made with w/b = 0.45 but 


with less mass loss. However, all concrete cylinders made with w/b = 0.30 did not exhibit any mass loss.  


 


 


 
                                             (a)                                                                                   (b) 


  


Figure 5: (a) Mass loss for cured concrete cylinders made with w/b = 0.60, (b) Mass loss for cured concrete 


cylinders made with w/b = 0.45. 


 


After six months, the portion of all concrete cylinders immersed into the sodium sulphate solution was found mostly 


intact. This finding indicates that the mass loss occurred due to damage of the concrete surface above the solution 


level. Since the concrete surface above the solution level was exposed to evaporation, supersaturation of the sodium 


sulphate solution can be reached. Therefore, crystals can grow from the supersaturated solution and generate high 


tensile stress, leading to damage and mass loss of the concrete above the solution level. In addition, high 


crystallisation pressure can be achieved through cycling the temperature and RH, resulting in accelerated damage.  


 


Results indicate that the vulnerability of concrete to damage due to physical sulphate attack depends on the pore 


structure, which is similar to natural stones or rocks. Using pozzolanic minerals in concrete exposed to physical 


sulphate attack was found to escalate the surface scaling. This finding can be related to the fact that pozzolanic 


minerals refine the concrete pore structure and increase the volume of pores with smaller diameters. Since pores 


with smaller diameter tend to increase the capillary rise on the concrete surface, a larger amount of solution will be 


exposed to evaporation, leading to a higher supersaturation. Thus, salt crystals will grow and apply higher pressure, 


resulting in larger surface scaling and increased mass loss of the concrete. In case of increasing the w/b, the volume 


of the pores and their connectivity can be increased, leading to higher capillary rise and increased salt growth on the 


concrete surface. Therefore, more damage can occur as shown in this study. In addition, it was found that curing the 


concrete for 28 days led to less surface scaling. This finding can be attributed to the fact that curing the concrete 


increases the solid volume of the concrete (Mehta and Monteiro, 2006), leading to a decrease in the total volume of 


the pores and their connectivity.  
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5. CONCLUSIONS  


In this paper, the durability of concrete exposed to an environment prone to physical sulphate attack was 


investigated. Several conclusions can be drawn based on the results: 


 


• The performance of concrete exposed to physical sulphate attack depends on the concrete’s pore structure rather 


than its chemical composition.  


• Reducing the w/b ratio improved the durability of concrete under physical sulphate attack. This can be explained 


by the fact that reducing the w/b ratio reduces the total volume of the pores and their connectivity, resulting in 


less capillary rise and surface scaling. 


• Moist curing the concrete for 28-days before exposure to physical sulphate attack reduced the damage.  


• Partially replacing the ordinary portland cement with pozzolanic minerals escalated the damage from physical 


sulphate attack since pozzolanic minerals refine the concrete pore structure, leading to higher capillary rise and 


more surface area for evaporation. 
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ABSTRACT  


The brewing industry typically produces 3-10 liters of wastewater per liter of beer produced which contains sugars, 


soluble starch, ethanol, and volatile fatty acids (VFAs) and is typically characterized by 2,000-20,000 mg/L COD, 


200-3,000 mg/L total suspended solids (TSS), and 10-124 mg/L phosphorus. In this study, the high strength brewery 


wastewater was treated with a multi-plated (BDD/Graphite) electrolysis cell configuration with Fenton’s reagent in a 


galvanostatic mode of operation. A novel cell configuration with five electrode plates (BDD/Graphite), which provide 


a higher current/voltage ratio than the conventional three plate configuration, was used in this study to provide more 


surface for anodic ·OH production, as well as electrical regeneration of Fe2+ at the cathode. The test was performed 


with cathodically generated in-situ H2O2 and externally added H2O2 to determine the optimal dose for the overall 


process. The ·OH formed by Fenton’s reaction, as well as anodic oxidation, degraded the organic matter present in 


the wastewater. This hybrid treatment method enables the brewery to meet the requirements of the wastewater 


discharged into the municipal system at a shorter time with higher treatment efficiency than the conventional treatment 


processes.  All the experiments in this study were performed in a controlled environment which showed removal 


efficiency of as much as 90.5% of COD at an H2O2 dose of 0.1 mM with a Fe2+/ H2O2 ratio (w/w) of 17. Fe2+/ H2O2 


ratios higher or lower than this value showed lower COD removal efficiency with higher energy consumption, which 


might be the effect of parasitic reactions of ·OH. The next step of the research will focus on optimization of the overall 


process including current intensity, Fe2+ concentration, and cell configuration, as well as the quantification of ·OH 


production. 


 


Keywords: Boron-doped diamond (BDD); Brewery; Organics; Oxidation; Mass transfer; Energy consumption. 


1. INTRODUCTION 


The brewing industry has contributed a significant portion of economic power in human history, including in the 


formation and growth of Canada (Eberts 2007). Beer is considered as the fifth most consumed beverage in the world 


after tea, carbonates, milk, and coffee (Fillaudeau, Blanpain-Avet et al. 2006). This alcoholic beverage is made from 


a malted grain (usually barley), water, and possibly a herb or spice for flavor (e.g. hops), with the whole being 


fermented with yeast (Eberts 2007). Brewing beer involves two main steps: a) brewing and b) packaging of the finished 


product. The by-products (e.g., spent grains from mashing, yeast surplus, etc.) generated from these steps are 


considered pollutants when mixed with effluents. Also, cleaning of tanks, bottles, machines, and floors produce high 


quantities of polluted water, which contain both chemical (with very high organic content) and microbial contaminants 


(Doubla, Laminsi et al. 2007, Doubla, Laminsi et al. 2007). It is estimated that in the production of 1 L of beer, 3–10 


L of waste effluent is generated, depending on the production technique and specific water usage. In other words, 


large quantities of water are consumed and polluted during the beer brewing process (Kanagachandran and Jayaratne 


2006, Simate, Cluett et al. 2011). Since brewing constitutes an important economic segment of any country, it is 


necessary to reduce the pollutant concentration before discharge via an effective treatment system. 
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The conventional method of beer brewery wastewater treatment is based on biological methods, which naturally lead 


to longer hydraulic retention times and are subject to failures due to shock loading and improper maintenance. These 


processes also require a lot of space. Moreover, the biodegradation of flavonoids present in the brewery requires 


specific bacterial strains to achieve higher removal efficiencies (Krishnan Vijayaraghavan 2006, Doubla, Laminsi et 


al. 2007). Table 1 shows existing treatment methods for brewery wastewater. 


 


 


Table 1: Summary of Existing treatments of Brewery wastewater (Simate, Cluett et al. 2011) 


Process COD Reduction (%) 


Quenched plasma 98 


UASB 73-91 


Aerobic reactor 90-98 


Combined bioreactor 98 


Membrane bioreactor 96 


Electrochemical method 97 


Microbial fuel cells  94 


Nanofiltration 96 


Reverse osmosis 100 


 


 


The application of electrochemical advanced oxidation processes (EAOPs) is well-suited for degrading biorefractory 


organic pollutants because it is possible to achieve partial or complete decomposition of the organic substances. The 


electrochemical method of treatment is favored, because they are neither subject to failure due to variation in 


wastewater strength nor due to the presence of toxic substances, and they require less hydraulic retention time (Simate, 


Cluett et al. 2011). These EAOPs have been shown to be more efficient and cost-effective than some widely used 


advanced oxidation processes (AOPs) such as the Fenton oxidation or ozonation in the treatment of organic pollutants 


(Dirany, Sires et al. 2010). For example, the anodic oxidation with a BDD anode has been successfully applied for the 


treatment of photographic processing wastewater (Bensalah, Bedoui et al. 2013), textile industry wastewater (Ö. 


2014), pharmaceutical caffeine removal (Ganzenko, Oturan et al. 2015), and even antibiotics (Dirany, Sires et al. 


2010).  


 


Primarily, the in situ generation of hydroxyl radical (·OH) with a very high standard reduction potential (E° 


(·OH/H2O) = 2.80 V/SHE) provides the oxidative ability of these EAOPs (C. Barrera-Díaz 2014). These ·OH radicals 


non-selectively react with most organics up to their full/partial mineralization, i.e., convert them into CO2, water, and 


inorganic ions. The formation of these radicals are characterized by the continuous supply of hydrogen peroxide to a 


contaminated acidic solution by the reduction of O2 as follows (Jiang and Zhang 2007, El-Ghenymy, Rodriguez et al. 


2014): 


 


[1]  O2 + 2H+ + 2e- → H2O2     


 


Electro-Fenton (EF) process is the most popular EAOP based on Fenton’s reaction chemistry. It involves the 


addition of a small quantity of Fe2+ ion as a catalyst to an acidic solution to react with electro-generated H2O2 to give 


homogeneous ·OH and Fe3+ ion from Fenton’s reaction (2). This reaction becomes optimal at a pH ~3 and is 


catalytic because it can be propagated from Fe3+ reduction to Fe2+, which takes place mainly at the cathode (3) 


(Jiang and Zhang 2007, Dirany, Sires et al. 2010). 


 


[2]  Fe2+ + H2O2 → Fe3+ + •OH + OH-     


 


[3]  Fe3+ + e- → Fe2+                       


 


The reaction between an organic pollutant (R) and •OH is expressed as follows (Bensalah, Bedoui et al. 2013, 


Ganzenko, Oturan et al. 2015) : 


 


[4]  R + •OH → Products       
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This study is intended to reduce the high organic content of brewery wastewater by optimizing the process parameters 


using electro-Fenton and electro-oxidation technology, which consumes minimum energy at a specific time period.  


2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 


2.1 Wastewater 


Untreated wastewater samples were supplied by Brasserie Labatt Québec Limitée. Samples for both process and 


non-process wastewater were collected and then mixed properly in order to get a homogenous sample. Non-process 


wastewater (condensed water) has low viscosity, low turbidity, and is almost colorless with sharp yeast odor but 


process wastewater i.e. brew pushing water has high viscosity, high turbidity, a dark color, and a strong yeast odor. 


The most important operating parameters for the electro-Fenton system are certainly pH, the concentration of 


catalyst (Fe2+), and current intensity (Ganzenko, Oturan et al. 2015). The optimal range of pH has been studied 


extensively and shown to exist around the value of 3 (Plgnatello 1993, Jiang and Zhang 2007, Enric Brillas 2009). 


The optimal catalyst (Fe2+) concentration of 0.2 mM Fe2+ was found by electro-Fenton in different studies (El-


Ghenymy, Rodriguez et al. 2014, Ganzenko, Oturan et al. 2015) and hence used in this study with a current intensity 


of 800 mA. 


 


Table 2 shows the typical brewery wastewater characteristics along with the analyzed values from this study. 


 


2.2 Chemicals 


 


Hydrogen peroxide (CAS 7722-84-1) and Iron (II) sulfate heptahydrate (CAS 7782-63-0) as a catalyst source were 


obtained from Sigma–Aldrich. The pH of the solutions was set using 1M H2SO4 and 1M NaOH. All the solutions 


were prepared with ultrapure water produced by a Millipore Milli-Q (simplicity 185) system with a resistivity of 


>18 MX cm. 


 


2.3 Experimental setup 


 


All experiments were carried out in an open, undivided electro-Fenton reactor in a batch mode at a temperature of 


40 ± 2 °C to mimic the actual conditions of the processes employed in the brewery industry. The setup consisted of 


600 mL glass beaker, which was filled with 500 mL of sample wastewater. A DC power supply with constant 


voltage and current capacity of 35 V and 0.8 A respectively, was used for E-Fenton experiments. The anode was a 


BDD thin-film on a niobium substrate with an area of 25 cm2 (Neocoat), and graphite plates of the same size were 


used as cathodes placed equidistant (8 mm) from the anode. For the entire experiment, the pH was adjusted with 1M 


H2SO4 or 1M NaOH to 3.5 ± 0.5 and measured with a pH meter. The solution was stirred continuously throughout 


the process with a magnetic bar on a magnetic stirrer. Certain amounts of Fe (II) was added to the electrolyte 


solution to initiate the electro-Fenton reactions following a sufficient amount of time to allow the solution to become 


air saturated.  


 


A novel cell configuration was used in this study which comprised of two anodes and three cathodes and was 


inserted into the reactor (fully submerged) in such a manner that more electrode area was exposed to the organic 


matter present in the solution. Monopolar parallel cell connection in a horizontal position was used to conduct all the 


experiments. 
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Figure 1: Schematic of Undivided Electrolysis Cell used for EF/EO treatment of Brewery wastewater. 


3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 


The most important operating parameters for the electro-Fenton system are certainly pH, the concentration of 


catalyst (Fe2+), and current intensity (Ganzenko, Oturan et al. 2015). The optimal range of pH has been studied 


extensively and shown to exist around the value of 3 (Plgnatello 1993, Jiang and Zhang 2007, Enric Brillas 2009). 


The optimal catalyst (Fe2+) concentration of 0.2 mM Fe2+ was found by electro-Fenton in different studies (El-


Ghenymy, Rodriguez et al. 2014, Ganzenko, Oturan et al. 2015) and hence used in this study with a current intensity 


of 800 mA. 


 


Table 2: Characteristics of brewery wastewater 


Parameter Typical Value (Simate, 


Cluett et al. 2011) 


Labatt Sample 


pH 3–12 3.77-6.88 


Conductivity (μS) - 436-597 


Temperature (°C) 18–40 40 ± 2 


COD (mg/L) 2000–6000 6930-7798 


BOD (mg/L)  1200–3600 - 


COD:BOD ratio 1.667 - 


VFA (mg/L) 1000–2500 - 


Phosphates as PO4 (mg/L) 10–50 - 


TKN (mg/L) 25–80 - 


TS (mg/L) 5100–8750 9200-10000 


TSS (mg/L) 2901–3000 1104-1200 


TDS (mg/L) 2020–5940 8096-8800 


 


3.1 Change of Conductivity and applied Voltage over time 


Brewery wastewater has high conductivity (Table 2) which eliminates the need for electrolyte addition. With time 


the conductivity of the sample increases which reduces the applied potential requirement (Figure 2) and 


consequently the energy consumption for the overall process. During electrolysis, at BDD anodes, oxidation of 


water occurs promoting 
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Figure 2: Conductivity (blue) and Voltage (black) as a function of Electrolysis time 


 


the production of weakly adsorbed hydroxyl radicals (Eq. 1), which unselectively and completely mineralize organic 


pollutants with a high current efficiency (Marco Panizza and Cerisola 2009, Bensalah, Bedoui et al. 2013, El-


Ghenymy, Rodriguez et al. 2014, Ganzenko, Oturan et al. 2015). Typically, the voltammetric study of electrolytic 


processes on BDD electrodes shows a high oxygen evolution overpotential (OEP), explaining the easy 


mineralization of organics (C. Barrera-Díaz 2014).  


 


[5]  BDD + H2O = BDD (•OH) + H+ + e- 


                        = 2H+ + 2e- + O2                                 


                                   (Oxygen Evolution) 


 


Since water is being oxidized at anode surface, the concentration of electrolytic species present in solution and 


conductivity will increase with time. It should be mentioned that the addition of 1M H2SO4 and 1M NaOH for pH 


adjustment will also add conductive species into the solution, also increasing overall conductivity over time. 


3.2 Removal Efficiency of Chemical Oxygen demand (COD) at different H2O2 dose 


The combined Electro-Fenton and electrooxidation (EF/EO) treatment method was found to be very effective in 


reducing the COD value of brewery wastewater. The 5 hr long experiment was able to reduce the COD value by 


90.5% in the optimal condition where 0.1 mM H2O2 was added externally. Figure 3 shows COD removal as a 


function of H2O2 concentration, where removal efficiency with H2O2 dose follows a trend. Lower doses of this 


oxidation agent were found to be more effective than higher ones. This can be explained through the effect of 


parasitic reactions of electro-generated hydroxyl radicals: an evolution of H2 at the cathode inhibiting the in-situ 


formation of H2O2 and •OH self-destruction at the anode (Dirany, Sires et al. 2010, Ganzenko, Oturan et al. 2015). 


 


Since the presence of H2O2 and Fe2+ is inevitable for Fenton’s reaction (Eq. 2), it is the ratio of these two species which 


controls the optimum amount of •OH radical formation. This ratio has also been reported in the literature for different 


kinds of pollutant removal (Sansebastianmartinez 2003, Tiwari and Upadhyay 2013). In this study, the effective Fe2+/ 


H2O2 ratio (w/w) was found to be 17. 
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Figure 3: COD Removal from Brewery wastewater as a function of different H2O2 Concentration. [Inset COD 


reduction over time for 0, 0.1 mM & 1 mM H2O2 dose] 


 


Figure 3 shows a linear regression for COD removal over time during the electrochemical oxidation of brewery 


wastewater. It can be observed that ln(CODt/COD0) decreases linearly with time, confirming that electrochemical 


oxidation of this type of wastewater on the BDD electrodes follows pseudo-first-order reaction. Typically, BDD 


electrodes with high oxygen evolution potential (OEP) have hydroxyl radical mediated oxidation, and because of the 


high reactivity and very short average lifetime of these radicals, mass transfer controls the maximum rate and no 


significant differences can be observed with respect to the kinetics of the electrochemical oxidation (C. Barrera-Díaz 


2014). Average mass transfer coefficients for the electrochemical system can be calculated by Eq. 5, 


 


[6]  CODt = COD0e-(k
m


A/V)t       


 


Where km is the average mass transfer coefficient in the electrochemical cell (m/s), A is electrode area (m2), and V is 


the volume of the electrolyte (m3). km could be calculated from the slope value of the plot of ln(CODt/COD0) versus 


time. The value of km at 0.1 mM and 1 mM H2O2 is 3.62 × 10-5 and 3.55 × 10-5 respectively, which is approximately 


10% higher than without the H2O2 addition situation. This indicates that mass transport is slightly enhanced by the 


addition of H2O2 externally at the BDD anode (Chen, Li et al. 2014). This higher mass transfer coefficient could be 


attributed to the faster reaction coefficient in case of sufficient H2O2 concentration. 


3.3 Current Efficiency and Energy Consumption for the Overall Process 


Current efficiency (CE) and energy consumption (EC) for this study were calculated in order to find the energy 


effectiveness of this treatment process. The average current efficiency (ACE) during electrolysis has been calculated 


using the following relation (M. Panizza 2001, Radjenovic and Sedlak 2015): 


 


[7]  ACE = 
[(𝐶𝑂𝐷)0 −(𝐶𝑂𝐷)𝑡]


8𝐼𝑡
 FV     


 


Where (COD)0 and (COD)t are the chemical oxygen demands (g O2/m3) at times 0 and t (s), respectively; I is current 


(A), F is Faraday constant (96 485 C/mol) and V is the volume of the electrolyte (m3). And the energy consumption 


(E), has been calculated using the following relation, and expressed as KWh/m3/kg COD (M. Panizza 2001, Chen, Li 


et al. 2014, Radjenovic and Sedlak 2015): 


 


[8]  E = 
𝑈𝐼𝑡


1000 𝑉
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Figure 4: Energy Consumption and Current Efficiency for the EF/EO treatment. 


 


Where U and I are average cell voltage (V) and electrolysis current (A) respectively; t is the time of electrolysis (h); 


V is the volume of the electrolyte (m3). Figure 4 shows the changes of CE and EC with different H2O2 dose. 


Minimum energy consumption was calculated at 0.1 mM H2O2 where the current efficiency was 104%. 


4. CONCLUSIONS 


1. Degradation of organic matter present in brewery wastewater (BW) by the EF/EO process is successful, 


depending on the set of operating parameters applied. 


2. Optimal H2O2 dose for removal of organics from BW was found to be 0.1 mM which gives a catalyst/oxidant 


i.e. Fe2+/ H2O2 ratio (w/w) of 17 at 0.2 mM  of Fe2+ concentration and 800 mA applied current intensity. Highest 


COD removal obtained using these conditions is 90.5%. 


3. Mass transfer was found to be enhanced by the addition of H2O2 externally at the BDD anode.  


4. The next step of the research will focus on optimization of the overall process including current intensity, Fe2+ 


concentration, cell configuration, time, and current intensity required to achieve 100% removal. 
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